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WORK OF RE NOVATION BEGINS

The Illinois State Spiritualists Association Leads Off With a Searching 
Investigation.

The Testimony in the Case of Mrs. Mabel Aber Jackman, herewith Placed Before the 

Spiritualist Public.

To the Editor:—At a meeting of the 
official board of the Illinois State Spir
itualists’ Association, Nov. 5, 1898, the 
enclosed resolution was adopted by a 
unanimous vote and the secretary In
structed to send you a copy for publi
cation. There were present at said 

’meeting, the following members of the 
official board: George B. Warne, presl- 
dent; Col. James Freeman, vice-presi
dent; Hiram Eddy, trustee; Orrin Mer
ritt, trustee; Ervin A. Rice, secretary 
and treasurer.

The resignation of the former secre
tary, M. H. McGrath, having been re
ceived and accepted, the writer of this 
was duly appointed as secretary until 
the next regular election.

ERVIN A. RICE, 
■ Secretary I. S. S. A.

often are the shafts and arrows of । Jackman came in and seated himself 
cruel suspicion, distrust, jealousy and at the piano; the bell rang, Mr Jack
hatred hurled at our mediums, and in! man faised from his seat and went
common with others who have the in-
terests of the cause at heart, I demand 
a fair trial and humane treatment for 
all those who may rightfully or wrong
fully be accused. We are not perfect
no, not one, and we can afford to be 
charitable; but there is no higher duty 
which we owe to ourselves and to our 
cause, as Spiritualists, than to expose 
and denounce the fraud and charlatan
ry that infest our ranks to-day.

If Mrs. Jackman was wrongfully ac
cused in this instance, I am sure had 
she faced hex- accusers before this com
mittee, the committee would have given 
hex- an impartial and unbiased hearing, 
and most swiftly and gladly have vln-

down-stalrs and admitted Mrs. Hahn.

dieated her.
Copy of resolution adopted by the offi- 

.cial board of the Illinois State Spirit
ualists’ Association, Nov. 5, 1898:

i Whereas, In the matter of the allega
tion by ,Mr. H. F. Hill and associates 
that Mabel Aber Jackman and Edward 

:E. Jackman used fraud at a material
izing seance given under their manage
ment at 3143 Forrest avenue Chicago, 

.‘on Tuesday evening, September 20th, 
1898, by introducing from the cabinet, 
.human beings as spirit forms, we hnd 
'that the charge is fully sustained by 
the sworn evidence in our possession.

Therefore, it is ordered that the cer
tificates of ordination and fellowship 

. held by the said Mabel Aber Jackman 
and Edward E. Jackman under the 
charter of the Illinois State Spiritual
ists’, Association, be and the same are 
hereby revoked-arid annulled and that 
these defendants are' hereby; expelled 
from membership in the Illinois State

A. M. GRIFFEN.

THE SWORN TESTIMONY OF WIT
NESSES TOUCHING UPON THE 
MANIFESTATIONS OR MATERI
ALIZATIONS PURPORTING TO 
COME THROUGH THE MEDIUM
SHIP OF MRS. MABEL ABER 
JACKMAN, GIVEN BEFORE THE 
ILLINOIS STATE SPIRITUALIST 
ASSOCIATION - MRS. JACKMAN 
AND HER FRIENDS, THOUGH 
REQUESTED TO DO SO BY THE 
STATE ASSOCIATION, FAILED 
TO APPEAR AND GIVE THEIR 
EVIDENCE - TESTIMONY GIVEN 
OF A STARTLING NATURE.
SHOWING 
DANGER 
HONEST

THE 
THAT

APPALLING
CONFRONTS

SPIRITUALISTS AND
Spiritualists’ 

Attest:
Association.

ERVIN A. RICE, 
Secretary.

With deep sorrow we spread before
our readers the entire evidence, so that 
'our readers can Judge as to whether 
the Illinois State Association is justifi
able in the action It has taken. Notice 
was served on Mrs. Jackman, inviting 

'her to appear before the State Associ
ation, with her witnesses, and give 
testimony in defense, but the entire 
proceedings were Ignored by her.

IN RE MRS. JACKMAN.
The Judgment of an Impar

tial Observer.
A PROMINENT SPIRITUALIST 

WHO WAS PRESENT, GIVES HIS 
VIEW OF THE TRIAL AND THE 

." PERSONNEL OF WITNESSES.
. As an observer of the proceedings of 
the committee of the Illinois State 

.Spiritualists’ Association relative to 
the charges of fraudulent practices of 
Mrs. Jackman in her mediumship, I 
note in comparison with judicial pro
ceedings that that investigation was a

MODEL OF FAIRNESS 
of spirit and judicial method on the 
part of the committee, and of apparent 
truthfulness and candor on the part of 
•the witnesses who gave their testi
mony. The personnel of the committee 
needs no commendation at anybody's 
hands, for they are gentlemen whose 
character for, Integrity and honesty of 
purpose no one in this community, nor 
in any other where they are known, 
would dare to question. Spiritualists, 
calm and cautious thinkers, and withal 
gentlemen, as tender of the reputation 
of others as of their own innocence, 
i§^uld certainly never have suffered at 

v,t . sir hands.
V<Óf the witnesses it may be said that 
fliey were all—at least so they declared 
—Spiritualists and Interested in the dis
semination of a knowledge of the gen
uine and the good in Spiritualism. No 
one can unerringly read the conscience 
of another, but a shrewd judge of hu
man nature, I fancy, would feel mor
ally certain, listening to those wlt- 
nesses, that they were telling that 
which they sincerely believed to be the 
truth. They were examined separate- 
Jy, each one testifying before the com
mittee without the presence of the oth
ers or of another, excepting in the case 
of Mrs. Hill, whose husband was pres
ent In the room while she was deliver
ing her testimony; which is a practice 
often resorted to in court trials where 
there are a number of witnesses, thè 
purpose being to prevent collusion be
tween witnesses of a certain class who 
might be disposed, if they listened to 
each other's testimony, to “fix up” a 

' btory that should harmonize in all its
■parts.
• A point which I was a little skeptical 
’upon at the start disappeared to .

THE VANISHING POINT 
in-my mind before the investigation 
.was concluded. I had feared that here 
was a squad of “fraud-hunters, de
tectives and smart Alecs, sent out by 
olir friend, the enemy, Old Aunty-Spir
itualist Association, or who perhaps 
had taken it upon themselves to win a 
high-up niche in the temple of fame 
whereon to write their pusillanimous 
names at the expense pt a poor fellow
mortal who was unfortunate enough to 
have crossed their path. Alas, too

INVESTIGATORS.
The committee of the Illinois State 

Spiritualists Association to investigate 
the charges against Mrs. Mabel Aber 
Jackman, preferred by Harry F. Hill 
and others, met at the otlice of Marion 
Pickett, Esq., Room 29, 107 Dearborn 
street, Chicago, Illinois, at 7 o'clock p, 
m., Saturday, October 8, 1898.

Present: Dr. George B. Warne, pres
ident; Messrs. Freeman, Eddy, Rice and 
Pickett.

The statements of witnesses on be
half of complainants were taken as fol
lows, no one appearing on behalf of 
Mrs. Jackman:

The statement of Harry F. Hill, given 
in answer to interrogatories propound
ed by Dr. Warne and others of the com
mittee:

My name is Harry F. Hill, residence 
270 E. Indiana street. I have lived 
there one and a half years and one door 
east of that two and a half years; I am 
a stationary engineer, employed at 250 
to 200 E. Madison street; I have been 
employed there four years. .

Question. Have you been in the hab
it, or have you frequently attended se
ances gives by Mrs. Jackman at 3143 
Forest avenue, Chicago?

Answer. I have. The first seance' I 
attended there was in the month of Sep
tember, 1897, and the. last one was on

That was the lady that was there, that 
I omitted. He admitted her; she arrived 
after we had all been seated in the se
ance room, before any supposed mani
festations took place. When she came 
in she was seated and then Mr. Jack
man took his place at the piano and 
suggested that they sing “Beulah 
Land,” which we proceeded to sing. 
After the singing of this song, Mrs. 
Jackman stepped up and lowered the 
light, and she asked if anybody desired 
to make an examination of the cabinet. 
Nobody expressed a desire. Mr. Jack
man again started up with the piano, 
and she suggested that we sing “Shall 
We Gather at the River?" They com
menced to sing, and while we were 
singing a form appeared at the en
trance of the cabinet. She announced 
that it was Emma Burdine, her cabinet 
guide. The form did not come out; it 
just simply made its appearance at the 
entrance and retired. The next was a 
form that stood in the cabinet entrance; 
you could just see the outlines of a 
form, and that was announced as Nel
lie Gray, her cabinet guide. The next 
form that made its appearance was 
that of a supposed spirit who was the 
sister of a lady sitting in the audience, 
and I think it was Mrs. Johnson, of De
Kalb, a rather fleshy lady, and she had 
a little valise that she carried with hex' 
into the seance room, and when she 
walked up to the cabinet she had that 
valise in her hand, kept it there all the 
time. Mrs. Jackman said, “This is your 
sister.” She walked up to the cabinet, 
stood there, conversed with the form a 
moment, the form retired and she took 
her seat With that, out stepped the 
form of a gentleman who was intro
duced to the audience as Dr. Black
more. He came out by the side of the 
medium and Mrs. Jaekman said, “Can't 
you walk over and shake hands with 
Dr. Chandler?—I think his name is. 
He did not speak; the form walked over 
and shook this gentleman’s hand. With 
that he backed back to the cabinet 
bowed and retired. With that a form 
like a little boy appeared, a boy about 
thirteen or fourteen years old. Mr. 
Gass, who was also a regular attendant 
at those seances with myself, was there 
In the audience. Mrs. Jackman said, 
“Mi'. Gass, here is your son Henry; Mr. 
Gass, come up.”

Mr. Gass arose and walked up to the 
cabinet, and being on very familiar 
terms there, having attended the se
ances a great many times, in faet al
most as much as I have, she was 
lenient with him, and he took the form 
by the hand and the arm and says, 
“Come out and shake hands with my 
friend, Mr. Hass.” The form stepped 
out and walked by the side of him; Mrs. 
Jaekman remained back at the cabinet, 
Mr. Jackman remained at the piano, 
and Mr. Haas sat right next to me. Mr. 
Gass led the form over to Mr. Haas; 
Mr. Haas said, “Why, Henry, glad to 
see you;" took him in his arms and em-

He released-his hold arid the spirit, or 
whatever it was—presumed to be the 
spirit—made 'a dive, forith| cabinet. I 
threw out this ’ arm (Indicating) and 
caught it right in this arm, threw her 
right across my hip likfe that and held 
her; I had hex- in this arxh and Mr. Jack
man in this arm. (indicating). By that 
time there was a commotion out in the 
hall and the boys stepped back and as 
they stepped back I rejeased my hold 
on Mr. Jackman and lie run towards 
the hajl; then I still held the spirit in 
my arm, Mrs.Jackmap came up, put 
her hand around my neck and said, 
"Oh, for God's sake, WE Hill, don’t do 
this; don’t expose me, for you will ruin 
me." I says, “Never mind; don't get 
excited; I simply want to see what I 
have got here.” She implored me. 
With that Mrs. Hahp game up and she 
also began to Implore pae> "For God's 
sake not to hold the spirit.” She says, 
“A spirit can’t dematerialize as long as 
you have hold of it.” f says, “I am 
perfectly aware of thatlfact, as long as 
I have got hold of it; id this is really a 
spirit I would like to l|now it." With 
that I give it a good squeeze and the 
spirit, or what was presumed to be the 
spirit, says: “Oh, for $od’s 'sake, Mr. 
URI don’t kill me.” I turned around and 
I threw her over on this arm and I lit 
a match and tried to light the gns; Mrs. 
Jackman pulled my '¿rm down, and 
with one arm I was unable to do any
thing. I still held the form and lit a 
match in that position and held it 
down in her face, and I says,
“You are the liveliest damn spirit that, 
I have had hold of iof many a day.” 
She says, “Oh, please don’t kill me.” I 
says, “No, you are a .woman and I 
won’t, but if you was a man I might;” I 
says, “Go," and with that I took her 
and threw her Into the cabinet. I then 
retired to the hall and down the stairs; 
Mr. Jackman made the remark when I 
started down stairs, “Mi-. ITHI I will get 
even with you for this." “Well,” I 
said, “I haven’t done anything that is 
particularly out of tlxe way; I simply 
wanted to see what I ’have been up 
against all this time. If there is any 
getting even to do, grid if you have got 
anything to say, say. it in the presence 
of all these people here now.” He 
says, “That’s all right; I will get even 
with you.” We walked out of the 
house, stood at the door. Mr. Gass 
then turned around, and made the re
mark, “Yes, I will gqt even with you." 
Just then Mr. Haas w.as golhg out the 
door; he says, “Philltp.lgo get the po
lice.” With that wfe stepped outside the 
door and stood thei'G on the aldewalk a 
moment or two arid. o)il come these 
confederates, the .people'that we recog
nized as coming but of the cabinet play
ing spirit.. We joined, right in with 
them; they walked up to 31st street and 
Forest avenue, stood there waiting for 
iu electric car. We all gathered 
around them in a circle; Mr. Gass 
walked up to the lady, ¿truck a match, 
held it in her face and said, “So you are 
xuy son Henry; a pretty thing you are;" 
just that way. 1 turned around to the 
gentleman that stood by the side of 
her, I walked up and endeavored to say 
something to him; he immediately 
turned his back on ‘me; I caught 
him by the shoulder and whirled 
him around and said, “So you are Dr. 
Blackmore.” So with that the car 
came along and we all stepped on 
the car; they got on thq car and we all 
got on the car and started with them, 
and then we told them what we 
thought of them, people that would do 
such a thing as that as to make a 
mockery out of people's dead relatives, 
friends and one thing and another, and 
finally when we got to State and 31st 
street when they got off the car Mr. 
Georgi said to her, “You had better

cap was In her hand; she had a little 
white arrangement on the neck; when 
the light was struck it didn’t show any 
illumination; when it was dark in the 
room it showed an illumination right 
here in jront. I could not absolutely 
swear that it was a woman, but it had 
the voice of a woman and the form of 
a woman; I am absolutely positive that 
it was this form that used the language 
to me, “Please don’t kill me;" it was not 
in a whisper but loud enough so that 
all those In there heard it unless they 
were too excited.

During the entire evening up to the 
disturbance Mrs. Jackman was seated 
outside of the cabinet and Mr. Jackman 
was seated at the piano about three 
feet from the cabinet entrance.

Q. I would like to read you a state
ment that comes from the hand of a 
friend of Mrs. Jackman, which is as 
follows: -

“It appeared that a little boy came, 
Hill caught it and held it and called it 
a fraud, and then he sneaked out into 
another room and lit matches in a most 
cowardly manner.” Did you light these 
matches in the same room in which the 
cabinet was situated and where the
materialized forms appeared, so-called 'Ì

September 20, 1898. Between those ,,, . , , , - —
two dates I should judge as a safe esti- ,,rn^Ji1>lxn, lifted it up on his lap. With 
mate I have attended fifty of her se- . Jackman made a run; she 
ances countiucr the nicturo cbiRKPR *ind ■ the form and commenced to
Saturday nights and everything I pJH^ore Mi. Haas to release it; she said, 
have paid one dollar in cash admission l<U°u ‘ Ilo!d ‘H®,,« Please’” Mr- 
at every seance that I ever attended of !, aas ” e,l. Mis. Jackman, if it 
hers from the beginning, excepting the I , a.,Ku.rTl * can dematerialize; I won’t 
last seance I attended. I was present', i i waat ta see what I have got 

• • - - 1 hold of;' and with that she grabbed
Mr. Haas around the neck and she said, 
“Oh. for God’s sake, Mr. Haas, don’t do 
this: you will ruin me; you will ruin

at the seance given Tuesday evening, 
September 20, 1898; on that occasion 
there was present myself, Mi'. Gass, 
Mr. Robert Grabe, Mr. Otto Georgi, Mr. 
Emil Georgi, Mr. Phillip Haas, and I 
think the lady’s name is Mrs. Johnson,
from DeKalb, Illionis, and there was a 
little hunchback doctor, I think the
name is Dr. Chandler, and a gentleman 
by the name of Cowen, and another 
gentleman and another lady ■ whose 
names I did not learn.

Q. Do you know whether (his gentle
man and lady that you have last men
tioned came or seemed to come with 
anybody especially?

A. When we came to the house on 
the evening mentioned, these people 
were all there sitting in the parlor con
versing together. I and these other gen
tlemen that were with me, or some of 
them, went into the back parlor and I 
sat out in the hall reading a paper. I 
do not knowwhether those people came 
there together or not

Q. At the opening of that seance, 
did Mrs. Jackman or any one for her 
announce that in her manifestations 
she sometimes had materialization, per
sonation, transfiguration and ethereal- 
izatlon, one or all of them?

A. She did not
Q. Did you, at any of these seances 

that you attended given by Mrs. Jack
man, hear any of them opened by this 
explanation as.to her work?

A. Never In all of my experience 
there. ' .

Q. Mr. Hill, will you kindly state to 
the committee, as. concisely as you can. 
just what occurred at this seance of 
September 20,1898? ' • . •

A. Simply this: We were all ranged 
down stairs and Mrs; Jackman was- up
stairs; we.did not seq hey, at .all. Mr. 
Jackman came dôwn-stairs and an
nounced that they were ready to open 
and tve should all adjourn to the’séance 
room- We went in the seance room, 
which Is on the second floor. I have a 
plan here of the up-stâits, if you gentle
men care to see it We adjourned to 
the seance room up stair^ and we all 
were seated. After being seated Mr.

braced him, lifted it up oxi his lap. With

take my advice and stop this business 
for you have got off rtretty lucky to
night,” and the lady 1 x question, the 
one that was playing he spirit, said, 
“Thank you; we will.’ That is the

uc opilll, Ddltl, 
’ That is the

A. In the first place the statement is 
wrong in itself, for I, Hill, did not grab 
the form first; in the second place, all 
the matches, all the lights that I lit 
were in the seance room wherein the 
cabinet is located and where the sup
posed materializations took place.

Q. What were the balance of the 
sitters doing during this disturbance?

A. The two ladles and the two gen
tlemen, as near as I could discover, re
tired to the hall and those were the 
people that struck the matches and lit 
the light in the hall and staid out there, 
and Dr. Chandler stood in the doorway 
while all this was transpiring in the 
seance room, looking into the seance 
room. I lit the gas after the breakage 
caused by Mrs. Jackman.

Q. May I ask, Mr. Hill, whether at 
any one of the fifty seances that you 
think you attended, given by Mrs. Jack
man, there was ever any objection 
made to youi' presence on the score of 
habits, character or personal standing, 
to your knowledge?

A. None whatever. I was always 
welcome and when my wife attended 
there When I did not attend, the ques
tion was always put to her where I was 
and why I did not come.

Q. Did you fever during your visits 
there.take,apy friends, to any of the 
manifestations?" - • •• '
. A., I 41d.

Q. What was your reason for doing 
that? ■
: A. To explain the matter, I was sus
picious fox- some time in regard to the 
genuineness of her manifestations and 
for the purpose of testing them I 
wished to take friends of mine there 
and introduce them and get their opin
ion of them also, and if we could estab
lish the fact in qur own minds that the 
manifestations were not genuine it was 
my intention to have these gentlemen 
to assist me in doing what we did upon 
Tuesday night, the 20th. Mrs. Jackman 
always insisted upon my bringing those 
frieuds of mine to some of the lower 
phases of mediumship, such as trumpet 
and slate-writing and small card pic
tures that were given. Those always 
took place down-stairs in the rear par
lor. When I took some gentlemen there 
afterwards, when I suggested bringing 
them to a materializing seance she 
would always find some excuse to 
throw me off, she didn’t like them, or 
probably they were not far enough ad
vanced, and I tried for a number of 
weeks to bring some of my friends in 
there but she always objected, conse
quently I made known my suspicions to 
other gentlemen who were regular at
tendants there as well as myself, and 
they satisfied themselves then as to 
what the nature of those, manifesta
tions were, and then we concluded we

the house; then in about one minute out 
come a lady and gentleman and walked 
up to 31st and Forest avefiue; I walked 
up the other side of the street; they got 
on the ear at 31st and Forest avenue; I 
got on the same car and it was the 
same lady In fact that I recognized that 
came out representing herself as Mrs. 
Hill’s mother; I recognized her features 
and everything. They transferred to 
the State street line, came down to the 
corner' of State and Madison, got off the 
ear, took a Madison street car and I 
took a Madison street car; they rode in 
the second cai' and I rode on the grip; 
went out West Madison street to May 
street, where they got off the car and I 
got off the car; they went north on May 
street and I lost them in the shadow; I 
didn't care to follow them any further 
in that direction. Then we went on 
quietly for awhile and we attended a 
good many seances; we wanted to 
know positively what we were doing 
before we proceeded; I made a few sug
gestions to my wife in regard to what 
to do, and when those forms would 
come out she should scrutinize their 
features very closely so that It would 
be an impossibility to make a mistake, 
and then we would take a position on 
the outside and we would watch and 
count the people and we would see if 
these people coxne out in the same way 
that I saw them on this night. It went 
on for several weeks, and the night of 
the Jubilee meeting in Hall 77 31st 
street, In March, that lady was there, 
and we sat up in a box in the hall in 
the gallery there and she kept her eyes 
right on us all the evening, the same 
lady that we saw at the seance and on 
the cars. Then I confided my suspicions 
to/ these other gentlemen and they con
cluded to notice them.

Q. Did you evei' hear the name or 
names of the lady or gentleman that 
you think played the part of confed
erates?

A.
Q. 

from
A.
Q. • 

wife?

Now, that is a mat tex* of hearsay. 
What did you understand it to be 
hearsay?
Blair.
And that they were husband and

me." She says. “Please don’t do this.” 
With that Mr. Jackman run up, and by 
that time we had all raised up on our 
feet. Mr. Jackman run up and I 
stopped him by throwing out my arm 
against, the alcove partition. Mrs. 
Jackman at the time was imploring Mr. 
Haas to please release the form. I 
raised up on my feet and we all raised 
up and Mr. Jaekman says: “Let loose of 
that.” And I says, “Hold on, don’t get 
excited; what is the matter?” With 
that he says, “Take that spirit away 
from that man.” “Well now,” I says, 
“don't get excited; things will quiet 
down here; just be easy.” With that he 
endeavored to crawl under my arm to get 
over there, but I threw my arm down 
like that (indicating) and still impeded 
his progress. He then reached over my 
shoulder and lie struck Mr. Haag a blow 
in the face; Mr. Haas still hung to the 
form. Then Mrs. Hahn run up and she 
commenced to beg and implore for 
God's sake to let the spirit loose, and 
with that it was a general uproar, and 
Mr. Gass who was standing back 
turned around and lit a match and 
struck the gas. Mrs. Jackman re-

statement of what ocetrred there that 
night.

Q. May I ask you jvxether you can 
continue any further as o what became 
of the supposed confederates? You left 
them at State street?

A. They got on the car; the other 
gentleman with me continued on the 
31st street ^?ar; they, the man and 
woman, got off of the car, went south 
one block, crossed over and took the 
car; I get on the car, rode down with 
them to the corner of State and Mad
ison street; there they left me, the 
same people. I alone followed them 
from 32nd street to State and Madison, 
and do not know what became of them 
after that. ,

Q. Do I understand you that Mrs. 
Jackman herself said , to Mr. Haas in
your presence, with great urgency,” 
“Let this spirit go?"

' She said “Please let the spirit 
I heard that •

A. 
go.”

Q. 
was

A.

Did she give any reason why she 
so urgent tQ have it.released?
Nothing more than she said “For

God's sake, don’t expose me, don’t ruin 
me.”. . .

Q. Now, Mr. Hill, with the fact in 
mind that you hold to an extent a 
woman's reputation for honesty in your 
possession, and farther that that
woman is a sensitive and -medium, do 
you make this solemn statement that 
her. language was a. request that 
child should be released In'ox'def 
she might not be exposed?

A. Yes, sir;.I do.
Q. Do you further stati that

this 
that

she

would expose them for the benefit 
the cause.

Q. Did any forms supposed to 
dead friends or relatives of yourself 
wife ever appear from the cabinet?

of

be 
or

leased her hold upon the form and 
turned upon dnd<grabbed into the gas 
jet wjth both hands and tore the top 
off and broke thé globe into smith
ereens, and . with that' Mr. Georgi and 
another gentleman that sat over in the 
corner lit another match,’ got up and 
stood and held ft up in this way (rais
Ing thé :hand). Mrs. Jackman let loose 
of the gas which she had gottiirned off 
and the top jerked off and run over'and 
grabbed at Mr. Georgi, and when she 
made a grab at Mr. Georgi I turned 
around and struck a match and again 
lit the gafe.. I had Jackman under this- 
arm all the time, holding him; After 
he .had 'struck. Mr. Haas -n blow.in the 
face, Mrs. Hahn or Mrs. Vackman,- I 
don’t know which it was, but one of 
them grabbed Mr. Haas by the beard 
or in the face, causing him to release 
his hold upon the form which he had.

made a second appeal to you substan
tially the .same,"Urging thxrt'you would 
ruin her reputation?’ ■ ’ ■ -

A. She did, and a-tffird. :
Q-‘ ’Wbat’dixL’you uMerstanxl -tirat to 

refer to? What did she mean by the 
language? ” ” ,

A. Well,- ’the ' sjtxii^ion there - was 
Ejima facie.’;• Shq represented'that form 
to be; that Materialized -spirit, 
whereas It Waq' geiffi/and ■ .blob®• the 
same as you and’ Hie Jt^jt of us. Tt.wns 
a decbption'pn heWpartAnd she realized 
the fact ttajCw.e .Werfeaware of fdS’onx 
the condition of. things there at the 

..time, becapse she cafed upon Mr.‘ Gass, 
in the. presence.of all tlkise people,land' 
declared that that was .the spirit of his 
son Henry; and when .we took the form 
and struck the Ught wa discovered the 
form of. a woman in flesh and blood, 
dressed in a little brown velvet suit,' 
knee pants and n ini-kei. a enp, and the

A. Oh, yes, of my wife a great many 
' times.

Q. Did you at any time in the early 
part of your attendance there feel that 
the work might be genuine, and for 
that reason invite your friends to be 
present?

A. When I first attended her seances 
I had all the confidence in the world in 
the woman as regards her honesty; that 
confidence lasted five or six months, 
from September, 1897, to about the fol
lowing March. What aroused my sus
picions was on one Sunday night, the 
second Sunday night I think in the 
month of March, my wife attended a 
materializing seance at Mrs. Jackman's, 
and-after the seance she was detained 
with Mrs. Jackman some time, and 
after she left the house and went up to 
the corner of 31st and Forest avenue to 
catch the car a lady and gentleman also 
took the car and their actions were 
very suspicious when they noticed my 
wife and she became Impressed with 
the idea that that was the woman she 
saw come out of the cabinet, and the 
man was the supposed Dr. Blackmore; 
but I told her to say nothing, to let the 
matter drop and we would quietly in
vestigate. The following Sunday night 
I attended the seance myself and I took 
particular notice when this form came 
out which represented Itself as the 
spirit of my wife’s mother. I took in 
the outlines of her features as close as 
I possibly could, took hex* in my arm 
and caressed her, kissed her on the 
cheek and noticed very closely; it was 
light enough so that you could distin
guish everybody's face in the room. 
After the seance was over I was the 
first one down stairs;'the seance closed 
at twenty-five minutés of eleven I 
knew every face that had been In. the 
house; I cpqnted the people that were 
in there; I came down the stairs, I was 
the first one. out, and I walked across 
the street and ■ came: down the other 

.side.and stood in the shadow ôta tree 
and counted the people that came but, 
arid'there wits'the same number of peo
ple that came out that.I saw In the se
ance room. . I stood there until five 
minutes past eleven; at five minutes 
past eleven o’clock Mr. Jackman came 
to(the door; stepped outside, looked up 
and down thé street and went back Into

A. That statement was not made. 
Their names were Blair.''

Q. Were they ever seen by any wit
nesses in this case to your knowledge 
to enter that house before a seance was 
given?

A. Not to my own knowledge; Mr. 
Otto Georgi told me so. ■

Q. Hitve ypu ever learned the num
ber at which these confederates stopped 
on May street?

A. As near as I could make out on 
the night that I followed them over 
there they went into num hex- 9, but I 
lost track of them. That Is the only 
attempt that has ever been made to 
follow them beyond the corner of State 
and Madison. It is about four miles 
and a half from Mrs. Jackman's home, 
where the seances were held, to this 
point on May street.
OA'Ylle“ tJie seance first opened on the 
20th of September one gas jet was 
burning, and also back into the corner 
was another small gas jet that is 
operated with a string that runs back 
into the cabinet and that had a globe 
covered with blue paper. After the se
ance commenced and singing a song, 
Mrs. Jackman stepped up and turned 
out the gas jet and the light in the cor
ner gave a sufficient light to distinguish 
everybody’s face in the room.

I have not taken a drink of liquor 
myself individually in five years last 
past; as for the others I cannot say* 
none of the complainants appeared at 
any of these seances to my knowledge 
lu a condition of intoxication or a con
dition bordering upon it.

Q. The statement is made by Mrs. 
Jackman over what is supposed to be 
her signature that the complainants in 
this case are drunkards. Have you ever 
kn,owa any of them to be intoxicated?

A. To my knowledge I have never 
known any of them to be intoxicated- 
never saw any of them in that con
dition and have never seen one of them 
take a drink. I formed their acquaint
ance, most all of them, while attending 
those seances; never knew them back 
of September, 1897; met them at Mrs 
Jackman’s seances and they were reg
ular attendants thei-e as well as myself

The. Rtatement is made by a party 
representing the lady whose case we 
are considering that the complainants 
in this case are the lowest and vilest 
people in the city, saloon-keepers and 
bums. Have you any knowledge that 
would warrant that as a proper des
ignation of any of the complainants in 
the case? .

; during the same period directly or In-’ 
I directly with any officer of the Illinois 
I State Spiritualists' Association or Na
. txonai Association upon any matter in 

relation to Mrs. Jackman nor any one
' else, nor did I during the same period 
’ r^9e've any communication from any, 

officer of these associations; nor have 1-
i during the same period at any time 
। communicated in any way with any, 
. officer of any Anti-Spiritualist Associa- 
■ tjon, noi- has any officer or representa

tive of any Anti-Spiritual 1st Association 
ever communicated with me; nor have 
1 ever made the statement that I was 
employed by either the National Spirit
ualists’ Association or the Illinois State 
Spiritualists’ Association to act as a de- 
A«lve upon Mrs' Jackman's work- 
After this seance occurred in which we 
exposed Mrs. Jackman, the gentlemen 
associated with me in that exposure 
suggested that we keep track of her, 
and that if she stopped giving the se
ances we would say nothing about it. 
On the following Tuesday night I w ent 
to the corner of 31st and Forest avenue 
and stood there on the corner smoking 
a cigar and I noticed four ox' five people 
going down to Mrs. Jackman’s; I 
walked down by the house and 1 heard 
singing there; I walked back again, 
stood on the corner a few moments and 
walked down the street again; as I 
walked down the street the second time ' 
I saw Mr. Hahn standing out in front 
of Mrs. Jackman’s house; the house 
was all dark from the appearance from 
the street, but there was singing going 
on Inside as could be readily heard. Ab 
I walked by I made the remark to Mr. 
Hahn, being well acquainted with him, 
“Hello, you are on guard, are you?” He 
says “Yes, are you?” I said, “Yes, lam’ 
looking for some of the spirits.” With 
that I went down the street to 32nd 
street, down 32nd street to Indiana, got 
on the car and went home. On the fol
lowing Thursday night I got on my, 
bleycle and rode down there and 
thought I would see if she was going to 
give a seance again. I stood on the 
cornex- of 31st and Forest avenue with 
my bicycle leaning up against the edge 
of the sidewalk; while I was standing 
there a police officer came up to me and 
he stood by the side of me, looked at me 
in a very inquiring manner, and finally 
he said to me, "Who are you waiting 
for?” I said “Nobody in particular."' 
Hq said "What Is your business around 
these corners?" I said “Am I doing 
anybody any harm?” He said “Well, 
po, not that I can see now, but yotx 
Wave been pointed out to me as a man 
that has been laying around these cor- 
riers with a couple of derringers in your 
pocket trying to break up a Spiritual- ; 
ists’ meeting down here at 3143 Forest 
avenue.” I said “Who made this state- 
meut to you?” He said “The gentleman 
there in the restaurant.” Mr. Hahn 
keeps a restaurant around the corner.
I told the officer xny business there; I 
told him we did expose last Tuesday 
night the so-ealled Spiritualistic meet
ing down there at 3143 Forest avenue; 
and I said “I am here to see if she is 
going to continue to give those seances; 
and If she Is, I am gathering all the in
formation that I can with regard to 
those seances, which I intend to submit ' 
to the National Association or Illinois 
State Spiritual Association.” That 
was the statement that 1 made to this 
officer, but I did not say that I was in 
the employ of the National Association 
or Illinois State Spiritual Association, 
or make any statement that the officer 
could draw any such Inference from; I 
told him my address and place of busi
ness and named him a couple of officers 
on the beat down there where I am em
ployed who knew me.

On Wednesday morning following 
this Tuesday night, September 20th, I 
wrote Mrs. Jackman a letter in which I 
stated that I was sorry that that little 
disturbance occurred at her house last 
evening, but that I had had my sus
picions aroused for some time in regard 
to the genuineness of her manifesta- - 
tlons and had satisfied myself thor
oughly that they were not what they, - 
were represented to be, and that as a 
consequence I was responsible for the ■ 
disturbance that took place were last ■ 
night, but I would advise her to stop 
this nefarious business and let her hus
band go out and earn hex' an honest llv- ’ 
Ing; If not, that I would denounce her 
from every public platform and publish :
her in all 
as I can 
wrote.

Q. Are

the papers. That is as near 
remember the letter that I

you a Spiritualist?

A. Gentlemen, do I look like a bum?
Q. The question was as to any of 

them? '
A. I will leave that to you gentlemen 

to decide. As to my own individual 
!5lf.’J„Ca“e here t0 Chic!,S° 1“ the fall 
°1 lf937,.For one year 1 was engineer 
at the Chicago Illuminating Company 
on 21st street, between State and Wa
bash avenue, one of the largest electric 
lighting plants in the city. I filled the 
responsible position of engineer there 
at that time. Those people can vouch 
for my character individually. From 
there I worked for Willoughby Hill & 
Co. as assistant engineer in the Boston 
Oyster House, four months, when I left 
my position and accepted a better and 
a more lucrative one In the place that I 
am at the present time, where I have 
been for the last four years About. I 
have never been a saloon-keeper In my 
life, my business Is that of an engineer. 
Where they get that statement I pre
sume Is that I have charge of that 
wholfe building thfere and there is a 
saloon in the front part of the base
ment, and I also have, an engine room 
right in one corner of the basement for 
the operation of the elevator, and they 
have often seen me pass back and forth 
there In the line of my duty. The peo
ple who .made that statement probably 
labor under the Impression that I was a 
saloon-keeper because they have often 
seen pie there. • . _ : .

Prior to the seance of September 20, 
1898, ’ Ij never communicated in any 
manner my suspicions or my intentions 
to any qffifeer of the National . Spiritual
ists’ -Association or the Illinois State 
Spiritualists’ Association, nor received 
froth; any such'officer any communica
tion upon any matter directly’ or In
directly. noi' did-1 ever communicate

A. I certainly am.
Q. Are you a member of any Spirit

ualistic society?
A. lam not a member of any Spirit

ualists’ society.
Q. Are you an attendant at the meet

ings?
A. I am an attendant at different 

meetings. I go every Sunday to differ
ent places. Myself and wife have never 
affiliated with any particular society, 
but we attend different meetings.

(Signed) HARRY F. HILL.
State of Illinois, ■

ss
Cook County.

Hairy F. Hill, being first duly sworn 
on oath deposes and says that he has 
read the above and foregoing statement 
and that the statements therein con
tained purporting to be made by him 
are true as therein stated.

(Signed) HARRY F. HILL.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 19th day of October. 1898.
(Signed) .MARION PICKETT.

[N. P. Seal.] Notary Public.

The statement of Martin Gass, in an
swer to interrogatories propounded by
Dr. Warne and other members of . the ’ 
committee: .

My name is Martin Gass; I reside at 
5517 South Halsted street; I am in the 
saloon business; I have resided there 
six years; have been a resident of Chi* 
cago 17 yeai-s. I do not know the exact ’ 
day when I attended the last seance at 
3143 Forest avenue, Chicago, given by 
Mrs. Mabel Jackman; it was when we 
were all there together, on Tuesday I ■ 
guess two weeks ago. I was present at - 
a seance given by Mrs. Jackman on 
Tuesday evening, September 20, 1898. 
That seance was not opened with a ‘ 
statement by either Mrs. or Mr. Jack- '

. {Continued on page
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ETHICS OF_MARRIAQE.
By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.

Karezzt mikes & plea for a better birthright fot 
children, and aims to lead individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re* 
Istions. It is pure in tone and alm, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. 11.
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rr 
r

FSYGHOGRHPHY.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EV/fe4 '

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

This work contains an account of the very wondet* 
ful spiritual developments nt the bouse of Rev. Dt 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases In a) 
parts of the country, This volume Is the first fro* 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism^ 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth« ILSL 
foals«« 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASUEND THEM.

Ora few thought» on bow to reach rthat altitude 
Where «ptritlsBopreme and all things ati> subject to 
It. With portrait By Mose» Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a »plritoa! I Hing, and to 
show you how to educate your iplritiud facultlea. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cent»; InpoUfir cover) 29 
cent» For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO 

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH

JUNO, OR TRE. NEW WOMftN

“Yes; I tíiink it amounts to that. Mamina, I have re

am so near1 you
The same roof shelters us. That is some

ri

CHAPTER VII.

'A Luminous Hand.

me;

to be?'J

rooms, except through the double doors of this room. I 
had, before lying down, closed and locked these doors, not

‘Who is here?

‘Juno,” asked O’Donnell, “if one were to do you a 
I’nrr Tin nr nrmil/l trrm mnn+ 4+9^

I am
very young yet, I know, but I have never before seen suchthis world will not affect us;

CHAPTER VUI.

Most childrenYes, dear, I think you are correct.

3-

who is willing to admit that she thinks a woman’s highest

iodrea-
remain

¿fe

Who has touched me?’ I called out affrightedly. Deep 
silence was my only reply. I was now too much startled 
to lie down again, but I arose and seated myself in this

might not remember, but you have always been very dif
ferent from most others of your age.”

other reason.”
“I am very well content as I am,” said Juno. “If my 

father wronged you, he has wronged me, and I should not

Hgr

’chapter IX.

“Well, my daughter?” 
“And I refused'him.”

Thus soliloquizing, Mr. Arthur O’Donnell slept also.
At breakfast next morning, Arthur delicately made

“To be revenged on you,” mused Mrs. Galeria. “Ah, 
Juno, a young man who could talk of revenge because an 
innocent girl did not care to marry him, must be very low 
.THfiTflllv in fllA iconic itF finmcmHv nKanlnial v Ki»h+q1 ™

they may be for others’ woes, but woe of his own he can 
never know.”

“My daughter, I scarcely know whether I have been 
dreaming or not. Shortly after you left me, not feeling

He read it eagerly. Presently he put his hand to his 
head with a sudden emotion.

“Galeria dead? So Annette writes me. Juno father-

“Then you will not enter into an engagement to be
come my wife, if we still continue to love each other at the 
end of two years?” ' . , ,

“No; I do not think it best,'for I am certain that my

the first or even the second offer, as I now have goi 
son to know; moreover, I believe that she will :

The Ridiant Youth-and the Heavenly Woman.

“Well,” said Mr. Arthur O’Donnell, as he entered his

“Oh, no; not dead. We cannot die, dear mother.” 1 . „
“But we shall know nothing of this world. I hope, of brighter things, cousin.

dear Juno, we shall be in heaven, where the troubles of interested in the part you are taking at the theatre.

“He ought to have believed in me,” responded Mrs. Ga
leria, “from the first. My wrongs have embittered my 
whole life. It is too late now; the past can never.be re
called."

lain—revenge yourself on .a spotless and innocent young 
girl of little more than seventeen summers, absolutely a 
mere child; and yet so beautiful, so truly womanly.,. > 
_ “Ah, well, sweet Jnno, I can love you in secret. Noone 
is able to tear my love from my soul; that, at least, is a

“The Discovered Country,” “Mary Anne Carew, Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel,” ^Philip Carlislie, a 
' Romance;” “Oceanides,” a Psychic Novel, Etc.

. .      „ ....... 'Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative System» 
position is that of wife and mother, does not always acomt.................................................................................Humanity. ’ By
E . > J - r E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last

Mit of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

INSPIRED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

\ WRITTEN'BY '

CARLYLE PETERSILBA,
... AUTHOR OF... _ :

will nevej^ow ^m4» cometa you, if he eau avoid it statesi things.betweeu herand Mr. Raphael Scoriss.-, He 
I BUppos0?ira<ie làd hèr brother took part in the enter- will be revenged upon her for refusing to become.his 
tamment tffis evening?” ’ . , wife? We will see about that^Mr. Scoriss. Careless

“Yes; and, mamma, as I never keep anything secret O’Donnell is the last person on, earth you would think of 
from you, I musfAell you -that Raphael and I have had a fearing—you six feet of egotism—you unprincipled vil- 
sevei-e m.it ” . lain—-revenue vourself nn a Hnntiess nnd innonent vounsr

“Do you mean, dear, that you have quarreled with Ra
phael?” .

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

fervideS with pure and beautiful spirituality oi 
touugut. Lustructlve mid helpful to all who love »ni 
seek the higher and finer way« of spiritual experience. 
Price, 11.00. For Balo at this office. *

fused liinmaud bas not taken it at all in good part, te »me » war my iove irom my soui; m 
Deai-pst mother; ijp has actually threatened to be revenged part of my being. How fortunate that I 
onme.” ' all times,. The same roof shelters ub.

“Reveiiged!’”ex<Àaimed Mrs. Galeria. *<Why, the young i------ »-----------------
man must bési|è himself—without the honor of a gen-"
tieman—but yet, my daughter, what was your reason for 
refusing hp^? I believe the worldly position of the Sco- 
risses is very high. ■ .

“0, yes, of epurse. But I-do not and cannot love him.
In fact, mamma, he is very obnoxious to me. If I ever 
were to marry a man like him, I should be veiy wretched, 
■indeed.” -

r comfort. Your home is my home. We eat at the same 
table; and Aunt Agnes Galeria, your mother, is to me as 

• a mother. Oh, I ought to be a very happy-màn under 
. such circumstances, even if my own have east me off.

“Ah! what is this?” and he took from a small salver,left 
there by liis valet, a letter with a foreign postmark, ip 
fact, it bore a number of foreign postmarks. , 

“From Rome,” said he. “From my old friend, An
nette.”

It was a very beautiful moonlight; night;- clear ■ and 
. calm as a dream of heaven. Juno and O’Donnell pre
F f erred to walk home. ■ ••_ . - .

“What was the matter with you and Raphael?. J-no
ticed that he looked like a thunder-cloud;.and I saw you 

' marching upstairs alone. I think both of-youTnust have 
forgotten good manners,” he added with one of his pleas

ant, careless laughs. ■ i:-
“Raphael and I don’t get on well together, answered

feelings will undergo no change.” _
’ O’Donnell sighed, then tossed hip cap in the air once uuiuraugmmu uuicureio marry mm, must oe vei 
more, kicked another pebble or two, and then settled into .morally in the scale of humanity, absolutely brutal; 
his old careless self again; yet there was a shade more of — ■ - • -
seriousness about him; They had now arrived at their 
own door. O’Donnell went directly to his- room, but 
Juno found her mother still up and awaiting her. ■

Mrs. Galeria was a large, regal-looking woman; a fitting 
mother for the daughter who bade fair to be very beau
tiful after a couple of years more had passed over her 
head. Juno threw her arms fondly about her mother’s 
neck and kissed her, then taking down that lady’s long, 
abundant hair, which was yet nearly as sunny as it had 
been in her girlhood, she began to brush it out, and while

■ Juno. , ' , , / x
“Pardon my inquisitiveness; but what were you quar- 

j-eling about to-night, pray ? n
“Oh, the theme that is at present on every tongue, -------------- ------------ ,--------a------  .

f “Well really,” said O’Donnell, “I am still at a loss,,and it was lying in soft waves about her shoulders, Juno Baid
positively do not know to what theme you refer.” _ “rr-...........1- -------------- -------

■ “Why, the woman’s rights question; or, if you prefer,
the New Woman.” ,

O’Donnell looked at her in amazement.
‘ “It cannot be possible,” he said, “that you are taking 

Eides with the new woman?”
“And why not?” she asked.

■ “Haven’t I heard you say more than once, that you did 
not approve of Grace, nof all other women who were try
ing to appear masculine—aping men in their manners, 
□_ _ zi-n/4 m

“Have you been lonely in my absence, mother dear?” 
_“I should have been lonely, my daughter, but some

thing strange has transpired this evening, which has dis
tracted my attention from myself; so much so, indeed, 
that I really have not missed you, much as I love you.”

“Why, mamma dear! What can have happened?” and 
Juno glanced about the richly furnished, but unique 
chamber. The room, or suite of rooms, rather, were fit

less, and Aunt Galeria a widow? Well, it is just as well 
for them, and even better than to be separated as they 
were. Poor Aunt Agnes! Her life has been sorrowful, 
indeed, and from what she has told me, all her trouble 
was caused by such another as Raphael Scoriss. .She re
fused him; and married Galeria. He swore tb be re-

“Rather say fiendish, mamma. Brutes do not often in
dulge in revenge for fancied slights?’

“I have always looked upon Raphael as "being rather 
dark-browed.; Does his sister Grace know of it?”.

“I cannot say as to that, but couan Arthur does. I _ , _____ ______ ____ ______  -- -- -
told him on-ourway home, and mamma, this evening has "venged, and kept his word; still Aunt does not know pre- 
been an eventful fine, for Mr. O’Donnell also proposed to cisely how it was brought about; she simply knows that

■ .-a - Galeria deserted her when Juno was about two years of
age, leaving her the most of his wealth, or what amounted 
to the same thing, settling it upon Juno, her mother to 
have full charge of it until Juno should reach her twenty
fifth year, then J uno is to come into possession with the 

- proviso that she cares for her mother as long as they both 
shall live; and if either dies, all goes to the one who sur
vives; if both die, then all goes to Mr. Arthur O’Donnell, 
my humble self. Well, Mr. Arthur O’Donnell does not

“Arthur is ybiir cousin, dear. I do not think it well 
for cousins to marry. But how did he take it?”

“In an entirely different spirit.”
“I should hope 'so,” murmured the lady. “Arthur is a 

gentleman, whatever else may be said of him. And how 
about Grace? Was she as dashing as ever?”

“Mamma, I wish I could thoroughly understand what a 
woman’s true position in the world ought to be. I intui
tively act in a certain way; but yet I do not certainly 
know what a wbman really ought to be.”

“That question has perplexed my head more than once,” 
...id Mrs. Galeria. “My experience as an actress has

for a royal princess and her daughter, for Mrs. Galeria _____ _ _________ __________ ____ __
and Juno shared them together. The house itself was on said Mrs.*Galeria. “ifyExperience as an actress has 

dress and so forth?” a grander scale than many a palace of the old world, forced me to often ask myself, what a true woman ought
“Yes- no doubt you have heard me express such an There were three rooms in this suite, all opening into each 

oninion> often.” other. The doors between them had been removed and
* “What was your reason for quarreling with Raphael, the most costly draperies had taken their places. The 

then? He does not approve of tie new woman more than softest and richest of Turkish carpets covered the floors; 
you do. I supposed your ideas were similar on that sub- easy chairs and elegant couches were scattered about The 

■ ■ •• ’ middle room answered for a sitting room for both mother
and daughter, while the rooms at either end contained“On the contrary, our ideas are entirely opposed.” 

“Well, wonders will never cease,” said O’Donnell, toss
in" his cap, which he had taken from his head, high into 
the air, and adroitly catching it again, as he walked.

“Juno,” lie continued, turning a shade paler than was 
usual with him, “you may think me impertinent; but I 
believe that Raphael offered himself to you, and you re-
fused him.” ,

“AnH if such were the case,” replied she, I am not the 
first young lady who has refused an offer.”.

“I have long thought Raphael loved you, and had about 
made up my mind that you were destined to become Mrs. 
Scoriss.” , , ,, „ , , ,

“Such a terrible fate as that does not await me, sighed

each a bed, softly draped in pure white, In the sitting
room was an open fire-place, with a polished grate, and 
here a gentle fire was burning, for it was quite late in au
tumn, and the nights were chilly. Mrs. Galeria was seated 
before this fire, a beautiful screen shielding her from the 
glare, the portieres between the rooms being closely 
drawn. ,

“Mamma, tell me; what is it? What has happened? I 
thought, as I entered the room, you were very pale—and 
your hands are cold! AVTiy, how you shiver!” '

Mrs. Galeria’s eyes wandered with a half-frightened 
look, toward the curtains which separated this room from 
the one which Juno occupied.

^“Terrible fate?” echoed he. “Why terrible? Raphael - - -

is of a fiue family, enormously wealthy, powerful and am- quite as well as usual and a little lonely on account of your 
bitious enough to attain to almost any position he desires, absence, I thought I would turn off the electric lights— 
give him time; and I have never heard aught against him you know they are so very bright. I turned them all en- 

■ as a man. I believe his character stands without re- tirely off. I did not wish the fire replenished, for it
Broach.” ' was ^rfy anJ no^ co^> an^ tkere was hardly a glow from
1 “1 do not care to discuss him,” said Juno, wearily. “Of the embers. I then threw myself down upon the couch, 
one tiling, however, be assured. I shall never become just here,” and she ppinted to a rich sofa, or large couch, 

' Mrs. Scoriss.” which was drawn across one corner near the grate. “I
“I more than half believed he had won your heart,” had previously placed the screen between me and what lit- 

continued O’Donnell, perseveringly. “Do you tell me in tie fire remained; of course the room was dark, quite dark, 
all sincerity, that you do not love him.” I closed my eyes, thinking to fall asleep, when a hand was

• 'i “Love him! I look upon him with abhorrence,” she laid upon my shoulder—so heavily, indeed, that there 
replied with a shudder. could be no mistake; in fact, the hand actually gave me a

! ‘‘Women are certainly past finding out,” and he kicked gentle shake. I started up, straining my eyes in the dark
’ a pebble from her path. “I have heard you say more than ness, to see what or who could have entered the room.

once that you considered the position of wife and mother You see, dear, there is no entrance to either of these three 
■ ’ "i higher than all others. It is as liard to understand you as rooms, except through the double doors of this joom. I 
- it is to read tlie riddle of the sphinx.” had, before lying down, closed and locked ’ ' ’

“I am not sure that I yet understand myself,” she said; wishing to be disturbed until your return, 
^fliut I am not at all at a loss when trying to read Ra-...................................... ’ " ' ' ~ ’
phael’s character. His ambition and love of power are 
far stronger than his love for a wife and children ever ~ „
would be. His family would be secondary; himself, his chair, and here I have sat all the evening. Soon, I felt a 
ambition and love of power would be his first considers- slight draught of cool air, as though a door or window had 
tion. A husband of that kind would not suit me; but, I been suddenly opened, although I heard no sound what-

want it, and really cares very little for money that he does 
not earn. The paltry sums I earn as an actor, are to me 
more precious than all the wealth of my father.

“Lord O’Donnell’s money, as well as his title, may go to 
his nearest of kin, providing he so desires, and poor Tittle 
Clarence does not live to take my place, as is not at all 
likely; but I will be a man, a true man in my own right. 
I consider the life which I led at home that of an idle vag- 

“Graee rode her bicycle, wore her divided skirt, played flbond squandering wealth which I did not earn; robbing 
the cornet, talked of woman suffrage, and said that event- thereby the poor sons of toil. I never looked at one of 
ually she meant to become a candidate for the presidency;
but I think, as does Ethel, that not having a mother’s 
careful training, likewise being with her father and 
brother so much and always hearing them talking of those 
things, has unduly biased her mind. Mrs. Alstead thinks 
as Grace becomes older she will be more womanly and get 
entirely over such mannish predilections.” . . . „ ___

“I don’t know about that,” said Mrs. Galeria “Her kill the fatted calf for me? Not if I know it; for I will 
manners and ideas are likely to become more decided, never return, neither ask forgiveness for acting up to my 
even. She is really a bright, spirited girl. She may be highest convictions of right.” '
right, Juno; who can say?” Thus soliloquizing, Mr. Arthur O’Donnell slept also.

“She can never be right in my eyes,” said Juno. ■ ... ,
“Mother, tr woman’s true position must be higher than known the contents of his letter. _ '
simply to try as liard as she can to usurp men—to do ev- ” "” ’ - ” ’ - ’
erything as nearly like men as possible. It seems to me, 
mamma, dear, that men and women should fill entirely 
different positions in the world—in fact, that a woman 
should be a womah, and a man should be a man, in the 
truest sense of the words; and that neither should try to 
pass the bounds which nature has set between them.”

them, but I felt guilty; yes, more guilty than if I had been 
a highwayman; and after being robbed they were expected 
to bow down humbly before me and address me as their 
lord. Bah! It always turned me sick—that coupled with 
the religious hocus-pocus which I must swallow, willy- 
nilly, has made me the disobedient, and as they think at 
home, the prodigal son. I wonder if my father will ever

Mrs. Galeria sighed deeply and some tears fell. Juno 
looked thoughtful, but rather pleased, than otherwise.

“Mamma,” she said, “you can have no more doubt 
about that which you saw last night Papa lias long 
been separated from us, but is now joined with us.”

Arthur was then told of the luminous hand which Mrs.

“That may all be true,” replied Mrs. Galeria; but how 
is one to know just where the line is to be drawn, that the 
woman may not enter the province of the man, or the 
man step inside the province of the woman?”

“Well,” said Juno, “I shall always act up to my highest 
ideal of what a woman ought to be; and I believe that will 
bring me very nearly right.”

“Perhapç Grace is acting up to what her highest ideal 
is of what à woman ought to be?”

“That may be. I suppose, after all, thé future must 
determine who is right and who is wrong; but, mamma, I 
have no taste for bicycle riding, a divided skirt would 
shock my ideas of modesty, to enter the arena of a cam
paign as candidate for the presidency, unless conjointly 
with my husband, if I had one, would seem to me to be

Galeria saw.
“And you think, Juno, that your father’s spirit is with 

us?”
“I cannot doubt what mamma says. She could not 

have been asleep, for she had left the lounge and was sit
ting in her arm chair at the time of its appearance. Yes, 
my father is with us; of that I feel assured. 0! Arthur! 
0! mamma! I am very, very glad, indeed. If my father 
was made to believe aught against you, he now knows the 
truth; he finds you innocent of all blame, even in thought, 
and how liappy it must make him.”

am tired of Raphael, let us talk of something else.” ever. Glancing toward your room, I distinctly saw the 
They walked on in silence for some little time. O’Don- portieres wave back and forth as though some one within 

nell’s eyes wore a serious and determined look for once in your room were agitating them. I could not speak for 
his life. fright; there was something so uncanny about it all, but

“Juno,” he said, at length, “you cannot find the same could not take my eyes from them. Presently I saw a hu- 
fault with me that you do with Raphael. My ambition man hand pushed through where the curtains part, and, 
was put beneath my feet some -time ago, as you are well O!” she moaned, “I recognized the hand, its peculiar 
aware. I do not particularly care to obtain power over shape, and also a cameo ring, distinctly visible on one of 
any person, or collection of persons; but I love you with all the fingers; just like this one, dear, excepting a little 
my heart, and desire to make you my wife. My position larger,” and she held up, for her daughter’s inspection, 
in the world, at present, may not be all that it might, or the third finger of her left hand. Upon it was an elegant 
may be in the future; but we are both young yet, and can cameo ring. The cameo was exquisitely carved; the head 
afford to wait for some time. I feel that, with your love and face of a gentleman appearing. The features were 
to sustain me, I am capable of becoming all that you or I unmistakably those of a Greek; noble and grand as those 
desire. Once in possession of your love and promise to be of Apollo.
my wife, I shall be able to rise to the pinnacle of my “Why, that is papa’s head, is it not?” asked Juno.
chosen profession, and become one of the leading star “Certainly, dear. He had these rings cut just before 
actors of the world.” we married. They were to us as pledges of our love; and
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“But, dearest mother, “why live in the past? Why 
allow past wrongs to make you unhappy now? Forget 
them, and let us live for the present and the future.”

Mrs. Galeria looked at Juno’s innocent, hopeful face. 
Would the future be kind to her daughter? The pres
ent was even now threatening. She had been warned of 
danger ahead.

entirely out of my proper sphere. But I would, dear 
mother, that the whole political world was entirely puri
fied,'-that personal ambition and intrigue could find no 
place within it, that there might be at the head of a riatien 
a grand and noble man and woman, who would love all 
mankind as they would love their own children, and care 
for their welfare accordingly.” . , „ _

“The future may eventually bring about such a state of wrong, how would you meet it?”
things,” said Mrs. Galeria; “but we are living in the * Juno’s eyes opened wide. ’
present.” . “I cannot tell, cousin Arthur,” she answered, “but I

“And we shall live in the future.” think my spirit would rise to meet the emergency. I
“But, before- such a happy state of things can be, you know tliat I am now but a simple girl in my teens; but it 

and I, Juno, will long have been dead,” pursued Mrs. Ga- reaUy seems sometimes, as though there were two of me, 
leria. . . , one much older and wiser than the other, and the older

“Dead, mamma?” ■ and wiser one always tells me just what to do and how to
“Surely, my child.” do it. It is as though I were a little frail barque, guided

~ ~ - -- - cared for by a strong and powerful hand; but let us
................................. i Arthur. I am exceedingly

Juno trembled perceptibly, for this man held her es- the ring upon that luminous hand which was thrust 
teem, if not her love. To wound him would make her through the portieres was the same. Juno, if ever I saw 
own heart bleed. He had given up all that most men your father’s hand in life, I saw it this evening.” 
would have held above all price, for his convictions of _____________ this world and its affairs? How could he know of some-
truth and truthful principles. She knew intuitively that _ thing that was to transpire in the future, if he did not un
to him his wife, if worthy, would be first, his profession CHAPTER VUI. derstand the present, and from it judge what might re
secondary; still, he did not fill her heart or her ideas of . ---------- ' suit in the future? You say, dearest mother, that he was
what a man really ought to be, that is, the new man. As Do the Spirits of the So-called Dead Watch Over Us? very careful to identify his hand by showing you the ring 
she did not immediately reply, he said: ______ ‘ upon the finger, about which there could be no mistake.

“Perhaps you object to my profession?” Juno,g forehead lowed and her became Tien he must see and understand you at the present time,
“Not at all, she answered. One can be a perfectly ]nTnjnnnR

good and honorable man in any legitimate calling No I «Q » she Baid «j would that 6ee my 
rather like your profession and would not object to be- to me j have a in^gtinct rec<
coining an actress myself, if I thought I had talent in oUection of hig form and featoes> Do ' think> dearegt 
that direction. mother, it may be possible that I remember him, although

Do you think our cousinly relationship an objection. bu(- year6 of age af t}je time of his mysterious disap-
“Not necessarily. Many cousins marry and are quite pearance?” ’

happy: but I fear, dear cousin, that we are not wholly F 
adapted to each other. The fault may be mine and not 
yours. I strongly objected to Raphael, and nothing could 
induce me to become his wife. I do not feel the same to-

“How very, very strange and inconsistently everyone perfect acting. One to see you now, would not suppose 
talks,” sighed Juno. “Now, for instance, mamma dear, you capable of conceiving, much less acting, such a trag- 
you not long ago told me that you believed the hand ’calE?rt-” .. ... . . ..
which you saw belonged to my father, that it was his '
ghostly or spirit hand, that you believed him to be dead, 
and that he meant to warn you of impending evil or dan
ger of some kind. Mamma, how could he know anything 
unless he were alive, even if out of the body? How could 
he show his spiritual hand to you, if he were not here? 
How could he warn you of danger, unless he knew about

O’Donnell was, at the moment wearing one of his most 
careless, happy-go-lucky expressions. It was really won
derful what an influence he shed about him.

“Juno,” he said, his face taking on a serious look, “you 
say there are two of you, and I sincerely think there are 
two of me. You say your double seems much older than 
yourself; I feel just the other way. My inner self is like 
that of a happy, thoughtless child, or rather—I hardly 
know how to tell you—a bright, gay youth or perhaps, a 
spiritual being who is aware that he can never come to
harm, that nothing can injure him, no matter what; that 
if all the friends he had on earth were to desert him, it 
would be all the same; that if the outer form were to per

_____ ____ __________ p.vocuv unit ish through sickness, accident, hunger or cold, it would 
he must be near us both and know all we say and do; he make n0 difference to him. No matter what part I act in 
must stiti love us and wish to shield us from harm. You tlie world> glorious, hopeful youth is always with me. 
tell me he put hisrhand through the curtain, showing that -H-e seems i-0 delight in transporting me into this, that and 
he must have been, at the time, within my own room, the other, as occasion requires;-but he never changes, ex- 
All this gods to prove that he may be with us; but under cept liis moods; yet, his moods are never moody; pitiful 
ordinary circumstances invisible to us. It must, in one ” “ 1 1' 1 ’
sense, be ourselves)who are dead, deaf and blind, instead 
of those whom we Icall dead.”

.ward you; and really I can find no fault with you; but it 
seems now that there are two of me—this visible, outward 
self, and an inner, invisible self. My outer self would, 
perhaps, say yes; but the invisible self says no; and says it 

: so decidedly that I must obey. The inner self is certainly 
the higher and should rule the outer or lower self. You 
may not understand me, dear cousin Arthur, and I am 
sure I do not understand it all myself.”

“Such ideas,” said O’Donnell, “are foolish in the ex
treme. If you can find no fault wjth me, and do not love 
anyone else, why may we not become affianced? I cer
tainly love you with all my heart. You are my ideal of 
what a true woman ought to be.”

v “It is at just this point where my trouble begins,” said 
JWuno. “Although I can find no fault with you, that is, 

I could specify no one fault,still, my ideal is not met; it 
• is some one entirely different from yourself; and, so, dear 

’cousin, let us forget this episode and be to each other the 
■ .very dear friends that we have thus far been—let ub be 

- Cousins, or brother and sister, if yon like. It would break 
-‘-¿iy heart to forfeit your cousinly love. I need your broth- 

ijk erly care and protection. Mamina would be very •sorry to 
us adverse to each other.*1 _ - _ ■■ x

“Do you think, dearest mamma, that papa has really 
gone to the other life?”

“That which I saw to-night convinces me that he has; 
although I had hoped to see him once more in this world 
and perhaps become reconciled and united to him,” an
swered the mother, sadly, “for your sake, Juno, if for no

Mrs. Galeria did-not try to answer Juno. The young 
lady was, in many ways, past her comprehension.

“Well, darling,’’ she said, “we cannot settie this import
ant question to-night. You have brushed my hair beau
tifully. Now go to rest, for it is getting very late.”

Juno said mo more, but obeyed, and soon mother anc 
daughter were fast asleep.

have a proper regard for him.”
‘fWell, sighed the mother, “there may have been mis

takes apd misunderstandings. Your father may have , .
been guiltless, after all. But the hand, my child. He room, -“she has given me the slip, sure enough. A gir, 
must be dead, else I should not have seen that ghostly ........................ .....
hand. The hand was raised as though to call my atten
tion especially to the ring, that there might be no mistake.
I think Juno, that hand came to warn me of impending 
evil. I am sure that was the impression distinctly left on 
my mind. I fear, dear child, that the danger is lying in 
your path.”

“0, mamma! What danger could possibly threaten
me?5’ ■ ■

single for many a year to come. A man must be veiy 
near perfect tp please her. But after all, why should he 
not be? She is-as nearly perfect, in my eyes at least, as 
woman can’well be. - Would to God that I were worthy of 
her. Still, I will watch over Tier like a brother, and woe 

“If I h'ad not known you were with your cousin 'Arthur to the man who tries to deceive or ill treat her. I woult 
this evening, I should live Bent for you at once. But he surely hound him to his death. I don’t like the existing

“Arthur, I believe you are an angel!” exclaimed Juno, 
impulsively.

“I hope we all have an angel within us,” he replied, 
thoughtfully, “but our angels differ as we differ.”

“What can we say of Raphael and his revengeful an
gel?” asked Mrs. Galeria.

“Raphael must answer that for himself.”
“I shall call your other self the radiant youth; can’t you 

give my other self a name?” said Juno.
“Suppose we call youris the heavenly woman?” '
“Very well; and we will never do anything without con

sulting the radiant yeuth and the heavenly woman, will 
we, Arthur?”

“I certainly think they are worth" consulting?* ■
(To be continued.) ’ ~
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ABOUT NEW YGSí,
A Picture of It a Century Hence.

' ---------
' A CLAIRVOYANT PROGNOSOS, BY COUNTESS 

ELLA NORRAIKOW, IN MIND, NEW YORK.
■ Not long ago an advanced student of the occult 

. .sciences, a member of several mystic brotherhoods and 
esoteric societies of the Orient, on a tour of the United 
States, was one of a small dinner party that had assembled 
in a private dining room of a prominent New York hotel. 
It was the annual banquet of a local psychical society of 
which the writer is a member. Among the other guests 
were representatives of the metaphysical, political, lit
erary, and financial worlds, but the conversation was 
directed chiefly to recent attempts, both in this country 
and in Europe, to forecast the future of the globe and its 
inhabitants.

The following stenographic report of the proceedings, 
transcribed in part from the minutes of the secretary, is 
not without significance at the present time. Although 
John Jacob Astor’s novel, “A Journey in Other Worlds,” 
and other similar works of the imagination, were accorded 
their meed of praise, yet our distinguished guest, the 
dark-hued occultist, begged to differ with them all—at 
least in their varying descriptions of New York’s future. 
And on my suggestion that he cast Father Knicker- 
booker’s horoscope, he readily consented.

“Psychology, he began, “though still in its infancy, 
' has already lifted to a favored few the veil that hides 

the future of this great metropolis from the ordinary eye. 
Schemes now only dreamt of, and by many considered 
chimerical, in the year 2000 will have developed in all 
their grandeur. New York, the globe’s largest city, the 
centre of Western civilization and the queen of com
merce, Will rear her head in solemn dignity above the 
proudest cities of the world. Americans, always an en

. terprising people, having already made unusual strides in 
' many directions since the last ‘discovery’ of the continent, 

shall by that time have awakened to the fact that science 
during the present century has been in a chrysalis state.

“The sea will have been made to give place to land, for 
the city of New York will find itself extending far out 
into the harbor. By a new process of ‘filling in,’ of which 
scientific experiment (will demonstrate the practical wis- 

. dom and feasibility, the waste waters surrounding the 
Battery will have been displaced and many millions added 
to the city treasury. Governor’s Island and other out
lying localities will by that time have become integral 
parts of the city proper, and in these sections many of the 
‘foreign’ quarters will be established. To every one of 
each nationality now domiciled in this city perhaps scores 
will then be added. ’

.“‘New’York will then have a magnificent line of docks 
—possibly worked by electric motors—while her ships of 
commerce, and her floating palaces carrying thousands 
of passengers, will be found in all quarters of the globe. 
The Pacific and Atlantic oceans, north and south, will be 
dotted with enormous vessels from whose mastheads shall 
float the Stars and Stripes. Hours instead of days will 

/then be consumed in crossing to European countries, 
, about two days being the maximum allowed for the trip.

Possibly a tunnel shall have been built under the broad 
Atlantic by that time, for engineering science, even in 

■ these early flays, has demonstrated the fact of its limitless 
capabilities. Railroad trains shall be run at a high rate of 

■ speed, probably to the extent of one hundred and fifty 
miles an hour. Steam will be no longer used. Elec

. tricity will long since have supplanted it—or perhaps a 
: yet unknown force will be discovered. All this and much 

more science will be enabled to perform.”
“And are these improvements to be the product of 

American genius?” was asked.
“Mechanical and engineering geniuses are springing up 

■ in all parts of the world, and thus far those of Scotch 
extraction have been awarded the palm. But the highly 
sensitive, nervous temperament of the present inhabitants 
of America, allied as they often are to the keen-witted 
Scotch and the plodding Germans (grand exponents of 

' the sciences), will produce / race of people fully equal to 
, the exigencies of the times and ready to manipulate the 

elements of sea, air, and land for the benefit of their 
fellow-men. Life will then be a veritable Utopia for the 
majority.”

; “Shall there be an end so soon to the bitter struggle for 
a livelihood that has existed in all ages?” inquired a lady.

. “There shall be none of the intense and feverish activ- 
t ity of the present time in relation to business matters, for 
’ all laborious work will be abolished. Mechanical con

trivances of various kinds xVill have reduced manual labor 
to a minimum. The telephone will then be out of use— 
except, perhaps, for long-distance communications; teleg
raphy by wire will be no more, and the present unsightly 
poles, with their myriads of street-defacing wires, will 
nave disappeared. Telepathy, or thought-transference, 
'will be universally employed, and a man sitting in his 
office will simply will a friend to read his thoughts, when 
the latter will act in a responsive manner through the law 
of etheric vibration. This will obviate the necessity for 
mechanical or human intervention in the transmission of 
messages.”

“Then,” suggested a Wall street broker, “there shall be 
no ^further need for the inventive genius of a Tesla, or an 
Edison?”

“On the contrary,” replied the oracle, “a greater field 
than ever will exist for such talents. A hew instrument 
for, the registering of thought will stand ready in every 
office, and as quickly as the mind of the operator con
ceives the thought it will be conveyed to the ‘mentalo- 
graph.’ In large offices the present scratching of pens 
and rattling of typewriters will no longer disturb the sen
sitive ear. Each person, as he wishes to transfer his 
thoughts to paper, will simply sit before this instrument, 
when he will find his ideas transcribed in regular order as 
rapidly as he can formulate them.

“Tiny pneumatic tubes will encircle the city and cross 
and recross it at frequent intervals. Station^ will be 
.placed at adequate distances to insure the delivery of 
‘mentalographic’ letters as quickly as possible. All large 
business houses will be connected with the stations by this 
means of transmission, and in a few seconds from the time 
the letter leaves the sender it will reach its destination. 

„The way-stations will be presided over by neither men nor 
women; but an electric current, adroitly manipulated, will 
cause the letter to stop at the station nearest the place it 
is intended for. As it drops into the slot a click will 
sound in the office to announce its coming. The mag

- netic aura surrounding each occupant of the room will 
attract the missive to whomsoever it belongs. The mer
chant will suddenly see lying on his desk, dropped as it 
were from the clouds, the note of his friend or business 
associate. He will not find it necessary to proceed in the 
present leisurely fashion to learn its purport, but will by 
generated magnetism force the envelope to disclose its 
contents, and the reflex of his brain as he scans the 
writing will be similarly transmitted to the sender.”

“But this would be scarcely practicable in writing to 
persons in other States or countries,” was urged.

’“In addition to the present system of cabling to Europe, 
peculiar instruments will have been constructed whereby 
semaphore signaling, or perhaps telegraphy without wires, 
will be made possible between the two continents. This 
will be even a more rapid method of communication than 
that at present supplied by the ocean cable. Looking 
ahead, however, I can see that at the period mentioned 
this system will not have reached perfection, and will be 
used-only for the transaction of international affairs be
tween the two great republics of the world—America and 
.Great Britain; for by that time monarchy on the other 
side will have been deposed, the governments being those 
of the people.” •

“Is it too much to hope that New York will by that 
time have solved the rapid transit problem?” asked the 

»lady’s escort, a prominent real estate man. .
?■• “The present noisy and unsightly system of elevated

railway, with its overcrowded vehicles and inadequate 
accommodations of every kind, will have been razed to the 
ground, and in its place there shall be a gigantic system 
of underground railway, which, like the tubes employed 
for the transmission of ‘mental ograph’ letters, will not 
only encircle the city, but will also intersect it at import
ant points. But the dense population of New York will 
call ¿.Iso for other means of rapid transit, which the 
viaduct system will supply to the fullest need. The con
veyances on both the underground and viaduct railways 
will be of the most elegant description, and will in all re
spects conform to the luxury of the times. The present 
system of street railways will be abolished, and the streets 
will be beautifully paved and kept perfectly clean. For 
tins latter purpose new implements, subservient to elec
tric power, will do the work which the primitive brooms 
and whiteclad sons of toil now perform. Bicycles will 
have given place to air-boats, and messenger boysavill no 
longer be permitted to try either the temper or patience of 
the then existing New Yorker. '
. “The transmission of goods through pneumatic tubes 
is, I can see, another innovation that will command the 
widest attention. These tubes will be connected with 
every mercantile establishment in the city, and will even 
extend into the suburbs, and within a few minutes from 
the time an order is received the goods will reach their 
destination, New methods of packing will have been 
discovered, and every transaction will be conducted with 
the greatest rapidity and,safety."

“Can you discern much change in the architecture of 
the city? Shall there be ‘sky-scrapers’ in those days?” 
asked the same inquirer.
. “Houses that now seem to tower heavenward with their 

sixteen and eighteen stories will then mount to a height of 
thirty or thirty-five stories. The rapid increase of pop
ulation will demand this, These structures will be sup
plied with automatic chairs and all that will be asked of 
an arrival is that he shall sit down in one of the many 
always found at the entrance. The visitor will see on the 
walls of the vestibule a number of push-buttons. On 
examination he will touch one whose number corresponds 
to that of the apartment he wishes to visit, and instantly 
this automatic chair will be carried upward til) the 
friend’s floor is reached. The same touch that starts the 
chair throws open the entrance and places the guest 
within the apartment, where the host or hostess stands 
ready to receive him.

“This is only one means of upward transit. In the 
centre of the building will be luxuriously upholstered 
conveyances capable of holding a score or more of persons, 
who may thus be carried with rapidity to the upper floors 
without stopping. This is the principle of the modern 
express train applied to perpendicular transportation. On 
the roof of almost every house will be established an ob
servatory, containing telescopes of such construction that 
the surrounding country can be scanned for several hun
dred miles. A system of communication will also be 
established between these observatories, by means of a 
peculiar phosphorescent light yet to be discovered. Air
boats will be launched from these high altitudes, and the 
visiting of friends by this means will become a matter of 
every-day pleasure. ’

“The fire department will no longer exist, for the 
reason that all buildings will be constructed of non
combustible material, and those of the old regime existing 
at that period will be made invulnerable to the fiery ele
ment. If by any possibility fire should make its appear
ance, chemicals will be at hand to suppress it within a few 
seconds. But this contingency will be so remote that 
people will live in the utmost peace and safety.

“This is not all that will be noticeable in the year 2000 
in this city of vast possibilities. Religion will have 
assumed a different phase. Greater unity of creed will 
exist among the churches: Religion at that time will have 
become humanitarian rather than sectarian, while inter
course with the spirits of the departed will be as common 
as prayer is to-day. Moreover, the occupation of the med
ical doctor will long since have departed. Man’s spiritual 
power shall then be put to more or less practical use by 
every human being, and disease will disappear. The heal
ing power of the mind will assert its supremacy among all 
races, as immortality becomes recognized by science.
_ “With the popular enlightenment that always follows 
in the wake of scientific discovery, men will lose their 
greed for gold, and a more equitable distribution of prop
erty than now obtains will ensue. I do not mean by this 
that communism will become a concomitant of municipal 
affairs; but with the lapse of years life to all classes will 
take on a different hue. The deplorable poverty of the 
masses of the present day will in a great measure have 
passed away, and the adage of man’s inhumanity to man 
will have become comparatively pointless.”

“But Tammany, I presume, we shall always have with 
us?” suggested a Republican politician.

“The present system of municipal government will to a 
certain extent exist, but in no one man will be vested 
great executive or administrative power. Many of the 
existing official positions will pass away, and what is now 
under the virtual control of one unofficial person will be 
then governed by a truly representative body. Rolitical 
preferment will be accorded to the intellectual and 
scholarly people of the community. Science will thus be 
permitted to play its proper part in the city’s welfare and 
advancement. Each branch of the government will be 
conducted on scientific principles, and the greatest good 
of the greatest number will be made the study of those in 
authority.” '

Modern Divining Rod.
The divining rod has lost its old-time prestige in this 

matter-of-fact age, but it is interesting to note that its 
apostles came very near to a method which has proved of 
great service in locating bodies of ore in these days. It 
is not known generally that the magnetic needle in its 
various form» can be employed with accuracy to plot out 
the character of known ore beds; even when these are not 
iron ores. It is notable that the Swedish engineers have 
done the most to develop this system, and they must have 
been able to discover unknown bodies of ore, such as 
zinc, copper, cobalt and nickel, by reason of the tell-tale 
presence of a greater or smaller proportion of magnetic 
iron ore, such as hematite or apetite. -The Swedish gov
ernment has encouraged mining explorotion by granting 
to the discoverers of previous unknown ore deposits val
uable mining privileges, charters and rewards.

Simple as the magnetic dip compass and declination 
compasses are, they have proved extremely valuable in 
plotting out the location of ore without excavation or 
boring. A compass needle freely suspended so as to 
rotate about a vertical axis will in any latitude take a 
certain position dependent upon the intensity of the 
earth’s magnetic field or lines of magnetic force at that 
point. If, now, a permanent magnet is approached to 
such a needle sufficiently near to neutralize this set, where 
there are no other bodies, should the needle then be 
brought within the range of the influence of a body of 
magnetic ore its readings vary according to the nearness 
of the ore and its size and character. By plotting out 
readings obtained in this way it is possible to locate ac
curately the greatest masses of ore.. Another instrument 
in which the needle is suspended on a horizontal axis is 
being extensively used. This can also be compensated 
for the earth’s magnetism, and manipulated so as to give 
bne only the component force of the concealed beds of 
ore. In view of the effectiveness of these two instru
ments in locating ore bodies, it is remarkable that they 
have not been more extensively employed in prospecting 
new territory. In a paper read before the British Iron 
and Steel Institute, attention was directed to the benefit' 
Swedish mining industry had received through their 
agency, and stating that except in,a few isolated cases in 
the United States and Finlahd, the method is practically 
unknown, although it offers the practical miner a most 
valuable instrument.—Philadelphia Record.

“Rarezza, 
ham, M. D.

Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock* 
Price, $1. For sale at this office.

BIBLE PROPHETS AND PREDICTIONS
_ n .
Compared With i Modern Mediums and 

Messages.
Some Hopeful Prognostications Presented

Prophesying coming events was at one time believed to 
be where God incautiously told people of liis intentions; 
later it was believed to be inspirational from the same 
source; still later, statesmen have reasoned from cause to 
effect, and declared certain tilings to come to pass; and 
to-day it is generally believed that all prophecies are cer
tain effects to be reasoned out from known causes, be they 
utterances from mortals or immortals.

Progress seems to take its onward course despite wars, 
restlessness and the striving of man for wealth, power and 
laurels; therefore let us review the progressive strides of a 
century, and from those premises reason out what lies 
before us before we reach the twenty-first century; and we 
need not call it prophesying, for it may better be termed 
deductive reasoning.

Since A. D. 1798, the serfs in Russia who were bound 
mentally and otherwise restricted physically, are free men; 
the bodies of the black men have ceased to be the property 
of others in every enlightened country; thé prejudice by 
the Christians against thé Semitic race for some legendary 
wrong their forefathers are said to have committed, is 
nearly obliterated; our forefathers, if poor, seldom learned 
to read and write, nor were they taught the simple laws of 
common things; in many of the enlightened nations of 
the earth every letter going beyond local limits was ex
amined and read; the postage on the same would be 
termed ludicrously exorbitant to-day. Railroads have 
been built in many parts of the globe which the wildest 
dreamer never conceived of a hundred years ago, A net
work of telegraph wires, millions upon millions of miles 
in length, was first introduced when the writer of this was 
only thirty months old. The priest and school-teacher 
were considered the only knowing ones fifty years ago, 
and all through. Europe every hat and cap was rev
erentially raised when meeting these worthies. Ostracism 
and imprisonment were the punishments for reasoning in 
public on certain books considered sacred, and death pen
alties were meted out to the unfortunate one who dared 
to question the motives of a Icing or potentate. Harrows 
and ploughs were made out of wood a hundred years ago; 
and the latter was believed incapable of finding the fur
row unless two cumbersome wheels precede it. Prayers 
and blessings were common merchandise, and sold for 
cash like carrots and black-and-tan puppies are sold now. 
It was believed then by all good Christians that birds, 
angels and devils were the only creatures with wings; and 
the holy trinity was on the defense against their enemy, 
the devil; and great doubts were entertained by the ma
jority who would get whipped. Water, holy and other
wise, has since then been used for dipping, sprinkling and 
spraying in order to ward off the offending power threat
ening the destruction of the trinity. When two myths 
stand in fear of each other and worthy believers willing to 
assist their friends, it must be like hunting for phantoms 
in a fog.

But the minds of the people are gradually wandering 
away from the mythical, and coming nigher to facts, 
Physiology and anatomy is taught in our schools to-day; 
so are also hygienic laws and rudiments of higher sciences, 
except geology, which is studiously avoided in most 
schools, as that may demoralize the creation theory. The 
atonement, transubstantiation, fear of the Lord, etc., is 
still taught in the churches, but intelligent preachers are 
getting more liberal, and closer to facts in their dis
courses; in fact, the masses are demanding more practical 
work than the mere blind faith.

Now, where will this end? If our school training tends 
to the practical, and faith does not correspond with facts, 
each generation becomes nigher to facts while ignoring 
the unsubstantial and unsustainable; and in the common 
course of things, this demand must be supplied, therefore 
we can by deductive reasoning expect what the next cen
tury will bring forth, to-wit.:

Every enlightened nation will ignore the remnants of 
all creeds, and establish national institutions where to 
thoroughly train men and women in every known science, 
and every useful fact, and either by State or National 
statutes distribute such trained scholars to every locality. 
Their duties will be, first, to teach and lecture upon the 
sciences of common things, and on laws of health and 
harmony; secondly, to hold forth with such discourses on 
every day of rest; thirdly, to gather during work days all 
known and useful facts, and recite and explain these to 
the great majority who are laboring in the factory', on the 
farm, and other avocations, but who have not the access 
to encyclopedias and libraries, nor have they time to spare 
even if they had access. Thus the masses will be educated 
in facts and usefulness without losing time from their 
other avocations; they will then be mentally and phys
ically blessed, and bigotry, jealousy and ignorance will be 
banished from the land. As great, or greater statesmen 
than Edmunds, Blaine, Evarts, Thurman, Conkling and 
others, will then frame our national policy in harmony 
with the times; while new Fultons, McCormicks, Fields. 
Howes, Edisons, Hoes, Morses and Coopers with their in
ventive brains will cause labor savings to man, and open 
up opportunities for greater and grander researches in the 
arcanum of nature. The poets who will supplant a Bry
ant, Whittier, Longfellow, Poe, Lowell and Emerson will 
have a less credal training than any of the former, and 
their inductive reasonings and inspirations will be less in 
theory and closer to facts, while the historians who will 
follow a Motley, Prescott, Irving, Bancroft, Parkman, 
Fiske, Sparks and. others in chronicling the noted events 
of the times, will neither be biased by Mormon or Gentile. 
Christian or Jew, in order to secure sale for their produc
tions, for the people will elect them and pay them.

In the restless wave which this planet is at present pass
ing through we can but expect in the majority of in
stances that mortal aspiration be misapplied, where men’s 
minds are trained to grasp at something beyond their 
reach. Instead of searcliing for substantial facts in their 
search for happiness, they strive for wealth and honor: 
the first may be obtained, but alone it cannot give happi
ness, and the latter can never be bought.

When these two facts can be impressed on mortal man, 
then the question will arise, “Which is the truest and 
surest way to happiness, they strive for wealth and honor; 
statutes, liberal and broad, and communities will strive to 
make their section the most harmonious among their 
sister sections. Jubilees will then with enchanting music 
and song add their power to harmonize the world, and 
bigotry and envy will wither for want of nourishment.

Our friend, the cautious critic, may say, “Universal 
harmony is a long ways off;” but not so. Watch the tiny 
sapling in its infancy, when without sun and moisture it 
would wither and fall, but later when it is thoroughly 
roofed, it will stand the fierce blasts of winter and the 
burning heat of a midsummer’s sun; and thus it is with 
liberal thought, it has rooted firmly, and the roots are 
lifting the citadels of old theology, while the fragrance of 
its boughs are inhaled by the worshipers bending in their 
pews or kneeling at their altars.

Pocatello, Idaho. C. J. JOHNSON.

; i NUMBER TWO.
, The priest-medium,’Ezekiel, I think was generally a 
. decent kind of a fellow,’but the influences that gave him 

the recipe for making bread were lower down in the direc
, tion of indecencÿ than-^-well, than I would want around 
■ me. See Ezek., 4:12-15. These are scriptures I prefer 

not to quote. ! 1:J.
: The second ch'arge bïéught by this divine ^gainst me

diums is that of ’ ,
■ "IMMORALITY.

In some cases this may be true; if it is not, then me
diums are an exception to the rule. There are immoral

1 people everywhere; why not among the mediums? But 
I set out to find whether the general charges made against 
the mediums were true of the Bible prophets.

The prophets, to say the least, were .
ADDICTED TO STRONG DRINK.

In Isaiah, 28:7, 8, this prophet accuses the others as 
follows: “But they also have erred through wine, and 
through strong drink are out of the way; thé priest and 
the prophet have erred through strong drink, they are 
swallowed up of wine, they are out of the way through 
strong drink; they err in vision, they stumble in judg
ment. For all tables are full of vomit and filthiness, so 
that there is no place clean."

No worse charge was ever brought against a medium, 
than this prophet brings against the priests and prophets 
of his day.

Those prophets might possibly have been good me
diums naturally; but strong drink caused them to “err in 
vision” and to “stumble in judgment.” The tables around 
which they sat, of course, were “full of vomit and filth
iness.” They were so filled with filth that no place where 
they rendezvoused, or held sittings, was clean. Nothing 
worse was ever said of modern mediums than this. These 
charges do not come from Voltaire, Thomas Paine nor 
Ronert G. Ingersoll; but they come from Isaiah, a 
prophet—one of their number, one who was supposed 
to know something of what he was talking about.

Isaiah was not alone in Ids charges. According to 
Jeremiah, the

PROPHETS WERE A BAD LOT.
Jeremiah 23:11,16, says:
“For both prophet and priest are profane; yea, in my 

house have I found their wickedness, saith the Lord. 
Wherefore their iyays shall be unto them as slippery ways 
in the darkness; they shall be driven on and fall therein, 
for I will bring evil upon them, even the year of their 
visitation, saith tlje-Lord. And I have seen folly in the 
prophets of Samar®; they prophesied in Baal, and caused 
my people to err. I have seen also in the prophets in 
Jerusalem an horrible thing; they commit adultery, and 
walk in lies; they strengthen also the hands of evildoers 
that none doth return frpm liis wickedness; they are all 
of them, unto me as Sodom, and the inhabitants thereof 
as Gomorrah, therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts 
concerning the prophets: Behold, I will feed them with 
wormwood, and make them drink the water of gall; for 
from the prophets of Jerusalem is profaneness gone forth 
into all the land., Thus saith the Lord of hosts, hearken 
not unto the words of the prophets that prophesy unto 
you; they make you vain; they speak a vision of their own 
heart, and not opt of the mouth of the Lord.”

Here these prophets were wicked, adulterous, they 
caused the people to err; strengthened the hands of evil
doers. They were guilty of the same vices as the in
habitants of Sodom apd Gomorrah. More than that, 
profaneness went from tjio prophets and the priests to all 
the land. This has ever been true of prophets and priests.

The most profane set of men I ever saw in my life was 
that National Convention of Anti-Spiritualists which met 
in Anderson, Ind., over a year ago. Not one in that 
banditti of priests and others who met there to assassinate 
Spiritualism that could use the word Spiritualist or Spir
itualism without some profane adjective. It was “this 
accursed Spiritualism,” “this damnable Spiritualism,” 
“this hellish delusion,” “this God-cursed heresy,” and so 
on to the end of such expletives.

I referred at the time to these adjectives and asked 
them the difference between damnable and damned; one 
was in the past tense and the other in the future, that is 
all. They used the term “God-cursed,” while the street 
gamin would say: “G—d d—d.”

In Jeremiah’s day as in these days profaneness went 
from the priest and the prophet to the people.

Jeremiah here accuses them of treachery; he says: 
“They make you vain; they speak a vision out of their 
own heart; not out of the mouth of the Lord.”

This weeping prophet in another place laments as fol
lows: “For the sins of her prophets, and the iniquities of 
her priests, that have shed the blood of the just in the 
midst of her.5’ Mark, it was not the sins of the people, 
but the sins of her prophets—“God’s mediums”—and the 
iniquities of her priests who were shedding innocent 
blood, which was so great that “the kings of the earth, 
and the inhabitants of the world would not have be
lieved it.” .

Hosea, “God’s medium,” was a naughty man. He 
married two naughty women under spirit direction, know
ing them to be such.

The only explanation I can give of the matter is that 
old proverb, “Birds of a feather,” etc.

The next charge brought by this divine against me
diums is that they are

FRAUDS.
I have not a shadow of doubt but there are frauds using 

the sacred name of mediumship on purpose to deceive the 
people.

I will prove there were fraudulent prophets; so there 
were false Christs. (See Matt. 24:5, 24; Jno. 5:43.) So 
there were also false apostles. (See 2 Cor. 11:13; Acts 
15:24; Rom. 16:18; Gal. 1:6-8; Phil. 1:15; 1 Jn. 4; Rev. 
2:2.) As our proposition requires that we deal with the 
prophets, rather than othersi I will proceed to apply the 
charge of this reverend gentleman to the prophets— 
“God’s mediums.” ।

The 13th chapter of Ezekiel makes so many charges of 
fraudulent practices against the prophets that I will ask 
the reader to read the entire chapter.

He says of the prophets that they are “foolish 
prophets.” They follow “their own spirit”—“not the 
spirit of God.” ? They act “like the foxes of the desert.” 
They give “lymg divinations.” “They divine lies.” 
They said “Peqce, peace, when there was no peace.” 
They “daub with> untémpered mortar.” They prophesied 
“out of their owm heatts.” And, “with lies they made 
the hearts of the righteous sad.”

This prophet promises'to do his utmost to deliver the 
pfople out of the hands of the prophets; this was a good 
promise; if they could have been delivered out of his 
hands, while being delivered out of the hands of other 
prophets, it would hifve been well. This will come up 
again. .

In Jer. 5:31, the prophet accuses other prophets as 
follows: ...

“The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear 
rule by their means, and iny people love to have it so, and 
what will ye do in the end thereof ?”

. ;. ’ ■■moses hull. ;
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I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA. ‘
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. '

CONTENTS.
PART I.-METAPHYSLCAL PHENOMENA. - 

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena: 0. -i 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena: 7, 
“Who by searching can find God?” fl, Hyperbole Met* 
»physical; 9, “To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor- 
autiv Worhlp;” 10. “The Father Is greatorthanl,” 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 12, “I am the Hesurrec- 
tion and the Life;" 13. Au Imaginary God end some 
of His Exploits; 14, ‘-He Is Free whom the Truth 
hath made free;” 15, All Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worshipof Deity; 19, Sense ahd Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri-unity of God - 21, ■ 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What Is 8ln»H 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of the Universe; 25, Be« 
ginning without Ending; 26, Design or Accident* 
Which? 27, Chance vemusLaw; 28, Summary.

PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. .
Chap. 29, Nebulae; 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

as a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 32, Water 
Made to Run up Hill; 88 Philosophy of Canyon», When 
andHow Formed; 84, Glacial Phenomena; 85, Mooni ■" 
and their Motions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 87» ' 
The Colored Man.

APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphyfl« 
leal Phenomena, ad luflulttim. ••

The topics treated receives handling that Is dla« r 
tlnctly terse, yet popular. The style of tha authol • 
throughout is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, The book Is a remarkable one In every as« 
nect. Being compact with thought Itself, it will not 
fall to compel thought lu others. '

With« steel plate portrait of the author. Cloth«' •< 
12mu, pp. 208. Price si.oo'. For sale at this offlee. ; 

WERITTHONTEll
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Tranecrlbcd by a Co operailvo Spirit Band, comblaod 
With chosen media of earth. It was given throiurhln« ; 
dependent slate-writing. The Illustrations werogiven 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artiste it 
Is not a fiction, but a narrative of real Mfo, without» 
parallel fn the literature of Spiritualism, being a deaf 
and succinct exposition uf the philosophy, rellgionana 
sciencoof BplrituaUsm The book contains 260 page« ' 
with six illustrations in half-tone, and twelve pages 
In original independent writing. It Is beautiful!# 
bound in blue silk cloth, stumped In silver. Price • fi *»n jror Baje .

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “Tho Occult 
Forces of 8cx,” “Perfect. Motherhood,” and many
•ther works. Price 2.*» e<-ni:. Por «ale at this offlee. ■

’ STANDING UP FOR JESUS,~
Or the editor of the Freethinker’^ Magazine 
thinks of him. l*ricc,4 cents; twenty-fivo copies for 
50 cents. ' ■

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHT 8JLE BECAltTE A SPIRIIUAZIBT.

264 pages. Oue copy, »1; »lx copies, 45. ■ '.

PROM NIGHT TO aiORNi ■
Or, An Appeal to the Baptlet Church. , - 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cent»-, ten copies, tL :

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO wmr.TU), 
^pages. One copy, bound In cloth. «11 papen Q ,

Per Bale al this Offlee, 40 Boomls Street, ;

<3L6ArH]V(3S-
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Thi# work It one that every one should read. It u 
beams throughout with rare gems of thought, prao» • 
tlcal as well as profound. There Is loushlnc and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. Tho work Is dedb 
cated to the author’s favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 

towcsttafitotcliofth* *;

CONTENTS:
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The New and the Old, 
Or flic World'» Progre»» In Thought. By Moaci HuIL 
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Price 10 cent». •

SOCIAL UPBUILDING^
Including Co-operative Syitem« and tho Hannlneni 
and Ennoblement of Humanity. By E. D. Babbitt 
LL. D., M. D. Thl» comprlae» the last part of Unman 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For »ale at 
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THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Tbe Spiritual Ide» of Death, Heaven and Hell. Bv 
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IluallBttc Interpretation of many things In the. Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tb. • 
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Echoes From’the World of Soni •
A collection of new and beautiful eomrs. will. ’ 

music and chorus. In book form. By C. pTLonole. 
Price 11.25. Postage 15 cents.

SEERS OF THE AGES.
. Embracing Spiritualism, ust and present Br t 
M. Peebles, M. D. An encyclopicCs* or
«ad Uutracttre facts. Price MCO. ““««w
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! By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Evan
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NOT COMMENDABLE.
It Is announced as a very

We always were in

MARTIN CASS.

•Religion should be defined as the 
highest aspirations of the human being 
-a reaching out into the .eternal for all 
that is high, good an'd grand.

POOR FELLOW.
Jacob Lerber, of Philadelphia, 

divinity student at Yale, took on

Novices Accomplish Splendid Results--An Interesting 
Statement of Facts.

RENOVATION BEGINS.
(Contlniied from paie 1.)

from the report of À. M. Griffen, Jaw 
reporter, whose communication

. A distinctive object enu*Mls- 
tog The Progressive TWuker’ß recent

evffif Saturday at 40 LoomitStreet

‘At KiFRANOIS, Editor and Publisher. 
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. tlte.amount sent. Direct all letters to J. B. Francis, 

-.V lJNO. lOLooinle Street. Chicago, 111.
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1 CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
• Ab there are -thousands who will at first venture 
only twenty-five cents forTuupKOGntssivsTHiNKan 
thirteen weeks, we would suggsattothose who receive 

| • sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
> them, and thus be able to remit from 51 to s 10. or even 

more than the latter sum A large number of little 
- Amounts will make a large cum total, and thus extend 

Che field of our labor and usefulness. The same eug* 
h«estlon will apply lu all cases of renewal of eubacrlp- 
»• tlona—eollclt others to aid lu the good work. You will 
j experience no difficulty whatever iu Inducing Spirltu- 

»lists to subscribe for The Pitoaumivii Tuikkeb, 
-for not one of them can afford to be without tbe valua- 

v-- ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
* the price of only about two cents per week

V. A Bountiful Harvest for S3 Centfl.
I Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 
<. give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think fora ino- 

Went what an icteUeotual feast that small Investment 
; will furulsh you. The subscription price of Tnx Pbo- 
j GHES81VE Thinker thirteen week» 1» only twenty-five 
( cents! For that amount you obtain ono hundred and 
। four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
} mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medl« 
• urn-sited book!

; TAKE NOTICE!
At expiration of subscription, if not renewed. 

• the paper Is discontinued No biila wiU be eent for ex'
X tranumbers. .
I - you do,not receive your paper promptly. 
f write to us, and errors lu address will be Promptly 
i - “22?“a P-Mla.

b?never you desire the address of your paper 
r'SteS?’ alw?yfl Siye the address of the place to wbEb 
> It u then sent, or tlie chanse cannot be made.

I FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
| The Progressive Thinker Is furnished In the United ’ 

btates at Sl.tO per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when It Is scut to foreign countries we

I. are compelled to cliauo W cents extra, making the 
I' yearly subscription tl^jU. Please bear that in niit^d.

THE COMING METEORIC DISPLAY 
;■ Scientists predict that ou the 13th 
■ aud 27th of November there will be a 
- wonderful display of meteors. This is 

made ou the hypothesis that there are 
two or more zones of meteoric bodies 
around the sun, which are crossed by 
the earth's path in a period of thirty- 
three and a quarter years. Some por

: tious of these zones are more thickly 
studded with these bodies, aud the dls

: play varies in brilliancy accordingly.
As the earth reaches these zones, the 

' bodies in its path are drawn toward it 
by its superior attraction. They all ap
pear to diverge from a common center, 

> which is the point toward which the 
I earth is moving. They are dark bodies 
. in space, but as they come into the 
, earth’s atmosphere they become in
tensely heated by friction, and usually 

’ are dissipated In gases or dust before 
;> reaching the surface. It is estimated 
>: that they become luminous when with- 
s In 500 miles of the surface, which ex- 
■ tends the limits of the earth’s atmos

phere far beyond the usual limits as
s’ signed.

It will be a free exhibition, and un- 
J less the clouds draw an opaque curtain, 
p there will be a falling of stars from 
-, heaven, not witnessed since the won- 
( derful display in 1842 seemed to con
f firm the coming end of the world, as 
i predicted by Miller.

A CLOUDED FAITH.
il ' On more than one occasion it has 
| been stated in these editorial columns 
’that men of eminence in tbe political, 
j socjal, and even literary world, rarely 
Jchango their childhood belief. The 
•J truths or the errors of the parent sur- 
J.-Tlve in the child. That child becomes 
I’j-aged; He has never stopped to ques- 
.ftlon the correctness of his childhood 
• teachin’g, for he was too absorbed in 

; his professional or political duties.
• Mention was made of Gladstone, who 

• ¿'was as zealous a churchman as the 
priest at whose altar he bowed.

, Liberal thought, rejection of ancient 
• creeds, and expulsion from the church 
,for heresy are evidences of mature in
vestigation into old-time faiths,. some- 

i;.thing for which the busy man of brains 
^has little time at his service, to work 
. out and to think out to just conclusions. 
• .The late Prince Bismarck, whose 
l fame is immortal as the real founder 
?of the German. empire, is a case in 
¿point. He died a believer in the pop- 

■ ular religion. A man of broadened 
’-.knowledge, and an earnest defender of 
■jwhat he deemed the right, yet in re- 
¡ligious matters he was a child, narrow 
Jn his conceptions, and superstitious to 
an astonisblug degree. Says Wm. E. 

’Curtis, the very able correspondent of 
¡the Chicago Record, in a late issue: 
’ “Prince Bismarck was abnormally 
.superstitious. He would never sit down 
¡with thirteen at the table, and was 
.always on the lookout for unlucky 
omens. He would not receive Gen.

■ Boyer, the adjutant-general of Marshal 
. Bazalne, when lie came to negotiate for 
• the surrender of Metz, because it was 
i the 13th of March, a day that has 
(.always been unlucky for Prussia, the 
tanniversary of Hochkirchen and Jena.
Nor would Prince Bismarck ever at-
tempt any important work on Friday 
or on the 13th day of the month. This 
¡peculiarity was the source of con
siderable amusement to the officers of 
his staff and his official associates." 
.. Taught that Jesus was crucified on 

¡Friday, the day was an unlucky one 
..with Bismarck. Somebody met with a 
. Severe accident when thirteen persons 
¡were assembled around the festive 
board, therefore thirteen is an unlucky 
¡number. If the “Iron Chancellor” saw 
the new moon over his left shoulder he 
•would keep himself away from danger 
•until he saw that luminary at its next 
appearance over his right shoulder 
[Had Bismarck learned that signs and 
»mens are the creatures of ignorance, 
else the tools priests dabble in, sur
vivals of a false system of religion, 
Very probably his days would have 
been happier, his nights more restful, 
his. dreams less frightful, and the ter

, ruination of a life of turmoil more tran
quil than he experienced. The very 
best who believe in after-death tortures 
tor life’s errors are not sure of peaceful

, repose when mortality ends.

DAYMEN TO BE REPRESENTED.
■The Methodists have just carried a 

«institutional amendment to their dis- 
dpllne, by which ministers and lay- 
nen, after the year 1900, will be 
squally represented in their general 
inferences. The measure originated 
li the Rock River Conference.

.’ 'nature cure.” By Dm. M. a and 
MM O. Conger. Excellent for Over» ‘“Hr. Cloth, «1.50. ■'•“«

ABADGB OF
, Kaiser William, of Germany, while 
late in Jerusalem, wliere he -seems to 
have gone, with the. Queen, to make a 
splurge, assisted in the consecration of 
the Church of the Redeem«-. At the 
dose of the exercises he read an ad
dress, evidently prepared for bun
combe, wherein occurs the following:

“From Jerusalem came the light In 
splendor from which tlie German na
tion became great aud glorious and 
what the Germanic peoples have be
come they became under the banner of 
the cross, the emblem of self-sacrificing 
charity. As nearly 2,900 years ago so 
to-day shall I riug out the cry, voicing 
my ardent hope to all, “Peace on 
Earth.”’ .

Prussia was a part of that “Germanic 
people" who accepted the “banner of 
the cross,” so it may be well enough to 
understand why they accepted it, then 
we can better appreciate this false aud 
fulsome acclaim of “Peace on Earth.”

A fifty-six years’ war was waged by 
the Popes against these Germanic peo
ple, to compel them to accept that ban
ner of the cross. The Sacred Sword 
Bearer after whom the Danites of Mor
monism probably copied, were the tools 
of the church! Says Chambers' Cyclo
pedia, article Prussia:

“The fear of losing their freedom if 
they adopted Christianity, made the 
Prussians obstinately resist every ef-
fort for their- conversion; and It was 
not till the middle of the 13th century, 
when tlie'knights of the Teutonic order 
[the Sacred Sword Bearers] entered 
upon their ‘famous’ crusade against 
them, that the Christian faith was for
mally established among them.”

These Sacred Sword Bearers, as com
pensation for their services, were per
mitted to retain possession of the lands 
they should conquer. The Cyclopedia 
just quoted, continues:

“For half a century the belligerent 
brotherhood were engaged in war with 
the people—winning lands and souls 
by hard fighting—till at length, in 1823, 
they found themselves undisturbed 
masters of the country, which they had 
civilized and Christianized after a 
fashion, namely, by almost exterminat
ing the Pagan population.”

Gibbon in describing these wars to 
establish “Peace on Earth," says:

“The fields of battle might be traced, 
almost in every district, by monuments 
of bones.”

Alberger, in his Antiquity of Chris
tianity, p. 19, enters into greater detail, 
from which we make a short extract:

“Prussia, invulnerable to the secret 
machinations of the Holy See, and un
daunted by the ferocity of the military 
apostles of Christ, had resisted the 
proffers of salvation and heaven with 
such resolute heroism, that it threw 
Pope Houorlus into such a- paroxysm 
of rage that he publicly called Christ
endom to arms, to proselyte by military 
force the obstinate Pagans. A calam
itous war ensued. The Pagans deter-
mined to exhaust the resources of de
fense; the Christians, the means of sub
jugation. The arts of destruction were 
mutuallj’ applied with consumate skill; 
towns were swept from existence; com
munities massacred; blood flowed in 
reeking torrents; Pagans accepted 
death rather than baptism; and all the 
havoc and horrors of which war is 
pregnant were protracted for fifty-six 
years. The carnage of, the fierce con
flict was so enormous that at length. It 
had so nearly depopulated the Prussian 
territory and extinguished the prospect 
of victory against the arms and re
sources of united Christendom, that 
they concluded to accept the gospel 
rather than total extinction.”

As the cue worn by the Chinese, is an 
emblem of their defeat in numerous 
battles and their submission and slav
ery to the Tartars, who conquered that 
empire and placed an invader on the 
throne, requiring the wearing of the 
cue as a token of their servility—now 
worn as a badge of honor—so the royal 
bragadocia of Germany boasts of the 
banner of the cross, whose adoration 
betokens tire enslavement, else de
struction of his ancestors a few genera
tions ago.

THE INFLUENCE OF WAR.
We throw up our caps and applaud 

the warrior, and with golden pen re
cord the deeds of valor on the field of 
battle, captivated by the pageantry and 
recklessness of trained and organized 
courage. Brute strength and lust for 
blood against brute strength and lust 
for blood, and if the right being the 
stronger, wins, and freedom comes to 
the oppressed, the result atones for the 
means.

War may come to the most peaceful 
people, as barbarous hordes have al
ways pressed on the confines of civil
ization, and self-defense is the only sal
vation.

Yet always war cultivates the savage 
In man, while peace makes for civlliza- - 
tlon. The martial spirit is for tyranny 
and despotism. An army is organized 
despotism, and it is a proverb, the less 
a private soldier thinks, the better sol
dier be is. The commander does the 
thinking, the army serves; just as the 
king in an absolute monarchy has no 
law but his wish.

A large army overshadows the civil
ians, and the thoughts of the army 
give color to those of the nation. Hence 
It is that a state of war, or a constant 
preparation for it, leads to despotism in 
the civil service.

This is just as true, as It Is that 
peace, the full and free enjoyment of 
the people leads to liberty.

War In all its phases leads to cruelty 
and savagery. It Is a retrograde move
ment, an anachronism among nations 
calling themselves civilized. Accord
ing to the record, the founder of Chris
tianity bade his followers cast away 
the sword and convert the world' by 
the power of love. After nineteen cen
turies, those who profess to follow him, 
stand armed to the teeth in readiness 
to destroy each other at the least prov
ocation! -

It is the work of the humanitarian to 
hold up the race against this constant 
current running backward to past bar
barism.

mendable act that the Emperor of Ger
many spent fifty-seven days last year 
inhunting, and that he killed with his 
own gtm‘ 8,354 pieces of game, large 
and small, birds and animals, and 
caught 934 fish. ■

This may be deemed by many a com
pliment for the Emperor, but the occu
pation of a butcher 111 becomes the 
ruler of a great nation. Even the duck
hunts of President Cleveland always 
seemed out of place to The Progressive 
Thinker, yet we are assured those 
“hunts” were generally planned to get 
away from the army of hungry office
seekers who were ever hounding his 
track when in Washington.

■ recommendation that Spiritualists and 
investigators form family and jn-ivate 
circles, Is afforded by the account given 
in this issue of our paper, exposing the 
doings of one who hus been posing for 
years as a materializing medium of 
great power. In this case the victims 
became suspicious of the "medium,” 
which susplcions^were strengthened by 
further and closer observation and 
finally culminated in what they con
sider a complete and thorough demon
stration of literally barefaced fraud. 
The whole account will afford profit
able reading to many gullible atteud- 
ants on and supporters of such “medi
ums.” Many, though, will still pay 
good money to see fraudulent spirits 
come forth from the cabinet and shake 
hands with and kiss them. It Is so 
wonderful!

To those who are not willing to sup
port fraud “mediums” in giving fake 
materializations,. etherealizations, etc., 
ete., and who yet desire sensible evi
dence of spirit return, there remains 
the good old way of holding select pri
vate and family circles, in which fraud 
cannot be'made financially profitable, 
nor can it enter with hope to gain pub
lic notoriety.

There may not come such “wonderful 
manifestations” as crown the efforts of 
soute “materializing mediums/’ but 
there will be no disgraceful fakism, no 
old women dressed up iu bicycle attire 
and posing as “sons” or spirits of other 
departed loved ones—the manifesta
tions will be genuine, and thus of more 
value than any amount of seances 
tinctured with fraud and rotten with 
moral corruption.

The home circle was the builder of i 
Spiritualism, and It will be thé builder 
wherever it Is truly and wisely used.

The way to eliminate the frauds is to 
establish In vogue the genuine; the way 1 
to kill the fake medium business is to • 
stop paying your good money for their 1

A^ddiATJON.
The Illinois state Spiritualist Associ

ation 1* composed of prominent work
ers who stand liigh in the estimation of 
Spiritualists generally.'. Dr. George B. 
Marne, the president,(,1s well and fa
vorably known throughout the state as 
an- able, conscientious and efficient 
worker in the ¿¿use djt reform., Ervin 
A. Rice, the sécrétai^ is a brilliant 
scholar, a painstaking, careful student 
of occult subjects, aud is universally 
respected. Col.- James Freeman, vice
president, and Hiram Eddy aud Orin 
Merritt, Trustees, areAiighly esteemed 
for their many excellent qualities. In 
investigating tlj/> charges against Ma
bel Aber Jackman, the State Associa
tion has exhibited a kindly spirit, and 
endeavored to induce Mr. and Mrs. 
Jackman to testify in their own behalf. 
It would have beeu folly for the State 
Association to ignore the .witnesses 
who testify, or turn a deaf ear to their 
charges, and let matters drift. The 
whole case rests entirely with those

CLUBS! CLUBS! .
John W. Ring, of Galveston, Tex,, 

and Mrs, M,. Keller, of Muncie, Ind., 
send in clubs of subscribers. Anyone 
with a little effort can do as well, and 
thus obtain the premium book, "Art 
Magic,” free. - .

' —— r---------- — I Martin Gabs, being first duly sworn,
man that they sometimes got impersona-1 on oath deposes and bays that he has 
tlons, bouietlmes transfigurations, some-1 iBe above and foregoing state
times etherealizations and sometimes U1ent and that the statements therein 
materialization^. I had been away in I coutaiired purporting to be made by 
Germany for three months and came h,m  ................. ........... ' ' '
back about the 11th of August; I didn’t 
care much for it as I made up my inind 
it was a fraud, but my wife said let us 
go there, Mrs. Jackman wanted to see 
us, aud so I weut there and I am real 

■ sorry about it; then one day Mr. Hill 
told me his wife saw some people come 
out of the house half an hour after the 
seance, some people'that were not in 
tlie seance at all, and he said we will 
go and make a test out of it, aud I said 
I would go along with „.them, if it is 
true I am glad myself, I got a great 
satisfaction in my mind. We went 
there aud the seance started up about 
ten minutes after eight and there was 
a.Uttle Nellie spoke first, after that Dr. 
Blackmore, and after that another gen
tleman came out, and after that a lady, 
aud the lady went back again and a 
little later Mrs. Jackman said “Mr. 
Gass, there is your son Henry;” lie died 
just eight months old, In 1882; and I 
wentup to the cabinet andiooked at the 
face once, and I did it often and it was 
the same voice, the same conversation 
that it was before. There was a lamp 
in the rear, kind of a green light, 
enough light so I could see the hair 
sticking through the cap, like a bicycle 
cap. I said, “Henry, I have lots of 
friends here, will you be so kind as to 
walk out and be Introduced to my 
friends?” He said yes. I said '“These
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him are true as therein stated. ' 

(Signed) MARTIN GASS. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 12th day of November, 1898. 
(Signed) MARION PICKETT, 

[N. P. Seal.] Notary Public.

The statement of Otto -Georgi in an
swer to interrogatories propounded by 
Dr. Warne and other members of the 
committee:
,„■¥?’ ^alue is Otto Georgi. I reside at 
... G1?ss a^nue, corner of 47th and 
Ashland avenue; I have lived in that 
neighborhood for six years; I am im
porter and dealer in musical instru- 
meats and keep a music store out 
there. ,

Q. Have you ever attended seances 
given by Mrs. Mabel Jackman at 3143 
Forest avenue?

A. Yes sir, I did.
_ Q. About when did you attend the 
first seance?

To the Editor:—I wrote you some 
time since ip regard to spirit rapping 
around the house. We formed a circle 
and found that both my wife and self 
are mediums. The spirit gave us his 
name, date of death (1885); murdered

Ue "’oods; now 
under this house, which he said was 
built four years later, which proved to 
bLU1.e"s t0 Ple tlrae the house 
vas built. He only comes back occa
sionally and answers our quesUons by 
rapping on and raising the table. We 
hold seances frequently and get splen
ic demoustrat ons: L B ’ts flashing in 
the room; waving a table in mid-air, 

Jtae t0 ,n.uslc: dl>“c‘ug a jig 
" itli table, etc., while our hands rested 
lightly on top. We get the best dem
onstrations when .none are here but 

se’.f“nd father-in-law. 
1 he spirit of my wife’s uncle told us a 
few nights ago that he would untie my 
wife, so we tied her hands behind her 
securely and around the waist with 

st,:on? and put her 
behind a curtain in the room, seated. 
In about two minutes we heard very 
loud rapping, and on examination we 
found her untied in the same position, 
and on a table we found the twine tied 
around two pieces of paper containing 
a message, written by spirit Thomas

Jones, His brother, my wife’s father, 
was present He says it Is a perfect 
fac simile of Thomas’’ writing in life. 
He was a very poor scribe. There were 
two beautiful long green leaves 
wrapped dp Inside the paper, different 
from any grown here. Wo think this 
remarkable. Do such things often oc
cur? .
t We are all novices in Spiritualism. 
It has all come to us. We did not even 
know we were’ mediums until some 
three months ago. Now we know our 
spirit friends can and do return and 
converse with mortals when they have 
the proper means of so 'doing.

LAWRENCE SHEEHAN.
Batesville, Ark.

The Progressive Thinker gladly wel
comes such practical illustrations as 
tlie foregoing letter affords, of the use
fulness and practicability of family cir
cles. Tlie statement will give encour
agement to others to do likewise 
Not every circle will be able to secure 
equal results, yet the successes at
tained, while not so marked as these, 
will be suflicifent to strengthen our 
cause and extend the knowledge and 
Influence of ouri great truth. We hope 
to hear of many circles being, formed 
throughout the land.

If one had watched a prisoner many a year, 
Standing behind a barred window-pane, 
Fettered with heavy handcuff and with chain, 

And gazing on the blue sky, far and clear; 
And suddenly some morning he should hear

The man had in the night contrived to gain 
His freedom and was safe, would this brinff 

pain? . 5
Ah! would it not to dullest heart appear 

Good tidings ?
Yesterday I looked on one

Who lay as if asleep in perfect peace. 
His long imprisonment for life was done, 

Eternity’s great freedom his release
Had brought, yet they who loved him called him 

dead,
And wept, refusing to be comforted.,

* —Selected.
fraud impositions, and, above all, 
form genuine old-fashioned home-like 
family circles in which the element of 
money and fraud can have no place, 
but honesty and genuineness shall be 
prevailing characteristics.

One genuine little spirit rap, in a 
family circle, is worth more than all 

-the fraudulent “tests” and “wonderful 
manifestations” of all the frauds and 
tricksters that ever disgraced them
selves and brought odium on a grand 
and pure cause by their unconscionable 
moral depravity. »

excess of the popular religion a few 
days ago, which has developed into In
sanity. He had graduated from an 
Ohio college, one of its brightest stu
dents, says the news dispatch, and 
went to the University to complete his 
éducation for the ministry. In a nude 
condition, Bible In hand, Lerber ram 
through the New Haven public green, 
exhorting all he met to repentance.. 
The poor fellow believed his creed, and 
he wanted to save a perishing world 
from the horrors of a bottomless pit 
And it is said there.are sane people 
who believe in such a place. They have 
our’pity. . . ■ -

. THE SECRET.
The Scoffer—Why-do missionaries 

make such great efforts to train the 
heathen to wearing clothes? Are 
dresses and bonnets a necessary part 
of religion? ’

The Missionary—No, but nothing 
makes a woman come to church regu
larly so well as knowing that the other 
women will be there in new bonnets.— 
Cincinnati Enquirer.

; Letter from Harry F. Hill,
To the Editor:—Since the exposure of 

the-materializing seance given by Mr 
> Jackman and Mrs. Mabel A. Jackman’ 

3143 Forrest avenue, on the night of' 
■ September 20th, 1898, at which the so- 

called materializations were demon
strated to those present to be the work 
of confederates, I..have-.received many 
grateful and appreciative letters from 
those who were glad tobe.enllghtened 
as to the character of. those manifesta
tions. They are (honest; and glad to 
know the truth. To the wringing hypo
critical anonymous writerg, who either 
assist and encourage fraud or silently 
acquiesce in its diabolical methods, and 
prefer to do their dirty slanderous 
work behind my Hack In'the cowards’ 
usual way, .1 wlsfr to sftte publicly I 
stand firmly a Splritnailstfrom a sci
entific standpoint- I cire not how 
great the shock tA Spiritualism or how 
much the cause may apparently suffer 
from the exposureiof miserable fakirs. 
I have stated the facts, afid Truth must 
and. will triumph-mt last I think that 
mediums who, In: the nriine of angels, 
spirits,Jmmortalsi and the dearest in
terest of our souls, Will dheat and trifle 
with what is nearest and dearest to all 
noble natures, are of all mortals the 
most abominable- and" despicable. I 
stand ready to protect honest mediums 
help them-when in need, but away 
with all those that play with the holiest 
and most sacred feelings of mankind 
for a few paltry dollars. I consider it 
the duty of every honest Spiritualist to 
denounce them in their nefarious work 
and come what may, I will do so at ev- 
every opportunity, and I stand indlvid- 
ually responsible for whatever I do and 
say. .

Yours for Truth and Justice, 
_ . HARRY F. HTT.T.,

276 E. Indiana street, ^liicago, Ills.

men are my friends; there is Mr. Haas, 
there is Mr. Georgi, there is Mr. Hill 
and there is Mr. Linke; and somebody 
took hold of this perswu and took them 

laP’ aud ®drs- Jackman said, 
Oh, look, how nice, your Henry is 

sitting on Mr. Haas’ lap.” At the same 
time somebody was trying to make a 
light by lighting a match, and another 
man tried to do the same, and Mr. Jack
man catne up and hit one of them and 
I said, “.,nat is the matter? Keep 
quiet What is going on here?” I said, 

Mrs. Jackman, be so kind as to make 
a light. We do not make any disturb
ance here." She said “No, don’t you 
make a light” I lit a match and then 
she took the chandelier and broke the 
whole thing in pieces and threw the 
glass down, and bent the chandelier 
and some gas was escaping, and I went 
out in the hall and turned on the gas in 
the hall, and went in, and I saw the 
person that was representing my boy; 
It was a lady, because I took hold of 
the waist and everything and pulled 
her this way (indicating). Mrs, Jack
man said to Mr. Haas, "Mr. Haas, 
please let that woman go.” The form

A. The first seance I attended was 
When she lived on Prairie avenue; that 
is about a year and a half ago; the last 
seance I attended was Tuesday,' Sen- 

1 bave attended altogethei about fifty seances given by 
Jackman; there was never any 

objection made by either Mrs. or Mr 
Jackman or other parties in the se
ances to my personal presence there- I 
was always welcome to come free.’ I 
did not have to pay anything at all, be
cause I am very well acquainted 
among the German Spiritualists ou the 
booth Side, and when they used to live 
on Prairie avenue they had a bad 
music box and I gave them a good 
music box and maybe for these rea
sons they let me in free; the music box 

e, them “ Present of was a S45 
ttnd 1 gave her an extra 

table to it worth $15, an Inlaid table. 
Mrs. Jackman made me a counle of 
pictures free and she made sales of a 

to people "'ere 
attending Ure seances. I never called 
upon Mrs. Jackman to-make collections 
tiom my patrons for music boxes sold
a party on the North Side who had 
bought a music box of me on install
ments, said they would leave the 
money every mouth at Mrs. Jackman’s, 
but they did not leave It, and I asked 
Mrs. Jackman about the money- never 
had any angry words with her.

Q. Mr. Georgi, were you present at a 
®?anc.e eireff by Mrs. Jackman on 
luesday, September 20, 1898?

A. Yes sir; I was present.
Q. Did that seance open with the sT^“?y. Mrs. Jackman or Jwas dressed in kind of a bicycle suit, 

dark Jlnen goods. It was a lady, pale 
and a long nose. Then Mrs. Jackman 
said “Don’t you kill me.” I said “What 
should I kill you for? Mrs. Jackman, I 
don’t do a thing to you; I feel sorry for 
you in such business.” Then she said, 
“Don’t you give anything away.” I 
says I will not. Mrs. Jackman asked 
me not to give anything away about 
this thing. I said I would go home; “I 
saw enough.” And I went into the 
room again and Mr. Hill was there yet, 
and in the meantime that lady, the 
form went into the cabinet; they 
always go in backwards and they run 
in face foremost. There was so much 
gas escaping I guess the chandelier 
was broken from the celling and I said 
“We will have an explosion here; now 
boys go home.” Then we went out, 
and Mr. Hill and I waited around the 
corner on Forest avenue, went up on 
the west side of the street, and then we 
went the other street and back and 
somebody came behind us, and on 31st 
street there Is a saloon there just at 
Forest avenue and we stood there on 
the sidewalk, and the same person 
came again, the same lady, about this 
tall (indicating about five feet) and 
from thirty-five to thirty-six years old, 
a gentleman with a light suit ou, the 
same suit he had when he represented 
my wife’s brother; it was just the same 
suit exactly. Who it was I don’t know, 
said, “There, the spirit Is coming,” and 
of course they got a little bit excited, 
those two people; I didn’t say much 
about it; I was there. They boarded a 
car and went in a back seat and we 
went in the same seat and we faced 
the other way from what the car was 
going ;and Mr. Hill talked about Dr. 
Blackmore on the car, and this lady 
and gentleman left the ear on 31st 
street, and I saw them standing on the 
southwest corner of State and 31st 
street; I went out on Halsted street 
and paid no attention any more. I saw 
Mr. Hill standing there at 31st and 
State Sts. watching them; I went home 
and told my wife all about it Those 
matches were lighted up-stairs’ in the 
room where the cabinet was and where 
the form appeared. There was nobody 
hurt that I know of. Mr. Jackmnn hit 
Mr. Linker in the face, and Sir. Hann 
Jackman hit sombeody and afterwards 
we found it. was Mr. Hill. I did not do 
anything at all. We were trying to 
make a light and Mrs. Jackman would 
not give us the chance. I heard Mr.Jack-
man during this disturbance say some
thing like this: “Don't make a light- 
you shouldn’t make a light; you 
shouldn’t light a match.” I recognized 
the voice. Mrs. Hahn also spoke some
thing about “Doh’t you light it.” Mrs 
Jackman said to Mr. Haas, “Mr. Hans, 
please don’t you ruin me.” He didn't 
do a thing; he was sitting there and 
had a spirit on his lap; she said, “Let 
that woman go.” When Mrs. Jackman 
said “Don’t ruin me,” I understood it 
to mean, “Don’t you say anything 
about what you have seen.” She was 
very sorry that this happened; she said 
she was sorry this happened. She said 
we should not kin her or should not 
ruin her. I saw this form sitting on 
Mr. Haas's tap and I lit a match and 
saw the face; I went out in the hall 
after I had proof that it was a woman 
I went out of the room and turned on 
the gas out in the hall, and after that 
Mrs. Jackman name out to me and said, 

Mr. Gass, don’t you ruin me, and 
don’t you kill me.” I said, "Mrs. Jack
man, I beg your pardon; I won’t do a 
thing to you. What should I kill you 
for?” and I laughed, of course. I just 
said, “Mrs. Jackman, I feel sorry for 
you."

I did not hear Mr. Jackman make 
any threat towards any gentleman 
present; I only heard him hollering 
that we should not make a light

I have attended about twenty-five se
ances given by Mrs. Jackman; I was 
there sometimes twice a week, myself 
and wife; I never attended any trum
pet seance; I paid a dollar every time 
I attended. When I came from Ger
many I made up my mind that I 
wouldn’ go there any more; and when 
I was home perhaps four or five days 
they sent a messenger to me with a 
letter inviting me to a private seance 
for three dollars and I didn’t go there.

Q. Mr. Gass, during all of the time 
that you attended these seances was 
there ever any objection made, to your 
knowledge, to your presence on account 
of your character, your habits or your 
business; was there to your knowledge 
ever any objection made by Mrs. or Mr 
Jackman to your attendance at the se^ 
ances?

Oy Mrs- jackman or Mr 
Jackman that they sometimes got im
personations, sometimes transfigura
tions, sometimes etherealization, and 
sometimes materializations, any or all 
of these forms?

A No sir. They did nqt make any 
statement like that. s

Q. Did you ever at any seance that 
you attended at Mrs. Jackman's hear 
that statement made?

J,®8' that statement
sometimes, but that night we were all 
well acquainted people there, and even 
they said, "We have got a nice power 
to n ght, and I guess we will have a 
good result." They had no suspicion

Q. Will you kindly state for us 
what happened during this seance of 
September 20, 1898?

?V®U’ .7® Just had seated our- 
sehes, the light was down and the 
spirits stepped in front of the curtain 
one of the cabinet guides, I guess; sire 
did not come out of the cabinet, she 
went back, and Mrs. Jackman pro
nounced it one of the cabinet guides; 
ut this time Mrs. Jackman was out- 
8 de’ tlle cli’cle, in front of the cabi
net. 1 hen after that Dr. Blackmore 
appeared, he came out in person like 
a man, and she said, “This is Dr 
Blackmore”: we Invited him to walk 
up to the circle and be came up about 
six steps and one of the circle asked 
him some questions, and then thev 
dropped down the light and he said 
sometlilng to the circle and went back. 
1 ben another doctor came out and she 
said it was Dr. Johnson-I don’t know 
if that is the.right name, but it was a 
m, ,5° BIloti>er doctor in the circle. 
Iben the fifth spirit came and Mrs. 
Jackman said, “Here is little Henry" 
oh, Mr. Gass, here is Mr. Gass's littto 
Henry. Come up, Mr. Gass, here Is 
your son" We had it arranged that 
this would be the best time to take a 
took at it closely, because Mr. and Mrs. 
Gass were very familiar with the spir
its there, and they always had a 
chance to take the spirit around the 
shoulders and by the hand add bring 
him up where the people were sitting 
We were sitting side by side, my cous
in, Mr. Hill, Mr. Haas and I and Mr.

9rnl,e' Mr’ Gass cnmp 
with tire spirit from the cabinet and 
brought him to Mr. Baas and he said
How do you do, little spirit, little 

Henry. I am glad to meet you. Can’t 
you shake hands? Won’t you sit down 
a little dear spirit?” and he kept on 
and pulled the spirit down on Ills lap 
•Oh yes, he can sit right down on his 

lap, says Mrs. Jackman, and the spirit 
made a movement toward Mr. Haas's 
face and I thought the spirit wanted to 
do something to Mr. Hass, and I put 
my arm around it and held him on, and 
Mrs. Jackman said, “Now vou must 
eave the spirit go.” Mr. Haas said. 
Oh, no; we will keep him here a little 

He can disappear if it is a real spirit; 
just let him disappear.” And she got 
suspicious and said, “Oh, no; don’t do 
that, Mr. Haas; come on, let him loose, 
let him go, let him go." Mr. Haas kept 
on holding the spirit; he had both his 
arms around and I had my arm 
around too, and I could feel that it was 
a real form then, as it felt like a wo
man without a corset, and then Mrs, 
Jackman started to beg; she said, “Oh 
dear Mr. Haas, please don't do It; leave 
her go, leave her go; you wiU ruin me; 
don’t you do it,” and she took him by 
the head, because I eat right next to 
him and she kissed him, and “You 
would feel your heart ache, you must 
not be a Spiritualist or you would take 
pity on a woman like this;” and she 
begged so hard that we thought she 
never would do such a thing again 
and my cousin struck a light with a 
match and Mr. Jackman jumped up 
and throwed it out, and I started to 
tight a match and a fellow on the side 
throwed the match out, but we held on 
to the spirit, and it was lighted two 
tlines; then Mr. Gass had his Httle

’5.care of Mr* Haas- ^d he 
lighted the gas right .there, and Mrs 
Jackman throwed the whole thing 
down, the gas jet and the glass and 
everything else and started a smell of 
gas which was escaping from the pipe 
and then Mr. Hfll lighted a match 
again and then we could see that it 
was a woman of the age of about 35 
to 49 years. She was dressed in black 
and had a white cap on, dressed in 
boy’s clothes, In thin black clothes; she 
had a divided skirt or something- It 
was very thin. She was a 
very small, slender woman, an 'old 
woman. After this and before this • 
I met them on the ear; I met them at 
the house at different times. Mr. Haas 
let the spirit loose after this and he 
said, “Well, you all can see we got

fooled this time,” and the spirit run 
lutQ Mr- HlU’s arm andMr. Hill held him there. He said, 

, Now, let me take hold of you,” and ha' 
i lit o match aud let it right on, and dur- 
• tog this time I guess-Mr. Grabe went 
, outside in the hall and lighted those 
■ lights, and everybody saw clear that 

wo had a real form there, that we had 
the form that we hgd suspicions of.

! you Positive, Mi Georgi, that
b^nJw tUat was KuPPOsed to 
cnhintt Bxr kT1'? “Pl’eared from the 
cabinet, Mrs. Jackman herself said to 
the circle, ‘This is Dr. Blackmore?" 
said. 1CS S r' ■I'hat iS What 6he ways 

d^"edAthto nHi/iackman herself 
of M?. gIbs? f°m aS the BpirIt 60a 

Stow-^T’dia1"' ?n'' Qa8s 18 klnd Oi 
slow, he did not want to go un rleht 
away and Mrs. Jackman made a mo 
tlon pointing out this little Henry when 
he appeared, because Mr. Gass was al
ways kind of willing and awepted it 
“Here is so she said,4 1 Ji1 ’ Gass s little Henry; come 

P’ Gass, to the cabinet- here is 
your little son;” and then i,L Ji . 
walked up and took him out and’Im 
troduced him just as I say. Mr“jack 
man said to Mr. Haas, “Don’tiuin me

loose: keeP it secret, don’t say 
Go£hw£?’OU wiI1 ru,u me; oh, my 
God. what are you doing?” She didn’t 
know she was half dying ¿en and 
she kissed Mr. Haas and held him just ~ 
by his head and tried to keep eve^- 
thing secret. She said these things to 
a whisper; I was right next to thi/Zem 
lemau and I heard everything, l^ld 

Mr HiU ireld IP'1! SUy aUytbi^ 
mr. tun held it; I was standing in the 
door and watching everybody to see 1? 
anyone should take a chair and make a 
ra8LU.r?aUCe' b?cause we did not want 
to make any disturbance; we kept ev- 
eiythiug quiet. While Mr. Haas had 
Mr H !?•« M1"’ Ja^knian reached over 
f«,.e A arn! cautrht i“m in the

°Upl.<i of week8 before we 
were there at Jackman’s and Mr. Jack
man said to Mr. Haas, “You are a 
pretty good-sized man; I guess you can 
box all right,” and he said, "I took le“ 
sons on boxing," and he just wanted to 
Msdi-i>roioWhai k‘ud °,f peol’,e he had 

tle-and,when he reached over to 
ent 1I (th s D ght of course bo couldn’t 
‘■atch blm very hard, but Mr. Haas got 
af ' ?.?,e ar“ «round the spirit and 
he said, Now, Mr. Jackman, you hit 
me again aud you will lay down and 
won t get up for a few weeks,” but he 
did not eave the spirit alone then, and 
the spirit could not disappear. I heard 
no threats made that evening by Mr 
Jackman against any one. ’

Q. Will you kindly tell us where out
side of the cabinet in (hat room that 
evening you have seen this woman who 
appeared as Mr. Gass’s sou and who 
was witli her?

A They generally come two togeth
er. There was one day about six 
weeks before, a very rainy day, when I 
went Into Jackman’s to see how Jack
man was, and during that time Mrs. 
Jackman told me they were going to 
have a materializing seance that after
noon; It was around twelve o'clock and 
the seance was to begin at three 
o clock and I stayed there over an hour 
because it was raining hard, and by 
this time somebody knocked on the 
door and Mrs. Jackman went out and 
two people came In, a man and a wo
man, and they just looked In the parlor 
and went right through back in the 
kitchen, a thing nobody done before, 
and when they looked into the parlor I 
had a feeling as if lightning should 
strike me, because those were just the 
two faces that represented my twin 
boys in the spirit life. I have got two 
little boys in the spirit life, four years 
old, and every seance they came regu
larly, and at one seance I couldn’t 
make it out why those boys looked so 
funny; I put my hands up on one’s face 
and he wasn't shaved right; it was 
kind of beardy; but I thought may be 
it was the condition of the circle, and I 
kept on watching every time I went 
there, and I went there in cold blood 
just to see what there was to it, and , 
that day when those people came 
through the hall and looked into the 
parlor I knew they were the people 
Mrs. Jackman went right back in the 
kitchen and then she came In and said 
those are some of Mr. Hahn’s people in 
the house and they want to attend the 
seance and they got all wet and I 
placed them in the kitchen by the gas 
to warm them up. Well, I didn’t say 
anything; I kept on talking about 
something else and I don’t think she 
had any suspicions that I took notice 
of the people, but from that time I 
kept on more watching. My wife at
tended the seance and the twins ap
peared; she didn't know much about 
Spiritualism, but she came home and 
said I was a fool, that the person 
kissed her had a beard. After this I
went to another seance aud thought I 
would watch to see if any other people 
camo out of Jackman’s house I 
watched on 31st street and Forest ave
nue and the very same two people 
came out; I did not see them come out 
of the bouse but I went up on the car 
to them and saw that they were just 
the people that I saw that day going 
through by the parlor and that I had 
sium every day for mj> twin boys, and 
the same woman that had appeared 
about six times as my sister and a doz
en times as one of my twin boys, ap
peared with a different dress but al
ways with the same face, and the same 
person appeared as Mr. Gass’s Harry, 
because he showed him to me about 
five or six times, and also as the 
nephew of Mr. Lottie; and one time one 
of my twin boys came and said the otb-

: er was not along, but he kneeled down 
। and I didn’t say anything but 1 just 

kept the spirit there and then the other
: fellow came out on the other side of 1 

the cabinet and tumbled over my foot; 
he didn’t know that I was there of 
course; he couldn't know that very 
well. So that gave us all kinds of sus
picions. I tried to investigate every
thing first before I would say any
thing, and I knew if I was standing 
alone I could not do anything because 
they would keep me out as soon as I 
showed any suspicion, and I happened 
to meet Mr. Hill once down town and 
I asked him why he didn’t come to the 
spiritual seances lately and he said he ■ 
did not receive afiything and then he 
told me that his wife had met a couple 
of times two people that looked just 
like the people coming out of the cabi
net, and I said that is just the experi
ence that I have had. Well, then, I 
looked up the different friends and 
heard what they thought about it, and 
that is the way we got up that Tuesday 
night seance In order to make it a little 
clearer to us. We did not want to make 
any disturbance. If it was a real spirit 
we would not do him any harm, just 
keep him on our lap and if it was a 
spirit he could dematerialize right on 
our lap1 and it would not do any harm; 
and we kept the spirit on our lap; he 
could not disappear, he had to wait un
til we let him loose, and we lit matches 
four times in the face and we had him 
all in our arms so there could be no 
doubt at all.

We followed the two confederates on 
the street car after that seance of Sep
tember 20th; we waited on the corner 
of Forest avenue and 31st street about 
half an hour and those two same peo
ple came along and they sat In the 
back of the car and we all sat around* 
I was in the next seat, but the window«



ft*

vilMjHjwr «rtttatwo .were rightin 
fMtrohT« jpt, and the other five fellows 
... were areund, and, I said, "Friends, if 
fi jjQU .want to seo your guides, they are 

right here;” tben l said to that little
womn, “You dear -little woman, 1 
wouldn’t do that any more; it isn't any 
good to you; if we catch you again—we 
will keep track of you, and it* won’t 
turn out good fot you.” They did not 
make a move because I think we were 
too strong for them and, they couldn’t 
do anything, and on State street they 
got off and she said, “Thauk you.” 
That is all she said; they took a car on 
State street down town; It was when 
they transferred from 31st street to 
State street that she said “Thauk you.” 

The reason Mrs. Jackman let me in 
free was a good deal because I sent a 
lot of German Spiritualists down to 
her seances, and because I keep a so
ciety of Spiritualists in my house; we 
have about thirty members and the 
meetings are free for everybody. I am 
just working for the truth of Spiritual
ism, and that is why I sent everybody 
there as long as I thought it was all 
right.

Q. It was, then, because of the fact 
of your furnishing a music box and the 
fact that you did so much in the way 
of sending patronage to her that you 
were admitted without charge?

A. Yes sir. I had no benefit of it 
only, that I could see I might make out 
of these friends Spiritualists if they 
saw those things. . .

Q. Now, Mr. Georgi, knowing that 
the evidence that you give in this case 
may to an extent blast a woman’s rep- 
utatlon, and that woman a medium and 
sensitive, do you positively assert that 
the form of which you have spoken as 
the son of Mr. Gass was a living hu
man being?

A. Yes. . .
Q. While you were attending the se

ances of Mrs. jackman did you ever 
communicate with any officer of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association or

aU dutag that time on my tap, one 
of my friends lit a match and was try
ing, to light the gas and Jademan 
rushed up to him and struck him In the 
fqce, and somebody else was trying to 
light the gas and fie went up and made 
the gas go out, and he throwed down 
the chimney, broke It to pieces and 
bent the chandelier, and I reached Into 
my pocket and went to light a match 
and Mrs. Hahn rushed up and bio wed 
it out on me, and then Mrs. Jackman 
come up, and during the time I had 
this spirit, and when I lit the match I 
looked and I saw that I had a lady In 
my hand about thirty-five to, forty 
years old, a little,' dark lady, weighed 
about 90 pounds I guess, and Mrs. 
Jackman came up. to me and begged 
and cried, and she said, “Mr. Haas, 
leave the spirit go; please don’t ruin 
me; don’t say anything; please let It 
go;” and she put her hand around and 
begged me and started to cry.—“For 
heaven’s sake, you will ruin me1; don’t 
kill my business.” Well, I thought it 
was no use holding the spirit any 
longer; everybody was convinced it 
was no spirit, and I let him go and I 
guess she run right into Mr. Hill’s 
hands and he held her, and all that 
time- Mrs. Jackman was begging me 
that I should promise not to say any
thing about it.

Q. Did Mrs. Jackman put her arms 
around your neck or about your person, 
or kiss you?

A. Yes, she did; she went' right up 
to me and hugged me and kissed me, 
and said “For heaven’s sake, don’t say 
anything, because you will ruin me.”

Q, Did the pretended spirit, or this 
form, make any qutery or use any lan
guage while you were holding the 
form?” «

A. Yes, sir; she said “Let me go;” 
the purported spirit said “Let me go;" 
it did not struggle to get away. She 
had no corset on; she had on short 
pants and a cap, a light cap and kind 
of woolen shirt. .

obe and a half yean; hare lived in 
Lfilcago eight years; my business is 
cabinetmaker. I have attended se
ances given by Mrs. Mabel Jackman, 
at 8143 Forest avenue; the first one I 
attended was one year ago, and the last 
one might be four weeks ago; it was 
when w'e were all there together the 
night they had the trouble, Tuesday, 
September, 20, 1898. I will explain 
that I am a medium myself, mission
ary. and trance medium. I am not a 
materializing medium, and I sent lots 
of friends over there; J have attended 
about fifteen or twenty seances there 
altogether. I never knew of any ob
jection being made to my attending 
those seances on the ground of my 
character, habits, nationality or busi
ness. When I first attended I paid for 
two pictures ten dollars and paid for 
the seance the first time one dollar and 
the last time he did not take any 
money from me; I told the friends sit
ting in my place about materializing 
and I gave them a card to Mrs. Jack
man. I got tlie business card of Mrs. 
Jackman; so they- went over there, and 
I was admitted free after the first be
cause of the customers I sent to Mrs. 
Jackman.

Neither Mr. nor Mrs. Jackman an
nounced at-the opening of the seance of 
September 20, 1898, that they some
times had impersonation, sometimes 
transfiguration, sometimes materializa
tion and sometimes etherealization, and 
they never explained that at the open
ing of the seances that I attended; I 
never heard them make that statement.

anyWy tti an'intoklcated eoàffitîûn & 
to ® condition" bordering upoif intoxica
tion? . .. ■■ , ¡¿j

A. No sir. q
ß fe

Q- Did you always attend the se
ances in company with Mr/pill?

A. Frequently with my1 husband, 
and sometimes alone or with friends.

fcrdhrtt him out"by tte’ hand and .I 
held his hand and J thought that it was 
an awful big hand, and I kept feel
ing that hand and It felt just the game

■> of the State Spiritualists Association 
about Mrs. Jackman’s work? ;

- r4 A. No sir; I don't remember.
4 Q. Did you eyerireceive any commu- 

nlcation from an officer of the National 
Spiritualists Association or an officer of 
the Illinois State Spiritualists Assocla- 
tion about Mrs. Jackman?

A. No sir; I did not.
Q. Did you ever receive any commu

nication from an officer of any Antl- 
Splritualists Association with reference 
to Mrs. Jackman?

A. No sir; I did not. I did not know 
. any of those societies.

Q. Your work in relation to Mrs. 
Jackman in this so-called exposure is 
done, then, solely from what you be- 
Heve to be for the good of Spiritualism?

A. Yes. That came out of my doing; 
that 1b all my work; I worked them all 
up, because as long as I sent about a 
hundred people there, poor workmen, 

. spending their dollar, I had a duty if 
there was anything wrong to make it 
good by exposing her; that was my 
duty.

I do not drink intoxicating liquors; 
never have become intoxicated, and 
never appeared at any of Mrs. Jack
man’s seances in an Intoxicated eondi- 
tion or anything bordering upon it.

Q. The statement is made by friends 
bf Mrs. Jackman that you gentlemen 

: who are the complainants in this case 
are of the lowest and vilest element in 
the city, that you belong to the bum 
class. Do you know of any facts that 
warrant the application of that lan
guage to yourself or to your associ
ates?

A. No sir. I am known for six years, 
. as long as I am in the United States, 
. and out in the settlement there is none 

can say that I was ever even out of 
any control of myself. I am known as 

■ a respectable man. My residence and 
place of business is at the same place. 
I never saw any of these gentlemen at 

. a circle at Mrs. Jackman’s under the 
r influence'of liquor. The only one I 
k saw intoxicated was Mr. Jackman hlm-

self.
(Signed) 

State of Illinois,
OTTO GEORGE

ss
Cook County.

Otto Georgi, being first duly sworn, 
on oath deposes and says that he has 
read the above and foregoing state
ment and that the statements therein 
contained purporting to be made by 
him are true as therein stated.

(Signed) OTTO GEORGI.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 21st day of October, 1898.
MARION PICKETT, 

[N. P. Seal.] Notary Public.

The statement of Philip Haas in an
. swer to Interrogatories propounded by

■ Dr. Warne and other members of the
. committee:

■ , . My name Is Philip Haas; I reside at
4803 Ashland avenue; have lived there 
about fifteen years; am in the butter, 
eggs and cheese business; have at
tended seances given by Mrs. Mabel 

. Jackman of 3143 Forest avenue, Ohl- 
cago; the first one I attended was 

.. about last winter a year ago, or a year 
. and a half ago, and the last one I at- 

■ tended was on the 20th of September, 
■ 1898; have attended about eight or ten 

of her seances in all; I paid the regular 
fee, a dollar "always paid. Neither Mr. 
or Mrs. Jackman at the opening of the 
seance given September 20, 1898, made 
the statement that their manifestations 
sometimes consisted of impersonations, 
sometimes transfigurations, sometimes 
ethercalizations and sometimes ma- 
terializatlons. I did not hear such a 
statement; I do not recollect their ever 

. making such statement at any seance 
that I attended.

Q. Now, will you kindly tell us what 
took place at this seance of September 
20. 1898?

■ A. Eleven, I guess, attended that se- 
Bj ance, myself and my private friends, 
■p- an old gentleman and two gentlemen 
K and a lady, Mrs. Hahn. On opening tho 
M seance Mrs. Jackman sat outside of

- the cabinet and Mr. Jackman was 
. sitting by the piano playing the piano.

The first spirit that came, If I remem- 
-ber right, was Dr. Blackmore, who 
.walked upto an old gentleman, a doctor, 
and shook hands with him. When he 
come, out and showed himself by a 
pretty bright light he had nothing to 
say; as soon as the light was turned 
down he was speaking, but I know It 
was not Blackmore; it was Mrs. Jack
man that was speaking for him, and as 
soon as he got through speaking the 
light was turned up again; during the 
time she was speaking for him it was 
dark. After that some lady came to a 
lady that was attending the seance, 
and after that Mrs. Jackman an
nounced that Mr. Gass's Henry Is here; 
“Your son,” I think she said; “Will you 
come up to the. cabinet?” Mr. Gass 
went up to the cabinet and took him 
by the arm and walked around and in
troduced him to us; he came up In 
front of me and I asked him, “My dear 
friend, will you shake hands with me?” 
'And he shook hands with me, and 
when I had the hand I kind of hung on 
to him; Mrs. Jackman came up and 
said, “That is right, shake hands with 
the friends,” and while shaking hands 
With him I put my hands around and 
set him right on my lap, and she said, 
“Now, leave the spirit go;” I said, “I 
¡will not, because I do not believe it is 
a spirit;” and Mr. Jackman kind of 

C., came bn the side of me and struck me 
■ In the face. Well, I did not leave go; I

Q. What made you think It was the 
form of a woman? -

A. Because I could see; I could feel 
her breasts, and when I lit the match 
I could see that it was a lady about 
thirty-five, between thirty-five and 
forty years old, with black hair hang
ing down loose. When the form went 
to Mr. Hill I walked down-stairs, left 
the room; they were talking but . I 
could not remember any more because 
I walked down-stairs; Mrs. Hahn hol
lered after me, while Mr. Hill was hold 
of it, and said, “Why, that spirit can’t 
dematerialize; that spirit can’t demate
rialize.” She said that three or four 
times. After Mr. Jackman struck me, 
he walked down-stairs; I said to him 
when he struck me, “Now, Mr. Jack
man, don’t dare to hit me any more; if 
you do you will feel sorry for it,” and 
he didn’t bit me any more. I did not 
see any more of Dr. Blackmore after 
he first appeared from the cabinet.

After the seance later that evening I 
saw this same woman that sat on my 
lap, on 31st street; I got .on the same 
car and they were sitting on the same 
seat and I was standing right near to 
them, and Mr. Georgi made a remark 
to them not to do that any more, and 
she told him “Mind your own busi
ness;” They left the car and we rode 
around on 31st street and I think they 
got off on State or on Wentworth ave
nue; I saw no more of them after that; 
have not seen anything of them since; 
do not know their names nor where 
they live. I am quite sure I saw those 
two people before this seance on the 
20th of September, I took a trip across 
the water last year and when I came 
back from Germany I went there that 
first time and there were two spirits 
came to the cabinet and I walked up to 
them and when I saw those two peo
ple on the car that night I was quite 
sure that those two spirits were those 
two people, because the man had kind 
of a round face, smooth shaved, and 
when he was standing at the cabinet 
lie said, “How do you do my dear 
friend?” And I said, “How do you 
do,” and looked him In the eye; I want
ed to see who he was; and this little 
lady was a spirit and I looked at her 
and she got nervous, turned around, 
and they had nothing to say any more; 
so Mrs. Jackman stepped up and said, 
“This is Mr. Haas; you two friends, 
you came from Germany.” I looked at 
them close and they went back, got 
afraid of me, and as I saw those two 
people on the car I was quite sure that 
I saw those two people before.

Q. Mr. Haas, did you ever appear at 
any of these seances given by Mrs. 
Jackman in an intoxicated condition?

A. I handle about a thousand pounds 
of butter a day and I consider I have 
about 20 or 30 saloon keepers for cus
tomers, and that Is the only trouble 
that they have against me, that I do 
not go around and patronize them, be
cause I am not very found of drinking. 
I never saw anybody in an intoxicated 
condition at Mrs. Jackman's seances; 
there was never any objection to my 
knowledge made to my attending those 
seances because of my character, 
habits, nationality or business. I was 
always made to feel welcome. I have 
never had any communications from 
any officer of the National Spiritualists 
Association or of the Illinois State 
Spiritualists Association in relation to 
Mrs. Jackman; have never sent them 
any information nor have I ever been 
asked by any one to furnish them any 
Information in regard to Mrs. Jack
man; my friend Georgi told me to come 
down here to-night, I have never acted 
In any way for an Anti-Spiritualists 
Association or furnished them any in
formation about Mrs. Jackman.

Q. Mr. Haas, your testimony will 
play an important part in the standing 
and character of a lady, and that lady 
a sensitive and a medium. Knowing 
that fact, do you solemnly state that 
the form that sat upon your lap and 
was introduced from the cabinet as a 
spirit was a living human being?

A. Yes; I state that it was a living 
human being and nothing else.

Q. Are you a believer In Spiritual
ism?

A That depends upon what you call 
spirits. If you caH these spirits, I am 
not looking for that kind-of spirits. I 
have visited some of the big leaders in 
Germany, some of the men that have 
been working there, Mr. Rickel, Mrs. F. 
Amputch and Mutzen; I visited them 
all last year.

Q. You recognize as a fact spirit 
communion?

A. Yes.
Q. You have sometimes considered 

yourself a Spiritualist, what you call a 
Spiritualist? . ■

Q. Will you kindly ■ tell us, Mr. 
Grabe, as briefly as you can, just what 
occurred at the last seance you at
tended?

A. Yes. sir. Mrs. Jackman called to 
Mr. Gass and said, “Mr. Gass, please 
step up, your Henry is in the cabinet 
here; he like to see you;" and Mr. Gass 
stepped up and said, “I am glad to see 
you Henry,” and the spirit stepped out 
of the cabinet and joined hands with 
Mr. Gass, and he went right through 
the room to Mr. Haas, and Mr. Gass 
said, “Here is my son, please shake 
hands;" and Mr. Haas took the spirit 
on his lap and I heard the spirit say, 
“Please let me go,” and the spirit 
couldn’t leave, and one man that is not 
here to-night made a light with a 
match and Mr. Jackman stepped up 
and hit this man on the face because 
he didn't want the light; and Mr. Haas 
didn’t leave the spirit go; he held him 
tight, and another man stepped up to 
the gas and he lighted tlie gas and 
Mrs. Jackman hit the light and ev
erything fell down- Mr. Gass made a 
light again and I saw that the spirit 
was an old woman 35 years old that 
Mr. Haas had got on his lap, and Mr. 
Hill caught It In his arms, and I said, 
“That is a shame, I see enough now; it 
Is too bad,” and I stepped -out 
of the room; I was klnd of weak; 
Mrs. Jaekman come behind and said, 
“Please, Mr. Gass, keep still; dont kill 
me; don’t say npthing.". She said that 
to Mr. Gass. Then’ we went down 
the steps and went out of the house 
and we were waiting and we saw com
ing out of the house a lady and a man 
and then walked together to the car 
and we all got on the car, and I know 
that lady was the old woman that 
played thq spirit, and I heard Mr. Georgi 
say, “I tell you something; don’t do 
that any more; it is a bad thing what 
you are doing.” That was on the car, 
to that old woman and that bold man 
together, and he spoke not one word. 
They rode from 31st to State street— 
rode on 31st street to State, street and 
got off the car; we kept on the 
31st street car; I did not see them any 
more after they got off the 31st street 
car. • ■

I heard Mrs. Jackman say to Mr. Haas, 
“Please leave the spirit go,” and I 
heard the spirit *say to Mr. Haas, 
"Leave me alone. Please don't kill 
me;” I heard the spirit and Mrs. Jack
man together. Mrs. Jackman said 
“Leave him go; don’t kill me." Mrs. 
Jackman said to Mr. Haas, “Don’t kill 
me." Mr. Jackman hit Mr. Haas right 
in the face, because he was ex
cited. It was Mrs. Jackman that 
said to Mr. Haas, “Leave the- spir
it go; don’t ruin me." I understood her 
to mean don't ruin her business; 
“Don't ruin me; keep still; say noth
ing. I did not hear the spirit say any
thing to Mr. Hill; I went out

When the spirit came out of the cab
inet as Mr. Gass's son it had a hat on 
the head, when It opened the cabinet 
there was a light in the corner and you 
could see that it looked like a boy, and 
when Mr. Haas got him In bls lap ev
erybody saw the woman and we saw 
It was not the truth, that it was not a 
spirit, that it was a living human be
ing. Mrs. Hahn said, “Leave this spirit 
go” and they begun to beg, and I said, 
“No; that is not a spirit; it is an old 
woman.” There was a little white 
over the breast, and black, everything 
black; her hair was short because she 
wore a cap; the cap was thrown down 
on the floor; I judged It was a woman 
because I saw the woman plain, the 
face and the whole form and because 
the head was too big for the form, and 
we got a light and we saw plain that 
we had got a woman.

I am a medium, mission and trance, 
two years now, have got a home circle 
and I get independent slate-writing, 
and I sit down with my wife one even
ing, Thursday evening, in my home and 
I got “Stay away,” and I didn’t Intend 
to go over there until Mr. Georgi called 
me up and told me to come over to the 
place to-night; he said “Maybe It is a 
humbug over there; if it is not the 
truth, we find it out,” and we went In 
the place just like gentlemen, just like 
the time we were there before. There 
was nobody there that night that was 
drunk; I never have seen anybody 
there in a drunken condition.

Q. During the time from September, 
1897 to September, 18QS, did,you at any 
time have reason to tbjpkthgt you saw 
what purported to be spirit forms that 
came from Mrs. Jackman’s1 cabinet In 
human form? '
.A. Yessir. hr- r.i
Q. Will you state what first led you 

to think so? ’■ .. l:. .
A. The first was one night I was 

there and I saw a face come to me that 
was supposed to be ¡¿"cousin of mine, 
but he had on a pair of tan slides, and I 
didn’t think that a spirit very well 
could wear a pair of tan shoes. (

Q. Was this cousin a.lady or gentle
man?

A. A gentleman. That evening I 
was rather, roasted about' a picture 
which I had sealed in an envelope, but 
the roasting was meant for some one 
else, and Mrs. Jackman detained me 
and told me not to feel hurt, as I was 
crying at the time, and she told me 
that I need not feel hurt about it, that 
the doctor meant no harm about it, 
that he meant it for another party in 
the circle. The doctor that I speak of 
was Doctor- Blackmore, the cabinet 
control. I was rather late that evening 
and I was alone, aijd on going to catch 
my car as I was standing on the corner 
of 31st and Forrest avenue I saw this 
gentleman and lady who was supposed 
to be my cousin and my. mother, and I 
recognized him as one and the same in 
the cabinet and on the street, and he 
had on these tan shoes and they were 
not laced, and his pants were rolled up 
a little ways, as if in a hurry in being 
dressed.

Q. Was there anything except the 
similarity of the shoes that led you to 
think he was the. same.person that you 
saw in the cabinet? ,,

A Well, his face,: because he wore 
no beard when he came'to me repre
senting my cousin, perfectly smooth 
face. ’

Q. When you met him out of the 
cabinet, at what place did you see 
him? i •

(Signed) ROBERT GRABE. 
State of Illinois,

ss
Cook County.

Robert Grabe being first duly sworn, 
on oath deposes and says that he has 
heard read the above and foregoing 
statement and that the statements 
therein contained purporting to be 
made by him are true as therein stated.

(Signed) ROBERT GRABE.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 11th day of November, 1898.
(Signed) MARION PICKETT,

[N. P. Seal] Notary Public.
The committee then .adjourned to 

meet at five o’clock p. m., to-morrow, 
Sunday, October 9th, 1898.

A. 'Yes.
(Signed) 

State of Illinois,
PHILIP HAAS.

ss •
Cook County.

Philip Haas being first duly sworn, 
on oath deposes and says that , he has 
read the above and. foregoing state
ment and that the statements therein 
contained purporting to ■ be made'by 
him are true as therein stated.

PHILIP HAAS.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 21st day of October, 1898. ..
(Signed) MARION PICKETT, 

[N.P. Seal.] Notary Public.

The statement of Robert Grabe in an
swer to interrogatories propounded by 
Dr: Warne and other members of the 
committee:

My name Is Robert Grabe; I live at

.The committee met pursuant to ad
journment at five p. m., Sunday, Octo
ber 9th and proceeded'with the further 
hearing of statements of. Witnesses in 
said matter, as follows: -

The statement of Mrs. Emma Hill, in 
answer to interrogatories by Dr. 
Warne and other members of the com
mittee: ,

My name is Mrs. Emma Hill; resi
dence 276 Indiana street; am the wife 
of Harry F. Hill; I have, attended se
ances a great many times given by 
Mrs. Mabel Jackman at 3143 Forrest 
avenue; the first one I attended was a 
year ago this .last September, and the 
last one was Sunday night, September 
18, 1898. I suppose my husband and I 
have attended altogether fifty or more 
seances given by Mrs. Jackman.

Q. Did you ever while in attendance 
at any of Mrs. Jackman's seances see

A. 31st and Forrest - avenue, right 
there at the drug store, himself and a 
lady. The best description that I can 
give of him is that he is medium height, 
has -a smooth face, father broad 
shoulders, a very crooked nose, extra 
large; bald-headed, gray, not an extra
ordinarily good looking man, very com
mon; commonly dressed.

Q. Did you recognize the lady with 
him at the corner of 31st and Forest 
avenue as in any wise a spirit form 
that had appeared to you from the cab
inet or that you had seen come out of 
the cabinet? •

A. Many times. She is a dark com
plected lady, small, has dark hair, little 
eyes, eyes black, and I don't suppose 
the woman would weigh a hundred 
pounds, very small, small features in 
every way. The lady, personated at 
other times than the evening I have de
scribed, what was supposed to be my 
mother, and many a time I have recog
nized the same face coming for other 
people who were there when I was 
close enough to get a good look in her 
face. The Sunday night previous to 
this Tuesday night when she was ex
posed at a seance at her house when 
Mrs. Johnson and I were together, 
there was a Mr. Louie who had a 
guide come to him, and Dr. Chandler, a 
little hump-back man had a guide come 
to him, and there was another gentle
man whose name I cannot think of 
right now, got the same- guide; they 
were both the same and one man all in 
proportion and in every way, and when 
I went up to the cablnetll saw the face 
good and plain, ns plain as I see any 
of you gentlemen here, and he was one 
and the same man.

Q. Did you ever at any other place 
see this lady and gentleman’ together 
or singly except the cabinet of Mrs. 
Jackman on the corner of 31st and For
est avenue?

A. Yes, sir; I have and seen the 
lady that was represented to be my 
mother at Mrs. Jackman's, at hall, 77 
31st street, Jubilee last fall one even
ing and she took a bouquet of flowers 
and gave them to Mrs. Jackman and I 
spotted her as the same lady. The gen
tleman was not with her at that time; 
she was alone; and on another occasion 
I was down town shopping and I met 
her accidentally in the Fair store and 
she watched me and I watched her, 
and we both looked at one another. 
That is the only time that I have seen 
her alone without the gentleman.

Q. Did you ever have occasion to 
think that there were other parties be
sides this gentleman and lady that 
were being used as spooks or confeder
ates by the medium?

A. Well, I know that one night there 
were two ladies came to my husband 
and I, one was this same lady and the 
other another lady with a round face; 
this one that came so often had a 
peaked face and was dark, while the 
other one was not so dark; they both 
came to us.

Q. You feel quite confident in your 
own mind that both of these female 
forms were human belugs, do you?

A. Yes sir, I do. I am a new inves
tigator, as far as that is concerned, but 
I am thoroughly convinced that Spiri- 
itualism is a fact, and I do not like to 
see it made a mockery of, done up In 
this way.

At none of the seances given by Mrs. 
Jackman which I attended did I hear 
them open the seance with the state
ment that they sometimes gave materi
alization, personation, transfiguration, 
and sometimes etherealteatlon. There 
was never to my knowledge any objec
tion made by Mr. and Mrs. Jackman to 
the presence at the seances at their 
house of any of the six gentlemen who 
are complainants in this matter or 
against myself, and I never heard them 
criticize any of the slst’gentlemen as to 
their character, habits,'business, or na
tionality. The impression made upon 
my mind was that we were always 
welcome. u . r t. ■

Q. Are you a Spiritualist?'1
A Yessir. , 1 ■ ,'J '
Q. Kindly state what yop saw on 

Sunday evening, September fefh, In re
lation to the supposed.;confederates?

A On that evening“ Mrs., j Johnson 
and I went alone; my husband was not 
With me; the light waaextraordinarily 
bright, and I was called to the cabinet 
to the lady supposed tg be my mother, 
and I went up to her, but could not 
be towards her that evening as I had 
been before, and as I took hol^tof her I 
felt she was too much human; she 
went to caress me but I; did not let her, 
but I asked her if she would come out 
to my friend and let her shake hands 
In order that she might see her, that I 
would like her to meet her; and I had 
told my friend on going in there that 
we were to look at these people very 
closely, because. .1 had my suspicions, 
and she raised up in ber chair and 
looked at her in the face. Thé‘sup- 1 
posed spirit went back and presently I i 
was called up again to a gentleman 
supposed to be my cousin, and it didn’t ' 
look any more like my cousin than you 
do. I asked him if he would walk-out : 
with me, and he did, but my cousin 
was crippled, and he happened to for- ’ 
get to walk. crippled that night; I ’

as anyone’s hand; I kept right close to 
him, close tp his face, looking Ulm 
right in the face, and the light was ex
traordinarily bright, and I brought him 
over to my friend and I said to her 
“This is my cousin, Mr. Clark,” and if 
I had had any protection I would have 
given him right away there, for I had 
nothing but a genuine living man in 
my hands, and so I could not sit com
fortable during the rest of the circle, 
and the circle stopped very suddenly 
that evening; it was half past ten; we 
were putting on our wraps and starting 
out; we paid one dollar apiece, and Mr. 
Jackman was rather cross for some 
reason; Mr. Hahn stood near Mr. Jack
man at the front door and we walked 
out the door; it was early and we went 
across the street to see what we could 
see; it was light, and we went up by 
the drug store at the corner and 
crossed over Forest avenue and came 
down the west side of the street, right 
down opposite Mrs, Jackman’s house, 
and waited until they came out of the 
house, and I saw this gentleman and 
lady who came to me and represented 
themselves both as my cousin and my 
mother, come out of the house, and 
they came right up' to Forest avenue 
and 31st street, and we followed them: 
we walked right up to them and spoke 
to them and called him “Father 
Boyle;” that is a spirit that came to 
Mr. Hahn representing himself as 
Father Boyle, some priest that had 
died some years ago, ;

Q. What reply Was made to that 
A. They never looked at us. They 

stood there •'as if they didn’t know us. 
They took the same car that we did, 
and we rode as far as Madison street 
with them. We changed cars at 31st 
Street and to.ok the State street car 
north, and they got off and waited on 
the other corner until the car came 
along and then they came across and 
took the same car and we sat right 
opposite them so that we could look 
them right In the face; that car was on 
the State street line from 81st down 
to State and Madison; they got off at 
State and Madison and we went on 
around the loop because we live on the 
North Side; we did not get off; they got 
off, went across State street, and I 
don’t know which way they went then; 
I did not see them enter a car; that 
was the last I saw of them that night.

Q. It was the judgment of both 
yourself and friend that the lady and 
gentleman that you saw come out of 
the house were the parties that you 
had met at the cabinet?

A Yes, sir; very plain, very plainly 
evident.

Q. How long after the breaking up 
of the seance and after you left the 
house did these people leave the house?

A. Just half an hour; eleven o’clock 
sharp, because my friend had a watch 
and I asked hep what time it was os 
they came down the steps, and the last 
little tiny light which you could see 
went out. I have no knowledge as to 
how they entered the house.

(Signed) EMMA HILL. 
State of Illinois,

made a light, but we couldn’t hold the 
light; I took a match and tried to light 
the gas, and I got another hit on my 
arm from Mrs. Jackman, and I saw 
Mr. Jackman hit Mr. Maas that night 
in the face.

Q. How near were you sitting to Mr. 
Haas when ho field the little boy?

A. I was the first In the circle, and 
then came Mr. Hill, then came Mr. 
Haas; I was two seats from Mr. Haas 
and Mr. Hill was between me and Mr. 
Haas.

When Mrs. Jackman spoke to Mr. 
Haas and said “Don’t ruin me, don’t 
kill me,” I was near enough to hear it, 
and am positive she said it. After Mr. 
Haas let the little boy go, he stood still 
about one or two minutes; I did not see 
what he did after that, because I was 
after a light. I saw the little boy’s 
face plain; it was a small face with a 
pointed nose.

Q. Did you have any reason to doubt 
that it was a boy? Did you think it 

a boy?was 
A. 

son,
Q. 

ing

Well, I though that It was a per- 
because it came so strong.
You thought that Instead of be-

_ a materialized spirit it was 
human being? .

A. Yes, sir.
a

SB
Cook County.

Emma Hill, being first duly sworn, 
on oath deposes and says that she has 
read the foregoing statement and that 
the statements therein contained pur
porting to be given by her are true as 
therein stated. •

(Signed) EMMA HILL.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 19th day of October, 1898.
(Signed) MARION PICKET, - 

[N.P..Seal.] Notary Public.

The statement of Emil Georgi, in an
swer to Interrogatories propounded by 
Dr. Warne and other members of the 
committee:

My name Is Emil Georgi; I reside at 
5553 South Ashland avenue; have lived 
there four years; am a cigarmaker; 
have a factory in partnership with my 
brothers. I have attended seances 
given by Mrs. Mabel Jackman at 3143 
Forest avenue, Chicago; the first one I 
attended was about a year and a half 
ago, and the last one about three weeks 
ago, on September 20, 1898. I have 
attended altogether about five seances 
given by Mrs. Jackman. I paid ad
mission fee every time, one dollar for 
materialization, and five dollars for one 
picture and I sat twice for that picture. 
When I attended these seances nothing 
was said by Mr. or Mrs. Jackman 
about the transfiguration; the times 
that I was there I think she spoke of 
materializing, in all the materializing 
seances I attended. I never saw any
one there at any of the seances that 
was intoxicated or that behaved in an 
ungentlemanly manner. Neither Mrs. 
nor Mr. Jackman ever objected to my 
being there on account of my charac
ter, habits, business, or nationality; she 
was always glad to see us. I could not 
speak much with her because she only 
speaks English and I cannot speak 
much English; she was glad and that 
Is all I could say. On Tuesday evening, 
September 20, 1898, I saw a form come 
from the cabinet that Mrs. Jackman 
called Dr. Blackmore and said was one 
of cabinet controls, and on the same 
occasion .1 saw another form come from 
the cabinet that Mrs. Jackman-intro
duced as the spirit form of Henry 
Gass, the son of Mr. Gass, who was 
present; It was a little spirit with a 
white cap and a black dress, dressed 
thin, had on something like bloomers 
or a bicycle suit, shorter than the or
dinary skirt. Mrs. Jackman said to 
Mr. Gass “Here is your son Henry,” 
and Mr. Gass took him and brought 
him Into the circle to recognize every
body; he introduced the form to Mn 
Haas and to all of us, took him all 
around; he took him only to us five, be
cause we knew Mr. Gass and liked to 
see his boy. When the little boy was 
led up to Mr. Haas he said “Can you 
stay here a little while?” and took him 
on his lap and held him three or four 
minutes.

Q. Did anybody seem to get nervous 
because he was holding the boy?

A Yes; Mrs. Jackman. Mrs. Jack
man said “Please leave that little 
spirit alone; don’t hold him so long.”

Q. What-did the spirit itself say? 
Did you hear the spirit itself say any
thing?

A No, sir; I could not hear, she was 
so close to Mr. Haas. Mrs. Jackman 
said: .“Leave that little spirit alone,” 
and I knew that there was something 
there that should not be in a material
izing seance and I took ay match and 
lighted It on my shoe and I took it up 
and I was struck once on my head and 
once on my hand and thé match went 
out, and the light was out Mr. Jack
man put the light out; there "was a 
little light forth moment on the side, 
but it was dark right away.

Q. You could not see the face of the 
little boy then by the light that was up- 
in-the corner of the room, could yon?

A Nb, not after that I ma.de a 
light, but it was soon dark again. /

Q. Did Mrs. Jackman say anything 
else to Mr. Haas only to please let the 
spirit go, not hold it bo long?

A She said “Don’t kill me,” and 
“Don’t ruin me,” and all such. - She did 
not mean not to take her life, but she 
meant her business, don’t kill her busi- .

I do not know what became of the 
boy after he went away from Mr. 
Haas; I saw him again in about 
twenty-five minutes on a 31st street 
car. going west; at that time she was 
dressed like a woman. I heard that 
somebody watched that woman and 
that man before and they were the 
same that I saw at the seance, and 
after I heard this I looked at them and 
I saw that it was the same woman; 
after I got a good look at her face I 
thought it was the same person who 
had been the little boy from the cab
inet; I rode with them that night about 

fi. quarter of a mile to State street; they 
rode on the 31st street car to State 
street and there got off; I did not get 
off, went on west. I have not seen 
them since, either the man or woman, 
the night I saw them on the 31st street 
car.

Q. Do you believe in Spiritualism?
A. Yes. I heard something about 

Spiritualist and I read a couple of 
books.

Q. You believe that people live after 
what we call death?

A. Yes sir.
Q. You believe that they can some

times come back and communicate 
with people on earth?

A. Yes, I got proofs.
Q. You feel positive that according 

to your best judgment the form that 
was Introduced as Mr. Gass’ son Henry 
was this woman?

A. Yes sir.
Q. Do you believe that the form 

which came out as Dr. Blackmore was 
this man that you saw upon the car 
with the woman?

A. Yes sir. I saw materializing be
fore, and that time Mrs. Jaekman was 
in the cabinet and then the spirit came 
out, but the last time she was up there 
the bell rang down stairs and she had 
to go down and let Mrs. Hahn In, and 
she went over to the cabinet and took 
hold of the cabinet and said, “Come, 
my dear spirit,” and he was there 
already; I didn’t see how It could be so 
quick; Mrs. Hahn sat down by the door 
in the first chair and Mrs. Jackman 
took tho cabinet and opened it and the 
spirit was there.

On this occasion, Tuesday evening, 
September 20, 1898, Mr. Gass lit a 
match and tried to light a candle, but 
he got a slap, I guess, and his candle 
was downed; I guess everybody lit 
matches because every second came 
another match and light

Q. Did any of you look at the little 
form while the matches were burning?

A. Yes sir; I saw the same face like 
in the car; I saw the black eyes and I 
noticed them the first time.

Q. Mr. Georgi, when did 
make up your mind that that 
boy was a woman?

A Not before that night
Q. Just at what time did

you first 
supposed

..... a . .. .---------------------y°u conclude that that was a woman? Did
you think that that was a woman when 
you struck the match? -

A No sir. I didn’t see nothing but 
the face, and I saw after a while that 
that woman that sat on the car was 
the same face.

Q. But until you saw her on the car 
you had no idea in your mind that it 
was a woman?

A No sir.
(Signed) EMIL GEORGL 

State of Hllnois,
ss

Cook County.
Emil Georgi, being first duly sworn, 

on. oath deposes and says that he has 
heard read the above and foregoing 
statement, and that the statements 
therein contained purporting to be 
given by him are true as therein given.

(Signed) EMIL GEORGI.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 4th day of November, 1898.
(Signed) MARION PICKETT, 

[N. P. Seal.] Notary Public.

LAKE HELENGAMP, FLA.
Its Attractions Concisely Set 

Forth.

There is no healthier location in the 
world than the "High Pine Orange 
Belt” of Florida, on which the Spirit
ualist camp near Lake Helen is located. 
Seekers of a quiet health resort are al
ready on the ground, and are receiving 
benefit from the pure air and genial 
climate.

Rooms for housekeeping in the 
Apartment House will be rented very 
reasonable to those desirous of spend
ing the winter. Those wishing to ob
tain board will be accommodated at all 
times. ‘The hotel will open early, with 
change of management.

0. Fannie Allyn is to be one of the at
tractions of the coming meeting.

Loe F. Prior and Clara Field Conant
are also engaged. Negotiations 
pending with other speakers and 
diums. ■

The meeting commences the
Sunday In February, 1899, and

are 
me-

first 
con

tinues four weeks. Persons coming 
South from the Northwest, should be 
sure and take the Queen and Crescent 
Railroad route from Cincinnati to Jack
sonville, as it is about one hundred 
miles shorter, and passes through a 
most Interesting part of the country. 
The famous LookoutMountaln at Chat
tanooga can-be plainly seen from the 
car windows.

The trains of the Florida East Coast 
Railwoy bring passengers from Jack- 
sonville’to Lake Helen several hours 
earlier than via any other route, and 
run through St Augustine, Daytona, 
New Smyrna and other points of inter
est.

The corresponding secretary Is al
ready on the ground and will cheerfully 
and promptly answer all questions con-
cernlng this placé and the coming 
—----- Addressmeeting.'

ness; she said “Don't 
put her arms about 
kissed him; then three

ruin me.” She 
Mr. Haas and 
or four fellows

EMMA J. HUFF. 
Lake Helen, Fla.

"Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.’’ By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL, D, M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. .. . ' .
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SUO.
TAKE NOTIGE.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

Pt LISR/VRY

Bear in mind that the order 
premium book must always be 
pauied by a year’s subscription 
Progressive Thinker. You will

for the 
accora
to The 
not bo

can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

ex
On 
be

allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one

PferniUrn Terms

The above Is the number of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up. Is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your lj. 
brary.

REMEMBER that all or 
dors roost be accom 
panied by their reiiiii 
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker - One Year,

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The na’mes 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly, visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching into 
tho occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

The Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist In this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by » 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisl- ' 
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs 51.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It Is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber In the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress-. 
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift.: A' 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every 11- 
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
yon in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

’The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The T^w of Spirit 
Control.” Ey Michael Faraday. Prie» 
15 cents. «Tor sale at this office.

ma.de


GENERAI SURVEY

WRITE PLAINLY.

WERE, IS OCR 
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
aie getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. 
Ihis is an
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book

as a pre

f

L

w

ir

í* 
%
£-
ta
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exact pic- 
outside or
the elegant 
offered as a

teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains 37 8 
Worth$2.00 
mium it wil

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

if THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, If
|| DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

We would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, henee kindly feellugs 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

He Is one of the finest speakers on Spir
itualism in the country. He will also 
give platform tests after each lecture 
and set apart one night of each week of 
his engagement to platform tests en
tirely. The society is rapidly adding to 
its membership, and from its latest 
move it seems to be in a prosperous 
condition.”

Sarah A. Crossfield lectured for the 
Jonesboro, Ind., Spiritualists, Novem
ber 6, and Winchester, Ind., the even
ings of November 9 and lO.Socletles de
siring her services address Mrs. Sarah 
A. Crossfield, 723 S. Elm street, Mun
cie, Ind. ,

Mis. A. M. Reed, of Boston, passed 
through Chicago last week on her way 
to California. She is an excellent me- 
dlnm and a most estimable lady, and 
we bespeak for her a cordial reception 
on the Pacific Coast.

Mrs. C. L. Stewart writes from 
Stevens Point, Wis.: “Frank T. Ripley 
came to our city the 3d, to remain until 
the 15th. He lectured yesterday after
noon and evening to a full house, giv
ing sharp, clear tests. Everyone is 
thoroughly pleased. There have been 
two so-called materializing mediums 
here for a wreek, whose work caused 
much dissatisfaction.”

mental medium and the work she has 
done in our city has not only been a 
success to herself, but to the whole 
Spiritualistic cause. I am representing 
a number of Spiritualists who are 
thankful to her for coming here.”

Mrs. L. A. Roberts writes: "I am 
pleased to announce to all my friends 
and the public, that I am now located 
at 1 The Ogden,” 3 Warren avenue, flat 
1-a, having just returned after an 
eight mouths’ trip through the West. I 
have secured Washington Hall, No. 490 
Washington Boulevard, and every 
Sunday evening at 7:30 the new socie
ty, Sanctuary of the Soul, will meet.”

Mrs. G. N. Kinkead, 75 Thirty-first 
street, Chicago, writes: “The Spiritual
ists and Mediums Home, 331 OVi 
Rhodes avenue, Chicago, is now 
opened and ready to receive those 
wishing to come into harmonious and 
congenial surroundings. Terms are ac- 
coiding to condition of applicant. All 
those having some means are expected 
to pay what they feel able for board 
and room according to means. Those 
who desire to be with us and pay full 
board and room rent to us in preference 
to paying it to those not interested in 
the cause are welcome. We will also 
assist those who are entirely dependent 
to the extent of our now limited means. 
01 course we are dependent upon the 
public for donations to make this much 
needed Home a success. There have 
been seances held in the Home for the 
good of the cause, and we would be 
very glad to hear from any medium 
wishing to assist us by holding seances 
in the Home. Let us hear from all 
those interested. We hope the public 
will become more and more interested 
in this much needed Home and do all 
in their power to make it a success. 
The Home is beautifully located, with 
every comfort, furnace heat, hot and 
cold water, comfortable beds, excellent 
housekeeper and cook. Send in your 
application as early as possible, as 
room Is limited. The Ladies’ Aid and 
Home Society will hold a linen party 
at the Home next Friday evening at 
8 p. m. Come and enjoy yourselves 
and bring something for the good of 
the cause, as happiness and charity go 
hand in hand.”

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of tlie writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

II. L. Chapman writes from Marcel
lus, Mich.: “The Marcellus Progressive 
Spiritual Society rented a hall hist 
April and now have it very nicely fitted 
up with seats, pictures, etc. For a time 
w e held evening meetings for my devel
opment as a speaker, but since the 
camps we have been holding regular 
meetings, and last Friday evening my 
wife mid I were invited to the hall, as 
the party said, a few friends from the 
Adjoining township would be there and 
they would like to hear from me. On 
entering the hall we not only found a 
Luger number present than usual, but 
saw three large tables nicely spread, 
all as a special surprise to us. We friel 
that each one present did all they could 
io make the evening a pleasant one, 
and I wish to tender my heartfelt 
thanks to them all for this, and the 
knowledge that they appreciate my 
feeble efforts in the cause of Spiritual’- 
ism and humanity. I wish to announce 
that our regular meetings are on the 
Inst and third Sundays oLeuch month, 
nt 2 p. m. All other Sundays at seven 
in the evening. So far, subjects have 
usually been given by the audience, but 
on last Sunday the guides gave as the 
subject for Sunday afternoon. Novem
ber 20, The God of the Twentieth Cen
tury? ”

Dr. Hasenclever. 274 Warren avenue, 
announces that on the evening of Sat- 
mdaj, Nov. 26, he will give at his 
home, in honor of chief White Feather, 
the annual Indian entertainment and 
pow wow. Three of the best mediums 
will be present to give words of com
fort and tests to all. All mediums hav
Ing Indian controls are Invited. Tick- . 
cis can be had at the residence any 
day between 2 and 4 p. m. ;

H. A. Fowler thinks it inconsistent ’ 
and unreasonable to condemn medi- t 
nms for receiving money for their me- < 
diumistlc services. The same rule I

M. H. Evans writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “The interest aroused in this 
city on the subject of Spiritualism by 
the appearance of Mrs. Maggie Waite 
here last last month, with her marvel
ous tests, demonstrating the continuity 
of life after the change called death, 
has been unprecendented. The large 
hall where the meetings were held was 
found altogether too small to accommo
date the crowds that filled It up long 
before the hour of meeting, so for this 
month the Toronto Opera House has 
been engaged for Sunday evenings and 
last Sunday even this was filled to 
overflowing. A lady inspirational 
speaker from Michigan has been en
gaged to take Lyman C. Howe’s place 
who precedes Mrs. Waite’s part of thé 
services with a discourse and inter
spersed with some very fine singing by 
Mrs. Seymour Humbly, makes a verjl 
attractive and Instructive service cal
culated to start people thinking, who 
have as yet not given the subject of 
Spiritualism any attention.”

Walter McDougall writes from To
ronto, Canada: ‘’Wonders will never 
cease here in the city of churches, the 
most orthodox city In Canada. Tlie 
Spiritualists have had an audience of 
3,000 people in the Toronto . Opera 
House, which they have secured for 
the time Mrs. Muggle Waite is with 
them. M e have been striving for some 
tune to get the people interested in our 
beautiful philosophy, but with varying 
success until the advent of Brother 
and Sister Wallis, of England, who 
started us up anew with their elo
quence. At the close of the last meet
ing it was announced that the society 
had secured the services of Mrs. Mn"- 
gie Waite for another month in con
junction with Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of 
Michigan. It is admitted on all sides 
that no one but a medium of Mrs. 
Waite’s ability could have accomplished 
so much. She has made hosts of 
friends here, and together with Mrs. 
Shepts, who also has made a most fa
vorable impression with the people 
many converts will be made to our 
cause and Toronto take its place as the 
Spiritualistic centre of Canada.”

S' would condemn the lawyer, the earpen
' ter, the machinist, the doctor, or one of 

any other profession or calling, for re
ceiving money for his work. If it is a 
sin in the medium to receive money for 
Ins services, it is also a sin for the oth
ers to do so.

. J. U. Nanzan! writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: “A creed for the N. S. A.: 
‘We believe in the communion of 
spirits? ”

J. W. Brinton writes: “On Sunday, 
November 6, Mrs. Sarah Crossfield, of 
Muncie, Ind., delivered one of her soul- 
stlrring lectures at Jonesboro, to a 
large and appreciative audience. Her 
lecture was of a high order, under
standable, dignified and exalting. We 
sincerely regret that she could not re
main longer with us, but hope to an
nounce another engagement with her 
tor the earliest date possible.”

The Chattanooga News says: “The 
Spiritualists of Chattanooga have 
leased the hall formerly occupied by 
tlie Congregational church, on Market 
street, between Seventh and Eighth 
streets, and will resume their meetings 
at that place next Sunday evening at 
7:30 o’clock. A talented local speaker 
will occupy the platform on that occa
sion. The hall has been neatly car- 1 
peted and will present a very cozy, ap- 1 
pearance when completed. It is the in- I 
tention of the society to utilize native 1 
talent until the beginning of next year. 
At that time Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly, of ! 
Lynn, Mass., will occupy the rostrum. 1

, Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes from 131 
Yorkville avenue, Toronto, Canada: “I 

■ finished a satisfactory engagement for 
; that gem of a society, the Owosso

Michigan, where there has been done a 
' fine work during the past seven years.

After a brief rest at home to assist in 
the preliminary arrangements for 
Grand Ledge camp session of 1899 I 
responded to a call from Toronto, Can 
Here in the stronghold of orthodoxy, fa 
the midst of colleges and denomina
tional universities, a phenomenal work 
has been done by the efforts of Maggie 
Waite and Brother Lyman C. Howe 
Halls were found too small. To-night 
Mrs. Waite and the writer will hold the 
services in one of the largest theatres 
in this city of two hundred and twenty- 
five thousand inhabitants. I shall re
main a month at least. Address me 
here.”

S. E. DeLewis writes: “Our society is 
conducted by three ladles, and we are 
having grand meetings. We opened 
May 2, 1897, and to-day we are pleased 
to see the work we have done, and as 
we have more Interest every Sunday 
we can say our efforts are crowned with 
woiiderful success, as we had no rea
son to think that our work would so 
soon gain as it has. Our society which 
commenced without a gentleman to 
give any word of cheer, is the only one 
in Portland, Maine, to-day.”

A subscriber writes: "Miss Lillian 
Maud Edith Cravens Is at present in 
Sheboygan, Wis. She is a wonder as a

N. M. P. writes from Williamston, 
Mich.: “On the evening of November 
8, a party of friends numbering four
teen in all, met at the home place of 
Mr. Piper, to attend a seance given by 
Wm. Nye Means. The weather was 
very unfavorable for physical work, as 
it was raining very hard when the cir
cle was formed, Mr. Means always 
submits to the strictest test conditions. 
The writer was chosen as one to hold 
the medium’s right 'band, and Mrs, 
Piper the left. Under these conditions 
a beautiful spirit picture was given to 
one of the sitters. The picture was ae- 
knowledged by all who had known the 
spirit when in earth life to be very 
accurate. Besides the picture several 
beautiful and instructive messages 
were given. Mr. Means is acknowl
edged by all who know him to be an 
honest and honorable medium.”

Mrs. Maggie Waite writes from To
ronto, Canada: “After a month’s labor 
here we were compelled to take the 
largest theatre in this city, Toronto 
Opera House, for the month of Novem
ber. We opened last night there, with 
Mrs. Abbie Sheets as lecturer. Seating 
capacity of the house, 2,800. Three 
thousand were in the house, standing 
room only, and at fifteen minutes to 
8 o’clock the doors had to be locked 
and admittance refused to hundreds on 
the outside. I have the people here 
stirred up. The churches give sermons 
against us, but still our house is 
jammed. When J arrived here a montli 
ago tlie forces were so scattered that 
there was only about ten avowed Spir
itualists. After my first seance the 
house has been crowded every night, ■ 
since Mr. Howe assisted me in my 
labors last month. Mrs. Sheets labors 
with me for November. She is
universally beloved here.”

Will C. Hodge is lecturing at Har- 
monlal Hall, Los Angeles, Cal., to good 
audiences. Mr. Hodge is capable of 
doing a most excellent work.

Lyman C. Howe’s address for No
vember, is 206 Dinwiddle street, Pitts
burg, Pa. He is open for engagements 
during December.

The lovers of music and song will be 
delighted to know that the Arion Glee 
Club are to take part in the entertain
ment given by the First Spiritual 
Church of the South Side, on the 
evening of December 2, at 77 Thirty- 
first street. The glee club won the 
prize at the World’s Fair, having com
peted with all nations. This is a grand 
opportunity to hear high-class artists, 
at the small sum of 25 cents. While 
none of the club are Spiritualists, they 
all kindly donate their services, and 
we should join forces and give them a 
grand reception. Miss Flossie Lam- 
burne, the well-known favorite, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley and others will 
take part.

Lyman C. Howe writes: “I am splen
didly fixed at 206 Dinwiddle street, 
Pittsburg, Pa., thanks to the kindness 
of Brother John Knight, who met me 
at depot Saturday evening, and con
ducted me here. It is of great value to 
a sensitive to have good, elean, quiet 
quarters, with pleasant surroundings. 
The Society work here keeps about 
level on the whole. Anna L. Robinson 
lighted the way for me with her genius, 
and the Interest keeps up to the level 
of other years. Brother C. L. Stevens, 
president, is affable, sociable, and 
makes one feel at home. Corden
White comes next month, and George 
H. Brooks, in February, and pefhaps 
January also. They begin to realize 
that $10 to $30 paid every month to the 
railroads to import and export speak
ers, is rather expensive. If all the 
money that has been thus thrown away 
within the past twenty years, had been 
saved by keeping a speaker six months 
or a year at a time, it would make a 
fund sufficient to build a fine temple in 
every city, and to-day our societies 
might have been independent Mrs. 
Hughs, at 2012 Forbes street has at 
last consented to give her time to the 
public as a medium, and she is one Of 
the best Not for platform tests, but 
private sittings, which are of greatest 
value. Maggie Gaule has done much 
good work for Pittsburg, and has 
many friends. I close here the 27th.”

Mrs. fetella D. Blddison, vice-presi
dent writes “The Band of Harmony 
will hold d Christmas sale of useful 
and fancy articles in its hall, room 608 
Handel Hall building, December 1 
1898. We are striving to raise funds so 
that we may be able to assist those 
who may need material help during the 
coming winter. We ask the Spiritual
ists to come and give us the benefit of 
their Christmas money, thereby bene
fitting themselves as well as others. 
We also ask for donations of salable 
articles of any description. If notice is 
sent to me at the Granada Hotel, Rush 
and Ohio streets, I will send for such 
articles. There will be no admission at 
the door, and a cordial welcome will be 
given to all. Come, friends, and help 
us on by your presence.”

Mattle Woodbury writes from Lan
sing, Mich.: "My work for the cause 
goes quietly on. I want to tell your 
thousands of readers of a seance I at
tended. The medium was Wm. Nye 
Means. Twelve were assembled, 
among them an eminent divine of the ■

orthodox dhurcL from the East. He 
WS Que of those selected to search the 
medium and was placed next to him on 
the left when^he circle was formed. 
Twelve Ihttves Were torn from flxtablet, 
passed Im tween: the light and the Bit
ters, and coutitined no writing. After 
an Invocation by the reverend gentle
man and -a brief address from the 
guide, the,lights were turned out, and 
the circle sang.: ‘Spirit Frjends,’
hv 60ll1gs‘,1 rLbe guitar p.uyeu I x.gui uway irom the city, andforma tbe sume nll‘‘ Tbe I r 6ht away fronl ,ts “olse and tumult
nut*?8 b)v,ed ?ues came close to us, and confusion, away from all its lower 
put^ufl our heads and giving evidence and adverse and mixed 'Influences

1a.8UWi,’. l9r a tiule tlle Ughts Use mediums, I would urge for high 
,brou.gbb we found every leaf moral purposes, for eternal truths and 

folded and addiessed. They contained spiritual light; this wm hein their 
messages.from .loved ones. In some in- growth. Do not develop mediums of 
atances the full name was signed; oth- low organization, but always see that 
eis only initials. I understand that in their social life is pure and stainless1 
the near future Mr. Means eoutem- Then, and then only wfilI our ~ 
ceiveW.nVu C1ilcag0’ Mny be re' tak0 a fl'esb h0,d- “««I many medtoms 
ceive a cordial welcome and the pat- will arise, and deveto their newer ..na ronage of its bestlpeople.” • 1 become bright light, and useful’ and

Miglnia Barrett writes from Toronto, »’diable workers in the field. Further 
Canada: I opened the first spiritual ibuu this, I would say, let test and 
bM.et|nSnile»le *1 j ?Ibt part of SePtelu- b’u“ce mediums pass through a special 
bei, in Richmond Hall, three Sundays, training by competent teachers and 
n>i„eatb. luee,mg the audience was trainers. Then a certificate should be 
laige and manifested great interest in I given them, and no society should en- 
ioworemrid Vh'111 g° do'vn the com’age a medium unless he could 
xvl'.V Cunada f°r missionary show a certificate of competency In 
andh wil>.h.W°lki 8 thamost unselfish, the case of physical mediums, I would 
ana I wish a medium to so with m? I nnm a cmriT-rAddress Virginia Barrett, 372 Ktog JIAVB A SMALL COMMITTEE 
street, Toronto, Ont.” of able, earnest, and level-headed in

--------- • - - T _ I vestlgators formed for the purpose of 
■ ' , I Investigating the phenomena thor-

'xam 1 !<wLl I J »■ ouglily, who should keep a record of"FOm Llffhi. I nnnnn Fn<r eve!;yt*iing Jbat <*«“», both andIUIII Llglllji LUIlUUIIl Lllg* against, and publish their reports of
THE PROPER Hsin iw TtrwnTTT»<c tlm ^umiltlons and the manifestations.

™ USB °P MEDIUMS. But the physical seance should not be
The subject on which I have under-1 allowed to be public. I would have no 

taken to express my views, the proper PhyBleal seances for the public, and I 
use of mediums, I consider to be one I wouW never allow the public into dark 
of the most important, and at the same seances. Then, I believe, only the gen
time the most difficult, in connection UtI° medium would come forward, 
with modern Spiritualism. I Shall not I Unsatisfactory physical seances, as 
pretend for one moment to cover the we a know too well, have in the past 
SSite'te aSM’tiu^SSi1 MiNY 4 BL0T

by some who are better qualified to I U^°U aui,falr cause. It is vitally neces
deal with it than myself, I shall be sat- ST« i at sbould have a naw order 
isfled. It is an important subject, be- I °f tbiags‘ e have now fifty years of 
cause without mediums our grand I ,t°,look back .«Pon- aad we
cause would Soon drift away, and eome 1 do w,e11 to c°uslder its lessons and 
to naught. It is a difficult subject, be- a , war,nlug«- How many mediums 
cause of the complexity of the mental during that period have been sacrificed 
and spiritual conditions that are re- r!!l0Ugb Jmperfect and bad methods, 
qulred to obtain satisfactory phenom- a , Ui8 nway al,°gctlier with won- 
ena. We have not, I think, fully under- sll°ws. ’ These do not con-
stood these conditions, anu during the I t?t<7 sPIl’ltuallsm; they do not help
last few years our mediums seem to a bUt $°° ofteu quite tke reverse, 
large extent to have drifted awav Me- I lbey onIy, ruln mediums and sitters, 
diums have often been used for sooner or later, whereas sitting under
ALTOGETHER ttnyetti *xtt> t„ ProPer conditions, if not too often, has4HL$ UNFIT AND IM- no injurious effect, but quite the re

PROPER verse, as mediums cannot come into

*ven if they were not, it 
be YelJ t0 re8ard the manifesta

tions as but a shadow of the good 
things to come. I would say, 

ENCOURAGE THE “RAP”
and every phase of mediumship. Jesus 
recognized the physical and mental 
conditions when he only took three of 

- - । V, Runted disciples—I mean on the 
„„ . • aud I “ount ot Transfiguration—and took

i. the guitar played them right away from the citv. and ihft Gil til o nlii mivA rlollf mvA,. i’..-IX.. . . . U.XXU4

work. I know,- In my experience of I ^outuct witl> Wh spiriis without being 
many people who go tp mediums so’lelv I be“elited> both physically and spirlt- 
to consult them about gold mines, or ““J1,?’ .
coal mines, and all kinds of business Wbat lnedlunls and sitters want 
Purposes, and who often get misled; IS MORE LIGHT, '
haveno mo^ense00' 1 ‘f they «ud more of the religious element; then 

Mediums ought to be used m *’ T“?8 ",'H1 beconle a benetlt und a
imn ‘c-r.iT.rmTT. T blessing to sitters and mediums alike.
TOR SPIRITUAL PURPOSES, Let us all work to hasten that glorious 

and before this ean be done as it should "
be, we must classify our mediums and Mediums, too, must be held strictly 
mediumship and put the subject into resP0IlslbIe for their own actions. If 
scientific, order. This, I think invest!- ‘I103' do that is wrong, they
gators ought toidemand. There ought 8bould '
to be a small work in which the differ- I TAKE 'THE CONSEQUENCES

? “,M » «■« "■« m.™
and limit of each phase ctoarlv se ? . be Put upon the spirit friends; 
forth and defined. P UHy et yet bow ofteu lu‘ve we seen this done!

■ To mediums, or those who aspire to
be such, I womd say: If you want to 
be really useful, find out what your 
powers are, and how they may best be 
developed. If they are but of little im
portance and not likely to yield much 
to cultivation, I would advise you not 
to waste your time in seances, but in
stead of this try to help your suffering 
brothers in some oilier way, for which 
by nature and organization you are 
better adapted. There lias been a good 
deal of useless effort in the past In 
sitting for results which never come, 
and never can come, because the me- 
dlunilstie spark in tlie Individual, If it 
exists at all, is too small and in
significant ever to be kindled into much 
of a flame. It is distressing to see peo
ple sitting time after time, under these 
circumstances, and having nothing but 
inevitable disappointment as the out-

I sincerely hope the day is past when 
Spiritualists could think that the more 
ignorant the medium the more mar
vellous the manifestations. Mediums 
before they can-take their proper stand 
in this world,,must educate themselves, 
and they, will thereby become better 
and more worthy instruments for the 
spiritual world. How many un
fortunate mediums have been ruined 
through having
TO SIT IN UNSUITABLE CIRCLES.
In all our gatherings for social Inter
course we are most particular whom 
we admit. Why not so in those more 
Important gatherings where we assem
ble to meet and hold intercourse with 
our spirit friends? For my own part I 
would do away with all sittings for 
foretelling the future or for business 
purposes. I wish, however, to be 
clearly understood here. I mean that 
we should not use the spirit world for 
these purposes. If a medium possesses 
clairvoyant powers, and he or she can 
depend on them, that is quite n differ
ent thing. .

We ought to raise the tone of our me
diums, and use them for spiritual pur
poses. , *
OUR CIRCLES ARE TOO WORLDLY 
They ought to have more of the re
ligious element in them. Religion I 
look upon as tlie cement that binds us 
together, and unless we cultivate it 
and practice it in our circles, they will 
become like a house made up of loose 
stones just thrown together,—cold, and 
draughty, and inartistic.

Our circles are often unsympathetic, 
and without any religious feeling In 
them. I think that a better under
standing of .this is required. How 
many poor mediums, when in the cir
cle, have their life forces drawn out of 
them, while the manifestations are go
ing on. Their souls are being sacrificed 
upon the altar of unbelief. No wonder 
they drop out of the movement, and 
allow8 their powers to decline, and cease 
altogether. I certainly think that every 
medium ought to give reasonable proof 
of the reality of his powers, but he 
should not be condemned because one 
sitting was a failure. The great 
Teacher himself could not do many 
mighty works, “because of their un
belief.” • ...

Whatever phase of mediumship we 
are trying to evolve, we ought never to 
forget the spirit workers. Before any 
great work can’be accomplished, I be
lieve we shall hive to institute
TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR 

f DIUMS.
ME-

We must feach them their own powers, 
and protect them, and not leave them 
at the.meHty of Undeveloped spirits. I 
have witnessed: Some pitiful cases, all 
through Ignorance of spiritual laws. 
-Every medium otight to study his own 
powers, and the action of mind upon 
mind, and:how t<f resist and control un
developed Influences. If he does this 
his mediumship Will become a blessing 
to himself and to others, bringing life 
fend Immortality ¡to light

I wouldsfincouhage more private cir
cles, and ( the avoidance of extremes. 
The tendency, shown by some unwise 
Spiritualist? to oyerstate the facts and 
phenomena.does.a medium more injury 
than all the skeptics in the world.

Many Spiritualists have Spoiled me
diums in different ways. They should 
not go to a medium to have, their own 
particular fad proved; they should 
goto .
■SEARCH FOR TRUTH AND pIGHT, 
and be well content if they get a little 
share of. these priceless.gems as their 
reward. . -

The proper use of mediums and me
diumship is purely for spiritual work 
but unless , they look after themselves 
and keep on the watch tower, they will 
not be able to resist temptation, be
cause evil as well as good influences 
impinge upon them more forcibly than 
upon others, and they will soon‘fall if 
they do not watch. Mediums are yet
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ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
Do yousoant to organize a society, for 

«ocial, iuMlectual and spiritual advance- - 
ment of the children and adults? '

RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

bY ROOD TUTTLE,

Societies that wlah tn mi «1^ vutlng, lutercBtlng »nd mvlne eIa-
not do beucr than to h»vo a Prize aS?«? S 
«« plan, with full direction«, ta in the book 8 .<S

™ in hl. ownMEd1^^^

TRY it: PRICE, 30 CENTS. 
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,

THE PROGRESSIVE 1ÏCEDM 'i
furnishes all you desire. d

You hive ftSfl

tteouM who le»rn iloit »teaching »r,

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

_ «ooletY wheaesubllshed? conducting tb*.
It bas Golden Chula Reolt&llons’ th«

and music; choral responses* n 65a8t'

fiructloM m conducting the> ’JS J“'
e llamentary rales, etc! b ° eserciscs, with par-

*>'lilutiMO I'AlNt *■ .....
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS. "»M.»»

Life of Thomas Paine,
«.PZ^dltor of the National with Preface and Not«

Peter hckler, Illustrated with view* of the old 
P*ioe Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 

P01?“11® of Thoma* Clio lUckman JoeBarlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Boland' 
Condorcet, ferlBsot, and tho most prominent of Paine’* 
friend* in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cent*.
The Age of Beason;

Being in investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. A new and complete edition, from new plate* 
»¿ffi186 p“g8‘’ “““8TO' 

Common Sense.
l^2o7:tU™!«“7<,1'lS-,‘JlletI »dd««sed to the Inhab- 
llantB of America tn 17«6, with explanatory notice bv •uEagllih»ulLor. Paper, is cent«. . y •““«•»X
The Rights of Man.

Part, I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke'a 
attack upon the 1 reneh lievolution. Boat 8vo. 279 
pages. Paper, 80 coots; cloth, 50 cents, 
Paine’ti Complete

Theological Works.
Age or Reason, Examination of the Pronbscles etc. Ilins, edition. Poet 8vo„ 432 pages. C10th?»lS ' 

Paine’gi Political Works.
Common Sense, The Crista. Rluhta of Man «tn 

PoBte’’»-.WIP»ges. Cloth, il.OOi
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NOTICE.

Contributing membership to the N S 
A can be secured by Individual Spirit
ualists by sending one dollar to the sec- 
^i!?vh‘ch Y111 entltle sender to 
a certificate of contributing member
ship, and to one copy each of the an
nual reports of the conventions of the 
N. S. A. for 1897 and ’98. Address

MARY T. LONGLEY, See’v 
600 Penna Ave., S. E„ Washlngton.D.C.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. 1’. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prieiples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration, 
me Esoteric under-curreut of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of "Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap-

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
! _____________BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.'

J PUBLICATIONS ^*
' -OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE.
-—0— '

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITITAT. 
■ SCIENCE. .‘S:

—------ o--------
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI
ENCE. •

ssgsa 

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.

arcana of nature. 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 
SPIRIT-WORLD.

English ^ton. Price, »1. 
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN

THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 
THE SACRED HEART.

Price, 25 cents. U,“lld“a “ Uut1“ lom » Cabin.« ’ 

HERESY, OR led TO THE LICHT.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

-
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come, when they could have made 
themselves of real use In other ways; 
and I would commend this to careful 
consideration.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is bandied by one who evi-1 
dently understands his subject. Th, ! 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving Its In
terest by Its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

ANGEl-l. PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS.
PH,°Iwl111 plan of the AngolKi",%“ Cü“‘eíU- BJ- E““d -Ä

s In- A11 Books Sent Postpaid.•---- . Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.

455 tf. Berlin Heights, Ohio,

PHILADELPHIA.
First Association of Spirit

ualists.

The officers anil trustees of the First 
Association of Spiritualists take great 
pleasure in announcing that they have 
secured the well-appointed and finely- 
furnished Casino Hall, 13th and Girard 
avenue, entrance East side of 13th 
above Girard avenue, for their meet
ings for the coming year.

Services every Sunday, 2 p. m. Ly
ceum and Young People’s meeting, lec
tures by Mr. W. J. Colvill^ at 3:15 and 
7:45 p. m.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
A grand mass convention will be held 

Sunday, December 4, Monday, Decem
ber 5, and Tuesday, December 6, under 
the auspices of the First Association of 
Spiritualists of Philadelphia, Casino 
Hall, 13th and Girard avenue.

Three sessions daily will be held, and 
a number of prominent lecturers, musi
cians and mediums will be present. All 
are cordially invited to make this a 
grand success. Some of the talent 
which will appear: E. W. Wallis, editor 
Two Worlds, Manchester, England. 
Mr. Wallis is visiting America for a 
short tour and has received encomiums 
everywhere he has appeared. He is 
one of the most eloquent speakers upon 
the Spiritualist rostrum. W. J. Col-

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub 

scribing for The Progressive Thinker 
and securing Art Magic. The papei 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

“The Religion of the Future.” By 8 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper 
50 cents. '

“The Gospel of Buddha, According tn 
Old Records." Told by Paul Caras 
This book is heartily commended to stm ' 
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princl 
pies. Spiritualist or Christian ean 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $L For sale at this office.
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THE PSYCHOGRflPH!
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

ville, of England, well known as the 
author of many works upon spiritual 
science and kindred topics, and as an 
inspirational poet Harrison D. Bar
rett, Boston, Mass.,. editor Banner of 
Light and president of the National 
Spiritualists Association, one of our 
leading mediums and authors. L. M. 
Norr.s, of Baltimore, Md., one of out
most celebrated mediums. M. E. Cad- 
wallader, vice-president First Associa
tion of Spiritualists, and honorary vice
president of the Junior Spiritualist 
Club of Great Britain, who represented 
the Rochester Jubilee and the First As
sociation of Spiritualists at the Interna
tional Congress of Spiritualists held in 
London, June, 1898. Mrs. Lilian Reid 
Heasley, B. E., and her pupils. The 
Music will be under the direction of 
Profs. Bacofi and Scott, assisted by 
Prof. A. Whitelaw, the celebrated vio
linist of the Brooklyn Conservatory of 
Music, a second “Ole Bull?’ Prof. J 
H. Gray, whose fame as a violinist is 
well known. Mrs. E. L. Haslam, Mrs 
Bella Dixon, Mrs. Minnie Snyder, Mrs 
J. H. Yocum, Miss Brown, Mr. Clarence 
E. Tobias, Mr. Waltejr C. Baker, and an 
excellent choir.

Special features are being planned 
for the occasion, among them a meet
ing under the direction of the Young 
People.

Remember, December 4, 5 and 6. The 
above is only a partial list of the talent

M. E. CADWALLADER, 
Ch mn. Com. of Arrangements.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetrv 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office

This Instrument Is subsuntfsny the sunn as th.. '»Ployed by Prof. Bure In his early In™ tlStiom 
In Its improved form It has been before tbs public for 
more than seven years, and In the bands of thousands 

r8one kas prored its superiority over the Plan-
1II, OH101, Instruments which hare been brought out ta Imitation, both In regard to certaintv 

ooPreetness of the communications received br 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship. 1 

Do you wUi to investigate Spiritualism? 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship? ' 
Do you desire to receive Communications*

The Psychograph la an Invaluable assistant A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation

■After Her Death.
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. ________
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and deUghted with this -?”tnD-“-IC*tlon' 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth. $1.

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E D 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” a compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed bv 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

of Mediumship
with every Inurnment. Many who were not aware of 

r me4Iun>l.tlc girt, bare, alter c ft? rKtimS

^wiohb b°

~. NO ♦ Bc£'; “n “.““IT’10 Spiritualism.

Ftnauim ?15< •JtlEtacto’T, and proved to me that Sol* 
Siren Sv hi?« trne’ “d ““““olcatlons bar» 
loss 1 ?arS ‘5° ^5"“ ““fo" 1“ »e aererert 

Dr RivJn« ‘“S’ da«shter, and their mother." 
fCrowelli *boBe writings hare madehla 
i to i‘nrJ? ‘S?” ,nte«'tcd In psychic mattcii • 

rtomS. : 1 «P much pleased with the Psy-
tlorLand r ,’CTr ,n principle and construe-
Ituai “e more «'nsltlro to splr-lll*n the ono now In use. I believe It will 
meri?Keometao 1̂."h” ''llen “*

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment?’ By Prof 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. ■ - ' .

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address!

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Height», Ohio. 

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
- AND - 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE,

tatareatlng preaentetlon of n
"Ancient India: Ito. Language and ft ®

Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenbere itaraiuita‘SS
The subject is of unusual Interest “kr^7.tXa^r8rthe’fwl<LPrt0*
the present time, and it is here treated ’-n» rwb.ru, . ~
in a way to interest and Instruct all UALNLb POLlilUAL \V01{|kS. 
readers. For sale at this Office. Panov Common Sense, The Crisis, nights Of price 25c. P Po“8TO”6»«* Cloth,,’toe.’

,c,

rwb.ru
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OCCULT POWERS,
As. They .Are Utilized tor Secret Service.

stones in spiritual thought.
^Lessons and Leadings in the Fields of 

Spiritual Culture; ......... ........

: ‘There is such a thing as a constant dwelling with the 
■Unseen; a citizpireliip in another realm—an everyday coin- 
J»nionship with wise ones, who inhabit the-world of spus- 
iBality. This is not to be attained by the one who sees’ 
no higher use for spirituality than to send its denizens to 

1 ^lun, Uteferial wealth, or for any other kind of merely 
i }vol.ld)y gratification, We must rise out of merely worldly 
pr earthly gratification before we are tall enough to pluck 
and enjoy this fruit, Tennyson expresses the result' of 
peeping all worldly and fleshly appetites under, as follows:

I ' xT s'nce Be kept his miud. on one sole aim, ' 
I |i . I»01-ever touched fierce wine, nor tasted flesh, 
I ’k ^or owned a sensual wish—to him the wall .
I That sunders ghosts and shadow-casting meh ■. ~ 
I I .-. v Became a crystal, and he saw them through'it 
I ‘ -:1' ¡‘And heard their voices talk behind the wall, , .i, ‘ 

. .And learned their elemental secrets, powers ;
I . >• And forces.’ ’’—Moses Hull, in “The Spiritual Alps.”
I '"f Moses Hull has written much and well, and his pubr
I hshed works cover many wide fields bearing upon the phe-
I nomena and philosophy of Spiritualism. ‘ His treatment

of the question from the Bible staiidpoinU-or, as some 
prefer to state the matter, his treatment of the 

.Bjble from, the standpoint of Spiritualism—has been mas
terly, skillful, evincing much patient study and deep 
thought and investigation. His books are indeed a most 
.valuable addition to the literature of Spiritualism.

| ' Of course, minds will differ in their estimate of the
comparative value of his works, hut I once had the please 
ure of saying to him that, in my way of thinking his little 
hook, The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them,” 

, was the best book hg had ever written. To which he was 
kind enough to reply to the effect that he was not quite 

« sure that he was not of the same opinion himself.
Ste After a re-glance through the book, I discover no rea

son to-change my 'opinion—his other books are "good— 
very good—after their kind; but this book is best, after its

Bs kind is the spiritual in its higher, qualities 
and finer unfoldment. It is to be commended as ‘a help

. fpl, sympathetic study of. the subject. Helpful to one 
Xhp is ardently desirous of higher attainment in spiritual 
.ife and thought, on a plane above the ordinary lines 
traced by one whose ruling thoughts day by day are of the 
affairs and cares of earthly existence.

. Not tliat the affairs and cares of earth are to be ignored 
' as of no consequence, that would be a sad mistake, an error 

in judgment that would lead to trouble and misfortune. 
. Ihe things of this world have their place land uses. 
The secret of the spiritual life is to transmute these earth
ly tilings into a Klondike of wealth glowing with the' 
bright reflections of spirituality. The spiritual mind is 
possessor of the philosopher’s stone, by using which ev
erything may he transmuted into pure spiritual gold.

The busy housewife, careful for many things, was on 
. her knees—scrubbing the floor. As a matter of a little 
pleasantry, I said: “Well, you get on your knees some
times. Yes, she answered, “if I dotft get on my 
knees to pray, I do to scrub.”

With just a bit of mingled fun. and seriousness in my 
heart, I felt like giving her a little lesson in spiritual eco
nomics—thus: “Now, I will tell you what to do, to turn 
your scrubbing into prayer. As your elbows move back 
and forth, you must say something, like this; Make my 
thoughts pure and clean; wash my heart with the soap of 
salvation, that there be no impurity within me. May I be 
.washed clean of all defilement in heart and thought., etc., 
etc. In this way you may turn your scrubbing into 
prayer, and your work into religion.”

; There is much genuine good sense in what Moses Hull 
says, in his “Contrast”.: “Spiritualists cannot see why a 
¡formal blessing should be asked any more over each meal, 
than over every drink of water or every apple or nut eaten 
between meals; or why people should not, upon the same 
principle, go through the same ceremony at their bedside, 
their chopping, blacksmithing, or dishwashing.” 

t “The proper time to eat is when one is hungry, the 
proper time to rest or sabbatize is when one is tired; so 
the proper time to pray is when the spirit of prayer comes, 
and.at no other time. Withdraw from the crowd if con
venient; if not, retire into your soul’s secret closet, and 

’there commune with the higher spiritual life.”
“When the spirit of prayer comes, be sure it is the pre- 

'cursor of sometliing good. Go to your secret closet in the 
dark if possible, shut everything external away from you, 
'then open your heart, your aspirations, your soul. Under 

'. these circumstances the angel within you and angels with
. out can come nearer together, and soul will commune 

.with souls, more perfectly than under other conditions.”
Another writes: “It is the natural in the spiritual world.

•■ The law is that, as with the bodily senses we appreciate 
" and enjoy the material world and all the relations of our 

physical life, so, by the exercise of our spiritual faculties, 
in a natural way, we have and may have access to God and 
the things of God—to all spiritual truth and to all spirit- 
uab fellowships.

“The soul must grow, must be transfigured—perpetual- 
ly rising—rising under the inspiration of God’s presence, 
into the perfect and the best and the permanent of all 
goodness and beauty and truth.

“The. method is simple. It is simple inspiration.”— 
'Angel Visits to My Home in Florida.
' To those whose minds have become attuned to the finer 
vibrations of spiritual life, there are seasons when they 
seem to stand alone on the mount of inspiration, com
muning with God and the angels. In such degree as they 
are able to bear and receive, they find their spiritual na

., ture in intelligent conjunction with the Divine Life and 
Spirit of Good, which breathes into their consciousness 
such revelations as they joy to receive, with a joy un- 
speakable—nor can they yet tell the revelation to others. 
It is something that can only be known by experience. 
.They may speak of the beautiful vision, but none can un- 
derscand the significance of their words save those who 
have themselves stood on the mount of transfiguration, 
heard the words of the heavenly visitors, and seen the 

fvision of beauty.
< ' r To have gained through demonstrative evidence the 

knowledge of continued life hereafter is a good thing and 
~ of much value; also to have learned that we are spirits 

here ahd now, in this earthly stage of existence. But to 
rest in this knowledge, satisfied with that alone, is to set

, .tie down in a condition of non-progression.
’ . Jt is desirable that man should so exercise his mentality 

and so make use of his knowledge as to bring his mind 
more and more in spiritual rapport with the higher and 
purer spheres. It is desirable that we should align <?nr- 
selves in mental, moral and spiritual attitude with spirit- 
nal beings of the higher spheres.

• We need to learn that it is not merely communion with 
Spirits that is desirable; it is communion with wise and 
good spirits, those who can and will be helpful to us by 
means'of pure and uplifting counsel and spiritual thought 
given to us. The inane seeking after signs and tests is 
not-an evidence of spirituality; it may rather evidence the 
entire lack of that most desirable quality.. The mind may 
be so taken up with tests, and engrossed with signs, .that 
the inner life of spirituality may be entirely missed. ’ '' ‘ 
J Such a state of mind is not conducive to spiritual 
thought or growth in spiritual life. In living the life of 
Bigns and tests, one falls short of the higher life of-spirit-: 
ual thought; one find things of value if rightly used; but 

, knisses-the pearl of great price. ‘ .
Not in signs, not in wonderful tests, not in the “inira- 

hies” that set the eager crowd agape with amazement, will 
the spiritual man find the true riches that cannot be taken 
away; but in the inspiration of the holy spirit, giving to 
Whoso, will receive them, the pure and sweet thoughts that 
enter into the moral texture and clothe and adorn the
beautiful soul.

THAT VISION
Experienced by WashAs

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

ATHEISM.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Col R. 0. Ingersoll. Cloth, «1.

A pOMBINATIQN Of ; . , ' 
“The Question Settled” and “The 

Contrast” Into one Volume.

It Is Exalted Above Christian 
Spiritualism.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross • 

' Literature,

MAN THE MICROCOSM;
. Hla I“““1“ “d Plvlns Delation». Intuition—Iha 
Light Within. By Gllea B. Slabbing. Price, 10c.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Weiley and other«. Valuable 

tlmouiea of modern clairvoyant«. Witnesses of tho 
separation of the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbfn«. Price, lOo.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth,

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred «nd Secular. By A. J. Maxham» 

Thirty-two page« of tweet song« and music. The 
author and compiler 1« well known at a Spiritual 
Binger and composer. Price, 25o.

Trie Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing. 1

A cour«e ot .even practical Icisoai, By W. f. I 
Colville. Limp cloth« 50c. i
Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic1

Versus Black.
By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 

tn Btory form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages, Cloth, 11.29»

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Lciwlg Baechne'r. A celebrated book. Cloth,«.

MIND READING AND BEYOND,
By Wm. A. Hovey. SM pages, viOi UltumttauiJ 

the »nbJecWtteiMwm. Trie* ..

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient InltlalOM. By the PhalonS.- 
Illustratlng the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth,

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF
PROGRESS. i

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's Inter
national Congress. Chicago, UL, October, 1893. By 
Scsan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

W”: m- Hulburt. _On tho present ,tatu, of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and iplrttualiy. 
Tho divine law of true harmonial marriage, etc* 
Price, 10c.

TWO IN ONE

• - -To-the Ediior;—It seems very strange to me that occult 
powers were pot brought into requisition during our war 
With Spain. The Daily Call of this city gives some re- 
maikable cases where it has been utilized, In discussing 
the signal and secret service of our army in the war with 
Spam, Colonel Graham, a retired officer who served his 
country in the Civil War, has just expressed some unique 
views which will be of interest to others than those en
gaged in military affairs. . \ .

“In the first place, you know tliat one of the most im
portant things in connection with modern warfare is gain
ing accurate information of the position and strength of 
the enemy’s forces. To accomplish this, many ingenious 
means have been employed. The spy system has serious 
limitations, not to speak of the risk of life involved—for 
in all countries a spy is executed when caught. Captive 
balloons, cameras, sent-up kites, carrier pigeons, have all 
been employed in the service of securing and transmitting 
to headquarters some information concerning the. enemy. 
But all these methods fail in certain conditions. For in
stance, our.Government was for a long time unable to 
leafn the whereabouts of Cervera’s fleet; and lack of more 
definite information as to the Spanish defenses of Santi- 
ago>.110 doubt, caused us unnecessary loss of life in the 
first engagements. Now, I believe it possible to institute 
secret service whose operations would be absolutely un
known to the enemy, involve no risk of life or limb, and 
yet result in securing accurate information under all cir
cumstances. As I ‘said at first, these views will seem' ex
treme to some, but I have the Holy Writ,, secular history 
•and modern science on my side to support the possibility 
of what I assert.

“In looking up some matters connected with the meth
ods of warfare among the ancient Hebrews, Fhappened to 
consult, among other books, the Bible; a book, .which I 
dare say, is seldom consulted by military officials general
ly,. I ran across an instance of secret service which cer
tainly, in its results, surpasses anytliing we have yet ac
complished by our scientific methods. r Israel Was at war 
with Syria. The Syrian king soon learned that the king 
of Israel was familiar with all his plans, and that whatever 
he might undertake Israel forestalled him. He naturally 
concluded that there were Hebrew spies among his forces. 
He called his servants together and demanded to know 
who was for the king of Israel. One of the number an
swered:, ‘None, my lord, O king; but Elisha, the prophet 
that is in Israel, telleth the king of Israel the words that 
thou speakest in thy bed chamber.’

‘lou will find this in Second Kings, sixth chapter, 
twelfth verse. Now you may say that this is an instance 
of special providence; that the prophet, Elisha, was given 
tliis miraculous power from on high for this especial pur
pose. But I find that similar powers have been exercised 
by pagans, in matters where we should not think of as
serting any special divine dispensation. Among the or
acles of the Greeks we find many instances of it. On one 
occasion Croesus, king of Lydia, desired to test the powers 
of the oracle at Delphi. He sent messengers who should 
ask on a certain day what the king was at that time doing. 
At the time appointed, says Herodotus, the king hit upon 
the following to be done, as something which he supposed 
might be difficult to detect and describe: Cutting up a tor
toise and a lamb, he boiled them together in a brazen ves
sel, which also had a cover of brass.

“Note the answer of the oracle,” and the Colonel took 
up a volume of Herodotus from the table, and read as fol
lows. I know the number of the sands and the measure 
of the sea; I know what the dumb would say; I hear him 
who speaks not. There comes to me the odor of tortoise 
and lamb’s flesh, seething together in a brass vessel; be
neath the flesh is brass; there is also .brass above,” .

Laying the book down, the colonel continued: '¿Now, 
what kind of a power is it that enables one thus to learn 
what a certain individual is saying in his private chamber, 
or doing in his own court? Is this power at all com
mon?”

“Here is another instance of it. The great philoso
pher, Pythagoras, possessed this mysterious power, if the 
records of his life are true. On one occasion, when a 
certain ship was seen coming into port, some persons near 
him expressed the wish that they might possess the great 
treasure which they believed to be on board the vessel 
Pythagoras quietly told them that the only thing on board 
was a corpse. Upon subsequent investigation they 
learned, much to their surprise, that this was actually the 
case,

“Now, I maintain,” said the Colonel, “that the power 
which could ascertain that there was a corpse on board 
that ship, while the ship was yet afar off, could just as 
easily ascertain how many guns and men there were, for 
instance, on one of Cervera’s sliips while the latter were 
yet in Santiago harbor. It is only a ' question as to 
whether people in these days possess the powers attributed 
to these ancients; and, of course, I believe that some do to 
a certain extent; and that it can be cultivated indefinitely. 
My wife often tells me that some particular individual is 
on the way to see me long before he rings my bell. How 
does she get this information? I don’t know, and she 
doesn t. But I believe it is a hint of tliis same power 
which we read of in connection with the prophets of the 
Bibles and the oracles of the Greeks. I believe that with 
persistent training and steady application to a particular 
purpose this power would be made available in military
service. J

“England discovered long ago that in India the natives 
have means of sending information without telegraphs, or 
wires, and with a speed that precludes the idea of cour
iers. I have read of instances of this sort which put all 
our scientific methods to the blush. I believe this power 
is used by natives who have developed it by years of spe
cial training. .

“I am not a Swedenborgian,” said the Colonel, “but in 
reading some memoirs of Swedenborg I ran across some 
remarkable instances of this same power.” Taking down 
from some shelves an old book which the Colonel said has 
been long out of print, he read an account which is fairly 
summarized as follows:

Swedenborg was in Gottenburg, three hundred miles 
from Stockholm. On a Saturday night a great fire oc
curred in his native city, Swedenborg described this fire, 
girt ng the facts of its origin, the time and place, and its 
progress and termination, showing that he possessed some 
strange power of seeing or apprehending events.at a great 
distance. Subsequent dispatches conclusively proved the 
accuracy of his statements.

“The authenticity of this wonderful account is vouched 
for by the great German philosopher Kant,” said the 
Colonel. .

“No, I don’t pretend to understand how it is done,” re
plied the Colonel in answer to a question. “I do riot at
tribute it to spirits, so-called, but to some hidden faculty 
of the human mind, which, for some reason, is not gener
ally developed among us modems. OCCULT.

San Francisco, Cal.

JAS. C. UNDERHILL.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told-by Paul Carns. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all,who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit Price $1. For sale at

“Religious and Theological Works of Thotnas Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. . . . ,

“The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing. A 
Course of Seven Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.” 
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Price 50 cents For sale at this 
office. .

LOS ANGEtESL CAL.
Notes from thdvLaad of Sun

shine an^lojWjsrs.
. , -. —pf ia: . .. •

To the Editor:—’IMs Js lindeed the 
land of sunshine and flowers, and one 
residing -here can hjrdlyoeomprehend 
that winter storms already made 
their appearance inbmorainastern and 
northern localities, o I hahe now been 
here .eighteen days and'With the excep
tion of one. day it Ihas been constant 
sunshine. . nr 1

This is a beautiful' andinprogressive 
city, having line ofctreeis; smoothly 
paved, with many.;, elegant residences 
and business blocks, sflth street car fa
cilities that are unsurpassed, and an 
all-around, up-to-date completeness 
that makes it the pefcr of any city of 
its size in any locality. Rapid electric 
transit connects with, outlying towns, 
including Passadena, Santa Monica 
and the beaches, and for a small 
amount of the coin of ¡the realm the 
tourist and the citizen-can explore to 
his heart’s content. The drawback at 
the present tljnc lies mqlnly in the fact 
thgt Jupiter Pluvius has sealed all his 
water fountains and there is. a . dearth 
Of moisture over the entire country. In 
the valleys, all fruit trees are suffering 
while in some localities they are dying.

I have taken several trips to near-by 
towns, and each successive trip dis
closes new beauties. Have met many 
old-time acqualutanckri' and altogether 
there is a home-Ilke ifeellng in ‘the sur
roundings. ’

Have taken a trip to Mt, Lowe, wjilch 
Is regarded as ..the,9most wonderful 
mountain trip in the world, and the en
tire distance is accomplished with elec
tric cars, leaving theytourist five thou
sand feet above the level of the sea. It 
was an experience qf a life-time and 
no traveler to Ahls part of the country 
should fail to take'ft in.! ; . .

Spiritualism seems to be flourishing 
in this part of the vineyard, and fliere 
are three regular meetings in the city. 
Mr. Green, who is somewhat new in 
the business holds forth at 119% Spring 
street, and has a fair audience who are 
attracted by the phenomena, as they 
have no speaker. The Truth-Seekers 
is another society, presided over by 
Mrs. Browning, who seems to be a very 
earnest worker. They meet at 107% 
North Main street. . The morning ses
sion is devoted to conference and they 
depend on local talent for the evening. 
The evening sessions are well attended 
and all meetings are free as they de
pend entirely upon collections.

The Harmonial society meet in a 
neat and commodious hall on Fifth 
street, and have the largest attendance 
of any meeting In thoiclty. Mrs. Maude 
Freitag is serving this society as pas
tor and test medium, and whatever 
may be the opinion ofl people on the 
outside, her society .stands squarely by 
her and regard her ap.a very wonderful 
medium. This society makes good mu
sic a feature of their meeting and this 
is under the direction of Carlyle Peter- 
sllea, which is sufficient evidence of its 
quality. They have lately organized a 
Children’s Lyceum with an efficient 
corps of officers and teachers, and 
judging from the sessions already held, 
will make it a success. Mrs. Nettie 
Howell, an old-time worker and a busi
ness woman of Los Angeles, is a lead
ing spirit in this organization, and 
much of its success is due to her faith
ful and unselfish effort I am person
ally indebted to her for many courte
sies extended. l! : ’

1 Here-as elsewhere; the phenomena Is 
In the ascendant, and'there to the usual 
amount of jealousies among the work
ers. Can any mortal or immortal tell 
why it is that mediums can not go 
about their own work and let other 
workers alone? This feature» is no 
worse in Los Angeles than in other 
places, but there is too much of it here 
nevertheless. I have had the pleasure 
of meeting many of the older workers, 
among them Mrs. Weeks-Wright, Mrs. 
Kate Hoskins, Olivia F. Shepard, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lunt, of The Medium; Mr. 
Gee, and the Barnetts, and others 
whose names I fail to recall. It is es
timated that there are from five to 
seven thousand Spiritualists In this 
city, but you cannot muster more than 
one-tenth of that number at the public 
meetings, and I doubt if there are one 
hundred subscribers to all the Spirit
ualist papers, in the whole city. Many 
justly plead poverty, for there seems to 
be as much want and privation in this 
heaven-favored land as in less favored 
latitudes. Beautiful flowers and unlim
ited sunshine will not satisfy hungry 
stomachs, and one must have some
thing on which to live beside climate, 
be it ever so glorious.

I have secured a fine hall on Broad
way and will open an Independent 
meeting next Sunday, November 6, as
sisted by the Barnetts, who are sing
ers and mediums.

WILL C. HODGE.
Los Angeles, Cal.

No Christian is free from trouble. In 
the future, when universal nature and 
human nature shall be so perfectly ad
justed and blended, as science will 
make it, then-life win be an unending 
sea of bliss.

If the charge of Atheism is made, 
take it as a compliment, for atheism 
rises above all the gofls, seen and un
seen. Atheism bullds-jionest character. 
Atheism and nature are one. Nature is 
Intelligent and admits,no master. She 
always was, and always .will be. She 
will work with the scientist, but Ignores 
the false, in Christianity oFelsewhere. 
Nature has the wonderful above ns to 
excite awe, and everything pbout us to 
awaken tenderness. 0 . t l,

As there is no up npr down in astron
omy, so there are n% hlgtfer nor lower 
laws in nature, the tews governing the 
physical are as hlgfj.as thpse control
ling the spiritual. ; . w.

Animals are guidedeby instinct. -Man 
gropes through Ignorance, i Progress of 
life, in its earlier stages,! ds born of 
struggle. 3 i 5

Many think the stefry of-William Tell 
is real. The people iff Switzerland still 
think so. It is now Iffiownlfhat the leg
end had existence among (eight differ
ent primitive peoples, and is purely a 
myth. Progress has been made, not to
wards, but away frton 'the gods. Our 
United States Constitution, indorsing 
no religion and no God, furnishes the 
highest form of gdvernment. The 
more the gods disappear the brighter 
man shines. . .

The present National.-Association of 
Christian Spiritualists is handicapped 
by carrying In its bosdin too big a lump 
of ancient fetichlsm, arid possessing In 
its brain too little of modern sound sa
gacity. As long as-it'is dominated by: 
bombastic prayer, and Illusive godism, 
It will accomplish nothing beyond beg
ging money for its own vain glory. 
More progressive radicalism and less 
Christian- Spiritualism at Its helm,' 
would be a vast improvement, but the

present management will have none of 
this in theirs.' -

Man cannot., serve two masters. He 
cannot serve God and Nature. The 
Christians understood this, thus they 
have served God, and Ignored Nature, 
1800 years, with a result of 1800 years 
of failure. - The scientists serve Nature. 
AU the substantial progress ‘of the 
world'has come from free-thought and 
science. As long as the National Spir
itualists’ Association is controlled by 
its effort to serve God, It will continue 
to be a failure,- so- far as its req! useful

' ness to the cause is concerned. ■
; E. W. BALDWIN.

Verona, Wis. ’■ ■

ington.

SOME LIGHT THROWN UPON 
THIS IMPORTANT AFFAIR.

To the Editor:—In a recent issue of 
The Progressive Thinker there ap
peared a brief article from the pen of 
Henry T. Utley under the caption of 
“A Base Fraud.” The article was a 
criticism on “Washington’s " Vision,” 
which was published in a preceding 
number (September 10) of your valu
able paper, and with your permission I 
would like to correct a mistake made 
by Mr. Utley. He seems to be laboring 
under the impression that Mr. Sher
man, who claims to have received the 
statement of. the vision direct from 
Washington himself, Is now living, at 
the age of ninety years, and as Wash
ington-died ninety-nine years ago, nine 
years before Mr. Sherman was born, he 
could not have received it as stated, 
and consequently fraud seems appar
ent, and, as the “vision" was published 
In The Progressive Thinker anyone 
would naturally so understand it But 
the facts in the case are -these: The 
publication of the vision is nothing 
new; on the contrary It is quite old. If 
newspaper reports can be credited, a 
description of Washington's vision or 
dream was published in a European 
journal, the Mew Church Bote, Sept. 
1, 1861, and its publication in America 
claims to have been a translation from 
the German, and was told by Anton 
(not Anthony) Sherman, a nonegenarl- 
an, who had received the facts from 
Washington’s own lips. I have in my 
possession a copy of the Coming Nation 
bearing the date March 9, 1895, in 
which the vision is published, and giv
ing the above explanation of the mat
ter. At what time the'vislon was told 
by Mr, Sherman is not given. It could 
not have been at the time of its publi
cation in 1861, for if he was ninety 
then, fraud is just as apparent as If he 
was living now.

It is evident from the reading of the 
paragraph preceding the recital of the 
vision, that Mr. Sherman was a soldier 
under General Washington, as he 
speaks of him as “my beloved com
mander.”. If Mr. Sherman was ninety 
years old In 1861, a little calculation 
will show that in 1777 the time the vis
ion was had, he would have been but 
six years old, and could hardly have 
been In the army at that tender age. 
But of course Anton Sherman could 
have related the vision years before it 
found its way into newspaper notorie
ty. How it came to be published in a 
German paper just at the time of our 
civil war Is something of a puzzling 
question. While it is, perhaps, not a 
matter of importance, yet I think I will 
speak of the “vision" as it appears in 
the two papers before me. I have care
fully compared the two and in senti
ment they are one, but in wording dif
ferent. All through the vision the 
ideas are clothed In different language, 
and with but one discrepancy, and that

? BY MOSES HULL,

lüBtractlvo and Intereating work Is * çombbfiti&n into one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
JP wor1ka>. tty thia arrangement the co«t la »uch 
that thu reader Is enabled to aecuro the two bookn 

at the dame price as was formerly naked 
for tb'Jin neparately. Thia volume contain« 462 pages and 1« iHudaomely bound In cloto, W^ccmtatoian ex? 
celleutiwriraitoftho author.

THEQUESTION.PETTLgD ; ’
b a callifu’onmparlfion of Blbljcti and Modern Bolrifr 
ualiam, Ko book of the century lia« made' bo manv

ifShtni™,8plrl“all6l’l'8re 8,1 «»osMorad In th« 
..„.«..ill8 BlbIe' “’thre. history reason and conunou 
Maae, aid expressed clearly and forcibly. ’ . *

‘ THE CONTRAST ’ / ' ' ' 
£25*^??^ critical comparison of Evaneellcairam 
and SpirltuallBm. It la a moet able production,“ and 
” .a pwrfeqt BtorehouBe of facta for. those who;wish 
todefeodSplrltuallfiin, or And jVgUKentvagalnBtthe 
assumptions of Orfhodoxy.^.7^-
PRICE $1. FOR SAL.E AT THIS OFFICE, 

The Other World and This.

Dr. E. 0. Babbitt’s Worka
The Principles of Light and Color.

A luge book, royal 8vo, with over SCO engraving* 
IM colored plates. Price 15.00 or ,5.S2 with postage 
or expressage. Price In massive half-Bus»Ia lilmltnV 
75 cent« extra.

“An imposing volume of nearly 600 pages. Show« a 
great amount of research an the part of tbe author. 
. ul..Pr£v^.ft-Jreat acquUltion to Scientific Libra

ries.—N. Y. Herald. ,
“It seems to me to be the foremost scientific work 

ox this or any other age.—Franklin Smith, Mass.

Human Culture and Cure '
In »lx porn, tour parti being already limed. Prlcfc 
for each, postpaid. 75 cents. '

Part 1. - “ThePUllosophy of Cure,” including Meth.« 
oas and Instruments.

“The ’Principle? of Light and Color* is in every re
spect masterly, and Human Culture ahd Cure' appears 
to be not less remarkable."—Dr. Pascal, 12 Rue Picot, 
Toulon, France. '

Part II. “Marriage, Sexual Development and So
cial Upbuilding."

“The usual heavy volumes issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa
tion that is includedLnDr.Babbltt’swork."—Progress
ive Thinker. z ‘

Parts III and IV In one volume, 11.50, postpaid -*- 
Covers wonderful ground, Including Mental Science, 
Phreno-Pbyslognomy, Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for -the first time); Clairvoyance, Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc.

Health and Power.
* ^oyth it« weight in diamonds," Price, Cloth, J5ctas 
Religion, as Repealed by the Material 
. ;' - and Spiritual Universe.
Elustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, 11.10: 
■ ■ paper6to.
■'.tTo work upon th,e same subject has ever exceeded 
InlnterestthlB book of almost Inestimable value. F.
■J. Wilbourh, M. D., says: "1 have read several Works, 
some of which are worth their weight in gold, such aa 
those written by Epes Sargent, G. F. Stebbins. Marig 1 
EIng, etu., but Babbitt’s Rellglop In some respects’, 
far Uanscends them all.”—Spiritual Offering. :

• For sale at thia office. ■

DfinifQ Carlyle Petersilea." 
U UUI\O Given by automatic writing through 

the author’s mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1. i

A narrative of tbe personal experience, tn aplrlHlf. 
of the author's father, who had been a natural phlloi* 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—doth, $1.
Experiences of the author’s mother In aplrlt-llfe. 

Philip Carllslie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guide», 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phil
osopher, who Is a.medium; nls chief opponents helm, 
a clergyman and a materialist. -

Oceanides—Paper Cover, 50 ctg.
A scientific novel based on tho philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office ot Tha 
Progressive Thinker. ■

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION. "
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyan*» 

The Pagan priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 500.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with tbe finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heallmr. 
Price, 50c. •

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH. ”!
A collection of words and music for the choir, con* 

gregatlon and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions. '

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With an introduction by 
Charles Morri«, author of “Tbe Aryan Race." Price; 
cloth, •!.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M, D.
In thia volume the author, in the thirty-nine 

chapters, diacuuBes a wide variety or »ubjecta per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- 
Bolnt. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 

oth In matter ot thought and fine literary style, and 
capability or thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualised 
library, and a most excellent book tor any one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and Its teach
ings. -
For Bale at this Office. Price, $1.50

A Hew Edition, Profusely niustrated.

.¿'iIi.oho<”S tha.ti «»T should b« founded on prob-
Meinbl8B<lre*m- 1 desire to 

? ^Udririorextravaganti and I desire 
above all, that under tbe appearances of table, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern- 

e8CBp8 Ua ®b»<»v«tloa oi the 

“The White Bull,’1 a Satirical Romance, 
“The Sage and the Atheist; The Princess of Babylon:" “The Man 

of Forty Crowns; ’ “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” 
Mlcromegas, "a Satire on Mankind; “The Worldas It Goesf'"The Buck and the White;" "Memnon, the 

Philosopher; Andre Dea Touches at Slam;" "Bab- 
WUh'a /hi18 Bt,1dZn,oi Nature;" “A Conversation 
With a Chinese; "Plato's Dresm;" "A Pleasure In

H18^’,“,rei" ‘,An Adventure In IndU;" 
1Coi/ni.. ,.^Travcls 01 Bcarmentado;" 

.. The Two Comforters;" "Ancient Faith and Fable."
8' I?“)8vo'480 pa8e8'wlth portrait and 81 

Aitra vellum cloth, 11.50; postage,

satire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
"ft"; JZSS“1»® Of-Am- History.

A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing." 
—Boston Commonwealth.

THECOMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

regarding the three dangers that 
threaten us. The coming Nation gives 
it that the third will be the greatest. 
The Progressive Thinker reads the sec
ond will be the greatest; and thus peo
ple can take which they choose. In the 
latter paper there are a few omissions 
and a few insertions, both unimport
ant. As showing the difference in ex
pression I quote a few sentences:

The Coming Nation—“I could do 
nothing but look with a steady gaze at 
my intruder.”

The Progressive Thinker—“I was un
able to do anything more than stare at 
the apparition."

C. N.—“I could not meditate nor 
move, although I remember that I took 
my eyes from the shining figure.”

P. I.—“I could not think, refleet or 
move. I am only conscious of the fact 
that I looked sternly on the vision."

C. N.—“Light clouds arose and moved 
toward the zenith, and a wonderful 
picture opened before my eyes.”

P. T—“Transparent clouds arose and 
lifting themselves there was formed a 
most astonishing figure.” 1

C. N— “The figure of an angel hov
ered over the sea between Europe and 
America.”

P. T.—“A darksome Image poised be
tween Europe and America.”

C. N.—“Out of Africa I saw a gloomy 
apparition arise and make toward our 
country.”

P. T.—“I saw a horrid, grizzly spectre 
approaching from Africa to our lands.”

C. N.—“And all the people fell upon 
their knees and cried ‘Amen!’ ”

P. T.—“And the vast multitude unit
edly cried out ‘Amen!’ ”

This will suffice, but scarce a sen
tence in the two records of this vision 
read alike. One possible explanation 
may be, if it is a translation from the 
German, the two renderings are by dif
ferent translators, each having eaught 
the ideas but clothed them In their own 
language. Whether Washington had a 
vision or not Is probably unknown to 
any one now living on earth, and if 
Anton Sherman ever lived, he is doubt
less now in spirit life, and not here to 
defend himself against the charge of 
fraud, and as it is not always conven
ient to speak from the realm of spirit, 
I felt to make this defense of the case.

CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y.

“Who; Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?’! A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sole at this office.

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent In thelf high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in It
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office. ..

"Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, $L For sale at 
this office. r

“From Night to Morn, or Ah Appeal 
to the Baptist Church." By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well, adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life." “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Fanday. Erice 15 cents.

Thia excellent book 1« written In the Interest of hu 
inanity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danger« that beset us on every side, and more eipe- 
dally to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foo— 
ft?.Catholic». Washington'» words of warning, 
Lincolns apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are al! Included In tbe volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon said: “Tbe 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretic« in the Middle Age«, and 
bow she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of biamtng the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the cnurch for wbat they have thought fit to do." 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 300 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For «ale at 
this office.

-IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAB ACCOUNT OF

BobuIU of recent scientific research regarding tho 
origin, position and prospects of mankind,

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Vatter," Essay, on Nature and

Science,” "Physiological Pictures," “Six Lee- 
tures on Darwin," Etc.

f‘The great mystery of existence consists in perpet* 
Ml and uninterrupted change. Everything is immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
tho most enormous of the celestial bodle«,—the sand 
grain or tho water drop as well as the highest being in

and his thoughts. Only tbe forms In 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
rtself remains eternally the same and imperishable 
when we die we do not lose ourselves, but only otri 
?er?ona! cetaaciousness. We live on In nature, fnout 
'Ree, In our children, In our deeds, in our thoughts- 
a short. In the entire material and physical contrlbu- 
lon which, during onr short personal existence, wo 
'»ye furnished to tbe subsistence of mankind and of 
mture in general."-Buechner.

vol., ynst pbnnr 350 pages, vellum cloth. Bl. :

“THE DREAM CHiLD/’'
A fascinating romance or 

¿a two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price«
Book« like “The Dream CWW ’PVh^^yontomakomore and more de- 

“d fl* »Pl»liu«l kcowlcdge.—Ella Wheeler Wil-
“7«nnlm‘,’nInae I,tf. yac<> ‘>caldo Bulner’, 

bcrapbtta" of Balzac.—"Dally 
^ans?s2 Allbough simple and un

’ J . '“^’Otinnblc descriptions, en
.m'?? 1 °,,h0 nralnslon of other thoughts, 

mtll reluctantly the reader closes the last page — 
Minneapolis "Sunds:- Times •• ™

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOTS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

ID a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose is not merely to- enable an unthinking, ¡ale 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed- 
ncss, devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
Self-Improvement or tho good of humanity. It Is n 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are Jo oe mothers; aad secondly, through 
tbe mother«, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touche« upon v&rlons things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon tbe Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
1« a novel, and Is especially commended to ‘'women 
everywhere," to whom it Is dedicated. It also tbor 
oughlyebows up the Jesuitical spirit of tho Cathdlh 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual Phil 
psophy are Introduced. It contains a fine IlkeScs« oi 
fhe author. It contain« 845 page«, neatly bound ir 
«¿oth. Price by mail, prepaid» «1.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE» 
A TO WHICH IB ADDKD

' Answer to Dr. Prlertly, a Biographical Notts» 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Sign« and 

CouBtellatlona by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astnflogleal Heavens o 

’ the Ancients.

irom ncw Plates, th large, 
.portrait and Illustrations. OneroL. post?vo, 248 pages; paperr50 cents; cloth, ?! cent» M

JUobest and mott useful 
J* ^jxiuentlr advocates tho 

01 m,ank,?$'clearly points out tbe 
-’.0,J1.uman,F?0r*nC8 »nd misery. The author HnaUi?oa84 ftraeeFln tliorulns of Palmyra an appari

tion or phantom, which explain, tho trho principle, of 
Society, and the cause, of both tbe prosperity «nd the 
nSioSi ancient states. A general tusembly of. the 

ccayened, a legislative body 
relWon, er govan-' 2?.ctl .nd °? la’T* dlsciusrd, and 1 lie Law of Katnre- 

™;d?A?"Ft,<''! “rd evilly-Is Anally proclaimed 
toffn expectin' --n-’ ’ , • • ■ • - • • .

Why She Became a Spiritualist,
Twelve lecture». By Abby A. Jnd*M._ThU book 

should be read t>j every SplritMMfc. fHto a.OOi 
p«tage »cent*. .

FAITH OR FACT. ;
Illoitratlng conflict between credulity and vitalized 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber. With a preface 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, tl. A valuable 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life; i 
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles In tha 
First Five Sphere«, Etc. Written through tho hand 
of Carrie E. B. Twlng. Paper, SOc.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of
Psychic Science. <

To which Ie added Spiritual Phenomena: Bow to tn- 1 
vostlgate their varlou, phaie,; how to form clrclea 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of gonuln« 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist ahonld 
have IL Price, cloth, 75c.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN. i

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying, "Man. 
thou sbalt never die." An excellent selection, ed* 
ited and compiled by Giles B. Stebblni. Cloth, «1.

A Few Words About the DevH, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of bls life 
as told by himself, ana tbe history of his parllamen« 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50a.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

Bv Prof. O. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the stud? 
af Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c. ,

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Jndgcs, Kings. Prophet« and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testament«, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comment« are keen* bright, «ploy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinker«, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tbd begin

ning of Modern Spirituallim, by one of tbe Fox Sla
ters. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, Including portraits ot 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping«, 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; tbe “exposures,” etc. Hand
somely bound in cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publisher«’ price, *1.50. We will send the book post
paid for *1.40.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE. 
Paper* C*rnB* Tory thoughtful and intaresttng» 

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real villi with friend« on tbe other aide of life, 

«nd a familiar talk. By ipirlt Samuel Bowie»'. Car
rie E. S. Twlng, medium, .

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, board«, *1; cloth, *150. 
Heston is Inimitable. ■ * .

THERE IS NO DEATH.
. By Florence M&rryat. An Interesting account of the 
author’s spiritual experience«. Paper, 50c; cloth,*!.
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With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh

TIMELY HINTS.
ASTONISHING!

IMPORTANT !

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED,

is heir
to are cored.

Address all Mail to

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

CANCERS CURED.

NOTICE TO THE SICK

Pan

DK. C. E. WATKINS.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.

CANCERS CAN BE CURED.

"Wuuiau, Churcii and State.”

BEAR IN MIND.
In

»MROS.

"Human culture and Cure.
First. Tbe Philosophy of Cure.

[Obituaries to the extent of tcu Unes 
only will be Inserted free.]

Accuracy of Observation and 
Precision of Statement. .

406 Mass. Avenue, Boston, Mass.
465 tf.

A Book on “Chronic Disease1 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp. .

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

Slate-Writers, Seances and Life-Sized 
Portraits.

A LOCAL, . 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Orer aqaartsr of a centers 

before the public. Bead tot 
’ I7ieory of Catarrh1’mailed free.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO., 
843 W. Madisoa St., CHICAGO, 

Depi For Salo ai

ADDRESS OF ANY PERSON J,'*1?0 ca? .wrl,e ‘ horoscope by spirit power or 
without date of birth, Address 1) H isi 

Moling uve., Hampden. Md. 8 ” BmJW-

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
„.’min1“8!, ™lly i7 mal1 ,rom 10ck of balr and date 
of birth. »1.00 and stamped envelope. 93 30th st Cbl- 
c,g°’ 470

“THE LYCEUM.”

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN' FRANCISCO, CAL.

G.E. WATKINS, M.D., 
■ 406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply. ’

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom”: Required.

sending remittances to this offlee, 
write your orders on a single sheet of

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
SSÎm!4"*’.1?.0“ euccc““tul Clairvoyant Physician 
SlWnrt.Â; ,UI‘ “urea marveloua. Successful In 
ail kinds of cUroulo and acute diseaMt When others 
and « rtC«UiC8,t flend b!im age' Bex‘ Dame’Iock of hair 
and 6 eu. lu stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases aud treat you for only rZOO 
smooth. No leading symptom required He has a 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and ea!v*

<w ipec,fle remedy for obesity. H will safely and 
quickly remove all superfluous flesh, also a sure re
lief for morning sickness. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
IS Wnrren st., Stoneham. Mass. 465

txstiiionial
Dr. Loucks 1* curing chronic diseases of all kind, 

small ffl'1 m 'J6 Uuit,ed Sutes and Canada,for a very 
aid hiu’w I e ’ ’vualvlng such letters ss you will 

everi day’ fronl ll‘tlf,ut», unasked for tolling of the good work that Is being Jone. Send fur 
inla1?0“ “ le"t frce ou application. Better still— 
send for an examination and cure. 11

..Pl; j’ 8- Loucks—I received and have taken nearlv 
I wuh ifri rrllAe,<ilAa’ u ""h1'“ 1 began the use of them 
di» wniki i Ck lu<lee<>. The Drat Iwo days the reme- 

orked on me very much; Il seemed to me thev 
aftorw'aM0! bfl! jbrongh my system, aud three dayi 
afterward I began to feel a change for tbe bolter I 
had employed two physicians aud they failed to re- 
«„erui'«' n’y <llBel“0a Wl'1’ Hver complaint and 
general weakness, exhausted vitality, weak nerves 
alow disease of the kidneys and stomach general de-’ 
rangement of the syatem, womb troubles, shw“neM 
of breath, and heart trouble quite severe and I had 
been suffering „ver a year; and now less than two 

treatment. 1 feel cured. May health and 
long life bo yours, Is the prayer of

Broussord P. 0., LafayeUe pirl^La.'

v? *’ t.“1£en ,rom the Sen Francisco 
“rWress" of November 7,1885:
„,'ir 8lye• great pleasure to quote from the Light
S{«?«rUtTn co,m.me1ndol oI1B ot Omlfurnla and Callfor- 
S™th.S*..tote7“uewe read: ‘We note with pieaa 
ure the continued encomia of our friend and brother, 
ciiliLu ror.8ter’ °f Ban Frauclioo, California 
aUhmSi“!!1““ become noted for Its mediums; aud 
although Dr. Forster Is not a native of the United 
8tbe people of California have learned to claim 

f btary Interest In him Just as If he were a 
native son. Wo hear, good reports of him from all 

endorsfimimf UB muc“ PleaBUre t0 idd ourendorsement to the many accorded thia rifted medium and educated gentlema^.” tea

OPIUMS " ■ Stopped it once
A never-falling', harmlcM and permanent home 

cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. J. C. Hoffman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, ill.

CHART FREE.

Address GEO, WELLES, Box 180, Newark, N. J.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE

LEX.» EMMA ™

r?,K T.HK M0NTH OF NOVEMBER. 
M Send a stamp to pay postage and 1 will send frpp 
one copy of “Biggest Story In tbe Bible ” It beats 
Jonah and thewbale. Don’t miss It; send at once Ad
dress Dr. D. Winkgardkn, Pierce, Mobile Co., Ala

Eent) age, nsme Inf up, and two 2-cent stamps and 
leading symptom, and wo will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
aud we will try aud make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wish to 
lake your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 
prceent treatment. Do notask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because -we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak Hl of any one or even to’express 
an opinion. We know some doctors do so, but wo do 
not. The day of shot-gun prescription Is past; drastic 
.drugs in largo do^es will uot be given ten years from 
now. We believe iu the certainty of medicine and In 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands tbe action of drugs, and who 1g 
gifted with tbe power of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day

Specific Medicine I
No Drastic Drugs I

your eye» to k8pectacl" “ Perfectly t.
offlee, oe thousan^r.i0!”6.^ lf,.yoa were to mr 
Photo. B. F Fooui'ciLS’ioM d ‘Ump

psyche
guidance and lB°ri aPracHcal medium, under ipfrlt Kny” by Ito ¿',e'±."1,Jei<i1<,p '-edlumihlii

Foriele

hoover, Coto. Chart, from WuWp“’/«,»

- —__________ ___________________ -_____ 434tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE. ?

by latorurk“'chlc‘k»- Engagement, can be mad? ‘ 
— . 450tf

DR. MRS. L. A. ROBERTS,
t 3 Warren arc,, flat 12A, •

Gives Readings and Treatments
For nil diseases, dally, Wednesday and Friday even. 
Ingot 7:30. circle, for pbenomena Evesunder 
OaS»?* a‘ "“’hlnston Hall. Washington I,I'd aS - 
Ogden ave. Discourse nnd phenomena, 7:30; good

_______ 469

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
arid sketches. By a bond of spirit Intelligence,. ^Teimn^orrSS^^“ 8hd">a“^ 

“ALL ABOUT DEVILS.' 
an?'»S.il¥i!HeMnt? w!lether Motleni Spiritnailray 
end other Great Reforms come from ffis Satenlo 
no Jb8ty “1S HI® Subordinates in tbe Kingdom©! 
tea »•o.Bi M0BM HUU-

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.^ 
as<aL^dero,?Aralelr0Br Mom'HuLU^TblM's'af 

once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc. and/ i 
mo,t.conylnclngarguments on Bplrltuallmv t 

?Ldrir ,tten- No novel was ever more thrmtogly in-Y 1 
terestlng; no history more trno. Price In doth «>■ ■ ' cents; paper cover, «6 cent«. For eato at r™, ogto£ "

HELEN HARLOW’S V0W^~ 
Or Self-Justice. '

^a,ibrooker. Many hare read thf8 book, 
many have re-read It, and many other« out to read u 

rea<* ®very man and woman in the • 
land. It shows the falsities rampant in ponletv fil 

and »,oci'al the wronw
that flow therefrom to Innocent victim* ©f mriai 
ofitraclsm. It contains a fine likeness of the author Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00 ww author^ .

The Development of the Spirit" 
After Transition. By tb. late M. Faraday. The ort. 
Sin of religions, and their Influence upon the menbS 

evelopment cd the human race. Tnnicrlbefl at tha 
a band of ancient ph&oeoobttl.

THE HISTORICAL JESUS 
12mo^yPrice 50 cents, By Genii Haaaay. iso pagMi

THE AGE OF REASON?" 
. 9 J1!!“?“ Bclng “ Investigation ot True ■
ti™ ?J!>nlon*„TMe? ogy-. A new »nd complete edl* ; 
8vo, Pox^STCenU; “otto W Sj.’“ .

POEMS OF PROGRESS?
Price M.m!’ DOtoL They ,re TUnahl«,

BIBLE OF BIBkES. ~
ByKeneyGtw«. trwi'’wennaypenuiiLBHojn^

THE KORAN. 1

Prophetic Reading
AP.d.™™10^cal Forecast, with good and evil tran- 
ix'atixThe p8th p°wcr"scnd

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park are., Chicago. 111.

"“THE-WATSEKA WONDER.”

, IMMORTALITY.
Voice,. Price eg cento. °' Barlow' Mthor of

•THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS

God in the Constitution,
By Robert G. Ingersoll OneotthebestpMWsColo. 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like, 
cess of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve ccatfeu for tixxi.

THE VOiGbto. ~

Æ,«&Thl£W»W most excellent. Price 11,oa - 10cy ,re

THE ZODIAC.
Special readings, »bowing your adaptation to bust- 

nesa, bow lo mate the most of yourself and avoid 
mistakes tn tbe future. Questions answered for lOcts 
each, or a full reading for 11. Send date of birth and 
name to full, b, j, Bbotvx
' ' Lock Box 10. Shelton. Neb. 4»

How to Secure Your Own Spirit Pho
tographs.

The world renowned Dr. W. M Keeler has recently 
received a wonderful new development, enabling ner- 
eona al a distance to secure their own spirit photo
graphs at will, A package Of six sheets of neimtlzed 
paper with lull Instructions; also a sheet of Dr Keel
er s highly magnetized headache paper, guaranteed to 
cure tbe worst form of headache, will be 'sent to anv 
address fur si. Da. W.M. Kef; sb1WS K st, N.W.. Washington. D. C. • fcEELS“. 

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypaottat useful to 
ttudentooftbesubject. Intbefarmotdlalogneend 
atozT, ttie author presents very succmfuny a con« 
oœnu eocwmt of hypnotism, its theory and praettee 
op to date. Price, paper, 25 cU, Bold at UI* office

XTRS. K. BROWN, 239 LINCOLN AVE , 1ST FLAT 
to?, dil ?’Oy“Ut “ud Uu“ne«“ rc“CB Medium. Itoad- tugo unity.

THE BLIND MED1TM, II. W. SINCLAIR Will 
lock rtf tiair ami names. MallWeri°.fv.bjLrek“on,UMlch°"‘r' ”' W' 61*^A1«. 

your lif¥~reveale~d 
BY THE STARS,

S.°ZSP.n' °” c,haracter' health, disease, business, 
occupation, marriage, finance and tbe road to suceesa 
rul'raadl“5,«>; trial reading of one page, 25 cento 
Send date of birth. Circular free. Address

FRED P. BRANDT, 
_______ 253 Hastings st., Grand Rapids, Mich. 470 

Chronic Diseases a Specialty 
Bend fun name, age, sex aud 2 stamps for 

FREE DIAGNOSIS.
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 
__________ Dept. 1, Jackson. Mich. testf 

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUB OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions 

ueilneato your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual Br’lss’si'a n;11 ceBt8' Addre,B MBs’ J. A 
BLISS, San Diogo, Cal. 439

■ YRAY8 PSYCHOMETBY AND CLAIRVOY- 
ire,aIlc0'ny eePbetlc, business, social and medical 

■ 088 8y maiI’ 81 aDd Btatups. BEV M
Ohin°MBB BR,GG8' 618 Chestnut street, Cincinnati 

| ■___________________________ f CO

BANGS SISTERS, 
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS

Independent Slate and Paper Writing dally. Se
ances in a well lighted room Sunday and Wednesday 
et enings at 8 o clock. Spirit Portrait work a special
ty. Art P®Jp«open 4 to 5 p m, dally. Send stamp for 
circular. 654 West Adams bl, Chicago. 469.

Clairvoyant and Occult Seer, 
WM. MARUGG

WUl give Test Readings for a limited time for 10c to 
cover postage and paper. ’

Correctly Answered.
hirti? ?HE?TI.0NB »«"rCTOd for 25b and date of 
birth. Claeses In occultism, character reading and 
clairvoyance and -healing. Circular tor ¡tamo Bn» 912, Pomona, Call, - atamp^Box

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
. ■■ “—THE—■ 1 ■

FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

Quick Gnres I ’ i 
Small Doses!

We desire to say that we have treat
ed a great many cancer cases during 
the past year, and with the exception 
of one case, all have been cured, and 
this one left our treatment and placed 
herself under the care of others. We 
•desire to inform all those who are suf
fering from cancer that we would like 
to have them write us. We use no 
knife, and the operation is considered 
almost painless. We have a hospital, 
"or rather, another sanitarium in Bos
ton, where we have the best of trained 
■nurses. To kill and remove a cancer 
-usually takes from two weeks’ to five 
weeks’ lime only. We also treat at our 
Boston sanitarium, tumors of all kinds, 
such as encysted tumors of the labia 
and fibrous tumors of the ovaries, indo
lent ulcers, etc. We would be pleased 
■to have those suffering with such dis
ease to write us for further informa-

“My whole training in life has been 
that of a scientist, accustomed to cool, 
critical, skeptical yet unbiased exam
ination of any question that comes up, 
scrutinizing all things to the best of 
my mental ability, submitting all prop
ositions to the test of Verification by ac
tual experiment.”—-Prof. Elliott Coues.

“I know there is such a thing as true 
mediumship, and because' there is, I 
feel it to be our duty to protect and de
fend it. The phenomena of Spiritual
ism are all founded in fact, and the 
counterfeiting of the same is to me 
positive proof that the genuine Ues be
hind them. The fact is that the ma
jority of Spiritualists have put a pre
mium upon fraud through their desire 
to witness extraordinarily marvelous 
manifestations. They have bought the 
counterfeit phenomena at a high price, 
and paid for them with their heart’s 
best blood.”—Harrison D. Barrett.

“To stop short in my research that 
bids fair to widen the gates of knowl
edge, to reeoil from fear of dlgiculty or 
adverse criticism) is to bring reproach 
on science. There is nothing for the 
investigator to do but to go straight on, 
‘to explore up and down Inch by inch, 
with the taper of his reason;’ to follow 
the light wherever it may lead, even 
should it at times resemble a will-o’- 
tlie-wlsp. I have nothing to retract.”— 
Sir William Crookes.
• The above quotations emphasize what 
is, to my thinking, tbe lesson of the 
hour. The great evidential value of the 
records of his investigations published 
by Mr. Crookes consists in the fact that 
he employed ¿every device he could con
ceive to eliminate the medium as a pos
sible factor in the active production of 
the results observed. Cool, careful, 
painstaking and thorough, he followed 
scientific methods, and his experiments 
stand for all. time. He “has nothing to 
retract,” because he is satisfied of the 
accuracy of his observations. The pre
cision'of his language In describing the 
results is such as to command the re
spect of all true scientists. One fact, 
scientifically demonstrated, Is of more 
value than a thousand so-called 
"marvels” where no critical scrutiny 
was permitted or test conditions ap
plied. What is needed is that Spiritual
ists, Instead of deriding and decrying 
the skeptical investigator (who honestly 
desires the truth but is unwilling to 
take shadow for substance), should re
gard it as their duty to assist him “to 
explore up and down inch by inch with 
the taper of his reason.” Scientific ex
actitude is absolutely indispenslble if 
we would not be misled In the observa
tion of the phenomena called spiritual. 
As Sir William Crookes said recently:

“A formidable range of phenomena 
must be scientifically sifted before we 
effectually grasp a faculty so strange, 
so bewildering, and for ages so In
scrutable, ns the direct action of mind 
on mind. This delicate task needs a 
rigorous employment of the method of 
exclusion—a constant setting aside of 
irrelevant phenomena that could be 
explained by known causes, Including 
those far too familiar causes, conscious 
and unconscious fraud. The inquiry

from the proceedings which may, all 
the same, be perfectly honest and gen
uine. Your recent article in The Pro
gressive Thinker on “The Way Out” Is 
timely and to tbe point, as usual. Spir
itualists will do well to give heed to 
your advice, and let the "public snow" 
glvej's'and sensation mongers severely 
alone, and hold “home circles.” Better 
a little pleasant and happy homely in
tercourse with spirit relatives and 
friends that is genuine, than qùestion- 
able “marvels” from unknown “guides" 
(so-called) of fakes. For true spiritual 
communion, lam .

! ‘ \ A SPIRITUALIST. ••

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish.help I. will make my 
terms within your reach. ••

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one'who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince'them of the truth 
of spirit return. ' 470

L. H, FRIEDMAN.
'. Dr, Lottis Q: Freedman, the Austra
lian’Healer, who is now in Chicago, Is 
doing a great work in curing the afflict
ed in a wonderful manner. His address 
is 3152-Forest Avenue. He gives pub
lic exhibitions every Sunday afternoon 
and evening in the Masonic Home Tem
ple, Forest avenue and 31st street.

“Bncyciopeaia of Biblical Spiritual, 
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa, 
inert Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible." By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ol his many years’ study 
of the. Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a vert- 
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lock wood 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
betures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price 25 cents.

. .. ______ —- (Including Methods aud Instruments),” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in. 
Btructlve and valuable work. It should 
have a -wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at thia office. Price 75 cents.

r 
li

Sunday SptrltuUist Meetings in 
ii Chicago.

West Side Splriawl Society meets at 
Ro. 46 South (Ada wtreet at 8 p. m.

Church of the Stur of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall,-No. GOLWest North avenue. 
Services at 7;45 p’. m., conducted by 
Mr. and MreilWUllam Lindsey.

The Englewood- Spiritual Society 
meets every iSunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First ^Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 7-7 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. ffeorgta Gladys ■ Cooley, 
pastor.

The ProgresslveuSpirltual Church, G. 
V. Cordlugley/ paqtor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:30 p. m.
•The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m., and 7:45 p. m.
_ Church of the Ministering Angels, 590 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor. ■

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the; evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soql will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, In Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p, m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

Band, of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40 Randolph street, ev
ery first , and thfrd Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock.. The ladles bring lunches; sup
per«* at six o’clock. Tea and coffee 
served.

The Lake A.ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Drs.
Peebles & 

Burroughs 
Successful 
Specialists

TUE DIIDI IP 18 mo8t emphatic- I llL rUDUU ically informed 
that in these times of humbugs, imi- 
tationa and cheap substitutes, the 
absolute standard of purity, as well 
as quality, is strictly maintained in 
everything that bears the name of or 
emanates from
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs’ Offices

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a look of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State ago and 
box and name in full Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D.
grand rapids, mi ch,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
nSia|ri^.',“own pfyobometrlst aud Business Medium 
7br.e^reasonaide questlo1nBttanBOweredOt<bKy*maI*1fm 
&Wt±£ 62nda’e " Chld’*d W»'

Dr. Watkins will on October 15, mote 
to his new Boston offlee, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms In this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly Remember the street 
and number, 406 Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. 0. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

GHEflP TREATMENT
means

1 Jlieap Medicines, Cheap Incompe
tent Clerks,

m well ts

Cheap Doctors, Poor Service, Etc.

DOCTOR A. D. DORSON^
Still Heals the Sick Through I ' 
the Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker.
H you wish Good Health you' 

should apply to her. ■

As a Spiritual Healer She Hafl 
No Equal

,„?,ena. t*lr?e two-cent stamps, age, sex. 
n ar one leading symptom. With fuU name and plain address? and 

be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUB CASE FREE,

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Darker,
Box 182. SAN JOSE, CAL.

. ' Gone, not to that bourne from 
whence no traveler e’er returns, but to 
•a well-earned, beautiful home In the 
world Immortal, which a life of the 
purest morality, Integrity, and the 

-most noble and exalted womanhood 
fitted her to enjoy, Mrs: Cybele B., the 

'consort of the writer, In a close and 
.confidential companionship of slxty- 
two years (less twenty-two daysj. She 
•passed from the wornout casket on 
.Sunday. October 30, at 5 a. m., aged 79 
years, it being no longer suited for oc
cupancy by her progressive spirit.

Mrs. Flower early in the movement 
of modern Spiritualism investigated its 
claims, and accepted as true its phil
osophy and phenomena, and with the 
•writer has ever labored for the upbuild
ing of its grand truths. Her sufferings 
for two years past have been most in
tense, though borne with heroic forti
tude, while during the last mouth of 
her illness language fails to portray the 
terrible affliction through which she 
passed, and while the end was expected 
at any moment for the past months, yet 
when it came it was Indeed with a 
■shock, and though we sadly miss the 
familiar form that has for so many 
years been the tenement of the dearly 
loved spirit, we would not call her back 
to the badly-worn, decaying body to 
Buffer again the torments incident to a 
life in the physical. It is with heart
felt thanks and sincere appreciation by 
myself and family (a son and three 
daughters) for the many expressions of 
deepest sympathy In our bereavement 
by Spiritualists and non-Spiritualists 
alike.

The funeral obsequies were largely 
attended by the friends from Min
neapolis and St. Paul. Our noble and 
intimate friend of many years, Sister 
S. M. Lowell, officiated, and at the 
close of her address many expressions 
were whispered in my ear: "Beautiful, 
beautiful.” The floral offerings were 
most abundant and beautiful. The 
burial case was a veritable sea of 

¡lovely flowers.
. To the many kind friends I wish to 
express my heartfelt thanks and appre
ciation for those beautiful offerings, 

' and I would especially mention the St. 
.-Paul Spiritual Alliance and Mrs. Lep
per for and in behalf of tbe Lincolu 

.Baud, with whom my wife and I have 
been loug associated. So. friends all, 
in this my deep affliction, I can but say, 
I thank you. . ‘

The pall-bearers were prominent 
Spiritualists, with but two exceptions, 
a business man of St Paul, and ex-Gov. 

.Austin, of Minneapolis.
M. T. C. FLOWER.

■: Passed to spirit life at Atlanta, Ga., 
Martha Pauline Gebhuer, seven years 
of age, daughter of Dr. G. and Mary A. 
Gebauer, on November 2. Funeral 
services were held on Saturday, and 
were conducted by Mr. Starr C. 
Williams, speaker of the Church of 
Spiritual Unfoldment, and Rev. Wm. 
McGlauflln, pastor of the Universal

. ist Church, assisted by Prof. O. A. 
,Edgerly, speaker for the Society of 
Spiritual Science. Mrs. Gebauer has 

- been the pastor and medium for the 
Church of Spiritual Unfoldment in this 

. city for the past two years, but falling 
, ..health has compelled her to tem

porarily discontinue public work, 
. although she Is still a member of our 

_ organization and stands ready to help 
'us when her health permits.,The mem
bers of the Church of Spiritual Unfold- 

>ment, as well as the friends of Dr. and 
.Mrs. Gebauer,.both inside and,outside 
of the ranks, extend to them their sym
pathy in this their sad affliction. ■ 

t. f. McCandless.

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents. ’

unites the difficulties inherent In all ex
perimentation connected witji mind, 
with tangled human temperaments and 
with observations dependent less on au
tomatic record than on personal testi
mony. But difficulties aré things to be 
overcome even in the elusory branch of 
research known as Experimental Psy
chology.”

How can we possiblj- obtain satisfac
tory and conclusive proofs of spirit ac
tion if we follow the loose and slip-shod 
methods now in vogue? For Instance, 
n cabinet Is set up in view of the audi
ence; three people sit in front of it; a 
loose curtain is hung behind them and 
another is pinned in front of them. The 
managers of the performance conduct 
the whole proceedings. They put into 
the cabinet just what they want; no
body examines what is put inside, and 
nobody secures the curtain to the floor 
and to the sides so that It cannot be 
lifted up. The hands of the medium 
are not secured, nor are they visible, 
and it is the easiest thing in the world 
to mislead the senses of those who are 
supposed to be held by him (if they are 
not confederates), and to get out of the 
cabinet everything that has been put In 
beforehand! Even if the phenomena 
are genuine spirit manifestations, 
which they probably are in some in
stances, they are of no scientific value, 
and cannot be cited as proofs of spirit 
presence and action by any trained 
mind or thoughtful observer.

We are all rejoicing because Dr. 
Hodgson has at last been compelled to 
admit spirit action through Mrs. Piper's 
mediumship, but the great value of his 
evidence consists In the fact that he in
vestigated most deliberately, thorough
ly and critically; that he sought to elim
inate all possibility of his being mis
taken or misled.

His testimony carries increased

"Atlantis: The Antediluvlaa World ’’ 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is' Intensely interesting. Price. $2. '

‘The Priest, the Womap, and tbe Con. 
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results
of the Romisn confessional, as proved 
by tue sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail fL For sale at 
this office.

-Bible and Church Degrade Woman." 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman In the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written In Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at thia office. Price 10 cents.

"From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

"Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together wltb nteresting corroborative 
testimony. Pnet 16 cents. For sale at 
this office.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This- volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents. For 
sale at this offlee.

"Tbe Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this offlee. Paper covers, 25c.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Cliaton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in mycase-from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I haVe regained my appe
tite, digestion and-strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds moi-e than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one ■ suffering with stomach, 
liver aud kidney tl-ouble, 1 heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, nnd during that time tried 
many physicians alid various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatmentothan all.thei others combined.

I am1 tnost gratefully,
.MRS -A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eye£, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

The Lyceum, devoted to tbe Interests 
of the young, and to iyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf
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Melted Pebble Spectacles;

weight, and Is made all the more con
clusive and valuable just because he 
observed what occurred with dispas
sionate exactitude and recorded every
thing faithfully and fully—even when It 
told against his prepossessions. Spirit* 
uallsts it seems to me cannot afford to 
let the facts which form the basis of 
our philosophy be smirched with the 
mire of folly, fraud and fanaticism. 
Already,„trained men and women, who 
are intelligent and impartial, look on 
with pity or shrug their shoulders with 
deprecating contempt because so many 
people regard the inconclusive and un
satisfactory phenomena of tbe ordinary 
public seance as evidence! We have no 
right, as reasonable and truth-seeking 
people, to attribute to spirit action any 
phenomenon that is susceptible of sat
isfactory explanation by ordinary and 
mundane agencies. We ought to rig
orously employ the method of exclusion 
and not resort to spirits as the cause 
and explanation until we are compelled 
by the weight of the facts. Here again 
Sir William Crookes points the moral, 
thusly:

“The science of our century has 
forged weapons of observation and an
alysis by which the veriest tyro may 
profit. Science has trained and fash
ioned the average mind into habits of 
exactitude and disciplined perception, 
and In so doing has fortified itself for 
tasks higher, wider, and incomparably 
more wonderful than even the wisest 
among our ancestors Imagined.”

If we are to have “tests” let them be 
thorough and conclusive. I say this as 
much in the Interests of the mediums 
themselves as anybody else, because 
when phenomena occur under fraud
proof-conditions the mediums are ab
solved from all responsibility and sus
picion. If a medium is to be blind
folded, let it'be thoroughly done by fill
ing up the cavity under the eyes and 
alongside the nose with (a pad of wad-, 
ding, or with sticking-plaster, so that, 
there ls.no possibility of seeing down-: 
wards. Then doubts will be set at rest,, 
and the mediums will get the credit of 
the success • achieved, but ’half-hearted 
measures, which leave loop-holes for 
possible simulation, create distrust and 
engender suspicion in the minds of 
acute observers, and detract all value

........ . . . .. . By Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common Intrinsic Value! 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post-

"The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to write'this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up In the course of her Investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“Bight Living." By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof “double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lumncy 
Vennum of Watseka, III., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
■ale at this office. Price 15c.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize tne laws of mcilimysliip and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. ’ 
office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cent’s 
For sale at this offlee. ’:

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer”. By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thoiight can 
fail'to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com-' 
bluing advanced ideas on the finer and' 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere • of exalted . spiritual truth. A 
book for the- higher- life- For sale at 
♦kU office. Price, cloth, fL

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I wish 
to thank you for sending me to your 
cancer clinic for the cancer kill treat
ment. I am greatly relieved and re
joiced at the age of 68 to have my can
cer of 20 years’ growth killed and en
tirely removed from the right breast In 
two weeks' time. The cancer home is 
airy, sunny, cozy, comfortable and 
homelike and the food, nursing and 
treatment so suited to .each case, that 
one feels contented and happy there. 
All connected with the clinic are espe
cially fitted by training and experience 
for their respective duties,careful and 
considerate of the welfare and comfort 
of your patients, and honorable in busi
ness matters, and I can cordially rec
ommend sending cancer sufferers to the 
clinie, and I think the grateful patient 
should sound your merited praise far 
and wide. Your, grateful patient,

ELIZA B. NYU.
Barre Plains. Mass. 468

Employ Only the Best
when the health, the life even, of your 

dear ones are at stake.

IT IS CRIMINAL
------- TO--------

Employ Incompetent Doctors
Because They Are Cheap.

Get the Rest!
Hence Write To

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Sending Name, Age, Sex and a Lead
ing Symptom, and receive an absolute
ly CORRECT DIAGNOSIS of your 
case FREE.

MnilfiAY GOODS of every 
IIULIUnl description at lowest 
PriCwn?TFrtll'i .In0.,"1.1 th.e ra?at g°°da because we 

zveltlX? ^e best and cheapest.Tji i > ütb
QUICK. | Special Holiday Cataloguer REE 

Boston Storeys^Chicago,IU.paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside ef that, do so on a separate 
sheet It Is'mot safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sdnt that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. DO not send personal 
checks, as itecostsil5 cents to get them 
cashed. Sind postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New. York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary prlnti’and. mistakes will be 
avoided. • ■

“Poems ar Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. Ill’this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spltltualliin may be read In her 
varied moods,“fnim grave to. gay, from 
lively , to seiterfe;!A It is a book to be 
treasured atffi richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine 'poetry,, and especially by 
Spiritualists. • The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby-A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated-to all earnest, souls.who desire 
by harmonizing their-physical bodies 
and their physical-; bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences,- to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written In the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all ot Miss - Judson’s ’¡literary works. 
Price, cloth) fl; paper.’75 cents.

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junlusr 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at tht. 
office; i ■■ , . .

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter, 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice,. 

$1.00 and Stamp. -
Address 223 West Son Fernando st., Son Jose, Cal. 

ler z-ynn,_________ Joe. houj18 Uccuanak.

The College of Psychical Sciences 
’orid .for tho unfoldment of all 

gr® wxzr'FT;^ 
toSrSS?^ 
lecturer), 39UJ Langley are., flat 3. Chicago, 468tf

s
•'»min mwMKuin rrom the original AtiMawM 
ejpiuuttory note taken from the mort «iproSf 
rnoMators. With apreUmtnary dlicoaiwi bv a« 8*1«. Price, mow. «A rcreaieat Utlsoa^I "•*
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FLORftL RESURRECTION

A Mystic Tale From the Philippine Islands, by MoQlvl 
Iskander.

. Ono evening In December, 1891, says 
the Rutherford News (N. J,), I was 
walking bn that part of the beach of 
Manila Bay which runs parallel with 
La Lunetta, the public promenade ; 
where the European residents of the 
capltol city of the Philippine Islands 
assemble every pleasant evening to 
listen to the open-air concerts of the 
Spanish military bands, given between 
the hours of 6:30 and 8 o’clock. When . 
the last number on the programme had 
been finished, and the band had started 
to return to the barracks, I made my 
way up to the promenade and through 
the throngs of dispersing pleasure
seekers toward my carriage, which I 
had left standing among others along 
the outer edge of the western roadway.

Five minutes before the place had 
been abluze with light; sweet music 
filled the air; carriages driven by live- 
tied coachmen and containing richly 
dressed Spanish officers and their' fam
Illes, English, French and German 
merchants and picturesquely attired 

. Mestizos (half-castes), passed slowly 
around the driveway, while groups of 
pretty and vivacious senoritas and 
their chaperones walked up and down 
the promenade chatting gaily. The 
scene had been full of beauty and an- 
Imatlon.

Now It had changed most strikingly. 
The Europeans hurried to their car
riages and were driven rapidly away; 
the natives, who have been sitting on 
the grass listening, to the music, scam
pered across the common east of the 
eastern driveway, and the lamp-men 
were rapidly extinguishing the long 
rows of lights, leaving one here and 
there so that the place might not be 
left In utter darkness.

■ It was my custom to go home to din
ner after the concert and I approached 
my carriage with the full Intention of 
giving to the coachman the usual 
order:

“A casa cochero!" (Home coachman!) 
But as I put my foot upon the step 

I glanced up at the sky and was 
prompted to change my mind at. once.

; The cloudless firihament was abaze 
’ with stars and tho southern cross stood 

out In bold relief, while the milky-way 
seemed a stream of creamy lace dotted 
profusely with spangles. A cool, gentle 
breeze, sweeping inland from tho 
China Sea dispersed the heat waves, 
which bad bathed the island during the 
day, and crooned softly among the 
clumps of bamboo that flunked the 
Grand Calzada. It was a perfect trop
ical night ami I determined to enjoy it 
in solitude. Telling my coachman to 
drive home and that I would follow 
soon on foot, I turned from the drive
way and passed down again to the 
beaeh. For a time I stood where the 
tiny wavelets almost touched my feet 
as they crept softly and stealthily over 
the smooth sand, and gazed med
itatively, out upon the shimmering sur
face of the bay. It glistened in daz- 
zllng beauty under the starlight, seem
ingly studded with millions of dia
monds, and its bosom rose and fell as 
If the vast depths were breathing reg
ularly in proud exhilaration at the 
gorgeous burden they bore. Far out 
upon (the water the lights of the ships 
at anchor winked and twinkled as if 
trying to rival the stars in brilliancy. 
Occasionally the Indistinct notes of a 
Bailor’s song, or the creaking and 
groaning of a rope as It was drawn 
through a block camo floating land
ward, telling of the life and activity 
among the distant shipping.

The Lunetta was now deserted and 
there were no signs of human life 
about me save the distant rumbling of 
carriage wheels and the blinking lights 
along the shore and out on the ships. 
These seemed dead, dull and common
place when I turned my gaze upward 

- to the dazzling gems of fire that 
flecked the firmament from horizon to 
horizon; those wondrous, mysterious 
orbs which seemed to have been hung 
up there by the supreme God to tempt 

■ man to an effort to solve the stupen
dous problem of nature. What were 
they there for? Who placed them 
there and who kept and controlled 

‘them year after year, century after 
' century In regular, changeless form 

y. and movement? What power, what 
force stood behind their being? 
These questions often' came to me as 
I gazed, and the only reply was: all is 
mystery. '

For nearly eight years I had been an 
earnest student of occultism and had 
followed the path pointed out by the 
sages of the Orient as the true and only 
one by which man could attain to a 
knowledge of himself and of the pro
found mysteries of human life. I 
longed ardently to know more of the 
secrets of existence and to probe to the 
ultimate depths of tjiat wisdom which 
I have been told was the appanage of 
Oriental scholars who considered the 
materialistic science of the’ Occident as 
incomplete, misleading and illusive. 
Every manifestation of nature, from 
the growth of a blade of grass to the 
birth and development of a human 
being, had become to me a subject of 
the deepest interest—a special problem 
given to me to solve by the unseen
ruler of the universe. I had acquired 
a superficial knowledge of physiology, 
botany, geology, and chemistry, but 
these; sciences seemed weal: and im
potent as means of learning the actual 
truth concerning nature and man. I 
wanted to know why., the '.flower 

, bloomed and the tree grew and bore 
fruit—not how; why man lived and 
moved and had his belng—not. how. It 
was comparatively easy to acqtfire a 
knowledge of the various processes of 
objective nature; but the impulse, the 
motive, the force which governed and 

■ controlled these processes was almost 
as far removed from my grasp as.it 
was when I began my studies. I saw 
the tender shoot pierce its way upward 
through the yielding earth, gaining In 
strength, vigor and size until it pro-

duced Its blossom or fruit, then scat
tered its seed, then withered and djed. 
I saw the helpless infant develop to 
mature manhood or womanhood and 
slowly wither and die, as the .plant had 
done, leaving children as seed to con
tinue to multiply and replenish the 
earth. All this seemed simple and nat
ural on. its face, and even common
place; but why should It be?

■ I had long since cast aside, as Illogi
cal and absurd, the theory that man 
was created by an anthropomorphic 
Gqd merely for bls own amusement 
and without any fixed or definite pur
pose; that the former had been given 
the earth and its products so that he 
might prolong his life and, dying, reap 
a reward In an objective heaven or 
punishment In an objective hell, merely 
because he had happened to declare his 
belief in a certain creed, or had failed 
to do so. This seeiried shallow, unjust 
and purposeless—a libel upon the char
acter of the omnipotent, omniscient, 
omnipresent God. -1 was certain that 
there must be something more than 
this in the development of man and 
nature; that there was a grander, 
nobler purpose behind it all.

As I continued in this train of 
thought I turned and walked north
ward along the beaeh and up the drive
way of Malecon. On my right loomed 
up the dark, dank, moss-covered walls 
of the old city of Manila, while on my 
left the throbbing, glistening bosom of 
the bay dispersed its foam-flecked 
fringe upon the shining beach. I had 
walked nearly half the length of Male- 
con when I was aroused from my rev
erie by a slight touch on my left arm. 
As I stopped and turned a low voice 
addressed me in Spanish.

“Excuse me, Senor; but my master 
desires to see you.”

I had not heard anyone approach me 
and was not a little startled at the 
touch and voice. The speaker proved 
to be a bare-foot native, such as I had 
seen about the streets and wharves of 
Manila—a boy in stature but a full- 
grown man In speech and action. He 
was, perhaps, thirty years of age and 
was dressed In the customary muslin 
blouse and pantaloons, the latter reach
ing a little below the knees. These two 
articles of clothing were all that cov
ered his nakedness for he wore neither 
hat nor shoes. He bad evidently been 
running for he breathed rapidly and 
seemed considerably agitated. As soon 
as I had recovered somewhat from my 
surprise I asked:

“Who is your master and where does 
he live?”

He pulled at the front of his blouse 
and moved uneasily on his feetvas he 
replied:

“I cannot tell you who he Is, Senor, 
but I will show you where he lives.”

I stared at him for an Instant and 
doubts arose in my mind as to his pur
pose in thus accosting me, an entire 
stranger. It was unusual for a native, 
and particularly one of the class to 
which he evidently belonged, to ad
dress a European in a public place 
•without first having been spoken to by 
the latter. Although I was an Ameri
can I was supposed, by the natives, to 
be a European as I was dressed as 
Europeans generally are and America 
and our people were then almost un
known to the average native. My first 
thought was that I had been selected 
as a victim by a gang of Tulisaues 
(brigands) and that this native bad 
been sent by them to lure me Into a 
convenient place where I could be 
robbed or, perhaps, murdered. But the 
next Instant I rejected this theory as 
Impossible, not to say absurd, for the 
Philippine natives of all classes stood 
In awe, If not absolute fear, of a 
European; and even the dreaded Tull- 
sanes were rarely, If ever, bold enough 
to assault one, although he might he 
travelling In the Interior where no help 
from the Spanish soldiers, or. Guardia 
Civil, could reach him. I knew that, 
within the limits of-Manila, such a 
crime as had suggested Itself was well 
nigh Impossible. Therefore I was 
utterly at a loss to account for the 
strange conduct of this native. Seeing 
that I hesitated and, apparently, 
divining my thoughts,' he continued:

“Senor need have no fear that barm 
will come to him. No, no, Senor; my 
master is too good a man to bring 
harm to anyone.”

“But your master is a stranger to me; 
why should he desire to see me?”

' “No, Senor, I do not think he is a 
stranger to you. He says he knows 
you but more than that I do not know. 
AU I know is that he sent me to find 
you if I could. If you will follow me 
I will take you to him and when you 
have seen him I know that you will

we alighted and turned into a narrow 
lane closely lined on either side by 
nlpa-roofed native huts. The moon was 
nearly overhead and illumined the lane 
so that every object in our path was 
distinctly visible. We passed none but 
barefoot natives, and very few of 
those, for it was past eleven and the 
majority of the tenants of the huts had 
retired for the night. Those whom we 
encountered glanced at me curiously, 
evidently wondering what a European 
was doing in that part of the city at 
such an hour; but all walked rapidly 
past us without giving further evi
dence of their curiosity.

Presently we stopped In front of a 
low hut, very similar in general appear
ance to those all alpng the lane, and 
my guide, stepping aside, invited me to 
enter first. Again I became suspicious. 
The door was open but I could see no 
light within nor any evidence of the 
presence of a human being. I stopped 
and gazed curiously about me, un
decided as to the wisest course to pur
sue under such peculiar circumstances. 
Noticing my hesitation my guide said:

“If Senor will permit me I will enter 
first; my master Is in the back room.”

“Very well,” I replied, “Go ahead.”
He passed quickly up the two rude 

steps and as I followed him into the 
hut I saw four sharp lines of light 
directly In front of us, on the opposite 
side of the room, indicating a door with 
a lamp or fire beyond it. I had walked 
half way across the springy bamboo 
floor when my guide rapped at the door 
and then pushed it open. A flood of 
light came out into the room in which 
I stood, enabling me to discern that it 
had the usual simple furniture of a 
native hut and that I was alone in it.

“He has come!” I heard my guide say 
In Spanish and a deep bass voice in the 
lighted room responded:

“The American is welcome.”
In obedience to a gesture from my 

guide I entered the room; but not with
out some trepidation. There was 
altogether too much mystery and for
mality about the proceedings to Inspire

love and friendship. .^-Presently he 
broke the silence?

“I see you remember me, ' my 
brother,” . .

“Yes,” I replied hesitatingly. "I re
member you, and yet I do not When 
and where have we met?”

“We have never met In the flesh,” he 
answered, smiling at me affectionately. 
"I am your old teacher pf several years 
ago.” ■ '

“Ishmael!” I cried earnestly and ex
citedly. x'

"Yes, Ishmael."
“Thank God!" I- exclaimed, rushing 

forward and kneeling; at his feet. I 
seized one of his hands and pressed it 
fervently between both ot mine as he 
drew me gently toward film and told 
me to be seated at his side,

It was now nearly fivp years since I 
passed through the .strangest ex
perience of my life. I Wap deeply Im
mersed in the study of hypnotism, and 
was making experiments with a young 
girl who proved to be a rare subject. I 
had succeeded in throwing her Into 
what Is known to hypnotists as the 
third, or clairvoyant, state. While in 
this state she told me ¡she saw a hut 
far up the side of a heavily wooded 
mountain in China; Ifiat In this hut 
were a number of young men, ap
parently of English parentage, who 
were being Instructed In the mysteries 
of occultism by a venerable old man 
whose name was Ishmael. She de
scribed his appearance In minute detail 
and said that he bad been watching my 
efforts to solve the mysteries of human 
life; that he was pleased with the pro
gress I had made and would come to 
me soon and tench me some of the 
great truths of the Oriental philosophy.

I freely confess that I did' not take 
this information very seriously. It 
seemed too Improbable; too far beyond 
the limits of human experience. I had 
learned much of hypnotism and bad 
reached the conclusion that usually the 
subject, when In the hypnotic state, 
saw what the operator consciously or 
unconsciously desired him or her to see
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me with confidence and I almost re
gretted that I had entered upon such 
a seemingly foolhardy adventure. But 
it suddenly occurred to me that if there 
really was any danger, a show of cour
age and Indifference would be the best 
way in which to meet it Any mau-

or what was, or *had: been, at some 
time, in the subject's own mind. 
Although I did not remember having 
ever formulated in my fnlnd the picture 
my subject so accurately described, it 
seemed possible that I jnight have done
so. But I did not. In ¿the least, doubt

Ifestation of fear, at this time, would i that it was purely Imaginary and had
encourage a native to attack me, if the either been Invented by her or was the
purpose of Inviting me there was to
assault and rob me, while what would 
vulgarly be called "a bluff,” would 
have a tendency to hold him in check, 
for. a time at least. Therefore I en
tered the room with an air of con
fidence and a feeling akin to despera
tion. It contained no furniture —only 
a pitatf, or mat of woven grass, which 
partially covered the floor. The latter 
was formed of narrow strips of bam
boo woven firmly together with thongs 
of rattan and was almost as elastic as 
the seat of a cane-bottomed chair. The

result ol an impressiod made upon her 
mind by something shelhad read.

One night, shortly, after my subject 
had spoken of Ishmael; 1 was lying in 
bed, vainly courting, steep, when I be
came Impressed with (the idea that I 
was not alone—that someone had en
tered my room by other means than 
the door, which was locked. My eyes 
were closed, for when I retired I drew 
the curtains before the windows and 
turned out the gas so that the room 
was perfectly dark! I naturally sup
posed that it was still so, but when I

love him as I do. No, not as I do, 
no one can do that.”

His evident sincerity impressed 
and a natural love of adventure

for

me 
im-

pelled me to decide to go with him. 
Besides my curiosity was aroused; I 
was anxious to see this stranger w-ho 
was so very good and who knew me, 
although I had not the slightest idea 
who he might be.

“Very well,” 'I said, “you lead the 
way and I will follow. But I warn you 
now, Muchacho (boy) that If any harm 
.comes to me, through this, you will be 
surely punished.” .

• A smile Indicative of intense grat
ification came, over his face.as he 
started off saying: " . '

: “Señor may trust me for I would not 
harm anyone.” ' .

: He walked quickly southward on the 
Malecón and I followed five or six feet 
behind him. Reaching the-grand Cal
zada he turned- to .the.left and we 
walked up the broad avenue until we 
came to the Pasig river.' Crossing the 
massive stone bridge to,the Escolta we 
boarded a tram-car and rode south
ward through the plazas of Santa 
Cruz, Qulapo, San Sebastian and Santa 
Anna. When we reached a point 
nearly opposite the church of Sampoloc

apartment was about eight feet square received the Impression that someone 
and on the pltati, at the right of the else was in the room I. mechanically 
door, sat an old man whose appearance! opened my eyes and was astonished to 
startled me and caused me to forget to \ find it flooded with a. peculiar light slm- 
maintain my show of bravery. For a liar to that diffused by 'an Incandescent 
minute I stood and stared at him in electric lamp, but yet‘mot such a daz- 
blank astonishment He was en-' zlingly brilliant lights It was, rather, 
veloped in a pure white linen robe, and as if an electric lamp had been placed 
on his head wore the peculiar green behind a heavy blue glass shade, 
turban of a Mohammedan Syed, or Every object in the room was distinctly' 
direct descendant of the Prophet His visible, but seemed bathed in a rich 
presence in Manila was surprising in effulgence which made it appear more 
itself, for the Spanish laws, which gov- shadowy than reaL' I- had barely no- 
erned the people of the Philippines at ticed this peculiar condition when my 
that time, prohibited the represents- eyes were riveted upon the figure of a 
tives of any religion but that of the man standing near thq foot of my bed. 
State, which is Roman Catholicism, It was an exact counterpart of the de- 
from preaching or teaching there. This scription given me, by the-girl subject,
would naturally discourage Mohamme- of Ishmael, the mystic. The turban, 
dans from visiting the country and I ■ the flowing white robty tl< face beam

’ ' ' ' ing with love and thefeyes full of rare
Intelligence were an" there; - ' 1

had never seen, nor heard of one, in' 
Manila. He could not have walked a 
hundred yards In any part of the city 
without becoming an object of sus
picion, for his dress, which, of course, 
he would not change, would have be
trayed him. I saw at once that he was ' 
a Moslem ascetic. His beard and mus- 
tachei trimmed in accordance with-Mo
hammedan custom, were’, snowy white 
and his, face wore that peculiar, 
indescribable.-* expression which in
variably characterizes . the- facial ¿.ex- 
pression' of the' Oriental mystic. , -

But what astonished _ me most'was 
that his face was familiar to? me. ’ I 
knew that I had met him before, but 
when or where I could not. remember. 
It'was as If I had - been suddenly 
brought face to face with a very dear 
friend whom I had always loved and 
revered and whom I had not seen for 
many years. As I stared at .him he 
smiled as If amused at my surprise and 
embarrassment, and then from his eyes 
beamed the fire of a compassionate

I was unable to speak or move, and it 
seemed also as if I: had ceased to 
breathe. I could onlyi lie and stare at 
the figure. Hbw long. I lay thus I do 
not know. It seeriiéd/a very long time 
tq ihe-rlt may have Veen less, than a 
minute. Then thET'jlgure spoke in a 
soft, musical voice:' which seemed to 
come from a distance i-ather than from 
the figure itself. It was, too, à weird 
ùnearthly voice, ahd-ypt it charmed mè 
as had.no other I h&d-éver heard. .

“My brother,” it said,- “I am Ishmael, 
I have kept my prop Ise; I have come 
to teach you that wl ich you so earn
estly désiré toknoW.F ?. ” ’

He paused and T tped to speak but 
my tongue and lips refused to move., I 
could only stare and listen. The figure 
continued: ' '<

“For a long time I have been watch
ing lind helping-you as far as I could; 
And now, that you have'reached a 
point in jour. studies where yon are 
capable of receiving more light than

you can get from books, I have come to 
you to lead you a little higher up the 
path toward true knowledge. You 
know the Eastern proverb: When the 
pupil is prepared the teacher will come 
to him. I will be your teacher for a 
time—your guru—and you shall be one 
of my chelas.”

By this time I had partially regained 
possession of my faculties and I asked, 
In a low, hoarse voice:

“But how is it that you are here 
when my subject told me, only a few 
days ago, that you were In China?”

“My physical body is there now,” he 
replied quickly with a kindly smile. “I 
am here In my astral form. You, of. 
course, know of the septenary division 
of man, and that the second of these 
divisions can be made to travel faster 
than the lightning and become ofjec- 
tively visible whenever the soul has 
acquired the power to make it so. Long 
years of study and practice have given 
me that power, and you also may 
attain it if you will.”

It is not the purpose of my story to 
detail all that was said and done by 
Ishmael at this and at subsequent 
times when he came to me in his astral 
form. For nearly a month he visited 
me every other night and taught me 
much concerning occultism, of which I 
can say but little now. One night, at 
the conclusion of my lesson, he bade 
me an affectionate farewell and said:

“You have now progressed to a point 
beyond which I cannot go with you. 
For a time you must pursue the jour
ney alone. You will encounter many 
trials and temptations; endure the 
former patiently and resist the latter 
firmly. If you are” faithful we will 
meet again, when, perhaps, you least 
expect it and in a place thousands' of 
miles from here. Do not ask me to re
main longer; all I can say to you now is 
to do, dare and keep silent. Farewell, 
my brother."

Slowly his form faded away and be
fore I could voice my chagrin and dis
appointment he had vanished.

These visits from Ishmael seemed 
very real at the time but soon after 
they had ceased I began to wonder if I 
had been the victim of a peculiar illu
sion. Was it not possible, nay, prob
able, that my subject had deceived me 
and that what she had told me of an 
imaginary sage, living and teaching in 
the Chinese mountains, had made such 
a deep Impression on my mind that it 
had formed itself Into an apparently 
objeetlve picture which possessed none 
of the elements of, tangible . reality? 
This v|ew b'f the case grew stronger in 
my niind as tlrne rolled on and I finally 
accepted It as the true explanation of 
the incident. Many men, I thought, of 
undoubted Intelligence and powers of 
discrlmliiailon’and analysis, had been 
deceived by similar evidence while at
tempting to unravel the mysteries of 
life and why was I less liable to yield 
to deception than they? New experi
ences crowded upon me which dis
tracted my mind from this one and 
when I left America for the novel 
scenes of the Orient I had almost 
ceased to think of It. I did not consider 
It probable that I should ever see Ish
mael again; certainly not in tangible, 
fleshly form.

But now before nje, on one of the far
away Philippine Islands, sat this ven
erable sage who, In his astral form, 
had taught me so many wonderful 
things. I grasped his hand again and 
pressed it between mine to make sure 
that it was really a member of flesh 
and bone.

“And you are really Ishmael?” I 
murmured for want of something else 
to say.

“Yes, I am Ishmael," he repeated, 
smiling at my embarrassment.

“But how did you know that I was 
in this part of the world?” I asked this 
rather because I was impelled to say 
something than to elicit any informa
tion on the subject If w-hat he had 
taught me was true I knew very well 
that he had fully Informed himself con
cerning me by occult methods and that 
he knew of every movement I had 
made during the past five years.

He looked at me steadily for an In
stant and then smiled as If that was 
the only answer required. After a 
brief silence he said:

“I have been here for nearlya month; 
and, as I am to sail for India to-mor
row, I sent for you to-night in order 
that we might pass an hour together 
and talk of those things In which you 
are so deeply Interested.” ' •

“To India to-morrow!” I exclaimed. 
“Ob, I wish you bad sent for me before 
so that I might have passed several 
days with you instead of an hour.”

“I see, my brother,” he replied 
quietly, “that you have not yet fully 
learned one of the most Important pre
cepts I have taught you; namely, to ac
cept, without question or demurral, all 
past events. The past can never be re

’ called and it is worse than useless to 
think of It We should look ahead— 
never backward. Besides,. where is 
your confidence In me; your guru? If 

. it had been for your good that vye 
should have met here before, do you 
not think I would have sent for you?”

“Yes, my brother; but my great dis
appointment prompted me to give ut
terance to. my thought before I had. 
weighed it.”

“ ’Tia. a weakness that few men ever 
conquer. You will yet overcome It but 
it will'cost you many a pang of re
gret” .- ' . .

“Josef,” he continued, turning to the 
native who had remained standing at 
the opposite side of the room in re
spectful silence, ■ “you may leave us 
nbw. Come back in an hour.” .

“Yesf master;” responded Josef, ad
vancing and prostrating himself rever
ently before the old-man. He kissed 
the latter’s hand and murmuring some
thing In Tagaloe, his native dialect 
which I did not understand, he rose 
and walked quickly'out of the room, 
c’osing the door, carefully behind him.

My readers.’I trust, will pardon me 
for refraining from repeating the con
versation which passed between’ Ish- 

.’mael and and myself.during the,ensu
ing hour. Those.who know anything 
of Oriental occultism are aware of the 
fact that • the? relations between .guru 
and chela are closely concealed from 
the rest of mankind. There are'sever- 
ab reasons for this absolute secrecy

which cannot be given here. One of 
the most important of these, is that the 
masses of humanity are so deeply en
grossed In the selfish pleasures and 
business pursuits of the world that 
they have, in a sense, paralyzed those 
faculties which enable the spiritually 
enlightened to comprehend psychical 
truths. To attempt to Impart to them 
intelligibly a knowledge* of the higher 
attributes of the soul and the hidden 
mysteries of plant and animal develop
ment would be like trying to teach al
gebra to a child just entering the kin
dergarten; they would utterly fail to 
grasp its meaning. Experience has 
shown that mature mankind, as a rule, 
in these degenerate days, treats with 
impatience, ridicule and contempt, 
those things which are not strictly in 
harmony with the theories and dogmas 
of materialistic science. Anything be
yond the domain of the, so-called, exact 
sciences Is held to be unworthy of se
rious attention.

Another reason is that the material
istic man is prone to regard the Orien
tal mystic as an enemy of all popular 
religious systems; hence a constant 
menace to the existence of what is con
sidered the highest and best type of 
modern civilization. Therefore he feels 
it his duty to his fellpw-man to con
demn that which seems to threaten the 
Integrity of the creed in which ho be
lieves.

But to my story, whlcli deals In facts, 
not dialectics.

Ishmael and I had conversed for 
about half an hour when he suddenly 
turned to me and said:

“Let me now show you how the laws 
of disintegration and reintegration op
erate and how they may be guided and 
controlled by one who has acquired the 
requisite knowledge and power. 
Worldly science—materialistic science— 
admits the fact that nothing In nature, 
having a visible form, ever perishes al
though it may become Intangible and 
Invisible to mortal eyes. The atoms 
composing it may be dispersed and 
even assume a different form but they 
are always governed in their move
ments by what the scientists call the 
Irrevocable law of attraction and re
pulsion. That which holds the atoms 
in any particular form they call the 
law of cohesion. All this you know, of 
course, as well as the scientists do. 
The ordinary man accepts as a com
monplace the fact that an Inanimate 
body, which has once been saturated 
with the life principle, generates new 
forms of life, when the change called 
death has taken place, and ultimately 
disintegrates and disperses its atoms 
until the original form has disappeared 
from view. This he considers Inevi
table and calls it a law of nature which 
may, perhaps, under certain conditions, 
be held in abeyance for a time; but he 
never entertains the thought that it 
may be possible for man to completely 
reverse the action of this law. For in
stance, be kills a snake and throws it 
into a rice field. He knows that at 
once a certain operation is set in mo
tion the ultimate result of which will 
be the conversion of the body of the 
snake Into a powder which may be 
scattered abroad by the wind and ab
sorbed by the earth. He knows from 
observation that this will be the natu
ral result unless the body is devoured 
by some other living form and even 
then the final result will be the same. 
But neither he nor the scientist be
lieves that, after the body has been de
prived of life and has been reduced to 
ashes, it can be restored to its original 
form and be reanimated. I have pre
pared to illustrate for your benefit one 
of the lessons you have learned.”

Ishmael arose and passed Into the 
adjoining room returning, presently, 
carrying an open charcoal furnace 
which he placed upon the floor in 
front of the open window. He then 
kindled a fire in the furnace and placed 
upon it an earthen vessel similar in 
form to a chafing dish. Again leaving

agaln they were reduced to ashes 
which he swept away wit’ als hand.
' “Need I tell you," he asked, “why D 

have reconverted these, forms Intq 
ashes? The process by' which they, 
were first transformed was regular and 
in harmony with the natural law« 
Their reintegration was a reversal of, 
or interference with this law. It Is 
best to permit It to operate naturally, 
and hence I have released it from thq 
power of my will." ■.

NATURE’S LAWS,
Immutable Law, or No Law.

the room 
minutes, 
which he 
near the

he returned, in about five 
■with the branch of a tree 
had plucked by the roadside 
hut. It bore a profusion of

rich, crimson blossoms which were 
odorless but were gorgeous in color. 
They were quite common and grew in 
almost all parts of the island. The na
tives called them “Fire-blossoms.” 
Taking a handful of the flowers from 
the branch he dropped them Into the 
chafing dish which was now so hot 
that the leaves began to shrivel and 
turn black as soon ns they touched It. 
Resuming his seat by my side he sat 
in silence, for some time, watching the 
conversion of the blackened leaves into 
white ashes. When the operation was 
complete and there was nothing re
maining in the dish but the ashes Ish
mael arose and taking it from the fur
nace he placed It on the floor near my 
feet He then extinguished the fire 
with several cups of water and taking 
his seat again said:

“Now watch the ashes and see what 
will occur.” '

For what seemed to me a very long 
time there was no change In their ap
pearance. Then I thought I saw a 
slight movement In the centre of the 
pile, but that was all. We waited in 
silence for a few minutes longer when 
Ishmael spoke quietly:

“The ¿Jah Is now sufficiently cool and 
the process of reintegration will be
gin.” -

There was now plainly a movement 
among the ashes and I also noticed 
that a creamy mist, not larger than my 
hand,, was .hanging waveringly over 
the dish. Gradually the pile increased 
in volume and turned from white to 
gray and then to black. Then the leaf 
forms began to appear and finally the 
color slowly changed from black to 
crimson and the flowers appeared as 
fresh and gorgeous as they were when 
first dropped into' the dish. At • Ish
mael’s suggestion I took three or four 
of them In my hand and they seemed 
damp with the dew that was on them 
when he brought them Into the room.
. During this, process of disintegration 

and reintegration Ishmael had never 
taken his eyes from, the dish but sat 
and stared at It Intently. When I had 
examined the flowers in my hand he 
took them and the others from the 
dish and laid them on the floor. Lean
ing over them he. fixed his eyes upon 
them for two or three minutes and

In The Progressive Thinker for Au
gust 20, 1898, is an article under the 
above caption, In which the author at- • 
tempts to - demonstrate th>i law la 
mutable. This is a problem which tha 
Intellect of man cannot solve, for that 
which requires infinite knowledge foB 
its comprehension is not to be under
stood by a finite mind, but we can 
study its indications. One law eannot 
act singly, it must be in conjunction 
with others; it is a law that under the 
three conditions of earth, sunshine and 
moisture, plafit life will grow, but 
there would be no growth If the laws 
governing the nutritive chemicals of 
the earth did not work in harmony) 
with those of moisture and sunshine, 
to think therefore that the law of plant 
growth could manifest without being 
qualified by the minor laws of whlcli 
It is made would be equal to an en
deavor to think of a picture without an 
outline or perspective. The combina
tions which produce plants, and all 
other manifestations of energy are not 
always the same, that a law be Im
mutable does not necessitate that It 
give an exact duplicate of each pre
ceding phenomenon, such a state would 
stop all progress. And again this dif
ference of phenomena does not prove 
that the law varies, but only that Its 
effect Is modified by other laws. The 
general features only are the means by 
which we can judge the immutability, 
of law, there are, to be sure, no two 
blades of grass the same, exactly, but 
in general outline those of the same 
species are so nearly of the samd 
formation as to require close scrutiny, 
to detect the difference, but the object 
of law Is not to make them alike, the 
whole of nature has always, so far as 
we can determine, been toward Im- 1 
provement; one law, the all-prevnlent 
law of nature, is adaptation to environ
ment, this carries with it the character« 
Istlcs of immutability, though, tint 
apostles of degeneration may dispute 
that progress is a fact, they are com
pelled to acknowledge adaptation to be 
true. In this last we find by compare- 
tlve study that an object is being ac
complished, here then we have a lawi 
that is changeless, the entire universe 
and all things extant bear testimony to 
it, we do not know of a single period in 
which Improvement has ceased, there 
may be pointed out the degenerated 
lands of sections where It is largely ' 
sapped of nutriment; the corrupted "i 
condition of society, especially In pol- 
itlcs, may be compared with the 
patriotism of Washington’s time; but 
in the land It Is serving its purpose, 
namely, that of improving man, were 
we to have the same fruitful soil with
out any depreciation, and a uniformity, 
of product, nature would be that much 
less potent in evolving man to a higher 
state of being, if men had nothing to 
contend with they would lose till de
termination of character, In fact were 
it possible to continue them In such a 
course they would lose all ability to 
think and act, this claim Is verified byr 
the complete collapse of retired bus!- 
ness men, among the few cases of 
those who could retire, ■without doing 
a nominal amount of brain work to 
equal that put aside, we find an imine- 
dlate breaking down followed.

So far as the degenerated condition ofi 
society is concerned, the present 
“spoils” system Is only a forerunner to 
revolution and the attainment of a • 
higher state than ever as the result : 
This is an immutable law of society: 
That each step of progress goes 
through the stages of patriotism, where 
all are devoted to the building and 
purity of government (that is, ostensl- 
bly so,) later, when designers have be
come emboldened by success, an open
contention springs up and 'money-
sharks” openly protect their schemes ■ 
against the people, and last the rev- 
olutlonary period, In which the burden 
becomes unbearable and an uprising 
ensues until the yoke Is thrown off, 
when a new government Is installed 
only to go through the same evolution.

Social laws have a tendency, they are 
progressive, there is no such a thing, as 
a static law, nor must it so be to be im
mutable, by static law I mean one that 
produces no progression. Laws never 
change; their combinations only 
change. The Idea of a vacillating 
personal God goes hand In hand with 
mutability of law, the rational thinker - 
is inclined to believe In the changeless
ness of law, thé last cannot rely on, or 
believe in a personal God. • .

Let these few questions terminate 
this reply: How has the Jaw of gravita- . 
tion changed? Does ft not always draw 
ponderable bodies to the earth? Has 
not heat always expanded and cold 
always contracted . iron, steel and 
brass? Has not man always had to 
breathe to sustain good health In a . 
normal condition? Have not dark col- ■ 
ors always absorbed light, and light 
ones reflected it? Have not planets 
always moved In their orbits on the arc 
of a circle?, So far as we can see these 
laws are ithmutable.

PAUL S. GILLETTE.
South Omaha, Neb.

Spiritualism Is willing, as stepping 
rungs in a ladder to higher Knowledge, 
to profit, both by the-, experience of 
men, as individuals, and as associates 
in the body politic of society for cither 
scientific, political or religious pur« 
poses. •

In the great fact of immortality there 
is a divine principle that knows no code 
of morals. Morals are human and be
long to the realm of physical and Intel* 
lectuar association. . . • .
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p' ft “Raphael,” said Mr, Seoriss, at breakfast next morning, 
After the events already narrated, as he sat over-his coffee, 
morning paper in hand, “the price of wheat is at the low-

I est possible ebb. I am already, as you well know, worth
I a million or more; now, I propose to invest one hundred
I thousand dollars in wheat; that will buy up-a large pro- 
I portion of the wheat raised in this country the present 
I year. Sharp, my son, sharp! That’s the word. Shrewd, 
I . my son, shrewd! A man’s worth nothing in this world 

if he’s not sharp and shrewd. Wheat, my dear boy, is the
I staple article of life, or at least one of the first staple ar
I tides. The world must have bread, you know. Itis al
I ways best to put your money into something the whole
I world must have—something that it cannot get along
I without. That’s the way to do business, my boy; that’s 
I the way to transact biz. I will buy up this wheat, as you
I will see, and hold it until the world is so hungry for it,
। and it becomes so scarce that it will be willing to pay 
| r nearly double the price that I shall how pay; besides, my 
I? eon, I shall not really be obliged to pay down one eept. 
I My bank accounts are large, and I have unlimited credit, 
J consequently I will bargain for this wheat, simply hold it 
I until it doubles my money, then sell; and presto, diange! 
I behold, my paltry hundred thousand grows fat and be
I comes two hundred thousand. TliaEs the way to do it, 
I Raph, my boy.” -
I Raphael had been dawdling over his eggs and coffee, 
I with gloomy, corrugated brow; and when he looked up, 
I at his father’s words, that-exemplary gentleman was sur
I prised at the fierceness of the expression of his eyes.
I Raphael brought his clinched hand down upon the 
I table, causing the dishes to rattle.
I. “By Jove! father! You’re a brick, and a good and 
I solid one at that. A father that any son might be proud 
I of; I am tired of college, dad; let me come home and 
I transact business with you; it would suit me much better 
I. than to become a musty, fusty lawyer. I would rather 
I do as you do, sir; double my money at every investment. 
I Money is power, providing it finds the right hands. 
I Money and power are the two tilings that I covef most in 
I this world.”
I “Ah! you are a son that any father might be proud of. 
I Still, Raph, I had hoped to see you a lawyer—one of the 
I -learned legal professors, you know—or a learned, profes- 
I sor of some kind. As I liad little or no education myself, 
r I longed to see you, my son, either a learned physician, a 
I: learned clergyman, or something of the sort.”
L “There isn’t one of them, dad, that can make the mon
I ey'you do here. With one stroke you can make your 
I thousands, while they must toil for years, and perhaps 
I..' never get rich. -Money is power. I want money and 
L power. ' I care not a fig for the learning, What you can’t 
I ‘ teach me, pap, I don’t care to know. The true reason 
Li .why I wished to study law was, that I might one day bq- 
L come candidate for the presidency; and as a lawyer seeing 
I to stand a better-chance than anyone else, I thought I 

should like it; but I will yield up my ambition" in that di
p reciiorf to .Grace. I would much rather he tlie richest 

man in the world. One will be quite enough in the fam
ily to sit at the head of the nation. Grace may become a 

I ■ lawyer and may be the president, for all I care. Money 
I . and power, father—money and power; that’s my meat 
I and drink; and I want to be right at it, now, sir. I have 
Ino patience to wait until I drag my whole weary length 
I through college. No; I will not return on coinmence- 
I . meut day. I am determined on that. Let me have my 
I own way, dad, and ypu shall see what I will do. You 
lr shall never have reason to be ashamed of me, be assured 
I- of that. Ah, father! I will take one thousand dollars, to 
I, - commence with—I will take it in the morning, and I will 
I make it two before night, or you may say that I am not 
I a son after your own heart. The next day I’ll make four, 
I; ?or may it crush me,” and the fist came down again with a 
I bang.
I- “Be careful, my boy, be careful, or you’ll break all the 
I dishes on the table. Besides, your mother will hear you, 
I up-stairs; and she has nerves which, like fiddle-strings, 
I ’.are often attuned to discordant shrieks. Well, well. 
IHave it as you wish. I will not oppose you in your laud
I: able ambition. Give me your hand, son of mine, and 
II... we’ll become joint partners. You need not commence 
I! with a paltry thousand, like some poor man’s son; you 
L may .handle a quarter of a million, at least. I know what 
I- you're made of. You’re a chip of the old block; a worthy 
|! son of a worthy father.”
I, They grasped hands, this highly respected and respect- 
I, able gentleman and the one after his likeness and in his 
I} . own image; they looked into each other’s eyes,'each'know- 
I; ing that he could trust the other tu take bread from the 
I; widow and the fatherless; to rob the poor man of the pro
h ceeds of that which had been laboriously earned by the 
p sweat of his brow; to become rich and powerful that they 
L might ride, rough-shod, over the lowly. They knew that 
h they could trust each other to scheme, with seething 
p brains, how best to rob their fellow-man; how they might 

rob him genteelly and respectably, and keep within the 
• bounds of man-made laws; how they might pile their dol

lars higher and higher, even if every one was wrested 
b- from the heart’s blood of the people.
I All, worthy sire, and more than worthy son.’ You are 
I; building a prison for your souls, of solid gold. Presently 
| the inner or higher self will be walled in with solid gold, 
» without even a window or loop-hole through which it can 
“ look forth upon the suffering souls fighting against their 

I "bondage. Mr. Seoriss eyed his son intently.
1 “Raphael,” said he, “something has happened to bias 

you in this direction, for you were talking quite cheer
fully of returning to college, but yesterday. ■ I noticed 
the unusual gloom on your countenance "as you seated 
yourself at the table. Make a friend of your father, my 
boy, and tell me all about it.”

“Well, dad, you shall know all. I have been jilted by 
a girl.” 1

“Is it possible that you are making up to the.girl's al
ready?- How time flies, to be sure. Of course, you are a 
man. What else could I expect? But that any girl 
should jilt you,.is a puzzle. Why, man alive! you’re the 
son of a millionaire!. However, who is the girl?”

“Juno Galeria.”
R - “J™0 Valeria? What could have put it into your 
I ' head to make up to that girl? .Well, I am delighted that 
I ; she has refused you.. I don’t care to have my son mixed 
I up with actors, actresses, or entangled with a girl who 
I L does not know who her father is, or where he may be. 
I ; Now, there is Ethel Alstead; a young lady of whom one 
I t- might be proud. Mr. Alstead and? inyseif were great 

k friends for a number of years; and he has left his wife and 
I ,■ daughter a very-large fortune. Miss Alstead, according 

to English custom, has been portioned, off. Her money 
’ .will more than match your, my boy. Juno Galeria, in

I y 'deed! Why, the girl hasn’t even beauty to recommend 
I1 7her. She carries her head high, to be sure. But, what 

-tan you-possibly want of such a bean-pole, whereas Ethel 
db really a little beauty? i
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■possible.. 
your wife.

you were to bring that- girl here as 
make it so hot for her that she would

“She doesn’t put on airs, either,but is as sweet as a little 
rosebud; just the daughter-in-law for me. Why, sir, if it 
were not for that sickly fiddle-de-de up-stairs,” snapping 
his fingers, “I would marry her myself. Still, my’son,” 
he continued, with a smirk, “you need feel no jealousy. 
I shall not interfere with anyone who may, some day, be
come my daughter. But, take your father’s advice on 
tliis point, as on others. Marry Ethel, sir; marry Ethel.”

“1 don’t know but you are right, dad; but, sir, I am de
termined to make Juno suiter. No woman shall refuse 
me with impunity. I will drag her proud head in the 
dust. Refuse me! a Seoriss, and the son of a millionaire 
—the son of my father, sir. That’s what I am.”

“Ah, well, drag her good name where you please. I 
am glad you have some spirit, my boy; but marry Ethel. 
I will wager a fig she will not refuse you.”

“That infernal French Count is after Ethel, if all re
ports are true.” ■

“There are plenty of ways to rid yourself of him,” said 
this doting parent. “Quarrel with him; put a detective 
on his track, and thus find out all the secrets of his life, 
together with his antecendents. Wiry did he leave his 
beloved France? How does it happen that he is here in 
■America? Oh, you may be sure there is enough to be 
discovered about him. He may not be a count at all. 
He may have been a valet, and his former master dead. I 
have heard of such things. Win Ethel, my son; win her 
at all hazards. I want a daughter somewhat different 
from Grace. It will be sometime yet before Clara is out 
of the nursery; and Jimmy is still younger, consequently, 
you will have.no rival in a brother. Great Scott! Here 
comes Grace. Say nothing about Juno to her, and still 
less of Ethel.” . _

Grace now entered the room, and took her seat at the 
table.

be glad to Sjpply for a divorce within a month. But, aa 
pa says, I iffae ¡objection to Ethel. Fact is, I would 
like just suq^ij a li|tie idiot to offset me. I need just Buch 
a foil to keep me bright and sharp. Papa, when you 
corner that wheat, put me down for a couple of hundred 
thousand, and if ’Raphael dares to buy a dollar’s worth 
more, off cphies his head!” and she half playfully made a 
lunge at.hiin’with'her knife across the table. Still, both 
father and'son w^H knew that shesvas in dead earnest 
about the wheat. Ii:: ' .

“Well, Grace,” said her father, “I really did not intend 
to buy up sb ’iniich^ but perhaps, it is just as well. If we 
can jointly-'liecdm’e'worth four or five million more than 
I am worth'-'at present, within the next five years, it 
would suit you aijd Raphael very well, I think; and what 
would either of you care whether you had a college educa
tion or not?” '

_ “I have changed my mind entirely about it, since last 
night,” said Grace.. “Money will do anything; so I need 
not fret myself about becoming a dry old hulk of a law
yer. All one has to do, to become anything one wishes 
to be, is to get money. With it one can buy any position 
one happens to desire. If I have unlimited means, I 
■wish for no position, unless to be president; really, I 
might accept that position for the short' term of four 
years; but, pa—but Raph, they are agitating the question 
here in America, whether or not to confer titles as they do 
in Europe. Now that is just the tiling. If one does not 
care to become president, one may have a title conferred 
upon one, and what will be best of all, the richest fam
ilies may purchase any title which suits them. Now let me 
see, papa; what title must you have, that I may be Lady 
Seoriss? Oh! 'Seoriss is such a horrible name!” she ex
claimed, pursjng up het lips. “Well; never mind; we 
can have it changed. Let me see; you ought to be Lord 
Chancellor, or something or other; or Earl something or 
other. We can think of suitable names when the time 
comes to decide. 1 Oh! really, I wish I could be called 
Princess Grace!” ■ . ■

“You look very much like a princess, just mow,” said 
her brother, with a sneer, eyeing her slovenly attire, “and 
you look amazingly like a princess when you are scorch
ing through the streets on that bicycle of yours.”

“Never you mind, Raphael. After the next return on 
wheat, I will turn my bicycle over to Jimmy, and I will 
have such a turnout as was never seen before in this 
country,” .

“I don’t know about that,” interposed Raphael. “That 
vulgar fellow, Jiin Fiske, drove six-in-hand, and his car
riage was as fine as carriage could well be.”

“That may be,” said Grace, <fbut he was not able to 
have a coat of arnte emblazoned upon it; and I am deter
mined that the 'fifpt coat of arms either in this country, 
when we get them, dr Europe, shall be upon mine.”

‘ CHAPTER XII.

“Late, am I?” asked Grace, peevishly. “Here!” to the 
waitress, “give me some hot coffee, and don’t be slow 
about it.”

Her dark hair was rolled on a dozen pellets or more, 
torn from old newspapers. She had, on rising, thrown 
on any kind of clothing which first came to hand in her 
exceedingly disorderly dressing-room; and it happened to 
be a very long, draggling skirt, of some leaden hue, very 
much frayed at the bottom; above'this she wore one of 
her bicycle cutaway jackets, which had become rather 
small for her rapidly developing figure—too small, in 
fact, to be worn in public longer; beneath tliis was a very 
much rumpled shirt-waist, devoid of collar and cuffs. In 
its palmy days she had worn lace ones with it; but it was 
no matter how she might appear before Raphael and her 
father. Altogether her appearance was most slovenly 
and repulsive, but a flaming color was in her cheeks and 
a flashing fire within her eyes.

Mr. Seoriss had ceased speaking to Raphael, and was 
once more absorbed in the rise and fall of wheat, the po
litical campaign, and so forth.

“Well, pa,” said Grace, “how goes it? How do the 
notes stand to-day on woman suffrage?”

“Gaining—gaining ground, my girl—gaining ground. 
There is not the slightest doubt, now in thè minds of any 
one, but the next election will settle the question in favor 
of woman suffrage. Four years more, Grace, and you 
can cast your vote with the best man in the country,”

“Or the lowest vagrant or drunken rough,” said 
Grace with a toss of the head. “Yes; I think I am fully 
as capable of voting as any of them; and be sure when I 
do vote, all the men in America could not buy my vote.”

“But, perhaps you might be able to buy up the votes of 
your serving maids, housekeepers, washerwomen, and so 
forth?” queried Raphael, “besides, you could canvass for 
the votes of all the shop-girls of the city.”

“Yes,” replied Grace. “I could but follow the exam
ples set me, since I can remember, by the so-called gentle
men who have visited you and pa here, and by all that I 
have heard wherever I go, or wherever I have been in the 
past. I will profit by those examples, you may be sure. 
Pa, you shall yet have an opportunity of being proud of 
your daughter as well as of my brother, Raphael.” '

“I am proud of you now, my daughter; still, I would 
prefer you took a little more pains with your toilet before 
breakfast.”

“My toilet is of little consequence,” she retorted. “My 
mind is engaged with subjects of far greater importance. 
How about wheat?”

“So low that I shall comer many hundred thousand 
bushels before night.” ' - .

“Ah!” exclaimed Grace, breathing hard, “and double 
your money before the month is out, no doubt?”

“It may'be so,” answered Mr. Seoriss. Probably by 
three, or six months at the very most.”

“Why can’t I comer something? ’’asked Grace.
“Oh! You’re only a girl,” said Raphael. To speculate 

in wheat would be entirely out of your sphere” .
“Would it, indeed!” she retorted. “If you and pa are 

able to corner, wheat, it is entirely within my sphere to 
comer it too, providing I am smart enough; and if I am 
not as smart as you are, Raphael Seoriss, Ì should like to 
know it, that’s all. If pa allows you to comer wheat, he 
shall allow me to do the same, or I will know the reason 
why. Raph Seoriss, you have never been able to put me 
down, if I am your sister. When we were little, we fought 
it out tooth and nail, and I always came off Victorious. 
Don’t think for one moment that I shall nòt do the same 
now; I may not bite nor scratch you, nor come to blows, 
as formerly, when we were children; but I will beat you 
at everything we undertake. If you’comer wheat, I will 
comer more wheat than you do, and get more for it when 
I sell. If you go to college I will go, and I will win more 
prizes than you can ever hope to. If you run'for presi
dent I will do the same, and I know I can rule, the nation 
better than you can” . ■'

“Raphael is not going back to college,” said her father.
“I know that very well, for I listened at the door and 

heard nearly all that you and’ he have been talking 
about.” ’ ’ . . , . . • 6
, (Yes, said Raphael, you will stoop to any meanness, so 
you carry your points. It is not thè first time you have 
Been guilty of eavesdropping.” . -

“Nor will it be the last. I claim the right to hear 
-whatever I may be. able to find out in that very convenient 
■way. My ears were especially made to hear; and when 
tongues wag, ears will hear. - Now if you do not go back 
to college I will not go to the annex at all; but I will 
comer wheat, and become richer than'you.- You never 
shall beat me at anything, Raph Seoriss ! You never did 
and you never shall. If pa gives you money to buy wheat’ 
he shall also give me the same or more—yes; and I know 
all about Juno, too. Ah! how spoony you were on her 
and she has : refused you.” Grace clapped her hands in 
high glee. “The idèa "of your'asking a girl of her stamp 
to marry you—a girl 1 ” ” ly announces that
her. highest ambition and as quickly as

It was not necessary that Mr. Seoriss should leave even 
his breakfart table, in order to buy up or corner all the 
wheat, or nijafly all which the country had produced 
within the last seàson. His secretary was summoned 
simply by touching a small white knob sunk in the casing 
of the door near which he sat; and when that worthy in
dividual made his appearance, he received the orders of 
his employer; then,’returning to his office, which was sit
uated on the. second floor oHhe mansion, he immediately 
set the telephone in operation. Mr. Seoriss’ agents re
ceived their instrijctions, . They hastened to the tele
graph stations^ and before night the principal portion of 
the wheat of the country lay cornered, the.property of 
John W. Seoriss, of Raphael Seoriss, son of the aforesaid 
John,.. and jjf Misé Grace. M. Seoriss, daughter of the 
aforesaid John .IV.'Seoriss; then the valiant trio waited, 
like three wily cats,' until the mouse was just where they 
wanted it to be—or rather, the price of wheat, on ac
count of its scarcity, was nearly or quite double what they 
had paid; or had been supposed to have paid, for not a 
cent of cash had ever, left the banks, as yet, on the Sco- 
iss’ account; then,-presto! the wheat changed hands rap
idly, and cash poured into the banks to be accredited to 
Mr. John W. Seoriss, to Raphael Seoriss, son of the afore
said John, and to Miss Grace M. Seoriss, daughter of the 
aforesaid John W. Seoriss.

Raphael Seoriss was a firm believer in hypnotism. The 
first and greatest desire of his life was vast wealth, to
gether with unlimited power; next, to humble and bring 
into the dust the proud spirit of Juno Galeria. To en
trap and carry her off was not to his taste. He had come 
to the conclusion that, as the world had progressed up to 
the point where little was needed but telegraphic and tel
ephonic wires to give one man power enough to haul in 
wealth by the millions, there might' be "more subtle 
agents still, which would give one man power enough 
over other human beipgs to encompass their entire ruin.

Already the word had gone forth that it really was not 
necessary to have even wires whereon to send telegraphic 
or phonographic dispatches; they were soon to be carried 
on rays of light, and even at that the rays of the sun were 
not necessary; these dispatches could be sent on rays of 
fight, similar' to the Roentgen rays. Why, then, might 
he not be able tp master another art winch had lately 
come into vogue, the art of one mind acting upon an
other mind. Well—yes; he knew that came under the 
head of telepathy, but it was hypnotism proper which he 
desired to thoroughly understand. Hypnotism was the 
one thing that çould give him secret power; and he 
should be safe from court tribunals as his father was safe 
from being accused of robbeiy. Ah ! just the thing—just 
the thing he wanted. He did not wish to be classed with 
low villains; he did not care to be shot, as had been the 
fashion in the past, by Arthur O’Donnell, for the ruin of 
his cousin Juno. He did not know that he cared to min 
her in the same.'way that men had been wont to ruin 
young and innocen,t girls. No; he wanted a revenge 
more secret, more subtle, more truly devilish. He wanted 
a power ten thousand times greater than simply encom
passing the usual downfall of a young lady. She might 
rise from that, there were now so many of her pWn sex 
who were ready to .help a girl to her feet. ' No, ho; and 
he waved his Jiand majestically.

“I will senator.Maesto, the great master in hypnotism. 
I ivill beeomç his P.Üpfi- I- Hear he is engaged in giving 
lessons all -ovpi thq;city, more, especially among thé 
wealthy classes; and more than one of my acquaintances 
have already/tqken jmany lessons. Most highly respect? 
able young: mjm they, are, too. Ah; this shall be my pas
time, and I will try tp carry it farther than any other man 
has ever dared ¡to dq.. I will stop, at nothing. ■ Power! 
power is what I want; power is what I will have, and I 
will wrest it frpnralj nature. Nature shall give up her 
secrets to me.” ( -n" ’ ■ / ; ; -

Raphael had a suitg of rooms.all to himself on the third 
floor. He. touted a" hnob similar to the one his father 
had touched in the breakfast room,. The secretary 
rapped at his flqor.- . ■ ' - ...

“Enter,” ccp^nded Raphael. The man obeyed.
“Telephone for Maesto to come to me. at,his verv first 

opportunity.” .,, . : " . .. ■■. - ' ■
<rYes, sir.”- . ■ ..:. -
“And when. he . arrives, show him directly here; give 

him no time to meet anyone else about the premises.” ■
“All -right, sir,” and the door closed on the man’s rp- 

treating form, j \ -
, A half-hour passed. Raphael became impatient; near
ly another half-hour and Maesto was shown into Rapha
el’s apartments,, where he remained for nearly an hour. 
After his departure a grim smile hovered around the lips 
of the young man,

“Yes,” he muttered, “it is Accessary that ! should be 
near her—attract her-attention—catch her eyes and hold 
them, for a short time, in a Hxed gaze. Of course, to

some this might not seem easy, but I see my way most 
clearly. Ah! I am very glad, now, that O’Donnell is an 
actor; for Jiis being so attracts Juno and Mis. Galena to 
the theatre nearly every night, or at least, if not every 
night, three nights out of the six and sometimes oftener. 
I will engage a seat for the season, directly in front, and 
as near to their box as possible. Ah! I am a lucky fellow. 
It cannot fail—it cannot fail!. Maesto says there is not 
one persqnjn ten who could resist my power as soon as I 
have entirely mastered the art; Maesto will come here 
•every day, for a week at least, for which he is to receive 
one thousand dollars. Cheap! Cheap! Cheap enough! I 
would pay ten, rather than not to accomplish my design. 
I will make her bite the dust, or I am not a Seoriss and 
the son of my most respected father. Ah; wheat is over, 
corn is on. A couple of hundred thousand will corner all 
the corn. Corn and wheat; those are the real articles— 
the staple articles of food—something which the whole 
world must have or starve—articles which will stand 
considerable time, and our fortune will be nearly doubled 
once more. Wheat in summer, corn in early winter. All 
right; and Juno Galena, in the meantime. Well, a man 
has something to live for, after all. O’Donnell may no
tice me at the theater; but who can hinder a man from 
looking at a woman? There is a saying that a cat may 
look at a queen; but I will reverse that order and as a 
king in my own right—as a king in power among men— 
I will look at that spiteful, spitting cat, Juno Galeria. 
Hqw little she will understand it all. Perhaps she will 
think I am worshiping her afar off? Some men might 
be fools enough to’ do that. Not so, Raphael Seoriss. 
She may think that I wish to attract her attention in 
order to make my peace with her. Peace? I want no 
peace. It is war to the death! But the conflict shall be 
Carried on as silently as death itself. No man can rise up 
to convict me. No one will even suspect me; but I have 
it not yet quite clear in my mind just what I want to do. 
First of all, she must be entirely in my power—she must 
be thoroughly hypnotized by me—and then, so Maesto 
says, _ my secret thought can so actuate her that, simply 
by willing and suggesting what I wish her to do, she will 
implicitly obey, Well; the world does move onward, 
surely; and now it is nearly time for dinner and shortly 
afterward the theatre. Grace and my honored father are 
right. Although I do not care a fig for Ethel—weak, 
silly little creature that she is—still, I think she is just 
the wife for me. What do I care about love? Juno is 
my first and last weakness on that score. I care for 
nothing now but revenge, wealth and power. I wish to 
do whatever I please, without being amenable to the law. 
To put myself in a position where I would be liable to 
arrest, is altogether too vulgar and common for me. No— 
no, Raphael Seoriss. ■ Your game is higher and beyond 
the reach of all law. Maesto says there are natural laws 
which cannot be disobeyed with impunity; but natural 
laws don’t frighten me much, providing I keep well out 
of the clutches of man-made laws. Dad is right about 
Ethel. I will send Tom down this minute with a note of 
invitation for Mrs. Alstead and Ethel to accompany Grace 
and myself to the’theatre—and here, I must telephone 
for that seat at the theatre. Neither Grace, Mrs. Alstead 
nor Ethel will ever dream what I am up to—and Juno? 
Ah! Perhaps Juno will even be a little jealous that I 
forget her so easily. .

“lorget her! Never, until this heart ceases to beat; 
but my love has turned to Kate, and revenge is the sweet 
morsel under my tongue.”

He rang his bell once more and gave orders for the se
curing of the seats at the theater, and sent Tom down 
with tho note of invitation to Mrs. Alstead and Ethel. 
At dinner he told Grace what he had done. That young 
lady was always ready to attend the theatre, which had 

■ long been the custom of both brother and sister, unless 
some other entertainment of importance was on the tapis.

Mrs. Galeria and J uno were already in their accustomed 
seats at the theatre when Raphael and his party arrived. 
Polite recognitions were exchanged. The curtain rose 
and the play commenced. Juno’s eyes were fixed intent
ly on the actors. The first act was over and still she had 
not glanced pnee, since the first customary bow, in the 
direction where Raphael was seated. This annoyed the 
young man exceedingly, for he was anxious to try his 
power upon Juno. He tried, under various pretexts, to 
attract her attention, but signally failed. Still, Juno was 
not unaware that his eyes were fixed upon her. If she 
did not look at him, she felt his glance, and a subtle 
power seemed to permeate her whole being.

“Great heavens!” she thought, “am I about to yield to 
that repulsive and wicked man?” When, immediately, 
the heavenly woman within asserted herself. “No,” said 
she. “Allow me to rule, and such power as his qan never 
harm you;” and on the instant, Juno seemed entirely 
changed, and Raphael became conscious that she was sur
rounded by a fine bright aura, which acted like a shield; 
and try as hard as he might, his evil eÿè côuld not pene
trate it; still, her glance had not once met his.

As Juno became more and more conscious of the high
er self within her, or as we shall hereafter strictly call it, 
the heavenly woman, she would converse with the heav
enly woman.

Said the heavenly woman: “Juno, do not look at Ra
phael at all during the evening. He desires to do you a 
mischief. If you were to forget my advice, and allow 
your eyes to rest upon him, he would obtain a subtle 
power over you, which, perhaps, with all my influence, I 
might not be able to overcome; for Tam thé invisible, or 
spiritual.”

Raphael, finding that Juno did not look at him, began 
to throw his powerful will upon her, willing her, with all 
his might,- to look at him.

Juno shivered, sensibly, becoming as pale as death: 
still, her eyes never turned in his direction. The heaven
ly woman became strong, but tlie outward form became 
weak and tremulous. At last Juno whispered to her 
mother. - • .

. “Mamma,”- said, she, “I 'am not at all well. Shall wc 
go home?” - ,
. Mrs. Galeria consented; and the two ladies left their 
box and entering their carriage, gave orders to be driven 
home as rapidly as possible. Arriving there, Juno sank, 
pale and trembling,-., into a chair, without strength 
enough to remove her outer garments. When these had 
been taken away by. the maid, and MrS. Galeria had 
bathed Juno’s face and hands in eau de cologne, she 
asked: ■ ■ . •

“What is it, my daughter?” .
“Mamma,” asked Juno faintly, do you believe in the 

evil eye?” ■ - • . •
. “O, my daughter, I hardly know what to believe; then 
are so many strangely mysterious things in this world. J 
have often read about that which is called tlie evil eye. 
but have considered it merely the fancy of superstitious 
ignorance; yet, my child, tell me about it; for I am aware 
that something has happened to you out of the usual.”

“Raphael sat directly in front.of us, mother.”
“Yes, I know he did. But certainly. Juno, that 

wealthy and fashionable young man could know nothing 
of such things, even if they existed. I think, dear Juno, 
your excitement of nfind, consequent, on refusing him 
has made you ill and fanciful.” ;’

' (To be continued.) . .

f<Woman, Church and State.” By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subjectis treated .with mastetly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done fof woman. 
It is full of information on'thé subject, and should be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
office. ' '

AHER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER, 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

wlth 'luro “Dl1 Leautllul aptrltuaHtr oJ 
, ?>£trucyv„0 and helpful to all who love and 

PrtrJ « higher aud fluerway. of spiritual erperleuco. 
Price, 11.00. For sale at tills office.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

’'iSeSfe^at^V'^14 b“UtW

OBABBITTS WORK&
Human Culture and Onre.
«lcerute!lrSU TtoI,UI‘>‘Wor Care. Paper aorta.

Human Culture and Cure.
h,J’.S?tP0.<50H‘?: Marrl°l>’e. Sexual Development and 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, ?5 cento. “no

Social Upbuilding,
Jp£!udlng Co-operative Syatemaund the naoDlnfiu 

and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 coau.
Health' and Power.
35 ceuff.'lb00k Oi Cnro’Et0' 8

Religion,
. “plwKent“'.' 8i"rUU“ and M0<!11<m‘

Principles of Light and Color.
Ono of the groutcat books of tho age, 85: by maO 

82 cents extra. ’

OLD AND NEW - 
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE,

Report! of twenty-four distinct lectures, recentli 
delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Phll&deb 
pbta aud other prominent cities of the United 
6Utefl, have contributed the bash of thle volume.

The chief aim throughout the volume has been to 
Arouse increased Interest In the workable posBlbllt* 
(lei of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optim
istic and at the same time, profoundly ethical Ai 
several chapters arc devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expect! that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of tbo 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de* 
gated°m0 iielpiromthe herewith promul*

CONTENTS.
What is Psychology? The True Baslsof theRelenca, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Arietotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflectlona thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will.
imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory; Have we Two Memories? 
instinct. Reason and Intuition.
Psychology aud Psycurgy. ,
Mental and Moral Healing in the Light ci Certa'n New

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: its Moral aud Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and I reftM

Concentration of Though!, and whu - van Accom
plish.

A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature aud Us es.
Habits, How Acquired and bow Mastered; with soma 

Comments on Obsession and its Remedy.
Seershlp and Prophecy. 
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Beurfrg 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price SI. For sale at :bls office.

FSYGHOGRflFHY.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychlo 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVjfei’

“A book yon ought to read. Absorbing;
Ing, and should be in the bauds of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No oue can read Its pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. Ths 
book is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those interested In the problem of man’s future life, 
as well as to those inteiested In phenomenal re
search.’'—J. J. Owen.

This volume is superroyal octavo tn size, beautifully 
bound tu cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price |2, postpaid. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thought! on bow to reach that altitude 
where spirit io supreme aud all twinge ale subject to 
!L With portrait. By Moseb Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you ere a spiritual tiling, and to 
show rou how to educate yuur splriuial faculties. 
Price, bound tn cloth. 40 cents; la Miter cover. 2S 
cents For sale al thlB office.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

This work contains an account of the very wonder* 
ful spiritual developments at the bouse of Rev. Da 
Phelps, Stratford. Conn., and similar cases tn aj 
Barts of the country, This volume ie the first frofl 

ae author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, 91M 
Postage 10 cents. For sale st this office.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MOBROW OF DEATH was wrllen to 

develop the Idea oi the principle of the permanence 
at the human soul after death, and It! reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whose successive links art 
unrolled In the bosom of ctherial space. “Beyond 
tub Threshold" continues on tbo same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con* 
slderationsdrawn from science and philosophy:chim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to ibat 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From bcglnnlngto end It is Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In its perusal. Prlcetl.25 
For sale at this office.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

The only treattie ever offered the reading and 
thinking public In the interest of modern Spirited« 
Ism. that is absolutely free from the theories of saner* 
sUtlon, and which *
BemoMtroeet conHnwity o/ life and our end»

ronment o/’^pirititnalinfluences, 
from the data of modern physical aird physiologic®

To the Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation Ot 
BClCntlCo data and verified facts, 

- . Tothemateriallitand skeptic, a revelation of th® 
Invisible energies operative in Nature’« formula of 
evolution. .

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and ft new earth. 
A note to-read, to study and think abettt. A con* 
vcr-i»oJ volume of scientific Information Cor IS cents. 
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STANDING ON THE BORDERLAND
And Surveying Things Spiritual—Impress' 

' ive Visions.

AS SEEN IN DREAMS—PRESENTIMENTS THAT 
HAVE COME TO PEOPLE IN THEIR SLEEP— 
THINGS THAT ARE QUEER—NOTICE OF IM
PENDING EVENTS IS MYSTERIOUSLY GIVEN 
GEORGE A. SCHILLING, MRS. MARY H. FORD, 
AND HORACE SEAVERS GIVIS STRONG TES
TIMONY IN THE INTER OCEAN.

• “There are no such things as presentiments, and they 
never come true.” So say the stern materialists of to-day, 
as they have said ever since the episode of Saul and tlie 
witch of Endor. But there are some things, nevertheless, 

•' whether they come by way of the luminiferous ether in 
which scientists are just beginning to believe them pho
tographed, or by the Satanic highway, to which they w.ere 
relegated in the time of the early Puritans. And there 
are a number of people in Chicago for whom these pre
sentiments, waking and sleeping, have come true.

George A. Schilling, whose position would seem to pre
clude the possibility of anything like undue dreaminess 
of visionary tendencies on his part, is one of Cliicago’s 
mortals to whom things not seen with mortal eyes fre
quently present themselves,. It is while sleeping that Mr. 
Schilling’s riiost remarkable presentiments have come to 
him, and while the most wonderful of them all are locked 
in his own bosom by reason of their private and family 
character, others still remarkable have been timed and 
tested by calm-minded Chicago people, not themselves 

' gifted with the strange faculty of second sight, and found 
to be correct in every particular. These presentiments 
have been coming to Mr. Schilling ever since he was a 
young man. '

“I think I have always been more or less endowed with 
the mysterious quality which divines events ahead of time 
or. while many riiiles away from the scene of the occur
rence,” says Mr, Schilling, “but one of the strongest as 
well as earliest of my presentiments came to me shortly 
after I had left iny home for the first time, as a youth. I 
was workjng here in Chicago and a favorite sister was liv
ing in Cincinnati. Our family home, I should say, was 
a short distance from that city, and down the river. I 
kept up a sort of correspondence with my sister, but by 
and by it dropped through, as correspondence between 
boys and girls will, and especially as we heard of each 
other constantly through the letters both received from 
home. I had not heard directly from her for some 
months, and knew absolutely nothing of her plans, when 
one night I was visited with an unusually vivid and dis
tressing dream.

MR. SCHILLING’S STRANGE VISION.
' “In this dream it seemed to me that I left my bedroom, 

perfectly conscious of so doing, and traveled with the 
rapidity, of thought or lightning to the river which ran 
near home. This river, as I instantaneously noticed, was 
choked with the ice of early autumn, and a steamboat— 
a boat which I knew well because I knew all the boats on 
that river, and which I immediately recognized—was 
vainly endeavoring to make a landing. Almost imme
diately as I recognized these facts it seemed to me that I 
knew that the steamer was doomed to destruction if it 
followed out the course then outlined by the captain. 
Swiftly as this knowledge came to me I acted—still in my 
dream, of course—yet more swiftly. In an instant I was 
upon the cabin deck of the steamer, and there met my 
sister, scared, trembling, clothed as if she had hastily 
arisen from her berth. Throwing an arm around her, I 
gave her a reassuring kiss, and passed on to the ‘Texas 
deck’ of the jtcamer, where the captain was walking back 
and forth, issuing his orders to the men at’the wheel.

“ ‘If you keep on in this manner you will lose every
thing, and all the passengers will be drowned,’ I told him. 
He looked at me in amazement, and I continued: ‘Stop 
trj-ing to make a landing; let your boat drift back with 
the current to C (naming a port ten miles further down 
the river), and you will be all right. There the natural 
current of the stream will enable you to land easily.’
j “ ‘Young man, I believe you arc right,’ the captain told 

me. Then I left him, passed to the cabin deck again, 
told my sister that all was now well, and went back to my 
room in the same manner as I had left it. The dream 
slipped from my mind with the morning’s work and in
terests, and I thought nothing more of it until I had a 
letter, some weelcs later, from my mother.
. “ ‘Your sister tried to come home on the boat,’ she told 
me, mentioning the date of my dream and the name of 
the boat I had seen, ‘but the ice choked the river and the

able and willing to start me out. A hundred other pre
sentiments of a similar nature have made my way clear 
before me ever since, and in not a single one of these in
stances have I had ground for action other than those 
offered me by the presentiments which come to me. 
These coi^ ^sometimes as visions, and again as dreams. 
I' or instance, at the beginning of every year I can foretell 
just about what measure of success or failure is to be 
mine. The good years, the good months, show in rose, 
color or blue, the bad ones in leaden gray. For this 
reason I detest every shade of gray, save those which are 
pinkish or purple in tone. About other people, and the 
fortunes of other people I am also given presentiments 
and warnings oftentimes, and the dreams come also about 
even the mose trivial or seemingly trivial of circum
stances. Perhaps this instance in regard to my last sum- 
.mer trip to Lake Geneva will serve as an example of what 
I mean.

VISIT GOVERNED BY DREAM. -
“I was io speak for the conference of the World’s Unity 

League on the English pre-Raphaelitc School of Art, and 
as the time for my visit approached everything seemed to 
work against it. So I decided to write and say that I 
could pot come. That night I had a .dream of singular 
vividness, and as I rarely dream I was especially im
pressed. A great figure stood beside me and said: ‘You 
must go to Lake Geneva. The meeting is to be held at 
the Harberts’ home, in the open air. They are thinking 
of a lawn fete for that day, and it will not only prove a 
charming occasion, but also be followed by important 
consequences, which you do not now see. You must go 
to Lake Geneva.’ Now the meetings had formerly been 
held in a large tent back of the Harbert mansion, and I 
was surprised, therefore, at this portion of my dream'. In 
a few days, however, I received a letter detailing the new 
plan, and speaking of the lawn fete. In reality tlie talk 
was given on Mrs. Harbert’s piazza, and the dream was 
verified in every particular, both as to small and great 
matters. This is but a single instance out of the many 
presentiments and .dreams which have come true to me,”

Many of the premonitions and warnings hinted at by 
Mrs. Ford are, like those of Mr. Schilling, of too personal 
and intimate a nature for publication, but many others 
have been publicjy related and verified in Chicago, and 
“Mrs. Ford’s presentiments” are more or less known to 
almost every club or society woman in Chicago.

ENGINEER SEAVER’S SHARP VISIONS.
To Horace L. Seaver, a railroad engineer for many 

years employed by the Illinois Central Railroad, also come 
the premonitions and warnings, which he characterizes as 
examples of “second” or clairvoyant sight. Mr. Seavers 
says that the presentiments come to him in the form of 
visions, that he really “sees” them, albeit riot with the 
outward eye.

“They come to me anywhere from eight to twelve hours 
beforehand,” Mr. Seavers told an interested investigator, 
“and I know from that time onward that something un
usual is about to happen. Once when a bridge had been 
burned down before me, a bridge which I should have 
approached at a pretty good rate of speed, I was troubled 
for hours beforehand with a vague sense of something 
wrong. Then, like a flash of lightning, I saw that ruinec 
bridge, and brought my train to a standstill. The con
ductor came running up, crying, ‘What’s fhe matter 
here?’ I told him there was something wrong ahead. 
He knew me, and he came along until we saw the burned 
bridge. If I had not followed that presentiment we 
should all have been in the water. Dates and similar 
particulars I have vowed to give no more, but this and 
other instances have been verified many a time by curious 
investigators.”

Upon,another occasion the same man refused to take 
his train over the bridge on a newly purchased road on 
account of a similar, presentiment. The bridge, as it was 
shortly proved, would never have withstood the weight 
of the engine. “The switch is open!” he declared at 
another time, when the conductor on his train peremp
torily demanded a reason for an unexpected stop. “I 
saw it, there, ahead of us!” Sure enough, the switch was 
open, not enough to swing the warning red light into 
position,-but quite enough to derail the train. With the 
“second” or clairvoyant sight, Horace Seavers had seen 
and discovered this. In a number of instances he has 
saved loss of life and property in a similar manner. He 
says that he will always follow his presentiments, no mat
ter how situated, as long experience has thoroughly dem
onstrated to him the wisdom of obeying the intuitions 
which sway him, coming he knows not whence.

THE SUBJECTIVE MIND.
Fallacies of Hudson’s “ Law of Psychic 

PhendnYena.”

3

; boat was nearly destroyed. In the nick of time something 
told the captain to cease his efforts to land at the* point 
reached and to drift down the river to C (mentioning the 
same town as I had instanced in my dream); he did so, 

■ and all were saved. Your sister finished the journey 
homo by rail.’ ” ‘

■ MANY OTHER PECULIAR INCIDENTS.
Other and minor circumstances connected with this 

dream or presentiment, but of too private a character to 
■ hear publication, rendered the experience still more re

markable. In connection with the same sister interested 
in it, Mr. Schilling had another remarkable dream, some 
yearslater.

. “I had grown very fond of my sister’s little boy,” says 
Mr. Schilling, “and especially was this true after I had 
made a visit to her home. Suddenly, one night, without 
being in the least anxious about the child during my 
waking hours, I was sorely troubled about him in my 
dreams. Presently the old and well-remembered sensa
tion of traveling through the air so swiftly and pleasantly

• came over me. Very soon I stood on the porch of my 
father’s residence, following into the house a band of 
angels who had preceded me up the garden path. Stand
ing around the bed of my little nephew were all the mem

' bers of the family, weeping, and in dreadful trouble. On 
the bed lay the child himself, evidently suffering greatly. 
As I entered he turned a pitiful glance toward me as if 
saying: ‘Oh, uncle, can’t you help me?’

L “I felt as if my heart was broken, and just then the 
| angel band came toward me, displacing the family group

at the bedside, and the loveliest of all gathered the child 
into her arms. As she did so the look of pain on his face 
faded away, and he became an angel, too. I awoke, 
aroused my room-mate, calmer after seeing the happy 
smile on the baby’s face, but still naturally grieving, and 
told him that my nephew was dead. So sure was I of 
this that, despite his laughter and encouragement, I could 
not go to work that morning. Soon after this I received 
a letter which told me the child had passed away, and at 
the very moment when my vision had come to me. The 
only discrepancy between my presentiment and the actual 
truth was that I dreamed that the incident took place at 
my father’s home in the country, whereas it really Ifap- 
pened in Cincinnati.”

MRS. FORD HAS PRESENTIMENTS.
' Mrs. Mary Handford Ford, the well-known art critic 
and lecturer, is also continually visited 'Ey presentiments, 

. warnings, visions dealing with everyday or extraordinary 
matters of life assist her mental judgment so frequently 
that she may be said almost to guide her conduct by them. 
That she came to Chicago at all was owing to a strongly 
defined but inexplicable, presentiment. -

“I was hesitating between several courses,” is the man
ner in which Mrs. Ford herself tells the story, “and really 
unable to decide precisely what to do, when the strongest 
leading which I have ever known brought me to Chicago. 
Even after reaching this city, every way seemed blocked 
to me, but by following out another presentiment, which 
told just what would and would not be successful here, I 
was brought into contact with the very people'who were

Religion and Insanity.
Dr. Seldon H. Talcott, medical superintendent of the 

Middletown (N. Y.)s State Homeopathic Ho?pital for the 
Insane, has just put. out the hospital’s twenty-seventh 
annual report.

In it Dr. Talcott solemnly warns those who think 
themselves truly religious that on the road to an insane 
asylum sometimes lies through a church; that children 
especially should not be frightened into religion, nor a 
religioiis education, so-called, be driven into children.

“Religion should never be presented in such a way as 
to shock young sensibilities and apprehensions, nor to 
instigate doubt, pain, and worriment in the hearts and 
minds of youth,” Dr. Talcott writes.

“The fault of religious instruction is that it is often 
given in such form that the shock of fear blights the 
forces of growing youth and an agony of remorse for sin 
is allowed to produce worry by day, insomnia by night, 
until physical and mental development is effectually 
arrested.”

This is the warning of a physician who has studied 
poor lunatics as they mumble prayers or ape devout ob
servances: “Of religion teach to children chiefly its 
inspiring consolation for the future.”—Chicago Tribune.

The Oldest Family In the World.
About a dozen of the 400 barons in the British House 

of Lords date back to JL400, the earliest being 1264. The 
oldest family in the British isles is the Mar family of 
Scotland, 1093. The Campbells of Argyll, to whom be
longs the present Duke of Argyll, began in 1190. Tal
leyrand dates from 1199, Bismarck from 1270, the Gros
venor family, the Dukes of Westminster, 1066, the Aus
trian house of Hapsburg goes back to 952, and the house 
of Bourbon to 864. The descendants of Mohammed, 
born 570, are all registered carefully and authoritatively 
in a book kept in Mecca by the chief of the family. Little 
or no doubt exists of the absolute authenticity of the long 
lines of Mohammed’s descendants. In China there are 
many old families, also among the Jews.

When it comes to pedigrees there is one gentleman to 
whom the world must take off its hat as a great and onlv 
none-such. This is the Mikado of Japan. His place has 
been filled by members of his family for more than 2 500 
years. The present Mikado is the 122d of the line. The 
first one was contemporary with Nebuchadnezzar, 666 
years before Christ.—New York Ledger.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

A

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Sterna 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of. Humanity.”* By, 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cuq?. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. -

“The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing.' A 
Course of Seven Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.” 
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Price 50 cents For sale at this 
office. . ■ ’
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Do spirits of the ijead return to mortals, and is there 
such a thing as “spirijj conripl?” In a recent issue of this 
paper, a writer adyapced -the theory promulgated by 
Thomas J. Hudson iq his/yLaw of Psychic Phenomena,” 
that man has two minds.,, I lately purchased a copy of 
that book, and find it. the jqurteenth edition, dated 1898, 
which would seem to.jndjcqte that it is having quite an 
extensive sale for a wprk treating of psychic matters. A 
short time ago a serqion nqpbating “Christian Science” 
was preached by a Presbyterian minister of Portland, this 
State, and subsequently printed. Excerpts from Hudson 
are quoted with approval. .

The preachers, thq orthodox' world, and some other 
people, are anxious to find an explanation of psychic phe
nomena other than that offered by Spiritualism. The 
devil theory has become too attenuated for any but hope
lessly creed-bound and prejudiced minds to put forward 
as worthy of serious consideration. Unable to longer 
deny the reality.of the phenomena, in the face of so much 
cumulative testimony, they eagerly grasp at such explana
tions as do pot appear to conflict with their theology.

Perhaps I am prejudiced, but a careful reading of the 
book fails to convince me that Hudson’s “working 
hypothesis” is superior or even equal to that of Spiritual
ism. We have a vast number of amply authenticated 
phenomena denominated “spiritual” or “psychic,” and 
certainly that hypothesis is most worthy of adoption by 
the student which will include the greatest proportion of 
the eritire number. The theory of Spiritualism surely 
meets this requirement. The attitude of Sir William 
Crookes, president of the British Society for the Advance
ment of Science, as indicated in his inaugural address, is 
clearly on the side of Spiritualism. His position in the 
scientific world, his intellectual attainments, his fearless
ness in speaking boldly on an unpopular subject, all con
spire to give his words weight with the thoughtful. Dr. 
Richard Hodgson, on this side of the water, has demon
strated that Hudson’s hypothesis is not a trustworthy 
working tool. No doubt thousands of others have done 
likewise, but not so carefully.

Hudson affirms that a trance medium when controlled 
by his or her “subjective mind” is incapable of inductive 
reasoning or controversial argument. Now, if the 
“subjective mind” possesses the attributes assigned to it 
by Hudson and the correspondent above referred to— 
who must be one of his disciples—it is evident that po 
process of inductive reasoning would likely be indulged 
as that includes reasqning from the known to the un
known, and this “subjective mind” is omniscient, hence 
to it there can be no unknown. Subjectively, therefore, 
man is omniscient. How sad that he is not also omnipo
tent, for then he would possess the principal attributes of 
the orthodox deity. Since to it there is neither time nor 
space, we may conclude the “subjective mind” is 
omnipresent.

My limited experience and observation lead me to dis
agree with Hudson, for I have engaged in more than one 
argument with “spirit controls” in which personal in
terest was pitted against the contention of the unseen 
intelligence, and have never been able to feel that I came 
out of a single such encounter victorious. That a spirit 
control (Hudson’s “subjective mind”) is incapable of 
controversial argument through a medium is merely the 
assertion of ignorance or prejudice. I have listened to 
and noted fully more than one controversy between in
telligent spirit controls and mortals, and have never yet 
known the latter to get the best of the argument, 
although sometimes it has seemed the odds were greatly 
in the mortal’s favor,
# For some time I have had the privilege of a weekly 
interview with a spirit control who relishes argument; 
nothing pleases him better than a mental combat. He 
has no respect for my preconceived views when they do 
not agree with bis perception of the truth and seldom 
hesitates to express himself in clear and concise terms to 
that effect. How I should enjoy hearing Prof. Hudson 
“suggest” to him that he is a “learned pig!” On one 
occasion Prof. H. D. Barrett and myself united our forces 
against this spirit’s views, but we were compelled to retire 
from the controversy without a single trophy. No 
mortals were present at that interview except Mr. Barrett, 
the medium and myself.

A physician who entertains Hudson’s two-minds 
theory and is-something of hypnotist also, attended a 
seance at my home once upon, a time. The medium, then 
sitting for development, controlled by what purported to 
be the spirit of an Indian maiden, would take the hand of 
a sitter, give a delineation of character, messages from the 
so-called dead, and sometimes prophecies. After he sat 
down and took the medium’s hand there was a silence for 
perhaps two or three minutes, when the “control” asked: 
“How long does you think it will take to hypnotize Sun
beam?” Although the doctor is a very positive character, 
and the medium was then in the subjective condition 
(hypnosis) his “suggestion” to the “subjective mind” was 
not strong enough to control it in any perceptible degree. 
The laugh was on the doctor. The controls of this me
dium readily accept the suggestion of a mortal if it meets 
their approbation, but not otherwise. Ami they do not 
hesitate to give a clear and intelligible reason either pro 
or con; nor do they scruple to give their views upon the 
most vital questions—even those involving their very 
existence. .

1 lessons we have learned since we came to you last have 
j been many. We have journeyed far and wide in the 
spirit realms. We have gone with our angel guides— 
those forms celectial to us as are the spirit forms celestial 
to you—into other realms; soared with our teacher into 
the paths of light marked for our feet henceforth. As 
mortal eye catches gleams from the spirit, so have we 
had gleams from the higher spheres. Our eyes are 
blinded to the beauty. Words cannot express what the 
soul feels, but in our own soul we carry the vision of those 
things we have.seen and heard. When with our spirit 
guide we left our sphere of existence in the spiritual we 
were blinded—aye, for weeks as you count time—by the 
beauty and the brightness around us. Gradually our eyes 
became accustomed to the brightness and we were shown 
the lesson that we should learn while there; the lesson 
taught by the higher ones, that LOVE IS.ALL. Think, 
my friend, of all that this brings to you Love is all. 
Love is life,. Not in the narrow sense that men call love, 
but in the higher essence of purity, the infinite love that 
encompasses the soul, that embraces all mankind, and 
that brings into the soul the soul of every other individ
ual throughout the universal realms—mortal, spiritual 
and celectial. This is the lesson given unto us: that all 
are our brothers, all are of our own; that we must give of 
our life for others as we would give for ourselves; that 
love must encompass every fibre of our being else we 
could not gain the celestial realms of whose beauty we 
were permitted to catch a glimpse. This was the lesson 
given to us, and throughout our journeyings the same 
lesson was given over and over, impressed upon us until 
it came to be a portion of our very soul—the experience 
which made it our own. So we come unto mortals, 
bringing the message of love, of life, of beauty, of truth, 
unto all mankind.” WALTER P. WILLIAMS.

Salem, Oregon.
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FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL» 
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

. AN INVALUABLE WORK I 
Tills Admirable work contains what a hundrsl, 

spirits, good and evil, say ot their dwelling-place». 
Ghe us details—details and accurate delineations al 
Hie In the Splrlbworld!—ia the constant appeal 01 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither- 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond ths 
tomb? Will they know me? What is tbeir present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol* 
ume the spirits, differing as they may, are allowed U 
speak for themselves. No man is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats of the Mysteries of Life» 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; For«« 
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; IsII 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit« 
World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex* 
perlences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Laud. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price IK ', postage, IB cents. For 
sale at this office.

THE ELIMINATOR

SHAKERISI».
Its Principle and Its Prospects as Set 

Forth by An Old-Time Shaken

These experiences negative Hudson’s contention and 
show it to be false in this particular. Applying the rule 
that the enemies of the spiritual hypothesis are wont to 
invoke upon every possible occasion, “False in one,falsein 
all,” his structure falls to the ground. Many other argu
ments advanced in support of his hypothesis are as 
amenable to objection as the statements referred to, but 
their weakness or falsity might not be discovered by a 
reader who has had no actual experience in practical 
investigation of these phenomena

The medium referred to has a number of “controls.” 
A few evenings ago I asked one of them the following 
question, and received the answer given:

Question—“If, when a subject is in the hypnotic con
dition, the soul or spirit is free to go to distant places, 
make accurate observations and report them, or to see or 
perceive things at any distance, is it not the subjective 
part of the individual that does this?”

Answer—“It is not. We recognize no 'subjective part 
of the individual.’ That Which is subjective means that 
which is subject to the power of . something higher: We 
recognize in the individual a power that operates the 
mortal portion of the individual; the entity which gives 
life and force. Thomortal or individual part, that which 
is known as the individual1 man, is nothing more nor less 
than the machinery throiigh which this force operates; 
it is neither higher nor lower; it is only the material cloak 
that covers the entity-. That which ‘is the individual— 
the entity, the ego-^-is the power; there is no higher nor 
lower-; it is one.” _

One of the controls, khdwn simply as “A Friend?’ did 
not manifest for perhaps more than a year, and I often 
wondered why. One week ago to-day he controlled the 
medium and gave a message, portions of which I append. 
If he is the medium’s “subjective mind,” why this period 
of silence? At whose suggestion did he cease manifest
ing? Why did he not return long since at my suggestion? 
And at whose suggestion did he return ? The following 
are excerpts from his last message:

t “From out the misty past; from the silence of the ages 
dim with time; from the silence of the grave covered over 
with ages upon ages, there comes a voice of the spirit unto 
us; there come the white-robed forms clothed in the 
beauty of time. Wingless in its flight, swift as an arrow, 
yet •'all unseen, all unmarked, all unnoted by the mortal, 
floats the voice from out this misty time. * * ♦ The

To the Eflitor:—I do not agree with Julia Johnson in 
her views of Shakerism, past, present or future. Our 
communistic institution has existed about 120 years. 
Since it commenced, hundreds of efforts have been made 
to establish similar communities. So far all have failed. 
And think it will be found in studying these failures, 
that they mostly originated in the jealousies among thé 
husbands and wives, about themselves and their children.

Our tenet of celibacy is founded upon the doctrine and 
practice of Jesus Christ. When the Sadducees attacked 
him on the subject, he answered, “The children of this 
world marry and are given in marriage; but they that are 
accounted worthy to obtain that world and the resurrec
tion from the dead, neither marry nor are given in mar
riage, but are as the angels of God, being the children of 
the resurrection.” We interpret “that world” as a plane of 
higher improvement and progress than the merely 
rudimental plane of procreation of the species. That 
plane, in comparison with one higher and purer, is : 
measurably selfish. So we, with Jesus, profess to rise 
above it altogether. The attribute of Love, as exhibited 
by finite man, seems to be of several grades. If you give 
an apjile into each of the hands of an infant, and then 
offer it a third it will cry because it has not where to 
bestow it. This is selfishness pure and simple. But it is 
a love of the apple and of itself, and is honest and sincere. 
After a while it experiences some love for its parents. 
Still later it loves some one of the opposite sex, and in 
process of time is married and has a family of children 
and loves wile and children and relations generally. 
Later on, this love extmds to the neighborhood—and 
then to the country of its Birth and adoption. But under 
the sublime discipline of still greater expansion of this 
Love principle this once rudimental specimen of 
humanity, finds growing in him a universal yearning and 
longing to love every ^sentient being in existence. Not 
only those that love him, but those who hate and despise 
him, and who curse him and despitefully use him. He 
is inspired to want to be perfect in his love, even as his 
Heavenly Father is, who “maketh his sun to shine alike 
on the good and on the evil, and sendeth his rain upon 
the just and the unjust.” For by this time, he knows 
that these distinctions are merely, incidental, as far as 
finite man is concerned, and that in'reality one man is as 
good as another but for mere accidents of heredity and 
environmental results. Now this last glorious phase of 
Love is what the Shakers endorse emphatically and only. 
I think friend Julia entirely misapprehends the cause of 
our apparent decimation in numbers and strength of 
latter years.

Nearly all of the “Ancients of days,” together with 
their successors, among the Shakers, are gone to the 
better land. Those who have come in in later years, for 
instance since the War of the Rebellion, are of a very dif
ferent type indeed. The U. S. A. have sold themselves 
since that date to the gods of Mars and Moloch. The 
currents of universal thought have been utterly cor
rupted by the ungovernable instincts of political and 
financial gambling, and licentious pleasures. Washing
ton nor Jefferson needed nor asked for $50,000 a year, 
and no man on earth earns or deserves the half of it to
day. Think of making $2,000,000 in Wall street spec
ulations during one term of presidency. We are on the 
full gallop to a state consisting of slaves and aristocrats, 
or autocrats and slaves, through the instrumentality of 
financial greed and ruinous competition. Can any good 
come out of such a Nazareth as that? Never. You may 
rake this hideous hell of selfishness, and sift the ashes 
and you won’t find one Shaker during the entire ex
periment.

But this will all pass away, and a better day will suc
ceed. “Then many will flock to Zion with songs and 
everlasting joy upon their heads and all sorrow and sigh
ing shall flee away.” But we don’t propose to let down 
our standard of bright glory and pure spirituality. And 
as Jesus said though all men cannot receive these sayings, 
only those to whom they are sent, yet a few will be found’ 
who will not bow the knee unto Baal. A few at a time, 
then more. And as there ¿s plenty of time, for as we 
don’t entertain for a moment, the damnable doctrine of 
the eternity of hell-torments, but of repentance and 
restoration and progress in this and all worlds, thé Great 
Positive Mind of the Universe can develop Shakers as fast 
as he wants them.

Yours in the interest of all friends and all foes 
SEVENTY-SIX YEARS A SHAKER.

Union Village, Ohio.

DEO VOLENTE.

God, from the deep foundation thou hast laid 
Of earth, and time, and universe; where first 
Of all thou set in move thy handiwork • 
And bade it turn and turn, through countless years 
That out of good things better things might come; ’ 
Thence there has sprung from cumulative force— 
As springs the fair, white lily from the mould 
Of Other years, the soul; the last and best 
Of all the metamorphoses of earth.
Creation’s god, for whom, that he might be, , 
All nature was the willing sacrifice. ' ' '

Yet, God, he lies all swaddled and bound down, : 
Nor knows himself a god, nor can, save those 
Shalt touch his heart and bid it wake to trust; 
Shalt ope his eyes and bid his vision see! 
Shalt burst his bondage, and shalt set him free! 

Howard, Kan. BESSIE JOHNSON-BELLMAN.

"Rarezza.
ham, li. D.

Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
Price, $1. For sale at this office. .

As

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DB. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; exnoa- 
nWuAQUicla!ra1 of aucieut J udalem aud dofr 

matlo Christianity, contatnk’g many elarUInffconolu- 
tei9re published, .showing clearly the 

mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa, 
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an luiDfinoo» : 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office.

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By 8£P?C1, Bywleei Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twin?, ma. ■ 

(Hum. This little bonk will be reed wltli Interne In. terest by thousands. Price 25 ceate. en* .

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Garnered from tbe Highway«, By-way« and Hedeea ’’ 

!e' B/Mattie E. Hull. This Is a marvelously ■
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poem«, ’■ 
»ormoue and essays, and contains a splendid portrali ’<•. 
ot the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull Price - ■ bound ln el0,b' »ria at th& •

GOSPEL OF NATURE” -

THOMAS PAINE’S ~ j
Examination of the Prophecies. :

A consideration or the passage« tn the New Tew*. -
menu quoted from tha Oli, arf StSiKJ.SAp’J <
earning Jesus Chrtat. Price u otnSn * <

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, - 
A Monaco to American Civilisation. By Prof W M ■ 
Price'samnr^ “nd masterly treaties!
nice ¿u cuuts. ; - - -

STARNOS.
By Dr. Dell« E. Davis. A rosary of MttU, onlled 

?»“>‘be works of Andrew Jactaon DavGT Jntendej 
for the light aud solace of every aonoviBff and stricken hwu Price Weenie. *

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet* 
ombodled In one volume, tu which questions ot great 
Importance to the race are discussed from the (land, 
point ot an advanced social reformer. Price W cent* 
For sale at this office. w

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
iiiBY i i i

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Seta forth the Philosophy of E«I«tence. with detallel 
evidence. It appeals to Christian« and Splrlthallltl 
•like, as It demoustratoB the truth of the spirit niw 
lestatlon« of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian ■ 
t-ellglon Is based, as well a« the actuality of modem ' 
gphd^maulfoetatloM. Ita title page clalma that UM

jL SCIENTIFIC DE1IOHSTRATION I 
of the

Existence of the aoul of man ae hla coni 

eclous individuality independently ■ 

of the physical organism!
' of the

CONTINVITH OF UFB i"
and the •

MTUALITT OF SPIRIT BETUBli.

The nrst eleven ehaptora are devoted entirely M 
manifestation« of the «oul Incarnate, with a clear exs ' 
poaltlon of the psychic philosophy.

Tho aucceedtng four chapters eet forth the Philo«» 
pny of the Innnite. r

The last twenty chapter« are devoted to an expo«la 
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail 
mneh of It being personal experience« of the autbon

The price of the book is $1. For sals 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker. 

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE^

BY S. WEIL. _
Cloth, tl.U. • • • Paper, 60 cents.

This 1« a work of great valua, written by one of th« 
Keenest, most powerful ana most truly rellcloui 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put into the bantu* of those who have freed 
tbomielm from tbe dogma« of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
and senses are not the wholo of life.
„7??.«»“I» »•». method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of • 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral

°?'I verlfl*lile teneU can aurvlve, an! 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super- 
*eded by knowledge and facta. For sale at this omca

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thia work will be found especially Intereatlmr to all 
who would desire to make a «tody of Bomanism and 
the Bible. The historic facta stated, and the keen, 
acathlng review ot HomlBh Ide«« and practice« should 
be read By all. Price. 25c. Bold at th!» office.

PRACTICAL METHODS, TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full ot practical Instruction 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental end «mutual 
health. Worth many llnict Its cobl Price 10 cent«.

•’Ml.'¿I

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the an«» 

pices of the Riv. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Par« ' 
liament of A*eUglona. Was lately published in'J ¿nan. - 
Pr'celL For sale at this office. .

The To-Morrow of Deaflk
• ■■OR THE--- (

Future Life According to Sciences . , 
—■— ' - .-

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CKOCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Thli fine volume might well hire been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la writtca 
In that peculiar Interesting style tn which French 
writers excel when they would popularise eclcntlOo 
subject« In adaptation to the needs of the.general 
reader. The author Is not a Splrltuallst-ho eren 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super, 
stltton," etc., etc., In which ho manifests the usual 
animus of the "scientific class," yet he says again: 
•There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism.” 
and regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhuman« and the Inhabitant« of Earth:” 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepance in 
the aulhora's Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
«elect and arrange the pros and cons, and out of th« 
whole win find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The auUKC. holds th* 
theory of rclncaraaUon. Price SUd For sale -» 
this office.

Views of Our Heavenly fioma
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A blcNf tataMW 

Work. Price 73 cents. Postage 6 ceA~ ™
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A noble youth sat

In New York, that “Protestantism is
waging a losing battle in religion, in

a

The sufferer

morals, and in theology.’’ Again: 
“The more intensely Protestant

“Origin and Antiquity ot Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. - English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth, $L _ For sale at this

the head of Catholicism, to whoin the 
Emperor caters, probably for some

soft words of love can banish. But 
time comes when the agony ¿as*

!

ARRAIGNMENT OF PROTESTANT
ISM. ‘

Rev. Dr. DeCos.ta, Episcopal, is re
ported to have said in a late discourse,

the remainder are fraudulent

public.

every Saturday at SO Zoomit Street 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher. 

Entered at Chicago Potiofflce at socoud-class matter.

TEBÌ13 Or SVB&CRWTIOSf.
. ri'Sl’BOOKZSBiTxTnisKMwnibo furnished until 
further DOtlce, at the following terme, lumlably La 
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Fix months......
Thirteen weeks.. 
ßXü£ie copy......
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, REMITTANCES.
Remit by Foatafflcc Money Order, Registered Letter, 

©r draft on Cbleaeo or New York. It costs from 10 
to 15 cento to get checks cashed on local banka, sodon’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amtuut sent. Direct all letters to J. It. Francis, 
Ko. 40Looints Street. Chicago. III.'

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at Ursi venture 

CUly twenty-five cents for The Progressive Thinker 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit fromil toiiO, or even 
more than the latter eiim A large number of little 
amounts will make a largo sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor aua usefulness. Tbe same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renewal of subscrip
tion»—solicit others to aid lu the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever iu luducluit Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Proouessive Tuinkeh, 
for not one of them can afford to bo without tbe valua
ble Information liupmled therein each week, and nt 
tbe price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cent«.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an Ictcllcctunl feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pro- 
eiiKssivE TniNKEu thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, poubclevatlug and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a toedl» 
urn-steed bookl

AN OUT-GOING ,
The Literary Digest, of New York, a 

weekly journal of large circulation, and 
under orthodox management, has a 
Very interesting article In its issue of 
November 5, under the head of, “Is 
Christianity on the Wane?" from 
which we extract the following facts:

“In seven hundred years, or the year 
2590, there will not be an orthodox 
Christian on the face of the earth, as 
Christianity is now understood, if the 
statistics and conclusions of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Montgomery-McGovern are cor
rect. They have collected an array of 
statistics covering the period from 1833 
to the present, which they allege tends 
to show that Christianity is gradually 
on the wane."

¿'Hl" 111 " HIMI

GUARDIAN ANGELS.

TAKE NOTICE!
At expiration of subscription, ff not renewed, 

thu paper la discontinued Ko tills will bo sent for ex
tra numbers.

fy* If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us. and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
.1^" Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

cuaojred, always give tbe address of tbo place towbicij 
It is then sent, or tbe change cannot be made.

FOKElGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Tblnker Is furnished In the United 

Stmts m »1.10 per yeur, the postage thereon being but 
uonilual, but when it is 6tut to foreign countries wo 
are compelled tochutfe ¿0 centi extra, muklngthe 
yearly subscription |£.5O. Pleu^e bear that Lu mind.

SATURDAY, NOV. 2C, 1898.

THE POTENT MEANS.
Spiritualists may congratulate them

selves that the work of renovation has 
begun; that a beginning has been made 
toward removing the dark blotch of 
fraudulent mediumship, and fraudu
lent practices of mediums from within 
our Spiritualist borders.

, The process of purification must go 
on; toe baek-alleys must be cleaned of 
the foul garbage that has been suffered

■ to accumulate by a too credulous, too 
careless aud too confiding Spiritualist

The impositions of so-called medi
ums who palm off brazen fraud as gen
uine spirit manifestations; who palm 
off mortal flesh and blood old women, 
or others, dressed for the occasion, as 
veritable spirit sous or daughters, etc., 
materialized or etherealized—these 
things must be made dangerous and 
unprofitable, for unconscionable trick
sters will ply their rascally trade as 
long as they can safely continue at it 
and “make money” by it.

So we say, let the good work of ren
ovation be carried forward till the pur
lieus, tbe by-paths and the back alleys 
of Spiritualism are “purified so as bv 
fire.”

Let the false'fire of decay and rotten
ness be wholly supplanted' by the pure 
bright fire of eternal truth held within 
the temple of true Spiritualism.

Genuine Spiritualism—the only kind 
worth having—cannot, In toe long run, 
lose because of the elimination of 
fraudulent mediums and counterfeit 
exhibitions purporting to be spiritual.

But, hand-in-hand with this work of 
purification, should proceed the good 
work of rehabilitation; side by side 
with the work of demolishing the false 
and fraudulent should we earnestly 
and vigorously carry onward the grand 
work of upbuilding tbe good, the pure 
and the true. <

The grand duty and great privilege 
of Spiritualists who truly love our 
cause—so full of sweet aspirations and 
heavenly possibilities—so rich in prom
ises of eternal good to humanity—Is to 
make use of the simple yet wonderful 
means placed within easy reach every
where, to bring themselves in sensible 
communion with the spirit-world.

Establish family circles; you will 
thereby make fraud unprofitable, and 
build up true, genuine Spiritualism.

Establish family circles, and the 
fraudulent purveyor of base imitations 
will languish In discontent and seek 
other ways of making a living than by 
trading upon the most sacred things 
that can pertain to human life and 
love.

Establish family circles, establish 
them everywhere, in every family or 
little company of families, and in due 
time the Spiritualistic frauds and 
fakirs will disappear, their occupation 
gone; and genuine, true Spiritualism 
will spread, prevail and grow strong, 
ns its shining white raiment meets the 
gaze of a world longing for proofs of 
immortality.

Would you have a genuine revival of 
Spiritualism, establish, all over the 
land, toe family circle. Under toe 
hand of guardian angels, the family 
circle will prove the potent means to 
draw the world to the great truth em
bodied in toe name—Spiritualism.

THE GOD OF PYTHAGORAS
How much have Christians Improved 

In their conceptions of God on Pytha
goras, the Samian sage, who died B. C. 
497? Pythagoras Is reported to have 
described him by saying:

“God is neither the object of sense 
nor subject to passion, but Invisible, 
only Intelligible, and supremely intelli
gent In his body he is like the light 
and in his soul he resembles truth. He 
is the universal spirit that pervades 
and dlffuseth Itself over all nature. All 
beings receive their life from him. 
There is but One only God! who Is not 
as some are apt to Imagine, seated 
above.the wortd beyond the orb of the 
universe; but being himself all in all, 
he sees all the beings that fill his Im
mensity, the only principle, the light of 
heaven, the Father of all. He produces 
everything; he orders and" disposes 
everything; he is the reason, the life, 
and the motion of all beings.”

Was it an Improvement on the char
acter of this maker and ruler of the 
universe, to represent him as the father 
of a son by a mortal woman, a creature 
of his own creation? Is not that a 
slander on the Godhead, a lowering of 
his character after the manner of the 
pagan gods? Then did he add strength 
to his character by associating himself 
With that son, and a nondescript 
known as the Holy Ghost, In conduct
ing the affairs of the world? Taking 
the whole matter Into consideration, 
The Progressive Thinker rather likes 
“the one and only” Pythagoran God, 
but is willing its readers shall worship 
three Gods, or three hundred if it will 
add to their happiness. -

, The article then goes on to show that 
“Religious enthusiasts are pursuing a 

i will o’ the wisp, for while statistics in 
; missionary reports recording the num- 

her of heathen annually converted to 
Christianity are for the main part true, 
yet there are two unfortunate draw
backs to the spread of this religion 
that Christians in their enthusiasm are 
apt to overlook. One' of these is the 
number of men and women in civilized 
and hitherto Christian countries who 
forswear the religion of Christ The 
other drawback is that natural produc
tion in heathen countries is most rapid. 
The data on this subject are scarce, but 
what little there are give unquestion
able evidence of the decline of Chris
tianity as a theological system.”

From this point the authors of the 
article mentioned introduce statistics, 
first showing that in 1833 Christianity 
was at flood-tide, for there were then 
more Christians in proportion to pop
ulation than there were before, or have 
been since. Passing the figures, which 
would be instructive if we had space, 
the next period is 1851, when there was 
a decline of ¿ne and two-third per cent. 
Passing, again to 1882, a period of 31 
years, and the falling away was five 
per cent. The next period of reliable 
dates is 1895, thirteen years, during 
which there was a further dropping off 
of one per cent, The writers say they 
have made the best showing possible 
for Christianity, and that In 57 years 
the Christian population of the world 
has declined 8 per cent, an average of 
1 per cent every seven years. “Con
tinuing at this rate, ip seven hundred 
years Christianity will be but a mem
ory. Relax the missionary movement 
one-half, and the year 2240 will see no 
more Christians.”

The authors point out very clearly 
the causes of the decline of faith. 
Among these are found the following:

“The Gospel accounts of the miracles 
attributed to Jesus Christ, which were 
of the greatest utility in the spread of 
Christianity in the early centuries of 
its existence, and which perhaps more 
than anything else influenced and con-

JONAB AND /THE WI4 
. - ■ Every now andI then' the marvelous 
story of Jonah and the whale eomes up 
before the doubting congregations, and 
the ministers feel called on to explain 
the seemingly impossible. Just now 
there Is in all the congregations of the 
Lord, an epidemic <ff pettifogging com
mentaries on this most important sub
ject For It is of vital import to this 
age and generation whether the un
known Jonah was swallowed by a fish 
or an alligator.

There are two ways of disposing of 
this subject. One is to explain it away 
by ingenious Interpretation, the other 
to take the bull by the horns and W i- 
ly assert that it is God’s truth, 
taken literally just as It reads. Tal
mage takes tbe latter course, which 
really is the only tenable one for those 
Who claim Infallibility for the Bible.

Dr. A. C. Dixon out-Jonahs Jonah. 
He takes the whole story at a gulp, and 
goes on to explain how it might be. 
He says maybe God purposely made a 
big fish for the special design and fitted 
its stomach with ail the conveniences 
of modern travel. God can do anything 
and it is exceeding weak to suppose he 
could not build a fish able to swallow 
a man and keep him safely for three 
days. '

Why, says Dr. Dixou, in his full and 
complete knowledge of God, he could 
make a fish big enough to swallow' 
Brooklyn bridge. ’

; “A.BRQTH OF A BOY." , 
Kaiser ¿-William HL is,- In Irish 

dialect, “Abrottftof a boy.” The Sultan 
of Turkey,^ prompted by a generous 
heart, anq^favp^i received from the 
young emperor,। „while all the rest of 
the Christian world was seeking his 
overthrow; “presented the successor of 
William I.)1who'unified Germany and 
Prussia, fc^h allocation which bigotry 
is pleased’to designate as the residence 
of the Holy Virgin—she who was the 
mother of “a God. Emperor William, 
either ignorant 'or forgetful of the 
brutality Catholicism, and the hor
rible massive of jils ancestors by order 
of the Pope, mentioned at length In 
another article, itelegraphed that func
tionary from Jerusalem, on October 31, 
thusly:

“I am happyito be able to inform 
your holiness dluit, thanks to the be
nevolent intervention of his majesty 
the Sultan, who has not hesitated to 
give me this proof of his personal 
friendship, I have been able to acquire 
at Jerusalem the abode of the holy 
virgin. I decided to place this ground, 
consecrated by so many pious mem
ories, at the disposal of my Catholic 
subjects. It rejoices my heart to be

After this we are ready to admit 
that God could make a whale with a 
stomach like a Pullman sleeper, and 
a colored porter to make up the berths, 
shine Jonah’s boots and dust his man 
tie as the prophet walked out of the 
open mouth of the fish to the dry landi

Why not?
This explanation of the Bible is quite 

original and may be indefinitely ex
tended to other obscure and stumbling
block passages.

This Dr. Dixon made himself famous 
by going over to Staten Island and 
shooting little yellow birds and robins

verted masses of people to the religion 
of the Galilean prophet, have probably | 
within the past half-century been
Christianity^ greatest enemy. In these 
days no student will unquestioningly 
accept any religion whose doctrines 
will not bear the light of scientific re
search or of logical discussion. This, 
on account of the greater diffusion to
day of higher education among the 
people, may be the most potent factor 
of all In the apparent decline of Chris
tianity during recent years.”

Churchmen are as conscious as any 
that it Is ebb-tide with them, and this 
is the secret of tfielr earnest zeal to re
gain lost vantage ground. But the re
vival of Middle Age methods will not 
be tolerated by enlightened freemen; 
on the contrary their efforts resemble 
the mired ox whose every struggle 
sinks him deeper and deeper in the 
mud, from which no human power can 
extricate him.

SLUSH FROM THE PULPIT.
With the title “Providential Features 

of the World’s Recent Events," Rev. 
A. B. Simpson, of New York, gave an 
address in Willard Hall, this city, on 
the 8th lust, from which it would be 
justly inferred the divine is in familiar 
contact with Almighty God, and well 
knows every movement of his mighty 
mind. He neglected to state that his 
Supreme Majesty was influenced to act 
as he has done, because of his im
portunate prayers requesting assist
ance In the direction indicated. We 
quote from the Record:

“One of the grandest movements of 
God’s providence has been the crystal
lizing into closer union of the Anglo
Saxon races. It Is perhaps the most 
extraordinary evolution of our time.' 
This hemisphere has had three ex
periments. The French tried and 
failed in governmental effort Then 
God gave the Spanish race a trial 
They still more egregiously and crim- 
inaliy failed. Now he has sent along 
the Anglo-Saxon race to take the trust 
for the benefit of humanity. God has 
drawn the United States and Great 
Britain, who are one race, If not one 
nation, strangely and sweetly together, 
and is preparing them to-day to be a 
bulwark against despotism and selfish
ness. Already there is a ‘holy alliance,' 
forged In heaven and in human hearts, 
that Is stronger than any formal bond 
of governments.

“God has opened Africa to Great 
Britain and given her control there. 
Now her daughter, tbe United States, 
In spite of her traditions, in spite of her 
old conservative ideas, In spite of her 
own firm resolves, has been compelled 
to face the question of expansion. She 
has been compelled to spread thè wings 
of her eagle until they overshadow all 
the world. Thank God fon It It Is one 
of his acts. It Is Providence. It Is a 
great purpose. It is the consummation 
the prophets have looked forward to.”

The preacher continued on in the
same strain at considerable length, 
telling of God’s plans, God’s doings, 
God’s victories, repeating _____ :
times, “These were God’s acts.” Man

several

was only an instrument, a tool in God’s 
band to crush Mohammedanism, to 
punish Spain, to defeat the Jew, to 
build up a great Anglo-Saxon people to 
triumph everywhere.

Now is it not true that every act of 
violence, whether of murder, - arson, 
robbery or other crime, is the act of 
God, Inspired by him, the actors only 
his agents obeying his will, Just as 
much as in the cases the pulpiteer 
mentions? The Devil-a fiction of 
priestcraft—can only act In obedience 
to God's mandate.

Would it not be better to give the 
credit of good deeds to those who merit 
rewards, and load with opprobrium 
those who do wrong, rather than shift 
the responsibility to Invisible and un
known characters? ■ ’ ,

a large Constituency.
The Evangelist Moody lately visited 

the Illinois • penitentiary at Joliet, and 
preached to the spirits In prison. When 
he asked those who desired prayers in 
their behalf to rise 1,200 instantly 
sprang to their feet “And of such is 
the kingdom of heaven.” I

able thus to prove how dear to me. are 
the religious’interests of the Catholics 
whom Divine Providence has placed in 
my care. I beg your holiness to accept 
the assurances of my sincere attach
ment." ,,

The Pope promptly replied with 
thanks for the gift. And if the bones 
of Martin Luther did not rattle on that 
occasion, it was not that they had no 
cause. His, Luther's, words to the 
Pope, on December 10, 1520, when that 
functionary ordered.his writings burnt 
by the hangman, and his body sent 
bound to Rome; “You are not God’s 
vicegerent, but the Devil’s. I take your 
bull as an emparchinented He, and 
burn it,” well expresses the contempt 
felt by one of heaven's noblemen for

TRUTH FROM A CHRISTIAN 
SCHOLAR. ■

: Jolin Caird, D.-D., formerly professor 
of divinity to the University of Glas
gow, and lastly president of that great 
institution of learning, who died in 
July last, was one of the broad-mind
ed churchmen, who had brains and no
bility of character which allowed him 
to comprehend that Christianity was 
not an original religion, and to express 
himself accordingly. We have just 
re-read his Orlbntal Religions. Had we 
still retained our childhood teaching, 
that religion and morality had its ori
gin w'ith God himself, who communi
cated his will on these subjects direct 
to the Jews, we should have been 
shocked when we read on pp. 551-2:

“What is the earliest form of relig
ion, or of anything that truly deserves 
the name in the history of the race?” 
To this he replies: “The answer, I 
think, is supplied to us by the early re
ligions of India.”

Prof. Caird found the Indo-Aryan 
race carried us back from 1,000 to 1,500 
years before our era. This period syn
chronizes with that period when a 
branch of our Aryan ancestors, who 
had left Happy Bactria, lit Central 
Asia, carrying Zoroastrianism w'ith

just for the fun of killing, them, and 
was caught, at his ‘‘humane" pastime, 
arrested ana fined $155 for so doing. ignoble purpose not yet fully developed.

THE ROME CIRCLE !
The home circle is the nursery of Spiritualism, 

and has produced more converts than all other 
sources combined. Around the family table 
where sympathizing hearts meet, one desire for 
departed friends^ held in common by the sitters, 
ascends, which is of itself a potent magnetism 
attracting those friends to the dootway through 
which they enter. There is intense desire to re
ceive on one side and to bestow on the other, and 
under such circumstances even a low degree of 
sensitiveness will become exited until respon
sive to spirit presence and spirit thought.

The home circle in the main fillfills the essen
tial conditions of a selected one.! As to the
promiscuous circle, it should be ayioided as cer
tain to yield unsatisfactory ^s^ts; Eapli sitter 
is accompanied by related spiHts/and ' tfere is 
confusion in the control, if not in the circle.

At the home circle where the family gathers 
the missing ones take unseen their old familiar 
places, and how sweet to think they are still 
united with us in every feeling ! Most emphatic
ally do we urge the holding of such circles with 
absolute regularity and punctuality. The hours 
thus spent are not wasted, alihough no manifes
tations be received. They are like holy com
munions which fill our souls with quiet and rest- 
fulness—Hudson Tuttle in “Studies in Psychic 
Science.” ~

them, were resting on the head-waters 
of the Indus, preparatory to their de
scent into the great valley, from 
whence they spread all over that vast 
peninsula now known as Hindustan, 
they driving the native population be
fore them;. ;

The writer has maintained for years 
that the so-called Judean religion and 
tliat of tliB Brahmans had a common 
origin In that region now known as 
Turkistan, lying east of the Caspian 
Sea. Worshipers of the Jewish God 
will be glad to read what Prof. Caird 
says of the God of the Brahmans. We 
quote;

“The multiform character of worship 
In the Vedas is only apparent. The va
rious divinities are marked by no hard 
and fast line of distinction from each 
other; and they are in reality only dif
ferent names for one indivisible whole, 
of which the particular divinity in
voked at any one time is regarded as 
the type or representative.... .The per
sonality ascribed to Dyaus, or Varu
na, or Indra, or Agni, is scarcely more 
real than in the thinly veiled meta
phors in which modern poetic language 
speaks of the smiling heavens, or the 
whispering breeze, or the sullen, moan
ing, restless sea; but the language In 
which these various divinities are ad
dressed shows that they flow Into each 
other, and are only varied expressions 
from different points of view for the 
grander and wider presence of mighty 
Nature—a presence which clothes Itself 
in Innumerable guises, but which how
ever varied, whether soft and gentle, 
or wild or wrathful, whether It delight 
or over-awe or terrify, is still one and 
the same. Nay, we find, especially to
wards the close of the Vedic period 
that instinctive sense of a unity that 
Ues behind and comprehends all Indi
vidual diversities, finding direct ex
pression in various passages of tha 
Veda. There is but one,’ says one of 
the writers, ‘though the poets call him 
by many names.’"

Can Christians say truthfully the 
same of their three Gods, the Father, 
Son and Holy Ghost? They may call 
them one, but the old saw, “The calling 
of a cow's tall a leg does not make It a 
leg nevertheless," so the .calling three 
distinct persons,one person does not 
change the fact

TO INSANE ASYLUM BY WAY OF 
OHUROH.

Dr. Seldon H. Talcott, Medical Su
perintendent of the Middletown (New 
York) State Homeopathic Hospital for 
the Insane, has Just put out the hos
pital’s twenty-seventh annual report, 
says the New York World. In it Dr. 
Talcott very solemnly warns those 
who think -themselves truly religious, 
that the road to an Insane asylum 
sometimes lies through a church; that 
children especially should not be 
frightened into religion, nor a religious 
education, so-called, be driven into 
children.

“Religion should never be presented 
In such a way as to shock young sensi
bilities and apprehensions, nor to insti
gate doubt, pain and worriment-in the 
hearts and minds of youth," Dr. Tal
cott writes.

“The fault of religious instruction Is 
that it is'often given In Buch form that 
the shock of fear blights the forces of 
growing youth and an agony of re
morse for sin is allowed to produce 
worry by day, Insomnia by night, until 
physical and mental development is 
effectually arrested."

This is the warning of a physician 
who has studied poor lunatics as they 
mumble prayers or ape devout observ
ances: ’

“Of religion teach to chUdren chiefly 
Its inspiring consolation for the fu
ture. . '

“Present religion to the young in the 
form of a new commandment, a glo
rious Inspiration, to do good and be 
good." . .

It may more interest physicians, doc
tors of the body, to learn that Dr. Tal
cott has been studying, too, the effects 
of the grip on the nervous system..

Dr. Talcott finds among his patients 
fewer who suffer from’acute mania

people the- less religion is brought to 
bear with united efficiency against 
vice....Not one clergyman in one 
thousand dares preach a sermon on the 
Seventh Commandment........There are
seventeen sects of Methodists, and 
thirteen sects of Baptists, and almost 
as many distinct Varieties In each oth
er religious genus. How is any union 
sentiment or work to be got out of that 
state of affairs? It is shockingly Im
moral, I say, to’ be squabbling while 
fifty million persons in this land are 
not even’nomlnal Christians." ’

The Pilot, Boston, a Catholic organ, 
tells the wherefore of all this trouble/ 
with the dissenting churches:

“Protestantism has failed, not be
cause It has split up into warring fac
tions, but because'it lacks the essential 
'elements for religious success. It lacks 
divine guidance; Its ministers cannot 
pfeach the truth because they know 
pot the truth. When the Methodist 
holds one view of‘the Bible narrative, 
the Baptist,Another, the Presbyterian 
still another, land |o down to the last 
sect that has been fbrmed, where is the 
lay Protestant to hunt for the truth?
Where-can he exp&t to find it?”

The Catholic has clearly the advan
tage in this pegard. An infallible Pope 
decides alb controverted questions, 
from whose decision! there is no appeal; 
for he voices ¡Infinity, hence there can 
be no discord/- “Thfe essential element 
of religious Success” was found in the 
Inquisition. 'Ostensibly abolished, still 
It is believed to be’femployed in Catho
lic countrles',lIike. Spain and Italy, 
though prosbcutlon's are conducted In 
private, and penalties are inflictedand more afflicted with melancholia. uuu pyumues

In his report he ascribes this change of 1 with greatest secrecy, 
type of mental disease to thégrip. He . .. .
graphically compares the nervous ef
fects of the grip to those of a cyclone 
in a forest of a sand storm on the des
ert He writes: -

“The great nerve trunks are tom up, 
so to speak, and prostrated before the 
sweep of this disease. In many in
stances the finer filaments of the nerv
ous system have been pelted by the 
grip Into an abject condition of chronic 
and unrecoverable disease, which es
tablishes a condition of desolation, 
ruin and despair in the human mind.”

never reports his experience, for “dead 
men tell no tales.” Could the convents 
reveal the doings within their walls, it 
is very probable the horrors of the tor
ture-chamber would be out-done, if pos
sible, on the poor unfortunates who 
have surrendered home, friends, and 
social endearments to become “brides 
of Christ,” which ex-priests say, and 
probably truthfully, means in fact; 
mistresses for celibate priests.

What a great and ennobling truth is 
revealed to us as, a fact by Spirit
ualism. ‘

INJUSTICE.
The present Indian troubles, says the 

Minneapolis Journal, are, as nearly all 
the Indian troubles In this country 
have been, the result of our reservation 
system.

The late distinguished pioneer, Henry 
H. Sibley, who understood from per
sonal experience the Indian question in 
all Its bearings, when representing 
Minnesota Territory in Congress In 
1850, most earnestly sought to secure a 
change of the Indian policy. In his 
speech of August 2, 1850, he drew a 
very vivid picture of the injustices of 
thé Government which had engendered 
retaliation by the Indians and he 
charged that every Indian war, since 
the country had an existence, was 
chargeable to the Injustice of the Gov
ernment- He strongly advocated as a 
remedy the immediate abandonment of 
the reservation system; the extension 
of the United States laws over the abo
riginal tribes and the gift of separate 
property, personal and individual pos
session of the land, placed beyond the 
power of alienation, so as to break lip 
tribal relations; the endowment of the 
Indians with civil rights; the establish
ment of manual labor schools among 
them. These are the chief points of 
Sibley’s plan, some of Which the Gov
ernment has tardily adopted. Sibley 
was no visionary or dreamer. He was 
a thoroughly practical man, and few 
men had as full knowledge as he of the 
Indian question. There would not 
have been any Indian troubles in Min
nesota had Congress adopted the policy 
Sibley outlined 48 years ago. The In
dians would have been merged in the 
population and the reservation Indian 
would have been a tradition. The 
sooner the country adopts the Sibley 
policy for all the Indian reservation 
population, the better will it be for the 
public peace and security. ”

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
Mr. Petersilea writes: “When my 

wife and I were in London, living near 
the old curiosity shop, Dickens came to 
us and said: ‘People say that if there is 
anything in Spiritualism, why don’t 
Charles Dickens come back and tell us 
something? Now, my friends, I have 
lookqd the world over and I cannot 
find a medium willing to give me, time 
and attention without compensation.' 
I said: ‘Mr. Dickens, I will give yon 
both time and attention, and shall feel 
both honored and gratified to have you 
use my organism for the purpose of 
presenting your grand ideas to the 
world. I ask no compensation.’ Thus 
the contract between the spirit of the 
great Charles Dickens and the writer 
and medium, Carlyle Petersilea was 
then and there made.”

HON. A. GASTON. . -
We are glad to learn that Mr. Gas

ton, president of the Cassadaga Camp 
Association, has been elected to a seat 
in Congress. We extend to him our 
hearty congratulations! on the distin
guished honors conferred upon him. 
Mr. Gaston is an avowed Spiritualist, 
and his presence on the floor of Con
gress will be accompanied with excel
lent results. - ■ ...

away, the personal will relaxes Itj
Their Divine and Beneno.nt&"5m“lSttlKl51.!a; 

Mission loHumanity.
An angel of love descended-from The" voice ^ofman’s^ettei11118^0’11-! 

heaventone night, to mingle with those not heard to th^thiind^Af 13 
who abide in the temple of flesh. Like ties, nor in the wlMs of n». < e? bat‘ 
a bright sunbeam it came, to shed its tlie’sneaktoc bu‘ ?“
gloifous light iu the valley of shadows, I moments when In n nnn°^r thoughtful 
where dwell the human and sin of' self who™ h Peaceful vacancy

It'entered a home of the wealthy and upon by the sniritnnwL-13 actafl 
worldly, and with the fire and zeal of £Noughts fiom evnlitii1 
heavenly love, it uttered deep thoughts that dwell in +i,o w exulted beings 
that burned with the eloquence of wis- Then each should learnTT SpT' 
dom and truth; but the inner ears of tumuli “y1 SU0U*u learn to silence tho the listeners were dea? and Lo loving wtospered meS ^e
response camo from the vacant stare of for aMeis are the w!n™?g«S g 
eyes that were holden—they were souls from snirlt w n.®ed thoughts
that were bound by the weight of mat- woi“s of warton^ .WhiCh 
ter and blinded by the Ulusions of and glv SV™, i 
sense. With bowed head and heavy timesi of mRfn.onL f co“sol,atlon 
heart, amid blinding tears of sorrow, where there was desn^?1 Ua u°?? 
the angel went out into the darkness where there wn« nrur P dellSht
and silence of night. the™ g ef,’ und streubrtliIt went to a home that was brightly I toe messen!™™ weakness. Silently
Illumined and beautifully adorned^ light, to tint wilderness^and 1?aIu?s.,of 
from whence floated the sweet melody responsive heaw w nt h d the 
of music, blended with the siren song a love that conm fire of

f01’ a “O' ^8 the pain 63 dl0SS aud
Dient at the threshold, then entered I TVifhnnt i * • athere. Standing alone, it watched the from sifirituaf ™. i?t’Wlnfel tUou8llts 
fair forms that'glided about to timely motions that ~n"?d he gTtle 
8t,eP8 tp the alluring music-forms in hours““ commuX wito th« OS°U1> 
Which the soul was ensepulcltered and his higher self the wi •,)« tbePai!E?1 oI 
the light obscured. It looked Into the I nhy would . «nln d.°m of P11“05»' 
bright faces, but saw behind the smil- longer express the’insn!™« 'V0#Ulu 
ing mask of hypocrisy the sad coUnte- truths; muste wuld tose to 7 
nance of sin, bearing the impress of that cantivnt« to “ i1 J lle melodX drifting lives. TheSangel lo&ed u“> tiaVSo^of’ rib^ut’snhe.1113 CelC13; 
with pleading eyes to heaven,and from break in waves of silence1«« thl d 
notdaPHh3 of lts sorrowful soul there of a tuneless worid But the tovin«°«ea 
th«™ wi,« PvZL odlJ? of I always had its votaries^'am? toi

those who had-assembled there. of the spirit became blLat|1 
« tbe bome of u miser, where From century to eenturv—throne-h31^
a dim light revealed the barren walls, ages of deepest darkness when w™?3 
the uncarpeted floor and the lone triumphed and superstition heliT*t?g 
“¿nt^rTa^
gold he had won, and of the treasure! an«^ud eas?^hVe auO^ to?T

° fe Ealued’ ,TUe fall of the foot- solitude of lo£[ ~s or ¿oLfln^l 
?™?n H the /n.fel awoke no eehoe8 I ia dal'k and gloomy dungeons w«™
from the unfeeling walls; the warm mature souls, who listened t«W<h«
waves of its love found no resting- voices of nature and of amreln ¿nA
unit tn« ..„„..ii-. »...1___ f of the mlset, I kept ali\ e the divine knowledge' unto
andthk.e ang,, , voite could speak no the people were ready to reeeivl it 
audible words to ears that we™ nt- The . leceive it.
with^rief dHdk °f f°ld‘ 0PPIessed tongues and lifted1" up^its wings* its 
w™«n«,leuandi desP°nde“ce, tbe angel flame spread from the east to the west 
ur^PaGd t? mantle closer about of the earth, and its heat exnnnded t<! 
w«^td Yltb lips and speechless, the surrounding horizons But abova 
went out again into the night. the echoes of the Inquisition we hel?

It found its way to the home of a toe undying message of tha mvstt sat toattdA hT thG ,Wlfe aad tlle chlld the tea^eis “nTX&s of p“ y 
sat in the darkness, hungry and cold— ages- above the fnmf« a no°' no bread, no light, no flre^nt to the si- sfe the upturned fX and he p““nhet° 
lence waiting and listening for the ap- 1c hands, which spe!k in J silent >n- 
forUwhl«h n tell“ a f?otst°Ds' a souud Buage that awakens thoughts of grat- 
for which they had listened aud often I Hude for those who dared to snentr 
th«™heardi befo.ra’ Tlle an8el entered their convictions in the midst oAor- 
soothed Hd . magaetlc finEer8 tul'c. aad to carry the banner of truth 
™ul™di tbn mothe‘'8 aching brow and and freedom to the very gates of 
relieved the pain. Angel fingers death. y g 01
touched the golden locks of the sweet- From the ashes of martyrdom n now 
b™nth«d td’iUn<1 deatu away, .hope springs, aud from the darkness of 
would ahiV6, ?nU1 3 7/ °f !!gbt tbat lgnolauce we see tbe dawning of an- 
would shine with undimmed lustre other day, whose noontide snlendor 

ltoveU‘thatlewo0nldni ydtt‘Tra “gbt and W1U Shed lts Klorlous radiance over toe
.t7at*uW?.U.d lead the wayward twentieth century with a brlglitn<Mn 

father to the light of life's eternal day. that has never before been known on 
The eyes of the child were moist with land or sea. URIEL BUCHANAN 
tears of gratitude, and on the face of uoghanan.
the mother there rested the smile of . .---------

A InP® and forsaken woman, who A PSYCHIC CAMPAIGN, 
had “loved not wisely, but too well,” ___ niviu
lay dying in a dark and desolate room, Th« c • -x .
amid the haunts of shame. Her cheek Spiritualist ASSO-
had lost its roundness. The glow and riatinnbloom of health had faded. Gone the CiatlOn.
brightness from the eye. Gone forever I
toe smile of youth, the Joyous laughter Tke recent complete and relentless 
of innocence, and nil the sacred thlpgs esl’osure of a fraudulent “medium” by 
of life. In that last hour of agony the tlle Blinols State Spiritualists’ AssociaJ 
curtains of toe past were lifted, and llon ls a B'atifylng evidence of the de
she saw, in mournful mockery, the lel’minatlon of tliat body to drive out 
spirit of her childhood, as she played, busine!is the pretenders and charla- 
an Innocent darling, with her play- tans who bring reproach upon Spirit
mates. She saw, as in a dream, the uuksm by operations similar to those 
lilies of purity apd tho flowers of hope exl’osed in the “Katie King” affair 
and peace that fin'd been strewn along 8ome twenty years ago. In other 
the shining track of her young life by words, a crusade has apparently been 
loving hands. A tempter had met her, begun against the small army of im- 
and she had been prone to trust P°s,01’s who thrive by counterfeiting 
Driven from home to the street, then PsJ’clllc phenomena.
to toe house of shame, and now to toe Tlie undertaking is no small one, but 
merciful threshold of death. Though can be prosecuted with more hope of 
wronged, cast out and heart-broken on success by the Spiritualists themselves 
earth, she was not alone as she sought tban by av°wed disbelievers in toe the- 
refuge in the speechless silence of toe ory of modern Spiritualism. For toe 
last sleep. God’s angel of mercy was latter start out by denying the super- 
there, to touch with the finger of love natural origin of any of the manifesta- 
the brow of pain and release the penl- tlonB’ while the former claim that a 
tent soul from the corruptible tene- I larga Proportion are veridical, though 
ment of clay. ------’---------- ’

_____ _ in his attic cham- Few Pe°Ple nowadays attribute all 
her, alone with his thoughts and bls so'called Spiritualistic phenomena to 
books. Through many years of toll by mere trickery or legerdemain. The 
day, and nights of earnest thought, the testimony of men of science like Sir 
youth had struggled to attain the William Crookes and his associates In 
heights of pure Ideals. The magnetic the Society for Psychical Research Is 
chords of love, entwined with hope and t0° strong to be dismissed with simple 
faith, drew him ever upward toward denial- But while most scientific in- 
the attainment of his soul’s supreme vestigators now admit that the mani- 
deslre, leading him in dreams from festatlons are independent of the con- 
height to height, and pointing ever to scions volition of the “medium" there 
the stars. But this night no words had 18 a general tendency toward the the- 
been written on the blank paper before ory Propounded by Dr. T. J. Hudson In 
him, for he had thoughts too deep for bis “Baw of Psychic Phenomena.” 
words, and he had feelings that were Tllls ls’ *n brief, that there exists in tho 
too deep for thought. He rested his human mind a set of faculties—normal
head on the table, and wet the white ‘y dormant—which, under given condi- 
pages of paper with tears that were tIons> evince powers superior to the or- 
shed in the hour of wrestling with dl?ary Intelligence. Dr. Hudson calls 
hope and despair—that hour when each tb'8 collection of faculties the subject
moment trembled with destiny. Tested lve mindl other psychological writers 
by fierce temptation, which is ever denominate it subliminal conscious-
gilded with a luring brightness that I ncss-
draws the wavering soul downward 1118 tllls duality of mind, so to speak, 
into the flame of passion, where toe which, according to Dr. Hudson, forms 
pure heart is seared and blackened by the baslB for hypnotism, telepathy, 
toe heat and smoke of sin, this noble mesmerism and similar phenomena. In 
youth who had passed safely through which one Individuality exercises an 
many of toe clouds and storms of life’s lnfluence over another without the me- 
conflict that had raged with a merci- dlum of spoken language. And thus 
less power about his frail and faltering far not on,y Spiritualists but men of 
form, felt now that hope and faith were sclence generally and substantially 
silently ebbing away Into the sea of a8ree with him.
doubt and despair. But for this soul, But at thls P°int 016 Paths the ma
in that hour of weakness, came the teriallstic psychologists and the avowed 
golden moment of spiritual vision and Spiritualists diverge. For, while Dr. 
a glimpse of tire beckoning ideal. The Hnds«n and his followers maintain 
soft voice of toe all-loving, all-forgiv- that the “subjective mind" performs 
Ing angel whispered sweet words of 1111 the operations known as Spirltual-

■ ‘ * * istic phenomena—Including table-tip
ping, rapping, slate writing and “mate
rialization”—the professed Spiritualists

sympathy through the oppressive still
ness of thatrsilent midnight hour in the 
attic chamber, and the wooing accents, 
like strains of celestial music, floated 
through the invisible air and touched 
the heart-chords of the passionate 
youth with the immortal strength of 
heavenly love. The lightnings of pas
sion ceased, the storm quieted and the 
clouds lifted. Bright beams from the 
glorious sun1 of unfading light flashed 
into the depths of his bruised heart 
with the sensation of an infinite purity 
and the unalterable serenity of sweet
est peace. Scenes of radiant beauty 
and inexpressible glory floated before 
his enraptured vision, and his soul 
drifted away upon the entrancing bil
lows of sound, till lost in the realm of 
ecstasy.

There are placesin the path of life 
where the way Is stony and the soul’s 
horizon dark, when no ray from the 
crystal dome of heaven can penetrate 
the clouds of earthly inharmony, and 
no spark of hope tliat lingers in the
heart can dispel the darkness of doubt 
and uncertainty. Into each life the 
cloud and storm must come—into each 

^oul the feeling of despair that wrecked 
hopes and shattered Ideals alone can 
bring. There are sufferings that no hu
man hand has power to alleviate; there 
are sorrdws that no human voice with

insist that these manifestations are due 
not to the power of the Incarnate soul, 
but to the intervention of disembodied 
spirits. And that issue is the dominant 
one in the psychology of the present 
day. One side admits the genuineness 
of the phenomena, but attributes them 
to purely natural causes; the other 
follows the “natural” hypothesis to a 
certain point and then substitutes a su
pernatural theory.

Both sides; however, are equally In
terested in exposing mere jugglery and 
deception, and the Hudsonites, as well 
as honest people generally, will ap
plaud the State Spiritualists’ Assocla-' 
tion in its crusade against “fake” me- 
diums.—Chicago Daily Chronicle, No
vember 18. -

CORRECTION.
- In the editorial ot last week, headed 
"A Badge of Enslavement," In the sev
enth paragraph, the figures were acci
dentally transposed by the type, and 
were made to read 1823 where 1283 
was written. It was 1283, near the 
close of the 13th century Prussia cat- 
braced Christianity to save their peo
ple from extinction.



LYMAN C. HOWE.

Excellent Results.

fend them, replied; “Yes, to Lord Je- The first experiment

.ML £ £- 1 à/'

ness medical aid ought not to be called 
in, but that the elder should pray over 
the patient and anoint the patient with 
olL The deceased child, which was 14

sages, all recognized. Six hundred and 
forty words were written on the slates 
during these experiments.

Why. is it that

I OFTEN WONEER WHY 'IIS SO

'’Natane Care.” By Dre. M. E. and 
Boga C. Conger. Excellent for every family. Cloth, |L5a ”

Nonsense! Get rid of those vapid 
nothings. Why. should —•, and — 
and , be jealous? Can you find any 
conceivable reason? These critics are 
successful, well-salaried, always busy,

W SUGAR-COATED.
But Right to the Point at 

Issue.

(FOUR KIND OF SPIRITUALISM, 
THEIR KIND OF SPIRITUALISM 
AND MY KIND OF SPIRITUAL- 
ISM—WHAT KIND OF A SPIRIT
UALIST ARE YOU ANYWAY Î- 
A COMMUNICATION FROM A 
PROMINENT WORKER.

t To the Editor:—Once more It has 
been decided by the delegates of the 
N. S. A. that Spiritualists do not really 
kuow whether they know anything or 
not. The peculiar picture which we 
present to the world at this time might 
be used against us with great advant
age by our opponents, and probably 
would be, only that we have such an 
exceptionally small avowed member
ship that N. S. A. and all, we are 
hardly worth the powder and shot.

I fain would show you our photos, 
dear reader: Imagine 175,000 people 
marching along shouting songs of joy 
because they see clearly in the distance 
angelic hosts. I<ow watch our rauks 
closely aud you will find that we have
three divisions. First comes the rad
ical wing; the church and everything 
which the church ever did or believed 
is their object of attack. Second, the 
great body of progressive Spiritualists, 

... not anxious for destruction and quite 
'.ready to admit that in all great epochs' 

of religious awakening these truths 
have been given human beings. Third, 
the reincarnation wing, teaching mat
ters of which the great majority con
sider they have no proof. At the head 
there is a fair, representative, leader
ship. Permeating ranks and leaders 
there is a scattered contingent of peo- 
pie who really believe as being right 

• what others term social vice. These 
people probably never have advocated 
this publicly, but evidently are in earn
est enough as in private life they are 
quite ready to advance arguments in 
support of it; others there are 'who 
openly advocate the use of intoxicants 
and indulge in a great deal. These 
people claim to be Spiritualists and 
were a declaration of principles to 
embody a declaration for chastity and 
temperance in all things, this class 

. would say nothing about the terms in 
question, but would vote against the 

.word Infinite or Divinity, or suggest 
. laying it on the table for a year or 
.more, anywhere, anyway, only not to 
be tied down to being expected to live 
chastely aud temperately.
/.Then there is tbe element permeating 

-all ranks of mediums who do just 
enough faking to keep their work sen
sational and right to the front, and be
sides these there is the almost wholly 
fake division at our heels of yard-long- 
advertisers, the Madames and the 
Profs.; and this class all howl together 
that the angel world doesn't want 
Spiritualism organized, and would 
speedily destroy any declaration of 
principles which we might concoct; and 
they use their ill-gotten gains and in
fluence to prevent the culmination of 
this great movement by such a dec
laration of principles as will make the 
word Spiritualism stand for something. 
“Oh! but it does stand for something 
now,” cries one dear enthusiast; “it 
makes me better and purer.” I beg 
pardon, dear reader, you mean that
. .YOUR KIND OF SPIRITUALISM 
makes you better and purer. Haven’t 
you yet learned that there is another 
kind of Spiritualism, taught by spirits, 
.which if listened to leads people into 
licentiousness and incites them by in
fluence to drink intoxicants and to in
dulge in deeds of vengeance?

When some of our grand workers 
teach from the rostrum the higher 
Spiritualism,"doesn't it suggest to your 
mind the fact that there is a lower 
Spiritualism? Where have you been 
and where are you going that you have 
not learned these cardinal points of 
spirit communications?

I for one am tired of telling what I 
know of the masquerading done in the 
name of mediumship, but have you not 
yet learned, dear reader, that the word 
medium has been so long used by the 
public, belyg a sort of a free for all 
term, that with any amount of defining 
.Which the N. S. A. or any other asso
ciation might do, this name can be 
.appropriated by any persons, no matter 

, what their moral character, and they 
cannot under any circumstances be de
prived of its use, at least so writes me 
one of the staunchest Spiritualists and 
ablest lawyers in the United States.

“Why doesn’t our N. S. A. give us 
another name instead of medium, 
which our workers can legally use and 
be deprived of when they live wrong?” 
You may well ask, but I am not able 

■to answer, for there is no reason w- 
cepting that they have not

■:, So far/we have done nothing of any 
Special account except to teach the one 
great truth which has revolutionized 
the world’s thinking, of spirit return, 

• find I am fain to confess that we haVe 
demonstrated from our rostrum such 
a series of returnings of both

GOOD AND EVIL INFLUENCES 
that the world may well stand aghast 

, So far and no farther as an aggregate 
presentation, has Spiritualism taught 
the world. No wonder people ask what 
good It does outside of easing the sor
row of death.

. WHAT IS THE RESULT?
The result is that the teachings of 

the higher Spiritualism permeates the 
liberal churches, and earnest church 
people are asking, What do you stand 
for anyway besides the one fact of 
spirit return, that we should leave a 
liberal church? Many of your mediums 
act disreputably; true, ministers are 
no better, but our preacher is a moral 
.man; why should I climb up to your 
third^tory hall and find presiding 
there first one and then another of me
diums who are flirtatious, undignified, 
easily disgruntled, who drink intoxi
cants, dress like variety actresses, or 
are repeatedly seen with the opposite 
sex In questionable localities?

Now, Spiritualists, common sense for 
it Why should they?
I suppose I shall be called unkindly 

and captious. Some will say that I am 
: not a true Spiritualist, and I certainly 
could not defend myself on that charge 
for I never have found out officially all 
of what Spiritualism is yet I can only 
avow that I am one of many hundreds 
of honest workers, but that I, in com

: pany with
DOZENS OF OUR WORKERS, 

hm tired, weary, disgusted with bulld- 
. Ing on the sand. I feel like drooping 

my head In shame when I hear a Spir
itualist talk, about money changers in 
the Christian churches. Shame for the 
Spiritualist that In his uncharitable 

, anxiety to peer and poke at the mote 
in his brother’s eye that we are getting 
not only one but many beams in the 
¡windows of our souls. Shame for the 
Spiritualist who talks about our great 
truths and prates about "conditions,” 
and calls to his church neighbor, “come 
onr way—this road is cleaner,” when 
the same Spiritualist will go to a se
ance and actually believe that the forty 
to sixty forms which be saw were 
really and truly genuine and complete,

Ob, ye
Gods, the irony of fate! . 
iAn?..then you .‘“«»w you must not 
talk like some of us do, If you are a 
medium, and tell over the rotten spots 
on our apple of knowledge, dear reader, 
or someone of Mrs. Grundy’s dear 
children will
SURELY SAY YOU ARE JEALOUS!

ETERNAL PRINCIPLES.
What |8 to Be Will Be; What 

Has Been, Was to Be,

The reliability of nature’s laws clear
ly prove that they are based on eternal 
principles, from which are evolved ev-
ery manifestation of mind or matter 
that appeals to human consciousness.

„ ,• ———’ That being so, every manifestation in
J 01’? 01;,/11}? wby’ 111 tbe nanle of I tbe entire universe through all time sense, should they be jealous? Non-1 could not have been otherwise than 

sense; they simply are stating facts, precisely as it occurred for nature 
Listen to what they tell you, and get makes no mistakes
hotS. nnOCha“ee this 0011,1111011 lut0 a I What is to be will be, and what has 

r , , v , , becn- "'a8 to be, are self-evident propo-
le?ei, 1 bave been 1 bave found sitions sustained and strengthened at 

dteSten exPi'essions of disgust and every conceivable point by a logical 
disappointment from leading Spiritual-1 course of reasoning.

À1'ituall8t8' loo> uPon whose Every achievement in the domain of 
tholmri’<iapi'?<18 thu Very L‘xisteuce °f I science rests upon a foundation of 
the different societies, that the dele- truth, which is illustrated by demon- 
not fi. Ite i N‘ S' A' cou\eutlous bave stratingjts claims to be in perfect har- 

uinfni Io-10rllg . }'earS °f !,ppa.reutly "to“»’ "’»h nature’s laws in every par
painful effort given us . something, to ticular.
sta\Uemtpn)V!tefPrldIe 'iSHeing a11 oliiclal This being true, the conclusion is 
sniiit n i™,, )'haÌ lhe grouliact °f I tbat nature holds within its grasp the
teàchcM n ! i }eaclies: "’hetlier it boundless universe, whose inherent
teaches us a higher morality, chastity, forces have' guided and directed the
vamZ hm s,elt-8,lcTlflce- °1' ad- growth and unfoldment of mind and
™ i .at ■ ?lack ‘,U!!glc’ voudoolsm I matter from their earliest inception to 
tv °> vlg,2 of ?1101'al darkness. Many present conditions, unaided by imagin- 
of our oldest and best known workers ary deities.

tlla.t ?pil;ltu“118ln under Moral laws vary in different coun- 
118 ple8ont name, is to the best of their ti-ies, and sometimes among different 
bellet, shoit-lived. Ibis may be true; peoples in the same country. _ 
nAnteni. . )0 is^lcy’ io1' uoblel' °1’’ Sucb laws are mental conceptions so
p011“, ly t0 march ou as a_progressive, formulated as to clearly express and 

aL peoRle; ?va.8 Ilever offered by define rules, by which those adopting 
f 1 .saJed.fate t0 auy pe?ple- Never them elect to be guided. &

1 k ' A ?èAed right-of-way This necessitates the discussion of 
teKilnU mAfSSea aS Sl’11'1101111818 are. liuti questions involving good and evil, right 
InMead of advancing Spiritualism is and wrong, together with every con- 
oniy what it is to-day by the presenta- ceivable theological dogma from as- 
11011 01 . I sumed premises. ‘

YOUR KIND OF SPIRITUALISM, l 11 should be borne in mind that na- 
thelr kind of Spiritualism, and any “° reffai-d t,for J““1
kind of Spiritualism. If it is true that I ‘ nre ,aa, essential to the
Spiritualism only means spirit return I Welfare of humanity in tlie social world 
then I for one am not only a Spiritual- wblla ffature
ist, but so much diom thnt no fanv nf I ceaseless rhythmic pulsations is 
public opinion will ever tie me dbwn to tb.robblng through all space in harmony 
the mere use oi’that oneword; if ™ of I nV'1 116 .?^erly unfoldment 'of all 
our workers who have spirit-helpers are “ mu1' onwal'f1 march toward 
to be compelled to use thnt onp firm I I1 $ier conditlons, each revealing the medium^ and havenootheinn^e rfvpn luevital,e destluy that lnhered in un' 
uiwium, ttuu uo ouier name given deriving nrinnlnln« 
them, which means to the world that S8, x
they lead moral lives as•wdi na tim+i , ^hat Infinite vaiiety is as apparent they use “tbe gift of the starli ’’ then T a ,the leab11 of nllnd as 11 18 ln matter, 
for one° shaH refuse theuse'nf thnJ wiU llot be denled; uo1' oan !t be 8,11,1 
term °f that tbat 1110 multiplicity of individual char-

B. Fav Mills nnd t Wrnoot Aim« ncteristics manifested in the animal are quite correct to theto statemeta kiDgdOm flre not th° effect of natui'al 
that we need anVchS r^verS SrU^ 

m-e’seareirlng tTLrizoìi'toAraees6«? Thel'e caÙ be no doubt about “t0' 
the light of?ai new? home mtn wumÌ I natal «°“dlttons having in sòme in- 
thev can sten nn.1 i.n wb?.e11 stances caused effects that were great-
unjust aecStlous ta n wnria0^. hb ,y rogretted, and also that to other 
S^s X a°nd pronouS be ,lesll■0,1
very gdod. 1 “ounces us not I traceable to the same source.

Whv. is if thnt If it can be shown that a person was
nnn.omr. », I bori1 wltb mal'ked characteristics, that
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE AND THE-1 were'the direct result of antenatal con

OSOPHY ditions, that showing reveals a law of
have succeeded where Spiritualism has I tn nl/..univer8a,I but
failed? They have succeeded because i nfinite in the varlety of its expressions, 
they stood for something. People could fLea<^?8 tlalts character indellibly 
wave their banner in th! air and prove ±“,?ed?FI0“1 embryonlc ,pla811° bratas. 
to the world that they had something “anlfe8t.lbeli P1-0801100 be£ore reason
good. They have succeeded because I 1 s faouities bave beea awakened-L in 
they have never allowed thieves, pros- S>ayS aleaily indicate the direction 
titutes, drunkards and jail-birds to ?iL Hml0«1“011“8 mental curl’ents at 
pose as leaders, while we have had at I 1 a youn.g V<!W waa beIng 
least semi-occasionally a small dose of awnf}t^hknBlaPP e W th the iates that 
some of the above-named and a large „ ,eQ ,• ,
dose of others. They have succeeded 08 b01n ,w,01 lnbel'lte'1 criminal 
in impressing the world with their sin-1 Ka 18’ V10^.«?1 b® a critnlnal act, yet it 
cerlty, because at least 1» outside an- woultl be difficult to suggest any other 
pearanees they have lived un to the?r c,ause ,fo.r so, many of unfortunate 
light. The oimoslte is the Xr.J“r.f class bel“e ’“carcerated behind prison as^undreVTo8«^ ia al> parts of the i d^lzed

If a man or woman had committed I rr,^?a£ well-informed, klepto- 
murder or arson and hnd rofnrmod I ^aaala is regarded as being a disease, 
without donb wonM „n I 4111,1 tbat tbo8e afflicted with It are not
by such a one, aiding all in ouZpower-1 l J times responsible for their acts, 
but to uphold people who are careless 80me 01X868 es bave 80 decided 
of the commonest ethics nf hm T? when Per80ns adjudged were wealthy, v* mt, tuuHUUUCbl, CLIllCB 01 HIP flllil I xr.. j . • ...“free and easy” in their demeanor in i lb ln natui’a 8 la'vs is too abld- 
nubllc Is too much Mr ¿7™““? “ lng to even aspect her of Inflicting hu- 
peonle to attest and whnTm °Ur ,naulty wltb a malady tbal Hch and
tirny do not intend to Irv i “°r° I P°or wcre “ot e,lually 8abjcct to.
Why it has grown ouitJ fnTbls ls 6al<1 wllb llle un(lerstandlng

* ® wn Quite fashionable I that the recorils of emirt« nf inatina rniiamong commonplace thieves and m™ ZxT. recoros or couits or justice fail 
titutes to turn ¿edium- it affords both I" BJ1OW tnat a?®SSon to the.u. r;t,., opporluUn"iy‘ofliiiielr K EXXae.“' “* ™ Md “ “ “ 

conductors, motormen, letter-carriers its buman mIni’ especially
restaurant men, «un^rt hall attend’ a. S tra1^ an„d characteristics,

Wn nnnnnt- I insanity provails^to an alarmincrihYti,u?i,in<>t ^P?** confidaice from extent; a large majority of extreme 
wn thinking people of the day while cases being confined in Institutions

® U around under the care of physicians, who rec-
INANE AND DENYING THE FACTS offals various shades and degrees, ex-

1 pressing themselves in a variety of 
ways, all resulting from natural causes 
that could terminate In no other way.

The beneficial effect of those insti-

and making no effort to change mat
ters for the better. The public is ready 
to accept Spiritualism whenever it is 
presented properly, but open the door 
and bang it in its face with its accom
panying debris, and you will soon learn, 
dear reader, that It Is a waste of time. 
On the other hand, kindly and gently 
build the walls for truth, and with 
cleanly workmen, urge the work along, 
and you will find the old crumbling 
away and making room for the temple 
of truth, which with no place for 
money changers will soon open a new 
means for the enlightenment of man
kind.
CARRIE FULLER WEATHERFORD 

Columbus, Ohio.

Some find work where Borne find rest, 
And so the weary world goes on;

I sometimes wonder which is best;
The answer comes when life is gone.

Some eyes sleep when some eyes wake, 
And so the dreary night-hours go;

Some hearts beat where some hearts 
break;

I often wonder why ’tis so. .
Some wills faint where some wills 

fight,
Some love the tent, and some the 

field;
I often wonder who are right—

The ones who strive, or those who 
yield?

Some hands fold where other hands 
Are lifted bravely In the strife;

And so through ages and through lands 
Move on the two extremes of life.

Some feet halt where some feet tread, 
In tireless march, a thorny way;

Some struggle on where some have 
fled;

Some seek when others shun the 
fray.

Some words rust where others clash, 
Some YaU back where some move on, 

Some flags furl where others flash 
Until .the battle has been won.

Some sleep on while others keep 
The vigils of the true and brave;

They will not rest till roses creep 
Around their name above a grave.

—Father Ryan.

tutlons is far-reaching and encouraging 
to thoughtful minds when contrasting 
present conditions with those existing 
in the early part of the present cen
tury; they realize that while growth 
and progress are apparently slow, the 
plane of thought on which humanity 
now finds itself is not only higher, but 
vastly broader than it was then.

Evolution is never at rest, but’con
stantly unfolding the destiny of all 
things In their onward march from low
er to higher conditions.

While matter is unconscious of the 
advance it is constantly demonstrating, 
so also Is the general trend of advanced 
thought unconsciously drawing many 
into its wake.

Questioning minds are never satisfied 
until an understanding has been -ob
tained that appeals to reason in such a 
way as to leave no doubts concerning 
the problem under consideration.

In analyzing causes, the effects of 
which appeal to the senses sharp 
lines are drawn between two schools of 
thought ’

One affirms that under the direct 
guidance of a special providence all 
has been accomplished; while the 
other, led by scientists and philoso
phers, points to an unbroken chain of 
cause and effect extending from the 
primitive stage of mind and matter up 
to the ever present now.

Their claims, sustained by reason, 
furnish conclusive eveldence that na
ture never swerves from the line, 
thereby emphasizing the fact that what 
has been was to be. ’

paroxysms of emotional, sympathy 
may be mistaken for genuine charity, 
though reflective minds recognize the 
existence of comprehensive enduring 
charity, the legitimate outgrowth of a 
logical sequence. ,

The truly charitable endeavor to 
place responsibilities where they be
long even though they fall upon pre
ceding generations. ,

The book of nature should be studied 
in order to obtain a better understand
ing of its contents. Progress In Hint 
direction will be attended , by a cor
responding decrease In primitive ideas.

A pioneer In new fields of thought 
may arrive at a point from which he 
has a clear and comprehensive view of 
the ground over which he has passed, 
and yet, strange as It may seem, lan
guage is incapable of conveying defl-

f nite ideas of hl» discoveries, tbat will 
appeal to the eonsclpmMess of his fel
low beings until espqri^pqe has taught 
them similar leasoqx ,

What better defiplliori tan be given 
mental progress. tHrfn saying it repre
sents acquired knowledge.1 • 
_ Science finds ample rootn within the 
domain of nature,,to- demonstrate its 
claims, thereby revealing! truths, the 
existence of which ¡may have been an
ticipated, though ‘positive knowledge 
was lacking.

Exact science and absolute truth 
blend in such , perfect hanmony that a 
distinction without d ¡fii^erence can 
scarcely be better illustrated.

Scientific truths are nor ¡llscernible in 
orthodox, theological disquisitions, in 
which .according to tiheirvtheorles the 
presumed will of a suppdsM providence 
governs with omnipotent, arbitrary 
power.

The most successful theologians ap
peal to emotional liatures whose un
thinking minds assent and confess to a 
belief in dogmas, the import of which 
is entlrelj' beyond their comprehension.

Midway between students of nature 
and pronounced dogmatists are met
aphysicians, who as a body, have no 
clearly defined basis or central idea. 
From them many valuable suggestions 
have emanated; at the same time it 
should be remembered that reasoning 
from an imaginary basis will never un
fold a scientific truth.

A philosophy that is not based on KEEP IN TOUCH.

as they only alm to hold the rupture, the popular be-

Premium Terms

ANNIVERSARY

TAKE NOTICE.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

Pc LIBRARY

’The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law of Spit* 
Control.” By Michael Fareday.
U cent», Flor alto at thia offic*

Marvelous Effect of a System that 
Heals Perfectly.

Citizen of Paoli, Ind,, Tries the Plan 
With Wonderful Success.

Keep In touch with the great spiritual 
movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
Th.e ona, J'ear aad Art Magic costs
only J.1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more

Her that rupture cannot bn cured is probably firmly I AriMaglc i^snlendfdlv^'tronon 
axed. * i uxagiL is bpieuaiaiy gotten up, is el

In Adams, N. V., a well known «peclallat or that I J bound in cloth and nicely 
pretty town lias devised a method that combines to PIlnted OU line book paper, and will 
securely bold a rupture within the abdominal cavity Prove a Valuable acquisition to yOUt li
ned It also has the virtue to cause the opening or brary. ,
“ring" as it la lulled, to firmly grow together. Ho ■ . , . .

“THE SUN DO MOVE.” NEW RUPTURE CURE.
Some Questions Answered.

The questions and’assumptions pre
sented by John Maddock in The Pro
gressive Thinker, Nov. 12, appear a lit
tle hazy. He asks, “Is the alleged in- 
spirled word of a medium here and 
there going to stand as authority in
stead of truth?” No! Who said, it 
was? ■

Has not the time come for the intel
ligent to know the truth, just the same 
as the one who declares it?” Well who 
objects? Are we not all after truth?

“Are we still to be tossed about like 
£hUd!’?n by evei’y rnedlumistic wind 
that blows?” Who is? Is it tlie avowed 
mission of mediumship to toss the in
telligent as it will? Who advocates 
any such tossing?
..iust us long as we accept the super

stition that truth must come from an
other world, just so long shall we be 
in bondage to those who profess to be 
the only mediums of communication.” 
.Who iwofesscs to be “the only meiii- 
urns of communication?” Has any
one claimed a monopoly of the gift? Is 
there a patent on mediumship? I have 
always supposed that the door was 
open and the knowledge which may be 
gained by the exercise of mediumship 
as free to one as another. But all are 
not musicians in this world, though 
the harmonies are free to all alike 
All are not mathematicians, but there 
is n° monopoly of numbers that for
bids any to get all the truth he can dig 
out of nature.

facts found to be in perfect harmony 
• witli nature’s laws will shrink into in

significance under the searchlight of 
' reason. Knowledge is a very con
; venient base of supplies from which to 

obtain sustenance when combating 
, dogmatic assertions.- Its absence is 

often painfully apparent among some 
of the advocates of every shade of be
lief between pagan mythology and the 
most liberal ideas that have found ex
pression. . ' : I ceptea facts of science. How many

Whenever a person attempts to ex- lav® ,seeu for themselves that this 
plain, analyze or define by making I ea, '8 a globe and revolves on its 
heroic drafts on imagination, well- a- avery twenty-four hours? How 

. informed listeners would gladly close n‘ally have seen for themselves the an- 
some of the avenues leading to their I atolny the human body and studied 
physieaLsenses, if they could. 118 functions by direct observation?

Not long before the close of the first !, w B,a»y have calculated the mo- 
half of the nineteenth century, it was ;,-n? ?f tbe Planets, and observed 
held by some.orthodox churches that a tUa bodies that are invisible to the nat- 
call to preach the . gospel was all that ural eye’ bJ personal use of the tele- 
was required to fit the, one receiving it I sc,ope,, 
to appear before the public in the ca- , rePUdlate the whole rnedlumistic 
paeity of a religious teacher. Such ex- Principle and by starting out anew 
hlbitions of monumental stupidity are I upon a ba8to of truth which will be 
no longer witnessed In these fields, oppn 10 “U" "’hat is gained? What 
though they may be seen occasionally an" "’here is such basis of truth? To 
at gatherings where managers boast- prove all things and hold fast the good, 
ingly proclaim that theirs Is a free plat- requires us to use all means within 
form. ' pur reach by which knowledge may be

These Illustrations demonstrate the eained. Mediumship is one of those 
necessity for -exercising better judg- agencies.
ment when it is desirable to interest I 10 assume that “all which has 
thinking minds, whose knowledge of claimed to have come from another 
nature’s laws qualifies them to sit in "’°rld by any of the world’s teachers 
judgment on all cases where dogmatic * never came from anywhere 
assertions are arrayed against demon- ,but this world," is a sort of buncombe 
strable facts. ' that has no weight with thinkers. You

To reflecting mindq this is evidence I f?ay deny that light ever comes from 
that mental growth and unfoldment tbe 8UU; but your denial only makes 
are steadily uplifting the, masses, and y°u appear ridiculous.
Increasing tlie desire for facts that ap- . What does our brother mean by say- 
peal to reason in all departments of I lug that he is ready to array the truth 
life's experiences. of this world against any alleged truth

Among the first discoveries made by 881,1 by mediums to come from a spirit
earnest seekers after truth, is the im- world?" What is the truth of this 
portant fact that ajl things are gov- Loes Brother Maddock know
erned by nature's laws, regardless of 11 a,l? There is no conflict between the 
dogmatic assertions. ' truth of this world aud the truths of

The origin of a belief in a supreme pother world. Truth is in harmonj’ 
being is too remote for historians to wltb Itself. Our Ignorance of it may 
take into consideration-further than to cause discord and contradictions in our 
say that, wherever human beings have Ppil8. but truth is not at fault Is 
been found they have manifested be- Bro- Maddock more wise than all the 
lief in something possessing supreme scientists and savants that have stud
power and intelligence. I ie(l nature and her phenomena for the

That mysterious something has been I past hfty years? Has he found the orl- 
recognized in all ages, h’ri.d much has an<i locality of all truth? 
been said and written concerning it, all Mediumship has been and is the 
of which were expressions of imagin- I agcncy by which tbe spiritual world 
ary ideas, for all agree In saying it demonstrates its existence and the in- 
cannot be seen nor recognized by mor-1 telllgent presence of excarnate human 
tai men thropgh physical senses. I beings..

From time Immemorial this has been The more truths of this world are 
the prevailing idea wherever human be- brought to light and applied to this 
Ings have existed, and its universal ac- Problem of life, the more certain does 
ceptance has been pointed to as evi- I “ appear that by mediumship the deni- 
dence in favor of Its fundamental truth. zens the unseen world are able to 
During untold centuries it has been the ruake known their identity; and this 
heritage of generations that have come .does not establish any monopoly of 
and gone, consequently its acceptance truth, por of the communications that 
at tho present time is the legitimate come to us from that world to which 
heir to antenatal conditions brought we all are going. Brother Jasper de- 
about by Ignorance and superstition nles that the earth is a globe. To him 
during the childhood of the human “U the facts and theories of science are 
race. JEFFREY SIMMONS. vagaries and delusions. Brother Mad-

Brooklyn, N. Y. dock should join Brother Jasper’s class
---------- - . ----------- (if he has not) and refute tbe preten-

Faith C.nra in Omirt 61oa8 of aclence by showing that the l-aitn uure in court. , earth is flat and Stationary; and “the 
In Reg. vs. Cook and Cook, tried In sun do move."

‘The world can never be convinced 
of truth by proxy. Everyone must see 
and know for himself.’’ But the world 
is convinced by proxy—that Is by the 
testimony of others—on most of the ae- 
cepted facts of science. How many 

| have seen for themselves that this

the London sessions, before Darling, The truths of this world are brought 
J., on Sep. 10, it was held that parents, to light, and made to harmonize with 
though they may themselves believe in all we know of another world by the 
a faith cure and be of a peculiar rellg-1 immortal glow of spiritual truth that 
lous order, will be guilty of man- reaches us through the agency of medl- 
slaughter in causing the death of their umship.
child in neglecting to call in a pfiysl- To deny the facts of mediumship is 
clan in a necessary case. The defend-1 to stultify yourself. To admit the 
ants, husband and wife, were indicted facts and deny their spiritual origin 
upon a coroner’s inquisition, for the Imposes upon you the responsibility of 
manslaughter of Ethel Grace Cook, doing what no man has ever yet been 
their child. The defendants were mem- able to do, reconcile all the facts of 
bers of the sect called the Peculiar mediumship with your sweeping and 
People, whose tenets, based on the I unwarranted denial. Let us have the 
scripture, are that in the case of sick- explanation.

months old, was taken with whooping On Bunday afternoon, October 30 at 
cough. A doctor was not called in to Tuxedo Hall, Madison avenue and 59th 
attend it, but an elder of the Peculiar street, New York, a large audience 
People prayed over it and anointed It I greeted Mr. Fred P. Evans who dellv 
with oil. The child died from pneu- ered a very Interesting and Instructive 
monia and bronchitis. The defendants lecture. The experiments following 
were very fond of the child, and it was the lecture were conducted under the 
well fed and cared for. I supervision of a committee of six la

The defendants, In reply to the ques- dies and gentlemen, all known to the 
tlon whether they had counsel to de- audience.-
hovah," and they addressed the jury in I two clean slates to the Xmmlttee^or 
their defense, saying, that they trusted their Inspection. Then the audience 
entirely to God. If it had been God’s I was requested to suggest four names
will, they salfl, the child should recov- I one of each was then written with 
er, he would have, cured it - chalk on the surface of each slate, in

Darling, J„ in summing. »P to jury, targe letters so that all could see them 
said: “The speech made by the male The slates were Then placed together 
defendant Is of a most fafalistic char-1 with a bit of pencil between and held 
ncter. Not only would he not call in a in position with a rubber band The 
doctor, but he left hjs case, to-day abso- committee held them high above their 
lutely In the hands-of the Lord. He heads in full view of the audience. In 
did not want any counsel, but said the about ten minutes the slates were 
Lord Jehovah would get^ proper ver- opened bythe committee at the request 
diet! at least, so I ^understood it» Al-.Lof the medium and found to contain 
though the conclave of . tjie Peculiar I eighteen messages written over the 
People had decided.that ji physician names previously placed there In chalk 
was not to be called In in the case of I The messages were finely written 
sickness, It had not yet considered the I and appeared in ordinary slate pencil 
case of a surgeon; -’The evidence was also In six brilliant colors ’
that none of the Peculiar) People yet I The messages were signed in full bv 
had broken bones, but when a_case of the names of the communicating snir- 
that kind happened they .would have I Its, and were recognized by persons in 
a conclave which., woqld determine the audience. Another pair of slates 
whether the Lord fpuld, set bones or was then submitted to the committee 
whether he could not It.is the duty After being cleaned and held in full 
of parents to provide medical aid for view of the audience, when opened 
their children. A child .did not know were found to contain twenty mes- 
anythffiff about the tenets of the Pe- sages, ail recognized. Six hundred and
collar People. While a child is of ten
der years and could; not choose for it
self the law protects it If the defend
ants neglect the duty which the law 
Imposed upon them—the duty of call
ing- In medical aid for. the child—and 
death Is thereby caused or accelerated, 
they are guilty of the charge mlide 
against them.”—Chicago Law Register.

“Social Upbulldlng, Including Oo-on. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E n 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
aUhta C°TCr’ 15 CCnt8- F°r

The simplicity of the affair com
mended Itself to every one, and the au
dience manifested its appreciation by 
a liberal applause. The hall was com
pletely filled notwithstanding the in
clement weather.

Brooklyn, N. Y. CHAS.P. COCKS.

“Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenbero 
The subject Is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and It is here treated 
in a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paner 
price 25* . . ’

Couldorablo local Interest bat been aroused otPa- 
on, lutf., by tbe reccut cure of tbo rupture of W. T 
Moon, a prominent citizen of that locality. Hereto
fore rupturelxua been conaiderea an incurable malady.

Celebration, at Rochester, 
New York,

MR. W. T. MOON, Paoli, lad.
There are hundreds ot dlitcreut styles of trusses but

abov® I®,111® number of the pre* 
eut issue of the Progressive Thinker, 
riti?Æleî ax top of the Page’ 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- 

y°u havepaldforhas expiied and you are requested to renew 
jour subscription. This number at the ■ì 
right hand corner of the first page is ad- - 
jaueed each week, showing tbe number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to ' '

Keep watch of the number on 4 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year aud Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keen . 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual- ■ 
1st paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

sent the aystein to Mr. Moon, this gentleman having 
previously-written to the doctor for advice. A num
ber of Mr. Moon’s neighbors .were deeply Interested in 
the outcome of the test end eure enough, as the doctor 
predicted, In a few weeks the opening wns healed and 
and the rupture cured bo completely as to give no 
sign that there ever had been a rupture. Ab it was a 
bad case and a severe test the entire neighborhood 
wag convinced and quite a number of ruptured people 
have since recovered. Mr. Moon declares tbe system 
a marvel.' It 18 the discovery of “Dr. W. 8. Rice, 
871 E, Main st., Adams, N. Y. To all people who are 
ruptured or have friends so afflicted, the doctor will 
mail free, an illustrated book that fully describes bls 
home cure for rupture. Write for it. Do so at once 
since to know that there is a permanent cure for rup
ture will renew the hope of many men and women 
who are now despairing under the mistaken belief 
that they cannot be cured.

The First Spiritual Church, of Roch
ester, N. Y., G. W. Kates aud wife in 
charge, celebrated the anniversary of 
the first public meeting held in Roch
ester to investigate the “raps” The 
meetings were held in Corinthian Hall, 
November 13 and 14, 1849. The Fox

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressivo Thinker
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressivegirls were subjected to severe investi

gation by committees of leading citi
zens who could find no possible means 
of fraud, and many were thoroughly 
convinced of spirit agency. Oue prom
inent in tho professional circles of 
Rochester boasted that he would de
tect the fraud or jump over the Genes
see Falls. He failed to do either of 
these tilings—but the prejudiced mob 
was Incited to do violence to the little 
girls. The chief of police proved him-1 Bear in mind that the order for the 
vented°the3 maddened^crowd “remits pre“J,u™ book m,U8t always be accom- 
furious purpose, whilst friends led I,auie“ b? a Jeur 8 subscription to The 
away the girls, and good Amy Post Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
brought up the rear—and ever after I allowed to order the paper, and after
proved herself a good guardian to the wards send for the premium. The two 
“ Thfc event, briefly recited, is held in I Orders “ust 00100 to«otber- Each one 
memory by only a few who witnessed any tlme ex’
the events, but is to be an ever open tending his subscription one year. On 
page of history in the cause of Spirit- no otber terms will the premium be 
ualism. sent out

Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

Our venerable brother, R. D. Jones, 
still resides in our midst, and his 85th 
birthday occurring on November 13, 
we had a pleasant session that date. 
At the morning service, Mrs. Kates 
spoke upon “Liberty," and also gave a , . . , „ ,
birthday poem to Brother Jones which I la.Slubs. 2en Subscribers, at One
started many pent-up fountains of DoIIar ^ch, The Progressive Thinker 
memory in his breast. Brother Jones 0I?e y«?1. Including that
followed with earnest remarks, in his ^hsniUcent book, Art Magic, free, and 
well-preserved and sonorous tones, tbe PaPer and sa“e boak free to the 
giving many incidents of interest. It one y11,? fets u? tbe c ub’ lbe names 
was a meeting long to be remembered. I?us£ aU ^nt 0“,e, J1?1®' Now 18

At the evening service the writer Jbe t me acJ' J.uat tblnk. of tbls Of- 
spoke upon “Ignorance, Intolerance U Va‘Uable 110011
and Bigotry.” Mrs. Kates followed '' lllcb 18 ,of itse f’ as Prlces go, worth 
with some of her always accurate de- .saylnB nothing of fifty-two week
scriptions of spirits and events of^'be Progressive Thinker.
^■ES.r ;-X TJSS T ‘«i’VluVaxr E 
The hTii wn« Novomb®r effort, as every Spiritualist, every The-an eager aKce °Verfl°wiug by osophlst and everyone seirelS Into

Mrs8 Kates enndnnted the h tbe oecult or 8Plrltual should have tho
• Kates conducted the meeting, book and paper. Ten yearly subscrihand gave the invocation. Mr. Kates ten Art Magics 810 7

read the poem, “At Hydesville.” Ad- ’ Magics, $10.
dresses were made by the following pi- , 
oneers: Mrs. M. Parkhurst, Mr. A. S. 
Clackner, Mr. R. D. Jones, W. W. Par- 
sSils and L. Dustin. Mr. W. E. Post, 
son of Amy and Isaac Post, gave some mu e ,
interesting items from his memory I Tae sPlritua,ist wl10 commences nowi

The foUowing local mediums also' par-1 ,to forl? a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
ticlpated: Mrs. R. H.'Joslyn, Mrs. Si. 8ubscribin« f,°r The Progressive 
Gibbs, Mrs. Messersmlth, Mrs. Shaw, I li\lakeTr, °?ta.ln.1u1ig G„host, Land, is 
Mrs. Bailey and Mrs. MacBride. Songs JL6e' >Jf he tb 8 ,offeJ’ b18 neigh- 
were rendered bv Mrs Frick Mr Tine I hor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
tin and the choir ’ be wiU Bneak over t0 h01™ what he

Mrs Kates concluded Hio I had not the enterprise to pay for. We
with some very startling tests and^pir- ^’rho Pr^gressFy^Thlnker6should 
it aescnptlons. Mr. Kates gave the visit every Sniritirallst family in tha xt. zt.. . • I VIDIC t-lLtJ OylltlUalJOl *. lx 111 UJ 111 I n HoMciwnH n ’ d .thiA - ‘ annlversary United States. Commence now, we re- 
thl rnSinn WnuemOt?i com™e,nlorQt,e peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
th® C?rIntblan Ha 11 meetings to invest!- library by subscribing for The Pro
gate the raps has given an eclat to this gressive Thinker, date which is not likely to be oassed I gresslre ■LlllnKer- 
hereafter without some tribute being Z ~ '

'»»«“ The Progressive Thinker.
Next year will be its jubilee and local Every Spiritualist in this hmnd innd andeot°S ShOudH re“ember date I can k7ep in touct’ ¿1«■ rouse Sj 

and observe it by pr°PeLPubl‘^exer- subscribing for The Progressive Think* 
es'----------------------------KAiES. I er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi

-------  ———  tlon to their library at the same time—
“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl I ?Jag.ic- ^he paper one year and 

Hughes.” * tasty, beautiful and nn. ^laglc eosto 51.20. The 20 cents 
propriate we fang souvenir only a lltUe more tban PrePa-V8 the post-®ag! »“3^ ?gte’ s^h,at,the b<?ok *s al“os?an lo
cate. etc., with Choi -'"tier In Ilute gift’ being paid for out of the wve- 
and prose. Specially designed fnr6«^ nne of ^be officc' tbus eacb subscriber use of thTsnlrS tbe proflts of tbe papcr- Sub-
Istry. Price 51. Por sale at thiToffi^: a d nelghbor to

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will1 ’ ?
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. Tho historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish Ideas and practices 
should be read by all Sold at this of. 
flee. Price 25 cents.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It Is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
«very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price. 
25 cents. For sale at this office.
■ “Voltaire’s Romances,” translated 
from the French. With numerous II- 
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and Invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. -Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined,with the skill of 
a master mind. Price fl.EO. For sale 
at this office,

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in-The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.
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apre
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

S .. GENERAL SURVEY.. |
♦I ---------- -
4 the spiritualistic field-its workers, h 

j! DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. ||

. WRITE PLAINLY

We would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that nil copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
fa alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
tievlug that the cause of truth can bo 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Dr. J. C. Phillips writes truui Mt. 
Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa: "One of 
the saddest accidents that ever hap
pened on these grounds took place two 
weeks ago to-day. Leonard Juckett, 
formerly of Elgin, Ill., while trimming 
trees in the park, was either knocked 
off or fell from a tree, falling a dis
tance of twenty feet. He wits found 
ip an unconscious condition and taken 
to the house and the best surgeons 
summoned. He remained In an uncon
scious condition until Saturday even
ing, when ills spirit passed to spirit 
life. He was 32 years of age. He 
leaves a wife' and two children, the 
eldest seven, and youngest two and a 
half years, entirely destitute. Spirit
ualists, you who are able, send your 
mites to this poor woman, be it little 
or much. This is a general appeal, 
and let every one at least contribute 
something. Send to Mrs. Lottie

*
i

Every Item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We’desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Mis. Snyder, secretary, writes: “Dr. 
Arthur Houghton, trance medium and 
Inspirational speaker, lectured before 
the South Chicago Spiritual Society on 
Sunday evening last. He was engaged 
promptly for the next sunday.”

F. E. Irvine writes: “Tlie St. Paul 
(Minn.) Spiritual Alliance opened the 
fall meetings Sunday, November 20, at 
Odd Fellows’ hall, corner Wabasha 
and Fifth streets, with Mrs. Carrie 
Tryon, of Minneapolis, as lecturer, and 
Mrs. Asa Talcott as test medium. Reg
ular Sunday evening meetings at 8 
o'clock. No afternoon meeting.”

JE. Dillingham writes from Daytona, 
Fla.: “I wish through your columns to 
extend an offer (o some good and 
worthy mediums who would like to 
spend some of the coining winter 
months in the South. Wc have no 
Spiritual organization in our town, but 
quite a number of Spiritualists, and 
many more who would be willing in
vestigators. With the aid of a good 
medium, I am satisfied that a good so
ciety could be formed and a number 
of partially developed mediums be 
brought out, which would be a credit 
to the cause. We have the most beau
tiful town In the South, pleasantly lo
cated on the Halifax river, and about 
twenty-five miles from the Lake Helen 
Camp ground. The resident population 
is about two thousand, and the winter 
population is near live thousand, and 
many of our winter visitors are Spirit
ualists. Now my offer Is this: I will 
entertain a good medium, male or 
female, Iree of expense, in as good a 
home as there is in tlie city, for as long 
a time as any good can be accom
plished. or as it may be convenient or 
profitable to the medium. All the 
assistance possible will be rendered, 
and I am certain that very pleasant 
conditions can be maintained."

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull Is at present 
serving tho Madison Avenue Society of 
Spiritualists, in Anderson, Ind. Work 
opens well. Correspondents address 
her until further notice, 5 Walunt 
-treet.

Three lectures on Spiritualism will 
I e given at Lynch’s hnll. on Main 
ttreet. Ottawa. Ill.. November 22, 23 
tnd 24, at 7:30 o'clock p. m., by Mrs. 
.Jeoi'gia Gladys Cooley, of Chicago, 
.ecturer and test medium, followed 
with tests, of spirits described and 
messages received and given to their 
'fiends in the audience.

Dr. J. C. Phillips writes from Mt. 
t icasant Park, Clinton. Iowa: “I now 
report tlie first marriage that ever oc
curred on the camp grounds here so far 
as I know. Yesterday, at 5 o’clock 
p. in., Mr. J. C. Blodgett and Mrs. Mary 
A. Barkaloo were united In marriage, 
tlie Rev. Dr. Brewer, of the First Bap- 

_ list Church ot Clinton, officiating. I 
know tlieir many friends, will unite In 
wishing them many years of happl- 
ness. They are to live permanently 
on our beautiful park.”

Frank T. Ripley, platform test medl- 
nm and speaker, will lecture and give 
tests at Lodi, Wisconsin, the two last 

- Lumleys in November. He can be en
gaged for the Sundays of December 
and January. Address all letters to 
Lodi, Wisconsin, until the 25th of No
vember; then in care of The Progress
ive Thinker, 40 Loomis street, Chicago^

Juckett, Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa.”

G. H. Brooks writes from Milwaukee, 
Wis.: “Our meetings are progressing 
finely, everyone is so well pleased with 
tlie hall, our socials are very well 
attended indeed, and best of all, the 
utmost harmony prevails and the spir
itual outpouring is most pronounced. 
The city has been arresting some of 
the mediums, among them Mrs. 
Blakely, of 341 Jefferson street. Her 
trial came off Thursday, and the jury 
returned a verdict of not .guilty of 
fortune-telling. It is to be hoped now 
the mediums will have some peace.”

Correspondent writes from Centralia, 
Wash.: “Spiritualism is reviving here 
through the earnest efforts of Mrs. 
Lillian Nagell, State President of the 
N. S. A. She has been with us a week, 
holding circles, and lectured once to 
help raise a convention fund for the 
society here. I never became a true 
Spiritualist till I heard Mrs. Nagell. 
Such beautiful spirit messages were 
given at a public circle at which I was 
present. Out of twenty tests, or mes
sages as I call them, not one mistake 
was made. Everything was clear and 
good. Many wet eyes were visible 
when loved ones were brought. I am 
a Spiritualist in reality from this on.”

On Sunday, November 27, Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, of Battle Creek, Mich., will 
lecture at the Second Church pf the 
Soul, at 3 and 8 p. m. Subjects: 
"Death, nnd what Spirits say of In
fants, Idiots, Suicide and the Wicked 
Hereafter.” “Travels in Ceylon and 
India—The Plague, the Famine, Magic. 
Jugglery, Caste, Burning the Dead," 
etc. The hall should be crowded to 
hear the Doctor.

J. C. F. Grumblne opens his second 
class on “Adeptship," Tuesdays and 
Fridays nt 8 p. m. sharp at 3960 Lang
ley avenue, near Oakwood boulevard, 
beginning tills Tuesday evening. The 
course consists of eight lectures on 
mystical themes.

G. M. Ramsey writes: “I take four 
newspapers and three magazines. I 
think The Progressive Thinker excels 
them all as an educator, leading to 
higher culture.”

J. Kessler writes: “Mr. and Mrs? Carl 
Wickland, 324 Wells street, have done 
grand missionary work since they 
started their circles two years ago on 
the North Side. I attended one last 
Tuesday evening and found both par
lors crowded. I handed the medium 
two letters, one from Germany and one 
from Turkey, which I had both re
ceived the day before, and she not only 
gave exact descriptions of the persons 
and their health, but named them as n 
brother and a niece, and gave the con
tents of the letters, stating even that 
in tlie one letter was a request for her 
control to answer a question, which she 
did In a very satisfactory manner. On 
Sunday evenings Mr. and Mrs. Wick
land give their services free to the 
Izike View Spiritualistic Society, who 
hold their harmonious meetings in 
Wells Hall, corner North Clark and 
Fletcher streets. The seeds they have 
sown bears good fruits already, and I 
can count the converts they made by 
the hundreds and hundreds. May the 
truth spread until it embraces all hu
manity.”

C. H. Figures writes from Allegheny, 
Pa.: “I have just finished reading Art 
Magic, and want to thank you for 
putting so valuable and Interesting a 
book within the reach of all. Spiritual
ists everywhere should have it and The 
Progressive Thinker. This is my sec
mond street, Hall, and am having 
splendid success. The verdict In regard 
to my work Is that It has given uni
versal satisfaction. Mr. D. A. Herrick 
as speaker last month has won golden 
words of commendation. His teachings 
are just what Is needed to upbuild hu
manity. There is a bright outlook for 
Spiritualism In. Allegheny and Pltts-
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ond month with the Allegheny, Dla- 
burg. There are three societies here: 
one in Pittsburg, and the others In 
Allegheny. Lyman C. Howe is at the 
Sixth Street Hall in Pittsburg. The 
Lacock Street IJall depends largely on 
local mediums, and is doing a good 
work. Mr. Herrick as lecturer and
myself as test medium, will be at the 
Diamond Street Hall all this month. 
For December we hove as yet no pos
itive engagement and would like to cor
respond with societies in Northern 
Ohio for that month. Have no room 
for engagements after December until 
next June. Address me at 38 Union 
avenue, Allegheny, Pa.” .

H. R. Henning, of Indianapolis, Ind., 
sends what he considers an infallible 
cure for outward cancer; Sheep’s 
sorrel, a plant growing wild in great 
abundance and easily procured, after 
being thoroughly washed, is pounded 
to a pulp for the sake of gaining the 
juice; a small quantity of filtered rain
water may be added, to facilitate the 
procedure of extracting the juice. In 
a flat porcelain or granite-ware dish 
this liquid is exposed to the sun’s rays 
to aUow It to evaporate to the con
sistency of a salve. It is then ready 
for use and should be spread on strong 
fine linen. Its application is quite an 
ordeal for the patient, for It is accom
panied by acute burning sensation, 
which requires a fixed determination 
to endure.lt, but the assurance of cer
tain cure should be inducement ■'suf
ficient not to waver or give up. Short 
intervals for relief may be resorted to, 
but the salve should be allowed to 
operate at least half an hour at a time; 
when, removed, wash the sore with 
castile soap before applying it again. 
By following these directions, the cure 
is generally completed in thirty-six (36) 
hours. The core is then easily removed 
with the aid of a darning or other long 
needle, after which some mild poultice 
should be applied.

Mrs. E. C. Cutler writes: “Spiritual 
societies unable to pay speakers and 
mediums can have one for a month, a 
lecturer and medium, who gives much

Of the philosophy of Spiritualism. .1 
have long.’.biexrjconnected with dally 
newspapem (in tin editorial capacity, 
and have had large opportunity to in
vestigate spiritual phenomena, and can 
say that I have met no mediums more 
capable anjl),conscientious than these 
workers. I want to say that Mr. Per
kins' lecture last Sunday night on the 
Need of Men of Character,’ was one of 
the ablest addresses it has been my 
fortune to liatenatb for years. It ought 
to have been heard by every young 
man in Dubuque.' Mr. and Mrs, Per
kins’ effortsnprdmise good results in 
this staid and conservative old town.”

Dr. Magfe^A.J jilartlni writes from 
Chattanooga;1 Tenn.: (‘The First Spirit
ual Society of Chattanooga has lived 
through th8 iunfibils of war, and is in 
active work onC6 more. It has leased 
tlie hall that has been occupied by the 
Congregational Church. it has pur
chased the fixturesywhieh were costly. 
The hail will seat five hundred people. 
The society thinks it best to rely on 
home talent for the remainder of 1898.

meat presents a case of reductio ad 
absurdum. Also, the defendants being 
possessed of God-given power of fac
ulty of clairvoyance, it is their con
scientious duty as individuals and as 
accredited, ministers of the religion of 
Spiritualism to use this power, and it is 
the right of the religious association of 
which they are ordained members that 
they shall be permitted to use their 
clairvoyance, and that it is their right 
to make use of the same for their own 
support, and for the acquirement of 
property and reputation. .

“Judge Gordon said that in view of 
the fact of the question being a new 
and novel one, he would not like to de-
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Rochester, N. Y., is in its third year of 
active labor, with G. W. Kates and 
wife as pastors and mediums. They 
hold two services each Sunday and a 
psychic meeting every Wednesday” 
evening. The Lyceum meets every 
Sunday at noon, and is rapidly grow-

large number in attendance. Mr. and 
Mrs. Kates, as speakers and mediums, 
receive frequent excellent notices from 
the local press.

G. W. Kates and wife will accept 
camp-meeting engagements for the 
summer of 1899. Address them at 156 
Meigs street, Rochester, N. Y. They 
both lecture, and Mrs. ?Kates is a 
superior test medium.

Geo. W. Crawford, president, writes 
from Kenton, Ohio.: “The cause of 
Spiritualism is having a grand boom 
here under tlie guidance of John 
Shields, the spirit-guide of Mr. James 
A. Caton, of Columbus, Ohio, he having 
led some, eighteen persons (some being 
of the most skeptical turn of mind) to 
tlie grand truth of spirit return and 
life everlasting. The simplicity of Mr. 
Caton’s manner of producing his slate
writing is truly wonderful. The entire 
absence of any paraphernalia whatever 
is wonderfully convincing to the skep
tic, as he allows the investigator to pro
duce his own slates, If he so desires, 
and write such questions on the slates 
that he wishes answered, or he can 
write them on paper and seal them In 
an envelope, marking the envelope to 
Insure Its not being exchanged, then 
allowing the investigator himself to 
place the envelope between the slates, 
and bind them together in any manner 
preferable. Then placing them on a 
stand, in plain view of the investigator, 
and the answers and other intelligent 
messages will appear in an intelligent 
hand-writing on the inside faces of the 
slates In colors, without any pencil 
having been placed between the slates. 
His trumpet work is extremely loud 
and dear, having a number of spirit 
lecturers who nightly deliver addresses
on the truths of the spirit side of life, 
and they are wonderful In their ex
cellence and a great surprise to the in
vestigator as to their scholarly manner 
of deliverance. As Mr. Caton, through 
whose mediumship these lectures are 
delivered, 1b a man of but common ed
ucation, proves the fact that informa
tion can be received from the spirit 
side of life far in excess of the knowl
edge of the medium through which the 
communications come. Mr. Cafon has 
been with us a mouth, and has made 
many friends here as well as in the sur
rounding country from which many 
have attended his seances and came 
many miles to take slate-writings, and 
in closing it is with regret that we bld 
him and his estimable wife and little 
daughter Lorena good-bye, as they re
turn to their home at No. 158 Jackson 
street, Columbus, Ohio, next week, to 
continue their good work there.”

C. W. Folsom writes from Spring
field, Mo.: “Mrs. Josie Folsom is serv
ing the Hovey Spiritual Society of this. 
place, holding two meetings each Sun
day, which are well attended; also a 
Ladies’ Aid, which she organized, 
which meets each Thursday with good 
attendance.”

The following Is from the Indepen
dent of Buena Vista, Ore.: “At thé 
beginning of the late war a young man 
from Silverton, Marlon county, Oregon, 
enlisted, and in due time found himself 
before Santiago with the American 
troops under Gen. Shafter. His mother, 
who lives near Silverton, told ber fam
ily and friends on the morning of July 
5 that her son was dead. She described 
him minutely, saying that she had seen 
the blood on bis hair, and even de
scribed the country which surrounded 
the spot where he fell. She Imme
diately began to mourn for him as one 
dead, despite the assurances of her 
husband and friends that her vision 
was but the result of an overwrought 
mind. But In a few days there came 
the sad news of the death of her son 
on the battle-field, and the report that 
he had been shot through the head. 
The news was no surprise to the 
mother. This would appear to be In 
the nature of an occult Communication, 
aU of which proves that ‘There are 
more things In heaven and earth than 
are dreamed of In your philosophy, 
Horatio.’”

N. C. A. Bayhouse writes from 
Dubuque, Iowa: “Perhaps the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker would like 
to know what the Spiritualists of 
Dubuque are doing. Mr. George F. and 
Mrs. Perkins began missionary labors 
here about six weeks ago, and have 
been holding meetings on Sunday 
afternoons and evenings, and three 
times during the week, arousing verv 
considerable Interest In Spiritual phil
osophy. The tests given have been 
such as to convince the most skeptical 
The meetings are well attended and 
the Interest Is growing. In the short 
time Mr. and Mrs. Perkins have been 
with us they have proved themselves 
efficient workers and able expounders

We hold meetings every Sunday even
ing at 7:30.” -

Anna L. Robinson is now at Port Hu
ron, Mich.

E. J. Bowtell is engaged by Progress
ive Spiritualist Society, Moravia, N. Y., 
Nov. 18 to 27. Address 3 Lewis street, 
Ithaca, N. Y.

Mrs. Steelman-Mitchell is serving the 
Washington Union Society of Minne
apolis, for November. O. D. Pruden, 
president; O. M.'E. Ridge, secretary; 
Mrs. Pruden, pastor. Mrs. Mitchell 
Would be pleased to go South for Jan
uary and February. Address 1026 
Harmon Place, Minneapolis, Minn.

W. H. Leldlgh writes from Villa 
Ridge, Ill.: “Our little society has been 
struggling along here until we now 
own our own hall, free from all en
cumbrance, and we have a small bal
ance in the bank to our credit. Our 
cause is fully holding its own with all 
organizations, religiously and other
wise, in this locality. We now are 
greatly in need of some good public 
worker to come- along and stir us up, 
and put some active life Into the -work. 
The public demand is for a good test 
medium and we would be glad to cor
respond with any good speaker or me
dium to come and labor among us for a 
month, and any letters directed to Miss 
Alice M. Prlndle, our secretary, Villa 
Ridge, Ill., will receive prompt atten
tion.” •

Mrs. Mattle E. Hull writes from An
derson, Ind.: “The cause is moving up 
grade at present in this part of Indi
ana. A good Spiritualist lyceum meets 
at the Temple at 2:30 Sunday after
noon. I shall co-operate in that work 
while here. I conduct services in the 
Temple Sunday evenings, and lead 
conference Wednesday evenings. I 
have commenced a series of lectures in 
Alexandria, twelve miles from this 
city. They are given Friday evenings. 
The Spiritualists of Alexandria are at 
present holding protracted meetings, 
conducted by home talent; there is 
promise of a genuine revival In the 
work. I am informed that (he man 
Covert (of Antl-Splrituallst fame) made 
an- attempt not long since to open up 
fire against Spiritualism, and sent for 
Prof. J. Stanley Grimes to assist him. 
Prof. Grimes put in an appearance, but, 
learned that Covert was 'too dead’ to 
boom his guns any more in this quar
ter. In former times he loaded his 
guns at the wrong end. He and not 
the Spiritualists was killed.”

Spiritualist societies along the Ohio 
Valley and the South who desire the 
services of an inspirational speaker 
during, the next six weeks, can address 
for particulars J. Clarence Marple, Elm 
Grove, West Va. He is open for en
gagements during the months of De
cember and January next. He claims 
that he has developed a now phase of 
mediumship, which establishes beyond 
doubt the existence of a spiritual in
telligent force separate and apart from 
and Independent of matter, and he 
always sits, after lectures, under strict 
test conditions, under the direct ob
servation of the entire audience and a 
special committee.

Mrs. Mary W. 8. Jayne writes from 
Moravia, N. Y.: "Mrs. Twing has 
served the Moravia Progressive Spirit
ualists’ Society for the last ten days, 
beginning her labors November 6. 
Only twenty came to listen at the first 
meeting. At the three last meetings 
every seat -was filled and all standing 
room occupied and many turned away. 
Ladles from different churches came
to our home to see her, and with tears 
streaming from their eyes said. You 
have given me new light, you have 
opened up a new world to me. The 
teachings of the church did not satisfy 
my soul longings. I was reaching out 
after something I could not find in my 
religion., Some of them returned with 
beaming faces. The people said, 'If 
you can keep her a little longer she will 
fill the Opera House., In her quiet un
pretentious way she seemed to reach 
out and creep into the hearts of the 
people. She left us with many regrets 
from all who listened to her, to fill her 
engagement In Auburn, N. Y.”

Virginie Barrett writes; “I would like 
to correspond with some good test me
dium or person to help me In my work. 
Address me for this month at 372 King 
street, West, Toronto, Ont. Home ad
dress 819 East Sixteenth street, In
dianapolis, Ind. I will accept a few 
engagements with societies."

Mrs. Amelia Challen writes from 
Haskins, Ohio: “If anyone has any old 
papers or Spiritual books of any kind, 
they will do me a great favor by send
ing them to me. I have not the means 
to get them. Box 143 Haskins, Wood 
county, Ohio.”

Letters will reach Will O. Hodge If 
addressed to 330% SoutlTSpring street, 
Los Angeles, Cat He is lecturing at 
Los Angeles, Mrs.. Barnett giving tests.

The Corqmittpe, of Philadel
phia, Report Progress.

The celebrated case of the mediums 
arrested in Philadelphia, In September, 
1895, which has been lingering along 
with the slow pace of the law courts, 
came up again torn hearing on Novem
ber 18,’Mrs. O. B. Kilgore, one of Phila
delphia's legal lights, defending the 
mediums. The following is a brief re
port of the proceedings, from the Phila
delphia Enquirer Of November 19:

“An interesting as well as novel ques
tion was raised before Judge Gordon, 
in Quarter Sessions Court, No! 2, yes
terday, by Carrie M. Kilgore, counsel 
for five women charged with fortune 
telling as clairvoyants. -/The women 
were arrested during September, 1895, 
and were Immediately indicted. The 
matter came up on motion to quash the 
indictments.

“No argument was gone into, Mrs. 
Kilgore presenting her brief to the 
court In the brief it is contended that 
the indictments are illegal because 
clairvoyance is . a natural power, gov
erned by natural law, and Is an estab- 
llshed part of science, hence there can 
be no pretense of foretelling future 
events by clairvoyance, and the indict-

ckle it, and suggested that the lawyer 
take the matter to a higher court, as a 
great deal would depend upon which 
way it was decided. As the defendants 
had rights that the Commonwealth had 
not he would resolve all doubts on a . —
motion of this kind in favor of the A rich man walked abroad one day 
latter, and he accordingly dismissed a Poor man walked the selfsame 
the motion.” B. B. HILL, way,

, Chairman of Committee. a pale st«i'ving face came by
I . .J1 Pallid lip and a hopeless eye, 

And that starving face iiresumed to 
stand

And ask for bread from the rich man’s 
- ■ — . haad:

GROWN OF ROSES BROUGHT BY But luau sullenly looked
th A T?11?, .. With Sathe’riiig frown and a doubtful

benor Ulysses Cabral began his ca- glance, 
reer as a military man, but now follows “I have nothing,” said lie, “to give to 
tlie more congenial occupation of you, ’ 6
teaching. He has a very fatherly way Nor any such rogue of a canting crew
of deaiing with children and Is emi- I Get work. Get work! I know full well ’! f IA LIT AMH C Al AD

nently successful In gaining their con- U he whining Ues that beggars can tell ” ulllll I TllXI 11111 Illi
fldence and affection. One day in June, And he fastened his pocket, and on lie 1 * * III1 vVLVIl
1886, he happened to be making some I went, 1 I ----- ----------
purchases at a store In the Rue de With his soul untouched and his con- ^Y E. D. BAB HTT, M. D. LL D 
Uruguayans (Rio). As he was there, science content. 1 ’ ■auaj' "•
a little girl came in to beg. She was Now this great owner of golden store 
poorly clad and looked very ill, but bad I Had built a church not long before 
a prepossessing and Intelligent face. As noble a fane ns man could raise’ , _____ .
Senor Cabral questioned the child in And the world had given him thanks 
Ills kindly manner, and went with her and praise; . .......  ■ • •
to her dwelling, where he found that I And all who beheld it lavished fame 
she and her mother were living In On his Christian gift and godly name 
wretched circumstances. The girl, who The noor mnn ...... , , ’was called Deolinda, was ah-pady in nn HpS da"ed ’ th° White 
advanced singe of consumption. With To ask him if n ,the consent of the mother, he and his The poor man Xd m H be,spare< : 
wife received the little sufferer into cheek ‘ Sg“‘ S
their own house, where for the few And saw what the white lips could not 
days that preceded her death she re- speak, 1 <-uuiu not
ceived such care and attention ns these He stood fnr n ,
charitable souls were able to afford her. pause t0
Nor was the child slow in ncknowledg- " ■ ’

| A truly great work In which the author exhibit* 
: the result» of years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and truth, Uglily gifted with keen Intnt. anV.Ohu8 wAlo faculty of clairvoyant

qg.h*!“t0 dl,!,coverail<I elucidate rueta and prl?. 
ken. The book I, of 

verj groat iutereai and Importance, brlnirintr to Hchu 
many Important points concerning light and color la

In Ihi conservation or health and the 
,ilae?,se alld ’Jeknea»- Ils niedlcnl value lube- 

iynal|ebt mat ou’ 10 ‘eecblngs ahould be known

Ing their kindness. About ten o'clock 
one night, just before passing away, I He was seeking to glve-tbouL'h It 
she took separate leave of all the per- put small out 1 “ "as
sons who surrounded her, and the last For a penny, a’single nennv wns nil 
act of her life was to press Senor Cu- I But he gave it wilh n Su, ' 
bral’s hand to her Ups in a passionate While the warmest nulse in (burst of gratitude. wds stirred P bl'*asl

Some months passed after this de- 'Twas a tiny seed his Charltv shed 
cease, and Senor Cabral's family went But the white lips got u taste of bread to stay at a plantation belonging to And the beggar’s bussing bMlowed ihe 
friends. Having escorted them thither, crust OIL!i!»Db uanoned the ■,
the deponent returned to bls obilga- That came like a snrln" in the desert ----------“Ztlons in the city. As his life was now dust. P “ Ueselt .Common Sense,
a lonely one, he accepted Inter on the ... . ' , ,, <® the inbabinvitation of a friend, Senor Barboza J e * cl* ™ P?or man died. iV^Vi6ce^,;I,‘,,“ory no,";,by
de Andrade, and went to live with him A °i ulllst, and they both were The Rights of Man.
in that pait of Rio called San Chris- t]le sacred Judgment sest nhnm I p,rIS 1 a“ti ”• B1,|ng an fln""or a> Mr- Burke1» 
tovflin. 1? , .. x *u J uaftIBent scat aboio, | attack upou tlie French Revolution. Foil 8vo., 27i

One month afterwards, according to 01 , lr tll0"ghts of evil, and deeds of |,a|!e01 i‘“pen30ceui8; ciutb, wc.u«, 
the account published in tlie "Proceed- x,0/0’ - r i Paine’ei Complete
Ings,” a sister of Senor Barboza, who oaiauee of Justice there was true, Theological Works,
was ill, came into the house. She grew , r bestowed what fairly was 1 kgeot ites.on, Examination of theI’lopiiedr., eta. 
dally worse and finally sunk so low ,nrt dap’ , t , Wu..e<ution^ Po.urq.^pag«. ciotb,,)W
that she needed attendance during tlie A a „ e ,0 ‘resld comers through Palne 61 Political Works, 
night-time. ..................... ' -------  -------------- "■

One night, when Senor Cnbral had Th_ *° ^eai^ their eternal fate, 
taken his turn nt nnrsinfr two RiRters . e ieC01’dlng angels told of things 
Donas Anna Ignez Dias Fortis and wi,,. lem with kindred 
Fellchina Dias, came to relieve him. n>1, „„ . , , ,,
They were introduced by Senor Bar- TI st°od ,n tI)e crystal light,
boza as Spiritists, and really became I '¿I'”1.8 of the rlch mfln grew less 
personally acquainted with Senor Ca- I m,,. „ , ,, , ,
bral for the first time on that occasion; ri>tl„t (b2 SJiDPW by /liat shadowy sign, 
but it'seems that they had seen him mau 8 wol'k had been
before at Spiritist meetings. After „
some Conversation, the deponent, who a0 m1011“ ' unerl'*nB scales 
was already feeling sleepy, went to lie txti,„,.„ ,
down In an adjoining room. Having J.e. r mans falling off 
Stretched himself on a bed, his drowsi- u ue.
ness gave way to a feeling of un- utany deeds did the angels weigh,
bounded joy. At the same time he had “tit tlie balance kept an even sway, ’ 
a sensation as if someone were holding Aud at last the church endowment laid 
his head and placing something With its thousands promised and thou- 
round it. sands paid,

Astonished at this apparently cause- W**11 tlje thanks of prelates by Its side, 
less state of ecstacy, he spoke to the In ^e stately words of pious pride, 
ladles, whom he had left In charge of lt; weighed so much that the 
the sick person. At the time he was of angels stood 
course hidden from normal view by the see ^low tl,e Poor man could balance 
partition wall; nevertheless, Dona SUC'J good.
Feliciana, who saw with other eyes “ cherub came and took his place 
than those of the body, answered him ^le empty scale, with radiant grace, 
saying, “I see at your bedside a spirit- An(’ Cropped the penny that had fed 
child clothed In white. She places on White starving Ups with a crust of 
YOUR HEAD A CROWN OF ROSES. The S endowment W(mt 
She says her name is Deolinda, and she the beam,
comes to thank you for the kindness And the whisper of the Great Supreme 
and charity with which you behaved to As he beckoned the poor man to his 
her." Senor Cabral's amazement may throne, 
be conceived, for only after this dec- Was heard in this immortal tone— 
laration did he recollect that that very “Blessed are they who from great gain 
day, or rather night, was the anni- Give thousands with a reasoning brain 
versary of the child’s death. But holler still shall be bls part ’

All the witnesses are agreed In say- Who gives one coin with pitying 
ing that they had heard nothing of heart!"
Senor Cabral's deed of charity before 
this manifestation took place. He him
self declares that he bad never told 
Deolinda’s story to his new friends and 
that he made Senor Barboza's ac
quaintance at a period subsequent to 
the girl’s decease.

A GUARDIAN ANGEL. '
The second volume of the biography, a certificate of contributing member- 

or autobiography, of Spurgeon, which I Bhlp, and to one copy each of the nn- 
Is being published by his widow, gives aua' reports of the conventions of the 
an interesting account of Mr. Ruskin’s N. 8. A. for 1897 and ’98. Address 
friendship in his evangelical days for MARY T. LONGLEY, See’y.
the famous preacher, whose Surrey 600 Penna Ave., S. E., Washington,D.C.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The dlitlngulshed author. Hudson Tuttle, reunite* 
no Introduction to the readers of Tua Pnoonaniv* 
Thinkkr, but the following heading« of chapters wlU 
•bow them what they may expect from the book:

Contintb:-Aq Idyl - F irdham • Building the 
Church—Tho Evangelist- Blood Th- bttloon—Tht 
Lost Daughter-Law -The Harvest of bonis—Jan« 
Grey-The Mother of Caln-Evolutfon-btella-Th« 
Ceil—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—Th« 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette The Bank Rubbery- 
Liberty-All Is Well That Ends Well-The 
Church-The New Way; Led to the Light

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, aud the who!« 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to tho ell* 
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist le con
trasted with tbu character of the honest niloister ani 
the thinking awKHtlo. The steps by which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties he meet» 
are graphically presented. The new oburch and pro» 
gressive lyceuin evolved out of the old, form an 11? 
teresting study to tboi<e seeking new method«.

It Is a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and tho pric» 
tn accordance with our new departure, la 80 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for u.25 For oak at Iha 
•»ffirc of Tnx Pbogrksmvb Thineib.

Contriblltinff niPmhPVRbin t« thn v a ' Soul of Thlnei; Intelligence In SubBtances Animal In* a L g , tLfi S’ ’teUccte; Purity; Salvation; Dlacort«; Good and Evil;
A. CflU be Secured by individual Spirit- unnatural ideas; Church History; Progreulon; Inher* 
ualists by sending one dollar to the sec- Suba.tan.fc: T,h° ¡'’^uioa» Tbeorv; Panicle, »re wifnmr «»til___ s.ts.1 xi EoUtleij Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Theretary, Which will entitle the geuder to Science of Death; spiritual Death; Immortality;

'"’iate of contributing member- Mournlns;;Tbe Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abode«; Matter and Spirit; Site and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra* 

■ $oe®10 Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.
uJi® *u.lb9r •w “Each Individual partakes of 
b0,r PbyBlcal and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest tbelr various kinds of food 
for themselves, aud that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and uour* 
lahmentof which ) individually partake end digest* 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul ewcnc« 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest’* 
For sale at this office.

attended. There is a story given by UQQ|iMfV j
Mrs. Spurgeon on Mr. Ruskin's au- Healing, Causes and Effects, 
thority, which, If it were not too late Dr- W. P. Phclon’s latest book, is a 
to verify It, might deserve the atten- presentation from the spirit side of life 
tion of the Society for Psychical Re- ^e basic priciples of Mental Heal- 
search. A widower was in treaty for ant^ their relation to Vibration,
the occupancy of the old farmhouse In Esoteric under-current of the pro
file country for the sake of his chil- cesses manifesting themselves la the 
dren’s health. One day he took them operation of healing, Is clearly shown 
to see it, and the young people set off silent power of invisible force,
on a tour if’Inspection. After scamper- , Under tho head of "Causes and Ef
ing through the grounds and examining fects are made plain many hitherto 
the house, one of them suggested that Phenomena, along the
the underground premises had not been “nes of spirit power, attraction, repul- 
explored. So the merry band went I sl°“ ^^oml“?. 
helter-skelter In search of a way below, , treats of adepts, mediums, and 
found & door nt tho bond of some dark their varied powers. It also has some* LVUllll CX Uvvl AV MVAxl vk UV1L1C UtXX Lx I »1,1^ a. i 1 •
stairs, and were rushing down at great ng„to elementals, and man’s 

’speed, when midway they stopped In x-fnaHi»«/!?» hThe Helpers
Rtflrtlpd nimstoment for Rtnndintr nt a^d Hostlles of the Invisible World are A COMPILATION OF TMR T Cas BULL LLUU UWAAUHieiH, 1UL BUlUUlUg *U -liiixi________ , ¿1 j. i ui r ina
the bottom Of the steps they saw their r !t*es specified. <2 I.:re>rlyea by the Spirit Band throngh the me-
mother with outstretched arms and nnloving gestures waving them back, and ^ffned hv one whn ™ T 
silently forbidding their further pass- o?^Pn? “..„u bUb'
age. With a cry of mingled fear and Jt!Pt o£ Fear occuple8 one wboIe chaP’ 
joy they turned and fled in haste to m,. wImi. .their father, telling him that they had the foies bringi? e“her the health 
seen mother. The astonished ^ther wmcij ]s harmony, or the discord which 
perceived that something unusual had Is dlsease ls handIed by one who 
liapponod. Soaicli was made, and close I dentlv understands hiR snbipnf tnia 
at the foot of the narrow, gloomy I booklet of 100 nazes is Brovin? it« in 1 t • W a ■ ««I MWIkXCV X»x AVV xs pivi 11JH HS 111*stairs they found a deep and open well tPrpHt hv Ur rgIpr Rpnt nn 1 ivicBi. ujf jib oiiico. ceuc un receipi 0£ 
entirely unguarded. Mrs. Spurgeon I fifty cents. For sale at this office says Mr. Ruskin related the tale with y 4S5 tf
an Impassioned tenderness and power, _______ , . _______ ’
which her pen cannot imitate, as an in- . „ , . „ „
stance of direct and divine preserva-1 Goi,pe,l °LB,ada?a’ According to 
tion from a dreadful death. - • Old Becords. Told by Paul Carns. HCJlBDBMroll_„. , h . ....

■ This book is heartily commended to stu- woiMo.iiomd read n anTtaow ¿e?
1 - • • - ■ ■ ------- : I dents of the science of religions, and to Pric010 ccats-

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate- aU wh0 would gain a fair conception ot 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E D Buddhism in its spirit and living prlncl- 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact I Ples- Spiritualist or Christian can 
and comprehensive view of the sub- ------- '* ’—""
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data heeded by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1. cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
St thia office.

Zl lUTMglyai by the Spirit Baud tbrough the me- 
aiumship of Mra. Magdalena Kline. This volume con- 

°_f a.i9rJ«8 ofJccturci, message« and poems. . 
written rad delivered In public through the mental or- • 

K»ne. a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone Is cxcellenC- ' 
and thek spirit good; and even though one may find 
aome Ideas that differ from those be bar held, yet he • 
will find much to please, benefit and Jr.vruct. The 
reverence with which Jerni li mentioned Will plea»* 
many, although tho Ideas advanced concerning Je»M 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contain» 4SS 'urge pages, and wUl be sent

• postpaie for <1.50, Foraaleat thia office.
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This department Is under the manage
ment of

Hudson Tuttle.
•Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
, anonymous letters. Full name and ad

dress must be given, or the letters will 
■ not be read. If the request be made, 

the name will not be published. ¡The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially lét- 
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-
peeled. HUDSON TUTTLE.

P, S. Bosley: Q. (1) What are the 
elements contained in the human body?

12). What is the number of stars in 
the Southern Cross?

A. (1) About three-fourths of the 
human body is composed of water, 
which is a compound of hydrogen and 
oxygen. The muscles, fatty tissue,
ntii-ves,. ete., are varying compounds of 

> carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, 
with phosphate of lime. The bones of 
carbonate, phosphate aud flouride of 
calcium, carbonate of magnesia and 
soda. The blood contains chloride of 
sodium, phosphate of magnesia, lime, 
ammonia, lactates of soda and mag
nesia' Salts of potassium, sulphur and 
Silica are also found in various tissues, 
Almost every element if not all may 
be found in the human body, but the 
forces of vitality are chiefly carried 
.forward by carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus, sulphur, 
Iron, sodium, potassium, magnesium, 
Ilouriue, silica and chlorine. _

• (2) There are four principle stars in 
the Southern Cross, and a fifth, smaller 
red star. Tile attention it is said is 
more strongly attracted to this constel- 
latiou, because It Is situated in a region 
barren of bright stars. The Southern 
hemisphere does not compare with the 
Northern iu brilliancy.

••IfM ..¡^H - -----
■ Lex.: Q. We have entered into a 
discussion as to the possibility of an In- 
ildel or Liberalist being able to become

1 President of the United States, on ac- 
• count of the oath of office. It was

stated that Ingersoll could not be in- 
1 augurated if elected, because, as he 
i does not believe in the existence of 
; God, be could not take the oath. We 
-i have agreed to refer the subject to you. 
I A. The oath of office taken by the 

- President Is one specially prescribed
and does not refer to God, that name 
having been rigorously excluded from 

.‘the Constitution. The oath is ns fol
lows: “I do solemnly swear (or affirm) 
that I will faithfully execute the office 
of President of the United States, and 

•will, to tbe best of my ability, preserve, 
• protect aud defend the Constitution of

the United States.”—Art II., Sec. 1.
It will be thus seen that the Presi

dent need not swear, but may affirm, 
and that neither the Bible nor God are 
evoked, or even mentioned. Wheu ther 
church sends special Bibles for the 
purpose, or one is in any way used, it 
1b an impertinence which should be re
buked by those who cherish love for 

o,the,j,.-Constitution, in Its. primitive 
etrepgth'and simplicity.

The ‘.‘oath of office," is so wisely and 
skillfully worded that it bars no one, 
whatever may be their religious views, 
or unbelief.

A ’.’Health”: Q. Has the newly dis
covered elements in the atmosphere 

, been found to have any relation with 
health?
"A. Thus far not the least. The old 

• statement of the composition of the 
air as being oxygen and hydrogen, 
with a slight addition of 'carbonic ox

ride has been changed by the discovery 
. of cryton, argon, neon'and metargon, 
.and now the way is opened, other 
gases will be added. It has not been 

“determined whether these are acci
dental or essential parts, or their rela-
tlon to the functions of life. Their 
proportion Is bo small that It is proba
ble they are unessential, while their 

' presence may have modifying influ
. enee.. '

Mrs. E. K. O. 0.: Q. I have in sev
eral papers seen an article detailing 
how the celebrated medium, Home, at
tempted to deceive " Elizabeth Barrett 

. Browning, and was exposed In the act 
. by her husband. Is there any truth in 
. the story? Also that Browning de
picted Home in his poem os Sludge, 
the medium?

A. ‘It. is true that Browning pub- 
dished such a poem, which has been 

■ pronounced by good critics to be a blot 
on his record, as it is false In its repre
sentations and scarcely, above doggerel. 
Mrs. Browning was a natural Spirit
ualist and medlumlstlc, while Brown
Ing .was a rude and coarse opposer, 
■and in this poem takes occasion to 
write What an English magazine at the 
time characterized as “a shocking libel 
on hlé wife and her dearest beliefs.”

Now we will give the plain and true 
version of the falsehood which was 
started by Browning, whose Inordinate 

■ vanity seemed to make him reckless of 
the truth. In the Spiritual Magazine, 
(July, 1864), Mr. Home’s version is 
given in full and the editor endorses 

- with this remark: “For the truth of 
which we can vouch, of tlie only two 
interviews which Mr. Browing and Mr. 
home ever had.” It then quotes Home: 

• “I have never seen Sir. Browning but 
twice. ..The first time was at the house 
of Mr. Rymer, at a seance there. Mr. 
Browning was then married to Mrs. 

' Barrett Browning, whom I had known 
_ by -repute, and through intimate 

friends for several years, and I thus 
became aware of her deep interest and 
belief in Spiritualism which continued 
up to the time of her death.

' “Mr. and Mrs. Rymer and their fam
fly were present at the seance, which 
began by several ordinary manlfesta- 
tlons. -Mr. Browning was requested to 
Investigate everything, as it occurred, 

■ and availed himself freely of the invi
. tation. Several times during the even

ing lie voluntarily and earnestly de
clared anything like imposture was out 

’ of : the question. Previous to the ar
rival of Mr. and Mrs. Browning the 
children had made a wreath of flowers 

■ gathered in the garden and Miss’ Ry- 
■i. mer and I had made a wreath of clem

. . àtis....... During the seance this wreath• — • • . ’ — — — • • . • ■   • —   — —
. ’was.raised from the table by supernat- 
' ural power in the presence of us all, 
and while we were watching it, Mr. 
Browning, who was seated on the op- 

"posite side ot the table, left bls place 
and came and stood behind his wife, 

• toward ,whom the wreath was being 
slowly, carried and upon whose'head1 it 

7 was placed in sight of us all; and 
whilst he was standing close beside 
her. He expressed no disbelief; as it 
was. impossible for anyone to have any 
of what was passing under his eyes...

- Tt was the remark of all the Rymer 
, family, that Mr. Browning seemed 

*nuch disappointed that the wreath

TW ?K I»
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own head instead of that of his, wife, and that his placing 
n » of.where » was be*
SwW?* a,S t0 glve it An opportu- 

^eIng P’aced on his own brow." 
-Ttto duya Jater Mr. Browning re- 

Rfli“ + ‘ ' - '' couldnot be granted, on account of Mr. 
Homes health, but they met' in Mr. 
Rymers parlor, and the vanity of 
Browning had wrought him up to a 
boorishness which seems to be the un- 

of hls cbtu-acter. This ac
count Mas never called In question by 
anyone and stands unimpeachable.

Yet the lying slander will be repeated 
and repeated by those who know it is 
false, and made capital of by the op
posers. F

iiZLi-,.U,: Do.e?, Spiritual 
hteiatuie assist spiritual development?

A. Most emphatically, yes. We have 
met with many mediums, and even 
some lecturers who professed to have 
^progressed beyond” reading or study.
lliey never looked at the Spiritual pa

pers, and it has been notable that one 
sight °f theSe hUVe dr°W’ed out of 

There is no use of spirits writing that 
which has already been demonstrated, 
to save some indolent medium the 
tiouble of reading it in book or paper.

learn all you can, from every 
source available. Make your mind a 
receptacle for thought, by activity of 
thinking. Mediumship is one method 
of gaining knowledge, not tile only one. 
It may become a most important as
sistant when understood and rightly 
directed. What has been gained, can 
only be known by reading the litera
ture of Spiritualism, It is a fountain 
of new thought, nnd prepares the mind 
for receptivity of its own.

CHURGOEWS.
Fragments, and Comments 

Thereon.

The Lord ordained that they who 
preach the gospel should live by the 
gospel, nnd therefore salvation is not 
entirely free at the church of Paulist 
Fathers, in New York. A parish regu
lation appears every month thus:

“All persons who do not regularly 
rent seats are expected to pay for the 
seat which they occupy at all masses 
except the first. At 6 and 7 o’clock, 5 
cents; at 8, 9, 10 and 11, 10 cents.”

“The announcement of the church 
regulation,” it was explained, “has no 
reference to those of the parish who 
are too poor to pay even the trifle re
quired. All such are known to the 
fathers and their wants provided for so 
that none shall be kept from divine 
worship by reason of his or her pov
erty.”

The reverend fathers have an eye to 
business, as is usually the case.

Evidently they have the same kind 
of people who want to “get a test" for 
nothing, that attend their “masses" in 
the same spirit that s.o many attend 
Spiritualist meetings. ...Their methods 
of collecting the customary ten cents is 
consistent, if they do not advertise sal
vation as free, but not consistent if 
Jesus died for all and paid all the bills 
by distributing his available property 
evenly among his father's children, ac
cording to tradition.

Dr. Parkhurst, of New York, is 
quoted as saying that “Christians must 
get over supposing that the prime ob
ject or a Christian church Is to nurse 
them. It is not; it Is to save sinners.”,-

The Doctor Is stepping on dangerous 
ground; he will be surprised to find 
that his nursery will either be empty, 
or the children crying for a change of 
nurses.
' They will protest against being tdld 
that they are bad people.

He will hear something like this: 
“Jesus we know, Paul we’ve heard 
about, and Talmage, Moody & Co. we 
are acquainted with, buf who are you 
that dares to say that we of the ‘upper 
ten’ and ‘400’ are in need of a change 
of heart? Go to! Hustle for another 
job." ■

WHAT OF IT?
The Churchman (P. E.) says that 

“the new library of Congress is a state
ly and beautiful pagan building. It 
stands in the capital of a Christian na-
tion without gleam of the Christian 
religion shining even In Its dullest cor
ners. Its adornments, its sculptured 
heroes, its inscriptions, would be 
equally In place in Athens or Constan
tinople.”

Who said this nation was Christian? 
Who and what kind of religious men 
framed the Constitution of the United 
States of America?

I did not know that any of the found
ers of our government were strictly 
“Christian.” _

I supposed that there was special at
tention paid to the fashioning of the 
Declaration of Independence, to the 
end that church and state were to be 
fqrever separate; hence why should 
the “new library of Congress’” have a 
Christian tag upon It?

Consequently the editor of the 
Churchman should cool down, and let 
the matter drop, and attend to his 
more important duties.

A UNIQIJE CELEBRATION.
That was an unusual and unique 

transfer of real estate at Jerusalem on 
October 31. ‘ .

We are told,that after all these years 
of possession, unknown to. the world at 
large, the Sultan has transferred the 
former residence of “the holy virgin" 
to the Emperor of Germany, -who in 
turn has sold.or bequeathed, in conse
quence of the love for the old lady, to 
“His Holiness the Pope,” 'and- his 
Church of the Redeemer, and begs the 
old gentleman to please accept the 
same, along with hls “assurance of sin
cere attachment” The" attachment was 
not a “writ of replevin,” but simply a 
sort of prize check, in case the Pope 
wanted to make any more good bar
gains, etc. . ; •

Verily, where are we at?
A strange conglomeration of beliefs, 

customs and usages, is the existing 
conditions all over our big round ball 
of real estate, G. F. PERKINS.

Dubuque, Iowa.

“Progression, or How a spirit Ad
vances in Splrit-llfe.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given In the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. ~

•‘Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M; D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
Whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of yeara of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this offlee. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
win be delighted with It

"Arcana of- Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro. 
found treatise. Cloth, fl. For sate st 
this office. .

BIBLE PROPHETS AND PREDICTIONS
Critically Compared With Modem Mediums and

Messages. jf

PRINCIPLES VS. CREED.
Declar'ation of Principles—ls 

Spiritualism a Religion?

Here the people loved to be deceived 
by the prophets. I could relate many 
instances where verdant and credulous 
Spiritualists have proved that they 
love to be deceived by their mediums.

In Jer. 6:13, the prophet said: “From 
the least of them even unto the great
est of them every one of them is given 
to covetousness; and. from the prophet 
even unto the priest every one dealeth 
falsely. They have healed also the 
hurt of the daughter of my people 
slightly, saying, peace,, peace, when 
there Is no peace.”

Here every prophet, without a single 
exception, is accused of “covetous
ness;” also of “dealing falsely,” and of 
defrauding the people by saying, 
“peace; peace, when there was no

times, and, alas, they were occasionally 
accepted. In ILJKings.^S, it wlll be 
found that the king ncalled a great 
many prophets tdihim .to “Inquire of 
the Lord,” ag to whether he should go 
to Ramoth-Gllead to bajrtle. They ev
ery one of them jjgd to.-him, and told 
him to go, and supejed0 lie thought he 
would send for ope n?oye jtrophet, so 
he sent his servant for one Micalah. 
As the two men wgre walking to the 
king’s palace’ the servant of the king 
said to the prbphej, “Behold, now the 
words of the prophets deciare good 
unto the king with, one mouth; let thy 
word, I pray thee, be like the word of 
one of them, and speak that which is 
good.” Verse 13. Micaiah happened to 
be one of the prophets who was not 
just at that time for sale, so he an
swered, “As the Lord liveth what the

peace.” Many, many people when 
they have got into trouble, have gone __ ___
to mediums to hear the “Oh, it will all I Lord saith unto’rn’e/that’will I speak?”1 
come out right; have no fear.” This I Jeremiah accuses the prophets of 
siren song has been repeated until the prophesying lies, as follows: “Also I 
sitter has lost all. But it cannot be spake to the priests and to all the peo- 
more so in Modern Spiritualism thairit pie, saying, thus saith the Lord; heark- 
was among the ancient prophets. • en not unto the words of your proph-

Jeremiali, in this case made but lit- ets that prophesy unto you, saying, be- 
tle by denouncing all the other proph- hold the vessels of the Lord’s house 
ets as frauds; they got even with him shall now shortly, be brought again 
by saying, “you are another.” Listen I from Babylon, for they prophesy a lie 
to the following found in Jer. 43:2, 3: unto you.” Verse 13.
“Then spake Azariah, the son of Hosh- In Jer. 28: 10-16,-the prophets Han- 
aiaji, and Johanan, the son of Kareah, anlah and Jeremiah get into disputes 
and all the proud men, saying unto about their predictions; they prophesy 
Jeremiah, thou speakest falsely; the squarely against each other, and ac- 
Lord, our God hath not sent thee to euse each other of-lying. Finally Jere- 
say go not Into Egypt to sojourn there; miah said to Haiianiali: “The Lord 
but Baruch, the son of .Nerlah, setteth hath not sent thee: but thou makest 
thee on against us, for to deliver us this people to trusi.in a lie.”
Into the hands nf the Chaldeans, that . ,MOSES HULL,
they may put us to death, and carry us ' ................ ‘
away captives into Babylon.” Here It I 
sgems that they thought that Jeremiah 
was as false as he considered them, I 
They thought, not without reason, that 
Jeremiah was working under the Influ- _
ence and the pay of one Baruch. Ba- "OndetfUl Invention Of & 
ruch they supposed to be the agent pf| Qallclan Schoolmaster. 
Nebuchadnezzar. Jeremiah also ‘ 
nounces Shemaiab, the prophet,

THE TELECTROSCOPE.

says God did not send him. See 
29:31. ' ,

THEY DECEIVE.

. . Galician Schoolmaster, 
fieri. ____ _ -

Jer Jfln Szezepanik’s wonderful inven
' tion, the telectroseope, will, if all ac

' counts be true, realize all that Edward 
I Bellamy predicted about twentieth cen

tals tury entertainments in hls last book.

My brilliant friend, Mr. Dawbarn, 
dearly loves negations, and may be 
called the great objector. Spiritualism' 
has spent a half century for the most 
part In tearing down error, and now as 
It attempts to give a brief formulation 
or its facts and prlciples and com
mences the building-up process, friend 
Dawbarn will not tolerate it, but brings 
"ls of Wit and ridicule against 
it. But it seems to me that he utterly 
misconceives the object of a Declara
tion of Principles, and is striking at 
the wrong thing. This declaration is 
not given as a defense, to be pinned “in 
bls bouquet button-hole;’’ not given as 
a creed “which is God’s brass button, 
by which to identify his child in the 
next life,” does not have to be changed 
like a large or small garment to adapt 
Itself to people of all sizes and nation
alities; does not have to be “flung to 
the breeze like Old Glory,” does not 
necessarily pertain to the goodness or 
badness of a person, although it should 
be helpful aud ennobling to all. {

Researches in Oriental History. 
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

Ont 407 Clotfy

GENERAL DIVISION.

)
' 1. RESEARCHES Hi JEWISH HIBIOBY. 

P. RESEARCHES Hi ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION ON CHRISTIANITY. 1 
A. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? !

lojrmSeTjaT“6“015*1 bUt

volume the Jewa aro clearly shown not to 
favored people they claim to bare been. The Messianic Idea 1» traced to the Bae* 

Wan Philosopher, 2350 years B. 0-, and lti blitor? ii 
dCtl* foUowlu» the waves of emigration, . untU It U 

fully developed luTo Christianity, withe mythical boro, 
nf ai« ’iQ 6WU U“ex tb® commcncoment 
or tbo Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Ite can 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole syauim Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear aud force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, doginag and superstitious aire 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tho records of the past; its facts aro 
mostiy gleaned from Christian authority} and no per
son can read It without libtructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author O’' 
otherwise. For sale at tiite-office, - ,

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
r\EATH AND THE AFTER.LIFE 

“X1« &

fcWnter-Haud and Bummer laud, fl-Suaae rei

Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s Works.
The Principles of Light and Color,

IiJ?0 J00,''-. 8v0- wfib over 200 etmravlMS '.-I
Si™«?“1 p Piloe W.MwiH&SSS'--4 
?5 ?enu exfra. *“ “a,B1Te ‘■alf-Bussla blnduS,

“An Imposing volume of nearly 600 page.. Shows a i ? 
°* vaaaavak »n the part of the author* > : ’

BaleuUflo Hb^ 
?i!i!efim810 1)0 foremost scientific work

of this or any other age.-FrankUn Smith,

Human Culture and Cure
In six parti, four parti being already Issued. Price 
for each, postpaid, 75 centi. ■
b£ au7'InstS1.OiOf>1'Z Ot CUre"lucIuiln» Moti-

“Tbe -Principles of Light and Color1 Is to every re
spect masterly, and ‘Human Culture ahd Curs’ appears 
Toulon Freic™a -Dr’ P“BOa1'12 Ruo «“h
clarepreildtou““1“8'’ SBIU01 Development and So-'

“Tho usual heavy volumes Issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa- 
Ire Tbtnk’e !“tU tir.BabbUt’swork.“—Progress-

Farts III and IV In one volume, 61.60, postpald.- 
Corers wonderful ground, Including Mental Science, 

Jiiclwmotry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for the flrst time); Clairvoyance, Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc.

What, then, is its purpose? The en
lightenment of the people. The scien
tific setting forth of a great movement. 
Does not Hie geometer have his scheme 
of postulates for the help of his stu
dents? Does not the geologist, the 
chemist or the natural philosopher lay 
down a series of laws for the elucida
tion of his subject? Why, then, war 
against a declaration of facts apd prin
ciples with reference to this grandest 
part of the universe which pertains to 
the spiritual and the divine? Is it to 
be assumed that we cannot have defi
nite principles connected with this 
higher and more refined department? I 
deny it. We may look into basic prin- 
cipjes, learn the very processes of force 
in the whole visible or known world, 
and_ then arming ourselves with thou
sands of facts and remembering the 
unity of law that rules everywhere, 
may gain a great deal that is definite 
and scientific with regard to the invis
ible world.

Mr. Dawbarn seems to think that we 
must pay great deference to the scien
tists. An inspirational scientist would 
be a good authority, but most scientists 
at present have dwelt so fully in the 
material realm that they are mere chil
dren in the perception of spiritual 
things. The Seybert Commission 
seemed determined not to see the truth 
of spiritual manifestations and could 
not have done justice to the subject if 
they had tried. Mr. Hodgson bad to 
Investigate a multitude of phenomena 
i°J..mauy yeay8 baf?re be could become

; The fourth charge brought by __  __  ____________ _____ _ —
Divine against mediums is, that they Equality, Szczepanik is a Galician 

, are deceivers. This in some casés Is schoolmaster turned inventor. The 
, true, but not more so of modern me- wonders of his telectroseope are to be 
, diums than of the paragons of perfec- fully brought out at the Paris ex
. tion this gentleman called “God's medi- position of. 1900. Meanwhile the now 
. urns." The last four quotations bear distinguished Pole can look back upon 
, directly on this point I the few years of hip past life in which

Let us quote again from “the weep- he was heroically struggling to win an' 
ing prophet” In Jer. 14:14, he says: education. He was fortunate enough i
“Then the Lord said unto me, the to get into the University of Cracow, fuUy“convto^d of'the truths'oÆrit"
prophets prophesy lies in my name; I where he spent three years. Lack of uallsm. FlaminarioJ> of France though 
sent them not, pelther bave I com- funds compelled hlm to;, retire before perceiving nineli trnih inSnJf?
manded them, neither spake unto he had finished hls ^dueallon. Hls new seems to8look at it ns thrm^ > ' ’
them; they prophesy unto you a false Invention, he says, will take the place dimly thr°USh u gla8s
vision and divination. And a thing of of the post, or theïmail, of the future. «„/rant » ....naught, and the deceit of their own By It any scene qau be perfectly re- Dawb^n\rffi, niseenis.to 4s,tr frleud 
heart." Here it seems these prophets produced, pictorially, ftt any desired hlnn tLh ! ° 1Um’ i!S.,t le deslK“a- 
dellberately prophesied what they distance. For example, one might sit ism ° ,.„.¡’J! as-applied to Splrltual-
knew to be lies. Could “the devil’s in Chicago and have a fine view of San n. g ’ J‘e says’ Ileeessa-
prophets” do worse? They prophesied Francisco or New ^orkbay, with all Its wavs?mnlu« U r Ï -A religion al‘ 
false visions out of the deceit of their brilliant colors, moving and anchored i G°fi wlrom you are in
own hearts. ships, and water snarldine n the, duty pa““« to Worship.” But most of

In chapter 23 : 25:31 this medium, in Mountains aud cities, in fact, any nat- that tuulisni is fl rpliiri 11 
speaking of the others said: “I have ural or artificially/arranged scene con »..2 1 m le’lglon lls well
heard what the prophets said, that be produced ti-ue tp life at a distance, “r n sfnë?e°nnôykf *?°1 know 
prophesy Ues in my name, saying, I AU that is needed to suggest the Im- anAh ng th^ is bin.îln,. e e!VeB e 
have dreamed, I have dreamed. How provelnent certain to copié in telephonic a creed ArAril inilroM’n n n P ““ 
long shall this be in the heart of the I communication prjd 'the Imagination hls nerir Co aLaronnd. prophets t,hat prophesy lies? yea, theJ ran i|o ,tfe rest.,.Hen-;Sziv,epanlk says Sniritiiniis^hnUovna a° advance<1 
are prophets of the deceit'of their :dwn; Wwehiné'W pel- God “ “ Rer‘
heart, which think to cause my people féctly, thereby'taking t® pla'ce of’the tvou^d Aake’himouP 
to forget my name by their dreams post and the telegraph. Rhughly speak- tion inAAd < f n , 8 f ta’
which they tell every one to their ing, the picture lAroken up7 Into a A°^lm XeL“ y g 1,0Wer tUat 
neighbor, and their fathers have for-, number of points. 'Each point is re- A Ü ul'elsc’ , -
gotten me for Baal. The prophet that fleeted in mirrors, ahd the reflected rav I I?llulci “Mnber of The Progress-
hath a dream, let him tell u dream; of light is converted into an electric !? ° , ln„ , tbal contains Mr. Daw
and he that hath my word, let him current, which can be transmitted au v ™ ?8 ii 15J’ Mr’ Peebles
speak my word faithfully. What is the distance. At the receiving end. the tlle folIo"’lng remark, which is 
chaff to the wheat, saith the Lord? Is current is again transformed into the „U1h3j°3. the subject: "I con
not my word like as a fire? saith the corresponding ray of light This rav „.??r *1 “Criajatlon of principles—gen-
Lord, and like a hammer that breaketh of light is reflected in mirrors and the Prlncll>las> a, v®ry different matter 
the rock in pieces? Therefore, behold, reflection thrown upon a screen Now I ?>?< acre,ed w th limitations and pen
I am against the prophets, saith the it follows if all the points of a picture i »2® ae.re®æs- rhoK? who see no 
Lord, that steal my words, every one are taken in very rapid succession, the between principles and
from hls neighbor.” I resultant reflection on the screen will probably see no difference
- I think this “stealing my word, every be the entire picture. There are many church in nHv°n ni “rf ¡°< Sl°u ’ betwaen 
one from bis neighbor,” is a little ways of converting light rays into elec- Christianity’ or be-
worse than the “stock tests” we have trie currents already known to men of I "Teeu alcl*eiIiy and chemistry.” 
been hearing so much of lately. Worse science. An electric battery with a r>In,my book EellB|on> which Mr. 
because In the latter case mediums are selenium cell is used.'The batterv is 1 æwbarn has possessed for many 
said to supply their pretended ' fellow connected by wire' With an electro- £™ar8’ I make tbe following remark: 
mediums with tests, while In these I magnet at the receiving end, where the I .rUe re} glon 18 the heavenly side of 
good old Bible times, “God’s mediums” currents are to be= reconverted into ce’,th?. dlvlnest mot*ve power of 
stole their tests, each one from his light rays. The electro-magnet will I’“11080?11!'* 
n<Tghr°„- o.»» ______ _ ______ move In sympathy! with the current ,.Ia another place I say: “Religion Is

tn Lam. 2.14, Jeremiah laments as sent out from the transmitting appa- tlle aspiration for the spiritual aud the 
follows: Thy prophets have seen vain ratus, and its movements will corre- fiivine, the culmination of which we 
and foolish things for thee; and bave spond with the nature of the ray re- cfül God.” but I take pains to show 
not discovered thine iniquity, to turn fleeted. The magnet will move a prism I tbat God is not a personal being. The 
awny thy captivity, but have seen for placed In front of a strong white light I church world looks with horror upon 
thee false burdens and causes of ban- —either electric or sunlight The prism I those who deny God’s existence, whom 
ishment Thus they deceived the peo-1 will revolve the white light Into its I they cal1 Father Spirit of the unl- 
ple and led them into causes of banish- primaries. The primary colors spread verse, the culmination of all perfec-

,y Aeelng vain and foobsb out Into a spectrum and the prism re-1 tious and they declare that without
things for them. -- I spending to the movements of the ^his infinite arm to rest upon, this di-

Zephanlah, in speaking of the proph- magnet will bring the required color I rating power of the universe, they 
ets of Jerusalem, and, be it remem- into view. Szczepanik has made ar- couId not be sure but that all things
bered, Jerusalem was the paradise of rangements with a syndicate for the I mfgbt yet- eventuate in discord and
Gods holy prophets, said: “Her showing of the telectroseope at the ruln* I often use tbe term that Is thus
princes, within her are roaring lions; Paris exposition. The syndicate will dear to them, and however imperfect it
her judges are evening wolves, they build an annex to the exposition with I may be In some respects, it stands for
gnaw not the bones till the morrow, a ten thousand seating capacity. The the center of all power and perfection
Her prophets are light and treacherous I admission will be ,three francs. The I tiïe g°al t0 be aimed at by every asplr-
persons; her priests have poUuted the inventor will get 60 per cent and hls ing soul- Then I go on to explain what
sanctuary, they have done violence to backers .40 per cent of the gross re- we learn as a through spirit com-
the law. _ .This makes the princes, ceipts. Szczepanik will not sell his munlon> that there are combinations of

„ THE RELATION

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
Prkrt’ A re“‘»

Paine’s Theological Works?-
T.Agec£.?teaioS' Examination ot tbe Propbeclei nt«. 
IIIub, edition. IWt8TO.,4Wpwefc Clotto61.ai? '

Thumbscrew and Raclc^

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

^odCyT&haond61e

Price, Cloth. $1^5. Paper, 50e.

T11e Evolution of the DevilT

Health and Power.
“Worth its weight to diamonds," Price, Cloth, 25cts.
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, 01.10: 

» ■ - paper coo.
No work upon the same subject has ever exceeded 

I? b.?01£ oi almost Inestimable value. F.
J. Wjloourn, M. I)., says: ‘'I have read several works, 

oiwWoMro worth their weight in gold. *uch as 
those written by Enet Sargent. G. B. Stebbins. Marla 
King, etc., but Babbitt's Iteiiglon, In some respects, 
far transcends them all.”—Spiritual Offering. '

* For sale at thia office.

DnflK? by Carlyle Petersilea.
UUUI1U Given by automatic writing through 

the author’s mediumship. '
The Discovered Country—$1, ■

tbepersonal experiences In spIrlt-lHo 
hi the author a lather, who bad been a natural Philos* 7 ’ 
opher and a materialist. u»su>«i puuos ...

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences ol the author’s mother to splrlt-lHe.

Philip Carllslto—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of culdes ■ 

toe subject of the title being asilentlflo youngphff 
osopber, who Isis medium; nls chief opponents being ’ 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanldes—Paper Cover, SO ots.
Asolentlflo novel bused on toe philosophy of life 

p"^eX\hlX.rItfiU6, r“rSal° «‘i®« Of Tho.

‘ JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tysna. - 

The Pagan priests of Borne originated Christianity. ' 
Now and startling dlsblosures by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits. Price, paper, 00c. 7

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By P« Phelon, M. D, DeulB with ths r P^l‘Und “plrltu,il force' “ fcpUe“ to ¿¿to" :

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con- '' 

gregatlon and social circle. By 6. W. Tucker. Com- ■ ' 
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20o. ; <■7 '

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By 6°rah B. Tltcomb. With an introduction by - 
cloth 61Morr'9'00‘hot of "The Aryan Baee." Price, ‘.

judges and priests, a pretty hard set 
Had Thomas Paine compared these
gentlemen to roaring lions and evening 
wolves, that is wolves in the evening, 
the clergy would, if possible, have tra
duced his character more. than they 
have. It was one of the good twelve 
minor prophets of the Bible who made 
these remarks about his superiors.

The next in the catalogue of crimes 
of which mediums are accused is that 
they prognosticate, or

PROPHESY LIES.
Under the circumstances, with the 

rich; golden bribes sometimes offered 
impecunious mediums, It would be 
strange indeed if one did not occasion
ally yield to temptations of that kind. 
I know a case where an honorable 
United States Senator—a man above re
proach or suspicion ofK reproach, of 
course—wished to elect a friend of his 
as his fellow senator foom his state. 
He lacked two or three votes; there 
were a half-dozen Spiritualists in the 
legislature; he learned that they were 
likely to vote against his man. He 
wanted then- votes and wanted them 
badly. He „knew a medium in whom 
these Spiritualists had great confi
dence; he went to her and offered her 
five hundred dollars if she would allow 
her influences to come and tell these 
■representatives in the legislature that 
they must vote for his candidate. This 
medium happened not to be very poor 
in this world’s goods, so that she 
could spurn his offer as others could 
not have done. She took the opportu
nity to teach him a lesson which must - 
have made him- feel that legislatures 
sometimes send very small specimens 
of manhood to Washington to make 
laws to govern honest.people. . -

I can imagine that , a medium who 
never saw five hundred dollars could ’ 
be sorely tempted by such an offer as 
that; and if they are much like other 
people, it would be strange, indeed, if 
some of them did not fall, Into such a 
trap and prophesy Ues. . - . :

Such bribes were offered In Bible .

. telectroseope until after the close of the hlgh spirits who preside over and di
> exposition. . ■ _ rect those less developed, and still
; - ----- ------ ■ __________ I higher ones who direct and help this
' a QUESTION I comhlnation, and that there is a stair-
■ ’ ‘ -.ta I WRy of angelic and archangellc grada
’ I stood far out- nnorfth« niiw• ' I üons untU finally we reach those who
! Before me stretched”tho non- I Si? 80 exalted **b to govern the world.
' The fleecy clouds were sniltnè fast Then stiU above these is a great solar

Seem^ydrifting ta from ml -C^er o£ exalted ”eings who hate an
! They looked like mXgXrnom ships sffllr °s7st^ BuTSere^re the 
' Floating through ttii> nir ' • 8 lar s-vst,em- But “ere are gradations

As coming upon gradations of sublime centres inAnd^-tMnn- whlcfi godlike human souls are making
going, who knowsjvhere. I their everlasting ascension toward the

1 Musing, I thought tiiem,angel ships, I infinite glory. The highest of these, in
Ab in ancient tales of love, which every being is a hundred times

Carrying thé spirit o’er ide gulf greater than thé church conception of
On to that distant-shore. [ God,, may be caUed the D.eific Center,

Would that I couliLtake, this trip, I fr°m which all realms of the unlvei'se
That my spirit saf coum roam receive light and power.

Out with them in Heir Jdïgel Bhipa. But friend Dawbarn says that “Mod- 
On to their heaveniy.home. I ern Spiritualism is no more a religion I 

But soon the clouds changed- In their, J11“11 astronomy." That, to my mind, 
.’ course; \ * 91 > 4 £ - is a perversion of the whole conception
Then quickly t’wfls difeefctned, of reUgipn. Religion brings into action 

That -.the clouds I saw pssslng away -Veneration, Spirituality,. \Hope and
Had changed in ïhelrdOOurse and re- ■ ea“ty as its central forces and beau- 

turned; H . I- tifies human life, lifting the soul to-
And I thought to myselfc/as I saw this ward the celestial. This is what is 

change, II- : >t l done by Spiritualism, not by Spiritism,
Why could it. notilbe wfjict . Astronomy appeals to the reasoning 

That the souls that pahs; away- from i11? PercePtlve faculties and only in an > 
• ■ this earth -n .- üs» . indirect way to the religious faculties. 
Like the clouds could as well come Wed Eusse1,1 Wallace,_Ep_es Sargent 

< back. K D. STILLMAN others admit that Spiritualism is 
Chicago^ Ill. ; basis of all religions. People may

-,-, , . ■ . . I bring up the false religions of the world
"The World Beautiful” Rv t ni«., bigotry and Ignorance have__ine worin xseautirui. By Lilian tortured and slain multitudes of hn- 

Whiting. Most excellent in their high man beings, but what have destructlVe- 
and elevating spirituality of thought, néss; and animalism to do with genu- 
Seriesl, 2, and 3, each complete In it- Ine religion? True religion Working in 
self. Prire, clpth, $1 per volume. For harmony with science is the most ioy- 

„ .. ' giving and exalting influence in tte 
From!Sight to Morn, or An Appeal world. Let It, be understood that we 

.to the Baptist Church.” By. Abby A. have a real religion and one that builds 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experl- on established facts, and not on mere 
ence In passing from the old faith of her I theories as Others do, and we shall 
parents to the light and knowledge of hate the Constitution of the United 
Spiritualism. It is written in- a sweet I States to shield us against all the nettv 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in persecution that bigots mav brine 
the hands of Christian people. Çrice | against us. E. D. 'BABBITT* M. D 
15cents. - t--, - - । jjgg ^ngCiC8i ca], ‘ ‘

‘A

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

Paine Homestead aud Paine Monumen^VÎwîïï
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas rifnJoe Bai low, Mary Wollstonecraf “ MadlmJ' itohmd!
Condorcet, Brissot, aud tho most prouilmmTof 
frleuda to Europe aud America. Cloth. ™ *

His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This to No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics It 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
£!.ri?1t'nrln7!Vcr)' 101)0 Practically beyond tho
reach of adverse crlllelsin. Till, work will bo found Intensely Interesting. Price, 25c. Bold at thio office.™ 

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

yy/A AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN 
rmatlen succinctly and clearly stated to this 

volume of 5M pages is tOnulng. The title, as above
Dleteneaa with tfLIaL thd.meteneas with which the subject« are treated. Tho 
M,a.t^nIC)late> ,°I Motoib-rule, la too theme of the flrst 
chapter, to which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Ij brought to view to duddatton of the subject 
This .s followed by chapter, on Celibacy, Canon Law 
Merquette, Witchcraft wires, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of fr°-day, Post, Present, Future;

L8“0.1..“ ,cha',tor ,n. «*.• book that Is not 
handled Inamesterlymanner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information. Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beglnnlnc to 
“5; ®o one can possibly regret buylnglt; Il Is a ral- 
FngmlnddtUOn ut|rary ot any tree and truth-lov-

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.ROMANISM AND THE R& PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER Of 

JTI Ms country should havo at hand for consult* 
moil By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods ot the Boman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain« MT pages, au 
may be considered a mine of valuable infonaatlon fa I 
cretT patriot in tftoajxd. Price <1. Fok itie at ttdl

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
titsvolum’ ot roem>- Bl Lilian Whiting, Cloth,

MAXHAM’S MELODIES. '
Songa Sucred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet aongs and tnuilc. Tha 
author and compiler la well known u a Spiritual 
Bluger and composer. Price, 25c- v

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J 
Colville. Limp cloth, 5uc. •

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Oocult philosophy clothed 
to .lory form; alm. to give a better underetandtog of 
magic, black and white. 8S0 large pages. Cloth, 61.23.

The Spiritual Body Real.
°i Wc,.'e7 and “'hop- Valuable tes- 

tlmoules of moderu clairvoyants. Witnesses of ton 
separation of tho spiritual body from the dvlnu 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Prlto.lOc/*

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES. - 
By Col R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, 11.

MAN THE MICROCOSM. ' 
Light wS. Ty XT*

FAITH OR FACT. 
toKr^rfien^T?.^
work° ' Kobert Q- J“Bereoll. Cloth, 61. A valuable

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
^?ceT.t J5:lperi2nce* °f S»muel Bowie, In the ' 

First Five Sphere,. Etc. Written through tho hand 
of Carrie E. 8, Twlng. Paper, pOo, ■

Studies in the Outlying Fields of
Psychic Science.

•’“'J'1011 Spiritual Phenomena; How to In- 
Ir?;,ri0“8 phases; how to form circle, 

tmd develop mediumship; an absol ute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.
hav/V?’tp<H^1Mni>!T?r.k' Every SPtotoaUrt should
□avc it. Price, cloth, 75c,

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WIIHIN. .

tn‘”V111111 centurtc,, laying, “Man. nS!1 a^alt Be.Tel 41e- ■^n excellent selection, od- 
lied and compljed by Giles B, Btobblns, Cloth, li. °

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays. '

With the story of bls life «1 told by himself, and toe history of hlsJ parllamen- 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, BOc.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology, t .

G- Coflringh.iiL Devoted to the itudy 
af Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c.

THREE SEVENS,

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION | WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 

lÍRtílrV—thn TOnvnan riPJi. J«_ 111 | PROGRESS.insticuuon ¡mown ta 
Catholic Inquisition. Every American citizen should become Acquainted with tbe 

tw« valuable record. It ebowa the methods used by tbo Komtsb Church to ex« 
,tB beliefs and claims. For F&.C at this office. Price ¿5 cents.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The flrst time 
tothe history of the world that u Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Inildcl to lecture before then? 
The lecture U a grand ono, and was received brthe 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to «nd. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully nrlntod.

• PriceCcents; tencoplca, 50 cents.

—APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.~ 
Identified as the Christian Jesus, 

A wonderful communication, explaining ¡Mm* itfi 
life and teachings were utilized to formuSEi Inatt* 
anlty. Price 15 cents. For sale aft tktodK*

THOMAS PAINE, ~
Was He Junius?

Henry Burr. Price IS cents. j

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Wataon. This work was written by a modern Savior. ■ 
agrandand nobloman. Priceei.OO. .

THE TALMUD.

A Lector« delivered at the Freethinker’« Inter
national Congress, Chicago, HL, October, 1893. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

,an!hart. On toe present statu, of 
Th?“»ram *0« spiritually, ill law oi truo nsrmonlsl marriage, etc. 
a nee, iqc. >

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
ani1 Apostles. Comments on too Oldand New Testaments, from Joshua toBev- 

n.atlS?' .?he co,mm,cn‘s are keen, bright spicy, full
.TorL 1,11,0,11 thinkers, who are not 

Ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
; page. Paper, 50c.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A Leak Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Intereetlng and valuable at a hletory of tba bento- 

».{Modern Bplrituallem, by one of the Fox Sle- 
-?rs. 478 Fagci, 16 tlluitratloni. Including portrait, of 
the Fox Family. History of tbe Hydesville rapplnge, 
as related by eye-wltneiaei! remarkable and well-at
tested manlfeitatloni; tbe "exposures," etc. Hand
somely bound to cloth. But few copies remaining, 
Fubllshers’ price, HAQ, We wUl send tho book post
paid for 61.40. -

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
1 Belecttou from too content, of that ancient hook ' Ì C
It. commentaries, teachings, poetry, -ani legendi. í.Lu ‘Aaul Canu- Very thoughtful and Interesting. - 
Atto brief sketches of the men who made aaïreïï

, me^ea^njon lb By H. Polang. ts> pp. Prtc< -------------

OF JOHN BROWN, ; »
The Medium ot the Boctlei, Wlh tatrodncUon hr 

3. S. Loreland. TH« 1« the hlston ot Me ot the 
most wonderful medium* that erar lived. 157 i&tm 
pagw, KtCBb BOW. For Jg

~ OBSESSION.' ~—
How ertl spirits Influence mortals. By H.

P. AS. Price 10 cent«. , ■

~ WHITE MAQIO ~
T«UBhttn “Three Serene,” a hook of Zil pares, ftli 
really a very Interesting and su^uttnWM. «toe

For sale at this office. -

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
-A ü6!1 wlth frlehd« on toe other side of life.

¿a5JJ.lar t,Ik- *p,rlt Samuel Bowles! Ca?
He E. 8. Twlng, medium, .

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Seston. Price* boards.ll; cloth. 11.50.
Heston is Inimitable. ’ ’

THERE IS NO DEATH.
?Z.I?.rcnc,eJÉa7V*‘- An Interesting account ot th» 
author » spiritual experience«. Paper, Wo ; cloth, «1.

FORCE AND MATTER
By Ludwig Buer-hror. A celebrated bnov. Cloth,tl.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. ' MIND" READING AND BEYOND 
BrtatoBfl.Twtoamata.
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IMPOm/VNT!
• -TO

Those Who May Desire 
to Consult

DR. 6. E. WATKINS,
Please Remember

To Send AU Letters to His New 

Office at

LAKE HELENCÄMP, FLA.
A Budget of Practical In

formation.

NOV- 26, 1808.

I 406 Mass, Av.,

Hotel Palmerston.

Those Who Are Sick and Discour
aged, Write Us and Per

haps We Can Help
You.

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
400 Mass. Av., Ruston, Mass.

I ' Can be Cured.
Write to 

DR. C, E. WATKINS, 
Hole! Palmerston, 406 Muss, are., Boston, Mass.

Ur, DR. 6. E. WATKINS.
STOMACH TROUBLES

Can be Cured. Consult at once
Dit. O. E. WATKLNS.

BE A 
STRONG 

MAN

CONSULT

Dr.C.E. Watkins
,r.

BE A 
STRONG 
WOMAN

. CONSULT

Dr.C.E. Watkins
406 Blass. Ave., Boston, Blass.

'1

F'

DR. G.E. WATKINS,
--------THE--------

FAMOUS 6HR0NIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

The management has nearly com
pleted the program for the mid-winter 
meeting In this sunny clime.- The ses
sion will begin February 5, 1899 and 
close March 5.

The following speakers and mediums 
have been engaged: Prof. W.F. Peck, 
of St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. 0. Fanny Allyn, 
of Stoneham, Mass.; Mrs. Clara Field 
Conant, of Virginia; Mrs. Loe F. Prior, 
of Atlanta, Ga.

A first-class platform test medium 
will also be engaged.

Mrs. Efile -Moss, the materializing 
medium, will be present.

Prof. Peck will lead the singing.
The hotel-will be ready for guests, 

December J.
Pooms in the Club House for light 

house-keeping, can be hired for $2.50 a 
week.

Rooms in private cottages and in 
Brigham Hall (furnished) can be hired 
for from $1 to $3 a week.

One can live as cheaply at Lake 
Helen as at any northern camp.

1 Mr. J. D. Palmer, the secretary, will 
be at the camp early In December, and 
assist all who may arrive,’ to be com
fort ably located.

The circulars are out, and can be ob
tained of the secretary, or of myself. 
They will also be placed for free dis
tribution at the offices of The Progress
ive Thinker, the Banner of Light and 
the Light of Truth.

Those who wish to get the lowest 
railroad prices for a round trip ticket 
from the Middle West should go by the 
Queen and Crescent route from Cincin
nati, Ohio. By writing to the general 
passenger agent of the Q. & C. at Cin
cinnati, all details as to time, rouffi and 
prlee of tickets ean be obtained.

New England, New York and New 
Jersey tourists who wish to go by 
water, can get all desired information 
by writing to me, enclosing four cents 
in stamps for circulars, etc. Persons 
intending to go to any other place In 
Florida can join my parties and save 
much expense.
. My second excursion will leave New 
York city on December 9, the third on 
January 6, the fourth and last on Jan
uary 27.

Price for each in a party of ten or 
more—Boston, Providence, Worcester, 
Fall River and Springfield, to Lake 
Helen and return, $44.56.

From New York to Lake Helen and 
return, $40.56.

These tickets are good to return 
singly, any time up to May 31, 1899.

I have circulars which will give you 
all particulars. If you intend to go on 
any of these excursions, order your 
state-rooms of me at least three weeks 
before date of sailing.

munity, The funeral services were 
held in the Congregational Church. 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, assisted by 
Rev. 8. Long, pastor of the Congrega
tional Church, addressed a large au
dience. This was the first Spiritualist 
funeral ever held in the place. It 
aroused much Interest, and a most 
attentive crowd of listeners paid strict 
attention to the beautiful words taken 
from the subject, "The Record of Our 
Life." A. L. R.

Passed to spirit-life, -Mrs. Marla 
Searles, born September 2, 1842; died 
at Columbus, 0., Nov. 9, 1898. Funeral 
services conducted by Mrs. Carrie Ful
ler Weatherford. Interment in Green
lawn cemetery. C. F. W.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Her Bungalow. An Atlantlan Mem
ory. By Naney McKay Gordon. Chi
cago: Hermetic Publishing Co.

It Is difficult to write appreciately of 
a book unless one can enter fully Into 
the spirit of the author. And certainly 
It would require the pen of one initi
ated into the mysteries of Hermetism 
to write such notice of this book as 
would meet the sense of “the fitness of 
things” which a genuine 'instructed 
Hermetlst must possess. The volume 
purports to be a setting to words of 
some idealistic experiences. Its theme 
and motif is: Come up higher; higher 
in spiritual thought, spiritual philoso
phy, spiritual life. There is much that 
is sweet and beautiful, appealing to the 
spiritual nature; with much that .to a 
non-Hermetist must appear hazy,cloudy 
with mysticism, and partaking of the 
olden Oriental Ideas, such as reincar
nation, and cognate theories having 
their inception in the dreamy concep
tions of the introverted visions of con- 
templatlve minds in the dim past. Tne 
concept of the past is taken up anid car
ried farther and higher, into the mys
teries of the eternal marriage of souls, 
the duality of soul, high in the realm of 
spirit.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
'Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble: 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, If you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
If you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 470
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H. A. BUDINGTON.
91 Sherman St., Springfield, Mass.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

QulGk Cures!
Small Doses!

Scud age, name in full, and two 2-cent etampi and 
leading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free,
and wo will try and meko the price of treatment right 

. to you. Hcincmber. p ease, that we do not wiuh to
.takeyour case unless you are dlaButlstied with your 

- present trcatuiPiH. Do Dot ask OUR opinion of this
.ductor or (bat one, because wo never e>press an 

t. .ppluion, nor have we any one coum-cted with us that
. is allowed tu speak HI or any one or even to express 
-an opinion. v\ c know some doctor« do so, but we do 
Dot. The day of sbut-gun prescription Is past; dratilc 
drugs Jn larpe dose» will not he given ten years fn.m 
Dow. We b>-llrie In tbe certainty of medicine end tu 
ipeciflc medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
Be who understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is tbe 
succebsiul phyaiclau to-day

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs !

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free.]

Passed to the higher life, October 25, 
1898, at Harper’s Hospital, Detroit. 
Mich., Charles Wilson, aged 42 years. 
He passed out from Injuries received 
from a street car accident. He leaves 
a wife and many friends to mourn lils 
loss. He was a retired merchant, and 
will be remembered for his benevo
lence and the good he has done. Inter
ment at Springfield, Ohio.

NELLIE S. BAADE.
Detroit, Mich.

“ancyciopeaia ox Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or impiv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull... The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot bls many years’ study 
of the Bfblo In its relations to Spiritual
Ism. As its title denotes, it is a vert- 
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the 
■ubject Prlee $L For sale at thia 
office.

> Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
i'Obicago.

We»t Bld« dpiUtui Society meets at 
No. 46 South AdAStreetat 8p. m.

Church of theJStar of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No! 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45;1>. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs.iWilliam Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every fiupdsy in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street;at 2:80 and 7:30 p. m. 
_The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. X7 Thirty-first street, 
will hold me^lngs at 2:30 and 7:30 p., 
m., each Sunday!) beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor. 1

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:80 p. m. '

The Gross Park Spiritualist Soblety 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple, Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m„ and 7:45 p. m.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 590 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evfery Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church pf the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:80.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

Band of HaTmony, auxiliary tp the 
Church of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40. Randolph street, ev
ery first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o'clock. The ladies bring lunches; sup
per at six o’clock. Tea and coffee 
served.

The Lake 1 <ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A.-Wlckland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings In Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
’ NOT ONLY '

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE
. BUT THEY

Absolutely
Gurs
GhronlG

DR. W, M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GonsulfationbyLetterFree
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

Whore Others Fall.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

A Book on ’‘Chronic Disease” 

FREE.

6. E. WATKINS, M.D.,
400 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

GRATEFIIUETTERS,
■ Received by Dr. Watkins 

from Grateful Patients.
fc; ! Orange, Mass., Oct. 24, 1898.
« '■ : . Dear Doctor:—How much longer do

-, you tliink I will have to take your med- 
L . ■ iclne? I am a great deal better than 

when I began your treatment. I have 
- gained seven and a half pounds, the 

first month. MRS. F. L. LORD.

Passed on to a higher expression of 
life, from Topeka, Kan., Nov. 3, Milo 
Norton, aged 80 years, 2 months and 
15 days. - .

He has been a staunch Spiritualist 
for many years, ever ready to lend a 
helping hand and speak a good word 
for the cause so dear to him. After 
three weeks of Intense suffering the 
spirit was liberated and passed on to 
join the choir invisible, whose music Is 
the gladness of the world.”

MRS. A-. L. LULL.

Passed to the higher life, October 19, 
1898, from her late residence, Detroit, 
Mich., Mrs. Edith Berger, aged 27 
years. She leaves a husband and young 
child and many friends to mourn het
loss, but consoled by the fact that she 
saw and conversed with iter spirit 
father just before her transition. Ser
vices conducted by Nellie S. Baade, of 
Detroit, Mich.

Passed to spirit-life, October 28, 1898, 
at his home in Davenport, Iowa, B. A. 
Cleveland, aged 76 yea^s and 7 months.

The announcement of Brother Cleve
land s transition sent a pang of sorrow 
to the hearts of hosts of friends 
throughout the west His connection 
with the M. V. S. A., as its president 
and as trustee for a number of years, 
made him well known to hosts of Spir
itualists, and truly may It be said of 
him,

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lock wood 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
hetures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
Of Nature; and presents hfs views as' 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
■ale at this office. Srlce 25 cent*.

"Human culture'and cure. Part 
First. 'The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fu). 
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at thia office. Price 75 cents.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of ft given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is Intensely Interesting. Price. $2. ’

“Th6 Priest, the Woman, add the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
ot the Romish confessional, as proved 
Dy the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $1. For sale at 
thia office. -

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
■ale at this office. Price 10 cents.
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Lewiston, Me., Nov. 5, 1898.
- Dear Dr. Watkins:—I am feeling bet
- ter and better all the time. I told Mrs. 
Papsons you were the most wonderful

• doctor I ever knew. Yours truly, 
MRS. ADA F. JENNINGS.

Aberdeen, S. D„ Nov. 1, 1898.
Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I think I do 

not need any further treatment. I am 
better than I have been for twenty 
years. Can do more work, and sleep 
better. I walked a mile the other day, 
and back again, and felt nonetheworse 
for It the. next day. Kindly yours,

MRS. R. D. JACKSON,

Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 7, 1S9S.
Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I take 

pleasure in informing you that I am 
getting along nicely; have improved 
much. Will report again soon. Thank
ing you for the help you have given me 
in the past, I remain, " 
' Sincerely yours,
. J. S. WRIGHT.

s, Our friend, Mr. C. H. Webb writes us 
® from.Jritcliburg, Mass., under date of

Oct. 31,1898: -
I desire to say that I should feel very 

» sorry to miss even an opporfhnity to 
V refer anyone needing a physician to 
< you,, in preference to any other, etc. 
S' ' C. H. WEBB.
Í

F.
V

Cotuit, Mass., Nov. 4, 1898.
Dear Friend:—Stomach is feeling 

much better; stiffness in my knees is 
nearly gone. I am very grateful for 
that. Kindly yours, *

~ HELEN HOWES.

Portland, Oregon, Oct. 10, 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Siri—I 

write to inform you that I am still im 
-proving. My back feels stronger, and ’ 
am almost free from the headaches 
My nerves are Improving; do not hav 
those old nervous spells, etc., etc.

FLORENCE McGREW
535 Union ave.

• “None knew him but to love him, 
1 Nor named him but to praise.”

He was not only a devoted Spiritual
ist, but l)is purity and nobility of char
acter made him an honor to the cause 

. he professed. His was one of the 
gentlest and tenderest hearts I ever 
knew, and his hand and heart was ever 
open to the needy and suffering. In 
spite of the troubles and worries that 
overtook him in later years, he grew 
more spiritual-minded, more devoted to 
his “religion” as he called It.

A few days before his translation he 
said to a friend: “Oh, the beauties of 
this higher thought! How it purifies 
and uplifts one. My soul seems so at 
peace with the world. I have not one 
unkind feeling toward a human being. 
The old-time periods of doubt and 
skepticism have passed away and I 
feel sure of immortality and spirit 
communion.”

Mr. Cleveland did some very effective 
work in his own community among 
prominent citizens, and I feel to say 
that the substantial résulta will yet 
make themselves manifest in a way 
and to a degree of which few are 
aware. /

Lovingly and in behalf of his many 
friends, I lay these flowers of tribute 
upon the altar of his memory.

W. F. PECK.

Ethel A. Wright was bom in Clinton, 
DeWitt county, Ill,, January 23, 1883. 
Died in Clinton, Nov. 10, 1898, of diph
theria. Was born a Spiritualist and 
died in perfect confidence and without 
fear, in full possession of all her men
tal faculties. In the last hours of her 
sickness her spiritual sight was devel
oped, and she described her angel 
friends, and' told the loved ones who 
watched by.ber bedside, that they were 
coming for her, and said, “I am going 
now." In ten minutes after she 

'breathed her last The old friends In 
South Haven, from whence the family 
moved last spring, will send many 
thoughts of sympathy to the sorrowing 
ones. L. P. SQOFIELD.

Pa“sscd to higher life, from her home 
In Richmond, Mich., Mrs. Burgess, "be- 
’oved wife of Oscar Burgess, a lady 
held in deep respect.by the whole com-

"From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

"Edith Bramley’s Vision." Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together with 'nterestlng corroborative 
testimony. Prie» it cents. For sale at 
ibis office.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof 
C. H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
■t this office. Paper covers, 25c.
,"Woman, Church and State.”- By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume 
of more than common Intrinsic valued 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is fnn 
ofv Information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post- 

"Ilie dead Man’s Message,""an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up In the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sate at this office. ale

^Rlght Living ” By Susan H.Wlxon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
.her method of teaching the principle ot 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more interestinc 
and more easily comprehended. It te 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $L For sale at this office.

"Origin ot Life, or Where Man Como 
From.” “The Evolution of the Smrit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro 
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows " 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cent’s 
For sate at this office. '

-Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah ®. BromwellK pastor.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public balls.

NOTICE TO THE SICK.

■Dr. Watkins will on October 15, move 
to his new Bos ton. office, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms in this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared-.fespi'clally for -Dr. .Watkiijs’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
and numbetidOG Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa-Dear Sir: 
The result In my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully,
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.

For 30 days I will send a sample

I! You Are a Sutar
Write To-day, Giving , 

Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead-' 
log Symptom, and receive an

K ' absolutely correct 
DIAGNOSIS 
of your oase 

FREE OF CHARGE,

No “Lock of Hair’’ or “Leading 
Symptom” Required.

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. R. DOBSOHf

Still Heals the Sick Through , 
the Mediumship of............. '

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Healtji you 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She HflJ 
No Equal.

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured. ‘

Rejnember to Address

of TrnH,6’ U8 Bre“ J Pte“»re to «oote from the Light 
nlani to .°.m,m<l.bdal|ont of California aud Callfor- 
uretha ,,168ue WO read: ‘We note with pleas
ure tho continued auccasa of our friend and brother, 
c.itfn-niI>.Fo\8ter' ol s“» Francisco, California 
California baa become noted for Its mediums* nn,i S1,tb,!u»1l “r* Forster 1. nut a native it the u'ulted

PO“?1“ ot California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest In him Just as It bo were a htaUyo »on. Wo hear good reports ot him from all 
endoraement to 8thn’ ““ mbob p'cf»ure to ndd our meX“id^dticuie^%e“u'iLu.“rdtd “““ Bincd 

HocimouRlM
Drs. Peflbles & Burroughs

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
ft?*.!1“»», dully by matl from lock of hair and date 

eliortni ,1-M ani «temped envelope. 88 60th at., Ohfi 
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. A LOCAL,
& CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUGGESSFUl TREATMENT
Hl . 9’“ oyuarter ot • wuturi 
WM k«J.ore bvhfio. Bend for 
MH "Z>u«i»eori/o/CaiaM-A'' 

mailed free.
V .»ESSUBECURECO., 
T 843 W. Madison SI., CBICAOO.
^E^^vSatealDrunglata,

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address 

J.G.BNTDORFJ. D. 
grand rapids, mi ch, 

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
M , e Suf,,t,ol>’ »“«wered by mall for^gcrea^X. Cb,b^

IH! IB A V GOODS of every
I ULI UH I description at lowest 

PrlCwMrtb-1 J,e.Äbe ffiO’JKood« btcau.ewo 
D Ä I SplÎaL^ldÂU'^FlTEE 

Boston Store»uÄCliicago,IH.

OPIUMS“ .■ Stopped at once
__ * ßöyeMall ng, haimtesa and permanent home cure. Trial treatment free mi request.
Or. J. C. Hoflman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, 111.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
I« SL?ide8t’ J?«oel •’»cceuful Clairvoyant Phyfictan 
di vinje Z.A ..._ marvelous, Snceewui taSinS^ Oi ckroBio »nd acute dl8ea»e& When otiiera 
inH'e»cu^C8- ßvud sex. name, luck o? hal? 
andb eta. in stamps aud he will send a dalrvovam »-x 
a mo!th°n ^.{yur.f,#eaw« “Dd treat you for on iy ?2.0U 

I'oU’Hdlug symptom required, lie !<:;■ n ßpeüfic remedy for making child-birth flaie imd t-Jv* 
818° aapectilc remedy for obesity. It will safely hiuI 

fl? rewoYe al* *upertluou8 flesh, also u sure ro
ller for mornlug sickness. Address

DR. J. s. LOUCKS, M. D„ 
10 Warren st., ötoueham. Mast. tó5

CAMPBELL BROS.
Stale-W, iters, beam es ai d uile-btzed 

X Portraits.

How to Secure Your Own Spirit Pho
tographs. •

The world renowned Dr. W. M Keeler haa recently ™ v,edi,wot“terrul new development, on«'ling i“/ 
sons uL a distance to secure tbelr uwn vnlrlt dLol<>> 
graphs A package oi six sheets of ncirtitlzed
paper whh inn Instruetluiis; also a sheet of Dr Keel
er a highly magnetized headache paper, guanmteed to 
Smror0."1 '“r“ 01 be“d“cb«7H> be «out to any

100S K st. N. W.. Wmhlngton. D C '

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An eniertalnlns manual of hnmotam. nsofni tn 
“J!.01 tba aubieot- In tbe term of dialogue and 

■tory, tbo author presents very aucooMfully a con- nn1,^d8FCOUDtiOr GypnctlHm, lu theory ant* praettoo 
up to due. Price, paper, 25 cn. Bold at thia office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Lol« Watsbrooker. Many have read thia book 
many have re read It, and many other« out to read It’ 
It should be read by every man and woman In the 
land. It «how« the falsities rampant In aoelesy In 
matters of moral and aoclal Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victim« of social 
ostracism. It contains a lino Ukeneis of tho author 
Flue cloth. 280 page«. Price il.00

“Mediumship and Its DevelopmenT 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize tne laws of meiliumoliip and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price 
cloth. 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. ’ 
office.

“The Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam. 1, 1 ft^ 1 ft I ft V ft ft O ft I . r t ft +.»A t  v . .package of Magnetized Compound for ■ phlet Is Intensely Interesting. It eivZ, 

thp otm fnr 1(ihv moil u..,ntln^ —-_______ „...k :rathe eyes, for 10 cents, by mall. 
Clinton. Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It
Is published weekly. Try it.

BEAR IN MINO.
In
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sending remittances to this ofilce, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed-
Itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If It is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary jprlnt,land mistakes will be 
avoided.

"Poems OB Progress.” - By Lizzie 
Doten. In this Volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied-mootte,<"from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” o It is a book to be 
treasured andirlehly enjoyed by Ml who 
love genuine -poetny, and especially by 
Spiritualists, i. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Prlee. $1

“The Bridge Between two Worlds” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to aU earnest souls who d«slre 
by harmonizing their, physical boules 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the-higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection, with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in-the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents. ‘

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By Lilian Whiting. n0 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail fo be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leadina 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth A 
book for the higher life. For. sale at 
(kt* office. Price, cloth, ¿L 1

detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
■ale at this office. Price 15c.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology." By Judge Parish B 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar' 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form It gives lust 
what is needed on the subject. Paper 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at thia 
office. '
_ “The Great Roman Anaconda.” Bv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. *D„ ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, 0! A sharn 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It Is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c 
For sale at this office. ‘

"The Universe.” What Force Ig. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality’ 
The Substance of its Environments’ 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structu-e 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes, and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, By Mrs. Marla M. King in 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

TK6TIHONUI.
<-„h^‘ouc^b. 1? curing chronic dheaiea of all kind# 
small KT* H« '° U“lt,Cd .,ud c«"'te“.for n very 

Ji®' Ho 18 receiving auch letters na you will 
telîlnï Lroi,„“VCrSi irüra l'“'I”l>ts. umi.Ld tor 
ttlllng of tho good work that Is being done send for 

w«0111“18'’ei", free on application. Belur ..ill—
■end for an exuinluatlon and euro,

“A Word to the Wise Is Sufficient” 
by the l«nü.dbS“d»'d’ ’/ pei>lP“ tbat “re "'It wrecks 
»to..» t ?r d Da’ 1 »Bight say hulf uf niv c i- Av“1.-1.®°.u,a® .?,’0W °»»»« on my butikn, I ¿ty 
over half these tel! Ibu num» bad 8tory/ Some Jv Î? 
n.5Aye c tth8» lmve doclorcd them and nut uuc of 
them knew what idled (hem; «till they admlnl-tered a remedy hoping It might hit tho S. un i e n 
hr I .^“o 'J''™11' Nu" 1 lol‘® ‘hose cases a';,d
ofU ë sv«ë,n », < e“U 808 tbe ex'“‘ eondllkm 
or the system, and 11 they are not too badly lo'.oned 
by thoae blt-Hl tbe inark remedies. I can cure U nn 
!ëa«rtimnâ8nUlt"'Vra’''>,tb8, “W'1 ,l”'r think It nollilug 
to freat for “‘v“”1®' wllcu “ l! Umply knowing what 
of ..lîL'S NuV8<;"<lnre tour 2 cent atampa, a lock 
of hair, age. sex and name, and I will lull vou liM 
what alia you, after which aeud me |2.b0 and*! will 
doctor you one mouth; If you should happen to need 
another iuonih'a treatment 1 will send it fur ,“ w 
treMe and «ee one ol these miracle« performed or 
âmdlcnlton' ‘a81! 1,"'ulllals Which will ba sent freeon
•Œz.^d,d,r i>«'J.b.locck«.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

Xn-d'^ffi v°KT,«:

thmn'i'T IL,uuy "here medicine lus fulled. Ies’ timoniala from n 1 parts of the United Stater Send

I t" IÍIÍ()WN, 230 LINCOLN AVE , 1ST FLAT Ingsdallr07““1““0"“81“888,1'8““8'““111111“- I!^d’

THE rtBVND MEDIUM, 11. W. SINCLAIR Will 
Joel?of ‘ha!? dates and numrs Mull

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoscopes on character, health, disease, bn. ness 
occupatluu. marriage, llnauco aud the road tu aucctws* 
FhU readmg »]; trial muling of one page, K Lmu 
fiend date of birth, circular ftee. Addrosi

FRED P. BRANDT,
253 Hastings at., Grand Rapids, Mich. »70 

Chronic Diseases a Specialty 
Send full name, age, «ex and 2 stamps for

FREE DIAGNOSIS.
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.,
Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. «ctf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
homo. Will send a pamphlet giving In.tructlon» 

«one mink- r°AU ?b88i«“f niedlum«hlp, and a spiritual 
BLfsW.u^g'“rC“i Cebl8- Add™8 MIlS- V 

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, (lalrvoyance Pavriiom^h-v and Law. of Uufoldment, will, free“?£dIng EoUpar
Oculars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central nv^ 
Hamilton, Ohio. ' central «.e,,

G°R?mt T.UE M0NTH OF NOVEMBER. V Send a stamp tu pay pustagc and I will «end tree «»ecopy of "Btegest Story In the Bibi"" It beM, 
drr«“.'n»dn ‘Don ‘ send at once. Ad
dress Db. D. TIinegabdkn, Fierce, Mobile Co., Ala.

VRAYS OF PSYCHOMETRY AND CLAIRVOY- 
M.ittnC0‘»PrwPbet,c’ t>Ubln»-*88, social and medical 
rt' nxipw malJ’ 11 and 8lai»P8. REV. M
Ohta0MEB BRIGG8‘ 618 Chestnut street, Cincinnati' 
_ _______________ ____________________410

BANGS SISTERS,
PHENOMENA!. MEDIUMS

evenings at 8 o clock. Spirit Portrait work n aprciab 
eiroutan^WeTAda^MV““'«TP

charFfree;
g.n^™°5T,an. G5W 4ttr°loger and Clairvoyant. 
Send age, color of ey* b and hair, in own handwriting 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box ISO, NewarbN J. °:o’

Prophetic Reading 
AR?/8™'08,10“’ F<>recast, with good and orii tran- 
5» b«*.» "The Path 10

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
______ . 743 North Park are., Chicago, in.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.” 
«•taÄe'ÄÄ^

auu psy.
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo-‘ £Sde'.°.f v<>“«neocounty, P«.lecular or spiritual hvnotl.puia „f.. mw 15 cent». ««wwau. office

“The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy-

lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant -
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office. •’

au.uuu Guiiure auu cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development and. Social Um 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt M. D 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu’ 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im. 
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth 7f>n 
For wle at this office. . c’

. ’^MORTALITY.
w.h,________

Voice». Price 60 cent». ""tew, author of

----------------------

w THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to 'Modern Clrhirattn» «h»», .v

"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Wnlsbmoker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great Importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cent«.

Mediumship. A chapter of Exneri. 
ences. By Mra. Maria M. King. prtefl 
lOceota. .

God in the Constitution.
Bv BfShert G. Ingersoll. One or the best nanen Coin, 

nel Ingeraoll ever wrote. In paper cover, 
ne««otauthor. Price, 10cent»; twelvectwlMfortm

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Volcea

THE HISTORICAL JESUS

i f.en|I three two-cent stamps, age, set.
<Ji.5alr and one tearing symptom» 

witb full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit! 
power by having her

DUMM YOIJR CASE FREE.
Address all Mall to "

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, UAL.

collegeofIinFforces
printed questions sludeVs^Mn mk0 % * 8y8te“

iraNSFIELDT
HOMEOI’ATHIC medicines

la a
VV. A. MANSF1ELI>, M. D. 

170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

BETTER THaN GOLD. ~ 
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
alwconuipi'.™mf Asure curefw that t|ld"fy <llseas8l 
^!niiuri!uxxrS ¡»“sal 

month fient forsi.OO. • Butflulont quantity tor 0U3 
ey??ii!’^?^^“rar M1aIBaXidu%n’l’Td ior «»re 
thousands In all parts ot the world.’ BeniroW18ed 
or all three sent postpaid to? -1111 , v Ceilt,8> 
I'boluandjustrucilou. bow toUre ioOy*^. “rm“‘

Melted Pebble Spectacles,

■sississsss

.PSYCHE’ imbLn? “i " l)r:lctlo«l medium, under spirit 
MiLyiiv , 10 ,<tevelup mcdlumshtj!

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS'
by mail

Send 2 cent stamp for my special circular, 

FRANK n. foster, 
rw—MS.°V,'0.‘'1,lil1" Brooklyn. N. V.
X Ì!Pbotog.

YOUR FUTURE Sic“r“,,|Irelcubitodby 
}>euver, Colu. Chart« frum ,1. Seid «ÄÄ 
---------------------------------------- tsttr

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
wl"‘ vlalniudlent. elnlrvuynnc p»y.x " Clark «I ‘’ch 'Cdc' boco“6“lled at No. 1S& 

by Utter k *■b “““■ h“k«geuieuu cau bo made 
-I—!—L.  _______________________ 158 tt

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter, 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Addre«« 223 Wcat San Fernando at., San Jose, Col.
e never known a more competent rellablA Wui irLvn“ “11'111'““ ,or ‘I'0 Splrtt-worid Cha ? 

- Llnn-___________ Jps. Kooks llucuan.

Tue College of Psychical Sciences
JdHroll',?'’'tbe ’!’0rl<1 f°v the unfoldment of all 
», IrUual puweis. piycliuinctry. clairvoyance intmlra« 
thm. lieanny lilntHnaiLm. For tern«, 
pt reentag,. of psychical power, send n stamped nd- 
drem d.envelope to J. c. F. Ghuunivn >.... JiS, '
lecturer), S91W Langley avo., Oat 3, Chicago, IGSti ''

HOW A LADY MADE $300.00,
I had no meana ofsunnort- 

Ah.JJ-.if" v J orld b.cF«n ten werksa^o 10 sell Non 
Alcobolk Hayorlng Extract« for tbe U.S.FrultCo St. 
LoUH, Mo. 1 >nn e cleared over ISou.uO- The extracts 
mai d ’"''vCcrcit f. rm and meet with universal do- 
mand. AU housekeepers prefer them because thev 
Hrcpertretly pur« nnd Wronger than theUtada<£’ 
traru. My br nher has taken up the work with “o 
»I? H ? cry i‘Uf f e’“8iu>* The U. 8 Fruit Co. win start 
•5? toVour rCi"< e«r8' "’by be Idle when you can mat® 
St\?ntTr w<* 1 giTe,uT experience for the bene- *
fit of other poor people. cus

Unveil Your Future.
Prof. P. Davidson. Jr., of I.oiidlvlllo. Ga liavlne 

T?''er,c:llb b<”l,,tb* fr“m Intrlente natro Bt'udle» w 
ugatL nt the service of the public. Tenn« »1 00 and " upward as fotmerly. «..waua

MJn,w H,0,)<?ES HOLDS M ATEIIIALIZ1NO 
1’1 si aneei JNedueeday and Friday even!«« at 8

t°± ? so S1,lunlfly- 2 p 3*31 Liogley a* Take 
Cottage Grove cars to 3Sth at. 471

DRT'MRsT L. A. ROBERTS/-
„«"»rrenove.. flat 12A. ’

»„2 ft Readings and Treatments 
For on (||8easn«, dally. Private develonmcnt« hv «».

''’eilneB,1“y «nd Friday evening at T:30, 
ctrah s tor phenomena; fee, sucent«. Every Sunday 
o7i!«B ""’h<npon Hall. W«»hington'bl'd .nd 

'teBl«cour«e, test«, healing and phenome
na, at (:80; good muilc. K

ARTHUR HOUGHTON, M. D., 
Wec

have «11 the benefit or .dentine and «pirftiui L5? 
T,h«™“Zhly relllSle'.ndgiS „ft 

erenee«. Al.oteachc« hypnotism and tires dovelni 
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The Building of the Romish Church
Vividly Depicting the Way It Was Done, and What It Was When 

, ' Lather Came.
A Discourse by Rev. Thomas B, Gregory, in the Churoh of the Redeemer, Warren 

Avenue and Robey Street, Chicago, Sunday, Nov. 12, 1898. '

The Christianity of the first century 
after. Christ was a spiritual democ
racy—spiritual, since it was of the 
mind and heart; a democracy, because 
tlie brethren were on one and the same 
footing of, equality.

By the close of the first century the 
Christian societies were in existence all 
over the Empire, each being indepen
dent of the others, save as all were
united by the one common 
in God, devotion to Christ,

tie of faith 
and love to

one another. .
But the societies in the large cities 

would, naturally be larger, and there
fore of more Influence, than those in 
the smaller places, and in that way 
there came about what is known as the 
Metropolitan System. For example, the 
church at Alexandria, being the largest 
and most commanding in the region of 
the Nile, would eome to take a sort of 
paternal care over the other churches in 
Egypt. And the church at Cartilage 
would do the like for the African 
Churches; and the church at Antioch 
for the Asiatic churches. In a word, 
tlie original Independence and equality 
of churches and pastor was lost. Power 
passed to the great metropolitan 
charges. Of such churches there were, 
by and by, as many as 11 dozen, each 
striving to become supreme. The 
struggle, lasting for centuries, Ivas 
practically ended about A. D. 600, with 
victory for the church of Rome.

But lour centuries more must pass 
away ere we have Hildebrand, or 
Gregory VII. Gregory was monarch of 
all he surveyed, whether in the. spirit
ual or the temporal, sense. You haVehut 
to recall the Canossa episode, to be 
reminded how Gregory made the 
German Henry IV., the mightiest sov
ereign of the time,'stand out in the 
deep snow, bareheaded and barefooted, 
for three days and nights, and then 
sent l)im back home beaten and 
humiliated.

Another century goes by, and we are 
Introduced to Innocent HI., the man 
who made King John, of England, give 
Into his hands, duly signed and sealed, 
tt document which read as follows: 
.. “Be it known to all men, Hint we give 
up to 'God, to his holy apostles Peter 
and Paul, to our lord the Pope Inno
cent, nml his successors, all our King
dom of England, and all our Kingdom 
of Ireland, to be held as a fief of the

composed with an air of profound piety 
and reverence, and tlie burden of their 
teaching was that the church at Rome 
was marked out in the councils of God, 
Christ, and St. Peter, as destined to 
universal authority. They asserted that 
it was impious to question this, and 
damnable to deny it. These writings, 
spread broadcast throughout Christen
dom; did the work that it was designed 
they should do. But every one to-day 
knows that the decretals were out-and- 
out forgeries. Cardinals Baronins and 
Bellarmine admitted them to be such. 
But they did tlieir work—they made 
the Church of Rome supreme; and that 
was all that the ecclesiastics, who 
forged them, cared about,

The ninth commandment! “Thou 
shalt not bear false witness,” was one 
to which tlie Romish authorities paid 
no attention. The historian Mosheim 
says: "it was held as a maxim that it 
was not only lawful but praiseworthy 
to deceive, and even to use the ex
pedient of a Ue, to advance the cause 
of the church.” Gregory of Nyssa, a 
bishop of tlie year 40U, writes thus to 
a brothey bishop: “A little jargon is all 
that is necessary to Impose on the peo
ple. The less they comprehend, the 
more they admire. Our forefathers and 
doctors Have often said not what they 
thought, but what circumstances and 
necessity dictated.” Tlie Romish 
churchmen laid right and left, believ
ing that If they only did so loudly 
enough and long enough, they would 
accomplish their purpose. And they
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Holy See." '
' Not satisfied with this, John 
tli.en made to swear as follows:
- “1, John, King of England and

was

Lord
of Ireland, from this day forth and for
ever, will be faithful to God, and to the 
evpr-blcssed Peter, and to the church 
of Rome, and to my lord the Pope Inno
cent, and to his Catholic successors. 
So help me God."

Authority could go’ no further. The 
church of Rome was indeed supreme, 
and its bishop was lord of the world!

. This was about the year A. D. 1300— 
two .hundred years before Luther.

' HOW ROME BECAME, SUPREME.
.- Now, let me attempt to show how 
this supremacy of the Romish church 
was brought about.
.To begin with, the Roman bishop had 

the advantage of a glorious situation. 
His church was in Rome, the city of 
the Caesars! tln* city that commanded 

. the world! 'i'bls advantage was 
mightily enhanced when the seat of 
empire was transferred to Constanti
nople. With the Emperor in Rome, 
tlie bishop would naturally be soine- 
what overshadowed; but with the Em
peror out of the way, the bishop would 
easily be*the greatest man in tlie city. 
Furthermore, when, by and by, Alaric 

-sacked the city and brushed away 
every .vestige of Imperialism, the 
bishop wms benefited again. What 
the civil power lost the spiritual power 
gained, for men transferred to the 

; bishop and the church the awe which 
■ previously hud centered in the Em
peror and the Empire.

■ THE CONSUMMATION. _ 
. But the Romish bishop was not dis- 
.posed to trust too much to such favoF- 
ring circumstances. He would avail 

. Ji.iniself of every tide,that'might lead 
him on to fortune. Hence bls cele
brated trade with Pepin. Pepin wanted 
to be king of the Franks, and ~the Ro
man bishop wanted to bring about tlie 

'overthrow of the heretical Lombards, 
who were threatening his supremacy; 
the bishop knew that without help he 
could not defeat the Lombards, and 

— Pepin believed that the good will of the 
bishop was essential to the success of 
his designs on tlie Merovingian throne: 
so they entered into a contract, by 
which the bishop was to declare Pepin 
king of the Franks, and Pepin was to 
come on to Italy and boat the Lom
bards- The trade was carried out to 
the letter. Pepin was declared King, 
when, marching to Italy and vanquish
ing the Lombards, lie gave to his part
ner, the bishop, a large share of their 
territory. Thus began the “States of 
the iChurch,” which remained uiijler 
the'pa pal control until the year 1870, 
the year of Victor Immanuel. .■ ; .-

-, FORGERY AND LYING. ■
By this tlmeK A. t>. 750, Rome was 

not as solidly supreme as was desired.
There were murmurings of jealousy 
and discontent in. many quarters, and 
these must be quieted.'And so we come 
to the'celebrated “Isldorean Decretals.” 
Those decretals-were documents claim.- 
tagto have been.written by the twenty

PURGATORY.
The most stupendous instance of 

their frauduleney was that Involved In 
the doctrine of Purgatory. The Rev. 
Allen Butler, one of the saints who was 
supposed to know-all about the matter, 
thus writes: "A soul, for one venial sin, 
shall suffer -more than all the pains of 
distempers, the most violent colics, 
gout and stone, joined in complication; 
more than all the most eruel torments 
undergone by malefactors, or invented 
by the most barbarous tyrants, more 
than all the tortures of the martyrs 
summed up together.” In depleting the 
purgatorial horrors the church brought 
to bear its most vivid imagination. It 
was described in all the fearfulness of 
its terrors, and it wgs kept before the 
minds of the people continually. But 
there was one good thing about pur
gatory, which the priest could not lielp 
telling tlie people: it was not the abode 
over the entrance of which was written 
“Let him who enters here leave nil 
hope behind.” Bad place It assuredly 
was. but hope was there—Ihe hope of 
getting out sometime. “And now,” 
said the priest to the people, “Every 
mother's son of you are on the way to 
this purgatory. Not only so, your de
parted friends and relatives are there 
already, suffering as no mortal tongue 
can describe. But you can help them; 
give us gold enough, and we will speak 
to St. Joseph, who will speak to the 
Blessed Virgin, who will speak to 
Christ, who will speak to the Father, 
who will shorten their sorrows.” The
poor people believed them, and the gold 
was'forthcoming, in quick order. Thus 
the dogma about purgatori’ was a 
double-barreled sort of thing-at one 
and the same time it made the people 
submissive and the church rich.

INDULGENCES
We eome next to the matter of in

dulgences. Growing originally out of 
the doctrine of purgatory, the indul
gences, as time went on, were Im
proved and expanded, ns their useful
ness became more and more apparent.

The unspeakable infamy implied in 
the doctrine of indulgences may be 
seen in the words of Cardinal Gaeta. 
Says the cardinal: “One drop of the 
blood of Christ was sufficient to re
deem- the whole human race; and the 
remaining part that was sited on the 
cross was left as a legacy to the pope, 
and may be distributed by indulgence 
from the pope.”. The seoundrelism and 
saerilege of the thought! Nevertheless, 
it turned millions .into the papal cash
box; It was poor sentiment, but good 
business, and it was from the business 
point of view that the churchmen 
looked at it. They wanted money, and 
if they’ could get the money bv selling 
Christ's blood, all right—“Who wants 
to buy?” A countless multitude wanted 
to buy, and did buy, and tlie church
men became rich.

MARRIAGES AND OATHS. '
I must not forget In. this connection, 

the law about marriages and oaths. 
Marriage was prohibited as far as the 
seventh degree of collateral con
sanguinity. Npt only so, but a fan
tastical connection, called spiritual 
affinity, was Invented, in order to pro-, 
hlblt marriage, between sponsor and 
god-child., Alt,.the vicar knew what he 
was about!- He know, when lie made 
sneh^marriage laws, that mùltitudps 
would be forced to come to him for 
dispensations. And they did come; 
and- he .made ;them pay good round 
sums. Anybody .cotild get-married; if 
they werg. ready to pay for it!

The vlcai” also passed a law to., the 
effect that an- otllh, br> promise, that' 
was ' extorted 7 byforce, ■ whs void.

It was granted out of pure love for 
right and justice! If there was any
thing that made the pope feel real bad 
it was to see one of his children keep
ing an unjust, or forced, promise. The 
pope represented God, and he knew 
that God was just!

CELIBACY OF THE CLERGY.
Another powerful aid toward the 

building up of the church was the 
celibacy of the clergy, decreed by 
Hildebrand, about A. D. 1075. It was 
a masterly stroke. It freed the priest- 
from all domestic care and responsi
bility, and enabled him to go about the 
pope’s business with undivided en
ergies and undlstraeted brain. Morally 
speaking, it was the worst thing that 
could have happened both for the 
church and the world, as we shall see 
later on; but as a stroke of policy, as 
a means of aggrandizing the hierarchy, 
it was perfect and worked like a charm.

AURICULAR CONFESSION.
We come now to a very powerful 

helper toward the building up of the 
ehureh. I refer to the confessional. 
Auricular confession was established 
by the Lateran Council, A. D. 1215.

By this time the dawn of the literary 
revival was appearing, and it became 
necessary for the church to find some 
way of getting at men’s thoughts, that 
it might be determined whether or not 
they were heretics. The confessional 
was the thing that best served this pur
pose, and it was established. It was a 
perfect Instrument, giving the priest 
access to the inmost recesses of the 
mind. Nothing was hidden from his 
glance. There was no privacy, no se
crets. Clothed with the omnipotence 
of the Eternal, and seemingly* endowed 
with his omniscience, he was shown the 
deeds, and speech, and even the idddeu 
thoughts, of his trembling victim! 
Established, ostensibly, for the spirit
ual edification and comfort of the faith
ful, it was in reality the subtle instru
ment, designed by cunning minds, for 
advancing the power of the hierarchy. 
And splendidly did it serve the ends for 
which It was invented.

To be sure, it was, and is still, the 
vilest of all human Inventions, being 
responsible, perhaps, for more human 
impurity, for more immoral thoughts 
and deeds, than any other Institution, 
or than all other Institutions, on earth
still it served its purpose. It helped to 
strengthen the papacy. And that was 
the main thing.

AS A ROARING LION.
We pass now to consider another sort 

of means employed by the churchmen. 
Those so far glanced at were of the 
sinister stamp. Sly, insinuating—the 
wisdom of the serpent. But when 
necessary Rome eould assume a bold 
front and go forth as a roaring lion.

Under this head I would remind you 
of the terrible Instrument known as 
the "Interdict.” The interdict released 
subjects from their oath of allegiance 
to their sovereign, and forbade for
eigners to hold any intercourse with 
them. The interdicted nation was de
prived of all its public exercises of re
ligion; the churches were closed; the 
altars were stripped of their orna
ments; the crosses, relics, Images of 
saints, were laid upon the ground and 
carefully covered up, as if the very air 
might pollute them with its contact. 
The bells were removed from the 
steeples. Mass was celebrated with 
closed doors, and none but priests were 
allowed to be present at the ceremony, 
the clergy were not allowed to 
marry, baptize or to bury, till the 
superstitious people rose in open re
bellion and forced their ruler to submit 
to the demands of the pope.

And there was the still more terrible 
“EXCOMMUNICATION.”

I am fortunate enough to be able to 
give you a verbatim copy of the ex
communication that Hildebrand hurled 
at Henry IV. of Germany. It is rather 
lengthy, but it must be seen in Its 
entirety in order to be appreciated 
Here It Is:

• "By the authority of God Almighty, 
the Father, the Son, and the Holy 
Ghost and of the undeflled Virgin Mary, 
and of all the celestial virtues, angels, 
archangels, thrones, dominions, pow
ers, cherubim, seraphim, and of all the 
holy patriarchs, prophets, apostles and 
evangelists, and the holy innocents, 
who in the sight of the Holy Lamb, are 
found worthy to sing the new song of 
the holy martyrs, and the holy con
fessors, and the holy virgins, and all 
the saints, together with the holy and 
elect of God, we excommunicate and 
anathematize this malefactor, and from 
the threshold of the Holy Church of 
God Almighty, ive sequester him, that 
he may be tormented, disposed, and de
livered over with Dathan and Abiram, 
and with those who say unto tlie Lord 
God, 'Depart from us-twe desire none 
of thy ways!' and’as fire is quenched 
with water.so. let the light of him be 
put out evermore! .

him! May the' praiseworthy multitude 
of Patriarchs and Prophets, cqrse him! 
May St. John the Precursor, 'and St. 
John the Baptist,-and St. Peter; and St. 
Paul, and St. Andrew, aitd all other 
of Christ’s Apostles, curst hiin! May 
all the Saints who, from the beginning 
of the world to everlasting ages, are 
found to be beloved of God, curse him! 
May the Heavens and Earth and all 
the holy things therigln remaining, 
curse him! May he be cursed wherever 
he be—whether in the house or in (he 
stables, the field or in the highway, or 
In the path, or in the water, 01' in the 
church. May lie be cursed in living, in 
dying, in eating, in drinking, in being 
hungry, in being thirsty, In fasting, in 
sleeping, in slumbering, hi waking, in 
walking, in standing, in sitting, in lying 
down, in working, in resting! May lie 
be cursed in all the faculties of his 
body! May he be cursed- inwardly and 
outwardly; may he be'cursed in the 
hair of his head; may he die cursed in 
his brain and in his • temples, in his 
forehead, In his ears, in hjs eye-brows, 
In his cheeks, in his jawbones, in his 
nostrils, in his foreteeth and grinders, 
In his lips, In his throat, fin his shoul
ders, In his arms, in his wrists, in his 
hands, in his fingers, in his breast, in 
his stomach, in his veins, in his thighs, 
in his hips, in ills knees,: in his feet and 
in his toe-nails. May he be cursed in 
all the joints and articulations of his 
members ; from the top of h|s head to 
the sole of his foot, mpy there be no 
soundness in him! May the Son of the 
living God, with all the glory of his 
majesty, curse him! And may Heaven, 
with all the powers that moye therein, 
rise up against him and damn him! So 
mote It be! Amen! and A'nien!”

Now to us there is nothing that is 
more harmless than that old tirade. 
Were it not for the fact that it is so 
full of cursing and biiiorness" its onlv 
tendency would be to make us smile."

But when that old excommunication 
was fired at the Gerpiau Emperor It 
scared him! A tliousaitd years ago 
people were as afraid of interdicts and 
excommunications as tlm Spaniards are 
to-day of Schley's 13-inch bombshells. 
They did a great deal toward' building 
up the church. '

THE INQUISITION.
One other aid must be notjeed-the 

Inquisition. For finally the time came 
when even the excommpnlcntlon failed 
to terrify men. In the dawn of the 
literary revival men began to think, 
and with that they began to see the 
folly of being afraid of tlrv papal thun
ders. But the church whs not ready to 
give up, and Ute next- .tiling was the 
Inquisition. This most Infernal chapter 
in history began with the crusade 
against the Albigenses, A. D. 1200, and 
ended with the Edict of Nantes, A. D. 
1648. It prolonged the papal supremacy 
for three hundred years. .

Let us take Just oue glimpse Into the 
olden time. During the French occupa
tion of Spain, one of Napoleon’s gen
erals found in the city of Toledo Ihe 
tiling I am about to describe. In a 
recess in a subterranean vault, stood a 
wooden image of the Virgin Mary. The 
front of the Image' was stuck full of 
sharp nails and keen knife-blades, with 
the points turned outward. The arms 
and hands were pointed, and machinery 
behind the partition set the figure in 
motion. When tlie figure extended her 
arms, ns if to press someone lovingly 
to her heart, a knapsack'was made to 
supply the place of a livlpg being. The 
statue hugged it closer aM closer, and 
when she was made to- unclasp her 
arms, the knapsack was found to be 
perforated to the depth of three or four 
inches. In the days of -old, persons 
accused of heresy were conducted into 
this cellar, which was dlmlv lighted by 
lamps. At a little altah iff front of the 
image, and hung with b&ek, the pris
oner received the sacrament, aud two 
priests admonished him) in tlie pres
ence of the Mother of Gid, to make a 
confession. “See,” said t they, "how 
lovingly the Blessed Virgin opens her 
arms to receive you.” All at once the 
figure began to raise her extended 
arms; tlie prisoner was led to her em
brace; she drew hiur" nearer aud, 
nearer, pressed him ctos&r and doser, 
till the spikes and kfiives pierced his 
breast. If he still refused to confess, 
he remained insensibly in'the figure's 
arms, while his life-blbotT slowly ebbed 
away!- ' ' ■

DEPOSITIONS OF ROMANISTS.
And so we have seep uie ways and 

means by which the Romish hierarehv 
was bullded. . '

Here I might rest my.¿ase; but. be
fore I close: I propose to answer this 
question: What was .be hierarchy, 
after it was bullded, -apd what was the 
fruit of its supremacy-?' i

Upon this importantflueSUqn we will 
take the depositions of .the following 
witnesses, all Romanics,, and all living 
after the church had djecome. supreme, 
but before the Reformation:

St, Bernard:—“If we couJ4 look be
yond the partitionr that (we might see 
the horrible things inutile House of the 
Lord, the foulest things‘wgiftd appear 
on the inside of the partition.- Many of 
these offenders cauno^be concealed, on 
account of their multitude; nor, by 
reason of their imppdence, do they 
court concealment,” •_ ' ‘

Jacob of Vitry, CaMlnal:^“The Ro
man Court has lost;,every vestige of 
Christ's spirit, and busies Itself solely 
with polities and Jitlgattqn, never 
breathing a word abppt-, spiritual con
cerns.” .- . . 1 ■

cent, and sell the good for filthy lucre-” 
Genebrard, church historian;—“Fifty 

popes, in 150 years, were degenerates, 
apostates, rather than apostles.”

Baronlus, cardinal historian:—“Many 
shocking monsters were elevated to the 
papal ehair, who were guilty of rob
bery, assassination, sacrilege, perjury 
and all kinds of miscreancy.”
- Ryckel, Dutch:—“In vision I saw the 
whole heavenly choir praying to the 
Father'to save the churoh. But God 
said, ‘No! Should the popes, cardinals 
and bishops swear in" my name that 
they wished to reform they would be 
perjured. From head to foot there Is 
no soundness in them.”

Honorlus, pope:—“In thinking over 
the lives of my predecessors in Peter’s 
chair, I see not how a pope can be 
saved.”

Petrarch, the father of modern learn
ing:—“The papacy sits as a blight over 
the peoples, and nations, aud tongues, 
confident in the abundance of earthly 
riehes, and careless of the eternal.”

Savonarola:—“When I think of the 
life of the priests, 1 cannot refrain from 
tears. It is the clergy who are the 
maintainers of every sort of wicked
ness. The world Is dying, and all flesh 
is doomed, unless reformation comes, 
and comes speedily.”

Erasmus, the most learned man in 
Europe:—“Have mercy, Oh God, aud 
save us from tlie rapacity and in
decency of jhe priests.”

Machiavelli:—"The scandalous ex
amples aud crimes of tlie Church of 
Rome are the cause why Italy has lost 
every principle of piety and religion. 
We Italians are chiefly Indebted to the 
church and the priests for our having 
become a set of profane scoundrels.”

This testimony Is all the stronger 
from the fact that the witnesses are 
all from the other side of the case. 
There is one Protestant witness whom 
I would like to put upon the stand. 
Benjy C. Lea, of Boston; but I dare 
not do it. Mr. Lea Is a man of un
Impeached and unimpeachable veracity, 
but his testimony Is not to be given 
before a mixed audience. But if you 
will go down to McClurg’s or Bren
tano’s aud buy his book, entitled 
"Sacerdotal Celibacy”-and every oue 
who loves God and the United States 
of America, ought to know tlie book 
you will see for yourselves what 1 am 
not permitted to speak in this presence. 
You will see that the holy priesthood 
was anything but holy; and that the 
“Bride of Christ” wns such a bride ns 
the pure and holy son of God would

FAITH-CURE MURDERS.
As Viewed by The New York 

Times.

THE MUDSSISTERS.
Some Explanations in Their 

Behalf.

Again he knew what-ire, was about! 
.Whwvifr wished to-break a promise, 
had hilt to say that it-was ektorted by 
force, and the papal dispensation set-

-“May the Father.who created man, 
curse him!- May ih0 Son'who suffered' 
for us, curse him! May the Holy Ghost,' 
who was given us in baptism, - curse 
him! Mny the Holy Cross, which 
Christ for our. salvation, triumphing 
over his.enemies, ascended, curse him! 
May the Holy and Eternal Virgin 
Mary, mother of God, curse him! May 
St. Michael, the advocate of holy souls 
curse him! May'all the angels, ami

St Hildegard Fpopes ’ seize 
upon us like raving?} beasts, and 
through them the whgte/church is 
withered. They ' ffijHre-ib subjugate 
the world,¿but' file, by ' — '
against them.-andithey 
low.” -.

Jons;,will rise 
irilFte brought

Sal;—“Rome is

------ -- - viuoc mult juay un uie angets, ami
jparllest W K«*.' Stf» rX“d uSW l.“SKtopUSlS '

* ... . • 
■ St. Bonaventura, Gard 

the harlot who tnafes „„„ 
tions drunk with tiift wfeie. blf(abomina
tions; The princes ’of ¡the -ehureh ai'e 
fornicators. - robbers,the children 
of the devil; and. by" thfelr vices they 
have corritpted the whole world.” — 
' John of Parma:i-i‘it'h&fiolMii’ church': 
concerns itself with.-nothing tut wars 
and juggleries; for- the salvation of 
souls it tnkes no_<?are.” ■ , . .

jcings'.'ind na-

the children

have turned--from in loathing 
scorn!

BLACK AND INFAMOUS.
If ever an ■ institution had a 

cliauee in this world, Catholicism

and

fair 
had

11, from the coronation of Constantine 
to the discovery of America. All power 
belonged to it! Kings, princes and 
potentates were on its side! Belonging 
to it was a monopoly of the world's 
wealth and learning! The world over, 
It did according to its will, and there 
was none to stay its hand, or say unto 
It— What doest thou? Twelve hundred 
years of supremacy! And with what 
result? Silence! 1 must not speak It! 
On history's page the result is written; 
and there pure souls may, In secret, 
read it, to weep over IL to loathe, 
scorn and hate it—but they must not 
spook it! It is too black—too infamous!

But God Is patient—and goodness Is 
Immortal; and In my sermon of next 
Sunday morning I hope to be able to 
speak to you of better things.

Greetings from the National 
Spiritualists’ Association.

To the Editor and Readers of The 
Progressive Thinker:-The National 
Spiritualists’ Association sends greet
ings of love and good .cheer to you, degr 
friends, from Its headquarters In Wash
ington. At this “Thanksgiving” time, 
when the people of the country are sup
posed to give thanks for and rejoice 
over tlie bounties and blessings of the 
year, the N. 8. A. desires to extend its 
expressions of fellowship and good will 
unto the Spiritualists of The land.

Here, we are doing all that Is possible 
with the means and opportunity at our 
command, to prove the usefulness of' 
this Association to the people of the 
nation, and from all over the States we 
are daily receiving letters of encourage
ment and appreciation that prove to us 
that our work and Interests, as an asso
ciative body of people laboring in be
half of the Spiritual cause, are held 
closely In human hearts.

We are glad that this Is so, and the 
N. 8. A. desires to keep in touch with 
Spiritualists everywhere. It encourages 
and advises the formation of local so
cieties, of lyceums, of home circles, of 
all assemblies that aim to educate for 
right living, and to spread the eternal 
truths of the modern dispensation that

When public opinion and the law be
gin to hold faith carers and Christian 
science charlatans criminally responsi
ble for the deaths they cause, we shall 
see a notable diminution in the number 
of the practitioners of that school,

Tlie verdict of the Coroner’s jury 
against Kate Lyons aud Athalle Mills 
in England is therefore a finding of 
high importance. These are the women 
who cut short the life of Harold Fred
erick; the Lyons woman, it appears, by 
persuading him to put himself under 
the ministrations of the Mills woman, 
and the latter by adopting a form of 
treatment, or lack of treatment, which, 
the jury was convinced, led to a fatal 
termination of a disease ordinarily 
curable under proper medlqal attention. 
Mills, as was dearly evinced by her 
testimony, is a superstitious and per
fectly Ignorant creature. She knew 
nothing of the nature of Mr. Fred
erick’s disease; Christian science never 
knows anything of tlie nature of the 
maladies it treats. She practiced the 
hocus-pocus of her pretended art, but 
permitted the patient to eat and drink 
what he pleased, to walk up and down 
stairs, and to take long drives. This 
regimen for a man with a history of 
rheumatism and heart trouble, who 
had suffered a stroke of apoplexy and 
partial paralysis from which he was 
slowly recovering under the ministra
tion of a physician who was duly mind
ful of the weakened heart and of the 
need of great watchfulness and cau
tion, eould have but one result. Mr. 
Frederick died of heart failure.

Homicide is the killing of one human 
being by tlie act procurement or omis
sion of another. Manslaughter, the 
crime for which the slayers of Fred
erick have been held by the Coroner’s 
Jury, under our Penal Code, which is 
a copy of that of England, Is, -in the 
second degree, a homicide by any nd 
procurement or culpable negligence not 
amounting to murder or manslaughter 
in the first degree. Culpable negligence 
is, of course, only another name for 
Christian science. .

A system of jurisprudence that com
pels recognized physicians tp exhibit 
diplomas or other certificate’s'of educa-' 
tlou and competence yet freely apiplts 
death-dealing ignorance to the bedside 
of the stricken would be preposterous. 
The largest liberty of opinion in mat- 

fters of faith aud religion must be ac
corded to the people of ail free coun
tries. There is aud should be absolute 
freedom of choice among the several 
schools of medicine. But the most 
liberal theory of law and public policy 
would never sanction the issue of 
licenses to “healers" whose system 
bears no closer relation to recognized 
therapeutic« Hinn the incantations of 
an Indian medicine man. If the tiling 
cannot be licensed it cannot be tol
erated. Its evil and fatal effects have 
been demonstrated.

The law is not merely a restraint 
upon the strong. It Is the bulwark of 
the weak. It is peculiarly the province 
of the State to seo to It that no prevent 
able harm comes to the Ignorant and 
the mentally Incompetent. Were It 
otherwise, the doctrine of "every man 
for himself and the devil take the 
hindmost" would become a universal 
principle of government and the world 
would be a paradise for thieves, pick
pockets. Christian science healers, and 
other swindlers and criminals.

Mr. Frederick, ill, disabled, and weak, 
was in no condition to judge for him
self how he should be healed. He was 
unable io resist the persuasions of the 
Lyons woman, he could not see that 
the Mills woman was killing him. 
English law will doubtless punish 
these women for causing or permitting 
his death, and then we may be sure 
that English law will take the next 
logical step and prevent the Christian 
science healers practicing their mur
derous witchcraft.

There have been Christian science 
murders in this country, too—in this 
State and this city. If Lyons and Mills 
are punished In England, we may
reasonably expect either that our
courts will find existing law for the re-
stralnt of these homicidal 
legislation will prohibit 
tions.

To the Editor:-! send 
closed editorial, entitled 
Murders.” which I have

peats or that 
their opera-

you tlie eu- 
“Faith-Cure

clipped from 
the New York Times of to-day's date.

To the 
connection 
expose of :

Editor:—Certain events in
with a recent published 

- a medium in this city makd 
it necessary in our own defense and ■ 
that of our patrons, whose good judg. 
ment as well as our reputation has beeH 
the subject of slander, to ask a short 
space in your paper to counteract, bu
ll brief statement of facts, any wrong ” 
impression that may thus have been 
caused.

A story Is being industriously eiv 
culated that a certain party prom
inently connected with the expose 
above referred to had also detected 
fraud in us during the progress of ouf 
portrait work. Tills statement we most 
emphatically deny. We have never had 
any difficulty or dissatisfaction what
ever with our portrait work. The party 
referred to never attended but one of 
our seances, and that was not for the 
purpose of securing a picture; beside» 
we are in receipt of a letter from said 
party, not only denying the false stater 
ment about us with which ills ñamé 
was connected, but assuring us that he 
was highly pleased with the manifesta
tions he witnessed. Our portrait work 
is conducted in such a manner that 
exchange or deception is impossible; 
and we are always willing to submit 
to any reasonable test conditions.

We believe that the false story origi
nated in tlie jealous spirit of designing 
persons who desire to injure the rep
utation of reputable mediums and 
drag them down to their own level. So 
far as we have been able to discover 
invidious remarks of this kind, they 
originate with those who are in the 
same line of profession.

Ou one occasion in 1888 tlie pub
lisher of a paper in this city, for 
avaricious purposes subjected us to 
some annoyance in regard to one phase 
of our mediumship, that resulted in 
litigation, but from which we were 
honorably discharged, as may be seen 
by examining the following court rec
ords: Grand Jury Docket. Criminal 
Court of Cook County, No 110.

This is tlie only trouble we have ever 
had. and we have referred to It. giving 
dale and court records, as It has been 
inaUciously used to support falsehoods 
circulated by interested parties who 
desire to injure our reputation. '

We concede the right of Investigators 
to make Inquiries and ask reasonable 
tests; but we would' suggest that If 
mediums would attend simply to their 
own business, depending for its success- 
on their own special merits, aud nob 
maliciously meddle with tlie affairs of 
others in their avocation, there would 
be more efficient work among mediums 
and more harmony in the world.

Respectfully, BANGS SISTERS.
Chicago, 111. ■

LETTER FROM II. F. HILL
The Misses Bangs, 654

Street :
West Adams

’4

came to earth in 1848.
The N. S. A. sends out to you its 

pressions of love and regard-it is 
exclusive hor clanish. It cares 
human Interests for all, and not 
special privileges for the few. We

ex
not 
for 
for 
arc

trying to do our best here at Its head
quarters and your sympathy and kindly 
thought will help us on to success. ’ 

MARY T. LONGLEY.
Secretary N. S. A.

A Man of God.
Muncie, Ind.. Nov. 16.—The grand 

jury has indicted the Rev. C. U. Wade, 
presiding elder of the Muncie district 
of the M. E. church, and at one time 
pastor of the Wabash and Bluffton 
churches, for cruelty to his horsq. . Sep
tember 7. the Rev. Wade's horse kicked 
in the dashboard. It is alleged that he 
plaited the horse's tail, tied It to its 
bead, then beat it until it fell exhaust
ed; after whirling about in a circle to 
escape.the crueLIash. K. C. Thompson, 
deputy county recorder: W. R. Snyder, 
■superintendent of the city .schools; and 
■others, were witnesses. Wade was ar
rested, and James Meeks, a7 deacon fur
nished ,?100 bond.—Fort Wayne Jour
nal.

When the secular press write on 
“faith-cure.” they include all kind of 
healing. “Spiritualism.” “Metaphysi
cal,” and “Christian Science.” They 
do not discriminate, and in that they 
do not show that they have any knowl
edge of the matter, but simply exhibit 
plain ignorance. I am a Spiritualist, 
not a “Christian SslentlsL” but I think 
the tone and manner of this editorial is 
entirely uncalled for. when the editor 
states that “The world would be a par
adise for thieves, pickpockets, Chris
tian Science healers, and other swin
dlers and criminals.” Is not this strong 
language to class these healers (who 
are a nice and refined class of people! 
among such ruff-scuff. In fact, I could 
quote much from this editorial, -q-hich 
I hope you will publish, if you have 
space, for our own class of healers are 
included under this head, and it is a 
crying shame to have such bigotry 
shown at this late day. One would 
think we were living in the days of 
the'Salem witchcraft, by the tone of 
this editorial. . J. O. LUNT.

New York, Nov. 11. 1898. '

“Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By . Prof.' - H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual Interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to interest and. instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c. ..

.St. Bridget:—“The-popes are.murder- nuluul. t 
ers of souls. The£ çqndemn tifò- inno- ^11 office.

! “Who Are.. luese .Spiritualists and 
.What Ib Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 ■pages by Dr. J. -M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price '15 cents,; For.

' “Religious and Theological Works.of 
Thomes Paine.’-’- Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason?! atid-a number of let
ter and discourses on religious and the

.. ©logical subjects.' Cloth-binding, 4S0
IMP* Erlce fl. Ew bsIq at aui sffice>

bear Frlends:-Pardon this letter but 
In justice to yourselves I deem it my 
duty to address you those few Hues. 
No doubt you have read in a recent 
issue of The Progressive Thinker the 
full account of the exposure of Mabel 
Aber Jackman. Not satisfied with prac
ticing their deception upon au Indulgent 
and gullible public, they seek to drag 
the name of all reputable mediums 
down to the same scale of moral de
pravity which they at present occupy. 
They are responsible for the statement 
which is being promulgated, that Sun
day night, the 18th Inst., I should havq 
exposed you in an attempt to switch 
boxes on me, or something to that 
effect.

Now, ladies., I have never attended 
but oue of your seances, and that was 
one night in the early fall and prior to 
the Jackman exposure, which probably 
you remember. I was very well sal- 
isfled with the manifestations I wit
nessed upon that occasion, and have 
never referred to that seance in other 
than terms of praise. While I am oc
cupying rather an unenviable posit ion ’ 
at present before the Spiritualistic pub
lic. yet I have the courage of mv con
victions. and I feel Justified in the 
premises. These people, having no de
fense whatever, desire the impression 
to spread upon the broad sea of public 
opinion that 1 am a grabber and me
dium exterminator, and they are en
deavoring to pose as martyrs to my 
vindictiveness. However, their position 
is untenable, and it is only a question 
of time until they will sink into com
plete oblivion.

M bile we are practically strangers to 
each other, having never met except 
upon the occasion of the one seance re
ferred to. I assure you I have never 
made any statement that should bring 
odium upon you or cast reflections upon 
J-our mediumship that would in anv 
wise be detrimental, the statements of 
enemies of trntlmnd justice to the eon- 
trary notwithstanding.

Trusting you will acknowledge the . 
receipt of this letter, believe me,

Yours very truly.
Chicago. 111. ‘ HARRY F. HILL.
“Religion a« Revealed by the Mate

rial aud Spiritual Universe. By E. n 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to 51. cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. .
- "The World Beautiful.” !By Lilian 
Whiling. Most excellent in their high ’ 
and elevating spirituality of thought ■ 
Series 1, 2, aud 3, each complete in IL 
self. Price, cloth, ?!'per. volume. For 
sale nt this office. • • .

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.’! By Abby A 
Judson, Gives auaccount of her expert
cnee in passing from the old faith of hen 
parents to the light and knowledge oE 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet: 
spirit, and is well adapted to place Ip 
the hands of Christian people, Pried' 
IQ cent* .
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JÜNO, OR THE. NEW WOMftN.
~ INSPIRED BY CHARLES DICKENS. '

■ -. :• I,-- 1 - - . WRITTEN BY ,.i -i ■ -• ••’ ■ '• • v >• -?

CARLYLE iPETERSILEA,
’ \ . . . AUTHOR OF . . . .

“The Discovered Country,” “Mary Anne Carew, Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel,” “Philip Carlislie, a 
Romance;”,‘‘Oceanides,” a Psychic Novel, Etc.

CHAPTER XHI—Continued.

“I wish I could tliink it nothing more; but, dear moth
er, an inner voice seemed to command me not to look at 
him, and I sensibly felt an evil influence passing from him 
to me, which made me sick and ijaint, which seemed to 
take away all my strength; and 1 ijeally felt-like1 going to 
sleep. My eyes would close in spite of all my efforts to 
the contrary, and that is why 1 desired you to take me 
home—and, mamma dear, the influence is still upon me. 
it is an influence for evil. I dare not go to sleep. If I 
close my eyes 1 seem to see Raphael before me, and he is 
saying: ‘1 command you to stab Arthur! Kill O’Donnell!’ 
0, mamma! what is it? My brain turning? Np sister 
ever loved a brother more than 1 love Arthur. What is

s?

ÍC
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the matter with me? I dare not go to sleep, for fear that 
in my sleep I should unconsciously- obey the evil, com- 
»landing voice,” and Juno shrank‘and shivered before the 
fire. . ■, . .. -.

”Oh! you must be very ill, my child!” exclaipied Mrs. 
Galeria. “Surely I must send for a physician at once.”

“Do not, I beg of you; but let me lie by you side, dear 
mother, and if I fall asleep, do not allow me to leave the 
room without your knowledge; and, above; all things, be 
sure 1 am awake.” _

Mrs. Galeria promised, but her daughter slept quietly 
- until morning; still, it was a number of days before she 

was her own bright self again. Mrs. Galeria and J.uno 
did not go to the theatre again for more, tliap . a week. 
The mother did not think it advisable to tell O’Donnell 
ubou’t Juno’s sick fancies, as she considered'’'them to be, 
and J uno herself began to think she had been laboring 
under an attack of hysteria.

During this time Maesto had visited his pupil every 
day, teaching him all that he himself knew of the art of 
hypnotism, also of hypnotic suggestion and persuasion; 
but, of course, Maesto did not take into consideration the 
higher law of spiritual or heavenly power. He did liot 
even believe that man possessed a soul or spirit; he simply 
thought that hypnotism was the action of a.strong mind 
over a weaker one; that it was all of the earth, earthy, or 
that materiality made up the sum and substance of life; 
consequently, his teachings whre gross and did not take in 
ihe higher powers. He did not understand that a mind 
out of the body could make use of tjie hypnotic power to 
a inueh greater extent than lie possibly could.

Ilaphael did not tell Maesto how, or on whom, he in
tended to exercise the art, after he should become pos
sessed of the knowledge.

Maesto had often said: “This art can be used for vile 
purposes; but, of course, you could not possibly have any
thing to do with villainy—or other young men who are 
in your station of life—therefore 1 do not object to teach
ing you the art. I do not’impart this knowledge to vil

’ Iains, or the lower classes; only to young men of good 
standing, where I think there can be no incentive to make 
bad use of it.” ‘

Raphael kept his own counsel. JIe had, by iliis time 
thoroughly, as he thought, mastered the art of hypnotiz- 
nig others and compelling them to do as he desired. But 
evening after evening passed, and Juno was not in her ac
customed place at the theatre;'and he wondered much 
what could lie the mat ter, for O’Donnell acted, his parts as 
usual, seemingly happy, careless ns ever, and uncon
cerned. So Raphael patiently bided his time, feeling 
sure that Juno would be in her box as usual, soon; and he 
•floated over the idea that he would -soon be able to mete 
out his revenge. ’

But, if Juno had an inner, or second self, so, also, had 
Raphael—so, also, have all men and women. Up to this 
period Raphael had never committed-ally heinous offense 
against anyone; but, with the desire which had been fos
tered by his father, to rob his fellow-men through the cor
nering of wheat, coupled with his wish to be revenged on 
■Juno for refusing him, he, also, became conscious of an 
inner or second self; and this self was far worse than his 
outward self. This inner self was a robber and a mur
derer—a black, scowling demon writhing within the tor
tures of his own hell—the hell which he was daily and 
hourly creating for himself. My readers may ask:

“Had he no ¡letter self?-’
\ es, he had; but the brutal demon was strong and pow

erful, the better self weak and yielding, purposeless and 
viieillating. You ask me, “Wherein, then, lay Raphael’s 
responsibility ?” and I answer, in. all reverence: “Great 
God! 1 hardly know.”

11 is lather, previous to his birth, had thought of little . 
else than how he might amass a great fortune; and there 
was no way open to him, unless it were to speculate large
ly in railroad stocks aud bonds—in other words, taking 
advantage of other people’s necessities to rob them, and 
still keej) within the pale of the law. But outward law 
is not always inward law. The inward man was a robber 
in the largest sense of the word, as great a robber and 
thief as ever walked the earth, liis son was begotten 
'when the fathers whole being, both inner and outer, was 
intently studying out intricate ways and means to rob his 
fellows; consequently his first-born son was stamped a 
natural robber from the time of his inception. The moth
er was weak, the father dominant. The mother soon lost 
all individuality, her will entirely sinking beneath that of 
her husband. She gradually lost hope and courage be
neath.his iron hand. Shortly after the birth of "her sec
ond child, she sunk into invalidism. Two other children 
were born to them, but with these our story has little 
to do.

Now, when a man's inner self is given up to robbery, 
one step more and he becomes a murderer; for. if he fails 
in Ins schemes of robbery, lie wishes to revenge himself, 
or he is so disappointed that he hates all mankind and 
curses them within his soul, he stamps his unbegotten 
chpd with such feelings; and naturally that child’s inner 
being is that of a robber and a murderer. ■■

Il may be hard for some people to believe all this; nev
. crtlieless, it is absolutely true. Now,"one mav ask where
in was Raphael’s father responsible? It is not our pur

. pose to try to make out that there is no personal respon
sibility, for we well know that each.individual is more or

committed it in spirit. Her mind was in constant agita
tion how to obtain the means oi a livelihood for her 
family. ■ ..

Is it any wonder that her children should be marked 
with a disposition to rob and murder? Yet her great de
sire for outward respectability caused her children to de
sire to keep within the bounds of man-made laws, or out
ward laws, regardless of what dwelt within the soul. Now, 
all these things were cropping out in her grandchild, Ra
phael. But for her drunken, worthless husband, and 
numerous children, she would have been an excellent wo
man. But for the rum-seller, her husband would have 
been an industrious and honest farmer, retaining his land 
and home, Ins boys would have grown up good and hon
est men. Even as it was, they nearly all stood before the 
world as all right. But we are dealing with the inner 
man—the spirit or the soul—and, dealing thus, with the 
inner, we find Mr. Seoriss a robber,-and his son a robber 
and a murderer. We trace it all back to the drunken 
grandfather and the rumseller. Thus we trace it to the 
rumselJer, from thence to the distillery, and the men or 
company of men who desired to enrich,themselves by tlie 
sale of intoxicating drink, regardless of < the.¡ring of their 
fellow men, the awful misery brought upon their wives, 
and the stamping of the next generation as robbers and 
murderers; and when, as we see, it was not •actually car
ried out in deed, it was in the spirit, ' Nearljyili tlie mur
derers, highwaymen, and other robbers of the present gen
eration, can trace their predilections to the former genera
tion of drunkards.' ’ ’ •■■■

?are 4<»«8i»e«wlf »9 hawB-".’ •
' ThatTfcdy aWast consenting, therboth sat still and al

lowed Juuo to do as she would.. ' The girl; on hearing 
her cousin’s voice, qrose with, staring, apparently unseeing 
eyes, and^oing’io the mantle-shelf, took the'refrom a jew
eled dagger, one which her mother had used on the stage, 
in the days when she had been an actress, and stealthily 
approaching her cousin, made as if to plunge it into his 
breast; but the'iliigger was simply a mo|ik one, not capa
ble of doing airiinjury; it fell harmlessly to the floor, 
from Juno’s nerveless hands, and she also fell; but O’Don
nell cauglit he?’in-his arms and laid her gently upon the 
couch. „ , „ ’ .

ihe lyfliuig jjyin was deeply puzzled; but a thought 
struck Inin. He had heard of hypnotism, and also of Ma- 
esto; he'Qt'lso luld heard that many of tlie young men of 
the upptr classes were taking lessons in the art; then he 
thought .of Raphael.

“Could it be<possible that he had been trying his power 
upon this yoliiig, defenseless girl?” The very thought 
was maddening. Going to the bedside, he made revers
ible passes ovqr Juno; and when she opened her unseeing 
eyes, he,held them with his loving, magnetic glance, at the 
same time powerfully willing her to awake from her leth
argic condition. This, at last, had the.desired effect, and 
she awol;o and soon recognized her mother and O’Don-

CHAPTER XIV. •

Juno Palls Under the Spell.

less responsible for liis or her actions; still, we wish to 
show that cliildren should be born right,That birth and 
environment have much to do with it; we wish to show 

p: parents, and society in general, why their children so 
’ often go astray. ■ ’ "

. Raphael’s father was a poor boy, his father being one of 
to tlie old-time drunkards, a worthless; irresponsible wretch; 
' ’the wife a hard-working slave. Like'the old-time people, 

slie brought into the world ten or a dozen children; he in
herited a farm from his father before him/ahd-shortly be
fore. Mr. Seoriss was born, the farm went on a mortgage— 
went to the rum-seller.- 'The wife and iiiother yras then 
obliged to remove to a large town near-by, in order to 
keep.her children, who were at this lime-all quite small, 
together.Here she became a-Trasheritoniari' supporting 
by unremitting -toil, her drunken; worthless husband and 
her large family of children. Previous to the birth of
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many of these children, her husband, in his fitk of-intoxi
cation, would- beat her most brutally. ./The poor woman, 
fit these times, although neveccommitting murder, nearly , , . . - - .......

Raphael was really worse than a murderer,He was 
doubly dyed; for he desired, through hypnotic persuasion, 
to cause his supposed rival’s death, at the hands of a 
young and perfectly innocent girl. He desired to murder 
his rival, and steep the hand of the innocent in the criine; 
while himself could not be even an-object of suspicion. 
Yea, in one sense he would think himself perfectly inno
cent of the deed.

Could anything be more horribly fiendish? Could 
anything be more dreadfully revolting? Could a more 
cowardly or doubly-dyed villain exist? -And yet this 
man could stand before the world as a revered million
aire. ‘

Raphael had now learned all that Maesto could teach 
him, and he was extremely impatient to put his power tp 
the test. He wondered why Juno did not come to the 
theatre as usual; but he had not long to wait. A new aiid 
attractive play was to be performed the coining week; and 
O’Donnell was the leading star. Juno greatly desired to 
see him in this east; and strange to say, he was to be 
stabbed by a woman in the play, who was instigated by a 
dark-browed man, a jealous rival for the hand of a young 
and beautiful girl; but, in the end all came out well, as is 
usual in plays of. that kind, for the blade missed his heart, 
and only a flesh wound resulted, from which lie recovered 
and afterward triumphantly married the object of Jiis 
adoration.. ■

O’Donnell was eager that Juno should criticise his 
acting in the piece, for it was quite a new rolp to him. 
He had received much instruction from Mrs. Galeria in 
the art of acting, and he had rehearsed his parts to her 
many times, Juno also being present; therefore he would 
not hear of their remaining at heme when he should 
make his first appearance in it. Raphael felt sure that 
Juno would be there the first time the play was presented 
at that theatre. ■ ■

Maesto had told Raphael about the invention of a 
double set of small mirrors, which could be so arranged 
that by looking at them the hypnotic slumber might be 
induced. Maesto was also agent for them. So Raphael 
ordered a very diminutive set, to be attached to his watch
chain in the form of charms, and without being observed 
he could put them together in the desired form and. thus 
throw their brilliant reflection of light in any direction he 
wished. Even if he could not thus induce the sleep, if 
he threw their light upon Juno, her eyes must necessarily 
be turned in his direction, and he would be able to catch 
and hold them with his own; for, if once he could catch 
her glance, Maesto had taught him how to hold it, and 
gain the mastery over their owner.

O’Donnell, Mrs. Galeria and Juno arrived quite early, at 
the theatre, for O’Donnell must not be late; and Juno and 
her mother were quietly seated in their box when the 
Seoriss party arrived. Raphael’s secret delight was un
bounded. His opportunity was now, or perhaps never; 
but J uno did not once look in his direction. He did not 
care to use the mirrors, if he could succeed without them, 
so the play went on until near its close, when, just as the 
jealous woman of the play was about to stab O’Donnell, 
and everyone was intently absorbed, Raphael managed to 
throw the brillianUreflection from his mirrors directly 
into Juno’s eyes. She started involuntarily, and threw 
a rapid glance toward that which had so blinded her, for 
the moment forgetting all about Raphael.

Raphael’s secret power had been cast upon her all the 
evening; and now, as her forgetful eyes met his, the die 
was cast; his eyes held hers in an unconscious, immovable 
stare, just as a wily serpent holds captive a poor little 
bud. Then, slowly, Juno’s eyes closed, her face became 
deathly white; she reeled in her seat, and would have 
fallen to the floor, had it not been for Mrs. Galeria, who, 
catching her with one arm, rapidly drew the curtain of the 
box with her disengaged hand; then,.putting her vignette 
lo her daughter's nostrils, she tried to revive her. She 
bathed her face in eau-de-cologne, slapped her hands, and 
was anxiously doing all in her power to restore her; when 
the act being over, O’Donnell hurriedly came into the 
box.. Although being obliged to feign unconsciousness 
himself, still, he was not unaware that something was 
wrong with his cousin. Juno was led from the theatre 
by O’Donnell and Mrs. Galeria and placed in their carri
age, which was driven rapidly home. Juno was placed 
upon her couch, where she lay with closed eyes and pallid 
face. Notliing seemed to arouse her from this stupor. 
Physicians were summoned; but all to no avail.

She had lain thus, now for two days. - Her mother was 
grief-stricken. O’Donnell was wild with anguish; for 
neither the one nor the other could possibly surmise what 
could be the fiiatter. One or two of the wise doctors pro
nounced it catalepsy. There were others who thought 
she must be in a trance. •

Grace Seoriss, hearing of her supposed iRness, called to 
seeTier; but she recognized no one. - Often, as the mother 
sat watching by her bedside, Juno’s eyes would open with 
a meaningless stare. She would try to rise, but MrS. Ga- 
Jeria; seeing that she did not know her, would with gentle 
words and gentler hands replace her upon her pillow. 
O’Donnell often came and stood near Mrs; Galeria. look
ing down at Juno with sorrowful eyes. Juno would in
variably, try to rise at these times; and would have done 
so, but for her mother’s detaining-hands; but O’Donnell 
said: ■ ■ . ■

“Aunt Galeria, why not allow her to do as slie pleases?

nell;.but they found, on questioning her, that she remem
bered nothing that had transpired1 after her swoon at the 
theatre. She told them that she had been perfectly well 
until some blinding, brilliant light had been flashed into 
her eyes by Raphael at the theatre; that as her glance met 
his, she found herself powerless to withdraw her eyes; that 
slowly she lostrsight of everything but him; and at last 
lost consciousness altogether. • ’

“Juno,” said O’Donnell, with great earnestness, “I feel 
sure that you have been under a hypnotic spell. That 
unprincipled ■young man has, like many others, been tak
ing lessons of Maesto; he has selected you as his victim, 
and we have no power to prevent him. He is jealous of 
nie, afld jiatea jne accordingly; and I intuitively perceive 
his villainous scheme. He thinks that I am your accept
ed lover, and he would cause your innocent hands to slay 

•me. Oh ’ dreadful, dreadful thought!” and O’Donnell 
covered, liis f^ice .with liis hands.

' Juno saf petrified and speechless.
, “Still,.if Lwere to meet with such a fate, I would much 
rather meet it at your hands than another’s, providing, 

■none but ourselves could ever know of it; but that would 
be impossible. Juno, Aunt Galeria, we must fly from 
.here, at'opce.’ ’I see no other course for us, That fiend 
will never, rest until he accomplishes }iis purpose. Aunt, 
we must return.to Ireland.” ' ,

“0, no, dear Arthur,” said Mrs. Galeria. “We are not 
obliged to gp back to Ireland. Such a course would be' 
most unpleasant for you. We can travel for a riuhiber of 
years. I would like J uno to see more of the world, and 
we can make our permanent home in Germany.”

“Well/’ replfed the young man, “I think I will try to 
make it up wifji my father, if not for my owii sake, for 
yours and Junq’a.” .

- . . ^j CHAPTER XV.
D -! * • . ■ ■ -

1 ! $ord and Lady O’Donnell.
a!

how a. lad of 'ten. years, whose limbs hung from Tiis ,body 
like useless threads, swinging with his every motion like 
hanging threads of moss on the decaying limbs of a tree— 
a tree that was dead, all except the very top, which’still 
remained bright and living but pale—the, paleness which 
said as plain as could be, my destruction is fast creeping 
upward. .

Clarance could Mill-use his hands a little; the long, pale 
hands with their claw-like fingers, the arms long, the 
bones exceedingly small and fleshless, the . waxeji skin 
drawn tightly over them with a tracery of blue veins here 
and there. The poor little back was frightfully humped, 
which caused the head to appear as if starting without 
any neck, from the middle of the chest; but, nature, as if 
to make amends for what she had failed to do, had 
crowned this poor, warped, and helpless body with the 
head and face of an angel, or a seraph, or a Raphaelite 
cherub, or all three in one; for, anything more heavenly 
or beautiful the eyes never rested upon. His long hair 
was the color of a sunb.eam, and hung to his waist in thick, 
curling tendrils. His eyes were very large and soft; blue 
in color, glorious and heavenly in expression. To be sure 
his complexion was excessively white and waxen, but the 
cheeks were tinged like the^iink lining of a beautiful sea 
shell, and the long, golden lashes of his eyes swept them 
as the golden rays of a California sunset sweeps aslant 
rose bowers and orange flowers. One looking ht his beau
tiful face would not detect the pain wfiiqh Jie had suffered 
from his birth. The bowed form told of it, but not the 
angelic features. To be-sure, the face expressed wisdom 
far in advance.of his years, that was all the story it told of 
his sufferings.

His sister, a beautiful girl of eighteen or twenty, resem
bled him in face and feature; also their hair- and eyelashes 
being somewhat alike; but here all resemblance ceased, 
for her form was as beautiful and graceful as a sylph, and 
she vas as fresh as a blush rose. In looking at her, one 
could think of nothing but roses, lilies and violets; but 
the broad, high brow, and rougish eyes spoke of wit and 
unusual intelligence.

Lady O’Donnell was Mrs. Galeria’s sister, and Marjery 
and Clarence were the cousins that Juno had never seen.

Mrs. Galeria had married Juno’s father when a mere 
slip of a girl, being much younger than Lady O’Donnell. 
Her family considered themselves disgraced in conse
quence, and her name was never allowed to be mentioned 
in the presence of her august parents. Mr. Galeria was a 
Grecian sculptor. Although quite highly connected, he 
was thought to be far beneath the daughter of an earl; 
and as has been before stated, great trouble came to Mrs. 
Galeria. When Juno was two years of age the husband 
and wife were separated. Mrs. Galeria, having been dis
owned by her family, was too proud to again seek a recon
ciliation. She was too ambitious to remain inactive, be
sides not wishing her sorrows to prey deeply on her mind; 
therefore she became the pupil of an eminent retired 
prima donna, afterward adopting the stage and becoming 
a leading star in her profession. This she followed until 
Juno was twelve years of age, when she retired from act
ive life, giving her time and attention solely to her daugh
ter s education and welfare. Previous to this, however, 
Mr. Galeria, although never looking upon her face, set
tled a large fortune upon her. The proud and injured 
wife might not have accepted it for herself, but she felt 
that her duty to her child required her to do so; and thus 
we found her a wealthy woman, residing in the city of 
New York, in America.
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We must no\£ take our readers across the Atlantic, to' 
that isleiwhich js set like an emerald upon the sea; there 
to introdime another set of personages, who have inuch to 
do with our st<W; and these people are no less than Lord 
and Lad^’O’Dqnnell, together with two of their children.

In the north of Ireland, upon the apex of a rounded 
hill, overlooking the sea, stands one of those famous 
round towers, giky, grim and old, but rendered exceeding
ly beautiful by climbing vines, many parts of it being lit
erally hiqdpn fi^ni view by the heavy growth of the Eng
lish ivy, .with its .hardy, polished, glistening leaves. Not 
far fromiithejower stands the more modern mansion of 
Lord aii(IT>ady OTToimell. ’

Nothi&g'ediyd be more imposing oi- beautiful than this 
same mansion.^ It could not'be properly classed under 
the head of castle, it was too modern and graceful in all 
its architecture' for thatf but the ivy-covered ruins of a 
former castle stood on the' other side of the old round 
tower, about as‘.distant from it on that side as the man
sion was ou tho'other. ?

No one could fell when the old ruin and tower had been 
built. Its hisfpry had long been sunk in oblivion. They 
had stood there since the memory of the oldest inhabitant 
of the country round about, presenting the same appear
ance that they did at the present time; and really their re
mote origin hag nothing to do with our story, excepting 
■that the old round tower was believed to have been built 
as a refuge for a Catholic lord or archbishop, in the time 
so long gone by that no record of it was left, to whom the 
old castle was also supposed to have belonged, as well as 
the land for, miles and miles around. Yet all this was 
simply surmising, for history did not and cpuld not say 
when they bad been erected, or by whom.

The present owner, Lord O’Donnell,’was the son of the 
famous Duke, O’Donnell, of whom history speaks, and the 
present Lord was as proud of his ancestral tree as it was 
possible to bo. To be sure, the Duke was a Spaniard, but 
he had niamjed a lovely Irish lady, consequently this 
beautiful estate .in Ireland had been granted him. The 
Duke never resided here long at a time, for his instincts 
were exceedingly warlike, and he could not long be spared 
from active service in his allegiance to Queen Elizabeth. 
But his lady, tpgether with his young and growing family, 
made this beautiful and safe retreat her home nearly all 
the year round; her husband coming there at odd inter
vals of time.
• -Lord O’Donnell being the eldest son, according to Eng
lish custom, which was already in vogue in ihe Emerald 
Isle, was the,heir to this vast tract of country, together 
with the old ruins and round tower. The former Duchess 
had built a romantic and beautiful villa, and the present 
Lord had erected a grand and noble mansion, the now old 
villa being giyen over to the use of the servants employed 
about the-extensive grounds surrounding the manse and 
tower.

Lord O’Donnell was a handsome man of fifty years or 
thereabouts. From.his mother he inherited the warm
heart and large.iblue eyes peculiar to the Irish; but from 
his Spanish father came his hot, warlike blood, imperious, 
comman^ng rmlnner, and proud pomposity, together with 
an indomitable wilt. These attributes inherited from the 
father oviersluidowed the warm, impulsive nature which 
he’had received from the beautiful mother. Still, it was 
but overshadowed and held in abeyanqe, somewhat as 
beautifuTflpwpr^are. often overshadowed and nearly hid
den from sight by stronger and coarser foliage.

Arthur O’Donnell was the eldest son of Lord O’Don
nell, and,“Abcor<fing to the present English rule, the heir 
to the va’sf estafts which ~we have described. Careless 
Arthur OiJjpnn®. had depths to his nature undreamed of 
by those who were .merely acquaintances or friends, as his 
father had good reason to know. He was at the present a 
disinherit^,son,'disgraced and wandering from his ances- 
traThalls^gpparsptly as careless and happy as though he 
were nothing inoue than hemppeared to be. He never re
ferred to-'lfis fatter or liis family. He never told his as
sociate actoi-s that he was the son of a Lord; he never set 
himself above, them in any way; he. simply said that he 
was an. Irishman from the Emerald Isle. That he was a 
gentleman noneicould fail to know, who knew him at all. 
His hand was ppen and his heart .was warm. The cause 
of his being disinherited and a wanderer, will appear later 
on, as the storyLprbgresses.- . -

Lord O’Donnell had married a beautiful-Irish lady of 
high degree; and three children had been bom to them; 
Arthur, and a lovely daughter some, two years later: and 
ten years after, another son was. given them, a poor little 
unfortunate, as will soon become apparent to tlie reader. 
This younger-son was now considered-tlie heir, but it was 
doubtful if poqrrplarence outlived his fathei>r-it was very- 
doubtful indeedi'if he survived many months. He was-

When Arthur O’Donnell was disinherited by his father, 
he also went to America, and to the house of his aunt, 
feeling that she, more than any other, could sympathize 
with him in his distress. Although he cared not a fig for 
his fortune, he did care for his brother and sister. The 
poor little, helpless brother was as dear to him as his own 
life. He loved his mother and sister, and secretly loved 
his father, although under his ban and alienated from
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CHAPTER XVI.

An Unwilling Usurper.

It was a lovely day in May. Marjery .O’Donnell and 
her brother Clarance were on the narrow beach just be
low the somewhat precipitous bluff near the mansion.

Clarence was sitting, propped among dainty cushions, 
in his wheel chair, that was being propelled by an elderly 
man servant.

Margery was strolling along by the side of the chair, 
occasionally picking up some beautiful sea-shell, or a 
dainty bit of Irish moss; then, stooping, she would wash 
them carefully in the salt sen, and after drying them, 
place the shells on a little table or shelf which was fitted 
to the chair in front of the helpless boy.

The gentle breeze toyed with the long, fair curls of the 
seraphic child. His eyes were shining with a.more heav
enly lustre than usual, and his delicate pink cheeks wore 
a slightly deeper hue. He ate the dainty bits of soil moss 
and his poor, claw-like fingers toyed lovingly with the ! 
shells. His eyes often looked out over the boundless ex- i
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panse of water, for the estate was on the Atlantic side of i__  _____
the coast. Many sails could be seen here and there, and | PHILOSOPHY 
not far away were a number of little fishing boats, dancing ' of SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE» 
on the water, in the bright sunlight, and occasionally a 
large ocean steamer would loom in the distance. The
boy’s fingers toyed with the shells, while his eyes looked 
wistfully out over the sea. He caught sight of the steam
er, with its long black trail of smoke, floating behind it. 
His features lighted up with sudden joy, and he kissed his 
nearly useless hand and waved it with a painful motion, 
toward the distant ship. •

“Arthur, Arthur,” he murmured. “Dear brother;’you 
are coming home at last.”

“Why, Clarance,” said Marjery, “Arthur is not coming 
home. What has put such a thought into your head?”

“Oh, yes, he is,’ said the boy. “He is on board that 
steamer.”

“Why how can you possibly know that?” asked his 
sister.

“I don’t understand it, myself, Marjery dear; or at least 
I don’t understand why other people do not see things as 
I see them. Now, sister, close your eyes, just as I do, and 
then look earnestly at yonder vessel and tell me what you 
see.” Clarance closed his eyes and turned his spiritual 
face in the direction of the steamer. Marjery, just to 
please him, did the same, her sweet cheeks glowing Ijke a 
red, red rose. - ‘

“What do you see, sis?” asked the bov, with great earn
estness. ■

“0, Clarance!” she said, as she stooped and. pressed a 
kiss on his cheek, “you know I can’t see anything—noth
ing at all dear brother.” .

“Oh, how perplexing!” exclaimed the child. “Shall 1 
tell you Marjery, what I see?” -

“Bo, darling.” - . >
“Well, now I am just here'upon the deckhand as I look 

I can discern in the distance the far-away, dim outlines of 
this coast—our own sweet Irish coast, you know—but I 
cannot see you, Marjery, for you are too-small and fm 
away. We are just parsing another steamer, and, 0! hov 
loud and sharp the signal whistles blow!”’and he essaved 
to put Iris poor weak hands to his ears. - . - '

“There are a great many people on board this steamer, 
on whose deck I am standing—for, Marjery, dear, I. now 
seem to stand as firm and erect as anybody—and, they arc 
all, or nearly all, on deck, waving their hands and hand
kerchiefs at the one which is passing, or rather the one-we 
are passing by. Oh, how fast we are going, Marjery; too 
fast, I think. Now we are past the other boat, and I have 
time to look around a little. Ah! Here is my darlin«’ 

'brother Arthur!” and the child’s face, with’its closed-eyes 
expressed happy recognition. “Yes, here is Arthur, ait- 
ting by the side of a lady—there are tw.o ladies—one is a 
girl no older than you, Marjery,. and the other, is a little 
like our own mamma, and the young- lady calls- her 
mamma; so it must be her daughter. Marjory; mwshi’t it. 
dear?” ■ . _■ ■. ।

• ■ • ... (To be continued.) v .
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«D THREE DAYS.
A Texas Girl's Strange At- 

fliction and Cure.

■ , To the editor:—It appears from the 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat that a very 
remarkable case has been attracting 
the attention of the people and puzzling 
country doctors in one of the new set
tlements on the San Joaquin River, in 
Texas. A popular aud very pretty 
young lady, while seated in church last 
Sunday, was suddenly seized with an 
uncontrollable desjre to laugh, though 
she was well aware of the fact that 
she had not seen or thought of any

.- 'Elbing calculated to originate such an 
’ /emotion. Her sense of propriety was 

’ • shocked aud she felt deeply mortified
when a broad smile spread over her 
features in spite of every effort to sup- 
pp«S it. She partially concealed her 
fa. yeblnd a book, but her twinkling 
eyes and shaking form gave notice to 
those who were near her that she was 
certainly in an unusually felicitous 
state of mind. Alarmed at the curious 
feeling, and aware of the fact that she 
was the subject of sidelong glances 
and whispered remarks, she hurriedly 
retired from tbe church. She was no 
sooner alone than the laugh came fast 
and furious. Every effort that she 
made to control herself only seemed to 
Increase her desire to laugh loud and 
long. After a few moments she became 
seriously alarmed and started to walk 
to her home, which was only a short 
distance away. .She laughed at every 

' step she took, laughed In the face of 
every person she met, laughed at the 
birds in the trees, and finally ran into 
her home and hid her laughing face on 
her mother's bosom,At first her people 
did not treat the matter with any de
gree of seriousness. In faet, they all 
laughed with the girl, supposing that 
she had witnessed something exceed- 

y ingly funny.
/ Tlie young lady, whose name Is Sal- 
~ lie Hollins, is fairly well educated, 

very full of life, and possessed of more 
than ordinary intelligence. Later in 
the day, when she had laughed herself 
sick, her father concluded to send for a 
doctor. When the physician arrived he 
was evidently veTy much puzzled, and 
frankly admitted that he had never 
witnessed a similar case. He adminis
tered sedatives, only to Increase the 
violence of the young girl’s peculiar af- 
filctlon. Under the influence of an opi
ate she laughed louder and was unable 
to control herself for a single moment. 
She laughed through the night without 
ever closing her eyes. On the next day 
a consulting physician was called. This

• man had read Victor Hugo’s “Man 
Who Laughs,” and he at once jumped 

. to the conclusion that the art of im
pressing an indellible laugh upon the 
human face had been rediscovered. He 
thought that his patient was in some 

. way Ihe victim of a band of wandering 
gypsies that had recently been camped 
in the neighborhood, and he concluded 
that these fiends had possibly drugged 
her with hasheesh. Miss Sallie was 
questioned on the subject, but she de
clared tliat her knowledge of the gyp
sies was limited to a short visit, which 
she made to their camp in company 
with a few of her friends, and she in
sisted that she did not eat or drink 
anything offered to her by these 
strange people. The doctors became 
deeply interested in the curious ease, 
and administered many remedies.with
out, however, benefiting the afflicted 
girl in the least.

By making a desperate effort and ex
erting all her strength of mind and 
body, the girl could keep her features 
straight, and control herself for a few 
seconds, and then she would relapse 
Into a paroxysm of uncontrollable 
laughter again.

• It was now remembered that when 
the young people’visited the camp of 
nomads that trip Sallie had refused to 
“ have her fortune told,” and that she 
had made a remark which offended the 
old crone who pretended to read the 
stars. The young girl is very popular 
in the neighborhood, and her friends 
came to tbe conclusion that the old 
gypsy woman had done something to 
the girl—“put a spell on her,” the old 
grandmother said. As the girl grew 
worse the young men of the neighbor
hood became more violent in their talk 
and threats about the gypsies. Finally 
a dozen of them got .together and de
termined to follow the meandering 
band and make the old crone release 
the girl from the “spell” that they were 
sure the wicked woman had cast upon 
her. On tbe same day the young girl’s 
father bad concluded to take her to 
Galveston, in the hope of finding some 
specialist who could cure her. The 
poor girl had now been laughing for 
three days and nights, and she was so 
very weak that she could not speak 
above a whisper. The San Joaquin 
River was very much swollen and it 
was necessary for the father and bis 
afflicted daughter to cross it in a 
small eanoe. The girl was placed in the 
little boat and made as comfortable as 
possible, and then her father stepped 
in for the purpose of rowing her to the 
other side, where there was a vehicle 
in waiting to carry them to the train. 
Mr. Hollins is rather an old man and 
he staggered and dipped the canoe con
siderably . in attempting to reach Ills 
scat. This frightened the young girl, 
and between the two, in tbeir”efforts to 
balance the boat, they turned it over. 
The girl disappeared in an instant aud 
came to the surface ten or more steps 
down the stream. It was noticed when 
she camo to the top of tbe water that 
her face looked natural and she called 
to the people on the shore in her usual 
tone of voice to save her father. The 
old man was easily rescued, but the 
girl was further from shore when the 
boat capsized and she was swept away 
by'the current. Several young men at 
once plunged into the stream, and 
when she came to the surface the sec
ond time, fortunately, one of them was 
within reach of her aud draged her 
ashore. The first words that she ut
tered after getting the water out of her 
lungs were: “I am cured; I could not 
laugh now if I were to try.” Her pa- , 
rents and friends were greatly rejoiced j 
when they found after some hours that , 
she bad really recovered from her pe

' culiaf affliction, and they were wonder- , 
ing as to the efficacy of a cold-water , 
bath as a remedy for laughing when ; 
the crowd of young men wfio had fol- I

»Wtheboys plunging into the rivetto 
rescue tbe sick girl. *

Anti now, more is the mystery.' Mis» 
Sallie says that she feels no desire 
whatever to laugh, and that she would 
not even smile for a deed to a gold 
mine, but she does not know whether 
to attribute her sudden recovery to the 
cold water of the San Joaquin or the 
lash that was applied to the old gypsy 
woman’s shoulders. Taken altogether, 
it is certainly q very remarkable case. 
The young lady says that she could 
not have endured the,awful agony of 
laughing many hours longer, and she 
insists that when she was struggling in 
the water and thought that she was 
drowning that she plainly saw the face 
of the hideous old gypsy as certainly as 
she ever saw anything in her life. This, 
taken in connection with the old crone’s 
strange words with reference to the 
“flowing waters,” which could not have 
been accidental, makes a strange case.

Here is a problem for Spiritualists, 
psychologists aud thoughtful persons 
to. ponder over. INVESTIGATOR.

IN VINDICATION
Mrs, Marks and Mrs. Colby 

Luther.

To the Editor:—A short time ago you, 
I think, did one of our mediums a very 
great wrong by publishing In your 
paper a clipped news item concerning 
a Mrs. Marks. Thinking it my duty, as 
president of this society here, to uphold 
all honorable mediums, I therefore 
write you tills letter. Whilp the Judge 
saw fit to decide the case against Mrs. 
Marks, there are hundreds of good citi
zens and Spiritualists in Muncie who 
know Mrs. Marks as a medium, and, 
further, believe that she did not use 
any Influence over Mrs. Colby Luther, 
and that Mrs. Luther was of sound 
mind when she passed out, and all the 
time before she passed out of this life, 
and I think that you ought to correct 
the statement in your valuable paper, 
for I know your paper Is In the field to 
right the wrongs of humanity. I am 
very truly yours, JOHN LOTH,

Pres. Muncie Spiritualist Society.

I have read the above letter carefully, 
aud can endorse it alt It is true tliat 
an effort was made In court by the 
plaintiff to show Mrs. Luther to be of 
unsound mind. This was the ground 
for complaint in the late trial between 
Mrs. Luther’s heirs and Mrs. Marks. 
While I have not an ill thought toward 
one of said heirs, I say, in all candor, 
never was there a greater failure be
fore any court of justice, to prove lin- 
souudness Of mind, than in the ease un
der consideration. I am credibly in
formed—I know the Judge himself was 
well convinced of this truth ere he left 
his sent. It is not true that Mrs. Luther 
was in need of anything she did not 
get,-during the sixteen months she was 
in the eare of -Mrs. Marks. The best of 
nurse service was at hand nt all hours, 
for those who attended upon her loved 
Mrs. Luther as they could love a 
mother. True, there may Have been 
times that Mrs. Luther could not com
mand the spot cash; but she never 
underwent a moment's suffering be
cause of this. How the report got out 
is a mystery yet unsolved.

The claim that Mrs. Marks exercised 
any undue influence over Mrs. Luther, 
iu order to obtain her possessions, is, iu 
my opinion, wholly false.

I heard every word of testimony 
given, both pro and con., during the six 
days’ trial; and cau say impartially, 
there was not the shadow of proof for 
any such claim. I have nothing but the 
kindest of feeling toward all the wit
nesses who testified in that direction; 
but to be candid iu the matter, it 
seemed to me that said claim was au 
afterthought—seeing that the ground of 
complaint (unsoundness of mind) was 
totally lost. This may seem harsh, but 
to me there is no other way of account
ing for the illegitimate child. True, 
Mrs. Marks is a woman of large phys
ical structure, and more than average 
mental capacity, but I know that 
she is unskilled in the science of 
mesmerism, hypnotism, psychology, 
etc., etc., besides there was no proof 
given in the testimony to show that she 
ever attempted to practice such upon 
the person of Mrs. Luther, with any 
such motive. True it is, the case was 
decided against Mrs. Marks. Also a 
motion for a new trial was overruled; 
and there is a motion now pending for 
arrest of judgment, that is on account 
of the insufficiency of complaint. Fra
ternally. J. H. MENDENHALL.

Sinee writing the above. I have made 
special inquiry as to the cause of aid 
being called for in the ease of Mrs. 
Luther during her stay-with Mrs. 
Marks. Mrs. Luther had some prop
erty, probably to the amount of four 
thousand dollars, in real estate and 
notes. It was hard to collect on notes 
or turn real estate into cash. Tbe State 
Association of Spiritualists had p#id 
Mrs. L. some two hundred and fifty dol
lars, the most of which went to support 
her grandchildren, and other little debts 
were liquidated. Money ran short with 
her, and Mrs. Marks had used one hun
dred dollars of her own money iu pro
curing comfort for Mrs. L. in time of 
her sickness. Money grew scarce again, 
nnd Mrs. L. suggested herself to Mrs. 
Marks that her friends had aAvays said 
she should never suffer for want, and 
that an ad. In tbe papers might serve a 
good purpose until a change could be 
made; so she (Mrs. Luther) wrote an ad. 
and asked Mrs. Marks to copy it, which 
she did, aud thus the ill report was 
hatched because the public did not 
understand. J. H. MENDENHALL.

Muncie, Ind.

BI3L& PROPHETS AND PREDICTIONS
Critically Compared With Modern Me^umpi and 

Messages, by Moses Hull. i -;

I NUMBER FOUR. I
In tier. 29:8, 9, the prophet says: “For 

thus saith the Lord of'hosts, the God 
of Israel; let not your prophetsand 
your diviners that be in the midst of 
you, deceive you, neither hearken to 
your dreams which ye cause to be 
dreamed. For they prophesy falsely in 
my name; I have not sent them, saith
the Lord.” It does not seem possible 
for language to be stronger than this.

Ezekiel was a good medium in many 
respects, but I would have no fear in 
offering a chromo for any of bis pre
dictions that ever met a fulfillment. 
His prophecies were so universally un
true that it became a proverb In Israel, 
that the days are prolonged and every 
vision faileth. Ezek. 12:21. The priest
prophet Ezekiel acknowledges the truth 
of that prediction but promises that it 
shall be different in the future. Com
munications in the future shall not only 
be true, but there shall be no predic
tions in the future that apply to any 
distant time. All shall be immediately 
fulfilled. After that, predictions failed 
as they had done before, and they went 
to this prophet with more complaints. 
In Ezek 14:9, he answers: “And if the 
prophet be deceived when he hath 
spoken a thing,. I, the Lord, have de
ceived that prophet, aud I will stretch 
out my hand upon him, and will de
stroy him from the midst of my people 
Israel.”

The prophets agree on the point of 
their being deceitful and deceiving; 
this is really the only point of agree
ment among them. Hosea says, in 
chapter 9, verses 7-9, "The days of vis
itation are come; the days of recom
pense are come; Israel shall know It; 
the prophet is a fool, the spiritual man 
is mad, for the multitude of thine 
iniquity, and the great hatred. The 
watchmen of Ephraim was with my 
God; but the prophet is a snare of a 
fowler in all his ways, aud hatred in 
the house of his God.”

Could anything be stronger? The 
prophet is a fool; The Spiritual man Is 
mad. This word mad, means insane; 
and an of this because of the multitude 
of bls iniquities. He goes farther, aud 
even calls the prophet a snare of a 
fowler; that is, as the fowler snares in
nocent birds, so does the prophet snare 
his dupes. More than all, this prophet 
makes no exceptions. He does not say 
tliat a few of the prophets are fools 
and mad; the prophet is a fool; the 
spiritual man is mad. The days of vis
itation are come, and all will have to 
suffer.

The whole book of Jonah bears 
heavily on this point, but as it will 
come in play later in these articles, I 
prefer to leave it for the present.

THEY WORK FOR MONEY.
Mauy mediums work for money; but 

very few of them have succeeded in 
becoming Vanderbilts or Rockefellers, 
I have known only a few of them who

MEDIUMS JEALOUS. ( EACH 
OTHERS f,

The sixth count injhe indictment 
against mediums is that, they,pre jeal
ous of each other. .' ‘

Jealousy and ignorance usually go 
hand in hand. Mcdlumd are‘hot all of 
them wise. In proportion as:inediums, 
speakers and others fail,[to come to the 
top, they generally find the’.’,cause in 
the success of some one else. It was so 
among the prophets, liu J.premiah 
29:31, the prophet denounces another 
prophet by the name of Shemaiah, and 
says God never sent him to prophesy. 
But they said to Jeremiah, “you are 
another.” In chapter 43:3, they de
nounced him, and said God had not sent 
him, but that he prophesied in the in
terests of one Baruch.

Isaiah said tlie prophets prophesied as 
tlie result of intoxication; that they 
erred and went out of the way through 
strong drink. Is. 28:7, 8.

Another charge is, when mediumistlc 
communications are not recognized the 
promise is made that they shall under
stand them later on.

There is some truth in this charge. It 
was true anciently.- Why not now? In 
Jeremiah 30:24, a prediction was made 
that could not be comprehended. The 
prophet tells them that “in the latter 
days ye shall consider it.” That is, 
comprehend it. Jesus uttered things 
not understood at the time; but they 
were plain afterwards. Jno. 12:16. 
Also it was said that he had many 
things to say, but tbe people could not 
bear them at that time. Jno. 16:12.

ORGANIZATION.
Results of the Late Spirit 

ual Convention.

The last few months have been 
of anxiety and apprehension on

full 
the

Ito purlfy and elevate the cause of 
Spiritualism throughout the world.

The lack of experience and the 
limited means within the reach of the 
N. S. A. has, as a matter of course, 
great!}' limited its usefulness in the 
five years of its existence.

The opposition that It has met from 
■well-known aud advanced Spiritualists, 
a few of whom still remain, has been 
a constant damper upon the efforts of 
those who have devoted much thought 
and time to its welfare. But this oppo
sition has largely subsided, as may be 
seen in the numerous papers published 
in The Progressive Thinker, before 
referred to. While a few of them are 
hypercritical, their general tone is 
friendly, and recognize the value of or
ganization when judiciously managed.

The suggestion that there should be 
a change of officers every year, may be 
a wise one. It will probably be tried; 
but I think it will be found more prac
tical to retain a part of the board of 
management at each election. Some 
experience in the office of secretary 
will often be found valuable, and a 
competent one should/ be retained as 
long as satisfactory and useful.

The salary of the president has been 
discontinued, except, when in active 
service. I anticipate some difficulty in 
supplying a satisfactory candidate for 
this important position.

If the suggestion to hold the annual 
convention at different cities each 
year is permanently adopted some rad
ical changes in the board of trustees 
will be found necessary to do practical 
Work at board meetings; and some 
other changes will be found necessary; 
but all this can be easily accomplished. 
I find a general disposition on the part 
of the present managers, and all others 
who have at heart the best good of the 
National Spiritual Association, to adopt 
any practical suggestions and make 
any amendments that may seem wise 
and calculated to advance the great 
cause of Spiritualism. I think the dark
est day for Spiritual organization and 
the N. S. A. is past, and with a true 
spirit of harmony and an earnest desire 
for co-operation on the part of those 
heretofore indifferent to its objects or 
opposing its methods, may soon place 
the N. S. A, in position to go forward 
along lines of usefulness originally 
marked out.

It has evidently, done much good un
der the fostering care and devotion of

ever succeeded in getting rich as a re-
spit of their mediumship. How was it 
with “God’s mediums?”

In Neheinlah 0:10-14, Mebetabeel
wants a private seance with Nehemiah; 
in that seance be tells Nehemiah to flee 
into the temple, for certain parties 
would come in the night and slay him, 
Nehemiah answered, “I will not go in.” 
Then lie says, “and lo, I perceived that 
God had not sent him; but that he 
pronounced the prophecy against me 
flor Tobiah, and Sanballat. Sanballat 
had sent him. Therefore he was hired 
that I should be afraid, and sin, that 
they might have better matter for an 
evil report, that they might reproach 
me ” He adds, “The prophetess Non- 
(Hill) und the rest of the prophets put 
him in fear.”

Jer. 6:13, 14, says: “From the least 
of them even unto the greatesst of 
them every one is given to covetous
ness; and from tbe prophet even to the 
priest every one dealetli falsely. They 
have also healed the daughter of my 
people slightly, saying peace, peace'

H»ere is no peace.” Does th^ 
readei take in the situation? This was 
all done for money. Covetousness was 
at the bottom of it.

The prophet Micah goes farther aud 
says: “They build up Zion with blood, 
and Jerusalem with iniquity. The heads 
thereof judge for reward, and the 
priests teach for hire, and the prophets 
divine for money; yet they will lean 
upon tbe Lord and say is not God 
among us? None evil can come upon us. 
Therefore shall Zion for your sakes be 
plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall 
become heaps, and the mountain of the 
house as the high place of the forest." 

Jeremiah says this prophecy was 
never fulfilled. (See Jer. 26:20.) That 
is nothing here nor there: very few if 

lhe Proi^Pdes ever met’ a 
fulfillment.

part of Spiritualists who have been for 
several years past interesting them
selves In the Important work of organ
ization, which culminated at Chicago, 
in 1893, in the formation of the Nation
al Spiritualists Association, and fixed 
its head-quarters at Washington, D. C.

From that time forward, there has 
been a constant effort on the part of 
those who recognized the importance 
of a well-ordered, systematic spiritual 
association, to sustain and advance the 
Interests of the N. S. A., which could 
not be done without money, and the in
fluence of wise and substantial Spirit
ualists. The times have been unpropl- 
tious aud a largo number of sincere 
practical Spiritualists had to be edu
cated up to realizing that organization 
was a necessity for the success aud 
best results to Spiritualism.

Fortunately there are now but few 
who doubt the importance of organiza
tion. But there are many who cannot 
understand that it requires money to 
accomplish results, even iu spiritual 
work.

As the necessity for organization be
came more apparent, the attention of 
those interested was directed largely to 
building up local societies, in their own 
neighborhood, and consequently had 
but little time or money to devote to 
the N. S. A. While recognizing its im
portance, they saw that its success de
pended largely upon the local societies, 
and that left the N. S. A. without any 
reliable support, only so far as the 
liberality of delegates at the annual 
conventions went and the small reve
nue derived from charters granted by 
the Association and the amounts col
lected from societies as annual dues.

This, under a very economical man
agement, was sufficient to keep the 
N. S. A. on its feet, but left unprovided 
for many pressing wants for mission
ary purposes, indigent, deserving me
diums, and other charitable objects 
which all Christian denominations are 
supposed to Interest themselves In, 
especially if coming from their own 
people.

For some wise purpose, perhaps, tlie 
Jubilee celebration was Inaugurated, 
and as all know, it was a financial fail
ure, which served to arouse Spiritual
ists all over America to enquire if the 
N. S. A. was justified in embarking in 
such an enterprise in the depressed 
condition of its treasury?

its former managers, and while some 
errors have been committed, nothing 
less could have been expected, when 
we realize tbe inharmony and the in
congruous elements sought to be 
brought into working order.

But there remains yet much to be 
done, which can be done better and 
more consistently by the National 
Association than by State or local or
ganizations. But it is not necessary 
for me to refer to them. All who en
gage in the work will readily see that 
the harvest Is white but the laborers 
few.

There are two Important subjects to 
which the N. S. A. has given only par
tial attention, viz, that of a system of 
finance commensurate with its Import
ance as related to tbe advance of 
Spiritualism, and the cultivation of 
music, which should embrace the selec
tion of such music and words as are 
especially adapted to the use of Spirit
ualists and their worship in all parts of 
America.

These are practical and necessary 
adjuncts, aud will do more to create 
harmony and advance the great cause 
of Spiritualism than anything else that 
can be done by mortals.

E. W. GOULD.
Washington, D. C.

'S
ffrOW MUCH* YOU MISS

Yes, how much you miss by not being a sub
soil ei o 'Iho Progressive Thinker. Let such 
persons read this number of the paper, and they 
can fully realize what they are missing each 
wee l Not only that, they fail also to secure the 
premium, ART MAGIC, which is sent forth as a 
gut nearly, to every yearly subscriber. All who 
lead this paper, and are not subscribers^ should 
send m tlieir subscription at once, and secure 
the paper for one year and Art Magic. The two 
cost only $1.20.

Missionary Literature
If to know that spirit return is a fact is all that 

is Wired in the entire system of Spiritualism, 
then the phenomena is sufficient, but if there is 
a beautiful philosophy, a principle to be studied : 
that will speed the progress of souls in and out 
ot the flesh, humanity should know that philoso
phy, should understand those principles, should i 
keep posted regarding the strides and the needs1 
u i j c?use* Spiritualists should be students, 

should be educated regarding Spiritualism, the ’ 
SLienijeL0^ aild reformatory problems, 
should be teachers as well as workers. This can' 
be accomplished without neglect to the phenom
ena, by subscribing for The Progressive Thinker 
and getting others to do the same. Missionary । 
hterature will work untold revolution in the1 
minds of men. Art Magic and The Progressive 
thinker lead the way and can be had together! 
for $1.20. Send in your subscriptions now. '

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment« on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Number» 
and Deuteronomy, by

ffhabefA Cady ¿tanfon, Lillie Devereux 
JUaket Rtv, Phcbe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula X» Gestefeld, and 
Erances E, Barr,

“In every eoul there Is bound up some truth sod 
some error, aud each gives to the world ot thought 
what uo other one possesses."—Cousin.
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(LIFE WORK

CORA L. V. RICHMOND.
COMPILED AND EDITED BT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

WUhpntraitsrepresentino Mrs. Richmondin 
UM, in 1818, ana in 1804,

The consensus of opinion 
was not, and Immediately 
persistent warfare was 
upon the methods and the

was that it 
a vigorous 
commenced 
practice of

Letter from Lyman C. Howe.
To the Editor:—The First Spiritual 

Church of Pittsburg holds meetings 
every Sunday morning and every 
Thursday evening at the hall on Sixth 
street, and has a variety. Lectures, 
then a mouth of tests, and then lectures 
and tests combined. This they think 
necessary to “draw,” and they must 
draw to pay the bills. Last month 
Anna L. Robinson furnished both lec
tures and tests, and they are both first- 
class. Next month F. Cordon White 
holds the fort. He and wife are now at 
118 Penn avenue, giving seances, and 
they are iu demand.

Report says the Campbells are to be 
here, but I nave not seen them.

Last Sunday one of the old and faith
ful members, Ezekiel Gordon, was laid 
away—or his body was—and a double 
funeral was held. At his request a 
Reverend, supposed to be liberal and 
progressive, spoke first. It was dis
appointing to the friends, for he doled 
out the old drivel, and by implication 
denied all that Spiritualism has dem
onstrated, and gave only the dismal 
promise of a future resurrection, and 
the gospel hope of the Bible. He was

The bright and scholarly comment! ot this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new ll^ht on tbe Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read IL
Price BOc. For sale at tliis Office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK,
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
Vor IMteral and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets ft public want. It comprises 
358 choice selections of poetry and music, embody« 
log the highest mure I sentiment, end tree from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Bold at tide office.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Tbl« work Is one of the Library of Liberal Classic« 
No»uthor was better qualified to wrko an Impartial 
aud honest life of Mahomet than GoSfw hCJim 
and thia volume 1» Intensely Interesting It «lïoffdI be 
uh?officTJÄ21^c«uGllíbo“', work'For ,aie «

I ?

lowed the gypsies returned with a story 
that added a new feature to the girl’s 
sudden recovery. They found the old 
crone, and upon questioning her they 
became convinced that she had “put a 
spell” on the girl, and two of their 
number stood the men off with Win
chesters while one of the others 
brought a rawhide quirt down over the 
old crone’s shoulders. “Take the spell 
off her or I will whip you to death/' he 

. shouted. After a few strokes tbe old 
woman threw up her hands and Im
plored him to spare her. “She h well 
now,” she exclaimed; “praise th(|flow
ing waters!” One of the young men 

•happened to notice his watch, and'he 
says it was just 10 o’clock when the 
old crone declared that , the girl was 
well. One of the women at Mr. Hollins’ 
house says that, being anxious for fear 
tliat Mr. Hollins, and his daughter 
would miss the train, she looked at the 

. clock and it was striking 10 when she

Young People’s Spiritual 
Institutes.

The Young People’s Spiritual In
stitute is not inactive. I have not had 
much to say of late about its labors,-but 
the work has been going on quietly. 
We have hoped to hear from more peo
ple who are Interested in the encourage
ment of young Spiritualists. The 
efforts put forth for young men and 
women, by the Spiritual societies, are 
not very great There is a feeling that 
the young people’s societies will Inter
fere with the Children’s Lyceum, and 
also with the public society work. In 
both of these we need young men and 
women. Our public cause suffers for 
the want of them. The Y. P. S. I. is 
organized to obtain help for every pos
sible public work; but it never con
flicts, as its meetings are held each 
Tuesday evening, for members only. 
It is a fraternal organization and has a 
distinctive purpose, and yet is co
operative with all that will help the 
cause of Spiritualism. Send to me for
a copy of Its rules, and if possible or
ganize an Institute in your coufmunity.

-Fraternally, > G. W. KATES.
’ Rochester, N. Y,

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes," A‘tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter In poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

My work now is to show what the 
heads, priests and prophets of Israel 
and Judah were. There never was a 
more covetous set of people than those 
same prophets were. These were 

holy men of old," auii they “spake as 
they were moved by the holv ghost ” 
let they were ns fond of this world's 
goods as if this world was to followed 
by no other.

I do not know that Samuel was iu the 
habit of prophesying for money, but I 
do know that in I. Sam. 8:6-8, a con
versation occurs between Saul and his 
servant which indicates that they ex
pected nothing from this holy man until 
his palm had been crossed.

In Judges 17, a man by the name of 
Micah, who had a few wives and nu
merous children, hired a young priest 
to accompany him and be a prophet for 
himself and family; but in the next 
chapter the tribe of Dan gave him a 
“louder call,” and persuaded him that 
it would be better to be a priest for a 
whole tribe than for a single family, 
even though the family was large, so he 
went with them as a medium,

The story goes that In the days of 
slavery a country parson preached 
quite contentedly to a small village 
church for a salary of two hundred dol
lars a year. He was quite popular 
among his white and black hearers. 
After a while he got a louder call at a 
salary of four hundred a year. Of 
course it was his duty to go where the 
Lord calletj the loudest The good pas
tor expressed many regrets and shed 
many tears at being called from his 
flock, but duty was duty and he must 
submit to the will. ,of the Lord. All 
bade him good-bye, ‘expressing regret 
that they must part with so good and 
unselfish a pastor; at last the slaves 
marched up to bld “massa parson” 
good-bye. Finally one of the more 
sensible of the slaves solved the matter 
as follows: ' ' ■ .
“Massa Lord call from two to four, 
Massa parson go ’cause it's more;
But Massa Lord might call until he 

blue, .
For massa parson go from four to two.”

It was ever thus, Ezekiel 34:2-4, ac
cuses the prophets of feeding them
selves and not the flocks, and of cloth
ing themselves with the wool and giv
ing them nothing-in return. t

the N. S. A., In which a large number 
of avowed friends of tbe N. S. A. took 
part. Among them were many able 
and devoted Spiritualists, although for 
reasons best known to themselves they 
have never given in their adhesion or 
support to the N. S. A.

As an evidence of that, there ap
peared In The Progressive Thinker of 
October 15, 1898, a large number of 
valuable articles on the subject of or
ganization, the N. S. A., and what it 
had done, and what it should have 
done, and what it had failed to .do, ete., 
showing a more lively interest in this 
great work than the former interest of 
many of them would indicate.

These articles were written over the 
signatures of their authors, generally, 
and in most cases were practical and 
worthy of consideration. The most 
remarkable feature In them was 
that many of the writers have never 
attended a .Spiritual. convention, or 
taken any trouble to correct the evils 
they so freely criticised.

It was this general .attack from so 
many directions, and from those who 
were known to be honest and sincere 
Spiritualists, at this critical period In 
the history of tbe N. & A., that many 
of its staunchest frieflds and support
ers felt apprehensive ,of its ability to 
withstand the pressure, anct. raise the 
necessary means to carry It through 
the embarrassments brought upon it 
by the failure of tbe Jubilee.! ■

The attendance of Relegates at the 
Convention, too, was not encouraging, 
as many who were expected ¡were not, 
present; but the zeal and determination 
of those that were .present ¡were equal 
to the emergency. •( . , [

The liberality of the laity among 
Spiritualists had done so much to re
duce this unfortunate indebtedness and 
to relieve Brother Walker and his de
voted sister, that the «invention saw a 
disposition on the part of Spiritualists 
in all parts of the country to wipe out 
this debt in the near future, that It re
sponded. without hesitation to the ap
peal made for assistance; and while 
there was not enough subscribed to re
lieve the N. S. A. entirely, it was evi
dent that the means would be raised in 
the near future, and the N. S. A. re
stored to its former credit and position 
of usefulness in the great fleld of moral 
reform and liberal thought, for which 
it stands.

The five years’ of experience ought 
to, and no doubt will, do much, together 
with the wholesome criticisms enjoyed 
through The Progressive Thinker and 
other sources to improve and to make 
mure useful the N. S. A., in its efforts

followed by Mrs. C. L. Stevens, 
tensely inspired, and she riddled 
stale platitudes, and presented the 
answerable facts and philosophy 
Spiritualism in a telling way that

in- 
his 
un- 
of 

in-

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.

spired and comforted the mourners and 
made the parson look mighty small. O, 
tbe doleful desolation that theology 
deals out to the sad hearts in the hour 
of greatest need; and still they hug the 
gloom and spurn the truth because it is 
not strained through their skimmer 
eighteen hundred years old.

George H. Brooks is to minister to the 
hungry souls of Pittsburg during Jan
uary and February. He is a vigorous 
worker, aud thoroughly honest me
dium. He has won a popularity at Cas
sadaga that no other has, as chairman 
of the camp-meeting; not that he is 
more parliamentary, or better qualified 
to preside than others, but he gets Into 
the lives and goodwill of the people by 
his lively, good nature and democratic 
tendencies, making himself at one with 
all classes and free and easy and social 
with all.

I expect to go home next week, hav
ing no engagement for the winter.

LYMAN C. HOWE.

The Most Important Revelations 
Concerning tbe True Origin 

of Christianity.
o ,In Ringing to your cotíce “Antiquity Un

eBed.” It Is vp th thr «h™« rr..tí“.1' uu

OUTLINE OF CONTENTSi 
ISTB.DVOTION.

! CïÀiTIM' P»rcnl«se-Plac« of Blrth-Chlldhuod-, 
t School Experiences-First Medluml.llo Work, eto.

OuxvrxB II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott In Massachusetts— 
Removal to \\ l.consrn-Tbo Ballou Faiully-Adlù ' B«1W.' Work~'’°,ic ot Spirit Adin Augusiu’

! Cuaitxb III. Oulna-IIer Earthly Life ud Tracia 
’ Death—lier Mlskiun Iu Eplrlt-Llfe, *

Chaptir IV. Other Conirols-The Guide»
' Cj*xXTBR v- , l,“ c“'". N- Y -Buffalo Pastorate

“ fi'"'“1“-I hoin«« Gales Forster-S.rah 
Brooke—Horace H. Day—Krmoval to New Ynrti City. 18M-PhiladelphlaÌBoston'öaltUnore ™

I ChaptirVI. Work in New York City.
CMtA,SiLVIitf (eoutlnued). ProLX

v Edroonds-Dr. Gray—Neii
' m .x mOr,ufud Other Places In the Eut 
- Meadville, Pa., 1864—Hon. A. B. Richmond.

I C VU’ _JPßfih,JD8ton. D. C.—Reconstruction-^
’ m Çow®rd-George J. W. .lulleu-tìen.

T* Bjuka—Nettle Colbera Marnard—fitatamept 
or veo. a. Bacco,

Chaptkr IX. Kurland—Robert Dale Owen—Geonrft 
Thompson-Countess of Caiibne»» — Mrs. Straw* 
wdac'u r- S?d?ir\ Tebb-Mrs. Nosworthy-J.Ob 
Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,

! ’ C’Ât vtriu.)1 “ Ent“D'1 <c»‘“1““'4 ta Thre. 

Crtxmn XL California Work. 187S-Other Vlslta- wnlon°1 C‘ M' plumb~L'tter Mra. John' A.

Cblc“«" Work; 1W« w 18»S-Flnrt 
Society Chartered, 1SC9--Complete Account of Work 
ttoctéty?" “d st,lc“ent* of Member» of thj 

Chàptxb XIII. Camp Meeting Work-Caaaadagn-, 
Mount^““1-011*" U‘f-Uke Brady—Lookouï 1 

Cbxdtbb XIV. Literary Work—Heaperla-Volume* 
or Discourse» and Lectures—Psychopathy: Soul 
i cachings—Poema—Other Llterarv Work.

Chaftkr XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
oa Gyroscope, 1858—“The Shadow of a Great Rook 
Ina Weary Land,” 18S7—Poems—Choice Selection» 
InTrose and Verse-Work of William Richmond.

C5APTKR«XVI’ Lctter8 from Personal Friends; from 
Orpha E. Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and other» 
—Appreciation of the Work from I hose Best Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook-Wendell c. 
Warner—Drs. Knimettand Helen Dinsmore.

CHAPTiftlVII. Mrs Richmond’s Experience» While 
iu the Trance State, Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

** ft with »1 ®v * <aui uuiicc Antiquity un* yeaea. It I. with the sincere hope tb«t you m-e earn eeily looking for the truth, rei«rdleM of.n 'other 
°.n' ” 8UC‘1 ‘8 ‘"9 caR«. tbl« advertlBemenl 

TH d,ec.VInterest you. ana after reading thin brief 
description you win doubtless wish to give tbe work a 
careful perusal. Prlceei.so. •«»”« tue work«

IT IS INTERESTING.
JIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

By member, of tbe 6plrlt-B.nd of Ml« M T ihÌmÌ 
mer, medium of the Burner ot Light Public Jit
Cie. Cloth «UX Po.tege M ¿S.c£
tW»omco- w *

Salf-Contradictioiis of the Bible.
h®n1drc.dBPd four propositions, theological, 

moral, historical and speculative; each proved afflrm- 
whi? and negatIvely by quotations troni Scripture without comment. Price 15 conta. »enpture,

Beal Life in the Spirit-Land
Given Inspirationally by Mr«. Marla M. Kin» r’-~. bo[k“° Price“«'ceX7 ’bUe r“dta‘ “‘fem™

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION?

JOAN, THE "MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism «a a Leader of Arm es. By Mosr.s Hutu, 1 Th|. 

once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc «nd 
one of the most convincing argument» on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrflllnstls- In
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth 40 
cents; paper cover, 23 cents. For sole at thin office'.

churchTand STATE.
The Bible tn tne Public Schools; tbe New •■Amct«.1 

lean Party. By “Jefferson." Third edition, "hi. 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages Is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State question th,t 
hiu appeared. Price 10 cents. 4 ‘

The Science of Spirit Retimi
By Charles Dawbam. Price 10cents.

TWO IN ONF

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with (his 

‘book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
blning advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
thie office. Pzice, doth, ?1.

••The Religion of tne Future.” By 8. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper 
60 cents. > '

“Voltaire’s Romances.” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of tlie Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. .

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
•«very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism, price, 
K cents. For sale at this office.

A COMBINATION OF 
“The Question Settled” and “The 

Contrast” Into one Volume.

HOW TO MESMERIZE. 
m?sm^riitsJ¡uaShS!1’AnclMt antPSidS? 

gee explained by mesmerism. An invaluable mA. Price, paper, 50 cents. >~u»ote work.

" LIFE, A NOVEL ~ 
Pr’cVwin-* *aT“,Ced tL0Uif,t’ “d>• «MciuMfn*

.*. THE

BY MOSES HÜLL.

JEmI.11®11! I“*™«»« »»>1 Intereitlng work ,‘a a 
cn ‘»Won« vdume of two of Mr. Muir! 

By 1U1,' «v»n»ement the com Is «ucS 
?“,bled ««cure the two boakn 

eoi> at the Jame price as was formerly asked 
forib«nseparately. Thia volume contains 4&2nares I? clot^ contains an e? 
cellent]>ortralt of tho author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
of BIt'|c*I and Modem Spirit, 

unlicm. Nobook ot the century has made so many SPtdtBEMraiM tbl«. Tbe author? 
to compare the Bible, with modern utlPofinIRWffi ftnrf Xr 1 a■ v* 1»** X. ——_ — ___ — ■ . _**< me xxiuie- wiia moaern

PAPPUS PLANETARIUM,
VA/1TIJ CDUEMEDie ' ttiSSi M^T>SvSpIri!aft,iB!n’ar®al1 conitdered In the

ThlBPlnnetariutn IB not only the litest, tat thebest, I * ' <*cleu'lJ’*“d forcibly.
most simple «ad complete «mngement for «bowing I THE CONTRAST

family Should hare one, thtu ei uenmrUOM ol'Orthodoxy “U #SB In‘t,h0
«bling hl« children tn become famtllar with the m«- DDIJ-.. ™
hltude, grandeur and tubllme majcity of tbe many PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFF.’CE 
world« around u«, while older neonle will be drrnlr------------------------------- ---------------------2r_ 2_L2''-'
---- » o-— — -- — • — «WV1.U4V «un^v»u/ wa »UO IU*UJ 
worlds around ui. while older people will he deeply 
hurcsted in their occult or philosophical tneanlnr 
The PlaneUrluuiEtvM the diameter of the Sun, the 
rianeta and the Moon, alao their mean fiUlanceifrom 
the Sun, their velocltyln orbit, and their «Iderialre- 

‘yo «tyle«-one Satin, th* 
other Clothj'$lze, Uxt8; handsomely mounted and 
framed; .the planets are made of tin« with enameled 
faces,

Every member ot the Temple bt the Magi »honld 
have till« Planetarium. . .
~ Prices with Ephemeris: .
BATIN. . ... ,g.BOeach,
CLOTH . . . . . fo.ooeach.

piy —___~--- -------------------------------------

g ‘THE BREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

al two world«. By Florence Hastier. Price- 
KPtt.Wceat« cloth, 11.00. Book!Ilk« “The Drew« 
Child «pur h«it«u!ty oat« mike more «nd more de- 
tn«nd« of thl,sature, Md will open up new helthu 
ud depth* el «piriti«! knowlkdi«.—Bili Wheeler WIF 
cox. Win, I believe, uke In piece betide Bulwert 

tho “Serephlta" ot Baltic.—"Dalit 
simple and wS 

vjralrted with «nr intuuntble detctiptleni. ea
st tie »xolurion ot other thought*address on receipt ofprice and I thralls the Bind td im sioiuiion ot other thought 

35 cents fol expres« charter. Adireir Thx Pbo- until reluctantly th. rntir dolts the lest - 
GxxsEtvn TsrsxD, to LoomU Street, CMuco, Ill. Minne«poll»"Buiieiir TtaeiZ' ’ ’ i*®«.'
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i ons, was to be a participant, when must be suspicion«! to be a little off 
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• TERMS OF SUllSOBIPTIOlf. •
Till Pbooussbivk Tuikkab will be Jurnlabed until 

further notice, at' the following term», Invariably In 
advance: i ' ■ . ;

RKMlT'fANCES. ■
. Beinit by Postofflco Money Order, UeRlBteredLettor

Ordruitcn Chicago or New York. It coats ¡from 10 
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
_ Ab there are tbousiindAwlio will at.first venture 

■ oajy twtnty-fl\e cents iur ri)E Progressive Thiskeu 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, mid thus be able to remit from to $10, or even 
more then the latter Burn A Urge number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
lho.ileldolourl.llb.01,«Vd usefulness. The same sug- 
gest.lon will apply In al) cases of renewal of subscrlp* 

' ilo?B-6oHck ot.VV.rd l.° the good work. You will 
. experience no difficulty whatever m Inducing Spiritu

alists to subscribe for Tue Progressive Tujnkee, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Hut-vest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

glvo you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that email Investment 
will furnish you. Tho subscription price of The Peo- 
GHE8SIVE Thinker thirteen weeksis only twenty-five 
cental. For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mlnd-refresbiug reading matter, equivalent to a medl< 
uin-Blzedbookl -. .

TAKE NOTICE!
tST At expiration ot subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers. .

fy* if you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers aupplled gratis.

rar Whenever you desire tlie address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place towhiob 
It Is then sent, or the chamre cannot be^nade.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
' The Progressive Thinker Is furnished Jn the United 
btates at si.CO per year, the postage thertun being but 
'nominal, but wheu It is sent to foreign countries we 
arc compelled to charge t>0 cents extra, making the 
yearly subscription ti.5U. Please bear that In miud.

LET THERE BE LIGHT.
Fpr true, honest, genuine mediumship 

The Progressive Thinker has and ever 
will have the profoundest respect and 
esteem, as a strong and most Influential 
factor in bringing demonstrative light 
and knowledge of conscious and In
telligent spirit existence beyond the 
veil of death. '■ . '

The good that mediums have .done In 
bringing conclusive proofs of irnmor- 
tality to the senses of mortals; in an 
age in which science has been prone to 
materialism pure and simple, cannot be 
overestimated. The benefit to man
kind, of mediumship, in counteracting 
the influence of materialistic science, 
and the materialistic drift of the times, 
lias been incalculable.

For this work of overcoming the 
assaults and inroads of materialism, 
and establishing the great truths of 
spirit continuity, return and com
munion, all praise is due to the army 
of genuine mediums. The debt the 
world owes to these instruments in the 
hands of the spirit world, for demon
strafing the truth of Spiritualism, 
against the materialistic' drift of the 
scientific world, can never be overpaid 
by a grateful public. Our appreciation 
of genuine mediums and their work 
cannot be stated in words.

According to the depths of our appre
ciation of genuine mediums and me
diumship, so is our detestation and 
abhorrence of those who under the 
stolen cloak of mediumship, and for 
the sake of paltry pelf, practice fraud 
and deception upon innocent, earnest 
and honest inquirers after truth and 
liglit on these sacred things-the most 
sacred that concern humanity.

The man who knowingly and wilfully 
puts' forth as genuine a counterfeit 
coin or bank bill, we account a rascal 
and villain worthy of condign punish
ment; the man who wilfully puts forth 
a counterfeit of spirit power and pres
ence is not less a robber and a thief of 
most despicable quality. And yet, by 
some strange, anomalous freak of men
tality, there are some Spiritualists who 
readily condemns the ordinary counter
feiter of money, bqt whose only, voice 
of condemnation, when a base coun
terfeiter of spiritual phenomena is ex
posed, Is against those who lay bare the ■ 
fraud.

CONFLICTING. TRANSLATIONS.
The -lnerrant Blble) “every word and 

letter of which was inspired by 
Almighty God," gets us Into a painful 
dilemma when we become familial' 
with its various renderings. Take Job 
10:25, 26, in illustration:

“I know that my Redeemer llveth, 
and that he shall stand at the latter 
day upon the earth: and though after 
my skin worms destroy this body yet 
in my flesh I shall see God.”

In reading this passage the Christian 
is sure he has evidence that Job was a 
prophet who predicted a Messiah; 
while the Adventist has a clear state
ment that he will make his appearance 
in the last days; and they who believe- 
in the resurrection of tlie material body 
after all is destroyed, yet clothed again 
with flesh he would sec God, the 
Atheist' at the same time getting a 
severe setback.

Turning to the late revised edition 
we find no material change, but Re
deemer is not capitalized as in the 
authorized version, whilst in the mar
gin “or vindicator”-is substituted as a 
better reading. In the Appendix it is 
stated tlie American revisers wanted to 
change the rendering so as to read 
after- the body was destroyed, “Then 
without any flesh I shall see God.”

Here was Spiritualism, at least to the 
Thejstlcal wing of the faith, pure and • 
simple. We took courage, so we turned 
to the Douay translation, printed iii 
1609, two years in advance of the so 
called King James’ translation. Here 
it reads:

“I know that my Redeemer llveth, : 
and that In the last day I shall rise out 
of the earth. And I shall be clothed ; 
again with my skin, and in my flesh I • 
shall see God.” . j

Good enough for Job. Here is posl- i 
tive assurance of a Redeemer, of a last । 
and general resurrection, in which ’ 
Job, notwithstanding his many afflic-

Fall of the Roman Empire,” has been 
■ classed bjJ chiythmen with Infidels.

He was strict]/ truthful, and inci
dentally lib told of the wickedness and 
infamy of Cluistiaqs, hence the reason 
uneducatqd^Christlans desire to defame 
him. 4 J.

' i ■ IM
David Hiime, author of a “History 

of England,” andjiumerous philosophi
cal and etycal, works, told the truth 
about tlie controversies and wars 
among Chrtstiauk’so he is classed with 
unbelievers. .

George Gi'ote, who gave, to the world 
the 'clearest aqd best “History of 
Greece,” in sopie w-ay offended the 
priesthood, so lie is written down by 
them an Atheist;

Lord Macaulay wrote a “History of 
England,” and is tlie author of number
less essays on a multitude of subjects. 
Tlie following is a brief extract from 
his works: Why not class him with 
others who tell the truth?

“We know that the restraints which 
exist in Spain and Italy have not pre
vented Atheism from spreading among 
the educated classes, and especially 
among those whose office it is to min
ister at the altars of God. All our 
readers know how, at the time of the 
French Revolution, priest after priest 
came forward to declare that his doc
trine, his ministry, his whole life, had 
been a lie, a mummery during which lie 
could scarcely compose his countenance 
sufficiently to carry on the imposture.”

And Buckle, in his “History of Civ
ilization in England,” says:

“During almost a hundred and fifty 
years Europe was afflicted by religious 
wars, religious massacres, and religious 
persecutions; not one of which would 
have arisen if the great truth had been 
recognized/that the state has no con
cern with the' opinions of men, and no 
right to Interfere, even in the slightest 
degree, with the form of worship 
which they piny choose to adopt.”

Historians, like Macaulay and Buckle

■‘MENE, NENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN.”!Stanford “University, which are all one story
”' ■ ■ ■ ■■ I cloisters m imitation of the old Spanish missions,»

Crime and Pauperism Appear to Be Rapidly —-
Increasing. On reading the above from the Chicago Record onei£

. " ------ — _ I will see at a, glance the necessity for humanitarian work”
CHARITY’S FREE HAND—VAST SUMS GIVEN IN I a,mong alJ .classes: $103,384,554 is an immense sum to 

NEW YORK-PAUPERISM HAS GROWN UNTIL Sed '° OtheX^^^^ -yet if ,waB'a11

AN ENORMOUS SUM IS INVESTED FOR THE sum unless Z1X0 .Tbe
BENEFIT OF THE INDIGENT—MILLIONS IN stopped, and the criminal classes be prevented froni pro
RELIEF WORK LAST YEAR—THE DEMANDS Pagatmg their kind. It behooves Spiritualists to step to 
OF SPIRITUALISM, the front as humanitarians, and endeavor by systematic
It is almost incredible, but I have the official reports for I ^steqiedTcSTd^ZeSm a^at nretn/VT 

my authority, that 2,551,455 persons received assistance ualists should commence by purifying their own ranks of 
Vo l S i10? ? varioaacliarit?ble associatioas of New the frauds and charlatans who by theh nefarious wo?k 
Yoik State last year. 'Hus includes only such assoeia- add to the aggregate crime of hurmnilv n'l.« ,nl>C 
tions as are organized under the State laws and are re- slowly but, surely drifting in the direction of ''01 ’J 
qiured to make reports of their transactions to the Com- pauperism. There are Sconfin^ to ho L T? and 
missioner of Chanties It does not embrace a multitude itentiaries one to every 750 inhabitants whereas iittv 
of re igious organizations, mission schools, the King’s years ago there was only one confined th™;nT “ty 
Daughters, the Epworth League, Christian Endeavor, 5,000 inhabitant^ThXcreaseTn c!^ 
bands ot hope, aid societies, helping hands and the many unless the same is stopped there will be nn end f in 
benevolent branches of the Catholic Church which are I in this country. PI V1U be U° end °*trouble 
always offering succor to the poor and needy; and, of The humanitarian work bv Mrs TcLma qi«»# 1 
course, the amount of money, food and clothing dis- Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst of Californhi stonT« f« n’d’ 
tnbuted by private individuals cannot be taken account beautifully, from an educational point lint n1Pi' 1 
of It 18 probable if accurate returns could be obtained cence doe but Tittle toward st E d w . T ’"“"‘f-' 
of these forms of charity the amount distributed and the evils now afflicting our count glgantl°
number of recipients would be increased 50 per cent. Crime and pauperism must he «fAnnod a rer

Ilie total amount of money expended for charities last Tekel Upharsin” will soon be written , ,Meue’ J“eae» 
cliarities in the Stat0 of New York was our Republic. D?VINF wn’i?S °f

$23,100,880, Of this $9,606,136 was disbursed through ______________  DIVINE BRIGHT,

purely official and $13,494,754 through private agencies. I| ■ UI k| n Tlir nrnv nr is ■ ...... - . 
In Lew Aork city the number of persons receiving assist- lyiAlxlllU THE BEST T1F All TklhliiQ 
ance was 1,523,699, the hospitals, relief societies and other 1 ,,L InlllUO
associations took care of 758,609 persons. The remainder * q 
received what is known as “outdoor relief”—that is, at IA befinonette by the Editor of the New York 
their own homes. - Herald

Pauperism has grown to such an extent that the I ______ ’

II

YES, MOST EXCELLENT.
Thackeray, the well-known English 

author, merciless satirist, genial 
humorist, and philosophical observer, 
wrote his children—which his daughter, 
Mrs. Rllchie, who lately edited and 
republished her father's works, has 
just given to the world—the following, 
which a lady friend and an admiring 
patron of Tlie Progressive Thinker, 
resident in Florida, has just com
municated to us, marked "Good:” We 
go one better and quote:

"The misfortune of dogmatic belief 
is that, the first principle granted, that 
tlie book called the Bible is written 
under tlie direct dictation of God; for 
instance, that the Catholic church is 
under tlie direct dictation of God, and 
solely communicates with him; that 
Qunshiinnboo is the direct appointed 
priest of God, and so forth—pain, 
cruelty, persecution, separation of dear 
relatives follow as a matter of course.

“What person possessing the secret 
of Divine truth by which she or lie is 
assured of heaven, and which idea she 
6r he worships as if It was God, but 
must pass nights of tears and days of 
grief and lamentation if persons nat
urally dear cannot be got to see this 
necessary truth? Smith’s truth being 
established in Smith’s mind as the 
Djylne one, persecution follows as a 
matter of course—martyrs have roasted 
all over Europe, all over God’s world, 
upon this dogma. To my mind, Scrip
ture only means a writing, and Bible 
means a book.

"It contains Divine truths and the 
history of a Divine character; but im
perfect, but not. containing a thou
sandth part of him; and it would be an 
untruth before God were I to hide my 
feelings from my dearest children; as 
it would be a sin if, having other opin
ions, and believing literally In the 
Mosaic writings, in the six days’ cos
mogony, in tlie serpent and apple and 
consequent damnation of the human 
race, I should hide them, and not to 
make those I loved best adopt opinions 
of such immense importance to them. 
And so God bless my darlings and 
teach us the truth. Every one of us in 
every fact, book, circumstance of life 
sees a different meaning and moral, 
end so It must be about religion.”

EXPENSIVE CONVERSIONS.
A. II. Nelson, of Detroit, unquestion

ably a churchman, in an article over 
his own signature, published by the 
Baptist Missionary Magazine for No
vember, gives an account of foreign 
missions, and tlie cost of converts to 
the Christian faith. He estimates there 
are about nine millions of Baptists, 
Congregationalists, Methodists and 
Presbyterians in the United States. 
He gives the figures, and shows that 
every Northern convert to the Baptists 
costs $42.27,. and every Southern Bap
tist costs $140.32. Congregational con- 
veits cost $176 each. And the Metho
dists rake them in at a cost of only 
.$24.04. In the South, however, each 
Methodist soul saved from endless 
burnings, costs the magnificent sum of 
$886—a great deal more than they arc 
voitli. Northern Presbyterians' get 
into heaven through that church route 
fot $297 each, while in the South thev 
make the riffle for $280. - ‘

When they get God, Jesus Christ and 
the Bible in the Constitution, and no 
poison can hold an office unless he is a 
member of some evangelical church 
then converts will rush in pell mell, 
tumbling over each other to fit them- 
sehes for official trusts, and probably 
without cost. ' J

“It injures Spiritualism,” they say.
Does it injure the Government,’ or the 

money of .Our country, when a nest 
of counterfeiters is discovered and 
broken up? '

Should we not give the counterfeiting 
gentry n free field and full swing—be
cause the public exposure, arrest and 
conviction of the gang, will Injure the 
monetary affairs of our country?

The faet is, Spiritualism lias no need 
of fraud; and the worst enemies of 
Spiritualism to-day are those who prac
tice fraud in the name of mediumship. 
Their nefarious work serves to bring 
discredit and financial and social injury 
upon genuine mediums, and untold loss 
to the prestige of Spiritualism.

The good angels and helpful spirits 
who seek to raise men to higher planes 
of spirituality, do not eome using fraud 
and deception as means to effect tlieir 
pure and noble purposes. Their high 
and beneficent mission is not aided by 
fraudulent counterfeiters posing in the 
guise of mediums.

Genuine mediums have a high and 
good mission—earth can have none 
higher or that should be held more sa
cred. Mediumship should, in virtue of 
its high import and relationship to the 
Seen and tlie Unseen world be kept 
pure and unspotted from whatsoever 
tends to moral turpitude or spiritual 
defilement. The debasing touch of 
fraud should not be suffered to come 
near it, in any form or manner.

Genuine mediumship brings health 
and strength to the cause of Spiritual
ism; fraud, so far as it is allowed, 
brings disease and plants the seeds of 
death.

The fraudulent pretender, the trick
ster in the role of mediumship, is a 
synonym of moral and spiritual dark
ness; the genuine faithful medium is a 
bearer of light.

Lot there be light.
Let the nefarious work of fraud and 

deception be exposed to the light of 
day, that the evil-doers may be 
shunned by all honest, intelligent peo
ple. Genuine mediums will be benefited 
by crushing fraud.

Let the light shine; let the dark 
places be illuminated. The spirit of 
Inquiry is abroad, and the true medium 
will be the honored and appreciated 
gainer by the purification of the ranks 
of those who claim the high gifts of 
tlie spirit world.

And finally, that best results may be 
secured, let the family circle be estab
lished. for the development of pure me
diumship and the exaltation and build
ing up of pure Spiritualism.

arrested at Princeton, Ind., some days 
ago charged with murdering her 10 
years old son by poison. The mother, 
three weeks before, took a life in
surance policy for 92,000 on the boy’s 
life, payable to herself. Says the dis
patch: “The woman has been quite 
prominent in church circles.”

Now is it not highly criminal to sus
picion a zealous worker in church cir
cles with being the murderer of her 
own son? If she killed the boy it was 
doubtless with the hope that he would 
gain'iieaven, whilst the $2,000 insurance 
would go a great way towards recoup
ing the dear boy’s loss, and she would 
obtain a share of Jesus’ pardoning 
blood by earnest prayer, and so 
mother and son will walk the golden 
streets of the New Jerusalem hand in 
hand, singing “Glory, glory” forever.

“If you have a kind word—say it; 
Throbbing hearts soon sink to rest, 

If you owe a kindness—pay it: 
Life’s sun hurries to the west.

“If some grand thing for to-morrow 
You are dreaming—do it now.

From the future do not borrow, 
Frost soon gathers on tfye brow.

“Days for deeds are few, my brother: 
Then to-day fulfill thy vow, , 

If you mean to help-another;
Bide not dreaming—do it nqw.”

enormous sum of $103,384,554 is now invested in their “Ami । Li > •
behalf in this State, of which $25,925,490 is in the form brews viB 2 e 1 Wlth such thlllKs as )'e have.”—lie-
of endowments and $77,455,064 in real estate. The fol- tj » ' '
lowing table will show the distribution of this enormous h • d° not auPPose tliat anyone is perfectly satisfied with" 
fund: . bis surroundings. There is no station in life which can

■ 5 450 058 fUrmShi US W1it 1 con.teutlneut- 1 have never yet seen a
’ 2’993’93000 snoof"’ )0 C0U i lruthfully sa? lle w°“hi not in some re

fi R?9 onS on spects change his environment if he could, under the con- 
C’94r’oR9 0? ,V1,|t,Onitha^ Jt "'ere,chaj’ged he would be a better de- 

246,082.01 \ eloped, a stronger and a happier soul.
1 fil3’q83 re it IS a very startlins iact and °ue which has attached 

«Jn S nJ » f °i eVe,'y «enel:a,lon sillce the first created being 
?v?’9re'^ Pened I*n eyes 0? 11118 beautiful world or hstened to the ' 
Sore or ?UUS1C rethe WU1,d.aS 11 USed tlle brauc'he.s of the trees for

9 274’Si‘Jq Jrep S rillT<, i,Ioi;eoyer> 1 J'udSu ‘hat the fact will re- 
178« Wre nn T ? he C hlet characta™‘h-s of human nature un- 
17244 400 OO 1 1 10 aS) Seneratlon enters ‘he shadow that keeps tho • 

244,400.00 other world from view. 1

State institutions......................................
County almshouses...................................
City and town almshouses......................
Charity organization societies...............
Day nurseries.............................................
Dispensaries................................................
Elemosynary educational institutions. 
Employment societies............ ..................
Fresh air charities....................................
General outdoor relief societies...........
Homes for the aged..................................
Homes for the blind............................
Homes for children.................................
Homes for discharged prisoners...........
Homes (temporary) for men and boys.. 
Homes (tern.) for women and children. 
Homes (tern.) for women, girls...........
Homes and hospitals for consumptives 
Homes and hospitals for convalescents 
Homes and hospitals for epileptics ... 
Homes and hospitals for incurables .. 
Homes and hospitals for inebriates ... 
Homes and missions for immigrants . 
Hospitals......................................................
Humane societies.................................... .
Legal aid societies.................................... .
Reformatories for children.....................

2 fri m ? ™ 1 1 i i^'re wondcr 'vhat kind of a creature he would. 
SI'S'm w "ta°i haid 3iUSt what le wanted and a11 lie "’anted. 
Sot’ofa H rd he be h,aillpy or Would he bc nlis«’aMe? I confess 
1 ¿939 nn If1“ V UIlai I1? t0 al!8',ver the quesli°H- The condition 

nnn nn f ailairs,"'°uld bcso dHlerent from anything we have ex-
S’Snn’nn 'te i 1 lnlP»^ible to say what tlie result 

ion nnn nn T? n'Vl?n lhink of heaveu 1 camiot u“der- 
i !'“nd 'vll-y.ll’er,e should not be longings and even anxie-
1 heS’ P.rovjded tlle,rc Pr°gress- A soul that has nothing
o tU1°re ° “ aln- 1IC 1 has reached the end of its tether, is

oo’ncl’nn?'^ m mC “rporrceivabk*. I like to think of the other life as 
29,068,051.55 the continuance of this life and of myself as stepping 

nA 1 0,11 narrow to large opportunities when I die, and if thw 
iru’rlo'?2 he so 1 must be brave and strong in heaven in order to 

d vv m“ ? U?e of tlle gifts of God wllich the a“g^ "’ill lay at 
1,618,172.24 my feet. J

SUPERNAL CUSSES.
. “Gath,” the well-known press cor
respondent for forty years, in a late 

.article in the Kansas City Star, makes 
this very pointed statement: .

“The people jylil never cease to keep 
their eye on ecclesiastics of whatever 
denomination, for the tendency of all 
such bodies is to be self-perpetuating, 
and there is no limit to their arrogance, 
since It is based upon a supernal 
assumption, namely, that God has us, 
whatever our sect, In his particular 
favor.”

Hit them again, Mr. Townsend, if 
they don’t deserve kicking they are 
just going to. The steal of the Meth
odists of 9288,000 from the government 
last winter, for the alleged destruction 
of their Southern Publishing House, 
which had been a regular secession 
factory, giving their solicitors, other
wise lobbyists, a hundred thousand of 
the stealings for their services, shows 
the “arrogance” of these supernal 
cusses.

A PRECOCIOUS .YOUTH.
Ma, Satan must be a great trouble to 

God, isn’t he? I don't see why he 
turned out so bad when he had no 
Beyl! to put him up to It!

. .. . NOT BAD.
Rev. Dr. E. E. Hale, the well-known 

author, and for forty-two years min
istering in the Old South Congrega
tional Church, Boston, late lecturing in 
this city, when asked how ' he, a 
Unitarian, was allowed to preach In a 
Congregational pulpit, replied with a 
smile:

“All sensible people are Unitarians 
All the others are, but they don’t like 
to say so.” ;' - . ,

Unitarians teach that Jesus was born 
of mortal parents, just as are other 
people, hence, if not a myth, none of 
us are Inclined to take' issue ‘With the 
Doctor. The Idea of a person virgin
born, and sired by Almighty God, is 
blasphemous, and to worship such a 
character is Idolatry. :

, DISLIKED THE PREACHER.
Before being mustered out privates 

of the Seventy-first Regiment of New 
York buried their chaplain, George R. 
Van de Water, in effigy, after derisive 
ceremonies, , including the,pelting of the 
effigy with missiles. The Chaplain was 
unpopular because of his behavior In 
Cuba. The affair took place in the 
regimental armory. .

haps becoming parts of beasts, birds 
or flowers, all would be reunited and 
vitalized, with natural vision restored 
so he could see God, with his own eyes, 
and not that of another, as Job told us 
in the 27th verse.

Almost despondent with the Idea that 
this tired body, full of pains, is to be 
reanimated, we recalled the fact that we 
had a Jewish translation of the Hebrew 
Bible into English. We opened the 
sacred pages with faint hope. Imagine 
our delight as we read:

“I know that my Redeemer llveth, 
and that he will remain as the last 
after the creatures of tlie dust are 
passed away; and after my skin Is cut 
to pieces will this be: and then freed 
from my body shall I behold God; 
whom I shall myself behold to my hap
piness, and whom my eyes shall see 
and not a stranger.”

Fully confident that this Jewish ren
dering is correct, that “freed from the 
body” the resurrected spirit will see 
God, hope in Spiritualism was so far 
revived as to believe it was a prevail
ing sentiment among the Chaldeans, 
by whom many scholars are of the 
opinion the book of Job was written 
before a Jew was dreamed of.

But how about this "Redeemer?” 
Did Job really “know,” as is alleged, 
that a Messiah would reign? For
tunately our eyes fell on a statement 
by Rev Dr. Wise, editor of the Ameri
can Israelite, probably better posted 
than any other American in the He
brew tongue. He is certainly familiar 
with the Jewish Scriptures. Lately 
discoursing on this text, he wrote:

“ ‘I know that my Redeemer llveth. 
and at last he will rise upon the dust.’ 
Such is the literal translation of that 
verse in Job, upon which Christian 
expounders put their own construction, 
because they translate Goal!, ‘my re
deemer.’ The term Goal is before us 
in the Holy Scriptures as avenger of 
the blood of a slain man; as a kinsman, 
a supporter and protector, never as a 
redeemer. The verb signifies also to 
ransom or to release, never to save, 
for which the Hebrew has Yasha. Job, 
grievously offended by his friends, who 
declared him guilty of1 crimes which he 
staunchly denied having committed, 
exclaimed, ‘I know that my defender 
lived, he will rise at last (upon my 
dust), and make known my innocence'.’ 
This is the sense of Job’s exclamation."

How strange that every passage in 
the Old Testament Which could be made 
to serve a purpose In support of a 
Messiah was wrested from its true 
meaning by the English translators, 
and was made to bear evidence in 
direct conflict with the real meaning 
of the original writer. The above is 
but one of many hundreds of false 
renderings. . ■.

. SENSIBLE CATHOLICS.
A telegram from Montreal brings the 

astonishing information that Mayor 
Raymond Prefontaine, of that city, a 
French-Canadian Catholic and a liberal 
member of the Domlnian Parliament, 
has made up. his mind that the Catholic 
churches and religious Institutions must 
pay texes the same as other',prlvate 
property holders and corporations, and- 
will order that tax against them be 
hereafter extended. ■

As long as churches are protected by 
the government; they should share, like 
private individuals and corporations, in 

• the cost of that government Until this 
is done such property should be exempt' 
from protection. Taxation is the only 
means we have for preventing the 
wealth of the world being piled up in 
these worse than dead institutions. It 
is a marvel that a Catholic should lead 
in such a reform.

A FALSE INFERENCE.
“It is true that all the nations 

farthest advanced in literature, art, 
science, and government are, without 
exceplon, Christian.”

; So wrote somebody who credits all 
' civilization to Christianity; but the 
1 facts are, we are the Inheritors of 

Roman civilization, as they inherited 
: tlie Greek, and the Greek the Phoe

nician, Egyptian, Assyrian, Persian, 
etc. The western civilization was 
again reinforced from the Orient by the 
returning crusaders.

Every scholar knows that Chris
tianity was a retarding Influence, a 
dead weight on the wheels of progress, 
an obstruction that produced the Dark 
Ages a thousand years of ignorance, 
superstition and Christianity. That era 
was overcome by those the church 
called Infidels, of which Bruno, Galileo, 
Vanlni and Servettis are types.

Even to-day Christianity would rele
gate us to the condition of the Middle 
Ages, when the church was supreme, 
bad they the power.

Observation teaches that civilization 
is the outgrowth of human needs, one 
slight advance paving the way to 
another. That • man must be very 
ignorant who supposes the race was 
sunk in barbarism at the time they 
allege Jesus was born, and that since 
then It has advanced with a bound. 
Learning and literature received its 
severest shock when Constantine em
braced what is now known as Chris
tianity. It w’as the signal for the de
struction of the world’s literature, 
which was not replaced until the 
power of these Vandals began to wane.

IDENTICAL WITH PAGANISM.
A series of articles, in these editorial 

columns some months ago, maintained 
that the entire Christian system from 
the days of Constantine was but a ré
visai of the Pagan religion at Rome.

Now Mosheim was an orthodox 
Christian authority, which no scholar 
of that faith has the presumption to 
controvert. In his Ecclesiastical His
tory, century 4, part 2, chap. 4, sec. 1 
he says, discoursing on the rites and 
ceremonies of the church during this 
century: *.

“It happened in 'tliese times, the re
ligion of thé Greeks and Romans dif
fered very little, iri'lts external appear
ance, fronfl-that ’of . the Christians. 
They had both a’most pompous and 
splendid tritual. ' Gdrgeous robes, 
mitres, tiaras, wax-tapers, crosiers, 
processions, ' lustrations, images, gold 
and silver vases, And many such clr- 
cumstances of pageantry, were equally 
to be seen In; the Kbathen temples and 
the ChristlaR’churches.”

The English translator, A. Maclaine, 
D. D., in a fppt notq, adds:

“The Litpns,. jyhich among the 
ancient Roipa,ns.was the chief ensign 
of the Augurs, anfl which derived its 
name from its, resemblance to the 
military trumpet, became a mark of 
episcopal dignity. We caU it crosier', 
or bishop’s staff.” ... .

IS CHRISTIANITY ON THE WANE?
The article on the above subject 

which lately appeared In The Progress
ive Thinker, and credited to the “Liter
ary Digest,” should hare been credited 
to “Mind,” that excellent monthly mag
azine.

•'Origin ana Antiquity, of Mam” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly Philosoph, 
leal work. English edition, nicely 
bound In doth. $1 For sale at thta 
nBca. .

' ’ 1 00?’™ p» i- 1 lay do'™.tldiS principle, therefore, that so far as in us 
.. l,224,691.6o lies we must influence our environment instead of allow- 

■ Total ' ' O1....ing 1110 i"iluenee ua> M aa a bed of roses throws its per
  $103,384,o54.21 fume on the air. I have known many a man to be 

TMie number of permanent inmates of charitable in- crl’shed because his home was not all it should have been, 
stitutions, when the latest count was made, was 74,664. . manJ’a w°uian broken-hearted because of inhai mony 
The number received and eared for during the year in lu tlle household, and 1 have questioned my religion to 
such institutions was 269,147. It is extraordinary that dlscovar if “ can afford a remedy. Is it possible''to en- 
two-fifths of the permanent charges upon the State and dure tlle llls of hfe in such a spirit that we shall not bo 
charity are children, the number mt present cared for be- llarllied b.Y them, that we shall even grow better and purer 
ing 31,127. Most of these, however, are better off than tllrough their adverse influence? If this is God's world 
they would be’with their parents or people of their class, and not tbe eviI one’-S and if there is no lack of wisdom in 
for they arc receiving the rudiments of an education, and the Blruature of the soul, we ought to be able to hold our 
are taught useful trades. own against all odds, for otherwise our life is simply a cru-

The city, county and township almshouses have 13,732 ei‘l'aud our chief sorrow is that we were born into it.
inmates aqd other State institutions for the indigent have 'No"’’ is not PI-°bable that any change can be made in 
6,001, making a total of 19,733 paupers in the State, peo- ^'our emdronment, but it is certainly possible to so alter 
pie who cannot or will not sustain themselves. The ed- -X011!" atlltude ‘°"'ard it that you will learn how to amke 
ucational institutions where free instruction is given have 9„ie best of ii:’ and ‘llat is ‘he most important, of all secrets. 
6,020 pupils, who are not only educated but are supported . yo,u worry over ‘he inevitable and the unavoidable you 
in the meantime. There are ninety-seven inmates in .the BlmP‘y Yn,ste your t‘rae and J’0"1' enerff}’ and break your 
homes for discharged prisoners, 1,824 in the reformatories , ,art; "1,e ques‘iou not how to get rid of the disagrcc- 
for women and birls, and 198 infants in the day nurseries. able> b,lt bow X0 become independent of it and to live your 

The following statement shows the number of pauper I °'™ llfX in spite of it. The more you kick against the 
inmates in the various homes and asylums, most of whom P.1?, tbe more Iou ha™ yourself. Sometim.es you can 
are permanent: climb over a wall when you cannot knock it down If
Homes for the affed.... . n rq J T nfither climb over H nor knock il down s‘ay
Homes for the blind. ‘ 13 snot^FntavVl01! “nd 'V?“ ,can11luakc il a Rarden

*'' 9m "ha‘ Jou can, and don t allow the grindin«'
■' ‘ fi!., 18 of 1 . to dist,,rb you any more than can be heljicd. 
“ "loci A11 11118 mGans tbilt y°u are lo depend on yourself and 
" ‘ 1 non n0t 011 your'surr°undings for your happiness. If you can 
' ’ •1’„p get any comfort from outside enjoy it and be thankful, 

* * or bul1 y0U must dnd your chief joy in the consciousness that 
re^ ?°>U are d0111g y0Ur duty as you understand it and are 

*' * Jrn helping others whenever the chance is offered. You must 
110 manufacture your heaven in the workshop of your own 

’"rood neafLi. what eomes in tbe sPirit of °ne "ho feels

Homes and hospitals for consumptives. 
Homes and hospitals for convalescents 
Homes and hospitals for epileptics .... 
Homes and hospitals for incurables.. .~ 
Homes and hospitals for inebriates ...
Charily palianla in other hospitals...............................G.S9S I that th. Lord is im'pi'lCu/uS ii~

It will be noticed that this statement does not include allX present and gives you not only a full measure of sym-
the insane who are under the care of the State, nor the Patll.V also the strength to endure calmly, patiently 
pupils of the several blind and deaf and dumb asylums and bravely. That state of mind will induce spiritual and 
who pay for their instruction. also physical health, for worry brings rheumatism of body

The total contributions for the benefit of organized and neuralgia of soul. .
charities last year in the State of New York were I H’s easy for me to tell you to rise above the jarring in- 
823,100,880. Nine and one-half millions was appro- harmonies in your environment and to live in your own 
priated by State, county and municipal governments; thoughts and purposes, but the task is an extremely diffi- 
$4,349,481 were private contributions, to which should be cult one> I know. At the same time, it is what the Christ 
added $894,744 received from entertainments and ben- " ’ " ................................. ‘
efits, and $860,427 received from legacies. The revenue 
from interest in endowments was $2,204,365.

Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst, thé widow of the late-Senator 
from California, is emulating Mrs. Leland Stanford’s 
munificence in founding the Leland: Stanford University, 
and has undertaken, with the assistance of several wealthy 
friends, to provide appropriate and commodious buildings 
for the University of California, which she intends shall 
be the'finest in the world.

A year or two ago Mrs. Hearst offered prizes for the 
best plans that might be printed for a new group of build
ings, including a chapel, library, refectory, dormitories 
and. recitation halls. A committee of architects, artists, 
engineers and men of practical university experience were 
appointed to make the awards, and Mrs. Hearst recently 
sailed for Europe to receive their reports. All the archi
tects in the world were invited to compete, and a hundred 
or more took advantage of the opportunity. From these 
the jury selected eleven plans of unusual merit and 
.directed the designers .to proceed at once to California for- 
the purpose of making an examination of the campus and 
its environment and altering their plans to meet local con
ditions. Mrs. Hearst pays all .the traveling expenses. 
The alterations must be completed and the amended de
signs submitted again to the jury at Antwerp on the 1st 
of April, when a choice will be made from among the 
eleven competitors. While it is not possible to anticipate 
the verdict of the jury, it is not considered very likely 
that it will accept the designs submitted by any one 
architect for all the buildings, but will choose the best 
features presented by each. The entire group of build
ings will cost several millions of dollars, and Mrs. Hearst’s

I did, and the doing of it is in the line of the religion 
which He proclaimed. He was in the world, and He did 
His duty to the world, and without doubt He found some 
pleasures in the world, but He was serene amid adverse 
surroundings, and though conscious of discord, lack of 
sympathy and even suspicion and hatred He was in a de
gree independent, living His own life in the companion
ship of the angels.

We may not do all that He did, but we may smooth 
many a rough corner and pass unhurt through many a 
thorny experience if we will but take ourselves in hand 
and look at life from His standpoint. The secret of liv- 
hiff well is to live in peace, and to live in peace we must 
have peace in our own hearts. It is what we give others 
which makes us happy rather than what we demand from ' 
them. In a word, life is not worth living unless we our« ■ 
selves make it so. GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

The age is dull and mean. Men creep, . - ■
Hot walk; with blood too pale and tame ■ ■' '
To pay the debt they owe to shame; - '

Buy cheap, sell dear; eat, drink, and sleep ’ :
Down-pillowed, deaf to moaning want; ■ ■ 

Pay tithes for soul-insurance; keep ■
.■ . ; Six days to Mammon, one to Cant. —Whittier.<

If you do not have religious liberty to grant to others, 
you do not have it at all.—American Sentinel.

Poverty has always been called a virtue bÿ thé church; 
the church has never willingly been virtuous; her dictum 
helped make her rich and her dupes poor.—E. C. Walker.

Enthusiasm is ..the genius of sincerity; truth accom- - 
pushes no victories without it—Bulwer Lytton. ..
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THE VOLUNTEERS’ DOCTRINE
ALL WRONG, BUT ITS HUMANI-

JF HEAVEN, I HUMANITARIANISM SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

' /Vycoding my way down one of the 
Bide streets, near tlie water front on 
the east side of New York, the other 
day, I eante upon one of those old book 

, stalls that Dickens has described to us 
. 60 well, aud in looking over the old

came ucioss .au old copy of “To-Day,” 
Which contained an article entitled 
“A Dream of Heaven,”, by Edward 
Foster Temple.

Thinking that very few readers of 
¡The Progressive Thinker have seen or 
lead this article, 1 take the liberty of 
quoting from the same, for iu it Mr. 
Temple declares his conviction of a 
bright and happy spiritual life. He 
begins by saying:

“In my conception of heaven there is 
bloom and bird song very much akin to 
the bloom I see by the .wayside, and 
ihe bird song I hear under my window. 
.When I open my eyes to the experience 
of tlie hereafter I expect to be greeted 
not by something marvelous, but by 
familiar sights aud sounds.

- • “Why may not even nature have its 
spiritual counterpart?

“Before the violet existed as a sub
stance it existed as an idea in the 
.thought of God.

. “Why, then, may not that mental 
conception continue to exist after the 
substance itself has perished, so that 
When the violet is ho longer visible to 
our natural vision we may still know it 
as a violet through our sense of spirit
ual recognition?

“I cannot believe that anything loses 
its identity by dying. Because the 
flower withers wlien_tlie first frost 
touches it and before long becomes a 
lieap of unsightly decay, it is not evi
dence that the flower ceases to exist, 
any more than the pulseless form of a 
man arrayed in his burial clothes is 
evidence that his life is forever ex
tinct. Some one will say, perhaps: 
There is a presupposition to immor
tality in the case of man, because of 
his spiritual attributes? Who, Indeed, 
among the wisest who ever lived, has 
actually demonstrated when the vege
table creation ends and the animal cre
ation begins?”
. That heaven is nothing more nor. less 
than a . glorified earth Is thus beau
tifully expressed by Mr. Temple:

"I believe that everything iu nature 
has a spiritual form which is the exact
likeness of its material form.

“The pattern of what has been 
always must be, and the heaven which 
I cherish in my holiest dream, and 
Which I expect to realize after my feet 
have crossed the threshold of this here
after, is only this beautiful earth 
transfigured. There will be laughter 
and sunshine, tinted sky and springing 
grass Wade, running brook and me
lodious bird song, just the same as we 
experience here, only we shall know 
them then, not as tangible things, but 
as conditions of soul. According to the 
ancient conception of heaven, which 
some believe even to-day, it is a place 
where the elect spend eternity in the 
Worship of Deity, but I do not see why 
it is not just as reasonable to suppose 
that the lover of flowers will have 
flowers, that the lover of birds will have 
birds, that the lover of sunshine will 
have sunshine, and that tlie homage 
we render Deity will be our willing and 
faithful care for something we love, 
rather than any mere vocal and con
ventional praise.

. “Beecher always thought that going 
to heaven was going to claim one's 
own. He wanted no band of crepe tied 
to his door when he died, but In place 
Of it a wreath of beautiful flowers. He 
(Wished it to be understood that the 
transition from tlie here to the here
after was not something to be re
gretted or dreaded, but something to be 
rejoiced in as a triumphant going 
home.”

Mr. Temple continues:
“The reunion of friends is another 

feature that cannot be omitted from 
any rational conception of heaven. We 
are often told that the future Is a 
sealed book. We see our friends die
and cannot follow them into the other 

• .world and come back and demonstrate 
the absolute certainty of a continued 
existence after death. That Is true. 
But standing beside them when their 
breath grows fainter and fainter, when 
they have taken their final leave of us, 
And are only waiting until the glad 
spirit can be wholly freed from a 
worn-out frame, what does it mean 
when they see faces which we do not 
see and hear voices which we do not 
¡hear?

“It sometimes happens that before 
the natural vision has closed the spirit
ual is opened, and the hand of the dy
ing is not only put into ours for a 
pressure of affectionate parting, but is 
at the same time put into that of an 
angel for a pressure of affectionate 
greeting. _

“The law of progress Is a universal 
law. It operates as distinctly in the 
realm of spirit as in the realm of mat
ter, and is concerned both with the 
evolution of a planet and the growth 
of a human soul. I believe that the 
future state is a state of progression.

Growth is essential to happiness. 
While we are subject to bodily limita
tions it may be that our growth is ob
structed.

. “There are sometimes physical in
firmities which prevent us from reach
ing the heights we aspire to, but when 
these obstructions are removed by 
death we have no laudable excuse -for 
staying behind. ‘To me,’ said Goethe, 
‘the external existence of my soul is 
proved from my idea of activity. If I 
work Incessantly until my death, na
ture is bound to give me another form 
of. existence when the present can no 
longer sustain my spirit.’ Open the 
door of heaven but a little way and we 
must surely see movement toward 
higher ends, ’lids life is but the be
ginning of the life God has mapped out 
for the human soul. Infinite develop

. ment is before us. Our longings and 
Our affections have a meaning which 
the present cannot fully unfold. There 
are conditions of glory which the 
human spirit can attain to only in the 
hereafter, joys and hopes and attain
ments which reach out to other con
ditions of being, and the more we ob
serve, the more we think, the closer we 
live to the inexorable laws which gor
ern the evolution of a true manhood 
the more we are inclined to believe the 
poet that
».“Man's heart the Almighty to the 

.. future hath set
By secret but inviolable springs.' ”

? J. OSBORNE LUNT.
' New York City., •

i •Social Upbuilding, Including Co-ou- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
(Cure.. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
gt this office.

r »Thomas Paine: Was He JunlusF 
¡An interesting pamphlet by Wm H 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
pffice. “

Physical senses. All of the Instances of 
ghost-seeing given here were observed 
without the aid of the clairvoyant 
taeulty.

tarian work all right—
BETTER BELIEVE IN AN ERROR I Drinceton, the center of Presbyterian 

' AND BE A ' HUMANITARIAN, I aathprity and great theological rnan-
THAN BELIEVE,IN A SPIRITUAL U ,Aly' lhat turns put clergymen 
TRUTH AND NiiWFn no ooiSn made to erder by the hundred, has been rn'pn« M Do Go0l) awakened by a voice from within! Not
1 Li.ito. 1 from Wjtb]u fhg deeper conscience of
Mrs. Balllngton Booth delivered an taa lnstitutlou, but by one of its grad

address to 1,200 convicts at the Joliet I Jtates--au Alumnus—who was to have 
Penitentiary recently and 'gladdened been clothed with the fossil shroud of 
tlieir hearts with tlie announcement of । ' 4resbyterinu Confession of Faith, 
the intention of tlie Volunteers of but from 801116 source his reason was 
America to establish a home for ex- awak(illed and his honesty could not 

-convicts iu the outskirts of Chicago to become a life-loug hypocrite,
this week, says the Ohieagi Tribune. I 110 »’«Jounced the old faith: and aux-

Mrs. Booth is known amoug the con- io,us ^or tbe 801ds his fellow students, 
victs us the “Little Mother.” They are g „ thL‘lu a signifleant warning. He 
always glad to hear her, as was evi- P'rites a lctter with some pointed ques- 
deuced by the crowded chapel. tlons, and in tract form sends one to

Her pathetic stories frequently fat'11 d,'inity student, who is expected 
brought tears to tlie eyes of the hard- ,,eudor8e said Confession of Faith. It 
ened criminals, who gave her their un- ptil'1’ed'a breeze with the faculty as well 
divided attention from the beginning to a8 1110 students.
the dose o£ her address, aud as often He quotes from the “Confession” 
as her kind words of encouragement deie°table sentiments as God for 
were spoken they brought forth loud I •s ?wu, glory dld “foreordain some to 
applause. She ■ talked for oyer two ®vel’*ast!ug life and some to everlasting 
hours and spoke of the new proposed death> and adds, “I don’t believe it. 
Hope Hall and the work of the Booth ■? you/ , , , ’
Prison League. in an Interview wltlra reporter he

Mrs. Booth, iu opening her address, I B5i?: leit tlie c'burch because some 
said she was glad once more to have a n,s teacblngs are out of date.” » » ♦ 
chance to meet them face to face and 1 , aJe . hypocrisy in religion. Men 
heart to heart, to discuss those great ®ugat t° t«1 the truth. For that reason 
questions of prison life and the ulti-1 , “ ;n,!el'®8t,ed ln working against the 
mate success of her plans. She spoke J81’8 J8 a new-Idea to old
of her late sickness and said, “The giv- , ^U1.V Ple8byterlan Princeton. To 
Ing back of my life is more than ever ..Yh.ea . !t J8 squarely
to give it to those I love." against the creed 1$ cranky perform
witt Riii ram irnnw rv-mncTr.»: ance. It Indicates mental unbalance. WILL BE SAFE FROM INTRUSION. So think the professors; for some of

In speaking of the new Hope Hall she tbem are reported as saying they “sus- 
sald the public should not know the Pcct he is a crank or unbalanced in 
location of the proposed home and the mind.” . .
boys would not be stared at when once I Dr, Patton, in a discourse before the 
they entered there. No detectives, no I class, gave utterance to these sig
policemen, and no citizens would ever I nificant words (as reported): “Ohris- 
be allowed to enter Hope Hall No. 3, tlanlty does not come under the law of 
which will be established almost solely cause and effect.” Then Christian faith 
for the benefit of the Joliet ex-convlcts. I aud Christian life cannot be expected 
She asked all when they get out to t0 follow any law by which men may 
come right to Hope Hall. I expect any results from what they say

“Hope Hall will be for all men who or do. Why then attempt anything? 
want to do better,” she said, "You Love, truth and righteousness may be 
know I believe that those within these followed by calamity and despair, 
walls can make success. The success while crime and debauchery may be 
is right here with you and we ean I rew'arded with the highest blessings! 
prove that the power of God can save. I No law of relations between cause and
If you let the matter drift, then you get effect.
back to the same old rut and come back “Peddlers in the small world of in
here. Now is the time to get ready for fidelity do not weigh very heavy in the 
the future, make a new man of your- world of modern advancement.” » * * 
self. There are just three words to J “There are no accidents with God.” 
leave with you, ‘Freedom, fulfillment, Then this little breeze that is shaking 
and faithfulness.’ ” the dry leaves from the tree of Prlnce-

She urged upon all to “fulfill” all ton theology may be God’s foreordained
promises and be “faithful” during the arrangement to let in a ray of light 
balance of their lives. upon the mockery of its creedal blas-

Mrs. Booth was accompanied by her phemy. Evidently this shake means
private secretary, Miss J. V. Hughes, growth, if it does hurt
Captain F. McCormick, and Lieutenant a 1‘RIEST PUT TO A conn nsra H. Marden of New York City, who has A G°°D USB'
charge of Hope Hall No. 1, lu that city, Itallan pllest 18 reported from 
and who will take charge of the home ^ew York as seeking American patents 
to be opened in Chicago. Music was 011 soveral useful Inventions. They are 
furnished by the prison orchestra, and “ot; as were “ost of the Inventive 
Mrs. C. P. Harlow sang “Consider the I frults of the sixteenth century, instru- 
Illles.” I teents of torture to convert heretics;

At the close of the meeting over 100 b.ut ln the sptrlt of modern progress, 
convicts rose for prayers. The Booth I t ley are for the safety and convenience 
Prison League is strong at the prison, of V10 One is a voting machine, 
as there are over 500 members in the which registers every vote automatl- 
Jollet Penitentiary. eallD and counts it at the same time,

In the afternoon Mrs. Booth spent her nlaliillK absolute secrecy, preventing 
time in visiting the cellhouses of the Possible fraud, and the result of the 
male convicts and the Inmates of the I election known the moment the last 
female prison, where there are sixty vote 18 east- Another a device by which 
women confined. She spoke to all in a I »noving trains report at the stations 
cheering way, and spoke of Hope Hall automatically their place, speed and 
as the proper place for all to come whol condition, and warn the engineer of 
want to lead better lives in tlie future, approaching dangers on the track, thus 

vivivriiT An-, preventing accidents by obstructions,SEEKS FINANCIAL AID. etc. Surely tbls J(j glgu of progl.e^
Mrs. Booth arrived In Chicago on among priests, even from Italy.

Wednesday, aud has scarcely eaten or
slept since that time, so completely are , 
her thoughts and energies given up to T/r,llc, 
the project which has occupied her United _ . ------- =
during the last year or more. She has uiflcaut sign of the times. He was 
selected a farm about a mile west of k“own throughout the campaign as a 
the citv limits which she regards as an Pronounced Spiritualist, and the dis
ideal place for Hope Hall No 3, and is I trlct that eIected him Is nominally from 
desirous of securing financial support oue t0 two thousand majority for the 
that will enable her to close negotla- «PPoMng party. In the same district 
tlons for a leasehold without delay. Hou- Joseph Sibley was defeated two 

Ten thousand convicts are claimed years ag0’ which shows a special per- 
by Mrs. Booth as her friends. She re- s°nal popularity for Mr. Gaston, and 
celves hundreds of letters weekly from 'Jotk Parties knew him all through the 
men who declare they want to lead camPaiKn as an avowed Spiritualist, 
good lives after the penitentiary gates T1,ls will count in favor of Cassadaga 
swing open for them, and she wants to Camp, of which he has been president 
extend a helping hand by offering a the P881-ten years-
temporary asylum, where the prison LYMAN O. HOWE,
birds can become citizens again and -.............. . —- ■ ■
look for employment^ Complimentary to Spiritual-

Every person with humanitarian in- lets.
stlncts and impulses will commend the T w Donnls-Denr Rrntbnr- vn„™ humane purpose of Mrs. Booth, how- DT„S?®r,nn™i
orthodox theta ^“T ‘7 Brother Gaston was fa rly and honiZtly
orthodox theological notions, which to eiected bv a small mninrltv wE li venaa%OOircmct1nwraH1fenPOrtanCe eertaialy a *reat complffi’ J him as* 

We can we 1 put a de for the mo ^11 as to Spiritualism. The politicians 
S' £ sss

X™1™,'X: »• I,» whoS;r
reformation allowable in the orthodox I this^^kscUonDthat'l^ant tolall vonr 

spa 

vice and crime, desire to amend tlieir 1S ,a °PlrltuallstT aad
ways and live reputable, upright lives. Harrlsburc ?s^nlso ^nlrHimlui“8 ’a

Society has made it oxceodinfriv niffi jiarnsbuig is also a Spiritualist andKnn.iti.1 ua» llidUl ii CA-LeCUlIlgiy Ulm- i»qH flnniron nt T llvr Dole A «3/1 xiu-cult for known criminals tq reform and fnPPt tiln(. tAfd
become worthy citizeriR TIia wDirriit nt * » tact that we have elected a Spirit- soctaT influence tendT to mmsh tie bet UaIist as a Congressman, is a “sad com- 
ter impulses, giving the unfortunate munltv” onlvBitak nf’l?ftn^HiT’ 
criminal no open door of opportunity to t!an commnnire sn nrthea S’earn an honest livelihood. Many who I 17 °,rthodox tkat every
would become useful members of bo- nnd brimstone "^hn^th sn?e s of fire 
cletv are virtuailv crushed down into , ollm8tone while the churches arenil Ml LUUliy VLUblieU UOWD IDlO in cncclnn nnd trrt4-   » .
a veritable hell of hopelessness, ending offieGS of tiri^ conntv sbonM^n^H1 aV1* 
in determination to do evil, since there snirit„niiltB eUetP7bv d b, 111 e„dJ>y 
is not opportunity to do well. 'eL p̂ed tba vot,es <>« the

That there is some better wav thnt pe°- "by’, Brother Dennis, what Ainu uiuu «5 ouiuL uuitLl way Wai I rmninry in9 “Dnl- 4-!,«mnv bp uspd fm* thp mnf-nni hnnnflt nt 1 *1 ’’e coming to» Hut the worldlUUJ UL UbtU IOI WC muuiai uenent OI ninvp<!” Vnrv rnananffnllvr WM»*« criminals and of society, must be be- e ' Very re8?TSSSwn 
lieved; and that such enterprises as the Mendvlllo P„ K1CHMOND. 
Hope Halls are at least a step in the Meadvule> ,
right direction, may well be supposed. -------- -

The experiment will be watched with 1 I mH IRV
deep interest, and with earnest hope for fl LIdKMil T
most successful results of good. „ n^fciMllHII 11

yrav Commence forming one now by stib-
I scribing forjThe Progressive Thinker 

and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will, cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 

ta < . , . , „ i adopted by The- Progressive ThinkerCa^? d ?at laThe Progressive when it was first issued. Then vou 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits could have had in your library nt the 
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book like Art Magic 1b Invaluable for in carrying out the Divine Plan, 
reference, and it should be in every 11- - . ...
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask ' ‘,After Her Death. The Story of a 
you In turn to aid us by extending the Summer” By Lilian Whiting. No 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, ®Ind that loves spiritual thought can 
thus in a measure becoming a part of ial1 -t0 be fed aad delighted with this 
the Divine Plan yourself. I book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com

... ~ -*————~ bluing advanced ideas on the finny nn<iArcana of Nature; or the History I ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
°f .P.reaUon' -By Hnd»on Ute mind onward into the purer attnof

A weII'ka°wn and taost pro-1 phere of exalted spiritual -truth A 
founa treatise. Cloth, $L For sale at' book for the higher life. For sale at 
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HAVE CALLS FRÖm SPIRITS-IN- 
STANCES OF APPEARANCES OF 
supernaturaij, giuJests - MISS 
KELLOGG, MRS." MEÍSENBERG, 
MRS. NASH, AND.MRé. FORD ALL 
HAVE THESE FIl'lENDS-AS RE-

Did you ever see a ghost'
Several Chicago people, clever, 

thoughtful, keen-briilued' people, de
clare they have seeu’s.uch shades, even 
if you have not, and sopie of these peo
ple do not hesitate about relating their 
experiences.

Miss Kate Kellogg, principal of the 
Lewis public school in Englewood, and 
a woman well and widely known both 
in this city aud elsewhere, tells the fol
lowing story of the supernatural to he.- 
iutimate friends:

“I was taking a night journey, and 
before retiring was so distressed by an 
undefined presentiment or prescience of 
evil that I was positively afraid to 
sleep. As I am not at all superstitious, 
and little troubled by such emotions as 
a rule, I made up my mind that some 
severe accident awaited us on the road. . 
Filled with this idea, which seemed ( 
the only semi-reasonable explanation of 1

in that gown. |‘Aud she never did like 
the one I have on,’ she remarked. 
‘Besides, they buried me in it.’

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAD.
“After quite a little conversation of 

this character Mrs^B. began to tell me 
of all that had' taken place at the time 
of the funeral exercises, even men
tioning tlie fact that a mutual frieud of 
hers and mine, who stayed to witness 
the final disposal of the body after all 
the rest of the friends had departed, 
had in some manner taken the wrong 
exit from the crematory, and become 
locked in a large yard, with the early 
darkness coming on. ‘She was fright
ened nearly to de.ath, poor thing!’ the 
disembodied spirit or thought-body of 
my visitor told me, ‘and I was ex
tremely anxious about her until I 
knew that she had gotten out. I was 
very glad when the policeman helped 
her.’ •

“No sooner had Mrs. B. left me than 
I sat down and wrote to.a friend, who 
had been very intimate and much with 
her, to know if all these things were 
true, and found them so, even to the 
smallest detail. Mrs. B. had, Indeed, 
died, at the time she told me, her body 

my unwonted condition of nervousness I haP breen creulatcd. aud through some 
I insisted that the porter raise om Seen notfiiM accideni. * ,had, ne‘tbel' 
thickness of the double window of my fSal servtee,-' s„ n e“a -e 
berth: ‘I shall have only a single pane Ä t n M had !?’
of glass to break my way .through if Sif flnde1d‘? teU me of tbe U3at‘er 
anything does happen,’ I . reasoned. rnÄ u\e £or
Suddenly I saw before me, apparentlyfrili ,e . “?(>.ut
standing at the foot of my berth, a Jniia La? ?een locUod ln the 
shadowy white figure. It looked much fear of hävin^tn Ttn “7?V » f°r
as the photograph of a white-draped also m d th “gh« th,ere 
form which hafi become all blurred by Ritbn.iJh H.u ~ 7 particular, 
the moving of either figure or camera a ^lougb tbis woman had mentioned 
but it bore the distinct shane of n «h.e occurrence to no one save only the 
woman, and it gradually assumed a had^tolVno“!^«1016 0<-it’and'ybo 
more tangible form, The figure was „„JU 1 s SOU about the 
motionless for a long time, The feeling “muu'
of which I was then.,conscious was ADVANCE NOTICE OF DEATH, 
rather that of surprise than fear. I Another supernatural incident which 
attempted to reason the shape away by is proven by the testimony of the other 
declaring that It wras the light from the I individuals concerned, is that of a 
car shining through the opened curtain visitor who nöt long ago anneared to 
upon some uf my garments which I Mrs. Nash. An acquaintance; and the 
had hung at the foot of the compart- mother of a young friend, lay very ill 
meat‘ upon an opposite Bite of the city. Two
APPARITION BRINGS A MESSAGE. days befoi,e her death Mrs. Nash, en- 

“Compelllng my unwilling bodv to Z'®1 °'Vn. aPartmeuts suddenly, 
obey my will, 1 ddiberately sat up^ retiff ^^±77® lyi“g Stark “d 
moved the garments and lay down ..mwr h®\s°^n1®““ge'o 
again. The figure was still there, and Lh iT/t ,g°v g,^,1>a8s ont’ was 
nothing white was left for the outer a , tbat Jbe Plucky little woman, too light to produce th?e illusion upon. °fHU“8 k*“d
Again and again I experimented but to I „ t,r®“ble °! evidence excitement of 
no purpose. The flglire remained fol. any kl“d. said to herself. Sure enough, 
several hours. When.lt finally melted aif°U1>L® °.fdays later- Mrs- R— did 
away I felt extremely wearied men-1 n1?„aad/1t 1mol“eut of ker passing 
tally, but my fear had long since left appeared t0 Mrs- Nasi1, telling her of 
me. I looked at my watch? noted the P>^,.C l1CUni8tanee1st,of her demise, and 
time of its appearance and departure 7 ,a messaße t0 tlle
turned over comfortably ,nnd went to I ' V < lefi ,, behlnd’ Mr8, * Nash’ 
sleep. r • d always interested in proving the reality

"Arriving at my Journey’s end quite ?nHChdOeeU.r7nCe.8’„lullnedlatGly wrote 
safely and without annoyance or Lduughter, telHng her of all the 
trouble of any kind, the ffirst thine llaPPeu,ing8 which had surrounded her 
which I did after greeting my hoXf „7th®1 8 ?.ea?’ aad malled the lette1’ 
was to tell her of my .experience After I at once‘. Before It could be delivered 
ward the matter passed entirely from I “i te.legram lnforming her of the 
my thoughts, taken up with the7pleas I ta®fttb’abnt l’ostmark °11 111(1 letter 
ant experiences of a dellghtful'vlslt I 7 /bntHU ba,d reaclled tlle P°st- 
and I recollected it np more8 until some 7be.for<: th.® telegram had been dlc- 
ujonths later, when-1 was onee'more'at thfed' A® *77 fil’8t case men‘loned 
home and at work. (The news came to m i8 supeumtural appearance turned 
me of the sudden death of a dear friend 7?® 7? n regard to tlle smallest 
upon -the night oi my uncanny exne- Ain?®J r7tb® 7°St lml’ortant detail, 
rlence. She had passed away after an bo7v ih?®^ 7V°U bad lcft the 
illness of but a few hoars; her nasslne 177 7® ‘7of ,Mrs' R— had aP' 
had been simultaneous with'the Innrer8 Peared to Mrs. Nash. Mrs. Nash, being 
ance of the shade befere me as the ^taT”®1', °f 7® C'“cago T1>eosophicttl 
time which I and her friends had noted fniln 3 ’ g 7 7® niatter a Pul-ely scl- 
proved indubitably, and her last words u 1 ® explanation. She believes that 
had been ‘Tell Kate’” “the thought-body of Mrs. R----

Miss Kellogg offers' no explanation of W ‘ Ca“® ‘° her’ 
tho manner or reason of her friend’s GHOST MAKES A BED. 
appearance to her at the time of her H Is in this way she accounts for 
pa 8 “g 7ay “7 f,or some il0Urs after- another apparition which haunts the 
7.17 Sb 011 y kuows that the ex-1 chamber of an intimate friend and 
fnta 17 r VS a V?.ry ri'al one' and lhe "’hlch bas many tlme8 beea seen by 
fact tent she mentioned it with careful Mrs. Nash in a similar manner 7 
confli ct 7 7®i PieCl,8® tlmo of lts “Every tilU0 I entered the room of 
coming to the friend she was visiting this friend for many years” savs Mrs 
deate ofbfe7frtanVT b®ard the 77 8aw’ bendlng over her bed; 
nioves h,a 7 Wb° came 16 W straightening the pillows, and turning 
Proves the experience unmistakably down the bedclothes, a little, motherly ’ 

I white-haired lady. I did not recognize ' 
EXPERIENCE OF MRS. MEISEN- her as onyone whom 1 kad ever known ;

BERG. I Personally, and her invariable occupa
To Mrs. Ed Meisenberg, of this city, sc°ribed to^o^^lriend Har’ S° 1 '

this Z77r®7nrkabl® exPerlence of ‘“You have drawn a perfect picture 
7 d aB°’ aeeording to of Mother S---- ,’ she toffi me
771 rep7 ®d 118 t01d by her to astonished, and mentioning a wonmn 

ot^ra fStontanLmni7>an7by tbem t0 whom 8116 had always held very dear

n f™m.a loug and pleasant as long as she lived. She loved to do It 
hertan the hnl! tiio°fiS®® Sta,“dlng bofore because she loves me’ The dear old 
her in the hall the figure of a man with lady who, even after her nassinc out nt 
his back toward the door. She was by this world, delightedI in perforndne Ln 
no means surprised that the unexpected I der services for tlie ohiin nt ; gi ® 
visitor should have enteredP up“ coLes> more seldom now 177.7'7 
f7n°in7id’ for 7e plflC® was 81tu“ted see her occasionally, and she is alwavs 
not flna n® H°?try’ and locaI visitors- lB01ug through with the ceremonv o? 

the premises, frequently entered in that VISI0NS OF MARY H. FORD, 
manner. But she was very much sur- In Mrs. Mary H. Ford, the well-
prised upon going closer to recognize In kn°wn speaker and writer on artistic 
the man an old friend whom she had subjects, Chicago has yet another fem- 
not seen for several years, and of lnlne resident who claims long and in- 
whose presence in the neighborhood t,mate knowledge of the people who 
7? kad 7ard .ao7lng' are no lonBer here- Ia addition to her
■^i,Lb^.7---- 1 How do you do> and t^quent and long-continued inter-
when did you come?” she cried, ad-1 £°!,rse wIth the gentle ghost of Mr 

*“C7? t0 ay ller hand °“ hls shoulder. Jokn Lane, who finds happiness and 
A moment later she stood aghast, her I enJoyment In lingering about the Ken- 

natural astonishment changed to w??d house which he once owned and 
startled terror. The man had vanished, yhlch Mrs. Ford now occupies with her 
Later she received news of hls sudden family, Mrs. Ford says:

7 a dl7nt clty at the very mo- ,llave 8een and talked with manv 
ment when she had seen him standing P°°PIe who have gone out of the bodv

r ln the hall 0f her Wisconsin ,two occasions ! saw and talked 
summer home. . with people whom I never saw in mv

GHOST VISITS MRS'. ’NASH JI™ .37 whom 1 described exactlv.
known ™a .Nash, well- band ‘standTnl 71’
^rlter upon various s^ubj^sa^ teat ‘NoVtMsChk7’pXdlb?y7E7el7ionSbf’ 
hers ^XeÄsÄSS "

of seeing people who havd.^rossed her word to me went nnRfairc* a

T»X!"

friends, in accordarice ‘with a pre- very clearly snta-en 7®7as .a rule’ 
e^aFthp18«’ W8 7bave beGn pres- rather than the outward*ear ” ,Dward 
m Of tbe last services. In this regard Mrs. Ford whn I» .
Of this fact, however, as also of nnv a Theosonhist nn/i « rai Wa0 8 a*80 intimation that her friend e7n SlXratt bell®ves 
near the death Une, Mrs. Nash was common with all the hnnn^?®®8’dn 
totally ignorant-at the time when the nature, are canable n7«P 7gs ot 
experience came to her ■ simnlo .„s »,.“P ,, of a Perfectly“I was sitting in my.own room, busy groups seleXc rattVST.11““0“ °n 
±7-77 ordinary household o^ Rous, differ™ro£i Mrs 77P®!rS7 
friend ä&ÄÄ- »s

dressed In all the ordinary habiliments mouth.. Other occupants o7ti7 d °f 

insist 
gretted that her friends had burned up them-mav no^ hear717®“ receives

To the Spiritualists of Wis
consin:

'Some time ago I wrpte a letter—yes, 
twojof them, aud they were published 
in Ihe Progressive Thinker, aud other 
Spintuai papers, stating I was desirous 

a Milwaukee of hearing from 
dilterent parts of the State, and going 
to dittereut sections holding week-night 
meetings, and in time organizing a 
State Society.

Thus far there has been but little re
sponse. Is it possible in so great a 
State as Wisconsin, where there are so 
many Spiritualists, that there Is not 
enough Interest among the people to be
come enthused so they may become or
ganized and the State come Into a State 
Society, so we can wield an influence 
for good over the minds of the,people?

Once more I ask the friends to write 
.me and see what arrangements can be 
made for meetings during the week. I 
should like to hear from societies and 
individuals all over the State who are 
in favor of holding a State meeting, 
and where the meeting should be held.

When writing, if-the letter needs a 
reply, please enclose a stamp, as I am 
taking the burden of working up a 
State meeting on my own shoulders. 
Address all letters to 422 Grand ave

nue, Milwaukee, Wis. I hope I shall be 
encouraged in the work I have taken 
upon myself. Yours for a Spiritualism 
that unites, G. H. BROOKS.

Boya&Ofrlsltà
W. tre òmoj »w»y w«(chM, cam.ru, salii «otd '

rlap, >pa»laasooas,uiu»ctliastruisealsA muiy- olbev valaoblo promluiM £> loja mdglrUfV*» 
Irarypackajo moka Wo woilh ol Ha» iuk. Weìukn* noaw— 
aeaa yuur aaiae ur.d aildresi, and wowlll torward youlSpuk. - 
mmMb premiumn,t »aUall ¡MUacllQU.. WUon jou 
Ink Powder&en< 1 thè muey to uvsudtelectyoàrpreiaiuw nmianboaejtoffer. We trust you. llva't fw0 ttli iS —. 
«pporluuitr. UrUelortboouinttocuy. Àddress«Uord.eato | - ' Superlui luk Coacwn, » AdHu. SU «ut Purluìll.1 :

The above Is the number of the nres- 
as dhX0^? 4Pro^'-«lve ThlnPU?, 

i 11 at the t°l) of tile first page 
h1arid corner- If “»is number cor

tesponds with tlie figures on your wrap- 
eluiredV.H Ume J’°U have 1>aid ior has 
tnn • d y5!u are re‘iuested to renew 
«•it'iL i ubscriptIon. This number/ 'he 
light hand corner of the first page i ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of I regressive Thinkers issued up to 
tote Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

With the Free Thought pro
cession. You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
I regressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magie. Art Magic is practically free to 
el’?ry yaaVly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you'take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keen 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would llke to know.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
1 , KI °“e year aud Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is eh 
egantly bound lu cloth aud nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

In Gloverflvlilo N. Y. a resident of that bustling 
town Is facing life with a bodily freedom which means 
everything to a young mon who has his greater suc
cesses before him. Mr. T. W. Carr had a difficult and

MB. T. W. CARB.
dangerous rupture which failed to yield to a number 
of different kinds of trusses. And he tried the much 
talked of nice method, the discovery of Dr. W. Slilco, 
371 G. Main st., Adams, N.Y. His euro was perfect, 
tho opening through which the rupture protruded 
having grown together. Surgeons claim that the 
only radical cure for lierulu or breach or rupture, all 
of which name, the malady Is known under, Is to cut 
open the outer skin and then sew the muscles togeth
er, It Is a dangerous operation, kills as often as It 
cures and Is not a certainty. Dr. Rice obtains all the 
bencllt of an operation but uses no knife, The fact is 
his system Is a home cure, without pain, danger, op
eration or an hour detention from work. It Is mar
velous. Ho cured a man out In Riceville, la., Win. 
Blandln by name, whose case was apparently hopeless. 
Ho also restored Geo, F Mulford, 1st E. 5lb st., Boston 
Muss., who had boon ruptured eighteen years. Ceo' 
Bell, of St Charles, Minn., Is another remarkable ease. 
There arc probably a thousand others who have all 
been permanently cured by Dr. Rice.

Mr. Carr was cured two years ago and bls muscles 
have grown beyond the possibility of a return of a 
rupture. Write to Dr. Itlcofor Ills free book on rup
ture. Write to-day. Do not delay since to do so may 
cause you to forget the address. Write to Dr. W. B. 
Rice, 371 G. Main st., Adams, N.Y. ’ '

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In tbls volume tho author, in th© tblrty-nlno 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per» 
Ulnlng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand* 
EolnL She evinces the powers of a trained thinker 

otb in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects arc 
woll-bandled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Splrltuallst'o 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and iu teach
ings.
For Salo at this Office. Price, $1.60

VOLTmjOMANCEl
A Ifmo Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

,honld b0 founded on prob- ability,.and not always resemble a dream. I desiro tn find nothing in it trivial or extravagant-and t Si?« 12 
that UD?er 1,10 appearances o’f fable, there 

£irOT£eSISSl?1*t®nttrUth'Kl’Tlou,to th0 dl“ccrn° 

vuU^-v^ik 1,0 ob,on’“ti°n of &
«^STDnJ:. T!10 White Bull,” a Satirical Rcmanr.o.

‘Pot °ir7Jt&.ua11 OUental History; "The Sago ami 
the Atheist; “The Princess oi Babylon;” "The Man 
“kUcromnS!^8’'» HTh° nuron- or Pupil of Nature™ 

“Sattroon Mankind; ‘‘The World as 
PhnSSkL.?Se..D.laS,t and th® White;" "Memnon thj 
atee^The StnSj^oPv TOUC,,'.M “SBIam;" "Dab 

Haring no Pleasure:" “An Adreuturo In iX'S 
•'ThonGoodaBrabmilni”’ ..‘¿IraTC18 of Scannentado;” 
ckntFMthauAFable" Th° T"’° Co“»«««!” "An- 
S-■

-IN THE—

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF -

Besulte <rf recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind/

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Nature and Science, Physiological Pictures,” »‘Six Lee* 

tures on Darwin,” Etc.

n.'1‘TS'i?r<?t.“5'stCTi0,,0I1Etence “nstrte tn pereet- 
lnto"Wo‘1 change. Era? thing Is humo?

^’“dl?dMt™ctlble-the smallestwonn as well as 
.the most enormous at the celestial bodies,—the Band

‘J? iff a.’ we" M the highest belngln
Shib ui,? n H’taoughts. Only the forma tn 
l^Uelugmsnlfestsltseltarechanglng; but Being 
!h.'( remains eternally the same and Imperishable 
n uen we die wo do not lose ourselves, but only out 
persona] consciousness. We live on in nature, in out 
race, in our children. In our deed«, In our thoughts— 
initt ln lh0 entire material and physical contribu

i -i, l,d£rl.DB.iur Phonal eilstence, we 
tare furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
BIUore In genernl.”—Buechner. . -

Qw-sol.. ro.r >->■- uipsgep vellum cloth. ,1.

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office In the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressivo 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If-he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in .the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker. ■ ,

The Progressive Thinker. ‘
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the'post- 
age, so that the book is almost an abac- 
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. -

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially intereutlng to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by .all. Sold at this of- 
flee. Price 25 cents,

■ “The Relation of the Spiritual to th. 
Material ^diverse. The Law of Sniri 
Control." By Michael Faraday.
U cents. For »le tt this office, ‘

When.lt
cam.ru
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THB FROGRBSSIVBrTHINKER
H-ERE. is our 

PREMIUM BOOK
Everyone has a right to know just what they 

are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
IB worth five times the price that is asked for it. 
This is an
ture of the 
cover titlezof 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
S pi ritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
p a p e r a n d 
pagesi n a

exact pic- 
poutside or 
I the elegant 
goffered as a 
the largest 

heresting of
papers now 
the world, 
about one-

H regular size 
I cover. It is

I pieavy book 
® contains 378

, n»««— Worth<|2.00
but as a pre mium it wil
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little
more than pay the postage on the book.

.. GENERAL SURVEY.. I
if the SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, If
|| DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY

We.would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up .on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertiou in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on while paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
in alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. Tbe editor 
nllotvs this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tbe 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
dlametilcally opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person lias the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who-differ from you.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain tbe full uame and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
nppears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

K. \\ right writes from Cripple Creek, 
Col.: "Are Magic makes the fifth pre
mium book 1 have had. I have been a 
subscriber to The Thinker since the 
first number, so I cannot do without it. 
It is my only spiritual« comfort away 
out here where we have no speakers. 
There are a great many Spiritualists 
here in the churches and outside them. 
What we need is a leader to organize a 
society and hold us together. I be
lieve we eould start with sixty or sev
enty members."

J. M. White writes from Springfield. 
Mo.: “.My address here Is 1115 North 
Campbell street. All mediums and 
speakers desiring to visit Eureka
Springs will do well to write me here, 
as I have explored tlie field thoroughly 
there.”

W. IT? Aber writes from Topeka. 
Kan.: “My wife aud I are located at 515 
Van Buren street for the winter and 
would bo pleased to correspond with 
Spiritualists through the State, 
especially those who expect to visit 
Topeka during the winter.”

J. G. F. Grumbine writes: “I thank 
you for publishing so fearless a docu
ment as that of lite State Association 
against Mabel Aber Jackman. It is a 
move in the right direction. This same 
woman and her husband, for my public 
lectures against fraud at Clinton Camp, 
this past summer, wished to see my 
head and that of Mr. George B. Warne 
on a spike. Let the tribunal of tbe peo
ple spare no guilty one.”

Ben F. Hayden writes: “I want to 
congratulate The Progressive Thinker 
for the bold stand it 1ms taken regard
ing pretended wonder-workers, with 
which the ranks of Spiritualism are so 
crowded at this time. Read them out. 
Better bave one dozen honest and true, 
than one thousand and the great, ma 
jority frauds. Truth never suffered by

DEC. 3,1898.

will be wholly literary. Mr. Jamison is 
widely known, and it is due to his influ
ence that we have our Moses to-day, he 
having been the gentleman who was in
strumental in the conversion of Moses 
Hull, causing him to leave the church. 
Let us show our appreciation of this 
act by greeting him with a packed 
house. Mrs. Cooley, the regular pas
tor, will follow Mr. Jamison with spirit 
messages. ,

Mrs. M. E. Kratz has returned to Ev
ansville Ind.

John H. Wroughtou, attorney-at-law, 
of Muuele, Ind., was in the city last 
week. He is prominent as a Spiritual
ist, aud will make Pierre, Dakota, his 
future home.

C. II. Flguers lias been called from 
Allegheny, Pa., to the bedside of his 
mother, who is dangerously 111 at her 
home in Nashville, Teun.

D. C. Ashmun, of Alhambra, Ill., 
would like to secure a few engage
ments to lecture in Illinois or Missouri 
during the winter. He will accept 
either Sunday or week day appoint
ments. Would prefer a week's engage
ment, even at low compensation.

Joseph M. McDonald writes: "Mrs. 
McDonald having almost recovered re
covered from a protracted Illness which 
necessitated our temporary withdrawal 
from public work, I am now prepared 
to re-enter the lecture field, and will an
swer all communications addressed to 
me nt 410 Congress street, Detroit, 
Mich.”

J. C. F. Grnmblne has January, Feb
ruary and March, 1899, open to western 
or eastern societies. Address 39G0 
Langley avenue, Flat 3, Chicago.

Alice Gehring writes from Indianapo-
Ils, Ind.: "Having just read the ‘answer 
and correction’ to my article lu the Is
sue of Nov. 12, 1 wish to correct their 
mistake. If they will read carefully 
they will see I did not say an old Spir
itualist asked the questions, etc., be
cause no Spiritualist would have doue 
so. I said some who claim to be Spir
itualists asked those questions; also the 
names of their horses and cows. Why 
don’t Spiritualists let the investigators, 
if they a^c the ones referred to, answer 
for themselves?’’

T. D. Kayncr writes: "Owing to the 
sickness of my mother, Mrs. Kayner 
and I were called home from St. Louis, 
Mo., where we were trying to establish 
ourselves for a winter’s work. We were 
able to do some good while there, and 
tlie friends hoped for our speedy re- 
tilru. But at present we cannot go 
more than a few hours’ ride from Chi
cago. and Mrs. Kayncr will be willing 
aud glad to do some work at our home, 
8736 S. Wood street, Chicago, on the 
suburban line of Rock Island road to 
Beverly Hills. Would be pleased'to 
hear from surrounding towns in need 
of a lecturer and platform test me
dium.”

Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport, 
Mass., lias just closed a successful tem
perance revival In ills native city, 
speaking and singing for fourteen con
secutive nights. He was assisted In 
his work by the leading pastors in tbe
city. Crowds attended the meetings, 
and the movement has resulted in Dr.

exposing error. Honest mediumship

Hidden’s nomination as mayor on a 
straight no-license platform. The elec
tion will be held Dec. 13. Meanwhile 
a hot campaign is on. and Dr. Hidden is 
putting up a lively fight for the mayor-

will only be the brighter when all dis-1 We hope the Doctor will be 
honesty is eliminated from the ranks. I elected; he will make a most excellent
The I. S. S. A. lias shown true courage! nlay°r.
in reading out one of the chief trick-: W. Kline writes from Portland, Ore.: 
sters, and It is hoped that all of them. “The First Spiritual Society of this 
of which there are s-ores. may be sent city is still holding meetings at Abbot
to the rear, even as this one has been ", Ing Hall, local speakers and mediums

TJie Blair (Neb.) Republican says: j officiating. Afineaudienceoflntelli- 
"Thosc who did not hear W. E. Bonney I gent people attend. Admission free, 
ou last Sunday missed a rich treat. Tlie! Mrs. Addie R. Smith, a faithful worker, 
subject of his discourse was “The has been giving wonderful spirit mes-subject of his discourse was ‘‘The

. Brotherhood of Man." The writer has 
attended religious meetings since boy
hood and must say he never heard a 
better discourse. Mr. Bonney, is like 
the Afiostle Paul in one respect, name
ly, he keeps in his own house and re- 
eeives all that comes unto him. He will 
again speak at his residence on Grant 
street, next bunday at 3 o’clock p. m. 
The writer has heard Mr. Bonney for 
several months and must say that he 

never makes a failure. You may disa
gree with him on theological points as 
the writer does tn some extent, but if 
you have a taste for nice literary pro- 

~ ductions and faultless oratory you can
not fall to admire him. Hear him and 

'judge for yourselves.” . ■ ■■■:■
Mr. W. F. Jamison, who for 37 years 

has been a public speaker and debater, 
has kindly consented to give one of his 
excellent lectures at the First Spirit
util Church of tbe South Side, 77 31st 
street, Chicago, Sunday, Dec. 4. ISOS.

sages and full names of departed spir
its. intermingled with lessons of love 
from her guides, inspiring the listeners 
towards spiritual unfoldment. The 
spiritual meeting held Monday evening 
at the home of Mrs. R. Mallory, and 
one on Wednesday, at Mrs. Addle R. 
Smith’s parlors, are well attended by 
those drawn there by tbe spirit of pro
gression. Mr.'Gray, of Denver, is bold
ing meetings at the Allsky Hall, with 
grand success. He Is an able and 
worthy worker.” .

Mrs. Lida B. Browne writes: “Mr and 
Mrs. John Dowd, of Hartford, Ct, are 
located In Utica, N. Y., for,a few weeks 
and are meeting with good success. 
Mrs. Dowd is getting many interested 
In Spiritualism and Is giving many con
vincing proofs of spirit return.”

Mr, and Mrs. Ben- F. Hayden are 
ready to answer calls for work any
where, their services may be needed. 
Terms' made known by correspondence.

Subject: "Men and Women—The Bad Address them at 1627 N. Arsenal Ave., 
gpeir tbat Binds Them,” Tlie lectuie Indianapolis, Ind. — ■

Elisha De Alembert Blakeman writes 
an open letter to all of the good Spirit
ualists who read The Progressive 
Thinker: “Dear friends, in the name of 
your brother, Elisha D. Blakeman, I 
hereby salute you in the bonds of Spir
itualistic love and fellowship. Like 
many others I gin, so constituted 
that I cannot sit down and feel 
happy spending my time in idleness. 
Old age and infirmity forbid my doing 
much manual labor; but I find it real 
pleasure to employ' myself at shaping 
good and useful thoughts. Thoughts 
are things, you kfiow, and to portray 
them by speaking or writing, is to make 
them Intelligent to others. I take great 
pleasure in reading the many spiritual 
and scientific thoughts that are weekly 
given in the richly-laden columns of 
The Progressive Thinker. I wras espe
cially pleased in reading the careful, 
brotherly aud we 11-timed thoughts, as 
seen on page 4, of the issue dated Nov. 
12,1898, headed 'The Convention Over.’ 
Every word is well said, and merits our 
highest esteem and gratitude. Further
more, let me call the particular atten
tion to a short communication found on 
the same fourth page of The Progress
ive Thinker, given by our beloved 
brother, Lyman C- Howe, entitled ‘Spir
itual Things are Spiritually Discerned? 
His words Therein expressed are to me 
the very acme of truth, and are very 
comforting. Now to close this letter, I 
will say, Oh! what a great and lovely 
family of Spiritualistic brothers and 
sisters and children we have here in 
this mundane sphere, to love and to 
bless. Please, may one and all accept 
my unidying love in exchanges for your 
same feelings of pure spiritual love.”

Sunday evening, December 11, Dr. 
Andrew B. Spinney, M. D., and pro
prietor of the Reed.City Sanitarium, of 
Reed City, Mich., will address the peo
ple of the First Spiritual Church, of 
77 Thirty first street, Chicago. The 
subject for the evening is, “What Has 
Spiritualism Done for the World in 
Fifty Years?” The Doctor is an earn
est worker for the cause of truth, and 
none should miss the opportunity of 
hearing this eloquent speaker in his 
only lecture before a Chicago audience, 
at this time. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley follows the Doctor with tests.

H. B. Raleigh writes: “I was at work 
in the woods cutting down trees and 
throwing up brush into piles for burn
ing. 1 had eaten my dinner and laid my 
vest, with my wateli, as I supposed, in 
it, on a stump «'bile I proceeded to 
finish' cutting up some fallen trees. 
After I had finished my work I said to 
myself: Now I will go home. Some
thing told me that I had lost my watch. 
I sprang to my feet; my watch was 
gone. I hunted, but did not find It. 
This was on the seventh day of the 
week, and I gave up the thought of 
ever finding it again. That night, while 
I lay thinking and planning my busi
ness, I was carried bodily down' to the 
land where I lost the watch. I was up 
in the air as It seemed twenty or thirty 
feet; I was looking onto a pile of brush. 
I saw my watch, with face up, near the' 
top of the pile. The next morning 
everything looked just as it did the
night before. I talked a little with my 
men, then went over to the pile of 
brush and found my watch as saw it 
the night before. Since then I have lost 
my spectacles aud found them In the 
same way. Now what is it?”

Mrs. F. A. Logan writes: “The Circle 
of Harmony, under the leadership of 
Mrs.’ F. A. Logan, at 1 p. m., in Occi
dental Hall, 305 Larkin street, San 
Francisco, Cal., every Sunday, is just 
the place where the Spiritually minded 
love to meet and exchange ideas, as 
well as to harmonize the elements 
which are so essential for the de
velopment of the latent powers of the 
soul. The feeling of “great I and little 
you” finds no soil to work upon In this 
meeting, as the humblest Is considered 
as mm-h a part of divinity as the high
est, and more susceptible to angelic in
fluences. The word fraud is excluded 
from the meeting as irrelevant nud un
necessary lu promulgating the truths of 
the harmonlal philosophy, and those 
who scandalize their neighbor in order 
to build themselves up, will find in the 
long run that they have besmirched 
themselves as well. Let all beware In 
pulling up tbe trees that they do not 
root up the wheat also. In stamping 
out the error they may step on some 
tender plants that with careful tending 
might soon bud and blossom into beau
tiful flowers.”

Mrs. Z. Maxim writes: “I feel im
pressed to write you of a rending I had 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Bar
ton, of Minneapolis, Minn., she being a 
stranger to me. She told me of a home
stead my husband had taken up, and 
described it accurately; also a stone in 
a small stream of water; said I had sat 
on that stone and dipped up some water 
to drink, but it tasted so strong of 
mineral I could not swallow it. Correct. 
Under that stone she said there, was a 
very rich copper mine. Everything she 
told me being so true, my husband 
thought he would test what she said 
about the mine. After sinking a shaft 
about twenty-five feet he found gold 
Instead of copper. He is now about 
forty feet down, aud It is a rich gold 
mine, with sulphate of copper. He in
tends to go still deeper in hopes to find 
copper. Whether she mistook tho rich 
gold for copper remains to be seen. Tho 
mine is called tbe Engie mine. It is at 
Rouse, Wls.”

Titos. J. Haynes writes from Grand 
Rapids, Wls.: “Mrs. Marian Carpenter 
and husband have been with our so
ciety this month and our meetings bave 
been a grand success. Mrs. Carpenter’s 
lectures are elevating and replete with 
information aud morality, while their 
descriptions are as plain as possible and 
are always recognized. On last Thurs
day evening Mrs. Camenter lectured in 
the auditorium of theSoldlers’ Home to 
a large audience, and it was so well re
ceived that she is requested to talk to 
them again in December. This was the 
first Spiritualist lecture ever delivered 
there, so you can see the truth is 
spreading. Tbe only difficulty now 
seems to be our hall (which accommo
dates 400) Is too small to accommodate 
the crowd. I noticed among the au
dience last evening tbe faces of Mr. 
Winans and Mr. Norman, who will be 
in our city for a time. Mrs. Coffman 
one of*our resident mediums and an 
efficient worker) occupied a seat on the 
rostrum and assisted in the services.' 
The familiar face of Sister Payne was 
there also, and I presume other me
diums as well. It does me good to see 
them present, ns it is an impression of 
good will aud harmony.”
. Mrs. Annie Sherman Stanton writes: 
“Please permit me through the columns 
of your paper to say a few words for 
the Spiritualists of Friendship. N. Y. 
Through the earnest efforts of Mrs. 
Estelle Howes Baillet, of Lily Dale, 
and the generous hospitality of Mr. and 
Mrs. S Latta, we were, on the 13th of 
November, awakened from our Rip Van 
Winkle sleep and gathered to their 
home to partake of the grandest spirit
ual feast I have ever been permitted to 
enjoy. Mr. Uriah Nash, of Belmont. 
N. Y., was our principal speaker. He is 
a hard-working farmer whom fortune 
has never smiled upon in a financial 
way, but is rich beyond price in spirit
ual gifts. His discourse was grand and 
uplifting. Judge Baillet gave us fits 
first experience in Spiritualism, which

was very Interesting, followed by J. H. 
Titus, of.Hinsdale, N. Y.; algo Mr. 8. 
Latta. TJiefi opr meeting was brought 
to a close by upjJnsplratlonul poem by 
Mrs. Howes-Balllet, and an interesting 
illustration of independent slate
writing which had been' received 
through the mediumship of A. B. 
Campbell, of Lily Dale.”

Oscar A. Edgerly writes from At
lanta, Ga.: “On, next Sunday I shall 
conclude the thjid month of my engage
ment with the Spiritual Seance Society 
qf this city. ,1 must say that 1 am 
much pleased with this metropolis of 
the Soutl); particularly am 1 pleased 
with the ladles and gentlemen making 
the membership of the society. I find 
them all most genial and pleasant co
workers with line lu my efforts to 
further the interests of the cause in this
city. Tbe society is not so large as re
gards numbers, but what it lacks In 
quantity It surely makes up in quality. 
I am sure I never had more intelligent 
audiences anywhere than I have here. 
I would mention Mr. H. P, Bryans, an 
officer of the society, a gentleman 
whom I believe to be doing more for 
Spiritualism, here in the South, than 
any other ten persons, at least in this 
vicinity. He never seems to be dis
couraged, and whenever there are 
difficulties to be overcome he is always 
on hand, even when It becomes neces
sary to lubricate the'wheels of progress 
with tbe oil ofi-legal tenders. I have 
one more month to serve here before 
going to my next place of engagement, 
which will be Chattanooga, Tenn., for 
two Sundays in January, after which I 
shall return to Massachusetts, Mrs. 
Loe F. Pryor established the society 
here in Atlanta, and at the conclusion 
of my engagement she will return and 
continue the work here.”

C. M. King, of Milwaukee, Wls., 
writes: "The inclosed dipping is from 
the Milwaukee Dally News of Novem
ber 15. The ‘fortune-teller’ mentioned 
is Mrs. Blakely, of this city, a good me
dium and an honorable woman, who is 
well-known here. I think the article, 
on the whole, is a pretty good send-off 
for Spiritualism, appearing as it did in 
a secular paper of this Catholic- 
Lutheran city.” The clipping is as fol
lows: "In the police court the other day 
Attorney J. H. Stover took a novel 
method to save a fortune-teller from 
punishment under the city ordinance. 
He went into court and boldly declared 
that the fortune-teller in question was 
a Spiritualistic medium, and that as 
Spiritualism was a kind of religion she 
had a legal right to give advice, after 
having consulted with the spirits. Be
fore going into the court, Mr. Stover 
had requested from the medium a list 
of some of her leading clients and got 
from her the names of many prominent 
citizens who had consulted with her. 
For some of them he had subpoenas 
Issued, and. among the number who 
were thus obliged into court was Aid. 
Charles Elkert.- Mr. Stover had him 
called to the stand, and tbe member of 
the Common Council from the Twen
tieth ward readily admitted that he had 
consulted with the medium and that he 
considered Spiritualism a kind of re
ligion. While Mr. Elkert was the most 
prominent of the citizens who were 
witnesses, in this one instance people 
conversant with the ease say tbat he is 
by no means the only well-known 
Milwaukeean who could have been 
called to the stand if necessary, and 
that a list of clients of every well- 
known Siilrltualistic medium would re
veal hundreds of persons who are in 
the habit of consulting them. It is said 
that not only city officials are included 
In the list, but Board of Trade men, 
merchants, and In faet, people from
every walk of life. There'are a great 
many personages lu Milwaukee who 
take no Important step without first 
consulting a medium.”

Dr. J. M. Peebles delivered two in
tensely interesting lectures last Sun
day before the Second Church of the 
Soul. He left last Monday for San 
Francisco, Cal.

J. T. Fletcher, of Olueyville, R. I., 
sends us a large elub of subscribers 
from that town. You can do likewise if 
you will try.

Mrs. Carrie Fuller Weatherford, of 
Columbus, Ohio, has been engaged to 
serve the First Spiritualist church at 
Rochester, Ind., for December aud Jan
uary. She is an accomplished lady and 
a successful work is expected.

Secretary writes from St. Paul, 
Minn.: "The Lincoln Band have been 
holding successful meetings since Octo
ber 2, in Rebecca Hall, Odd Fellows’ 
Block, corner of Fifth aud Wabasha, 
with Rev. Emily Lepper aud O. 
W. Smith ns lecturers. Meetings at 8 
o’clock in the evening, and seats free.”

Mr. Winans, the materializing medi
um, Is now located at 409 E. Lyon 
street, Grand Rapids, Midi., for 'the 
winter, aud will till engagements in all 
parts of tbe state and vicinity. Ad
dress him with enclosed stamp.

Max Hoffman writes from 988 N. 
Western avenue, Chicago: “I will open 
my church lu tbe near future. 1 have 
had a very successful western trip this 
year, although things have been very 
quiet at the camps.”

Orrin Merritt writes: “Mrs. Amelia 
Chaileu writes from Haskins, Ohio, 
that she has not got the means to pay 
for a paper, and wants some old papers. 
I think everybody, on earth ought to 
have Tlie Progressive Thinker. Please 
find enclosed fifty cents to pay for the 
paper for six months to be scut Io her,” 
Thanks, Brother Merritt, for your kind
ness.

Dr. B. Vaughn writes from Winona, 
Minn.: “Mrs. L, J. Oviatt Vaughn is 
working for the Spiritual Psychic So
ciety. She finds this city ripe for spirit
ual work. She spoke Nov. 13 to a large 
audience. After the lecture followed 
tbe christening of the president’s Infant 
daughter, Myrtle Owena Fretel. It was
a very Impressive ceremony. The 
guardians chosen were Mrs. F. C 
Rouse and Mr. W. Dougherty.”

E. W. Sprague writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: "We are very busy these 
days, and are happy to say our cause is 
growing rabidly. We have held eleven 
meetings during the last eleven days— 
two at Alliance, three at Chardon, two 
at Willoughby, and four here at Cleve
land. All wère well attended, and 
much intercut manifested, both In our 
lectures and the spirit communications 
given. At Chardon. O„ there was a 
great outpouring ;of the spirit. The 
court house’, waé filled with the best 
people of thè town- We left them with 
a promise to h-eturin. We are serving 
the Cleveland West Side Society here, 
with good success, and find many noble 
and true men and women here who for 
eleven years have kept up continuous 
Sunday meetings.' employing much of 
the best talent in our ranks. Who can 
tell bow much good tills one society has 
done? We retin'n to Alliance, Ohio, for 
the mouth of December; then we go to 
Philadelphia. Pa., ■ for January. We 
would like .to make engagements for 
time following January, and for the 
canip meetings next season. Address 
for December. 745 High street. Alliance, 
Ohio. Home address, 600- East Second 
street, Jamestown, N. Y.”

Spiritualism Is young, and sometimes 
crude, but her thoughts and purposes 
are pure and

TRUTH TRIUMPHS.
Philadelphia Mediums Go 

Free.

To the Editor:—I am happy’ to inform 
you and the readers of your valuable 
journal who are interested in the cause 
we love so much, that the long post
poned trial of the Philadelphia me
diums, arrested in September, 1895,'for 
fortune-telling, is over, aud they were 
all acquitted yesterday. The case was 
called on Friday, the 18th ult., before 
Judge Gordon, sitting In Quarter Ses
sions No. 2. Mrs. Carrie B. Kilgore ap
peared for the mediums and made a 
very’ novel and ingenious argument to 
quash tlie indictment. In the Ijrlef she 
presented to the court she contended 
that the indictments were illegal, be
cause clairvoyance Is a natural power, 
governed by natural law, and is an 
established faet in science. Hence there 
can be iw pretense of foretelling future 
events by clairvoyance, and the indict
ment presented a case of reduct io ad 
absurdum. Also the defendants being 
possessed of God-given power, or the 
faculty of clairvoyance, It is their con
scientious duty as accredited ministers 
of the religious associations of which 
they are ordained ministers that they 
shall be permitted to use their clairvoy
ance and that It was their right to 
make use of the same for their own 
support and for the acquirement of 
property and reputation.

Judge Gordon ruled that in view of 
the question being a new and novel one 
he would not like to decide it, and sug
gested that it ought to be taken to the 
Supreme Court, as much depended on 
which way It was decided; and for 
another very good reason that the Su
preme Court only had a right to set 
aside an act of the Legislature. Mrs. 
Kilgore, after mature deliberation aud 
consultation with Mr. B. B. Hill and 
myself, concluded that she would place 
the mediums on trial, and on Wednes
day, the 23d, the cases were called with 
President Judge Flnletter on the bench. 
The Commonwealth produced but one 
witness, a man by the name of Weaver, 
and agreed to submit one ease as a lest, 
which Mrs. Kilgore consented to, as 
this man Weaver had brought all tlie 
charges. On cross-examination, Mrs. 
Kilgore brought out tlie faet that Hie 
witness was under indictment for lar
ceny, to be tried at the present term of 
court. Tbe learned Judge asked the 
District Attorney if that was all tbe 
testimony the Commonwealth had to 
produce to convict tlie defendants, and 
was told it was. He then instructed 
the jury to bring in a verdict of not 
guilty.

Tills case created a great deal of in
terest on account of the ingenious plea 
made Mi-s. Kilgore. This makes a 
finality of these cases so far as the
lower courts are concerned. 'The com
mittee on law, consisting of Mr. B. B. 
Hill, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader and my
self, have given these cases a great 
deal of time and attention, and feel 
very much relieved now that justice 
has been done them aud the cause we 
represent. As much has been said aud 
written on this subject, aud a great 
deal not at all complimentary to the 
committee having the matter in charge, 
but they knew with the help of the 
angel world, tliat the right would 
triumph in the end and justice would 
be done.

There is much more I would like to 
say in reference to this interesting and 
difficult case, but time and space in 
your valuable paper forbids me tres
passing ou your kindness, and would 
not have written at such length, but I 
wanted to inform the Spiritualists of 
the United .States that we have left 
nothing undone that could be done In 
the Interest of tlie cause, for we recog
nized that a sacred duty was imposed 
upon us, to defend and protect all hon
est aud true mediums that are doing so 
much for the cause of humanity. Aud 
while this is the case, we distinctly 
wish it understood that we have uo 
sympathy with fakes and frauds who 
disgrace and dishonor themselves and 
our beautiful philosophy.

THOMAS M. LOCKE. 
Pres. Philadelphia Spiritual Society.

MEDIUMS’ DEFENSE.
The M. E. Cadwallader Me 

diurna Defense Fund.

To the Editor:—As per telegram sent 
you, you know that our mediums are 
acquitted, and as the long suspense is 
over, I ask your permission at tills time 
to make a brief statement regarding 
the work of the Defense Committee.

These cases have been hanging fire 
since September, 1895. That month the 
writer was appalled to learn Hint many 
of our mediums had been arrested as 
fortune-tellers, and called a mass-meet
ing to take steps to defend them. The 
result was the formation of the Medi
ums’ Defense Committee of Philadel
phia, with representatives from five so
cieties. Some money was subscribed 
in Philadelphia by the different socie
ties, but not enough. A motion was 
made to create a fund to be known as 
the M. E. Cadwallader Mediums’ De
fense Fund, and the writer was elected 
chairman of tlie finance committee to 
raise funds for the same.

The readers of your paper are famil
iar with the writer's efforts to raise tho 
money from the Spiritualists of tho 
country. The statement of the audit
ing committee says: “We find that 
Mrs. Cadwallader has delivered one 
hundred and fourteen addresses, writ
ten four hundred and thirty letters, be
sides fifty-eight newspaper articles lu 
the Interest of the mediums, without 
drawing upon the fund for expenses of 
any kind.”

The auditors were the President of 
the First Association of Spiritualists, 
Capt F. J. Keffer, and Mr. T. M. 
Locke, president of the Philadelphia 
Spiritualist Society. Tbe date of audit
ing account was May, 1896.

The statement of the auditing com
mittee was published at tbe time, but 
no detailed statement of receipts and 
disbursements was made, on account of 
the uncertainty which rested upon the 
ease.

Now, however, the mediums have 
been tried and acquitted, with the ex

ception of Mr. T. Price, who was con
victed at his trial, but has never been 
sentenced, the case having been ap
pealed.

It is my earnest desire to present an 
itemized account of all the receipts of 
the “M. E. Cadwallader Mediums’ De
fense Fund.” There are ' no disburse
ments as my work was given freely, 
because I felt the injustice pf the perse
cution of our mediums,- and was only 
too glad to do what I could to.raise the 
funds to defend them. It was the sus
pense which was so hard to bear, the 
criticisms which always come to those 
who attempt to raise. money for any 
purpose, did not affect me, because I 
was always prepared to present my 
itemized account as soon as thé com
mittee of the whole would authorize it. 
Now that the mediums are acquitted, I 
take the matter in my own hands and
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if the statement Is desired it is ready at 
a moment’s notice.

I wish to thank every contributor to 
that fund, if the amounts are small, 
and some are generous. In closing the 
wilier wishes to state that a receipt 
was sent for every donation, and a 
duplicate receipt signed by the treas
urer of committee kept of same when 
the money was transferred.

Now tliat the outcome is acquittal, I 
sliall forget all the days of toil and 
hardship spent to raise this fund, only 
thanking the spirit friends who gave 
me strength in time of need.

M. E. CADWALLADER. 
Philadelphia, Pa.

♦ «■«THE

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
OR

«iRISTIANlTY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
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NOTICE

Contributing membership to the N. S.

New and startling revelations In religious Instor» 
which disclose the Oriental origin cfuii tho doctrlneZ 
prlueiples precepts aud mira. le, id tlm Christian New 

,or unlocking niamr of Its sacred mysteries, besides cumpi telng the Hist lory of sixteen Oriental Crucllied t..,ds Th! “ woS 
Sul“, <“Vd ex,lll,U6tl'e volume will, we are certain, 
Sm?.,1. Sb r.ab.^ “ b.u,llt reference In tho field 
which the author has chosen fur It. The amount ot 
mental labor necessary t<, collate und compile th0 
varied Information contained In It mu-t have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, aud now l hat It is In audit 
eonveulent shape, the siudt-ul of free thought will noli 
wllllns-y alburn to go out of print. But the book la 
l>ynor.eaiisa mere collation of views or atatlsHes;

I throughout Its entire course the author—as will ho' 
,.bl" llil'i page and cliapter-heuds-follows a 

| denude line of research and argument to tlie close.
H f-tini'liiaLiriL.'mi H I-a a  ........  v-VL.I * t I UJI. HllR'l AII1ÍJ IO I lip \ 'S 1 „„J ... „ , • •'■•'“••gw hum uif.mi.uui LO lilt LlOBUa

A Pilli be Rnriuvwl lii’ ttuiH’t i>. i e':'’ ’ »*? ?^,ConcbiBlonB Ro. like sure arrows to tbe mark« 
.„in. ;? 1 8 tü . J? i(,ual Spirit- 1 Hmed uo nue wiilte paper, 380 ptges. New edition, ualistb by sending one dollar to the sec- ri' hæ^fud corrected, w/tb portrait of author.
retary, which will entitle the sender to 
a certificate of contributing member 
ship, and to one copy each of the an
nual reports of the conventions of the 

,N. S. A. for 1897 and ‘98. Address
MARY T. LONGLEY, Sei-’y 

G00 Penna Ave., S. E„ Washington,D.C.

Postaoe ™ Ms at
Uiis ujjlce.

- The Influence of the Zodiac
Healing, Causes and Effects.

UPON HUMAN LIFE, 

BY ELEANOR KIRK.
............................................... -- Tblala the only book which «totes the simple urln< 
lllflous latest book, IB a ' " of'be Zod ac In simple terms, making theeuttro

presentation from tbe spirit side of life I “SSiS^^^^S^'Xraetoruiice 
Of the basic priclples Of Mental Meal- ’ J^influeoccofeach sign of (he Zodiac, giving tbe 
hig and tbeir relation to Vibration.' X^X.‘iifdw8i?i'f%.“d‘h# Ben"‘ aod 
LilL Esoiene inider-current Of the pro- L Tbe dlaeaaea of the hodv. bow tocure them, and ilia 
cesses manifesting themselves in the i f^Lu?L®?ftiftCl?rInci<IeuUltot,lc,,llT>‘'i:Duiomainl. ............... - - • •• - - ° 1U <utl i he metbodB of growth for each butniiu being.

• 1 be domains from which companions, busbunda nnd 
. wives bo selected.

Dr. W. P.

operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects ’ are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along tbe 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostllcs of (he Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities t

Astral conditions, with the pre_____
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chan
ter.

I 1 bl, characteristic» ot clilblren burn tn dlffrrent <10- 
mains, mid the condition« to be observed lu tbelr card 
and education.

The peiwonal ability and talent of the Individual 
will! reference to domestic, bucIhI und busliicBs sue« 
cesR.

1 his work Ib the result of profound reseurcli, and 1q 
jib Drejiarctkin the author bus beet) largely asstitvd by

i J-C. Street. A. D.N. '
Bound in Special ^Cloth, - . Price, .$1, 

For Sale at Thia Office.

== RIGttT LIVING

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which

- BY -
SUSAN H. WIXON, 

Author of •‘Apples of Gold,” “All in a •
“'(ho Story Hour,’’ “Summer Days at Oid-ci,'’ 

“Sunday Obaen ance," etc., etc.

is disease Is handled by one who evi
dently understands Ills subject. Tl.„ 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by Its sales. Scut on receipt of! 
fifty cents. For sale at this office. j Tlilsbook give« an admirable emirs.. ,,f ra 

455 if I “nd xupplles a loug-leR wn.t oi an v: ¡ileal
.. __________ ___________________ __ _ i IS,'',';“11 "““I’“'11U>e«'«m|iroh<-B>-I.>i»of

- children, ns well as older peiaons whom <t Is wlselv 
and appropriately designed to Intel cot while reading 
them valuable ethical «cmiodil

practtcallly In her method 
of teaching tlie principle« of ellih «. she IlbiBtratos 

“"."r .brief narrathes and
dotes, which lender the book nn.ro l:iicre-ilra -tnd 
mmer-aally comprehended. It Is esperlnllv adapted 

»c,, dblldren s lycemna. In the hands 01 moth- 
m tcn.c.bev 11 m"y be m,ldc ' try sinefill. Young 

and old win be benehted by it. it is a mo-r • ilrnt 
book aud should be widely circulated.

Lb Ing Is &n art, a motbod of expremluir ure&t incent nna. în f*.-t o... ».,..i.«................Â1" "•“* MiaiTi,a “*“» »naan, h motnoa of expressing ureal 1 1)0 . conceptions; In fact, tbe biglie.'t method, ib<• in>i.h-Kt 
g 1U- • of the arts. ’-Thomas Siauk King.

Researches m Oriental History.

Ont

BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.30, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIFATION OF CHRISTIANITY. Uliilit Llvlni

CONTENTS!
4. WHENCE OUR AliFA.V ANCESTORS? anciÎ' xïZuîrdJÏ1*.kL'?-t}’? Whi,t.'CTor' 

“*,vr nnuujcuge (be Great frown re. Coiictmlng 
The whole comprlaea an earnest but frultlcie eearch ft, ”c. on* Coniluct; or Right Doing. Virtue, th* 
)r a Historical Jem. - illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy ofLife
In this volume tbe Jews are clearly shown not to '»bat Know leof Justice? Fortitude a Noblo Pos-

fora Historical Jesus.

have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
i bave been. Tbe Measlnnlc liW Is traced to tbo Bae-

trlan Philosopher, 2950 year» D. C., and Ite history Ie 
outlined, following the wove» of emigration, until It Ie 
fully developed Into Christianity, wlthamythlcal hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era.

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical: that tbe whole syatem Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ita rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records ot the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without I istructlon and proOt, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions wltb the author e' 
otherwise. For sale at this otfice.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
7\EATH AJW THE AFTER-LIFE, 

JS The '‘Stellar Key” is tho nhllosophtcal intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may bo gained from tbe 
following ub!e of contents: 1-Deathand the After 
Life; a—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 8—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land: 
5—winter-Land and Summer Land; 6—Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7-Materlai Work for Spiritual 
Worker«; 8—Ultimate» tn the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilsun. Thia enlarged edition con
tains more than double tbe amount of matter In fns 
mer editions, and is enriched bv a beauttnu frontis 
6lcee, Illustrating tbe " formation of the Splritua

ody.” Cloth 78 cent«. Foatage 5 cent». Ite mm 
kt this office. , '

scmIod. Temperance aud Intemperance. It* the Uro 
of iobncco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great THc;. idleness. An- 
'fther Mme for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
A aiucof a Trade. Recreation a h'cccssliy. Game«of 

Wbnt t. an <>*!»>? or 
lilCcy.u.r}bof?Xroml.ie-. Fraud a Crime. TlicPolton 

Wb“ i.' Hypocrisy! Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of btxlcty. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 

Self-Conirol. ScKlicipcct.
L-. h ?nd S,I|J’ Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness, observation a 
Great Faculty. Pe-scverance. tlie Friend ot tian. 

“Fvomolorot Success. Tbe DitBciiltlrs 
?,r Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power or Will. Conraec. a 
Necessity to Rigtit Living. In Regard to Concealed 

Cb'Vjtv. Fidelity, the Hirer of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Ararlc.’, Not 
a Means to Lire's Best End. Good Nature, One ot 
Lire a Best Blossoms. Heaton and Free Inquiry.

A Hights or Animals.
. .. pblldrcn. Human Rights: or the Equality 

or Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—Tbe Gentle- 
»-5* o C°Rtcness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Bett Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

Price, Cloth, $1, Sold at this Office,

THE REAL ISSUE.
BüLL' ,A««ropound ot the two pamph

lets. The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your AtunhTr 
or 1 our Life; with Important additions, making a 

Yor “ c<,nt’' Thls b®°k contalmt 
•tatlftlcR, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 

‘hal erc’ une kare. For eale st
tniB (mice* -BIBLE MARVEL WORKER^

//AT? THE. IVONDROUS POWER 
41 which helped or made them perform mighty 
work, and utter implied word,, together with KM

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

;)oNTBXT8: The Begtnnlngi; Fundamental Prine’ 
BiWi Forraatton ot Coneleliatlona, Sratema, Sana 
Plancia and Sote’lltea. Tbe Origin ot Meteo-, end 
CbmehyTueOrraBliKIngdomt The Origin ot Mas; 
Man—His AttrRmtea and Power«; The Soni—How It 
Kecelvea end Impatta Knowledge! now the Boal Re- 
eelvee I a HIgiieat Impressione; Tho Beoord Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether: Dow to Cultivate tbo Bllth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De _ . . ,___ .
Tom,ration; Morally. Spiritualism Proved br tbe Embracing tbe Origin of.the Jewa, the Rlae tad Dovei« 
Bible; Tbe Bible nud C’. rfs; ; The Siunirarv: "Wlat epment of Zoroutrlaniim and the Detlraaoa ot 
Meet TTe Ho to Bo Saved." " ' <. ...... m..._ *-----

Persomi Trilli and ChiracterliUci of Propheti, Ápo» 
Ilei and Jeni, a New ReitUnga ot “Tlie MtraeMa." 
brAiiXS Fctbix. Frica n otate. For eels at

A VALUABLE WORK. 
Researches in Oriental History,

Price.Cie-'-.’ ’
For tule st thh i.'iee

THE RELATION
Of the Spiritual to the Material nnlveraei and tbe 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged Ui rented, by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. *

CbrlFttanlty; to which Is added: Whence Önr ima 
Accolto»? By G. W. Brown, M. D. vas affila ism 
valuable worm era tmhUibea. PriMgÜ*.

- Tue Myt h of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A compie« and ovrr^ Helm

-.ng refutation of tbe Bible «Tory of the Deiure. Price 
cenUa • ■ . •• .
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This department is under the manage
r ment of , .

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

PP»08“6 dlreetloM from I' 
iher.s’ beel> often bought 

to tVe\hdWbqm°UntttWe Ob]UCtiOnS 

.llipse who advocated tho theory ex- 
lilaUied the .apparent objection in a 
maimer acceptable to those wfio have 
gnen it unprejudiced thought. 'Mils 
question is tienteifat length in “Area- 
lows; Nutulc'” VoL W’- us fol-

HAND OF THE “DEAD.” peiîeet a conception of spiritual life and our relations to
of .the minister is not needed here.’

- e 'it
A Well Known Doctor Recognizes the Handi 

of His Wife? 1

THE SPIRIT OF HLS WIFE HAS COMMUNICATE!^ 
WITH HIM—STRIKING FUNERAL SERVICES-^ 

IT WAS CONDUCTED UNDER THE RITUAL
THE HUA- GAVAT-G1TA, AS RELATED BY TH®

■^W'thelpss I was asked to come, and, of, course, I came.” 
..■JRlie hymn, ‘-Lead, Kindly Light,” followed, and the 
semees closed with the benediction.

NEW ÉDITION...

THE LYCEUM GUIDE Dr,E. D. Babbitt’s Works.4

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. ■ Kull name and1 ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
uot be read. If the request be made, 
the. name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and (While J freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex

' peeled. HUDSON TUTTLE.

' James Coupland: Q. I attended a 
spiritual meetlug last Sunday aud the 

' medium told me many things. I could 
uot hear all, on account of my dullness

' of hearing, aud she could uot repeat af
, ter she was herself again. What I did 
. hear was that she saw a beautiful green 

path ahead of me, aud that she saw a 
death In my family, of a woman. Now 
11 this is true prophecy, can we not by

• * care avert the death as the woman re
ferred to is In good health? I ask this

. as It is not every man, especially when 
out of work, has a dollar or more, to 
pay a medium.

A, The “prophecy” has the ear-mark_ 
,. of the old “fortune-teller’s” trick of pre-“" 

supposing domestic infelicity, and 
pleasing the fancy by making the ven
ture of death, and then “bright days,” 

- “green paths,” thereafter. Those who 
place the least credence in such chaff 

■ are greener than any paths they will 
find in the future. And yet even if

“' such “tests” or fortune-telling are 
seorned they will have an Influence 

. on thought;and life. To give such com
munications whereby a great deal of 

. ' unhappiness must be caused, is little 
less than criminal. Surely no good and 
wise spirit would utter such prophecies, 
unless there was some surpassing need, 

, and gain to the recipient. If this cori'e- 
spoudent can forget this “communica
tion,” and its victim can forget, it will 
be the ;best for them to do so. They 

‘ should" place no more credence in it 
than, on the whim of seeing the moon 
over the left shoulder. When such talk 

’ ' passes for spirit communication, we 
ought not to be surprised that the law 

■ suppressing the fortune-telling fakir is 
• made to extend to mediums.

It is the duty of all to obey as far as 
they are able, the laws of health, and 
avoid everything tending to disease.

, Having done this, they can do no more. 
To constantly plan how. to avoid danger 
will produce a mental state which will 

-bring on the disaster which it is sought 
to avoid. '

> . . .. ~~~ „ , ..' J. R. Rockwell: Q. Can you give me 
nibre light on the subject of life, which

• [ find thus treated in “Applied I’hysiol- 
’ -ogy,” by Frank Overton, M. D., page 38. 
.Source of Life. “In the oxydation and 
reconstruction of animals and plants no 

■new life is created.. Lifeless material 
is endowed with life already living, and 
iii' its time the new material Imparts 

i- llfe. Life continues the same through 
all the changes of the body, although 
not a .single, particle of the .original 

ftbotly . remalus. The body ' is but ' the 
;■ house in which life resides, The orlg- 

Inal source of life itself has never been 
found. The Bible gives the only 
known origin of life. See Gen. 1:11, 12.”

A. The problem of.life has been one 
of the most mysterious aud perplexing 
to the student of nature. To accept 
God as the Final Cause, as suggested, 
4s the easiest, and at once silences all

t

' other explanations. To this problem, 
however, such a solution Is the prattle 
of a child. It is always understood, 
chut all that cannot be explained by the 
operation of known forces, is to be re
Eerred to God.

The term life as used by Dr. Overton 
Is so vague that It has po meaning, and 

■ hence his attempted explanation leads 
to darkness. Confessedly he knows 
nothing about the subject, but courage
ously sets himself at defining and ex
plaining as though he we.re a master.

. We speak of life in a broad and uni
versal.sense, and with a meaning quite 
distinct from life as manifested in an 
individual being. Of the universal life, 
the spirit authors of “Origin of Man,” 
thus speak: “What is it? It is the tur
moil of' elemental forces, the rush of 
storms, the crash of ocean, the sparkle 
-of sunlight, the whirl of worlds; for 
what is called inorganic matter Is really 
organic, and suns and worlds are glob
tiles floating in the great arteries of 
the universal system....We call these 
manifestations life, for they correspond

, to the life of a living being. It is u gi
gantic exhibition of Identical forces, 
concentrated and individualized, but 
dwarfed in ourselves.”

As gravitation expresses itself by tjie 
-moulding of cosmic vapor into worlds 

; and suns, and balanced systems, re
. 7 lated unchangeably in size, density, ro

tation and revolution, the next great 
. principle of matter, through plasmlc 

matter expresses Itself in living beings, 
nnd by evolution reaches upward from 
the. protozoa to man.

‘ - There are worlds and suns because 
matter under the law of gravitation 

". can become in equilibrium only as ag
gregated into solar systems. There are 

. living beings because they equally are 
. expressions of the life forces or princi

ples.
’Looking at the tree of life as It stands 

at-present,” the author quoted sees no 
. beginning, or source. If he would think 

along evolutionary lines, he would find 
that life as expressed in man came in a 
long past age from lower form, and this 
again from lower, until at last the low
est organic .being was reached, and be

. -y.ond-this he would find ' protoplasm 
• -matter not organized into a living be

ing, but capable of being thus organ- 
¡zed. Here he would find the “source” 

- of life. .
; The talk about “new life created,” 

. “lifeless: material,” etc., shows a mind 
; dominated by the old and obsolete 

... methods "of thought The body is not 
: only “the house In which life resides;” 

It.is the complicated machine by which 
. ti.-.is evolved, sustained and individual

ized.-, ' ' .

_ -. J. G. Leathers: Q. As your answer 
>. to .-my. question on telepathy is so very 

satisfactory, I-am Induced to trouble 
•yon further by asking another. My pçt 

_ kt-ndy is astronomy and I "could never 
understand why the satellites ofUranus 
and Neptune revolve in an opposite di
rection from all the other satellites in 

_ the solar system. Do these planets re
. volve in the same direction as their sat- 
-ellites? If the nebular, theory be true, 
ought not all the members of a solar 
System revolve in the same direction? 
• A. It is essential to the maintenance 
of the nebiflar theory of ihe creation, 

.- that all its members from central sun 
; to remotest attendant move'as im

pelled by the primary Impulse: That 
. the foür moons of Uranus and the one 

discovered of the several moons of Nep-

¿ki'iiv14: t?!e Phenomena resulting 
from (1 flerently formed riligs are obvi- 
oiis (1. ,e„ the rings thrown from a 
rotating nebulous mass have different 
forms according to size of that mass ) 
Zones thrown from a large and nearly 

splierleal nuiss would be shaped like a 
harp, having very much the greater di- 
uiuetei- ar right angle with the plane of 
lotatlon, while a zone thrown from a 
smaller rapidly rotating spheroidal 
mass, would have its greater diameter 1 — ------------ -------------------  ------ ----
corresponding with its plane of rota- mother. ' .---------- ■
ninne/wA?>bi Î,°n V'01 <iase the resuItiuS “On the night of her passing away,” said the doctor*! 
from the small difference1betXî/ns WaS to° TOUC,‘ coniusion’ naturally,-for ihe.spirit- 
interior and exterior portions, a retro-1 l,al forces to make themselves felt. But Saturday noon, 
gradé rotation might be established.... whilst 1 was half slumbering,.she distinctly came io nié. 
ihuU»l<tils-°! Kæa11 slze compared with I heard her voice in that prolonged but soft ‘Ah-h-h,’ by 
Sahiiu ..Frem’tho vX^sdiHso^bit1 "'hich ac?uslomed to cal1 me- 1 answered, ‘Yes, 
1,7(12,000,000 miles, the zone from r”0’1110' " le voice was not audible, but the manifesta- 
whicli it was produced must have been <40n to my consciousness was unmistakable.. ... . ■
extremely slender; in consequence “/Saturday night ! liad another manifestation, the same 
theveloeltieshf itdinto.mT11^ betwee“ prolonged,-softly calling,‘Ahdi-li!’ which used to take me 
portions. Hence-tjie direction of rota I ier ljedsicle dnnng her long illness. The consciousness 
tion of the planet would be -but slightly tllis was inùcliMinore definite. .
influenced by that’ cause, and we find “Last night, Sunday, night, after again calling nié, she’ 
of Hfrnrbit PeiTeP(31ei’lai’i to the plane spoke to me in that musical voice of hers,-sweetly andf 
or 11s 01 mt, (exactly the inclination of ’ ’ — • - ■ - — -- y .1

A® lcT thnu !ialf k degree.) 
While Saturn s orbit is only one-lialf 
the diameter of Uranus’ its size is eight 
times greater. lienee its genetic zone 
must have;had a considerable breadth, I 
and in consequence the planet has a di
rect rotation differing from its plane of I 
translation by thirty degrees.” I

This explanation applies with equal ■ . 
force to Neptune, in which the eondi- ’ 
tloiis were nearly identical with those 
of Uranus. >

DETROIT (MICH.) JOURNAL.

. tiei -. ■ - ’w • ‘ ~ - .. ■

. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS,
Anid the Sermon on the Mount, Subjectec 

- to Free Criticism.

Do you want to organizo} a society, fur tlio 
social, intellectual and spiritual adeance- 

ììit-ìit of the childrcìi and adulta?

THE PROGRESSIVE MUM
furnishes all you desire,

The Principles of Light and Color»
A largo book, royal 8vo, with over 200.eugravinai—^ 

and colored plates,. Price 15.00 or 15.83 wltttP0»U&*-W 
or expressage. Price iu massive balf-Buaala binding.- 75 cents extra. *’***®«

“An Imposing vblume of nearly 600 pages. Show»« 'V 
great amount of research an the part of the author ■ 
X.1! .-pr&vV*nnbuisltlon to Scientific Ubra- 
rles.'—N. I. Herald.

'It seems to me to bo the foremost scientific work •■! 
of this or any other age.—I ruukUn Smith, Muss. ■

tiv
Since the death of Mrs. Mary A. Burrows at 2 o’cloc'U 

Friday morning, Her husband, Dr. C. W. Burrpws; says If# 
lias had three manifestations from her in the spirit warld,j 
and that his daughter, though not herself a Spiritualist^ 
has also received continual manifestations from her'

lowly: ‘Good-bye.’ - I answered, ‘Good-bye, ma-ma.’ . ;
“This time, the manifestation was much stronger.. ’ ! 

distinctly saw her hand, which I know as well as do yqtr' 
yours, and I felt her presence. I have prayed' that she. 
might be made manifest tb me in the spiritual world (not: 
to an external Deify), but'I never expected that so soon 
I should receive manifestations. ;•

The spiritual, world, like the physical, is a horning1 
into-life, which takes time and effort to learn and affiliate , 
with. Usually manifestations from those who have passed 
the border are not secured for.some three months.

“It is the end we sought; that we strove to attain. L 
have hopes that in the future she may be materialized to 
me in the astral body. Prior to-lier death for six months 
I had spiritual manifestations that she was going to pass 
away. Her last words to moweye:. ■

__ <>uvi uui “ ‘Lift me up; I am going now.’
The conditions I - “She always spoke of her passing away as but a Iran-;,

• Mrs. B.: Q. Do the spirits independ
ently take' up the trumpet with their 
spiritual forcé and speak through It, or 
is it taken up by the medium? I

A. If tlie latter explanation be taken, I 
the manifestation is at Its best only au- 
tomatie control of the medium, and not I 
what it eluims to be. TL.__ ______  ■ -------------r................  ««« «
hurl..is HUC1!,as i-° Tender It imposai- sition into spirit life. Never did mother’s infant, riést-i 
not be seoiii’cd vylt^ron^wm6 ,slloul<i to her mother’s bosom, pass away more peacefully:' 
be.easily slipped, but with the finest antl £entIïB It was a more soft breath, like that ot a, 
“ ................................ - babe’s, and she had gone.thread, that will break if there is anv 
movement.

Unless the spirits directly use the 
trumpet, as It is claimed they do, the 
manifestation is an imposition. All test 
conditions should be made in reference 
to the establishment of this direct 
power.

, ;“My daughter, too, who is peculiarly susceptible to , 
spiritual influence, and who, I am convinced, will make ar 
wonderful medium, though she, herself, is mp a Spiritual-9 
ist, has received numerous manifestations of her mother.1' 
since her transition.” ■ • ■ 't

“Research”: Q. I have recently rend 
of a case of what is called “spontaue- 
ous combustion" of ihe human bodv 
Can this be true?

A. There is not a single instance of 
■the “spontaneous cbm bust ion of tlie 
body” on record that was observed with 
that care which is essential for its ere
deuce. The human body, which is al
most three-fourths water, is among the 
most difficult bodies to burn, and even 
when saturated with alcohol is imper
fectly consumed. While there may be 
instances where the/ clothes caught tire I 
and thus burned the body, that there 
was self-ignition, and the whole body |

Every word, every action of Dr. Burrows is that of a> 
happy man. He has not the bearing of one who has sus^ 
tained a-great loss.

At the funeral of his wife his countenance was radiant;’’, 
his bearing and presence optimistic and his words to« 
friends who tendered their sympathy more like one who» 
is giving comfort than receiving it. !1

A large number of Spiritualistic friends of the decease^ 
were present at the funeral, which took place from the» 
house, 1057 Warren avenu» west. People crowded thd 
lawns and walks, and fully a hundred were unable to hear1 
the service. -

The service was conducted by the husband himself, ai,i 
a leader in the Spiritualistic circle known as the Blow

:J' I»'1 ■ ■ - ' ■ ■ • • -•
(When ilie devotees of ihe Christian Church find them- 

a(liw powerless to defend the sickening and offensive 
contradictions, errors and immoralities of the Bible in 
general;, they take a last stand behind the Ten Command-
nients and the Sermon on the Mount, and persuade them
selves that these “inspired and God-given” treatises con
stitute perfect lessons'in moral and spiritual ethics; and 
that they arc invulnerable to the assaults of modern in
fidelity. Many of them no doubt are honest in this 

’ opinion, but are so blinded and warped in their moral 
perceptions by the false education received in the Chris-

L-

tian home and Sunday-School, that they are utterly'in- 
capacitated to discriminate between-truth and error, or 
jvhat is right and wrong. • •

■•'_. ’’ TEN COMMANDMENTS. . ‘

.■ The Ten Commandments consist of a series of nega
tions that could only be consistently applied to ignorant 
idol, worshipers and criminals of the lowest type; but are 

■ an insult to persons of even ordinary moral endowment 
rmd an average sense of decency. They claim to have 
emanated directly from the god of the Jews and Chris
tians, who seems to have been in ah envious mood and 
'¡nsanely jealous when, as it is said, he inscribed them on 
the tables-of stone. After reminding Ins chosen people 
that he was the identical god who brought them out of 
■Egypt, he gave to them the following commands: “Thou 
shall have no other gods before me.” “Thou shalt not 
make thee any graven images or any likeness of anything 
jliat is jn tlie heavens above, or that is in the earth be- 
■ueath. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them or 
serve them; for I the Lord God am a jealous God, visiting 
fhe iniquities of ihe father op the children unto the (hird- 
and fourth generation.”
1 Here the Christian’s God interdicts the manufacture 
Mid worship of domestic or home-made gods, and declares 

. that if his people do make artificial deities and prefer’ 
theni to his august and majestic self, that he will raise 

• particulilr ’ell with their great, great grand-children. 
What a revolting travesty on theqlogy! Reader, stop for 
a moment and think on. the true import of this offensive 
blasphemy! The so-called supreme author and ruler of 

jhe universe growing insanely jealous of graven images 
and insensate idols, and proposing to appease his deitic
WTath by wreaking his fiery vengeance, not on the guilty 

Adolator, but on ihe innocent children of future genera- 
,hlions. What an insult to deism and outrage on Reason 
। mild Justice!

was self-ignition, and the whole body I gavat-Geti, or the order of 80. The order was founded 
burned to a crisp, is Inconsistent with hv 79 neonle The eiohtiet.h is said tn bo an invisible every law of science. ... •> PV»P“-- ilxuc “gnuem is said to be. an ii)Mb|^.

. presence-from the spiritual world.': Dr.. Burrows-. islUuj-
‘ ' ' • ' ------------ I TCalpa of Detroit CourFNo 1 of the order. ui

the blindly true an» trusty. I The Spiritualistic services opened with tlie song/ 
. “ I “Jerusalem, the Golden,” sung by Mrs. Turner, at the re-

nnnrl- xx-l- 4- L r\ zd z-. zv.. re zx /I Lz.-Mrez.14» T A •• O A1.__ 1 I
XI_____a_________ . _ « . _ I ------------------------------------------- “J x.x.M. uiv JU

in these days when fiautfs can flourish I ouest of the deceased herself lir Burrows then nravnd O’ey. the truth throughout, the land SaeceaBeQ nerseu- • liurr0"8 then prayed, 
And tho honest man will nourish, «,!,It ri , , r, . , . . . .** — V —— xuuu I!1U IXVUlinil,

With his cash and helping hand, 
Every fakir that will face him

In a dimly lighted room, 
And will kiss and then embrace him

As a loved one from the tomb, ' 
It is useless for a spirit

With the truth its only phase, _ 
To come back; they will not hear it, 

In these misty, duping days.
Men are blindly true and trusty 

Who will swallow- every pill
That is white aud sweet and crusty, " 

Whether well or whether ill, 
For some pills are very bitter 

When tlie coathig melts away;
So the fakir to the sitter, ~ ‘ 

In tlie night and in the day, 
Would impress him with the notion 

That his friends in spirit-land 
Cari come back across tlie ocean 

With a warm-like human hand.
Men there are so unsuspicious 

That a blanket and a post - 
At a seance are delicious,

As a kindred holy ghost;
Men who hold the cause so dearly 

That.tlie false is just as good, 
As tlie true when seen as clearly, 

And as true is understood. ’ 
These are marked as “fakir peaches,” 

Witli a blush of golden red, 
And the gang of human leeches 

From their substance is well-fed.
There's no doubt about the power 

Of a spirit to return. ,
Or their presence any hour, 

But the power to discern
'Twixt a spirit and a dummy 

Lies with man, his mortal eyes.
And the fakir Who is chummy " 

Easy dupes the Chummy wise, 
All the friends With kindly feeling 

On.this green and fertile soil, 
Cannot stop- the fakir stealing 

■ From these honest men of toil.

“0! Noblest, Purest Soul, that is within us! Lift up 
thy voice in contemplation and sincere aspiration to lofty 
ideals! May the inspiration which is ineffable fill our
hearts while we dwell together as brothers of the great 

I human family! We-do not pray to an external Deity!
While we are conscious of the God within, we do not ask
forgiveness or supplicate mercy from external agencies; 
rather do we seek to express in our lives and conduct the- 
Deity that compasses us!■ We do not look for help and 

I sustenance from imaginary powers that are the creations 
of our own minds, but rather to the unfoldment and. beau
tifying of pure and truthfill lives, tlyit men mav sav that 
we-haveGod within us! We do not attempt to define thl-' 
infinite, or set bounds to the omnipotent, but we rejoice 

I to say with'the Psalmist, of old; ‘the heavens declare the 
glory of God and the firmament showeth forth his handi-' 
work.’ .

“0, thou creating Father! The work of thy magnifié 
cence and the grandeur of thy powerful will overwhelms 
and astounds our perceptions! Everywhere do we feel, 

I thy presence and thy mighty power, but we.can neither, 
comprehend nor understand! 0! beautiful and solemn 
hour of heavenly peace! We now feel the ‘touch of a 
vanished hand!’”

Turning toward the casket containing the mortal re
mains of his wife and stretching forth his hand, the 
doctor said: K

“Let thy soul walk softly in thee, like a saint in heaven 
unshod, alone in silence. For to be alone is to be alone; 
with God!”

Then, turning, he said:
“I, C. W. Burrows, Kelpa of Court Detroit, No 1, Order 

of Bhagavat-Gita, declare ' the same closed. Together, 
Bhagavats! Attend the vibrations!” ’

Then came .the vibrations. The Bhagavats clapped 
their hands thrice, saying; - ?

“We send these vibrations forth throughout the length 
and breadth of thé world, to'the blessing of humanity 
and all true Bhagavats, wherever found. Ainen.” :

It were bettór if sòme people- During this Bhagavat ceremonial the Bhagavats wore"
Had remained with church and creed “ aPron bearing-the mystic letters E. K. K., the meaning - 

'.Neath a heav’nwnrd pointing steeple, of which none but members of the order are aware The' 
'Where the Lord fills every need; . 1 -----------. ... -------------------------------------------------

Where tl>e.thoughts are ever planted 
In the verdant'human mind,

Abvays taken as ’tis granted
From-the blind unto the blind; ,

I apron comprises three colored stripes of silk, one of red/ 
one of blue and one of yellow.

A tall wax taper was lighted at the bier after a'hymn, 
called “Not Lost, but Gone Before,” was sung by Mrs’- 
Turner, and a similar apron was placed on the casket. 
One of the members of the order handed him a red flower,B 

I symbolic of physical life. This he placed at the foot ol’ 
the deceased. A blue flower, symbolic of mental life, he, 

I placed upon her brow. 'A ydlpw flower, symbolic ofii 
spiritual life, he. placed at the breast.. With a pair of* 

I scissors lie then cut the apron on the casket, the red'from4 
the blue, the blue from-the yellow, the act symbolizing, 
life’s work, interrupted and uncompleted. . .. c 

I Rev. Robert Bird, formerly presiding elder of the Meth-’’ 
I odist Episcopal Church, eighty years of age, who married4 
1 Dr: and Mi's. Burrows, delivered a brief address, saying/ 
I that amongst the mofct pleasing memories of his life were- 

those when, he went amongst his youthful days to the: 
sunny slopes of a romantic lake -38 or forty years ago,’ 

.■„. -i. when he was occupied in ministerial life. ' . .
E. M® LL D? ® A trmy 7 ther®see a where 1 was callcd.upoh to
great wdrk of a- master mind, and one P- orm marnaSe ceremony. I ain pleased to say 
whom.- Spiritualists should -delight to that he who stood as bridegroom upon that occasion now'- 
honor- Tb®. -Mt-W W of . deep stands here as the husband of that beautiful presence that 
¡«Th" ”5* XSihn’ I“ted liie- i«»»»a ■»», k«t i

and made amenable to the well-being of believe .the blessing 1 then pronounced upon that-occasion- 
humanity: Medieai men especially, and KwUm ■ - -
scientists, general waders and students

Where within life’s mighty battle 
There is nothing else to do

But be driven like dumb cattle, 
Ever faithful, ever true. . -

A-reformlhg institution
That pt'et'ends to rid the race

•Of Its bondage and pollution. ; ,- • 
‘ Superstition and disgrace, ..'

That does not begin internal ■ 
To so, renovate the world • '

Of 'arcrime so fbtil, infernal,
■It sbould never have unfurled 

StieliSa banner o’er the nation
Or. have flashed Its beacon light 

O’er.tlie capyas.of creation; .
"We have found the Iruth-the right’ 

, . DR T. WILglNS.

has been fulfilled in every degree.”.

'\aui 8 self-sustaining society, founded on 
I?6 basic principles of the spiritual phllosoobv? T??“*“'0 ii lu THE PROGRESSIVE £“¿^¿1.” 

H furulslics a eysiem of e.-ulullon by internal 
growth! not the old cupaml pitcher Sunday-school t hat someth ne tn inter,... „„ri • •‘-uooi,

Human Culture and Cure
In Ut part«, four paru being already Issued. Prie» 
for each, postpaid, 15 cent«.

Port 1- "TbePbllosopby of Cure,” Including Meth- 
odüüiid lubtruiucuts. °

e*18“8 buuday-íchuul. “Tho -Principle« of Light and Color' la In every ro-
1 ber aí' ° everT fp?ct ln“tl:rl>’'8tul 'Human Culture ahd Cure' appear.J 71; ■ “* iw suiuivouauu aavmap every mein- ber, aud thofio who are moat active iateachfiSa?fl 

the ones who learn most. •' ”/“wwngwo

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and /or conductlnir the 
eoelcty when eetublhUed. ’ • - ♦

It baa Golden Chain Recitations: the prettiest ¿onei Sf 1W°«8efi; a sS-viue for a' ffl

lUmeumry rutaieto1'“8 ■“««‘W. «HU'Mr- 
Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 

l™ ?h “ ,iclr°wa iamlllesi others hive bSiL 
twoorthieefflinllea together, while larpe'fiodatla! CUt thelycLuui phtfurni/’oncl found

Merest in thh ficlMust-ructko method. '
Do not wait for a "missionary" to come IO your m* 

™UzUCC,i^utoi the inatter yourself,, pro« 
euro copies of the GUIDE, end comminco with the •few or many you find interested; ’*U0Ul'0 “*e

Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, count workanSWBr auestI°“8 Wtafclng J if- 

W“ S' THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is BO oonti, post- 
cb^ges puld byrecelrer? Wro.»,

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
_____________BERLIN HEIGHTS, q,
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

Part II. ‘-Marriage, fiexua) Development and So
cial Upbuilding."

"The usual heavy volumes Issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa
tion that IsIncludedlnDr.Babbitt'swork."—Progress
ive Thinker. *

Parts 111 aud IV in one volume, u.fio, postpatd.- 
Covers wonderful ground, including Mental Science 
Phreno-PLyalognouiy, Psycbometry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for tho first time); Clairvoyance, Nervous 
I orce; Insanity, etc. . !

Health and Power.
“Worth its weight in diamonds.’' Price, Cloth, 25cts.
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, ItlOi 

•. . paper 60c. .
No work upon the aamo subject has ever exceeded 

in interest this book of almost Inestimable value. F 
J. Wflbourn, M. D., says: “I have read several works 
some of which are worth their weight In gold, such a? 
those written by Enes Sargent, G. B. Stebbins. Mark 
King, etc., but Babbitt's Religion, in some respects 
far transcends them all.”—Spiritual Offering. ‘

For sale at this office.

ot occult forces will flnfl instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound ¡boo^, strongly bound, and con
taining ■ beautiful illustrative plates. 
Forisale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
15. It Is a'wonderful work and yon 
wlIJ be delighted with

■ Rev. Reed -Stuart asked who there was blessed in .mar
ried life who had not seen the eternal in ihe light of his 
wife’s eyes. - - ■ .

“When I visited this home yesterday.’? he said, “I at 
once recognized that there was no need of consolation 
from a Minister in, a hojiie of this'kind, where there is so

•’•‘Honor thy father and tliy mother!” Not because they 
wat^ied over, protected and provided for you during the 
peppds of helpless childhood and youth; but that the 
days of the chosen people might be prolonged after they 
reached the Promised Land. No duty enjoined on the 
basis of filial love, but respect to parents recommended 
on^V to secure mercenary reward. Neither the ancient 
Jews nor the remorseless God they worshiped, possessed 
the vaguest conception of conjugal or filial love.

The command to observe the Sabbath was given for the 
reason that “in six days God created the heavens and the 
eai'ih, and rested on tjie seventh.” Every schoolboy 
knows that the earth was not created in six days, but was 
formulated by the slow process of evolution covering a 
jieribd of many millions of years. Wherein is the con- 

by. Justice of teaching our children these glaring 
iaUefioods so contradictory to the established truths of 

iseience?
' “THOU SHALT NOT KILL.”r , i
■ The word kill is ambiguous and has a wide range of 

■ meaning and application. Christian commentators con
tend that isolated passages of the Holy Bible are not to 

■ be taken in an absolute sense, but their meaning is to be 
ascertained by comparing them with other jiassages rele
vant to the subject being considered. As the command 
not to kill is vague and indefinite in its application; we 
may be better able to arrive at its true meaning by com
paring it with other commands emanating from the same 
specific, divine source. Directly after writing in thun
ders on Mount Sinai, “Thou slfalt not kill,” the God of 
'Abraham, Isaac and Jacob—the Christian’s “Heavenly 
Father,”-became frantically jealous and angry because his 
chosen people indulged in a little tcrpsichorean calf 
.Worship, and he promulgated the following command, 
avliich can properly be called the Eleventh Command
ment, only it was given at the base of Sinai instead of on 

"its summit: “Put every man his sword by his side and go 
. in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp and 
slay every man his brother, and every man his companion 
and every man his neighbor.” This gracious command 
of. the Christian’s “Heavenly Father,” was jjromptly ex
ecuted by the Hebrew preachers, and three thousand 
brothers, companions and neighbors, were murdered in 
cold blood. A third command promulgated by the Chris
tian’s “merciful God,” in regard to killing, is still more 
emphatic: “Go ye after him through the city and smite. 
Let not your eye spare, neither have ye pity. Slay utterly 
both old and young, both maids and little children and 
woman.” What a command from a God whose '“Tender 
mercies are over all his works.”

Both Joshua and Saul were commanded by Israel’s God 
to “slay both man and woman, infant and suckling.” In 
the light of these specific and bloody mandates, we are 
led to believe that the translators have made a grave mis
take in rendering the Fifth Commandment “Thou shalt 
not kill,” when it should read: Thou shalt kill, slay and 
destroy wherever and whenever opportunity offers. This 
latter version would be in strict keeping with other 
commands above quoted, and also.wth the examples of 
the ancient Jews and modern Christians.

■ -The Tenth Command schedules the wife with the 
'goods and chattels of the husband and gives a positive 
reepgnition to human slavery. Parson Brownlow, during 
iiis.qiscussion with the Bev. Pryne before the war, re- 
fcrqial to the Ten Commandments to prove the rightful- 
ne^.Jand divinity of slavery, and did so to the utter dis- 
coffjiture of his religious antagonist. Christian husbands
desjftus of disposing of their wives to the highest bidder, 
lav^ever referred to the Bible in general, and to the Ten 

Commandments in special, to prove that wives were sim- 
flyimerchantable commodities. The Rev. Josiah Strong 
in the; “Nation” (5th page), states that in’the fifteenth 
yeqiyof the- present century, thirty-nine wives were sold 
afguct ion in Smithfield, Eng., by Christian husbands, 
and tlie solemn protests of these unfortunate victims of 
JhHstian theology were silenced by authority of Levitical 
^’find Sinaitic command, proving the wife to be a 
dmUel owned by and subject to the will and convenience 
of thor divinely- constituted master; for is it not written 

“thaVnod cursed Mother Eve and said: “Thy desire shall 
be unto thv husband and - ■

. HE SHALL RULE OVER THEE.”

.Lhave always held the Christian’s God and the Christian 
husband in utter detestation for cursing woman, and also 
I'he religion that makes such an unnatural outrage pos
sible.. ", > WARREN SMITH,-

■ ’ •■: ; (To be Continued.) ' ' . - •
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tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
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' LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. i
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ARCANA OF NATURE.
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SPIRIT-WORLD.
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THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
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RflOK^ by Carlyle Petersilea, 
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The Discovered Country—$1, ’

A narrative of tho personal experiences in splrlt-Hft 
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Mary Anne Oarew-Oloth, $1. a
Experiences of the author's mother In splrlt-llfe.

Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1. : :
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Oceanidea—Paper Cover, 50 cts.
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Healing, Causes and Effects. '
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The Spiritual Body Real.
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physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c. ;

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.'" 
By CoL R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, SI.

MAN THE MICROCOSM. ’
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Giles B, Stebbins. Price, lOo.

$4

THE PSYCHOGRflPH
-OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This Instrument is »ubstantlally the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In his early investigations 
In it» improved form tt has been before the public for 
more than «even yoari, and In the hands of thousand, 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan 
ehette. and all other Instrument« which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
ana correctness of the communication« received hr 
It« aid, and ae a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wUh to inmUgate SpirUuaHsm?
Do you wUh to denetop MedtumsMpf 
Do you deotro to receive Communications?

The Psychograph 1« an invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full direction« forth«'

Formation of Circles and Cultivation ■ 
of Mediumship.

relli,n8trJinlwho were EOt aware of 
their mediumlitlc gift, have, after a few cJttlng*. 
rtrt?»! delightful meSBagcs. A volume
might be fined with commendatory letter«. M«uy 
JI??,,,?5“ with It a« an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them 
eclye«. end became convert« to Spiritualism. 
cAm^X-B.’.KdwaJaa’ Orl$,nL N.V.. write«: “I had

r?;?aeon< (br J110 T«rcliogt»Ph) from many 
cven ir?m ?Id ««tier» Who»c grave- 

bXeS¿5?. “°'8.'5ro"Mn tbe °Id Fard. They have 
RnTii?».9.88tl,r8Ct°rr. and proved to me that Splr- 
Idr.n trne' and the communication» have
k!..C?‘5°g»««« comfort In the »everesl 

n.1 i.-?_haS of ,05< daughter, and their mother." 
whoa8 writing» have made his wSw.f£v!l!S 40 ‘il?aB '«crested In psychic matter«. 

5S£..R<0,-!?y™! 1 am much Pleased with the Psy- 
HnngT.aL , 14 *8 TeI7 ‘taple In principle and construe-

aiS. «“re mn‘t be far more .rensIUve to «plr- 
!rrn=^w»Br tllsn °oe now In me. I believe It will

‘attCr k“ “P^or
Seeunty packed, and sent postage paid, from 

tne manufacturer, for $1.OO. Address/

HUDSON TUTTLE,
• Berlin Height*. Ohio-

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
AND — . '

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE,
. ‘'Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
2nd die Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D! Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. - Paper cover 15cepts. 
For sale at this office.
■- “Karezza. Ethics of _*iiCe x>. Stock* I commonsen»e, The ori»i«,.Bight» or-Man. etc
tun, M. Da _ Price, $1. it «ne ftt thi) office» 1

^2Sl‘.,b,£Sa? inlercBtlng praenteUon at a mort 
taportant buMccu Every SpIntttaUBt and every in« 

__________________Spiritual« ism should have this excellent book, Ita value la reo« 
ognlzed and acknowledged all over tin WteH pmca. cloth. IU -For aale at this offioK ™TT.*"c7

PAINE’S POLITICAI WORKS,

Tfiÿt

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized - 

F°“k•}«. “la- By Henry M. Taber. With a preface ■ :'i 
work° ' Kt'bert G- Iukers°ll. Cloth, SI. A valuable •

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experience! of Samuel Bowlee in the ■ - d 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through tho hand' J 
of Carrie E. S. Twiug, Paper, 80o. - ;
Studies in the Outlying Fields of I 

Psychic Science.
To which la added Spiritual Phenomena: now to'ln- ■ ' 
yestlgate their various phases; how to form circle« 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test or genuine . mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. b L ’
ha^rp^e^cTJÆ: E''c’>'BP|rl’ual<84 »how

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND ‘ 
AND WITHIN. .

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying. “Man. ; ; I 
J !al4 ”e.lef Jle-”, An excellent «election, cï ■ J Ited and compiled by Glle» B. Stebbins. Cloth,«!. I 

A Few Words About the Devil, I
And Other Essays. I 

. ®T.Çh.arl?a Bradl8"?h.-. With the Story ot hl« life I 
ai told by himself. And the history of bls parllamen« z- 1 tary struggle. With portrait. Paper. 50c. ■ ■" ?; I
Your Killing Planet Discovered I 

by Astrology. .' I
.,B7 Brer. G. W Cunnlogham. Devoted to the «tttdy I of Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c. z ' I

THREE SEVENS. \ 
ttkVth^HCSeticn^K^

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's Inter
national Congress, Chicago. HL, OctobeM1893. By 
Suuu H. Wlxon. price, 10c.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

_Pl_Mr«. Dr. Hu!burt. On the pre.ent «tatua of 
woman, nhyalcally, mentally, morally and iplrttually. 
¿2Ldlaw of lrua harmonlal marriage, etc. 
a nee, ivo. - ' ■

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PAET II. 
n?.Usdg^K,nR.I,ro^liet8 and Apostles. Comments 
on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright spier, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as * history of tho begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sis- 
lets 4,8 Pages, 16 Illustrations. Including portraits of 
i® History or the Hydesville rappings,
««relatedby eye-witnesses; remarkable ahd well-at
tested manifestations; the “exposures," etc. Hand
somely bound tn cloth, But few copies remaining, 
paid STuT W1" "n'1 bM,£

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Cant«. Very thoughtful and lnterc«tlng. 
1 aper, 25c,'• •

Interviews with spirits.
A real visit with friends on the other side of life, 

.f-ida laminar talk. By spirit Samael-Boules*. Car
ried-.. b. TMng. inffilium.

Old Testament Stories Comically 
- Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, 41; cloth, 41.50. 
Heston is Inimitable. . .

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Mnrryat An tutcremnctcconnl onh" <
»utbor »spirit»« experiences. Paper, to-.;cloth r’ ■' •

miUMlSTICEXPERIENCES
- OF JOHN BROWN.
TheModlntn ot the Booties, v:i.h Introduction hr ’’

J. 8. Loveland. This n the history ctonn
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This department is under the manage
.' went of . .

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. -. Full name and-nd- 
diess must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
tbe. name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while J freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-
peeled. HUDSON TUTTLE.

' James Coupland: Q. I attended a 
spiritual meeting last Sunday and tbe 
medium told me many things. I could 
not hear all, on account of my dullness 

• ’ of hearing, and she could not repeat af
. ter she was herself again. What I did 
; hear was that she sawa beautiful green 

path ahead of me, and that she saw a 
death in my family, of a woman. Now 
if this is true prophecy, can we not by 

■ ' fare avert the death as the woman re-
Cerred to is in good health? I ask this 
as it is not every man, especially when 
out of work, has a dollar or more to 
pay a medium.

A. The “prophecy” has the ear-mark_ 
of tbe old “fortune-teller's” trick of pre^ 
supposing domestic infelicity, and 
pleasing the fancy by making the ven
hire of death, and then “bright days,” 

- "green paths,” thereafter. Those who 
place the least credence in such chaff 

' . are greener than any paths they will 
■find in the future. And yet even if 

" such "tests" or fortune-telling are 
scorned they will have an influence ■ 
on thought and. life. To give such com
munications whereby a great deal of 

■ unhappiness must be caused, is little 
■ less than criminal. Surely no good and 

wise spirit would utter such prophecies, 
unless there was some surpassing need, 
and gain to the recipient. If this cori'e- 
spondent ean forget this “communica- 
lion,” and its victim can forget, It will 
be flip best for them to do so. They 

' should'place no more credence in it 
• than on the whim of seeing the moon 

over tbe left shoulder. When such talk 
' passes for spirit communication, we 

ought not to be surprised that the law 
■ suppressing the fortune-telling fakir is 
• made to extend to mediums.

It is the duty of all to obey as far as 
they are able, the laws of health, and 
avoid everything tending to disease. 
Having done this, they can do no more. 
To constantly plan how to avoid danger 
will produce a mental state which will 

-bring on the disaster which it is ¡sought 
to avoid. ’

, i-.. " _ . .. ~~~.. , .. .J. B. Rockwell; Q. Can you give we 
more light on the subject of life, whlcli 

- I lind thus treated in “Applied I’hyslol- 
' -bgy,” by Frank Overton, M. p„ page 38. 
-Source of Life. “In the oxydation and 
reconstruction of animals and plants no 
new life is created.. Lifeless material 
Isendowed with life already living, and 
in its time the new material imparts 

»--life. Life continues the same through

tune reYfUyalh opposite directions from
M8 beeU otten brought 

ta\he theV&l’1'in0U1‘taWe ‘)bJeetl0U8 

who advocated the theory ex- 
• plained the apparent objection In a 
manner acceptable to those who have 
gneu it unprejudjeed । thought. This 
question is treated at length lu “Area
rows: Ntt,UIC’” VoL W- «5, as fol-

*JÌe Phenomena resulting 
ttei'eutly formed rings are obvi 

0Ub- (1.-e., the rings thrown from a 
rotating nebulous mass have different 
forms according to size of that mass.) 
Zones thrown from a large and nearly 

spherical mass would be shaped like a 
Harp, having very much tlie greater di
ameter at right angle with the plane of 
rotation, while a zone thrown from a 
smaller rapidly rotating spheroidal 
mass, would have its greater diameter 
corresponding with its plane of rota
tion. In the former ease the resulting 
planet would have a slow rotation; and 
from the small difference between its , 
interior and exterior portions, a retro
guide rotation might be established.... 
Uranus is.of small size compared with 
the next interior planets, Jupiter and 
.‘i;.1.1.1?;» i'?om flie vastness of its orbit, 
1, jb-,000,000 miles, the zone from 
which it was produced must have been 
extremely slender; in consequence 
there would be little difference between 
the.veiocitles of its internal and external 
portions. Henee-the direction of rota
tion of tlie planet would be but stigliti v 
influenced by that cause, and we find 
it Is nearly perpendicular to the plane 
of its orbit, (exactly the inclination of 
hs axis is less than Half a degree.) 
Y hile Saturn’s orbit is only one-half 
the diameter of Uranus’ its size is eight 
times greater. r lienee its genetic zone 
must have had a considerable breadth, 
and in consequence the planet has a di
rect rotation differing from Its plane of 
ttanslatl.on by thirty degrees.”

This explanation ppplies; with equal 
force to Neptiiile, in which the condi
tions were nearly identical with those 
of Uranus. , •

■ Mrs. R. : . Q. Do the spirits independ
ently take' up the trumpet with their 
spiritual forcé and speak through it, or 
is it taken up by the medium?

A. If the latter explanation be taken, 
the manifestation is at its best only au- 
tomatlc control of the medium, and not 

it claims to be. The conditions 
should be such as to render It impossi
ble for the medium to assist. He should 
not be secured with ropes which may 
be easily slipped, but with the finest 
thread that will break if there is anv 
movement.

Unless the spirits directly use the 
trumpet, as it is claimed they do, the 
manifestation Is an imposition. All test 
conditions should be made in reference 
to tlie establishment of this direct 
power.

“Research”: Q. 1 have recently read 
of a ease of what is called “spontane
ous combustion” of the human body. 
Can this be true?

A. There is not a single instance of 
■the “spontaneous ebnibustion of the 
body” on record that was observed with 
that care which is essential for its cre
dence. The human body, which is al
most three-fourths water, is among the 
most difficult bodies to burn, and even

all tho changes of the body, although 
note single, particle of the .original ..

'bbojy' remains. The body is but•• the every law of science.
: hoilse in whlcli life resides, The orlg-  , .

'Ai

Inal source of life Itself has never been 
found. The Bible gives the only 
known origin of life. See Gen. 1:11, 12.”

A. The problem of.life has been one 
of the most mysterious and perplexing 
to tlie student of nature. To accept 

. God as the Final Cause, as suggested, 
Js the easiest, and at once silences all 

' other explanations. To this problem, 
however, such a solution is the prattle 
of a child. It is always understood, 

' chut all that eannot be’ explained by the 
operation of known forces, is to be re
ferred to God.

The term life as used by Dr. Overton 
Is so vague that it has no meaning, and 
hence Ills attempted explanation leads 
to darkness. Confessedly he knows 
nothing about the subject, but courage
ously sets himself at defining and ex
plaining as though he we.re a master.

We speak of life in a broad and unl- 
verbal sense, and with a meaning quite 
distinct from life as manifested in an 
Individual being. Of the universal life, 
the spirit authors of "Origin of Man,” 

< thus speak: "What is it? It is the tur
moil of- elemental forces, the rush of 
storms, the crash of ocean, the sparkle 
of sunlight, the whirl of worlds; for 

, what Is called Inorganic matter is really 
organic, and suns and worlds are glob
ules floating in the great arteries of 
the universal system....We call these 
manifestations life, for they correspond 
to the life of a living being. It is a gi- 
gantle exhibition of Identical forces, 
concentrated and individualized, but 
dwarfed in ourselves.”
• As gravitation expresses Itself by the 
moulding of eosmle vapor into worlds 

- nnd suns, and balanced systems, re- 
• lated unchangeably in size, density, ro- 

tntlon and revolution, the next great 
. principle of matter, through plasinlc 

matter expresses Itself in living beings, 
and by evolution reaches upward from 
the protozoa to man.

■ ' .' There are worlds and suns because 
matter under the law of gravitation

• can become in equilibrium only as ag- 
gregnted into solar systems. There are 
living beings because they equally are 

. expressions of the life forces of prlnci- 
pies.
: Looking at tlie tree of life as it stands 
at'presenL” the author quoted sees no 
beginning, or source. If he would think 
along evolutionary lines, he would find 

■ .that life as expressed In man came in a 
long past age-from lower form, and this 
again from lower, until at last the low
est organic Jieiug was reached, and be- 

-y.ond tills he-would find ' protoplasm 
/matter not organized into a living be- 
lug, but capable of being thus organ

. ized. Here lie would find the “source" 
-Of life. .

The talk about “new life created,” 
, .“lifeless-material,” etc., shows a mind 

dominated by the old and obsolete 
'• methods of thought. The body is not 

only /‘the bouse In which life resides;” 
It. is the complicated machine by which 

. tt.Js evolved, sustained and individunl- 
ized. •;,' ‘ .

;.. J. G. Leathers: Q. As your ’ answer 
•; to. any. question on telepathy is so very 

. satisfactory,. I-am induced to trouble 
--you further by asking another. My pet 

_:. Utudy is a stronomy and. I 'could' never
-'Understand why the satellites of Uranus 
«tad: Neptune revolve in an opposite di- 
.rection from all the other satellites in 
the solar system. Do these planets re- 

;>-yolve iu the saine’dlrectlon’as their sat-
■ellltes?- If the nebular theory be true, 

: ought not all the members of a solar
• system revolve In the same direction?

• .A. • It is essential to the maintenance 
Of the nebular theory of the creation, 

- -that all its members from central sun 
to remotest attendant move'as im
pelled by the primary impulse: That 
the four moons of Uranus and the one 
discovered of the several moons of Nep-

Ml

HAND OF THE “DEAD.” íreiíeet a conception of spiritual life and our relations to
+i)< «if« r ' ’' “U v ^rorouui. J. XXV CLUU VMX 1V1UUU11B W
rßf TL5 The work, of. tlie minister is not needed here’

was asked to come, and, of course, I came."• ••• —— ./.a. i wub utiuea lo come, ana, oi course, 1 came.
A Well Known Doctor Recognizes the Han'cfi/- Kindly Light,” followed, and the

of His Wife* fa“closed "llh the be^iciion.

THE SPIRIT OF HIS WIFE HAS COMMUNICATE^ 
WITH HIM—STRIKING FUNERAL SERVICES^ 
IT WAS CONDUCTED UNDER THE RITUAL OgJ 
THE BHA- GAVAT-GITA, AS RELATED BY THE? 
DETROIT (MICH.) JOURNAL. !iy
Since the death of Mrs. Mary A. Burrows at 2 o’clock!'

Friday morning, her husband, Dr. C. AV. Burrows, says 
has had three manifestations from her in the spirit warld,j 
and that his daughter, though not herself a Spiritualist;, 
has also received continual manifestations from her’ 
mother. ’ ' ri • -

dw - ■ • —— ■ «»»•..i ——— . .

' THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Arid the Sermon on the Mount, Subjected 

to Free Criticism.

. l?uPien ^ie devotees of the Christian Church find t-hem- 
se;fe- powerless to defend the sickening and offensive 
contradictions, errors and immoralities of the Bible in 
general, they take a last stand behind the Ten Command-

“On the night of her passing away,” said the doctor,.' 
“there was too much confusion, naturally, for the spirit-, 
ual forces io make themselves felt. But Saturday noon, 
whilst I was half slumbering,.she distinctly came to nie. 
I heard her voice in that prolonged but soft ‘Ali-h-h,’ by 
which she was accustomed to call me. I answered, »Yes, 
ma-m'a.’ The voice was not audible, but the manifesta
tion to my consciousness was unmistakable.. . ■ '

“Saturday night I liad another manifestatioii, the same 
prolonged,' softly calling, ‘AhAi-hl’ which used to take me 
to her bedside during her long illness. The consciousness 
this time was much mdi’e .definite. ■

“Last night, Sunday, night, after again calling me, she' 
spoke to nie in that musical voice of hers, sweetly, ,and( 
lowly: ‘Gobd-bye.’" I answered, ‘Good-bye, ma-ma.’ .

“This time the manifestation was much stronger.- T 
distinctly saw her hand, which I know as well as do ybtf 
yours, and I felt her presence. I have prayed that sliq, 
might be made manifest to me in the spiritual world (not: 
to an external Deity), but'I never expected that so soon 
I should receive manifestations. ••

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Do you want to oryanizela society, for tlie 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance, 
ment of the children and adults?

THE PBOMSIW LYCEUM
furnishes all you Leslie, ,

? E,cl,f'£ust«|tilng aoclely, founded on the basic principle« of the aplriiual Bhlloaoohv? rtyÄi? *“ ÏHE PBOQBëssÎVE fvoEuïï.’ 
It furalßbes ft ByB'oni Of ôvulutlou by lnt®rnni 

growth! not tho old cup und pltcbei'Sunday-ßehoai
‘° totere unì Ä™S: &‘S í«1“““*"1'’1“

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR'REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

in*iC?ecI»'e Or^an*zat^on, au4 for conducting the 
society when established. • . wuuWvuug sue

nients and the Sermon on the Mount, and persuade them
selves that these “inspired and God-given” treatises con- ............ .v„.#ulu«>uvu
.stitute perfect lessons'in moral and spiritual ethics; and | KBeeto 
that, they are invulnerable to the assaults of modern in- 
■fidelity. Many of them no doubt are honest in this

tx t r votuunoucu. • •
It has Golden Chula Recitations; tho prettiest 

and inublo; choral responses; a service fop n'BgnJ 
fliJ£erCrf’ .Catorthenlc8; how to make tho badges 

man)' ui uifin jiy uuiujb are noneSL IU mis I ws and banners; marching.'exercises: fuirffi 
ppinion, but are so blinded and .warped in. their moral Uiunenuryruii™etoUni: th0 ’’**•* 
•perceptions by the false education received in the Chris- “r“yeui^^ 

tian home and Sunday-School, that they are utteriy'in- 
capacitated to discriminate between-truth and error, or nfi'ni! l“i?.r?“lu.lhl,'iE<clt'lus!.rl'i:ll,'<llUbtW- : 
...i , . • i .. i ' J I wait lor a “ml661onarvu tn fnin« tn vzxt,«« nnjvhat is right and wrong.

•perceptions By the false education received in the Chris
tian-home and Sunday-School, that they are utterly'in-

• TEN COMMANDMENTS.
.. The Ten Commandments consist of a series of nega
tions that could only be consistently applied to ignorant 
idol worshipers and crimiiials of the lowest type; but are 

■ an insult to persons of even ordinary moral endowment 
.and an average sense of decency. They claim to have 
emanated directly from the god of the Jews' and Chris

tians, who seems to have been in an envious mood and 
'insanely jealous when, as it is said, he inscribed them on

.. “The. spiritual wpj'ld, like the physical, is a horning1 
into life, which takes time and effort to learn and affiliate 
with. Usually manifestations from those who have passed1 
the border are not secured for.some three months. ■

“It is the end we sought; that we strove to attain, I' 
have hopes that in the future she may be materialized tii., 
me in the astral body. Prior to her death for six months 
I had spiritual manifestations that she was going to pass 
away.,. Her last words to me were:. ■■

“‘Lift me up; I am going now.’ . ,
. “She always spoke of her passing away as Rut a Iran-,' 
sition into spirit life. Never did mother’s infant, nfists • 
ling to her mother’s bosom, pass away more peacefully; 
and gently. It was a mere soft breath, like that.of a,■■ 
babe’s, and she had gone. ’'
. “My daughter, too, who is peculiarly susceptible to 
spiritual influence, and who, I am convinced, will make a» ■ 
wonderful medium, though she, herself, is not a Spiritual-9 
ist, has received numerous manifestations of her mother^ jJ 
since her transition.” ' ' ' ,(J £

Every word, every action of Dr. Burrows is that of a<» 
happy man. lie has not the bearing of one who has sus-’ ■ 
tained a great loss. 11

At the funeral of his wife his countenance was radiant;1;', 
his bearing and presence optimistic aud his words to\ 
friends who tendered their sympathy more like one who»' : 
is giving comfort than receiving it. "

A large number of Spiritualistic friends of the deceased,' 
were present at the funeral, which took place from the; 
house, 1057 Warren avenue west. People crowded thd 

,. . . ---- ---------- lawns and walks, and fully a hundred were unable to heaiJ
when saturated with alcohol is impel- ihe service - "
fectly consumed. While there may be -
instances where the/clothes caught lire 
and thus burned the body, that there

The service was conducted by the husband himself, ai>i 
—   ...........— .uv uUu.>, mm uiere a leader in the Spiritualistic circle known as tlie Bha-i
was self-Ignltlon, and the whole body gavat-Geti, or the order of 80. The order was founded 
burned to a crisp, is inconsistent with bv 79 neonle The eightieth is said tn be nn iivviaildni: every law of science. . uy pvuptu mic eignucin is saia to bfi an n),\)b)p^

presence from the spiritual world.' Dr.. Burrows-, is.,tli.q-
’ • • 1 • Kalpa of Detroit CourP-No 1 of the order.

the blindly true and trusty. The Spiritualistic 'services opened with tlie song; 
. .. . ~ ~ “Jerusalem, the Golden,” sung by Mrs. Turner at- the re-
lu these days when frauds can flourish quest of the deceased herself Dr Burrows then nmv<»rl O’er the truth throughout, the land , r 11 ri. m-rscii. ui. nurrous tnen prayed
Aud the honest man will nourish, .TX.'t8,, , , ....................

With his easli and helping hand, ‘ - •-■
Every fakir that will face him

In a dimly lighted room, 
And will kiss and then embrace him

As a loved one from the tomb, ' 
It is useless for a spirit:

With the truth its only phase, „ 
To eonie back; they will not hear it, 

In these misty, duping days.
Men are blindly true and trusty 

Who will swallow' every pill
That is white aud sweet and crusty, 

Whether well or whether ill, 
For some pills are very bitter 

When the coating melts away;
So the fakir to the sitter ~ ’ 

In the nlglit and in tbe day, 
Would impress him with the notion 

That his friends in spirit-land 
Can come back across the ocean 

With a warm-like human hand.
Men there are so unsuspicious 

That a blanket and a post 
At a seance are delicious, 

As a kindred holy ghost;
Men who hold tho cause so dearly 

That.the. false is just as good, 
As the true when seen as clearly, 

And as true is understood. " ..
These are marked as "fakir peaches,” 

With a blush of golden red.
And the gang of human leeches 

From their substance is well-fed.
There’s no doubt about tbe power 

Of a spirit to return, (
Or their presence any hour, '

But the power to discern
’Twixt a spirit and a dummy 

Lies with man, his mortal eyes.
And the fakir who is chummy 

Easy dupes the Chummy wise, 
All the friends with kindly feeling 

On.this green and fertile soil, 
Cannot stop' the fakir stealing 

From these honest men of toil.

“0! Noblest, Purest Soul, that is within us! Lift up 
thy voice in contemplation and sincere aspiration to lofty 
ideals! May the inspiration which is ineffable fill our 
hearts while we dwell together as brothers of the great 
human family! We-do not pray to an external Deity! 
While we are conscious of the God within, we do not ask
forgiveness or supplicate mercy from external agencies: 
rather do we seek to express in our lives and conduct the 
Deity that compasses us!' We do not look for help aud 
sustenance from imaginary powers that are the creations 
of our own minds, but rather to the unfoldment and. beau
tifying of pure and truthfid lives, tlipt men mav sav that 
we-haveOod within us! ■ We do not attempt to define tiff 
infinite, or set bounds to the omnipotent, but we rejoice 
to say with'the Psalmist, of old; ‘the heavens declare the 
glory of God and the firmament showeth forth his handi
work.’

“0, thou creating Father! The work.of thy magnifi
cence and the grandeur of thy powerful'will overwhelms 
and astounds our perceptions! Everywhere do we feel, 
thy presence and thy mighty power, but we: can neither 
comprehend nor understand! 0! beautiful and solemn 
hour of heavenly peace! We now feel the ‘touch of a 
vanished hand!’”

Turning toward the casket containing the mortal re
mains of his wife and .stretching forth his hand, the 
doctor said: v

“Let thy soul walk softly in thee, like a saint in heaven 
unshod, alone in silence. For to be alone is to be alone ' 
with God!”

Then, turning, he said: .
“I, C. W. Burrows, Kelpa of Court Detroit, No 1, Order 

of Bhagavat-Gita, declare the same closed. Together, 
Bhagavats! Attend the vibrations!” ’

Then came .the vibrations. The Bhagavats clapped 
their hands thrice, saying-: -

“We send these vibrations forili throughout the length 
and breadth of the world, to'the blessing of humanity 
and all .true Bhagavats, wherever found. Amen.”

It jwerci better if sòme people' During this Bhagavat ceremonial the Bhagavats wore-
Had remained with church and creed an aPron bearing the mystic letters E. K. K., the meaning- 

’.Neath a heay’nwnrd pointing steeple, of which none but members of the order are aware. The1 
-Where the Lord fills every need: ------- --------- . - •

Whei-q the, thoughts are ever planted
In. the verdant'human mind, 

Abvays taken as ’tis granted
From-the blind unto the blind;

apron comprises three colored stripes of silk, one of red,“' 
one of blue and one of yellow.

A tall wax taper was lighted at the bier after a'hymn/ 
called “Not Lost, but Gone Before,” was sung by' Mrs’- 
Turner, and a similar apron was placed on the casket. 
One of the members of the order handed him a red flower 8 
symbolic of physical life. This he placed at tire foot of.' 

, the deceased. A blue flower, symbblic of mental life, hei 
' placed upon her brow. A yqllow flower, symbolic’ of'i 

spiritual, life, he. placed at. the breast. With a pair of1 
' scissors lie then cut the apron on the casket, the reef from'’ 
• the blue, the blue from’the yellow, the act symbolizing^ 
' life’s work, interrupted and uncompleted. . c

Rev. Robert Bird, formerly presiding elder of the Meth-"» 
odist Episcopal Church, eighty years of age, who inarried' 
Dr. and Mfs- Buriows, delivered a brief address, saying/ 
that amongst the mofet pleasing memories of his life were 
those when, he went amongst his youthful days to the 
sunny slopes of a romantic lake 38 or forty yèars'ago” 

' i-i.« » when he. was occupied; in ministerial, life.- Z C / ;
Ei TL Babbftb'M. D.,' LE. D? tnfiy “I there see a humbie hbme where I was ealledMpbn to- ' 
great-wdrk of .a-master mind, and one the marriage ceremony. I ain pleased to kàÿ
whom.- SpirltuaUsts should -delight fo that he who stood as bridegroom, upon that'occarion.now? ; 
tioDoi*« '‘ThC-.-Tcsult. of ycarâ' of - dceti Iiptp hr Hip TiiirIirtiîI of flipè lipnnfîinl TfmoÀvAÂk"iLLx ■ •»» «w* .» » »4 »msi 

and made amenable, to the well-being’ of believe the blessing I then propounced Upon that- occasion ■ ■ 
humanity. Medical men especially, and i»«o 1»«»«-ii'ilfiliaA »« n™»«-» ' . - - •
scientists, general Aiders and students

Where within life’s mighty battle 
There is. nothing else to do 

But be driven like dumb cattle, 
Ever faithful, ever true.

A-reformlhg institution
That pretends to rid the race 

■Ot Its bondage and pollution.';' 
‘Superstition' anil disgrace, 

That does not begin internal 
To soji’enbratd' the world 

Of'a crime so foul, infernal, 
:It should never/have unfurled 

Sucli 'a banner bier the nation
Or. have flashed its beacon light 

O’er.tliq canvas hf creation;
"Wc have found the truth—the tight’ 

. ..-■ -DR; T. WILRJNS.

has been fulfilled in every degree.”.': . * <
„ „-it «„j r. ------ Rev. Reed -Stuart asked who there was blessed iff mnrri:

ot occult forces will find instruction-of • a w 'La a -. ■ ■ , “-C L ,-Jvgreat value andJnterest A large, four- ned^hfe who had not seen the eternal m the hght of his
. . . .----- , -------- . wife's eyes. ■ : -

“When I-visited this home yesterday.’?'he said, “I at-

tv. fcvuuuM-ruciivo inoibod.
" a-it ior a “missionary0 to come to your aaI distance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro« 

euro copies of the GUIDE, and commence■'& th the 
;ftowor many you find interested; ' ' • 

n»‘i V111!?? I'00i Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
ceorn work?nBW°r 1111 questlou8 PWtafning to ly-

•the tables-of stone. After reminding his chosen people 
that he was the identical god who brought them out of I 

’Egypt, he gave to them the following commands: “Thou I 
..shalt have no .other gods before me.” “Thou shalt not 
make thee .any graven images or any likeness of anything 
.(hat is in tlie heavens above, or that is in the earth be-
•neath. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them or

I Th’K.D TP.eKceum guide is » couth, post 
chm-g^s
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serve them; for I the Lord Qod am a jealous God, visiting STUn|Es in thf nun yima cici nc nr 
the iniquities of the father on the children unto the third- PSYCHIC SCIEN^V " 0F
and fourth generation.” [ ThlB work CBBaya to utilize and explain the vast ar-
( Here the Christian’s God interdicts the manufacture
dhd worship of domestic or home-made gods, and declares! "oi.° Prices ?enu“’splrnu*1 beln,i' Tblrd cdb 
J hat if his people do make artificial deities and prefer I RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI- 
theiil to his august and majestic self, that he will raise 'ENCE.

_ _ _____ to the Gods, out knowledge of the
i t? 1 i j. the world, belief In the divinity of man and! Render, stop for b*8“'y,““,1 progressI toward perfection fo the founda- 

....................... , -i A • i 11 • , , n ,, . ’ „ 1 . do“ of this book. Price, «1.a moment and think on tlie true import of this offensive - . IKI ’~ - >• Lire IN IWO SPHERES. t

particulilr ’ell with their great, great grand-children. 
What a revolting travesty on theqlogy! ri'

'.blasphemy! Tlie so-called supreme author and ruler of | ,B ^«tory the scenes «re Faid oTea'rib’, .nd m the 

J he universe growing insanely icalous ot graven images spiritual philosophy and
and insensate idols, and proposing to appease his deihe arl6C0Uthat subject are answered, priceeoaents.•and insensate idols, and proposing to appease his deifie 
wrath by wreaking his fiery vengeance, not on the guilty 

‘idolator, but on the innocent children of future genera- 
(iions. What an insult to deism and outrage on Reason 
rnnd Justice!
■ ■»••Honor thy father and tliy mother!” Not because they 
watJhed over, protected and provided for you during the 
peppds of helpless childhood and youth; but that the 

■day§ of the chosen people might be prolonged after they 
reached the Promised Land. No duty enjoined on the 
bafeis of filial love, but respect to parents recommended 
on'Iy to secure mercenary reward. Neither the ancient 
Jews nor the remorseless God they worshiped, possessed 
the. vaguest conception of conjugal or filial love.

The command to observe the Sabbath was given for the 
rciisfjin that “in six'days God created the heavens and the 
eai’jh, and rested on the seventh.” Every schoolboy 
knows that the earth was not created in six days, but was 
formulated by the slow process of evolution covering a 
period of many millions of years. Wherein is the con- 
kjs^eijpyoy. justice of teaching our children these glaring 
falsehoods so contradictory to the established truths of

■science?
' ■ “THOU SHALT NOT KILL.”
• 1

1 The word kill is ambiguous and has a wide range of 
meaning and application. Christian commentators con
tend that isolated passages of the Holy Bible are not to I 

: be taken in an absolute sense, but their meaning is to be 
ascertained by comparing them with other passages rele
vant to the subject being considered. As the command 
not to kill is vague and indefinite in its application; wc 
may be better able to arrive at its true meaning by com
paring it with other commands emanating from the same 
.specific, divine source. Directly after writing in tliun- 
ders on Mount Sinai, “Thou slftilt not kill,” the God of 
'Abraham, Isaac and Jacob—the Christian’s “Heavenly 
Father,”’became frantically jealous and angry because his 
chosen people indulged in a little terpsichorean calf 
worship, and be promulgated the following command, 
•which can properly be called the Eleventh Command
ment, only it was given at the base of Sinai instead of on 

"its summit: “Put every man his sword by his side and go 
in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp and 
slay every man his brother, and every man his companion 
and every man his neighbor.” This gracious command 
of. the Christian’s “Heavenly Father,” was promptly ex- I 
dented by the Hebrew preachers, and three thousand 
brothers, companions and neighbors, were murdered in 
cold blood. A third command promulgated by the Chris- 
Ban’s “merciful God,” in regard to killing, is still more 
emphatic: “Go ye after him through the city and smite. 
Let not your eye spare, neither have ye pity. Slay utterly 
both old and young, both maids and little children and 
woman.” What a command from a God whose ’“Tender 
mercies are over all his works.”

Both Joshua and Saul were commanded by Israel’s God 
to “slay both man and woman, infant and suckling.” In 
'the light of these specific and bloody mandates, we are 
led to believe that the translators have made a grave mis
take in rendering the Fifth Commandment “Thou shalt | 
not kill,” when it should read: Thou shalt kill, slay and 
destroy wherever and whenever opportunity offers. This 
latter version would be in strict keeping with other 
commands above quoted, and also wth the examples of 
the ancient Jews and modern Christians.

The Tenth Command schedules the wife with the
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recognition to human slavery. Parson Brownlow, durine 
Ins-qiseussion with the Rev. Pryne before the war, re- Formation of Circlesand OniHvnrir,., v, » v -------------fcrqed to the Ten Commandments to prove the rightful-1 of Mediumship onthfoid•n'd^^’?Xn“ta^^

nes^and divinity of slavery, and did so to the utter dis- ffi'XffiSn. U'v™' ‘b»h™”“t Mi
coAfiture pf his religious antagonist. Christian husbands miibtb? “»««w? Avoiraw me™p«per?wc 81iercrltlc“m’ Thcrc" notaduli
.......................................................... ......................................... '

I 'L™ IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM. |
«iu./.rlen,i’' CT'n lrom 0,11 se«lera wboic grave 1
bSbkrhiv“.0.«'?™?'”ln ‘5® oM 5'"ra' They bave

I BSt!S“5tory. «nd proved to me that Splr-
irtven lrne’ 6nd tbo Communication» hr.veELFhXj A'i tb0*ra»te«t comfort in the «evereit 

nV '’““Rhter, nod their mother."
--------------------- ■>. —-O-; ~J ““xiuouauuo, ’fhose writing» have made bls and the solemn protests of these unfortunate victims'of 1 

Mtian theology were silenced by authority of Levitical 
liitr and Smaihc command, (proving the wife to Bp n veu.J!S^J.!SRnJSeoiienow.,nn,c- ibeiuveitwm------ ---  ----------------------

: chisel owned by and subject to the will and convenience mc,rl“b®?o“oeS°i?n''0 u tcr ”1“ 'n’,=r!or THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE,
of dior divinely constituted master; for -is it not written i’1ip?i'£S,vlC*ni’’ Vnrtb0®sbtfnl«”ainteresting.

thatXSod eureed Mother Eve and said: “Thy desire shall - ~ '-------------------- -- ------------ -
be unto thy husband and ■ • HUDSON TUTTLE,. INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. “

■ HE SHALL RULE OVER THEE” —:-------- --------- »eight*, qmq- A""

.¿■have always held the Christian’s God and the Christian PH|| n^flPHY OP SPIRIT1 
husband in utter detestation for cursing woman, and also 11 • UI ; urilll l riBe religion that makes such an unnatural outage pos- -AND- . . i'- i VW 1 CStament Stones Comically

■ * illustrated. .

desyfeus .of disposing of their wives to the highest bidder, 
iav^ever referred to the Bible in general, and to the Ten 

Commandments in special, to prove that wives were sim- 
pljimerchantable commodities. The Rev. Josiah Strong 
in tbe'“Nation” (5tli page), states that in-the fifteenth 
ye^of- the- present century, thirty-nine wives were sold 
at'flMctioh in Smithfield, Eng., by Christian husbands.
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- 'OF JOHN BROWN.



the

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIRRemember to Address

DR. G. E. WATKINS
of spirit return. 470

o’clock. Tea and coffee

BE A CONSULT
l)r.C.E. Watkins

sometimes makes ex-

465

BY SYDNEY FLOWER.
PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE. For

Part

NÖTIGE TO THE SICK.

BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

Ji RS. L. A. SILSBEE.

For

.los K<lj>E-. ßi t H » N A

GRATEFUL LETTERS, Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

er.

BEAR IN MIND.
In

Toi

BY MOSES HULL,
: BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

aesaotauthor. Price, 10cents; teteHecoMMformiO.

CAMPBELL BROS.
View Spiritualist Union 
Sunday evening at 7:45 In

Stanton’s usual trenchant style, 
gale at this office. Price*10 cents.

Passed to higher life 
in Elgin, ill,, on Nov.

all who love to study nnd think, 
gala at this office. Price 25 cento, 

•■Human Culture and cure.
First. The Phllosophy of Cure.

per at six 
served.

The Lake 
meets every 
Wells’ Hall,

[Obituaries to the extent ot teu Unes 
only will be inserted free.]

from hls home 
Ki, Mr. Josiah

Walter I.JUI1.

Vt.. officiated.
STELLA B. DRAPER.

STOMACH TROUBLES
Can be Cured. Consult at once 

I^K. C. E. WATKINS.

Peterboro. N. H„ Notz 5, 1898. 
Good Dontor:—Medicine received. Advance' Humane Education 

in All Its Phases,

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound-for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

As a Spiritual Healer She Hafi 
No Equal.

"THE LYCEUM.”

Mrs. Baade

Slate-Writers, Seances and LIi'e-Siz.ed 
Portraits.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of CbrlrtlanltyF By George Jacob 
Holyoake. Thia la a moat-valuable contribution to 
Freetliou&ht literature. Bound In piper with <ood 
Hkenes» of author. Priqe,.10 cenU; twelve copiea 
forlLOT.

With Iier Magnetized Herbs up 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

fight.
When the regiment came back all 

guns and swords were blaek,

Mi's. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
f,,Om |OC|! OfLalr *U<l<18te 

or blrtb. 11.00 and stamped envelope. 88 30th at., Chi- 
c*go, ill,

ùours verv truly, -
MRS. 1). C. FULLER.

THÊ HISTORICAL; JESUS 
(id By<3er*^ ynw.-W çogSf,

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an InresUg-xlon o> Tn;» 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and eoninirte cd*, 
tion, from new plates and new typo: 186 Dm. no» 
8ro, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, so conf' । L

ley of Lester, 
MRS.

Inui-pendent Slate and Paper Writing dally. Se
ances In a well lighted room Sunday aud Wednesday 
evenings at 8o'clock. Spirit Portrait work a special 
ty. Art parlors open 4 to 5 p m. dally. Seudstumpror 
circular. 654 West Adams st., Chicago. 411.

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 

FREE. ’

Clairvoyant and Occult Seer, 
WM. MARUGG

Will give Test Readings for a HmUcd time for 10c, to 
cover postage and paper.

Correctly Answered.
SIX QUESTIONS answered tor 2.4c and date ot 

birth. Classes In occultism, character reading and 
clairvoyance and healing. Circular tor stamp. Box 
942, Pomona, call. 471 '

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

Prophetic Reading
And Astrological Forecast, with good and evil Iran- 
e.tsfor’99; alio a copy of “Tho Path to Power/’ Send 
date of birth aud 11.00 to

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
74S North Park are., Chicago, in.

, 1029 Qlark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
406 Mass. Av.,~ Rostan, Mass.

.No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.

BIEJLE OF BIBLES.
ByKeneyGraveo. It will well pay perusal. fttoetXW

sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of

C an be Cured. 
V rite to 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Hotel Palmeraton, iu6 Maas, ave., Boaton, Maas.

Address an Mail to ' "

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.x

THE VOICES. .
r By Warren Sumner Barlow. Tho Voice« contain 

poem» o! remarkable beauty and force. They are 
moat excellent. Price »1.09. ’

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world for the tihfoldiiici-t of nil 
splrhtml powers, injycbonirtry. dalnovnnce. tnunlra- 
(lull, healln»;. lìliuuIn.iiLni. For term-. < !rcular> 
purcentnge of psyciiluiil power, send u r-tamped ad 
(Irecaed envelope to «J. F. (íkcmhink tnit(h<«r and 
lecturer», 3M Lunglcy «ir., tint ;t, Chicago.

................. , . (Including Methods and instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in
structive nnd valuable work. It should

G. E. WATKINS, M. D„
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Those Who Are Sick and Discour* 
aged, Write Us and Per

haps We Can Help .
You.

OPIUM— ■ W ■ Stopped at once
A MByer-ralling, harmless and permanent home 

cure. Trial treatment frae on request.
Dr. L C. Hoffman, 445 Isabella Bldg.» Chicago, ill.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. Tho url* 
gin of religions, and their influence upon the mental 
development of the human race. TransoriM at tbs 
request of • band of ancient DbfloeQDteii. Price 
10 cents.

of Man." Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, tw-Mjniwoi 
Earadsfc See J5 genti, A ' ’

God in the Constitution.
By Bobert G. Ingersoll. One öt the beat Paper« Colo-

BE A I CONSULT 

«Dr.G.E.Wai»
406 Muss. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Mnchtbattsia-lMf book appeared In an abridged 
form in a series of nine ■full pages of Tub I’kogreff- 
i7m Thinkke« These articles were prepared at tbe 
call of hundrtds of Spiritualist« who felt tbe need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work. -

BT ttooers u. ingersoii. uue 01 uae oeai papers Colo» ?aDy ,nel'Ingersoll ever wrote. In piper cover, with like* . ?Ji? ©f SSfni*nd.eftch ono.it

DR. J. SWANSON, 
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And hls Spirit Band treat all kinds of disease, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many caws where medicine has fulled. Tes
timonials from all part« of tho United States Send 
stomp for circular« and terms, etc. K2t> Clinton »ve
nue, Minneapolis. Minn. 472

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR ...

A CONCORDANCE
To the prlnetpat pamgn of the Old and .Vrw 

Testament ßeHptnree which proee 
oi* imply SplrUuaUem;

Together with » brief history of the origin of m«nv .4 
the Important book, ot the Bible.

, from fl.75. to. gç£ IS1UW& ¿ojrt- 
W. 12 cents. , - V

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED,

-WHEN THE BHGIMENT CAME 
' ' BACK.

When the regiment went marcliiug 
down tne street

-To NOT ONLY

BUT THEY

4

L

IMPORTANT!

lta Who May Desire
to Consult 

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
Please Remember 

To Send All Letters to His New 
Office at

406 Mass. Av.,

Hotel Palmerston

DR. C.E. WATKINS,
------- THE--------

FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

Quick Cures!
Small Doses!

, " fiend age. name In full, and two 2-cenl Humps aud 
leading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free,
. qnd tye will try and make tbe price of treatment right 

to you. Homcmber. pleate, that we do not wish to 
take your cnae uulesi you are diaeatlBilcd with your 
present treatment. Do aotusk OUK opinion of this 
doctor or that one. because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
Is allowed to sneak ill of any one or even to «xpress 
in opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do 
not. Tbe day of shotgun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs In large dooes will not be given ten years from 
Dow. We believe in the certainty of medicine aud In 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, Is tbe 
successful physician to-day

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs I

Received by Dr. Watkins 
from Grateful Patients.

■■■■ Dr. C. E. Matkins-- Dear Sir: -I wrote 
you that the soreness was all gone out 

: of mothers limbs. Bitt I lind a place 
on. the hip, timi is still quite sore yet; 
but site is so much better every way, 
since sho commenced to treat with you.

,V.Ionly wislt that site had seen you soon-

Newfield. N. J.. Nov. 13. 1898.
1)1'4 Wal kins—Dear Sir:-Yotir letter, 

also medicine, came in due time, finding 
me much improved. Your medicines 
are working like a charm. I have not 
had a dlslresscd spell since writing you, 
etc., etc. Fraternally vours.

MRS. J. B. ELLIS.

Osawaiomie. Kaus.. Nov. 3. 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins-Kind Sir:—It is 

■with pleasure that I report to you this 
week. I feel so much better tbtin I did 
when 1 first began your medicine. And 
all of my friends notice the great 
change for the better. They say, “How 
much better you nre looking," etc., etc.

Very Respectfully,
■ MIRANDA FREBECK.

Newport. R. I., Nov. 1.
. Doctor Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am get
ting along nicely; improving all the 
time. Heart beats as regular as a 
clock; no liilcli in pulse; am going to be 
cured, thanks to you.

7 Everett street. T. F. CARTER.

assure you Mr. Nay is now very well. 
We trust you may be as helpful to ail 
your patients as you have been to Mr. 
Nay. With kindest wishes for your sue-' 
cess, I am cordially.yours,

................. MRS. JOHN O. NAY. '

•' •••••• Southvllle, N. Y:, Nov. 9. .
C; E. Watkins, M,.p.-Deaf Slr:-Do 

, not send me any more medicine... ..J: 
. Your treatment has done a great deal 
for me. and if I feel as^ well as I do 

• now, after leaving off your medicine, I 
shall never begrudge you’thel.money I. 
have paid you, for-you have done me 

. more good than all'the other doctors: 
In fact, the most good of any doctor I 
ever employed. If I can help yt>u to 
any patients, I will be very. glad, to do 

*lft«.’- LOTTIE E. NICHOLS..

DETROIT, MICH.
An O.dtime Worker Comes All the uniforms-were blue, all the

Sunday, ^>*rit**iut Meetings in

Forth Again

Many years ago my name sometimes
appeared in tlie Spiritualist papers iu 
.cqunectlou with tlie .spiritual, liberal 
and reform work. But as my efforts 
did not seem to bear fruitage, I with
drew nearly a score of years ago from 
all participation in the work, leaving 
it to worthier hands. But for some 
reason those who were associated with 
nie iu the past seem of late to be 
equally silent with myself. Whether 
they have passed to the beyond or have 
¡dropped out of the work for reaspns 
analogous to my own, I do not kuow. 
The work at least is taken up by new 
hands.

The Spiritual Theosophical Society of 
Detroit, ■under the ministrations of 
Mrs. Nellie S. Baade, has continued its 
meetings regularly for the past seven 
or eight .years. The small hall at No. 
55 Grand River avenue, is well filled on 
Sunday evenings by au audience which 
testifies its interest by the closest atten
tion. Mrs. Baade speaks inspirationally 
and, liucpusclously from subjects sub
mitted by persons in tlie audience, and 
supplements her lectures by clairvoyant 
delineations that are fully recognized 
In ailnipst every case by those in the 
audience to whom they are addressed.

Last Sunday evening .was a “field 
day,” so tb speak, in Mrs. Baade’s meet
ing. The Sunday before, one of the 

.-Metliodist ministers of the city 
preached a sermon abounding in the 
stock abuse of Spiritualism—that Spir
itualism itself was a delusion, its mc- 
iliums fakes, and Its adherents free- 
iovers. Tlie subject was handed up by 
someone at Mrs. Baade’s meeting, for 
the theme of the evening, and the 
tables were most handsomely turned 
upon the Methodist brother. He was 
reminded that the Christ who is the 
anchor of his faith, was himself a me
dium, as was John Wesley, the founder 
of bls sect. He was reminded of the 
command of hls Lord to speak no evil 
of anyone, while as to the right to be 
called Christians, it was shown that 
the Spiritualists come much nearer to 
exemplifying the precepts of the re
puted Christ tliun do the Methodists 
themselves, who have drifted far away 
from the simplicity of the early sect, 
worshiping, as tliej’ do, in gorgeous 
temples, being richly dud, aud wearing 
'costly jewelry.

Changes with other speakers in the 
State, and is open to any engagements 
that she can consistently meet with 
other societies, and for funerals. Her 
home is at No. 411 Thirteenth street, 
which is open for a test social one or 
two evenings of each week, and where 
she has many callers for private sit
tings. s. b. McCracken.

Detroit, Mich.

The friends of worthy slsier Ellen F. 
Burt will be sorry to learn that she de
parted this life on the 7th of November, 
1898, at 6 a. in., aged 59 years. The 
funeral took place at her residence, 242 
Thirty-first street, Chicago. Dr. J. M. 
Temide officiated. Mrs. Babcock and 
Mrs. Maine furnished music.

J. M. T.

A staunch and earnest Spiritualist for 
45 years has joined the majority.

Henry Pet I ingill passed to the higher 
life at Auburn, Ohio, November 5, He 
died as he had lived, a staunch and 
earnest Spiritualist. We loved him, but 
we counld not mourn for him; he had 
lived to the ripe old age of almost 90, 
and was ready aud anxious to go and 
passed over like going to sleep.

Horn aged 79 years. Mr. Horn was a 
medium uf peculiar and lu some ways 
remarkable power. He came to a 
knowledge of Spiritualism through hls 
own spirit nature, so was ready to en
dorse the new light when It came to 
tills part of the country between forty 
and fifty years ago. Ills funeral was 
attended by numerous and almost life
long frlemls. The services were con
ducted by Sirs. M. A. Congdon, whose 
mediumship was largely developed by a 
long course of sittings with the es
teemed nnd arisen brother.

COM.

Mrs. Betsey Bassett. wife of G. A. 
Bassetl. passini to tho higher life nt the 
age of 72 years, on Saturday. Nov. 19, 
at lier home in Pittsford. Vt„ of con
sumption. She was a true believer in 
Spiritualism and has for many years 
been a subscriber 10 The Progressive 
Thinker, which proved a comfort to her 
In her last days. She loaves a husband, 
one daughter and three sons. She was 
a true wife and devoted mother, and 
was loved by all who kuew her. Tho 
funeral services took place at her home 
Nov. 21. at 10 o'clock. Mr. Albert Stan-

Mrs. Sarah C. Cornell, of Lansing, 
Mich., passed to higher life, Nov. 17, 
1898. aged 83 years and 9 mouths, after 
months of Illness. Deceased was a de
vour Spiritualist for forty-five years 
and an ardent student and worker in 
tbe cause until her death.

MAY F. AYRES.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticlsm 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development and. Social Um 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D 
LL.D. A most excellent and very válm 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on HMltb, Social Seb 
ence, Religión, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For »le nt this office.

"Tbe- Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D.. cx-prlest 
of the aiocese'of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
Of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c, 
Fot slile' at this office. . . '

■‘The Universe.” What Force Is. 
The. Beginning of Creation. What Mat
Wri-Is.- - The Creation -of the Earth. 
The' Beginning Of Life. ' Immortality^ 
The,'.Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What tbe "Soul of 
Things” . Is. Song of Psyche. Apamph- 
let by L. M. Róse. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
saíe-at Khis office. : '

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution

swords aud rifles new

i- UMieago.
West Blde Bpltttoal Society meets at 

No. 46 Soutii AdSsdreet at 8 p. m.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs DR. W. M. FORSTER, ASTONISHING!

All the men were hale and strong as 
they proudly moved' along

Through the cheers that drowned the 
music of their feet.

Oh, the music of their feet! keeping 
time to drums that beat,

Oh.^lie glitter aud the splendor of tbe 
sight; ■

As with swords and rifles new, aud in 
uniforms of blue,

The regiment went marching to the

And the uniforms had faded into 
gray. .

And the faces of the men who .marched 
through that street again

Seemed like faces of the dead who 
. lose their way.

For the dead who lose their way.ean- 
not look more gaunt or gray—

Oh, the sorrow and the anguish of 
the sight.

Oh, the weary lagging feet out of step 
with flruins that beat, .

When the regiment came marching 
from the fight

■ —Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
tlie benefit of suffering hùmanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

“Jflncyciopeai« of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of tbe Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of tbe origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of hls many years’ study 
of tho Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, It h a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject. Price $L For sale at this 
office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood la recognized as one of 
the ablest, lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
betures on tbe Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; aud presents hls views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. Tho book is commended to

have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2.

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” . This book, by (he well 
known Father Chinlquy,' reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
ot the Romish confessional, as proved 
Dy the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall ?1. For gale at 
thia offlee.

"Bible aud Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman: written in Mrs.

"From Soul to Souk" By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment, Rrlce 
>1.00. For sale at this office.

•‘Edilli Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Prie« 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
of original aud selected hymns, for lib
eral aud ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This vqltime meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and ffiuslc, embodying tho 
highest moral sentiment, and free ffom 
all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Tho Prophets ot Israel.” By prof. 
C. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly a'nd appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25e.

“Woman, Church aud State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common Intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and lias not dene for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price >2, post-

“Tbe Dead Man's Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence - Marryat. The 
author's wide experience In Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up itf the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth >1. For sale 
at this office. .

“Right Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more, interesting 
ana more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of-mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth >1. For sale at this office.

•’Origin of Life, w Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Wnisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which queS-' 
tions of great lmportance-to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cents.

The I’i'indpies ot Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material add Spiritual 
Magnetic Forcés. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced

Uhui-cb ot>toeJmnr of Truth, Wicker 
Park ball, Ntf {¡MfWest North avenue. 
Services ati7:45:lp. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Merit William Lindsey.

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE 1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Eugleivood . Spiritual .Society 
. meets every iSuiKlay iu Hopkins’ hall, 
o28 W. 63d Sti;eetujit2:30 and 7:30 p, m.

The First ¡Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, -So. ¡Pl Thirty-first street, 
will hold meqtlngBiat 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sundayfibeglnulug October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor. ■

The Progresslve.gplrltual Church, G. 
V. Coixlliigl^ pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph' Street. Services at 
7:30 p. m. ■

The Gross Park-Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday- afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood' 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot, ; : ■

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
0. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. in., and 7:45 p. m.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street aud California 
avenue, every. Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present. 
- The Chinch of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No, 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings In Hygeia Hall, Washington 
boulevard aud and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30, p, in. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40 Raudolph street, ev
ery flrst nnd third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladies bring lunches; sup-

by other mediums and speakers. All 
frlends.and members are invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums. -

Spiritualistic Chureh Students of Na
ture holds services every Sunday even
ing at 7:30 at Arlington Hall, 3032 Indi
ana avenue, corner 31st street. Mrs. 
M. Summers, pastor.

Dr, J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sundays!4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m„ 
lecture and testi.*

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah-E. Bromwell, pastor.

Dr. Watkins will on October 15, move 
to hls ngw Boston-office, 400 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms In this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared - especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
nnd number, 400 Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestloh and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully,
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
ot the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 WilloWdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In It. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

paper, to file- away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If It Is sent that way, and lost 
in tbe course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs45 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registerefl (letter or-draft payable In 
.Chicago or-?New A'ork, and there can 
be no loss.

Write namos aad addresses as plain 
as ordinary ¿print,¡and mistakes will be 
avoided. > -

“Poems oi Frtgress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. Initliis itoluiae, this peerless 
poet of Spirltoallsm may be read in her 
varied moods« “fto® grave to gay, from 
lively to ssvereJ’sHt is a book to be 
treasured sntf rlchjy enjoyed by all who 
love genuineipoetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists.- r The volume is tastily 
printed and i bound. Price $L

“The Bridge Between Iwo Worlds ” 
By Abby. A. iudsta. This book is ded
icated to aU earnest, souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical liodles 
and their physical ■ bodies' with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences.- to come into 
closer connection with.tbe pnrer realms 
of the Spirlt-Worid. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss JudsBn's .'literary works. 
Price, doth, $!;• paper, 75 cents;

. ‘.‘Comuioaiaiies on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B 
Ladd, LL.B., of tbe San Francisco Bar 
This book- is of>mor6 than ordinary val
ue; giving the results of- much patient 
thought.and research-.by a mind well 
?iualified to sift evidence' and arrange 
acts. In.compact form it gives just 

what .19 needed on tbe subject. Paper 
II-cents«. fiWtbiRsq. Egjr > « Uto

fitiGliitely 
Gure 
GlironiG 
Diseases, 

Where Others Fail
lî You fire a Suîîeror
. _ Write To-day, Giving
Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead

ing Symptom, and receive an 
absolutely correct -

DIAGNOSIS 
of your case 

FREE OF CHARGE.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

How to Secure Your Own Spirit Pho
tographs.

The world renowned Dr. W. M Keeler has recently 
received a wonderful new development, euablluc per- 

!<dwfi“ine0.10 “i,cure own “Plrlc photo
graph» at will. A package of tlx «heels of uegatlsed 
paper with full Instruction»; also a sheet of Dr. Keel
er b highly magnetized headache paper, guaranteed to 
cure the worst form of headache, will be sect io any 

w bi Da. W.M. Keelkk, 1003 K st, N. W„ Washington, D C g71 

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
An «tl«rt*lnlng manual of hnaoOua, uwfnl to 

.tudent. of tbe subject. In the fwm et dialogue aud 
Btory, the enthor present, very «uooeMfully a con- 
demmd.oeotmt of hypnotism, Its theory ani' practice 
upto dale. Price, paper, JSjct«. Bold at thl. office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
4 Or Self-Justice.

By Lot« Waisbrooker. Many have read this book, 
many have re-read It, and many others out to rend it, 
Jt should be read by every man and woman In tbe 
land. It shows the falsities rampant in society in 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a flne likeness of tho author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

This excellent book h written In the Interest of bu 
inanity, ot liberty, and of patriottsm—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
tbe Catholics. Washington’s words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of Genera! 
Grant are nil Included tn tbe volume. Archbishop 
Rvan,of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she bos the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
wc do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the cnurch for wbat they have thought fit to do.” 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents. For sale at 
this office.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

py lois waisbrooker; this is 
r novel written with a purpose, and that 

purpose la not merely to enable an unthinking, iule 
mind to while away the time la a state of idle bicsied- 
neat, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
tell-improvement or tbe good of humanity. It la a 
hook designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to bo mother«; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect tbe well-being and happiness of 
tbe race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tho child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruc
tive and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
aya novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere," to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Bpirttunl phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine Hkeness oi 
tbe antbor. It contains SIS psaes. neatlv bound In tloth. Price by mall, prepaid. <l ne8uy

VOLNEY'S RUINT
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
TO WHICH 1« ADDXD .-.

Volney-« Answer to Dr. Prle«tly,*BIogr«phtc*l Notlc« 
by Connt Dara, nnd the Zodiacal Signs »nd 

Cotuteltetlon« by. the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed onbeary paper, from_now plate». In large, 
clear type, with portrait and UlUBtration's. One vol. 
post8vo, 248page»; paper, 50 cent»; cloth, 73 cents.

Tbl» It undoubtedly one of the belt and mo»t uieful 
book, ever published. It eloquentlv advocates the 
best Interest» of mankind, itd clearly point, out the 
source» of human Ignorance »nd ml»ery. The author 
t> »uppoeed to meet In the ruin» of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explain» the true principle» of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations is st length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tbe source and origin of religion, of govern* 
menL andoflawadisnussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—is finally proclaimed 
to ai^xpectant world. .

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

Lyoenm« and Societies' that with to got np elo- 
rating, intereatlng -»nd paying entertalhmenta can-. 
?t?Ednu'u Prize Contest. Thn en
ure plan. With fall direction«, 1« tn the book, »nd 
m»y be easily managed .-Nothing kindle« euthui'asm 
more quickly. than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth' 
Ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organize 
onctn bl» own town and reap a.financial revsrd.

TRY IT: PRICE, bo CENTS. : 
Address - '• . • /•

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, '
Berlin Hclt-liia. Ohio.

Outside the. Gates, aud Other Tales 
ud fkttehe«.. ,By. • bond of spirit Intelligence», 
rata* o*?

ConsultationbyLetterFfee
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

..J116 following Is token from the Son Francisco 
•Trogre»." of November 7,1855: erunusco

t us ere,t. PleMure to quote from the Light S,.Zfutf oommendatlon» of California and Callfor-
. ?? ‘.. atc JB,ue wo' re“4: ‘We “Oto with plea»- 

uro the continued »ucce«» of our friend and brother, 
ciiiriX'n.MV For.“tcr' of 6“". FraBriioo, California! 
2Jlm>rt!,n*w',ec.°nle. “°teii for It® medium»; and 

.Br' Forster 1« not a native pf the United 
State«, the people ot California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest In him just as If he were a 

liear »ood reports of him from .U 
aQ? ? *lt'e» ua much pleasure to add our 

^rdorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman." “

■ If you wish to know what ails 
you aud what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BftTDORF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
SS^,'ltnown Pjyihometrl.t and Buslnea» Medium 
Headings personally, by letter or photograph el.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cento Address M K. 52nd avo., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. STUf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
1» the oldest, most «ueeessful Clairvoyant Pliy.lclan 
Ill practice. Hls cure, are marvelous. Successful lu 
all muds ot cbroulc and scute diseases. When others 
fall ho cures. Send him age. sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cis. lu stamps aud he will send a clslrroyant ex
animation of your diseases aud treat you for only «2 uu 
. month. No leading symptom required, He has a 
specific remedy for making child-birth sale aud ea«y; 
also a specific remedy for obesity. It will safely aud 
quickly remove all superfluous flesh, also a sure re
lief for morulug sickness. Address

TlfcTIMONAAL
Dr. Loucki Ie curing chronic dkeaocfi of an kinds 

in nil part» of the United Beaten aud Canada,for a very 
small fee. Hek receiving such letters as you will 
find below, every day. fruui patient «, unasked for. 
telling of the good work thni la being done. Send for 
teaumonmia. lent free on application. Better atlli— 
scud for uu examlnatlou and cure.

“A Word to the Wise Is Suliicient” 
> 1 ,cur^K bjindiTdfe o? people that are left wrecks 
by the learned M. D>.. 1 might swy imif of my pa- 
tleuts. I have some 20,o00 names on my books. I lay 
over half these tdl Hie buine md story. Some say as 
ten physicians have docioicd them aud not one of 
them knew what lillcd’them: still they adnilnisteiied 
a remedy hoping It might lilt the ease, umll the na- 
tlrut was a tutjd wreck, Now I take thr.-e cases and 
by the ahi of cljirvoynnce can see the exact condition 
of the system, and If lin y are not. tuu badly jo’ium-l 
by these hlt-at the mark rcmedloa, 1 can cure (hem 
u from one to two months, and they think It nothing 

less thau a miracle, when it Is simply knowing what 
to treat for. Now send me four 2 Cent stamps, u lock 
of hair, age. »ex and name, and 1 will toll you just 
what alls you, after which send me 12.0d, and 1 will 
doctor you ouc mouth; It you Mioulrt happen to nerd

| »bother month'« treatment I will «end It tor ,2.00 
Try Mo ami see one ol these miracles performed or 
send for my testimonials which will herein free ou 
■ppllcatlon, Address Dn. J. s. Lot'cii«,

btoueham, Mass.

MRSfK. BROWN, 239 LINCOLN AVE . 1ST FLAT 
Clairvoyant and Business Trance .Medium. Headings dally. 4.,j

The blind medium, h.w. Sinclair, will 
send n Life Heading, with tlntes and names. Mall 
lock of hair and unc dollar. 11. W. SLNCLAHl 41» 

West uv.. .Jackhon, Mich. * 4-4

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, sex aud 2 stamps for

FREE DIAGNOSIS.
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 
__________ ’ Dept. 1,Jackson, Mich. 46Clf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUB OWN 
hotne. Will »end a pamphlet giving Instructions 

delineate your phase ot inedluin.hlp, »nd a spiritual 
^KnAUlm A,ldra' SII1S' V' 

LESS()N8INPSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture. Clairvoyance. Psyebomctry 
and Laws of Unfoldmcm, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 104 Central avo 
Hamilton, Ohio. 477

BANGS SISTERS,
phenomenal mediums

CLAIRVOYANT HANDKERCHIEF READING BV ' 
mull. Hold handkerchief In ungloved hand leu 

minute», enclose It In envelope with lending Question» 1 
25 cent» (silver) nnd 2 cent stamp and receive correct 
rending by mall, with handkerchief relumed. MUS. 
E. DEVINE, 857Keut SL, Grand Rapids, Mich. 473

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To Ute student ot PByohlcihcnotSena, th!» pamphlet 

b Intemelr Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consolouane»»," cutely Man 
lurancy Vennnm, of Watseka UI., lad Mur Rey> 
nalda, of Venugo county, Pa. nrMtoattUe oSoi. 
Price 15 cents.

IMMORTALITY.
A poem In live cento« “If a mu die, «hall he Uvif" 
» ffiSntiB’ W; 8' «

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS '

M. D. Price, 15 cent». . . . ; *

the Mediumship of .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
. /

If you wish Good Health yofi 
should apply to her.

iJ?ie“dJir!!e tw?'cent stamps, age, eeft 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, ana 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her (

DIAGNOSE YOUB CASE FREE,

CDLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
Au hiBllinto of refined Theraptutli-r, Including th« 

bun Cure, Vital Magnetl.m, Efeetrlcl v, MindX» 
and a 11 Igber »«leuao of life. Clremleil nfilultyS 
¡¡u* .tHPr “‘i!1’ e.‘ <l‘’''eloped with tbelr raarvellou» an- 
plications. Students iu four continents have taken tlm grea’of DM “n'T «»»«ered .ud XLFaVbe d*

D. M., Doctor or Magnetics. By a system or 
prluted ouestlon« aludeute can take l he course end 
recelro the diplomas at their orrn homes, luetltutlon 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Lou Augclci Cal 
Diplomas giautl,d under ,,nker the
Callrorula charter. Send stump tor calulogue to J M 

«it! E. D. BABBITT, M. 1). LL. D., Ueda,

DR. MANSFIELD’S
homeopathic medicines
apvAcVl-’8tXi fading symptom fur FKI Eni ÄTsf p «'“q“ 0< CT'" “' 
More'» C'

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
U7« JSuclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

BETTER THAN GOLD. '
Elixir of Life Nos. Oue and Two 
Cure» »11 form, ot stomach, 11 ver mid klduey disease-

ÄÄ^LÜi?“*' 8UfflCle“‘ '»' »•
One package of our Magnetised Compound for .nr. 

eyes or poor eyesight. Has been usefl aud m mied bi 
thousands In .11 p„rls al tho wolld >e. ““ H ™ W 
or all three sent postpaid lor si.in will; Varma's 
Phvtoamllustrueilou. how lollveiw>

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
ItMlorelMt vlfllou. Write tor fllu.lrated Circuì.™ 

•hywlux style« unii price, «„fl pii,,to or spirit Y.rma 
who developed tbl. clnlrroyaut power in me 1 ran 
yourenl t!,611“'1 1,ebblo Spedarle« ». perfectly to 
òtti Je y,2 > y°"r ,own b""ie K )uu were t» '»r 
piÆWSt». s'-"d

PSYCHE 
vói,1,0,nvcn<1,”“ of aprectlcal nieillitm, under .pint 
Mn,™“C>ei o“1 “ dl'siS',l<;i1 '° ilevetop niedioniMilp. 
oA?, ' _.“ST'. ba.ve r<-e<lve.l Lug q.,minuuic&-
t on eî J. P.1 1 ,r 0>kd'' “nd eIl,,''i> KI'O»! .Utl.rac-

YOUR FUTTia 
Ai»iroiogitr. I.oonts o ,v , 1'ul.oi opri., mock, 
D< tn er, colo. Cliarln iron, semi .lump t,.t eh-.'n. 
tars. _ mf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This . ............ wm, h .dalip<j,i!,*)j. < |.-lIn,n Uiu

chomei,’k’.|1dp,. i)j4.!|t*, cho be cumm!’ed Ut Nt. 1680 
•'»ypb ( inik st. chicarfo. EuKttg* lut nts can he made 

r/df

G. WALTER LYNN,'
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter.
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Adii.e, 

$1.00 and Stamp.
Address 2'23 West San Fei nandù st ., San.l.re« 
0T1 have tn-ver known a more competent, 

«nel frullini! medium tori he Spirit world tlm

Unveil Your Hiturr.
Prof. F. Davidson, dr., ot l.uiids\IPe. < 

recovered in health, from Intrh-utr «nru -i u»ll<> la 
agate at the service of the pu'.llc. Tei-in* » -Wand 
upward as foimcrly. i;i

MISS ETHEL HODGE* HOLDS m ATI RI Al 1/fM 
seances Wednesday and ” 

o’clock, also Suturdav. 2 p m.
Cottage Grove carb to ;j«th st.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Majesty and Hls Subordinates Iq ma Klncdom of 

M0S,£6 UUU-

encyclopedia 
... of...

full of caretiil study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, Iu hls Introduction of this work aays:

^Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
outofthewildernetsof douhtand despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall hare wrested the Bible from 
its •sanctified’enemies. It will not'spike’ It, but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian auperstb 
tion and Ignorance. l-Bend It out on Its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benedlcHon to every reader.” •

Tax Enoyclopadia of Bibltoal Sfwttoalibk 
contains S85 Pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and la 
handsomelybounain cloth. Every Bplrlttmllrt rtoUM 
taro tbl« work. . .
PRICE SI, fOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
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INDIVIDÜ/VL STEPS OF
SPIRITUAL GROWTH'

A Discourse Given Through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
Washington, D. C., October 16, 1898.

Step by step, ever step by step we 
walk life's way. We cannot leap at 
6nce to tlie highest heights; but each 
morning brings tlie lesson of each day, 
and step by step to conquer pain and 
strife.

Not all at once does the glorious orb, 
tlie sun, mount to the zenith and the 
noonday here, but first it Is the faint 
gray light and then one triumph is won, 
one step nearer the daylight; then at 
last the full-orbed splendor appears and 
the gray morning gives place to gold, 
pnd a new triumph the old world 
o’ertakes, for lo! its full kingdom doth 
ope!

The same is true, dear friends, with 
spiritual growth. Many people con
sider that mere knowledge of the facts 
of existence here and hereafter con
stitutes spiritual growth. Of course the 
knowledge of the fact Is important; 
but it is the use of life that makes up 
the value both of human existence and 
of the states beyond.

Even so a great many Spiritualists 
have thought that tlie one essential 
thing Is to know tliat there !.-? a future 
life; tliat there Is not death with the 
death of the body. Tills Is a most im
portant thing to know; it is the one 
primal factor connected with tlie 
knowledge of future immortality, but it 
Is not all. When people think that, be
cause they know of a future state they 
need do nothing more, that there is 
nothing to overcome; and because they 
have been relieved from tlie tortures of 
a’burntog hades and the fear of a per
sonal Satan, that thefe is then nothing

sary, it is a process of growth and un
foldment. These shadows, temptations 
and passions are in the human life for 
the manifestation of a certain kind of 
energy w'ith which they are to be dom
inated, and overcome.

For instance: f/ie is a destructive ele
ment, of cours£ Xt you let It loose, un
controlled, there-'¿ill be great seeming 
disaster, but in one of these stoves, 
especially on a cold morning .like this, 
some of our earthly friends w-ould find 
It an exceedingly comfortable com
panion. That kind of destructive 
force which is in human nature, 
that when let loose produces war, 
rapine, ruin and lawlessness Is, when 
governed, the energy and force that 
controls the material world around, 
and gives to man the dominating in
fluence over winds and waves, and 
other elements with which lie is sur
rounded. The energy of that boy of 
yours, which, of course, sometimes 
seems so destructive around the house
hold and with the furniture, and with 
which it seems so bard to cope, is that 
which in later years will give him 
power over affairs, make him perhaps 
governor of the state or of the nation, 
or if the sad necessity of war comes, 
make him a great warrior through 
dominating that energy by wisdom and 
the guidance of the sense of duty. A 
child that has no energy or force of 
that kind, of that which impinges on
the domain of destructiveness, 
in later years can take a very 
part in the affairs of tlie world.

rarely 
active

to eonqtler, they are very much 
taken.

k Life 
which

WHAT IS LIFE?
on earth is not simply a 
the scientists would have

mls-

fact 
you

believe; it Is not simply an aggregation 
of atomic and molecular vibration; life 
Is not a mere matter of chemistry, but 
it is a matter of individual unfoldment.

: Whatever are the steps of each In
dividual life for the unfoldment most 
needed, those steps must be taken; 
they cannot be evaded, nor avoided, 
nor circumvented, nor can you go be
neath them, around them or above 
them; there must be steady onward 
growth.
• Of course it is not the province of 
this morning’s discourse to give the 
reasons why many Ilves begin, appa
rently, In earthly existence with 
greater advantages and opportunities, 
or begin where others seem to leave off; 
that belongs to another realm of the 
subject.

• ' But taking human life as we find It in 
the average human conditions, as they 
appear in human personalities, there is 
to be found this one salient point: It 
seems as though the discipline and ex
perience that is the hardest for each to 
bear is tliat which each one has to 
bear; is that which comes to each one.

Of course if there were no overruling 
Intelligence or law in the universe tills 
would be difficult to understand. So 
we hear a person say:-"I do not see 
why I should be called upon to suffer 
In this particular way.” Or "There is 
So and So, who seems to have a very 
easy time and leads a sort of butterfly 
kind of life; he has no care, and pros- 
perlty comes to him.” But you do not 
see his inner nature, you do not uuder- 
stand what trials be may have, or what 
lack of real inner experience. If there 
is a superficial life it may be super
ficially happy, and there may be appa
rent sunshine; but if, ultimately, a 
shadow comes to that life, then there 
seems to have been no preparation.

NEED OF EXPERIENCE. ’
• We assure you, from the study of 
spiritual principles and laws in both 

..xeahns of existence, that we do not 
think any Individual suffers or has an 
experience that Is not needed. We do 
not use a harsher phrase, because it is 
not true: that each individual has what 
he or she deserves; no one deserves, 
apparently, worse than one has, and a 
great many deserve better than that 
which comes to them. But each one 
undoubted);- does receive that which is 
needed; the need Is that which is an
swered; not tlie desire, not the wish, 
not the deserts. So we must conclude 
that the moral universe is governed by 
just as absolute and beautiful laws as 
the material universe, and we must 
conclude that there is no chance iu the 
moral or"splritual realm any more than 
there is in tbe material realm.

When tbe agnostic says to you: “Oh, 
if I had been God, I would have made 
every human being happy,” then you 
may ask of Natural Law: Why do you 
not make all sunshine? Why do you 
not make all calm? Why do you have 
clouds and storms? Under your do
minion of natural law, if It is necessary 
to have shadows In nature, if action 
and reaction are necessary in the 
forces of physical life, If storms are tbe 
Inevitable consequence of certain con-, 
dltions of the physical -atmosphere that. 
must.be purified, if lightning and thun-' 
der and violent forces or manifestations 
of nature are necessary; then why are' 
not the sorrow and discipline of human 
experience as the result of passion 
.necessary for the purification of the 
liioral atmosphere?

.- If the universe is dominated by law, 
of which, when compared to the whole, 
every part is related to the whole and

. all parts are equal to the whole; then 
In the moral realm, we also contend, 
that every part is related to the whole, 
and that there are no mistakes In the 
arrangement of the moral forces of the 
universe. ■

THE SHADOWS OF LIFE. ’
The shadows of life are the results of 

conditions that are existent and need 
jo be overcome by the individual effort, 
Wd tliat individual effort being neces-

Now the duty of parent and child, 
both, is to govern that element of, so- 
called, destructiveness, until it becomes 
the energy of guiding, governing, and 
controlling or conquering in the life
time every other passion, as It is called, 
of human nature. Tliat which runs to 
lawlessness In appetite is simply a 
quality of nature ungoverned; a child 
very frequently does not seem to know 
when to stop eating; but possibly if the 
parents were careful enough the child 
would only eat that which it requires. 
There sometimes seem to be inherited 
appetites, but if these appetites are 
curbed and tempered to moderation 
they will very soon be under control. 
We do not think there Is any necessity 
of “hereditary" appetites dominating, 
any more than hereditary tendencies in 
oilier directions.

OVERCOMING ENVIRONMENTS.
A great many people seem to think 

they must die of consumption if their 
parents or tfielr grandparents have had 
consumption. But the truth is, every 
individual life has a dominating influ
ence of its own. That force is the in
dividual consciousness, ego. Every life 
has a specific purpose.

But many say: “Our steps of spiritual 
growth are often retarded by others.” 
People come to us and say: "Well, I 
could advance more spiritually if I had 
different surroundings.” Do you think 
so? Are not your surroundings for you 
to overcome or adapt yourself to? 
Sometimes, however, tbe greatest ob
stacles in their surroundings come 
largely from within; but if they are 
such that you cannot adjust yourselves 
to them or qonquer them, then they are 
for you to overcome in another way.

A genius is not less a genius because 
of the surroundings. Daniel Webster 
was born in the same state that thou
sands of other men were who had but 
small attainments; his surroundings 
were precisely like those of hundreds 
of others, but it was not in him to re
main subject to those surroundings. 
When a Whittier aud Longfellow were 
assisting at tbe plow or picking up 
stones to build stoue walls on New 
England farms, do you suppose their 
environments of surroundings pre
vented for one moment their poetic fire, 
aspiration and love, of humanity? 
Those surroundings were there to be 
overcome. If one is not a genius, then 
one must overcome in other ways, or be 
overcome.

We once heard a gentleman who had 
attained quite a position in the affairs 
of the nation say that the principal dis
couragement of his young life was 
picking up stones In a certain field on 
his father’s farm iu New England; be
cause. he said: “Every wall we built 
seemed to increase tlie number of 
stones on that field.” That was his 
discipline, and it may have enabled him 
in later life to take away some of the 
stones and obstacles from the national 
fields, although there are still plenty 
there and they seem to increase, as the 
stones on tlie field of his father’s farm.

Trials in human life seem to grow. 
When you think you have overcome 
them they present themselves again 
and again; evidently they are there for 
you to overcome. Now tbe thing that 
New England boy did, was not to Stay 
there always picking up those stones, 
but to move out West where there were 
not so many stones, to cultivate a 
larger farm and at last to enter another 
field of labor, If you find around you 
conditions such as cannot be. overcome 
or done away with, then the whole,uni
verse is before you, and you, endowed 
with energy, endowed with thoughts, 
can press forward to another field of 
labor, or another field of surroundings.

Mostly it is intended that one shall 
conquer the elements of dissension and 
disaffection within; mostly It is in
tended that one shall discover the best 
qualities and conditions iu their sur
roundings, especially: In their human
surroundings. . ....

The earth and the elements are 
measurably dominated by you, or you 
get away from them. Daniel Webster 
said: “New England Is a good place to 
emigrate^ from.” Doubtless had the 
Puritan Fathers landed upon the pral- 
ri«^ of the West, New England would 
never have been populated, but perhaps 
that very harshness, very hardihood of

the Puritan race made it possible for 
this nation to conquer other difficulties, 
to meet other obstacles.

SPIRITUAL CONDITIONS.
We have often heard persons say: '‘If 

I could only be in an atmosphere of 
spiritual appreciation and congeniali
ty." But they are not there, and If 
their duty is clearly where they are, 
what Is the meaning of it? That they 
shall create spiritual conditions and 
congeniality. No uncongeniality can 
affect you if you are congenial. The 
splendor of the sun drives away the 
night; the glory of the morning drives 
away the shaddws, even from the cor
ners of this room, though it is not ad
mitted In its full brilliancy. That which 
is positive in the great spiritual uni
verse must dominate that which is 
negative. Growth is positive, lack of 
growth is negative. This positive ele
ment is that which should dominate.

Now, Instead of saying: “Oh, I cannot 
grow in my present surroundings," let 
in the sunshine into your own heart. 
The avenues of spiritual life are not 
from without, but from within. Unfold 
from within. Radiate upon your own 
surroundings. Our word for it, It will 
have its effect in time; even those who 
do not sympathize with you will learn 
to respect you if you are true to your
self, true to your own convictions, and 
those who at first scoff will learn to in
quire. We have known a great many 
Instances where this perfect radiation 
of a spiritual atmosphere and presence 
has at last conquered the most ob
durate opposition, the most obdurate 
uncongeniality.

A gentleman once came to us and 
said be did not see how he was going 
to get along in his domestic relations. 
“What is the matter?” we said. “Oh. 
there is Inharmony at home.” Who is 
Inharmonious? Well, he thought It 
was his wife. Are you harmonious? 
“How can I be, under such circum
stances?" But you were once; why not 
continue the harmony in your own na
ture, unjil there is harmony as there 
once was? He said: "I had not thought 
of that.” "Try,” we said. “But,” he 
said, "she does not seem to love me as 
before.” “Do you love her?” “Yes, I 
think I do.” “Be sure of it," we said; 
“go on with your kindness, with your 
affection, and see what the result will 
be.” It was not a year before all 
seemed to be adjusted by the light of 
positive affection, of positive harmony.

Tlie radiation of goodlluess and kind
ness lias its effect on every household. 
Most people seem to think it the duty 
of others to do everything. Do those 
things yourself that you expect of 
others, in tlie home, In society, iu all 
that relates to human life.

RESPONSIBILITY.
“But,” says one, “If the child Is dis

obedient and goes astray; if a great 
calamity comes through tbe influence 
of the life of another?” Parents, bear 
in mind this fact, the life of the child Is 
only yours as far as the duty of parents 
Is concerned; the child’s responsibility 
belongs to Its own life. If it responds 
to your wish it is a comfort, it is 
blessed. But you are not responsible 
for anj thing except the loving and ful
filling of your duty to your child. If 
the child is a criminal, or wanders from 
the household in devious ways, and you 
have done your best for that child, we 
think then the responsibility is not 
with you.

“But it brings sorrow." Yes. Still 
there must be some selfishness mingled 
with that sorrow, for do you grieve as 
much over the delinquencies of your 
neighbor’s son? Do bls shortcomings 
affect you so? No. Then is it not partly 
because of pride, of reputation, you 
think it will bring reproach upon the 
family or household? Still the grief 
that is natural to the parent may afflict 
your hearts in some degree; but when 
you feel tlie absolute consciousness of 
having fulfilled your duty then you 
must leave the rest to his destiny and 
the controlling power of the Infinite 
love and law.

“But,” you say, “so many burdens 
have eome into my life because of 
others.” Thon if you have helped others 
to bear their burdens, and have made a 
greater burden than is necessary of 
that which has come to you, is it not 
evident that there is some lesson, some 
spiritual growth that is needed? If 
there has been shown to you a great 
picture of sunshine and cloud, of splen
dor and shadow, Is it not because there 
is something to be learned; that the 
background of shadow Is there for tbe 
light? The steps that are invariably 
taken in that way are only known to 
the individual, they are a portion of 
each individual life and can only be 
known to the guardian angels and to 
the Infinite life and love. Those steps, 
however hard to bear, however devious, 
however strained, nevertheless are the 
steps that must be taken individually, 
until tbe weakness is overcome, until 
the shadow is outgrown, until the.in
dividual rises to a higher height than 
to see the shadows.

Have you ever climbed up the Rocky 
Mountains or tbe Alps and seen the 
clouds below and felt like crying out to 
others to come and see it?"if so you 
understand what we mean by being 
above the shadows. The clouds that 
are about you when you are on the 
plains are the result of moisture rising 
from the earth, and are not onlv needed 
to water the ¿»Iains but are the result of 
earth’s condition. If you have the 
courage to climb and can bear the 
rarefied atmosphere of the,high alti
tude, you can be above the clouds: 
•Proving that in human ways of life the 
clouds are only relative, and mark cer
tain states or conditions of mind: ' •

“The shadow of a great rock in a 
weary land,” was prayed for by those 
who dwelt in the glare and glamour of 
the desert. So when the great.sun of 
prosperity shines with unremitting ra
diance and ardor, people often sigh for 
the “rock in a weary land.” Kings, 
rulers and people in places of power, 
whom many are weak enough to envy, 
orten pray for that shadow, and they 
often hide away from the glamour of 
the adulation, praise and fawning of 
their servitors.

SPIRITUAL UNFOLDMENT.
Certain spiritual heights are the re

sult of this conquest; not only spiritual

unfoldment, but of the correct under
standing of the knowledge that comes.

Spiritualism offers: First, the fact of 
a future existence to thojse minds who 
do not know it by intuition, and then 
offers the vast realm of spiritual un
foldment, its methods, its relation to 
human life. Whatever relates to spirit 
or spiritual unfoldment may be known 
here as well as beyond. Not what re
lates to the conditions beyond the 
change called death, excepting by those 
who have experienced that change; 
that knowledge must come necessarily 
from thenj. But the states of present 
spiritual growth, to the end of overcom
ing earthly conditions, of dominating 
individual appetites and passions, of 
overcoming the shadows that seem to 
besiege and beset one’s way, of under
standing the lesson ,anjl meaning of 
life; to the end of knowing that the 
purposes of life are spiritual, that the 
individual is complex in his construc
tion, that the physical body must 
ultimately go back to tlie dust, and 
that, therefore, the ultiiiiate end and 
spiritual purpose of life -is the enlight
enment of the spirit op ajl matters that 
pertain to the spirit and to the triumph 
of the spirit over physical conditions. 
This is, of course, thé end and aim of 
human life.

People delve, and dig, and sow, and 
reap, build houses and tear them down, 
and make physical existence tlie sum 
total of life; learning at the end, that 
tlie only treasures that pass beyond 
this life and enable one to enjoy the 
earthly state perfectly, are spiritual and 
not material.

There are a great many men who are 
exceedingly prosperous materially who 
are, nevertheless, exceedingly religious, 
though they may not be very spiritual. 
We mean by religious, that which dom
inates in tlie usual Christian churches. 
Many people accept tbe theory of sal
vation and press forward to win it for 
themselves and for others; at the same 
time they are also dominated by great 
energy to win success in material ways, 
yet in possessing these requisites there 
may not be essential spiritual growth. 
There may be, sometimes, great love of 
humanity, and that love of humanity 
constitutes spiritual growth, because it 
is forgetfulness of self, We know of 
some millionaires, multLmUllouaires, 
who also possess a great amount of re
ligious energy and a great amount of 
apparent love for humanity. There is 
not only that dominant energy that 
makes them succeed In material affairs, 
but there is tliat which* extends over a 
broad humanitarian plain, and which 
makes them see that there is something 
else than mere material jiffalrs. We do 
not offer these as exemplars, but simply 
as illustrations of certain kinds of en
ergy that are frequently associated 
together, and that dominate men of 
affairs. .

George Peabody was one of those 
men to whom wealth came easily, and 
also one who considered himself a 
steward In the hands of a higher ppwer 
for doing good. He made no extensive 
display of his good works, but arranged 
them so that people did not feel them
selves to be dependent We have often 
referred to this man because he was a 
genius in the direction of knowing that 
men of affairs in earthly life are but 
subject to some higher motive, some 
higher principle, than mere material 
success. If this though): was dominant 
both in lowly Ilves and those who are 
called more exalted; if people who are 
not wealthy did not envy the wealthy, 
and those who have the gift of making 
or aggregating wealth could dispense it 
wisely; the world would exhibit then 
those states of spiritual growth to 
which we refer.

The large majority of ¡people who are 
in indigent clrcumstancfes or who lack 
wealth, and must toil |for their dally 
bread are, perhaps, striving with their 
conditions and rebelling against them 
Instead of considering1 that in many 
ways they are blest, perhaps nothing 
is more corrosive of all Itiie human pas
sions, excepting fear—fpar is the most 
debasing—and more or less destructive 
of human happiness, than this envying 
of worldly success. Ohe of the great 
conquests, or steps of spiritual growth, 
Is to dominate that which covets the 
possessions of others; to dominate that 
which corrodes the life and wears away 
useful endeavor. This is a great 
triumph.

A CONTRAST.
How do you do It? By the knowledge 

that tbe highest and best possessions 
are those of the spirit. You may enter 
the bouse of a millionaire, and if he 
does not know that the spirit is life, 
when the child of his heart has passed 
out of human life, and' the casket lies 
there holding the lifeless form, he 
would give ail his earthly possessions 
for the restoration of physical existence 
of the life of that child; in many in
stances he would give one-third of his 
possessions to know' that that child 
lives. But he has not the steps of 
knowledge by which to laiow that life 
exists beyond the death of the body. 
You may enter the .cottage of a laborer 
and find there the bô’dy>of his child. He 
is calm and tranquil, there are flowers 
on the door, there is a cheerful ex
pression on the faces !of his wife and 
children. They have been taught self
control, and they Know that the body 
lying there was but the habitation of 
the spirit, which Uwes,as a portion of 
their household and abides in their
presence.

Which household ,is the richer of the 
two? .With whom would you change 
places, if at nil? - { ?

There can be butbné answer: Men 
and women go htyitifigilie whole world 
over for happiness (wlgcli lies at their 
doors), hunting iij evefy clime and in 
every laud for the treasures and knowl
edge that are witb'ta,’ ¿nd oftentimes go 
seeking for comfort ami consolation at 
external shrines, when! the light of the 
spirit is ready and.-wnjing'to eliminate 
the shadows of their [dwellings. ’

But human lives arejimmured in the 
shadows, that their eyes may become 
accustomed to the! light; they aré 
girded around with, obstacles that they 
may conquer them and! gain strength.' 

. Oh, you hearts that are weary,- per
haps because you-Will not lift the load 
or burden of life from within; Oh, you 
eyes that are filled with tears because 
your hearts are not attuned to the

within and above, look to the glad sun
shine that pleads out to you from the 
clear morning air and the wonderful 
skies bending above you with the sun’s 
blazing light by day and stars by night; 
while the pleading millions of voices 
look to you for strength an<J comfort, 
and to the mute messengers of min
istration bending above and around 
you!

What Is the matter that you are out 
of harmony with this glad and won
derful universe; that you cannot sing 
the song of freedom and the song of the 
stars, that you cannot rejoice in the 
night and in the day? What is it? Ah! 
It is the lack of unfoldment from 
within! You have not taken this next 
step. You may seek to evade or avoid 
it; but press forward and take that 
step, and another, and another, and 
another, and lo! the height is there and

PENCIL SKETCHES.
Moses Hull Writes of His 

Work.
Tempus fugit! The first mall 

morning brings me three letters
this 

coni

the victory is won.

A HOME CIRCLE.
Delightful Seance at Home,

To the Editor:—We would be pleased 
with a little space again in the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker, which we 
so much welcome In our home every 
week with Its varied news and views of 
able writers on the beautiful philoso
phy we so much love. No doubt some 
of the readers are Interested in the phe
nomena of Spiritualism just as much 
as we are, notwithstanding the fact 
that some think we should outgrow it, 
and consider It only milk for the babes. 
We think, however, that the ever-recur
ring, rap, voice or message, in whatever 
shape or form, should ever be welcomed 
as If from angel loved ones. As demon
stration of the philosophy w-e so much 
love, therefore, allow us to say a few 
words about tlie seance at our home 
last Thanksgiving day.

On that day we.invited friends of 
ours to come and spend tbe day with 
us, and they suggested that they take 
friends who are mediums, along, and 
have a home seance, which we have 
often spoken of but never had, as we 
live fifteen miles out of the city. We 
were pleased with the proposition, al
though the mediums they Intended to 
take along were entire strangers to us; 
but our friends bad learned to think 
very highly of them, and rightly so, for 
so did we when the day was over. The 
mediums were Mr. and Mrs. .Arnold, 
293 34th street, Chicago. After.satisfy
ing the mortalman and the dining-room 
table was stripped of the empty dishes, 
we proceeded to darken the room, and 
closing the doors leading to other 
rooms, we formed a circle and joined 
hands around the dining-room table, 
the mediums included; no cabinet, no 
curtains, no paraphernalia of any kind, 
no trance, everything normal. A small 
music box, । a vase of fresh roses, a 
trumpet, a paper tablet and a slate and 
pencil were on the table.

To begin with, the music box was 
lifted at once and floated about In the 
room over our heads, playing all the 
time, being wound up by spirit power; 
likewise the trumpet conveying mes
sages of love, and music as on a flute. 
Tlie flowers in the vase were distrib
uted, the ladles’ hair receiving the most 
attention. Handkerchiefs were taken 
from one another and our eyes were 
wiped as by mortal hands. Forms and 
faces and lights we saw floating before 
our eyes; tender touches we felt on our 
faces and hands. The mystical rap was 
there, with its intelligence. This lasted 
for about two hours, pausing twice in 
that time. There was no hostile influ
ence, a nice bright day and everything 
harmonious we think had something to 
do with the fine results we obtained.

When in your own home like this, all 
doubt and criticisms as to genuineness 
are out of question, and when mediums 
like Mr. and Mrs. Arnold conduct se
ances like this at our home, thev can 
not help but Inspire faith and trust, and 
create good conditions. Yes, we long 
for more seances like this, with instru
ments like Mr. and Mrs. Arnold to con
vince the doubting mind, of the spirit
world around us. Blessed privilege to 
be able to demonstrate to mortals the 
immortal, the life beyond, the home 
over there. II. p. KELDER.

Norwood Park, UI.

DAY AND NIGHT.

The day lies warm and still 
O’er yonder wooded hill; 
The noon-day softly dies 
In Paradise.
Rich colors manifold
With molten streaks of gold;
In lakes of azure mist 
Rise Isles of amethyst.
The day floats down the West, 
Tranquilly at rest;
And rudely sweet and strong 
Echoes the harvest song.
The shadows soft and dim, 
Murmur a vesper hymn, 
In solemn thankfulness; 
Night comes to soothe and bless, 
And from eve's departing rim 
Of the horizon dim 
Rises the harvest moon replete 
Brooding o’er her sheaves of wheat. 
Stars beam forth with holy light, , 
In the soft'find stilly night, 
While the incense in the air 
Whispers God is everywhere.
To my dear ones in the East, 
Hold I in my anxious breast, 
From this laud of the West, 
Parting words of peace'and rest 

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal. _

“Social Upbuilding, including uo-om 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity;” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. • This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale atthta office. 0

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete iu it
self. Price, cloth, *' '
sale at this office.

$1 per volume. For

plaining that “we do not hear from you 
through The Progressive Thinker as of
ten as formerly.” The faet is, I do not 
get the time to hardly answer my priv
ate correspondence. I would like to re
port every week but there are not hours 
enough in the day nor days enough in 
t'he week to do all that must be done. 
“The harvest is indeed great, but the 
laborers are few.” I must not carry 
any part of my report back of the pres
ent month (November) or even this pa
per will be too long.

The very first day of this month 
found me in Cedar Vale, Kansas, near
ly fifteen hundred miles south-west of 
this place, to debate with Rev. T. J. 
Popplewell, of Independence, Mo. We 
had an eight session debate, each ses
sion lasted two hours, making sixteen 
hours In all.

It ^refreshing to meet one in debate 
who is a gentleman in all that word im
plies. Such was and such is Mr. Pop
plewell. There was not one slanderous 
word, or one mean insinuation uttered 
in all his sixteen speeches of thirty 
minutes each.

While 1 have met opponents who 
were in many respects much nearer the 
twentieth century than is this man, he 
is much more than an ordinary debater. 
In ability he is many laps ahead of Eld. 
Covert. In honor, decency aud gentle
manliness the two names should hard
ly be mentioned in the same century. 
If there were any ill feelings engen
dered in the audience during the de
bate, I did not find it out.

The admittance to the debate was 
free, which is always a mistake. It 
generally overcrowds any hall obtain
able, and many come just for fun, or as 
some would go to see a dog-fight. Such 
have little interest iu either side of tbe 
question; but they ma»e a noise, and 
they crowd out some one who would 
like to purchase a ticket and a seat and 
sit quietly and hear the whole debate. 
I generally went to this hall from ten 
to thirty minutes before time to begin. 
In the evenings especially I always 
found a crowd reaching dear down to 
the bottom of the stairs.

Well, the debate was a good one, and 
it is safe to say tliat truth lost no 
ground In the contest. My friends were 
all eminently satisfied; they said the 
time and money were both well expend
ed. I spoke twice after .he uebate to 
large and as deeply interested audi
ences as ever assembled anywhere.

The First Spiritual Church In Buffalo 
Is prospering as well as could be 
wished for. I sifrely have no reason to 
complain; iny salary thus far has never 
been one hour behind time. ’ Once it 
reached me a week in advance.

Our church and congregation will 
compare In intelligence and honor with 
any audience in the city. We have at 
least a dozen members who are worth 
more than their weight in gold. They 
strive with all their might to know 
what is their duty, and then do it.

I became pastor here with many mis
givings. I felt that I had wandered so 
long that I was fit for nothing else but 
a wandering vagabond; but I like being 
settled. No one can do effective up
building work in any other way. A 
speaker should be one with his people. 
He should be interested in something 
more than to deliver his lectures and 
take his salary. He should be interest
ed more in the. place where he is settled 
than it is possible for him to be else
where, except on, the condition that he 
is settled some other place. In fact, no 
one should settle unless he is willing to 
become one with his people. Those who 
cannot settle on such terms should 
buckle down to hard spiritual and Intel
lectual labor until they prepare them
selves to do pastoral duty. The people 
want to see tliat the pastor is not with 
them merely for his salary, but that he 
feels the burden of his work, and is all 
the time looking out for the good of the 
people, and then they will generally 
second any move he will make for the 
progress of the work.

It has been my custom for the great
er part of my life to try to help some
body on Thanksgiving Day. This year, 
at one of our meetings early in Octo
ber. when the time came for the invo
cation, I said: “Instead of praying for 
the audience, I want to pray to you.” I 
then spoke of the hundreds of poor in 
our city who very seldom found an 
oasis in the desert of this life. I tried 
to show them some of the things that 
we could be thankful for. I then told 
them of one thing that would make me 
more thankful than anything else that 
I could think of, and that would be to 
see the members of this church roast 
from fifteen to twenty-five turkeys, and 
get plenty of other good and wholesome 
food and throw its doors open and feed 
tbe poor—not the worthy poor, but the 
poor without regard to what their lives 
or characters had been—the widowsand 
orphans. Besides that !■ wanted them 
to give them-a good entertainment at 
night; all to be as free as heaven’s air 
is to those who need it. I wanted the 
meanest of the mean, and the lowest of- 
the low to be made as free and given as 
good a seat and as well-filled a plate as 
would be given to the mayor of the city 
were he one of our guests. Let us make 
them thankful. ■

Nothing further was said. At night 
the president and several other mem
bers of the church came to me and said, 
“Brother Hull, will you please repeat 
that prayer to-night?” I did, and the 
result was that we got up a union 
thanksgiving for the church at the 
Temple, at 1 o’clock—a dinner that all 
enjoyed. We Issued over two hundred 
tickets to the poor to come in between 
two and four o’clock; those tickets we 
put into the hands of policemen and 
school, teachers and others who knew 
where to leave them. The tickets in
vited the bidder tb dinner and the en
tertainment Well, 115 of them came 
in with tickets In their hands—poor 
children, women and men. A good 
warm and clean meal was provided for 
each one. It would have done you good

to see them eat. I heard thsi mm 
woman and six children were there 
taev /d1}ad UOthiug t0 eat we X?

? gather out of swill barrel 
for two-days. All were invited tn LS then 101 the entertainment. 1 Most of 
them accepted the Invitation. °f 

our women and some nt 
wwked“iike beavmafi day^g“

XngW°rk Wheu 1 at teulX 

tudeXse^ a revira? With gl'atI- 
Hgion. Beside the 115 wh„W“d of re* 
with tickets several “ ca,ne in 
them. As we , ,caine without 
such were treated as“^!^ provls!ons 
ers. It is sera I,. as we as the oth- 
•nore than haff fun“«/116 taail’le was . 
or at least frnm »> Pe°ple all day. 
oight. Notwffhstanm^ii10 °’cloek at 
there was one unkl ndlng the crowd, if 
*P0ken, I have not hea^^ft * W°r<1 
ive Thlnkei^XwVhatV Progress’ 
Bible class thXg^thVmidi ^aching a

I am convinced tii^a?y °f “?stude“tS 
higher Power to ?ns itutat |d *7 a 
borne of mv shiden?» i tfc 1 8 ciass- 
ganized B^ ctalset 
tion; o herfu^ fot-ndt
thinfr fhope tLe/wni01!8., tUe. Sanle 
enough minXgrapimd ’ to takl C‘Sfi0US 
“ued theUfirsUtserLhoMvaeS1yfet 
-v^-d«g-<^Xio^ 

nuiK on the lessons.
I m>wdes u1! this’ wHhin tbo last week 

ed’lw ra'V yea7 ag0 1 wrote and printS SF- sis 

sis a ieply to one of their tracts 
against Spiritualism. The edition wn« 
enu11 ,e*llauste(i and more have been 
called for from that day to this I mid . 
no attention to the call until i found 
Adventists distributing their tracts'' 
agaInst Spiritualism at the door of 
thiee of the halls where I lectured. Be
sides that, they had another that thev 
were handing out, equally as assume 
lous and vile. The thought oecuroed * 

‘ I11’ lbe , Adventists and t'heir ■ 
that Snhifn’uS "P’ and i( was time that Sphituallsts were awake. Hence 
this new pamphlet. In this I give the 
devil and the Adventists both their due 
I hope Spiritualists will now event- 
vhere send to The Progressive Thinker ’ 

or to me, and get a supply of t ese 
tidote to8 aT3 el!‘.culnte them as an am ' 
The nriee u ?VentiSm and thelr devil. 
25 X ten ceuts eae11' or three for

State of Washington. 
w™mStn/e Spiritualists’ Association of 
Washington, met in Tacoma, the 10th 
and 17th of November, with a marked 
increase in the delegates and voting 
members, twenty-four being present in 

f0|,t,y’three Cils,lug their ba“ 
he imM°Vienlber’ IncorPorntion under 

nnU hvh. I1,Wf ,ad°PtlnS constitution 
and bj-laws, declaration of principles 
and election of officers for the coming 
year, was the order of business

Evening sessions were devoted to In
spirational and phenomenal work

The declaration of principles and res
olutions were as follows:

We believe in the infinite spirit and 
intelligence called God, and the immor
tality of every human being.

We believe that every human being is 
a divine germ capable of infinite tin- 
foldment.

We recognize the universal brother? 
hood of man.

We assert, that a continued life is 
proven by present revelations of posi
tive Intercommunication between the 
mortal and spiritual spheres.

We believe in love, purity and fidelity 
as the spirit of religion, and justice aS 
the highest moral law.

Pronounce for a continued better civ
ilization, moral purity, social evolution 
and lellgious freedom; recognize in 
Spiritualism the science of life and the 
religion of humanity; insist that no 
property shall be exempt from taxation 
because owned by any religious sect
demand tliat no legislation shall be en
acted that seeks the union of church 
and state; protest against tbe use o’f 
public funds for the support of seeta- 
rian schools; desire that no special Sun
day laws shall restrict the rights of 
sects who worship on other days; pro
test against all laws tending to restrict 
the free exercise of spiritual medium
ship and of magnetic healing; oppose 
all base use of mediumship and depre
cate the sensational display thereof; me
diums should be properly protected by 
a generous compensation for their time 
and talents; discriminate between hon
est mediumship and tricky imitation, 
and in supporting and defending me
diums demand that they be true repre- 
sentatlves of the claims for which they 
stand and keep a clear line of distlnc- 
tion between mediumship and fortune
telling, and all phenomena on which 
are predicated claims of demonstration 
should be as certain, well authenticated 
and unimpeachable as the data of any 
other science.

Following are the officers for the 
coming year: Mrs. Lilian S. Nagell 
president, Tacoma; Mrs. Nina Gifford’ 
first vice-president, Seattle; Dr, George 
Castlday, second vice-president, Seat
tle; Mrs. Esther Thomas, S. M„ secre
tary, Seattle; Mrs. M. E. S. McCall 
treasurer, Tacoma; P.xC. Mills, Ed
monds; George E. Knowldon, Tacoma; 
J. Station Gale, Tacoma; Dr. R. L 
Chase, Edmonds; William M. . King, 
Centralia, trustees. .

The State Spiritualists’ Association 
of Washington sends you greeting. .

ESTHER THOMAS, S. M., ■ i 
Seattle, Wash, Sec’y, j ,
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Marjery Must Take the Veil. ’

CHAPTER XVI.—Continued.

CHAPTER XVII.

Father Antone.

f OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE*

Joys Beyond the Threshold

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

(To be’Continued.)
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A SEQUEL TO
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

listening ears wherein to pour their deceitful tales,” and 
uie serpent within the reverend fathei-’s eyes wore a very 
deceitful expression, and then lurked backward into the 
dark chambers of his brain.

“W 8kould my. P°or little brother suffer for the sins 
which Adam eomniitted?- Adam was a strong man, bet
tor okln 4-«, /L«_ XT- - _ _ . * . . ° . '
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JUNO, OR THE. NEW WOMAN
'S

“Oh, yes, Clarance, of course.” -
“How I hear them talking, and our own brother Arthur 

calls the elder lady Aunt Galeria; and he speaks to the 
young girl, calling her Juno. Marjery, I know who they 
are now, for mamma often talks to us about them; they 
are our own Aunt Galeria, and Juno, the cousin whom we 
have never seen. Oh! Marjery, they are all three coming 
here to Ireland. Arn’t you glad, dear sister?”

“Oh, Clarance! Clarance! How strange you talk. I 
don’t think Arthur will ever come home again since father 
has turned him out of doors, and made you the heir of 
Dunraven.”

The boy laughed a silvery peal.
“Me, the heir of Dunraven?” he echoed. “A pretty 

heir I am, to be sure. Sister, whatever could I do with 
so much land, and hundreds of people as my tenants?” 
and the child essayed to lift his nearly helpless arms, and 
they dropped back powerless, having raised them but a 
few inches. The child laughed again, more merrily than 
before.

“Sweet Marjery,” said he, “a beautiful lady is standing 
here by my side—a bright, majestic lady—and her voice 
sounds like that little purling brook just back of the old
tower; and she says:

“Clarance, your brother is coming back. You will be 
heir no longer. It was nice to play at it for a little time, 
but houses and lands like these you will not want. You 
-will sail away from here, my pretty boy, but not on a lum
bering boat, like that yonder. You will sail away, little 
one, on wings of light, to a land more beautiful even than 
Iredell, where these helpless arms will become strong and 
well-shapen; where these useless limbs will bear you up 
as lightly as a feather; where this bowed back will be as 
straight as an arrow; where this bright head can be turned 
from side to side, as gracefully as that of your sister’s, and 
on as fair a neck.” <

The boy’s eyes were closed, and an angelic smile hov
ered about his sweet lips.

“Sister, she says that I shall be the heir to heavenly 
joys.”

Tears were by this time rolling down Marjory’s cheeks, 
and the old man, who had been tenderly wheeling the boy, 
wiped his eyes on his sleeve. '

“Oh, Master Clarance!” he said, “we canna spare thee— 
we canna spare thee, sweet lad. Ne’ertheless, the Holy 
Virgin’s will must be dune, for it maun be she who talks 
to thee, me darling boy, She loves thee, as we all canna 
help ourselves to do the same.”

Clarance shook his head.
“No,” said he, “it is not the Holy Virgin, but the spirit 

of a lady, who says she loves me, and will become a mother 
to me in that bright land where I am shortly to go. Mar
jery, dear, 1 see this beautiful lady much of the time, and, 

<■:- sister, if this lady can be here with me now, when she is 
- like those who are called dead, and is not the Holy Virgin, 

why may I not be with you, when I am like those who are 
called dead? Wouldn’t you like to see me, Marjery, when 
I shall be tall and beautiful and straight, like brother Ar
thur?”

Marjery, with sobs and tears, tenderly caressed and 
kissed him.

“0, Clarance, darling,” she cried, “you are as beautiful 
as an angel to me, now. I cannot part from you, my 
sweet pet. It is just fancies you have, that is all. You 
will live and become the neir to all this vast estate—live to 
love me and make me happy. You are all the brother I 
have now, Clarance. Arthur is not our brother any more, 
so papa says.”

“Well, if a hundred papas say so, I will not believe it,” 
said the child with great earnestness. “Nothing can hin
der Arthur from being our brother; and according to the 
laws of our land,he is the rightful heir of Dunraven. Even 
if I were to live, and he did not come home for many 
yehrs, he should still be tlie heir of Dunraven. I would 
seek him all over the earth, until I found him, and I 
would then bring him home, sister dear, and he should be 
my honored elder brother. But why did papa disinherit 
Arthur? Why is my brother a wanderer on the face of 
the earth?” '

Clarance, Clarance! Papa has forbidden us to talk of 
Arthur.”

Papa has no right to say we shall not talk of our 
brother; and I am determined to talk of him; and I must 
know why papa is angry with him.”

“Well,” said Marjery, “if you insist on knowing, I must 
tell you, even at the risk of papa’s displeasure. He is un
der tlie anathema of Father Antone. He scorns and re- 
pudialcs tlie confessional, and says he will not confess or 

-, lay bare his soul to any man. He will not attend mass, 
1. . nor kneel at any service, within the church at any time. 

He denies our blessed Lord and Savior. He laughs de
risively about the Holy Mother of God, our Blessed Vir
gin Mary. Oh, he is very’, very dreadful! Not fit, so papa 
says, to live among decent people—not really fit to live at 
all. Papa says that Satan has gotten full possession of 
him, and as tlie wicked one cannot be driven out of him, 
he must be driven forth to live among swine and wild 
beasts. That is the way, you know, they all live in Amer
ica. Papa says that Satan has taken Arthur to live in 
America for that very purpose.”

Clarance was gazing at his sister, with large, surprised 
eyes, a sorrowful puzzled expression sweeping over his 
face.

“Does the devil live in Arthur all the time?” he asked.
Hush, hush, child!” said the old man, with a scared ex

pression. “The devil is seeking, at all times, whom he 
maun devour, an‘ he has found a willin’ ne’er-do-weel in 
Arthur.”

“How dare you say to me that my brother never does 
well, old man?” exclaimed Clarance, with flushing cheeks. 
"My dear Arthur, who has loved us all so much, who has 
been kind and good to everyone, even to you. What right 
have you to call him a ne’er-do-weel? Did he not give 
you a hundred pounds when you were ill and helpless with 
that pain in your back? Has he not been the kindest of 
masters to you all, and is he not the best of brothers to 
Marjery and me? What wrong has he ever done to any
one? You are a thankless old man, and I have a mind 
that you shall not wheel me.”

“Oh, Master Clarance, forgive me! I shall speak no 
more.”

“That is right,” said the child. -Tou may not speak 
more about Arthur; and whatever Marjery and I may say, 
you are to hold ypur peace. . If I am the present heir of 
Dunraven, I have a right to know why I have usurpediny 
brother. Then it is because he will not’confess to the 
priest—because he will not or cannot, believe in the Sa
vior and the holiness of the Virgin Mary? Then, if he 
does not, and cannot believe, I will not confess, and do 
not believe.” .....

body. Hugh says his head is filled with wicked, elfiih 
fancies. Hpa cmigtantly talking of some sort of a ban
shee, and'Ee says the banshee denies the Savior and the 
■Holy MotBet of God, and scornfully laughs at the sign of 
the cross. -The child, no doubt, is verging toward an in
nocent.” . °

. 0! Hojy{Mother of God!” prayed Lady O’Donnell, 
sinking on ^er kfl^es and crossing herself, devoutly. “My 
poor boy t^omipg crazed, or an imbecile? 0, well, my 
lord, the bansheeswill take our poor deformed boy, no. 
doubt. M^y th^ Holy Virgin rest his soul! We shall 
soon be , Arthur banished, Marjery a bride of
heaven, an,q( Clapance the victim of a banshee; then who 
shall be hijp'Io tjjg lands of Dunraven?”

“Let thç, Jloly M°iher Church become the lieir of Dun- 
raven,” said Loi$ O’Donnell, with great solemnity. “If 
our children pi’Qye unworthy, let us give all that we pos
sess to the Holy Catholic church, that oui- souls may rest 
in the peace of Qod forevermore.”

“Amen! Amen!” coincided Lady O’Donnell.
Dinner was now announced, and they descended to the 

large and elegantlj- appointed dining-hall. Father An
tone and.Marjery were already there awaiting them.

The priest, like all of his class, was clean shaven, with 
closely cropped hair, closely buttoned black coat and vest, 
a simple line.of white collar showing around the neck. - ---------- —• — ««u. ,,ao a ouuug man, uei-
He was spare of form, rather tall and well built; hie man- ^er a ”e bear the consequences of hie own eine. It 
ner wae polite, grave, smooth and suave; his conversation sAejms/0 me veU unjust, that Clarance should help to bear 
slow, and very guarded. He looked and appeared a chaste Adams burdens—sins which were committed thousands 
and holy man—all but his eyes. Ah! a wily serpent lurked I ^ yuuTS ago; if, indeed, the eating of an apple was a sin at 
within them,, concealed by his apparently frank gaze. My brother and I have eaten many, very many, and 
Whenever his eyes rested upon Marjery’s face, or her I no ,one ever.told us we were committing sin by doing so- 
glance met his fully, she experienced a creeping, crawling m fact, mamma and the doctor both advised the eating of 
sensation throughout all her flesh; she could not have said apples for our/health. . All these things which you tell 
why; and many fames she imagined them to be the shining I i*8’,8/? 60 Ratifying and contradictory that I sometimes 
eyes oî a snake, with the elongated body and tail, together fully taking Arthur’s part; and my mind now will 
with its poisonous sting, hiding from sight within his “e same thoughts he has so often expressed.” 
brain. Marjery .scarcely ever looked at him, avoiding his ■ priest's eyes, together with Lord and Lady 0’Don- 
gaze whenever it was possible. I neb s, were turned upon Marjery in surprise and anger.

“Roly Fatlierjhave you shrived my son Clarance, yet?” ‘^y Marjery,” said her father sternly, “you foriret 
asked Lord G’Dpnnell. ' . yourseIf. Your mind has been poisoned by your brother

Ilie priest raised his eyes with impressive solemnity. I ^rtbur. Really, he continued, turning to Father An
I was with your son, my lord, a half hour since, but he I ™ne> Arthur should have been sent away long before he 

utterly refused confession, and would not partake of the I wa8) that my otlier children might not have been contam- 
wafer; however, I managed to sprinkle him with holy ln8“.d”
water; and the frankincense and myrrh are still smoking . recolleet, my lord,” replied the priest, “that I ad- 
witlun his apartments.” I vised it some years before you consented to do so- I ad-

“What can the child mean?” asked Lady O’Donnell, vl88d as 80011 as I found that Satan had fast hold of him 
with a troubled sigh. “Did he say anything to you, holy I could not be dislodged.” The serpent’s eyes, within 
father, about a banshee being near him, with whom he “e priest’s shone with malign subtlety.
held conversation?” “Would that we had listened to you, holy father,”

‘The boy did not; but old Hugh told me something of 8°bhed Lady O’Donnell. In consequence of our disobe- 
the kind.” ° dience, I fear all our children will be lost.”

‘Did you speak to the child about it, holy father?” ,, ^arÎery,” eaid Lord O’Donnell, with much severity 
asked Lord O’Donnell. ■ • your foolish and wicked words have forced me to a de

T did the same,” answered Father Antone. I cision. My mind has wavered a little concerning you • for
“And what was his reply?” which I humbly beg Our Lady’s pardon. Holy father
‘He said he had nothing to do with a banshee—that he 81iriye me of this sin. Lady O’Donnell and myself have 

had never seen a fairy, nor spoken to one.” hesitated somewhat to give our only daughter to be a
‘The dear child!” exclaimed Lady O’Donnell. “Then ®ride oi Heaven. We will hesitate no longer. We per- 

it is all false about the banshee?” I ceive most plainly that if we do, she will soon become the
“Now, Marjery, I see the beautiful lady again,” and the 'Fhe priest shook his head dubiously. I ^Hde of Satan. We must save her, at least, from so horn

boy’s troubled eyes closed. “She is laughing, and she . “f fear »ot. my lady,” he replied. “The young lord in- Men,a fate”
says .•‘My dear pretty boy, it is all false. Your brother is sists that a beautiful lady, as he calls the troublous thing, , Tlle 6erpent’s eyes twinkled, hut the priest’s eyelids 
good; far better than Antone, and much more intelligent. 118 W1fh flim most of the time; he also says that he is to ac- orc°Ped over them, to conceal tlieir triumphant eagerness. 
Satan has nothing to do with him; besides, there is no company her shortly' into another world. “Dut, my poor Clarance! holy father; he is but an iuno-
such being as Satan. All such ideas are superstitious non-1 Marjery gave the priest a quick glance. The serpent I cen^ Surely Our Merciful Lady will forgive the un
sense. You need not confess to Antone; such confession within his eyes mude a little spring toward her; but, be- moaningtalk of such an one as he.”
is of no use whatever. He had far better confess some of thinking himself, coiled closely down again, with wa’tch- C<We "'iil do penance, and intercede for him, ourselves ” 
his sins to you and others, who confess to him.’ Now,” I ful(> shining eyes. 1 I answered the holy father. “Besides, hundreds of masses
said the boy, as he opened his eyes, “I shall brave my * $h, it is all one and the same,” asseverated Lord I said for th® purging of his soul; and then put 
father’s displeasure, and I will never be shrived by An- ® Donnell. “A banshee can take on the appearance of a °ur ^ru®hin the Savior.” 
tone again.” beautiful lady, or any other form it may choose, for its , Marjery’8 face was deeply flushed, and her eyes wore a

Ihe sun was now lying low, and as Clarance seemed fa- fateful purpose.” ' I hunted expression. She looked at the priest with min-
tigued, Marjery proposed they go to the house at once, “Holy father, are you able, do you tliink, to exorcise g ed fee,ling8 of horror, fear and disgust—looked at him 
which they did, and the boy was taken from his chair and the baleful imp, and set our son free?” as ?oe looks at a crawling, slimy poisonous snake from
laid upon a dainty couch within his own chamber, to rest hidy, I have already done what I could. If he . lco tliere 16 110 escape. She felt that she was hedged 
and sleep after the exertion of the chair ride on the beach. 8hould still be troubled, I shall tliink it advisable to call a in 011 a11 sides> without so much as a loop-hole. To enter 

Marjery went to her own room, to dress for dinner. conclave of my brethren, and together we may be able to a con/ent and become a nun was to her the death of all 
Father Antone usually dined at the manse on this day, ac®0T®pbsh that.wliich, singly, I may fail to do.” I earthly hope. The walls of a convent were simply the 

for the monastery to which he belonged was nearly twenty , D° so, holy father; do so, by all means. But if you waUs 01 a Prisoni tbe nun’s cell, a dungeon—a hopeless 
miles away. He not only dined at Dunraven, but re- A °? d one and fail, as in' the case of our eldest son ®be doubted if she would ever behold her father
mained over night, for the family of Lord O’Donnell must I Ar(thur, what then ?” asked the anxious mother. ’ I ™other or. brothers again. Her very life was centered in 
be slirived, and the servants afterward. This required JThe onlI thillgleft to us> in that event”^-with anoth- Îhe,po1or llttle helpless lad. To be tom from him, would 
time. He usually arrived at Dunraven about ten m the or f,urtive Slance at Marjery—said the holy father, “would I t0 her WOrse üian death' Her arms had been around
morning, and departed the next morning about the same b.® ,to,,Pray his soul through purgatory as quickly as nos-1 ? more tha? half the time 8inee his birth. No one else 
fame. Bible.’ - ' 1 had ever combed out his long, beautiful, sunny hair,

Lord O’Donnell, together with his lady, was completely I . lather, we hope that Clarance may live to become I ^hich she had brushed and wound so daintily about her 
under the dominating power of the Roman Catholic ir of Dunraven? fingers, to which it clung like soft tendrils; and then, as
church, and anything partaking of heresy in his servants The serpent shot itself out toward Marjery once more. Ishe carefully withdrew them, dozens of long, shining 
or children, would be visited with condign punishment. , Unless we can rid your son of the banshee, he is c?rlsJay i°ut 1118 liead and shoulders—those poor little

Antone had prevailed upon Lord and Lady O’Donnell doomed—doomed!” deeply and solemnly rang the voice 8h?ulders that were so cruelly humped to his ears—those 
to allow Marjery to take the veil and she was expected 01 “° priest. dainty pink and white ears, so like beautiful and fragile
soon to enter the convent of Notre Dame. The sweet M°rd O’Donnell’s brow corrugated, and his face flushed I 8ea'8heU?- °h, she had held those little cold, claw-like 
girl herself did not wish to become a nun. Although she ,at tbe words tJie Priest- Dady O’Donnell sobbed, with I ,8 ?lthm h°r own> hours and hours every day, to 
revered the religion of her fathers, and was by nature h®r handkerchief to her eyes; but to the astonishment of I }?ake them a Inore lifelike; perhaps it might make 
somewhat devout, still the world held untold charms for all< Marjery raised her head haughtily, and looked Father Îhem fr°W a bttle more lik.e her own 8oft> perfectly 
her; and, above all else, she had a lover; but this was a Ani0Ile straight in the eyes. The serpent quailed and 110rme<1, warm ones, filled with living magnetic power; 
secret which she as yet had never divulged to anyone—no 8hrank farther and farther within its hiding place, and a i!°W’ eve7 day’ she liad softly stroked that cruel hump, 
not even her brother Clarance had divined it. Arthur’ I Sreooi8b ved seemed to fall down over its eyes. I blc.aYSj tb® sensati°n was pleasing and grateful to the
previous to his banishment, had looked a little suspicious- L Doomed? My sweet, angelic Clarance, doomed? affllcted child; h°w the httle siik socks had been removed 
ly upon young Dennis Morgan. ' I Doomed to what, pray?” asked the girl, with an unusual e?cb day; th, tbe nearly bfeless feet, no larger than those

• Arthur would have favored Morgan’s suit, if the young I „1“ ber eyes- ; , | ¡V an/■ ,s 8 ie'v days old’ “gbt be softly chafed, and
couple had confided in him. Dennis was well born al-1 , caonot disinherit him,” said Lady O’Donnell, “as I,-en KSsed,lo,vl,ng1I’ as a mother fondles, plays witli and

’ though at the present time his family were in rather re- ,"e ?ave done Arfhur. It would never do to turn him ber bab/8 rosy toes. Oh, Marjery’s heart was 
duced circumstances. His father, Sir Sidney Morgan, 10rtb upon the world, in his worse than helpless condi- bu^.tlng Wllh gnci and anxiety.
and his gifted and admirable mother, were well aware of I tl0L . Ihe serpent s eyes watched her, furtively noting each
their son’s attachment to the gentle Lady Marjery of k/. pnest sl.owly assented. “But I will answer Lady I exPressive shadow as it flitted over her ingenuous counte-
which they highly approved, at the same time being fear-1 MaUary’s question. The boy is doomed to death; and his f?1106; , A1“ough her heart was bursting with grief, at
ful that his attentions to the daughter would not be ac- 6°u ;° P^gatory, if we cannot exorcise the banshee. Is 111OU".U.01 her brother, one glance at the priest turned 
ceptable to Lord and Lady O’Donnell. I “ not weH known to all Irishmen, that if the Holy church liei S1-1®111110 anger and repulsion.

The fact that the family were in reduced circum-1 ®annot.dislodge a banshee, the one whom it troubles is I • Would ber llf® b® ™y more acceptable to God, shut
stances, and, worse than all, Mrs. Morgan had once been a ooomed, without hope of escape? But Lord, and my 1, ° a n?n 8 °wbere sbe conId do no good to anyone, 
governess, previous to her marriage, was enough to preiu- JraY 0 Doniiell, we shall bring all the rites of the Holy 7 , , ,e could not even manifest her love and care to 
dice Lord O’Donnell against the family; and certainly Mother cliurch to bear on Lord Claranee’s case. There- her heiPle8s and sorely afflicted brother? Did God re
young Dennis’ suit for the hand of his daughter would , not llope dcPart irom y°u” T?r®.Mhat,bei father and mother should give up to
meet with nothing but the bitterest opposition fromliim . Mafiei%” asked her father, “does Clarance hving death, then-only daughter? Oh, she could not 
Under such circumstances, however, Marjery would not I «J0 you the banshee?” oeüeve a loving and merciful God could or would be so
willingly take the veil. Her mother had implored her I brother çays nothing of a banshee to me,” an-1 L 6®®med to her that the priest was the cause of 
father commanded, but all .to no purpose; she would not swered Jiarjeiy, “neither can I believe there is anything her trouble. Why should he particularly care to have 
consent to enter the convent. 01 the kind near him; if, indeed, there is such a creature I ker enler “O convent? Hundreds of other young girls

Lord and Lady O’Donnell were in their private sitting- ,as a bansbee- 1 think> PaPa dear, that it is childish to be- were exP,ected to become nuns. A number of
room, conversing earnestly together. Illev®in fames. You and mamma have often said as much i°UDg Ia ., 01 ber acquamtance never even thought of

“Katherine,” said Lord O’Donnell, with a frown “we J'om'selves; you told me only the other day, papa, and wJ.ng ?°’ ^d tbe Priest>or their parents require it.
have little comfort with our children. Our eldest has be-1 \larallce was-with us and heard what you spid, that it was Wby 8houldY°d want ber more than these others? Two
come a vile heretic, our daughter refuses to take the veil cblldls11 to beheye in fairies.” . Pr three of these young ladies were betrothed and would
of perpetual chastity; and now a greater sorrow is ink- ‘Y®8? «P^â Lbtrd-O’Donnell, “in the general accepta- rktil?lr lovers’ and she, Lady Marjerv
store for us. Our son Clarance is showing heretical ten-1 • of tbe ter4“’1 tlunk there 18 110 truth; t»ut a banshee ? v if1! also bad a lover. Why could she not be allowed 
dencies. Old Hugh tells me that our child is talking in a P5 tbin&-” ‘ P° Phght her troth to him? He had already confessed his
very strange manner; and that he heard him this very day . Then, sfiffl Mafjery, “may I be allowed to ask Father htr’j □ her ¥art bad fluttered like a bird’s wings,
while on the beach, say that he would never confess to I Anton® wbat 8 banshee may be, if not a fairy?” Itfl® hds had drooped over the sweet, shy eyes, the little '
Father Antone again. Now, what is to be done mv ladv? Tbe serPGPtm lhe holy father’s eyes twinkled with in- 6?ft’ magnetic hand^had trembled in his firm clasp. Ah. ' 
The. holy father, as you know, is here for the purpose k I S1^°?8 cun?i1’^ < 'J. . I . I™MdP°,t_hlde 016 fr?m h®rself. Her heart beat
shriving us all; and I have learned through him, the rea- kJ" * ' ' - - - --- ----- ■ ’ - • - -
son of our daughter’s unwillingness to enter the convent 
In her confession to the holy father, she has beeii 
obliged to &dmit that sho is in love.w । ,■ —f ~ —-------- vvjuuu ouititjuines

“In love!” exclaimed'Lady Katherine, holding up both I ^P®^8 imthe^gfflse of a lovely fairy; at others, the 
hands. “In love? Our Marjery in love? and, pray with I vde of “mc’relatiVe, friend, or playmate of the. person 
whom?” • ’ J tb™ seeing du T presume the evil one,” and the holy

“Yes; he obliged her to reveal the name of the young I fa“er crossed-himself devoutly, “may put on almost any 
man; and, as if our afflictions were not too heavy to be I -J/’S be.pleases, except that of Our Lady, the Saints, or 
borne already, she must add to them by being in love with “e Savior of mankind.” - 
one far beneath her in station—none other than Dennis I bought you. said at first, most reverend father that 
Morgan.” .. it was an evil spirit. You did not say it was Satan; and I
- “0! woe betide ub!” wailed Lady Katherine. “Dennis understand a spirit to be that of some departed human be- 
Morgan! And his mother once a governess! My Lord s0, why.must it necessarily be evil? Are there
there is but one way left for us. Marjery must take thé I not many g°°d spirits as well as evil?” .
veil . 0! would that I had obeyed my father and taken it Marjery gave the priest- rather a withering look ns shf»: 
myself. It would have been far better than to have asked these questions.
brought such unnatural and disobedient children into the . “Good'spirits <lo. not spend their time in tormenting 

kreed Satansmaw. 0! woe—woe be-1 the living. Their "beatific life in heaven, and their atfr 
tides us!- But what; has come over Clarance? He has al- tude of adoration toward the Infinite Father, does not al
ways been sweet and obedient, although not as devout as low of their leaving the presence of the Most High for 
one could wisfi. _ . ■ ' any purpose whatsoever. It is only the unhanny Bonis in

TTis mind, it seems, is becoming as distorted as his | purgatory who go roaming about over the eartfi- geeking

angel lady. I have.asked her many times, in secret, for 
what reason should I tell all my thoughts to Antone ? At 
confession I was obliged to tell him all about the angel 
lady, and what she said to me. He said I was to drive 
such thoughts away—that it was the wicked one trying to 
deceive me and lead my soul down to hell as he had al
ready done by my brother; and when I said that I was not 
deceived—that my brother was good and not wicked, he 
called me an ill-shapen spawn of the evil one. Mar
jory, I think my brother is right, and Antone and our 
father wrong. I will never confess to Antone again, and 
I shall ask the angel lady all about the Savior and the 
Holy Virgin. The lady is in that other world; she must 
know all about it.” .

The old man groaned and shook his head dolefully at 
Marjery. That young lady looked interested, but fright
ened.. '
. “Clarance, darling,” she said, “you are not well; and be
ing ill, and not just like other people, you imagine all this 
about the beautiful angel lady; but, sweet brother, you 
must confess to the priest, for he alone can shrive you. 
Unless we do this, dear brother, we are in great danger, 
and may never’ reach heaven.”

“And will Arthur never reach heaven?” asked the boy.
Marjery covered her face with her hands, and the old 

man groaned again most dolefully, shaking his head the 
while as though it were hung on a swivel. ,

“If Arthur cannot enter heaven,” continued .Clarance, 
“nothing shall ever- force me inside the gates until he is 
with me. I will go down to that hell which you tell me 
of, and ask for an interview with that devil; then I will 
beg him to allow me to see ray brother; and if Arthur 
must stay there, I will stay also. 0,1 can’t understand it 
at all. First they say that Satan is with Arthur. How 
can he leave his abode to live with Arthur, and yet keep I 
all the others in that dreadful place? I should think thev 
would all get out and run away, in his absence.” "

‘‘My brother,” said Marjery, “is as near an angel now 
as it is possible for a soul to be. His poor little emaciated 
body scarcely holds his spirit down. It really seems, at 
times, as though his head alone held his sdul to earth, I 

■am many years older than my brother, and I do not re
member of his ever committing any sins whatever. His 
nature is so pure and angelic that he has never been 
known even to speak a cross or fretful word. What sins 
he ever could have committed that he needs to confess, I 
am at a loss to comprehend.”

In Adam’s fall, we sinned all,” and the serpent within 
intoT611 * ^brus^ sharp, poisonous dagger

“after her death,
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Kg What Transpires After the Transition 
l&’A • Called Death.

fr vy'ABSTRACT OF DR. PEEBLES’ LECTURE IN THE 
I' ' VAN BUREN OPERA BUILDING, SUNDAY, NO
I : VEMBER 27, TREATING OF DEATH, INFANTS,
I । IDIOTS, SUICIDES, FATE OF THE WICKED,
I MOURNING, ETC. ‘

I .The Doctor said iii substance that the word death„was a 
I misnomer, as man never dies. It was that appendage of
I hiinself, tlie human body, that died. All organized
I things and beings must, by the immutable law of Nature,
I'... become disorganized. Life and death are comparable to
I two ripples upon the measureless ocean of existence.
I Change is the universal law. ft is absolutely unwise to
I . prepare to die—but wise to prepare to live.. That is, to 
I live rightly, and he who lives aright, that is, lives in har
I inony with the laws of the universe, lives an honest, up
I right and benevolent life, is prepared for any and all 
I changes of existence.
I But. what transpires after death? Only three answers 
I through all antiquity have been given in answer to this
I question. The one is annihilation or absorption into the
I deific ocean of matter. The second is that multitudinous
I millions will be doomed to never-ending torments in hell,
I The other is that human beings at death, so-called, throw-
I ing off their mortal vestures, exist in the spirit world,
I which refined, etherealized world is all around .us, and that
I ii} this world all human intelligences have better facilities
I for progress than in this present world. ‘

Annihilation is almost unthinkable. It is certainly un- 
philosophical. Substance, that is something, cannot be
come nothing. It would be just as logical to say that 
nothing can become something, as that something or sub- 

| stance can become nothing. But man is substance, is a
। positive substantiality, and by parity of reasoning can

never become an unconscious nothing. The most in- 
\ genious chemist with all the mystic powers of the com- 
■; \ pound blow-pipe has not been able to annihilate the 

/ minutest molecule of matter. It may change conditions, 
'"■( but the primordial substances still remain. At nearly 

eighty, I have thrown off some fifteen or twenty bodies, 
but I am the same undivided, conscious personality. And 
yet, if annihilation were possible, it would show in
finitely more beneficence on the part of God, than for 
him to continue in existence countless millions for the 

. . sole purpose of everlastingly tormenting them in hell-fire.
Orthodox preachers are becoming afraid or ashamed to 

, . preach as they once did this pagan doctrine of eternal hell
: torments. As a dogma it is devilish and blasphemous.

. Milton’s poetic devil could do no worse than to create
■ millions of thinking human beings, knowing that the

. , very existence that he forced upon them would result to
them in endless tortures. When 1 use the word God I use 

, it in no anthropomorphic sense, but as did Proclus when 
he said, “God is causation;” as did Jesus when he said, 
“God is Spirit;” as did Emerson when he said, “The Over
Soul;” or as did Andrew Jackson Davis when he said, 
“The Great Positive Mind.”

Leaves recently fell from the maple, the oak, the ash 
and the elm. Falling leaves symbolize death. The earth 
to-day is wrapped in the winding sheet of death. This is 

j . beautiful. Before our gardens can again be clothed in 
lovely garments of green, they must first have been 

. • stripped by autumn gales and winter winds. Before we 
can have the full corn in the ear, the outermost kernel 

' must die in the cold damp earth. And so before we can
. again re-clasp the hands of -our loved ones above, our

bodies must go down one by one, to swell the great city of 
the departed—the city of Silence. Our dead enter the 

. spirit world mentally and morally precisely as they left 
this. They take with them consciousness, memory, in
tellect, aspiration, and all, in fact, that they have gathered 
here in this preliminary school of existence. Death is no 
savior. The resurrection does not transform idiots into

We/ wiil have to yUn, ©Struct 
expression, - In; visiting idiotic asylum’s,--I have seen 
grown-up youths taken there as idiotic children solve, 
after a few years, problems on blackboard, I have heard 
them declaim, play’ on pianos and engage in the profitable 
avocations of life.

And what of suicides—those guilty of taking what thev 
cannot give? It is to be regretted that Col. Ingersoll, 
who says so many brilliant things, encourages suicide 
under certain conditions. The act seems to me cowardly. 
Men who kill their bodies to get away, from misfortunes, 
do not by the act get away from themselves; neither do 
they get away’ from the troubles and trials that they 
cowardly tried to shirk. The true, brave soul says, “Gome, 
chains or crosses—come, pains, pangs, or keenest suffer- 
toos> I "’ill live, bravely live till Nature severs the chain 
that connects the mortal with the immortal.” Whoever 
saw an apple want to tall from a bough while yet green, 
hard and gnarly ? The pippins ripen, and the graimfields 
yellow, and the leaves turn sere, before they fall. Nature 
should be the guide. When suicides enter the spirit world 
and become conscious, they see at once that they have 
come where they were not wanted—come uninvited and 
see that they have shirked or left undone the manifold 
works that they’ ought on earth to have accomplished, 
■they are now earth-bound,- An aura of moral darkness 
surrounds them and they are^pierced with regret—with a 
bitter, biting, gnawing, galling remorse. They are in the 
hades of discipline. Their appointed work will perhaps 
be to try and prevent others from the commission of this 
rash, mad act; and through preventing others and labor
ing for the uplifting of. those who are spiritually below 
them, they themselves gradually reach the lighter, 
brighter and higher spheres of existence.

. ' CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
And what of those who suffer capital punishment? 

Ihis is a relic of barbarism. To hang arvqgn by the neck 
until he is dead is brutality. It is the 1? kif retaliation. 
It is mosaic. It is worse than useless alsd;‘-f)ecause it does 
not kill the man, It only lets him out of his body into 
conditions-where obsessionally he can do far more mis
chief, if so disposed, than if permitted to remain in his 
body. He should have been imprisoned, made to engage 
m hard manual labor, and had facilities given him for 
mental, moral and spiritual improvement. All punish
ments should be disciplinary. This is the only rational 
and humanitarian view of the subject. Usually murderers 
ln their cells are visited as was the Californian Durant by 
sickly ladies and the pious clergy. These preachers con
verse with them, pray over them, and pronounce them 
converted and fit tor heaven. Then the law kills them, 

kills them with rope or electricity, and the secular press, 
occasionally, in fact generally, in speaking of some one’s 
suffering capital punishment, says—“Jerked to Jesus.” 
In tact, orthodox theologians and creed-bound sectarians 
pieach good, upright, conscientious, honest men like 
Ihomas Paine and Abraham Lincoln to hell, because they 
had not been converted and subscribed to some iron-clad 
creed; and at the same time they preach black-hearted 
murderers into heaven because, at the eleventh hour, thev 
repented and professedly believed on the Lord Jesus— 
making belief, rather than character and conduct, the 
passport to heaven! I pronounce all such doctrines’and 
dogmas dangerous, demoralizing and devilish, and preach
ers who endorse and proclaim them from their velvety I 
pulpits ought to.be civilized, enlightened, and themselves 
converted to the gospel of common sense, justice, reason, 
philosophy,, and the progress that characterizes the noon
tide glories of this nineteenth century.

- OFD THERESURRECTION.

sages, nor the selfishly wicked into saints. .Corsets and 
cloaks and masks and wigs and all kinds of society gear
ings fall off this side or Death’s portal, and each soul grav
itates to the spiritual sphere that this life has prepared 
it for. Returning spirits teach—demonstrate this.

DEATH BEAUTIFUL.
There is seldom any pain in the process of dying. The 

throes and spasms often seen at the bedside of the dying 
are only the struggling efforts of the real man, the con
scious soul to burst away from its dissolving, entangling 
tenement of mortality. Dying, to mortals, is much what 
hatching is to birds. Unhatched birds grow, but their 
shells do not grow. Growing within as the uuhatched 
bird, does, it feels, after a time, cramped; and becoming 
uneasy and restless from the environments, it struggles, 
and breaks through the shell, preparatory to soaring away 
into the gardens and groves jhat gladden the hillsides. 
The shell died; the bird lived. It is beautiful to die. 
And when the body is dead, it should be cremated and not 
buried. The decaying and putrefying conditions of 

■grave-yard buried bodies is deleterious to both air and 
wgter. Floods bear this cemetery-poisoned water into 
cisterns, wells, and streams, causing typhoid fevers and 
almost innumerable diseases or deaths.

There should be no black at funerals. There should 
be no mourning garments worn. The constituents, of no 
color, is so repulsive to exalted spirits as black. Put upon 
your door knobs baskets of ripened fruits,sheaves of wheat 
and wreaths of flowers, but no gloomy dangling crapes. 
If you will not cremate your dead, then bury them far 
away under banks of flowers and evergreens, symbols of 
immortality. Never confound the cast-off body with the 
freed and risen friend.

INFANTS CARED FOR.
The infant enters (he spirit world as an innocent and 

lovely infantile spirit, and is taken charge of by tender 
mothers, by maternal spirits and loving angels, who con
duct it to the summerland shores of innocence and beauty, 
where it is loved, schooled, and trained in all the educa
tional glories of the higher life. It there grows and ma
tures to the full stature of manhood or womanhood. And 
yet, it is neither natural nor right to die in infancy or 
childhood. All need the struggles, trials, and experiences 
of mortality. These strengthen true manhood, as the 
winds strengthen the towering oaks on the hillside. Some 
poet thus sweetly sung in writing of the departure of 
children: ’
E The angels have need of these lovely buds 
, In their gardens so fair;

• They graft them on immortal stems 
To bloom forever there.

WHAT OF IDIOTS?

Idiots, and what of them? Philosophically speaking, 
there are" no idiots. But owing to the malformation of 
the organization, or some impaired nervo-vibration, or 
nervo-impaired lesion, the Divine spark, the Ego, could

What the Minei May Do In Moments of 
, Sleep.

I Will the mystery of dreams ever be solved—the 
romance of sleep—thdt comes to all alike, rich and poor, 

I saint and sinner, male aijd female? Even dogs dream, 
I they say, and if dogs, why hht horses and cattle and every 
other kind of animal? 11'

And yet, common as dreaAis are, and familiar to every- 
I one, the metaphysicians and the philosophers have made 
| but little progress in solving1 the problem. There is per
haps not so much sujierstitibn among the educated con
nected with dreams as forderly, though there are still vast 
numbers of people who have faith in the dream book, and 
look upon their dreads as prophetic and full of omens. 
Ihere are still interpreters, too, who will tell you for a 
consideration the meaning of your dreams, though few of 
them are as successful'as Jpseph when he revealed to the 
butler, the baker, and afterward to Pharaoh himself the 
portents of their respective dreams. >

And yet dreams “come true,” as almost everybody has 
experienced. Not all dreams, but some dreams. Hum
boldt relates in “Cosmos” that Columbus in a dream, long 
before his first voyage, heard a voice saying: “God will 
give you the keys of the ocean.” Calphurnia dreamed on 
the night before the assassination that great Caesar fell 
mortally wounded at her feet, and she used all her arts of 
persuasion to keep him from going to the Senate on that 
day. And he would have stayed away had not Decius 
Brutus, one of the conspirators sent to bring him, given a 
d^e^ent interpretation of the dream, and then satirically

The Senate have concluded
To give this day a crown to mighty’Caesar. 
If you shall send them word you will not come. 
Pheir minds may change. Besides it were a mock 
Apt to be rendered, for some one to say, 
“Break up the Senate till another time, 
AVhen Caesar’s wife shall meet with better dreams.” 
Caesar went to his fate and the dream came true. 
I quote from Shakespeare, but the story is historical. 
The philosophic explanation of such dreams is that the 

waking thoughts being intently engaged upon any sub
ject, either of hope, as in the case of Columbus, or of fore
boding, as in the case of Calphurnia, continue in sleep, 
and in that state thought takes the form of actuality. 
There are few people who have not in greater or less 
degree had dreams of this kind.

Some Interesting Reflections and Specula
tions Thereon.

TWO IN ONE

That the mind often works intelligently and logically 
in dreams, solving,problems or smoothing out perplexing 
difficulties that have occurred in actual life, has been 
proved by testimony that cannot be gainsaid. Franklin 
gives several instances where lines of policy or of argu
ment came to him in his dreams that had greatly puzzled 
him when awake, and Condorcet, the French mathe
inatic-ian, relates that he solved many intricate problems 
in his dreams. Nubia Khan,” that exquisite fragment 
of Coleridge’s genius, was composed by him in sleep, and 
so vividly was it impressed on his min'd that he sat down 
the next morning to write it.out. While thus engaged he 
was interrupted by a visitor—a person from Porlock, a 
neighboring village—and when he resumed his pen the 
jioem had vanished from his mind and he was never after
ward able to recall another line. How many lovers of 

I poetry have anathematized that “person from Porlock” 
. would be hard to say, but their name is legion.

». Th. ' b.,8,d'clll ll,S- .» 1» O»1J comp»,, T.rth.i, 11.» ,»n„«„ri vio|“i8"'
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anxious fussing about my bedside. Let not a tear be -wm- <i a i- ' ' .
shed—why should any weep when I am on the wing up- n are ,9le refl.eetlve powers weakened in dreams, 
ward? Let there be music and flowers and thoughts of I Pr;Joh 118011 thus P0111ls out> but the moral faculty also, 
happier reunions in the blessed beyond ’ aU+ 18 ^ul^e. ce^ain that excellent people, who would

. ...............  J ’ n°t wrong a neighbor or a fellow being in any way in their 
1 waking hours, view with the utmost serenity of conscience 
the commission of almost any crime.

HINDRANCE TO PROGRESS.

i One of the tenets of the great religious bodies of the 
, day that is most widely and tenaciously held, is the 

resurrection of the dead. Through the ages of the past it 
has been insisted upon under a rain of blood and fire, and 
at the edge of the sharpest and most merciless swords. 
The most unrelenting of these proselyters have always 
been the teachers of the doctrines of love and good fellow
ship. The more they “so loved the world” the more they 
slew; the higher was piled the hecatomb of victims they 
offered up to appease the awful anger of their God, who is 
declared to be Love itself.

Perhaps the originators of the creeds upon which the 
sects of the world are founded, supposed it were better to 
die and be resurrected by some power outside of and be
yond themselves, than never to have died at all; but that 
the self-same atoms that are laid down by an Ego, shall, 
after the lapse of centuries, come perfectly polarized into 
contact once more, after service in myriads of animal and 
vegetable forms, is, to say the least, incredible. The 
power and method of the true resurrection must, then, 
lie in another direction than the popular belief.

The perfect man of Galilee declares: “I lay down my 
life of myself that I might take it up again. No man 
taketh it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have 
power to lay it down, and I have power to take it up 
again.” This declaration puts a new phase on the matter. 
We do not die because we must, but because we choose. 
We are not only the arbiters of our lives, but the archi
tects and builders of our own bodies as well. They be
come vigorous or otherwise as we choose to make them. 
We ourselves, then, fix both the days of our birth and of 
our death. Grant this, and the question stares us in the 
face: Why die at all? It is a waste of time, and the grow
ing to the years of understanding a useless repetition. If 
we can retake the body after we have let go we certainly 
can hold it without laying it down.

The record of the wise ones says: The Nazarene retook 
his body, and carried it with him. If he did this, where 
is it now? He could not carry a visible body into the 
invisible realm; therefore he must be somewhere in the 
visible. To those who without much thought deny the 
possibility of this or of the resurrection, I reply the 
Spiritualists have already solved the problem and demon
strated beyond question the possibility of the resurrection 
of the body. If it is ourselves and not an outside power 
or God who does the resurrecting, then every individual 
must be his own resurrector.. The materializing of the 
smallest part of a finger or of any other part of the body 
makes the visible presence of the whole body a possibility.

If a full form appear, it is but a short distance to the 
body that should be perfect throughout; the complete 
resurrection, as its believers understand it. Materializa
tion is incipient resurrection. It would be possible and 
must be, for the materializing spirit under favoring con
ditions to refuse to dematerialize, and claim its place on 
earth as one new-born of the first resurrecting. But if 
the spirit has the power of obtaining a new body, this 
power must have been an undeveloped possession before 
it passed into the realm of the unseen. If it had this 
power, it had no business to die. It could have held its 
body constantly renewed in perpetual youth for the never
ending ages, if it chose.

The demonstrations common to Spiritualist gatherings 
prove this. If they have proved anything they have 
demonstrated the power of self-resurrection. If they 
only will add to their empirical knowledge the wisdom of 
he most learned sages, which for ages has been most con

temptuously tossed aside by the modem scholars, thev 
may perceive the new life. The transmutation of the 
gross metals into gold by the use of the “Philosopher’s ' 
Stone and the “Elixir of Life,” which are always sug
gested as matters to be used in conjunction, are in no !

“D'ths nor fables. The path leading to everlasting 
bodily life, lies through materialization, transmutation, 
and the Elixir of Life. Because we are generators, and 1 
creators of bodies foreign to ourselves, we can be 1 
regenerators and recreators of our own bodies 1

; W. P. PHELON, M. D. !
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What’s Your Keynote?
The first thing to do is to find your patient’s keynote.

Not only are the reflective powers weakened in dreams 
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The first thing to do is to find your patient’s keynote,” Strange beyond all comprehension are the phenomena 
said the speciahst in lung troubles, according to the New of sleeP- While prone upon our beds we enter a land of 
lork Herald. enchantment, where we see, and converse, and travel and

Jie was expatiating upon his new theory—he said it was enSaffe in wonderful enterprises. We are limited by 
new, and dare a layman contradict?—that the coming neitlier tilne nor space. The impossible becomes the 
cure tor consumption, bronchitis and pneumonia would actnal, the unborn live, the dead come back, and miracles 
be pneumatic massage of the mucous membrane of the air are ^ie commonplaces of existence.
chambers and passages of the body. ”” ”

“And what do you mean by (he patient’s keynote?” I
ventured. J '
. “ft hy, that’s easy enough to explain,” said he “Every 
man or woman has a keynote—a note in their voice 
trained or untrained, which when uttered causes the air 
chambers of the head and chest to resonate to the highest 
degree. °

“You don’t sing? So much the better for illustration 
Follow me and try- each note of the scale in succession, 
C, D, B 1<, G, A, B—stop. Sing B again to the word, 
Say—ah—oh, swelling out the ‘oh’ to the fullest extent. 
There you are. Didn’t you feel your chest and throat 
and head and nose—every air cavity in your body__thrill
with resonance when you gave out that ‘oh?’

“That’s your natural keynote. Of course, if you were 
a trained singer you would make every note in the scale 
the same way and you would be talking about your fine 
method. But the great majority’ of people with untrained 
voices, or voices that, musically speaking, are no voices at 
all, have only one note that resonates all their air 
chambers simultaneously.”

“But the pneumatic massage?”
“Ah! that’s what I’m coming to. Now. just sing your ■ 

keynote two or three times more. That’s it’! Now again! 
Again! Good! Now tell me, how do you feel’1 All iii 
a glow, you say? And that little cold in your head? 
Forget you had it, eh? And your chest feels fuller and 
your breathing easier? Just what I contend. Precisely 
what I have found in my own case. That’s the pneumatic 
massage of the mucous membrane of the air chambers— 
the nose and head and throat and lungs.

“The resonating tone has put new life into the mem
brane and the activity is promotive of health. Apply the 
nrinninln in onncnTnnL’nw «mJ —____ • .* *

One-third of our lives are passed in this realm, which 
Shelley has called the brother of death.

How wonderful is Death, 
Death and his brother Sleep! 

One pale as yonder waning moon, 
With lips of lurid blue;
The other rosy as the morn, 

When throned on ocean’s wave, 
It blushes o’er the world;

Yet both so passing wonderful.
Two things in human experience, apart from revelation 

tend to prove the immortality of the soul. One is that 
the mind never grows old. The man of seventy is as 
youthful in his mental emotions and thought as a boy of 
fifteen. The other is dreaming, wherein the mind 
apparently acts independently of the body.

Can immortality be any more improbable or impossible 
than our dream life?

—James Stuart in Times-Herald.

not manifest through the imperfect organism, and hence principle to
«.emforhw.10child™.nButtheDlri™ pmehing huge ri.ta. to’tta“«Jie ,„1 ’
Ego was there all the same awaiting better conditions for 
development. In all my journeyings around the woi id, 
visiting infirmaries, leper hospitals, and homes for the 
weak-minded, I have never seen an idiot. I have seen 
thousands called idiots. Blind Tom. is called an idiot, 
but'who would not be proud to make the rich thrilling 
harmonies that he evokes upon piano or organ? And 
remember, the music that he evokes is not in the piano, 
but in his own conscious soul. This idiot, so-called, only 
gives expression to the musical tones that vibrate and 
thrill in his own conscious spirit. In mechanics I am an 
idiot. When a lad I could not make a hand-sled, and 
now I cannot make a door-button. 1 have no mechanical

ap-
. - ~ , • -- ------ —«nd noses,
try one note of the scale after another until the patient’s 
keynote is discovered. Then give him a dose of resonance 
as many times a day as the case mav demand. I’m con
fident that, unless the patient is too far gone, he is bound 
to be benefitted.” "

skill and if I ever have a residence, a house-like home in 
the better land, other hands than mine, other brains than

When pr. Frank E. Miller, who is not . a 
specialist but a trained vocal musician as well, was naked 
if he thought there is anything in the “pneumatic massage 
of the mucous membrane of the air chambers” theory he 
smiled and said:- - •”

“It is plausible. I know by personal experience that 
often when Pm tired out by-professional work if I spend 
from five to ten minutes in vocal exercise I am quite re
freshed -mentally and physically and ready, for another 
round of hard work.”

. ugly;hands. 
i —----

The roughened hajids thqt never shirked, 
The plain brown -hands (that planned and worked 
Are folded now impeace and rest _ ’
Upon the wayworn, weary breast.
O’er ivory keys they nevdr strayed;
Embroidery, lace, they nfever made— 
Poor tired hands! " On One of them 
Flashed never brilliant,‘ shining gem. 
They cooked and ^ashel,.they scrubbed and mended 
Unto the children, fondly tended; ’
They soothed the head that ached and beat

. And gently bathed, the fevered feet.
They gladly toiled from mom till night 
That they might other hands keep white 
And tried so hardsto roses spread

- Adoym the path for loved ones’ tread. ...
They were so tender, quiet, we'
Ne’er noticed how unselfishly ' 
They clasped each cross with trust -find prayer • 
And burdens bore more than their «hare _ . • " , -

. Aye, ugly, coarse, unlovely quite, ■ ■■
They look to our defective sight; ■: :' :
But, to their mission dutiful, ■ • 
In God’s eyes they are beautiful. . .
' ? —New Orleans Picayune,

E. G. E. (Mount Morris, N. Y.): A few years ago a 
Catholic priest taught that hell was an abode of happiness. 
(1) Will you please give some elucidation of this interest
ing doctrine, and (2) also state whether or not this doc
trine is indorsed by the Catholic Church?

0) Professor St. George Mivart a few years ago wrote 
three articles in The Nineteenth Century,” in which he 
went so far as to say that, owing to the spirit of the 
dwellers in hell, being in harmony with the nature of most 
people, there is more happiness for the majority there 
than there would be for those in heaven. In support of 
his opinion he quoted many church fathers and St. Au
gustine, who said that “the damned prefer their existence 
as damned souls, to non-existence.” Professor Mivart 
affirmed that hell was designed for the gradual ameliora
tion of the wicked, whose only punishment consisted in 
not knowing the beatitude of heaven, even as the man of 
lower instincts and animal appetite, though happy in the 
enjoyment of crude pleasures, misses the enjoyments of 
men of refined taste. (2) This doctrine wag proscribed as 
in opposition to Catholic dogma. The articles were con
demned alike by the Congregation of the Inquisition and 
the Congregation of the Index. As the decree of con
demnation may be of interest to the readers, we give it 
here at length:

The Sacred Congregation of the most eminent and 
reverend cardinals of the Holy Roman Church, annointed 
and delegated by our Most Holy Lord Leo XIII. and the 
Holy Apostolic See for the drawing up of a list of books 
of evil doctrine, and for prescribing, correcting and 
giving leave for the same, in the whole Christian 
commonwealth, has condemned and condemns, has pro
scribed and proscribes, or, if elsewhere condemned and 
proscribed has ordered and orders that the following 
works should be entered on the list of prohibited books: 
Mivart, St. George, ‘Happiness in Hell’ (Nineteenth Cen
tury), London, December, 1892, and ‘The Happiness in 
PfefeeArUairy1’01no93’i,nd ‘?st Word 011 Happiness 
wr ’ , b-j April, 1893. By a decree of the Holy Office 
Wednesday July 19, 1893. Wherfore let no one hence
forth, of whatever rank or condition, venture to publish 
m any place or language, or to read if published, or to 
keep in his possession, the aforesaid works thus con
demned and proscribed, but let him be bound to hand 
them over to the Ordinaries of the place, or to the In
quisitors of Heresy, under the penalties laid down in the 
Index of forbidden books. These proceedings have been 
referred to our Most Holy Lord the, Pope by me. the' 
undersigned, Secretary of the Sacred Congregation of the 
Index; His Holiness approved the decree, and ordered it 
to be published . •

. “Given at Rome, July 21, 1893. . '
. \ “CAMILLUS CARDINAL MAZELLA, 
' : “Prefect Fr. Hyacinthus Fratt, 0. P.”
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LED TO THE LIGHT.

A Thrilling, Pogchologloal Story ofXeongdt. 
nation and Pre. Thought. It I. to Protoat^ 

antim what the "Secret, of the Con.
, rent" Is to Cathollolun. j

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
The dhtlngulBbed author. Hudson Tuttle, reoulroa 

do Introduction to the readers of Thi Pbogbbsiiv! 
but the following headings of chapters will 

show them what they may expect from the book’ U 
Idyl — Firdham -Building the 

Church—The Rvangollst- Blood—Th* Saloon—The 
Daughter—Law—Tbs Harvest of Souls—Jans 

Grey—The Mother of Caln— Evolution— Stella—Thi Cell—Death—A Sup Forward -The Home Circlt-TbJ 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette- The Bank Robtery-! 
Liberty—All is Well That Ends Well—The New Church—The New Way; Led to the Light W

Every chapter is devoted to one idea, and the whole mnT0™0 ienaJ<movl°K 0D"ard to the eff 
Cftl?’‘er of lbe revivalist Is con- r th th0 obaracter of the honest minister anl 

by which n proachir
ISSir01? tbc churcb. Md the difficulties he meeti 

a. c graphical y preseuied. 1 he newtburcb and pro* 
¿rewire Lyceum evolved out of the old. form an In

study to thc«e seeking new methods. . 
itlialieauUiul volume of 223 pages, and the prlofr 

) Accornnnco with our new departure. Is 80 eentt.
' »f The Prog'kkmive Tuinkkii.

ii«ELOFNA®i
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-' .
PROF L; ,BHK!,MANI »«I’teil b>

. Heretofore it hubeen sold for
12, but tbs price now has been reduced to tl. It Is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 4A 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Bheh 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil: 
Unnatural ideas; Church History; Progression; InheF 
ent In Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Knutles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality! 
. Tt"’ eonfoandlnrof Linjuage; The Spirt» 
A')odes, Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltut 
a OrffSHisms: Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogrt*’. 
P J? Ooe8Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. I 
hnTh n>,5.".lh?r 5lllr,: " K«1>. partake, ol

1’iy,lcal alld mental or iplrltual ailment for hlnfl 
°n® must digest tholr various kinds of food 

tor themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
fr'l“ ®.r '"J®“. u»cl>er or pupil.

. 1 expands by virtue of that food and nour* 
wh‘c1» 1 Individually partake and digest, 

by vlttoe of the soul essence 
JjiVD? i duftllr Prtbcr and comprehend or digest."

* or talc at this office. . " ■

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS^ 
-OK-

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
co!n.P*r's»» Of une Of the Spiritual!« MoeuHm1?“"? Of I“', “'.I1,0 wlt11 lhat of toXy. A 

MobesHull. An Invincible argument nrovlnp th*? Mon.'J™’?1’’ * “I"11“™- to allIpSXii ■ 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also ahonu ’tmivSt' 

the OV. raf New°*La. 
ment were undertho same conditions that modlnma 
requho to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the rtv.

~ THE -

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
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The above, from the New. York Tribune, illustrates the 
true character of the Romish Church. .Freedom of 
speech.and. freedom of thought will not be tolerated 
therein. JUSTICE.

A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 
iv1 I?0’Nyen the 61,1111 Ban'1 tbrouth the ma- 
dlnmihlp of Mre. MagdalenaKllne. This rolcirPo <££ 
***!* 01 ,.,5r10’ of lecture«, mesiaget ud noemi. 
written cad delivered n public throat* themenrlrii’. CUlimotMn. Magdalena KHug a tSice, ‘la^-w 
antand tninlratloua1 medium. Their tone fi eicenrnJ 
and their aplrlt good; and eren though ono mavrnS 
acme Idea« that differ from thope hekai ielJSt hi 
wtll flnd much to please, benefit and Jr.vrncL ° tm ■ 
revtrence with which Jesus la mentioned win mATS 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning i 
S.d 2“r!fu,nl.'!', ,fter 1110 orthodox MandaN?
The book contains «8 'arge pages, and will he aewi «»tnak tor «1 kor sale at thia caS, “
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TK/Í1ÍN OF 8UKWHIFTÍ0N.
• Tnt rnoüBEBßivK Thinker will bo furnished until

: further notice, nt the following terme, invariably in
• udvaiice:

started out witbanchaflödrlsh of'un- 
splrltual pyrotechnics, making dire

£ r.

___ ___Î? rece°t «rchaeologlcai dlscoveries ln Pref. E^lfon g^been d!

threats against Spiritualism,° which »WM to te of tatereat to course of lectures nt Wfttnw
was to be sneedtlv „«.i „„„4. t'tlllsttans,was to be speedily pulverized and scat . as they are to indepen

dent thinkers whose ambition it is totered to the winds, proved an unsklll- 
fully handled boomerang to its pro
jectors. It wounded not Spiritualism, 
but on the contrary wrought damage to 
Its Inventors. Indeed, it proved a verl- I >,< ,, ' -------------------
table blessing in disgulse.of foe to our charloZ nod” a™y’ h°Me3’
cause. Anticipating a fierce attack all aB described 111
fiiAtur , I 14. not so inuc^i as one re

mained, ” says the book, while da pur
suit of the fugitive Jews who were

know the truth. It was during the reign 
of Setl II., the pretended exodus of the 
Jews from Egypt occurred. Instead of 
being overwhelmed and lost in the Red

delivering a
course of lectures at Willard Hall, this

Ute deelfoe of the Datta govern
ments Is a subject for discussion among 
the leading public journals. That

MISLEADING.

city, under the, head of “Conflict of 
Christ wltli'civïnzatlon.” The burden 
of his flfthllectufe seems designed to 
prove that the object of “Our Lord’s" 
mission was asi much political as re
ligious, andithat his crucifixion was not 
for his "going tibout-healing the sick I Bellsus of opinion seems to be th are 
peop e and lappealing to individuals to under the control of Catholicism, while 
fhe ire ’ ’’“““/“tog the ruling powers.are subordinate to
the then, existing national order of the Pope 
things.” ., ; , _,n.,„ ..... , When the civil power of Rome, andr.nn 1 J1* PaSSbl’ f any trust I the ecclesiastical, were centered in 
nhtde„l HCb a ? JeSUS same l)el'60n- as was the case froih me
aimed at the destruction of the Roman days of Numa, B. 0. 700, down to the 
po«ei, and the rebuilding of the king- 1)erlod of Constantine, A. D. 325, the 
dom of David, of which it was proposed civil arm was in the ascendant, and her 
ho’ 11 a est™d*lllfc of thttt king, was to power was commensurate with civillza-

v h 1 ls„ tol’reTseuted as tom. But with the death of that ruler 
posing as the king of the Jews. His power was gradually usurneil hv the, ,, iwnu nut ¿jiuuuuiiy ubuipeci Dy uie
giand demonstration on entering religious, and Rome declified. Prqy- 
Jerusalem riding on “an ass and its iuces one aftel. another wore lost. Her 
colt, Is conclusive evidence of bls pur- conquests ceased to be for civil control, 
pose. To that end he was born, and for but to build up a mighty hierarchy 
that offence against the constituted whose authority was to extend into 
authorities he was arrested, convicted an°ther life. .
and crucified, before he had time to I. ,lbe Refm'matl°n was the first severe 
consummate'’his plans, while his ex- vi°Wat0 Cntoollc ambition. Subordinate 
orafion»™ I kingdoms rose in revolt, till finally theecutloneis, accoidlng to the same Latin nations alone remained/ She 
authority, placed upon his cross the came near losing France, aud would 
legend: “This isj Jesus, the King of thé I but for Bonaparte with his army who 
Jews.” ■ restored to the Pope what was wrested

It was not a Renublic Teana nraiMMi froni bim by toe French Revolution.i was nota itepuuitc Jesus preposed L11)eral thought( now resll.aiuea( ls a 
of I powerful factor in France, which in

the I due time will come to the frout again; 
the toen woe betide that government which 
the exempts to suppress religious freedom.

Italy has already established civil 
rule, in opposition to priestly, but the 

the, Pope still retains too much power, and

France, Italy, Spain and Portugal have 
all seen their best days, and are far 
gone in the decrepitude which marks 
nations, as Individuals, there can be no 
doubt. The cause of this decline is 
traced to various sources, but the con-.    '..»1.00 Six month«........ ...........................  J,..................50 eta

Thirteen weeks...................................    sseta
StoBlecopy.......... . ........................................  Gets _ .----- - ---------

BKMi iTANr EB. - along our lines—as indeed was intend-
lieraithyrostoaiceNoneyOider.IteglstercdLettor. ed—SniritUilliata nwnl-o f.-nm ot„.„t.„,. 

crtlrsfton Chtcsgo or Now York. It conte from lot , “ tuaiiblb an Oke llom Slumbel
tol5 cents to get clieikecssheil on local lunik«, eodoir't and prepared to meet the exnppfprt nn I - -------- ------ --------
tend them unless you wish thntinnount deducted from . .. , uApeoteu ou making their way' OU drv land throughthe sin mil sent, nircr.t »it letter« to j. it. Francis. [ Maught. That the projected war of ex- +t,o „„„ , y ; y rereugn
NojoLootins street, Chicago, in, •. - . termination terminated in an inglorious Xe ¿a J™. , ?bedlent to
CLUBS.’ IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! I iiasc0’ iu which “our. friend the ene- I that Pharoah^s found nicol

As there are thousands who win at first venture my” was speedily placed “hors du „n,i _ , ., ,. d b^ely embalmed
only tweuty-iivecouisfor'ritkl'Boor.EssivsTiiiNKEu mmint " rmitnu .,„,t ,i,.t r x, and quietly resting in his inscribed 
thlrteeuweetawewouldauggssitothosewliorccelvo  comuaT> touted and driven from the „„„„ , ““uratu
aaumpie.opy, to solicit several others to unite with field, with the loss of oi-dn-tnop nnd n,o luuu‘my ease, tv het e he has reposed un-
them. and thus he able to remit from JI to no; or even 01 ““nance and am- dlsturbeH for In Um „o,„.a
wore than the latter sum A luge number of little munition, is a matter of history well , , ycaiS.
umoums will make a largo eum total, aud thus extend »eu æjjg reluajn8 of Tr
the tieid ot our labor uuiT usetuiness. The same sug- known to our readers, who witnessed p /, amcsis. ii. were
gestion win apply iu nil cases of renewal of subacrip- fi,rnn„|, rPI,„ p,„„,n,, , , .. renna some years ago at Deir el Bahari
tious—solicit others to nid tu tho good teorie. You will nuoufeb me 1 regressive Thinker the ,vlH1 „, , , , , , cummin,
experience no diaieuity whatever In Inducing Spiritu- Waterloo defeat the Antis suffered at , °IUCl euil)alnied kings, to which mists to subscribe for TubFkoouessivb Tuibkeii, . , “ _ nutis biuieiLU at n]aee ft,pv t.n.a )lo n ,
for uot one of tiicm cau uiford to be without the value- Anderson, Ind. By Moses Hull their 1 y 11 • ueen itmoted for pres
tile tnforniullon Imparted therein each week, and at wonn„,,„ , ervatioil during some civil eoniinntlnn
the price of only about two cents per weck I weapons of slander were rendered use- I ....., . commotion,
---------------------------------- --------------- less, and their Bible ordnance was cap- J elhaPs when Egypt was invaded by

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents. tured and turned against themselves. f‘'TS‘°U Cambyses. It was the opin- 
Do yon want a more bountiful harvest than we can <jt„„„ ,i.„, „ . , l°n Of Egyptologists for a time tlmt It

give you for 25 cents? Just pause aud think for a mo- »toce that time their efforts have be- 7, , y 11 ume tout it
meat what an Intellectual feast that small Investment comp more »nd mm-n it tt " ' under the reign of Ramesis II. that
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pbo- Lwue n)01e and mole feeble, as if they therexnflnn .
01-.BSSIVBTuikkek thirteen weeks Is (inly twenty-five felt it Were Useless to tl'V to contimi» ' ° eXOdUS oce>Ured, but when his re
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and I ,, . e B 10 “ Y to continue mains were found BiblloWlsta fivod
four pages of solid, substantial, aoul-elevatlng and toe warfare. , „ mmioioglsts fixed

I Apparently from that quarter, the I Xlmn m ' aB Phal'°ah °f tbiit

---- :------------------  -------------------------- - danger has become so minimized that it oeailsl°n. Now as Seti II. has risen, 
TAKE NOTICEI--- is scarcely worthy of farther thought ■ 8peaks to us 'from his tomb, of

ty At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, or apprehension. However, it behooves course a revised opinion must beto«: Spiritualists to stand ever on guai^ formed to meet the emergency fot
IÎT if you do not receive your paper promptly, I Orel’ vigilant, ever Watchful against Thimoh Hi« norfi, „ » ’ , ,

:yrlw i“,us, and errors in address win bo promptly flank movements, ambuscades and sure ± * j a ta® earth was all quaking
- corrected, and mtalug numbers supplied gratia. nrises Defentod Ir, Ànr nine And flamtag the sky,

Whenever you desire the address of your paper tinn„ rn aD opera- The Bible must be sustained
ehsuged, always give the address of the place to wblah ROUS, in the open field, the movements W1C„ >iiIa>, “’

. it is tbeu scuter tim change cannot be made. I against us are now likely to be of the I —ise. tne Chiu ch will die,
“ ---------------------- - ------ I more sinister order of sly municipal and We Quote from the London Times:
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. I legislative enactments, cunningly word-1 “As a sequel to his discovery of the

Tao Progressive Tbiukcr is furnished in the United I ed to hide treacherous antagonistic de- I tomb of King Thothmes III., at Thebes, ' 
Blau a nt ei.u) per year, the postage thereou being but signs against Suiritualism nq rnnro- I M. Loret, director cenemi nf tho «n nominal, but when It Is sent tu foreign countries we i. a,1' aS JePrß-I «_ or the an
uro compelled to charge Ml cents extra, making the fncdilïmc, l:e.".lcrc, ctC. If, -________ . --------------
yearly subscription si.», fjeaso hour that lu miud. I they ean put down the mediums and and opened the tomb of Amenophis II., 
----- ~ ------  healers, they will have accomplished a — _ ■_/  __________ __ _ ___ _ 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10 1898 nilsh'y stride onward in their work of ' ■' . 1 — '_____ ' ■ ■ ; - >n Spain when her contention with

’ ' pulling down Spiritualism. Unless they I I FV ji • ■ . — ... ... America is ended; then it is honed be
—' - " are closely watched, their evil measures L.IT8. Uftfiill I ITI IM AITA I IT\/ tore the civil strife is over religious

A YEAR OF GRACE. are likely to become laws, and Spirit- .1- " ■-^vviii|^ ■ ■ ■ 1111VFI J (J 11 | V 4 freedom, hostile to priestly tyranny.
Only one more vear then the end' iURbsts and too public will not even ' will be established. It is conceded free-Sinners dn ven iti n “n r » 7 I bave an ‘“^ng of their Work until the I -------------------------- I thought, in its various forms, has a

Slnncis, do you hear? Rev. T. J. Boyd, law is enforced in the arrest and. trial T tp. • i , ' - strong foothold in the peninsula, but it
an Indianapolis di vine has been study- of mediums, in the courts of law. I -Lille IS tlie QreamV SlCGD. .and fl fìa t, 11-^m I ROB Hod— I has been subordinated to the church by 
ing the “Word of God,” as thousands Such thliugs have been done, and will j I’P J mrovurnuu oppressive exactions which have kept
of others have for many centuries, and be d°ne again unless prevented by the 11'116 11161 -• < . the boldest silent. The late expressions
has made the awful discovery that e‘l0rt3 of ever-wateliful friends of our TJ.O 11 i y « . „ . of Gen. Weyler must have had a large
Nov. 11 1899 will witness the consum f3“®» sPil’ltualIsts should, as a mat- llS ßliaClOWed ValleV, SpailDöd by fajfh. With 112’ht bacltInß to justify his denunciations of «ut. u, 1OM, win witness tne consum- ter of safetv eloselv re» wnre J ’ r awwaoxu nxuu xitiiili the nrlestlv vIiikr__ _ ,, . ... I VV1 V* ouiciji cxuöciy biuu 111c WO11£ 01 I _   .16 —r - •* • CJ I jjaxvbvij uuibd. 
mation of all things, and that this their city councils and the legislatures 6111116: • ' "
earth, with all its homes and people, of their respective states. A little op- T4-o L+’ll a i i • i
will go up in smoke. position in due time, will save an im- 1» WaiCrS SHU, ft. StTCaDl d.0WH WJHCh W6 ffßntlV

The faithful servant of God has hit meuae «mount of troubie later on. It Is erb’/Irv
• on a good time, at the end of summer ’ U ..

with "whitened kV8 i^'b 01d wlnter I reI’enl nfter it shall have become"«God’s-rod and staff our oars, fair angel hands our । , -
with whitened lucks is about to com- tal Ized luto statuto law • i . yw-wj xmixx wugvi tiaittm uui eceles nsftckm on
mence his icy reign. At that period Another foe more treacherous and - ffUldò. ; f '/jnnlv «.xi...» IL » 41 1 1 J x I vuul xub 1UUI V H Vil L. 14 vi U Ug uUU I V*/ e r , I ’ A   _ r- — - - — f - ■ . ■ - . , . ,

remaueeibiwbo'esilded“the starerai AntoSlto^ though^mÌs“ JJS garb a mantle, Whiter than the snows of earth, p^^tVand^he dJTto^ 

the giand ^wind’ V^mt861 °f bls c°nvictions-or the sly framer of in- TO 06 tÜ6 SOUl aWaklUg into glad Ï16W birth I Ultimately established in Washington2Ite grave imopimgiteit^ugh^osedmfc
good'enough ‘'stars” forali ’Mdium that he may acquire ilk WP 1 that view she is expending a score of
nurnoses 1 * piactical frnnd and deception. The business of W6 • ... millions of dollars In the purchase of

Th.. i,mn nf o nni™„„i « -, these swindlers should be made not "Paca nn in hnvAn’r. • a i»i real estate in and around that city and
oul,y tosreputable but unremuneratlve A aSS OH IO UOpò S IlUltltlOU---immOltallty. ln the building of cathedrals, colleges,

hrXZ „«h 1 gb\by a“d dangerous. The garments of Spir- x TT L Tt Y .. TA 1 convents and monasteries, which will
fore om era It wa borX/dTv the Bbou,ld b? eleansGd fl’°m their -----HaUUah More KohaUS. ba ready to serve some future Pope
Jews rèsident in Egvnt afte^he Alov I’oII,,tion; and Spiritualists, those who L wheu he takes his flight from Rome.
¿Jire „ æalt,el.,,e AIex' I have the. good of the cause at heart, I ---------------------- ----- '
much ¿f whnt wk Jn?i h bnny-i vte Kbould do ,be cleausing work them- a kI“g of the eighteenth dynasty, who 
mèu with in èromà J,bL‘ °fd(>reS,ta' seIves’ and uot wnlt 10r non-Spirltual- reigned some 1,500 years B. C. The 
struehon^nf ree eèrre ì!v°r Ists or Antl-Spirltualists to expose the ßnd is among the most Interesting ever
Pagan nrlests If nX^from whnn,1« fraud and cast tbe aiscredit of the made in Egypt, as, though the jewelry, 
Christians nheri? X’fÌ ? fl'aud upon Spiritualism. When Spire etc-, were rifled from the tomb probably
Hie snnm re ta”ktot I Ruallsts themselves do the work it re- during the twentieth dynasty, the
have been . rellruul rep1’ s.UCGess°rs moves the discredit from Spiritualism mummies of Amçnophis and of seven 
nvn. ' 1 . ’ ng tbe Fud by fire “id fixes it where it justly belongs, on ---------------------- ' ' '
•ilmost Uo'e nilv'ylift8'¿Cd’ J*’?8 P116 brazen and treacherous enemies
tUiBost j. pitj the idea cannot be disguised ns frinnd«»
realized, so as to end priestly rule and Tn yet again we urge as the mostI kXUU Jtl 41£U1U HU Ui^C, UÖ Ilie IllObl

' _ , _______ potent measure of offense and defense
" ' " 1 ' against all enemies to our cause, the
HOW IS THIS? formation of family circles.

In the Kansas City Star of Nov. 9, is “'.l ‘.e11 toe amount of good
a three column article In small irne tbat Iesult froin a ¡tonerai observa J“ ce column aitkle n small type, ance of this inlport,ant lneasure. While 
trem the pen of Gath, otherwise P. the Anti-Spiritualists and their most ef- 
II. Townsend, wherein he interviewed ficlent allies, the fake mediums, the 
ex-Senator John Sherman. In the brazen counterfeiters and pretenders, In 
closing paragraph of that Interview ab toelr various roles as materlnllzers, 
Mr. Sherman is reported to have said, sm'ritiXn „„7n«81‘° de'
remarking on his wife's illness aud loss erywhere set theiliselves a^ttegreat 
of reice: work of upbuilding our cause, which

“Man is a very insignificant creature work can in no oilier way be done so 
although he has much pride. Every- thoroughly and efficiently as bv means 
thing we learn shows us that not only of family clrcles-and these seconded 
is this earth a mere attendant upon a by the dissemination of spiritual liter
solar system which is probably an infe- ature, and especially the wide-awake 
rlor one among other solar systems, spiritual journals, sucli as The Pro
but tlie arrogatimi that to tins world gressive Thinker.

to found; It was not a government 
the people, by the people, and for 
people;” but it was the revival of 
ancient kingdom then usurped by
Romans, and nothing more, else
alleged biographers falsified. But alM1 reialM
lecturer did uoi rest here. He con- needs curtailing.
•tinned: P ‘

‘The early Christians were tortured,

tile
the

Spain and Portugal are the only gov
ernments of Europe whose eccjeslastl-r — ----- . ■ . J.. . v“c ““ AliD cuny vnnsuans were tortured. ..uUW

seuted by mediums, healers, etc. If ticjuities department, has discovered imprisoned, exiled and nut- tn twihia Cfl *u e iemhins unabridged, and they tllAV i*nn tint dnTt’n ibn I fiDtl OllPTlAd H1O fnmh «<* A <-<»a n —l.J ~ tt a___  « •. ' r 1D1G i flrfl xt.fl wnvc-t «xj „»..hi__forms of death on the charge of are the worst governments of civiliza-
tlon. Doubtless a revolution will follow

Life, Death, Immortality.

- The staff correspondent of the’0M- 
coga Record, .writing from Paris, says: 

■ “The French historian, Alfred Du- 
quet, the leading authority on the 
hraucO’Pxusbian war, has written an 
Important article entitled “The Queen 
of Battles,” which will be published In 
Gaulols to-morrow [Nov. 16], The ar
ticle is - based mainly on the lessons 
taught by the Spanish-American war. 
to(tois article Duquet will say:

“ ‘The Spanish-American conflict is a 
most terrible example of the deadly 
abandon with which the discoveries of 
modern science have lent themselves to 
the purposes of warfare. A Jew mouths 
before hostilities began I dined with an 
American diplomat, who described the 
new armaments in the American fleet. 
Nothing, he said, could resist them. He 
said the ships of an enemy would be 
sunk in the beginning of an action, 
without so much as a scratch being 
sustained by the American vessels. I 
listened to him politely, thinking, how
ever, there must be Gascons [great 
boasters] In America. Yet the destruc
tion of the Spanish fleets at Manila 
and Santiago changed iqy opinion of 
my dinner companion. In a word, the 
last war made it plain to all thoughtful 
minds that the queen of battles is no 
longer the infantry, but the artillery, 
and that, in fact, the nation possessing 
the most powerful armament and the 
most destructive explosive will pul
verize her adversary just as the great 
republic has pulverized Spain.’ ”

That article is terribly misleading, 
else President McKinley, and the whole 
herd of priests and preachers, are mis
taken In giving ail the victories to God.

If it is God who fights our battles and 
gains our triumphs over the euemy, 
why the need of soldiers, arms, mu
nitions of war or a navy? Why not 
call the Chaplains only into service? 
Let them join in “prayers and praise” 
to the God of battles, then, as in the 
great war with Milton’s Devil, let 
Jehovah send forth his son armed with 
Jupiters thunderbolts, aud let him fly 
the awful messengers of heaven, and 
strike down all opposition? .See book 6 
Pnradise Lost, 4th paragraph from end.

, thousand thunders in ids 
light hand, the son sent these before 
him at the enemy.

A SÄO SUICIDE. r’Â. ■

One Who Could Not Endure 
His Sad Condition.

ONE WHO POSSESSED COURAGH 
OF PURPOSE AND NOBILITY OF 
CHARACTER, SEES FIT TO END 
HIS OWN EARTHLY CAREER— 
HIS LAST LETTER TO HIM 
MOTHER. a
In the city of P----  not far from Oh!

eago, dwells a family’who for true stere 
ng worth are respected throughout the 

cits, and for beautiful qualities of chare 
acteis are tenilel.]y loved f a 
fflends. About three years nm n 
to'ight, intelligent, lovable little boy a 
member of the family, was killed^bv 
the electric cars. It was n tm-.-n.u. 
mn°Hk t.°iaU’ 'but esD«clally so to Hie 
mother; but she bore it with great fort!- 
tude, though she was noted for her ten- 
dei love for her children. Friends and 
neighbors wopdered at It, but she wrote 
t°nm<7 “Had it not been for th» 
knowledge of Spiritualism and the hope 
¿igaVs could not bave endured1!? 
thodoxd reliLi W°S tUkeU away' Thu or
thodox religion cannot compare with 
time Spiritualism in hope and comfort 
forI?0Vny,dear boy is ofteu wlt)1 me,' 
tor I often feel his presence ”

"I'tere were other children, one of 
¿ire U“S 'T1' bright an<1 totelli- 

gent, with considerable artistic ability but afflicted with a disease of the S’ 
He was a companion to his mother and 
many were the talks they had together 
about the "Beautiful Beyond” an£ 

midea,1,' bl'ot1ier who had gone'before.
nJtbe 1 r°gresslve Thinker was a val- ■ 
fulh'PU1AhK“Uti Bludled k caro- 
reil}-!4rAi ays rbeerful, kind and

n ' "'aa ‘Oberlylo ed. ne au(J a sls)er we],e leurnln£ 
photog rap by, and planning for a 
DlUlllO.

other kings are intact. The tomb is en
tered by a steep inclined gallery, which 
terminates In a well of some twenty- 
six feet In depth, and, this obstacle

France and Spain free Portugal will 
soon fall Into line, as will her colonies.

Catholicism ha.4 been the curse of the 
world from its inception. It erushed 
out the ancient Roman, Grecian and 
Egyptian civilization, it retarded pro
gress everywhere, ' ''

A*,...* *, ,D.°?vn th®lr idle weapons dropt 
Oer shields, and helms, and helmed 

heads he rode
Of thrones and mighty seraphim pros

trate;
Who wish’d the mountains now might 

be again
Thrown on them, as a shelter from 

his ire.Ire.

Yet
»

and 
the

established His
half his strength he put uot forth 
but cheek’dbut

— -— overturned 
thrones of prosperous empires. Her Not

thunder in mid volley; for he 
meant
to destroy, but root them out of 
heaven.”

came the only Redeemer and Child of The family circle, reinforced with 
Heaven sometimes seems man's own good spiritual literature, will prove a 
egotism when there are so many other stronghold of defense, and a most 
earths and oilier systems. Charity will potent force in carrying our cause on- 
allow wide differences of thought on ward to complete victory, final and tr
ail these questions nnd with or without revocable.
charity man'will take up the subject of |
himself and his physical existence.” ' ' ” ’ '

That quotation Is worthy of preserva- SUBJECTS FOR THANKSGIVING, 
tlon, showing how one of the leading Several clergymen of this city, on the 
minds of America has allowed himself Sunday before Thanksgiving day, ven
to think on the religious issues of the tilated their opinions in their pulpits as 
day. It is only a thought, briefly ex- to what should be the subject of thanks 
pressed, but it shows that John Sher- nnd how i • r,man is not orthodox as to a world’s Re- ‘T^L ,n ... d i,’,' ®,®y- Jeukln L]oyd 
deemer. Next we shall hear the cry of Joues’ln Souls PulI>It, came nearest 
Infidel and Atheist against the distin- to expressing the views of The Pro
guished statesman. gressive Thinker, which were reported

- . . - , , in the Record:

surmounted the entrance to the king's 
sepulcher is reached.

“In the first chamber the body of a 
man Is found bound to a richly painted 
boat, his arms and feet tied with cords, 
a piece of cloth stuffed as a gag luto his 
mouth, and marks of wounds on the 
breast and head. In the' next chamber 
are laid out the bodies of a man, a 
woman and a boy. None of the four 
bodies has been embalmed, but owing 
to the dryness of the atmosphere they 
are all in the most complete state of 
preservation, with the features perfect, 
and although they evidently met with 
violent deaths, they have the appear
ance of being asleep. The hair upon 
each is luxuriant, and the features re
semble to a marked degree those of the 
fellahin of the present day.

“The king’s tomb is a chamber of mag
nificent proportions In perfect preserva
tion. The roof, which is supported by 
massive square columns, is painted a 
deep blue, studded with golden stars, 
and the walls are entirely covered with 
paintings, the colors of which are as 
vivid as If laid on only yesterday. At 
the end of tlris chamber, in an excava
tion sunken several feet below the level

anarchy and Atheism, on the charge of ..Am „ _______
being the destroyers of morals, religion, 0W CAN IT BB D0NE? 
property and the state.” H«w harmonize the following quota-

That the Christians were branded as I Hon from Aristotle, born B. C. 384, the 
Atheists, and destroyers of morals is tutor of Alexander the Great, and one 

t“TheUChrisUansm ““^were looked °f,
upon as a sort of Atheists; and by the With tbe lldlculous claim of the Chris- 
Roman laws, those who were charged ^an clergy, that Jesus was the parent 
with Atheism were declared the pests of tlle solden rule, and that the moral 
?f..1.1,umau ®?c.lety- Put this was not code was unknown until taught bv 
all. the soidld Interests of a multitude him? The translation into FnrriiKi> 
of lazy aud selfish priests were imme- mnZ ¿ ¿„T n ? ,E g aS 
dlately connected with the ruin and ,by M J' Gen' lorlon& of tte 
oppression of the Christian cause." British Army:

But the martyr business was over- “Cleanse and purify thy heart for It is 
done by Prof. Herron. He, doubtless, the seat of all sin, 
S .bls.®tatfIuen,t oa H'c represent- Not by worthless ceremonies, prayers 
tions n the Annals of Tacitus, which and moanings Prayers,
H.nI’kir!)clear\y a Cbrl,8‘lal? forSei'y of But by stern resolve to sin no more-to 
tlie loth century. Said that learned uphold right
Christian author, Dodwell, for a time And do right. Sacrifice thyself at the 
the Camden professor of history in shrine of duty; ,

“■yersity, some two centuries Forgiving injuries, and acting only to- 
ago, who had made a special study of I wards others
tb?vl„ rCt: . . , As you would have them behave to-

1 eiy few were put to death because wards thyself ”
they were Christians." '

Such a help as that would deserve 
thanks, and all would gladly award 
praise to him who brought the victory 
but the Great Ruler whom The Pro
gressive Thinker worships, never in
terferes that way with mortals. Only 
he godly historian of Paradise Lost 

has any knowledge of that great fight 
in heaven, and he seems to have made 
heavy drafts on the old poets who told 
of the war Jupiter waged against the 
Titans, ending with sending Pluto 
bound in chains to Tartarus’ deadly 
shade. 3

Often B---- . talked of suicide, giving
his opinion of ft, yet no one thought 
tbat he, the sunny-tempered, bright
faced boy, eould be contemplating the 
taking of this own life, though he al- 

will not live to be over 
of hi t ..! > anniversary¿.a bl ,b 10 Particularly happy, 
eating a hearty dinner. In. the after- 
rtmabe butla‘(i’ I’"1 ou b|s test clothes, 
did some writing, ate supper and left 
the ihouse “as happy as though he was 
going on a visit,” his mother wrote me.

IUC ,b;‘‘v. beeam<i alarmed at 
bls absence, and began searching for 
him. They found him banging In the 
bain. Even to the last be was careful 
to do all he could to spare the feelings 
hi m dS'“' ,one8' Placed a
handkerchief around ins neck, had 
drawn a pillow case over his head and 
placed the loop over that so that tho 
skin should not bo broken. His feat
ures were uot distorted and he looked 
very peaceful nnd happy as he lay In 
his coffin. In his pocket was found the 
following:

‘lo Whom It May Concern:—While 
in possession of my right mind 1 have 
decided to end my earttlilv existence 
My reasons are that I cannot keep pace 
with the world." 1

A note was with this, telling his 
mother where to find a letter to her. 
and adding, "Mother, my last wish Is 
that I be buried just as found.” Here 
Is b---- 's letter to the mother he loved
so well:

“My Dear Mother:-Were I the dos- 
scssor of rhe whole world, I would ten 
thousand times rather give It than to 
cause you this one heartache; but, 
mother, I can't stay in a world where I 
can t keep pace with the rest of hu
manity. You and you alone know' how 
much I would like lo be an artist, and 
I guess it’s about the easiest trade or 
profession there Is. 1 httve worked 
hard to try and succeed, and I have 
been successful to some extent, but no 
man would give me employment be
cause I couldn’t turn out his work fast 
enough, or as fast as some one else 
could; neither could I rim a studio 
alone. I couldn't even d'o half the 
work. Oh! how that confession hurls 
but now' is the time for fads. I can 
only see too well that I can't hold my 
end. Nothing but my will, grit and de
termination have kept me in hope so 
far, and, Mother, you know that G__
don’t like the business. Don't blame 
her mother; site can’t help It. G__ Is
a noble girl, aud would do anything In 
the world for you or myself or any of 
us, and I wouldn't for the world have 
her tie herself down to a business with 
me that she did not like, just for me; 
and then she wouldn't always be sin
gle, perhaps. You see we must look 
ahead In these things, and if fa.ner 
should invest his money in something 
of that kind, nnd I should fall, it would 
bleak my heart, alter he has worked 
hard—ah! so mtrd so many years, and 
deprived himself of so much, always 
working with that untiring persistency 
which in lime if not before long, would 
break any man down, and then think of 
me taking it and losing it! No' I 
would die first! You say I don't have 
to work. No! I know 1 don't, but think 
of a life of idleness, and when father, 
unable to work, or on the 'other side' 
what then? The poor bouse or some
thing worse. Now, dear mother, think 
how much happier I will be. for 1 prom
ise you before God to work hard and

INSANITY CAUSED BY RELIGIOUS 
EXCITEMENT.

The Toledo Bee published an interest
ing interview with Dr. Toby, of the 
Toledo State Hospital, Tuesday, on the 
subject of insanity caused by religious 
excitement. The Interview was called 
forth by a statement by Dr. Talcott, of 
Middletown, N. Y„ to the effect that 
“the way of an asylum often lies 
through a church.” Iji the course of 
the interview Dr. Toby said:

“You must not, in speaking of this 
confound true religious teaching with 
the frenzy which is sometimes known 
as religion. Religious teaching, as 
Christ taught, no matter through what 
church ft comes, is good for children 
and adults, mentally as well as morally. 
It Is good for any one to be taught to 
be kind, loving and true. But there are 
phases of so-called religious teaching 
that tend to send weak-minded people 
off their mental balance. For instance, 
when they are taught that they are 
hair-hung over the abyss of an eternal 
hell. The doctrines of justice nnd love 
and mercy never unhinged any reason

“Last year we admitted is' patients 
whose condition arose from so-called 
‘religious causes.’ We average, I think' 
from 18 to 20 every year.

"Now do not understand me as say
ing one word against real religious 
teaching-that always makes for good. 
It Is fear, terror and emotional ex-

Mosheim says, because of the in- According to accepted theology Aris- 
terpretation of Revelations 17:14, that totle was a Pagan philosopher; and 
the church was to suffer ten great Jesus was a God. 
calamities, ‘they endeavored to accom- rowed the golden 
modate the language of history, even 8
against the testimony of those ancient 
records, from whence alone history cau “Do 
speak with authority.” Further on, In . ....
sec. 11, chap. 5, part 1 of the first cen- And do not that which you would not 
tury, in his Ecclesiastical History, have done to yourself” 
Mosheim says, a diligent search was Im., , „ , ,
made in the Sth century after books Thales. who lived a hundred years 
and papers that told of these martyrs, I betore Confucius, expressed the satne. 
and were answered with the statement thought, as did Isocrates, who 
tbapromy n’d ’¿T burucd’ lhen: near fifty years before Aristotle

From the 8th century downwards, born, 
several Greek and Latin writers en
deavored to make up this loss by com- ---------- --------- ----------
piling, with vast labor, accounts of the A PRAISEWORTHY ACT. 
lives and actions of the.ancient mar- tl txt • hl « u 
tyrs. But tlie most of them have given Tbe oman s christian Temperance 
us little else than a series of fables I Unlon> ln National Convention, at St. 
adorned with profusion of rhetorical Pau1’ by formal vote of 285 to 71, after 
flowers, and striking images, as the slx hours’ discussion, determined on 
r2S_e,r’, ?ve? amo?? the Romish doctors, ' 
frankly admit. Nor are these records, 
that pass under the name of martyr
ology, worthy of superior credit, since 
they tear the most evident marks both 
of Ignorance and falsehood.” -

It Is lamentable that tlie real martyrs 
of history, they who suffered death be
cause of their religious convictions 
were not Christians, but were person^ 
who antagonized Christian dogmas, and 
they met death at Christian hands, not 

'TT °nly,; as f?odwell stated, 
but by millipns, .as the history of 
the Crusade?,, and.^of the Inquisition, 
rereire® £a’£,f0r„$le spread o£ Chrls- 
tiahity, abundantly attest, and they 
who maintain to tae contrary must be 
grossly ingnprant oy vilely false.

Confucius: 
unto another

Both may have bor- 
rule from the Chi-

what you would he 
did unto you; «?

of the rest of the floor, Is the sarcopha
gus bf the king, placed upon a massive 
rock of alabaster. The sarcophagus is 
of 'sandstone, artificially colored a 
bright rose hue, and contains the 
mummy intact, with chaplets of flowers 
around the feet and neck.

“In a small chamber to-the right are 
nine mummies, two of them bearing no 
names and the other those of the Kings 
Thothmes IV., Amenophls III., Set 
Naklit, Set! II. (supposed to have been 
the Pharoah of the Exodus), Rameses 
IV., Rameses VI. and Rameses VIII., 
who all reigned between about 1500 
and 1150 B. C. The tomb is that of 
Amenophls II., for whom it was built, 
and is supposed to have been opened 
later to receive the mummies of the 
other kings, probably to save them 
from violation. The floors of all the 
chambers are covered with a mass of 
objects—statues, vases, wooden models 
of animals, boats, etc. requiring Im
mense care in sorting for removal.

“The whole constitutes one. of the 
most impressive sights that can' be 
imagined. For the first time on record 
the body of an Egyptian king has been 
found in the tomb prepared for him, as 
previously discovered royal •'mummies 
had been removed from their tombs 
and secreted for safety at Deir el 
Bahari. Possibly this discovery of the 
bodies of murdered victims in a king’s 
tomb may throw some light .upon the 
vexed question of human sacrifices 
which now divides Egyptologists.

The public works ministry has re
quested M. Loret to remove only the 
smaller objects and to leave the mum
mies and bodies in their present place 
The entrance to the tomb will then be 
built up until next winter, when Iron 
railings may be placed to prevent in
jury from touching by visitors, while 
affording them the unique sight of the 
lying in state of a king who reigned 
over 3,400 years ago."

died 
was

ercises that unbalances minds and 
sends men and women here.

“In this connection a few statistics 
from the yearly records since the open
ing of the Toledo State Hospital for the 
Insane may be of interest. Of the 1.057 
cases in 1888. when the hospital opened, 
63 were set down as due to religious 
causes; in 1889, 25 cases out of 570 ad
mitted, in 1890, 19 out of 367 cases; in 
1891, 17 out of 314 cases; in 1892, 28 out 
of 349 cases; in 1893, 15 out of 341 
cases; in 1894, 19 out of 373 cases; in 
1896, 14 out of 386 cases; in 1897, 18 
cases out of 383 admitted. The propor
tion for eight years is not quite seven 
out of every 100 admitted.”

J

’ progress so I can meet you on the ‘other 
■ side.' You know God will forgive me 
1 if this is a sin. which I don’t think it is.

Yon 'have always taught me the great
ness of his love and forgiveness of sin. 
if his love is greater titan an earthly 
parent's, then I know he will forgive 
me, because I know, Mother, you 
would forgive me. You say: “But God 
is more just than an earthly parent" 
Well, how are you going to divide love 
and justice. Mother, I am a firm be
liever In Spiritualism. You remember 
I promised you that you should bear 
from me. I will keep that promise If 
possible. I hope I can be with L__ •
he can help me so much. Now, mother,' 
don’t mourn for me. Just think how 
much better off I shall be, and I shall 
be with you a great deal, if I can. 
Mother, I know I shall progress for I 
despise sin in its every form and I want 
to be better and do better, and that will 
always be my alm, to be better. If von 
will, you may show this to the children, 
or read It to them. I want you to wear 
my ring until you don’t need it anv 
more, and then give it to E—. I don’t 
know why, Mother, but I am happy, ' 
and now good-by to you and father and 
all the children. Kiss them all for me. 
I hope the girls will grow up to be good 
women, and I know they will if they 
follow your advice. Good-by again. I 
Will meet you on the ‘Other Side.’

“Your loving son, i__ »
I have given the letter exactly’ as 

?,xcePt girin8 tbe names 
which the family do not wish made 

on “Other Side, unselfish In life, he was unselfish 
In death, and yet, not in death, for there 
Is no death. He. Ilves and makes the 
progress for which he longed and 
knows the joy of an upright, strong 
body Instead of the frail, crippled tone- 
mefit Which caged the strong, beautiful 
spirit NELLIE M. JERAULD 

Hustburg, Tenn. • '

A LITERARY OPINION. “Would we give thanks for this last
The Literary Guide for November, an baBlP^nm 4h» S “ntagioD,of 

,, uatue. turn Ine nose Into the nowder2 1 * ?°““en ng.°n an I Cambers of our war vessels, spike our
article in the Methodist Times, wherein guns and live the peace we profess, 
the editor controverted the claim of a Would we give thanks for the nation 
late speaker at a banquet that “It Is that we boast of, we must purify it 
impossible to communicate the Chris- We waDt a desk for every

child in the state in the school sus
I talned by the state. Would we give 
thanks for our successes in commerce 
and increase in trade, give to our peo- 
pie postal savings banks to foster their 
prudence and to protect their mites 
give us the ‘initiative’ and the ‘referen
dum,’ that will enable the people to de
mand the right and defeat the wrong 
legislation at the hands of their repre
sentatives. If we would give thanks 
for the ballot we must purify it If we 
would praise the Lord for the triumph 
of the flag we must make it still more 
the emblem of equity, save it forever 
from that moral confusion which mis
takes might for right and bigness for 
greatness." ■

tian religion to India until we are thor
oughly conversant with the Hindu 
mind,” remarks:

“Whether the fault lies with the mis
sionaries, or with the Gospel, it is cer
tain the progress made by Christianity 
In India Is extremely slow. The re
ligion of Jesus Christ has no stronger 
foothold In India than has Mormonism 
or Buddhism in Great Britain. That 
India will ultimately become Christian 
is as absurdly improbable as that

the 14th nit., to abandon the Woman's 
Temple, its bonds and mortgages, and 
its discord-breeding features, and de
vote their future to advancing the 
cause of temperance, which called their 
organization into being. If it would 
place itself on a strictly humanitarian 
platform, drop its dogmatic "Christian” 
title, and invite all the world, without 
regard to creed, to join hands in 
crushing the demon of intemperance, 
there would be reason to hope for its 
final success. True, it Is Christians 
mostly who need reforming. Buddhists, 
Brahmins and Mohammedans are 
already total abstainers from the cup 
that inebriates.

Britain will one day vow spiritual 
. - allegiance to Jo Smith or Buddha. It

is saddening to think of the money and 
energy which are annually wasted on 

‘ Christian missions—missions so alien 
to the spirit of the people to whom 
they are addressed.

BAD EXAMPLE.
'The Rev. Geo. R. Parrish, arrested at 

the close of a sermon at Marshalltown, 
Iowa, for a forgery bn the Sandwich, 
Ill., Bank, when his trial came on at 
Sycamore, Ill., a few days ago, pleaded 
guilty to the Indictment, and was sen
tenced to the Joliet prison for a term of 
years. In his case Jesus did not wholly 
pay the debt of his transgression. The 
pulpit does not always set a good ex
ample.

"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle., A well-known and most Pro
found: treatise. Cloth, $L For gale at 
this office.

MR. AND MRS. R. T. VAN HORN,
December 2, Col. R. T. Van Horn and 

his estimable wife celebrated the fipth 
anniversary of their marriage, at their 
rural residence near Kansas City, Mo. 
We congratulate them on their extend
ed travels In the journey of life, and 
hope they will see many years yet The 
Colonel has been a remarkable figure in 
politics, in literature, In journalism,' in 
war and various other respects, and he 
has made a marked Impression for the 
better on the present age. His Sunday 
Talks In the Journal of Kansas Citv 
.were masterpieces, and were widely 
read, having a soul-elevating, liberallz- 
Ing influence. To sa'y the least, he has 
been one of the most remarkable men 
of the present age, - /

. OLDER THAN JUDAISM.
An English author familiar with the 

sacred writings of Egypt,' tells his 
readers that the tradition of a primeval 
revelation from God to man is much 
older than Moses. And the doctrine of 
a new birth, nowhere taught in the Old 
Testament, he found Was an important 
feature in ancient EgynL

WHICH IS CORRECT?
Geo. St Clair,' ap English scholar, 

for ten yearslectm;er for the Palestine 
Exploration-F,und, gnd an earnest stu
dent in Egyptian mythology, has lately 
given to the: world'ia volume entitled 
“Creation Record^ Discovered in 
Egypt” He^aiht^ins that the leg
ends of the ¡Creation, the Fall of An
gels, the Serpent the Deluge, and the 
Tower of Babel, with the Confusion of 
Tongues, had their origin in Egypt to 
explain perplexities growing out of 
their defective system of counting but 
360 days to the year. A reviewer of 
St Clair and his book savs: “He pos
sesses ample learning in the realm of 
Egyptian mythology and history and
he has arranged facts with consistency 
and clearness.”

We apprehend the Egyptian colonists 
brought those legends with them from 
the valley of the. Euphrates, but their 
™gin 111 theIr misrations.
The Akkadians grappled with the 
same great problems which baffled the 
Egyptians; • . •

PRAISED,'BUT NOT READ.
' A clergyman in the “Independent” 
says: “The Scriptures answer perfectly 
to Mark Twain’s conception of a 
classic—a book everybody praises and 
nobody reads.” .

The time has been when the thought
less praised- the Bible, because they 
were ignorant of its contents. In the 
last years it is only the priestly class 
who are able to garner pearls from its 
pages, and this is done by detaching 
them from their false or impure con
nections, .

AN ADVOCATE OF RELIGIOUS 
LIBERTY.

Lord Macaulay, the English scholar, 
essayist, historian and statesman, 
placed himself on record, by writing 
and publishing:

“For my part I long ago espoused 
the cause of religious liberty, not be
cause that cause was popular, but be
cause it was-just; and I am not dis
posed to abandon the principles to 
which I have been true through my 
whole life in deference to a passing 
clamor. The day may come,, and may 
come soon, when those who are now 
loudest in raising that clamor may 
again be, as they have formerly been 
suppliants for justice. When that day 
arrives I x will try to prevent others' 
from oppressing them, "as I now try to 
prevent them from oppressing others. 
In the meantime I shall contend 
against their intolerance with the same 
spirit with which Ivnay hereafter have 
to contend for their rights.”

,’X

-is«*

ANTEDATES CHRISTIANITY,
A learned writer In an English news

paper on the Ethics of the Great Re
ligions, has demonstrated by numerous 
extracts from Hinduism, Buddhism, 
and Confucianism that all the moral 
doctrines of Christianity were taught 
long centuries before the period as
cribed to Jesus. And yet the preach
ers will continue their falsehoods that 
the son of a virgin gave Us our moral 
code.

THE CHURCH OYSTEK-
A Peoria man choked to death at a 

church social Tuesday evening. He 
unexpectedly found an oyster In his 
stew. It flustratcd him so the bivalve 
became tangled in his esophagus with 
fatal result.—Ex.

Mediumship. A chapter of Exneri." 
cnees. By Mrs. MAria M. King, 
10 cent*. : .

"Kiiture care.” By Drs, m. a and Rom 0. Conger. Excellent for ever« fomlly. Cloth, (IM «Mwerery
• - -, • • - * u ■

'Ihoni&s Paine: Was He Junfusn 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm. n.

Frice 15 cents. For sale at th»« 
Office. -



Suggestion for the ttolidays

CLUBS! CLUBS!

brother and sister ‘phenomena” ol
dest” mediums. The trouble in the

/Y LISR/YRY

PROF. LOOKWOOD,

THE N. S. L. A.

The Other World and This.

For Mie at tiri» office.

Palouse, Wash. H. AÜGIR.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

Important Statement in Ref
erence to It

Addressed Two Large Audiences 
" at Norwich, CL

- - — - -—“V uuuijoo, and rea
soned calmly thus: I'havd filed, as men 
term death, and yet’I affi as much a 
man as ever. I am about to get out of

THE Wsfflli, ’
Frof. Buchanan’s “Primitive 

Christianity."
■ A .. " ■

' The completion of Prof. J. R. Bu- 
Chanau’s monumental work, “Primitive 
Christianity," forms a fitting occasion 
for saying something in behalf of the 
very large and constantly growing 
class of earnest investigators who are 
Spiritualists in essential belief, but 
Who, not breaking altogether with the 
past, still reverence the great souls and 
seek to disentangle the spiritual kernel 
from the husks of myth and supersti
tion which together form the world’s 
great religions.

As the barriers between nations and 
races are now melting away at the be
hest of material interests furthered by 
.physical’ science, so a better under
standing, of the Ideals of humanity in 
all ages and among all peoples is now 
in progress, and a true spiritual concep
tion Is seen to be the universal solvent. 
Touched by the alchemy of spiritual 
understanding, whose first manifesta
tion Is love, or universal charity, it Is 
seen that all sincere worship lias been 
a recognition of divine fatherhood and 
motherhood and the dependence of hu- 
inanity on spirit for its existence. The 
great mass of devotees of Christian or
thodoxy can never be won from dog- 
matlsm to a higher spirituality by mere 
iconoclasm. The faith that their fath
ers lived and died by is too thoroughly 
ingrained by inheritance, by practice 
and by hypnotie acceptance of author- 
itatlve tradition to be given up at the 
shattering of an image. Another Idol 
can easily be formed in the ancient 
mold, and woe betide the hand that 
profanes it. But even wire those who 
cling desperately to the old faiths there 

- is an ever-growing restlessness, a shift
ing;1» a readjustment, an attempt to 
bring up to date by revision of sacred 
books and tinkering of creeds and the 
process of “reverent" Irreverence 
called the higher criticism of the Bible, 
Where the coarseness of the clay shows 
too badly through the gilding of the old 
image its ablest worshipers and apolo
gists are actually digging and chipping 
out In an unending effort to free the 
idol from base material. And these 
men know and avow that the Image is 
but an image, the symbol of a spirit 
which is sought thus to be revealed 
and made serviceable to humanity, but 
they still believe that through this old 

. priest-created image is the only possi
ble revelation of spirit. Hence their 
anxiety to preserve its crumbling form 
and to repel avowed attack from the 
outside, unrealizing that the very 
means they adopt but hasten the ruin 

. of the Idol without providing an accept
able-substitute.

That the authorship of the books of 
the Bible is unknown has long been ad
mitted by the ablest commentators. 
That the scriptures contain numerous 
errors, and that the books of the New 
Testament especially are the patch
work of various hands, is now admitted 
by the best scholars within the church. 
{See Encyclopedia Britannica.) These 
things, however, are rarely touched 
upon In the pulpit, the few exceptions 
as in the cases of Dr. Heber Newton, 
Minot J. Savage and Lyman Abbott 
arousing a whirlwind of criticism and 
abuse from the pulpits nnd through the 
press. New and abstruse interpreta
tions of scripture are set afloat every 
day, in the light of Theosophy, of Chris
tian Science, of “Koreshan Science” 
and what not. It is exactly as I once 
heard a Catholic priest lament from his 
-pulpit, with a deeper truth than he was 
probably aware of, “there are two hun
dred nnd eighty sects in the United 
States, aud God knows where the truth 
Is.”

■ Faith in dogmatic Christianity Is sure
ly perishing, both from the attacks of 
science without and decay within, only 
aggravated by the supposed antitoxin, 
“the higher criticism.” That the time 
Is ripe for a transition to something 

' else, either better or worse, is felt on 
all sides. What shall it be? Shall all 
failli and with it all religion be swept 
down Into the gulf of materialism? 
Shall the dreary horizon of the agnos
tic be the only outlook? Or what will 

. be the spiritual fate of the thousands 
who feel themselves slipping from the 
crumbling rocks of orthodoxy into a 
quicksand of doubt beyond which they 

..cannot see?
Just at this crisis has appeared 

(struggling to the light under difficulty, 
as every great thing in the world’s his
tory always has) the most notable book 
of the age, “Primitive Christianity,” 
edited rather than written by that he
role champion of humanity aud spirit- 

■ nality, Prof. Joseph Rodes Buchanan, 
proving, if credit is to be given-to rev
elations from the spirit land, made 
through media of the highest moral and 

. Intellectual worth, that there is a de
voted company of the grandest spirits 

..that have ever left mortal clay, who are 
ready, with the bridge that will carry 

. the honest doubters from the trencher- 
ous shore of orthodoxy to an acceptable 
religion which preserves all the good 
of the old, illuminated and re-vitalized 
by new spiritual light

., -The Christ of orthodoxy is now known 
by tbe unbiased to be a myth. In the 

..sweeping away of the mythical concep
tion of Christ the inspiring facts con
cerning the most spiritually endowed 
man the world has yet known are In 
danger of being lost, together with the 
uplifting and spiritualizing influence 
produced by contemplation of such an 
exalted character, and the belief that 
mankind is on the road to a perfection 
of which tbat man was the prototype. 
In spite of all the overlay of myth and 
superstitious rubbish dragged from the 
wreck of older religions to form the 
faith of the priest-constructed church, 

, similar to the use in church edifices of 
columns and Idols plundered from the 
ruins of pagan temples, the radiation of 

. love from the spirits of Jesus aud his
disciples taking the form of “the Christ 
ideal” in the minds and hearts of those

. Christians sufficiently developed to 
come en rapport with them, lias been 
the unseen power that has inspired not 
only many a hero and martyred-reform
er, but many more humble fathers and 

■ mothers whose transmitted spiritual 
- development enables us to become re- 

clpients of newer light.
Deeds done “in the name of Christ” 

have often been atrocious, but'those 
done in the spirit of Christ have always 
been divine, whether the doer thought 
about Christ at the time or had ever 
heard of him. If we throw' away all 
notions derived from'the church, and 
simply understand that a man once 
lived whose organism was so formed 
that he was a perfect expression of di- 
.rlne. love and harmony. In perfect com
munion with the higher spheres of the 
spirit world, and further understand 
tbat such perfection is the goal toward •

-which humanity should set Its face, 
there need be no difficulty for the Chris- ■ 
tian and the Spiritualist to come to an 
agreement and find themselves on com- 1 
mon ground. Of course the Christian 
Will not advance to this understanding 1

. 'While . holding the Interests of the 1 
: church to be paramount to the Inter- ■
este..of humanity. Neither will the 1 

. Spiritualist help -the churchman to chip । 
the shell by sneers and kicks hurled 1

- back In answer to those sent from the 
fcuipit. Take the Spiritualism from the

rule» for a deatI morality «¿ïmMÏof 
questionable history. Taï» thé Ùhrtirt 
spirit eut of Modern Spiritualism and 
there Is left only the bare demonstra
tion of continued existence beyond the 
grave and a mass of questionable phe
nomena. A never failing love for all 
humanity, patient and untiring in its 
expression, which is what, we mean by 
“the Christ spirit," this Is tbe only 
force that will accomplish an atom to
wards the world’s betterment.

In “Primitive Christianity” the 
character of the Nazarene, divested of 
all the “crown of thorns” of dogma
tism, and “purple robes” of ecclesiasti
clsm, stands forth the most sublimely 
spiritual being conceivable iu human 
form. On reading the Gospel of John 
as here purified and expurgated by his 
spirit, we may well exclaim, “eece 
homo”—behold the man who is seen to 
be “the light of the world,” not in the 
manner conceived by crafty priests and 
believed by trembling devotees, but in 
tlie noble, spiritual way that every man 
and woman may realize in ills own be
ing, if not here, then hereafter, finding 
in his own soul the only savior from sin 
and midevelopment, a burning and self
forgetting love for every manifestation 
of God’s energy.'Clirlstians who decline 
to read this wonderful book deprive 
themselves of tlie best light of the age, 
while Spiritualists can reject it only by 
the grossest inconsistency with their 
central belief, coining as it does from 
spirits of the grandest men who have 
ever lived, through media of the high
est intelligence and integrity, and at 
the hands of a man of world-wide fame 
for his scientific discoveries and self- 
sacrifieing labors foy the good of hu
manity, to whom Spiritualism is espe
cially indebted for early and unflinch
ing championship, for the original 
demonstration of psychometry • and a 
rational psychology, to say nothing of 
h,s inestimable services iu the field of 
medical discovery, the benefits of which 
are reaped by thousands of liberal and 
clairvoyant and mediumlstlc physicians 
the world over, and his noble and suc
cessful efforts for placing woman on an 
industrial and Intellectual equality 
with man, and the elevation of the op
pressed in every station.

Prof. Buchanan has spent a long life 
and a targe fortune, sacrificing' tempo
ral advantage and high social opportu
nity in the service of humanity and 
spirituality, and now toils on, the lone
ly survivor of his personal friends and 
companions, sustained by that pure 
force which flows alone from the spirit
world as he gives ungrudgingly the last 
of his days and tlie last of his means to 
tae work to which lie is called. Futiire 
generations will realize the grandeur of 
his tabors and tlie heroism of his sacri
fices more than the present can do. On 
the other side of the veil, however,- 
where vision Is clearer, his work is es
timated at its true, value, as may be 
seen from the following extracts from 
replies to letters in regard to “Primi
tive Christianity” which I have ad
dressed to the spirit-world through the 
mediumship of C. L. Walter Lynn. The 
genuineness of these replies is as well 
attested as such evidence can be both 
from the characteristic style of the 
writers and the remarkable faet that 
the signature in each instance, while- 
written in pencil and wltb great rapid
ity, closely resembles the autographs of 
these eminent men signed when in the 
flesh.

From Theodore Parker:
“You ask my views regarding the 

works of Dr. J. R. Buchanan. To give 
you a comprehensive treatise upon 
them in view of their many excellencies 
would require volumes. I can only give 
them in a general way. I consider his 
revelations in science as valuable be
yond price, and coming generations will 
revere his name. No matter what his 
defamers may say or do, ‘Truth is 
mighty and shall prevail.’ His sciences 
are based upon that article, so elusive 
yet so easy to ¿a in, common sense, and 
I believe from a spiritual standpoint 
that tlie thoughts contained therein 
will do more to harmonize, develop and 
elevate the human race than all the 
teachings of bigots in Christendom. 
His ‘Primitive Christianity’ is one of 
the most valuable works of the ago. If 
nothing more, It will deal a death blow 
to Romanism, and from the ashes will 
spring up a new belief that will be tol
erant and inspiring. It will create bit
ter antagonism and his enemies will be 
legion. Holy tire from priests and lay
men will be poured upon his head, and 
the jackals of so-called liberal journals 
will scurrllously abuse lain, [this pre
diction, made early last summer, has 
been already realized in some quar
ters.] The revelations in ‘Primitive 
Christianity’ I deem as reliable and 
their application to life as practical. 
History has denied us authentic author
ity regarding the past, but spiritual in
fluences are powerful and are giving in 
their testimony. Glory to God, the Om
nipotent Power, is my rejoicing song. 
The dawn is coming and Ignorance and 
superstition arc defeated in the con
flict. I have in brief given’ my opin
ions, and I trust you will receive them 
in the spirit given, love, the ruler of the 
universe, eternal love.”

“Theodore Parker.” 
From Doctor Spurzhelm:
“Do you ask my opinion of Doctor 

Buchanan’s works? Why, the record Is 
written in tbe heavens and the rays dif
fused upon the earth in sunshine. I ac
quiesce in his treatment as regards the 
sciences, and consider his discoveries as 
valuable to posterity. He treats of all 
events logically and his reasoning is 
most profound, showing wonderful, 
powers of intellect His faculties are 
marvelous in development. I could go 
on for hours, but could not do justice to 
the [heme. Enough is to say, I am pre
pared to defend him against the attacks 
of wiseacres who are numerous by rea
son of environment of undeveloped in
tellects. His ‘Primitive Christianity’ 
marks a new era in history and will be
come famous not only from its merits, 
but from the onslaught of enemies. It 
is practical' Christianity and should 
command the respect of thinkers. Phil
osophers should revere him for his un
flinching integrity and adherence to 
truth. It is not fame that he seeks, but 
to benefit his fellow men. What could 
be more Christ-like?”

“Dr. J. G. Spurzhelm.”
At the sitting at which tbe above 

communications were obtained, the fol
lowing from James Gordon Bennett 
and Horace Greeley were given unso
licited, together with a long letter from 
Horatio Seymour on subjects of public 
welfare, but which not being specially 
germane to Prof. Buchanan’s latest 
work, though quite In line with his Well 
known political economic views, I will 
not quote here.

From James Gordon Bennett:
“Were I living In the flesh to-day and 

in control of the Herald as of yore, Bu
chanan should have all the space de
sired to defend his rights and proclaim 
his theories. The trouble is to-day that 
American journalism is not journalism; 
it Is the veriest rot Freedom of the 
press is a delusion. Thinkers and phil
osophers, as of old, are held to the 
ground seemingly in chains. But the 
time is coming when right shall prevail. 
I do not condemn, nor do I applaud Bu- 
clfanan's theories, but I would like to 
see him have a fair chance. I endorse 
him as a man of uncommon intellect”

“Bennett New York Herald.” ' 
“The last years of my 'life were
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and untrgmmeled.; Willingly would I 
deypte apace in tbe Tribune to Bu
chanan, but 'that.ie now impossible 
as I have passed beyond earthly sor
rows and pain. All that I can do is to 
give him my good will. As a reformer, 
an honest man, and a deep philosopher 
I love and revere him. God grant that 
his closing years may be filled with 
peace and plenty and his reward of 
good work faithfully done, the appreci
ation of his fellow men. Truly yours, 

“Horace Greeley.” 
For the information of many inquir

ers I will add a word in reference to ob
taining “Primitive Christianity’” For 
perfectly obvious reasons none of tlie 
popular publishing houses dared to 
bring out so revolutionary a work as 
this. The venerable author was 
obliged to publish the work at his own 
expense or leave the message to hu
manity undelivered. With character
istic devotion he put the very last dol
lar of his narrowed means into the pub- 
lieation of the work. Popular book
sellers do not care to put it upon their 
shelves. It would drive away their or
thodox trade. Hence inquiries con
cerning it should be sent directly to the 
author, at San Jose, Cal.

It seems needless to add that all truly 
liberal Spiritualists ought to read tills ■ 
revelation. Armed with its amazing 
proofs of the perversion of true Chris
tianity into ecclesiasticlsm they will । 
be in possession of the most potent of ' 
spiritual weapons aga'inst all in author- । 
ity in church or state who wish to per- । 
petuate the errors of the past and I 
queneh the dawn of spiritual light. :

A- G. MARSHALL.
Brooklyn, N. Y. ... .,

Two Men Die$,pnçl‘ Came to 
Life Again.

' 1—J J .

FEATURES OF THE SPIRIT STATE 
AS THEY DESCRIBED’THEIR EX
PERIENCES-THE i.QLD BODY 
SEEN FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF 
THE NEW-THE; NARRATOR IN 
ONE CASE A PHYSICIAN.
“Speaking of strange experiences,” 

said the professor as -thwparty sat chat
ting over their after’ ditmer cigars, “if 
you care to hear it, I wlH^ell you bow 
it-seems to die. 'Jly uncle, Dr. J. S. 
Long, one of the prominent physicians 
of St. Louis, told me years ago. The 
man that died was an Irishman named 
Patrick Flaherty. My unc'le did iris 
best to save him, bu.t one night said he 
could not live till morning. To his 
utter amazement he found the Irisli
man alive and on tlie road to recovery 
the next morning.. In reply to his ques- 
tlon as to why 'he had not died during 
the night as he should have done, Pat 
said: -

“ ‘Sure, doctor, I did die, but I came 
to life again. And tliey had' a wake 
over me, but I came back and scared 
the life out of most of them. About 8 
o’clock last night I fell back on the bed 
utterly exhausted and soou bacame un
conscious. How long I remained so I 
don’t know, but the uext thing I knew 
I felt myself falling on the floor, which 
I struck with a bound. I looked toward 
the bed and saw 'that my body lay 
there stiff and apparently dead, while

The Holiday Season is at hand, and it is in or
der to make helpful suggestions to those Spirit
ualist friends who may desire to make some ap
propriate gift to a mend or friends. Among 
your Spiritualist friends ybu will find some who 
do not read The Progressive Thinker, whether 
from financial inability to subscribe or other 
causes. How appropriate and gratefully re
ceived a gift would be a year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker, especially when .coup
led with a beautiful copy of Art Magic or Ghost 
Land, either of which books is worth more than 
the cost of the book and the paper combined. 
You can not invest the money to better purpose. 
It will cement friendship, and aid in the upbuild
ing of a good cause. Try it.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the eminent 
physicist of Chicago, spoke before fine 
audiences in the Spiritual academy 
Sunday. Treating in the afternoon 
upon the beautiful allegory of “Tlw 
Fall of Mun,” as found in Genesis, 3rd 
chapter, showing a different interpreta
tion than is generally presented, claim
ing that the picture represented the 
dawn of human reason, the wily ser
pent was tlie subtlety of human con
sciousness breaking away from priest
craft, tlie garden of Eden a state of 
blissful ignorance, Eve as the mother 
of intelligence, Adam the common peo
ple. The forbidden tree of knowledge 
was the opposition of ancient eccleslas- 
ticlsm to human progress. The tree of 
life was Spiritualism, or the knowledge 
of future existence. The speaker cited 
contemporaneous ancient history as 
proofs of the position taken, showing 
the allegory to have been written in the 
elohistlc age.

The evening lecture upon “The Evo
lution of the Egg and Its Germ was in
troduced by a brief outlining of the de
velopment of the germ In a seed of
corn. Trof. Lockwood then proceeded 
to show the different stages of the evo- 
lu..on of the egg in the ovary and ovi
duct, dwelling at some length upon the 
chemical and physical changes taking 
place lu Its development. He then de
scribed the physical changes in the 
yolk of the egg, leading to the expan
sion of the germinal disk and the 
growth of the spinal cord. Then the 
changes obtaining in the Vascular sys
tem promoting the heart and Its action, 
instructing that the presence of oxygen: 
stored in the laboratory of the egg lent 
its Influence to the expansion and con
traction of this organ. In conciusioln, 
the speaker affirmed that the difference 
of opinion between the modern physi- 
icst and the ecclesiastic upon these and 
analogous Issues in the evolution of 
sentient consciousness would disappear 
when the popuar mind comprehends 
that we live in a spiritual universe, 
where invisible modes of elemental mo
tion promote the vast phenomena of na
ture. -

In response to an Invitation from the 
Spiritual Union, the Scottish rite order 
of Masons was represented by a popu
lar delegation of officers and members. 
—Norwich (Ct) Record.

my wife knelt beside. It crying. I 
glanced at my new body- and saw It 
was shaped and clothed like my old 
body. I did not feel a bit sarry to see 
the old man lying on the bed and never 
felt so well In my 'life as I did then. 
Just then Mrs. Maglnnis, one of our 
neighbors, came in and she tried to 
console my wife. ' She said: “Well, 
we’ll have the wake'to-night. I’ll have 
my man get the pipes aud tobacco, 
send Tom Johnson after the whiskey 
and my boy will go round and give the 
Invites.” And’so she started tbe ball 
a-roll!ng and in less than two hours we 
bad a packed house and me room full 
of smoke.

“ ‘Before the people came in I floated 
up and took my seat on one of the 
crossbeams, watching the proceedings.- 
I noticed that I was still attached to 
my old body by something which 
looked like a string. Several times I 
called out to Bridget to cut tbe string 
and let me go, but she did not seem to 
hear me. What seemed more curious 
to me, I did not want any of the whis
key nor to smoke, and It made me mad 
Wien Tim Cragan tried to pour some 
whiskey down my dead throat aud then 
stuck a pipe In my mout'h.

“‘Along toward morning I felt the 
string pulling me toward the bed. 
When I had reached the bed I became 
unconscious again and the next thing I 
t emember was when I opened my eyes 
and looked around, asking the one near
est me for a drink. ■ When they saw 
that I was alive the people feil over 
each other in trying to get out of the 
house. Soon Bridget Came to me and 
acted just like a woman whose husband 
had just come to Ute, and we've been 
waiting to see you.’

>9i. r '¿-t j
to «y»elf, “N<nr there te no

Ute below tbe trips.” I can recall no 
: toemory of passing through the ab

domen or chest, but recollect distinctly 
. whpu my whole self was collected In 

the head, when I reflected thus; I am 
all In the head now, and I shall soon be 
free, I passed around the brain as if I 
were hollow, compressing it and its 
membranes slightly on all sldps toward 
the centre, and peeped out between the 
sutures of the skull, emerging like the 
flattened edges af a bag pf membranes. 
I recollect distiuctlj’ how I appeared to 
myself something like a jellyfish as re
gards color and form. As I emerged 
from the head I floated up and down, 
aud laterally like a soap bubble attached 
to t'he bowl of a pipe, until I at last 
broke loose from the body and fell 
lightly to the floor, w'herd I slowly rose 
and expanded into t'he full stature of a 
man. I seemed to be translucent, of a' 
bluish cast.

“ ‘I fled toward the partially opened 
door, but upon reaching the door I 
turned and faced the company. As I 
did so my left elbow came in contact 
with tlie arm of. one of two gentlemen 
standing in the door. To my surprise, 
Ills arm passed through mine without 
apparent resistance, the several parts 
closing again without pain, as. air re
unites. I looked quickly up at Ijis face 
to see if he had noticed the contact, 
but lie gave me no sign—only stood and 
gazed toward the couch I had just left. 
I directed my gaze in the direction of 
Iris, and saw my own dead body.

“ ‘I saw a number of persons sitting 
and standing about the body, and par
ticularly noticed two women, appa
rently kneeling by my left side, and I 
knew that they were weeping. I have 
since learned tliat they were my wife 
and my sister, but I had no conception 
of individuality. Wife, sister and 
friend were all as one to me. I did not 
remember any- conditions of relation
ship; at least I did not think of any. I 
could distinguish sex, but nothing more. 
Not one lifted her eyes from my body.

“ ‘I turned and passed out at the open 
door, Inclinging my head and watching 
where I set my feet as I stepped down 
onto the porch. I crossed tlie porch, 
descended the steps, walked down the 
path and into the street. There I 
stopped and looked about me. I never 
saw that street more distinctly than I 
saw it then. 1 took note of the redness 
of t'he soil and of the washes the ruin 
had made. I took a rather pathetic look 
about me, like one who is about to 
leave his home for a long time. Then 
I discovered tliat I had become larger 
than I was In earth life, and con
gratulated myself thereupon. I was 
somewhat smaller in tbe body than I 
just liked to be, but in tlie next life, I 
thought, I am to be as I desired. My 
clothes, I noticed, had accommodated 
themselves to my increased stature, 
and I fell to wondering where they 
came from and how they got on to me 
so quickly and without my knowledge. 
I examined the fabric, and judged it to 
be of some kind of Scotch material—a 
good suit, I thought, but not handsome; 
still, neat and good enough. The coat 
fits loosely, too, and that is well for 
summer. “How well I feel,” I thought. 
“Only a few minutes ago I was hor
ribly sick and distressed. Then came 
that change called death, which I have 
so much dreaded. It is past now, and 
here am I, still a man, alive and think
ing-yes, thinking as clearly as ever, 
and how well I feel!”

FROM THE WEST.
The Cause in Denver, Col.

Spiritualism is golug along progress
ively and many are coming into the 
ranks all th$ time. My meetings on 
Wednesdays and Sundays are crowded 
with honest investigators and truth
seekers; Indeed I do not know of any 
period during my three years’ work in 
Denver when there was as much man
ifest Interest ps now. Unfortunately 
we have no organized Spiritualistic so
ciety here, but the good work of dis
seminating the knowledge and truths 
of spirit return and communion is pro
ceeding along the lines of extension aud 
growth; and we have some steady 
going workers here all the time. Mrs. 
Shustrum, Mrs. Morris, and Mrs. 
Bedell hold successful meetings every 
Sunday evening, and each lady is doing 
a good work their own way. Mrs. Elsie 
Brown lectures to good audiences every 
Sunday afternoon, and has many ap
preciative followers. Mr. Mansfield, a 
permanent resident In Denver, carries 
on a good religious service every Sun
day, while Mr. W. Marshall has been 
instrumental in forming a Sunday 
lyceum for children, which Is well 
attended. Mr. L. W. Van Dyke has 
well-attended classes for occult science, 
astrology, etc., and as he is a most 
efficient teacher on these lines he is 
carrying out a great and grand work in 
Denver, and gaining much popularity.

There is the same demand and desire 
in Colorado, as in every other State, for 
tests, phenomena, slate-writing, etc. 
This is but natural with investigators 
and skeptics; they must have some evi
dence of a psychical aud material na
ture capable of satisfying their physical 
senses, and in spite of the many pro
tests against “testa," our workers must 
continue to give ’the evidence of a 
power superior to themselves. Every 
protest to-day either comes from some
one who had at one time in days gone 
by the same love for phenomena as 
modern investigators, or from public 
workers who In consequence of their 
inability to give tests do not gain as 
much popularity and income as their

............. ...
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The above is the number of the pres

ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of I regressive Thinkers issued, up to 
aate. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You cau do so by sending to 
this office $1,20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily tag in the rear. If you 
area Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
The paper one year aud Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magie is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

“That finishes the Irishman’s story, 
but if you like I will tell you of another 
man who had a similar experience, 
vhich is more satisfactory, because he 
was intelligent enough to watch rite 
changes and report them when lie re
turned to consciousness. This incident 
happened to one Dr. Warren, a phy
sician of Columbus, Ohio, about twenty 
years ago. I will give you the facts as 
they were related to me by one of the 
members of the Society for Psychical 
Research. Dr. Warren, when In full 
possession of his faculties, appeared to 
come to the moment of death in the 
last stage of typhus fever. Before the 
final lapse Into unconsciousness be dis
cussed with his friends the question of 
Immortality. His voice failed and his 
strength weakened, and, as a last 
effort, he stiffened bls legs. He lay for 
hours as dead, the church bell being 
rung for his death. A needle was thrust 
Into various parts of Iris body from the 
feet to the hips without having any 
effect. He was painless for Ik long time, 
and for nearly half an hour he ap
peared absolutely dead. While' his body 
was lying in .this deathlike trance his 
soul was disengaging Itself from its 
earthly tabernacle. This W the account 
he gave ot his sensations: ? ’

I woke up out ¿f unconsciousness 
into a state of conscious existence and 
discovered that the soul )was in the 
body but not of it Witlnall the inter
est of a physician, I beheld the wonders 
of my bodily anatonfy, Intimately inter
woven with which) even1- tissue for 

pviiuuk VV1UM1V0 VIA AXVHIVU) »UCHU 0C1« tissue, -was I, the livlngisoul of that 
ence. Religion, etc. Price, doth, 7flc. deafl body- I learned. that the epl- 

»m. dermis was the outside bojipdary of the
ultimate tissues, so to speak, of the

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer ” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with thia 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For Bale at 
tkia office. Price, cloth. SL

• Human culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and. Social Um 
buUding." By B. D. Babbitt, M. d2 
LL.D. - A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl-

"Religion as Revealed by the Mato ulu,raate tissues, so to sp 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D sou1, 1 realized my:6ondfti< 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact ■ -
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic; analytical --------------------- -  - vul ui
and.critical; facts and data needed by >t,ae body- 1 watched the Interesting 
every student and especially by every process of the separation of soul and 
Spiritualist. One of. the very best body- ' 41
books on the subject. Price,. reduced “ ‘By some power, apparently not mv 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale Own> the'ego was rocked to "and fro 
Ot this office. ' laterally, as a cradle is rocked, by which

?1?..111.?se Spiritualists and Process its connection with the tissues 
What Is Spiritualism? A pamphlet of of tbe bodY was Broken up. After a 

,40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- We time the lateral motion ceased 
known author. Price 15 cents.? For nnd along the soles of the feet, be
eale atthls office. ginning at the toes, passing rapidly to

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical:tlie heels, I fdt and beard, as it seemed 
Objections to the Dogmas of Retacar-i the snapping of innumerable small 
nation and. Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. I cords. When this whs accomplished, I 
W. ,'M. Lockwood. A keen and master-' began slowly to retreat from the feet 
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale, toward tfhe hbad, as a rubber cord 
at this office. - shortens. I remember reaching the hips

“ Tn the exuberance of my joy at the 
thought that I would never be Bick 
again I danced in high glee. I then 
noticed that I could see the back of my 
coat with the eyes of my old body, 
while my spiritual eyes were looking 
forward. I discovered that a small 
cord, like the thread of a spider's web, 
ran from my shoulder back to my body 
and was attached to it at the base of 
the neck in front. Then I passed 
through the air upheld by a pair of 
hands whidh I could feel pressing light
ly on my sides. I traveled at a swift 
but pleasant rate of speed until I 
arrived on a narrow but well-built 
roadway inclined upward at on angle 
of 25 degrees. It was about as rar 
above tlie treetops ns it was below the 
clouds^ The roadway seemed to have 
no support, bu/ ta built of milky 
quartlz and whh : iand. Feeling very 
lonely I looked for a companion, nnd ns 
a man dies every twenty seconds I 
thought I ought not to have long to 
wait before some one would travel my 
way. But I could see no one. At last, 
when I was beginning to feel mis
erable, a face full of ineffable love and 
tenderness appeared to me. Right in 
front of me 1 saw three prodigious 
rocks blocking tlie road. A voice spoke 
to me from a thunder cloud, saying: 
“This is the road to the eternal world; 
once you pass them'you can no more 
return to the body.” There were four 
entrances, one very dark; the other 
three led into .1 eool, quiet and beau
tiful country. I desired to go In, but 
when I reached the exact centre of the 
lock I was suddenly stopped. I became 
unconscious again nnd when I awoke I 
was lying In my bed. 1 nwoke to con
sciousness nnd soon recovered.’

“This narrative was written out bj- 
the doctor eight weeks after the thing 
occurred, but he told the story to those 
at the bedside as soon ns he revived 
Tbe doctor who attended him said that 
the breath was absolutely extinct so 
far as could be observed, and every 
symptom marking the patient ns dead 
was present.”

Tlie above Illustrates the grand 
truths of Spiritualism, and will be read 
with deep Interest LUCRETIUS

New York. -------

Washington’s Vision.
As some of your readers are taking 

exception to that vision, or are in doubt, 
I offer the following which I consider 
as good evidence as we generally get 
from those that have passed on to high
er life. I first read the vision in “The 
Rising Tide,” a spiritual paper then 
published at Independence, Iowa. I 
was In doubt, though I had some faint 
recollection of hearing It spoken of be
fore. This was during the rebellion. 
It chanced that county business 
brought me in company with one John 
M. Spears, who lived 12 miles from me, 
and with whom I was well acquainted.’ 
He was a member of the Methodist 
church. We hhd spent some days in 
doing county business at West Union, 
Fayette county, Iowa. I represented 
oneltownship center, and he another. 
Our business done, we started for home? 
on the road to Fayette. We were busy 
in „conversing on various subjects. I 
said to Mr. Spears: "Do you know any
thing about Washington’s vision?” His 
reply was: .
“Yes, I know all about it My grand
father was one of Washington's staff 
officers, and Iheard him tell my father 
time and again of that vision that 
Washington told his officers and others. 
At one time in particular, grandfather 
said to my father (at the same time 
placing his hand on my boyish head), 
‘You will not live to see the second ful
fillment of this vision, but this boy un
doubtedly will;’” and he did. Mr. 
Spears at this time was a middle-aged 
man. ■

.1 have had the vision published some 
three or four times with the above as 
an Introduction. Some of your readers 
must recollect reading it

ranks of Spiritualism is due to the 
envies and petty jealousies among our 
own people everywhere, and with many 
of our workers.

We are growing in numbers. The 
literature is increasing In volume, and 
the increased demand for seance work 
is simply phenomenal. It Is true we 
lack organization, and sometimes I 
cannot but think we are better without 
it If organizations and societies are 
productive of so much dissension, and 
they have been, we are decidedly better 
without them. I have labored for the 
past seven years on my own responsi
bility (with very few exceptions) with 
the result that I have had no trouble, 
Inharmony, or discord, and I have suc
ceeded financially and spiritualistically. 
Here in Denver I could form a society 
from three to five hundred strong, but 
my Impressions hold me back. I know 
prophetically that the time will come 
when society work and organized effort 
will become universal, but the cause is 
not sufficiently ripe for any such move 
at present ou any large scale. We are 
passing through the throes of evolution 
and the travail of creative growth. 
Spiritualism is in the ascending cycle, 
and with patience we shall yet see its 
“Banner” float over every orthodox 
citadel. GEO. W. WALROND.

Denver, Colo.

These letters are not at all mystical' 
but it is desired that their full meaning 
shall be known to every Spiritualist
old and young. They mean the 
National Spiritualists' Lyceum Asso
ciation. M iiy should there be such an 
association? To answer that, we refer 
to all that has been said as to why the 
N. S. A. should be organized nnd sup
ported. All that argument will apply 
nnd more, too, can be said. The cause 
of the children should be a prime factor 
in the efforts of Spiritualists to teach 
the truths of tlie spirit. We have been 
asking how we can best develop the 
Lyceums, and to solve thnt we ask all 
who are Interested in this important 
work to organize a system of develop
ment. None cun do the work so well as 
they who are directly interested, and 
by getting such Into an organized body, 
their ability can be concentrated ami 
made co-operative. So long as we nre 
not united In an effort the desultory 
labor tacks avail. There Is much to do 
to help localities to organize and con
duct the Lyceum; and then they will 
want proper books, paraphernalia, 
lesson sheets and a children's paper. 
To do these will require plenty of 
brains and money. Organizers aud in
structors should be sent out; encourag
ing letters must be written, and much 
printed matter employed. Do you sny 
that all this is to be another tax? Well, 
a little help from each who are able 
will do a mighty work for good in the 
educating of the rising generation. 
Surely we ennnot afford to let our chil
dren drift into the schools of bigotry 
and superstition. The late scholars who 
have discovered that religious mania 
prevails greatly as the result of teach
ing religious terrors to children, should 
cause us all now to put our hands deep 
into our pockets to supply the ueeds of 
the Children's Progressive Lyceum 
The conservator of such is the National 
Lyceum, and it asks for the co
operation of all who have desired to 
see something done to develop this 
school of truth for children of all ages.

Local Lyceums should all join tbe 
National Lyceum. As I have plenty of 
time to devote to this Interest, I will be 
pleased to assist the good work in any 
locality by either pen or voice.

Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents. ■

"The Occult Forces of Sex." By Lois 
WalsbroOker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cent».

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occull 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden wltb gems 
picked up in the Course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office; ■

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall $L For sale at 
thia office.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and '' 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the oecult or spiritual should have the 
book and pajier. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

Tbe Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressivo 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in tho 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for Tbe Pro
gressive Thinker.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

cau keep lu touch with our cause by ' 
subscribing for Tlie Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an ttbso- 
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we arc aiding you, we ask 
you In turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of Tlie Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for Tbe Progressive Thinker 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then vou 
could have had in your library at‘the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already to 
form a library by subscribing for "The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In tbli volume the author, tn the thirty nine 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per* 
tuning to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. Tbe subjects arc 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Bpiritualist’o 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing information concerning Spiritualism and its tp.nch- 
Inga.
For Sale at this Office. Price. $1,50

-in the- -
PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF
Rasultt of recant scientific research regarding- the 

origin, position and prospect« of mankind/
From the German of

DR, LUDWIG BÜCHNER,
Author of ‘Toree ana Vatter?’ Essays on Nature ant 

Science," "Physiological Pictures," “SlxLeo-' 
... tures onDarwln," Eto.

“Tlie great mystery of existence consists In ptrneb

tbe moBt enormouS of the celestial bodlea,-thB sand 
ESftSi aB the being tn
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
whichbclngmanlfertsltselfarcchanging; but Being 
.tcoif remains eternally the. same and’ Imperishable 
When wedle we do not lose ourtclres, but only OtA 
personal consciousness.- We lire on tn tiature/in out 
race, incur children, in our deeda, In our thoughts— 
n short, In the entire material and physical contribu- 
ion which, during our short personal existence, wo 

.invc furnished tothc subsistence of mankind and of 
untere In general?’—Buechner.

One vol., post Bro., about S50 nage«, reUnm |j»
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be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.
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WRITE PLAINLY.

We would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Piogiesslve Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, aud it is essen
tial that all copy, to Insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favoiable, should be written with ink 
on u hlte paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes from 131 
xorkville avenue, Toronto, Canada: “I 
have been engaged by the Toronto 
(Canada) Spiritualist Society for the 
month of December. There Is no di
minishing yet of the interest or attend-
mice of Sunday services held in 
theater by Mrs. Waite and myself, 
dress as above.”

T. F. McCandless writes from 
lanta, Ga.: “Mr. Williams was

the
Ad-

At- 
de-

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
Cl statements he may make. Tlie editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the eause of truth cau be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 

- suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always bo entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Every Item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Mrs. Dr. C. S. Scott, of Chicago, 
wishes to inform her kind friends that 
she has returned to the city and Is lo
cated at 4(1 North Francisco street, 
Francisco Terrace, Flat 18. She has re
tired from her practice as a physician, 
but would be glad to sec her friends.

F. W. T. writes from Delong, Ind.: 
“The cause of Spiritualism is making
rapid strides in this part of the country; 
there are so many who are not out-
spoken in their efforts, but are good
Spiritualists just the same.”

A. I.. Brown writes from Montana:
“The books. Art Magic and GhostLand, 
received. 1 have read them and must 
say that for spiritual truth and under
standing. Art Magic is without a rival. 
Erery true Spiritualist ought to have a 
copy of that book as well as the paper.”

Frank T. Ripley, platform test medi
um aud speaker, will go East to Ohio, 
the first week in December. Societies 
wanting a speaker and test medium 
will do well to engage Brother Ripley. 
Terms liberal. He can be engaged in 
Illinois, Michigan. Ohio, or Pennsyl
vania while eu route. Address all let
ters to the care of P. O. Box 77, Oxford, 
Ohio.

Student writes from Cincinnati, O.: 
“The First Spiritual Church of Cincin
nati Is holding regular services at Doug
las Castle Hall, Sixth and Walnut 
streets every Sunday evening. Dr. 
Adah Sheehan Horman Is the speaker, 
and by her dignified presentation of our 
work is steadily gaining for the cause 
earnest investigators from the inteliect- 
mal ranks that promise good io the 
cause. Dr. Horman is a forceful speak
er, logical in her conclusions, gifted 
witli the use of language, graceful in 
appearance, and earnestly works to es
tablish the idea of spirit and the meth
ods of spiritual growth in the minds of 

..her hearers. The First Church is to be 
congratulated. The expression here 
anent the aclion of the Illinois State 
Association versus fraud, good—good! 
with best wishes for the cause and its 
workers everywhere.”

Carrie F. Weatherford writes: “I go 
to Rochester, Ind., for December and 
January. I shall return to Columbus 
for May and June, per agreement, but 

■ still have February. March and April 
disengaged. I want to give these three

; months to Michigan societies'^ During 
■ December and January I hope to re

ceive week-night calls from Indiana 
and Western Ohio, and thus do 11 work 
for small towns and cities which could 
uot be accomplished if they had to pay 
large railroad expenses, and I would 
ask the friends in towns near Rochester 
Io write me for terms. Will also an
swer calls to attend funerals. Address 
for next two months, care of M. Bitters, 
Liepublican office, Rochester, Ind.”
. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Gooley gave 
three lectures at Ottawa, Ill., Nov. 22, 
23, and 24, following with tests and 
spirit messages to friends in the audi
ence. Her work was very satisfactory, 
and her audience increased in numbers 
every succeeding evening. Her lectures 
combined with her private seances ex
cited interest and inquiry and- have 
glfen strength to the cause in Ottawa.

Wm. Shoup writes from Waldron, 
-Ind.: “I am surprised to see how hide
bound some of our people are. They 
will not read our papers or books, or 
even think for themselves.”

veloped here\in our psychic class, and 
gives promise of making a fine speaker 
as well as test medium. To his credit 
be it said, he is every inch a man of the 
highest character, and has not entered 
the field of Spiritualism for the money 
there is in it, but to elevate the cause 
as well as humanity. Mrs. Gebauer, 
our former pastor, still looks after the 
phenomena part of the work, although 
she has discontinued giving private 
sittings. The only work she does is for 
the organization, declining to receive 
any compensation whatever for her 
work. She has endeared herself to the 
members of our organization as well to 
all who have come within the circle of 
her Influence, by her sweetness of dis
position and unselfish devotion to the 
cause.”

Hattie Tiffany writes from Minerva, 
Ohio: “I was in Cleveland, Ohio, last 
week and did a good work while there."

Paul S. Gillette writes in reference to 
his advent in Chicago and his meetings: 
“The Society for Spiritual Culture Is 
now holding meetings at 11 North Ada 
street, in Braudel’s Hall, beginning on 
the 20th uK Services were opened in 
the evening at 8 o’clock by Paul 8. 
Gillette in a discourse on ‘Inspiration 
and Its Nature.’ Mrs. Annie McD.
Gillette (formerly Mrs. Annie Wagner) 
followed with tests. Many of the old 
friends of Mrs. Gillette have not known 
that she Is the same who was known to 
the Spiritualists as Mrs. Annie Wagner. 
She would be pleased to meet her old 
friends if they will call at 280 East 
Thirty-second street, not earlier than 
3 p. m„ ns the forenoon is occupied 
away from home. Last Sunday we 
held services In the evening. The au
dience seemed to be pleased with the 
work and made us feel as though we 
want to meet more of Chicago’s people. 
Then there should be a more con
solidated movement, one In good faith, 
that would bring out the practical side 
or power of Spiritualism. We are con
vinced that Chicago people have in 
them the possibility of making Spirit
ualism a great social reformative move
ment. one that will brighten the horizon 
of tlie great struggling mass of hu
manity. Mrs. Cooley’s meeting at the 
First Spiritual Church sets an example 
that is worthy of emulation; the free 
expression of thought from those pres
ent, and the able comment after each 
one by the pastor, made n most pleas
ant meeting, and one that left a bene
ficial and lasting effect. We hope to 
see more of the Spiritualists out to 
meet us at the Sunday evening meeting, 
as weli as in the Thursday evening 
circle at our residence.”

Mrs. J. N. Chapman writes from 
Norwich, Conn.: “Prof. W. M. Lock
wood, the eminent physicist of Chicago, 
closed a month’s engagement with the 
Spiritual Union of this city, Sunday, 
November 27. Tlie course of lectures 
given were entirely new and full of 
valuable instruction, presenting his 
thought in eloquent language. The 
Professor wins the attention of people 
who seek intellectual food, and are 
willing to think upon matters -of vital 
Import. Mr. E. W. Wallis, of Man
chester, England, served the Union the 
Sundays of October, doing excellent 
work. He is a trance lecturer, also a 
very pleasing vocalist. Miss Lizzie 
Harlow, of Haydenville, Mass., will 
speak the Sundays of December and 
January. She is a general favorite wltb 
tlie Norwich people.”

G. H. Prentice writes from Lawton, 
Mich.: “A good many Spiritualists here 
and are all wide-awake and get out and 
hear all good speakers, such as Mrs. 
Marion Carpenter, of Detroit; Mrs. 
Robinson, of Port Huron, and Mrs. 
Jackson, of Grand Rapids. We expect 
to organize a society here soon, and are 
buying a nice camp ground, known as 
Bankson.Lake. We are developing some 
fine mediums and expect to be heard 
from.”
. Secretary writes from St Johns, 
Mich.: “You may think that we have 
gone out of existence, but we have not 
We'commenced last July with eight 
members, and now we number twenty- 
two.” .

Will O. Hodge has returned from Cal- 
Ifornla, and is again located in Chicago. 
He is open for engagements with socie
ties in any- locality, and invites corre
spondence with camp managements for 
the season of 1899. Will answer all 
calls for funerals. Address him at 40 
Loomis street

£ * mTuesday, Wednesday and ?5ure- 
day. November 29, 30 and December‘1. 
He was greeted by large audiences, and 
nis lectures won the compliments of 
press and people, ■

3. R. Rockwell writes: “I retired 
about 7:30 p. m., and as is my habit 
after being settled in bed, I dropped 
Into a passive condition. At this time I 
lost myself lu a measure, being in a 
semi-conscious state. I seemed to be at 
Clinton, Iowa, and as I walked along 
up the bluffs tb the west,of tlie city, I 
came in view of our camp-ground, and 
I beheld a strange sight. The grounds 
appeared to be a complete circle bor
dered with timber upon the south, west 
and north, with a beautiful grove in the 
center, and as I approached the border 
the entire camp appeared to be covered 
with an immense sunflower, tlie yellow 
leaves on the periphery of the same 
were represented by tongues of fire, 
and as I drew nearer the south side of 
the flower began to roll up toward the 
North like a great scroll, and as it did 
so my spirit wife met me at the en
trance and greeted me with a kiss and 
embrace, saying: ‘Be of good Cheer, all 
is well, and this scene before you is 
typical of the purification of the ranks 
of Spiritualism, and very soon she will, 
stand before the world as a bright light 
shining in the darkness.’ Then she van
ished from my presence and I regained 
my normal condition, and, I lay there 
and recalled every word and feature of 
this vision as it passed before me, just 
as recorded here." I felt a thrill of 
pleasure permeating my whole physical 
organism that words cannot describe. 
Thirty-two years ago I spent a. month 
in Clinton, and one day I strolled up on 
the bluffs where the camp Is located, 
and I recognized tne make of grounds 
in this my second visit, but have never 
been on the camp-groupds in the flesh 
since the camp was located there.”

C. W. Stewart writes from Spring- ■ 
field, Mo.: “Another year has rolled
away, and I am again in this city of the 
Ozarks. We have held several meet
ings here this month, I doing the 
speaking and Mrs, Josie Folsom giving 
tests before the audience. I cannot 
speak too highly of Mr. and Mrs. Fol
som, either as mediums and workers 
for Spiritualism, or as genial, true
hearted people. At their seances, the 
Investigator may witness most satis
factory phenomena, both physical and 
mental. Mr. J. M. White 4s also In 
Sjirlngfield at present, and is doing 
some good work.”

Mrs. L. LeSieur, Chicago, writes: 
“The Band of Harmony Bazaar, held 
December .1, afternoon and evening, 
608 Handel Hall building, proved a 
great financial success. We wish to ex
tend to its members, and friends, very 
many thanks for their hearty co-opera
tion, and liberal donations. One booth 
was taken for the display of a young 
artist’s work, of more than usual abil
ity; another for handsomely dressed 
dolls of all sorts. The other booths 
were filled with fancy, useful, and 
highly ornamental articles. All of them 
found ready7 customers. Three corners 
of the hall was curtained off for for
tune-telling. Three ladies volunteered 
their services, one a clairvoyant, and 
two palmists; they were kept very 
busy. We had many offers of help, and 
only harmony and the best feeling pos
sible prevailed. The proceeds from the
supper were more than double the us
ual amount. The chances on the differ
ent articles raffled were all sold. We 
were called to order for a short time, 
early in the evening, to listen to some 
recitations and music, which was very 
mudh enjoyed. Before closing the few 
articles left were sold at auction. Re
ceipts of tlie evening were upwards of 
elglity-five dollars, and returns not all 
in. We now have a sum sufficient to 
enable us to help those in need. Again 
we wish to thank everybody, old folks, 
young folks, and little folks, for their 
presence and help.”

Wm. N. Current writes from Dun
kirk, Ind.: “I received a copy of your 
paper and read most of its contents, but 
fall to see where the progress comes in. 
It is the. same harping on psychic lore 
that I find in ail Spiritual papers. You 
can talk until the end of time, and you 
can’t enlighten a person in thè least. 
You can trace a man down to the River 
Styx, and there you have to leave him. 
You can give and receive tests until 
doomsday, and still be in the dark cir
cle with trumpet to your mouth trying 
to make some poor green-horn believe 
that it is a message from dead friends; 
it Is all a fraud! I am sorry so many 
get robbed of their money by those 
sharks called mediums. If you can find 
dny medium that can sit by me and 
talk through a trumpet, trot him out to 
our place and I will pay expenses, but 
if lie gets off in a dark corner, of course 
the show will go on. I have proven in
dependent slate-writing a fraud, and I 
will make any slate-writer a present of 
?50 if he will write between two slates 
that I put together. I have been among 
Spiritualists ever since I was a boy. I 
know what I am talking about. You
cut off the chances to practice a fraud, 
and you spoil the whole thing.” Our 
critical brother can easily be convinced 
of the truth of spirit return if he will 
come to Chicago; and he will not be 
compelled to pay $50 for the knowledge 
he will gain. It is an -easy matter here, 
with our splendid mediums, for the 
skeptic to realize spirit communion. For 
Mr. Current to remain steeped in ignor
ance while the opportunity to gain the 
truth is here presented, is criminal. 
Thousands of skeptics have been made 
Spiritualists by visiting Chicago. Try 
it, Mr. Current.

Mrs. Dr. McMaster writes: “I took 
your paper when first published, and 
have taken it ever since. I consider it 
a paper of high merit, and its contrib
utors are aiming their guns in the right 
direction."

S. E. Thomas writes: “I am a reader 
of The Progressive Thinker; in fact ev
erything that is progressive. The very 
opposition Hint the philosophy of Spirit
ualism meets with is the strongest evi
dence to my mind of the beautiful truth 
It is holding up before universal hu
manity, either to be accepted or reject
ed. If we are not investigators, or 
thinkers, 'how is It possible for a man 
or woman to advance? I am surprised 
at the millions who don’t read or try 
to think for themselves.”

The Spiritual Research Society of 
Piqua, Ohio, suspended meeting last 
May, when the pastor, Mrs. Maggie 
Stewart accepted a call in the east to 
lecture and give tests, which occupied 
two months’'time, since which time 
the officers have not put forth an effort 
to revive the Interest so well and suc
cessfully begun. Mrs. Stewart held 
very successful meetings here for one 
year, and did much good, as many man
ifested much Interest in the new philos- 
osophy, and it is to be -hoped some one 
may be led to take the place left vacant 
by Mrs. Stewart, and follow up the 
good work. -

Mrs. Nettie McManann writes: “I 
have been a reader of The Progressive 
Thinker for many years, and I used to 
think the writers were too radical 
against the Romish church, but the 
more one studies their past and present 
the opinion will be that such articles as 
the ‘Trail of the Serpent’ ought to be 
spread broadcast My children attend 
a public school, which was lately 
taught by, a young Catholic lady, and

« 5=

f for
to Tefl me other Jnslnuuttng re

spirits, A Catholic 
church Is Aqifqt from this school house 
and last MtotejK after getting consent 
tyom all fine sclool officers but one—a 
Catholic—this latter member refused 
me permission to speak on Astronomy. 
I questioned, ■ ‘Why,’ and lie replied, 
Something might be said which they 

would not like) {jo liaVe their children 
near. I spoke and received invitations 
to repeat my lecture In non-Cathollc 
neighborhoods. Now may I ask who 
really are the bigots!”

Mrs. G. N. Kinkead, corresponding 
secretaryj writes: “The Spiritualists’

Mediums’-: Home, located at No. 
3310% Rhodes avenue, I am pleased to 
say, is doing well, and is fast filling 
witli worthy inmates. The price of 
coming in to the Home for those who 
are able to pay anything is 812 per 
per month for -room and board. This 
Includes, comfortable beds, warm 
rooms, witli plenty of good wholesome 
food, aud all that is necessary for com
fort. We have at present those lu the 
Home who tire not able to pay, and we 
will be glad if -all those who are in
terested in such a home will do all in 
their power financially and otherwise 
to assist us in sustaining it for the ben
efit of the worthy ones who come to us 
for shelter and food. No matter how 
small the mite it assists in buying 
something for some worthy soul who 
Is struggling to keep the spirit in the 
mansion that nature has given it. The 
home is something that has long been 
needed, and I . hope all will band to
gether and assist us in making it a suc
cess. There are entertainments and 
benefit seances held in the home every 
week; and which at present is about all 
we have to depend upon. We will be 
thankful if everyone who reads this 
will do some little mite for charity’s 
sake, as I assure you it will be given in 
a worthy eause. Friends, help us to 
make it a success, and. may the fingels 
bless you. Please send all donations to 
my address, No. 75 Thirty-first street, 
Flat 1, Chicago.” 1

Oapt. Jack Abbott writes that Mr. L 
Schlesinger Is In New Orleans giving 
tests.

G. H. Brooks will lecture in Pittsburg, 
Pa., for the months of January and 
February. He is now making out his 
lonn0f enfc'flSe,n<--nt8 for the season of 
1899, and would like to secure engage
ments for that season. Address him at 
Tils home at Wheaton, Ill, ,

E. J. Boivtell speaks at So. Hannibal, 
N. Y., Dec. 11. Address 3 Linm street, 
Ithaca, N. Y. '

J. M. Hodson thinks we should have 
some fixed principles by which Spirit
ualism can be recognized legally, like 
the various Christian organizations. He 
thinks that all fakes when once proven 
guilty, should be sentenced to the peni
tentiary.

Lyman C. Howe, the veteran worker 
is now nt his home at Fredonia, N. Y., 
where he cau bp,addressed for engage
ments. Mr. Howe is one of our fore
most workers, and should be kept con
stantly employed.

Ihe San Jose (California) Mercury 
says: “Dr. H. M. Barker (husband of 
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker) has been em
ploying a large force of men on his 
place on Glen Ridge, in sinking a shaft 
in the hope of striking a vein of low 
grade ore which Is traced across the 
ildge and runs throu'gh Dr. Barker’s 
place. The men are down about one 
hundred feet, ai$d are now running 
cross tunnels. The water is running in 
pretty fast, and the doctor is having a 
large pump built to clear the shaft of
water. All are in hopes of striking a 
wide vein which is known to run 
through this vicinity. The mine, which 
was struck1 last year In Lyndon canyon' 
and which has been prospected with 
good results, is on the same ledge which 
can be traced across the country for 
miles.”

Addle Barnard writes from Maine: 
“Will you allow me space in your paper 
to say a few words in regard to the ar
ticle by Uriel Buchanan on ‘Guardian 
Angels.’ Dr. Frank S. Bigelow, of 
Skowhegan, Maine, was present when 
The Progressive Thinker arrived, and 
at once Ms eye caught sight of the 
heading, and asked permission to read 
it to the family. We were all very 
much pleased, as It proved what the 
Doctor had told us in regard to true me
diumship. True, honest, mediums are 
like the angels of love and peace; they 
are forced into the realm of poverty 
and distress. They come not with 
sounding of big names and wonderful 
works. They do not deceive anyone. 
‘There Is a class of people who wish to 
be humbugged,’ said P. T. Barnum. 
Then a hue and cry goes forth, fraud 
here and everywhere, and. while virtue 
and honest mediumship Is being reject
ed, deception and wickedness Is a wel
come guest, having a seat with the so- 
called great and wise, and the Angel of 
Love bows his head in sorrow. The true 
medium goes among those who are ever 
ready to receive messages of love from 
the angels. Let us all stand by H. D. 
Barrett in his effort to place true and 
false mediumship where It justly be
longs.”

Remember that Dr. A. B. Spinney lec
tures next Sunday evening at 77 Thirty- 
first street. The ball should bi crowded 
to hear him.

Correspondent writes: “The Progress
ive Spiritual Church holds its services 
regularly every Sunday afternoon and 
evening, at Handel Hall, 40 Randolph 
street. Our congregation is growing so 
large that we have hardly seating ca
pacity. Mr. Cordingley cannot be ex
celled. We have been more than 
pleased with the kindness many have 
shown in their interest for our prog
ress. We are only, too pleased to open 
our rostrum to any good psychic or 
speaker. We were Very much interested 
in a discourse given by Mrs. Jeanne 
Weber. On the eve of Nov. 20, Charles 
Howell very eloquently lectured upon 
‘The Necessity of Spiritual Churches.’ 
Louis Freedman, the celebrated Austra
lian psychopath, is with us every Sun
day evening. : Good music Is always a 
part of our o programme. A reception 
and Thanksgiving! chaff supper was 
given Nov. 24, for the benefit of the 
church, at the residence of Mr. Cord
ingley, 3300 .Wabash avenue.”

MARRIED.
Married, W tfh Adah Sheehan 

Horman, af ’'her (¡residence, Elsinore 
Gate and Rtissell ‘'street, Eden Park, 
Cincinnati, Gfilo; on Thanksgiving eve, 
Mr. Wllllanf 8. RJfig to Miss Nancy 
Tyler. The 1 ¿roorij is well-known to 
Spiritualists everywhere as the famous 
medium and-worker for Spiritualism. 
He presided’it thi-first meeting held’ 
by Dr. Adali’’fiheihan Horman, who 
has made am excellent reputation by 
her philosophical presentation of pur 
cause. The good wishes of many 
friends are extended to Mr. and Mrs. 
King, who for the present will reside at 
Blue Ash, Ohio.. .. .

“After Her Death. The Story, of a 
Summer.” By, Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful ¡spiritual thought, com- 
blnlng advanced, ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at i 
this office, price, doth, $1.

faí^Í

From light, London, En&
PROF. ALEXANDER ON BRAZIL-

I AN SPIRITISM.
Although Urazllltiu Kardeclsm Is very 

orthodox, it is deeply tinged by native 
characteristics and religious tendencies, 
our South American Spiritists are more 
emotional than critical. In accepting 
™iVee'«£?.?tme’ they d0 110t always 
reject then own superstitions. The 
great majority of them

WERE ROMAN CATHOLICS 
before they were Spiritists, and thus it 
happens that saints are often supposed 
to act as their spiritual directors and to 
Hnn? ?vlth (lireet communlca- 
HHm At,tile r meetluS« a gravely re
ligious tone prevails—prayers are 
ottered to (he assembled spirits of the 
sirtl»’ t0 Vu Virgiu Mal’y: t0 the pre- 
Knl u,. l'U gulde- Nevertheless the 
thntLL.8 ^s?.ume towards the churph 
that fostered them a decidedly militant 
in* their Vh ls,sufliciently noticeable 
in tlicii publications. This animosity 
may be partly attributable to the fact 
condemn ’ else'vhere’ ‘he priests

SPIRITISM AS DIABOLICAL. ' 
Jnnnhere &re no l)ulpl‘s in Brazilian 
seanco-rooms, there are at least preach- 
the Hmeat|the “eetlngs a {»art Of 
the time is consumed in the readiue 
and exposition of chapters from such 
works as. “The Book of Spir?ffl” S"nd 
The Book of the Medium.” The nhe- 

fiomena which are afterwards induced 
trance “nH excluslve>y confined to 
wHtlne TheranKeS aud ““tomatle wilting. Thiough these, encourage
ment, warning, or advice is received 
then h1 e i pl'ot®etor” of the circle. aud then begins what is here called “the 
bv01’thff.<C11!l'iltj:”~“8pirits” are brought 
toVthuw! de8> ‘° be educated. to be 
told that they have already

PASSED THROUGH DEATH, 
and to be freed from the delusion that 
hi™ amhStm “moug luatei'ial surround- 

lhe Personalltles presented by 
the trance mediums may fall into ten 
?ecu7wRh ci“™cterls,t,c ‘1’1’6«. which 
recur, with slight variations, time and time again. There is the m “lahst 
who comes back with his stock arcu- 
ments against the existence of the soul- 
»nftw i 8 t?e se,f-|n«>derer, who is still 
suffering from the subjective agonies of 
Res frtm1 ,deith- S°'netimes the man

On s tllat of a coarse or flippant 
personage who calls the sitters hard 
names, or indulges lu

STREET-BOY WITTICISMS'
Zessôiæwh 18 that °f the vla‘lietive 
obscssoi, who expresses a desire to kill 
and carry off the medium. Occasionally 
me,,?. n?a“lbule is “apposed to be the 
mouth-piece of a priest or friar, whose 
knowledge of Latin seems to have been 
eft behind with other worldly van 

Knrfl 8llÍllt’ 016 “P08**«, Allan 
^a,dGe’ ,he archangel Ishinad, who 
piesides over the destinies of Brazil 
■eave their high spheres to paraphrase 
Writ and11}'' .'e!,l('llillgs of (1“‘ Sacred 
WHt and to interpret'them according 
fluids jd0c,,rlne? of reincarnation and 
fluids, it may be added that In con
an S i'nflnTd1 ‘'T? tl’“I1<'e I’1’’’“0““««“ 
an inflated style of address is 
i’n reV'3’ VelI,,S u,ld Pronouns are used 
in the second person plural, the effect 
being similar to that which would be 
Piodueed by the employment of "ye” or 
"thou” in English. 3

Kardeeists who have the fac
ulty of automatic writing use it occa
sionally to obtain diagnoses and
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE SICK. 
Some of the more successful are In 
great request and may in the course of 
a year prescribe for thousands of pa
tients. Their services are generallv 
giatuitous. The name and years of the 
sufferer are given- nothing more-and, 
after a moment’s trembling, away goes 
«no),penc.11 ,i.n a general description of 
such maladies as are likely, In this dl-< 
mate and at the special season of the 
year, to affect persons of tne sex and 
n«e T11« remedies recommended 
by the pencil are nearly always 
o°mf0neHhatnC’ a“d’ beln® eoncrete aids 

Im „ /*’ t«3' are frequently very 
let ln falr“ess it must be 

said that there are many cases in heal
ing mediumship which the explanation 
here suggested does not cover This 
phase of Spiritism presents some re
markable facts. In the hands of the 

people have bpen cured whose maladies
BAFFLED THE SKILL OF THE

DOCTORS, 
and the automatic diagnoses sometimes 
exceed in their accuracy the possibili
ties of mere chance hits or of mere in
ferences unconsciously drawn bv tho 
automatist. By far the greater part of 
the convers ons to Kardeclsm are due 
to Spiritist healers.

Mention must also be made of the sit
tings which hre held for the cure of ob
sessions. Manias, in the opinion of the 
Kardecist, are caused by adverse 
spiritual Influences; and therefore the 
supposed obsessing spirits are evoked 
by the aid of a medium, arguments 
being employed to

INDUCE THEM TO DESIST
from their persecutions. Two or three 

recovei’y are alIeffed to have 
coincided with such sittings. The 
animosity of the persecutor Is always 
explained as the result of offences re
ceived from his victim In previous in
carnations.

Besides homoeopathic prescriptions, 
passes are sometimes employed by the 
supposed possessors of healing power, 
but only one man has attracted general 
attention by his success in the so-called 
magnetic treatment of diseases. The 
latter, Dr. Edward Silva, Is a British 
subject from Gibraltar, and resides In 
the town of San Paulo. If the positive 
declarations of patients and eye
witnesses be of any worth, it mifst be 
conceded that, together with numerous 
failures, various extraordinary cures 
have coincided with his practice In 
his rooms, the present writer saw a 
case in which in-growing eyelashes 
were made to
TAKE THEIR NORMAL DIRECTION 
It is not easy to determine what agency 
Is operative in the processes of such 
men as Schlatter, Zouave Jacob, and 
Dr. Edward Silva. The suave, sugges
tive action of passes may be readily 
understood in cases of nervous dis
order; but suggestion can hardly ex
plain how passes and magnetized water 
can be efficient In diseases of the above 
nature. It is just possible that among 
the
SERIES OF ETHER VIBRATIONS 
some may exist of teletherapic effect 
and that such vibrations may be gen
erated by specially endowed organisms 
However that may be, the coincidences 
of cube with the practices of mediums 
and popular healers will some day at
tract more careful attention from med
ical men. It is safe to predict that a 
not far distant future will witness a 
more official recognition of psychical 1 
therapeutics. There will be less ex
perlmentation with drugs, and perhaps 1 
more belief in the power of the living 
soul over the body that It Inhabits.
■It has been seen that in our Rio 

sittings saints and apostles sometimes 
append their signatures to
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Illi
Mia. N. J Tuner 1 I received your letter laBndelit' TlFiX,7rJu!> ; 

uro to fuialnh any Informution to my ii.t,.™ in !i,„ ?! “■>' Plea«,bo healed I have been uilig fin Abfud^tb’e pL ry llcl‘ “h“ W 
I can and do nay tho nu.dlci.wlia« dono ini moie mini A ,,f r ‘''.'.V' 
over used. I have been alflictLd‘soreh“with fm, I have

. Addron.(In confidence) l>r.ìè.1

RELIGIOUS COMMONPLACES 
clothed in poetic diction. Great names 
MS W1!?0Ut ^«stion in-ovS 
they sanction the doctrines that are---------------
^VhMs^t^ fti3 A Li8t His Noted Woiks, 
that simple faith should be misled bv a ----------
delusion, welcomes any plaflslble L

«isniSaHsfrteR -
Dy MlS. Sara A. UDderwond Th« ol tieatbookof selection« from Mra Hull# iDG»^elouil] 
therein furnished Zv lhe clue aud eseay«, and^co^iaiuJ^11! ’

draw NEAR TO SPIRITUAL 
SPHERES toreao-iyou Fui'yi'i “re ?

5S »a'i “j ■» 
X“es “a.y tbea be Bl ven,1 Which,y!iow! '

BOlS’ii1 8 qulte Possible that, in

thevsn^ 1 to be’ how is it that cenu'BttPorcover, 2S cents. ° 10 <*>'»>. «Vj 
after « ?±“„ ™appeflr.stln surrounded,' Xl‘‘

r “«saSB? ri «»ssseaaJM 

two lads who were shot’ nftJ. c ' th“t, 4,i ^out Devils.

MOSES HOU’S BOOKSL

ex-

For Safe at the Office of Tie Pro. 
gressive Thinker,

Hedgeneat book ottelecUoue from ^ilra hHi fu iS5îïelQU,|l
■armón* and essay,, and e™.»,,!.“' “ -

The Spiritual Alps
i.

and How Ife Ascend Iheisi

SS,“»mV
aawsxa * 7,7 ,must bear in mind th-it in n. co(ni)arl8°n ot «ome of tbe Spiritusomnamhnioo a »“ rase of! MediumBbln of the muia wiiu ii,»t or to-daves llle Memory of mist “•'•Incline aw.n.un?

events Is sometimes so vivid - - ■ • °."ly
mistaken u

or Christ and Mediumship. 
nCdSMÎdhlnCSiÂ

as to be

FOR PRESENT EXPERIENCE

^-stre u: ää; -
sp -A

mite minds also fall al"

— Invincible argumeni/provïng t£S i

the manifestations throughout the old and New Teeml 
“an,e condiiions^hat medluiX '

of J“11.11“ C01“ln,s Ctrl»! Is the re* '
W Lent.. W|’ “ th0 Würld- 40 I'“««- Peleo, :

The Spiritual Birth, 
or Death and Its To-Morrow. ' 

titerpretaU1"1'"1“110“?' 1

The Quarantine liaised.
B“U,C

SplrttualoSongster,
I By Mattix E. Hull. Thirl? eight of Mrs Hnll’a 

n7rfnest*"u,lf'i’ 10 popular ir.usle. for the usa of “nd Brice, .Octi!

IMO AN ABNORMAL STATE, 
resembUng that of the somnambnle ’ If 
turninL t°oe' tQU“e P08sib,e ■' - 
earn v ‘ Pl“uetai-y conditions, their 
earthly uieiHorles are recalled with ♦ 
LVeLZL-tuaflty11118 lh< U1 tbG aI’IM‘a1'- i TI‘C 1UediumMl<1 Ewperienes 

SI>Iiltisn1,",!|‘JOri1,y °f ,b0Se "’h0 “'•<■”1» 
eoof Tim ' cllai'ae,<’‘' modified for 
good. Ihere are, of course, a few bl-ici- 
sheep among the Kardeeists; there i -fi 
megalomaniacs and- cranks; there arc

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Heckles, with Introduction by 

mo« Wls tlle lllhtor>’ <>f one of tho mont wonderful medium, that ever lived. 167 larxo Pa«e». Price, 60 cent«. "
The Devil and the Adventist»,

Splrltuall.11: ropul.ed. Bjt «Obi« hull. Price, 5 cenu.

WAS
LIPÍCOLtí ' 

A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

sense of RESPONSIBILITY 
tiered ? ^b. tbe 5o“'’ietion that, 
in social reitltlonsyOrnedsiirireHelflsbDTss ICurlous Revelations from the Life 
trouble, aI1da;o‘q;as:ioLffI7oiOntlleUndr| of a Trance Medium, 
esnlcfifliv n"re| tbe (Iualil|M more! ~BY-
The Kn rd^L <°PCd.by the new belief. ■ MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 

a-“,<le‘'ist Is mindful of the nom

although it is not nominally under the

put Into a money-box what remains 
over from their daily household Penses. Considerable s.... USU1°ld

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Poems. Illustrated with Engrav* 

Ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter's 

Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curioaj, bUtCHmI 
•-more bo than any work h»ued ulnce Uncle Tonni 
Cabin. It breatbet forgotten wbhpera which tbo ruK 
of time bad almost covered, mid which have been 
Matched from the very Jaws of oblivion. It daaS 

, with high official private life during the molt momenfr 
Who ' ™'Ponoat? AmericanniBtory. ani 1b a .ecret paft 

| from the life of Ulin whom time servei only to mace 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood-^ 
'‘Abraham Lincoln.’’ex-

colleXrt m n> )e sums are thus «»«•, i»mo.
diatelv nnmua !?..tbese bein? ‘“»me- PaJ"r> ™ «”“»•h e ? aPP ed ‘° <he Kllceor of dele?;, 
ng cases. To widows and orphans to nonr08 . and lnflr“’ t0 th0 ihimeMred 

he°J isWh° Ule unawustom‘”’

lUrno, illustrated, pp, 2G4t $1,50/

For Sale at this office.

“»—"•s the PRIEST, THE WOMAN
afforded in various ways 

and in such a manner as to make the 
recipients feel that there is noth ne

outside the ranks of Spiritists 
the Influence of a renewed and ration- 
nnZed m ief iu iLUmortalIty Is, perhaps 
perceptible. The Catholic, who crosses 
h mself at the bare mention of psychic 
Phenomena, is driven bv them o 
greater spirituality in the bosom of his 
own church. Men of the world who 
look upon popular Kardeclsm w th eon 
tempt, are rendered uneasy by the 
evidence for J v

SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH 
that reaches them from more scientific 
quarters. The very materialists are be* 
«““sffle ofrre?Ze ’bat they nre not °n 
The PnnHHH «““ffbtenment•LHe Positnism of Ait^iiciin 
which immediately after Uie proclama
tion of the Republic seemed to hX 
substituted Roman Catholicism as the 
religion of the State, has within the last 
few years receded rapidly and Is Lain 
dwindling down to the position of an 
insignificant sect. Although all the 
disorders through which Brazil has 
recently passed cannot be laid at its 
door, it is to be recorded that with its 
predominance has coincided the day of 
civfl1 strife0 Utl°^’ .8eIfisb aml»lHon. 
civil strife, and vindictive cruelty. 
Brazil offers an object-lesson to the 
world—a lesson which will be complete 

b^r view,s of man's ‘destiny 
bring with them a juster perception 
his responsibilities.

—AND—

the confessional.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thli la a moBl valuable book. It come? from an Ex- 
rrleat, wlioae character la above rcprdacli, nuil who 
kn“*’• »>' 1« lalklu« about. Kvervbody abould
ten*-'1' Prlcc-,1M- 11 contuluB tbu foilowlugchap- 

_. „ , CIIAPTEB I.
The Stnigglo before tbo Surrender of Womanly Self

respect In the Confeaalonal.
. . , „ , CHAPTER II.
AuHcuUr Confeaslon a Deep Pit of Perdition for th«
_______ ' . CHAPTER III.
The Confeaelonal la the Modern Sodom

________ __ CHAPTER.IV.
How the Vow of Cellbucy of the Pr sets Is made easy 

by Auricular Confession. *
on.. V. V, . CHAPTER V.

and refined Womsn In the Con. 
iQBslonal—\\ bat becomes of her after uucondlUon« 
al aurrendor—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. , CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confewlon destroy« all the Sacred Tlea ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
„ , CHAPTER VIL

UedNaUoni?CODiCM1On bC t0,eraUdftmon*CMl 
t CHAPTER VTTI.

Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
™ . CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegloui 

Imposture.
n J . . CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confCBs th* 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
...... .. .. . CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 1 

France.
a _____________ CHAPTER XIL _
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hub« 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question hts 1‘cnltcnL

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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NOTICE.

Contributing membership to the N S 
A. can be secured by individual Spirit
ualists by sending one dollar to the sec
retary, which will entitle the sender to 
a certificate of contributing member
ship, and to one copy each of the an
nual reports of the conventions of tbe 
N. S.-A. for 1897 and ’’98. Address

MARY T. LONGLEY, Sec’y 
600 Penna Ave., S. E„ Washington,D.C.

"The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof 
C. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenlgsbei-g. A scholarly and apprecl- 
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown, 

The Medium of the Rookie», with an Introductlonby 

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
Thli book should be In the hands of every one fatMt : 

•rtvd tn spiritualism. 3 ,DWP •
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chant« t 

1 The Heavenly Manaion. Chapter 8, Removal ta ■ 
California; Return of HU Guide. Chapter 4, Remark ; 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chau* ■ 
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Snirfr 1 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comm» 
nlcatc; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9. Mbcel 1 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience ! 
Chapter ltf Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit PoV- 
er. Chapter 12, New Experience»—Illn«tratlve ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chanter 18, The Firet Breek in 
ths Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chart« ' 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

sale at this offico. Heavy paper cover, pritn Of

COMMON SENSE.
By Thom« Paine. A H«volntlonary pamphlet, nd- ■ 

dressed to the Inhabitants ot America In 1776, with; ’• 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper.
IS cents. ’

TfiEE AND SERPENT WOBBHff -vanees8in SpMt-lïfe°°^‘TL'BEvoîutton!--B,A‘8,HBawn,1<D' “’*“*•** ——- 

tereK SWcfenSVÆSi'-WEM8 FE0M lüE

• • • •• ■■ • . • • ... *1 terest cf spiritual science 
Faraday, folce IQ cesta.
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tWWERS
This department is under the manage
inent of

: Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
Uot be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
porrespondenee of this department has 

.become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private ah- 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, tbe ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.
L ———— -  --- - -- - -

Truth Seeker: Q. (1) When and by 
Whose authority, were the Hebrew 
Scriptures translated into Greek.

(2) To what extent do the two copies 
’differ.

(3) Where they differ Which does 
our common translation or other Eng
lish versions mostly follow. ,

A. On the authority of Johnson’s 
Cyclopedia (Art. The Bibje), which is 
certainly not to be regarded as favor
ing llberalty, the oldest manuscript of 
the Bible in Hebrew dates HOG after 
Christ! It is there said: “If we wish to 
go back of this, to reach something 
nearer to the original work of the au
thors, and eliminate errors which may 
have crept in, we have no means of do
ing so.” ’

The story of the translation into 
Greek by Seventy-two Elders, who 
each made a translation alone,

»Vt; and yet by divine inspiration tlieir 
»/works are identical, is set down by 
critics us a pious lie. The Pentateuch 
-was translated by Alexandrian Jews, 
but the exact date, oi-number of trans
lators in unknown, It was probably 
about 285 B. C.’, and the work thus be
gun was continued until all the books, 
even the apocryphal, were translated. 
The ability of the translators is shown 
in tlieir work, some of the books being 
.well rendered while others are so badly 
done, that without the knowledge of 
jthe original, they cannot be understaod. 

■ Yet at the time of Gbrist, the Jews 
themselves preferred the Greek trans
lation, and when they quote Mark, 
Luke and Peter, and even Paul, go to 
the Greek version. Yet afterwards the 
Jews found this Greek copy so at va
riance witli tlie original that they dis
carded It. Everybody who had a smat- 
terlng of the two languages, translated 
more or less of the Greek Scriptures 
Into Latin, and the fragmentary works 
slowly gave rise to Innumerable copies, 
Jerome, It is said, learned Hebrew for 
the purpose of making a translation, 
435 A. D. It was made for the people 
and called the Vulgate because in popu
lar Latin. It was received after the 
manner of the last great revision of the 
Bible, with ..violent criticism, and op
position by the church leaders. It was 
finally adopted and became the sacred 
book, yet by repeated copying, when a 
correct copy was demanded for the 
newly invented printing press, all were 
bo corrupt that tbe true text seemed 
lost, and Pope Sixtus V. arbitrarily de
tided which text should be used, and to 
this, day hl& ¿election is the copy used 
by the Catholic church. ’

. : It is said that not a single one of 
“King James' translators” understood 

■ Hebrew! They relied on the Latin, 
probably verifying by tbe Greek text. 
The peculiar copy they used is un- 

;a' Jinown. Perhaps one of their number 
Arbitrarily made a selection from the 
numerous copies, as Pope Sixtus V. set 
ithe example. With the exception of 
Matthew, all the books of the New Tes
tament were written in Greek. Now It 
j/would be presumed that a book that 
jvas to serve as, a guide Infallible to all 
¡/homing generations would have been 
jvrltten in the most perfect manner lu 
the best language. It is said: “The dla- 
Ject of Greek in which the New Testa
ment is-written Is called the Hellenist
ic. This was not a good dialect In point 
pf grammatical accuracy, etc., and the 
influence of the Septuagint makes the 
New Testament a bad specimen of IL 
This assertion was made in the six
teenth century, and- It was generally 
declared that the New Testament was 
•written tn “bad Greek.”... .“Neverthe-• . w . . . . .   . - — — —
less this lack of grammatical accuracy, 
of precision in the use of words and 
particles and adhesion to the rules of 
style, add greatly to the difficulty of in- 
iepretaitlon of the New Testament.”— 
See Johnson’s Cyclopedia, Art. Bible.

! Here we have the history of the 
felble. The Old Testament, written no
body knows by whom or when, trans
lated nobody knows by whom into 
Greek: copied and changed from the 
Original till even the Jews would not 
accept It, taking the Greek translation 
In preference, then repudiating tbe 
Greek as too heinously bad, and be- 
bause the Christians gave It credence; 
the New Testament, written nobody 
knows by whom, in execrable Greek, 
and changed by copying until in de
spair, a pope had to take a certain copy 
and make it divine by arbitrary decree! 
It is on such a book that the destiny of 
mankind is said to depend!

Talk about the frauds in Spiritual
ism! The history of Christianity is 
such a tissue of frauds and deceptions 
that one feels at every step as though 
walking on quicksands and that tbe 
best authenticated matters were as un
trustworthy as shadows. We are not 
sure that the much-quoted “church 
fathers” were more than monks writing 
anything they thought would advance 
their cause. •

The pricelss writings of pagan phil
osophers were erased that the parch- 
pient might be used to record the con
scienceless plottings of these saints! 
AU church history was unearthed from 
the monasteries “where tbe priceless 
manuscripts had been burled,” at an 
opportune time, before the art of crit
icism had been perfected,. Except a few 
interpolated passages profane history is 
'strangely silent In regard to the advent 
of churchlanlty, which if as it. claims to 
be, is the most Wonderful and deserv
ing of record of any or all the events of 
the ages! -

“Health”: Q. What are ptomaines? 
The word nowadays is often used, and 
with what, to me, appear variable 
meanings. '

A. There Is but one meaning to the 
.word ptomaine, Which Is a poisonous 
alkaloid, the product of putrefaction In 
organic substances. This putrefaction 
is caused by the multiplication and 
growth of bacteria, the germs of which 
are introduced and produce the putre
factive changes. They flourish best in 
substances rich in nitrogen, and the 
poison is the more virulent

The quality of the ptomaine found in 
liny given substance depends on the 
kind of bacteria, the temperature, and 
stage of putrefaction. As many spe
cies may be present at the same time, 
the product varies;

.' Cholera, diphtheria, tuberculosis, gan
grene, tetanus, typhoid fever are the re
sult of their special kinds of bacteria,

introduced into the system.-. These 

tlons, multiply and thp .blood becomes 
poisoned with ptqmaines. : > ;
, V,le ^tter are directly Introduced 
into the system, then virulent symp-'' 
toms at once indicate their presence.

1 reserved meats, milk, lee eream, 
cheese, oysters, fish and many other 
substances in certain states are so satu
rated with these poisons that small 
quantities taken as food, produce great 
oiganle disturbances.

In effect these putrefactive poisons 
are similar to the vegetable alkaloids,1 
nicotine, atropine, morphine, etc., aud 
often blend ihe symptoms of several 
Ihe detection by chemical tests is diffi
cult and uncertain, and their antidotes 
equally unsatisfactory. To wash tbe 
alimentary tract with water and ad
ministration of antiseptics and sustain
ing remedies is prescribed.

J. H. V., Enciultal, Cal.: Q. The 
custom seems to be quite universal in 
this day and generation, to bury the 
dead (so-called) iu graves dug on a Hue 
running East and West, and bodies in
terred facing the rising sun. When and 
where did this custom originate?

A. There lias been great diversity 
among the various races, in the disposi
tion of the dead. Some bury the bodies 
in a reclining position, others, as some 
Indian tribes, in a sitting posture, or 
placed on scaffolds in tlie tops of trees. 
The Parsees expose the dead to the rav
enous vultures, and the purification by 
fire has been common. The burial of 
the dead In the present fashion Is de
cidedly of Christian origin, aud is the 
result of the belief that the dead would 
be raised up at tbe “last trump,” and 
meet the Lord • of Hosts, coming in 
glory in the East, This belief Itself 
reaches back to sun-worship, for other
wise Christ might just as well be sup
posed to-come out of the South as the

. East. . . . . .
A body burled a few centuries, will 

have completely dissolved, and not a 
trace of the bones remain. Religious 
credulity only can accept unthinkingly 
the dogma that the Lord will come in 
the last day, and out of that spot, from 
which every atom of the body once 
buried there has gone will be the point 
of the assemblage of its particles, and 
out of the grassy sod It will rise In full 
life, to meet its reward or punishment!

When this awful time comes and the 
earth quakes beneath the flaming sky, 
time will be precious, and to arise fac
ing the throne will be acceptable sign 
of-Christian burial If not a Christian 
life.

This Christian dogma of the resurrec
tion of tbe body, received from Egypt, 
where it was consistently acted on, -by 
preserving the body as a mummy, 
awaiting the return of the absent spirit, 
is responsible for the opposition the 
movement for cremation meets. To 
burn the body and scatter its elements 
to the winds Is an object lesson, show
ing before the eyes tbe impossibility of 
their being again assembled at a dis
tant resurrection. Carefully burying 
the dead in a closed casket, apes the 
swathed mummy in its sealed case, and 
conceals the slow, yet inevitable pro
cesses of decay.

Mrs. M. T. DeG.: Q. I have a friend 
who succeeded admirably in getting 
messages by herself through the psy
chograph, and even without it by writ
ing, bolding a pencil in her hand. But 
of late the Influence controlling seems 
to be low and obscene. She Is becom
ing afraid, and the old superstitious 
teachings of years is asserting Itself, 
and she begins to think it is Satanic. 
How can she overcome this influence?

A. She can overcome it by simply 
rising above It. The lingering belief In 
evil influences, of Satan and bls friends, 
is the open gateway for the entrance of 
disturbing influences. In such cases 
the lower nature Is more susceptible 
than the higher, and the tendency is 
downward.

We are all individual spirits, and we 
have the right and power to assert that 
individuality and rise above all and 
every Influence. To make such asser
tion is a duty demanded of us, each and 
every one. If disturbing—what we call 
evil—Influences come, we should first 
cleanse ourselves, by turning constant
ly to the highest and purest and inflex
ibly hold ourselves Independent of all 
influences, and able to determine the 
order that shall enter our sphere.

In cases like the present, thinking of 
the undesired Influence, and talking 
about it ■with friends, is an exciting 
cause, and should be discontinued. 
Those thus sensitive often talk about 
their troubles until every shadowy 
whim becomes reality and fastens on 
tbe mind with an energy increasing at 
every recital. The only advice Is that 
given to those suffering from physical 
disease: Do not think about it, do not 
talk about it Think and talk about 
things above and beyond.

Frank J. Trlcka: Q. (1) Why are 
Catholic authorities opposed to the 
works of Josephus, and why were ad
ditions and forgeries made to them?

A. The Catholics are not opposed to 
Josephus' writings more than to the 
Bible of which they are a sort of para
phrase. As it is not considered advis
able for the laity to read tlie latter, it 
is of course not well for them to be
come acquainted with the former. It Is, 
in short, not advisable for the masses 
to learn from any source but through 
tbe priests.

As for additions and forgeries to the 
works of Josephus, it Is difficult to ex
plain why so much discussion has been 
called forth. Tlio interpolation of a 
few passages is of small consequence, 
when we consider how little historical 
value the work Itself possesses. Jo
sephus was unknown before the six
teenth century. The famous work 
which has been so much depended on 
for evidence and illustration, there Is 
no doubt, was the work of pious monks, 
in holy cloisters, who by this means at
tempted to prove that their .faith bad 
historical support, which It bad not in 
any classic writing. To meet this over
whelming objection that not one of all 
the great writers of antiquity mentions 
the existence of a single actor In tlje 
religion which these later exponents re
garded as the one world drama; or 
shall we say, tragedy? Josephus, and 
the works of the “church fathers” were 
written to fill this “want” and over
whelm the skeptics. .

Why . search out passages and ex
claim forgery and interpolation, when 
the whole is a reeking mass of fraud 
and deception, shameless and outrage
ous, which only the glamour of super
stition and religious education would 
for a moment tolerate.

"Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
■avery detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price 
25cents. For sale at this office.
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The New System of Medicine—The Cure by Inoculation 

With the Products of Rotten Blood, i <

BY HUDSON TUTTLE

The past few years has seen a revolu
tion In medicine. The bacilli have done 
it! It nothing else has been demon
strated, that of the want of confidence 
by the doctors themselves in the sys
tems taught by the medical colleges 
has been. If the methods of the books 
are scientific and so far above criticism, 
that most stringent laws have been 
passed to protect the doctors in their 
practice, why this desertion of the old 
remedies, and eager acceptance of new? 
If tbe various diseases for which poison 
serum is now prescribed, were success
fully treated with mineral and vegeta
ble poisons, why now rush after the 
more deadly animal virus'?

The toxins and antitoxins have be
come a fad. Name and fame have been 
won by remorseless inoculation of help
less animals and human “patients”— 
truly named—and the doctors are eager 
to do something new and bizarre to at
tract the crowd and gather in the 
shekels.

CONSUMPTION GERMS, ETO. ' 
Koch cultivated the germ of con

sumption until he had tamed it, and 
sent his “culture” forth to the frater
nity to experiment with on their de
fenseless patients. After the deaths of 
many, and the breeding of the disease 
where it did not exist before, it was si
lently put aside. It was mot quackery; 
the experimenters were protected by 
law and. “Boards of Health” in their 
heartless cruelty. Had anyone but an 
M. D. made these experiments, he 
would have been sent to the penitenti
ary, Pasteur, after sacrificing so many 
helpless animals that lie could notcount 
them, subjecting them to the most' 
dreadful tortures possible to conceive, 
claimed to discover a cure for rabies in 
a “cultured” microbe, and hundreds of 
those bitten by supposed rabid animals 
came for treatment, which consisted in 
saturating thé system with this "cul
ture” Which was the result of rotten 
blood in a living organism. The num
ber of those having rabies astonishing
ly Increased. A néw disease was cre
ated—the rabies of the laboratory. It 
is not proven that a single case has 
been cured, but it has been proven that 
numberless ones received tbe deadly 
virus at the hands of the doctors, and 
died therefrom.

Then there is the antitoxin for diph
theria. A horse is Inoculated with ihe 
bacillus, and’when “ripe” the serum of 
his blood is taken, and sent out to doc
tors who have cases of diphtheria. The 
price for an inoculation is twenty-five 
dollars. An old horse will furnish an , 
almost unlimited quantity, as the blood ' 
Is taken every day as fast as replen
ished, and the doctors who tend him ' 
have a veritable Klondike. Then the 
doctor with the patients is tempted to ; 
pronounce every case of sore throat, or 
cold, diphtheria, for by so doing and 
the use of antitoxin he greatly in- । 
creases his fees.

Notoriety has been gained by hereto
fore unknown doctors, and money 
made, and now the leaders In the pro
fession begin to express grave doubts 
as to the value of this blood poisoning.

DRUNKENNESS GERMS. '
The last effort in this direction coipes 

from California, where a doctor D'Eve
lyn has set himself to the cure of 
drunkenness, not being satisfied with 
the gold-cure humbug. He examines 
the blood of one addicted to drink, and 
of course finds a microbe as the cause 
of it. An eminent microscopist once 
said that those who looked through the 
glass saw what they wanted to <see. 
The germ seen by this doctor Is an im
possible form, unlike the family to 
which It is said to belong. They are 
“little tendrils or feelers” that attach 
themselves to the blood corpuscles and 
suck out their substance and vitality.

The doctor misses an opportunity to 
make his scheme plausible. If a drunk
ard’s blood is full of these squirming 
“tendrils," every one of the millions of 
blood corpuscles having a dozen or 
more hanging on, biting and devouring, 
Is it a wonder that he “sees spakes?” 
Why bis very eyeballs are fillefi with 
these wriggling eels, and the cells of 
his brain teem with them. Such a pic
ture ought to make the most depraved 
drinker desist without having another 
brood of serpents introduced! The doc
tor’s object Is to kill these “sarpents," 
and render the blood corpuscles Im
mune. By Inference it is to be con
cluded that his plan is to obtain a less 
ferocious species to let loose into the 
blood. These attack the ferocious “ten
drils” or “alcocytes,” as he learnedly 
has named them, and although less 
fierce, they come off victorious.

Influenced by the culture craze, he be
gins by making sots of a stable of 
horses. He gives each horse a pint of 
whisky a day, and Increases until three 
pints is reached. In from three to five 
months the habit is acquired. The 
horse becomes an “old -soak,” and his 
blood shows the presence of the germs 
which the doctor wisely calls “alco
cytes.” Some of these horses are crazy 
for whisky and stand shaking in ¿elr 
stalls, and so nervous that when spoken 
to will spring as if for their lives.

_ At this stage the blood is said to be 
“ripe,” and is drawn, a quart at a time, 
the serum extracted, and plaques satu
rated with it Tbe addicted patient has 
his arm scarified and the plaque bound 
on the wound, that the virus may be 
absorbed into the blood. “Alcocytes” 
appear in that fluid, and increase. Ev
ery five or six days a fresh plaque is 
applied, and when tbe microscope no 
longer shows the germs in the blood,- 
tbe cure is pronounced effected.

Tbe poor children of the Youth's Di
rectory were given over for experiment 
to the doctor, and the arms of every 
one of them were scarified and the 
plaques bound thereon. It is claimed 
that they were aU cured. How. could 
this be known, for surely these poor 
children were'not inebriates, and it 
would be impossible to know if they 
would become so until they reached 
mature years and came in contact with 
the world. . •

MEDICAL SCIENCE!
Will it tell us by . what process the 

fevered blood of a drunken horse, intro
duced into the veins of a man will 
make him a teetotaler? It is the old, 
oft repeated story. The doctor has a 
patent on his “equisine,” and thé 
plaques saturated with rotten serum 
are worth more than their weight in 
gold! •

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, jnarriage certifi
cate, etc., wtth choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln. I

If there is quackery under the sun, it 
is this delusion, fostered by a class of 
doctors and upheld by the gilence of 
others, that disease, which Is itself 
either from the presence-of poison, or, 
organic change, can be cured by inject
ing rotten blood and thus adding to the 
demands made on an already overbur
dened system. It Is an indication of 
appalling ignorance of organic func
tions, and belongs to the dark ages.

The law compels the children of the

it

then, In utter faithlessness tn the rem
edy, quarantines any taseioflsmull pox, 
and suppresses its spread Ibji rigid san
itary regulations. Thon it iis claimed 
the disease is checkedi by vaccination, 
the only service of which has been to 
put fifty cents a lieadiiinto the pockets 
of the doctors, and expose the “patient” 
children to dangers quite as great as 
those of having the disease.

Are we to this to have added inocula-

A SERIOUS QUESTION.
Is there Harmony in Human 

Life?

We ore driftlug along life’s pathway 
heedless of the needs of others, aud 
like a swelling tide we grow strong in 
power, and jostling others who are 
equally eager m pursuit of some world
ly possession of either lame or fortune. 
Tlie individual ■«Tho becomes the pos
sessor of great wealth Is much in de
mand by tlie world’s social element. It 
Is not what a mau Is, so much as what 
he is worth iu dollars aud cents, that 
counts In the record of human affairs. 
Individuals are valued according to the 
amount of wealth they possess, aud not 
according to the sterling quality of 
character.

I know -a mother who was_the happy 
possessor of three beautiful and aceom-
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tion with antitoxin for diphtheria, va
rious fever “cultures” and consumption 
mTi»Vhittin£|the/aWM’ feai tU<?V 1,lislled daughters, who married” "them 
So? »ndWid08s'.?“.tl}e W5V | a“ t0 <lissoiute men; two of those men 
urntPrt wb'1! the i b^Od pronounced drunkards, and filled
horse W» efaves; the third one is sep-horse, because, forsooth, they may 
become addicted to drunkenness? arated from his wife. Those men were

According to this new system of med
ical treatment, tlie blood, which as the 
fountain of life itself should be pre
served pure and free from effete and 
decomposing waste products, is to have 
introduced the most ’ deadly poisons 
known, those that come from fever and 
decay of blood itself, which act on that 
fluid as yeast to corrupt and breed hor
rible rottenness! Strong words, the 
strongest the virile Saxon furnishes, 
only can express the ignorance, the de
ception, the greed, the lust for cruelty, 
the worthlessness, the harmfulness of 
this treatment with the ptomaines en
gendered by decaying blood.
ASSURANCE COMBINED WITH IG

NORANCE. -
The assurance of thq practitioners 

using these “toxins" is only equaled by 
the uncertainty of their knowledge. It 
is not yet demonstranted that the ba
cilli are causes or results of disease. 
Do they create the waste, or do they 
feed on the effete matter? Do they 
make the blood Impure, or do they find 
in the impurities a genial soil? The 
firmest advocates disagree,as to the 
question whether disease is propagated 
by the germs, or by the products of the 
growth of these; tor it Is well under
stood that there is a clear distinction.

The activity of the multifarious germs 
with barbarous names, and their rela
tion to organic function, is as yet more 
a matter of hypothesis than accurate 
knowledge. .

The germs of diphtheria are al
most always found 1n sore throat or 
colds, and the awful bacillus tubercu
losis, the hyena of consumption, enters 
the lungs with every breath. Why do 
we not one and all have these diseases? 
Can there be more than one answer: 
The state of the blood is sùch that the 
conditions for their growtli are ad
verse? The soil is not propitious. Then 
it is possible to have Buch a condition 
of health and tone that all disease

all wealthy human wrecks. Their 
money was a passport into good so
ciety. The real character was swal
lowed up by the glitter of the golden 
beauties that lay hidden in some bank 
vault, to be drawn out by some fair in
nocent girl who is the winner of the 
drunkard and his money.

Mothers have a great responsibility 
resting upon them in regard to teaching 
their daughters the necessity of avoid
ing unhappy marital relations. -

Many a millionaire may look with 
envy upon the cottage wherein dwells 
peace, love and contentment, where two 
souls beat In unison, where it is ever 
the dawn of the morning light' that 
breaks into that cottage door and plays 
upon the windowsill within, where no 
taint of discontent has ever found a 
lodgment there. Each word spoken Is 
like nqtes of music, so enchanting that 
the soul is enraptured by the love ele
ment found therein. But, alas for hu
man expectations, there seems but too 
few of these cottages to excite the envy 
of millionaires, yet we know a few such 
exist. •

Ardent spirits as-a beverage are and 
always have been an evil in the land, 
wrecking noble lives, making homes 
wretched, stultifying the nobler traits 
of human character. We pity the man 
born with the appetite for strong drink, 
but pity does not reform the man. 
There Is an evil In our midst and we 
must rid ourselves of it We call a 
drubken man a brute; is this not a 
slander on the brute? No one ever saw 
a horse, cow, or pig drunk or chewing 
tobacco.

Another evil is selfishness. The In
dividual who feels that the whole world 
owes him something that be has never 
purchased by kind actions, or generous 
deeds, but who feels that others must
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The prlcB of THE LYCEUM GUIDE 1b 60 cents, post. 
ffig°erB P«ld by?ect6lvei? el:Ilrei,•

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O, 

PUBLiCATlbNS~~ 
-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE.
0-

A. LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.
----- o-----

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilise and explain tbe vast ar
ray of facts in Its field ot research by referring them 
to a common cauae, and from them arias to the laws 
ttonC0Frice°?5cenuUl'’ aplrltual bol“S' Third edl-

RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI-
< ENCE.
. FotBervllotrtiBt totheGods. out knowledge of the 
laws of the world, belief lu the divinity of man and 
hla eternal progress toward perfection is the founda
tion of this book. Price, li.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
. I“,?111* fl,t?ry the «oenes are laid on earth, and In the 
!K£’¥!°.o<i .u‘° spiritual philosophy and

W*ritual beings. AJl queatlona which 
arlae on that subject are answered. Price tig cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.

' Human Culture aud Cure

^SlESSWPty °f C“te’" ,ncludlnSK*“*’
"The -Principles of Light end Color' Is in every re

spect masterly, and 'Human Culture ahd Cure’ apnears 
to bo not less remarkable."—Dr. Pascal, 12 Hue Plcot Toulou. France. ’ .»«..cm,,
cjl Upbulldtae"1“80' B“UaI «1 BO-

“Tbe usual heavy volumes Issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe of tho practical informa
tion that is included Ln Dr.Babbitt’swork.”—Progress- 
no Thinker.

Parts HI and IV in one volume, 11.50, postpaid.— 
Covers wonderful ground, Including Mental Science. 
Phrcno-Pbysiognomy, Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for tho first time) ;• Clairvoyance. Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc. ’ '

Health and! Power.
“Worth Ita weight lu diamonds," Fries, Cloth, acts.
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 873 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, <1.10: 

■ . paper 60c.
No work upon the same subject has ever exceeded 
!?*Ns book of almost Inestimable value. F. 
J.Wllbourn.M.D., says: “1 have read several works, 
some ot which aro worth their weight In gold, such as 
those written by Epes Sargent. G. B. Stebbins. Marla 
King, etc.« but Babbitt's Religion, in eomerefipe’eti, 
far tranBcchdB them all."—Spiritual Offering.

For sale at thia office.

Cai'lyle Petersilea, 
U V U l\u Gtven-by automatic writing through 

tho author's mediumship. 
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative ot thepereonal experiences In aplrlt-lifo 
of thu author a father, who bad been a natural philosopher aud a materialist. **»vur01 pmws

Mary Anne Carew-Oloth, $1.
Experiences of tbe author’s mother In splrlt-llfe.

Philip Oarlislie—Cloth, $1.
de>?,p PMIosophlcal romance by tho band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a aclentlllc young phu! 
oaophor, who Is a medium; his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, SO cts. ■ 
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office of The 
Progressive Thinker. * ■’

germs will be resisted1 jind if they find 
lodgment, destroyed. '

bear the burdens of life that justly aud 
properly belong to him, brings dis
content and Inharmony around him, be
cause of the burdens he places on the 
shoulders of others, and he leaves the 
Impress of his character on everything 

| he touches. For example, put a gar-

Views of a Prominent Worker.
J. R. Francis, Sear Sir and Co-worker:—I re

ceived “Art Magic” - and am delighted with it, 
and think it should be found in the library of 
every Spiritualist in the land, and it certainly 
would be if Spiritualists would seek Spiritualistic 
literature as eagerly as many of them seek the 
bogus phenomenal medium, and pay him or her 
fifty cents or one dollar, but are too poor to even 
take a spiritual newspaper.

NO UNCERTAIN TONES
A Letter From Glenwood 
. Springs, Col.

To the Editor:—I read with much In
terest the account of the sworn tes
timony in the case of Mrs. Mabel Jaek
man, and while I am grieved that any
one who claims to be a Spiritualist and 
must have long ago learned that “as 
we sow so shall we reap;" could lower 
themselves to such an extent as the evi
dence in the case seems to prove, yet I 
am glad that a crusade against suffii 
deplorable practices has been inaugu
rated, and am in favor of having every 
case of a similar nature shown up to 
tbe world as this one has been. The 
barm such people do the cause is in
calculable; and while -we cannot but 
pity them for thus injuring themselves 
and retarding their own progress, yet 
when we consider the enormity of the 
offence of trafficking in and .making a 
mockery of those things which are 
the highest and most eacred of which 
we can conceive, we have to admit that 
they are deserving 'of very little 
sympathy,

I trust that the good work of weeding 
out fraud will be vigorously carried on 
until .people learn to respect our glo
rious cause and mediums learn that 
"honesty is the best policy.” On ac
count of the encouragement derived 
from this exposure, I have,started out 
to get you a list of subscribers, and, 
with the assistance oft MrS.r Messick, 
the wife of our local medium; Chas. V. 
Messick, I have succeeded <ln securing 
eleven names, which I herewith enclose 
with a money order for :

I wish to add right» here'that Mrs. 
Messick Is an enthusiastic Avorker and
is ever ready to aid thtreause,“while the 
materializations produced her hus
band’s mediumship ar$ gradually add
ing, new converts to Spiritualism. The 
cause is surely advancing bqre and in
dications point to it§, belpg even re
spected in the not dist^qjt future. '

CHAS. E. HUBBARD.
Glenwood Springs, (#lo,
,, -------------- — * oi—p-l—
Man the Microcosm—His infinite and 

Celestial Relations and, Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by, a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman O. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent judge, 
te.is of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading IL The 
booklet, by G. B. Stebbins, Is for sale 
at this office. Price, 10 cents, postpaid.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace tto American Civilization.” 
By Prdf. W. IL Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant.
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

’’Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. Efigllsb edition, nicely 
bound in doth, IL For Mie at thia1. ... . M I ■

meat that has been worn by such an 
one onto the shoulders of a highly sen- 
sltlve person, and a thrill of discomfort 
Is Immediately felt by the sensitive.

The-writer has a distinct recollection 
of being assigned a room in the old 
Walnut Street Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
some years ago, and on retiring for the 
night, sleep refused to be my com
forter. Everything I touched seemed 
to add to my discomfort. I had a 
sleepless night, and was glad when 
daylight came so that I could leave 
that bed. I had the clerk change my 
room for another one, and was then 
told that a man who was Intoxicated 
occupied the room previous to my going 
into it I had a similar experience in 
Washington, Pa., but as soon as freshly 
washed blankets were put on my bed, 
the trouble ended.

Dear reader, have you ever thought 
that you are writing your life record on 
everything you touch, from every ar
ticle of wearing apparel you possess, 
each one will tell a story of your life, 
and these stories will either be pleasant 
or unhappy ones?

I once had a gentleman bring me an 
old jack-knife to read from. When the 
knife was handed to me, I was par
tially unconscious, It felt like a piece of 
rock in my hand, and I wondered why 
he gave It to me. Soon I began to see 
strange and unpleasant occurrences, 
and at first did not want to tell all I 
saw, but the gentleman urged me to tell 
all, to go on, which -I did. After I got 
through, he said: “Everything you saw 
and described-ls correct, it pertains to 
a family affair which I was interested 
in. This knife belonged to my brother, 
who figured so conspicuously in this 
unpleasant affair of many years ago, 
that you have Just described;"

Here Is a lesson, or a problem for the 
scientist to solve, and it Is this: How 
long does it take to destroy personal 
magnetism infused Into articles, either 
metals or fabrics? Who can tell? 
Ancient relics, though they be handled 
much, still retain the magnetism (If it 
be magnetism): that tells stories that 
date back many years. With all the 
disturbances incident to human life, 
this magnetism, so-called, remains in
tact. Can anyone explain why it is so?

We have drifted away from our sub
ject of harmony and inharmony'that 
exists in the social atmosphère of to
day. But in looking over the world and 
Its Inhabitants, we find human nature 
pretty much the same the world over 
Go where you may, the same 
exists, and we are forcibly reminded 
that social, religious, financial, political 
conditions, forms of government, etc, 
are of 'human origin, and that they 
must have their good as well as their 
evil tendencies.

. Th« History and Laws of Creation. Bevlaed and 
H, '^he Cosmogony of Bplr- 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE
SPIRIT-WORLD.

English edition. Price, ,1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN. 
.-S0?!flnl“eLllie lat«8t Investigation« and discoveries. 
tocL. oi Interesting Bub!
jecL huglieb edition. Price, <1,
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
written for an object, and has been 

E?JL0UAnce? ln sxpoiure of the diabolical 
Price?» ccnSftth01 C1Bm 10 MUncI° Tom’s Cabin.”

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
.„A.Oir,I.,Jni Psychological story oT evangelisation 
and free thougbL It is to Protestantism whnr "Th* ^eoretaof the Convent" la toCathoUctam?'Price/86

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de« 

fin nW 1?edi,uinBblP- Names of eminent
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; ioo for 11.25,

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Rood Tuttle. This volume contains the 

tar 801118 Oi *0 most PODU*n£im?l??r 1 a P,“810 eminent composers.1 The
aro admirably adapted for recitations. 225 

pages, beautifully bound. Price, <1. •
THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

i01?'.’ .the 'yc«“® and aocletlea. A manual 
wLiSi nca 1 !?teitoctual and spiritual culture. By 
?““aR,00,1,Tul«c- A book by tho aid of wbl.hi 

,1)’ce.ura' 8 spiritual or liberal society may 
Prla? ?ond“ot>!® without other aaalstanc&Slw. unpSd.1 by <‘ozea’ 40 Ol!nu' Ex*’re“ 

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS. 
Frulte“.® ,EdUC?tl°«. with plan of the Angol 
Price, a^ento?1 Cont®i“’ A“ma B»»» TMUo. 

AH Books Sent Postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.

•____________ Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE PSYCHOGEÍPH!
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

!« rabBtsatlsIlj- tho tune as that 
employed by Prof. Haro In hl. early lnvc.tlKO.tton.. 
In It. improved form It ha. been before th. public for 
more than .even years, and In the hand, of thousand, 
of person, ha. proved Ita superiority over the Blan
chette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of tho communication, received hr 
IW aid. and a. a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism? 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Doyoudesireto receive Communications?

Tbe Psychograph Is an Invaluable assistant. A ■ 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation
of Mediumship

ln»f™ment. Many who were cot aware of 
.'unl’tlc, ®iter 6 rlctings,
to receive delightful msisagcs A volume

‘,® Pl'.?? .wlth commendatory lectors. Many 
Who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them 
ficlyes. and became oonverts to Spiritualism. I

N’Y" »xlteK "I bad ,
rwS?01“ (by >he ^rcbograph) from many i 
friends, even from old settlers whose grave-

BtOneS APA toHln.OInn-n *n tbn -sU mt___ _ t____ ’num viu BCIUCIH WUOBC KTBVC- 
IS?Lar!?, ■“’««rowii In tho old yard. They have 
FttnSlra lBÎa£ï“T’ aJa JKived to me that Splr- 
ùlïïnSAlîÿfSJîï1’' communkottons have 

heart tho greatest comfort in the aeverest fora I have hadofson, daughter, and their mother." 
r/nf« Crowell, whose writing! here medebli 
wrtw/iii1 10 ,ho,e lct're«tcd In psychic matters, 

“I am much pleased with the Psy- 
-il1' «lmp!» In principle and construe-
«?> snro must befarmore sensitive to splr- 

lS,L?Sïeïthan *5® on® now In “®' 1 boHlvo it will
I?® latter Tben iu euperlor menu become known.” .

_Securelypadced,sutd sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE
Berlin Heights. Ohio.iu over. - BerllnHelghtS, Ohio.

S PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT

All in nature’s realm is harmony, 
there is no quarrel between the sturdy 
oak and the thistle for supremacy, no 
enmity between the thorn-bush and the 
rose; the violet and sunflower bloom 
together In harmony. Ail these testify 
by their slow and silent-growth to an 
Omnipotent Power, the indwelling soul 
of all natural things. •

MBS. MAGGIE STEWART 
Piqua, Ohio.

-AND-
THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyana. 

The Pagan priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by Its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 50c.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
«»I®».- M’ D- Beni, with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to healing. 
Price, 50c.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of word, and music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, a)c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With an Introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of "The Aryan Bace." Price, 
cloth, 91.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth,

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Bacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler Is well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c. ,

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By w. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 60c. '

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; alms to give a better uuderstandlegof 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, »125.

Tlie Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Wesley and others. Valuable tes

timonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses ot the 
Separation of tbe spiritual body from the drlnt 
pby.lcal form. By Olles B. Stebbins. Frit e. 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By CoL R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, »1.

MAN THE MICROCOSM. ’
HIs Infinite and Divine Relations. Intultion-Tha 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity nnd vitalised 

“F*»1’ 8t°- By Henry M. Taber. With a preface 
work ' Bobert lnKert°l>' Cloth, »1. A valuable

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences Of Samuel Bowles In the 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through the hand 
ut Carrie E. 8. Twlng. Paper, 80c.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which la added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In- 
veatlgato their various pbaaea; how to form circles 
and develop medlmnablp; on absolute test of genulnd 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A moat excellent work. Every Spiritualist abould 
bare It. Price, cloth. 76c.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, laying, "Man. 
thou Bbalt never die." An excellent selection, ei 
Itcd and compiled by Giles B, Stcbblui. Cloth, 11.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh, with tho story of bl. Ufa 
as told by himself, and tho history of bls parllamen- 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, Wo.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the stud, 
af Astrology and It» laws. Price, 25c. ’

THREE SEVENS,

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS,

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’s Inter» 
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 1893. By 
Susan H. Wixon. Price, 10c, 9

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. On the present status of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
Tub divine law of true harmonial marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judge», Kings. Prophets and Apostle». Comments 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev^ 
elation. The comment» are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There Is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

i fit iviiöbiftic LINK'
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of tbe Fqx Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tha begin* 

nlng of Modem Spiritualism, by one of tbe Fox Bl«* 
tors. 478 Page», 15 illustrations, Including portrait» of 
the Fox Family. History of ihe Hydesville rapping», 
as related by eye-wftnesse»; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestation»; the “exposures,” etc. Hand* 
somely bonnd in cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, »1.50. We will send the book po»t* 
paid for 11.40.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE. 
Pap^r ' 250,°^ C8rns* ^cry thoughtful and interesting, 

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friend, on tha other .Ide of life. 

Pi'V8 t81k-. By spirit Samuel Bowlc.1 Car
rie E. 8. Twlng, medium, - • ■-

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, |1; cloth, 11.50. 
Heston I» inimitable.

THERE IS NO DEATH.
Br Fiorare Mnrryai; An Intcréattec aecomrt of the 

uMPvriMiswiDjecu ¿iveryDpitiraaust Md erenr In» antbnr k i 
qulrer into the proofs and philosophy fit Spiritasi* 1 ___ • ____ •
ognized and acknoivle5gedCaU over«' filEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES 
ciottoli. For ealeattliHolSoe. OF JOHN BROWN,
PAINE’S POLITICAL W0HKS. I
Common Sune, The Crisis, It tobt, of lien, eie EÎÏ»ejlow« thet ere» Bred, in

. .■ ■■... .



IMPORT/VNT!
-TO

Those Who May Desire
to Consult

much, but we do try. to cure the sick. 
We honestly, believe-that The Progress
ive Thinker could not print in one issue 
the grateful letters that we receive 
fronrour patients, in one week. Yet 
we ai.e onlv.oue of many good psychic 
healers, who -like.us, cure where the 
old school kills. Yes, we are proud of 
our Success. Why should we not be? 
And to all who are sick we would say,

. if your present doctor is not benefiting 
you, why not try our method; if your 

l\5? f4 P WUTI/'IldC presenCpliysieian Is helping you, do
1/ii. V. L. IS H l IV1110, ?ot change, blit i’emaln with him or

Please .Remember
To Send All Letters to His New 

Office at

her, as the case may be. But do not 
give up-hope; life is only worth the liv
ing when one is well, when one enjoys 
health, then life is a pleasure.

Kindly Yours,
„ DR. C. E. WATKINS.

406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

te'

* |L£
r «m

DEC.10, 1898.

406 Mass. Av., 

Hotel Palmerston

Those Who Are Sick and Discour
aged, Write Us and Per? 

haps We Can Help
You.

DR. 0. E. WATKINS, ,
406 Mass. Av. Boston. Mass.

< Can be Cured.
Write to

DR. C. E. WATKINS.
Hotel Palmerston, «211 Mass, are., Boston, Mass.

DR. 6. E. WATKINS.
STOMACH TROUBLES

Can be Cured, Consult at once 
DR. C. E. WATKINS.

BE A 
STRONG 

MAN

BE A 
STRONG 
WOMAN

CONSULT

Dr.C.E. Watkins

CONSULT

Dr.G.E. Watkins
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

DR. C.E. WATKINS,
THE-------

FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

quick cures!
Small Doses!

Send age. name in full, and two 2-cent stumps and 
leading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Freej

A Shaker Defends His Order.
To the Editor:—As a class, the Shak

ers welcome close inspection of their 
mode bf life; also friendly criticism and 
fellowship in all that is of mutual bene
fit and helpful to circulate reformative 
truths and help humanity surmount the 
rugged heights of personal betterment, 
yet they marvel that Julia Johnson, 
once sharing the blessings of one of 
their societies, but now mingling with 
others of different faith and life-works, 
should be more interested in the Shak
ers’ welfare than when with them, as 
her late articles in The Progressive 
Thinker indicate. ’

Those having a personal acquaintance 
with the Shakers, know that the large 
cluster of reverence enshrined in love 
for Anu- Lee, who laid the foundation 
stones of their several societies, Is too 
sacred a treasure to reject any message 
from her enfranchised spirit, especially 
such as would tend toward an Increase 
of “new life born of love” of the spirit. 
They well know- the worth of the mes
sage, “prove all things, hold fast to that 
which is good,” as they know that many 
“visions of Mother Ann Lee” have 
proved but mirages of overwrought im
agination.

The Shakers also know that united 
labor for the spiritual and temporal Im
provement of their societies, depends 
more upon their own efforts than upon 
the acceptance of any message from 
any disembodied spirit.

The inspiration of Ann Lee's life, 
teaches her people that prayers o{ 
deeds are superior to those of words; 
that labor for the good of others, giv
ing hands to work and heart to God,” 
makes life blossom the beautiful attri
butes of Christliness, and homes and 
societies are bettered.

That a diversity of opinions upon the
ological points and diverse visions of 
heaven’s Inmates are entertained is a 
fact; but the soul life, the soul doctrine 
of Christ is as one advocating aud en
couraging self-culture, self-reliance,

«nd we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do uutwfth to 
take your case unless you fire dissatisfied with yotir 
present treatment. Do notask OUR opinion uf'this 
doctor or that oue, because we never impress al)

sei f-support a nd self-uprigh tness; teach
ing that mind and soul—"energizing in
fluences concentrated together form 
the power of Christ upon earth, the 
menus to suppress evil and bless each 
other.

Does not such a doctrine of good 
cheer mid fellow helpfulness outweigh 
all of dogma’s teachings: If struck upon 
one cheek turn the other. If thy coat is 
stolen, give thy cloalt also. Love thy 
enemies as thyself and resist not evil? 
Counsels, that if made practical in ev
ery case, would generate evil, lawless
ness and laziness? Does not the large 
heart of this world cry aloud more for 
deeds of human good, for stronger laws 
-to protect personal rights and to right 
wyongs, than for prosy dogmas, and

Bunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

West Bide Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 601 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs, William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins' hall, 
628 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G, 
V. Cordliigley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. in.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
hold» meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o'clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets iq their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. in., and 7:45 p. in.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings -in Van Buren’s -opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evtry Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. • Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygeia Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40 Randolph street, ev
ery first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o'clock. The ladies bring lunches; sup
per at six o’clock. Tea and coffee 
served.

The Lake 1 -ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Spiritualistic Church Students of Na
ture holds services every Sunday even
ing at 7:30 at Arlington Hall, 3032 Indi
ana avenue, corner 31st street. Mrs. 
M. Summers, pastor.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20. conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Dake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

The Society for Spiritual Culture will 
hold services each Sunday at 8 p. m., in 
Braudel’s Hall, 11 North Ada street, 
corner of Randolph-and Ada streets. 
Mrs. Annie McD. Gillette (formerly 
Mrs. Annie Wagner) medium; Paul S. 
Gillette, pastor.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

sweet lullabys of. love that entrance bu
colic natures into insensibility to man’s

flSTOMSHING I Drs. Peebles & Burroughs For Both
DOCTOR Ü. 0. DOBSON

Still Healg the Sick Through 
the Mediulusbip of ... . .

If you wiäh Good Health you 
Bhouldi^pply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

. NOT ONLY
CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE

BUT THEY

fllJSOlUtGlU
Cure

. Ghronlc
. Diseases,

Where Others Fail.
With her Magnetized Herbs all 

diseases that flesh is heir 
to are cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOOR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. BAN JOSE, CAL.

HEART TROUBLES AND ASTHMA 
.. CURED. .

Gooseberry, Ore., Oct., 7, 1898.
To Whom It May Concern:—This is to 

certify that I had been troubled with 
'heart trouble for 20 years or more and 
also had asthma so bad that I had not 
had one all night’s sleep for over two 
years, and had also kidney trouble very 
bad, In fact my whole nervous system 
was broken down. Mrs. Dr. Dobson- 
Barker sent me treatments and l am a 
well man to-day, except some kidney 
trouble, and I believe if I had taken It 
longer I would have been cured of that. 
I only took four month’s treatment, 
commencing In June, 1897.

ALEX YOUNG.

READ THIS SURE.
Eaton Rapids, Mieh., Oct, 30, 1898. 

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, San Jose, Cal.
Dear Friend and Physician:—I will 

now write and try to express my grat
itude towards you and your spiuit band 
for the good you have done me.

After doctoring with nearly every 
doctor recommended to me and getting 
no relief, I gave up in despair, until a 
friend told me of you and the cures you 
had made, when I thought I would try 
once more and now I can truly say you 
have cured me of fits. Ever yours, z 

. MRS, MINNIE BEEBE.

ST. VITUS DANCE CURED.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 3, 1898. 

4204 South Adams Street.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Mad

am:—I will’address you a few lines in 
regards to my health, being an old be
liever in ¡your gift of cures, I know of 
them personally.

You 
dance 
Iowa.

It You Are a . Sutterer
Write To-day, Giving

Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead
ing Symptom, and receive an 

absolutely correct 
DIAGNOSIS 
of your case 

FREE OF CHARGE.

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CHEEK, MICH.

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
Psyehometrist and Psychic. Readings by mall. 91.00 
and stamps. Sealed letters answered, 92.00. 618 Chest
nut st., Cincinnati, O. 475

TRUMPETS,
Standard size, by mall, magnetized aud tn a neat box.
Aluminum. 5 oz, 91.76; light tin, 8 oz, 91.00. E. A.
Eokxl, 297 S Brown st, Auderaon, lud. 476

MRS. E. D. BUSH, 
Psyehometrist,

1408 Masonic Temple, Readings 9 a m to 2 p m. 476

CANCERS AND TUMORS, 
Internal or externa) cured by nature’s positive cancer 
cure. No tedluus operalluue. Tested o\ er 40 years, 
and any diseuse that afflicts the human system treat
ed successfully. J. G. W. Entwistle, M. D,. 769 G8rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, Ill. Consultation and 
Examination Free. 476

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley,
Readings dally by mall from lock of balr and date 

of birth. 41.00 and stamped envelope. U8 3Utb st., Chi
cago, III. 471

Practical Guide to Spiritualism, 
Occult Science. Healing, etc., 16c.; also “Astrological 
Notes,” 6c. with iibt of Occult Books. The two pam
phlets during December and January for lOe silver or 
stamps. GliO. WALROND, Opera House Block, Den
ver, Colo. 476

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me a letter stating the fact, with age, 

name, sex and complexion and six cents in stamps, 
aud 1 will tell you just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter Is enough. 
HcrbuHstlc Remedies In connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
B3 fFari'engt,, Stoneham, 2Ua«s. 473

cured my little son of St. Vitus 
when yon lived in Maquoketa, 

Nours truly, 
NA2POLEON GRAHAM.

oplqlou. uur bave we any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak 111 of any one or even to express 
an opinion. We know some doctors do bo, but-we do 
not. The day of shot-gun prescription Is past; drastic 
drugs in lar^e does will not he given ten years from 
now. We believe In the certainty of medlclue andiu 
-specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drug«, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnuklng, is the 
successful physician to-day

Specific Medicine I
No Drastic Drugs I

inhumanity to man? Visions of true 
life reveal the fact that more justice 
and moral action is wanted, and less 
harping* .of unquestionable events and 
active ignorance in religious and gov
ernmental departments of life so re
tarding to the spirit of progression.

Like nil religious denominations, so 
witli the Shakers. Only as justice and 
wisdom rules can advancement of their 
religious principles and the upbuilding 
of their beautiful abodes be accom
plished.

A Hook on -‘Chronic Disease” 
FREE.

G.E. WATKINS, M.D.,
. 400 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

GRATEFUL LETTERS,
Received by Dr. Watkins 

from Grateful Patients.

I 219 Clinton Ave., Waverly N. Y.
Dr. Watkins-Dear Sir:-My third 

month's medicine has come, and as soon 
as Mr. Smith comes we will send the

That a great change in pottery-mak
ing from old times has taken place is 
well known. To say that spiritual 
growth, like crockery ware, should be 
formed different as year follows year, 
is not compatible with the law of mor
al evolution. Like grain in wood, moral 
growth must increase within the grains 
of wisdom, usefulness aud nobility; the 
soul Is malleable in the hands of the 
Divine potter—the ceasing to do evil 
and the learning to do good.

To develop the powers within, needs 
no new Christ to honor this world with 
new revelations; needs no water bap
tism to bring about moral transforma
tion; needs no husband or wife to do 
the necessary work of personal emanci
pation from every debasing appetite 
and pleasure, or any special message 
from an arisen one to change principles 
of life as immutable as the elements of 
soil that each season develops the fruits 
of Its time. GEO. H. BAXTER.

Enfield, N. H. '
money. I wish’ to say that 1 can see a 
great change in my case. 1 am better 
every way; my knees are not quite as 
lame as they have been. And I wish to 
ask you what you think of me now?

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

(Obliuaries to the extent ot ten Unes
And do you think, it necessary for me to only will be iuserted free.]
take any more medicine after I take 
what 1 have? My diagnose number is 
27,309. Yours very truly,

MRS. EMMA J. SMITH.

Northfield, Mass, Nov. 9, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—Treatment arrived the 

second. I will say, have gained for the 
last three weeks. If I gain as much in 
the next three weeks, I shall think I am 
about well. Yours, etc., 
. MRS. ROSE-P. ROBBINS.

Passed into the beyond, at her resi
dence, in Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. N. J. 
Trinum, mother of C. H. Figuers. 
There were no spiritual ceremonies. 
Mrk Trinum was 68 years of age, and 
was greatly beloved by all who knew 
her. A quartette furnished appropri-
ate music. C. H. FIGUERS.

Wichita, Kans.. Oct. 13, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—Tins month’s prescrip-

Passed to the higher life, Old Aunty 
Farewell, aged 90. She worked up to 
within ten minutes of her decease, be
ing very deft with her needle. A
fitting discourse was given, Nov.tiou reached me all right. I am ever so by Mrs B G HoIff of Morenct 

much better, and am always ready for - - - -
- my meals. I am glad you sent the lini- 

■ ment for the rheumatic pains in my 
back; I intended to mention this to you, 
but it seems you knew what ailed me, 
without me informing you. 1 am look
ing so much better that my acquaint- 
auces are surprised, and ask me the

o,-ed ngli nlrle the

very 
23d, 
X.

“THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyeeum work, iscause of my rapid improvement. I tell _ _ . .
them it is because I am taking Dr. Wat- published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve- 
kin’s treatment. I have not been able land, Ohio, No. 61 Wlllowdale street, 
to do a full dav’s work for twenty Only fifty cents per year. Every, young 
years, until now^ I can do a full day’s person should have access to its col- 
Work (at finning) and sleep soundly at umns. In fact, all classes will find

- -• - ...................... something of special Interest In It. Ituight Mine Is an old chronic disease, 
contracted in the army, and I will take 
your treatment until cured, which I 
know you will succeed in doing. I feel 
so very grateful to you for the relief 1 
have received through your knowledge. 
And I have been, and will continue to 
recommend you to my sick friends. 
You will hear from some of them soon. 
Please accept my thanks. - Yours truly, 

J. E. RIFE.

A FEW WORDS FROM THE DOCTOR 
Thousands, all over the world, write 

just such letters to us daily, yet some 
say it’s only advertising. Well, it is 
our patients who do our advertising; we 
do not have to call attention to the fact

is published weekly. Try it. _ 437tf

DEAR IN MIND;
In sending remittances to this office,- 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate
Bheet It is not safe to Bend money In 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost: 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks,- as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable inall of the time, to our' wonderful pow- or registered letter or draft payable in 

ers ourself, but we are proud to be able, Chicago or New York, and there can 
to publish these letters of our patients;- be no loss.
and -we are proud of bur work, and we Write names and addresses as plain 
feel very grateful to God for the gifts as ordinary print, and mistakes .will be 
he Jias given us. 5Ve do not promise avoided. '

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement 1b for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 470

Dr.

FROM BUFFALO, N. Y.
October 10, 1898. 

Poibson-Birker—Dear Sister:—I

LILIAN W1LG0X, 
Psychometric and 
Business Medium.

Readings by letter, photo or lock of hair 50e. 
Delineate phase of mediumship ami how to develop, 
60c., or three reasonable questloua auswered for 25c.

Address Ban Diego, Cui. 4?2

am glad for all the good that comes to 
you and yours. >1 bave talked with sev
eral of your patients; all that I have 
seen are unsparing In your praise; they 
would not exchange their physician, 
Mrs. Dobson-Barker, for all the other 
doctors In the world. That you may be 
spared to work many years for human
ity, Is my prayer. As ever your old 
friend, MOSES HULL.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result In my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh..
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully, 
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.

IN PLASTER PARIS VESTS.
King City, Cal., October 20, 1898.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker—Dear Doc
tor:—My little girl five years old was 
Bick two and a half years, with spinal 
and other troubles. We had her treat
ed by some of the best doctors In the 
country. They kept her in plaster 
paris vest, which only gave temporary 
relief.. She laid In bed for five months, 
could not walk, nor move, had to be 
carried around.

I heard of your wonderful medicine; 
I sent for treatment; she began to Im
prove, and at the end of the second 
month she could walk some. After tak
ing four months' treatment she is gain
ing in strength and health every day.

I can fully and truthfully say you 
have saved our child's life, for which
we are ever your grateful friends, 

Sincerely,
... MR. S. SETTRIM.
' MRS. C. SETTRIM.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

•■Encyclopedia ot Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the
Important books of the Bible." By 
Moses-Hull. The well-known talented -
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
Ism. As its title denotes, It is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomatlon on the 
subject Prlcp $1. For sale at thia 
office.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Win. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as oue of 
the ablest lecturers ou the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents

CAMPBElLBRDS
Slate-Writers, Seances ard Life-Sized 

Portraits.

A fi I fi M cocain'e fe o p i u roi■ ■ .■ Stopped.tonce
A never-falling, harmlebii and permanent home 

cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Pr. J. C. Hoffman, 445 liabella Bldg., Chicago, Hi.

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA, 
Sick or Nervous Headaches 

Absolutely Cured
OB

NO PAY FOR TREATMENT.
Particolari upon application.

WINDSOR SANITARIUM, 
CHATHAM, NEW YORK.

Finest Sanitarium in America. <76

CLAIRVOYANT HANDKERCHIEF READING BY 
mall. Hold handkerchief in ungloved hand ten 

minutes, enclose it In envelope with leading questions 
25 cents (silver) and 2 cent stamp and receive correct 
reading by mall, with handkerchief returned. MRS. 
E. DEVINE, 857 Kent st., Grand Rapids, Mich. 473

Prophetic Reading
And Astrological Forecast, with good and evil tran
sits for '99; also a copy of “The Path to Power.” Send 
date of birth and 91-00 to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
748 North Park are., Chicago, TH.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Initltute of refined Therapeutics, Including the 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and n higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with tbelr marvelous ap
plications. Students In four continents hare taken the 
course. The college Is chartered and confers the de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a ayitem of 
printed questions students can take the course and 
receive tho dlploma&at tbelr own homes. Institution 
removed to %8 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diplomas granted under cither the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441« E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D.. Dean.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And hft Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many.cases where medicine his failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 472

MRS. K. BROWN, 239 LINCOLN AVE , 1ST FLAT 
BjL Clairvoyant and Business Trauce Medium. Read
ings daily. 472

AIRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psyehometrist and Business Medium 
Headings personally, by letter or photograph 94.00 
Three reasonable onestIons answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54N. 52nd avc., Chicago. Psycho-
pathic treatments. anti

VilTlD -pTTrnrr-pi? accuratelyCBleulnteabr I vUJuti 1! U 1 UKUl Prof. Geo. W. Watrond, 
Astrologer, Booms 67. Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, ColoXCharte from 81. Send stamp for clrcu-

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, sex and 2 stamps for 

FREE DIAGNOSIS. 
Many Wonderful Cares Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 
Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. 466tf

lars. 434tf

MRS-EULA M. DOLEin succinct form the substance of bls
°n th® Molecular liypothesis chometric anti prophetic, can he consulted attfo.1630 

Of Nature; ana presents his views as North Clark at.’ClHcago. Engagements can bo made 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir- by lctter- <50tf
Ituallam. The book Is commended to '

This medium.whu 1, elalraudtent. clairvoyant, pay- 
lometric anti prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1630

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

all who love to study and think.
•ale at this office i/rice 25 cent*.

“Human culture and Cure. 
First The Philosophy, of Cure.

For

Part
- .... . (Including Methods and Instruments)." By
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very In-

THE BLIND I MEDIUM, H.W. SINCLAIR, WILL 
send a LlfcJBcadlntt with dates and names. Mall 
lock of balrtahd anMtiollar. H. W. SINCLAIR, 419

West av., JaoRsbn, Mftb, 474

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only oneitm? the world for the unfoldment of all
spiritual powerK psyebometry, clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, lUlnraltiUlon. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of qisychtaal power, send a stamped ad

------------  . - — dressed envelope to QcC. Fi Gbumbisb (author and fills the promise Of its title. For sale lecturer), 3900.tanglaJ.avc., flat 3, Chicago, 4®«
at th!» office. Price* 76 cents. --------------------- ;---- ---------------------- —

Consultation hy Letter Free
Send postage Stamp for Reply.

structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well tub

COBRESPONBENCE jWITED.

1! you are looking for a Great 
Bargain in Fine Silverware never 
heard of before and that will aston
ish you, here Is one of the Great
est Burgalua ever offered by any 
reliable Manufacturer. For 25 
cents we send Prepaid Both the 
SaltandPepperShakers. They 
are Quadruple Coin Silver Flatei 
Warranted to wear ten years. 
Finely engraved and useful a* well 
as ornamental to apy table rich 
or poor. If on receipt of the 
same you do not think or find 
them the Greatest Bargain you 
ever have seen or heard of, 
return them at once to us and we 
will refund you your money. We 
liave been doing, business In 
Chicago since 1866. Any Bank or 
Express Company can tell you our 
Standing. Our Bargain Silver
ware Catalogue Sent Free. PEPPER.

C.V. LEONARD MFC. CO., 152*153 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO»

INHALER SENT FREE
De. Worst’s Famous Catarrh Treatment Sent FREE

to Readers of The Progressive Thinker.
Sufferers from Catarrh, Hard of Hearing, Bronchitis and Bore Thro 

- Invited to Give the Treatment a Trial.

Thousands ot Attiw Feople Taking Advantage
Of Dr. Worst’s Great Offer.

PHYSICIANS DUMFOUNDED
At Tbelr Old Theories of Cure Being Set In The Background, an£?

Are Eagerly Seeking to-Know More of 

the New Germicide.

DR. E. J. WORST, 
Ashland, 0.

of water down the “wron$ way," bow aoon you court 
and gag. This ft because nature has placed a ver^ 
sensitive valve In the windpipe, which close« the in
stant water In any form cornea in contact with It, 
Thu only way to reach the membranes of these or
gans ft'by properly medlcatlnR the ulr you breathe. 
Not oue person in fifty was ever cured by the old 
method of treating catarrh, now everywhere con
demned. Dr. Wurst has been au uniformly success'' 
fultn curing patients that he write#, asking us to 
make the following announcement:

SPECIAL OFFER.
'1 will for a short time mall any reader of The Pro

gressive Thinker oue of my new sclcuttflc Catarrh 
inhaler, and medicine for one year, on three davs* 
trial free. If It gives satisfaction, send me>ji: tf not» 
return It. It cure» m >re cuseo than all others com* 
blned, hence this offer." •

Thoiihunds < f people have been curhd by Dr. Worst’» 
treatment after Buffering for many yeajs from Ca
tarrh. Asthma, Bar Fever, Colds, Hums «nd Boarinf 
in the Head. Bronchitis, Sore Throat. Headacho, Pa> 
lial Deafueaa, and all diseases of the air passages., 
The treatment Is Indorsed and used by all leadinai 
physicians. •

Space forbids printing a long Iftt of testimonials. 
Persons can recehe descriptive pamphlets aud testi
monials by writing. If Intorestcdr Below are given 
two teatlinonlals ir. m grateful people who have been 
cured by Dr. \\ orH s wouderiul dry ulr treatmeut:

*1 have received and tested Ilir Itihnl'-r. J am happy 
to say the longer I u.-e It the nrnre j esteem aud co> 
alder H the must effectual treatment 1 have overused 
for catarrh and lung affections. It has re|le\ etl a con
stant cough 1 bave itftfor eight years.”

.......... . . - fbuf. E. S. Nason. 602« Main st,, Germantown. Pa.
' 1 bave bren using your Caturrb Iiilmler. which I 

consider a 1 It lie wonder. I have had Catarrh lor sev
en year» i.nd had taken so many reitlfdles that 1 ha4

Dr E. J. Worst, of Ashland, 0., has made himself 1 Ixai-oiu.- discouraged, lam almusl deaf, hut your In
famous In a few yaars by a treatment for Catarrh aud ■ b"l’i Is i-cstoring my hearing aud stopping the di«* 
Bronchitis, of which he ft the originator. While । e ia’^cs' *<e»P^ifully yours.
physicians generally were treating these very com- ... w_,f. , A"Algona, La.
* ' . r Di. n orxt s cure by luhaluilo > treatment Is the onlvmon diseases with sprays and douches, Dr. Worst per- ! one that |ia8 sufficient merit to inspire enough confi. 
feeted bls dry air treatment. Air Is the only agent (hat , deuce in any manufacturer to scud It to the publicoa 
is fine enough to reach the air cells of the head and ,r!«l 1“ paid for lf raikfuctory. I f you are afflicted 
respiratlory organs. It was the agent that carried the 1 Yo to* hd’ af*™* °r e Hny *iw1,<-tcd frlendi 

‘ .« j «. .... . , ,, । uo not ran to rite at once and accept ihh geueroutdisease there, and It must be the one to successfully offer. Addresss
remove IL Vapors, sprays, atomizers are all dan- np C I \A/ADCT
gerous. Nature never Intended them for the wind- M!\» L* J. W\Jr\O I ,
pipe, and Instantly repels them. When you get a drop Ashland, Ohio.

MftNSFIELD
CHRONIC

DISEASE
SPECIALIST

Send name, age, sex and leading 
symptom for FREE DIAGNOSIS 
and “Methods of Cura.”

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
la the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
1n practice. Ills cures are marvelous. Successful la 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When otbera- 
fall he cures. Send him age, sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cts. lu stamps and be will send a clairvoyant ex- 
amlnat Ion of your dheaxes and treat you for only 92.00 
a month. No leading symptom required, He has a 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and easy: 
also a specific remedy for obesity. It will safely ana 
quicklyremove all superfluous flesh, uIbj a sure re
lief for morning sickness. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D„
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Maas. <65

Boston, May 11,1898.
It affords me pleasure 

to state that I have 
known Dr. Mansfield

A LOCK OF YOOR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State ago and 
sex and name in full. Addresi

J. G. BftTDOKF, M. D.
' GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

every reason to regard 
him as a truly wonder
fill person. lïis psychic 
endowments are truly 
marvelous, and I am 
personally acquainted; 
with a large number of; 
reliable people who have 
been attracted by his 
great skill as a psychic 
and having found him 
on all occasions thor
oughly upright and'ex
tremely competent, I 
count it a privilege to
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Cures all forme of ftoinach, liver and kidney disease:- 
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thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for GO cents, 
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photoand Instructions bow tollve lOOyears.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
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•Hoving style» «nd price» end photo ot Spirit Yarm«. . 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own borne as It yon were In my 
office, ns thousand» can testify. Send stamp tor 
Photo. B- F. Poona. Clinton. Iowa.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and ft designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, bare received long communica
tions from spirit frlenda, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, el, and 20 cents extra for cxprcsNOgc. 
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■three volumes, . 8vo. A 'remarkable tlculer»-address HMM A RUDER, TOI Central are., , T
work; among the greatest In the liter- Hamilton, Ohio. 
ature of SpIrituaUsm. Price reduced
from $1.715 to |1.25 per volume. Post- |
age 12 cents. ■ A

•‘From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood Automatic. Writar
Tuttle. Lovers ot poetry will find gems MU1 U rl lOr* 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand- Spiritual Communications by Letter, 
some volume, wherewith to sweeten
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
fl.OO. For sale at this office.

•‘Edith Bramley’s Vision." Vivid de.
Bcriptlon of a Jesuit spirit conclave) 
together with ’nterestlng corroborative

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.
Life Readings and Business Advice, 

81,00 and Stamp.
Address 223 Wert Sui FernandMt, San Jose, Cal.

Symptom ” Required.
that oi many otJ 
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medium and educated gentleman.” address
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Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
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Interesting Thonghts. Suggestions and Experiments That Are Worthy of Be 
ing Considered by Every Spiritualist in the Land.

Dr. W. Xavier Sudduth, the well- 
known nervous specialist, has been an 
ardent student and experimenter of the 
psycho-physical culture for many years. 
Under the promptings of professional 
delicacy he was disinclined to be inter
viewed, but relaxed when persuaded 
that the subject was one in which the 
lay world was becoming greatly inter
ested.
MENTAL AS WELL AS PHYSICAL 

IMITATION.
“Barring a few of the involuntary 

functions,” began Dr. Sudduth, “man 
performs nearly all liis acts by knowl
edge gained - through Imitation. He 
copies very closely hls Immediate envi
ronment. He walks, sings and talks as 
and because lie has seen and heard oth
ers do so. He is an upright animal only

senses, and clamor for recognition. As 
a result, we develop a double, yes, a 
manifold personality. This is a matter 
of constant surprise—unconscious cere
bration is going on in our waking state 
constantly. We fritter away our vital
ity to a great extent in this way and be
come nervous wrecks and fit subjects 
for the insane asylums.

“Our dally experiences play upon our 
emotional natures to such an extent 
that we become fairly intoxicated with 
them. To a certain extent variation is 
normal and healthy, but extremes are 
always harmful. One of the main feat
ures of nervous excitement is that the 
mind seems to feed upon it, and when 
once the normal tension is broken the 
body craves for even greater variations. 
The victim goes wild with his emo-1 
tlonal excitement and rapidly flies from

periences as getting angry or crying for 
«ympathy with others is sufficient to 
demonstrate that man Is susceptible to 
tne influences of his environment, 
which operates to alter his prevailing 
rate of vibration, either raising or low
ering it. If these variations become ex
treme the body suffers in proportion.
AN IDEA OF WHAT VIBRATION 

MEANS.
“It is a well known fact that motion, 

exercise, is an absolute requisite to the 
highest development of the muscular 
system. As constant alteration in the 
position of the molecules of a solid is 
essential to prevent neutralization of 
polarity and consequent disintegration, 
so is constant exercise of a muscle nec
essary id order to prevent its wasting 
away.

If you are not, then these remarks are intend
ed for you. We would be delighted to have 
your name a^ded to our list. The price of the 
paper for one year is only $1, and by send
ing. 20 cents . auditional with your yearly sub
scription we will send you Art Magic, a very 
valuable bookifor your library. This book has 
been sold as high as $25. By subscribing for 
The Progressive Thinker and securing the pre
mium each ye4r> y°u soon have a valuable 
occult library, and at the same time aid in sus
taining The Progressive Thinker. The article 
we publish this week on our first page is alone 
worth far more than the price of a year’s sub
scription. Every Spiritualist should aid in sus
taining the Spiritualist press, and thus keep in 
touch with the great liberal movement.

made it a business to produce harmony 
seldom suffered from melancholy or 
nervous diseases, but, on the other 
hand, were generally what might be 
considered healthy individuals, unless 
directly Infected or maimed by acci
dent. The class referred to embraces 
vocalists of botli sexes, Episcopal cler
gymen aud Catholic priests, lu the 
study of melancholy it was found also 
that iu taklug the bodily note of per
sons suffering from the above condition 
they generally vibrated lu a minor key, 
while the members of the class above 
referred to nearly always gave out a 
major chord.

“Putting two and two together we 
found the keynote of our melancholiac 
patients and required them to practice 
from a half to an hour daily on a note 
that was a semitone above the one they 
usually vibrate. In this way we actu
ally raised them out of a minor into a 
major key, and thus cured them of 
their melancholy.

'■Experiment has amply proved that 
the human voice Is capable of printing 
form upon matter as successfully and 
distinctly as a violin bow drawn across 
the edges of a plate. The discoverer of 
this fact Is Mrs. Watts Hughes. The 
experiments are conducted as follows: 
A hollow receiver is procured, over the 
mouth of which is stretched an elastic 
membrane. The surface of the meni- 
biane is covered with a semifluid paste 
of such consistency that very light im
pressions can be easily received.

“A singer sings against the surface of
the membrane, exercising the greatest 
care that his notes are singularly 
steady and perfectly accurate. At once

day to day, and in different individuals. 
You ask how to get it? This is not very 
difficult. There are many ways. The 
experienced operator along this Jine of 
practice instinctively feels-the vibration 
of his patient and will unerringly adopt 
the conect note upon which to exercise 
the patient. There are, however, ineth~ 
ods that are thoroughly scientific for 
obtaining the keynote of an individual. 
One of these is by closing the ears as 
before indicated and permitting the pa
tient to hum the scale. He strikes a 
note that is in consonance with the note 
heaid in his ear. When he recognizes 
it then have him hold it until it is found 
on the piano or tuning fork. Another 
is by permitting him to run the scale 
until he finds the tone that causes all of 
his air cavities to thrill and vibrate si
multaneously. He will sense it in his 
chest, throat, head and nose.

“Both of these methods are, however, 
amenable to error, in that the patient 
must be depended upon to determine 
when the note of the scale is in conso
nance with his bodily notes.

“Another method not open to the 
above objection and which is sopietimes 
used consists in having the patient 
speak or hum into the receiving tube of 
a phonautograph devised by Scott and 
impioved by Keonig. The instrument 
somewhat resembles a phonograph, al
though when in use its mechanism is 
reveised. Instead of giving out sound 
it is a sound receiver. As its name in
dicates, it is a self-registering sound ap- 
paiatus and is a modification of the 
drum and tuning fork arrangements so
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SOME OF THE PERFECT FORMS PRINTED BY THE HUMAN VOICE ON MATTER.

by imitation. The process of his edu
cation begins very early In life, and the 

, mental development precedes the phys
ical in every instance. The idea must 
be grasped and made a part of himself, 
consciously or subconsciously, before it 
can be executed. Mun, therefore, is 

^largely a creature of environment a 
child of fortune and the slave of mls- 
fortune.

“The imitative is not alone confined 
to the physical, but pervades mental 
states as well. Man thinks by Imita
tion. He is born into his mental and 
moral atmosphere just as surely as into 
his physical environment. Mental 

■ states. like the color of eyes, hair and 
Skin, run in families. We are Method
ists, Baptists, Presbyterians, republi
cans, democrats, or what-nots, aceord- 

‘ing to the belief of our parents or most 
Intimate friend. It is very amusing to 
listen to ardent discussions between 
young children, and older children, for 
that matter, on religious or political 
subjects, even before they have had 
sufficient mental training to know the 
force of an argument. They use the 
sgme language they have beard their 
parents use. that is, as far as they can 
remember it, and they even go further 
and adopt the very tones and gestures 
of their parents—'like father, like son.’ 

■ In most Instances the imitation is whol
ly unconscious, however. The sugges
tion has fallen on fertile soil and taken 

. deep root. These early suggestions 
which arise largely in the home envir
onment, become a part of their very be- 
iing and dominate their whole after life. 
.Who has not at times, even In adult 
life, felt the fears of childhood take 
hold upon him? The nursery talcs of 
black men and bears, and hobgoblins, 
always remain with us. To what ex- 

‘tent may not the lives of individuals, 
Instincts, tastes and even physical fac
ulties be influenced by continued and 
insidiously directed suggestions in the 
waking state? Its possibilities are 
boundless, its powers appalling to think 
upon. ' .
IT OVERTHROWS THE THEORY 
. OF HEREDITY. .

“Anything that stands for an idea, be 
it sight, sound or experience is a sug- 
gestlon. The doctrine of suggestion, if 
accepted, overthrows the whole theory 
.of heredity at one fell swoop. Man is 
born into the world, little more than a 
mass of undifferentiated protoplasms— 

. a creature of environment and sugges
tion. , He owes everything to his envir
onment. and, -t is has been said, ‘that 
we should be very careful in selecting 

- our parents,’ but I say we should be 
more careful in selecting the environ
ment of our offspring, especially in 
their early Infancy. First impressions 
are very lasting, because there is little
to divert attention, and the mind 
dwells upon them. As we grow older, 
however, a thousand and one things 

Wakingforce themselves Upon our

one extreme to another. One moment 
he is ecstatic, buoyed up by hope and 
joy; the next sunk in grief and despair. 
These kaleidoscopic changes are rapid, 
uncertain and, iu extreme cases, quite 
beyond tlie control of the Individual. In 
fact, so continued does the victim be
come in the condition that he avers he 
enjoys it, although he may be fully 
aware of the injurious effect this play
ing with the emotions has upon his 
body.

“Only in their most extreme manifes
tations, however, do these eases come 
under the care of the physician—i. e., 
when the attacks of loss of emotional 
control prevent the Individual from 
mingling harmoniously in social life. 
Yet between marked hilarity of a group 
of school children, and the still wore 
marked excesses of the hysteric or the 
melancholiac there is little difference, 
save in degree.
EVERYBODY HAS A BODY NOTE.

“Pathological conditions are but per
verted physiological functions. Every
one has a normal body note or tone, and 
we often speak of the body as being in 
a healthy state or tone. Tones are pro
duced by vibrations of strings, wires or 
tissues. We are thus naturally led to 
the consideration of vibration as the 
basis of harmony or discord and are 
forced to the conclusion, whether we 
will or no, that vibration is the law of 
the universe. We find perpetual motion 
in everythiug—that is, intermolecular 
movement of solids, constant vibrations 
in the earth, the air and the ether that 
fills the space between the celestial 
bodies and persistent pulsation in all 
that has life. In fact, movement, con
stant. ceaseless Internal movement, is 
the price of life. Without it nothing 
could exist, for it is by movement that 
the waste products are cast out—stasis, 
‘standing,’ meaning death by auto-ln- 
toxication. Not only Is motion neces
sary to life In the vegetable and animal 
kingdom, but the mineral kingdom also 
is subject to the same law, constant al
teration in the position of the mole
cules of solids being necessary to pre
vent neutralization of'the power of co
hesion. Attraction and repulsion are 
coexistent and constant everywhere. It 
is by this law that crystals are formed 
and rocks disintegrated.; Tbe force 
that governs these particles Is magnet 
Ism. ' .

“In considering this subject we must 
not lose sight of the electricity that is 
constantly being turned loose in the at
mosphere. Electricity is only vibration 
in harness arid Is the source of much of 
the overstimulation from which urban 
dwellers suffer.-- Movement wherever 
found, is a manifestation .of energy; 
whatever may be its source. It is also 
perfectly possible, by taking, thought 
without any visible muscular move
ment to raise the bodily temperature— 
for instance, in anger, a very common 
synonym of which is found in the 
phrase ‘getting hot’ Such common ex-

“Muscular tissue above all tissue is 
very complicated. Each fiber, itself 
microscopic in structure, is again sub
divided into a multitude of prismatic 
forms, to which the name of sarcous el
ements has been given. These may be 
likened to the cells of a battery, each 
fiber resembling a voltaic pile, the con
necting nerve fibers being compared to 
the insulated wires that convey the cur
rents to and from the dynamo of the 
brain. The molecular particles to be ob
served In the body of the cells and sar
cous elements may be compared to the 
molecules of solids. It is a well-known 
fact that these are constantly changing 
their positions during cell proliferation, 
obedient to some law with the nature 
of which we are not as yet conversant. 
That these changes play an important 
part in the physical condition of the 
body is to be inferred from analogy 
and also from direct observation.

“If you have ever visited tbe power
house of any of the great street railway 
systems which girt our city when the 
machinery was In full motion, you were 
undoubtedly impressed with the tension 
of tbe atmosphere from the escaping 
vibration and dazed by the whirr of the 
revolving machinery and obtained some 
idea of the mechanical influence of en
vironment upon the body. It is not nec
essary to go to so much trouble, how
ever, in order to appreciate fully the 
force of vibration, for if .you will but 
lightly stop your ears with your fingers 
you will discover that you have a pow
er-house within your own body.
HOW CERTAIN VIBRATIONS ARE 

DISPLAYED.
“Vibrations of the body due to the ac

tion of the heart have long been recog
nized and graphically displayed, by 
means of Gordon’s ‘vibrograph.’ This 
consists of a square box with hinged 
lid. one end of which rests on stout 
rubber bauds or tubing. A receiving 
tambour Is attached to the free end. If 
-it is desired io get the relationship of 
these bodily vibrations two tambours 
are used, one to register the pulsations 
of the heart, while the other notes the 
vibratory curve. The registrations lire* 
to be made ori a sliding plate attached 
to a tuning fork.

“If the nose and mouth are closed and 
tracings made of the vibrations, of the 
inclosed air they will be seen to have 
the curve of the carotid.- The tympan
um, when Intact, also registers a simi
lar vibration, which is entirely different • 
frorii the alternating current that can 
be distinguished-by closing ’tl£ outer 
ear as before described.. When the legs 
are crossed the pulse is indicated-ln the 
movement of the foot The teeth when 
held .lightly apart also record the pulse.

“Behind the heart and lung power, 
however, lie the.emotlons which act di
rectly upon the heart;through the pneu- 
mogastric nerve; hence the injury to 
the system from permitting full rein to 
the emotions. A typical example of this 
is found in the explosions of the nerv-

ES

ous energy In hysteria and epilepsy. 
Unrestrained pleasure and pain, fear, 
hate, remorse, grief, jealousy and rage 
are the keys that turn on the steam of 
the great Corliss engine, of the body, 
the heart, which by Its pulsations runs 
the central dynamo of the brain and 
the ganglia of our complicated nervous 
system.
WHY DISCORD IS ADISEASE CON

DITION.
“If the law of the universe is har

mony discord is a pathological condi
tion. Harmonious vibration gives 
health; discord, inharmonious vibration
produces disease—literally, ‘want of 
ease.’ Van Der Nalllen holds that ‘all 
•manifestations In nature,.physical, in
tellectual and spiritual, fire due to in
terference, to changes brought In tin* 
ratio of vibration of tliq Imponderable 
forces of nature. If our bodies were 
keyed to nature's vibration disease 
could not exist, for the body as well as 
the material universe moves aud acts 
on a physical, vibratory plane. Being 
thus constructed, harmony gives pleas
ure and discord pain in proportion its 
the individual moves ou a high or low 
plane, or, speaking in a musical sense, 
is more or less highly strung.

“The cinotlons, as we have already 
Indicated, correspond to .the keyboard; 
the range of tone is the limit of resist
ance of the protoplasm that composes 
the fibers, plus the extensiblfltv given it 
by the influence of mind. .Just as the 
gauge or size of the strings In a musical 
Instrument is dependent upon the duc
tility of the wire, so does the quality of 
the protoplasm in the body mark‘the 
range of healthy vibratjpn.

“As Inharmonious or unskilled use or 
too long continued vibration will de
stroy the very best musJCal Instrument 
correspondingly discord hud Inhnrmonv 
will Injure the body. Not only this, but 
these bodies of ours respond to sympa
thetic vibration just as do the wires of 
a piano or the strings of a violin when 
the right key is touche^. How often 
have we felt ourselves! thrilled when 
least expecting such maSilfestation-as 
the result of an appeal I to our sympa
thy, the flashing on our ¡vision of some 
scene that was particularly pleasing or 
in response to some formjof physical vi
bration In nature. Especially does the 
body make swift answer to the musical

finer nature or a greater lack of recu
perative force. A veritable atonement 
this victim makes, by reason oi hls at- 
one-ment with the cause of the discord.

“If the guilty party Is the father the 
' icarious sacrifice is perhaps the most 
beloved (laughter, who catches bls In
harmonious vibration by reason of the 
nearness ot their relationship and the 
closeness of their sympathies. Or it 
may be Hie wife, who, by reason ot her 
wifely duties, is compidled to breathe 
in the vitiated atmosphere day and 
night. If she has no means of iettlug 
down the tension of the cords of her 
system sooner or later nature will do 
this for her in what we call nervous 
prostration. To sleep under the same 
covers with one who can by simple pro
pinquity jar the harmonious vibrations 
of another to the Inducement of 111 ease 
and even disease, may be likened to be
ing impi isoned In a room whose atmos
phere has been Intentionally surcharged 
with poison.
HARMONIOUS EQUILIBRIUM IS 

HEALTH.
“If the mother is the one at fault, 

then the entire household suffers in pro
portion to the various ages and extent 
of confinement in the vitiated atmos
phere. A worrying, fretting, stewing, 
discordant mother can poison die air of 
tlie home far more pestilentially than 
the deadliest sewer gas. There' is no 
relief day or night; tlie air is positively 
resonant with discords. This condition 
in the mother need not be expressed in 

-disagreeable, mean, shrewish demean
or. It may exist under the cloak of an 
overanxious solicitude for the comfort 
and well-being of the home circle.

“This form of discord Is very apt to 
run in families, being handed down 
from mother to daughter or from father 
to son through successive generations, 
a veritable physical inheritance of an 
inharmonious vibration. The children 
of such parents cry out in their inno
cence to the intelligent physician for re
lief, which he is many times powerless 
to give, because the very hint at the 
real cause of the difficulty would at 
once give offense and probably cause 
his dismissal.

“The key to tbe control of our bodily 
vibration is also the key to perfect 
physical health, and. according to mv 
way of thinking, this is to be found in
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note with which it is ifa. hrirm6ny. 
VIBRATION' AS AN\ ELEMENT OF

LIFE, j
“As the notes in the belfry responded 

to. the voice , of the .watchman singing 
in the hours of night,', str. do-our bodies 
respond to the sound d'£ (he organ pipe 
when thatoneds sounded-that is conso
nant with the vibrations-which set. in 

• motion the atoms "composing .it. In a 
corresponding degree ’wA also respond 
to joy and sorrow, are 'moved by ex
tremes. which, if;cdritinu6d,-will destroy 
reason and-wreck this ea'rthly.Temple. 
- “The question. also: hafe its. ^domestic 
side. In proportion -as the.members of 
a family are sympathetic arid affection
ate, the Inharmonious, vibration of one 
member affects the other—the most sen
sitive, or the one nearest in consonance 
suffering the most Many times this 
one, himself innocent 'suffers more 
than tbe guilty party,- by reason of a

a thorough mastery of the emotional 
nature. The treatment is simple; In
struction in methods of. relaxation—how 
to unkey the instrument, and through 
right methods of respiration, direct the 
control of the bodily vibrations. This, 
together with right ways of thinking, 
the control of the emotions, the discon
tinuance of emotional prodigality and 
the conservatism of -.nervous energy, 
will in a short time restore the subject 
to a normal condition of harmonious 
equilibrium.” . •
HARMONY-MAKERS ENJOY GOOD

, . ' HEALTH. - . ,
“The ideas advanced are very inter

esting, but can you not Indicate .more 
definitely their application in everyday 
practice?” was askèd by the Sunday

. Chronicle man. \ .
“Yes, certainly, if you desire It My 

attentlon-was first called to the subject 
by noting the fact that , persons who

common)} In use in plivslenl iaborato- 
। Ues. All the waxes that enter the par- 

itself on the, abolold Impinge ou this membrane and 
forms !?,„■„,s or a unexpected , throw it into vibration. Ou tlie side of
If U ? a ' as perle,‘t the next to the cylinder Is
if the} ueie diawn, occur among Ilie attached a very tine ' " ' 
rest, these. Indeed, constituting the inn-

the musical note mirrors 
puste, ami ht the most

jorJty of the
ery petal exactly shaped, are common; 
Hiles, equally symmetrical, are not

i.

U

.............. nnd light style, 
which faithfully inscrlbeson the smoked
paper around the cylinder the slightest 
motion given to the membrane. By 
means of a small adjustable elamp,

MELANCHOLY TEMPERAMENT AND ITS THE SAME PERSON RAISED OUT OF HIS 
N0TES- MELANCHOLY STATE,

rare. A change of note or of timbre 
will produce a miniature tree on the 
paste. By some slight variation impos
sible to estimate, the figure of a star 
fish will appear; another imperceptible 
difference of sound will produce au 
anemone.
PECULIARITIES OF THE SOUND 

IMPRINTS.
“Occasionally the vibrations-presum- 

ably owing to an unconscious augmen
tation of force on the part of the singer 
—will Imprint themselves in the form 
of shells, beautifully voluted, the 
wrinkles in the scroll being so incisive
ly indented that when photographed 
they appear like creases lu the picture 
Suddenly deserting these marine forms 
as capriciously as they took them up, 
the sounds will create ferns, suspend 
branches of fruit and otherwise adorn 
the membrane. If the vibratious of the 
human voice acting on inanimate mat
ter could thus exert such a potent influ
ence in the production of form, we rea
son that its influence upon the individ
ual producing It would also act to pro
duce harmonious conditions in the body 
corporate, and thus music would be
come a potent factor in alleviating the 
ills of the flesh, aud making the thornv 
pathway of life less painful. ‘

“Psychologists have taken the matter 
up with varying degrees of success, de
pending upon their versatility and 
their knowledge of the subject Fol
lowing out this line of thought in our 
experiments, in the course of time it 
was found that more rapid progress 
was made by combining the musical 
treatment with a modified form of Del- 
sarte, which may be known as har
monic gymnastics, or psycho-physical 
culture. ‘

“Patients are given a regular course 
of physical culture, which is practiced 
to the accompaniment of music, and at 
certain stages of the course are re
quired to intone on a note which has 
been specially prescribed for the case 
in hand. This is done by requiring the 
patient to take a note from the piano 
pitch pipe or tuning fork, and to hold 
it while going through certain move
ments. In some instances, for Instance, 
where it is desired to raise a patient out 
of a fit of despondency, he is made to 
inhale on tones of various musical 
scales, beginning, say, to inhale while 
sounding the musical note correspond
ing to G and exhale while sounding the 
musical note corresponding to E in the 
Scale of C natural. . This is the only 
perfect scale and is therefore the model 
for all other scales, so that when once 
in harmony with it the bodily keynote 
or scale of an individual Is readily de
termined. It is very difficult to de
scribe the modus operand! because each 
case Is a study unto itself and special 
methods have to be adopted in every 
ease, no general rule being applicable 
to all cases. - - .
NOT EASY TO GET THE KEYNOTE.

“The keynote of a patient varies from

: held In position by a screw, it is possi
ble, with a second screw, to regulate at 
will the tension of any given point to 
the membrane. In tills way we can ob
tain a record of any sonorous wave that 
enters the paraboloid. By this instru
ment we find that ench sound traces 
out its own characteristic curve—writes 
out its own distinguishing autograph, 
borne sounds give Indentations much 
like those of the tuning fork, while oth
ers, like those of the human voice, give 
rise to sinuosities of much greater com
plexity.

By means of a tuning fork, which Is 
kept in vibration simultaneously with 
the style, the frequency qf any sound' 
can be determined with the greatest 
case and precision. The process is 
identical with that used in estimating 
tbe vibration of an elastic rod. We 
have traces of both the sounds made on 
the smoked paper, and knowing the fre
quency of the fork, we have only to 
count the number of sinuosities of each 
sound corresponding to any given dis
tance on tbe paper, when a simple pro
portion will give us the number of vi
brations made per second by the 
sound collected by the paraboloid and 
recorded by the style attached to the 
membrane.
HUMAN VIBRATIONS FOUND AL- 

GEBRALLY.
“Let someone now sing a prolonged 

note Into the open end of the reflector. 
On turning the cylinder we have the 
curve peculiar to this note, and at the 
same time we have tbe sinuous line pro
duced by the tuning fork. Let us next 
count the number of vibrations made 
by the voice for any given length of 
time, and suppose we find that the 
voice makes 180 sinuosities while the 
fork makes seventy. What is the fre
quency of tbe note sung, that of the 
fork being 100? When the fork makes 
seventy vibrations tbe voice makes 180; 
when the fork executes 100 vibrations 
the voice executes x vibrations. Put
ting this in the form of a proportion we 
have 70:180::100:x, from which we find 
the value of x to be 257 1-7, which cor
responds almost exactly with middle O 
of the pianoforte.

“In this way, unknown to the patient, 
his note of vibration may be obtained 
while he is carrying on an unembar
rassed conversation, 1. e., the rate of his 
bodily vibration will be registered on 
the smoked drum alongside the register 
of a tuning fork of known vibration • 
and a comparison of the two lines will 
accurately determine his rate of vibra
tion and from tnis his keynote may be 
obtained as above indicated.

“Empirically it Is taken for granted 
that all patients ¿vibrate Inharmonious- 
ly; in other words, are out of tune, or 
they would not present themselves for 
treatment There being no fixed body 
note that may be said to be normal, 
having found the keynote of a patient 
It is considered as abnormal and a se- -

.(Continued on page B.j
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CHAPTER XVIII.—Continued.

Lord O’Donnell’s eyeh softened somewhat. He loved 
his daughter, but he thought he loved his God more, 
“Daughter,” he said, “I am but thinking of your soul’s 
salvation. I cannot see my children all lost. Marjery, 
my child, you wish to meet your mother and myself in 
heaven, do you not? Your present attitude toward the 
church and Father Antone, a priest of the Most High, is 
endangering your everlasting welfare. It is my great 
love for you, my daughter, that induces me to consent to 
part with you.” _ .

The eyes of the serpent glared for an instant, with a 
baleful light. Would she escape him through her fatheris 
pity for his helpless daughter? .

“Unless you become the bride of heaven, the Holy Vir
gin may not be able to protect you from the wiles of the 
adversary,” said the priest, solemnly, “As the "bride of 
heaven, you are safe forevermore.” _

/Mamma, save me! 0! save me!” cried Marjery, al
most hysterically. “I cannot become a nun! I will not 
become a nun!” she reiterated wildly; then, bursting into 
tears, she asked to be excused, and left the table, and the 
room.

The serpent within the priest’s eyes wore an evil ex
pression as he looked at the retreating form, and after
ward at the door which Marjery had closed; hut he kept 
the muscles of his face well under control. Lord O’Don
nell groaned audibly. Lady O’Donnell’s tears were fall
ing fast. They both loved their children as well as most 
parents do. It would be very hard to part with the gen
tle, loving girl. She was now everything to them. Ar
thur, previous to his expression of heretical opinions, had 
been their pride and joy. Until that woful hour, they 
had been a united, gay and happy family; but, now every
thing was ehanged. Arthur banished, Marjery about to 
be compelled to take the veil, and the poor little Clarance, 
hardly belonging to the earth at all—and even he, poor 
little deformed mite, refusing to accept the rites of the 
holy church of God; their three children heartily dislik
ing the priest Antone, vice-gerent of the church of Rome.

“Holy father,” said Lord O’Donnell, at length, “I 
greatly fear that Marjery will also refuse to be shrived. I 
really do not know what course to take.”

There is but one way left to you, if you would save 
your daughter. The Bridegroom stands waiting for the 
Bride; the arms of the Holy Mother are open to rescue 

Better she should become the bride of heaven, than 
a dóubly doomed, vile heretic.”

Lady O’Donnell cast her streaming eyes toward heaven, 
and Lord O’Donnell’s amen was heartfelt and sincere.

They arose from the table. Lord O’Donnell gave his 
hand to the priest.

It shall be as you think best, holy father,” he said. 
“Marjery shall enter the convent and take the veil. Bet
ter to give our darling to God, than allow her to go down 
to destruction, as our son and heir has done.”

CHAPTER XIX.

Marjery Refuses to Confess.

Marjery on leaving the dining hall, went directly to her 
own room, and throwing herself upon her couch, face 
downward, gave vent to her grief in wild hysterical sob
bing, which she smothered among the downy pillows. 
She wept thus until her grief had spent itself in part, and 
then a change came over her—a peculiar change which at 
the time she little understood. She raised herself from 
the pillows. The subtle presence of another being 
seemed to be near her. She thought a soft ethereal hand 

- / was laid on her burning brow—a cool and soothing hand. 
Her brain cleared. She became calm and hopeful, and 
then, although she heard no audible voice, she thought a 
wiser being than herself talked with her. Her interior 
sight was opened, and she saw the radiant and beautiful 
form of a lady standing near her.

“Are you the bright angel lady whom Brother Clarance 
talks about?” asked Marjery. •

“I am,” breathed the lady, in soft, soothing accents, 
“the very same. Marjery, dear,” continued the lady, 
‘disabuse your mind of holy virgins, mothers of God, 

brides of heaven, and all such nonsense. Children are not 
born without earthly fathers. It would be impossible for 
such a law of nature to be broken; and now shall I reveal 
to your innocent mind the real purpose of Antone the 
priest? He is an excellent emissary of the church of 
Rome; not the church of God, dear girl, but the Roman 
church. He stands high in the esteem of the Pope. The 
church desires your father’s vast domains. The crafty 
priest holds the key to your father’s and mother’s hearts. 
For the love of God, as they think, they could be induced 
to give all their possessions to the Holy Roman Catholic 

■ Church. Antone induced them to banish and disinherit 
Arthur; he will induce them to consent to your taking the 
veil—not the veil of chastity, as you and they now sup

.. pose—not the spotless bride of heaven, as you may think; 
but a poor, little wretched victim in the hands of the un
scrupulous priest, Antone. When he tires of you, and 
ropes m some other wealthy and beautiful young lady, he 
will then turn you over to others of his ilk—those, per
haps, not quite as wily as himself. You, poor child, can 

• nefer make known'your miserable fate. The walls of the 
■-. convent are forever closed upon you. Pleadings and 

cries for mercy will not avail. You are securely hidden 
from all earthly eyes, while life remains, except those who 
have you in their power. Even if poor little Clarance 

; ■ were not to leave his body naturally, the holy fathers 
would assist him, for love of God and an earnest endeavor 
to help the All Wise, the All Powerful Supreme Being. 
As .though such a being needed the help of a puny 
priest. Now, my pure, sweet child, I am an invisible 
being—a spirit, and. being invisible and a spirit, 
I have more power than Antone the priest I know 
all the vileness of the Roman church, together with 
that of its vicegerents and priests. I am able, in many 
ways and at many times to circumvent them, rob them of 
their intended victims and restore those who have been 
anathematized and banished. While the Catholics are 
striving for temporal and earthly power and wealth, they 
forget the higher or spiritual powers; the invisible world 
of disembodied human beings who, perhaps, many of 
them,-have been their unhappy victims on earth, while 
thousands of them have been robbed, anathematized and 
banished.

Marjery, my dear child, there is but one course left 
yoin. Open rebellion! Be firm, my child. Do not yield. 
Refuse to confess to Antone., It is through the confes
sional that the church and the priests gain their power. 
If every thought and act of one’s life is laid bare to these 
wily vicegerents, they have the advantage.of all persons 
thus confessing. For instance, if you confess your love 
for Dennis Morgan, to the priest^ will he not find a way to 
circumvent Dennis?_ If you confess to him that you are 
to meet Dennis, this very evening, can he not inform 
your parents and thus hinder you from doing so? The

priest will soon summon you to the confessional. Refuse 
to confess to mortal man. No human beiig has a right 
to your inmost thoughts unless you choose to give them 
up. Be firm. Tear not. I will put words into your 
mouth; and, Marjpry, 1 will save you. Believe me, and 
fear not.” '

The voice ceased. Marjery was comforted. She bathed 
her forehead and eyes, smoothed out her beautiful hair, 
and composedly awaited the expected summons. The 
priest usually heard Lady Marjery’s confession in her 
beautiful boudoir; as there they were least liable to intru
sion. Soon her maid came to say that the holy father 
awaited her there. The poor girl trembled like a leaf, 
but calling to her aid the invisible one, she entered the 
presence of Antone. -

The father confessor stood in the center of the apart? 
ment, his hands clasped behind' his back, his eyes cast 
downward, a grave, apparently devout, oily expression on 
his sbmewhat regular and rather handsome features. Up 
to the present time Marjery had confessed with great reg
ularity; still she had never opened the innermost sanctu
ary of her soul, in regard to Dennis Morgan. The wily 
priest had wormed into her confidence enough to be told 
that they had sometimes met, by chance, and her blushes 
told the experienced priest the rest. ' ■ '

Dennis’ declaration of love had been made since the 
last visit of the priest, and Marjery was determined that 
she would never confess it to him. •

The holy father crossed himself devoutly, cast his eyes 
upward and muttered a prayer or two; then With out
stretched palms he approached Marjery, who was still 
standing not far from the door by which she had entered 
the room.

“May the blessing of God and the Holy Virgin rest 
upon thee, my daughter,” solemnly ejaculated the priest. 
“And now the humble servant of the Most High awaits 
to hear the very small sins, no doubt, which a very youth
ful person may have committed.”

The priest now turned and lighted a small censer which 
stood on the hearth, that had previously been prepared; 
then, facing Marjery, he stood with his eyes cast down 
and hands clasped behind his back. Very humble and 
devout he looked indeed. Marjery’s voice trembled a 
little as she said :

“Father Antone, I have nothing to confess. I am not 
aware that I have committed any sins whatever. I try to 
do right in all things as nearly as I know how; but I re
fuse to tell you my thoughts; they are my own and you 
have no part in them.” .

The serpent within the eyes of the priest shot forth a 
wrathful glare.

“Your secret thoughts are known to the Heavenly 
One,” said the priest, reverently; “and we, his agents, are 
commissioned to hear, intercede and forgive.”

“If God can hear you,” asked Marjery, “why cannot he 
hear me? Why should a young girl be obliged to tell her 
secret thoughts to a gentleman? It seems to me very 
improper indeed; and I have concluded that, finder no 
circumstances will I ever do so again,” and Marjery’s eyes 
blazed indignantly.

“Then you repudiate the confessional?” said the priest. 
“Your wicked and stubborn soul stands forth boldly, in
viting the evil one to enter?”

“Father Antone,” said she, “I shall cross no words with 
you. I will not confess, and you need not shrive me; I 
will take the consequences of my own actions and abide 
by them. Good evening, sir,” and she left the room with 
a polite courtesy to thè reverend gentleman,

Now the father confessor was an entirely different per
son when alone by himself. When nò eyes rested upon 
him he looked and acted as if he thought that the Most 
High knew nothing about priests in general or particular.

“Whew!” he said, turning on his heel and kicking over 
the censer. “You are a pretty termagant, my Lady Mar
jery; but you shall be tamed, my dear—you shall be 
tamed. I have had the taming of many a shrew much- 
harder by nature than you, my pretty Marjery. Oh! I 
rather like it. It gives a little change and zest to my 
otherwise uneventful life. The poor little fool is really 
getting her eyes open; but I must take care that they are 
well closed again. Pooh! just as though an idiot like that 
could deceive me! I have been through it all dozens of 
times before. Just as soon as a girl is in love, or thinks 
she is, that girl always dislikes to confess. Yes; they 
steer. clear of the cofessional as long as possible, 
especially if the lover is not countenanced, by her family. 
So now I have it, my haughty Lady Marjery. Your little, 
soft cooings in former confessions, about Dennis Morgan 
and sometimes meeting him by the merest accident, all 
point in one direction. 0, the story is old—very old, to 
me._ She softly coos of Dennis, and then refuses con
fession. That means,” continued the priest, with his 
finger on his astute nose, “that Dennis has already made 
love and asked the pretty maid to marry him; anà prob
ably she intends to do so. She has not even cast a favor
able eye on me. 0, no. It is usually peasants and serv
ant girls who secretly fall in love with me; or, oftener, the 
wife of some low, drunken brute.

“Ugh! I detest all such as fall in love with me of their 
own accord. A little intrigue now and then brightens 
life wonderfully. There is no sport equal to chasing an 
innocent hare to her doom.

‘Yes: I will wear, for a time at least, the pretty Lady 
Marjery. Dunraven shall be turned over to the Romish 
See and I shall be the petted favorite of my superiors, 
whose intrigues and crimes far surpass my own.”

CHAPTER XX.

, The Charm Works. •

When Mrs. Galeria hastily drew the curtains of her box 
at the theatre, Raphael Scories knew that his malignant 
purpose had been accomplished. The last act of the play 
was nearly over, so the Scorisses took their departure. 
Raphael’s eagle eye noted Juno and she was assisted into 
her carriage, and he readily saw that the young lady was 
ill, or as he well knew, under a hypnotic spell.

“Now,” thought he, “for a sensational report of mur
der, or attempted murder, to-morrow, by a young lady of 
the upper ten. Ah! such revenge as this is sweet—sweet 
beyond compare! Why, with this hypnotic power I am 
a God—a veritable God! I need not even go out of my 
regular path to accomplish any. desire which I may have. 
Probably with this knowledge at my command, I might 
have won Juno easily; but I knew nothing about it at that 
time. Ah! Maesto is worth his weight in gold!' : Nowon
der the young men of upper tendom seek him, and they 
do say that he is becoming exceedingly wealthy. He 
don’t give lessons to young ladies, so he tells me. Girls 
ought not to know anything about this ■ power, else they 
might circumvent us. But my love for Juno has fled 
away. Not a vestige remains.. I simply now seek re
venge and power. Power!. Give me power and all eW 
may go 1° th® winds. I will have nothing further to do 
with love while I live. I will marry that little silly fool, 
Ethel, and do as I please afterward. With tiffs power I 

can overcome anjBqvoman’e will. ■ They will all be ready, 
like so maffy dognp to lap my hand. Married or single it 
will make difference to me. I will not seek them. 
No; I will,ahy tlffmcret power, draw them to me. They 
shall, oi^atdeast the ones that I desire to attract, shall fol
low me, aud apparently I shall endeavor to shake them 
off; but attalie same time I will hold them as a magnet 
holds steel(ii.If irate husband seeks revenge, 1 shall 
be able to dhow him, easily, that I am perfeetely innocent 
of the charges agbinst me—that I am the one followed 
and iniporthned by his wife.

• “Ah! I ffcel as though I could control the-thunderbolts 
of.heavenlioil'will use this power upon men, also; make 
them the rianres uf my wishes whatever they may happen 
to be. Ifi Juno'kills O’Donnell, what power and sweet 
revenge are mine, for her scornful impertinence and 
flinging my heanb back to me. She will murder her ac
cepted lover. - Hbw much better than the old way of kill
ing him, as I equid have wished to, in a duel. Ah! 
Money and power makes of a man a God!”

“Say, rather, a Devil!” .
Raphael, started. He could have sworn he heard a 

voice. But, no. It was not a voice which appealed to 
the outward ¿ease of hearing, but it was as audible to the 
inner ear, and ¡more so, than any outward sound: ■

♦ -■ ■. . ' ♦ •;- ■ * *

Raphael and Grace reached home and the young man 
hurried to. his room. That inner voice troubled him a 
little. He threw on his dressing gown and slippers, 
lighted a cigar, Èeatëd himself in his easy chair, put his 
feet on the tablé and then ruminated dreamily; and 
whether he actually fell asleep or not he never knew. At 
times he could have sworn that he did not; at others he 
did not feel so sure.

It was considerably past midnight, and as he dreamily 
ruminated,-his thoughts running in the same manner as 
previously showfi} there stood before him a strange object. 
At first he saw itabut dimly through the tobacco smoke; 
but it slowly -drew nearer to him, until each outline was 
distinctly visible^ it even approached so near that its hot 
breath fanned liis cheek—a horrible shape!

“My God !’E exclaimed Raphael. “I am being hyp
notized myself!” -

He almost shrieked as he started up, trying to shake off 
the uncanny Jfcwer; but it held him in an awful grip—a 
nightmare grip impossible to shake off.

“Sit down,” said the horrible shape. “Sit down and 
calm yourself. Yes; you have invoked a power stronger 
than your own— more subtle than your own. Why, my 
fine fellow, you â¥e a mere infant compared to me. When 
you deal with'fine forces, remember there are always 
higher and higher ones still in reserve. If you can use 
your power upon those weaker than yourself, what hin
ders me from using the same power on you, who are im
measurably weaker than I am? But I am not here to 
find fault with Vou. Oh, no! You please me, my boy. 
Like attracts like, you know. You wish the innocent 
Juno Galeria to’commit murder. Well, now, murder is 
in my line. Just the thing that suits me best,” and the 
creature laughed a horrible, awful laugh, and plumped 
himself down directly in the center of the table.

Words <fch scarcely describe this terrible form. As he 
squat himself upon the table and straightened out his 
wreathing1 legs, they appeared like two serpents with half 
their slimy bodies partly concealed within his abdomen, 
that is, they were twisted and intertwined so that they 
formed thé Hbdonlen and intestines of tlie horrible wretch 
before hirii. Thfe two heads, with their gleaming eyes 
and darting, forked tongues, were the feet of the monster, 
and, as hé stretched forth his slimy legs just in front of 
Raphael, the foffr serpent eyes watched him balefully. 
The body appeared a writhing mass of smaller serpents, 
like the creature’s progeny. The hands were like the 
claws of a vultufe—the claws, or fingers, being covered 
with gleanfing stones, of various kinds, which seemed like 
fiery, evil eyes watching him, the rapid, clawing motion of 
these awfuThands sending tlieir baleful gleam in all 
directions. The arms were long, powerful, and gigantic 
in size; the neck was shaped like that of a bull, and two 
short, sharp, powerful horns grew out on either side of a 
low, retreating, hairy forehead. The hair on the mon
ster’s head was as coarse as the bristles of a wild boar and 
of a dull ashen hue. The large, movable ears, and bull
like neck, were covered by this bristly hair; the sunken 
eyes were small and gleamed with satanic fire. He had 
a mouth reaching from one lobe of the ear to the other, 
from which two long, yellow tusks protruded. - The nose 
and profile of thé face resembled those of an ape, and yet, 
with all its beafetly and serpentine attributes, Raphael 
knew the creature was human—in fact, had once been a 
man; he knew,intuitively, that the thing was a degenerate 
human being, or the spirit of .a human being whose life 
and aspirations had been such that his spirit had de
generated back into many of its primary forms. It was 
something horrible and awful to gaze upon; but the evil 
eyes of the being, together with the four snaky eyes in 
the feet of the serpentine legs, were fixed upon Raphael 
with mesmeric, or hypnotic power, a power which was as 
resistless as it was horrible.

‘Yes,” said the grinning monster, “murder is just in 
my line. Like attracts like. Remember that, my boy. 
Juno Galeria has already stabbed her cousin; but Juno is 
as innocent as the babe unborn. You, my noble Raphael, 
are the murderer; consequently you and I are pals, com
rades, you know. Well, now, perhaps you would like to 
know something about me. I lived in the time of Robes
pierre, and was his chief executioner. I was foremost in 
putting to torture all whom he wished destroyed and out 
of his path. I built the fires, drove the stakes and bound 
helpless victims to them so securely they could not move 
hand or foot. I worked the guillotine, thus severing 
thousands of heads from the bodies of those whom Robes
pierre sent to the scaffold; and, secretly, as I then 
thought, I committed a number of murders on my own 
account. The more I engaged in this kind of work the 
better I liked it. As yorn attract me, I attracted plenty 
of invisibles to myself like myself.

“Well, after a time I got into trouble with an enraged 
husband whose wife I had hypnotized, as I believe you 
now call it, and he made short work of my body, for he 
run it through with his sword and then thanked God that 
he had put an end to such a vile wretch.

“Put an end to' me!” and the monster opened his’hor
rible mouth, filled with cruel tusks, and laughed a blood-

। curdling làpgh. '“Why, as soon as I gathered myself up, 
I found I haff bukjust begun to live; for now, through the 
power winch;! knew that serpents possessed, I could 
charm or fiVpnotize whoever I wished that did not resist 
me.' I could work more and better through those who 
desired toMo as Phad done. I could also bring the weak 
and ignorarit to follow in my footsteps, and I could live 
the life L desired to live and have plenty to keep me 
company. ' r

“Come, :tty-finetfellow, shake hands,” and the grinning 
monster gktendfd his vulture-like claw, grasping 
Raphael’s Hand iff a vice-like grip, every blazing jewel on 
tlw fingerHookiff£ like hellish eyes filled with hypnotic

Raphael' Svas thoroughly mesmerized, hypnotized, or 
charmed with tho charm which the serpent possesses- for 
the power dwells within a serpent to. a greater extent than 
in any other creature, unless it be man or the spirit 
of man. ‘ r

Raphael’s eyes: began to wear the same eyil expression 
that lurked within the eyes of his coadjutor. ' At last he 
mustered couragé to ask: ■ : •
“Were you a; good-looking man when on earth?’’ 

_ “When on earth l” mocked the monster: /‘What an 
innocent fool you are. Where am I now, if not oh earth? 
I have never left it, my pal; been on the earth every mo
ment of my time since that rascal ran me through with his 
rapier. On-earth? Where do you suppose I am, if not 
on earth? I can’t put an end to spiritual beings. There 
would be no pleasure for me off the earth—but you asked 
me if I were a good-looking man when I had an earthly 

body. Well, really now, comrade, the more I look at you, 
•the more I am convinced that I resembled you as much as 
one chestnut resembles another. If you call yourself 
good-looking, why, then perhaps you would have called 
me good-looking. You don’t like my appearance quite 
as well now, do you, chucky?”

“Hardly,” heavily breathed Raphael—“hardly.”
“Well, now, it is just this way, partner: A spiritual 

being grows to look like that which it feeds upon. Bad 
for us, perhaps you may think; but I didn’t make the law, 
therefore cannot be held responsible for it. If a man— 
for we are men just as much as we ever were, and a little 
more so—wants to possess the charming or hypnotic 
power of a snake and for the same purpose or worse, one 
can’t blame the law which causes him to resemble that 
creature which he imitates. Some of your savants call 
it degeneracy. Well, we will not quarrel with them about 
terms. ■. The spirit of a man resembles that which he loves 
and imitates. Now, these legs of mine are not bad when 
you find how powerful they are in the art of hyp
notizing,” and to emphasize his declaration, the monster 
•raised his feet, which were the heads of the serpents, 
darted them forward with the snaky movement of the 
two serpents his legs, rapidly ran in and out the fiery 
tongues, fixed the bright bead-like eyes intently on his 
victim as he said: - .

«FOW you ^oy; how dp you like that?”
I would thank you to keep your distance.”

• “Better not give me much of your sauce,” snarled the 
nionster. “Those are legs to be proud of, in my opinion, 
l am sure you are trying to make yours look as near like 
them as you can. You might thank a fellow for helping 
you. Like attracts like, you know.” .

f keep on,” said Raphael meditatively, “I 
shall look as you look now?” .

“Well, yes; providing you become as expert. Why do 
you cast such reflections on my appearance? I find every
thing about me very useful to my purpose. When I de
sire to charm, or hypnotize anyone, I find my serpent legs 
just the things; and, as I don’t need them for walking, 
W j i use can f Pui them to when I wish to grasp 
and hold someone in my power? How about these claws? 
Just the things!” and the griffin worked his talons vig
orously. “If I wish to tear my enemies, what more con
venient than these tusks?” and he grinningly showed 
them from ear to ear. “Everything in nature has its use, 
and everything is adapted to its wants and desires. Yes; 
you may confidently expect to look just like me, given 
time enough, and opportunity.
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Horrible Monster Teaches Morality Without Knowing It.

“Well, now, the girl has stabbed O’Donnell. What 
more do you want of her?”

“Nothing,” answered Raphael. “That settles our diffi
culty. She can retire to the moon, now, if it so pleases 
her. Vulgarly speaking, I have other fish to fry.”

“Ah! I see. You mean wheat? Well, sir, I think you 
have fried and swallowed up all the little fish pretty 
effectually. That feeling gives a large mouth and maw,” 
laughed the monster, gleefully; “and one needs plenty of 
good strong tusks to withstand the bones. The bones are 
the toughs, you know—the fighting opposers—those 
wretches who object to monopoly—those hard customers 
who fight against tho cornering of wheat, and so forth. 
One must have strong teeth and a large maw to gobble 
them all up.”

“Sir,” said Raphael, “I don’t know that I care to look 
like you, but I desire money and power more than any
thing else.” J

“Look here,” said the monster; “Look at this.”
And to Raphael’s surprise and perplexity, on the table, 

near the creature was a pile of gold wherein the value 
must have been told by millions.

“This is the stuff you want, is it?" ;
“It is,” answered the young man.
“What will you do, pal, when you get here? You can 

have no use forjt here.” ■
Raphael looked a little crestfallen.
“Now, with hypnotism, which is spiritual power, it ia 

different. That is something which you can use here ”
“I need not trouble my head at present about what 

power I may wish to use in another life. One world at a 
time. That’s my motto. I want money and power in 
the world in which I find myself now. When I get to the 
other world then I can look about me and choose what I 
may want.”

“Well partner, there’s the rub,” said the monster. 
¿7°^ ln world, so you will find yourself in the 

next. The more money and power you have, the more 
you will wank You grow by what you feed upon. You 
have already committed a murder, or, rather, two- for you 
would let Juno Galeria hang, and you must think she will 
You are already worse than a murderer, for you have 
caused the innocent to shed blood. You are already 
guilty of two murders; and for every ten dollars you 
possess, some poor woman, man or child has hungered 
for bread of which they have been robbed by the corner
ing of wheat. You have robbed at least a hundred thou
sand people. If, at your age, you have accomplished so 
much, how much more you will have accomplished at the 
age of sixty; by that time, if you live in your body so long 
you will have more money and power than you can verv 
well take care of, then comes the change, and, presto' 
here you are! Think you’ll look much better than I do 
by that time? Probably, through hypnotism, you will 
have committed more murders and crimes of various 
kinds than I ever did, and you will have robbed millions 
of people. Don’t know as I should care to be found in 
your company by that time. Why, you fool! I shall be 
a beautiful angel compared to you. You think I am a 
hideous monster now; by that time I shall look down at 
you, and consider you worse than a hideous monster 
Why, sir, my serpent legs will be beautiful compared to 
your crocodile claws. Why, sir, I would much rather 
look as I do now, and still retain a vestige of humanity 
than to become a bloated crocodile swallowing everything 
which comes in its way. Would you like to degenerate 
into a crocodile, my fine lad? or would you like your spirit 
to look like a crocodile ? If you would, keep right on and 
you 11 get there. Money and power will make that of you 
sooner than anything else.” J

“Get out! you vile beast!” exclaimed Raphael. “I don’t 
believe anything you say. If, through money and power 
I rise to the surface in this world, why should not the 
same !aw hold good in the next? What have you got 
that heap of money by your side for if one cannot have it 
where you are?”
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“OI This is an illusion,” answered the monster. “See!” i 
and he waved his hand through the heap from right to 
left “This gold is simply an outgrowth from my own 
mind. l am obliged to pack it around with me wherever 
Igo. Itell you it’s a dead weight You see it has made 
me pretty crooked already? I loved money as much as 
you do, sir. I had to take my love with me, when that 
rascal ran me through, and you’ll have to take your loves 
with you, just the same. Now, this heap of gold is not 
of the slightest use to me here. It won’t buy food, shelter 
nor clothing. You notice that I have not much clothing 
about me, don’t you? Can’t buy a rag here;- can’t buv a 
house to live in; can’t buy the slightest, shelter of m 
kind. Can t buy a bite to eat; no, not if you were starv
ing. So, what’s one’s money good for?” '

“Well, of course,” replied Raphael, who found himself 
talking now quite familiarly with the spiritual monster 
a spirit doesn’t want or need anything to gat or drink- 

and I am sure I don’t see why you need shelter or 
clothing?” .. 1ME DIAKKA.

'Veil, now, that's fine! said the nionster. “You’re diakka and their eaxtbl 
nte a reasonable chapl What do von wnnt nnnb '* frViettm«.brth«Bew. a. j. d»tu,i»» nm*.quite a reasonable chapl .What do you want such things 

for then?’ 6
(To be Continued.^ ' *
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CHAPTER XVIII.—Continued.

CHAPTER XIX.
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Lord O’Donnell’s eye's softened somewhat. He loved 
-liie daughter, but he thought he loved his God more, 
“Daughter,” he said, “I am but thinking of your soul’s 
salvation. I cannot see my children all lost. Marjery, 
my child, you wish to meet your mother and myself in 
heaven, do you not? Your present attitude toward the 
church and Father Antone, a priest of the Most High, is 
endangering your everlasting welfare. It is my great 
love for you, my daughter, that induces me to consent to 
part with you.” _ .

The eyes of the serpent glared for an instant, with a 
baletul light. Would she escape him through her father’s 
pity for his helpless daughter?

"Unless you become the bride of heaven, the Holy Vir
gin may not be able to protect you from the wiles of the 
adversary,” said the priest, solemnly. “As the bride of 
heaven, you are safe forevermore.”

“Mamma, save mel 0! save me!” cried Marjery, al
most hysterically. “I cannot become a nun! I will not 
become a nun!” she reiterated wildly; then, bursting into 
tears, she asked to be excused, and left the table, and the 
room. . ■ .

The serpent within the priest’s eyes wore an evil ex
pression as he looked at the retreating form, and after
ward at the door which Marjery had closed; but he kept 
the muscles of his face well under control. Lord O’Don
nell groaned audibly. Lady O’Donnell’s tears were fall
ing fast. They both loved their children as well as most 
parents do. It would be very hard to part with the gen
tie, loving girl. She was now everything to them. Ar
thur, previous to his expression of heretical opinions, had 
been their pride and joy. Until that woful hour, they 
had been a united, gay and happy family; but, now every
thing was changed. Arthur banished, Marjery about to 
be compelled to take the veil, and the poor little Clarance, 
hardly belonging to the earth at all—and even he, poor 
little deformed mite, refusing to accept the rites of the 
holy church of God; their three children heartily dislik
ing the priest Antone, vice-gerent of the church of Rome.

“Holy father,” said Lord O’Donnell, at length, “I 
greatly fear that Marjery will also refuse to be shrived. I 
really do not know what course to take.”

“There is but one way left to you, if you would save 
your daughter. The Bridegroom stands waiting for the 
Bride; the arms of the Holy Mother are open to rescue 
her. Better she should become the bride of heaven, than 
a dóubly doomed, vile heretic.”

Lady O’Donnell cast her streaming eyes toward heaven, 
and Lord O’Donnell’s amen was heartfelt and sincere.

They arose from the table. Lord O’Donnell gave his 
hand to the priest.

“It shall be as you think best, holy father,” he said. 
“Marjery shall enter the convent and take the veil. Bet
ter to give our darling to God, than allow her to go down 
to destruction, as our son and heir has done.”

Marjery on leaving the dining hall, went directly to her 
own room, and throwing herself upon her couch, face 
downward, gave vent to her grief in wild hysterical sob
bing, which she smothered among -the downy pillows. 
She wept thus until her grief had spent itself in part, and 
then a change came over her—a peculiar change which at 
the time she little understood. She raised herself from 
the pillows. The subtle presence of another being 
seemed to be near her. She thought a soft ethereal hand 
•was laid on her burning brow—a cool and soothing hand. 
Her brain cleared. She became calm and hopeful, and 
then, although she heard no audible voice, she thought a 
wiser being than herself talked with her. Her interior 
sight was opened, and she saw the radiant and beautiful 
form of a lady standing near her.

“Are you the bright angel lady whom Brother Clarance 
talks about?” asked Marjery. •

“I am,” breathed the lady, in soft, soothing accents, 
“the very same. Marjery, dear,” continued the lady, 
“disabuse your mind of holy virgins, mothers of God, 
brides of heaven, and all such nonsense. Children are not 
born without earthly fathers. It would be impossible for 
such a law of nature to be broken; and now shall I reveal 

; to your innocent mind the real purpose of Antone the 
priest? He is an excellent emissary of the church of 
Rome; not the church of God, dear girl, but the Roman 
church. He stands high in the esteem of the Pope. The 
church desires your father’s vast domains. The crafty 
priest holds the key to your father’s and mother’s hearts. 
For the love of God, as they think, they could be induced 
to give all their possessions to the Holy Roman Catholic 
Churdh. Antone induced them to banish and disinherit 
Arthur; he will induce them to consent to your taking the 

. .veil—not the veil of chastity, as you and they now sup

. pose—not the spotless bride of heaven, as you may think; 
but a poor, little wretched victim in the hands of the un

. scrupulous priest, Antone. When he tires of you, and 
ropes in some other wealthy and beautiful young lady, he 

. will then turn you over to others of his ilk—those, per
. haps, not quite as wily as himself. You, poor child, can 

never make knownyour miserable fate. The walls of the 
convent are forever closed upon you. Pleadings and 
cries for mercy will not avail You are securely hidden

\ - from all earthly eyes, while life remains, except those who 
- have you in their power. Even if poor little Clarance 

were not to leave his body naturally, the holy fathers 
would assist him, for love of God and an earnest endeavor 

' to help the All Wise, the All Powerful Supreme Being.
As though such a being needed the help of a puny 
priest. Now, my pure, sweet child, I am an invisible 

: being—a spirit, and. being invisible and a spirit,
■ I have more power than Antone the priest I know 
- __ all the vileness of the Roman church, together with 

" that of its vicegerents and priests. I am able, in many 
. u ays and at many times to circumvent them, rob them of
- their intended victims and restore those who have been 

anathematized and banished. While the Catholics are 
striving for temporal and earthly power and wealth, they 

- forget the higher or spiritual powers; the invisible world 
of disembodied human beings who, perhaps, many of 

’ them,-have been their unhappy victims on earth, while
. thousands of them have been robbed, anathematized and 
• banished. ” .

“Marjery, my dear child, there is but one course left 
.. yoir Open rebellion! Be firm, my child. Do not yield. 
■. Refuse to confess to 'Antone., It is through the confes

. sional that the church and the priests gain their power. 
■ If every thought and act of one’s life is laid bare to these 

wily vicegerents, they have the advantage of all persons 
;; thus confessing. For instance, if you confess your love 
f for Dennis Morgan, to the priest^ will he not find a way to 

A- circumvent Dennis? If you confess to him that you are 
K to meet Dennis, this very evening, can he not inform 

your parents and thus hinder you from doing so? The

can overcoat anjsqvoman’s will. ’ They will all be ready, I body. Well, really now, comrade, the more I look at you, 
like so maily dogspto lap my hand. Married or single it I the more I am convinced that I resembled you as much as 
will make Ato difference to me. I will not seek them, c-- ” ■’ -• -•

priest will soon summon you to the confessional. Refuse 
to confess to mortal man. No human being has a right 
to your inmost thoughts unless you choose to give them 
up. Be firm. Fear not. I will put words into your 
mouth; and, Marjpry, I will save you. Believe me, and 
fear not.” ’

The voice ceased. Marjery was comforted. She bathed 
her forehead and eyes, smoothed out her beautiful hair, 
and composedly awaited the expected summons. The 
priest usually heard Lady Marjery’s confession in her 
beautiful boudoir; as there they were least liable to intru
sion. Soon her maid came to say that the holy father 
awaited her there. The poor girl trembled like a leaf, 
but calling to her aid the invisible one, she entered the 
presence of Antone. -

The father confessor stood in the center of the apart
ment, his hands clasped behind his back, his eyes cast 
downward, a grave, apparently devout, oily expression on 
his sbmewhat regular and rather handsome features. Up 
to the present time Marjery had confessed with great reg
ularity; still she had never opened the innermost sanctu
ary of her soul, in regard to Dennis Morgan. The wily 
priest had wormed into her confidence enough to be told 
that they had sometimes met, by chance, and her blushes 
told the experienced priest the rest. ' ■'

Dennis’ declaration of love had been made since the 
last visit of the priest, and Marjery was determined that 
she would never confess it to him.

The holy father crossed himself devoutly, cast his eyes 
upward and muttered a prayer or two; then with out
stretched palms he approached Marjery, who was still 
standing not far from the door by which she had entered 
the room.

“May the blessing of God and the Holy Virgin rest 
upon thee, my daughter,” solemnly ejaculated the priest. 
“And now the humble servant of the Most High awaits 
to hear the very small sins, no doubt, which a very youth
ful person may have committed.”

The priest now turned and lighted a small censer which 
stood on the hearth, that had previously been prepared; 
then, facing Marjery, he stood with his eyes east down 
and hands clasped behind his back. Very humble and 
devout he looked indeed. Marjery’s voice trembled a 
little as she said:

“Father Antone, I have nothing to confess. I am not 
aware that I have committed any sins whatever. I try to 
do right in all things as nearly as I know how; but I re
fuse to tell you my thoughts; they are my own and you 
have no part in them.” .

The serpent within the eyes of the priest shot forth a 
wrathful glare.

“Your secret thoughts are known to the Heavenly 
One,” said the priest, reverently; “and we, his agents, are 
commissioned to hear, intercede and forgive.”

“If God can hear you,” asked Marjery, “why cannot he 
hear me? Why should a young girl be obliged to tell her 
secret thoughts to a gentleman? It seems to me very 
improper indeed; and I have concluded that, under no 
circumstances will I ever do so again,” and Marjery’s eyes 
blazed indignantly.

“Then you repudiate the confessional?” said the priest. 
<rYour wicked and stubborn soul stands forth boldly, in
viting the evil one to enter?”

“Father Antone,” said she, “I shall cross no words with 
you. I will not confess, and you need not shrive me; I 
will take the consequences of my own actions and abide 
by them. Good evening, sir,” and she left the room with 
a polite courtesy to the reverend gentleman.

Now the father confessor was an entirely different per
son when alone by himself. When no eyes rested upon 
him he looked and acted as if he thought that the Most 
High knew nothing about priests in general or particular.

“Whew!” he said, turning on his heel and ¿eking over 
the censer. “You are a pretty termagant, my Lady Mar
jery; but you shall be tamed, my dear—you shall be 
tamed. I have had the taming of many a shrew much- 
harder by nature than you, my pretty Marjery. Oh! I 
rather like it. It gives a little change and zest to my 
otherwise uneventful life. The poor little fool is really 
getting her eyes open; but I must take care that they are 
well closed again. Pooh! just as though an idiot like that 
could deceive me! I have been through it all dozens of 
times before. Just as soon as a girl is in love, or thinks 
she is, that girl always dislikes to confess. Yes; they 
steer clear of the eofessional as long as possible, 
especially if the lover is not countenanced by her family. 
So now I have it, my haughty Lady Marjery. Your little, 
soft cooings in former confessions, about Dennis Morgan 
and sometimes meeting him by the merest accident, all 
point in one direction. 0, the story is old—very old, to 
me. She softly coos of Dennis, and then refuses con
fession. That means,” continued the priest, with his 
finger on his astute nose, “that Dennis has alreadv made 
love and asked the pretty maid to marry him; and prob
ably she intends to do so. She has not even cast a favor
able eye on me. 0, no. It is usually peasants and serv
ant girls who secretly fall in love with me; or, oftener, the 
wife of some low, drunken brute.

“Ugh! I detest all such as fall in love with me of their 
own accord. A little intrigue now and then brightens 
life wonderfully. There is no sport equal to chasing an 
innocent hare to her doom.

“Yes: I will wear, for a time at least, the pretty Lady 
Marjery. Dunraven shall be turned over to the Romish 
See and I shall be the petted favorite of my superiors, 
whose intrigues and crimes far surpass my own.”

. The Charm Works. •

When Mrs. Galeria hastily drew the curtains of her box 
at the theatre, Raphael Scoriss knew that his malignant 
purpose had been accomplished. The last act of thè play 
was nearly over, so the Scorisses took their departure. 
Raphael’s eagle eye noted Juno and she was assisted into 
her carriage, and he readily saw that the young lady was 
ill, or as he well knew, under a hypnotic spell.

“Now,” thought he, “for a sensational report of mur
der, or attempted murder, to-morrow, by a young lady of 
the upper ten. Ah! such revenge as this is sweet—sweet 
beyond compare! Why, with this hypnotic power I am 
a God—a veritable God! I need not even go out of my 
regular path to accomplish any. desire which I may have. 
Probably with this knowledge at my command, I might 
have won Juno easily; but I knew nothing about it at that 
time. Ahl Maesto is worth his weight in gold! Nowon
der the young men of upper tendom seek him, and they 
do say that he is becoming exceedingly wedthy. He 
don’t give lessons to young ladies, so he tells me. Girls 
ought not to know anything about this power, else they 
might circumvent us. But my love for Juno has fled 
away. Not a vestige remains., I simply now seek re
venge and power. Power!, Give me power and all else 
may go to the winds. I will have nothing further to do 
with love while I live. I will marry that little silly fool, 
Ethel, and do as I please afterward. .With tiffs power I

No; I will^by tlasisecret power, draw them to me. They 
shall, oi^atdeaet the ones that I desire to attract, shall fol
low me, and apparently I shall endeavor to shake them 
off; but atiiihe same time I will hold-them as a magnet 
holds steel,ii ; If aç irate husband seeks revenge, I shall 
be able to dhow him, easily, that I am perfectely innocent 
of the charges agbinst me—that I am the one followed 
and iinporliwied by his wife.

• “Ah! I ffiel as though I could control the.th underbolts 
of heavenLml1 will use this power upon men, also; make 
them the diuvesnf my wishes whatever they may happen 
to be. If. I Juno, kills O’Donnell, what power and sweet 
revenge are mine, for her scornful impertinence and 
flinging my heaii.back to me. She will murder her ac
cepted lover, llbw much better than the old way of kill
ing him, as I equid have wished-to, in a duel. Ah! 
Money and power makes of a man a God!” ■

“Say, rather, a Devil!”
Raphael, started. He could have sworn he heard a 

voice. But, no. It was not a voice which appealed to 
the outward dense, of hearing, hut it was as audible to the 
inner ear, and ¡more so, than any outward sound; ■

- * *
Raphael and Grace reached home and the young man 

hurried to his room; That inner voice troubled him a 
little. He -threw on his dressing gown and slippers, 
lighted a cigar, seated himself in his easy chair, put his 
feet on the table and then ruminated dreamily; and 
whether he actually fell asleep or not he never knew. At 
times he could Bave sworn that he did not; at others he 
did not feel so syre.

It was considerably past midnight, and as he dreamily 
ruminated, his thoughts running in the same manner as 
previously showrf; there stood before him a strange object. 
At first-he saw it but dimly through the tobacco smoke; 
but it slowly drew nearer to him, until each outline was 
distinctly visible; it even approached so near that its hot 
breath fanned his cheek—a horrible shape!

“My God!”-exclaimed Raphael. “I am being hyp
notized myself!” -

He almost shrieked as he started up, trying to shake off 
the uncanny power; but it held him in an awful grip—a 
nightmare grip impossible to shake off. ’

“Sit down,’’ eaid the horrible shape. “Sit down and 
calm yourself; Yes; you have invoked a power stronger 
than your own—more subtle than your own. Why, my 
fine fellow, you AVe a mere infant compared to me. When 
you deal with fine forces, remember there are always 
higher and higher ones still in reserve. If you can use 
your power upon those weaker than yourself, what hin
ders me from using the same power on you, who are im
measurably weaker than I am? But I am not here to 
find fault with ÿou. Oh, no! You please me, my boy. 
Like attracts like, you know. You wish the innocent 
Juno Galeria to’commit murder. Well, now, murder is 
in my line. Just the thing that suits me best,” and the 
creature laughed1 a horrible, awful laugh, and plumped 
himself down directly in the center of the table.

Words, din scarcely describe this terrible form. As he 
squat himself upon the table and straightened out his 
wreathinglegs, they appeared like two serpents with half 
their slimy bodies partly concealed within his abdomen, 
that is, tliey were twisted and intertwined so that they 
formed thé Übdonlen and intestines of tlie horrible wretch 
before hiiii. Thè two heads, with their gleaming eyes 
and darting, forked tongues, were the feet of the monster, 
and, as hé stretched forth his slimy legs just in front of 
Raphael, the four serpent eyes watched him balefully. 
The body appeared a writhing mass of smaller serpents, 
like the creature’s progeny. The hands were like the 
claws of a vulture—the claws, or fingers, being covered 
with gleaming stones, of various kinds, which seemed like 
fiery, evil éÿès watehing him, the rapid, clawing motion of 
these awfifl’ hands sending their baleful gleam in all 
directions. The arms were long, powerful, and gigantic 
in size; the neck was shaped like that of a bull, and two 
short, sharp, powerful horns grew out on either side of a 
low, retreating, hairy forehead. The hair on the mon
ster’s head was as coarse as the bristles of a wild boar and 
of a dull ashen hue. The large, movable ears, and bull
like neck, were covered by this bristly hair; the sunken 
eyes were small and gleamed with satanic fire. He had 
a mouth reaching from one lobe of the ear to the other, 
from which two long, yellow tusks protruded. - The nose 
and profile of thè face resembled those of an ape, and yet, 
with all its beafctly and serpentine attributes, Raphael 
knew the creature was human—in fact, had once been a 
man; he knew,intuitively, that the thing was a degenerate 
human being, or. the spirit of p. human being whose life 
and aspirations had been such that his spirit had de
generated back into many of its primary forms. It was 
something horrible and awful to gaze upon; but the evil 
eyes of the being, together with the four snaky eyes in 
the feet of the serpentine legs, were fixed upon Raphael 
with mesmeric, or hypnotic power, a power which was as 
resistless as it was horrible.

“Yes,,” said the grinning monster, “murder is just in 
my line. Like attracts like. Remember that, my boy. 
Juno Galeria has already stabbed her cousin; but Juno is 
as innocent as the babe unborn. You, my noble Raphael, 
are the murderer; consequently you and I are pals, com
rades, you know. Well, now, perhaps you would like to 
know something about me. I lived in the time of Robes
pierre, and was his chief executioner. I was foremost in 
putting to torture all whom he wished destroyed and out 
of his path. I built the fires, drove the stakes and bound 
helpless victims io them bo securely they could not move 
hand or foot. I worked the guillotine, thus severing 
thousands of heads from the bodies of those whom Robes
pierre sent to the scaffold; and, secretly, as I then 
thought, I committed a number of murders on wy own 
account. The more I engaged in this kind of work the 
better I liked it. As yom attract me, I attracted plenty 
of invisibles to myself like myself.

Well, after a time I got into trouble with an enraged 
husband whose wife I had hypnotized, as I believe you 
now call it, and he made short work of my body, for he 
run it through with his sword and then thanked God that 
he had put an end to such a vile wretch.

t Hut an end fò me! and the monster opened his"hor
rible mouth, filled with cruel tusks, and laughed a blood
curdling lapgh. “Why, as soon as I gathered myself up, 
I found I had but/just begun to live; for now, through the 
power wlfich'T knew that serpents possessed, I could 
charm or Hypnotize whoever I wished that did not resist 
me? I could work more and better through those who 
desired tt> uO aS Ijnad done. I could also bring the weak 
and ignorârit to fóllow in my footsteps, and I could live 
the life rdesired to live and have plenty to keep me 
company. <■ ' r

“Come, ttyfin^fellow, shake hands,” and the grinning 
monster «ctendSd his vulture-like claw, grasping 
Raphael’s Band iff a vice-like grip, every blaring jewel on 
the^fingerflooki^ like hellish eyes filled with, hypnotic

Raphael' S™ thoroughly mesmerized, hypnotized, or 
charmed with the charm which the serpent possesses- for 
the power dwells within a serpent to a greater extent than 
in any other creature, unless it be man. or the spirit 
of man. : r

Raphael s eyes, began to wear the same èyil expression 
that lurked within the eyes of his coadjutor. At last he 
mustered courage to ask: , '

“Were you a good-looking man when on earth'?’ 
“When on earth!” mocked the monster. “What an 

innocent fool you are. Where am I now, if not on‘earth? 
I have never Jeff it, my pal; been on the earth every mo
ment of my tinie since that rascal ran me through with bis 
rapier. Omearth? Where do you supposé I am, if not. 
on earth? I can t put an end to spiritual beings. There 
would be no pleasure for me off the earth—but you asked 
me if I were a good-looking man when I had an earthly
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one chestnut resembles another. If you call yourself 
good-looking, why, then perhaps you would have called 
me good-looking. You don’t like my appearance quite 
as well now, do you, chucky?’

heavily breathed Raphael—“hardly.”
“Well, now, it is just this way, partner: A spiritual 

being grows to look like that which it feeds upon, Bad 
for us, perhaps you may think; but I didn’t make the law, 
therefore cannot be held responsible fpr it. If a man— 
for we aie men just as much as we ever were, and a little 
more so—wants to possess the charming or hypnotic 
power of a snake and for the same purpose or worse, one 
can’t blame the law which causes him to resemble that 
creature which he imitates. Some of your savants call 
it degeneracy. Well, We will not quarrel with them about 
terms. The spirit of a man resembles that which he loves 
and imitates. Now, these legs of mine are not bad when 
you find how powerful they are in the art of hyp
notizing,” and to emphasize his declaration, the monster 
raised his feet, which were the heads of the serpents, 
darted them forward with the snaky movement of the 
two serpents his legs, rapidly ran in and out the fiery 
tongues, fixed the bright bead-like eyes intently on his 
victim as he said:

<(IIow do you like that, my boy; how do you like that?” 
‘I would thank you to keep your distance.”
“Better not give me much of your sauce,” snarled the 

monster. “Those are legs to be proud of, in my opinion. 
I am sure you are trying to make yours look as near like 
them as you can. You might thank a fellow for helping 
you. Like attracts like, you know.”

Then if I keep on,” said Raphael meditatively, (<I 
shall look as you look now?”

“Well, yes; providing you become as expert. Why do 
you cast such reflections on my appearance? I find every- 
tliing about me very useful to my purpose. When I de
sire to charm, or hypnotize anyone, 1 find my serpent legs 
just the things; and, as I don’t need them for walking, 
W j i ”e^er ^'se C8n 1 Put them to when I wish to grasp 
and hold someone in my power? How about these claws? 
Just the things!” and the griffin worked his talons vig
orously, If I wish to tear' my enemies, what more con
venient than these tusks?” and he grinningly showed 
them from ear to ear. “Everything in nature has its use, 
and everything is adapted to its wants and desires. Yes; 
you may confidently expect to look just like me, given 
time enough, and opportunity.
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“Well, now, the girl has stabbed O’Donnell. What 
more do you want of her?”

“Nothing,” answered Raphael. “That settles our diffi
culty. She can retire to the moon, now, if it so pleases 
her. Vulgarly speaking, I have other fish to fry.”

Ah! I see. You mean wheat? Well, sir, I think you 
have fried and swallowed up all the little fish pretty 
effectually. That feeling gives a large mouth and inaw,” 
laughed the monster, gleefully; “and one needs plenty of 
good strong tusks to withstand the bones. The bones are 
the toughs, you know—the fighting opposers—those 
wretches who object to monopoly—those hard customers 
who fight against the cornering of wheat, and so forth. 
One must have strong teeth and a large maw to nobble 
them all up.” °

“Sir,” said Raphael, “I don’t know that I care to look 
like you, but I desire money and power more than any
thing else.” J

“Look here,” said the monster; “Look at this.” 
And to Raphael’s surprise and perplexity, on the table 

near the creature was a pile of gold wherein the value 
must have been told by millions.

“This is the stuff you want, is it ?” ;
“It is,” answered the young man.
“What will you do, pal, when you get here? You can 

have no use for jt here.” ■
Raphael looked a little crestfallen.
“Now, with hypnotism, which is spiritual power, it is 

different. That is something which you can use here.”
“I need not trouble my head at present about what 

power I may wish to use in another life. One world at a 
time. That’s my motto. I want money and power in 
the world in which I find myself now. When I get to the 
other world then I can look about me and choose what I 
may want.”

P^ncr, . there’s the rub,” said the monster.
VnvVe in t1'6 Wor^>80 you will find yourself in the 

next. . The more money and power you have, the more 
you will want. You grow by what you feed upon. You 
have already committed a murder, or, rather, two; for you 
would let J uno Galeria hang, and you must think she will 
You are already worse than a murderer, for you have 
caused the innocent to shed blood. You are already 
guilty of two murders; and for every ten dollars you 
possess, some poor woman, man or child has hungered 
for bread of which they have been robbed by the corner
ing of wheat. You have robbed at least a hundred thou
sand people. If, at your age, you have accomplished so 
much, how much more you will have accomplished at the 
age of sixty; by that time, if you live in your body so long 
you will have more money and power than you can very 
well take care of, then comes the change, and, presto! 
here you are! Think you’ll look much better than I do 
by that time? Probably, through hypnotism, you will 
have committed more murders and crimes of various 
kinds than I ever did, and you will have robbed millions 
of people. Don’t know as I should care to be found in 
your company by that time. Why, you fool! I shall be 
a beautiful angel compared to you. You think I am a 
hideous monster now; by that time I shall look down at 
you, and consider you worse than a hideous monster 
Why, sir, my serpent legs will be beautiful compared to 
your crocodile claws. Why, sir, I would much rather 
look as I do now, and still retain a vestige of humanity 
than to become a bloated crocodile swallowing everything 
which comes in its way. Would you like to degenerate 
into a crocodile, my fine lad? or would you like your spirit 
to look like a crocodile ? If you would, keep right on and 
you 11 get there. Money and power will make that of you 
sooner than anything else.”

“Get out! you vile beast!” exclaimed Raphael. “I don’t 
believe anything you say. If, through money and power 
I rise to the surface in this world, why should not the’ 
same law hold good in the next? What have you got 
that heap of money by your side for if one cannot have it 
where you are?”
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“01 This is an illusion,” answered the monster. “See'” i 
and he waved his hand through the heap from right to 
left “This gold is simply an6 outgrowth from S m 
mind. I am obliged to pack it around with me wherever 
Igo. I tell you it’s a dead weight You see it has made 
me pretty crooked already? I loved money as much as 
you do, sir. I had to take my love with me, when that 
rascal ran me through, mid you’ll have to take your loves 
with you, just the same. Now, this heap of gold is not 
of the slightest use to me here. It won’t buy food, shelter 
nor clothing. You notice that I have not much clothing 
about me, don’t you? Can’t buy a rag here,-- can’t buy a 
house to live in; can’t buy the slightest shelter of any 
kind. Can t buy a bite to eat; no, not if you were starv
ing. So, what’s one’s money good for?’ ' 
, ‘Well, of course,” replied Raphael, who found himself
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: THEOSOPHY AND SPIRITUALISM
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chicago, and 

Mr. F. E. Titus, of Toronto, Can., Dis-) 
cuss their Respective Cults.

Prof. Lockwood Rejects the “Genesis of the Cosmos” 
' Theory, as presented by Mr. Titus,

For thousands of years,there have been prominent two 
diverse methods accounting for the phenomena and 
causes of cosmic processes. The first and most remote 
system of speculation, sought in the realm of meta
physics, causation; and, relying upon the picturing power 
of the mind and upon the poetical imagery of a dominant 
priesthood of the Orient for its postulates and aphorisms, 
has held in mental bondage popular opinion regarding 
the origin of the-universe and the causes promoting the 
various forms of existences. ,

It is represented by every form of theistic and eccle
siastical belief, and employs a vocabulary of words and 
terms in ways unknown to science and philosophy, 
relying upon the supposed authority of its propagandists, 
rather than upon data capable of demonstration, m the 
establishment of its claims. , , . . <

The other and later system of thought is represented 
by modern inductive methods of research; and comprises 
the inductions of science and philosophy, and is known to 
the world of scholars, thinkers and experimentalists as 
the formulas of “reasoned truth.” '

Between these systems of speculation and scientific 
demonstration have been waged the mental battles and 
intellectual conflicts of past ages of thought regarding the 
origin of nature and the immortality of the soul or con
scious ego of man; and it will continue until the human 
intellect fully appreciates the superior methods of syllo
gistic reasoning and inductive demonstration, in ques
tions concerning jnature and the relation man holds to a 
future existence, as contrasted with the assumptive argu
mentation and unverified statement originating m a re-, 
mote traditional age. - •

Socrates once said that “more than half of the differ
ences of opinion between men, more than one-half of 
their misunderstandings, could be traced to an erroneous 
use of words, and a misconception of their real meaning 
in the connection in which they are used. If to this 
truism we add that illogical reasoning is also a large 
source of misunderstanding in social controversy, we shall 
discover another factor promoting differences of opinion 
among people whose amiability of character and integrity 
of purpose cannot be questioned. ’

We find upon close reading of Bro. Titus’ article upon 
“The Genesis of the Cosmos,” that he represents fully the 
metaphysical phase of thought, placing too great stress 
upon the unproven assumptions of prominent writers, 
and too little value upon the scientific inductions of 
modern thought. He introduces what seems to the writer 
of this, to'be unproven postulates, terms misapplied, and 
unverifiable data; but he possesses the courage of the true 
metaphysician in being illogical and a trifle ambiguous. 
The persistence of these virtues comprises the value of all 
forms of theistic metaphysical speculation, and our good 
brother can boast of a very large following of the popular 
mind in this direction.

That Bro. Titus and the writer of this should widely 
disagree upon the question under discussion, will be 
apparent to all who consider the different systems of 
thought we individually represent.

Glancing over the caption of his article, the eye fell 
upon this, “The Genesis of the Cosmos.” Then in the 
.first line of his subject matter the following: “Within that 
eternal Being which is the cosmos.” I felt that Bro. Titus 
did not mean to have the reader infer that he was going 
to tell us about the origin of eternity, and yet, that is 
what the caption and first line of his article makes the 
reader think he intends to do.
' Much valuable time has been lost by the human, in 

speculation over the origin or first cause of infinitude; 
and- to us the time seems worse than thrown away, since 
close reasoning would lead one to see that if we concede 
nature or cosmos to comprise infinitude, that to discuss its 
origin or generation is not only illogical but unprofitable. 
Then, the use of the term “Being,” spelled with a capital 
B, to express the mutations of time and space, is a senti
mental figure of speech, lacking in analogy-, is illogical 
and incoherent. It is illogical because when used to ex- . 
press more than mere existence, it represents an entity 
with limitations. It is incoherent and is lacking in 
analogy because as a general term it can be applied to 
time, to space, to duration or extension, to substance or 
matter, to modes of motion or modes of inertia, to the 
milky-way or to a hole in the ground; since all of these 
are existences, and may be called “being,” whether spelled 
with a capital B or not. If words should represent our 
exact conceptions or thought, it will be seen that the term 
“Being” applied to cosmic existences or to cosmos itself, is 
indefinite and ambiguous. That it is a term employed in 
the vocabulary of the metaphysician, is known to all 
familiar with theism and metaphysics.

’ Bro. Titus tells us that “Within that Eternal Being 
which is the Cosmos there are continually going on two 
processes, opposing but not inconsistent.” Since there 
are so many opposing processes representing night and 
-day, cold and heat, positive and negative poles in the 
same body, integration and disintegration, action and re
action in thousands of ways, we are at a loss to understand 
just how our friend desires to be understood by this state
ment, since any of these processes alluded to may be said 
to be “opposing but not inconsistent.” That there must 
be millions upon millions of processes going on in the 
great laboratory of nature, and that these .change with 
cosmic evolution, is apparent to any student in natural 

•physics. Hence to select two out of this vast number of 
reactions and generalize cosmic formula to such limited 
View, is antipodal to the analysis required in this pro
gressive age, and fails to represent the intellectual com
prehension of cosmic processes as demonstrated to-day.

Mr. Titus continues, “That Being looked upon from 
our’point of view, must be regarded as impersonal, for in 
it wc live and move and have our being.” * * * “In 
another sense it may be looked upon as a personality, for 
it is an entity, and not a mere principle.”

Again we will suggest to Bro. Titus that infinitude is 
not an entity, neither is an entity a personality. The 
term entity is'misapplied when used in a sense conveying 
ideas of personality. Cosmos, as a term representing the 
universe, is the result of beginningless action and re
action, in beginningless time and space. No mind can 
conceive of a time when duration commenced or a time 
when space as extension first began. No mentality cam 

' conceive of a time when either atmosphere or other ele
ments did not exist. A time when light and darkness 
and the principles of mathematics did not exist is un
thinkable. An infinitude of void space and empty 
nothingness, is beyond the limitations of cogent logical 
thought. Hence the time when these factors of nature 
were created into an entity, and that entity a personality, 
is an assumption wholly at variance with common sense 
and mental probity.

Mr. Titus proceeds as follows: “The two processes 
above mentioned have their counterparts in two states of 
consciousness,—the subjective and the objective.”

The science of optics and the physiology of the optic 
track connecting objective nature to human consciousness 
through the structure of the eye, thoroughly disprove the 
assumption that objective nature is conscious in any de
gree in which that term can be logically’applied to non- 
sentient existences; for, were it true that objective nature • 
is conscious in any degree, we should fie able to prove that 
the unrhythmic expressions of field and forest, whether 
induced by drouths or floods, or representing a withered 
flower, or a baby with two heads and three legs, is a. grim 
waste of time and conscious energy! Resides being a

ridiculous manifestation of the “immanent God,” which 
theosophists claim to be the divine attribute of matter.

If by the term consciousness we mean the evolution of 
the faculty of cognition, whether it be expressed in the 
lowest forms of animate life, or in the conscious ego of 
man, we shall discover by careful investigation that it is 
connected to its environment both from within and with
out by invisible modes of spiritual motion; hence it 
follows that all conscious sensations are of psychic or 
subjective character. .

This beiijg a self-evident truth from kpown data, it will 
follow that what Bro. Titus calls “states of consciousness” 
will be more porrectly understood as the function of con
sciousness, which varies with the different types of sen
tient life in accord with a principle of organic structure. 
This fact of the complete subjective relation of conscious
ness to its objective environment is thoroughly demon
strated in all aids to human vision, as is particularly wit
nessed in the telescope and microscope; since both of 
these instrumentalities assist the invisible conscious ego 
of man to penetrate realms of life and action beyond the 
limits of natural vision.

Bro. Titus affirms “Consciousness is everywhere present 
in the universe, but varying in its degrees of objectivity 
and subjectivity.” “Subjectivity may be considered as 
spirit, objectivity finds its expression in matter.”

As I write this paragraph, my ink-bottle is an object in 
my environment. Now if objective consciousness finds 
its degrees of expression in matter, then my ink-bottle is 
conscious, because it is matter, To illustrate how mis
leading these careless generalizations about the omnipo
tence of consciousness are, let us reduce the assumption 
of Bro. Titus to a syllogism.

“Consciousness is everywhere present in the universe in 
objectivity.” -
. My ink-bottle is an object in the universe. Hence, my 
ink-bottle is consciousness.

Changing the form of the syllogism we postulate. 
“Consciousness is everywhere present expressed in 
matter.”

My ink-bottle is matter, .
Therefore my ink-bottle is everywhere present. As a 

corollary to these deductions we affirm, “That which is 
every where present is omnipresent.”

My ink-bottle, is matter expressed in consciousness, 
therefore, everywhere present. Hence my ink-bottle is 
omnipresent. .

Omnipresence belongs only'to God.
My ink-bottle is omnipresent.
Ergo, my ink-bottle is God!
I presume that Bro. Titus will object to these deduc

tions from his postulate that “consciousness is everywhere 
present,” yet these inferences are in strict logical agree
ment with his premises. If it be agreed that “conscious
ness is everywhere present in the universe, and expressed 
in objectivity, the chemist physicist in speaking of the 
factors promoting salt, should say, that it takes thirty-five 
and one-half grains of chlorine consciousness by weight, 
and twenty-three grains of sodium consciousness by 
weight to 'make the consciousness of chloride of sodium, 
a common salt. '

The symbols H.O2, would mean that one volume of 
hydrogen consciousness, and two volumes of oxygen con
sciousness by measure, would, by the quickening grace of 
electrical consciousness evolve the water consciousness.

However poetical and fancyfull the concept of con
sciousness manifest in objective nature may appear to the 
popular metaphysician, yet, when his sophisms are re
duced to practical uses involving the test tube and chem
ical balance, the idiosyncrasies of such idealistic terms 
would make a comic show-bill green with envy.

Bro. Titus now informs his readers that the two pro
cesses that “are continually opposing but not inconsist
ent,” are “Involution and Evolution.” That the reader 
of The Progressive Thinker may see the inconsistent and 
antipodal statements that are introduced as facts, we will 
reproduce the entire paragraph: ,

“Involution is the tendency of the subjective—-the 
spiritual, the essence of life and being—to rush outward, 
or downward, to the objective—the material, the form 
which clothes it and with which it seeks to identify itself. 
Through involution active powers tend to become latent 
possibilities. Through it the powers of the universe be
come wrapped up in the most inert and solid forms of 
matter. Was it not with the recognition of this tendency 
in his mind that Prof. Buchner, one of the most material
istic of our scientists, declared that 'all yet future forms, 
including reasoning beings, potentially or in capacity, 
must have existed in the primal world-mist-out of which 

’the solar system was gradually evolved?’ ” '
We are told in the above paragraph that “Involution is 

the tendency of the subjective —the spiritual, the essence 
of life and being—to rush outward and downward, to the 
objective—the material, the form which clothes it and 
with which it seeks to identify itself.” According to the 
strict wording of tins thought, Bro. Titus thinks that the 
spirit rushes downward into a form already made for it. 
Where did the form come from in the “Genesis of the 
Cosmos?” What malees the material that clothes your 
spirit? What is the matter made of that wraps up “the 
powers of the universe?” And when did your matter be
come “inert,” that is made of objective consciousness, let 
us ask? Solid consciousness might seem to be a divine 
dispensation if it possessed solid sense; but when con
sciousness solidifies and becomes inert in the process, your 
“immanent God” is in danger of being so remote as to 
represent doubtful support to the idea of your “Divine 
Being.”

If “the downward rush” of spirit with consciousness 
running through it “becomes less and less active” 
“through stage after stage of descending consciousness,” 
until “the final limit of materialization is reached,” some
body should call a halt to “the downward rush,” or that 
“Being” which “is the cosmos itself” will be short on 
divinity and will have to be spelled with a small b 
after all.

But seriously, Bro. Titus, your metaphysical “Genesis 
of the Cosmos,” materializes some strange hybrids in 
logic. For instance, you say in your first paragraph that, 
“That Being” “is the Cosmos itself.” Then in the fifth 
paragraph you write this: “In the process of the making 
of our solar system, if we start at a stage when manifesta
tion is about to take place; the Divine Being having 
assumed the dual aspect of spirit matter, motion is appa
rently retarded in that it passes from the active into the 
passive condition of energy.” If “the Divine Being was 
the cosmos,itself,’’ then he or it was not spirit-matter, for 
the reason that spirit-matter was not the cosmos itself. 
If our solar system was not made at the time you refer to, 
be it more or less remote, your Divine Being did not exist; 
for the reason that our solar system is a part of Cosmos. 
To personify cosmos as a divine Being, and then tell how 
that Being made itself, is a more unthinkable platitude 
than the Christian’s Genesis of.Cosmos.

These diverse statements about what you mean by the 
term Divine Being, are more illogical than the short
sighted concept of primal world-mist of Prof. Buchner, to 
whom you refer. Let us look at this statement of Buch
ner: “All the future forms, including reasoning beings, 
potentially or in capacity, must have existed in the 
primal world-mist, out of which the solar system was 
gradually evolved.”

It is in such absurd reasoning and limited comprehen
sion of cosmic processes that the fallacy of Involution is 
thoroughly demonstrated. Toillustrate: A kernel of 
corn lies on the table before me. If I affirm that the 
future form of the stalk of corn, including the future ear 
of corn, exists potentially or in capacity in the single 
kernel of com, I assume that succeeding to-morrows, and 
all of the molecular changes of the sun’s action, on un
known and unknowable soil, containing or not containing 
carbón compounds, and the atmosphere containing or not 
containing hydrogen compounds, together with thermal 
changes incident to electro magnetic co-relations of other, 
spheres, that may or may not exist in the vernal equinox

of a coming time, fíat all .of these co-relations-already 
exist in the single kernel of corn. . '

Now the deeper tfffih isjThat the diverse co-relations of 
nature considered apart onoutside of this especial kernel, 
bear the same proportional! mathematical relation to its 
function, as the individual kernel bears to the function of 
infinitude. In plainer tends, the function of the kernel of 
corn is in proportion ancbco-related to the future func
tion and character:of cosmos considered as infinitude. 
When Prof. Buchner ¡assumes that the function of future 
co-relations were present, and involved “in the primal 
world-mist, out of which the solar system was gradually 
evolved,” he should, have ¡explained why the gradual 
evolution was necessary; why we did not have the “Post
Tertiary period befóte the Eozoic. If Bro. Titus and all 
of his constituency of theosophy and Soul embodiments 
will rise up in the .-manifestation of superior wisdom 
claimed for these cults, and tell us why the molecular 
reactions of time aremecessary^pr the gradual evolution 
of matter and form, and explaiwin what way*the result of 
future changes are already potential in a germ or seed, 
they will add a strong argument in demonstration of their 
system of evolution based upon involution, and of an 
immanent God present in the primal mist out of which it 
is claimed our solar system was evoked. Until that ex
position of involution as the premise of evolution is 
proven, the modern thinker and philosopher will be slow 
to accept as -fact, that future molecular changes are 
already present and potential in matter and form, which 
may result in possible blight or successful fruitage.

Furthermore, we all will have occasion to note that, 
His Reverence, “The Immanent God,” “solidified in mat
ter” and form, with, its “consciousness running through 
it,” will have to be subject to possible blight, or perhaps 
terminating in an unfecundated nubbin, or impotent 
hybrid, as future molecular reactions and environment 
evoke.

THE PLATITUDE OF INVOLUTION, 
with all that is involved, would not be tenable without the 
assumption that “function precedes organism.” Bro. 
Titus introduces some strange metaphysical vagaries to 
sustain this idea, and draws largely upon his imagination 
for data, as impossible as is the proof of its existence.

Hear him: . .
“Up to a certain stage in the progress of tilings, sub

stance remained homogeneous, force had no divisions and 
consciousness was unified. The time came, however, 
when from the ope the many should proceed. In
numerable centres of. energy were formed in space, force 
whirling with inconceivable rapidity, gathering around it 
the primordial substance, each center having necessarily 
linked with it the threefold characteristics of conscious
ness, force and substance. Consciousness and force being 
the function, they operate upon substance and thus build 
the structure.” .

How does Bro. Titus know that up to a certain time 
“substance remained homogeneous, force had no divisions 
and consciousness was unified?” What does he mean? 
Does he refer to the evolution of our solar system? or to 
the infinitude .of nature? If to'our solar system, then 
how does he know tl;at our system was the first to be 
evolved, and if not tha first, then his position is untenable, 
since other systems wpuld have necessitated something 
besides homogeneous substqfice and consciousness.

If he refers to th,e infinitude of nature, how does he 
know when and how infinitude commenced? What 
started energy in substance? Was it consciousness? 
What do you mean by “force whirling-with inconceivable 
rapidity?” What is.force if it be not energy in motion? 
How long would a spbstanc.e of homogeneous character 
have to whirl to promote function? Where was heat, and 
polarity, and affinity, all of .this time? Could substance 
be held together without affinity and consequent polarity? 
What a vain effort to, establish function before structure. 
You seem to be oblivious of the fact that in the third par
agraph of your article you tell us of “the downward rusli 
of the spiritual to tfie objective—the material, the form 
which clothes it and with, which it seeks to identify 
itself.” What wks the function that promoted the form 
of matter, before the downward rush of the spirit took 
place?

Come with me, Bro. Titus, into the laboratory of the 
chemist physicist, where we may look this problem of 
function squarely in the face.

Here is a chemical balance so nicely poised as to weigh 
accurately one-tenth of a grain. With a suitable flask on 
the balance we will inject into it eighty-eight and nine- 
tenths grains of oxygen. Into another we will put eleven 
grains of hydrogen by weight, and into a third flask 
eleven and one-tenth grains of hydrogen. We will make 
an experiment to show just how far function precedes 
structure or organization; and to this end we will connect 
the oxygen in the flask containing it, to the hydrogen in 
the flask containing eleven grains, by suitable electrical 
apparatus.

We close the electrical circuit and watch for the evolu
tion of function representing or promoting water. It 
does not appear. What is the reason? With so many 
grains of oxygen consciousness, and eleven grains of 
hydrogen consciousness, each grain representing .an 
“immanent God,” and consciousness running through the 
whole, we fail to be conscious of the evolution of water, or 
of the “function which precedes organism.” It must be 
that consciousness was light in weight, or that the imma
nent God of hydrogen was short on function by a few 
“whirls of force.” Let us try again. And this time we 
will unite our oxygen with the hydrogen in the flask con
taining eleven and one-tenth grains. The connections, 
are made and we will close the circuit. Great God of the 
Infiniverse, what a racket! for function came with a crash 
with the addition of one-tenth of a grain of hydrogen, 
and with it the organism and structure of water. Make 
this experiment for yourself a few hundred times and 
then tell the readers of The Progressive Thinker how far 
function precedes structure. And while you are about it, 
tell us where were your gods and consciousness. Were 
they all stored away in that one-tenth cf a grain of hydro
gen, Bro. Titus? .

In concluding this article and review, we would like 
to ask Bro. Titus a serious question. It is this: With 
your knowledge of cosmic science and biology, would you 
like to stand before any audience of chemist physicists or 
natural philosophers, or any school of modem geologists 
or astronomers, or any aggregation of floral physiologists, 
and modern experimentalists, and tell them about our 
solar system being iqqde of consciousness and force and 
substance of homogeneous , pharacter, that “there came a 
time when from the.one (which one you don’t mention) 
the many should proceed?,2 Could you look an intelli
gent audience in the Jaee say that “innumerable cen
ters were formed yx.sp^e, force whirling with in
conceivable rapidity..gathejtpig around it the' primordial 
substance, each center haying necessarily linked with it 
the threefold characteristic of consciousness, force and 
substance?” Could on say anything like that except in 
irony? Don’t you see that you cross yourself in the para
graph referred to?. For af^rstating that “the time came 
when fromihe one tlje many should proceed,” you. say in 
the same connection Ihat ,fiach center has linked with it 
the threefold characteristic of consciousness,-force and 
substance,” so the-many'do not proceed from the one after 
all. Dp you seriously expect that the careful thinkers 
and readers will respect ' such loose and rambling 
argumentation? , '

Is theosophy such a temporary fad as to be strength
ened and made popular by such careless assumptions? . If 
“The down-rushing tendency of involution is everywhere 
met by the uprushiiig stream of evolution,” there must be 
an omnipresent static state, and no rush after all, since 
motion opposing motiofi promotes rest, unless it_can be 
shown that those “innumerable centers of energy” and 
force are still wlprling.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $l.'5O. For sale at 
this office.

GENERAL AGUINALDO.
His Heroic Fight Against the Catholics.

A COUNTRYMAN OF THE INSURGENT LEADER 
TELLS OF HIS REBELLION AGAINST THE 
PRIESTS —THE CATHOLICS THERE ARE 
WORSE THAN BEASTS —THE WHOLE OF 
SPAIN OUGHT TO BE SUNK ON ACCOUNT OF 
THE CRUELTIES AND OPPRESSION OF THE 
CATHOLICS.
Ramon Reyes Lalo, said to be the only Filipino of dis

tinction in the United States, has written for the Ameri
can press, in picturesque language, the story of Aguinal
do, the leader of the Philippine insurgents against 
Spanish misrule and priestly oppression.

It was at Silang, a village near Manila, noted for its 
religious processions. It was the occasion of the Feast of 
the Twelve Apostles. A well-dressed mestizo youth of 
medium height and slender figure stood in the crowd 
that surged through the little plaza, thinking strange 
thoughts and looking on the expectant throng wRh 
curious ej'es.

The church dóors swing open and the procession comes 
out—the village cure in front, his eagle eye, not
withstanding his humble mien, on the lookout for such 
delinquents among his flock as may be in the crowd.

The image of Christ, borne on the shoulders of twelve 
natives, passes by; and all the onlookers fall on their 
knees, crossing themselves—all but one, the mestizo 
youth, who remains standing with covered head, while a 
mocking smile plays around his determined lips.

The priest observes him and stands still, staring at the 
refractory native with flashing eyes. With an imperious 
gesture he motions to him to kneel; but the youth answers 
him with a look of scorn.

The procession has been stopped, and those behind are 
stepping on the heels of those in front. Confusion is 
imminent, and the priest is in a towering rage. As he 
cannot make himself heard on account of the din he 
motions to two of the village guards that they seize the 
youth. These proceed to do so, and a struggle ensues. 
They are unable to overpower him, and it is not until t^ey 
are re-enforced by two of their fellows that they are able 
to take the struggling mestizo to the village prison.

Meanwhile many of the worshipers have arisen and not 
a few show sympathy for the prisoner, though none ven
tures to aid him. The priest’s eye is still upon them.

The next day Emilio Aguinaldo of Cavite, Jate student 
at the University of St. Thomas, Manila, is brought be
fore the village tribunal. His accuser is a priest, and the 
crime is blasphemy. The prisoner attempts no defense, 
and smiles as he hears the sentence of perpetual banish
ment from Silang pronounced against him. A few years 
before his fate would have been a much harder one. But 
even then this young man had given evidence of great 
popularity, and it was known that most of the villagers 
were in sympathy with him. Aguinaldo left for his home 
in Cavite the same day.

Emilio Aguinaldo is about thirty years of age. He is 
a mestizo—that is, of mixed Spanish and native blood—of 
obscure origin. His father was a planter in the province 
of Cavite, who, having great faith in his son, sent him to 
the university in Manila. Here the youth, however, 
attained no distinction, and he gave but little promise for 
the future. In fact, he was considered so inept in the 
theoretical studies of the mediaeval curriculum of that 
university that he was sent back home as a hopeless case.

The father, however, had not lost faith in the boy, and 
next sent him to the Jesuit college in Manila. Here he 
made great progress; but he did not continue there long, 
for, being naturally fond of things military, he took the 
first opportunity to enlist as a petty officer in the Spanish 
army. But after the little incident narrated above 
occurred Aguinaldo became a marked man.

When Dr. Jose Rizal, that most learned patriot, was 
organizing the Society of the Katipunana, whose secret 
object was the freeing of the islands from Spanish 
tyranny, Aguinaldo was his most trusted lieutenant and 
his most ardent supporter. Rizal was banished, and all 
the world knows of his tragic end. Aguinaldo, too, was 
suspected,and was at his home when a squad of native 
soldiers, headed by a Spanish officer, came to arrest him. 
While this worthy was reading the warrant the incipient 
rebel promptly blew out his brains, and then, with thrill
ing eloquence, addressed the soldiers, inciting them to 
revolt. _ His words were effective, and they escaped to the 
mountain forests^ where they were soon joined by thou
sands of sympathizers.

This was the celebrated rebellion of 1896, which made 
such headway that the Spaniards, convinced of their 
inability to quell it by force, resorted to their usual trick
ery. All of the reforms demanded by the natives—the 
chief of which was legislative representation and the 
expulsion of the friars—were promised. Aguinaldo, 
having the good of his country at heart, agreed to the 
terms proposed, and disbanding his army went to Hong 
Kong, the headquarters of the Philippine junta, to watch 
the march of events. He had been paid by the Spaniards 
a large sum of money—several thousand dollars—which 
was to be used for the education abroad of the sons of the 
executed Philippine leaders.

It was, however, held for a probable emergency, and 
the emergency came. The Spanish, with characteristic 
treachery, broke every promise made the disbanded in
surgents, slaughtered their leaders, and welded the fetters 
of the people only the more tightly. The friars were at 
the bottom of this, and they knew no mercy. The result 
might have been foreseen. 'The people were driven into 
a very frenzy and another revolution was precipitated—a 
revolution which became an avalanche of retribution 
which nothing could stop. It was at this time.that the 
American fleet came to the aid of the struggling Filipinos.

The money at Aguinaldo’s disposal was spent for arms, 
and with these and other munitions of war received from 
his American allies he returned to the islands. He was 
joined by thousands here and in a few weeks had no less 
than 50,000 natives under his command.. Only a few 
thousand of these were armed with modern accoutre
ments; but they were all ablaze with enthusiasm, and 
town after town was taken. I think him to be a pure and 
sincere patriot

Believe me, from what I know of the man, he will fight 
even the Americans themselves rather than see the islands 
or any part of them given back to Spain. He is intensely 
bitter against the friars,- as he has reason to be, as they 
have been the most cruel oppressors. Often when the 
government wished to carry into effect certain imperative 
reforms, it was they who thwarted every advance.

Aguinaldo has unbounded influence with his country
men, and notwithstanding $25,000 has been offered for 
his head, not one attempt has yet been made upon his life. 
In appearance he is of medium height and rather slender, 
though supple, strong, and muscular. He holds his head 
very erect, and is possessed of tremendous egotism and 
some personal vanity. He dresses neatly, and in common 
with his countrymen is rather fond of pomp and cére- 
mony. His complexion is liglit brown, and his eyes are 
black and intensely piercing. He wears his jet-black hair 
pompadour, and has a quick but deliberate manner. His 
countenance is impassive, and he masks his emotions with 
a smile. ’ _

In speech he is direct and intense, and in a harangue 
has no equal. His addresses to his troops never fail to 
incite them to a fury of enthusiasm. On such occasions 
he becomes transformed, and his personality is over
whelming. His soldiers hang upon every word'and obey 
his every behest unquestionably.—The Truth Seeker.
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LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirits, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give us details—details and accurate delineations ol 
Ilie In the Bplrlt-worldl—Is the Constant appealed 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither-« 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond ths 
tomb? Will they know me? What Is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In tnls vol* 
ume the spirits, differing as they may, are allowed U 
speak for themselves. No man is bettor qualifiea 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this klud befon 
tbe people. He treats of the Mysteries of Life) 
Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging ot tbe River; Fora* 
gleams of tbe Future; Testimony of Saints; Ths 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is it 
tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit* _ 
world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex* 
periences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Bed Mau’s Testi* 
xnony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit* 
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in SplrlMlfe; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from tbe Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price 115*, postage, 12 cents. Fes 
sale at thia office.

Ont of the Depths Into the Light. 
teiby&S^Prtce'a^'enU. U-

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS/ 
Gathered from the Highways. By-wava nmi Muri»., of Llfe. ByMATT« E. HuS. ThWa marreffi 

neat book of aelectlona from Mra. Hulla beat noemf 
n?7hinl ?>nd “u<1 contain, a splendid portraft
of the author, also a portrait of Moaea Hull Price 
Sy bound “* Engllah cloth. ,1.

oospel~of"natureT

THOMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Propheole*

The Infidelity of Ecclesiastic!^ 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof WM. 
Prtee'acent^ trenoU'ult and “Mterly treaUrtl

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlets 1 
embodied In one volume, in which questions of greM • 
Importance to tbe race are discussed from the stand« ■ 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price SOcentA» 
For sale at this office. • . . s

Bets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualisti 
!ltke, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit manU 
estatlona of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 

religion is based, as well as the actuality of modem 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that uu 
book Is

J. SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 
of the

Extetence of aie aoul of man ae Ms cone

soious individuality Independently ■■ 

of the physical organismi 

of the

CONTINCITY OF LIFE

and the ■ .

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN,

The first eleven chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of tbe soul incarnate, with a clear ex« 
position of tbe psychic philosophy. -

The succeeding four chapters set forth the phllos> 
phy of tbe Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an cxpoaK 
tton of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail 
much of it being personal experiences of tbe author.

live price of the book is $!• For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinlcer, । 

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE?!
BY 8. WEIL. T

This is a work of great value, written by one of th« 
keenest, most powerful ana most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work wbloi 
should be put Into the baudi-of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma- of orthodoxy aud from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super* 
“dod by knowledge and facts. For sal* at Uils olflce,

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE.' 

This work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism aid 
tbe Bible. Tho historic facts staled, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practices should 
bo read oy all. Price. 25c. Sold at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS. • ■

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction ■ "* 
In matters pertaining to physical, mentni and snlrltual • 
health. Worth many ttmcBlu-cost. Price 10 ecuts, • '

THE RIGHTS OF MAN?-
By Thomas Paine. Parts 1 and II, Being 1Q 

answer to Mr. Burke’s attack upon the .
Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 pages. Paper, 80 cental 
cloth, 50 cents,

MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES * 
OF JOHN BROWN, V

The Medium of the, Rockies, T f.h Introduction h. 
J. 8. Loveland. This I> tbe hl,ton of one of th* 
most wonderful mediums that ever Uvei 167 t,nil pages. BrMMaeSuu. Prtct, w«n£ pi 
utauonm. -

AN INTERESTING BOOK. ~
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen ’ 

Hundred and Six Questions to the Clergy. By Wm. ■ 
Hart. Price <0 cents. -

VOLTAIRE’yOMANCES, 
A New Edition, Profusely Illustralcd.

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob* • ’ 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I deEireto 
And nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I desire - 
above al), that under the appearances of fable, there ' r 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern* 
in? eye. though escape the observation of ths - 
vulgar.’*—Voltaire. •

Contents: “The White Bull.” n Satirieal Romances 
Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; "The Sage - 

the Atheist;“ “The Princess of Babylon;” "The Nai 
?.Lr°rty Crowns;" “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature:*’ 
“Mlcromegas," a Satire on Mankind; “The World ai- 
JJG-oes;’’“The Black and the White;“ “Memnon, the ■ 
Philosopher:" “Andre Des Touches at Stam;" “Bnb»

„Lhe Sl,Hd^.of Nature;" “A Conversation - 
With a Chinese; ‘Plato’s Drcam;” “A Pleasure 11 ’ 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure In India:’ -

£°¥nL ./¿TraTeiB of Scarmentado;’ 
The Good Brahmin;, "The Two Comforter»;” “An* 

cient Faith and Fable.”
One volume, post Bvo, 480 pages, with portrait and a 

Wuatratfona. Extra vellum cloth, »1.50; postage,’ 
is cents. •

,fyoltalre*8 satire was keen and flne*pointed as » -- 
nft«;MTMagaxtne of Am. History.

A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing* 
—Boston Commonwealth. 6 •

THE TEACHINGS OF. JESUS ~
Not Adapted to Modem Civilization, with the Tra 
Character of Mery Magdalene, By Geo. W.KBrorm M. D. Price. 15 cent,. ■ * -



She—What did you think of the 
minister’s expression of the belief that 
the world would soon come to an end? ■

ing to John he had just performed his 
first miracle at Oana of Galilee; then 
he went to Jerusalem, taking Caper- 

'"naum in his route. When nearing the 
great city he directed two of his

making of man, in six days. So

hungering for it.

• the ministers and churches were fight' incr fl <TH Incf A Mr-n ».¿L — — 1— _ » «• .

VALUABLE INFORMATION.

AN INDORSEMENT.

( stars; he clothed the earth with 
/ dure, filled the woods with beasts 
, birds, ah, and snakes, too, filled 

waters with fish, and completed

. How Is that, good reader, for prac- 
■ tical common sense from the"pulplt?

mighty enterprise, Including

nerg at 40 loam«. Slrwt

WRANOIS, £¡<litor and Publisher. 

' . at Chicago Pondfice at second-class ipftUcr. 

' mi» or

until•ï.\■ further notice, et tho following terms, luvaxlubly in 
:•.!,> tdrsDco:

Eighteen handred 'sag-* 
years ago, according to popular belief, 
based on Bible chronology, the Savior 
of the world, a God in . fact, was 
making bls way to Jerusalem. Aecord-

BUmoutiia......................  .’...'..'.‘.'.‘.'weti I disciples to enter a village, where they
I wou'<' "ad an ass tied and a colt with 

. »iinrriKCM. her. “Loose them,” said Jesus, “and
to “0- If any man object

JfrJBceijUtogeteheckBeaBhedoniocaHiaukx.sodon’t Say, ‘the Loi'fl hath need of them ’ ” 
Had them unieaa you wish that anxouat deducted from •. , , ,
the MJi uut sent. Direct all letters to J. It Francis, ass aad-COlt Were brought, ODyo.40LoomU Street. Chte^, IU,_________________  I whlch the tUe[r clQthes

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! 111111 8at desus thereon,,while the multl- 
A. there ore thousand, who wlU at tat ventare I tude spread their garments In the way 
ffiM« I a“d others cut branches from the trees

i° wJW fievenii mbera to unite with and strewed them In hís nath shouting them, and thus be ohie to remit frouu* to l»0, or even w mnuuu¿
inore than the utter sum a large number of little Hosanna to the sod of David. Reaching 
amounts will makes large sum total, aud thus extend i ,, , °
tbe field at our labor aud usefulness. The same aug- J^tUSaleni this JeSUB entered the tem- 

«d Pie, cast the money changers out, and 
experlenco no difficulty Whauver In Inducing Splritu- upset their tables. Rather a humble allBts to subscribe for TintPuocunssivn Tuiskbb, . «vwo. naiuei u uuiuuie
for not one of them can afford to be without the valúa- I atHur, and a rude beginning for what 
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at niwiRH«»w * a » « »
the price of only about two cents per week vnristians claim is to end in universal
—----------- —--------------------------- - -- empire.

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Genta. Let us see again! It was only a few 
Doyou want ft more bountiful harvest than wo can H«va +i>^ rr;.,« r/

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a iuo- aaXs King of Germany,
wmkwn^GUlctennctu^ ieWhat6malllnveatment William III., professedly a devoted win furnfab you. The subscription price of Tub Pho- .. „ ihuilwiuv u uevoieu
enxsaiVE Tuinkeb thirteen weeks la only twenty«five WOl'Shlpei' of this 111011 who rode an USS 
cents! For tliat amount you obtain one hundred and an<i ««ii- < *. t « .
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and co^ Jerusalem, made his ap- 

reading matter, eQuivaient to a. medb pearance there, and was welcomed bv 
um-.uesbook!__________ ■■_____________ thousands. Let the associated press

TA wro NOTICEI dispatch of October 30 tell the story:
tW At expiration of Bubscrlptlon, If not renewed, 1 ‘‘B® apProacU their German im- 

tbe paper is ciacoutluueii Mo bliu via bo sent for exl I Peila* majesties to the city yesterday 
tranumbera _ wa3 t^ugh triumphal arches

a“d banners, garlands and ever- 
corrected, aud missing numbers supplied gratia, * growing Crowds, displaying in every 
^^“?yh?never y°u defilre the address of yonr paper Way their enthusiasm and deliffht Thp

““try through the Jaffa gate
--------------------- :----------:;_____________ _ I was heralded by the roar of guns at the 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES._________where the Turkish band played
m, . ■ the German anthem.. The Progressive Thinker Ie furulBlied In the United “ICrnm flm ™

Statesatfl.CO per year, the posmge thereon being hut tJle lower of David Emperor
nominal, but wheujtta sent to foreign countries we Wuliam and Empress Augusta Victoria aio compelled tochurjre 50 cent« extra, making the I nmopprlpd nn i «
yearly subscription ll.W. Please bear that in mind. on,ioot» amid wild cheering,

_ to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, 
where they were received bv the cinth.SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1898. ollc, Greek and ArmenianXgy,^whose 

—■ - 1 • ■ , -------- patriarchs presented" addresses eulo-
A THOUGHT wnnS tbv devotion of Emperor
A 1HOUGHT. I William, who has since conferred dec

.. God made all this mighty universe, orations on tlie patriarchs. Their 
: sun, moon and countless millions of maJestles then proceeded to the Ger- 
■ ■ - - man Evangelical Church, where the

j pastor presented an address.
and! “At 0 o'clock in the evening a recep- 
the tlon was held at the German consulate, 
his and later there was a general lllumlna- 
the I I10“ of the city with a display of 
th fireworks."

Bible teaches us The task was a mag- th^.^eSwa^"^ 
. nificent one, and it shows God’s won- Master. mat ot tne

deiful power. I tlie German emperor was not
Unn^iu’500 the comple- pleased with his reception. True, he
Vron ? 8 week of toil the Lord called did not show his anger by kicking over 

; Moses to ascend Mt Sinai, as he had the tables of the mtney changes Z 
something of importance to communi- lash those who did not renter him 
cate to him. Let Moses tell the story: homage, but he did hasten nwnv frnm 

. f .! 1“ riie mount forty days and the saered city, and the reports said'
forty nights, I neither did eat bread nor “The reason for the' early return is 
drink water: and tbe Lord delivered due to chagrin that the roval tiilirriminro 
unto me two tables of stone written should have attracted sn Utt e n’?t»n
with the finger of God.”-Deut. 9:9, 10. tlon ” “«meted so little atten-

: In the 14th verse It is stated these From Beirut Svrla a ™, tables of stone were given “at the end his way home, the press despatches
of forty days and forty nights.” The said: P “lsPatehes

. first pair Moses broke to pieces when “Emneror Wflllnm u mnni,nnifaW A“1'0“ had !nade a golden I over several jarring incidents ^of his 
.- . calf, an imitation, of course, of the bull trip to Jerusalem The ronlv nf h.aApis they had worshiped while in Vatican to X nori’fiea ton n? Lhi • ■*» , , t . _ _ ’«uum iu uio iiuiiiicuiion or riffhtR no.Egypt, so Moses Imd to mske God ouirpd nt Mnnnt vinn Sa »»Tioizi another visit on Mt. Sinai to get a new treXly curt wh»e on aH 

set of tablets He spent another forty occastons He French consKeHera 
.. . days and forty nights, and God made I attended in order tn nsuert
• Rnnnns<r"i tablet8 °° that occasIon, guardianship of holy places ” 

supposed to be a sort of penalty for his The staff correspondent nf ti.o... getting mad and smashing things. cago Record writlnc from T 
.4 What worries us is: Did it require vember 29 said Berlin,-No-
’ God forty days to make these tablets? “in private conversation n number 
; ntovod<?SSnllIle’ WftS bC em’ of Bines since his return from the East
... ployed? Does not the consumption of the Emperor has expressed hte dto 

: so much time on those tablets suggest satisfaction with hia v t ° ,
7 that there was a great falling off in tbe especial v wkh what he ± i 

. apeed of workmanship in the two jobs? tiue. declftres J

GOOD SENSE FROM THE PULPIT. lem^Their ^ckertag o^er 'the^holy

■ ' Rev. Minot J. Savage, of New York places 18 s“>ddal.”
7 in the Church of the Messiah, in a re- J‘ivill.'be rpmei“bered tliat the Sultan 
-./ cent Sunday discourse, said some things t°he whE ,^110X1^0

■ in regard to the Bible worth consider- God.” This, with a splurge, the Em- 
f-ing. The New York Bible Society had peror gave in charge of the Pope at 
/ asked the clergymen of the city to Roi“e, as a compliment to his own 

make “The Word of God” a subject for Cathollc subjects; but it seems the gift 
y a sermon. They wanted all the I WaS not nPPrecJated, because there

tt UlnhtlS °f,the„C1,yft0 “SfiiSt ln plaClng bad’resldedC,elnd ttetaS
-- it in the hands of those who were is “mad about it”

rI’he Reverend Doctor Minot was anx- SECRETARY HODGSON’S REPORT, 
ious to know if that society was really I Mr. Hodgson should be praised for 

- in possession of the “Word of God,” his persistent research under tlie aus- 
y published and bound so it could be dis- pices of the Psychological Society. He 
i / ri'ri’Uted. He went on to say “Neither investigated the claims of the cele- 
i’i: 'toure?°in^0n,t8.i"Tlt0u clainled *“falli- brated medium, Mrs. Piper, while she 
I from ’outside parti ™.” And Vhen “““ 'VaS. England’ and when sbe returned 
I “I believe there is nothing in all the t0 Amerlca’ followed after to complete 
L. world today so stands in the way of his “researches.” In all he held with 
. religious progress as does the prevail- Ber some 500 sittings! That ought to 

™ orthodoxy concerning this book, have been sufficient for convincing him clearly to“ ndu.e world wflTnot H °r “ “M' He

p" accept it. Why? Because there han- at 0,6 ate
■ pens to be a text that is not in agree- Giought it might be something else than 
. ment with it. What is the authority of spiritual agency. There was the sub- 

the texts? Why, the ministers and the conscious self, and electricity, and a 
; + nY y°l k Bible Society are all the time thousand other causes which might be 

telling people‘Every Jex t in that book found to ape intelligence. So he 
<, Is the Word of God,’ so while God is plodded on and stopped for a time at 
'- fm?.aklU?vO.tbe,101h ceu(ury the people the wayhouse of thought transference, 

j.....dare not listen, because the deliverance He soon was knocked out of there. It 
j: is not in accord with some text handed was not telepathy. He more and more 
? d°wn to us from two or three thousand I was convinced it could be nothing else 
t. years ago, uttered by nobody knows hut spirits, yet he hedged and doubted 
j . whom, nobody knows when, nobody «nd expressed himself guardedly. At 
i ''’here. . . . One text in that last, after years of investigation and a 
V-rita lestament has murdered thousands most voluminous report to the learned 

thousands of poor, simple-minded, society, he comes out and squarelv 
jj deluded women Why? Because an affirms that the Intelligences com- 
l. anonymous old Jewish legislator said, municating are what they purport: 
' ‘Thou shaft not suffer_a witch to live.1 to be!

5 Am di(! not teI1,whnt a witch was, he I Most wonderful discovery! Just what 
did not prove there was such a thing, I was discovered fifty years ago, and 
'““t on the strength of that text the demonstrated every day since that

’ world from that day to this has been I time! 
, putting innocent and deluded women to ~

death. A text deified! An ignorant 
, text, an anonymous text, a text grow- 
< lng out of the barbarism of the world! 

, ,_“Only a little while ago In Scotland
• . — - --------- »1 V.AC hlUUL-

Ing against the use of ether In child
birth, because some ignorant old He
brew thought the pains incidental to 
that condition were the penalty for the 

.Lsi&ef Eve In the Garden of Eden, and 
b it was wicked to Interfere with'God’s 
punishments. In the Middle Ages it 
Was wicked for any one to study the 
.taws of nature. Why?'Because the 
/minute one began to stady he found out 
facts which did not agree with Old 
Testament traditions, therefore It was 

'wicked to be wise.”

. THEIR “SPUR” TS GONE.
¿’ Bishop Foster of Buffalo, In speaking 
>.of church affairs at the Methodist Con
ference in Boston last week said: “The 
fault of the Methodists Is laziness. 
They have resources, and the men and 
money. All they need is a spur.’’—Kan
sas City Star. ,
. Hell has been the “spur” of the 
.Methodists. Have they dropped It out 
.^f their creed?

There is not a Spiritualist who could 
not give facts from personal ex
perience that would silence the claims 
of any and every theory put forth 
from “Involuntary muscular action” to 
“telepathy.”

Now tbat Mr. Hodgson has won 
fame by his 500 sittings, and his con
clusion that Spiritualism is Spiritual
ism, let him turn his attention and he 
may make the discovery that the sun 
rises and sets! ■

•jrfrltwll«» haimaay «treag factor» 
or elements which unite in correlated 
action to bring success, and' but for 

■which our. modern movement could 
hardly have won its way against the 
pride and bigotry • embodied in the 
united hosts of so-called science and 
so-called Christianity.

To-day Spiritualism Is capturing the 
honest scientists of the world, aud It is 
an accepted and acknowledged fact 
that the churches are becoming spirit
ualized—saturated with Spiritualism.

The scientist has been convinced and 
converted by scientific investigation, 
and the church member by spirit dem
onstration.

It Is a beautiful element of strength 
to Spiritualism that it is in consonance 
of harmony with the sweetest and 
dearest wishes and hopes of the human 
heart, ever longing to be assured of the 
continued life of loved ones beyond the 
mystic veil of what Is called death.

The heart of the mother, thè father, 
the child, bereft of the loved physical 
presence, Jongs to be assured that death 
does not end all, and that, by and by, 
they shall be reunited,

The church has nothing in the way of 
proof—nothing but faith in a creed 
which demonstrates nothing, proves 
nothing. True there may be a degree 
of satisfaction, comfort and consola
tion, in a settled belief In such reunion 
in another world. But even such firm 
faith falls far short of actual demon
stration by real spiritual phenomena.

Herein thé church Is powerless, 
utterly impotent, having no evidence to 
substantiate its belief in immortality.

But wherein the church is weak, 
Spiritualism is mighty. The Spiritualist 
posseses more than faith; he has 
knowledge, based on positive demon
stration of intelligent spirit existence 
and power, Herein Spiritualism meets 
the heart’s longings and tho Intellect’s 
demand for proof; and this makes 
Spiritualism strong with an undying 
strength. Hence jt is no matter, for 
wonder that Spiritualism Is spreading 
inside the churches—for church mem
bers have the same human hearts and 
longings that Spiritualists and others 
have. Human nature is of the same 
essential quality in the church and 
outside of it. <
J*J8 “noth.?r .faotor of success to 
Spiritualism, that we are not compelled 
Î°.Æ.Î0 JeFUsalem, nor to any king, 
potentate, priest or pope, for proof of 
continued life in a spirit world; but 
every household or family may have 
the proof for itself, within its own 
sacred precincts. There Is no necessity 
to run after this or that prophet of 
wonderful prestige—we can have the 
ÏÜÎ1 ““A satisfactory evidence within 
the confines of our own homes, 
without money and without price," 

and free from the shady trickeries of 
fakirdom.

We can enter into communion with 
the spirit world in the-midst of the 
healthful Influences of our own fire

-sides, nnd there gain pure and positive 
demonstrative proof of the continued 
life and presence of those who have 
passed into the. world invisible which 
surrounds us like an atmosphere.” 
Thus can the bereaved heart find con

solation, help and strength, which no 
mere ‘faith” can Impart The star of 
faith is lost to sight in the brighter 
light of the full-orbed sun of Knowl
edge, sending forth its life-giving rays 
of gladness, reaching Into the depths of 
human hearts.

Spiritualism alone possesses this dis
tinguishing principle, this potential fac
tor of success; and by it will the world 
be conquered.

As the demonstrative light of spirit 
return enters Into the churches, the 
devils of Inhuman dogmas and beliefs 
are compelled to depart, displaced by 
the broader and sweeter truth and 
knowledge brought by Spiritualism.

Some Spiritualists fear the churches 
-will swallow Spiritualism. The more 
Spiritualism they swallow, the better. 
When they shall have swallowed the 

_?£ *?’ w*n have become 
spiritualized—will be Spiritualists—and 
their old dogmas will be dead and 
burled beyond resurrection. To that 
end the leaven is working.

Quiet family circles are contributing 
to this result, and may contribute 
more than any other means of spirit
ualistic evangelization. Far more 
powerful and effective than harsh de
nunciation, and fierce iconoclasm at
tacking dogmatic idols, the family cir
cle wins its way by appealing to the 
hearts dearest instincts and the sacred 
love embodied in tbe deepest, purest, 
highest and noblest elements that com
bine to form and glorify best humanity

To this should be added the import
ant auxiliary embodied in Spiritual 
literature, Including books, pamphlets 
tracts, and the Spiritualist newspaper 
'L1“,“8 wePkly vislts’ bringing fresh 
and Interesting news, with thoughtful 
essays and discussions on vital sub
jects; these are the things Spiritualists 
must not forget In devising ways and 
means to help the cause, locally and 
generally.

A PHILANTHROPIST.
To the Editor:-! am in my 86th year. 

I am paying these subscriptions ($5). 
hoping they Will be prolonged by these 
dear ones when I shall have passed to' 
the other side, which cannot be far off.

Wishing you great success in the 
noble work you are doing, I will say 
good-by for the present '

MRS. ROBERT SEMPLE.
Marcelion, Wls. ' . ‘

This lady, nearly 90 years of age, 
feels an Interest in Spiritualism, hence 
sends The Progressive, Thinker to 
others, hoping they will continuò their 
subscriptions after she has passed over. 
How few Spiritualists take a Spiritual
ist paper of any kind—not one out-of a 
hundred. Many of them could be in
duced to subscribe for The Progressive 
Thinker if their attention is once called 
to it . .

In another place in this issue, under 
the title of “General Agulnaldo,” is an 
article, from the pen of an educated 
Filipino sojourning In the United 
States, that deserves a .wide reading 
The situation in the Philippine Islands 
cannot be well understood without a 
knowledge of these facts.

Those-Islands contain a population of 
over 8,000,000, considerably more ttan 
double-the population of the United 
States at the time of our revolt from 
Great Britain. Our ancestors ventured 
all the calamities of a protracted war 
rather than pay ail unjust tax levied 
on foreign importations. The Filipinos 
revolted from priestly rule, priestly 
usurpation, priestly brutality, priestly 
tyranny. Every liberal the wide wnria

would before he got through with his I ^?d«b^Pe ^at Se.fina ad)ustment 
sermon.-Boston ComdeZ «elr r\ght.8 ”¥nl be

■■ respected, and priestly control will end.

RESIGNED.
Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott, the successor 

in the Plymouth church of Rev. Henry 
Ward Beecher, has resigned his pas
torate, giving as a reason Impaired 
health. He is a man of great ability, 
with too much brains to believe Jonah 
spent three days In a whale’s belly, and 
then was vomited out alive on dry land. 

-The story too much resembles the late 
Mulhatton’s exaggerations to gain his 
credence, even If it is in the Bible.

'it'

AH -the most-artent Spiri tua«» ti
claim* for bls belief Is, that some fifty
year» ago a method was devised by the 
spirit» of tM»e rtf] call dead, to com
municate their wishes to mortals; that 
they began with rapping and tho use of 
the alphabet, and subsequently have 
developed «j^re pgjfect methods.

A knowledge th#t the spirits of the 
dead, survlverthe destruction of the ma
terial body -is as old as human history, 
but the meafis of 'febmmunlcatiug with 
the’mortal su^tanUally a modern 
experience, j . Il? •

Paul claimed that an -Immortal life
was first revealed) by the death and 
resurrection!' of Jesus. This resurrec
tion of the)'-material body was an 
Egyptian faith, entertained thousands 
of years before the Christian era. Em
balming the dead was only a device to 
save the body from decay, until the ex
piration of 3,000 years, when'll would 
be again animated with life.

The opinion that a body once dead is 
always dead probably universally pre
vails with Spiritualists and with most 
churchmen at this time. The immortal 
part, that which survives the death of 
the body, is esteemed a sublimated 
form of matter, immaterial only to our 
grosser natures.

Near forty years ago the writer in
quired of what purported to be the 
spirit of a friend: What Is spirit? 
1 romptly eame the response:

Describe to me the appearance of 
the aroma exhaled from a bed of 
flowers, as it appears to your visual 
organs, then I will have language to 
describe a spirit. The sensation on the 
olfactory nerves in the presence of a 
rose assures you of its existence, but 
that odor whjch you know is real Is 
oblivious to all your other senses. The 
spirit freed from- the body is still a 
material substance, as Is the aroma of 
the rose, but it is too sublimated to 
come within range of your material 
senses; and yet it lives, thinks, feels, 
loves and remembers as in earth life, 
and with favorable surroundings Is able 
to communicate: with those still clothed 
with mortality,” . .

How could we ask more?

ROLE* ¡9R Cpnfc
Some Excellent Results. Vüllld 25 Cents.

“UP AGAINST SOMETHING”—THE It 1 j . , ।

mysterious something at in order to reach a class of new readers we will 
AN ATHEIST'S HOUSE. , P n XVttUVlB HL Will ■
“We’ve got something down at our fl1® paper 101* 3 HlODtllS fol' 25 0611(8, and 

house that stumps me,” said Mr. Matt alSO SPlld fl’PP nf phill'O’O fhn i ’ nSemple to a Republican reporter yes- 11 01 CJldlge 1116 DaCK CliaDtd'S of
lookkito lt”me d°WU tW- eveulug ““d that remarkable story, “Juno, ;or the New Wo- 
“ffisbelteve?,” ‘‘death ends n-3?’” wl'itten by that remarkable spirit, Charles

Biekens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
has developed powers that are declared. tersilea, ot Gahtornia. The storv will 
by some people to be rnedlumistic. ObViy Will 10101081

A reporter visited the Semple real- YOU. X OU SllOUld 1'Cad it. Tt hflQ boon ninn;n„- 
deuce last night, In company with half Bdib DCCB lUnnim? ,
a dozen others. Au ordinary deal table IO!' Several WGCkS IU 1116 Pl'OP’rPRsi VP Tbinlrnv 1 was produced - for use In connection ± it i Xllllllfei* -
with the phenomena. It was sub- yCl all II CW 3 lUOntllS SUbSCl'ihprQ wall nonll '
mltted to critical examination—turned | Wt31b, dS W6U aS all
upside down, shaken, hammered-lt 06W yearly 0068 Will 2’Ct tllP bfl.pk pllitnlora fi-n«
was evidently a simple and ordinary I ±1 J C MtlVK tHdOierS 1166, .
table. On it was spread a table cover, II t06y SUbSCl'lbe SOOD. '
and the company gathered about, '
hands tightly placed on tbe table. In ~

IMMORTArLITY

a minute or two raps that sounded iimmr nwM—
most like the concussion of a finger tip WilWK PDflDlIvCn
with the covered table surface, were IlUilR rnUlUuLU
produced, coming from a pblnt some- ____
where in the vicinity of Mrs. Semple’s Ru+ha \/_ n
hands, but at times seeming to roam By the National Young Peo- 
over the table as far as its center. ple’S SoiHtUalist UnionThe signal code was explained by H UDIOR.

contrary to his tenets of beltef h5 I ^°“iU.ellt, SPlrl'ua"sts, I
acknowledged that he was “un ncninst ®'a'ed that One of the greatest mis- •aometh® by Spiritualists is, they

A succession of rather vigorous rans ' e“coulaSe the young people.” 
and a series of peculiar^Sues> an-1 "w? htyo“ a1’«’“'a‘a^“.” ^e replied, 
nouneed, so the medium (If Mrs Semnle <Ve e“couiage them to come and 
will permit that term? said 3°ln wlth us' We lnvite them be
enee and desire of? w n m.’ afmP5 ?’ I l)lese“t and participate in our dis- 
deceased brother, to talk, and talk he in'om^oik.”*0 ““ aCUVe lnte‘'eSt 
did. -He gave full scope to his astral J” “Yps” i Rtataa “in ? .a 
powers of piercing futurltv nnd run. *es’ 3 stated, in so fax you do en«
dered what may. be extremely valuable I nnt'nmi ^em- but the young people do 
political information. Partizanshln un-1 “°',a“^ ca“uot enter into active inter- 
doubtedly extends into the “over 1 “e.of yorb; they do not as
vonderM and Mr win hna «.hu « I take very great Interest in scl- delictlon for sorinURtin^dla8«! pre entific lectures, not having yet reached 
rate his answers predicting Renubllean I nmi'A Divif-nri .4-1 । sonxething

pieaieting Republican | more suited to their years, and unless 
they are encouraged in a maimer more 
suitable to them they will join other 
organizations.”

It must be.(so—Plato, thou reasonest well! 
Else whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire, 
Ihis longing after immortality? ‘
2nJVn-enc® ^s secret dread, and inward horror

Why shrinks the soul 
Back on Wself, and startles at destruction? 
?m-s that stirs within us:

tleaven itself that points out ari hereafter 
And intimates eternity to man.—Addison.

Look into our societies to-day. The 
question is asked, “Where are the 
young people?” The general reply is: 
“We have no young people.” Why? 

I Because the young people go to the 
I orthodox churches where they have 

j I young people’s societies, and where 
’) I affairs in general are brought down 

more to their standpoint. You cannot 
put old heads on young shoulders. 
They don't fit, and if you want to In

terest the young people, and get them 
to take an active interest in your so- 
clety, they must be provided for in a 

I manner suited to their years. To pro- 
vlde for this, and fill a long felt want, 
the National Young People’s Spirltual- 
1st Union has been organized. This 
Union has been formed entirely by tbe 
young people themselves, aided by the 
advice of many, and tbe work is in
tended to be carried along suitable 

. Unes.

txceed*“gly low (50 cents 
““““ally), by, means of which the - 
workings of the different unions may 
be communicated to one another. In 
this paper the officers of the National 
Union will, each quarter, report what 
they have done during the preceding ’ 
quarter and "will also announce, so far 
as possible, the work to be carried out 
during the coming quarter. We hope 
also to publish in each issue of this • 
paper a list of all the unions enrolled, 
date of their meetings, names of the 
presidents, and secretaries, and place 
of ttipetaiftL T,*S YU1 enable '“embers 
of the different unions to know where 
the various unions are, and thus stim
ulate and encourage exchange of visits 
from members of the various unions.

B°, b?P!’ by hav'ug annual con- 
ventious, to induce the young people of 
the various unions, or individual mem-

:there are “° ““Ions, to : 
bather together and exchange thoughts 
and promulgate ideas which will be to 
our mutual advantage and benefit, 
■these conventions will be carried along 
the broadest lines possible and to which 
only young people between the ages of 
sixteen and forty will be eligible to 
enter into its formalities and entitled 
to its privileges. The reports of Its 
i,®66«8 1)6 Published In advance, in
Its official paper, together with a get> 
eral presentation of the work to be 
done. Phis will give the delegates an 
opportunity to discuss the more im
portant problems with their union, and 
thus come prepared to act, without hav- 
mg hnimrtant issues sprung upon them 
on the spur of the moment. Of course 
some questions may arise during the 
convention which are unforeseen, but 
as far as possible the general features 
to be presented will be previously 
announced. J

“WHO WROTE THE BIBLE?”
The Christian World, a religious pub

lication of England, says at the Birm
ingham Board School, to the question, 
“Who wrote the B|ble?" camo a multi
plicity of answers, among which were 
“David,” “Shakespeare,” “Mr. Jowett," 
and “Mr. Cadbury.” The paper seemed 
to intimate, tbat the teaching was de
fective in that' Bdardlng School, and 
made mirth of the' answers.

Now we will wager our hope of a safe 
passage through St. Peter’s gate against 
a last year’s, bird’s nest that the editor 
of the Christian World would be as wide 
from the truth as were the juveniles 
were he to answer the question. There 
is not a single book in the Bible whose 
authorship is positively known. The 
assertions, “according to Matthew," 
“according to Mark,” “according to 
Luke,” or “according to John,” does not 
furnish the name of the Writer, but It 
pretends to give the source of the in
formation on which the book was 
founded. .

Christians have determined for their 
Own delectation, that Moses wrote the 
Pentateuch; but If bo he was-the first 
and last author who has given an ac
count of his own death, burial and 
eulogy. “There arose not a prophet 
since in Israel like unto Moses, whom 
the Lord knew face to face.” They 
claim David wrote the Psalms; that the 
alleged prophets wrote the several 
books bearing their names; and that 
Paul wrote the Epistles; but critical 
scholars have controverted each of 
these claims, and have given plausible 
reasons for opposing the generally re
ceived opinion, which are satisfactory 
to multitudes of honest and impartial 
Investigators.

PRIESTS RULE.
An English paper says a priest, In an 

Austrian town, was carrying a cross. 
A Protestant passing neglected to re
move his hat Thp populace, at the In
stance of the pfjest, became an In
furiated mob, and threatened the life 
of the thoughtless offender. The civil 
authorities rescued the unfortunate, 
and sentenced him to three days’ im
prisonment, while the wicked culprit 
maintained he had no Idea of com
mitting an offence.

It was by acts of a like character ever 
since they gained control of the popular 
will, the priests have maintained their 
power, and have built up their whole 
system of worship. In all Catholic 
countries the soulless wretches have 
their feet on the necks of the prostrate 
people. To-day, with crocodile tears, 
they beg us to Reverence a crucified 
God; to-morrow they demand his 
worship as;'a rlgEt, then torture and 
slay those who do not heed their will. 
Thus power,is gained and perpetuated.

. .. t’f- -- L-.—■
. DIRECTED BY GOD. '
Jesse D. Barrett,was indicted by the 

Grand Jury, i at Anderson, Ind., a few 
days ago if or thè murder of Frank 
McFalL S^fs the[news dispatch:

“Barrett vtent t<? Alexandria for the 
purpose of Killing his man and shot him 
in his door. >Tt is sàld Barrett is Insane 
over religion and thinks he is person
ally directed'by Gód, receiving his in
structions nightly,“ and that he com
mitted the iterder under this hallucina
tion.” , । ,

There art taany’who will not allow 
a person wjio Uses Intoxicants to re
main in his employ, giving as a reason, 
and a very correct one, when frenzied 
by drink, the wreteh is liable to murder 
his best friend at any moment From 
the multitude of homicides constantly 
occurring by religious cranks, are they 
not just as dangerous, perhaps more so, 
than nre the bacchanals who indulge in 
potations until reason is gone, then 
murder friend or foe alike, pretending > to serve God? ' ' s '

Mediumship. A , chapter of Exnerl- 
cnees. By Mrs. Maria M. King, 
10 cents. . “

successes were extremelv faint and J51 lef» we want to bring our young 
lagging. Stanley he said wmiid iw people into closer business and social 
elected bv 20 twin mninnifv ««d ^ relationship—to form an organization
lillicU uy xu.iHJij mniorirv nnn nmol nF It »••*,. . uuu
the Republican boys iu the county were ? ie V eYs of ,our leildlng
to be elected. Mrs. Semple wasJelven f a S always be promptly
the comforting assurance thnr «h» bad re,latlve to matters Involving our 
would run ahead of her ticket (she Is nr?nno latore®ts' and; tlle nl(i oi HHs 
Socialist candidate for State Suner ®1baniza,l°ni to adopt ways aud means 
Intendent of Schools) b P t0 Promote the mutual interests of its

“Mr will" «.„« r . members individually, and of Spirlt-
riintoti nWaS . fre(iyentIy '“tor- ualism and humanity generally.
5mm d+ii-y. ?luer '“P“116“* visitors We want to get the young people ac- 

.Bp]! * _yv°rl<ii among whom qualnted with each other, as at the
^he Jootor said ages of sixteen to forty they seek each 

Inson but °a5tU gentlt<l k t0 JaP R°b‘ other’s C0I“Pa“y more than at other 
nresenf 1 1 sentleula“ was “ot times, and therefore, in the model eon-
P o _ _ - „ v stltution proposed for local unions
. . ?tone' of the Herald, was I weekly meetings have been provided
invited to give a test, and responded by for, during which time we hope not 
propounding the name of a deceased only to extend their acquaintanceship, 
relative, and asking, through Mrs. but also to have these meetings prove 
„?J“P'e* laa' the_ person be called. Interesting and educative.

Mr. Will" undertook to find the person 'i'lte first meeting of each month will 
and soon announced his success. Then be devoted to business, especially In 
followed a really remarkable test Mr. ----------- -
Stone propounded a dozen or more 
questions, relating to the personality 
of his dead cousin, the correct answers 
to which were certainly known to no 
other person in the room, and with a 
single exception the answers were 
startlingly correct; the exception was 
In the matter of the color of deceased’s 
hair, and Mr. Stone wasn't right sure 
but the answer was right

providing for the course of meetings for 
that month. And in order that they 
may always be conducted along lines of 
strictly business principles, one meeting 
each month Is devoted to the study and 
practice of parliamentary procedure, 
and this practice being extended to the

Several other similar tests were made 
and with the, result of obtaining sat
isfactory answers, except in the case of 
Mr. E. M. Barrett. Mr. Barrett had an 
experience that might have shaken a 
man of less nervous force. He sub
mitted. the name of a deceased relative 
and it so happened that he has two of 
the same name. Mrs. Semple declared 
(before she knew this last fact) that 
two or more “spirits” were struggling 
to talk to Mr. Barrett, and a very con
fusing condition arose, resulting in un
satisfactory responses, since there was 
rapping not only upon the table but all 
around It There were “tick-tacks” on 
Mr. Barrett’s collar, and also on that of 
a young man next to the Republican, 
and once In a while a spook made a 
dash at the Herald man’s spotless linen

“You want to talk to Mr. Barrett 
awfully, don’t you?” commiseratingly 
asked Mrs, Semple, to which there was 
a succession of eager but jumbled raps.

During the evefilng the entire party 
removed hands from the table, and 
drew away from It. It stood absolutely 
in contact with nothing but the floor. 
The raps were produced upon its sur
face as clearly and distinctly as before.

It may safely be said that the entire 
party at this gathering are skeptics, 
and the idea that the manifestations 
are from the spirit world is not enter
tained. But they come somehow, and 
seemingly possess an unerring intelli
gence and a startling faculty of pro
ducing the right answers to obtruse 
tlons were so simple as to preclude the 
supposition of trickery.—Ottawa Re
publican,

HE WAS QUT OF TITTOM,
Pierre Bayle, a French author of dis-

tinction, for a time professor of philoso
phy and history in the University of 
Rotterdam, specially famous ’ as the 
author of a “Historical and Critical 
Dictionary,” on which; large drafts 
have. subsequently been made by 
scholars; though educated a Calvinist, 
and living at a time when freedom of 
thought and expression were denied, 
yet he had the bravery to write:
„ “If we examine the morals of Chris- 
ttans, their lewd deeds, their scandals, 
their craftiness,.and all they do to pro
cure money, or to obtain offices, or to 
supplant competitors, we shall find 
they could hardly be more corrupt 

Sey dIdbelieve in immor
tality. We shall find, as a rule, thev 
abstain only from such deeds as would 
expose them to infamy, or to the gal
lows-two checks which might restrain 
the corruption of a godless man as 
easily as It does theirs.” ..

Bold expressions for more than two 
hundred years ago. The description 
.would not be wholly a misfit now.

—rt-"

conduct of tbe business meeting we 
have practically two parliamentary 
meetings a month. This is an age of 
conventions, clubs and general organ
izations, and we need to be educated 
regarding the manner of presenting 
and disposing of questions brought be
fore deliberative bodies.

"Young people must have festivities 
and amusements, and one meeting each 
month is devoted entirely to social 
affairs, which will give the members a 
chance to become better acquainted, 
and bring them into closer harmony 
with each other.

In order to enlighten our members in 
the cause of Spiritualism, one meeting 
each month Is devoted to "Literature," 
at which meeting It is proposed that 
each member will present some paper, 
or make a few remarks relative to 
some of our authors, or special workers 
in Spiritualism, by the introduction of 
some speaker or medium, remarks con- 
cernlnganyparticular phase of medium
ship or principle of Spiritualism, dis
cussions upon the general literature of 
Spiritualism, etc., etc., the outlines of 
this series of meetings being provided 
for by the various committees ap
pointed during the monthly business 
meeting.

We know thnt the pocketbooks of the

We believe that our work carried 
vntaf 11 b,rMd llnes wU1 prove most
valuable, and we ask the encourage
ment of all In starting these unions In 
connection with your societies, and we 
feel assured the venture will prove an 
eseeedlngly-profitable one. Encourage 
the Young Peoples Union and they will 
bring new life Into your societies, and 
give it an impetus that nothing else

c°l>les of the constitution of the Na- 
l'0““1 L,I! °n.’ Or of the model Proposed 
retnrv0 W 8’be SL‘Ut by tbe S6C‘ 
Jn iJ ss M. Steinberg, 506 
Iwelftlt street, N. W„ Washington, 
1». ft, upon receipt of application, and 
to those contemplating the organization 
fm-wa0iXdUnl0n a SUPI)ly be

Any information required regarding 
this union will be cheerfully furnished" 
nud nil efforts made to start and foster 
local loung People's Spiritualist Unions 
in every place where sufficient young 
people can be gathered together.

I. C. I. EVANS,
, nrn.. Pres. N- Y- P. S. U.
135_% B. St., S. W„ Washington, D. O.

WILL THE PEOPLE FOLLOW?
“There is a general tendency Rome- 

ward among Protestants. They took 
the first step in this direction when 
they united the church with the civil 
powers, and every religious law made 
by the State is an additional step in the 
same direction. By making Sunday 
laws 1 roteslants render special homage 
to Rome; for they are thus elevating 
and enforcing an institution which 
rests solely on the authority of the 
Catholic church.”

Thus reasoned H. P. Hosier, quoted 
in the Truth Seeker. Who will care to 
controvert his position?

SOMETHING WRONG.
The spectacle of clergymen parading 

the streets of Wilmington, N. C„ with 
rifles on their shoulders aud yelling for 
negro blood, is not calculated to In
crease the admiration of thoughtful 
people for these professed followers of 
the Prince of Peace. There must be 
something radically wrong with the 
education and environment of a 
preacher who participates with the 
aggressive element In a riotous dem
onstration.—Rutherford, N. J„ News.

VERY TRUE.
Wrote Thomas Jefferson, third Pres

ident of the United States:
“In every country and in every ago 

the priest has been hostile to liberty* 
he is always in alliance with the des
pot, abetting his abuses in return for 
protection to his own.”

A Washington clergyman was told by 
the sexton that the church was on fire. 
“Very well,” replied the parson, “I will 
retire. Perhaps you’d better wake up 
the congregation.”

young people are generally rather 
empty, there being more demands 
made upon the contents than the supply 
warrants or can keep pace with, there
fore the dues have been placed at the 
lowest limits, ten cents per month for 
the local unions and the annual dues to 
the National only twenty-five cents.

The question has been asked many 
times,' “In what way will the local 
unions be benefited by the National? 
What benefits will they derive by join
ing the National?” The advantages are 
many, although I have space here to 
of .the National is to foster locals,"and 'of th? sP'r*'-W°rld- « is'written In the 
get them started, and in every in j Rnirlt,ml tnno ,hof 
stancei where a local union is organ
ized through the efforts, influence, and 
encouragement of the National, direct
ly or indirectly, it is a great work ac
complished, and in a considerable de-

“The Bridge Between two Worlds.’’ 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
Icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into ' 
closer connection with the purer realms

sweet spiritual tone that characterize« 
all-of Miss Judson's literary works. 
Price, cloth, fl; paper, 75 cents.

gree benefits all alike. Then when these 
unions are formed its members feel 
they are “somebody” when they belong 
to the National” and have its charter 
framed and hung upon the wall of their 
club rooms. It acts as a constant im
petus to further their work. And by 
having this (central organization the 
ideas and principles carried out by the 
various locals can be gathered together 
and each union receive the benefit of 
the experience of the others. Each 
member of a union should have a 
printed copy of the constitution and by
laws of their union. This would be too 
expensive for the local to have printed 
but if all- the unions are carried out 
along the same lines, the National or
ganization can afford to have a lot of 
these printed and furnished free to the 
members of its local unions. ’

The National has adopted an official 
paper, the subscription price of which

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-oo- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. n. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sal* 
at thia office.

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in It
self. Price, cloth, 51 per volume. For 
sale nt this office.

“Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, |L For Bale al 
this office. .

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gem« 
picked up. in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth SL For sale ’ 
at this office.



birds.
(Continuad from page 1)

ties of experiments are begun iu chang- 
'ng-tire rate of vibration and cai'eful- 

CMy noting the effect. When a change Is 
! found to be beneficial it is persisted in

until Its efficacy has been exhausted, 
when another change is made and so on 
until the pathological symptoms 
all disappeared.

have

THE AIDS OF ELECTRICITY 
COLOR.

"Harmonious sounds are not, 
ever, used to the exclusion of

AND

how- 
other

mtiiiUEi. The different forms of electric
Ity, with their now well-known varja- 
tlonB, are fully employed as Indicated. 
But most common of all is the electro
thermal and electrosolar bath. The 
latter Is the modern application of the 
old sun balun, with different colored I 
glass. In this instance colored glass 
globes In the form of a series of incan
descent lights are substituted for the 
varicolored panes of glass formerly 
used. A very elaborate electrothermal 
cabinet is used, with four rows of in
candescent lights, one white, another 
red, still another blue and the fourth 
green. It has been found by experi
mentation that a red bath is stimulat
ing, a blue bath quieting, and a green 
bath depressing. These are used ad 
libitum as indicated in treatment

“Bearing upon this point a very in
teresting line of experiments was con
ducted by the well-known French phys
icist, Camille Flainmarion, at the agri
cultural and climatological experiment 
station at Juvlsy, Indicating plainly the 
effect of different colored light upon 
plants, The result is of special value, 
practically and theoretically, to us as 
well as to plant physiologists and cli
matologists.
."It has been clearly shown by the va- 

rlous experiments that ordinary color
less light is represented by natural sun
light, because when exposed only to it 
health and natural growth reign. Col
ored light, according to- the particular 
color used, causes either one-sided ac- 
celeratlon or retardation of develop
ment of the plant.
PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF COL

ORED LIGHTS.
: "In his most interesting experiment 
Flainmarion adopted the plan of expos
ing sensitive plants (mimosa sensitive), 
which he raised from the seed, to dlf- 
ferent colored light. These plants are 
specially sensitive to the effect of light 
And to touch and were, therefore, well 
adapted for Flammarlou’s experiment.

“He planted a number of seeds and 
the seedlings, after they reached a 
height of about one inch, were planted 
in pots in pairs and placed in a hot
house, where each pot received the 
same quantity of light and even tem
perature prevailed, so that the plants 
were subjected to the same conditions. 
But the experimenter placed over some 
of the plants bells of green, red or blue 
glass, while others received the sun
light through the plain glass of the hot
house window.

"The effect of the colored light was 
Soon perceptible In the development of 
the plants and the more they developed 
the plainer this difference became, un
til, at the end of two months, the plants 
under the red glass were sixteen Inches 
high, those under the green glass mens- 
ured only five Inches, and those under 
the blue were only one inch, u^lle the 
{ilants that had been left in the color- 
ess light were four inches high.
“The red light forced tlie plants most, 

for those subjected to it blossomed five 
weeks after the seeds were planted, 
and the stems were much longer than 
the stems of the other plants. The dif
ference between them and those ex
posed to the blue light was most 
marked. The leaves of the latter were, 
Indeed, dark green, while the leaves of 
those subjected to the red light were 
pale, poor in chlorophyl. But the plants 
themselves seemed unhealthy and 
stunted. They had gained nothing in 
height since they were placed under the 
blue glass. Therefore, it was proved 
that the blue light was not only an Im

. pediment, but an actual Injury to vege- 
tatlon. The effect of the red light was 
noticeable, not only in the growth of 
the plants, but also in their sensltlve- 
ness, for even the slightest touch, a 
breath, was sufficient to cause the 
leaves to close and the little stems to 

, droop. The plants exposed only to 
White light were not so easily affected, 

' and those raised under blue glass were 
not at all sensitive. Those raised under 
white light must be considered normal..

.They were more stocky and showed a 
greater tendency to bud, but the buds 
did not open.

“The different influences of blue and 
, green upon- plant and animal life may 

be accounted for on the ground of the 
absence of chlorophyl In the animal or- 

« ganlsm and its presence in the plant 
■ ■ "It is interesting to note in this con

nection that, while green light seems 
more stimulating to plant life than 

_ cither white or blue light, in its action 
on the animal organism, the reverse Is 
true, and green is more depressing than 
blue. The different influences of blue 
and green upon plant and animal life 
may be accounted for on the ground of 
the absence of chlorophyl in the animal 
organism and Its presence in the plant. 
Not only this, but the different shades 
of green act differently. The shades of 
green most common In spring foliage 

. being most depressing <to man, which 
may account for the prevalence of 
spring fever, so-called, In the spring of 
the year.
DEPRESSION NEEDED IN SOME 

CASES.
''• •x“It is not to be considered that be

cause green is depressing, however, it 
is necessarily injurious to the human 
organism. Iu. many cases the de
pression is just what is needed, 
especially in nervous cases, where the 
bodily tension is high—those cases 
where the bromides would be ad- 

\ ministered In general practice.
"The use of color In the form of cloth

Ing lu the treatment of insane patients 
Is adopted with marked success. As 

■ succinctly related by a recent writer, 
‘clear delicate blues are found to ex- 
treise a sedative or calming effect even 
upon those suffering with very violent 
manias. Yellows are exceedingly effi
cacious in combating melancholia or 

' extreme depression. Scarlets and vivid- 
■ reds will raise the drooping spirits of 
many depressed and mentally dis

. ordered individuals. Bright, tender, 
■ springlike greens will cause life to take 

' on a new aspect and become worth liv
Ing to insanity victims with suicidal 
tendencies. Violets are soothing, 
browns and grays dulling in their 
effects, while black Is distinctly and 
generally bad. Some insanity experts 
even go so far as to forbid the attend
ants upon their patients to wear black 
at any time.

“In addition to the modified DeFsarte 
and other physical methods, suggestion 
Is more or less extensively used in the 
handling of patients, a sort of psycho

. physical culture, using the physical ex- 
■: erdse as a means of administering the 

■ suggestion. As for example, with the 
use of the red light, both the idea of 

. ; life, force and stimulation is strongly 
. held forth. With the blue bath quiet 

. and rest are presented, and the pa
rent’s mind is led to dwell on the blue

Great stress te' ljtid ppoo proper 
methods of breathing and a thought is 
given with every exercise, tending to 
re-enforce the benefit received from the 
exercise by the mental attitude of the 
patient toward the experience through 
which he or she is passing, and by tlius 
strengthening faith in the means em
ployed for cure, build up hope, and 
hasten and insure final recovery.”

Dr. Lillian J. Nuckolls Is one of the 
attending physicians of the sanitarium 
and has been serving there since Oc
tober, 1897. Prior to that she was resi
dent physician at the Illinois Central 
Hospital for the Insane. She was en
gaged in this work for three years. She 
is an advocate of the keynote principle 
and of psycho-physical culture. In dis
cussing the new theory she has this 
to say:

“According to G. Stebbins, psycho
physical culture is the perfect union of 
harmonic gymnastics and dynamic 
breathing, during the formation of 
noble ideas In the mind. The first im
portant step to learn to become pro
ficient in psyclio-pliysical culture is the
proper way in which to breathe, 
have been known to live without 
for several weeks at a time, but

Meu 
food 
it is

impossible to keep body and soul 
together if respiration ceases. Oxygen, 
the life-giving principle in air, the fuel 
which keeps these respiratory engines 
of ours moving, needs to be constantly 
replenished. During our entire life, 
from the first to the last breath, we are 
continually inhaling this vitalizing 
agent, and the tissues of our bodies are 
renewed and invigorated. The phe- 
nqnjo”'n/of respiration is one that is 
iu , /fused. The race for many gen- 
ers yns has been gradually degenerat
ing,'until the function of respiration is 
improperly performed. Too much Se
dentary work, confinement to indoor 
life and general bad habits have 
brought about tills torpidity and feeble
ness of tlfe organs of respiration, Na
ture has but one correct way in which 
to breathe. That is deep breathing. 
Chest breathing Is unnatural. It has 
been claimed by some medical men 
that women are so anatomically con
structed that they cannot breathe ab
dominally. This is theory and not fact. 
Where the above condition exists it is 
unnatural and has been produced by 
the civilized dress,

“The following extract from the In
vestigations of/Dr. May upon the res
piration of native Indian girls In the 
Lincoln Institution, published in the 
Therapeutic Gazette of May 16, 1887, 
proves that chest breathing Is the result 
of civilized dress and habits of living. 
He says:

‘“In all I examined the movements 
of eighty-two chests and in each case 
took an abdominal and costal tracing. 
The girls were partly pure and partly 
mixed with white blood, and their ages 
ranged from ten to twenty years. 
Thus, there were thirty-three full- 
blooded Indians, five one-fifth, thirty- 
five one-half and two were three

, fourths white. Seventy-five showed a 
decided abdominal breathing, three a 
costal type and three in which both 
costal and abdominal were about even. 

■ Those who showed a costal or a 
divergence from the abdominal type 
came from the more civilized tribes, 
like the Mohawks and Chippewas, and 
were either one-half or three-fourths 
while, while In no single instance did a 
full-blooded Indian girl possess this 
type of breathing. From these ob
servations it obviously follows that, bo 
far as the Indian Is concerned, the ab
dominal is the original type of respira
tion in both male and female, and that 
the costal type In the civilized female 
Is developed through the constricting 
influences of dress around the ab
domen.’ "

The above from he Chicago Chronicle 
Is a grand elucidation of the underlying 
principles connected with man’s organ
ization. It should be carefully read by 
every Spiritualist, and then filed away 
for future reference. It is indeed, 
alone worth more than a year’s sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker.

Chicago, Ill. SCIENCE.

Spiritual Matters In Dubuque
I have adopted the method, to create 

interest in tho minds of the attendants 
at our meetings on week-days, of read
ing articles published in The Progress
ive Thinker that treat upon "dreams, 
son Tuttle’s- Psychic Science, and 
occasionally from the dally paptfrs-all 
caslonally from the dally papers-ayy 
of which I find is productive of good 
results. I am convinced that the phe
nomenal craze is ebbing, and the sci
entific and critical analysis of the 
different phenomenal demonstrations 
from a comparative standpoint will be 
the coming demand. Gush and ex
aggerating theories from the skies do 
not attract as they did. How to utilize 
that which we have seen, and heard in 
our everyday life, is the question.

Therefore all periodicals must publish 
that which can be tested and compared 
with other experiences, not only from 
the ancient but modern times. •

“Of what use is.lt? What of it any
key? Supposing It is so, what benefit 
can I derive from your teachings?” are 
among the many critical and sensible 
replies to the promulgator of spiritual 
philosophy. There are many people In 
this analytical age that are much like 
Josh Billings, who quaintly remarked: 
“What's the use of knowing so much if 
half of It ain’t true?"

I find Dubuque to have relapsed into 
a state of don’t-care-ative-ness. Many 
have become disgusted with those who 
claim to be the representatives of Spir
itualism, and some have “gone into 
their hole and dragged the hole after 
them.” Others have compromised with 
the Congregational Church, because the 
preacher “lets them down alsy" by 
preaching no doctrine at all, but a nice 
little complimentary lecture to the au
dience and an apology to God to close 
with. .

Our meetings are increasing In quan
tity as well as quality, and they seem 
to think that for a Spiritualist meeting 
It is remarkably large in numbers. But 
I never am satisfied with small things, 
and I do hot attempt to flatter myself 
with reporting “packed halls,” but can 
always find room for “more to follow.”

I expect to obtain a number of sub
scribers when the good people have 
rubbed their eyes a'few more times.

Things work slow here, but on sure 
foundations as a rule. We have very 
comfortable quarters and expect to ac
complish much before the woodchuck 
domes out to view his shadow. '

G. F. PERKINS.
Dubuque, Iowa. - ...

“Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet,of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sole at this office. .

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving tho results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what Is needed on the subject Paper 
75 cents. Cloth, $L50. For sale at this 
office.

S AND FREDIGTÌOMS A ME STATEMENT.
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Critically Compared With Modern Mediume and Mes

sages, by Moses Hull

Alleged Exposure of Mr* 
Bliss, in Philadelphia.

ip
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NUMBER FIVE.
It is sometimes hard to tell where 

a thought was before it came en rap
port with the brain of the medium. The 
first thing a sensitive person knows Is 
that they have the thought; as to where 
It came from they cannot be so sure.

Gideon was a prophet, a good medi
um, but he was not sure of the source 
of bls inspiration. In Judges 6:16 he 
says: “Show me a sign that thou talkest 
with me.” Besides this, sometimes the 
best mediums of the Bible could not get 
their communications as clearly and 
definitely as they wanted. In II. Kings 
4:27, when the Shunamito woman came 
to Elisha in her trouble, Elisha said 
“Let her alone; for her soul is vexed 
within her, and the Lord hath hid it 
from me, and hath not told me.”

Forms passed before one of the poets 
of the book of Job, but the medium 
could neither get the message, so as to 
give it in full, nor could he get a cor
rect description of the form. He says: 
“Now a thing was secretly brought to 
me, and mine ear received a little there
of, In the thoughts, from the visions of 
the night, when deep sleep falleth on 
men, fear came upon me and trembling 
which made all my bones to shake. 
Then a spirit passed before my face; 
the hair of my flesh stood up; it stood 
still, but I could not discern the form 
thereof; an image was before mine 
eyes, and there was silence, and I heard 
a voice saying, Shall mortal man be 
more just than God? Shall a man be 
more pure than his maker?” ,

In I. Cor. 6:25 Paul was sure that he 
spoke of himself, but in verse 40 lie 
said that be thought he had the spirit 
of God. Thus we find the Bible proph
ets and apostles, to say the least as un
certain at times about the source of 
their inspiration as the most skeptical 
mediums ever have been about theirs,

CONDITIONS.
Were there unconditional manifesta

tions among the prophets of old? I 
know of none; Indeed some of the con
ditions seemed at the time to those who 
were compelled to comply with them, 
very foolish. When Elisha undertook 
to heal the leper, he required that tire 
leper should go and dip himself seven 
times In the-River Jordan. II. Kings, 
5:11. I presume that these conditions 
looked silly to the man who wanted to 
be healed. I acknowledge that they 
lobk so to me, when viewing them from 
this distance. Why would not some 
other stream do as well? the man In
quired, and I would inquire why must 
there be just seven baptisms? Would 
not five or six do for a common leper? 
But nothing would do this medium but 
seven dippings.
' Samuel gave Saul the conditions on 
which Saul could be developed. It 
reads as follows:

“After that thou shalt come to the 
hill of God, where Is the garrison of the 
Philistines; and It shall come to pass, 
when thou art come thither to the city, 
that thou shalt meet a company of 
prophets coming down from the high 
place with a psaltery, and a tabret and 
a pipe, and a ha’rp before them; and 
they shall prophesy; and the spirit of 
the Lord shall come upon thee and thou 
shalt prophesy with them, and shalt be 
turned Into another man.”

Why was It necessary for him to meet 
a company of prophets? and why was 
this music necessary for Saul’s develop-, 
meat? This was all done In. order to 
turn Saul “Into another man." It seems 
that he was not to be unconscious, or 
why the advice, “let It be when these 
things come to thee that thou do as oc
casion serve thee." '

In most cases music seemed to be one 
of the conditions not only for manifes
tations, but for driving out obsessing 
Influences. I. Sam., 18:10, 11 says:

“And it came to pass on the morrow 
that the evil spirit from God came upon 
Saul, and he prophesied In the midst of 
the house; and David played the harp 
with his hand, as at other times; and 
there was a javelin In Saul’s hand and 
Saul cast the javelin; for he said, I will 
smite David even to the wall with It 
And David avoided out of his presence 
twice.”

I do not understand it to be Saul who 
threw the javelin at David, but the ob
sessing spirit, who could not endure or 
withstand the power of music, and who 
objected to be thus forced to leave the 
medium of whom he had taken posses
sion.

Once upon a time Jeroboam, king of 
Israel, and Jehosaphat, king of Judah, 
sent for the medium Elisha to consult 
him on an Important matter. Elisha 
was indignant with Jeroboam for his 
rebellion, and bis pausing Israel to se
cede from Judah. Verses 13-15 of II. 
Kings, 3rd chapter, read as follows:

“And Elisha said unto the king of Is
rael, what have I to do with thee? Get 
thee to the prophets of thy fattier and 
to the prophets of thy mother. And the 
king of Israel said unto him, Nay; for 
the Lord hath called these three kings 
together to deliver them Into the ¿and 
of Moab. And Elisha said: As the 
Lord of hosts llveth, before whom I 
stand, surely were It not that I regard 
the presence of Jehosapliat the king of 
Judah, I would'not look toward thee, 
nor see thee. But now bring me a min
strel. And It came to pass, when the 
m,u>trei piajeu, iiiat the band of the 
Lord came upon him.”

Why was it necessary to have a min
strel make music before the “hand of 
the Lord” could come upon Elisha, so 
that he could glve thls communication 
to these kings? When that questton is 
answered, the reason will be under
stood why mediums are -compelled to 
demand certain conditions.

Our friend objects to modern' medium
ship because their seances are not open 
to all, he says. ' ■
THEY HOLD SECRET SESSIONS.

This may be partly true. In most 
cases I apprehend the reason Is, as I 
have often seen it, the sitters want se
cret sessions; they do not like to sit 
with certain ones, or they do not wish 
to have it known that they are interest
ed in Spiritualism or any o£ Its mani
festations, ' .

In Jer. 37:17 was a secret seance. 
King Zedeklah took Jeremiah out of his 
muddy, filthy dungeon in the prison, 
and had him conveyed secretly Into his 
own house. When he got him there he 
took him to a secret chamber and said, 
"Is there any word from the Lord?" 
Jeremiah answered, “There is.” “For,” 
said, he, “thou shalt be delivered into 
the hands of the king of Babylon.” 
Even here Jeremiah could not over
come his desire to hit at other prophets. 
He goes on to say, “Where now are 
your prophets who prophesied unto you 
saying, the king of Babylon shall not 
come against you?”

Jeroboam undertook to secretly get a 
test from the old blind medium Ahljah, 
so he had Mrs. Jeroboam, his wife, dis
guise herself, as many do now when 
they go to mediums for tests. When 
she got to the door the blind medium 
called out to her, "Gome In, thou wife 
of Jeroboam; why feignest thou thyself 
to be another?" He then proceeds to

give her sad tests—èald .............
proved to be true. I féíer to all of

lièéause they 
these

texts to show that secret seances were 
quite as common in (tfee gopd old Bible 
days and among “Cted’s indiums” as 
they are to-dayj j,

This minister, in tne midst of one of 
his most wrathful denunciations, asked 
the question, why circles >were neces
sary at all? Why cannotj spirits, if 
they come at all, go;xlirectly to those 
with whom they wish to communicate 
and communicate with them without 
the use of a third persiip?

This question might be answered by 
asking, why cannot God work for the 
world directly, without the use of a 
minister. There are near one hundred 
thousand of these gentiemeuwho might 
be spared for some useful employment 
If God would commune directly with 
everybody. What a saving of money 
and time if every one could only do his 
own praying. Why not do our praying 
alone? Jesus said, “Where two or 
three are gathered together in my 
name, there am I in their midst.” 
Matt. 1820. Why is it necessary for 
two or three to gather together? 'Why 
can Jesus not meet with one as well? 
Why hold prayer meetings? Could not 
God hear the prayer of a single individ
ual at bls own home atj well as those of 
a company assembled; ;to gether? Why 
did David keep Ablmeleeh the medium, 
with him In all his wanderings? Why 
did he after he got his throne, keep Na
than, tire propet, and Gad, the seer? 
How easy It would have (been for Da
vid to say, “If God has.anything to say, 
be can Just as well come directly to 
me.” Thus these gentlemen could 
have been relegated to set an example 
to modern ministers by pursuing some 
honorable occupation. .

I have now compared the character 
and the work of the mediums with that 
of the prophets. I think the. result will 
not be any disparagement to those 
whom this minister called “the devil’s 
mediums.” •

IN EARLY DAYS
Spiritualistic Landmark Gone

CORINTHIAN HALL, ROCHESTER, 
N. Y„ BURNED.

The noted building known as Corinth
ian Hall, was almost; totally destroyed 
by fire, December 2, 1898. Here 1b 
where the first publics Investigation of 
the “raps” occurred. We have lately 
celebrated the 49th anniversary of this 
event, and hoped to celebrate the 50th 
next year in the bullying itself—but 
now It is gone. 1

We have also trier} ,to purchase the 
Fox Cottage, but have failed, as the 
owner will not Bell. We présume that 
will also go soon, as it is in bad repair. 
But Spiritualism will-ever remain; and 
the memory of the Fox girls and their 
home, and thélr trials and steadfastness 
before the public in ■; Corinthian Hall 
and elsewhere are matters of history, 
and will ever be held, in devoted mem- 
0F* „ . !.. .The following account of the famous 
meetings, taken from the môrnlng pa
per here, in connection with ;the report 
of the burning of the hull, shows that 
the event Is Indelible jin local history. 
This being accurate, .opr friends will 
find it useful liefeaftejr. . .

FIRST PUBLIO APPEARANCE OF 
FOX SISTERS.

“Among thè earliest incidents con
nected with Corinthian Hall was the 
first public manifestation of tlie myste
rious ‘spirit rapplngs’ of the Fox Sis
ters. Margaret Fox was the medium 
of the occasion. The meeting wrns held 
in Corinthian hall on the evening of No
vember 14, 1849. Miss Fox and those 
selected to go on the platform with her 
were present on the stage. E. W. Ca
pron, of Auburn, gave the audience a 
lecture on the phenomena as he under
stood it It is written of the meeting 
that the audience paid profound atten
tion to the lecturer’s remarks and that 
occasionally during his speech the dis
tinct, though muffled, sounds of the 
raps were heard. ■

“At the close of the lecture a commit
tee of five prominent citizens was ap
pointed, with instructions to report on 
tlie following evening, to which time 
the meeting was adjourned. This com
mittee was composed of A. J. Combs, 
Daniel Marsh, Nathaniel Clark, A. Jud
son and Edward Jones. The committee 
spent the following day In Investiga
tion, and in the evening a large audi
ence gathered in the hall to hear the re
port. The audience was In a state of 
great excitement, and the nature of the 
report, which did not explode the hum
bug, as the greater part of the people 
believed it to be at that time, was not 
acceptable. On this account the meet
ing was again adjourned to the next 
evening, and the committee appointed 
to report at this meeting was Frederick 
Whittlesey, D. C. McCallum, William 
Fisher and Judge A. P. K. Haskell, of 
LeRoy. ,

“By this time Rochester was ablaze 
with excitement, and Corinthian Hall 
was packed to the doors with the anx
ious ones. When the committee report
ed and said that they had been unable 
to solve -the mystery, there was a 
stormy and excited discussion as to the 
proper methods to be employed. ,W. L. 
Burtts said that If he could be named 
on the commltee he wpuld give $100 If 
he could not expose the fraud. Several 
other men seemed to be sure of solving 
the exciting mystery apd another com- 
mlttee was appointed.

This third committee knew the al
most universal belief that .there was 
some sort of a trick In the matter and 
as some of them had- denounced . the 
former committees rfor lack of 
shrewdness and thoroughness; their ex
amination was a severe one;I Notwith
standing all the severity flip sounds 
were still heard, and ¿he solution was 
no nearer than at the ¡beginning.

■ “At this last meeting there,was fear
ful excitement Torpedoes q^ad been 
distributed among the boys, and the 
rowdy element óf thef’clty largely 
represented in the l^all.. Refusing to 
listen to the statements Ofjpr. Lang
worthy who was reporting ^oj the com
mittee, at the suggestion of some one 
there was a rush to the platform for 
the ‘rappers,’ At this juncture S. W. D. 
Moore, then police justice, who was 
present with a few members of the po
lice force, jumped upyn.the platform 
with his aides and ordered back the 
surging crowd. His official character 
and powerful voice for a moment 
checked the rush, but such madness 
had seized the crowd that they again 
rushed forward. The powerful arm of 
Justice Moore, aided by. a portion of 
the officers,' beat back the crowd until 
Some of the other officers piloted the 
women by a rear door to a place of 
safety. In this way ended the famous 
‘Corinthian Hall investigation.’ ”

Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.

To the Managers and Readers of the 
Spiritualistic Press; '
Dear Friends : — The Philadelphia 

Times of recent date has been airing 
Itself before the public In a most nau
seating manner iu an attempt to injure 
a Spiritualistic medium and to expose— 
what it li pleased to cqll fraud. The 
exposure occurred on Thursday even
ing, December 1, at a seance in the 
apartments of Mrs. 0. B. Bliss, the 
well-known materializing medium, who 
during her more than a quarter of cen
tury of public and private work, has 
convinced' hundreds—yea, thousands— 
of honestand intelligent investigators of 
the truth of spirit return through 
materialization.

The affair was planned and carried 
out by the Philadelphia Times through 
its reporter, Win. H. Hay, and an ac
complice—a woman friend of his, who 
had consented to make an appointment 
with the medium for that evening. 
These individuals were in attendance at 
the above mentioned seance in com
pany with about fifteen persons 
unknown to them, presumably Spirit
ualists.

At a given time In the evening the 
woman accomplice—so It is alleged- 
rushed forward, seized the hand of a 
form then appearing outside of the cab
inet, and screamed. Instantly there 
was a rush, confusion and disorder. A 
flash light, pre-arranged by the ex
poser, appeared, and pandemonium 
reigned. The young lady who had 
seized the spirit was assisted out of the 
house by her friend, the reporter; 
officers appeared on the scene, the 
members of the circle, honest and re
spectable men and. women, who had 
nothing to do with the melee, were 
taken without warrant and marched 
two by two -to the station house.

Mrs, Bliss was arrested on the charge 
of keeping a disorderly house and of 
obtaining money under false pretenses. 
At the preliminary hearing on Friday, 
she was held in $1,000 ball by Magis
trate Romig. On Monday, December 5, 
at 10 a., m., a secoad hearing was held 
in the magistrate’s office. It was the 
privilege of the secretary of the N. 8. A. 

■ to be present on that occasion in com
pany with Mrs. B. B. Hill of Philadel
phia, Other prominent Spiritualists of 
the city, including that staunch friend 
of mediums, Thomas M. Locke, were in 
attendance.

The ■ magistrate's office was filled 
with a strange assembly of people; 
dainty and refined ladies, intellectual 
and respectable men were elbowed and 
jostled by hard vlsaged, tobacco-and- 
whlskey-reeklng loafers from tire street 
or elsewhere, who stood with their hats 
on until reminded by the clerk of the 
respect they should show the Judge 
and requested to remove their head
gear. By the way, that same clerk told 
ladles who simply echoed bls expres
sion that the men wearing bats must 
think they were In a bar-room; that 
they were not obliged to stay if they 
did not want to, while he complacently 
puffed the fumes of a cigarette in their 
faces in a bravado style. •'

The chief witness against the de
fense was the Times reporter, Mr. Hay; 
who had planned the raid some days 
before, and who had gotten himself ap
pointed a special police officer, by the 
commissioner, his personal friend. By 
and by, later news will be developed of 
this same reporter and special officer. 
At the rigid examination to which Mr. 
Lukens, 'the able lawyer for the per
secuted medium, subjected Mr. Hay, a 
compromising garble of facts and false
hoods were elicited. In several Im
portant Instances the witness com
pletely crossed himself. He also re
fused to answer three leading questions 
as to the flash-light let on at the circle, 
declining to sthte whether he bad or 
had not produced such a light himself. 
Mr. Hay’s testimony on the whole was 
greatly damaging to the prosecuting 
side, as was clearly shown In the sum
ming up of the evidence on the part of 
the lawyer. In examining one of the 
officers—as well as in the examination 
of Mr. Hay—Mr. Lukens brought out the 
fact that no disorder on the part of 
Mrs. Bliss or -her family had been 
attempted or perpetrated, and that the 
unseemly conduct in the house vbad all 
been made by the prosecution—which 
the earnest lawyer aptly called a per
secution., It was also revealed that as 
Mrs. Bliss had distinctly' stated pre
vious to her seance, anyone wish
ing to leave would receive their money. 
Therefore, Mr. Lukens argued that the 
charge of keeping a disorderly house 
could not be sustained, and that of ob
taining money under false pretences 
was equally faulty.

When questioned as to the religious 
aspect of the services, the witness hes
itated and sneered. At first denial was 
made that any hymn -was sung, but un
der the cross-fire of the examination it 
was reluctantly admitted that the au
dience tried to sing “Nearer My God to 
Thee” and “Shall we gather at the 
river.”

When Mr. Lukens had satisfied him
self—and all unprejudiced listeners— 
that the arrest had been a case of 
malignant assault, not only upon the 
medium but upon all honest Spiritual
ists, he proceeded to sum up the evi
dence in an eloquent and masterly 
speech. He denounced the Times and 
Its agents who were concerned in this 
outbreak, in most unsparing terms. He 
claimed Spiritualism to be a religion 
and its mediums and lecturers to have 
the same right to proclaim their truths 
as the clergymen of any denomination 
have to do the same. He declared a 
Spiritual seance to have as much right 
to its work as has a prayer meeting. A 
man’s home is bis domain, Into which 
no marauder has a right to penetrate. 
Honest people are not safe in their 
houses If chance guests may be per
mitted to create disorder and confusion 
therein, because of some occurrence 
they do not understand or are dis
pleased with.

Mr. Lukens informed the magistrate 
that wishing to learn of materializa
tion and thus to Intelligently conduct 
the case of his client, he had personally 
attended a seance given by Mra. Bliss 
the previous evening. At that seance 
he found a company of ladies and gen
tlemen, who exhibited an earnest, sin
cere and even devout spirit. Said he: 
“Mr. Magistrate, the meeting was con
ducted with a religious zeal. ‘Nearer 
my God to Thee’was sung there with 
the same fire an<T devotional spirit as 
It is sung in the church with which I 
affiliate, and it aroused In me the same 
feelings of reverence that it does when 
I listen to it in my church.” The law
yer continued In substance that strange 
things were revealed from the cabinet 
that could not have been produced by 
Mrs. Bliss. White-robed forms, large 
and small, appeared and called for their 
friends In the room, who recognized 
and received them from the dead with 
tearful -joy. “I have no right, your 
Honor”—said, he—“to say that these 
mysteries were fraud. I have no right 
to say. that these intelligent people did 
not recognize their loved ones and that 
these, mysteries were not what was 
Claimed for them.” And so ho went 
on, winding up by demanding that his

«Moat be exonerated from the'cK»rge, 
and that the retfl disturber of the peace, 
Mr. Hay, be put under arrest. This 
closed the hearing, the count of keeping 
a disorderly house was dismissed and 
Mrs. Bliss held for trial on the charge 
of obtaining money under false pre
tences. .

Realizing this to be a case of malice 
and persecution on the part of the 
Philadelphia Times and its agents, a 
number of responsible Spiritualists are 
determined to stand by Mrs. Bliss and 
to bear witness as to their knowledge 
of her mediumship. .

At the time of this second hearing of 
the case,.the First Association of Spirit
ualists of Philadelphia was holding a 
■three days’ convention at Casino Hall; 
a convention that proved to be a most 
delightful series of Spiritual meetings 
that were ably participated In by W. J. 
Colville, Mr. and Mrs. Wallis of Eng
land, Mrs. M. T. Longley and others, 
Including Capt. E. W. Gould of Wash
ington, D. C.

Great credit reflects upon the man
agement of this affair under the direc
tion of Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader and the 
Woman’s Progressive Union. The 
Young People's Spiritualist Union of 
Philadelphia took an active part In the 
deliberations of the conventions. The 
Purple and White Band of Mercy was 
formed on Sunday, that blds fair to be 
an instructive and spiritualizing work 
among Its members.

MARY T. LONGLEY.
Washington, D. C. ‘

A SPIRITUAL CONGRESS.
To Be Held In Paris, France, 

in 1900.

The breadth of spirit displayed In the 
organization of the recent congress held 
in London, strongly Impressed the 
French delegates who attended; Dr. 
Encausse, better known in the literary 
world under bls pseudonym: Papue, 
representing the occultists and M. G. 
Delanne, editor of the Revue Scl- 
entiflque du Splrltlsme, representing 
the Spiritualists. . .

They Intend to respond by giving an 
International and comprehensive char
acter to the congress to be held in Paris 
in 1000. This will be facilitated by a 
valuable move In the direction of union 
Instituted by the above gentlemen 
some time ago, when they organized 
the Spiritualistic Press Syndicate, 
drawing together the leaders of the 
several schools who study psychical 
phenomena in Paris, and who till then 
had held aloof from each other.

This society has brought together the 
members of the Spiritualistic, Hermetic 
or occult, and magnetic schools, at 
monthly dinners, at which friendly ad
dresses have been given. It has now 
organized a Berles of lectures to be 
given at the ball of the Boclete 
Sanantes.

It 1b this Boclety who will constitute 
the organizing committee for the 1900 
congress. It Is nearly settled that Dr. 
Encausse, G. Delanne and M. Durville 
will be appointed to represent the Oc
cultists, the Spiritualists and the Mes
merists (who have a legalized medical 
Institute in Paris). Each school will 
form an autonomous section, appointing 
its own lecturers, but the meetings will 
be general. The committee will act for 
the three sections unitedly.

Communications may be addressed to 
M. Alban Dubet, secretary of the 
Spiritualistic Press Syndicate, 23 Rue 
St. Merry, Paris.

QUAESTOR VITAE.

RUPTURE IS CURABLE.
Startling Assertion by a Well 

Known New Yorker.

Cites the Oase of Win. A. Berry as Ab
solute Evidence.

Dr. W. S. Bice, of 871 H. Main st, Adama, N. Y^ 
says that any kind of rupture can bo cured a| the pa
tient's home without the «lighten pain, danger, oper
ation or detention from daily work. Be gives the 
names and addresses of several hundred prominent

Ber-
MB. WM. A. BERllV, Bristol, N. H. 

people whom ho has cured, one of which,Wm, A.
ry of Bristol, N. H., win terre to ibow tho working, 
of thl, wonderful plan. Dr. Rice ha, devised a new 
system that holds any rupture no matter bow large It 
Is and at tho aametlme canaestho rnptural opening 
to grow together and become solid flesh and muscle, 
He explains the system fully In a book which he mails 
free to all who write. Mr. Berry Is a T>uslnc„ man 
and well known manufacturer of Bristol and bad a 
dlfflcnltruptnrofor which be had tried electricity, 
spring and other kinds of trassea, belts and various 
treatments without benefit.

Ho had been told by all who fltted trasses that be 
could not be cured and that a surgical operation, 
while not a certainty but extremely dangerous, was 
tbo nearcet approach to a cure. As Mr. Berry had 
already paid out over a hundred dollars for treatment 
without the slightest benefit ho was somewhat dis
couraged against trying the new Hico method but 
Anally summoned sufficient courage to make one 
more cffort^Mr. Berry says of the cure, “It is com
plete; the several muscles are securely healed, It Is 
eighteen months since I stopped treatment and nets 
sign of rupture have I had since notwithstanding the 
fact thatl have done all kinds of work with Impunity" 
—This experience will undoubtedly interest everyone 
who is ruptured, and readers should write to Dr. Bice 
for liia tree ¡book, Write to day and Investigate thia 
method that assures a complete and permanent cure 
of any kind of rupture. - .......... :

"TalleyraniTs Letter to the Pope" will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish Ideas and practices 
Should be read by alL Sold at this of- 
tee. Price 25 centa.

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Dols 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied In this volume, In which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 centa.

Boy* * Wrfoiiifc»
, W» as* vAlohff.MuerM, tolld gold

pttar TaluihtoprAmiuins to boys a&d girii for mJ. .
Hny 18 p&cksges of Boy al Bullish luk Powder at lOowch. 
Evorypsetaffi makes 6Qo worth of £no ink. Wa a$knp xaonsy-» 
aend your name and address, and wo will forward you 18 pack* 
J;es with premium list and full instructions. Whep you sell the 

ok Powder send the money to us and select your premium.
XUs 11 in honest jOu. We tru.t you.. Don’t low till mU 
opportunity. Wrltefortbeoutfittoday. Address all orders to 
Imperial Ink Concern» 41 Adam* fit* Oak Park» I1L

lire above Is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad- 
vaneed each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of thé number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

Pi'emibm Terms

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom 
panied by their requi 
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIG, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive
Thinker One Year,
$1,70,

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro-' 

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual- 
1st paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement, You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year aud Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to tho 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can bo gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a llttlo 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osopliist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

/V LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now; 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, bis neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, In view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should . 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, wo re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

The Progressive Thinker,
Every Spiritualist in this broad laud 

can keep in touch with our cause by
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso 
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber, 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a llttlo 

'more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book Is practically a gift A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be In every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you In turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

"The Priest, the Woman, and the Con« 
fessionaL” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influences and result» 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked - 
lives. Price, by mall $L For sale at 
this office. - -

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the etu-; 
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam« 
phlet Is Intensely interesting, it give« 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurency 
Vennum of Watseka, UI., and Mar* 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa, Ftf ' 
■ale at this office. Price 15a, :



"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” "The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

convictions.
Bounding again over a period of an

other two hundred years, and coming 
,1 to the beginning of the present century, 

when
N EARNEST APPEAL

H-ERE. IS OÜR
PREMIÜ/n BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
Lue getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times thé price that is asked for it. 
This is an
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is

and most in 
Spiritualist 
ublishedin 
his cut is 

third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all, 
but as a pre

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
l^eavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

WRITE PLAINLY.

.We would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thiiiker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen-
tlal tliat ail copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on onty one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 

. pleasq have yoùr communications 
copied by some one who 1b, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS ¡-Each contributor 
1b alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
Cleving that the cause of truth can be 
test subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered iu an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

J. H. McDonald writes: “I want to 
say that as a Spiritualist and one who 
loves it for its helpfulness, that I fully 
appreciate your fearlessness in publish
ing the cussedness going on under its
name, in order that the people may 

- realize what they have to contend with.
I earnestly hope this work of. cleaning 
out these so-called mediums will con
tinue until our blessed cause Is fully 
purified. I fully agree with you that 
the phenomena, both mental and phys
ical, should be obtained at the home 
and private circle. The mental me
dium, so-called, should be looked after 
quite as carefully as the physical ones. 
Any medium claiming and giving won
derful tests, names, dates and marked 
particulars in the glibest manner to 
Spiritualists, and never anything to an 
Investigator or stranger, satisfies one 
that this class (and they are quite 
numerous) should be looked after in the 
Interest of the cause and that true me
diumship may have a chance.”

Carrie Fuller Weatherford lectured 
and gave tests at Corning, Ohio, No
vember 29.

.1. W. Brinton writes: “Last week I 
was in Marlon, Ind., and attended two 
seances witli C. J. Barnes, of Anderson, 
as medium. The first was a trumpet 
seance with fourteen persons In the 
circle, and each one was perfectly sat- 
islled with the results. But on the sec
ond evening it was a materializing se
ance, with twenty-two persons present. 
A Mr. Brombaugh was called to the 
chair by the cabinet, when his son ap
peared and conversed with him; then 
his wife came and in the most loving 
manner talked with and caressed him, 
and then cnme their three little triplets, 
who passed out some ten years ago, the 
three coining out at one time and 
standing side by side talking to their 
father.”

Mina Page writes from Omaha, Neb.: 
“I will send you in this a letter from 
a dear medium who ought to be pro
tected by Spiritualists. It is a shame 
tliat anybody should be persecuted by 
those who call themselves Christians. 
Wliat Mrs. Barton did was to write up 
certain persons in the newspapers. 
They had her arrested and put in jail 
at Council Bluffs, Iowa, but could not 
bring charges enough against her to 

, send her to State's prison or hold her in 
jail. She was released by the judge, 
and then went to New York city to visit 

. her mother, and was absent a year. 
Then- she returned to Omaha and 

; thence to Council Bluffs. She was 
« .. grabbed there at once and put into 

the Clarinda Insane Asylum, where 
; they are holding her prisoner. She has 

? . been a Spiritualist thirty years and is a 
good woman."

<- C. H. Figures writes: “I am again In 
x Allegheny, Pa., 38 Union avenue, and a 

f large house of interested gathered to 
c-. meet me after my short absence In 
- Nashville, Tenn. The people here are 

deeply interested In Spiritual matters 
? as evidenced By the fact that all the 
; halls here and in Pittsburg were well

’filled though the night was very stormy 
. - and cold. Last night I organized a 
'..Young People’s Institute of sixteen 

-members, a good beginning considering 
. • the fact that it was only announced last

Sunday night that such a society would 
£-.:be organized. The following officers 
£ were elected and will be installed next 
^Tuesday night: Japes M. Peet, presi

dent; Mrs. M. Waldron, vice-president;

wonder if Mrs. Scovell wm not one of 
tfie adepts she so'earnestly advocated. 
We noted one especially wonderful 

.test. A young man, a stranger to this 
phenomena, gave an address for Mrs. 
Scovell to visit in the astral. She de
scribed the place, Allentown, Penri- 
sylvanla, gave the number in family 
and those at home, abroad and in other 
life. The ydung man said the reading 
was perfect in every detail.”

Mrs. A. E. N. Rich and others in 
Michigan, have our thanks for special 
efforts to increase the circulation of 
The Progressive Thinker.

John W. Ring, of Galveston, Texas, 
and others too numerous to mention, 
have our thanks for sending in ad
ditional subscribers to The Progressive 
Thinker.

Joseph Brown, ex-Mayor of St. Louis, 
writes: “Is it necessary to say that I 
consider The Progressive Thinker the 
best Spiritual paper ever published, 
reaching out boldly into the realm of 
truth and demanding that fraud be ex
posed and expelled.”

James H. Stewart, second vice-presi
dent; C, H. Figures, psychic moderator; 
Miss Stella Peet, worthy scribe; Miss 
Amy Gardner, treasurer. Trustees, Mrs. 
C. H. Figures, Mrs. M. Coleman, Geo. 
Korell, Will Errett and Charles Mower. 
After adjournment refreshments were 
handed around and all participated In 
an Impromptu sociable.”

Owen Matthews writes from Boze
man, Montana: “I am at last settled in 
Bozeman. I have leased a very good 
building for two years, two-story brick, 
steam heat, electric light, and lovely 
location. I have opened this place as a 
Magnetic Healing Home, and I shall 
give lessons on science and power of 
magnetism, and how to develop and 
use It. This is a good field. I do desire 
some good true Spiritualist, a medium 
and doctor, to associate him or herself 
with me. This will be a splendid open
ing for a practical healer or doctor of 
some experience. I have everything 
ready for one to step in with me; room 
and board in the sanitarium with us, 
and will give them a good share of the 
income." .

Mrs. R. W. Barton, of Williamsport, 
Pa., writes: “I. have hired to the 
Williamsport Spiritual Society for one 
year as speaker and test medium. We 
have started a meeting for the children 
also, aud hope to have the truth pro
gress here and shall be glad to hear of 
any work outside of the city.”

Mr. C. B. Winans nnd A. Norman are 
located for the winter at Grand Rapids, 
Mich., and will hold materializing se
ances every Tuesday evening at No. 409 
Lyon street,, and on every Thursday 
evening at No. 264 Eighth avenue.

Minnesota Is coming to the front. 
Mrs. J. F. Raymond and others have 
been sending in clubs.

Mrs. Laura McClure writes from 
Oregon: "Art Magic has just been re
ceived, for which accept my warmest 
thanks. I am much pleased with the 
appearance of the book.”

E. D. Estes writes from Corning, 
Ark.: “I notice from the number on the

' wrapper of my paper that my time will 
expire for which I have subscribed for 
the paper in about four or five months. 
Therefore, to make sure a further con
tinuance of tlie visits of The Progress
ive Thinker, I send you a dollar for It. 
and also 20 cents additional for Art 
Magic. Please send the book at once, 
and also continue my subscription 
another year ahead as per date on 
wrapper of my paper. There are 
many Spiritualists here who depend 
altogether upon the physical phase of 
our philosophy, and do not know about 
the mental. No medium or mediums 
come here, and I am satisfied that this 
country is ripe for a great revival in 
Spiritualism, If good mediums who are 
not frauds will only come and work for 
It. It would do me good, as well as 
many of the liberal kind here, to have 
a good, honest, genuine medium come 
here and open tlie eyes of the people, 
and the truth set before them In the 
proper light will do the work grandly 
and most successfully. The medium 
will have a pleasant home with all of 
us, and go from house to house as de
sired, and feel like a member of the 
family, and also be treated as an hon
ored guest; but we don’t want a me
dium to come whose dominant Idea Is 
money, money!”

C. Lee writes: “I want to thank you 
for the beautiful and valuable book, 
Ghost Land, you sent me last winter. 
I, like many others, can’t understand 
how you can send out so many val
uable books for so little money. I show 
them to the people and try to get them 
to subscribe, but they are afraid. The 
preachers tell them Spiritualism is the 
work of the devil. We need some good 
lecturer to open their understanding, 
and to bring light to them that are in 
darkness."

Dr. Davis writes from Springfield, 
III.: "To those that are Interested I 
will say that we have had a most sat
isfactory meeting at this place. During 
each seance I have never witnessed 
greater demonstrations. Many spirit 
friends were present, some of whom de
livered Interesting and Instructive lec
tures. The medium, before quite un
known to us; has proved herself to be a 
powerful one. The. vblces,. both In
dependent and trumpet, show Mrs. 
Maggie Vestel, of Anderson, Ind., and 
Rev. India Hill to be remarkable or
ganizations for spirit manifestations.”

The Joplin (Mo.) Dally Globe speaks 
as follows of Mrs. Scovell’s lecture: 
“Mrs.'Scovell is a regularly ordained 
minister, and Iri the lessons taught de
serves the title both In her lecture and 
thé tésts which followed the lecture. 
The tests given were remarkable; and 
whether a gift which belongs to some 
peculiar faculty of the reader’s brain or 
a direct message from another world, 
we cannot tell,, but it is a fact and the 
demonstrations given were perfectlv 
marvelous and caused the- audience to

Mary Alien writes - from Vineland, 
N. J.': “The Spiritual Society in Vine
land, under the name of Friends of 
Progress, is doing its best to have meet
ings this season.- It lias elected new 
officers at its annual meeting. Mrs. 
H. E. Sweet, formerly of Rochester, 
N. Y., is president. 1 wish to mention 
the society’s appreciation- of the 
speaker that has been hel'e for the 
last five Sundays, Dr. Lee F. Webster, 
of Brocton, Mass. He has been a great 
help In reviving the society into active 
life by his instructive lectures. We be
lieve him to be a true friend and earn
est worker for the growth of Spiritual
ism. We recommend him to any society 
that wishes to engage -a lecturer,” ,

Prof. W. M. Lockwood is now lectur
ing in Boston, Mass. He can be ad
dressed there for engagements, at No. 
608 Fremont street. His home address 
is 98 Ogden avenue.

Dr. B. Franklin’Clark, of Belvidere, 
N. J., writes: "Which government is the 
best, Spain a monarchy, or New York 
State In a republic? Both are so-called 
Christian nations. Your article, ‘Mene, 
Mene, Tekel, Upharsin,’ in The Pro
gressive Thinker of December 3. page 
4, deserves the notice of every friend 
of humanity. Of course your remedy, 
the Divine Plan, would prevent pov
erty and crime. Your good paper prob
ably reaches competent persons in 
every State able and willing to report 
to you for publication the condition of 
their State in relation to poverty and 
crime.”

W. A. R. writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “We of the West Side Free- 
thought Society have had a very de
lightful season during the past two 
months. During October Mrs. Carrie 
E. S. Twlng was with us, and the last 
two Sundays of November those noted 
mediums and speakers, Mr. and Mi's. 
E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y„ 
entertained us with grand lectures and 
tests. For the first two Sundays in 
December, Mrs. Twlng Is our speaker. 
Last Sunday, December 3, though it 
was a fearful stormy day and but few 
in attendance, we were agreeably sur
prised by the presence of Dr. Nellie 
Mosier, clairvoyant, dairaudlent and 
pjutform test medium, who held the 
audience spellbound during an hour de
scribing spirits, giving names, dates 
and causes of transition, giving loving 
messages to many skeptics and con
clusive proof of the continuity of life.”

Edith E. R. Nickless writes from 
Richmond, Va.: “I have taken up my 
abode in this Southern City, sent here 
by my guides to do a spiritual work for 
these people. I expect to meet with 
some opposition, in fact I have already, 
as one of the papers refused positively 
to advertise my meeting even if I 
should pay him twice the usual rates, 
but that does not daunt me In the least. 
Inspired by my guides, I shall succeed 
in reaching the people, I am sure, and 
show them that Spiritualism is not a 
hocuspoeus thing, as they declared it to 
be. Send me your best thoughts, I am 
sure they will help me in my work. I 
open my meetings to-morrow evening, 
December 4, In the Robert Lee Hall, 
Broad street.”

Miss Mattle Woodbury, now of Hills
dale, Mich., trance and clairvoyant me
dium, desires to correspond with Spir
itualists in towns near Hillsdale, and
make arrangements to visit other 
places and hold circles and give sit
tings.- Reference, Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

Mrs. A. W. Bloom writes “The Lake 
View Spiritual Union gave a progress
ive euchre party at the home of Mr and 
Mrs. Carl Wickland Saturday evening, 
Dec. 3, which proved a grand success. 
The society will give one of these 
euchre parties once a month at the 
homes of the members, whose address 
will be advertised from time to time. 
They will hold a c ycle at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Finch, 1382 North Clark 
street, Wednesday evening, Dec. 14. 
An invitation is extended to one and 
all. They will also give a musical and 
literary entertainment in their hall 1629 
North Clark street, Thursday, Dee. 29. 
Good speakers and test mediums will be 
present. Admission 25 cents.”

J. F. Hunt writes “The parlor musical 
test circles given by Mrs. Lora Holton 
at 231 Gladys avenue, near California, 
every Thursday evening, are unique 
and entertaining. The messages' and 
tests given through the lady’s medium
ship are satisfactory, and the music of 
a superior order. She has been engaged 
as musical test medium at the Second 
Church of the Soul.”

Laura Bruffey, 1319 North Topeka 
avenue, North Topeka. Kansas, would 
like to communicate with some good 
speaker and test medium in reference 
to engaging them.

Will C. Hodge is serving the First 
Spiritualist church of Indianapolis for 
the month of December. He solicits 
correspondence from other points in In
diana, or any locality where the serv
ices of a speaker is needed, and has 
open dates for the camping season of 
1899. Address 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago, Ill.

Secretary writes: “At the election of 
officers for the First Spiritual Society of 
Port Huron, Mich., Thomas Dumford 
was elected president; Charles Moak, 
vice-president; Burt Renwick, treasur- 

■er; Miss Zeddie Johnson, secretary. 
The meetings are well attended. An 
energetic effort is being made to secure 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson for 1899. She 
will be with us until January, then goes 
to Indianapolis for that month. We 
then hope to have her with us again."

Dr. Spinney lectured before the South 
Side Society last Sunday evening to a 
large and enthusiastic audience. His 
remarks were eloquent rind frequently 
applauded.

O. S. Tisdale writes from Joplin, Mo.: 
“Anyone that can inform me where I 
can secure second-hand copies of Alfred 
J. Reavés’ work, volumes one and two, 
of ‘The Text Book of Astrology,’ will 
greatly favor me by giving the said in
formation. The executive board of the 
Southwest Missouri Spiritualist. Camp 
will meet at the office of the correspond
ing secretary, on Sunday, January 8, at 
2:30 p. m. Business of importance on 
docket Members reading this notice 
will please be present”

We are in receipt of a programme of 
the Golden Jubilee held by the First 
Association of Spiritualists of Philadel
phia, Pa., December 4,-5 and 0, and in

toqlety Mk, it was a-“swell.a» ■ v ... . .
Affair.1 T^sewlar press gives a very ifffl Hl ThU TUIfl WnrlfiQ elaborate-account of the occurrence. 11 HI IIIU I nV slvlluvi 
Among the speakers were some of the I 1 F
most notedlln tfcei ranks, including Mr. m9nn|10QtQ|’ fnff 
and Mrs. England, W. J. Col- inUIIUIIVOlulj Lllgl 
wlle’ Ji' Oapt’ B- w- Gould> I SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY.
Longley, iri^res^tin^the NlS A’ de- i To tlle pblloEol,hlcal student nothing 
llvered theiprli^pal8 addrSa. h‘ba\tbe «tudy of. 
ful lyceuq jexe^Jses were given and
sweet Instrumental and vocal music na^artbel back than Thales, who died 
was render«. ° Vth0 ylpe old “8e of 06 <548 B- 0-)- oue

>1' t r. , ,._______ I trie seven wise men of Greece, we
w. , - ” ’ ■ ' : ’ find him on the side of science, the first

TUI. DAMPO CIOTEDO to calculate with accuracy a solar
Illi. UARUd ulu I Lllui eclil)se' He discovered the solstices

n an<i the equinoxes, divided the heavens
____  I“10 «ones, and the year into 365 

I SStim^ny ■ Of tho Voteran days, and between his time and the ad- 
Lvman n HnwA__ vent 4be Christian .cosmology, thereu-yinai) nuwu, was a gradual ascent Iu the realm Of

nv. , science and mental philosophy. Sect
To the Edltor-rrSeeing the letter from after sect came Into being, epoch fol- 

these wonderful mediums in last Pro- lowed epoch, each originated by aud 
ETfJT.® J1!nkel'.. “ake8. nlS ied Uke trirough tlie discovery of some new 
inti i.? <?.,,£„ ? . t01 Je8U8sake truth, or some advanced philosophy

d lit aiose to testify and mortify, propounded by such great and wise men 
1 > ° r“?1 care, t0 “ortify; but I think as Pythagoras, Anaxagoras-wlio said, 
ny lakes who attempt to implicate I “To philosophy I own my worldly ruin 

J“6111111118 wl,tri themselves iu I and my soul’s prosperity”—Plato, Aris- 
*<«UiaiU10US PracBces' ought tp be totle, Socrates, and many others— mortified by an Indignant public. But, ' ,

unfortunately, these brazen impostors • The great of old!
are beneath the modesty that can be 411e dead but sceptered sov'rans, who 
made to feel shame. They cannot be ru^
mortified by any amount of exposure. Our spirits from their urns.
tim a8STum,e t0 dee*de I The soul swells In admiration culml-
tlie nieilts of the Aber-Juckmiiii co.se, I natinu in reverence oh wp pontpiimlfite 
aaik as It looks for them; but any nnd the wisdom of thcRP pin nt« nf intpiipct «11 4».. ' i .. - . , - . , , I •’ xouuxu U£ lllcbc K lull LB UL mtcllcUl«all fakes who attempt to besmirch hon- But, alas! how we shrink with horror 
est mediums to fortify themselves, as we see the revelatlonists like n linc-e 
th*lJ??J*KOnJ>esS ' Pwn/U*it; x x black cloud, overshadowing their men

to the Bangs bisters, I wish to teS” 1 till nnd snii'ltuhl brilliance with a dark- 
tify I am not familiar with all their ness worse than night. •

b.Ut f<?Lt}1_e*,one triat.I have Ecclesiastielsm, founded by Origen 
tested I can speak in the most confident and Justin Martyr, and 
terms of approval. Their art work. _____ 17in so far as my experience goes, is ¿hove I HEADED BY THE POPES, 
suspicion. The evidence Is beyond all who were imbued with pomp and 
question that they are genuine. On glamour, Ignorance and presumption 
three different ’occasions I have wit-, now held sway, placing a limit on hu- 
nessed their work, under conditions man aspiration and restricting human 
that were absolutely fraud proof. thought within their stern decrees.

They made no attempt to hedge and Taking a bound over a period of sev- 
Impose certain obstacles to a perfect enteen hundred years during which 
scientific test, and the manifestations time
on each.occasion were simply jnarvel- PAfiANTAM and ítftrtrttanttv 
ous. I have given the public a critical
analysis óf opr first sitting, In which I struggled for supremacy, we see this 
we got a perfect picture of our I dark cloud, which has hitherto over
daughter, Including a response to my shadowed the path of science, shading 
mental request that she have a yellow faintly into that grey edge which ere
rose In her hair, and write her name in I ated the «ne my of hope that ere long 
her own chlrogaphy. This request was I it would pass away.
in no way intimated by word or sign to About tills time Giordano Bruno, hav- 
anyone until thè picture was finished, J“8 entered the monastery of San Do- 
when the yellow rose and the name ap- menlco Maggiore, in Naples, passed his 
peared in perfection. The conditions I novitiate and taken the monastic vows, 
were absolutely ¿fraud proof. soon found himself face to face and

On another occasion I accompanied surrounded by what he described as ‘,‘a 
Lyman Matlock to their rooms, assisted I constellation of pedants, whose ignor- 
him in selecting and marking the can- a“cc. presumption and rustle rudeness 
vas, and at his request I placed it in I would have exhausted the patience of 
position under Uie table, and eltìsed It Job" Tlle loathsomeness of these con
in, wlille he arid the two sisters stood ditlons became unbearable, and he final
several feet away and looked on, and quitted them, only to be compelled to 
from that timé- no one touched the raove from I,lne<i to Place’ where and 
table, or Its coverings, or went within for so loD8 as he could, with safety to 
two feet of it, .until three and one- 1118 Person, proclaim new truths, and 
quarter hours were fulfilled At that denounce.tlic errors embodied in the or- 
time I was the first to approach and lift I tbodox* theology. We are told that 
the curtain' and take out the canvas “doubts filled his mind as to the truth 
which three aud one-quarter hours be- of manJ doctrines taught by the church 
fore was clean and white; and behold' ~tbe Trinity, tlie Incarnation and the 
a life size and vividly perfect picture of Atonement. This great man, this un- 
his brother John—several years a resi- flluchlng pioneer of truth, accepting the 
dent of spirit llffe-greeted our gaze hospitality of one Monsenigo, was in 
Tlie picture-was sent to his mother in the meanest aud most contemptible 
Owosso, Michigan, as a surprise for her manner handed over by him to the In- 
71st birthday, and the family and quisitlon, by which he was sentenced 
neighbors' recognized It as a wonder-1 t0 be bul'nt t0 deatb- an execrable pun- 
fully life-like picture of John Matlock lsbment that was carried out on the

Can any critic see any possible point 17tb of February, 1600. It Is needless 
of weakness In this statement? Is there to recount to the student of history the 
a single suspicions point where a trick horrible persecutions and murders per
niigli! have, been worked in? If any I Pertated under the canons of theology 
skeptic cari see a chance for deception as interpreted l}y the Christian church, 
he will confer a favor by pointing it During the whole history of mankind 
out. I shall take pleasure in answering u 18 impossible to conceive that there 
any question that may be asked, look- ever was
ing to a possible, exegesis of these phe- ANYTHING MORE FIENDISH, 
other thiin^he'sirirftiinf i>^Cn °i" a2,y more inhuman, than those deeds per- 
oiner t ian the bpiiltual hypothesis. To uetrated under the sanction of the TBO if <q „ „ » < , I ptUlUUU UUUCL lile C3UULL1UU UL LU (Jme it is demonstiatlon as absolute as church nnd warranted hv its thenlnev 
any data on m hich sdence buHds those who dared tJhlnk and

, iman C. HOWE. I public utterance to their deep-rooted

For Farmer Marv \A/>fa burning for conscience sake,rur Farmer Mary, Wife of was no longer lawful, we sun find the
the Arisen E. V. Wilson. spirit of religious' Ignorance, hatred,

:____  ' bigotry, and persecution abroad. As
To the many readers of The Progress- f.<iCenl'y n8 1817 Hone wfls

Ive Thinker r ogress three tInles pro8ecuted and persecuted
Dear Friends-Christmas is nmr nn/i for dnrlnK to Publish satires on the in- 

wMlc we are lookluir about tn congruitles lnvolved la trie Criristian
of our frlcuds we shfl.ll rememW nh/i I of belief. But coining nearerriow we shall TrneX tteTon’that I t0 184?’, ^orge Jacob Hob 
happy day, let us not forget those w’ho y°ake "aS tr Cd by ’|Ury 
have been instrumental in bringing the AND SENT TO PRISON

^l1’118 ot, Spiritualism to the for preaching Atheism, and while there 
bldebted t0 trie grand was not allowed to attend the funeral 

•workers in our cause for so many of his favorite child. Nearer and near- 
blesslngs that Spiritualism brings us. er still, coming down to the advent of 

?1Uly w,18on (Farmer Mary) Modern Spiritualism and the interven
' „ ,0Ul’ a,'isen brother, E. V. Wil- ing time, the same spirit of ignorance,

< i needy circumstances. She is bigotry and intolerance is active, and 
now in her seventieth year, and in very those who embraced the truths of Snir- 
poor health. She has not been able to ituallsm only a quarter of a century 

aJ“ng lln.'e: Sbe 18 a I "go. riave a lively recollection of the 
true Spiritualist and stood beside her hateful'persecution they endured at the 
noble husband, faithfully working hands of the Christian theologians, 
t oughout the many yem-s °f fils fruit- Even to-day, among the followers of 

«i ^n0118 inI°",;,«lU8e’ I trie meek and lowly Jesus, there are
8bal 1 w® let tlla dear w*fe of this those who, in their arrant priestly pre- 

ainnt«’"°ck?ri. 6uffer after a11 rie has sumption, do not hesitate to say and do 
tua , and free thought? I those things which excite prejudice 

<si;irL?' 8011 ,a?ks ,not for griarlty. against and Injure our prospects in the 
She has several hundred copies of her ordinary concerns of our lives; but

„ nd8 book’ “Truths of Spiritual- I thanks be to those great souls who bat-
1 . yJEe ?? bound and con-1 tied against error, who In the centuries 

tain a splendid picture of brother Wil- that are past declared the truth and 
m^’tain?0.i0UH.,bundre!d ?age? of tbe I died for lt: thanks t0 tb08e noble souls 
most Intel estiug and instructive read- of our own day, who, by patient study 
ing matter. It is full of just what its and continuous labor, have wrested 
name implies, Truths of Spiritualism. 1 ' - ■ ’ uave wiesieu

Dear Friends, send $1 to Mrs. E. V
Wilson, No. 1 Union street, Valparaiso, 
Ind., and she will forward the book to 
you postpaid. By buying this book and 
making a Christmas present of It to
some one, you will make three persons 
happy, viz.y](Mrs. Wilson, the one re
ceiving this- valuable present, and last
ly yourself, for it is “more blessed to 
give than tp deceive.”

1E.W. SPRAGUE.
600 E. Secqnjl St.^amestown, N. Y.

Lake He|en jSamp, Florida.
On Dec. 9, the tollowing persons left 

New York ror Lake Helen Camp-meet
Ing, by thtt MalKry Steamship line: 
Mrs. Edith Berdeffi of Patterson, N. J.; 
Mrs. Blanche AYqpdman, Hans Dohrn 
and Augustus Dohrn, all of East Jaf
frey, New Hampshire; Geo. Burnham 
and wife,'tof Wfiverly, Mass.; Miss 
Mary E. Btobltt,;i>f Orange, New Jer
sey, and^AffiJrew Wilkins, of Green
field, Mass.

The Dohrns and Mrs. Woodman are 
to take charge of fhe hotel. These peo
ple are highly endorsed by Mr. H. M. 
Clark, of East Jaffrey, one of the camp-, 
meeting trustees. -

The next exculftlon will leave New 
York, Jan. 6. I'have first class state
rooms engaged. All who wish to go to 
any place iri Florida on that date, 
should write me tor state-rooms, etc., 
enclosing 4 cents in stamps to pay post
age on circulars, etc. Price of round 
trip from Boston to Lake Helen, $44.56; 
from New York to Lake Helen and re
turn, $40.56; New York to Jacksonville 
and return, $34.56. Free transfer of 
baggage. Meals and state-room free.

H. A. BUDtNGTON, 
Springfield, Mass. - : Manager.

HASLETT PARK.
Remarks by Mrs. Sara A 

Haslett.

When my husband passed to spirit 
life, years ago, as I have told you be
fore, I gave him my promise I would 
do whatever was in my power to carry 
forth the project he cared so much for. 
I supposed at that time, and I am con
fident he did also, that the deed for this 
park was safely in the hands of the 
association. After his sudden death 
we found the important paper was 
missing. No need for me to reiterate 
the long struggle lu the courts, or the 
money spent on both sides, nor the 
maneuvers of those in authority in re
gard to the property; that you know as 
well as I. For the past four seasons we 
have labored under a cloud, the effect 
of those maneuverings. You who have 
been with me through it all know this 
too well.

Then came another long siege of 
negotiations with Frank Haslett, and 
probably. I know the true state of those 
propositions better than you. This re
mark, has been made to me so many 
times: “If you are so anxious to give 
land to those people, why don’t you 
buy It and give it?” I don’t know why 
I should give my land. Then It has cost 
me over a thousand dollars to defend 

on? sot to pay for that.
11,1 lnS as I did in a most peculiar 

position, that of botli plaintiff and de
fendant, I could not see any way out of 

ei\but,t0 buy this land outright 
and dedicate that part which was used 
as a place for our assembly to the asso- 
?!“J*?“’ In O1'dei’ to do so, I was obliged 
to sen property which broright me in an 
rtnn fhtafi°Ve>r if3°° “ year’ 1 Oaly luen- 
■tion this to show you that, not relent
ing, my part was not performed with
out some sacrifice to myself. Not being 
somfi^dH?“11“’ Of course U 1,1U8t lnake 
stin r T .,Vlth me financially, still I determined to buy and give it 
and trust to providence for my living’

8 “y Pleasure to hand this deed to 
you to-day, you having been appointed 
to receive and place the same on record.

SARA A. HASLETT.

As secretary of tlie Haslett Park 
recXe UfbA ttb° the °ne fipP°inted to 
leceiye the above-mentioned deed I n° ?late that on Wednesday, be* 
tober 9, 1898, at a board meeting held 
« 1 d1*1 ^eive a deed of

“JP association, from the hands of Mrs. Sara A. Haslett, in 
the presence of six members of said 
board I forwarded the same to the 
Mtoh T8 a“0/. Of Ingllam county" 
Mich. The deed is now on record and 
we hope all our friends will gato« at 
^lileh wnik ,“K “‘“J’. season 
(which will commence the first of 
August, 1899,) and help to make it one 
Stofn “°st interesting camps in the 
State. Ihe Hon. O. P. Kellogg is to be 
our chairman, and with a line of good 
speakers and mediums we shall strive 

maire it doubly Interesting and in
stinctive to you all. Come to Haslett 

ar t i ... J’ D’ RICHMOND, ’ 
St. Johns, Mich. Secretary.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
The Banner of Light speaks as fol- 

ows of Prof. Lockwood, as presented 
Temjile: HatCh’ °f the Boston S1’lritual

There Is but one Prof. W. M. Lock- 
lnaA,U(-'rlca’ and he was with this 

society Sunday, Dec. 4, and will re
main here for two months. The receu- 
tlon given him was of a kind that 
proved he had many friends in Boston. 
There was a large audience which 
evinced Interest in all he said

Prof. Lockwood took for his subject 
»unday morning, “What Is the Higher 
win JUU SI?aud gave a lecture that 
will long be remembered by all who 
heard It. He said lu purl:

“We have heard a good deal of late 
of a higher mental Spiritualism. This 
is a democratic age and a democratic 
piatform to the extent of free thought 
and I hope to eall your attention to a 
new line of thought. When the priest 
became the politician then the country 

bls Wtty- Up to the time 
“°L“any People had dared to 

„‘«a nil* ”c?u'd love one another, 
and Plato did not dare to practice what 
he preached. Plato left an impression 
that haS obtained until the present age I 
A higher ideal of spirituality is begin
ning to be understood in this age Tlie 1 
human may be Instructed into an’error, i 
but is never educated by error. Spirit- '
ualism does not only mean that your' ffrn Tri) fn f hm. «». ,~u..» * 'grandfather or grandmother can and 
wl come back to you. Higher Spirit
ualism means knowledge, and we find 
such men as Abbott, Newton, and Mills 
daring to take a peep at Truth The 
spirit world that we live in is not con
trolled by any god.”

At the close of Prof. Lockwood’s ad
dress he received an ovation, and held 
an informal reception. In the evening 
be l>ls subject, “The Evolution 
or a ruinker,” and gave another grand 
lecture.

A MOTHER’S LOVE.

Woman, Church and St
A- Historical Account of the Statjj 

of Woman Through the ChrisT’ 

ttan Ages, with Reiniuis- - - 
cences of the Matri- 

arehate. ■

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGtt

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE 7A4 
vinnfSirfitu?? ,ucls.llM!Uy onii clearh stated In Udi 
volume of 6M pages Is amazing. The title, as abova 
Blvau, rails to eouyey au Idea or the fulness uud cout fe Sw/thwlll?11,tb0 6ubJeetaare treated Th.

,°( Mother-rule, la the theme or the Ahi chapter, lu which much lore, quaint, queer aud curl* 
T?d« 'JrmhiwJu'i Tloiw lu or tho subject»
Thia ,. followed by chapters ou Celibacy. Cuuon Law Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygaiy WoinaniSl 
Wort, The Church or To day, Past,"p“ eent ySiSS! 
bundt?a r<n 8 UGt chapter In the book that la no! 
uia lu,a^erJr manner, and that for quantity
and quBlity of Information, is not worth the full Drice 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well» 
arranged, and intensely Interesting from beginning t* SShi» i°a?He *>ly regret buylnglt; Ft la a vat 
RW“t0 ““ Ubr"y Of 8“y ,ree truth-lova

Price, For sale at till*
office. .

DEATH AND THE AFTER MEK 
«Mrc WD •‘»a«

Fifty Years in the Cliurcli of Koma 
ÄRF^83i>.ChÄui!.a prlei‘- A «““taws

Paine’s Theological Works?"*

Thumbscrew and Rack.

The Evolution of the Devil?"
Y?rkClt“7 Th“nosyjÄen?‘apleacher 

philosophical analysis of ESa-feSSSi:«

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE

Paine Homestead and pAfnpMAn,^WBold Rochelle, also,, portraits of Thcinas Dcl?n'i?iti,New 
Joe Builow, Mary Wollntoxiecrart Mudimi

MAfiOJVIGT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

Thli la No. 6 of the Library of Liberal ClasKira n 
npi?iCtetle<i 10 be.hlBU,rICBny correct, and to exact and 

ln.every detail as to be practically beyond tho 
tateoaely“i^XtYni.^^^8 Tuid aVtiia ornc«?* ROMANISM AND THE R&PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OB 

Zx his country ahould have at hand for consult» 
tlon. By Bev. laaac J. Lansing, M. A. Thia la a moM 
able work, conalatlngof a Dlacuaaion of tho Purpoitf, 
Awpmptiona, Principles and Methods of th© Bomaa 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain* 447 nacrea. 
may be coneiderea a mine of valuable InfOHndUon fol 
cYery patriot tn ttie land- price 11. fWMte at

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION 
eg«

Oatllollc Inquisition. Ever» • 
™on Citizen should become acquainted with the ' 

tblB valuable record. It shows the methods used by the Aointsb Church to ex*

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The nrst tlm. ‘ 
lutho history of the world that a Christian“AssocImSS ' 
ever Invited a noted Inddel to lecture befm> them 

leo,t“re |B Brand one, and was received bv tea 
Club with continuous applause from beglnuin,- to end.

■
■' APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. " 
Identified as the Christian .iesns, 

A wonderful communication, explalniM boa Mi * 
life and teachings were utilizedto foraSKu flSdtfb 
anity. Price 15 oenta. For

THOMAS PAINE, ~| 
Was He Junius? .

Henry Burr. Price 15 cent*. 1

The ReHgion of Spiritualism, 
its Phenomena and Philosophy. Uy Rev tn,,,,,..Bavfi?

THE TALMUD. ~
SelecHonetrom the content, of that ancient boolr 

tta commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legeida 
Also brief sketches of the men who made anf mm! 
5SM“,fc B7 a

By Ludw‘~ ’•
1-iHtCE AND MATTEI

WHITE MAGIO
Txaght tn “Three Seven«," a book or 271 pages. It to 
really a very Interesting and BuircesUw. Boat. Prloa 

. »1.23 For sale at tuie onice.

from Nature her secrets, and at the 
risk of personal suffering at the risk of 
the loss of wealth and Influence and 
friends, have found the truth and pro
claimed It to the world—have bridged 
the chasm of death, and declared 
among a host of spiritual hirelings that 
there are no dead.

We admire the true, the noble, arid 
the good, who by their courage,

LESSEN THE POSSIBILITIES
of our own tyranny: but, it Is to be 
feared we are too negligent to be watch
ful over that liberty and freedom which 
their courage has secured to us, for 
“Eternal vigilance is the price of lib
erty.”

Sir William Crookes, Dr. Alfred Rus
sel Wallace, Dr. Hodgson, and many 
others eminent in the realms of science, 

HAVE STOOD LIKE GIANTS,
In the frofit of battle, and made it pos
sible for us to become soldiers in that 
mighty army that is destined to break 
down all forms of superstition and Ig
norance; all. forms of religious tyranny 
and persecution. Science has become 
queen of the earth, and under her do
minion shall all mankind be blessed; it 
is the mighty heel under which all 
forms of priestly pretensions and hy
pocrisy shall be crushed; it is that Di
vine Revelation which presents to us a 
Deify—

The brightness of whose countenance 
Dispels the night of Ignorance, 
And makes life perpetual day. .

You may anger at your mother, 
And abuse her precious name,

But you cannot find another
Who will always be the same;

And you cannot find a truer
Or a better friend than she, 

Whether good or bad unto her
Or a criminal you be.

You may go unto the outer, 
To the limits of the land,

And you’ll find no cause to doubt her 
When you need a friendly hand;

She will miss you at the table, 
With the others all In place;

For her soul still holds the label 
With your name and baby face.

You may fall into the gutter,
Too degraded for your chums, 

And no words she stops to utter
Till she claims you from the slums;

You may curse her and mistreat her, 
As a crazy drunkard will,

You may kick her arid may beat her, 
But her soul will love you still.

There's a love that drowns all cursing, 
'Tls a love you cannot slay,

For those boneless gums are nursing 
In her memory tor aye;

■'And those little hands and faces
Will forever come again

To the mother In their places 
As the children of the then.

Dr. T. Wilkins, In The Lyceum.

The First Spiritualist Church of the 
South Side will hold a -watch and test 
meeting on New Year’s eve, and will 
also serve lunch. Prominent mediums 
Wil! lie In attendance. Admission, In
eluding lunch, 25 cents. Do not forget, 
New Year’s eve. • ' , ' ‘

Dr. Mary R. Hutcheson, magnetic 
physician and test medium, Is perma
nently located at 859 South Hill street, 
Los Angeles, Col.

Dr. T. A. Bland, distinguished physi
cian, has returned to the city and is lo
cated at the People’s Institute, VanBur
en & Leavitt st. -

''Nature Cure.”'By~Drs. M. E. and 
Rom O. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $L50. - . '

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. 

P. 33. Price W cents. '

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. 
By Canto B.&Twlng, medium. PriMMwma j

PULPIT, PEW AND CKADl ^. " 
By Helen II. Gardener. One of her brlulitcsi 

tlesc and strongest lectures aualnst the Blh'v ia-mS 
woman should read It aud know her friends’ a nd /n. 
Tales. Price 10 cents. vn

HISTORY OF ATHARAEU 
r/FE IK THE STONE AGE. TUB.

history of Atborr.el, Chief Priest of a Band ci Ah 
Aryans. This pamphlet, contalnlna Si pages, vu wilt 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is la. 
loosely tatarestlng. Price W OOM For aalo at thS 
«Dee.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum?
Amanaal, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something indispensable. Price 50 cents.

The To-Morrow of Death.
. ---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science,

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

translated from the french
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
.This fine volume might well have been entitled' ■ 
Bplntuallsm Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
to that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writer, eicel when they would poputarixe eclentlflo . 
aubfecta tn adaptation to the needs of tho general ‘

*ntl19r.,B » Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super-' 
atition, etc., etc., in which he manifests the ntual 
animae of the “scientific class,” yet be'save again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in BpirituRllhm.w '

M_pr°ved “the fact of communication - 
between superhnmans and the Inhabitants of EarUr" 

M Instances of fact In evidence, 
to a Spiritualist, a manifest dlscicpancy in 

tbeauthors s ideas, but the well-read mind wit) readily 
Lei^B2mar^WAheriro8Rn,1.conB’ and out of the 

on,i iood mental culture, but much valuable Information. The authcr bolds the 
theory of reincarnation, price (IM For sale at 
mis omce. ‘

Views of Our Heavenly isomsT
By Asdrew Jackson Davis. A Uakta

Work. Price73 cents. Postage scento."

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

, BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
JL translation from Japanese, made under tbs aus. 

pices of tb^Rov. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Par» . * 
llamoat of Mellglou. Was lately published in Janem WcelL FwMleatthbofflce. ^^ “ ”



CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Destruction' of Atlantis.
Il

VBOM NIGHT TO MORN)
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church,

82 page», One copy, 15 cental ten coplea, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
.aWpigM. Om copy, bound In doth. Ill paper, n 
CCntS.

Vor Bale at this Office, 40 Loomle Street,

MARGUERITE HUNTER?

THBFROGRESSHTBS-THINKBR.

with magnetic or spiritual healers, who are constantly 
laboring to relieve the sick and distressed.

Chicago, Hl. , .. SCIENTIST.

THE GREAT OBJECTOR

ANGEL VOICES.

He Expresses His Views on " My Religion 
' and Yours.”

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Belillou and Expression tn Btmu In- 
bodltnenta. Given through Mt». Cora L. V. Rick- 
mend, by her Guides. A book that every one who ti 
interested in tc-ltuaraitlm rtotuti raid. Price sififc

AND

This department Is under the manage
ment of

: Hudson Tuttle.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Qhlo.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read.. If the request be made, 
tho name will not be' published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Robert R, Brown: Q. Have you not 
soiled copies of Seerets of the Convent 
that you would furnish me at reduced 
rates, for circulation, as I want to do 
Borne missionary work?

A. I have no soiled copies, but have 
a few copies of the last edition which 
will be’malled free for 15 cents; also 
“Jleresy, or Led to the Light," 15 cents 
(price 30), postpaid. The tract, “What 
Is Spiritualism? How to Form Circles 

* and Develop Mediumship, Etc.,’.’ at the 
rate of $1 per 100, post paid.

This is, a holiday offer holding good 
for the year. I desire to say to the 
friends who have assisted in the circu- 

. lation of thirty-four editions of the 
tract “What Is Spiritualism,’’.that their 

V aid is fully appreciated. They who thus 
put books and papers before those who 

>.-profit by reading, do quite as much for 
■' ¡the cause, as writers and publishers.

A. O. Hoyt: Q. I have read your 
brief but excellent answer to the ques
tion, What Is Spiritualism? I quote as 
follows: “Man is a dual being, comprls- 
Ing a physical structure and a spirit. 

■ The spirit is evolved by and out of a 
physical body, .having corresponding 
form and development. This spiritual 

' belngjs immortal.”
If it is true, as we have been taught 

by science, that man’s physical struot- 
ure in no way differs from the physical 
structures of the higher animals in its 
origin and growth, then your argument 
would sustain the view that animals 
possess.spiritual bodies that are immor
tal. Do you entertain this view? •

A. Every theory which attempts the 
high purpose of solving the mysteries 
of the universe, must rest on the foun- 

? dation of evolution. That is to the 
world of life what gravitation is to the 
world of inorganic matter. In fact 

. gravitation Is the law of evolution ap
plied to world-masses. Whatever we 
assume, here Is firm ground, and when 
our theories conflict we may know we 
pre on the wrong path. We must ac
cept evolution, is the progressive ad- 
vancemcnt of life from protozoa to 
man, let it lead where it may.

We are obliged to accept the state
ment that every living being ha,s a spir- 
lt,: for If the spirit is not created, but of 

. evolution, the process of unfoldment of 
the physical body and the spirit must 
go on Interblended until death.

The broad proposition is: All living 
beings have a spiritual as well as phys
ical being, , . , , '

frhè’corollarlés to this ore: ' 
1;,-Until a certain stage of develop- 

m'ént is reached the spiritual being does 
not maintain existence after the death 
of the physical body.

à. ’ 2. A spiritual being Is not necessarily
Immortal;

. j- This question has been discussed at 
• ' length in this department, and hence 

cannot be more than glanced at for the 
time. It Is fully explained by the spirit 
authors In Psychic Science.

'A. 8. Wells: Q. In reading reply to 
qdestion asked by James Copeland, in 
The Progressive Thinker of Dec. 3, I 

, Infer that you do not think there is any 
reliability to be placed in this partlcu- 

, lar prediction; but am I to believe that 
there are no mediums who are enabled 
to foretell occurrences to happen in the 
future with any degree of infallibility? 
But if there should be such, can you 
tell, me tho method employed whereby 
this knowledge is gained?

A, The instances of the fulfillment of 
predictions are too numerous to be set 
aside ns coincidences. If we admit that 

; every effect has a cause; that every 
event or action in human affairs is led 
up to by a series of causes and effects, 

. then it follows as an unavoidable con- 
elusion that if Intelligence and knowl
edge could be sufficiently far-reaching, 
tho events of the future could be fore
told with the accuracy of knowledge of 
the past events leading thereto. An as
tronomer has no difficulty in prophesy
ing an eclipse of the moon next year, or 
a hundred years hence, because he 
knows the laws governing the sun, 
earth and moon. In simpler form he 
prophesies that the sun will rise at such 
an hour to-morrow or next week.

There Is no difficulty in admitting the 
possibility, of prophecy here. In the 
vastly more Intricate and complex rela
tions of living and intellectual beings, 
such , is the infinite net-work of cause 
and effect, that it appears Impossible 
for any Intelligence to be able to un
ravel the blended web.

Yet we have no doubt of the exist
ence óf spiritual beings, with minds so 
conversant with causes as to forecast 
the future of an individual or a state 
with the certainty with which an as
tronomer calculates an eclipse. It is 
not within the capability of any medi
um. The medium is a receiving instru
ment and the value of his prophecy de
pends on the knowledge of the spirits 
who communicate through and by him. 
With spirit beings this faculty greatly 
varies. A spirit, simply because a spir
it, cannot prophesy. The greater pro
portion know little of cause and effect 
and are Incapable of hazarding more 
than a conjecture. Yet these ignorant 
spirits are first to prophesy future 
events, and bring shame to those who 
trust them.

Q: Please explain how heat can be 
latent, as the chemists assert How 
there-can be heat concealed and Its 
properties not manifest?

2. When a good psychometrlst proph
esies as to the future, foretelling say- 
ten events to occur in succession, and 
nine of them occur as foretold, the 
tenth however failing, how Is this to be 
understood.

A. (1) The term “latent heat” is ap
plied to a singular and most Interesting 
phenomenon, and this correspondent Is 
confused by its too literal interpréta-’ 
iion. - '

It is not meant that the heal; is lost, 
but remains in some form ready to ap
pear when the conditions are applied.

What Is latent heat? To illustrate. 
'A pound of ice and a pound of water 
both at a temperature of 32 degrees 
give the same Indication to the ther
mometer. If now to each be added a 
pound of water at 172 degrees, the tem- 

- perature of the water will be raised 
, from 32 to 102 or half of 32 added to 

172 equals 204, divided by 2 equals 102 
degrees, while the temperature of the 
’^»ter havlng melted the ice will

S’n i 8^ There is an absorption of 
172 degrees less 82, equal to 140 de
grees of heat at the moment the pound 
pf ice is converted into the liquid form. 
What becomes of it? It is not last, for 
when this water is again converted into 
ice, it is thrown out and the freezing of 
the water warms surrounding objects. 
The heat that thus is required to liq
uefy a substance, is called its latent 
heat, and greatly varies in different 
bodies. In water it is 140 degrees, 
greatly exceeding, that of .any other 
substance.

Thus lead requires but 11 degrees 
when raised to the melting point, to 
convert it into fluid form. Sulphur, 27 
degrees, etc. This remarkable charac
teristic of water is almost essential to 
the existence of living beings on the 
earth. If it were not for this, the 
changes from liquid to solid would be 
so sudden that life would perish. Water 
may be reduced in temperature below 
freezing, even six or eight degrees be
low, and not become solid, as held in 
Die cells of trees and plants it remains 
fluid at zero.

The same phenomenon occurs when 
•the fluid is converted into vapor or 
steam. But it requires a far greater 
number of degreeA.to overcome tlie ad
hesion of the particles to the extent of 
converting the fluid to vapor, than the 
solid to fluid. This bus been found by 
accurate experiment to be 1,000 de
grees.

'io make this clear. Take a mass of 
ice at zero, and surround it by highly 

.heated air. The temperature of the ice 
will rise until it reaches 32, just as a 
piece of iron would do. Then it begins 
to melt, but the temperature remains 
stationary until it is all fluid, and 140 
degrees of heat disappear from the sur
rounding air. Then the temperature 
rises and goes up to 212, when ;the 
water .begins to boll, and steam to es
cape. To convert the water Into 
steam, requires 1,000 degrees of heat, 
and however rapidly this is applied the 
temperature does not rise above 212.

This heat measured in degrees which 
disappears in the mechanical, work of 
converting a solid into a fluid, or a fluid 
into a vapor and keeping these in such 

. states, is called latent heat. '
It is not lost, but is transformed into 

motion by which the change from solid 
to fluid, and fluid to vapor is effected. 
Every atom or molecule at these points 
of transformation become endued with 
a new activity and this activity which 
is a manifestation of the heat absorbed 
and apparently “latent” or lost When 
the temperature Is reduced, this motion 
of atoms is again transformed to heat.

(2) If two out of three tests in psy- 
.chometry, telepathy or any phase of re
search into the realm of spirit, prove 
correct, it ought to be satisfactory; 
much more if nine out of ten. Failures 
simply show that psychometry like all 
our other faculties is fallible.

8. Porter: Q. What is the value of 
the “deep breathing” cure for consump
tion?

A. Deep breathing is excellent exer
cise of the lungs and a preventive of 
consumption. When that disease is es
tablished, deep breathing will aggra
vate. Recognizing this, the latest 
‘cure” advocated by the profession, is 
that of an eminent Chicago surgeon. 
He recommends filling the cavity sur
rounding the lungs with carbonic gas, 
pumped in until the pressure will pre
vent the filling with air by respiration, 
of the diseased lung cells. They are in 
this manner allowed to rest and to heal 
The Inmates of hospitals have been 
treated, and the results reported in 
medical journals as satisfactory. The 
doctors regard hospital patients as so 
much material for experimentation. 
What the results will be on patients 
who understand the process and con
sent thereto, remains to be de
termined. Wc hazard the prophecy that 
after a few “brilliantly successful 
cases,” when the patients unfortunately 
cannot bear witness- against their tor
mentors, because effectually -silenced, 
like countless other "great discoveries" 
in medicine will sink into nothingness.

J. V. S.: Q. Can the development of 
a medium be retarded or prevented by 
the influence of an unfriendly spirit?

A. The influence of a person on the 
manifestations and on the medium are 
often exceedingly marked, and certain 
ones boast that nothing eon be given in 
their presence. It is true that there are 
organizations which assist, while others 
retard and obstruct. This ,js equally 
true of spirits who are present at a cir
cle, or come into the sphere of the me
dium. They may prevent or pervert 
communication, unintentionally or pur
posely.

Through the shadows I can hear, 
Softly calling—voices near, 
Tones so sweet are borne to me, 
Soars my soul in ecstasy.
Only shadows fold me round, 
Through them plainly falls the sound, 
From life’s upper atmosphere, 
Softly falling, pure and clear.

Like the sunlight through the cloud, 
Like a pathway through a crowd, 
So the voices seem to come, 
And a new life is begun.
True the messages they bear— 
Tidings from a world so fair, 
That my soul is well Content, 
Biding here, till life be.spent 
Wondrous is the strength I win. 
Fl-ora the voices heard within, 
Peace and love they bring to me, 
Faith in life's reality.
Patience, too, to work and wait, - 
Be it early, be it late, .
Be the labor great or small, 
For the largest good of all.
Voices of my loved ones say, 
We are with you night and day, 
Closer now than e’er before, . 
Healing hurts, and hearts so sore." ‘
Trust the voices—well I know, 
We may hear—but listen' low, 
They are calling—never fear, 
Through the soul’s own atmosphere! 
Walt within the templed dome, 
Of thy soul—and wait alone!’ • 
Pulsing through the vibrant air, 
Thou shalt hear the voice’s there!

Austin, Hl. ELLA DARE.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. . '

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind.onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
♦it« office. Price, cloth, $L

"The Infidelity Of .. Ecclesiastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
Upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science.'. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at thia cfflco.

The cry for a “declaration of principles” from many 
believers in spirit return who find themselves hungry, 
with a craving for a religious omelet, is echoed in a most 
interesting ar ticle entitleij “Principles vs. Creed,” by my 
esteemed and learned friend Dr. E-D. Babbitt. It is 

'true Ids thought is to gently and kindly criticise my views 
expressed in The Progressive'Thinker’s symposium -of 
October 15, but the theme is too broad and deep to be 
treated from any personal standpoint. ’

The various definitions of the word “religion” leave us 
more in the dark than ever as to what religion really 
means. Something, more or less entitled to that name, 
is found wherever man has

LIVED, SUFFERED AND DIED.
And I venture to assert that the “root thought” thus 
seeking expression is the same in all alike. That root 
thought is Deity, and without the “God Consciousness” 
involved in that thought all that is meant by religion be
comes impossible. It is true.that primitive man finds 
Deity in thunderbolt and tempest, and pictures him in 
wood and in stone, but it is Deity after whom he is reach
ing, and therefore his superstitious beliefs are fairly en
titled to be called his “religion.” s .

As man’s inherent powers develop he gradually be
comes master of some of his surroundings. His central 
thought is still Deity, although he no longer looks for his 
God at every corner, like the timid savage. He;perceives 
that the gods of his ancestors -■

WERE NATURAL FORCES -
which he can more or less control. So his Deity is ad
vanced to a being who works wonders and wields powers 
which are not natural. But although his god must work 
miracles, his central thought is still Deity, and he is thus 
the possessor of a religion. Thus step by step man ad
vances, carrying his “God Consciousness” with him, 
which continues entitled to the name of “religion.” It is 
true that as man grows his “god idea” grows, too, but my 
point is this, that the man or the race holding a belief in 
Deity—whether one god or many—has a religion.

He may adorn hiß religion with forms and ceremonies; 
may establish a priesthood; call certain men and women 
inspired; count somebody’s teachings as Divine revela
tions, but he is only ornamenting his central thought, 
which iß his religion, with or without these accessories. 
In hiß desire to magnify his “god idea” he endows his 
Deity with “mysteries;” and if it happen that a pet-mys
tery is slain by common sense or discovery, another just as 
good soon takes its place, for

MAN IS A RELIGIOUS ANIMAL,
therefore he and his “God Consciousness” are inseparable. 
We must keep in mind that the “god idea” is thus the 
religion, and that everything else is only an excrescence. 
It is true that as man advances these excrescences drop off 
one by one, but so long as any remain they hide or distort 
the central idea. These excrescences become like a bunch 
of wild grapes, with the “God Consciousness” reduced to 
the hidden stalk to which each grape' clings. A moment’s 
examination will show us that what goes by the name of 
“religion” has thus become a cluster of appearances 
hiding the central thought.

We have in the religious cluster called “Christianity” 
the picture of a good man ' ’ : .

. WITH A LONG WHITE BEARD .
fop the central figure. We have a sccond ipan by.^si^p, 
pictured as his 'son. Close by is ä ♦‘cloven tongue,” Tsup- ' 
posed to complete a mysterious but holy trinity. The 
cluster also includes a heaven somewhere in space, and a 
“hell” where the man god in the center, with a white' 
beard, can keep an eye on it. There is a saint, a sinner, a 
devil' and a church, each wild grapes on this wonderful 
cluster. There are rites and ceremonies, with creeds and 
declarations of belief; and the bunch is rounded off by a 
cool appropriation of everything man has evolved in the 
way of charity, justice and love. Such is the bunch of 
ecclesiastical grapes which claims the title of “religion”' 
to-day, although it keeps the true and original “god idea” 
smothered and out of sight. Religious reform has con
sisted in tasting a grape here and there, pronouncing it 
“sour,” and throwing it away. Of course the poor re
former is always accused of trying to destroy “religion,” 
whereas he has, in reality, by removing even one grape, 
allowed us to get a glimpse of the good within. The ad-
vanced intellects of to-day have simply plucked off more 
and more of the wild grapes, but as, almost without excep
tion, they cling to the central thought, calling it “The 
Great First Cause,” I claim that they still hold the basic 
truth on which religion rests. -

Wild grapes are unpalatable to every stomach, save that, 
of a school boy, and the great bunches, upheld and 
worshiped the world over, have got to go, one grape at a 
time. But poor human nature has counted its bunches 
as so sacred that it almost shrieks with agony when even 
one grape is tom off. The difference between our various 
sects is that one class of stomachs is rejecting a certain 
grape; another swallows that, but finds some other un
palatable. Yet all alike leave the central stalk, the “god 
idea,” untouched, and therefore religion itself unharmed.

The absurdity of the whole conglomeration becomes 
conspicuous when there is a deliberate attempt in this 
nineteenth century to hang a new grape on the bunch 
where an'old one has disappeared. This is what certain 
well-meaning Spiritualists are trying to do to-day. They 
were educated to believe that the entire bunch was 
“religion.” One grape after another has been rejected as

SOUR AND INDIGESTIBLE, 
but shocked at the destruction, they are demanding that 
“spirit return” shall be now graften on, to make the clus
ter more attractive to human eye and heart. All that is 
valuable to man, the God Consciousness, has been 
smothered out-of sight in the name of religion, and now 
that the world is at last getting a chance to enjoy it, the 
cry is heard as a shriek that “religion is vanishing.” 
“Gild your God Idea with the pure gold of spirit return,” 
is the wailing cry, as if the God Consciousness must be 
still kept hidden from the soul.

■ It is true that the State demands a whole bunch of 
these wild grapes before it will count any association as 
owning a religion. ’ It is true that railroads will not grant 
half-fares, nor Mrs. Grundy take you by the hand-and- 
admit you into her religious society until you hide the 
nakedness of the God Idea. But’, what has that to do 
with the truth, or with the development of our own 
manhood? -

The whole cry for a “declaration of principles” was 
based on the idea that. spirit return was a religion, 
whereas it is a simple fact of nature. Some of us have 
been privileged to hold converse with human souls who 
have long outgrown the limitations of mortal life. I 
never yet knew one such who was not rejoicing in the God 
Consciousness, which is apparently the crown of divinity', 
resting upon the brow of humanity of every degree.' Clear 
away the excrescences and that always is left All that 
ma"n has been trained to call “religion” may vanish, but 
we see that the fact itself remains.

My good Brother Babbitt accuses me of being “The 
Great Objector.” Am I objecting to anything

BUT THE “POROUS PLASTEBS” / 

which have been stuck by ignorance all over the glorious 
“God Idea,” which alone is religion? If the God Con
sciousness be the only religion, and is the natural aspira
tion of every intelligent human being, existing alike in 
savage, philosopher and archangel, I claim it as worthy of 
our most profound study. I have already discussed it at 
some length in the columns of The Progressive Thinker,

' mUa'a 9..’. r~~——— --------------------- ---
aad fliive therein presented a few experiences of the 
fltrwci ftihering to every mortal who claims and wields it 
■WPP jivine right. This religious comprehension and 

like manhood itself, a matter of development, 
ifajuiring both time and effort. It is the only pathway to 
fl&Whbnt health and happiness for the individual and 
$$ is harmony instead of discord, love instead
Qfjrite,. happiness instead of misery, health instead of 
jtekpffij. These are all comprehended in the God Con- 
if'-Wr8’ whic11 i? religi°n itself, pure, simple, and free 
rfom ’He make-believe attachments which have dwarfed
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FROM THE ROSTRUM
BY A. B. FRENCH,

Thli work li one that every one ehonld reid. It 
beami throughout with rare ¿em» ot thought, prac
tical a> well is profound. There is sunshine and 
beauty la every aeatence uttered. The work Is dedl. 
cited to tho author'» iavorlte alster, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Sjlrlt-llte. Hudson Tuttle, oi 
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SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative System» and the Happiness and Ennoblement ot Humanity, By E. D. Babbit? 
LL. D., M. D. This comprises tho last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Faper cover, 15c. For »ale at 
this office. L

THE SPIRITUAL BIIITH, ‘ 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Mosas Hut t. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explain« the 
loa^Fo^sat'th^a^. frlce.

there is no death. ' 
By Florence Marryat. An interesting account of the 
anthor’B spiritual experience«. Paper, 50c; cloth, |1.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful aonge, with 

music and chorus, In book form. By O. P^LofiRlev 
Price 11.25. Poatege 15 cent*. ' •

SEERS OF THE AOEsT
Embracing Spiritualism, sast and present By J. 

M. Peebles, M. D. An encyclopaedia at intaettlna 
•nd instructive faota. Price 12m

Romanism and the Eqmhlic.
By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A Every patriot 

«houldreadlt Price »14». ______

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,

Author of “Helen Harlow*« Vow," “The Occult 
Forces of Sex.” “Perfect Motherhood," and many 
ether works. Price 25 cents. For aale at this office. 

^STANDINGUPFORJESUSr 
Or whet the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-flya copies for 
50 cents.

MISS JUDSON'S BOOKS,
IEHT BHB BECAME A BPIRITUAUBT, 

264 page». One copy, 11; six copies. »5.

'"'My effort has been to keep too.zealous Spiritualists 
fifiifi l Ranging their particular “ism” as another wild 
grape on the cluster of artificial religion. If I am to be 
stijl counted by my good Brother Babbitt as

« “THE GREAT OBJECTOR,”
he. will at least now see what it is to which I am thus 
objecting. CHARLES DAWBARN.

San Leandro, Cal. .

It Is Attracting the Attention of Courts and 
: Legislatures.

,,To the Editor:—As set forth in an editorial in the 
Chicago Tribune, lawyers, lawmakers and the courts are 
devoting considerable attention to the practice of the 
dealing art known as Christian Science and sometimes 

the faith cure. Christian “healers” are . very 
numerous throughout the country and have numerous 
disciples,- including patients under their treatment. 
Ther'£ are several Christian Science churches and schools 
S^k^a£° an<^ 01e sea^®re(^ through other cities and 

• More than common attention was attracted to the sub
ject *by the arrest and prosecution of Mrs. Mills, the 

‘healer” who attended Harold Frederick during a part of 
his .final illness in London. ,A female servant of Mr. 
Frederick who dismissed the regular physician and called 
in the Christian Science healer also has been prosecuted. 
The, charge against the two women is that of man
slaughter and there is a general belief in England that 
they will be convicted, .
- The legal history of Christian Science in the United 
States is very brief. The Supreme Court of Rhode 
Island has held that Christian Science treatment for dis
ease is not such practice of medicine as the statutes of 
tbit State declare shall be restricted to licensed phy
sicians. The Supreme Court of Maine has held that a 
Clirjstjan Science “healer” can collect by law fees charged 
im treating patients. On the other hand, an Iowa court 
recently dismissed a case against the city of DesMoinse for 
damages on account of injuries caused by a defective area 
wall on the ground that the claimant, the injured person, 
testified that he had been cured of his injuries by Chris
tian Science. , Bills to suppress the practice of Christian 
S&enc.é 'frere introduced in the last Legislatures of New 
Xork and Massachusetts, but did not become laws. These 
are the only facts generally published as to the connection 
between'Christian Science and the law in tliis country.

án'‘argument before the Massachusetts Legislature 
against .tpe passage of-an anti-Christian Science bill it was 
urged that Christian Science is not strictly practice, but 
“á1 religión;” tliat it seeks tb establish the teachings and 
p^ctice’bf early Christianity; that it healed the diseased 
by a djvine law which had always existed and exists now; 
that treatment by Christian Science, or faith, is the same 
ad that practiced by Christ and his apostles; that the 

practice “healing” by Christian Science is de- 
liigher than’a human power” and that 

• neither a medical board nor'thé Législatüre can take away 
“the divine right of thinking and prayer.” There is not 
much coherency to the form of these claims, but the argu
ment was effective in defeating the anti-Christian Science 
bill, legislation on the subject being regarded as 
“inexpedient and unnecessary.”

The New York Legislature treated the subject of 
Christian Science with greater flippancy. The bill before 
that body was intended for the suppression of all sorts of 
empiricism in the practice of medicine. As far as it 
applied to Christian Science it was opposed by a strong 
lobby, among the members of Which were several women 
of considerable beauty and other fascinations devoted to 
the art of “divine healing.” At their solicitation Chris
tian Science was excepted from the treatments prohibited 
>ytthe bill. It is said that the subject will be taken up 
again in the Legislature soon to meet.

A short time ago considerable of a sensation was 
created in Seattle by the death of a ypung man named 
leniy J. Kershaw, from pneumonia, which was treated 

only by Christian Science healers. He formerly resided 
inuChicago and was a son of C. J. Kershaw, engaged in 
the grain trade in Chicago and Milwaukee and connected 
with the disastrous Harper wheat corner seven or eight 
years ago. There was some talk ..of arrests at Seattle 
after young Kershaw’s death, but the whole matter blew 
over.'

People will not be prevented by law from seeking cures 
for disease by Christian Science and other experiments in 
the art of healing. Those who allege that medicine, ex
cept as to a few simple standard remedies, is yet entirely 
in the experimental stage and is not a science have many 
facts and arguments to support their opinions. At least 
>hysicians-have much to learn of the causes and cures of 
luinan ailments, and at the best can claim only that thev 

fóllpw a progressive science in which regions that are un
explored are far greater in extent than those that have 
been explored. ~

The above is a comprehensive view of the present status 
of Christian Science before the courts and in legislation. 
The Spiritualists have but little to fear in connection

. ¡The following is the Maya account of the destruction 
of Atlaptis, from Dr. Augustus De Plongeon’s rendering 
or the Tiroano manuscripe: . ' .

¡■“The ¿'ear six Kan, on the eleventh Muluc, in the 
month Zac,-there occurred terrible earthquakes, which 
continued without intermission untilthe thirteenth 
Cbuen.'i'The country of the hills of mud, ±he Hand of 
Miu,’ waff sacrificed. Being twice upheaved, it suddenly 
d^ppeayed during the night, the basin being continually 
shaken by volcanic forces. Being confined these cause!! 
-the land to sink and rise several times and in various 
places. >HAt last the surface gave and.the ten coun
tieswfiie torn asunder and scattered into fragments; 
unable (to stand the force of the seismic convulsions, they 
sank- wiith sixty-four million inhabitants, eight thousand 
yehre before the writing of this book.” -

I . '--- -------- ’ -------—
YWedding Ghimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 

tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains, marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal miniatry. 
Price$l. For sale at this office. _ < . '

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness, and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
B. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This' comprises the last 
lart.of Human Culture and Cure. -Paper cover 15 cento. 

’ ?or sale at this office. ' . . -
. “The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 

Told by Paul Carusi This book is heartily recommended 
to -students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
iving principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 

read it without spiritual profit Price $1, For sale at

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual 

Spheres, •
TrjfiMrlbed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with choaen media or earth. It waa given through tn- 
dependent slate-writing. Tho Illustrations wereigtven 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
>’not » flctlou, but a narrative of real Ute, without a 
parallel In tho literature or Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition or the philosophy, religion snd 
sclenco ot Spiritualism. Tho book contains 360 pages 
With six Illustrations In hair-tone, and twelve pages 
In origins! Independent writing. It Is beiutlfully 
?10“n<1 !5 blu? 010tl1' »tamped in silver. Price.
51.25. For sale at thia office.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of * ‘Coamology."
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional ihienomena; 5 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; r' 
“Who by searching can find God?" 8, Hyperbole MeV 
aphyslcal; a. "To the Unknown God, Whim ye Ignor
antly Worhlp;" to. "The Father Is greater than I," 
¡I True and Spurious Gods; 12, "I am the Resurrec
tion and the Life;" ]8. An Imaginary God and some

?ree ’’’■om th0 Tru.b hath made free;” 15, All Animates Originate from 
fc???.;_16’.„'rL?Ilc”.PhP_noracnon; H, Philosophy ol 
Healing, 18, Worshlpof Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Trl-unity of God- 2L 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 28, What Is Bin 7 24. 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of tho Universe; 25, Be-

S!%ut Ed(W5 2S, Design or Accident, 
which? 27, Cbanco versus Law; 28, Summary.

PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebula»; SO, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

as a Motor; 81, Air snd Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Bun up Hill; 83 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
and How Formed; 34, Glacial Phenomena; 85, Moons 
and their Motions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 
The Colored Man.

APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphys
ical Phenomena, ad infinitum.

Tho topics treated receive a handling that Is dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. Tho style of the author 
throughout 1s epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, The book Is a remarkable one in every as
pect. Being compact with thought itself, It will not 
fall to compel thought In others.' "

With a steel plate portrait of the author. Cloth. 
12mo, pp. 208, Price 91.00. For sale at thia office.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
yj FASCINATING ROMANCE 01 

yoil?’- By Florence Huntley. Price- 
RS®,80“»•'.e'»».»LOO. Book» like “The Dream 

Hr °n to make more and more de
manda of thia nature, and win open up newnclghta St ’inowlodge.-EIll Wheeler Wt“

1 Scl,?Te’.S?ke lu Place beside Bulwer'a 
"Zanout" and the ’ Scrapblta" of Balzac —“rintra 

h*1 Kw“f*n A,U10n81> simple' and m£ 
yvndshed with any inflammable deacrintlana. 
thralls tho mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes tho last page — Minneapolis “Sunday Times •* p*»®

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Théories and Related 

, Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

. tions and Reminls- 
cences.■ ■ ■ - - ■ .

DY CARL SEXTUS. TSE BOOS IS 
JLJ largely a record of tho facte and demonstration« 
which the author has seen, heard of or presented In 
hie own experiment«, Tho history of the various 
phases of the science is succinctly presented, and the 
TMfous theories clearly stated. Many of the expert« 
meats described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to thelnterest and value of th 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen« 
eralreader.es well as helpful and Instinctive to the 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of son 
pages, bound In doth. Price, $8.00, For sale at 
tho office of Tm Pbogxmbivm Thutxb.

Or “Le Bon Sens,”
By JEAN MESLIER, 

ARomjnCMIioIlo priert, who, liter »piitoni lervleo 
ot thirty year« In France, wholly objured rollgionl 
doctnu, ind liked God'ipirdon for turtna tinxbt the 
Chrlitiea «Ugton. He.left thli volume nihlilut 
wm <M_te»Umentto hit piriiMonera ud to th» 
world. Trmnited from the French oririnil hr UUi Amu Knoop, • . . .

»•*“> wlth PWWlt. Cloth, »1.00;

• “The work ot the honeit putor li the most euriou 
and the most powerful thing of the klndthit the lut 
century, produced.... PUne and Voltaire hid re- 
«err«, but Jeia Meiller had none. Hekeepanothlnc 
•¡•okilaarw, after an the wonderli not thit there 
S°S1S.*IT*«.?» oae priait who left that testimony at 
Ma death hot that aUarieitadonot,"—JaaeeFastea

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

Dr. E, D. Babbitt’s Works.
The Principles of Light and Color.
A Urge book, royal 8vo, with'over 200 engravings 

and colored plates. Price »5.00 or 15.82 with postage 
or expressage. Price in massive half-Russia binding. 
75 cents extra.

“An iniposlug volume of nearly 600 pages. Shows a 
great amount of reaeoruh an the part of the author. 
Will prove a great acquisition to Scientific Libra* 
rics.,'—N, Y. Herald..

“It seems to hie to be the foremost scientific work 
of this or any other age.—Franklin fimltb, Mass.

Human Culture and Cure 
la six parts, -four parts being already Issued. Trie# 
tor e.cli, postpaid, 75 cents.

Farll. ’'The Philosophy of Cure," Including Moth, 
ode and Instruments.

“Tho -Principles of Light and Color’ Is In every re
spect masterly, and’Human Culture ahdCure’ appears 
to be not less remarkable.”—Dr, Pascal, 12 Hue Plcot, 
Toulon, France.

Part II. “Marriage, Sexual Development and So
cial Upbuilding."

“The usual heavy volumes Issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa
tion that Is Included lu Dr.Babbitt's work.”—Progress
ive Thinker. :

Parts III and IV In one volume, 11.50, postpaid.— 
Covers wonderful ground, Including Mental Science, 
Phreno-Pbystognomy, Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for the first time); Clairvoyance, Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc.

' Health and Power.
“Worth Its weight in diamonds," Price, Cloth, 25cts.
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, I1.1O| 

paper 60c.
No work upon the same subject has ever exceeded 

In Interest this book of almost Inestimable value. F, 
J. Wllbourn, M. D., says: "1 have read several works, 
some of which are worth their weight In gold, such a| 
those written by Epes Sargent, G. B. Stebbins. Marls 
King, etc., but Babbitt's Religion, in some respects, 
far transcends them all."—Spiritual Offering.

For sale at this office.

Dnni(2 Carlyle Petersilea.
U U U ItU Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of tho personal experiences in 6pirlt-llf< 
of the author's father, who bad been a natural phlioa* 
opher and a materialist. -

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $t.
Experiences of the author’s mother in spirit-life.

Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phib 
osopher, who Is a medium; his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, BOots. •
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office of The 
Progressive Thinker. ..

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyana« 

The Pagan priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by Its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirit«, Price, paper, 50o«

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Br ,w- ?• M. D. Deila with the fleer 

meutil and eplrltuel force» u applied to healing. 
Price, 50c,

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con« 

gregatlon and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com« 
prises sixty or more gems ot song. Price, 20c. .

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin ot 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With an Introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Race.” Price, 
cloth, |1. ' •

FROM DREAMLAND SENT?“
A volume ot Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

11.25.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam, 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c.

Tbe Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 5UC. .

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

. By Alwyn M. Thurber, Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 11.25.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul. Wesley and othera. Valuable tes

timonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of tbe 
separation of tbe spiritual body from the Hying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price. 10o.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By CoL R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, 11.

FAITH OR FACT.
Hluitritlng conflict between credulity ind vitalized

S,01®*’ 54:. P^H.cnr5'u-..Talicr-. With » prefiej 
by Col, Robert G. ingeraoll. cloth, »1. A viluibU 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowie« in th« 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. 8. Twlng. Paper, 80c.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In« 1 
vestlgate their various phases; how to form circles 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudnon Turtle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have 1L Price, cloth, 75c, -____________________ _

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saylng.^'Man. * • 
thou shalt never die.” An excellent selection, cd« 
tted and compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth, |1.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charle» Bradliugh. With the »lory of hi, Ufa 
1» told byblmaelf. ana the history of bls parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, flOo.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
if Aatrology and Its laws. Price, 25c.

THREE SEVENS.
A Story of Ancient Inltlalona. By the Phelons. 
£l1116 Hermetlc Philosophy. Price, cloth«

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at th. Freethinker'» Inter, 
national Congre»», Chicago, HL, October, 18M. By 
8uun H. WIxon. price, 10c.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. HulburL On the present status of 
woman, phyrtcally. mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The dlvtno law of true narmontal marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c. • ’

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judges, Kings. Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There is notadon 
page. Paper, 50c.

THE MISSING LINK
IN M0DEBN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tho begin« 

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Bls- 
ten. 478 Pages, 15 illustrations, including portraits ot 
tho Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping*, 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at* 
tested manifestations; the''exposures." etc. Hand
somely bound tn cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, 11.50. We will send the book post* 
paid for 11.40. .

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE. 
Paper*thoughtful and interesting.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on the other side of life, 

By »pint Samuel Bowles'. Car« rie E. 8. Twlng, medium,

Old Testament Stories Coipically 
, Dlustrated.

_By Wition He«ton. Price, board», »1; doth. »1 JO. 
Hetton It Inimitable.

The New and the Old, 
Or the World'» Propeaa In Thought. ByMoaetHuH, 
An excellent work by th!» veteran writer ind thinker, 
price 10 cent». ■
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Correctly Answered

mvvuwi , .
POEMS OF PROOREcc Why. She Became a Spiritualist, 
nv Itate nLrr*WURESS. . Twelve lecture«. By Abby A. Jud.oa._Tld. took 

PriM D U*' h “* w*n* W«»i>le. «honM ’>•«»? ** ,T“* SPhltnO» ; Ctow feWT
ptstoge »Mata.

CAMPBFLL BROS.

BIX 
birth, 
claim 
942, Pi

Send name, age, sex and leading 
symptom for FREE DIAGNOSIS 
and “Methode of Cura.”

Slate-Wiiters, Seancesand Life-Sized 
Portraits. ' _

Marguerite St. Oiner Briggs, 
P.ychometrlat «nd Psychic. Reading« by mall il l» 
and stamps. Sealed letters answered, «2.00. Bis Chest
nut st., Cincinnati, O. , .

THE VOICES.

mortexceuent. Price «1.00. * ™

ADDRESS

W. A. Mansfield, M. D.
170 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland. O-

Something New and Reliable 
■ It «Ick. write me a letter stating the fact, with a™, 

wni Tn comP'CIJ0“ “Ui six cento In stomp!; 
and 1 will tell you Just what your trouble, ate bv 
Psychic Power; also a moan» ot a rapid cure. I need 
WeJbniiiti “s srnpfom»; Tour letter la enough?

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
SB Warren »t., Stoneham, Maes. 473

TRUMPETS,

Eckel, ai; S. Brown at, AuUereon, Ind. ’ “

H. F. COATES,
_ Phenomenal Medium. 2420 Indiana av- 
Sittings for Independent alato writing and portrelta 

each day from 10 a m to r> p m. Circle, Sunday. Tues
day aud Friday of each week 8 p m. ’ 4?6

DR. J. SWANSON, 
PSYCHOPATHIST.

And bls Spirit Band treat nil kind« of dl«casp«'’nhv8L 
cal and mental, at any distance, without mcdIHne* 

u?ab> cu.?u8 wheie medicine has failed. Testimonials from all parts of the United State- Se-d 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis. Minn. 482 j

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and BkctehM. By « band of Spirit IntelileanMa. tbrongh the mediumship of Mary íinmeu ShelhmS 
An excellent work. Frico «1.23. ■ ■ ™ ? ■

Practical Guide to Spiritualism, 
- 15c-; also “Astrological

a5c1 K vi1 st Occult Books. The two pam
phlet« during December and January for 10c sliver or “erX'io.0*-WALR0ND' °Pera House XKen-

OPIUMS ■ ■ Stoppedatonce
__ A neyer-faUing, harmless and permanent home 
cure. Tria! treatment free on request.
Or. J. C. Hollman, 445 liabolla Bldg., Chicago, ill.

CLmarn HaoNDSER.CH1EF READING BY
mi™?,!!' ™ handkerchief In ungloved hand ten 
S cento 'riuvlT 1 J . envelopc-wltb leading queatlon« 
readlnibv rn.n ill2 ««»tamp «nd receive correct 
ZDKVli»"«’? tb handkerchief returned. MUS.
is. DEVINE, 357 Kentst., Grand Rapids, Mich. *73

THE AGE OF REASON.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
S!rihSL’1?0Wlx-PSrcI12metr,rt flnd Bualnew Medium 
Read Ings personally, by letter or photograph «1 00 

answered by mail for 25 cent« Address 5* N. 52nd ave., Chicago. 377tf

MRS. E. D. BUSH, 
Psychometrist, Clairvoyant and Clair- 

andient.
1408 Masonic Temple. Readings 9 « m to 2 p m. 475

Personal Magnetism.
%lron.al Solenc« taught by moll. An ex

position of the Science of Being, with directions for 
re storing hea 1th, developing tho mental faculties and ?nI? n&11He,’lrltni’powera- For booklet and iur- 
th er Information- send stamp to

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
__________ ™ North Park ave., Chicago, m.

Rowland J. Brown
L-??..1'!?'In «»nounclng to bla friend« 
J!“.:’.''’;.?1.1’1“ poslottlce .ddre» 1« eham 
« 1V »dm “U591bst

8

IMPORTANT I 
-TO

Those Who May Desire 
to Consult 

DR. 6. E. WATKINS, 
• Please Remember
To Send All Letters to His New 

Oflice at

PASSING OF A SOUL

Mr. Charles A. Tlbbett. a native 
Concord, • New • Hampshire, aged

of 
51)

jeiiib, ami for many yearn a resident of 
Chicago,'died at his home. 3449 Cottage 
Grove avenue, ou November 29. after a 
bhort Illness from pneumouia.

Mr. libbett was well known to a 
large number ot Spiritualists in Chi- 
(.■ugo and the Last, ot which beautiful 
leligtpu he has long been an earnest 
advocate, and of which lie had full 
know ledge. 1 o those who were iu con
stant atteuilance upon him during his 
illness Ite expressed joy at his ap
proaching dissolution, and awaited the 
messenger called death as a bridegroom 
vvuiteth his loved one. Among those in 
attendance was Mrs. Nellie Gates, au 
honest student in researches after the 
gieat truths that He within reach of

change was. Indeed a happy one to the 
patient sufferer, who has. so uncom
plainingly borne the burden of blind
ness and a weak, crippled body.

Mis. Anna L. Robinson, spoke from 
the subject Ale Shall See Face to 
face.' A. L. R.

ftSTOMISHINO! Drs. Peebles & Burroughs DR. W. M. FORSTER
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UEO. W, UM

406 Mass. Av., 

Hotel Palmerston

every soul, and to her was granted the 
privilege of witnessing the so-called 
•death'

Those Who Are Sick and Discour
aged. Write Us aud Per

haps We Cau Help
You.

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
406 Mass. Av., Boston, Mass.

Can be Cured.
Write to

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
Hotel Palmerston, 4v6 Mass. ave.. Boston. Maaa.

DR. 6. E. WflTKINS
STOMACH TROUBLES

Can be Cured. Consult at once
DK.

BE A 
STRONG 

MAN

O. E. WATKINS.

CONSULT

Dr.C.E. Watkins

that as 
rived, a 
head of 
ing her,

of a Spiritualist. She states 
the moment ot dissolution ar- 
great light appeared-over tlie 
Hr. llbbelt. completely blind- 
and covering the Utile form

Mrs. Mary Davluson passed to a high
er expression of life, from her home at 
'Versailles, N. Y., Nov. 20. 1898. at the 
ripe old age of 88 years. Hers was a 
lovable nature; calm and serene iu all 
hci depot rment of lite, and many years 
a true Spiritualist. For a number of 
years she had been deprived of the glo
ries of the pliysleal world through de
fective sight and hearing, but through 
the ministrations of a devoted daugh- 
tci, Miss hloia Davluson. the contents 
of Ihe Progressive Thinker, her favor
ite paper, were communicated to her 
Oue son also.survives her. The fuueral 
was held at her home. Nov. 23 con
ducted by the writer.

CLARA WATSON.

DOCTOR! A. B. DOBSON 
Still Hells the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. 01. .Dobson-Barker.
It you wisli.iiGood Health you 

should lipply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer 
Na Equal.

With her Magnetized 
diseases that flesh 

- to are cured.

She Has

Herbs all 
is heir

BE A 
STRONG 
WOMAN

406 Mass,

CONSULT

Dr.6.E.Watklns
Ave., Boston. Mass.

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
------- THE--------

FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

Quick Gores!
Small Doses!

. Send age, name iu full, and two 2-cent stamps and 
leading Bymptom. and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
dntl wo will try aud make tho prlceof treatment right 
to jou. Remember, please, that wo do not wish to 
take your caae unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not tuk OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one. because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak III of any one or even to express 
An Opinion. Wc know some doctors do so. but we do
not. . The day of shut-gun prescription is past: drastic 
drugs lu large doses will not be given ten yon ' 
now. TVc believe in the certainty of medicine_____
Specific meditation, but specific medication requires

from 
md iu

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
Ho who understands the action of drugs, and who la 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is the 
successful plij’Blclun to-day

Specific Medicine!

No Drastic Drugs!

AJBook on ‘‘Chronic Disease” 
FREE.

6. E. WATKINS, M.D.,
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Letter from Rev. Q. C. Love.
To the Editor:—I am not dead, neither 

am I sleeping, but simply awaiting a 
change in conditions that have been a 
hindrance to the work I should be do- 
Ihg in the cause of truth.

On my second trip to Chicago, owing 
to climatic changes .-(over which I had 
no control, or I would have introduced 
some of the rains that made Oregon 
noted as a “web foot”-community, and 
by which cognomen we are commonly 
known, Instead of a climate away be
low zero,), I was compelled to return to 

- my home. In the near future I expect 
to rally forth again, not in search of 
glory or fame, but in the cause of truth, 
and iu endeavor to assist in breaking 
the chains of bondage that have so long 
hindered the cause of humanity and the 
manifestations of the loved ones just 
Inside the veil called death, but which 
is reality, the entrance to life eternal. 
: What a blessing it Is to realize that 
we live on and on with all the freedom 
of thought given In truth to our splrlt- 
ual existence or counterpart of our ma
terial bodies. No power on earth can 
hinder the freedom of thought, try as 
they will, and no power is yet known 
that can imprison the spirit of man, 
and thus prevent its return to'loved 
ones when conditions are harmonious. 
; “Free as the winds,” Is he wlio is 
born of the spirit, or in other words has 
come out of his material conditions into 
the glories and privileges of the spirit 
world. . .

■ I hope soon to enter again the strife, 
and labor of love, In this unequal strug
gle of justice against priestcraft and 
churchianlty (not Christianity) that has 
in the past, and is now, warping the 
minds of the people into channels ad
verse to the cause of truth and eternal 
progress. .
. Truly, the harvest is great, but the 
laborers, if few, are increasing in num
bers, and I trust the angels will ever 
sustain the good and true.

Oregon. REV. G. C. LOVE.

•The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of'the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit andTlving princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price IL For sale at this office.

NOT ONLY

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE
BUT THEY

flbsomsiu
Gurs
GiironiG
Diseases, 

Where Others Fail.

upon the couch, and as it lifted away, a 
tiny star appeared on Ilie breast of the 
inanimate iorm, and it too floated up- 
waid into space, aud when she again 
looked into the lace of her friend, death 
hud set its seal upon It aud he bad 
¡Hissed into the great beyond-

Ou lug to the absence of Mr. Tlbbett’s 
family, aud the final removal of his 
body to New Hampshire, the memorial 
seivlees were held at Kenwood Hall, on 
Sunday afternoon. December!, whither 
the body had been taken. A large circle 
of friends filled the hall, and the serv
ices were opened by Rev. G. V- Cord- 
lugly. After appropriate songs had 
been rendered. Mrs. Dr. E. N. Warne 
read the beautiful poem entitled "The 
Everlasting Memorial:”
■Up and away, like the dew of the 

morning.
That soars from the earth to Its home 

In the sun: .

Minor 1. Wickham passed from tlie 
earth to the.higher life November 20 
18118, aged 61 years. All his life till 
about three years ago lie was extremelv 
materialistic or agnostic. He was con
vened to Spiritualism through the me
diumship of Mrs. Hibblts. of Mune” 
lud., who often visited our town. Mr* 
Canle Fuller Weatherford, of Colum
bus, Ohio, a very interesting speaker, 
delivered tlie funeral address, which 
was held in tlie Church of Christ. In 
my recollection there never was a 
larger attendance at a funeral In Find
lay. . Many who knew little of Spirit
ualism, after listening to that address, 
said Spliltuallsm afforded more con
solation than any other religion. Many 
express a desire for more of It.

fiend ;tbiee two-cent stamps, age. sex. 
lock of hair and one leading symptom- 
with full name and plain address- and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE KOUfl CASE FREE
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL-

"THE LYCEDr~

W You Arc a Sultew
Write To-day, Giving

Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead- 
tog Symptom, and receive an

. absolutely correct ■ 
DIAGNOSIS ' 
of your case

FREE OF CHARGE.

1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 

Still continues to give 

FREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation. 
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SEND Postage Stamp for Reply 
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So let me steal away, 
lovingly.

Only remembered by 
done.

My name and my 
all forgotten.

place,

gently and

what I have

and my tomb

The briyf race of time well and 
patleptly run:

So let me steal 
silently.

away, peacefully

Only remembered by what I have 
done.

Gladly away from this toil would I 
hasten.

Up to the crown that for me has been 
won.

Uutliought of by man in rewards or In 
praises.

Only remembered by what I have 
done.

Up aud away, like the odors of sunset.
That sweeten the twilight as dark

ness comes on:
So be my life,—a thing felt, but not 

noticed.
And I but remembered by what I 

have done.
Yes, like the fragrance that wanders in 

’ freshness.
When the flowers that it came from 

are closed up and gone: *
So would I be to this world's weary 

dwellers.
Only remembered by what I have 

. done.
Needs then the praise of the love

. written record •
The name and the epitaph graved on 

the stone?
The tilings we have lived for.—let them

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
. Chicago.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m

Church of the Star of Truth. Wicker 
.Park hall, No., 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7.4o p. m„ conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey '

Ihe Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday In Hopkins’ hall. 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Ihe First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No, 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30'p. 
“•’„eaell Sunday, begiuning October 2. 
1808. Mis. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor. .

ihe Progressive Spiritual Church. G
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o clock at Gross Park Hall. Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot. "

Ihe list Society of Rosicrucians. J. 
C. I<. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room. 810 
Masonic lemple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m.. and 7:45 p m

ihe Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren s opera 
bouse, Madison street and California

The Lyceum,, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work is 
published by .Tdm Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find

It. It 
437tf

something of special Interest in 
is published, weekly. Try It-

BEAR IN MIND.

I

be our story.
We ourselves but remembered by 

what we have done.
need not be missed, if my life has 

been bearing
(As its summer and autumn moved 

slowly on) •
The bloom, and the fruit, and the seed

I

in its season:
I shall be remembered by what I 

have done.
need not be missed If another suc

ceed me
To reap down those fields which in

spring I have sown:
He who plowed and who sowed Is not 

missed by the reaper:
He Is only remembered by what he 

• has done.
Not myself, but the,truth that in life 1 

have spoken—
Not myself, but the seed that in life I 

have sown.
Shall pass on to ages,—all about me 

forgotten,
Save the truths I have spoken, the 

things I have done.
So let my living be, so be my dying.

So let my name lie unblazoned, 
unknown,

Unpraised and unmissed, I shall still be 
remembered

Yes. but remembered by what I have 
t done.”
Mrs. Warne followed the reading of 

this poem. with an earnest address to 
the assembly, In which she recalled the 
many kindly acts of the deceased, and 
his honest, patient effort to spread the 
gospel of Spiritualism, aud the asser
tion often made by him' that he knew 
the truth; that to him there was no 
doubt of the constant guidance of spirit 
friends, who controlled him at will; 
that his IWe had been one of charity 
and love, proof of which rested in the 
expression of many women and chil
dren in Chicago who had subsisted 
upon his bounty.

Other speakers, among them Dr. 
Temple, Mrs. Irene Dobson, Mrs. 
Coverdale and Mrs. Nellie Gates, each 
expressed the belief that their friend 
and brother had not died, but had 
passed into another condition, to be 
strengthened, to be freed; and an ex
temporaneous poem was delivered by 
Mrs; Gates' (under control) as she 
stepped .upon the platform to dismiss 
the assembly. n. K.

avenue, evt-ry Sunday afternoon at 3 
o clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

Ihe Church of the Soul will hold 
union seivlees of Sunday school and 
Ji7ii,reh’ eacI1 morning, in Room 
008 Handel Hall Building. No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30

Hie Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings inzHygcla Hall. Washington 
o<onC'ni<^ and aad Paulina street, at 
-.30 and 7.30 p. in. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Chinch of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40 Randolph street, ev
ery first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o clock. Ibe ladies bring lunches: sup
per at six o'clock. Tea and coffee 
served.

The Lake V ,ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
fi lends and members are invited-

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall. 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30- Dis- 
couise, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Spiritualistic Churcli Students of Na
ture notes services every Sunday even
ing at 7:30 at Arlington Hall, 3032 Indi
ana avenue, corner 31st street Mrs. 
M.’Summers, pastor.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and teats.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p, m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Church of Unity. Services every Sun
day iu <.'-45 p. m.. at Sokup’s Hall, 
southwest corner Milwaukee avenue 
and Robey street. Max Holfmau, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric ears, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

The Society for Spiritual Culture" will 
hold services each Sunday at 8 p. m., in 
Braudel’s Hall, 11 North Ada street, 
corner of Randolph and Ada streets. 
Mrs. Annie McD. Gillette (formerly 
Mrs. Annie Wagner) medium; Paul S. 
Gillette, pastor.

In sending remittances to this oflice 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference 
If you have anything to Bay to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money In 
a letter; If it is’ sent that way. and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names find addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will bo 
avoided.

' • • •
"Religious and Theological Works of 

Thomas Paine. - Contains bls celebrated 
"Age of Reason,-’ and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding. 430 
pages. Price fl.. For sale at this office.

-Right Living.? By Busan H-Wlxon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more Interesting 
ana more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It mayu-bo made very useful 
Young and old'will be benefited by It 
Oloth $1. For sale at this office.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free.]

Shepherd Barnes, who was born in 
tne State of Maine, January 28, 1818, 
and came to Oregon about seventeen 
years ago and settled near Beaverton, 
where he made his home until his de
parture Into the realm of spirit The 
funeral services were- conducted by 
Rev. G. C. Love, November 10, 1898.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. .

We cannot keep a. standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you thé 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give yoü a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach. ■ ■■■ '

N. B.—The above advertisement Is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
If you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and! may convince them of the truth

“The Universe." What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of tho Earth 
Tho Beginning Of Life;- Immortality 
The Substance of Its Environments 
Psychic Science. What the "Soul of 
Things - Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance ot the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot bis many years' study 
of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes. It is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomatlon on the 
suoyect Price lx. For saie at this 
OffiCOv ,

•Tlie Molecular Hypothesis of Na* 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. ■ In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of bls 
Lctures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
bale at this office:. Price 25 cents,

“The Relation of the Spiritual to th« 
Material Universe. The L^w of Spirt* 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. PriC8

kS cents, tfor sale at this office.
“Mahomet, HIS Birth, Character and 

Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
•»very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price. 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Man the Microcosm—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman C 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
•Livermore, a most competent judge' 
te.ls of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading It The 
booklet by.G. R. Stebbins, is for sale 
at this office. Price, 10 cents, postpaid.

"Origin tad Antiquity of Man." By 
Hudson I’uttlel ta masterly phllosoph- 
leal work;; English edition, nicely 
bound in Cloth, ¡fL For sale at thia 
office»

of spirit return. 470

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

•Human Culture and Cure- Pan 
First. The Philosophy of Cure (in 
eluding Methods and Instruments)" n» 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL. D. A very in 
Btruetlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this offlee. Price 75 cents

The I iluclples ot Nature, as Discov
ered to the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship Snlr 
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King in 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from |1.75 to |1.25 per volume Post
age 12 cents.

-From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find genig 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
11.00. For sale at this office.

"Edith Bramleys» Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together with 'nteresting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this offlee.

Ancient India; Its Language and 
Religious." By Prof. H. Oldenberg 
The subject is of unusual Interest at 
the present time, and It Is here treated 
in a way to interest and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this offlee. Paner price 25c. ’ P’

•Hom night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

Hie Great Roman Anaconda.” Bv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D.. ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland. O. A sham 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmnnn 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c 
For sale at this offlee.

■Atlantis: Hie Antediluvian World” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It 1b intensely interesting. Price $2

-Bible and Church Degrade Woman "

Boston, May 11,1898- 
It affords me pleasure 

to state that I have 
known Dr. Mansfield 
for several years. I have 
every reason to regard 
him as a truly wonder
ful person. His psychic 
endowments are truly 
marvelous, and I am 
peisonally acquainted 
with a large number of 
reliable people who have 
been attracted by his 
gieat skill as a psychic 
and having found him 
on all occasions thor
oughly upright and ex
tremely competent, I 
count it a privilege to 
add my testimony to 
that of many others who 
have abundant reasons 
to bless the day when 
they consulted with this 
remarkable gentleman.

W. J. COLVILLE.
[Noted Author and Orator.]

A LOCK OFYOUR HAIR
If you wish to know what ails 

y°u_and what will cure you, semi 
t °f. your halr and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BftTDOKF, M. D
grand rapids, mjuh

DR. R. GREER,
Clairvoyant Physician 

52 Dearborn at.. Chicago J
yearaeijiericmcJaud prance mak^hli“110“8^ I»0,ty 
ä Wr,u Äb‘n“d0%rÄ 
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BETTER than cold.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cures all forms of stomach it’-““ . ............................

“loVX

rtotoMdlMirucifonaLw miira'iwy’w

Melted Pebble Spectacles.

PSYCHE
For .ale at the «nice of I'g?

your life- revealed
BY THE STARS.

Full leading ,1X1 r ^. g “ ¿ .g V
Bond dale of blrtb. Circular nee Add""«- “

FRED P. BRANDT.
253 Hasting« at., Orand Raplda Midi 477

Clairvoyant and Occult Seer, 
WM. MARUGG

111 ilk Test Headings tor a limited lime for 10c to 
co. «r puatage and paper.

8|Vh!!I1°-'\s. 7»r »e «od date of
character reading and. 

cinU 1Ug‘ Clreu,ur ijr «amp Box’

Sarah Jane Collis entered the spirit 
world November 28, at the age of 73 
years and 4 days. She was born in 
Belmont, county, Ohio, November 24, 
1825; pame to Oregon in 1895. Funeral 
services by Rev. G. O. Love, November 
29, 1898. ' ■

Passed to spirit-life, Nov. 2Q, 1898, at 
the residence of his only daughter, Mrs. 
Parsons, of Coldwater, Mich., Mr. Je
rome Messenger,1 aged 91 years. Mr. 
Messenger had been a. staunch Spirit
ualist for. forty years. .He was loved."Mediumship_ and Its Development, ,__a -------r :-

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel-, respectedJ>y.all. who. knew him.
Cpnient.” By ,W. H. Bach. Especially I , ',Anna L- Robinson gave the funer- 
useful to learners who seek to know and -dress' • • * ~ '
utilize tne laws of mefliumflhip and de- ■ -------
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, Passed to spirit-life, Nov. 26, at Lis- 
cbth. SO cents; paper, 25 cents. (bon, Miss Jane D. Phelps, aged 38 
■ffice- . ' (-years; An invalid all her life, the

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir:
The result in mycase from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
Wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having . suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

lam most gratefully,
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.- . ;

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

Healing^Causes and Effects
Dr. W-Pt Pheioh’s latest book, Is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priolples of Mental Heal
ing and their telation to Vibration 
The Esoteric un*er-current of the pro
cesses mahtfestlfig themselves to the 
operation Of heafing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained plfenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul-' 
sion and overcoming. . -
If treats of adepts, mediums, and 

their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementals, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlles‘of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chan
ter. .

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony; or the discord which 
Is disease is handled by one-who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, Is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For Bale at this office. I 

4fetf. I

. By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 

. three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; Ihe Degraded Status 
of Woman In the RIble: The Christian 
Church and Woman: written in Mrs. 
Stanton s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at thia offlee. Price 10 cents.
-■ Woman, Church and State." By 

Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume 
of more than common intrinsic value’ 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is fun 
of information on the subject, and should 
bo read by every one. Price |2, post-

"Origta of Life, or Where Mau Comes 
From." “Tho Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows " 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents 
For sale at this offlee. '

"Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents. For 
sole at this office.

"Poems or Progress.- By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet ot Spiritualism may be read to her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetjy, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.
' “History or the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
Institution known as the Inquisition 
The animus of Romanism against ali 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not to 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this offlee, and will be. mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.
- “Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development, and; Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D 
LL.D; A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion. etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For ule at this office.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D 
Babbitt,. M. D., LL.D." A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books en the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale । 
at this offlee.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.”, A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage cereifibny, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter In poetry 
and. prose. Specially designed for tho ’ 
use of the .Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price |L; For sale at this office ;

Mrs. e.brown, 239 Lincoln ave . ibt flat 
.„».9?, and huflluea. Trance Medium. Read- 
mgs dally. *'2

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
fiend fall name, age. sex and 2 «tamps for

FREE DIAGNOSIS.
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 
______________ Dept. 1, Jeckaon, Mich. 466tr

YOUB, FUTUBE STOW» 
Aitrolvger, Hooma 6 & 7 Tabor 0|><-r« H«u«e ¿ioc£' 
Den.v-r, Colo. Charl« from «1. Baud stamp for circa!

______________________ 4S41I

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE
_ This medium,who Is clalraudlent, elulrv..y.nl t>.r 

chonictrlc sad pr«phetlv, eau be consulted at No Iwa by totter Clllca‘w- Euuugements Ä

THE BI.1XD medium, h.w. sinclaih. win. 
A- send a Life Reading, with dates and uamoa xfati 
tack of hair and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIR *1» 
West av., Jackson, Mich. '

The College of Psychical Sciences
JrSrUral? one In tbe *’orld for the unfoldmcnt of all 
•ptaLtu«] Powers- psychoinetry. clairvoyance Insnlra- 
tfon. healing, illumination. For terms, circulars.
SrI«nlaBe °i P8ycb,?al Power, send a stamped af* 
dressed cm elope to J. C. F. Gkumhinb (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., flat 8, Chicago, *G8tf 4

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN“ 
home. "UI send a pamphlet giving instructions 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual BiTra0^« ni1 10 n2i5 CeUt8’ Addre£B MRS? J. A. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. *89^

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, CUtlrvoynnce. Psycbometrv 
and Laura of Uuroldmcnt, with free reading. FornS 
t culara address EMMA RUDER, 104 Central avw Hamilton, Ohio. ’ l-inir»l ave.,

CANCERS AND TUMORS, 
wor. c?.tcrnnl cured by nature’s positive cancer 

fnS6, N®.tcd,0U8 operations. Tested over «years
dOiat afflicts the human system treat^ ed successfully, j g. w Entwistle, M. D,. 759 figrd 

EximiuMton Fr0« j ChiC‘,B°' ,1E c<”“““»Uon «nd 
____________ *76

6. WALTER LYNN"
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter.
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice,
11.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando st., San Jose, Cal.
have never known a more competent, reltablB 

and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chas. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. 1(ode> r*ucr

-IN THE-

PA8i, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Qoralu recent scientific research regarding th* 
origin, position and prospects of mankind, 

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force «nd Matter,” Essay, on K«tnrc «nd 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lec
tures on Darwin,” Etc.

•The great mystery of existence consists In perpeU 
change. Everything Is fmmo> 

tai and indestructible—tho smaliestworm as well as 
Oio most enormous of the celestial bodlca,-the sand 
grata or the water drop as well as the highest betagin

6Dt? hlB,5houEht8. Only the forms tn 
wc changing; but Beta» 

eWIDftlJy the same and Imperishable 
d,e V1 do DOt oursclrcs, but only ort 

JL0!«0?*1 consciousness. TVc lire od in nature, moot 
,n c^r deeds, in our thoughts— 

lhc,cnlIrp material and physical contrlbu- 
?h?rt ?crE<)“»l existence, wo 

, < Islicd totlie sub.Dtei.co oi mankind and ot
J terejn Kea>ra!.”-IiuM!hner.
, ’■i’~r >3. n.. ,-.• ■■•''■''"•a n->res. rrlluTn clotli, 11. ■
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SPIRITS RETURN AND, COMMUNICATE
Remarkable Tests of Spirit Presence and Identity, Given 

to Judge A. Munson, of Ohio.

To the Editor:—Last summer when 
' at the Lake Brady Camp I promised to 
write out in detail two tests or ex
periences which I had—one In the year 
1897 and the other in 1898, in seances 
held at Lake Brady Camp. To give the 
test given me In 1897 a clear under
standing, it is necessary that a few pre
liminary explanations be made. In the 
spring of tlie year 1881, I had employed 
a servant girl to come to our home to 
do general housework. Two days after 
she eame she was taken with a very 
bad case of diphtheria. She had been 
exposed to the disease some time be
fore, but said nothing to the ■ family 
about it. As the disease was con

' tageous, we alone had to care for her, 
and in so doing three of the family 
were smitten with the dread disease, 
myself among the rest. Weary weeks 
passed before we could again mingle 
with our neighbors.

Just prior to this there had been filed 
in court an Important case, and the par
ties were anxious for a speedy trial of 
the cause. As soon as I thought, ■with 

’1110 advice of my physician, that I 
could stand it to go into the court room, 
I fixed a,day for trial, au’d notified the 
parties to appear. The counsel on the 
part of the defense was the Hon. John 

•McSweeney, the great criminal lawyer, 
who had won a national fame, and was 
truly one of the great lawyers of the 
country. The year before this he had 
lost a lovely and gifted daughter with 
that dread disease of diphtheria, wffleh 
had Thrown a cloud ove'r his life. The 
fact that I had passed through the 

• trials of the same dread scourge, witli 
my life in tbe body intact, seemed to 

■ draw him to me in close bonds of sym
pathy, and when we were not engaged 
in the trial, he would come to me and 
talk about 'the great loss he had sus- 
talned in the death of bls lovely 
daughter, and exclaimed: “Oh! if I only 
knew that she lived, what a great con

-solation it would be to me. You know 
-that I have such grave doubts that 
death ends all, that I cannot believe.”

We discussed the questions of con- 
tlnulty of life, the existence of a spirit 
world, and the power of disembodied 
spirits to return and commune with 
those in the mortal life, to all of which 
he would answer: “I wish I could be
lieve it; it would make me a happy 
mortal. You know’ that I have such 
grave doubts that I cannot believe but 
that death ends all.” This was a fre-
quent expression of his in our talks, 

- - ' " ' show the furtherand I mention it to 
connection in what 
could not convince

is to follow. I 
him of the con- 

Ir

tlnulty of life or of the existence of a 
Spirit world, or that spirits could re- 
ttlrn. He seemed to have a deep and 
settled conviction that death was the 
end of conscious intelligence and the 
sleep that knew no waking. Finally our 
talks ended in a promise to each that the 
one that should pass over first, should 
return and demonstrate to tbe other 
the fact of the continuity of life, the 
existence of a spirit world, and that 
spirits could return and communicate 
with those in the mortal life.

After the trial was over, which lasted 
six days, I bade the brilliant lawyer 
good by, which was the last time I 
greeted him in the earth life, as a den- 
Izcn of the earth sphere. He was a 
strong mnn physically as well as In
tellectually. and I then believed that he 
would survive me many years in the 
earth life.

Some three or four years after I saw 
him in court, he was attacked with a 
bad case of la grippe, and after a brief 
Illness passed to the spirit world. His 
death was a great loss to the legal pro
fession, for seldom does nature In her 
moulds in the production of men, unite 
in one man such a high standard of 
eloquence, and such keen powers of 
logic as were present in tbe make-up of 
the great advocate.

Years passed away, and while I 
thought I bad given my friend oppor
tunities to come to me as per agree
ment. he did not appear; still I did not 
abandon the thought that he would 
come to me in the future. I reasoned 
that conditions might be against his 
coming so far. but that in time these 
would grow better, and that he would 
faithfully fulfill his promise, all of 
which proved true as the sequel will 
show. - '

In the summer of 1897 I was at the 
Lake Brady Camp, and one even!; : 
attended the trumpet seance by M r. 
D. A. Herrick. I was acquainted with

was not in my thought until the clear
-. - - and lucid description of the clairvoyant
Mr. Herrick, both personally and by ! brought him vividly before me. I men-
reputation, and regarded him as among 
the honest, upright mediums of the 
country, and one who would not coun
tenance fraud or deception. The circle 
was formed around a table, with a

■ trumpet and guitar resting on the top. 
I sat on the left of the medium, and had 
hold of his left band, and a lady was 
on bis right, and had bold of his right 

■ hand. The circle was complete, and the 
light was turned out Within ten sec
onds of the turning out of the light a 
hand was placed on my head with a 
pressure that seemed to me to be equal 
to flye or six pounds in weight This 

. continued for ten or fifteen seconds.
and the hand disappeared. That this 
was no human hand in the flesh, I 

. knew. The doors were locked, and 
thqre was no one in the room except 
those in the circle, and this was thor

. oughly closed. After the hand had been 
taken from yny head, I heard the ting 
of the trumpet as it was taken from 
the table, and in less than three sec
onds from this time it was drawn 

' lengthwise on each side of my face;
then raised to the top of my head, and 
manipulated so as to give me several 
Blight light taps, the sound of which 
was audible to the circle. Next came 
the salutation through the trumpet, 
“Good evening, Judge.” I replied, 

. “Good evening, but whom hare I the 
pleasure of saluting?” The answer 
eame quick and strong, “John 
jfcBjveeney.” He continued: “Do you 

remember, Judge, the talks we haff 
when I attended your court in Medina, 
on the continuity of life, the existence 
of a spirit world, and that spirits could 
return and commune with the denizens 
of the earth life?” I replied that I re
membered it well. He replied: “Well, 
Judge, I have come to demonstrate to 
you that you was . right and I was 
wrong. I have come to tell you that I 
still live; that there is a spirit world, 
and that under proper conditions we 
cat) come back and communicate with 
the denizens of the earth life. There is 
no death, only transition' from lower to 
higher conditions. We are all little 
grains of sand that go to majce up the 
mighty mountain, and no laungage of 
mine can portray to you the glories and 
beauties of the spirit world. Judge, 
there are no masks worn here, men 
and women pass here for what they are 
worth. I am now learning the a b c of 
spirit life, and I often come into your 
spiritual aura, which has benefited me, 
and I will come to you whenever con
ditions are such that I can Identify 
myself.”

I asked why he did not come before, 
as I thought I had given him opportu
nities. He replied: “Judge, I have often 
tried to come to you, but this is the first 
time that conditions have been such 
that I could do so, and I have no lan
guage to convey to you the happiness it 
gives me to come and to be recognized 
in this my first coming from the laud of 
spirits.” -

Much more was said that is unneces
sary to detail here. The whole com
munication was purely characteristic 
of the great advocate. The language, 
the thought and the mode of expression 
were Ills, and there could be no mis
take. Before leaving he said: “Now, 
Judge, I want you to promise me that 
you will tell my son Jolin that I came 
to you, nnd give to him a statement of 
my communication to you, aud tell him 
that 1 want him to go to some good 
medium, and I will come to him and 
demonstrate to him that I still live, and 
convince him that there is a spirit 
world, and that I can come and com
municate with him."

I promised to faithfully carry out his 
request. He bld me good night, with 
the promise that he would come to 
me whenever favorable opportunlites 
offered.

The next morning I wrote to his son 
John, giving him in detail the com
munication of his father, but up to now 
I have received no reply from him.

The next day after this I was in the 
seance-room of Mrs. Jennings Donovan. 
She passed into the clairvoyant or su
perior condition aud said: “There is a 
spirit here who says that he knew you 
in tlie earth life, and wants to talk with 
you.” I said: "Please, Mrs. Donovan, 
describe tlie spirit person.” She pro
ceeded to describe Mr. McSweeney so 
perfectly that before she concluded the 
description, I knew it was my old 
friend. At the conclusion of the de
scription I asked: "Will you now give 
me your name?” The answer came 
promptly, “John McSweeney,” and re
marked: “It gives me renewed pleasure 
to come to you again and greet you 
from the spirit side of life, and one of 
the pleasures I had in coming was to 
thank you for writing that letter to my 
son John. You have faithfully fulfilled 
your promise, which in time will bear 
fruit.”

Here let me remark that no one but 
myself knew’ that I had written to his 
son—not even my wife. Nearing the 
conclusion of the seabce I asked Mrs.
Donovan if she had known Mr.
McSweeney in the earth life. She re
plied: “I never did.” This was the first 
time she had ever had any knowledge 
of him. I then asked her to describe 
him as an Intellectual power. She an
swered that his intellectual power was 
great, and that In forensic contests his 
powers must have been massive, and 
that as an Intellectual athlete, he stood 
as among the peers of the strong men 
of his time. '

When I went into the seance-rooms of 
Mr. Herrick and Mrs. Donovan, I did 
not have at either time my friend in my 
mind. Before the seance at Mr. Her
rick’s, the time since our agreement had 
been so long, and I not having heard 
from him. that it did not come to me 
often, and certainly not that night until 
be talked to me through the trumpet; 
and at the seance of Mrs. Donovan he 

tion this to show that In neither case 
could it have been mind reading, and to 
call it a product of the subjective mind 
is one of the fallacies of modern ma
terialistic scientific moonshine. I was 
extremely glad to again greet my spirit 
friend, and it seemed to me that he 
took this occasion to more clearly dem
onstrate, if that were possible, the fact 
of Spirit return, and to leave no linger
ing doubt In my mind, if any I might 
have of the fact that he still lived; that 
there was a spirit world and that spirits 
could return and take cognizance of 
the affairs and events of the denizens 
of the earth life, and communicate 
knowledge of the spirit world. To say 
that I was pleased with this twofold 
proof which was germed on the earth 
side of life, and which culminated in 
the logical proof from the spirit side, 
does not express my thought. Here was 
a chain of- events, in agreement, lan
guage and thought, logically proven, 
actually occurring - and ' so" thoroughly 
proven as not to -admit of a;doubt that 
the great lawyer was true.to his prom
ise, and it seemed to give him as much 
pleasure to come as it did-me to loyally 
receive his coming, and greet him from 
the spirit side of Jlfe< As.the seance 
was concluding, my'frlends'ald: “I feel 
grateful to you for receiving me so 
loyally, and as I read your thought, to 
know that you are convinced that it is 
I, the John McSweeney that you knew 
In the earth Ilfe, and that on this you

have no doubt, no mope than I have 
that I to-day greet yon on tbe earth 
side of life. I often come into your 
spiritual aura In the earth life, from 
which I receive much good, and my 
great regret is now that' I did not know 
more of this great truth before I passed 
to the spirit world. It would be so 
much the better for me here; but I am 
now learning the a b c of spirit life, and 
the great world of Infinity is before me. 
Remember, Judge, that there are no 
masks worn here. We pass for what we 
are worth. We see as we are seen and 
know as we are known. The higher 
life’s progress Is the result of good 
deeds nobly earned in the uplifting of 
humanity to higher states of happiness. 
Good-by for a time. I will come to you 
again," And thus the seance ended.

In the month of August, 1898, I was 
at the Lake Brady Camp for a week, 
and on the 9th day of August attended 
a mediums' seance in the ladles' parlor 
at - the camp. There was present 
twenty-five or thirty persons, mediums 
included, of which there were a half 
score or more. After several tests had 
been given and recognized, a Mrs. 
Ebertshauser arose, and pointing up
ward over the centre of the circle said: 
"I see a white dove flying around the 
centre of the circle carrying a message 
in its beak, and that message is for 
some member of this circle, and In less 
than twenty-four hours someone here 
will receive a message informing'them 
of the death of a relative." As this was 
said a strange influence passed over me. 
It was not a shock, but a distiet im
pression that the message would be re
ceived, and that It would be to me. I 
tried to throw it off, but the impression 
only grew stronger, and I felt depressed 
in consequence, and could I have 
reached home by rail that night I 
should have gone home; but as I could 
not, I awaited the missive or letter 
which I now felt sure I should get in 
the morning. But of my Impressions I 
Informed no one. In the morning the 
mail brought a letter from my son 
Lyman (I mention his name for reasons 
that will appear further on) Informing 
me of the death of his cousin at San
tiago, of yellow fever. I showed the 
letter to my wife only, aud admonished 
her to say nothing to anyone on the 
ground relating to it; but had concluded 
before I left the camp that I would in
form Mrs. Ebertshauser of the correct
ness of her prediction, which I did later 
on. Corporal Dudley Wilson, of Co. G, 
Eighth Ohio Regiment, at Santiago, 
was the name of the young soldier re
ported as having died of yellow fever. 
There had been so many deaths re
ported In the public press in the Eighth 
Ohio and other regiments, that after
wards turned out to be untrue, that I 
hoped this would also prove to be un
true; but in due time the verification 
came, and proved to be sadly true.

Corporal Dudley Wilson was a bright 
young man. He was a law student, 
and had all the elements of manhood In 
him, if properly directed, to win a 
prominent place in the battle of life.

On the evening of the 10th of August 
I attended a joint seance held in the 
seance-rooms of Mr. Charles Barnes, 
assisted by Mr. D. A. Herrick. I have 
always placed great confidence in both 
of these mediums, having tested them 
for years, and am free to say that I 
never could detect, nor ever found 
either of them practice fraud or decep
tion in their seances. This night the 
forces were particularly strong as re
sults proved. The circle was formed 
around a table, on the top of which was 
a musical instrument aud a trumpet. 
All in the room joined in the circle, and 
the doors were all locked. I was placed 
on the left of the medium, Mr. Charles 
Barnes, and had hold of his left hand, 
and a lady was placed on the right, 
holding his right hand. A lady and 
gentleman was placed on the right and 
left side of Mr. D. A. Herrick, who each 
held his right and left hands. The cir
cle being complete the lights were ex
tinguished, and almost simultaneous 
with the disappearance of the light a 
beautiful ship’s anchor, with the colors 
of red, white and blue, appeared about 
a foot from my eyes. Then It would 
move to the right and left a few Inches, 
and then appear squarely before me. I 
gazed on it for, perhaps, thirty seconds; 
when it moved over in front of the me
dium, Mr. Barnes, and he exclaimed, 
“Look and see what a beautiful ship’s 
anchor.” I replied: “I have been look
ing at it for some little time, as it came 
to me first. Soon it came back to me 
and continued to move back and forth 
and sideways for fully a half minute, 
and then came nearer and at once dis
solved like a mist from view. Next I 
felt a twigging of my right ear, and at 
times quite sharply, and then it at
tacked my nose in the same way, twig
ging it vigorously for a time. Next the 
lappels of my coat were pulled, and my 
coat collar pulled quite vigorously, the 
purpose of which I could not divine 
unless it was to attract my attention 
more surely to some important com
munication to be made later, which the 
sequel proved. Soon I felt the trumpet 
drawn on each side of my face, and 
then light poundings by it on the top of 
my head, the noise of which was audi
ble to the whole circle. Then I heard 
the words, “Good evening, Judge.” I 
replied, “Good evening, but please to 
give me the name of the person com
municating.” The reply was, “I am 
Dudley Wilson.” I replied, "Dudley, I 
thought you were in the army at San
tiago.” He replied, “I was, but I am 
here now. I died at Santiago of yellow 
fdver, and my body was as yellow as 
saffron.”

“How long was you sick?” ■
“I was in the hospital several days, 

but when I got very sick I did not live 
over an hour after it”

“And In spirit you came here?” .
“Yes, and you tell Lyman that I got 

here before his letter.” .
“But Dudley, you did not believe 

when in the earth life that spirits could 
come back and communicate.”

“No, I did not but I had heard you 
and Aunt Mettle say that they could, 
and I wanted to come and send a mes
sage to my dear father; mother, and 
sister, and good kind spirits have 
helped me to come to you, and but for 
their aid I could not have come yet and 
I feel so glad that you are here. This 

Is a beautiful world, and It is all new 
to me yet, but I will know more about 
It after a while.”

“Dudley, do you now regret that you 
enlisted to defend your country?”

“No,” he replied, "not for myself I do 
not, I responded jo the dictates of 
patriotism for the defence of the coun
try, and considered well the con
sequences before I took the step. The 
soldier carries his life in his hand in 
times of war, but I feel keenly the blow 
that my death brings to the dear family 
at home, Judge, I am not dead. I am 
here talking with you. I have only left 
the earthly body, and have donned the 
spiritual body, and this world seems 
real to me, as well as beautiful. The 
power is waning and I must soon leave, 
but don't forget to tell Lyman that I 
got here before bls letter did. I want
to come to you again, but can stay no 
longer now.” . x

He bid me good-by and was gone.
Two evenings after this I attended a 

seance for materialization at the seance 
room of Mr. Charles Barnes. Several 
forms had appeared gnd been recog
nized by persons who were strangers to 
me. After a time the curtain parted, 
and a form appeared, and pointing a 
hand toward where I was, motioned me 
to come to the cabinet. I went to It, 
and after a careful survey of the face 
and features I said, “Dudley, my boy, 
this Is you. There is no mistaking that 
face and forehead." He reached out 
his hand and gently patted the palm of 
mine which I had extended to him, and 
replied: “Yes, this is Dudley Wilson, no 
longer a denizen of the earth life, now 
an inhabitant of the spirit world. I 
wanted so much to come to you again 
before you left, that many kind spirits 
have helped me to come, and I want 
you to convey to my dear parents, sister 
and friends, my warmest love aud 
affections, and say to them not to 
grieve for .me, but to look forward to 
the time when we shall be united again 
on the evergreen shores of the spirit 
world. And don’t forget to tell Lyman 
that J got here before his letter?’ Tills 
was the third time that lie hitd charged 
me not to forget to tejl Lyman that he 
had got here before'Dlils letter. He 
seemed to have selected this as a test 
to me and to his family, that he knew 
of my having got It, qltliough it was a 
secret to all upon tlie grounds except 
my wife aud myself, and intimately 
connected with tbi§ was the prediction 
of Mrs. Ebertshauser, that such a letter 
would be received, which occurred as 
predicted. He knew iVJiat was going 
on in my mlud, aud felt a deep anxiety 
to be recognized, aud to send bls family 
a message (who are not Spiritualists), 
and to assure them that he was not 
dead. I fulfilled the request of the gal
lant young soldier, by giving to his pa
rents his message as he gave it to me, 
and assured them that I had no doubt 
that it was from their gallant soldier 
som who thus early had laid down the 
earth life in the cause of country and 
humanity.

I am often asked by those who have 
scarcely given a passing thought to this 
great subject: “If you have knowledge 
of-the continuity of life, of the exist
ence of a spirit world, and that spirits 
can return and communicate with those 
in the earth life, why’do you atteud se
ances after you areconvinced?” My 
reply is that all good, honest mediums 
must be supported and sustained. They 
cannot live on air, but should be lib
erally sustained and encouraged. Then 
again in the earth life we make long 
journeys to the east, south, west, and 
perhaps to a foreign country, and spend 
quite large sums of money in visiting 
relatives and friends In the earth life, 
and feel richly repaid for the journey 
in the enjoyment which it gives, anil 
can the enjoyment be less to those who 
go to the seance, and greet tbe dear 
parents, relatives and friends who are 
dear to us, who come from the ever
green shores of the spirit side of life, 
and describe to us their beautiful 
homes aud bring to our memories the 
scenes of long ago in which we mingled 
in youth and more mature years.

I have often thought that the best 
way to meet tbe want of the millions 
who are hungering for something be
side the myth and mystery and fable of 
old theology, would be for some person 
who has the time to give to It, to make 
a call upon the people of this country 
to write in detail their experiences ob
tained in the seance and with genuine 
mediums and select the strongest and 
best, and publish them in as cheap a 
manner as possible for the information 
of the people. Thousands of ex
periences would be written and hun
dreds of thousands -of copies of such a 
work could be sold with no great effort. 
The Spiritualistic press has' already 
published thousands of them, and tens 
of thousands remain yet to be written.

There are many then and women 
whose minds are broad and strong 
enough to grapple wi|h this great ques
tion and trace these finer forces up 
through- formative causes to higher 
evolution. But this is not true of the 
masses. We are now entering thè age 
of fact, and facts are what the masses 
demand. ;

Sow facts in great number among the 
people relating ,to JtHid great question, 
and the myths, fallacies and fables 
which now control' iphat is called the 
religious world of Beet and creed, will 
disappear as evolution broadens and 
deepens the tho.ugfif powers of the un
folding spirit within 'the .race.

In the foregoing1 ¿statements I have 
given the language ¡of the spirits, in 
what is writtenyfn, all the important 
points. Some things |iave been omitted 
as it would make my letter too long. 
While I have had many communica
tions that were equally convincing as 
those given, and which could not to a 
logical mind admit of a-doubt of the 
source. from which they come, I feel 
constrained to say that if some person 
of logical trend and balanced judgment 
will gather and publish in one volume 
or more, one or two hundred cases of 
like experiences,- that such a volume 
will meet with a large sale and. do a 
great amount of good?

' Medina, Ohio, A. MUNSON.

“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office.

SPIRITUAL HALLS.
The Greatest Need of the 

Age.

I wish to call the special attention of 
your readers to a very Important and 
yet much neglected subject. I wish to 
write a few Unes on behalf of the thou
sands upon thousands of sorrowing 
persons in our smaller towns and 
villages (and also I am sorry to say in 
many large cities) who have no chance 
to attend lectures upon the subject of 
spirit return, because Spiritualists have 
no regular place of meeting, no sys
tematic plan for promulgating the 
eternal truths of our noble cause. We 
have plenty of speakers, willing work
ers who are ready and anxious to be 
"gathering in the Sheaves” by ed
ucating the masses in spiritual truth, 
but in many places, alas! they have no 
place to speak, no open door to receive 
them.

The day for giving spiritual lectures 
to a small handful of people in a pri
vate house ought to soon pass away, 
and Spiritualists awake to the great re
sponsibility resting upon their shoul
ders by providing a public place for 
their lectures. A private house is the 
best place for seances and phenomena 
of all kinds, but not for lectures. The 
object of giving lectures is to educate 
the masses, not for the purpose of cre
ating a monopoly of truth. We have 
monopolies enough of other kinds. We 
don't need massive temples of stone, 
costing an immense amount of wealth 
to build and sustain them, but we want 
buildings of our own large enough to 
fill the present needs. We do not want 
to copy after the churches and spend 
too much money in buildings; but to try 
to carry on spiritual work by giving 
lectures in private residences, is an ex
pensive and unwise methofl.' The out
side and curious public cannot be suc
cessfully reached In that way. But we 
are glad to say a move Is being made In 
the right direction.

A hall was recently dedicated to our 
cause in Webster City, Iowa, by the 
efforts of Bro. Sketchley and others, 
and we hope It will be kept warm with 
enthusiasm. Mr. Sketchley deserves 
great credit for this move; he could not 
expend money to better advantage for 
our cause. Some few weeks ago 
another hall was opened in Iowa, an 
article regarding the same appeared in 
The Progressive Thinker, We have lost 
the particulars, but believe Haysville 
was tbe fortunate place.

In Nebraska, at Arlington, Mr. J. A. 
Unthank, an old veteran of the cause, 
has generously maintained a cozy little 
hall for a number of years;' but un
fortunately of late it has not been used 
as much as it should have been. We 
hope sometime in the near future the 
cause in that city will receive a new 
lease of enthusiasm and Bro. Unthank’s 
generosity be better appreciated by the 
citizens.

In Kansas, Major Abbott, who has 
now passed to his reward, always had a 
hall for speakers in De Soto, free of 
charge, and many speakers and me
diums availed themselves of the oppor
tunity. In Liberal. Missouri, a nice 
roomy ball is owned by leading friends 
of our cause. Doubtless there are many 
others, but . we speak of those we are 
more or less acquainted with. Other 
towns of our acquaintance which 
should have one are Blair, Pender, 
Omaha, Fremont, in Nebraska; Sioux 
City, Fort Dodge, Marshalltown, and 
Council Bluffs, in Iowa; Pittsburg. 
Manhattan, Burlingame, Topeka, Leav
enworth, Lawrence, Junction City, 
Parsons, Winfield, and many others in 
Kansas. In all of these places there are 
enough Interested persons to form a 
nucleus for a regular propagandism of 
Spiritual truth, but there is a lack of 
organization or concerted 'effort. A 
grand work is waiting for those Spirit
ualists who have the means to furnish 
a neat cozy hall for lectures on Spirit
ualism and kindred subjects. Who 
will make the next move towards this 
worthy object?

WILLIAM E. BONNEY.
Blair, Neb.

THE GREAT PROBLEM.

The night and the gloom are of earth 
the doom,

The way through the lower sphere 
Is filled with the wall that peals on the 

gale
That sweeps o’er life's path 

year, ,
each

Year by year, tear by Tear, 
Tempest-tossed to tbe grave,

Till the strife is done, and the prefer
ment won

O'er death's ever-moaning wave.
Through tbe ages man cried to man

kind who had died: *
“Solve tbe mystery of the tomb!

Did the road that you trod lead to heav
en and to God,

Or down-ward to endless doom?” ' 
Still the cry rises high to the cold, cal

lous sky— .
That cry so long uttered In vain, 

From where death’s banners wave, by 
the deep open grave,

“Solve this problem so fraught with 
pain!” .

The forms that appear, claiming kin
ship near,

In the average seance room,
Tell few things that are wise, or that 

lighten the eyes
That would pierce through death’s 

awesome gloom,
And fraud stalks unchained, and the

■ ; truth unstained .
Cannot be whilst such things are so;'

O', spirits divine, for whose presence 
we pine, • ■

Grant us power the beyond to know.
. x VERE V. HUNT.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine?’ By Edwprd Gibbons. This 
is No. G of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•avery detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Hrice. 
25 cents. For sale at thia office.

LOVE AND HATE.
A Sermonette by the Editor 

of the New York Herald.

Hatred stlrreth up strifes; but love 
covereth all sins.—Proverbs, x., 12.
' There is a class of emotions which 
must be very carefully avoided If you 
hope to maintain either physical or 
spiritual health. They may all be cata
logued under the general term hatreds, 
for envy, covetousness, ill temper and 
all the moods of which discontent 
forms a part have something which 
strongly resembles hatred at the root 
of them.

If I covet what is my neighbor’s it is 
with the feeling that he has more than 
his share, that I have less than my 
share, that God has been unfair in the 
distribution. There may be a partition 
wall between these feelings aud a pos
itive hatred, but it is a very thin wall.

Every phase of .ill temper, from the 
snarl aud growl of habitual sullenness 
to the volcanic outburst which pours 
its lava stream of hot imprecation, is 
closely allied to hatred. For the few 
brief moments when you lose your self
control you have in your heart the ele
ments of the criminal. The man who 
is in prison lives in an environment 
which develops precisely the feelings in 
which you have indulged.

The Scriptures say a great deal about 
hatred In its various aspects, aud warn 
us iu the most impressive lauguage 
never to let it enter our hearts. They 
insist, on the other hand, that love is 
the ideal slate of mind to be cultivated, 
and go to tlie incredible extent of en
joining us to love even those who deal 
out hatred to us. It is a frightfully dif
ficult thing to dp, but the logic of it is 
that to love your enemy does you more 
good than any amount of hatred would 
do him harm.

When I have traveled along a coun
try road my horse has once lu a while 
got a stone in his shoe. He was made 
lame by it aud rendered unfit to con
tinue 'the journey. There was no peace 
or comfort until that stone was re
moved. Now, any form of hatred iu the 
heart is like the stoue in the horse’s 
shoe. It Interferes with your right re
lation to God, to yourself and to your 
neighbors. It debases you, lowers you 
to the level of the an|mal, deprives you 
of your self-respect and is wholly un
worthy of you.

I do not refer simply to that hatred 
which would revenge Itself by murder 
or personal injury, but to that modified 
phase of it which we all experience 
from day to day. There is the tale of 
gossip to which we listen with eager 
appetite aud which we circulate in the 
strictest confidence. And yet we hear 
the preacher say, “Do unto others as 
ye would that they should do unto 
you.” We even go so far as to think 
ourselves Christians at a time when, 
under some excuse or other, we are 
spreading a scandal.

There Is also the mood of petulance, 
of impatleuce, when we wound by 
word or hasty act those whom we real
ly care for. There are some horses 
which are generally kind, docile and 
tractable, but once in a while, under a 
sudden Impulse, they will kick the 
dashboard out of the wagon. On the 
whole, whatever other qualities the 
horse may have, you will not set a high 
price on him. There are men and wo
men in the world who would be humil
iated by tbe comparison which is sug
gested, but who thoroughly deserve to 
have the comparison made and empha
sized.

All thesqjstates of mind are destruct
ive of peace, and there can be no happi
ness nor dignity of character until we 
get out of them. It must be done, even 
If we have to be born again iu order to 
accomplish it They are not the proper 
belongings of a noble soul, for they are 
like weeds in a flower garden. You 
have no more right to indulge yourself 
in them than you have to push your 
neighbor downstairs or over the river 
bank; no more right to Injure him spir
itually than to Injure him physically. 
Because you are in a bad mood why 
should you feel justified In making your 
mood epidemic and spreading' it 
throughout the household?

It sometimes seems as though the 
Christ was an unpractical dreamer 
when He placed such emphasis on love 
in all, without exception, the relations 
of life. But a second thought teaches 
us that it is the miracle working power 
of the universe. Think of a philosophy 
of life in which love is proclaimed the 
“fulfilling of the law,” in which it is 
called “the royal law,” and In which we 
are commanded to “bear one another’s 
burdens!” This is a new field for ex
ploration. We are not to' be compan
ions of animals, but the peers of angels.

Love is a thoroughly revolutionary 
element. It not only turns our natural 
impulses upside down, but throws them 
overboard, and substitutes a state of 
;mind that is supernatural, or seems to 

■ b'e, though it is really normal. No more- 
Stunting for the disagreeable in the 
¿Character of a neighbor, but a kindly 
charity for his faults and a clear sight 
of his good qualities. No more envy 
because he has what we would like to 
have, but a feeling of gratitude that 
somebody has it though we have it not 
. No more drizzle of bad mood which 
renders everybody uncomfortable, but 
the sunshine of good temper. No more 
impatience and peevishness and sullen
ness, but gentleness of disposition, a 
willingness to lend a helping hand and 
speak a word of encouragement. Self
control, self-poise, but not selfishness.

That is the ideal which Christ pre
sents, and toward which our hearts 
yearn. That is the true religion, the 
only true religion, which needs no the
ology to give it architectural symmetry. 
Love produces its own symmetry, for It 
Is godlike. . / •

. Get rid of this base uncharlty. Stop 
your , ears to all complaints. Look on 
the bright side, and see that you your
self are a part of it Thus shall we 
have a heaven on this earth. '

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

“Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

A CONVERSATION
With the Spirit of a Soldier.

To the Editor:—While engagedin what 
is termed a private sitting and at the, 
home of Mrs. Hattie Tiffany, trumpet 
medium of Minerva, Ohio, the writer 
received such undoubted and undenia
ble evidence of spirit return and com
munion with friends of earth, that he 
feels Impressed to make mention of the 
fact for publication. Mr. and Mrs. Tif
fany and the writer being the only per
sons present during this silting and 
holy communion with denizens of the 
spirit world. Among the spirit friends 
who came and conversed with the 
writer, was Clyde B. Crubaugh, a 
nephew of my wife, who was a soldier 
of the Eighth Ohio regiment during the 
late war with Spain, but who died on 
board of ship while coming north last 
August from Santiago, and whose body, 
was burled at sea. This young man 
while not a blood relation of the writer 
was as dear to him as though be had 
been and was held in the highest es
teem by the writer on account of his 
kindly disposition, gentlemanly bear
ing, congeniality and many other vir
tues he from childhood possessed; in 
fact, he was an exceptionally fine 
young man.

I will now endeavor to give to tho 
readers of your paper, a correct ac
count of the conversation held by spirit 
aud mortal, a portion of which fur
nished undoubted tests and absolute 
proof to me of his return and pi'esence. 
Immediately’ after a near and deo)r> 
blood relation had quit talking, the 
trumpet was taken by this young man.

He first saluted the writer in his

S
1

mer familiar manner.
Clyde—Halloo, Uncle Ed.
Writer—Halloo; how do you do; 

who Is speaking?
Clyde—This Is Clyde, Uncle Ed.
Writer—Well, Clyde, I am glad 

eame. I had hoped for some time 
would come.

for-

but

yotl ' 
you

Clyde—Uncle Ed, I am here. :
Writer—Whom did you come with, ’

Clyde? ’
Clyde—Your uncle, Uncle Frank 

Hughes. ■
Writer—I have been so anxious foE - 

you to come, Clyde, and it does me so 
much good to talk to you. Where did 
you pass out? ,

Clyde—On board of ship, the Catania/ ” 
Writer-Wherewas your body buried!'’-¿3 
Clyde—At sea. ' •
Writer—Who first met you?
Clyde—Mamma. ' ’
Writer—What Is your mother’s given 

name? ’•■.
Clyde—It Is Hannah. You know hep 

name. .
Writer—That Is correct. (I will here 

state I was looking for a test and got '

Writer—Say, Clyde, do you know, 
what happened at home soon after you 
passed out?

Clyde-Yes. • ' -
Writer—What was It that I refer to?
The baby was born. (I will say here 

that his young wife had given birth to ■ 
a child.)

Writer—Yes, that’s what I referred to. 
Clyde, do you know where it is now?

Clyde—The baby is now on this side 
(meaning spirit nfe, which was correct^ - 
the ohild only living a few days).

Writer—Have you got any word to 
send to Logan? (Logan is an uncle ofl 
Clyde.)

Clyde—Give him my love, also grand- '■ 
pa and grandma and all the rest. Tell 
grandma I don’t want her to worry so 
much over me. 1 am not uead, but ani 
just as alive- as I ever was when at 
home. Tell them all that I am now ■ 
with mamma, and happy. Uncle Ed, ■ 
tell the boys of my company that I ant 
not dead.

Writer-All right, Clyde; I will get 
your message to some of them. I will 
have Logan do that. ’

Clyde-Yes, do, Uncle Ed. Let's sing 
an army song. s : •

Writer—I don’t believe I know any,’! • 
Clyde. 1

Clyde—Let’s sing “Marching Through 
Georgia.” , :

Writer—I have forgotten tbe words. I ' ' 
believe. (Then he commenced and sang 
a verse, after which the medium, her 
husband and the writer all joined in tho ‘ 
song.) ■ ::

Clyde—I must go now. Uncle Ed, but 
will come to you whenever I can.

Now, while this conversation was in 
one sense an ordinary conversation^ 
such as would naturally follow under 
other similar circumstances, it contains 
some strikingly strong and true tests.

First. I am positive that neither tho 
medium nor her busband knew until 
that sitting that I bad a dear friend on : 
the spirit side of life, by that name.

Second. The medium or her husband ' 
never having known this young man 
during his earth life, could not have 
known of his characteristics and the 
manner in which he spoke of or to me -
while living in the flesh. He invariably, - 
called me Uncle Ed. ’ ■■■■

Third. His mother having been in 
spirit life for twenty years, the medi- < 
um could not very well have known her '• 
name. .

Fourth. I did not know the name of ■ • 
the ship he was on when he died, but - 
he gave me the name of the ship, the 
Catania, which I have learned since 
was correct. I had in my mind alto
gether a different ship. He was right 
and I was wrong.

Fifth. When he spoke of his grand
parents, his pronunciation of their „ ' 
names, and his request to his grand- : 
mother to not worry over his death, 
etc., it was characteristic of him. Ha 
knew, and so does the writer, that she * 
had been-worrying a great deal on ac- ■] 
count of his death. '

Besides all this evidence the writer In ‘ 
addition talked over matters purely' ; 
personal with both his (the writer’s) i 
father and mother and other dear onei 
now In spirit life; matters that he U. s 
personally interested In and of such U ,.’T 
nature that the medium could not have 
had any former knowledge of. To con- . a 
elude, if that was not spirit return and ■'■'■-' M 
communion, what was it? , •> ■>-’¿1

Canton, Ohio. E. R. KIDD« J
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CHAPTER XXI—Continued.

*

CHAPTER XXIL

non t find a bright spirit on earth or in tins hie, who will 
associate uith you; and jou will be hunted by men, soon
er or later. ■

INSPIRED BY CHARLES DICKENS. 

t WRITTEN

CARLYLE PETERSILEA, 
. . . . AUTHOR OF . . .

“The Discovered Country,” “Mary Anne Carew, Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel,” “Philip Carlislie, a 

Romance;” “Oceanides,” a Psychic Novel, Etc.
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■ “I? A\Tiy, I have got a body to take care of. 1 should 
' suffer with cold and hunger, and be naked if I could not 

buy these things?’
“Now, that’s good!” said the spirit. “Then I haven’t 

any body to take care of? I thought my body was so real 
that you were quite disgusted with its appearance, and— 
hungry! Why, I am often so hungry that I could swal
low turnpenny nails; and—cold! Why, 1 often feel like 
a lump of ice. Why, sir, there are houses here that are 
richer aud more elgant than the palaces of kings and 
queens in the earth body. There is food here of the most 
delicious and dainty kinds; and clothes so beautiful and 
elegant that such as I can scarcely look at the beautiful 

' spirits thus clothed. Why, Solomon’s array would be 
nothing compared to these!”

“Then, why in heaven’s name do you present such a— 
as you well said—disgusting appearance?”

“Ah! my pal—my joUy comrade! There’s the rub! 
Money won’t buy any of these things here. Atoning 
blood don’t count. I thought, when I murdered my hun
dreds, I was doing God service; I expected to wear a 
crown of gold and be seated among the blest. I supposed 
I was killing God’s enemies, with the exception of one or 
two of my own; but I bundled the whole lot together and 
counted it all as good work. Ah, oh,” he hissed rather 
filaintively, “and when I got here, no God could I find; no 
leaven, no hell, no purgatory. No, nothing, of the kind;

but every soul I had murdered stood grinning at me in the 
most diabolical fashion, and every one had his head on his 
shoulders as good as ever. Some of these were praying 
for me and themselves; others set upon me with revenge
ful yells, cuffed, kicked and beat me. Ah, the tortures 
they heaped upon me no tongue can tell. They made as
if to cut oil my head, io burn out my eyes, to run me 
thousands of times through the body, in tear out my hair 
by handfuls, io cut out my tongue. All this seemed real 
to me at the time. They would tie me to a stake, build a 
fire about me, scream, yell, and dance around me, while 
the fire seemed io consume my vitals. Thus they ior- 
tured me, until, themselves disgusted and worn out, they 

,would leave me for awhile. When thus left to myself, I 
found that no part of me had been destroyed; I was still 
the same. After resting for awliile, many of them, but 
not all, would return and enact it all over again. I suf
fered thus for a period that would be to you many days, in 
fact, until the last one tired of the sport. When the re
action came, I crawled away by myself, striving to hide 
from my persecutors. Many times when I thought my
self securely hidden they would hunt me out and torture 
me over again; but at last I was free from them; their re
venge was satiated. If you think I am hideous now, you 
ought to have seen me then. Why, I am a beauty now 
compared to that time.”

“Oh! horrors of horrors!” exclaimed Raphael.“ Tell me 
■no more, I beseech you. Your recifal has turned me ill 
and faint already.”

“If to hear it makes you ill, how, think you, would you 
like to endure it personally?”

“No one will hate me like that,” asserted Raphael.
‘Why not?” asked the monster. “If the vile use of ■

your hypnotic power is not known here to those on whom 
. you exert it, it surely will be as soon as you leave the body 

and that may be at any time. You are not absolutely sure 
: . of a moment.”
, • “Why, I thought I should live in my body until old 

age.”
, “Would you like to meet O’Donnell on this side, as I 
j. ipet those whom I had murdered, especially when he 

knew how and why he had been sent out of his body?
• Would you like to meet the thousands whom you have 

robbed of food?”
■ Raphael threw down his cigar, arose, shook himself, and 

then glared at the monster before him.
“What is the matter with me?” he asked, with clenched

to .■ ■ teeth. “1 must be under the influence of a nightmare.” 
},', ' “Hypnotism, my dear fellow; you are hypnotized,”

grinned the monster. “I am more powerful in the art
■' than yourself. You have invoked me by your crimes and 

criminal intentions. Like always meets like. Did you 
! think that you could be surrounded by angels of light,

. while you were at heart a robber and murderer, aye, even
worse? Ah, no, my pal! Robbers and murderers must
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CHAPTER XXIII

The Room in the Old Tower.

un-

* ♦

venuti617’ MarjeryI Wtmwedo? How pre-

. (To be continued.) - . ’

,of ^arriaro* By Alice B. Stock- 
hsm,M. D. Pnce, $1. For at ttó office.

how, my fine fellow, y ou can retire to your couch. I 
lave not the blightebt objection to lie down with you; 
nu it 1 uind my legs around you occasionally, never 

U n ' i •ds fd a feariier flock together, you know.” 
. Raphael did not try it; and at tlie breakfast table he 

P^ented a sorry appearance. His eyes were wild and 
j oodshot his countenance worn and haggard. His 
iather looked at torn in astonishment.

My son, he asked, “what is the matter? You look 
exceedingly ill.”

«t Doned his head upon his hands..
j iti, 6leeP well,” he said in a weak voice. “I may 
ieel better after talcing iny coffee.”

But lie did not feel better, and so a physician was sent 
ior; and after he had made a careful examination, he said 
that Raphael was ilireatened with brain fever; so, for a 
number of weeks he was confined to his room, or rather, 
they were obliged to confine him within his own apart
ments. It was seldom he would lie upon the bed at all, 
crying out that serpents were wreathing about him. He 
would sit in ins chair staring at something the others 
could not see, muttering, and then apparently becoming 
so enraged that he would catch anything which happened 
to be neai him and throw it violently at, as they supposed 
an imaginary object. Boots, vases, china, glass, hand 
mirrors, brushes, anything which came to his hand. He 
would talk about some horrible monster who was always 
Present, then he would ask wildly about Juno Galeria and 
O’Donnell.

or siftce her birth. Whatever Juno saic
coiM be implicitly relied upon. '

..¡“ri’8- Galeria Shew little or nothing of Spiritualism, and 
.nil less oi hypnotism; but there was something exceed
ingly strange aDdut all this connected with Juno. Juno 
was greatly puzzled about it herself, Presently strange, 
irance-hke conditions occasionally fell upon her, and she 
times k P^utiiul thiug6 wliich fche saw ai riifoe

Mrs. Galeria'became a little frightened, thinking per- 
aps her child it¿8 becoming insane; but, with the excep

tion or all this, Juno was the personification of good, prac- 
ncab sound sense, possessed of excellent judgment far be- 
jond that of ¿t]|br girls, and far more than her tender 
years warranted. 11

Aithui-knew somewhat of Spiritualism, and had seen 
and heaid one or two mediums, but he well knew that 

uno never had. He was well aware that Spiritualism 
had been a sealed book to her. This made it doubly in
teresting to him, for there was no doubting possible. This 
M.and lnnocc'nt girl knew nothing about the fads of 

tlie day.
Ai (hur had not as yet found it in his heart to go to 

nunraven. It was hard to part with his aunt and Juno; 
jet he proposed to go very shortly; but the weeks had 
flown by and he still lingered. It was now late in the au
tumn and the holidays were near; he proposed to go as 
tw V \Cy '> j10 °'er’ O’Donnell had also written 
that she should pay her sister a visit shortly after the fes
tivities were past. She had invited Mrs. Galeria and Juno 
to Dunraven to spend the holidays, but the Weather being 
q hq severe and the distance considerable, and more than 
all else, not wishing to leave Arthur at The Cedars alone; 
and really not canng to quit her old but newly found 
T^,?n?nB°.°n,»6iie had decl!hed the invitation, urging

% 0 come them as soon as possible after
ward; and thus matters stood at present, at The Cedars.

watching by wbi?b J^uld come, earnestly 
aentftor •? ^'St aPP°®«W® «ver the brow of the 
fluSdnT ? h0 £aw her g™te
ord her • g“tle breeze- He walked rapidly to
tos on L 1US arflls about heG Wanted a
itiss on nor upturned face. 1
toneW“&®eiy’ “X d“Hing!’’ he «tiered in a low 
hemi f Tthat you were able c°me. Mv 
the bled?vlth/ear until I saw your sweet form m
&! “ B"elhi"s mighl *■" *•»- 

shoulder^' Jaid hW' bUmiug blW again£t bis manly

I J “; “«* ”«y le the lust time

nimni^ Diy love,’ said Dennis, “has anything han- 
1 “YeXtohH1 S6 U8Ual °PP°siti011our union?” P 
house Ti gu-d MaVeiy- »r Antone is at the 

fast coitong tears Wlthm 1118 am U conceal her

crueP MMnGripn gr°aiied Pennis> “How caD tbey be so 
shallMouJ? g0 to Notre Dame- You
veil aaainri 1S-nfeaiTlul ^,unnEto force You to take the 
prison as 16™?^ i- 14 W □ i16110 better to J’ou than a 
out von wfr- y.°U and’ —Oh! I c“nnot live with- 
saye you my daiimgF’18 1 d°? What D1USt 1 do to 

had 1X1» tbi8 fl?e ,enlered the tower. There 

was gained bv a -Up ivitlliu the tower wllich

own dainty hS for’S 'u bl'°thT'’® Cbair witb her 

his eyes.1037’ constltuted the unpardonable sin, in
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One day, when his father was trying to quiet him 
somewhat, he asked about Juno.

Mrs. Galeria and Juno, together with O’Donnell, 
sailed last week for Europe,” replied Mr. Scoriss; and it is 
said they do not intend to return to America.”

“J® O’Donnell still alive?” asked Raphael.
f Certainly,” answered his father.
“Then the monster lied to me!" burst forth flie furious 

ior 116 lold nie that Juno !lad kiUed or 
stabbed 0 Donnell.”

“Raphael, dear boy,” said Mr. Scoriss, “your heated 
brain conjures up all sorts of nonsense. There are no 
snakes nor monsters here. You are ill, my boy, that is 
all. But the doctor says you are better now. Your cha
grin and disappointment at Juno’s refusal turned your 
brain for a while. You’re better now, my son, much bet
ter, and Juno is far on her way across the Atlantic by this 
time.” J

Mrs. Galeria had decided not to go to Germany at pres
ent, for Arthur- had dreamed troublous dreams about 
home. In Ins dreams he often saw Marjery in deep'dis
tress, on her knees and in tears, reaching forth supplicat
ing hands toward him, imploring him to save her from an 
immense serpent which seemed about to enfold her in its 
slimy embrace.

“I fear all is not well at home,” he said to his aunt one 
bright morning when they were within three days of 
(JueeimporL “I am constantly impressed that Marjery 
and Clarence are in danger. Dear Aunt Galeria, let us 
land at Queensport, and from there go to your childhood’s 
home, where I will leave you and Juno for a while and go 
to Dunraven. I must know why I am so troubled about

Mrs. Galena s old home was called The Cedars for a 
large grove of cedar trees had been planted near it, which 
as time rolled on had become dark ancLdense. The old 
stone house or rather, small castle, had become somewhat 
dilapidated, but was yet habitable.

As soon as the party arrived in Ireland, Mrs. Galeria 
dispatched a letter to Lord O’Donnell, asking permission, 
as the sister of Lady 0 Donnell and by right of birth- 
one who ought to share equally with her in the estate
permission to occupy the old castle. Her father and 
mother being dead, it rested with Lord and Lady O’Don
nell to reinstate her in her old home, as she had been dis
inherited by her parents.

She received a kind and cordial letter in reply. As far 
as Lady 0 Donnell was concerned, she willingly forgave 
her sister; in fact, she had never shared in her father’s 
hTAfanT8t he-r’- She±Ts welcome to the castle and 
half of the remaining estate. She also invited Mrs. Ga-

Mrs. Galeria loved home and homely comforts, and tea 
was usually served after dinner, on a little table in the 
cozy sitting-room, which was placed on a soft rug before 
toe large open fire-place. On either side of the grate 
were easy chairs, beautifully painted fire-screens, and all 
tne furniture of the room was not only elegant but luxu
rious and exceedingly comfortable. A piano, harp and 
violin were also in tlie room. A serving maid had itst 
brought m the tea service and Mrs. Galeria was pouring 
tea for Arthur and Juno when, upon the surface of the 
shining table, near where J uno’s dainty white liand was 
carelessly resting, came quite loud and distinct raps. Mrs. 
Galena started and nearly dropped the tea urn. Arthur 
took it from her hands and replaced it on the tray.

Aunt, said he, “I have heard something of this kind 
before; and I must.confess to you that I believe it to be 
caused by spiritual beings. Let us ask questions. Per
haps there may ^something of importance they wish to 
communicate.”,, , J

Mrs Galeria, (jurgied pale, but assented. Juno was in 
one of her strpngq spells; her eyes were closed and her 
countenance expressed exaltation. ,

‘T have heayd,” continued Arthur, “that three raps or 
signals mean ygs, apd one no; two, don’t know, or doubt- 
• ' i iC» th.!W,to find out who the spirit is, wish
ing to talk with us. ’

SglpBSSS
dies nf O f I iorefatbere “nd the beauty of the la-

ni-nnis and Marjery climbed the stair—the stair which 
Marjery had often climbed with the lie-hf wei d i r i 
little l„lple„ brother in her era. ,,® d ml

which y entTd the room and took Beals near the table 
had been leftnT11 Wltr “any balf-faded blossoms that 
had been left there earlier m the day, when Marierv and 
nG?n?e bad.c°me.to rest after their usual walk ^Den

«ni.<ked 6rlef-stricken. ’ U
save^ouT t Ve~^y d“rling,” he said, “what can I do to 
save you? I would ask you to fly with me to narts

— w “ »h.1

« E pXte ^KtS’

to talk with me. Antone would sav ifL sAL ■ ™ 
get my soul; but I do not believeJ Yol havTV

SSd SkB ba is

FdTnof^^

teied wifi hn 'nth1my earS’ but ie is as though she

Dennis groaned and bowed his head on his TUrin/i
upon the table. 3 folded “mis I
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How pleasant it would be for me to feel assured of my 
lather and mofljer^ forgiveness.” J

A® Mrs. Galeria uttered these words, a shower of raps 
sounded upon the table.
thur.S grandíaM1Cr or ^dmother present?” asked Ar-

Many more ¡raps were heard.
“Are you both; here?” asked he. Three reps—yes 
Have ynu forgiven Aunt Galeria?” A great shower 

of raps. Then Juno s hand began to shake. A pencil 
and paper were produced by Arthur, when her hand 
wrote rapidly:
_ Forgive us, oh, our daughter, forgive us, for we were 
m the wrong and sue for your forgiveness. How happy 
we are that you are back in your old home once 
Arthur must be restored to his inheritance. Mariery is in 
ternble distress and danger. Clarence is very soon to be 
with us. 1 ou must go at once to Dunraven. Do not go 
to the manse. Go at once, and seek an interview- with 
Dennis Morgan. You will then know what course to 
take. Marjery must be saved. Dennis may not be able 
to <io s° without your assistance. Beware of Antone the 
Priest. Start to-morrow if you would save your sister.” 
Then followed the names of the father and mother of Mrs. 
Galena.

°Penad ber eyes- There were no more raps heard 
and they took their tea. ' r

Arthur was deeply troubled and decided to start for 
Dunraven on the morrow.

Once more Juno’s hand was controlled to write First 
her father’s name was written, then he continued-’

. Y 3 P™in tbe b°dy “a hypnotize another, so one 
out of the body can do toe same. You are well aware that 
Juno was hypnotized by Raphael Scoriss, and then he 
suggested that she stab her cousin Arthur, which under 

yr p i . • . , I r,113 irres‘E“ble spell, she could not avoid doing- probablv
------J-------------- pnrn.v, jou mu; mtvc ior your asso-i ai,,,, ° beylerier had not mentioned that Ar- fihe bave avoided doing so, if she had been no/ 
. dates, millionaires; you are yourself a millionaire al- with them thinking it best that Lord and Lady 6es(3ad,of the requisite knowledge, but of this more anon
ready; but you can’t rid yourself of me. You shall see I ° i/ DOt of iL • SPiri,tual beingE well underetand the art of hvrWiz’
toe at all tunes wherever you are. As you hypnotized L:?, °rihCLidv£tlL';asrepa\r,edand ^rnishetl most sump- ln,g a 6ub^ect Dear wife, I hypnotized you at toe time 
Juno, so I will hypnotize you. As you suggested murder. and -,krs- Ga ena ?eWed herself within her anc4- when saw “Y hand, and I warned you of Juno’s dan 

• to her, so I will constantly suggest it to you. As you de- cto nome with a sigh of intense satisfaction and delight ger’ *our fatber and mother have hypnotized Tnnn tn 
Sired Juno to kill her best frietd, so I will desir^you to LbLhad beei1. dn5cn °rtb from this home in her efriy 7ite their ^giveness, and also to tell you of Mariels 
kfll your best friends; for instance, now, your father and f t0 tbe ,man whom sbe loved; now d“geL / ?ow hypnotized Juno, that she mav
mother and Grace; and even your innocent little brother Merited ™ nft 'n h • ?UeenU daugllter and disin- *nte ^at which I suggest. I wish you to study and in- 
and sister; next Ethel; perhaps her mother. We will see LL u i her °nl3'slster- How happy and contented y°urselve® 011 these important subjects^ I am 
ajrnut that. We will keep right on until you hang; aS ,thoagb sbe bad -S “nd still toe i?yal husban? of my w£
then my comrade, we will have more jolly fun, such as I - ,,e. often thought her father and mother were 1 W1?b to say that 1 was cruelly deceived in regard to vou 
tyve been telling you about.” J J J^st the same as they used to be, only just oi of d^ ^«-my long-suffering wife. I wsa induced

Raphael groaned and putting his hands to his head, otJler room fro™ the one she £ b^heVe L°U but now y°u innocent
t°re “t his hair. ’ happened to be in when these feelings were upon her dear a11 ^ngs are here shortly rightod the

‘That s it,” laughed the monster. “Go on. You’ll CjedaS8 tbe banks of a beautiful little alone beariDff the burden of their guilJ ’
rage and tear worse than that before we get through ” 1 | h tbat r.e.flected toe bluest of skies frim its bright sur ^be hypn°tic power can be used either for «rood nr

“Leave me! Leave me!” thundered the^onized young & many the 3 cedis' Tne ma? be eitber S°°d Do not cSfl i
maib stamping and actually foaming with rage. g fitbat 8t°od on ban.ks- A lovelier or more romantic ™Eunde1rataild this power. Juno -is simply a nsvchic 

“Not if I know myself; and I think I doL I am at- £ ^and bka her mother, wi hajpy Her 301d Ml developed that shTErs SX 
tracted to you by a powerful law. I did not make toe iOst ou2nlvl’n/l h develoPing into one of the A11?w ui through her, and talkako
law—had no hand m it. Blame the law, not me. I did ? beaatlfn.1 beings imaginable. Her for- Wab^ve merely, rapped to draw your attention I will
not care anything about you while you were innocent, or hP?L^L±eks WerC ,riPening like delicious peaX ?nd ® J e U°n’ 1
E 1^nnons r,cre good; y°u attracted at that time Jn.T hrger’ 3ofter> and more dew startedl ^e next morning for Dunraven.
fipmts like yourself; now you attract me and those like me I „2 be blue-black hair more abundant, and its sating ., * dd* * ♦ * * . *

r Wouldn t you like to see some more of us, comrade?” f-Y yet Her b,ea«tiful, supple form was I M^jer^s interview with Father Antone, she
Raphael actually screamed with agony. Y °-Ut 1.tlto1nwre womanly proportions; and Arthur went.dmectly totoe ¡place where she had on a number of

Oh! my God!” he cried “Is this toe kind of hell they \°Ving y’, 1<’ng1PS1y as his eyes rested upon his ®ccasit?1B met Dgnifls Morgan. The weird old tower had 
; mean when they talk about conscience? Why; this is not beaut}fld’ <lueenly cau“m P been chosen by,them for their frysting place. A rn'lder

conscience; this is real.” But Juno was not like other girls; that was becomimr Pr more r°mantipsppt did not exist F der
' tbings are the real tbhlgs’ mit toe material,” X.™ /ay; tbe E°methingjhat , co.m'!md «¡sp, so she threw about her a
. mocked the monster. “A man’s body is of very little ac-1X bT, deJa °Ped aa rapidly as her peraon- i^™ined Rrth^oft white fur, winding around her 

. count, something like the husks wrapped around an ear C°i‘itl?'1^y ^Rhito strange reveries? or as I nnusba d £ ead-P worsted scarf. Her cheeks were
- - of corn, simply to protect it for a wMe. The spirit is “iJer P ed th!m! states>” <md at othS *ue1fa’tbe excitement which sheTad

the real man, sir; and you and I are boon companies ” d d 1 appeaF to be ,hereelf, and talked as though •^88^ tbF0U?b’ but 6116 was ca]mer now and her eves 
abe were someone else; end sometimes stramre Bbone pleasure at the thought of meetingL y 
would follow her about toe house. Ther? wotod S I To Wm aba could unburden her S meetmg her iovar- 

ITS afi/bough B°meone was upping with the knuckles-1 wenKB5ftly a?d, silently at a side entrance
at other times as if some one sighed deeply. Her hand btt e ?£ed’ lowing very Well that she would

'■ - The Cedars. 8b^“ violently, and would not stop uSti b- te^meet no one on this side of the manse A
I?'- ' ; ‘ ' *e to°k Penc11 and when her hand witooK£ Ynd^g foo^patb™

(nwomawti n ’Y4' ' : I homof. her own, would write off lengthy messacw elevation, whereon also grew-many cnriiee mid La c7F ¿phael I nC2t’E±’llh y°U?” Cried At firSt nor Galeria Xd undXnd the selSomtoTvlrS eS
S?” * techoose my-own com- meaning, of it nil They might have at £tS?tto °a Sv^h^18 te ?lac^

. , aauuucib uuu uiurucrers mu6T i • n j T l . luviteu Mrs. Ua-
associate with their kinds. That is an unalterable law of Iiem j un.0.«’ pay her a visit If not at present she 
nature. Even in your earthly life all species herd with ProPosed to Tlslt «rier in their old home as soon as it 
their kind. Now, look here, my boy. You may wear LT“5 • e comforiable and they were weU established 
the nicest suit of clothes that can be had for money; you 'lnerein- 
may live in an earthly palace; you may have for your asso-

H^5itUn6eeVreSenCe 101,1 me to rebel openly, and un
der no circumstances, consent to go ”

“Ah!” sighed Dennis. “That will do no good Yon 
remember poor Mary Ashton, how she was earned against 
the m thf convent and compelled tftake
nnwS Tbereis“°P’ace in all Ireland where She

¿° “ot and where they would not find you un
less, indeed, you were hidden within some cave5 or old 
tower where no one ever intrudes; but, whoever carried 
you food would be watched and you would thus 
«.»red All a. „„„t, ia ourLr tadXtta »Uh 
all of the class of plebeians, are under the priesthood Not 
one would befriend us. Every movement they make is 
made known at the confessionals.” y &k B

“Even if I were to remain in this room, old Hrnrh 
would soon nose me out He is worse than a hound ”g 
. My mother would befriend us,” said Dennis u 
is a devout Catholic and would reveal all at the conies'5 
monal. Ve are simply bound slaves to toe chmeh oi 
Rome; and she can do with us anything she pleases We 
may not love; we may not marry; we can enter into no 
kind of business, or any relation whatever, without her 
consent. Her eye is ever upon us, even knowtog the mo J 
secret recesses of our souls. It cannot be riglt 
jery, we are as helpless as infants. I think if you becomi 
a nun I will throw myself into the sea. I toaU never 
f±°?yiT dT -aCe ^“-“ever again hold.your sX 
form m these loving arms. You wUl be dead-toreve, 
dead to me. 0, my precious love! I would much ratl'e- 
you would die; then I should feel that your dear soul w.^ 
free. Darhng, let us jump into the sea together from'off 
yonder cliff. Perhaps God in his tender mercy will for 
give us and allow our souls to roam together - 
hand, through toe vast universe.” ’ hand 111
_“Ah, but your mother would grieve for her boy ” said 
Marjery, a stamge hght.flashing into her eyes. L “S 
waiajoj, o™ a»»—would imp “

That I would, answered Dennis.« If shall be our last 
hope, dear MaryerjL We will not do tins until ¿R £ 
fails and they are ready to take you away. We wfl1 mS 
here every evening until that dreadful day arrives and on 
the evening before you are to be carried away to tltocon 

go ,o ae “ ma
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end.lt is Interesting, eh« 
vertatntng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It aU or not. much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. Price 1125 
For Bale at thl« office.

HEALTH AND POWER.
■M1&SSl>2«‘!LVnr^“aH'nnan Uplralldlngby tht

«SS
1HE DIAKKA. ‘

■rTWE DIAKKA AND TNEIR EARTff. 
~ Tlcttaii by tbe Scer, A. J. Daria, la a w» la. tarettlngtal»nggeitìii«ori. Itli BneiJtalSZJS puh tbat la tallo and repnlUre in SplrUasUmLan! jodrtnia moat Important recent Intende»—" Viete» Wilma, a renami ot Un SusmM.



ONTHE BORDERLAND. THE RATION’S OUTLOOK CAUSES AND EFFECTS
A Rational Solution of Life’s Problems,

Tidings, Visions and Warnings That Came 
, In a Night.

and harmoniously developed and cultured, such beings 
would bring to themselves the full measure and complete
ness of human life.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE'
PART L THE PENTATEUCI

Commenta on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, NumbN*^ 
mid Deuteronomy, by • >.^1

EHxabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devercy*
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be- 1 

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Hetrick, .
JUrs« Louisa Southworth, Ur- ■■■■

stda If, G'eslefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

LIVES OF INSECT PESTS.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; J 
Or Self-Justice.

Bv Lots Walsbrooker. Many have road this boot, 
many have re read It. aud many others out to roadld 
It should be read by every man and woman In thn 
land. It shows the falsities rainpant in florletv ifi 
matters of moral and social Import, and tho wronM 
that flow therefrom to Innocent Victims of bqaiV 
ostracism. It coutalm* a floc likeness of tha author? 
Fine cloth, 230 pages. Price ii.ut) 7W*J

LIFE WORK J

“In every soul there Is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin. •

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxW 
Of bright minds are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman, All should read it. ■
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOL
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School* > 

and the Home, -

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN. ‘

This volume meets a public want. It comprise 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody . .’ 
Ing the highest moral sentiment, and free from afl; / 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Hold at this office. * -.

Mahomet, the Illustrious,
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

.VOrk 18 °.nB the Library of Liberal Classic«, 
No author was better qualified to write an impartial - 

k?,“661.llie Mahomet than Godfrey lliggln!, • 
J“d this volume Is Intensely Interesting. Jt should bJ ’ 
tft?JSoTJp“rlce?251m1sQlbbOn’B For Mle a< ’ -

antiquityjinveiledT
The Most Important Revelationi • 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

JuSmu'J11 krlnglugto your notice “Antiquity Vn 
with the sincere hope that you are earn 

Jrutb' wgardless of auyotha' 
ion. If such Is the cafe, this advertisomra 

will deeply interest you, and after reading this brie f 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work*’-- 
careful perusal,. Price ei.M. ••

IT IS INTERESTING.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRT*' 

•/-.World: Being a description of Localities VmnwJ ; ments, Surroundings, and Condition, In the BohS® 
By members of the Spirit-Band of MIbb M. T Hh.iaa 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Fra» nfiT ffiioS^ p0,Ui[e “ «¿ VStt

Soil-Contradictions of the Biblei1

Real Life in the Spirit-LandTl 
Given Inspirationally by Mrs Marin xr 2. 1

CHRISTIANITY A FICTIOnT*

HOW TO MESMERIZE-'

cles explained by meamerlsm. luvIlnaMn
Price, paper, M eauta. ruvBiuaMo worls

LIFE, A NOVEL 1
Price, so ceuu, advanced thonBUt, and Is rucJnitln®,

Origin, Development and Destinj 
oi Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

v.....1,Fundamental Prlnctl p.e,; Formation of Cbnatellatlons, Systems BUM, 
Planets and Saunij ss. The Ortuln of Meteor» 
£.? ui..rle,!15F“?,s The Origin of MM 
Man-Hle Attributes and powers: Tito Soul—HoW ll 
Receives and Impatls Ruowicdga: Uow tho BoulBfW 
Celves 1 S Highest Impressions: Tho Record Book, M 
Iha Heavenly Ether: How to Cultivate tho Slktfi 
Sense; 1 be Finer or Spiritual Body: Growth and Bol 

»Plmuallsm Proved by tuS 
Bible: The Bible and Christ: rim Summary: 
Must Ue Do to Bo Saved.“ For sale at thlsodk&t

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, SCfe*

Chapter U. England—Robert Dale Owen—Geom 
CAlthnces — Mrs. Stow 

brIdge—Mr. and Mrs. Tebb—Mrs. Noiworthy-j;Oi‘ 
Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross, ■

CS^eQBu«t™u.)nEngla“d (COnt'Med In Thre* 

Cbattkb XL California Work. ISTS-Other Vl.ltH.
Letter of a M. Plumb-Letter of Mrs. John A. wllion. •

Cbat-tbh xfl. Chtcsyn Work. 1876 to 18SS—Pint 
Society Chartered, 1669—Complete Account of WoiK 
In Letter« and Statemcnta of Member« of 1S. 
Society. ™

CnarTBB XIII. Camp Meeting Work—CaiBadtig»«. 
Lake I’leasant-Onsct Bay-Lake Brady-LookouC 
Mountain, etc.

XIV- Literary Work-Hesperla-Volntned 
of DlBconreea and Lectures—Psychopathy; Som 
Teachings—P«mB—Other Literary Work. •

CnxiT'En XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
on Gyroscope, 1838—“The Shadow of a Great Rock 
Inn Weary Land,” 1887-Poems-Cholce Selection« 
in Prose and Verse—Work of William Richmond.' •. 

CsrrmXVI. Lettcra from Pereonal Friends; from 
Orpba E. Tousey; from Lady caithnets, and ¿then 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Quel* 
JOed to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell u. 
Warner—Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

CaarrznXVn. Mrs Richmond's Expertcnee« WitiU 
In the Trance State, Written by Herself. ■:

Price $2, Postpaid. For Bale at 
this office.________ .

JOAN, THE MEDIUM. / 
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritual!«» 

U a Leader of Armies. By Mosns Hutx. This 1« 3 
once the most truthful history of Jom of Ar» .Jl. 
one of the most convincing argument« on Bplrttnalli® 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrilling)« ft 
teresttng; no history more true. Price In motk W 
cents; paper corer, 25 cent«. For Baleot UlUoatee. 
"CHURCH AND STATE?

The Bible tn the Public Schools; the New “AM 
Icon” Party. By "Jetteraon." Third edition, ri 
beautiful pamphlet of a pages Is the most tboroM 
presentation of the Church and State ouejtlon U“ 
bus appeared. Price 10 cents. .z-

The Science of Spirit Retuatg;
- JyCbujMDawbun. Fnce Ucatk/ ■

THEY ILLUSTRATE THE FACT THAT MORTALS 
STAND .ON THE BORDERLAND AND AT TIMES 
CAN PEER INTO THE SPIRIT REALMS—STO- 
RIES OF DEATH PENALTIES THAT WERE 
REALIZED —INSTANCES OF TELEPATHY — 
SYMPATHETIC VISIONS—A DREAM WHICH 
THE OTHER WOMEN PRONOUNCED A GOOD

. ONE. ;
. They were talking of dreams, says the New York Sun. 

- _ “It is quite impossible,” said the woman with the big 
gray eyes, “to pick a dream to pieces, to analyze and 
classify it as it would be to make a shirt waist out of a 
pink cloud or to explain why a cream or white chrysanthe
mum planted with a clump of red chrysanthemums 
changes to red. Yet they are strange enough, these pre
sentiments, incidents of telepathy, visions, dreams or 
what you will. Many that are weird and wonderful have 
come under my own observation. For instance, I knew 
of a woman who sat at her desk late one night finishing a 
letter to a friend. She was dressed for bed, but she added 
a hasty postcript. This was the postcript:

“ 'Don’t burn this letter if you love me. I have the 
feeling that, if my letters are burned, I myself shall some 
day meet with the same terrible fate. How horrible! To 
be burned, to be burned!”

“She arose and stood before the grate. Her long hair 
/ swept into the blaze and caught, her night dress caught 

and she was burned to death before they could burst open 
the door which had been locked. They found the letter 
on the table. . —— -

“That I know to be true, but this is my own experience: 
A few years ago my mother-in-law died at my house. The 
nurse and I were with her. When we found there was no 
hope I said to the nurse, T wish Von Herlich were here’— 
Von Herlich was our rector—‘she was always a pious 

: woman; if only he were here to say a prayer!’ and, kneel- 
.ing by her bed, I watched her die, still longing for Von 

Herlich. The next morning Von Herlich came to the 
house. He was amazed to see crape on the door, and he 

- stammered as he told me his dream of the night before, 
He dreamed that I stood by him and said to him, ‘There 
is somebody dying. I wish you could be here.’ My look 
was so troubled and my presence so vivid that he awoke. 
Ho looked at the clock. It was twelve, exactly the hour 
that, kneeling by her side, I was wishing for him.

“These are not cheerful dreams; but happy people have 
few dreams and presentiments, even as they have no his
tories. It is. only in trouble that signs and wonders pre
sent themselves, in death and sickness and worry of mind 
and of body. I knew of a grandmother once who lay 

" dying. Her daughter, who lived a hundred miles away, 
■ could not be with her. She sat at home by the cradle of 

a very sick child. Suddenly the grandmother attempted 
to rise. She was assisted to a sitting posture by the nurse. 

' She was past speaking, but, raising a trembling forefinger, 
she pointed upward. At the same time her daughter, 
looking up at the corner of the room above the child’s 

' • head, saw a trembling forefinger pointing straight down 
at the cradle. The child and the grandmother died that 
night at the same hour.

“Of course all of us have jumbled, meaningless dreams, 
but a dream which leaves a lasting impression generally 

■ carries with it some warning or premonition. At least 
■ that has been the case with me. One particularly was a 

vivid warning. I was in Chicago at the time visiting my 
sister. My visit was drawing to a close, and as usual I 
wrote to my servant, an Irish woman by the name of 

■. Mary, to get the house in readiness for my return. That 
night I dreamed of Mary. I thought I saw her in a com-
mon room without a carpet. She was stretched upon a 
cheap iron bedstead. Her hands and arms were bandaged 

■ with white cloths and her body was covered with a com
fortable. 1 felt that she had been hurt in some way, but 
my dream did not tell me how. Her hair was spread out 

. on the pillow and her eyes were closed. She appeared to 
be in a sort of stupor. I would hardly believe that I 
dreamed this dream except that I told it the next morning 

< .' ■. at breakfast to my sister.
“The next night I started for home, arriving there on 

the following evening at seven o’clock. The news awaited 
me. Mary, upon receipt of my letter, had gone to the 
house at once. She had taken up every rug, hung the 

* portieres on the line in the back yard, and was preparing 
' to wax the floors. In her hurry she heated the. parafine, 

which she was in the habit of using on the floors, over the 
gas burner of the kitchen stove. It was in a shallow pan. 
In taking the pan off the parafine ignited and splashed 
over her. The catastrophe which followed was horrible; 
sa horrible that even now I cannot bear to think of it.

“I went to her home. There was the bare floor of my 
dream, the iron bedsead and Mary lying on it, her hands 
bandaged with white cloths. A comfortable covered her 

- poor, charred body. Strange to say, her face and head 
had not been burned. Her hair lay on the pillow just as 
I had seen it in my dream, and her features wore a look 
that was almost calm, produced by the drugs that had 
been giycn her to alleviate her sufferings. The thing 
haunted me until I was on the verge of nervous prostra
tion, and, to make matters worse, my friends swarmed 
about me relating similar incidents until the whole world 
seemed on fire aud filled with poor, screaming creatures 
fleeing from the flames. When, later, I gave up the house, 
I was glad. For me it was filled always with terrible 
visions of the burning woman.”

It appeared that the subject of presentiments was a 
special hobby with the gray-eyed woman.

“It is a common thing with me,” she continued, “to 
write to a friend with whom I am in sympathy and to 
reseive a letter from him written on the same day, often 

' at the same hour, in which he discusses precisely the same 
subject that I have discussed in my letter to him. In 

- some mysterious way our minds have crossed the realm of 
space dividing us and communed together. Also, I have 
time and again dreamed of places I have never seen, vis
ited them afterwards and been reminded of my dream.

“Strange things, seemingly trivial, constantly happen 
• to me. I have a little girl at boarding school. The other 

day, on my way home, I passed a shoe store, and stopped 
. to look in the window, thinking that it was about time for 

Sis—I call her Sis—to be sending to me for shoes. When 
’ I got home there was a letter waiting for me. It was from 
. v Sis. She said her shoes were worn to tatters, and she 

must have another pair. It quite startled me, though I 
would have been still more startled if she had written 
without asking me for something or other. I should have 
been afraid she had fallen suddenly ill.”

A fair young woman with hair of a Titian shade, com
monly called red, began to tell her story. She was a 

■ widow. Her black gown beautifully accentuated the 
• pearliness of her skin. -

- “When my husband was ill,” she -said, “I took care of 
him myself, sitting up with him night after night. Just 
about dawn on the day before he died, exhausted from the 
want of sleep, I dropped off into a doze. I dreamed then 

r... that I stood at the foot of a long flight of stairs. He was 
half way up and I was trying to follow him. Try as I 
would I could not; but looking .up I saw a woman stand
ing at the head of the stair? holding out her hand to him.

■: “He wearily mounted the remaining steps, took her
- hand and they disappeared together. I called to him to 
i wait-for me, but he seemed not to listen. He did not 

turn his head. I sank at the foot of the stairs weeping. 
I awoke convulsed with sobs. He was so'very ill that I 
did not tell him of my dream, but later in the day told me 
of his. Just at dawn—my dream was at dawn, you see— 
he said his mother came to him and held out her hand. 
She was at the head, he. said of a long flight of stairs, He

climbed the stairs, took her hand and went with her some
where, he could not tell where exactly, but it was along a 
road into a very beautiful country. That night he went 
the way of his dream.” •

“A dream has no business to foreshadow death,” said a 
quiet little woman over in one corner who had not yet 
spoken. “Death comes to us soon enough, and brings 
with it enough of sorrow. A dream should do some real 
substantial good once in a while, and I know of one that 
did. I revealed a secret to a woman which she long be
fore should have known, a secret which, through the mis
taken kindness of friends, a wife is always the last to 
know. One night her husband, coming home very late, 
as was his custom, roused her from this dream. 'She sat 
up in bed, rubbed her eyes open and told it to him. She 
laughed as she told it.

CB1{t Kuess wll.at 1 h?ve been dreaming,’she 
said. I thought I saw a wide stairway, a curious stairway 
of some sort of apartment house, and then a room fur
nished with a little suit of oaken furniture. There were 
lace curtains at the windows. These curtains were 
traced in a pattern of ivy leaves. There was a cheval 
buyeau in one corner with drawers up the side and a long 
parrow glass, and you stood in front of this glass arrang
ing your necktie. I could see the back of your head and 
your face in the glass. You looked cross.’

‘Her husband turned white, He must have fancied 
she was half a witch, for she had described the room he 
had just left. While she dreamed of him he stood there, 
before the mirror thinking angrily that he must go home 
to her. Perhaps his thought, communicating itself to 
her, produced the dream. ' •

It was not without good results. It was so.vivid in 
fact that almost in spite of herself she found the found 
the curious wide stairway, the room with the oaken fur
niture and the lace curtains with their pattern of ivy 
leaves. Later she also found her freedom from an un
worthy husband.”

A good dream,” murmured the woman with the big 
gray eyes, and the others echoed, “A good dream, a good 
dream!”

The above are wonderful narrations and illustrate in a 
manner the grand truths of Spiritualism. Verily the 
world moves. LUCRETIUS.

New York.

Substantial Reasons for Destroying Them.

AN ELDERLY LADY GIVES HER VIEWS, PRO
TESTING AGAINST THE,SACREDNESS OF THE 
LIFE OF INSECT PESTS.
In The Progressive Thinker, No. 466, A. B. Allen 

writes: “Did not the same God that gave you life, give to 
the beast and the little insect, too, its life. All life is the 
very same; you are no better than they.” Another writer 
says: “It is wrong to destroy the least of God’s creatures.”

What wicked creatures men and women are according 
to this idea, for they destroy millions of living creatures 
every year, especially the farmers. Is there not life in the 
weeds the farmer kills when he plows his field or cul
tivates his corn? He destroys rag weeds, thistles, bur
docks, purslain, cuckolds, etc., all full of life. 0 wicked 
man!

In years agone while the civil war was raging the chinch 
bugs came in large droves and destroyed our wheat and 
corn. The land was plowed again and sowed to turnips 
and buckwheat. These constituted the principal part of 
our food during the winter. Three years in succession 
these insects destroyed our crops. At last we tried the 
following: As they usually travel in droves from one field 
to another, men plowed deep furrows around, each field of 
grain, into which the bugs fell; then they scattered dry 
straw or kerosene and set it on fire, thus destroying 
millions of bugs, and saving their crops. 0, wicked men; 
destroyers of God’s creatures!

About the same time my husband led me out to see his 
field of oats. The army worms were thick, from one to 
five and six on each stalk. Beautiful creatures—striped 
red, yellow, gray and white, with black heads, eating the 
oats as fast as possible. Soon we heard a flutter of wings, 
and saw a large flock of birds settle down over the oat 
field. In one week those worms were gone; the birds had 
destroyed them. Wicked birds, to destroy God’s beautiful 
creatures.

Well, I am an old woman of seventy-one years, yet I 
plant and hoe my own garden of three-fourths of an acre, 
and by constant warfare with bugs and worms have suc
ceeded in raising vegetables for winter use for self and 
family. I may be very wicked, for I have killed millions 
of the little creatures to save the products of my own 
labor for self and family. It was necessary.

The squash bug I hate. I cannot help it, for it de
stroyed my squash vines, pumpkin vines and some of my 
melon vines. It is nearly an inch long, and just the color 
of the ground. It lays its eggs on the under side of the 
leaves, and as the young ones hatch they soon take the life 
all out of the leaves, while the old bug goes right to the 
root sapping its life. In a few days it is dead. That is 
not the worst of it, for as they mature and cold weather
approaches they crawl into barns, sheds, outhouses; into 
your buttery, bed-room, parlor and kitchen; everywhere 
where you don’t want them, and their perfume is horrible. 
Do you blame me for hating them and trying to destroy 
them? Your theory, dear brothers, may be true, but is 
not practicable at the present age and development of the 
earth, and if you had to earn your bread by the sweat of 
your brow, as I have to, from the bosom of Mother Earth, 
you would find your theory at fault by practical demon
stration. The past has been one of struggles and work, 
so is the present, but as the earth becomes refined, these 
things may pass away like the huge saurians of the past, 
or at least may not annoy us as they do at present. I be
lieve in the survival of the fittest, and that I and my chil
dren are as fit to survive as those bugs, and I shall do my 
best to destroy them.

My old house has stood here fifty years. I call it 
“Birds’ Nest Cottage?’ The sparrows have built their 
nests under the eves and in the knot-holes in the siding 
and also in my chimney (unused during the summer), 
making if necessary for some One to climb onto the roof to 
clean it out before I start my winter fire.

Dogs, cats, rabbits, gophers, rats and mice multiply fast, 
and if none were killed the land would be overrun with 
them soon. Flies torment horses and cattle, and mites 
disturb the slumbers of the fowls. What can be done to 
make all things comfortable? Must we submit to these 
annoyances without a protest? Would my good brothers 
do so? I am not cruel; do not wish to hurt anything 
great or small; I wish to be good and do good. I am 
searching for truth and wisdom and love to read The Pro
gressive Thinker, for in it I find food for thought in the 
opinions of those who are far in advance of me in knowl
edge, and I ask them to teach me (if they can) why these 
things are as they are, if God did not intend some of them 
to be destroyed. This life is our first school, and I am 
but a child in wisdom, but hope to learn my lesson some
time. Fraternally, MRS. OLIVE A. STEVENS.

Rock Prairie, Wis.

One of the greatest wrongs of old theology toward the 
world is contained and summed .up in the fact of their 
projecting this gloom into the world to come, and lifting 
up the black flag of despair not only above so many tombs 
of earth, but over the eternities beyond.

Every faculty of man is capable of being called forth, 
and therefore every human being, even the most degraded 
and fallen, is a child of infinite power, wisdom and love.

Nothing but time and eternity can wipe from the 
fingers of past religion the blood stains of cruel butchery. 
If Christ or the Infinite Father could, justice would be 
jobbed of her mission. • 1

America’s Attitude Toward the Nations of 
the Earth.

EXÔERPT FROM INSPIRATIONAL LECTURE DE

LIVERED BEFORE THE SPIRITUALIST SO
CIETY OF SOUTH BEND, IND., OCT. 10, 1898, 
BY MRS. Mi KLEIN. .
America’s attjti^de-toward the nations of the earth has 

been shaped and governed by the powers beyond earth, 
that govern the destiny of humanity by Supreme decree; 
therefore, it is in order here to point out some of the main 
causes why America is destined to become the Queen of 
the Nations of Earth.

First, This glorious land of the free, in the ages gone by, 
has been six times inhabited by races of people, which fol
lowed each other legitimately in the scale of individual, 
intellectual evolution. Its depopulation was due to va
rious causes which we pass by at present.

Second, This being the seventh time and it being now 
the habitation of the peoples of the earth’s nations and all 
grades from low to high are here represented, has caused a 
convergence of power that is bound to make itself felt as 
it radiates forth into all parts of the world from which the 
settlers were drafted.

Third, It is the only nation on earth that is composed 
of all nations and peoples of earth, and having been 
planted, so to say, upon the soil of legitimate preparation 
in the evolutionary processes, it stands forth auspiciously 
in its wealth, and attainments of civilized, Christianized, 
independent manhood and womanhood.

Fourth, It is the only heaven-born republic on earth. 
It was established by advice from the upper courts of 
heaven. By reason of such council, the significant clause 
was incorporated into the Constitution, to the effect that 
all should have freedom to worship God in accordance 
with the dictates of their conscience; and we most 
solemnly admonish you, let no man or number of men 
attempt to change that clause, as it will, if removed, or 
changed, remove the tower of strength from which comes 
forth the victory in war and prosperity in peace.

Fifth, This nation of nations is the only one that has 
produced a subject accepted by all supermundane rulers 
engaged in national affairs pro and con, to stand in the 
national gaps and hold the conditional reins during en
gagements of war, as well as /luring councils for peace. 
To find a subject legitimately qualified morally,, spirit
ually and mediumistically, for this important office, has 
been for ages one of the greatest problematical interests 
of the supermundane conditional managers of mundane 
national affairs religious and profane. They had waged 
heavily that such a subject could not be reared upon earth 
to be ready for such service just at the time when the 
drafted conflict's between nations and nations must neces
sarily take place; for thrones must crumble into the dust 
and the governmental reins must be seized and held by 
the strongest power—strong in that strength which comes 
from above and so shapes things on earth that men and 
means are not wanting at the right time. But that mortal 
has been found—found in this glorious country. Said 
conditional reins are firmly held. The rulers who from 
above could have otherwise assisted other nations, from 
their respective dominions, have lost their right to do so, 
because of their wagers, hence they are obliged to assist 
in augmenting the strength and wealth of America, and 
whether it be war'or arbitration, America is sure to win, 
for all things and all forces conspire for her victory.

Sixth, Last but not the least cause for every loyal son 
and daughter- of this grand heaven-born republic to re
joice, is that 'a bloody and far-reaching religious war 
which had been drafted along with sketched conflict of 
the nations of the earth has been averted. In the agree
ment between all the finite rulers who also have power of 
rule on earth, to turn things as law permits, and as they 
will in accordance with law, it was decided when said 
prophetic drafts were made, that in the fulfillment thereof 
the subject that could be found to hold said reins, should 
stand as the mark of decision and whatever religion that 
man or woman represented should become the world’s re
ligion by reason of the united effort of all the heavenly 
powers. Therefore all efforts to precipitate the said re
ligious war have their legitimate forfeit in this, that the 
conditional reins are held. Therefore rejoice and be ex
ceedingly glad, for the greatest of all woes which could 
have and would have come upon the dwellers of earth, has 
been averted.

Furthermore, rejoice because the mortal standing in 
the gap and holding the reins represents Spiritualism. 
The submission and reconciliation of the world’s religions 
to and union with Spiritüalismwill take place for thesame 
reasons that Spain has submitted willingly to the in
evitable; because bereft of armaments and ammunition 
which lies at the bottom of the ocean. Like Pharaoh of 
old she has been overwhelmed. So with the world’s re
ligions, their strongholds are being leveled and their arm
aments taken from them and gracefully they too will 
submit to the inevitable.

We who fought valiantly for the removal of the British 
yoke from the shoulders of the colonial settlers, and 
labored hard to establish this grand Republic, behold with 
joy and pride the forecasts of her greatness and splendors. 
We behold the stars and stripes proudly floating on the 
world’s waters and continents. We behold great, proud 
and thrifty cities rising where at present are no signs of 
them. We behold the markets of the world controlled by 
American producers and trans-continental reciprocity 
established on all lines of mortal traffic, and religious and 
social harmony withal.

For a moment we live in the past sensing the anxiety 
and sadness for the suffering of the gallant warriors of 
those early days of conflict and victory, but with infinite 
gratitude to the givey of all good gifts, we behold the 
grand results that were achieved. .

So it is at present; there may bb more, far more serious 
conflicts, if mortals will not submit to these Supreme pro
visions without conflict, but the outcome is not altered 
thereby. Victory for America is certain.

No w.ords can express the importance of the subject 
here proposed for a brief consideration. It may seem 
presumptuous in this advanced stage of the world for any
one to attempt what the most able minds have so earnestly 
and persistently but vainly sought—a rational solution of 
life’s problems. Our civilization is based on the assumption 
that the past is wiser than the present, and that it is the 
duty of the people to bind the future by the acceptation of 
theories, beliefs, opinions and dogmas, as authority, 
which the'strong few arrogate to themselves and exercise 
over the weak many. .

It cannot be denied with any show of reason that the 
•dominant power in the world is self-love at the expense of 
the love of others. The consciousness of this impression 
tends to perpetuate this dominance by arousing a feeling 
of self-protection. Each one feels the necessity of ac
quiring the means of an independent living, and the nat
ural dread of being dependent on others—a condition in
compatible with liberty, the love of which is common to 
all sentient beings.

Taking into consideration human nature, the separate 
exercise and development of the various powers and fac
ulties of the human being, prenatal influences, the mold? 
ing power of environment, and the utter inability of those 
born under conditions of which they had no choice, or 
power to modify, and accepting without question the 
opinions, beliefs and doctrines popularly entertained, it is 
reasonable and just to conclude that the character of such 
beings will be in accordance with the conditions that have 
attended their origin and environments.

Man has received a definite constitution, imperfectly 
developed in the child, and more fully in the adult, which 
contains within itself elements of a complete human be
ing. The reason of his incompleteness is in consequence 
of incomplete and imperfect development, which in turn, 
is owing to the imperfection of his prenatal condition and 
false environments. These statements need no proof; the 
truth of them is obvious to every thoughtful and observ
ing mind. •

Their acceptance forms a basis upon which may be 
founded the solution which we seek. The basic prop
osition is that some kind of feeling (such as desire, aver
sion, passion, appetite, emotion, painful or otherwise) is 
the primal cause of all human conduct. Let us imagine a 
being full of intelligence and capable of great activity, 
conscious, but destitute of sensation, desire, emotion, pas
sion or appetite. How would he act? Why should he 
act?. If we think closely, we will be convinced that he 
would not act at all. It is easy to see that no one acts 
except in pursuit of his welfare, even if it be a worm.

Henry George has well expressed this fact: “All human 
actions,” says he, “at least all conscious and voluntary ac
tions, are prompted by desire, and have for their aim, 
satisfaction. It may be a desire to gain something, or a 
desire to escape something, as to obtain food or to enjoy 
a pleasant odor; or to escape cold or pain, or a noisome 
smell; or a desire to benefit or give pleasure to others, or a 
desire to do them harm, or give them pain; but whether 
positive or negative, physical or mental, beneficent or in
jurious, so universally is desire the antecedent of action, 
that when our attention is called to any human action, 
we feel perplexed if we do not recognize the antecedent 
desire or motive, and at once begin to look for it, con
fident that it has to the action the relation of cause and 
effect.

“So confident, indeed, are we of this causal relation 
between action and desire, that when we cannot find, or 
at least with plausibility surmise an antecedent desire of 
which the action is an expression, we will not believe that 
the action took place, or at least will not believe it was a 
voluntary conscious act, but will assume, as the older 
phraseology puts it, that the man was possessed; that he 
was insane. For so unthinkable is conscious voluntary 
action without antecedent desire, that we will reject the 
testimony of others, or even the testimony of our own 
senses, rather than believe a conscious action ever took 
place without a motive. And as desire is the prompter 
and the satisfaction of desire is the end and aim of all 
human action, all that men seek to do, to obtain or avoid, 
may be embraced in one term, or satisfactions, or satisfac
tions of desire.” (Scientific Political Economy, Book 1 
Chapter 11.) ’

In the trial of criminals, the motive of the crime is 
always considered and forms the basis of the accusation. 
The acts of suspected persons are the guides by which 
detectives interpret motives. The statements here quoted 
are so plain, so self-evident that no thinking person can 
avoid the truth of them. It only remains to make the 
application and we have the solution of the problem—the 
central truth upon which rests the philosophy of ethics— 
the science of human conduct.

Feeling of some kind, then, being the cause of all 
human activity, it follows as a necessary corollary, that 
the character of the conduct is determined by that of the 
feeling that has given rise to it. Therefore, everything 
depends on the character of the feelings themselves. The 
idea that any feeling is evil, per se, is simply preposterous’ 
Whatever can be used, may be abused, and it is the abuse 1 
of power that causes evil. Then we have a right to con- j
elude—nav, we are bound to conclude that if nil th,» ■are »4 i
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The old United'Presbyterian kirk at Savoch, in Scot
land, had a minister some sixty years ago named David 
Caw, a very diminutive man, standing only about five feet 
two inches. 'He married a strapping, handsome lass, 
some five or six iriches taller than he, and her name was 
Grace Wilson. The Sunday after the wedding he got a 
neighboring minister to preach for him, so that he could 
sit with his bride'on the first Sunday. The minister was 
a good deal of A wag, so Mr. Caw made him promise faith
fully that he Would not allude in the sermon to himself, 
his bride or th'e fatet of the marriage, but Mr. Caw nearly 
sank through the -floor when the text was given out, 
Ephesians iii:8f “Unto me, who am less than the least of 
all saints, is this Glace given.”—San Francisco Wave.

Music is a discipline, and a mistress of order and good 
manners; she makes the people milder and gentler, more 
moral and more reasonable.—Luther.

Tears, except as a private demonstration, are ill-dis
guised expression of self-consciousness and vanity, which 
is inadmissible in good society.—Holmes. .

If we did not take great pains, and were not at great 
expense to corrupt our nature, our nature would never 
corrupt us.—Clarendon. : .

Great joy, especially after a sudden change in circum
stances, is apt to be silent, and dwells rather in the heart 
than on the tongue.—Fielding. •

One grand result of the spirit influence wherever it 
touches the real man, is in producing an abstemious dispo
sition. The real spiritual spirit always desires to rid hu
manity of unnecessary, disgusting habits.

GORA L VJUCHMONlii
COMPILED AND EDITED BY .■

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

The fundamental error universally accepted is that 
knowledge shapes the affairs of life and determines human 
conduct. Bacon gave prestige to this fallacy when he 
said “Knowledge is power.” It is erident to anyone who 
will think for a moment, that intellect serves to devise 
ways and means for the gratification of feeling. The 
analysis of any act will show this. The pirate who turns 
in the pursuit of a rich merchantman to rob and murder 
if need be, crowds every sail and takes advantage of every 
v ind to increase the speed of his vessel. The benevolent 
captain who sees in the distance a shipwrecked crew in the 
act of perishing, employs means to save life, and the 
means employed are in all respects the same as those of 
the pirate in reaching the object of their respective pur
suit. The analysis of one act will suffice for all, because 
their mode of action is identical.

I shall go no further here, but will say the subject tran
scends all others .in importance. Good prenatal con
ditions and proper environments only are necessary. To 
secure these it is necessary to clearly and fully compre
hend human nature. The process of development is to 
be directed by human agency; and the means are educa
tional. No one can construct a watch without knowing 
and obeying the laws of mechanical forces; so no one can 
direct the processes of growth and development in the 
human being without knowing and obeying the laws in
volved in such processes.

Human conduct is the effect of a cause. That cause is 
a force, or it coulcfnot act; that force is feeling, and like 
all other forces, it acts in accordance with law. Like the 
watchmaker, the educator must obey the laws involved.

Roseville, Cal. E. J. SCHELLHOUS, M. D.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful'and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative System« 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity." By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. ' • ‘ ■
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It v..mo to me to find a home, hospital 
and sanitarium for the sick, and the 
Way pointed to the plnr-o.

I or many months 1 Dad a hard strug
gle with myself. b

I felt like one of old that I was not 
bUiLcient to undertake so daugevou« 
and important a move at that age in 
nre, knowing so wen as I did that if- I 
thuo acted, it would require all my 
“i?,fa.Jeaiul0.8b! ““ ‘“y energies, time 
and siiengtii to carry the work for
ward. _

My vhudren had an received and fin- 
‘ u 1 u en de non Ail ere settl d 
IU life. My family very reluctantly 
gave tneir consent, feeling that all 
i. ouid be u failure, and mat what little 
meaus, m wen as my Health, and ner- 
1 aj my life v id b the i uaity

At last, knowing that my only motive 
»as to do good, with faith in Divine 
<md angelic help, I made the move.

it 1_ tor i.o one to know how many 
discouragements I met. hov ' ' ' 
times has been thi
s ce ìet i 
faun or felt but

dark at
ivay, how slow the 
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All.those who are thus treated shall 
i“”.0.311“1 ns B°°.d cate- j‘‘st as good 
ioo u a anyomei My in t ucti n 
to ail my nurses are, make no differ- 
c ce in youi cam of 1 uent wnemei 
.. . °\ po.or: J.f any have me prefer
ence g.ve it to me one who is poor- 
.My plan is tins: That I draw from 

ti.at fund live duilars and twenty-live 
c....t„ a neeu for eaeii patient: 
l.ve doilam fo. board and twenty-five 
cei.u fot Masinng. Tins sum win not 
g.ve me one cent of profit should mv 
house be fun all the time. ■ '

1 want no profits. No Joy of my life 
1» so great as to feel that I can help up 
and nave a home tor an such.

ihe happiest moments of my life 
I:“: l’Tln 'vhc.n 1 Uave been trying to re
lieve the pain, cheer me heart, and 
bless those sick and s»d

1??.yo.u W*.S1‘ t0 be a partner with me 
in this joy, in mis work?

•then s nd on jom mite even though 
it be small. °
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE AND M DS 
Aeiy much exercised are the doctors 

over tue practice of the Christian Sci
ential;,, and now that one of them ha« 
come to grief, their jubilation has no 
buunds. We are not jn particular favor 
of tne so-called "Scientists.” who prac
tice a kind of distorted Spiritunliam 
and are neither Christians. Scientist« 
no. Spiniuuiists, but we are for fnir 
piny, and opposed to class legislation 
and trusts.

Ihe case is mis: Harold Frederic au
thor and journalist, was ill in London 
di_ci.arg^d nu physicians ana pieced 
himself under the treatment of J[rs 
Mius, a Christian Scientist. She called 
once or twice and gave him "absent 
treatment.” He died, and the dismissed 
doctoi« came before me coroner aud 
te„tiikd mat irnd tuey continued on th“ 
ca»e the patient would have lived! An 
editorial in tue old reliable" Medical 
Record says exultantly:
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And thereNow I want no handling of this 
money. I wish it all to be put in the 
J“‘\ds K- I'nrkiiurst, the banker 
-t Bred City, a worthy, honest. Chris
tian gentieman. The same to be under 
w® e0I‘.t101 of a committee consisting of 
,!:.b: A?‘Oa Rosenuurg, Mrs. 0. E. 
Mlll.j, Mio. J. C. Holden. Mrs. 0 P 
i iiureteu, Mrs. Ren Barker and Mrs. P. 
a. rioouun.
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IV1W uu weir beliefs in barbarous 
dogma.,, there Hus ever remained in <1«> 
l.u„.au bre.i, everywhere a nrjiw*jn]e 
that wioued, ana hoped—and r.«id 
natures nue voice speaking from 
deptlus of human being—there 
bometmng better, there must be some
thing better, for immunity

Spintualism comes to fortify and 
sti-engtnen this feeling-thls voice of 
nature speaking within us-nnd t<. 
afiurd positive proof that the«» "re 
t. ue, i.Ld the old dogmas are wrung 
and untrue. b
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of God f„i purposes to us un-
un tue pei

cropping out the old 
myu of tu , .lev ii turned loose on Job, 
that God i ignt test uis patience, and 
find out it he would endure aflllctlon 
wi h?u a God he well knew from the

SI

r on p ie,t ridden Italy has escaped 
some 1 at i om the darkness, else Mad
ame Tabgn, would not have escaped 
vfli*1 e 6 &i sty espressed OI)1U11111 of the

A ceiei tied Italian writes that fr>r a 
thou nd ve irs ihe priests have striven 
to i i a Italian people, a race of 
lions 1 to sneep, and at the emancipa
tion of Italy nad almost si>nc»ed"d 
Spiritunis iH allowed a place it 
reconv ri tae sheep to lions

. If 
T 111

lie 
a

re

lue st.vHg evidence, sufficient to 
b,euk the Chains of old-time creeds and 
set tne longing captives free, is at hand 
and may be bad for tlie seeking. There 
i=> no need of journeying to Rome- or 
Jerusalem, to find tne truth. It Is f"ee 
to „11, „n the world may seek and find 
tne iigbr, without cost except the sin
cere effort. I ne way is open, the path 
is clear, tlie door is ever ready to swl’’g 
on ito welcome Hinges, where spirits 
seen and unseen may meet and hold 
communion. The fi ’

Madam labgllo ma: 
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tlon Ma 1 naled io me letier’

ANCII N'T SPIRITUALISM 
Lemp ie m ni» Classical Diction

ary define Daemon a«
A 1 ind of spirit 

mani i u g men tne.. .. .. ancients
e tnem weir private 
»„.vfuiij Matched over 

Jhelr mo t ecret intentions. Some of 
the ancient philosophers maintained 
that every man had two of those 
Daemons; we one bad and the other 
good. These Daemons had the’power 
of changing wemseives into wpnterer

couns 1 nd ci

they pleas 
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. .................... - important Helpful 
matter, which should not be nogle. '

Circulate spiritual literature 
sc. in„ fur opiritual papers, read 
keep pooled ou spiritual facts
movements.

:-ted: 
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fl« huve been Benjamin Franklins 
_na i.„ve „cm our antes into th“ 1-»..-. 
e..„ f„, dllL.ct revelation regarding bu

n „„.,ociaiion and eonductrand the 
livid It, We Hand lias flashed wi<h 
at n 1 bun nee an I gi en u 

d,.„tl?.re°?0.f ,vhut llje human race was a.vMiuiOd io Deconio

Franklins.

dents, ana pay fit 
no private rooms.

ki 
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T,.'.r.“!“J*„,lI1d Jenn and Plato and 
T'mimiS Muorennd Piuilp Sidney are to 
t®?„g".fl.'d‘V ^’’Uid Bellamy and In 
u----e„.„ of to-aay, who nave outlined
u--o-Ut" "°'ld tuat ls t0 be buildod 
upon Ou, glorious earth. Anythin"- else 
Is „ot wo. w tne doing. I will «o ¡t 
„gain, anj thing e]Se J8 not WOrfh the 
aoi-g. Inis gives us the spiritual ma
chinery f0 ue dev lopnent of we 
tin.c, and this snail be we nen’ religion 
the crowning triumph of humanity ’

And this century shall bo not re 
much a climax as an inspiration: it will 
ne not so imn-ii a century that has 
R “ « ed tl f uns of the pa t . a 
c.nt..ry that has som’u the marvelo"« 
o.®m..f?.r tl,e ““‘uitable harvest of thefut •e.

RAFFLING FOR SOULS.
If not .,u.,tamed by unquestionable 

proof, and lue Progressive Thinker 
su„uid insert mai Roman Catholics

. io Home com forts, 
sympathy and klridnpss so Importi 
lo tie mf t de l of n e si k 

My plan nas been from the start 
i ‘a UI u t, to fio. one n i a 
on n if it 0Ulu ,nn lum j u 
""'•J"”,1 Sood care and nursing .... 
c»n be given anywhere. Yet erery dav 
1 cou.e ficroso ihuSu ttbo cannot pay 
even.inese low prices. Worthy man 
..nd women who nnve broken down in 
the b me of life d atl oi tne countv 
bouse staling mem in tne face.7 During 
ti.e Iasi iH.w jeaia I hare given awav 
in tne May of board, treatment and 

,caie more than onethousand dollar« 
_ Now tne time hrii come that I lilone 
cannot gn e absolutely free board, nurs
ing, nm-dicine and operations. I am 
wining and want to give this at their

oi
nt

to 
to

■ge 
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It m tie not Mien no 1 o v n ev net 
tne.e, only that tney now are like the 
i.ait and i„me, me paralyzed and blind 
ihiit the Master blest.

Suu funner, I propose to start a 
..i...in of Ktt„g wim one hundred of 

t ‘e d e pecti g u at me o 
i.„nd,ed will interest three hundred 

m not less than 
cents and as much more as they 

T‘ pubii i u g of u is Cl c lar 
t co e poudence inai ti is u am 

of letters win entail I will carry on at 
mj_own expense. Now If there Is any
thing more tnat you wish to know, 
please write to me and I will give you 
all needed information ..... 7
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Yours truly.
A. B. SPINNEY. M. D.

Reed City. Mich ' '

LIFE LORD OF DE/YTft

So happy are the dodo: 
un tl t tie c e i

i over 
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news column, by the foreign 
bpo„Uv.ii, a cuiiu-ibuior ana editm-EHy 
Il is a triumph!
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man, and as such ought «’’’■■ 
‘-no..n it ms doctors were 
an, good. He came to the 
mat they were not. or be 
have culled in Mrs. Mills

How did the doctors he
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doing mm 
conclusion 
would not
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know tnai they could nave cured bim’ 
Tney do not always cure, and they 
went before tne coroner, biased preju
diced and evidently angry. The verdict 
ran. Death was caused by heart f‘>‘l-
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seu-n me grand and beaure which M-as accelerated by the «b- 
..ence of medical treatment: that the 
deceased man was physically incppable 
and occasionally Insane, (of cour«» o’- 
he would not have given his doctors 
leave of absence} and -that the two «-o
men were criminally responsible for bl« 
death." ’

of our nation.
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Alas for him who never sees ' 
The stars shine through the cypress trees! 
Who, hopeless, lays his dead away 
Nor looks to see the breaking day 
Across the mournful marbles play I 
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith 
mi t • 0 aijd -sense, unknown, ’ 
That life is ever lord of death, 
And love can never lose its own!—Whittier.
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A contributor makes a good point on 

the Christian Scientists. He say«- 
xhqin..hls “a<Jness or worse, he says 
th„i tl.e,e is no disease but only fear or 
Joss of relation to God, which he In hi« 
blasphemy undertakes to restore pro
viding lei paid for li or >ce Ml t 
would his deain certificate be? Would 
it ne in„t Jones was permanenti'- 
seared? What would bls report of a 
contagious disease be? That Brown 
ha_ a panic which is liaeiy to spread?” 
When Christian Scientists claim to be 
in partnership with God they ought to 

-=. !?k,e for Pay w“at can be divided with 
| their senior partner, and when money 

is taken, it is entirely a oi>c-sid"d o.f fair for their own benefit, as God 1»^ 
no need of the currency of this earth 
To demand pay for what they claim is 
the direct work of God. Is a sacrilege 

and nothing short” g

nient pasi 
itualists

ei M 
the 
of 11 
is ui

were so ambitious to make money "for 
Cl. i„i „ Sake they nad got up "raffle« 
fo. souls, me charge would be denied

Wire these things rightly used 
Cause Miu advance by leaps and 
Dounito, nfe WUJ taae lU0 place of 8tag. . ,,vulu ueu,
nanon, and we world win be the better I as a Spiritualistic lie- But howev
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our
orse, ne says aid
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merged into the ’ ~ ’
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1^ igoroiiu the denial tne charge 1« never

theless true. It shows that the mother 
church is equally vile with her errlpg 
daughters in devising very questionable 
mewods for money making.

An account of one of these rallies for 
-ouL appears in The Freeman’s Jour

nal, a Catholic organ of New York. 
It is embodied m a letter from the 
bishop of Angelopoiis, Mexico, written 
Av«’»’ r’ She?han' of Jtew York 
Sb.? 1

ot we current year, which copied gthe 
letter, from which wo quote-

Shortly before the month of Novem- 
bei, in certain churches m which spe- 

eial works are performed in aid of the 
reuls m purgatory, the rectors of the«» 
.Lurches make out a series of numbers 
—t0- 1,0()0- °-PP°slte these 

„umbers the faithful may w>-‘te the 
iame„ of the deceased persons for 
ivhom tuey wish the work« to be pcr- 
-orn.ed, giving at we same time an 
Ums of ten cents or so to corer -ev 
lenses. Certain special spiritual work« 
irt premised beforehand for the four 
-r fl, e Suuis whose numbers shall be 
irawn m ti.e LOTI ERI. For example, 
or we first, the thirty Gregorian' 
„a^es-one mass on each day for 
ffirty successive days: for the sreond 
-solemn mass of requiem: for the 
bird, fourth, fifth, etc., a certain num’- 
-r of private musses; and besides this 
onio masses are offered for nil the 0U1S in common." "~ “®

fine grand prize m this "Lottery of 
ouls, seems to De Nd. 1 m the list, but 
ie Rev. Father who gives the details 

management m that lottery, is care- 
M to tell nis readers In conclusion, 
-uraneo MVer “given

y the special tbose Mded

■ere would be an end of "alm«” from 
Tjle P^tly wretches wfii 

jow bow to manipulate their ignorant 
t^011^ to make them come down 
ith the dimes. :

Always bear in mind that they who 
1 vised this lottery for souls were the 
r^n? £ Christianity. All the nre-

Christian literature, down to IinQI*. nnTPno fu.t. - a. _ « - . ■

A LESSON FROM EXPERIENCE
A victory gamed m battle, or great 

success m any achievement, and God Is 
given credit for tne result by the

WICKEDLY GUILTY.
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Ci i t 
nrotne 
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average pulpiteer. Thank God” is the

“P 1Jæ new; 
mas time let 
rs and sist« 
imrisimas.
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UR. J. M. PEEBLES.
mhicut lecturer, author and 

ui ei r ou ligi t 1 m feee d bocio y 
of me So»!, mat we memo“1'“ 
„KteTSr eumpumcniary resol

$°ri numerous occasions The Progress
ive Tninker has alleged the revivalists 
of tne Moody stamp are mainly re- 
-ponuble for the prevailing epidemic of 
inanity, and for the destructive acts 
very common to those of a diseased

ns ex- 
•lationpressing tueir very high a 

«nd admiration of his two 1.first expression that Involuntarily 
comes to the Ups. while If of nntionn] 
Importance Governors and President 
echo me sentiment, and by proclama
tions instruct the people to lay aside all 
secular employment, and return thanks 
to the Au-Fatner who brought about 
the victory. A case In point!

At Pittsburg there is a Base Ball 
Club. For several years. In obedience 
to the wish of the pious President of 
the club, they nave abstained from 
playing games on Sunday. As a con-

deli, 
with

•d: an

ered up to
Mhose care

... ». , .. ‘1 according
ce he delivered, sentence 

c,:__  ; —*'•« body. H,e Daemon
of Soer„iCs, iD famous in mstorv That 
great piniosopner assorted that the 
gen u inio n d n v u a j of 11 
filei da was going to engaae in «ome 
unfortunate enterprise, and stopped 
nd Sefy” C°m,11,SSI0U °f aIi crimes 

Socrates was accused of corrupting 
tl e Ulieman youth, and in making in
nov tions on tne religion of the Greeks 
Tor tl,ia ne M as placed on trial then 
seventy years of age, about four hun
dred years before our era. In the 
cour e of his address m his own de 
fence before his judges, he said refer
ring to tne Daemon, otherwise spirit, 
who e divine voice directed his action« 
and x.bom Melitus, an orator and the 
accu er of Socrates, ridiculed-

to the evid.
was passed over tli

That spirit has attached itself to me 
F from mj infancy; it is a voice which I 

never hear, but when it would prevent 
me from persisting in something I have 
re olved; for it never exhorts me to un
dertake anywing. It is the same being 
that always opposed me, when I 
would have intermeddled in the affair« 
of the republic; and that with the 
greatest reason; for I should have been 
amongst the dead long ago had I been 
concerned in the measures of the state 
without effecting anything to the ad
vantage of myself, or our country ”

Meeting a God, Socrates 
said in that memorable address: “I nn 
inore convinced of the existence of a 
.God than are my accusers.” And as to 

f-fear of death, he Inquired: 
; “At my age; and with the reputation 
1 bear, would it be consistent foi me, 

: after aU the lessons I have given upon 
-flie contempt of death, to be afraid of 
i!íi1^feJf’.an.d,t0 beII,e 1,1 my last action 
^ul the principles and sentiments of mv 
¿past life?” . ■ J

*Rtek- the poisoned enp 
CHto. the close friend of Socrates, in
spired, as to the disposition which 

.ouid be made of him after his execu
tion: . “You may bury me if you can 

^atch me,” was the playful reply. ' L

Till

sequence pecuniary failure followed 
A new President was elected last year 
Sunday balls Have been played and 
says the press report, “The Pittsburg 
Club made a nice profit this year ” God 
has prospered that club for disregard
ing the priests- Sunday, and he pun
ished tnem by withholding his favors 
m past years, becauée they falsely 
aSuUmed that one. of. his days was 
better than another.” “

The late peennittry. success of the 
Trans-Misslssippi Fair at Omaha 
wliQse exhibits were to be seen on Sun
day, if we are cotrectly informed- in 
contrast with that .at Chicago, where 
priestcraft directed Its policy 
another case in point ' is

DEMAND1 P^tOOF
One of the first ¡things to be learned 

from science is not -to .trust authority, 
but. to demand proof for everv^iissAK tlon.’’—Prof. Playfair. “ -

Tae New York Herald a few week« 
ago stated tnat Dr. Talicott. super
intendent of a hospital for the insane 
at Middletown, N. Y„ had Just pub
lished a report which was likely to 
cause considerable discussion, especial 

ffmong the clergy
Dr. Talicott has been searching man» 

ye_rs to learn the causes of insanity 
He found religious excitement the most 
prominent producing cause. The «ho?k 
re uiting from pulpit oratory doa“^ 
Mini the terrors of violated law nn^ 
depicting lurid scenes of after death 
ptmishment, Is very liable to throw the 
mind out of balance.

Tne Doctor was very modest in his 
statements, evidently purposely avoid 
mg nil expres ion which ivould wound 
the sensibilities of churchmen When 
doiy1 rDa i£nPartlaI report as to the 
demoralizing effect of religious excite 

tne ^dnds of the young, timid 
and tno„e of an extremely sensitive 
temperament’ shall be made by com 
petent persons skilled In diseases" of the 
mind, who are In no way-restained by 
church authority, It wlU be found a 

“oJority of shattered in
tellect» are traceable to a damnable 
-By-tem qf religion. Invented by bar- 
nartan priests, and perpetuated by their 
successors for their pecuniary profit

That God being everything, man 1« 
a part of God, and as God cannot be 
Sick, man cannot be sick, only imagines 
.. ,h!!ck’ ls.very cheap ciap-trap, but 
it 1„ often able by mental suggestion to 
ueip tiiOaG who have faith in its effi
cacy.

We do not see tne ethical distinction 
between those who accept this theory 
and those who accept the more crass 
theories of the medical schools. U" to 
the present time the theories of all con
tagion» dueuoes Mere considered »n- 
™p!.oy“b.‘.e. a.nd medicines were dis
pensed nah me precision of machinery 
accord.ng to the theory. Now the germ 
theory nas overturned all these sacred 
medical doctrines, and toxins and an
titoxin», e».iructed from rotten blood

Hh,ecl auchor of medical science, 
and_ notoriety is acquired by “cultures" 
°! de-d!., vlru», for almost every form 
of disease.

DR. A. B.
Dr. a. B. Spiun*» 
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Spread with the sun and bound the 
walks of day, :

One center’d system, one ail-raling souL
Live thro’ the parts and regulate the 

whole.” '
The complete harmony now existing 

between the two great Anglo-Saxon na
tions, whose language, literature, laws, 
customs and governmental polity are 
almost identical, seem destined to dom
inate the globe, and realize Columbus’ 
Vision. The downfall of Spanish rule 
and ruin will hasten that event J

i Luther, comes from the bonds of these 
forgers and assassins. The holy scrh> 
hires, the pretended "Word of God^’ 
who^waf0nna- ln their ^nVfrcm 
whom we receive them, and it was

' xVh 1 o' q ido/i ixl7. 4-/x ; Persecutionswhich, aided by temporal power, com
pelled our ancestors to receive them as 
Divine, and we inherit beliefs which 
were forced upon them under threats, 
in many cases carried into execution of 
torture. Imprisonment and death '
, “Thomas Paine: ‘ Was He Junius?” 
An interesting pamphlet by ’ Wm IT TJiVVWH 11?__ a.. VM. - ““pampniCt Dy WbL H. 

jÄ 15 cents- For “fcat Uls

The late Prof. Playfair was formerly 
connected with the’ Edinburgh Uni
versity, and occupied a front position 
in all matters pertaining to scientific 
research. His proposition “not to trust 
authority,” pertains as well to religious 
affairs as to secular. If it is claimed 
the Bible is of God prove It, and don’t 
Indorse the assertion because it is 
antiquated. The whole list of fables in 
that book is worthless until established 
by tee Professor’s test. Bring forward 
the proof, not bare assertion, then, if 
weU established, we will believe. “I 
know it is true, because I feel it in mv 
heart,” may satisfy our friend who 
gave this as his reason the other dav 
for believing the book is of God, but the 
hjpnotized sensations experienced bv 
tlm should not control other* ' ' -

. IGNORANCE AND SUPERSTITION.

. _It Is said the Persians who saw 
Englishmen firing a salute over the 
burial, of a soldier, interpreted the act 
designed- to frighten and drive away 
the devil. Our missionaries misrepre
sent the Eastern nations in a similar 
way. The victims crushed under the 
ponderous wheels of Juggernaut were 
Interpreted as human sacrifices to fho god A, British officer, und“ s?eda? 
instructions from big government tn 
Inquire■as to the facts pertaining to 
this custom, with the view of suppress 
K reP°r?d; “The falling under tte 
wheels of the car, and the crushing of 
vlctiims are purely accidental, and a?e 
no part of the religious exercises ” 
Thus ignorance and superstition ’ 
the base of popular prejudices. are

Mis. Muis is to serve a term In pris
on for letting her patient alone, and 
simply attempting His cure by "ab
sence. Koen, on the altar of ,w»o«e 
consumption cure," by injection of 
cultured b„cilll, some Hundred or more 

patients gave up their lives in over con
fidence, retains ms diploma and is laud
ed ns a scientist! Pasteur, who by h‘= 
inoculation with rabies culture has por- 
duced more cases of rabies than have 
occurred by bites of mad animals in 
the past century, is monumental!

In the same number of the Medical 
Record which exults over the merited 
punishment of a Christian Scientist for 
letting her patient alone, is an account 
of a physician who recommends letting 
the patient alone in puerperal fever 
which everyone who knows anything of 
disease knows to mean death, and a de
scription of a surgical operation, very pretty,” but the poor patient ® 
There is also a notice of Prof. Koch 
and of a doctor who tested theories of 
yellow fever in the hospital in Rio Ja
neiro, who is spoken of with unction. 
It is not said what this same doctor’s 
experiments were. We will inform the 
f® »flew He «n “‘orl8inal research
er. He made “cultures” of yellow 
fever. That is he took the blood«* 
fever patients and stirred It into a pre
pared albuminous mixture, and allowed 
the germs to multiply and the mass to 
become putrid and deadly poisonous 
Then he went into the hospital of j ‘

terest in we cause, and induce a largo 
flow of goia into We Lord'« ' 
in connection >w g b . cagi 
tooition of tne lusters’ ankles, and the 
newly deyis_ed.bugging-bees there will 
b ®nd of ,<*arcn prosperity.

cbnrcb.shall cease to resort 
to such questionable methods of filling 
the Lord s exchequer Tho Progressive Thinker will gladly cease to refer Io 
such vicious practices.

treasury, 
, we ex

A CURSE ANYWHERE.
Late advices report the insurgents In 

the Philippines hold about 500 clerical 
prisoners, and that the United States 
peace commissioners, In behalf of the 
government, promise its kindly offices 
in gaining their release. But for the 
Importunóles of Admiral Dewey they 
would hare paid the Just penalty for 
Í» ag0' H restored
to liberty It is hopeful they will be sent 
to Spain, to curse that country M-lth 

t0l.° an appreciation of civil 
t0 press the Poisoned 

chalice of ecclesiasticism to tbeir Uns. 
and compel them to drink until they- 
hare drained R to Its dregs. 7'

ás
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Tftf.GH'RISTM//VS BORN

^A Sermon for the Season, hy the Guides of 
Mrs. Cora 1. V, Richmond.

Given Expressly for The Progressive Thinker,

The great sun splendors had yielded 
their cycles unto this solar system. The 
star belts had girdled for another vast 
aeon. Arcturus had flashed and scin
tillated, and trembled in his mighty or
bit; mighty Orlon had climbed the heav
ens, pressing farther toward the North 
than was his wont, and the fair Pleia
des, like lilies of light clustering on As- 
trea’s brow, had grown beautiful to the 
sons and daughters of earth—one of the 
most shadowed of all the worlds.

A great glacial cataclysm devastated
the Southern hemisphere of this planet; 
islands and continents were submerged 
and new lands appeared; while the af
frighted and appalled people, such as 
were left after the great disaster, 
rushed about and clung to the remnants 
of their former cities, or found new 
abodes in the new lands that appeared.

A beautiful race, born of this great 
First Sorrow, sprang into existence on 
one of the islands of the Southern seas; 
and from the mighty impulse of the 
Great Primal Angel, Oreses and Oressa, 
die Soul of Primal Knowledge pulsated 
toward the earth.

Rare was the beauty of that won
drous laud; flowers that seemed to vie 
with the stars in their brightness 
sprang into bloom, and from their chal
ices distilled odors such as only para
dise might yield. Trees, stately and 
tall, with wide-spreading branches 
made shadows beautiful, in which the 
many feathered songsters found their 
homes; these’birds rivaled the music of 
the spheres in their rapturous notes, 
and their flashing plumage shone and 
gleamed with myriad tints, while all 
the gentle animals of forest and field 
enjoyed the rare luxuriance of nature, 
which, as if to atone for the past seem
ing uukinduess in destroying the. pre
vious works of her laws, and desolating 
the . homes of men, poured out her 
wealth of gifts in affluent measure for 
the-fair daughters and strong sons of 
earth. And, to show the way- to all that 
the earth could yield, Sirius shone o’er 
the Southern sea and

THE CHRIST WAS BORN.
: Hermes, son of the morning, splendor 

of the skies, whose feet were sandalled 
with time, but scarcely touched the 
earth; whose form was human, yet who 
seemed not of the sons of earth, who 
was endowed from birth with knowl
edge. Hermes-Hermia, whose one soul 
wore the two forms of clay that there 
might be Interpreted to earth’s children 
the knowledge of life; beautiful, per
fect, wonderful life of Earth.

With such methods as he and she 
only knew the principles and elements 

- embodied in each form of life were're- 
venled. Power and dominion over phys
ical nature were made known, and the 
great primal truths declared. Ah! the 
earth was beautiful, and the Hermetic 
race was wise and fair.

Intervening cycles came; the great 
reaction of shadow also came. The 
constellations again dipped far away 
from the great central sun. The sons 
and daughters of Hermes-Hermia for
got their first knowledge. The eclipse i 
of the senses came and human passions :
took the place of the Primal Love. The 
second great cataclysm came.

The glacial-impelled deluge swept 
over the earth once more, pressing this 
time to the North. Again a portion of 
the continents were destroyed, and the 
beautiful Hermetic Isles were mostly 
Inundated or totally submerged. Rem
nants of the people, torn from their 
beautiful abodes or from their sensu
ous pleasures, found refuge in the few 
remaining isles. Some, more daring 
than the others, sought the new lands 
and founded new kingdoms there.

Again the hearts of the people longed 
for knowledge; again did jjbey ask for 
light to guide them in the midst of the 
darkness.

Out of the star and sun-lighted heav
ens shone a wondrous clear ray, pierc
ing all the shadows as it came to earth. 
Innumerable beings bearing palms of 
light approached the shadowed orb. As 
the splendor drew near—and, as If by 
magic—out of the rocks and caves, and 
almost as if from the elemental fires of 
the recent great convulsion, there 
sprang a new life. And
. THE CHRIST WAS BORN,

Ahasuarus, second of the mystical sons 
of God.
. Again did the light of truth and 
knowledge shine forth; again did learn
ing—this time far more subUe than the 
first—spread her benign radiance over 
the earth; again, and with added pow
er; was the knowledge of the great laws 
of Om (Aum) revealed by the great 
Teacher. New knowledge—strange al
chemy—that solved in the rare alembic 
of his teaching all the potencies of na
ture; Earth, air (the ethers), water; the 
great conquering truths that men bore 
away to strange new altars and strove 
to make their own.

The tide of human life set northward. 
The shadows came again; the love of 
material power usurped the love of 
knowledge. Pride and ambition, un
known in the age of Innocence (alike 
unknown to babes and to new nations), 
sprang forth with their deadly upas 
breath.

Nature, as if responding to the great 
human shadow, again found the cyclic 
reaction, and from the great North 
swept the glacial floods. Volcanic flres 
blazed forth from frozen masses of ice 

'that swept down over the Abasuarlan 
lands. The North Star gleamed high in 
the heavens like an avenging angel; 
and Ursa Major with his seven citadels 
of'light (Rishis of surpassing majesty 
and power) towered above the earth, so 
great was the declension of the sun’s 
orbit around the Central Sun. Many 
had followed Ahasuarus—then lesser 
lights that gradually had dwindled In 
their brilliance and truth until they be
came not even half lights.

■ There was, as before, the preserva
tion in physical form of the remnants 
of. tribes nnd peoples, sufficient to form 
the new generation. While at this time 
some portions of the earth were not 
even disturbed by the cataclysm their 
people became the progenitors of the 
new nations.

The shadow was passing; the North
ern Frost Fires burned with clear and 
searching radiance. Flashing toward 
•the earth with sclmeter-llke rays the 
New Splendors burned; on and on they 
pressed bearing mighty potencies, bear
ing the great New Message. And

THE CHRIST WAS BORN,
Bamesis, Crowned of the sun; Son of 
the Sun of Knowledge. .

New knowledge came. Three splen
dors now were revealed to Earth: Lan
guage, Alchemy, Mathematics. Oh' 
rare Geometry; flashed from suns and1 
Stars, thy rays revealed a new lan
guage; the Astro-nomes were born; the 
great age of mathematics-, the period of

construction, the birth of permanence 
in knowledge, the light of law.

Striving also eauie, as ever before. 
I he old brooked not the new. The new 
after the great teacher had gone forgot 
the primal meaning of the old. Still 
there was great light and knowledge 
and power. The sun girdle (near the 
tropic zone) of the earth was populous 
^ith continents and nations—pressing 
ever northward—and the new lands be
came the centers of great learning, the 
seats of mighty empires. Long were 
they thus mighty. There seemed a re
spite’from the ancient curse of change 
and destruction. Had nature grown 
more kind? Had greater knowledge 
awakened wisdom, and had both come 
to abide forever on the earth?

Alas! the shadows must again appear. 
The fair Sun-Zone aud all the Splendor
lauds must be destroyed! Continents, 
islands of the southern and tropic seas 
passed out of sight; peoples, kingdoms 
were swept away, and. only those 
whose knowledge and wisdom foresaw 
the Cycle and those who were obedient 
to that knowledge were preserved. Of 
the Sun-girdle, and the people of the 
Sun Kingdoms there now remained a 
portion of Africa, a part of Australasia, 
a portion of South and Central America 
and the western coast of North 
America.

The change, when ft came was 
more destructive than any preceding 
cyclic cataclysm, including three sep
arate yet united floods; even as before 
the people were scattered; the nations 
rent In twain, and the evidences of 
learning in many instances totally de
stroyed or burled beneath burning lava 
or glacial deposit. Physical necessities 
claimed all the attention of the re
cuperating racesL and only the tra
ditional and pre-embodied knowledge 
remained.

As was the case after past cyclic 
changes, most of tlie knowledge had to 
be revealed anew or gathered in frag
ments through great labor and research 
from the ruins and traditions of the 
past. Would the great truths of nature 
be blotted out or would they be re
stored?

Human passions flamed anew, and 
love of power had not been consumed 
in tlie great frost-flood-flres of the gla
cial deluge. A new light was rising: 
Zerah-Zerlth shone to indicate the 
rising light. The earth, now re-adjusted 
to the ancient splendors, prepared again 
for glad rebirth. Celestial Udes flowed 
earthward to repair, the ravages of the 
great cyclic destruction.

Something more rare and beautiful 
appeared than the earth had ever seen: 
In the midst of a tender light such as 
had never shone on earth before,

THE CHRIST WAS BORN.
Zerhdust. Fires, not of destruction, 
shone around the sacred place where 
he was born. Luminous the celestial 
Aurora shone,‘both from the North and 
from the South, uniting In the zenith.

This new life* bore a subtle power: 
No longer knowledge alone, but wisdom 
as well, and the new edict of a moral 
force that brought the true perception 
of man’s duty unto man. The flres of 
aspiration were enkindled, and a new 
element (its corresponding agent in the 
outer world), fire, consuming all the 
dross and purifying all things, was re
vealed. The Great Eternal Splendor 
was announced; the soul as a sacred 
flame, whose aspirations ever and ever
pass to Ormuzd and receive response. 
New obligations in life nnd precepts 
were declared, and man was not alone 
to conquer by physical power and 
knowledge, but by wisdom and truth.

Upon the altar of the great God of 
light and good the immortal flres were 
kindled.' Temples in past ages, erected 
to commemorate and preserve the 
learning of the teachers and sages, had 
become places of idolatry and sensuous 
worship. Zerhdust infused a new mean
ing into life. The mind was the altar, 
the heart the shrine, and the perpetual 
homage of a worthy lite was the in
cense offering unto Ormuzd.

A perfect ethical system, born of wis
dom and justice combined, superseded 
the rigors of Rameslan law. A perfect 
philosophy, born of the inner perception 
of truth and its application in dally 
life—Including learning as the m&ins of 
human good—was revealed, and spread 
over all the lands. Symbols of the sun 
and planets, and of fire as the central 
and sacred flame of life were some
times used.

After the teacher passed on the sym
bols became more and more manifest, 
the Hfe-flame of goodly deeds less evi
dent. But there were perpetuated the 
orders of the Sons of Light, who knew 
the knowledge and wisdom of the past 
cycles; magians and wise men, who 
read the cycles of the planets aqd con
stellations, and who knew the astro
nomes, the languages, and had knowl
edge of the “ethers,” to which was 
added the uses (in the crucible) of fire.

Now It would seem the earth and all 
Its people might advance without vio
lence, either in natural elements or in 
the lives of mortals. The earth (solid 
substance); the air (ethers); water (the 
great primal incubator or mother); 
and fire (the great solvent or
consumer) were now all known unto 
the wise ones. Mathematics, language 
and law (justice) were in full possession 
of the human race, and now Zerhdust 
had introduced the sacred Flame of 
Life (Spirit), and the ethical relations 
of mankind. Would not the great pri
mal mother be kind? Would not striv-' 
Ing and warfare cease? Would not the 
elements forget their ancient destruc
tion and the cycles be merged In poten
cies for preservation?

Alas, It could not be! The Zerhdust- 
ian flame was kept alive for many an 
age over all the earth. In Druid cave 
and mystic cell Its altar-fires at last 
were consigned to burn. On alien soil 
the Parsee guards the sacred flame-fire 
from-the pursuing torch and sword of 
the Moslem. ■

The Zoroastrian philosophy fitfully 
gleams out through the mists of centu-

■• A great fausifer came unto the wise 
ones of earth; a great shadow, almo»t 
or despair, came unto all earth’s chil
dren. Would a better day ever come? 
Would the earth, and the air, and the 

’ sea and fire ever be wholly kind?
Would man ever know how to bind the 
{?.rces of nature to non-destructlon? 
n ould Ormuzd, Jejiovah, Om, 'ever be 
fc'^aled lu perfect blessing to man
kind? The “wise men” had learning 
and knowledge, would they ever have 
the wisdom to guide all people unto 
the perfect light?

The great cycles had wrought and re- 
wrought their changes. The.mornings 
had dawned and arisen to the zenith of 
the prosperity of nations; tlie evenings 
had settled into gray and dismal nights 
or the days had gone out in destruction 
and flume of nature’s doing. Violence 
among nations had begotten violence, 
and once more the Great Desolation 
had come and gone.

Over the Orient a soft light shone. No 
ushering in of majesty and power of 
material kingdoms; no loud note of ma
terial conquest; no brilliant fires of 
learning; but calm and still, with splen
dor that shone from far inner realms of 
peace dawned the Vedic cycle, the 
Knowledge of the All-Good. Spoken 
through Brahma, the Angel of Good, 
and embodied among the Sons of Light 
to declare the light; the first incarna
tion of Vishnu (the Preserver), the 
great interpreter of Brahm.

Now over all the Known earth dawned 
a new and wonderful light. Now the 
Eternal Good, changeless and supreme 
forever, forever rules over the king
doms of all life, Vishnu is the Inter
preter, the preserver, Siva is the dlsin- 
tegrater; but the Eternal Good is 
changeless, timeless, absolute. ’

From the knowledge of things: Earth, 
air, water, fire, suns, worlds, systems, 
and knowledge of laws, mathematics, 
chemistry aud government, the Sons of 
Light, of Knowledge and Wisdom were 
drawn Into an ineffable realm; a realm 
dominated forever by absolute good. 
Pure perception, absolute metaphysics 
took the place of Science. The Great 
inner realm was declared. All life had 
a new meaning; it was but a manifesta
tion, an expression. From knowledge 
to wisdom, from wisdom to the Great 
Eternal Good. The longing was hushed 
in fruition; the great earth-pang was 
lost in glad fulfillment; the life of earth 
was made luminous, for upon its dark 
background the light of a perfect re- 
vealment made clear all the changes 
afid sorrows of the human state.

THE CHRIST WAS BORN.
Brahma, the Angel of Good, in the 

Impersonation of Vishnu had walked 
the earth the first Buddha. Ah! what a 
wondrous change there was from out
ward sense of spirit; from substance to 
soul, we cannot here declare, but down, 
down through the ages this pure gold of 
the spirit has been borne amid the dross 
of materiality. The pure gold-Brahm, 
is spirit, soul—and all ways of life, be
ing less than Brahm, are governed by 
the Eternal Good. What Siva can de
stroy must be destroyed; what Vishnu 
can preserve must be preserved, The ' 
absolute abides. i

Through many lesser cycles, Avators, 
Buddhas, Christs, this knowledge has 
come. The Bra'hmlnlcal announcement 
at one time pervaded all the world; 
then settled down as ages passed to 
dull Idolatry nnd priestcraft having In 
Its modern expression naught that re
sembles the first announcement Yet 
many a light has shone to re-enkindle 
the primal light, and there are the 
Christs who bear the true succession of 
the sons of God. As one of these- 
when India had lapsed, as had nations 
oft before, into Idolatry; when priest
craft, and caste, and outward observ
ance had taken away the fair Spirit of 
Truth; when the one Great Love wa$ 
forgotten or eclipsed by human devices 
and ceremonies; when there was great 
longing, when knowledge had been lent 
to material power and tlie great solu
tion of the mysteries of life had been 
drowned in sensuous pleasure, lol In the 
fair palace garden of the king, .

THE CHRIST WAS BORN.
Buddha Gautama, one of the line of 

true succession to restore, re-declare 
and live the Ohrist-life on the Earth. 
'Tls said that night all things were re
created; new splendors filled the earth 
and sky, and o’er the gardens, woods 
and vales, a new and tender light was 
spread; the suffering forgot their pain, 
the sorrowing remembered not their 
grief, and every leaf and flower glowed 
with a new found loveliness; tlie ser
pent’s fangs were harmless and all the 
beasts of prey were still, forgetting 
their thirst for blood. ’Tls said that 
When the great awakener came and 
sent him forth from his pleasure house 
—to solve the great mystery of human 
pain—attendant hosts, fair divas of par
adise, girded him about, and that be 
tore himself at last from his wife and 
friends and went forth on his sacred 
search for knowledge. He found it not 
among the Yogis or other holy men who 
crucify and torture the body, nor yet 
among all the wise and good. But after 
many years and many wanderings he 
found the great “attainment” in the
conquest over self, in the vanqulshment 
of selfish passion and desire. Then 
were all the hosts of heaven and earth 
rejoicing; and the miracle of life, in 
this perfect victory, was made com
plete.

Far away in Palestine where the last 
remnants of Rameslan law were known, 
where a “chosen people” came out of 
the “Great Bondage of Egypt” and re
stored somewhat of the ancient sym
bols and meanings of the splendor of 
Ramesis as shadowed by Osiris, a lowly 
tribe was seen. They were neither 
Egyptian, Hebraic, nor yet of any tribe 
known to the Jews, and were not of 
either of the sacred branches of the 
“House of Israel.” Nevertheless, there 
the announcing angel came. The mes
senger foretold the advent of the 
Christ-child. The Magians (the Wise 
Men of the East) had seen the sign of 
the angel (the pentagram,) and had fol
lowed where it led—to the lowly cradle 
of the new Child. The cedars of Leba
non waved over them, the soft voices of 
the night declared what the day would 
reveal, and they were girded around by 
angels and cohorts, the angel herald go
ing before.,

India had forgotten her Lord. Persia 
was under-the dominion of the usurper. 
Egypt was longdead; China was asleep, 
the lethargy of ages. Europe was un
born. America slumbered In the bosom, 
of the great prophetic mother, Free
dom; Jerusalem, Judea, had forgotten 
the worship of the true God. The world 
longed for the one word that waited to 
be re-declared. Hungry, thirsty, the 
heart of mankind was sore with the old 
striving, the sinning, the selfishness.

The stars flashed down in wonderful 
new light as the heralds announced

THE CHRIST IS BORN!
He speaks the words all are huncrv 

to hear, “Our Father?’ i
“God la Love.” “God Is Spirit” “A 

new commandment I give unto you 
that ye love one another.” ’

ties; but rapine, war, earthquake and 
glacial destruction have almost de
stroyed even the traces of this great 
teacher. Complex tides swept In; the 
Rameslan echo was partly revived in 
the Oslrlan Sun of Egypt Osiris aud 
Isis relighted a feeble torch of a past 
ancient splendor, and in the child, Ho
rus, a glimpse of the Christ was born.

But the great recession came. New 
glacial crises swept across the southern 
and middle seas and continents. The 
great North-lands with eastern North 
America and western Europe had their' 
birth. The track of the sun-splendors 
was changed. The fair Atlantis and 
the Continent of the Sun were de
stroyed. The undent records and cities nave unn»
of the primal mother of the last new their worst and their best undergo 
cycle (Africa) and her daughter (Egypt) -name ’ n s
were swept away by earthquake and - - - 
eydie changes. . ,

The cycle draws to Its close. The 
great cataclysm of earth again draws 
nigh. The Ohrlst-Iife has wrought Its 
work over the earth. Men have done

Into lowly lives, Into those lives bur
dened with grief and pain; into the

beerto of those touched with" compas- 
slon and loving kindness; unto those 
Xhq have conquered the love of pelf 
(the synonym of self); unto such as 
love little children and know “that of 
such is the kingdom of heaven;”uinto 
such as fear not death, nor the “death 
in life” of sordid jgreed and gain; unto 
such as know “the kingdom of heaven 
is within;” unto such as aid "others to 
bear their burdens and help to bring 
comfort to the afflicted; unto such as 
rise above the pangs 'of human selfish 
sorrow by seeking those who have 
greater sorrows and/assuaging their 
grief; unto such and know the minister
ing presences that - accompanied the 

‘Wise Men” of old an'dhnow that these 
attendant ones guard and guide them; 
unto such as realize the spirit of the 
true Christ,

The Christ is born.

AN OLD LANDMARK.
The Famous Eddy Home.

FAMOUS BUILDING IN VERMONT
IS BEING TORN DOWN-MECCA 
OF THE BELIEVERS. .
To the Editor:—As set forth In the 

Inter Ocean, the old Huntoon home
stead at “Spirit Vale,” in Chlttendefi, 
seven miles from Rutland, Vt., Is being 
torn down to give place for a more 
modern and pretentious dwelling-house. 
This will bring to many people recol
lections of days and nights spent there 
in communion with the-inhabitants of 
another world. For the Huntoon home
stead used to be the Eddy homestead, 
and It Is not many years since the Eddy 
family were the most noted and most 
unexplainable Spiritualistic mediums of 
the country. To-day their fame is dead, 
except among the Inner circles of stead
fast believers, and the memory of their 
deeds extends no further than the cir
culation of a book which records them 
and which has long been out of print. 
INHERITED FROM THE MOTHER.

The strange powers of the Eddy fam
ily were inherited from the mother, 
Julia Ann McCombs, who married 
Zephaniah Eddy, a farmer, at Weston, 
Vt. She was of Scotch descent, and a 
first cousin of General Leslie McCombs 
of Kentucky. Mrs. Eddy inherited her 
gifts in the Spiritualistic line from her 
mother. Her great-great-great-grand
mother was possessed of similar pow
ers, and nearly fell a victim to the Sa
lem witch-hunters, by whom she was 
tried and sentenced to death in 1602. 
She managed, however, with, the help 
of friends, to escape to Scotland.

Through such a line of ancestors it 
was that the Eddy family derived their 
ability to see visions and apparitions, to 
prophesy, and to communicate with the 
spirits of the dead.

The first child borp from the marri
age of Zephaniah Eddy and Julia Mc
Combs hud the father'^ temperament, 
but each succeeding one had the moth
er’s, together with something of her 
gifts. If those who’ knew the family 
in these early days ,,’may be believed, 
they were tho most unusual of children
from their birth. Strange noises, rap
pings, ringing of bella an,u the like were 
heard around their cradles. When they 
were a little older they would play for 
hours with children Invisible to others, 
while for pets they ha$ animals of a 
like nature whloh they knew and could 
call by name. It is related of one of 
them that one day q. white, furry ani
mal was seen to pass in ip. a room where 
the child lay In its (cradle. Presently 
the baby screamed, /ancj when others 
rushed in the animal dissolved Into thin 
air.

In later years the children found little 
pleasure in attending the district school, 
for after they, had been there a few 
days Spiritualistic manifestations over 
which they seemed to have no control 
would cause the teacher to treat them 
as Jonah's companions treated that un
fortunate prophet. Hence their pow
ers were never hampered by latter-day 
scientific learning.

Not only did their home become a 
a Mecca for those who took an Interest 
in the professions of the Eddys, but 
they went to New York, Boston, and 
lesser cities, and earned large sums of 
money by holding seances. As Horatio 
Eddy remarked the other day to a Sun
day Inter Ocean reporter:

“We’ve made money enough to buy 
fifty better farms than this one, but 
when it comes easy, it goes easy.”

PLAYS JOKES ON VISITORS.
It is not likely, however, that it is all 

gone yet, for Horatio owns one of the 
best farms in the neighborhood, and 
does very little work himself. He never 
married, but usually has some mon of 
about his own age living with him as 
companion. He and his sister, Mrs. 
Huntoon, are the only ones of the orig
inal Eddy family left in the neighbor
hood. William Eddy, another brother, 
Ilves in Massachusetts. Mrs. Huntoon 
is the only one of the trio who pretends 
to do anything in the medium line to
day. She spends her summers at Lake 
Pleasant, Mass., gatherings, and is al
ways ready, for a moderate fee, to 
oblige visitors by calling up the spirits 
of dead relatives and friends. Horatio 
remarks indifferently that there isn’t 
money enough in it to-day, but he some
times allows his keen sense of humor 
to carry him to the extent of mystify
ing his friends by the exercise of his 
powers. One of his neighbors told how 
the visit of a guest of Horatio’s came to 
an abrupt end as a result of his host’s 
joking capacity. The old man had been 
there only two or three nights when he 
was awakened about midnight and saw 
by the moonlight which came. in the 
window a large rocking chair rocking 
vigorously without any visible occu-
pant Then a sewing machine which 
stood in a corner of ;.th6l room began 
whirring, and the door* opened and shut 
slowly, as though some one had en
tered. All of these things were so un
settling to the old man’s nerves that in 
the morning he announced to Horatio 
that business required1 his presence 
elsewhere, and he left .‘ion the early 
stage.

Another story tells how Horatio used 
his intimacy with spirlts'to get rid of a 
couple of visitors who had outstayed 
their welcome and their host's generos
ity. The visitors were, neighbors who 
had fallen Into the habit of dropping In 
on Horatio In the evening and deplet
ing his stock of tobacco? -

PARODY ON SPIRITUALISM.
Horatio told a young man, another 

frequent visitor, that he was going to 
play a joke, on the two men, so that 
eveiling the friend came around to see 
the fun. The neighbors, true to their 
custom, came In and In the course of 
the evening the talk veered around to 
spirits, whereupon Horatltt remarked 
that there had been an old Indian ghost 
knocking about the house all day, but 
that he couldn't make out what, was 
wanted. .

“Hark!” he said suddenly, “you can 
hear him upstairs now.” ‘

Sure enough, on listening the callers 
could bear a strange ’knocking on the 
floor above. Then Horatio called their 
attention to the clock, an old-fashioned 
one with a wire gong, and said that the 
Indian was trying to play a tune. The 
eyes of the visitors became riveted on 
the timepiece, and they could distinctly

hear a falnt vibratory huffi from Its 
dark Interior, They were becoming 
visibly nervous and when the medium 
told them he could see tho Indian ghost 
standing back of their chairs they con
cluded It was high time to be going 
home, since they had to get up early to 
milk. After they had left Horatio ex
plained to his friend that the strange 
noise which seemed to come from the 
clock was produced by a similar clock 
gong which he had attached to the back 
of tlie wood-box, where he could ma
nipulate It with his fingers while the 
others were looking away. He refused, 
however, to explain how the rappings 
upstairs had been accomplished.
PRESENTIMENT OF AN ACCIDENT

It is somewhat strange that, although 
the curious powers of the Eddy family 
have descended to them through a long 
line of female ancestors, they seem to 
have stopped with the generation which 
through them attained the greatest 
fame, for neither Mrs. Huntoon’s two 
sons nor her daughter are unusually 
gifted. More than that, neither Mrs. 
Huntoon’s husband nor children are be-

Bubject, from a Bible standpoint; or he 
6“°ulq publicly retract his statements 
made in the pulpit; or go Into court and 
prove his statements true if he could.

hIs a5e was all that 
^roul a public chastisement 

e s‘reet> au<i K ¿a dared to repeat 
it bls age would not protect him any 
‘onger. To-day he came and Informed 

w?uld accept the challenge, the 
details of which have not yet been 
and S' * O- MJUs, a5 veteran 

abIa champion of our cause, will 
ta^wA^A and ?vho hls opponent will 
ne u e do not yet know.

. R. L. CHASE, M. D. 
Edmonds, Wash.
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lievers in Spiritualism, although, as the 
husband says, “there’s a reason for 
most everything, but I’ve seen some 
things I couldn’t understand.”

The daughter also, although an unbe
liever, related one undoubtedly vera
cious Incident illustrative of her moth
er’s unusual qualities. She had gone 
with Mrs. Huatoon to Middlebury, 
where the latter was booked to hold 
seances for two weeks. One morning, 
after she had been there two or three 
days, the mother announced her inten
tion of returning home at once, being 
sure she said, that something dreadful 
had happened to some of the family. 
Her daughter tried to dissuade her, and 
finally said that she wasn’t going back 
anyway, because she had an engage
ment to go to a dance that night. So 
the mother started back alone. On ar
riving at the Rutland station she 
hunted up a stage driver and asked him 
if he had seen tlie family. He said he 
had, and added: “By the way, your son 
had a pretty narrow escape yesterday.”

Then he told her that her eldest son 
had been working on a new building 
with his father and had fallen to the 
ground from a forty-foot staging, but 
had escaped with no worse Injury than 
a severe shaking up.

It was an instance, of course, of men
tal telepathy, but it shows how ex
tremely sensitive is the organization of 
these mediums.
MRS. EDDY’S GHOSTLY VISITOR.

In addition to the powers of prophesy
ing, second sight, and communicating 
with spirits, the Eddy family professed 
to have the power of levitation, this 
taking the form, in their case, of trans
portation from place to place by some 
Inner agency. It is related that Mary 
Eddy, wliile holding a seance in Hope 
chapel, New York city, was lifted to 
tlie celling, where she wrote her name. 
When Horatio was 6 years old, says 
another story, he was one day trans
ported to a mountain about three miles 
distant and left to find his way’ home ’ 
alone. Webster, also, Is said to have 
been carried out of the window of the 
Eddy house, across the top of a neigh
boring one, and lauded a quarter of a 
mile away. Three witnesses testify to 
the truth of this weird tale.

Mrs. Eddy died in 1873. True to the 
traditions of the family, her mother, 
who had died several years before that 
time appeared about a month before 
her death to give warning of the event. 
She, in her turn, had been warned of 
the end by supernatural visitors. It 
was on a winter evening when the fam
ily, seated around the fireplace, heard 
the noise of a coach coming down the 
road. It struck them as strange that 
they should be able to hear thus plain
ly, since the ground was covered with 
snow, but when the coach drew up be
side their door they lost no time In run
ning out to offer their hospltalltyto the ; 
travelers. The latter consisted only of 
the driver, dressed in regulation coach
man’s garb, with a thistle cockade in 
his hat, and a lady attired in Scotch : 
plaid. These strange visitors returned ' 
no answer to the invitation to enter. 
After standing silent for a brief period, ' 
the coach, occupants, and horses van- 1 
Ished. A month later Mrs. Eddy’s 1 
mother died. <

The Eddys in their day were marked 
characters, and created a great deal of 
Interest in Spiritualism. S. ,

Warm Work In Oregon.
I am much interested in reading your 

valuable paper, and being young in the 
religion of Spiritualism I am anxious to 
learn all I can of this beautiful religion. 
We organized the First Spiritualist 
Association of Edmonds, March 13, 
1898. We have had several very in
structive lectures since then by P. Q. 
Mills; one by Mrs. Lou Prior, and three 
or four by Mrs. Lillian Nagell, of Ta
coma, Wash, who is now the president 
of tlie Washington State Spiritualist 
Association; and two weeks ago we had 
two Interesting lectures by Mr. Charles 
Anderson, the boy orator, who held the 
juvenile part of his audience spell
bound; they forgot to make their usual 
amount of noise to disturb the speaker, 
and all, old and young, were greatly In
terested. Our membership Is now 
twenty-eight, and three or four more 
are to join us to-morrow.

Mrs. Prior had Mrs. Nagell gave 
many good platform tests as well as 
private readings. Then came the Brock
way family into Seattle. Mrs. Brock
way’s independent slate-writings and 
drawings are enough to convince the 
skeptical. Now there are about two 
dozen slates In this little town covered 
with the most beautiful drawings and 
spirit messages, produced under such 
test conditions that none but a fool 
could cry fraud. ■

We have several home circles here, 
and many are developing into mediums, 
myself and wife amongst the number 
We are beginning to get good man
ifestations In our home circles; one 
family In particular commenced to In
vestigate about one year ago, and soon 
gave it up in disgust; but the-spirit 
world took them in their own home and 
convinced them of the truth; they 
thought their house was haunted for a 
time; now they have their circle twice 
a week and attend one every week at 
my house, and they are getting fine re
sults and partially illustrate the truth 
of what the old Methodist minister told 
me a week ago, that when a person 
begins to investigate Spiritualism the 
devil gets control of them and they are 
lost, they can never get away. I told 
him when they found the truth they 
never wanted to get away, but It was 
very easy to get away from the church.

Well, the Methodist got worried over 
us when several of the church members 
joined 018, the parson, an old man, ad
vertised to preach against us. So he 
gave us one good raking and we con
sidered his age and paid no attention 
to it, but he advertised last Sunday to 
give us another roasting Sunday night 
which he did, taking a little pamphlet 
or leaflet by John E. Roberts for his 
Bible and text and on that authority 
claimed that Spiritualists were nothing 
but free-lovers and upheld murder 
rape, adultery, prostitution, etc. ’

I immediately wrote him a letter- 
delivered it personally and gave him 
his choice of three things: that himself 
or some representative of his church 
should come out in a fair debate on this

Important Books.
Reduced Prices,

Three Journeys Around the World 
A large handsomely bound octavo 

W flueiy 1Uust™ted, de- 
Innd a_ NewZea-n ud Austraila, India and her mag
ic. Effypt and her pyramids, Persia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc:, with the rellg- 
itaof^unS CUStoms’ laws aad l“‘b- 
rts of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality.
“Wmepts of spirits good 

and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations infants, Idiots, suicides, etc 
™ee reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Seers of the Ages.
a ™s ,larse volume of 400 pages (9th 
edition;, treats exhaustively of the 
seers, sages, prophets and Inspired men 
of the past, with records of their vis
ions, trances and Intercourse with the 

,Tbla 18 considered a 
?,ta“ ,„mwork’treiltiug of Goa- heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so
cieties and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music- by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
<pl.25. ■

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be

fore the medical students of the College 
•?oorC euce Iu ®ab h’raucisco, January, 
laJo. Astounding wonders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around the 
world. Price 10 cents.
Who Are These Spiritualists and 

What Is Spiritualism?
«.??i8,£a“I,bl.et of 0Ter 40 pages proves 
that the gieatest and bralnest men in 
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm 
Crookes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. DJd Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits say 
about It. What the Jews say about It. 
What Thomas Paine said about It. 
What Renan said about It. What 
Franklin said about it. What Emerson 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis, W. E. Coleman and others sav 
about It. Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered in Hydesville, March 31,1898 
in Rochester, and later in London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 35 
centa.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle W 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll' 
J. 8. Loveland, B. B. mu, J. r. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s ser
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What Is Hell?” By Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist?
Did it begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? Did it as
cend up through all the lower* orders of 
creation, or is it a potentlallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents.

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet Is a re-print of the es

says In “The Arena” on Spiritualism In 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft The reply printed 
in “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
centa.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism.
An elegant pamphlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y„ at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism, It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.

DR. PEEBLES' MS’
; FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.
“Origin:and Antiquity of,Man” By 

Hudson Tuttle. A. masterly philosonh-' 
leal work.- English edition, nicely 
bound in Cloth, $1. For sale at this 
office.

“Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tattle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, $1. For sale at 
this office.
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enFm abov® ls tlle number of the pres.

eS’lred «nd v me you havo pald ior ha* 
txpned, and you are requested to renew rtahM“b8iriptIon- Thla number at tlZ 
iiffht hand corner of the first naze fa «ri. Of Pl'twocrtrm TVlng tL number 
date gK8SnVe^l nkers lssued to 
thet-re-if P Xatch of the “umber on 
rue tag of your wrapper.

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be acoom- 
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

In England the friends 
who wish, Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind that the order for tho 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to Tho 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending his subscription one year On 
no other terms will the premium bo 
sent out.

. KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each weo£ 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now IS 
the time to act. Just think of this of-
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.60, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressivo Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a llttlo 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching Into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

/¥ LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this oiler, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for
reference, and It should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself. -

“Principles of Light and Color.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deeu 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, Strongly bound, and con' 
talnlng beautiful illustrative plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

“The Religion of the Future.” By s. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
lovo deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. . For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper. 
50 cents. • *
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safe deposit company in Washington 
for about a year, and then Mrs. Ross 
heard from Mr. Byron that it would be 
best to transfer the deposit to a Provi
dence institution.

was passed over. A short time later 
Mrs. Dean allowed Mrs. Ross to take 
the rest of her money Tor “safe keep
ing,” as her adviser in spirit land said.

J,1."?, Dean' at tbe.time of the alleged 
swindle, was the widow of Richard By-

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Poems. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece’of Lin
coln, from Carpenter's 

Portrait from Life.

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp. 264, $l,GOf 
Paper, 15 cents.

For Sale at this office.

Ross was giving seances in Washing
ton.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP 
Br AS.Hudwn.MD. FrloaltNSM> . . ..

POEMS FROM THE INNER UFR
Bi Uute Dotea. mih Price lUXb.

COMMON SENSE.
By ThomM Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad. 

dreuod to the Inhabitant* of America tn ittb, wtu> 
explanatory noUce by an English author. Paner. 
IS cents. F '
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as it being so hot I was afraid she 
would get sunstroke; but she made no 
rnffiTit““*1UOlice’ bllt t« 
and followed elose behind you down 
the avenue, and just as you both dis v . '

LOST ALL HER MONEY—THEY I
TOLD HER TO LEND-GAVE ME-’«„r r. > »
AND1 *LN UKK B0NDS’ W0*'EY| ByrMAreiBTuui Tldrry-elght of Mr. Hull'. 
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.. GENER/YL SURVEY.. |

Will 0. Hedge at Indianapo

! MOSES HULL'S BOOKS
ta A Li8t of His No,ed Won».

BEGGING HER to put it on,

stuira,
bound, ib cents. Portraits. Clotlj.

SUING TO RECOVER.

The Quarantine Raised.
Enict epdeeXrt“" B“U"’ AB“ln“ “ Workw

| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
I DOINGS, ETO.. THE WORLD OVER.

cussed her sketch. When I got back to 
the house I found Miss A, In the draw- 
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w worth five times Hie price that is asked for it. 
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cover title-of 
book that is 
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and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
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the largest 
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the world, 
about one- 
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cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
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thought, and hungry humanity asked 
for. more. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
the pastor, followed with her clear cut 
tests, proving to the skeptical minds 
the philosophy so clearly explained by 
the speaker. All went their way re
joiced at having been present and shar
ing such soul-lifting teachings. Mr. J. 
W./McWllllams lectures next Sunday 
afternoon on this subject: ‘Man, Know 
Thyself, and the Value of Thought.’ ”

H. writes from Fenton, Mich.: 
In Fenton we have a newly organized 

society of Spiritualists; small yet, but 
with each member deeply interested in 
the upbuilding of the cause. Since our 
organization Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of 
Port Huron, has delivered two eloquent 
lectures before large aud attentive au
diences. Mrs. Robinson has presented 
our truths in her own charming way, 
and has so plainly shown their prac
tical worth to all who will receive it, 
that many are becoming interested in 
our work.”

third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all, 
but as a pre miumitwill
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

Charles H. Nichols writes from Dal
las, Texas: “Mr. Travers is a most won
derful medium aud is doing all in his 
power to spread the grand truths of 
Spiritualism. His seances for material
ization, given twice a week, are open to 
the public, absolutely free.”

Mrs. Minnie Phillips of this city 
writes: “I was indeed pleased to hear 

.Mrs. Cooley and tlie president of the 
meeting at 77 Thirty-first street, re
quest their audience, Sunday evening, 
Dec. 11, to subscribe for The Progress
ive Thinker. I have wondered why the 
speakers of the different meetings in 
our own city do uot urge their audi
ences to read your paper, for you have 
done and are doing your part for them 
by publishing many good articles for 
them when sent by one of their audi
ences. I hope other speakers will be
gin tbe now year and froip time to time 
request their audiences to read your 
paper. I have read your paper now 
seven years.”

Mrs. Carrie Merrill writes from 
Breckenridge, Mich.: “Mrs. Marian 
Carpenter was with us Sunday, Dec. 4, 
and I think this is the first Spiritualist 
lecture ever delivered here. A fine au
dience of Intelligent people attended 
and seemed to be pleased with the 
speaker, and made us feel as though 
we wanted to meet her again in me 
near future. She also gave wonderful 
spirit messages, describing, with full 
names of departed spirits, intermingled 
with lessons of love from her gujdes, 
Inspiring the listeners towards spiritual 
unfoldmeut. She is an able and worthy 
worker.”

WRITE PLAINLY.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 

. Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and It is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with Ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
lu alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
nentlmeuts uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
Whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
pppettrs. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

G. IV. Kates and wife will accept 
calls in the West after April 1, 1899, to 
lecture and give tests. After nearly 
three years as settled speakers in Roch
ester, N. Y„ they desire to.renew old 
acquaintances and form new’ ones. Mr. 
Kates will also give special attention to 
oiganlzing Children’s Lyceums. They 
will serve societies at the lowest possi
ble price, on Sundays, and hold meet
ings for collections during the week. 
Address them at 15G Meigs street, 
Rochester, N. Y.

Mis. F. A. Hunt, healer and de
veloping medium, is located for the 
winter at 24 Fountain street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.

Mrs. Lora Holton, musical life reader 
and test medium, holds circles every 
Thursday and Saturday evenings at 231 ' 
Glndjs avenue, three doors east of 
California avenue, one-half block north 
of 1 an Buren.

A. M. K. writes from Kelton, Utah: 
“I consider your paper well worth the 
subscription price without the tw-o pre
mium books. Every person who wishes 
to dust the cobwebs of ages of super
stition from their mind should read 
The Progressive Thinker. There are 
single articles in every issue that are 
worth more than a year’s subscription. 
It’s something I've been looking for for ' 
twenty-five years and only now 
found it.” 1

Dr. IVm. Cleveland writes from St. 
Paul, Minn.: “There are in operation in 
tills city at this time three meetings. 
They are all well patronized and all 
give good satisfaction. I believe the 

. time Is not far distant when our guard
ian spirits will be seen beside us walk
ing and even talking to us In a familiar 
way. What has been done can be done 
again, and in my opinion will be accom- 
pllshed in a friendly and happy man
ner. Spiritualism is half a centurv old, 
and has at least fifty millions living in 
the world. Was there anything like it 
before. Before Spiritualism came, in
fidelity was fearfully on the increase. 
Was there ever such a change come 
over the minds of the people? When 
Christians begin to realize the fact that 
Jesus is at the head of this grand move
ment and that his future happiness de
pends materially upon its success upon 
the earth, they will then commence to 
tumble over each other to see who shall 
be the first to proclaim that Jesus was 
a medium, and they are now his true 
followers.”

Lowell L. Mason writes well in refer
ence to God. We have not space for 
his whole article: “Some have called 
him, or it, the First Great Cause. This 
is indefinite at best. Has it never oc
curred to you, my thoughtful friend, 
that God never could have had a be
ginning? Herein is food for a lifetime 
of reflection and meditation. Try to 
think of it for a moment The mind of 
man is not able to grasp such a tremen- . 
dous idea in its entirety and Is thrown 
back upon Itself. We are so used to 
the beginnings and endings of things 
finite and earthly that we can only 
form a dim idea of Infinitude. An 
eternity before ns we can somewhat 
faintly comprehend, but we rarely : 
think of the eternity behind us. It Is 
good for us to ponder these Immeasura- 1 
hie things. Such meditations lift us up 
out of our petty cares and small ' 
Worries, .and show us what a small ' 
«pace ihe greatest of us occupy in the '

'•"’’s’®®
scheme of the universe. Ai the same 
time we are strengthened and uplifted 
in beholding the vast heights of wis
dom and power to which the least of us 
may ultimately attain. ‘Behold what 
manner of love tbe Father hath be
stowed upon us that we should be 
called the sons of God.’ Emerson 
named God as the 'Soul of the Uni
verse.’ Some earnest men assert that 
there is a Spiritual or Deltic center 
somewhere. It may be so, but it seems 
to us that there would have to be a 
circumference before there could be a 
center, aud we know' the visible uni
verse has neither top, sides nor bottom, 
and beyond the farthest limits to which 
our imagination can reach, is still space 
filled with suns and systems of planets, 
and all governed by unchanging law.”

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. T. Parker have re
turned from the West and will give 
parlor seances for trumpet, slate-writ
ing and development, within 100 miles 
of Elgin. References given if neces
sary. Address them at 258 Kimball 
street, Elgin, Ill.

W. W. Hawkins writes from Lima, 
Ohio: “The personality of Mrs. Eva 
Payne Hopkins has again impressed fa
vorably the coterie that sustains the 
cause here. Iler precepts have the ring 
of practicality, which above all else 
should characterize deliveries from the 
occult rostrums. To posit the infinite 
in glowing language is a concept beauti
ful, but to lead the finite into paths 
practical is possible to those only wTto 
have trod them. Results here prove 
her familiarity with the latter, which 
will assuredly crown her future with 
success.”

Christmas entertainment and dance 
given by the workers of the Progressive 
Spiritual Church, G. V. Cordingley, pas
tor, Christmas Eve, Saturday, Dec. 24, 
Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street. A 
musical and literary program has been 
prepared, which will be followed by 
spiritual communications from differ
ent mediums. Each child will be pre
sented with a bag of sweetmeats, and 
each lady will be presented with a pair 
of undressed kids. Tickets 25 cents. 
Children 15 cents. Dancing begins at 
9:30 o’clock. Take elevator to 4th floor, 
room 409. For the benefit of the church, 
on New Year’s Eve, there will be a 
watch meeting and psychometric circle, 
at the residence of G. V. Cordingley, 
3300 Wabash ave. On exhibition there 
will be an Egyptian mirror the use of 
which has been donated for the occa
sion.

president and Secretary writes from 
Winona, Minn: "An enjoyable meeting 
of the Psychic Circle of Winona, Minn., 
was held on Sunday Nov. 13, presided 
over by Mrs. L. J. Vaughan, of Minne
apolis, Minn. There W’ere 22 persons in 
attendance. The topic chosen was on 
‘Spirit Birth,’ and was ably rendered. 
A christening followed of the Infant 
daughter of President Fretel and wife, 
of the circle, In which a love feast was 
enjoyed, more especially by those pres
ent with psychic or clairvoyant sight, 
They state they saw at the back and 
shoulders of the chosen guardians of 

•the child, spirit forms in white robes, 
who were there as silent, loving senti
nels. The Infant’s name that was 
christened, is Myrtle Oulna Fretel.”

Northern Michigan is to have another 
summer resort. It will be located at 
Snowflake, on the C. & &W. M. railway. 
It will afford excellent advantages for 
fishing, hunting, boating, etc. A stock 
company’ will be formed, a hotel, audi
torium and cottages will be built. The 
resort will be under the supervision of 
the Forest Home Spiritual Camp Asso
ciation of Northern Michigan, of which 
Charles Benton, of Central Lake, Is 
president.—Grand Rapids Democrat.

At a special meeting of the members 
of the Second Church of the Soul, Mad
ison street aud California avenue, reso
lutions of special regard and praise for 
Dr. J. M. Peebles as a man and worker 
were adopted.

Mrs. M. A. Clayton, of Albanv, N Y 
, writes: “I will gladly do all I can to as
. slst in giving The Progressive Thinker 

a larger circulation, for I know it Is 
indeed au educator in all things, per- 
tainlug to the only true life. A friend 
was visiting me last week,and although 

; nominally a Baptist, I got her to sub- 
■ scribe for one year.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner is at present 
at Watseka, Ill., where she will Interest 
the Spiritualists by her lectures and 
tests.

™í.‘.te wrltes from Springfield, 
Mo.. Desirmg engagements for Janu
ary, February and March as a test me
dium, lecturer and fire medium, I wish 
to state that I am still at 1115 N. Camp
bell street, in Springfield, Mo. All 
speakers and mediums with references 
can learn something to their advantage 
by writing me here.”

Secretary writes from Louisville Ky • 
Anna E. Tnomas, of Newport, Kyi’ 

has just finished a very successful four 
weeks’ engagement. She devoted all 
her time to giving tests which were 
many and very fine. She is as good a 
test medium as she is a speaker, and if 
we only had a few more mediums like 
her, Spiritualism would be elevated to 
a much higher plane, as she has no su
perior, and but few equals.”

Secretary writes: "A full house greet
ed the workers at 77 Thirty-first street, 
last Sunday evening. The audience en
joyed a rare treat, as they listened to 
the Inspired words of Dr. A. B. Spin
ney, of Seed City, Mich. The grand old 
worker held the people spellbound for 
over an hour. The applause manifested 
throughout the entire lecture Indicated 
the appreciation of the hearers, and the 
cry at the close of the lecture proved 
the Doctor, had given grand food for

Large audiences filled Eagle Hall, 
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Dec. 8 and 9, 
to hear E. W. Sprague and wife of 
Jamestown, N. Y., discourse on Spirit
ualism. They gave many remarkable 
tests from deceased persons, of whom 
the mediums could positively have 
known nothing. A number of Spirit
ualists met and effected an organization 
under the auspices of the National Spir
itualists Association of Washington, D. 
C., (assisted by Mr. Sprague), and elect
ed the following officers: C. H. Math
ews, president; Joseph Junkins, vice
president; Mrs. C. H. Mathews, secre
tary; Thomas Himes, treasurer. Miss 
Sarah A. Mathews, John A. Himes and 
Miss Ellenora Himes, trustees. Num
ber of members enrolled, 18.

We copy the following from the St. 
Louis Republic of Tuesday: Mrs. Mattle 
C. Hughes, wife of Dr. C. H. Hughes, 
died yesterday afternoon telling loved 
ones that she had seen her dead daugh
ter beckoning her down Into the valley 
of the shadow. She had been sick for 
eight weeks, But on yesterday there 
was a decided change for the worse and 
loved ones gathered anxiously at the 
bedside of the sufferer. About 4 o’clock 
a smile of Ineffable sweetness illumined 
the pallid countenance of the patient. 
Her lustreless eyes glowed brightly, as 
had been their wont, and she seemed 
to be gazing at some vision unseen by 
tbe others, with every nerve intent to 
see and hear. “Daughter!” she called.
Then she seemed to listen intently to a 
voice which those present could not 
hear, but which she understood perfect
ly. “Yes, I am coming. I will go with 
you,” she said. Then she related to 
those about her that Bessie, a daughter 
who died ten years ago, bad appeared 
to her and said: “Mamma, it is Bessie. 
I have come to take you with me.” The 
vision was still fresh in her mind and 
the smile still on her face when the last 
breath came peacefully and the soul 
went out to where Bessie waited.

Dr. Fred L. H. Willis has removed to 
243 Alexandria street, Rochester, N. Y„ 
where he can be addressed for engage
ments.

Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport, 
Mass., lost the mayoralty in the election 
of December 13. At the eleventh hour, 
the cry was raised that one of the can
didates, a Roman Catholic, was ahead. 
A perfect stampede of voters occurred 
and tbe Doctor went down in the rush. 
After the election was over the no-li
cense men found that had they stood by 
Dr. Hidden they would have elected 
him and defeated the Catholic condi
date by over four hundred majority. 
But the “scare” prevailed and another
man wears the honors.

A watch meeting, including a grand 
test seance, entertainment and lunch is 
to be held by the First Spiritual Church 
at 77 Thirty-first street on New Year's 
eve. An excellent programme Is ex
pected. Among the workers present 
will be Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president of 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association; 
Mrs. Dr. Emma N. Warne, Dr. J. M. 
Temple, Mrs. E. E. Lounsbury, Mrs. 
Hoyt Miss Foster, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley and others. Admission for even
ing, Including lunch, 25 cents.

Geo. H. Brooks was In the city last 
week. He has been lecturing lately in 
various places in Illinois and Wisconsin 
doing efficient work. At present he is 
engaged with the Unity Society of Mil
waukee, Wis., Where he is very popular

Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Gillette have re^ 
moved to Omaha, Neb., and can be ad
dressed at 2308 Cuming street

’■Right Living.” By Susan H.WIxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
f&r method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief. narratives and anecdotes 
Which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth |L For sale at thia office.

. First Spiritualist Church of In
ulanapollfc, is in a flourishing condition 
and the friends'are entitled to great 
credit for persistently maintaining their 
organization for the past nine years.
w s,Ras n°t been done without great 

effort on the part of tbe officers and
1« Uleul^ers who have made many sac

rifices to maintain an organization cred
itable to themselves aud to spiritualism. 
Ihe business affairs of the church have 

comlucted on business principles, 
and they have-their own place of meet
ing and are not' dependent upon the 
renting of halls aud the consequent ne
cessity of frequently changing location. 
The Ladles Aid- is a very important 
auxiliary and it is through their untir
ing effort that much of the success is 
due. Over three hundred dollars was 
raised by them the past year, which 
was used in liquidating the debt upon 
the church building. A fair aud supper 
was held Thursday evening, the Ifit'h. 
resulting in a joyous social time, besides 
netting a handsome sum financially. It 
Is seldom that a worker meets with a 
more pleasant people, and while labor
ing among them I have noticed a 

absence of the usual amount 
of kicking” too often indulged in by 
some other societies.

B. Frank Schmid is a pleasant gentle
man, and as president, Is eminently the 
right man in the right place, enjoying 
tho confidence and esteem of all. He is 
a tireless worker for the best interests 
o.f.,the ^hurch and the placing of our 
philosophy in a position to command the 
respect of the world. Tlie friends here 
have taken the position that character 
as well as psychic gifts is demanded for
a proper presentation of the claims of 
Spiritualism, and they’ have no use for 
sensationalism or the uncanny deeds of 
the fakir element. I have been laboring 
among tills people for the month of De
cember, and will be followed by the 
steriing workers, Anna L. Robinson and 
Ida P. A. Whitlock, for the months of 
January and February respectively. I 
am open for engagements In any local
ity and will answer all calls for funer
als. Address during the month of De
cember at 228 West Ohio street, Indlan- 
apoils, Ind. After that at No. 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill.

WILL C. HODGE.

A Now Element,
For years chemists supposed that 

they were acquainted with all the ele
ments that constitute an atmosphere, 
but a year ago an English experimenter 
found an entirely new one. A strange 
thing about It was that its character 
and the method of Its production were 
almost exactly as described by Edgar 
Allan Poe in a work of fiction. Since 
this discovery other new substances 
have been found. As the New York 
bun says: . j

“The multiplication of the elements 
goes on apace.-. In the chemical sense, 
an element is .a substance which, un
less you add some other substance to 
it, will produce'nothing but itself. Thus 
iron, if kept uncombined with anything 
else, will yield -only iron aud Iron alone. 
It Is a simple body, which cannot be re
solved Into anything simpler.

“In 1874, .when Prof. Josiah P. 
Cooke, Jr., of Harvard College, pub
lished bls well-known work on the new 
chemistry, there were sixty-three ele
mentary subjects certainly known to 
chemists. In 1891, according to a list 
given by Prof. Ira Remsen, of tbe Johns 
Hopkins University, there were sixty
seven. Since .the helium and argon 
have been added to tbe list of elements 
-two gases present in the air In mi
nute quantities and remarkable for 
their indisposition to combine with 
other elements, and more recently the 
discovery of still another gas of the 
same group has been announced, which 
It Is proposed to call metargon.

Argon and helium have been ob
tained from the gaseous products of 
mineral springs in England. It Is to It
aly, however, that the newest of the el
ements must be credited, upon which 
has been bestowed the name coroulum 
The detection of this substance was 
made known three weeks ago by a com
munication to the French Academy of 
Sciences by Messrs. R. Naslnl, F. An- 
derllnl and R. Salvadorl, three Italian 
chemists and physicists, who have been 
engaged for some time In the spectro
scopic study of the gaseous emanations 
from various volcanic districts of Italy.

“The new element was discovered hi 
this way: If the corona, or halo, of the 
sun be examined through the spectro
scope, a definite green line appears lu 
the spectrum. This Hue is known to 
men of science as 1474K. It was once 
supposed to be due to the aurora, but 
this view has been; abandoned, and the 
line has lately been regarded as Indi
cating the presence of an elementary 
substance in the solar corona, which 
must be lighter than hydrogen and did 
not exist on the earth, since the green 
line had never been found in the spec
trum of any terrestrial body. Now, 
however, the coronal line has been 
found for the first time upon the earth 
In studying, with tbe aid of the spectro
scope, the volcanic gases arising from 
the Soifatora of Pozzuoli, the Une is 
plainly revealed, and tbe Inference is 
that the same element which manifests 
its presence in the solar corona by this 
green line must be present in these 
products of Italian mineral springs, and 
will eventually be Isolated as coronlum 

the lightest substance known to man. 
“A writer in the London Times, com

menting on this interesting discovery, 
predicts that other new elements will 
be found associated with coronlum.”

Marriage of Two Mediums.
I am glad to be able to report the re

cent marriage of Miss Nellie Bafnes, of 
California, and Me. LeRoy Chamberlin, 
of New York.

JCJie bride is> widely known for her 
great psychic gifts and sterling integ
rity, being one of óur best materializing 
and test medlpmp. She has vividly 
strengthened our cause during her 
three years’ residence in New York. 
She has, in addition to her regular 
work, held materializing seances In the 
private homes of sceptics and members 
of the so-called^MOd” who are unwilling 
to publicly admit even a faint Interest 
in Spiritualism?' These private demon
strations have reached many prominent 
people who were'1 Inaccessible to. any 
other Spiritualistic argument

Mr. Chamberlin;- is a rising young 
slate-writer and spirit artist

It is not hard to believe that their con
joint labors In the vineyard of our loved 
ones gone before will be prolific of the 
good now foreshadowed.

B. S. 0. PRESTON.
"Ancient India: Its Language and 

Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg 
The subject Is of unusual Interest at 
the present tíme, and It is here treated 
In a way to interest and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper 
price 25 cents. . • '

“Poems of Progress.” Bv Lizzie 
Doten. In this, volume, this’peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially bv 
Spiritualists. The volume la tastily ■* 
printed and bound. Price $L I

From Light, London, Eng.
DAYLIGHT APPARITIONS.

. I do not attempt to account for, nor 
explain, the following facts; indeed; I 
am utterly at a loss to account for 
them, and should be glad to be helped 
to a solution; and as I think the narra
tive may possibly’ interest some of your 
readers as they have Interested and 
astonished many of my own friends, I 
send them to you to Insert in your most 
valuable paper If you should thlqk it 
worth while so to do. I can vouch for 
their perfect accuracy.

I must first tell you that I live in Lon
don and am a strong

BELIEVER IN SPIRITUALISM.
I do not think it may be true, I know it 
is true, and the most consoling and 
blessed truth that in this,the beginning 
of a new age, has been made to man. 
I speak, of course, of the highest and 
best kind of Spiritualism, that which 
admits us into communion and inter
course with the dear ones gone before 
and with the “spirits of just men made 
perfect. I am no longer young, and 
most of those I love are on tlie "other 
side;” therefore, it seems to me that, 
without such a belief, life on earth 
would be a desert indeed!-

I have a friend who has lived witli 
me for nearly sixteen years, and to 
whom I am much attached, but on this 
one subject we entirely disagree, she 
having a nervous horror of Spiritualism 
and ot everything she terms "super
natural in every shape and form. Like 
my neighbors, I made arrangements 
tills summer to go out of town for tlie 
hot and airless months of August ami 
September, and took a furnished house 
in a small rustic village lu the lovely 
country commonly called “the High
lands of Surrey,” from the latter end of 
July to the close of September. We 
came down on the appointed day, serv
ants aud all, leaving my London house 
shut up in charge of a caretaker We 
were accompanied by another lady, a 
great friend of both of us; and for the 
sake of distinction, to make clearer 
what I am about to relate, I will call 
the friend who lives with me Miss A 
and our mutual friend Miss B. '' 

The house I had taken stood on high 
ground above the village, just opposite I 
the church, the entrance gate almost 
facing It, with only the road between. 
Above, and to the right, stretched a 
liHly common, terminating in pine 
woods on all sides. From tlie entrance 
gate to the house was a short, steep 
avenue approach. I think I have now i 
given

ALL NECESSARY DETAILS, 
excejit that perhaps I ought to mention 
faat the village is a very small one, and 
the inhabitants and the few visitors 
who come there are quickly and easily 
known by sight; It is far from any rail
way station, still farther from any 
town, and therefore entirely out of the 
way of excursionists and chance vis
itors, and there are only one or two 
lodgings in the place. ’
oi?? “iter our arrival, the
21st of July last, Miss A. asked me If I 
were going out, ami would mind, in 
that case, showing my cook the way to 
a farmhouse near the village where 
requisites in tlie way of poultry, creffm 
and butter were to be had, adding that 
neither she nor Miss B. Intended going 
out before the afternoon. Accordingly 
I started with my servant, a trusted 
person who has lived in my service 
some years. On our return, having com
pleted our errand at tbe farm as we 
approached the gate of the house I bad 
taken, I was roused from a reverie by 
an exciamuuon from my servant, 

w hy here are Miss A. aud Miss B.!”
And, looking up,

I SAW MY TWO FRIENDS 
coming, apparently, from the other side 
of the church, arm-in-arm, towards me. 
I called out to them of course, but no 
notice was taken, and when within a 
few yards of me and my servant, they 
turned their backs and walked In front 
of us—at a distance of perhaps twelve 
yards—past our gate.

They were walking in perfect silence 
which struck me at the moment as un
usual, but they looked perfectly solid 
and substantial, dressed exactly as I 
left them about three-quarters of an 
hour before, and with their own per
sonal characteristics, which are very 
marked. I may mention that Miss A. 
has rather curly hair and wears It 
short, while Miss B. has remarkably 
pretty and abundant light brown hair 
with a peculiar golden tint, which she 
wears in a massive coll behind. I 
called to them again without receiving 
any reply, and turned into my own gate 
feeling surprised, and perhaps a little 
vexed. My surprise, and that of mv 
cook reached its climax the next in‘- 
stant, when we reached the house; for 
on passing the drawing-room windows^ 
my friend Miss A. put her head out of 
the window, asking If our visit to the 
farm

HAD BEEN SATISFACTORY.
Merely uttering her name in my start 
of astonishment I rushed back to the 
gate, and looked up the road in the 
direction tbe two figures had taken; 
but, although I could see a considerable 
distance along the road, no figure of 
any kind was in sight. On returning to 
the house, my two friends, who in their 
turn were much surprised at my eccen
tric behavior, assured me that they bad 
not been out of the house, nor even left 
the drawing-room where both had been 
sitting, one writing, the other painting 
ever since I left the house!

!Ui

UPSET AND UNCOMFORTABLE, 
and she said on seeing me, “u0 you 

« ,v,el'y curious thing has hap- 
Sa“6? 1 can’t account for?’
tWnklnJhwi18t that?” 1 a8k<id’ lit,tlL‘ 
in.?? g*. hat “y Particularly un
imaginative and skeptical friend was 
going to tell me. “Well, I heard you 
f?h«Ut’-aUd 1 ?lauce(1 °nt of the window 
[she was seated at the window palnt- 

> aud you stopped and looked up at 
Bl aud,,llwe was Mary [Miss B.] standing elose to you without her 
Mt: so I called to her

warned in her chest of draweZ Bui 
all I know is that 1 saw her outside the 
drawing-room window the instant be
fore, standing close to you, and follow
ing you down towards the gate; and 
diree ly she disappeared behind vou 
lound the bend, she came into the room 
rioui upstairs.”

‘And how did she look?” I asked.
O, just herself—quite substantial I 

never dreamt of Its being anybody but 
lai own flesh and blood self."

Now, I do not attempt to account
FOR THESE APPEARANCES, 

nor can I guess what they can possibly 
mean, nor whence they come; I simply 
state facts which occurred a few week’s 
ago, which more or less astonished and 
perplexed us all at the time they hap-

‘A ¡‘‘ld whi,eh, 1 should be really 
glad to hat e satisfactorily explained.

Court here to-day came up the case of . of John Brown.
)Vh° ClUl“S l° llaVL> bW1‘ 3 ‘Lo-'™« Mm*’

ftaudid ot every penny of a modest pasetBWpr‘i«.i'i'n<!d!'‘1“8 th“1 ever llved. i<!7 in® 
fortune left her by a deceased husband. nXn , » \ >
She accuses a well-known Spiritualistic b he
medium. Mmm wYm I Sl’fliusllrai repulied. ByMO8E6 Hull. Price, 5 cents.Tbe suit Is brought by Eliza Dean 
now of Sandwich, against Hannah V. 
Ross, of Onset, for the recovery of - 
000; and the plaintiff alleges that fif
teen $500 bonds In the United States 
Electric Lighting Company, besides va
rious sums of cash, were given to de
fendant as the result of the latter's in
fluence as a Spiritualistic medium. The 
defendant makes a general denial of 
fiaud, claims that the alleged manifes
tations from the other world were all

been proven within six years of the 
time it is alleged to have been com
mitted. It will be claimed also that the 
money was loaned and that it was lost 
through Mrs. Ross's husband, Charles 
R., who is sued in conjunction with his 
wife.

WAS 
¡WW LINCOLN 

A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

™lb°oK'v!!l be fonn<! pecullur, curious, itartltngt
---------------„ xnvuaru u\ - . °re»0 Iban nuy work l.oued since Uncle Tom"u 

ron and lived in Washington DC At i?.!L V ’’J'0*,111'8 Wotu-uiwhirpers which the rui, ♦ h/x „ft i. »«iiHUfeiuu, lj. v. Al nf time had almost covered, and which have been 
the time of her husbands death Mrs. •Batched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deal« 
-- ------------------------ . • with high official private life during the moat ¿¿¿¡Sb 

oua period In American History, and 1b a secret pae® 
from the life of him whom time uervesonly to inaka 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
‘•Abhaham Lincoln."Mrs. Byron asked her to give her 

communication with her husband. Site 
received it and in a short time Mrs. 
Ross obtained from the plaintiff a loan 
of 8100, $50 of which was afterward re
paid.

A lit fie later Mrs. Dean received from 
her husband through the medium, the 
advice to loan Mrs. Ross more money. 
A short time after the money had been 
paid over Mrs. Ross Induced Mrs. Dean 
to go to Onset with her. While there 
strange things happened. Mrs. Dean 
had frequent communications with her 
husband and became a firm believer in 
Spiritualism.

Her husband told her that if she let 
Mrs. Ross have her goods and money 
Mrs. Ross could make good use of them, 
and Dean gave 1Irs- Ross six of 
her $500 bonds, or $3,000 in all, all at 
one time. The following fall, before 
leaving Onset. Mrs. Dean received just 
such message and let Mrs. Ross have 
another bond, also $100 in money.

The next year Mrs. Dean received an
other message from her spirit husband, 
telling her to give Mrs. Ross two more 
bonds, also $200 in cash, and the wealthAbout a week after this singular 

event occurred, my cook rushed, breath
less, Into the drawing-room, where we 
were sitting, to tell us that she had just 
been on an errand into the village, and । - ------- . ---___ ____
as she passed the church the same two Tlie money w°s placed in charge of a 
flgyres, the exact doubles of Miss A. J " . — ..
and Miss B., came round from the 
other side, arm-tn-arm, walking in 
silence to meet her, exactly In

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN 
—AND— 

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

nJ?.1.1 ra0,t yalnal>l<! book. It come, from an Ex.
Priest, wbo.e character 1. above reproach, aud who 

be about. Everybody should
ters^ 1 Frlce, 11.00. It contains tbo following chap* 

_ t , CHAPTER I. ' 
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self« 

respect in tbe Confessional. *
. , , _ CHAPTER II.

A Priest Conic6Slon a DecP pn of Perdition for the 

. .CHAPTER III.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom. 
_ CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy pf the Priests is made em 

by Auricular Confession. 9
_. ,, CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated and retlned Womnn 1n tbe Con

fessional—\\ hat becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. , , CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
rv. tJ . . . CHAPTER VII. .
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil- 

Ued Nations? .
___________ « CHAPTER VIII. ; 
Doea Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
n-v.- r. _ . . CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. ■

THE SAME SPOT AS BEFORE 
and then turned and walked before her 
past our gate, exactly as on the pre
vious occasion. We had none of us 
that day been out/of the house, as it 
was very hot, and we had put It off till 
the evening. The poor woman was 
evidently a good deal upset by these 
two mysterious occurrences which she 
had^witnessed, and did not recover 
either her color dr her equilibrium for 
several days.

Nothing further occurred till towards 
the end of our stay, when another 
friend came to pay us a visit—Miss S. 
She is very fond of sketching, and was 
very anxious to take a sketch of the 
house, which was a very picturesque 
one. I told her that the best view of It 
was from the entrance gate, and one 
morning, shortly after her arrival 
settled her close to it with camp stool 
and color box, etc.,and having seen her 
comfortably established, returned in
doors to write a letter, saying I would 
come back later to see how she was 
getting on. I wrote my letter, and when 
leaving my room to go downstairs, saw 
through the half-open door of the bed
room opposite mine, Miss B.,busy about 
some matter of her own. I went 
straight out of the house and, when 
passing the drawing-room window 
stopped an Instant to look at a creeper 
on the house which was just beginning 
to show the autumn tints. I then went 
down the avenue to Miss S. and dis-

Then, when Mrs. Dean asked for her 
money, after another season at Onset, 
she found she could not get It After 
having been well off with the world’s 
goods she did not have enough left with 
which to buy a hat. She was entirely 
dependent upon Mrs. Ross. She learned, 
as she sets forth, that Mr. and Mrs. 
Ross made away with her funds, and to 
this day she has been penniless.

At one time Mrs. Dean found a mes
sage in her cabinet telling her to let 
Mrs. Ross have six bonds.

She went up to her trunk and when 
she returned with the bonds she found 
six chairs seated In front of the cabi
net They were not there when she left. 
She asked Mrs. Ross to explain the 
strange circumstance, and Mrs. Ross 
said there had been a council of Mrs. 
Dean’s husband, her father, her mother, 
brother, niece and Mr. Atkinson, her 
friend, who had no doubt discussed the 
matter of the loan. She gave Mrs. Ross 
the bonds and she turned them over to 
Mr. Ross. Mrs. Ross told Mrs. Dean 
that Sir. Byron had said to be sure and 
not put anything down about the trans
action. in black and. White—Boston 
Post, Dec. 13,1898. .
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This department Is under tbe manage
ment of-

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name aud ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

the common people. - It was written 
continuously, without Iqteryals be
tween words or paragraph or capitals, 
or punctuation, and the consonants 
only were written, leaving tlie vowels 
to be supplied. To add the vowels by 
marks, before their proper place was 
forgotten, - was the- task Of : the some
what mythical “great synagogue.”

From 180 B. O. to 500 A. D„ the 
Scribes and Talmudists In the new 
copies separated the words and-verses, 
and went so far as to count the letters 
Of course the punctuation of trans
lations does not follow the original.

(2) It has never been “established." 
As has been shown in a previous num
ber of this department, Biblical chro
nology rests on-tradition which Is ut
terly untrustworthy. . -

pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

F. J. Macomber: Q. (1) Flense ex- 
.,plain how it Is possible for mentnlity to 

: . survive the denth of the body, in view
of the fnet thnt nil menial states are 
closely related to and are dependent 
upon physical conditions?

Proof. Tlie production of thought 
and emotion varies, other things equal, 
with tlie supply of blood to the brain. 
Excessive activity of mind is always 
accompanied by the excretion of an un
usual amount of the alkaline phos
phates, etc. •

(2) If the energy expended during 
the physical life of a human being Is 
derived from forces liberated by the ox-- 
ydntion of fobd in the stomach, said 
forces being in their ultimate analysis 

z transformations of solar energy, from 
V whence comes the energy manifested 
/ by spirits? '
? A (1) This question embodies the 

strongest argument of materialism 
against an existence after the death of 

- the physical body. Ite force is broken 
by the instances where the .mind has 
been retained in perfection after the 

. ‘ body had failed, as In the case of Alex
ander von Humboldt, who completed 
his immortal “Cosmos” when past his 
ninetieth year, and his body was par

. alyzed. His mind seemed to act inde-, 
pendeutly. But again, in innumerable' 
Instances there appears to be absolute 
dependency of the mind on the body.

• With sickness the Intellect falls. With 
alcohol there is a change almost of In- 
dlvlduallty. At old age tbe mind sinks 
with the body and disappears like an 
ill-timed flame. There is no disputing 
the appearances.

On the other hand, spiritual Intelll- 
. gences communicate and prove to us 

that ‘they have an identified existence 
after the death of the body. If this be 
demonstrated we shall have to revise 
conclusions based on the first series of 
facts. Whatever the appearances are, 
they must be delusive and wrongly in
terpreted. The theory of spirit exist- 

1 - ence advocated is that of evolution.
During the earthly life the spirit is al
most absolutely dependent on the phys- 
iflal body. Only at rare intervals does 
it become sensitive to spirit, or In other 
words, detached from its garments so 

■ 'as to perceive as a spirit. As these 
physical means fail, as the eye dims, 
the ear fails, the touch becomes be

. numbed, the avenues to the mind and 
; from the mind are closed; the Instru- 

jnent fails, and as we have no means of 
knowing of that spiritual existence ex- 

• cept by its manifestations through the 
body, judgment Is from appearance, 
and that alone.

Really tho strength of this objection 
Is based on the old and erroneous con- 
ceptlon of the nature of spirit; that It 
is an intangible some-thing that has no 
form or substance.

The spiritual teachers In the various 
volumes which have been given me, ad- 
yoedto quite opposite views. Quoting 

- ■ from them (Philosophy of Spirit, page
; 1<J7): “St Paul expresses the essence of 

|hls philosophy when he says: There Is 
a natural body and there is a spiritual 

• body, etc., and had not his meaning 
been perverted by tho gross doctrines 
of the resurrection, this subject would 
not have been obscured..... We said

.that if spirit existed it must have 
'-form. It must retain whatever others 
-it may acquire, the five senses. It must 
bo organ.zed... .This spiritual being 
(body) is matured with tho~ physlcai 
form which it pervades; and when the 

¿latter is cast off exists Independently.” 
■ Page 129: “In the normal slate there 
is a mutual dependence of‘ the mind 
and body which qualifies man for the 
earthly sphere. Born in intimate rela
tions, nourished together, supported by 
the aid they furnish each other, there is 
of necessity a remarkable dependence.

‘‘ But on the part of the mind this is only 
seemllig, not real. Back of nerves and 
brain, of cell and cell-contents there is ■ 
higher and superior energy. ..We must - 

- go further than tho body to account for
'■ the phenomena observed. We cannot

. refer mind entirely to the body. It does 
not originate in chemical transforma
tions—these are the means of Its mani
festations; and when the complicated 
nervous structure is described it is con- 

• sidered as the engine without steam, 
'nicely adjusted for the operation of in
telligence, but inert until moved by that 

•superior force derived from the aggre
gate of refined matter which composes 
the spirit body.” [In the Arcana of 
Spiritualism, the material of which tbe 

. Spiritual form is composed is called 
“substance" to distinguish It from the 
coarser forms of matter.]

Again page 131: “Mind Is an effect of 
superior causes and if these causes do 
not reside In the physical form, there 

i must be some higher source to which 
. it is referable. Beneath the external 

phenomena is the spiritual man as in-
carnated in his spiritual body, to which 
mind must be referred.”

.S«' y/ -Ti ‘

INKER.
TRE SPIRITS OF OUR JjOVKD ONES

Frank W. Nelson: Q. (1) Do we lose 
all relation to material things when we 
pass out of the material body?

(2) Can a spirit see material without 
the aid of the material eye? .
; A, (1) The spirit, free from the phys
ical body, is also free from all condi
tions and relations to physical matter. 
In its new sphere it is affected only by 
the conditions existing therein. Through 
and by means of its mental state, the 
spirit may be drawn to earth, and be 
held back from its destiny, and in this 
manner influenced by the reflected con
ditions of its former life.

(2) The senses of the spiritual being 
can only receive sensation from the 
realm of spirit, as. the physical senses 
can only from the world of matter. But 
as all things have a spiritual, permeat
Ing form, a spirit may become cognl- 
zant of the outer by the inner. It Is 
from this cause that confusion many 
times arises, as the spirit fails to distin
guish those living in the mortal body 
from those departed therefrom.

Clairvoyants often fail in the same 
manner and from the same cause.

It is the unbroken testimony of spirits 
in their communications that becoming 
in rapport with sensitives restores their 
consciousness to the events of their 
earthllfe, freshening their memories, 
sometimes to an undesirable and pain
ful degree. Regrets, passion, appetites, 
desires, return by their thus coining in 
direct contact with earth-life.

Where do the spirits of our loved ones 
go

■When .this life ends? Oh, tell me, if ye 
know, . . .

Ye priests of all religions, seers and 
sages,

Versed In the spirit lore of all the ages.
Let not my prayer for light pass all un

heeded,
That they live somewhere Is a point 

conceded
Alike by Brahmin, Christian, Jew, Con

fucian,
For all their creeds lead to the same 

conclusion,
That, somewhere in a land whose en

trance portal
From Earth to Death, fire soul lives on 

Immortal.
But where that land is, near or far 

' away,
They answer vaguely, or refuse to say.
Oh, tell me ye whose work has been to 

find, .
And teaeh to men the laws of soul and 

mind,
Where do they dwell, or whither do 

they stray,
And what the tasks that occupy them, 

pray? . • ' .
Or if no work their spirit powers em

ploy, ; • .
Do they but sleep, Insensible to joy,
Or pain, or grief? O, do they know and 

share . ■ ■

SPIRITI! ALÍRMONETTE HE STOPS THE CLOCKS

Querist: Q. Does the church ad
vance?

A. An aged pioneer, Hiram Klug, in 
conversation related a personal Incident 
that Illustrated amusingly and convinc
ingly the wonderful advancement made 
by the church in the past generation. 
When he was a boy he attended Bun
day-school, and Deacon-Fuller was his 
teacher. The deacon accepted the cat
echism without reservation, as every
one did at that time. The expression 
of his face showed clearly that he be
lieved the world was crushed by sin 
and lie had his Shoulders underneath, 
carrying more than even a deacon 
ought.

“I shall never forget,” said King, 
“that Sunday morning, when the dea
con called his class of boys together 
and with contracted eyebrows and sol
emn tone told us about the devil. ‘Oh,’ 
said he ‘he is a prowling about all the 
time waiting to catch bad boys. He has 
a hooked nose, fiery eyes, horns on his 
head and a tall ending in a sting. If 
you are bad boys, and all of you are, 
he is sure to take you, and he’ll carry 
you down to hell, to the bottomless pit 
where the worm dieth not and the fire 
burns forever and forever. He’ll stick 
you on his red hot fork and hold you 
over the blazing brimstone. You’ll get 
no water. You’ll have no one to help 
you. You will burn in your sins in eter
nal wrath!’ His words scared me so 
that to this day I recall how I used to 
tremble In my bed at night.”

This story is replete with interest. 
There has been a change in ways of 
thought so great as scarcely to be com
prehensible. The Bible, the source of 
all belief, is Identically the same, the 
creeds have not changed. To become a 
church-member requires the same con
fession.

Yet the horrible teachings of hell and 
the devil, and of wrath to come, popu
lar in the past generation would not 
now be tolerated. What has brought 
this change? It has not come from the 
church Itself, for change there means 
heresy, most heinous offense. Can it be 
attributed to any other cause than the 
advancement of the mind in positive 
knowledge, which relegates these hid
eous beliefs to the myths of an Ignor
ant past?

Having overcome such beliefs, once 
thought cardinal even unto eternal sal
vation, who can say where the mind 
will pause In its destruction of idolized 
beliefs? There is sure ground only In 
the demonstrated.

Contrast this Sunday-school lesson of 
the deacon with those taught by the 
leaders in the Progressive Lyceum, 
when the beauties and utilities of na
ture. and the harmony of unchanging 
laws, and the infinite possibilities of the 
human spirit form exhaustless lessons!

What we on earth are left to feel and 
bear?

And If they do, can they communicate 
To us of earth what, in the spirit state, 
They see and know might help us on 

life’s way,
And teach us mortals what to do or 

say?

I paused for answer, but their lips were 
sealed, ...

And they stood mute to whom I thus 
appealed.

The sacred Writings of their varying 
creeds

All told of spirits who to human needs
Had ministered in forms as visible to 

sight ( :
As clouds by day, or moon or star's by 

night
Bible and Koran—Veda’s and Talmud’s 

pages,
All teach alike this doctrine through 

the ages.
Those scriptures all without exception 

teach,
Priests and Pundits to their followers 

preach,
That, past all doubt, in other lands and 

days, •
Lived seers and mediums with power 

to raise
The dead, or cause their spirits to re

sume
The forms they wore when living, 

though the tomb
Had held them long; so true that hu

man eyes _
Their features, voice and manners rec

ognize—as Saul did
The shade of Samuel, when the seeress 

bld,
At Saul’s request, that Prophet from 

his tomb
To rise and tell the erring king his' 

doom.
But when I asked those learned priests 

to say
If seers were once, then why not seers 

to-day,
With medlumlstic powers Invested still, 
Spirits to see and hear, or call at will 
From out the realms of Spirit-land so 

vast?
They said: “The age of miracles Is 

past!” •
Nor answered more, nor offered to ex

. plain
Why what had been might not occur

A Spiritual l^eal of Ohrist- 
mas. 

■ ■
“Peace be untojiiiee. Peace be unto 

this house.” Suclb. was the sanitation 
by the visitor ofayie olden time.. Not 
entering as an qgemy, or as one ac
tuated by cruel h^{red or animosity— 
but with the splyt^pf friendliness and 
kindly Intent, as,¡he entered the door
way he uttered tjm, salutation, which, 
being answered in kind, admitted him 
to the hospitalities of the dwelling.

We have thought of the likeness of 
this olden solution to that which Spirit
ualism brings to every household to 
which it seeks admittance. To every 
home, to every Individual, it comes 
bringing its message of peace, good
will, light and love.

To thousands upon thousands of be
reaved ones has it come with messages 
of light, love aud cheer, from those who 
have passed within the veil that screens 
them from earthly sight.

To millions upon millions of earth’s 
people, it has been as an angel from the 
upper skies, speaking glad words to 
humanity’s great heart, that the 
“dead” are alive and that they come 
near us, and can make their presence 
and idently known to us.

What comfort to the mourners to be 
assured that the one hidden from our 
view is not far away, Js not in the 
grave nor in some receptacle for spirits, 
held unto some great and awful Day of 
Judgment—and perhaps an eternal sep
aration hereafter.

To the inhabitants of this earthly 
mortal sphere, Spiritualism comes as a 
glad evangel of good tidings—the 
gladdest and best that could come to 
humanity. It brings news of the resiir- 
recfcionla rising into' new and larger 
life—of those whom we had been prone 
to look upon as dead.

Spiritualism shows us that it is the 
dwellers in mortal flesh who are the 
dead—if any are dead; we carry the 
mortal, the dying, the dead, with us, in 
our mortal nature; while those who
have left the mortal behind them and 
risen into that new condition, have left 
death behind them—they are the ones 
who are wholly and truly alive!

O, if our eyes were but opened to see 
clearly the great panarama of life going 
on around us in that spirit world which, 
as says Longfellow, with poetic 
tuition of spiritual truth,

.“around this world of sense 
Floats like an atmosphere,” 

how dead would seem this world

A CHRISTMAS POEM.

The Christmas day again is here 
The hearts of all to fill with cheer, 
And merry are tbe girls and boys, 
Whose hanging hose are filled .with 

toys.
Although this day is not now held 
As sacred as In days of eld, 
The Christian world still holds it dear 
And honors pay it year by year.
We little care what legends say 
Concerning this old gala day;
'Tis not, with us, of value shorn 
Though Jesus Christ were never born.
’Tis one of many days observed 
Which social custom has preserved. 
And though we doubt traditions old 
To Christmas day we still will hold.

(2) The foregoing furnishes an an
swer to the second question. If the 
spirit is organized substance It “Holds 
the same relation to the spirit-world 
that man does to the material.”

Hence the force or energy manifested 
or controlled by spirits, is a higher form 
of solar or cosmic energy.

We’ll hold it sacred for the joys 
It always brings to girls and boys, 
And when their toys have been out-

grown
Some other gifts will hold their own.
We’ll keep the spirit of the day
When ancient rites have passed away; 
No matter what Its source shall prove, 
’Tis owned to-day by human love.
So long as love shall warm the heart, 
And friendship act its kindly part, , 
This gala day will welcome be

“Med,” Melrose: Q. How early is
-there any record of women practicing
mACThe? first woman who became a That they may deck the Christmas tree.
regular practitioner of medicine was 
Agnodice, of Athens. As the law for
bade a woman to practice or study, she 

-disguised herself as a man and passed 
through the course with honors, and be- 
name very popular and Successful in 
practice. After a time her secret was 
discovered and she was arrested, but 
the populace raised such a tumult that 

• she was released. This was 300 years

We’ll consecrate this day anew, 
Departing from Its olden view, 
And spread the new-born truth abroad 
That all mankind are “sons of God.” 

DR. DEAN OLAR Kin,

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up. 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D_
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again. .
Tired of my quest, I 

dreamed,
That in a space to

I
seemed, 

stood alone, ’midst
found

fell asleep, and 

which no limit

silence so pro-

That not an echo stirred of any sound. 
And though no sun nor moon nor stars 

were there, .
A clear soft light pervaded all the air. 
But in tliat silence deep, and glorious 

light,
No sign of any presence came to ear or 

sight,
Until I felt a soft hand pressing on my 

brow,
And touch my eyelids, when, unseen 

till now,
A thousand forms of spirits thronged 

the air,
Above, below, around me, everywhere.
The same hand touched my ears, when 

strains of song,
And words of cheer I heard from all 

that throng. '
For eye and ear had waked to sight and 

sound,
Which had, unseen, unheard, gone all- 

around;
Because earth senses were too dull and 

gross,
Till spirit-touched, to understand how 

close
The spirits are, all round us, day by 

day.
At last a voice I heard, which gently 
. said:
“Earth’s atmosphere the spirits of the 

dead
Affords a dwelling-place from which 

afar
They can at pleasure go from star to 

star,
But still returning mingle with the 

scenes
And friends of Earth, themfielves un

heard, unseen,
Save by some few souls gifted with the 

power
Of splrlt-sight from childhood’s earliest 

hour;
And some few more whose souls this 
gift acquire
By prayerful seeking, with sincere de

sire;

ours, in comparison with the larger, 
freer, vaster life and activity of that 
world. . .

Spiritualism comes bringing a larger 
view of the World Beyond—a view that 
does away with the ibid false and hor
rible Ideas engenddred and fostered by 
priestcraft, the offspring of the ages of 
savagery and superstition.

It is written that the advent of Jesus 
was heralded by an angel who declared 
to the shepherdSi. Behold I bring you 
good tidings of great joy, which shall 

, be to all people. Even so has Spiritual
ism come to “allipeople” who hear its 
angelic voice proclaiming the gladness 
of the new dispensation of light and 
life “and on earthi-peace, good will 
toward men.” -

For Spiritualism'in Its own essential 
nature is a verithbld gospel of peace 
and good will to.word men. It comes 
not to tell of an angry God Imbruing 
his hands in the blood of his own 
offspring; It proclaims no omnipotent 
being of wrath and vengeance, nor a 
place or state of endless woe to which 
a vast number of human beings are 
destined.

From these and all other horrible and 
inhuman dogmas Spiritualism comes as 
a deliverer. As the mind takes ip the 
newly brought truth, the old nightmare 
creeds vanish, with all the olden devils 
and hells; and, relieved of the load, joy, 
gladness, peace, good will, spring up in 
the heart and take up their abode in 
the liberated soul.

From the usual churchly Idea of a 
special brief season or a special day of 
good will thoughts and deeds, Spiritual
ism’s spirit would introduce the larger 
and better idea of a perennial Christ
mas—a perpetual season of peace and 
good will, without cessation or Inter
ruption; an era wherein a multitude of 
angels shall constantly, every day, join 
in the glad acclaim of “peace on earth, 
good will toward men,” and there shall 
be rejoicing, not over victories gained 
by war and slaughter, but the advent 
of universal peace and brotherhood, in 
which men and angels join in unison.

And in the spirit of this good will we 
may limit not our thoughts of love and 
good will to those whom we meet from 
day to day, nor to those whom distance 
separates from us, nor even to those 
with whom we have had sweet con
verse here, who have passed into the 
World Unseen; but, larger and better 
stljl, let us send forth our good will and 
love to the many “over there” whom 
we have never seen nor known.

And as the horizon of our spiritual 
vision enlarges, and the larger thought 
takes possession, so will we feel a 
thrilling glow of returning love from 
the heavenly spheres, and our hearts 
will expand into a larger fullness of 
the divine principle expressed by the 
angelic hosts In their song of peace, 
good will toward meh.

BEAUTIFUL WORLD UNSEEN. 
Over there in that beautiful world, 

Only veiled from our vision below, 
There the banners of love are unfurled, 

And the rivers of peace ever flow.

Ghardon, O., Dec. 8.—People in this 
vicinity are wrought up over the 
strange powers apparently possessed 
by a'young man employed as a waiter 
at the Park Hotel, who has, for some 
time past, been imitating the feat of 
Joshua on a small scale, commanding 
the clocks about the hotel to obey his 
bidding by stopping, or by striking any 
number of times he may designate.

Fred Ebner is the name of the young 
man who seems to possess this strange 
power. People were skeptical when 
they first heard the stories of the 
strange doings of the clocks at tbe com
mands of Ebner, and refused to believe 
them. The truth of the stories can no 
longer be doubted, however, for they 
are corroborated by both Mr. and Mrs. 
Brewster, the proprietors of the hotel.

Owing to his diffident nature, Ebner 
"Says, he is unable to control his peculiar 
power before strangers, and can only 
perform his feats after having given 
the matter his thought for several 
hours.

Ebner’s power was brought into 
prominence in a peculiar way. For 
some time the citizens of this town and 
vicinity had been greatly agitated over 
spiritualistic manifestations revealed 
through the alleged mediumship of Dr. 
and Mrs. Sprague. Immediately after 
they had gone, the feats of Ebner were 
brought to the attention of the people.

Ebner is about twenty years old, 
small in stature and modest In manner 
and speech. He can give no explana
tion of his wonderful power, except to 
say bls father and grandfather were 
poted spiritualistic mediums.

The attention of the hotel people was 
attracted, several weeks ago, when it 
was found that the several pendulum 
clocks in the house were completely

UNDER EBNER’S CONTROL, 
and that at a simple request from him 
they would not only strike any number 
of times, but would stop. The pen
dulums would move fast or slow, would 
rattle like a coffee mill, or would shake 
violently, at Ebner’s command.

A former proprietor of the hotel, 
Wallace Stone, thinking the queer ac
tion of the clocks was due to their be
ing out of repair, rather than tef any 
supernatural cause, had them all over
hauled by a jeweler, but without avail. 
They still responded to Ebner’s slight
est wish. About this time the young 
man was absent from the hotel for two 
weeks. Before leaving he announced 
that during his absence the clocks in 
the house would strike but one stroke 
every hour.

Determined not to be made the victim 
of a trick, Stone again had the clocks 
thoroughly overhauled by experts, but 
in spite of their skill the clocks eould 
be made to strike but one stroke every 
hour. After Ebner had been away 
nearly two weeks, one evening at 10 
o’clock, the clocks all struck the proper 
number of times and continued to do so 
for the remainder of the night The 
next morning It was found the young 
man had returned a few minutes before 
10 and had retired without announcing 
his arrival.

A VALUABLE MAN.
Mrs. Stone, who kept a number 

hens, suspected from the scarcity 
eggs that the hens were laying ._ 
strange nests. Young Ebner demanded 
of a clock to know if such was the case. 
The clock promptly struck. It was then

of 
of 
in
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In that beautiful world ever fair, 
We shaU meet with our friends gone 

before; Ld m
, . - We shall clasp tteltfglad hands over
And all men might, in some degree, at-. there, -

, tain . And rejoice on that evergreen shore.
iT^ln1611 glft> *f 8trife f°r Brcath,ne forth Wit world
sj buui nngppn iv oDirt nftf nHanrK thAcn onaywUAa . . A . .<■- ,n

Sweet with lov’d* Ate the voices We 
hear;

And the music of ^¿tfren floats in, 
Then I awoke; but what my soul had Softly Breetlng ffie^stenlng ear. 

yearned . O, we hear them, presence we feeL
In vain to know had In that dream,been Their pure thouggtand their gladness 

< learned, - we know, a
That our friends’ spirits, when , they' Fer they come baring love’s precious 

pass away, seal,
Are still near us, or if sometimes they And we meet them, and greet them 
Are briefly absent, on God’s errands below. ' 3 ai . .

VVe can send tliem'uur thoughts andThey U soon return,, and we can wait our love t ’>■ 
content. — ’ ’

Did not absorb those energies of soul, 
Which splrlt-like demands to reach 

such goal."

Thank God! That doubt no more shall 
wring my heart!

We and our dead are never far apart!
Never so far but they our sorrows heed;
Never too far to aid us In our need;
And that the pure in heart and life-may

We can take of the bounty they give, 
All their pure loving help we may 

prove,
In the glow of their peace we mav 

lite.
To our friends who are over the way, 

We will send forth our love not 
alone—Permitted oft their spirit-forms to sem j .......... ,

. M. LOU WILCOX. - we will send laying thoughts everyday,
Washington, D. O. : ■ ■ To the loved and the loving unknown.
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hl! sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. fS Rosa O. Congef. Excellent for every 
B&le «this office. family. Cloth, $1. '

asked how many eggs were ih the nests, 
and without an instant’s hesitation the 
clock struck 21 times. To avoid the 
possibility of mistake it was asked to 
repeat the number, and again it struck 
21 times. The stable man was in
structed to investigate, and under the 
barn floor found a nest containing the 
exact number of eggs stated by the 
clock.

Young Ebner has repeatedly given 
other illustrations of his power, such as 
causing bells to ring in a remote corner 
of the hotel at his command.

Perhaps his most remarkable ex
hibition was recently given before the 
employes of the hotel, when he made a 
clock strike 100 times, and then repeat 
the number. Severe tests made to 
entrap him have failed.

So accustomed have the inmates of 
the house become to the vagaries of 
the clocks and Dells that their strange 
actions occasion scarcely any comment

THE BELL ALSO OBEYS.
Mrs. C. B. Brewster, wife of the pres

ent proprietor of the hotel where Ebner 
is employed, in speaking of the young 
man's strange power, said:

“I know it is not a trick, for I have 
watched him very closely. Last even
ing he gave us an exhibition of bell
ringing. I took the large dining-room 
bell into another room and placed it 
upon a shelf. The tongue, being longer 
than the bell, also rested on the shelf. 
I then closed the door. At his com
mand the bell began to ring, sounding 
at first as clear as though suspended 
In the air, and then, at his request, 
changing to a muffled sound, as though 
covered with cloth. At the same time, 
20 minutes of 8, the clock struck.

“Upon examining the bell, I found 
several links of the chain which holds 
the clapper doubled up so that it would 
swing clear of the shelf, and I know it 
was not that way when I left it

“He then told tbe clock to strike 14 
times, if I was to remain long In the 
hotel Without an Instant’s hesitation 
It struck the required number.”

Mrs. Brewster also explained that 
when exercising this power, Ebner 
would turn as cold as ice, and frequent 
shudders would pass over his whole 
body.
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Clark, the people’s poet, Is ready foi
the public. It consists of 224 nages. eparerta to SplrttnoUnm.

heavy paper, bound In fun cloth, gilt even from old settler« wbooe grave-
tpp; uncut; with introduction and por
trait . of author. Price,. $1.25. Send Hr.n'Sv?nd,,h8 communication«here 
orders to Mrs. J. O... Jacobson, 1268 lw“ “«vSwtofsoTdw\““lndtbneiJ moth™“' 
County Rpad, St Anthony Park, St Yh0” '"’iting« have made««
Pau!, Minn., or to my address given be
low. We hope to be able before long to very simple tn yrhiclple and con«trnc-
pubUsh a volume of his songs and reel- itS"^r“™th“Senowi?S?.
odles, and afterwards a volume of his ESH'S* rope«eae the latter when tu superior 
prose essays. We again thank the kind .
friends who paid their money in ad-rance and have waited so mXntly this f<” W»- ^drew

long while. Their books were delivered
early in December.

■ M. R. HAVENS,
830 Bellevue Av., Los Angeles, Cal.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

"Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter In poetry 
and prose.. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price JI. For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and. the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.( M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure, Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. - • • .

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
“ AND “ 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Anicet able and Interesting preeentatlon of amort 
subject. Every SplrituaMBt aud every to 

qulrer Into the proofa and philosophy of Spiritual
tan should hxre this excellent book; valat la rez>

“ForS°e rtgo^TOte^

PAINE’S FOLHical WvitKS.
■ Oomnum Stmsa, The-Crlsls, Bight, of Man. etc 
Iliastratededltfofc Post Sro^ «50 pages, Cloth.11.00- 
poetage, SO ceati,

FAITH OR FACT. 1
th»w I ■
work.”1' Roben tagersoll. Cloth,»!. AraluablS ■' '

Contrasts in Spirit Life; J
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles in the - • 
First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through the hand - 
of Corrla B. B. Twlng. Paper, Me.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of ■ 
Psychic Science.

To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In- ■ V 
vestlgate their various phases; how to form circle« 
and develop mediumship; an absolute teat of genuine ' I 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. I
b.v.yga^ E:ery Biiiritnaii8t
POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND

AND WITHIN. I
Voices from mauylsnds and centuries, saying, “Han. ■ ' I 

«cellenl selection, cd* ■ ■ ■■■ I 
ited and compiled by Giles B, Stebbins, Cloth,»l. ' |

A Few Words About the Devil, I 
And Other Essays. I

By Charlei Bradlaugb. With tbe «tory of his Ufa - • I 
as told by himself, and the history of his parllamcii* ' I 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, Wo. ■ I
Your Baling’ Planet Discovered ■ ■ I 

by Astrology. . I
. fi.I Prof-O. Cunningham. Devoted to the study vl 
af Astrology and it« laws. Price, 25c. ’¿I

THREE SEVENS,

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS. :

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker’« Inter
national Congresa Chicago, HL, October, 1893. Bj
Buean H. Wlion. Price, 10c. ■

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mri. Dr. HuIburL On the preBent statna of 
wornanjPhyslcally, mentally, morally and aplrltually. 
The utvlne law of true nannonial marriage, etc, 
trice, 10c. •

THÈ WOMAN’S BIBLE. PARTII.

elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinker», who are not 
ignorant of tho higher criticism. There la not aduli 
page. Paper, 50c.

1HE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable aa a history of th a begin« 

oLH?*“0 Spiritualism, by one of the Fox SU- 
?Sr6’Pages. 16 illustrations, including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping», 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestation»: the •‘exposures,” etc. Hand« 

bound in cloth. But few conies rnmRtnlng- 
PubUshers’ price, |1AO. We will send the book poA 
paid for »1.40.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE, 
By Dr. Paul Cann, Very thoughtful and Interesting. 
Paper, 23c,-- •

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
UV.Ä friendi on the other aide of life.

By aplrit Samuel Bowles*. Car« . io h. b. 1 wing, medium,

Old Testament Stories Comically 
IHustrated.

hMM^ cloth,»150.

TheNewandtheOld,
Or the World's Progress !n Thought By Moses HctL 
Price“o cems’0 ’■ thl‘Tctcr“ "■'■“"»'I tataiec.

THE SOUU
Its Nature, Eolations ud Exttrenlon tn Htmu 
bodlmeno. Given through Mra. Cora L. V. Riel, 
mond, by her Guides, A book that every one whoa 
Interested la re-incarattlap «hou)d read, Price tl jt

*



■alo at this office.I1 from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
I age 12 cents.

Paper, 60 cents.

Portraits.

BY S. WEIL.

(It

STARNOS

FREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation 

YOU Are Invited to Write. 

SEND Postage Stamp for Keply.

Dept. 1, Jackson. Mich.

476

I
» 3

Automatic writer.
Spiritual Coiuniunicatioiis by I,otter.

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Address 223 est San Fernando st., San Jose Cal
fJTI have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for the Spirit world than Cbas 
Walter Lynn.

476

482 J

A sew Edition, Proftist^y lUustraied,

<65

-IN THE-

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF
suit! of recent scientific research regarding the 

origin, position and prospects of mankind 
From the German of

Six Lee

<> FRí-rs. vellum cloth, si

THE VOICES
poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
most excellent Price e ftOJ.

46811

audient.
475

148 North Park ave., Chicago, Hl.

ibl'K -rniNOK,

success

258 Habtlngs st., Grand Rapids, Mich 477

irti

45ütf

419
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MPORT/VNT!
. . —TO— .

Those Who May Desire 
to Consult

DR. 6. E. WATKINS,
Please •Remember

To Send All Letters to His New

Office at

MATTERS FORETOLD.
Instances of Verified Predio1 

tions.

406 Mass. Av., 

Hotel Palmerston.

Those Who Are Sick and Discour
aged, Write Us and Per

haps We Can Help
You.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
400 Mass. Av. Boston, Mass.

Can be Cured.
Write to 

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
Hotel Palmerston, 406 Nass, ave., Boston, Masa.

DR. 6. E. WATKINS
STOMACH TROUBLES

Can be Cured. Consult at once 
DR. C. E. WATKINS.

BE A 
STRONG 

; MAN

BE A 
STRONG 
WOMAN

CONSULT

Dr.C.E. Watkins

CONSULT

Dr.6.E. Watts
400 Mass. Ave.. 'Boston, Mass.

To the Editor:—In “Questions and 
Answers," in The Progressive Thinker, 
December 17, A. S. Wells asks'if there 
are mediums who are enabled to 
foretell occurrences to happen in the 
future? There are a few who have 
come under my immediate knowledge. 
A little over a year ago, at a circle held 
at the residence of Mrs. M. L. Gould, 
No. 8810 Commercial avenue, Mrs. 
Gould told a certain strange lady who 
happened to be present that her hus
band would kiss her aud the children 
good-bye when he weut to work, aud 
woqld be brought home at night by the 
police on a litter, and that she would 
not be satisfied witli the coroner’s in
quest, and would have another post
mortem held; and it all came to pass in 
less than two months from the time of 
the circle.

A lady who has an office in the Ma
sonic Temple came to Mns. Gould for a 
reading, and among many other things 
was told that she was going to take a 
trip to New York. She Insisted that 
she had no call to make such a trip, but 
was told she would certainly go, and 
that she would meet a gentleman on 
the train and that he would write to 
her and they would make a match. 
About four weeks ago the gentleman 
came, and Mrs. Gould knew that he 
was the man as soon as he came In. 
The lady did not come in for some lit
tle time after, and when she came in 
l|frs. Gould remarked to her that the 
gentleman thought more of her than 
she did of him. That was the first 
word spoken after the lady entered the 
house. They have since married.

About two months ago Mrs. Gould 
met a lady on the street, with whom 
she was acquainted, and during their 
conversation told her that she was soon 
to be a widow. Her husband was then 
at work and in good health. He was 
accidentally hurt in a few days, and is 
now-dead and buried.

Mrs. Gould is past 50 years old and 
has always possessed wonderful psy
chic powers, although she never tried 
to develop until a little over two years 
ago. If anyone wishes to investigate 
the above and will come to me, I will 
go with them to the parties and they 
can satisfy themselves. There are al
most daily some of the psychic predic
tions of Mrs. Gould verified, and nearly 
always in all the minute particulars.

E. W. GOULD. 
South Chicago, Ill.

INTEREST TO SPIK1TUA <
Anyope who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
ORAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach. . (

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. R. DOBSON 

Still Heals the! Sick Through 
the Mediumship” of .... .

Mrs. Dr. Ota-Barker.
of spirit return. 470

If you wish Good Health you 
should apply to her. *

DR. C.E. WATKINS, 
! .... TH E ■ . ■

i FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

ÛulGK Guresl
Small Doses!

.Send age, ntune In full, and two 2-cent stamps and 
leading symptom, end we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free,
Wd we will try and make tho price of treatment right 
tOFon. Remember, please, that wo do not wish to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
dpctor or that one, because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
lj flowed to speak ill of any one or oven to express 
an opinion. Wf know some doctors do so, but we do 
not. “The day of shot-gun prescription Is past; drastic 
Cirugs in large dosos will not be given ten years from 
now. We believe In tbe certainty of medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
glided with the power of correctly diagnosing, Is tbe 
successful physician to-day

Specific

A Book

SOLITUDE:
Its Nature and Uses; the An 

imation of Silence.

Medicine !
No Drastic Drugs I

on “Chronic Disease” 

FREE.

6. E. WATKINS, M. D„
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. An Ad
dress before the Chicago Vegetarian So
ciety. By J. Howard Moore.

This Is a brochure with a mission, 
and that tbe inculcation of humanita
rian sentiment, extending to the dumb 
brute creation, as well as to the human 
species. It will please convinced vege
tarians. and strengthen them in their 
views and practice; and will please 
kindly non-vegetarians by its humane 
spirit and inculcations.

The author says truly: “Vegetarian
ism appeals not-to tlie selfish but to tbe 
noble. It is for beings who lov,» justice, 
liberty, reciprocity.” In this spirit the 
address is written, and its reading can
not fail to be productive of good. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this offloe.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

... [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Passed to spirit-life, In Kingsville, O., 
December 8, 1898, of heart failure, Mrs. 
H. A. Luce, wife of Sidney Luce, in her 
80th year. Mrs. Luce was for many 
years a good medium, and a loving, 
kind, motherly soul. At our last society 
meeting on Nov. 17, there happened to 
be just thirteen that sat down to the 
table, and Mother Luce was the chosen 
one.- The angel world is made brighter 
by her-presence, while at her dear old 
■home there is a vacancy that nothing 
on earth can fill. The funeral at the 
house was attended by many friends, 
several from Ashtabula. The discourse 

■ was delivered by Mrs. Talcott, of Asli- 
■ tabula, a very pleasant speaker. A 

quartette furnished appropriate songs. 
? So ends the earth experience of a lovely 
■ - woman. She has been a mother to the 

writer since his own mother went to 
the real life of which this one is but the

Solitude is that Intellectual state in 
which the mind voluntarily surrenders 
itself to its own reflections. The pliil- 
osopher, therefore, who withdraws his 
attention from every external object, 
to the contemplation of his own ideas, 
is not less solitary than lie who aban
dons society, and resigns himself en
tirely to the calm enjoyments of lonely 
life.

The word “solitude” does not neces
sarily Import a total retreat from the 
world aud its concerns; the dome of do
mestic society, a rural village, or the li
brary of a learned friend, may respect
ively become the seat of solitude as 
well as the silent shade of some seques
tered spot far removed from all com
munion with mankind.

A person may be frequently solitary 
without being alone. The haughty 
prince, proud of his Illustrious descent, 
is solitary unless lie is surrounded by 
his equals; a profound reasoner is soli
tary at the tables of the witty and the 
gay. Tlie mind may be as abstracted 
amidst a numerous assembly; as much 
withdrawn from every surrounding ob
ject, as retired and concentrated in it
self, as solitary, In short, as a monk in 
his cloister, or a hermit in his cave.

Solitude, indeed, may exist amidst tbe 
tumultuous Intercourse of an agitated 
city, as well as in the peaceful shades 
of rural retirement; at London and at 
New York as well as on the plains of 
Thibet and the deserts of Arabia.

Solitude teaches us to think, and 
thoughts become the principal spring 
of human actions; for tbe actions of 
men, it is truly said, are nothing more 
than their thoughts embodied and 
brought Into substantial existence.

The mind, therefore, has only to ex
amine with candor and impartiality the 
idea which it feels the greatest inclina
tion to pursue, in order to penetrate and 
expound the mystery of the human 
character; and lie who has not been ac
customed to self-examination will, upon 
such a scrutiny, frequently discover 
truths of extreme Imporance’to hls'hap- 
plness. which the mists of worldly de
lusion had concealed totally from his 
view. Liberty and leisure are all that 
an active mind requires In solitude. 
The moment such a character finds it
self alone all the energies of his soul 
put themselves into motion and rise to 
a height incomparably greater than 
they could have reached under the im
pulse of a mind clogged and oppressed 
by the incumbrances of society.

The inactivity of monastic solitude, 
the sterile tranquillity of the cloister, 
are ill-suited to those who, after a-se
rious preparation in retirement, and an 
assiduous examination of their own 
powers, feel a capacity and Inclination 
to perforin great and good actions for 
tbe benefit of mankind. Princes can 
not live the Ilves of monks; statesmen 
are no longer sought for in monasteries, 
generals are no longer chosen from the 
members of the church.

Solitude must not be inactive, nor 
leisure uselessly employed. A charac
ter indolent, slothful, languid and de
tached from tbe affairs of life, must in
fallibly become Inelnncholy and miser
able. From such a being "no good can 
be expected, he cannot pursue any use
ful scienc'e. or possess the faculties of a
great man.

Winer, Ore.
GEO. D. YOUNG.

shadow. S. L. R.

i “Encyclopedia ot Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 

■ Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 

- Spiritualism; together with a brief his- 
torj- of the origin of many of the 

■ 'Important books of the Bible." By 
- Moses Hull. The well-known talented 

and scholarly author has here embodied 
fi - the results oi his many years’ study 

of th A Bible in its relations to Spirltual- 
?' Ism. As Its title denotes, It is a veri- 
i, table encyclopedia of Infomation on the 
' subject Price SI. For sale, at this 

Oil!-''
ft, “Who Are Tnese Spiritualists . and 

kfec, {What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
«¿0 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well

s'-'known author. Price 15 cents. For
.iS
11

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using, your 

Elixirs Nos. Oue and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, aud weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines? 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully,
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.

For 80 days I -will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlelples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselvps in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.'

Under tho head of “Causes aud Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, .along the 
Hues of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
aud Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. '

The whole field of man's relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

455 tf.
“Tbe Watseka Wonder.’^To the stu

dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Venuum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
suie at this office.' Price 15 cents.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master- 
lj’ treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish idpas and practices 
■hould be read by all. Sold at this of-

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to áre cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAD.

HEART TROUBLES AND ASTHMA 
CURED. ■

Gooseberry, Ore., Oct., 7, 4898.
To Whom It May Concern:—This is to 

certify that I had been troubled with 
'heart trouble for 20 years or more and 
also had asthma so bad that I had not 
had one all night’s sleep for over two 
years, and had also kidney trouble very 
bad, in fact my whole nervous system 
was broken , down. Mrs. Dr. Dobson- 
Barker sent me treatments and I am a 
well man to-day, except some kidney 
trouble, aud I believe if I had taken it 
longer I would have been cured of that. 
I only took four month’s treatment, 
commencing In June, 1897.

ALEX YOUNG.

READ THIS SURE.
Eaton Rapids, Mich., Oct. 80, 1898. 

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, San Jose, Cal.
Dear Friend and Physician:—I will 

now write and try to express my grat
itude towards you and your spirit band 
for the good you have done me.

After doctoring with nearly every 
doctor recommended to me and getting 
no relief, I gate up in despair, until a 
friend told me of you and the cures you 
had made, when I thought I would try 
once more and now I can truly say you 
have cured me of fits. Ever yours, 

MRS. MINNIE BEEBE.

ST. VITUS DANCE CURED. 
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 8, 1898. 

1204 South Adams Street. 
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Mad

am:—I will address^ you a few lines in
regards to my health, being an old be
liever in your gift of cures, I knSw of 
thpm personally.

You '
dance 
Iowa.

Dr.

cured my little son of St. Vitus 
when you lived In Maquoketa, 

Yours truly, 
NAPOLEON GRAHAM.

FROM BUFFALO, N. Y.
October 10, 1898.

Dobson-Barker—Dear Sister:-!

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth $1.

“Voltaire’s Romances.” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading.. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
price cents. For sale at this office.

liee. Price 25 cents.
"Tlie Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 

By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
eloper connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works. 
Price, cloih. $1; paper, 75 cents. For 
sale at (his oliice.

Man the Mlcrocosm-His -Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent judged 
te.ls of the delight and benefit to het
husband and herself in reading It. The 
booklet, by G. B. Stebbins, is for sale 
at this office. Price, 10 cents, postpaid.

"Edith Bramley's Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on ■ The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written In Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale al this oliice. Price 10 cents.

"History or the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly -shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

"Woman, Churcn and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal Volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value! 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of lnformatlononthesubject,and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale at this office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of the Spirit' 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office. '

“Tbe Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is Intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic ' Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria AI. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced

am glad for all the good that comes to 
you and yours. I have talked with sev
eral of your patients; all that I have 
seen are unsparing in your praise; they 
would not exchange their physician, 
Mrs. DobsonrBarker, for all the other 
doctors In the world. That you may be 
spared to work many years for human
ity, is my prayer. As ever your old 
friend, MOSES HULL.

IN PLASTER PARIS VESTS.
King City, Cal., October 20, 1898.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—D6ar Doc
tor:—My little girl five years old was 
sick two and a half years, with spinal 
and other troubles. We had her treat? 
ed by some of the best doctors In the 
country. They .kept her in plaster 
Paris vest, which only gave temporary 
relief. She laid in bed for five months, 
could not walk, nor move, had to be 
carried around.

I heard of your wonderful medicine; 
I sent for treatment; she began to Im
prove, njid at the end of the second 
month she could walk some. After tak
ing four months’ treatment she is gain
ing In strength and health every day.

I Van fully and truthfully say you 
have saved our child's life, for which 
we are ever your grateful friends,

Sincerely, v
MR. S. SETTRIM.
MRS. 0. SETTRIM.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of tbe young, and to lyceum work, Is 
published by, Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will' find 
something of special Interest in it. It
is published weekly. Try it.

BEAR IN MIND.
In
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sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to Bay to the ed
itor outside of that,! do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if it is seat that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do-/not send personal 
checks, as it costs IStaents to get them 
cashed. Send postali dr express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names antt addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided._____ - _ ... ■ ,

“Tbe Dead Man’s' Message,” an occult 
romance by Floi-ence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have preparedhertb Write this romance, 
which will be forind laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na-' 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
ketures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price 25 cents.

"Mediumship and Ite Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize rhe laws of mcfliurutshlp and de
velopment, ■ nnd avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

Urs. Peebles & Burroughs
NOT ONLY

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE
BUT THEY 

fl bsolutelu 
Gure 
GhroniG 
Diseases, 

Where Others Fail.
I! You Are a Sutterer

Write To-day, Giving
Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead

ing Symptom, and receive an 
absolutely correct 

DIAGNOSIS 
of your case 

FREE OF CHARGE.

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Choice Holiday Gift.
!u riiylbinfc Bong-Iuuplratluii's 

Volce-a muBlo book complete Ior tbe Spiritual!,tB’ 
every use. Go ceute, post paid. Address U. W. Booz- 
hr, Grand Rapids Mich. 475

WANTED-A MIDDLE AGED WOMAN A8 COM
IT panlouand helper; u good home for the right 

person. Address M. care Progressive Thinker 474

DR. J. W. RUMINER, 
It.’ .TfS!.l k.now" I’syclile .Healer aud Cbromonalhlc 
Pbjelclau, la pre-eminently aucceaaful IntroatlUKall 
torn» of clironk aud acute dlacasea of either body 
or mind. Graduate lu medicine and magnetics. Fif
teen years practice. Personal magnetism and nay- 
cnic forces developed, which alone will enable you 
to cure yourself and prevent disease. Treatments 
ana six lessons for the development of personal mag
netism given by muil. Charges lu reason. Send four 
¿•cent stamps, date of birth, sex, name aud leading 

symptom, and receive by return mail my prices and 
diagnosis of your care. Address Hotel Wellington, 
cor. 7th and Main sts., Evansville, Ind. 474

Mafisfigld’s
Homeopathic Medicines

Are Compounded Clairvoyantly for 

Each Patient.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
176 Euolid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

THE ZODIAC—DON’T “MARRY IN HASTE AND 
repent at leisure.” Consult tbe Zodiac and know 

wbat you are doing. Send stump for particulars. 
Address R. J, Bbown, 55a Fifty-ninth st.. cor. of But
ler, Chicago, Hl. 474

WANTED-FIRST-CLASS DRESSMAKING: BY 
’’ day 11.25; to take home, »4.00 per suit. S T.

Taylor system used in cutting. Fit Guaranteed. 
Miss Roberts, 3845 51st st., Chicago. 474

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
i l i BY i 11 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

fiete forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christiana and Spiritualists 
Hike, as It demonstrates ttie truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
teugion is based, as well as tbe actuality of modern 
ipirlt manifestations, its title page claims that the 
»ok is

X SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the
Existence of the soul of man as his con

scious individuality independently

of the physical organism}

of the .

continuity of life
and the

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN.

The first eleven chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul incarnate, with a clear ex
position of the psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters sot forth the philoso
phy of the Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of tbe author.

The price of tlie book is ^1, For sale 
at tlie office of The Progressive Thinker. 

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. TV M 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treattao. 
Price 25 cents.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
Tbe Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. Tbla Is a most valuable contribution to 
crectbougbt literature. Bound tn paper with good 
ikenes» ot author. Price, 10 cents: twelve conies 

tor »1.00.

"Religious ana Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Itici- .>i For sale at Uns office.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Ban 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving tho results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what Is needed on the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

“The Universe.” What Force is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality’ 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Ròse. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Carus. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Prophets ot Israel.” By prof. 
0. H. Cornili, of the 'University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale

•’Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Splrlt-llfe.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given In the In
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. ' ;. . ' ■ '

“From Soul to SouL" By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will fijjd gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and epjoyment. Price 
$1. For sale at this office.;

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fui- 
nils the promlpe of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR. COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send — 
a lock of your hair and foiir 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDOKF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

Rilii °/ Therapeutics, Including tM ai,? ,“•«««•■». Efectrlclty, Mludiiw
teile nrH .‘ie,o,b.c ?uce,of Chemical affinity and 

developed with their marveloua ay- 
ln iour “ultucula have uk.n ths 

mr n c,0,Uej-'e >“ chartered and confers the dfr 
B°eu>r of Magnetics. By a system of 

receive tWfm“8 ’tudc“rt can take the course and 
rouiovedbtnd-!;q k“" ft* Oelr Swu tastltutlon 
txusi 'Ctl to ¿58 South Broadway, Los Aueelea Cal 
Cahhwid1. g,ranfc11 “Uder either tbo New Jersey oi CsntrUS C^arLerk Send stamp for catalogue to ’

Mitt E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LI.1) , Dean.

DR, W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STHEET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

Still continues to give

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is tho oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Plivsletan 

ct!; His cures are marvelous. Successful in fKS.? C’“211I,!, »ou10 dlseuses. When otbera
IndBM. m h ,uJ °BC' bex' lock of hair 
end Sets. In stamps aud he will send a clairvoyantex 
amnn!!011Tour dtseases aud treatyou for only ,2W 
a mouth. No leading symptom required He ho, a Bpeciac remedy for making cblld-bS th safe and easy* 
ojso a »peciflc remedy for obesity, it will eafelv and 
SrfoiiSSSr “V ?ui>erltu“u» aesh TK 
lief for morning sickness. Address

DR. J. s. LOUCKS, M. D 
85 Warren at., Stoneham, Mass.

DR. R. QREER,

H. F. COATES,
Medium, 2420 ludlgua uv.

Bitt'log8 tor Independent slate writing and portrait«
U#fl m 1° 5 p Clrclefl Sunday, Tues

day and Friday of each week 8 p m. •—

DR. J. SWANSON 
a PSYCHOPATHIST, 
And bls Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physl- 
im l M °“y> dlet““ce, without medicine;
.Im.oj n. 1 y whero fficdlclue bs» failed. Tes-l!nmn ?iri'i0“'01 the United States. Send 
nuTtteipourMffin.16™’' e‘C' iKS Ullulu“ “VB'

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Bond full n.me, age, Bez and 2 stamps for

FREE DIAGNOSIS.
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D„

MORPHINE 
COCAINE

lîevêr-talllng, Rrml^s aS permanenVLom^cure. 
Valuable Treatise on Addiction mailed freeDr. J. O. H0FWUN.«¿lobeUuBldg.,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE.

ss
MRS. E. D. BUSH,

Psychometrist, Clairvoyant and Clalr-

1408 Masonic Temple. Readings 9 a m to 2 p m.

Personal Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by mull An ex
position of the Science of Being, with directions for 
restoring heultb, developing the mental faculties and 
unfo ding the spiritual powers. For booklet aud fur
ther Information aend stamp to

URIEL BUCHANAN

CAMPBELLBROS
State-Writers, Seances and Life-Sized

Practical Guide to Spiritualism, 
Occult Science, Healing, etc., 15c.; also ” Astrological 

?e: 1181 of Oeeul1 The two pam
phlet® during December and January for 10c silver or 
stamps. GEO. WALROND, Opera House Block. Den
ver, Colo. --------

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
Psychornetrlst and Psychic. Readings by mall. «100 
and stamps. Sealed letters answered, 12.00. 518 chest
nut st., Cincinnati, O.

TRUMPETS,
Standard size, by mull, mugnellzcd and In a neat box 
Aluminum. 5 oz. ,1.«; light Hu, 8 oz, sl.UU. F A 
Kokel, 297 S Brown st, Anderson, Ind.

THE AGE OF REASON
By Tbomaa Paine. Being an Investigation ot True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type: 18a pages, nost 
8vo. Paper, 25 cemi; cloth, 50 cents.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Pall'S19 DoUn- They retUy valuable al riCU Sl«UUa

Out of the Depths Into the Light
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twine, me

dium. This little book will bo read with intense in
terest by thousands. Price 25 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-waya and Hedges 

of Lire. By Mattib E. Hull. This Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. 1’rlce, 
neatly bound in English cloth, 11. For sale at this 
office.

QOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Wtn. F. Lyon. A book repleta 

With Spiritual truite. Price 11.00,

THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of the PMuni In the New Testa
ment, quoted from the OM, sad crilcdirryheoles Con 
corning Jesus Christ. Pnoe is coats.

By Dr. Della E. Davie. A rosary of pearls, culled 
from the vrorks of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for the light solace of every aocTOWlng and 
stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet« 
embodied in one volume. In wblcb questions of great 
importance to tho race are discussed from tbe stand« 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price SO cent* 
For sale et this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.

Croth, M.Ä

Clairvoyant Physician
52 Dearborn at., Chicago

WDMoiii.'? U' 8,'1UB “t,e’ BeI *u<I'«no leading

BETTER THAN GOLD
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two

SfgSSSsS
°'°“r Magnetized Compound for .a»

Melted Pebble Spectacles;

«ion
•- At a . * uuLß, viinton. Iowa.

PSYCHE
roldanlT^Ä^^ 'ne<lh““. ““der spirit

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STAKS,

Horoscopes on character, beami, .oceupBilun, marriage, hnuuce aiulth,' ,oud to 
S “ , 11V 1 lrlal ot one page 25 centi
bend date of birth. Cllcular free. Address

FRED P. BRANDT,

YOUB. FUTURE I'rof......W.‘ w'ulrotni.Astrologer. Booms tl 4 7 Tuber Ópera llutiue BIooÍ
J^“ver. t'Olo. Charts Horn Bl. Bend stamp fur circu

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
choiuetric «¡d’l'Ä
Khi;1Wrk bL Chle“g°; can b?"uldJ 
uj iciicr.

rpHE BLIND MEDIUM. H.W. SINt'J-AlIt WILT 
li<;*ldluK« with dates um. names. Mafl 

lock of hair and one dollar. 11. w. blNCLAIR 4lt 
M Utt av., Jackson, Mlcb, ¿7J

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world for the unfoldnient of all 
spiritual Powers, psyeboinetry. clairvoyance, iuspliw 
tlon. hetillng. Illumination. Fur terms elrculari. 
percentage of psychical power, bVIU| n slamped ad
dressed enielope to J. c. F. Gki mhjne «author and 
lecturer), MtJu Langley ave., flat 3, Chicago ' '

Tiow TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OW¥ 
J A home. Will ««-ml n pamphlet g(\|llg lubtrurtloU 
delineate your phase of mcdlumbhlp, and a spiritual 

A11 f0i?.5 CCUU1 Addresa MRS. J. A.BLlbb, Bun Diego. Cal. —

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psychometry 
nnd Laws .f Uufoldmcnt, with fret rending l'or o.r- 
tleulurs address EMMA BUDIill, lot Central 
Hamilton, Ohio. —

CANCERS AND TUMORS,
Internal or extern»! er '- ...... ......... iirod Ijy nature'k positive cacoer
cure, hotedh.u« operation TeMed over 40 years
and any disease that ufUlcts the human svstem tre 
ed bticcesfifnlly. J. G. W Entwim i.f, M l) 769 
Courl, (Englewood) Chicago. 111. Consul:»lion 
Examination Free.

G. WALTER LYNN

Life Readings and Business Advice,
$1.00 and Stamp.

PISI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Ihor of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 
Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” ’ 

tures on Darwin,” Etc.

Tbe great mystery of existence consists In perpefr 
end uninterrupted change. Everything 18 Iminor- 

:«! nud Indestructible—the smallest worm at> well u 
he inost enormous of the celestial bodies.—the sand

m r.ln or the water drop as well as the blgtiest being in 
rcRtlon, man and his thoughts. Only the forms In 

। icli being manifesto Itself arc changing; but Being 
If remains eternally tbe same and linperlsbablo 

u we die we do not lose ourselves, but only out 
>nal consciousness. Wc lire on In nature. In oul
In our children. In our deeds. In our thoughts— 
jrt. In the entire material nnd physical conirlbu- 
hleh. during our short personal existence, wo 

'nmlshed tothe snltahtencc of mankind and of
In gen*'ml.”- Buechner

By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain

I This ü & work of great value, written by one of the 
■ keenest, most powerful and most truly religion« 1 ,, « • , m ,
I Ki.' p«t‘ciiiariy»work which । Outside tlie Gates, and Other Talesshould be put Into tbe band« of those who have freed , , . , - „ . ' . . t

themselves from the dogmtu of orthodoxy and from au^ ßketebcs. ” • * Bn * ” “ -
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will °**w

: atrengtnen tbe conviction of tbe free mind that mind
and senses are not tbe whole of life.

Tho chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual researcb. They ?bow vivid glimpses of a 
•“P“?»“’“?.™'?®™«’.» “»‘.will Boperecde moral, 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tbe childhood period of faith and fancy will be super
-Med by knowledge and facts. For sal* at this off!

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE

This work will be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Bomanlsmand 
tbe Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices should 
be read >y all. Price. 25c. .sold at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
in matters pertaining to physical, mental andsn’rMal 
health. Worth many times Ito cost. Price 10 cento

theTrights of man
By Thomai Paine. Parts I and II, Being an 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the French 

 

Bevolutlon. Post 8ro., 279 pages. Paper, 80 cental 
doth, 50 cents,

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with tho Trnl 
Shsracterot Mary Magdalene. By Geo. TV. Brown.

L D. Price, 15 cent».

: God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo» 

nel Ingersoll over wrote. In paper cover, with like' 
tessof author. Price, 10cents; twclvecapiesforllJW.

aud sketches. By & band of spirit Intelligences, 
through tbe mediumship of Mary Theresa Sbelbamer.
An excellent work. Trice 11.25.

Why She Became a Spiritualist,
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judioa. This book Bkouid be read by every Splrltuaiut Paw «.Hi 

nOBUSb 10 cents.

VOLTAIRE S niiMANCES.
“I choose that a atory abould be founded on prob

ability, and not always resemble a dream. I dealrc to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and 1 desire 
above all, that under tho appearances of fable, thera 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tbe discern
ing eye, though escape tbo observation of tu 
vulgar.”—Voltaire.

Cosrorrs: “Tbe White Bull,” a Satirical Bomanoe, 
“Zadlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Sago amj 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;” “Tbo Man 
of Forty Crown«;" “Tho Huron, or Pupil of ’Nature;" 

Mlcromcgas," a Satire on Mankind; “The World u 
It Goes;” "Tbe Blackdind the White; Memnon, th. 
Philosopher;" "Andra Des Touches at Slam;" “Bab- 
£x.e9' „The Study of Nature; “A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" “Plato’s Dream," “A Pleasure 11 
Having no Pleasure, "An Adventure In India;" 
“Jeahnot and Colin;“ ‘Travels of Scannentado; 
"The Good Brahmin i The Two Comfortera;" “Ah-'
cient Faith and Fable. “

One volume, post svo, 480 pages, with portrait and g) 
Illnstratlona. Extra vellum cloth, 11.501 pOBtage, 
15 cents,

“Voltaire's satire was keen and line-pointed u 1 
rapier.”—Magazine of Am. History. •

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.* 
—Boston Commonwealth. -
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TrtÇ. L/VW OF PERIODICITY

A Revelation of the Law of Destiny for Individuals, 
Nations and Churches

• A À

And a Demonstration that the Roman Church Is the Great 
' est Calamity Ever Inflicted Upon Mankind.

BY PROF. JOS. RODES BUCHANAN

: When in 1S97, suffering under physi-
cal.prostration, I published Periodicity 
'the law of life, with which I-had been 
¡familiar forty years, I was hot able to 
complete tlie task, and did not portray 
the wide scope of the science as a new 
law of destiny. But now as a new edi
tion is called for, it is my duty to pre
sent its claims more thoroughly and 
show that tills law has regulated hu
man destiny through all the ages that 
fire well known in history. .
" -I have looked over the progress of the 
centuries and found that periodicity is 
their fundamental law; and as that law 
determines the periods of good fortune 
and the periods of calamity, during the 
■past 2,400 years, tlie century always 
brings - what periodicity determines, 
and what might safely have been pre
dicted if the law had been known to 
tljA-prophetie.mlnd. And now that I 
ijiavq discovered and revealed this law, 

• we have-a sclfeiitlflc' basis for future 
predictions ln+ national affairs, aud if 
imy voice could be heard by our nation, 
rkw eoujd-Ke seriously listened to by our 
(blind, blundering rulers at Washington, 
it would avert many coming calamities 
for this'nation. But as the. Jaw works 
AutJts own fulfillment,! do not believe
Lis In the power of any mortal or;even 

dfthe hosts of heaven to prevent our 
Tifn coming calamities, though if tlie.; 
enlightened on earth would listen to 
reason or to the voices of the patriots 
who are watching over our nation, 
much might be done to moderate the 
intensity and shorten the duration of 
our coming calamities.
.! have been giving the wisdom'of the 

higher realms of the spirit world( In 
Primitive Christianity) to a nation that 

...doesanot heed it, where the vast ma
jority are asleep or blind, and do' hot’ 
know that their forefathers can speak 

■ to them, or that they enjoy a higher 
wisdom than ever existed in the king
dom of Mammon, or on any of the 
battle-fields of war and peace, which 

■ latter are as fatal to human life and 
human happiness as the bloody cam
paigns of Genghis Khan, Tamerlane 
and Napoleon.

THE LAW OF DESTINY.
' .-Though the desolating strife and suf

fering under despotisms and under 
sham republlce (such its ours) seems 
terrible to t'he roused conscience of so
cial reformers, who chronicle tlie vast 
Increase of crime, iusanlty, murder, 
pauperism and suicide now going on, 
that which we witness now is trivial 

" 'compared to the centuries which 
periodicity stamped as calamltlous, in 
which the living were often unable to 
bury the dead—periods in which wars 
'of extermination were the policy of the 
rjillng powers—a terrible history to I 
which few have given their attention. 
¡.The waves of the ocean know no 
mercy for man; neither does the giant 
wave of periodicity; but as the wise 

• have now some foresight as to seasons 
pf storm revealed by meteorology, so 
we may calculate the seasons of 

■calamity revealed by a new science 
Which rtists upon tlie foundation of uni
versal history, in which we may now 
see tlie laws of destiny.

Vibration is now the favorite word, 
and it relates to the most subtle interior 
forces; but its essential character is 
undulation, which is expressed in the 
undulatory theory of light, which is 

¡Illustrated in the undulatory laws of 
electricity and undulatory movements 
of fluids as seen in the ocean. The 
smaller and shorter the undulations or 
waves of the ocean, the less physical 

-power they have—the larger and longer 
■they are, the greater their physical 
force, as we see also in the transmis
sion of power by the elongated waves 
of electricity. This Illustrates the un- 
dulatory law at the bottom of period Ici- 

:Jty. Momentary influences produce 
limited and feeble results, but those 

; which operate through a year, a series 
_ of years or a century, produce grand re
sults, as the largest ocean waves may 
shatter ships or encroach on the land, 
having far greater power than tor
nadoes or cyclones.

Thus when we examine the undula
tions of centuries, we discover the 
gigantic forces that overwhelm nations, 
destroy empires, and chai ■ the whole
bourse of civilization. ruins of
many ancient cities that are known, 
and other ruins buried under the sands 
of the desert or under the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans, might indicate the 
causes of their destruction if they were 
•not treated in a vast antiquity, of 
Which nothing can now be known until 
the science of psychometry, which I 
have developed in vain (so far as the 
leaders of science are concerned), shall 
affiume its regal position in the sphere 
Of positive science, and demonstrate 
that the intellectual reach of the soul of 
man is not limited by space or time. 
My own published demonstrations of 

■■ this power were amply and unanswer
ably demonstrated by the most ad

-. vanced of American scientists. Wm.
Denton, but the sluggish colleges are as 

1. Indifferent to such demonstrations now
as they were In the times of Galileo and 
Harvey. But thè time is approaching 
when the secrets of forgotten ages will 

■■toe revealed and the ancient ruins of
America will be thoroughly understood. 
; But my present subject Is the law 
which has ruled all the past ages of 
humanity, and which is the same law 

■which rules the life of‘each individual 
>nd warns him when to act or be still, 
*s I have shown in Periodicity.

J This I have attested "by applying the 
law to all well-known historic periods

■ and consulting history to see how well 
■ that law has been obeyed. The answer 
i of history has been highly instructive 
। and has thrown an Intense light upon 
’ the career of the Roman Church, dem
' onstratlng what the ablest historians 

have seen and reported and what has 
often been illustrated in The Progress
Ive Thinker—that the career of that 
church has been the source of the 
greatest calamities endured by man
kind. -

‘ "I know not what Astrology would say 
of the destiny of ancient nations, for I 
have not had time to study it. I must 

1 leave that to its able students in the 
past aud in the present century, some 
of whom have stood in the foremost 
ranks of science, for there is so much of 
high importance to be learned which 
no one has attempted to master, that 
my life has been devoted to the vast 
unknown sciences which the learned 
parrots of the colleges have no desire 
to explore, and nothing but a hostile 
jealousy for those who do explore them.

UNPROGRESSIVE COLLEGES.
There Is no more excuse for the col

leges in refusing to investigate .psy
chometry, which .has so often been 
demonstrated, than for'their steady re
fusal to- investigate psychic science, 
which has been demonstrated by the 
world’s ablest scientists, including the 
president of the British Scientific Asso
ciation, Sir.Wm. Crookes, Spiritualism 
was demonstrated almost nineteen cen
turies ago . by the materialization of 
Jesus, and the world has admitted the 
fact, but has stubbornly refused to ad
mit that it could be repeated, and will 
continue Its stubborn denial until its in

, tqUegt Is..released from the spell put 
upon It by priestcraft and the swords 
of Roman Emperors, who rank among 
the world’s greatest criminals, but cer
tainly not greater criminals than the 
founders of the Roman Church, whose 
frauds and infamies.have been so often 
shown in The Progressive Thinker, and 
so firmly and completely demonstrated 
In my Primitive Christianity, showing 
that the Roman Church was much 
worse than a Pagan fraud—much 
worse than anything ever presented as 
a religion.

That church (and Its various off
shoots) whose criminality has been so 
fully exposed by Father Chiniquy, be
ing the most powerful ally of despotism 
and propagator of superstitious ignor
ance and sanctimonious fraud, there is 
no more urgent duty incumbent on the 
friends of progress than the entire de
struction of its historical foundation In 
fraud, which has been so effectually 
done in Primitive Christianity, by prov
ing most unanswerably its Pagan ori
gin, its antagonism to the Christianity 
of Jesus, and the forgeries incorporated 
into the Bible, which it has supported 
by forgery, fraud and Actions uttered 
by its most eminent authors, such as 
St. Augustine, Tertullian, Eusebius, 
and its bishops. As this historical 
refutation was never accomplished or 
even attempted until at my own risk I 
performed the task, without a solitary 
supporter and with the entire world ar
rayed against me, have 1 not a right to 
demand that every sincere Spiritualist 
should read my demonstration and 
make it known to his friends, Instead 
of sustaining the Roman forgeries by 
quoting from the Bible as if it was ail 
authentic document, based upon true 
history, instead of being as it is the 
most flagrant and wicked imposture 
ever forced upon human credulity, 
which is absolutely without defense 
when summoned to trial; for no clergy
man of respectable ability would dare to 
face me in print or in person, upon the 
question of its fraudulent origin. Its 
greatest champion, St. Augustine, two 
centuries after the canonical Testament 
appeared, was unable to make any de
fense when fraud was charged by 
Bishop Faustus; and every Spiritualist 
should . be able to defend his faith 
against church orthodoxy by proving 
that the orthodoxy arrayed against us 
is the greatest fraud ever current in in
telligent society, and vastly inferior in 
moral principles to Spiritualism, which 
is continually refreshed from the angel 
world, and is destined to rule the world 
as predicted by St. John, whom Dr. 
Peebles pronounced a man of deep

plied to history, it affirms that we can 
discover seven great periods in all 
known history in which the sixth pe
riod Is the time of calamity, and if we 
take subdivisions of the great periods, 
we shall And when we start according 
to law, the same septimal grouping or 
classification of periods in which the 
sixth is invariably unfortunate gnd in 
the common opinion of mankind (as 
relates to human life) has always been 
recognized as a period in which we may 
expect death unless by superior in
heritance and superior knowledge of 
the laws of life we rise superior to the 
general destiny of men. I have verified 
these laws minutely in my own life, in 
the lives of my friends and of strangers 
whom I have often astonished at our 
first interview by telling them of their 
calamities, not by any intuition or im
pression, but by the simple application 
of a law which any one can easily ap
ply when Instructed.

I had no thought of publishing this 
discovery until a wise friend, seeing its 
truth and its great practical value,

the kingdom of Mammon o$ the power 
‘of tyranny.

Exact calculation shows that Jesus 
came near the center of!this age of 
illumination, bpt in a time.unpropitious 
for himself, as flfty yetirs earlier br a 
hundred years later would have been
more fortunate. The 'bright age of 
Jesus and his apostles was surrounded 
by the constellation or Greek philoso
phy and literature, the eloquence of De
mosthenes and Cicero,: the virtues of 
the Stoics, the wisdom, of Epicurus, 
Socrates and Plato, audTn short by " 
lustre of fifty names inscribed on

the 
the

prophetic mind and who 
nlzed by all who enter
sphere.

This subject is of such

is so recog- 
hls spiritual

transcendent
importance that it has led me off from 
my great theme, the law of destiny, 
called periodicity, which like a calcium 
light at night illuminates what are 
justly called the Dark Ages, when sci
ence and literature were utterly 
crushed and Europe in its moral dark
ness was entirely barbarian under the 
despotism of the church of barbarism.'

WAVELIKE PROGRESS.
It is commonly believed that mankind 

have long been advancing in intelli
gence and all the elements of civiliza
tion. and consequently that the farther 
back we go the more utterly barbarous 
and ignorant the human race will be 
found. Periodicity on the other hand 
affirms that the progress of mankind Is 
a wavelike progress, ruled, by mathe
matical laws and that in certain cen
turies designated ■ by the science, the 
race rises to higher conditions and in 
certain other centuries It, falls from the 
Zenith to the Nadir, of moral degen
eracy, Ignorance, social misery, despair, 
crime and pestilence, and these opposite 
conditions alternate. . ■

When the law of periodicity Is ap-

urged me to give it to the public, as I 
did in a little volume called Periodicity 
(sold at 75 cents), which I produced 
when I was in the midst of my own 
dangerous period and was for ten 
months confined to ' " ' "
nounced that my

the house, and an- 
end was probably

near; but by the aid of spirit friends, 
the conditions they brought around me 
and my own medical knowledge, I have 
passed the crisis and hope to do much 
more work before the end arrives 
which cannot be very far off, as white 
hairs have long indicated.

The little work hastily prepared last 
year, referred chiefly to individual 
Ilves, to family relations In marriage 
and parentage, to the illustrations 
given in the life of Napoleon and in the 
destiny of our own country from its 
origin. But now another edition being 
called for, I have given Periodicity its 
most critical test aud the fullest proof 
of Its scientific value, by applying it to 
the entire range of reliable history, 
which is about twenty-four centuries, 
In which I find it as reliable as in appli
cation to my own life and the lives of 
my friends, and the relations of persons 
to each other as husband and wife, pa
rent and child, comrade in business, or. 
ancestral heredity—and periods of dis
ease, mistakes and misfortunes. ;

It is fully demonstrated that Nature 
recognizes one uniform law for Individ
uals, for nations and for all great move
ments. The fortunes and tragedies of 
each human life occupy comparatively 
small periods and are therefore limited 
like the waves of a small bay, but the 
fortunes and misfortunes of nations, 
like the waves of the ocean’s greatest 
depths, are of terrific power, and the 
reader will hardly be able to realize in 
his Imagination the terrors and horrors 
of the centuries which periodicity des
ignates as calamitous epochs.

To give a clear idea of periodicity in 
history, I would state that when we 
look over twenty-four centuries we find 
by the law four centuries predestined to 
calamity. The dates of these four cen
turies extend from A. D. 1090 to A. D. 
1433. After the end of this supreme 
reign of calamity, there comes a period 
of comparative rest and progress, ex
tending from 1433 to 1776, the origin of 
our republic, and as much farther as 
we carry the calculation. In this minor 
period there are minor calamities for 
our country, designated by the same 
law, occupying the years from 1078 to 
1727. In those ominous years for our 
country the American colonies were 
threatened with conquest and destruc
tion by the French Catholic empire 
under the moral monster Louis XIV., 
who made war on Protestant liberty, 
driving out half a million of the best 
citizens of France, and sent the Jesuits 
Marquette and Lasalle as pioneers to 
seize America—an attempt so success
ful that the Catholic French occupied 
Canada and seized the Mississippi Val
ley, acquiring a territory twenty times 
as large as that of our ancestors whom 
they would have hemmed In on the At
lantic coast and Anally conquered if the 
military resources of Louis had been 
sufficient; and the Pope would have 
ruled from the Atlantic to the Pacific In 
alliance with French despotism. But 
Washington confronted our enemies on 
the West, and the Northern States bat
tled with Canada, and in the half cen
tury before 1776 periodicity designates 
the hostile years 1762 to 1769, in which 
British arrogance attempted our sub
jugation, but was met by American 
courage. -

BLACKEST CENTURIES.
I have traced the periodic law in the 

18th and 19th ceinturles, but I drop 
that subject to show the brightest and 
the blackest centuries the world has 
ever known, In which we And a lesson 
that should be deeply impressed on the 
mind of every lover of liberty—a lesson 
which Spiritualism enforces and which 
has been so often presented in The Pro
gressive Thinker.

There was a bright and beneAcent 
period of progress for humanity which 
began according to periodicity not 
when Europe woke up under the
Reformation, and what is called 
Renaissance of art and literature,

the 
but

twenty-four centuries ago in Greece 
and Egypt, Rome, Media, Babylon and. 
Palestine, 625 years before the year one 
of tile Christian era, corresponding to 
the time when Babylon was in its glory, 
supplied with libraries, when Chal
deans were advanced in astronomy and 
astrology.

This period lasted about 900 years, 
and in this period appeared the three 
honest and upright religions of Chinn, 
India and Palestine, in the advent of 
Confucius, Buddha, Socrates, and the 
pre-eminent spirituality of the inspired 
martyr of Galilee, Jesus, whose re
ligion will be in time restored by mod
ern Spiritualism—a religion of rev
olutionary and fraternal nature—a pro
test against aristocricy—a religion of 
justice and courage, free from the 
errors of all his predecessors, for he 
uttered' none of the Confucian Con
servatism which has kept China stag
nant—nor of the effeminate pessimism 
of Buddha, which unfits men for the 
heroic ditties of life—nor thé pure in 
tellectuality of Socrates, based upon 
the error that Intelligence alone Is com
petent to reform society and abolish

rolls of Immortality,
FRAUD AND FORGERY.

Why did not this dawn of Intelli
gence, art, eloquence and nobility go on 
as dawn advances on to-day? Destiny 
did not allow It. Periodicity says that 
a thousand years of degeneracy was 
then inevitable. Humanity was at the 
summit of the wave, turning down to a 
gloomy fate which it Realized lu the 
12th century, beginning distinctly lu 
the year 1100 and running on with in
creasing horror to 1433,1 leaving a moral 
aud Intellectual desolation from the 
effeqts of which we have not yet re
covered; nor has the lesson of history 
been learned. Nearly, four centuries 
were one mad riot of crnelty, Ignorance, 
superstitious ferocity, social corruption, 
robbery, assassination ! aud licentious
ness, which would seém incredible if 
faithful historians hadjnot recorded it. 
But few seek or read this gloomy his
tory and realize Its powerful cause. 
The church pever does, for the church 
is most profoundly and willfully ig
norant of Its own early 'history. You 
cannot persuade an orthodox clergy
man to face It.

The principal cause was the estab
lishment at Rome, by. fraud and for
gery, of a pretended church, originated 
in the most corrupt and cruel period of 
Roman history, when Tacitus and 
Josephus agree as to the total moral 
corruption of the,population of Rome— 
a church which never, presented any 
credible evidence of its claims, and 
was simply a political conspiracy to 
conquer the world under a supreme 
tyrant at Rome. .

That church, Its popes and bishops, 
have never given up their claim to rule 
the entire world and to -punish by 
death, Imprisonment, military slaughter 
or burning alive’, all who refuse to sub
mit to its power, and most especially 
those who claim thpi' the, religion of 
Jesus was. humb)e, Slnfi', peaceful and 
rational. How many- millions: it has 
murdered in'these various ways could' 
not be accurately stated, but for many’ 
years fires were almost constantly 
burning In European cities ready for. 
victims, and those who are now called 
mediums were hunted and dragged to 
death in greater numbers than any 
other class, though lu a single massacre 
in one night, flfty to seventy thousand 
Protestants were assassinated on St 
Bartholomew's day In France, and the 
assassination celebrated with a Te 
Deum by Pope Gregory' XIII. We have 
no record of a Pope that was not. ready 
to execute or burn alive any one in hl's 
power who would not acknowledge his 
authority, unless it was Pope Clement 
XIA7., who was so shocked by the 
crimes of the Jesuits that for “the 
peace of the church" he Issued a bull 
abolishing forever the Jesuit society, a 
few years before our Declaration of 
Independence. But as that Jesuit so
ciety represented the interior prin
cipally of the priesthood, they, have 
crawled into power again, in spite of 
their disgrace and their praises are pro
claimed in American cities with 
scarcely a newspaper that dares to pro
claim the truth. '

Clement lived in fear '.of the Jesuits, 
and It was affirmed by Talleyrand that 
he was poisoned. But assassination by 
poisoning was not extraordinary in the 
lAapai court. Pope Alexander A7!., tlie 
most Infamous of all,1 Imperial and 
Papal rulers, was well described .by his 
friendly biographer id a late Cos
mopolitan magazine as to general who 
made war by assassination. He was 
accustomed to sell the office of cardinal 
and poison the purchaser to seize his 
property; but when for the last time he 
attempted to poison one of the car
dinals, the poisoned wine was by mis
take given to himself and It ended his 
infamous life. That excellent historian, 
J. C. Hittell, says It was extensively ru
mored that fourteen other Popes had 
been poisoned, “and until the end of the 
last century the leading members of the 
Papal court were in the habit of having 
tasters who purchased all the supplies, 
watched the preparation of all dishes, 
attended at the table and tasted every 
article of food and drink before it was 
given to the master. AVhen a cardinal 
dined with the Pope, and when the 
Pope dined with a cardinal, the guest 
took bls own wine and butler with him 
as a matter of security. The atmos
phere of crime, dishonesty and distrust 
pervaded the Papal court for centuries 
after it had disappeared in other 
Christian countries.”

POPERY.
If we^personify as “The Pope,” the 

255 Popes' that have attempted to rule 
and plunder mankind through eighteen 
centuries we might say that The Pope 
is the maximum criminal of all ages— 
guilty of all the crimes that have ever 
been punished by law and ?many that 
the law has never reached. Neither 
the pirates of the oeean, the cannibals 
of savage islands ¡ por the criminal 
gangs of the wórstr.tities can present 
any worse or more horrid primes than 
The Pope has been repeating boldly and 
boastfully until thp- Clyilization of the 
19th century and Alie loss of power has 
tied his hands, so that he can no longer 
in person or by agents sustain the slave 
trade on the African/»coast, nor the 
slaughter of moré, than -twelve millions 
in America of the most "innocent and 
"harmless population,?)#any contineiit, 
nor carry on a war,of- extermination in ■ 
Europe, as cruel as tliat in Cuba, upon 
which he has smiled in approbation, 
nor pollute society everywhere by the’ 
aid of licentious priests} and make war 
upon scholars, librarlos; apd-literature, 
nor carry, bn public fórg&fies for swin
dling purposes. ": '

It is necessary that 'these truths 
should be plainly told,7, for this gigantic 
and wealthy combination of priests, the

traveling battalions of the church, has 
been ¡pble to silence the press almost 
everywhere and keep the public almost 
entirely Ignorant of its true character, 
though IJ is amply recorded in history.

To understand It rightly we must 
look .at the four centuries in which it 
was the. master of Europe with un
limited power in crime, commonly 
called Jhe Dark Ages, but which might 
more properly be called the bloody 
ages, the location of which is fixed by 
Periodicity prior to 1433.

These are not doubtful or debatable 
matters. The criminals have over and 
over confessed their guilt even as 
priests now confess it in Spain. We 
have the witnesses even from the Dark 
Ages ; among the most conspicuous 
members of this brigand church. Its 
own special historian, Cardinal Baro
nlus, -who once came near being its 
Pope,' and wrote its history into the 
12th century, said: “Many shocking 
monsters were elevated to the Papal 
chair who were guilty of robbery, 
assassination, sacrilege, perjury, and 
all kinds of miscreancy.” Why not— 
when it was the doctrine openly 
maintained that the Pope had a right 
to do these things and no one had a 
right to censure him.

There were four Popes in the Dark 
Ages named Honorlus, and one of 
them'(I forget which) said: “In think
ing-over the lives of my predecessors 
in ¡Peter's chair, I see not how a Pope 
can be saved.” But neither Honorlus 
nor 'any other Pope has ever put up 
any’Jilgher standard or given up the 
Pope’s right to commit perjury, rob
bery, forgery, lying and murder in be
half of the church or for his own 
pleasure; and Honorlus himself was 
one of the greatest criminals, having 
devoted himself to carrying on the ex
termination of the original Prussians 
and seizing their lauds, to compel them 
to .submit to what he called Chris
tianity, which was himself. There 
never was a greater swindle upon man
kind than cal'lng an orthodox church 
Christianity. And though it has been 
greatly Improved by knocking out the 
head robber, the Pope, it is a swindle 
still, though practiced by Ignorant 
dupes who are often good people and 
think they are fulAlllng the highest 
¡duty In circulating a counterfeit gospel, 
■the great source of ancient Ignorance 
and the desolation of nations. Strong 
delusions often border on insanity. 
The delusion of believing wine human 
(blood, and bread human flesh destroys 
-tlie power of reason. This was a Pagan 
doctrine, but-the Pagans-did not mur
der those who rejected it.

All Catholic writers, Catholic priests 
and Catholic saints uphold the right of 
Popes and Cardinals to commit crimes 
for the benefit of the chureh, for It was 
by forgeries and murders that they ob
tained all of their power. It is curious 
(a Catholic curiosl|yj that their best 
men uphold thes'e Criminals as having 
divine authority and at the same time 
confess as did St. Bonaventura, whom 
they call "the seraphic doctor,” and an 
eminent cardinal and saint: “Rome Is 
the 'harlot who makes kings aud na
tions drunk with the wine of abomina
tions. The princes of the church are 
fornicators, robbers, and the children 
of the devil, and by their sins they 
have corrupted the whole world.” Yet 
Bonaventura and all their other authors 
and priests do their utmost to sustain 
these criminals in power, to exercise 
their criminal energy upon mankind as 
the representatives of divine power— 
yet habitually doing things too horrible 
or too disgusting to describe, and while 
claiming Biblical authority which they 
should know is largely a forgery
hiding the Bible from their dupes and 
punishing as a criminal the man (not a 
priest) who has a copy that he can 
read—for Hildebrand, the greatest 
Pope, claimed that God did not want 
the people to understand the Bible. 
This was quite natural, as no dealer in 
counterfeit money wants his notes 
critically inspected.

But as it has always been held proper 
by priests to keep the people in ignor
ance, and lie for the benefit of the 
church, Its doctrines are presented with 
all the skill of the confidence man, and 
in all the colors of the chameleon
even claiming lately to be the cham
pions of purity, of liberty of thought 
and of scientific progress—and I know 
of priests harmonizing with Spiritual
ism and animal magnetism, though 
the church officially has always pro
hibited them, and no doubt some of 
them will claim It in favor of Bible 
reading!!

Thus are the credulous gulled; but to 
understand the relation of Romanism 
to humanity we mtist look where 
Periodicity points to the horrors of four 
centuries when bloodthirsty ferocity 
ruled an ignorant world—not for the 
sake of seeing the horrible, but for the 
sake of the deeply interesting lesson 
that it gives us, which I will present in 
a second number.

Sends a.Club of Ten,
To the Editor-—I want to tell you „ 

the grand lectures given by those faith
ful advocates of Spiritualism and truly 
Inspired teachers, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.

of

Sprague. Next "Sunday will close their 
engagement of two months with our 
society. We wish we could have them 
with us for one year, but they go on
ward to bless others. This is their first 
visit to this part of the country, and I 
know they will be highly welcomed 
back in the future if we can arrange to 
secure their services.

Our dear sister Anna L. Robinson 
was with us two Sundays In October, 
and we hope tó -ave her again in the 
not distant future.

I have taken The Progressive Think
er since its first issue and am glad you 
have the ability to do so much good in 
the cause of the-angels, for I know the 
splritrworld really are our inspirerà lu 
every good word and work. "Without 
their unselfish lore and labor we could 
Irave nti Spiritualism, but we may. be 
angels If we work'for the good of hu
manity, prompted by dlvlne.love or'un- 
selfish endeavor for the good, the ben
efit and uplifting of humanity, and this 
you are doing-through the paper and 
the bo6ks you ate putting into the 
hands of tire people.

Alliance, 0. ~ S. S. ROCKHILL,

DESTRUCTIVE WORK OF VENGEFUL
Remarkable Occurrences That Took Place 

Factory,

Having had a remarkable proof of the 
power of spirit to do good In staying 
the ravages and destruction caused by 
undeveloped and revengeful unseen 
forces, I take the liberty of addressing 
you in regard to the same. This case 
has been known for two years, has 
been widely advertised by reason of 
personal investigation as well as by the 
leading papers of San Francisco. The 
destruction and manifestations have 
been simply marvelous, aud they have
upset and 
assertions 

Visitors 
struck by

demolished the theories and 
of all skeptics.
aud Investigators have been 
soap, etc., that came flying

through the air from all directions, and 
some have had to flee from the prem
ises. At the time the lady called on me 
for a reading, It was so terrible In dam
age and destruction that with the un
pleasant notoriety added to it, that it 
was a very serious question whether or 
not the business would not have to 
cease entirely. I felt Impressed that 
good and strong spiritual forces could 
rid the factory of the demoralizing 
forces, and was assured by my friends 
and helpers from the spirit side of life, 
that it could and would be done.

Five influences were concerned in Ilie 
depredations and the number dwindled 
down In the two weeks to one, aud 
Anally that spirit departed.

It all proved to me that our lives and 
surroundings are to a certain extent 
governed by spirit influences, which 
can either do good or so-called evil, 
hence it is our duty to develop our fac
ulties in an intelligent manner, learn 
the power of our own spirit and how to 
control the ignorant and undisciplined 
who would seek to lead us astray.

This factory is the leading industry 
of San Francisco, composed of men of 
integrity. They have suffered greatly 
but now they are freed from the mis
guided souls who damaged their busi
ness in ignorance.

Enclosed you will And ajrue state
ment of the occurrence signed by the 
treasurer of the company.

Hoping you can find room for the 
publication of the same, I remain yours

:for truth, 0. WALTER LYNN.
San Jose, Cal. 1

THE DEMONSTRATION’S.
Tlie manifestations of the unseen 

powers were Arst discovered at our 
Yucca Root Toilet Soap and Perfumery 
Works, situated at Nos. 1155-1157 Mis
sion street, San Franelsco, Cai. They 
began in the absence of our manager 
from the city, about two years ago.

Tlie girls employed in the press room 
complained to me that the goods were 
fii’ing around the room without any 
visible power, but for the space of two 
days I paid no attention to the girls' 
statements, as I was a total unbeliever 
In spiritual phenomena. When our 
manager returned to the city, the same 
complaints were made to him, and as 
he too was an absolute unbeliever in 
the supernatural, he slnjply passed the 
matter by, with the idea that the girls 
were playing pranks upon one another.

I then went into the press room, re
solved to find out the cause of the dis
turbance. I saw the goods flying about 
the room (soap, etc.) without any vis
ible power of propulsion. I knew that 
out' manager would only believe his 
own eyes, and without any comment I 
called him into the room. He saw 
what I have described, but attributed 
the cause to some of the help who 
might be hid In some part of the room. 
He was very angry and said in a loud 
voice that anyone who would be caught 
throwing anything about the room 
would be discharged Instantly.

Well—I knew that the help bad noth
ing to do with it, but I did not say so. 
I merely suggested that all the help be 
called together at one end of the room, 
which was done, and still the goods 
were flying about in all directions, fre
quently striking us. .

We then set about In earnest to find 
out if possible the cause of the disturb
ance, and after two days’ efforts in that 
direction we were no nearer a solution 
of the mystery. We then went to the 
Chief of Police, and asked for detec
tives to assist us. Three detectives 
were assigned to help us, and staid in 
the room and factory three days in suc
cession, but they too had to give it up 
and confess themselves as baffled.

Newspaper reporters came in, but 
some of them only passed through the 
room, asked a few questions and then 
went out, thinking probably that they 
were being made the victims of a prac
tical joke. The San Francisco Call re
porters however (two reporters and one 
artist), staid in the room several hours, 
saw everything as we did, and their 
artist took pictures of the different 
phases of the phenomena.

The report and pictures were pub
lished in the “Cali” next morning, and 
when the other papers saw that the 
“Call” had got ahead of them, they 
made a burlesque of the affair, and held 
the “Call’ to ridicule. These manifesta
tions continued for about three weeks, 
breaking nearly all the rear windows in 
the-meantime; after which all man
ifestations ceased for several weeks, 
perhaps two or three months, after 
which they were renewed with more 
virulence than before, destroying a 
large portion of our stock of goods.

No record of the duration of these 
manifestations has been kept, they 
would give Intervals of rest, and the 
last manifestations were always worse 
than the previous ones, until our busi
ness was In serious danger of entire de
struction, and there ¡was iio alternative 
blit to move away from the building, at 
great expense and loss of time.

But we had reckoned without our 
host,-, because the damage that was 
done in the hew place, was simply ap
palling. . Our; most. expensive goods in 
the perfumery department were de
stroyed by the gallon and frequently by 
the'five gallons, and the bottles and jars 
smashed to atoms, and the pieces flying
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indiscriminately about t 
both help and proprietors.

and injuring

Even the clothes of one’s person were 
not safe from molestation. Hats were 
belug taken from the girls’ heads and 
torn into strips and thrown on the floor, 
ignited with fire, aud added to this fires 
were started by invisible agencies 
evidently to burn the factory.

But all cannot be told here of the va
rious phenomena that occurred to our 
annoyance and that caused us untold 
expense. • .

It would seem incredible to anyone 
but an eye-witness, and they were 
many.

I will state further, that everything 
occurred in broad daylight during 
Working hours, never at night nor' 
when we were not lu the building. It 
is of course needless to say that we 
were idle all this time, in trying to find 
out tlie cause aud remedy. Various 
mediums were consulted, all giving 
different reasons for the cause and 
remedy, some of them contenting them
selves by saying that it was a problem 
for us to solve, or else this force would 
break up our business. But how were 
we to solve the problem i

In this dilemma, a very worthy lady 
of San Jose, Cal., who knew of our 
troubles, had a consultation with 
C. Walter Lynn, the gifted psyehom- 
etrist and and automatic writer ,of No. 
223 West San Fernando street, San 
Jose. Through his mediumship she 
was assured that with his power and 
the strong spirit Influences In connec-' 
tion with him, this destructive force 
would be removed, lie claiming that it 
was all done through the ignorance of 
undeveloped spirits who had been 
wronged In earth life and were wreak
ing their vengeance on Innocent parties.

He wrote me a communication of 
twenty-seven pages purporting to be 
from the spirits of several very prom
inent men, who were at one time well 
known in San Francisco, assuring us 
that they would assist in protecting us 
from those depredations caused by 1g- 
norant and revengeful spirits who wertj 
Injuring innocent people. We very 
naturally doubted these assertions, 
when so many trials of all kinds had 
been made In vain. ■■ •

It hardly seemed possible that we 
could be singled out for this destructive 
force, from a cause altogether remote 
from anything over which we could 
have had any control.

We were assured that the destruction 
would cease in two weeks, and to our 
surprise and most genuine satisfaction 
wo have been left in peace since the 
two weeks aforesaid were up. and now 
about eight weeks have elapsed and 
there is no evidence whatever of the 
destructive agency remaining about our
premises.

We are crowded with work and
everything in a normal and peaceful 
condition.

'Die unseen force seemed marvelous 
lu destructive power, ami I certainly 
consider the influences tliat could bring 
about the cessation of the same fully as 
wonderful. II. II. LAMBERT, ''■ 
Treasurer Yucca Root Toilet Soap and

Perfumery Company.

TORONTO, CANADA
The Cause Is Prospering,

lo tlie Editor:—Now that tlie engage
ment of Mrs. Sheets aud Mrs. Maggie 
Waite has drawn to a close with the 
Toronto Spiritual Association, a letter •' 
from this place might be acceptable to 
your readers. It has been a treat not ’ 
only to the Spiritualists of Toronto but 
to the citizens at large to listen to such ' 
representatives of Spiritualism as thé ■' 
society has brought here so far this h - 
season. Mrs. Abbie Sheets with her 
kindly disposition, her eloquent dis
courses. and winning wav. has made " 
hosts of friends here. Mrs. Waite has 
drawn thousands to the meetings by 
her wonderful demonstrations. Both 
left behind them a memento of good 
that will never be forgotten in this, the - 
city of churches. From the commence- ' 
ment of Mrs. Maggie M alte s work; 
who was here a month previous to Mrs. 
Abbie Sheets, there has not been a dull 
meeting. Upwards of twenty thousand 
people have attended the meetings dur- - 
ing the three mouths’ engagement of * 
Mrs. Waite, the theatre being crowded • 
to the doors every Sunday, with the ex- , 
ception of one stormy Sunday night 
when there were nearly six hundred 
people in the building. -

Mrs. AA’alte's work has been marvel
ous. She has shaken the foundations , 
of orthodoxy. She is one of the most ' 
determined workers I ever saw. Like 
Mrs. Sheets her face is perfectly ■ 
illumined when under spirit Influence. 
Under the guidance of these two work- • 
ers audiences have been held spell
bound. Toronto is now ripe for Spirit
ualism. Give us such other workers as 
Clegg Wright. Professor Lockwood. Ed
gar Emerson, or Mr. Wiggens. Toronto 
will not accept a speaker that murders 
the Queen’s English, or a guessing kind 
of medium—tliat has been the trouble 
with our cause—such workers have 
done more to destroy societies than all 
the fake materializing shows that have 
ever been given. It does not pay to en-' 
gage so and so because they are cheap. 
Such talent is dear at any price. If so- ■ 
cieties would seek men and women of-’ ' 
refinement, education, character, and ' 
ability, our cause would make more 
rapid strides. I like thé idea of Mosés i 
Hull—we need, schools for our workers; • 
it is essential; what is the cause of all 
this excitement and interest here in 
Toronto? It is the result of the reflué- 
ment, character, and! ability of-, our -
workers ■ this ’ season. • The .veteran . ■ 
Lyman 0. Howe, who was here, should - 
be kept constantly, engaged. .
- • • -WALTER MCDOUGAL. '• 
. ■ Toronto, .Canada; s ■ ‘ »-• n
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straightened himself and found his limbs once more free, 
he sank down into the great leather' chair and gazed with 
weary, bloodshot eyes at the monster, who was now never 
absent from him.

i
Obsession.7
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AFTER HER DEATH.
INSPIRED BY CHARLES DICKENS. .
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nThe Accusing Spirit
J V ill - " :■

Grace waaimucjvbroken in spirit and did not now think 
of becoming president of the* United States. She had 
even lost eight of> the ballot, and her wheel lay idle; the 
cornering on wheat did not tempt her as usual. .

Mr. Scoriss and his daughter had found that money 
could not vrestoifei। Raphael’s reason. The doctors had 
pronouncedriiim a hopeless, raving maniac; deep gloom 
settled doivn: upbQ;the household, and gloom black as the 
deepest midnight-settled upon father and daughter; one 
now widowed for-good, the other motherless.

Mr. Scoriss became moody, morose and deeply deject
ed. He sadly neglected his business, and his millions be
gan to vanish oiie by one, Other robbers wanted his 
money and took advantage of the situation, little dream
ing that equally awful retribution would surely be meted 
out to each severally, according to the deed, or deeds 
committed. '

Father Antone departed the next day, and Marjery 
breathed more freely. It would be a number of weeks be
fore he would return. Much might transpire within that 
time, and the young girls’s face once more took on its 
happy, girlish expression. Clarence, too, seemed brighter 
and better than he had been for some time past; but Lady 
O’Donnell was more devout than ever—-in fact, she ap-
pealed • nearly demented on religious subjects. She 
seemed to think of little elsp than to murmur prayers and 
make the sign of the cross on all occasions, She kept a 
bottle of holy water with which she sprinkled Claranee, 
Marjery and herself many times a day, and by every de
vice known to her faith tried to exorcise the evil spirit 
which she asserted was trying to tempt her children to 
their souls’ eternal misery. She would not allow either 
Clarence of Marjery to say one word in their own defense. 
If one or the other ventured to open his or her lips she 
would immediately silence him or her by repeating pray
ers, crossing them and herself and have recourse to the 
holy water.

'Marjery found that her endeavors to influence her 
mother in her favor, that she might retract her command 
about preparing to take the veil, were of no avail and so 
she and her brother kept by themselves as much as 
possible.

Lord O’Donnell’s opinions were entirely dominated by 
his wife; and if Marjery could not move her mother she 
could not hope to influence her father. Thus a few weeks 
passed by, but each evening at sunset Marjery might have 
been seen stealing forth from the side entrance and along 
the path which led to the old tower; and but for the fate 
which was impending over her she would have been very 
happy. ******

There was trouble at the Scoriss mansion. The phy
sicians had pronounced Raphael insane. If he were to be 
kept at home his room must be padded, his windows 
heavily barred; no matches or fire of any kind could be 
allowed within it; no knife or fork or sharp instrument; 
a heavy iron grating must be inserted in his door; no 
glass; nothing with which he could injure himself or 
others; moreover, a strong male nurse and two powerful 
attendants must be engaged. ' •

For the last few days Raphael had become much worse. 
He was howling and shrieking alternately. He would i 
hold long arguments with an invisible monster, no voice 
being heard but his own. He would hurl anything which 
came to his hand at an imaginary object. He would : 
attempt to take his own life in various ways. He had 
tried to cut his own throat with a caseknife. He had :
hurled his cup, glass and plate at the head of the waitress. 
He had smashed all the furniture within Mb seeping 
apartment. He had broken out every pane of glass in his 
room, and hurled the casements to the street below, and 
was about to jump after them when he was seized by the 

. footman, together with the coachman, and pinioned.
■ ' Mr. Scoriss stood haggard, with wild-eyed fright, giving 
orders; and the young man was bound hand and foot with 
strong ropes. The doctors were hastily summoned. 
They pronounced him violently insane; and not until all 
the foregoing orders had been carried out could he be 
unbound.

All had at last been accomplished, and the powerful 
attendants were cutting the cords which bound the un
happy victim—a victim to his own and his father’s per
verted desires to obtain money and power at any cost, no 
matter who might be wronged, or how much any one 
might suffer through the vile practice of buying up and 
holding the necessary and staple articles of life, that the 
widow and the fatherless and the poor generally would be 
brought to want and suffering thereby.

Mr. Scoriss the elder was now reaping that which he 
had sown. He and his son had sought unlimited power, 
no matter how obtained; and they were now reaping the 
power which belongs to a maniac. They had grasped at 
wealth, no matter who might be robbed in consequence; 
but a raging imbecile has not much use for money.

Mrs. Scoriss had died some months previous. Grace’s 
nerves were somewhat shattered, and she longed to get 
away from it all and go abroad.

e must now ask a very pertinent question.
Was Raphael Scoriss really insane or was he obsessed 

by an evil spirit? Or, rather, was he haunted by a vile, 
wicked being, out of the material body, who had led a life 
of monstrous iniquity when on earth and had not yet risen 
out of that awful condition?

Raphael had determined long since to defy and fight 
the monster and that was how it came about that every
thing breakable had already been broken; but the more 
he raged the better pleased the monster appeared, Ra
phael sank into the great chair exhausted from his long 
confinement. He eyed Ms wrists and ankles where the 
ropes had cut deep furrows into the flesh. "

_ “Ha-ha! Ha-ha!” laughed the monster hoarsely. “Why 
didn’t they tie me instead of you?” and he commenced a 
curious, serpentine jig in the centre of the table; and 
when Ms motions had become so rapid that Raphael’s eyes 
could hardly follow them, he leaped upon the young man 
and coiled his serpent legs about Ms neck. Raphael tore 
at Ms throat, madly endeavoring to unwind and tear them 
away. AU to no purpose, however.” .

“ You had best be quiet,” laughed the monster. “There, 
I will leave you now, for I want to talk with you.”

Thereupon he squat himself upon the table once more.
“How do you like your quarters, now, my hearty?” 

Can’t do much mischief now, can you? You begin to per
ceive that it is perfectly useless to fight a foe invisible to 
others? Your best way is to yield to the inevitable. I 
shall remain with you as long as I see fit—as long as I 
find pleasure in so doing. Oh, you needn’t look about for 
something to throw at me. Everything available has 
been removed. Then, how extremely foolish of you to 
throw things at me, for you know right well that you.can
not hurt me. Keep quiet. I want to talk with you a lit
tle. Juno Galeria did not kill O’Donnell; she tried to, 
but failed. So you are not actually guilty of murder in a 
material sense; but you are in a spiritual sense. The Ga- 
lerias, mother and daughter, together with O’Donnell, are 
now safe in the old country. I have a notion that I would 
like to go there myself. You and I might be much hap
pier together if you would agree to it. If you would like 
to go to Ireland, I could soon bring matters about to suit 
us. If you' were to keep qniet for two or three weeks, 
your father would take you for your health. I don’t think 
either of us will enjoy ourselves in this padded, iron- 
bound room. You have not been reasonable with me__
that’s the trouble. I am not so low in the scale yet, that 
one may not use reason with me; but when you try to fight ■ 
me, why, that raises my ire and determines me to let you 
know which is the stronger.”

Raphael sat eying the monster, a wretched, bloodshot, 
wild-eyed, supposed-to-be maniac. At last he broke 
forth in what was called his ravings:

“You vile, hideous, deformed devil!” he cried. “The 
fires of hell cannot be worse than the tortures you have 
heaped upon me. What have I done that you torture me 
thus?” '

“Why, pal, you have become one with us.”
“Have not other men cornered wheat, and tried the 

hypnotic art on others? Why am I tortured more than 
they?”

“You are not tortured more than they.”
I swear I am!” thundered Raphael; and his maniacal 

shout echoed and re-echoed throughout the house.
“He’s at it agin,” said the footman to one of the stal

wart keepers.
“Well, no matter now,” answered that worthy. “He 

can t hurt himself,” and they continued their dinner.
Mr. Scoriss and Grace covered their ears with their 

hands.

Mr. Scoriss at length shut liimself up in his study, 
scarcely ever leaving it. He tried to think himself alone, 
but soon came to the conclusion that to be alone was im
possible. The form of his long-neglected wife seemed 
ever there, clear and plain to Ms interior vision; her ac
cusing voice was ever ringing in the ears of his spirit.

“Death has not parted us,” she said. “We are closer 
together now: than we ever were before I left my body. 
Restore to me-the pure and trusting nature you robbed 
pie of soon after , our union. You have robbed my cMl- 
dren of their rightful inheritance, also. What have you 
made of our eldest born? A robber and a murderer! 
What qualities have you transmitted and fostered in our 
daughter, who should have been all that was pure, gentle, 
loving fresh and sweet ?”
•i day by day, she glided about his room, invis
ible to all others but him; she sat by his side; she retired 
with him to Msicouch at night, and when he tried to 
shake off the accusing spirit he found it impossible.

“No,” she said, “I shall cling to you for the remainder 
of your life on earth, and be the first to look you in the 
face when you lay the body down. Your dominant, pow
erful will bended me to suit yourself when I was with 
you ju the body; and now I will cling to you against your

The pale phantom was ever pointing her accusing fin
ger at him. “Go and look upon our son,” she said, “the 
output of your own misguided deeds—the fruit of your 
own folly; look upon him and weep tears of blood; stand 
aijd gaze upon trim for hours, and let his terrible condi
tion sear your soul worse than the fires of that hell which 
you believe exists for others, but not for yourself. I am 
in hell as well as yourself; for am I not by your side, and 
are not these children my cliildren as well as yours? By 
what right do you create a hell for me? I was bound to 
you by the law of man. You said I had no rights of my 
own; a wife should be subservient to her husband; he was 
the head and should rule over her. She might not have 
any voice in making the laws by which she must abide. 
My body, even, was not my own, but you said it belonged 
to you. You forged these children upon me; I had no 
power over it. No; I was your slave and my children are 
the forced, product of the male dominating the female, 
calling her the weaker vessel. Behold your work! Be
hold your children! Can an impure fountain bring forth 
pure waters? All cliildren of such fathers may not be
come insane, but some other traits may be theirs. Their 
souls will be, perhaps, filled with the spirit of war, con
tention, envy, spite and bitterness of spirit toward any 
who are soTunforttinate as to be in their power.

“What does it profit a man if he gain the whole world 
and lose his own soul ? What have your millions profited 
you? Net-only have you lost your own soul, but you have 
dragged down into hell, or unhappiness, your entire fam-

Ah, would the-aceusing presence never leave him ? My 
readers, think deeply and answer that question for your
selves. A long period of time must certainly intervene 
before a spirit can change his color—before black can be 
made white, or a bad man become an angel of light.

Nazareth was the son. of God moré than other men and 
women are the sons and daughters of God.”

Mrs. Galeria was silent.
T do not believe in a heaven, hell or purgatory, in the 

same sense as the church teaches; still, after all, I think 
the good are correspondingly happy, the bad unhappy, 
and as we are at death, so we remain for a time at least; 
but that all souls will at last attain goodness, purity and 
consequently happiness. I also tliink, dear mamma, that 

• the spirits of the so-called dead are at times near us; if 
we are good, they guard our well-being and watch over us; 
but if we are bad we attract corresponding souls to us to 
our hurt.”

Mre. Galeria looked thoughtful. “Dear Juno,” she 
said, I also have had thoughts like yours. I am sure that 
your father is often near me—and, daughter, I cannot but 
think that the spirits of the departed hypnotize you, and 
thus giving loving messages through you.”

I am sure of it, mamma, and how could I marry any 
one of these young men who are suing for my hand, when 
I know that they are all devout Catholics, and would be 
terribly scandalized and shocked when they discovered my 
heretical opinions. Certainly we could never be loving 
companions together,”

“No,” sighed Mrs. Galeria, “and vet, Juno, I would 
father see you a happy wife and mother before I depart 
tMslife.” „ r

“Perhaps you may, yet, dearest mother; who can say?” 
As we before stated, Juno’s fate was fast nearing her. 

Even now, all unknown to both mother and daughter he 
was ringing the front door-bell. A servant entered the 
room where mother and daughter were seated, bearing on 
a silver tray a card. Mrs. Galeria, taking it up, read:

Duglass:'
Laird Fitzgerald.

Mrs. Galeria, on reading the address, turned deadlv 
pale. J

“Can it be possible?” she said. “No, it must be the 
son of my traducer, Laird Fitzgerald. His name, as 1 
now remember, was not Duglass. Admit Mm,” she said 
to the servant.

And there entered the room a young gentleman of no
ble and dignified bearing.

Mrs. Galeria received Mm with gentle courtesy, and 
when polite greetings were, over he made known Ms er
rand.

“Madam,” he said, “I am the bearer of a small packet 
which my much lamented father, Laird Fitzgerald, com
missioned me to deliver into your own hands, on pain of 
liis everlasting displeasure if I failed to do so.”

Mrs. Galeria took the packet, her pallor deepening.
“If Laird Fitzgerald were still alive,” she said with 

some asperity, “I would not receive any message which he 
might have sent; but as he has departed this life, this may 
be a confession of his guilt.”

As she said this she tore the packet open, when there 
dropped into her lap a small miniature on ivory, set with 
pearls, and a lock of hair tied with a tiny white ribbon. 
Mrs. Galena took them in her hand, her lip curling in 
scorn. She glanced rapidly over the contents of the let
ter which accompanied these tokens; and,-as her pallor 
and agitation increased, she begged the young man to go- 
but would he not call again to learn what results might 
accrue from the mysterious tokens which he had so kind
ly delivered?

The young man would only be too happy to call again. 
Bowing to the ladies, he departed.

“Mamma, darling, what is it?” asked Juno anxiously.
A restoration of stolen property and a confession,” an

swered her mother. “Juno, my daughter, my perfect in
nocence is at last established. Let me read to you the 
confession of a dying man.”

She then read aloud a lengthy epistle, which we will : 
condense into a few words:

Gentle reader, you and the physicians may, if you like, 
hold to the opinion that the young man was violently 
insane. You have as good a right to think so as we have 
to think otherwise; but we are inclined to tMnk that it is 
a hard thing to make an analysis of the much-used term, 
insanity. Raphael Scoriss, by his own wrong-doing and 
that of his father, had called to his side a degraded spirit
ual monster, who delighted in torturing him; moreover, 
this monster fed on the young man's magnetic vitality and 
comforted itself with his companionship.

Spirits uithin the mortal body arc surrounded by spirits 
out of the material form. If a spirit within the‘form is 
pure and good and all its aspirations are high and en
nobling, corresponding souls, out of the body, are attract
ed to and accompany it; but if evil, the spiritual compan
ion. is correspondingly vile. To all who simply saw the 
outward, Raphael Scoriss was a raging maniac; but, our 
readers, let us put ourselves en rapport with him and look 
out of his eyes and see and understand what he sees and 
understands; then, perhaps, we shall arrive at a more just 
comprehension of the truth.

Raphael was now unbound and the attendants hastilv 
withdrew outside of the iron grating which had been in

’ , serted in the upper portion of the heavy oaken door. A 
ri- bed had been placed upon the floor—for he had destroyed 

- a half-dozen bedsteads already—covered by some exceed
: Mgly heavy blankets. He had torn up many sets of sheets 
y wherewith he had tried on various occasions to hang him- 
■1 self. A large, heavy iron chair had been procured and 
t fastened with staples to the floor; this was padded every-
f where and covered with firm leather as were the walls and

floor. There was a solid iron table, also padded and fas- 
j v . tened to the floor. He had tom every stitch of Ms 
i : _ , clothes into shreds and a strong leather suit had replaced 
- them. A brightly lighted chandelier had been placed in 
. .. the hall, just outside of the grating, but no light could be 
; safe within the room. They had been obliged to remove 
• ■ the steam radiator, but a heavy register had been inserted 
, in the wall, that he might not suffer with cold.

Now, let us look tMough Raphael’s eyes and see what 
■ he sees. The only way to rightly understand' tMngs is to 
; put'one s self in another’s place—see,¿feel and suffer with 
- that other one. . • . -
„ The unfortunate young man was unbound and the stal- 
• . wart attendants had withdrawn and were now seated at 
: the servants’ dining table; in the basement, partaking of 
i a good dinner, together with plenty of beer and wine.

Raphael straightened Mmself up. Mr. Scoriss had also 
gone below, bowed and grief-stricken, and joined his

“I swear I am!” again thundered Raphael. “There is 
no devil at my father’s heels.”

“You don’t say so,” sneered the monster. “Your moth
er’s phantom shape is ever before him. She sticks to 
him as close as I stick to you. She whispers all sorts of 
tilings in Ms ears, and it is to be supposed that you 
give him immense pleasure, just now. I tell you, com
rade, I know a tiling or two that you don’t; and that is, 
there is not a man in all the world who has wronged or 
robbed his brother man but what is attended by spirits 
and phantom shapes—by spirits of evil, if so you call us- 
devils, if that word pleases you better.”
« i were so, ’ said Raphael, a little more calmly, 
the whole world would become a mad-house.”

teT^e11’ 1 don’t know about that,” replied the monster. 
TJifferent people look upon us in a different way. Now, 
if you had taken kindly to me and manifested a little af
fection for me, we should have gotten along all right; you 
could have gone right on robbing, hypnotizing, murder
ing, until you got into the limbo of the law; then, per
haps, if you were to have a good smart lawyer who took to 
such shapes as I have, he very likely would clear you; but 
at any rate, if he failed, and you were to be tried for mur
der, and should, perhaps, be found guilty, why, the priest 
would make the people believe that you went from the 
gallows straight into the bosom of the Holy One of Is
rael, and he would seat you at the right hand of God, 
happy and blessed forevermore. You can hypnotize, rob’ 
and murder under cover all the week, only belong to the 
church and go to meeting on Sundays, put on a long face 
and pay a large sum toward the pastor’s salary, and you 
are sure of heaven, so they tell you.”

“My mother is dead,” sobbed Raphael, tears coming for 
the first time since his insanity had come upon him 
“Why don’t I see her as well as you, you monster of in
iquity?” .

“For the simple reason that I don’t choose,” answered 
the evil one. “I am the strongest and can keep her 
away. She is about as weak a shade as possible, at pres
ent, and it will be a long time before she will get much 
strength.” °

“Look here,” said Raphael, “what will induce you to 
leave me?”

“Nothing,” answered the wretch determinedly. I be
long to you by right of natural law. Your spirit is that 
of a robber and murderer, and so is mine. We are chums 
and I don’t know that you look, just now, much better 
than I do. You are encased in a sort of rotigh, scaly 
skin of a brute, called leather, your hair nor beard has 
been combed nor trimmed for a month, for no one has 
been able to do it. They barely got that pretty suit an 
your back, after you were thrown down and bound hand 
and foot. Your face has grown as wild and haggard as 
that of any other devil, as you caU us; the nails of your 
hands and feet are growing beautifully, getting to be reg
ular claws; there’s not an ounce of flesh left on your 
scrawny bones; your legs begin to wind and totter a little, 
like my beautiful serpents; your eyes are red and blood
thirsty, like those of a wolf. To be sure you have, not 
anv horns yet; but have patience. I think they, too, will 
grow after a while. Your lips have, fallen away, and you 
have gnawed and broken things with your teeth until 
they resemble those of a cur.' What more do you want?”

Raphael was by this time, beside himself with rage 
and he vented Ms anger by shrieking and hoarsely scream’ 
ing, by wild yells and laughter; then he threw himself 
headlong upon the floor, weak and exhausted, where he 
sunk into a fitful slumber. Truly retribution followed 
close on the heels of transgression, as it nearly always 
does; it may be deferred for a season, yet it never loses 
sight of its deluded victim.

Why Don’t You Marry?

After Mrs. Galeria had become reinstated in her old 
home, the gentry once more took her up, and her beau
tiful daughter became the reigning belle. Not that Juno 
aspired to belleship, but they made of her that which she 
cared not to be.

A number of young men of high degree sought her as 
a wife; but to all she turned a deaf ear, for her ideas of 
marriage were entirely different from those of most young 
ladies. When she married, she desired to find the com
plètement of her own soul; and, until she met the one 
who could complete and round out her inner or spiritual 
self, she would forever remain single. All tho young 
men she had become acquainted with either looked upon 
woman as an ornament or a toy; all seemed to think her 
an inferior being, while they, forsooth, were the lords o:: 
creation. Many of these young men were perfect in 
manners and outward adornment or. dress; they were 
wealthy, and some of them bore titles, but none answerec 
to her ideal.

At last her fate approached; he was drawing near and 
nearer every day. She felt an inward conviction or con
sciousness of his nearness, although her eyes had never 
looked upon him. and she did not know in what part of 
the world he might be. She often thought her ideal 
might be in poverty and class with the common people.

“Juno,” said Mrs. Galeria, one day, “you seem to be ex
tremely indifferent toward all the young men that you 
meet in society. Do you intend to remain single my 
daughter? Really, my cMld, I should not like you to be 
an old maid. Now there is young Lord Egglestone. 
What fault can you possibly find with him? Of noble 
birth, polished manners, a young man who eschews all 
bad habits—he would not even taste wine at dinner the 
other day, and he told me he abhorred tobacco; he fol
lows you like your shadow, and from sometMng I acci
dentally overheard, I am sure he has proposed to you al
ready, and from his dejected appearance I am sure you 
have refused Mm. Tell me, Juno, what would you 
have?” , . ' J

“A companion io my own soul,” replied Juno. “Lord 
Egglestone does not tffink as I do on any subject, unless 
indeed, it Mtemperance; he is a devout Catholic, as you 
are aware, tvhile I detest all religion which binds the soul 
—that lessens aspiration of the spirit. Mamma, I cannot 
look up at the starry vault of heaven and think the Cath
olic religioprinie.i- I must be faithful to my own soul— 
to my ownnconvicfions of truth; and when I meet a soul 
correspond&rg to my own, of the opposite sex, perhaps I 
may fall in love, as it is called; but I would rather meet 
a love, than-'iall-injlove.”

“My deardaudhter, please tell me what you believe 
for I am sure-1 do Sot know.” - ’

“I can bbfter tell you, mamma, what I do not believe 
than what I do believe. My soul seems to be groping 
witMn its material shell after truth; and like a cMck with
in its shell, I amobliged to buret through old bonds be
fore I can see Height. How can I subscribe to the 
Catholic religion, or any other religion, when I do not be
lieve in its teachings?”

“Well, dear, let me know what you do not believe Per
haps it can be made all right yet.” ‘

“No, mamma, -that is impossible. I do not believe the 
earth, sun, moon and stars were created in six days to 
commence with.” - - - • ■

“Well, there may be others witMn the church of God 
who do not so believe, and yet be true Christians.”

Hey do not thus believe, they do not believe the 
Bible; and if they do not believe the Bible, thev are not 
faithful to the church. I do not believe that Jesus -of
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Madam, ’ said the dying confessional, “I am haunted 
by a spiritual being—a being invisible to others, but often 
plainly visible to me. The doctors and others tell me it 
is'the effect of fancy or diseased imagination caused by my 
painful and lingering illness; but I know better. The 
ghost that haunts me is none other than your former hus
band, Gustave Galeria, who once sculptured for me the 
beautiful statues of J uno and J upiterj be also decorated 
my castle after the Grecian-Doric style. All this you 
know, but there is much that you do not know.

“Gustave Galeria and myself both loved the same wo
man, and that woman yourself. I never dreamed but that 
you would favor my suit instead of his. How could I 
think for an instant that you, a lady born and bred could 
refuse me, Lord Fitzgerald, for a man little better than a 
workman—a mere sculptor, without wealth or title? But 
such you are well aware, was the case. You refused me 
Lord Fitzgerald, and married him. I was then young" 
and hot-headed, and swore to be revenged. Galeria 
should have reason to believe that you were unfaithful to 
him, and repented after marriage, your hasty and unad
vised step; that your heart now really turned back to your 
Tircr Invi»’ onri T i____ tfirst love; and I studied long how I might accomplish mv 
aim. Fortune favored me. You had dismissed one of
your maids. My housekeeper took her into service. 
Learning that she had been your maid, I sent for her to 
come to me. Questioning her, I found her to be rather 
weak and somewhat lacking in good principles. I offered 
her a hundred pounds if she would obtain for me, secret- ■■ 
ly, trifles such as lovers usually presented to each other, 
or such mementos as an ardent lover might beg of his af
fianced.

“She must yet return to your house to gather up her 
wardrobe. She eagerly accepted the money, and assured 
me it would be an easy matter for her to fetch me the de
sired trifles—trifles which would never be missed by you- 
and the next day she put into my hand the miniature of 
yourself, herein inclosed, together with a lock of hair 
wMch she had, on a former occasion, cut from your head 
whilst dressing your hair. This she had tied together 
with a bit of ribbon. She had kept the hair, she said, for 
its beautiful lustre and color. Everything worked as I 
wished. Gustave Galeria was still at work on the Doric 
fluting. He was at this time fluting my own private 
apartments, and I carelessly left upon my dressine-ca^e 
the miniature and look of hair, just where I thought thev 
would best catch his eyes as he worked. During the dav 
he caught sight of the picture, as I well knew he would 
be sure to do, and thereafter transpired a scene.

“Late in the day, before he had left the castle for home 
1 nonchalantly entered the room where he was at work I 
had no sooner done so than he faced me with flaming eyes 
and suffused countenance.

T demand to know,’ he said, fliow you came into pos
session of these trinkets, for I particularly noticed them 
terday !,my articles’ no lon«er *8° than l'es-

• became possessed of them?’ I repeated, sneer-
ingly. ‘Why, in the same way that other men become 
possessed of such trifles. They were given to me by the 
white hands of a woman—a woman, who as you see love- 
me still in spite of her misalliance.’ ’ ’

a ‘You lie!’ he thundered, and struck me a blow whi< i 
laid me senseless at Ms feet, and from the effects of thai 
blow I have never recovered. For many weeks I lay hov 
nng between life and death. At last, being young and 
naturally robust, I rallied; but my health was shattered

(To be Continued.) ;
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Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chicago, and 

Mr. F. E. Titus, of Toronto, Can., Dis
cuss Their Respective Cults,

Theosophy—Man’s Eyolution Traced—Reincarna- 
tion. Mi'. Titus’ Second Letter.

f

The arrangement between Prof. Lockwood and myself 
is that I should, in my first two letters, outline the phil
osophy which appeals to me as being the true explanation 
of things, while his duty is to present such objections 
thereto- as he deems best—my third letter to be devoted 
to a reply to his criticisms. The positions are then to be 
reversed, he to present his theory and I to criticise.

Such being the method agreed upon between us, I shall 
proceed to present the remainder of my propositions so 
far as that can be done in the limited space to which we 
must necessarily confine ourselves.

In answer, however, to a doubt which seems to have 
found a lodging place in the Professor’s mind as to 
whether I was really serious in some of my propositions, 
I beg to assure him that I have not ventured to insult the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker by presenting any 
propositions which do not bear upon them the impress of 
truth as it presents itself to me. #

I shall give to my opponent the credit of similar sin
cerity, although in order to do so àfter the use by him of 
the syllogism(?) in which his unoffending inkstand is 
made to figure, in the second column of his letter, one is 
compelled to discredit his acquaintance with the ■ele
mentary rules of logic. . _ . .

Leaving, however, Prof. Lockwood’s limping logic anij 
his interesting efforts at raillery to be dealt >vith in my 
next letter, let us proceed with the more important work

' of the discussion. •
/ AN ETERNITY OF EVOLUTION.

. I Both Materialists and Spiritualists agree that the pro
. yJ? cesses of evolution have always been at work. An infinity 
; • Ylof evolution means an infinity of progress—all stages of 
’ »-evolution from the senseless clod to that which is prac

tically indistinguishable from omniscience and omnipo- 
!• ■ fence. Instead of man being the ultimatum of nature’s 

! operations he is but one of the milestones on her highway 
f'1 of progress. If there has been an infinity of evolution there 
L must be beings in the scale of evolution as much higher 
B than man as man is higher than the lowest form of 
B imaginable life. The evolutionary theory leads up to an 
■ ever ascending hierarchy of spiritual intelligences who 
■ occupy a relation to man similar to that which man bears 
L to inferior orders of creatures. As man influences that

which is below him, improving and elevating it, so we 
naturally anticipate higher intelligences who affect our 
evolution, though it may be unconsciously to us.

What is the method by which this gigantic scale of 
evolution is to be effected?

Having (in the preceding letter) roughly outlined the 
general plan of evolution, let us turn our attention more 
specifically to man. The conscious centres of energy in 
the field of deity having passed through the various lower 
stages in succession until they reached the stage of self- 
cqnsciousness find themselves ensconced in the nervous 
organism of the human form as the fittest habitation, the 
fittest instrument through which they may contact the 
external world. How does their evolution proceed from 
this stage onward? Each centre of semi-developed, semi
latent potentiality, sometimes termed the monad, has now 
entered on a new field of activity. It is now not merely 
a soul, a conscious entity, but it is also conscious that it is 
a conscious entity. It has reached a stage where it begins 
to sense its own divine possibilities. It can direct its own 
course. No longer need its every step be guided and 
guarded by the intelligences who watch over the pro
cesses of nature. The soul has begun to walk. It cam 
stand upright. It can proudly proclaim itself the master 
of its own destiny. It is true that it must walk within 
certain bounds which'mark tile limits of its power on 
either side, but those limits are ever widening as the soul 
marches forward toward the boundless shores of infinity.

MAN’S DUAL EVOLUTION.
What are the laws which govern the progress of the 

human soul? It is the general law of evolution that as 
the cqnseiousness or intelligence grows higher its vehicle 
of expression, the form which it temporarily inhabits, 
shall become more complex, more refined and delicate. 
That law holds good here. Nature’s processes are con
tinuous though slow. She conserves what she has gained 
and cautiously reaches out a careful foot to find where 
her next step may safely be made. Even in her wildest 
extravagance, her most luxurious wantonness, she makes 
sure to gain even though there may be an apparent tem
porary loss.

The soul is a bundle of possibilities to be wakened into 
active powers. Born amidst the strife of the elements on 
this mundane sphere, it must reach its perfect manhood 
in these material conditions. Born of the triple action of 
consciousness, force and substance,- in the realm of that 
trinity it must find its sphere of evolution.

Let us then consider nian in his dual aspect of (1) The 
conscious entity within the mind, and (2) the form which 
that*consciousness temporarily occupies. The mind may 
again be divided into (a) the subjective, and (b) the ob
jective, the latter (the objective or personal consciousness) 
being that portion of the subjective which, being nearest 

, to. the physical, can manage to impress itself upon and 
express itself, through the brain, that great centre of the 
nervous system. The subjective mind may be considered 
as the father in heaven, the objective mind as the son, and 
the physical form as the flesh into whieh it has become 
incarnated. The spirit, soul and body of St. Paul.

“ At the inception of the career of the human being in a 
physical body the subjective mind enters as fully into the 
procession and control of the brain and, through the 
brain, of the physical body, as its own active powers and 
the quality of the instrument it is endeavoring to occupy 
will permit. As the brain of the child develops, its re
ceptive capacity expands and the expression of intelli
gence through that physical organization becomes more 
pronounced. At death the physical instrument is dis
solved but the mind still continues to exist. It then 
functions in a form of substance known as astral, far more 
refined, more susceptible to the influence of thought aud 
desire. The more plastic the substance, the more readily 
force moulds and influences it. Even upon the physical 
body the thoughts leave an impress, moulding it to an ex
pression indicative to some extent of the dominating 
thought within.

In later years this impress is often so pronounced that 
theanan’s career seems plainly written in the features, the 
walk, the very contour of the body. Upon the astral plane 
this effect of thought upon matter is still more pro
nounced. It is said that there the substance responds so 
quickly to the power of desire, that the individual at once 
assumes a form which corresponds to the desire itself. 
There is no hypocrisy there. As a man thinks so is he in 
the astral realm.

As the desires become exhausted one after another be
ginning with the coarser, the astral matter corresponding 
to the grade of desire drops away, the soul rises to higher 
states until it finally emerges triumphant, freed from all 
desire and steps into a state of consciousness where all is 
bliss. There is no evil there, for desire, which is the 
parent of evil, has for that soul temporarily ceased to- 
exist. This third state of consciousness is known as the 
mental plane. It is a state of pure intellectuality un
mixed with desires. There also the soul is clothed with 
a substance constituting a mental body. There thought 
plays directly upon the matter of that plane with the 
result that each thought generates a vibration which 
thrills the mental realm. The matter of that plane is 
built by the mere act of thinking into forms answering to

W* w#y a degree wiiiefili oijty^eewy bitmsrrom the pure jpetatg! intrinsic permanent quali- 
renected down here upon this slow-moving physical plane, ties. “Trials but make the spirit strong,” sings one of 

'Upon the mental plane the human soul is freed from our poets,’and, until the spirit, or ego, is made truly 
the limitations, the desires and the temptations, which strong, it must needs be that trials should come for its 
surround it upon the two lower kv^Jg of ^xistynce. These ------n — -kt-jP . ■> , , ., , , ,
lower levels were necessary for its growth. It is only by 
effort that we_ develop. The greater the obstacle to be 
overcome, the more severe the struggle, the greater the 
victory to him who wins. Therefore it is said that the
possibilities for the formation of character and the evolu- 
tion of mentality are greater while in the physical body 
than elsewhere. Not only is evolution more rapid but 
certain development can only take place while in the 
physical. We can only learn physical nature effectively 
while we are in a physical body. How do we learn? In 
other words, how does the mind become wakened up? .uvw» gw™ um v*

By the vibration ot the external world reaching the in- failure. Justice in the inevitable sequence of effect from 
ternal consciousness. If we had no physical body there ----- " " ................................................
would be notliing along which external physical vibra
tions could travel to our consciousness. Oiir nerve sys
tem and sensation body are the necessary requisite for 
such, purpose. Deprived of those media of sensation 
physical nature would be a blank to us. It follows neces-
sarily therefore that in order to gain a knowledge of the 
whole of nature upon, her gross physical aspect, our con
sciousness must function in a gross physical body for a 
sufficient length of time to permit such knowledge to be 
gained experimentally. To assert that such knowledge 
can be gained equally as well outside of a physical body 
is equivalent to contending that the physical is super
fluous. It is either necessary for the purpose of gaining 
all the experience which' the physical world has to give us, 
or it was not necessary for any portion thereof. There is 
no logical half-way point; man must work through a 
physical body until all the latent potentialities which can 
be wakened by external physical nature have been so 
wakened into active powers. This we all fully realize 
cannot be accomplished in the short space of one life 
even though that stretch long past the three score 
and ten.

NATURE’S LAW OF ALTERNATION.
We find, in this matter, nature using that great law of 

alternate forms of activity which ensures rest and re
cuperation. Rest has been defined as a change of spheres 
of activity—a change of occupation. Day and night, 
summer and winter, waking and sleeping, the pendulum 
of nature’s activities ever swings from side to side. So life 
and death of the physical consciousness have their alter
nations. To the human being this means the alternate 
functioning of the objective and subjective consciousness. 
Man lives in the physical to gain experience. He lives in 
the astral body as a purgatorial state in which he grad
ually frees himself from those desires and Tower emotions, 
whieh, because they incited him to activity, were useful in 
gaining experience, but which interfere with the highest, 
most impartial judgment. 'When thus freed he ascends 
to the mental world, the heaven of Christian theology, 
and there judges impartially the acts of, his past life with 
the-wider vision of the freed soul; turns experience into 
wisdom and adds characteristics to the soul by just so 
much as the events of the past life have served to waken 
latent possibilities or strengthen already partly active The wooden vessel -was decayed, and with it was an 
powers. > exquisitely finished bowl of rock crystal, the largest yet

The experiences of the physical life are the food of the' discovered in India, together with five small vases of soap
' ’ ~ ' ......... ... stone. All these vessels were partially filled, evidently in

honor of the relics, with a marvellous collection of gold 
stars, pearls, topazes, beryls and other jewels and of va
rious objects delicately wrought in crystal, agate and 
other substances.

immortal ego. In the purely mental life of the heaven
world the ego assimilates that food, builds it into itself 
and grows upon it as we here, between meals, digest and 
assimilate our physical food, building it into the very 
structure of our physical being. Here, when we have 
thus assimilated food, we again become hungry; so there, 
when all the valuable experiences of thé earth-life have 
been worked out to their fullest extent, so that nought
remains upon which the higher consciousness may ... . .
operate, the longing for active experience upon the lowef indicate that the tumulus, or “stupa,” was constructed 

’ ' ' ' ' ' ' - - - between 300 and 250'B. C. These discoveries substan-planes returns. Again the consciousness descends, first 
to the astral plane, where it wakens into activity the seeds 
of desire and emotion which—there being no conditions 
that would cause their germination—were latent in jhe 
consciousness as long as it functioned on the merely 
mental plane. There (upon the astral plane) it gathers 
the material for the astral body—the body of passions, 
desires and emotions. Then, assuming a new personality, 
it descends into physical form, lives the human life in the 
body of flesh, gains fresh experiences, learns new lessons, 
wakens new powers to activity, strengthens those which 
were already active though but partially developed, and 
again retreats at death to store in its immortal ego the 
treasures gained from its earthly experience.

REINCARNATION.
. Thus life after life is lived in the physical body to be 
followed by life after life on the higher planes until the 
human soul is rounded into the full orb of perfection; 
until every attribute of the human mind is wakened from 
latency into activity; until all the knowledge which it is 
possible for the human mind to gain from the physical 
world has been gained by it; until the human being 
traverses and cultivates those immense mental fields 
which stretch from the primitive thought of the rudest 
times of savagery to the enlightened and broadened 
humanity of a Plato, an Emerson, a Krishna, a Buddha, 
and a Christ—and even beyond.

Such is the story of Reincarnation. Reincarnation is 
the method adopted in nature for the evolution of the 
human soul. It is the use of the law of evolution for the 
development of the metaphysical in the same manner as 
Mr. Darwin and his fellow workers were able to trace its 
workings on the physical side of life. The two work 
hand-in-hand. As the soul gradually wakens to its pos
sibilities, it enters into human organisms possessing a 
finer grade of the gray matter of the brain, where the 
convolutions of the cortices are more numerous—the cor
tical area larger. It can thus express itself more fully, 
producing higher specimens of physical manhood.

Thus we have the evolution of the nervous organism 
proceeding side-by-side with the evolution of the soul, 
each assisting the other in its upward march, each com
plementary to the other. Neither by itself alone being 
sufficient to accomplish or account for the whole phe
nomena of nature, but the two conjoined furnishing a 
complete philosophy of life.

INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION.
It \till be noticed that here we have the two processes 

of involution and evolution jointly at work upon a minor 
scale. The descent of consciousness from the purely 
mental to the physical is a process of comparative involu
tion, while the wakening of the involved and consequently 
partially dormant mental is a process of evolution, the 
two subserving the purposes of an evolution of the ego 
upon the higher subjective plane.

Thus we find everywhere the two processes continually 
at work. Usually the operation of the one is so domi- “Wedding Chimesi By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A
nant that the presence of the other passes unnoticed. tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con- 

The descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
was a process of involution. It served to lift those who ° "
were already prepared into a higher state of consciousness. 
The same tiling is possible to-day. The same phenomena 
actually take place. Were it pot for the down-pouring 
of this divine power from realms which transcend his 
normal state of consciousness man’s ascent would be in
deed slow.

THE OBJECT OF LIFE.
What is the object of our existence'here in this physical 

body? It is not the accumulation of wealth, nor the 
gratification of petty ambitions, nor even the pursuit of 
pleasure. It is the development of character, the evolu
tion of the purely human qualities, those qualities which 
serve to distinguish us from the lower kingdoms of 
nature.

The struggles which we must make; the apparent "dis
advantages which we endure; all the trials and difficulties 
of life are, if wè but regard and use them aright, thè 
stepping stones to true progress. Life thus regarded may 
be made joyous, for thus we are enabled to rejoice in trib
ulation, knowing that it is but the fire which shall sooner 

strengthening. Nature does not desert her task until her 
efforts have resulted in the object sought. Though the 
time necessary be long and many lives be required to 
round it out, yet slowly, patiently,'persistently, life after 
life, the work of the evolution unto, and perfection of, 
the human ego goes on. He who fails in the one life re
ceives the needed lesson under new and ofttimes widely 
different conditions inJives which follow, until out of the 
very results of his own weakness and error, out of the ex
perience and suffering born of ignorance, he forges the 
weapons which bring success. Courage born out of the 
very depths of despair-success grown out of the soil of

cause, of suffering frqm; the violation of nature’s laws, 
seen to be the means-by which infinite Love lifts man 
from the animal to the divine. Life assumes a new
aspect. The purposiveness of nature reveals the divine 
intelligence within. ...  F. E. TITUS.

Toronto, Canada. _

Bones of Buddha Found in Ancient India.
From India comes the news of remarkable discoveries. 

The very bones of Buddha have been found, strangely 
paralleling the discovery of the tombs of the gods in 
Egypt.

Buddha has been compared with Woden, of the Scan
dinavian, and Thoth, of the Egyptian mythology by some 
great Oriental scholars such as Prof. H. H. Wilson, who 
have doubted the reality of his life. But now Professor 
Vincent Smith, a learned antiquary of Bengal, has found 
the very home of Buddha and some of his bones.

It is a current tradition that Buddha was the son of 
Suddhodana, Rang of Kapilav^stu, in Nepaul, India. 
This city has at last been definitely located; its ruins have 
been laid bare. Buddha lived and worked in the sixth 
century B. 0., and Kapilavastu has been unoccupied since 
410 B. G. Its ruins are now being excavated, bringing to 
light buildings more ancient than any others which have 
been found in India. ''

Tradition stated that Buddha was born in the Lumbini 
Garden, and this very spot has been found, having been 
identified by a pillar erected in the third century B. C., by 
the Emperor Asoka, the Constantine of Buddhism. The 
inscription on the pillar is still perfect. It stands on the 
western edge of a mound of ruins about a hundred yards 
in diameter, and on the south side of the mound is the 
tank in which the child’s mother bathed after its birth.

But the most startling of this chain of discoveries was 
made in a stupa, or brick tumulus, close to the British 
frontier—the relics of Buddha himself. These consist of 
fragments of bone, which were deposited in a wooden 
vessel that stood at the bottom of a massive coffer, more 
than four feet long and two feet deep, cut out of a solid 
block of fine sandstone. This coffer was buried under 
eighteen feet of masonry, composed of huge bricks, each 
sixteen inches long. '

An inscription on one of the soapstonfe'vases declared 
the relics to be those of Buddha himself, and tire very 
characters in which this inscription is written are sub
stantially the same as those of the Asoka inscriptions, and 

tiate in every respect the oldest traditions as to the birth
place and scene of the activity of Buddha, 2,400 years ago.

These discoveries will create a wide-spread sensation, 
not only among the Christian students of Buddhism, but 
also among the many hundred millions who worship 
Sakya Muni (Buddha). None can any longer doubt the 
actuality of that man whose strikingly noble and humane 
career has been frequently thought worthy of comparison 
with that of Jesus.

Buddha was an original thinker and teacher. -So 
deeply conscious of the degrading thraldom of caste and 
the priestly tyranny of the Brahmans, and profoundly 
impressed with the pathos and struggles of life, he sought 
earnestly for some method of escaping from existence and 
its accompanying sorrows.

BETTER NOW.

I am better now—clear is the way!
What should I care if fleet the years go by ?
Is it not plainly writ, “Thou canst not die 

Though sun and earth may pass away?”
I am better now and my heart beats free— 

The life that pulsates through this stooping form, 
From day to day, grows more complete and warm 

Than when upon my mother’s knee.
I am better now—let the wrinkles sprawl! 

They cannot drive away the friends of eld, 
They cannot quench the love my bosom held,

And they and it will conquer all.
I am better now—if my eyes grow dim, 

Some younger ones will glean the page for me; 
And while their jocund depth I may not see,

I feel love pouring from their bi'ain.
I am better now—all my thought is blest!— 

Though in the damp, dark stillness of the tomb, 
This decomposing form the worms consume, 

My soul will have its own behest.
I am better now—all my fears are dead!

The anguish that my bosom did constrain, 
The mental storm that lashed my tortured brain, 

And all their desolation fled.
I am better now—see, the day doth dawn!— 

Old creeds are relegated to the past, 
Religious dogma and superstition cast,

And all their baneful influx gone. '
I am better now—lo, the spirits come!

Those comforters who never were so dear!
Who whisper words of love within mine ear! . 

Who tell me of their gracious home!
' B. F. SLITER.

t

choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price $1.' For sa^e atrthis office. '

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises the last . ,---------- •>-----r—
part of.Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. imProve tlie s character and disposition. 
For sale at this office. f X- RAY.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to jOld Records.”
Told by Paul Cams. This book is heartily-recommenced “The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional ” Thia 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de- 
would gam a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con- 
hvmg prinaples. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely fessional, as proved by the sad experience of manv 
read it without spiritual ■profit. Price $1. For sale at wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic- “The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting.. It ‘ ‘ . ..................... - - -------------
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, HI., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa,. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. .

IWW ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
The First Sister Over the Shakers Dies in 

New Hampshire,

RECITATIONS.

To
‘5

Eldress Dorothy Durgin, probably the most conspicu
ous and widely-known Shaker among the eighteen so
cieties of America, passed away last night in the beautiful 
Shaker village situated upon the hills of Canterbury. 
With her- death the Canterbury family, which is the 
largest in New England, has received a blow such as has 
never before come during the century.

“Eldress Dorothy,” as she was known, came to the 
Shakers at Canterbury when but a mere child of eight 
years. She was the daughter of Dorothy Sanborn and 
William Durgin, of Sanbornton, N. H., and was born No
vember 23, 1825. The child was left motherless at seven 
years of age, and her father being on friendly terms with 
the Shaker family, placed little Dorothy in their keeping, 
and for sixty-five years Eldress Dorothy remained a mem
ber of the household, only severing these relations when 
death came. After improving the broad educational ad- 
vatages afforded in the village, Eldress Dorothy became a 
teacher and subsequently was given the entire care of new 
children who were brought into the family. At one time 
when but a girl of seventeen, she had charge of twenty- 
five children. .

Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. 1

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up eld*. 
voting, interesting and paying entertainment* caw» I 
not do better than to bave a Prize Contest. TUa en* - 
tire plan, with full directions, Is In the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth* 
Ing is needed more. Any individual may organize 
one tn hu own town and reap a financial reword«

TRY it: PRICE, 30 CENTS. | 
Address >

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. I

THE ELIMINATOR
—OR—

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. IL B. WESTBROOK.
I

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical: expo».
""™T—,--------... .. tag the tabulouaoUImB of ancient Jodal«m and dog-

1 he broad mind and uncommon evidences of leadership “»“»Christianity, containing many ¡uartiing conoiu- 
...T.• 1 ____ _ I J , J , _ , 1 , _ x1 “?S!.no.veJ before published, showing clearly th«which were manifested in her caused her to be chosen to mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa. 
it. __ :x- _ e u i • t ■ ±1 a x • i •_ meet Btorles, and proving that Jesus was an Imeeraon-the position of eldress, which IS the first sister in au- atlonandnotaperaon. A genuine sensation.
" ‘ ....................................... - ' Price 81.50. For Sale at this Office.thority, and this shejield for forty-six years. During this 
period she has become famous among Shakers, known and 
respected by tens of thousands of visitors from different 
parts of the country, and above all the beacon light of a 
large family of varying ages, but of one spirit of love and 

c I

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
affection for her who for so many years was as a mother to 
them all. Here was a character whose spirit and presence 
were as near to the heavenly as can be possible to the 
human.

No one came into her presence but to feel an inspira
tion that was of lasting value. Indeed, those who are 
nearest and dearest believe that she was inspired. As an

BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of bypooiiain, uioful ft 
students of tbe subject. In the form of dialogue anj 
story, the author presents very successfully a con 
densed account of hypnotism, its theory and oractloi 
up tod lie. Price, paper, 25 cts. Sold at thia office.

evidence of this, they speak of the volume of 500 pages 
filled with verse touching every phase of life, much of 
which came to her while engaged in religious worship. 
Times without number she has knelt and not only given 
forth original verse of a most deeply fervent nature, but 
has at the same time given music to accompany the lines.

This marvelous woman was an able writer and had con
tributed many strong articles to Shaker and other mag
azines. She was also a powerful speaker and recognized 
as a master mind, not only at home, but wherever among 
her chosen people she wandered. She had visited eyery 
Shaker community in the Uuited States, except one in 
Ohio, and spoken before all.

In the home, though officially not at the head of the 
family, her executive ability was recognized to be far 
superior to either sisters or brothers in the family. 
Though her mind was lofty and her spirit great, yet she 
was the very embodiment of simplicity, always refusing 
adoration and transferring the praises due her to others.

In the temporal affairs of the family, ranging from 125 
to 150 members, she kept most careful supervision, and 
was ever busy with her own hands assisting in the work 
of various departments. She possessed a commanding 
presence, and whenever her greetings were extended one 
was made to feel that surely here was no common being. 
Her attributes of mind and heart were perceived to that 
extent by the outside world that several times she was 
offered the position of mother superior in the Catholic 
Church.

' The Globe correspondent paid a visit to the family this 
afternoon and found sorrow pictured in every coun
tenance from the little children to the few living who 
have been companions of Eldress Dorothy from child
hood.

At 2 o’clock to-morrow afternoon the silence of the old 
church will» be broken by the sobs of true mourners, the 
music of children who loved Dorothy, and by able trib
utes to her worth. She will be laid away in the quaint 
old Shaker Church. Many private letters of condolence 
have been received from various notables and will be read. 
The tributes of home affection, however, will be the most 
touching of all.—Concord Letter to Boston Globe.

IMMORTALITY.
A poem Id five cantos “If a man die, shall he 11 va?« 
»rEXntT w-6*B8riow- «

THE HISTORICAL JESUS
ByGeraU Umei' J30

ENCYCLOPEDIA ’ 
...OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
. . . OR . . . -I

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal pauagea of the Old and New 

Testament Serlptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism/

Together with a brief hlatory of tho origin of many of 
thelmportant books of the Bible. <

BY MOSES HULL.

Much that ii In this book appeared in an abridged 
form Ln a aeries of nine full pages of The Pbogrebb« 
Ive Tuinkek. These articles were prepared at th* 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need ol 
some kind of document for ready reference. Tliel 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence tha 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Bpiritualististlc and other themes and each one II 

careful study on tbe subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in bis Introduction of this wurk says:

“Hoping that this book win serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible froni 
Its sanctified' enemies, it will not 'spike’ it, but will 
use it to batter'down the walls of Christian euperativ 
lion and ignorance, I send It out on Its errand of en* 
Hghtenment with the bumble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.” :

The Encyclopedia, of Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author ana IS 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

'tí® i
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A Relic of Barbarism.
A case of considerable importance, ethically speaking, 

has recently been given much attention in the columns of 

VOLNEY’S RUINS ;
—AND— 1

THE LAW OF NATURE, |
.-. TO WBlOn 1» ADDED .-. '

Votaey1« Answer to Dr. PrleiHy, a Biographic*! Node« 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by tho Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In large, 
clear type, with portrait and lllUBlratlons. Ono roll 
postsvo, 248 pages; paper, 50 centa; cloth, 75 cents.

the daily press of Chicago. The Times-Herald states the *» x —--- —— ---- , »•—•••••'—» >> ii uu principles ui
milttor to the effect that the evidence in the CORP ref Ar society, and the causes of both tbe prosperity and the JL1UUU LU U1V LUCUL UiUL uie LVJUU1LL in U1L CUbC 01 Ar- ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
4 M IJ as* J 1. „ I r, l.r, 4 .. 1» —. - - I . A  —. — D — _ .. *] 1.   nfitlnnfl fa at 1 Anrvl ». « X — _ «_■ thur Bees, the Lake county boy who was flogged by a sec
tarian schoolmaster and who died several days afterward, 
tends to show that the fatal illness resulted from a fall 
and not from the chastisement. This probably will re
lieve the schoolmaster from legal blame, but it will not 
exonerate him at the bar of enlightened public opinion.

The practice of whipping children has been abolished 
in the public schools, and with the spread of intelligence 
is disappearing in the home. It is a practice that always 
denotes inhumanity and cowardice and often reaches de
grees of cruelty and brutality.

The man or woman who strikes a child thereby con
fesses inability to govern his or her self, and is conse
quently incapable of governing the child. Unquestion
ably many parents administer corporal punishment as a 
corrective, but even under such circumstances the desire 
to benefit the child is rarely unaccompanied by an angry 
impulse, while most of the blows children receive from 
their elders are entirely due to unrestrained passion.

“Spare the rod and spoil the child” is as false and cruel 
as life was in the days in which it was first said. If com
plete statistics could be gathered of the boys who have 
been made criminals, of the girls who have been driven to 
shame, of ambitious natures checked and wrecked, of filial 
love driven from the heart by the use of the rod, the 
world would be amazed and horrified.

The rule of the rod is the rule of might, and might is 
the only rule known to ignorance. Corporal punishment 
of children is a survival of savagery and barbarism and 
has no place in the lives of enlightened people.

And going back to the particular case referred to, no 
person who cannot rule a child by reason, kindness and 
intelligent restraint is competent to have charge of the 
education of children. It has been so decided in the mat
ter of public education. It is equally true of private or 
sectarian instructors.

The laws do not and possibly cannot be made to reach 
the latter, but public sentiment should never lose the op
portunity to condemn the beating of children by whom
soever practiced.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. » 
ny LOIS WAJSBKOOKER. THIS IS 

i-J a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while sway the time In a state of Idle blessed« 
oess, devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
self-improvement or tbe good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothcrc and 
those who are to be mothers; ajd secondly, through 
tbe mothers, to effect the well being and happiness ot 
the race. It brings btrongly and clearly to view tho 
result upon the child of proper burrounalngs and Influ« 
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity*. 
Incidentally tbe author touches upon various thing* 
In modern social and business Mfr. which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burden«, upon the individuals compos« 
tug society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, iDstruc* 
live ami very IntereHlng, even wh°n regardeu merely 
is a novel, and Is especially commended to *'womei 
everywhere." to whom It Ie dedicnted. It also thotf 
oughlj shows up the .’rsultical spirit of the Cathoik 
Church: advanced ideas r< istlng m the Spiritual phlK 
wophy arc Introduced It contF'ns a fine Ukeacss of 
'¿W'FrtLeh- bouDd

~ BIE3LE OF BIBLES.~ 
ByKeneyGraves. ItwmwellpaypermLPrtogttW

ALL ABOUT DEVILS. " 
I Or, »n Inquiry ■» t'J wnctuer Modern Spiritual!«!! 

»nd other Great lieform« come from Hl« Satanta 
Majesty and His Suhoidlnates In the Kingdom ot 
Darkoesi. GO pages. By Mosas Hun. Pries, 15 cent*. For-ale at this office. .hs»»«»»*

The Development of the Spirit?. 
After Tranrltlon. ’ By the late M. Faraday. Tho orb 
Si of religion», and their Influence upon the mental 

velontnent or the human race. Tranacrihei at the 
roqneit ot a band of ancient OhBotOGlKg. moa 
JOcenta.

_ The remarks of the Times-Herald are just. Many a 
boy, and many a girl has been sent on the road to ruin.' by 
harsh and cruel treatment. Whatever the nature of the 
fault, and however deeply conscious of having done 
wrong, brutal punishment tends to defeat all reformatory 
intent and purpose, and to engender a sullen, obstinate 

$ antagonism, through resentment and revenge for brutal 
[treatment suffered. Brutality tends to brutalize, never to

American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 
For sale at this office. *

This 1b undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra au apparl* 
tion or phantom, which explains the truo principles of

-- -------- - - Bi.uOlai aonuuiuiy ui Lita
aaciona Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tbe source and origin of religion, of govern! 
ment, and of law« dlscuiiod, and tbe Law of Nature^ 
founded on justice and equlty-is llntilly proclaimed 
Lo an expectant world

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book is written In the Interest of La 
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more espe» 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington's wurds of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Jivan, of Philadelphia. In a recent sermou said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged todo 
so. but she hates them with a deadly haired, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
>Ye no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the cnurch for what they have thought fit to do." 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 300 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Musio-for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social*
Circles.

...I..— _ _ ~ ।..■ HsrTi-tt, g. H. Baller.Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
°f. the mmt erltta»l care, ftea

from all theological bias, throbbing with thosoul of 
taiplrjUon, embodying the principle« and virtues of 

“>* cheerful and popular tnnilo, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
•cculons, Itta doubtless the most attractive work of 
R. ™L-!?rJPS’L1?,ie,L II* beautiful songs, duet« 
and quarteta with piano, organ or melodeon accbm- 
ptnunent. adapted both to public meetinn and thU 
toclal circles» Cloth« 1240.- Pottage 14cent*. •■ 1
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Thinker is furnished in the United 

States at 11 .LA) per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when it is sent to foreign countries we 
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GOD WRITING HISTORY.
The celebrated French cave hunter, 

M. Martel, has explored a natural pit in 
the limestone of tlie Lozere, France, 
and made there a most remarkable dis
covery. After descending a vertical 
shaft for 209 feet he reached an Im
mense hall, sloping downward, at the 
lower eud of which was a virgin forest 
of stalagmites, resembling palm and 
pine trees. Some of these are of great 
beauty, aud oue, over ninety feet in

That cavern of unknown dimensions 
bears evidences of antiquity almost 
limitless. Nearly all caverns are found 
in limestone regions, as is the case with 
this. Then its walls are filled with or
ganic remains, as is all lime-rock, for it 
is a precipitation from the ocean dur
ing its cooling stage, and must have re
quired millions of years in Its forma
tion. By emergence, perhaps caused 
by a change of the polarity of the 
earth, it became a portion of a conti
nent. The waters falling from the 
Clouds sunk into the porous surface, 
and found Assures In the rock through 
which it percolated. That fissure was 
slowly enlarged through countless ages 
by the .attrition of water in its way to 
the s< borne along by gravitation.

Millions of years must have been re
quired to form that subterranean pas
sage, with its broad aisles, lofty arches, 
and many miles in length. Then an
other and more feasible passage was 
gained for the corroding current when 
the gentle dripping, drop by drop, of 
water from the celling charged with 
lime held in solution, fell upon the floor 
of that grotto. Ages passed, and stal
actites began to form on the celling 
from the almost infinitesimal calcareous 
matter held In solution by the falling 
water. Still descending, drop by drop, 
it fell on the floor of the cavern and 
stalagmites began to rise. Other 
millions of years went by, and forests 
of stalagmites were built up, one of 
them it seems a stately column, with 
pendant branches, "over ninety feet In 
height.” in the semblance of ti tree, the 
wonder and delight of scientists, who 
have brains sufficient to trace the ori
gin and growth of such formations, and 
not ascribe them to the “freaks of Al
mighty God to confound the wisdom of 
the wise.” as the preachers want the 
world to believe.

DOUBTFUL ABOUT UNITARIANS.
A discussion which lias been raging 

in some of the Boston newspapers as to 
whether Unitarians are Christians has 
provoked so many communications 
from interested readers that it has been 
necessary to bring it to a peremptory 
close, with much correspondence still 
unpublished. It is not a question that 
can be conclusively settled in this life. 
Even the persons who are most positive 
in arguing that Unitarians are not and 
cannot be Christians are apt to concede, 
If properly approached that it is prob
able that when the sheep are finally 
sorted from the goats the whole body of 
Unitarians will not be included’ in 
either division. The truth is that lu 
these days ' ‘Christian" is almost as 
loose and indefinite a word as “gentle
man," aud the necessary preliminary to 
a conclusion as to whom it fits would 
be an accurate determination of Its sig
nificance. When that Is settled to every 
one’s satisfaction the detail about the 
Unitarians may be argued, though by 
that time the millennium will have 
dawned and theological discussions will 
have given way to less acrimonious 
forms of sport—Harper’s Weekly.

AN HONEST CONFESSION.
According to the New York Journal, 

the Rev. Henry Frank, in the course of 
a recent sermon on “Ingersoll and the 
Preachers.'' said:

“Why do not .preachers acknowledge 
at once that Ingersoll, iu his way, is do
ing a good work for humanity? I am 
not afraid to make a cleau sweep con
fession. I believe if Jesus were on this 
continent to-day He would seek out 
Robert G. Ingersoll and. taking him by 
the hand, welcome him as a co-worker 
in the vineyard of truth. Ingersoll has 
been telling the truth, and I am not 
afraid to confess it. He has been doing 
a good work in demolishing the mon
strous superstition nnd ignorant creed 
before which Christianity, bowed half 
a century ago.

“Some preacher ought to confess the 
truth about IngersoR, and I might as 
well be the preacher. Ingersoll is mere
ly saying In an off-hand and seductive 
manner to the unlettered masses wiat 
every Christian scholar listens to re
spectfully from the lips of a Huxley, a 
Tyndall or a Darwin. Everything that 
Ingersoll has said about creed, super- 
Jittion and bigotry Is true.”

The Progressive Thinker. To-morrow 
will open a new year, the last but oue 
of the 19th century. The year just 
ended has been an eventful oue in the 
history of the.United States and the 
world. A new era dawns with bright 
prospects for the future of our country 
aud of civilization. The past in an ex
tended empire has been clouded by the 
retarding influences Incidental’ to a 
tyrannous religion and a false system 
of government subordinate to that re
ligion; but shorn of much of her do
main, aud the Incentives to progress 
aroused into activity to perpetuate ex
istence we may expect Spain in the 
near future to take an advanced place 
lu the onward march to greatness. In
herited error is the most difficult to 
combat, and almost impossible to erad
icate. It clings with the tenacity of 
the viper to the part, and will sacrifice 
itself to make that error perpetual. 
And this has been the case with Spain.

The next decade will mark changes 
and improvements which ordinarily 
only come with revolutions and the up
heaval of social order.

Laying aside material matters it is a 
delight to notice the advance all along 
the line during the closed year as re
lates to the religious. Many of the 
church dogmas of fifty years ago, yes, 
of the last twenty-five years, have been 
laid aside as obstructions to progress, 
while better conceptions have been 
formed of man’s destiny and of the fu
ture life.

Not only have creeds been practically 
amended, but the Gods are in slow pro
cess of reconstruction . He of virgin
born fame, if not conceded a myth, has 
been relegated by many to mortality; 
that like others of his race he was born 
of human parents; while he who fig
ures as the Holy Ghost in the Godhead 
is believed by ardent thinkers to be 
closely related to hypnotism, with no 
existence outside of that condition.

But the New Year about closing the 
record of the century, is full of promise, 
Spiritualism has new and marvelous 
achievements to accomplish before Its 
completion. 'The silencing of discord 
within, the suppression of frauds, and 
the feebleness of the pressure from 
without, ail give assurance of grander 
triumphs than was ever known before. 
As deception and those who practice 
guile for pecuniary reward shall retire 
in disgrace, the light of truth will shine 
with greater effulgence, and the angel 
world will be revealed with a clearness 
heretofore unknown.

Let us all go grandly forward garner
ing new experiences, keeping the old 
firmly In mind—
While hope with knowledge shall lead 

the way
“To a purer world and a brighter day.”

AN OLD DEVICE OF THE CHURCH.
The account in these columns last 

week of “raffling for souls” down in 
Mexico, is somewhat paralleled by the 
sale of Indulgences, which, on payment 
of a scheduled tariff, exonerated the of
fender from all guilt, and, says 
Mosheim:

“They not only remitted the penalties, 
which the civil and ecclesiastical laws 
enacted against transgressors, but au
daciously usurped the authority which 
belongs to God alone, . and impiously 
pretended to abolish even the punish
ments which are reserved for a future 
state.”

The vices of Pope and Bishops, and 
their love of pleasure, had exhausted 
their resources, though, says Robertson 
in his History of Charles V., they had 
“tried every device the fertile invention 
of priests had fallen upon to drain the 
credulous multitude of their wealth.” 
It was to replenish a bankrupt treasury, 
and supply funds for 4he completion of 
the dome of St. Peter’s Cathedral, at 
Rome, that a new impetus was given 
to the sale of these privileges of crime 
which were thrown upon the market 
The best idea of the value of an Indul
gence may be gained from the docu
ment Itself. We quote It from the al
ready cited History ofCharles V., as 
translated by the author. See note to 
pp. 189, 100, Harper & Brother’s edi
tion:

“May our Lord Jesus Christ have 
mercy upon thee, and absolve thee, by 
the merits of his most holy passion. 
And I, by his authority, that of his 
blessed Apostles 1’eter.and Paul, and of 
the most holy Pope, granted and com
mitted to me in these parts, do absolve 
thee, first from all ecclesiastical cen
sures in whatever manner they have 
been incurred, and then from all thy 
sins, transgressions, and excesses, how 
enormous soever they may be, even 
from such as are reserved for the cog
nizance of tlie Holy See, and as far as 
the keys of the Holy Church extend, I 
remit to you all punishment which you 
deserve in purgatory on th?lr account; 
and I restore you to the holy sacra
ments of the church, to tlie unity of the 
faithful, and to that innocence and pur
ity winch you possessed at baptism; so 
that when you die, the gates of punish
ment shall be shut, and the gates of 
the paradise of delight shall be opened; 
and if you shall not die at present, this 
grace shall remain in full force when 
you are at the point of death. In the 
name of tlie Father, and of the Son, and 
of the Holy Ghost-”

In a note on the following page Mr. 
Robertson says:

“The terms In which Tetzel [the Sax
on agent of the Pope] and his associ
ates described the benefits of indul
gences, and the necessity of purchasing 
them, are so extravagant, that they ap
pear to be almost Incredible. ‘If any 
man'—said they—‘purchase letters of 
indulgence, his soul may rest secure 
with respect to its salvation. The souls 
confined in purgatory for whose re
demption Indulgences are purchased, as 
soon as the money tinkles in the chest, 
instantly escape from that place of tor
ment and ascend into heaven; The effi
cacy of Indulgences was so great the 
most heinous sins would be remitted 
and expiated by them, and the person 
be freed from punishment and guilt; 
that this was the unspeakable gift of 
God. in order to reconcile men to him
self; that the cross erected by the 
preachers of Indulgences was as effica
cious as the cross of Christ itself. -Lo! 
the heavens nre open: If you enter not 
now when will you enter? For twelve 
pence you may redeem the soul of your 
father out of purgatory; and are you so 
ungrateful that yon win not rescue 
your parent from torment? If you had 
but one coat you ought to strip yourself 
Instantly, and sell It to purchase such 
benefits.’ ” '

Buck, in his Theological Dictionary, 
article Indulgences, says, In addition to 
the great efficacy of these licenses to 
commit crime, it was claimed: “Even If 
one should violate the Mother of God 
[ the offense] would be remitted and ex
piated by them,' and the person be freed 
both from punishment and guilt"

The fact that a self-respecting God

who thus preyed on the ignorance and 
the superstition of the people, Is the 
strongest argument which can be urged 
against the existence of such a being. 
Says Robertson:

“Even the most unthinking were 
shocked at the scandalous behavior of 
Tetzel aud his associates, who olten 
squandered in drunkenness, gaming, 
and low debauchery, tliesi^sums which 
were piously bestowed in hopes of ob
taining eternal happiness.”

These Infamies of the parent church 
led to the Protestant revolt under 
Luther; but the principal superstition 
was still retained, and is down to the 
present. Every page of ecclesiastical 
history . antedating those times, and 
much that has been forged since, came 
directly from those pious scoundrels 
who would pardon the taking of a false 
oath iu criminal proceedings for nine 
shillings; a robbery for twelve shillings; 
a burning of a neighbor’s house twelve 
shillings; defiling a virgin nine shill
ings; murdering a layman seven shilb 
Ings sixpence, and so on to include ev
ery wrong and every crime.

Great God! And people complain be
cause The Progressive Thinker is un
willing to place trust in anything which 
has come through the hands of these 
murderous wretches, who for a few 
paltry shillings licensed the commission 
of the greatest of crimes, and who have 
bent heaven and earth to keep the peo
ple in ignorance that they may continue 
their vileness.

EXCELLENT ADMISSION.
The New Unity, the organ of Jenkin 

Lloyd Jones, says:
Professor James Hyslop, of Columbia 

University, reviewing the report of the 
Society for Psychical Research, thinks 
that at last the investigation has ful
filled the following demands: L The 
messages given represent facts, which 
it is impossible the medium obtained by 
ordinary methods, and which the in
vestigator is sure were not so obtained. 
2. The facts represent matter not with
in the knowledge of the investigators; 
so as to exclude telepathy between 
them and the medium. 3, The facts are 
verifiable; and are not allegations about 
a transcendental existence, which no
body ean possibly prove or disprove.” 
It is to be hoped that this reappearance 
of psychical investigation will not stim
ulate the humbugs and frauds to multi
ply their Imposition upon society. It is 
also to be hoped that the way Is not 
now long to the establishment of direct 
communication between those in the 
flesh and those out of it. Whatever 
our theological bias, we may all hope 
for this one great result, that the uni
verse may be open to investigation 
from a psychical standpoint as freely 
as from a physical.

AN INDUSTRIOUS SOMNAMBULIST
The Louisville Courier-Journal says 

that Archibald Clark, a farmer living a 
few miles from' Greenup, Ky., is with
out doubt the most remarkable som
nambulist in that state. During the past 
summer he has been accusing his neigh
bors of slipping into his truck patches 
at night and cultivating them. Of 
course, he did not object to this, but 
thought it most extraordinary. It was 
also a strange fact that they always did 
at night Just what he had Intended to 
do the following day.

Becoming anxious to know which of 
his neighbors he was Indebted to for 
the kindness, he speht many wakeful 
nights watching his truck patches, but 
without success. No one ever came 
Into them when he was on the watch, 
but when he would miss watching for 
a night there was invariably some work 
done.

A short time ago he drove his wagon 
into his potato patch late one evening, 
so that he could load It early in the 
morning. He was very anxious to get 
well on his way to market before sun
up. However, he overslept himself and 
got up in a terrible stew; but great was 
Ids surprise when he went into the po
tato patch to find the wagon already 
loaded and the horses hitched to it, 
ready to start, thus saving him a couple 
of hours' time and hard work.

One night his wife saw him stealing 
out of th« house in his night clothes, 
and, following him to the barn, saw 
him take a mattock and go out and be
gin digging up grubs in an old fence

FACTS TO REMEMBER.
The following from a late issue of the 

Truth Seeker, makes good reading for 
the times, and is worthy of preserva
tion, for it states valuable facts in a 
very limited space:

“The science of archeology—which is 
but another name for the science of 
antiquity—particularly that of the East, 
is all the time teaching us new lessons 
on the similarity, or Identity, of the 
Hebrew and Chaldean myths and 
legends. Examples of such likenesses 
are frequently met with. A writer In 
an English magazine has grouped a 
large number of them together. Thus 
the creation story of Genesis is written 
on the creation tablets of Babylonia. 
The Garden of Eden has been identified 
with the holy grove which once spread 
Its shades over Eridu, the original sea
port of Chaldea; the cherubim with 
flaming sword set to guard the tree of 
life answer to the guardian spirits 
which Assyrian art represented as 
kneeling or standing on either side of 
the sacred palm-tree in the same 
Garden of Eridu. And even for the 
formation of Eve out of a rib taken 
from Adam there is a parallel In the 
creation of consort goddesses by the 
self-reduplication of the primitive gods.

“The Hebrew narrative of the flood Is 
clearly based on the Babylonian copy 
of the same myth; while the exploits 
of the mighty hunter Nimrod are de
scribed at great length in the poems 
written to celebrate that hero.

“As it is with the legends so it Is with 
the religious rites; they are the same in 
Hebrew and Chaldee worship. Deities, 
identified both by character and by 
name further prove that the Hebrews 
inherited their entire religious outfit 
from a people whom they afterwards 
denounced as heathen.

“It is rather a strange fact that when 
a modern Christian reads these ancient 
fabrications as they are deciphered 
from the Babylonian or Assyrian tab
lets he has no language by which to 
measure his contempt for them; but 
when he reads them as copied without 
improvement and with many blunders 
into the traditions of the Jews, what 
had been contemptible before now 
become 'inspired truths!’ ”

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
. To each and to all the readers of The 

Progressive Thinker the editai; makes 
his most courtly bow, and extends the 
compliments of the ‘ season, and the 
.wish of A Happy New Year!

H7HJNTED HOUSES

sldered, tji^re l^a vital reason for tills, 
existing Ju the‘..psseutlul character of 
the diverse teachings of the two cults.

That there is >a wide divergence be
tween the two In essential principles is 
apparent' t$ every mind that has stud
ied and compared the two systems.

Of orthodoxy we need only to say 
that its long-practiced plan of making 
men better through the influence of 
fear, dread of punishment hereafter, is 
an appeal to a(low form of selfishness, 
such as might properly be considered as 
appropriately applicable to wild and fe
rocious beasts, mot' amenable to mild 
suasion and appeals to moral sense.

It cannot be well denied that the idea 
of God brought to view in the Old Tes
tament scriptures Is that of an irre
sponsible and unreasonable tyrant, in
vested with all the elements and char
acteristics of human inhumanity and 
savagery, so to speak, of the people who 
created him as their ideal of what a 
God might be supposed to be. He was 
simply an enlarged edition of the men 
whose imagination created him.

The orthodox'of to-day have fallen 
heir to the old Jewish-Pagan God of 
their savage or semi-civilized spiritual 
forefathers.

In some degree the civilized and civil
izing spirit of thè modern age has worn 
off tbte rough and ragged Jutting cor
ners of the barbarous old ideal, but In 
the orthodox creeds the sharp and hid
eous features still remain, to exercise a 
baleful influence In moulding the 
thought, the mentality and the moral 
quality of the people.

It must be confessed, viewing the 
matter philosophically, that It is only 
quite in the nature of things, related as 
cause and sequence, that the worship of 
a Being of cruelty and inhumanity, of 
anger, wrath, hatred and vengeance, 
who Is accepted as the mind’s highest 
and purest spiritual and moral ideal, 
must inevitably tend to produce a type 
of man partaking of the same morally 
undesirable characteristics and quali
ties attributed to the God thus wor
shiped.

Consequently there need be no sur
prise that orthodoxy furnishes a vastly 
greater proportion of criminals and 
malefactors of all sorts, than is fur
nished by Spiritualists and the sects 
that discard the orthodox beliefs and 
Ideals.

The tendency of such Inhuman be
liefs and cruel Ideals is and must be to 
beget inhumanity, cruelty, and a laps
ing from high and pure and nobly mor
al conduct, In individual and social life. 
Such is tlje direct and indirect tendency 
of orthodoxy—the result of its distinct
ive dogmatic doctrinal features.

In marked contrast with orthodoxy, 
stands forth Spiritualism. It owns no. 
God of wrath and vengeance, breathing 
threatenings aud slaughter against hu
man beings here In this life, nor endless 
torments in the world to come. ~

In every phase of Its development and 
revelation to mankind, from everypoint 
of view, it presents an embodiment of 
humane humanity. Its ideals are of the 
highest and best that man can conceive, 
filling man’s purest conceptions of mor
al excellence and spiritual attainment.

Its highest ideal comes with blessings, 
and not curses; with uplift and pro
gression, and Pot damnation and hell.

It comes bearing a message of love, 
bringing balm to wounded hearts, nnd 
the sweet rest of assurance to those 
who may have been troubled with the 
nightmare dreams caused by awful and 
Inhuman doctrines.

Spiritualism inculcates Justice, truth 
and right, the doing of good and not 
evil; and in consistency, sets forth no 
worshipful Being whose attributed 
characteristics fend, when adored, to 
produce crime, vice, cruelty and Inhu
manity.

Hence we are entiied to proclaim, in 
harmony with the nature of Spiritual
ism, and In accordance with the evi
dence of statistics, as before stated, 
that Spiritualism makes men better.

There is solid and abundant reason 
for believing that Spiritualism exer
cises a good and wholesome Influence 
in society, In every civilized land, and 
wherever its natural and legitimate 
force extends, the world Is the better 
for it And not less upon and within 
the churches, than outside of them, 
does its humanizing influence extend, 
greatly modifying people’s beliefs, and 
dissipating the enslaving and Injurious 
power of Inhuman doctrines and dog
mas, even while yet tlie old creeds re
main. Even so let the wholesome 
leaven work, everywhere.

COL. C. F. HOUGHTON.
Of this staunch and representative 

Spiritualist, whose departure for the 
“unseen country” is so widely mourned 
by our fellow-countrymen north of the 
Great Lakes, J. .E. M. Whitney says in 
the Banner of Light:

At the time of the Crimean war he 
entered the British army as an ensign 
in the Fifty-eighth Regiment Infantry, 
in the hope of seeing active service, but 
was too late. Subsequently he ex
changed Into the Twentieth Regiment 
After a service of some years he came 
to British Columbia, where he was 
elected Member of the Dominion Par
liament in 1872, as a Liberal Conserva
tive, and was of great assistance to the 
Premier of Canada, Sir John MacDon
ald, in promoting the gigantic scheme 
of ^.transcontinental railway over the 
Rockies. In March, 1873, he was ap
pointed Deputy Adjutant General, and 
organized the militia of British Colum
bia. He formed in 1881 the Ninetieth 
Battalion of Winnipeg Rifles, which did 
such efficient service in suppressing the 
Northwest rebellton of 1885, on which 
occasion he was second in command 
under Majot-Gendral Sir F. Middleton. 
Lord Melgimd, thé present Earl of Min
to, was ontaìs staff.

The principal interest of this sketch 
centres itsélf in the fact that this schol
ar, soldier «nd gentleman was an ardent 
champion tof the’dlvine philosophy of 
Spiritualism'. Hef scorned public criti
cism with Its ridicule. He always in
troduced thé subject when he found a 
fitting' occasion, find, being in touch 
with the highest1 circles of society, In
cluding thè Vice Regal Court, he never 
hesitated to speak the truth in giving 

-his experiences. The present Governor
General, Lord Aberdeen, so much be
loved, esteemed and admired by all the 
people of the Dominion, may have pos
sibly on many occasions come under 
the magic spell of his eloquent words

He was an .automatic writer, and re
ceived volumes .of. communications 
from his loving Wife in spirit-land. He 
had marvelous tests of spirit-return, 
concerning which the writer, who was 
one of his most intimate friends, could 
speak, but time arid space will not per
mit Suffice it to say that in company 
with the great and thé good of this 
world's history, he has left his “foot
prints on the Bauds of time.” ’

Wherever Christian men .congregate 
the season is on us in which the birth 
of the Syrian youth is celebrated. 
Whether he saw the light of life mirac
ulously as is alleged, or whether he 
came into the world as do all, or wheth
er he was God or the Son of God, is for 
my present purpose beside the question. 
For good or ill, true or false, as a record 
of a man’s life and death or a fable 
manufactured by priests, the story of 
the Nazarene has goue forth these hun
dreds of years and played Its part in 

mysterious drama we call human

The pity of it dll Is that in coming to 
enlighten the world the illumination 
was cast on problems that had little re
ality associated with them. Man’s “pri
mal fall,” inherited “depravity;” sub
stitution and salvdtion may have been 
pertinent themes In earlier days, but 
in the light of the pressing miseries 
afflicting man’s, life In this practical 
world, such topics seem hopeless of 
help. How the dream of the Christ has 
been perverted, subverted and finally 
almost lost sight of, contemporary his
tory will ultimately disclose to poster
ity, if not to us of to-day. Stripped by 
the remorseless logic of events, de
nuded of his divinity, treated as an his
torical fiction, and now admitted as an 
ideal too Ideal for this working world, 
this man or myth of Judean life and 
thought is virtually dethroned within 
his own temples. And why? Because 
ne was apart from men, because 'he of
fered tbem little of use in the now, be
cause he furnished no proof of the life 
he is said to have revealed to man. 
The world, ungrateful if you will, ow
ing to its larger knowledge, more press
ing as to its Interrogations regarding 
present well being and future existence 
falls to find in the ancient “Light of the 
World” that illumination it needs now.

From Jerusalem to London, down all 
the intervening eighteen hundred cen
turies, life and death have waged their 
battle. Green graves have held all of
poor mortality, and the unanswering 
heavens have bended over the mourn
er in Ms nightly vigils. The bloom of 
youth and beauty, the pride of manly 
strength, the grey hairs of dame and 
sire, the bud of Infant promise, all 
have obeyed the mysterious and im
perious summons that brooks no de
nial, and “if a man die shall he live 
again” has risen as a requiem from the 
pain-wrung hearts of men. The light 
has been the “light that failed.” Unless 
the future is beyond all doubt, the pres
ent is all uncertain. Love, Duty, Mor
als, Religion, what matters? Evil is 
as pleasant as virtue, and who knows 
what matters, since few seem to know 
anything of certainty as to the here
after? Death is a desperate solution of 
all questions, an Impartial Judge who 
settles all accounts in one way, a mer
ciful oblivion, so far as the ancient 
light appears to be able to disclose.

Ecclesiastical dogma and sectarian 
doctrine are not religion, nor is the cult 
of a long past the fitting garb for a 
sturdy present. New times, new needs 
yesterday has gone! The living now 
and the oncoming future claim the at
tention of this hour. Men question 
death, sincS they may face him to-mor
row, Is this old man hoary a sphinx, 
or can his ear be found, and his secrets 
be known? Undoubtedly the world 
has too much of darkness about the 
future life. Science is more than skep
tical, religion is without evidence, the 
‘Man in the street” is largely indiffer

ent, , while most only realize their dark
ness when the scythe-bearer enters 
their own field. Then there is a dark
ness that can be felt, and moaning, pit
eous cries go up, for, in the words of 
the great German, “Light, more Light.”

Truly a “Modern Light of the World” 
Is needed. A light penetrating and cer
tain. That will illumine the facts of 
life, not make the darkness more visi
ble. That shall light men’s eyes when 
gazing up to the beyond, and make the 
plnacles of the hoped-for shine sharply 
against the sunny skies of the Home of 
man beyond the grave. That shall 
bring into clearer relief the myriads of 
the might dead, in all their reality, and 
help to fix on the minds of our brethren 
the facts, whatever they may be, of the 
Home over There. ,

Weary brothers and sisters, believers 
or unbelievers, those with any kind of 
faith, and those having no faith or in 
whom faith has died, the black dark
ness is lessening, the light of promise 
is with us, and first came to us fifty 
years ago. Trimmed was Its wick In a 
lonely and humble cot, and again the 
simple things of earth confounded the 
mighty. From that tiny flame of fifty 
years ago pencilled rays shot out all 
over the world. Slowly tho radiance 
grew, and as it increased in power be
hold it entered the hearts of men, cast
ing out darkness therein. It illumined 
the grave, filled the homes of grief with 
its glories, spanned the spaces and lit
erally cast new light on old problems. 
In forest solitudes, in pastoral valleys, 
beside earth's solemn mountains, by 
many a sparkling river’s marge, along 
the rock-bound coast of many a surg
ing sea. In quiet hamlets and busy 
cities, in lonely homes on swelling 
prairies, among the rich, the poor, the 
cultured and uncultured, in law, divin
ity, medicine and science, wherever 
men think, work, love, live and do and 
die, this Light has gone. And as we 
grow accustomed to its beauty we dis
cern within its splendor the faces of our 
well-beloved and dear ones who had 
died ’ as in our blindness we were 

wont to say!
All hail! to thee, sweet light, glorious

ly ineffable. Thou mayest disclose 
some things in a light that Is unaccept
able, since the blind love their gloom 
but thou glvest us light on all that 
most interests a sturdy, striving living. 
Priests and vestments, decaying altars 
and dead gods thou mayest show in all 
too clear outline and form. But God’s 
great works for man’s sublime uplift
ing, and Death’s true purpose thou 
shinest such a light upon as the hosts 
of men who weep and suffer scarce 
dreamed of. And in the coming vears 
when priestly bigotry is forgotten^ 
when skepticism has ceased Its often 
wanton war against thee, when super
stition shall have been dethroned by 
Reason and Truth, thou, oh, fair Light, 
thy value shall be unquestioned. But 
for us of to-day, we who know, are con
tent to find “The Modern Light of the 
World In that Modern Spiritualism 
whose year of Jubilee is now past, and 
which movement is one of the pro- 
foundest incidents in the history of the 
century now coming to its close.

London, England. J. J. MORSE.

/ FREE THOUGHT LECTURES.
Mr. Charles Watts, of England, a 

well-known champion of Freethought, 
will visit Chicago in February, and 
give a course of lectures, time and place 
to be hereafter announced. Mr. Watts 
would be glad to make arrangements 
for lectures in outside towns. Letters 
addressed to E. O. Relchwald, 141 
South .Water street, Chicago, will meet 
with prompt attention. He is the sec
retary of the Freethought Federation 
of America, and represents Mr, Watts.

In order to reach a class of new readers we wj?^ 
send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, anct* 
also send free of charge the back chapters ot" 
that, remarkable story, “Juno, or the New Wo
man/’ written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
teisilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. Jou should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
new yearly ones will get the back chapters free 
it they subscribe soon.

Glowing Words from One of Ohio’s Leading Minde.
T° the Editor:—I have carefully perused the 

365 pages of “Art Magic,” and feel impressed to 
pronounce it a deeply interesting compendium 
of the principles of occult philosophy, now en
gaging the attention of the profoundest thinkers 
tv? j the world, under the name of
Modern Spiritualism. The gratitude of Ameri
can Spiritualists, particularly, is due to the gifted- 
author, Emma Hardinge Britten, and her able 
compeers, who have launched this valuable book 
upon the literary world. To those who desire 
an intellectual feast, I recommend that they sub
scribe for The Progressive Thinker for one year' 
and get the book as a premium; send $1.20 to 
J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, and enjoy 
the festivities of the season without alloy.

Fraternally yours, '
New Philadelphia, O. 'C. H. MATHEWS.

All houses wherein men have lived and died
Are haunted houses. Through the open doors- 

The harmless, phantoms on their errands glide, :
With feet that make no sound upon the floors. “ 

We meet them at the doorway, on the stair,
Along the passages they come and go, 

Impalpable impressions on the air,
A sense of something moving to and fro. • 

There are more guests at table than the hosts
Invited; the illuminated hall 

Is thronged with quiet, inoffensive ghosts,
As silent as the pictures on the wall.

__ ______  ---Longfellow.
A GLEAM OF HOPE.

A news dispatch to the Record, of 
this city, of the 9th Inst., from Mil
waukee, says:

“Members of the Baptist Primary 
Workers for the Sunday Schools have 
begun a crusade against Santa Claus. 
The matter was warmly discussed at a 
meeting of the society, and it was 
Anally decided that he should not be 
allowed to appear in person at Sunday 
school festivities, and that he should be 
even refused entrance to houses to be 
seen by the children. Some of the mem
bers even went so far as to attack the 
whole tradition concerning St. Nicholas, 
and held that it was a myth that 
aroused doubt in the minds of children. 
But a few stoutly defeuded Santa 
Claus, aud declared that they would 
continue to tell their children all about 
him. As a compromise it was decided 
that he should not be allowed to appear 
In the church during tlie Christinas 
night celebration around the tree.”

Who is this Santa Claus, Kris Kringle, 
or St. Nicholas the Baptists of Mil
waukee don't seem to respect? Why he 
Is one of the large brood of mythical 
saints the Catholics have canonized aud 
placed on their calendar as worthy of 
adoration, but maiuly representing the 
minor gods in the Roman Pantheon. 
True, Santa Claus is made to play the 
part of the patron of boys, and oc-‘ 
caslonally assist in getting husbands 
for the girls, but he is the fiction of a 
priestly brain nevertheless, like thou
sands of others which might be named. 
The Baptists of Milwaukee have done

CHURCH STATISTIC.
Rev. Dr. Paterson is reported as say

ing, after a careful study of church re
ports, “that more than half the Pres
byterian churches of the country have 
a membership of less than 100 each; 
that one-seventh of the Presbyterians, 
and one-fifth of the Congregationalists 
have less than twenty-five each.” If 
the only route to heaven lay through 
those churches there would be a poor 
show for a populous kingdom “up 
there.”

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN DICTIONARY.
It Is reported that four of the great 

German universities are now at work 
on the preparation of an actual diction
ary of the hieroglyphic language of the 
ancient Egyptians. The hope is enter
tained that printing may begin in 1909. 
The meaning of a vast number of words 
lias to be.found from comparison of 
texts containing the words sought By 
a system of exclusion, a probable mean
ing may be reached for each word; The 
work will be a monument to commemo
rate the solution of one of the most dif
ficult enigmas ever presented to philol
ogists.

DIABOLICAL CATHOLIC PRIESTS 
CALLED DOWN.

A dispatch from San Juan, Porto 
Rico, says that the Roman Catholic 
priests at Ponce have Issued a procla
mation directing their people not to go 
near Protestants, nor to receive pres
ents from them and forbidding them to 
enter tlie houses of Protestants. Tho 
priests denounce as illegal marriages 
performed by others than themselves. 
General Henry, the military command
er of the island, has notified the Alcade 
of Ponce to inform the priests that they 
must stop issuing such disquieting 
proclamations, and that tlie denouncing 
of religious denominations will not bo

A CHURCH REVOLT.
The Catholics at Fort Dodge, Iowa, 

are in a stew. The priest. Father 
Burke, wanted to raise 84.000. He sent 
the women and children of his church 
through the city selling tickets for 
chances on various articles to be raffled 
for during a proposed bazaar. The busi
ness men of tlie church revolted, declar
ing the procedure in violation of a state 
law prohibiting lotteries, and beneath 
the dignity of a priest. 'Die learned 
Father insists on carrying out his lot
tery scheme, and the church seems to 
be passing through the throes of an in
cipient revolution.

Father Huglie has precedent in his 
favor. Rattles have been iu vogue for 
centuries in church circles of all de
nominations as an easy method for rais
ing money. Even souls in purgatory 
are made the subject of these rallies, as 
we showed last week.

LAY NOT UP FOR THE MORROW.
Lutheran ministers In conference at 

Baltimore have indorsed the action of 
the Illinois Lutherans that the principle 
of life insurance Is antagonistic to Bible 
teaching. Any fool who can run and 
read should have been convinced of 
that fact:

“Lay not up for yourselves treasures 
upon earth, where moth and rust doth 
corrupt, and where thieves break 
through and steal.”—Matt G:19.

THE GREAT CAESAR’S DUST
While lately making excavations 

around the base of a column, In the Ro
man forum, marking the spot where 
Julius Caesar was assassinated 44 
years before our era, a heap of ashes, 
carefully walled around and over with 
brick, was unearthed, believed to .be 
the remains of the first Roman-emper
or; for\ Caesar was cremated at that 
place, the column being placed there to 
mark the site. .
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think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

“Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price

Challenges the Minister to 
Test His Powers.

Those Who Take No Spiritualist 
Paper.

possible to organize. A strong National 
Association, democratic in principle 
and practice, should dictate uniform

Rev, Dr. Thomas on Medical 
Freedom.

Effects a Cure When Med 
ical Skill Failed,
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Address to the Readers of The Progressive Thinker, 
by Byron W. Barge, of Indianapolis,
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1 'A concise statement of the condition 
of the Spiritualist movement is em
braced In the following quotation from 
Erot. J. S. Loveland's ‘‘Essay on Me
diumship:”

‘■Some of our oldest intelligent Spirit
, ualists think that before another fifty

years shall have passed Spiritualism as 
a distinctive movement will have dis
appeared. That a modified Christianity
accepting the fact of spirit manifesta- 

• tions and toning down its theological 
dogmas, will occupy the field. And, 
unless we Spiritualists arouse ourselves 
to the tremendous import of present 
conditions, no doubt something like this, 
will transpire. At all events, we shall 
have sunk out of sight and Bonta move
ment having humanitarianism in its 
broadest sense, as its basis of inspira
tion, will do the work to which we are 
called.”

These are not the words of a pessi
mist, but coming as they do from a 
grand old pioneer Spiritualist and pro
gressive thinker, they bring to us a 
realization of the necessity for a “new 
departure” in our work and organiza
tion. It is self-evident that any new 
departure must come through organiza
tion, and It remains to be seen whether 
we will organize on a broad universal 
basis, a basis broad enough to include 
the theosophical Hindoo, philosophical 
European, scientific American and the 
religious element of all classes, or make 
tlie basis of organization special, nar
row, contemptible.

In the early spring of the present 
year, while discussing the subject of 
organization with a well-known author, 
speaker and medium, one of the oldest 
and best public workers in our ranks, 
she said: “Spiritualists will be divided 
In their organization, and it will

BE ON THE GOD IDEA.”
Through my own mediumship I per

ceived that the spirit influencing the 
medium was a man of known ability 
when in earth life. Since then there 
has been much discussion on that sub
ject, ,the most marked being the 
Rochester and London addresses by 
Dr. J1. M. Peebles, in which he declared 
that Spiritualists believe in a personal, 
self-conscious God. This was an at
tempt to capture the name Spiritualist 
and apply it to those who believe in a 
specialty. There are thousands of earn
est Spiritualists, and among them many 
of the most intelligent in our ranks, 
who do not

ENDORSE THE GOD IDEA 
at all; and to attempt to organize on a 
basis narrowed down to dogmatizing, 
will most certainly divide us in our or
ganization, and would be a crime.

At the nex,t annual meeting of the 
National Spiritualists' Association that 
body should reorganize on a broad 
humanitarian basis, and announce the 
“new departure” through a declaration 
of principles. Sueh declaration should 
ignore the God and reincarnation con
troversies. They can never be settled 
by that method, and would cause the 
■N. S. A. to disintegrate into a’number of

WRANGLING, SNARLING 
sects like the Christian churches.

The pure, white spirit of my “aged 
■mother” stands near and sustains me 
while I write this message. Were it 
otherwise, I would not be able to break 
the fetters that would bind me to the 

.superstitions of relatives, neighbors and 
friends. My noble “father,” a man of 
unspotted character and temperate in 
all things, yet lives in the physical form 
and there exists between father and 
sori a bond of love and affection which 
never has been and never will be 
broken. Those who make villainous 
statements to the contrary, falsify 
facts and remind me of a story in that 
excellent book, “The Question Settled," 
by Moses Hull. A Quaker who, having 
a spite against a dog, said, “It is wrong 
forme to kill thee; but I will give thee 
a bad name and let thee go;” and

■forthwith cried out, “Mnd dog.” 
" I do not elect to argue the question of 
consciousness in a God in this article. 
My convictions on that subject are pos
itive, and should it appear desirable at 
some future time, I shall not hesitate to 
speak.. Human needsand suffering and 
.their amelioration have hitherto en
gaged my attention largely, and I have 
not, as yet, had the time to study the 
best thought on the mooted question of 
reincarnation. Therefore any radical 
position anent that subject on my part, 
would be premature, although I must 

■ confess that the negative position ap
peals to my reason for some considera
tion.

. In a recent article in The Progressive 
Thinker from the pen of a well-known
'‘Christian Spiritualist, I note the follow
’ ing words regarding prayer: “True 

- prayer is aspiration, an uplifting nnd 
an outgoing of the soul's emotions 
toward the good, the beautiful nnd the 
true. It Is well and wise to pray to 
ministering spirits and angels.”

To pray or not to pray is a matter of 
taste. When a child I was taught to 
pray to the Christian God, and con
tinued the habit for twenty-five years, 
but I must confess that it was a waste 
of time. Since learning that the Chris- 

• tian God has no existence, I am not 
quite sure but the Spiritualist God

. . IS ALSO A MYTH,
and I never address him. I heartily 
endorse the idea of prayer as outlined 
in the above quotation, and if such be 
prayer, we all pray. When I wish to 
thank a spirit or angel for some kind
ness, I silently send out thoughts of 

■ gratitude, but never invoke the Gods.
To refer to those who do not pray to 
“the infinite life and light of the unl- 
.verse” as “dwellers in the swine king
dom of creation;” betrays the mule ears 
of a religious bigot

For a number of years the Spiritualist 
press has been calling attention to the 
higher mediumship, and, in looking 
over the field, I note an improvement 
fln public sentiment as a result The 
iProgresslve Thinker has recently taken 
another advanced position in ad
vocating

THE HOME CIRCLE 
for the development and exercise of 
ithose phases of special mediumship 

; which have heretofore occupied the 
front seat as commercial mediumship.

, There Is a place for every phase of 
¡physical and phenomenal mediumship, 
¡but in the future we should not allow 
fthe preparatory department to take 

■ senior rank while the higher develop
. anent is forced into the freshman class.
II am not one of those rabid persons 
¡who deprecate mediumship or any 
¡phase of medial development; on the 

. other hand, I bow in reverence to every 
.divine man and woman who has taken 

- ■4up the work in any department with 
' decency and honesty; nevertheless I 
’ .-Hove the Spiritualist movement more, 
;anuch more, than any individual unit of 

■ ’¡that movement ■
. : During the past two years I .have 
!!becn impressed that the time would 

»a come when we must stop making 
. ¿merchandise out of our mediumship.

(That tlAeis near at band, and unless

we meet the issue fairly and fearlessly 
before the end of the present century, I 
fear it will be too late. The liberal 
churches and.humanitarian movements 
will have taken our place, and our 
higher mediumship and leave us siug- 
iugiJ'O think of the home over there,” 
with our thousands of special mediums 
competing

WITH THE FAKIRS, 
and all classed as birds of a feather by 
the world. Diatribes on frauds, dark
ness, physical phenomena, etc., will not 
help us very much, but to declare 

..through our State and National organ
izations, that commercial mediumship 
is no longer desirable will cleanse our 
ranks of fakirs and compel them to ply 
their devilish trade as individuals or 
under some other name than that of 
Spiritualist. • ■ ’
Every phase of special mediumship 

should be encouraged, but confined to 
home circles. Test mediumship should 
also be separate from our lecture work 
on the platform, and only men and 
Women of culture and ability be 
allowed to address the public under the 
name of organized Spiritualism. Resi
dent speakers and free meetings should 
be made a feature of the new departure. 
The ten-cent admission fee, orthodox 
songs with the word angel substituted 
for Jesus, ordaining, baptizing and 
meaningless invocations are responsi- 

Tfle, in part, for the unenviable position 
we find ourselves in to-day.

Reorganized on a basis of universal 
brotherhood and humanitarianism in 
its broadest sense, with a J

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES 
embracing the “new departure,” there 
would be a place among us for such 
noble souls as T. E. Allen and Dr. 
Hodgson, and we would become the 
savior and emancipator of humanity. 
It would then be possible to establish 
schools for psychic culture and un- 
foldment; to found colleges in which to 
educate and develop healing mediums 
and to place our,best literature before 
the general public with the assurance 
that it would be read and respected.

Our past development has been 
largely metaphysical and phenomenal, 
but unless I am mistaken in the signs 
of the times, the future development 
will be scientific, educational and hu
manitarian. President H. D. Barrett 
has recently outlined his plans

FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
under the auspices of the National 
Association. This is a step in the right 
direction, and if encouraged and sup
ported as it should be, will place the 
phenomena on a scientific basis before 
the world. It is humiliating to know 
that scientific men who are investigat
ing our phenomena are, as a rule, com
pelled to do so under the name of

PSYCHIC RESEARCHERS, 
and to call their mediums psychics. 
Such action on their part is justifiable, 
because we have, by our inaction, 
caused mediumship and Spiritualism to 
be identified with fortune-telling and 
immoralism.

I have not taken my position un- 
thoughtedly and realize that there may 
be some mediums, and perhaps others, 
who do not see quite as far into the 
future as I think I do, who will 
imagine they see in the writer an 
enemy to special mediumship. To all 
such I would say, time will prove that 
those who now desire to have special 
mediumship taken out of the market 
and confined to private life, are the true 
friends of the phenomena of Spiritual
ism. Unless something of this nature 
Is done, and speedily done, organized 
Spiritualists will be compelled to re
pudiate the exercise of such medium
ship in toto. There is another way in 
which we can protect ourselves from

THE FAKIRS WHO PRACTICE 
in the name of Spiritualism, and that 
Is to organize thoroughly, establish 
psychic institutes and license our me
diums. This would be helpful, but would 
have a tendency to destroy the democ
racy of the movement. This paragraph 
shall not be closed without referring to

THOSE GRAND MEDIUMS 
who, like the Bangs Sisters, Campbell 
Brothers, and others, devote their lives 
to demonstrating the beautiful phe
nomena of Spiritualism. Should any 
organization attempt to pass resolu
tions destined to interfere with the ex
ercise of such mediumship or to curtail 
a just remuneration for the same, the 
Spiritualists of the nation would rise 
up “as one man” in their defense. We 
as Spiritualists are proud of such me
diumship, and those who participate 
therein shall be defended, protected 
and supported, but “the time is ripe and 
rotten ripe for change.”

There may be those who, while self
ishly enjoying their own material pros
perity, recognize no necessity for

HUMANITARIAN ACTION.
From such, If there be such, we should 
expect a plea for more music and more 
enthusiasm. Groveling In the dust of 
antiquity, chained to the pyramids and 
-Gods of the Orient, opposed to advance
ment or progression, obsessed by the 
spirit of slander, they rush at those who 
dare to oppose their fossilized ideas, as 
a bug Into a lighted candle, only to re
coil with

HISSES, SNARLS AND SNEERS; 
or with bitter gall for ink they write 
blighting, blinding, cursing words and 
scatter falsehood black as night

But there is light ahead, bright, glo
rious light From two worlds we hear 
the command: Forward march! In 
angelic spheres a mighty host beckons 
ever on, while dear old mother earth 
retains such intellectual and spiritual 
giants as Loveland, Lockwood, Daw
barn, Buchanan, Wallace, Tuttle, Hull, 
Colville, G rumbine, Mrs. Longley, Cora 
L. .V. Richmond, and many others, each 
in their own way pleading for a “new 
departure.” In specialties like the God 
question and reincarnation, these noble 
sons and daughters of our common 
parent Nature, may and perhaps do 
differ, but on the question of universal 
brotherhood, humanitarian action and 
moral decency there should be no 
conflict

Prior to the last annual meeting of 
the N. 8. A. I was one of the many who 
criticised that body. It is therefore 
proper that I now acknowledge my 
appreciation of the

REFORMS INAUGURATED
In that convention. There are other 
changes that should be made In future 
conventions, but were referred to in a 
former article. I never was one of 
those critics who recognize the pyramid 
as a type of-unorganized Spiritualism 
with the'N. S. A. as the top trying to 
build downward. To my mind the 
sphefe is a better emblem, the N. S. A. 
the center building outward. This is 
probably the only way in which it was

equally fantastic.’. There are Spiritual
ist meetings conducted -Iq a manner 
well calculated to repel Intelligence and 
attract the butterfly element. I am 
glad to say that this is not the case here 
in Indianapolis. With men like Presi
dent Schmidt and Brother R. B. Gruell 
at the helm, a commodious two-story 
brick tabernacle, owned by the society, 
and high-class talent on the rostrum, 
we have much, very much, to be thank
ful for. Perhaps to-adhere closely to 
the business methods of the’ Christian 
church would be unwise; but to reject 
any good precedent simply because it 
did not originate outside of the church 
would be folly.

Those wisefi) Spiritualists who labor 
zealously to unite Spiritualism and 
Christianity in a compromise humani
tarian movement will find that, should 
they succeed, the Spiritualist lamb 
would be inside of the Christian lion. 
Christians are organized to glorify an 
imaginary God. Spiritualists should 
organize to serve a real humanity.

BYRON W. BARGE. 
Indianapolis, Ind.

A recent dispatch to “The Press” 
from Chadron, Jefferson county, this 
State, told of the wonderful powers of 
a young man named Fred Ebner. The 
dispatch told In an interesting way that 
Ebner’s psychic or spiritualistic powers 
were the iparvel of everyone in the 
county, many of whom had witnessed 
his demonstrations. Among his other 
powers it was said in the dispatch that 
young Ebner had absolute power over 
clocks; that he could make them strike, 
stop or start at will, without touching 
them.

The story was so remarkable that it 
created a great deal of interest among 
Cleveland students of psychic phenom
ena, among them Rev. Dr. Sprecher. 
Dr. Sprecher has been delivering Sun
day evening lectures on the subjects re
lated to Spiritualism and psychology 
and through these lectured thousands 
of people have become deeply in
terested in these subjects.

Dr. Sprecher’s ideas on the powers 
said to be possessed by young Ebner 
were published in “The Press” last 
week.

In brief, the doctor said that until he 
had absolute proof to the contrary he 
thought the secret of young Ebner's 
powers must be explained on the 
theory of trickery. He said that in his 
judgment this position should be taken 
on all such matters. The following 
dispatch to i'The Press,” Tuesday, is 
self-explanatory:

Chardon, Ohio, Dec. 13.—“The Press” 
interview with Rev. Dr. Sprecher, con
cerning the remarkable feats performed 
by Fred Ebner, the young waiter at the 
Park Hotel, was received with con-» 
siderable surprise here, where there no 
longer exists even the shadow of a 
doubt as to the genuineness of Ebner's 
strange powers.

Young Ebner expressed much indig
nation that the Cleveland minister 
should have attributed his feats to 
trickery without having first investi
gated the matter, and made the re
quest that “The Press” publish the fol
lowing proposition:

“Should Dr. Sprecher or his friends 
desire to thoroughly investigate and 
test the matter, he may appoint a day 
when he will come to Chardon. He may 
bring -his own clock and designate any 
place he chooses for the test Before 
the test shall be given, however, he 
must first deposit $200 at the First Na
tional Bank. He may then select two 
responsible men of Cleveland, nnd 
“The Press” will select a like number 
from Chardon. If, at the conclusion of 
the exhibition, all four shall agree that 
Ebner has performed all the feats 
attributed to him, and shall be satisfied 
that it was not a trick, or the work of 
magic, then the money shall be turned 
over to the young man.”

The only condition he imposes is that 
the clock shall first be thoroughly over
hauled by a responsible clocksmith, In 
the presence of witnesses, that all may 
know it has not been tampered with.

Ebner since the publication of the 
article in “The Press,” Is besieged by 
people who want to see his powers ex
hibited, aud has had offers for public 
exhibitions.—Cleveland Leader.

Suppose you should go to a country so 
strange,

Where people no longer were wedded 
to gold; -

Where naught but good works would 
pass in exchange,

And nothing but plain, simple truth 
could be told.

No stores of great wealth in stocks and 
in bonds,

No value at all in ill-gotten pelf;
Where nothing could pass until it re

sponds
To full meed of labor performed by 

yourself.
Where something when told were as

sured It is true,
With nothing for us but to hear and 

believe;
No question of doubt ever comes Into 

view;
And all tongues are silent that fain 

would deceive.
Where nobody knows of rich or of 

poor;
Where people are all the children of 

God,
Where no one will shirk their part to 

endure;
And love opens up each path that is 

trod.
Where no selfish hands could greedily 

take ■
The fruits of the earth where others 

have tolled,
And naught can be ours but where we 

can make
A full recompense, with no one de

spoiled.
Where righteousness only can measure 

the- soul,
And angelic innocence be as our type;

Where actions are guarded and under 
control,

And fruitage of wisdom in fullness is 
ripe.

Suppose, by crossing the river of death
We’re wakened to find we’re but car

ried on, '
And life’s not extinct with the last mor

tal breath, .
Though all worldly riches to us may 

be gone.
When once we’re transported to that 

other shore,
A wealth of good works our riches 

must be,
And sin and deception pass current no 

more, '
Say! How will It starid with you and 

with me? . .
THOMAS BUCKMAN.

Marshfield, Ore; : ■■ ■. .

This sect iu most, of (heir tenets as 
made known could be welcomed among 
the disciples of Spiritualism. They 
have undergone persecution aud mar
tyrdom in Russia; bitt during the past 
year they have obtained: permission to 
emigrate. ... . .,

Count Tolstoi, the celebrated author, 
and friends in England’ aud America 
have interested themselves' in the mat
ter, with the result that, from the sub
scriptions raised, one thousand have 
beeu conveyed to Cypress,;aud the re
moval of the remainder to ¡Canada will 
shortly take place. ' .

Mr. Icherikotf, of ‘London, has pub
lished a complete history of the Doni- 
kobores; i. e., Spirit! Wrestlers, or, as 
Stepniak interprets it, “Champions of 
the Spirit.”

The author giveS'in impartial judg
ment, and bears out the facts and in
cidents by documentary evidence of in
disputable authority. Twelve of their 
number carry out literally, in the or
dinary business of every-day life, the 
exaet commands of Jesus Christ, as re
corded in the New Testament. They 
never make use of an oath, and in
culcate at all times the hard duty- of 
loving their enemies and doing good to 
those who despitefully use them. They 
have had ample opportunities of 
putting this latter part into practice. 
They believe the Deity to be the soul of 
the world, and not a being independent 
of and superior to the world. Tlie fall 
of man they confine to Adam alone, and 
they do not consider that it contributed 
in any way to the degeneration of Ills 
descendants. The consequence is that 
they reject the doctrine of tlie redemp
tion of the world by Christ, and do not 
acknowledge his incarnation. In fact, 
as they told some English clergymen 
who visited Russia to learn their tenets, 
“they believe that Christ was only a 
very goad man.”

The individual Immortality of a man 
consists in the memory which the de
ceased leaves behind him among his 
fellow men. They have always been 
peaceful, industrious citizens, paying 
their taxes regularly and offering no 
resistance to the civil power. At va
rious times, however, they have been 
subjected to the most atrocious treat
ment. They were fierce!^ persecuted 
by Catherine II., banished to Siberia in 
1799 by Paul I., and finally treated with 
indescribable cruelty by Nicholas I.

Theoretically their peculiar views 
were not dangerous to general society, 
but when from conscientious motives 
and- in obedience as they urged to the 
commands of God, they refused to per
form any military service and en
gendered a spirit of dissent in the 
Greek Church, the ruling powers iu 
church and state began to persecute 
them. Troops were shut into their vil
lages; the young taen >vere seized, 
flogged, and after being thrown on the 
backs of horses, were forced to go 
through military exercises. Their fam
ilies, and especially their women and 
children, were grossly abuspd.

The Russian reformer, Count Leo 
Tolstoi, In an article.contributed to Mr. 
Tlcherikoff’s narrative, stales the case 
of the Donikoberisl very impartially. 
“Without entering,”'he says, "into ar
gument as to who is right—whether it 
be the governments who recognize the 
compatibility of Christianity with pris
ons nnd executions, and above all with 
war and preparation for war—or 
whether ft be the Dqulkoborlsl who ac
knowledge as binding only the Chris
tian law (which renounces the use of 
any force whatever, and utterly con
demns the shedding of blood), and who, 
therefore, refuse to serve in the army, 
one cannot fail to see that this convic
tion is very difficult to settle.

“No government can allow some peo
ple to shup duties that are being ful
filled by all the rest, and to undermine 
thereby the very basis of the state. On 
the other hand, the Donlkoborisl cannot 
disregard that very law, which they 
consider to be divine, and consequently 
supremely obligatory.”

It wouiu take up too much space to 
quote Count Tolstoi's terrible arraign
ment of the Russian government for its 
systematic persecution of the unhappy 
sect; but the light of a new era is now 
dawning upon them. As they cannot 
reach Canada time enough to provide 
homes before the winter, the Canadian 
government, through Mr. Siftou, has 
offered them the use of the immigration 
sheds and halls. b. B.

Montreal, Canada. . ’

Rev. H. W. Thomas, D. D., pastor of 
the People’s Church of Chicago, whose 
highly intelligent congregations crowd 
the great auditorium of McVicker's 
Theater every Sunday, is preaching a 
series of sermons on political, social 
and religious evolution. In his third 
sermon delivered on Sunday, Dec. 18, 
he said in part:

“Another example of the attempted 
compulsion in the freedom of the indus
trial, is found in the restrictive legisla
tion governing the practice of medicine. 
It is one thing, and very proper, for the 
state to say that certain persons are au
thorized to practice because of their 
qualifications; but it is another and 
very different thing, to say that sick 
people are compelled to employ only 
those whom the state has thus en
dorsed.

“I have walked side by side with 
physicians for many years, and with 
growing respect and love for the faith
ful toilers In that noble profession; but 
it was not a credit, but a discredit, 
when the doctors of this city sought to 
prevent the manipulating surgery of 
that well-known gentleman who came 
over from London; not on the ground 
that his art was not useful, or was dan
gerous; but because he was not legally 
authorized to practice. And the same 
is true of their efforts to prevent the 
so-called Christian Scientists from trying 
to heal by the powers of mind, or bring
ing the soul into abiding relations with 
God.

“An intelligent gentleman in London 
lately, chose to have attend him two la
dies from the school of the mind or 
faith cure. He died; suit was brought 
against these ladies; the court dis
missed the case on the ground that the 
patient had the right to seek relief in 
the way he thought best. He might 
have lived under “regular” treatment; 
or have had tlie eonsolatlbn that his 
death was scientifically observed. In
stances are not common where people 
do actually die under the care of au
thorized doctors; but then, the Lord 
gets the credit, or blame.

“And so of much attempted compul
sory legislation in reference to things 
when personal liberty might be better; 
people grow when placed upon their 
own responsibility; they must be trust
ed first to walk alone; must learn 
through experience. When the medical 
profession is agreed upon practice, it 
will be soon enough to talk of compell
ing people to take their pills; a profes
sion that is strong in itself, does not 
need so much legal protection. An ed
ucated people will call for educated 
physicians, and will support them.”

Dr. Thomas then proceeded to discuss 
religious despotism of the old time and 
said:

“When I was in Washington in '93, I 
found a religious lobby there trying to 
get the name of God put into the Con
stitution, so as to make this a Christian 
nation. Could they succeed, they would 
construe Christian to mean! orthodox, 
and not only would Jews and Infidels 
be denied the right to vote, but Unitari
ans of every sort, aud .Spiritualists 
would be disfranchised, and ouly ortho
dox citizens be allowed to vote. And 
what is orthodoxy? Why, an orthodox 
man is one who stopped thinking fifty

Hypnotism, says the Times-Herald, 
has proved its efficacy where medical 
skill, after trial during five months, has 
failed. Physicians in Milwaukee, Wis., 
have long been puzzled by the trance
like condition of Miss Tony Broseheit, 
daughter of August Broseheit, janitor 
of a flat buildiug in Marshall street. 
Now they are amazed by the manner of 
her cure. The power of mind over mat
ter has been given striking exemplifica
tion. .

For the first time since late in last 
July Miss Broseheit is furnishing evi
dence that her mind as well as her body 
belongs to this world. Under the sua- 
slve Influence of hypnotic treatment, ad
ministered guardedly by physicians, 
she has been aroused to such an extent 
that she sat up and talked with friends 
to-day. The treatment will be continued 
until, as the doctors put it, “her will is 
so strengthened as to permit her to help 
herself.” Loss of this power is held ac
countable for her prolonged trance, and 
it is being gradually restored to her by 
hypnotism.

WITHOUT KNOWN PARALLEL.
The ease is without known parallel in 

the annals ot medical science. One 
morning last July Mrs. Broseheit called 
her daughter, but was unable to arouse 
her, Later, when she tried to wake her, 
the girl opened her eyes. Since that 
time until to day she has laid with wide 
open eyes, but with no intelligence in 
them, at the corner of the room. She 
had not spoken until aroused by hypno
tism. Much of the time was passed in 
sleep. She was fed by forcing food be
tween the teeth.

When the girl was first in this strange 
strange state she was sent to u hospital. 
After remaining there for some time 
the hospital authorities came to the con
clusion that they could do nothiug for 
her. She was therefore sent home, and 
from that time she has remained in a 
little room In the basement of the flat 
building, with her arms lying listlessly 
on the counterpane and her eyes fixed 
on a corner of the room. The entrance 
of parents or physicians brought no rec
ognition beyond a turning of the eyes 
in their direction.

LOST CONTROL OF HER WILL.
Finally Drs. Cutler and Violet took 

the case. While they differed as to the 
cause they agreed as to the effect—that 
the girl had lost control of her will and 
could do nothing of her self. Thereupon 
it was decided to try the effect of hyp
notism, and in this way strengthen her 
will. The experiment was put into 
practice, and its success quickly became 
apparent. While Miss Broseheit is still 
weak from her long trance, she will 
soon be in a condition to be about, say 
the physicians, unless she has a re
lapse.

Dr. Cutler held that the case began 
through a form ot aggravated sulki
ness, which in time lost the girl the 
control of her will. Dr. Violet, on the 
contrary, maintains that the trance 
originated in hysteria, and he says that 
by imposing his will on that of the pa
tient he suggested to her that she 
awake, and in tills way brought her out 
of her strange condition.

About five years ago the girl was in a 
similar condition, but it did not last 
nearly so long.
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Medium’s View of Mrs, Bliss.
To the Editor:—For my first time 

I shall write The Progressive Thinker 
and its editor, first wishing you a merry 
Christmas and prosperous New Year. I 
am at present serving the Tuxedo Hall, 
or First Society of New York. We are 
having our hall crowded. Mrs. Mary 
Newton, the faithful president is doing 
her best, with Miss Fltz-Maurlce as sec
retary, to produce harmony and good 
feeling. The hail is large—fine—and in 
splendid condition everywhere. I am 
at home so seldom that I ¿lave never 
been a subscriber to The Progressive 
Thinker, but purchase a copy every 
week from the society where my work 
may be.

In reading one of your articles to-day 
and Mrs. Longley’s letter, I felt im
pressed to add if I may one word or 
two in behalf of Mrs. Bliss. While 
serving the Philadelphia societv in No
vember, I visited both Mrs. Wiicox and 
Mrs. Bliss, attended their seances, and 
surely must say that I saw strange and 
peculiar manifestations, and on two 
occasions was called into the cabinet 
and felt the hands of Mrs. Bliss en
tranced, while the spirit was out in the 
room talking, and stranger than all, on 
one occasion I asked for a picture 
through the guides„,and. was told to 
bring my slate to thq cabinet, and there 
was nothing on that slate, yet in a little 
while a spirit camenforth nnd blessed 
me and the circle and called me “Star 
of Hope." The picture appeared on the 
slate of a lady whom I cannot recog
nize, but above her head a star perfect. 
In less than five minutes :this was pro
duced. Now who produced it? It is 
only justice to Mrs,, Bliss ,that I as a 
worker give this testimony, to her now 
while she Is so sorrowed,...and I admire 
the courage and bravery of .Mrs. Longley 
in writing as she did. Philadelphia peo
ple are fortunate in having in their city 
such champions as Mr. B.<B. Hill and 
Mrs. Cadwallader, ,qnd not forgetting 
our Brother T. M. Locke, ¡who always 
is ready to do what; he can to protect 
honest mediums. There is a purpose in 
It all, and truth crushed to earth will 
rise again, and live.. I sympathize with 
Mrs. Bliss, who has,, been a faithful 
worker In the cause. May justice be 
given her. Again with best wishes for 
your paper, .MARGARET GAULE.

New York City. , .

Illinois State Spiritualists 
Association.

The second annual meeting of the 
Illinois State Spiritualists’ Association 
was held at 3402 Prairie avenue, Chi
cago, December 17, 1898, pursuant to 
the provisions of its constitution and 
by-laws. The meeting was well at
tended by its official board and regular 
members. Among those present were 
delegates from the regular chartered 
societies of Bloomington, DeKalb, Ken
sington, Englewood and several Chi
cago societies.

Minutes of previous meetings were 
read and approved. President George 
B. Warne made an interesting oral re
port of the work which had been ac
complished by the Association since the 
re-organization in February. Success
ful mass-meetings had been held in 
Bloomington and DeKalb and others 
were under consideration for the fu
ture. Among other Important items of 
business transacted by the official 
board, President Warne gave a very 
complete report of the action taken In 
the matter of fraudulent work per
formed by Mabel Aber Jackman and 
Edward E. Jackman, and the revoca
tion of their certificates of ordination 
by the official board. On motion of 
Col. Freeman, the action of the board 
was endorsed and ratified by unani
mous vote.

The secretary reported that official 
and legal notice of a proposed revision 
of the constitution and by-laws had 
been properly mailed to ail members. 
President Warne as chairman of the 
committee on revision, presented a full 
revised copy of constitution and by
laws, which was taken up for con
sideration by sections, and with some 
changes was then adopted as a whole.

The question of empowering the 
official board with authority to grant 
mediums certificates of recognition, 
caused some lively discussion, with the 
final result that a special committee 
was selected by the meeting to report 
at the next annual meeting the results 
of their best judgment and considera
tion of the matter during the interim.

The committee is as follows: George 
B. Warne, chirman; Ervin A. Rice, 
Ernest Salvator, Mrs. M. Summers 
Mrs. E. L. Young.

The annual election of officers and 
trustees resulted as follows: President, 
George B. Warne, 3402 Prairie avenue, 
Chicago, Ill.; Vice-President, Col. James 
Freeman, Bloomington, Ill.; Secretary, 
Miss Ella M. Johnson, 11437 Harvard 
avenue, West Pullman, Ill.; Treasurer, 
Ervin A. Rice, 664G Perry avenue, Chi
cago, Ill.; Trustees: Hiram Eddy, De
Kalb, Ill.; Orrin Merritt, Genoa, I1L; 
M. W. Packard, Bloomington, HL

The officers ex-officio, together with 
the trustees, comprise the official board 
of the Association.

With many congratulations upon the 
progress the Association has made dur
ing the past few months and the favor
able outlook for the future, the meeting 
adjourned.

Ef Santa Claus Is Santa Claus, 
An' I won’t say he ain't—aw, cause, 
Ef I should say it, don't y’ see? 
An' he is whut he's said to be, 
The best ole fellar in the land, 
He mightn’t not jes' un-der-stand. 
I thought he wuz, till Jack, he said, 
“I better go ’n’ soak m' head 
An’ git that chlldesh notion out.” 
An’ he said, too, they ain’t one doubt 
But what our pa’s, 'n' aunt’s ’n’ ma's 
Is al they is of Santa Claus!
But somehow-ruther, I don’t sec, 
How really-truly that kin be, 
F’r ef he didn't live 'n' laugh, 
How could they git that fore-to-graph 
Of Santa 'n' his great big pack? 
Aw, I’m jes go ’n’t' tell ole Jack 
He needn’t tell me such stuff’s so, 
He ain’t our pa’s ’n’ ma's, I know; 
I know he's hod his pitchur took— 
I've got it in my Christmas book. • 
I know he's him—cause—aw, jes' cause, 
Th’ ain’t no one looks like Santa Claus.

—Chicago Tribune.

Keep iu touch with the great spiritual 
movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing.' 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth aud nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your U. , 
brary. 1

»The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and pay
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant, 
Price 25 cents. For. sale at this office.

HITHER.

Come when twilight dews are falling, 
O, spirit, come to me,

When good-night wild birds are calling 
Sweet from tree to tree.

Come as the angels from heaven, 
I shall know ’tis thee;

Come as a blessing God has given 
Ere he sets us free.

There’s a song you may be singing, 
At the break of day,

Like an eagle proudly winging : 
Upward and away. ■ '

We shall meet among the roses, 
Years are flying fast— , -

We shall meet among the Toses, 
Thou and I at last

Christmas bells are ringing, 
Ringing merrily.

Filling hearts of boys and girls 
Full of mirth and glee.

Christmas bells are chiming, 
Chiming loud and long;

Each little child is singing 
A joyous Christmas song.

Christmas bells are tolling, 
Tolling for you nnd me.

Children all are dancing, 
With hearts so light and free.

Christmas bells are pealing, 
Pealing forth a strain—

We all join in the chorus 
Of the glad refrain.

Christmas bells are calling, 
Calling us away

To some grand festivity, 
On this festal day.

Christmas bells are ringing, 
Ringing, 0, so clear,

They come to greet the children 
Only once a year.

MRS. GEO. EL HEATH. 
Cleveland, Ohio.

I have given you names of the Spirit
ualists I think of now, to send sam
ple copies to. There are many calling 
themselves Spiritualists who never take 
a Spiritual paper—only borrow them to 
read. Your valuable paper is a gift, 
when I realize the truth which it gives 
to its readers. I often read one article 
which Is worth the price of a year's 
subscription. I see by the number of 
the paper that my time will soon run 
out, so not to have any delay, enclosed 
you will find one dollar for the paper, 
and twenty cents for Art Magic. I let 
my sectarian friends read the books 
and they are pleased when read and 
re-read.

The Winona Spiritual Camp, which 
I purchased, and which was left on my 
hands, is still alive and not dead, as 
some supposed It to be. I am doing 
some work to improve the grounds and 
I have erected a cottage on the grounds. 
While I am alone in this work. It will 
take time to develop the grounds; but If 
life Is spared I will make it one of the 
finest camps In the United States by the 
help of my spirit guides. _It will be a 
different kind of Spiritual Camp—a 
camp which will be honored by the sec
tarian element as well as by Spiritual
ists. PETER PFEIFER.

Durhamville, N. Y. •

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper aud same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker 
A club can be gotten up at every post 
office in the United States, with a littlu 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, S10.

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We

doing, 
should 
in the 
we re- ■ 
Occult

library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

It is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every 11- 
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming -a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general evaders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid' 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it

“The Religion of the Future.” By 8. 
Well. This Is a work bf far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, roverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale a| 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; papen 
50 cents.
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passing ■ through Montreal to communi
cate with us; they would be heartily 
welcomed, aud to state there Is a good 
Add for good mediums here."

Julia Steelman Mitchell writes: “I 
am lecturing for the month of Decem
ber alternating between Blue Earth 
and Winnebago City, Minn. This Is an 
orthodox stronghold, but we meet with 
kind receptions and much Interest is 
manifested. Have March and April 
open for engagements.” *

H. G. Morris, pastor of the Liberal 
Church, Denver, Col., writes: “Our good 
work is still progressing in our society. 
We formed our society four years ago. 
We are holding a spiritual meeting 
every Sunday, which is well attended; 
also pur work through the week. We 
are making preparations for an enter
tainment for Christmas night. We have 
recently ordained Brother Gustav 
Ephraim, who is a very active member 
of our society, and is very successful 
with his healing power.”
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OlA IK um onatd' ias ior “ d Ir cni1' Mr' wul’ Edw“rd8' of Martta»town, W1b. He has had Nbubal '

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

SPIRITUALISM IN PARIS.
A group of men, including Dr. Eu- 

4’ Dllbet- and M. ë A iouniled the Spiritualistic 
Press Syndicate, have now Instituted a 
society for lecturing on Spiritualism. It 
Rnv„^et aotcth?lbuIldlng of the Sociétés 
thJfî a2?, .I.ue Sel'l>ente, Paris, on 
the f oui th Friday of every mouth, at 

°1;; Pal”la delivered the 
fiist lecture on Nov. 25, followed by dis
cussion. Representatives of other 
schools will speak on subsequent occa
sions inqull.les may be addressed to 
the secretary, M. Alban Dubet, at the 
above address.

After having thus definitely installed 
Mary," alias Dr. Kingsford, in her 

Place as companion and helpmeet, 
Esther only makes very occasional ap
pearances. Mr. Maitland seems to have 
been always n^eerj' This is his account 
of how his mother ' appeared to him. 
He was writipg aléne one time when—

My mother’s' image appeared unmis
takably before me.' Not, as the event 
proved for her mental Image merely, 
but her actual spiritual self. For at the 
moment of my completing the sentence, 
and almost before ! had time to recog
nize that I was not alone, her well-re
membered tones struck on my ears in 
the most unmistakable manner, and in 
a voice that anyone might have heard, 
calling me by the endearing diminutive 
she had ever used for me, and exclaim
ing, “O Eddie! Eddie! We have found 
each other at last!” No use was made 
of my organs for this utterance. She 
spoke from without, standing close by 
me on the right. But the next Instant 
she flung herself upon me in an all-per
vading embrace in which we seemed to 
mingle together into one, and gave way 
to a violent burst of joyous sobbing and 
crying, causing the tears to stream 
from my eyes. Profoundly affected as 
I was, my intellectual faculties were
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Maggie Waite writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “Last evening Mrs. Sheets and 
myself closed our engagement with this 
society—mine a three months' engage
ment; hers a two months’. She left us 
this morning very ill. Last evening, our 
closing night, the large theatre was 
crowded; no ’ ' ‘
time, and the
at our going, 
dox city were 
patrons were _
nent men and women here. Many have 
joined our ranks, and have avowed 
themselves openly Spiritualists. Mrs. 
Wrejdt, trumpet medium, of Buffalo, 
has also at various times done an ex-

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds ot our correspondents that The 
Piogressive Thinker is set up ou a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with Ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows tins freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, .hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Soul Mill be given Thursday evening, 
Dee. 2», nt Room 608 Handel Hall 
Building, 40 Randolph street. The la
dles of the Band of Harmony Mill meet 
at 2 p. m., at above ball.

Mrs. A. W. Bloom M-rltes: “You are 
cordially invited to lie present at the 

■ Social to be held at Wells' Hall, 1629 
N. Clark street, Thursday evening, De
cember 2!), 1898, at 7:30 o’clock. A fine 
.literary and musical programme has 
been arranged. Max Hoffman will be 
present and give readings. Refresh
ments will be served. Come and bring 
your friends. Admission 25 cents.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to tlie 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Haudel Hall Building, 40 Randolph 
street, every first and third Thursday 

. of the month, beginning afternoons at 2 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 

'committee: also bring lunches. Supper 
. at 6 o clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and instructive programme.

Mrs. Dr. A on Kauzler, San Bernar
dino, Cal., writes: “We shall be glad to 
avail ourselves of the opportunity to 
call the attention of tlie inquiring nnd 
reading public to the fund of Spiritual
istic thoughts found only In the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker."

Mrs. Sheets writes from Grand 
Ledge, Mleh.: "I have returned here 
and may be addressed as above. We 
decided to close the meetings Sunday 
night. Tlie interest and attendance 
continued unabated. I like tlie people 
Of Toronto. Many of them are ready 
for the truths of Spiritualism.”

D. J. Hendricks writes from Millers
ville, Mo.: “Some time ago one of the 
readers of Tlie Progressive Thinker

Sunday afternoon lor weeks Garrison 
has been telling audiences In Scottish 
Hall about the devices of ’fake’ me- 
iliums, and has brought down upon his 
head the wrath of President Norton 
and other members of the State Board. 
Garrison has a large following, and the 
fight will in all probability be a bitter 
one.”

Nellie Barnes-Chamberlin writes 
from New York: “I shall continue my 
medlumlstic work much the same as 
formerly, and hope for even more suc
cess. Please allow me to make grateful 
acknowledgment through your wide
spread paper for the multitude of con
gratulations lately received from 
friends in the West.”

The Ladies’ Aid and Home Society, 
Chicago, writes: “We wish to thank 
the mediums and friends who have so 
kindly given seances and donations to 
the Spiritualists’ Home since its estab
lishment, October 15. We now have 
seven occupants, with matron, three 
non-paying, aud three at low rate, 
twelve dollars being the price for room 
aud board per month; no extra charges 
for furnace heat, warm water, light or 
weekly seance. We will be most grate
ful If the presidents of the different so
cieties would ask a Christmas con
tribution of their audiences for the ben
efit of the Home expenses, or for any 
Chlstmas donations whatever. Brother 
Cordlngly has come forward with the 
equivalent of ten dollars, and others 
are planning their gifts. Ten entertain
ments have been given, all costs met, 
and now we ask a nickel or ten cents 
contribution to go on through the New 
Year paying as we go. Visit the occu
pants of the Home. A dear medium, 
Mrs. Griffin, sick for six weeks, Is with 
us. You will be most welcome. Send 
or bring all contributions to 3310’/> 
Rhodes avenue, Chicago, Ill., care of 
Ladles' Aid and Home Society.”

A. M. S. writes: “Meetings arc held 
every Sunday evening at the Washing
ton Hall, corner of Washington boule
vard and Ogden avenue. Dr Roberts 
lectures upon some subject taken from 
the Bible and relating to mediumship. 
Mrs. L. A. Roberts gives tests. A fea-

cellent work here. I believe Mrs. Ida 
Wheelock will be the next speaker 
here. The club of twelve subscribers 
I sent you have all expressed them
selves delighted with Art Magic, and 
wonder how you could give'that and 
your paper for JI. My next engage
ment Is in Hamilton, Ont. I will remain 
here until the 5th of January.”

The Forest Home Spiritual' Camp 
Association of Northern Michigan hav
ing been recently organized by the per
sistent efforts of the Rev. Mrs. L. A. 
Mabee, and having chosen and pur
chased a beautiful site for camp 
grounds, situated proximate to the 
station of Snowflake, on tthe line of 
C. & M. R. R., three miles south of 
Central Lake, and also on Intermediate 
Lake, which affords fine sport for row
ing, sailing, bathing and fishing, and 
able conveniences for camping and out
ing season. A stock company Is now 
being formed for the purpose of im
proving the grounds, and will be ready 
to open camp in July next. Charles 
Benton, president, Central Lake, Mich.; 
Sirs. Anna M. Fox, secretary, Man
celona, Mich.

made enquiry about a book, the 
i ‘Infernal Conference or Dialogue of

Devils,’ published In 1799. Who of your 
a-'-readers wants it. and what will they 
; . - give for It? I have the book.” 
:: The following is from a San Fran
, ’ cisco (Cal.) paper, which we publish as 
? a matter of news: “The division among 
" - the ranks of the Spiritualists caused by 

the exposures of Bishop Garrison and 
r. others of what they term ‘fake’ me

diums has reached an acute stage, and 
; may be ventilated in the police court.

Yesterday Garrison, accompanied by 
Mrs. Fish-Schlesinger, applied in Judge 
Joachimsen's court for a warrant for 
the arrest of the members of the State 
Board of Spiritualists and the editor of 
the Philosophical Journal on a charge 
of libel. Garrison produced a copy of 

-the Journal of December 8, which con
tained a report of the last meeting of 

v the State Board, embodying resolutions 
* passed reflecting upon him and Mrs.

■■ Fish-Schlesinger in language that was 
;■ far from complimentary, and blaming 
’..'them for all the disturbance that has 
f . arisen in the ranks of the organization, 
i The resolutions also provided that all 

Indorsements issued by the board 
t should be revoked and new ones issued.

■ so that Garrison and Mrs. Flsh-Schles- 
s Inger would be left out in the cold. The 
J warrant was not issued, as It was a 
t?1 question whether the proceedings of ji 
fii State Board and the publication of the 
' same could be considered libelous.

ture of these meetings are the physical 
phenomena, given iu full light and un
der circumstances excluding all possi
bility of fraud. A committee consist
ing of two persons steps to the cabinet, 
examines it thoroughly and then holds 
the boy medium's hands while the 
physical manifestations go on In the 
cabinet. A spirit hand Is seen iu the 
cabinet and objects are moved. Also 
slate-writing is received between two 
slates which are cither bound or nailed 
together. The audience bring their 
own slates.”

C. H. Matthews writes: “Mr. and 
Mrs. riffany. reliable and good trumpet 
mediums, who are now located at 
Minerva, Ohio, paid New Philadelphia 
a visit in November. They gave a pub
lic seance and several private sittings, 
and all were satisfied with their mes
sages from the spirit side of life. I 
take pleasure in recommending these 
good mediums, who are giving such 
tangible evidence to the world that 
death does not end all. These are the 
same good people who were ordered to 
leave the town of Minerva, Stark coun
ty. Ohio, by an impertinent preacher, 
who thought that they were encroach
ing on his prerogative to ‘save souls 
from everlasting torments.’ They did 
not leave, but are doing a good work 
there aud will be heard from here-
after.” .

Geo. W. Walrond. who has per
manently located at Denver. Col., has 
evidently douc an excellent work there 
for Spiritualism and Spiritualists. His 
meetlugs are always crowded, and bls 
developing circles and class meetings 
arc attended by the best class of people 
in Denver. He has opened an occult 
book-store and his sales monthly are 
large. Mr. Walrond Is a practical'busi
ness roan and his mediumship of a very 
excellent and utilitarian kind. His 
offices In the Opera House Block are 
crowded every day with callers in
terested in occult and spiritualistic sci
ence. He informs us that The Pro
gressive Thinker is the most popular 
Spiritualistic weekly in Denver, and 
sells freely.

C. H. Merry writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone 
left here last night for Little Rock. 
Ark., where they go to fill a two weeks' 
engagement. Their permanent address 
is 2G13 Pine street, St Louis. They will 
accept calls for seances during the win
ter at places not too far removed from 
this city.”

B. Baker writes from Montreal, Can
ada: “The name of our society is ‘The 
Religio-Philosophical • Society,’ George 
Dawson, president: T. S. Moisey, sec
retary. । Address 71 Aylmer street, 
Montreal, Canada. The request was to 
be made to you to Insert an item re
questing any medium' that should be

J. II. Taylor, lately’ of Cleveland, has 
occupied .the platform of the Spiritual 
Temple at Avery, Ohio, during Novem
ber and December. The lectures were 
listened to very attentively by those 
who attended from Milan, Avery and 
other places. The society has the use 
of a very comfortable, well-furnished 
house, supplied by Mrs. R. N. Wilcox, 
yet the attendance is not sufficient to 
justify Its occupancy during the in
clement weather, many having to go 
some distance. The lecturer found gen
erous entertainers at the homes of Mr. 
and Mrs. R. N. Wileox, of Avery; Mr. 
and Mrs. M. L. Darrow, Mr. and Mrs 
M. Hough, Mr. and Mrs. O. Bassett, 
Mr. T. Morrow and Mr. S. and Miss L. 
Fish, of Milan. These aud some others 
proved their interest In the Spiritual 
cause. Mr. Taylor, who was formerly 
an ordained Baptist minister, has for 
some years devoted himself to the 
Spiritualist cause, healing the sick, 
preaching the gospel and circulating 
the literature. He Is open for engage
ments wherever a speaker is needed, or 
would act as manager for a good trance 
of testmedium. Address him for a short 
time at Milan, Ohio.

Mrs. J. D. E. Bartholomew, trumpet 
and test medium, of SULouls, Mo„ was 
in the city last week. Good reports of 
her seauces In this city are made.

Mrs. Sarah S. Rockhill, of Alliance, 
Ohio, sends a club of ten. Several 
others follow suit. Try and get up one 
In your town.

Mrs. Lora Holton writes: “George H. 
Brooks lectured at the Second Church 
of the Soul, December 25, at 2:30, 
D. S. White followed at 7:30. Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner gave tests. A holiday 
social was Held last Thursday evening.” 

Dr. D. R. Hlgble writes: “In The Pro
gressive Thinker of December 10 is a 
truthful and well-krltten article by 
A. G. Marshall on Buchanan's mon
umental work, Primitive Christianity, 
and others of bls medical and scientific 
productions, as Psychology, Anthro
pology, Neurology, Moral Education, 
etc., all of which I heartily and cor
dially endorse. Address him direct at 
San Jose, Cal., for books and prices.”

H. G. M. writes from Denver, Col.: 
“Please take notice that Rev. H. G. 
Morris and Rev. G. Ephraim are or
dained ministers of our Liberal Spirit
ual Society, Denver, Col.”

A. H. Whitney, Wonewoc, Wis., sends 
in a club of ten, and thus the good work 
goes on.

E. ATMarsiîTôf Oak'Hill.’FJaT'wishes 
to correspond with Spiritualists at the 
North who have gotten ehough of the 
cold weather there and who are ready 
to come to the most beautiful and 
healthy climate on earth. We very 
much desire to get enough Spiritualists 
here so we can form a society.

Mrs. J. E. Moor writes from St. Paul, 
Minn.: “The Lincoln Baud has been 
making great preparation for a double 
Christmas tree. tlilT children of the 
members to bring in poor children for 
whom the ladles are sewing, at least 
once a week, In order that they may 
make some little hearts glad who other
wise wise would be without any Christ
mas presents. We mean each child to 
have a toy suitable to Its age, with the 
addition of the clothes for the poor. 
The Alliance has signified its intention 
of closing its doors for that evening and 
joining us.”

Jennie Hagan Jackson writes from 
716 Florence street, Ft Worth, Texas: 
“Will you say for me In The Progress
ive Thinker that the Ladles’ Temple 
Workers board meeting for the Spirit
ual Temple in Fort Worth, will be held 
from February 14 to 22; that we post
poned it as there were many articles 
not yet in, and that we will be glad to 
receive donations up to the 20th of Feb
ruary.”

Frank T. Ripley, platform test me
dium and speaker, serves the Villa 
Ridge., Ill., Spirit Temple Society for 
the Sundays of January. He will serve 
other societies in Illinois and Michigan 
or Ohio during February and March. 
Address all letters to Frank T. Riplev, 
Villa Ridge, Ill., during the month of 
January.

G. E. Newcomb writes from Old 
Town, Me.: “Until lately there have 
been but few avowed Spiritualists in 
this vicinity. We have had a first-class 
medium here lately, Mrs. Maud P. 
Gould, of 329 French street, Bangor, 
Me. Well, she has awakened a lively 
Interest in thé cause, so much so that 
some church members declared their 
belief in .spirit- return. Full names 
were given with other means of identlfl- 
eation left no room for doubt, nnd some 
Agnostics present declared themselves 
béat”,

(Continued on page 8.)

The Spiritualistic Press Syndicate 
continues to do useful work by drawing 
members of the different schools togeth
er at their monthly dinner, and thus 
breaking down the barriers of prejudice 
whlch hgve held the several groups of 
students apart in the past. 1 
(lThevF ommittee bave under considera
tion the organization of the “Congres 
Spiritualiste Internationale,” which is 
to be held in Paris In 1900. It is prob
ab ,e w,aÎc Dr’ ^“causse, G. Delanne 
and M. Durvllle will constitute a com- 
8nb^<.ue?reaent‘ng tbe Hemetlsts, 
Spiritualists, and Magnetists respect
ai “„aPl’eai’s probable that each 
school will constitute an autonomous 
section, all meeting in a general hall: 
each section holding its meetings on al
ternate days. The central committee 
wouffi however, act for all three 
unitedly Tlie Theosophlsts, though 
consulted, have not yet given their 
iV lb.® c.“' , ? y°ul<? be advantageous 
if the Société dtEtudes Psychiques and 
some of the leading authorities on hyp- 

His f SriW hlS mother ln the day time. I peeted, as'thePBirmlngham Address ^f
The fh-Tt 6 Hesays: Slr Willlai>i Crookes has“haiI consTder- 
The fiist Intimation of my possession able influence on some leaders of that 

of a new visual faculty was an apparl- movement, as acknowledged bv n? 
tlon of my father, then some ten years Berillon acknowledged by Dr. 
dead. I bad gone to bed, but not to WANTwn a 
sleep, and was in that state of perfect WANrED~A PHYSICAL MEDIUM, 
mental quiescence which lies between M>’- Max Rahn, of 16, Eberswnldstr 
waking and sleeping, but is neither of Berlin, secretary of the “Sphinx Soeie- 
thein, wherein—as I came to learn by I *1’” of that city, and editor of the Ueber 
experience—the system is accessible to sinnlielie Welt, writes us that if anv 
Impressions which Would otherwise es- test medium for physical or material!/ 
cape recognition; just as a pool of *ng phenomena Is willing to visit Ber- 
water, when Its surface is at.rest, re- Bn, he shall be pleased if such medium 
celves and truly reflects Images which will communicate with him at theabove 
tha eaat “!ot‘°n ^P^. address. The “Sphinx Society” would

Mi. Miiltland says that the vlsuai fac- be willing to pay a fee and traveling 
"’hieh be 8aw hls futher en- expenses, and to entertain the medium

ab ed him to see many other things, in- during hls or her stay. Any medium
eluding the mental interior of men and willing to thus far oblige the “Sphinx
the souls of trees.------------------------------Society,” should write at once to Mi

-- .jp ...---------- - I Max Rahn, sending terms, references
HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL- ?,??.information as to tlie character of 

ROTIRNl? A nS'iro a t L ! liV hei' medlumshlp.We believe that 
dVUKNE, AUSTRALIA. mediums may place themselves under 

, the guidance of Mr. Max Rahn with the
MATERIALIZATION PHENOMENA ,\nost Pel'fe<’t confidence. Leiters may 

nr., . . . * ue written in EnglishWe are in receipt of a report of fur-1______ ‘
ther phenomena occurring through the ' rriTP TWO wnm no .. . 
mediumship of Mrs,1 Surenne, Redfern 1W0 WORLDS, MAN-
Sydney, of which the following is a CHESTER RNG
condensation. On account of the num- WiUi, KWtt.
ber of friends wishing to join the orlg-Inal Wednesday circle, a second circle MIRACLES,
was formed to meet on Mondays, and I “ tbls Aspect the New Testament is 
the report denis first with the seance of as, ba,d as tbe 01d- æbe swine story in 
Monday, September 5th, at the com- wh,lch de,vlls Bet credit for entering 
meneement of which the entranced I ?w'ne’ and tbeu Boing into the sea for a 
medium was brought out from the cab- ba,b> aud Betting drowned, is sheer 
inet and simultaneously nonsense; and the story about dead

A MASS OF SOFT DRAPERY I theVnvVr'n.’I8 °U u-of, thelr Braves on 
ciibinrtedhat 7° “f U1C‘ openlnB8 to the they are both equanÿXabsJrdnaudCriffir 
whfuV’ *? f01ds t0 tb0 floor, utous. But, as showing that Blshon’
vihilst a tuft of similar material ap- Warburton was right when he said 
Em'tVflVt tf6 med,um’s shoulder, seem- man “is not a reasoning animal ” we 
ng to flow from thence In a stream till commend our readers to the last verse 
it reached and trailed upon the floor. ia St. John’s Gospel, which says “And 

At the last sitting, after the usual pre- there are also many other things’ which 
limlnarles, the materialized form of Mr. Jesus did, the which, if they could be 
Santer’s little girl “Ruby” appeared at written every one, I suppose that even 
the cornel opening of the cabinet and the world Itself could not contain the 
continued to do so at Intervals during Pooks that should be written” This 
o'ver' '° ° 8 lt ng’ Next tbere aPPeared I miracle, it will be seen, ' 8

BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL SPIRIT 8 ALL THE REST’
i । it I It Is Hi i R nt nonsense, and the wonder Is

clothed in pure white and holding aloft that anyone snould say he believes It 
nnPnVnr11V7h.aped banuap• ■ • • form This silly statement caÎ be tested by a 
a Pcatetl to have on a university cap, I simple arithmetical sum. A rapid talk 
and ever and anon the flag was held pr utters about 150 words a Minute 

°“ a?d waved This spirit professed Jesus Is said to have expired on the 
Îh?nnmî 8^dc V. E11ght and gave cross when about 33 years of age; if he 
the name Excelsior; the motto on the bad talked and worked night and dnv 
Thennov7ai8 UpWa,’d and Onwald‘" aDd someone bad recorded hj Vhistorv 
The next to appear was “Allee," the at that rate, Jiow many words would 
circle go de with her bright halo of pave been written? Some years ago we 
light encircling her head and the folds worked out this sum, and we found 
of pure white miment clinging and en- that all tbe words, printed on paper as 
\ eloping her form. Her dark hair was thin, and type like that of whiclwiome 
flowing round her shoulders and down Testaments are made, the books could 
V hH w l8t H ïS1,e i!ppeared bea«tlfi’l- be conveniently packed In a joiner’s 
y bright, and kept closing and opening tool box. J0 er b
her arms and holding the hair out at There are no miracles we renoit 
arms length. As she opened tbe soft never were any, and an Almighty and clinging drapery I just God does not require tlmm Eve,w-

A BRILLIANT LIGHT ’ where is the law of God manifest In the 
was seen resting on her bosom visible h„o81Ca! andi the sP|ritual realms. He 
to all. With a graceful wave of toe Lw nd°W<?d US.Wlth five sensos’ b°- 
hand she retired, and an Infant chlffiof ap68! hnsnP°i'W Vi iutu',iou> and beyond one of the sitters appeared, followed by b utes with toe faS nV ab°Ve ,he 
an elderly woman clad in black, pur- pu" these Uy °f
porting to be the grandmother of Mr.
Steele, one of the sitters. After answer
ing some questions with regard to the 
significance of the black clothing, the 
black dress suddenly changed to a daz
zling white, still leaving the bonnet 
black. Anol ber form came, was rec
ognized by Mr. Lambert, and the circle 
closed. The report is signed by Mr. 
Cooper, the chairman, and thirteen oth
ers. The conditions at this circle must 
be particularly good; such manifesta
tions are impressive, and we trust the 
tone of the circle will be maintained.

even more on the ,alert than my emo
tional feelings. And I was occupied in 
examining a phenomenon so strange as 
that of a person discharging tears and 
sobs without being himself a party to 
them. On her part It was an immense 
and unrestrained burst of gladsome 
weeping.

APPARITION OF HIS FATHER.

THE PILGRIM AND THE DAISY. 
A weary pilgrlih old and grev, 
Wandered into a fiel<X one day, 
Where geiitle daisies Yair and sweet, 
Waited to kiss her weary feet 
To one she whispered, “God loves thee, 
But do you think he cares for me?" 
And the daisyfrriodded her starry head, 
“God In heaven' loves) you,” she said. 
Then said the pilgrim,. “I am old, 
Weary of sorrow and cares untold; 
Once I was happy and young and gay, 
Now I am wrinkled,.pjd and grey. 
Soon In the gravp my. form will rest, 
But will my squl will) God be blest?” 
And the daisy .npdde^ her starry bead, 
“God in heaven joves^you,” she said.
“Soon,” said thj pilgrim, “I shall be, 
From all life’s'jiain and sorrows free,” 
E’en while slid spoke death's angel 

came, ‘
And as he kissed her features pale, 
A calm smile gloried the face of clay, 
And angels took her soul away, 
And the daisy nodded her starry head, 
‘‘God in heaven loves you,” she said.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage 
Sexual Development, and; Social Up. 
building.” By E., D. Babbitt, M. fi,' 
LL.D. A most excellent and .very valu
able Work, by the Detin of the Collecc 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes, on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth, Tg* 
For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for evefv 
family. Cloth, ?L . ..................*

_____  . ; . reason- “Ab, 
.1 , a,re n°t *° be trusted, savs
the theologian, “you must believe in 
revelation, and I nm the man who 
knows all about it.” Well, we believe 
in revelation, too, but it Is revelation 
from personal experience; we cannot 
dine by proxy, learn by proxy, suffer by 
proxy, live by proxy, nor die by proxy 
these would be miracles!

We have now to face a far more pain
ful conslderatiou. The Czar’s manifesto 
Is full of fine

HUMANITARIAN SENTIMENTS, 
and we may be pardoned for asking 
why he does not keep some of them for 
domestic consumption. Reformation, 
if not charity, should begin at borne 
The majority of the inhabitants of the 
civilized world would be delighted to 
see the Czar make a beginning in his 
own dominions, and amongst his eighty 
millions of subjects. Let him order his 
government to cease persecuting and 
robbing the Jews. Let him stop the 
blackening of the highways to Siberia 
with melancholy processions of

CHAINED EXILES,
guilty of no crime but loving liberty. 
Let him put an end to the brutal flog
ging of men, and the disgusting ill- 
treatment of women, in Russian pris
ons. Let him arrest the horrible harry
ing of the Stundists, and other hetero
dox sects, whose honesty, industry and 
peacefulness are unimpeachable. Above 
all, when he invites delegates to a 
peace conference, with a view to the fu
ture abolition of war, let him no longer 
Imprison and torture simple men who 
love peace so well that they refuse to 
bear arms, op do anything that might 
lead to the killing of their fellow-men. 
The way in' which these people are 
treated is simply infamous. We have 
before us a pathetic and tragic little 
little book . entitled Christian Martyr
dom in Russia, issued by the Brother
hood Publishing Co., London, and edit-
ed by the exIle^Vladimlr Tchertkoff, 
with a concluding chapter and letter by 
Count Leo Tolstoy. It deals mainly 
with the persecution and sufferings of 
the Spirit Wrestlers, who have many 
points of affinity with the Quakers.

lnonlnOnl81ir A8“0'*PRO™ had done°ror my°elt“aud“rloud'¿f’EdwaiJi0“111 'i ‘‘°“t yo1.' “n uusoa<dtM

bo n“l1ke“e”5 DBOPB"ln
good lor bo many thing, uo hou" aho'ild 1X ‘y" 'Mre^-'Kr"1 "¿°1! a' “ *•
ot.. ta n"'1" ‘,UCC0“‘ tlla‘ 8l,e“dod IK’ 1-trodueUon ot "8 DROPS” 1b uunreJedeu d .t, “ , 
of tbe world. Think of it* It hns riini?» lb unprecedented Ju the History

5 DKOPS anddose’ LARGE BOTTLE (30 idoses), »1.00, 
sold only by us and K&iS

Write to-day,
SWANSON BHISUMATW CUKE CO.. 167 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOO^,

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATE®.'

Sustaining a Theory,
Borne Giants,
TAdventures and Work of Noah, 

Anecdote,
Abroham. Christ a Great Ancestor, 
A Queer Family, '
uaao and Hie “Bister,” . 
One of Twins, 
Jacob and Esau, 
Joseph the Man of Dream 
WMSt^sblviner,

Blves an admirable course of study In 
«• «“« «uPPlles a loug-telt want of an eiblca“ 

-eslwhie« 

wlb<£ Bhow'.H a w,be Practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She Illustrate her subject with many brief narratives and «no«' 

took nwro Intern“ ns and 
forusoYn?rhh<tr,»n-diClld<’d’ lt.1“ e"lieclally adapted 
ror use in children s lyceums. In the hands nf ninth, 
era and teachers It may be made very useful Yniini* and old will be benefited by it. ] t 17a moil exc^Uent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS:
Wliat U Morality? What Is Irnor- 

wice? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 

v 1 rudeuce, an Economy of Life
se»MonJ1°'?01 Fortitude a Noble Possession. Temperance aud Intemperance. JB the Use 
C'hJrRrta?<>D8Tn8<ir?uii' Cultlv»tlonot individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great I’rlce. IdlenenH An
other Name for Loss. Industry the Staff nf t tin 
Value or a Trade. Beereutluu a Necessity Game oi the"wJiiJorUi.hpmd ’,818ci.00<1- '«’bat iZanOsto’oi 
ot BuSSr * W,?,nli’°’,r1'r8ud8 Crlme- The Polson 
Mmii i“!.’,' Hrmndsy? Conscience, or
ni«, Sc>n«buess, the Menace or Bocicly
a l>utv'>d<'s,“ir»“Tnt I’'l0J'"r.of 18 Reverence

Sett-Reliance. Selt-Control. BeKItesnect tortcib Th«“ *nd ,8I1IJ Urcjudtc,-.. Anger, tbe'ciB- 
Gre« gu 0 Ford*vi'ness. Observation a
ureat Faculty. Pe-aevernncc, tho Friend of Man ! 
l ““ctnallty a Promoter or Success. Tbe BimcuItl« 
Habh R»I?"aPK1 Ul? 1,c'uon on tbo Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power or Will. Cournue a Vtae“l|^0„,!1WtpVlvl."K- 1“ Kegartloconcffied 
StrengthSla'lr“1 Cb“.'!11''- Fidelity, the Giver ot 
Strength and Honor. \ aloe ot Wealth. Avarice Not 
I ira’«nn™l Lm° “ I,0,t Fnd- Good N8t"r<b One ot 
Free I"’“8°n and Free Inquiry.KtahtaSJ? rhim A ot Anliniil«.
or Stan h J,1™“ KlKbta; or the Equulhy 

n11 1 Cleanliness. Polltencas-Tlie Gentle-
Be«t'RnMj.icnv.R~Co"tl8"'l'!-1'he Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. I regress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. ।

ExposiIJS

by

Facts.

Bloodv Joshua, 
Ike Campaign of Deborah and Ban* 
_ Against Jabin and Siscir,, 
General Gideon,
Jephthah and Hie Human .Sacrifice, 
Samson the Strong,
Buth and Boaz.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Exoa. 

God’» Favorite,.
Some Stories from the Book nt Kinrm 
Adventures of the Prophets, ’ 
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Lifte of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the Nation»*! with Preface and Note® 

6y I eter Eckler, Illustrated with view« of tbe old 
1 alno Homestead aud Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomae Gilo Rickman 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland' 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tho mo«t prominent of Haine*« 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 76 cents.

(The Age of Reason;
I Being mx investigation of True and Fabulous The

ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plate« 
and new type; 186 pages, pout 8vo, paper, 25 cent«: 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revo utlonary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab- 
Hants of Américain 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents. *
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. lining an answer to Mr. Burke'i 
tttack upon the French Kerolutlon. Post Svo. 279 
pages. Paper, 30 cents; clolh, 50 cents.
Paine’ti Complete

Theological Works.
I Age of Henson, Examination of the Proplirrles, etc. 

Ilins, edition. Post 8vo„ <32 pages. Cloth, «1.00 
Paine'S! Political Works.

.S.8.”1”' T!1.'’ .Cri8'«. RlKhta of Man, eta. 
Illii8trntut. edition. Post 8vo., G5u pagas. Cloth, 11.00. 
postage. 2(i cents.

Ttils work 1« by Dll. M. L. SHERMAN, ««sltlrd 1» 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it hu been «old for 
•2, but the price now has been reduced to II. It Is a 

tb*t*I,,J?.lcr?8t aud iprtruct. It contain« 480 
pages, and 1« full of suggestive thought«. Dr. Sher
man wu a medium of rare quailtlca, and bis work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Sou) of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In- 
teHecte; Puflty; Salvation; Discord»: Good and Evil; 
Unnatural ideas; Churuli History; Progression; Inher
ent In Subatance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size und Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra- 
Pll>’; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. ' 
. T, author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
Fnf? ptb) •Lca| and mcn,Rl or «Plrilmil ailment for him- 
seif. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
Tor tlicmoelves, and that Is all they can possibly do 

be “r l»ym«n. treebrr or i>upli. 
;»J physical expands by virtue of that food and notir* 
«rnment of which 1 Individually partake and digest.

! i »“I1.81. PXPflU(J by virtue of the soul essence 
1 ftVKVATtrrrv-Q rv rvn-ren- I wnicL l indly duallygaiberuEdcoinprehemiordtgc8t.w
2, itiCSSAJtCHES Ih JEWISH HISTORY, «or«ale at this office.
g. HESEABCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM. 
A. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume tbo Jew« arc clearly sbown not to 

nave been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea h traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher. 2850 year« B. C., and fta history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It 1« 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, «oon after the commencement 
of the Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical: that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonial«, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the record« of the past; It« fact« are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without hstructicn and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author O’* 
otherwise, For wue at thitoffice.

AN EXCELLENT WORIC 
T}EATH and the after-life.

"Stellar Key" 1« tb«j nhilogophlca] hitre
duction to the revelation« contained In this book. 

ilbi volume ®*y be gained from the 
eSf content«: 1—Death nnd the AfterLife, 2—Scenes in the Summer-Land; 3—Society in the CentrCB tn the Summe^Land- 

5—Winter-Lan<’and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
wIrtiJn?D}nr;Land: ‘-MMerial Work foriSpiritual 

wm in Summer-Land, ©—Voice 
c jOr ^Ison. This enlarged edition con-

of matter Jn ic"«la«« *u«, -A a b?nn®ifw fronnspiece, illustrating the formation of the Snlrttua Bkrfy. Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cente. Si- 
<t this office.

JESUS AND THE JfflDZUMS, 
-OR-

CHRIST AND MEDIUBKRHIP.
•Piu'S! copparlson ot some of the Spiritualis
ed Mediumship or the Bible with that of to-dav ife 

tnylnclblc argument proving thatJcmjs was only & medium, subject to all t»”* 
tlou8 of modern mediumship. It also «hors 
tae manifestations throughout ths 07. and New > ,-A- 

"“'I1' c<miiltlons that mediums require to-dai t and that the coming of Christ Is the reurn of mediumship to the world8 - 1 1 “ 
10 cents. For sale at this offlee.

*$$THE<>«*

s Sixteen Saviors,
“OR —

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.
„??? «nd «tartltng revelation« tn religion, blslon 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines 
principles precepts and mtraclS of the Christian New 
Jr ,',“?™S8Ild ,nr”>8hlnS « key for unlocking many

S8^!6* ’nytterlea. besides comprising the Ills.
Oriental Crucified Gods. This won- 

«¿«nstlrc volume win. we arc certain, 
WM*? £? rSn.K “ 8 b00k oi reference in the field 
Zental n°»r Ch08.en for "■ The Rn,ount of 

necessary to collate and compile the 
information contained In It must have been Be- 

lndeed- 8nd now that It is inTuch 
nt shape, the stiident of free thought will not 
allow It to go out ot print But the book la 

mere. collation of views or statistics: 
hi0 H„cnt,re course the antbor-as will be 

defintta Ita« nr ~ p8ge?nd chapter-heads-follows a 
ana research and argument to the cloae,^Lconc!uBl°Dsgo, like sure arrow« to the mart
Srfaif»laiJSZ11.“? P8P830 P*®80- Kew edition, 
reviseo, rnd corrected, with portrait ot BQttar

P°*ag,> 10 ita‘83’e«

THE RELATION
Of tho Spiritual to the Material Universe; and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revis*/! by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. revised.

THE REAL ISSUE. ~ 
. Py mrix. A compound of the two namnh. 
lete, "The ItrepreB.lble Condict,” and “Tont luswor

2? PaEC8 f°r 25 cents. This book contains 
an^ documents, on the tendencies of the timen, that every one ehould hnve. For sail nt . .

tMl1 offlcc- i AND THE WONDROUS POWER ■
The Myth of the Great Deluge. work«1,iSd1nttêriMpirédawordB1'1 toìetta0™!™«^

By Jame. M. McCenn. A complete end overwhelmM8cwiu‘l0110ftheBttle'lo^onheDelq<*^« Wcen^L*

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,



. .. _______ _
.‘is department Is under tlie manage- 
¡ut of

Hudson Tuttle.
¿'dress him at Berlin Heights» Ohio»

i NOTICE—No attention will be given 
' Snymous letters. Full name aud ad

; , *>s must be given, or the letters will
■ be read. If the request be made, 

¡,-L name will not be published. The 
' •■•respondence of this department has 

iome excessively large, especially let- 
is of inquiry requesting private an

' era, and while I freely give wnat- 
, »s. er information I am able, the ordi- 

" ry courtesy of correspondents is ex
feted. HUDSON TUTTLB.

i ^Ordained”: Q. Does the ordination 
| (anted by several spiritual associa

. Ins legally confer the right to per- 
■ &m the marriage ceremony?

¡A. In the same measure that ordlna- 
in by any religious body confers that 
U-ht, none do so fully. The. certificate 

ordination, according to the laws of 
bst states, must be presented to the 

; ' obate Judge of the county where the 
idained minister resides, and the 
ilge issues a certificate or license, 
hinting this right Without this latter 

ordination certificate is valueless, 
id to perform the ceremony is a crim- 
jal offense. Even with full power 
pin the Probate Court, there are cer- 

■ In obligations, the most essential of 
hieh is to return the license of mai i'l- 

,r„ Jie attesting that the ceremony had 
performed within a given time. 

I hat this is not done promptly, or en- 
fe'ely neglected by gospel ministers 

‘Chows culpable negligence. Tbe fine 
’ not doing so is heavy, although tlie 
■Bure does not Invalidate the mar-

week a lesson in spiritual facts and phi
losophy, sueh as can be found nowhere 
else. • •..............
. A8. (or Wself> I furnish the best my 
inspiring teachers can glve’me, by way 
of published answers, or private ’letter, 
and for this there is no price. The re
sults of my life-long medlumistic writ
ing is contained in my publications, and 
all of these cost no more than has been 
asked by some teachers for an hour’s 
lesson. If anyone is unable to purchase 
and desires to read them, I have inva
riably sent copies, as a loan or gift.

I do not give private lessons, because 
I have nothing to give that I have not 
freely given to the public, and whatever 
I learn from day to day, as freely and 
publicly goes into this department.

Let it be once for all, and forever be 
effaced from the-mind that there is an 
inner court, a holy of holies, In spiritual 
knowledge, which a few elect are per
mitted to. enter, and thereby acquire 
wisdom which they may dispense to 
those less fortunate, at so much per 
head. Spiritual wisdom cannot be 
placed in the balance against gold. He 
who truly has it will not fix a price on 
it. The possession inflames the speech 
for its utterance, and history shows 
that it is as irrepressible as fhe flow of 
the tides, or the streaming light from 
the rising sun. At best, spiritual sci
ence at present is fragmentary and its 
facts often seemingly conflicting. ¿.PJte 
teacher, must hold his theories tenta
tively, and be ready to change his 
views on points held essential. All he 
can do is to follow the highest and 
clearest light.

Let this correspondent be assured 
that there is one system of spiritual 
knowledge that is priceless; one that 
admits of no priest, or holy saint, to 
stand between it and those who wish to 
learn—one that has no mysteries, no se
crets, no grips or passwords, or favorite 
neophytes. This is the “Divine Plan" 
which has been the basis of action of 
The Progressive Thinker from the be
ginning, which has made it triumphant 
over all obstacles, and will continue to 
be its policy;

ft ROSEATE. VIEW OF THE 11
PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM

Its Soul-Elevating Influence Pointed Out; Ite Teachings
Would Reform the World.

. .  --------- ------------------- — 1J i J

AN ADDRESS BY R. N. WILLCOX, 
OF AVERY, OHIO.

What Is the Object, and What Are 
the Benefits of the Progressive Lyceum?

We do not think that a person who is 
in any way conversant with the work
ings of a progressive lyceum would ask 
the above questions; but as there are 
many who have never attended a pro
gressive lyceum, we will try to answer 
them in all candor. - In looking over this 
subject there seems to be three grand 
or pacific points: The physical, the mor
al, and the spiritual. We will first take 
up the physical, and present it to you 
as It appears to us from our standpoint.

We will suppose, and It w'H he gener
ally conceded by almost all classes of 
society, that a meeting together qn Sun
day, and a rest from secular labor, is 
a benefit to everybody In a physical 
point of view. But some will say, hold, 
Mr. Essayist, cannot we have all this 
by meeting with the Union Sunday
schools, which are being held In almost 
every school-house In the townships? 
Yes we answer, you can, as far as the 
physical culture is concerned, if you 
would use, and follow the same ritual 
that has been adopted by the progress-

they so 7 First, bee;

n

l, :0 '

' 'those who
have become Spiritualists,'jjave been 
taught either In the scjjtooj^pf the ly
ceum or some other wi}y; that we are 
all spirits here aud nowj fhaj.rwe do not 
have to die or shuffle oí? this covering— 
the body— to become ij. spirit; that if 
we will make this body-a worthy tem
ple the spirits of our Reported friends 
can and will communicate to us, and 
through us to others, ^ow if we wish 
for these gifts we must prepare our-

I
udent,” Minneapolis: Q. When did 
Dhrlstian churches begin to use 
, and what, if any, Is their slgnifl- 
e? . . ... ..............  ...

It is claimed that about the be
ing of the fifth century Saint Pau
, Bishop of Campania, had bells 
>d iu the churches under his con
to call the worshipers together, 
custom soon became universal, 

this by no means tells the story. 
Feast of Osiris in Egypt was an.- 
iced by the ringing of bells, as 
y centuries before the beginning of 
Christian era as have since Inter- 
d. Bells have been found in the 
; of Nineveh.

e Jewish high priests wore golden 
. There was a sacredness attached 
ells. Their noise was considered 
sing to the gods. When man was a 

,: vage, the clash of brazen instruments 
(•. ‘rattle of calabashes were believed to 
lb tract the attention of the gods, and 
)' ;• bell Is the direct descendant from 

.> rattle of the medicine man.

The church bells ring for a two fold 
Vrpose—to call the worshipers to the 
¿use of God, and to call the attention 
i God to their coming! In support of 

’«’S proposition bells were in the olden 
' I fe cast with religious ceremonies and 

yers, and were baptized and chris- 
ed, and this is still the custom in 

■ Thollc -countries. Bells were rung to 
’ ? 7Q away storms, thunder-bolts, and 

spirits. The savage believes in the 
iieacy of noise. The Chinese gong 

! ight to supersede the bell.
¡Tho Mohammedan is far in advance 
V the Christian in this respect. No 

■. ,’azen bell calls the worshiper to the 
h Trine of Allah. No clash and jar an
fl riys the devout ear. From the top of 

{e mosque's high tower the Muezzin 
’ills to prayer. .

Norton Miller: Q. Please tell me 
hat Is known in relation to the tower 

” Babel. Was there sueh a tower 
Ifllt, or Is it a myth?
Baal was the chief god of the Phoenl- 

lans, and Identical with Bel of the 
abylonlans. He was the great sun- 

tid, representative of Light, of Day, as 
atarte was the goddess of the moon, 
'f the night. His worship was mingled 
'ith that of Jehovah by the Jews, and 
iow deeply it affected them is seen by 
Se frequency Baal or Bel appears in 
lelr names, as Beelzebub, Jezebel, etc. 
n the city of Babylon was a splendid 

■ mple to this sun-god, and a lofty tow- 
f-. from the top of which tlie magi and 
'Ivlners watched the stars. This was 

„ ae tower of Babel, and at the shrine of 
' ■.ne deity, a perpetual fire was kept 

’timing by bls priests.
I The story of the confusion of tongues 
as its foundation in this tower. It is 
myth, but all myths have a source 

md a basis, as all lies are plausible 
inly as they rest on probability. Lies 
ind myths resemble each other further. 
Lies must be sustained by lies, and so 
lyths call for other sustaining and ex- 
ilalning myths. _ _ . _____ ,
\ Some Ignorant Hebrew had heard of 

*he tower of Babel, the meaning of 
which he wholly misunderstood. He 
nad puzzled his brain over the conflic- 
dons of the story of Adam and Eve, 
ind the fact that their descendants 
spoke in sueh a bedlam of languages. 
Like an overgrown Ohlld he loosened 
the reins of fancy, and soon had a 
plausible solution. The people who had 
escaped the deluge by means of an ark 
would try another plan. They would 
build a tower that would be higher than 
the waters, and water-proof with bitu
men (slime). They advanced the work 
so rapidly that God became alarmed 
and went down where they were busily 
at their task, and confounded their lan
guage, so that not being able to under
stand each other they dispersed in dis
gust . . ___ _

The writer is supposed to have been 
nspired, but strangely enough, his 

Tory was suggested by his entirely mis
taking the -meaning of Babel. He 
thought it was the Hebrew word babal, 
to confound, and thus came the con
founding of tongues! Had this writer 
known that Babel meant a temple of 
ihe sun-god, the story would never have 
■been written. Max Muller, the great 
¡linguist, demolishes this scripture ac
count of the origin of languages, and 
Bishop Colenso shows that it is a myth 
conceived in ignorance.
/Rawlinson gives interpretations of 
the Inscriptions on the clay cylinders 
(which preserve the account of the re
building of the tower by Nebuchadon- 
fizar. The ruined condition is described, 
'and how that king, on the old founda- 
taon which he found good, bad again 
(reared the structure. The confusion of 
'.languages Is not mentioned. In stead 
/of the anger of the gods, he began in a 
“fortunate month,” and “auspicious 
day,” that is, B day selected by the 
toriests of the sun-god Baal, and hence 
'approved by him.

I IL T.’ Turner: Q. I wisli to become 
Í Informed on Spiritualism, but have not 
| the means to pay for lessons of the 
/ teachers I see advertised. What Is your 
.price for lessons? What do you advise? 
i A. ¿5 similar question was answered 
(In this department some time ago. I ré- 
Joeat tbe substance of that reply. The 
grogresslve Thinker furnishes every

Mrs. J. P. A. Robbins: Q. (1) The 
spiritual papers are constantly publish
ing articles on the nature of God. 
These all fail because they “view God 
as the author of nature, standing out
side of nature and independent of his 
works.” It is not a waste of time?

(2) In my attempts to Interest people 
in spiritual work, I have not met with 
wished-for success. How shall I pro
ceed?

A. As has already been expressed in 
this department, the problem of the ex
istence and nature of God is one which 
the finite mind cannot solve, and hence 
is unprofitable. Truly it is a waste of 
time that should be given to more valu
able uses.

(2) The reforme? and teacher con
stantly meets with discouragement. 
The masses are held by Inertia which 
resists the most streuous efforts for ad
vancement. There is no desire to escape 
from the old rut of prejudice and edu
cation. It is far easier to travel in the 
well-worn way following the footsteps 
of the fathers, than to strike out in the 
new, which requires the constant effort 
of thinking.

There is only one course for the work
er In this field, and that is constant ef
fort in every available form and direc
tion: To seize every opportunity and to 
be cheerful amidst discouragements. 
We never know what the results of our 
most disheartening efforts will be. Of
ten like bread cast on the waters, 
when we think it is a useless waste, we 
find that it has fed some famishing 
soul. Though it produce no apparent 
impression, the time may come when it 
will dominate the mind. Spiritualism 
presents attractions to the student in 
its many mysterious pathways, yet a 
great majority are attracted to It, by 
the passing beyond the grave of those 
who are near and dear. Then it is that 
strong cords let down from the spheres, 
draw them spiritward. They may have 
been impervious to conviction before, 
they are now willing to listen and re
ceive the evidence. If the honest la
borer meets with coldness or rebuff, and 
fails to assist others, he has the con
sciousness that every effort put forth 
for others, has threefold power iu 
strengthening and perfecting self.

The sea beats on a coast an hundred 
years, and there is scarcely perceptible 
change, yet it never pauses in its ef
forts, and the cliffs of granite yield, and 
are ground into level plains which the 
grass carpets, and where flowers bloom 
and forests spread their dankllng 
shade.

“Rex,” Utrech, Holland: Q. What is 
the condition of the spirit immediately 
after death? •

A. The condition varies with the in
dividual.

The accumulated facts of the appear
ance of the spirit at the moment of 
death to distant friends shows that at 
this stage of the transition it may have 
remarkable activity. But after this has 
passed, the spirit as a rule sinks into a 
passive state in which it remains for an 
Indefinite time, a day, a month, a year, 
or centuries. This is determined by the 
manner of death, reflection on the spirit 
of the state of the body, the activity 
and culture of the mind, etc.

Where the intellectual powers are cul
tivated and dominant, this passive state 
is only a passing shadow, and the spirit 
Is at once prepared to enter on its new 
life. On the other hand, if the physical 
energies hold the spirit in abeyance, if 
the man lives entirely in the physical 
plane, the spirit is held by the reflection 
of that condition. Hence while it is pos
sible for some departed spirit to com
municate, or make their presence known 
Immediately after death, the greater 
number have no inclination to do so, or 
u- d it impossible without the assistance 
of others.

Spirits who communicate soon after 
their departure usually do so by means 
of the kindly offices of others who un

- - of

Ive lyceums. ....___ ।
We claim the work which has a phys

ical tendency is more than head and 
shoulders above anything that has ever 
been introduced into any Sunday-school 
held by the Union. For arguments 
sake, we will admit that the meet ng ; 
together, and singing, and reciting 
nieces committed to memory, might 
each be of the same benefit physically, 
provided the thoughts of each were as 
plainly elucidated.

But here we make the first great de 
parture from the old system. All ques
tions brought into the lyceum are in
teresting questions of the day. Ihe 
theology we have in the lyceum is a 
very practical thing. What we l^a1^ 
there will stand the strongest test of 
science. Our minds are made stronger 
by being able to understand that which 
is taught; and when we go away we 
have a knowledge that we did not pos
sess before, and was not obtained at the 
Union school. Then copies in what we 
cannot get at the Union school. Every 
one Is requested to give to the lyceum 
at least one original thought upon the 
subject. In this way we get almost as 
many thoughts as there are pedons. 
And these are usually individual 
thoughts expressed In words, prompted 
by what others may have said.

This physically strengthens the minds 
of our pupils, for if they learn to think 
upon one subject, they will soon learn 
to think upon another, so in time we 
shall have an army of intellectual gi
ants. Besides we shall have all the 
good strength and useful knowledge 
they obtained through a complete drill 
in inarching and the calisthenics. So 
much for tlie physical side of the sub
ject. . . _____

We will now present for your consid
eration the moral aspect of the ques
tion. In doing so we shall call your at
tention again to the subject: What are 
the benefits of the lyceum? There is a 
point here which would naturally come 
into tlie arguments of this subject, that 
the question does not fully define. It is 
in this moral view, whether it is lyce
um or no lyceum; or whether it be ly
ceum against all other gatherings held 
on Sunday by any church or society. If 
It be lyceum against no meetings, then 
we can very easily bring sufficient proof 
to convince the most skeptical mind, 
that the lyceum is a good thing.

We can show that any man, woman 
or child, who has attended the lyceum 
regularly for the past five years, has a 
higher standard of morals than those 
who have attended no religious Sunday 
gatherings; and for proof we will re
fer you to that class of people in our 
large and small cities and towns who 
spend their Sundays in saloons and oth- 
ed by-places, and never go where high
er and better things are taught on the 
first day of the week.

But we are going to place the lyceum 
as held by the Spiritualists, on the mor
al point against all other meetings held 
by people of all other beliefs.

You may go up and down the whole 
face of this broad earth, and you will 
find scarcely a single person who be
lieves in the phenomena and philosophy 
of Spiritualism, who will go to the ly
ceum in the day time, and then get 
drunk in the evening. No. The facts 
are that all true Spiritualists are tem
perate people; very few if any of our 
believers that do not advocate and live 
lives far above reproach.

All who are fully satisfied that they 
must answer for every evil deed, will 
be very careful about Ijaw they act so 
that evil can be recorded against them.

All the bad deeds and short-comings 
committed by the human family are 
being done by those who are not right
ly taught, and we may add, trained in 
the right way. If the religion of Spir
itualism will make its members true 
and honest men and women, then Spir
itualism will make all men and women 
true and honest, If they believe in its 
teachings; and if it could be presented 
to them as it has been to us, we do not 
doubt that nine out of every ten would 
believe and be reformed to the better
ing of society.

From this you Spiritualists will see 
what a great work you have upon your 
hands. All the drunkard, the thief, the 
highwayman, and the murderer need to 
become good men and women, Is to be-

selves by securing plenty of wholesome 
food to give ourselves physical health 
and strength. We must live a true and 
pure life, so that our minds shall nof be 
hampered with immoral thoughts. 
Then w’e are In a condition, physically 
and morally, to receive file best spirit
ual gifts, We do not believe the best 
gifts can be received by jjs unless we do 
live pure lives. ............

Second. In no other school or under 
any other articles of faith, are people 
required to conform sq strictly to the 
“golden rule” or to the. “higher law of 
moral progress." All uiese things are 
taught in our lyceums, .’and they must 
be conformed to and lived, if we would 
live honest lives to ourselves; and we 
are fully satisfied they are the most 
spiritual people in the \yjde, wide world.

We will now rest our case, knowing 
you have followed us through this rath
er long essay. We shall not recapitu
late our points, but Will simply call 
your attention to the facts which have 
been brought out in this article:

That no person who has been reared 
in a progressive lyceum has ever been 
incarcerated within the walls of any 
state prison for evil crimes; that the 
doctrines of Splritualisiji which are 
taught in the lyceum make all of its 
true believers honest men and women; 
that if the whole human family could 
attend the progressive lyceum, and 
would hear and believe what Is taught 
there, we should need no more infirma
ries, asylums or prisons—all persons 
would be self-sustaining, clothed In 
their right minds, and.strictly honest; 
that the teachings of our lyceums are 
the only doctrines which can make all 
men honest; and it does appear to us 
that It is the only true doctrine now be
ing taught in this broad universe.

Campbell Bros, at Pittsburg.
To the Editor:—As you see by the 

above we are in the “city of smoke" as 
it is called, and although it may be 
called the smoky city, let us tell you of 
its advantages and its beauties, which 
are many, and we will only give that 
which will be of interest to Spiritualists 
and thinkers. '

We arrived here on the 7th, and held 
two public seances at the Spiritualist 
Hall, on Sixth street'; they were crowd
ed. But our object is not to write of 
ourselves, but to tell; you of Spiritual
ism in Pittsburg.

Mr. F. Gorden White is the speaker 
and test medium for the month of De
cember, and he is drawing big houses 
and doing excellent work. On Sunday 
evening, Dec. 11, the hall was full to 
overflowing, and standing room was 
the order. _ . , ___ .

Mr. Stevens, the genial president of 
the Sixth street, hall, makes an able 
head to that organization, and too much 
cannot be said of the other members of 
the board, especially Mr. McElroy, its 
former president. One very beautiful 
feature of the services at this nail IB 
the singing of Miss Jennie Woster, and 
her able accompanist on the large or
gan. Her singing is soul-inspiring, and 
no wonder that Mr. White feels in
spired to give such good talks and such 
fine tests as he does. The congrega
tional singing was some of the best 
that it has been our lot to find, and tne 
class of people that are coming into and 
investigating Spiritualism in that city, 
is a credit to the cause. We wish for 
them a continuance of their prosperity.

The Ladies’ Aid is an Important fac
tor to the church and its gatherings are 
well attended. _ .

There is every effort made to atu act 
the thinking mind and to interest the 
Spiritualist there. We met with nu
merous people whom we hope to meet 
again; their kindness and many good 
qualities are dear to us. We wish that 
every city in the union had such a so
ciety, and we think if Mr. White con
tinued there any length of time it would 
have to get a larger hall, and no doubt 
it would. , . „ . _____

We go from here to Columbus where 
we give one seance under the auspices 
of the First Society, of which we will 
write later. -------

Wherever we go we see The Progiess- 
ive Thinker at tlie door, and it seems 
like an old friend, for it is in itself a 
medium, for it brings us in contact with 
the doings of the entire country and the 
progress of Spiritualism.

We will be In St. Louis about Dec. 22, 
where we expect to spend most of the 
winter. CAMPBELL BROS.

Pittsburg, Pa.

IMMORTftLIiy,
...OR...

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DB. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK!
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirits, good and evil, eay of I’helr dwelling-places. 
Give us details—details and accurate dellneauous oi 
life tn the Bplrit-woildl—la tbe constant appeal ot 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither— 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyoud the 
tomb? Will they know me? What is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol* 
umc tho spirits, dlflerlcg as they ?nay, ere allowed to 
speak tor themselves. No uu,n Is. better Qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. Ho treats of the* Mysteries of Life; 
DoubtsaudHopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Tbe 
Growth aud Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; Is it 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothlug in the Spirit« 
world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; The Red Mau's Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians lu Spirit* 
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Splrlt-Llfe; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated» too nuuier- 
ousto mention. Price Hi?« postage» 12 ceote.
«ale at this office. '

AN INTERESTOT BOOK. -
The Candle From Under the Bushel;, or Thirteen 

Hundred and Six Questions to the Clergy. By Wb. 
HarL Price 40 cents.

MEDIUMISTIO EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium ot the Booklea, wlh introductlou by 
J. S. Loveland. Thia la the iUatoiy of one ot th» 
most wonderful mediums that ever Uved. 167 larua 
pages. BiHoeaeKUU» fttos, wceatfi. For Jjde 
»tuugomoa. ____________ ______ ____

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
A Berles of lessons on the relatione of the spirit io 

Its own organism, and the Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By the sp|rlt of Dr. BenjamluRusb, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist fiboold read. 
Price 11.50, For sale at this office. .

¡Soul of Tilings; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

D/ WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
JJ Denton. A marveloua work. Though concise u 
atexVbook, tl te as fascinating aa a work of Action. 
The reaier will be amazed to nee the curio u facta 
Han combined In aupport ot Chis newly-discovered 
power of tho human mind, which will resolve a thou 
Mad doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain a* 
My, and throw light on all the grand subjects now oh* 
(cured by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L

Oloth........................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..... ............

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol, HL

111 Unrated. 862 pp. Cloth...............
Postage 10 ceuts.
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The Devil and the Adventiste,
An Adventist Attack on SplrliiuaUam Kttpnleed. By

Hobbs Hull. Price. 6 oeuta. Forsatott tub office.

derstand the laws and conditions 
control.

THE SNOW STORM.

Swiftly, silently, falls the snow, 
Clothing the earth in a garment 

white;
Mountain top and valley below, 

Field and meadow are covered quite.
When but a child—I plainly recall—

How my young eyes used to delight
To gaze far upward where flakes look 

small, .
And watch them descending downy 

and white.
O, white, white world I So pure and 

clean!
In rdbes so soft and light;

Comes the text to me, as I watch the 
scene:

“Let thy garments be always white.” 
MRS. E. J. BUCHANAN.

■ •‘The World .Beautiful” By Id'.hn 
Whiting. Most excellent In their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1; 2, and'3, each complete In It* 
feelf. Price, cloth; ?1 per- volume. For 
sale at this office. '

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 

.Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For'sale 
at this office.

Dr, ED. Babbitt’s Works?1
The Principles of Light and Color.
A large book, royal 8vo, with over 200 engravlngi 

and colored plates. Price 15.00 or 15.82 with postage 
or expressage. Price tu massive half-Russia bluilug, 
75 cents extra. -

"An imposing volume of nearly 600 pages. Bhowi a 
great amount of research an tho part of the author. 
Will prove a great acquisition to Scientific Libra* 
ties."—N. Y. Herald. "

"It seems to me to be tho foremost scientific work 1 
of this or any other age.—Franklin Smith, Masa.

Human Culture and Cure
In six parte, four parts being already Issued. Prie! 
for each, postpaid, 75 cents.

Part 1. "The Philosophy of Cure,” including Meth1 
odsaud Instrumente.

••The 'Principles of Light and Color* is in every 
spect masterly, end ‘Human Culture ahd Cure' appear! 
to be not less remarkable."—Dr. Pascal, 12 Rae Picot. 
Toulon, France.

Pareil. "Marriage, Sexual Development and 60« 
clal Upbuilding." ..........................................

"The usual heavy volumes Issued by medical au« 
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa« 
tlou that Is included iaBr.Babbltt’swork."—Progress
ive Thinker. .

Parts III and IV in one volume, 11.50, postpaid.-^ 
Coven wonderful ground, Including Mental Seleno®» 
Phreno-Phyaiognomy, Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex« 
Slalned for the first time); Clairvoyance, Nervous

orce, Insanity, etc. . ’

Health and Power.
"Worth Its weight In diamonds,*' Price» Cloth, 25cte.
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth» 11.101 

paper 60c. i
No work upon the same subject has ever exceeded 

In interest this book of almost Inestimable value. F. > 
J. WHbourn, M. D., Bays: "I have read several works» 
some of which are worth their weight In gold, such ai 
those written by Epee Sargent, G. B. Stebbins» Marie 
Klug, etc., but Babbitt's Religion, In some respects, 
far transcends them all.”—Spiritual Offering.

Fur sale at this office.

OnflKQ by Carlyle Petersilea.
U U 1*0 Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of the persuual experiences Iu spirlt-llfe 
of ibu author’s futber, who bad been a natural phtloa* 
opher aud a materialtet

Mary Anne Oarew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences of the author's mother In spIrlt-Ufe.

Philip Carlislie-Oloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by tbe band of guldea, 

the subject of the title being a scientific youug phtl« 
osopber, who |b a medium; nis chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, SO ots.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, 

as seen from tbe spirit side. For sale at office of The 
Progressive Thinker.
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rogrèssive Mer
Art Magic Free I

In clubs of'Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, The Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, including that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names must all 
be sent at one time. Now is the time to act. 
Just think of this offer, to each subscriber-a val
uable book which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two weeldv visits 
of The Progressive Thinker. A club can be got
ten up at every postoffice in the United States, 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, every 
Theosophist, and everyone searching into the 
occult or spiritual should have the book and pa
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $10.

HAD A PRESENTIMENT
Daughter of Joaquin Miller 

Telle of an Experience.

During the latter part of November, 
the magnificent Baldwin Hotel In San 
Francisco, was destroyed by fire, 
which burst out suddenly about 3 
o'clock one morning, resulting In the 
loss of four lives and about one million 
of dollars. Miss Maud Miller (daughter 
of Joaquin Miller, the “poet of the Si
erras”), who Is an actress and was play
ing an engagement at the Baldwin The
ater, was staying at the hotel, and after 
the performance retired to her bed
room, but “something” would not let 
her stay. Her experience, as she gave 
it to a reporter of the San Francisco 
Call the day after the fife, is as follows:

Heve in the teachings of the progress
ive lyceum.

We might rest our case on the moral 
point here; but as we pitted our stand 
in the physical, against all teachings, 
even the church, so we have taken the 
same stand on the moral point

The church has been teaching its doc
trines for many thousands of years, if 
we follow back the old Jewish records, 
and yet all the wickedness that the hu
man mind can conceive is now being 
enacted in the great drama of life. We 
ask, is there not a great wrong some
where? The teachings of the church 
do not make the whole world better. 
And for proof we will cite you to the 
records of our penitentiaries. We find 
that over 90 per cent of all the Inmates 
in our state prisons were raised in the 
Sunday-schools, or some of the many 
different churches, while not a single 
Instance of a true believer in Spiritual
ism was found incarcerated for evil do
ing. Does not this speak volumes in fa
vor of the lyceum?

We believe the teachings of the lyce
um are better and far more searching 
than those of any other school, for the 
reason that In examining the prison rec
ords we did not find a single instance 
where a prisoner has been reared In a 
progressive lyceum, a proof that must 
have wonderful weight In summing up 
the arguments in this cause. .

We shall here rest dur case on the 
second count, that of morality, and pre
sent the third point, that of the spirit
ual or spirituality. . :

Of all the people in this broad uni
verse, we certainly believe the Spirit
ualists are the most spiritual. Why are

FRATERNAL GREETING.

“ For Us there Is but One Country, 
the Universe, with Its Infin

ity of Worlds, and 
Humanity.”

“I did everything possible to get Into 
dreamland, but I stayed right here. I 
counted sheep, and the multiplication 
table and thought of >11 thé tiresome 
things I could call to mind, ,1 even re
cited my stage parts apd wént through 
quite a long rehearsal, [but for all that 
remained wide awake.’, J,

“Well, I .grew more ¡and .more sleep
less and nervous and çonclu^ed to get 
up. Something seemed to be In the air 
and I positively got afraid tifetay there 
any longer. I dressed tayself; wrapped 
up and left the room. ]In tWelhall I for
tunately met an aequiîntancfe and per
suaded him to escort Jae dotvn to the 
residence of Mrs. St Mary,‘ tit the cor
ner of Sixth and Folsofii streets. There 
I passed the night and'-dnly kflew.of the 
dreadful burning of ttp Baldwin when 
I awoke this morning.-,,My ¿oom In the 
hotel was situated faq(from(ltbe stair
case and I tremble when I think what 
would have been my experience had I 
remained there. As it Is, I have lost ev
erything I had except,., the clothing I 
stand in. I am not generally nervous, 
and I am not at all superstitious but I 
shall always feel that something 
strange Impelled me to leave the Bald
win that night” ’

At 11 o’clock lii the forenoon the peo
ple assembled at their réghlar rehearsal 
at the theater and waited In suspense 
for Miss Miller’s appearance of definite 
news of her fate. Promptly she.came' 
and the story of hef lucky spell of nerv
ousness was told.—

The Society for Psychical Research 
has on record thousànâs of cases like 
this, which proves prevision of spirits 
and power over mortal minds.

ERNEST S. GREEN.

TWO IN ONE

In reply to a letter ordering some lit
erature, Ernest S. Green has received a 
letter from Señor Angel Aguarod, editor 
of “La Union Espiritista” of Barcelona, 
Spain, and one of the leaders ot Spirit
ualism in that country, being president 
of a federation of Spiritualists embrac
ing many of the leading societies In 
Spain. Following is a translation of an 
extract from the letter:
Sr. Dn. Ernest S. Green, San Francisco, 

Cal.:—
•My Dear Sir and Distinguished Broth

er in Beliefs:—Your favor of the 20th of 
September filled me with satisfaction 
and confirmed in me once more the be
lief that Spiritualism is firmly sustain
ing the banner of universal fraternity 
which rises above the frontiers of hu-' 
inanity—frontiers making of brotherly 
people rival nations, who, in place of 
lending mutual aid, seek to annihilate 
and destroy each other.

Ab Spiritualists we cannot identify 
ourselves with a country so small as to 
be denominated a nation or a continent; 
•for us there is but one country—the 
universe, with its infinity of worlds and 
humanities, and we are all citizens of 
this great country from which none are 
excluded.

For this reason the war which your 
nation and ours have sustained, far 
from diminishing our mutual affection 
and appreciation, has Increased it, so 
that we have been persuaded how nec
essary it is that all on the planet Earth 
who can should unite to oppose the bel
licose avalanche until we become a re
sistless force for" right.

All Spiritualists are true brothers, 
wherever born, whatever their nation, 
and working with ’ this sentiment in 
view, wé shall render a great service to 
humanity and .extinguish the hatred 
which destroys it I
; I rejoice that dur voice has been 
heard in your country, and extend to 
you the most sincere thanks for the in
terest yon have taken in our publica
tions, and for the translations yon have 
made from our review. * * » •

ÁNGEL AGUAROD, 
Barcelona, Oct. 24, 1898. •

Mr. Green's letter, to which the above 
was the reply, was published in “La 
Union Espiritista” for November, with 
kindly comments by the editor.-

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
! Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tytma, 

The Pagau priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by Its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 50c.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Pbelon, M. D. Deals with tbe finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to healing. 
Price, 50c.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con

gregation aud social circle. By S. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin o< 
Religions. 1

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With an introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of "The Aryan Race." Price» 
cloth. «1.

A COMBINATION OF
“The Question Settled” and “The 

Contrast” Into one Volume.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

11.25.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work Is a 
CombtunUon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
eplend U works. By this arrangement the cost Is such 
that the reader te enabled to secure the two books 
ooir.J.’iid at the jomu price as was formerly asked 
for th neparately. This volume contalne 462 pages 
and te himteomely bound lu cloth, and contains an ex
cellent imralt of the author. .

THE QUESTION SETTLED
1! a cajliful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit* 
uallam. No book of tho century has made bo many 
converui to Modern Spiritualtem as this. The author’s 
aim, faithfully to compare tbe Bible with modern 
5henonienaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

he adaptation of Spiritualtem to the wants of human
ity; Its moral tendency^ tbe Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlnlstj}!; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions onored to Spiritualism, are all considered In tbe 
lightoi the Bible, nature, htetory, reason and common 
sense, (lid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist! of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualtem. It te a most able production, and 
1* a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
tc defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against tbe 
assumitlons of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HUMAN CULTURES CURE

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songa Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. Tbe 
author and compiler te well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c.

The Law of Correspondence Ap« 
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J, 
Colville. Limp cloth, 5uc.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
in story form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 11.25, 
------------ — 1 ■ ' ■——— 1 1 i|0

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Wesley and other«. Valuable t!F 

tiinonles of modern clairvoyants, Witnesses of the 
Bep&r&tlon of the spiritual body from tbe dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Prke, 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
ByCoLR. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, 11.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Hte Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Th& 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

?

(I

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D., LI^. D.

A molt excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health. Social Science. 
Religion, etc.

Price, cloth, 74 cento For tale at this office.

PRINCIPLES 
- OF — 

LIGHT HND GOLOR
BY E. D. BAB’jíTT, M. D. LL. D.

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity end vitalized 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber, with a preface 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, 11. A valuable 
work. ,

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles In the 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. 8, Twlng. Paper, 80c._________________

Studies in the Outlying Fields of
Psychic Science.

To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to in
vestigate their various phases; bow to form circlet 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
hare It. Price, clotb, 7&c.

A truly great work in which tbe author exhibit! 
the results of years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen tfitul- . 
five Insight and tho psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
Onabllng him to discover and elucidate facts andprin- 
clples not observable to ordinary ken. The book te of 
very great Interest and importance, bringing to light i 
many important pointe concerning light and color in • 
their mental and physical effects and their practical 
application in tho conservation of health and tho 
cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value te be
yond estimation, and les teachings should be known 
byall.

Finely illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, 86c.

For Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying, "Man, 
thou sb&lt never die." An excellent selection, ed
ited and compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth, tl. ,

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. 1th the story of hte life 
as told by himself, and tbe history of his parliamen
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

Dy Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted te the study 
af Astrology and its laws. Price, 25c.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Inltlalont. By the Pbeloni; 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth,

H-ERESY,
. . . OR . .7^

LED TO THE LIGHT.
X Thrilling, Psychological Story ofEvangeU» 

cation and Free Thought, It is to Protest» 
antism what the ••Secrets of the Con» 

vent,, is to Catholicism,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at tbe Freethinker's Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 1893. By 
Busan H. WIxon. Price, 10c.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. HulburL On tbe present status qt 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
Tbe divine law of true harmontel marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART IL
Judges, Hinn, Prqpbete and Apostles. Comments 

on tbe Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, tbe work of radical thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant ot the higher criticism. There te not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

The Atetingutehed author. Hudson Tuttle» require» 
no introduction to the reader» of Ton PBOGBxssrm 
Tuixkkr, but the following headings of chapters will 
show them what they may expect from tbe book:

Coktxntb:—An Idyl —Firdbam-Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—Tbe Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jans 
Grey—The Mother of Caln—Evolution—Stells—Tbe 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-Tbe Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette—The Bank Bobbery— 
Liberty-All Is Well That Ends Well-The New 
Church—Tbe New Way; Led to the Light.

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to tbe cli
max. Tbe fiendish career or the revivalist is eon« 
trusted with tbe character of the honest minister anl 
the thinking agnostic. The steps ftv which a preacher 
emerges from tbe church, and tbe difficulties be meets 
are graphically presented. The new church and pro* 
greulve lyceum evolved out of the old, form an lo* 
tereiting study to those seeking new methods.

It is abeautlful volume of 123 pages, and the price 
in accordance with our new departure. Is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for »1.25. For sale st the 
«’Hire of The Progressive Thikeeb.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL 
jj COMPILATION OF THE LEG 

¿j. »srei given by the Spirit Bind through the ma* 
'ClnmihlpofMre. MegdelenUHIne. Thi» volume eon* 
«lit. ot a eerie, ot lecture^ mesacei and poeme, 
written edd delivered In publto through the nentel or* 
geninnotMre. Magdalena Kline, a tranoe, clairvoy
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though.ono may find 
name Ideu that differ from those he bee held, yet ha 
wiUllndmuch to ploaae, benefit and Ir.ttnct. Th» 
reverence with which Jeeue lie mentlonta win piece« 
many, although tbe ideas advanced concerning Jeeue 

i and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard.
Thebook contains 483 'argc psgea, and wUl be eent 

I postpalitorgMO. ForealeUthlscOd»____

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leab Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tbo begin* 

nlng of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sis* 
tors. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, including portraits ot 
the Fox Family. History of tbe Hydesville rappings, ‘ 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable andwelbat* ■ 
tested manifestations; the “exposures," etc. Hand* 
Bomely bound in cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers' price, 11.50. We will send the book post* 
paid for 11.40.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Cerna. Very thoughtful and Interesting, 
Paper, 25c,

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on tbe other side of life» 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowlest Car
rie E. S. Twlng, medium, "

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Wateön Heston. Price, boards, II; cloth, 11.50» 
Heston ti Inimitable. .

The New and the Old, 
Or the World’s Progress In Thought. By Mosel Hall. 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker. 
Price 10 cents.

“THE SOUU ' 
its Niton. BeltUoni and Exnnulon In Haman Im* 
bodlment». Given through Mre. Con L. V, Blch* 
nionfi. W her Gntdex A book that every -on, who U 
totentM tn re-lncarnatlon ahouHread. rrtca ttaft.

? &
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Free ! ASTONISHING!BOOK REVIEWS A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

MANSFieLD’s
Are

YOUR LIFE REVEALE

BEAR IN MIND.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thom« Paine. Being an Investigation of Trim 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi- < tlon from nunrnlutni und ton_ *_ _ *

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE

m..

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

ule a i i ins oilice.
'Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris-

A consideration of the

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

of spirit return. 470

people. CLARA L. STEWART.

pale at this office.

CAMMMÖS.

ment, quoted from the 01 
corning Jesus Christ. P

"Religious ana Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430

GENERAL SURVEY, 
(Continued from page 6.)

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

TVAXTED-A MIDDLE AGED WOMAN AS COM’ 
H panion and helper: a good hump for the right 

Iutkou. Address M. core Progressive Thinker <75

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal;

With, her Magnetized Herbs nil 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Homeopathic Medicines 
Compounded Clalrvoyantly for 

Each Patient.

— - ... .. Buu complete eui-
tlou, from new plate» and new type: 18« naaea. n™,. 8vo. Paper, 25 cent»; cloth. 50 cent«. p

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLS,

If you wislih Good Health you 
should ¡ apply to her.

mwi tn the New Test*, 
así csStíFropheoies Con
io ISCQBte. .

"THEf LYCEUM,”

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This la a most valuable contribution to 
Freethouglit literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve conies 
tor «1.00. *

GOSPEL OF NATURE.

THOMAS PAINE’S

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
Paychoinetrlst «ad Psyehlc. Headlugs i,y ,„„n „.no 
*ud stampa. Sealed lettere aubwered, 82.1)0 513 ('liest- 
nut si., Cincinnati, o. 475

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.

neat book of selections front Mrs. Hulls best poems 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull Price 
neatly bound In English cloth. «1. For sale at tbli

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Price «¡'.to!' D0U,L Thcy *re reaui

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowle»; Mr«. Carrie E. S. Twlag me

dium. Tb» little book will be read with Intense In
terest by thousands. Price 25 cents.

vlslon- -Write for Illuslrated Clrar howtug »tylea and price» and plwtoot Spirit Y»j 
who developed Ulla clairvoyant power In ma 4

Choice Holiday Gift.
Splrltnal essays In rhythmic song—lusplrattun's 

Jv0, ™?“ "T11 ',00k' tu“'l'lelelur the Spiritualists’
er, Grand Rupids Mich, 475

WANTED-FinsT-CLABS DHESSMAK1NG; BY 
JT day 11.*¿5; to take home, Si.iw per mil. tí T. 
TayJor system used In cutting. Fit Guaranteed. 
Miss Roberts. 8345 51st st., Chicago. 475

H. F. COATES, 
CUH-J’1',6"0!"1?'“1 Medium, 2420 Indiana av.

..«I todepfudent slate writing aud portraits 
Siv\ndViiiWv10ftt 1,1 iu 5 P ,u' Ciri5le* Sunday, Tues
day aud Friday of each week 8 p ui. 476

>. l'iic

OPIUM R-*,ermaiH)llt Lome Xre.

Dr> J. O. UOM’MA.’’ 443. 4abellnBidg..Chiengn,Ii|.

THE VOICES. (
’ By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voice« contain 

poem» of remarkable beauty and force. Thev are 
moat excellent Price «1.00. ' '

The Other Worhfahd This.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Dolls E. Davis. A rosary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for the light and solace of every oamwthe and 
stricken heart. Priee w cents.

The Occult Forces of Sex

TRUMPETS,
Standard size, by mall, magnetized and In a neat box 
Aluminum, fl oz, 11.75; light Un. 8 oz. 11 on f a
Eckel, 297 S Browu st. Anderson. Ind. 475 '

enne. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. 
lecture and tests.

hmbrnelnk Soul Cult ure, Cbilrvuymicc, Ps, cb ometf - 
»11(1 Laws of Ullfoldmi-ul, with ire- rending For pat 
lleulara addre»» EMMA HUDEK, .01 Central ave 
Hamilton, Ohio.

SCIENCE OF THE SOOL 
■ i i BY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 1 _ .. -----
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. Examination of the Prophecies.

Free !

Ä

A Compendiam of Spiritual Laws, 
No. 1, New White Cross

Literature. . . j

DOCTOR H D. DOBSON
Still Heals’tlie Sick Through 
the Mhdiuihsliip of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. i'Dobsoii-Barker.

È

G. WALTER LYNN, 
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter 
CORREC’f'DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice» 
$1.00 and Stamp. '

AddrcM 223 Went San Fernando st., San .Jose Cal i 
t-iTl have never known a more rompetent. reliable 

and truthful medium fur the Spirit wurld than Cbaa. 
nvalter byon. Jos. RodjuBvchanan.

DR. J. SWANSON, 
PSYCHOPATHIST,

lre“t “n Find» ot discuses, pliy»!- 
’ at “uy distance without medicine; 

whcre «Wdlchm ha» failed. Tea- alSm, f'rii?" „“"»“rts vf the United State». Seud 
.‘al‘„“ud term», etc. nas Cllmon are- 

nue, Minneapolis, Mluu. 432 .

IIOW TO BECOME A MEDK’M IN Yoi’R Ow 
Ji home. Will send n pamphlet giving liutnictloiL wv 
delineate your phiibc ol medluniblilp, and a spIrltuV^^*'' 
song-book. Al! for ^5 cents. Address MRS J ¿Arr-w. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal.
------------- --------------- --------- -—-«V-

r«

TF)® Fan^oCis Ql)ror)ist
ar)d Psyel)ieal PP)ysÍGÍar),

DR. 6. C WTKINS,
Can be consulted free of charge on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays of each 
Week. Office hours 19 a. m. until 4 p. m. and on Friday evenings. No one seen 
on Friday evenings, however, but those who work in daytime, and can only come 
at night. Remember, please, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays of each week 
and Friday nights. $1.90 office fee \vill be charged at any other time, and this 
oiler is only good for 30 days.

OUR SANITARIUM
at Ayer will soon be ready for patients. Repairs are almost finished. Patients 
.. .. . who desire to engage rooms please write us at once. '

WE STILL DIAGNOSE DISEASE
by letter, and allwho cannot call at our officein Bostonean write us, stating their 
age, sex, and leading symptom, and we will at Once diagnose their case. Do not 
ask us our opinion o’ this Doctor or that one: we never express an opinion; and if 
you are receiving benefit, from your present treatment do not change; but if 
you are not receiving beniflt, then we would be pleased todiagnosp your case. 
We prefer to take cases that other physicians have failed to cure. We do not 
claim to be '

THE ONLY PHYSICIAN
that cures Chronic Disease, but we do claim to be one of them. Remember our 

new addre.is,

400 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, Mass .

Take Huntington Avenue or Cross Town Cars, or Columbus Avenue Cars. 
They all cross Massachusetts Avenue. 40« Massachusetts Avenue is between 
Huntington and Columbus Avenues. ’

F. Corden White writes: “The First 
•Church of Spiritualists of Pittsburg, 
Pa., is progressing with C. L. Stevens 
as president, Mr, Clouse, a fine organ- 
1st, and Mrs. Jennie Wooster as the 
sweet voice singer, wjiich makes the 
soul glad to hear each Sunday. The 
meetings are well attended, aud will 
have George H. Brooks for January and 
February, 1889. The Campbell Bros, 
have been here, and are now in Colum
bus, Ohio, to give a seance. They held 
two very successful seances here in 
Pittsburg. From Columbus they go on 
to St. Louis, Mo., where I know they 
will meet with a kind reception. 1 go 
from here to Bradford, Pa., where all 
mall can reach me.”

D. W. Hull writes: "I am just recov
ering from the most severe sickness of 
tlie last forty-two years of my life. 1 
had been holding meetings nt Atlanta, 
and had gone to Holdredge for a visit 
to Mrs. E. Y. Cornell, who, with her 
now ascended husband, were old-time 
Abolitionists, when it cost nearly every
thing to be such, and who also were 
veteran Spiritualists. I could not have 
selected a better place to be taken sick. 
I had every attention that spirits in and 
out of the body could give me. The 
room was nicely decorated by ever
greens and flowers by the spirits, and 
among those who came to give me com
fort was Achsa Sprague, a man whom 
I called a ‘Man of Iron,’ wh6 I was told 
was Stephen Foster, and a veteran of 
the war of 1812, whose name lie said 
■was Capt. Grange. I called the room 
‘Valhalla,’ with more reason than 
Jacob named a place where be lodged 
'Pentiel.' It is four weeks since I was 
taken sick and I am so far recovered as 
to be able to resume my lecture, Intend
ing to start for my home In Norton, 
Kan., next Monday.”

H. writes from Indianapolis, Ind.: 
“To the response called for by a guest 
for prophecy by A. J. Wells, I want to 
add concurrent proof from my own ex
perience I have had in this line of phe
nomena. I am willing to give testi
mony tliat power to penetrate the fu
ture at least to a degree Is possessed by 
certain mediums. I was the recipient 
of previsions and predictions which 
have actually occurred and become a 
part of my past. They are of too pri
vate a nature to recite to any, but one. 
Three years ago I received a reading 
from Will J. Post, which Included a 
warning touching my wife's health; a 
year after she suddenly and quite un
expectedly passed over.”

Edwin Cadwell, of San Jose, Cal., 
writes of Mr. Winans’ circle: “Reading 
in a late Progressive Thinker the ex
posure of n fraud in mediumship makes 
me feel like giving a little of my expe
rience at Mount Pleasant Camp, Clin
ton, Iowa, in August, 1897, as per coun
ter to the shameful doings exposed in 
Illinois. I have visited three or four 
materializing mediums, two of whom 
gaVe very satisfactory results, and one 
being very much like the one exposed, 
and very unsatisfactory. I was to re
turn home the next day, and hearing 
tlmt Mr. Winans was to have a circle 
that evening, I attended one. After 
quite a number of forms hnd appeared 
and been recognized, I was called and 
took the seat. Soon a form came out 
of the cabinet, appearing to be an old
ish man, dressed In dark clothes. At 
first I did not recognize him, but after 
a second I thought it might be a cousin 
with whom I had been intimate forty 
or more years before. I called his name, 
which be responded to, and came closer 
and shook hands. On a close examina
tion he appeared tlie exact counterpart 
of earth life, in height, size, complex
ion, color of his hair and whiskers, and 
in voice. After talking a while he bld 
me good-by and settled right down in 

■ his place by ray side, without returning 
to the cabinet, his hand remaining 
apparently on the floor for the fraction 
of a second, and disappeared.”

Alice Gehring, of Indianapolis, Ind., 
writes: “Please allow me space in your 

■paper to give an open letter to the pub
lic. As the story goes, some oue is 
jealous and has done me a great wrong 

■ In circulating a report, stating I was ar
rested and made to leave Cincinnati for 
practicing fraud. Also the same per
son or persons stated I was exposed at 
Chesterfleld camp. I ask the officers of 
the camp to make known to the public 
if such Is the ease, ns it Is not safe to 
protect a fraud. If there be one person 
who can say any of the statements are 
true, do so and give your name and ad
dress, and if any one enu say aught 
against me, I want them to do it now. 
As I am only a new medium, not two 
years old, I have worked in Ohio, Indl- 
nna and Pennsylvania, and can and do 
go back wherever I have worked. I 
have a letter in my possession from one 

■ of the officers of Chesterfield camp, 
-wanting to sell me a cottage. It is not 
likely he would do so if I was so badly 

■ exposed. This jealousy has done me a 
great Injury, and the person'who is the 
author of this report had better stop 
slandering mediums, as we are protect
ed by the law the same as other people. 
My friends have advised me to take 
this course to let the people know 
whether It be true or not”

Annie Wilson'writes: "I held two 
meetings Jn New Boston on the 4th of 
December. At the close of the evening 
meeting Bro. Roberts, made a strong np- 
peal in behalf of the spiritual press. I 
wish we had more of such earnest 
Workers. He is one who never tires 
»nd is ever, ready to help in all good 
Work, He furnished the hall free for

lectures, and is very anxious to spread 
the truths of our glorious philosophy. 
New Boston has mueh to be proud of in' 
having so ninny of her citizens Imbued 
with the spirit of reform, 1 look for
ward hopefully to the time when the 
good work wjll be carried forward by 
the rising generation, though there 
seems little at present to inspire that 
feeling in tills loeallty.We have not as 
yet succeeded in impressing our young 
people with the importance of prepar
ing themselves to take up the work so 
nobly begun by their elderg. Heaven 
speed tlie time when they, too, will feel 
the power of the spirit and enlist in the 
service of humanity.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “I-have open 
fields in Canada, aud wish to corre
spond with a test medium who can en
gage for low terms. I am a test medl 
uni myself, but I desire to devote most 
of my time In tlie lecture field. Would 
like to meet such person before the 
New Year. Address me at present at 
14 Walton street, Toronto, Canada.”

II. Messenger, Chicago, writes: “The 
pound party given last Tuesday even
ing at the Ladies Home, 3310i/j Rhodes 
avenue, was a grand success, botli in 
point of numbers and liberal donations 
from those present. Our next entertain
ment will be held Wednesday evening, 
Dec. 28, when Dr. J. M. Temple, test 
medium, kindly volunteers his services 
for the benefit of the Home. All are 
cordially invited.”

The Devil and the Adventists, by 
Moses Hull that was advertised some 
weeks ago, Is not yet ready for delivery. 
We have received so many orders for 
this pamphlet that It Is Impossible to 
write to each one.

E. W. Sprague and wife will serve the 
Philadelphia Spiritualist Society the 
Sundays of January, 1899. Their serv
ices can be secured for week evenings, 
in nearby towns, during the month. 
They also have February and March 
free for engagements. Address for Jan
uary, 605 North 7th street, Philadelphia 
Pa. Home address 600 East 2d street, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

O. Z. Skinner, Durand, Wis., wishes to 
know the address of Allen F. BroWn, 
last in Texas.

May F. Ayres, State Secretary writes: 
"The Sixth Annual Mid-winter Meeting 
of the Michigan State Spiritual Associa
tion will be held in Owosso, Mich., Feb 
10. 11. 12. 13, 1899. non Harrison D. 
Barrett, of Boston, and Margaret Gaule 
of Baltimore, Md., will be in attend
ance. Any desiring information regard
ing the meeting, address tlie secretary 
Mrs. J. E. Steggnll, 418 E. Comstock
street, Owosso, Mich.”

Chas. Brockway writes from Seattle, 
Wasn.: "Have closed our meetings un
til after January 1. We have had 
crowded houses as usual. We will come 
eastward from here about February 15, 
by the way of Spokane, Denver and St. 
Louis; then will reach your city, as 
planned now. Our trip over the western 
country shows a phenomenal gain over 
our trip two years ago when we reached 
many points where a medium had never 
been before.”

[Obituaries to the extent of teu lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Passed to spirit-life, In Milwaukee 
Wls., Dec. 10. 1898, E. J. Stout. His 
wife aud two daughters, Mrs. Bonnie 
Goodlier and Kat hie Gilliam, were with 
hini to the last. He had been a Spirit
ualist for 40 years. S. N. STOUT.

Fnrlin B. Warren, of Ronald town
ship. Ionia county, Mich., passed to 
spirit life, Dec. 11, 1898. He was born 
in Houndsfleld, Jefferson county, N. Y„ 
Nov. 17, 1843. He came to Michigan 
when a boy twelve years of age. 
Words are inadequate to express thé 
high esteem and honor in which this 
man was held by all who knew him. 
He leaves a borne which would bé 
sad indeed were it not for the blessed 

comfort of Spiritualism. Mr. W. passed 
from the mortal at 2 p. m„ and at 7 p. 
m., the son Charles was controlled by 
his father just for a moment, who sent 
word he was satisfied. All was well, 
and then in the home circle alone thè 
guide gave sure and happy testimony of 
his happy release from the suffering 
mortal into sweet rest. Rev. Mr. Bailey 
kindly officiated, and a better Spiritual
istic discourse never fell from mortal 
lips- M. H.

Gone home, In the town of Lanark 
Portage county, Wis. Hans Poust, In 
the 58th year of his age. after an illness 
of four weeks. His wife being a Spir
itualist, I was called to conduct the fu
neral, and although in a Catholic settle
ment, and held from the Methodist 
church, for room’s sake, no one could 
fail to know it was a Spiritualist funer
al. there was a large attendance and 
during the whole discourse that spirit 
which makes all men brothers, held the

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a’ Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. ’
J’Blbie and Church Degrade Woman." 

By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style» 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

Practical Occultism. Seven Essays 
on the Subject. Showing how to use 
thought forces, etc., in all business, and 
art. By Ernest Loomis.

A book that may be read with much 
mental and spiritual profit. It Is full of 
incisive thought, of rich suggestiveness, 
of high and pure moral tone, and very 
helpful in the cultivation of spirituality.

It shows how the right development 
of the inner principle of love leads to 
success in business, aud makes life a 
genuine success amid any and all 
environments. It alms to show how, 
by the command of the finer forces in 
our nature, we may bring better condi
tions, better health, true friendships, 
and add to our happiness. Neatly 
printed and bound. Price $1.25.

The Truth Seeker Company, of New 
York City, has issued a beautiful edi
tion of Thomas Paine’s celebrated “Age 
of Reason,” for presentation purposes. 
This remarkable work of Paine has 
been the means of liberating thousands 
from tbralldom to Bible superstitions, 
and still continues to do its work. This 
presentation edition is tastefully orna
mented—in outward appearance a thing 
of beauty. It lias several portraits of 
Paine, also other illustrations of much 
Interest. The text is revised and cor
rected in accordance with the latest re
search of most competent authorities, 
such as M. D. Conway and others, 
which makes it the more valuable.

Of Paine’s work it may be said, his 
conclusions have In the main been ac
cepted as correct by the “higher criti
cism” of to-day; thus showing that he 
was a man in advance of bls time.

The price of this elegant volume, ' 
printed in large, plain type, gilt edge, 
is $2.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago. .

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m,

Chujcli of tlie Star of Truth, W’icker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins' hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:80 p. m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m„ and 7:45 p. in.

The Second Chureh of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren's opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o'clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will bold 
union services of Sunday school and 
chureh, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. in. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services. ,

The Lake I.ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are Invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings In Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Spiritualistic Church Students of Na
ture holds services every Sunday even
ing at 7:30 at Arlington Hall, 3032 Indi
ana avenue, corner 31st street. Mrs. 
M. Summers, pastor.

Dr. .1. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av-

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o'clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o'clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and instructive programme.

Church of Unity. Services every Sun
day at 7:45 p. in.. nt Sokup's Ball, 
southwest corner Milwaukee avenue 
and Robey street. Max Huffman, pas
tor. Readied by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

Send in notice of meetings held oh 
Sunday at public halls. •

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, If you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
If you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in mycose from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To- any one suffering.1 with stomach,- 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend thém. Having- suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various mediclnës, 
I have derived better résulte from ÿôür 
treatment than àll thé othérs combined.

I am most gratefully, "
MRS. A. P, BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky. - :

. Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
Jock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, Is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prieiples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be thesllent power of Invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving Its In
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

455 tf.

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published' by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Wlllowdale street. 
Only fifty'cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In. fact, all classes will find 
something, of special interest in it. It 
1b published weekly. Try it. 437tf

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
aa ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat, The 
author's wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her Investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lock wood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized at one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
ketures on the Molecular. Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale nt tlijs office. Price 25 cents-.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D„ ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood.. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. '

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood; A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution, known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of rRomanlsm against all 
institutions,': beliefs and parties not In 
conformity, with the ruling powers of 
the Ronrishnhlerarchy Is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devIUshnesh and murderous ma
lignity off ’the t“Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely pahilleied in all the world’s

• records of’lnhumsn atrocities. It is for 
sale at thlsoffice, and will be mailed 
postpaid fbn:25 cents.

“Woman» UUuren and State.” By 
Matilda Joriyn (Hage. A royal volume, 
of more than common Intrinsic value. 
The subject IS treated with masterly 
ability; sHowlngrwnat tne church has 
and has nortsdene for woman. It 1g full 
of Informatfononlthesubject,and should 
be read byt'every one. Price $2, post
paid. For-sale at this office.

“Talleyran'd’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially • interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
Should be read by all Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents. .

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds ” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their -physical boules 
and . their physical ’ bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come luto 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of MIbb Judson’s literary works. 
Price, cloth, $1;. paper, 75 ei.-Js.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs 
NOT ONLY 

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE
BUT THEY

ADSOllitGlU 
Gurs 
GIII’OIIIG 
Diseases,

Where Others Fail.
li You fire a Sutferer

Write To-day, Giving
Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead

ing Symptom, and receive an 
‘ absolutely correct 
' DIAGNOSIS 

of your case 
FREE OF CHARGE.

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D. 
■ GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

dîTTïTorster,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

. Still continues to give 

PREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation. 

YOU Are Invited to Write. 

SEND Postage Stamp tor Reply.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORC
Sun^url11 Vh 'rher«Pl’utlca, lucludlt
.«a FS i '.V,UI Electricity, JI I nd

» keher aelonceof life. Clictnleal ufflnll. 
baile prluclples developed with their inarvetau Pllcatloua. Student» lu ¿nr cou lueut i UaSe take 
Sol DM ls‘"‘“«‘'«'l^d“eSufUaU

Doctor of Magnetic». Byaaj-atf printed queatlona student» can lake the court' 
. diplomas at their own home». Instlt 

removed to 2.13 South Broadway, Loa Angel'- clftornU mal,JCd l'ltl"’r 1110 J<'r>
r,rUU cllurJyr; stamp fur catalog;;-.

Wtf E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL IV ’

DR. J. S. LODGE
Clairvoyant 1"

■n Sn.u J11 l:url'-a,“re marveloita. Succow 
“1 kinds of chronic and acute dlaeaiea. Wh-u O' 
Indriu';*”’ 8c“J '“.nl “ule. leek u 
auUG ctb. iu biainps aud he will Btud a eiQirvovp. 
amoni 1°“ "J5'?1"','11“1-''»''« un<l treat you for only 

holeudlug eyininoiii required. He b
I SO eu,',?dy Child-birth safe aud '
alto a Bpccitic remedy fur obesity, it will safeli 
SW. ,euJ.°Ye ®li KUpcriluou» lleab, also a KU! 
lief for luo.-ulug alekueaa. Addreas

DR. J. s. LOUCKS, M. D<
85 Warren at., Stouehaiu, Mass.

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, sex aud 2 stamps for 

FREE DIAGNOSIS. 
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W, LATHROP, M. D., 
______________ Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. 4G6tf

DR. J. W. RUMINER, 
The well-known PsjuUle llealrr and Cbrotnoputhlc 
rbyslclaii, is pre-eminently successful In treating nil 
forms of chronic aud acute discuses of either body 
orinlud. Graduate lu medicine and magnetics. Fif

teen years’'practice. Personal magnetism and psy
chic forces developed, which alune will enable you 
to cure, yourself nnd prevent disease. Treatments 
an’l six IcKBOus fur the development of persuna) mag- 
uetism given by mall. Chaige.« lu rcasou. Send four 
2-ceut stamps, date of birth, sex, nume and leading 

symptom, nnd receive by return mall my prices and 
diagnosis of your <wo. Address Hotel Wellington 
cor. 7th «nd Main sts., Evunsx Ilie, Ind. 476

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
ggssaswsys sstts

MRS. E. D. BUSH, 
Psychomet-riBt, Clairvoyant and Clair 

audient.
140S Mutioulc Temple. Headings 9 a m to1’ p m. 475

Personal Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by nuill. An ex- PoMlKmu llmbelemm uf Bel,,«’ will, dlr. rd.m" h‘r 
rcatoilng liealth, developing the mental lacultlci aud 
unfolding the spiritual powers. Fur buuklet and tin- 
therhiformatluu send stump tu

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
_____  743 North Park ave., Chicago. Hl.

Bet« forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, aa It demonetrutes the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
fputt,manifestation». Its UUo page claims that the 
bobk la

A 80IENTIFI0 DFMONSTBATION 

of the

Existence of the soul of man aa Me eon.
ooloua individuality independently

of the physical organism^

of the

CONTINUITY OF LIFE

and the
¿OTUAUTY OF SPIRIT BETUBN.

The ffr«t eleven chapter« are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul Incarnate, with a clear ex* 
position of the psychic philosophy.

The aucceedlng four chapters set forth the philoso
phy of the Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of the author.

The price of the book ie $1. For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker, 

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticisin, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof W M 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise" 
Price 25 cents.

This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form It gives just 
what is needed on the subject Paper 
7« cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

•The Universe.” What Force is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things" Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

‘The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Caius. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. 1 or sale at tills office.

“The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For gale 

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances In Spirit-life.” ‘The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given In the In
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gans 
of thought In portlc diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment _ Price 
$1. For sale at this office. '

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First Thé Philosophy of Cure, (in
eluding Methods land Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

'The Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is Intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof “double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, III., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale st this office. Price 15 cents.

Slate-Wiiters, Senixesai.d Life-Sized 
Portraits.

Practical Guide to Spiritualism, 
Occult Science. Healing, etc., isc.; n|h0 •'Aitrolok'leal 
Note», 5c wllh ILl 01 occult Boel;». The two bam- 
pblel» during December and January for 10c »liver or 
»Unw. OEO. WALKO.ND, Opera Hume Block, Denver, ueio. ....

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet« 
embodied In one volume, tn which questions of groat 

. Importance to the race are discussed from tbe stand« 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price W cents 
For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY 8. WEIL.

Cloth, 11.25. ... Paper, 50 cents.
This Is a work of great value, written by one of th« 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
..UJ« particularly a work which 

should be put Into tbe bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma», of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
aud senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method tn psychic and 
spiritual research. They ehow vivid glimpses of « 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 

verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super- 
retted by knowledge and facte. For sail at this office,

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thl> work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who wouM desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Tbe historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Bomlsh Ideas and practice« «hould 
be read>y all. Price. Be. Hold at thia office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
In ¡natters pertaining to physical, mental andsnirltu™ 
health. Vorth many times He cost. Price 10 ceuta.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN?
By Thomaa Paine. Parts I and IL Being •" 

answer to Mr. Bnrke’a attack upon the FreoS 
awS wSa?? 8T0" m IWer, WcBna,

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Adapted to Modern Clvillxatlbn. with the r™.

-God in the Constitution, ~ 
ByBobertO. IngeraoIL’ One of the beat piner* Colo. 

Ml InrtraoU ever wrote. In paper corer, with like- 
iiiiolauuw. Price, io ceuai tireireMMitpriuxit

DR. R. GREER, 
Clairvoyant Physic!;

52 Dearborn fit., Chicago, 
vearae<e.!e.'ho freeexaminations. F 
atcu rat . H." 1̂ ‘'e '"“kc ,'1'“ «enderl 
IfmptX: ■ gl'1UB “se’ bel ■“!

____  ‘•lull 1
BETTER THAN GOLD1 .

Elixir of Life Nos. One and
Curesail forms of stomach, liver and klcinev dlse 
alsoconsdpailou. A sure cure for that tired \vornt&*Wi 
feeltag. Guaranteed to assist your avafam r.with pure, rich blood. BufflSt o^anHtJ fa a - . ■— 
month se.it for.1.00. ° <!u“ntlt), ior L «!. i

One package of our Maguetlzod Compouutl for ili * 
eye» or poor eyesight. Ha» been used and pralledk ft 
thoiiBimd» lu all parts of the world. Sent for™ ceiV H ‘ 
or aft throe »eat postpaid rur „.p, w|tp Yar^JF.>-.;T ,»‘5 
photoaud lastruclluus how lullru lOOyears .

Melted Pebble Spectacles;

.PSYCHfH;

éù|td,u,i.DVenll"'Ì °i “ I™'»1'“! medium, under (pie«.Mi*
Maiy bv l 10 mcilluinslP
tS’from «olili rii h“iVl! r‘‘,cel ved lunE commun
UoS rtke 'l .'¿'l8‘““d el|lre" «re“ ““ttogiw.'*#; 
uon. i rice. li, and 20 cento extra for L'XDressflSvti-'“»arsale at (he ulllceo( Tua Puoti¿"iva g 1

BY THE’ STARS, ... ,
ieemST °" c}“>rB<-ter, healtli, disease. buslaeV^'H 
»■nl?.. I ' "’,\rrluKe, Unauce. uud the l oad to » ’b nil reading tvful reading of one page 
bend dale „t birth. Cbcalar l.ee. Add™, ’ f g '

FRED P, BRANDT,
_______81 , Grand Haplds, M|, |,

YOUB, FUTURE Kf “G^y w1' «¿ft V- 
ABtrologur, Kpums 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House BIcA1,

Lolu. Charu from 61. Send slump fur

A Valuable Pamphlet.
8ni<*u 8U1 ^'■‘‘■'■' uyaih'e. Also a chapter^

nu',h 118 wHght h,«uld- bentpj^v 
paid fur lucts sliver. or 11 copies fur ii. KowLii^-A.^: 
J. Bruwn, 55‘j fl’Mh st. corner of Butler, Chhago.O^ ’ '

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE. H-.-
Thin medium.Who u < hdraudlem. dHlrvujant. 1V 

. -i1 l’ry?lj<*ilv, can be cuiistiltcd ut No J by’ietC Ulk bt’ Lljleusu’ Eiigugeinvutb cun be iiUyV?—-______
Something New and ReliaW’i^i

If tick, write nte a letter Mating ,),c fuel nItlif1'& 
name sex aud complexion aud »lx cents lu ata®-. '’'M 
aud 1 will tell you Just what your troubles arefpJY'’' 
I »yclile Power; also u mealis of a rapid cun I neCT," 
»"I1," I'mr.Mler 1« cuouBtW_
11« rhallsth, Bt m< dies lu connection with PsycilLi'"*^-5* 
lower. Address or cull. 7 1

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
US ll’arien st., Htoneham, Mass. 

The College of Psychical SeleneLC? 
T±e only one in tbe world for the unfoldmcnt of 
iplrltunl powers, psychomctry. clairvoyance liisph^'*’* 
Hon. benliug. Illuruluatlun. For terms, drculaLt’ K 
percentage of psjclilcal power, send a stamped ib^'I'f !' 
dressed envelope to J. c. F. (iRujdim'E । author 
lecturer), 89W Langley ave., fiatChicago, <

CANCERS AND TUMORS;
Internal or external cured by nnture'K positive camV 
cure. No tedloiu opcrniloiis. Tested uter 40 yeaL 
and any dhreae that nilih-u the human svstem trer 
ed successfully. J. G. W. Kxtwis.ii.ic. M.‘ I) 759 6FJt 
Court. (Englewood) Chteagu. 111. Consultation at
Examination Free. 47J!

The blind medium, h.w. sinci.aih. will
Rend a Life Heading, with date s and names Man 

lock of hair mid one dollar. Ji. W. SINCLAIR 
West av.< Jackson, Mich 179

-IN THE-

PASi, PRESENT, AND FUTU
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Results of recent scientific research regarding
origin, position aud prospects of manklnd- 

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Vatter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee- 
tures on Darwin,*' Etc. 1

•The great mystery of existence consists in perpel 
upI and uninterrupted change. Everything is fmmof 
tai and indestructible—the smallest worm as well a) 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the Banti 
CTaln or the water drop as well as the highest bclngk 
•reatlon, man and his thoughts. Only the forms In 
which being manifests itself are changing; but Being 
icolf remains eternally tbe same and imperishable 

'< ben we die we do not lose ourselves, but only out 
"Tsonal consciousness. We live on in nature, inouf 
'ico, in our children, in our deeds, tn our thoughts— 
> abort, in tbe entire material and physical contribu
te. which, during our short personal existence, we

•.<* furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
'’;rc In pen«rcL’*- Buechner. ■

v,,: • ‘• • 1 ' Alpages, relltim cloth. |L

■c .

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D
In tMi volume the author, in the thirty-nine 

chapters, discuBsea a wide variety of subjects per* 
UlnlBg to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand« 
point She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, ui 
capability of thought expretslon. The subject« 
wcll-hendled «IthconclsencBB and yet with clearn 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritual!« 
library, and a mo»t excellent book for any one seek 
Ing Information concerning Spiritualism and It« 
Ing». :
For Salo at this Office» Price« $1
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let the lightGo

Till love, and joy
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VERIZED, CUT INTO PIECES AND
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forth, to conquer, 
increase
earth is filled with 
and peace;

CHEMICALLY ANALYZED 
MBS. CLARA WATSON.

Wake from your slumbers in 
dreamy past,

Ye echoes of a noisy world at last;
Wake, all ye sounds from every distant 

shore, •
Ye thunders in one vast tremendous 

roar,
And ere the echoes die or cease to roll.

It Is Torn in a Thousand 
Fragments.
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A Vivid Illustration of Progressive Life in Nature.
The Wonders of Plant Life Instructively Illustrated, with 

Thoughts Worthy of Careful Consideration.

A few years ago It was considered 
smart to puke fun at the notion of 
man’s descent from the animals. The 
ancestral tree, whose stem was a 
monkey and tt hose blossom man, 
proved a perennial source of merriment 
to the caricaturist and the buffoon.

Charles Darwin, the Indefatigable 
naturalist, who by his deep aud patient 
research, systemstized

THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION
and placed ¡I upon a substantial basis, 

... ................ only fromhad to defend himself not 
the attacks of the sneering 
but also from the shafts of 
venom.

•‘I congratulate myself,”

humorist, 
theological

scornfully
exclaimed Wilberforce, Bishop of Ox
ford, in a public speech, "that 1 have 
not descended from an ape.”

The retort came with characteristic 
Irony from the pen of Prof. Huxley: "If 
1 had to choose, 1 would prefer to be a 
descendant of

A HUMBLE MONKEY, 
rather than of a man who employs his 
knowledge and eloquence in misrep
resenting those who are wearing out 
their lives in the search for trulli.”

Still more bitter was the declaration 
of I’rof. Duffield: "If the development 
theory of the origin of man shall in a 
little while take its place—as doubtless 
it will- with oilier exploded scientific 
speculations, then they who accept it

will iu (lie life to come have their por
tion with those who in this life 'know 
not God aud obey not the gospel of bis 
Son.’ ”

The theory of evolution however, 
contrary to the reverend gentleman’s 
expectations, has not been cast in to the 
dustbin of scientific rubbish, nor have 
tile Darwinians encroached upon the

PREROGATIVES OF GOD 
in order to hurl anathemas at the heads 
of those who cling to the t^v.er.cniLpj^ 
fessor's exploded theory of special cre
ation. Probably the reverend profes
sor’s vindictiveness descended from 
something even less mild limn an ape. 

Before Charles Darwin's span of life 
was ended, the tide hud turned, and his 
gray hull's were laid to rest by the side 
of the grave of Newton In that vast 
mausoleum of the honored dead. West
minster Abbey, and over his ashes that
reverend champion of 
Canon Farrar, paid a 
his wort It.

The special creation

liberal thought, 
noble tribute to

theory has gone

ceeded the narrator, “which seemed to 
endow the mimosa with intelligence."

By sueh Instances as these, which 
might be multiplied indefinitely, the dis
tinguishing barrier between plant and 
animal life is razed and obliterated and 
the theory of continuous progressive 
change is supported and the words of 
the poet Wordsworth appear to be more 
than poetic fancy:

"It is my faith the every flower 
Enjoys the air it breathes.”

"A little dose of
JUDGMENT OR REASON,” 

says the great naturalist Huber, “eomes 
into play even in animals low in seale 
of nature,” aud we will briefly try to 
Illustrate his statement.

A microscopical examination of the 
rolvoealnae to be found in a drop of 
water, will disclose an innumerable 
company of them engaged iu the intri
cate motions of a mazy waltz, and 
while rotating aud revolving they care
fully and systematically avoid collision 
with each other, just as some beings of 
a higher order endeavor to do while 
amusing themselves iu a ball-room.

Thus from the lower forms of animal 
life to the higher, continuous progress
ive change asserts itself, and quickened 
Intelligence and social habits-even 
affection and sympathy come into play 
until iu the highest forms—sueh as the 
horse and dog—it is hard to detect any 
difference In the apparent rationality 
from that of the Inferior races of men. 
Jacob waking from his dream at 
Bethel exclaimed wonderlngly: "Surely 
the Lord is iu this place, aud we knew 
It not.”

When we note tiie nobler qualities 
slowly developing, by daily experience 
aud effort through long ages, as we see 
continuous progressive change bolding 
sway from the few grains of cosmic 
dust up to the living sentient being, we 
exclaim similar emotion to that of

■ Jacob: “Surely the .^ord is J# 
(place) process, a.hd'Sve’knew.dt ifot."

Instances ot apparently rational ac
tion on the part of animals are so com
mon that we refrain from lengthy illus- 
tratlon.

; Mr. Lloyd Morgan gives a touching 
and brief instance of his favorite ter
rier. which turned to bite his master as 
be was sewing up a painful wound, but 
checked himself before the teeth closed 
and piteously licked the hand instead—

' a vivid illustration of how
. SELF-RESTRAINT

to take its place in Ute pantheon of the 
idols of the past, and to-day the theory 
of Charles Darwin holds almost un-

may be exercised by animals.
"How wonderful (says Shelley) 

even
Evolutuon is defined by LeConte as , 
"CONTINUOUS PROGRESSIVE

change.” Thus all forms of higher lif- j ' 
have been slowly developed from t'r-e' 
lower, from the commonplace grain of < 
Hand to the beautiful fragrant flower; 
from the sweet garden blossom to the 
sagacious animal; from the highly or
ganized animal to man. 1

Continuous progressive change lias 
ever ruled over their destinies, leading 
them forward and upward to heights of 
attainment and nobler and more com
plex forms of life.

In plant life there are innumerable 
illustrations of its striving to attain the 
higher goal of animal existence.

The common sundew or
“VENUS' FLY TRAP,"

is a well-known instance of remarka
ble sensitiveness lu plant life. Its 
leaves are thick aud fleshy, and are 
covered with spines. The leaves are 
arranged ii^nlrs like those of a book, 
and exude a viscuous matter by which 
flies are attracted. When a fly alights 
upon a leaf, the spines at once close 
down upon it and the leaves fold 
together, inclosing the prey. The sun
dew .opens its leaves when the fly is 
disposed of and awaits another victim. 
If you drop a shred of raw meat on the 
leaf the same performance is repeated, 
and If tho leaf is touched by a straw, 
the leaves shut upon it, but as if in dis
gust at the deception, open again imme
diately.

The most delicate—I had almost said 
the most intelligent of flowers— is the

SENSITIVE PLANT.
You stoop aud draw the hand gently 
across one of the lower bunches of 
these plants. Instantly the delicate 
pinnate leaves shrink and fold together 
nnd remain till the Intruder leaves. 
But when be softly retires to it short 
distance the leaves begin to unfold and 
spread out to the sunshine. Oue of the 
species.

THE MIMOSA SENSITIVA, 
is so curiously organized that it is ren
dered insensible by exposure to chloro
form. It theu goes to sleep until the 
effects of the anaesthetic are worn off 
by evaporation.

M. M. Ballou, a naturalist of reliable 
authority, relates that while in Cuba he 
was tlie’guest of an English physician. 
While sitting with the family on the 
broad piazza, a thrifty sensitive plant 
was recognized and made the subject of 
remark. The doctor called his daughter 
of eleven years and said: “Lena,

’ GO AND KISS
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that thou art meant to be burnished by 
fires of life till in thy pure estate thou 
shall glisten, a spotless gem in the tiara 
of the Eternal.
“Build thee more stately mansions, 

0, my soul!
As the swift seasons roll, 
Leave thy low vaulted past.
Let each new temple, nobler than the 

last,
Hide thee from heaven by a dome more 

vast,
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thy outworn shell by life’s 

unresting sea.”
ANDREW W. CROSS.

Westfield, Mass.

GOD AND THE ANGELS
Sermonette by the Editor of 

the New York Herald,

that

The [lassions, prejudices, interests.
That sway the meanest being, the weak 

touch
That moves the finest nerve
And in one human brain
Causes the faintest that becomes a link 
In the great chain of nature.”

THIS LAW OF EVOLUTION
of growth holds sway from the smallest 
atom right up to the highest forms of 
animal life. It is the order of the uni
verse. The Chrystals that appear upon
the metal ore are the result of 
striving of the ore to reach

THE VEGETABLE STAGE 
of life—the plants cited illustrate 
strenuous striving of the plant and

mimosa.” The child did so. laughing 
gleefully, and came awrfy. The plant 
gave uo token of shrinking from con
tact with the pretty child. “Now,” said 
our host, “will you go and touch the 
plant?” Rising to do so, I approached 
it with one hand extended, and before 
it' had come fairly in contact the 
nearest spray leaves wilted visibly. 
“The plant__ _____________ ’

KNOWS THE CHILD,”
said the Doctor, “but you are a 
stranger,” __

'“It was a puzzling experience,” pro-

INDIFFERENCE.
It Made Me Laugh

A correspondent, to whom we sent a
copy of Y. P. S. I. rules, and a request 
to organize an Institute, said iu reply: 
“It made me laugh!”

The amusement is occasioned by the 
knowledge of only three families of 
Spiritualists in their little city, hence 
the Impossibility to do anything in the 
way of holding meetings; and, he adds, 
there are several persons who are anx
ious to Investigate and learn; aud yet 
he laughs at the idea of trying to do 
something for the cause of truth, while 
he complains that neighbors look upon 
them as queer people because they are 
Spiritualists. No wonder! What do 
they do to show that iu Spiritualism 
there is a truth worthy of espousal aud 
a force tliat cannot be stilled? My 
friend, you need enthusiasm! You waut 
something doue lu your community, or 
near by, so you can attend; but how 
much will you help? You waut medi
ums to make sacrifices, but how many 
will you make?

Why, three families can make the 
whole city learn of Spiritualism. Do 
you take The Progressive Thinker, or 
any other spiritual paper? Perhaps not. 
The cause cannot prosper without your 
help. Thal Is why 1 am made sad by 
your laugh. 1 feel you are too indiffer
ent. The whole cause of Modern Spir
itualism bad its start iu one family. 
How much more three families could 
do! The cause iu nearly every com
munity depends upon one or two per
sons—poor people, usually. Don’t plead 
poverty! There are few poorer than the 
public speakers and mediums. Few are 
jjoprer ibanitbe major pprt of.our local 
wofkersTiylt .- is"' zeal- and earnestness 
that counts.mote than wealth. Yqu do 
not know bow many in your community 
are auxlous to learn of Spiritualism. 
You have uot discovered a number of 
persons who tire deeply interested lu 
the cause, aud await the public effort 
of some one.

A speaker or medium will come along 
some day, and attract large audiences 
aud discover a dozen—perhaps fifty 
Spiritualists—and you will be made to 
feel ashamed. You will theu ask: 
“Why did I uot long ago start some 
meetings? J.y parlors have beeu un
used all this time. We might have had 
these three families meeting once a 
week all this time nnd we would have 
developed a medium, studied the phil
osophy and attracted the help of these 
others who have waited for us to act. 
The Y. P. S. I. plan of helping us would 
have availed us so that the outcome 
would have been sure. We have too

“Lo, I am with you al way, even unto 
the end of the world,”—Mat. xxvlii., 20, 

During a very pleasant interview 
with a Vedantist from Upper India, I 
said:—“What do you consider the first 
step in the religious life?” aud he an
swered, “The thought that the Infinite 
and the human soul are at one with 
each other; that the Infinite is in the 
soul, and that, therefore, a man’ ought 
to be godlike.” Then he added, "11 is 
possible to Intellectually accept that 
statement as a fact and not be re
ligious, just as one may believe in 
Christianity with his.mind and not be a 
Christian in his heart or life. But 
when a man appreciates this truth aud 
surrenders to it the control of his mo
tives aud his actions, then, aud theu 
only, has he a genuine religion.”

Here is one point at which the two re
ligions come into actual contact. We 
also declare that a man’s creed is far 
less important than his life; that unless 
one’s belief is operative, as the steam lu 
a boiler is operative to drive the euglue, 
he is not a God’s-muu, nor a Christ’s- 
man. Unless the idea In the brain gen
erates a feeling in the heart, and unless 
the feeling kindles an ambition to shape 
the Life, the man is a stringer to the re
alities of religion. You cannot go to
heaven on 
dogma or 
They may 
best they

the strength of assent to a 
of any number of dogmas, 
represent Ilie truth, but at 
are only a foundation on 

are to build.a character, and

the

the 
the

lung missed an opportunity. We have
not done our duty, 'nor have we liad 
proper fa.th In our ability to assist the 
spirits and the cause ot trulli”

It is then our turn to say, “You make
us laugh.’’ 

Rochester, N. Y.
G. W. KATES.

Sick Bed Reflections.
While I was sick I was attended by

SAME OLD SPIRIT
As Manifested in the Olden 

Time.

which you .....
when the Lord looks at you he will uot 
see what you have believed, but what 
you have lived. The violin is of very 
little consequence, but the music you 
get out of 11 Is of the utmost Import
ance. You may boast that It is a Cre
mona or a Stradivurius. Well and good, 
so far; but It Is not enough. Touch the 
strings, and then we shall know what 
you are. You have the rlglil theory of 
religion; well and good, so far. But give 
us a glimpse of.your daily actions, and

writhing, maddened, shouting crowd, 
crazed by terrible pictures. The prayers 
of “Good Lawd, come down—come 
down right now,” echoing through their 
midst, while their arms beat the air 
In frenzy.

Frauds in Spiritualism, and 
Other Frauds.

THE NEGROES OF THE SOUTH IN 
THEIR MEETINGS REFLECT 
THE IGNORANCE, DARKNESS 
AND SUPERSTITION OF THE 
CHURCHES IN THE PAST.
A true camp-meeting scene that 

comes vividly to every child raised on 
Southern soil is one where the branches 
of the trees, meeting overhead, make a 
patchwork of sky, aud let the sunshine 
fall aslaut the board seats aud ou the 
log cabin church. Songs like—

Dah wah a man, he name wah Lot; 
Dat's jis what de Good Book say.

He babe a wife, au’ a daughter got; 
Dat’s jis what de Good Book say.

Hewife she balk au’ make a halt, 
An’ de Lawd he turned her Into salt;

O, dal's what de Good Book say- 
go ringing through the brain ever after, 
aud through a maze of melodious dis
cord comes the vigorous chorus:
Dat’s jis what de Good Book say, It am;

Yes, flat’s what fle Good Book say.
Jis read it froo, you’ll flu It true----

Jis what de Good Book »ay.
Then with scarcely a breath of inter

mission comes another verse accom
panied by nodding heads aud swaylug 
bodies, working the worshipers into 
proper warmth:
OF Adam he wall de fus built man, 

Dat’s jis what de Good Book say;
An Ebe come uex’ an’ sin began, 

Dat's what de Good Book say.
Ebe bit de apple clean in two— 
A berry wicked ting full Ebe to do;

But dal’s what de Good Book say, 
it am.

Then with an energy almost frenzy 
they repeat the chorus, while the 
preacher, violently beating the air with 
his book, gyrates over the loose planks 
of the Improvised rostrum, while bis 
glasses hang on the eud of bls nose.

Spiritualists have had much to bear; 
foes from without and friends from 
within the yanks have heaped heavy 
burdens upon us. Charges both true 
and false have been preferred against 
us by both friend and foe. Criticisms 
both just and unjust bave come from 
friends within and enemies without. I 
had thought that everything odious aud 
vile that could be laid at our door had 
been deposited there by the Christian 
Church, but there was one dirt heap of 
filth that until recently ha'd not been 
piled in our faces, aud that has been 
done by one of our own number. Good 
Brother Hull has thrust the Christian 
Bible upon us, and lie tells us it is "our 
book.” .Shades of Immortal heroes!

And must we bear this disgrace? 
Must we take the book with all its 
slime, and filth, and mire; with all its 
cruelty nnd debauchery; with all its 
contradictions aud absurdities; with all 
Its nonsense, and its false reasoning; 
with all its errors gramatlcally, his
torically, philosophically, scientifically, 
geographically and logically? Must we 
take It with all its pollution, Its corrup
tion, Ils free-loveism, its lustfulness, 
with its polygamy, slavery, intemper
ance, cannibalism, murder, rapine, 
plague, pestilence, robbery, ruin, war? 
Must we claim the Bible with its cap
ital punishment, with its debasement of

tree to reach the animal kingdom, and 
there are some creatures who tread 
upon the very heels of man, and seek 
by continuous progressive change lo 
reach bis dignity and glory.

Is man exempt from this law of 
eternal progress? No! 'Tis his part to 
climb from the

MIRE AND GLOOM OF EARTH 
and of birth till his crest waves in the 
halls of God. .To carry this standard 
of progress far up the heights until lie 
is perfect even as God Is perfect.

And the continuous progressive 
change is working in society to-day. 
The mighty mystic spirit of tbg -spheres 
broods in peace over the great tran
sition—as mau mounts from glory to 
glory, leaving his selfishness and his 
bestiality behind him, and softening 
his pure hands with the task of charity, 
and refining his heart with golden 
deeds of love. Thus the dross of demon
Ism is being driven from bls soul, and 
there glitters there in the holy shrine 
more and more

THE GOLD OF GOD.
The selfish religion which cares only 

I for its own salvation is dissolving into 
a memory, and the Religion of Humani
ty. of wiping away the sweat drops of 
agony from another’s brow; of dealing 
“gently with our brother man. still 
gentler sister woman;” of binding up 
the bruises of the forsaken and kissing 
the cold lips of the oppressed—that re
ligion is evolving into glorious light.

There is an animal that lives in a 
spiral shell called the cfiambered nau
tilus. The shell is a series of enlarging 
compartments built in a widening 
spiral, which are successively dwelt in 
by the animal as it grows larger from 
year to year. It is thus that we must 
fulfill the law of continuous progressive 
change.
“I would the great world grew like 

thee,
Who growest not alone in power

And knowledge, but by year and hour 
. ■ In reverence dndcharlty.”

Thus fulfilling the real purpose of soul. 
: Oh! soul, thou who art our slave, and 
‘ yet our imperious ruler! Thou in
. scrutlble paradox of the Infinite whose 

mysterious nature and destiny we, can
not know, yet "God fired that deathless 

i altar coal, the yearnings of the. human 
sonl,” and we feel that thou art made 

• for noble deeds of justice and truth;

an allopathic doctor. He did me good 
and I owe my life to him. But I could 
have been saved a great deal of pain 
had the doctor followed a system. I 
was not able to talk and could not ex
plain to the doctor my method. I never 
give nauseous medicine, as that pro
duces a severe nervous action; but I 
give aconite if the pulse is sharp and 
thread-like, in the 192d to the 96 part
of a 
of a 
tints 
max 
like

dorp, or Asclepius about 32d part 
drop. If the pulse is heavy, and 
hold the fever in cheek till the cll- 
1s reached. 1 give beside, in eases 
mine, veratrum, alternating with

then we can tell whether you are or
thodox or duly a heretic in disguise.

We Christians can take a step beyond 
the position of the Vedputist. He enjoys 
the eestaev of ultimate absorption lu 
the Eternal Principle, but we rejoice in 
the thought of Eternal Personality. The 
day after death we shall be just as 
truly Individuals, os.n;» are.aMhe pres
ent moment. The’ ,.fevive.sTob8 its of, 
nothing which we shall need in the 
hereafter. It claims the body, and we 
will gladly give it up in exchange for a 
spiritual body which will not handicap 
us as the flesh does. In its largest 
sense, death furnishes the grandest op
portunity that comes to a man. We 
begin to’live only after we die. Circum
stance is au earthly tyrant, aud we can
not free ourselves from its despotism. 
Death is freedom, for circumstance 
gives way to the soul’s power to be Its 
best self.

The sweetest part of religion is In
dicated by the text. Heaven is all about 
us. When a man, as the Vedautis 
said, enters into a spiritual appreciation 
of that fact and governs his life in ac
cordance with it he will not go to 
heaven by aud by, for he is in heaven 
already, and when he dies he will sim
ply rejoin the dear ones who have for 
years been as near to him as his own 
thoughts and feelings.

To me this truth, which Is revealed in 
both the experience and the teachings 
of Christ, is as different from other 
truths of religion as the Kohinoor is 
different from other diamonds. It is 
one of those truths which reach down 
to the very foundation of motives, ac
tions and hopes. Blot it out, and your 
religion becomes a merely perfunctory 
series of duties. Thj; stars are gone, 
the sky is dark, the music has ceased. 
It is exhilarating as u cool north wind 
ou a summer’s day. :To know that he 
whose love is suprente is never beyond 
reach of your cry and that they whom 
you have loved with a true and lasting 
love can aud do come at your call, aud 
even before the call is uttered, is a fact 
to make the heart rejoice, to make us 
calm when life is tempestuous, and to 
make us strong when the burden is

some antiseptic. A man can’t doctor 
himself when be is severely siok, and 
my ideas of medication differ from all 
the schools.

Another thing I proved by being sick. 
Friends tried to persuade me that I 
would get more strength from beef 
soup (I never eat flesh) and I yielded 
twice. I shall never do so again; that 
soup left a “farewell” I shall never for
get. lasting till the next meal. I have 
outgrown flesh diet, and sick or well, it 
is not fit for my constitution.

D. W. HULL.

Denounced Him.
On Monday evening, Dec. 12. a “ma

terialization” seance was held at 313 
Sixth street. Oakland, under the medi
umship of Dr. Barker (the duke). With 
the aid of several confederates he suc
ceeded in banging a table around the 
room and playing some unrecognizable 
music on a mandolin. He was tied to a 
chair with ropes, but the “spirits” did 
not seem able to loosen him. At the 
conclusion of the seance he had the 
bare-faced Impudence to inquire of 
those present if they were all satisfied 
and proceeded to collect 25 cents a 
head, when Sol. Pallnbaum, an old-time 
Spiritualist and medium, denounced 
him to his face as an unmitigated trick
ster and humbug. Spiritualists and the 
public generally should beware of the 
"Doctor,” if he should appear in. their 
midst. He is slightly lame, and gener
ally carries a cane, and of late his cra
nium is covered with a stove-pipe-bat.

SOL PALINBAUM
Oakland, Cal. - . And many others.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical : 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise.' Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at tills office. ’ -

It Is uot yet time for the sermon, as 
mules, horses, oxen, aud foot travelers 
are yet arriving on the outskirts, hedg
ing the great mass around with a 
curious medley of wagons In all stages 
of collapse, some with two wheels, 
some with four; some with patches of 
cotton, telling of recent transportation 
of a new bale; some covered, most of 
them not; aud besides, a curious collec
tion of discarded white folks’ shays, 
from a jaunty “jumper” to a lumbering 
family coach with tales of reconstruc
tion showing all over it.

A few handshakes and they break 
iuto another favorite song, accompanied 
by various high treble voices with ever
changing vibrations:
0, I long fuh to reach dal heavenly 

sho’,
To meet ole Peter, standin' at de doo’. 
He say to me, “0, how does yo' do? 
Come set right yondalt In de gol'en pew, 
Fo’ de good eolo'd people, do goes clean

froo
To dip In de gol'en sea.”

ALL JOIN THE CHORUS.
As arms wave nnd bodies sway, 

brethren join in with:
Den dip me! Bave me, 
Sistahs, yo’ an’ me;
Come git in de boat, kase ye's

Must we take II with Its hideous God. 
its unnatural Savior, its seven by nine 
heaven, its, spacious hell, its winged 
angels, its cloven footed devils, imps 
and all its damulngs and cursings, aud 
its witches aud wizards? Must it be 
ours, and we obliged to recognize old 
Solomon, David, Moses, Ezekiel, Ruth, 
Lot’s daughters, old bachelor all-things- 
to-all-men Paul, and a lot of others, as 
types of mediums?

Must Spiritualists father aud mother 
the old book with its froth, its foam and 
scum, its lies, its. Inconsistencies, Its rol- 
teuness? Truth forbid! Spare, 0 spare 
us, good Brother Moses. What have 
Spiritualists done, that with all their 
shortcomings, they must needs be thus 
punished, humiliated and debused? We 
don’t want the old priest-made volume. 
We don't need it, aud for one I won't 
have it, and I wish to raise my voice In 
protestation against “our Moses” or any 
one else saddling the musty old record 
upon Spiritualists. This article is not 
written with a view to Influence anyone 
from joining Brother Hull's "Bible 
class.” I hope every one who has not 
already studied its smutty pages, will 
surely avail themselves of the privilege 
given by Mr. Hull, for it is well iu 
these times to know what constitutes 
"sacred” literature.

CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y.

While true-hearted men and women 
are trying to weed out the frauds froni 
the ranks of Spiritualism, may I be per
mitted to mention a few of the frauds 
that the public seem to overlook, and lu 
muuy cases the perpetrators themselves 
have not advanced far enough into thd 
light to realize the harm they are doing 
to the cause they profess to love so 
well.

In the time of religious revivals we 
often hear the remark that, from llieilî 
manner of living church members can-, 
not be distinguished from the "world’s 
people.” Should not Spiritualists be 
.judged by the same criterion? Spirit
ualists claim to have found tiie true 
light, and we hear them commiserate 
those who are living In darkness. Why, 
is there so much inlmrmouy among 
Spiritualists, and why are some of the 
societies disbanding aud those who 
profess to be Spiritualists joining or
thodox churches?

Some never get beyond the phenom
ena of table-tipping and the tiny rap, 
and fall to see tliat true Spiritualism 
consists in cultivating our own moral 
■nature and making sueli progress that 
our neighbors can see a true progress
ion in our conduct.

It is very difficult to overcome habits 
of long standing, but/those habits that 
stand iu the way of our progression are 
the very ones we must overcome. No 
one has the right to the name of "Spir
itualist" who will not overcome tho 
tendency to gossiping, jealousy, anger, 
or any oilier faults that tend to keep 
the temple which holds the spirit, un
clean. The body and spirit are so close
ly allied that what tends to make either 
Impure Injures the other. Sclnce has 
demonstrated that anger or grief, or 
anything that disturbs the harmony of 
our minds, produces a chemical condi
tion of the blood that injures the phys
ical body. We should acquaint our
selves with nature’s laws, and bring the

Ami yet it is the one truth of Chris
tianity of which tie various religious 
sects seem to be afraid. Though it 
stands out in such prominence in the 
pages of the New Testament and 
formed Hie conspicuous part of every 
heroic episode in the career of the 
Master, it is almost entirely ignored by 
those who follow him as a divine 
leader. A monument rising out of a 
prairie is not more dearly visible than 
is this truth in the gospels, and yet we 
are so blinded by prejudice that we will 
not see it. What the watch spring is to 
the watch, what the dyqamo is in the 
production of electricity, what the heart 
Is in the conservation of life, that this 
doctrine Is In the education and de
velopment of a h'utaan character.

God has never revealed > anyth Ing that 
draws us closer to him iu the bonds of 
uplifting love. We may be startled 
when we contemplate It, but how could 
the Almighty speak without startling 
us? We shrink tack at the thought of 
such a miracle, perhaps -with a sense of 
our unworthiness, and ip like manner, 
we might be overwhelmed when we see 
the sun rising atyttve» the hilltops or the 
myriad stars coming out at night. 
God's world is indeed a wonder world, 
but we are living in it and we ought to 
appreciate its privileges.

YOU are never alone. The hosts of our 
dear ones _ have not lost either their 
affection for-"dr tlieir interest in us. 
Wisdom comes io the mind, good cheer 
to the heart’aiid strength to the soul in 
mysterious ways ' which we cannot 

: wholly fathomu Goa is here,? Christ is 
here, "the angels are here. Not there,’ 
but here. .Be.brare,J therefore, for help 
is always at handj ■ ' ' .

GEORGE ll. HEPWORTH.

~ “Origin of Life. oriWhere Man Comes 
From.” “The-Evplbtlon of the Spirit 
from Matter. Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By-Michael;Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at'this office.

gwinter float,
Fo’ to dip in de gol'en sea.
This quaint air is having its desired 

effect. It is a promise of heaven, and 
they hang to the last "sea" until way
down front a sister thrills them to 
join in:
Good Mr. Jesus a settlu’ in de prow, 
Come all yo’ uiggahs an' make yo’ bow. 
O. I looks down on dis worl’ below, > 
An’ watch de white trash shubblin’ 

snow,
While augel fishes nip my toe, 

While I dip in de gol'en sea. ’ 
The song has had its effect, aud the 

crowd is a seething, moving mass of 
passion aud excitement. The minister 
takes this opportunity to picture to 
them the tortures of the rich man in 
hell, down in the lowest depth of tor
ture, hissing on a gridiron, with bright 
flames licking about him, a devil with 
a tall of flame and eyes burning coals, 
who keeps the sparks flying. Bure, 
fresh water iu sight, the sound of its 
rushing in his ears, but never a drop to 
quench his thirst. The sigh of breezes 
as they bend the far distant trees of 
paradise, but never a breath on bis 
scorchlug body. Torture, torture, ter
rible. awful, everlasting. Torture from 
the bears in the woods who tore the 
children limb from limb, and now send 
the pickaninnies’ eyes rolling to the 
brush heaps around them. Torture of 
Cain when he saw the bloody corpse of 
Abel in the pit. Torture, never ending. 
Short snatches of song break from the 
excited lips, but the minister is in
spired. and never stops. An excited 
sister jumps into the back of another's 
dress, and tears it from the belt. This 
brings on an unexpected awakening, 
and a scuffle with more temper than re
ligion in it ensues, but it all goes into 
the service. A stout negro sings out 
his excited “Good Lawd" come, and 
falls on the neck of the sister .next to 
him. Never mind, It is all in the serv
ice. The little negroes become fright
ened and shriek and cry, while older 
ones get into lively tussles. The min
ister keeps on with his burning oration, 
stooping, jumping, swinging his whole 
body in an excited effort to impress the 
picture.

A voice of weird intonation falls on 
the ear, so in keeping with the picture 
that others fall in:
O! hell it burn and hell it bake, 
Hell’s fuh t’keep de sinner'wake, 
It’s fuh de bruddah what’s soul am 
’ -white, ~ ' •
Hit’s fuh dé bruddah what steals In de 

night, • '. ■ . . •. ■
Hit’s fuh dé rich, and its fuh de poo’. 
Hit’s fuh de white trash here .below.

■ .. Etc.;. ”. ■■ _
; Its dozens of lines chanted in monot
onous tones Interspersed with^Ighs and 
groans as the picture grows more vivid.

The low. chant bursts into loud melo-

lightnings flash the truth from 
pole to pole.
Spiritualism, that grand eternal 
truth, 
come to-bless the aged and the 
youth.

And sweep away tlie errors of the past. 
As leaves before the autumn gales are 

cast.
Ye angel hosts that once on Betble’ra’s 

plains
Snug the sweet song of peace in melt

ing strains.
Join with our feeble band to raise the 

cry,
Till every voice reverb'rales through 

the sky;
Till earth shall tremble with the mighty 

tread
Of marching armies from the so-called 

dead,
Bearing the standard of eternal youth.

dies until the mass of blacks are a1 Old Town, Me.

And may our mediums be truly blessed 
With heavenly gifts to entertain the 

rest.
And spirit forms descend to bless their 

name
And rest upon each one like tongues of 

flame,
That they may prophesy forthcoming 

good,
Till nature's truths are better under

stood, *
And superstition’s demon slinks away
Before the dawning light of coming 

day.
Then envy, hate and greed will soon 

depart ■
And find no place within the human 

heart
Then let our voices rise in one glad 

song,
While angels join to bear the strains 

along, • .
Till ignorance with all its cankering 

blight •_
Shall disappear before the dawning 

.. light . . ■
Let the glad news to every land be 

'borne; . ■
.Swing wide the gates.and.let the dead 

return, . .. ■
Till every heart shall leap with joy 

■ supreme, • ■ •
And; life Immortal be our pleasing 

theme. .
G. E.’NEWCOMB, M. D.

physical and mental iuto harmonious 
relationship.

Those who are acquainted with the 
habits of the lower animals can learh 
useful lessons from them. They never 
wash down their food with liquids, and 
they prefer to drink from a pool of 
water that the sun has warmed, rathe» 
than the colder th^t Is just drawA from 
the well. ’ “ ‘

I cannot understand how people who 
claim to be Splrltualf'nts can deflip 
themselves by using tobacco. It not 
only undermines the health of the one 
using it, but it contaminates the air for 
others to breathe, and Is more wide
spread iu its evil results tliau-the use of 
spirituous liquors. Our little boys do 
not think they are men until they can 
smoke and chew. Various excuses are 
offered for using the weed. Oue Spirit
ualist claims lie is not to blame for the 
habit; that it was caused by prenatal 
conditions over which he had uo con
trol. A flimsy excuse. 1 have inherit
ed a quick temper. Is that an excuse 
that I should let it rule me? No. 1 must 
put forth the more energy to overcome 
It. Some others claim they »moke for 
the soothing effect it has upon their 
nerves. Would you be willing your wife 
should soothe her overwrought nerves 
by a quiet smoke? How would you feel 
to find that the daughter yoti take so 
much pride in, had stolen her father’s 
“trade,” the same as your boys often 
do? I have heard a father who was a 
slave to the habit advise bls sou to nev
er use it. The best advice a parent 
ever gave a child, was a good example. 
It was no unusual sight forty or fifty 
years ago to see elderly women smok
ing. but I am glad to say the few who 
Indulge iu the habit at the present time, 
seem to be ashamed of it. and smoke on 
the sly. Let us hope that iu the next 
fifty years men will become so spirit
ualized that tobacco using will be the 
exception and not the rule. I know 
these remarks may cause some augry 
feellugs, but I have been impressed to 
write them, aud have done so from a 
sense of duly.

I would say to those who aspire to a 
high spirituality but the way seems so 
hedged in by cruel environments: Do 
not despair. Your patience and faith
fulness to duty may be a sermon of in
calculable value to your companions, 
and add to your bank account iu spirit 
life, where good deeds are the ouly cur
rency. Many times our fiercest trials 
prove to be our greatest blessings. 
Many have a quenchless thirst for 
knowledge which they are unable to ob
tain in this life, and when I view the! 
starry worlds in the firmament, and 
know that man has not yet been able to 
Invent a telescope powerful enough to 
discover all the worlds, my heart re
joices that we are hastening to a life 
where the want of financial means will 
not be a bar to our education. Remem
ber. that often the darkest hour is just 
before the dawn.

MARY A. INGALLS. 
Watertown, N. Y.

Another Camp-Meeting in 
Michigan.

I am pleased to inform you that in 
July, 1899, there is going to be a Spirit
ualist camp-meeting held In this city. 
We have leased the park grounds which 
are adjoining the beautiful grounds sur
rounding the Soldiers’ Home. It is 
less than three blocks from the popular 
summer resort of North Park. It is vir
tually on the banks of Grand River, 
and is less than five minutes’ walk 
from the street-car lines. These cars 
run every ten minutes week days, and 
every five minutes on Sundays. We 
propose to have the best talent that can 
be procured. I shall take it as a favor 
if all good speakers and test mediums 
not engaged for .Yuly will correspond 
with me in regard to engagements It 
is the intention to have our beloved co
worker, Marian Carpenter, conduct the 
opening exercises, which will be held on 
July 2. Requesting all Spiritualists to 
send out their best thoughts and wishes 
for success, THOS. J. HAYNES,

Grand Rapids, Mich. Sec’y-TreaS,
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“Gustave Galeria had disappeared. I learned that he 
had abandoned you; and as you had already been dis
owned by your parents and repudiated generally by so
ciety, you had adopted the stage and were fast becoming 
famous as an actress. .

Many years have passed on since that time, but 1 have 
kept somewhat posted as to your whereabouts. I knew 
you went to America; and I have lately heard of your re- 
tuni and becoming reinstated in your old home.

“I am dying at last, from a shattered constitution- 
shattered at first by the terrible blow dealt me by Galeria. 
I think, at that time you had never seen my little son, 
whose mother, the much lamented Lady Fitzgerald, had 
died some years previous to my acquaintance with you. 
My love for you, together with my shattered health, have 
kept me from a second marriage, and my son will now 
succeed to my estate aud title; for, with this act of justice 
my life will probably go out. But 1 must return to the 
subject which has been the real cause of Ulis confession 
and restitution—the ghost!

“1 am tormented day and night by the ghost of my 
former rival, Gustave Galeria. Day nor night he seldom 
leaves me. .

“ ‘Restore to my wife and child their good name, he is 
ever repeating iu my ears. ‘Make them restitution, you 
vile deceiver! Do you think to deceive a spirit? That 
were impossible. .

“ ‘You have been the cause of robbing my innocent and 
long-suffering wife of her husband and his protecting 
care; my child of her father, and both of their good name.

“ ‘Many have believed that Juno was your daughter 
and not mine—that she had not the right to call me 
father. You base villain! Restore to my child her 
rightful parentage. 1 will never leave you until you do. 
If you come to this life, where 1 already am, before you do 
60,1 will torture you beyond the so-called damned.’ .

“And thus I am tortured day and night. His accusing 
eyes are ever fixed in stern menace upon me; his threaten
ing finger ever pointing at me. He often gives me 
a heavy blow, which shatters me still more, and I shake 
for hours as with an ague-fit. Relief, I have none. The 
doctors simply say it is all the effect of disease and a dis
ordered mind; but, I know better; and I herein solemnly 
assert that I am constantly tormented by the ghost, or 
spirit, of your departed husband, and my adversary, Gus
tave Galeria.

“A few words more and I have done.
“There has never been much in common between me 

and my son. In no way does he resemble me. He has 
been what we have called strange, from his birth; and he 
alone, of all my household, lias seen or discerned this 
ghost. He has inherited second sight from his mother. 
He sees the spirit and talks with it, and the shade talks to 
me through his lips; and while he is thus talking I can 
see the two personalities—the ghost standing back of my 
son, as he is seated at my bedside, with its shadowy hand 
resting on his head, and as the hand is slightly pressed 
.iipoikJlis. head, it appears to close his eyes and sim- 
ultamuusly a flow of words issue from his lips as if the 
shade were thus talking audibly. My sou constantly 
watches over me with tender care, lie influences me to 
right, the wrongs that 1 may have committed in youth. He 
says he will live for no other purpose but to make peace 
between those whom I have wronged and my guilty self; 
and, almost with my last breath, I humbly implore your

Juno had listened to this with bated breath and won
dering eyes. She took up the miniature and lock of hair.

0! how beautiful her mother had been; how beautiful 
she still was; how true, how pure, how good. How much 
she had suffered. All mystery connected with her un
happy life was now clear as the noonday sun. She kissed 
her mother fondly. She smoothed her now faded hair, 
that was once so lustrous and bright, and she knew that a 
third person was there with them, although invisible to 
their mortal sight. Yes, her father was there, joyful that 
he could at last aid his wife and child in the right 
direction.

The deceived cannot always remain deceived; sooner or 
later truth rises triumphant, and deception and error 
slink back into their dark and loathsome caverns.
***********

Marjery had a few weeks’ respite and then the priest, 
Antone, arrived at Dunravcn once more. Lord and Lady 
O'Donnell had decided that unless Marjery confessed and 
made her peace with God, as they supposed, they would 
resort to the severest measures; and under any circum
stances, to the convent she must go; if not willingly, then 
by force.

Preparations had already been made to accompany 
Father Antone back to Notre Dame. Both Lord and 
Lady O’Donnell would go with the confessor and Mar
jery, to see their daughter safe within the walls of the 
convent; and as soon as she had taken the veil, her dow
ry, which was very large, would be handed over to the 
hierarchy. Thus the everlasting welfare of their daughter 
would be assured—so they sincerely believed. •

Tire wily priest had brought all this about. Lady 
O’Donnell, naturally being exceedingly religious, he had 
for years worked upon her mind to bring about the results 
he most desired. Money and power was the one thing 
needful for the church, and nothing must be left undone 
to secure it.

So long as the church received a large yearly revenue 
from all the wealthy families within her jurisdiction, she 
remained apparently quiet; but such quietude was only 
apparent; carefully, shrewdly and secretly, every ad
vantage was taken.

If Arthur O’Donnell had remained a devout Catholic 
and a large yearly revenue could have been expected of 
him on coming into his inheritance, all would apparently 
have been well; but when there was no hope of such being 
the case, then the priest secretly worked upon the minds 
of his parents to disinherit and banish him.

If Marjery should take the veil, then all that would 
have been hers went to the church, and she, poor girl, 

. would become the prey of the priests, commencing with 
the most holy, most reverend Father Antone. Even if 
Clarance were not to die, it would be an easy matter to 
dispose of him; and both Lord and Lady O’Donnell had 

. promised, when they departed this life, to give all'their 
vast possessions to the Romish Church. ■

Lady O’Donnell’s mind was already somewhat un
hinged, especially on religious subjects and ceremonies.

- Lord O’Donnell drank a great deaTof wine; and often 
that which was much stronger. He might drop off with 
gout, or apoplexy, at almost any unexpected moment. 
And thus matters stood at the manse. -

The morning which Marjery had so long dreaded, at 
last came; and with it Father Antone. On the morrow

she would be taken to the convent. She had pleaded with 
her father and mother to no purpose; and to-day was her 
last day of grace. •

She utterly refused to see the priest. She sent word 
that if she must be taken to the convent, it mattered little 
about her seeing or confessing to Father Antone on this 
her last day at home; and so he allowed it to pass over for 
the nonce, as a cat allows the poor little mouse she has in 
her power to have its liberty for moments at a time, that 
she may fix her teeth and claws the more firmly the next 
time she springs.

Poor, little, helpless mouse! She saw but one way to 
escape from the clutches of her captor; and that way 
through the gate eternal. But could she, after; all, be the 
means of her lover’s taking his own life? This thought 
began to weigh heavily upon her. Why had she not seen 
it in its proper light before To cause her Dennis Morgan 
to take his own life would be no better than murder. She 
was transfixed with amazement. But for her, he would 
never think of suicide. The longer she thought about it 
the less inclined she felt to go forth to meet him that 
evening as usual; for if they jumped from the cliff, it 
must be done this very night, as soon as darkness settled 
down.

Life was very sweet to the gentle Marjery. Why was 
it not possible to escape some other way ? To go away 
with Dennis was entirely out of the question. The 
thought came to her to crawl away all alone by herself 
and hide where no one could find her—to disappear, as it 
were, from off the face of the earth. But where could 
she conceal herself?

So she sat for a long time, with her head leaning 
thoughtfully upon her hands. All at once the angelic 
lady became visible to her inner sight.

“Marjery,” she said, “go to Clarance, and through his 
lips I will tell you what to do.”

So she arose and went to her brother. She had already 
spent the most of the day by his side and had bidden him 
good-night; but she had not made known to him her in
tention of finding a watery grave; but, now, bursting into 
tears, she opened her whole heart to the child.

“0! Clarance, darling, tell me what to do?” she sobbed. 
“Perhaps the angelic lady will become visible to you and 
talk to me?”

“Sister,” said the sweet child, “I can see the lady now, 
and she says it can all be arranged very easily.”

“Oh! How, darling Clarance? Tell me how?” 
“We have the only key to the room in the tower.” 
“0, dear little brother! They would search the tower 

and I should at once be discovered.”
Then Clarance’s eyes closed and the invisible lady be

gan to talk.
“Marjery,” she said, “there is an underground retreat 

connected with the old ruin. It was once used as a place 
of concealment for monks. The old tower was once a 
stronghold of defense and concealment for the early 
Christians against the Roman conquerers. The Chris
tians in those early days were hounded to their death, as 
they have since hounded all heretics. Do you not call 
to mind the arch just to the right of the entrance to your 
room in the tower?”

“Yes!” breathlessly exclaimed Marjery.
“Well, go into the arch, turn to your left and pass 

around the stone pillar until you come to an exceedingly 
small, dark, opening in the wall, which the pillar 
effectually conceals; in fact it looks like nothing more 
than the unfinished portion of the pillar which is sup
posed never to be seen. The opening will barely admit 
your form, slight as it is, for tlie olden monks were very 
austere in their habits and so thin of form that they could 
scarcely be called more than the shadows of men. Enter 
this opening and after devious windings you will come to 
a good-sized passage-way. You must be sure to take a 
lamp with you, for the way is very dark. After you have 
gone on for quite a distance, you will enter a large under
ground room. This can be made comfortable for you, 
and within this retreat you will never be discovered if you 
use proper caution.”

“But how am I to live? I surely cannot starve.”
“There is no one in the kitchen at this present time,” 

answered the lady, through the lips of Clarance. “Go 
and pack a basket with all the food which you can con
veniently carry. Clarance will be wheeled to the room in 
the tower every day, at his desire, and you can spend 
every night within that room, which is already fitted up 
so cozily with every imaginable comfort; and as soon as 
the search for you is fairly over, you can remain within 
that room every day, as well, for no one but Clarance will 
possess a key to it. When your basket of food is ex
hausted, Clarance and myself, his invisible guide, will find 
ways to provide you with more.”

“Shall I tell Dennis Morgan of all this?” asked 
Marjery.

“There is no good reason why you should not; but great 
care must be taken that he is not watched and through 
his visits your retreat discovered; at least we will 
venture it.” -

Marjery kissed her brother rapturously, and then went 
to the kitchen and packed all the food she could con
veniently carry, and as the sun went down she stole forth, 
as usual, and reached the tower unobserved.

Dennis awaited her, a sorrowful, despairing look on his 
noble face. He did not wish to die. He was surprised 
at Marjery’s bright, cheerful, almost joyful appearance; 
but she did not wait to be questioned.

“Dennis! Dennis!” she cried. “The banshee has saved 
both our lives! Come with me and let us at once explore.”

She lighted the lamp, which was full of oil; then 
she said:

“This old tower holds a safe place of retreat. Let us 
find it at once.”

As they wound their way around the pillar, they found 
the entrance to the underground passage, which they 
rapidly traversed, at length coming to the large under
ground room; and here what a sight met their gaze. In 
the center of the room stood a large oaken table covered 
by the dust of, perhaps, centuries. A large stone fire
place took up a portion of one side of the cave, or room, 
and a small iron cauldron hqd fallen from its rusted crane 
upon the hearth. Ancient cooking utensils of all kinds 
were scattered about, together with china and silver plate, 
blackened by age. Four or five iron bedsteads were ar
ranged against the wall, which had been ceiled around 
and overhead by oak planks, also the floor was laid in the 
same planking. The mattresses and coverings of these 
beds had long since mouldered to dust, yet retaining their 
form, but vanishing in dust at the slightest touch.

Dennis glanced up the stone chimney and could see 
light struggling through at the top and he judged that 
they were somewhere within the bowels of the cliff, the 
stone chimney appearing to be of considerable length.

“Marjery, darling,” he said, "I know a. poor old Scotch 
woman-who is not a Catholic, and she will be glad to come 
here and make this, place quite habitable; and I am cer
tain she Will never betray us. The search will probably 
commence soon after .breakfast, and if you gain this re
treat shortly after daylight, all will be well. Ah! how 
damp and chilly it is; let us hasten back.”

Dennis’ face was now at bright and hopeful as Mar- 

jery’s. They returned to the cozy apartment within the 
tower, and i shortly after Dennis departed more hopeful 
than he hadjbeendfor months. ,
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Marjeryanemainfed. within the tower room that night 

and was aslcomftuitable as she would have been within her 
own room j»t theaunanse, and far happier than she had 
been since-ahe had. ¡become aware that she would be com
pelled to take théiiyeil. She felt exceedingly loth to quit 
this comfobtable apartment for the underground retreat, 
and she came to tire conclusion that she could watch from 
the window, concealed by its draperies, until she should 
see them comingrto search the tower.

She breakfasted quite heartily from her basket, and 
then concealed it behind the pillar just within the en
trance to the underground chamber; then she seated her
self behind the draperies to await further events.

At breakfast Lord and Lady O’Donnell waited im
patiently fop Marjery. The priest cast furtive and anx
ious glances at,, the door by which she was expected to 
enter. At length a servant was sent to bid her make 
haste, as breakfast was waiting. The maid returned, say
ing that her young mistress was not in her room and that 
her bed had not been disturbed during the night.

This created great alarm. Immediately all the servants 
were summoned, but not one had seen or knew aught of 
Lady Marjery’s whereabouts. Thereupon commenced 
the search. Lady O’Donnell and Antone went directly 
to the apartments of Clarance; but not a word concerning 
his sister could be elicited from him, neither would he 
make confession to the priest.

At length the searching party turned their footsteps 
in the direction of the tower. Marjery’s quick eyes dis
cerned them as soon as they emerged from the little 
wooded path to the open space upon the hill.

Throwing a heavy shawl about her and winding a 
long lace scarf around her head, she quickly disappeared 
within the secret passage. She concluded to remain 
within the passage where she could hear all that was go
ing on—it would be time enough to fly to the secret 
chamber when the passage should be discovered; but she 
did not believe that it would be found.

Here she stood with beating heart, while the tower 
chamber was being searched and all footsteps had at 
length died away in the distance: then she returned to her 
comfortable room. V-

That evening Dennis Morgan came again, and with 
him the old Scotch woman. They brought with them as 
much to make the underground chamber comfortable as 
possible, besides a large basket of edibles.

Once more Marjery’s face took on its wonted bright 
and happy expression. The day passed, but Clarance did 
not appear. This saddened the young girl somewhat, for 
she had never been separated from him a day before, since 
he wag born. But poor Clarance was watched. Marjery 
welj defineu this, Antone knowing well that the afflicted 
brother would sedk his sister if he knew where she was. 
But days phased on and still the lad did not make his 
appearance. He often begged Hugh to wheel him to the 
tower, but the old servant positively refused to do so, say
ing that his orders not to do so were imperative.

Antope thought if the young girl were concealed in or 
about the tower, she would, from sheer starvation, be 
obliged to leave her retreat. Thus two or three weeks 
passed by. The old Scotch woman was ever on the alert, 
and many times, very many times, Marjery had been 
obliged to retreat to the underground chamber and re
main there for considerable periods of time, for old II ugh 
wandered in and about the place a great deal; thus Father 
Antone had advised him to do.

But, unknown to all, matters were coming to a crisis at 
the manse. The strain to Lady O’Donnell’s mind had 
been very severe. Her intense religious zeal had already 
weakened her intellect, and it came to pass one day that 
Lord O’Donnell found his wife a raving maniac and was 
obliged to confine her in a strong room fitted up for the 
purpose.

The poor gentleman had now no one of his once happy 
family left him, but the worse than helpless Clarance and 
the raving maniacal wife. Day by day he sat dejected, or 
wandered about despairingly. His hair, which until now 
bore but a few threads of silver, had become as white as 
the driven snow. He would sit in Clarance’s apartments 
for hours at a time, gazing at the poor deformed boy, 
murmuring—“All I have left of my once beautiful and 
happy family!”

“Papa,” said Clarance on one of these occasions, “my 
sweet, darling papa, why will you not forgive and send 
for my brother Arthur? Do, my father, and let him re
turn and be the heir of Dunraven once more. Why 
should Dupraven be given to ravenous wolves?”

Lord O’Donnell smiled sadly.
“Why, Clarance, my boy,” said he, “you do not call 

yourself ‘ravenous wolves,’ do you? You are the heir to 
Dunraven.”

“I am npt the heir of Dunraven,” replied the child with 
some spirit “I shall not live long enough on this earth 
to become the heir, to anything. My portion is to be the 
higher, or heavenly life,” and ne pointed upward. Then 
turning hia large' blue eyes once more on his father, he 
went on:

“Do you know, my father, what has ruined our once 
happy household?”

Lord O’Donnell sighed, heavily, bending his gaze 
toward the floor.

“What has caused my poor mamma’s insanity? Has it 
not been mistaken religious zeal?”

Lord O’Donnell approached his boy, wound his arms 
tenderly about his neck and kissed the beautiful upturned 
face; then taking a seat near him he drew the bright head 
tenderly to his shoulder, and thus they sat, father 
and son.

“Mistaken religious zeal?” he repeated. ‘You may be 
right, boy. Her religion has certainly been the cause of 
her madness, coupled with the disappearance of your 
sister Marjery. Clarance, will you not tell papa where 
Lady Marjery may be found? I feel sure that you alone 
are in the secret.” '

“Yes, papa, I alone know where my darling sister is; 
but I will have my tongue cut out, or be drawn in quar
ters, before I ‘will tell where she may be found. Father, 
we can all be'happy'once more if you will Esten to me, 
your poor, little, helpless boy. What if it were to happen, 
papa, that I became the most helpful of all the others?”

“Clarance, £6u camlot restore your mother’s reason.” 
“If mammä Were fio see us all united again, her mind 

might be so sbbthed ty the sight, that her reason would 
assert itself. If you?-will but promise me that Marjery 
shall not be sént to the cqnvent, I will tell you where she 
is. If you will forgive Arthur, the beautiful lady will 
tell me where he is, and I will write that you have for
given and rernstatedchim as your heir. Father, dear 
father, forgivèithenmboth and take them back to your 
heart; and when. I Bbe you all united and happy once 
more, then thé beautiful lady will take me, and I shall be 
well and strong, andigrow in form like other lads; then, 
father, I will come and show myself to you and you shall 
see what a large, finely formed young son you have. You 
will have no cause then to be ashamed of your poor, little, 
deformed, helpless -child.” ,

The old Lord pressed the lad’s cheek softly against 
his own« . • ■ ■ - r
./‘Boy,” said he, while the fears fell on the child’s plead

ing, upturned face,i ‘fib shall be as you say. Your mother's 
influence has truly ¡worked us all harin; but she, poor lady, 
.had thought to give all for heaven.”
- . “Papa,” said the child, f‘we need not be unhappy here 
to gain heaven. ■ If :we are all happj here together, we 
shall not only have heaven here, but it ’«rill bring heaven 
hereafter. If you were tAgo.to that other life, dear papa, 
and then look back and see that Arthur was povervy- 
Btricken ■ and forlorn—that our beautiful Marjery was 

without a home, hiding and skulking away from human 
sight—could you be happy, or in heaven, or, if you were 
in a heaven such as Father Antone tells of, could you be 
happy and your children in misery because you had ban
ished them and given their inheritance to the church?”

“But, Clai-ance, darling, I intended that you should be 
the heir.”

“Father Antone knows very well that I shall not live 
to inherit, and then the church would get all—that is— 
providing they could get Marjery.”

“Well,” said Lord O’Donnell, “find Marjery for me and 
all shall be forgiven. I had but thought to please your 
mother.” 1 •

“And the priests overpowered my mother’s mind, 
which, I am sure, has not been strong for a number of 
years.” . .

“No,” said Lord O’Donnell, “not since your birth. She 
fell from her horse shortly before you were born, my son, 
striking her head on a stone, and lay quite insensible for 
many hours. She was not again able to leave her room 
until long after your birth, and—my poor boy—the acci
dent which befell your mother at that time was the real 
cause of your being the little, helpless lad you are, and 
have ever been.”
_ “Then, papa, Marjery is forgiven and Arthur reinstated 
in your affections and his inheritance?”

“Yes, dear Clarance. We wiU try to be happy once 
more, as you say. I now see that, after all,' you are the 
real star of my fife.

tTAN.yjW.

understand the affair himself, conse
quently treated the young man with 
great civility. ‘

Mr. Scoriss Informed Arthur of Ra» 
phael’s misfortune and Arthur ex- • 
pressed great commiseration, speaking I 
of the sad calamity which had over! ' 
taken his own mother. i

Lord O’Donnell and Mr. Scoriss soon 
became great friends and Arthur’s man« 
ney now being as gay, careless and bon- 
hommie as ever, had a soothing effect 
on Raphael’s nervous, excitable disposi
tion, and the young men could often ba 
seen strolling together over the estates 
of Dunraven.

Mr. Scoriss was already weary of - 
traveling, and as Raphael was so much 
better in Arthur’s company, he decided - 
Pers“'“ IrelUUd f°r ““ iudetiulta

Alstead- together with lies 
totnintethn nd Gi.'ace were soou induced 
to join them, when, however stranee it may 8eeui> Mr. Swu.ls8 Beul(jr 
A stead were united in marriage and 
Aithur lay siege to the heart of Ethel 
and gained it. She had never loved Ra- 
beabut aUnWUlle tbe ®upposed Arthur to 
be but a poor actor, she had felt a tint, ter o the heart whellevei.

the manse was exceedingly suacloua ' 
and roomy with a large retinue of serv. 
ants, and Lord O’Donnell was deteS 
mined to keep his guests with him as 
long as possible. All this occurred or* 
vious to Marjery’s marriage. 1

The words had scarcely left Lord O’Donnell’s lips when 
the footman entered with a note addressed to Lord O’Don
nell. On opening it that gentleman read:

“Hearing of my mother’s lamentable state, I have ven
tured to come home without your consent. I must see 
my poor mother once more. Arthur O’Donnell.”

Clarance’s lace glowed with delight. “Tell my brother 
to come here at once,” lie exclaimed with childish eager
ness, and presently Arthur entered the room.

Lord O’Donnell arose and faced his son. Arthur- 
started back at sight of his father’s white hair; and then 
threw his arms about him.

“Father! 0, my father,” he sobbed, “am I forgiven?” 
“Wholly forgiven,” said Lord O’Donnell, in a sad voice, 

“if, indeed, there is anything to forgive. 1 begin to 
think that the tenets of the Romish church have led your 
mother and myself in the wrong direction. Our first 
duty should have been to make our children happy and 
their home a heaven. Home should have been to them 
a paradise which they would not willingly leave.”

Arthur embraced Clarance, calling him a sweet angel of 
light, and when he raisel his head, his eyes caught sight 
of a girlish form, timidly entering the room. “Marjery! 
Marjery!” and she was folded in a brother’s arms.

“0, Arthur! Arthur!” She could say no more for the 
choking sensation in her throat and the blinding tears.

“Marjery, my daughter, forgive your erring father, for 
I have erred,” said the low sad voice of her father, and the 
daughter sank on the breast of the father who would have 
given her to the Romish church and, all unknowingly, to 
be the victim of unscrupulous priests; but, by openly re
belling, Lady Marjery was saved from the fate which has 
overtaken many of the world’s beautiful virgins, their 
substance also being devoured by hungry wolves in priest
ly garb. , '

But Lady O’Donnell never recovered her reason. A 
few months more and her body was placed within the 
vaults of her ancestors, her spirit went forth to become 
wiser and happier aud to find that she had been mistaken 
about the future life.

Lord O’Donnell placed no further barriers between 
Dennis Morgan and his daughter. They were soon 
united, and Lady Marjery received her dowry from her 
father’s hands.

Clarance lived long enough to kiss Marjery’s little 
daughter, a joy and blessing to all, and then peacefully 
closed his beautiful eyes on earth to open them in heaven 
and join his mother and the beautiful lady who had 
guarded his earthly life. Lord O’Donnell lived on for 
many years, a patient, affectionate, but rather sad-eyed 
gentleman—lived on to be the loved and loving grand
father of Arthur’s children; and of Arthur's future wife 
we shall have more to say anon. Of course, Arthur was 
considered an apostate from the church of Rome, and 
many persecutions were heaped on his head; but he al
lowed no priest to come near Dunraven. If any of his 
servants wished to go to the confessional, they might, but 
they must go to the confessor, for none were allowed to 
intrude within or without the manse.

Marjery was also cursed by the priests and branded as a 
heretic, but her loving Dennis and her sweet children 
were far more to her than all the father confessors in the 
world; moreover, she had no faith in the teachings of the 
church.

Lord O’Donnell now said very little on the subject of 
religion; but one morning at breakfact, not long after 
Lady O’Donnell's death, he declared that he had seen her 
spirit form standing by his bedside, that she had spoken 
to him, saving that Arthur, Clarance and Marjery were 
right and sho and Father Antone were wrong; tliat she 
had not found the other life as she expected, but more in 
accordance with her children's views, and said she, “I can 
never rest or be happy until I have made you all aware of 
that fact. Through the performance of this duty must I 
find my way to happiness.”
**** *******

Raphael Scoriss became somewhat better and his father 
decided to take him abroad. Grace, also, longed to get 
away from the spot where her hopes had become blighted. 
She had lost all desire to become President of the United 
States.

“0, how much better it will be,” she said, to herself, “to 
marry a Lord, and thus become My Lady. Father has al
ready settled a couple of million on me, which his credit
ors cannot touch under any circumstances.

“Now, I am not going to Europe with Raphael and 
father alone. I shall call on Ethel directly; and Mrs. Al- 
stead and Ethel must go with me. I need a chaperone, 
badly, and Mrs. Alstead is just the person; besides, Ethel 
will be to me as a sister.

“Poor Raphael! I don’t think Ethel would care to 
marry him now, even if he were to get well. Well, I real
ly cannot blame her. I doubt very much if Raphael ever 
does get entirely well.”

Grace hastened to call on the Alsteads, and it was soon 
arranged to her complete satisfaction. Mrs. Alstead had 
long desired to go back to her native land.

“Grace,” she said, “our millions will do much in 
England. I shall, for awhile, at least, remain in London 
with Ethel, and you will not care to travel with Raphael 
and your father, so you will stay with us.”

“Yes, that would suit me much better. Father says 
he shall not cease to travel while there is hope that broth
er may be benefited thereby. Yes, I would rather stay in 
London than anywhere else.”

A couple of months thereafter saw Mrs. Alstead, Grace 
and Ethel established in London. They preferred at 
first, to take an elegant suite of rooms in a grand hotel 
near Piccadilly, and Mr. Scoriss and Raphael went roam
ing over the entire European continent. The demented 
young man could not remain any length' of time in one 
place. If by any means he were allowed to do so, the 
monster was sure to make himself visible; but while he 
was whirling from one place to another he seemed to re
tain his senses better.

At fast they foqnd themselves in Ireland; and here, as 
they were wandering around ah old tower, they met Ar
thur O’Donnell face to facd.

Arthur invite^ then} to ffie manse and to dinner. Mr. 
Scoriss gladly accepted the invitation, being entirely ig
norant of the unpleasant relation which his son sustained 
toward Juno and Arthur. In fact, Arthur did not fully

CHAPTER XXX.

Arthur and Ethel, and Marjery and 
Dennis were now affianced; but /o ona 
whJnt flad S0Uf;ht the h“ud of Gracej 

?.trangeI,° Lord O’Donnell 
asked her to become My Lady O’Don. 

' She cared very little, as far as lova 
was concerned, for Lord O’Donnell nJr’ 
«°“al y, but to become My Lady' was

Lord had not much love to give 
superlative beauty, which now was In 
m n °“1 °ai’e Ulore’I,leas^ bim. Her 
millions, added to the immense esuta 
o Dunraven, rendered them all e“ 
tiemely wealthy, and the preparations 
tor a triple marriage were progressing 
1 he marriages were to take place about or near the hülldays> ¡lud I ^^about 
late In autumn, some three years after 
the opening of our story. ’ '

bile Grace, Ethel and Marjery ara 
wMaiak “g B'Ud Hons for'their
weddings, we will return to Mrs ria and Juno. uin to mis. Gale-

All unworthy fathers do not possess 
unworthy sons, ami all worthy fathers 
do not possess worthy sons; it often 
al'her or'“ )’ery WorIby ,uau 18 ibe 

lallici of a most unworthy son and tin 
unworthy man the father of a very 

■sall,',alhl this bad been the casa 
eifto. h 1,zg‘‘ralll> for a better, more 
gifted oi worthy son never represented an unworthy sire; and this soL was an 
ou spoken Spiritualist, a gifted medium 
between the living and tbe so-called 
ihl‘d„' ilS soul,'vas birge and grand In 
the oxtieme. He had remained single, 
tuns tar, never having seen a vouug 
lady whom he thought would agree with 
his views uf )ife ami the hereafter; bul 
when ins eyes rested on Juno's lovely, 
spirituelle face, Ids soul leaped forth to 
meet hers and the most exalted love 
soon hik’d his breast; andas Juno’s eves 
rested on bis noble, manly face and 
form and she heard Ilie’grand and 
rutliful sentiments expressed through 

his Ups, lier lieart leaped t'urih lor joy.
At last her eyes rested upon her own 

—the other part of her very sulf. Each 
leeognized Iu tbe oilier their complete- 
ment, and it seemed to them both as 
tliougli they had always known each 
other.

Mrs. Galeria was well pleased. Al
iñad} p itzgeraid seemed to her a son in 
the true sense of tlie word.

The young couple were already affi
anced and the approaching holidays 
were set for the nuptials.

It was now late in tlie autumn, but 
many of the days were still exceedingly 
warm and pleasant. It was on one oi 
these pleasant mornings that we find 
tbe young lord and June Homing lazily 
upon the lake, in tlie stanch littie row
boat belonging to tlie castle.

"Juno.” said Fitzgerald, "I would 
like to know what your highest ideal of 
an earthly life may be. All young la
dles with whom I have ever talked oti 
the subject have informed me that aft 
ideal life of happiness to them would 
mean immense wealth, great honor, & 
title, few or no children, extreme 
beauty, an exceedingly fashionable Ilf« 
without care or labor of any kind; a 
husband who adored them, due ready tó 
fall down in worship at tlieir feet; ona 
who would gratify their slightest whim 
or caprice; this, to them, would mean 
the highest of earthly bliss. But I read 
something entirely different from all 
this within your thoughtful eyes, my 
jewel above price.” '

“No,” replied Juno, “gucli ideas have 
never beefi mine. You happen to be 
titled, my lord, but for your (jile I caro 
nothing. You hnpjien to be éxtrcmely 
wealthy, but. even for that I care but 
little, excepting as it will provide me 
with tlie means of doing good to others. 
A fashionable life would not please me, 
but of course I could not be happy 
without your devoted love. To be the 
fitting mate of a grand, nqfclo and good 
man. such as I know you to be. is my 
highest ideal of happiness here and 
hereafter. To be the worthy mother of 
a number of lovely children, to love, 
guard and teach them the greatest 
amount of truth possible, to inspire my 
owu sex with good and noble resolves, 
to be a sort of guardian angel to wo
men and girls, to lead a very busy life 
in all good works; in fact, to live as 
nearly like the augels as it is possible 
for mortals to do; such g life is my 
highest ideal. .

“If you were in poverty, it would mat
ter not. I would help with all my 
might to raise ourselves above want; 
and when all earthly cares and dpties 
were faithfully performed, to live as 
much as possible within the spiritual or 
angelic, to hold daily and 'hourly com
munion with saints, which, to us, dear 
Gerald, means spiritual and angelic be
ings.”

“Our thoughts are one,” said the 
young lord, “and we are one, for time 
and eternity.”

Mrs. Galería had not yet paid her in
tended visit to Dunraven, for Arthur 
had written that his father and mother 
meant to force Marjery to take the veil, 
that, In consequence, Marjery had dis
appeared. and there was nothing but 
turmoil and trouble at the manse.

“I think, dear aunt, that your pres
ence there would only add fuel to the 
fire. I will keep you informed of all 
that transpires.”

Then, for a long time, she heard noth
ing more. At last came a letter inform
ing her of her sister’s death and the rec
onciliation of Arthur with his father, 
and Marjery’s restoration. Soon after 
followed another missive with the news 
of Raphael and his father's visit; and 
lastly, of the arrival of Grace, Ethel 
and Mrs. Alstead. Of course, Juno did 
not care to meet Raphael, and so tbe 
visit was postponed indefinitely.

Arthur's correspondence with bla 
aunt and Juno wag now unbroken, and 
they were made aware of all that trail» 
spired at Dunraven. It was at last de. 
elded that Mrs. Galería, Juno and Lord 
Fitzgerald should pay their Intended 
visit near the holiday season; and that 
~ (Continued on
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Juno’s nuptials should take place at the 
same tima.es the others. At length they,. 
started fair Dunraven, where they ar
rived just before Christmas.

Raphael was now pronounced by the 
physicians, cured; but still he appeared 
a dark-browed young man. During the 
festivities at Dunraven he was moody 
and silent. When all was ' over and 
Lord and Lady Fitzgerald had depart
ed, he begged that Arthur would allow 
him to live within the old tower. He 
never desired to return to America 
again.

The secret of the underground cham
ber had been revealed to all, and there 
were days together when Raphael could 
and would not be seen. There were days 
together when this dark, noisome cham
ber was his retreat. What he saw and 
heard there he never revealed. But we 
can tell our readers that the monster 
had not entirely disengaged himself ' 
from the misguided‘ young man; but 
gradually he and his unhappy victim 
grew upward toward the light, gradual
ly,they became better and better; and 
after some ten years had passed, when 
Juno’s four little ones clung to their 
mother's side, happy in her love and 
care, Raphael's gloom passed away and 
at length he also found a companion. 
He was not now very rich; still 
enough had been saved for himself and 
wife to'llve in comfort. They purchased 
a small estate near Dunraven, where 
they lived quietly for the remaining 
years of the earthly life of tfie young 
inan who ueslred wealth, power, and 
the hypnotic art above all other things. 

Lord and Lady Fitzgerald were re
vered and loved by all with whom they, 
came in contact.

Grace enjoyed her title for a while; 
but at length she received no more 
pleasure in being called “My Lady” 
than she would have to have been 
called Mrs. O’Donnell; and her lip 
would often curl in scorn at the servil
ity some people manifested for what, to 
her now’, was merely an empty word. 
She found that it was far better to be 
at heart a real lady, than simply to bo 
called “Me Lady."

[The End.]

ThougRbut 90 yeareKkvepasfied since those¡prophecies 
were wmten,- the day of their fulfillment is already begin
ning to dawn. in? c- . ■

Again, listen to the'jprofeund philosophy of life as por-

“Tfie chains of earth’s immurement 
Fell fromJanthe’s spirit; ■ ■ ' - .
They shrank and break like bandages of straw 
Beneath a wakened giant’s strength.
She knew her glorious change, 
And felt in apprehension uncontrolled 
New raptures opening round;
Each day-dream of her mortal life, .
Each frenzied vision of the slumbers 
That closed each well-spent day, '
Seemed now to meet reality.”

Catching new life from transitory death.

“Those deserts of immeasurable sand
Whose age-collected fervors scarce allowed 
A bird to live, a blade of grass to spring, 
Where the shrill chirp of the green lizard’s love 
Broke on the sultry silentness alpne, 
Now teem with countless rills and shady woods.”

But we will leave the gloomy scenes of the past in this
poem and come to the present, lanthe was horrified at 
the conditions she beheld from the supernal spheres, and
asked:
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Requir’st no prayers or praises.
* ♦ * * ♦

* ♦ ♦ * * * *

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. 
By CanisB. 8. Twins, medium. oocto. J

PULPIT. PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. Ono of her brljcbtc»i wit

tiest and strongest lectures against the Bible, Etcry 
woman should read It and know her friends and en- 
mteB. Price 10 cents.

WHITE MAQIO
Taught in “Three Sevens,” a book of 271 Mgefi. It 11 
really a very interesting and suggestive WOM* Price 
11.25 For sale at this office.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faiadra. 

i P.23. Price 1U cento.

Like swift and lovely dreams that walk the 
sleep.”
********

*

Percy Bysshe Shelley, whose mortal life bridged the 
last century with the present, was born at Field Place, 

, England, August 4, 1792, and was accidentally drowned 
in Italy, in 1822. Although but 30 years old at the time 
of his death, he had written such an amount of magnifi
cent poetry that it is now published in three large volu- 
umes, in small type. ' .

He was expelled from Oxford at the age of 1G for writ
ing a poem on “The Necessity of Atheism,” but this ex
pulsion and persecution only added fuel to the flames of 
freedom which burned within his bosom, and from that 

: moment his pen became “mightier than the sword” in the 
army of Free Thought. In our opinion no greater, no 
more heaven-inspired poet ever lived than Percy Bysshe 
Shelley.

Shelley’s biographers say that he “was ajdudent of the 
occult sciences,” and that he was so fascinated with the 

• theme of “ghosts, spirits, fairies and demons,” that while 
at school at Eton he was called ‘'Mad Shelley,” and it was 
Said that he “conjured up the devil.” But Modern Spir
itualism and Occultism both prove that he was not mad, 
but a seer, and that their “devil” was simply a material- 

‘ jzed spirit. He was a student of nature and recognized 
the valuable aid the denizens of the unseen could render 
him in his researches to penetrate the veil of mystery.

The poet was married at the age of nineteen, and left 
two children. After his first wife’s death he re-married, 
and owing to totally opposite temperaments (his wife lov
ing society, and he nature’s solitude) they separated by 
mutual consent, he making ample provision for her xnain- 
tenance. He then married a third time—-this time hap-

7 At the age of ten Shelley was attending Sion House 
: School at Brentford, where he was ill-treated and perse

cuted, until one day a new light dawned upon him—-he 
felt the touch of a mighty inspiration, and in a moment 

t was transformed from a refined weakling into the incipi- 
y- ent poetical demigod. This experience he describes in 
f “The Revolt of Islam,” (on the authority of Medwin) in 

the following verses:
7 Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear friend, when 
7 first .
; . The clouds which wrapt this world from youth did pass.

- I do remember well the hour which buret 
t My spirit’s sleep. A fresh Mqy-dawn it was,

■ When I walked forth upon the glittering grass, 
7 - And wept, I knew not why; until there rose

From the near school-room voices, that, alas!
• Were but one echo from a world of woes—

The harsh and grating strife of tyrants and of foes.
And then I clasped my hands, and looked around; ' 

.. But none was near to mock my streaming eyes, 
■ Which poured their warm drops on the sunny ground, 

: So, without shame, I spake: “I will be wise,
And just, and free, and mild, if in me lies 

; >Such power; for I grow weary to behold
The selfish and the strong still tyrannize 

Without reproach or cheek.” I then controlled 
ri- My tears, my heart grew calm, and I was meek and bold.

And from that hour did I with earnest thought
Heap knowledge from forbidden mines of lore;

Yet nothing that my tyrants knew or taught
I eared to learn—but from that secret store
Wrought linked armor for my soul, before ■

It might walk forth to war among mankind.
As an interpreter of nature Shelley had no equal save 

Shakespeare, but in one respect, at least, he was a greater 
A soul than the Bard of Avon, for he dared to speak his 
, opinions, while the latter’s opinions were either veiled or 

not expressed at all, in order that he might catch the pop
ular applause. However, we must admit that Shake
speare had the greatest genius, as he made his characters 
teach (though often in a veiled way), truths which have 
had a great influence in the reform movement of the 
world.

. Swinburne has paid the best tribute to Shelley that we 
i have yet seen, and as the following lines from that tribute 
f so exactly fit our sentiment, we cannot do better than to 

quote them: -
Shelley outsang all poets on record but some two or 

three throughout all time; his depths and heights of in
ner and outer music are as divine as Nature’s, and not 
sooner exhaustible. He was the perfect singing-god; his 

'>} thoughts, words, deeds, all sang together........... I do not
if think that justice has yet been done to Shelley.”

Then they enter the magic car, and as they rise “above 
the burning deep,” and on through the “innumerable sys
tems” of worlds, the scene is described as none but Schil-- 
ler, the German poet, has described such scenes. Queen 
Mab'then addresses her charge: ‘

“Spirit of Nature'! here
In this interminable wilderness 
Of worlds at whose immensity • 
Even soaring fancy staggers, .
Here is thy fitting temple. •.
Yet not the lightest leaf ...
That quivers to the passing breeze . . ..
Is less instinct with thee;. ■ . •
Yet not the meanest worm ; .
That lurks in graves and fattens on'the dead' ' 
Less shares thy eternal breath. ’ y ■ ?■ . 
Spirit of Nature! thou . •
Imperishable as this glorious scene!- .. . .

. Here is thy fitting temple! .
* ♦ * * * * ♦.. . . *

“Learn to make others happy. Spirit, come! 
This is thine high reward: The past shall rise; 
Thou shalt behold the present; I will teach 
The secrets of the future.
“The fairy and the Spirit
Approached the overhanging battlement— 
Below lay stretched the universe. . 
There, far as the remotest line •
That bounds imagination’s flight 
Countless unending orbs 
In mazy motion intermingled, 
Yet still fulfilled immutably _
Eternal Nature’s law. '
Above, below, around, 
The circling systems formed 
A wilderness of harmony; . '
Each with undeviating aim, 
In eloquent silence, through the depths of space • 
Pursued its wondrous way.
“There was a little light 
That twinkled in the. misty distance. 
None but a spirit’s eye 
Might ken that rolling orb;

' None but a spirit’s eye, 
And in no other place 
But that celestial dwelling, might behold 
Each action of this earth’s inhabitants. 
But niafter, space, and time, 
In those aerial mansions cease to act; 
And all-pervading wisdom, when it reaps 
The harvest of its excellence, o’erbounds 
The obstacles of which an earthly soul 
Fears to attempt the conquest.”

And then the guardian spirit of lanthe pointed to 
Palmyra’s ruined palaces, and discussed the philosophy of 
history in that and other famous historical landmarks, in 
which monarchs and conquerors were referred to as 
“earthquakes of the human race;” then pointing to “Sa
lem’s haughty fane,” the spirit said:

“Behold yon sterile spot, 
Where now the wandering Arab’s tent 
Flaps in the desert blast.

trayed in tliis heaven-born poem:
“How strange is human pride! 
I tell thee that those living things 
To whom the fragile blade of grass 
That springeth in the morn 
And perisheth ere noon 
.Is an unbounded world— 
I tell thee that those viewless beings 
Whose mansion is the smallest particle 
Of the impassive ¡atmosphere, 
Think, feel,! and live, like man; 
That theii; affections and antipathies, 
lake his, produce’ the laws- . '
Ruling their moral'slate;
And the minutest throb 
That through their frame diffuses 
The slightest, faintest motion, , 
Is fixed and ,indispensable ’ .
As the majestic laws ■

• That rule yon rolling orbs. 
“There’s not one atom of yon earth

' But once wa$ living man;
/ : Nor the’ minutest drop of rain .

That hangeth in its thinnest cloud 
But flowed in human veins.”

.' ■■' ■ ■* , * *.-.' * * * . ♦ „

-“Will not the Universal Spirit e’er
. Revivify the withered limb of heaven? (Earth.)
The guardian spirit replied:
“Some eminent ip virtue shall start up, 
Even in perv.ergest time;
The truths of their pure lips; that never die 
Shall bind the scorpion falsehood with a wreath 
Of ever-living flame, 
Until the monster sting itself to death.

* * .* * * * * *
“Spirit, on yonder earth 
Falsehood now triumphs; deadly Power 
Has fixed its seal upon the lips of Truth. 
Madness and misery are there.
The happiest is most wretched. Yet confide— 
Until pure health-drops from the cup of joy - 
Fall like a dew of balm upon the world.
Now to the scene I show in silence turn 
And read the blood-stained charter of all woe, 
Which Nature soon, with re-creating hand, 
Will blot in mercy from the book of earth. 

.How bold the flight of passion’s wandering wing, 
How swift the step of Reason’s firmer tread, 
How calm and sweet the victories of life, 
How terrorless the triumph of the grave— 
How powerless were the mightiest monarch’s arm, 
Vain his loud threat, and impotent his frown— 
How ludicrous the,priest’s dogmatic roar, 
The weight of hispxtei-ngnating curse 
How light, and his affected charity, 
To suit the pressure of the changing limes,
What palpable deceit—but for thy aid, 
Religion! but for-thee, prolific fiend, 
Who peoplest earth with demons, hell with 
And heaven with slaves! ।
‘‘Spirit of Nature-! all-sufficing power! 
Necessity, thou mother of the world! 
Unlike the God of human error, thou

Tills prophecy we have seen fulfilled in many instances. 
We regret that space will not permit further quotation 
from these beautiful descriptions—these word-pictures 
and prophecies. But we must pass on to other phases of 
the poem.

“But chief, ambiguous man—he that can know 
More misery, and dream more joy, than all;

* * * * * * 1 * * *
He cliief perceives the change; his being notes . 
The gradual renovation, and defines 
Each movement of its progress on his mind.”
And later, referring to man again, we find a choice 

morsel for vegetarians: r .
Apd man, once fleeting o’er the transient scene 
Swift as an unremembered vision, stands 
Immortal upon earth. No longer now 
He slays the lamb that looks him in the face, 
And horribly devours his mangled flesh, 
Which, still avenging Nature’s broken law, 
Kindled all putrid humors in his frame, 
All evil passions, and all vain belief, 
Hatred, despair, and loathing, in his mind, 
The germs of misery, death, disease, and crime.” 
*********

v “O happy earth! reality of heaven, .
To which those restless souls which ceaselessly 
Throng through the human universe aspire! 
Thou consummation of all mortal hope!* . .

“Genius has seen thee in her passionate dreams;
And dim forebodings of thy loveliness, 
Haunting the human heart, have there entwined 
Those rooted hopes of some sweet place of bliss 
Where friends and lovers meet to part no more.” 
*********

“Reason was free; and wild through Passion went 
Through tangled glens and wood-embosomed meads, 
Gathering a garland of the strangest flowers.”
*********

“Now Time his dusky pennons o’er the scene 
Closes in steadfast darkness, and the future 
Fades from our charmed sight. My task is done; 
Thy lore is learned. Earth’s wonders are thine own.
*********

“Yet, human Spirit, bravely hold thy course.
Let virtue teach thee firmly to pursue
The gradual paths of an aspiring change;
For birth and life and death, and that strange state 
Before the naked soul has found its home, 
All tend to perfect happiness, and urge 
The restless wheels of being on their way, 
Whose flashing spokes, instinct with infinite life, 
Bicker and burn to gain their destined goal.
********

“Death is a gate of dreariness and gloom 
That leads to azure isles and beaming skies, 
And happy regions of eternal hope.
********

V.
u

HIS IDEA OF IMMORTALITY.

Of course, having lived prior to the advent of Modern 
, Spiritualism, Shelley did not understand the laws of 

telepathy, or thought-transferrence from the Unseen, and 
therefore spoke of the source of his inspiration as “in
comprehensible,” as recorded in his dialogue with Tre
lawney. He says:

“We cannot express our inmost thoughts; they are in
comprehensible, even to ourselves.” -

' Further on in this conversation, when asked his opin
ion regarding the immortality of the human spirit, he 

" said:.
“I am content to see no farther into futurity than 

Plato or Bacon. My mind is tranquil; I have no fears, 
and some hopes. In our present gross material state, our 
faculties are clouded; when Death removes our clay cov
ering's, the mystery will be solved.”

In the poem “Adonais” Shelley expresses a positive be
lief in the immortality of Keats as a separate individual 

- soul. We read, for instance, that Keats “is not dead,” 
“hath awakened from the dream of life,” and that his soul 
“beckons from the abode where the eternal are.”

- QUEEN MAB. •
If one doubts the supermundane inspiration of Shelley, 

■ he has but to read that sublime poem, “Queen Mab,” 
' which is divided into three parts—past, present and fu

ture. The spirit of lanthe, in a trance, is confronted by 
the Fairy Queen Mab, who has descended from the most 

~ sublime spheres of the eternal world t«bear her away to 
where she may view the world—its history, its true posi
tion at the time, and its future, as well as. its people.

. Queen Mab addresses lanthe thus:
' “Custom and faith and power thou spurnest, 

' From hate and." awe thy heart is free;
Ardent and pure as day thou burnest;
For dark and cold mortality

i . ; A living light, to cheer it long ,
■ The watchfires of the world among.

' “Therefore, from Nature’s inner shrine, . 
Where gods and fiends in worship bend, . 
Majestic spirit, be it thine -■
The flame to seize, the veil to rend, . ,

' Where the vast snake Eternity
In charmed sleep doth ever lie. • '
“AU that inspires thy voice of love,

- Or speaks in thy unclosing eyes,
■ Or through thy frame doth burn and move, 

> -Or think or feel, awake, arise!
Spirit, leave, for mine and me, » • ’ ...
Earth’s unsubstantial mimicry! . - .
“It ceased; and from the mu£e and moveless frame 
A radiant spirit rose, ■ ... . •
All beautiful in naked purity.
Instinct, with inexpressible beauty, and grace, ■ 
Each stain of earthliness
Had passed away; it reassumed 7 - <
Its native dignity,.and stood .
Immortal amid ruin. • . . ..

■ * * ♦ ♦ *

“There an inhuman and uncultured race 
Howled hideous praises to their Demon-God. 
They rushed to war* * * *
* * * * old age and infancy '
Promiscuous perished; their victorious arms 
Left not a soul to breathe. Oh, they were fiends!

■ But what was he who taught them that the God 
Of Nature and benevolence had given 
A special sanction to the trade of blood?
His name and theirs are fading; and the tales 
Of this barbarian nation, which imposture 
Recites till terror credits, are pursuing 
Itself into forgetfulness.”

This poem abounds in keen definitions like the fol
lowing: '

“War is the statesman’s game, the priest’s delight, 
. The lawyer’s jest, the hired assassin’s trade;

And, to these royal murderers whose mean thrones 
Are bought by crimes of treachery an^ gore, 
The bread they eat, the staff on which they lean.”

And then, in the following verse, is given a definition 
of “God, Hell, and Heaven,” which, fpr its sarcasm and 
terseness is probably without a parallel in free-thought 
poetry: .

“Then grave and hoary-headed hypocrites, 
Without a hope, a passion, or a love, 
Who, through a life of luxury and lies, 
Have crept by flattery to the seats of power, 
Support the system whence their honors flow. 
They have three words (well tyrants know their use 
Well pay them for the loan, with usury
Torn from a bleeding world)—God, Hell and Heaven. 
A vengeful, pitiless, and almighty fiend, ■ 
Whose mercy is a nickname for the rage 
Of tameless tigers hungering for blood: 
Hell, a red gulf of everlasting fire, 
Where poisonous and undying worms prolong 
Eternal misery to those hapless slaves 
Whose life has been a penance for its crimes;
And Heaven, a meed for those who dare belie 
Their human nature, quake, believe and cringe 
Before the mockeries of earthly power.” .
But we have never seen elsewhere such a cutting thrust 

at kings and potentates, as well as some corresponding 
American political parasites, as the following:

“Those gilded flies 
That, basking in the sunshine of a court, 
Fatten on its corruption—what are they? 
The drones of the community. They feed 
On the mechanic’s labor; the starved hind 
For them compels the ^ubbom glebe to yield 
Its unshared harvests; and,yon squalid form, . 
Leaner than fleshless misery, that wastes 
A sunless life in the unwholsesome mine, 
Drags out in labor a protracted death
To glut their grandeur; many faint with toil, < 
That few may know the cares and woes of sloth. - 
“Whence think’st thou kings and parasites arose? 
Whence that unnatural line of drones who heap 
Toil and unvanquishable penury 
On those who build their palaces, and bring 
Their daily bread? From vice, black, loathsome vice; 
From rapine, madness, treachery, and wrong;

• From all that genders misery, and makes 
Of earth this thorny wilderness; from lust, 
Revenge and murder. And when Reason’s voice, 

' Loud as the voice of Nature, shall have waked 
The nations; and mankind perceive tliat vice 
Is discord, war, and misery—that virtue

- Is peace and happiness and harmony;
■ When man’s maturer nature shall disdain ' 

The playthings of its childhood; kingly glare ? 
Will lose its power to dazzle; its authority • 
Will silently pass by; the gorgeous throne 
Shall stand unnoticed in the regal hall, 
Fast falling to decay; whilst falsehood’s trade ■ 
Shall be as hateful and unprofitable .
Ab truth is now.” .

“Yes! when the sweeping storm of time 
Has sung its death-dirge o’er the ruined fanes 
And broken altars of the almighty fiend 
Whose name usurps thy honors, and the blood, 
Through centuries clotted there, has floated down 
The tainted flood of ages, shalt thou live 
Unchangeable!' A shrine is raised to thee 
Winch nor tempest-breath of time, 
Nor the interminable flood o
Over earth’s slight pageant rolling, 
Availeth to destroy.”

“Spirit.—‘I was an infant when my mother went 
To see an atheist burned. She took me there. 
The dark-robed priests were met around the pile; 
The multitude was gazing silently;
And, as the culprit passed with dauntless mien, 
Tempered disdain in his unaltering eye, 
Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calmly forth. 
The thirsty fire crept ’round his manly limbs; 
His resolute eyes were scorched to blindness soon; 
His death-pang rent my heart. The insensate mob 
Uttered a cry of triumph, and I wept.
‘Weep not, my child!’ cried my mother, ‘for that man 
Has said ‘There is no God. ”

“Fairy.—‘There is-no God!
Nature confirms the faith his death-groan sealed. 

‘ Let heaven and earth, let man’s revolving race,
His ceaseless generations, tell their tale;
Let every part depending on the chain . <
That links it to the whole point to the hand 
That grasps its term! Let every seed that falls, 
In silent eloquence, unfold its store 
Of argument. Infinity within, 
Infinity without, belie creation;
The exterminable spirit it contains 
Is Nature’s only God; but human pride 
Is skillful to invent most serious names 
To hide its ignorance. The name of God 
Has fenced about all crime with holiness; 
Himself the creature of his worshipers.’ ”

Then follows an enumeration of the various titles of 
Deity in different religions, and a page and a half of argu
ment in a similar Une, when the spirit of King Ahasuerus 
is made to appear, and in answering the question, “Is 
there a God,” he paints him according to Genesis, then 
says, sarcastically: •

“These were Jehovah’s words:
Trom an eternity of idleness
I, God, awoke—in seven days’ toil made earth 
From nothing; rested, (and created man.
I placed him in s^para^iye, and there 
Planted the tretyof evil^ so that he 
Might eat and perish, apd my soul procure 
Wherewith to safe its malice, and to turn, 
Even like a heaqtless copqueror of the earth, 
All misery, to my .lame/-” •

“Fear not, then, Spirit. Death’s disrobing hand— 
So welcome when the tyrant is awake,
So welcome when the bigot’s hell-torch burns— 
’Tis but the voyage of a darksome hour, 
The transient gulf-dream of a startling sleep.”
*********

“Earth floated then below.
The chariot paused a moment there;
The Spirit then descended.
The restless coursers pawed the ungenial soil,
Snuffed the gross air, and then, their errand done, 
Unfurled their pinions to the winds of heaven.
“The Body and the Soul united then.
A gentle start convulsed lanthe’s frame;
Her veiny eyelids quietly unclosed.
Moveless awhile the dark blue orbs remained;
She looked around in wonder—and beheld

> Henry, who kneeled in silence by her couch, 
Watching her sleep with looks of speechless love, 
And the bright beaming stars
That through the casement shone.”

A PROPHECY OF THE SPIRITUAL ERA.
In “The Revolt of Islam,” which, next to “Queen 

Mab,” is one of Shelley’s masterpieces, is described and 
prophecied the dawn and final triumph of Spiritualism— 
at least we so interpret the vision of “The Temple of the 
Spirit.” The journey of life through the many vicissi
tudes of evolution are symbolized as a magic boat, with 
the same occupants therein. To give an idea of the style, 
it will be necessary to give two or three verses from the 
last Canto, after the storms, cataclysms, ware, etc., (sym
bolizing human history) have been passed and the new 
dawn begins to break. In the last verse is the prophecy. 
“Sometimes between the wide and flowering meadows

Mile after mile we sailed, and ’twas delight 
To see far off the sunbeams chase the shadows

Over the grass; sometimes beneath the night
Of wide and vaulted caves whose roofs were bright 
With starry gems we fled, whilst from their deep 
And dark green chasms, shades beautiful and while 

Amid sweet sounds across our path would sweep,

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for those seeking Information con« 

earning that most damnable institution known In 
history—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted wlththa 
facto so succinctly stated in this valuable reccvd. IC 
•hows the methods used by the noinlsb Church to ex* 
terminate those who reject Ito beliefs and claims» 
For rale at this office. Price 25 cents.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
lathe history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture 1b a'jjraud one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning io<>nd. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully »«rp'fed- 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents. A .

~ APOLLONIUS OK TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus*

A. wonderful communication, explatfitog Itfl 
life and teachings were utilized to formoMA ObtUtt* 
anity. Price 15 cents. For satoafithtooWB

THOMA» PAINE.
Was He Junius? ,

B[/ Vim. Henry Burr. Price 16 cent«. ____ ____ J

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel '

Watson. This work was written bv a modern Savior, 
«grand and nuble man. Price $1.00.

THE TALMUD. "
Selection»from the contents of that ancient book, 

its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com. 
mented upon Ik By H. Polang. 839 pp. Price, 
cloth.alXXA

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth. 11.

“The Rresent and the ¡Past thou hast beheld; 
It was a desolate sight! ' Now, spirit, learn 
The secrets of the Future. Time!
Unfold the brooding pinion of thy gloom, . t 
Render thou up-thy half devoured babes, ’
And from the cradles eternity, 
Where millions lie lulled to their portioned sleep 
By the deep murmuring stream of passing things, 
Tear thou that gloomy shroud. Spirit, behold 
Thy glorious destiny! ....... •
?‘Joy to the Spirit came. : 
Through the wide rent in Time’s eternal veil,' 
Hone was seen beaming through the mists of fear.-

Love, freedom, health, had given . J
Their ripeness to the manhood of its prime, 
And all its pulses beat ■ ; -
Symphonious to .the planetary spheres; - 
Then duleet.muBic. swelled , . .
Concordant with .the life-strings of the. soul; 
It throbbed in sweet and languid beatings there.

The torrent of that wide and raging river
Is passed, and our aerial speed suspended.

We look behind. A golden mist did quiver
Where its wild surges with the lake were blended— 
(Our bark hung there—as on a line suspended 

Between two heavens)—that windless, waveless lake
Which four great cataracts from four vales, attended 

By mists, aye, feed; from rocks and clouds they break, 
And of that azure sea a silent refuge make.
“Motionless resting on the lake awhile,

I saw its marge of snow-bright mountains rear 
Their peaks aloft; I saw each radiant isle;

And in the midst, afar, even like a sphere 
Hung in one hollow sky, did there appear, 

The Temple of the Spirit. On the sound
Which issued thence drawn nearer and more near, 

Like the swift moon this glorious earth around, 
The charmed boat approached, and there its haven 

. found.”
Note—It is my intention to issue a volume of reviews 

like the above, entitled “The Psychological in Classic Lit
erature,” in which I will show that all poets and drama
tists whose works have lived, have had trance experiences, 
seen visions or apparitions^ received telepathic communi
cations; and in short, have been psychics, or mediums, 
and have thus led the world’s progress. I will include 
Shakespeare, Pope, Goethe, Schiller, and a dozen others. 
If all interested in such a volume will drop me a postal 

-card I will send them a prospectus when the book is 
ready.- . • ERNEST S. GREEN.

1429 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

/‘Nature Cure.” By Dre. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

• “The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing. A 
Course of Seven Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.” 
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Price.50 cents For sale at this 
office. ~

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
TIFE IK THE STONE AGE. THE 

history of AtharaeL Chief Priest of a Band cf AV 
Aryans. This pamphlet, contotnlas alpages, was mii- 
ten through the medluffishtpof U. G. Flgley, and Is lit» 
tensely interesting. Price 80 OOBU- For aato at tAy 
office.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum?”
A manual, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something indispensable. Price SO cents.

The To-Morrow of Death.
■••OR THE--.

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER. \

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
’ BY 8. R. CROCKEK.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written 
in that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Splrltuallst-he eten 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super« 
stltlon,” etcM etc., In which bo manifesto the ur-ual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet he aajs again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism.” 
and regards as proved “the fact of commnnlcatlon 
between superhumans and the inhabitants of Earth;” 
and ho goes on to relate Instances of fact in ev Idence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepance in 
the authors'^ ideas, but the well-read mind wlu readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental Otrtture, but 
much valuable Information. The autiKL holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price For Bale at 
this office.

Views of Our Heavenly fiam&
Br Andrew Jackson Davis. A hifW Mwesttna 

Work. Price 75 cents. Postage BcanS.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records.

., BY DR. PAUL CARDS.
A translation from Japanese, made tmder th. ana. 

Sot the Bov. Bhakn 6oyen, delegate to tw Far.
nt at SeUsions. Waa lately puWtei 1» i»pa» 
U. Fw tale at Uila office. .

tima.es
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God, has been converted to a belief 
the orthodox trinity? .

XJUtUS OF 8UBSCBIFTIOÜ.
Tux PnoonxsaivB Thinkerwill Ve furnished until 

further notice, ut the following terms» invariably In 
advance:
Oueyear ...........
Six mcmtba.........
Thirteen weeks.. 
Single copy......

A Bountifiil Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest tjian we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. Thu subscription price of The Pro
gressive Thinker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, scul-elevatiug and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent teamed!« 
urn-sized bookl -

BKHITTANCEB.
Kcmit by Poatofflce Money Order, registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or Nqw York. It coats from 10 
to!5 cents to get checks cashed on local banks,sodon’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
No. 40Loomis Btroet, Chicago, 111.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Thu Progressive Thinker la,furnished In the United 

States at SLOG per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when It te sent to foreign countries wa 
are compelled to chance 50 cents extra, making the 
yearly subscription 91.50. Please bear that In mind.

TAKE NOTICE!
(7* At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills will bo sent for ex* 
tra numbers.
W If you do not receive your paper promptly» 

write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
W Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place to which 
ft is then sent, or the chanso cannot be made.

f. B. FRANCIS. Editor and Publisher.

JSxiterud at Chicago PûBtoQlce aaaecaud-olasa matter.
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there ore thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cents for The Progressive Thinkeb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several Qtbew to unite with 
them, and thus be able tp remit from $1 to iiO, or even 
inure than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same sug« 
gestlon will apply In all cases of renewal of subscript 
tions—solicit others to aid In the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever iu Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Progressive Thinkeb, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

WORTH READING.
“The Teachings of Jesus not Adapted 

to Modern Civilization,” is the express
ive title of a rich booklet of 44 pages, 
from the peu of Dr. G. W. Brown, of 
Rockford, 111. The Doctor had pub
lished his "Researches in Oriental His
tory," wherein he made a fruitless 
search to find a historic Jesus. He 
placed a copy of the book in the hands 
of an educated Liberal clergyman, who 
road it, and reported:

“I admit the evidence is not very 
convincing that there was a real Jesus; 
but Ills character, as given in the Gos
pels, Is worthy of emulation. Man is so 
constituted he needs something of a 
model, even if it is an ideal one; and 
Jesus, as he is described by his 
biographers, is a type of all that is 
noble iu humanity.”

It was in reply to this statement the 
pamphlet was written. As the period 
has gone by when our Idols may not be 
criticised, it is well to read this work, 
and determine for one’s self whether 
the author’s positions are sustained. 
The Progressive Thinker has sold many 
hundreds of them, and Is just In receipt 

. of a fresh lot, which will be mailed to 
any address for 15 cents. Several per
sons have written that they should be 
read by the million. One hotel keeper 
in.C'olorado bought one hundred copies 
for gratuitous distribution, whilst 
scores, mostly ladies, have bought them 
by the dozen to give to their friends. 
In quantities of a dozen or more they 
will be mailed at one-third off from the 
regular price. Send in your orders to 
tills office.

SHUN THE CHURCH.
Rev. W. R. Harper, President of the 

Chicago University, told a practical 
truth in his discourse on the 18th Inst., 
at the evening service:

“It Is apparent in these days that the 
masses of laboring men rather shun the 
church than go to it for the succor they 
look for in religion.”

The “laboring men,” whom President 
Harper mentioned, are thinkers, as well 
as toilers. They are the inventors of 
the day, and the Patent Office at Wash
ingion is filled with the exhibits of their 
skill. Edison and Tesla belong to this 
class.

When the clergy shall cease to dis
course about angry Gods; of three Gods 
being only one God; that one of these 
Gods was born of a virgin, but was the 
father of himself nevertheless; when 
they shall cease to idolize a book, de
claring it to be the “Word of God,” 
though written by very ignorant 
priests; when they Shall eliminate the 
fall of our first parents, total depravity, 
vicarious sacrifice, atonement by the 
death of an innocent person; an endless 
hell to glut the wrath of Omnipotence, 
and shall admit that these devilish de
vices of priestcraft were but instrumen
talities to wring money from the hands 
of the toiler, then they will have taken 
the first essential step towards getting 
the laborer to enter a Church. Till then 
the laborers should avoid these Insults 
to high heaven as pest houses, where 
re-vamped Paganism is taught

SCOLDING MISSIONARIES.
It Is reported that Emperor William 

gave the missionaries at Jerusalem a 
first-class scolding while in the sacred 
city. He said:

“I am not surprised that Christianity 
remains unpopular in the Orient, and 
that Mohammedanism, with its fal- 

Jaclous teachings, still holds sway. 
How can it be otherwise when you 
clergymen are everlastingly quarreling 
over dogmatic questions, neglecting to 
teach true Christian charity, and a pure 
life in emulation of Jesus Christ. I 
admonish every one of you to repent of 
your life of callous indifference and 
cold, formal worship. ... I warn you 
that unless you do this you will exert 
but little influence on the Mohamme
dans, and will blight the hopes of those 
who sent you here.”

Is there a case on record wherein a 
Mohammedan, with his belief in one

That person’s education must be very 
superficial who has learned to read, but 
has not acquired the art of thinking— 
has no ability to reason from cause to 
effect, and determine for -his own sat
isfaction whether a statement is true 
or false. The child properly reared 
places Implicit trust‘In the expressed 
opinion of his parents; but the time will 
come when it will be necessary for that 
child to form opinions of Ills own in
dependent of those who gave him being. 
Like the athlete training his muscles to 
action, the more the brain is employed, 
if not to exhaustion, the more vigorous 
it becomes, and the better qualified to 
determine the great problems it is re
quired to solve, and the greater is the 
probability it will do so correctly. 
Mathematics is taught in the higher 
schools principally because it trains the 
mind and enables it to master difficult 
and abstruse problems, and fits a per
son to engage in long and connected 
thought.

There is one problem of momentous 
importance, which has not received 
that attention from thinkers it merits, 
because it pertains to a sacred subject, 
and may be, partly, because an ^pinion 
was acquired in childhood. Discussion 
lias been tabooed, first, because it is the 
supposed province of the priesthood to 
settle the question; and, second, be
cause the facts were understood to be 
concluded by the statement of a pro
fessedly infallible Bible, the production 
of divine inspiration. But the time has 
come when the brave thinker dares to 
invade the sanctuary, defy the priest 
and bls book, and reason for himself. 
No book is too sacred to be exempt 
from such a person’s investigation, and 
will not escape his criticism if he finds 
it incompatible with natural law.

A question asked by the writer of his 
favorite preaeher half a century ago Is 
as pertinent now as then. Did the 
crucified and dead Jfisus rise from the 
tomb clothed with flesh, then, after 
tarrying for a time with his disciples, 
allowing himself to be handled, to dem
onstrate his materiality, eating, drink
ing, walking and conversing, giving 
them Instructions and making sundry 
promises, then arise from the earth in 
his common apparel, and pass up to, 
heaven in the full sight of many and 
take his seat at the right hand of his 
Father?

If it was a deception and only a 
make-believe-body ascended while a 
real genuine spirit made the ascension, 
and took that seat, what became of the 
dear Lord's body?

And if. the real flesh and bones of the 
dead but resurrected God did enter 
heaven, as the Gospels allege, then are 
not the “soul-sleepers,” they who be
lieve in a general resurrection of the 
body at the final wind up, right 
after all?

Christian Spiritualists who put full 
trust iu the Bible in these matters, must 
be embarrassed when they try to recon
cile the modern teaching with the Bible 
narration.

There was a vacant tomb, so far as 
Jesus was concerned. A careful critic 
makes the statement that victims on 
the cross usually survived some six 
days, dying finally from starvation and 
thirst. But the blessed Jesus is rep
resented to have given up the ghost in 
a few hours, and was laid in the tomb 
the evening of his execution.

Ou the morning of the third day he 
was reported missing. Next he appears 
suddenly in the midst of bls disciples 
and proves his materiality.

There are those who believe there 
was such a person as Jesus, and.who 
take stock in the Gospels, who deny 
that Jesus died. They say it was a 
case of suspended animation; that the 
whole narration bears out that opinion; 
that during one of the three nights, 
while the guard’s attention was 
diverted, he was taken charge of by his 
friends, removed to another locality, 
probably to his own mountain fast
nesses in Galilee, while his disciples 
gave out the story of his floating away 
to heaven, which at that time was sup
posed to be just above the clouds.

“Myth, Man or God,” gentle reader, 
take your choice. If a man, the state
ments need reconciling; if a God, he 
was a feeble one to allow himself to be 
killed by men, a thing which never 
happened to a heathen god. If a myth, 
then the whole story is a series of Mun- 
chnusens. Reason Is the best arbiter 
in- this as In all controverted questions 
when» the facts are clouded, so, please 
each reader will render a verdict in

A SIGNAL FAILURE.
The Progressive Thinker notes with 

pleasure that the officers of the govern
ment, from President down to all his 
subordinates in the newly acquired 
provinces, have denied aid to the re
ligious orders in Cuba and Porto Rico. 
'Die Attorney General says:

“The relation between the Catholic 
Church in Cuba will be exactly the 
same as between the Catholic Church 
and Illinois. . . . There has never been 
any other understanding, intention or 
expression, dither in Cuba, Porto Rico 
or the Philippines.”

The priests have importuned aid, but 
they have been met at all points with 
a firm denial

It is stated as a fact that the clergy 
of Porto Rico were so troublesome, be
cause of their demands and threats, 
that the military governor assured 
them if they did not submit to the new 
order of things he would expel the last 
man of them from the island.

During the American revolution a 
similar movement occurred. But the 
fathers of the Republic determined to 
divorce religion and government They 
carried out this idea so far as purposely 
and deliberately to leave God out of the 
Constitution. The clergy rebelled then. 
Many of them left the country, and re
turned to England, but enough were 
left to engage in all manner of plots to 
attempt their rehabilitation In power. 
And their successors down to the pres
ent have continued the unprofitable 
agitation. _

CHEERS FOR FORT SCOTT.
The City Council of Fort Scott, Kan

sas, have a pending ordinance prohibit
ing every manner of work on Sunday, 
from boot-blacks to ministers preaching 
for pay. The barbers asked for an or
dinance closing all shops of their trade 
on Sunday. Aid. Davenport evidently 
thought “what is sauce for the goose is 
sauce for the gander,” and went the 
hair clippers still better. '

If it is wrong for a barber to shave, 
for hire on Sunday, is it not equally 
culpable for preachers to labor for hire? 
Many a. time' have we heard the 
dominie in his pulpit, when dunning his 
parishioners for arrears of dues, an
nounce, “Jesus declared, ‘Thelaborer is 
worthy of his hire,’” urging this as a 
reason why he should be paid, thereby 

I conceding he was on an equal footing 
with others who toil for pay.

CONCEALING INIQUITY.
The Rew. Dr. Joseph B. Kerr, of the 

Fourth Presbyterian Church, New 
York, who was discovered by a church 
committee under compromising circum
stances, has been quietly dropped from 

* the church and no statement made by 
the trustees.—News Item. .

Constantine is reported to have said:
“If I were to discover a bishop in the 

very act of adultery, I would throw my 
cloak over him, to prevent an exposure 
to the detriment of the church.”

The Presbyterians of New York were 
doubtless guided in. their action by the 
suggestive action of the Roman em
peror. -

THE IMPEDING RELIGIOUS REV
OLUTION.

When before in the history of the 
world ha» there been such an advance 
all along the line toward religious 
freedom? Catholics with their Infalli
ble Pope, and Protestantism with its 
infallible Bible are alike In the throes 
of revolution. They deceive themselves 
who do not note these facts.

As political revolutions have their 
origin with the people, so the religious 
upheavals originate with ^he laymen. 
Political demagogues watch the 
changes in public sentiment, and adapt 
themselves to the views of their con
stituents. So, many of the clergy feel 
the popular pulse and adapt their pulpit 
utterances to accommodate the en
larged views from whom they draw 
their support.

But there is another class of thinkers 
who must be taken into account. Hon
est and conscientious, enlarged knowl
edge has broadened their conceptions of 
the Divine character, and they do not 
hesitate to announce their convictions 
to the world. Sueh seems to be the case 
with Rev.Dr. J. H. Rylance, late rector 
of St. Mark’s Protestant Episcopal 
Church, New York. Under the head of 
“Christian Rationalism,' the Doctor 
makes an earnest plea for the rights of 
scholarship in the interpretation of the 
Bible. Says another, in referring to 
and quoting him:

“Dr. Rylance begins with the propo
sition that men shall be suffered to 
think freely, and freely to assert the 
conclusions they may reach concerning 
religion. . . . Take away all dictatorial 
authority affecting religious beliefs, and 
all the evidence upon which these be
liefs profess to rest would remain to us, 
begetting conviction in all men capable 
of appreciating the evidence, and lead
ing to a general convergehce of opinions 
and feelings sufficient to satisfy all 
reasonable requirements as to a unity 
of faith.” - •

Again:
“Men should be permitted to think 

freely and know the mind of God as 
best they can, whether it is written In 
books, or on rocks, or in the constitu
tion and intuitions of the human soul; 
and the sooner our religious guides 
begin to suffer such seeking to go on 
without hindrance, the better It will be 
for the cause they represent."

Says the popular public journal from 
which we quote: ■

"The chureh is chiefly responsible for 
Infidels. The superstitions and im
postures of the Romish church have 
begotten such men as Voltaire; while 
Protestant preachers have been doing 
the same thing in their assertions that 
every syllable of the Bible is ‘Inspired,’ 
and all equally Inspired, and therefore 
of divine, unvarying and everlasting 
authority. We have simply to open the 
Bible and take whatever we find there, 
and esteem It divine. There is the story 
Of the apple and tire serpent, of the 
woman turned to a pillar of salt, the 
account of the wholesale slaughter of 
the Canaanites, and the treacherous 
murder of Sisera, the legend of Jonah 
and the whale. The Free-Thinker takes 
all these and turns them as weapons on 
the preacher; all because authority does 
not discriminate, does not sift the chaff 
of the book from the wheat.”

Freethinkers for centuries have 
pointed to these errors in the Bible, to 
which Dr. Rylance refers. They have 
urged as a consequence the book was 
not of God; but churchmen retorted 
with the cry of Infidel! Persecution 
followed. Then the whole book was re
pudiated in self-defense.

When the church shall concede the 
truth, that the Bible is of priestly 
origin, and like other books from 
human hands is filled with errors, dis
crepant statements, improbable legends, 
having many good things In It collected 
from the wisdom of the ages, no more 
the inspiration of God than any other 
production of human genius, then we 
can all stand together on a common 
plane. But this concluding of all In
vestigation with? “Thus saith the 
Lord,” will generate what the church is 
pleased to term Infidels as fast as 
men learn to think, and have in
dependence -of character to formulate 
an honest opinion.

Rev. Dr. Rylance is only one of a mul
titude of scholars who all agree that 
the Bible must be Interpreted as other' 
books are interpreted, and must stand 
or fall on its own merits, not on its pre
tended divine origin.

A Noble Woman Passed to Higher 
Life.

We were deeply pained to learn of the 
sudden death of Mrs. B. B. Hill, of Phil
adelphia, Pa. She was a most excel
lent medium, a philanthropist by na
ture and in acts, and devoted to the 
cause of Spiritualism. She will be 
missed by her many devoted friends all 
over the United States. Harrison D. 
Barrett, who happened to be present 
at the time of the sad event writes:

To the Editor:—It grieves me to an
nounce to you the sudden transition of 
our mutual friend, Mrs. B. B. Hill, who 
entered spirit life Dec. 25, at 5 p. in., 

.from fatty degeneration of the heart. 
She had had a light touch of la grippe, 
but was apparently entirely over it, and 
was cheerfully attending to some little 
household duties on the very day of her 
departure. She became somewhat 
weary and laid down for a few mo
ments’ rest She went to sleep and 
never opened her eyes upon the scenes 
of this life again. Her age was 64 
years, 10 months.

She had many friends and no ene
mies. Hers was a generous nature and 
no needy soul ever called upon her in 
vain. She was speaking of you in terms 
of warmest friendship only a few hours 
prior to her departure. She has gone, 
and we now have one more friend in 
the higher life.

The funeral services were held Wed
nesday, Dec. 28, at 1 p. m. W. J. Col
ville delivered the leading address, as
sisted by Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Wallis 
and myself.

The stricken family asks to be re
membered. . ' .

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
A SCHOLAR’S DECLARATION.

“The great scholars and critics are 
sifting the chaff out of -wheat in the 
Bible, while the. preachers and the 
Sunday-school teachers continue to 
teach without any heed to new dis- 
coverles and the weight of new evi
dence. The consequence is, the church 
will have to confront an appalling and 
well nigh overwhelming army of In
fidels. . . . Sayings or sentiments that 
have come down to us from ignorant 
and superstitious ages shall not be 
counted divine and eternally true 
merely because they are found in a cer
tain record of those ages."—Rev. Dr 
Rylance. . ■

expressive““
Gen. Shafter is reported to have said 

of the Cubans: .
“Why, those people are no more fit 

for self-government than gunpowder is 
forh-l." .

“And with the dawn these angel faces smEe 
That >1 have loved long since and lost awhEe.”

Jp tlje quiet hush of morning 
Etc the sunlight glories fall

Jh tljpir rose and gold of radiance, 
; G^aming on my chamber wall — 

pre fhe day, so duty-laden, 
. Cqines to meet me, all untried, 
Glide angelic forms around me

Who from earth have turned aside.
In the silence of the dawning 

I can see their faces fair,
And their robes of snowy whiteness , 

And the gleam of shining hair;
I can hear them murmur softly 

As they bend my pillow o’er —
I can catch the distant music . 

Wafted from an unseen shore.
One who in her life’s fair morning

* Turned her from the busy way, 
Glad'to greet the golden dawning

Ip the land of Perfect Day,— 
Ah, Her hands were folded whitely!

From her clasp the lilies fell! .
' Yet she comes—in radiant beauty

Of her strange new Efe to tell.
Intimations throng upon us 

By these presences unseen, 
Of that spirit-world which Heth 

Nearer than we often dream,
And the days take on new meanings: 

Fiper forces seem to rise;
Life, transfigured, gains new vision; 

Sees the gleam of fairer skies.
[From the' collection: “From Dreamland Sent.”! G I -J

ON THE THRESHOLD
, ; OF THE TWO WORLDS

"Behold,VI mak'e alb things new.”
One not unïrecjuently hears the re

mark made by a person whose quality 
of life ¡pd thought is held In well- 
merited esteem, that he regards ail psy
chic phenomena as “very fascinating,” 
but he “is afraid” to have anything to 
do with them. Apd again, the point is 
made by another that, while undoubt
edly there are channels of communica
tion between the seen and the unseen, 
yet any use of these opportunities Is de
moralizing, and should be avoided by 
those who alm to hold life amenable to 
the nobler standards. Now, If these 
two objections were offered by Ignor
ance and incompetence they might, per
haps, be relegated to general onward 
progress. This is not the case. They 
are stated by men and women of emi
nence, not less in moral and uplifting 
Influences than in Intellectual power— 
the very persons with whom the dis
ciple of the larger revelation and 
divine life longs to be closely asso
ciated, and enabled to enjoy all the ben
efit and beautiful Influence of that asso
ciation. No one, I take It, of those who 
have distinctly “ranged” themselves, as 
the French say, on the side of the con
viction of the larger revelation and its 
Importance to humanity—no one, not 
Sir William Crookes, Prof. Wm. James, 
Dr. HodgSon, Prof. Sldgwick, Prof. 
Oliver Lodge, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Un
derwood, Mr. F. W. H. Myers—no one 
of these, it may safely be affirmed, is In 
any sense a special pleader for what he 
holds to be. the truth—that the spiritual

judgment Yet if these laws were to 
be superseded to-day by the revelation 
of a higher law that neutralized, or 
modified, or In any way altered these 
facts, they would all accept any higher 
truth, even if it .negatived that now 
held. What is progress, indeed, but be
ing wiser to-morrow than one is td-day?

“The Master whispered, 
Follow the gleam.

Launch your vessel __ 
And crowd- your canvas, 
And, ere Ibvanishes
Over the margin. 
After it, follow it, 
Follow the Gleam.”

So we are all/l’take It, following the 
Gleam. Between, believers and un
believers in psychic phenomena there 
Is, one is grateful’and glad to say, no 
real- controversy 'Or antagonism, but 
only a common, ardor for revealed 
truth. If t&is great fact Is true, It has 
a most impuftant bearing on the actual 
present: if it. be.’ not true, by all means 
let ns mer|e: our ionvictions In closer 
accord with .absolute truth. This is to 
say, as the ^¿ry basis of all discussion— 
those who doubt this fact will be glad 
to accept it (when They are reasonably 
convinced; those Wpo believe it would 
discard it to'-day, irconvinced that they 
were under1: a delusion. Surely the 
initial step,, in all "spiritual progress— 
and this in its iarg^ sense is simply the 
raison d’etre-of existence at all—the 
Initial step' Js harmony. Progress is 
conditioned’by love. Discord and an
tagonism block the way most effect
ually. And'.'ff thi$ larger, latter-day 
revelation of the divine laws means 
anything, it must first mean patience, 
tolerance, sweetness of spirit, and re
joicing in the godd of others—“taking 
the good of others to be our own," as 
George Eliot So well phrases it On 
this basis then, of a common love of 
truth; of-mutual love'and desire for mu
tual helpfulness, let us fix as a point of 
departure. ’ . :

The fact that signals flask between 
those In the Seen and the Unseen may
be assumed to be as well authenticated 
as any other scientific fact It can .be 
predicted with the same assurance as 
that with which we speak of the Roent-

gen ray, of telephonic conversation over 
thousands of miles of space, or of wire
less telegraphy as successfully initiated 
by Tesla and Marconi. A little over 
half a century ago crude and curious 
intimations from the Unseen (then the 
Unknown) began through the Fox Sis
ters. The attention of the civilized 
world was gradually attracted to these, 
and even in those early days such men 
and women as Horace Greeley, Judge 
Edmunds, Alice and Phoebe Carey, 
Epes Sargent, Mrs. Browning, and 
many others that might be named, were 
drawn to Investigate. In 1853 Mrs. 
Browning wrote In a letter to Isa Blag- 
den—her dearest friend in Florence, 
and the lady under whose care Kate 
Field, as a young girl, was placed—as 
follows:

“Profane or not, I am resolved on 
getting as near to the spirit question as 
I can, and I don’t believe in the least 
risk of profanity, seeing that whatever 
Is must be permitted, and that the con
templation of whatever is must be per
mitted also, where the intentions are 
pure and reverent. I can discern no 
more danger in psychology than In min
eralogy, only Intensely a greater inter
est. As to the spirits, I care less'about 
what they are capable of com
municating than of the fact of their 
being communication.”

Again, in a later letter to Miffs Blag- 
den, she says, still pursuing the sub
ject: “If I am right, you will none of 
you be able to disbelieve much longer; 
a new law or a new development of law 
is making way everywhere. Imposture 
is absolutely out of the question, to 
speak generally; and unless you explain 
the phenomena by ‘a personality uncon- 
•sclously projected (which required ex
planation of Itself), you must admit the 
spirit theory.”

And again, writing (in 1856) from 
Rome to Mr. Westwood, she says- 
“Every fact is a word of God, and I 
call it irreligious to say, ‘I will look 
away from that because it will do me 
harm.’ Why be afraid of the truth? 
God Is in the truth and he is called also 
love. The evil results of certain ex
periences of this class result mainly 
from the superstitious and distorted 
views held by most people concerning 
the spiritual world. We have to learn 
we in the body, that death does not 
teach all things. Death is simply an 
accident Foolish Jack Smith, who 
died on Monday is on Tuesday still fool
ish Jack Smith. If people, who on 
Monday scorned his opinions prudently, 
will on Tuesday receive his least words 
as oracles, they very naturally go mad 
or at least do something as foolish as 
their insplrer is.” . '

And to Miss Mitford, in October of 
1854, she writes:

“For my own part, I have been long 
convinced that what we call death Is a 
mere incident in life.” '

Tennyson has left numerous records 
ofthis conviction’regarding the wider 
penetration of the Seen and the Unseen 
in private letters as well as in his 
poems. ■

At all events, these latter-day man
ifestations of a power of which both 
the Old and New Testaments are full 
incited plenty of agitated controversy, 
and naturally led to much fraud, pre
tension and nonsense. Sir William 
Crookes, one of the most celebrated scl- 
-entlsts, was one of the first—perhaps 
the first of scientific men—to approach 
the subject as a serious study some 
thirty years ago. He became absolutely 
convinced of the possible reality of the 
phenomenal and this year, in his an
nual address as president of the British 
Association of Scientists at Bristol, 
England, on the evening of September 
7, Dr. Crookes, after dwelling, upon scl-1 
entifle discoveries and triumphs, said: ’

‘‘These, then, are some of the sub
jects. weighty and far-reaching, on 
whlcn my own attention. has been 
chiefly concentrated. Upon one other 
interest I have not yet touched—to me 
ihe weightiest and the farthest-reach-

. J;.iu ii.
| Ing of all;' No Incident in my scientific 

career la more widely known than the 
part I took many years ago in certain 
psychic researches'. Thirty years have 
passed since I published an account of 
experiments tending to show that out
side a scientific knowledge there ex
ists a force exercised by intelligence 
differing from the ordinary intelligence 
common to mortals. This fact in my 
life is, of course, well understood by 
those who honored me with the invita
tion to become your president. Perhaps 
among my audience some may feel anx
ious as to whether I shall speak out or 
be silent. I elect to speak, although 
briefly. To enter at length on a still 
debatable subject would be unduly to 
Insist on a topic which—as Wallace, 
Long and Barrett have already shown— 
though not unfitted for discussion at 
these meetings, does not enlist the in
terest of a majority of my scientific 
brethren. To ignore the subject would 
be an act of cowardice—an act of cow
ardice I feel no temptation to commit. 
To stop short in any research that bids 
fair to widen the gates of knowledge, 
to recoil for fear of difficulty or adverse 
criticism, is to bring reproach on sci
ence. There is nothing for the In
vestigator to do but to go straight on
to follow the light wherever it may 
lead, even though it should at times re
semble a will-o’-the-wlsp. I have noth
ing to retract I adhere to my already 
published statements. Indeed, I might 
add much thereto. I regret only a cer
tain timidity which, no doubt, partly 
militated against their acceptance by 
the scientific world. My own knowl
edge at that time scarcely extended be 
yond the fact that certain phenomena 
new to science had assuredly occurred, 
and were attested by my own sober 
senses, and better still by automatic 
record. I was like some two-dlmen- 
slonal being who might stand at the 
singular point of a surface and thus 
find himself In infinitesimal and in
explicable contact with a plane of ex
istence not his own. I think I see a 
little farther now. I have glimpses of 
something like coherence amqng the 
strange elusive phenomena—of some
thing like continuity between those un
explained forces and laws already 
known. This advance is largely due to 
the labor of another association of 
which I have also the honor this year to 
be president—the Society for Psychical 
Research. And, were I now in
troducing for the first time these in
quiries to the world of science, I would 
choose a starting-point from that of old. 
It would be well to begin with telep
athy—with the fundamental law, as I 
believe It to be, that thoughts and 
images may be transferred from one 
mind to another without the agency of 
the recognized -organs of sense—that 
knowledge may enter the human mhid 
without being communicated iu any 
hitherto known and recognized way.”

A rather Interresting corroboration of 
the belief in the Intimate connection of 
the Seen and me Unseen worlds comes 
in an unexpected way from the expe
rience of a noted French physician. Dr. 
Moutin is a member of the Facultie de 
Paris, and as a magnetic physician of 
eminence built up a great practice. His 
attention was arrested by the fact that 
out of every hundred patients whom he 
sent into the magnetic sleep a large pro
portion “live, for the time being, in the 
spiritual life, seeing what takes place In 
the beyond and being able to furnish a 
tolerably clear notion, though not alto
gether exact, regarding it. The sleep
er beholds more or less distinctly, ac
cording to his capabilities,” says Dr. 
Moutin. “All do not perceive with the 
same precision; but all, notwithstand
ing, agree in affirming the same thing 
with regard to the existence of the 
soul.”

Dr. Moutin explains this by saying 
that, as a consequence of the mag
netized condition, “the spirit of the sub
ject becomes more or less disengaged 
from Its terrestrial bedrock.” For It 
must be borne in mind that one does 
not in some mysterious manner acquire 
a spiritual body by dying, but that we 
are here and now spiritual beings in 
spiritual bodies which are temporarily 
clothed upon with the physical covering 
as the fit instrument by which the 
spiritual being may relate himself to a 
physical world, and as the fitting In
strument by means of which he may 
express himself In this world. A va
riety of causes, as a severe illness, the 
effect of certain drugs, or the effect of 
magnetic and hypnotic treatment, par
tially disengages the ethereal from the 
spiritual body, relapses the interpene
tration, and thus enables the individual, 
for the time being, to come into con
scious use of clairvoyant and clalr- 
audient powers. For the physical body 
limits the powers of the spirit, does not 
produce them. .

“The body would thus be.” says 
Kant, “not the cause of our thinking, 
but merely the restrictive thereof, and, 
although essential to a sensuous and 
animal consciousness, it may be re
garded as an impeder of our pure 
spiritual life.”

Prof. William James, of Harvard 
University, who is justly claimed in 
two hemispheres to be the greatest liv
ing psychologist, has given, in his little 
book called “Human Immortality,” a 
luminous view when he says:

“Suppose, for example, that the whole 
universe of material things—the furni
ture of earth and-choir of heaven- 
should turn out to be a mere surface 
veil of phenomena, hiding and keeping 
back the world of genuine realities. 
Such a supposition is foreign neither to 
common sense nor to philosophy. Com
mon sense believes in realities behind 
the veil, even too superstltiously, and 
idealistic philosophy declares the whole 
world of natural experience, as we get 
it, to be but a time mask, sheltering or 
refracting the one infinite Thought, 
which is the sole reality, into those 
millions of finite streams of conscious
ness known to us as our individual 
selves.”

The careful and Intelligent work of 
the Society for Psychical Research—' 
largely due to the indefatigable and 
noble personal devotion of its secretary, 
Dr. Richard Hodgson—and the con
stantly Increasing testimony of men 
and women whose word has weight, 
have combined to produce a great mod
ification, if not transformation, of the 
general attitude of thought. Such men 
and women as Bishop Potter, Rev. Dr. 
E, Winchester Donald, Rev. Dr. Heber 
Newton, Rev. Samuel Richard Fuller, 
Rev. Dr.* Minot J. Savage, Canon Wil
berforce of Westminster Abbey, Rev. 
John Page Hopps, Mrs. Mary A. Liver
more, Mrs. Lucinda H. Stone, Mrs. 
Mabel Loomis Todd, Thomas Sargeant 
and Lifla Cabot Perry, Mrs. Edwin P. 
Whipple, B. F. and Sara A. Underwood, 
and a host of others whose names rep
resent the best intellectual and moral 
life of the day; such philosophers and 
scientists as Sir William Crookes, Fred
eric Myers, Prof. Sldgwick, Prof. 
Lodge, Dr. Richard Hodgson, and Prof. 
William James—all acknowledge their 
conviction that the change of death 
does not close the avenues of com
munication between those In the phys

: leal and those in the ethereal world.
All this brings us back, however, to 

the primary purpose of this paper, 
which is simply the venturing to ask 
that we may take sweet counsel to
gether and consider whether there is, 
whether there possibly can be, anything 
“dangerous” in an earnest study of the 
nature and the destiny of man; whether 
the entire drama of human life is not

uplifted, strengthened, and ennobled' 
the consciousness that it is enacted 
the presence of the Unseen. The “clo 
of witness” is no myth, but a vital fao 
tor in the day’s experience.

Mr. Cranch, the poet, Intimates th* - 
one great truth regarding the life to 
come, as the entrance on a more real . 
and more positive condition, when h* 
says: _ . ..

“We are spirits clad In veils,
Man by man was never seen, 

All our deep communion falls
To remove the shadowy screen.”

Why, that event which we call death 
Is the beginning of life—the entrance 
upon the more positive, the larger, tha 
more significant phase of living. This 
part of life Is preparatory, experiment
al; it Is like the rehearsal before tha 
play, the tuning of the Instruments be
fore the symphony. We are not living, 
but preparing to live. Not that ttil0i 
part of life is unimportant, or “a vale 
of tears,” or a period of time to be en
dured as may be, careless as to its great 
opportunities. What kind of prepara
tion for the university would be that 
preparatory school whose pupils were 
Idle and aimless?

Now, if we may live in close touch 
with that Unseen world of higher 
forces, higher laws, and greater sig
nificance which interpenetrates our 
own and is interwoven with this state 
like warp and woof; if we can inteUl- 
gently recognize its currents of energy 
and relate our own lives to them; if we 
may have friendships and companion
ships among those of our friends who 
are unseen as well as among those who 
are seen; If we may understand some
thing of the nature of that life to 
which we are all speeding on—Is It not 
the most valuable advantage possible? 
If it be not “dangerous” to associate 
with our friend who was here yester
day, can it be when he has gone to
morrow? As to the companionship or 
the communication with the unseen be
ing demoralizing,” is it not on the 
same ground as with any social rela
tions? Does it not rest with ourselves 
as to whether our social life, our 
affiliations, shall be demoralizing or up
lifting? The entrance to the life beyond 
is not by violent revolution, but by 
gentle evolution. “Death is not the end 
of life, but merely an event in life,” 
said Bishop Phillips Brooks. It is 
merely one of the events in life. And 
man may learn-and is learning-so to 
develop his spiritual powers, so to live 
the life of the spirit now and here, that 
he is coming under the dominion of the 
higher laws that prevail In the Unseen. 
The practical annihilation of time, and 
space and matter, by electrical appli
ances and by the Roentgen ray, is th ft 
initiation into life on a higher plane 
governed by higher laws. On tlds plane 
shall we live companioned with noble 
and inspiring friendships of those in the 
unseen world, as well as with those 
here.

Kato Field’s prophetic mind Impelled 
her to say, some fifteen years ago, “I 
look to see science prove immortality." 
That expectation is already fulfilled. 
But if we are, or rather as we are Im
mortal, let us be immortal now. Let 
us live the life of the spirit—more re
plete with energy, with positive power 
of executive usefulness; more irresisti
ble in its progress because to live in the 
spirit is to live jlie lift» of harmony and 
good will to all—the life of love with its 
result of peace and joy!

The Brunswick, Boston.

FOR THE GOOD OF THE CAUSE. 
While there Is a truth, when rightly 

understood, in the idea of leaving first 
principles and going on unto perfection, 
there Is neither wisdom nor safety in 
Spiritualists leaving that which was In 
the beginning of the modern movement, 
and has continued to be, the real main
stay and strength of our cause as a con
vincing and converting power, bringing 
people to accept spirit return and com
munion as a demonstrated fact.

Family and private circles were and 
are the means most potent, most sua- 
slve, in their kindly, genial, unpreten
tious way, to lead Inquiring minds to a 
firm, safe knowledge of the truth em
bodied in Spiritualism.

I1 or it is not in the whirl winds and 
earthquakes of the stagy eclat of the 
rostrum, that the most powerful and 
abiding convictions and results are at
tained, but rather in the unpretentious 
and quiet force emanating from the un
assuming mediumship seen and heard 
and felt in the homelike family circle, 
where there is no pecuniary inducement 
to fraudulent practices.

Of course there may be petty fraud In 
any circle, however sacred its‘precincts, 
but it must be intelligible to every ap
prehension that, witlt the pecuniary 
temptation lacking, there is the least 
possible reason for counterfeit medium
ship, pretended tests, or fictitious mani
festations. As a rule, the work In the 
family circle may be depended upon as 
genuine, as there is no gain to be de
rived from fraud.

The new year should witness a wide
spread revival of good old-fashioned 
spiritual family circles. Let this be. and 
the year will chronicle an awakening of 
interest In Spiritualism that will lead 
to rich and glad results, in the spread 
of our great light, the increase of our 
numerical force, the enlargement of our 
borders.

The family circle Is the nucleus of the 
development of Spiritualism In its mod
ern form: the centers whence the light 
spreads its rays to enlighten the world, 
to dissipate the darkness of ignorance, 
break the bondage of wrong religious 
teachings, and liberating human minds 
from thralldom to olden superstition, 
and modern bigotry whether scientific 
or religious.

While therefore the proven genuine 
medium is honored and generously sus
tained, let the fraudulent pretenders be 
ignored by all, and family and private 
circles be formed everywhere, for local 
benefit and the general good of our 
cause.

This, together with enlarged circula
tion of Spiritualist papers, and other 
spiritual literature, will aid in the ex
tension of our cause and truth, and the 
growth of Spiritualism in the world.

One or two additional subscribers for 
The Progressive Thinker means four to 
ten more readers, means increased in
terest, means more intelligent and en
lightened Spiritualists, and Increased 
strength to our forces in the great bat
tle for truth, freedom and humanity.

A FRANK ADMISSION.
We can all more than half indorse 

Rev. Dr. Rylance, of whom mention is 
made at length in another article, when-- 
he said:

“There are times when certain men 
have been inspired; but such times are 
confined to no epoch of history, to no ' 
particular age. At certain moments of 
their lives the great sacred writers . 1 
were Inspired, at certain other moments 
they were not The orthodox Jews will ■ 
tell you that men were divinely Inspired ; 
only during the Old Testament era. ( 
Others will tell you that only Christ’s t 
disciples and the early Christian saints ’ 
were genuinely inspired. As a matter 
of fact Sakya-Muni [Buddha], Marcus 
Aurelius, Dante, and Shakespeare were . ‘ 
inspired just as well as Moses, David, 
Isaiah, John and Paul."
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are ‘investigators’ and are 
have it known. But there 
men who are well-known 
and who are not afraid.”

Here Mr. Grece read a

It li a piece of good fortune to relate the fact that 
there la a core for rupture. Some people contend 
that only a surgeon with a knife and a needle can 
bind the broken places together, but the experience 
of R. M. Wllale, of Brandon, Wis., completely upsets 
this theory.

-----1, and put everything in order for 
the meeting.
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DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

BOWS HAS A COMMUNICATION 
FROM FARMER NICHOLS, WHO 
TOLD JUST HOW HE WAS MUR
DERED. .
The Spiritualists of Detroit are de

termined to be known to the public as 
they are and not as they are repre
sented to be through the “fake" me- 
dlums and frauds, who are continually 
being exposed, says the Journal. This 
announcement was made from .the plat
form of Dr. C. W. Burrows’ Spiritual
istic meeting last night through the me
dium of Ed. Greee. The names of all 
the prominent Spiritualists are to be 
made public. Numbers were made pub
lic last night and more are to be an
nounced in two weeks. The list in
eludes ministers, prominent business 
men, politicians, lawyers, physicians, 
newspaper men and well-known citi
zens in all walks of life.

Mr. Greee prefaced his enumeration 
of Spiritualists with a short resume of 
Spiritualism. The truth, he said, should 
be told. There was no higher religion 
than the truth. The preachers didn’t 
tell the truth for fear of losing their 
congregations and salaries; neither did 
the lawyers nor physicians for the 
same reason. All had to earn bread 
and' clothe themselves. Stern necessity 
forced them to compromise with truth.

“They don’t tell the truth,” said Mr. 
Grece, “but I will. I hate a coward. 
I can understand how a man may be 
a coward physically, and I don’t speak 
Ju that sense. I mean the cowards who 
will not face the world in their beliefs. 
There are numbers of men in this city 
who attend Spiritualistic seances and 
conferences to get consolation bf soul, 
who ought to be willing to say: ‘I’ll 
stand by the faith that Is In me, regard
less of what the world will say.’ These 
same men believe In Spiritualism, yet 
attend elegant and aristocratic 
churches and sit in costly pews while 
all the time they are contributing their 
money towards the support of Spirit
ualism.

“All religions of the world. seek to 
■carry humankind over that Stygian 
stream called death. They all call for 
immortality of the soul. What are we? 
I am talking and you are listening.

■ What is it that is talking, and what 
listening? Is it the eyes, the nose, the 
mouth? No. There is something in
side that lives and moves; a soul that 
is iu all things. That soul is God.

“The difference between the religion
ists,” continued Mr. Grece, “and the 
Spiritualists is that the religionists 
affirm the immortality of the soul by 
faith, and the Spiritualists by demon
stration. Where is the heaven of the 
Bible? The Christian heaven is some
where. We cau’t find it with the tele
scope. They say there is a hell. We 
have some deep wells, but we have not 
found it yet. We Spiritualists teach the 
people that Othello’s occupation is 
gone."

Mr. Grece went into a long discourse 
ot Prof. Crooks’ belief In Spiritualism. 
He read from the Professor’s addresses 
at scientists’ concourses, allowing that 
Prof. Crooks in his scientific researches 
has discovered an outside intelligence 
of things which communicated dif
ferently than the human family. He 
quoted Crooks as saying that he must 
bear witness to that which he had 
found, regardless of all criticism.

“There are a great mauy,” said Sir. 
Greee, “who are Spiritualists and do 
not admit it, and there are other’s who

which has had such an Importan 
Ing In the case, he said that ,h® only 
carried the watch as a matter o^ form; 
that he never wound it uj$ The spirit 
described the character aiid figures of 
those who accomplished the deed, and 
also said that he was conscious when 
he was thrown into the boat. J1 could 
occupy an hour telling you of the com-

“In two weeks from now Mr," Grece 
will detail further names of Spiritual
ists of the city and give astounding 
details of the crime. I will tell of mar
velous communications I have received 
since the death of my wife, Mrs. 
Burrows.”

To the Editor:—In this town lives 
Richard Maroson, a blacksmith aud 
wagou-maker. Several years ago he 
married a Mexican woman, who died of 
pneumonia July 2, 1898, after five days’ 
sickness, leaving a baby boy about 
eighteen months of age. After the 
child’s birth until her sickness, the 
mother bad entire care of the child. 
Just before her death, she called for the 
child and gave him a mother’s good-bye 
and blessing. As the child was of such 
tender age, the father, unable to prop
erly care for him at home, placed him 
with a tyorthy family that he might re
ceive the necessary care aud attention, 
often visiting him, taking candy, cakes, 
etc.

Withlfl the past two months his 
father and the people caring for him 
have, at sundry times, noticed him 
while playing by himself on the floor, 
start, look up in apparent wonder and 
surprise toward some vacant portion of 
the room, get on his feet, run towards 
vacancy, laughing all the time, talking 
to and calling “mamma," “mamma," as 
though seeing and talking to bis 
mother, bolding up his hands as if ex
pecting to be taken up into her arms; 
then, finding nothing substantial, stop, 
look up, surprised.and grieved, sit down 
aud cry. ,

A few days ago the child was given 
some ginger snaps. After a little, 
taking one In his hand, he looked and 
held it out towards vacancy, walking 
forward all the time, calling upon and 
talking to his mother and asking her to 
take it, and seemed greatly grieved 
when she did not take it. His father 
and family caring for him became con
cerned at the strange and unaccount
able behavior of the child, fearing that 
his mind was affected, and the father 
called In and consulted an eminent and 
liberal minded physician, who, after 
examining the child and listening to 
facts stated above, told the father to 
have no fear, as the child’s mind was 
all right—that he, the physician, be
lieved that the child did see his 
mother's materialized spirit—invisible 
to others. _

The foregoing statements nre true In 
all respects, and, being a subscriber for 
and a careful reader of The Progressive 
Thinker, I thought the facts stated 
might be of interest to other readers, 
and I also desired the comments of the 
editor or others interested, explaining

names of many well-known men who, 
lie said, were believers in Spiritism.

"There is a certain Baptist minister, 
too, who has been to all the Spiritual
istic mediums in the city. He never 
preaches a sermon but he goes to a me
dium aud asks the medium what be 
thinks of Hie sermon, and whether he 
had better preach it. If the medium 
tells him when and what to say; tells 
him how mauy converts he will make 
aud What raise of salary he will get, 
he' surely should be known as one of 
the faith.” Mr. Grace gave the min
ister's name, but said he did not know 
where lie lived.

“There are mediums in this hall who 
have been called into service by Bap
tists, nt circles where none but Baptists 
were present.

“What I blame these men for is that 
they have not the bravery, boldness and 
honesty to acknowledge before the pub
lic tlie truth. What a force it would 
give the Spiritualistic cause If all knew 
that these men were helping the faith, 
and giving their money towards its sup
port. What hurts Spiritualism more 
than anything else is the cowardice of 
those who will not acknowledge their 
belief to the world.
“There are newspaper people, too, 

who are Spiritualists, though they ac
count for it to themselves on the Hud- 
soninn theory.

At tills point Mr. Grece read another 
list of names and continued:

“If odium attaches to Spiritualism all 
should share it. If Spiritualism has 
done anything for these men they 
should acknowledge it I want to see 
the cause of investigation go on, and I 
want every one to do his part Above 
all, try all things, and hold fast to only 
what Is good. If any professed me
diums are found to be frauds, let the 
law take its course.” (Applause.)

Dr. C. W. Burrows closed the meet
ing with this statement:

“To-day in Detroit there are several 
mediums who have received distinct 
and specific communications from the 
spirit of Farmer Nichols, giving definite 
particulars of - his death, and naming 

' those who participated in the taking of 
his life.

'“The Ascher trial was a farce In light 
of the possibilities of the knowledge 
that could be communicated if the 
spirit world is listened to. I cannot 
mention names. That wouldn’t be per- 
inltted. But I will tell you how a sec
end person assisted the prime mover in 
this murder. - The people say that the 
murderer is not located. The jury has 
said so. A writing medium secured de
tails of the crime. They are these:

“The murderer prepared and planned 
the crime for mercenary purposes. A 
certain accomplice went to the head of 
the island in a boat and gathered stones 
and weights, for every part of the deed 
had been planned. After he- had 
gathered them the boat came ashore 
and there the victim was struck by the 

- accomplice. He was then tied with the 
■ wires and put in the boat, blood trick

ling into the bottom of the boat The 
blood was caused by the cutting of the 
wires into his limbs, and riot by any 
blow. When the boat was again out in 
the water the two men threw, the body 
overboard, one taking him by the head 
end one by the feet. Thus we can ac
count for the circumstances and de- 
flciencies existent in the theory tbat the 
murder was eomitted by one man, and 
that it was Impossible for one man to

Mrs. Kayner in Watseka, III.
In 1869, E. V. Wilson, the noted Spir

itualist lecturer and test medium, came 
to Watseka and delivered four lectures, 
each lecture followed by quite a num
ber of tests given to persons indiscrimi
nately among the audience. Some of 
them were very remarkable Indeed, and 
nearly all that were given were recog
nized. His meetings produced a good 
and lasting effect and many are here 
now who well remember those meet
ings.

On Friday, December 15, Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner, a daughter of E. V. 
Wilson, came here and has given sev
eral lectures, each one followed by tests 
given to persons in the audience, by 
which she has proved herself to be 
“a chip from the old block.” Her au
diences have been necessarily small, as 
there are not Spiritualists enough here 
to own a hall and no hall or. place of 
meeting to be had but the Opera House, 
and that is too expensive. The meet
ings therefore were held at private res
idences. Mrs. Kayner held the un
divided attention of her audiences from 
start to finish, and although the meet
ings were held until a late hour, the 
people were very reluctant to leave. 
Her tests were generally very remarka
ble and convincing and readily recog
nized. I have been a Spiritualist; thirty- 
three years, have witnessed tests given 
in public and private by many of our 
best mediums, but I have never wit
nessed anything in that line to equal 
those given by Mrs. Kayner Sunday 
night, December 18, and those to whom 
they were given will hold them in mem
ory so long as life shall last. Mrs. 
Rayner’s work here will never be for
gotten. She has endeared herself to all 
who have met her, and it is hoped and 
expected that she will return here soon 
to complete the work so well begun.

MOSES HULL ARTICLE 
NUMBER SIX.

This morning’s mail brings me a copy 
of The Union Signal, a paper of over 
100,000 circulation. The paper contains 
a marked editorial attempting to prove 
the Bible divine and Christianity true 
by the fulfillment of its prophecies. It 
refers particularly to Deut. 28. This is 
the one chapter nearly always quoted 
to prove prophecy divine. The argu
ment is presented that this chapter has 
been fulfilled in the Jews. But it is a 
mistake; it has not been fulfilled. 
Verses 04-68 are always referred to as 
pointed predictions which have met a 
fulfillment. They read as follows:

“And the Lord shall scatter ’thee 
among all people, from the one eud of 
the earth even unto the otiier; aud there 
thou ■ shalt serve other ‘Gods, which 
neither thou nor thy fathers have 
known, even wood and stone. And 
among these nations shalt thou find no 
ease, neither shall the sole of thy foot 
have rest; but the Lord shall give thee 
there a trembling of heart, and failing 
of eyes, aud sorrow of mind; and thy 
life shall hang in doubt before thee; 
and thou shalt fear day and night, and 
shalt have none assurance of thy life. 
In the morning thou shalt say, would 
God it were even! and at even thou 
shalt say, would God it were morning! 
for the fear of thine heart wherewith 
thou shalt fear, and for the sight of 
thine eyes which thou shalt see. And 
the Lord shall bring thee Into Egypt 
again with ships, by the way whereof 
I spake unto thee, thou shalt see it no 
more again; and there ye shall be sold 
unto your enemies for bondmen and 
bond women, and no man shall buy 
you.’’ -
THE PROPHECY NOT FULFILLED.

Many things In this prophecy have 
never been fulfilled, While the He
brews have been scattered partially, as 
Is here predicted; and as any sagacious 
statesman could have foretold would 
have been the result of a certain course 
of conduct on their part, It Is not true 
that when scattered among the nations 
they served other gods which neither 
they nor their fathers had known, -No 
threats, no punishment, no terror has 
been able to compel the Hebrews to 
bow down and worship gods of wood 
and stone. This has been thoroughly 

■fried on hundreds of occasions. Death 
in a furnace heated “one seven times 
hotter than it was wont to be heated” 
was threatened and tried in the plain of 
Dura, when they were captives in 
Babylon; and from that day until 
within the present century it has been 
tried iu vain to make the Hebrews 
recognize some other deity beside their 
Yahweh, but the efforts have always 
failed to accomplish the desired results, 
as did those of the great Nebuchad
nezzar. Dr. Adam Clarke has testified 
that from the time the Jews were taken 
to Babylon down to this day, no threats 
nor punishments, no bribes nor rewards 
have been able to force nor lead the 
Jews into the worship of other gods 
than the God of their fathers.

That the Lord scattered them among 
all nations from one end of the earth to 
the other is not true. That they have 
not generally settled down and gone 
into agricultural pursuits is very gen
erally true. They have been a trading 
people; trade has sent them to every 
nation where they could make a dollar. 
They have been the money-lenders—the 
money, sharks of the world.

The reason of this has been that they 
have always tried to keep their wealth 
in as small a compass as possible so 
that they could at any time obey the 
summons to return to their own land at 
the call of their Messiah, or his agent. 
That the Jews were taken by ship loads 
Into Egypt I think is not true. Many of 
them lived in Egypt from the days of 
the Babylonish captivity until some 
time after the opening of the Christian 
Era, but they did not live there as 
slaves but as citizens. They had their 
own forms of worship, and under 
Ptolemy Phlladelphus their own scrip
tures were translated from their lost 
Hebrew language into Greek for their 
benefit. Thus this one scripture quoted 
more than any other to prove the fulfill
ment of prophecy was not fulfilled.
OTHER PROPHECIES NOT FUL

FILLED.

Santa Claus Is Denounced.
The Baptist primary workers for Sun

day-schools at the South Baptist 
church, Milwaukee, recently “knocked" 
poor old Santa Glaus. Miss Ellen Grif
fiths led a discussion on the question 
whether Santa Claus should be allowed 
to come into church and take part in 
entertainments in person, whether he 
should be allowed to enter the home, 

’ whether he should be allowed to be at 
all.

There were some who said that the 
old man should be forever banished. 
They argued that he was a delusion and 
likely to become a snare. They claimed 
that if children were taught that there 
was a Santa Slaus and believed In him 
firmly, they would lose confidence in 
their parents and In all things that the 
parents had taugbt them when the 
awakening time came.

They declared that no untruths should 
be told to the children. The majority 
of those who took part in the discussion 
stuck right by the old fellow. He Is a 
myth, but Ue Is such a delightful myth. 
He is the embodiment of all that is 
good, and happy, and generous, and 
thoughtful, and loving. Children will 
understand that when they grow older. 
One woman said that If her parents had 
taken Santa Claus from her they would 
have deprived her of a great part of the 
pleasures of her childhood. She for one 
was going to teach her children as She 
had been taught It was agreed on both 
sides, however, that the deception, if 
such it can be called, ought not to be 
kept up after the children are bld 
enough'to doubt the existence of . the 
mythical old Santa.

"Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It Is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
■avery detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach bf adverse criticism; Price, 
Z> cents. For sale at this office.

sign that Ahaz wtis to! conquer, and 
that within sixty-five years the king or 
kingdoms that wereito wifi- against him 
should not exist. -Now I Avould like to 
be informed hoWj.|he birth of Jesus, 
which occurred seven hundred years 
after this battle,, would te a sign to 
Ahaz that he would conquer in bls im
pending fight, and!that within sixty- 
five years the laud against which he 
fought should be forsakeB of both her 
kings. On this point Tnomas Paine 
said: ,-

“It would have been mockery and In
sulting nonsense 0r Isaiah to have 
assured Ahaz as a sign that these two 
kings should not prevail against him, 
that a child should be born seven hun
dred years after his death; and that, 
before the child so born .should know to 
refuse the evil and choose the good, he, 
Ahaz, should be delivered from the 
danger he was immediately threatened 
with.”—Age of Reason, p. 162.

(To be Continued.)

Signs of the Public Cause,
A weekly glance at the speakers’ no

tices in the spiritual-papers, will lead 
one to suppose that the field of labor is 
not very prolific. Most of the’ speakers 
have spare time and . are soliciting en
gagements, and the tried and true are 
the ones mostly In need. Why is this? 
Having asked for sueh engagements, I 
reply, “the local societies are seeking 
cheap talent;” and the home markets 
are getting to be better supplied with 
local speakers who do not tax the treas
ury. With all of tbls the support from 
Individuals has lessened until the local 
societies cannot pay living prices. 
There has also beer), very heavy taxa
tion to support some organized forms of 
effort, and the local cause has suffered 
therefrom. Several capable workers 
have lately Said they, must soon seek 
other avenues to earn a livelihood. 
This is not a glowing picture. But, the 
number of Spiritualists has rapidly in
creased. The trend of the spiritual 
facts and philosophy is. in the ascend
ant, but organic union and support is 
in the decline. Surely, we have some 
improper means employed in the propa
ganda. ।

The States and National Associations 
may be placing the public work into a 
few hands—and some have said so—and 
thus centralizing the forces, The eud 
may warrant the means and effort, but 
the cry often goes out to encourage ev
ery possible worker. A little practical 
effort of the latter is essential, in that 
the field may be kept glowing with ever- 
renewed fires. Henqe, if some shall be
come back numbers, the young workers 
will not be wanting., But the old war
riors should be ever- held in memory 
dear, and the field work be apportioned 
upon some Just basis. The local socie
ties need more enterprise, ^ind a larger 
liberality. Individuals need a quicken
ing of desire to help thé cause, and a 
more spiritual comprehension of the 
needs of humanity to have the gospel of 
Spiritualism preached unto them.

January Is a good month to resolve to 
do a greater work .than ever for truth.

AN OLD WORKER.

Christmas at Berkley Hall, 
Boston.

It was my pleasure and' privilege to 
spend the greater , part of Christmas 
day in Berkley Hall, attending the 
Children’s Lyceum.', entertainment and 
dinner, and listening to the instructive 
lecture in the evening by Prof. Wm. M. 
Lockwood. A pretty sight It was to see

I will now examine prophecies in the 
Old Testament supposed to have been 
fulfilled in the new. The writer of the 
book of Matthew, or rather the second 
century monk who Interpolated many 
things into the book of Matthew, was 
greater and wilder on finding and 
making the fulfillment of prophecy 
than any other writer before William 
Miller and the Adventists. He gen
erally quotes prophecy wrong, and 
always Interprets it wrong. In Matt 
1:22, he says:

“Now all this was done, that it might 
be fulfilled which was spoken of the 
Lord by the prophet, saying, behold, a 
virgin shall be with child, and shall 
bring forth a son, and they shall call his 
name Emmanuel, which- being in
terpreted is, God with us.”

The anxiety to have a “god with ns," 
as many heathen nations had done, was 
the father to this wildest of all wild 
interpretations of prophecy. In order 
to understand the prophecy which this 
writer misrepresents, it will be neces
sary to briefly examine a part of the 
7th chapter of Isaiah.

It will be found that when Ahaz was 
king of Judah, Rezin the Syrian king, 
and Pekin, the son of the king of Israel, 
went up to Jerusalem to make war on 
Ahaz. These two powers had con
federated together to destroy Judah. 
Ahaz was thoroughly afraid they would 
do it; so the Lord sent his prophet 
Isaiah to him with a prophecy that 
these confederates would fall. Isaiah 
went to him, and in verse 4, said, “Take 
heed and be quiet, fear not, neither be 
faint hearted,” then he added in verses 
7-9, "Thus salth the Lord God, it shall 
not stand, neither shall it come to pass. 
For the head of Syria Is Damascus, and 
the head of Damascus is Rezin; and 
within three-score and five years shall 
Ephraim be broken that he be not a 
people. And the head of Ephraim is- 
Samaria, and thè head of Samaria is 
Remallah’s son. If ye will not believe, 
surely ye shall not be established.”

After making this prophecy of the 
failure of the federation, he says, 
“Within three score and five years 
shall Ephraim be broken that he be not 
a people.” He asks Ahaz to ask for a 
sign that this prediction Is true. This 
Ahaz refused to do; he would not tempt 
the Lord. Then the prophet says:

"Hear ye now, O house of David; Is 
it a small thing for you to weary men, 
but will ye weary my God also? There
fore the Lord the Lord himself shall 
give you a sign; behold a virgin shall 
conceive aud bear a son, and shall qall 
his name Immanuel. Butter and honey 
shall he eat, that he may know to re-' 
fuse the evil and choose the good. For 
before the child shall know to refuse 
the evil and choose the good, the land 
that thou hbhorrest shall be forsaken of 
both her kings.” Verses 13-16, It ia 
plain that the child was to be bom as a

the little ones in the various exercises 
of recitations, readings, singing, march
ing with flags, and to behold them 
gathered around a tastefully decorated 
table partaking of the delicacies of the 
Christmas season. A general festive 
time was indulged in by young and old. 
This lyceum has one hundred members, 
and is ably led by J. B. Hutch, Jr., and 
his estimable wife.

The lecture of the evening was on a 
different line of thought than that 
usually followed by Prof. Lockwood, 
and showed bls deep research into the 
fundamental principles of our govern
ment The subject was, “What is a 
Citizen and What is Citizenship?” He 
quoted Aristotle’s definition of a citizen 
os one who had the right to enter into 
every department of government not 
to be represented but to have a voice 
himself.

He spoke of the government Solon 
presided over in Rome 594 B. C., where 
the people over thirty years of age had 
the right to vote directly on all ques
tions appertaining to government, and 
where all were taxed according to their 
Income. “As our government is now 
managed,” he said, “we are represented 
in all but one department, hence in 
reality are only one-quarter of a citizen, 
and have to abide by th^Taws others 
malte for us, having no voice whatever 
in the matter.”

He told a little story of a farmer he 
knew, who had retired from active 
work and let others manage his land for 
him. At the end of the year all his 
erops had been disposed of and he was 
In debt $G00. He wondered how this 
could have occurred and asked Mr. 
Lockwood wherein the fault lay. The 
reply was that he had been too well 
represented and others had taken ad
vantage of him. “It is this way with 
our present government," continued 
Prof. Lockwood. “We elect representa
tives in various departments, who sell 
our liberties to monopolies and place us 
in debt We now have the privilege of 
giving $3 worth of work for $1 worth of 
pay, and as inventions and improve
ments are made the people are more 
surely being pressed to the wall and the 
capitalists owning them tin they áre 
virtually slaves instead'.'of freeborn 
citizens. ' ' ;

“The best remedy I'knbw of to cor
rect these evils Is a system similar to 
that of the Initiative and! Referendum. 
I am not speaking fo you £8 á Repub
lican, Democrat, Populist br Socialist, 
but as one who had,! the Tyelfare ot hu
manity at heart ana one tóio wants to 
rouse the people to the‘real state of 
affairs now existing; and'id have them 
apply remedies with their ballots, so 
that their posterity, may éruoy the free
dom of true citizenship.” J

In the lecture for,next .Sunday even
ing, which will be aiontimiation of this 
one. Prof. Lockwood Intends to show 
that genius, or a.‘man ‘and woman’s 
brain power, should be the real value 
of worth, not thefollar find that in
tellect, not mammon, should rule the 
world. LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

Boston, Mass. '

A few words from the southern camp, 
near Lake Helen, Fla., may Interest 
your readers at a time when thermome
ters are ranging from ten to thirty de
grees below zero In the North.

We are sitting with open doors or on 
piazzas, dressed as one ordinarily would 
iu a Northern June. The sun is shining, 
mocking birds sing and the scrub Jays 
and red-birds saucily call for their 
crumbs whenever they hear the rattle 
of the breakfast dishes. I have friends 
who call me a crank because I honestly 
thiuk this is one of the loveliest and 
most healthful spots on earth. A gen
eral description of the place has been 
given so mauy times, that it is super
fluous to write anything of that nature, 
but truly, there is a subtle, psychic 
charm, a spiritual rest, an atmosphere 
of healing power, that is not found in 
other portions of the state of Florida.

Persons who are not “Spiritualist 
cranks admit this fact, and already we’ 
have located with us several belonging 
to other religious denominations, who 
have traveled over different parts of the 
state and settled In this spot as the 
most healthful and satisfactory.

The utmost harmony seems to pre
vail not only in the management, but 
between all classes of persons on the 
ground. Can it be that the study and 
Influence of the “Mild Hindoo” philoso
phy has anything to do with it? We 
have a class that meets each week and 
listens to the reading of Raja Yoga, 
written by Swami Vlvekananda and it 
is surprising what an interest is mani
fested. Perhaps this Vedantic philos
ophy may be more attractive to many 
by associating It with the Hindoo name 
We who are Spiritualists know that it 
Is the same truth which has been given 
many, many times through the inspired 
lips of mediums and called the “Philos
ophy of Spiritualism.”

It is possible that the universal satis
faction la the new management of the 
hotel may play Its part In the general 
influence of good-will, for it is a notable 
fact that the foundation of good relig
ion is good food. Artemus Ward said 
truly, “You cannot feed a man on 
tracts when bls stomach is yearning 
for victuals."

Spiritualist camp grounds, with rare 
exceptions, are not extraordinary culi
nary successes, and ours is among the 
exceptions this season. The Dhorn 
Brothers, from New Hampshire, are in
stalled as managers, and the tables are

The treasurer, Frank B. Bond, of De 
Laud, Fla,, is one of the busiest of men. 
He does not honor us with bls presence 
as frequently as we might wish, but 
he has always stood in the breech when 
emergencies arose, and none have been 
more generous. '■

The best route from the middle and 
northwestern states and Cincinnati to 
Lake Helen, is the “Queen and Cres
cent.” It is about one hundred miles 
shorter, and Is very picturesque; one 
can get a good view of the famous 
Lookout Mountain at Chattanooga, 
from the car window. When ready to 
make your southern trip, see that your 
ticket reads via Cincinnati “Queen and 
Crescent” route to Jacksonville, and 
Florida East Coast R’y to Lake Helen. 
Special Information concerning this 
route will be given by W. C. Rlnearson, 
Gen. Pass. Agent Q. & C. Route, Cin
cinnati, Ohio. -

I have had Spiritualists say to me, 
“Why, I didn’t know anything about 
your meeting at Lake Helen. I was in 
Florida and would have attended had 
I known.” “Do you take The Pro
gressive Thinker, or any other Spirit
ualist paper?” “Well, no-q. I do not 
take any Spiritualist paper just now.” 
How do such persons expect to get In
formation concerning the general move
ments of Spiritualists? If any of your 
readers know of persons who are too 
poor to pay a dollar a year for a news
paper, and have money enough' to 
travel In Florida, if they will send me 
their names and addresses I will send 
them circulars at once. I shall be 
pleased to impart any detailed Informa
tion concerning this place and the com
ing meeting, if they will address

EMMA J. HUFF, 
Cor Sec’y Spiritualist Gamp.

Lake Helen Florida.

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom 
panied by their requi 
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The/ Progressive

"Edith,,Bramley's .'Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. - ' ..

"The Great Roman Anaconda." By 
Pref. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It ts good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

beginning February 5, 1899, Is auspi
cious, in fact, I think better in many re
spects than at any previous year. Al
ready a numljgr of families are located 
in cottages, several in the Apartment 
House, a large company is expected on 
the next excursion steamer from the 
east, and many from different parts of 
the north-west will arrive soon after 
the holidays. A large number of val
uable books will soon arrive from the 
north, which have been donated to the 
Marlon Library. Among the list of 
donors are the well-known names, Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie, Mr. Wilbert Northnip, Mrs. 
Emily Tllllnghast, Mrs. O’Donnell and 
Mrs. A. L. Pettingill.

W. F. Peck, who is to be one of the 
speakers at the camp this season, is 
also to have charge of the singing. He 
will bring his niece from St. Louis as 
assistant, who is a fine organist and so
prano singer.

C. Fannie Allyn, Clara Field Conant, 
and Loe F. Prior are on the list of 
speakers.

W. W- Wilkins, a test, trance and 
healing medium from Boston, Is located 
In the Apartment House; he gives ex
cellent medicinal baths, and will re
main during the entire season.

Mrs. Nellie Mosher, test medium has 
been engaged for the platform.

Effie Moss, materializing medium is 
expected. She will remain during the 
entire meeting.

The president of the camp, Dr. H. H. 
Brigham, of Fitchburg, Mass., is de
tained at his home in the north on ac
count of the illness of Mrs. Brigham.

J. D. Palmer Is occupying his pretty 
cottage which was built last season. 
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer entertained friends 
at the hotel on Christmas day, where a 
royal dinner was served by the Dhorn 
Brothers.

Mr. J. D. Clark, of East Jaffrey, N.H- 
one of the camp managers, is expected 
on the next excursion steamer, which 
leaves New York, Jan. 6, It is to Mr. 
Clark that we are indebted for securing 
the very efficient hotel managers for 
this season.

Mr. and Mrs. Eber Bond, of Willough
by, Ohio, occupy the Concannon cot
tage. Mr. Bond is interested here as 
being one of the trustees, and is well 
known by his prominent relation to 
many different societies in the north.

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

MR. R. M. WILSLE, Brandon, W!b.

There Is a doctor in Adams, N. YM who bus <l cov
ered a marvelous aytitem of treatment that noi..uy 
retains any kind of rupture but also causes the mus
cles to grow together. Mr. Wllsle heard of it and 
gave It a test. The results were astonishing.

Although 61 years of age and badly ruptured for 
more than twenty years, Mr. Wlislo began to mend at 
onee and was perfectly cured in a remarkably short 
time. Today he is hale aud hearty, a flue looking 
pentlchian and completely restored from the slightest 
trace of rupture. He naturally- recommends the sys
tem highly. His cure excited considerable Interest 
among bls neighbors many of whom were also rup
tured and who have since been cured.

The system of cure Is the discovery of Dr. W. B. 
Rier, one of the best known rupture specialists tn the 
country. He has recently issued an illustrated book 
on the subject of rupture and sends it free to every* 
one; hie object being to disabuse the public mind 
tbat rupture cannot be cured. The beauty of hie sys
tem Ib the absence of all pain; absolute Immunity 
from danger; no operation of any kind; and not the 
loss of a minute’s time from work This la a subject 
well worth inquiring Into. Thousands of people have 
friends who are ruptured and they will do them a life
long service to tell them of this new and marvelous 
home euro. Send for the book. It Is free to all. It 
folly explains the system of cure and U immensely 
valuable to all who arc ruptured. Write at once to 
Or. W. S. Rice, 871 L. Main st, Adams. N. Y.

New Year, coming up the slope, 
Ring for us the bells of hope; 
O’er the cities and the dells, 

' Ring for us your sweetest bells I
Ring us songs for bitter sighs; 
Smiles for tears that dim the eyes; 
Peace for paining and for strife— 
Joy that blesses—brightens life! 
New Year, coming up the slope,

bells ot nope I 
—Atlanta Constitution.

In order to reach a class of new readers we will 
send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also sena free of charge the back chapters of 
that remarkable story, “Juno, or the New Wo
man,” written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea^ of California. The story will interest 
you. You should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
new yearly ones will get the back chapters free, 
if they subscribe soon.

take notice.
Bear in mind that the order for th® 

premium book must always be accom. 
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not b« 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each ono 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending bls subscription one year. On 
no oilier terms will the premium be 
sent out.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little moto . 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent ono year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits ot The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office In the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

The Spiritualist who commences now. 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, la 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we aro doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Orcult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

It is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in th« 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift Â 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you In turn to aid us by extending th« 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Principles of .Light and Color.” By 
B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medicai men especially, and ' 
scientists, general •¿baders and student» 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talning beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It - -

“The Religion of the Future.” By 8. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, doth, $1.25; paper, 
BQ cents.
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DROPS

CHILDREN IN SPIRIT LIFE 
are more happily environed than

LYCEUM BANNER, LONDON, 
ENGLAND.

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

LIGHT OF THK EAST, CAL
CUTTA, INDIA.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

“5 Drops” Three Years Ago.
DOCTORS PRONOUNCED' HIM INCURABLE.

He is still well and writes, on Oct. 10, 1898: “I feel it a duty 
that I owe to God and suffering humanity to announce to 
you and all the world what “5 Drops" bus done for me.’’
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HERU. IS OÜR 
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. 
This is an *
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and' 
pages in all, 
but as a pre

exact pic- 
outside ojr 
the elegant

| teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy, book 
contains378 
WorthS2.00 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. .

jVe would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and It is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
ou white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and ou only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker. •

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
itt alone responsible for auy assertions 
cr statements be may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tlie 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 

’that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hcuce kindly feelings 
should always be entertained tor those 
Who differ from you.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name aud ad
dress of the writer. We desire to kuow 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Will C. Hodge has closed bls engage- 
metfl at Indianapolis, and has returned 
to this city. He is open for engage
ments in any locality, aud has open 
dates for the coming season of 1899. 
Will answer all calls for funerals. Ad
dress 40 Loomis street.

Campbell Brothers write: “We wish 
to announce to our many friends that 
we are now located at 3430 Franklin 
avenue, St. Louis, Mo., where we will 
give seances, slate-writings and life
sized spirit portraits. We have just 
filled engagements at Columbus Ohio; 
also Pittsburg, Pa., where we gave 
great satisfaction, and were very suc
cessful.”

G. M. Alsdorff, M. D„ writes: "Suc
cess to your enterprise. It stands at 
the head, in my judgment.” ,

Mrs. F. E. Ewan, 1801 N.,street, Lin
coln, Neb., inspirational and test me
dium, is open for engagements within 
a radius of oue hundred miles of Lin
coln.

Allen M. Blanchard, of the Military 
Home, of Dayton, O., writes, giving 
an account of a seance where the Eng
lish and German languages were spoken 
through the trumpet with equal facility.

Mrs. Lillian Nagell, of the W. S. S. A., 
Tacoma, Washington, writes: “I send 
you herewith a club of ten subscribers; 
also ten dollars. You will please seud 
as a premium to each one, Art Magic.” 
Several others have responded nobly.

Eva Truesdell writes: “I am a sensi
tive to such an extent that by personal 
observation I have seen dalrvoyantly 
the real hell and Its wretched inhabi
tants. By my simple way of preaching 
truths to the poor souls. I have done a 
little to entitle me to better, more har
monious conditions, where a different 
influence can replace the one I am now 
feeling far too keenly for my health and 
comfort. A few nights ago I was vis
ited by some poor, flltliy-looking but 
earnest spirits, who are trying in vain 
to enter a higher sphere. They be- 
seeclied me to tell people of the hell 
they occupy, or of the mental state of 
agony the human mind is enduring in 
penalty of former crimes. The thought 
came to me to write It to The Progress
Ive Thinker, and I have acted .upon the 
Impulse given me by my last meeting 
with low spirits, and earnestly beseech 
every seer, when visited by such guests, 
to try to lend them in some way out of 
their sad condition. Do not fear them; 
If properly guarded by good angels, as 
I am, they cannot harm you, and let us 
feel full of pity and not of hatred for 
them.”

A.C. Doane writes: “Thedilgher angels 
with tlie moral and spiritual unfold- 
ment of the human mind, is sifting the., 
chaff out of the ranks of Spiritualism, 
and each one of us will have to stand 
on our own unfolded manhood, with no 
creed or declaration of principles to 
lean on, for spiritual light has not come 
to form creeds, but, to destroy the Idols 
that are worshiped by the creed 
makers, therefore the time has come 
when a man of a woman will be hon
ored by their own acts, and not for 
their belief; for true manhood has been 
(honored in all ages; it carries the 
power that demands It, and that power 
will shield the true spiritually unfolded 
man or woman from harm, fear not, 
for the truth will triumph.” .

L. M. B., of Ohio, In sending a remit
tance to this office, writes: "When I 
yinnee over this order, I feel a blush of

shame, although it is in line with the 
offer made again and again in every is
sue of the paper, yet I cannot help but 
be moved by a feeling that it requires 
monumental gall to ask all the above 
for the pittance of $2.00." You see, my 
good brother, we are working on the 
Divine Plan, wiien we send out our pre
mium-each one gets a share of the 
profits of the office, as the 20 cents for 
Art Magic is fur less than the actual 
cost of publication, ns you can readily 
see. We are glad that you see the plane 
on which we are working, and thank 
you for your kindly good feeling.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance is at home at 
0118 Drexel avenue, Chicago, where she 
can be addressed permanently. She 
would like to make engagements with 
camps for next season. Has open dates 
for several months she would like to fill.

Secretary writes from South Haven, 
Mich.: "The Progressive Spiritualists 
Society of South Haven have been en
joying a feast of good things. Mr. and 
Mrs. Dr. Denslow, of Sturgis, Mich., 
were with us two weeks. He gave us 
three lectures which were greatly en
joyed by all who beard them. Our only 
regret was that he could not stay with 
us a longer time for we feel that he 
could do a good work here, or wherever 
lie might be called."

G. W. F. Church, secretary of the 
First Spiritual Church, 100 South Hazel 
street, Danville, 111., writes: “Some few 
of us who are earnest Spiritualists, In 
this city of 20,000 inhabitants, have 
been trying to interest the people here 
In our cause off and on, during the past 
three years, renting a hall two nights a 
week and paying the expenses our
selves. The people at large seem to be 
hungry for a knowledge of Spiritual
ism. We have only been able to get 
speakers at intervals, consequently the 
Interest dies out between whiles. This 
fall we secured a hall on Main street, 
right iu the business part, second floor, 
with full control of same, 25 x 40. We 
papered and furnished it with 100 
chairs. We can seat more than 130 
comfortably; organ, carpets, tables, etc., 
all our own. We employed a lady 
speaker and psycliometrist during No
vember. During December, having no 
speaker, we have been obliged to resort 
to reading articles on Spiritualism. 
Some good trance, inspirational, test, or 
physical medium when passing through 
or near here, might find It to their ad
vantage to stop here a while. We on 
our part would be willing to give them 
the use of our hall, light, fuel, and re
ceipts for as many nights each week as 
suited them, free, our object being to 
build up a society mid Increase mem
bership. Correspondence invited.”

The secretary of the Nanaimo Spirit
ualist Association, B. C., writes: “Mr. 
Geo. P. Colby arrived here about the 
20th of October, to lecture for the Na
naimo Spiritual Association. When he 
made his first visit to Nanaimo, thir
teen years ago, he found three Spirit
ualists. Myself and husband with sev
eral others, became converts, and the 
organization of the above society was 
thfc outgrowth of his work at that time. 
Fifteen months ago he came to us 
again, stirring up the old reliables and 
bringing in fresh recruits; and now, in 
making bls third visit, be has the satis
faction of knowing that the work he 
has performed has left its impress for 
all time. While with us Mr. Colby de
livered eight lectures. So much inter
est was manifested, we found it neces
sary to take the opera bouse for the 
closing addresses. Being an eloquent 
and logical speaker, his words carry 
conviction with them, and create the 
desire to know more of these truths. 
Mr. Colby’s private reading and parlor 
seances were all that could be desired. 
Those who have once heard the Indian 
guide, ‘Seneca,’ know they can rely 
upon what lie says. At the suggestion 
of ‘Seneca’ the proceeds of three meet
ings addressed by him was donated to 
the library In connection with our so
ciety. He also formed several develop
ing circles. Through Mr. Colby’s ad
vice we expect In a short time to form 
a spiritual lyceum. Mr. Colby left us 
on Dec. 14, for Victoria, where he. will 
remain two weeks. Leaving there he 
goes to Washington, Oregon and Cali
fornia. The evening previous to his de
parture for Victoria, the members of 
the Association," with several friends, 
met at his rooms to sky farewell, and 
express their appreciation of the good 
work accomplished.” .

Secretary Lyall writes from Cleve
land, O.: -“We have bad Prof. W. Sey
mour speaking for us the past five Sun
days, and hope to be able to keep him 
with us through the winter. He is elo
quent, logical and impressive. Our 
meetings are • continually on the in
crease, and we are gathering to our 
ranks a class of people who for intelli
gence and respectability are the cream 
of the community. Following the lec
tures every Sunday evening we have

been having excellent tests. Last Bun
day Mr. H. M, French gave tests for 
one hour and every test was recognized. 
On Saturday evening last the president 
of our society, Mrs. Erritt, passed to 
spirit life. She was beloved by all who 
knew her; an earnest worker in our 
cause aud a thorough humanitarian. 
The funeral took place on Tuesday af
ternoon the 20tli inst. There was a 
goodly number of Spiritualist aud or
thodox friends present who listened 
with great interest to the remarks of
fered by Prof. Seymour. We meet ev
ery Sunday in Army and Navy hall. 
The lyceum at 10 a. m-, and lectures 
and tests at 8 p. m. Everybody wel
come.” I

Mr. Wallis, editor of the Two Worlds, 
England, will give a farewell address 
iu Cleveland, at Army and Navy Hall, 
on January 15, 1899, afternoon and 
evening.

E. A. N. writes from Wykoff, Minn.: 
“Frequently strange things come under 
one’s notice aud creep into our lives, 
but one of the strangest is told of a boy 
only four years old. His parents are re
spectable and industrious Germans, and 
live out iu the rural districts. The fath
er had been away all day, having gone 
at it distance for a load of corn, and 
during liis absence, several times 
through the day the child was heard to 
exclaim: ‘Papa will qpme home dead to
night.' Then he would cry bitterly. No 
attention was paid to his remarks. 
About seven o’clock in the evening the 
team came home alone, and a search 
was at once made for the missing 
driver. He’ was found a short distance 
from home, under the load of corn, 
which had evidently tipped over; his 
neck was broken.The children having 
early been put to bed, knew nothing of 
the occurrence. Upon waking In the 
morning the little fellow’s first words 
were, ‘Didn’t papa come home dead last 
night?’”

O. H. Figures writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “Kindly permit me through The 
Progressive Thinker to express my 
thanks to many friends who have so 
kindly expressed sympathy for me In 
the transition of my mother. I have 
been very ill for some ten or twelve 
days with heart trouble; still under the 
physician’s care, and by his orders am 
doing nothing but resting from all work 
and hope in a short time to be able to 
resume it again. There is a new so
ciety, or rather an old one revived, at 
Army and Navy Hall, with Mrs. Sey
mour as speaker, and Mr. French, test 
medium. The attendance is good. The 
West Side Society at present has no ad
vertised medium or speaker. This so
ciety has done much good in keeping 
the cause alive in Cleveland, and has 
had many good workers on Its platform 
In the past, and will in the future do a 
better work for humanity."

At the First Spiritual Church, Facade 
Building, Dubuque, Iowa, on Sunday, 
25th ult., evening memorial services 
were held for the late Samuel T. Blon
din. Tlie pulpit decorations consisted 
of a profusion of flowers. A vacant 
chair appropriately draped was placed 
near the platform, the seats next being 
occupied by the members of the family. 
The services opened by singing “Nearer 
My God to Thee," and “In the Sweet 
Bye and Bye.” Mrs. Perkins read from 
the sixth chapter of the epistle to John, 
which was followed by an Invocation. 
Mr. Perkins spoke in part as follows: 
“It will be useless aud untrue to say 
that the departed husband, father and 
brother will not be missed. He will be 
missed in the home, by his associates 
in the postal service aud by us here. 
Our only consolation is to look beyond 
this life to that which lies beyond. 
Death is not to be feared for it is only 
the threshold across which we must 
pass—or rather It is only the transfer
ence of Intelligent conscious ll^e from 
this world to another where conscious
ness and intelligence is quickened. 
Death Is natural—all lives must die. 
Man is immortal. The divinity in hu
man nature shrinks from the harsh 
word annihilate. We should all so live 
as to be prepared for the change called 
death—for death is only a change and 
to cultivate our better nature—that 
divine spark which exalts us above the 
animal.”

Mr. and Mrs. Hankey, of Pennsylva
nia, write: “The Progressive Thinker 
has so much food for thought on the 
higher plane ot life here, as well as 
spiritual elevation aud unfoldment for 
the future life, that It is n real joy to 
us. You will find the enclosed clipping 
from the Philadelphia Record of the 
12th Inst., which speaks for itself:” 
“ ‘An Age of Investigation,' was the 
subject of the lecture delivered last 
evening by Mrs. Mary Ellen Lease, of 
Wichita. Kan., before the Philadelphia 
Spiritualistic Society, in Handel and 
Haydn Hall, Eighth and Spring Garden 
streets. The famous Kansas agitator 
was in flue form and her vigorous re
marks seemed to find favor with the 
small gathering that greeted her. The 
lecturer urged her listeners not to be 
persuaded to return to the conservative 
beliefs of their fathers, but to think for 
themselves. ‘It Is only when we break 
our own fetters that we can make 
others free,’ she argued. Tn the midst 
of theology a revolution is in progress, 
and no longer can the ministers make 
their people believe that which they 
do not themselves believe. Only the 
most sensational ministers, with as 
much attraction as ritualistic dancing 
schools, pugilistic schools and cake 
walks can raise a fair audience.’ In 
the defense of Spiritualism Mrs. Lease 
argued that thousands of years ago 
man walked and talked with God and 
met angels face to face, and as sup
porting her statement she referred to 
the Bible. How man lost the privilege 
she explained was by centuries of sin, 
which has stunted our souls and lost to 
us even the ordinary perceptions of 
dumb beasts. As an example, she said: 
‘The average little yellow dog can look 
for a moment into a man’s face and 
know more about him than either you 
or I could find out in a lifetime. Spirit
ualism,' she said, in concluding her re
marks, ‘if anything, is a religion, for 
religion, if anything, is spiritual.’ ” .

Andrew C. Dunn writes from Winne
bago City, Minn.: “The spiritual waters 
have been moved in this vicinity and 
are still being agitated by that sterling 
missionary of the N. S. A., Mrs. Julia 
Steelman Mitchell. This is her second 
visit here the last two years. Her audi
ences are of the finest people in the 
place; the hall, a large one, Is crowded. 
Her lectures, whether from topics from 
the audience or chosen by herself are 
handled in good style. Her guides do 
not hide the light or give any uncertain 
sounds from the rostrum. The people 

-gave close attention. Her tests with 
sealed photographs are unique and gen
erally recognized. Her guides some
times go out into the audience and give 
messages to the hearers where they 
least expect it, and always with recog
nized success. Mrs. Mitchell also lec
tured two Sundays in Blue Earth City. 
Her audiences there . were select and 
she well received. She will remain here 
some time yet. Her health was much 
shattered last year with brain ‘ fever, 
but the angel world seem to have taken 
charge again and with greater results 
for good. I can recommend this gifted 
lady to any societies desiring the serv
ices of a medium in whom the, utmost 
confidence can be placed both as to her 
gifts and graces.” ____  .______

IMPORTANT MftTTER FROM
- I? OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES
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Mr. Maitlkn'd says: “By means of this 
newly-developed hiculty I found myself 
able' to discern interior personality 
of those about mt1,' amp tills so much 
more clearlji' ’than -fhe exterior as to ren
der the latter the:'t'enuous aud shadowy 
and the former the substantial and real, 
'to the couiplete inversion of the rela
tions ordinarily regarded as subsisting 
between spirit ai)d matter. The ability 
to do tills was not without its distress
ing side.”

As might be imagined. Once he found 
himself most utterly wretched, suffer
ing torture with no apparent cause. 
He found he “Was in the midst of a 
gang of viviseetois, their sympathizers, 
abettors, and partisans, aud It was their 
spiritual tastes which l|ad so keenly 
affected me.”

His description of the soul of a tree is 
interesting. The tree “opened from top 
to bottom, disclosed, pervading its en
tire fabric—trunk, branches, and farth
est twigs—a slender and delicate form, 
most exquisitely traced, and vivid, 
luminous, and distinct as a flash of sil
very lightning. The apparition lasted 
but for au Instant, and the tree closed 
up again/hiding What I had seen from 
my view; but leaving the notion vividly 
expressed on iny nllnd that the tree was 
actually instinct with a life or soul 
identical with what might be predicted 
of my own.”
HEARING FRojd THE INSIDE OF

THE EAR.
When he was writing concerning the 

perfect man, an aiigust being whom he 
describes as a spirit belonging to the 
order called “the Plauetarles" bent over 
him as If reading or inspiring what he 
wrote. As he finished his sentence— 

■ “At this moment—my mind being so 
wholly preoccupied with tlie utterance, 
and all that I saw it involved—as to 
make me oblivious to all else—the pres
ence I had felt bending over me darted 
Itself into, me just below the cerebral 
bulk at the back of my neck, the sensa
tion being that of a slight tap, as of a 
finger-touch; and then in a voice, full, 
rich, firm, measured, and so strong that 
it resounded through the room, ex
claimed, in a tone indicative of high 
satisfaction, ‘At last I have found a 
man through whom I cau speak!’

"So powerful was the Intonation that 
the tympana of my ears vibrated to the 
sound, palpably bulging outwards, 
showing that they had been struck on 
the inner side, anjl that the presence 
had actually projected itself into my 
larynx and spolcen'Trom within me, but 
without using my organs of speech. I 
was conscious of being in radiant 
health at tlie time, and was unable to 
detect any symptom of being otherwise. 
My thought, too, and observation were 
perfectly coherenGand continuous, and 
I could dlsdern no' smallest pretext for 
distrust of tlie reality of the experience. 
Aud my delight and satisfaction, which 
were unbounded, found expression in 
tlie single utterance, ‘Then the anelents 
were right, and the Gods are!’ ”

In bls "Old Diary Leaves,” in the No
vember “Theosopliist,” Colonel Olcott 
gives an Interesting account of how he 
restored the sight of a' blind man by 
mesmeric treatment;'

“Here (at Bhagulpur) I met Babu 
Baidynnath Bannerjl, my blind patient 
of Calcutta, whose sight I restored, as 
the reader will probably remember. 
Well, I found him again blind. His re
stored sight lasted only six months and 
then faded out, and the pall of black 
night again descended upon him. As 
before, a boy now led him into my pres
ence, aud he looked into my face with 
that inexpressibly touching expression 
that one finds in the eyes of the sight
less ones. I felt very sorry, and not 
altogether hopeful of being able to-do 
any good. However, I drew him Into 
the room, kept him standing, and began 
the same course of manipulation that I 
had employed so successfully two years 
before. I touched my finger-points to 
his closed eyes, sometimes those of one 
hand, sometimes of both; when It was 
the foriber it was the Tight hand that 
I held to the eyes and the left was laid 
on the nape of the neck. Then I made 
passes before the eyes and the brow 
and, finally, breathed gently on the eye
balls through a glass tube. All the 
while, of course, I was willing with my 
whole strength that the sight should be 
restored. Thus keeping on for a half 
hour, I was at last rejoiced to hear him 
ask: ‘Is that a table behind you?’ It 
was, and thenceforward and by degrees 
the blessed light came back into his 
darkened orbs, until he coiild at last 
distinguish every object In the room. 
Ab, if you could have seen the heavenly 
smile that spread over his features 
then! You would have stood there, as I 
did, amazed at the discovery that you 
had this sort of divine gift of healing, 
and that It needed but a few passes of 
your fingers and a few breathings over 
a blind man’s eyes to draw him out of 
midnight gloom into the sunlight of 
sight, with the whole panorama of sur
rounding objects opened before him.

“This case of Baldyanath teaches a 
great scientific fact, viz., that blindness, 
when due to suspended nerve action, 
may be removed by mesmeric treat
ment, provided that the right conditions 
as to mesmerlzer and patient are given; 
that the sight, thug restored, may-fade 
out after a time, when, presumably, the 
nerve-stimulus has.subslded for lack of 
renewal; that, even after an interval of 
two years, filé sigljt may be again re
stored, and. jafter even a very brief 
treatment The reader will recollect 
that when, jladrlnath (or Baldyanath) 
Babu wjs firpt treated by me at Cal
cutta and jlsewhere, after ten treat
ments he w^\s abl^ to read fine print 
with one eye/^ind sge a bed of flowers 
at some dlçjgnce ’jdth the other. On 
this second fjccasioij, two years later, I 
made It.pospiplg fôç him, after a bare 
half-hour’s ftrèatn^çht, to read the 
smallest type, in- a .newspaper and, of 
course, to ¡¿istfngpish every object 
within the range oCordinary vision. It 
Is true—as I.learneq.'subsequently—that 
his sight faijâ hlnj a second time, but 
only after tw|pe the,number of months 
that it had pefore.;;Thls made me be
lieve that ifi I could have, had the pa
tient under constant.treatment for, say, 
six months, the optic nerves would 
have been restored to normal function, 
and the cure completed. The lesson to 
professional healers is that they should 
never despair if there should be a re
lapse after a first success.”

“Tlie Occult Forces of Sex.” .By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, In which ques
tions of great Importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cent«. 
For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure."1 By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ?L ■ . . •

SPIRITUALISM VS. CATHOLICISM.
We mentioned, about a twelvemonth 

back, the report current in Rome that 
the Pope had been investigating the 
phenomena of Spiritualism, with the 
aid of a trustworthy medium; that he 
had satisfied himself that they were uot 
diabolical in their origin; and that the 
clergy of his' church had received a 
bint to desist from denouncing Spirit
ualism as Satanic, and to adopt towards 
it an attitude of benevolent neutrality. 
More recently we translated from 
Resurrection, a Roman Catholic organ, 
edited by M. A. Jounet.'and published 
in France, an article in which the in
vestigation of spiritualistic

PHENOMENA IS JUSTIFIED, 
and the intervention of “good spirits" in 
the production of these phenomena is 
recognized as a possibility.

These facts are impressive signs of 
the times; but still more so is the pub
lication in Paris of the first number of 
a monthly periodical, entitled Revue du 
Monde Invisible, edited by Mpnseigneur 
Elie Meric; one ofztlie pillars of Roman 
Catholic orthodoxy in France. He is a 
doctor in theology, a doctor in philoso
phy, an honorary canon in several 
cathedrals, a voluminous ecclesiastical 
writer, whose books have been trans
lated into many languages, and, above 
all, he is one of the professors at the 
Sorbonne, which is the very citadel of 
orthodoxy. Monseigneur Merle is very 
far from being a Spiritualist,—at pres
ent; quite the contrary; but he is in
vestigating it, as president of the 
ACADEMY OF PSYCHIC SCIENCES, 
which professes to examine into the 
subject of its inquiries, in a thoroughly 
patient and scientific spirit; and this 
must inevitably lead to the conviction 
that the phenomena of Spiritualism are 
real and true; that the higher and more 
Important of them originate with dis
incarnate spirits; and that the channels 
of communication between the seen 
and tlie unseen worlds are accessible to 
all, who will give the conditions neces
sary for the establishment of such in
tercourse.

In an Introductory article, this emi
nent churchman, sets out by making 
the undeniable statement that “Our 
generation suffers tlie torment of the 
unknown and tlie anguish of the other 
life, with more Intensity than the gen
erations that have preceded it. The 
sovereign attraction of the Invisible 
fascinates and seduces It. The learned 
world Itself is subject to-day to this 
mysterious contagion, and the problem 
of the invisible world has assumed a 
scientific character which no longer per
mits of its being treated with disdain.”

earth; they are brought up free from 
the trammels of selfishness, and are 
helped to expand by the loving hearts 
who find the highest joy In spending 
themselves in lovingness. The man or 
woman who lias lived a true life here, 
whether he kuow of Spiritualism or uot, 
enters the next life under'favorable cir
cumstances. He goes from earth to
SPIRIT LIFE AS FROM ONE ROOM 
to another. Here the body helps us to 
something, but It also hinders from see
ing; when we have dusted off this body 
a sense of freedom is ours which we 
could not dream of here. Death has 
been to the world a thing of gloom, 
which men put awa'y from their 
thoughts, aud when the dear one was 
wrenched from their Ilves they had 
nothing; some old words, perhaps, said 
to be uttered by a great man long ago, 
but actual knowledge there .was none; 
they might reach out their hands and 
cry In agony, but the church could only 
ask them to hope and trust.

Spiritual phenomena transcends all 
this, even as the thoughts of Jesus tran
scend those of Moses in moral and 
spiritual excellence. If the thought of 
immortality has been cheering to some, 
how much more should be the clear 
certainty. For the stricken heart

THERE CAME A BALM, 
for the despairing has come peace, for 
the blind there may come light, and 
amid the many things for which we 
have to thank God in this century of 
new knowledge, none can compare in 
grandeur and use with the assurance 
and certainty of living and progressing 
through the ages, and being able to 
manifest our presence still to our 
friends on earth. •

As yet, we are In the ABC. Who 
can tell what may grow out of the pres
ent? Did Franklin foresee the de
velopments of the infant force? Spirit
ualism is but a tiny baby, with Infant 
possibilities that will enlarge and 
deepen, ennoble and purify human life 
in gladness and virtue, bringing In Its 
wake increased sweetness, increased 
light, Increased life and sympathy. It 
will not lessen our desire for knowledge 
as to how the plants may feed, or how 
the chemical attractions work on mat
ter, or how physical man originated 
and ascended, how the mountains came 
into being, or how the waters were peo
pled. We will still reverence the apostle 
of the microscope and the spectrum, for 
it will give us eyes to see more clearly 
the working of God in matter and in 
mind, and bring into view that there 
can be no conflict between religion and 
science.

SOCRATES ABHORRED IDLENESS.
He was too close a student of human 

life and too keen a philosopher not to 
know how much sin, misery and want 
are directly traceable to idleness. 
Xenophon tells that he ever maintained 
.that “To be busy was useful and ben
eficial for man; and that to be un- 
empployed was

NOXIOUS AND ILL FOR HIM; 
that to work was a good, and to he idle 
was an evil. He at the same time ob
serves that those who desire something 
good really work, but that those who 
gamble or do anything had or per
nicious he calls idle.”

On one occasion Antiphon, a well- 
known Sophist, sneered at Socrates be
cause of the simplicity of the clothes he 
wore and the plain food he ate, and be
cause he taught the truths he believed 
to be conducive to virtue without re
muneration. Socrates replied in a thor
oughly characteristic manner; he pre
ferred not to be a slave to

GLUTTONY OR SLEEP, 
or any other animal gratification, hold
ing that he derived far more true pleas
ure from the consciousness that he was 
growing better than would be possible 
from the passing pleasure of slavish ap
petite. This last observation gives us 

. the point of view from which the phll-

S1BEBIA. PkliUY CO., IND., Jas. 29. 1895.
SWANSON RHEUMATIC CURE COMPANY:-! would like to tluiuk you lor <<our great remedy, "S 

LOPS," and toll you what It has done lor me. I had Bheumatlsm In every Joint aud In the heart, aud I hid 
Catarrh o! the Head lor 30 years. I was so poorly that I lost the use ot my legs and arms, and could not move 
without pain. I was bo crippled that I bad done but little work for seven long year*, and our family piiyab 
c a good doctor, told me that iny liheutnatlsin und Catarrh were incurable, aud I believed him. But now,

<<<5 Dropsfi only two months, I can truly say I have not felt so well for 7 years. This 
medicine doe* more than 1b clulmed for It. At this time my Catarrh 1* much better and I have scarcely 
any Rheumatism at all, and the heart weakness and pain are gone. My hearing 1b now good and my eyesight • 
1* much better. I have gained more than 10 pound* of fleflU and can do a full day’s work. It 1b the beat med- 
Iclne I ever saw to give a mother who has a young child, for It has the same effect on the child a* on th* 
mother. It ward* off Croup and curea the Hive* of the child and causes sweet and refreshing sleep to both 
young and old. • WM. M. KELLEM8.

SIX TESTIFY TO ITS TRUTH.
In a letter of Oct, 1898, from Mr. Kellems, he says: I feel it a duty that I 

owe to God and suffering humanity to announce to you and all the world that I am 
yet in the ring with untold thousands of others, to testify to the great merits of 
your valuable remedy called “5 DROPS." I believe I was the first sufferer in 
this part of the earth to learn of the existence of “5 DROPS,” some th res years 
ago. I was then badly afflicted with Rheumatism, Catarrh, etc., which my letter 
of Jan. 29,1896, fully speaks of. All I can say is "5 DROPS" cured me. To make 
a long story short. “5 DROPS’’ needs no recommendation in this part of the coun
try, as everybody knows the “5 DROPS” remedies around here. It has cured . 
more cases of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, and many other pains than any 
other medicine that has ever been sold or heard of. For the last three years I 
have noticed the effect “5 DROPS" has on the sick, through my own observations 
as well as my brother, who is • a practicing physician aud uses the “5 Drops” 
in his practice. All ye that wish for further information, write and you are 
sure to get a reply without any delay. I will (as I have done in this letter) 
cheerfully recommend it to anyone that I may come in contact with. I myself can 
never forget what this remedy has done for me and many others.

Yours very truly, ' WM. M. KELLEMS, Siberia, Ind.
Witness the above: Jas. Brady, J. R. Cox, E. R. Huff, S. Taylor, Dr. S. W. • 

Kellems. Jno. Hays, all of Siberia, Ind. -
Tlie wonderlul succes» that lias attended the Introduction of "5 DROPS" U unprecedented In the history 

of the world. Think of 111 It has CURED more than One Million and a Quabtkb BBfferers within the last 
three years. This must appeal to you. One million uud a quarter people cannot all be mistaken. If suffering 
we trust you may have sutneteut confldeuco to send for three Urge bottles of "8 DROPS" for,2.50, which will* * 
surely cure you. If not, then send for a el.UO bottle, which contains enough medlelue to more than prove Ra 
wonderful curative properties. Prepaid by mall or express. This wonderful curative gives almost Instant 
relief and Is a PERMANENT CURE for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia.

kache, Asthma, Hay Fever, Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Nervous 
and Neuralgic Headaches, Heart Weakness, Toothache, Earache, Croup La 
Crlppe, Malaria, Creeping Numbness, Bronchitis and kindred diseases

DROPS” is the name and dose. LARGE BOTTLE (501 doses), $1.00.
, prepaid by mall or express; THREE BOTTLES, $2,50.

Sold only by us and our agents. Agents Appointed in New Territory, 
Write to-day,

SWANSON RHEUMATIC CURE CO., 167 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

th

X TAKE NO MONEY FKO91 NICK AND SUFFllKINti WOMEN 
Loti 11 first relieve their *u fieri ug. You cun order my Safe Home t reutiiiunc 
and need not pay mo a cent until you are eatiefiod that it bn* done you good 
itenirnibrr, bend Me No Moufu with your order, and you need never bend me 
money unles* you are eutiefied und desire to do so. My treatment hue Mood 
the test for twenty year* and hue absolutely ('und Thoiuaad» of <u*e* mo- 
iwunced Jucurable by SpecialhU National lleputatiuH. It will cure JOU 
H you use it. It will cost you uothiug uules* it cine*. Prkr on 
per bux. bent, puet-puid in plain package. ’

v > m ... . . , . , ... . QVAJUU, Tex.. .Inly 12.Mrs. N. J. Inner: I received your letter laet night. It nfrord, mr uhue- 
itre to luruleh auy mlorinutlou to my eletere in the flesh hy which ehi- may 

, be healed. 1 have been using Dr. Abeudroth’e Pastilles for three mebills 
L 1 can amt do any the medicine has dune me more good than any thing 1 hard 
- over used. 1 Imre been afflicted sorely with female trouldea for Ihirlren 

years, and need not tell you anything about my suffering, but will say I 
Dr F Abendroth’s Inatltnta suffered death a number of times. J could not work, could not walk, 

Fo'r the OunZiif Fmnn «1 ’ Aln:“d’ 1 “P 1 my "wn housework und »alking over the loan.
Cort be cure of I'omalo lleepeetfillly, MRS. JOHN F. ELDER,

‘ ... ,, .. _ Wife of the pastor of the Raptisl t'bnrch.
Address (In confidence) Dr. F. Abeudroth. ludluua,H>lla, I,id,

osopher regarded life aud its pleasures 
at a time when Athens was drunken 
with pleasure; When voluptuousness 
was only equalled by gluttony and ln-r 
temperance. While these pseudo-pleas
ures passed current for real enjoyment, 
Socrates, seeing the madness which in
fected bls fellow-citizens in conse
quence of tlie imagination being weak
ened and stimulated ou the lower 
planes of sensation, strove

TO ELEVATE THE IDEALS ' 
and arouse the higher impulses of the 
people. In these words of the master, 
as recorded by oue of his most con
scientious disciples, we are brought Into 
close rapport with- the mind of the 
teacher: “Indolence and pleasure en
joyed at the moment, are neither capa
ble of producing a good constitution or 
body, nor do they bring to tlie mind any 
knowledge worthy of consideration; 
but exercise pursued with preserving 
labor leads more to the attainment of 
honorable and valuable objects. As 
Hesiod somewhere says: ‘Vice it is pos
sible to And In abundance and with 
ease, for •

THE WAY TO IT IS SMOOTH 
and Iles very near; but before the tem
ple of virtue the immortal gods have 
placed labor, and tlie way to it is long 
and steep and, at the commencement, 
rough, but when the traveller has ar
rived at the summit, it thou becomes 
easy, however difficult it was at first.’ ”

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, board*, »1; eloih, tl.50. 
Heston is Inimitable,

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH

Comment* on Genes!*, Exodu*, Leviticus, Number» 
and Deuieronuiny, by

Cady Stanton, Lillie
Blake, Rev, Fhebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula JV. Geslefcld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

“In every soul there fa bound up some truib and 
some error, and each gives to the world G.r thought 
what no other one pos«e*se*.”—Couiln.

The bright and scholarly comment* of tbfi galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep intereat, and throw a 
strong and Dew light on the Bible teachlugs relating 
to woman. All ihould read It,
Price 5Oc. For sale at this Oilice.

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L, K. WASHBURN.

This volume meet* a public want It comprise* 
258 choice selection* of poetry and music, embody
ing tbe highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
lectarlanlem. Price 50 cent*. Sold at this office.THE SPIRIT’S MESSAGE.

Can be sung to the tune of “Strike 
your harps, O heavenly singers.”

Mother dear, we still are with you, 
Though our forms you cannot view;
For it is our spirit mission 
Peace and joy to bring to you.
'Tls our heavenly father sends us, 
Holy messages to breathe;
And to tell of coming dangers 
If you will our warning heed.
Mother dear, we shall be waiting, 
When that happy day shall dawn;
And our father kindly blds you 
Cast aside your mortal form.
Do not think we shall mislead you, 
For It is our father's will, 
To return to guide and teach you, 
And our mission to fulfill,
Won’t you heed the spirit's warning 
In your darkest hour of grief. 
And when brighter days are dawning 
Praises to our father give.

Mahomet, the lllustrinus.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Tills work Is one of (be Library at Liberal Classics. 
Ho author was better qualified to wrlle an Impartial 
Slid honest lire ot Mahomet than Godfrey lllgghis. 
and this volume Is Intensely Interesting. It should bo 
read In conjunction with Gibbon's work. For sale at 
this office. Price. 25 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Reader, in bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un« 
veiled,” it 1* with the sincere hope that you arc cam 
eatly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such is the case, this adveriisemenl 
will deeply Interest you. and after reading this brief 
description you will doubtle** wish to give the work a 
careful perusal. Price ¿1.50.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the oltj faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of; 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and Is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cent«.

“Right Living.” By Susan H.Wlxo.i. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
ana more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In tne bands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ 

menu, Surrounding», and Condition* in the Spheres, 
By member* of the Spirit-Band of Ml** M. T. Sbelht» 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth IUD- Postage to cents. Ft» M 
this office.

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible.
One bnndred and forty-four proposition*, theological, 

moral, historical and speculative; each proved affirm« 
allrely and negatively by quotations trom Scripture, 
without comment. Trice 15 cent*.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mr». Maria M. King. Yoa 

will not become weary while reading ttdi »xcelleni 
book. Price 75 cent*.

Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth $L For sale at this office.

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall $1. For sale at 
this office. ■

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls 'who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

<toNTKKT*: The Beginning*; Fundamental Print!« 
plei; Formation of Constellations, System*, Sun» 
Planets end Sateiuui. The Origin of Meteor* and 
Comets;TUti Organ! J Kingdoms The Origin of Maa; 
Man—Hl* Attribute* and Power*; The Soul—How It 
Receive* and Impart* Knowledge; How the Goul Re« 
celvcB I a Highest Improiilons; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
•Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth aud De
generation; Morally, Splrituallim Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Cbrlit; The Summary: 
Muit We Do to Bo Saved.” For sale at th!* office,

Price, Cloth, $1-25. Paper,J>Oc*

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
By Prof. J.W. Cadwell, one of ths most Buccessfiil 

cesmerlsu !n America. Ancient and modem mln* 
cIob explained by mesmerism. An invaluable work. 
Price, paper, Meant*. .

LIFE, A NOVEL.
It beams with advanced thought, tad li fuciniti 

trice,» ceni».



Art Magic Free I
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Do you want to organise a society, for the 
social, intellectual and spiritual advance

ment of the children and adults?

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism? 
Do you wish to develop XediumAip? 
Do you desire to receive Communications? 

The Ptychogrsph Is an Invaluable assistant , 
pamphlet with tun directions tor the

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyan*. 

The Pagan priests of Borne originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 6O0.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Caras. Very thoughtful and interesting. 
Paper, 25c,

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and muslo for the choir, cow* 

gregatjon and social circle. By S. W. Tucker. Com* 
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20c.

Lines Inscribed to the memory of James 
G. Clark.

Politics In Cults.
We think what we want before

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to healing. 
Price, 50c.

___  ___ . _ power on a 
throne, around which people are taught

Your Baling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
of Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25a.

’“’VBÍ.THINKER

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays. >

By Cbarloe Bradlaugh. With the story of hti lit* 
aa told by himself, and the history of hts parll&men* 
Vary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART IL
Judges, King«. Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testameota. from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit. the work of radical thinkers, who arc not 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There Is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying. “Man, 
thou shale never die." An excellent selection, ed* 
tied and compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth, II.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magio 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, •1.2&

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J» 
Colville. Limp cloth, 5oc.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Inttialons. By the Phelong» 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, 
•1.25.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Foems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth. 

•1.25.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With on introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Race." Price, 
«loth, 11. ■

ERS^
under the manage-

This instrument is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prat Hare in bls early investigations. 
In Its improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Ite superiority over-the Plnn- 
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out in imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Ite aid, and as a means or developing mediumship.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's Inte^ 
national Congress, Chicago, I1L, October, 1868. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Pride, 10c.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam, 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. Tni 
author and compiler in well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25o.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to In
vestigate their various phases; how to form circles 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have It. Price, cloth. 75c._________________________

IThis department la 
fient of

Hudson

The Spiritual Body ReaL
Views of Paul, Wesley and others. Valuable tes

timonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of th* 
separation of tbe spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalised 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber. With a prefaci 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, •!. A Yaluabl* 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowies tn th* 
First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through the baa* 
of Corrie E. 8. Twtng. Paper, 80c.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mre. Dr. HulburL On tbe present status ol 
woman physically, mentally, mon lly and spiritualty. 
The divine law of true barmoUal marriage, eta. 
Price, 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, 11,

MAN THFmICROCOSM. '
nts Infinite and Dtvlno Relations. Intuition—Th* 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, lOo.
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Tuttle

been effectually sewed up Man Is

we

have had ef-

forms is the

bend, 
fend a

or fear, perchance, we shall of- 
d be out of favor?

cepts and bad practices 
fects.

Monotheism in all its 
ideal arbitrary one-man

make it; the ideal leads the real. Cults 
training people to an idéal arbitrary, 
hereditary kingdom in heaven, tend to 
arbitrary, hereditary kingly govern
ment on earth, as certainly as bad pre-

, U^ddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. 
. L--- -------------------------- - -
< NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
Anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give "what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Joseph Hamberger: Q. To the,ques
tion, Can consumption be cured? you 
euy in No. 468 of The Progressive 
Thinker that it cannot. I say, Yes, sir. 
But no medicine in all the world will 
do it. Rye flour and water will cure 
consumption, if the patient's lungs are 
only left as big as a linger. The secret 
of it is how to mix this wonderful ce
real with water. I got this recipe forty- 
five years ago in Germany’, and if fol
lowed it will cure every case.

A If Sir. Hamberger or any one else 
has such a wonderful panacea, that by 
the simple knowledge of how to mix 
rye flour and water, will heal the untold 
thousands afflicted with this dread dis
ease, he is guilty of a heinous crime if 
he does not publish his secret far and 
wide. He withholds It until the suf
ferer puts the price of his life in the 
outstretched hand!

Send this wonderful secret, Mr. Ham
berger, that the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker may have the benefit. 
The editor of this department would 
confess himself in error every hour of 
the day, if thereby a consumptive might 
be healed.

There have been countless nostrums 
foisted on a too confiding public, clam
orously advertised as cures, and were 
these claims half true, death would be 
banished from the earth. Ships’ car
goes of cod-liver oil have been dosed to 
nauseated patients, prescribed by emi
nent physicians, who now dubiously 
speak of the value of this grease from 
decaying fish liver, and refer its healing 
quality if it has any, to “biliary salts,” 
existing In such infinitesimal propor
tion as to satisfy a homeopath who pins 
bls faith in the highest attenuations. 
Lard or suet would be quite as benefi
cial and not so namelessly nasty. Koch, 
the "great” doctor, would cure by his 
“culture,” but instead he killed. His 
“culture” was more deadly than tuber
culosis! ’

A thousand cures, and consumption 
Increases! It is possible to prevent; 
possible to retard its progress.

ment passing notice until demonstrated 
as true.. As far as unswerving laws fix 
tie course of every cause and effect, the 
result of each In the endless chain of 
causgtlon must be certain. The jj^ln- 
ning of this chain Is unknown, to ¡js, jye 
dp not know’ its terminatîab, a few jinks' 
more or less consecutive are-revealed to us. . ■ ■ : • ..... - - ■

When mind enters as a factor In this 
problem as a creator of new and supe
rior' forces, which may arrest or set 
aside the action of material causes, we 
are confused by the complexity of the 
problem. Yet if every effect has a 
cause, or is thé result of an infinite net
work of causes leading thereto, and ev
ery cause runs to its effect along a 
groove absolutely fixed, and prescribed 
by the constitution of matter and its 
forces, the conclusion cannot be es
caped that, whatever is, or Is to 
be, must be. Is this predestination? 
No, for that rests on the belief that a 
personal, independent being created the 
universe, and it moves around accord
ing to his will and pleasure, and this 
succession of events is fixed because his 
will is unchanging. This is pure belief 
and speculation.

(2) The overshadowing guardianship 
of spirit friends.

F. D. Mc.1 Q. (1) What did Jesus 
mean when he said to Peter: “And I 
say also unto thee that thou art Peter 
and upon this rock I will build my 
church; and the gates of hell shall not 
prevail against it, and I will give to 
thee the keys of the kingdom of heav
en” etc.? . ................................ .....

(2) Had not Spiritualists ought to for
bear crying down the churches? I do 
not think they will get ahead as long 
as they,do.

A. (1) Perhaps no passage In the 
Bible has worked more Infamy than 
this one which gave Peter the keys to 
heaven and hell and thereby placed in 
Ills hands the destiny of the human 
race. It has been proven a barefaced 

' interpolation of a late date for the pur- 
\ pose of sanctioning papal power. As 

\ the popes are claimed to be direct suc
cessors of Peter, who was tbe first, they 
have this power conferred on them, and 
hence can pardon sins. Every priest by 

I- delegated power can pardon sins. On 
this tremendous claim, the pardoning 

'l power is based, and all the doctrines 
pertaining thereto. There was no con
tinuous succession of popes from Peter,

Investigator, Washington, D. 0.: Q. 
(1) What becomes of the spirit body of 
animals after death? Some claim im
mediate dissolution of spiritual body. 
Others say the animal continues to pro
gress in the spirit world indefinitely, 
and then dissolve, If this last be true, 
it would convey the idea that eventual
ly man would lose his identity and join 
the God that gave him existence. Some 
claim that no animals exist in the spirit 
world. A number of us are interested. 
Please answer fully and definitely.

(2) I see Robt. Dale Owen’s book 
claims that the male germ that begot 
the mortal body of Jesus was divine, no 
mortal sire. This question should be 
settled by this time beyond a doubt by 
progressed spirits.

A. (1) I can only answer this ques
tion by the light that is given me. From 
the description of a scene given me 
elalrvoyantly, as described on page 182, 
Philosophy of Spirit, I quote:

J‘After I had this vision of the subli
mate arising from the waters, I was 
spiritually transported to the side of a 
dying animal. The blood had already 
stopped circulating in its veins; all the 
vital functions were still. The process 
already described as occurring at the 
death of man, I saw taking place; but 
when the vapory cloud arose above the 
body, and the connecting cord was 
broken, the cloud instead of reverting 
to the form of the animal from which it 
arose—as I had repeatedly seen it re
vert to the human form over the corpse 
of man,—evaporated before me, and 
mingled in the ascending current of 
heterogeneous spiritual sublimate.......
Thus derived, we have only to follow its 
cause—of this spiritual substance—to 
know what becomes of It and the office 
he fulfills. If we do so we shall be car
ried in a slightly spiral line through the 
polar opening [of the spheres] and find 
ourselves In the second sphere. There 
we shall see these currents dispersed. 
The material they carry builds the sec
ond sphere—the home of spirits. The 
earth not only gives existence to indi- 
vldualleed spirits, but also to non-iden- 
tified, which build their home.”

(2) It would be impossible to recon
cile the countless conflicting theories of 
the birth and character of Jesus Christ.

The seeker after truth must, however, 
stand firmly on a foundation established 
by the scientific method of thought. 
The cardinal proposition to which ev
erything n;ust yield, is that there can 
be no break in the order of nature, and 
no Interference by outside forces in the 
process of creation.

If there was a Jesus Christ, he was 
bprn as every child has been and will 
be born, for the plain reason that birth 
occurs only in one way, fixed and pre
determined by physiological laws. All 
speculation as to “divine germs,” or 
“Immaculate conceptions” are baseless, 
and attempts to hold on to the supersti
tions of an ignorant age. Robert Dale 
Owen, with his broad liberality, most 
singularly held to old beliefs, and that. 
Spiritualism was a key to the mysteries' 
of Christianity. -

Why I Am a Vegetarian. An address 
delivered before the Chicago Vegeta
rian Society. By J. Howard Moore. 
Price 25 cents. 'Published by prances 
L. Dozen berry. For sale at this office.

This is an exquisitely printed bro
chure with its dainty cover, which will 
be admired by the lover of books.

The advocates of the Humane Move
ment have been forced by their oppo
nents to take the high ground of vege
tarianism. It was not a wise policy for 
them to do so, and not logically neces
sary. The Humane Society stands for 
mercy, justice, charity and kindness to 
all living beings, and avoidance of un
necessary cruelty. The parent society 
has set itself to the suppression of cru
elty in transportation of live animals, 
and making their death as painless as 
possible. Their opponents sneered at. 
the humanity which would weep over 
an overloaded horse or build a home for 
deserted cats, and feast on the flesh of 
slaughtered sheep and oxen. Many 
have been driven to the vegetarian side 
by this seemingly inevitable conclusion 
of logic, and have resolved to fight the 
humane battle with hands unsoiled ny 
the blood of any living thing.

Others are spurred by the keenness 
of their conscience. Of this class Is 
Mr. J. Howard Moore. He says:

“I am a vegetarian because I believe 
that present day ethics Is founded on 
the puerile, pre-Darwlnian delusion 
that all other, kinds of creatures and all 
worlds were created explicitly for the 
hominine species. Vegetarianism is the 
ethical corollary of evolution. It is- 
simply the expansion of ethics to suit 
the biological revelations of Charles 
Darwin. Evolution has taught us the 
kinship of all1 creatures. The hiatus be
tween man and the other animals has
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and the date of the ascension of the 
first pope is enveloped in doubt This 
claim of the pope was a leading subject

I of dispute with the leaders of the Bef- 
ormation, for criticism had not then 

-i reached the now undlsputable conclu
; sion -that this passage Is spurious, being 

•S among the later forgeries, which intro- 
j duced texts .in support of dogmas 

>■- \ whenever needful.
(2) Spiritualists do not "cry down” 

", 'y the churches; they cannot consistently 
?' ’ affiliate therewith., For tbe fundament

al principles of Spiritualism and of the 
churches are as opposed as light and 

' darkness.
।~ Converts may be gained by soft words 

, and silence, yet of what value are they
' to the Spiritual cause if they join its 

ranks' without understanding? The 
church will not yield a single Step In 
advance, and all the yielding must be 
i>v the Spiritualists. Why should the 

'Ungs and desires of church mem
bers be so tenderly treated, when 
church-members never fall In opportu
nity to sneer at Spiritualism? Every 
advance made is taken by the churches 
as a sign of weakness, and an advance 
into their folds. The sooner Spiritual
ists loyally stand by their bblief against 
the world, and cease to apologize and 
beg an excuse for being, the better for 
their cause. The churches do not like 
the doctrines, no one expects they will. 
If they did an<l accepted, they would 
not be churches.

If the leaders of the Republican party 
should advocate the attempt to gain the 
-favor of the Democratic by never say
ing a .word that would offend, not even 
criticising political measures regarded 
by Republicans as ruinous, such leaders 
would be laughed to scorn and new 
ones more able and aggressive put for
ward.

If I stand alone In this, I make no 
apology for my belief In the new phil
osophy of life. If an apology is to be 
made it should come from that religious 
system which for two thousand years 
has set itself up as the spiritual dic- 

'iator of mankind. An apology for the 
blasphemous doctrine of man’s fall, ut
ter depravity, salvation vicarious, by 
the blood of a crucified god, and eternal 
punishment, a hell and a devil, these 
dogmas which have through long and 
dark ages cursed the human race. We 
ask why should you be allowed longer 
to exist? By what right do you arro- 

> gate being a power to which we must

K. W., Washington, D. C.: Q. (1) 
Will predictions made through medi
ums, slate-writing, etc., emanating 
from Indian spirits relative to mining 
enterprises, become true, or are such 
only hopes and presumptions?

(2) Do people possessing healing pow
ers also have hypnotic and mesmeric 
powers, especially on females?

(3) Can this power be made useful by 
treating people suffering with nervous 
prostration, etc., and being unfriendly, 
disbelievers of Spiritualism?

A. (1) All prophecies and communi
cations, whatever source they may 
claim, should be received on their mer
it, and only so far as they can be prov
en truthful. Especially are all commu
nications relative to mines, wealth, etc., 
to be regarded with suspicion. Spirit
ual beings whose thoughts dwell on 
such a plane are untrustworthy.

(2) The healing, hypnotic and mes
meric power is from the same source. 
The strong healer must be a strong 
hypnotist This power may be exer
cised on all sensitives, irrespective of 
sex; on a greater number of women 
than men because the former are more 
sensitive.

(3) Of the value of mesmeric treat
ment in many forms of disease there 
can be no reasonable doubt and the be
lief of the patients has little effect

simply one of a series of sentlents dif
fering In degrees, but not in kind from 
the creatures below and around him. 
... .Man is simply the adult of long ev
olution and his qualities are, of course, 
found along down among the juveniles 
and Infants of the sentient world."

Because man is one of this infinite se
ries of living beings is scarcely irrefra
gable proof that he is a vegetarian. 
The lion and tiger are members of this 
series and vegetarian diet to them would 
mean extinction. The question is set 
on less doubtful grounds when it is 
proven that man belongs to the fruit 
and grain eaters. When the author 
draws a picture of the slaughter-house 
he scores a point and leaves his readers 
with a feeling of repulsive horror. 
Compare the table set with fruits, bread 
and cakes, with this:

“Look at the scenes to be met with in 
all our streets and stock-yards! An 
army of butchers standing ankle-deep 
and working themselves to exhaustion 
carving the throats pf their helpless 
fellows—unsuspecting oxen with limpid 
eyes looking at the deadly pole-ax and 
a moment later lying a-qulver under its 
relentless thud—struggling swine with 
their life leaping from their gashed jug
ulars—an atmosphere in perpetual 
churn with the groans and yells of the 
massacred—streets thronging with un
processioned funerals *- everywhere 
corpses dangling from sale-hooks or 
sprawling on-chopping blocks—men and 
women kneeling nightly bj* their pillow
sides and congratulating themselves on 
their whiteness and rising and leaping 
on the bloody remains of some slaugh
tered fellow—such are the spectacles in 
all our streets and stockyards, and such 
are the enormities perpetrated day after 
day by Christian cannibals on the de
fenseless dumb ones of the world.” , .

The writer then shows by facts that 
vegetarians are stronger, healthier and 
longer-lived than those who eat flesh.

He concludes by placing his cause on 
the high ground of morality and justice.

“It is for beings who love justice, lib
erty, reciprocity. It teaches the Golden 
Rule in Its only sensible sense."

If man lives at all in this world he 
must be master of it. The superstition 
of the Hindus, forbidding them to kill 
serpents, would in time have made that 

। country uninhabitable to man. If we 
have fruits and grain, the insect ene
mies of these must be destroyed.

The vegetarian who strictly followed 
Instructions of this author would soon 
be without food. The farmer and gar
dener cannot

“Live and let live. Do to beings below 
you as you would be done by by beings 
above you. Pity the grub and lady bug 
and have mercy on the mole.”

More living beings perish under the 
application of insecticides, that man 
may have fruit and grain, a thousand 
times, than in all the slaughter-houses 
to supply him with flesh.

Too much flesh is eaten, and it is best 
to make the diet as much of fruits, 
grains and vegetables as possible.

Some Thoughts^aijdjAdvice.

The spiritual press-for some time past 
has been agitating flhfr . question of a 
home for mediums )yhq muo longer 
able to support themsfflvefj., ¿Writers on 
the subject have inflmatp/l that all 
Spiritualists who coujg affogd to do so 
should contribute to'^'general fund to 
be used to found a limne fqi; the super
annuated mediums of thq Uflited States.

The thoughtful Spi^tuajj^ naturally 
asks, “Why Is It thei’$,are £9. many me
diums without financial support, so 
many that a home for mediums is 
really a necessity?"

A medium’s non-succpss may be safe
ly attributed to one p/ four chief rea
sons: ’

1. Entire dependence upon finances 
derived from the exercise of profession
al mediumship.

2. Neglect to follow a vocation which 
would yield a sufficient salary to en
able the medium to live .independent of 
the financial returns of professional me
diumship, if necessary. ।

3. Extravagance. ,
4. Sickness. .
The fact that there arp so many indi

viduals who, after many years spent as 
professional mediums,, are now at the 
close of their material life without 
money and without hqjnes, proves very 
forcibly that it is uttpr folly for sensi
tives to depend entirely upon their me
diumship for support,.

It would seem more, consistent with 
reason and common sense if the medi
ums who are just entering the spiritual 
field of labor as professionals, would 
learn some trade or enter some line of 
business which would insure them a 
steady income. If tfy.is line of action 
was adopted they would not be com
pelled by force of reduced financial cir
cumstances to charge exorbitant prices 
for the results obtained by means of 
their mediumship, and would reap a 
great deal more personal benefit in the 
way of spiritual enlightenment than if 
they depended entirely on seances 
which, owing tb the fact that they have 
to use their power of mediumship, 
whether sick or well, soon become in
teresting to them only in the sense of 
the number of dollars paid by those In 
attendance.

A medium who sells’mediumship and 
depends entirely upon.lt for money, In 
many cases soon becomes simply a com
mission merchant deling in spiritual 
merchandise. The market becomes un
steady, quotations beijome higher, and 
the medium merchant goes “broke."

given “without money and without 
price.” Their life is spent in a cease
less chase after money. The poor un
fortunate Is excluded from the seance 
lie would give worlds to attend, and 
Which perhaps might help the starved 
yet aspiring soul to lead a more helpful 
and better life, because the eloquent 
orator, money, (who would plead his 
cause so successfully) was absent. The 
medium tells him in' accents firm as she 
also tells thé loving mother who wants 
to speak to the son once more, that 
“you have to pay up.” He turns away 
disappointed and sorrowful, and if 
ignorant, with a damaged faith in 
humanity and anger in his heart 
against everyone in general, but no 
matter how intelligent or moral the 
truthseekers may be, they, are not 
recognized unless they are willing to 
“pay up."

But the sgances continue, and enough 
people are found who can afford to 
attend to enable the medium to live in 
comfort for a certain period of time, 
but at last the people cease coming, or 
but few attend and the seances become 
simply a series of weary, toilsome tasks 
with no spiritual benefit for the me
dium and many unsatisfactory results 
for the patrons. The medium at last 
fatigued, overworked and a nervous 
wreck, perishes miserably, and enters 
spirit life depreciated in strength, both 
moral and spiritual, and many long 
years are required to recuperate the 
spiritual vitality, which was so ex
travagantly used in the pursuit of 
money while in earth life, instead of 
being wisely used as a beneficial force 
in nature’s economy for the purpose of 
helping those to whom the precious 
words of truth, charity and love were 
denied.

Young mediums, to whom these sug
gestions are given, which life do you 
prefer?

Think seriously and choose carefully 
before you enter thé already over
crowded ranks of professions, and re
member that the day is not far distant 
when, in the course of educational, evo
lutionary Spiritualism, each family 
will have its own mediums among its 
members, and professional mediums 
will then realize, as many of them do 
even now, that the uneducated waves 
on the Spiritualistic sea have receded 
and left them stranded on the sands of 
selfishness.

There is no actual need of mediums 
making martyrs of themselves for the 
sake of a few dollars. Help truth-seek
ing humanity in every reasonable way 
you can, but for the sake of all that's 
good, don’t çflarge them such an out
rageous price for your services that 
they will remember you only as a mon-
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A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

-------- o----—
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF

PSYCHIC SCIENCE. .
This work essays to utilize and explain tho vaster- 

ray of facts in its field of research by referring them 
to a common cause, and from thorn arise to the laws 
and coudltions ot Man's spiritual being, Third edi
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

. ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, bat knowledge of th* 

laws of the world, belief in the divinity of man' and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection u the founda
tion of this book. Price, al. ' % .

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and In the 

Fplrlt-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price Gtaenx

ARCANA OF NATURE. .
Tbe History and Law, of Creation. Hevlaed and 

annotated English edition. "The Cosmogony of Spir
itualism." Price, |1,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price,«!.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing tho latest Investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentation of this luteresting sub
ject. English edition. Price, •!.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART,
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In Its exposure of tho diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to ‘‘Uncle Tom's Cabin." 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what “Tbe 
fiecretsof the Convent” Is to Catholicism. Price. 86 
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 6 cents i 100 for ,1.23.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
r* By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains the 
best poems of the author, and some of tbe most popu
lar songs with tho music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, •!.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, tbe lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical, intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
»regressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal society may 
>e organized and conducted without other assistance. 

Price, 60 cents; by the dozen, <0 cents, Express 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS. 
„iprSP™" Education, with plan of the Angel 
Prixe Oratorical Contests. By Emma Hood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
AlLBooks Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE

Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s Works.
The Principles of flight and-Color»
A large book, royal 8vo, with over SOO engravings 

and colored plates. Price •s.OOor 15.32 withpostsgs 
or expressage. Price in massive half-Russia binding 
75 cents extra. .

“An Imposing volume of nearly 600 pages- * Shows s 
great amount of research an the part of the author» 
Will prove a great acquisition to Scientific Libra
ries.”—N. Y. Herald. '

“It seems to me to be the foremost scientific work 
Of this or any other age.—Franklin Smith, Mass.

_ Human Culture and Cure

in 61x parts, four parts being already Issued. Pile* 
or each, postpaid, 75 cents.
Part 1. “The Philosophy of Cure,” including Meth

ods and Instruments. -
“The ‘Principles of LJght and Color’ Is In every re

spect masterly, and 'Human Culture ahdCure’ appear! 
to be not less remarkable.”—Dr. Pascal, 12 Rue Float, 
Toulon. Frauce. •

Part II. “Marriage, Sexual Development and So
cial Upbuilding.”

,4The usual heavy volumes issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical informa
tion that Is included in Dr.Babbltt's work.”—Progreaa- 
Iw Thinker.

Parts III- and IV In ono volume, •1.50, postpaid.-!- 
Covers wonderful ground, Including Mental Science, 
Phreno-Pbyslognomy, Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for the first time); Clairvoyance, Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc.

Health and Power.
“Worth Its weight, In diamonds,” Price, Cloth, 25ota.
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
-pluBtrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, ♦140» 
\ . paper 60c.
No work upon the same subject has ever exceeded 

■ In Interest this book of almost inestimable value. F. 
J. Wlibourn, M. D., says: “I have read several workA 
some of which are worth their weight In gold, snob M 
those written by Epes Sargent, G.B. Stebbins. Marit 
King, etc., but Babbitt's Religion, in some respects, 
far transcends them all.”—Spiritual Offering.

For sale at thia office.

pnnKQ by Carlyle Petersilea.
D U U Given by automatic writing through

the author's medlumahlp.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of the personal experiences In splrlt-llfa 
of tbe author's father, who had been a natural phllor 
opber and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences of the author's mother in splritllfe.

Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phU* 
osopher, who Is a medium; ms chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanidee—Paper Cover, 50 ota.
A scientific novel baaed on the philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side, for sale at office at Th, 
Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. Clara B.: Q. Can you Inform 
me where I can obtain “sayings” or 
“visions” of dying people?

A. At the office of The Progressive 
Thinker. The Encyclopedia of Death 
furnishes complete information on this 
subject

THE POET AND SINGER.

S. A Wynkoop: Q. (1) What Is the 
differ'Ace between, whatever Is to be 
will be. and God, foreknows all things?

• (2) What is this, divinity that shapes 
our end? '

A. (1) If questions calling for meta
physical or theological method bl dis
cussion come -before -this department, 
we usually attempt first tb disrobe them 
of the subtllties by which words are 
substituted for ideas, and then used as 
verities to confound and tonfuse the 
understanding.

.This question rests on two assertions, 
tlj the predestination of events and (2> 
tte foreknowledge of God. Both are 
Mltoply. ggsertions and as suth do not

The singer sang his songs by day 
Full chorused, rich and free,

Like foresters echoing their woodland 
lay ■

O'er earth and sky and sea.
He sang of love, of right and wrong, 

In tones of thrilling grace,
Till many a heart grew brave and 

strong, • ’
The ills of life to face.. . . >

He sang as only the good can sing, 
Inspired by love within, ‘

HIS words a thrill to life took wing
And weaker grew each sin.

His life went out. his work is done, 
: No longer his songs we hear, • • 
But. something more sweet of his soul 

' has gone '•■■■ ‘ y
■ Into the atmosphere- .. ,
The poet still lives, his memory is green,.

His songs are ever new, ■ - . 
The veil that palpitates between

Reveals him- to our view. ’ * 
BISHOP A BEALS.

Summerland, Cal. r '

“The World Beautiful” By li'.iin 
Whiting. Most excellent in their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, ?1 per volume. For 
sale at thl» (Ace. t - -_ _

In clubs of LTen Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, The PfogrCssive Thinker will be sent one 
year, including that magnificent book, .Art Magic, 
free, and the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets, up the club. - The names must all 
be sent at one time. Now is the time to act. 
Just think of this offer, to each subscriber-a val
uable book which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two weekly visits 
of The Progressive Thinker. A club can be got
ten up at every postoffice in the United States, 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, every 
Theosophist, and. everyone searching into the 
occult or spiritual should have the book and pa
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $10.

furnishes all you desire.

Do you want a self-sustaining society, founded on 
tbe basic principles of tbe spiritual philosophy? 
You have it in THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.

It furnishes a system of evolution by interna! 
growth; not the old cup and pitcher Sunday school.

It has something to interest and advance every mem
ber, and thus? who are most active in teaching are 
tbe ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED,
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting tbe 
society when established.

It has Grolden Chain Recltitions; the prettiest songs 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full In- 
•rrnctlons in conducting the exercises, with par
liamentary rules, etc.

Many Spiritualists living tn isolation, have formed 
lyceuma in their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlles together, while large societies 
have organized on the lycetun platfonfi, and found 
great interest In this self-instructive method.

Do not wait for a “missionary” to come to your as
sistance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you find interested.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, post
paid, or by tbe dozen, 40 cents each, by express 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,

to prostrate fall in prayer, praise, hu
miliation and supplication, and to place 
on their own necks and the necks of 
their little ones, its unreasonable yoke 
and burden. Sonship was added to 
make the crown hereditary, and to train 
people by precept, example and habit 
to arbitrary, hereditary kingly govern
ment This is why the kingdoms of 
Europe and rich people In this country, 
prefer Christianity to Judaism.

People act more from habit than 
from thought A republic on earth 
needs a republican cult

Through countless generations the 
children of the earth have admired the 
republic of the sky, but they have been 
slow to understand the secret of har
monious republican government Ev
ery shining .star is a center of home 
rule, but all are subject to the strong 
central light and the combined power 
of the whole system. Everyone has 
some power; no one has all power; the 
whole is a combination of powers. 

‘ Neither anarchy nor despotism is al
lowed in the republic of Nature,

JOHN B. MACKINTOSH.
Clarksville, Ark.

•‘Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Dotcn. ?~In this volurqe, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to.be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and. bound. Price SL ;

• “Wedding-Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject Is of unusual Interest at 
the present time, and it Is here treated 
In a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. Far sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents.

This insolvency usually occurs, too, at 
a time (in the evening of the medium’s 
life) when the medium Is old and feeble 
and unable to secure employment In 
any of the various vocations to which 
attention should have been paid early 
in life. Who is at fault?

Why did not people patronize this 
medium? Simply because the people 
had discovered In the course of their 
evolutionary studies in Spiritualism 
that they could secure the same, if not 
far better results In their own family 
circle by developing the latent medium- 
istic qualities of either themselves or 
some member of their family. Tjie buy
ers found that it was neltHer good busi
ness policy nor good sense to pay a high 
price for a commodity which they could 
secure free of charge.' They learned to 
economize and consequently were bene
fited both spiritually and financially.

The medium who does not use medi
umship simply for the money alone is 
enabled to reach a class of people who 
need and desire spiritual truth, but are 
unable to pay high prlfc.es for it and are 
ignorant of the best methods used to 
attain it To this class dr’people the 
medium, having the good jot’ humanity 
at heart, becomes a5 teacher, and the 
teachings promulgaftd; sttyu many a 
poor starved soul from the bells of ig
norance and the miéis of 'materialism, 
and lead it forth into the pure sunlight 
of a true spiritual.Understanding. In
stead of narrowing tlie memum's influ
ence for good, this pfiin w’Bflld broaden 
the field of labor anf'help Mimanlty as 
well as benefit the nJédiurfr' in ways too 
numerous to mention.^ It is'bossible for 
young mediums to fee ttieir medium- 
Istic attainments wisely arftfpowerfully 
to assist their truth-loving'fellow-men, 
and do good work iof Spiritualism’s 
progress while engaged iti jiines of la
bor entirely separate and? independent 
of their mediumship;1 not fallowing one 
to retard the development’ of the other, 
yet devoting their best efforts to each, 
reaching at last the end of an earthly 
sojourn, having live'fl a life of good 
deeds and financial independence, with 
the happy and comforting conscious
ness that they had ' performed great 
and lasting duties both to themselves 
and' humanity at large,: and ready and 
willing to take up the Work after enter
Ing spirit life With a certain degree of 
knowledge Of the difficulties and 
dangers to bé met and donquered there.

Compare this pen-picture of an -earth 
life wisely yet spiritually lived, to that 
of the medium Who commenced his or 
her career with the ¡fixed intention to 
depend ’entirely on mediumship and 
“make it pay,” with no thought of com
forting some-weary soul with spiritual 
knowledge and Instruction- -freely

ey-grabber. Rather have them recall 
your name with pleasure, and think of 
you as the kind friend who assisted 
them at the foot of the spiritual Alps, 
where the path to soul-knowledge 
seemed so rough and so hard to ascend. 
Arrange your business affairs so that 
you are not compeUed to exact those ex
orbitant fees, and have the people un
derstand that if they are so generous as 
to insist upon giving you money in ad
dition to entertaining you at their 
homes, that it will be accepted only as a 
free-will offering to be expended to help 
pay railroad fare or other incidentals 
and not for selfish personal gain. Place 
the people who are searching for truth 
on the path of knowledge, and teach 
them that there is no royal road to me
diumship, but that the narrow path of 
investigation gradually widens as the 
searcher proceeds, until thé broad fields 
and high mountains of pure, helpful 
and harmonious spirituality come into 
view. Set in motion a spiritualizing 
and evolùtlonary tendency in their lives 
and the work which you have started 
Will continue many ages after you will 
have been forgotten and passed into 
spirit life. Fraternally,

F. M. SCHNARRENBERGER. 
Waterloo, Iowa.

Public School Opened by 
Spiritualists.

It being the custom, by permission of 
the school board, to have some one of 
the live, religious organizations open 
the school board on Monday mornings, 
I was called on Dec. 12, for that pur
pose. An inspirational poem was given, 
invoking the aid of the spirit friends in 
behalf of the school and education. I 
then touched upon the laws of this 
state and United States in regard to 
Bible-reading in the school, and why 
such laws were made. •. .

Then a short impromptu talk setting 
forth the Spiritualists' view that ignor
ance is the greatest sin, and true knowl
edge the real and only savior.

I believe this to be the first case in 
the state, of opening the public school 
by inspirational invocation, and talk 
from the Spiritualists’ standpoint.

But you know the world moves, and 
if this is the first case of the kind, we 
are glad the door is open, and if the 
church persists in opening schoolds by 
Bible-reading, and comments thereon, I 
.hope that Spiritualists will insist on 
their equal rights, although I am op
posed to occupying the time that rightly 
belongs to tbe pupils, and the teachers’ 
time, which would practically be using 
public money for sectarian purposes.

H.L. CHAPMAN.
Marcellus, Mich,

BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were COt aware of 
their mealumlBtlc gift, have, after n 'few tictinga, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be fined with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with ft as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y^ writes: “I bed 
communications (by the Psycbograph) from many 
ether friends, eren from old settiers whose grave
stones are moM-grown in tbe old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In tbe severest 
lOBSI bave had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name famHiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograph. it la very simple tn principle and construc
tion, and I am sure mustbe far more sensitive to spir
itual power than tbe one now In use. I believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when Its cuperior 
merits become known.”

Securely pad^d, and sent postage peM 
the manufacturer, far $1.00, Xdffrew

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Height*, Ohio.

bible marvel workers, 
/JfJf) TBE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perform mighty 
vorke and utter inspired words, together with tome 
Perwnal Traits and Characteristics at Prophet», Apo» 
■eLMAJeMLorXeirBeattagi TTM MkMtoaT

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tba begin* 

nlng of Modern SplrituallBm, by one of the Fox Str 
tore. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, Including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping^ 
as related by eyo-Mtnesses; remarkable andwelbat* 
tested manifestations; the “exposures." etc. Hand* 
somely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining* 
Publishers' price, 11.50. We will send the book post« 
paid for •1.40.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS»
A real visit with friends on the other aide of Ufa 

and a familiar talk. By spirit SnmucI BowlesJ Cw 
rlc-E. S. Twlng. medium.

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF TffS LEO 

.dcZuTeiffTrantiy the Spirit Bond through tbe mfr 
dlumsbip olThis. MagdaleuaKUna. Thia volume co** 
Birts of * icrJCT of lectum, messages and poem*» 
written cud fieltveredtn public through th* mental or* guiimofMra. Magdalena Kline, * tranoe, clatrvoy* 
ont ssd Insptratf onu medium. Their tone ta excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those be no* held, yet h* 
will find much to please, benefit and U.vrnct. Tb* 
reverence with which Jesus la rnentlonod will plea** 
many, although the Weaa advanced concendag Jew 
and CnJUtiantt? are not after the orthodox ttanda*£ 
Tbe bock ooat^a «8 toge teea, niwl M Ntf 
tafqMMr n* Tjrnirrniniiia?\ -

upon.lt
prlfc.es


Melted 1-
Rr.ioreloi ■Inion.

BLISS, Sao Diego, Cut.
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Examination Free.
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Paper, 50 cents.

Walter Lynn.

JAN. 7,-1889.

Free Free! Free! Free! preek Uni.- 
by. Mrs.

Tl}e Fan^oús GF)ror)ist

services, were held at Wolf: 
versalist 'chureh, -ebnduete« . 
Holg, of Morencle, Mich, wlwse soul-in- 
splrlng a#d truthful utterances will 
give, new thought to skeptlf 
Five children remain in ear

ASTONISHING!
:al minds.

ar)çj Psychical PbysiGiar)
DR. 6. Í.- W/VTKINS,

Can be consulted free of charge on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays of each 
week. Office hours 10 a. m. until 4 p. m. and on Friday evenings. No one seen 
ob IPx’iday evenings, however, but those who work in daytime, and can only come 
at night. Remember, please, Mondays, Wednesdays apd Fridays of each week 
and Friday nights. 81.00 office fee will be charged at any other time, and this 
ofier is only good for 30 days. ’

OUR SANITARIUM
at Ayer will soon be ready for patients. Repairs are almost finished. Patients 

who desire to engage rooms please write us at once.
WE STILL DIAGNOSE DISEASE

by letter, and all who cannot call at our office in Bostonean write us, stating their 
a“e, sex, and leading symptom, and we will at once diagnose their case. Do not 
ask us our opinion o’ this Doctor or that one: we never express an opinionFand if 
vou are receiving benefit, from your present treatment do pot change, but if 
you are not receiving benifit, then we would be pleased to diagnose your case. 
We prefer to take cases that other physicians have failed to cure. We do not 
claim to be

THE ONLY PHYSICIAN
that cures Chronic Disease, but we do claim to be one of them. Remember our 

. new address,

DR. C. B. WATKINS.
4O6 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, Mass

Take Huutln<rton Avenue or Cross Town Cars, or Columbus Avenue Cars, 
They all cross iSassacliusetts Avenue. 40li Massachusetts Avenue is between 
Huntington and Columbus Avenues.

GENERAL SURVEY, 
(Coutiuued from page ti.)

J-. C. F. Grumblne has all of his time' 
occupied until cttuip season. He must 
positively refuse engagements for the 
season of 1899 ending June 1, from 
Eastern societies, and takes this oppor
tunity of cancelling such engagements.

Tlie undersigned officers of the Wino
na Psychic Research Society, Minne
sota, representing the members of said 
society, take great pleasure in attesting 
to the ability and merit of Mrs. S. J. 
Vaughn, of Minneapolis, Minn.,- as a 
test medium aud Inspirational lecturer, 
and recommend her to the consideration 
ot those who are interested iu the re
search of spiritual things. E. McFar
lin, president; L. Steinhorn, secretary; 
G. Fruetel, trustee.

Dr P. S. George, of Lincoln, Neb., is 
now stopping in the city at 85 East 25th 
street.

Surah Stone Rockhill sends the fol
lowing extract from a late lecture by E. 
W Sprague: "Mr. E. W. Sprague 
preached two able sermons at the Inde
pendent church on Christmas day. His 
subject in the morning was ‘Christmas.’ 
In part lie said: “Die origin of the holi
day as being tlie birthday of Jesus, was 
Instituted by the emperor Constantine 
after lie liad embraced Christianity, but 
tlie day had long anterior to the time 
been celebrated by the sun worshipers, 
one of whom Constantine hud been, as 
marking the return of the sun after his 

’ having gone from us, which caused cold 
winter and death. Its return bringing 
light, heat aud renewing all the joy 
and comfort of living, filling all hearts 
with hope for tlie future. Knowing 
that the God of day brought in his 
train the greep vegetation to beautify 
all nature, the beautiful and fragrant 
flowers, and bearing fruit for the multi
tudes. The sun gone, meant death, the 
return, life, hope mid human happiness. 
Atul, us tlie suu brings all good gifts to 
men mid the earth, so we in our feeling 
of opulence mid joy reach out to bless 
others, remember the poor and relieve 
their necessities, give gifts to our 
friends mid make this one day, our 
friends glad with feasting aud joy. If 

"tlie psychic influence of loving kindness 
which’ encircles the whole world for 
one day, could be made permanent, 
could continue for all days, there would 
be no winter in the hearts of earth’s 
poor children, for humanity would be 
one brotherhood, one harmonious, lov-

Buffalo Work and Workers.
The cause of Truth nnd Spiritualism 

is being ably expounded nt the First 
Spiritual Temple,- corner Jersey street 
and Prospect avenue, Moses Hull offici
ating. He puts forth unceasing efforts 
to interest and instruct his audiences in 
the higher tenets or principles of Spirit
ualism. His logical reasonings and ex
planations of the Bible are convincing, 
the same making a deep impression. He 
has the faculty of sifting tbe chaff from 
the wheat, making so plain and clear 
the real meaning and significations of 
the biblical writings, that -- interests 
his listeners, and especially those who 
have never before entered a spiritual 
temple, for they have been heard to re
mark, "That lecture was grand,” while 
another one says to his seat-mate, 
“Well, if I live till next Sunday, 1 am 
coming again.” Thus tbe good work 
goes on.

There are others worthy of mention 
who are doing well their share in the 
Une of spiritual work, among whom 
Mr. Atcheson, president of the society, 
is ever alert to exert an influence in the 
right direction in behalf of the cause. 
Mrs. Atebeson is also a constant and 
efficient worker, both in interest of the 
society and its advancement; also in 
demonstrating the truths of spirit re
turn and communion. Each week in

ing, helpful fraternity, as it shall and 
must some day as the law of evolution 
is the law of God. And as all days are 
sacred anil all life sacred, so there 
should be no day when we would not 
strive to spread the messing of our joy 
and love, anil what we have found as 
truth, into the hearts and lives of those 
less fortunate.' ”

B Baker writes from Montreal, Can
ada- “In your issue of Dec. 24, appears 
a communication from William E. Bon
ney, advocating the establishment of 
halls In different places for the use of 
mediums and lecturers. Will you allow 
me space to voice the opinion of A. B. 
Cote, (the vice-president of tbe newly- 
organized society in Montreal, The Re- 
llgio-l’hiiosophical Society), viz., that as 
there are upwards of ten millions of 
Spiritualists iu the United States alone, 
that a small donation from each Spirit
ualist and investigator, if only 5 cents 
per month or more, when they could af
ford it, would..if paid by all, soon raise 
a fund that would pay Hie expenses of 
a few missionaries, mediums and lec
turers, who could visit young societies 
which have not Hie funds to pay rail
way fares autl expenses of mediums. 
This course would attract those who 
had uot been before interested In the 
subject of Spiritualism, and would tend 
to increase the membership of the 
young societies, and thus help along the 
good work which all true Spiritualists 
must have at heart. We should be 
pleased to communicate wltli any good 
test medium or lecturer who may be 
passing through or near to Montreal, 
with a view of securing tneir services. 
There is a good field here for Spiritual
istic work. The Wheat is ready for har
vesting, Our president is George Daw
son, 265 St. Urbaln street; T. C. Moisey, 
secretary, 71 Aylmer street.”

Mr. nnd Mrs. Kinkead have gone to 
'Cleveland, Ohio, for tlie month of Jan
uary, and would be pleased to meet the 
friends there.

B Burniston writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich.: “Now a few words iu con-

Five children remain In eal.‘th-life, all 
conscious of the truth, cqpfort and 
strength of the spiritual teachings. Mrs. 
Emma L. Whitney, eldest daughter,
standing at the head of the cjisket, read 
the spiritual service. .

T. 8. KIZER.

David B. Tiffany passed to the higher 
life, December 22, at Xenia, Ohio. He 
was one of the pioneer Spiritualists, a 
member of the Grand Army, and was 
aged 77 years. '

her home circle, under tlie direction of 
her spirit guide, she gives each one vis
iting her circle some token and proof 
that their loved ones who have passed 
to the beyond do live and can under 
proper conditions communicate.

Tlie Young People's Institute is pro
gressing finely under tlie directions of 
its president, Mr. MeQulllIon and Miss 
Alice Coates, tlie psychic moderator, 
and Master Beebe, the musical genius. 
Miss Coutos is li very sincere worker. 
She lias charge of the'llterary, psychic 
and entertaining program. She is a fine 
psychometrist and has given some ex
cellent demonstrations of her powers. 
Eacli week her program Is made very 
interesting, instructive and entertain
ing. The socials under the auspices of 
tlie institute are also very enjoyable.

I also wish to mention the children's 
lyceum which meets every Sunday. 
That is under the efficient management 
of Mattie E. Hull, who is putting forth 
great effort in the interest of tills 
branch of labor, being rewarded by an 
Increasing membership. Her kind 
words of Instruction are being instilled 
into the minds of these youthful mem
bers, who are much Interested, as ..e
noted by their constant attendance. 
Thus the cause of Truth and Spiritual
ism is given an impetus in the right di
rection by and through our efficient
workers.

Buffalo, N. Y.
N. H. EDDY.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

DOCTOR A.i B. DOBSON 
-StiH Heals. thitSick Through 
the Mediumsliif of .... .

Mrs. Dr. o Orison-Barker.
If you wish Good Health you 

should] apply to her.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

West Sid© Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hull, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 anil 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
in., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
*V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

The. Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m. -

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evbry Sunday afternoon at 3 
o'clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and 'mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ram 
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygeia Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The Luke \ .ew SpirituuHst Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hull, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings In Washington ■ Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Spiritualistic Church Students of Na
ture holds services every Sunday even
ing at 7:30 at Arlington Hall, 3032 Indi
ana avenue, coiner 31st street. Mrs. 
M. Summers, pastor.

Dr. .1. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20. conference. 7:30 p. m„ 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Bund of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets' at Room 608 
Handel Hull Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at (i o’clock. Tea -iinil coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
anil Instructive programme.

Chureh of Unity. Services every Sun
day at 7:45 p. m., at Sokup’s Hall, 
southwest corner Milwaukee avenue 
and Robey street. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee uve- 
niie cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

As a Spiiitúal ¡Healer She Has 
No Equal. ■

With her- Magnetized 
diseases that flesh 

to are cured,

Herbs all 
is heir

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of. spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

HEART TROUBLES AND ASTHMA 
CURED.

. Gooseberry, Ore., Oct., 7, 1898, 
To Whom It May Concern:—This is to 

certify that I had been troubled with 
heart trouble for 20 years or more and 
also had asthma so bad that I had not 
had one all night’s sleep for over two 
years, and had also kidney trouble very 
bad, in fact my whole nervous system 
was broken down. Mrs. Dr. Dobson- 
Barker sent me treatments and I am a 
well man to-day, except some kidney 
trouble, and I believe if I had taken it 
longer I would huve been chred of that. 
I only took four month’s treatment, 
commencing in June, 1897.

ALEX YOUNG.

READ THIS SURE.
Eaton Rapids, Mich., Oct. 30, 1898. 

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, San Jose, Cal.
Dear Friend and Physician:—I will 

now write and try to express my grat- 
itude-towards you and your spirit band 
for the good you huve done life.

After doctoring with nearly every 
doctor recommended to me and getting 
no relief, I gave up in despair, until a 
friend told me of you and the cures you 
had made, .when I thought I would try 
once more and now I can truly say you 
have cured me of fits. Ever yours,

MRS. MINNIE BEEBE.

ST. VITUS DANCE CURED. 
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 3, 1898.

1204 South Adams Street.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Mad

am:—I will address'.you a few lines in 
regards to my health, being an old be
liever in your gift of cures, 1 know of 
them personally.

You 
dance 
Iowa.

Dr.

[Obltuaiicsjo tbe extout of leu Hues
ouly will

Passed 
home of

be .inserted free.]

to the Summer-land, at the 
her parents in Bremen, Ind.,

on Dec. 21, 1898, Corn A. Wright, nee 
Lehr, aged 29 years, 8 months and 20 
days. She passed over to join her hus
band who had preceded her, with a full 
hope ami knowledge that they would be 
re united in the Summer-land. X.

Passed to higher life, Aug. 22, 1898, 
Clenrick Crosby, aged 55, at Centralia, 
Washington. Mr. Crosby was a true 
Spiritualist and always gave liberally 
to the cause. He leaves a wife and two 
children to mourn bis loss. Funeral 
services conducted by Mrs. Lillian Na-
gell. COR.

Mrs. Rosina Reynolds, of Elba, N. Y., 
passed to Hie higher life on the morn
ing of December 12, aged 70 years. She 
had been a firm Spiritualist for more 
than fifty years, and was made sueh by 
phenomena occurring before the Roch
ester rappings. When she knew her 
time had come to go, she bid her hus
band and friends good-by and said: "I 
want you all to know that I have no 
more dread or fefir of taking this jour
ney than 1 would have in starting for 
Chicago.” Funeral services were con
ducted by Rev. John Piper, of the
.Church of The Friends. M.

Mrs. K. McFarlane, Geneseo, Illinois, 
passed to spirit-life, Dec. 29, at 7 a. nt. 
J. C. F. Grumblne officiated at her fu
neral services. She was a staunch 
friend of the cause, a Mother of Israel,
a tried and true friend.

nection with the progress our society is 
making. The Grand Rapids Fraternal 
Endeavor was formed last summer at 
North Park, with five members who 
saw the necessity of getting the people 
stirred up. Our meetings were a suc
cess last summer, and this winter we 
have been favored with the eloquent 
discourses of Mrs. Carpenter who will 
be with us again In February and 
March. This society Intends to keep 
the meetings going with good talent, as 
you will see by the move we are mak
ing at Worth Park, I expect you will 
hear some criticisms, but we do not 
fear, as our aim is to spread the.truth, 
and the best way that we can find to 
do It. is to hire our mediums, from time 
to time, and. not have any particular 
medium at the head.”
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of: the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Erice 25 cents. For sale nt this office.

COR.

Passed to spirit-life, Samuel F. Blon
din, Dec. 21, 1898, from his home in Du
buque, Iowa. He was an old soldier, 
and citizen of this city for many years. 
He was a veteran mail carrier*, a mem
ber of A. L. of H.; also a Mason, and 
firmly established in the knowledge of 
immortality, through spirit return.

The Masons took charge of tbe funer
al services at the residence, and Sun
day, the 25th, memorial services were 
conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Perkins at 
the First Spiritual church. ■ ■

G.F. PERKINS.

Charles E. Sackett, Jr., of Findlay, O., 
passed to the higher life, with typhoid 
fever,’at Toledo, D., on Dec. 21, aged 29 
years and 8 months. - He has been a 
life-long 'Spiritualist and saw his spirit 
friends around him for three weeks be
fore he passed out From his sister, 

MRS. W. H. ROWE.

cured my little son of St. Vitus 
when you lived iu Maquoketa, 

Yours truly, 
NAPOLEON GRAHAM.

FROM BUFFALO, N. Y.
October 10, 1898.

Dobson-Barker—Dear Sister:—I

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings aud circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALIST’S
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (wltli stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

Thomas Nelson Delano passed to splr- 
it-llfe, Dec. 6. 1898, at his home, Wolf 
Creek, Mich., in his SGth year. For fifty 
years he was a Spiritualist, very en
thusiastic and ready Jo defend-the 
cause he loved so well. The funeral

of spirit return. 470

TESTIMONIAL. '
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have, regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines. 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all tbe others combined.

I am jnost gratefully, '
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT. 

Frenchburg, Ky.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail. ■

Clinton, Iowa.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs 
NOT ONLY 

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE 
BUT THEY . 

flbsohitBlu
Gure 
GlironlG

Where Others Fail.
It You fire a Suwar

Write To-day, Giving

Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead
ing Symptom, and receive an 

absolutely correct 
DIAGNOSIS 
of your case 

FREE OF CHARGE.

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

MA]MSFieLD’3
Are

Homeopathic Medicines 
Compounded Clairvoyantly for 

Each Patient.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D< 
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

DR. J. W. RUMINER, 
The well-known Psychic Healer and Cbromonathic 
Pbjslciun, Is pre-eminently succeesful in treating ail 
forms of chronic nnd acute diseases of either body 
or mind. Graduate in medicine and magnetics. Fif
teen years' practice. Personal magnetism nnd psy
chic forces developed, which alone will enable you 
to cure yourself and prevent disease. Treatments 
au I six lesson^ the development of personal mug- 
netlsm given by mat!. Chatged in reason. Send four 
2-. cut stamps, date of birth, sex, nameand leading 
symptom, and receive by return mall my prices and 
diagnosis of your cine. Address Hotel Wellington, 
cor. 7th and Main sts., Evansville, Ind. 476

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
11 I BY i i i 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure youj send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutic«, Including tbo 

fiun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mlud Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity ftn4 
taele principles developed with their marvelous ftp*, 
plications. Students in four coutluents have taken thft 
course. The college Is chartered and confers the dft- 
gres of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed QuestloQB students can take the course ana 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles, CaL 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Still continues to give '

FREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation. 

YOU Are Invited to Write. 

SEND Postage Stamp for'Reply.

H. F. COATES, 
Phenomenal Medium, 2420 Indiana av.

Sittings for Independent elute writing aud portraits 
each day from 10 a m to 5 pm. Circles Sunday, Tues
day anil Friday oj each week 8 pm. 476

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

Amrtils Spirit Band treat all kinds of .dleeases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure muuy cases where medicine has fulled. Tea- 
tltnonials from all parts of the United State«. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Miuu. 482 j

Chronic Diseases a Specialty 
fiend full name, age, sex and 2 atainpa for 

FREE DIAGNOSIS. 
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 
Dept. 1, Jackhuu, M lull. 466tf

JMORFrtlHfc 
COCAINE 
LAUDANUM 
WHISKEY never-tailing, nar anti pormanent home cure.

Valuable Treatise op ctlan mailed tree.
Dr. J. 0. HOFFMAT 443 .lbcUaBldc„ChieeSo,IH.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Paycbometrlst and Buslueea Medium 
Reudiuga perbonuHy, by letter or photograph 11.OU 
Three reasouable tjUeBiloni auawered by mall for 
25 cents Address UK. 52nd ave., Chicago. 3?7lf

Personal Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by mall. An ex
position of the Science of Being, wllb dlreeilons for 
restoring health, developing ihe mental iacullles and 
unfolding the spiritual powers. For booklet and fur
ther Information semi stamp tu ’

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, 111.

am glad for all tbe good that comes to’ 
you and yours, I have talked with sev
eral of your patients; all that I have 
seen are unsparing In your praise; they 
would not exchange their physician, 
Mrs. Dobson-Barker, for all the other 
doctors In tbe world. That you may be 
spared to work many years for human
ity, is my prayer. As ever your old 
friend, ' MOSES HULL.

Bets forth tbe Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
«like, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion Is based, as well as tho actuality of modern 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that thp 
book is

A SCIENTIFIC iiEHlONSTUATION 

of tho

Existence of the soul of nutn ae hie con» 

ecloue individuality independently 

of the physical oryaniem} 

of the 

CONTINUITY OF LIFE 

and the 

dOTUAHTI OF SPIRIT RETURN,

CAMPBELLBROS
Slate-AViiters, Selline, ui d Life-Sized 

Portraits.

B. F. POOLE. ....

IN PLASTER PARIS VESTS.
King City, Cal., October 20, 1898.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Doc-
tor:—My little girl five years old was 
sick two and a half years, with spinal 
and other troubles. We had her treat
ed by some of the best doctors in the 
country. They kept her in plaster 
purls vest, which only gave temporary 
relief. She laid in bed for five months, 
could not walk, nor move, had to be 
carried around.

I beard of your wonderful medicine; 
I sent for treatment; she began to im
prove, and nt the end of the second 
month she could walk some. After tak
ing four months’ treatment she is gain
ing in strength and henlth every dny.

I can fully nnd truthfully say you 
flhve saved our child’s life, for which 
we are ever your grateful friends, 

Sincerely, .
- MR. S. SETTRIM.

. MRS. C. SETTRIM.

Healing, Causes a nd Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon's latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion aud overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers; It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man's 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the- Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. - -

The whole field <3 man's relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
Is disease ls handled by one who evi
dently understands); hts subject The 
booklet of 100: pages, is proving Its In
terest by Its sales. ;sSent on receipt of
fifty

Tbe first eleven chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of tbe soul incarnate, with a clear ex
position of tbe psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters set forth the philoso
phy of tbe Infinite.

Thu last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of tbe author.

The price of the book to $1, For sale 
at the office of The Proyreeeive Thinker,

THE ACE OF REASON.
By Thomas Palnu. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, post 
8vo, Paper, 25 cents; clolb, 50 cento.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
FrUeJ'S' Ta‘u,ble'

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mra. Carrie E. S. Twlng, me

dium. This little book win be read with intense in
terest by tbouhanda. Price 25 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth. 11. For sale at this 
office.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatlw. . 
Price 25 conts.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Win. F. Lyon. A book repleta 

With Spiritual truths. Price 11.00.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
Tho Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Frcetbought literature. Bound in paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cent!; twelve copies 
tor 11.00.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Phyt-leian 
in practice. Ills cures are marvelous. Successful iu 
all kiuds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall he cures. Send him age. sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cts. in stamps and lie will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases aud treat you for only «2.00 
a month. No leading symptom required, He has a 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and casyi 
also a specific remedy for obesity. It will safely and 
quickly remove all superfluous flesh, also a sure re
lief for morning sickness. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren st, Stoneham. Mass. 465

DR. R. GREER, 
Clairvoyant Physician 

52 Dearborn st., Chicago,
Is stll giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
years experience and practice make him wonderfully 
accu-rate. Write, giving age, sex and'one leading 
symptom. 47Stf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesall forms of stomach, liver and khluey dheasei 
alBOConstipation. A sure cure for that tired, wora-oui 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for ono 
month sent fortl.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and pro!aud by 
thousands iu all parts of the world. Sent for CO cent! 
or all three sent postpaid for *i,to with Yurma’s 
photoand Instructions how lolivo WQyears.v (olivo lOQyeara.

ebble Spectacles, 
AV rite for Illustrated Circular*

allowing st> les und prices and photo of Spirit yurmai 
who developed tblb clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to ' 
your eyes in your owu home ai If you were In my 
Office, us thousands can testify. Send stamp for 
photo. B- F. Poolk. Clinton. Iowa.

PSYCHE
Is the invention uf u practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and lo designed tu develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received long cuimuuuicft- 
tions from spirit friends, aud express great satisfac
tion. Price, li, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
roraale at tlieutllceof The PiioiiKKssiVKTuinkbh,

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoscopes on character, health, disease, business, 
occupatlun, marriage, finance and tiie loud hi success, 
rull reading fl; trial reading of one page, 25 cents, 
bend date of birth. Circular free. Address

FRED P. BRANDT,
258 Hastings st., Grund Bapld&, Mich. 477YOUB, FUTURE w"

Astrologer, Kooius 6 & 7 Tabor Open, Home Hlook, 
Denver, Colo. Charts Iron, ,1. Scud stamp lor circu
lars.

Full reading for 2? cents until fur
tiler uutiCf. Dr. S. Z. Barney, 8u0 S Dlviblon St., 

Grand Baplilb Mich 476

A Valuable Pamphlet.
•Mesmerism and Clulrvuyauce. Also a chapter on 

curd reading. Worth Its weight Iu guld. Kent post
paid fur locls silver, or 11 copies fur 81. Howland 
J. Brown, 559 591b st. corner uf Butler, Chicago, 11!.

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalruudlent. clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophétie, can be counulled al No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagciuentb can be made 
by letter. 4wtf

Something New and Reliable
If rick, write me u letter stating the fact, with age, 

name, sex and complexlun and six cents in stumps, 
and 1 will tell you just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter Is enough, 
Herballstlc Remedies In connection with Psycbto 
Power. Address or call.

mtANUES L. LOUCKS,
S3 IVarren 8t.t Stoiwham, Mush. 476

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In tbe world for (he unfoldment of all 
spiritual powers, psyrhometry. clairvoyance. Inspira
tion. healing, lllumluatiuii. For tcrntn. circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, ncnd a Mumped ad

I dressed envelope io J. U. F. Gm mbjn f. lautlior and.
lecturer), 89Go Langley ave., Hat 8, Chicago, I68tf

THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of the pusage. In tho New Toit*. 1 
ment, quoted from the OM, tai ciilii J'.-jpheole, Con- 
corning Jesus Christ. Price IS orati.

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOU It OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet ghlng iuMructions, 

delineate your phase of iiiedliuiibUip. ami a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address MRh. J. A.

489

BEAR IR MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

Write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if It is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or, draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. ■ • .

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided. - ,

“Woman, Churcn and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than, common intrinsic value. 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It Is full

cents. For Bate at this office. 
. 455 tf.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum? devoted to the Interests 

of the young,) and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. OloWillowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per-year. Every young 
person should have access to Ita col-, 
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it It
is published weekly. Try It.

“History of the Inquisition.'

437tf

____  _ Every 
citizen of our country should read this
concise history of that Romish churchly 
Institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown

"Religious ana Theological Works of 
Thomas Faine.” Contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
©logical subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pUi-is-. Ilin- .»I For ; an- ai tins oflice.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what Is needed on the subject. Paper, 
'¡!> cents. Cloth, 51.50. For sale at this 
office.

“The Universe.” What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things" Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this offlee.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Carns. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all ’who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price 51. For sale at this oflice.

“Tbe Prophets ot Israel." By Prof. 
C. H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “Tbe Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given In the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents, l or sale at 
this offlee. ,

“From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood- 
Tuttle.- Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten

ln these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness, and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely ■ paralleled in all tbe world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It Is forof ‘information on the subject, and should records of inuumsr ...

be read by every one. Mee §2, post-1 gale at this office, and will: be mailed 
paid. For sale at this office. ...* nostnald for.25 ccniB. : -

STARNOS.
By Dr. Delia B. Davis. A rosary ot pearls, culled 

from the works ol Andrew Jackson Davia. Intended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowing and 
stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

The Occult Forces of Sex
T»8 admirable work consists of three p&mphleto 

Embodied In one volume, In which questions of great 
importance to the race are discussed from tbe stand
point of au advanced social reformer, Price 50 cents 
For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

cioth, tta.
This is a work of great value, written by one of tbe 

keenest, most powerful aud most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbe lianas of those who bare freed 
themselves from the dogmRu of orthodoxy and from 
thf dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tbe childhood period of faith and fancy will bo super- 
«eded by knowledge and facts. For salt at this office.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially Interesting to an 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
tbe Bible. The historic facts stated, and tbe keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practice« should 
be read Dy all. Price. 25c. Sold at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
' SURE SUCCESS. s

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental andan'.rltual 
health. Worth many times iu cost. PrlcdO cents.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parta I and IL being aa 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the French 
Bevolntlon. Post Bro., STS pages. Paper, 80 ceniti 
doth, 50 cents.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. I’sycliometry 
aud Laws of Unfoldmeut, with free reading. Lor par- 
tlculnre address EMMA RUDER, ‘104 Central ave.,

477

CANCERS AND TUMORS, 
Internal or external cured by nature** positive cancer 
cure. No tedious operations. Tested m er 4*i years, 
and any dlseaee tbut nflihu tbe hiinitin system treat* 
ed successfully. J. G. W Entwis>i ij , M. I).. 759 63rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, ill. Consultation aud •

476

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual CoininunicationB by Letter.
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando bl., San Jose. Cal. 
have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium fur ihe Spirit-world th m (lias.
Jos. KodksB V 011 AS AN.

The blind medium, n.w. sinclaik. will 
send a Life Reading, with dates and names. Mall 
lock of hair and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIR, 41& 

West av., Jacksun, Mich

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA 
Sick or Nervous Headaches 

Absolutely Cured 
OK 

NO PAY FOR TREATMENT.
Particulars upon application.

WINDSOR SANITARIUM, 
CHATHAM, NEW YORK. 

Finest Sanitarium In America.

hours of leisure and enjoyment
$1. For salo at this office.

“Human Culture and Cure.
First The Philosophy of Cure.

Price

Part 
(In-

eluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in- 
structlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent Of psychic phenomena,’ this pam
phlet is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of twocases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Maty Eurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at-this office. Price 15 cents. ...

“Talleyrand’s Letter to thé Pope” will 
be found especially, interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
«bould be read by all. Bold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents.. ■ ■-V ' ■ • _ _ -■ ■ - . . '

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Kot Adapted to Modern Civilisation, with the Tru, 
Character of Mary Magdaleno. By Geo. TV. Brown. M. D. Price, 13 cent,.

God in the Constitution.
BvBobertG. Ingeraoll. One ot the best paper. Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper coyer, with llke- 
nessotaulhor. Price, 10cent»: twelveooplwforlU». 

The Dta World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 
; . No. 1, New White Cross

■ Literature.

—IN THE-

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 

[totnlte of recent scientific research regarding thfr 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From tbe German of %

DR LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Vatter,“ Essays on Nature and 

Science,“ “Physiological Pictures,“ “Six Lec
tures on Darwin," Etc.

The great mystery of existence consists fn perpet« 
urI and uninterrupted change. Every thing 18 immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
tho most enormouB of the celestial bodies,—tho sand 
grain or tbe water drop as well as tbe highest being In 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
.vhlcb being manifests itself arc changing; but Being 
iterlf remains eternally the same and imperishable, 
ivhen wo die we do not lose ourselves, but onlv out * 
ncrsonal consciousness. Wo live on in nature, In out 
1-P.C3, Incur children. In our deeds, tn our thoughts— 
;n short. In the entire material and physical contrlbu- 
•h* which, during our short personal existence, wo 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
■nature In gerif-mi.”- <'s«er.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In itlila volume the author, tn tho thirty-nine 

chapters, ilscusies a wide variety -ot subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evinces tbe power, oi, n trained thinker, 
both In matterot thought tad fine literary stylo, and 
capability ot thought expression. Tbe,subjects aro 
well-handled with conciseness nnd yet with clearness. 
It will prove & Tick addition to auy Spiritualist'^ 
library, and a most excellent book for any one lock
ing information concerning Spiritualism and Ito totch* 

1 ing». . . . • • • • ■ .
For Sale at thia Offlee. .Price. «I.BO

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago. 
DOIWD IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
Jj «Ido, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, JUBl iBtncd,'contain, nineteen full Temple to» 
tures upon occult snblccta, together with other arti
cle, from various newspapers, relating to tbe great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lecture, inuM 
In 1892, and three other« on the Hvbak Bom, whlek 
are alone worth the price of the book. Tht, wonder 
tul hook la unique a, an Evangelist of Science uA 
-froth. Price ,1.25, poitpald, to any addru^ For tote 
dtlhtooao*. - •
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ART MAGIC.
A Book of Wonderful Re 

search.
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HE HAS TURNED IIP
And Still Has Faith In the 

- Old Creeds.

To the Editor':—Having just-finished 
reading “Art Magic,” and finding In it 
pabulum that will nourish and sustain 
all sincere Investigators in tlie truth of 
the basic principles of our philosophy. 
I feel very anxious to aid you in your 

> very lapdable endeavor to put it in the 
■ hands of all your readers, At a time 
... when the press, both religious and sec- 

ultir, are teeming with articles on mag
netism, hypnotism, psychology and oe- 

-cult mysticism in all its phases, such a 
work Is imperiously called for by ail 
thoughtful aud philosophical mluds.

I fully agree with you In your “Pub
Usher’s Preface” when you say, “The 
student who wishes to delve into the 
ancient mysteries, as traced in occult 
lore will find this volume invaluable;

V for here Is condensed a vast fund of in
‘ formation that could not otherwise be 

obtained, without many years of pa- 
tieut research, and with access to rare 
and scarce sources of knowledge.”

With the view of letting the readers
.. of The Progressive Thinker get a brief 

glimpse of the beautiful and perspicu
ous style of the author, and what a 
treasure there is lu store for all who ac
cept of your very generous offer, I will 
quote a few passages:

. “We can accept nothing, learn noth
: ing, hope for nothing from modern the

ology; for it teaches no philosophy, 
owns allegiance to no science, aud is 
amenable to no requirements of reason 
or justice.”

: Under the caption, “How traditions 
become scriptures,” the author says, 

r? “in consideration of the vast and cumu- 
-dative mass of testimony which the dis

coveries of archeology and philosophy 
i.1 supply us with, concerning the founda- 

tlon of all theological systems, the Idol
- atry of the nineteenth century puts to 

shame the devotion of humanity’s in
i', -fancy to myth and mysticism. The an

. tlque man would blush for the meudac-
/ ity of the modern priesthood, who not 

only steal the images of their fore- 
y fathers’ creation, but reclothing them 

with the tinsel aud varnish of ecclesias- 
• tical trumpery, set them up lu shrines 

. to worship as the legitimate offspring 
' of Divine inspiration.”
i Alluding to the origin of life as repre- 
■Q sented In the “Elementarles,” he most 
X- beautifully says, “Hanging on the same 

Divine thread of beneficence which
I binds man to the heart of Deity, these 
y elementarles could no more be riven 
V away from the Interminable chain of 
».-being, than the planetary order of the 
.. ‘skies could afford to part with Mercury, 

the youngest child of the solar system, 
because it is not so perfectly developed 
as Mars, nor yet cut out of the shining 
starry family that circles round the pa
rent sun, the planet, because it has not 
attained to the size, lustre and glory of 
Jupiter.”

Aud again: “Which that so fiercely 
reject the Darwinian theory, yet offer 
no better hypothesis for human origin 
(who would rather fancy you were 
nothing, than anything lower than 
your arrogance deems worthy of you) 
which of you can believe that from 
nothing sprang something, or that you 
suddenly appeared on the theatre of ex-

DWIGHT L. MOODY IS STILL THE 
SAME RANTING REVIVALIST.
To the Editor:—I notice in the Chi

cago Record that Dwight L. Moody, the 
evangelist; has been in your city again, 
and at the Chicago Avenue church re
affirmed his faith In the old creeds. Of 
course, he could not well do otherwise 
and be consistent with himself or the 
teachings upon which bls reputation Is 
based and for which he has been so 
very generously remunerated in 
dollars aud cents. Uullke that other 
noted evangelist, the Rev. B. Fay Mills, 
I doubt whether. Mr. Moody would turn 
his back upon his ereeds even if over
whelmingly convinced that they are 
false. This seems a very cruel thing to 
say of Mr. Moody, whom I regard as a 
very good man, and against whom I 
have no personal animosity whatever. 
But like those of bishops aud priests 
and prominent preachers of all the 
churches, his environments are delicate 
and peculiar, and it Is next to impossi
ble for him to break away from them, 
however earnestly he desired to do so. 
If it was not for this fact there would 
be a great stampede among the preach
ers toward what is called “liberal re
llgiou,” “infidelity,” “Spiritualism,1
“theosophy," "rational religion,' etc,
When here aud there occasionally, a 
preacher like the Rev. B. Fay Mills 
does break away from such envlron- 
nients, It is evidence of a moral cour
age of uo ordinary force.

In his endeavor to establish the or
thodox assertion that the BJble proph
ecies have been and are, being fulfilled, 
Mr. Moody says:

“Knowledge shall greatly increase

istence, a full-fledged immortal soul, 
with, a whitherward, but uo whence—a 
heavenly goal to attain to, but no be
ginning to spring from.”

( Referring to the astral fluid and as- 
’itral life, he says, “Man can read the 
hidden things of another's mind, and 
even temporarily obsess it, and by aid 
of inferior spirits psychologize many 

\persons at once, compelling them to see, 
hear, taste, or feel the subjective im
ages of bls creation. He can envelope 

■ some objects in the astral fluid, reuder
ing them invisible to the naked eye; 
create disturbances in the atmosphere, 
or color them by the same means; pro
mote rapid and spontaneous growth in 
the vegetable world; wound the body 
and heal it in the same minute of time; 
render himself insensible to pain. 11 -I 
and the effects of gravitation, and. jo 
float In mid air; cause himself to -ne 
burled alive during entrancement, a.xl 
resume the functions of life when dis-

iinterred.”
Commenting on and lu elucidation of. 

■ the art magic of au intelligent Brah- 
■- man philosopher and adept in art magic. 
N he says, “The forces of spirit are de

signed for good and use. or they could 
not be accessible to an. In ages yet to 
come, when the earth and its living 
freight are all spiritualized, that which 
is magic now, will be ordinary practice 

■ then. The heavens will kiss the earth, 
*. and the thin veil which divides tlie in-

throughout the world. Well, It has,

PROF. G. D. HERRON
Às.An Interpreter of Jesus

hasn’t it? I regard this as a most sat
isfactory age to live in. 1 live more In 
a year to-day than my father did in 
twenty. My boy knew more at the age 
of 10 years than I did at 30. This is 
the age of marvels; men run through 
life. Why! they can’t run fast enough, 
they must needs have bicycles. What 
a stranger would be the man who has 
been dead 100 years If he suddenly 
were to come to earth again In this age 
of steam, the telegraph, telephone, rail
ways, steamboats, etc., He would fall 
to know where Jie was and receive your 
truthful statements regarding the inno
vations with the greatest incredulity. 
The telescope and microscope have re
vealed such wonders that even we who 
are ‘In it’ scarcely comprehend their 
meaning.”

For how much of that Increase of 
knowledge we are Indebted to the 
church and the creeds represented by 
Mr. Moody, he does not stop to inquire. 
But he rather unwittingly places the 
credit for the same where it belongs, In 
asking the question: “Do we increase 
in righteousness as we do lu knowl
edge?” and In admitting that a nega
tive reply must be made to it. What 
Mr. Moody means l;y “righteousness” is 
loyalty to the dogmas and creeds he 
preaches, with which knowledge and 
reason are decidedly Incompatible. 
Hence, the more knowledge Incfeases, 
the more “righteousness” will decrease. 
This is not a very7 encouraging outlook 
for orthodoxy, I will admit.”

“What a stranger would be the man 
who has been dead 100 years if lie sud
denly were to come on earth again in 
tliis age of steam, etc. He would fail 
to know where he was and receive your 
truthful statements regarding the in
novations with tile greatest Incredul
ity,” says Mr. Moody. Tills statement 
Is in entire accord with that made by 
Bishop Foster of the M. E. church, who, 
in speaking of that same “dead man,” 
exclaims: “Where he is, or that he Is at 
all. Is wholly unknown to us.”

Had Rev. D. L. Moody and Bishop 
Foster shared in and profited by that 
Increase of knowledge, they would have 
have learned that that “dead man of a 
hundred years ago” is not dead, but 
still continues to live, and is as well 
posted upop, if not better acquainted 
witli the progress that has been made 
in tills life since his transition to the 
next stage of existence, than is Mr. 
Moody. In all probability that “dead 
man” of the past was a factor in the 
promotion of the progress.of the pres-
ent. H. V. S1VERINGEN.

“THE WORDS OF MY MOUTH.”

HELEN E. HILL. AN EXPERIENCE MIND, LIFE, MATTER. AN EXPLANATION

Of Caln’s Finding His Wife.

habitants of either realm will become 
I. so' transparent that every eye will 
(pierce its mystery and rejoice in its 
:’holy revealments. Until then ‘knowl

edge Is power,’ and all men by knowl
edge may achieve the power of practic
ing art magic.” ■

Hoping, my brother, that the placing 
.of these-few excerpts from the wonder
ful book you are almost giving to the 
readers of the best spiritual journal of 
the age, will help to increase its circula
tion. and thus aid in a cause I have for 
forty years of my life labored for, and 
at the same time help you in sustaining 
a load, that (as a newspaper man) I
know is 'a heavy one. 

Washington. D. O.
V. FELL.

- A PURPORTED CURE FOR Cl 
SUMPTION.

-SOME STIRRING WORDS FROM 
LUCINDA B. CHANDLER, WITH 
WHICH SHE EXHIBITS THE 
PRESENT STATUS OF SOCIETY.
“If the teachings of Jesus are danger

ous and destructive; if he spake im
practicable things which he did not un
derstand; If his words are the cries of 
an overwrought enthusiast, then let us 
quit worshiping him and put an end to 
this colossal thing we call Christianity. 
If Jesus is the Son of God and redeemer 
of man; if he is the true teacher of 
practicable teachings, then, while it is 
yet day, before dreadful judgment 
comes on, let us begin to preach what 
he taught and to divinely enforce his 
justice of loye.”

This sentence evidently states the 
attitude and purpose of Prof. Herron in 
his efforts to interpret the teachings of 
Jesus as recorded lu the New Testment. 
In the course of lectures, eight lu num
ber, delivered lu Chicago under the 
auspices of the Christian Citizenship 
League, he never touched upon the the
ological conception of the parenthood of 
Jesus, nor of atonement or any of the 
doctrines held by the church.

“It was as a teacher of eternal prin
ciples that Jesus came, and his life was 
a revelation of love as law. Chris
tianity began, so far as It issued from 
Jesus, not as a new religion but as a 
mode of living. It is absurd to suppose 
that Jesus was put to death for going 
about healing the sick, and appealing to 
individuals to ‘be saved’ or to be good, 
ns we understand these terms. He 
was crucified for disturbing the existing 
national order of things; crucified as a 
national menace, because he was aim
ing at the wrong at the heart of the na
tion. When he was rejected it was a 
governmental as well as ecclesiastical 
rejection.”

"We have only to read the gospels 
with even a little historic sense, to see 
that the career of Jesus was as certain
ly political in relation to his times and 
nation, as the career of Joseph Mazzini 
in Italy or Wendell Phillips in 
America.” '

“According to John, the first public 
aet of his ministry was to go to Jerusa
lem and clean out the Capitol. The 
Jewish temple which Jesus purged, was 
the political capítol of the nation. He 
did precisely what one of us would do 
if we should go up to Washington and 
suddenly drive from the Senate cham
ber the lobbyists, the chief of whom are 
our elected Senators—elected to repre
sent the corporations for which they 
are paid attorneys.”

“Any genuine religion must be a sci
ence of righteous politics—a science of 
individual liberty. A corrupt state Is 
simply the expression of a decadent aud 
formal religion; aud a merely respecta
ble religion is the worst human enemy.”

"The time has come to distinctly say 
that civilization must be born again, in 
order that the Individual may see the 
kingdom of God.” And the Professor 
says: “In neither Old or New Testa
ment does the term 'kingdom of God,’ 
or 'kingdom of heaven' mean other than 
a righteous society upon earth. His in
terpretations of the kingdom of heaven 
have far more to do with human rela
tions with social facts aud forces, than 
with what we understand by religion. 
They deal more specifically and fre
quently with the subject of property 
than we care to know.”

“Jesus had nothing occult or tran
scendental, mysterious or supernatural 
to teach. Although we Idly distinguish 
between natural and revealed religion, 
it was to show natural religion as so-

Talk happiness. The world Is sad 
enough

Without yoqr woes. No path is wholly 
rough;

Look for the places that are smooth aud 
clear,

And speak of those to rest the weary

Of

Of

ear
earth, so hurt by one 

strain
human discontent and 
pain.

Talk faith. The world is 
without

contlniious

grief and

better off

Passing of a Good and No 
ble Womaij¡

Which Is in Line with That 
of Judge Munson.

Mind Hitherto Subordinate 
to Matter,

clal living that Jesus 
worked.” -

“The age that finally 
revelation of Jesus from

taught aud

changed the 
a social ideal

The funeral services of the late Mrs. 
Helen E. Hill were conducted on 
Wednesday, December 28, at 1:30 p, m., 
at her former home, 1103 Girard street, 
Philadelphia. The house was filled with 
sorrowing friends and. .the /room in 
which the body lay was transformed 
into a veritable palace of flowers.

During her life Mrs. Hill was a noted 
Spiritualist and the services at her fu
neral were conducted after the rites of 
that society. The interment was made 
privately at Northwood,

Mrs. Hill was the wife of B. B. Hill. 
She was born in 1834. Her youth was 
spent in Rochester, N. Y., where her 
sister, Mrs. Rowe, still resides. Mi's. 
Hill has been for many years a very 
active worker in the First Association 
of Spiritualists, the Women's Progress
ive Union aud several benevolent organ
izations. Her friends were numerous 
aud many of them lifelong, and she de
lighted in disbursing practical charity 
in an unobtrusive way. She embraced 
Spiritualism at a very early age and re
mained one of its warmest adherents to 
the last. The Children’s Lyceum and 
Young People’s Union, of which Mrs. 
Hill was a devoted friend, sent beauti
ful floral tributes, as did also the Help
ing Hand Society.

Addresses were delivered at her fu
neral by Harrison D. Barrett, president 
of the National Spiritualists Associa
tion; Mr. aud Mrs. E. W. Wallis, of 
Manchester, England, and W. J. Col
ville, who is the lecturer of the First So
ciety of Spiritualists in this city, who 
had been for many years a confidential 
friend of Mrs. Hill’s, whom he de
scribes as having been one of the truest 
aud most motherly of women that It 
has ever been his privilege to meet.

The above Is taken from the Philadel
phia Press, issued Dec.,20, aud, shows 
lu what high esteem Mra.HBl was held 
lu the city whdre she had so long re
sided, and where she was so well 
known. Concerning her passing away, 
It needs only be said that she was en
gaged on Christmas day in pleasant 
household duties, aud was looking for
ward to the entertainment to be given 
by the Young People’s Union copnected 
with the Fist Association of Spiritual
ists. After exerting hei'seif-imno un
common way she lay down to take a lit
tle rest and passed to spli'lt-llfe quietly 
during sleep. It Is needles^ to say that 
the shock of so sudden and, unexpected 
a transition fell heavily upbn her hus
band aud all her Intimate friends, but 
it lias been a pleasure to them to realize 
that this quick, painless departure was 
in exact accordance with her own 
wishes and expectations.,

Mrs. HUI was nn active, earnest, gen
erous, enthusiastic woman, one who 
threw her entire heart and Intellect into 
all she undertook. Possessed of fine an
alytical Intelligence, she was, what may 
be called a rationalistic, Spiritualist, 
though her emotional nature led her to 
assert very much more in'¡he way of 
interior or intuitive evidences of spirit
ual truth than ean be ascertained by in
tellect alone.

The most conspicuous, traits of this 
good motherly woman’s character were 
slncerltj’ and generosity.. She was ex
tremely averse to whatever savored of 
hypocrisy, but her teuderhess toward 
tlie weak and the persecuted, and espe
cially toward those who'dad erred but 
wished to go up higher, wits proverbial
ly great. . ,

The large concourse of invited friends 
who thronged the spacious parlors of 
her late residence during ¡the funeral 
services, testified in no untertain man
ner to the deep hold her; kindly, active 
life had taken upon young ttnd old alike.

To the Editor:—I notice in your paper 
that my. father takes, that. Mr. Bam
berger, of Chippewa Falls, wrote you 
that he ■ could cure consumption, but 
would not reveal the secret I will try 
to make it known as Mr. Bamberger 
dold me himself. ..Take rye flour and 
mix with warm water for a- batter; 
then pour boiling hot water over.it, and 
when it Is scalded it' will be ‘a’ thick

.* paste. When cool take.one tablespoon
. ful of the paste, mix with water, three 

times a day. . .
I have given you the solid7 truth free? 

and as I am a Spiritualist, I deem It my-' 
duty to do this; A. W. PICKlN.

Eau Claire, Wis.

Your uttered ignorance and morbid 
doubt.

If you have faith in'God, or man, or 
man, or self,

Say so; if not, push back upon the 
shelf

Of silence all your thoughts till faith 
shall come;

No one will grieve because your Bps are 
. dumb.. ‘ “

Talk health; The dreary, never-chang
ing tale'.. • .

Of mortal fnaladies is worn and stale. 
You cannot- charm, - or interest, or 

. please. :. 3 > - > -
By hdrpiilg bn- that minor- chord, dis
' ' ease.' ■/■.'•. ■ . ..
Say you are Well, or all Is well with 

you, '. < ’ ■' ■ ■ ' • ■
• And ’ God: shall hear your words and 

- make them true.
. ■ . .•• A-HSlia Wheeler . WilcoXi
. ■‘Mediumship. and. Its Development, 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment”- By W.-H. Bacb. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize rhe laws of meiliumahip and de
velopment and- avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents) papert 25 cents, -

to an official religion, from a mode of 
life to a theological system, was one of 
moral and religious anarchy, insanely 
wicked and licentious.”

“Jesus is no more the author of exist
ing Christianity than Moses was the 
author of the Judaism out of which 
Christianity was born. Whether we 
would have it so or not, Jesus holds the 
key to the social situation and the 
initiative is his. The Christ we need Is 
not in the tomb of metaphysics, where 
theology has stood guard these many 
ages, obedient to ambition In the 
church, agreeable to craft in the state. 
The Messianic idea is risen and goes 
before us in the sons of men committed 
to the social redemption, to lead us to 
the holy society. Not back, but on, to 
Christ, Is the meaning of the social cry."

“The effort of the church to reconcile 
the commercial morals of modern in- 
•dustrialism with the revelation of so
cial law and life in Christ is treason to 
the kingdom of God, and the worst 
apostasy of the church; yea, it is a 
chopping down of the cross, and a 
setting up of the throne of mammon in 
its place.” .

“Who can deny that successful covet
ousness, although denounced by Jesus 
and the scriptures ns the supreme 
crime against God and the nations, has 
been the great American virtue, com
manding the highest respect of church 
and society? If the head of some 
great combination, though it had 
violated every law of God. or man be
sides the so-called economic laws 
which neither God nor man ever had 
to do with, and though it had de
bauched our nation infinitely beyond 
the moral shock of civil war, were to 
stand before any representative re- 
ïigiqus gathering with an . endowment 
check in his hand, he would be greeted 
with an applause so. vociferous as to 
partake of the morally idiotic.’*

Prof. Herron expages sharply the 
fardai claim of civilization in the true 
statement that, "Retribution ? for the 
whole common life Inheres in thé na
ture of /ur property system. His
torically and ethicaUy private bwnér- 
ship of natural resources rests upon 
fraud,’violence and force. '

Prof. Herron considers thé sodal 
problem and religious problem identi
cal. He says: “The *rellglous. problem 
of to-day, which has already will ted 
with overpatience for the church, is an

One of the particularly Iptejrestiug feat
ures of the occasion was th$ presence of 
a large number of the youngest mem
bers of the societies with which she had 
long been actively connected, each one 
of whom looked uppu hei.as a sort of 
second mother.

The musical exercises/wire very ap
propriately rendered by .'Professors Ba
con and Scott, Mrs. Yocum and various 
members of the choir of the First Asso
ciation of Spiritualists; all the singers 
were personal friends of the arisen sis
ter, and very sweetly did they pour 
forth their tribute In song./

The short speeches made, by Mrs. Kil
gore, Mr. H. D. Barrett, and Mr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Wallis, were replete with 
heartfelt testimony to the sterling 
worth of the frank? op^n-hearted wo
man who never thought herself a saint, 
who scorned flattery and detested vain 
eulogies, though sho was never un
touched by any sincere mark of loving 
appreciation. To..describe the floral of
ferings would require the gifb.of an ar
tist of the highest rank) and at least a 
column of space In a newspaper. Rare,- 
ly except at large publia funerals of no
ted public men, Has the ‘ writer seen 
such a wealth of floral) beauty,, and on 
entering, the house it was truly charm
ing and beautifully copslstfenb with the 
teachings of spiritual philosophy to find 
roses and violets, satin; ribbons, but no 
crape or any sign of mounjingippon the 
bell knol>. The dress wpnrby.Mrs. Hill 
on festive, occasions, a. beautiful white 
garment decorated with loVely; flowers, 
appeared wlihln the cofflh, and as the 
many friends one by one gazed (upon 
the peaceful features of. the .tenement 
from which the living kohl had depart-

To the Editor:—Having seen the let
ter of Judge Munson in your paper of 
December 24, 1898, giving his experi
ence of spirit return, I thought I might 
benefit t'he cause by giving my experi
ence. In the-fall of 1894, I lived in Co
lumbus, Ohio, and attended a seance 
held at 'the house of Mrs. Mary Magru
der, by D. A. Herrick, whom I believe to 
be one of the best and truest trumpet 
mediums on earth. The medium was 
under strict test conditions, being held 
on either side by persons; my wife on 
one side and some gentleman ou the 
other. I sat ou the opposite side of the 
circle.

In a short time after the seance 
opened, a spirit at my left hand spoke 
In an Independent voice In full, loud 
tones, whidh was clear across the room 
from the medium, “Good evening, 
Judge.” I recognized the voice at once 
as that of Dr. F. M. Carter, my family 
physician thirty years prior, and who 
bad been over there ten or twelve years. 
1 said, “Doctor, Is this you?” and he im- 
mediatelysaid: “Yes, Judge, 1 am here,” 
and his voice was entirely independent 
and strong for at the time “Tim,” the 
Irish control, was down In the base
ment stairs talking with the trumpet 
While Dr. Carter was talking to me and 
others.

After the Doctor had been talking for 
probably ten minutes, he said: “Judge, 
I divided my medleal outfit among my 
children. I gave my son, James P. my 
medleal case, and he has It just as I 
gave It to him—never opened it,” and 
he then spoke of some little article In It, 
and he continued to tell what each had 
received of his all through his numer
ous family of eight or ten Children. I 
desire to say that I was the only person 
in the seance room that ever knew Dr. 
Carter or knew of him. My then wife 
never saw him and knew nothing of 
him or his. I certainly knew nothing of 
his division of property. I was not at 
his funeral aud never had anything to 
do with his property, so that mind-read
ing could not enter into It at all.

I 'had business the next day at Marys
ville, Ohio, and I saw his son James P., 
and without Informing him what I 
wanted I asked him about his father's 
division of property, and medical outfit, 
aud I learned from him his father’s 
statement to me was correct in the 
most niifiute particular.

I sat with Mr. Herrick In twenty se
ances and Dr. F. M. Carter came every 
time and gave us some beautiful lec
tures on the spirit and spirit-world, and 
it was always a great pleasure to bear 
him talk, and the circles always enjoyed 
the same. His lectures were always lu 
a strong masculine voice and Independ
ent. He has never been able to talk to 
me In an Independent voice through any 
other medium.

I will say in conclusion that Dr. Car
ter had not been thought of by me for 
years at the time of his first coming, 
and the inspiration could not have been 
drawn from my mind. As to the medi
ums spoken of by Judge Munson, I 
know them all except Mrs. Ebert- 
shauser, and I have sat with Charles 
Barnes, and I kuow them to be good, 
honest mediums. Dr. Carter at times 
prescribed for sickness, and always did 
good work. At one time he prescribed 
for my wife for la grippe and cured her, 
so you see we do not lose our identity 
or intellectual powers by death, and I 
am as certain this was Dr. Carter's 
voice as I am of my own voice. We 
were very Intimate in our younger days 
and be was my family physician from 
1864 to 1870, and lived at Rosedale, O.. 
and there Is abundance of proof of what 
I have written concerning Dr. Carter’s 
return and communication.

I agree with Judge Munson that some- 
■ thing in the pamphlet form put in the 
hands of the general publie would 
awaken an interest in this great truth, 
and put people to Investigating and 
would be the death knell to supersti
tion, ignorance and prejudice.

J. M. KENNEDY.
Marysville, Ohio.

Before defining the relationship of 
mind and matter I wish to reply briefly 
to the trio of critics Who feel aggrieved 
that any one should question the exist
ence of Immutable law.

The strength of my critics lies in sar
casm, ridicule and quibble ou indefi
nite terms used to express definite 
ideas. Their weakness is, lack of 
power to distinguish fact from law; to 
discriminate between the thing aud 
the stuff the thing is made of.

Surely all phenomena are evanescent, 
except matter and life, including their 
cosmic forces.

Gravity force is unvarying in quan
tity; is always exerted in one direction, 
consequently if not counteracted by 
heat force would become inoperative.

Heat force is exactly the reverse; is 
momentarily changing its effective 
power and direction in which it Is ex
erted; is exerted counter to the force of 
gravity. Thus we find that unstable 
heat force Is the cause of cosmic action. 
Otherwise we could have no differ
entiated phenomena. Heat force is the 
primal cause of planetary motion. 
Lapsus naturae, Infinite in kind and 
degree, manifested in fauna and flora, 
is positive evidence of absence of law 
or purpose, otherwise law doesn’t imply 
or demand uniformity of action. He 
who asserts that a thing may b? 
changeable and unchangeable at the 
same time and place puts himself be
yond the realm of fact and logic, con
sequently Is not amenable to either, 
therefore we venture a new departure 
that eventually leads to the same 
trend of thought.

Mind Includes knowledge in all forms 
and degrees. Rigid logical deductions 
from known facts show that mind 
wherever recognized, has ever been 
subordinate to matter.

Mind is constituted of many attri
butes, all of which remain dormant un
til evolved from life consequent upon 
life's organic union with matter. Mat
ter and life being Indestructible, It Is 
logical to postulate their self and co
eternal existence. Matter is the only 
phenomenon known by itself. Apart 
from matter, life Is unknown. -

Apart from life, knowledge is un-

MISS SARAH THOMAS, THE COD- .
ORED LADY WHO STANDS AT ' 
THE HEAD OF THE CHRISTIAN ' 
SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY, EX
PLAINS THE BIBLE IN HER OWN.
UNIQUE WAY.
To the Editor:—The second anniver

sary of the Christian Spiritual Society, 
In Hygiea Hall, Washington boulevard 
and Paulina street, was held Sunday, 
Jan 1, 1899, Miss Sarah Thomas con» 
duetlug. At the evenlug meeting, the 
platform was filled by a number of 
prominent mediums aud speakers, 
among whom the writer noticed Dr. D. 
S. White, Mrs. Hamilton Gill, Mr. Sack, 
smith, and a number of othc>‘8- Mise 
Thomas took tor her subject the ejacu
lation of Cain when the Lord seut him 
forth out of Eden: “Lord, my punish
ment is more than I can bear.” She 
stated that the subject had been given 
her by a lady who said she bad nevet: 
heard any explanation of Cain’s finding 
a wife, when it was supposed none ex
isted, Adam and Eve being the first 
man and woman, and up to the date of 
the killing of Abel, the entire populty 
tlon of the earth accordlug to the Bible 
account was Adam, Eve, Caln and 
Abel, and immediately after the mur
der of Abel, Cain was sent to the east 
of Eden to the Land of Nod, when ho 
saw.his wife. That she was his wife 
we have the scriptures for It, for ihey, 
raised a famjly, even to the fourth gen
eration, before Adam and Eve had 
Seth, about 130 years after Abel’s 
death. The last or great grandsqu of 
Cain, Lamecb, established the cusldni 
(which seems to obtain to the present 
day) of a plurality of wives, aud Mr. 
Lamech’s progeny have marked ca
reers down to the coming of Christ, ovqr 
4,000 years. But the polut the lady 
wanted to kuow was, where did Mrs. 
Cain bail from, or in other words, is

(Continued on page 7.)

ed, It seemed as though-the outward Im
agery of beauty must. exactly corre
spond to the new phase 8f life upon 
which tlie translated loved one so re
cently had entered.'^' _ J •

Among the many floral pieces was a 
pillow of roses and A coltimn of roses 
and violets surmounted with a beaute
ous dove. The inscription on the pall 
of flowers read: ’ • j v

“The'Good Samaritan, H10 was al
ways doing for"others.: i nave tried to 
smooth your path and aid »you to make 
the world better for your paving lived.

■ “Your loving? husband, 
' ‘®. B. Hill.”

The inscription borne bykhe dove, the 
messenger of peace, tyas: •

“I am the messenger, of th<» tyhlte- 
• (Continued, on pige , 7.) ~

Christian Scientists.
To the Editor:—In looking over some 

back numbers of The Progressive 
Thinker, my eyes rested on this head
ing to an article, “Faith Cure Murders,” 
and on reading said article these words 
impressed me so much that I take my 
pen to make a note of thé impressions. 
The words are as follows: “When pub
lic opinion and the law begin to hold 
faith curers and Christian science char
latans, criminally responsible for the 
deaths they cause, we shall see a not
able diminution in the number of the 
practitioners of that school.”

Of course much more was said, but 
the above Is sufficient for my purpose. 
To begin with, I am neither a faith 
curer nor a Christian scientist, but I am 
in for fair play in every direction. If I, 
in my right mihd, choose to employ one 
who uses no medicine, but trusts to Di
vine help in my case, I consider that I 
have a perfect right to do so, and the 
one whom I employ shall be held blame
less In case I do not recover. That 
many wonderful cures have been ef-~ 
fected by these so-called “charlatans” 
is susceptible of proof, and to call them 
amenable to the law in case of failure 
to cure is most unjust, unchristian and 
inexcusable. If the truth were known, 
how many deaths have occurred under 
the malpractice of licensed physicians? 
These, being legalized are not held to 
account, bût I venture to say that 
where one fails to recover when using 
no medicine, at least two succumb to 
medicine. . Ignorantly administered. 
Look at the hundreds, yes thousands of 
raw recruits who, are graduated from 
our medical colleges, yearly, and turned 
loose on a suffering world to experi
ment, and thereby learn their work.

X will , not trespass longer on your 
time or space, but I know that I am not 
alone in this view, and I think it would 
not take many such articles as the one 
from which I have qiioted to make me 
a confirmed Christian scientist , ■

INVESTIGATOR.

known.
All thoughts are suggested by phe

nomena manifested through matter.
The ego, per se, never originated one 

thought.
Existing phenomena oft suggest phe

nomena that have no existence.
The fallacious ideas of Gods have 

cursed man jrnd beast from time Im
memorial. Millions of each have been 
sacrificed to appease the Imaginary 
anger of imaginary gods.

The god-ideas were suggested to man 
by his own ability to make some things 
and his inability to make everything.

The infinite and wondrous manifesta
tions of nature suggested infinite In
telligence with infinite power. These 
postulates Imply knowledge of all that 
ever has or ever “will come to pass,” 
hence arose the dogmas of a supreme 
ruler, foreordlnatlon aud Immutable 
law, as consequences.

Immutable is unchangeable. Evolu
tion is constant change, not In quantity 
or quality of cosmic forces, but in the 
quantity each force coutrlbutes toward 
the production of a given phenomenon, 
exactly as In chemistry, different pro
ductions of the same substances pro
duce different results. This constant 
change of results show why matter and 
life alone are Immutable and why na
ture never duplicates.

The assumption of a supreme ruler 
postulated upon the assumption of infi
nite intelligence and infinite power orig
inated with primitive man about the pe
riod when he lost his caudal appendage, 
and antedates philosophy of phenom
ena, chemical science, and the self dem
onstrative science of evolution thou
sands of years; hence some folks, who 
in their Sunday-school Infancy and In
nocence were Inoculated with these 
dogmas, stand in with Ignoraut crafty 
priests, In their support, knowing that 
both must stand or fall together.

Hitherto all known law plainly shows 
design for specific purposes, whereby to 
promote the happiness of sentient be
ings, evidently predetermined by be
neficent intelligence. Therefore when 
we find phenomena that are disastrous 
to sentient beings, logic, reason and 
Jove combine and compel us to Infer' 
the action of insensate forces operating 
without law or purpose. Law and pur
pose are inseparable. -

It Is monstrous to impute floods, fam
ines, tornadoes and such dire calami
ties, whereby millions of sentient be
ings are suddenly evicted from their 
loved abode in flesh to an infinite, be
neficent ruler.

Without motion no differentiated phe
nomena could occur. Continuous mo
tion results from the antagonism of 
gravity and heat.

Abrogate heat and all motion would 
cease. Under the force of gravity alone 
all matter would become one Inert 
mass. '

Motion Is a prerequisite to the mani
festation of life. Mind Is a latent attri
bute of life; is evolved from life.

Thus we learn that mind (thought) is 
wholly dependent upon the insensate 
force called heat for manifestation, and 
here we come back to where we start
ed, namely, that mind, Including all its 
varied attributes, has ever been domi
nated by Insensate matter. '

Mind in the foetus and adult is the 
same, but mind is foetal life is quies
cent, whilst In the adult It manifests 
wondrous wisdom. Thus clearly dem
onstrating that mind is evolved from 
life, consequent upon the struggle of 
life to maintain Its abode in flesh. . . '

As previously stated, apart from mat
ter, life is unknown. Animation is life 
manifested. Mind apart from anima
tion is unknown, matter being a pre
requisite to the manifestation of anima
tion, w’e thus learn how infinitesimal is 
the quantity of matter briefly controlled 
by mind,, when compared with the ag
gregate mass. . • - - ■

: (Continued on page 7.) ’

the Bible account of the Création, etc., 
consistent? We say yes, consistent if 
you will look at and read it, as it was 
written to be read. In the first place 
the first five books of the Bible were 
written or supposed to be by Moses, the 
great liberator and lawgiver of the He
brew race, aud you must remember 
that Moses did not come into his sphere 
of action until nearly 2,000 years after 
the account he gives of the creation of 
Adam out of the dust of the ground, 
and of his lonesomeness, aud the Lord’s 
sympathy with him, and the first surgi, 
cal operation ever performed when the 
Lord caused a deep sleep to fall upotl 
him (nothing said about the use of an
esthetics) and the taking of one of his 
ribs and out of it and probably some 
more dust, he created Eve for his com
panion. Now, Moses had a hard lot to 
contend with. A people to lead out of 
a bondage of over 400 years. These 
people were entirely ignoraut of their 
antecedents, but they did know by 
word of mouth handed down through 
the generations, from father to son, 
that they had been enslaved through 
the fortunes of war. Moses saw his op
portunity and took It, undoubtedly, 
guided by the spirit, for all his govern
ment of this people show that be was 
a medium of the Lord, to accomplish 
the liberation of his people, and he con
cocted the story of the creation as 
given In the first four chapters of Gen
esis; and If you will read the whole of 
Mosçs’ writings with a view to under
standing, you will discover that the 
creation as described by Moses, was of 
and for the Hebrew race, and that 
Moses knew that there were other peo
ples existing at the time, aud prior to 
the Adam and Eve event. It is too late 
In the day to Inform my lady question
er of what family Mrs. Caln was; but
there is little doubt 
gro. My time will 
give my reason for 
all of you will read

but she was a ne
not permit me to 
this, but if she or 
the scriptures djli- 
satlsfled she was,gently you will be .

and that the descendants of Caln were
none the worse for the mixing of blood.

The above is only a few of Miss 
Thomas' remarks, occupying an hour, 
and keeping her audience in the best 
of humor. Site was followed bv Dr. 
White for 15 minutes, and he bv Mrs. 
Gill. Altogether the second anniver
sary was a very enjoyable affair.

H. H. SCOVILLE.

Instructive Statistics.
From the biennial report of the Joliet 

State Prison commissioners, we gather 
the following interesting item of sta
tistics:

The more common religious creeds of
the convicts are as follows:
Roman Catholic...........................
Methodist......................................
Baptist...........................................
Lutheran.......................................
Presbyterian.............................. .
Episcopal.......................................
Christian.....................................
Congregationalist.........................
Jewish...........................................
Universallst................................
Buddhist.......................................
No religious belief........................
Percentage professing religion .

To have made the report more

. .. 508

... 278

... 164

... 146

... 73

... 55

... 18

... 16

.. . 15

... 6

. . 1
.. 68

.. .95.$ 
nearly

complete there should haVe been added
to the list: 
Spiritualist None

Such statistics tell a different and 
more truthful tale than might be ex
pected after reading or listening to the 
charges made by Anti-Spirituallsts. of 
the awful morally degrading influence
of Spiritualism. J. C. U

THE RICH AND THE POOR.

Rich child’s life is not always best, 
With its great riches and royal crest. 
Their lives are one of continuous 

dread : ‘ '
Lest riches will not pour down on their 

' . heads. . . , •
But the poor child’s life is happy and 

• blest, ■
No thought has. he of crown or crest, ” 
But his thoughts are free as the birds 

that soar
From mountains tall to the blue sea’s

shore. —Bessie GUI.
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Ridicule.

By WATSON HESTON

URIEL BUCHANAN.home.
HE WORRIED ABOUT IT.

ten

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

It

.breeching a generalAs If vai

a

are not willing to keep our light un
der the bushel but are ready and will-

The sun's heat will give out in 
million year's more,”

And he worried about it

thaw,” j ■ , .
And 41 e worried about It •

collapse!
will come in a few million ages, 
perhaps,”

And he worried about it

Secretary Makes a State
ment.

TltE. LIGftT OF EGYPT
OR THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STARS.

His wife to»k in washing—a dollar 
day— va 1

He dltìn’t.wòrry about it;
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REINC/VRN/VTION

The Outcome of Oriental Metaphysical Speculation
The metaphysical speculation and 

subtle thought of Oriental dogma, 
which has been accumulating for thou
sands of years, has constructed a vague 
and fluctuating system of theosophic 
and cosmic belief whose mental waves 
have crossed the ocean. The forces thajt 
have animated thought in the mind djt 
the East, through the ages that are loit 
In the remoteness of time, are pouring 
Into the mental atmosphere of the 
Western world. The mind of Asia be
gins to give its secret tenets and the 
metaphysical speculation of its subtle 
thought a bold and wide publicity. 
Those who cherish the “secret doctrine” 
have departed from the heretofore in
variable rule of silence, arid the latent 
thought of Thibet and India is being 
poured into the mentality of Europe 
and America.

Shall the keen perception, the calm 
judgment and discerning mind of the 
modern student be confused by the 
speculative follies and the unvetlfiable 
delusions of Oriental dogma? Shall 
this glorious land of freedom, where 
the lowly placed and lowly born may 
aspire and attain to the highest position 
of honor and trust, become as Thibet 
and India? Shall a cold and unfeeling 
hierarchy be enthroned above the bur
den of sorrow and sympathy of man
kind, while the passive millions become 
submissive to grinding poverty and the 
cruel bondage of caste? " - - '

The value of the teaching of any 
• philosophy or crefed must be measured 

from the standpoint'of its practical help 
to'the race. The wisdom of the higher 
life should be within the reach of the 
multitude, and Its enkindling power sa
credly devoted to the uplift of all. But 
India has held a “high and elect caste” 
of knowledge which was only attain
able by the few, who invariably isolated 
themselves from the great wave of,Hu
man sympathy that flows from the 
heart of our common humanity. The 
sages' of Thibet sought a personal 
nirvana in which the race was not to 
share. Hence we see a vast people, for
lorn, and content in their Iqwly state of 
poverty and ignorance, subject to a 
caste-system and caste-religion, which 
taught that the suffering of the present 
life must be endured as a just punish
ment for the misdeeds committed in 
previous incarnations. Had these Ider- 
arehs of tlie hidden way consecrated 
themselves nnd their occult power to 
tlie welfare of their nation, Instead of 
Involving into abstract knowledge and 
feeding upon and absorbing the living 
elements of force that was generated 
by the burdened masses, the Orient 
would to-day be the light of the world.

But progress Is the eternal law of be
ing, and the race has evolved to that 
state where it refuses to be held longer 
in bondage to the thoughts of past gen
erations. The wave of unrest has en
circled the globe, and the cry of the 

, soul of humanity for freedom and truth 
will never again be silenced, until its 
voice is heard by the Eternal One and 
tlie answer to its just demand is given. 
The Influx of spiritual light from wis’- 
dom spheres heralds the dawning of an 

• illumination for mankind that will out
shine the reflected light of antiquity, 
and relegate the subtle vagaries and 
mystical delusions of the dissolving 
East to the obscured shadows. The 
bright gems fif frutli, tlie noble precepts

specific memories.of the last life fade 
away, leaving the spiritual soul clear 
and colorless once more—a mysterious 
center of spiritual forces and affinities, 
ripe for reincarnation—then it reincar
nates in accordance with the bent of its 
affinities, which are the growth of the 
former life.” But let it not be supposed 
that affinities mean choice, for “the re
incarnating soul is drawn, quite with
out volition on Its part, to the newly 
forming body, the life circumstances of 
which will fairly, rightly and justly 
bring its own tendencies and character
istics into objectivity.”

This doctrine supposes! many incarna
tions of the immortal spirit Into the 
plane of physical existence. It makes 
such a course inevitable," and calls It 
the law of progress. Though we may 
live- according to our highest Intelli
gence, walking in the light so far as we, 
receive It and doing right so. far as we 
understand the right, yet we must come 
back again and again, both as man. and 
woman, placed In different conditions 
and surroundings, that we may learn 
all the phases of life with its varied ex
periences. Thus through repeated 
earth Ilves In the kindergarten depart
ment of Nature, the spiritual soul 
passes through all grades of elementary 
dlscJifline, until finally It reaches a 
plane above the carnal, and enters “a 
state of felicity above change and free 
from the tlaims and limitations of 
earthly things.”

Very complicated are these con
ditions, and all-knowing indeed should 
be that intelligence that must not only 
keep account of the good and bad deeds 
of every soul, but must see that the re
quired physical conditions are made for 
the generating of forms that will ex
actly correspond' and magnetically co
ordinate with the great number of dis
embodied souls that rest In the bosom 
of the universal, awaiting their time 
and opportunity to again take up their 
abode in - earthly forms “according to 
the benf of their affinities.” If this was 
true, the parents who give being to off
spring through passions and impure 
depravities fulfill a law as necessary 

’ijpd.-as; just as those who, through sa
cre# preparation of mind and body, give 
birth to children that are free from the 
taint of human sin. For the dis
embodied souls, burdened with the 
karma of mistakes made in previous 
lives, lilust return to the earth in forms 
appropriate for the suffering that is to 
be endured, in order that the law of 
redemption may freely operate with all 
human beings. And were sudi physical 
conditions not made for the embodi
ment of souls that are drawn by the 
weight óf karma to the plane of matter, 
there would be no chance, according to 
the theory of the reincarnation law, for 
the redemption of the ignorant and de
praved who have passed through the 
tragedy of death.

But those who are not confused by 
the inconsistencies of the reincarnation 
theory, know that the wave of progres
sion is an unbroken stream, flowing 
peacefully from the seen to the unseen 
toward the great sea of universal life— 
an. eternal succession of cause and 
effect which extends from atom to 
Deity. Above the plane of physicality 
is grade above grade of an infinitely

""""I   JI"1" —..-■hi- •
Individualized aspect cf spirit, man
ifesting in different environments, goes 
through a diversity of experiences 
whleh constitute the-difference of one 
soul from another In personality. The 
precise position which man may occupy, 
be it that of the pauper or the million
aire,/the wise man or the fool the help
less invalid; or the man of perfect life 
and form, is the exact environment that 
has been created by his own thoughts 
and acts during the period of his per
sonal existence, by the prenatal influ

’ enees reflected from the soul sphere of 
his mother during gestation, and by the 
forces his ancestors have attracted 
through all the generations of the past. 
So man is to-day what the influences of 
heredity, /the environment^ of birth, 
childhood and youth, and Jhis own 
thoughts and acts, as directed by his 
personal will, have made him.

Perfection, in variety of forms, is the 
law of nature. No two persons are 
alike, because the law of life ordained 
it so. But each should find t'heir true 
place and be perfect in their appointed 
sphere. Those who suffer, and those 
who are held by the iron persistence of 
an inherited influence that they have 
not the strength of soul to break, are 
not the victims of blind fate or the 
puppets of indiscriminate caprice, 
neither is their misery the result of a 
karma made in any of their previous 
lives; but they are governed’by the in
flexible justice of a law which has no 
sentiment and gives nd pity- Unto 
every one who departs one iota from 
any one of the fixed laws of Nature 
there is meted out a penalty, This im
mutable principle is ever active, and is 
as applicable to the conception of Lip
man beings as to any other phase of 
life; and it is the duty of parents to in
vestigate and know the law, and free 
themselves from Inflamed passions and 
antagonistic thoughts, that they may 
choose the good and prevent the con
ception of evil. When marriage is the 
sacrament of soul, the union of accord
ant minds and bodies, the blending of

TH© HOME CIRCLE.
■ -ff X ■ ....

Some Mui, Piactical, Expeiiiiieiital IHusliatim
j •( w. ------------------- ------------- :

I am qqijt.e a tedium, and the rest of tity they are able to give. So now, we 
the famjjs'are¿¡§11. Spiritualists. We —- '-----  —• ■ ......
hold privflje hoi/iq elreles, and have ex
cellent rqsjjlts. fipmetlmes some of the 
neighbors',,qome 40 and sit with us. Last 
.evening wp .heldt# circle, my uucle and 
papa anq^piyse^,, and an old playmate 
(spirit) ogyuilue: appeared and laid his 
hand upqp, my jshoulder aud lifted my 
hair and, Jclssed;.jny hand and I felt it 
aud J ani how Convinced that there is 
really sometlqjjg in Spiritualism. I 
have been attending circles ever since 
I was twelve ypars old and I am now 
sixteen, so I have been in circles long
enough to be converted to Spiritualism.

I have an Indian spirit guide, and I 
think before long he will bring mate
rialization to our circles, as he promised 
he would do all that was in his power 
to do. During the times when I am in 
the circles I can see things and persons, 
and hear singing, and also can talk di
rect with the; spirits. I have been told 
that if I could attend regularly I would 
become a very good medium. I have a 
lady friend who Is a member of our 
circles, and every time she attends she 
gets a, strange feeling to sing, and one

lug to give to the world all tlie light we 
have in proof of the continuity of indi
vidual existence beyond the physical 
dissolution of thé individual. So long 
as we are at home we will hold seances 
for the public on Wednesday and Fri
day evenings at our residence, No. 1627 
North Arsenal avenue, but we are at 
the same time open for engagements to 
hold seances for Independent voices, 
lecture for societies, give publip tests. 
We hope and trust that we may be kept 
busy the coming spring and summer.

May you and yours enjoy a grand 
baptism of the power from on high to 
carry on the good .work in your chosen 
field of labor, for whleh we feel you are

evening she whistled two very fine 
pieces that we never had heard before. 
During another- sitting we requested 
the spirits to put the table away, and 
they did so, but while it was moving, 
the members.of the circle asked me to 
sit on the table, and I did so, and it 
went back very smooth and easy with 
the same motion.

Larned, Kan.;!,, MADIE MYERS.

so eminently fitted. That the coming 
year may be crowned with greater 
strides of progress toward the dawn of 
the millennial age and that you may 
live to enjoy the fruits of that era 
which you are doing so much to bring 
about, is the earnest desire and prayer 
of your sincere, friends and co-workers, 
. BEN F. and M. E. HAYDEN.

Indianapolis, Ind.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

anti the.exalted ideals that have come 
down through the ages will continue to 
adorn the pages of life; but the absurd 
speculations and metaphysical vagaries, 
born of a too fertile Imagination, should 
be omitted from the books and the 
teachings of modern thought

It seems to be the nature of the mind 
to follow the line of least resistance; 
and the same mental weakness is man
ifested in a tendency to cling to Ideals 
and beliefs of the dead past. Many stu
dents of the Occult make the same mis
take in their seai'/h for truth as those 
who are bound by the tenets of the 
church—they look to authority for rev
elations, to signs, tokens and symbols, 
and ignore the light of divinity that 
shines from within. A falsehood can
not be made a truth, though it be 
clothed with the sacred traditions of 
the past; an error cannot be accepted 
as a fact, though It be reported to have 
come from a Mahatma of the Orient; 
no teaching is too sacred to be under
stood, though it be given to the world in 
works like the Bible or Isis Unveiled.

Whence comes the mysterious Ego, 
tlie invisible self, and whither does it go 
when the shroud of death closes the 
portals of Its earthly habitation? Sci
ence» with its educated Intellect and 
materialistic conceptions, has failed in 
its answer to the question, for It has 
never yet been able to lift the veil of 
tlie soul and analyze the sacred essence 
of mind and life. Access to the inner
most shrine—the realm of cause—Is 
guarded by a flaming sword against 
the egoistic Intellect, which is not per
mitted to enter into the secret of the 
great arcana, until the feet are washed 
in the cleansing waters of spirit and the 
head anointed with the oil of wisdom. 
Religion has failed In its answer, for 
witli an unquestioning trust in the doc
trines and tenets of the church, it has 
enthroned faith above reason and au
thority above truth. The church has 
discouraged the inquiring soul that 
sought to know the mysteries of life 
and death, with the reply that “all 
tilings are possible with God—His ways 
are past finding out.” Possessing a 
supernatural sanctity, the church se
renely murmurs, “This Is religion, 

‘touch not the sacred tiring.” Hence It 
lias been untouched by the finger of 
progress and unsearched by the eye of 
reason.. It has silenced- the questions of 
the’ intellect and stifled the mute yearn
ings of the heart with creeds and forms.

. It has attempted to suppress the spirit 
of progression with theories that ante
date the school of science, the telescope 
and the printing press. Much of its 
philosophy Is fable and fancy, and its 
customs and methods are derived from 
the theories of an Ignorant and super
stitious past

But when the soul awakens to Its pos
sibilities and longs to develop them— 
when the innate life that slumbers 
within begins to expand itself In ques
tioning for its purpose, for the design 
of the Creator who has given It an In
dividualized existence among the 
crowding, restless millions of the earth, 
the ever-increasing desire for light, 
more light, Calls forth a response from 
the ■ realm of spirit, and Creative 
Thought quickens the mind to perceive 
and understand the mysteries which 
have been hidden from, the generations 
of the past ■

Reincarnation teaches that each 
spiritual Ego, when It has gone through 
an earth life, with all Its complicated 
experiences and emotions, good and bad 
deeds, high and low aspirations, Is 
stored wlt-h Interior seeds of consclous- 

. ness. which continue to exist for. a time 
on the spiritual planes of Natute, after 
the- destruction of the material form, 
But as “finite causes have-.finite con
sequences,” th» time comes when •‘the-

more ethereal ijubstance than the at
mosphere which surrounds the earth, 
through Which the soul passes In its 
journey along the ascending spiral of 
its immortal existence. And when the 
material form is consigned to the 
gloomy portals of the grave, never 
again will the soul that dwelt therein 
look through mortal eyes or hear 
through earthly ears, for as an eternal 
pilgrim of the Infinite its destiny Is up
ward and its home beyond the confines 
of the terrestial.

The flower once broken from the stem 
can never be replaced, the fallen leaf 
can never be regrafted. The human 
embryo Is despoiled of its conserving 
envelope when ushered into the mortal 
world, and It can never return to the 
embryonic life in the mother’s womb. 
Nature impels life forward, and by its 
magic touch the aurelia is transformed 
into a butterfly; but the door is forever 
closed on all that passes, for “only 
once” salili the law. The body in hu
man life, compared with the spiritual, 
is embryonic, to be cast off at the sec
ond birth, that the soul may enter the 
luminous splmres of the Immortal.

Can tlie forest monarch, which sways 
its branches in the wind, return to the 
tiny acorn from Whence it sprang? Can 
the proud bird, which soars through 
heaven's depths and fills the air with 
the sweet melody of sound, return to 
the darkness and the silence of the shell 
that once imprisoned it? “Room, more 
room for the spirit to express itself!” Is 
the cry of the soul. And after a time It 
grows tired of the playthings of earth— 
transcends the need and utility of such 
means of unfoldment—and flings its 
pinions wide to the breeze of freedom, 
rises out of the dungeon, away from 
bondage, and soars to the spirit spheres.

It has been asked, “what else but a 
belief in reincarnation affords consola
tion when the heart sinks oppressed be
fore the spectacle of unmerited sor
row—the suffering of the wise and good, 
the misery of ignorance or the triumph 
of evil? What am I, and why different 
In disposition and character from my 
brother?” The condition of the idiot 
and the cripple, the suffering of the 
poor and needy, we are told, is the re
sult of the mistakes they have made in 
the forgotten past of their former lives, 
and that through the operation of this 
law the justice of God to man is recon
ciled. What lesson is to be gained 
through suffering the effect of a for
gotten cause? Should the parent, with
out giving a reason, punish the child for 
something It'had done in infancy, or 
punish the youth for the mistakes of its 
childhood?

Karma is the law of cause and effect, 
of seed and fruit But in the endless 
chain of catise and effect there are no 
broken links—no periods of oblivion. 
The polarity of the atoms Is disturbed 
by the violation of a physical law, and 
health will not return until the equilib
rium is restored. In the operation of 
this law, action and reaction are always 
equal The windows of the soul are 
stained by the violation of a moral or 
spiritual law, and unrest disturbs thè 
tranquillity of mind. The light of per
fect, peace is shut out from the inner
most shrine, pntll the heart Is purified 
through suffering and the eyes made 
bright by the cleansing tears of sorrow. 
Karma is a magnetic cord between the 
thought, the deed, and their source. It 
binds the personal self to the spiritual 
ray, and is the sum total of man’s ex
perience while in the physical body. 
And there can be ho period of rest, no 
soul sleeping, and final awakening to 
suffer the effects of forgotten sins.. The 
law of cause and effect In its relation to 
the soul can never be separated by cen
turies of peace tjnd forgetfulness In the 
bosom of the Infinite. •

Progress Involves continuity of ex
; pressioni and each soul, which is the

two purified lives, posterity will be 
blessed and love will be raised and ; 
ennobled.

There are those who claim to have ; 
distinct remembrances of previous in- j 
carnations on earth, some of them 
dating back twenty-five hundred years 
before the, submergence of Atlantis. ' 
One dreamer of the Orient remembers 
five hundred of his earth lives, yet : 
seems to have forgotten the events of 
his childhood days In the present in
carnation, knowing nothing of his per
sonal experiences of less than fifty 
years ago. How wonderful and how 
mysterious the action, reaction and ' 
lapse of thought, to store up In the re
cesses of the soul the images of events 
whldli occurred at a period which Is lost 
in the remoteness of time, and then to 
obliterate the impressions of a few 
brief year’s ago. The, sincerity of those 
who say they believe they have lived in 
the past cannot be doubted; but that 
they are deluded, the logic of reason in 
the light of the science of being affirms. 

, Those who are susceptible to the 
vibrations of the astral light may often 
see the Images reflected from- the solar 
atoms, and thus get glimpses of things 
which transpired in the long ago; for 
on every object is pictured the scenes 
surrounding its past experience. The 
vibration of the primal breath—the 
Akasa Tatwa—create# circles filled 
with innumerable little points or solar 
atoms, from which come all the ele
ments of chemistry. These circles be
long to different planes corresponding 
to the physical, mental, psychical and 
spiritual; but each one represents the 
whole ocean of Prana, as one drop of 
water is an epitome of the oceans of 
earth. A fossil, placed to the forehead 
of one who is sufficiently sensitive, re
veals in living pictures the changing 
scenes of its past environments. Each 
atom in the structure of the brain cell 
lias a history and a karma of Its own, 
apart from the soul of the person that 
temporarily retains it. And when polar
ized to the soul by the magic power of 
will, It discloses the secrets of its past 
affinities by means of the living images 
contained in the astral light—pictures 
with which it lias magnetic connections 
and to which it is bound by tlie karipic 
law. The atoms that vibrate in the 
earth ascend with the life wave of pro
gression, from mineral into the vege
table. when they are eaten and changed 
Into flesh and blood, nerves, brain cells, 
astral substance and odyllic force. But 
they reach the sublimated state of 
odyllic force only in the lives of those 
who have power to conserve the accu
mulating energies of the vital magnetic 
currents until the atoms pass through 
all the changes of transmutation from 
flesh and blood to the subtile aura that 
surrounds with a white halo thfe twice
born. In the heat and light of the en
ergy that Is thus invoked, the atoms 
scintillate with images which are 
flashed upon the Interior consciousness 
of the awakened soul. And beholding 
these pictures, there are those who be
lieve them to be the scenes of t'heir for
mer lives.

We have always existed, in essence, 
In the great sea of Deity; and the atoms 
that now clothe the immortal soul have 
been propelled forward by the surging 
wave of mundane life, which has beat 
upon the shores of Earth since pre
historic times, and vibrated in the star 
dust of cosmic substance when this 
world existed only as an unmanifested 
idea in the Infinite Mind. "The ground 
beneath us is as old as the milky way, 
call it what you please—clay, soil, 
dust—its names-are but symbols of hu
man sensations having nothing In com
mon with it. Really it Is nameless and 
unnamable, being a mass of energies, 
tendencies, infinite possibilities; for it 
was made by the beating of that shore
less Sea of Birth and Death whose 
surges billow unseen out of eternal 
Night to burst la foam of stars. Life
less it is not; it feeds upon life, and vis
ible life grows out of it It is made of 
forces and of nothing else; and these 
forces are not of this planet only, but of 
vanished spheres Innumerable. Is there 
aught visible, tangible, measureable, 
that has never been mixed with sen- 
tiency? atom that never vibrated to 
pleasure or pain? air that has never 
been cry or speech? drop that has never 
been a tear?' Assuredly this dust has 
felt It has been everything we know; 
also much that we cannot know. It has 
been nebula and star, planet and moon; 
times unspeakable. The Sun-God of 
worlds also it has been, that circled and 
worshiped an other aeons. “Remember, 
Dust thou hast been Sun, and Sun thou 
shalt become again!’ Suns yield up 
their ghosts of flame; but out of their 
graves new suns rush into being. 
Corpses of worlds pass all to some solar 
funeral pyre; but of their own ashes 
they are born again. The Barth must 
die; her seas shall be Saharas. But 
those seas once existed in the sun; and 
their dead tides, revived by life, will 
wash the coasts of another and a 
younger world?’

Forms change, but principles are 
eternal In response to the evolution
ary 'wave-the countless objects of the 

. material universe are being continually- 
destroyed' and rebuilt In higher forms, 
each time expressing more of the poten
tialities existing within the Ideas that 
animate ■ them. The divine Ego con
tains within Itself the potency-.of im
mortality, and a will to attain-it The 
perpetuity of our Individual selfhood is 
maintained by an eternal process of 
living and dying, assimilating and con
suming, building and destroying. The

THE HOME CIRCLE.
You know it IS said that wonders will 

never cease, and also that all things 
come to him who has the patience to 
wait; The first of these we never have 
had any occasion to doubt, but we had 
almost decided there might be excep
tions to the latter, our own experiences 
justifying our doubts. For thirty years 
I have been sitting for development of 
physical phases, also wife has been sit
ting for almost twenty years. For the 
past six years We have sat together 
two or three times a week, assured by 
our spirit friends, that we would have 
our efforts crowned with success, but 
just when doubts were hlghestand hope 
almost-gone, and we were about to de
cide all such manifestations were fake- 
ism pure and simple, and we were 
about decided to give it up in despair, 
the wondrous reality broke In upon us, 
dispelling all doubts, anxieties and 
fears for the iingel friends speak in 
Independent voices clearly, distinctly, 
naturally, ah one would speak face to 
face with Ills neighbor, in their own 
tone of voice, malting assurance doubly 
sure by tlle many’.tests of personal iden- 

ii-. ________

THE HOME CIRCLE.
I see you are endeavoring to get the 

readers of your valuable paper to hold 
family circles. This Is well, and every 
family should try them. If they would, 
I aip convinced that a large majority of 
them, would be surprised at the results 
obtained. If there are children in the 
family, there are mediums, as every 
child is a natural medium, and only 
needs the right methods and a little pa
tience to bring them out. lam speak
ing from actual experience, as I have 
experimented a great deal with chil
dren for tlie short time I have been an 
active Spiritualist. There are but three 
in my family, including myself, and we 
have every phase of mediumship to 
some extent and getting better all the 
time, and developed it all among our
selves. I am sure others can do the 
same if they will only make the effort. 
As there are so few Spiritualists who 
know that all children are mediums, 
they will often form circles after the 
children are put to bed, and thereby in 
many cases get no results, whereas If 
they knew tills fact they would let the 
children In the circle and be sure of 
something good after a few sittings.

Therefore, for the good of the cause, 
I would like to see you Instruct your 
readers in this point. If required, I 
could give free of charge, instructions 
to any one how to make a medium of 
most any child from four or five years 
of age up to fifteen years.

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By ANDREW WHITE, IX. D., late president and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.

In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find jn the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that haa 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into ininute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new ana advanced ideas in 
Science.

• ‘The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
.and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thoughts 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the; 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict. It is clear, honest, brave.,/ 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year. ”—Chicago* 
Tribune. ■

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the historyl 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have”' 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for' 
alarm. The several chapters are. extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

‘ ‘The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that Instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, - 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments, 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written Off 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, aud impartial in tone. ”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.”’—Philadelphia Press..

These two largo .volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the rechipt of the price, Five Dollars.

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES
'll» 1 II——W————.—

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATE»;
outer dleb'dnlly dnd the inner becomes 
manifest./Thc sedret of immortal youth 
is found in equipose—the wise balance 
between IgrowtNi and decay. At the 
central point, inlthe inmost sanctuary 
of the soffit is enthroned the eternal 
self in which exists the potentiality of 
all that -the universe contains; and 
every soul that»- has been awakeifed 
yearns to’manifest the power whleh It 
feels within.

All theipnst 1st a flow of life which 
unites the gemmations of humanity 
without « a- break—a vast unbroken 
stream -A’hieh Ims''flowed from the 
primeval and eternal life of the uni
verse. Tte tide of life that has evolved 
humanity has. never been lost to Its 
source, and its eternal flow is propelled 
by the heart-throbs of the Infinite.

From the midst of the waters of life 
the soul is born. And that soul, quick
ened by spirit, Is lifted like spray from 
the middle course of life’s stream, and 
carried on rays of spiritual light to 
higher realms—removed from the earth 
forever. For when man enters the 
spiritual life, by the new birth, he has 
passed beyond the law of recurring 
manifestation through the series of im
personal existences, and his future des
tiny Is an eternal progression as a con
scious Individual being, through the 
ascending spiral of existence, toward 
the Kingdom of Rest—the soul's eternal

“It wlir sure givè out then if it doesn’t 
before,”

And he worried about it.
It would surely give out, so the sci

entists said
In all sclentiflcal books he had read,
And the wholè mighty universe then 

would be (read,
And he -worried about it. •

“And some day the earth will fall into 
• the sun," .

And he worried about it.
“Just as sure and as straight as if shot 

from a gun," .
Aud he worried about It

“When strong gravitation unbuckles 
her straps,

Just picture,” he said, "what a fearful

“The earth will become much too small 
for the race,”

And he worried about it.
“When we’ll pay thirty dollars an inch 

for pure space;”
And he worried about it 

“The earth will -lie crowded so much 
. without doubt, 
That there’ll be ’ no room for one’s 

tongue to stick1 out
And no r<Rim fof’ one’s thoughts to 

wande^about’
And he worried about it 

♦ E * * r
“And in les^ than'ten thousand years,, 

there's no doubt,”
And’pc wojyled about it 

“Onr supply of lumber and coal will 
give oulr . 9

AnaAie worried about it 
“Just thence Ice^ge will return cold 

andraxy, .
Frozen memwlll ^and stiff with arms 

outstretched Im awe,

As the new year has opened, and the 
work of the N, 8. A. Is slowly but sure
ly advancing, perhaps your good read
ers would like to learn something of 
our outlook from the headquarters of 
this association. Since the electlou of 
the present bpard we have been trying 
to get the affairs of the N. S. A. into 
shape for future usefulness and labor 
of this organization. That this has been 
a difficult matter those of our friends 
who are aware of the chaotic state in 
which we found many things well 
know, but we are by no means dis
mayed nor cast down.

All the societies that are chartered 
with the N. S. A. have been communi
cated to in a friendly and fraternal 
spirit, and from many of them we have 
received responses in a like kindly man
ner. We find from reports coming to 
this office from the various sources of 
authentic information at our command, 
that many of the local societies In the 
country are at a low ebb In point of 
membership and in finances and that a 
very few people of earnest heart and 
brain have to do all the work and pay 
all the bills of the societies in their vi- 

'cinlty. But a few of our own char
tered societies have been able to take 
up their annual collection for the N. S. 
A., and quite a few are still In arrears 
on our books for their annual dues and 
we learn that other societies, not in 
our National Association, are not in 
good financial standing. It seems to us 
that this very state of things points to 
the need and necessity of concerted ac
tion and of organized effort on the part 
of Spiritualists to bring up the status of 
our societies to its former plane. The 
N. S. A. Is needed now more than ever; 
it should have a large constituency and 
a backing that would sustain it in all 
its undertakings for the good of hu
manity.

Since November 1, we have presented 
a petition to President McKinley, ask
ing him to recognize the work of Mrs. 
Addle Ballou, of California, in the war 
of the Rebellion of 1861-1864, and to 
grant her request to go to thePhlliplnes 
as nurse to the sufferers there.

We have secured a hearing from the 
Board of Managers of the National Mil
itary Homes in the interest of free 
speech and the right of holding relig
ious worship according to spiritual ob
servant; at the various soldiers' homes. 
We have other work in hand that we 
hope to see well performed for the 
cause of Spiritualism, and the good of 
humanity, and we ask- the sympathy 
and aid of all lovers of truth and of all 
believers in the usefulness and need of 
organization. -

With greetings of love and good will 
to all. MARY T. LONGLEY,

' See’y N. S. A. 
600 Penna. Ave. S. E„ Washington, D. G.

His daughter sewed shirts, the rude 
grocer to pay,

. He didn’t-wptry about it;
While his wife beat her tireless rub-a- 

dub-dub - -
On the wash-board drum In her old 

wooden tub1' _
, He sat by the- stove and - he just let 
' her rub, r “

He didn’t worty about it, 
—S.; W.1 Foss, in Yankee Blade.
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building.” By E. D; Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most exccllent wid very valu
able work, by- the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health,-Social; Sci
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For sale at this office. .
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Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings,

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly 
»original.

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy that cannot be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mysteries of man upon every 
plane of his existence, both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secret and Occult mysteries of Astrology are revealed and explained 
for the first time, it is affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science of the Soul and the Science 
of the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise The Onb Grand Science 
of Life.

The following are among the claims made for the work by its friends: 
To the Spiritual investigator this book is indispensable.
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will 

prove in real truth ‘ ‘a guide, philosopher and friend. ”
To the Occult it will supply the mystic key for which he has been so 

long earnestly seeking.
To the Astrologer it will become a 1 ‘divine revelation of Science. ”

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and instructive work.”—Mrs. Emma Hardinge 

Britten.
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr. J. R. Buchanan.

• “A remarkably concise, clear And forcibly interesting work. * * * It 
is more clear and intelligible than any other work on like subjects.”—Mr. 
J. J. Morse.

; “A careful reading of Thb Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of 
a new sect in Occultism, which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the shotile delusive dogmas of Karma and Re-incamation."—New York 
Times.

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol- 
are Interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in such 
plain and simple style as to be wifhin the easy comprehension * * * of 
any cultivated, scholarly reider.”—The Chicago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book, the author certainly presents a theory of 
first causes which is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers’ attention 
and to excite much reflection.’’—Hartford Daily Times.

“Considered as an exposition qf Occultism, or the philosophy of the 
Orient from a Western stefidpoiht, this is a fe&arkable production.”—The 
Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City),’ . •

’ ‘This work, the result of years'of research and study, will undoubtedly 
create a profound sensation throughout the philosophic world."—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser. ' -

: “It is an Obcult work but not a Theosophical one. * * • Itisabook 
entirely new in its scope and must excite wide attention.”—The Kansas City 
Journal,

beautifully printed mid illustrated on paper manufactured for tins 
special pgrp^ge, witji illujjjnated and extra heavy cloth binding.
Price reduced to Two Dollars. For Sale at This
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Ä GREAT NECESSITY.
As Viewed by a Washington 

' Spiritualist.

HE IS EXTREMELY DESIROUS 
THAT A LABORATORY WITH AP
PARATUS SHOULD BE ESTAB- 
DISHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
STUDYING THE MENTAL AND 
PHYSICAL PHENOMENA, ETC.
In a recent copy of the Banuey of 

Light my attention was called to a very 
interesting editorial on the “Use of 
Spiritualism.”

While I npreciate the editor’s effort to 
convince Spiritualists that it is their 
duty at the commencement of this new 
year to prove that Spiritualism is use
ful to the world, if there are any sin
cere Spiritualists that have not made 
that effort, either by argument, precept 
or example, 1 must admit I have never 
met them, But I hav£ no doubt the 
editor of the Banner lias, as his large 
experience and close observation has 
enabled him to see what others of less 
observation are not expected to see.

I quite agree with him that the prop
osition made by a “philanthropic sci
entist” through the National Conven
tion at its last session, whfereby a flue 
laboratory with all its apparatus for 
the purpose of testing and studying the 
mental and physical phenomena asso
ciated with Spiritualism, should by all 
means be accepted by Spiritualists who 
are devoting themselves to the study as 
well as the practice of its truths and 

, principles. And if they are not able or 
willing to furnish the means to procure 
the necessary assistance required by 
this philanthropist to successfully test 
his experiments, the National Associa
tion should by all menus be provided 
with the funds and with instructions to 
appropriate as much as may be neces
sary, In the judgment of the trustees, 
to secure the full benefits of this 
laboratory and necessary apparatus.

I quite agree, too, with the editor, 
when he says “Schools should be estab
lished in which the education of man’s 
spiritual nature can receive proper 
attention, aud where the uufqldinent of 
mediumship can be given the con
sideration its importance demands.” 
And this, tod, must be referred to the 
National OrganlzJJbn in order to be 
effective, anil will of course require 
money, as every other advance move
ment does.

To be sure, it has now been fifty 
years since the phenomena of Spiritual
ism was introduced and endorsed, and 
but meagre efforts have been made to 
prove its value and reality scientifi
cally. But ean It be said that Spiritual
ism lias not proved its usefulness to the 
.world?

It is true there remains yet much to 
be done to convince the world of its 
excellence and of its power to benefit 
humanity. But to my mind a more 
effectual method to accomplish it is 
through material sources rather than 
scientific or psychic avenues.

As most Efforts to advance and per
fect our cause and add to its usefulness 
eome through tiie use of money, I 
would suggest, as the greater necessity 
and the more practical method, to lu- 
sure the usefulness of Spiritualism to 
the world, would be for the editor of 
tiie Banner and all other Spiritual pa
pers, and writers, interesting them
selves in the advancement and the use
fulness of Spiritualism, to devote as 
much thought and time as they can 
consistently to secure the necessary 
means to advance the numerous 
branches of education, appealing to 
Spiritualists for assistance.

It would seem that the National Asso
ciation is the proper avenue through 
which all general advance movements

only possible .way that Spiritualism 
can hope to prove its value and . its 
usefulness to the world.

With' three-fourths of the avowed 
Spiritualists in America outside of all 
aud any organization,, and refusing to 
contribute to the support of the cause 
iu any way, and contending that the 
spirit world will do all that is necessary 
to advance the cause, Lean conceive of 
no plan that suggests any encourage
ment for the speedy advancement of 
Spiritualism along the lines of psychic, 
scientific or even material progression.

Hence, as I have before intimated, 
the greater necessity seems to lay with 
the earnest, practical efforts of editors, 
writers and missionaries, to convince 
Spiritualists of their duty to organize 
themselves (where they are not organ
ized) and unite their efforts to raise the 
necessary means to educate our people 
along lines heretofore so much ne
glected.

1 am well aware that many sincere, 
earnest Spiritualists contend that the 
National Organization is, or should be, 
simply a business association, and still 
I must contend that it is only through 
an organization of this character, that 
any general advance or educational 
movements can be successfully made.

I appeal to those who would thus 
limit the operations of the National 
Association to say whether work of 
the character indicated, viz, raising 
money, supervising and directing plans 
for educating and promulgating psy
chic and scientific theories of Spiritual
ism would in their opinion come within 
what they understand to be business, 
proper, for the National Spiritual Asso
ciation tq engage in? If not, will they 
kindly suggest in what way* and by 
what method can Spiritualists success
fully unite in promoting and advancing 
scientific and other advanced theories 
which are now claiming recognition?

When we know that such prominent 
Spiritualists as Professors Hare, Mapes, 
Crookes, Wallace and many others are 
urging and endorsing them, we ought 
certainly to agree upon some method, 
phjn or place, upon which we ean unite, 
when we can raise the necessary means 
to join them.

And I repeat, our greater necessity is 
in agreeing upon some practical plan 
by which we can induce all Spiritual
ists in America to organize themselves 
into local societies, and be ready to re
spond to the extent of their ability, to 
all legitimate calls for the promotion of 
Spiritualism. E. W. GOULD.

Washington, D. C.
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THE LOST ANTIS.
The Sad .Experience of One 

of Them.

To the Editor:—In looking over sev
eral copies of Tiie Progressive Thinker 
that I had no opportunity to read at the 
time they came, I noted several in
quiries from your subscribers about the
Anti people.
count of 
believe 
readers.

Along

one 
will

the

I shall briefly give an ae- 
of the triumvirate, that I 

be diverting to your

first of last September,

The Liberalism of Spiritual
ism.

A Relation of Spiritual 
cidenis.

In

should be made, except patriotic In
dividuals should volunteer to build aud 
endow institutions similar to that sug
gested by the editor of the Banner of 
Light, and in the present feeble con
dition our people find themselves finan
cially, I cannot suppose that to be a 
reasonable expectation at the present 
time.

I have long cherished the hope that a 
system of organization would ultimate
ly prevail whereby every individual ac
cepting the teachings of Spiritualism 
would gladly enroll themselves, and 
become active members of some Spirit
ual organization.

When this shall be the rule, every 
community of fifty or more Spiritual
Ists should be persuaded that their first 
duty to themselves and the cause is to 
build or purchase a church or chapel of 
suitable dimensions for their own uses.

This may at first thought seem to 
them too much of an undertaking, and 
not necessary, as they are In possession 
of a. comfortable hall, perhaps, which, 
if.not situated just as they would like, 
will answer for the present, and until 
their numbers are sufficiently increased 
to make it more necessary and more 
easy to accomplish, forgettlug that the 
accommodations they are willing to ac
cept for the time being are not such as 
to attract those who would be glad to 
unite with them from other societies 
that occupy churches in fashionable 
localities, provided pleasant accommo
dations were offered. Nor do they 
attract their own people who are resi
dent citizens, or those coming from 
abroad.

There is a misapprehension In regard 
to the value and ownership of a church 
or house of worship, especially by those 
occupying it, or who would like to do 
so. It is easy to understand bow a so
ciety occupying their own house of 
worship, as compared with one tem
porarily occupied, and that, perhaps, a 
public hall, will feel when contem
plating it as a Spiritual home, a place 
of worship. Such a building soon be
comes the center of all social and re
ligious associations, and every thought 
for the advancement and interest of Ilie 
society is centered there. Every im
proveinent and attraction that can be 

. suggested is here materialized by the 
mothers and children who soon learn to 
appreciate its value, and lose no oppor
tunity to speak of its attractions to 

“their" neighbors and acquaintances, 
from other sects and denominations.

In this way Spiritual meetings and 
places of worship would soon become 
as popular and well known to visitors 
as those of any other societies. And to 
investigators and those who may be
come converts nothing can do so much 
to secure their co-operation and Interest 
them as a cordial invitation to partici
pate in the hospitalities of a pleasant 
bouse of worship, which is so freely 
extended by all worshiping assemblies 
at the present time, except by Spirit
ualist societies,’and those have not the 
accommodations to offer.

If Spiritualists could appreciate the 
result of such an effort not much time 
would elapse before all sincere Spirit
ualists that feel the value of co
operation, and the necessity of advanc
ing the cause along scientific and ed- 
ucatlonal lines would hesitate to organ
ize themselves into local societies, and 
become auxiliary to the National Asso
ciation, where they could soon become 
working and valuable members and do 
infinitely more to advance -tiie cause of 
Spiritualism than has ever yet been 
done.

From my standpoint, a thorough sys
: tem of organization, one that will be 

accepted and lived up to, honestly, by 
the great, mass of Spiritualists, is the

there appeared in the show windows of 
many of our business houses large pla
cards announcing that one Hagaman 
would ’give two lectures on successive 
nights at a church In this place for Hie 
purpose of exposing Spiritualism—that 
being his mission under the auspices of 
the Society of Anti-Spiritualism. These 
notices were very circumstantial, and 
detailed how each phase of medium
ship would be taken up, and how the 
tricks of its exhibitors would be shown 
and explained, and how this mad de
lusion of the nineteenth century would 
be fully exposed. The appointed place 
where this was to be done was not one
of our most aristocratic or 
churches; and here,let me say 
much suspect that he had been 
the privilege of holding forth 
such, for they are somewhat

central 
that I 
denied 
at any 

chary
about opening their doors to any fake 
that comes along.

But now the amusing part eomes on. 
In the afternoon an old dilapidated ve
hicle,—a cross between a spring wagon 
and a carryall, drawn by a bony, mel
ancholy beast, whose collapsed sides 
and yearning face indicated a great de
ficiency of oats—was driven all over 
our city. On the side curtains of this 
chariot was rudely sketched a group of 
orthodox angels of large size, whose 
pop-eyis had a mournful upward 
glance, as If seeking something in the 
empyrean. These were supplied with 
long, pendant wings that hung in the 
position of a gull’s just alighted from a 
long flight. Truthfully the whole equip
age would not have brought twenty 
dollars if it had been put up at auction 
and bid off. In this chariot sat Haga
man, and as he urged the lank beast 
forward he bawled out nt the top of his 
lungs his purpose and mission. The en
tire combination was so ludicrous and 
absurdly grotesque that every one 
laughed. Lore was Dou Quixote re
surrected and modernized, seeking new 
windmills for demolition.

Night came, and a few boys that had 
the liberty of the street, gathered 
curiously about the doors of the church; 
but the crowd of older people that was 
expected and that was supposed to be 
aching to see the overthrow of modern 
Spiritualism, was not there; and Quís
ote Hagaman looked as if he felt sorry 
to be there. No collection was taken 
up, “just to pay expenses,” and the 
church lights were soon extinguished 
and the curtain fell. The next day 
early the window placards were hastily 
gathered up and Hagaman slunk 
quietly out of town. I doubt even if 
the horse was fed; but I am sure that 
there was nothing gathered to turn 
over to Treasurer Covert.

Spiritualism has a hard time in this 
city. We have a church to each seven 
hundred inhabitants and our people are 
very formally orthodox; but they are 
too smart to feed the peregrinating 
fakes of Covert’s crowd, or to squander 
their lucre on that fat specimen of pre-

W. F. JAMIESON STEPS TO THE 
FRONT WITH VIEWS THAT ARE 
WORTHY OF CANDID CONSID
ERATION.
Twenty years ago I lost the last shred 

of my Spiritualism, for which I blame 
ijobody, not even myself. A more 
Channing philbsophy 1 never knew; 
aud, unlike many materialists, I al
ways admit it may be true. During the 
past six months I have been a regular 
reader of The Progressive Thinker, and 
I must say it is as liberal, especially 
the editorial department, as the Boston 
Investigator, which is commendation 
enough for any journal.

When my first wife passed away from 
earthly scenes over three years ago, 
she believed—maybe knew—that she 
would live right on. I do not hesitate 
to say,' I hope so. Two years later I 
married again, a Cincinnati lady, a 
Spiritualist, a medium. She is highly 
respected by all who know her. It will 
be seen I am a sort of brother-in-law to 
Spiritualism. I dp not know that death 
ends all. I hppe'it does not, If death 
closes the individual life, then, I think, 
this magnificent universe is a magnifi
cent humbug. My wife humorously 
tells me that the spirit friends will 
never take the trouble to give me the 
proofs which I demand!

Some of my materialistic brethren 
say I make too many concessions to the 
Spiritualists. I speak my own mind; 
ask no mortal’s permission, nor immor
tal's either, to say my say. I have no 
higher opinion of sectarian animosity 
in a Materialist than in a Spiritualist 
or a Christian.

The Spiritualism of to-day is far 
more liberal than the Spiritualism of 
twenty years ago. Permit me to quote 
from The Progressive Thinker, Septem
ber 3:

“A reform is needed in the text-books 
of our public schools. See to it that 
they are made secular by our votes at 
the polls. In the past we have thought 
one had paid the penalty of our wrong
doing. Spiritualism teaches that every 
man must answer for bis own acts. 
We cannot destroy truth or crush it 
out. When we will have purified so
cial and political life, then the pathway 
over which your mothers and mine 
have gone will be brighter aud clearer.” 
—H. D. Barrett, editor Banner of Light.

Where is the Materialist who will ob
ject to those broad, liberal sentiments? 
Show him to me and I will show you a 
narrow-minded bigot. Mr. Barrett 
strikes tiie key-note of reform when he 
adds: “I don’t want a religion that 
draws angels down, but one that lifts 
men up.”

Oh, that is grand! What care I if 
Brother Barrett believes in one world 
more than I do. That Is his business, 
Ills right. If he knows there is a spir
itual realm, all the better. I meet men 
and women every day who know some 
things which I do not know. Why 
should I not co-operate with them to 
elevate mankind, to Improve this 
world? To plead for equal rights; to 
emancipate the human mind from the 
galling yoke of superstition; to teach it 
the noble lesson of universal mental 
freedom will obliterate crime, cruelty, 
suvagelsm. This sort of work will 
make angels of men—most women are 
there before us!

Says Will C. Hodge iu the same num
ber of your truly Progressive Thinker:

“After all, what matters it the name 
we are known by so long as we are 
workers for one common purpose, and 
that for the betterment of human con
ditions?”

That is it exactly. This gentleman, 
speaking of the out-door concourses at 
Ottawa and Delphos, says: “All sub
jects eome up for an airlug, as they 
have a free platform, and are willing to 
fellowship all classes and every shade 
of opinion from Spiritualism to Calvin
ist 1c Presbyterianism.”

1 know a considerable number of 
Materialists who can learn a lesson In

To the Editor ;ime rolls on and

Liberalism from these broad-minded

fence and hypocrisy.
Elkhart, Ind.

C. H. M.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. ’

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $L_For sale at 
this office.

"Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents. For 
sale at this office, •

Splrltuallsts, and the sooner they 
learn it the better it will be for them 
afid their work.

At the Oakland, Cal., meeting of Spir
itualists, I notice my old friend, Prof. 
J. S. Loveland—one of the orators 
thinkers and thrilling orators I ever 
heard on any ’ platform—delivered an 
address with all his old-time fervor.

Mr. Cooper, In writing about the Oak
land meetings, said: “All who desire 
will have an opportunity to express 
their opinion upon the subjects under 
discussion. Each person can be teacher 
and scholar.as opportunity affords, and 
all will come upon an equal plane, with 
the one object—to learn the truth.”

In boyhood Christianity taught me to 
fear death and a more to-be-dreaded 
pandemonium after death. I shall al
ways have a warm place in my heart 
for Spiritualism, for It rooted out all 
fear of death and hell and a tyrant 
god; but for twenty years I have been, 
and am, skeptical about the existence 
of mankind beyond the tomb. My 
mother was skeptical, although she had 
been for many years a member of the 
Methodist church. I do not say, and 
never have said, that death ends all. It 
is illogical to say that, for it assumes 
an amount of knowledge which I think 
no Materialist possesses. I have asked 
some of my Materialistic brethren to 
explain how they know death ends all. 
They break down right there. It turns 
out to be a mere belief on their part

Now, let me say frankly, I hope you 
may demonstrate beyond all doubt, to 
the satisfaction of the whole world, 
what the church has never been able to 
do, the everlasting existence of every 
man, woman and child.

It has done me good Jp read your 
paper for the past months. It 
would broaden the of every Ma
terialist in the land to go and do like
wise. It would do every Spiritualist 
good to subcrlbe for and regularly read 
the Materialistic publications. No bet
ter investment could be made by both 
sides. I am doing all I can to induce 
the churches to place over their church 
doors, in large letters, Paul’s advice: 
“Prove all things; hold fast that which 
is good,” and to earnestly practice it

W. F. JAMIESON.
Caplinger’s Mills, Mo.

“Right Living." By Susan H.Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
ana more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s. 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

•The infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and pay. 
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

•■Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 

1 ad this office.

the nineteenth century draws nearer 
and nearer to a close, new phases of 
mediumship are coniing intq existence, 
new mediums developed, aiid it seems 
that the good angels are determined to 
lift the veil that separates the two 
worlds, and in that 'iyay to" let iu the 
needed heavenly light which will tend 
to obliterate creeds arid churéh dogmas, 
aud in so doing will lift from creedal 
bondage the denlzens'of earth then liv
ing in darkness, ignorance/'superstition 
or doubt of spirit return and continuity 
of life. If it will ririt be asking ^oo 
much, I would like to risk you for space 
in which to record a tew of my recent 
experiences with the'denizens of the 
spirit or unseen world.'

EXPERIENCE NO. 1.
On December 1, 1898, a seance was 

held by Mrs. May McCoy, ot No. 472 
Pearl street, Cleveland,; Ohio, for full- 
formed materializations, and during 
this seance fully twenty forms ma
terialized and were recognized by those 
to whom they came as being either 
friends or relatives who had passed to 
spirit life. Before the seance began and 
after the medium entered the cabinet, 
she was searched and thoroughly ex
amined by a lady and a skeptic, as well, 
for paraphernalia of any kind that the 
medium might have secreted upon her 
person, but the examination revealed 
the fact that she had none on her per
son nor was there any to be found 
about the cabinet; more, the medium 
had not a stlteh of white clothing about 
her, but, instead, her dress and under
wear were perfectly bhu'k, and the cab
inet arranged in a manner that pre
cluded anyone entering It without be
ing detected, yet, with all those pre
cautions, the white-robed denizens of 
the spirit world soon began to come.

But before going further I desire to 
make mention of a request formerly 
made by spirit friends in reference to 
the christening of an infant, and of 
which I particularly desire to speak. 
Two weeks previous and while Mr. and 
Mrs. F. S. Cornish, of 713 Cedar ave
nue, were attending a seance, their 
spirit friends requested them to arrange 
for this seance since jt was their (the 
spirits) desire to christen their infant 
on that occasion. ,

It is unnecessary for me to. state that 
the parents of the child were there, so 
also was Mr. William Davis, a great
grandfather of the child. When the 
proper time came tiie spirits took the 
child from Its mother’s arms and car
ried it into the cabinet, keeping it there 
fully ten minutes, after which, spirit 
Nellie Davis, an aunt of the child, aud 
while in a materialized state, brought 
it out of the cabinet and to its mother, 
singing rock-a-by-bahy, and at the same 
time rocking tbe baby to aud fro in her 
arms while walking fully ten feet from 
the cabinet to where its mother sat in 
the circle and then delivered the child 
to its mother. After delivering the child 
safely into its mother's arms, the spirit 
returned to ihe cabinet and called to 
Mr. and Mrs. Cornish and to Mr. 
William Davis to come to tiie cabinet 
and bring the child with them, which 
was done, aud the christening was done 
in view of the sitters, the spirit saying 
loud enough for all to hear, "I now ded
icate thee, Ellenora Jennette Cornish, 
aud to the cause of Spiritualism,” and 
at the same time placed some lovely 
flowers on the young and newly chris
tened babe. Spirit Nellie Davis, the 
child’s aunt, then dematerialized in 
plain view of the sitters, going down 
slowly, and ns her head seemed to be 
absorbed by the floor, nothing was then 
left that was visible but a white spot, 
aud it too soon disappeared from sight.

EXPERIENCE NO. 2.
On Monday, December 19, I was 

again in Cleveland, aud upon an invita
tion from Mrs. M. Kemp, of 527 Scoville 
avenue, that city, to atlend her seance, 
to be held that evening, I accepted her 
kindly offer and with a friend went to 
the above number, arriving there a few 
minutes before eight o'clock, to find 
already assembled a dozen or more of 
relined and intelligent ladies and gen
tlemen. A few moments after eight 
o’clock the circle was formed, horse
shoe shape, and all comfortably seated, 
the writer sitting about twelve feet 
from the cabinet aud iu a position that 
gave lilin an excellent view of both the 
cabinet and the sitters. However, be
fore the seance began the cabinet was 
examined by the writer and others, and 
every precaution taken against fraud 
or deception had there been any at
tempted, but nothing transpired during 
the entire sitting that had even a tinge 
of either. One by one and often two 
white-robed figures came together to 
greet and welcome their friends of 
earth, and I do not remember of even 
one coming that was not recognized as 
a friend or a relative of some one in the 
circle. After, perhaps, a dozen spirits, 
In a materialized state had greeted 
their friends who were there, the 
writer was requested by Dr. DePonko, 
the leading seance control, to step up to 
the cabinet, that the writer’s aunt was 
there and desired to speak to him. Re
member the writer could not at that 
time see the form, but he went up to 
the cabinet and to his great surprise not 
his aunt alone stood there, but, instead, 
his aunt, his mother and a dear sister 
greeted him."

After conversing with them for a few 
moments and being well assured by 
them of their angelic guidance, they 
gave me a parting kiss and then de
materialized to make room for other 
spirits to meet their earth friends who 
were fortunate enough to be there. In 
about half an hour, however, I was 
again called to the cabinet by Dr. 
DePonko, but this time to meet a young 
man, the doctor said. Judge my sur
prise when I reached the1 cabinet and 
beheld Clyde B. Crubaugh, >a nephew, 
who looked nearly as natural as he did 
while in earth life, but whp^dled a few 
months ago while on boari 6f ship, the 
Catania, while cominfe nortli. from San
tiago and whose body waa: buried at 
sea, he being a soldfer of ? the Eighth 
Ohio Regiment. After conversing with 
this spirit I asked ’’him fo come out 
further from the. cabinet, which he did, 
and I then Introduced him t6 the ladles 
and gentlemen present, tilling them 
who he was and where he1'filed, etc. I 

; then asked him to ftirn around so all 
could see him well, which, he did, and 
while he stood therd' I went across the 
room and escorted >a lady 'Up to him 

: who had never until that evening wjt- 
j nessed materialization, and as the 
'• writer turned to escort the lady to her 

seat he followed us across the room and 
then returned to the cabinet, where he 
said to thg writer, “Uncle Ed, I have no 
use now for my old body that was 
burled at sea,” and after bidding me 
good night he dematerialized.,

I will here state that this was the first 
seance I had ever attended, held by this 
lady, but had met her once last summer 
at Lake Brady and, the next time to 
meet her was at her-own home on thé 
above date. I was • practically. a 
stranger to all who were there that 
night, with the exception of the gentle
man who went with me. Now to con

I elude, I am pleased to say that I was 
' ' both satisfied and pleased with the

manifestations throughout, and could 
not have asked or expected better re
sults than I personally received, and 
there were others there who, it seemed 
to me, received just as convincing proof 
of spirit return and cominuuion as I, 
and the fact was clearly demonstrated 
that the change called death was neces
sary for us to become freed fromjhe 
earth body and its environments to pre
pare the soul for further and higher de
velopment and progression.

EXPERIENCE NO. 3.
Having business in Painesville, a 

nice little city, located on the shores of
Lake Erie, twenty-eight miles east 
Cleveland, I the next day went

of 
to

Painesville, and from there to Chardon, 
Ohio, the home of Fred Ebner, the boy 
wonder, whose wonderful feats through 
his mediumistic powers have for the 
last two months claimed the attention 
of a number of the best and most in
fluential Citizens of that quiet town, 
and out of that number there were but 
few who could account for the real 
cause of the clock’s and bell’s peculiarly 
strange and, to many, mystifying ac
tions when-called upon by Ebner to act. 
and it was a significant fact that those 
few .were Spiritualists. While those 
peculiar and oft mystifying acts of botli 
the clocks and the bells in the Park 
Hotel where Ebner works were known 
to but a few for a time, a majority of 
whom attributing the phenomena to 
mesmerism, magnetism or trickery on 
the part of Ebner, yet there can be
found no concealed wires attached to
or near the clocks, and as to the bell, 
Ebner had them place it either on the 
floor or on a shelf, with their own 
hands, thereby knocking the trick the
ory out. The clocks of the hotel, and 
there are a number, will stop, start or 
strike at Ebner's command. The bells 
upon which tills phenomenon is pro
duced are ordinary hand bells, such as 
are commonly used at small hotels in
country towns to call the regular

IMMORTALITY, MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
...OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

A List of His Noted Woi ks

BY i)R. J. M. PEEBLES,

For Sale at the Office of The Pro» 
gressive Thinker.

AN INVALUABLE WORK!
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirits, good and evil, aay of their dwelUug-placoa. 
Give us details—details and accurate delineations of 
life in the Spirit-world!—is the constant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither— 
oh, whltherl Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol
ume the spirits, differing as they may. are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No nun Is better Qualified 
than Dr. Peobles to place a work of ibis kind before 
the people. Ilo treats of the Mysteries of Life; 
DoubtsaudHopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is It 
theSoulor Bodytlmt Sins?; Clothing in the Spirit
world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man's Testi
mony ; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit
Life; The. Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friendsand Shakers In Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from tbe Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price el*', postage, 12 cents. For 
sale at this utUco.

áoul of Things; or I’sychometrio 
Researches and Discoveries.

ny jyA/. and Elizabeth m.
Z? ©enton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 
a_text-book, it is as fascinating as a work of Uuliou. 
few reader will bo amazed to see the curio is facts 
Mere combined In support of this newly-dlacovcred 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ae 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now oi> 
acuredby time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth.
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL 
llluatrated. 450 pp. Cloth........ ....

Postage 10 cents.
SouK of Tilings—Vol. HL

111 wrated. 8tö pp. Cloth.................
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boarders or transient guests to their 
meals, and can be examined by any 
one. The bell, when requested to do so ! 
by Ebner, will produce either a clear or i 
muffled sound, and not only is this true, 1 
but intelligent answers to questions can 
be obtained from both the bells and 
clocks, the former by tapping, tbe latter 
by striking. While this young man is 
attending to his duties, that of waiter 
and dishwasher, he is quick, polite and 
quite gentlemanly in his bearing, bin 
has but little to say to any of the 
guests. He has no young men chums 
or associates, nor has he any lady asso
ciates, and is seldom seen on the streets 
of Chardon, so I was told by the pro
prietor of the hotel, and when not at 
work attending to the duties assigned 
him, be puts in ills spare time reading. 
His voice when speaking is a peculiar 
one, and while it does not seem to be 
strictly piasculine it is not purely fem
inine, yet its tendency is more feminine 
than masculine, aud his every move 
when waiting on the table is quick aud 
graceful.

Mr. Brewster, the hotel proprietor, 
inforihed me that whenever he sets his 
head against doing anything, and 
specially so against giving exhibitions 
of ills powers, no coaxing can get him 
to do so. He, like all genuine mediums, 
cannot at all times produce the desired 
results or manifestations. Conditions 1 
in Ills case are required, as are required I 
in other phases of phenomenal medium
ship. I will here state that Ebner does 
not touch nor does he get close to either 
the dock or bell while producing the 
phenomena, but when he cannot get 
the desired manifestation at once he 
begs of the clock or bell to produce It, 
nnd when the conditions are favorable 
he gets it.

Ebner, like all mediums, is a sensi
tive, of nervous temperament aud a 
possessor of keen perceptive powers. 
He also is developing clairvoyancy. 
After toe Cleveland Press had pub
lished its first account of Ebner’s feats, 
and the account having been rend by 
Rev. Sprecher, a Cleveland minister, 
and commented on by him in a manner 
unfavorable to Ebner’s honesty and in
tegrity in tbe matter, and Ebiier bear
ing of it, he sent Rev. Spreelter a chal
lenge to come to Chardon aud bring his 
own clocks with him, nlso some of his 
friends, aud at the same time deposit 
$200 in tiie First National Bank of 
Chardon, and if he, Ebner, failed to 
produce tbe phenomena or similar phe
nomena to that which was published in 
the Cleveland Press of December 9, 
that $200 would be paid over to Rev. 
Sprecher or his friends, but if lie did 
produce the phenomena the money 
should go to Ebner. This is the 24th 
day of December, and neither Rev. 
Sprecher nor his friends have ma
terialized with either tbe money or the 
clocks. While Ebner is,an unassuming 
and diffident young man, it Is not true, 
as has been said, that for him to accom
plish these feats It Is necessary for him I 
to give tbe matter thought for several i 
hours before attempting to do so. That I 
report was given out by one connected | 
with the hotel, and not by Ebner, and 
to prevent Elmer's time being taken up 
by the curious or phenomena seeking 
throng. I have heard ft said, however, 
that there were mortals so homely that 
their face would stop a clock, but I am 
pleased to say it Is uot the case with
Ebner.

Canton, Ohio.
E. R. KIDD.
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MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCE^ 
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of tbc Rocktea, Tl.h Introduction by 
J. S, Loveland. Title Is the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever Uved. 16? luraa 
pages. Bl’MoaacHUI*. Pit OU 50 «Utt, For ale 
at Ulla nsute.

IMMORTALITY.
A poem In five canto« “It a man die, «hall lie live," 

1b fully answered. BI W. S. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents. . oi

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing
A series of lessons on tbe relations of the spirit io 

Its own organism, and the Inter relation of human 
beluga with reference to health, disease and beallnlr 
By the spirit ot Dr. Benjauilu Rush, through the u‘. 
dluiuslilp of Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician aud Spiritualist should read 
price, 1.50. For sale al this office.

TWO IN ONF
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

Wayside ffbUlnys» : >j
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge» v 

of Life, By Mattie E. Hull. This is a mamiouBlk 'i 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poemf. h 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait ! 
of the author, also a portrait el Mosea Hull. Price.- 
neatly bound in English cloth, »1.
The Spiritual Alps (| n

and How Wo Ascend Thofti, ■
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude'; 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
?. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the booJC 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, aud to-'; 
show, vou how to educate your spiritual faculties. ' 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 cent«; In paper cover, 25 ' 
cents
Jiew Thought,

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of tbc belt 
speakers and mediums. The mutter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase ot 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 61.50. . .
New Thought, (

Volume II. 8S< pages, beautifully printed and1 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth* 
bound, 75 cents. T •
Joan, the Medium,

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. SpirRuallsuv 
as a Leader or Annies. By Moses Hull, This la ifif 
viice the most truthful history of Joau of Arc, an£ 
cne of the most convincing arguments oh Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was over more thrilUngly 125 
lerestlng; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue. v

By Moses Hull. A compound of th1? two painph» 
lets, “The Irrepressible Condict,’’and “Your Answer 
ur Your Life;” with important additions,'inaklng fr 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contalnl 
statistics, facts aud documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that elery one should have.
AU About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
aud other Great Reforms come from Hie Satafild 
Majesty and His Subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cent«
Jesus and tho Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of tbe Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. Bv 
Moses Hull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to alt tbe coniH* 
tlou, ot modern medluttuhlp. ft «1.0 «bow« that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa1 
moot were under the ««me conditions that medluift 
require to day; aud that the coming of Christ is tbe 
turuof to the world. 48 pages. Pried,
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spit* 
ituallstlc Interpretation of many things la the Bible«? 
Interpretations never befpyq gjvqu, explains the 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualise. Price, 
W cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Prlee 10 cents.
SpiritualaSongster.
_By_M.TTiBE, Hull. Thirty eight of Mr«. Hull'» 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles aud families. Price, W eta/ 
or 16 per hundred.
The Mediumistic Experience

of John Brown,
The Medium of tbe Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 8, Lovelaud. This Is tbe history of one of thd 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, 50 cents. '
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack ou Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work 1» a 
CoiubUi.tkn into one volume of two of Mr. Hull'» 
iplend I: works. By this arrangement the cost is such 
that tbu reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
coma.i(td at the aame price as was formerly asked 
for th jin fjeparatolv. This volume contains 462 pages 
and is liindsomely hound In cloth, and contains, an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a caiitfn’ comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit» 
ualism. No book of tbe century has made so many 
convene to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author’s 
alm, ftlthfully to compare the Bible with modern 
ihenomena aud philosophy, has been accomplished, 

‘he adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants of human
ity; Its moral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministiV; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions offered to Spiritualism, are all considered in the 
llgbtoi the Bible, nature, history, reason and couimou 
Bouse, mil expressed clearly and forcibly.

TIIE CONTRAST
consist* of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
,fl a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
tt defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HOMAN CULTORE g CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING,

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

A moa excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of tbc College of Floe Forces, and autlior of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price, cloth. 75 cents. For tale at Oils office.

PRINCIPLES 
— OF - 

LIGHT HMD COLOR
BY E. D. BAB jïTT, M. D. LL. D.

How strange the thought of angels 
near:

A truly great work In which the author exhibit» 
the results of years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and troth, highly _glftod with keen Intel- 
tivo iiisleht and tbo psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
unabllng btin to discover and elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book is of 
very great Interest and importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light ana color la 
their mental and physical effects ana their practical 
application In the conservation of health and tbe 
cure disease and sickness. Its medical value Is be
yond estimation, and its teachings should be known 
by all.

Finely illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $5.00, POSTAGE, 56c.

Eor Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office,

WAS ;ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST? (

-OR- ’
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium. )
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav- ;
Ings and Frontispiece of Lin- - 

coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more so than auy work Issued since Uncle Tom’* 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which tbe rutt 
of time bad almost covered, and which have berni 
snatched from the very Jaws of oblivion. It deils 
with high official private life durlug tbe most moment? 
ous period in American History, and is a secret patfft 

, from the life of him whom time serves only to maxd 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood-*

, "Abhaham Lincoln."
Cloth, lUmo, illustrated, pp. ¡364, $1.50f 

Paper, 75 cents.
For Sale at this office.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL

To think that we are “ne'er alone,” 
Though nought of form doth make ap

pear—
Yet think of “Bethel” and “the 

Stone.”
We speak of God, and yet we say, 

There is no guest of unseen wing;
That if there was, in elder-day. 

Not now can one a message bring.
Yet Nature keeps her course unswerved;

The tree puts forth its leaf and bud, 
As when the primal earth was served, 

And rain, to-day as then, makes mud.
If angels talked with priest or seer 

In far-off times, why not talk now?
Has Nature changed with date of year, 

Or doth the angel touch my brow?
Aye, now as then, the word divine 

From angel lips is breathed forth, 
And oft to me, the word and sign 

Is Life’s own token of new birth.
Our sainted dead,, our loved ones all, 

They come and go as flies the wind, 
And comfort bring they to my soul, 

As reverie is in willing mind.
They surely come—are guests of mine; 

And voices still sing songs to me, 
And Nature speaks, as in the vine, 

Or in the leaf of forest tree.
These are our own; they linger near, 

Eager to give of wisdom’s store;
They are not “phantoms born of fear,” 

But our own kin, from silent shore.
And Past or Present, all is one— 

Our nature caange? It cannot be— 
Our nature stays till all is done, 

And so the angel comes to me!
. HUMANU.

"Ancient India: Its Language - and 
Religions.” By Prof.' H. Oldenbeig, 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents

f+ERESY
... OR .

LED TO THE LIGHT.
4 Thrilling, Psychological Story ofBvangM. 

eation and Free Thought. It it to Protest
antism what the ••Secret» of the Con. 

cent" <* to Catholicism.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE,

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, nu<l who 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, <1.00. It coutaius tbe following chap* 
ters:

... CHAPTER I,. _____
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womauly Self

respect In the Confessional.
. . . . . .chapter II. ...................
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th« 

Priest.
-,........................CHAPTER III,
♦ be Confessional Is the Modern Sodom. 
.. .....................CHAPTER IV...........................
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made eat]

■ by Auricular Confession.
................................CHAPTER V._' _

; ■l>e_ldgbly-ed ented and reined Woman tn the Con- 
fessional—What becomes of her after unconditloa- 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. ... . _ . CHAPTER VI. _ .
Auricular Confession destroys nil the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Socletv.
................................ CHAPTER l)ll. . ..
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil

ized Nations?
______ . ... CBAPTERVIH. .....
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 
_____  . . CHAPTER IX. . . . 
Tbc Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious

Imposture.
, . .. chapter X. . .

God compels the Church of Romo to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

______ .. . CHAPTER XI, . .
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
___________ .. CHAPTER XII................. ..A Chapter for tbc Consideration of Legislators, Hus

band, and F.lhera-Somnpf Hie nuiier. <;n which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penliuut-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

Tbe dlBtlnffuIebed author, Hudson Tuttle, require» 
no Introduction to tbe reader« of The pROORiMirn 
Thinxxr, but tbe following beading« of chapter« will 
«how them what they may expect from tbe book:

CONTKNTSI-An Idyl - Firdtam- Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—Th*, ttaloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Sonia—Jan» 
Grey^-Tbe Mother of Caln-Evolntlon—Stella—Tbe 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—Tbe Home Circle—The 
Double Role— Heresy—Annette-Tbo Bank Robbery— 
Liberty—All Is Well That Ends Wcll-Tbe New 
Church-Tbe Now W.y; Led to the Light._________

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to tbe cli
max. The fiendish career of tbe revivalist is con* 
trotted with tbe character of the bonest minister an 1 
tbe thinking apcatlo. The steps by which a preacher 
emerge« from the church, and tbe difficulties ne meets 
are graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceiim evolved out of the old, form an In
teresting study to those seeking new methods

It h a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and tbe price 
in accordance with our new departure, is 30 centa, 
postpaid, or five copies for »1.25. Fbr sale Gt the 
office of The Progbessivs Thinker.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social 
' Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wldo

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of Jolin Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an introauettonby
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one Inter* 
e«M In Bplrnoallra. .. ............................. .

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chaptei 
2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remarlo 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chaw 
ter6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7> Visit to tbe Spirit* 
Land. Chapter 8, Method« Used by Spirits to Commo» 
nlcate; How to Conduct a -Circle. Chapter 9, Mlacel 
laneons Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience 
Chapter it, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, Tbe First Break In 
tbe Atlnnllc Cabl« . Sbown to John Brown.. Chaptei 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For tale at thia office. Heavy paper cover, prito Gt 
oenta.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad« 

dressed to tho-Inhabitants of America lu 177b. with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, 
15 cents.

tree and serpent worship
Bl A. & Hudson. M D. Price. UCK* _

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE: 
By Uaxle Doten. Tbwe P068»m W «I 

price I1XXL i***— ~ -— r

field of literature with the most critical care, free 
from Ml theological bias, throbbing with the aonl of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, Get to the most cheerful and. 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, it is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duets

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION.

the kind ever published. Its bcsutttnl songs, duets , A5„if
indquartette with piano, organ or melodeon accbm- , For saleMUuSOaw#. 
panIment, adapted noth to public meetings and the __ _ ■ .

A thrilling appeal to all who aro Interested in loam
ing how the great force« of the Romaa Cathollci 
Church are seeking to control all movements per' 
tatnlnz to human progress that are InorpodtlaaUi 
thelrdogmaUo religious tw.hinga, Prte li Ceuta,

social circles. Cloth. E2.00. Postage It cents.

The Development of the Spirit 
After TrxnBttton. By tbe lata M. Faraday. Tbe orf. 
«In of religion«, and their Influence upon tbe mental 

erelopment oftbehnmanraoe. Tnuwcribe* at tbe 
reqneit at a band at ancient phDMtCtNn. Mm 
lOoenta

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modem Spiritualism 

end other brent Beforms come from Bls Satanta 
' Majesty .and' Bls Subordinates In the Kingdom oil 

Darkness. 60pages. ByMosssBUU. PMce. 16 cents, 
. For-ale at tins office.
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there ere thousands who will ut first venture 

only twenty-five cents for The Pkoqeesbiyk Thinkek 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a aainple copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 61 to <10. or even 
more than the latter auin A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renewal of subscrip- 
tioue-aolicit others to aid !u the good work. You will 
fcxperlence no difficulty whatever iu inducing Spirltu? 
alists to subscribe for The Progressive Thikkkh, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week •

■ TiSBMS OF BVlfBCBIPTION.
TjikProgbksbivx Thinker will bo furnished until 

iurtber notice, ut the following terms, Invariably io 
advance; ‘

I «EMITTANCES.
lieiultbyPoatofllco Money Order, EeglBtercdLetter, 

Or draft cn Chicago or Mow York. It costs from 10 
to 15 cents to get cheeks cashed on local banks, Bodou’t 
send them unless you wlsh that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R.'Francia, 
No. JOLoomte Street, Chicago, 111.

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Gents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 
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Melrose flats fire, and until the follow
ing morning thought he had lost every-

give “line upon line, precept upon pre
cept,” urging the formation and mainte-

marklng the sun’s movements for 
entire year, laid the foundation of 
subsequent knowledge taught us in 
gard to astronomy.

The later pyramids aré supposed

each at the same time retaining his 
divlduallty.

diac was constructed by them, and the 
seeming pathway of the sun through 
the twelve constellations of the zodiac,

merly a city, town or hamlet of 
name which was the home of 
Lord.” The superficial student 
pronounce the person who calls in

Ohio, that December 29, Thad. L. Mont
gomery, cashier of the Coshocton Na
tional Bank, received a telegram con-
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THE TURK AND THE ARMENIAN.
Tlie Literary Digest of New York, 

translates and quotes from the “Hilfe,” 
a religious journal of Berlin, an extract 
from a letter of Pastor F. Naumann, 
from Constantinople, from which it ap
pears tlie Germans, like many Ameri
can correspondents, place a low esti
mate on Armenian character.

“Opposite us [at a dinner in the 
Tradesmen's Club at Constantinople] 
sat a German master potter, who had 
been nineteen years in Constantinople 
and knew Anatolia [Asia Minor], He 
said: ‘I am n Christian and believe In 
loving my neighbor. Yet I think the 
Turks were rlg-t in killing the Armeni
ans. They have no other remedy. The 
Turk is superficial, indolent, but gen
erous, qualities which the Armenian 
exploits in the most unwarrantable 
manner. Tlie Armenian is simply the 
worst fellow in the world. He will sell 
bis wife, his daughter in her teens, lie 
will rob his own brother. Morally they 
are the scourge of Constantinople. Not 
the Turks attacked the Armenians, but 
tlie Armenians tlie Turks. We were in 
the streets on the day when the Otto
man Bank was attacked, and we ought 
to know. That the Armenians of Asia 
Minor are better is a lie. They are 
born rascals, and it is no use to even 
raise them in German families.’

' Nobody raised his voice in opposi
tion to these statements. Everywhere 
we heard that the Armenians are used 
by tlie English to overthrow the Sul
tan. We tell these things because our 
own opinion is well known to our read
ers....Not that our countrymen think 
the Turk can forever retain Ills posi
tion in Europe; but the Armenian cer
tainly does not deserve protection.”

Says the Digest: “Similar opinions 
are uttered bj' Dr. Korte, of Bonn, in 
his ‘Anatolian Sketches,’ in which lie 
describes his recollections of many 
years' residence in Anatolia. He says:

“ ‘It is a well/known fact that Chris
tianity has altogether failed to become 
an educational power in the Orient. 
The average Christian there Is morally 
far below the average Mohammedan. 
Every one who really comes in touch 
with the people learns to respect the 
Turk, to despise the Greek, to treat 
with hatred and contempt the Arme
nian. The Greek is a shopkeeper and a 
boaster, but on the whole harmless. 
The Armenian is a rascal through and 
through. Tlie Levantine is the Creole 
of the Orient; he has a slight varnish 
of civilization. Loyal and conscientious 
Is the Turk... .The Turks pay nine- 
tentlis of the taxes, do all the hard 
work, and yet defend the empire.’ ”

The objection to the Turks has been 
and is, they have too much brains and 
common sense to be either dragooned 
or cajoled into belief in a virgin-born 
God. Tills is why Western nations in
fused with love for “our Lord” have 
sought their destruction. Unfortunate
ly for the Armenians they were made 
the tools of Christians to overthrow the 
Ottoman empire. They failed, hence 
the moans, the tears, and tlie lamenta
tions that come to our ears from the

PYRAMIDS OF NAPATA.
A late writer •» the London Graphic 

makes the following interesting state
ment, which will, be read witli Interest 
by archeologists: • -. • • •

“The opportunity for making an ex
cursion to the pyramids of Napata pre
sented itself recently, and I eagerly em
braced the chance of visiting these in
teresting and little-known relics of the 
past.

“The pyramids lie clustered together 
on the western side of Gehel Barkal 
mountain, a huge mass of sandstone 
rock which rises majestically out of the' 
desert, as Gibraltar rises from the sea. 
This mountain, though of no great 
height, is a landmark for many a mile 
around, and from Merawl camp [also 
known as Meroe, near the sixth cata
ract of the Nile, in Nubia], the pyra
mids themselves were plainly visible 
above the belt of palm trees on the op
posite bank of the Nile.

“These pyramids are six in number, 
and with one exception are In a won
derfully perfect state of preservation. 
None of them, however, is of any such 
vast dimensions as the pyramids at 
Gizeh, the highest probably not exceed
ing sixty feet. They appear to have 
been built in groups of three, placed at 
right angles to one another. The stones 
which form the outer facing are in no 
case more than three feet long by one 
and one-half feet In depth, and are not 
very closely fitted to one another. These 
pyramids have never been explored. 
What varied: treasures may they not 
contain! What priceless inscriptions 
may not adorn the walls of their sepul
chral chambers!

“The temple which we first approached 
on leaving the pyramids is hewn out of 
tlie solid rock. It contains three cham
bers, the central one being the largest, 
with the two smaller ones on each side 
of it, In each case the walls are richly 
decorated with hieroglyphics, and in 
some places the original coloring re
mains. It is, however, extremely diffi
cult to trace the details of the carvings, 
for the wild bees have found them con
venient projections on which to build 
their little nests.”

Egypt was originally colonized by par
ties who made their way from the Per
sian Gulf, and along the coast of the In
dian Ocean westward until they 
reached the straits of Bab el Mandeb, 
about twenty miles in width. This was 
crossed, settlements were made, and 
cities were built, remains of which were 
lately explored by Bent and Wife, in 
their expedition of discovery in Abys
sinia. In course of years the descendents 
of the colonists moved westward again 
until they reached the Nile. Here, In 
the vicinity of Meroe,. they must have 
tarried for many, centuries, and slowly 
descended the Nile, until finally they 
reached the Great Sea. The advance 
from the Persian Gulf is marked by 
pryumids, gradually Increasing In size 
until the rich region of Memphis was 
reached, where Gizeh, the most magnifi
cent of all the pyramids was built.

Very briefly: The Persian and Bac
trian priests ascended the mountains to 
hold converse with their Gods, and re
ceive their laws, which they communi
cated as a “Thus saith the Lord” to the 
people. When they reached the plains of 
Babylonia, on the Euphrates, with no 
mountains to climb, and Jacob’s ladder 
being too frail to answer their purpose, 
the temple of Belus was erected tq sup
ply the want. Unlike the rock-built pyr
amids of Egypt, those along the Eu
phrates and Tigris, bull! of sun-dried 
brick, became heaps of ruins.

Whilst the astrologers watched the 
movements of the heavenly bodies, and 
gave to moderns the result of their dis
coveries, the first concept of astronomy, 
these astrologers also pretended to have 
received from the hand of God tlie first 
written law, which they passed down to 
the kings to be observed by his subjects. 
The whole celestial world, as seen by 
the human age, was correctly mapped

many to have been also used as mauso
leums for the kings; but this is a con
troverted question. As likely the high 
priests were entombed In them; for 
there were secret passages from the in
ner chambers to the summit, so nicely 
concealed that only by accident was one

and all the forces of nature, according 
to church teaching, are the ministers of 
God’s wrath. Every shipwreck, and 
every railroad calamity is pointed at as 
evidence of Gods’s interference with 
the affairs of men. A person dies, and 

■ the mysterious ways of an inscrutable 
Providence is given as the reason for 
the taking off. Even the infant with 
undeveloped Intellect is summoned to a 
better world by the Great Father, as 
too good to be corrupted by mortality.

Carry out this sort of logic, and the 
terrific hurricane that swept over the 
county Mayo, Ireland, last week and 
demolished a beautiful new church at 
Castlebar, nearly completed, the prop
erty of the Catholics, must have been 
because that church had given grate 
offense to the heavenly powers. The 
damage amounted to many thousands 
of dollars. The mysterious part of it Is, 
every tap room along the path of 
“God’s messenger” was left unharmed, 
just as it always so happens in Amer
ica. .

Will It not be better to reconstruct 
church philosophy than make the Infi
nite ruler of the universe so meddie

. some in the affairs of men? The winds, 
whether gentle zephyrs, or disastrous 
cyclones, move obedient to natural law, 
whose origin was coeval with matter. 
The towering column and pinnacled 
church receive the force of the gale, 
while thé humble cottage at their base 
escapes the .violence of,the storm.
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Conversation Is Carried on in Tones ¡'Audible to All
WELL-KNOWN MEN AND WOMEN 

RELATE THEIR STARTLING 
EXPERIENCES IN COMMUNING 
WITH THE DEAD, AS SET FORTH 
IN THE INTER OQEAN. . "
To talk with the dead is an act 

usually considered impossible. The in
dividual' who would speak naturally 
and In an ordinary company of so qbing 
would be very likely to find himself set 
down for a “crank,” if not an Insane 
person, by the average, matter-of-fact, 
business-like man or woman of to-day. 
The unseen, invisible barrier which sep
arates this world from that which Ues 
beyond is usually considered as ab
solutely impassable, and to the ordinary 
resident of this present sphere of ex
istence the statement that It is actually 
possible to talk with those who have 
passed over the dividing Une sounds 
like absolute nonsense, impossible, or 
irreverent, according to the mental 
trend of the person 'hearing it. But this 
statement, nevertheless, is constantly 
made by a number of Chicago people, 
clever, thoughtful, intelligent, and the 
fact that many of them are very far re
moved from the dreamy or impression
istic order of thinkers would seem to 
give added weight to their stories.

The Rev. John Rusk, for instance, 
pastor of the Church Militant In this 
city, and well known to many Chicago 
people, declares that while little more 
than a year ago he would have regarded 
the idea of talking with, people not In 
this life with all' the bitter skepticism 
and disbelief of a purely scientific mind, 
he now talks face to face, and day after 
day, with denizens of a world other 
than our own, and that such inter
change of ideas and sympathies be
tween himself and the friends w’ho 
have “passed over” is almost as fre
quent and continual with him as are 
ordinary conversations with people in 
every-day life.

EXPERIENCE OF DR. RUSK.
“My mother, my brothers, several 

friends, and my own wife are among 
the spirit friends who talk with me," 
says Dr. Rusk, “and while I am not yet 
ready to publish the whole of my ex
perience—which I began in the coldest 
possible spirit of- scientific investiga
tion—I am by no means afraid to say 
that conversations with those who have 
passed through the change called death 
are of common occurrence with me. By 
‘conversation’ I mean direct, personal 
intercourse. The ‘farther on’ friends in 
whose acquaintance and companionship 
I delight communicate with me direct
ly, by word of mouth, and precisely as 
two people, both of whom were still in 
this world, would talk. Their voices are 
as dear and distinct as are the voices of 
the people whom I meet on the street or 
in my own home, and they converse 
with me in precisely the same manner. 
They have told me many things known 
to nobody In this world but myself, 
foretold other events which have sub
sequently happened: and in my inter
course with the residents of the world 
which lies beyond oprs I have found 
great pleasure and comfort of late, 
although, as I am always careful to 
state, I Invariably look at the matter 
from the purely scientific side, and 
never allow my imagination and poetic 
fancy the slightest freedom or liberty.”

During the year-long illness which for 
some time paralyzed Dr. Rusk’s min
isterial efforts his mind was literally 
compelled, he says, to recognize as pos
sible things which he had hitherto con
demned as impossible or fraudulent, 
and he now daily carries on conversa
tions with the inhabitants of other 
spheres. The Intercourse with the dead, 
which he now describes, has been ac
tually forced upon his attention, he de
clares, and he has no affiliation with 
spiritualism of the usual order. He 
finds nothing uncanny or unnatural 
about his conversations with dis
embodied spirits, and he will probably 
publish the whole of his experience in 
this line at no distant date.
TOLD BY MRS. NORAH GRIDLEY.

To Mrs. Norah Gridley, a clever and 
practical newspaper woman of this city, 
conversation with those who are 
usually called "dead” is also of fre
quent occurrence. One of the most re
markable of these experiences relates 
to a dearly loved son, who had been 
dead for many years. Lying asleep in 
bed one night, Mrs. Gridley was sud
denly and mysteriously awakened by 
the “white and shining light” which 
filled the room. Standing at the foot of 
her bed, which was shared by a young 
girl friend, who was also awakened In 
great terror and dismay, she saw the 
son lost so many years before.

“Mother, you must not sleep,” the ap-

than the natural^ ¡That which is com
monly called - .supernatural Is merely 
that whlclr jye dp’not yet understand." 
WELL - AUTHENTICATED CASES.

To Mrs. fa. G. 'Jackson, a West Side 
woman of'1 wide i-jind thorough knowl
edge of maily of-lthe medical and sci
entific aspects ofttife, have also come 
these eonvVi'satloite with the dwellers 
In realms yet unexplored by mortal eyes 
and minds. Mrs. -Jackson says that for 
her to carry on conversation with those 
who have passed1'beyond tlie boundaries 
of the known to the unknown is of very 
common occurrence.

“I never seek after such experiences,” 
she declares, ‘‘but neither do I shrink 
from them. There is nothing more 
awful or terrible In my conversations 
with the people whom most others call 
‘dead’ than in my conversations with 
those who still inhabit the body. The 
one condition is as real and natural to 
me as the other; the voice of the person 
in the ‘beyond’ Is as clear and distinct 
as that of the person still in this life, 
and I have almost as many friends In 
the one state of life as the other. The 
subjects upon which they talk with me 
are those of this' life, as a rule, and I 
have been saveci many painful ex
periences, both for myself and others, 
in this way. There Is really no limit to 
the wonderful things which people 
from other worlds have related to me, 
and that by direct, personal Intercourse 
by word of mouth.”

Mrs. Ella M. Dole, of the North Side, 
Chicago, is another Chicago woman to 
whom conversations with those who 
have long, been considered dead are of 
almost daily occurrence, ‘‘Not a single 
distressing or terrifying thing has ever 
happened to me in the course of my 
countless conversations with the people 
usually called dead,” she says decided
ly, "Although at first, and for many 
years, I shrank from anything like com
munion with these spirit friends, I have 
long since become pleasantly habituated 
to talking with them, although I have 
never learned to fully like the work of 
passing on the communications which 
they continually give, me. But I have 
.numbers of passed-on friends who fre
quently come an<j talk with me on 
pleasant subjects,, and many wonderful 
.happenings have been (brought about 
through their efforts in this direction,”

Oue of the most remarkable of these 
experiences came to Mrs. Dole in con
nection with a man for whose benefit 
she had tried unayallingly to Induce her 
other-world frienQs to talk. Suddenly, 
some time after these fruitless efforts 
had ceased, a friend who had long 
passed over came, to her and told her to 
visit this mjin and.ronder him some un
expected assistance. She did so, with 
■the result that not only was his life 
saved, but' that ¿ie was given fresh 
hope and courage to live it.

Mrs. Mary Hamfrord Ford, the bril
liant lecturer upon' art, literature, aud 
music, Is another Chicago woman to 
whom conversations with those com
monly calleij dead are said to be of fre
quent occurrence. J Some of her ex
periences iij this ' direction, however,

The stranger at my fireside cannot see
The forms I see, nor hear the sounds I hear: 

He but perceives what is; while unto, me
All that has been is visible and clear.

The spirit-world around this world of sense 
Floats like an atmosphere, and everywhere 

Wafts thro’ these earthly jnists and vapors dense 
A vital breath of more ethereal air.

So prone the world of spirits there descends 
Abridge of light, connecting it with this, 

O’er whose unsteady floor, that sways and bends, 
Wander our thoughts above the dark abyss.

WAS THERE A CITY OF NAZA
RETH IN GALILEE? .

It is probable very few of our readers 
have ever stopped to .Inquire whether 
there was ever a city In Galilee by the 
name of Nazareth. They have read of 
it in the- New Testament, and have 
taken for granted that there was for-

tion the existence of a locality bearing 
that name in Bible times, as either in
sane or idiotic, almost convertible 
terms with some, “very scholarly” 
writers. That there is now a city which 
is “supposed” to have been the original 
Nazareth all know. It Is situated about 
six miles west of north-west of Mount 
Tabor’ and now bears the name of 
Naslra. Neither in Josephus, nor in the 
Old Testament is such a place men-

Is

nance of the same, as essential to the 
full strength and complete success of 
Spiritualism.

We urge the measure as a potent 
means of offense and defense against 
the class that practices fraud undemthe 
guise of mediumship for the sake of pe
cuniary profit.

We honor qnd esteem for their works’ 
sake the true and genuine mediums, 
and realize the great benefit and help 
they have been in establishing our 
cause, and would do nothing detriment
al to their interests, their success and 
their just reward spiritually and mate
rially. The work of the trickster, It 
must be evident to all, must and does 
inevitably tend to bring discredit to 
Spiritualism, doubt and disbelief in all 
mediumship, of whatever phase; and 
invincible, stubborn rejection of all 
cited proofs of spirit manifestation; and 
thus tends to Injure the genuine 
medium. ,

Not so the work and result of the fam
ily circle; for genuine spirit manifesta
tions therein give confidence and credit 
to genuine mediumship everywhere. 
Hence the urgency of our appeal for 
family circles does in no degree or man
ner indicate antagonism to genuine me
diums or public mediumship.

Genuine mediums win realize no loss 
in the downfall of fraud and treachery. 
The worst enemies of true mediums are 
the brazen unscrupulous tricksters who 
carry on their rascally operations under 
the name of “mediums.”

Our object in this matter is, prlma- 
rily to advance the cause of Spiritual
ism by the use of tire most effectual, 
easy and advantageous methods and 
secondarily, to counteract and elimi
nate the frauds palmed off under pre
tensions, of mediumship. Neither of 
thfese objects, thus obtained, will: or can 
Injure true and genuine mediums, but 
rather will benefit them, in: the long 
rum ■

I So again we say, establish family and 
i private circles, and! together with this, 
subscribe for good Spiritual papers, cir
culate Spiritual literature, that those 
who attach themselves to us may not 
only become Spiritualists, but live and 
intelligent Spiritualists.

Such is a good way to commence the 
new year, 18991.

were too recently published in The Sun
day Inter Ocean to need repeating.

Mr. Urlel Buchanan, a Chicago man, 
Is well known .for his researches in the 
interests of and writings upon these 
and similar lines. While Mr. Buchanan 
hesitates to give particular instances of 
his communion with the dead, he does 
not hesitate to say that be has "both 
seen and conversed with those who 
have long since crossed tlie threshold of 
the so-called invisible world. Have I 
been forewarned of coming events?” 
Mr. Buchanan recently wrote in re
sponse to a query of this kind: “Yes, 
from early childhood; not only in 
dreams, but in waking moments as 
well. At times I hear the voices, then 
again I only receive impressions; but 
these impressions come with such un
mistakable certainty that I have 
learned to look to them for guidance in 
my dally life; and in proportion to the 
degree that I follow these impressions 
all things go well with me.”

But those mentioned above in the 
Inter Ocean are only a small fraction of 
those who talk with those in spirit life, 
and who reside In Chicago. The follow
ing may be mentioned: Ada Turk 
Knapp, Lizzie Bangs, May Bangs, Mrs. 
Kate Blade, Mrs. 8. F. DeWolf, Mrs. 
M. L. Gillette, Max Hoffman, Mrs. O. A. 
Bishop, Mrs. Georgia Cooley, Mrs. 
Coverdale, Sirs. Cutter, G. V. Cordlngly, 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill, Mrs. E. J. Hanson, 
Mrs. L. Packer, Mrs. G. Partridge, Mrs. 
N. L. Pierce, Mrs. H. S. Slosson, Mrs. 
Thurbett, Mrs. Carl A. Wickland, Mrs. 
Emma Worth, Dr. R. Greer, Dr. Birk
holz, Sirs. Hattie Davis. Dr. W. T. 
Parker, Sir. Shafer, Sirs. Summers, and 
about 500 others.

said to have existed among the Jews, 
whose characteristic marks were un
shorn locks, abstinence from wine, and 
purity of life. They were known as 
Nazarlnes, or Nazarites. Samson was 
of this sect. “No razor shall come on 
his head; for he shall be a Nazarite 
unto God from the womb." A man who 
vowed to let his hair remain unshorn 
and unkempt, who abstained from 
wine, women, ointments and perfumes 
until a certain time or event named was 
accomplished, was known throughout 
Arabia as well as among the Jews, as a 
Nazarite. -

Biblical scholars say, such a city as 
Nazareth was nqt mentioned outside of 
the New Testament till Eusebius and 
Jerome pretended to identify It. When 
they lived and wrote no person ean 
state with positiveness.

Many are of the opinion that the gos
pel writers who mention Jesus as a 
Nazarite, were imposed upon by monks, 
they supposing there must have been 
a city by the name of Nazareth from 
which the title was derived, just as 
Mary, the magdalene, has been rep
resented to have derived her name 
from an imaginary city on the Lake of 
Galilee which never existed in fact.

Is it not probable early tourists, soon 
after tlie crusades, hunted, up a location 
for such a city as Nazareth, and finding 
Naslra partly filled the description of 
the locality, selected that site, as thou
sands of other sites were selected? Un
fortunately no place accurately fitted 
for the “Mount of Precipitation,” see 
Luke 4:29, within two miles of the 
sacred city; but such little discrepan
cies are easily overcome by faith.

The idea that a city was invented to 
fit the word Nazarene, is almost sug
gested by Matthew 2:23—“He came and 
dwelt in a city called Nazareth; that it 
might be fulfilled which was spoken by 
the prophets: He shall be called a Naz
arene.” Being a Nazarene because a 
razor did not come to his head, etc., it 
was not necessary to have him born in 
a city of Nazareth to give him that title.

The opinions of a multitude of Chris
tian scholars, who Indorse the Bible as 
inspired of God, and who labor to make 
all the parts harmonize, have been read, 
but they are not indorsed by this 
writer. He who would know the truth 
must Investigate for himself, and take 
nothing for granted because antiquated 
error Indorses it.

Ifestations and inseparable from a re
spect for things accountable for under 
the head of superstition.

What could carry conviction more 
emphatically to the doubtful on this 
score—that Is to say, the reasonable
ness of the superstitions of the sea— 
than the first of a number of super
natural episodes coming within the 
knowledge of the captain?

When the captain took ship as an ap
prentice at Liverpool fifteen years ago, 
in the service of the Cunard company, 
he was accompanied by a schoolmate 
named Sidney Baxter, who left wealth, 
education and ease behind him in Lan
cashire to battle with storm and tide 
and to see tlie world. In returning to 
England on their first voyage the two 
apprentices, in keeping with a custom 
in vogue among British seamen having 
mothers, sisters and sweethearts, fished 
out of the gulf stream some of the 
beautiful golden drop seaweed that is 
carried into the Atlantic some distance. 
This they bottled and sealed and pre
sented to their respective families upon 
reaching home.

One year later, of a lonesome night, 
Mrs. Baxter and Sidney’s two sisters 
were seated in the cozy drawing-room 
in Lancashire—trying in vain to dispel 
the foreboding feeling and gloom that 
weighed upon them. On a table stood 
the bottle of seaweed, rendered doubly 
beautiful and precious by the memory 
of the young sailor they all loved so 
deeply.

Allowing for difference in longitude 
it was afterward determined that at 
the same hour a big Cunard ship was 
staggering in a furious Atlantic gale 
under a main royal sail with 3,000 tons 
of freight In her hold. Sidney Baxter 
was sent aloft to furl the main royal 
and he slipped off or was blown into 
the sea, never to be seen again. At tlie 
same moment the seaweed bottle on the 
drawing-room table in Lancashire 
burst with almost dynamic force, and 
the glass and contents were scattered 
around the room in fragments ami 
shreds beyond redemption or repair. 
What psyehologie thesis would explain 
this singular occurrence? Ami Is it to 
be wondered at that Captain McKay 
coddles his precise knowledge of the 
tragic affair—for lie was on the same 
ship with Baxter and helped sub
sequently to make the time calcula
tion—as proof of supernatural Interven
tion in the concerns of sailors?

But tlie magic pillow, the pillow of 
good luck, the pillow that Is now 
mother, wife, sweetlieart and every
thing worth cherishing In the world to 
Captain McKay—that Is the story.

paritlon told her; and although to her 
queries of why and wherefore he re
turned no definite answer, he yet per
sisted in keeping her awake. "You must 
go away from here immediately," he 
further Instructed her, and so Im
pressed was Sirs. Gridley by his voice 
and manner, and so terrified was her 
room-mate, that the next day she 
sought and found apartments In a dis
tant quarter of the city. Returning to 
her old rooms in search of a household 
object left behind, the sequel of this re
markable experience was disclosed.

APPARITION SAVES HER.
Some time prior to the conversation 

with her ‘dead son Sirs. Gridley had 
assisted her landlady in compelling a 
delinquent lodger to pay his board bill 
before removing his furniture. This 
lodger, a Mexican, and vindictive, 
vowed vengeance upon Mrs. Gridley. 
The night after she left the apartments 
which she had at first occupied the 
woman who succeeeded her in the pos
session of the sleeping-room was badly 
frightened by the appearance of the 
Mexican, who, upon discovering that 
the inhabitant of the chamber was not 
the woman he sought, quietly left her 
In peace. The night of Mrs. Gridley's 
visitation he had watched outside the 
window, standing upon the porch upon 
which it opened; but for the wakeful 
tones which told him that the woman 
against whom he was plotting personal 
injury was neither asleep nor alone, he 
would doubtless have fulfilled his inten
tion of entering the room and killing 
her.

Since this occasion Mrs. Gridley has 
often talked with her "dead” son, and 
the father, who followed hlmtover the 
border, also talks with her now and 
then. When a near relative was 111 with 
what the physicians pronounced a fatal 
disease, this father appeared to Mrs. 
Gridley and told her that-the patient 
would presently recover, which actually 
happened. Upon other occasions, when 

:comgort and help have been needed, 
;both the father and the son of this Chi
cago woman have appeared to and 
• talked with her, and she says that a 
perfectly natural and scientific explana-i 
tion of this personal and vocal com

; munication between the dwellers in two 
distinct and separate worlds is quite 
possible.

“There is nothing supernatural in the 
universe,” declares-Sirs..Gridley in this 
connection; “there is nothing higher

A FAST AGE.
A cablegram from London says the 

police of that city has just unearthed a 
“Masterpiece” factory, where paintings 
credited to old artiste, and having an 
antique appearance, are produced In 
great numbers, and are chiefly sold to 
Americans at an enormous price.

It is not the work of the great paint? 
ers only which are simulated. Coins 
wholly fictitious are fabricated' and sold 
as' “finds,” dug up from the debris of 
ancient ruins. For centuries the forgers 
of books, particularly ecclesiastical,, or 
historical In their aid, have been active 
and will continue their deceptive arts 
so long as; superstition and waring 
creeds will need them. Down there in 
Egypt they have engaged in mummy
making wlth.jljaudsq'me profit—the gov
ernment refusing any longer to allow 
the genuine do be Removed from the 
country. Tlief monasteries continue 
forging holy books, ^sing care to supply 
omissions in „earlier productions, and' 
making dogmas more compatible with 

, modern thought andj knowledge. Skele
tons of criminals aje still being con
verted into thp sacred bones of saints. 
Tlie grandest enterprise of the sort is 
the production of fragments of bones, 
pretendedly the rennins of Saint Amin, 
the Grandmother of God: Shrines are 
being erected, all over the world with a 
fragment of bone ; from the dear de
parted’s wrist or otherwise, each hav
ing, great healing, powers. •

When such arte; are practiced in our 
own times, and we r have the positive 
knowledge that like deceit and fraud 
have been carried on for centuries, the 
church being .participants in such 
frauds, how can a reasoning person
avoid being incredulous as to the 
genuineness of anything coming to us 
through priestly hands?

FEASTED ON MISSIONARY.
Bishop Hartzell, sent out from Eng

land to look after forty-eight Methodist 
missionaries, who had been sent to the 
mouth of the Congo, Africa, to instill 
hell and belief in a virgin-born God in 
the minds of the natives, found of the 
number only four living. The others 
had been probably roasted as barbe
cues, to feast the starved people who 
needed baked and fricasseed mission
ary to satisfy their hunger, more than 
they did a knowledge of mathematics 
which, by some mysterious process the 
carnal mind cannot understand, of three 
Gods making In fact only one God, and

SPIRITUAL DYNAMIC FORCE.
Can anyone wonder that sailor^-are 

superstitious, after heard the remarka
ble story of Captain Duncan McLaren 
McKay’s pillow, as set forth in the 
Chronicle.

Captain McKay, who has circum
navigated the globe many times in all 
capacities of seamanship, from appren
tice to master, Isjit present the man
ager of a large industrial supply com
pany in Chicago. He barely escaped 
with his life from a sick bed in the

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history; 
It Is intensely Interesting: Price, (2.

thing, Including the downy treasure 
and mascot of a life crowded with ad
ventures, misfortunes and tragedies.

And this is where another link is 
added to the chain of the inexplicable, 

■ the mysterious phenomenon of the 
magic pillow;

Captain McKay is a sturdy, open
faced and hearty sample of the Lan
cashire lad—a spllendid .specimen of the 
sons of England who have conquered 
the seas. His well-developed Intellect 
resists, the superstitions, and he would 
admit that all: phenomena: are ex
plicable by natural laws If we only 
knew them, yet there is that fasci
nating and Incomprehensible preserva
tion., through fire, wreck and disaster,, 
time and; again, of the pillow, he prizes 
above aS his earthly possession: Added 
to the talismanic: good fortune of his 
pillow, flowing from the favor of Nep
tune, are other mystical experiences In
tended to convince one less familiar 
with, the traditions of the fo’castle than 
is Captain McKay, that the fate of man 
in the storms and perils of old ocean is 
subject to peculiar spiritualistic man-

veylng the shocking information that 
his brother, Clay Montgomery, of Deca
tur, Ill., had died at the Great Northern 
hotel in Chicago. Mr. Montgomery left 
on the evening train to take charge of 
the remains.

There is connected with this a re
markable coincidence, associated, with 
a premonition so extraordinary that it 
might, under some other circum
stances, be the subject of skepticism. 
When Thad Montgomery was down 
with typhoid fever at the Park hotel 
last August, he dreamed that he had 
received a telegram from Chicago say
ing that this brother, Clay, had died at 
the Great Northern hotel in that city, 
and asking what should be done with 
the remains.

So vivid was the dream that on 
awakening he had no idea that it was a 
dream, and, being confined to his bed 
with high fever and unable to take the 
steps necessary in such a case as lie im
agined, he summoned Frank E. Ponie- 
rene, whom he told that he had received 
such a telegram and instructed Mr. 
Pomerene as to sending some telegrams 
and making certain arrangements. Mrs. 
Chase, a sister of the sick man who was 
by his bedside, told him that their 
brother was not dead and that he did 
not receive such a telegram, but it was 
several hours before they could disa
buse bis mind of the wrong impression 
and convince him that it was only a 
dream. So impressed was Mr. Mont
gomery by the dream, that heafterward 
told It to quite a number of persons, 
among others, Dr. McCurdy, Frank 
Beebe, Will Pomerene and J. P. Forbes.

While the dream was regarded by 
Mr. Montgomery and friends as very 
peculiar, nothing serious was thought 
of It, until yesterday, when there was 
added the finishing chapter of one of 
the most remarkable premonitions re
corded.

Clay Montgomery did not reside in 
Chicago, but is supposed to have been 
there at the time on business, when 
he died very suddenly In the very place 
and at the same hotel as told in the 
strange dream four months ago. The 
wording of the telegram received yes
terday by Mr. Montgomery was exactly 
the same as that of which he had 
dreamed, and which lie repeated to a 
number of friends since. The dreamed- 
of telegram was signed by the manager 
of the Great Northern hotel, and so was 
the real telegram which came yester
day.

: Had the circumstances of his dream 
not been made known at the time and 
•since, Mu Montgomery would now 
hesitate to relate the wonderful coin
cidence lest some people might be skep
tical about It But the circumstances 
are such that there could be no possibil
ity of doubt, and this will perhaps be 
recorded as one of the most remarkable 
■premonitions on record.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof, Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lictures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For

THIS WORLD A GRADED SCHOOL 
-RELIGIOUS AND NON-RE- 
LIGIOUS ENVIRONMENT - OB
JECTIVE FACTS BRING THE 
MIND TO RIGHT CONCLUSIONS. 
To the Editor : — As Spiritualism 

stands for progression, and as there 
cannot be progress without innovation, 
The Progressive Thinker is absolutely 
necessary. How can the people be 
taught without a teacher? How can 
there be evolution of thought, If think
ers have no way of communicating 
With the masses? While Spiritualism, 
as It Is now, will fit multitudes for some 
time, yet there are others who must get 
a little nearer the truth. As this world 
is a graded scjiool, it will not do for one 
class to

RAIL AT ANOTHER.
Children in the alphabet class are en
titled to as much respect as the youth 
in the higher grades. He that is the 
nearest to truth will have the least to 
say by way of condemning those who 
are in the lower classes. By this rule 
we know that the Jews and the Chris
tians did not base their egotistical doc
trines upon truth. The day has gone 
by now' when any sect can exalt itself 
above all others and say, we, who be
lieve thus and so, are the Lord’s 
specially chosen people. We have coma 
to know that truth cannot come to the 
human intellect by belief; it ean come 
only by a revelation of reason. The 
standard of truth has not been set up ■ 
yet by any sect, because every article 
accepted is prefaced by "we believe,” 
instead of

WE KNOW.
The scientific conclusion is, in regard to" 
the existing differing multitudes, that 
nature lias provided every person with 
a religious or non-religlous environment 
suited best to his or her own specific 
taste; therefore the declaration, “he 
that believeth not shall be damned,” 
has lost its force ami Influence with 
scientific minds.

The discussion now going on between 
Professor Lock wood ami Mr. Titus Is a 
resume of the battle which has long 
been waged between the defenders of 
the subjective and objective doctrines. 
While religion has been chiefly upon 
the side of subjectivity, science has 
stood more upon the objective view. 
As a matter of fact, all superstition Is a

CHILD OF THE MIND, 
of the subjective; all the doctrines of 
devils and hells, of myths and miracles, 
can be certainly traced to that source; 
yea, and all tlie false doctrines of man's 
relation to the universe came from 
minds that were ignorant of the true 
nature of things. Ag a rule it is not 
safe to follow' the lead of ancient teach
ers, because It can be shown con
clusively that they did not know 
whereof they affirmed in many things. 
Neither will it do to quote such teach
ers as authority; truth is authority 
now, and every doctrinal assertion 
must be corroborated by good wit
nesses. Because the writer of the Acts 
of the Apostles, lu his ignorance, was 
pleased to say that "there came a

SOUND FROM HEAVEN 
as of a rushing mighty wind,” to show 
how the Holy Spirit came down, that ig 
no authority for Mr. Titus to base his 
theory of involution upon. All the talk 
about involution of spirit from astral 
realms is wholly assumed; in other 
words, it is merely a subjective guess 
which cannot be verified by objective 
fact. Every chemist and every phys
icist knows that all the forms evolved 
by matter are unfolded by the power 
which is resident in It, and that there 
is no need for the involution of any 
other factor. There can be a disturb
ance in forms to cause a change, but 
there is no need of an inrush of power 
where power is always present

What brings the mind to right con
clusions but objective fact? How can 
the mind become settled but by the 
corroboration of objective fact? The 
mind must not be ignored, neither must 
objective fuel; one is as necessary for 
true knowledge as the other; the for
mer receives mid the hitter impresses. 
By Theosophy the ancient superstitions 
are being brought before the intelligent 
minds of this age for judgment before 
the bar of science and right reason, 
and the righteous verdict will be, case 
dismissed for want of corroborative 
evidence. No reasonable, intellectual 
man or woman ean seriously entertain 
the doctrine of Theosophy for a mo
ment. As no one ean know the truth 
by belief, so no one ean know the truth 
by "secret doctrine.” Truth can be 
known only by open doctrine. The 
thinkers of this age are not looking for 
metaphysical arguments, they are look
ing for tlie truth: they are not looking 
to be placed in bondage by an "inner 
circle.” which is going to dole out the 
truth!?) to the rest of humanity as it 
sees tit; they are looking for a basis 
upon which they can stand and

' KNOW THE TRUTH
for themselves. As a sect Theosophy 
should be respected, because it has a 
use—that of bringing to the front, as 
an objective feature, the false doctrine 
which the ancients taught In regard to 
the nature of things. Mind cannot 
logically be exalted above matter as 
long as it is subject to matter for its 
right understanding of things.

- JOHN MADDOCK.
Minneapolis, Minn.

The N. S. A. has a number of copies 
of Mrs. Dr. J. H. R. Matteson's valu
able medical and hygienic work. “The 
Occult Physician.” on sale, for the ben
efit of its treasury. The book retails 
at $2 per copy, but the gifted author 
who generously presented these vol
umes to the N. S. A. has given permis
sion for them to be sold at $1 each. 
This book should be in every home as 
well as in the hands of every physician. 
Send for a copy to the undersigned.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna. Ave. S.E., Washington, D. G.

“Edith Bramley's Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. x

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By-Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

The Principles of Nature, as Dlscov- 
ered In the Development and Structura 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspl- 
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo; A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
store of Spiritualism, Price reduced 
from $L75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.



BIBLE PROPHETS HND PREDATIONS A SOCIAL QUARANTINE

CRIMINAL

Preiiiium Terms

Fletcher summarizes it. C. McCulloch, superintendent of the

not

IMPRESSIONS.

as above

results of this system grew the idea of a“d social welfare. X-RAY.

PERPLEXITY.

speakable abides In the heart ferventsource of these wounds. the

Ar Generous New Year Gift.

which remains untouched. Ten per

clubs of Ten Subscribers, at OnaIn

being anything but a thief. The boy
vanished before Mr. Fletcher could in- Thus, like the star whose first bright

ray dispersed the lesser cloud,

&

is carried out in The ProgressiveIt

25 Cents 25 Cents

great value and interest. A large, four-
law as a sin and a contamination.

hearty co
for social

orate corrective machinery of govern
ment with Its jails, its prisons, its alms
houses and its reformatories. Instead 
of being fanciful and sentimental, it is

a social quarantine. The theory was to 
reach each and every one of the chil
dren, and thus exclude the deadly bac-

that in less than a generation ..' ' 
away with all necessity for the elab-

Luke. The Evangelists Mark and John There is no code of laws enacted by 
did not attach sufficient importance to the law-makers of any country that Is

“Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-

surmountable hereditary taint is mere- ent pledged themselves to 
ly an evasion of responsibility, an in- operation in the movement 
direct way of accusing the Almighty of quarantine.

crime in the creation of something ------
irredeemably bad. The fault lies The Social Quarantine,

known author. Price 15 cents, 
sale at this office.

sang all so cheerily.
It brushed the ferns, and glided round 

the curves upon its way,
Until ’a bowlder rock it met, and then it 

went astray;

Unique Kindergarten Move 
ment.

_ more than pays for the expense of post
Foi age, so the book is practically a gift. A 

book like Art Magic is invaluable for

, journey to the sea,
•id do And bubbling ’midst the pebbled sands

ELIMINATING AHL ubimiw 1s leqU|red- jje aiso emphasized the 
CLASSES FROM THE COM- need of (acf QoiUg among the poor to 
MUNITY BY TRAINING ALL THE pray or preach simply creates suspicion

ethics and pure morality. How de
plorable, and yet bow passingly 
strange! WARREN SMITH. *

Smith’s Fork, Tenn.
(To be Continued.)

Critically Examined and Compared with Modern Mediums 
and Messages. By Moses H9II.

Everybody I think will admit that . Fair aad bright with beaming eyes, 
- - - - - descend the loving ones to earth with

messages of love anil joy .to encourage giiAriA m A11 I —. — .../j-.- . n «_

"-'e'-'» - yiia

cent of this huge sum would amply A llltle streanl dld onward wend Its 
maintain a system of kindergartens

terfa of vice and crime. Any plan that
reached less than the whole was neces- A star °“ce sought to shed upon 
sarlly a failure. ’ „ ffight a feeble ray,

Yet “^“8 still its troublous course to cal and effective way of dealing with niumre tnt0 the sen 
the problem. The desired result could In ouieksaud marsh ’’twas swallowed 
refffijly be reached by fifteen years of up and saub eternally.
Intelligent and continuous effort.

aii Tiir aiAllMTl“8 a felon and thrown Inttf a dungeon..RMON ON THE MOUNT the “rtbl What
: .—- ■ “Blessed are the merciful, for they

Auhlortorl tn Frfia Oriticism shaU obt:liu mercy." Instead of this puojeciea to rree uriiicisrii. stateluent belug ln bannony with the
.. ■ ------ facts, it is directly contrary to them.

"Place Reason firmly on her throne Millions of the kindest, most generous, 
and bring before her Tribunal every forgiving and merciful men and women 
fact and opinion; Deny even the ex- who bave ever lived, bavé been the vic- 
Istencc of a God; for if there be one, he tlmB of tyrauts aud priests in every 
must more honor the homage of Reason agCi abd bave been starved in loatli- 
thau blind fear.”—Thomas Jefferson, some dungeons, broken upon the rack,

a plain, practical manner exactly what 
was needed. Jie strongly advised a 
census of the young children of the city 
and a careful estimate of the expense 
of providing the necessary kinder
gartens. Reduce it to black and white, 
he said, and there will be no difficulty 
whatever in getting all the money that

NUMBER SEVEN. light, -and the stars shall fall from
After the prophets have proved to be heaven, and the powers the heavens

xv—. — KOIUli uungeous, Dioiieu upon me rucu, such a set of rascals as these articles shall be shaken; u’ltd then,shall appear
Shakespeare represents one of his gibbeted ou the scaffold and burned at have demonstrated, is it any wonder the sign of the Soh of Man in hekven;

---------- --------- . - that the Jews hailed with joy the pre- and then shall alF-thel tHbes of the 
” ••■ -• ' 1 earth mourn, and they sl^il see the Sou

heroines as drinking a potion distilled tbe stake without mercy. ' t  
from, a love-impelling herb which so “Blessed are ye when men revile you diction that 
stupefied her senses and perverted her aud persecute you * * 8 for great is 
affections, that she became enamored your rewiu.d in heaven.” In the days 
of, and lavished, her caresses ou an when Christianity dominated Europe 
unsightly, long-eared donkey. Net- „¡iu 11» regimu'ui iauuikUm, - »-------- a .. ---------- -- ------ ------------------------
■withstanding this statement is based tiou and torture for opinion’s sake, hosts, that I will cut off tbe names or gather together his, ¿lect,groin the four
upon fable, it has its counterpart in thousands of ignorant Christians who the idols out of the laud, and they shall winds, from one end of heaven to the
fact. were persecuted and tortured by their no more be remembered; and also I will other. Now learn a./parable of the fig

merw TinnDticTV khat T, CEASE of Man coiuffifi 1“ iffi® clquds of heaven THE PROPHETS SHALL CEAbD. wlth powel. and ¿.eat *lpry. Aud be 
-- u ueu vmisuuuny uviu.uau.-u Zech. 13:2-6 says: “And it shall come sban send bls angels,.with a great

Not- with its regime of fanaticism, persecu- to pass in that day, saith the Lota or souud of a trumpet, apd they shall. _ ° . _ . . . . 4-k«4- rw ll'niifr nA* tho nnmps nr ---- t.»,. e.____ _ jj«....

HXTC puibctutuu UUU LUllUIUU uicn
Under the morbid and distempered fellow Christians, accepted Christ’s 

influence of orthodox hereditary and promise of heavenly “reward" for per- 
educational conditions, the victims of secutlon, and suffered martyrdom hope
church superstition accept as divine a funy. Yet in this matter-of-fact age 
system of religion without a single bld ai.e ignorant enough to take 
basic fact underlying it, and which fla- any stock in such an uncertain, measly 
grautly contradicts every principle of assurance of reward.

cause the prophets and the unclean tree; when his brajuch is yet tender, 
spirits to pass out of the land. And it and pmteth forth leaves, ye know that 
shall come to pass, that when any shall summer is nigh; so,.likewise ye, when 
yet prophesy, his father and his mother ye see ad these things, know that it is 
that begat him shall say unto him, thou near even at the doors; verily I say 
shalt not live; for thou speakest lies in unto you, this generation shall not pass 
the name of the Lord; and his father till all these things be fulfilled.”
and his mother that begat him shall That generation has gone, and more 
thrust him through when he prophe- than half a hundred have followed It, 
sieth. And it shall come to pass in that an<i yet the things here predicted have 
day, that the prophets shall be ashamed not come to pass. The only charitable 
every one of bis vision, when be hath thing to say is, that Jesus was mls- 
prophesied; neither shall they wear a taken.
rough garment to deceive; but he shall Jesus was here supposed to have re
say, I am no prophet, I am an husband- ferred to certain tribulations which 
man; for man taught me to keep cattle were to come on somebody, Christians 
from my youth. And one shall say do not agree as to wljo the people were, 
unto him, what are these wounds in Tribulations can apply anywhere. At 
thine bands? Then he shall answer, present they may>. apply to Spain; 
those with which I was wounded In the within a year past' they could have 
house of my friends.” been applied to Cuba. But where does

This scripture needs a little commeht. the darkening of the,sun apply? There 
The prophets were nearly if not quite have been innumerable local darken-

truth, justice and decency. To prove Christ refers to salt as losing its 
this fact we do not propose to refer Savor and being worthless except for 
specially to the depraved lives and re- pavlng material. Had he ever taken 
yoltiug career of the Bible heroes who iessons ju elementary chemistry, he ■ 
were guilty of murder, lying, drunken- would not bave exposed his utter ignor- 
ness, incest and every other sin in the ance of the nature of salt, which never 
category of wrong; but shall expose the ioses lts savor; but this little break in 
fallacy and refute the false claims of chemistry is in strict keeping with bls 
the Christian system, by a candid aud ignorance on all other questions.* 
tyuthful arraignment of the theories <>Let your light so shine before men 
and sentiments enunciated in the far- fjiat they, seeing your good works, 

‘‘Scl'mon Mount.” sban glorify your Father which is in 
llils discourse by the founder of the heaven.” Here we are enjoined to do 

Christian cult, is accepted by every Our good works so they can be seen of 
grade of Christians, from-Presbyterian men, not to stimulate others to do like- 
to Unitarian, and by hundreds of lib- w|ge .but t0 enable the Supreme Ruler — ----- „ , - - ----  ,----  ——
erals who Jiave not outgrown their or- of fbe Uldverse to realize a little glory aH oi them influenced by unclean, 01 ingS| but there never has been a time 
thodox predilections, as the climax of out of the transaction. ..... . '•«st mir „„„ „„ j„..,-----j
moral etliics, aud the acme of religious Christ certainly spoke extempore and 
teachings. Notwithstanding this fact, WHg absent-minded; for before he got 
in the light of reason aud honest in- baif through with his erratic sermon, 
restlgatlon, we can only accept this dis- be advised his hearers to “take heed 
course as the erratic vaporings of a re- and do uot your alms (good works) be- 
llglous enthusiast, who was unreason- fore men to be geen of them;" not even 
able and cruel enough to threaten with afiowing one hand to know what the 
an endless hell of torment all who re- otber doeth? From these paradoxical 
fused to believe' his wild and un- statements it would be hard to de- 
“atural theories. termine just what meaning, if any, he
.Ji yepoi-t Sermon on the wiShed to convey in regard to the man
Mount is contained in the fifth, sixth uer of doing commendable or charitable 
and seventh chapters of Matthew, worb 
while fragmentary portions are found _ ’ Tli,wiqn taw iPPilnvim 
in the sixth and eleventh chapters of THL JLWISH LAW APPROVED.

Impure spirits, such as Jesus cast out. when the sun has been so darkened 
Three kinds of spirits were brought out that nobody could see it. When did the 
in the Bible. One is called the holy stars faU? To what planet did they 
spirit, sometimes mistranslated Holy fall? Not one .of them ever hit this 
Ghost There are no ghosts in the earth In its fall. ■ ''
Bible. Another is called evil spirit; The climax comes in the generation 
and another unclean or Impure spirit, which was then upon the earth. Every 
The latter have always for certain rea-. one of them has been gone over 1800 
sons, not necessary to give_here, in- years, and yet the predictions are 
fluenced a majority of mediums. fulfilled.

These Impure spirits were so common 
among the Jews, and so almost uni
versally Influenced the prophets, that 
they rejoiced to hear that the phophets 
should cease. They had become dis
gusted with all prophets and their May Help Some Soul Hun- 
work. Prophets bad become so un- -

_________ .... ____ „ _ popular that respectable parents had Tor tuOOu. 
this discourse, to report it or make the more villainously unjust and cruel than rather see their sons adopt almost any 7-
least reference to it. the Jewish code originated and admin- oilier criminal method of making a Uv- Great events are close at hand that

Chrst commenced his beatitudes by ¡stored by Moses. Its fiendish aud lug than to become prophets. Parents will loosen the foundations of earth and
............................................... ’.................. ’ ’ ’’ ’ accused their own sons of speaking lies the systems of nations. To the seer 

in the ’ name of the Lord. 80 the these things appear as threatening 
prophet tells of a time when every one clouda- glvlng premonitions of the de
shall be ashamed of his predictions, vastatlng storm. There is needed the

pronouncing the “poor blessed,” for the iniquitous character has no parallel 
reason that it gave them a title In fee among nations ancient or modern, civ- 
simple, to the “kingdom of God.” The ilized or barbarous. For Injustice, 
Christian ecclesiastics have ever la- cruelty and offensive venality, it stands 
bored to reconcile the pauper to his lot, without an equal. It provides that the 
and to quiet the murmurs of the staiw- man who accepted not the cruel, vin
ing poor, by reminding them that theirs dlctlve and remorseless Jehovah as his
is the “kingdom of God”—just how, 
when and where, they knew not; but 
were kindly admonished to accept 
Christ’s assurance as conclusive. But 
the masses in America, under the re
demptive influence of free schools and 
the public press, are losing faith in 
Christ. We know that the hireling 
preachers still admonish their hearers 
io “put their trust in Jesus;” but we 
have never yet met one who was 
willing to trust Jesus for bls salary, 
which is invariably demanded In spot 
cash from the trustees.

“Blessed be ye poor!” What a bur
lesque on existing facts! We have lived 
in this mundane sphere near sixty-eight 
years, and have observed in a general

God, shall be put to death.
The man and woman who repudiated 

the theology of their ancestry were to 
be executed by their own kindred and 
nearest relatives.

Whoever gathered sticks to build a 
fire to cook a meal, or for other pur
poses, on the .Sabbath day, suffered the 
death penalty. ,

Whoever perpetrated the crime of 
witchcraft, suffered death. To prove 
tlie hellish results of this Mosaic Code, 
we would say that witchcraft Is ex
clusively a Bible crime—a crime un
known to science, and yet the Bible 
and the Christian religion rendered the 
masses of Europe so ignorant, fiendish 
and besotted, that during the “Dark

Prophets wore rough garments as a combined efforts-of all earnest souls to- 
kind of uniform; their dress advertised ward the awakening of earth’s inhabi
their business. . tants to a realizing sense of the jeop-

In the future they were to try to keep ardy of their unprepared conditions to 
the fact that they were prophets hidden meet these terrible1 dangers. To this 
from the people; so they were to no end each In his plabe should endeavor 
more wear a rough garment to deceive, to disseminate right ideas, good 
When asked what their business was thoughts, and useful ddslres In the 
they were to answer, “I am an bus- hearts and minds of humapity, thereby 
bandman; that is a farmer, or a setting into motirfp great spiritual 
granger. Then, when asked as to the waves that must swfeep away the errors 
origin of the scars or wounds in their of the past, aud prepare the wpy for 
bands, they were to say, “These are spiritual influx. - ■■ I
wounds which 1 received in the house Glistening are the .drops of dew in the 
of my friends.” sunshine after a storm, so comes to the

It was a frequent custom for prophets soul the gladness as’ the dark clouds of 
when in their frenzy or under influence, trying experiences pass, away. Act 
to cut themselves with sharp stones. In well thy part as it comes into thy dally 
the future, according to this text, they life, that fear nor‘remorse ne'er can 
were to even falsify concerning the disturb thy soul fiarmoplps. Joy un-

To the Editor—Enclosed you will find New 
York draft for $5 in renewal of subscriptions to 
The Progressive Thinker, commencing with No. 
476. These are New Year gifts, as has been 
my custom for some years past to a few of those 
who are dear to my heart ; hoping that each may 
receive everlasting benefit from the perusal of its 
contents. May you long remain with us to bat
tle for the truth, fearlessly as in the past; and 
wishing you a very Happy New Year, 1 am fra
ternally yours. ALBERT DE G0LIER,

Bradford, Pa.

The worst fear I have concerning this with loving thoughts toward all sen- 
prediction, is that, like other biblical tlent beings. Take Tieart of cheer that 
predictions, and like many medlumlstic loving hearts are eyer present and all
predictions, it failed to meet a fulfill- confiding. 1 ’
ment. Every- hour addp'a liffir 'to the phaln

In conclusion on this department of -that binds the past/'with the near fu- 
the subject, allow me to say that, as ture when one’s spiritual Work—so long 
there were false prophets in olden unmanifested—shall 1 be made clear, 
times, and as there are false mediums The cares and trials of the material life 
to-day, so there were false Christs and have hindered a work that destiny pic- 
false Apostles. See Matt. 24:5; 2 Cor., tured; but the experiences have 
11:12, 13. In fact, there is no place strengthened the soul and added to its 
where the false has not manifested powers. The promises made In the past 
Itself. There is nothing good in this will be fulfilled, and the poiver of the

CHILDREN IN THE PROPER ami distrust. The safer method is to 
PATH—NOT A MATTER OF PHI- ‘Wietly open a little kindergarten in the 
t r npv -rtvp pnnwT.Y a neighborhood and start, so to speak, at
BnsiNPSS PROPOSITION the fouudatiou’ , When the people seeBUSINESS PROPOSITION. what is beiug doue tlieir C0ufldenCe ls
The special kindergarten programme soon won.

of the Southern Educational Conven- Mr. Fletcher’s address was listened 
tlon was brought'to a close most in- to with close attention, and he was fre- 
terestingly yesterday by a meeting of quently interrupted by applause. At 
ladies who assembled at the Southern the conclusion Mrs. Seaman announced 
Academic Institute, upon the invitation that fifty copies of “The Last.Waif” 
of Mrs. Seaman, the principal, to listen had been donated, the proceeds of the 
to an informal address by Mr. Horace sale to be applied to kindergarten work. 
Fletcher. Mr. Fletcher was formerly a Mr. Fletcher is giving the receipts of 
resident of this pity, and is well known the book entirely to the cause, and as 
in commercial, social and literary clr- one large edition is already exhausted 
cles. At present he is devoting his en- the sum wllbbe a handsome one. His 
tire time to spreading the propaganda address was foUowed by several brief 
which he has christened “The Social talks by noted kindergarten experts 
Quarantine,”—a development of the who were present. Miss Amalie Hofer, 
kindergarten idea, especially applied to of Chicago, editor of the Kindergarten 
the waifs and to children whose en- Magazine, described her work in a pe- 
vironment would be apt otherwise to cullarly telling fashion, and reiterated 
lead them to moral and mental de- the advice relative to a businesg-like 
generation. In other words, it is the public statement of the needs of the 
kindergarten as a preventive of crime; situation. Miss Hofer is a remarkably 
“giving thé babies a chance to choose gifted speaker, and her earnestness 
between good and bad," is the way Mr. was moving in the extreme. Miss Mary

At 11- o’clock, the hour set for the kindergarten schools of St. Louis, told 
meeting, the commodious audience hall of the progress made in that city, and 
of the institute was completely filled, narrated a ‘beautiful and pathetic “kln- 
Mr. Fletcher was introduced in a few dergarten story”—“The Silver Piece of 
graceful sentences by Mrs. Seaman, Little Pedro.” She has told this as a 
and launched at once into a very lucid Christmas story to over 50,000 children, 
and deeply interesting exposition of bls and she moved almost every woman In 
theory. At the outset, he said, his In- the audience to tears.. Miss Kathleen 
terest in children had been of a gen- Hardy, of Louisville, foUowed in an 
eral character, like that of most people, eloquent appeal for more klnder- 
attracted by the good and repelled by gartens, and Miss Evelyn Waldo con- 
the bad. But when his attention was eluded the programme by a few inter- 
finally directed critically to the subject esting remarks relative to the local 
he became convinced that there were work. It was stated that the free klu- 
no bad children, but merely products of dergartens of this city, while showing 
bad social conditions. Assuming or- exceReut progress, do not provide for 
dlnary intelligence, he was persuaded nearly half the children in their imme- 
that an earnest effort to understand a diate neighborhoods.
child’s mind and cultivate it in accord- At the conclusion of the speaking Mr. 
ance with its' best bent never falls to Fletcher and the visiting educators 
produce a worthy and valuable member held a pleasant informal reception, 
of society. The theory of an in- Without exception all the ladies pres-

altogether iu environment, which it is noted by the New Orleans Tlmes-Dem- 
the duty of society to remedy and ocrat, marks a distinct advance step in 
correct the solution of the important problem

What first directed his close attention of how to cale fo1’ tlle young soeletary 
to the subject, continued Mr. Fletcher, waifs, so that the best economic inter- 
was a letter from Col. Derby, who de- es,s of ,lle great social body shall be 
scribed a visit to a kindergarten, and subserved and the best individual good 
added that with more sueh Institutions of the unfortunate youth and children 
we would have no use for jails. He secured.
then applied himself to investigation, Tllis eminently humanitarian enter
and found in Rotterdam a system in Pr'se thus founded in New Orleans will 
vogue which practically eliminated the he watched with deep interest, and 
criminal element from society. It was strongest hopes for Its largest measure 
simply a general free kindergarten, of success, to be spread before the 
which took in all the young children world in future reports of the good it 
and was liberally supported by the shall have accomplished.
municipality. Even food was provided Those engaged in this enterprise 
for children whose parents were unable should be aided by the good wishes and 
to pay for it, and out of the admirable active effort of all interested in human

The matter Is not one of nhilanthronv But’ PeePln8 out’ she soon was lost In 
or sentiment; It Is an economic question v beaven s pathless way.
purely, and can be solved on common ^et °,n. s, *® weu’> illumining tbe clouds 
sense business principles. Fully one- TT which darker grew, 
half of tbe taxes of the C!ltv of Now Unt11 lae darkest came—alas! she could iiui-L ui mt iitAia ui iuc viij ui . .« . . ,.
Orleans are expended upon the correc- „ not then shine through;
tlve dCDartments of tho iDunlclnal trov- Perplexed, she hid her fuce and wept 
eminent in a. costlv and futile attemnt behind her sable veil, 
to remedv a condition the source of To ’tllluk’ lu‘r mlssion scarce begun, was 

■ • ■ " - - - - - destined thus to fall.

way the customs and habits of thou
sands of Christians, and have never yet 
•found one outside of an insane asylum 
who was not employing his time and 
exerting ills best energies to circum
vent this precious Christ-pronounced 
blessing of poverty.

Poverty. Instead of being a blessing, 
Is a direful curse from whence results 
untold crimes, misery, suicides, and 
suffering and death, from starvation, 
notwithstanding Christ’s opinion to the 
contrary. The effect of this doctrine 
on millions of Christians in the past 
ages has been most deplorable. Accord
ing to the reliable historical statements 
of Dr. John Draper, and President 
Andrew White of Cornell University, 
during the fourteenth, fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, millions of Ignorant 
Christians, in their blind zeal to obey 
Christ’s admonition to “forsake father 
and mother, wife and children,” and 
enjoy the promised blessings to the 
“poor,” forsook their homes and fam
ilies by the thousands, and as a result, 
Europe swarmed with filthy, vermin- 
covered, ignorant, pious mendicants, 
who on account of their strict adber- 
ence to the doctrines of the Sermon on 
the Mount, were an incubus and a dls

. grace to the race to which they be
longed.

“Blessed are they that mourn for 
they shall be comforted!” Mourning 
signifies calamity, distress and bereave
ment, and I cannot see where the bless
ing comes in. We once knew a silly 
boy In Texas who exposed himself to 
the sting of a lizard, so that he could 
realize the pleasure incident to the 
cessation of pain after the effects of the 
poison had passed off. We would prefer 
to enjoy our comfort without any ad
mixture of mourning in It

“Blessed are the meek, for they shall 
inherit Hie earth!” No pretended 

, prophet ever made a declaration 
' farther from the truth than this! In 

every Christian country, and in every 
period of the Christian era, the meek 
and submissive masses have been en
slaved and denied their right to. occupy 
the public lands, while kings and 
noblemen, church dignitaries and 
moneyed, aristocrats have ever mo
nopolized the eminent domain, which 
is the natural heritage of all. Within 
our own recollection the Earl of Bed
ford owned forty miles square of Eng
land’s best land, and. ship loads of grain 
were imported to feed the deer and 
wild fowl on this vast estate. During 
hunting season, Parliament adjourned, 
and its members •spent weeks at the 
ducal palace hunting deer and shooting 
grouse and pheasant. Contiguous to 
this vast heritage in wretched hovels 
dwelt thousands of English serfs, and 
if one of them dared to enter the 
Duke’s ground and snare a hare or trap 
A quail for a sick child, h'e was arrested

world, that has not been either adul- spirit will be felt by souls yearning for 
terated or counterfeited, and the purer light and truth.
the coin the more sure is it to attract Take courage in the promise of a new 
tire attention of counterfeiters. Copper joy coming to the spiritual workers in 
coin is like the average religion, too the world, and go on without fear as to 
cheap to counterfeit. the future. Great and momentous

We now come to the question, scenes and changes are close at hand, 
rtrttcat prophe and, req?lre aU the exerttons of the HAVE THE BIBLICAL I KOl'Hb good and true to meet tbeuL

CIES BEEN FULFILLED? Realize, as much as possible, that
The old gentleman after whom I was Jbe unseen forces are not idle nor re

named, knew so many false phophets ax n®, a“J and , effort to help 
and so many pretenders to the gift of those In the world Who are preparing 
prophecy, that, just before his death, f.or ,?nset of mighty forces to 
he told his friends how to prove thwart the purposes of the higher 
whether a prophet was true or false. poJi®J‘s.
In Deut. 18:22, he said: “When a h Men
prophet speaketh In the name of the ytthin spiritual knowledge, only to be 
Lord, If the thing follow not, nor come tound through meditation and con
to pass, that is the thing which the °2,' , — , , _ „ , ,
Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet T bfajL Hearts. Radiant Souls, 
hath spoken it presumptuously; thou Eacarn?i, W*sdoal- yeded from 
shalt not be afraid of him.” eyes of the worldly-mipded because of

In the first of these papers I said that hardness of heart and lack of 
every truth a prophet ever uttered »Pmituauty. ' ...
could be matched hand-in-hand by a V1®/ come to cheer and help 
correct prediction made by a medium. yho are earnest in seeking for 
Tliis I will prove before these papers a’ Hallowed ones are near and 
are finished. If those w’ho worked in tesponsive to the call for enllght- 
Bible times were judged by the same Dearly
rule as the Providence Journal, not long cdel sd,tlle aspirations of sin-
slnce, proposed to use in the settlement c?re and earnest souls for a higher and 
of the question of Spiritualism, no ^ea J understanding^of the principles 
prophet of the past—not even Jesus sPliltual Each
could stand the test. This journal g*v®8 larger opportunities for
headed its attack on mediums with that conveying to the human mind the 
old Lntin nroverb “Falsiis in nno noughts and ideas that lead it to su- 
falsus in omnibus.” When rendered Jor heights and attainments. Daunt- 
into English that amounts to this: “If ?erfori? that which is
Spiritualism is false in one thing it is L,ght and true, leads the soul into re
false in all.” It must be acknowledged option and energy.
that that is rather a summary way of ledge cannot.be acquired save 
proving Spiritualism is all false. -It Lf e.exercl8e every faculty 
means that if anybody ever told a lie, ini%L n puFpose f°v
he could never afterward tell the truth; rpwni!jOod ad without hope of 
and, in fact, that he had never before reA. . 1. ... .
told the truth. How would Bible n A1“ toJ.he rb^hm
prophets stand if judged by that rule? ““tarnished py worldly-minded- 
Let ns see ness’ an(1 the sweet song in the soul

' praising and rejoicing for all it has re
ACKNOWLEDGED FAILURES. celved and learned of the’Adi-Good!

Ages” (exclusively Christian ages; 
Christians burned at the stake and 
gibbeted on the scaffold nine million of 
men and women for the mythical 
crime of witchcraft. (See Chambers’ 
Encyclopedia.)

If a man owned an ox and the ox 
escaped from his enclosure and gored 
a person to death, then the ox and the 
owner thereof were put to death. He 
who sacrificed to any other god but the 
Jewish Moloch, or worshiped, the sun 
or moon, was put to death. We owe to 
the sun all the warmth, light and life 
we enjoy, and how immeasurably 
superior is the worship of the sun iu 
preference to the fiendish and remorse
less God of the Jews.

The Jewish code sanctioned and 
provided for the purchase and holding 
of slaves, and their transmission as an 
inheritance to children.

It interdicted the countenancing of 
the poor man’s cause.

It forbid the Jews eating the flesh of 
any animal that “dieth of Itself,” but 
authorized them to sell it to the alien 
and the stranger. We recollect when 
Elder Knapp—the celebrated Baptist 
revivalist of Rockford, III., sold from 
bis slxteeu hundred acre farm the meat 
of a diseased ox, and when arraigned 
before the courts, pleaded justification 
on the ground that his foreman did not 
sell it to the church brothers, but only 
to the aliens, which he had God’s au- the only prophecy in the book of Jonah “escenQ TU® loving ones tq earth with 
thority for doing. The judge failed to failed to meet a fulfillment This poor, °f °ve an?, encourage
see it that way, and fined him sixteen over-zealous prophet plods his weary ^10S® toiling urfder cares and bur- 

journey through the city, where there <£/erwl1tlin a.nd
were over a hundred and twenty thou- f ?!n? strengtii andihope to meet 
sand souls who did not kno< their all •^‘i8
right hand from their left and pro- ^™ia3Ji?’1ese *?, n5_8 fa3ft ln th,e dls‘ 
claimed a message from the Lord, “Yet 4at8 sfReriences
forty days and Nineveh shall be over- ^terpffied, and
thrown.” I do not propose to comment ng rigffitnn perform-
on this; at least not at present Those
who wish a thorough analysis of the ui’%S.ln !?e
book of Jonah are advised to send fifty .evl1 J' -1 ln J?e
cents to the office of The Progressive ?OTe’i«S,*U1.er.
Thinker and get Brother Bach’s Big _Say$ 0L ,ln t016
Bible Stories ’ prism of purity, And idt- their glow• ..ties.. _ - warm the heart for-nobldr, deeds than

Mr. Fletcher here Interrupted the A hawthorn bud essayed to bloom and 
thread of his argument to relate a cheer the pilgrim's way, 
pathetic incident which directed bls And timidly disclosed itself one bleak 
attention to the urgent necessity of midwinter's day;
reaching all of the children. The story But unaccustomed to the frosts its 
is told in a recent book from his pen, leaves unfurled in vain, 
entitled “The Last Waif." It is the For blighted in the morn, at eve it fold
simple tale of the arrest of a four-year- ed up again;
old street gamin who was caught with And as it closed its weary eyes and 
a gang of young pilferers. The officer bower its drooping head.
let the child go after some cynical com- Sweet Hope, the emblem of its life, tor
ments on the hopelessness of his ever evermore was dead.

hundred dollars for obeying the teach
ings of his “Blessed Bible.”

The Levitical Law authorized God’s 
chosen people to spend their money for 
“strong drink” or whatsoever their 
“souls lusted after.” No drunkard or 
libertine could ask more latitude than 
that!

It made motherhood a crime, to be 
atoned by the mother; In presenting a 
“sin offering” to the priests for making 
intercession for her. If she gave birth 
to a male child she was unclean for

terfere, and the utter impossibility of 
finding him again led to the thought 
that he might still be reached and 
saved by a system -which would include 
all the unhappy children of poverty and 
neglect. Hence the general free kin
dergarten, the social quarantine, 
through the meshes of which none 
would slip. It was a touching story 
and well and powerfully told.

Continuing the main argument, Mr. 
Fletcher Illustrated the disastrous re
sults of allowing children to grow up in 
an atmosphere of crime by citing the 
case_of a New York female pervert who 
had a family of six. In twenty-five 
years 1200 criminals could be traced 
directly from that household. The chil
dren were lawbreakers because society 
did not allow them to be anything else. 
They bore the family blight, and the 
suspicion which their very name en
gendered barred them from the honest 
paths of life. So, instead of training 
six, society was obliged to restrain 
1200. It was Illogical, unbusinesslike 
and ruinously expensive.

Mr. Fletcher laid great stress upon 
the co-operation of the women, and 
assured his hearers that all that was 
necessary was to tell the community in

seven days and required thirty-three As before hinted, even Jesus often T “ea^ tna5
days for her purification; but if the missed it in his predictions. Leading ever.befor? perforated, kingdoms and 
child was a female, the sin was greater, ministers acknowledge the general fail- emPtoe® °f earth contain nought that 
and tbe mother was unclean for four- ure of prophecy. Rev. R. Heber New- !q,u^ ,the possassions of the loving and 
teen days, and sixty days were required ton, on page 18 of his “Right and Peace, and joy, be
for her purification. Here motherhood, Wrong Uses of the Bible,” said: “Every Wrth aU who so, 1Ive‘an,d fo/e" 
the highest and holiest office a woman prophet who goes beyond ethical and „Yaan<L 
can fulfill, is branded by the Mosaic religious instruction, and Ventures Into sent:,ent
law as a sin and a contamination. predictions, makes a mistake, and hehig-strive to culHyate It into growth 

And thus runs the code of blackness, leaves his errors recorded for our warn- love’ tbe
cruelty and blood, and yet Christ in his .Ing. We must try even the inspired contl“eror hecomeA
Sermon on-the Mount approved this men, and when overstepping their Um-. e. d. hammond.
f““® °c i“410101 vil1®1“?; and declared Rations, they err, we must say, thus “Bible and Church Degrade Woman n
??l,h?x came not t0 destroy, but to saith Isaiah, thus saith Jeremiah.” - y»“«:n Degrade Woman.’»
fulfill it” And Christians accept the ’
Sermon on the Mount as faultless

'„.n i. ’ <” By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises■ Jesus prediction In Matthew ’24, three brief essays, on The Effect of 
especially in verses 29-34, fully justifies Woman Suffrage on .Questions of Mof- 
tiils reverend gentleman’s remarks. In aia and Religion; The Degraded Statu« 
these verses Jesus saysr of Woman in the Bible; The Christian

Immediately niter the tribulation church and Woman: written in Mrs. 
of those days shall the sun be dark- Stanton's usual trenchant style. For 
ened, and the moon shall not glveffier sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

A-LIBRARY

THE OIVINE PLAN.
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in tho 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little

$1,70.
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The above is the number of the pres

ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on ' 
the tag of your wrapper. |

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom
panied by their requi 
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and Tho 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressivo 
Thinker One Year,

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mind that the order for the 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending his subscription one year. On 
no other terms will the premium be 
sent out.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. Tbe book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little moro 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in doth and nicely 
printed on fine book patter, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

Till, too ambitious in its aim, ’twas 
wrapped1 in deepest shroud;

Or like the stream whose eager flow to 
reach the mighty sea,

Thus hastened its sad, fatal end into 
eternity;

Or like the bud whose sweet intent to 
cheer and to refine

But quickened its too early birth on to 
a swift decline—

So life oft proves its cherished aims its 
surest, saddest blight;

We wake to find our hopes have been 
but dreams within a night;

But when at last, ambitions ceased, ex
istence find a close;

Though on this earth we ne'er may 
know whole blessing and repose, 

Beyond all tears there Is a God who 
notes our good Intent,

And not alone the good we’ve done, but, 
too, the good we meant

—Mrs. Cornelius Hardy.

The Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, ills neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

_ reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid ns by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of

• the Divine Plan yourself.

In order to reach a class of new readers we will 
send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also sena free of charge the back chanters of

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result cf years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general .readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of

that remarkable story, “Juno, or the New Wo
man,” written by that remarkable Spirit,' Charles ... ......... ...  . ....... .
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe-
tersilea, of California. The story will interest ™ gV.«3 KPjft 
you. You should read it. It has been running wiU be delishted wiU1 iL
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, wo“eo!?S mon^m

yet all new d months subscribers, as well as all untrammeiedi thinker, spiritualists who
1 ’ll Lit L i7 i I n love deep, clear thought, reverent fornew yearly ones will get the back chapters free, truth alone, wm be pleased with it, ana .n.m f '1 ° r ) well repaid by its perusal. For sale atn they subscribe soon. this office, price, doth, tl.2ô; Eaper,

, ■ 50 cents. ■ >

cannot.be
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HERE. IS OÜR
PREMIUM BOOK.

i Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.
This is an 
hire of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all,

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it willbut as a pre

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. .

A4
GENER/VL SURVEY

p THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, || 
|| DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY.
Igs, We would like to Impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with U>k 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. It 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
in alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
(entlments uttered in an article may be 

. diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should bo 
suppressed. ' Np one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

®t

£

Every Item seut to us for publication, 
should contain the full name aud ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article 01 item tli.it 
appears. This rule will be stiictly ad 
hered to.

The Roche 
Carrie Fuller 
that point:

der Republican says of 
Weatherfords work al

•Mrs. Weatherfords lec- 
autiful. intellectual andtures are be......... ,

classical, though the subject mailer is 
placed within the comprehension of In-
telllgent persons.

Dr Harlow Davis is holding platform 
test seances at Odd l ellow s Hall, Mu
idem Conn. I’artFes desiring 
ices can address him al the 
House. Meriden. Conn.

Dr L. H. Freedman writes: 
advise all those conducting 
that mv iruides will heal the

his serv- 
Merlden

-Let me 
meetings 
side and

Mrs. JI. J. Humphrey writes: "lu The 
Progressive Thinker bearing date De
cember 31, there is a question asked by 
M. T. Turner, for information on the 
subject of Spiritualism. I having re
ceived much information myself from 
various books 1 have read on the sub
ject, would refer him to the following, as 
these are more or less spirit teachings. 
I can with sincerity vouch for their 
truthfulness: Unanswerable Logic, 
through the mediumship of Thomas 
Gales Forster; Spirit Teachings, 
through the mediumship of Rev. Staiu- 
ton Moses (A. M. Oxou); Immortality, 
by Peebles; Religion, as Revealed by 
tbe Spiritual and Material Universe, by 
Babbitt, and numerous others. A study 
of these will give a full exposition of 
the science and philosophy of Spiritual
ism.”

Carrie F. Weatherford writes: “At 
this point I find a beautiful little Tem
ple Hull, handsomely carpeted aud 
seated with opera chairs, and an unus
ually neat rostrum. The society is up
held largely through the efforts of Maj. 
and Mrs. Bitters, Milo Smlth and a few 
workers whose interests are for truth. 
The Republican, tbe best circulated 
news paper in the county is owned by 
Maj. Bitters & Son. For years its atti
tude has been boldly for Spiritualism, 
and its proprietors have endured the 
public antagonism and thus built 
throughout the county a free-thought 
element which will some day bear good 
fruit. I can be addressed for week 
night engagements nnd for funerals, at 
Rochester. Ind., care of Republican of
fice. during January.

Secretary writes from Atlanta, Ga.: 
"It is some time slnee we reported of 
our work iu tills city, but we are still 
prosecuting the work of the Society of 
Spiritual Science, having taken a hall 
of our own. nlcelv furnishing It with 
parlor for seances and dedicated to the 
phenomena part ot tlie work, so we 
now have a ball all to ourselves which 
makes it very pleasant. Prof. Oscar A. 
Edgerly has been with us for the past

Real," at the First Spiritual Ohurch; 
77 Thirty-first street, Sunday evening, 
January 15. Mrs. Cooley follows with 
spirit messages. ■

Ellen T. Thomas, missionary of the 
Texas State National Spiritualist Asso
ciation, writes from Dallas, Texas: 
“Wlll-you please say through the col
umns of your General Survey that I 
shall soon be in the northern part of 
the State, and that I can answer short 
calls to different parts of the Indian 
Territory and Oklahoma. I shall be 
pleased to communicate witli Spiritual
ists in those localities. I will refer them 
to our State President, Thomas Keats, 
of Galveston,, or to John Ring, State 
Secretary, also of Galveston. I must 
add my word of appreciation of Ghost, 
Land, a most valuable work, replete 
with psychic lore. From its pages we 
become aware, if never before, that in 
the study of the arcana of the universe, 
we are yet upon the threshold.”

Secretary writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.: “The annual meeting of the 
Washington Association of Spiritualists 
took place January 2, 1800, for the elec
tion of officers for the coming year. 
The officers elected were: C. D. Pruden, 
president; Mrs. C. D. Pruden, vice-pres
ident; O. M. E. Ridge, secretary; Mrs. 
B. Huth, treasurer.” :

Mr. Schmid, of Indianapolis, Ind., 
writes: “The First Spiritualist Church 
of Indianapolis, Ind,, Is wide awake, 
and continues to stand before the peo
ple as a true example of what may and 
can be done for the truths of Spiritual
ism. The past eight years we have had 
upon our 'rostrum all of the popular 
speakers and test mediums of the coun
try. We hold for a high ideal, and 
none other will go in Indianapolis, and 
as a result of united action we own our 
own church building, situated in the 
very heart of the city. The past month 
we have had with us Will C. Hodge, 
who gave us some yery practical dis
courses, well calculated to instruct and 
please as well. Mr. Hodge Is a good, 
practical philosopher, dealing with such 
subjects as most people can readily un
derstand. During January we have 
with us that talented lady of Port 
Huron, Mich., Anna L. Robinson. Let 
the good work go on."

Mr. J. M. White is 'at Springfield, 
Mo., where he can be addressed for en
gagements.

H. Messenger writes: “An Interesting 
program has been arranged for an en
tertainment to be given at the parlors 
of the Ladies’ Home and Aid Society, 
3310>/j Rhodes avenue, on Wednesday 
evening, January 11, 1809. Dr. Ravlln 
will give Shakspearean recitations, and 
other speakers of prominence will be 
present. The officers of the home ex
tend their thanks to the many friends 
who have made their presence at the 
weekly entertainments given in the 
past, and cordially extend a welcome to 
all to be present again on Wednesday 
evening, January 11. Also all members 
are expected to be present at the busi
ness meeting held on the same evening 
at 7 o’clock sharp. All communications 
should be addressed to H. Messenger, 
corresponding secretary, 93 Bowen ave
nue, Chicago, Ill.”

Mrs. Cooley, pastor of the First Spir
itualist Church, writes: “The watch 
meeting held at the First Spiritualist 
Church, 77 Thirty-first street, New 
Year's eve, was a grand success. The 
hall was filled with happy faces and 
greetings were extended from many 
states. Among those who participated 
in Hie good work were Dr. N. F. Rav- 
lin, of Cal.; Dr. Freedman, of Australia; 
Dr. 1’. S. George, of Nebraska; Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne, Dr. Emma N. Warne, Dr. 
Temple, Will C. Hodge, Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley. Miss Jeanette Frazer, 
the energetic little manager of the 
Vicksburg, Jlicli., Camp, was also pres
ent, and many others. At the conclu
sion of the entertainment and seance, a 
bountiful feast was enjoyed, and the 
young folks adjourned to the auditori
um hall, where dancing was in order. 
The entertainments given by the people 
of 77 have become very popular and 
through the request of the people, the 
First Spiritual Church has decided to 
hold them monthly. The next one will 
be a Valentine party and dance, Satur
day evening, Feb. 11, 1899.”

Mrs. Marian Carpenter writes from 
Lewiston, Mich.: “I have been forced to 
cancel South Bend and other engage
ments on account of ill health since De
cember 20. Shall rest through January, 
and then return to Grand Rapids for 
treatment through February and
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LIGHT OEnTHE

OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES
EAST, CAL-

CUJ^JNDIA.
MENTAL ATM0si?JIERE AND DIS- 

| br EASE. ‘
In general Jtel,nis'lliunian mind is (1) 

the agent which transforms for us the 
phenomena of nature and makes con
scious of thein; (2)" the organism of 
thought, and 13) the instrument of our 
wills, through whll-h we accomplish 
changes in the external world. The 
ideas which regulate our mentality 
everywhere depend upon tlie voluntary 
attention which we give them. If an 
impulse arises, if painful sensations in
trude upon our consciousness, it rests 
witli us to yield or to turn away. Yet 
this must be done in time, for ideas 
have a dynamic power; t;>ey grow like 
seeds in the ground until they form 
fixed habits; they work in subconscious
ness, attracting their like; they make 
us prisoners, and color the world In

Ing to the throne of Louis the 14th; the 
expedition to Ireland, in support of 
James the Second; the war of the Span
ish Succession; the long minority of 
Louis the 15th; seven changes of gov
ernment In England in the eoprse of 
200 years; the deposition and execution 
of Charles the First; the protectorate of 
Cromwell; the accession of Mary 
Tudor; the reign of Elizabeth; the 
union of England and Scotland; the 
revolution of 1088; the coming of the 
House of Hanover; the French Revolu
tion; the beheading of Louis the 16th; 
the formation of the National Conven
tion; the rise and rule of Napoleon; the 
restoration of the'Bourbons; their sup
pression by Louis Philippe; the Repub
lic of 1848; the usurpation of Napoleon 
the Third; and the liberation of Italy 
by Garibaldi. And there he stopped.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

THE STORY OF A SUMMER, 
BY LILIAN WHITING.

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality of 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who love and 
seek the higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. 
Price.,11.00. Foreale at this office.i-riuu, vi.uu. rur eaiü ai luis ornee.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

cbo co volumes, each complete fn itself, in 
which spirituality Is related to everyday life la such 
awny as to make the world beautiful. Each «1.00. i 

For sale at this office.

those with crutches, free, any Sunday 
or week night that I am not engaged, 
by writing to me and making arrange
ments. as 31o2 1’Oiest ate,. Chicago.

Frank 1 
Ridge. 111.

Riplev .is now nt Mila 
He can be engaged for lec-

hires and platform tents 
Marell and April. Addrei 
him ns above in care of 
until January 26; then 
Oxford. Ohio.

■Wanted to correspond

tor February
all letter

P. 0. 
then

Box 
after

s to
118
at

with an alb
round hustling rostrum worker, with a 
view to public meeting; lady or gentle
man Onlv hustlers need answer. 
Madame Parcells. 23o Main street, Ash
tabula. Ohio.

L. B. 
Wash.: 
of ‘The 
Wash., 
during 
health.

Horton writes from Seattle, 
“Mrs. Esther Thomas, minister 
Church of the Soul of Seattle, 

is about to take a vacation, and 
tliat time will travel for her 
lecturing wherever the opportu-

four month! 
for Boston 
ment to 1111: 
and we are

s but now is about to leave 
where lie has an engage- 
ills wife has been with him 

sorry to have them leave us
as thev are both very congenial and
lii have been very much ap-
predated both bv the members and the 
public. IVe wish them prosperity and 
hope to hear him again. Mrs. Loe F. 
Prior, who lias been with us for two 
vears. will return about the Hirst of the 
new venr. and will lie with our society 
for 1899. as we believe in having a res
ident lecturer, as thev become known
and can better build 
society. During Mrs. 
stays wiili us she hai
of friend! 
members

and thev

up a permanent 
Prior's previous 
made a number 
as well as the

of the society, will be very

GL€A|MI|WB
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one ahuuld read. It 
beams throughout with rare gems of thought, prac
tical as well as profound. There Is suushlne &ud 
beauty iu every sentence uttered. The work is dedi
cated to the author's favorite slater, Sarah French 
Furr, now passed Co Splrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an IntercEtlog sketch of LhO 
author’s life. ( . 1

accordance with their 
character. Self-control, 
not only to know the 
larger, or more deeply 
which is capable of

own peculiar 
then, means 

real self, the 
reflective self 
drawing upon

spiritual resources,'but also the power 
of- turning the attention, of inhibiting 
fear, doubt, worrllnent, despondency 
and all disease making states of mind 
and of making wise suggestion to the 
subconscious mind.- Thus one learns 
gradually to become master of one’s 
own moods, to do one’s own thinking 
and to exercise the will Intelligently; 
whereas the majority are not only 
swayed by bodily sensations, but ac
cept the beliefs, dogmas and opinions 
of others, and become the slaves of 
fear. If, then, it is clear that conscious
ness In some form Is fundamental to 
all our experiences in life, let us con
sider the very subtle mental Influence 
known as thought atmospheres. Every 
one knows from experience more or 
less about the subtle effects of mind on 
mind. Yet although we all suffer the 
consequences, we are often unconscious 
of the cause until our attention is called 
specially to them; for if people In gen
eral were acquainted with these in
fluences many diseases would be 
avoided, unhappy marriages would be 
far less frequent, to say nothing of the 
dishonest and immoral proceedings 
that would be stopped In the business 
and social worlds. ■

BORDERLAND, ‘ LONDON, ENG.

nitv offers itself. She is a pleasant, af
fable Indv of culture and, refinement, 
and her inspirational lectures are soul
inspiring. Before starting on her va
cation her congregation made her a 
Christmas present of a well-filled purse 
in token of their appreciation of her 
work To all those who are seeking 
higher spiritual unfoldment, it would 
be a source of great pleasure to hear 
Mrs. Thomas lecture.

Mrs Lora Holton is located at SfilO’/j 
Rhodes avenue, and holds a musical 
test circle every Thursday evening, at 
127C> West Madison street. Hat B. She 
would like the address of some rich 
Spiritualist who is willing to donate 
R500 to the Spiritualists’ Home, to pur
chase a piano or organ: tlie balance to 
be applied upon the purchase of a lot 
to build a permanent home and temple 
upon that mediums may feel tney 
have a resting place, in which to pro
mulgate the beautiful truths of Spirit
ualism. Instead of paying out enormous 
sums for hall rent. The money will be 
put into responsible bands.

G H Brooks is located at 204 Din
widdie street. Pittsburg, Pa., where all 
mall is to be sent to him for the. next 
two months. He will respond to calls 
for funerals. Send all telegrams to the 
above number.

Afia Rainev. of Streator. HL, who 
sends us a club of ten subscribers 
writes: "Ghost Land Is the .grandest 
book I ever read, I wish It could be 
put in the bands of every man, woman 
and child in America. The Progressive 
Thinker savs the right thing in the 

‘ right place- It is such an educator and 
a consolation to those who are sick and 
tired of the dogmas heard in the ortho
dox churches. There are a great many 
Spiritualists here and we need a good 
test medium. We have had humbugs 
in plenty: Wd’have had Farmer Riley 
Jjere- He is all right,-

glad to welcome her back.”
W. IV. Aber writes: “My wife and I 

will make olo Van Buren street, 
Topeka. Kansas, our headquarters for 
the remainder of the winter, and will 
be pleased to enter into correspondence 
with Spiritualists who desire the serv
ices of a materializing medium or plat
form test medium.”

C. M. E. Ridge, secretary, makes the 
following report for the year ending 
January 2. 18Q9. to the Washington 
Union Association of Spiritualists of 
Minneapolis, Minn.: “Dear president, 
officers and fellow members:—I have 
much pleasure in presenting to you this 
report of work accomplished by our 
association during the fourth year of 
its incorporation, and the tenth year of 
its birth into a Spiritualistic body and 
church, and we now hold charter No.l 
under the State Spiritualist Association 
of Minnesota. It is a great joy and 
pleasing duty to congrtulate the presi
dent. Officers and members of this asso
ciation on one more year of steady Im
provement in every branch of our work. 
Our progress compares very favorably 
with that of any other Spiritual asso-
ciation. We have added another serv-
ice to our association—the Sunday 
Healing and Developing Circle. The 
Lyceum (the children s training school) 
has progressed beyond our most san-
gulne expectations, 
ductorship of our 
Pruden. and her 
spirit guides, and

under the able con
pastor, Mrs. 0. D. 
beautiful band of 
not least amongst

them is our dear little Pansy. The chil
dren are attentive and regular in at
tendance: very Intellectual and much 
above the average children of the same 
ages. During the last year we have 
lost two members by death, and four 
by withdrawal—total six members; but 
we have received twenty-four new 
members, making an increase, of 
eighteen members. There have been 
eighty-three public meetings and six 
business meetings besides socials dur
ing the past year.-

Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong, of Buf
falo. N. Y.. whose voice has gladdened 
the hearts of many, will give one of her 
grand lectures, on "The Shadow and the

March. 1 expect to till my engagement 
at Philadelphia, Pa., in April. As it is 
Impossible for me to reach all my 
friends by personal letters, please ‘say 
to them I have improved during the 
past few weeks. If I continue to gain, 
I will be ready for spring and camp 
work. I find .your valuable paper 
wherever I go, and only words of praise 
for the fearless manner in which it at
tacks error. The world is asking for 
Truth; let us have Truth! My address 
will be Lewiston, Mich., for January; 
after that 58 West Columbia street, De
troit, Mich.”

II. W. Boozer writes: “Grand Rapids, 
Mich., is again made glad with the 
presence of C. E. Winans, who with A. 
Norman, is giving to us the following 
phases of phenomenal demonstration: 
Raps and knockings; materialization of 
full forms and dematerialization; mov
ing of ponderous bodies; Independent 
voices; the unseen converse with us 
audibly in broad daylight; spirit por
traits and symbol drawings; flowers 
materialized within the circle, seen by 
all coming from the air into the spirit’s 
upraised hand; messages written inde
pendently; slate-writing under unusual 
test conditions; lace and other clothes 
materialized and dematerialized within 
the circle; the development of others’ 
mediumship. This city has also a great 
acquisition in the recent conversion 
from the church, through one of our ex
cellent mediums, of a singer—a local 
celebrity, whose beautiful renderings of 
spiritual music adds greatly to our joys 
in seance, circle and public work.”

Corresponding Secretary Hartley 
sends a report of the Watch Meeting of 
the First Society of the South Side. A 
previous report had been put in type. 
He gives the officers of the coming year 
and writes about the excellent condi
tion of the society, as follows: “Presi
dent, D. L. Druliner; vice-president, 
Mrs. F. A. Koehler; treasurer, D. 
H. Boger; financial secretary, F.. Jay
cox; corresponding secretary, T. H. 
Hartley. Trustees, Wm. Longhurst, D. 
H. Boger, F. Jaycox, P. H. Farnham, 
T. H. Hartley, J. W. Bowen, W. C. Hil
ler, M. C. Brown, S. D. Cone. The so
ciety is proud to be able to state that 
under good management they are in a 
more prosperous condition than ever 
before, both in regards membership 
and finance. Mrs. Cooley has entered 
on her second pastoral year, and grand 
results have followed her Inspirational 
lectures and tests and spirit messages. 
Little May Flower, whose good work 
on Sunday afternoons, giving tests in 
trance state, cannot be overlooked as 
she wins the hearts of the people, bring
ing such solace and comfort with each 
message. By suggestion of the guides, 
the last Sunday afternoon of each 
month is devoted to a clearing up day 
and all visiting mediums and speakers 
are Invited by the pastor to the plat
form and a grand feast is enjoyed.”

THE TYPEWRITER AS AN AID TO 
. CLAIRVOYANCE.

One of my stenographers can use the 
typewriter automatically as I use my 
pen, but Mr. Maitland found the type
writer a distinct aijj to clairvoyance: 
“Although It was not only when I was 
writing that I found myself exercising 
the faculty of introvisión or clairvoy
ance, I reckoned as.¡among the means 
which ministered to the development of 
this faculty ,my recent adoption of a 
typewriter for my literary work; the 
effect of which was, by concealing from 
view the words written, to leave the 
mind free to follow tfie idea which was 
seeking expression, wholly unoccupied 
by aught else. I came to learn later 
that the state thus induced by the use 
of the typewriter was no other than 
that state of-trance or ecstasy which 
constitutes the, Yoga of the Hindoos, 
and consists in such abstraction of the 
mind from the outer and lower ranges 
of the consciousness as enables it to en
ter its inner and higher ranges.” He 
maintains that lie was perfectly con
vinced as to the objective reality of the 
appearance which occurred when he 
was quite alone, confident of being in 
perfect health, physical and mental, 
and in possession of full consciousness, 
calm and collected; and. they must 
make their appeal to more senses than 
one, and to the mind as well as to1 the 
senses.

PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS.
Mr. Maitland says: “The first physical 

manifestation received by me consisted 
in my wrist being grasped by some in
visible agency, while I was uslqg niy 
typewriter, and forcibly guided over 
the keys, the 'words being presented 
simultaneously to my mind, but only as 
they were being written. For the 
greater part of a page I sat and 
watched while this continued, freely 
yielding my hand to the Influence. Not 
only was the grasp firm and strong, but 
the movement differed in character 
from my own, very much as does the 
fingering on an organ differ from that 
on a pianoforte. ‘This,’ I said to my
self, ‘must be what Is meant by being a 
medium.’ It was the first disclosure to 
me of the existence of unseen intelli
gences able to operate directly on the 
organism, and independently of the 
mind of the individual. There was 
another point of identity which I recog
nized as subsisting between my own 
experiences and those of the mystics 
generally. This was the suspension of 
the ordinary respiration during the ec
stasy of trance state and the substitu
tion for it of an Internal respiration, as 
if by the breathing of a distinct person
ality within and other than the physical 
organism. This condition would con
tinue for an hour or even longer, ac
cording to the period' of abstraction 
and the degree of its Intensity.”

TELEPATHY—A SCIENTIFIC FACT
The Interesting article on “Telepathy 

a Scientific Fact,” in "Light” of the 22d 
tilt., calls to mind an Incident whicli 
may interest your readers. I was re
turning with my wife from South 
Africa in 1887, and amongst the pass
engers was a German lady, Mrs. M. 
She occupied a cabin to herself. Soon 
after leaving Cape Town she com
plained very much of being unable to 
obtain any sleep or rest at night, so 
much so that it seemed to be quite 
affecting her health. She used some
times to go to some other berth in the 
afternoon, where she seemed to be able 
to obtain sleep without difficulty, and 
ultimately managed to get her cabin 
changed, when the trouble ceased. 
Owing to my" wife having contracted a 
friendship during the voyage with a 
lady returning to England, the wife of 
one of the officers of the ship, the for
mer confided to her what was to be 
kept quite a secret from any of the 
passengers, namely, that a gentleman 
had committed suicide on the previous 
voyage In the very cabin Mrs. M. had 
occupied. It might be only a coinci
dence, but if so, it is a very remarkable 
one. .

A GHOSTLY SHEPHERD.
Here (on the Baumgarten Alp), in the 

local legend, is the home of the Nuseh- 
enmann—a ghostly shepherd «who wan
ders about, bearing a bag of salt, and 
tapping the rocks with a stick. The 
story goes that, some time in the last 
century, a couple of men who had been 
to Mllaii, cattle-selling, and were re
turning with the money to Llnththal, 
were robbed and murdered by the 
Nuschen shepherd. He died uncon
victed of his crime, but his ghost is 
doomed to walk forever. Peasants and 
their dogs have often seen it. Some
times it haunts the spring, sometimes it 
comes tapping at the door of the hut. 
It is not, however, a vicious ghost. One 
cowherd relates tnat he often found it 
useful. If he chanced to meet it he 
used to put his cattle under its charge 
for the time, and when he wanted to go 
down to the valley for a day's holiday 
he used to summon the Nusehenmann 
to take his place, and he always came 
and did his work well—Sir Martin 
Conway.

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure,

Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Paper cover, 
ou cents. '

Human Culture and Cure.
Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. Clolb, 73 ccuta.

Social Upbuilding, 
Co-operative Systems nnd the Happiness 

aud hunobllng of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents; Leal'.6”, 
iw cents. ’
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Moth. 
8); paper, 50 cents. *

Principles of Light and Color.
One of cbo greatest books of tbe age, 85: by mall 

82 cents extra.

' CONTENTS: | I ■
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Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of litirnion 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency eflfleaS) 
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Probability of a Future Life ' 
Anniversary Address. '
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth? 
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THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

has
THE OLD THEOLOGY 

taught that after death there can

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVLLLE.

_ Sl.00, P08W& _____

SOCIAL UPBUILDING,
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt» 
LL. D., M. D. This comprises the Usi part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale ut 
this office.

THE SPIRITUAL Bull’ll,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.
-Tbe Spiritual Idea ot Death, Heaveu and Hell. By 
Mosas Hull. Thia pamphlet besides giving the Snlr- 
llUallBttc Interpretation of many things In the Blble^- 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed io by Spiritualists. Price 
10 cents. For sale al this office.

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Marryat. An Interesting account ot the 
author’s spiritual experiences. Paper, 50c; clutli, 81.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of the United 
States, have cQntrlbuted the basis of this volume.

Tbe chief alm throughout the volume has been to < 
irouse Increased Interest lu tbo workable possiblll- 
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optlm- 
is tic and at the same time, profoundly ethical. As I 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of ' 
education, tbe writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de- ■ 
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul* I 
gated, ।

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? Tbe True Basis of tbe Science. 
Rational Psychology as presented by Arla'.otle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory: Have we T wo Memories ? 
Instinct, Benson and Intuition. 
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing In tbe Light of Certain New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music; its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power or Thought; How to Develop and I- crease 

It.
Concentration of Thought. and what vau Accom

plish. _
A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired aud how Mastered; with some 

Comments on Obsession aud Its Remedy.
Seersblp and Prophecy. 
Dreams and Visions. 
The Scleuildc Ghost and the Problem of tbe Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearing 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs.Eccentricity

Pries 81. For sale at .bls office.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new aud beautiful Bongs, with 

moBlc aud chorus, lu book form. By C. PJLongley 
Price 11.25. Poataae 15 ceuU.

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing Spiritualism, >ast and present. By J, 

M. Peebles, M. D. Au eucyclopmun 
and instructive facts. Price <2jU0.

Romanism and tlie iiepubllc, 
By Kev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot

ehould read It. Price 81.00. . .

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBBOUKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow," “The Occult 
Forces of Sex.” “Perfect Motherhood,'’ «nd many 
athor works. Price 2A cents, ^ur «ule at this office.

' standing UP FOR JESUS,~ 
Or W’wt the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
thinks of him. I'rice, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cents.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

264 pages. One copy, it; six copies, 85.

FROM WIGHT TO MORlfi
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church* 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; teu copies, 11.

PSYGHOGRftFHY.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psycbio 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVAL-

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
209 pages. Oue copy, bound lu cloth, 81; paper. 13 

cents.

for Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street*

MARGUERITE HUNTER.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

ORACLES OF NOSTRADAMUS.
Father Moore is too well-read a man 

not to be familiar with the Oracles of 
Nostradamus, iwho lived between 1503 
and 1566. He'-.was a. French physician 
of considerable‘eminence, and a power
ful medium, who, while under control, 
committed to paper a/ series of prophe
cies foretelling events which have been 
fulfilled, one after; another, during the 
last three centuries; and he became so 
famous, on aqcount ’ of his wonderful 
gift, that his . society was courted by 
Henry the Second of France, and by 
the reigning puke .and Duchess of 
Savoy, who covered lilm with honors. 
Theophile de Garaneleres, who trans
lated his prophecies into English in the 
year 1675, bejng a pdevout man, en
deavored to prewe thdj: he was inspired 
by the Holy G'hAst; but there can be no 
doubt that he was one of the greatest 
seers of modern times; and every Spir
itualist will understand the source of 
his Illumination, upon reading what 
one of his biographers tells us; namely, 
that “his vision'!'would come to him as 
verses do to a gréât poet, and when 
written down and the afflatus fled, he

be no change in condition, and has been 
called a gospel. The spiritual messages 
continue to assert, and the evidence is 
readily gained, that after death there 
can be progress, that the Soul of God 
dwells in things evil, and that the de
praved continually awake to the desire 
for amendment, and that repentance Is 
not .Confined to this side of existence, 
but that scope Is given and help ex
tended to make even the lowest aseend 
by gradual steps to heights of gran
deur. New powers, which were hid 
amid the environments of earth, burled 
lu the flesh, spring forth into bud and 
blossom and flower. Few old Spiritual
ists but know those who on the other 
side have slowly bqt surely risen In 
moral integrity, in spiritual hlghmind- 
edness. Men enter the spiritual state 
their naked selves. What men thought 
of them, good or evil, is nothing; what 
their daily life has built up Is there, and 
hypocrisy is of no service. “The dead 
shall look me through and through," as 
Tennyson said with knowledge. Our 
views of sinners, and the théologie one, 
however, are not measured by thé same 
standard. The old theology takes no 
account of circumstances and the truth 
of heredity. The God of Spiritualism is 
a God of justice, and all circumstances 
which have played a part in his life's 
history are part of the spirit. What 
fears will flow away from many minds 
when the world becomes awake to the 
fact that over there is given the chance 
to those who have missed their oppor
tunity here. The blinded theologian 
will say this gives an Impetus to sin, 
but few can believe this when they 
recognize that even here the swift and 
sure feet of justice follow the evil doer. 
It is In our human nature, called so 
often depraved, to get tired of ven
geance. The spiritual messages only 
place in clearer light that the master 
soul is larger, grander, tenderer than 
his offspring.

The author of evil, the tempter of 
men, the great power of preachers of a 
ruder sort, has no place in spiritual 
states, dark or light; evil is only un
developed good. The idea of a devil 
was a human fancy born of the un
developed heart, and is even now In 
Christian preaching being Ignored. 
Whatever suffering there is after death 
Is not because a devil wills it, or that 
God punishes for his own glory. God’s 
justice, as Theodore Parker says, is not 
vengeance but mercy, not poison but 
medicine, and so, as Jesus said the pen
itent thief would share heaven, so from 
dens of Infamy there arises awakened 
to a new'life, men clean and beautiful 
before God, who have had the better 
nature awakened. The All-wise wishes 
the welfare of his child, and it is the 
brightest part of the spiritual reveal- 
ments, the clearly established fact of 
penitence and growth beyond that the 
progress becomes .more and more easy, 
and the desire for knowledge ami 
lovingness Is not hampered on any 
plane.

"Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
-varied moods, “from grave to gay, from

“A book you ought to read. Absorbing?* u**ff*Bt* 
Ing, and should be in the hands of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one can read Its pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
book Is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those interested lu the problem of man’s future life, 
as well as to those interested In phenomenal re
search.“—J. J. Owen.

This volume Is auperroyal octavo In size,beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price 82. postpaid. For sale at this office.

KHR&ZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAQE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezza makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through moat sacred re* 
lations. It Is pure In lone and alm, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. 81.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts in bow to reach Gbat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things aiu subject to 
it. With portrait. £y Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual iHtng, and to 
show you bow to educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound tn cloib, 40 cents; in MW cover, 29 
cents For sale at ibis office.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contain, an account of the very wondot* 
ful spiritual developments nt the bouse of Rev. Dk 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and almllar cases In a* 
pans of the country, Tills volume Is the drat from 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism,*
ind has stood the test of many years. Cloth, 8LM 
Joatage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 

would drop «back to the ordinary con-‘ ^nuine P°et^, and especially by 
dltlon of humanity.” In other words,, y
he was a highly gifted impressionai me- 1,1 inted a'lli T)0'lnd‘ ?rlce
diuni. Nostradamus predicted the acci-1 “Religion -as Revealed by tlie Mate-

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual 

Spheres,
Transcribed by a Co-operati ve Spirit Baud, combined 
with chosen media of earth. Il was given through in
dependent slate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit urtlsis. It 
is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel In tbe literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition uf tbe philosophy, religion dud 
science of Spiritualism. Tbe book contains 260 pages 
with six Illustrations in half-tone, mid twelve pageb 
in original independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound In blue silk cloth, stamped In sliver. Price, 
11.25. For sale at this office.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. I).,

Author of' ‘Cosmology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.-METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Cbap. 1, Philosophy o! Phenomena; 2. Metaphysical 
Philosophyi 3, Beat; 4, Functional Phenumetin; 5, 
Man; fi, Objective and Subject he Phenomena; 7, 
"Who by searching can find God ?" 8, Hyperbole M<“i- 
apbyslcal; 9, “To tbe Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly Worhip;" 10. “The Father is greater than 1 
11, True aud Spurious Gods; 12, “1 am the Resurrec
tion and tbe Life;“ 13, An Imaginary God and kojuo 
of Ills Exploits; 14, “lie Is Free whom the Tru.h 
hath made free;“ 15, AH Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worshlpbf Deity; 19, Sense uLd Nomtcnw 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality apd Tri unity of ()«•.'• 21, 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What is Sin7 24, 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of the Universe: 25. Be* 
gltining without Ending; 25, Design or Accident, 
Which? 27, Chance versus Law; 2.8. Summary.

PART 11-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
i Cbap. 29, Nebula’; 80, Al 
' at a Motor; 81, Air and (

Joys Beyond the Threshold . .
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH waa wrlten to 

develop the Idea oi the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive link« are 
unrolled In the bosom of etberlal apace. “Bktoxd 
the TnnESHOLD” codUuucs on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy ¡claim
ing that tbo certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is tbe best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In tbe presence of deatb, and 
that cbo help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It Is interesting, en
tertaining. Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will bare been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price 81.25 
For sale at this office.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

HY PBOF. 5¥. M. LOCKWOOD.

The only treatise ever offered tbo reading and 
thinking public In tbe Interest of modern Spiritual- 
Um. that fi absolutely free from the theories of rape^ 
etltlon, and which
Demcnafrotes continuUp o/ K/b and our envi* 

ronment af eplrWbtal influences,
from the data of modern physical and phyBlotogM 
eclence.

To tbe Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundstto of 
•clentlflo data and verified facte.

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of th« 
invisible energies operative In Nsture’e formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a now earth. 
Aoocito read, to study and think about. A con- 
¿cuBed volume of Rcleutific information tor IK cents. 
Address your orders to

/it I

/

dr Pressure and Air .Motion 
Orbital Motion*: 32. Witter

MadetoRun up Hill: 33 Philosophy <>f Canyons. When 
and How Formed; 34. Glacial Phenomena; :<5. Moons 
aud their Motions; 36, Ethnological Flieuomene; 87. 
The Colored Man.

APPENOIX —Problcmp; Physical and Mctaphys-
leal Phenomena, ad inflnitutn.

The topics treated receive a handling that 1s dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought. The book Is «remarkable <me hi every as- 
fiect. Beingcompact with thought Itself, li will uot 
all to compel thought In others.
With a steel plate portrait of the author. Clolb, 

12mo, pp. 208. Price 81.00. For sale at this office.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCfNATIXG FOAfANCE OF 

two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents cloth, 81.00. Books like “Tlie Dream 
Child’’ spur humanity on io make more and more de- 
mandrof this nature, and will open up new heights 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. wia, I believe, take Its place beside Bulvrer’a 
“Zanonl” and tbo “Seraphlla” of Balzac.->Dally 
Capital,'*Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable dcscrlptlone. en
thralls tbe mind to toe exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly tbe reader closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times ’’

/

Í9 ZoMbi* Streit 1

HEALTH AND POWER.
cci-| “Religion as Meveaiea oy. rue Mate- ^5^na°ned^d‘^Srm^n8',SfnYta™* 
of rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. By B. D. Babbitt, M. d, author of “PrinclpieB on 
re-: Babbitt, M. D„ LL.D.” A compact ** **3
nr.'-anii rnTnnrehensiv© view of the flnh.

dental death, in a tournament, , rjtti um.
Henry the Second of France; the re-, Babbitt, M. D., LL.„.
gency of Catherine de Medici; the mur-! and comprehensive view of the sub- 
der of Henry thè Third; the assassina-' ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
tlon of the Duc de Guise; the Marriage and critical; facts and data needed by 
of Francis the Second to Mary Stuart; every student and. especially by every 
the massacre of-St Bartholomew; the Spiritualist. One of the very best 
accession of Henry the Fourth and his books on the subject. Price, reduced 
abjuration of the Protestant religion; I to $1, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
the conspiracy of OInq-Mars; the com-) at this office.

T HE DiAKKA.

HYPNOTISM;
its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
’ tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

~)YCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOR IS 
.J largely a record ot tbe tact, and demonstration, 
plun the aatbor has Been, beard of or preeented la 
:> uwn experiment«. Tbo history of tbe vartoas 
m-cs of tbe science Is succinctly presented, and tbe 
trluus theories clearly stated. Many of tbe expert
tents described occurred In Chicago. Tbe pictorial 
tiBtratlons add much to the Interest and value of ths 

<»oic. which win be fouad very Interesting to the gen* 
ral reader, as well bb helpful and Instructive to the 

«indent. The work 1b a handsome volume of 300 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, ^W.OO. For sale at 
the ofilce of Thb Pbogrrbbivr Trina-xr.

Ì

j'jperstilion in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

. By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic prieBt, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religions 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volumd as bls last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop,

Post 8vo., 839 pages, with portrait Cloth, 81.00; 
postage, 14 oenU, *

'THE DIAKKA AND THEIREARTH ' "The work of tbo honest putorh the mo«t cm-loas 
1 ly Victims, hy the Seer. A. J. Davu.il» very He “S

«•«»■tVntr and snnrf*Rtlve work It is an aTnianatinn rrf century produced,»•« Falno bdu Voltaire had rc- puck Uat ls false and reLulsjve Jn BjtriÄn,EbSC;\bd MUhÄw " nÄt’lh« 

.should barn been one priest who left that testimony tt 
bls death, tint that all Briests do not,"—Jsiaei Farioi

W .JV1 .u V .-J-—---.-.-
boflylng »mort Important recent Int 
Vlctorwllton, a realáentotajiB«
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This department Is under tue manage
ment of

Hudson Tuttle.

shown by the fact that Ching has 420 
to the square mile, of Belgium 430.

The present population of the earth Is 
estimated at 1,400,000,000. Two thou
sand years ago, .the.evidence shows that 
the vast continents of North and South 
America were uninhabited by man. 
Europe, Northern Asia and Africa (ex
cept a small northern portion) were in
habited by savages. The truly historic 
regions were of comparative narrow 
bounds. The farther back we go the 
more savage and less dense the popula
tion. Beyond this, in the- unknown

prof. o. D. Herron
(Continued from page L) THE CBflXION PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

ages of savagery there is no evidence of
Address bin! at Berlin Heights, Ohio. a civilization sufficiently extensive to

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, aud while I freely give what
ever -information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

affect the average of population.
It may be brought in opposition that 

there was the “Lost Atlantis,” teeming 
with people. As this continent now sup
posed to be beneath the Atlantic, is en
tirely a myth, without a shadow of ev
idence of Its existence, with absolute 
proof that that ocean had occupied its 
present limits from geological ages pre
ceding the advent of man, the objection 
ha? no value.

“Julian”: Q. I am puzzled as a great 
many others have been oyer the clear 
fact, that the communications bearing 
the names of great men and women— 
while In earth life, are far below their 
efforts while here, and often are below 
mediocrity. Thus messages accredited 
to Napoleon, Washington, Dickens, etc., 
are like school-boy efforts. Why is this 
humiliating fact?

A. Great minds are great, first be
cause of their own powers, and second, 
because they are intensely susceptible 
to the influence of spirits. They are 
centers—vortices—of spiritual force.

Tennyson, according to his own 
words,-wrote in a state of trance; in 
other words, was intensely sensitive to 
the thoughts of the spirit world. Were 
he to attempt to write through a medi
um if that medium was under perfect 
control, he would only rise to his own 
unaided capabilities. If that medium 
was like himself When on earth, capa
ble of becoming, by wonderful suscepti
bility a center of spiritual thought and 
power, then even a greater than Tenny
son would pour forth enrapturing song.

Edison is a center for the expression

Wm. R. F.: Q. If, according to your 
answer to a preceding question, em
bodies constantly change, why don’t 
tattoo marks become obliterated? Do 
you know whether spiritual unfoldment 
would cause the flesh to change more 
rapidly and eradicate India ink marks, 
or whether it would require some mild 
external application?

A. That the body, is constantly 
changing there can be no reasonable 
doubt, and this change is even more 
rapid than is usually claimed. It has 
been stated as occurring once In seven 
years, in two years,, and by some au
thorities, in one. As every movement 
of a muscle requires first the breaking 
down of nerve cells to gain impelling 
force, as every muscular effort breaks 
down muscular fibre, as every thought 
wastes nerve tissue, as the heat of the 
body is maintained by the consumption 
of material, It is probable that at least 
once every month, every part of the 
body Is replaced except a portion of the 
teeth; bones and .hair.

Why there is so slight change in form 
Is for the simple reason that the old 
molecule is replaced exactly by the 
new, each distinctly, and surrounded by 
molecules that for the time are not af
fected.

of the inventive skill of a spirit host. 
Were he a spirit and should attempt to 
communicate some great invention, he 
might search the nations over to find 
a single sensitive sufficiently like him
self to receive it.

D. Brusie: Q. I am deeply interested 
in tlie answers you gave in regard to in
oculating with “serum.” The Educa
tional Board of Cortland have tried to 
fprep or bulldoze people to vaccinate 
their children, and went so far as to call 
a meeting attended by the state physi
cians to compel tills to be done. But 
they found out that there was no law 
by which iney could do this; yet they 
have turned my girl from the school, as. 
the law of the state says they can, thus 
depriving her of educational advantage.

I procured a physician's certificate 
saying that it would be unwise and un- 

,safe to vaccinate my daughter, but the 
board would not receive it. Can you 
give me the address of the Liberty 
League of Chicago?

A. Until It is demonstrated that vac
cination is a protection agaiust small- 
¿.vK, and that It carries with It no dan
ger of contamination of blood-poisonlug 
aad other diseases, people ought to have 
the right to choose whether their chil
dren be operated on or nbt The oppo
sition to compulsory vaccination, where 
It has. been so long legally enforced, has 
become so overwhelming that the law 
has been repealed. Not to bring the 
question of the advisability of vaccina
tion in the issue, and granting that it Is 
a valuable protective measure, It strikes 
us that to enforce it, by law, would be 
paralleled by similar measures In re
gard to typhoid fever, diphtheria, 
whooping-cough, measles, etc., requir
ing all children to be Inoculated with 
the same.

The address required is United States 
Medical Liberty League, People’s Insti
tute Bulldiug, Chicago, Ill. Write, aud 
all necessary documents for informa
tion will be sent.

C. Petersen: Q. We’ve had a desper
ate dispute here over -the question 
whether the earth has more inhabitants 
now than, say oue thousand or ten thou
sand years ago; and refer the subject

Foreign bodies—as tattoo marks, are 
surrounded by peculiar growth—they 
are encysted—and there is no resistance 
further offered-agiijnst their presence.

Should such particles cause irritation 
there would be suppuration, and they 
would be expelled by the breaking 
down of the tissues around them. Such 
marks If deeply Imprinted are only re
movable by removing the skin itself. If 
only slightly .beneath the scarf skin, 
careful blistering that w'ould remove 
the scarf skin .would result favorably. 
But the process Is necessarily painful 
and inapplicable to large areas.

Texas: Q; Will you please give me 
the names of the poets who were and 
are Spiritualist^ and how do we know 
that they were Spiritualists? Please an
swer in The Progressive Thinker.

A. Tennyson, Gerald Massey, Hiram 
Powers, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and many 
others of lesser fame. These are known 
to have been Spiritualists by their writ
ings, conversation as reported, and the 
testimony of authentic witnesses.

Allen M. Blanchard, National MIL 
Itary Home: Q. Will you kindly give 
the correct pronunciation of “Agasa,” 
used on page 245 of Ghostland?

A. Following the rules for the pronun
ciation of Sanskrit words, all of the let
ter a have the sound of “a” in far, and 
the accent falls on the second syllable.

to your department.
A. The population of the earth Is 

probably many times more to-day than 
nt any time In the past. As this will 
be disputed, and have no weight unless 
proved, the grounds on which it rests 
must be considered. Ancient history 
speaks of swarming populations, and 
cities with vast populations; but It must 
be remembered that It deals with a very 
small part of the earth's surface. A 
savage population often reaching a cer
tain maximum, determined bythe quan- 
quantity of food furnished bythe chase, 
must remain stationary. This limit In 
America was from five to six hundred

WHAT IS HOME WITHOUT A 
MOTHER.

“Dear father,” quoth a little maid, 
Just home from school one day,

“See what a pretty motto 
Teacher gave to me, I pray.

“She told me I could make a frame 
Like mamma made for you, 

And then we’ll hang it on the wall.
Dear father, will that do?”

The lonely father with his thoughts 
On the past to him so dear,

When the deaf wife was at his side, 
His pathway’s course to cheer,

Looked up and viewed the motto 
■Which had pleased the child so much,

But when he read, the cardboard fell, 
Dropped from his nerveless touch.

“What is Home Without a Mother?’ 
Read the motto on the floor.

“God of Heaven," cried the father, 
"Will this bitterness ne’er be o’er?

“Child,” he cried, with mighty effort, 
“Bring the motto here io me.

While I answer you that question, 
Sit you here upon my knee.

“What is home without a mother?
’Tls a place, my darling child, 

Where you and little brothers
Ne’er’l be wholly reconciled.

acres of forest for each inhabitant, and “Where dear ones may administer 
’ ‘ To. all your earthly wants,except along the sea coast furnishing a . ______  . „ ,

supply of fish, was never exceeded. Iu But where the lack of mother's love,
Africa, perhaps the abundance of food 
allowed of denser population. The 

-number of people directly depends on 
the food supply, and until man became 
a tiller of the soil, with grain and fruits 
for food, dense population was not pos
sible. With the Increase of food pro
duction population has increased, al
ways keeping pace, often exceeding and 
then decimated with plague and fam
ine. Witli Improved sanitary condi
tions the average length of life has 
greatly increased—probably more than 
doubled since the medieval ages.

In Australia the average of the sav
age population was one to the square 
mile. The population of America be
fore its discovery by Columbus was as 
a whole certainly no more. Vast re
gions were practically without inhabit
ants. Mexico and Peru had more con
centrated populations but were narrow 
countries. In Asia, the most ancient 
seat of civilization, history chronicles 
that there were cities with vast num
bers of people. Allowing for the admit
ted exaggeration of early writers, por
tions of the empire of Assyria. Egypt, 
Greece, and the African borders of the 
Mediterranean were well populated, yet 
even in these comparatively restricted 
territories, beyond the cities, the coun
try was crowded.

There was no means of even approxi
mately knowing what the population of 
the world was at any of the ancient 
epochs, as there was no means of tak
ing a census, nor was one attempted. 
We know, however, tlie limits of the 
savage state which cannot be exceeded 
until man becomes a tiller of the soil. 

■ The population of the United States, 
has increased In 300 years from not'to 
exceed 2,000,000 savages to 70,000,000 
Europeans. The population of England 
and Wales in 1801 was 8,800,000; in 

■ 1871 It was 22,700,000. In round num
bers It may be stated as new being 40,
000,000. Yet when Julius Caesar land
ed on the shores of Britain, he Was met 
by tribes of skin-clad savages, drawn 
together for mutual defense from. wlde 
areas of sparsely occupied territory. 
The Increase has been from half a mill
Ion to 40,000,000. The American conti
nent now had in 1870 C to' the - square 
mile; the United States,11, (now proba

- tyjr 15J, The possibilities of support Is

economic problem; it is not a problem 
of more churches and church members. 
It is a problem of how to make hjiman 
life more sacred, valuable and respecta
ble than the abundance of things the 
individual of the nation may possess. 
And the social problem is a problem of 
how to so organize the world that all 
men may be equally secure in the ma
terial means and 1 social resources 
needful for a complete life."

He illustrates the compulsory par
ticipation of the individual in the or
ganized wrong. “For instance,” he 
says, “I cannot come from Iowa College 
to this city to speak to you of Chicago 
against the existing order of things, 
without riding upon a railway system, 
the capitalization of which is largely 
watered stock. Now, watered stock Is 
a method of high treason, by which cor
porations forcibly tax the nation for 
private profit, and by which they an
nually extort millions from American 
toilers and producers,. It is as essen
tially a system of violence, spoil, and 
robbery, as would be the overrunning 
of the nation by Tartar hordes, laying 
bauds on whatever they choose to take 
for their own.”

To those who have waited years to 
see an • awakened thought and con
science concerning the robbing systems 
of our commercial feudalism, these 
words are an inspiration of hope. That 
hundreds of people crowded Willard 
Hall and by hearty applause and still 
more significant silent listening, evi
denced the deep Interest of thoughtful 
study and earnest human sympathy, is 
a hopeful sign that the world’s great so
cial crisis comes to souls who will seek 
a right solution of its problems.

Quoting the possibilities of its char
ter, Mr. Herron stated that the great 
steel trust, capitalized at $200,000,000, 
could wipç private industry and owner
shift off the face of the earth, aud the 
significant fact is that the $3,000,000,000 
of capital organized in combinations is 
in open defiance of law. •

If we have any spiritual life and 
growth; if we are anything more than 
an aggregation of self-seeking, these 
social conditions must be held as the 
supreme consideration. Both the safety 
idea of the church religionist, of getting 
into a heaven in another world, and the 
comforting expectation of a spirit home 
and reunion with loved ones gone be
fore, are trivial matters compared with 
the spoliation, enslavement, poverty 
and wretchedness of a social state here 
and now, that is destroying soul and 
body and perpetuating Iniquity and 
crime. LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

MRS. HELEN E. HILL
(Continued from page 1.)

wlpged angel of Life Eternal. I bring 
light and comfort to all. I softly kiss 
the eyelids to sleep to awaken in the 
life beyond.” ■ •

It fell to the lot of W. J. Colville to 
give the closing address and poem and 
as he had known Mrs. Hill well for sev
eral years, and been privileged to enjoy 
close friendship with her, he could and 
did speak not only as the lecturer for 
the First Association of Spiritualists, 
but as oue who knew and loved the 
noble woman for her Individual worth. 
During the address two or three mes
sages from her in spirit were Inter
woven with the thread of oratory which 
dealt with spiritual life and its perfect 
naturalness. No abrupt change, but a 
gradual, almost imperceptible awaken
ing to the new condition^, Was said to 
be the experience of those who, though 
not exactly expecting the change at the 
moment when it came, are fully ready 
to take the step and find themselves at 
home in the life beyond death’s curtaiu.

The poem which concluded the exer
cises, made mention of the varied flow
ers and whitt they symbolized; it end
ed with this stanza:
“Farewell, thou farest well Indeed,

Good-bye! Good is with you to-day; 
Your earthly life has borne good seed;

Thou art a victor from life’s fray.
Yet flowers and suowy dove bespeak 

Thy rest, the beauty of thy soul;
And this our benediction be:

To press with thee toward life’s 
•goal.”

Your memory ever haunts.
“A place where you may live and learn, 

And sometimes happy be;
But where from yearning for that love 

You'll ue’er be wholly free. .
“A home, my child, where father oft 

Its loneliness dreads to see,
Aud where from sorrow grim and deep, 

Till death heT ne’er be free.
“What is home without a mother?

’Tis a home where pleasures pall.
’Tls a home where joy is anguish, 

And for me, no home at nil.”
These, his words in sorrow spoken, 

Caused the child to share his grief.
Soon the little voice said softly, 

"Pàpa, what Is your belief?
“Does our mamma’live in heaven? 

She and little sister, too?
And if so, is not that our home?” 

Don’t they waft for me and you?
“And afterwhile, when it is time 

For you and me to die.
Will not our mamma have a home 

For us up in the sky?
“And don’t you know how mamma 

Worked, -
For us and home to care, 

And don’t you think God took her away 
To fix our home up there?

“And if that's home, and you and I 
Had gone there first, ÿou know, 

We’d been without a mother
While, she stayed hère below.

“So why, not frame the motto, 
And hang It good and high?

, For home has got a mother; ’ 
And home is in the sky.”

“Child,” he cried, “thy mother liveth, 
And she waits, for us up there. 7 

. Thou host shown most Wondrous logic 

. Arid a wisdom that is rare. • .
’ "Believe it not, if others. tell you - ,■
' That your mother lives not therb, ■ 
; In'that land where Is no sorrow
1 And where all is bright and ialr.
■ “What Is home without a mother?
• Blessed be the thought divine. .
: Walts for us an angel mother / 
■ And a home that’s yours and mine.’’ 
il ’ _ ' ,2. 0. MORGAN,

W. J. COLVILLE.

MIND, LIFE, MATTER, 
(Continued from page x.)

Matter and life are distinctive fac
tors. Each Is composite In character. 
Matter per se produces, however, In
finite and wondrous phenomena with
out the aid of life; whereas life, Includ
ing mind, is impotent to produce any 
phenof^.^itbout the aid of matter.

Herein’’'«.’« again find matter the dom
inant factor. - We have little patience 
with those who tell us “all Is mind; that 
gross matter Is mind—surely” mind is 
the finest of the invisible forces, and 
yet we are repeatedly told that mind 
and mud are the same, differing only in 
conditions.

The unquenchable love and persist
ent effort of all animates to abide in 
flesh (matter) is so strong, If matter did 
not dominate no animates would ever 
quit their loved abode.

All phenomena show progress from 
the crude to finer forms; from the uni- 
cel! to complexity of cells as In man. 
Geology teaches that aeons of ages 
rolled away ere the simple unicell mani
fested; that matter—all alone—had been 
producing differentiated phenomena 
thousands, possibly millions of years, 
ere it evolved to a condition In which 
life could make known Its existence.

Herein we learn that matter was the 
primal actor; thence how silly to assert 
the priority of mind.

When we contemplate the transcend
ent grandeur of mountains and vales;

When Was Jesus Crucified?

“In what year was Jesus Christ 
killed?” is one of,,the questions an
swered in The Tiiifcs of last Sunday un
der the head of -¡‘Notas -and Queries,” 
and the answer risi “In1 30 A. D.” Did. 
the editor follow-fiie authority of the' 
late Judge BraflTdy iri tasslguing that 
date? I hav.e pixiserved the Judge's 
opinion on that question In
my scrapbook. , pj,

Before me is a,j;jible ;pf conjectural 
dates of the erpeifi^^ou and other 
events up to the iojopin of Paul in 
Rome, prepared by,the late Canon Far
rar and printed iman appendix to his 
“Life and Works qf St. Paul,” 1880. I 
have myself added twelve authorities 
to his tw^nty-sixL,Five of the thirty
eight give’no date, of the crucifixion,, 
but of later events in the lifetime of 
Poul. Of the thirty-three who under
take to date the crucifixion twelve say 
A. D. 33, seven A. D. 30, (not Including 
Bradley), six A. D. 29, four A. D. 31, 
three A. D. 32, one A. D, 35, and none 
A. D. 34.

Three of the six who say A. D. 29 are 
Clement of Alexandria, Tertullan, and 
Eusebius the first church historian. An
other, and the very earliest authority, is 
the recently discovered Syriac Docu
ments, which give, the sequel to the 
story of Abgarus pnd Jesus Christ con
tained in Eusebljis’s “Ecclesiastical 
History." In all jjhese documents the 
date is A. D. 29. Nor is there any an- 
clent authority for, another date, save 
that of Jerome, which says A. D. 32, 
and the “Chronlcon Paschale,” which 
says A. D. 31. Canon Farrar credits 
Eusebius with the, date A. D. 33, but 
this contradicts Ills ecclesiastical his
tory, which fixes? the year 29, by the 
story of Abgarusicand Jesus Christ. 
And I find that Farrar’s year 33 Is 
taken from the “Chronological Canons," 
attributed to Eusebius, but doubtless a 
later monkish forgery. The other two 
authorities for the year 29 are David
son, and McClintock and Strong's “Cy
clopedia of Religious Knowledge.”

Now let me show how very uncertain 
is any of these dates. The crucifixion 
is described as occurring on the sixth 
day of the week, that is to say, on the 
day before the Sabbath of the Jews, 
which began at evening on the day we 
now call Friday. -.The first three gos
pels describe that day of the crucifixion 
as the great passover day. I herewith 
submit an accurate astronomical table 
of the time of thp vernal full moon, 
which fixes the day of the passover for 
the years 29 to 35, Inclusive:
A. D. 29— Sunday, April 17,1:34 a. m.
A. D. 30—Thursday, April C, 10:22 a. in. 
A. D. 31—Monday, Xare11 2fi> P- m. 
A. D. 32—Saturday April ’12, 4:44 p. m. 
A. D. 33—Thursday, April 2, 1,32 a. m. 
A. D. 34—Monday,diarch 22,10:21 a. m. 
A. D. 35—Sunday,.j4.ptil.l0, 7:53 a. m.

It will be seen that itf none of these 
seven years did the pasfcover fall on 
Friday. 1» 1 '

Furthermore, toifix life date of the 
passover on Friday Is a isolation of tlie 
established principles bf the Jewish 
calendar, wlilch forbids the celebration 
on the day before' the'.Shbbath. (See 
Rabbi Wise’s “Origin of-’Christianity,” 
page 30.) I ■ ' d

Still further, tlieUew^tillowedno trial 
or execution on thV greit^assover day. 
(Ibid.) i '

The Moslems haVe thelf ancient scrip
tures, giving a history’ bf the world 
from Adam downf'through their great 
prophet, Ibrahlifl to Isa’, tlie son of Ma
riam, begotten ’byK(3ltbrtel In the' guise 
of her cousin Yussuf/tf yinih’g carpenter 
of the Temple, whose biistodlan was 
their uncle, Zachariah, the priest. The 
■mother and child fled to Egypt, escorted 
by Yussuf, to escape the wrath of lier
od tlie king. At twelve years of age Isa 
began to work miracles in Egypt. Af
ter thirty years mother and son re
turned to Ailia (called Aelia Capitolina 
by the Romans, and now known as Je
rusalem). Zachariah had been slain by 
Herod; his son Yahya (John tbe Bap
tist) had been hidden, but now came 
forth after the death of Herod, pro
claiming the coming of the prophet Isa, 
who would work miracles and bring 
from heaven a book nnd a law. The 
first who believed in Isa was bls cousin 
Yahya. ,

Isa's ministry after his return did not 
exceed three years. He was forsaken 
by Simeon (not Peter) and betrayed by 
another disciple, not named, for a re
ward of thirty dirhems. The mob tied 
Isa bead and feet, and dragged him to 
a place where they had ready a stake 
on which to hang him. By magic their 
leader Isoua was transformed into the 
likeness of Isa, and by the same power 
Isa disappeared. The bewildered mob, 
after a little time, killed their leader 
and bound him to the stake.

As for Isa, Allah raised him to heav
en, as it is written In the Koran—“They 
have not slain and have not hanged 
him, but some one w^o resembled him.” 
For seven days Isoua’s body remained 
on the stake. Each n)ght Mariam came 
and wept nt the foot therof until morn
ing. On the eighth day Allah caused 
Isa to come down .from heaven to his 
mother. Then she knew he was not 
dead, and her heart was consoled. The 
same night Isa met.’seven or eight of his 
disciples at his mother’s house The one

the matchless beauty of fleecy clouds; 
the genial, gentle sunshine; the terrific 
storms of earth and oceans; the volca
no's throe of molten rivers; the light
ning’s flash and thunder's roar, where
by the firmament trembles, we may re
alize how smaU a factor mind has ever 
been compared with matter.

The glory and cheer of man, however, 
consist in his continuity; tbait while the 
cosmic forces of matter are not cumu
lative, never increasing in quantity or 
power, the inherent forces of life mani
fested In mind, are ever accumulating, 
are ever gaining more and better con
trol of matter, and In time—as eternity 
roUs on—mind will become master of 
matter; then tbe universe will be ruled 
by mind instead of matter; then floods, 
famines, pestilence and. tornadoes will 
cease to fret and destroy; then har
mony, peace and happiness wJU possess 
the universe. GEO.-M. RAMSEY.

Glokey, Pa.

SMY SYMPHONY. •
Tp live "content^ with small meaps, to 

seek elegance rather than luxury, and 
refinement rather than fashion;: to be 
worthy, not respectable; and. wealthy, 
not rich; to study hard, think quietly, 
talk gently, act frankly; to listen to 
stars and birds, babes and sages, with 
open heart; to bear all cheerfully, do all 
bravely, await occasions, hurry never; 
In a word, to let the spiritual, unbidden 
and unconscious, grow up through the 
common. This is to be my symphony.

—William Henry Channing.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will bo inserted free.]

From his home in Hamilton township, 
Michigan, December 15, 1898, j3. W. 
Wait passed “with the boatman pale, 
to the better shores of the spirit laud.” 
He was a firm believer in the truths of 
Spiritualism for many years. COR.

Voltine Knott departed this life at bls 
residence, Ceylon,O., Dec. 29, at the age 
of 42 years. He leaves a wife and four 
children. The funeral occurred ou New 
Year’s day, Hudson Tuttle officiating.

B-
Passed to the higher life, January 5, 

1899, Miss Mary Paulson, at the age of 
2G years, after three days of sickness. 
Many beside her immediate friends and 
co-workers will miss -her patient and 
genial presence in the office of The Pro
gressive Thinker, where she has. been 
employed for several years past. She 
was esteemed for her good qualities, 
and respected and beloved by her asso
ciates. Her passing on was unexpect
ed, but to her gentle spirit, now safely 
on the other side, we cun say, Hail—blit
not farewell. u.

Dr. Fannie D. C..Miller passed to 
spirit life, December 21, 1898, at the 
age’of 72 years, 9 months and 21 days. 
She has been a public medium since 
1867, giving tests and healing the sick. 
She was in Boston from 1870 to 1881, 
when the physical gave.out and she re
moved to Alstead, N. H., her early 
home, where she closed her earthly ca
reer, and truly it can be said of her, 
“She has done well her part.” Mrs. S. 
A. Wiley of Itukiugbam, attended the
funeral. X.

Passed to spirit life, January 3, 1899, 
at his residence in Chicago, Mr. Martin 
Murphy, aged 77 years. He was born 
in Ireland, and emigrated to this coun
try in early youth. Was a sailor for 
many years, and afterward a railway 
employe for twenty years. Was a Spir
itualist for forty years. Was married 
in 1852 to Hannah Gregory. Funeral 
services, Jan. 5, by Dr, G. A. Bishop.

Pushed to the higher life, Stephen 
Whitney, at Coldwater, Mich., In the 
55th year of his earth life. He leaves a 
a wife and daughter to mourn his de
parture. He was a firm believer in the 
return of the loved ones. The spirits 
spoke words of comfort unto the 
friends, through the organism of Dr. P. 
T/Johnson, of Battle Creek, Mich.
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Passed to n higher sphere, Mrs. Mary 
Cleveland Rickey Hall, from her home 
In Oberlin Ohio, December 29, 1898, in 
the 84th year of her age. She was born 
in Vermont and at 22 married James 
Madison Hall and they eame In a 
wagon all the way to Ohio, taking up a 
tract of wilderness in Pittsfield, and re
moving to another now occupied by the 
town of Oberlin. They had one child, 
a daughter, now Mrs. Julia E. Graves.
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Mrs. Hall was active to the last, aud Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
the day following the accident which
caused her death was to have been re
ceived into the Pittsfield Grange, the 
Oberlin Grange to which she belonged 
having ceased to be. She was the old
est granger in the state. She was a’ 
pioneer also in Spiritualism, and only 
by circumstances was diverted from 
largely helping to build a hall in the 
center of the theological town. Hud
son Tuttle officiated at the funeral on 
tlie 31st. To the many Spiritualists in 
tlie audience was added a-darge number 
who had not before heard the philoso
phy of Spiritualism, and the speaker 
had the difficult task of presenting its 
principles without offending cherished

this office.
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By Lots Waisbrooker. Many have read this book, 
many have re read it, audmany otbera out to rend It. 
ItHbould be read by every man and woman In the 
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matters of moral and social Import, and tbe wrongs 
that tlow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a Hue likeness of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pagea. Price 11.00

beliefs. COR.

Mrs. 8. E. Mills, daughter of Thomas 
E. Gilmour, was . boni near Durham, 
Illinois, Jan. 13, 1842. She was united 
in marriage to B. W. Mills, of Car
thage, 111., September 20. 1858.

After a long and painful Illness the 
summons came in the morning of Dec. 
25, 1898, for Sister Mills to come up 
higher. She bore her suffering with pa
tience and fortitude, and appreciated 
every act of kindness bestowed by her 
many friends In Tangent, Oregon, nnd 
elsewhere. She was a faithful and de
voted wife, a loving mother and a good 
neighbor and a true friend. She was 
too pure and good to hold malice or hat
red towards any one. She wanted her 
friends to know that she believed In 
spirit return, and was ready to go when 
the summons came. Services were 
held at the family residence iu Tangent, 
by Rev. Anna B. Reed, of Lebanon, Ore
gon, pastor of the Spiritualist society of 
that place. B. S. MILLS.

Tangent, Oregon.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the iMnlrod Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

abR Leader or Annie«. By Moses Hull. Thlateat 
once tbe moat truthful history uf Joan of Arc, and 
one of tbe most convincing arguments on SpirituillMn 
overwritten. No flovel was ever more thrTlllnglv In
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sole at this office. 

“church and state?-
Tbe Bible tn tfio public Schools; the New "Amer

ican’’ Party. By "Jefferson.” Third edition. This 
beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages Is tbe most thorough 
presentation ot the Church aud State question that 
pas appeared. Price 10 cents.

CHRISTIANITY A MOTION.“
Tbe astronomical and astrological origins of all re

ligion*. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 
cents.

THE SOUL,
It« Nature, Belatlons and Expression In Human Em
bodiments. Given through Mrs. Cora 1. V. Bleb- 
mond, by her Guide«. A book that every one who la 
Interested In ro-lncarnatlon should read, Price »1.00.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, Tho Crisis, Iltalit» of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo(| 650 pages. Cloth, 11.00’ 
postage, 20 cents. ’

The New and the Old, 
Or the World’s Progress in Thought. ByMoseiHulL 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker. 
Price 10 cents.

who had 
self, and 
him, was 
disciples 
Rome he

betrayed film had slain hlm- 
Slmeon, /who bad forsaken 
not there, Isa sent forth his 
as follows: To Greece and 
sent Paul and Peter (not Si-

Passed to spirit life, on Sunday, Jan
uary 1, 1899, Geo. M. Woodward, aged 
78 years. He has long been a believer 
in and an advocate of Spiritualism. 
His sickness continued for 8 months, 
during which time he suffered much. 
He died strong in the faith that death, 
so-called, is only a new birth into life. 
Funeral discourse by Brother E. J. Mor
rison, which Was highly complimented 
by many who were present, and 
strangers to tbe beautiful doctrine that 
we advocate.' Brother Woodward has 
been a long-time subscriber to The Pro
gressive Thinker, and an earnest work
er in the cause. G. H. MOBLEY.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By HattibE. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrf. HttlFt 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 cenbL 
or »7 per hundred. For sale at this office.

The Seienee of Spirit Return,

BOOK REVIEWS

The Principle# of Light aud Color.
A largo Look, royal 8vo, with over 200 engravlnM 

and colored plates. Price 15.00 or |5.82 with postage 
or exprossage. Price tn massive half -Russia binding 
75cents extra. . .... _______ r

"An imposing volume of nearly 600 pages. Showa t 
great amount of research an the part of the author^ 
will prove a great acquisition to Scientific Llbr»* 
riea."-N.Y.lferald.______________ ______ _

"It seems to me to be the foremost scientific wori< 
of thia or any cither age.—FraukUn Smith, Masa.

Human Culture and Cure
In six part«, four part« being already leant d. Prie* 
for each, postpaid, 75 cents.

Part 1. “ThePhllofiophy of Cure,” including Meth* 
oteand Instrument«.. _ .. ......

••The ‘Principles of Light and Color’ is in e\ ery re* 
spect masterly, and ’Human Culture ohd Cure’ appear! 
tobe not lees remarkable,1’—Dr. Pascal, 12 Kuo Pl cot, 
Toulon. France. . _ . _ .

Part II. ‘’Marriage, Sexual Development and Sq* 
clal Upbuilding." . ... .

"The usuakbeavy volume. issued by medical an* 
thor« do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa
tion that I« included In Dr.Babbttt’« work."—Progress- 
Ive Thinker. ____ . . .... ...

Partalll and IV tn one. volume, »1.50, postpaid.- 
Covers wonderful ground, including Mental-Science, 
Pbreno-Physloguomy, Peychometry. Hypnotism (ax* 
plained for the first time); Clairvoyance, Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc.

Health and Power.
"Worth It« weight Is diamond«," Price, Cloth, fificta, 
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, doth, »1.101 

, . paper 60c.
. No. work upon the name subject ha« ever exceeded 
In Interest this book of almost Inestimable value. M 
J. Wllbourn, M. D., says: "I have read several work» 
some of which are worth their weight In gold, such a* 
those written by Epes Sargent, G. B. Stebbins. Marl^ 
EIng, etc., but Babbitt's Religion, tn some respect/, 
far transcends them all.”—Spiritual Offering.

For sale at this office.

pnnifQ by Carlyle Petersilea.
DUU l\O Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of the persona) experiences in spirit-life 
of the author's father, who had been a natural phllos* 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences of the author's mother In splrit-llfe.

Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romanceby the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific youugphll« 
osopher, who is a medium; his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, 50 cts.
A scientific novel based on Che philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office ot Tho 
Progressive Thinker.

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyan«« 

The Pagan priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosures by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 50d.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with Che finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to healing* 
Price, 50c.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con« 

gregatlon and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com* 
prises sixty or mure gems of Bong. Price, 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Tltcomb. With an introduction by 
Charles Morris, author uf “The Aryan Race.” Price, 
Cloth, |1.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

11.25.____________________________________________

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler is well kuown as a Spiritual 
singer aud composer. Price, 25c.

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. «K 
Colville. Limp cloth, 60c.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; alma to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, 11.25.

The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Wesley and other*. Valuable lei* 

ttuiouleu of inoderu clairvoyant*. Witnesses of tho 
separation of the tjplrllunl body from tho dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Prke, 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Col. H. 0. Ingersoll. Cloth, «1.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
nts Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber, with a preface 
by Co), Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, si. A valuable 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles in the 
First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through tbe hand 
of Carrie E. S. Twlng. Paper, 80a.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which ta added Spiritual Phenomena: How tola* 
vegtigate their various phases ; how to form circle* 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mctllumablp. By liud.cu Tuttle. . ................................

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
bare It. Price, cloth, 75c.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying. “Man, 
thou sbalt never die.” An excellent selection, ed* 
Ited and compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth, SI.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of hlB life 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10cents. „-j, as told by himself, ana the history of bis parllamen*

--------- ------------------------------ • -------------- — tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c.

THE ELIMINATOR
—OR— '

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
af Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

THREE SEVENS.
A Story of Ancient I Dittatone. Dy the Pheloni. 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth. 
•1.25.

mon or Simeon Peter); to Babylon he 
sent Thomas; to Kairoum, Philip; to 
EphesuS, John; to the Hedjaz, Barthol
omew. James and Yahya were' to re; 
main at Ailia. Then Isa reascended to 
heaven. His mother died six months 
after his ascension? James and Yahya 
were kindly treated« by King Herod II., 
but under the influence, of his mistress, 
Herodias, and her tmother he beheaded 
the prophet Yahya. The. Arabian chron
icle knows no Pontius Pilate.

I believe that otir antitent Scriptures 
are borrowed fromtthe Arabian records, 
which know no Jesus, much less Christ, 
nor Jerusalem, bot always, as in the 
Koran, have Isa and-AllHi.

—W. H. Burr in> Washington Times.
— > Ht»' * 3 ■

“From Night to^MornUor An Appeal 
to the Baptist Cburchz* By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccpuuf of her experi
ence In passing from th£pid faith of her 
parents to the llratiarid, knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is wrttren in a sweet 
spirit, and is weir adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. . V.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. An address 
delivered before the Chicago Vegeta
rian Society. By. J,. Howard Moore. 
Price 25 cents, published by Frances 
L. Duzenberry. Fqr.salc at this office.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting.- ■ No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the'liner and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this ofilce. Price, cloth. $1. . .

“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe^ The Law-of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale’tit this office.

Poems and Songs. By James 
.Clark.

G.

It seems almost superfluous to write 
in praise of the poems and songs of that 
sweet singer, recently passed on to 
higher spheres, whose exquisite words 
and music have thrilled the hearts of 
so many thousands throughout our 
broad land—James G. Clark. Many 
who have been privileged to listen to 
his songs as rendered by his own beau
tifully sweet voice, and many others 
who have read his touching and earnest 
poems, written always with the full 
flavor of genuine humanitarianism, will 
be glad of the opportunity to secure a 
neat and tasty volume containing the 
choicest and best of bls work.

Many of his poems and songs breathe 
an atmosphere of elevated spirituality, 
pure and refining in influences, leaving 
an Impress for good, that cannot wear 
away.

It seems no wonder that one living In 
his spiritual altitude should sing, as he 
did in “Leona:”
“And I wondered why spirits should 

cling __ -
To their clay with, a struggle and 

sigh, . .
When life’s purple curtain Is Fetter 

than spring,
And the soul flies away like a sparrow, 

to sing . ■ ■
In a climate where leaves never die.”

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos* 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog» 
matte Christianity, containing many slartilng couclu* 
Bions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of moat of the Old and New Testa* 
ment stories, and proving thatJcsus was an imperson* 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.BO. For Sale at this Office.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered, at the.Freethinker-« Inter
national Congress, Chicago, III., October, 1893. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

HYPNOTISM DP TO DATE
Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 

Ladies Only.
By Mr». Dr. Hulburt. On tbe present «tain« of 

woman, phyttcally, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The divine taw of true uarmonla! marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.

BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypootton, useful to 
students of the subject. In the form of dialogue and 
■torr, tba atttbor present* very eneoeartutly a con. 
denied account of hypnotism, Ita theory and practice 
np to date. Price, paper, 23 eta. Sold at thU office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judges, Kings. Prophets and Apostles. Comment* 

on the Old ana New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev* 
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit. the work, of radical thinkers, who are pot 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There Is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
...OF... 

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
THE MISSING LINK

IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.

Interesting and valuable as a hlitory of tba begin
ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbe Fox Sis« 
tors. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, including portrait* of

J.nn . the Fox Fimlly. Hiitory of the HrdcivUle rapping».
* • । un « • । as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at-

AAsAamnnn a tested manifestation*; the "exposures" etc. Hand*UUNvUtvUANUt: «pmely bound In cloth. But few copic« remaining.
" Publishers price, 41.50. We win send the book post*

XotAe principal passages of th« Old and paid for «1.40.
Xettammi Scripture» which prwe , 

or imply Spiritualim/
Tosether »Uh a brief Mitory of tba origin of many ot 

thelmportant book* of tbe Bible.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Carus. Very thoughtful and interesting. 
Paper, 85c,

BY MOSES HULL. INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real visit with friends on the other side of life«

Much that Is In thia book appeared In an abridged ®nd® ullc-„ By EP,rlt s“mucl Car- 
formtn a Berles of nine full pages of ThrProgrbss* rie e. s. 1 wing, medium,
tvx Tetsus. These article» were prepared at the 

m,» « o- «„a _ call of hundreds of SplrltnaiUt« who felt the need ofTpe price Of the book Is $1.25, and or- eomokludof document for ready reference. They 
ders should be sent to Jennie Clark onlyseemod to whet the appeutofor more; hence tbe 
Jacobson, 1268 County Road; St Pant tuwritten manj-voiumes
Minn:/ or Ml’S. M. R. Harris, 830 Belief 011 splritnaliettetlc and other themes »nd each cum is 
vue avenue, Los Angeles, Cat

“Three Jubilee Lectures.’’ By J..M. 
Peebles, M. , D.. Dr?' Peebles Is 'a 
trenchant and instructive ‘ writer and 
lecturer, and"'these , three addresses' on 
the occasion of and pertinent to thé 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

fan of carefnl study on tbe subject chosen. Mr. 
HcJL In his introduction of this work says:

"Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out ot theWldeme«« of doubt »nd despair; and tb'ar 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible iron 
its 'sanctified' enemies. It will Hot 'spike’ It, but wil. < 
nee It to batter down the wall* or Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send It out on-It* errand of en
lightenment withtho bumble prayer that U will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.” .

Ths Ekoyolopkou ov BrtMoat SmurVAiTSM
conutiu 833 psfft«, beautifully priuted on Rood paper, 
contatn» • full-pare portntl ot Uie autbor cod .1« 
handwmelybounaln wotb. EverySpIHtuutit BbonW 
have thia work. . . ..............
PRICE SI*. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
/J COMPILATION OF ‘THS LEC-

tire, given by tho Spirit Band through the ms- 
dlumehlp ofMn. Magdalena KUne. Th!« volume con. 
«Irt» Of a _«erle> ot lecture«, memge«. and poemM 
written cod delivered tn public through the mental or* 
gantan ot Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvor 
»nt and tiuplraUonal medium, Their tone 1. excellent 
and their iplrit good; and even , though one may tn4 
tome idea« that differ from those be has held, yet M 
Will And much to please, benefit and Ir.smct, TM 
reverence with which Jesus 1» mentioned will pleas« 
many, although the ideas advanced concerning Jeu* 
and cnriiUtnlty are not after the orthodox otauMk 
The book contains <93 'urge pages, ud Wtt b« Ma)

-
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A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet«

Cloth, »1.25.US Paper, 50 cents.

A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

THE KORAN.

CAMPBELLBROS.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
A^reftete

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will euro you, send 
a lock of your hair and (our 
cents in stamps. State ago and 
sex and name in full. Address

The well-known P»ycbometrlst end 11 mines» Medium 
Beading» personally, by letter or photograph »1.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall tor 
25 cents Address 61N. 52nd ave., Chicago, fiïîtf

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed ei a 
rapier»”—Magazine of Am. History.

f‘A delightful reproduction', unique end refreshing."
—Boston Commonwealth. - . -

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
tn matter» pertaining to phyelcal, mental and snlr'tual 
health. Worth many times Its cost. Price 10 cents.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the Trn« 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price, 15 cent«. •

Slate-Writers, Seances and Life-sized 
Portraits.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parts I ud IL Being aa 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the French 
Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 pages. Paper» 80 cents: 
cloth, 50 cents.

importance to the race are diacuseed from the stand- 
£olnt of au advanced social reformer. Price 50 cents 

or sale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of tho pattarci tn the New Testa, 
mont, quoted from the OH, «nJ otaodFreyheelos Co» 
corning Jesus Christ Price 15 oeata. '

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davi». A rosary of pearls, culled 

from tho works of Andrew Jackson Davi«. Intended 
for the light and solace of eveij Sorrowing and 
stricken heart, Price 6U cento.

OPIUMS
Kever-faning, harmless and permanane home cure.

Valuable Treatise oj , . . ‘etlon mailed tree: 
Dr. J. O. HOhFMAJ 445 mbcUaüldg.,Ôhicagn,in.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomae Paine. Being on Inve»tlgeUon of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edl-

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Price ¡ire!6 Doten' They “ro resl,y ™“b*

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
..By M,ra- c‘rrle K- S' Twlng, me
dium. This little hook will be read with Intense In- 
lerest by thousands. Price 23 cents.

Personal Magnetism.
9“.?!L"5 S.?lrl'u?> ScF-uce taugbt by mull. Au ex- 
posltlonof the Science of Being, with directions for 
restoring health, developing the mental faculties and 
unfolding the aplrltuul powers. For booklet and fur
ther luformatlou send stamp to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Pork ute., Chicago, Ill.

God in Hie Constitution.
Bv Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo

nel Ingereoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness bl author. Price, 10cent»i twelvecosleaforil.oo.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Bomanlsm and 
tbe Bible. Tbo historic facts stated, and tbe keen, 
scathing review of Rom Uh Ideas and practices should 
be read iy all. Price. 25c. Sold at this office.
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GRATEFUL LETTERS,
Received by Dr. Watkins 

from Grateful Patients»

More evidence that the psychic physi
cian is superior to the old school doe 
tors. Kindly, remember, that the writ
ers of these letters are those who have 
tried all other means of getting well, 
and when almost discouraged, hope 
gone, they apply to Dr, Watkins for 
help. ’ • ,

■ ■ Nov. 28, 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins, 406 Mass. Ave., 

Boston, Mass.—Dear Doctor:—Your fa- 
vonof the 3d Inst; at hand. As my hus
band is in Los Angeles, I will reply for 
him. Mr. Burns has been greatly bene
fited by your three months’ treatment, 
and thinks he will discontinue medi
cine for a while. Should he feel the 
need of treatment again he will write 
you. lie has recommended you to sev
eral people in this vicinity, and I pre
sume you will hear from them, asking 
toy treatment. MRS. R. B. BURNS.

Williams, Arizona.
Note—Mr..Burns holds a high and im

portant office ou the Santa Fe Railroad.

December 17, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—I am very sorry that 1 

have sq neglected to write, but as I 
have been feeling so much better since 
taking your medicine, I have kept put
ting it off. I feel greatly encouraged, 
aud feel that I shall be well again.

- Very gratefully yours, 
MRS. J. E. VAN BUREN.

Aberdeen, Wash.

December 8, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—People exclaim, “How 

well you are looking,” which assures 
me that you are doing much for me, as 
tlie reverse, “How poorly you look,” 
was. the general salutation. I sound 
your merits to all, etc. Yours truly, 
. MRS. ELVINA J. BARTLETT.

Montclair, N. J.

Dec. 23, 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I do 

not think 1 need any more medicine, as 
I do not see why I am not all right. I 
feel grateful to you. I will drop in and 
pee you tlie next time I am in tlie city.

Very respectfully, F. R. MOORE.
Haverhill, Mass. 1

Dear Doctor and
Dee. 14, 1898. 

Friend:—Medieine
safely received. I am gaining each 
day; stomach better. I am stronger ev
ery way, gaining flesh rapidly, etc.

Cotult, Mass. HELEN HAWS.

Dear Doctor:—Please send medicine. 
Your tablets act promptly, and accom
plish in twenty-four hours, what the 
medical prescriptions take one week to
do. Yours, C. FLOOD.

560 East 157111 St., New York City.

December 19, 1898.
Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—It is simple 

justice to you that I should tell the 
truth, regarding your efforts to me, for 
niy health. When I appealed to you 
for help, I was iu a bad fix, I assure 
you. My stomach and bowels, and also 
my kidneys were all deranged; I was 
sick, and no mistake. Now after five 
months’ treatment, I feel cured, be
cause I never felt better than I do now. 
Many people wonder at the change. I 
will be pleased to recommend you to all 
the sick who are iu need of help. Most 
respectfully, your friend, 

■ JOHN W. EAMES.
28 Burget Ave., Medford, Mass.

November 28, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—I am feeling a great 

deal better. The bloat Is all gone down. 
Hardly think I need another month’s
medicine."

Panama, Iowa.
ELLEN E. GRAVES.

Jan.14,18®

GENERAL survey
(Continued from page 6.)

Ella Clistel’ writes troni San Diego. 
Cal.: “The First Spiritual Soelvly ol 
San Diego extends the compliments ol 
the season and wish you a very happy 
New Year. May The Progressive 
Thinker live long anil prosper. The 
First Spiritual Society of San Diego is 
prospering. Mrs. Loe F. Prior has just 
finished a three- mouths’ engagement 
with us: She is a grand and earnest 
worker. The7 evening previous to her 
departure a reception was tendered, 
when an expression of our love and 
high appreciation of her and her work 
was adopted by the society, of which I 
will enclose a copy to you; also a leaflet 
which we distribute at each service and 
find very beneficial, as it gives spme of 
the principles of Spiritualism to people 
that would be bard to reach otherwise.”

The FirsLSociety of Rosleruslans met 
last Sunday in its new and beautiful 
hall, which is in the Steinway Building, 
seventh floor, on Van Buren street, 
near Michigan avenue, and accessible 
by elevator. One propitious sign of 
success was the attitude of the au
dience, which ' faces ' thè East, and 
augurs auspiciously for the change and 
the society. -We have now about thirty 
paying members, while the audiences 
vary iu size. Now that we have but 
one service', àùd that at 10:45 Sundays, 
it will lie a surprise if we do not fill the 
hall, and seats are free, too, which is 
an advantage to the public Interested in 
.free lectures on occultism, under the 
wise .directorship of Mr. J. C. F. Grum
blne, assisted by Mrs. Etta Mayer, Mrs. 
Josephine Conrad and Miss Jeanette 
Tait. The Terpsichorean Club expects 
to’inaugúrate a series of sbeial'func
tions iii thg reception parlors of Stein
way-Hall,? Mr. Grumblne spoke last 
Sunday bn “The Sub and Hyper States 
of Consciousness,” and next Sunday on 
“Intuition.”

F. W. Smith writes from Rockland, 
Me.: "Having been a student of the 
spiritual philosophy for forty years, 
and identified with eamp-meetings and 
other societies for a long time, and hav
ing received invitations to officiate at 
funerals, I have decided henceforth to 
accept calls for that purpose; also to 
give lectures before Spiritual societies 
when required. I feel that true aud 
earnest workers are needetTin tlie great 
harvest-field of spiritual reform. I have 
been a worker in this field to some ex
tent for several years, but have never 
been free to. devote as much time as I 
would like, ipttr cause is one of the 
grandest in which man or woman can 
engage. We aie the leaders In the great 
reformatory "movement of the present 
age. In our .ranks may be found some 
of the ablest thinkers In the world. We 
are receptive to the influences from tlie 
land of angels, and hence have a great 
advantage over those not thus favored. 
After some life-long Spiritualist crosses 
the silvery stream of death and for 
want of some brother or sister believer 
to ofticlate iu the last rites, the family 
are compelled ' to engage some one not 
In harmony, and totally unfitted to do 
justice to the occasion, hence I have de
cided to answer calls of this kind, feel-
ing that I shall be successful 
attempt.”

The News, of Chattanooga,

in the

says "Osear A. Edgerly, of
Tenn., 
Lynn,

October 19, 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins-Dear Sir:—I write 

to tell you that I do not need to have 
you treat me auy more; aud I hope you 
will pardon me for not letting you 
know before. I am, I think, now per
fectly well, and you have done tne lots 
of good. I certainly shall recommend 
you to all my frieuds. Thanking you 
again, I remain, most sincerely,

MARY K. SANBORN.
Lawrence, Mass.

December 18, 1898.
My Dear Doctor:—It is four weeks to

morrow, since I got my medicine. I ain 
still gaining, and feel better than when 
I wrote you last. I wish 1 could tiud 
words to express to you just what you 
have done for me. I was given up to 
die, by all other physicians. You have 
made me so much more comfortable; no 
pain, getting well as fast as I can, etc. 
Thanking you for all the good you have 
done me, I am, your grateful patient, 

MRS. E. A. CRAIG.
West Townsend, Mass.

. December 12, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—I am getting along 

nicely. If I had kept on going down 
hill, the way I was before I wrote you, 
I do not think I would have been here 
to-night. I have had company since 
the day before Thanksgiving, but 
thanks to your cure. I got through all 
right without any bad after effects, etc.

1 am gratefully yours, 
Lewiston, Me. ANGIE S. RICE.

December 16, 1S98.
Doctor Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am 

feeling first rate. Have a good appe
tite and sleep sound.

Yours respectfully,
JOHN H. LORING.

Concord Junct., Mass.

December 16, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—I am feeling so well 

now, it does not seem as though I will 
need to take another month’s treat
ment. Have not felt so well for ten 
years. I have no ache or pain any
where, and it seems good. Ever your 
friend and grateful patient,

Orange, Mass. MRS. F. L. LORD.

December 5, 1898.
Dear Doctor Watkins:—Forgive me. 

that I have been so negligent about 
■writing. But I have been feeling very 
well lately, so have been very busy. Of 
late, have been feeling so well that it 
hardly seems necessary to take any
thing. I feel well, eat well, and sleep 
well. We are very glad to hear of your 
prosperity. Long may you live and
prosper. Your friend, 

MRS. A. C. TAPPAN.
64 Wingate St., Haverhill, Mass.

Mass., the Spiritualist and medium, 
gave a short lecture last night followed 
by an hour spent in test work, at the 
hall of the First Society of Spiritualists 
on Market street. He explained many 
things in his talk that enlightened his 
audience on the subject he was hand
ling. He said no matter how skeptical 
his hearers were, if they would con
form to the necessary conditions they 
could get the manifestations. He went 
among the audience and gave to many 
present, what he described as being 
messages from friends in spirit life. 
He would first describe the person he 
saw and then ask people In the au
dience if they could recognize auy of 
their departed by the description. If 
any one could he would then give the 
message. To one lady he gave a warn
ing against a »journey, to another a 
message from her dead baby; to a gen
tleman he told of his brother being 
killed while performing some duties as 
an officer of the law. These tests kept 
the audience in the greatest excitement 
throughout the evening.”

The First Spiritual Society of Chatta
nooga, Tenn., at a meeting on Christ
mas day, passed resolutions in appre
ciation of tlie generous and instructive 
services of Mr. AV. D. Higley, who has 
been giving valuable lectures freely to 
the society during two months pre
vious. The society elected him a life 
member. ‘

Geo. W. Walrond's Spiritual meet
ings iu tbe Opera House Block, Den
ver, Colo., continue to be well patron
ized. His Sunday evening services are 
simply crowded and converts to the 
Spiritualistic philosophy are made at 
every gathering. Mr. Walrond says 
that during his fifteen years’ profes
sional work he lias never had such a 
demand on his psychic gifts as he bad 
during the past year, 1898, and 1899 
has’ commenced in even greater earnest 
than ever.

These letters that we have published 
from grateful patients, from time to 
time, should prove to you that if they 
can be helped, you can be helped. If 
they can once more enjoy health, wby 
not you? Most all of them were given 
up by the old school physicians. In 
fact, we do not believe that we have a 
patient but what the regular school of 
medicine has tried to cure, and failed. 
So you see, they are not patients who 
came to us when they were first taken 
ill; but came to us not only full of dis
ease, but also full of drastic drugs, 
which was worse still. Are you search
ing for health? Have you tried our 
methods of cure, yet? Why not.write 
us to-day? ' ’

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
400 Mass» Av., Boston, Mass

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in.
’ C'liieago. ‘

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Adu street at 8 p. in.

(Jhiircb of the Star of Truth, Wicker : 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. ,

The Englewood spiritual society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins' hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings-at 2:30 aud 7:30 p. 
m., eaeh Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor. ■

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot. -

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in t‘he evening. Good 
speakers nnd mediums will be present.

The Church of the. Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, In Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygeia Hall, Washington 
boulevard and.and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The Lake \ ,ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 In 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings In Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladies will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and Instructive programme.

Church of Unity) Services every Sun
day at 7:45 p, m., at Sokup’s Hall, 
southwest corner Milwaukee avenue 
and Robey street. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the' Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. ...

..We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of-any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 470

ASTONISHING!

DOCTOR A. IB. DOBSON 
Still Heal» the! Bick Through 
the Mediuujship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. iDdbson-Barker.
If you wish it Good Health you 

should ¡apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain -address, and 
be convinced of the wonders-of spirit 
power by having her ■ : '

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132» SAN JOSE, CAL.

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon's latest book, is a 

presentation from tUe spirit side of life 
of the basjc priciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, if} clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under tho head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. ।

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementals, and man's 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified, 

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field o£ man’s relation to 
the forces bringing ■ either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is bandied by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this offlee.

H H

The Lyceum, devotM to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No.-.'61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per yjar. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of speclaljnterest In it, It 
is published weekly. :Try It.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
. NOT ONLY

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSE
BUT THEY 

ftbsoluuiij 
Cure 
GlironlG 
Diseases, 

Where Others Fail.
II You fire a Stillerer

, Write To-day, Giying

Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead
ing Symptom, and receive an 

absolutely correct 
DIAGNOSIS

; of your case 
FREE OF CHARGE.

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

]VlA]MSFieLD'S
Are

Homeopathic Medicines 
Compounded Clairvoyantly for 

Eaeh Patient.

Send name, age, sex and’ leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
17fl Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Sete forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Ohrlst, upon which the Christian 
religion is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
«pint manifestations, its title page claims that tho 
book Is

al SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the

Existence of the soul of man as his con

scious individuality independently 

of the physical organismi 

of tho 

CONTINUITY OF LIFE 

and the

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN.

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

1059 MARKET STBEET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,, 
Still continues to give '

FREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation.' 

YOU Are Invited to Write, 

SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And bls Spirit Bund treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine i 
W® ’K?.e«»es whore medicine ba» fulled. Tes
timonials from all part» of the United State». Send 
»tamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. .■ 482 J

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutic?, including tho 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, hlcctrlclty, Mind Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical utflnityand 
basic principle« developed with their marvelous «>• 
plicatlcjiDL Students In four continents have taken tho 
course, 'ihe college is chartered and confers the w* 
gl ee of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diploma» granted under either tbo Now Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441 tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
in practice. Ills cures urc marvelous. Successful in 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall.he cures. Send him age. sex, name, lock of hall 
and 6 eta. In stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex* 
amination of your discuses and treat you for only ¿2.00 
•J??“1*»- . Noleadlna syxnptoiu requlicd. Ho ho, a 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and easy; 
also a specific reifiedy for obesity. It will safely ana 
Aulckly remove all superfluous flesh, also a sure re
lief for morning sickness. Address

DB. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren at., Stoneham. Mata. 465

DR, R. GREER, 
Clairvoyant Physician 

62 Dearborn at., Chlcag j,
I» stll glring free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
years experience anil pructlce-tuake blm wonderfully 
aecu-rate. Write, giving age, sex aud one leading 
symptom. 478tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir or Life Nos. One and Two 
Cures all forms of stomach, liver mid kldiiov diae»... alBoconailtiatlon. Asuro euro for that tired,yworu-oul 
leellng, Guaranteed to uaslat your system to health » ’̂t^iiboiood- «

One package of our Magnetized Compound lor tor« 
eyesor poor eyesight. Ilas been used and praised by thousand» In all purls of the world. Sent for 60 ceutsi 
M.«1 aeut Postputd for «1.10 wlih Yunna’« 
photo and lintruclloua how tollve WOycars.

Melted Pebble Spectacles: 
«»5wLOrelO8it v1bI WrIte for Illustrated Circulara 

who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I cid 
yoiir em ^elted Pebb1« Spectacle» ai perfectly u> 
your eye» In your own homo as If you were In my Shorn n olu„u“an,ia tCBdiy. Send stamp ft? 
photo. B. F. Pool». Clinton. Iowa.

.PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and la designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received tong communica
tions from spirit friends, find express great satisfac
tion. Price, li, and 20 cents extra for exprosBoge. 
I or sale at the office of Tub Paouintssivtc Thinker,

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoicope» on character, healtb, <lis.•hs^, business, 
occupation, marriage, lluuuc.e nail the rood to »ucce»»!
1 oil reading ,1; trial reading of one pug., 25 cent». 
Scud date ol birth. Circular tree. Addie.»

FRED P. BRANDT,
_______ 253 Harting, st., Grund llaplda. Ml. h,

“Blue Laws of Connecticut, With an 
Account of the Persecution of Witches 
aud Quakers in New England,” Etc. 
The wickedness aud folly which may 
be embodied iu religious laws are forci
bly illustrated in this readable and in
structive pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 
For sale at this offlee.

"Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
Tbe subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of informationon the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale nt tills office.

"Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It Is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
-»very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

■ ijucyclopeuia oi BiUuuu ¡spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of tbe Bible." By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years' study 
of t|ie Bible in Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Priee $1. For sale at 'this 
office. -

Man the Microcosm—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman C. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent judge, 
te.ls of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading it The 
booklet by Q. B. Stebbins, is for sale 
at this offlee. Price, 10 cents, postpaid,

“The Dead Man's Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Mafryat The 
author’s wide experience in. Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to . write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up In the course of her Investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this offlee. ... . .

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
Tlie result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having Buffeyed for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully, 
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky.

For 30 days I will send ~il sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. Tbe 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of tlie office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the-profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

“History ot the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known aa the Inquisition. 
The anjmus of ..Romanism against all 
institutional beliefs slid partteh not in 
conformity with the .ruling powers .of 
the Romish hierarchy Is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” ig 
scarcely paralleled in all the world's 
records of Inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this offlee, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine." Contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1 For sale at tins office.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of tbe San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
aualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form It gives just 
what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
'J5 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

“The Universe." What Force Ig. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
Tho Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this offlee. -.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Carus. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Prophets of Israel." By Prof. 
O. H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.’’ “The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given in -the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

"From Soul to Soul," By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find .gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten

The lint eleven chapter« are devoted entirely to 
manlfeatatlona of the soul Incarnate, with a clear ex
position of tbe payohlo philosophy.

The succeeding tour chapters set forth tbe philoso
phy of the Infinite.
.. The last twenty diapten are devoted to an expoal- 
tlon of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of the author»

The price of the book is $1. For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker,

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Monaco to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treattae. 
Price 25 cents.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
She Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

olyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethougbt literature. Bound In paper with good 

likeness of author» Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
for 01.00.

A LIRRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost’you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when It was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

GEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

Tbe Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this offlee $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag In the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

"The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. .A sharp 
and pointed letter toBlshop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, nnd should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this offlee. .

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially Interesting to all 
who' would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish Ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of- 
£ce. Price 25 cents,

hours of leisure and enjoyment.
$1. For sale at Ahis Office.

"Human Culture land Cure.
First The Philosophy of Cure.

Price

Part 
(In-

eluding Methodd and instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, Ml D., LL. D. A very in
structive and vaiuablb work. It should 
have ft wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promljiel of tts title. For said 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

“The Watsek»i Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychioiiphengmena, this pam
phlet is Intensely Interesting. It^lves 
detailed accounts of two eases of “double 
consciousness,’! ¡namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Wfttsekift HI., and Mary 
Reynolds of VenungorCounty, Pa. For 
sale at this offict Price 15 cents.

This is the only book which states the simple prin
ciples of tbe Zodiac In simple terms, making the entire 
matter clear to the averge understanding. . _

This volume Indicates the location, characteristics 
and influence of each sign of tho Zodiac, giving the 
days which each sign governs, and the gems and 
astral colors associated with each.

The diseases of the body, how to cure them, and the 
faults of character Incidental to tho different domains.

The methods of growth for each human being.
The domains from which companions, husbands and 

wives be selected............................................. . _
Tbo characteristics of children bora In different do

mains. and tbe conditions to be observed In their care 
and education.
. Tbe personal ability and talent of the individual 
with reference to domestic, social and business sue» 
««».....................................................................................

TUI. work 1» tbe n»olt of profound re»e«rch, and In 
Its preparation tbe author has been largely assisted by 
J. C. Street, A. B.N.
Bound in Special Cloth, - * Price, $!,•

For Sale at This Office.

■Voltaire’s Romances.-’
from the French.

translated
With numerous II-

lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, find invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
roniance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. . ■. •

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm.- H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. . -

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew. Jaskson Davi«. Bomstkte you should 

rend. Price Weenie.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Bev. Obas. Cblnlquy, ex-prieiu A remukibla■boot Fasti, 832—Price s.35. . ■ ■ "

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed In the XVtb and 

XVIth centuries for tbe promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald- 
Price 10 cents. ,

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of Hts Satanic Majesty ever 
Eibllshed. The book contains 66 pagea. and Is beau* 

fully bound, with likeness .of author at title page. 
Price 25 cents. , .

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-way« aud Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. HulL. ThlUsa 
neat book ot »election» from Mrs. Hulls beet poem» 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, also a portrait ot Moses Hull. Price 
neatly bound In EngH»h cloth, ,1. For sale at this 
office.

Y0ÜB, FUTURE Î-TO w"« 
Astrologer Hoorn» 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block’ 
Denver, Colo. Churl» from ,1. Send slump lor dren-
■■»•»■____________________________ 43.lt

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE
Tills medium, who Is cTulruudh nl. i lulri oyuul, l>sv- 

chometric and prophetic, can be cotuultrd at No. ItwO 
hurth Clark bt. Chicago. Eugagemcui» can be madu 
by letter. 45utf

Tlie College of Psychical Sciences 
The only one In the world for the unfoldlileut of si 
Bpirltuid powers, psyebojuctry. vluli \uvuuce, insplra» 
tion. benllug, Illumination. Fur terms. tlrcuHri 
percentage of psychical power, scud u stunned ad* 
dressed envelope to J. c. E. Ghcmbine (author and 
lecturer), 39W Luugley ave., flat 3, Ulitcagu, 468tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send u pamphlet giving InHniciloas. 

delineate your phase of mediumship, aud H spiritual 
sung-book. All for 25 ceutu. Adtlreia MUS. J. A. 
BLlbb, bun Diego, Cal. 489

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter. 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Stamp.
Address 223 West Sao Fernuudo st.. Suu Jose, Cal.
nri have never known a more competent, reliable 

nnd truthful medium tor the Kpirlt-worhl thun Chas. 
Walter Lyuu. Jos. KodksBuvuanan.

The blind mkdii'M, ii.w. Sinclair. will 
tend a Life Kçadlug, with dates aud uamrs. Mall, ... ——....>.. ............. ,,.,

This admirable work consist» of three pamphlet« ,ocli o( b«lr and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIIl. 419 
embodied In one volume, In which queitlotu of great i "'l'«l Jackbon, Mich «a

This Is a work of great value, written by one of tbe 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
mlndsof tlie day. It 1» particularly « work which 
should be put luto the bands of those who have freed 
themselves from tbe doginac of orthodoxy and from 
tho dogmas ot materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and semes are not tbe whole ot life.

™e.'b*I>t«r« ««eU new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
•tupimdous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion, that only verifiable tenets can survive, aud 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super- 
reded by tuowledge and facts. For sate at Ulla office.

“I choose that a story should be founded on* prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or oxttavagant; and I desire 
above all, that under tbe appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tbo discern* 
Ing eye. though 1: escape tho observation of the 
Tulgar.”—Voltaire. ,

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. pHycliumetry 
and Laws cf Unfoldment, with free reading. For par- 
tlcnkrs address EMMA RUDER, <01 Central ave., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 487

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
Psychomctrist and Psychic. Readings bv mnll.ii.00 
aud stamps. Scaled letters answered, 513 Chest,»
nutsL, Cincinnati, 0. 480

Mrs. s. f. dkwolf. independent slate 
Writer and Test Medium, 211 Winchester avenue,

Clairvoyant and Occult Seer, 
WM. MARUGG

Will give Test ReRdlugs for a limited time for 10c, to 
cover postage and paper.

Correctly Answered.
SIX QUESTIONS answered for 25c nnd date of 

birth. Classes In occultism, character reading and 
clairvoyance and healing. Circular for slump. Box 
942, Pomona, Call. 477

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full nairic. age, sex, and two stamps for frei 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures bring made by
BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.,

Dept. 1. Jockson, Midi. 477tf

Maggie stewart gives headings by let- 
teron buhloess, financial, social, domt Mtic, mining, 

etc. Price 11 aud two 2ct. stampa. 264 E. Ply tin. O.

-IN THE—

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Rasultb of recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From tbe German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Vatter," Essays on Nature and 

Science," "Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lec
tures on Darwin," Eto.

"Tbe great mystery of existence consists In perpet» 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything le 1 romor
tal and indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
tho most enormous of the celestial bodies.—tbe sand 
grain or tbe water drop as well as tbe highest being In 
creation, mon and bl. thought», Only the fonn» In 
which being manifests Itself arc changing; but Being 
Itself remains eternally the same and imperishable» 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but onlv out 
personal consciousness. We live on in nature, in oof 
race, in our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In short, In tbe entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short persona) existence, wo 
have furnished to tbe subsistence of mankind and of 
nature In general.”—Buechner. '
_ n'-- ‘•'* ” -Urnt snn pages, vellum cloth. 91.

Contbjttb: "Tbe White Bull,” a Satirical Bomsncc, 
"Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental HUtory; "The Sage ana 
the Atheist;" "The Princess of Babylon;’’ "Tbe Mao 
ot Forty Crowns;’’ “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" 
“Mtcromcgaa," a Satire on Mankind; :‘The World aa 
It Goes;” ‘‘The Black and the White;" "Memnon, th« i 
Philosopher:" "Andre Dea Touches at Slam;" "Bal> 
rteci" “The Study ot Nature-,” “A. Conversation 
With« Chinese;” “Plato's Dream;” "A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure;” _”An Adventure In Indi»;" 
"Jeannot and Colin;" “Travels of Scarmentado;* 
“The Good Brahmin;" "The Two Comfortera;" “An» 
elent Faith and Fable."

One volume, post Bvo, 480 pages, with portrait and 81 
illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, 11.50; postage, 
15 cents, ,.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

By Editor ot tbe National with Preface and Note« 
by Peter Eckler, IHn»trated with view« of tho old , 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New . 
Rochelle, ciao, portralta ot Thoma» Clio Rickman, J 
JoeBailow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, I 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tbe most promtnimtof Paine’s 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 78 cecu. |

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume tho author, tn the thlrty-nlno 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand» 
point. She evinces tbe powers n trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and
capablllty of thought expression. The. subjects aro 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will proto a rich addition to any Splrltuallst’d 
library, onda most excellent book for any one seete» 
Ing Information concerning Spiritualism and Its t’sch»

'1 ings. . '
Far Sale nt this Office. •- S1..60

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age ot Rca»on, Examination ot tM Prophecies, etc. 

Ulna, edition. Foil 8VO..4S2 pace*. Cloth, 11.W

„Coanoate oiled tbe "Alkoran Qf Mobenased." , ,1 . _ ., , -ftnattMjnto> English from the on^oi ArrtiMda The Devil and the Art'vanfiflta, 
KrolBhetory notes taken from the meet approved com! .. .7 .. ' ’’7»
taehteton. With « preliminary dlsconree by Geo, An Adventist Attack on Spiritualism repotted._R 
Bale. Price,«loth. 11W. For safe u this office, 17_________ . . ----------------------

An Adventist Attack on Spiritualism repulsed. .B» 
Hum Huu. Price, 0 ceno, Fotsaie et ttU office.
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Thinker. Price, $1.50. -
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Interesting Facts.
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Strange Clairvoyant Experi 
enee.

Work on Human Culture and 
Cure.

Of Spiritualism, by Dr. H, V, 
Sweringen.

truth can never die.
H. W. BOOZER.

"Mediumship. A Chapter.of. Experi
ences. By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price 
10 cents. For sale at this office,. .
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Its Uses and Abuses. Ulus' 
trated. ’

’ The almost infinite variations of hu
man thought caused by the differences 
in the structure of the mind that has 
evolved that thought, has caused that 
condition to exist where It can be truly 
said that no two persons think alike on 
all questions.

In that finite existence represented by 
the present phase of human life and 
from which is being slowly evolved out 
of the discord and clash of opposing 
elements a more harmonious life, the 
necessity of honest variations of opin
ions is apparent. The mighty explora
tions that are necessary to be made to 
coyer the field of human thought and 
endeavor are such that no one mind 
of Isolated school of thought is capable 
of consummating the work.

The recognition of this truth must be 
manifest in the lives of all the human 
family, If the universal reign of peace 
which is being prayed for, and by many 
earnest workers diligently labored for, 
Is realized. The rejection of that lin- 
portant truth as a directing Influence 
In the lives of those who were the dom
inant minds that were directing the 
energies and purposes of nations 
caused the horrible ogres that have 
blackened the historic record of na
tions in the past; and though repented 
of are difficult to erase from memory’s 
pages; but the future generations of 
human life will look upon that past in 
Its rejection of the divine law with 
kindly consideration and charity, and 
as done through ignorance and in
experience* of tlie benefits which a com
pliance with the higher law would have 
accomplished.

Standing as each individual does at 
a different angle while viewing the goal 
toward which we are all moving, If we 
do not take into consideration the dif
ferences caused by the various moral 
and mental latitudes in which the trav
elers reside, they will appear to lie 
widely divergent from the true Une by 
which they should travel. It is the old 
story of the ignoramus who supposed 
the extent of his vision the outermost 
boundary of the universe; the jumping- 
off place. We should not forget the fact 
that in our petty qulbbllngs over opin
ions which, without doubt, cause angels 
to sorrow at our Ignorance and folly, In 
the majority of cases as long as the 
method of procedure does not infringe 
on the liberties of others, it is tbe goal 
to be attained that is of the most con
sequence in life’s journey, and not the 
route taken.

Those who have received that sweet 
assurance of the truth of the com
munion of angels, and without a 
shadow of doubt know that those who 
have passed beyond the veil can and do 
manifest their presence, and as a factor 
■which gives strength and encourage
ment, help to burst the barriers of that 
sectarian bondage which Is holding

PART I.
Question. What constitutes a Spirit

ualist? . -
Answer. A Spiritualist Is one who 

has received satisfactory evidence that 
he has communicated more or less per
fectly with the spirits of those whom 
the world calls "dead.”

Q. What do you consider satisfactory 
evidence?

A. Evidence which is based entirely 
upon strictly scientific investigation 
and which will admit of no other Inter
pretation than that of spirit com
munion.

Q. Are there not other and scientific 
explanations given to the phenomena 
upon which you base your evidence?

A. There have been many attempts 
made to explain the evidences upon 
which we rely, upon other grounds than 
the Spiritualistic, but they have all 
failed. The latest efforts In this direc
tion have been made by Thomas J. Hud
son aud some noted Tfieosophists.

Q. Why do you regard those at
tempts as failures? .

A. Because the evidences which 
make up the experience of the Individ
ual Spiritualist are of such a character 
as to render those attempts wholly In
adequate as explanations.

Q. Is it possible for a person to be
come a Spiritualist without those evi
dences?

A. There are many persons who 
have an Intuitive conviction of or belief 
in the truth of Spiritualism, who have 
never had that truth positively dem
onstrated to them. Many such belong

many honest souls in tbe shadow of its 
malignant Influence—those who have 
received that heavenly light, we would 
ask to consider what are the true pur
poses of sectarianism? That it Is not 
in . following the formula of a dying 
creedal system, is apparent; but it is in 
vindicating the truth, giving the bread 
and water of life to souls that are fam
ishing because of their failure to re

’ ceive them; and being faithful even 
unto death, as many heroic souls in the 
past have been, that the crown of life 
may be possessed and the Inheritance 
of an advanced truth carry the on
coming tide of human life upward, 
nearer to the heavenly goal.

Sectarianism is a necessity under the 
present development of human thought. 
For the purposes of rousing the en
ergies of life to explore into the realms 
of the formerly unknowable, and to 
bring order and a harmonious adjust
ment of life out of what was formerly 
confusion, by an adaptlbillty of its 
ideas to the soul development of those 
among whom it is seeking to Instruct. 
There its true mission extends. When 
abused it is by falling to recognize the 
divine law that all have a right to 
worship in whatever temple free and 
unmolested, and by coercive measures 
try to compel the free born soul to ac
cept of a diet which is. neither whole
some or healthy.

Under the present development of 
life the divisions into religious sects 
and political parties are needed, as 
much so ns in the mechanical world 
with Its Immense variety of trades all 
moving in concord, each fulfilling the 
task assigned to^lt in helping onward 

./ the. unification of nations and races; 
and every advance that is made, briug- 

- ing nearer to perfection the mechanical 
forces, is consummating that result.

to the different churches. There are 
others who believe in Spiritualism be
cause of what they have read of it in 
the Bible. The more active and ag
gressive Spiritualists, however, are 
those who entered the Investigation of 
the subject with the view of exposing 
if as a fraud and a humbug and were 
overwhelmed by the demonstration of 
Its truth.

Q. What is the religion of Spiritual
ism?

A. Its religion is to do good, to prac
tice the “Golden Rule,” to visit the sick 
and afflicted, feed the hungry, clothe 
the naked and in every way possible, 
equalize the opportunities of the masses 
for their pursuit of life, liberty and 
happiness, thus making for the estab
lishment of a universal brotherhood of 
man. -

Q. What is the theology of "Spiritual
ism?

A. Its theology is by no means com
plete and probably will remain unfin
ished as long as the law of evolution 
continues in operation. The Spiritual
ist accepts and entertains every theory 
of the character of God or nature and 
His relations to man and the universe, 
which appeals to his reason and con
forms to what has been scientifically 
established. He may renounce to-mor
row a theory he accepts to-day, because 
of some newly discovered scientific fact 
which demands a modification or anni-

REVIEW OF DR. BABBITT’S LATE 
WORK ON MENTAL AND' PSY
CHOLOGICAL FORCES. .
To the Editor:—Having just read Dr. 

Babbitt’s new book comprising parts 
Third and Fourth of his great work on 
Human Culture and Cure, I deem it a 
real service to humanity to call public 
attention to Its merits as a-work in tbe 
highest Interests of the race.

The volume opens with a luminous 
resume and able crlticisifi of the vari
ous schools of metaphysical philosophy, 
demonstrating with great clearness and 
force tbe mischievous errors and fanat
ical absurdities of a mere idealism on 
the one hand, and the gross mistakes of 
a too materialistic empiricism on the 
other; a chapter of rare value as a brief 
history of philosophy.

Having thus cleared the way for an 
unbiased study of bls great theme the 
author proceeds to give to the world 
what, in my judgment, is the most pro
found, the most scientific and the most 
deeply Interesting analysis yet given of 
the combined physiological, mental and 
psychic nature of man; and the su
preme merit of the work is, that it does 
all this without going into the clouds 
and fogs of mysticism. Though the 
most occult and transcendental prob
lems of mental and psychic phenomena 
are handled by the author, there Is no 
break in the scientific method, no rev
eling in mere theories, but every suc
ceeding step is held in strict abeyance 
to facts and principles already estab
lished. It is true that Dr. Babbitt’s 
highly cultured power of psychic per
ception has greatly aided him in mi
nutely describing certain physical pro
cesses and phenomena connected with 
atomic forces, etc., ■which the ordinary 
mind cannot always verify. But these 
extraordinary perceptions of detail are 
of such character as not to affect the 
logical results of the author's course of 
reasoning.

This book will be an eye-opener to 
many who have been accustomed to 
draw a very distinct Une between the 
physical and the spiritual in man. They 
will be surprised to find it clearly dem
onstrated that the two natures are not 
pnly very closely related to each other, 
but that they are so absolutely inter
dependent thqt neither can exist alone, 
and that many of the most marvelous 
of the psychic and occult phenomena 
have a physical basis.

In short, this work discloses for .the 
first time the chemical mystery of men
tal phenomena, giving scientific proofs 
of both an external brain for ordinary 
mental action, and a more interior psy
chic brain and body which, when under
stood, will Impart an amazing power 
for human up-building.

This work throws the first clear

FOR ONE HOUR EACH DAY NO 
SOUND IS HEARD IN THIS
APARTMENT - THE DEVOTEES 
THERE GATHER AN OCCULT
FORCE. '' .
Right in the center of bustling Chi

cago, says the Chicago Chronicle,, down 
where the clatter and rush of the busi
ness world goes ceaselessly hurrying 
by, a “silence room”.his been recently 
established and nt least one hour of 
perfect silence will be observed daily.

This hour will be the noon hour, be
ginning with the 12 o'clock whistles 
from factories aud manufacturing 
plants and ending at J o’clock, and dur
ing the sixty minutes which lie between 
these two mile stones of Father Time 
not a word will be spoken and no un
necessary sound allowed to break the 
perfect and restful silence of the little 
room.

Outside, though, and among the two 
busy downtown streets which border 
the building in which it is located, the 
noise and clangor of midday life in a 
great city will pour oh and by unend
ingly; even In the halls and offices sur
rounding it noise and confusion are un
ceasingly active. The,outer offices sep
arating the silence rooin from the rest 
of the world will be placed under no 
edict of sllence>even during the noon 
hour. But once step over thè threshold 
of that little room and what a change, 
what a blessed ehange-ls noticeable! As 
in the.case of the religious “retreats” 
so long popular In France and lately 
coming Into affectionate recognizance 
by American men and wopaen, the 
world and its troubles are left behind 
for the time at least. Only sijence and 
repose of soul and body are experienced 
for one perfect hour. ’

No. 72 Dearborn street, with Ran
dolph street and its- clattering cable 
trains, witli noisy gongs and rushing 
wheels hard by, forms' the postoffice ad
dress of the silence room, and the Home 
Silent Thought Brotherhood, of which 
Ernest Loomis is the head and front, is

association, the visitor Is quietly ush
ered Into a' small inner room, plainly 
but comfortably' furnished, and with an 
occasional text, spiritual or scriptural, 
hung upon the walls within easy reach 
of the eye. The original plan In regard 
to the noon hour embraced the giving 
out of some such text In the beginning 
of the silence period, and immediately 
following that period a short and prac
tical address upon the main points in 
regard to this text. For the present, 
however, the addresses have been given 
up, trithough they will probably, be re
sumed In the near future, and the pe
riod of silence is preserved unbroken. 
Each visitor, member of the brother
hood or otherwise, passes in and out ac
cording to his or her personal pleasure, 
the only request made being that all 
will remain as quiet and peaceful as 
may be, and that there shall be no noisy 
or restless movements to disturb the 
peace and restful silence of those who 
wish to remain longer. It is possible 
that before long a room kept entirely 
for silence and within the walls of 
which no sound shall ever be uttered 
may be opened and maintained.

Are Yoû a Subscriber for
The Progressive Thinkei?

IF NOT YOU CERTAINLY SHOULD BE.

hllatlon of that theory. No scientific 
fact ever conflicts with another scien
tific fact, but our theories based upon 
wrong Interpretations of scientific facts 
are subject to change.

Q. What Is the Spiritualist’s opinion 
of the Bible?

A. The Bible is very much like any 
other book in Its general make-up. It 
is a history, written by different au
thors at different times, who were in
spired In the same manner that the au
thor of to-day is inspired to write a 
book. It contains much that is wise, 
good, beautiful, sublime, instructive, 
soul-inspiring and true; and it contains 
much that is foolish, bad, ugly, debas-

light upon the nature and processes of 
hypnotism and all kindred psychologi
cal phenomena which have never before 
been explained or understood. Dr. 
Babbitt has here not only given the ra
tionale of hypnotism, psychometry, 
clairvoyance and mental science, in
cluding tbe mysterious subject of mem
ory, but has furnished abundant illus
trations of their working. The subject 
of Phreno-physiognomy alone is of 
priceless value as enabling us to under
stand our fellow beings around us. I 
sincerely hope that many thousands of 
people will read this book and richly 
profit by the wealth and beauty of its

I have been a elairaudient and also a 
clairvoyant for over twenty-five years. 
1 see with my eyes shut or open in tbe 
dark or in the brightest light. My 
clairvoyance is independent of con
ditions of any kind; all I have to do is 
to make a mental effort and I am clair
voyant, and yet at times I find myself 
in this superior inentgl condition not by 
any effort of ray will. I mention th« 
above as a preface to a relation of the 
experience to follow.

1 went to bed December 8, after a 
lodge meeting, and awoke in the morn
ing with a splitting headache and sick 
all over. I had not had a headache for 
about fifteen years. I could not eat 
even a mouthful of toast or drink one 
teaspoonful of coffee, as either pro
duced most dreadful bilious vomiting. 
Being a physician, I decided to stop 
eating and drinking, as the quickest 
way to recovery, and kept this good re
solve for three days and nights, until 
Monday, December 12, when thirst and

If you dre not a subscriber, or if the time for 
which you have paid has expired, then these re
marks are intended for you. We would be 
delighted to have your name added to our list 
again for the coming year. It will be a contin
ued feast of spiritual literature. The price of the 
paper for one year is only $1, and by send
ing 20 cents additional with, your yparly sub
scription we will send you Art Magic, a very 
valuable book for your library. This book has 
been sold as high as $25. Éy subscribing for 
The Progressive Thinker and securing the pre
mium each year, you will soon have a valuable 
occult library, and at the same time aid in sus
taining The Progressive Thinker. The interest
ing articles to be found in this paper are surely 
worth far more than the price of a year’s sub
scription. Every Spiritualist should aid in sus
taining the Spiritualist press, and thus keep in 
touch with the great liberal movement. Read 
this paper carefully, then send in your subscrip
tion. You are missing the soul-feast of your lite.

: So every effort made and successfully 
’ accomplished in inducing the human 
' soul to think intelligently, even if the 
' variations of thought cause a tem

porary division or separation into elans 
and classes, the final result would be a 
more perfect unification of thought. It 

. is n true maxim that cannot be too 
strongly impressed upon those petty 
wranglers who, over their conceited 
opinions,^wOtild try to make the rest of 
the tyorld believe that if their plans for 
governing the universe be rejected the 

-'"whole would go to smash; “that if we 
all thought alike, we would all be fools 
but one.” ’

The possibility of human thought be
ing so unified that Qie present differ- 
enees of opinion will cease, can be.con-i 
summated not by the arbitrary enforce- 
tjjBtft of any special class, of ideas’, but 
by each school of thought being left' 
free to work out Its own salvation',on 
the lines which seem best adapted to 
its* present phase of development. That 
this unity «Will be accomplished is a 
known fact to those who/have Unfolded 
the harmonial life to that extent that; 
they can See.' clearly the highway on 
which human life is treading-, and 
know that oüt of the crucible Of con- 
fllctlrig. ideas and .interests the truth is 
Slowly evolving, arid though like alb 
births into a higher life suffering is iri- 
volved, the final result Is worthy of all 
the effort made by the soul for its 
attainment. ■ ■■ .

HAMILTON DeGRAW. 
Shakers, N. Y.

ing and false. Although it has been 
made the Infallible pope of the Protest
ant church, we do not regard it as infal
lible. Instead of a single book having 
God for its author, it is a library of 
different books written by men for the 
most part unknown at the present time. 
Notwithstanding the fact that it con
tains much in support of the truth of 
Spiritualism, Spiritualists attribute to 
it much of the imperfection of human 
nature. ■

Q. Do Spiritualists believe in the 
doctrine of tbe trinity?

4. No, nor Is this doctrine taught in 
the Bible. It does not strictly belong 
to the fundamerital articles of the 
Christian faith. It is purely a human 
invention. It is not referred to in the 
“Apostles' creed” of the early church. 
It was not declared to be the doctrine 
of the church until three hundred and 
twenty-five years after Christ. No, we 
do not believe that there are three Gods 
and that those three are one.

Q. Do Spiritualists believe in the fall 
of man?

A. To believe in this doctrine is to 
reflect upon -the wisdom and goodness 
of the Creator. "We do not believe the 
creation of man was a blunder of the 
Almighty. Science has demonstrated 
that Adam and Eve were not our first, 
parents—that' man hnd’ lived upon the 
felrrth thousands . upon thousands of 
years before Adam and Eve prit in an 
appearance, if, Indeed, they ever did 
materialize. The Bible limit of time 
since the creation of Adam and Eve 
and the world; Is from 4,000 to ..6,000 
years. The great Christian scientist 
Agassiz, however, says that he found 
in a reef off Florida the remains of.'In- 

’ sects 30,000 years old, ______
: THE PERFECT DAY.- -

Summerland Camp, Ohio.
To the Editor:—As I look over the 

columns of our highly esteemed and 
loved Progressive Thinker, I fall to see 
anything about our Summerland 
camp, near Millersport, Ohio. We are 
doing all that we can to get the audito
rium in such a condition that we can 
hold our meeting in It this summer; but 
in the event we do not, we will use dur 
60x90 tent for one more season.

At^our last board meeting we decided 
to hold our camp-meeting, beginning the 
•first Sunday In August and up to the 
first Sunday in September, making four 
weeks and five Sundays. We would 
like speakers and mediums who have 
that time unengaged to correspond with 
me for engagement. Our camp is situ
ated on the shores of the beautiful 
Buckeye Lake, about thirty-three miles 
east of Columbus, 0., on the lines of 
the Toledo and Ohio central railroad, 
near Millersport Buckeye Lake is a 
most beautiful body of water; along the 
shores are thousands upon thousands of 
althaea polyandria, or commonly called 
sacred lotus, which are in full bloom 
during the greater part of the summer. 

.. We have the largest ■ and best fur
nished hotel on any camp-meeting 
ground In the United States, so far as I 
have seen, and I have seen nearly all of 
them. The hotel consists of fifty-eight 
rooms, all nicely furnished and situated 
about seventy-live feet above the lake. 
This hotel was built by our worthy

Roll on the great nnd-glorllms day 
When error IwUltbe swept away ■ 
And love and justice bear the sway 
. Throughout earth's broad ..domain. 
Whep charity, will ope the door. ' . 
To heaven’s'bright and bounteous store- 
And sorrowlng-be known no more, ■. ' 

But peace and plenty reign. .
When every nation of the earth 
Will sing the songs ot joy and mirth 
And no more shades ot sin and dearth 
' Becloud our happy land; .• • - ■
When evety child of earth will be ■ 
By angel truths set wholly-free— •, 
And joyous strains of liberty , , : 
’ Ring out on every.land. ... ;■ Julia h. Johnson.

responsible for its inauguration. The 
members of the brotherhood, of which 
it is claimed there are. between 45,000 
and 50,000, actively participating In the 
society’s work, and 'who-are locatéd all 
over tfie civilized wprld, believe might
ily in the power of.'intqnse and con
centrated thought. Whep this thought 
is co operative as well as concentrated 
and intense, they hold ihat Its power 
and force is augmented a,thousand-fold, 
and for concerted aud concentrated 
thought they declare that a time of si
lence is advisable If not absolutely nec
essary. The noon hour for various rea
sons, simple and occult, is believed to 
be the best possible time for this meet
ing of souls In communion' of spirit, if 
not in bodily juxtaposition, and the 
keeping of the noon sileuce hour is prac
ticed for this reason. . And there are 
other reasons, more easily understood 
of the average mortal, why a noontime 
period of silence is good.for all men, ac
cording to Mr. Loomis.
- WHY SILENCE IS GOOD.
“Concentration,” sayfe this student 

and thinker, “is nccessiry for good and 
successful development In any direc
tion, mental, physical or spiritual, and 
for each and every human being. Con
centration, for one thing, and to offer a 
reason readily recognized as truthful 
and indisputable by nearly everyone 
who ever thinks at alibis necessary for 
the demanding, the drawing down, of 
the physical strength ia|nd power nec
essary for good work oflany kind.

“Now, most of us, through the pro
cess of unconscious conientratlon com
monly known as sleeping, draw nightly 
enough of this force or power to carry 
us on until about noontime. But there 
are very few people Indeed In Chicago, 
where the conditions lire perhaps un
usually hard upon human beings in 
many ways, who arel‘not decidedly 
tired, altogether too thed for the best 
that is In them to be* exemplified In 
their work, by - the-time 12 o’clock 
comes. The work, the duties, the ef
forts of the afternoori are all too fre
quently carried on liy .means of purely 
nervous rather .than real physical 
strength, and the, entire organism suf
fers correspondingly. To the truth of 
this statement almost any physicians In 
Chicago will agree. .

“Now, in the period of silence which 
we purpose to observe dally, and which 
has been proved, by countless scientific 
students within a'nd.-yiithout our organ
ization to be of incalculable benefit to

president, S. J. Woolley, nt a cost of 
about four ¡ ousand dollars', .and dedi
cated to Urn-Spiritualistic cauqe. The 
camp-ground Is on tho most beautiful 

i'f pot on the Jake., ;It has a gradual-slope 
■ fium • the beach until ¡ it reaches the 
icomp-ground, thus glvlng-a flew of the 
■lake for nearly ten miles- ’No more mag
nificent and .diversified-scenery ..can be 
found In Ohio, ’than can be seen from 

1 any part of the park. . , ;
From the hotel, windows and veran-. 

das may be seen the many • beautiful 
Islands nnd tbe famous Floating.Island; 
of n hundred acres: or more. !• ould 
like to correspond with speakers and- 
medlums-as to engagements.
i'. ' ; • J< F. GROVE. :

217 19th street, Columbus, Ohio.

every human beiijg,jthe forep or power 
needed for the‘ remainder,-pf the day 
can be easily drawn by those, who know 
how to dp so, and. unconsciously,,almost 
instantarieohsly, by many other people. 
.The work of the afternoon^ therefore, 
Instead of being la|m'r|ougly 'and ex- 
haustingly performed, , is ¡ turned off 
lightly and easily, as [It-shpjjld be; the 
time for home' goin® finds ,the observer 
of the silence period; freshpr and far 
less exhausted than; IS thq; ¿on-silence
observing IndlviduaRbynodn. -

“And this is merely -placing the mat
ter upon its’lowest iri'd least important 
basis—that of the purely physical. The 
intellectual and spiritual benefits, to be 
derived from a period of Niepce, how
ever brief and, fleering, sapdwlched in 
between the hard'flntt often hurried

aP.Petlte.bega.nto return.
I foundmy eyes strangely affected, 

and could not recognize my friends who 
came to my bedside, nor could I read 
anything; everything was hazy and 
swimming. Now came my strange ex
periences. All at once four women 
came into my room out of or through 
the solid wall; they brought their own 
chairs and sat down. These splrlts- 
for spirits I proved them to be—did not 
look •as I have always seen spirits, 
“transparent,1’ but they looked as solid 
as earth-life people. Whenever I would 
look squarely at them, they would de
materialize, but I could hold them and 
see them when I looked at them side
ways. I thought at first it was a hal
lucination, so I closed my eyes and put 
my hand over them, but it made no 
difference, , I could see them just as 
clearly with dosed eyes through my 
hand, therefore I called It double X-ray 
clairvoyance.

I held out my band to the spirits and . 
asked them to shake hands with me,- 
and they pulled back. I tried to talk 
to them, and they would not answer 
me. One of the ladies sat right close to 
my bed, and I put my hand" right 
through her body, proving It to be air 
only. The ladies were dressed in com
mon blue calico, with white spots on it, 
made up Mother Hubbard fashion, with 
a belt.' I asked them, “Don’t you have 
better clothes in the spirit world than 
common calico?” and that made them 
laugh heartily. I could see them walk 
about the room, but not hear them. 
Then on the wall of the room appeared 
a large map of the Philippine Islands 
and lots of writing,’but It was too hazy, 
I could not read it. The spirit people 
seemed to move the walls of my room 
and construct a cabinet, and then came 
out of the cabinet and disappeared, of 
which I took due notice. Next came 
animals. All at once there stood near 
my bed a little red calf, about three 
months old; In the corner of the room 
a monstrous large red cow, and four 
Pug dogs came in, and ran about the 
room. Then came Shetland ponies, all 
brown color, and lots of horses. The 
spirits sawed the wall in two and made 
a platform on which they manifested. 
Then came an animal something like a 
badger, very round and fat. I told hiin 
to go away, and then, he sat down and 
began trembling, and all at once was 
transformed into a woman. This me
nagerie or circus kept up until Wednes
day night, December 14, and after that 
It gradually left me. I am now again 
in normal conditions.

In all -my. reading I remember only 
one similar account, and that was' 
Nicholas, the bookseller, of Berlin, 
Prussia, as given by Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten in her great historical 
book ori Spiritualism.

Now if any of the friends can give an 
explanation of these very extraordinary 
manifestations I shall be pleased ' to 

■ hear from them. T. VOGL, M. D. 
■ Junction City, Kansas. ' . ,

While I had supposed there was a 
need of a new song-book, I have had 
tb learn that two are wanted. It ap
pears that some desire sacred and some 
secular music; and this is the issue 
about which the present quiet reigns. 
I fall to see how the old collections of 
sacred music can be improved upon; for 
we certainly h^ye very fine books, com
piled at different times since Spiritual
ism lias had a history. The objections 
to these have not been to the music, but 
to the words, which have been more or 
less the teachings of Christianity. They 
are thus equally good for the liberal 
churches, there being nothing to in
dividualize our philosophy as distinct 
from their theology. There is nothing 
in them for the use of the seance-room, 
or for entertainments that shall pre
sent a spiritualistic character.

Many persons now have no tfurther 
conception of a song-book than for the 
purpose of the regular Sunday halle
lujahs. The different phases of our 
philosophy, phenomena, with the ethics 

-essential in all religions mingled, are

will plense those encumbered with 
theological error, having position in so
ciety, and so desirable as supporters of 
an unpopular truth. The other, full of 
the great lesson from the angel world 
contained in the doctrine of the 
brotherhood of man, sees plainly the 
mental suffering of the bereaved and 
seeks their consolation. Tbe force 
which has made all religions a success 
in the past has been the desire to have 
others share our joys, values and privil-' 
eges, even though they may have been 
under the shadow of the fanatic's 
sword; and our religion can never be a 
success through the display of our 
pride of wisdom, but only by sympathy 
with the sorrows of our fellows. Ou 
the lines of an exalted benevolence 
alone can we speedily succeed—though

Spiritualism in song they have not 
thought of. Music to them is like a 
vase of flowers—an ornament to the 
discourse—Its highest use being only 
that of a pleasing sensuous combina
tion of sweet sounds, whose harmony 
may induce the negative receptive state 
in the listener. The speaker is all. 
Everything else In the service is em
bellishment; and this is practically the 
theory involved tn the modern church 
service.

Bearing in the same direction is the 
want of new music. Where music is 
only an ornamental appendage to the 
regular service, this would be entirely 
in keeping; but where effects are 
studied in the propagandism of a new 
truth, the novelty in a musical com
position is a very small factor. All re
ligions have been Inaugurated through 
the aid of music in appeal to the heart; 
and ours can never be a success by its 
catering to the intellectual and the sen
suous alone. The affections must be 
touched; and this can only be done by 
emotional effort that Shall be rightly 
directed and effective. This effective
ness must be the result of adaptation, 
holding to a high standard of excel
lence. It cannot be done by following 
a new music policy. All such line of 
effort in the past has ever been a fail
ure from the utter Impossibility of its 
coming up to the necessary high grade.

J. J. Watson has well said that the 
best airs are “few and far between;” 
and, this fact alone should convince all 
that a collection of new’ music can 
never be acceptable for permanent and 
general use. The very elements that 
require the new will soonest tire of it 
and demand a change. It is only the 
excellent that will satisfy, and continue

childhood—hence I could see aud hear 
spirits when a mere child, and found 
out by sad experience that it was 
highly necessary for me to use my own 
reasoning powers. One morning I was 
intending to go away on business, but 
was impressed not to go on account of 
my mother. I went and asked her if 
she was sick. She wanted to know why 
I asked that question. I told her I was 
going away on business, but if she was 
feeling bad I could wait until some 
other time to do my business. She 
seemed to be anxious for me to go, 
which caused me to not heed the im
pression to stay at home that day; so I 
left on my business. I ¿ot nearly a mile 
from home, aud the impression came 
very positive for me to return home. I 
did so, and found mother lying-on the 
lounge, her face as pale as death, not 
able to speak. She soon revived, and 
the color came back to her face; then I 
spoke to her. She answered me by say
ing: "Little did I think of ever seeing 
you again while I was in the body 
when you left the house.” I asked her 
why she had such thoughts. She said a 
spirit came to her after she went to bed 
last night, and told her they were com
ing after her in the morning at nine 
o'clock. A very positive feeling came

work of morning an^iattenioon, cannot 
be overrated,'. nn4i»ee<l-but. am intelli
gent trial ■ to •: be: kentliuslastically em
braced. > . . -
ABSOLUTE SILENCE TO BE OB

, SEI^’EDr
“The observancejof'riie.lioontlmc si

lence hour Is no. netting to us,” Mr. 
Loomis explained,;.! in „ ' 
opening of the. sUebc ■ room.

■ members have always l"z~ I:;:

the opening, of. the shei ce. room, which 
Wits performed In timé, -for . the com-: 
knencement of. tlie-aoV ypar, is a recent 
outgrowth of the exoteric .Work which 
wó are just beginning.'^. .■

Passing through thi outer office of the

Great Mass Convention.
A mass ■ convention of 'Spiritualists 

and Religious Llberalists under the 
joint auspices of the N. Y. S. À. S. and 
Brooklyn Spiritualist Societies, will be 
held at the Criterion Theatre; corner. 
Fulton street '.and Grand avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.i Tuesday, January 1Î, 
2 and 7:30 p. in,; .Wednesday, January 
18,10 a. in., 2 and 7 ;30 p. m., 1899. Hon. 
A. H. Dailey,'chalrlrinn. ' ■ ... ’

Speakers- and Mediums :—Mrs. Tillie' 
Ù. Reynolds, Mr.Thos 0. Conner, Airs. 
Helen Temple t Brigham, ' Mrs. . Helen 
Palmer Russegue, Rev. F. A. Wiggin, 
May. S.' Pfepper.', Mr. 'Hirrlson D. Bar
rett,'Mrs. H.’Henrichsriri, Rev. F. 'È.. 
Mason,' Mr. JefQiüë H.’FOrt, prof, E. A.' 
Whitelaw, Miss Maggie Gaulé; Hon. A. 
H. Dalley, W. J. Colville, J. Hoïner Al
ternas, Ira Moore Oourless, W. Wines 
Sargent, Rev.Belle R. Plum. '

to do so.
We have always made It our boast, 

that while we are enterprising and pro
gressive to all that is new, we make it 
special duty to conserve all of value In 
what others have given us. This applies 
forcibly to our use of music when we 
have before us unhampered by copy
right so many of the best Inspirations 
of the entire world’s musical genius. It 
Is objected that these often do riot com
mand respect, from the fact that they 
have been put to' Ignoble uses. This 
objection comes from those .who would 
find favor with the church people; but 
It seem« inconsistent when religionists 
are using-Well-known waltzes and all 
other varieties of secular music.in their 
modern musical compilation by adapt
ing their.' own words' rind errors, to 

: them. 'None of us refuse money though 
we know the same has been used for 
the propagation of vice and crime. The 
distinction should be borne in mind, if 
tho melody was made for. an unworthy 
rise, or whether it bad been stolen for 
such use. because of its superior ex
cellence. •
' Two motives actuate those who work 

■for our truth. Ono asks only for what

over me to tell her she was not going 
now, and spirits were liable to make 
wrong calculations as well as moitals, 
nnd It would be five years before she 
would leave the body. I had forgotten 
the time when the five years were up. 
and* had taken a trip to.California, and 
was not thinking about the time of her 
departure, when n spirit came to me 
saying. “The time has come for your 
mother to ‘leave her body, and she 
wants to see you before she goes.” I 
took the cars for home, and was there 
in time to have a good visit with her 
before the five years expired. Her 
friends were there to meet her spn it, 
and it was a time of rejoicing with 
three parties—myself, my mother and 
the friends that met her. Don't mis
understand me—the tie between my 
mother and me was an uncommonly 
strong tie, but remember, my friends, 
it was a spiritual tie, and why should 
I not rejoice 'in knowing she had left 
the veil of flesh, to receive a crown of 
spiritual life, and light The crown is 
for all human beings to wear, but 
obedience to nature’s divine law Is the 
path we must travel to unfold the 
crown of light that will encircle our 
brow. A. 0. DOANE.

Summerland, Cal.

LAST EXCURSION, JAN. 27.
.. My last excursion by sea will leave 
New York City, January 27, by tho 
Mallory steamship, “Colorado," a. large, 
safe and well-appointed steamer; I 
have, many firie s tate rooms reserved. I 
shall personally conduct this excursion.. 
It you wish to join It, address me (cn-. 
closing 4 cents in stamps). The price is 
extremely low. .

H. A. BUDINGTON.
Bl Sherman street, Springfield, Mass,



HYPNOTISM.ftlM INVISIBLE COMPANION

By Hezekiah Butterworth, in Woman’s Home 
Companion.
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The story that I am about jo relate 
will be new to many readers, but there 
may be some people in Boston who will 
recall it, as it was more than once re
lated by John Greenleaf Whittier to 
limited circles of friends in the inspired 
days of literary gatherings at a well- 
known mansion on Mount Vernon 
street, and of the “Poetic Picnics” of 
the* old-time Radical, or Chestnut 
Street, Club. The poet ’Whittler ^eems 
to have had two cherished storied 
among a rich store of folk-tale and leg
endary lore, which suggested so much 
that lies in the background of life, in 
the hidden and occult world, as to lead 
him to relate them to those who were 
sympathetically interested iu such mys
teries. His auditors were generally 
those who had the “gift of discerning 
spirits,’! the genius of spiritual Interpre
tation. ' , ,

One of these stories relates to a vis
ional form that appeared to his sister 
under very tragic circumstances, and 
that never ceased to be a matter of 
deep thought in her life and of discus
sion in his own. He refers to it in his 
poems. It has been related by Mrs. 
Claflin in her “Recollections” of the 
pc + and is too well known to call for 
repetition here

The other tale was of sueh delicate 
fiber and tender significance as to besa- 
credly guarded while yet many people 
who knew it were living. The circum
stances happened at a time when Spir- 
ituallsm was more active in the public 
mind man now, and for that reason tbe 
story may have invited a less close an
alysis than it would to-day, when the 
public mind is more scientifically in
clined. . , , .

Mr. Whittier had a little circle of 
friends who at literary meetings had a 
passion for telling old New England 
wonder tales. Among these were Mrs. 
Harriet Beecher stowe, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Stuart Phelps (Ward), Mrs. Mary E. 
Claflin, Mrs. Edna Dean Proctor, and 
others. Mrs. Stowe related the best of 
her stories, many of which were hu
morous, under the title of "Old Town 
Stories; or, Sam Lawson’s I'ireside 
Tales,” and Mrs. Phelps Ward has fully 
told one of the remarkable mysteries of 
her early life in a recent series of per
sonal recollections. The story of Mr. 
Whittier’s that we have In view seems 
not to have been retold outside of the 
old literary circles of the West End 
Boston and the inglesldes of the Merri
mack towns, and so far as we know has 
never appeared in print.

The old literary circles of the West 
End Boston—what —gatherings they 
were! What grand spirits, long van
ished, were In attendance! What deep 
wells were found in the deserts of life 
by those amiable philosophers! And 
What conferences in regard to life’s 
mvsteries followed aytei', their formal 
sessions were for the day’ or evening 
brought to an end! The Radical Club, 
13 Chestnut street, now alluded to as 
the "Chestnut Street Club,” was found
ed in 18(17. It met at the house of Mrs. 
Sargent, and was composed of those 
“who dared to think and to utter 
thoughts on all subjects, but especially 
upon the mysteries of the soul and 
spiritual gravitation.” Could anything 
lie more interesting in this dark world? 
People still love to recall such occasions 
as the reception of Charles Sumner, 
Longfellow, Whittier, aud Dorn Pedro, 
the Brazilian emperor, at this club; the 
essays of nearly all the Independent 
thinkers of the times were read there; 
the famous “Poetic Picnics,” and no
table homages paid to notable men, jit 
one of which Dom Pedro, In J'me, 187G, 
said with characteristic Spanish—or 
rather, Portuguese-grace, “I perceive 
it is five o’clock, Mrs. Sargent, which is 
my misfortune. May I be excused? ’ 
Few people ever made a more neat exit 
from the tediousness of an admiring as
sembly, which to the serious man must

nymphs, the prophetic falrtos of sum
mer-time, and among them were none 
more joyous and happy than the Van 
Oleves. . . .

One day, when these children had 
been recalled from their play on the 
banks of the Merrimack, under the 
“Laurels,” Arthur Van Cleve ran into 
the house, with a joyous light and ex
pression on his face, and said to his 
mother: ,,

“We have found a new playmate to
day. He just made iis all happy, and 
he is coming to play with us again.”

“What is his name, my son?”
“Oh, mother .1 forgot—we didn’t ask 

him that.” '
“Where did you find-, your little 

stranger?”
“He found us. It was in the mead

ows under the Laurels.” ,
“But, my forgetful little boy, where 

did your playmate come from?”
“Oh, mother, I had not thought of 

that! He came.”
“But where did he go?”
“I didn’t think of that. He went.”
“He came and went, and you did not 

ask him his name? What kind of a 
fairy tale are you telling?”

“No fairy tale, mother. We all liked 
him so much that we did not think of 
things like those. His ways, made all 
of us love him, and his face was beau
tiful. He was a good boy.”

“That may be; but when you meet 
him again ask him his name. You can
not well play with a boy without you 
know his name.”

“No, no; but he made us ■all love him 
so. Love forgets names, or don't need 
them, mother dear.”

Mrs. Van Cleve thought the incident 
very queer.

Elaine Van Cleve spent an hour with 
her mother that evening describing the 
appearance and ways of the little 
stranger. Mrs. Van Cleve listened to 
the story as to a kind of Arabian tale. 
She supposed that some lad from a vis
iting family had come to the play
ground, and tlie children had idealized 
the little stranger and made of him 
what their lively imaginations wanted 
him to be. She was interested, but only 
said, “If he comes again ask him his 
name.”

The next evening the children came 
from the playground again even hap
pier than before.

“You found your new playmate 
again?” asked Mrs. Van Cleve curiously.

“Yes, mother; and he was nicer than

PThat is all very strange,” said Mr. 
Van Cleve. “I have, heard of such 
\thiugs, but never knew of anything.like 
It before.” '

“The unseen world may be all around 
us,” said Mrs. Van Cleve, “and some 
have a clearer spiritual sight than oth
ers. Walter seems to have. Did you 
ever notice It?” ,

Mr. Van Cleye had never given his 
mind to psychic subtietips in his schol
arly experience. A lover of nature, 
books aud travel, he had little thought 
of the subjective possibilities of life.

“There are epidemics, of fancies and 
nervous impressions,” said he, “and 
these towns on the Merrimack have 
been full of them since the old Indian 
days. It seems to have the atmosphere 
of them. Animals, according to the old 
traditions, used to see specters, and the 
Salem witchcraft began in the fancies 
of children. I am sorry to find my chil
dren susceptible to such impressions.”

“But their story does not seem to 
have any connection with evil influ
ences," said Mrs. Van Cleve. “The 
idolon that they- appear to see is a beau
tiful one; there is nothing uncanny 
about it.”

“Don’t let the children go to the mead
ows any more unless you go with them. 
I have no wish to have them play with 
angels in this world, even if such things
could be/’

always be a humiliation.
The discussions there have passed 

from memory, but some fragments of
the old “Poetic Picnics’ remain, and

before,” said Arthur.
“Did you ask him his name?"
“Yes. It is Allie.”

- “Albert—Albert—What is his 
name?”

"Van Ness—Allie Van Ness.”

other

‘Allie Van Ness. But where did he
come from, my little Play Days?” 

“He just came,” said Arthur.
was w-itli 'us.”

“But where did he go?”
“He went away,” said Elaine.
“But where did he go?”
“I don't know, mother. He

“He

went
away, and is coming again to-morrow.” 

“Then you must ask him who his pa
rents are and where they live."

The midsummer days were growing 
longer, and the laurels were in bloom 
now. On the next day Mrs. Van Cleve 
happened to recall the story of tlie little 
stranger which her children had twice 
told, and she went out to the Laurels 
alone, to overlook their play. But she 
saw only the green meadows, the rip
pling waters, the bloomftg laurels and 
wild roses,-the joyous wings of the pur
ple swifts as they darted along the wa
ters, and her children. She thought that 
the little stranger had missed his ap
pointment, and so, without joining her 
children, she went home amid the long
shadows of the trees. Later the chil
dren returned.

“Did you meet your little playmate to
day?” asked Mrs. Van Cleve.

“Yes,-yes. He was beautiful—so beau
tiful!”

they are yet capable of “feeding the 
multitude’.” It was to one of these, in । 
1870, that Emerson contributed
The beggar begs by God’s command, 

And gifts awake when lovers sleep;
Swords cannot cut the giving hand, 

Nor stab the love that orphans keep.
As delightful and of deeper signifi

cance were the informal Mount Vernon 
street gatherings of authors, of which 
Mrs. Claflin has left such picturesque 
and impressive incidents in her ‘Ter
sonal Recollections of John Greenleaf 
Whittier.”

We repeat the old Boston fireside 
story in the spirit in which it used to be 
told on winter nights, but with our .own 
mental coloring, and without any claim 
to the poet's hypnotic force and veri
similitude. The frame work of the pic
ture is left unchanged.

On the lands of the Merrimack river 
there lived a generation ago a family 
whom we will call Van Cleve. Their 
home was ideal. Their ancestors may 
have traded at sea in those fine old 
times when the white sails of the mer
chants of Newbury knew the purple 
way to the golden ports of the sea; we 
are not sure, but they had ample means 
for refinement, and their home had all 
the elegancies of refinement, culture 
and taste.

. ‘They had a remarkable family of chil
dren—beautiful in form, restrained, of 
attractive and obliging manners. These 
children seemed to inherit a certain In
tellectual and spiritual force that gave 
grpat beauty to their thoughts and con
duct. They were gentlemen and gen
tlewomen while yet their curls floated 
free In the air of the playgrounds. It 
was often said by the neighbors whose 
families were less cultured, “the Van 

.Cleve children are not like.most other 
people’s.” They were not; they had 
larger gifts, dearer perceptions, more 
responsive hearts. They were five in 
number. The oldest was a boy of some 
nine years, named Elmer; he had a 
beautiful face, a heart always restless 
aud ill. at ease when his affections hun
gered, and a clear-seeing soul. The sec
ond child was a girl of seven years, 
named Elaine. She attracted the notice 
of those wio first saw her by her high 
forehead, with width In the region of 
Ideality, her large, lustrous eyes, and 
by her sympathetic Imagination, her 
at times to reveal a soul born to the 
open vision. ■ ...

The family were not Spiritualists, 
after the. meaning of the times; they 
only took note of .supposed supernatural 
things, as strange happenings came to 

■ them. - They simply lived a refined and 
beautiful life, and if they received 
larger impulses than common people 
from the inwafd world they thought of 
it only as a part of the development of 
the spiritual consciousness.; : ' , ;
-The children used to play1 among.the 
“Laurels, a place-on tlio Merrimack 
made famous alite in tradition and 
song. It was a picnic-ground,for the 
dwellers in the riverside towns; It was 
haunted by children, the dryads, the

i-

i-

i-

“Did you ask him where his parents 
lived?”

“Yes; and he said—oh, mamma! he 
said that they were not free yet as he 
was* that they lived in the other 
world. Oh, mamma, what did he 
mean?”

‘This is very strange,” said Mrs. Van 
Cleve. “At what time did he come?”

“At sundown.”
“But, my little Play Days, I was in 

the Laurels at sundown, and looked 
down upon you as you were at play. I 
did not see any little stranger there. 
Your minds are too active; you must be 
imagining that you see the little play
mate. I must understand this. Is he 
coming to-morrow?”

“Yes, mother,” said the children.
“At What time?”
“At sundown.”
“Suppose you bring him home with 

you?” '
The children cried out, “Yes, yes; we 

will; we will!” ' •
"I cannot let you go out to play, with 

him any more unless I know more of 
him. It will make me happy for you to 
have him for a playmate if he be a good 
boy.” . .

“Good!” said Elaine. “He is the best 
boy I eyer saw. He is just heart, and 
soul, and love, and all.” •

“Well, my little Play Days, I am glad 
that you haVe met him, if that be so. I 
want to meet him too. Such visitors 
are not many."

The next day, In the long golden lanes 
of light after sundown, the children 
came running, and playing as they 
came up the path that led to the house. 
Mrs. Van Cleve watched them as they 
came along. They seemed talking with 
some one-whom she could not see. They 
entered the shadows of the dooryard 
trees, where Mrs. Van Cleve was wait
ing, when suddenly Walter threw up 
his hands and exclaimed:

■ “Oh, mother, he is gone!" Something, 
it seemed, had vanished from his sight

“Who is gone, my son?”
“The boy.” He stood with wide eyes 

and a look of perplexity and disappoint
ment. ' 1

“Your playmate?”
“Yes, mother. He came with us to 

the garden walk and then he went" '■
“But where did he go?” ’•-••• 
“I can’t tell, mother. He was here, 

and then he was not,here." ~. ... , ' 
'¡‘Children there is something strange 
in this. You must not go again to the 
meadows “under the Laurels unless I go 
with you.” ■•' ' '

What could such things mean? She 
went with, them to their . green play-' 
ground the hext day, '.but the little 
stranger did not appear. Her husband' 
was now called upon to solve the mys
tery. .. ' ■ '■ .

“It was all a fancy of the children,” 
she said to her husband on her return 
that day, but uncertain at heart,as to 
her conclusions; “just a waking dream.

The children were very much grieved 
to be forbidden to go by‘themselves to 
the river meadows. They tried to per
suade their mother to go with them, 
but she refused. They played about in 
a lonely and forsaken way, as though 
something vital had gone out of life.

The little stranger did not appear.
It was noon of the summer-time now— 

the days of waving meadows, .greening 
corn, whip-por-wills' songs at night, 
amid the fireflies, under the stars. The 
children were not allowed to go to the 
meadows; visitors from Boston filled 
the house with merriment and music, 
and the yard with outdoor games. The 
late fancies of the children were partly 
forgotten, but one afternoon Walter 
came up from the meadows alone with 
a serious face.

“What is it, my son?” asked Mrs. Van 
Cleve, in alarm.

"Mother, I have seen him again.”
“Whom, my son?”
“The boy.”
“Father will be sorry. What did he 

say?"
“He asked me why I did not come any 

more to the meadows to play.”
“And what did you tell him?”
“I sat down on the grass and told him 

all.”
“And did it hurt his feelings?”
"He looked as though he was in pain. 

He never wore that look before. And 
he said—oh,, mother! he said ‘Tell your 
folks that In heaven their angels do al
ways behold the face of my Father 
which is in heaven.’ ”

Mrs. Van Cleve recalled the Scripture 
and Its connection. The latter sent a 
shadow over her face, aud she said, 
slowly: "

“Take heed—that— ye— despise — not 
one—of—these — little — ones—who—be
lieve—in—me—for—. Was that what he 
said?” asked Mrs. Van Cleve.

“No, mother. He said, ‘My father and 
mother, who are in the other world 
from me, are going to cross tlie ocean.’ 
He said, ‘I am going with them.’ He 
said, ‘You will not see me imy more.’ 
He said, ‘They are going to sail on the 
steamer Atlas; next WednesdayJthey 
sail from New York. I am going, too.’ 
He said, ‘I came to you because I loved 
you—I never meant to do you any harm. 
You love all people, and you drew me 
toward you; I am sorry that I have 
caused your father and mother pain. I 
am going away now.’ That was what 
he said, mamma.”

Mrs. Van Cleve carried the story to 
her husband after her children had 
gone to their rooms for the night. He 
was reading a dally paper from New 
York at the time. He became unnerved 
as the unwelcome subject was again in
troduced.

“This is a very strange addition to a 
strange experience,” he said, stastlng. 
He turned the paper slowly, as If loath 
to have his wife discover what was in 
his mind. He glanced here and there 
over the advertising pages. He started 
again, as though he had received a 
nervous shock; then he sat silent for a 
few moments.

“Wife,” he said, “there is an ocean 
steamer named the Atlas.”

“You alarm me,” said Mrs. Van Cleve.
“And she sails from New York next 

Wednesday. See there is the advertise
ment before our eyes. I had intended 
going to New York on Wednesday.” 
He put his hands to his eyes and sat a 
moment silent ‘Wife, you may think 
as you will, but I must know all I can 
of this strange storjf. If such people of

Some children jiave.waking dreams; we 
all do—mystic memory it may be, dim 
recollections inherited1 from some an
cestor, perhaps remote. One child with 
"such fancies may affect the imagination 
of others." J.7 '.7 :?!< 7

' They ttflted ot-the legends that had 
haunted tile houses of Merrimack river 
and the old colony houses that dotted 
the rims ,of the ipurple splendors of the 
bay; of the specters of Cape Ann; -the 
Kidd treasure; tales “of poor Margaret 
Nourse;” ofl tliejmunted chimney story 
of the Owliand>tbe Gun at Acton, and < 
the fate qf Captan Davis and the Acton 
men. V . Uh

“To recall such things," sald Mrs- Van 
Cleve, “sggms Ute going Into the cav
erns of durkne^.;- Whatever we may 
think of tl\em or pf the Old Testament 
command ,fo go ¡pot after sueh as have 
familiar ¡spirits,y- ij- cannot forget that 
Christ, thhi supine authority, uttered 
the wordsj ‘their angels.’ What angels? 
The guardian apgels of the children, 
and by that he meant, as I suppose, all 
humble ones, “fake heed that ye de
spise not one of these little ones, for I 
say unto you thijfin heaven their angels 
do always behold the face of my Father 
which is in. hgaven.’ Husband, that 
view does not belong to any necroman
cy, If anyone brought a candle to me 
in the darkness I should not put It out. 
Would you?”

He sat and thought absently. He had 
been a little skeptical in regard to a 
personal God and immortality. Did 
death forever close the door of individ
ual life? Are there any little torches 
in the wide daîÈtÎëss of life’s after-mys
tery? There are- many conditions in 
which the human eye may be led to see 
•things that lie beyond the common vis
ion. Might it ppt be so in spiritual 
things? A strange feeling came over 
him. He seemed to be entering a new 
atmosphere, as when a^ cloud is lifting. 
He was made to feel that life in this 
world is a vanishing dream. He longed 
for a wider horizon, and he absently ut
tered the words1 “henceforth” and “be
yond.” It was late In the evening; the 
clock struck eleven. .

“I shall go to New York on Tuesday,” 
he said. “Steani^r Atlas sails Wednes
day, Parents’ name Van Ness.”

His wife went to her room, but he still 
sat In the shadows as the lamp burned 
dim. He had once been a widower, and 
he had lost the only child of his first 
marriage—“Floy,” or Florence—who 
had died at the age of fifteen. He had 
loved to dream of her alone. What if 
she were living and could yet see him 
and all that he thought and did? How 
all he did that was pleasing to heaven 
must be pleasing to her! Was there a 
passjbllity of such an enlargement of 
life?

Mr. Van Cleve’was a moral man, but 
he had been accustomed to.--give to 
pleasure-seeking time and money that 
might have made the unfortunate and 
disappointed moi'e happy. His little, 
daughter had thought of the needs of 
others more than herself, and her grave 
had been filled with roses and lilies 
from the hands of those whose burdens 
in life she had lightened. If. she still 
dould visit him how must his uninten
tional indifference to the want of oth
ers cause her regret! The thought of 
living so its to mhke happier the souls 
of thosé Who Were gone was a new one 
to him. He-ltnew that the Latin church 
prayed for the dead—he was by church 
habits a Unitarian—but might not there 
be, he asked himself, a certain truth un
derlying the lojjg practlce of this great 
body of Christian'-people?

Amid thoughts like these he seemed, 
as it were, to enter upon a new vision 
of life. The lamp grew dimmer; the 
clock struck twelve. He rose, took the 
lamp and started toward his room.

“If these things be true,” he said, 
“then living to help those whom our lost 
ones loved must be glorious, and to die

that name who had lost a child should 
be found on board the steamer, why, It 
would be to me like finding a key to an
other life. Wife, I have a strange Im
pression that comes to me with this last 
story. I have changed my plans. I 
shall go to -New York on Tuesday' in
stead of Wednesday, and shall go to the 
Atlas and examine the passenger list. 
What did you say the 'child’s name 
was?”

“Van Ness—Allie Van Ness.”
“Albert Van Ness.” ’ ■/
He sat in silence again. He seemed 

like one in the atmosphere of a dlscov-. 
ery.

“Yes, I must do . that If my little 
boy’s Imagination is affected I should 
know it,” he added absently. .'

The two sat in silence again. At 
length Mrs. Van Cleve touched her hus
band gently on the arm.

“Husband, what would , you think of 
the conditions of life were you. to find. 
such people on board of the Atlas?”

“A Mr. and.Mrs. Van Ness?” • 
“Yes—who had lost a child?”
“Wife, don’t ask me. What would' 

you think? How differently we would 
all live if we thought that the eyes of 
our lost ones were upon us. What 
should I think? I .would see a larger 
meaning to life. I would not become a 
Spiritualist, nor seek forbidden things 
In forbidden ways, nor -try to lift the 
veil till it was the will of heaven,, but I 
would say that this Is such a beautiful 
world that wé might well cry out, ‘Beat, 
on, heart, and long for dying!’ I.would 
not believe that I was going to a Golden 
City; I would think that It.was already 
here, find that I were walking in its 
streets with the pure in heart now. I 

; would feel as though seen by invisible 
;eyes. I would forgive everybody, help 
everybody and hinder no one, and only 
¡seek,to lift life. I would never become 
a ghost-seeker nor a pryer into future 
secrets, but. all life would become. 

. doubled'and twlce as dear to me as It 
Is now.”. -His hand caused the paper to 
•tremble as he laid It down. He had 
once lost a child, and tears came into 
his eyes. He checked his emotion 
sternly. “Wife, if one thoüght that he 
.saw a spirit of light, would It prove 
¡anything? Evil Itself may wear the liv-'. 
.ery of the.sun. The witch testimony in. 
the old courts of Salem was all a decep- 
tlon of . the imagination. The state
house probably contains the affidavits 
of honest people that they saw the body, 
of Margaret.’Rule lifted again and again 
from her bed and suspended In the air. 
Did théy see what they thought they 
¡thought they saw? . But in ancient.days 
■there were ’dlscerners bf spirits,’ and 
all such things must be judged by their, 
fruits. Good fruit does not come of on 

-evil tree.’ . ' t. .

is to be blest. Steamer Atlas;' name 
Van NessJ’ <i.. .

He slept little that night. His life 
was changing toward his soul’s side. 
He heard the clock -strike all the hours.

Wednesday; off Castle Garden. The 
great roof of the Astor House rises on 
the shore.’ The clerk of the Atlas is at 
his window. Mr. Van Cleve-turns the 
pages of the register and reads;

“Albert Van Ness and wife.” “Clerk, 
can you direct me to these people?”

"Mrs. Van Ness is the woman in black 
who is sitting alone outside, looking out 
upon the sea.”

He stands beside the woman in black.
“Pardon me, madam, but you have 

lost a little boy?”
“Allie. Did you know him?”
“No; but my children did.”
“Allie loved little children. But how 

did your children come to know my 
Allie?”

Hurrying passengers come on board. 
There Is ringing of bells. The officers 
give orders. Amid the movement and 
excitement of that last hour of the At
las at the dock Mr, Van Cleve related to 
the woman in black his story of the si
lent world. The consular flag rises over 
Castle Garden. They part in tears, but 
not in the same vision of life in which 
they met.

WONDERS WILL NEVER CEASE IN 
CURING' OF DISEASE.

A dispatch from Denver, Colo., states: 
Hypnotism has saved the life of Rev. 
Myron W. Reed,” one of the most popu
lar pastors of the west. For three 
weeks he had been dangerously ill with 
what at first appeared to be la grippe, 
Nervous and mental complications 
arose and were so aggravating that 
sleep was impossible for three or four 
days. Tlie patient’s reason was rapidly 
leaving him and he was delirious all 
Friday night. •

Dr. Mary E. Bates, formerly of' Chi
cago, and Dr. E. G. Case were at the 
patient’s bedside constantly, but the 
sick man’s system refused to respond 
to extraordinary doses of . opiates, and 
all hope was given up. Death, they an
nounced to the family, was a matter of 
only a few hours, and the report spread 
through the city.

COMRADE CALMS HIM.
It reached Captain W. Harry Conley, 

a prominent member of the Grand 
Army and formerly warden of the city 
jail, wlto is an old comrade of Mr. Reed. 
Conley went to the house at once to 
offer what assistance he could to the 
family and was admitted to the sick 
room, believing that be was about to 
see his old friend die. He sat by the 
bedside and gently stroked Mr. Reed’s 
head. '

The effect was wonderful. The rav
ing eeased almost instantly and quiet 
came to the sick man’s brain.

The nurse suggested that it would 
probably save the man's life to have a 
few hours’ sleep, and Mr. Conley asked 
that he be given permission to try to 
put him to sleep. Nobody present knew 
that the captain hadrfAy hypnotic pow
ers, but the consent was granted, and in 
five minutes Mr. Reed was sleeping like 
a child. For ap hour he rested com
fortably, and was then slowly awakened 
at the suggestion of the hypnotist.
DOCTORS WERE GREATLY SUR

PRISED. '
The doctors were greatly surprised to 

find the great Improvement in the sick 
man’s mind. They suggested another 
trial, and Mr. Conley responded. This 
time Mr. Reed was kept asleep for 
three hours, and the result was a corre
sponding gain in mental as well as 
physical strength.

Last night Mr. Conley was at the bed
side all night, and he kept his patient 
sound asleep. No medicines were given 
to produce the condition, as they had 
long since been found to be ineffective 
for that purpose.

This morning the patient awoke and 
spoke of the weather and the day, the 
first time for nearly two weeks he had 
taken any Interest in current events, 
for he had been delirious most of the 
time and knew no day from another. 
SEVERAL TIMES SENT TO SLEEP.

Several times to-day he was sent to 
sleep at the wave of Mr. Conley’s hand, 
and to-night he is sleeping like a child. 
No noise disturbs him, and he is dead'to 
tlie world, gaining strength rapidly and 
on the fair roifd to ultimate recovery.

The bulletin issued by Dr. Bates was 
of a most reassuring character, and she 
now believes that within a week or two 
the patient will have accumulated suffi
cient strength to leave his bed. The 
nervous strain has all disappeared and 
several little aliments due entirely to 
this cause have already given way to 
the new treatment which has van
quished the medical faaternity of the 
city.

Mr. Conley has never made any pre
tensions to being a hypnotist, and is 
averse to having his name used in the 
connection, but lie admits all the facts 
and is upheld by the doctors them
selves.

The above illustrates one Important 
fact, that all curative agents, of what
ever kind, are needed In this enlight
ened age. While there are thousands of 
devices to cure the sick, no one agent

The Cosmic' Forces of the 
Universe,

In this kindergarten discussion of 
great principles,.!! is Important that the 
plainest forms , of expression be em
ployed, that the children be"hot misled 
by resounding.iphrases. On the fine 
critical ear It might have fallen with a 
more soothing action If it' had been said 
that “the earth by ¡reason of abnormally 
distended equatorial circumference and 
diameter beyond- the polar straight- 
throughness-would again in time pro
duce an axial deviation that would re
sult in sending- everything and every
body to the demnition bow-wows,” etc., 
instead of saying the “old planet might 
get top-heavy and again go over.” All 
the same, childreri, if it is correct form 
to say “the sun wises and sets” it. Is 
right to say “the earth Is builded with 
a top to it, and that we, the people, are 
on top.” ’, u.’-

If “all verifiable' law. shows design 
and purpose emanating from, intelll- 

-gence," by what'riule -of reason can it 
be said ihtft’,‘“Nowhere in all nature do 
we flnd thd jeast ’hint of design or In- 
telllgence ". •

We cite two natural laws, evolution- 
and 7 gravity, that are supposed to be 
verifiable, -hence,-- according . to the 
critic, must emanate from intelligence.

“Cosmic 'forcés lire antagonistic.... 
hence-all jp^ture Is in ¡a. condition of 
partial anaçqhy.”; Itmay be here neces
sary to explain ip, the children that- 
cosmlc forces are jte forces governing 
the world, Dfld all worlds, suns, systems 
and universes. Thpse forces must ope
rate in.obedience.«¿¡natural law, which 
of necessltjf'opiust (be unchanging.

It is the law, dear children, that Is 
immutable.). The laws of nature, from 
the well-defined tocthose governing the 
unsearchable mysteries of" life, pro
ducing endless variations of form, fea
ture and habit, .are natural, therefore 
Immutable; ■ ' : < _

If the forces of the universe “are in 
'partial anarchy”'at-the present time, 
the period may- arrive when the law
lessness of natote niay be in full blast, 
and the old theological conceptton of a 
‘’crush bf worlds imd a crash of matter" 
have a literal aUd posltlYe verification.

If science tis Uot Utterly, nt fault," all 
matter’Is vififaht,’ pulsating with .what? 
Spirit’ or life? ''Wliich? Define each, 
please, and demonstrate the, difference; 
also show the propriety of referring to. 
matter as 1‘insenshte.”" Is It’ possible to 
Conceive of.life oil spirit separate from 
matter?— ' J..RIGDON»

Mlddlq Point, Ohio. . .

applies to all.
Chicago, HL

M. D.

BOOK REVIEWS.

TOO GOOD TO BE.FREE I But send tlie 25o ' 
and we will mail you a trial treatment of “5 Drops," .j’ 

Cured Du “5 DroiOwo Years floo 
FROM RHEUMATISM AKD HEART WEAKNESS 

__  Alter Buffering 40 Yeais-j41O Years Old and Still Well« 
[TRADE MARK.] IT PROVES TO BE A PERMANENT CURE—READ LETTERS, 

SWANSON RHEUMATIC CUBE ,CO., 167 Dearborn St, Chicago; Dxab Bm.-Your bottle of ; 
DROPS" received. It was for an old friend, Mr. Wm. Edwards, of MurtluBtown, Win. Ho has had Nbubai> ' 
CIA nr ins chest, suffering a great deal of palu, so much so that it affected his heart, and Ue could not sleep 
on account of a smothered fooling. Ho bud been under the care of the most eminent physicians, but obtained 
no relief until I gave him a dose of “a DROPS.” Ha autsTro well Tun txbyxib«t NinuT, and has evei'- 
since, and is gaining daily, J myself am 69 years old, and commenced taking “5 DROPS” last April for Bhea* ' 
mutism, which has troubled me terribly for 49 years; also for a weak heart, from which I have suffered since - . 7 
Iwal 18. Since taking “5DROPS" the Buiujiatism has all disafpeabed, tho stiffness has gone from 
my joints and my heart never misses a beat'. In all my life I never felt so well, and I owe my health to “« 
DROPS.” J paly wish I could sound my bugle of praise loud enough to be heard tho world over, and could • 
convince every sufferer that “5 DROPS” Is all you claim it to bo aud more.—Mrs. D. T. Carver, Winslow. ' 
Stevenson Co., Ill. Sep. 9, 1896. . ' .

„STILL WELL TWO YEARS LATER, ' y
fnaxmr? 1 1 « RHEUMATIC CUKE CO.,—Two year« ago tills present month I aentvouan unsolicited • ' u UIi0PS'‘ ““d dono 10r “y,c'f 'denii' Mwa““ and now I wuut to send y^i
beD6mnnaZ.t.ghnf a Neubalcia OB Rhbusiatibm euros. I think the cure must
iromffn!.1!?.6™.’ »“A / ** ell0!lId return, I keep ”5 DROPS ' in the house aud I know that would stop It. It u /
go “torso many th Ings no house should be without It. Yours truly, Mrs. D. T. Carver. Sept. 26.1893. ■

The wonderful success that has attended the introduction of "5 DROPS" Is unprecedented In tho history ’ 
oftheworld. Thlnkotlt! It has CUBED more than One Million and a Quabteb sufferers within the lea '
tlire.e years. This must appeal to you. One million and a quarter people cannot all be mistaken. If suffering 
we trust you may have sufficient confldonce to send for three large bottles of ”6 DROPS" for 62.50, which wU* • : 
surel^oure you. If not, then send for a el.00 bottle, which contains enough medicine to more than prove Itai 
wonderful curative properties, Prepaid by mall or express. This wonderful curative gives almost Instant ' 
nnoVn«v.lPaBiiANENTrxCTn!5,i0r R,!?umat,s,nJ Sciatica, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, 

Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Nervous 
o^™iUx?1?*C1He£dacl',es’ Heart Weakness, Toothache, Earache, Croup, La Grippe, Malaria, Creeping Numbness, Bronchitis, aud kindred diseases/ “5 DROPS” is the name and dose. LARGE BOTTLE (303 doses), M.OO 
o ,, kJ prepaid by mail or express: THREE BOTTLES, $2.50«
bold only by qs and our agents. Agents Appointed in New Territory« 

Writeto-day,
SWANSON BHEUMATIO CUKE CO., 167 Dearborn St., Chicago, HL

The Christ Question Settled, or Jesus, 
Man, Medium, Martyr. A Symposium 
by W. E. Coleman, J. S. Loveland, Hud
son Tuttle, Moses Hull, J. R. Buchanan, 
B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. Wise, Col. Inger
soll, and What the Spirits Say About It 
By J. M. Peebles, M. D.

Here is a book that will interest all, 
and wijl give especial pleasure to those 
who believe Jesus lived, a veritable 
man, and not a myth nor yet a God.

AU sides of the question are given a 
hearing—except the orthodox.

In the opening chapter is presented a 
strong and well fortified statement of 
historical evidences of the actual ex
istence of a Jesus—an amount of evi
dence that seems surprising after one 
has read the views of some who deny 
that there is any historical evidence 
that such an individual ever existed.

The views of the various writers 
whose names appear on the title page 
are given in full, in their own language 
and in the wide diversity of opinions 
expressed all readers will be sure to 
find what will please them, and will be 
instructed if not pleased by the con
trary views of others.

Dr. Peebles has arranged these chap
ters with the skill of a general handling 
an army and directing its evolutions.

Spiritualists, whatever may be their 
preconceived opinions about Jesus,.will 
find this book eminently instructive and 

' readable, and those who buy and read 
jt will not feel that their money has 
been wasted, or that they-.have made a 
poor investment

The book' contains'370 large pages, 
finely printed and bound in illuminated 
cloth covers, and is for sale at the office 
of The Progressive Thinker., Price, 
postpaid, $i.25. . .

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and! Social Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth, We. 
For sale at this office. : ;

“Three' Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office. . ,

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting.. No 
mind that loves, spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed .and delighted with Uris 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com-, 
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phase's of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos- 
phero of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 

.this office. Price, cloth •’■
“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 

■Material .Universe. The Law; of. Spirit 
Control." .. By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents, For sale at this office. ' ;

The Wonderful Influence of 
Suggestion.

DIG

ßYWtt.ßACtt

For said at this office. Cloth, 50 cents.

STORIES

.. RELIGION ..
As I^e\>ealed by tbe Ma^epia^ wd 

Spiritual UprOerse,
Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life»

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light and 
Color, Human Culture and Cure, fete,, and Dean of the

Chapter 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

■ 7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

College of Fine Forces.
Existence and General Character of God.
God as a Spirit .
The Deiflc Location and Mode of Working. 
The Nature of God.
The Deifio Greatness and Glory.
Moral Evil and Deiflc Perfection.
Deiflc Law and Human Intercession.
How Man Helps Govern the Universe. 
Creeds and Practices of Christianity. 
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. 
The Christian Bible Tested.
Religions Tested by Their Fruits.
The Ethics and Religion of Nature.
Life under the Old Religions.
Life under a Spiritual Religion.
Death under the Old Religions. 
Death under a Spiritual Religion.

' The Future Life.
FINAL REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and 

a Universal Religion. ,
It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permeated with high 

spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject— 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind.

SECOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mo., 
English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. if 
postpaid, $1.11; price in paper covers, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid.

For sale at this’offlce.

GEIJESTI/Vl DYNAMICS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN
GUAGE OF THE STABS,” ETO.

A magnificent ’and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, en> ■ 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With; 
the only trite and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully. .

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under- , 
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology. ’ • ,

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class bf people Who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

• The Price is One Dollar Ohly, and is within reach of all who seek - 
light For'sale at this office. ' .

ANTIQUITHNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity. .

'.Reader, in bringing to your'notice “AhtlqnityUn- 
veiled,” it Is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
ostly looWXor tho troth, rcgurdle«» of any other 
consideration. If Buch is the case; this advertisement 
Will deeply Interest you, and after rending this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give tho work a 
careful perusal. Price »1.50. . .

HISTORY OF ATHARAEU

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY. DR. PAUL CARDS.

A translation from Japanese, made under ths *<u. 
Dices of tho Bov. Shaku Soyon, delegate to tho Par
liament of HdUglons. Was lately pnWlehcd la ¿«pa* 
pirico »1. For Mie nt this oIUcb.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis.: A blghly ItfWOntlu 

■Fore. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cants. , , .■

TIFB IK THE STONE AGE. THE HOW TO MESMERIZE 
Mitoryof Athir««l,Chle:PrlMt6t »Buidof A> : n i

; tenthrough th« m«illmnihlp otUeO; FUrlv. »nd 1« i» iresmerlsts in America. Anctcnl andI .modern rntr*i
MmitlylnMrMtlng. ftittKOM*. ForMHUtMl clo« explained by mcsmcrl«m. An invaluable yrorte

By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of the most succcssM 
n-esmctlsts in America. Ancient and modern mini ________ v» ma.morltm An tnvaltinhlfCtomvln.
Frico, paper,!» cinta.
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PEN ETCHINGS BY MOSES HULL
With Miscellaneous Critical Addenda by Several Other.

Earnest Thinkers. .

HE REFERS TO HIS WORK, HAULS 
CLARA WATSON OVER . THE 
COALS, DEFENDS HIS POSITION 
FROM ASSAULT, AND CLAIMS 
TO BE IN THE RiqilT. .
To the Editor:—The farther I get on 

the road of life the more I see to be 
done Work comes In avalanches. The 
results, I fear, are not commensurate 
with tbe efforts laid out. ...

Since I last reported I have labored 
in Rochester, N. Y., in Bucyrus, Ohio, 
and of course, in Buffalo. To-day I go 
to Olean, N. Y., to deliver a second 
course of lectures. Next week I go to 
East Aurora for the fourth time, and 
the next week perhaps In Potsdam, N. 
Y AU this, with lectures here, a class 
lii Logic, and writing Bible Lessons, 
keeps me quite busy. ■ ’

In Rochester I was called to dellvgr a 
few lectures for the church where Bro. 
G W. Kates and his gooij wife minister 
to the spiritual necessities of the peo
ple. I want to report that as being a 
fine little church, and Brother and bis
ter Kates as being among our very best 
workers. I am sorry to learn they, are 
going to leave Rochester. I hope they 
will find fields of work where integrity 
and talent are appreciated. I am sorry 
for the church that loses their services. 
It will find a difference when Its pastors

proyes our doctrine! Well, I will try 
somehow to get along with it.

I wenderjf our sister would feel dis
graced morally, by reading Phil. 4:8,9, 
which read as follows:

“Finally, brethren, whatsoever things 
are true, whatsoever things are honest, 
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever 
things are pure, whatsoever things are 
lovely, whatsoever things are of good 
report, If there be any virtue, and if 
there be any praise, think bn these 
things. Those things which ye have 
both learned and received, and heard, 
and seen in mo, do; and the God of

lay In: camp part of the wlUtei1 |P 
Franklin, La. I took the task of read
ing the Bible through, and apyone that 
will read the Bible .through the second 
time is a liei'o. We went into the army 
to kill our brother man, but QUt killing 
was innocent sport compared to the 
millions, billions, trillions of human be
ings, men and helpless women and chil
dren that were slaughtered In cold 
blood by the command of God, it was 
said. Oh, it made my blood boil with 
indignation, and I declared from that 
time on that I would, never again pol

. lute my mind by wading through that 
putrid corruption of blood.. I will 
shamefully, sorrowfully quote from the

savior, aud my mother was as much a 
Virgin at my blrtb-asuwaslMary, You 
know as well as I doiUiqtdti is a phys
ical impossibility for ia virgin to bear a 
child. God never works rentrary to 
nat ural law, and the Daw to hie is God.”

He was shocked at toy Impiety, but 
he knew just where Ifetood. >

I wore the fetters tof orthodoxy for

HELL TO THE FRONT.
A Tragic Scene in Chicago.

are gone.
I was called to Bucyrus, O„ by that 

noble worker, Frank Holcomb. I did 
not expect such a reception as I met 
there. They had engaged the only 
good opera house in the city; they also 
had u fine orchestra to furnish music; 
the result was a crowded house every 
night. The following extracts from the 
Dally Forum, of which Mr. Holcomb is 
editor, tell the whole story:

“Rev. Moses Hull, of Buffalo, N. Y„ 
delivered the first of a series of four 
lectures upon Spiritualism at the opera 
house last evening. There was a large 
and appreciative audience, and though 
the speaker was nearly exhausted by a 
tedious journey and annoying delays 
upon tbe road, he held the close atten
tion of all throughout. His oratorical 
powers are superb, his scholarship wide 
nnd varied, and his thorough acquaint
ance with the Bible was apparent from

peace will be with you.
How much disgrace is there In obey

ing Paul’s injunction in Rom; 12:20,21: 
“Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed 
him; If he thirst, give him drink, for in 
so doing, thou shalt heap coals of fire 
on his heiid. Be not overcome with 
evil, but overcome evil with good.” 
Would the “Gpldqn Ryle” disgrace her?

Now sister, give up that nonsense, let 
us read-a Psalm and make up. The 
15th Psalm, it is as follows:

“Lord, who shall abide in thy taber
nacle? who shall dwell iu thy holy hill? 
He that walketh uprightly, and work- 
eth righteousness, and speaketh the 
truth in his heart, He that backblteth 
not with bls tongue nor doeth evil to 
his neighbor, nor taketh up a reproach 
against bls neighbor. In whose eyes a 
vile person is contemned; but he hon
ored! them that fear the Lord. He that 
sweareth to Ills own hurt and changeth 
not. He that putteth not out his money 
to usury, nor taketh reward against the 
innocent«» He that, doeth these things 
shall never be moved.”

There! Is that disgraceful? Really, 
If you had read that psalm, and taken a 
second thought, would you have given 
vent to the spleen- manifested in that 
article?

If Mrs. Watson will read my third se
ries of Bible Lessons, on the Higher 
Criticism and the Bible, she will know 
much more about, the Bible than she

Scripture one sickening scene among 
the many horrible passages in the book, 
and I hope my sister woman will for
give me for it. Read 31st chapter of 
Numbers: “And Moses spake unto the 
people saying, arm yourselves unto the 
war, and let them go against the Mld- 
iaultes. And 12,000 men went to war 
and they warred against the Mjdianites 
as th® Lord commanded Moses, and 
they slew all tlie males; and the chil
dren of Israel took all the women of 
Midian captive, and their little ones, 
and.alL of the spoil. And Moses was 
wroth with the officers of the hosts, and 
said unto them: Have ye saved all the. 
women alive? Now, therefore, kill ev
ery male among the little ones, and kill 
every woman tlifit hath known man by 
lying with him, but all the women that 
hath not known man by lying^with him, 
keep alive for yourselves.”

O! hellisli, damnable stuff to accuse 
God of. It appears from the 35th verse 
of tills chapter that the number of wo
men and children consigned to a life of 
hell was 32,000. 0, how efin ministers 
stand in the pulpits and proclaim such 
cursed, damnable, lustful scenes to be 
the word of God? For shame, 0, priest
hood! 8. N. BLAKELY.

Boston, N. Y.

does now. MOSES HULL.

the.first.” „ 1
After the second discourse the same 

paper bad the following:
"The opera house was crowded last 

evening, many being compelled to 
stand. Mr. Hull’s second lecture on 
Spiritualism continued the line of argu
ment of the first address, and was illus
trated by scriptural quotations and 
events recorded in the various books of 
the Bible. The Immense audience was 
an evidence of the interest aroused by 
his discussion. Mr. Hull’s lectures are 
pleasing from an oratorical standpoint,- 
and calculated to awaken thought and 
develop mental activity.”

After the third lecture it reported as 
follows:

“The third lecture on Spiritualism by 
Mr. Hull last evening was heard by a 
large audience, the capacity of the 
opera house being taxed to the utmost 
to accommodate his hearers. The influ
ence of his addresses is apparent, and 
rests not only upon the charm ot his 
manner and his eloquence of speech, 
but upon his wide information and his 
close, logical reasoning.”

Leaving the city dn the night after 
tills lecture, I saw no further reports.

Our meetings In this city continue in
teresting, although during tire holidays 
the audience decreased somewhat in 
number.

A correspondent of a Tonawanda, b». 
Y„ paper, attended my Christmas night 
sermon, and wrote a glowing report of 
It; it has been mislaid, otherwise I 
would Incorporate It here.

My Bible Lessons are going well, 
over one hundred take them. It is 
strange how differently different things 
strike different individuals. In the

FREE THOUGHT.
To the Editor:—Mrs. Clara Watson's 

article on “That Sacred Book,” on the 
first page of last week’s Progressive. 
Thinker, hits the mark right in the dead 
center. Please say to her that she can 
have the whole bakery, for she not only 
takes the cake, but she is entitled to the 
whole shop. Please tell her to .do so 
some.more, for there.are thousands of 
good Spiritualists that don't want that 
old conglomeration of obscenity called 
the Christian Bible. J. W. DENNIS.

Buffalo, N. Y.

FINDS GOOD IN . IT.
To the Editoi"—Clara Watson has In

deed said some very rough things about 
the Bible, but has by no means torn it 
into a “thousand fragments.'- If such 
language could cause such utter de
struction to a bible (which has had such 
a saered hold on mankind for so many 
centuries), then by parity of reason, 
Spiritualism would have been wiped out 
long ago. For not only has it been 
abused thousands of times In the same 
vindictive and scurrilous terms; but has 
carried along with it such an amazing 
violation of its saered nnd consoling 
principles, and that by Its own advo
cates and professed votaries, that It 
seems very much like the pot calling

twenty years, living In* ithe dread 
shadow of the possibility of future pun/ 
ishment. It was as i (bliglilrto my life. 
Now I am free, and aih as fast as possi
ble rooting out every 4racetot the curse 
from iny nature. I " read1 the Bible 
through years ago, “and whs so dis
gusted with th® Old’ Testfiihent that I 
gave up its study even while believing 
it the work of God. ; Now I" am going 
thi'ougli It a last time iite'eonnectlon 
with C. 0. Post’s Bible;Class';' I find the 
average Christian kniivs very little of 
what the Bible really'contaliis, and is 
often utterly confoundbd when his own 
guns are turned against him. How an 
Intelligent, pure miilded people can 
tolerate such a collection of filth, nasti
ness and moral iihpurlty is b.eyond my 
comprehension. Why should we not 
take the offensive? The humble fol
lower of Jesus does hot hesitate to say, 
“You poor sinner, come my way, or to 
hell you go, and all for the glory of 
God."

. From its first acquisition of power 
Christianity has been a relentless per-, 
secutor of all outside its ranks that 
came within reach of its bloody hands. 
No matter how pure their lives, how 
high and elevated tlieir ideals, or how 
great their devotion io humanity, tor
ture, stake and exile have been the lot 
of all who refused to lnig the cross and 
be branded with the bloody C. Even 
now our sin hating, heathen saving, 
orthodox lovers,of Jesus are uniting in 
a common cause for the good of hu
manity. As a matter of course, it Is a 
chance to persecute qpe who is a rep
resentative of a religion that differs 
from their own, thus/making it God’s 
work to unite in a pious crusade to pre
vent Brigham H. Roberts from taking 
his seat in Congress as representative 
from Utah. The headquarters of tills 
effort for holiness and the preservation 
of the people's morals is the Woman’s 
Board of Home Missions of the Pres
byterian Church in New York City. 
The meeting was attended by some two 
hundred, with one of Brigham Young's 
sons as a drawing card. He spoke very 
feelingly of the three hundred thousand 
defiant Mormons who had turned from 

: American liberty, American morality, 
etc. ’ ,

Now all this sounds very nice, but I

DURING THE FUNERAL OF VIC
TOR b. WILLIAMS AT CHICAGO 
AVENUE CHURCH, ANDREW B. 
ADAIR RISES AND REPLIES TO 
THE MINISTER’S REMARKS - 
FIERY DOCTRINES OPPOSED — 
DISPUTE ON 'SIDEWALK FOL
LOWS’ AFTER THE SERVICES—

9 PASTOR EXPLAINS HIS STATE
' MENTS.. ’

To the Editor:—It appears from a 
Chicago dally that when the Rev. 
William S. Jacoby, assistant pastor of 
the Chicago Avenue Church, in preach
ing a funeral sermon over the body of 
Victor B. Williams propounded the doc
trines of hell fire and eternal damna- 
tloulie aroused a spirit of-Resentment 
on the part of his hearers. 'After the 
minister closed his exhortation Andrew 
B. Adair, a fellow-craftsman of Victor 
Williams, arose and expressed the op
posite view, and later there arose an 
open controversy between the preacher 
and the members of Ills audience after 
they had left the church and were stlH 
standing on the sidewalk in front of the 
door. .

The services at the church were 
• attended by a large gathering of print
ers and representatives of other labor 
unions, met to pay the last tribute of 
respect to a man whom all honored and 
many had learned to love. There were 
also present many representatives of 
the Independent Order of Foresters 
and of Press Council of the National 
Union, to both of which organizations 
he had belonged.

Rev. Mr. Jacoby had not known Mr. 
Williams in life, and in opening his dis
course, from which the friends of the 
popular printer had hoped to derive 
consolation, said:

“I did not know Victor Williams, 
whose body lies here, and so instead of 
talking, of the dead I shall speak to the 
living.” '

ONLY ONE HOPE OFFERED.

FREE
The Sana-Cera treatment 
for the cure of Catarrh, 
Consumption, Bronchitis. 
Asthma, Deafness and all 

. diseases of the Head, 
/ Throat aud Lunge.

HEBE IB Á CASE OP ■ 
Nasal and Bronchial Catarrh.

UBS. J. A. DUVALL, Warrenton, N. O., Writes r- 
Dcab Dooioii—I can euy nothing but praise for your 
wondurful traatmont, the Sana-Oer&.Ouro. Any odd to 
have seen mo throe months ago, nnd see me now, would 
scarcely toko me for the eiimo parson. I would have 
died if It had not bwn for you, my Catarrh was rapidly 
goiua intw OouHumptioa; 1 had such awful spells of 
coughiug that I would nearly faint. I cun now slosp 
well aud my ñervos are as etaady as they ever were be
fore I got hick. Tho effeote of tbe Catarrh in my head 
and oliost bus entirely healed ; the discharges have step« 
ped and I am more fleshy than I over was in my life.

Thrse Months Home Treatment Free!
To introduce the Sana«Cera Cure iu every com

munity aud prove that it cures when all others 
have failed, I will for a limited time send med
icines for a 8 monllis treatment free. Send a 
(description of your trouble, name and P. O. 
address at once; or, write for Question Blank 
and prompt attention will be given you free. 
Address Dr. M. Beatv, Prin‘1, National Dispen
sary, Dep’t P 22. 125 W. 12th St., Cincinnati, O.

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

RIGHT LIVING^
' - BY - . •

SUSAN H. WIXON, .
Author oi “Apples of Gold,1* “AU in a Lifetime,** 

“Tho IJtory Hour," “Summer Days at Ouset," 
, • “Sunday Observance," etc., etc. •

"Living II au art. a method cl expressing great 
conceptions: In fact, the highest method, tho noblest 
of the arts.’-Tuomas Staeb Kitta.

This excellent book Is written In tbo IntereBt of bn 
munlty, of liberty, and of patriotism-» book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danger» that beset us on every side, and more espe- 
dully to the hostile attitude and the insidious wiles oi 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics./ Washington's words of warn ng. 
Lincoln’s apprehension und the prophecy of Gea«™ 
Grant are all Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan.of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon Said: ‘‘rhe 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so. but she bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uaes all her powetao annlbllate them. Our emmileg 
know how site treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the cnurch for what they have thought fit to do. 
Every one Bhonld readthla work. Paper, 300 Mge». 
It will be sent, postpaid, for atty cents, For sale at

Till» book give» an aduilrablo coureo ¡>t »lady In 
ethic», and »uppJlw a loag-fel want of aa ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, as well as o|der persons whom it is wise y 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical .curaa..............................

The author ehowe a wise practicality In her mdthod 
of teaching the principle» of ethic». Bbe illustrate» 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use In cldtdyen’s lyeeums. In the bunds of moth« 
jers and teachers it may bo made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. 11 is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

• CONTENTS:
KlghtLlvtag. What ft.Morality? What 1» Igupr- 

ance? Knowledge tbo Great Treasure, Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, au Economy of Life. 
What Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance aud Intemperance. Is the Use 

'of ToWcoDangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Stall of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gaincsof 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What Is anOa»b?or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Polson 
of Slander. What 1» Hypoerbrt Couacteuce, or 
Moral Sense. SelllBhnees, thy Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Floweret Life. 1» liovereuSo 
a Duty? Self-Helluuco. Self-Conlrol. SeM-Rcspect.

• Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the DI»-. 
torter, Tlie Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, tbe Friend of. Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Dlfilcultlefl 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway, 
Habit, Second Nature.. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Klgiit Living, In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver- of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
aMeaw to Life'» Beat End. Good Nature, One of 
Life’» Best Blossom». Beason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. . A Free Press. . Bights of Animals. 
Bights oi Children. Human Right»: or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—Tbe Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued —The Gentlewoman. 
Beat Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wildom.
Price», Cloth, $1« Sold at this Office.

Researches in Oriental History.
this office.
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World’s Sixteen Saviors,
One

BY 0. W. BROWN,. M. D.
Fol. limo, 407 Faga, Glatit, fl.SO.

generalHmvision.
1. JIFSEAIICHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
a. RESEARCHES IN ZO/tOASTRlANISM.
3. DERIYAT1ON OF CHRISTIANITY. 4 
d. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS* | 

Tbe whole eomprlsea an earneat but frultlc»» »earch 
for a Hlaterlcal Jeaua. ___ ____

In thia volume the Jowa are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy aud favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2S50 yeareB. C„ and Its h »Lory a 
outlined, following tho waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed Into cprlailaulty. with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, suon after the commoneemeut

I The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen. 
tral hero are mytlilcal; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, tear and force; and that 

. ku riles, ceremonials» dogmas aud superstitious aro 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past;
mostly gleaned from Clirl.tian aulhor'.ty; and no per
son ean read II without I istruellon and profit, whether 
|,O r. ncbi s tlie same conclusions with tbe »U'.hcr on 
Otherwise. For sale at Ibis olllce.

AN EXCELLENT ’work;
TlEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 
!A The"Stellar Key" Is tbo philosophical Intro

duction to tbe revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of tills little volume may be gained from tha

— OR — 
OHRISTIAN1TY BEFORE CHRIST.

Then the preaclter went on to tell of/ 
the sinful nature of man, his need ota 
savior, and of his own belief that ex
cept a man be redeemed by Jesus 
Christ and accept of his salvation he : 
must pass into the beyond without hope 1 
of mercy. '

“It is not enough," said the minister, * 
“to plead' that one has lived a moral 
life, that he has been unselfish, helpful 
to others, and guiltless of moral wrong. 
He who believes not In Jesus Chrisl 
and does not look to him for mercy 
cannot hope to escape hell fire and 
eternal damnation.”

There was no direct reference to the 
words of the preacher in tbe address 
made by Mr. Adair, which followed., 
lie told of his acquaintance with Victor 
Williams since the two were boys to
gether in Pennsylvania, where “Vic” 
was beloved by his playmates for bis 
kind heart, his manliness and his gen
tle and loving disposition. He told how 
they bad learned tbe same trade, and 
how later years had brought them to
gether as fellow-workers in the same 
office in Chicago, where he had found 
that all the good qualities that made 
"Vic” Williams popular and Idolized by 
his companions as a boy had persisted 
in the man anij made in 'the higher 
school of life a leader, a favorite com
panion, an inestimable friend, a worthy 
example for any man to follow.
WANTS TO GO TO SAME PLACE.

The only thing Mr. Adair said which 
might not have been looked upon as 
originally contemplated in his speech 
was his closing remark. He said:

“I do not know what Victor Williams 
believed, or what the future may have 
in store for him. But I know this; that 
wherever he goes in the other world Is 
where I want to go when my time 
comes.”

Applause, hearty and general, fol
lowed this statement when Mr. Adair 
had taken his seat.

DISPUTE AT CHURCH DOOR.
But this was not the end. As soon as 

the burial party had started on its sad 
pilgrimage. to Graceland the preacher 
found himself confronted on the side
walk before the church by a group of 
tbe friends of Williams. There was no 
particular spokesman, but several told 
the minister they thought his remarks 
had been ill-timed and that he ha'd mis
taken his audience. They accused the 
reverend gentleman of showing bad 
taste In taking advantage of such an 
occasion as an opportunity to empha-

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
»'» ' ' ■ I

New and startling- revelation». In. religions history 1 
which disclose the Oriental origin of ail tbe doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of tbe Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key lor unlocking many 
of its sucred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory ot Sixteen Oriental Crucilled Gods. This won« 
derfulnnd exhaustivo volume will, we are certain, 
take high rauk as a book of reference In tho Held ¡ 
which the author has chosen for it. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile tbe 
varied Information contained in it must have been se- 
vara and arduous Indeed, and now that It I» In such 
convenient shape, tbe studeut of free thought will not 
wllliüj. «y allow it to go out of print. But tbe book Is 
by uotiesas a mere collation of views or statistics; 
througauut its entire course the author—as will be 
eeen'by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite Hue of research and argument to tbe close, 
and his concluslonsgo, Jikesuie arrows to tbe mark. 
Printed on hue white paper, 880 page«. New edition, 
revised’, i uA corrected, with portrait Ot author.
Price (M.ZRA. Postage 10 tor 8013 ai 

this ojtee» •_______________

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
■DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD

thought that one of my rights secured 
by the constitution was to worship God 
as I see fit, yet It seems that if I live in 
Utah, and believe in Smith instead of 
Jesus, I must worship, to suit New York 
Presbyterians or be disfranchised. .

Morality indeed! .
How about the 5,000 saloons in that 

city with their attendant brothels, and 
the thousands of starving poor, with 
more evictions in thqt city ip one year 
than in all of Ireland, Better pluck the 
beams out of your own eyes first, sis
ters, before going 2,000 mikes to look 
after good morals. ( '

Then, too, Roberts Js only following 
the course of the Blue Blood of Canaan. 
How can Christians find it in their 
heart to blame a man if he feels it a 
part of his religion, to take a few wives, 
when “the sons of God, tlie patriarchs, 
David, Solomon and- most of the Old 
Testament worthies,। set the example. 
Even Jesus found theislsters of Lazarus 
and the'Magdalene gpod company. Why 
cry out against a sober, intelligent and 
industrious people, who bave turned 
the desert wastes into blooming fields 
and gardens,; while the Saloon remains 
rampant, destroying' all it can reach. 
Better, tenfold, the wife-of a much 
married, sober Mormon than the single 
slave of a drunken Christian whom she 
must accept as the father of her lust- 
begotten children. I am no advocate of 
polygamy, but this senseless tirade of 
churchianlty against a man is sicken
ing. It shows how ever ready the 
Christian is to persecute the other fel
low who does not go to his joss house. 
Let polygamy be acknowledged as an 
evil that cannot be cured, and an act 
passed granting a license to all who 
wish to practice it. Let it become a 
source of goodly revenue, and their vote 
a balance necessary to the party in 
power, and dollars to dimes if we ever 
hear more of this Mormon question 
from the church. F. L. AVERY.

Ayer, Mass. »

the kettle black.
Add to this, that In our time a vast, 

deal more of light, physical, moral, spir
itual, is shed abroad iu the earth than 
of old; and although I am a Spiritualist 
as strong as a new wagon, yet I find 
need of prodigious bowels of charity, to 
enable me to condone its egregious 
short-coinings in some cases.

Now 1 iiave read the Bible through 
from Genesis to Revelations about six
teen times, nnd have experienced so 
much spiritual advantage therefrom, 
that I still keep this reading up. Not 
that I tie my faith to any mere book, 
(not even to Oahspe, the Spiritualists’ 
Bible—so-called, which I have read 
through twice), but I find so many hun
dreds of good things and so many )n- 
spiratious of an unspeakably high or

al oses? I do not consider that he asks I der, In this Bible and Testament of 
us to gulp down the whole thing as we 1 other days, that I always resort to it 
would an oyster aud call it all sweet, with pleasure, edification and spiritual 
There are many beautiful things in tbe rest and comfort. So I am glad that, 
Bible on which I love to think, but to after all, Clara did not quite smash it 
take the whole as the word of God, bah! Into smithereens. This Bible.is like all 
my stomach though originally In the the other bibles of past human history 
regular Presbyterian Calvinlstic mold, and experience, it has its good and bad 
has long since rebelled and refused the features, li ever a bible of universal 
nauseous, sickening dose. Moses has Spiritualism Is published, it will be the 
shown conclusively that the priests in same, or it will not be a true represen- 
uslng the Bible to kill Spiritualism are tatlon of its times and experiences, 
only handing out a club with which to Why not drop this tirade against the 
beat out tlieir own brains. Therefore, Bible and Christianity (so-called), and 
I love our Moses, and desire to speed give credit for what is good in all in- 
him in his work. stltutloiis? I have no faith in the sev-

Mary A. Ingalls has given a grand ar- eral churches of popular deuomination- 
tlcle In the same number. Go ahead, al Christianity of this day as finalities 
Mary. How I love to read such bright for the salvation nnd ultimate perfec- 
articles from glorious thinking women, tion of man, but I can see that every 
When Talmage says, that 80 per cent of one of them has been urged into exlst- 
church members are women and ehil- ence as a stepping-stone in the experl- 
dren aud Sam Jomes goes him 10 per ence of human weal and destiny, just 
cent better, with 90 percent women and the same as all other of ithe weird and 
children, if each of them will place the mysterious footsteps of the Great Over
word thinkless before the word women, soul of the Universe (as-Emerson terms 
they will then express very nearly the I the power behind the throne), has been 
exact truth. R. L. TAYLOR. inaugurated. It seems to me that char

Hopkins Station, Mich. ity and moderation would better be
____  come all of us Spiritualists, rather than 

„„.„.rrono nr a r> a wiToov extravagant diatribes, inasmuch as we COMMENDS CLARA Ti ATSON. need tliege vlrtueg extenaed to us. The

IMPARTIAL.
To tbe Editor:—I am Impressed to 

write a few commendatory words of 
the article In The Progressive Thinker, 
“The Sacred Book,” by Clara Watson, 
and delighted to see now and then a 
bright-eyed thinking woman thus air 
the old priestly fraud. But, dear 
Clara, are you not a little hard on our

sixth lesson, after showing the medium
ship of Jesus, I showed that it was only 
as a medium that he did the wonderful 
things attributed to him, that while he’ 
was a good medium, as a man, he was 
an anarchist and a fanatic. I of course 
presented the proof of all this. One 
read the lesson, or partly read it, and 
■immediately yreturned it to me, with a 
curt, laconic letter, if that was where 
the lessons were to drift, she wanted no 
more of them.

Several others write exactly the pther 
way; one, a minister, writes: “That Is 
the" best solution of the Jesus question
I have ever seen or heard.” Several 1 
others write in the same strain. :

The prospects for our school at Man- ■ 
tua, Ohio, which opens Tuesday, May 
30, are better than ever before. The 
reduction of the tuition from ten dol- 
lai-s to five dollars, and .the co-operative 
plan of boarding, seem to be popular 
features. The Mantua Camp does not 
begin until July 30, so the school can, If 
desired, run two months Instead of six 
weeks as heretofore.

The Progressive Thinker just here, 
and I see our good sister Clara Watson 
has hauled me over the coals. As they 
were tbe old dead coals which had been 
used hundreds of times before, I was 
neither hurt nor scared. Indeed I think 
our good sister did it on purpose to call 
me out. She wanted my reply to go to 
the readers of The Progressive Thinker. 
As your columns are crowded and I am 
very busy, I will make it brief.

• She first accuses me of unloading a 
I'dlrt-heap” upon Spiritualism that it 
had not been compelled to carry before.

Well, that is not the first time that 
charge has been thrown in my face; I 
have endured similar charges for a 
generation; and I still live, and I pre-

• sume I can endure It a little longer.
She seriously objects to my saying the 

Bible is our book, because there are 
■ sorae spots on It that are not to her 

taste.
Suppose, sister, you look for some 

other kind of spots. Carrion birds and 
some other kinds of animals find filth 
and nothing but filth; the humming bird 
nnd the bc^sqt the sweets from every
thing.

■ Sister, this ITcftSimgi. but there are 
swamps, malarias, miasnias, cesspools, 

■ and pestilential atmospheres with 
which I want nothing to do. That does

To the Editor:—I feel like saying a following lines seem quite suggestive 
word in commendation of what Clara and to the point:
Watson savs concerning the book called '
the Holy Scriptures. I am glad she is The fountains of feeling were opened 
fearless and dares to speak the truth, in Him •
though it may be unpopular with some. Who came from the Heavens our souls 
Hundreds will endorse‘her sentiments foredeep
heartily. The time is here that we His love and His mercy to souls trod- 
should raise our voices’ against such <Jen down,
traditions, such filth in the name of a Like the rainbow in heaven did gleam 
scandalized God. If such terrible accu- ln His crown.
sations were cast upon a mortal, he $°> we these bright beauties must all 
would have just cause for prosecution emulate, •
and the law would be vindicated. Abounding in charity—early and late,

But this God says naught, with all To live and let live—if we truly attain, 
these vile slanders heaped upon his oth- The sacred Shekina wltfi us will re
erwise good name; for we are taught I main. O. 0. HAMPTON, 
that he hears all prayers and knows all Union Village.

not say that the writers of all these' 
Bibles were not Inspired with the best 
thoughts they were capable at that 
time of receiving or Imparting.

I like to note the climbing up of the 
world from the time one part of the 
Bible .was written until the writing of 
other portions; then I like to note the 
forward move of the world from the 
close of that book until to-day.

The Bible Is a factor in the civiliza
tion of our part of the world. We can
not get rid of It When one tries to kill 
tho Bible and to teach Spiritualism at 
the same time, he is throwing the same 
stone nt two birds and he is sure. to 
miss-both; and now our sister in de
spair exclaims, “And must we bear this 
disgrace?” "Poor woman, I am sorry for 
her! Spiritualism Is disgraced by the 
proof that Samuel talked with Saul; by 
tho return ®f MosOs and Ellas;, by a 
prophet talking with John! We are dis
graced by finding the Bible everywhere

TRUTH’S AURA LIGHT.

Another year has passed >away, 
A summer’s day gone by;

But the guiding light from truth’s high 
sphere, ■

Shines changelessly on high.
Its pure white rays blend softly down

The Corridors of love-j- •
Where angels wear the treasured crown

we say, think and do,- and answers ------
prayer; and we are expected to believe FREEDOM OF OPINION MUST 
all these implications against the great PREVAIL
creator and ruler of this grand constel-1 '
intinn nf nnd wp nr© ©xnected I After reflding Cl&ru. watson s strong,
to worship with abject devotion such a positive words in regard to the so-called 
monster and tyrant.. Mrs. Watson has "Holy Bible,” I felt to say: Amen! I am 
handsomely done her work/and no one with you! Will it not be better for all 
can gainsay her effort. We are asked, I who are through trying to fathom the 
If you take the Bible away, what can mysteries of godliness, and fishing for 
you give In return? We feel we are bet-1 pearls In the slime and filth of the 
ter without any religious books of any Bible to take their stand for “Radical 
kind if the stream of religious teaching Spiritualism," letting their position be 
is loaded with filth and corruption, I known to all, leaving “All things to all 
with murder and blood staining its! men,” as a precept, to Christians who 
filthy waters for 1800 years. A trail of need Its Inspiration. I once thought it 
blood has marked Its movements all the I best to keep ray ideas to myself so as 
way along, till intelligence is taking not to give offence and arouse prejudice 
the place of ignorance and people dare in others; but I find in order to help 
to think for themselves. most, one must stand up and be counted

Now we find the clear, pure stream of I either for or against Christianity, and 
liberal thought coming in to take the for one I am against it and its Bible 
place of what has been In past ages now and always, and most emphatically 
called the word of God. What good has so. I am willing to declare my views 
come out of all this false teachings? whenever occasion- offers, not in a 
What benefit to mankind? False I belligerent spirit to stir up anger and 
claims may say there has much good I ill will? but in a quiet and gentle man- 
been done through the teachings of the ner firmly and positively declaring my 
Bible, but when compared with the suf- 'position, so no-ehurch -member will 
tarings and misery both of, body and I think me a good Christian only that I 

■mind, the so-called good sinks into noth-1 use different terms to express myself, 
ingness. From all- parts of the habit-1 I was forced to take this position in a 
able globe we hear the mutterings of a conversatici) With an earnest Christian, 
dissatisfied and enraged people, angry Land since have steadily held it Speak- 
that the world has been hoodwinked so | ing of God. I said I believed in a First 
long to support a set of so-called men of I Cause, or the Law. ’’Then why not call 
God to do their thinking and to make it God?” he asked.' After explaining 
them believe the most unreasonable that God as a personality, to me was an 
falsehoods that .could be fabricated? I Impossibility, I spoke of Inspiratlon and' 
No comfort, no support, no uplifting, no I my desire to draw its life-giving waters 
wisdom to be obtained out of it after direct from the fountain Head and not 
all the sacrifice. !The?religIous thought from Bible .writers two thousand years 
Is advancing and we must keep pace or dead. . . -
be relegated to the rear. AU the time I saw he misunderstood

. MRS. C. C. BACON. me and I could not set him right till at
North Amherst, 0. last lie said: “Well, we are not far

~ • ■ .'■'■ "' ■ . . . : . ■ apart. Of course you believe in Jesus
-nrnnnv nrn nnnW ■ as the divide son of God; that he is . BLOODY OLD BOOK. your savior and was virgin born?”

To the Editor:—In The Progressive Hcre wasMny chance to set him right 
Thinker of January Y, I read the article even'lf it did hurt for a while, and I 
òf Mrs. Clara Watson, of Jamestown, I answered very decidedly, “No! I believe 
N. Y. I can endorse every word of it nothing of'the kind. Just so . far as I 
by that noble, brave woman, about the am able to live the higher spiritual life, 
bloody old book, thè Bible. When I was that far I am ns much the divine son of 
àpoldler In 1808 in the Gult States, we ! GOd os was Christ I am,my own

Of worth in spheres above.
Truth calls to all, its voice is heard, 

And every soul replies;
In color-light, and music's word 

(Tbe language of the skies!)
Thus is the aura-color found

To be a language plain;
And each is known by aura light— 

His thoughts, his deeds, his aim.
In music every tone is given 

In answer to each sphere^- 
Of rhythm, and of life in heaven, 

Or jarring discords here.
And blest are those' whose features 

bear
The ensign of that light, ' .

Which shines for each in every sphere, 
To guide his feet-aright - 

Let each one, then, in years to come," 
Do whatsoe’er he can,

To shed the truth frop heaven's doipe, 
Upon the walks of/man; ‘ ;

That each ipay live tl life of worth— 
Unfolding toward tlie plane

Of heaven and love, .While .yet on earth, 
Truth's aura light to'gain. -

M. THERESA ALLEN.
Springfield, Mo. '

ZJ .Ids, and containing SSO page». Thli iplertld 
book, Jusl Issued, contains nineteen full Temple ieo* ; 
turos upon occult subjects, together with other artt« 
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great ■ 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued i 
in 1892, and three others on tbe Hu if an Soul, which 
are alone worth tbe price of the book. This wonder 
ful book is unique as an Evangelist of Science anil 
•iruth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For salJ

following table ot contains: 1—Death and the Attar«’ 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3-Soclcty In the 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres In tbe Summer-Land:

I 5-Wlntar Lun'’ and Summer Land; 6-Ung.mge and 
Life in Sutnincr-Land: “-Material Work for Spiritual 
Worker»; d-uittniMM 1« the Summer-Land: »-Vole« 

' from Jame» Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition com 
I tains more than double the amount of matter In fas 

mer editions, and la enriched by a baanurai trontt»' 
niece, IllustratTng tbe "formation of the Bjitrllu»; 
Body." Cloth 75 cent». Poetage 5 cents. For oak!

thisoffiiw» • ....

Wir HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
Ibr Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
' and the Hotne^

COMPILE!} BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Thia volume meet» a PUbllt^wjmfc It comprl»,, 
258 choice »elections of poetry and mnslot embody-

“A VALUABLE WORK.

at this office. _
... THE RELATION

Of f'10spiritual to tho Mulerial Universe; and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

THE REAL ISSUE. -
By Mosks Hull. A compound of the two pamph* 

lets. "The irrepressible Conflict,” imd “Your Answer 
or Your Litewith Important additions, .making s 
book of 160 pages an fur 2o cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts'and documents, on the tendencies of 
the timef, that every one abuuld have. For sale at 
this office. .

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

tug refutation of tbe Bible story uf tbe Deluge. Prlo 
15 cents. ____ __

7'THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Researches in Oriental History,
Embracing tho Origin at tho Jowl, the RUo and Dorel, 
onment ot ZoroMtrlanlim and the DeilrnUon of 
Cbriattanlty; to which la added: Whence Our Aryan 
Anceitor»? By G. W. Brown, M.D. One «11 Je meet 
x aluable works ever Dubllabed. Pries

THE HISTORICAL JESUS 
And Mythical Christ. By Gerald Masasy. ISO pogos, 
12mo. Price W cents.

“an interesting book. ~
Tho Candle From Under tho Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred andBlx Questions to the Clergy. By Win 
Hart. Price *o cents. __________

! Life of Tliomas Paine,

size beliefs in which it might be ex- 
pecteffi«rfnat a large number of his 
hean&s could not agree with him and 
in which many of them might take no 
interest.

What a spectacle the above pre
sents—a debate in church—hell con
fronted with opponents, and the min
ister reprimanded by common sense. 
He has not emerged from the barbar
ism of the sixteenth century. J. T.

Chicago, Ill.

THE VOICES.
r Bv Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 
poems of remarkable beauty and force. They arc 
most excellent. Price 11.00. __

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
.»a sketches. By a band of spirit Intelllwnces, 
tbroueh the mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelhamer. 
An excellent work. Price 11.25.

Whv She Became a Spiritualist.
" “ . . ... r>_ aia. A .Ttidum. Thia bank

ByFditorof the National with Preface and Notes 
'.v Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of tbe old . 
•.ilueTIomeetcad and Paine Monument, at New 

; Joi belle also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
u»e Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft. Madame Roland, 

' ordorcct, Brlssot, anil the most promlncntof Paine I 
friends hi Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Belnc in Investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
nnd new type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revo’utionary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhob- 
Itanta of imcrlca in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
au English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man. .

Parts I and II, Being an answer to Mr. Burke’s 
Attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’ei Complete

Theological Works. •
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 482 pages. Cloth, $1.00
Pained Political Works.

Comrnott Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, ll.OOi 
postage, 20 cents.

In Pressing ^teectiof Help
To the Editor:—I sinr'jufefi in receipt 

of a piteous appeal tfoin Bt8. N. Frank 
White, who was amdiig the'Earliest and 
ablest lecturers in ''tair ; ctitise. He is 
now old and In pressing iiefed of help. 
He .is making an ^fforrttb enter the’ 
Soldiers’ Home at Ha'mptdhtRoads. In 
the meantime he 4as nothing upon 
which to subsist, and urges me to call 
the- attention of therold-tiine Spiritual
ists to his case thi'ougli tUe Spiritual, 
press.*" . ■: ’ . -L . .■ ,

Recently the friends liere got up an 
entertainment for him, but the bad 
weather sadly Interfered with the good 
results. 7i ,

Some two years ago ! made a public 
appeal for Brother White, which helped 
him at. the time, .though tbe returns 
were.but small.

If you feet to call public attention 
to his case, kindly, do so, and whoever 
feels to aid him In his present necessi
ties, can remit to himldlrect. His ad
dress is 455-C street, N. W., Washing
ton, D. 0. •■•.'. ■ > ■.

Wishing you the-best good.of the 
season, I am very truly yours,

■ . GEO. A. BACON.
Washington, D. O. «

Life’s Illusions Illustrated.
In the long ago while passing dream

like, as it pow 'seems to me, through a 
dark, gloomy forest, lonely and deso
late, with no companionship save my- 
own thoughts, suddenly a beautlfuLred 
rose appeared in my pathway. I 
plucked It with joy, pressing it close to 
my heart, and continued my joui'ney 
with lighter-steps. And when again I 
would look upon my beautiful, blush
ing rose, lo, and behold! It had-ehanged ’ 
into a song-bird of wondr6us beauty, 
whose every note charmed me with a 
pleasure divine, and as I wandered on. 
I thought only of my beautiful bird and 
its sweet songs which thrilled me with 
the very ecstasy of joy, and' thus en
thralled! looked again, and instead of 
my beautiful bird of plumage fair; 
there stood a female form, radiant In 
heaven’s brightest light

As I gazed in wonder upon this vision 
of loveliness, she spoke, saying: “I have 
come to be your guide through lift’s 
winding ways; trust and follow me.”
' "Saying thus, she took my hand, and 

pointing • ahead, said, “Behold ‘ the 
light!” ' I looked and saw the bright 
light of a new day, breaking in oh my 
pathway; and then I knew that the end 
of my sorrows was near. ’ And I was" 
glad, and while thus rejoicing there 
seemed to come a shade of sadness over 
the face of iny- fair companion; and 
wondering at this change, which. Only a 
lover’s eye might detect, she answered 
my questioning heart thus: “I hear In 
the\ distance the voice of another, giv
ing forth words of sweetest praise, 
lauding my every effort' to heaven’s 
highest mark, luring me on aud away 

■from thee; I go for I may not resist thq 
charms of his tender wooing—to roant 
with-him in fields of pleasure, far from 
this our trysting place.” ■

I cried from tbe very depths of my 
being: “Stay, oh, stay, fair one; the 
light of heaven is breaking upon out 
pathway; forsake me not as we enter 
the fields-elysian!” She hesitated—tbe 
unspoken answer dying on her lips, as 
the vision fadecT away—and by my side 
lay a withered rose. .

. : - JACOB R. McGARRY.
' Cincinnati, Ohio» . .

gss? i THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION ■—

Juittlie book for-111080 seeking Information ora- | IT lb A IVlUbl LAGC.L- 
eernlnk that mo»t damnable ln»tltutlon known la 
hlatory—tbe Boman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should becotoo ncqualnted with the 
facte bo succinctly stated tn this valuable record. It 
»hows the methods used by the BOmlsb Church. to ex
terminate those who reject ite beliefs and claims.
For rale at this office. Price 25 cents.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The Drat time 
In tho history of tho world that a ChrUtlan Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
Tho lecture Is a grand one, and was received by tho 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents: ten copies, 50 cents.

~ atolloNius of tyana.
Identified as tbe Christian Jesus.,

* wonderful communication, explaining Iwr lUi 
Ufe and teaching» were utflljedto CWitt'
unity. Prtoolscenta. Foi Miea&tUi<4nb •

THOMAS PAINE.
.' Was Be Junius?

ItfVfa. Henry Burr. Price 15 cent».______ ,

. The Religion of Spiritualism,‘
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev. Samuel 

WaUon. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
agrand end noble man. Price S1.00. .

“ THE TALMUD.
flelecHonatrom tbe contents ot that ancient boot; 

ttr commentaries, teaching», poetry, «nd legend». 
Also brief «ketches of the men who made and? com
mented mon It. By H. Polaag. 8» pp. Price, 
cloth..lta. . ..: . ’

FORCE AND MATTER.
ByLudwIgBuechner. A celebrate'd book. Cloth, «1.

LENTWORK-
Tbtoworkl.byDR.M. L. SHERMAN. a.slBtcd W 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It baa been Bold for
i »2, but tbe price now bos been reduced to »1. It Ie a 

book that will Interest and Instruct. Il contains ISO 
PBKes, and 1» full of sueuoitlve thought». Dr. Shor
ina» ™ a medium of rare qualities, »nd h e work .« 
reflection from tbe celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil 
Unnatural ideas; Church History: Progression; Inher
ent in Substance; Tbo Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual .Death; Immortality. 
Mourning; The Confoundlngof Language, The SpirW 
Abodes; Mutter and Spirit; Slzo nud Distance, opiritu

I al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra-( 
’ pby; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author says: “ Each Individual partakes of. 
both physical and mental or splrlm«! aliment for him* 
self. Each one must digest their \ urions kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest’ or layman, teacher or pupiL 
My physical expands by virtue of '.bal food aud nour- 
lehmentof which I Individually partake and digest. 
My soul muat expand by virtue of the soulI essencj 
which 1 individually gather and comprehend or digest. 
For sale at thia office.

JESUS AND THE MEHMUMS,
—OH—

CHRIST AND MEDIUHSBHIP.
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualist 

and Mediumship of tho Bible with that of to-dny. by 
MoskbHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the rondl- 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also sbowu mat ail 
the manifestations throughout tl'.s O'.o and Now iviuv 
meat were andertho same couiUUons that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the re« 
turn of mhdlumship to the world. 48 pages. Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

¿•ERFECT MOTHERHOOD
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

B

WHITE MAGIO
•r-ritfht irmveo Seveni.” a book of ZT1PMS8. It to 
wiivftverylnteroBtlngandauiKflfittnWa«. rrtOO ¿j R novol written wnn a purpwv, m

... . . .

; OBSESSION ■ ~. . UDwuOuIvlV» .■ ; bookdealimcd cspeclaHy.prlmarnj’i for mothers «nd
. -How evil spirits influence mortals. By M. Faraday ’’those who are to do mothers; aid secondly« through 
■ Mi. PHoo 10 conui. - J . .... mother», to effect .«‘«’•"•‘ArtJ '• 1 the race. It brlnst^trongly and clearly to vlow tha

1 reaultnpon tho child of proper aurroundlnga and Inllu- 
' encca bearing upon tho mother prcvloua to maternity.

Incidentally tho author touche» upon varlona thing» 
In modern social and buatneea life, which ara 
and Ox unequal burden» upon the Individuals tempo;- 
Ing aooloty »9 a whole. The book 1» trenchant. 1 nflr™' 
live and very interesting, even when regarded trurciy 
M a novel, and 1» especially commended to ‘ nun.cn 
everywhere," to whom It la dedicated. It Biao .¡bur 
oughly ahowa up the dcsulllcal bp rlt of ■ tho CnUioUe 

t Wit- Ohurcii: advanced Idcaa relating to tho Spiritual I'lui- 
Fvn.v paophr arc Introduced. It contain» a One llkanc»» or, 

. ” tho a'ltlior. It contain» 345 page», titally fc»und M
«loth. Price by mall, prepaid. »1,

TÌV LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D » novol .written with . »ÄSS

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heston. Price, boards, 11; cloth, 11.50.
Heston is Inimitable. ;

PULPIT. PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardqner. Onoof.licr bright«!. wit- 

tlcatnndatronge»t)ecturc3 nftiiliiBl tho Bible, Every 
woman Bbouldrcad It and know tor friends nnd on-
mlu; Price 10 centi.
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THE REAL REDEEMER. ‘
We are taught from the pulpit that 

man was originally pure and perfect in 
all his parts; that he violated the com
mand of God, fell from his high estate, 
and that to regain his lost condition it 
became necessary for another .to
assume man’s guilt, suffer, and even die 
for him on a cross; and that all who 
accept such redemption are released 
from the sins of the first pair, and 
through the merits of that. atoning 
blood are fitted, to inherit eternal life.

Philosophers assert, on the contrary, 
that man came Into being occupying aXlVUiit wj * uo.vruuv **• t A.—o*“*—— J .n ------ —

vel'y low l’lane of knowledge; that his
V _ . . .. V .. .. -J-t. IV rt a *,1 rl„1t.,KtA,l drntn I -- ---- — 1 «, n ~ ^.1 A -TV. •-» >4 4- z-x 11tend thtinUuletB you >v!bU tbftt amount deducted from progress upward Was Slow and toll« 

the amount tent. Direct all lettere to J. B. Irancis. * ° ■ x
No 40 LooilUb street, Chicago, 111. ’I some, extending thiough millions of
--------------------- years before he learned the value of CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION > ■ tbo means of preserving It.

As there are thousands who will at flrat venture ’ 1
only twenty-flyeccuuiorTuaPnoGntssivicTuiJiKEa That commencing with this little spark 

of probably accidentally acquired 
them, and thus be able to remit, from $1 totiO.or oycn knowledge, he has added to It from age 
mure than the latter sum A large number of little « ’......................... « .. . . ,
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 1 .
the Held of our labor and uaerulnebfl. The aame sug- BCG forming a stepping-stone to

Youwfi another, until he has reached his pres- 
experience no dltUculty whatever iu inducing Splrltu- eut exalted ilOSitiOH. .

If I11® pliilosophers ore correct, then 
blo information Imparted therein each week, and is not the pulpit In eiTOl' aS regards Its 
the price of only about two cents per week ' claims? . And is not education, instead

------------------- 7T. x. - ok of the blood of an Innocent person, tlie 
;A Bountiful Harvest for -5 Cents. rea| redeemer of the race? And do we 

not owe our sreat advancement during 
meat what an intellectual feast that small investment the last hundred years to the fact that 

tbirtM^ ?• aew era was opened in the history of
cents! For that ainouut you obtain one hundred and I the world when the American State 
four page, of soils. governments ceased to pay tribute toU cr'“lubalefl<‘toa“e<" I the church, and inaugurated a system 
—------------------------------ ---------------- - of common school education, where the

TAKE NOTICE! I poorest can be taught the rudiments of

a si.1 Aar* cs? 5?

IN TH-E. RE/VLM Öfj QNSEEN

Lilian Whiting Relates Her Personal- Experience.
VISIT FROM A DEAD FRIEND

SPIRIT. OF KATE FIELD AP
PEARS AND TALKS WITH HER— 
CONVERSATION IS CARRIED ON 
JUST THE SAME AS, BETWEEN 
PEOPLE IN THE FLESH, AS RE
LATED IN THE INTER OCEAN.
The New Year of 1899 is a sufficiently 

convenient" date from which to predict 
a iiew note that is rapidly making itself 
felt in the industrial world—that of sub
stitution of scientific and technical 
training for the former learning of a 
trade, for trades are vanishing before 
the march of modern inventions. The
electrician is supplanting the engineeritlXU it XvLIh L| X-lu. XX CIO dlLXVXVLX <-V XV X.XVW* <.<^v . * *•

to age, little by little, one" slight afr-'tfne man directing a motor supplies the 
,, . r- _ _x i i. ~ 'x- nlnr*n r\f tun m* n hlindrpfl in IHJllinillplace of ten or a hundred in manual 

labor, and so the new conditions are

■Sr
FAITHFUL WORDS.

W At expiration ot tuliBcrlptlon, It not renewed, knowledge at public expense? 
^11Onun5jere<11BCOntllltte<1 I In all, those countries where the-
|y It you do not receive your paper promptly, I church still holds sway; where the 

write to ua, and errors In addreee will be promptly I priest and pulpit are supported by the 
^^eXX”m"a«p.^ fPvernmenta education is limited to 
changed, always give the address ot the place to wblob the few, and very slight progress has 
it is then sent, or the chamro cannot be made. I |jeen made in learning, and In real
—---------------------- -------' I knowledge. The priests, who are the

FOREIGN COUNTRIES. principal educators In such countries, 
The Progressive Thlukcr Is iurulshed In the United strive to SO instruct OS to perpetuate 

States at SI.00 per year, the postage thereon being but powel. jn t]ie hands of the clergy, While 
nomiual but when It Is sent to foreign countries we 1 * . . . , .
arc compelled to charge 50 cents extra, making the I the physical needs Of the people are 
yearly subscription s!.5(1. Please bear that In mind. I almost wholly neglected.
. , ... - 1 ■— Without elaborating a subject capable

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1899. of Infinite expansion, does not common 
sense suggest that the American people 

r , ... ' and the world at large as well, should
WHAT WE SHALL DO WITH THE tnke a lesson from experience, let the MHA1 WL MlAl^ UU wun. xxx antlquated notiong> gQ

IfLAiiinrs. . tQ d0gg |t W1U> an(j increase the
Senator Elkins, senator by the divine effort to educate and enlarge the mind, 

grace of being a millionaire, is as'pious and free it from false Inculcations by a 
and godly as he is wealthy. Others class of worthless teacher^ whose 
with Yankee tlnift, see a good bargain ^^^^^“^e^V'ctaimlnr'0“^ 
In taking the Philippines, and com- wl]lg lt?„ 1 J 
merclal money-making. Elkins does not __ _____ > . » , ------------
care a farthing for trade or the shekels, a SHAMELESS BIGOT.
It Is the extension of religion that fires Among the Associated press dis
his soul with apostolic zeal. He says. patcijea from this city, we find the fol- 

“If lor no oilier reason we owe a duty i0WjDg. '
to Christianity to take the, Philippines. «when the Rev. William S. Jacoby, 
Jhe wins ot I assistant pastor of the Chicago avenue
drhing JlohamnicMlan sm and church, in preaching a funeral sermon
sm from the East and Christianizing oyer the b^y Qf R Wllllams, 

that section of the world. December 30, propounded the doctrines
To this eminently pious senator it of .^h gre an(j eternal damnation he 

appears as easy to drive the believers aroused a spirit of resentment on the 
in these great religions out of the East, part of his hearers. After the minister 
as to bulldoze a State Legislature. Let closed bls exhortation Andrew B. Adair, 

> ■„ i „ ia „„a „■>,„( n tnh a fellow craftsman of Victor Williams,us see how Wise he is and what a job aroge and expresged hlg oppoglte vlew> 
he flippantly- speaks of. later there arose an open contro-

The most reliable figures of the I versy between the preacher and mem-
world’s great 
Buddhists.... 
Confucians ..

creeds are:

VISIONS REALIZED.BUNDAY. AND POLICE COURTS.
Under.the head of Police News, in the 

Dally of a neighboring city, we find the 
following:

“The first of every week generally 
sees a miscellaneous collection of cul
prits in the police court.”

What Is true hi the very moral city of 
Rockford, is true of every other city 
where'Mhe Christian Sunday is pro
tected by law. Great troops of offend
ers are arraigned every Monday morn
ing on account of wrongs perpetrated 
on “God’s holy day!” Why more on 
this day than any other in the week? Is 
it not because “an idle brain is the 
Devil’s workshop?” If it were not for 
enforced idleness they who are brought 
Into police courts Monday morning, to 
answer for offenses of the day before, 
perhaps paying the entire earnings of 
the past week in expiation of petty 
offences, in gratifying appetites or pas
sions, would be engaged ill productive 
Industry, the proceeds going to the sup
port of loved ones .who-- are im
poverished and suffer because of these 
fines and costs.

The attempt to make persons re
ligious by legislation has all the char
acteristics of the Inquisition, without a 
single redeeming trait. It Is not for 
the laborer, or In his interest the day is 
detached form its fellows, and is called 
sacred, but it Is in the interest of the 
priest exclusively, to the prejudice of 
honest toil. Men should rest when 
weary, without regard to a day, and 
should labor when dispose^, to do so 
withQBt.lntprference from any one. A 
barber wants to rest on Sunday, so he 
gets a city ordinance compelling all his 
rivals to rest. The priest wants gen
erous contributions from the people for 
bls support, so he procures legislation 
to close all places of business on Sun
day, to the end that they shall go to 
church, hear him tell all about God, and 
pay him liberally for his Sunday labor.

"Faithful pre the wounds pf a 
friend,” were the words of one' in the 
long ago, and they express a truth 
worthy of remembrance. Words of 
kindly uttered truth, spoken with sin
cere Intent to help end do good, may 
sometimes cut with pain to the very 
heart, yet are the faithful words of a 
faithful friend. ....... ............

Having the good of the cause at 
heart, we have endeavortd to give 
faithful words to our readers, that they 
may , be Individually penefitted, that 
they'may be intelligent and well in
structed in matters pertaining to the 
philosophy and phenomena of Spiritual
ism, and all the vast range of thought, 
conjoined or cognate to our grand 
cause.

In our work for the good of our cause, 
we have felt it a duty to speak faithful 
words in positive condemnation of 
fraudulent practices by persons profess
ing to be mediums.

We believe it is a truth, that our tem
ple cannot be safely erected on a foun
dation of which the whole or a part of 
Its materials is composed of’fraud.

The edifice cannot safely be trusted 
to the hands of m«re base pretenders; 
nor to those who,' being possessed of 

■ -some real gifts of mediumship, are dis
honest and mix false and unsound or 
rotten material, with the genuine. 
Spiritualism can flourish better without 
either of these classes than with them.

Feeling a deep Interest, in our cause, 
and feeling the importance of its 
largest and most substantial success, 
we urge as the most feasible and per
fect means to that end, the formation 
of family circles. ■

In laying out work for the good of our 
cause, for the coming year, let not this 
Important point be absent from the 
minds of Spiritualists. We verily be
lieve that in advising and urging this 
matter we are doing what will, more 
than all things else, tend to build up 
our cause and establish Spiritualism on 
the most solid foundation possible.

' The practical demonstration of spirit 
presence, in the quiet, homelike, family 
circle, will be more effectual In winning 
acceptance, and giving Spiritualism a 
home in the hearts of people, than any 

: other method or plan that can be de
vised or followed.

And that very best results may be se
. cured, let the family circle work be 

supplemented and reinforeed with 
; spiritual literature. The reading of 
। such papers as The Progressive Thinker 
, will make wide-awake, progressive, In
i telllgent Spiritualists.

Spontaneous Spiritual Phe- 
. nomena.

PRESENTIMENT OF LINCOLN’S 
ASSASSINATION—A SOFT FINE 
SPIRIT VOICE MAKES WONDER-

hand of Mrs. Piper, when the latter was 
in a trance ¡state, [hundreds and hun
dreds of pages which are as absolutely 
and uuiulstakablyi.fj’om her as any of 
her letters;; >yhem here, through our 
fifteen years,iof constant and almost 
daily'correspondence. ¿These communi
cations are linked with actual and ob
jective events almost as any corre
spondence might be, and this series of 
communications through the hand of 
the medium ' are 1 constantly supple
mented by direct communication from 
her viva voce. Sòme little resume Of 
this phenomena T recorded two years 
ago in the little 'book entitled ‘-After 
Her Death,” but since that was written 
enough to fill volumes has accumulated. 
Out of It all it is difficult to select what 
is easily relatable, but, for Instance, 
here Is an occurrence:

In. August of 1897 I was standing by 
my writing table one day, and I was 
suddenly conscious that Miss Field was 
by me. Her appearance is always as 
perceptible to me as that of any caller 
who comes into tlie room. During that 
day I had been looking over a large ■ 
number of ■ letters from noted people 
written to Miss Field, and had decided 
to have them copied in typewriting, for 
the use of material in preparing her 
blographyi..and to- give the original
copies to the Boston Public Library. 
Among these letters was one of three 
(foolscap) pages - written by Edgar 
Allan Poe to Mr. Joseph M. Field, Kate 
Field’s father. I felt, that she came to 
me and I distinctly heard her say—not 
audibly, but the words fell as distinctly 
on my mind ns If audibly spoken:

“Lilian, I want you to give the Poe 
letter to Mr. Stediphn.” .

“Certainly I will, Kate, If you wish it 
done,” I replied to her, and I at once 
wrote to Mr. Edmund Clarence Sted
man, her old and intimate friend, and. 
Inclosed thn.l’oe letter..not telling him 
that Miss Field herself had directed me 
to do so, feeling that he would probably 
regard me as a lunatic if I did. So far 
as my own knowledge went, there was 
no special reason why'this manuscript 
should be offered to Mr. Stedman, any 
more than to any other of the literati. 
Of course, an autograph letter of Edgar 
Allan Poe’s would be .valued by any 
lover of literature, but I did not then 
.know, myself, of any special reason 
why it should have been offered to Mr.- 
Stedman, excepting that he is always 
the kindest and most generous of 
friends. My astonishment, ' then, at 
learning the special fitness of the gift

FUL PREDICTIONS - THOMAS
LEWIS GIVES SOME REMARK
ABLE EVIDENCE OF SPIRIT 

’ POWER IN THE KANSAS CITY 
(MO.) JOURNAL. । .
In a letter read before the Old Men’s 

Association at the Y. M. O. A. yester
day, Thomas Lewis, who was a neigh
bor and personal friend of Abraham 
Lincoln, gave the details of a series of 
remarkable premonitions of death 
which had been verified, culminating in 
the presentiment of the assassination of 
the President, fulflHed in such a, tragic 
manner. -^..J

Mr. Lewis’ paper was as follows: '
“In response to your request that I 

favor you with a written Statement of 
the marvelous premonitions 1 had in 
reference to Abraham Lincoln, I deslyd 
to be excused for prefacing it with a 
few previous presentiments, which ex
plain the faith in me that induqpd my 
visit to Washington.

‘‘In 1831 I was in business in New 
Brunswick, N. J. In those days an old 
custom prevailed: When a young man 
engaged in business, he commenced 
seeking a partner of the gentler sex for 
life. The writer was no exception to . 
the general rule. My father lived near 

’Basking Ridge, twenty miles north of 
New Brunswick. One and a half miles 
east of Midway, between tlie two 
places, lived a lady that I had visited 
for home time each alternate Sunday. 
On a Friday night preceding the Surf 
day I was due to visit the lady, I woke 
up and a soft, fine voice said, ‘If you 
want to see your father alive you must 
go home at once.’ I slept no more. I 
was a disbeliever in premonitions, but 
it so impressed my mind that I con
cluded 1 would go, as I could meet my 
engagement from there the next dayi 
Saturday afternoon I went home, ar
riving at eight o’clock. Father died at 
four o’clock the next morning.

“In 1840, the first session of the Stato 
Legislature met In Springfield, Ill. My 
wife's father, of New Brunswick, N. J., 
was visiting us, and took great pleasure
in visiting the Legislature. At that time 
I went to St. Louis, 100 miles from 
Springfield, either on horseback or lt> 
the stage. On Wednesday I made ar
rangements to go on horseback to St, 
Louis Thursday morning. Wednesday 
evening William Van Norstrand, my 
father-in-law, came from the State 
Mouse having a severe cough. I sold 
to him, ‘I fear you are going to be sick, 
I think I will not go to St. Louis in th

coming in and the old ones aro going 
out. The need in the line of general 
education is not, as formerly, trade . 
schools that teach some one specific 
thing, but polytechnic schools and in
stitutes of technology. It is already 
possible to discern that the great prob
lem of capital and labor Is to be 
solved—not in precisely the manner 
now argued by either party, but by the 
Incoming of wholly new conditions of 
life. The world Is on the threshold of 
diviner days. There has been a cult of 
people who for the past few years have 
been announcing that “poverty is a dis
ease.” The statement had sufficient 
flavor of extravagance to prevent its 
being received too seriously, but, never
theless, there lurks in it the germ of 
truth. The alleviation of poverty is 
found in better industrial conditions 
and in wise philanthropies. But the 
cure for poverty will be found in spirit
ual unfoldment. Man as a divine be
ing, sharing the very nature of God, 
holds within himself the key to his con
ditions. He can creqte them. Jesus 
explained the simple and direct way, 
and instead of our relegating his words 
to the borderland of mysticism, we may 
test them by practical experience. 
“Seek ye first," he said, “the kingdom 
of God and his righteousness; and all 
these things shall be added unto you.”

-Now, the “kingdom of God” Js not some 
vague realm awaiting us after the 
change we call death. It is a spiritual 
condition into which .every man and 
woman may enter at any moment 
Having entered It, having achieved that 
identification of the human will with 
the divine will; having realized within 
ourselves that serene peace, that entire 
harmony which is the atmosphere of 
the kingdom of God, one Is then recep
tive to the conditions Of that kingdom. 
They are ready at any hour for each 
and every one. They are as free and 
as abounding as the atmosphere.

Now, to still further rationalize this 
theme, it is evident that there is about 
us another realm in close correspon
dence with this; It Is evident that the 
world of the Seen Is simply a-facsimile 
of another world which is the Unseen; 
a world of the ethereal where this Is of 
the material. This unseen realm (and 
we must remember that the unseen Is 
not the invisible, for It may be, and is, 
perceived by our spiritual faculties)— 
this unseen realm Is in tlie closest mag
netic relation to the realm of the seen. 
It is the world'with which we are In 
perpetual relations of action and re
action; the world whose inhabitants are 
our friends, who have put off tlie earth
ly form and’gone on to this finer and 
more potent life. If this hypothesis is 
true, is it not a fact of tremendous im
portance, of fairly overwhelming mag
nitude? Is it not, indeed, one which re
adjusts all our preconceived theories of 
life? The accumulated human ex
perience of nineteen centuries now en
able man to enter on a far more Intelli-

A LUCID INTERVAL.
A religious paper was recently started 

in Germany to defend the verbal in
spiration of the Bible. It had a very 
brief existence. The editor in his vale
dictory said he could not get any con
tributors to support his position. Sen
sible Germans. A few years more and 
the advocates of such a ridiculous claim 
will be sought for and only found in in
sane asylums. We can imagine a mild- 
mannered-lunatic looking over a new 
comer of -this sort, and remarking, as 
was said tojiave been done on another 
occasion: ‘IThls man is not Insane. He's 
a dam foqi, and that’s what alls him."

dre/vmingwhen I received his letter- of acknowl- 
edginent may be imagined, for, under 
date of August 20, 1897, Mr. Stedman 
wrote: ,

“ ♦ * * As to... the Poe letter, I 
scarcely knpw what to do. Don’t you 
know that 1^.1» rare,and valuable? Brft 
of course yo,u;do, and of course that is 
why you gaye it tp me.' Well, I have 
Poe’s best daguerreotype and a famous 
Poe manuscript, and I need just this 
letter to go >vlth them and to make my 
memorial complete. ■ * * *”

Now here ,was revealed the special 
fitness which my bqloved friend in the 
unseen saw,and knpw.and which I did 
not see and know. Nor did I then know 
of the complete and beautiful poem of 
Poe that Mr. Stedman and Professor 
Woodbury Ijad edited, it having been 
brought out when Lyvas abroad and not

morning.’ Said he: ‘This is not! 
often have such colds. Go and i . 
business.’ Thursday morning I went 
Into his room and inquired how he felt. 
‘AH right,’, said he. ‘I have had a good 
sleep and will be all right when you 
come home.’ I arrived in St. Louis Fri
day morning. During tbp night 1 woke 
up, and that same small voice said: 
‘Your father-in-law is going to die.’ X ' 
slept no more, got up in the morning 
and rode home, arriving Sunday even
ing, four hours before his death.

"In 1843 I was in Northern Illinois on 
horseback. Before (jotting through with 
my business, I awoke in ths night and 
the same voice said: ‘Clark Van Nos
trand, your wife’s uncle, is going to 
die.’ I left next morning, rode sixty 
miles a day, and arrived home foui 
hours after his death. Without going 
into details, I will state that for many 
years I so firmly believed that I was to 
raise to majority three children ana 
lose two in minority that I had no hope 
of the recovery of either son from his 
first day’s illness. With such an array 
of facts, who would not have visited a 
friend? In 1862, when the Union army 
took ^possession of Memphis, ex-Chief 
Justice Williams, of Iowa, and myself, 
knowing the military courts were the 
only ones held, and as the lawyers 
there could not take the requisite oath, 
concluded there might be some money 
In practice there. A few qights before 
I had set for leaving, having mado ar
rangements with my two law and two 
publishing partners in the Union Her
ald, I awoke and that familiar voice 
said: ‘If you. wish to see Abraham 
Lincoln alive, you must go to Washing
ton before going to Memphis, as you 
will not' see him alive in the spring.’ 
As usual, It seemed to me, when I was 
awakened by a premonition, my wife 
was always awakened, still and quiet 
as I could possibly be. As was her 
custom, she said, 'What Is it to-night? 
With a secret injunction not to tell 
what caused me to go to Washington, I 
told her. By the way, she was not a 
woman who, when told a secret, went 
to that other woman and told It to her 
that she might help her to keep it. You 
can imagine why I did not want the 
reason of my going to Washington 
made public better than I can de
scribe It.

“It seemed to me everybody knew I 
was going to Washington. When I met 
a Republican on the street, this or sim
ilar words would pass: ‘What are you 
going to 'Washington for? To visit Mr. 
Lincoln? It’s useless to go. No Dem
ocrat need apply for office.’ On meeting 
a Democrat he would say, ‘Lewis, I 
thought you had more sense than to 
think you could get anything,’ etc., etc.

“I went to Washington, learned Mr, 
Lincoln’s time was fully occupied. I 
waited until 8 o’clock, went to the 
White House, thinking he would be at 
leisure. The orderly was at the door, 
and a half dozen or more waiting their 
turns. Said he, ‘You must wait your 
turn.’ I gave him my card, and asked 
him to give it to Mr. Lincoln. I was at 
once Ipt in his room. Two men wero 
there. After a Quaker benediction, I 
said: ‘Mr. Lincoln, I am on my way to 
Memphis to practice law. I came here 
to make a short visit. I want no office -i 
and ask none for a friend.’ Said Mr. ’ 
Lincoln, ‘You see my condition. Go to 
Mary’s room, visit her till I come. Can’t 
say what time that will be. I am here 
from 9 to 12 o’clock every night. When 
I get there we will talk Springfield 
over.’ , ■

“I was escorted to Mrs. Lincoln’s ■ 
room. He came at 11 o'clock. At 2 
o’clock I arose to leave. Said Mr. Lin- 
coin, ‘Be seated a few minutes.’ He . 
took from his pocket a card ahd pencil, 
wrote'upon the card ah introduction to 1 
Secretary Chase, handed it to me, say- k 
Ing, ‘Don’t leave the city until you pre-' 
sent this. I want you to see Mr.- ; 
Chase... I want to give you a letter to . 
General Grant (who was then at Vicks- ■■■ 
burg); it’s too late to write it now, so 
will send it to you.’ I replied, saying: . 
‘l am not going belew .Memphis.’ Said . 
he, ‘You don’t know where you will go, 
and a letter from me to General Grant 
will do you no harm,’ Next day he sent 
nie a letter, directed to Springfield. My 
wife forwarded It to me. ■

At the time of his assassination I waa ■ 
attending court in Springfield. The next 
morning so soon as the court opened, a ■ 
motion was made to adjourn and tho 
judge to act as chairman of a bar meet
ing to take action on the death of Mr. 
Lincoln. A secretary was appointed. 
It was suggested that before appolnt- 
ing-commlttees some remarks should bo 
made and Judge Stephen L Logan, hbj ,

Dreaming child-dreams which men are given to 
dreaming-; -

Waking in larger age to find the dreams are 
flown.

Dreaming of death,- while life is only seeming;
Waking, from life to death and joys unknown.

Waking to lines undreamed and scenes so new;
Waking; in pure delight, to what we never 

dreamed of seeing,
Sleeping to earth and seeming, and all that once 

was true, . .
Waking from out time’s dreaming, to etemi- 

ty’s real being:—Edward Willard Watson.

bers of his audience after they had left 
147,000,000 the church and were still standing on 
.256,000,000 the sidewalk in front of the door."
177,000,000 victor B. Williams was one of the
------------- 1 best known printers In the Unl.ted

Or a total of.......................... 770,000,000 gtajeSi an(j frjends were justly in
fio di he out tills, vast population the I af thig shameful attempt to re-

417,000,000 ' aginary hell over his lifeless remains.
Thus’far in history, Buddhism and No wonder churchmen were outraged

Mohammedans

Mohammedanism have not only held when they heard the following from 
their own, but increased at far greater tlleir pastOr’s lips: ' 
latio than Christian!ty. In the contest „It Ig enoUgjj t0 plead that one 
to dill e them out, they will not s - pag llyed a moral ufe> tijat jje ¡jas t,een 
init t.unelj, noi a ill they ever receive «nselfish helnful to others and guilt- 
the Christian lellglon. But should they I morn.! wrontr Hp who believes 
be driven, where does the pious Klkins . . , r.hrlRf and does not look to 
propose to (hive them. J^ere is no f mercy cannot hope to escape 
vacant territory, and to annihilate them . .. _ , eternal <jamilatlon "
would be too barbarous for this age, • . .
however sanctioned by Jehovah when Belief is everything, good deeds are 
he admitted the ravishment and nothing with this survival of paganism.
slaughter of the Canaanites. He holds heaven In one hand to give as

If he ever read the book which shows a reward for believing, and hell in the 
that this earth Is hollow as a gourd- 0^er ag a penalty for not believing In a 
shell, perhaps he Intends finding the . . ... z
hole into the interior and driving the virgin-born God. Ever since the in 
770 millions like a vast flock of sheep qulsltlon was suppressed and the sword 
into the Interior! Then he and his fop the extermination of unbelievers 
Christian soldiers would have all the was sheathed this hell has been exhlb- 
land, and their campaign, which began I ited rampant, serving at the same time' 
with pious intent, will prove a good In- as the principal stock in trade of the 
vestment in real estate. I burly priest to frighten victims into his

This would be a new crusade to fold. The annual prayer week, just 
which those to the Holy Sepulchre closed, was one of rant about the dis- 
whlch left the bones of hundreds of I tress of an angry God, because sinners 
thousands bleaching on the hills of refuse to be saved. ,
Asia, would be as a skirmish line to a If there was a hell Into which they 
countless army. By all means In- who outrage Omnipotence by their mis- 
augurate the crusade to “drive out the representations of the Divine character 
Buddhists and Mohammedans!” The could be hurled, there is no question 
egotism and conceit of such ignorant these blatherskites would be the first to 
pletv needs just such a caustic remedy encounter vindictive justice. ’ 
to awaken it to sense. ---------- - ■ . ■ ■ .... '

CHAPLAINS IN THE ARMY.
CRIME ON THE RETROGRADE.
The Tribune of this city, In a recent

There is a chaplain for every regi- labored editorial, shows by a mass ¡of 
incut, who represents the lingering statistics that crime is on the decrease 
superstition that in ancient times sent in, the United States, and that 1898 
the priest with the warrior and made marks a decided change for the better 
tlie soldier believe that he was fighting over 1897. Even suicides, of late years 
under the protection of God. That so alarmingly prevalent, ’fell off 680 
there should be recognized, govern- during the last year, while there were 
ment-pald priests with the army, Is a 1,680 fewer murders. Other, crimes 
satire on the enlightenment of this aged seem to have dwindled In like pre
paid are these priestly chaplains for portion.
what? To pray that the army to which The enlistment of so many of the 
they belong may be victorious; that the criminal class In the army and their 
shells may burst In the enemies’ ranks temporary removal' from the country,
and tear and rend; .that the cavalry probably did much, towards producing 
may tread down and the sabres the result, whilst the partial revival of 
lacerate! Pray to the Christ who T’usioess with employment for idle 
taught love and peace as above all XffiTimp^ 
things to come to their aid in wholesale | arT^eSha^

Influenced the favorable conditions?
So long as wrong doers are taught 

that by faith and repentance the most 
hardened sinner can escape justice and 
the punishment of crime in a future 
state of being, he wHl take the risk of 
escaping it here. Teach him, on the 
contrary, as Spiritualists do, that the 
effect of every wrong extends into the 
future life; that there is. no possibility 
of escaping deserved punishment, then 
a reform will commence at once, that 
wHl not only bear fruit in this life, but 
be eternal In its consequences, just as 
a good man must always look : back 
with painfut regret to any evil act of 
his life. , ■ ■

The . more - zealously the popular 
creeds are . taught and believed, and 
control human'action, the greater will 
be the- infraction of moral law. The 
criminals of- Christendom are church
men, else believers in church creeds. 
The Statistics of • the penitentiaries 
prove . this,' whilst Spiritualists and 
Agnostics are rarely found doing serv
ice for the State. . :

murderl ,
There are priests engaged In praying I 1 

God for the same terrible assistance, on , 
tlie other side, and if there was any I 
listening being, it must be perplexing ( 
diplomacy to arrange so as to satisfy ( 
both Christian parties.

The notorious Sam Small gained an I ' 
appointment as chaplain of the Third 1 
Engineers, United States Army, and ' 
the very day he arrived in the South he 
expressed his views as to the -value of ' 
the high office he had assumed.

He is thus reported:
“The chaplains are a sort of sop to I 

the church sentiment, without much 
substance to them. They just take a 
minister and put a uniform on him, 1 
with a silver cross on the shoulder, pay 
him $200 a month and. turn him loose 
on 1,200 men without any of the Imple
ments of the spiritual welfare to light 
with. I’ve been disappointed. ; '

“When I get out I am going to sug
gest that they do away with the chap- 
Iains. I suppose there will be a howl, 
but it . is better to raise the issue and 
have the whole system revised. When 
we get down to Cuba, I’ll wager most 
of the men would rather go to a cock 
fight'or bull fight than attend services. 
To tell the truth, I am beginning to 
think there Is a heap of balderdash 
nbout what the chaplains do accom
plish outside of meeting the sentiment 
that calls for their presence with every 
body of troops." • .

gent comprehension of spiritual laws i 
than has before been possible. Jesus ’ 
alluded to these when he said: “I have . 
many things to tell you, but ye cannot 
hear them now.” Could the child in the - 
kindergarten fear the knowledge un
folded In the classroom? Individuals, 
like St. Paul, for instance,.who can iear 
the larger knowledge, there have always 
been; but so Interlinked is our hu
manity that the race as a whole cannot 
advance beyond the average progress 
of all its members. It Is perfectly con
ceivable that now, on the eve of the 
twentieth century, humanity, as the 
heir of all the ages, has advanced to 
that degree which makes possible this 
larger knowledge and higher grasp of 
the Unseen. Both science,and psychic 
research support this probablUty. The 
increasing experiences of people who 
“talk with the dead," as the Inter 
Ocean, phrased it—that is, who talk 
with their friends who have put off the 
mortal body and are in this ethereal 
world—is a perfectly rational and even 
inevitable outcome of the conditions In 
which we now find ourselves. Man is 
primarily a spiritual being, and only 
secondarily and temporarily a physical 
being. The physical body is the outer, 
case, so to speak, that coriforms to the 
spiritual body. The spiritual hand is 
enabled to grasp material things by Its 
physical covering. The eye and the ear 
of the body are but the outer expression 
of the sight and hearing of the spiritual 
body. Now, to talk with those who are 
In the unseen realm—which is an inner 
ether in an ajmosphere—it is only 
requisite to have developed the psychic 
sense of seeing or hearing, or both. An 
increasing number of persons are de
veloping this., Instances could be mul
tiplied. There is in Boston an elderly 
lady, living on' Massachusetts avenue, 
who is tho daughter of a New England 
divine, so well known that, if I felt-at 
liberty to mention his name, it would 
be recognized. Within a year her father 
(who ha? long been in the Unseen) told 
her one day to send $20 to a woman 
whose name and address he gave her
an entire stranger.;- She obeyed arid re
ceived a letter telling of an extreme 
emergency which her gift had averted, 
and saved the recipient from great suf
fering. A large .proportion of these in
stances are linked with so many per
sonal circumstances , that it renders 
their narration difficult, if not impossi- 
-ble. The details of explanation would 
prove tiresome to the reader. ' „

During the winter of 1896-7, and for 
some months subsequently, I had ä long 
series of sittings with Mrs. Piper, the 
famous psychic who has been for soriie 
years under the auspices of the Psychi
cal Research Society. I had first known 
of her somewhere about 1886, and had

seeing the American papers. So there 
is all this cliiiiu of ’objective probabili
ties, in support of 'my impression, that 
Miss Field came and directed me to 
send this letter to the beloved poet who 
had been her generous and life-long 
friend.

All these occurrences of which so 
many people can speak certainly tend 
to establish the probability that those 
in the unseen may speak to us, spirit to 
spirit, and that this communication will 
become in the future so well established 
and so frequent that it will be regard
ed, not as phenomenal, but as a natural 
part of- the experiences of life. We 
shall learn, while here, to come more 
and more Into the control of the higher 
forces. We shall yet learn how to con
trol the elements and think Into being, 
so to speak, those which we require for 
the demands of the physical world. The 
struggle for the primary necessaries of 
life, as food, shelter, and clothing, will 
then be transferred to a higher plane, 
and we shall conquer, Increasingly, the 
spiritual territory and reach a higher 
development The basis of all this cul
ture is the comprehension of the nature 
Of life. The spiritual man (temporarily 
solourning here, clothed with a physical 
body) has behind him a long pre-exlst-
enee and before him a potential per-
fectiblllty of his nature. The spiritual 
man (or the soul) Is the cause and not 
the result of the ¡physical world. How 
shall this nature seek Its perfection? 
“By living $o purely, tn thought and 
deed, as to prevent the interposition of 
any barrier between his real (his spirit
ual) and his . outer (or physical) .self, 
and’ by steadfastly cultivating har
monious relations between these two; 
by subordinating the whole »of his sys
tem to the divine access to thè stores of 
knowledge laid tip in his soul, and 
attaining to the complete recognition of 
God and of the universe.” ;

HUNTING FOR THE LOST EDEN.
The London Literary Guide makes 

the announcement that a small literary 
party has lately left Aden, bn the north
ern coast of the Gulf<of Aden, in South
ern Arabia, in search of the Garden of 
Eden. The expedition proposes to visit 
the paleolithic settlement in Somali
land, which they think covers the site.

Somaliland, . otherwise Somauli, is sit-

’•Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be. historically 
correct, and -so exact and perfect in 
•aver.v detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For'sale st this office. :

then had two or three sittings with her. 
Later on (about 1890)- the English So
ciety invited her to London, and for 
some weeks she. was a guest In the 
family of Professor Sidgwlck, of Cam
bridge University, In England, where 
she was surrounded with test con
ditions and where the genuineness of 
her power in transmitting messages 
from those In the unseen to those In tho 
seen was established beyond the possi
bility of doubt Professor Oliver Lodge, 
Sir William Crookes, and many other 
strictly scientific investigators' gave 
much time to her. After her return to 
this country her power Increased, and 
the character of the communications 
through her Is most remarkable. Kate 
Field has written, to me, through the

uated in eastern Africa, bounded on the 
north by the Gulf of Aden, and east by 
the Indian océan. TÈre country is moun
tainous, and-^qulte." elevated., It lies 
south of the;jqirect (jllne of emigration 
from the Persian¿jGiilf to the Upper. 
Nile, hut . the , invaders of Africa of 
course spread-over a-large. region before 
they reached'the gr&it rlVer of Egypt. 
Capt. Speke, ÿho mîî.de à tour through 
that region some foriy years ago, in his 
account of his travels says: ,

"The inhabitants are extremely vio
lent and ' quarrelsome in their . dis
position, and ¡are notorious, for cheating 
and lying.” t -, ’ Ji -'

Did these scientists turn their atten
tion to this region.hoping to find the 
Garden of Eden becaiise the present in
habitants of that region are largely en
dowed with the saine characteristics

>-

POSITION DEFINED.
The Progressive Thinker desires to 

impress on the reader, in language as 
strong as It is capable, that It makes no 
war on any book for the good that may 
be found therein. Neither does it an
tagonize in the least the brave thoughts, 
the noble deeds, nor the truthful utter
ances of the clergy. Every worthy word 
or act should go echoing down the ages, 
Influencing other lives to practice the 
virtues and teach by example, so that 
other generations shall have models of 
purity and truth for their Imitation.

A falsehood, on the contrary, galns/no 
lustre by being. in the Bible or pro
claimed from the pulpit Though 
written in ralnbó'w hues along the sky, 
blazoned over the doorway In gold in 
every home, or echoed by a hundred 
million Ups, It is a He still and should 
be suppressed.

Sacred books do not make foul deeds 
clean, vicious conduct worthy of emula
tion, nor misrepresentations .in logic or 
fact, other than what they were In the 
beginning. A “Thus salth the Lord” is 
the say so of a- writer, not the voice of 
Infinite wisdom- If the statement was 
a Ue when written, It is doubly false 
when thus characterized.'

Mr. Ramsden Balmforth has just pub
lished in London a volume entitled 
“The Evolution of Christianity." The 
foUowing on its closing page beautifully 
and forcibly expresses our own views:

“Religion, to me, is Life, the Conduct 
of Life, running like a golden thread 
through every link and chainlet of 
thought and deed which go to make' 
the Uttle circles of our existence. Let 
us welcome every thought, every act, 
every: service, every bit of knowledge, 
every revelation of truth or beauty, 
every onward movement,»which helps 
to make our life purer, brighter, nobler. 
Out from the dead past, from the living 
present, from the beautiful visions of 
the days that are to be, from all science 
and. literature,'.from nU knowledge and 
all art come the. words, the gongs, the 
deeds, which touch the springs of Being 
With the breadth of a largér spirit, and 
so constrain us to weave and fashion 
aright this, many-colored fabric of our 
life." ■ . . - -

WRONG BEGETS WRONG.
If the cablegram from Madrid of the 

4th Inst, can be trusted; the Filipinos 
are retorting In kind on their priestly 
persecutors of Iloilo. We quote:

“Monks have been marched through 
the streets, led by cords attached to 
rings through their noses, and others 
have been employe^ lltefilly as beasts 
of burden. A thousand have died of ill 
treatment.” .

The Progressive Thinker has no sym
pathy with any kind of violence, fully 
convinced that every wrong wljl meet 
with just retribution; but the Filipinos 
seem to know their enemies, and the 
source of thé outrages which have been 
heaped on them, and on their ancestors 
for centuries. It would be expecting too 
much from human nature, even in the 
most civilized countries, for the people 
when clothed with power, to forget the 
burdens they have borne and not retort 
in kind on their oppressors. Such ac
tion was witnessed in France during 
her bloody revolution. It was the 
priests, and the nobility mostly whose 
heads fell under the guillotine. They 
had beén the assassins of liberty and 
their lives paid the penalty.

Power, whether priestly or secular, 
should always bear In mind that the 
wheel of fortune is ever turning; that 
they who ride on the popular wave to
day may suffer degradation to-morrow. 
The monks of Iloilo must be conscious 
of this fact, if the ancient custom of 
thrusting rings „through the noses of 
captives, then with a cord attached to 
the ring led into slavery, is being prac
ticed on them in person. As love begets 
love, so wrong begets wrong, and the 
aggressor is never safe.

I

which marked the Inhabitants when 
they first came from the .hand of the 
Creator? It was fh that celebrated 
Garden Caln murdered his brother 
Abel, and It was there God told Adam 
and, Eve: "In the day thou eatest 
thereoi [of the forbidden fruit] thou 
shalt surely die,":and yet Adam lived 
nine hundred and thirty years there
after,

It is well enough to look ovet that re
gion, but the language of divine in
spiration locates that, favored spot east 
of Assyria, and says the Euphrates was 
one of the four rivers which went out

RIGHT FOR ONOE. .
When a person bears witness against 

hl? own' craft, and the evidence carries 
on its face the marks of truth, the state
ment is entitled to respect Rev. Sam 
SmaU does not often say things we can 
Indorse, but the following, clipped from 
the Kansas City Star; indicates that the 
religious acrobat may be correct occa
sionally: . ’

“The Rev. Sam Small, having had 
some experience as chaplain of the 
Third United States Engineers, has 
come to the conclusion that army chap
lains are frauds; that they are ap
pointed as a ‘sop to the church sen
timent,’ and should be abolished as. use
less incumbrances.". " ;

REALISTIC. .
“Out in a Colorado village, one Sun

day, the church stove refused to work, 
and it was a very cold day. But the 
preacher was a man of genius. He 
preached a sermon about hell, which 
was so realistic the ladles had to re
move their wraps.’’—Prison Mirror.

■A hundred years ago fires for heating 
churches were not allowed. It was 
claimed if the heart was properly 
warmed , with the lovp of God no 
artificial means were necessary to keep 
up suitable 'warmth. 4 bitter contest 
was carried on between those who In
sisted on fires and those who opposed 
them, just as at a later .period there’ 
was between those who wanted instru
mental music in the churches and those 
who.opposed it as sacrilegious.

'■B

of Eden.
e A

"Blue Laws of Connecticut, With an 
Account of the Persecution of Witches 
and Quakers in New England,” Etc. 
The wickedness and folly which may 
bo embodied In religious laws are forci
bly illustrated In this readable and in
structive pamphlet., Price, 25 cents. 
For sale at thia office.

ABRIDGMENT OF CLERGY. .
T-_r> number of curates annually or

dained by the Church of England, has 
fallen off during the last ten years from 
814 to 652. One of the reasons' given 
for this falling away of the manufac
ture of soul-savers, is;. that “intelligent 
young men of to-day are growing more 
and more disinclined to accept the old 
theological dogmas.” - But’ another ex
cellent reason is given; “There is a 
large decrease in .tithes which im
poverishes clerical families.” 1

If it were not for the money there is 
in preaching there would be few 
preachers, and the world would be the 
gainer by the loss, so long as they 
preach of a frowning God and a flaming 
hell.
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old partner, made the first speech. 
Many of the judge’s remarks will never 
be forgotten by his hearers during lite- 

“In describing the dress of Mr. Lin
coln, the first time he ever met him, in 
ids jeans suit, he said he rewlnuea biui 
of the boy who gottup iu a hurry and 
■jumped too far through his trousers, as 
the bottoms of the pauts were inldnay 
■between ankles and kuees, andlittle 
did he think that Mr. Lincoln would 
ever be his law partner, and much less 
that he wbuld be President of toe Un tea 
States. I went from. Cairo to Upring- 
field to see his corpse when it arrived.

An Open Letter to Canadian 
Spiritualists,

The Spiritualists of this Province are*• . i. — < «-» rwHoV TA

AN INVOCATION.
interesting Events That FqI- 

... lowed.

ROOM PERMEATED WITH A SOFT 
YELLOW LIGHT I/Y THE VISITA
TION OF SOME MYSTERIOUS
POWER. / ;
Spiritualism to me is a divine revela

tion of God's natural aud sublime laws. 
I am progressing, outgrowing the old 
and taking on the new. As I have out
grown the swaddling clothes of infancy 
I have laid them aside; I have also out
grown tlie narrow, selfish creeds aud 
church dogmas made by man iu the 
past, for they ceased to feed my hungry 
soil! with .spiritual manna or bread of 
heaven. Believing that those who seek 
shall also find, “Knock and it shall be

' ' " I even asked. I

STUDIES IN SFIRITUNL THOUGHT. ¡BIBLE TROEHETS HND PREDICTIONS
■Views of Thought as a Silent yet Mightyr:Fc|j-qe Which 

May Be Used for Good or for Evil.

The strongest forces in nature are the the things of the spiritual life aud toe 
finer forces; the mightiest forces are the higher eommuuion/that Ihe tilings that 
unseen That which buijds up aud cou- appeal to the sensuous affimal life shall 
serves, that which dis utegrates and lose their powers to sway aud control-. 

■ resolves’ back -into elements for re- they are put beueato ther feet or ti^e 
building again into physical forms eu-1 higher, moral and spiritual nature' 

fdowed witli life, co-related with mem - - - 1LJ
'tality aud intelligence, aud a soul of;
moral aud spiritual eonsciousness—this 
wonderful force, energy, works its 
wondrous evolvemeuts silently and

GOME UP HIGHER.
Instead of dragging spirits down to 

earth, we should ■■desire ¡and seek to 
raise ourselves to a splriiAiul plane of

Critically Examined and Compared with Modern Mediums 

and Messages. By Moses Hull,

Bovs & Girlstifo
W* ar* giving aw»y boM gal4

ring«, ipojHng goods, musical uutrumenlf A m*ny w 
other valuablepremium» to boy» andgirlifor »el« 
Hug 18 packages (jtlloyttlEiiiHnhlukFuwieratlWw?1« 
fyerypackago makes 60c worth of fine Ink. Wo asknojnoMy--. 
good jour name and addrMs, and ¥9 v®?« a
ages with cretuiumliit and fall instroiiioni. Wien you mU th» 
Ink Powder send iue money to us and eelect your promlunu 
This Is an honest ofcir. We trust you« Von tlowtnu 
opportunity. WHtefortbeoutflttodiy. Wr?“al!orde.n:$. 
Iiuperlm Ink Concern« 4» Admu» SL Oak I’ark« IU»

' The Spiritualists ot this mwt« u« ““
beginning to realise,, toat in ordei to p a d an(J lnore nght. 1
occupy a Ptomment placeJh the pnvard I }lo/concerulng eal.thl}, tbiugS| bllt tbat i 
maith of piogicss, . , oi tbe the divine rays of spiritual light might
to piouiote the n '. d tbrougb. flood my being aud illuminate my soul, 1 Spiritual Phi osop y Ju and through be asundw ,
out Canada, it becomes necessaiy oniv +0 „iVG ,ue oue glimpse of toe 1establish a Dominion organization sa;d °^/°b(^d “j btp kllow be.

: oiganizut 1)6 Aa„n(.|nt|On of the yond the possibility of a doubt that ■ 
Vuned Sfes^pt Uiat^ years> slnce glrl,
we formulate a dee aiatlonpi pilncWS for something grand, noble and : 
wheieby we may sliow moie pointedly f answel. t0 my intense long

. toe aims and objects of pui phllosopuj. . ’ nme this vision-
The Nanaimo Spiritual Association of LkneR in ffivoeat!on the deuse

t } , 1IU (Tndn wilnt of law sup-'I darkness of my room was permeated
■ of Washiugtou In a pointu>t a,i■, P by a Boft ycUow Hgbt a8 by tbe vlsita-.;^ 

posing at any time^such .a g of e power, Does
arose, we wo“M be pme II™ D 01. tbe evll one,
account of the , rpbisBaigo is I I leave you, iny brothers and sisters, to 
ment of the two cou i 1 . judge for yourselves; but-death hasa, reason why we eou^dei that as Birt J b ahelv^ amoDg tbe musty 
sh subjects, Anotoer I myths of the recedlug past, and that

,, Uon subject to Bii • . f river 80 eoia ana dark and gloomy, o’erimportant point to consider is tom, wW]i fogs Qf ignor(Ujae and
whereas, here on the Padfle coast w supei.stition of toe past, has been trans
have a lecture onlrat tetenalsu and on ^1^^ a q£ nfe>
these occasions the inteiest awakenea biu„ o,lwanj never ceasing its jour- 
is just at the highest 1 ' . flll ney ag it courses its way between the
comes necessary fot toe sPeaf^1. tof banks of'mortal and immortal lands, 
an engagement elseu here. Phis fact R gHdeg l)eacefuUy and mingles 
has been deiuonbtiated reecu j a lts Waters with toe great ocean of 

): city by Mr. George P. Colbj, toiou„ ..
\ whose public and Pr'v“jjow truly It has been written: 

greater amount of good has been at j
comnlished than heretofore. We there- “Sea that Une hath never sounded, 
fore are of the opinion that if we had I Sea that voyage hath never rounded, 
a better system of organization, we I ob| eternity. The fogs of superstition 
would be able to employ public speak- I aud ignorance that hung o'er this mys- 
pre aud mediums regularly. This prob- I tienl -river have been obliterated and 

: ’ ably might be regarded as the most Im- meite(i away by the strong magnetic 
■ port ant feature of the plan. rays from the BRlrltual sun of truth,

1 We wish to agitate toe question of aud through these receding shades 
■ Dominion organization all through toe I cnme glimpses, at first Indefinite, then

Eastern and Western Provinces, strongel., until at last my longing eyes
wherever a Spiritualist Is to be found, bebeid a beautiful rainbow-tinted arch-
aud to know what their sentiments are way spiuluiug this now beautiful river

. in relation to the same. I shall there- of llfL>i Whieh lead? from this world of
• fore esteem it a favor if Canadian Spir- sbade ap(i sorrow aud strife to the

- itualists will correspond with me iu re- woria of love and beauty and progres-
• gard to the matter. Probably our 81on And as j stooll enraptured with

- American friends may be able to for- tbls seeue of splendor, I saw o’er this
; ward tlie address of prominent Ca- rainboiv-tinted bridge of love, gliding

nndlnns who may be Interested. I may j0 and ^.0, uncounted millions of souls
“ state that if this project can be brought wbo OnCe vvore tlie habiliments of elay,
A to a successful Issue, we have cou- tbose wbo are still mourned as dead by
< sldered the advisability of having an ti)Ose on earth; yet there are no dead,

Eastern and Western division; the tbey gtul llve lu tbl! iand of beauty,
■ headquarters of the former to be where flowers ne’er wither or decay,

established al Ottawa, aud the latter at wbel.e uie tree of spiritual love is cul-
• ■ Victoria, B. C. We desire the co- tlvate(] nn(j developed until its blooming
Xi. operation pf earnest workers, so that if and fragrunee jg wafted on the gentle

we accomplish anything, it may be done wlnds of heaven afar to this uucon-
as expediently as possible. Personally gPnial clime.

' I feel there is no time to be lost. Last Messengers of peace and' purity in 
summer 1 paid a visit to my native gb|njng miments, and whose beautiful
home in Cape Breton Island, and I faces were aglow with a spiritual halo,
found Unit as Spiritual things are re- swjff)y passed me on their jouhiey to
garded from the standpoint of a Spirit- tbo Bilrtb friends below. Some bore
uallst, the people of that country are spiritual balm for the broken hearts,
as benighted as heathens. To sucli as and la(]en wltb messages of love and
these, a Dominion organization without COurage for those who were sinking
doubt would be toe means of bringing weary with the battle In the world of
toe gospel of Spiritualism; leading them gtrife; others passed with magnetic
up from darkness iuto that marvelous S(rength for the weak and health for
light, which makes life more perfect the iIlg of flesb An(j oue came and
and death more beautiful. stood by me, bearing in his hand a

ELIZABETH M. CAMPBELL. massive golden key, saying “Daughter, 
Nanaimo, British Columbia. | j brblg thee a key to the book of the

mysteries of life; go open up to thy 
understanding toe sermons of wisdom

F

SUMMERLAND, CAL.

unseen. • ’
As of old, though whirlwinds and 

tempests rage aud roar, the great Prin
ciple of Being is not so manifest in 
these, as in the “still, small voice,” 
speaking in, to aud through tbe con
scious spiritual apprehension of man.

More wonderful than earthquake or 
cyclone is tlie conscious thinking per
sonality of being that listens and ap
prehends thought addressed to it.

The goodness of our thinking consists 
In the consonance of our thoughts with 
the moral, and spiritual, 
' Thoughts in the line of science, of 

pfiiliosophy, physics or metaphysics, 
may be harmonious with the finer qual
ity of the mortal and spiritual realm, 
and are so unless mentally lnfiltrate.il 
with immoral thought projected by im- 

¡Xtoral mind-force. -
/Thoughts moral and spiritual are the 

realupjlftlng forces that tend to the 
True elevation of man.

The motive in the thought is that 
which colors it, making jt moral and 
spiritual, or otherwise. . -

It Is quite possible to think Impurely 
on a pure subject;, so may one think 
thoughts morally and spiritually pure 
and sweet, on a subject that to another 
cast of mind would be suggestive only 
of thoughts low, degrading, immoral. 
The character of thought ever depends 
on the moral quality of the mind.

The old French proverb, “Honi solt 
qul mal y pense,” “Evil to him who evil 
thinks," is indicative of a truth in 
mind and morality; It is an evil mind 
that is prone to thiuk evil, it is an im
moral mind that Inclines to immoral 
thoughts; It Is an immoral mind that is 
prone to sense Immoral motive in acts 
done or words spoken by another, with
out proof other than mere surmise.

It is written that Jesus said: “Blessed 
are the pure in heart, for they shall see 
God." God is taken to be the highest

life and thought that will bring,us into 
association and communion with the 
pure and good in the world unseen. 
Spiritual aspiration,,.an upward looking 
aud longing of heart] and soul after tbe
realization of pure ideals—has an up
lifting force and tendency, transform
lug one into the moral aud spiritual 
image of the desired ideal good. We 
grow iu the direction of that which we 
longingly desire, be it low or high, 
devilish or angelic. So thè .aspiring 
soul, lovingly longing aud outreaching 
for spiritual purity aud good, will grow 
iu the direction of its desires and long
ings—upward into the bright aud beau, 
tlful realities of spirituality.

Let us use Spiritualism, not merely 
for the gratification .pf wondfer-seeking 
desire for the marvelous, but to culti
vate our souls so thiit we may become 
accessible to auger visitors, and may 
sensibly commune with good and help
ful spirits, exchanging thoughts with 
them spiritually, thus attaining the 
highest moral and spiritual realizations 
of our life and being, .... .

And, no matter how high an altitude 
of pure spirituality we may reach,—we 
shall ever hear kindly, cheering, In
spiring voices calling to us; Come up 
higher, J. C. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind. , -. .

“WITCHCRAFT.”
As Set Forth in Toronto, Can

that lie within the recesses of thy soul 
and throughout the dominion of Nature, 
which is God’s holy and infallible Book.

Flowers Birds, Business and no truth is hidden from those who nuwuia, Quuo, uu seek; God nor heaven Is far away;
Spiritualism. heaven is within the soul, and God the

• ------- living whole.”
We are enjoying the green verdure of I listened till he paused, then I que- 

the New Year's first awakening, as the rled, “May I not cross this beautiful 
rainy season here is the summer sea- bridge?” “Not yet,( said he, the bearer 

‘son, and nature under the genial smiles I of the golden key, for flesh and blood 
of’sunshine and frequent showers is can never enter there. Thy mission on 
prodigal of her gifts of fruits and flow- earth thou must fulfill, if thou wouldst 

' ers.The remarkable phenomenon of happy be. All here is life and activity, 
apple blossoms in the fall and the ripeu-1 said he, pointing to the distant shore. 
Ing of apples in tlie winter season is “We Bit not idly by while souls do weep 
transpiring here this season, a freak in and mourn. Thy life on earth Is but 
nature that never has occurred before, a span; life here is never-end>“8 and 
to the knowledge of the oldest Inhabit- eternal. Make good use of thy Bhoit 
nnto stay on earth, in- banishing error and

The oil industry here is on the in- false teaching; give to thy brothers and 
crease and supersedes all other business I thy sisters the pure golden coin of 
and interests. The town increases in truth, for we are always with you, 
population and enterprise, but the un- though you know it not Thy book of 
sightly oil derricks reared on every side life is aiwaysjopen, thou hast no secrets 
and studding the ocean front, mare the I from us bidden. Courage yet a little 
beauty of tbe place as a residence town, longer, and for thy motto and thy gulfi- 
lt has however, some magnificent situ- ànce, take these two words. -Do right 
ations on the hills that overlook the Not for the selfish reward over here for town and commands oue of the finest it avallato thee naught De. right for 
scenes the eye can well imagine. The the love of right and happiness will 
coast lands are picturesque in the ex- come as a result. Live ns brothers and 
trente as seen from the heights, extend- sisters, ever extending a helping hand 
ng some sîx miles, where you can just to the fallen Live in peace and bar 

see toe quaint old town of Santa Bar- mony. Develop thy soul powers for the 
bara like a jewel in the sea in toe halo good of humanity.
nf tiip fipttinir sun Nowhere in the And. he vanished. Alas. I was all 
wJm are there such sunsete as here, alone and still kneeling in tbe attitude 
diffusioa radiance over tV of prayer in my dark closet The light 
awe-inspiring and uplifting as a bene- which had previously around me shone 
diction from God. The whole earth had also-vanished. Slowly did I regain 
seems lu thé embrace of toe infinite, my physical senses, and I was stronger The twittering of the linnets, the spar- I than ever to cope and do battle with the 
rows flying from branch to branch be- trials and ills of earth. Since then I 

- foré their good-night is said, the sweet I bave not hungered for spiritoal food, 
odors of the flowers, the Illumined and I have never been lonely, for toe 

' landscape flames afresh with the de11 same kind and gentle voice was always 
parting dav, as thought from heaven near to guard, gnide and protect.

I from the lins of leaf and Ob, short sighted mortals! seek ye syllabled from the lips or leaf ana the waterg thftt flow unhindered
Prof Loveland, of Oakland, has jusf from the fountain of never-dying truth. 

niAcnrln «pries of Sundav lectures civen Dive for a noble purpose and unto thy' hm? and t Sarta Barbaro P?of Love «elf be true. For as toe poet hath truly 
land is always interesting, both in pub- sald: • ’ .

' lie aud private, aud has the happy fac-1 “There Ues around about us a world we

synonym or. ideal of good or beauty
moral perfectness. t

Another lias written, “Charity think- 
eth no evil.” Tbe mind that dwells in 
the sweet realms of pure thoughts and 
good ideals has often visions of high 
and glorious things, undiscovered, un
seen and unknown by those dwelling 
on the lower planes of sensual and im
moral thought.

The higher and finer perceptions of 
spiritual discernment are not for those 
who delight In the gross and un
spiritual. Even tlie highest heavens of 
spiritual growth and excellence would 
appear distorted and blotched when 
viewed through the goggles of an im
pure and unsplrltual mentality.

The higher planes of moral and spirit
ual excellence will be discovered and 
attained only by pure spiritual growth 
within.

Spiritual growth will be attained by 
the earnest cultivation of moral and 
spiritual quality of thought—by longing 
aspiration for purity and moral and 
spiritual goodness within.

By the spiritual mind,-even-the prdtt’ 
nary an'd necessary avocations of life 
may be made to conduce to spiritual 
growth; it all depends on the nature 
and quality of our thought in connec
tion with them.

“Unto the pure, all things are pure,” 
unto the’spiritual all things are spirit
ual; just as unto the evil-minded all 
things are evil. The mind makes things 
evil, or makes things pure and good 
and spiritual, to Itself.

The spiritual life is in the spiritual 
thought, the spiritual attitude of men
tality, the spiritual, aspiration.

The‘mind may attain to that fineness 
of moral and spiritual culture, that It 
will love and hungerjor thoughts and 
things of spiritual goodness, because 
they are pure and good, and as such
appeal to the spiritual sense.
POISONOUS THOUGHTS 

GOOD THOUGHTS.

. NUMBER EIGHT. ..
Let us consider the predictions con

cerning David’s throne. Over aud over 
predictions have been mafl,e coueerniug 
David’s kingdom aud throne.1 Every 
oue of them has failed of accomplish
ment. When the angel Gabriel came 
to the girl, Mary, and announced the 
birth of Jesus, he added: “He shall be 
great, aud shall be called the Son of the 
Highest; aud the Lord God shall give 
unto him the throne of h|s father 
David; and. he shall reign over the 
house of Jacob forever, and of his king-

The Evening Telegram ‘ of Toronto. 
Canada, contains the following:

Tbe Morality department has re
ceived many complaints recently about 
fortune tellers practicing their calling 
iu the eity. For the last two weeks 
P. C.’s Thompson, Chapman and Irwin 
have been making a round of the offices 
of the various phrenologists, palmists 
and clairvoyants. They have had their 
fortunes told and their futures revealed 
iu all tne approved1 modes, and their 
promised fates have-been, as varied as 
the manner of their revealing.

Last evening Staff Inspector Archi
bald planned and executed a coup. De
tectives Forrest, V-erney, 'Slemln and 
Harrison, and Constables Thompson 
and Irwin went on -the war path, and 
drrests followed thick and fast. In 
keeping with tho mystic Character of 
the charges, the. prisoners numbered 
nine. They were: Hugo Campbell, phre
nologist, Yonge street; Ed! J. O’Brien, 
Jarvis street; Virginie Barrett, Walton 
street; Jane Nichols;-Gould';street; Lau
retta Minden, Ontario street; Rebecca

AND

Impure thoughts, thoughts unkind and 
unjust, poison the thinker, mentally 
aud physically as Well as morally. The 
anger of the mother poisons the babe 
she nurses. She poisons her owir system 
by her anger, and passes me poison to 
her Innocent little one, and the result 
Is, sometimes, spasms and even death.

All evil thoughts are poisonous to/he 
one that thinks them, affecting the 
physical tissues unfavorable to the 
physical health.

ulty of imparting from his great store- I . do not see; ’ 
house that knowledge, without offend- Yet the sweet closing of an eye will 
Ing the prejudices of those who may I bring us there to be.”
-disagree with him. He is, as many I ^though I long’ago triumphed over 
have declared, the Gladstone of our 1 things earthly and have dropped my 
ranks, yet not, as Gladstone was, ham- I carment of'- clay, and have Indeed 
pered with the old superstitions of the crosged this beautiful river of• life 
past. . • His eighty years sit lightly on gpanned by the rainbow-tinted bridge 
his head, and his face bears the peren- 0fi0ve. Yet I, even I, can hear your 
nial glow of youth. ................ longings for a glimpse of this beautiful

■ The Progressive Thinker Is liberally I wol,ld of light, and still we come as 
patronized here and at Santa Barbara, I ^ey of oia aid in the years gone by. 
anu is the leading Spiritual paper. The stm bearing to you the golden key of 
cause has its drawbacks here as well as I knowledge to unlock toe mysteries 
elsewhere, but through the cabnage of within toy soul. 0. W. W.
battle we can see the enemy giving upper Lisle, N. Y.- -
way, and hear the cry of victory pro- ■ ■ . . , , ' 11 ’ /

; claiming liberty to all mankind and peo-1 <<Tlle Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ples. BISHOP A. BEALS.. I ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood.

--------- • * "* * ------ ---- prof, Lockwood is recognized as one of
1 “Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- 

■ By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises trum. In this little volume he presents 
' three brief essays, on Tho Effect of in epcclnct form the' substance of his

Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor- lectures on toe Molecular ¡Hypothesis- 
ais and Religion; The Degraded Status of Nature; and presents his views-as 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian I demonstrating a scientific basis of Splr- 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. Ituallsm. The book is commended to 
Stnuton’s usual trenchant style. For I all who love to study and think. For 
sale .at this office. Price IQ-cents. “Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.”

•‘Who-Ara Tnese Spiritualists and By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all In-. 
- What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of I formation relative to the lost contineut 

■ 40 nages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, tho well-1 of Atlantis.. He regards the description 
known author. Price 15 cents. For | of it given by Plato as veritable history.

'/»ale at this office. . It I? intensely interesting. Price, $2.

Í

(PROPHECIES SUPPOSED TO HAVE 
BEEN FULFILLED.

Before entering upon toe discussion 
of supposed fulfilled prophecies it may 
be well to note what it takes to fulfill 
a prophecy. If a prediction’falls in one 
point it is not fulfilled. It Is easy to 
prophesy, and have all your prophecies 
fulfilled as long as you keep points out 
of your predictions. But as prophecy
is never fulfilled while a point remains 
unfulfilled, wheu one begins to put 
points into prophecy the trouble begins. 

---------------------- . । To illustrate this, I may say Presl- 
dom there shall be no end. dent McKinley will die, Time’ will see

If Jesus was uot Joseph s son it is tbat tbat propbecy js fulfilled, because 
very doubtful whether Jie was the sou lt bag no,point. When I put a point 
of David at all. All genealogies which bdQ ^be pre(uctiOn danger begins; and, 
undertake to trace him back, to David, I ag j add points I quadruple the chances 
trace him through Josepb, who was j01, mistakes.
supposed not to be his father. As to Now to put a po)nt to my preaietlon 
his having David’s throne or kingdom, coucernlng our President, ! Bay, he will 
that was a mistake, as he never got dle durlng the year 1899. His death 
either. The prophecy is untrue. If aUy other year would not fulfill the 
Jesus has a throne in heaven, toat Js a pi.edjct[on> q’O make another point I 
very different thing; that is what I wIU gay( be wJU dle ln Juiy of tbe year 
David never had, and is only what is 189S) Hlg deatb in aDy otber month of 
promised to all toe saints. See Matt. fbaf year would prove me a false 
19:28; Luke 22:^0; 1 Cor. 6:2; Bev. I prophet Instead of a true one. • ■ 
2:26, 27; 3:21. . - - As a further illustration allow me to

In Psa. 89:3, 4, the prophet prophesies I add a ^ew more points. President 
as follows: McKinley will die on the 15th day of
. “I have made a covenant with my July( 18£)9j from tbe effects of over
chosen, I have sworn unto David my w0l.ki Now, even though he dies on 
servant, thy seed will I establish for- tbe day gpeCifled, if ]le dies from any 
ever, and build up toy throne to all ofber cauge than the one mentioned my 
generations.’’ o prophecy fails,

Now turn to verses 27-37, where he I |b0 expense of prolixity allow me 
says: to enumerate the points in this predic-

“I will also make him my firstborn, I t,on, .
higher than the kings of toe earth. My L president McKinley must die. 
mercy will I keep for him forevermore, I 2. He must die in 1899. 
and my covenant shall stand fast with 9 jje must die in July.
him. His seed will I make to endure I 4; He mugt ale on tbe 15tb dny of tbe 
forever, and his throne as the days ot month. , 
heaven. If his children forsake my jje must die from overwork.
law, and walk not in my judgments; If A fabure In any one of these points 
they break my statutes, and keep not makes a failure in the prophecy. If 
my commandments; then will I visit Mr> McKiniey i8 gbot to death on that 
their transgressions with a rod, and I d prophecy has faffed, for the
their Iniquity with stripes. Neverthe- greatest and most important of all toe 
less my loving kindness will I not polntg wag tbat iie must die from the 
utterly take from him, nor suffer my I effectg of overwork. under this rule 
faithfulness to faff, my covenant will 11 nearly lf- not qulte aU oi tbe B1We pre. 
not break, nor alter the thing that is ¡jiytmug are fai]ures.
gone out of my Ups. Once have I (To be continued,)
sworn by my holiness that I will not _______ , ________
lie unto David. His seed shall endure _ ’ _ ’ ' ' ~~

"• “• RIGE RUPURE CURE
There can be no mistaking the tenor ------- ;------

£ CS»“£ Wonderfully Brilliant inven-

Revis, Bleecker strhet; Phoebe Gray, 
Gladstone avenue; Sarah Howell, Ade
laide street west, and W.1 R. Colby, 
Grand Union Hotel; a new arrival in 
the city.. Some are Spiritualists, others 
phrenologists, others piffmists.

Only two of the’prisoners; Mrs, Revis 
and. Mrs. Gray, spent The night in the 
cells. The other? succeeded in obtain
ing ball, in sureties of $400- each. When 
the nine came before the Poljce Magis'- 
trate this morning Mrs. Revis and Mrs. 
Gray were also admitted to ball, their 
own sureties being taken.

The charges against the nine are all 
separate but similar, that they “did un
lawfully pretend to exercise and use a 
kind of witchcraft, sorcery, enchant
ment and conjuration, and did under
take to tell fortunes?’ The alleged for
tune tellers preferred to reserve their 
pleas and elections-until Wednesday 
next, and the prosecution being satis
fied, they were all remanded, on,, ball, 
till that day. - $

The police say that an extensive busi
ness in the line of fortune-telling has 
been going on in Toronto and that, in 
many places where the constables in 
plain clothes called, they had to wait 
for an hour before their fortunes were 
told, such was the rush Of applicants.

“You would be surprised," said In
spector Archibald today, “at- the ex
tent to which fortune/elling is being 
practiced In the city? I myself have 
paid visits to several-suspected places, 
and I have been compelled to wait for 
a long time in some cases, such was 
the rush ot business.”- ' '■

Kind thoughts, pure thoughts, 
thoughts sweet with good, will and 
wishes, are healthful to one's whole 
being physical and spiritual. So, our 
physical bodies are affected, for health 
or disease, by the quality. of our 
thoughts. - ,

There is- a basis of truth in what is 
called Christian Science, Mental Heal
ing, etc. The mental Influence of others 
may, if rightly received, assist the heal
ing forces of nature within us. But it 
must be properly received and appro
priated.

For though the good thoughts and 
wishes of others may come laden with 
blessing, the mind possesses the power 
to transmute blessings Into curses, and 
that which was laden with ' healing 
may be perversely changed Into con
ditions of disease—the good perverted 
to evil, being transmuted .Into evil by 
feelings of animosity,'hatred, or im
purity. ' 1 ’

• A KING BY DIVINE RIGHT.
In this world It would seem to be the. 

“divine plan” of Nature that the big 
fish shall eat the little ones, that the- 
weaker shall be the prey ’ of the 
stronger, and that the survival-of the 
fittest means the victory and continua
tion of the strongest and most cunning.

But when we arrive at an order of 
beings in whom exists a faculty and 
perception of moral quality In thought 
and action, a concept and feeling of 
moral right and wrong—then do we 
know that this moral sense takes right
ful precedence as Nature’s ordained 

: soverolgn by whose decrees we are 
bound to abide, and. whose laws we 
ought to obey. Spiritual , development 
requires ¿hat the animal nature be con- 
trollediaffiy the mental and moral

In ¿/mere physical sense pleasure and 
painnre the standards of good and evil;

Mr. Colby, one of the defendants in 
the charges, has just recently arrived 
from the United State?. He is called 
the independent slate-V?rltifig and test 
medium. The officers '• who called' on 
those who professed to-’give an insight 
into the future by spiritualistic medi
ums, report having met with little suc
cess. In most cases, they say/ they 
were told that the spirits refused' to 
communicate.

The arrests created considerable sur
prise. 'It was, thought that-summonses 
would be quite sufficient in such cases. 
Moreover, the arreSt of the phrenolo
gists is considered by. some' rather pe
culiar, but the police, claim that they 
have been breaking the law just as 
much as the others'. '■■’" '' ’ f

Of the nine defendants, Mrs. Ravis Is 
said to be a clairvoyant, and „Mrs. 
Menden, Mrs, Howell, palmists, and the 
others’, with the exception of Mr. Col
by, phrenologists? - . .

it is very strange Indeed that any city 
should contain a law'so oppressive to 
genuine mediumshlp^as the one in- To
ronto. it-is a disgrace to^odern civil
ization.'' While there may be some dis
reputablecharacters among the number 
arrested, yet there are others; who are 
genuine mediums, ahd who1 should not
be molestei. b i 
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The above is the number of ¡he pres
ent issue of The Progressive (Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week; showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up _to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

PrernltiiTi Tbiîiis

REMEMBER that all or
ders must heaccom- 
panied by their requi
site amounts, VIZ! "

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

In

could swear by no greater he could tjon Sold at a LOW Price, 
swear by himself”—by Ills own holl- _________
ness, that he would nqt lie to David, • ■ T ,, , .__
whatever he might do to othere: what IA H0IH6 Cui’6 1 hat 18 llCStOl'lIlg 
he was to say to David should he the Thnnunnd« tn Perfect Healthtruth. He then promises’ to build up LRORsanos w renect neaiui,
his throne to all generations. Many Remarkable

In the second text he says he may Tnatnnnotf
have occasion to chastise David's sons instances. •
for their sins; he may visit their trans- --------- ‘
gressious With a rod, and their iniquity Somatlme ago Munsey'i Magazine contained an ar-, 
wltil stripes; yet he Will not break his tlele on rupture with a number ot lllustiallon« ahow- 
nnth “Once have I sworn bv mv holl- lnS tbe remarkable curative effect of« system lurent- 
ness that I will not lie unto David; bfs edby Dr.w.s.uico, s.iN.Main at.,Adams,N.r, law

seed Shall endure forever, and his 
throne as the sun before me; it shall be 
established forever as the moon.” 
Nothing can be plainer—nothing 
stronger; the conditions are all taken j 
out of it No matter how wicked Da
vid’s children may be, David’s throne 
shall last as long as the sun and moon 
exist. That is not all, but all this time 
it shall be occupied by one of David’s 
sons.

Does the reader- say that It is not lu 
toe text? I answer it is implied in this 
text and is plainly stated in others.

Please turn to Jer. 33:17-22 and read 
the following:

“For thus saith the Lord: David shall 
never want a man to sit upon the 
throne of the house of Israel; neither 
shall the priests the Levite's want a 
man before me to offer burnt offerings, 
and to kindle meat offerings, and to 
sacrifice continually. And the word of 
the Lord came unto Jeremiah, saying, 
thus saith the Lord; if ye can break my 
Covenant of the day and my covenant 
of the night, and that there should not. 
be day and night in their season then rcncc E ,V r anotb.r
may also my covenant be broken with fortunate instance of the marvelous results of Dr, 
David my servant, that he should not Rice’s method: The Important points are that the 
have a son to reign upon bis throne; rupture, no matter how large, dangerous or old It 
and with the Levites, the priests, my may be Is securely and comfortably retained within 
ministers. As the hosts Of heaven can- the abdomen. At the same time the broken muscles 
not be numbered, neither the sand of arc made to grow together acd become as arm and 
tho Ron monanrpfl- so will I mnltlnlv 80111108 “nV othcr Portion of tbo abdomen. It la a 
xi «««.I ««» zvm/1 hua home cure, tho patient using tbe method himself andthe seed of David my servant,„and the I thopr(ceeverTone c«na«ordti, Mr, 
Levites that minister unto, me. I J^yer says of tho cure:—“I tried the method of Dr.

There can be no Ipisunderstandjng Of] Rice because it seemed Sjich a vast Improvement 
this prophecy. Day'and night shalr over anything else I had used and also combined 
rpnqp before the covenant shall be curative effects such as no other rupture treatment 
broken Dnvld shall never want a man contains. Of course I hadn’t much faith in tho piOKen. uavip snail never’ want a man p0881bllIty of B cure but .the result# are remarkable, 
to sit on his throne,, nor shall there ever, Whoreftg j ijeen iatd up for months before now 
While day aud night endures, be a. fail- tb0 rupture not botbo, me for c minute, it was 
Ul’e of the Levitlcal priesthood—Levites only 0 abort time when I couldn’t feel any trace of 
shall always administer in the Temple, Where the rupture had been and I coon was ableto 
before the Lord. All honest people I work nllday as freely a, a young man. ladriscevery 
must admit that these prophecies are ruptured man or woman to eend at once and go» this 
nnniHvp nnfl absolute failures method as It will certainly cure permanently andpositive ana anso.iute ra ure . perfectly.” Mr, Meyer’s advice Is good. IRion appll-

Now l?t US return to some .Of the pre-1 cntlon t0 Dr. Rice, he will send you free a book that 
dictions Of JeSUS. He told his friends fully explains how bo cures rupture. If you know of 
that there were some Standing there another person ruptured send and get a book foy him. 
who should not taste death until they Such an act of kindness Win bo remembered all the 
saw him coming in his kingdom. Matt rest ot his life. Write to-day without fall.’ Address 
16'28. They have all been dead nearly Dr.w. s.ittcc, an N. Mainau, Adams,n.y. ihe 
two thousand years and he has not yet book Is mailed free to all who send name and address.
come in his kingdom. I

In Matt. 19:28, he promised his dis
ciples that they should sit Upon twelve 
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Ib- I 
rael. Not -one of them ever got a 
throne. When Jesus rode triumphantly The N. S. A. bos a- number of copies 
into Jerusalem he supp’osed he was go- of Mrs. Dr. J. H. R. Matteson’s valu
ing-in there to take the kingdom. In able medical and hygienic work, “The 
fact he took possession of .the kingdom Occult Physician,” on sale, for the ben
—took a scourge of small cords and un- efit of its treasury. The book retails 
dertook to drive the money changers at $2 per copy, but the gifted author 
out of their own templet he supposing who- generously presented these vol
that it was now his house. In his ef- times to the N. S. A. has given permls- 
fort to.bring In the new administration slon for them to be sold at. $1 each, 
he overthrew the. tables of the money This book should be In every home as 
changers. He was mistaken; his mis- well as in the hands of every physician, 
take cost him his life- Instead of going Send for a copy to the undersigned, 
to his throne he went to his execution. - MARY T. LONGLEY,
See Matt, 23:37; Luke 19:35-40. I • Secretary N. S. A. ”

Wé wll next examine some of tho 600 Penna. Ave. S.E., Washington, D. 0.

TAKE NOTICE!

but moral sense brings in a higher, 
nobler,, spiritual standard, to which the 
lower; ..animal must conform In order 
to secure; highest and best -results in 
perfecting man's character In accord 
with purest ideals and highest at
tributes. . '

Thus ¡arise contentions within,, be
tween the animal instincts, which-ard 
selfish, and the spiritual nature, whose 
law Is love and the altruistic quality of 
sacrifice of-selfishness, for the good-of 
others. ■ .
v But it is the high privilege of tlu^soul, 
to become so engaged and-absorbed .in

_ .... .
“Edith,Bramley’s „Vision»” Vivid de

scription of a Jesuit-spirit -conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15-!cents. /For sale at 
this office. jii(

The Principles ot (Nature/as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material wnd Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws 11 of Spiritual 
Manifestations and,Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres.^ Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla-M. King. Ini- 
three volumes, Svo. A. remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of . Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents. ,. . ■

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to. Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and’ 
utilize the laws of mefllumtihlp.and de
velopment, and avoid errors,. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. .

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." "Tho Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the. Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sate Bt thia office, - ; . . - - .

■' ■' ■' ■ - 1”’’ 1 .

25 Cents. 25 Cents

England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE
Bear in mind that tbe order for tho 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not Bi 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

ex
On 
be

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do bo by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
Tbe paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly ■ 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a. valuable acquisition to your li
brary. '

CLUBS! CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. Thé names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of’ fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

tylibr/vry
The Spiritualist who commences now, 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing- for The. Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise, n he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance-ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not tbe enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States, Commence now, we re
peat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker. „

THE DIVINE PLAN.

In order to reach a class of new readers we will 
send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also Sena free of ¿harge theJback chapters ot 
that remarkable story, “Juno/or the New Wo
man,” written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. You should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The- Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
new yearly ones will get the back chapters free, 
if they subscribe soon.

It is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense pf post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic Is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every H-, 
brary. As we are. hiding you, we. ask ' 
you in turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus In a measure becoming a part of 
the Dlyine Plan yourself. .

“Principles of Light and Color.”. By 
0. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom 'Spiritualists should ■ delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and -patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made-amenable to the well-being of ’ 
humanity. MedicaJ men especially, and 
scientists, general Aiders and students , 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates« 
For safe at this office.. Price, ipostpafd, 
$5. It is a-wonderful work and you 
Will be delighted ^ith It. .

lnfiltrate.il
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RERE. IS OUR
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.

many hearts by her work in the spirit
ual Held. She lectured for the Unity 
Spiritual Society in this city mppt ac
ceptably for nearly two years, She re-

IMFORIflHT MATTER FROM
FH’ OUR FOREION EXCHANGES

AHER HER DEATH.

I
This - is an 
lure of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all, 
but as a pre

exact pic- 
outside or
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378
Worth$2.00 

..„.as a pre . miumitwill
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. '
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WRITE PLAINLY.
^We would like to impress upou the 
minds of our correspondents that lb<‘ 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype inaeliiue that must 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That menus rapid work, and It is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typqwrltei, 
and on ouly one side of the paper, it 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who Is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

progressluu iu the lait two years, far 
more than I would If I had made mer
chandise of It. It is but right that those 
who are able should pay for this heal
ing power, but there are many among 
the poor and lowly who not only need 
tlie laying on of hands, but are hunger
ing for the words of life and when our 
hands and hearts are extended out to 
feed the multitude, our own progression 
well pays us for the efforts we make. 
We cannc.t scatter sunshine and flowers 
in the lives of others without making

is£
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CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Is aloue responsible for any assertions 
er statements be may make. The ediwi 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
Ueviug that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tlie 
sentiments uttered in au article may De 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should ne 
suppressed. No one person has tne 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Every Item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

N. P. Andresen, writes from Seattle, 
Wash : “The Progressive Spiritualist 
Society of Seattle, Wash., conducts 
meetings at Masonic Temple, Pike 
street. Mrs. Ada Foye has for the last 
eight months been pastor of our society. 
We know when we are well off, and 
have, therefore, proposed to induce our 
pastor to remain with us for an indefi
nite period. Mrs. Foye is quite well, 
and our society never felt better. Some 
people say it doesn’t snow on Puget 
Bound, but nevertheless we have ele
gant sleighiug here at present. On the 
first of January the weather wasn’t fit 
for a dog to ne out in; and though our 
hall was packed like a box of sardines, 
it •was not of sufficient dimensions to 
accommodate the people. We have a 
conference meeting every Sunday at 2 
p. m., and the evening service begins at 
7:30, opening with a lecture aud closing 
with tests. I know your space is lim
ited, but in connection, would like to 
state that, among others, the Brockway 
family is here.”

B. L. Eskelson has been engaged at 
Mt. Carroll, Ill., teaching psychometry 
and clairvoyance.

Mrs. Squire writes to the friends of 
the North'Side: “I have taken a hall on 
Lincoln avenue, No. 158, corner of Gar
field avenue, beginning with January 
22, at 7:30 o'clock.”

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake is now iu Har
rison, Ark.

Meetings are held in Mayle’s hall, 
Blair, Neb., every Sunday at 2:30. Con
ferences before the regular meeting, at 
which time nil are allowed the privilege 
of speaking. This lasts about forty-

our own bright aud beautiful. If we 
develop the light within, the voice 
which speaks lit the silence will direct 
us in earning a livelihood.”

Mi’fj..AMa S. Scott writes: “I wish you 
would be klud enough to put a few lines 
In the General Survey to arouse some 
of the Pittsburgh (P.a.) Spiritualists. 
They are arresting all the mediums 
there for giving readings—the innocent 
with the guilty. I 'don't uphold any 
fraud, but I would like to see justice 
done to the parties who are innocent. 
The party referred to is Mr. C. G. Mor
row, of 4140 Butler street, Lawrence
ville, who is a girted medium. Oue of 
our famous detectives called ou him 
for a reading. After getting it, he was 
perfectly satisfied that what Mr. Mor
row told him was the truth, yet he de
liberately had him arrested for fortune
telling. He asked what the charge was, 
and he was told it was nothing; but if 
he wished to donate him anything it 
was all right; but the officers dragged 
him from one station house to another, 
aud the man is sick with grip. He is 
now in jail. It seems there Is not one 
Spiritualist in the city who would go 
this poor man's ball. Where is their 
Christianity to see that poor man lying 
in jail, whose wife is almost at death's 
door, and two little children, and uo one 
to do anything for them. Oh! I wish I 
had something, I would go his ball, for 
he is perfectly innocent of the charge 
brought against him.”

Thomas P. Lippincott writes from 
Blair, Neb.: “As I am very much inter
ested In the truths as advocated by the 
leading Spiritualists of our time, I wish 
to say that considerable interest is be
ing manifested here under the instruc
tions we have been receiving from Bro. 
and Sister Bonney, who have been, giv
ing lectures every Sunday in Mayle’s 
Hall, at this place. Last Sunday we 
had an inspirational lecture from Mr. 
Bonuey entitled ‘The Religion of Hu
manity,’ which I consider well worth 
publishing in.S'our valuable paper, and 
1 am sure will be-read with great inter
est. Mr. and Mrs. Bonney have been 
with our Jittle society here for several 
months and through their efforts the 
interest in Spiritualism has been great
ly Increased.”

The Detroit Tribune contains the fol
lowing account of a meeting in that 
city: “Mr. Grece would not say by spir
it influence, but by agencies for which 
he could not account. The most Inter
esting exhibit was a picture, an allegor-

five minutes, after which a lecture is 
given, followed by psychometric read
ings by Mrs. Mary J. Bonney. A. ladies’ 
society has also been started for char
itable work and self-culture, called the 
Circle of Harmony. Mr. and Mrs. Bon
ney would like to correspond with 
camp-managers with reference to work 
for the summer months. Address, 
Blair, Neb. . ' '

E. W. G. writes from St. Johns,Mich.: 
“Our society started July 17, 1898, or- 
gauized by Mrs. L. A. Mabee, our state 
organizer. She was here and gave an 
able address, Sunday, January 8, 1899, 
Subject: Can Spiritual Phenomena be 
Proven by the Bible? Our speaker, 
Mrs. Osborn, is gaining in her work 
very rnpldly.”

Cnpt. Jack Abbott writes from New 
Orleans, La.: “Our city ordinance 
against mediums, fakirs, fortune-tell
ers and Spiritualism generally, together 
with the strong Catholic and Jesuitical 
Influences, have given Brother L. 
Schlesinger. some trouble, by having 
Mm arrested and put under bond. The 
case was dismissed if he would leave 
our city. The Doctor answered that he 
would go when it suited his conven
ience; that he would not be driven from 
the town like a criminal. Thè Spirit
ualista here ore standing by him, and 
will test the ordinance. Dr. Schlesinger 
has done a good work here, and we are 
'sorry to have him leave us."
' Mary A. Ingalls writes: “I was born 

Into Spiritualism a little more' than four 
years ago, and I soon found I bad heal
ing in my hands, and could write ns the 
spirit gave me utterance, and I nt once 
resolved that whatever gift carnè to me 
through Spiritualism, it should be given 
freely to those who were not abundant
ly able to pay for IL I have made rapid

turned from tlie East three years ago, 
after having spent a year visiting her 
ouier children, but her heart yearned 
for the little home on the shores of the I LIGHT OF THE FAST. CAL- 
Paclilc, and on her return she rejoiced I nírtvnÁO'TXTnTA
once more to be where from the win- vJJllflfjjlNDla,
dows and porch of her little home she I 6 -p-.,—
could view the wave-beaten cliff . and MBNTAL ATMOSPHERE AND DIS- 
boundless waters of old ocean, ihelast
rites over her remains were conducted j LjAbi-'.
by toe Unity Spiritual Society.”—Santa I Every one knowAthat the mental at- 
Cruz Sentinel. mosphere of.,cities, towns and houses

O M writes from Bozeman, Mont.: vary accordipg to toe people who dwell 
“We have secured the assistance of Dr. I thero; how flaj'd it ip to command one’s 
O. S. Tisdale, of Joplin, Mo. He will I self in some places where the whole 
join us by the middle of February. We tendency isJ)(tpwarfl mere pleasure or 
hope to establish a college in this money-getting, or,orthodoxy. A build- 
“Glorlous North-west” for absent and ing like Cologne Cathedral, where for 
present teaching of the healing art'com- ages people have bowed down and 
píete; also for the education aud train- worshiped, is imbued with an atmos- 
ing of mediums.” phere to which thousands of minds

J E Wilkins writes, thanking us “for have contributed their share, while in 
those beautiful books you sent me as a the solitude of a solitary mountain-top 
premium. I was indeed astonished one is rejoiced to find a region.where 
when I got them; they are grand. I am no nundstoave left their thought traces 
astonished how you can send the be- peh nd Members of a househo d grow 
loved Progressive Thinker and- such to think alike, not mere y because they 
beautiful books as Art Magic and Ghost observe and imitate each other, but be- 
Lan(j „ cause they interchange thought atmos

' .... ... ’ pheres. Frequently, two persons start
G, W, Kates and wife will servé the I eXpregg tHe same thought Sim

Grand Rapids, Michigan, Spiritualists uitaneOusly. Colds and other troubles 
during May and June. J-hey will accept run though a household, it one person 
calls in that state during July. They I fee]g depressed others will feel It, 
haye some open time for camp-meetings I withiOut knowing 'where their depres
and during next fall and winter. Ad- I gloll colueg from; an(j a cheerful person 
dress thejn ISGjMeigs street, Rochestei, I lighten up an.pntiré household by 
N.-Yj. , “ ■ I his mere presence. Clothing partakes

Secretary. wjfltes . of one's general condition, and it is
Washington: We have just had with I gomet[mes eagy to- change the clothes,
us for two lectures Charles Andeison, jjyen the walls pf a room seem to par
tite boy orator. He is an excellent I tal£e Qf 0U(J,g meniai state; at any rate
speaker as all who heard him will testl-1 solne are ftiole to ease their minds by 
fy. The past week Mrs. Esther Thom- I re.pBpel.jng aud painting a house where 
as, of Seattle, secretary of the W. S. B, I crjme has been committed, or where 
A., has been with us. Owing.to sick- peo„le have been nL Atmospheres come j 
neBS I regret to say I have not been able letters, and the acute can read far I 
to hear her once, but those who did, I more Jn thl- way than in the written 
were very much pleased. We have now wor^ in kc(. a letter seems to estab- 
made arrangements with Mrs. Lill an I a eompiete connection between one 
Nagell, of Tacoma, president of the W. mjn^ an(J another, so that there is both 
S. S. A., to come and speak for us once glye an(J ta]£e invisible influence,
a month. Many of! opr members If one cntel.s a room in t[ie dark one
lately left town, and the 22d of last Au oan ^e]| mentai atmosphere
gust, Mr. 0. Crosby, our secretary and wjjether or not a person Is present
treasurer, on whom we were depending I .. 1 c
so much, was called to his immortal | ' '
home after a brief but very severe ill- —' ' _
ness of only six days’ duration We flARBINGEK 0F MEL.
miss him from oui meetings and in the datiutwi? a rtcirivDAT FA 
community. He was a thoroughly good DUUKivE, AUOlrlAlJlAB 
man in every way. One of our own • _ _______ ____
members has developed as a very fine THE BRIGHT AND THE DARK, 
test medium. She holds circles twice a In the spirit-world the bright and the 
week, to which are invited all Spiritual- I dark, the high and the low, are not sep- 
ists or those who care to Investigate— arated according jto their professions, 
all free of charge! She is Interesting I or the social positrón they occupied on 
many of our church members.” earth, but aceordlrig to their characters

Carrie Rleter writes from Cincinnati, formed by their actions and the serv- 
0 • “We are sorry to report that we had I ices they* rendered to those less fortu- 
to suspend our meetings owing to Rev. nate than themselves, 1. e„ actions that 
St Omer Briggs, our pastor, being very have been beneficial, because they 
sick with the grip; but is now conva- sprang from the sympathetic feelings 
leseent, and will soon reopen our meet- of the heart, and services that were ac- 
lugs,, . I ceptable, because they expressed obe-

■Rrvo t nt cinmnn 1r now servine the I dience to the Divine Will, oi to the n fv n? f nntavfllP Kv Ad I Voice of God Within‘teem., The highest

street, fot engagements. ual dal.kness¡ln whlcij so many, through
The First Spiritualist Church, Hor- false teaohing, are still enshrouded, and 

nellsville, N. Y., was inaugurated Jan. 1 these efforts are not ended by the 
1. Inspirational speaking during the I ebaUge called death, moral probation 
month by E. J. Bowtell, followed by an(j the acquisition1 of knowledge not 
trance addresses and spirit delineations ceasing with mundane existente. In 
by Mrs; Stewart, local medium, on Sun- spjj-it-llfe wo can continue the Intel
day afternoons and Sunday, Monday iec'tual pleasures which formed our 
and Friday evenings. chief attraction and .desire when on

THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 
BY LILIAN WHITING.

THE-T WO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

. THE OLD SPIRITUALISM 
hud played its part, an age of demon
stration had arisen, aud now the world 
demanded that evidence regarding the 
spiritual should belong to the common 
experiences. The old was deji’d, and 
there came into view a living Spiritual
ism, which for fifty years has been 
knocking at the doors of all nations. 
Many things prepared the way; George 
Combe with his ‘‘Constitution of Man,” 
and the phrenologists played their part; ’ 
Mesmerism once demonstrated gave a 
key as to how mind could act upon 
mind on the earth plane, and thus mes
merists weri oftinies puzzled at finding 
another and stronger mind, than those 
acting on their sensitives, which other 
mind claimed to be a denizen of the 
spirit world. All that Carlyle and Mill 
did for mental . freedom, all -that 
Tjiomas Paine and Voltaire expressed, 
cleared away the snow and mide pos
sible a pathway on which we could 
walk with dry feet. The evidence for 
the varied phenomena which I have set 
down—trance speaking, clairvoyance, 
automatic and direct writing, material
ization, faps, spirit-photography, etc., 
are all claimed to be the work of per
sons who onee dwelt on earth. I know 
that there aie theorizers who ascribe 
much if not all to the subliminal con-" 
sciousness, etc,, but the power which 
acts behind the phenomena ever asserts 
we are spirits. When the eminent elec
trician, Cromwell Varley, mesmerised 
his wife for some complaint, the sub-

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality of 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who love and 
seek tho higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. 
Price, «1.00. For sale al this office.' ■ 

THEWORLDIEAUTIFUL.
SERIES ONE AND TWO, 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Two cholce volumes, each complete In Itself, ta 
wliicn Bplrltuallty is related to everyday life in Buch 
away as to make the world beautiful. Each 11.00.

For sale at this office. t

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This wqrk Ib one of tho Library of Liberal Classics. 
Ho author was hotter qualliled to write an Impartial 
aud honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey HlKglni, 
and this volume la Intensely Interesting. It should bo 
read in conjunction with Gibbon’s work, For sale at 
this office. Price. 25 cents.

CInldren’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with dlrectlouB for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cents, 

“ i i ib INTERESTING. ’
T LFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 

¿eWorld: Being a description of Localities, Employ* 
ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Sphere». 
By members of the Spirit-Band of MIs^M. T. Bbelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth I1X& Postage M) ceaka. Bta Mfo m 
this office.

liminal consciousness said, "If you 
don't take care you will lose her. We 
advise certain treatment.” "We,” he 
said, “who ' is the we?" "We are 
spirits,” and then followed long and 
minute details of events which would 
transpire an$ suggestions of remedies 
whiêh piigiit pe uéed, all of which took 
place iu the fashion and on thé dates 
which tiie power had named. No per
son ever came in touch with the spirit
ual phenomena for any length of time 
without being satisfied, that pot we, 
Who live the fife ou earth, but those on 
the other side of the line, who manifest 
their presence.

Spiritualism has Indeed pointe^ out 
that here pnd noW We have mighty 
spiritual jiossiplllties, that we are 
spirits clothed in nlortal flesh, but its 
mission Is clearly to show that the 
darkness which hid our loved ones from 
flew can be lighted up, and we again 
become conscious participants in their 
fellowship and lové. It is not a dim 
light which is presented, but clear and 
penetrating, else It cdtild not have held 
within, its borders for so many years 
the crowds of clear-headed men and 
women In all ranks of life whom I havo 
frequently named In these papèrs. It Is 
nçt a set of Ideas which are held for a 
time apd then cast off, but it may 
surely bp said, Once convinced of Spir
itualism and you continue such through 
life.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

Arthur P. Roberts writes from Mil- earth. Through the superior envlron- 
waukee Wis : “Mrs. O. E. McFarland, I ments In spirit-life to those on earth, 
of Winona, Minn., is serving the Unity I the opportunities for advancement are 
Society during the absence of G. H. far groa ter- there- than here„ con
Brooks In the social gatherings as I sequently to - become reincarnated 
well as upon the platform, Mrs. McFar- would be retrogression, and not in ac
land is more than meeting the expéctà-1 cord with the grand law of eternal prê
tions of the society. Her gifts áre so gress GodJs supreme in unity and, 
varied and her spiritual .advisers or being infinite, he is incomprehensible to 
guides, are so practical and helpful as the finite understanding, and invisible? well as eloquent, that the attendance is I to the finite vision of all in spirlF-llfo as 
steadilv increasing, and we feel we are well as to all on earth. In the splrij- 
growing stronger in members as well world, as on earth, God is only manl est 
nc in fnlto ” . through his works. In his boundless
as ' ¿ , . . mercy, justice, and impartiality, his

Mrs. Lora Holton, the musical test I [Offe jg over irregpeetive of their be- 
medluin, is located at 3310% Rhodes av-1 lle£g> tlielr capacjties, or their actions, 
enue, at the Mediums and Spiritualists jjall| whether embodied or dis
Home. If any Spiritualist has a piano being finite? it is impossible
or organ, not in use, and would like to I £or £(j attain to absolute knowl- 
donate the use of it to the Home, to be I e¿ge jianklnd need not the authorlty_ 
used at the seances held there weekly, o£ a chUrch or a book to testify of God, 
for the benefit of .the Home, it would I whose works are everywhere manifest 
be thankfully accepted, and would re-1 £o ap q0(j requires not the praise of 
celve good care. She has an engage- men or o£ angels, for all bls works 
ment at Elgin, Ill., and will go there glorify him. The only service' God re
next Monday. For camp-meeting en- qUires of US1 both on earth mid in spirit- 
gagements, etc., address her as above. 11£e) cons¡sts of kindness to our fellow

leal study in crayon, produced under 
most uncanny circumstances. He read 
an affidavit describing the occurrence. 
A medium at Williamston, Mn Means, 
had sat in a circle, covered with mos
quito netting, with the artist materials 
on the outside of the circle. The picture 
was completed in two sittings. It con
tained, among other things, pictures of 
various public men. There were Abra
ham Lincoln, Henry George, Senator 
Stewart, Gov. Filigree aud others. The 
drawing attracted a good deal of atten
tion after the close of the meeting. The 
representations of the various public 
men could not honestly be- regarded as 
speaking likenesses, but it was not held 
that this fact detracted from the won
derful quality of the performance. Mr.' 
Grece did not claim that he believed 
that the spirits drew the picture—he 
simply couldn't understand it. He an-, 
flounced that the medium had printed 
copies of the picture for sale.’ ”

A render of The Progressive Thinker 
would like to know where John R; Fur
long is. He Is Oklahoma’s great Spirit
ualist healer, and one of the best men 
of the age. I have lost track of him. 
After having opened the door of knowl
edge to him, which led to fils years of 
gsent usefulness among afflicted mor
tals, I deeply feel the loss of his fre
quent letters so full of thought, logic 
and sympathy for suffering humanity. 
The desired' Information will be grate
fully, received by one long in the Cause. 
Address A. D. Marble',' Lawson, 0. T.

“In the passing away of Mrs. M. E. 
Aldrich.the city of Santa Cruz, Cal., has 
lost one of its most estimable; charac
ters, arid her little Cottage at Surfside' 
has been a landmark Of great Interest, 
alike to visitors and residents here. Her 
death occurred December 17 as the re
sult of a paralytic stroke received some 
days previously. Mrs-' Aldrich was one 
of the ablest lecturers on higher phil
osophy of Spiritualism, and was also a 
trance medium, and was endeared to

“SUPERSTITION,” INDEED!
If superstition is (ftér-emphasis or over
strain, what about the millions of Spir
itualist-haters who live as though this 
world and thjs earthly life were all? 
Is not theirs the supreme superstition? 
Or, on the o£her hand, what of the hun
dreds of thoqsands who bellevfe that a 
priest can, by speaking certain words 
and posturing in certaih ways, put Into 
bread and wine the body and blood of 
Christ, or even turn bread and Wine 
into his body and blood? “Superstition!” 
What of those who think that God will 
manipulate the laws qf nature, and 
order about the weather, In answer to 
prayeri? Or, that he sends disease and 
deatli. as he is angry or pleased? Where' 
are tlie intelligent believers in our great 
truths who could possibly bélieve these 
things? .

The truth is that Spiritualism frees 
from superstition by teaching tho laws 
of spirit-life, by enlarging thg bound
aries of the known, and brlngiflg every 
new fact into the region of harmony 
and law. It reveals the mysterious; it

Dr. Benton writes: “For the past beings. Religion, to be beneficial, must 
month I have been serving the Engle- be personal, practical, and of universal 
wood Spiritual Society, at Hopkins’ application. The way to attain true 
Hall, 528 W. 63d street, by conducting happiness here and hereafter Is by a 
a class in ‘Spiritual Gifts,’ following the well spent life. All things,, whether 
afternoon services. There are now about they be in the physical or spiritual do- 
thirty-flve in the class, and much inter- main of nature, are quickened by God, 
est is manifested in my ‘Drills for Con- he being the ever-present power by 
centration ’ I am open for engagement which all things are energized, the life 
with any society or church in Chicago and light of all. 'Even “death” is anl- 
or suburbs, for evening work, as inspi- mated by God’s all-pervading power, 
rational speaker, teacher and demon- _______
strator of occult development through a ____ _ __
practical knowledge of the ‘Law of Con- BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.- 
centration.’ All letters of inquiry -----
should be addressed, Dr. 0. T. H. Ben- I SOCRATES AND MYSTICISM, 
ton, 6014 Union avenue Chicago, 11. I But there lg another agpect o£ the 
Terms will be given that will be within cjjaracter of Socrates, too much ignored 
your means, and meet every need of by mo(jern admirers, which yet dif- 
your local work. ,. ferentlates him from the other leaders

_______ _ , T , ________ „ of Greek thought,j:and connects him
_ ii j tl. i,« -rather with the Prophets of Israel and Farewell ana I nanKS. the mystics of Clu*lstendom. He be

To the Editor:—On the eve of our de-1 longed, it would seem, to two worlds; 
parture for England we feel like saying both to the world of practical affairs, 
“good-bye” to all the good friends, shrewd common-sense and. high in
workers and fellow-mediums with tellectual culture,. and to the inner

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE ,

CHURCH^ ROME.t 
A Remarkable Book.

’This Is a remarkable work by Fatheb Chini^ut. 
It exposes even to the minutest details the corruption 
that exists In the Church of Nome It is a work of 883 
pages, and should be read as a matter of history by 
every Spirit lullst. .The following is upgrtUlllst 01 thi 
tabic of contents: • , ••

CHAPTER I. . i 1
The Bible and the Priest of Borne.

CHAPTER H.
My first School-days at St. Thomas—Tho Monk and • 

Celibacy. . ' I .
CHAPTER HI. - . .

The Confession of Children.
CHAPTER IV. i

The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep. . • .
CHAPTER V. ।

Tho Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow's Cow. 1
/ CHAPTER VI.

.Festivirics in a Parsonage. -
CHAPTER VH.

Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to ■ 
Idolatry. , ,

CHAPTER YIU. - ■
Tho First Communion.'

‘ CHAPTER IX. . .
Intellectual Education in the Roman Catholic College. . .

CHAPTER X. ,

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Pblladel* 
gbla sud other prominent cities of the United 

tates, pave contributed the basts of this volume.
The chief aim throughout the volume has been to 

nroqse increased interest In the workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly opthn* 
fsticand at the same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de« 
rite some help from the doctrines herewith promub 
ftated.

CONTENTS.
What is Psychology? The True Basis of the Science. 
Rational Psychology as presented by Arlstotlo aud 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon,
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will.
imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory: IlaveweTwoKemorlcafc 
Instinct, Reason and Intuition. 
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing In the Light of Certa’n New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop aud I* ¿rease 

It.
Concentration of Thought. and whai van Accom

plish.
A Study of Hypnotism.
Tho New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Mpral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy/
Mediumship, its Nature and Uses. '
Habits, How Acquired aud how Mastered; witb’some 

Comment* on Obsession aud its Remedy.
Seersbip and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their BeariCff 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price (1. For sale at ¿his office.

PSYGHOGRAPHY.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychio 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVJIL
“A book you ought to read. Absorbing»)! tartest« 

Ipg, and should be In the hands of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one can read Its pages without 
being coovificca of the existence of a future life. The 
book Is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
i' hose interested Iji the problem of man’s future life, 
s well as to those interested In phenomenal re* 
earen. —J- J. Owen.
This volume Usdperroyal octavo In size,beautifully 

bound in cloth and gdld, aud profusely Illustrated.
Price »2, postpaid. For sale at this office.

Moral and ** in the Boman Cntbo*

KAREZZA.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. .
Karczza makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themeelves through moat sacred re
lations. It Is pure In tone and alm, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. SI.

explains the unseen by the seen, the un
known by the known, and promises to 
put man in possession of the clue which 
would in time guide him past every 
terror and every mystery, and make 
him at home everywhere with change
less law. .

Hence, the Spiritualist makes war 
upon supernaturalism, or rather he dis
owns it. His special protest is against 
the insanities of effects without exactly 
adequate causes; and his favorite aver
sion Is the Ignorance of those who think 
that everythlpg spiritual must be 
magical, afld that everything from the 
unseen must be divinely inspired. He 
expects presently to step out from one 
group of laws or manifestations of laws 
th another, and he expects to find those 
as natural as these. He even expects 
to find that, when he disengages him
self from these clinging and thwarting 
encumbrances, the natural will shine 
out wlth_a harmony and a sureness he 
never imagined here.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts m how to reach rihat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things am subject to 
ft. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual ting, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 cents; tn pastor cover, 25 
cents For saXa at this office.

PHILOSOPHY .

JcCouqngs—__  -T* .
»FAPfER XI.

Frotee‘4iut Children In the CouveulB and Nunuerlei ot 
Rome.

CHAPTER XII.
E 'me and Education—Why does the Church of Roma 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and - 
want to destroy them?—Why does she object to 
the reading of fhe Bible in the Schools? ’

CHAPTER XIII. 1
Theology of the Church of Rome; lie Anti-Social and ..

Anti-Christian Character. . t -
CHAPTER XIV.

Tho Vow of Celibacy. .
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Rome. *
CHAPTER XVI. M

The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, howl i 
swore to give up the Word of God to follow thi j 
word of Men. '

CHAPTER XVII. : l
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod* I 

era Idolatry. I
CHAPTER XVIII. !

Hine Consequences of the Dogma of TraDBubstantla« 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at St. Clytrles, Rivlerrc Boyer.

‘ CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots |n 1833—The burning of “La 

Canadlen" by Cho Curate of St. Charles. ;
• CHAPTER XXL
Grand Dinner of the Prieiti—The Maniac Sister of 

Rev.Mr.Perras. :
CHAPTER XXII.

Jam appointed Vibat of the Curate of Charlesbourgh 
—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Porras.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1334—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of tho Priests of Rome during the epi« . 
demlc.

CHAPTER XXIV.
X am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertullian—General Cargo—The 
Beal Skins. ■

CHAPTER XXV. !
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic In the so« 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous auma 
of Money made by the sale of Masses- -'1 he Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of out 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI. I
Continuation of the trade In Masses. j

CHAPTER XXVII. '
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried ths 

”Bon Died” (the wafer god) in my vest pocket 
—The Grind Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buleau’s-Tbe 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dicu" at the Oyster 
Soiree.

gy*We have not space in this notice of Father 
Chinlquy's work co give the beads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, । 
however, are ot thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER LUI. !
The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. I

CHAPTER LIV. 1
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Cobduct of the PrteaU 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O'Regan—General Cry uf Indignation—I 
determine to resist him to his face—He employe 
Mr. tipink again to send me to Gaol, and be tails 
—Drags tne as u Prisoner to Urbana in the tipring 
of I85C and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my ; 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII. >
Bishop O'Regan sells the Parsonage of the French I 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
ine to Kabokta—He forgets it next day aud pub
lishes that be haa Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Blsbop-Hls Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LV111.
AjlttresB from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur- 
baua—Abruhatn Lincoln’s anxiety about the issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Le- 
Belle's Confession and Dtetress-My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra« 
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
A moment of Interruption hi the Thread of my “Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome," to see bow niy sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
the Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of tba 

United Slates drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots 1 knew against bls Life—The Priests circu
late tho news that Lincoln was born In the Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to .Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—Illa willingness to die tor hifl 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI. ,
Abraham Lincoln a true iffanof God, and a true Dis* 

cl pie of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of the Priests—John Surratt's house— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place ot the Prleata 
—John Surratt Accreted by the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be- 
fo’e its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tho 
will of the Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and that we are 
right—For peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by the 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turns false to his 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard. <CHAPTER LX1II. t .

Mr. Desaulnler Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 
crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer-Mr. Brassard 
fotced, against bls conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes co beg my

OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. - ' pard0"' chapter lxiv.
- write to the Pope Plus IX, aud to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of_my 
victory at Komo, and the end of our trouble— i go 
td Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
-The peace sealed aud publicly proclaimed UT 
Grand vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.

This work contains an account of tho very wonder* 
fol spiritual developments at the house of Bev. D& 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases In al 
Sorts of the country, This volume Is the first from 

tie author directly upon the subject ot ‘’Spiritualism,* 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, ILSNl 
postage 10 cents. For sale at this office. . - j

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

WHITHER?
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

í’i

whom it has been our fortune to meet would of supersensuous intuition and 
and co-operate, and at the same time supernatural suggestion. From his boy
desire to express our united apprecla- hood he was profoundly impressed with 
tlon of, and gratitude for, the sympathy the conviction that he had a divine . 
and helpfulness extended to us so freely voice or monitor within, which checked * 
on all sides. Where so many have been him even in small . matters, but never * 
kind and fraternal it would be invid- urged him to any .positive course. It 
ions to make distinctions .by naming had forbidden hlmoto enter on public : 
any one, but to-one and all, we desire life, dissuaded hiin^ from, considering 
to say a heartfelt “thank you" and I what he shou^q, say qn his trial, and did 
“God bless you.” We trust we have not check hliq during the speech which : 
been able to do good work for our be- rie actually jinade, : whereby he con- 
loved cause, to cheer and strengthen eluded that he was the right course, 
some hearts, and help forward the great Frequent allusions are made to It both 
work for truth and humanity. Our ac- in Xenophon qnd PJato, as Instructing 
knowledgements are especially due to h11“ in a different way from other men, 
the spiritual, press (the good old Ban- an6 giving hhn police'what he ought 
ner or Light, The Progressive Thinker I and ought not, to do._*, It has been com- 
and the Light of Truth, and their re- jnpnly called,। toe - demon of Socrates, 
epective and esteemed editors) for un- but he scarcefe him?plf attributes such 
failing courteous and fraternal favors I distinct peisonglity tp the voice ns that 
which we fully appreciate and shall at IY1or.d, Y0?.1“,n. co?®riy- Yet h s—or 
any time be happy to reciprocate. Plal? ?-1JeVeroii“' ? agenily °.f ,lnter;'

Our journeylngs and 'efforts in this mediate inteljipncqj; may be inferred great counto are over? Wrisail on the »<>“ the pas^ge.in.toe “Symposium,” 
18th but we shall cherish sweet and where he say^thatjull divination, and ktadly reXbranceB of S ve?y the sclenci pf prints with respect to 
mÄappy expZncei?, anä “Zfrlend^ initiations and ^captations, In fact, all 
ships which we hope will be enduring. converse between gods and men, 
Mnxr Rnirltnnllsm DTosncr mid Jjgcoidg I iislccp or RWAkOj tnkes-pldce
an ever increasing power in toe land P>y their agency. The divine sign seems 
fnr trnod* mav the workers take heart ¡ more to have resembled a double or 
and co-operatemore and more earnestly ciairvoyant consciousness; and has 
afld iBUCOTBSfuilv- mavthe, N' S A naturally provoked the incredulity of 
glow stronger and more useful In pro- Philosophers who'have only studied the 
motlng toe spread of Spiritual'knowl-. fej?—a?-S?n® Jn. nol'mal functions, 
edge, and if it should ever be our good lTllcy have trled .te’Wain it away as 
- b. ’ . . • .. . . • ' .. . I nmnimflnir mprplv tn m Rtrnnn* oAnv o.fortune to returnl''may it be to'flhd that 
Spiritualism occupies the front rank in
the world’s religious and reform move
ments; that the spirit of brotherhood 
has linked hearts together in love; and 
that the Pinion between tue great An
glo-Saxon peoples of the earth has been 
accomplished in fraternity and, good 
will for the blessing of nil hiimnnlty, 

MR. and MRS. ID. W. WALLIS.

Over the grave comes the whisper low, 
“Whither? Answer! Whither?

Where did she come from; where did 
she go, 

Thither? . Answer! Thither?”
O! woe, heartrending woe! . 
Deeper far than-the tongue can go, 
As It echoes, in accents slow: 

“Whither? Dear God, whither?"
Down on the graves of my much loved 

dead, \’
Where they wither, wither, wither, 

Down on those graves do I lay my head, 
.Bitter anguish! Bitter! . '

"O! answer me,, my faded flower;
Break the silence of this lone hour; 
Breathe a word, if thou hast the power! 
Whither went you? Whither?”

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wa. wrlten to 

develop the idea oi the principle ot the permanence 
of the human aoul after death, and iu reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of etherlal space. "Betond 
thb Threshold” continues on the same lines, en« 
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy;claim
ing that tho certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness tn the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end it Is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, £nd*J*ether 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price 11.25 
For sale* at this office.

CHAPTER LXV. _ „ k 
Excellent testimonial from my Blihop-My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and hli assistant, Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunu writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the Jetults-Vklon—Christ 
offers Himself m a Glit—J am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back to my people.

, CHAPTER LXVI. „ u| _

St. LouIb, hurried to Chicago—He comes to St. 
Anno to persuade the Fpople to submit to hit 
Authority—He Is iguomlnlotiBly 
ruua away In tho midst of the Cries ot the People.

CHAPTER LXVII.
Bird's-eye View of tho Principal Events from mycon- 
"version to this day-My Narrow Escapes-The 

end of the Voyage through tho Desert to tht 
Jromlsed Land.

Price, $2.25. Post-paid.

Woman, Church and State.

amounting merely to a strong convic
tion or conscience ¡ or even as a. mark of
Insanity. M., Lelut, a French critic, 
styled him "un fou,” and classed him 
with Pascal and the. mystics ns under
au hallucination. I

“Nature Cure.” By Drs? M. E. and 
Rosa 0/Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1. -

. d- -

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE. I

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the-Chris- 

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

' archate.

The wind* that sweeps o’er the turf so 
cold . ' - .v

Echoes “Whither? Whither? Whith*. । . .. -a... ________
or?” ■■ ■'■■ . ■ ■ . I The only trcatlia ever ottorea the rending and

m. - thinking public In the Interest of modem Spiritual-The green blades piercing the fresh laid ism, that ft absolutely free from the theories of snpa». 
mold . ; i'. atltion, and which

Answer, “Bitter! Bitter! Bitter!” Demontirataicontinuityt>f Uftandourcnt><-
The hendstones?whlte seen! to mock mv ': < - . ' from the data of modem fehysloal and phyilologlcalgner . . - science. •
And to chilly respond, "All of nature is To the. Spiritualist, an impregnable foundation ot 

- ■ eeienUllo data and verified facts. ... ...
. To the mater allBt ami skeptic, a revelation of the 
invisible energies operative, in Nature’s formula ot 
evolution. _ j . _ ___

To tho ecclesiastic, a now heaven and a ntw earth. 
A BOOS to. road, to study and think about.A con- 
ccnsc-d volume of scientific Information tot 25 cents.

deaf,' • ■• . ■
Life's passage for man is a mystery 

’ brief, ■ , . ■ ‘
But bitter! O! how bitter!”

' Chicago; Ill VERE V. HUNT.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative System's and the Happiness and

BY PROF. W. M. LOOKWOOD.
BY MATILDA JOßLYN GAGEL

Address your orders to
v. •resst™ £0 Emmis uhvei»

HEALTH AND POWER.EnnobJenjent of Humanity.” By E. D.
Babbitt, LL. D.,. M.D. Thia comprises .
toe last part of Human Culture and > Atundbookof cure m<1 Hamm Upbniuing by th,. 

cover’15 centB-For 6ak’ eiTissw rawffi
at this office. . Light «nd Color." “Philosophy of Coro," c|q. Jirtoh,
. “The,Priest-, the Woman, and the Con-S!®* IBcentei Mathor. jiftoatii.
fesslbnal.” This book, by the well ■ ■
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Bomish confessional, as proved 
by the'sad experience of many wrecked 
Utes. Price, by mail ?1. For sale at
this office

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE /N: 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In thia 

volume of 5M pages Is amazing. Tho title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of tho fulness and com- 
ploteness with which tho subjects are treated. Tho 
Matrlarchate, or Mother-rule, la tho theme of the first 
chapter, tn which much lore, quaint, queer and curt- • 
one, Is brought to view In elucidation* of tho subject. 
This is followed by chapters ou Collbscy, Canon Law. 
Marquette, Wltclicroft/Wlves, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, Tho Church of To-day, Past, Present, Futures : 
and thero Is not a chapter In the book that la not, 
handled In a muatorly manner, and that for quantity 
andqualttyof Information, la not worth tho full price- 
nf tho volume. It la packed with knowledge well- 
arranged,-and Intenaetylnterestlng front beginning to i 
end. Noone can possibly regret buylnglt; Itla aval-, 
liable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lov- ■
Ing mind.Ul.UU. '

. Price, $2.OU. For sale at this i 
nfìsce. • , ■ f’

His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

'iPifc DIAKKA. I
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH-' 
1. ly Victims, by the Beer. A. J. Davis, Is a very in-' 

teresting and surge,tlyb work. It Is an explanation ol 
graeh that ft talio and ropul.tvo In Spiritualism, env *

□dying a most important recent int--3------------------
' VlotorWilson,aresldentotlhaBw

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This 1b No. 0 of the Library of Liberal ClaisioB. Il 
is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every, detail a» to be practically beyond tha 
roach ot nils ctuO criticism This work will bo found 

i Intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.
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ANSWERS
•This department is under the mahage 
ment of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Lei Im Heights, Ohio

NOTICE —No attention will be B1'L.U 
anonymous lettm. Iun willdress must be given, or the letteis1 w_ill 
not be read. If the request be.made, 
tlie name will not be published. Ihe 
couispondeiicc of tins dipaitmen-has 
become exit ivcly laiae especially let 
ters of inquiry requesting private an 
nwu and while I Hccly bite wha 
ever information I am able, tl. 
nary courtesy of correspondents „is ex 
pected- HUDSON TUTiLE.

thrust on the attention of the public.
"Magnetic healer" will do well to 

trust to the influence of her own hands, 
for they dispense the vital magnetism 
which is curative, and by changing the 
currents of tlie body of the recipient, 
are wonder workers. Tlie value of a 
magnet when employed in making 
passes, or m contact, is in its influence 
on the mind, or suggestive hypnotiza-i. 
tion. not its magnetic currents or force.

When it is considered that only in 
rare cases of intense nervous impressi
bility. magnets capable of lifting many 
tons have the slightest influence-, and 
the hand placed directly on the poles 
cannot detect any force different from 
that ot a block of wood or stone, faith 
in the eflieacy of toy magnets, such as
are used in healing, weighing only 
or two pounds, will disappear.

■Investigator." Indian Territory

one

Q.

k

IIuiils>on Apfaii QfVriSHaHlSTe 
whv t he three poems of 1. L. Han is aic 
no? published to-day, aud ill the ma^ 
ket: An Epic of the btaiiy £
Lyric of the Moruiug Lund, A. Lyilc 
TmXieMiccd eiltic must ad 

mit that these poems 
vlnlms as to their inspirational oilgin. 
The subsequent career °1■ 
author furnishes an explanation wuj 
they have not been kept .befoifc the pub 
lleriJ’he weight and popularity 
depend greatly on the character of their 
authors, and this applies even nwielem 
nhatlcally to books elaimed to be wilt 
ten by inspiration. When such works 
teach philosophy aud ctlilcs, the¡ life 
and character of their author is of»11 
most as much consideration as theh 

"We place more reliance.on a bool, on 
finance, written by a man ,pl® 
successful, than oue who has failed. A 
work on morals, by u notorious villain, 
would be read with curiosity, but no 
one would desire to quote It us author 
^ThiB applies to the poems in question. 
They were published with acclamation, 
and received with istonished ddlgh 
and the inspired author might be well 
pleased with the merited praise. He, 
however fell under the guidance o In 
fluences, spiritual or otherwise, that tad 
him Into schemes unutterably selfluh 
and despicable; which travestied evc-iy 
precept of Spiritualism and made It a 
butt of ridicule and scorn. He reflected 
his own dishonor and recreancy on his 
works.

Ì

Mrs M F’ R ’ Q- I have been a sub
scriber of Tlie Progressive Iliinkei for 
more than a year .and also nn investlga 
tor of Spiritualism about the same
length of time. 1 have had some veiy 
convincing proofs in that time of spirit 
return. I had an experience this sum
mer which has been the cause of much 
deep thought to me, and not haying a 
good undersinnding of the subject, I 
decided to write To you for some infoi- 
matlon I called one day on a medium 
who Ilves in our city and while there he 
told me he saw a lady standing behind 
me which answered tlie description of 
mv mother, who died 20 yeais ago. In 
order that vou may fully undei stand 
me I will have to tell you that she took 
her own life, being iu poor health and 
in much trouble her mind gave way. 
This man says he sees no remorse on 
her face, but that she is the picture of 
despair and wants help. I would like 
to know if I or anyone else could be of

THB FRÓ®RESèìVBB.THINKBR

FROM THE HUB.
J- Jay Watson on Matters of 

Interest.

How do you know that Queen Victoria 
is a Spiritualist?

A. It has been currently reported in 
the English Spiritual magazines and In 
the secular papers, aud has never been 
contradicted.

The following quotation from The 
Two Worlds, published at Manchester. 
England, sets this subject at rest:

"The Queen, as is well-known, is a 
strong believer in the reality and near 
presence of the spirit-world. A writer 
in the current number of the Quiver 
states that Mrs. Oliphant s -Little I-il- 
grlin In the Unsepn- was of great inter
est to the Queen, who. since the death 
of the Prince Consort, has had a special 
liking for writings dealing with tbe 
mystic and unseen. She believes that 
it is given to our departed loved ones to 
watch over those who still struggle 
with the temptations and sorrows of 
the earthly life. It has been the great 
consolation of her bereaved years that 
she relt that the Prince was watching 
over the events-of her life. During her 
retirement nt Osborne, immediately 
after the Prince Consorts death, the 

‘Queen found her only comfort In the 
belief that her husband's spirit was 
close beside her—for he had promised 
that it should be so. This was told to 
Dean Stanley by the Queen s half-sis
ter. the Princess Hohenlohe. The belief 
that the spirits of the dead are hovering 
about those whom they loved on earth 
may be the reason for her Majesty's 
dislike to second marriages, especially 
the re-inarrlage of widows.”

• It might have been added that bellef- 
of this kind in the spiritual world was 
one of the links which bound together 
Her Majesty and the late Poet Laure
ate In affectionate sympathy. In one of 
Ills published letters to the Queen, the 
poet wrote: 'If the dead, as I have felt, 
though silent, be more living than tlie 
living—and linger about the planet in 
which their earth-life was passed—then 
they, while we are lamenting that they 
are not at our side, may still be with us: 
and the husband, the daughter, and tlie 
son. lost by your Majesty, may rejoice 
when the people shout the name of

We are still gradually working out 
way-to the front here In.Boston, which 
as you can well imagine la not an uisj 
matter- for the simple reason that 
music is a luxury which can bo mote 
easily dispensed with than bread, even 
without tlie butter. He have made a 
host of warm and sympathetic triends 
here, since our brief sojourn, and we 
trust our music has played no small 
part in rendering our listeners more or 
less happy. Among the frequent vis
itors to our music rooms since makmb 
our home here was the late Jolin M. 
Day- who was never more happy than 
when listening to music. The last en
tertainment of ours which he attended, 
we closed with a descriptive piece of 
music upon two violins, of Di earning 
of Music.” At its close Mr. Day turned 
to a friend at his side, and remarked, 
“I would like to have that played when 
I am passing away, - and in fact, I 
think he added, after I have passed

their Queen.- 
were sure of 
heart of the 
Jennvson on

Sentiments such as these 
arousing an echo -in the 
Queen. Writing to Lord 
one of the anniversaries

of her wedding day. the Queen de
scribed it as a day which she can never 
allow to be considered sad: The reflect
ed light of the sun which has set still 
remains! It is full of pathos, but also
full of joyful gratitude, and he. 
has left me nearly thirty years 
surely blesses me still!' "

Forest: Q. Is there more or

who 
ago,

any assistance to her.
A. It is a fact, established by repeat

ed Instances of communication, that 
when a spirit comes in direct contact 
through a medium with the earth-life, 
the scenes of its physical life are re
vived with overwhelming reality. How
ever long may have been the time since 
its departure, the almost effaced events 
are revived. This is said to be more 
Strongly experienced by spirits on their 
first attempts to communicate, but with 
some it is so painful that it forms a bar 
to tlielr communication. Understand
Ing this, our correspondent need not be 
overcome with sorrow because her 
mother on her first contact through‘the 
medium, felt regret and remorse. The 
old earth-life, with its educational bi
ases and superstitious beliefs was re
vived. To. take her own life appeared 
to’ her as akin to murder. She may in 
the delightful life of the spirits never 
have had an unpleasant thought, yet for 
that time experienced all and more than 
described. A spirit in her position 
would have a consciousness that the 
deed was done without responsibility 
■having been incurred, and hence there 
could be no guilt. '

By holding circles where she can 
conic, and thus learn the cause of her 
mental suffering, she can be enabled to 
cast It aside, and ' realize her ardent 
wish to communicate .with you.

Dr. E.D. Babbitt’s Works.w

He Wishes to Give His §ide.
-Th 1

To the Editor:—Froin iti aie to tipie- 
The Progressive ThiHkeA 1/as attacked 
the Medical Laws nnd the Boards of 
Medical Exámlnersi^pf tbe different 
states of thelUnlon ityith great severity, 
aud vour censure of” the entire medical

away." My daughter Annie and iny- 
selt frequently congratulate ouiofclvtb 
upon having been able to add even a 
few moments of joy to this good man s 
declining life. John W. Day I knew for 
many long years, and it seems that uo 
one could know him but to.love hinif 
He was in every respect a true born 
American patriot, and nobly did he do 
his duty in tlie field when bls country 
called for her heroes, and while the 
dear old Banner of Light still goes on, 
under the able guidance of its highly In
telligent and able editor, Harrison D. 
Barrett and Ills gifted wife, we still 
miss the genial welcome and pleasant 
face of dear Brother Day when we eall 
at the office of the Banner. I recollect 
several years ago. after playing a violin 
obligato one evening in New York, to 
Schrivall's beautiful song, entitled Day 
and Night I Thought of Thee." I sent a 
copy to Brother Day. underlining the 
word Day. It afforded him great 
amusement, and he never forgot the in
cident. ■

Things spiritual here seem to be pro
gressing fairly. Perhaps some of the 
most congenial gatherings of Spiritual
ists and spiritual inquirers can be found 
every Sunday afternoon-and evening at 
Mrs. Minnie M. Soule s pretty-little hall 
on Appleton street In this city where 
the "gospel of spirit return" Is preached 
and exemplified In a manner well calcu
lated to ennoble the souls of all who 
are fortunate enough to listen to the in
spiring and beautiful thoughts which 
this highly gifted lady so generously 
dispenses..

The Rev. T. E. Allen, go well known 
among Spiritualists, is gradually mak
ing himself heard and appreciated at 
the "Hub." He Is an earnest, grand 
man. and as a teacher, he Is beloved 
and honored by all who listen to his elo
quence. He has just inaugurated serv
ices of the Spiritual Science Church, in 
the lower audience room of the First 
Spiritual Temple, corner of Newbury 
and Exeter streets. In this city. An av
alanche of letters have been received 
by him congratulating him on his aus
picious labors, and that be may succeed 
in his grand work Is the wish of all 
right-minded men and women.

J. JAY WATSON.
Boston. Mass. .

profession has been fid sleeping and so 
undeservedly harsh, that/jdu must not 
be surprised If one 'fit 1W 1‘anks raises 
his voice in protest! and-'de-mauds a 
hearing. '7" ,J

You cannot be mdrh opposed to tyr
anny that I am. but You must also ad
mit that there shouliPbe a staudaid by 
which a man s fitness for his calling is 
to be measured, and'-this is the moie 
necessary when he is-* dealing with the 
life and physical welfare of his fellow
man.

Do not misunderstand me as Intend
ing to say that I believe the possc-solon 
of a diploma an absolute guarantee of 
an adequate amount of medical knowl
edge and experience. Far from It, but 
while I know that many Incompetent 
persons hold diplomas from reputable 
medical colleges the law which requites 
a long term of studies and the holding 
of a diploma keeps out a great many ig
noramuses who are less competent than 
insufliclently educated physicians.

With a classical, pharmaceutical and 
medical education (holding diplomas in 
these branches) I am competent to dis
cuss medical affairs and laws, aud not 
being a member of any of those Doc
tors' Trusts knowivas medical societies, 
I am not muzzled by any code of med
ical Ethics, but am at liberty to speak 
with impartiality and1 candor.

I do not consider it right for any one 
to use the title of -M?D. (abbreviation 
for Medlelnae Doctor) unless he is a 
graduate of a regular, chartered med
ical college which, according to an es
tablished rule over the whole civilized 
world- teaches the seven fundamental 
branches of medical science, including 
laboratory work.

This title Is conferred on the holder 
of a diploma under the laws of the state 
by an officer (president, dean, etc.) in 
whom this authority is vested and can
not. therefore, be assumed arbitrarily 
by anybody.

If anybody signs himself M. D, when 
he has not complied with the law, he Is 
intentionally misleading the public, and 
should be prosecuted, and exposed, be
cause he sails under false colors and is 
guilty of willful fraud. .

Persons who prefer to consult a 
"magnetic healer - will do so, whether 
he signs himself by bls proper title or 
"M. D.." io which he has no claim what-

Down in.Chattanooga, Tenn.
To the Editor:—The First Spiritual

ists Society of Chuttauoogu moved into 
its elegant hall last Noyembei. the. 
ball was formerly occupied by the Con
gregational church who had ail theii 
belongings sold under- a deed of bust. 
One of the enterprising and gc-neipus 
members of our society seeing the op
portunity. bid on and purchased the en
tire outfit, from pulpit to carpets, and 
turned them over to our society, to be 
paid for when they could spine the 
funds. This brother, being very mod
est. does not desire to have his name 
known, but I think his an example 
worthy to be emulated by other Spirit
ualists of the country, who are even 
better able to be generous than Brother 
David W- Hughes. There now, I have 
let Ins name slip and 1 won t recall 
what I have written.

Our treasury, however, was still de
pleted from the number and expense of 
the speakers we had engaged last sea
son. and from the cost of renting the 
Unitarian church for our meetings. We 
had no money to engage speakers, and 
just at the right moment a noble broth
er stepped into tlie breach and assisted 
us in that regard. Brother. M. D. Hig
ley. of this city, occupied the platform 
for the months of November and De
cember. and gave some of the finest dis
courses ever listened to in this city. He 
is a scholar and thinker and gave us 

/the benefit of his many years- research 
in the occult. He proved the truth of 
the spiritual philosophy by scientific 
methods. At the end of his course, res
olutions of thanks were given the broth
er. a rising vote being taken. Thus we

PUBLICATIONS
■ —.OF — ■ . ■ ■ ■ . ■ '

HUDSON TUTTLE.
. . ------------- -------------

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
I SCIENCE.

. -------- o--------
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essays to utilize aud explain the vast ar

ray ot tacts In Its Held ot research by referring tbeui 
--------mmou cause, and from them arise to tuo lawsto» 
nuil 
tlon.

di lions ot Mun’s spiritual bylug. Third till
rice. 75 cents.

RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI
ENCE.

Not servile trust to tbe Gods, out knowledge of tbe

less
rainfall than before the forests were 
HUUlflL-away? What Is the cause of j 
the great river floods; surely much 
greater than formerly, and can they be 
prevented?

A. Since the establishment of me
teorological stations for the accurate 
measurement1 of the rainfall, and ob
servation of kindred phenomena there 
has been no change in the rainfall, and 
it Is not presumable that there has been 
any change with the removal of the 
forest. While the amount of water 
which falls annually has remained the 
same its disposition has been greatly in
terfered with, and the destruction of 
the forests is the one main cause of the 
great floods which constantly threaten 
the lands adjacent to the rivers. How 
this cause leads to such disastrous re
suits may be readily understood by 
those who have observed the natural 
river drainage. The Maumee may be 
taken as an example. It flows across a 
country so nearly on a level with its 
surface, that the water is set back, and 
sloughs, marshes and quagmires are 
formed,. stretching for miles through 
the primeval forest The fallen tiihber 
and gathered leaves obstructed the flow 
and the whole summer passed before 
the spring rains were drained away. 
Now the bordering forests are cleared 
away, ditches like canals are excavated 
and the rain finds ready channels to the

Mrs. F. H. S.: Q. In your answer to 
A. O. Hoyt, you say that for solving the 
mysteries of the universe we must rest 
on the basis of evolution. If I under
stand this theory correctly, this teaches 
that function precedes the organ. Am 
I correct?

A. As the function of an organ Is 
just what that organ can do, it follows 
that an organ that does not exist can 
have no function, that is there can be 
no function without an organ. Thus, 

“seeing is the function of the eye, and 
without that organ there could be no 
function of sight.

Light exists, but without the presence 
of beings endowed with’the means for 
its recognition, there could be no vis- 

■ ion. Light is received by the nerves, 
which concentrate in the ear. It is 

b greatly advantageous, and between the 
; forces of light and the plastic living ma- 
terlal the eye is perfected. The result 
of this mutual action nnd reaction is 
function, and the doubt in the corre
spondent’s mind seems to have arisen 
by confounding the energy of light with 
its result when received by living be
Ings.. Light exists, but its perception 
does not

The Principles of Light and Color,
A large book, royal 8vo. with over 200 engravtolf 

and colored platen. Price IS.OOOr Ij.82 with postag® 
or expressage- Price iu massive half -Russia binding, 
75cents extra.1 _

“An imposing volume of nearly 600 pages. Sbowi 
great amount of research an the part of the.authQft 
Will prove a great acquisition to Scientific Libj>» 
Ties.’’—N. Y. Herald.. .. . . . , _ ____ _

“It seems to me to bo tho foremost scientific work 
of this or any other age.—Franklin Smith, Mass.

Christ Not a Perfect Man.
It seems to me that if any intelligent, 

conscientious person should deliberately 
read the “gospels” through at the pres
ent day, after we have had so much 
modern science, criticism of the Bible, 
of morals, etc., he would conclude that 
the hero of the stories related there, 
Jesus Christ, was very far from being 
a perfect man in bls morals, and that 
there should be an everlasting end put 
to the cant that is so common, even 
among Spiritualists and other liberal- 
ists, who often say, “If we would only 
do as Christ did, who went about doing 
good, etc., we would be true Christians;” 
“If we were true Christians we would 
be all right,” etc.

Of course, “going about doing good,” 
is all right; but in this article we wish 
to call attention to nearly half the rec
ord called the “Gospels of Matthew, 
Mark, Luke and John,” which show 
only the vanity and the foolish practice 
of hoodwinking the people exhibited by 
Jesus. Nearly half the record, we re
peat, shows that Jesus was a very vain 
man, constantly desiring to be 
worshiped, like insane people gen
erally, or that he spake in “parables”
“in order that” the people “might not 
understand.” Mark iv., 1-12; Luke vili., 
10, and parallel passages. According to 
the record, Jesus knew he was deceiv-

ever. > •
While it does not concern me in the 

l^ast what system qi physician prac
tices. for the end anil .object of all sys
tems is the relief and euieof the sick, 
It cannot be denied,that the study of 
some branches of medical science are 
necessary for the proper diagnosis of a 
case. viz., anatomy,, and (physiology, 
which the following case will Illustrate.

A believer in "Christian Science was 
taken sick. (I am a; thorough materi
alist and cannot form-a comprehensible 
Idea of Christian Science. < If the word 
“Christian" is used as denoting ignor
ance. superstition and credulity, I can
not understand the ^scientific portion
of it. "Science" may bejdeflned as 
"Common Sense, educated in the works 
of Nature.") The patient sent for the 
Christian scientists,.„who¡tilled to per-, 
suade him, that his complaint was only 
imaginary;.and thatrhe would bo-well 
as soon as he would,make-up his mind 
to that effect. Laying-on- of hands, 
prayers and exhortations to throw off 
this morbid hallucination, however, did 
-not seem to benefit the sufferer who lay 
on his. bed with flushed face, suffused 
eyes and panting for breath. The wife,’ 
seeing her husband grow worse every 
hour, became finally frightened and to 
avoid a coroner’s inquest called in a 
physician who, on examination, found 
double pneumonia and prognosticated 
death within 24 hours. The wife and 
attending physician are my authority. 
Comment is unnecessary.

I could supplement the above by cases 
from my own practice, but they cannot 
be described in public print.

A physician will, when a case goes 
beyond his abilities, call in a better-in
formed man and thus afford the patient 
a chance which is surely denied him if 
the attendant relies on “laying on of 
hands, prayers and assertions that the 
sufferer’s sickness is, nothing but the 
result of imagination.”

river. In consequence a volume of 
water, before heM in check for months, 
is turned into the stream in a few 
hours, carrying destruction to the lower 
valleys.

The old nature system, of retention of 
the water, it is Impossible to restore. 
Thé trees are not wanted, and the talk, 
about replanting thousands of square 
miles of forest is idle theorizing.

The ordinary farmer cannot be con
vinced that it would be advisable for 
him to plant one-fourth of his land to 
trees. The profit is too remote and un
certain. The land- is too valuable fm\ 
immediate use, and while the mountain^ 
ous regions around the headwaters off 
rivers like the Ohio may be protected 
and preserved in a state of nature, the 
fertile lands, cannot be, nor again de
voted to forest culture. 1

Yet there is a remedy. It is homeo- 
pathie—Slmilla slmillbus curantur. If 
ditching has brought this disaster, 
ditching-must be the remedy. Not the 
open drains which take the waste of the 
valuable parts of the soil, but under
drains which-take the surplus of the 
subsoil. Lands thoroughly undere

Magnetic Healer, Homer: Q. Where 
- can I get a loadstone?

A. The loadstone” here wished for Is 
probably a steel magnet 'The load
stone Is simply a form of iron ore, which 

■ possesses the power of attraction. It 
' has hot polarity. Such magnets may be 

1 obtained nt most large toy dealers, or 
better grade of dealers in philosophical 
Instruments. There are two kinds 
which have been used' foT curatlve-pur- 
poses, the simple bar-magnet which is 
a straight bar of steel, and the horse
shoe magnet, in the form of. an elon
gated horse-shoe. The two poles in the 
latter are brought close together and 
the Influence of both Is combined—that 
is admitting that there is an Influence. 
The experiments of Baron Reichenbach 
proved that magnets exert an influence, 

' ■ yet Bo7 slight that only the most sensi- 
five are able to recognize it There is 
no evidence that this influence is of the 
least value in curing any form of dis

. Because of Its mystery it has beep 
' Seized for. the purposes of quackery, 
tad “magnetic belts,” “soles,” “amu
lets,” “girdles,” etc., made in defiance 
d rrery known law ef magnetism,

saved the salary of a speaker for two 
months, and were therefore in a fall
way to look about for a regularly or
dained speaker.

We were so fortunate as to secure the 
services for two Bundays and three 
week nights, of Oscar A. Edgerly, of 
Lynn. Mass. Brother Edgerly came to 
us on (Saturday noon, the 31st ult., and 
though tired from travel, he conducted 
a watch-meeting in the hall. He made 
a fine impression on all present. After 
a feast of reason. Interspersed with mu
sic. and finishing up with sandwiches, 
the society wishing each other Happy 
New Year." dispersed to their respect
ive homes, feeling that the time had 
been well spent, and anticipating a 
greater feast for the following day, 
when Brother Edgerly was to make his 
first appearance in the capacity of lec
turer and test medium. That night the 
hall was well filled, and the anticipa
tions of those who had expected much 
from the speaker were not disappoint
ed. After a magnificent discourse of 
over an hour. Brother Edgerly followed 
with tests, all of which were fully rec
ognized.

This meeting gave zest for the next 
one. which took place on the following 
Tuesday, consisting entirely of tests, 
except being preceded by a five or ten 
minutes' address. - Without exception, 
every test given was recognized, and In 
everv case the recipient was a skeptic.

On Friday night another test seance 
was held in which Mr. Edgerly gave 
thirty-nine tests, all being recognized 
at the time, but three. Two of the lat
ter were recognized later.

Sunday, the 8th Inst., closed Mr. Ed- 
gerly's engagement. Though not in the 
best of health he still delivered what 
was said by those who should know 
best, the grandest discourse ever deliv
ered here. The good he has done for 
the cause here will show Itself soon. 
He has been instrumental in urging the 
formation, of. private circles, of which 
several are'now nelng organizcd. We

I am no,t familiar with the workings 
of Spiritualism and cannot understand 
how a diagnosis can be made by spirit
inspiration. I am ndt discussing sys
tems of medicine nor do I pretend to

ing the people by a play upon words 
when he claimed that if they destroyed 
the temple he would rebuild it in three 
days—John IL, 19-21; and that Lazarus 
was sleeping only, instead of being 
dead—John xi., 11-14. In scores of pass
ages he manifests a great desire to be 
worshiped, making wonderful claims as 
to his divinity, etc.; and in as many 
passages he exhibits ordinary human 
vanity; for example, his justification of 
the woman who was “wasting”' so 
much precious ointment on his feet— 
Matthew xxvl., 6-13.

And so on. The above citations are 
to give you a starter—to awaken you 
up to the possible truth of my state
ment, namely, that nearly half the 
passages In Matthew, Mark, Luke and 
John show some defect of character in 
this greatly: over-estimated man .Jesus 
Christ. All this besides the grossly bad 
doctrines that we should not resist evil, 
should not lay up treasure upon earth,

drained become thereby reservoirs to 
the depth of the drains. If these are 
two-feet in depth a very-large rainfall 
wllT- be absorbed before there Is any 
out-flow, and when this begins it con
tinues a long time after the rain ceases. 
If the country drained by the Ohio was 
perfectly .under-drained, that is with- 
-drains three feet deep and-three rods 
apart, instead of a few Inches of leaf
mould or moss,, as In the primeval for
est, there would be three feet of spongy 
soil able to retain when partially dry, 
from three to' six Inches of rainfall, 
which would be thrown off in a steady 
flow for weeks after receiving it.

In order to gain the full benefit, open 
drains must ¡be abolished; and under
drainage thoroughly done. The cost of 
this plan would be more than met by 
the increased value of the land, and in
creased productions. The cost of the 
proposed elevation of the exposed por
tions of cities and levees (which once be
gan will have to be continued until at 
last Impracticable), would go far to
ward the expense of the drainage .which 
must fall on the government ; .

■ Human Culture and Cure
In six parts, tour parts being already Issued. Price 
for each.-postpaid, 75 cents. ... _________ _____ _

Part 1 “ThePlillosopby ot Cure," Including Meth
ods and Instruments. . . ......

‘-'The "Principles ot Light and Color’ Is In every re- 
spec-t masterly, and ‘Human Culture uhd Cure- appear» 
to be not less remarkable- —Dr. Pascal, II ll-o Plcot, 
TF?rHI.ta"Marr!»ge. Sexual Development and So
cial Upbuilding." .; _________

“The usual heavy volumes. Issued by medical au
thors do not contain a tithe ot the practical Informa
tion that 1? Included In Dr.BabbltVs work-"—Progress
ive Thinker. . .... . . ___ _______ .. -

Parte III and IV In one volume, .1,60, postpaid.-. 
Covers wonderful ground, Includ ng Menial Selene«, 
Phrend-Pbyslognomy. Psycliomelry. Hypnotism (ex
plained for the first time); Clairvoyance, Nervoul 
force. Insanity, etc. . . .

laws of the world, belief in tlie divinity of man and 
Uis eternal progress toward perfection fa tbe founda- 
Clou of this book. Price, 61.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia story the acenes arc laid, on earth, and in tbe 

pplric-world presenting tbe spiritual philosophy and 
the real Hie of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered, Price BOcentn.

ARCANA OF NATURE, ■
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. "The Cosmogony of Spir
itualism.'' Price, ri.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price, ri. ■

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub* 
JecL English edition. Price, ri.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In Ito exposure of tbe diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to’"Uncle Toms Cabin." 
Price. 25 cents. - .■

HERESY. OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It is to Protestantism what "The 
Secrets of the Convent” Is to Catholicism. Price, 
cents. .

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de* 

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
plsslon work. Single copies. 8 cento; 100 for 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Hood Tuttle. This volume contains the 

best poems of tbe author, and some of tbe most popu
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. Tbs 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, ri.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For tbe home, the lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emm. Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid ot. which a 
progressive lyceum. a spiritual or liberal society mjy 
be organized and conducted without Sther assistance, 
Price, co cents: by the dozen, to cents. Expreu 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan ot tho Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price. 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Health and Power. •
“Worth It» weight to diamond», - Price, Cloth, Kioto. 
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Dl”8traied- 8tB pages: price, postpaid, cloth, ri.l0| 

paper 60c.
No work upon the same subject ha« ever exceeded 

Inlnteresttbl» book of almost Inestimable value. K 
3 Wllbourn- M- D-. says: "I have read several work«, 
some of which are worth their weight tn gold, such si 
those written by Epes Sargent, G. B. Stebbins. Mart« 
Klug- etc . but Babbitt's Religion, In some respect«, 
far transcends them all."-Bplrltual Offering.

For gale at this otdeu.

DndKQ by Carlyle Petersilea. DUvlXv Given by automatic writing through 
the authors mediumship, .

The Discovered Country—$1.
A narrative of the personal experiences in splrit-llfo 

of the authors father, who had been a natural phHot* 
opher and a materialist

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth. $1.
Experiences of the authors mother In spirit-life.

Philip CarlisHe—Cloth. $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phib 
osopher. who is a medium: his chief opponentsnelng 
a clergyman aud a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover. BO cts.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office ot Tho 
Progressive Thinker.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Do you want to organize a societg, for Hie 

social» intellectual and spiritual advance* 
ment of tlie children and adults?

TEE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM
furnishes all you desire.

hope to have this good man, and true 
Spiritualist and erudite teacher with us 
again before he passes out of the form.

Mrs. Julia Steelman-Mitchel was to 
have been with us for next Sunday, but 
she was unavoidably detained at Win
nebago, City, Minn., for another week. 
In the meantime Brother Higley will 
again serve us for next Sunday. Mrs. 
Mitchell will serve the society for three 
months from the date of her engage
ment. We rejoice that we are getting 
along so splendidly, and look forward 
to a large Increase In our membership 
soon. Brother Edgerly filled our large 
hall to nearly its capacity on his last 
Sunday, and more seats will be pro
vided for, to accommodate the inter
ested crowds. PAUL R. ALBERT.

know anything about Spiritualism, but 
I do repeat that, whatever virtue there 
be in the treatments by occultism, a 
thorough study of anatomy and physi
ology should be insisted on, especially 
since there are many (so-called medi
ums who are pretenders, and who as
sume certain functions which go beyond 
their knowledge and ability. ..

You admit that some .caseS are incur
able, yet I see constantly such adver
tisements as “Dr, S’o-and-So, healing 
medium. Cures all -diseases of long 
standing no matter what your disease 
may be, or how many’physicians have 
failed to cure you, etc.”

That such an unreasonable claim is 
the coarsest bombast and rankest 
quackery is self-evident; yet these me
diums claim to be controlled by honest 
spirits, who through their mediums 
make such Impossible' promlses, cannot 
be very honest Why, this would vir
tually amount to “killing Death.” '

Mistakes have occurred and will con
tinue to .occur more or less. Some are

A Clergyman on Hell.
The Syracuse (N. Y.) Herald contains 

the following:
The Rev. John V. Byrne delievered an 

qddress on the subject; “Hell,” at St. 
Lucy’s Church yesterday morning. He 
tbbk his text from Matthew 25:41, 
“Dppqrt from me ye cursed into ever
lasting fire, which was prepared for the 
devil and his angels.” Father Byrne, 
after referring to the changes which 
have taken place among the people of 
the world since the words in the text 
were spokfen. sald in part:

“In hell, every faculty of the body and 
every power of the soul will have its 
own special punishment The sense of 
touch will be tormented with blows and 
burning lashes. As the scripture says, 

JJfiyeryone shall be salted with fire and 
-every victim shall be-salted with salt 
so that the body will become one mass

Do yon want a self-sustaining society, founded on 
tbe basic principles of tbo spiritual philosophy? 
You have It In THE PEOGRfcssIVE CycEiTm. .

It furnishes a sysiem of evolution by internal 
growth: not the old cupand pitcher Sunday-school.

It has something to Interest and advance every mem
ber, and those who are most active In teaching are 
tl^ ones who learn most. _______

NO SPECIAL "INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED;'
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting the 
societywbeucBUbllsbcd. _ ... .

It has Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest songs 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make tho badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; fnH In* 
situations in conducting the exercises, with par*

. llamentary rules, etc...............................................
Many Spiritualists living in isolation, have formed 

lyceums in their own families; others have banded, 
two or three familcs together, while largo societies 
have organized on tbe lyceum platform, and found 
great interest in this sclf-ineiructlve method.

Do not wait for a “missionary*' to come to your as
. siatance, but take bold of the matter yourself, pro* 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
fowor manyyou flndlntereiied. __  ______

Mrs. Emma Hood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly* 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE is 50 cents, post
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express, 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life ot Apollonius, of Tyana, 

Tbo Pagan priests of Home originated Christiaultrt 
and startling disclosures Ly its founders, anj 

full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 50c,

Healing, Causes and Eftects.
By W. P. Pbelon. M. D. Deals with tbe nnef 

mental and aplrltual forces M applied to healing, 
price, too._____________________________________

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
. A collection of words and music fortbecholr.com 
grfigatlon and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com* 
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E- Titcomb. With an Introduction bi 
Charies Morris, author of ”Tbe Aryan Race. Price 
cloth. <1._____________________

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume ot Poems. By Lilian 'Whiting. Cloth* 

ri-25.__________________ ____ * _ r
MAXHAM’S MELODIES” "

Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxhani. 
Thirty-two pages of sweot songs and music. The 
author and compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c._________ _

Tlie Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing«

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J» 
Colville. Limp cloth, Stic.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothe! 
to «to y to AtatotogtWAAiMM Jde7]“tnhd,iF 
magic, black and white. 380 large pages. Cloth, ♦ 1.2S*

The Spiritual Body Real.
View« of Paul, Wesley and other«.. Valuable te* 

tlmoiiles of modern clairvoyants, Witnesses of thd 
separation of the spiritual body from, tbe dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Cob R. O. Ingersoll. Cloth, »1.______________

MAN THE MICROCOSM. ‘
His Infinite and Divine Relatione. Intuition—Th« 

Light Within. By Gllea B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

âiil'ÎKeî

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber. With a preface 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, ri. A valuable 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles to th, 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. B. Twlng. Paper, 80c.___________

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science;

To which tsadded Spiritual Phenomena: How to Ip. 
vestigate their various phases; how to form circle* 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine - 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. _ , 

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have It. Price, cloth, 75c.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN. .

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying, "Maa, 
thou shalt never die." An excellent selection, e4» 
Ited and compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth, tl.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Cb«rle, Bradlaugli. With the etory ot hie itfe 
u told by himself, and tbe history of his parliamen
tary struggle; With portrait. Paper, 60c.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered, 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
&f Astrology and its laws. Price, 25c. 
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of flame, ever burning, never con
suming.’ Every conceivable pain will 
rack the frame and every conceivable 
agony WHI be endured. The eyes shall 
behold naught but monsters and sights 
most hideous. The cruel flames, far 
from illuminating the awful abyss, will 
only half reveal, midst their stifling 
smbke, the distorted forms of the I employed by Frol. H»re in hl. eanyinvest|g*tiotu.

nrtri nf iinal«rht1v hlilPATiR mon- In fa improved form It has beenbefore tbe public for damned and or unsigntiy, niaeous mon morotha^levcnyear8tBIld mtns hands of thousands 
sters. The earswill be. greeted Witn ot person, han proved in superiority oyer the Pun- 
nrlna fhp mnqt nlereinc. with eroaDS the chette, and all other Instilments which have been cries tne most piercmb »an broughtontlntoitaaon,bothln regard to certainty
most soul-stirring, with roarmg ana ‘andcorrectness ortho communications received by. 
howline the most unbearable. The Its nld. and as a means or developing mediumship, 
sense of smell will be tormented with ........... «/.n soirUmdism?

‘odors the most fetid and with stench 
the most sickening. . .

“St. Bernard says that the stench iff

should take no thonght.for the morrow, _______________________ .
and many other false and silly, things I pardonable, others Hre unpardonable, 
In that fataous “sermon on the mount” Land the. latter class :of-blunders is :un-

Even that greatest evangelical .war- questionably more ajlt to1,Happen (and I “St. Bernard says, that the stencn_or 
cry, “Fqllbw Christ,” Is.sanctioned to a does more frequently1 happen) with an I one damned person is enough to render 
great, extent by “liberal”- people. In untrained physician Shan Mlth an edu- the whole world uninhabitable., what 
jyhat respect should ¿wefollow OhrlqtrLeafed one,, a ratiotar conclusion, which tbink you. then must be the stench 
any more than any other man who] should turn the balance ,lh favor of which Is continually arising from anu 
“goes . about, doing good?” Why'not | careful training. « ‘ 1 «niun« nf millions nf
exhort us to follow some modern To place no limit ‘¿il tfib practice of 
saints like John Howard,. George W. I medicine by exacting; no £pt'oof of the 
Childs, or for that matter any near practitioner’s fitnes^ woilla hand the 
neighbor, who is not guilty of “speak- public over to many"who]a1re not only 
ing in parables that .the people, might ignorant and unfit,'»but Also to some 
not understand,” of wanting people to who are criminally disposed and would
worship him, of teaching such horrible | ■ 
doctrines as those.in the sermon on the 
mount, etc., or of any other heathenish 
defect of character? - "

Chicago, Ill. EWING SUMMERS.'

THE FSYGHOGRÿPH
—OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thin Instrument Ie substantially the same.as. that 
iployedby Frol. Hare In his early Inveatlgattoni. 
Its Improved form It has beenbefore the public tor

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate- ■ 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D,” . A . compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by. 
every student, and especially by every 
Spiritualist./ One of: the- very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to ?1, doth; paper GO cents. For sale 
at this offlos-

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of .Ancient Inltlalona. By the Phelonp. 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth, 
*1.25._____________ -________________________ _

WOMAN: TOUB CENTURIES
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker', Intore 
national Congress, Chicago, Hl., October, 1893. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c. *______________ _

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. Hnlburt. On the present status of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
Tho divine law of true harmonlal marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c. -__________________ _

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judges, Kings. Prophets end Apostles. Comment« 

on tho Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. Tbe comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
ignorant of tho higher criticism. There Is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c. ♦ ■ 

Do you wish to Investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph 1» an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the -

Formation of Circles and Cultivation
of Mediumship '

with every Instrument. Many who were not eware ot 
their medlumlBtlc ¿ift, have, after g few exctloga, 
been able to receive flellghtlul raeasagea. A volume 
might be Mod with commendatory lotto«•„ MW 
who began with It aa an amualng toy. found that the 
Intelligence controlling it knew more.than them- 
aelyea, and became converts to SpMtuafiain.

■ Capt-D.B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y., write»; “I had

penetrating the-millions of millions of 
damned souls In hell? Burning thirst 
will so consume them that with Dives 
thev will erv out but aU in vain, for uwy .irm * > ■ cant. D.B. Edwardfi, uncut, re. x., «nw: -iwone drop of water to cool their parched communication» (by tbo BsychograpM from many 
nnd -hnrnlntr toheues." other trionda, even from old aettlpra wboyo grave-ana Durning rongu^. .. . atoneaare mo»i«rownto-tbe_oM janL; ney bare

wno are criminally aisposeu auu wouiu ■ •- . •■> ■ - - [ been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spin
commit murder .wttBiimpfidlty. A just. ALL THE NEWS, BUT NO DIAGRAM rcmtoTin tbe i”ver^
and equitable medlcAF law'is the best. -ti,k Editors of the'Herald:—Your i°s«i hare hmiofsJn, daughter;and their mother.'' safeguard, for ■ theifipublid The. law tJu°etheo£ ''S evening is filled
should be framed wlEh'Impartiality and w|h, disauletine paradoxes. In one wntoaas fonow»: "i am much pleased with too Psy-its operation shouIdTesult^ the great- i^eachei• is quoted as de-1 S® «7u»^S,pS»

scriblns hell as a place where parched nual power than the one now lnuee. IbeUsra lt wia
»yiiuiufa ■ r I ■ generally supersede tho latter when its inporlorsinners are kept in astateof eteinal merits become known." ■

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family. ..
Interesting and valuable as a history of tho begin

ning ot Modem Spiritualinn, by ope of the Fox Sts- 
tors. 473 Pages, 16 illustrations, including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of tbo Hydesville rapping* 
as related by eye-wltncsse»-, remarkable and well st- 
tested manifestations; tbe‘'cxpo»urc»." etc. Hand-. 
Bomely bound In cloth, But tew copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, ,1.60. Wo win »end the book post
paid for ri.40. . - .

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCES
By Br. Paul Cera». Very thoughtful and Interesting. 
Paper,26c, . . • ■

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
. Area! visit with friends x>n the .'other eldcofllf«, 
And a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles.-Can 
Tic K.S. Twlng. medium, - -• *

est good to the greiftest niiinber.
Let the mediums tHscaija'the title of 

Mi D. unless they htfve ¿omplied with 
the law/which govbrns 3 <ill civilized ylBluua ___ ____
countries and have obtained the right to I of nun;shment which makes the ortho-, 
this title from a reputable medical] jox fifteenth century hell appear like] 

----------- college; and as the cafidldates for the -....................  
love. genulne poetry, and especially by medical degree musthy an examination. 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily ] furnish the proof for his fitness, so let- 
printed and bound. Pi ice 81. .the mediums, before an unbiased board

"Ancient India: Its . Language and of medical examiners, give evidence by 
Religions." By Prof, H. OldenbergJ diagnosing and prescribing for cases 
The subject IB Of tnniBual interest at] brought' there for that purpose;'that

“Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this' peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
Varied moods,, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who

tbe present time, and It Is hero treated 
in a way to Interest and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price.25 cents. < ■

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcism.

their “controls” are able and . compe
tent to cure diseases, nd matter by what 
system thtiy accompllshdt .

■ - DR. GUSTAVE KEITZ,
New Orleans, La. . ■■■

droiith-stricken delirium tremens by Securely packed, andsentposlagepaldfrom 
visions of parboiled, demons—a brand' | the manufacturer, for $1,00, Address: . .

HUDSON TUTTLE, \
Berlin Heights, Ohio.a summer resort. In the next column

finite goodness and fathomless mercy of I BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS; 

 

the Almighty, and In still another place ।. a 
an apostle of a modern Utopia de-

■scribes Christianity as a hollow mock- -

ery and a hypocritical snare.
Will'you kindly print a diagram of 

some direct and accessible trail to the 
tall timber? , ANXIOUS.

Syracuse, N. Y.

ND THE WONDROUS ROWER 
r.i-1. -which helped or made them perform mighty 
* nnd atu»fnsnlrcd words, together with some 
I Peraonal Trait* and Characteristics of Prophets, -Apo* tic?MdJ««u>i0rN6irBe*dkig8 ot Mlraelaa.^ 

FrloeTiowt*. For rale attfii 
«¿toe, , ■ '

THE

A Menace to Amerjcim Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, . lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. ‘Demonstrator of the.mo-., nauouauu ne-nmiwuiujcuu ■ ■> 
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of m- W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master- Swies^, 2, and 3, jach^comp ete.in^t- 
tare. SchoIarly. maBteriy, trenchant ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale ....... ^*
£rlce 25 cents., For sale at Uta office. Uta office.. s ; ;

"Historical/ Logical and Philosophical
Objections to the Dogmas of Retacare, 
nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prof.

“Tho World Beautiful.” . By 14.ta 
Whiting. Most excellent In their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality: of thought

at thia office..
iWSffltìÈSi

Series 1/ 2, and 3, each complete in It
self. Price, doth, |1 per volume. For
sale at . thia office.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Gives tsBplratlcm&ny by Mrt. Merle M. King. Tot 

wHlnot become -weary while readins tble excellenl 
book. Fxloowoonti. । ; ■■

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
OM mmtatdimdfoTty-fOCT proporitkmi. tttolotfeaV 

»fiord, hlitorlcri and ipeculaUrei each proved afirma

/I COMPILATION OP TH^ LEO.
Al tires given by tbo Spirit Bana through the nr : 
dlttmshlp M Mrs. MagdalonaKUne. This volume co» 
sista of a aeries ot lecture», messages and poem^ 
written end doUvered In publie through the mental ore 
Knlsm otMrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvore : , 

tend insnlratlonil medium. Their tone la excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though ono may an* 
aoma Ideas that differ trom those ho has held, yet b» 
winandmuch :to iptoMO, benefltxnil lr.ymct. _Tha 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentioned wUl tferë* 

: tushy, although the Ideas advanced.concerning Jeaai.__  Mdckrlsttamty arenotaJtwttewthotawadsad. 
lure,. । Thebook.contains ’ant« p‘poatpala 1er «UA.For saleal A. ‘

fortbecholr.com
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Important!
OR. C. E. WATKINS,

--------THE--------

FAMOUS 6HR0NIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS,

QUICK
CUKES

SMALL
DOSES

Send age, name in full and two 
2-cent stamps and leading symp
tom, and we will send you a di
agnosis of your case FREE, and 

■ we will try and make the price 
of treatment right to you. Re
member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your case unless 

. you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 
OUR opinion of this doctor or 
that one, because we never ex
press nn opinion, nor have we , 
any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak ill of aUy one 
or even to express an opinion. 
We know some doctors do so, 

i but we do not. ■
The day of shot-gun prescrip

" tion is past; drastic drugs in 
. large doses will not be given 

ten years from now. We , be- 
Heve in the certainty of medl- 
cine and in specific medication, 

- - but speclfle medication -requires 
specific diagnosis. He who un
derstands the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 

- of correctly difignoslug, is the 
successful physician to-day.

SPECIFIC
MEDICINE ■

NO DRASTCI
DRUGS

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent lor 2-cent Stamp.

G.E. WATKINS, M.D.,
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

GOD-MAKERS.

thors get over there. Then we will get 
full answers. Oh, yes, then they will 
tell us all about God, for they will know 
as much as the man In the alley does, 
and like lillii, their conceit will be In
finite. 0. H. MURRAY.

WHY IS IT?
A Question Asked and 

plained.
Ex.

A few evenings ago it rained 4 perfect 
torrent, and we were to hold a public , 
meeting. -We presumed that an audl- ■ 
enee would be next to impossible sUl-Ii . 
an evening. I went to the ball to see 
how many, persons were present before , 
having Mrs. Kates go. Lo, a goodly 
number were present—greater than on . 
some dear evenings. A skeptic asked: ■ 
“Why did not your spirits tell you?” ■ 
That question is often asked, when we 
are not informed of things deeply con- 
cerniug us which happen. Is it a perti
nent question? Should we be always 
fully Informed by the spirits of every 
event that is to influence ouivlives? If 
so, it will possibly necessitate abrogai- 
trigour self-hood. It would require that 
we shall lay aside our" personality and 
responsibility. In this particular case 
we Old not ask the spirits to give their 
opinion, nor to investigate for us; we 
try to use our own judgment in most 
things that concern our physical condì- 
tious. We do not carry all of our bur
dens and troubles and desires to the 
spirit friends. Possibly,- if we did they 
might be able to tell us of every neces
sary event and guide our actions, but 
thesewould all, then, be entirely sub
jective to another will; It is not suffi
cient to say that that will would be 
fróm the plane of an excarnated spirit, 
and hence of a higher and clearer pow
er and greater capacity—it would still 
be the absorption of our own individu
ality. Whilst Ave are mortals we must 
exercise all prerogatives of individual
ity if we expert to Inhérit an early ex
ercise of personal powers in the spirit 
realm. Each soul Is a responsible en
tity. If we could annul this soul-right, 
we could be made perfect instruments 
or mediums for spirits Jo_,.jigg_at ,jj!L . 
times. A wise medium controlled by 
wise spirits will use the.occult forces of 
their personality only upon necessary 
occasions; and that means that the me
dium shall be only a subjective Instru
ment at stated times. To be ¿ spirit
subject at all times Is to be an obsessed 
individual. ¿To ’ be obsessed by wise 
spirits (possessed by them at all times 
and against consent) Is to be deprived 
of our personal rights equally with an 
obsession by undeveloped spirits. ’

One great trouble with the Investiga
tor is that he brings to the medium 
only worldly material, sensuous condi
loma and expects spiritual results. They 
drag a spiritual meeting, a seance, a 
medium and the spirits down to their 
level, and then dare to criticise the re
sults. Spiritualists conduct public

They Are Subjected to Some 
Criticism.

Picking up a Spiritualist journal and 
glancing over a column headed “Books 
That We Recommend," I note how 
prone authors are to dogmatize and lay 
down speculations to accord with the 
prejudices of those who yet have a por
tion of the shell of orthodoxy clinging 
to tlielr partially emancipated miuds. 
One of the first duties that some au
thors seem to believe they should dis
charge when they write a work on na
ture or spiritual phenomena is to make 
a new god. Not being satisfied with 
the character and peculiarities of for
mer deities, and thinking that their 
readers will demand of them a fresh 
type of creator, they deliberately pro
ceed to fabricate a god out of their own 
consciousness; one of such improved 
appendages as will meet the require
ments of new-born Spiritualists whose 
approbation they are anxious to propi
tiate.- They are doubtful that other 
people have sufficient ability to produce 
a god, and they hope to win their gratl- 
itude b.v presenting one already dressed 
and made up.

We are forced to admire the complete 
confidence that these persons have that 
they are fully competent to perform 
their task. They sit down with a tele
scopic vision and sweeping infinite 
space and infinite time, with a genius 
that dazzles all common natures, in a 
few hours they turn out a god; and you 
are not left in any doubt as to Ills at
tributes, for they proceed to convince 
vou by ample illustration how well they 
are acquainted with the deity they have 
invented; and they will explain and an
alyze and exhibit their product in all 
the best light, and with a triumphant 
smirk definantly inquire, Was there 
ever a better god offered for acceptance 
than this?

In the column mentioned is given the 
headings of chapters of two published 
works, one by Tuttle, the other by Bab
bitt, and here are the topics covering 
omniscience: The nature of God; duties 
and obligations of man to God; (God’s 
obligation to man is not treated of); Ex
istence and general character of God; 
God as a spirit; God’s location and his 
mode of working; The nature (?) of 
God; God’s greatness and glory; God’s 
perfection. J

The foregoing is certainly ample to 
çover the field, and sounds as if it came 
out. of a Presbyterian pulpit It cer-

meetlngs to meet the crude demands of 
a curious mob, rather than for the spir
itual culture of their associated mem
bership.' If we would carry a higher 
form of aspiration to the spirit world, 
and surround our mediums with more 
spiritual conditions, we would attract 
a purer quality of ministry, and also a 
more intellectual pabulum from capaci
tated spirits. .

Being satisfied with the sensuous 
planes of spirit capacity, we do not 
evolve the spiritual forces to carry for
ward a word for the upbuilding of a 
great cause of human worth conducted 
by exalted spirits. We neèd- to’eliminate' 
the crude from our self-hood before we 
can attract the more perfect from the 
splrl't-slde.

With the crudities and sensuousness 
of humanity that beset the efforts of 
spirits and mediums, I often marvel 
that we have arisen to the spiritual 
power we possess. When we bring to 
the altar of spirit, a more exalted aspi
ration for the true, beautiful and good, 
a spirltiial baptism will bless the hu
man race and the wiser and belter from 
spirit-life find fitting instruments to do 
the work of uniting the two planes of 
existence in a positive and assimilated 
fraternity—and not before. Spiritual-, 
ists, the duty and the care is yours. ,

. Ffaternally, G. W. KATES. -

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in I 
Chicago. I

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 43 South Ada street st 8 p. tn.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker I 
Park jiall, No. 501 West North avenue. . 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey. .

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 68d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
•South Side,. No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday," beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Coolpy, 
pastor... ...... .. .

.The Progressive Spiritual Church, G, 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m. . .

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The t-’ecoud Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evt*ry. Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday scltool and 
church,.eaeh Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, Np. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings In Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The Lake 1 .ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums arid speakers. All 
friends and members are invited. .

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av- 
"einre. 2:20, -conference, 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St, 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Teg and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and instructive programme.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumbine, lecturer, meets In 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue," at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
eveiw Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey' and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

- Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

Spiritual Church of All Souls. Serv
ice at 7:30, at 158 Linepin avenue, cor
ner of Garfield avenue, North Side. 
Mrs. Squire, pastor. .

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Mr; John Chapin departed this life at 
Berlin Heights, 0., January 4, 1899. 
He was born-in New York, and was in 
his 84th year. He was a Spiritualist 
and mediumlstlc, trusting to his im
pressions in the most important affairs, 
often from a worldly point of view to 
his detriment. Some years ago he en
gaged Hudson Tuttle to. attend his 
funeral, and the engagement was car
ried out on the Cth of January.

Passed to a higher life, at Junction 
City, Kansas, on Dec. 28, 1898, Mrs. 
Addle Allen, aged 54 years. • The fu
neral services at her home were con
ducted according to the religion of Spir
itualism by Mrs. E. D. Concannon, of 
■Kansas City, Mo., Mrs. A. L. Lull, of 
Lawrence, Kansas, and Mrs. E. E. 
Hammon,-of Topeka, Kansas. The Or
der of the Eastern Star took charge of 
the body at fire door, and laid It to rest 
with the beautiful ceremonies of that 
order in the Masonic section of the cem
etery. Doctor Allen was in active prac
tice as a physician over 20 years. She 
was a fine medium, with a big heart, 
full of sympathy for human suffering. 
Her last illness was only of one week’s

lainly displays a vast deal of assurance 
and discounts anything .'that can be 
found In the Holy Bible. There is a 
strong presumption, too, on the part of 
these authors, that Spiritualists gener
ally will take them seriously and credit 
yiem with an intimacy with the god
head that far transcends the acquaint
ance of ordinary people. But we will 
excuse these and all others of having 
any special mission in this direction, 
and relieve them of any qualms of obli
gation they may feel to provide modern 
thinkers with a fresh God.

Fifteen centuries ago god-making 
might have been a necessity or an aid 
to humanity—as a rattle is to an infant. 
But that calling is now an anachronism, 

: and when one who doesn’t know any 
more about god than ourselves sets 
himself up-to Impose his individual no
tions about deity upon us rind begins 
to explain to us the nature(?) of God, 
we suspect that some of the old popes 

■are hovering near and we do not care to 
be befogged by that kind of an atmos-' 
phere. „ ' ' .: . . .

Let us displace our. whimsical con- 
celts and be frank. What do we know 
about the nature of God? < What have 
tve learned of God through Spiritual-' 
ism? How many times has the ques
tion been asked of intelligent spirits,. 
Have you seen God? and ever the reply 
hks been, “No moro than you have; the 
universe is to us'as great a'mystery ns 
td you." ' ■ ■ ■ - , ■'
j But just wait until some of these au-

duration; F. VOGL, M. D.

Mr. Jacob Ensley, of Batavia, Mich., 
passed to. spirit-life, January 6, 1899, 
aged 63 years, tie leaves a wife and 
one son, three children having preceded 
him to the.other side of life. He was a 
firm believer and stanch advocate of 
the cause. Funeral services conducted 
Dy Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins, of Owosso,
Mich. W. E. CLIFFORD.

Mrs. W. P. Sanford passed tb spirit
life, at Defiance, Ohio, Nov. 17, 1898, 
aged 73 years; She was a stanch Spir
itualist. We had lived together for 59
years. W. P. SANFORD.

Drs. Paefclta &. Burrougtis
V . J NOT only

correqtly DISONOSE 
' U BUT THEY .

flbloiutßiu

ßliiSjnlG

Where Others Fail.
11 You fire a Sutterer

Write To-day, • Giving ■ /
Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead

ing. Symptom, and receive an 
absolutely correct

: DIAGNOSIS 
■ of your case 
FREE OF CHARGE.

Remember to Address .

Drs, Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

ASTONISHING!
THAT

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

Seud in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP . —qf-— . .

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four years; has

Successfully Thousands
Treated of Patients

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelputs latest book, is a 

presentation from" the spirit side of life 
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting, themselves in the 
operation of healing, Is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of Invisible force.

Under the head of "Causes and Ef
fects" are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. -

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of tlje Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one,who knows. The sub
ject o( Fear occupies one whole, chap
ter. '

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which 1b harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is' handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 91Q0 pages, is proving its In
terest by its^sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents, i. For able at this office. ,

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief,' should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) tb Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct-diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any One who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 470

Treated
Ouring all Diseases Flesh Is H^ir to

With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age; sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIAGWSffl FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MANgFIGLD’S
Homeopathic Medicines

Are Compounded Clairvoyantly for 
Q Each'Patient.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A, MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

If you wish to know what pils 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair, and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BNTDOKF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 
. Still continues to give 

PREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation.

YOU Are Invited to Write. 

SEND Postage Stamp for Reply,

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And bis Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many,cases where medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of ttie United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms,* etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. ’ 482 j

isa MORPHINE 
Wg COCAINE 
[WB LAUDANUM 
WB WHISKEY_ 

never-iaiiing. uftiiiiir?’' anu permanent home cure.
Valuable Treatise on ‘etion mailed fi'ee.
Dr, J«O. HOFFMAA 44S mbelluBldffnChicagOfllL

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psycbometrlst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph fl.OO 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25'cents Address 54 N. 52nd aye., Chicago. 877tf

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
il i BY 111 

WREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Fersonai Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by mall. An ex
position of the Science of Being, with directions for 
restoring health, developing the mental faculties and 

■unfolding the spiritual powers. For booklet and fur
ther Information send stump to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, III.

I do not know but that others have, 
already written you that my wife, Mrs. 
,L. A. 8? Nourse, has gone to the spirit 
land that she held'such free converse 
with.. She lived to know that the ideas 
advanced in her Lyric of Life are ac
cepted now by some of the first scien- 

: tists.'. She knew - they- would become 
true.'' She left the ;form,. Sunday, Jan
uary 8, 1899 at'7 a. in., from hi grippe 
and heart complications. ■

Moline, Ill. WM. A. NOURSE.

•‘Tliomab. Paine: Was He Jiinius?” 
An interesting pamphlet by... Wm.- H. 
Burr., Price 15 cents. For sale-at 'this:

- “THE LYCEUM."
The Lyceum, demoted to the Interests 

of the young; and,; to lyceum work, is 
published fry Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Oblo, ;No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty ofnts per year. Every young 
person should has'e access to Jts col
umns. In fjtiet, all classes will find 
something <jofi special interest in It. It 
Is published Weekly. Try it. ■.

Bets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
Hike, as it demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
spirit manifestations. Ite title pogo claims that the 
book Is *

A SCIENTIFIC BEmNSTRATION 

of the '

Existence of tJte soul of man as his con» 

scious individuality independently 

of the physical organismi 

of the 
CONTINUITY OF LIFE 

and the

ACTUALITY QF SPIRIT RETURN,

The first eleven chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul Incarnate, with a clear ex* 
position of the psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters set forth the philoso* 
phy of the Infinite.

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposD 
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of the author.

Tl^^prico of the book is $1. For sale 
at tfie office of The Progressive Thinker,

CANCERS AND TUMORS, 
Internal or external cured by nature’s positive cancer 
cure. No tedious operations. Tested over 40 years, 
and any diseuse that attitet« the human system treat
ed successfully. J. G. W Entwistle, M. D,. 759 68rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, Hi. Consultation and 
Examination Free. 478

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA, 
Sick or Nervous Headaches 

Absolutely Cured
OK

NO PAY FOR TF.ElTMENT.
Particulars upon application.

WINDSOR SANITARIUM, 
CHATHAM. NEW YOKE.

Finest Sanitarium in America. 476

‘¡History or tinji Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of ouc. country should' read this 
concise history of ^hat Romish churchly 
institution ^rkuowh ns tjie Inquisition. 
TRe aniriius of Romanism against all 
institutions,, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devlllshness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price For nue at mis office.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and-Chris- 
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val-

' TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has )>een 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds, more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having' suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicinns and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefuUy, 
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT..

Frenchburg, Ky." -

For 30 days I will- send 'a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mat]. .

Clinton, Iowa.. . .• B. F. POOLE. .

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this, broad land 

can. keep in" touch with our .cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er," and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one , year and 
Art Magic, costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute giftr-belng paid for opt of the reve
nue of the office, thus eaeh subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. . ■

Keep'up with the Free Thought pro
cession!. You can do so . by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one-year - and Art- 
■Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber,' the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage-or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper, then you can not keep. 
In step with our great, movement,, and. 
will necessarily lag in the: rear.: If you 
are a Spiritualist; and take .no Spiritual
ist paper, please.teU Ua wby-you do not?' 

:Wp wbulri like tpknow. : : .
"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois

.¿flice.. ........ '.........“ .
; “From Nlgbt to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church/’ By Aaiy A. 
Judson. Gives riri account ot her experi
ence In passing, from the old faith of her 
narentB to the light and knowledge of ------ -- - •;-----«
Spiritualism. It Is written In a sweet tious" ot great Importance to the race are 
spirit, and is well adapted to place lit discussed from Ute standpoint of-an ad- 
the hands of. Christian people. Pries------ —--'-i m-A—
IScentk ,.

Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied Inibii .Volume, in which quelj-

»MWét Boclal reformer. -Price 50 cent«.
For . sale at this ¿office.

The Infidelity , of Ecdesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Pyof. W. M. 
LockWood.' A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoako. This Is & most valuable contribution to 
Freetbougbt literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
tor «1.00._

A LIRRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker,
and securing Art Magic. The paper- 
one year and' Art Magic will cost you

COLLiGE OF FINE FORCES' 
• An iurtltutexf. refined Therapeutics, Inoludiflf 
Sun Cure, Vital'Magnetism, Electricity, Mtnd tJnflk 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity SM: 
basic principles developed with their marvelous jUp; 
plications. Students in four contluents>have taken Oft 
course. The collcgejs chartered and/coufers the At;
grep of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics, BvasystCBfti i 
printed questions students cau take the course *14 J 
receive the diplomas at their own homes, lustitutiofi 
removed to 2u3 South Broadway. Los Angeles, CaJ. 
Diplomas granted under either the NewvJersey Ct 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441tf E.D. BABBITT. M. D. LL.D., Dean. .

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Pbysiolftn 
Id practice. His cures are marvelous. Successful 15 
all kinds of cbronlo and acute diseases. When otiiorl 
fall be cures. Send him age, sex, uuiue, lock of bahf 
and fi cts. In stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only I2.0Q 
a month. No leading symptom required, Ho ba* ft 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and easy» 
also a specific remedy for obesity, ft will safely 
quickly remove all superfluous flesh, also a sure fr 
lief for morning sickness. Address

DR, J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren bl, Stoneham. Masa. «5

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, post 
8yo, Paper, 25 cents: cloth, 50 cents.

’poems of progress.
By Lizzie Doten. They are really valuable. 

Pxice siuo. ,

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twing, me- 

f ium. This little book will be read with intense Ln- 
»rest by thousands. Price 25 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gataered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, <1. For sale at this 
office.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
ByM.L. Sherman and Wm.F. Lyon. A book reptóte 

With Spiritual truths. Price I1.0Û»

.X d AA A— ^A A • * w —— a a. f v v a , , -J .j _
only $1.20. Supposing the'plan had been J moLn“$uoS‘^m°w.CM 

_ . , tn------------ mi.».., , cemingJesusChriiU radopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you

ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
71» cents. Cloth, ©.50. For sale at this 
office.

“The ■ Universe.” What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life:- Immortality. 
The Substance of Its -Environments. 
Psychic. Science. What ■ the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. Apamph- 
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price. 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. ' ■: -

‘"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” IBóld by--Paul Carus. 
This' book' Is' hèilYtlly Commended to stu
dents otthe science rif religions, and to 
all who would.gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit arid living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit. 
Price ¡jl. For sale at this office. ■

"The Prophets of Israel.”-.. By Prof. 
C. H.-Cornlll, ófi thé University of 
Koenlgsberg.- A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 

: of Israel and their works. For salo -
“From. Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 

Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
¡¿i thought in poetic diction In this-hand
some volume,-wherewith . to sweeten 
hours ’of leisure and enjoyment- Price 
$1. For sale: iat tiiis office.

“Human iPultuife and Cure. Part 
First. -• The Æhilosbphy of Cure. . (In
cluding .Methods and Instruments)." By 
E..D. Babbitt): M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive aridovaluqble work. It should 
.have a widqiirculatlon, as It well ful
fills the projnlBo <á its title. For sale 
at this office. vPrlcq 75 cents. - 
/ "The Wataëka W^nder." To the stu
dent of psyghic phenomena, this pam-. 
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts qftwocasesof “double 
consciousness,!’ najnely Mary Luraney

• Vennum -of (WatsBka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds ofvVenanfco County, Pa. For 
sale at this gffice. lárice 15 cents.;

"Voltaire’s a Romances." translated 
from .the French.ir?With -numerous il
lustrations. i Thesdilighter works’ of the 
brHHant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of thé Catholic Church, are worthy 

. of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with-the skill of 
,a master mind: 'Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.. ,

: “The Great -Roman Anaconda." By 
Prof..Gco,; P. Rudolph/ pp. D;; ex-prlest- 

' )of the diocese ofiOleveland, O.\ vA sharp" 
and'Polnted letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is goodireading, and Bbould;be Widely 

. distributed, thatipeople may be enlight
ened concernlngtthe way« 'and methods 
of .Roipo and Its: priesthood; -PrlrieilSc.
For Bale at thlsi office.” ? ■ ' ; -

"FrogrcBBion; or How a-Spirit Ad
vanees in Bplrltdlfe." “The Evolution 
of Man.’1 Two papers, glvén lù ihe In-' 
terest of aplrituaf science,'by' Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. Fotksale at 
this office. • '

could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to i 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
in carrying out the Divine Plan. _

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to. send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter, or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. . , ■

Write names and addresses as plain 
as-ordlnary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.

This is the only book which etatoe the simple prin
ciples of the Zodiac In simple terms, making the entire 
matter clefir to the avergo understanding. -

This volume indicates the location, characteristics, 
and Influence of each sign'o' , the Zodiac, giving the 
days which each sign governs, and the gems and 
astral colors associated with each. ■ ,

The diseases of .the body, how to cure them, and the 
faults of character Incidental to the different domains.

The methods of growth for each human being. * 
The domains from which companions, husbands and 

wives be selected. . ■
The characteristics of children born In different do* 

mains; and tbo conditions to bo observed In their care 
and education. • • , ’ \ .. ,, .

The personal ability and talent of.the Individual 
with reference to domestic, social and business sue- 
CeTlils work Is the result of profound research, and In' 
Ite preparation the author has been largely assisted by 
J. C. Street, A.B.N. . . . .
Bound in Special Cloth, - - Prloet $1,

. . For Sale at This Office.

THOMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Prophecies.

5 patauei In the New Testa. 
OM, end csli^rrcjheoiee Con- 
Price isoeshk

DR. R.GREER? 
Clairvoyant Physician, 

62 Dearborn st., Qhicago,
Ib Btll giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
year« experience and practice make him wonder/ully- 
accu-rate, Write, giving age, sex aud-une leadini 
symptom. 473“f* **•

. STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rosary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Dans. Intended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowing and 
stricken heart, ptlee bo cents.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Thia admirable work coualsts of three pamphlet» 
embodied In one volume, In wbtob questions of great 
Importance to the race are discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price W cents 
For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY a WEIL.

Çiotb, U.Ä. • Paper, 50 cento.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures ill form, of stomach, liver euj kidney disease, 
jlBoconstlnatlon. A sure cure tor that tired, wotn-oili 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. BuHclent quantity for oni 
month sent tortl.OO. ’ 1 ‘

One package of our Magnetized Compound for tors 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hub been used and praised bf 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for W centi. 
or all three sent postpaid for 01.10 with Varma’s 
photo and Instructions bow tollve tooyears.

Melted Pebble Spectacles^ 
Butoreloit vision. Write for Illuslralod Circular, 

.Uowing style, and price, and pboco of Spirit Yarm£ S 4evcl«Ped this olatrvoyaut power In me. I ijig 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle, m perfectly M 
your eyes In your own home as It yon wer. In my 
ohS n ““ Usury. Send .tamp 13
photo. B- F. Poolb. Clinton. Iowa.

PSYCHE
Ifi the invention of a practical medium, under aptrlt 
guidance, and la designed to develop inedluniihlD. 
Many, by its use, have received long ouinmuQlci* 
tlone from spirit friends, and express great sitiliafi- 
tion. 1 rice, |1, and 20 cents extra for expreuin. 
roreaie at theoiliceof Tux PaoGHBsiivaTHtNkBB, 

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc., 15c; “Astrological Notes.’’ io. 
The two for 10c. Geo. Walbond, Opera House blk„ 
Denver, Colo. 478tf

TRUMPETS,
Standard size, by mall, magnetized and In a neal box. 
Aluminum. 5 oz, «1.70; light tin, S oz, el.w. E. A. 
Eckkl, 297 S Brown at, Anderson, Ind. 481YOUB, FUTURE
Astrologer, Rooms 6 4 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from ,1. Send stamp for clrcu' 
lar»-_______________________________ 4S4tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOIJr~
This medium,who Is clalraudlent. clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can bo consulted at No. IMO 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be madi 
by letter. 450et

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world for the upfoldinent of al 
spiritual powers, psychometry. clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stamped ad
dressed envelope toJ.C. F. Ghumbisb (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., fiat 3, Chicago, 468tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Inetructtdhs, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address MRS. J. A. 
BLISS, Sau Diogo, Cal. 459

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter. 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Ail vice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando st., San Jose, Cal. 
have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for the Spirit world than Chas. 
Waiter Lyuu. Jos. KodesBucua'Nan.

¿3

The blind medium, h. w. Sinclair, will
send a Life Reading, with dûtes and Dames. Mau 

lock of hair and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIR. 419 
West av., Jackson, Mich 479

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, PsycbomeUr 
and Laws of Unfoldmcnt, with free reading. For pidf- 
ticulurs address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central avfl., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 487

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs,
Psychoipetrlst and Psychic. Readings by mull, 91.00 
aud stamps. Sealed letters answered, $2.00. 613 Chest*
nut GL, Ctüctunntl, 0. 480

V

This Is & work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly ft work which 
should be put Into the haude of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma- of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of tbe free mind that mlud 
and senses are not the whole of life, .

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super- 
*eded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.

MliS. S. F. DzWOLF, INDEPENDENT SI.ATJI 
Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenae,

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full nnine, age, sex, aud two stamps for frbb 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by
BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.,

Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. 477tf
AGGIE STEWART GIVES READINGS BY LET- 
teron business, financial, social, domestic, mining, 

etc. Price 11 and two 2-ct. stamps. 264 E. Piqua, O.

, Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture ImplcmcntB-empIoyed in the XVth and 

•.XVIth centuries for tbo promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial' Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald.. 
Price 10 cents. , v. _____ - " ' .• .

■ , The Evolution of the DevH.
By Henry Frank, tho Independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned; accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysts of His Satanlo Majesty ever 
Bubllshed. ■ The böokicontains 66 pagea, and Is bean* 

fully bound, with likeness of author 0Q title page, 
price» cento. . •_ > - ;

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work Trill be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a-itudy of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practices should 
be read By alL „ Price. 25c. Sold at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical instruction 
in matters pertaining to physical, mental andsn<ritual 
health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Tbomiu Paine. Parte I and II. Being an 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the Frenoh 
Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 pages. Paper, 80 oent»l 
cloth, 50 cente, .

God in the Constitution,
BvBobertG. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness ot author. Price, 10 cental twelvecopleafortixio. 

VOLTAIRE’SROMANCES.
A. New EHltiont Profusely Hlustraiech

“I choose that a story should bo founded on prob* 
ability, andnotalvrayaresembloa dream, I deslroto 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tbo discern
ing eye, though tZ escape the observation of the 
vulgar.’’—Voltaire. . —

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
BrEdltor òf the National with Profaca aid. NotesByEdltor òfthe National with Preface «id Note» "Mlcroi 

by Peter Eeklen.’ Illustrated .with view« of the old ItGpeai

Coxtbjcts: “Tho White Bull,“ a Satirical Romance. 
“Zadig, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Sago and 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;1* 'The Mw 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, orPupIi of Nature;” 
“Mlcromegas,” a Satire On Mankind; “The World as 
It Oom•" "‘Tho Wack and tha Whltai” “Mention, th«DyTAter-ttCKieiv- amuuubkju .wivu ,viowi or tuo oia »>«««*;”• - ‘Tho Black and the White;"- "Memnon, the 

Paino Homestead ftnd* Paine Monument at New* Philosopher;” "Andre Dee Touches at Slam;” “Bob* • 
Boohélle, ateo, :pórttalta of ^bOBiu .CIKtRickman, figM* "TJ>o Study of Naturei". “A ConvymUon 
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ft GKITIGftL REVIEW OF THE SITUftTIONTAB MORNING OF SPIRITUAL GLORY

APPARENTLY DEAD,

less

SPIgITUALIgM—Progress, foe Urfotersal Lav? of fatare; ^froûgbt, tlye SoKteqt of lifer Probes.—SPIRITUALISM

PHENOMENA ILLUSTRATING THE 
FACT THAT THE SPIRIT LIVES 
AFTER THE DEATH OF THE 
BODY.
In 1838 a poor young man from Illi-

Yet All at Once Commenced 
Talking.

A Discourse through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Wash' 

ingtori, D. O„ October 23, 1898.

A Consideration of the Harmonies and Inharmonies EX' 

¡sting Among Spiritualists.

It is said in one of those glorious 
poems that form the sacred Scriptures 
Of the Orient^ “No new morning can 
dawn upon the world that does not 
bring a new baptism of. truth; and 
when all" the new mornings are gath
ered together from the great kingdom 
of Ormuzd, behold! there is a perfect 
morning everywhere."

“The earth is the night and the king
dom -of the spirit is the day,” it is 
thought in the Orient, and whatever 
shadow is cast, is cast from the earthly 
side. •

INSPIRATION.
When inspiration comes people say: 

“Oh! that is not inspiration, see how it 
Is shadowed; it cannot be from God or 
it would be all light!”

X

•So when there is a cloudy day, when । 
the storm is here, people say: "Oh! the 
sunshine cannot be all pure, see how 
shadowy . it is to-day.” But science 
tells you that in the midst of space 
there is no light at all; that whatever 
constitutes light Is a pulsation from the 
sun, but it does not become light until 
it reaches the earth’s atmosphere or the 
atmosphere of the planet that receives 
it, and then it is'briglit or shadowy ac
cording to-the state of that planet.

Science also teaches you that the 
clouds that obscure the sunshine are 
not from the sun itself, nor even from 
the intervening space, but are results of 
the mists and fogs or vapors that arise 
from the earth; that, although there is 
shadow on the cloudy day, whatever 
daylight there is comes from the sun. 
Science also tells you that those won
derful rays of light which in past ages 
shone and pulsated have been gathered 
and imprisoned in the gems 01 in the 
coal tar; that out of the darkest sub
stance known, that which you would 

■ not like to touch, come those wonderful 
aniline dyes that make resplendent the 
earth and the raiment of man.

If this be true, then does It not show 
that spiritual inspiration is the ■ light; 
that whatever there is from the eternal 
realm, from the infinite realm is bright
ness and whiteness? That its applica
bility to human needs must depend 
upon the condition, the average condi- 
tlon of mankind at the period in which 
it comes, and" the especial condition of 
the individual when the light is re

* vealed to him or her? And that if there 
seems to be shadow", if there is an in
tervening barrier, the shadow is not in 
tlie light Itself, but is the result of that 
which rises from the shadows around 

- the individual to whom the truth is re-

cast nature aside because of this, that 
the same sunshine awakens to exist
ence the spawn of the serpent, which 
brings forth the buds and blossoms of 
the forest. You have known that the 
same springtime brings into existence 
the thistles, thorns and briars, that 
wins into existence the beautiful lilies 
and blossoms that are full of loveliness 
and hope; yet. you know that, in-the 
great classification of nature, these all 
have their place, If for no other, pur
pose than that you shall remove the 
thorns and thistles, and especially, 
shall not take pains to cultivate them. 
So in human life; when a great inspira
tion stretches out its wings and sheds 
its light upon the people, see how they 
complain because then erratic people, 
who have their eccentricities, rush to
extremes in various directions.

In tbe early beginning of this move
ment there was the same complaint; it 
is now only half a century old and has 
not become exceedingly orderly, ex
ceedingly well behaved even now. In 
the early beginning of Christianity see 
how people thought that, because of the 
manifestations of the spirit, they were 
licensed to go to extremes in various di
rections; for you will remember in the 
Apostle Paul’s writings to the different 
churches, that he had great occasion to 
reprimand the early Christians tor their 
extremes in many directions. If you 
will carefully read the history of every 
new movement, you will find that It is 
a fact that the similar eccentricities

It |s to know a mathematical truth; you I THE NEW MESSIAHS. ■
will know it from within, from what Now we bave hnowii a great many 
has been; you will know it from that people appareUtiy Sfand upon ei
realm or portion of your nature wfiicu fllted heights of inspiration, at the 
Is dapable of perceiving that truth. same time, having much egotism, they 
.Now while it is perfectly true that would soon construe thpt inspiration to 

certain problems in mathematics are bo themselves, and thlpk they were the 
demonstrable, it is not true that one chos'en apostles or the ftew Messiah of 
person in one thousand, perhaps one the New Dispensation) Recently there 
person In ten thousand Is capable of llas seemed to be an epidemic of mes- 
knowing the truths or facts of higher I gty.jjB. There are in this country no 
mathematics. The simple fact that two lega tban twenty wjip each considers 
and two make four, or the simple rules bimgeif tbe direct Mewlah of the New 
of arithmetic they may know; but how pispensation or of this spiritual move- 
many people are there In the world ment They payc^beu a little of Its 
compared to tlie whole who have ever Bunspineand gone off into a corner, and 
demonstrated the problems of Euclid t gaId "bel.e ls au tpe pgb^ Come and 
How many people know Wliat you worBhip ’ here.” But like all such ex
mean when you talk about the Pyth- periments, the moment you attempt to 
agorean Proposition?” Not one in one I bottle up the Bun8bme, it ceases to be 
hundred thousand. Yet upon these and tbe Bunshjuei jt is pimply 'your own 
similar mathematical problems must gbaQ0W>
rest the basis of all that you accept con- But Whne an this isltrue It does not 
cerning astronomy, concerning geom-1 mean t)iat tbel.e ls nQ ¡Messianic state; 
etry, concerning the meifs'Urement of I lt doeg not mean thatihere Is no such 
everything that bears forward the high-1 niugtratlon; it means tilat often the pre
est scientific statements of the world. CUIBOr of true perception of life comes

Upon the basis of what shall be de- ju (pe fuige expression bf it. Those who 
termined as the final primates of na- .have a iittie nght and much egotism 
ture, be the primates many or be the an(j shadow must, of: necessity, present 
primate one, will rest the future chem- a cioud or a background for the real 
istry of the world. Upon the basis of nght. Taking the whole of the move
file correct perception and statement of ment p 1B nght. Taking the individual 
spiritual truth (not that, it will be or ]oca] illustration ot It, it might be a 
changed in the great primal source shadow.
from whence it comes, not that it will But, oh! when the spring time is here, 
be diluted or adulterated, but from the wben the earth has receivefl the great 
perception and capability of stating the awakening and impetus of the primal
great primal truths of tbe universe), morning, when thd full floodtides of 
will rest the failure or success of any gpr|ng nre let loose,’ neither tempest, 
and every future religious and spiritual B01. shadow, nor latd frost, nor any 
movement. storm can take aWdy from the earth

and individual and collective are not 
because of the Inspiration Itself.

A great many people have read super
ficially the history of the Mormon move
ment; they have seen that preposterous 
excrescence of polygamy grow up In 
the midst of a Christian people In the 
19th centtey, but they have not known 
what was beneath this. Before this 
revelation came to the world there was 
much in human life that needed expur
gating, and here was a new movement 
toward a better and higher height. 
But when It came in contact with those 
elements in human nature that were 
selfish, all unselfish intent was de
stroyed. You have known of the move
ments of the Quakers and the Shakers. 
In order to counteract the extreme 
form of license and indulgence they 
went to the extreme of asceticism, 
which’"was the natural reaction from 
previous corruption. The Quakers in 
order to make no mistakes avoided any 
external demonstration of their religion 
excepting when one was moved by the 
spirit. Of course, after a little while It 
came to be expected that certain per
sons would be moved by the spirit. 
How much that expectation may have 
influenced the fact that certain ones 
were inspired more than others, we 
leave you to decide.

But the main proposition is, that 
there are out-pourings of the spirit 
when we have to correct former condi
tions. The Shakers, in direct contra
distinction to Mormonism, repudiated

To the Editor:—I have become so de
pressed over the antagonisms and in- 
harmonles among Spiritualists that the 
disposition to say anything for The 
Progressive Thinker had become almost 
extlhct. But I see you have resumed 
the printing of articles of a former type 
and corresponding the noimal Impulse 
rises again. ,

What is, or what has been the cause 
of this season of inharmony? Is It not 
from a misconception of what Spiritual
ism is? Of all things in this world 
Spiritualism is least fitted for a religion, 
a sect, a cult, or an industry for a teach
ing caste. In fact, the fact of continued 
life, of the ability of "the dead" to com
municate with “the living,” is the foun
dation of all relic ions of all time—dis
torted to suit the purposes of those 
sought and seek to make an industry 
out of its teaching. For, try to cover it 
up as we may, tlie priesthoods, the 
ecclesiastic orders, the theological cults 
are at bottom only industries—as the 
profession of the law, of medicine, of 
mechanics or any other bread winning 
pursuit of life. To try in the closing 
years of this wonderful nineteenth cen-

To transfer those movements from the great pulsation of the renewal of 
the spiritual realm to the realm where her life. These springtides will sweep 
they do not belong Is fatal; to awaken, I in from the great- ocean, they will 
stimulate and unfold the possessions of march up the sands Into tbe bayous, 
the human spirit to the perception of they will percolate Intb tbe marshes, 
spiritual trutli must ultimately be sue- and the sweet new breath of spring 
cesstul. Prophets-and seers, and those will be borne in into all tlie shallow and 
endowed with great spiritual percep- stagnant places along the shore. Nay! 
tlons have stated those truths; and the there will come from the far-off tropic

vealed? , „ :
All this Is a self-evident fact. Yet

when people are treating of the revela
tions of the past, they seem to think 
that they have no other mission than to 
treat of the manifest Imperfections of 
those revelations, forgetting that what
ever were the imperfections, they were 
the result of human states; but the rev
elations were the only light the world 
had at that time; they seem to think __________  ____ .
that, -if it is claimed those revelations ap human Inclinations, living in the 
are absolute authority, all they have to strictest asceticism, In the absolute sep- 
do is to take the shadow (of language aration of the sexes, and made it possl- 
or interpretation) in the records of ble for the presentation of spiritual 
those past revelations and that then truth from that standpoint.
there w’lll be no revelation at all. But of course everyone believes that each 
all the light—bear this in mind—all the of these cases is extreme. Everyone 
light those past ages have known in believes that there is a well-regulated 
spiritual ways has come from the same gtate of pfe -find of conduct shaped 
source, and through similar methods Upon the highest truths that 
that It does to-day, and must have been gented in all ages of people

are pre- 
and re

the result of .inspiration. llgions. ,
All the shadow of that light has come The Buddhistic faith which 

from earthly conditions, from human place of the life of Buddha, 
Imperfections, from the state in which represented his life and. his „ . 
people are who receive the light. Yet tiian tjle faith that has taken the place 
it would be useless and foolish to cast of f]ie early outpouring of the spirit In , 
aside the whole revealment because of christendom. Neither can one say, that j 
the shadow". You Include In the number any warfare or crime perpetrated un- i 
of days of the year the rainy days as ¿er (he name of religion is traceable to 
well as the sunshiny days. You Include reijgfOn Itself. People make such a : 
the storm as well as the calm in the I m[Stake in confounding the warlike 
processes of nature. So you must con- condition of the minds of peoples 
elude In your estimate of. all past reve- w]th theology and theological convlc- 
elatlons that that which comes through tlons The formation of a state church 
the shadows is light instead of shadow. an^ organization of ecclesiastical power 
Now because on rainy days you cannot have had largely to do with’that which 
see as w’ell as you can on sunshiny ^as tçanspired. But if there bad been 
days, you do not put out all the light no church at all, you very well know 
there is. You simply say, you would tjlat there would have been something 
like to see as when the clouds and mists eise that would have been made the 
have rolled away you will see. Mean-1 conVenlent' instrument for people to 
lug all the time, when the clouds and carry forward their wars and their am- 
inists have rolled away that arise from hitions. So Freedom and Liberty have 
the earth and earthly conditions. been mhde the words through which 

Now in every new "morning of spirit- revolutions have occurred and govern- 
hal inspiration and awakening there is ments that were unjust and tyrannous, 
an outpouring of the spirit and there Is an(j unendurable have been estab- 
such force and splendor in its radiance lished.
that for the time being it sets aside the slavery had its strongest foundations 
clouds. ■ There was, not only the thun- Ln thoge passages in the Old Testament 
ders of Sinai and the great splendor that were supposed to sustain slavery; 
that rolled In when the tables of the yet ti,ere ¡8 graat warrant both in the 
Lord were written (which of course Q^ andNewTestamentforoverthrow-

' Were a figurative illustration), but there ¡ng slavery. Everything, when people 
was the light that shone on the Mount choose to so construe it, can flhd au- 
of Transfiguration, on the Mount Olivet, thorlty in church and state, in theology 
that revealed Itself to prophets and and (aw. Even science, with its chang- 
seers, and apostles, both in the Mosaic anj ¿rifting standards, like the 
and Christian eras, and there were changing and drifting sands, is only 
lights in the Orient» that which accom-1 wejj established to-day when to-morrow 
panted Buddha Gautama, and that lt lg set a8ide; there is but one perma- 
which shone when Confucius came. I nent science, but one science that does 
Every revelation brings, for the time I not Change, and that Is mathematics; 
being, a great flood-tide of light. - 8tm ltB application to astronomy has

But just as in the material realm; in changed with,almost every age. Even 
the moist days of springtime, when the! tile calendars,’and the signs of the Zo- 
sun bursts' forth with great splendor I ¿|aC1 and—the great-and -wonderful 
and power, pretty soon there are clouds starry constellations as related to this 
that arise and after awhile It is intense- gystem, must continually change, In. 
ly hot and there are great whirlwinds tbelr mathematical presentation to us' 
hud tempests aud the thunder and untn.the absolute triith is known.’ But 
lightnings are revealed; Bo when the fBr asthés'élencé of astronomy tan 
spiritual light in great splendor shines |be established by mathematics, which 
upon the earth, it awakens not only the Uy experience,IS verified,"Tt Is a correct 
blossoms of inspiration and truth, not ¿c|gnce. Mathematics -itself,’ though, 
only Hint which Is bright and beautiful, remallig unchangeable. < f - ,
but it awakens the storms, and the tem-1 j^ow when chemistry, geology and all 

' pests, and tbe. individual imperfections. other sciences, are as correct there, 
Shining upon sèlfish people it' awakens I of course,' will be a' perfect scientific

• their selfishness, shining upon thoseUaglgi . . ., •. . • ; .
who are turbulent, it awakens their ; arsoEute TRUTH, 
turbulence and.upoh those who have In- - . , ■ ■ ■ . ... .
dividual faults and imperfections, it In the soul realm as revealed unto 
awakens their faults and imperfec- the spirit we claim that there is an al> 
tlons" shining upon those who dre'wise, solute law of perfect life; we clalmthat 
and just, and true, . and noble, It there is absolute truth;-and- we claim 
awakens the attributes that are most that It is just as possible to know this 
active «nd dominant. .. 1 truth when peop e are wil Ing to set.

' You bave known, yet "you have not aside their prejudices and selfishness ah

took the 
no more- 
thought,

Ï.

derstood. -An^ wise people ought not tbii 
bunt their heads against the wall. u. 

But, you say: "It is my religion, anty.
I have a right to make It so.” Exactly 
so. And I refuse to make a religion out 
of it, and it is my right so to refuse. 
Precisely. And then What? You have. 
the facts as you want them or see them; 
and bo have I, and we ought both to be 
satisfied. But the facts lire there after, 
all—unchanged and unchangeable—so 
our disagreeing as to their Interpreftt- 
tlon does , not alter them. Let us be 
content with their lesson to us and 
allow our neighbors

THE SAME PRIVILEGE.
Then we can subscribe to our papers, 

our lecturers, and confer with our 
friends through the medium that suits 
us best, and through which our mental 
demands are best met. And let those 
who do not see or feel as we do, go 
their way in peace. Then-“the cause” 
will have peace and grow and flourish 
as a tree “near planted by a river.”

SAR’GIS. ,

and the need of articles of belief and 
faith, It Is this that has beep at the 
bottom of these off-shoot fads that so 
trouble some of our people. These good 
meaning folks do mote to recruit the 
ranks of Christian Science, Theosophy 
and the like, than many of their own 
advocates,

If there is any truth at all in our 
claim of continuous life, we are im
mortal because we were mortal—the 
one being only the necessary se
quence of tho other. All other grounds 
for immortality are fables, illogical, or, 
as lawyers would say, illegal. If, then, 
Jesus did live he was a mortal man, 
and Immortal because of that fact. He 
was and is simply a human being. As 
the mother of Henry Clay said. "She 
could not understand how all this fuss 
was made over Henry—‘he Is only a 
poor creature like the rest of us.’ ” To 
make a fetish of Jesus

tury to
MAKE AN INDUSTRY 

out of modern Spiritualism is only to 
follow effete example and to invite 
failure.

We forget in free America that re
ligion in all ages has been used as a 
political force. Even in England, the 
most free of all old world peoples, the 
“servants of God,” the “custodians of 
souls,” have been and are appointed to 
“livings”—office—as the reward of po
litical service, the same as are the post
masters, custom house and other 
officials in our own country. If this Is 
not an industry as much as any other 
form of office holding, will some met
aphysical hair-splitter show us the

IS FETISHISM, 
and to pose as champions of Ills Identity 
in this life is only to give crutches to 
enfeebled Intellects that need help for 
hereditary weakness or traditional su
perstitions. And it is noticeable that it 
Is the “reformed preachers” in our 
ranks that keep alive this inherited 
fad—of a special sanctity about the

great Teacher of Olivet, as well as Bud- islands the incense" of orange groves 
dim, Zerdusht and all the ancient repre- and oleander trees and the breath of 
sentatlves of truth have stated the spices and the wonderful light of what 
primal truths just the same. is in the atmosphere over there, and

The primal morning of inspiration is along the uplands through the orchards 
the unwritten, unstated “Aum,” that and'the fields the'bursting buds and 
eternal principle of light by whatever drifts of apple blossoms will appear, 
name, under whatever appellation hu- and the young budfj of many tints upon 
manity chooses to address it; but what- the trees will at last shake out th 
ever eclipses, clouds or limits that leaves and play In1 the wonderful lap 
statement, whatever Is less than truth, of this mother life; the springtime of 
is error. The same is true in the Ulus- earth cannot be held back, the glory 
tratlons of the statement concerning cannot be cast aside. Neither when the 
the spirit or soul of man. Whatever morning is here cap the great splendor 
declares perfectly the soul and its rela- of the sun be set aside. There may be 
tlons to the universe and to other souls seen, gathering around the horizon, 
must be the primal statement, and ev- clouds that will eclipse the early rays;, 
erything else to be correct must Im- it may be those clouds will continue on 
plngé upon this. to noon, but for the most part when the

If the proposition Is not right the morning’s splendor bursts forth - the 
whole structure falls to the ground; if clouds disappear, and the storms are 
the proposition Is right, like matliemat- over and past, and;the great glory of 
les, " the whole structure will be true, the magnificent day with Its new mes- 
Now thé more important the factor in sage hnd its new light will come. You 
human life, the more Important it Is cannot by any human process, nor by 
that you shall know its correct state- any human conflit ons delay it. 
ment" Even thus, this light of truth, whose

People say: “I don’t care where we material advent or .manifestation you 
i-nm T nnlv want to know if we I have been celebratipg in its fiftieth

If the soul is Immortal that is one I been tbg |n.gweeplng of tempests and 
thing. If the spirit just lives after the tbe manifegtatlons of these human ec- 
death of the body and there is no prece- centrlcltleg. Nòt more., than you can 
dent life of the spirit, that 1b quite an- gtay tbe incom;n^ of the spring-tide or 
other. You may know the latter with- tbe approaci1 of thé morning, than you 
out having any perception of the for- can gtay that whlch'apminates thegreat 
mer, but you may not know the whole I wori(j3 ¡n their orbltàand the cycles in 
relation of the former to the latter tbeIp recurren( perlqàs, can you stay 
without knowing the correct basis. thlg dlv[ne ta in the world.
Just as the pupil cannot know the Lo, It comeg ¡n Bpch silent ways; It 
higher mathematics unt 11 he has I comeB even the tides we have plc- 
learned arithmetic. Just as it is proper tured, along the sands and dreary 
that there shall be primary schools In | wag(eg of sorrow and desolation, where 

the great ebb-tide of d eath has left you 
mourning for your ; loved ones. It 
domes up the bayous t nd inlands to the 
very thresholds of you rdwèllings where 
the'stagnant marshçB and pools of sor
____ __; given forth that 
which was offensive; 1 into your spirits; 
it comes with its gré: t renewal; it in
vites you to Its bbufigless’ possessions; 
it declares its strength^ and beauty, and 
glory; it says: "Ttffire is no sea of 
thought so broad, no continent of aspi
ration so wide, n’o ‘fiver of passion so 
turbulent that Its mighty purpose dees 
not reach, Include'ahd enfold them all.” 

to. or to kirn. And that déclaration is I___________________________inl^o?
just as Important as the declaration of bayou of penef when'the great tide of 
Copernicus in another realm, and Ga- IngplI.ation has begun,’be not afraid of 
lileo in another realm which the world I tbese ln.conJing waters, be not afraid of 
has been compelled to grow to. wbicb pears ÿgu-out Into the open

Galileo had to suffer for bls percep- gêa Tbe mariner;will fell you that it 
tlon. Scientific prophets have had to lg ln jb^ wafer3 along the coast lines, 
lose their lives, just as religious proph- and the gpaiiow places, and the rocks 
ets have. There is no exemption be-1 on tbe BhoFe. .where' the danger is, but 
cause a new discovery is in the realm out (n the midst of thé écean all free 
of science. The world now b, simply I and unimpaired in: spirit .there is .no 
more tolerant of science because of its ¿anger there thé gtofim or -the calm 
spiritual advancement There would be ma have full swàÿi thérê the spirit Is 
just as great persecution of Edison for I at Mome-Witii' the .Infinite, there tlie 
his inventions if there had not been the I ¿ornlng. risés withbut thé mist-bound 
spiritual enlightenment which hasi led I BhoreBi there is the’powef 6f God’s love, 
the people to know that inventions and etemal presence òì His insplra.- 
must take place as the new perception üon mugt be. the Safety.'of the human 
of principles in nature. spirit ’ .

Instead of ascribing the religious and I Be not afraid;, the brighter the light, 
spiritual toleration of this age to the I the higher and dëepét the truth, the 
growth of scientific enlightenment, we I more secure are ÿpu.in its possession, 
make the opposite statement: That the I ar said before, it iB.Tfie shtfftl waters, It 
growtfr in scientific, enlightenment Is 118 the stagnant .pool; the dry marsh that 
due to the greater spiritual elevation constitute the .danger; ' Tt Is. the rock 
and unfoldment I anfl sandbar of fëar that has formed

The basis being correct, then all the the spiritual danger jn the past; cut 
propositions that relate to It will be I loose from superficial moorings, let 
correct and they will be perceived'just your light be freemnd lnimpaired from 
as soon as the grown-up child is.ready, above; let these-flouds that rise over 
just'as thepybpositlons in higher math- Lÿou’cease, becau^ there "is no longer 
iemailcs açé waiting for the-child, that that Within you^at ilds them rise, v______ _________
,1s learning arithmetic; These great and, inherit'thé.b.gshity and splendor of I gayjng among the craft, that “If you
spiritual truths, are nqt newly created. I this morning. Yotfhhall See Its full and once get printer’s Ink. on your shirt a
There is nothing new declared in that, perfect noonday such-time as all these eeneration ■ cannot bleach It out.” I

! which is revealed to-dàÿ; it is simply I superficial, barrk.s are- removed and |ear a llke tule applies to preachers. I 
.that the cycle has come nround for the you stand face to',face with that pos- never yet knew one that had once oc- 
mornlng of the hew revealment of splr- session Of life ainl tfuth of,which you CUPiea ænulplt that was not spoiled for 
itual truth, and It. Is doing in the' world are not afraid, 'Which yotf know will' llfL_fOT anything that required clear, 
precisely that which it has done Innast only destroy-fhatfwhich Is unworthy, » . ..
time. There is apparently a repétiWm that which is llinited; that which is 
with an added step in the .spiral path- false Ih your- owh nature. ' - . . 1
way of ascension; it shines With such • 1 y v •

CinBWhISàhle?bfinds°thém ^hatit The church rot* the laboring men and. 
states in which it findsi them, that It I womèù àùd then,'when they get old or 

; x«“i r“t£ii au.iMte.g'»•.•<»> «»»«tttenM-i».

• shadow or light The selfishness or tin- armies and ‘njivlhs,, and the latf&r 
selfishness -Is brought forth according cannot support a nation when the for

i as the one os the other predominates. | mer are abandonei—American Sentinel.

difference?
This religious industry in our own 

country differs only In degree. Our wise 
forefathers kept out of the constitution 
the power of taxation for priestly sup
port, and this want is supplied by 
begging and by a sort of terrorism of 
abuse because contributions fall short 
of the demand. In fact, almost as a 
rule, meetings are becoming tiresome 
from this everlasting dunning for 
money. If people don't contribute they 
are scolded. If they do pay out their 
money and it don’t come to the proper 
till, they are denounced as wanting In 
the higher inspiration. /

Then, again, we are referred to the 
“organization” of Theosophy, Christian 
Science, etc., and their spread, and told 
that they have gone off from Spiritual
ism because they could not find a con
genial home in our own ranks. All this 
is no doubt correct, as I do believe there 
is not a score in either of these organ
izations who did not find their way 
there from beginnings with

SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS 
through mediumship.. And If all ..the 
rest were to follow It would not lessen 
the work or need of medium instrumen
talities. There would be just as many

so-called Nazarene.
Here it seems is to be found the be 

ginning of all our woes. These people, 
good intentloned now, as they wete 
when they wore tlie ecclesiastical robes, 
are simply handicapped by their otigl 
nal concepts and will go to the next 
world with the same old disabilities to 
get rid of. Don’t misunderstand me. I 
have the most profound respect and ad
miration for the man who has the cour
age to discard the wrong when he sees 
it, and It is often the exercise of the 
highest moral heroism for a man nur
tured as a minister of the church to 
renounce his position for a despised 
truth. But then, again, we know habit 
is second nature, and that as the twig 
Is bent the tree often grows unchange
ably. . -

Then, again, there is a class of peo
ple who are always harping about 
illiterate mediums and wanting training 
schools and text books To instruct 
spirits how to control mediums accord
ing to the standards of polite society. 
It is enough to tickle the ribs of a skele
ton to have an ex-Methodlst, for ex
ample, inveigh against the. illiteracy of 
mediums, the Incongruities of circles, 
and then read the biographies of their 
Peter Cartwrights and the tales of sad- 
blebag circuit riders, in the days when 
the woods resounded with the shouts of 
the camp-meeting converts, and recall 
the stories of illiterates at love-feasts. 
It is an awful thing in these days of

MISS-NANCYISM

nois, says Freedom, dying with con
sumption, came to Texas, hoping the 
change might benefit him, but tbe dis
ease had progressed too far and he 
soon found himself penniless and help
___ among strangers. My grand
father, who had recently come to this -
State from Illinois, heard of this young 
man’s condition and had him conveyed 
to his house, where every attention was 
given blip, which he gratefully appre
ciated. Finally he died, was prepared 
for burial, had lain cold and stiff In 
death several hours, when my father 
concluded to raise Idiii up foi the pur-

all systems of instruction, so there must 
be primal instruction In all that relates
to spirit. " •

ILLUMINATION WITHIN.
„ But what we wish to especially em
phasize Is, that you cannot have a cor
rect perception of what these facts and 
truths mean until there is correct il
lumination from within. The relatiqfi 
of prophets, seers and those endowed 
with spiritual perception to the rest of 
mankind is not the relation of author
ity, is not the relation of those who dic
tate so you must follow, but they de
clare the ppimal truths for you to grow

row and doubt baye1

“converts” as now—as a matter of le
gitimate speculation, possibly more’. I 
have never yet seen a white blackbird, 
nor<.Spiritualist “converted” from the 
world" save by phenomena.

Have our sore-headed people ever 
taken the pains to examine into what 
they so persistently point to as the re
sult of this semi-eccleslastlc organiza
tion in these off-shoots from Spiritual
ist beginnings? Talk about the credu
lous inanities of circle enthusiasts and 
their confidence in all sorts of phenom-

to have a memory. Mediums—I had 
almost said like Methodists—are nat
ural products, and as men and women 
differ in mental capabilities we find the 
scale run from George Search to An
drew Jackson Davis, and from the old
time vaticinations of "Margaret,” at 
Lake Pleasant to the sublime and 
matchless utterances of Mrs. Richmond. 
And why? Because mediumship Is an 
endowment and not conferable by 
diploma.

Our common schools are doing more 
to furnish intelligent mediums than any 
other agency we can employ. When 
there are no more children allowed to 
grow up ignorant of literary culture, we 
will have no more illiterate mediums.

ena! Compared with tbe marvels of 
mental therapeutics, the vaticinations 
of Mother Eddy on the one hand and 
the Mahatmic miracles, hidden mys
teries and oracles of a Blavatsky, or 
the infallible bulls of a Tingley on the 
other and our enthusiastic phenomena 
disciples are venial In comparison. It 
only needs a little retrospection and In
trospection to cure all these

IMAGINARY GRIEVANCES
over the fact that Spiritualism has not 
a hierarchy and the machinery of the
ological industries to afford a set of" 
bosses authority to rule over, and direct 
us as to the hereafter.

Now, »5 to mediumship: There have 
been prophets, oracles, sybils, witches 
and wizards. There are médiums. 
Tills statement covers a fact in human 
history. One thus endowed is born so— 
not manufactured—and If we would 
only recognize that fact we woiild be 
saved a world of useless fret and worry. 
We seem utterly unable to discount a 
fact Our library shelves are loaded

WITH GREAT NAMES,
from Hermes and Zoroaster to St Au
gustine; John Calvin and Joseph Smith; 
but when modern Spiritualism was. 
born it was a peddler that was its her
ald at Hydesville. Yet the majority bf 
Spiritualists . seem., never .to have 
"caught on" to the lesson.

I have In iny mind’s eye several of

One of the most intelligent spirit con
trols it has ever been my fortune to 
know, said on this very subject: “We 
prefer, all else being equal, a cultivated 
mind, for it saves us time and work. 
But we can educate a medium in time— 
and we prefer capacity, though crude 
in the beginning—we can fill a brain, 
but we cannot use It beyond Its ca
pacity. As you would say, ‘we cannot 
put a quart of water in a pint cup.' ’’

This seems to fill the measure, of dis
cussion as to mediumship and settle 
rationally not only the question of dif
ference in mediumship, but the question 
also of educating mediums. Educate 
everybody and you will have educated 
mediums. Prodigies, like Andrew Jack
son. Davis, Newbrough, Mrs. Richmond, 
Mrs?'Hagan-Jackson and some others, 
are born, and our little half-bushels-are 
not equal to measuring the conditions 
that through them astonish the world.

I have perhaps drifted away from a 
homiletic discussion of things, but I am

our evangelists -who as’a rule Introduce 
themselves, whether on platform or In 
print, by stating that they began public 
work as preachers of this or that sect 
You, Mr.‘Editor, are, as I understand, 
a printer. If so, you know there Is a

independent thinking.. They do well 
enough in all but their premises, but 
never seem to be able to get the the-
ological God concept out of their minds. 
And this, as a. rule, applies to the cloth 
In both worlds, so far as we can see. At 
least this Is the way it looks to my ob
servation.

It Is this class of, people who are at 
the bottom of the- incessant ding-dong 
about organization, about the religion 
of Spiritualism, Christian Spiritualism

t
, T<

pose of adjusting bls burial clothes. 
As my father raised him to a sitting 
posture he opened his eyes and began 
talking In a strong natural tone and 
said: “I have been permitted to return 
here to thank you all for your great 
kindness to me, and I wish I could tell 
you what glories I have seen, but this 
I am not now permitted to do. Good- , 
by, and God bless you.” There were 
several In the room who witnessed this 
strange scene, and my father was so 
convinced tha't the young man’s soul 
had been separated in death from the 
mortal body, and at bls strong desire 
permitted to return and reunite with 
his old earthly body for the puntóse of 
convincing his friends of the truth of 
Christianity that he shortly afterwards " 
joined the Christian, or so-called Camp
bellite Church and remained an earnest 
member of. it until his death In 1883.

In 1875 I told the above story to Mrs, 
Helen Perry, a lady then recently from 
Mississippi, who was a lady of rare in
telligence and well known to my wife's 
family. She then related the following 
incident to me, viz:

At the beginning of our civil war my, 
husband and I resided at a small town 
in Mississippi be bad made and laid out 
from a part of our plantation, which 
was called Perryville. Our neighbors 
were generally wealthy slave owners, 
whose plantations were not far distant 
from ours. Our nearest neighbor had 
an only son, whose name was Henry, 
and though not related to me, yet he 
called me Aunt Helen, and I loved hlth 
as If he were my own son. He was one 
of the first to volunteer in the Confed
erate army. When he bid me good-by 
I broke down and began crying, and he 
tried to comfort me. He sal<j: “Aunt 
Helen, if I am ever killed in battle 1 
shall come to you and tell yon all about 
it.” Ten days afterwards, while trying

talking, not preaching, and cannot be 
expected to follow what-I am crit
icising. These suggestions are simply 
thrown out to help, if they may,, in 
getting at some of the

EVIDENT INHARMONY
In the ranks at this time.

I will try artd cut the matter short 
with one fundamental suggestion: 
From time- without time, spirit com- 
munlcatlon has been warped and used 
to give men dominion over their fel
lows'—as coming from God and they 
being bls chosen servants.' To my mind 
the nineteenth century spiritual man
ifestation to the most practical people 
ever evolved on earth was to disabuse 
the world of these false Ideas. To 
demonstrate; as has been done, that 
these so-called gods, angels and other 
powers, as supposed, were and are only 
human beings, once In this life—and of 
consequent necessity in,that; That in 
what is our spirit world there can be no 
“spirits" except those that emigrated 
from planet life. The correlation of 
this Is, that in whaEwe ■ , .

CALL MORAL ACTIONS 
we are individually, responsible for 
what we do, exactly as we feel the con
sequences of physical actions In this 
life.- ■ . • . . ..

If this Is the mission of modern Splrit- 
uallsm—and bo far It has done this and 
no more—tho failure to establish a re
ligion out of it or upon It readily un

infesti

to take my usual afternoon rest In my, 
room, I heard Henry’s voice near me 
clearly and distinctly saying: “Aunt 
Helen, I was killed in battle to-day and 
died a soldier's-death with my face to - 
the foe. I have kept my promise to 
you. Good-by.”

I was frightened, but believed for a 
moment that Henry had returned home . 
and was playing a jest with me, and 
was in the act of calling him when my, 
mother, who was in an adjoining room, 
came rushing into my room and said: 
“Where is Henry; I heard him talking 
to you, or was I dreaming?” I told her 
she was not mistaken, and we both be
gan looking through my room, and not 
finding hjm,' I hurried over to his pa
rents’ bouse and watched carefully to 
see .if he was at home, but did not tell 
his ¡family what I have just related, be
cause I did not want to frighten them. 
Next day I heard his mother and sis- . 
ters shrieking with sorrow and hurried 
to them, and was shown a telegram 
just received stating that Henry was 
killed the day before at the first battle 
of Manassas.

Now here was a case in which two 
clear-headed, wide-awake witnesses, 
distinctly heard and recognized tho 
voice of a person whom the evidence 
afterwards showed had been killed in 
battle tbe same day several hundred 
miles away from where his voice was 
heard. Here, too, wo have evidence 
also showing that the spiritual body not • 
only perceives Its identity and mem
ories of the past, but also shows that it 
retains the voice of its earthly body.
I have heard of many similar incidents, ’ ’ 
but many of the witnesses do not like 
to make them public for fear they will 
be classed as cranks, Spiritualists and ( 
other unpopular names. ' .
' —S. A. Hackworth, in Freedom. ; ,, 

Galveston, Texas. ’

“Blue Laws of Connecticut, With an 
Account bf the Persecution of Witches 
and Quakers in New England,”. Etc.s 
The wickedness and folly which may, 
be embodied in religious laws are forci
bly Illustrated In this readable and in
structive pamphlet. Price, 25 ‘cents. 
For sale at* this office. ■ ..

"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
*0 pages by Dr._J. M. Peebles, the well* 
known "author. Price 15 cents. Fot 
saleattbis office. ..j
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MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.STRANGE PHENOMENA VIEWS OF IMMORTALITY THE DEATH PENALTY.
Prof, StrJg¡3TObtains His

By an Eloquent Young Min- 
¡star, of Denver, Gol.

Inspiration.

have decreased in that state over 50

tlon” is being circulated in Charleston, 
to be presented to the legislature at the 
present session, The object of the peti
tioners is to do away with capital pun
ishment Several states have already
done away with capital punishment It is 
argued, with good effect. Since hang
ing was abolished in Connecticut, say 
advocates of the movement, murders

At the Yucca Soap Factory. 
San Francisco.

per cent. .
The idea of-this reform in Charleston

A Petition Against Capital 
Punishment.

/Charleston, III, Jan. 15.—What Is 
called the “Carter Martin reform peti-

!

HE STEPS OUT OF THE HELL 
CREED, GIVES UP AN ENDLESS 
BURNING FIRE TO PUNISH SIN
NERS FOREVER, AND ACTS 
OTHERWISE SENSIBLY.
The Rev. Henry W. Pinkham, o£ the 

Bethany Baptist Church, has formally 
offered to his congregation his resigna
tion, providing the members do not 
agree with ills views'on the hereafter 
and future punishment or do not want 
him to preach the doctrine which he 
terms the “broader theology."

Mr Pinkham made this announce
ment formally from his pulpit yester
day morning In the middle of an elo
quent sermon wherein he,.made a plea 

* for advanced thought and belief in the 
matter of punlsment after death. He 
had advertised as the subject of his 
sermon, “Hell.” The little church at 
West Twenty-fifth avenue and Clay 
street was well filled when he began his 
morning address to those who worship 
there. He announced, however, that he 
would take for his text the simple sen
tence, “God is love.” He said: -

St. John summarizes the Christian 
revelation in the words of our text and 
gives us a touchstone of all religious 
doctrine. Any teaching which seems to 
us irreconcilable with this text we need 
not feel obliged to accept, no matter 
with what authority it may come to us. 
Such passages of scripture and such 
hard facts of human existence os seem 
to limit the love of God should be in
terpreted, if possible, in the light wh ch 
shines from the face of Jesus Christ. 
If we cannot find any explanation of 
them which is in harmony with the cen
tral truth of Christianity that God Is 
love, then we had better hold our opin
ions in abeyance and wait for clearer 
vision. Whatever else you believe or 
disbelieve, hold fast to this, that God 
is;Iove."
STUMBLING BLOCK FOR CHRIS- 

z . TIANS '

A religious teacher should indeed 
always keep in mind the probable 
effect of bls words on the particular 
persons he addresses. He may not in
struct a child as he does a matured 
man. Milk for babes, strong meat for 
men. The Master himself said: “I 
have many things to spy to you, but ye 
cannot hear them now." To some ex
tent a policy of reserve 1b justifiable. 
But the minister must be careful to pre
serve his own moral integrity at all 
hazards, and it is dangerous for him 
personally to believe one thing in his 
heart and yet allow his people to think” 
that he belleves’the contrary, while if 
his people suspect such a tiling his in
fluence ‘over them is broken. On the 
whole, It is best for a minister, if be 
errs in this matter, to err on the side of 
frankness.
FOR SALVATION, BECOME GOOD.

Insist upon it that the only salvation 
here or hereafter Is to become, genuinely

The familiar teaching that human 
destiny is fixed irrevocably at the mo
ment of death and that all who die in 
their sins must suffer everlasting mis
ery has been and Is a stumbling block 
to multitudes of Christians. They have 
found it Impossible to see how so dread
ful a doctrine can be consistent with 
the Christ-taught conception of God as 
a loving father. This is one reason why 
it is worth while for the minister of an 
orthodox church to say frankly to bis 
congregation, “The doctrine of everlast
ing punishment is not essential to 
Christian faith nor is its acceptance 
necessary to Christian character. In 
every age some of the wisest and saint- 
llest of Christians have rejected it. And 
If it seems to you Unjust, cruel, dis
honoring to God, it Is your privilege, 
yes, your duty, to reject it.”

Such words bring immense relief to 
many an humble Christian who has not 
learned to trust his own mind and 
■heart. They also lift a heavy burden 
from many a bereaved whose dear ones 
went out from the earthly life still in 
the bondage of sin. It is a terrible blow 
to a praying mother when death over
takes her wayward boy, whom, spite of 
■his sins, she loves with a love that 
would make her glad to die for him. 
When he is taken away, having given 
no sign of penitence, if her religious be
liefs compel her to think of him as 
doomed to everlasting torment, It is but 
■mockery to bld her look to God for com

' fort. There is no comfort for her save 
in the hope that her boy did at the last 
repent and receive forgiveness, and her 
determination to find something, be it 
ever so slight, on which to base such a

good, that whatever a man soweth that 
shall he also reap, that it never pays to 
do wrong, that the way of the trans
gressor is hard, that as long as a man 
continues to sin so long must he bear 
the woeful consequences, that the 
longer lie goes on the more difficult re
pentance must become, that therefore 
It Is folly to wait for the future life ex
pecting to repent then, even if it is pos
sible; that entrance into the life to 
Which Ghrlst now Invites and urges by 
the love that endured the cross is a glo
rious privilege and not a painful duty 
to be postponed as long as possible, that 
every man has already enough to regret 
in his past, that duty knows no future 
and wisdom no time to, repent so good 
as to-day—Insist upon such unquestion
able truths as these and there will be 
no need to appeal to the fear of sudden 
death, no peril in removing all limita
tions of time and place from Christ’s 
redemptive work.

When a preacher has abandoned the 
idea that death cuts off all possibility 
of moral renewal-and has come to cher
ish the hope that God, in his love fol
lowing and besieging every soul 
through this world and all worlds, will 
at last bring every one to be penitent, 
humble and joyful submission to him
self, finds that he can preach the gospel 
with new enthusiasm and power. He 
has no reservation in his mind when he 
declares to the sinner, “God loves you, 
In spite of your Bin, even as the father 
loved his prodigal son when in the far 
country and longed for his return." He 
need not weaken bls appeal by adding, 
“If you should happen to die at this mo
ment then it would be forever impossi
ble for you to return from the far coun
try of your sin to the Father’s bouse.”

TRUE LOVE OF GOD.
He may go on and preach the terrors 

of sin’s penalties, and all in the terms 
of God’s love, saying, “Will you compel 
your heavenly Father to send to you 
hunger and shame, that you may learn 
as did the prodigal that his house is 
better than the far country? Be sure 
that he will never let you be-comforta
ble while in your sins. He makes the 
way of the transgressor hard in order 
that the transgressor may abandon his 
way. In love he has ordained that you 
shall suffer while you are in sin, and if 
need be you shall suffer terribly. God’s 
love is -the consuming fire that kindles 
the flames of hell. Because he loves 
you he will keep you In hell ten thou
sand million years if necessary to bring
you to the point where you are ready to 
say, ‘I will go to my Father and will 
say to him, “Father, I have Binned.” ’ 
Sometime you will have to repent, for 
God's love will conquer at last And 
why do you wait one moment, why re
ject for an Instant the love that is even 
now pleading with you?"

It is when retribution is understood 
thus as an expression of God’s love and
a means he uses to bring his children

hope is pathetic in the extreme. ,
“Oh.” she,will say, “the last time I ] 

* read the Bible to him be was too weak , 
to speak, but I thought a different look 
came into his face. Don’t you think it 
meant that he accepted Christ as his 
Savior, so that it is well with him now, , 
and I shall see him again?”

QUESTIONS OF HERESY.
There is a reason why I should speak 

with especial frankness on this doc
trine. The question of the liberty of 
prophesying in a Baptist pulpit is in
volved. At the late meeting of the 
Rocky Mountain Baptist Association, to 
which the Bethany Cbttrch belongs, 
resolutions were presented which were 
a broad hint to this church that it 

. ought to dismiss its pastor on the 
ground that he is preaching “heresy.” 
Of tiie four specifications of heresy, 
three of which I have made the subject 
of recent sermons, the last, relating to 
the possibility of salvation after death, 

■ in the only one to which I enter an un
qualified plea of “guilty.” .

With reference to the others there 
-was considerable misunderstanding, but 
not with reference to the last For it is 
quite true that I believe, and preach my 
belief, that those who die In their sins 
may, after death, repent and be for
given, and that I cherish the hope—it 
grows even stronger—that ultimately 

. the love of God will triumph over even 
■ the most obdurate heart and every knee 

shall bow and eyery tongue confess 
: that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory 

of God the father. I do not want you, 
my people, to be in any doubt on this 

■ matter. If you have been in the past 
you can be so no longer.

OFFER OF RESIGNATION.
■ Now, if you choose to ask for my res

Ignation you shall have it, and we will 
part. In sorrow perhaps, but surely not 
In anger. If, however, you think that, 
whether orthodox or not, I can help you 
to reach a clearer vision of Christ and 
lead you efficiently in the work of 
establishing the kingdom, then we may 
as well keep together. And if the asso- 

■ ciation shall decide to disfellowship us, 
so much the worse for the association!

. Such utterances by representative 
men who are real religious leaders 
could easily be multiplied. They cause 
the attitude of certain Colorado Bap
tists to appear somewhat ridiculous and 

’ suggest that if is time for. them to
awake from the Rip Van Winkle sleep 
which seems to be holding them; In 
ignorance of the progress in theology 
which the church Is making under the

out of their sins that its preaching does 
the most good. The truth of retribution 
ought to be preached and it would be 
preached much more if the doctrine of 
everlasting punishment were distinctly 
abandoned. I am glad that my heav
enly Father is no weakling, that he 
loves me enough to punish me for my 
sins, for I want to be delivered from my 
sins at whatever cost But I will not 
dishonor him by thinking that he has 
created even one human soul who is 
destined to sin and to suffer forever.

“Hell Again” was Mr. Pinkham’s sub
ject for the evening service. He con
tinued in a similar strain to the sermon 
of the morning. He did not put forward 
any new thought, but adhered closely 
to the views expressed by him earlier in 
the day. .

guidance of the promised Spirit
That a change Is taking place in the 

general thought of the Christian world 
regarding the final destiny of mankind 
no one can deny. The old-fashioned 
bell-fire preaching which sbme of you 
can remember as terrifying your child
ish minds is no longer heard. Even 
ministers' who are regarded as old-, 
school In their thinking and who pub
licly sneer at “this new theology non
sense," are vigorous in denouncing as 
“fiendish, horrible, devilish," that old
time type' of teaching and preaching of 
which Jonathan Edwards and Elder 
Knnpp have left some frightful ex
amples. Some of these brethren are 
more modern in’ private -conversation 
than they are in public sermon. Their 
motive in withholding from their con- 
gregatlons a part of. their real belief is 
above reproach. They think that the 
interests of rellglo’n and morality will 
be imperilled by the admission that pos
sibly one who dies in bls Blns may re
pent and be saved In the next world.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

It is not generate! known that Prof. 
H. A. StreigfiL Hvj^se; painting of the 
“Mount of tlfff Holy Cross" was sold to 
W. H. Daulfflk*£Oicag° £or 
and of whoiijk’oYuifes have been writ
ten In the leading art Journals and great 
dailies of the world, is a medium.

I Mr. Geo. H. Spe’ars, a friend of mine, 
I who is foreman ot itie Daily Sun office

The account of the destruction caused 
by unseen forces ip .the Yucca Soap and 
Perfumery Works, San Francisco, as 
published in your paper some weeks 
ago, has aroused a great deal of inter
est, judging by the large number of let
ters that t receive dally, asking for 
further particulars. I who Is foreman ofYhe Daily Sun office
. As it is almost impossible to answer I gan Dleg0 onee told me that when 
each one personally, I have taken the I he u d Denve]. qoio.( prof. Streight 
liberty of asking the treasurer for was iu tbat blt a^d that be attended a 
another account of the different phases I meeting at which ¡the Professor was 
of the phenomena, and as he has com- bllndfo]ded by a ¿¿mmittee, and in this _ 
piled with the request, I forward the conditlon lie painted a beautifui picture originated with Miss Alice Harlow, a 
same for publication, hoping that it win delicately shaded in several col-1 young woman whose life has been de
prove satisfactory to all enquirers. ln an ^credibly short time-just voted to philanthropic work. It is a

It is needless to add, that it; is tm- bow long I have forgotten. I think I result of her convictions on the subject 
possible to narrate the half of the nu- I prof gtrelgllt bas passed this phase of sjnce tii6 hanging of Carter Martin in 
merous experiences to which this firm h(s u)ediuinship now, but he has an- t]ds cityt 
were unwillingly subjected. other interesting phase which I-shall >_pho - petition Is being extensively

It is a case that has baffied the effoits later descrIbe signed and as soon as the field Is
of wiseacres to solve, and to many eye WMIe ln gan Dieg0> ln january, 1896, Worked here Miss Harlow will go to 
witnesses the phenomena have ms- P1,of_ stl.elght requested the writer to I othel. eltIeg throughout the state for
polled the last lingering doubts as re ,)roeure a piece of prepared canvas, and signatures.—Times-Herald,
gai'ds the power of spirit influence foi witb baads wpon lt for 15 mmutes * snlendid opportunity-for -
good or ill. ,The fact that the treasuiei eacb evening for three successive even- Snl,.ltuailgts t0 show their hanA Ifand manager of the company weie ,ngfj_ when be would paint a picture Splittualists to show thew Mn<h
skeptics has made the case all the more bQn Jt> At tbat tiine T Was seeking to J““? *s ® 9 .. “ . b
mysterious, and they are certainly to diVelop clairvoyance, and while sitting o£ Sp iltaaH^^ 
be congratulated upon the happy tei- Jn a negatlve condition, as directed by ,^his net of Chrlstlan-
mination of the trouble, that has inter- tbe artlst) witb hands on the ean- “°sa1« otn^Sg£
fered with their prosperity. Vas, a panorama * of celestial scenery “Is £hlld of the Bible and g

0. WALTER LYNN. I congtantiy passed in perspective before I t
____  my eyes/ I often' .wished that these True Spiritualism tells us to endeavor 

By request of O. Walter Lynn, the scenes could be tinted, as words can- R? of^right’Uving of
psychometrist and automatic writer, of not describe them. But without men- dolnu and right thlnkin" ’ not
No 223 West San Fernando street, San tioning my visions to the artist I took HBW doing ana rignt unuiuuo uui
Jose, Cal., who has been the means of the canvas to him. Upon calling for the ;l oncu“ after its separation
freeinc our factory from the unseen in-1 picture a week or ten days later, to my ei rutuie state artet its scpaia 
fluences that have created destruction surprise I found the essential parts of from the f^ym, but to assist in 
and almost InconceWable damage, I the e visions painted on the canvas in this world better and themselves bet- 
gffidly- riv fu ?her information regard- all their dell/ate colors. When Prof, ter fitted to remain here 
ing the different phases of the “phe- Straight had finished the picture he re-1 There is no greater stigma upon the 
nomena ” There were many oc- celved the following key to its interpre-1 Christianity of this free America, In 

in« nnf nf mv first com- J tatiou' ' I tl*e estimation of all profound, reason-
municatlon, for the simple reason that! “Through the rising mists of supers«- ing Spiritualists, than that, while;b°aBt- 
I considered them incredible t5 persons tlon and bigotry the poetic and spiritual ing that this is a Christian nation, our 
other than eye-wltnesses-whlch latter eye discerns. The Valley of Harmony.' laws sanction murder for murder, le- 
are manv-but since further details Far back in the: distance stands the galizes murder to avenge a murder, inseem to be desirable, I will give a few I Temple of the Muses, on the Mount of stead of letting the spirit of justice 
additional particulars. And first, I will I Inspiration, and stJU nearer the three I reign and at the same time permitting 
state that the sum of $3,000 would not monitains symbolizes Poetry, Painting or forcing the criminal to be useful In 
cover the damage done at our factory, and Music. At the base of these moun- life by his labor and giving him time to 
IJd now for additional facts. tains is the pure water of life. On the reflect upon the effect of his crime upon

The unseen forces seemed to have no eminence to the left is seen the home in his own spirit and the spirits of his fel- 
limlt to their power for creating mis- spirit life of the one for whom the sym- low-men.
chief and serious damage. . bol was painted. This structure, still I No Spiritualist who has studied the

Our press dies, which are very ex- incomplete, is crowned with three stat- philosophy or reflected upon the prln- 
penslve and cannot be purchased at ues of colossal size, representing poet-1 eiple of making the law and the execu- 
any of the stores (they are hand-made I ry, painting and music. tors of law parties to a crime to sup-
and especially made to our orders at “In the surrounding clouds will ap- press a crime will fail to sign the petl- 
the makers of such goods) were con-1 pear in the future, well defined forms, if tlon referred to above when the same 
stantly being taken from the press and the conditions are favorable—harmonl- shall be presented to them.
carried away, no one knew where, until ous—among them a number of ancient We may not be considered a religious 
at last we found ourselvfes wholly des-1 spirits who often come to the young body beeau)ie We have no articles of 
tltute of every set of dies' that were poet who will feel their presence and faltb or creed recognizing the Christian 
used in our factory, thereby rendering be Inspired to write of them and their God( put Our adherence to and advance- 
us Incapable of pressing our goods, and work for humanity. I ment of any and all humane principles
filling uur orders. It would have taken I Last fall I sent another and larger 1 advocate(i in the world can but show 
many weeks and perhaps many months canvas to Pfof. Strelgbt, and the day the trend of our belief and works, 
before those dies could have been re- before Christinas I received a picture DR- T. WILKINS,
placed, at great expense, and at this still more beautiful than the one painted 
juncture nil hands at the factory were three years Ago,■ symbol zing the¡ per- —■ . . .
set to work in the endeavor to find the feet concentration of spiritual forces. DELUSION,
missing articles. ... It: contained all that was in the first .

One half day was consumed in the picture, but a more perfect condition of
search without success, when we heard development1,, and many additional well, may be it is delusion
one of the girls exclaim that she had scenes and symbols added, buch plc- That the soul lives after death;
seen a large monkey -wrench and a tures are simply priceless to the owners But,'if so, it is far the dearest
screw-driver thrown through the stove- —especially ¿f they appreciate art and I which th« tongue of mortal saith. 
nine hole in the chlmney-which hole nature. ’ " And, since so much of life’s pleasure
was about ten feet from the floor. Prof- Street Is now 1 ving on his I I? wrought of unreal things

The lower part of the chimney had ranch at Mountain View, California, I j ghall always hold to the riches
been filled with bricks, but it did not I where he has been shut off from the I which the dear delusion brings,
take us very long to remove them, and '™r^YG°aith find to^arouffi oMast year Delusions of earth are moeklng 
lo! we beheld the said monkey-wrench to 111 health .ftpa tne aroutn or last jnear wherever we mortals gon„ft tprr.wrtrlrr.rwr.ro first due out be has been .'flnantially unfortunate, I wnereyci we moriuiB gu,and screw-nnver were urst uug out thlnlru'ni-disnosinc of his And finding so much unrealfrom a large accumulation of soot, then and now thinks or disposing or nis
the pressman’s cap, then one after Kan® m be l?rin art’center and c^n ex- But the dream of life immortal
another, all the dies were discovered, be wlll be in an art center ana can ex
But the unseen power seemed to have erclse his 8enlus^ GREEN For ^ben it is proven error
a particular grudge against those dies, LKMLbi b. gklui . T couQt togg or ga)^
as they were constantly being taken ■ ------------ -»■'>-■----------- ■
from the press and hurled in all direc- Rflri U A I nrran I-shall never live to know it
tlons with tremendous force and vlo- from IVirs. r. H. uugan. my darilngs are only dust;
lence, the weight of them ranging from To the Editor:—Your paper is all that I And all that the weakest or wisest
two to eight pounds. the title indicates, and I could not keep Can do is to hope and trust.

A cylinder cast-iron stove in the abreast with the times in spiritual I I may reason 'and doubt, but ever
press-room was taken bodily up and things without it. It gives all a fair I They seem to speak from the sky;
thrown on Its side several feet from its hearing'who have the good of humanity Then, it seems but a cold delusion
resting place. Hods full of coal were at heart I To dream that a soul can die.
thrown at considerable distance and I was pleased to note in the Circle of shower me with dust andthe contents strewn over the press- Harmony yesterday, which meets every You “ahyGS8 r 
room.' The pressman's watch, whlph he Sunday between 1 and 4, in Occidental — ’ ■ -
was In the habit of hanging on the wall I Hall, 305 Larkin street, San Francisdo, .yon- jnay’dream you have truth
opposite the press would be taken and I some very progressive minds among the I wisdom
thrown on the floor with much force educated young people-one a lawyer, . . - iPRS-bravo than von1 
and when It was picked up the hands who started out with the affirmation _ .... , ... _„T„_ vieid u ’
were found to be moving about as fast that fire is the life of. the world; that lt
as a windmill. The second band was I heat was the generator of all things. £ or a ““8 you say or ao,
whirling about with such a velocity This led to many brilliant thoughts and , y ¿ue_
that we could not see anything but a I expressions by younger thinkers on I 
small shadow. It looked as if it had vibratory motion throughout all spirit I We all must wait and wonder 
been taken off. This went on for quite and matter, which opened up a dis-1 what the change of death will bring; 
a long time, after which the watch was cusslon of heating without drugs-a I YOur sketches are skulls and cross
taken and thrown a distance of about subject which is tabooed by the med-1 bones, 
forty feet, and this time it was broken, leal faculty and the churches, so that I Which I to the winds would fling, 

Goods were knocked out of our help’s after a few days of la grippe under the I And picture Immortal faces, 
hands; sometimes the help would be pet scientific family physician and Brow-girt with asphodels, ' 
thrown to the floor. 'At one time two trained nurse, their loved ones are laid I And hands which are reaching earth-

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
Lake Brady, the beautiful, is at last 

free from all the clouds which have for 
so long a time bung over this favorite 
camping ground of Spiritualists, and 
the season of 1899 gives promise of 
grand work. The financial part of the 
company was never in a better con
dition than now, as it is under the man
agement of Mr. A. Kellogg, of- Cleve
land, and those who may be desirous of 
taking stock in the new company will 

■find by corresponding with Mr. Kellogg 
that everything is in a substantial con
dition.

It is now an assured fact that Lake 
Brady will always be a Spiritual camp. 
The noble band of earnest workers will 
stop at nothing to make this the banner 
camp of Ohio. A little help is needed 
in a financial way, and that will come. 
Nothing but first-class talent will ap
pear on the rostrum, both as to lectures 
and test mediums. The hotel will be 
thoroughly renovated.' The company's 
cottages will be put in good order. The 
dancing pavilion will be in thorough 
condition, and the bath-house will be 
carefully looked after, while the boats 
on the lake will have all the care neces-' 
sary. - .

Last season a society for beautifying 
the grounds at Lake Brady was organs 
Ized, with Mrs. G; 0. Bacon, of North 
Amherst, Ohio, as chairwoman, and .it 
was determined to ask those who feel 
Interested to come forward and help 
put out shade trees, ornamental trees, 
and evergreens, etc., and thpse living at 
a distance who feel inclined to help in 
the good work, can- send the price of a 
tree, or as many as they like, .to Mrs. 
C. 0. Bacon, stating tlje kind of tree or 
frees they prefer. Their wishes will b.e 
carried out It is especially desired that

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
' By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 

of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.

these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of i Science, To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate jn every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas la 
Science, ' .

“The magnum opus of the eminent px-President of Cornell plants a new 
-and-notable milestone.along the highway of ever-advancing human thought. 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite etatementof where the best thinkers of tha 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune. ' , <

. “The most valuable contribution that' has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows., there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that iristknt reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments. . 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone.”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.' ”—Philadelphia Pres$, ।

■ These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to) 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.
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of the girls and the pressman were I beneath the sod, and their salaried min- I ward
thrown down and one of the girls and ister says: “Thej 'Lord gave and the Bunches of immortelles,
the pressman were able to get up, but Lord taketh away, and blessed be the I _ ,
the other girl was held to thè floor and name of the Lord," and go about the Butneither your wise conclusions,
for quite a while baffled the pressman— streets as if nothing had happened, Nor mine, with the r rainbow wings,
who was a strong fellow—to get her up. until some healer is found following the Can alter one jot or tittle 
Hats were constantly being taken and example of theiri Jesus, and then an 
torn into strips, and of course the com- outcry is made against him and tiie law 
pany had to replace them. ■ is enforced in order to keep their death-

One day five new hats had been dealing process ill vogue.
brought-ln, one of’thèm for our man-1 How long, O Lord, shall bigotry and 
ager, and put upon the counter, when Ignorance hold sway. Arouse, ye 
all at once they all disappeared. Search lethargic Spiritualists, and learn the 
was Instituted and they were found on I laws of your being, and then know that 
the top of the office, but this time they light, air and water (hot, internally and 
were left whole. Fires were constantly externally) used with, à will to be well, 
being started in parts of the building with perfect trust in divine Influences, 
where no fire was ever made and 'will accomplish great results. The 
where we were taking the precaution vibratory elements ‘óf which your body 
of keeping constantly wet with the fire I Is composed will soon bring about an 
boge. ■ - I equilibrium, and. ' harmonic action

Nearly every pane of window glass I throughout the entire system will xe- 
was broken, and when we moved to our suit; then can you go forth in the name 
present quarters we were made to pay] of all that is good declaring that you 
for fifty panes—some of them large] are well - MRgs. F. A. LOGAN, 
ones—and while moving our goods we Alameda, Cal. .. 
were taken between two fires—as It . ------’ ------ '
were—and the -depredations were going I - “The Bridge, Between Two W.orlds.” 
on with renewed vengeance in both By Abby A. JijdsomaThis.book is ded
places. I could go on in this accurate I icated to all jmrnestjsouls who desire,’ 
and most truthful statement almost ad I by harmonizing their-physical and their 
infinitum, bitt I think this ’Ought to I psychical bodies with universal natura 
suffice.- I and their souls with the higher intelll-

I will only add that I, for one,—and I gences, to copte into,closer connection 
think that the whole^company feel as .with the puré^ realms of the spirlt- 
I do—feel most grateful to . Mr. O. I world. It is wjltten in the sweet splrit- 
Walter Lynn fori the mòre than helpful ual tone that characterizes ail of Miss 
services which he has rendered to tÈ in I Judson’s literacy wopks. Price, cloth, 
this deplorable affair,'and I do not hes- $1; paper, 7q.',pents.'ICFor sale at this

The eternal law of things!
Yet, ah, in the world that this is, 

It were all too sad tq stay, 
If we could not 'have our fancies

Of “the ever-so-far-away." '
Well, may be It is delusion 7- 

That the soul lives after death;
But, If so, it is far the dearest 

Which the tongue of mortal Saith.
' EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

ANGEL VOICES.

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

those desiring memorial trees-for their 
loved ones who have gone into the 
beyond, specify the fact when sending 
the donation! It is Intended to have an 
arbor day for the planting of these 
trees, and many from' Cleveland, Alli
ance, Kent, Ravenna, Akron, Canton, 
Willoughby, Painesville, and other 
places have expressed an intention of 
being present and helping. I will in 
the near future give more details In re
gard to arbor day and Its program. Let 
It be further understood that no matter

Itate to recommendhim to all who may 
need his services. : ' •

H. H. LAMBERT, 
Treasurer Yucca Root Toilet Soap and 

Perfumery Co., 1177 and 1178. A. Mis
sion street, SAn Francisco, Cal. ■

$1; paper, 7q/pents.ICFor sale at thia 
office. . c’ . 8

“Religion as Revealed bÿ thè Mate
rial and Spiri tualUnl verse. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. Dn LL.D.” A” compact 
and comprehensive view of thé sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
.to $1. cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. . .

how small the donation sent, it will be 
thankfully received and the best possi
ble use made of the money.' Now Is an 
opportunity for all. to plant memorial 
trees or shrubs for their loved ones. 
Any additional information ean be had 
m7 1 be "fo'uid especially Interesting- to all5L°Ej111’An?he,1 ^’hk>gUweS’ I who would desire to make a study of
99 Bolivar street, Cleveland, Ohio, r. gomanlsm and the Bible. .The historic 

-------- ■ * ' /•’ ~ . facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
Ti'fftolO ’Xhutoj ( review of Romish Ideas and practices

ZAoao joj wenenxts ‘008003 *o bbor | be read by alt 86!d at this of-
pnu ’H *ntaa Afl ,,’orao »xnivN,, flee. Price25 cents. ।

•^Talleyrand’s Letter to the Popo” will

»The WoriaitBeautlfnl!’ By I Ahn 
Whiting. Most excellent: In. their l.lgh 
and elevating'feplrltdhlity of thought.- 
Series 1, 2, an'd 8, each complete to It
self. Price, cloth, $L,per volume. For 
sale at this office. .

“Historical, Logical, and Philosophical. 
Objections to , the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Emltodlinent.” By Prof. 
W.’ M. Lockwood. ¿-AjEèeû and master- 
■jy treatise.’ Paper,' ^5. ¡cents, For sale 
at this office. . ," .... . .
, “Ancient India:-Its- Language and 

Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual Interest at 
the present time, and .lt Is here treated 
In a way to Interest ,and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Pager, 
price 25 cents. .:■;■■ .

"Tho Prophets of Israel’’ By Prof, 
O. H. Cornlll, of ., the- University of 
Koonlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophet« 
of Israel and their works. For «ale 
at thlB Office. Paper covers, 25c. .

Hear ye not those strains of music 
Filling all the balmy air, 

Myriads of white-robed angels 
Singing sweetly over there, I .

And they play on harps and viols, 
Such a'gladsome, happy throng, 

And I see Their love-lit faces, 
As they sing to earth this Bong:

“We are ever near you, loved ones, 
Tn our home,where all is light, 

Though the clouds between us gather, 
. Hiding us from mortal sight, 

And your eyes are heavy, dear ones, 
With their weight of unshed tears, 

For you’ve longed to see our faces, ■.
Lo, these many weary years.

And your hearts are bowed with an
guish, . .

And your ears are dull and slow, 
And you cannot hear our-voices

As you could in years ago;
Though we come and linger neat you. 

Press your hands and strike your- 
hair, .

Kiss your lips and touch your faces, 
. Lightly as the summer air,— . ■ ~ 
Yet you feci us not, nor know us, 

And your grieving makes us sad, .
We would have you always cheerful, ; 

Always hopeful, gay and glad; . 
For earth’s storms and struggles try us, 

Arid like gold, we are refined, '
So be patient’mid your trials, 

Bearing all with cheerful mind,.
And when you have crossed the.valley, 
. And with us, in Clear light; stand, 
You will know ’twas done In kindness 

By a'loving Father's hand, .
And you'll bless the loving giver 

Of what seemed to you so ill, '
For the soul-growth of hls chlldrctt 

Is the Heavenly Father’s will.” 
LIZZIE DUCKER LYNBSS.'

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly 
original. . ,

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy that cannot be obtained elsewhere. ’

' It claiins to fully- reveal the most recoiidite mysteries of man upon every 
plane nf his existence, both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it '

The secret and Occult mysteries of Astrology are revealed and explained 
for the first time, it is affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science of the Soul and the Science 
of the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise The One Grand Science 
op Lite. ......................................... ..

The following are among the claims made for the work by its friends:
To the Spiritual investigator this book is indispensable. _
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will 

prove in real truth “a guide, philosopher and friend.”
To the 'Occult it will supply the mystic key for which he has been so 

long earnestly seeking. . . it
To the Astrologer it will become a “divine revelation of Science.
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Britten. ,
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J. J. Morse. , ' .

“A‘careful reading of The Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of 
a new sect in Occultism, which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtile delusive dogmas of Kanna and Re-incarnation."—New York 

Times. i
“Itis a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol

ars interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in such 
plain and nimple style as to be within the easy comprehension * * * of 
any cultivated, sdiolarly reader.”—The Chicago Daily Inter Ocean.

” “however recondite his book, the author certainly presents a theory of 
first causes which is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers’attention 
and to excito much reflection."—Hartford Daily Times. __ . -
; ^Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or tho philosophy of the 

Orient from á Western standpoint, this is a remarkable production."—Tho 
Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City). \

“This ..work, the result of years of research and study, will undoubtedly 
create a profound sensation throughout the philosophic world."—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.,. ' ’ .. . ,

“It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. * * * It is a book 
entirely new in its scope and must excite wide attention."—The Kansas City 
Journal. . . ■

Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper manufactured for this 
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RATHER SKEPTICAL.METHODISM AND i3i VISION.
Some Further Light on the 

Matter.

To the Editor:—There has been some 
discussion iu regard to “Washington's 
Vision,” as to the authenticity of the 
same, which I have I think in the most 
reliable form yet given. I have it as 
published in pamphlet form, and sent 
with the "Soldier’s Casket,” in the year 
of 1865, which was published at Phila
delphia by C. W. Alexander, which also 
contalnsbesides “Washington’s Vision,” 
“God Help Our Noble Ship of State,” 
(poetry), “The South Carolina , Seven,” 
and “Still Knitting Stockings,” by Wes-, 
ley Bradshaw.

Perhaps some of the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker may know Wesley 
Bradshaw. On the outside of the 
pamphlet is the following: “Washing
ton’s Vision contains a highly important 
lesson to every true lover of his coun
try—Edward Everett.”

I send you a copy of Washington’s 
Vision just as I have it.

MRS. E. N. HALL.
So. Norridgewock, Me.

WASHINGTON’S VISION-BY WES
LEY BRADSHAW.-

The last time that I ever saw Antony 
Sherman was on July 4, 1859, in Inde
pendence Square. He was then ninety- 
nine, and becoming very feeble; but 
though so old, his dimming eyes rekin
dled as he looked at Independence Hall, 
which lie said he had come to gaze .upon 
once more before he was gathered

or rather-floating In mid-air between , 
Europe add America. Dipping water 
out of the ocean in the hollow of each । 
hand.- fie sprinkled »offi? upon America 
with his rigut hand, while ne cast upon 
Europe some with ills left. Immediate
ly a dark cloud arose from each of these 
countries, and joined in mid-ocean. For 
a while it remained stationary, and then 
moved slowly westward, until it en
veloped America in its murky folds. 
Sharp flashes of lightning now gleamed 
through it at intervals apd I heard the 
smothered groans and. cries of the 
Amerlcaupeople. ' .
“‘A second time the angel dipped 

water from the ocean, and sprinkled it 
out as before. The dark cloud was then 
drawn back to the ocean, luto^ whose 
heaving waves It sunk from view. A 
third time I heard the mysterious voice, 
saying: , , ,
“‘Son of the Republic, look and 

learn.’ I - , .
‘“I cast my eyes upon America, and 

beheld villages, towns, and cities spring
ing up, one after another, until the 
whole land, from the Atlantic to the Pa
cific was dotted with them. Again I 
heard the mysterious.voice say:

“ ‘Son of the Republic, the end of a 
century cometh; look and learn.’
“‘At this, the dark, shadowy angel 

turned his face southward, aud from 
Africa I saw an ill-omened spectre ap
proaching our land. It flitted slowly 
and heavily over every village, town, 
and city of the latter, the inhabitants of 
which presently set themselves in bat
tle array, one against the other. As 
I continued looking, I saw a bright an
gel on whose brow rested a crown of 
light, on which was traced the word 
‘Union,’ bearing the American flag 
which he placed between the divided
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home. ,,
"What time is it?” said he, raising his 

trembling eyes, to the clock in the 
steeple, and endeavoring to shade the 
former with a slinking hand; “what 
time is it? I can’t see so well now as I 
used to."

“Half past three."
“Come, then,” be continued, “let us go 

into thé hall. I want to tell you an in
cident of Washington’? life, one which 
no one alive knows of excepting my
self; and if you live, you will before 
long see it verified. Mark me, I am not 
superstitious; but you will see it veri
fied.” ’ . , v

■ Reaching the visitors’ room, in which 
the sacred relics of our early days are 
preserved, we sat down on one of the 
old-fashioned wooden benches, and my 
venerable companion related to me the 
following singular narrative, which,, 
from the peculiarity of our national af
fairs at the present time, I have been 
Induced to give to the world. I give it 
as nearly aji possible in his own words.

“When the bold action of our Con
gress, in asserting the Independence of 
the colonies becaine known to tlie old 
world, we were laughed and scoffed at 
as silly, presumptuous rebels, whom 
British grenadiers would very soon 
tame Into submission; but undauntedly 
we prepared to make good what we had 
said. The keen encounter came, and 
the world knows the result. It Is easy

nation and said:
“ ‘Remember, ye are brethren.' -
“ ‘Instantly the inhabitants casting 

from tliem thqir weapons, became 
friends once- more, and united around 
the national standard. And again I 
heard tbe mysterious voice, saying:
“‘Son of the Republic, the second 

peril Is passed; look and learn.'
“ ‘And I beheld the villages, towns

tion. , x
I am a Methodist minister of twenty- 

five year’s' standing and have been for. 
nearly a score of years, until my res
ignation a short time ago, president of 
one of the most popular colleges of 
Methodism for the training ofthe youth. 
I have won honors in regular gradua
tion in several courses in her universi
ties and in addition received dis
tinguished honors unsought from her 
conferences and colleges. Born of a 
family that traces its Methodistlc lin
eage back through at least four gen
erations, cradled in Methodism and 
schooled in her theology, it seems to me 
an utter impossibility that the time 
should ever come when I would not 
cherish her interests and remember 
with gratitude and affection her- min
istry and membership. With her world
wide mission, her divine call “to preach 
the gospel to the poor,” her educational 
and charitable work and the spirit that 
prompts her evangelical work, I am, 
and trust I shall ever be, in deepest

For Sale at the, Office of The Pro* 
gresslve Thinker.
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Have just finished reading No. 468.of 
your valuable paper, and thinking that 

I there are a whole lot of people in the 
sapie boat as myself, I will venture to 

I air some of my troubles, hoping for a 
I tangible result In some shape or other, 

I do not venture to call myself a Spirit
ear I uallst, but I am willing to admit the 
the [theory is one of extreme beauty and 

one that strongly appeals to anyone 
who will give it a moment’s thought, It 
also seems as reasonable as could be

angelic voices that In ten thousand 
circles are dlscoursiiig heavenly wls-

sympathy. ...
Yet I am a Spiritualist. I fully be

lieve this doctrine 1b the most import
ant and potent for good, and most 
spiritualizing in its effects, and con

______________________ solatory of all the truths revealed or 
and number, until at last they covered ^discovered in our time.
nil n,n Una fmm th« Afinniic to the Pa«T it is needless to say that with much 

that passes for Spiritualism I have not 
the slightest sympathy. The history of 
this Spiritualistic movement has been 
blotted over with so much of fraud 
and imposture, that, were it not for the 
heaven-attested truth of its phenomena, 
it must long since have perished from

dom to those who will but listen.
Spiritualism accept?- all that is good 

and true and beautiful in the past dis
pensations and turns an attentive ear 
to voices that speak from heaven 
to-day. •

2. Upon historic grounds alone Meth
odists cannot afford-to Ignore or ne
glect the claims of* Spiritualism, as' 
John Wesley, the vénératéd founder of 
Methodism, and many of his most able 
associates, accepted the basic facts of 
Spiritualism. ' r .
, The Wesley family were mediumistlc, 
and to this fact we are no doubt in
debted, in part at least, for the deep 
spirituality of the venerated founder 
and for the fine strains of poetry in his 
brother Charles. No : one at all 
acquainted with the Journals .of John 
Wesley will deny that he was a firm be
liever in apparitions, and some of the 
most remarkable accounts of appa
ritions on record are to be found in the 
Journals referred to. It is true that 
mo?t Methodist editors of these 
Journals exclude these accounts as

desired. As the editor of “Suggestive 
Therapeutics” remarks in the last num
ber, “there is no proposition of such 
stupendous import to the human race 
as the possibility of spirit return.”

Now it would seem .that the world is 
full of people waiting for m'oof of just 
one thing, viz., that spirits can return 
and impart some other information be
sides the fact that they are happy. Is 
there any way that this mediumship 
business can be systematized so that a, 
business man can get a few tests 
which will satisfy’ him, and which he 
can relate to his friends without being 
hooted at for his utter imbecility? The 
author of “Art Magic” advances the 
most sensible idea I have read in this 
connection, but the most of us will be 
on the other side before any such plan 
Is ever carried out.
» There has never been an organization 
Of the Spiritualists here, and it is hard 
to see what good would result from one. 
There have been a number pf good 
speakers who give so-called “tests" 
after their lectures; and most of the 
tests are acknowledged by persons in 
the audience, but where the real test

and cities of A'merica increase in size

all the land from the Atlantic to the Pa
cific, and their inhabitants became as 
countless as the stars in heaven, or the 
sands on the sea-shore. And again I
heard the mysterious volpe, saying:

“ ‘Son of the Republic, the end of a 
century cometh; look and learn.’

“At this, the dark, shadowy angel 
placed a trumpet to fils mouth, and 
blew tiiree distinct blasts; and taking 
water from the ocean, sprinkled It out 
upon Europe, Asia and Africa. ’

“ ‘Then my eyes looked upon a fearful 
scene. From each of these countries 
arose thick, black clouds that were soon 
joined into one. And throughout this 
mass gleamed a dark red light, by 
which I saw hordes of armed men, who 
moving with the cloud, marched by 
land, and sailed by sea, to America, 
which country was presently enveloped 
In the volume of eloud. Aud I dimly

and pleasant for those of the present I 
generation to talk and write of the days 
of Seventy-six, but they little know, i 
neither can they imagine, the trials and ■ 
sufferings of those fearful days. And 1 
there is one thing that I much fear, and ; 
that is, that the American people do not 
properly appreciate the boon of free
dom. Party spirit is yearly becoming 
stronger aud stranger, and, without it 
is checked, will at no distant day under
mine and tumble into ruins the noble 
structure of the Republic. But let me 
hasten to my narrative.

“From the opening of the Revolution, 
we experienced all phases of fortune
now good, now ill, one time victorious, 
and another conquered. The darkest 
period we had, however, was, I think, 
when Washington, after several re
verses, retreated to Valley Forge, where 
he resolved to pass the winter of '77. 
Ah! I have often seen the tears coursing 
down our dear old commander's care
worn cheeks, as he would be conversing 
with a confidential officer abotft tbe con
dition of his poor soldiers. •

“You have doubtless heard the story 
of Washington going to the thicket to 
pray; well, it Is not only true, but be 
used often to pray in secret, for aid and 
comfort from that God, the interposi
tion of whose divine providence alone 
brought us safely through those dark 
days of tribulation.

“One day—X remember It well—the 
chilly wind whistled and howled 
through the leafless trees, though the 
sky was cloudless, and the sun shining 
brightly, he remained In his quarters 
nearly the whole afternoon alone. 
When he came out,'I noticed that his 
face was a shade paler than usual, and 
that there seemed to be something upon 
his mind of more than ordinary import
ance. Returning just after dusk, he 
dispatched an orderly to the quarter? of 
the officer I mentioned, who was pres
ently in attendance. After a prelimi
nary conversation, which lasted some 
half an hour, Washington, gazing upon 
his companion with that strange look of 
dignity which he alone could command, 
said to the latter:

“ 1 do not know whether it was ow
ing to the anxiety of my mind, or what, 
but this afternoon, as I was sitting at 
this very table, engaged in preparing a 
dispatch, something in the apartment 
seemed to disturb me. Looking up, I

saw these vast armies devastate the 
whole country, and pillage and burn 
the villages, towns and cities that I had 
beheld springing up. As my ears lis
tened to the thundering of cannon, and 
clashing of’ swords, iind shouts and 
cries of millions in mortal combat, I 
again heard the mysterious voice, say
ing: ,

" ‘Son of the Republic, look and learn.’ 
“ ‘When the voice had ceased, the 

dark, shadowy angel placed his trumpet 
once more to his mouth, and blew a 
long, fearful blast.

“ ‘Instantly a light, as of a thousand 
suns, shone down from above, and 
pierced and broke into fragments the 
dark, cloud which enveloped America. 
At the same moment I saw the angel 
upon whose forehead still shone the 
word Union, and who bore our national 
flag In one hand, and a sword in the 
other, descend from heaven, attended 
by legions of bright spirits. These im
mediately joined the inhabitants of 
America, who I perceived were well- 
nigh overcome, but who, Immediately 
taking courage again, closed up their 
broken ranks, and renewed the battle. 
Again amid thé fearful noise of tbe con
flict, I heard the mysterious voice, say
ing: -,

“ ‘Son of the Republic, look and learn.’
“ ‘As the voice ceased, the shadowy 

angel for the last time dipped water 
from the ocean, and sprinkled it upon 
America. Instantly the dark cloud 
rolled back, together with the armies it 
had brought, leaving the inhabitants of
the land victorious. Then once more I 
beheld villages, towns and cities spring
ing up where they .had been before, 
while the bright angel, planting the 
azure standard he had brought, in the

beheld, standing exactly opposlte.to me, 
a singularly beautiful female. Sb as
tonished was I-for I had given strict 
orders not to be disturbed—that it was 
some moments before I found language 
to Inquire tbe cause of her presence. A 
second, third, and even a fourth time 
did I repeat the question, but received 
no other answer from my mysterious 
visitor than a slight raising of her eyes.

" ‘By this time I felt a strange sensa
tion spreading through me. I would 
have, risen, but. the riveted gaze of tbe 
being before me rendered volition im
possible. I essayed once more to ad
dress her, but my tongue had become 
powerless. Even thought Itself present
ly became paralyzed. A new influence, 
mysterious, potent, Irresistible, took 
possession of me. AU I could do was to 
gaze, gaze steadily, vacantly at my un
known visitant Gradually the sur
rounding atmosphere seemed-as though 
becoming-filled with sensations, and 
grew luminous. Everything about me 
appeared to rarefy-the mysterious vis
itor herself becoming more airy, and 
yet even more distinct to my sight than 
before. I nojv began to feel as one dy
Ing, or, rather, ter experience the sensa
tions which I have sometimes imagined 
accompany dissolution? I did not think, 
I did not reason, I did not move; all 
were alike impossible. I was only con
scious of gazing fixedly, vacantly, at 
mv companion. ■

“ ‘Presently I heard a voice saying, 
‘Son of the Republic, look and learn,’ 
while qt the same time my visitor ex

pended her arm and:-fore-finger east
> ward'y. I now beheld a heavy, white 
:"vapor at some distance,, rising, fold 

upon fold. This gradually disappeared, 
and 1 looked upon a strange scene. Be
fore me lay spread in one vast plain, all 

. the countries of the world, Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and America. I saw roll
ing and tosffing between Europe and 
America, the billows of the Atlantic, 
and between Asia and America lay the 
Pacific. ’ '

. “ ‘Son of the Republic,’ said the same 
■ mysterious voice as before, ‘look and 

learn’ At that moment I beheld a dark, 
shadowy being, like an angel, standing,

hardly suitable to this scientific, dge 
and some, doubtless, out of tender re
gard to Wesley's mempry and reputa- ___________
tion. ’ 'I comes in, one is at a loss to know. Any-

John Wesley believed it possible that - -.......................
the dead, so-called, cotild return and 
Intelligibly communicate with mortals, 
and hence may be ranked as a Splrit-
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the earth.
By Spiritualism I mean:
1. The continued conscious existence 

of our so-called dead.
2. The perpetuation of their affection 

for and Interest in their friends still In 
the body.

3. Their ability under certain con
ditions to intelligibly manifest their 
presence to our senses.

4. The lawfulness and expediency of 
holding this "communion of saints,” 
this Intercourse with departed friends 
as a source of instruction, and inspira-

uallst. I am told—though I cannot per
sonally vouch for the Accuracy of the 
assertion—that â volume edited by 
John Wesley and two others is still ex-’ 
tant, entitled “Communications From 
Another World.” My Informant, in 
whom I have every confidence, stated 
that she owned this rare volume, and 
that It was now In possession of the 
Rev. Moses Hull,, of Buffalo, N. Y., who 
could doubtless give definite, informa
tion. At any rate ’ the fact is un
disputed as to Wesley’s belief, and I 
therefore beg to call the attention of 
Methodists to this fact and to a few 
easy deductions from it. .

1. A belief in spirit return was easily, 
harmonized in Wesley's opinion with a 
belief in the inspiration of scripture.
Wesley did not by any means give up 
the Bible because he believed in the 
main tenet of tfie Spiritual .Philosophy.

2. A belief in spirit return did not 
tend to lessen but rather' Increase the

midst of them, cried in a loud voice to 
the inhabitants: ‘While the stars re
main, and the heavens send down dew 
upon the earth, so long shall the Repub
lic last!’

“ ‘And taking from his brow the 
crown which still blazed the word 
Union, he placed it upon the standard, 
while the people, kneeling down, said 
‘Amen!’
.“ ‘The scene Instantly began to fade 

and dissolve, and I at last saw nothing 
but thie rising and curling white vapor 
I had first beheld. This also disappear
ing, I found myself once more gazing 
upon my mysterious, visitor, who, in 
that same mysterious voice I had heard 
before, said:

“ ‘Son of the Republic, what you have 
seen is thus interpreted: Three perils 
will come upon tbe Republic. The most 
fearful is the second, passing which, 
the whole world united shall never be 
able to prevail against her. Let every 
child of the Republic learn to live for 
bls God, his land, and Union.’

“ 'With. these words the figure van
ished. I started from my seat, and felt 
that Ihad seen a vision, wherein had 
been shown to me tbe birth, progress 
and destiny of the Republic of. the 
United States. .

“ ‘In Union she will have strength; 
in Disunion her destruction.
“‘Such, my friend,’ concluded the 

venerable narrator, ‘were the words I 
heard from Washington’s own Ups, and 
America will do’well to profit by them. 

' Let her forever : remember, that in 
. Union she has her strength; in disunion, 
her destruction.’ ” . . .

10 cents. 1
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An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By Mosxs Hull. Price, 5 cents,

a a^a ^a a^a ^a^a ^a ^a^a ^a ^a — — * ^a
one can see how easy It would be to

tion and comfort.
I am a Bible Spiritualist. I confess 

that I find the Blble-when I study it 
laying aside the prejudices of earlier 
years—a Spiritualist text book. From 
cover to cover, from Genesis to Revela
tion, I find everywhere the doctrine and 
statement of spirit return.

I have thus come to believe Spiritual
ism true, not only on account of the 
“many Infallible proofs” which con
verted me to this doctrine, but also be
cause I find it running like a golden 
thread through the warp and woof of 
Old and New Testament history. On -------
the other hand, I believe the Bible nar- • 3. There was evidently nothing in 
rative more thoroughly than ever be- this belief to dampen the zeal or 
fore—in fact, belief almost reaches the smother the piety ot that .world-wide 
realm of knowledge—because I find all evangelist who declared . that the 
the miracles of Old and New Testament world was his parish.” This belief did 
re-enacted in the phenomena of Spirit- not make Wesley selfish or forgetful of 
uallsm to-day. This does not Imply the spiritual needs of his fellow men. 
any faith in plenary Inspiration or in- His whole life was laid on the altar of 
fallible correctness of the Bible narra- humanity's interests and thus we see 
tlve I that a belief in the possibility and the

1. We hold that the alms and pur- actuality of spirit return need not tend 
poses of Methodism and of Spiritualism to selfishness or indifference to the 
are one and the- same, viz:—to develop spiritual needs of men around us. 
spirituality in tbe human heart and I On the contraryafter a third of a 

century’s experience in the Methodist
The chief aim and purpose of Wesley Church and a few years’ belief of the 

and his coadjutors was to raise up a Spiritual Philosophy, I can boldly 
pure and spiritual body of people-men affirm:-
and women whose thoughts, affections 1. That this philosophy adds a thou- 
and conduct were spiritualized and sand fold to the interest with which we 
whose “conversation” was In heaven can and do study the Bible. The Bible 
and whose- treasure was laid up there under It becomes-what It never was 
rather than upon earth. It is true before—an intelligible book, full of 
Methodists of past days (and we think truth when properly understood of 
those of to-day also) placed too much greatest value to men. Its so-called 
relative value on the change called miracles assume under this philosophy 
conversion, and did not realize as fully a reality they can never have under the 
as they should the absolute worthless- orthodox faith. We see them re- 
ness of all spiritual exercises and ex- enacted in our day. We know that the 
periences that do not result in a life of story of the fiery furnace, of the hand
justice, truth, charity and benevolence, "writing on the wall, of the voice out of 
Yet thé alm kept in view Was a spirit- the trumpet from the thick darkness, of 
ual people, a people in thought, aim, the writing upon stone, of the letters 
affection, conduct, living in a spiritual from the dead prophet, are all possible 
realm and above the gross materialism realities, for they are re-enacted in our

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind tbat loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with thia 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual , truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth SL ..

"Right Living,” By . Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise .practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates tier subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
ano more easily comprehended; It . is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very, useful 
Young and old will be benefited by it? 
Cloth SI. For sale at this office. ‘

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and. the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity."- By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprise» 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sal» 
at this office. . . ■ •

spirituality of John Wesley’S nature. 
He found nothing in,'this fact to render 
him worldly, lor sensualize him, or to 
cause him tojset undue value on this 
world as confmired with’the next On 
the contrary evmw one who has studied 
from personal "observation or ex
perience the effect of a belief in this 
philosophy upon the spiritual nature 
must admit, that it is the reverse of
worldly.

get air the necessary Information, and 
any man with a trained memory eould 
easily rival Frank Baxter or any other 
of the shining lights’. I simply use Mr. 
Baxter as an illustration, and have en
joyed his lectures very much.

Sometimes the lecturer will ask some
one in the audience to select a subject, 
and he will then extemporize beautiful 
verses. This seems more of a test, 
especially when somebody who you are 
sure Is an unbeliever suggests such a 
subject as "McKinley.” An Incident of 
this kind happened here, find the man 
on the platform fairly squirmed for 
about three seconds, but he rose to the 
occasion and tore off a few verses 
which were certainly a credit to him
self or his source of inspiration, what
ever it was. • -

Now there are any number of people 
like myself who would walk ten miles 
if necessary, and put up a proper 
equivalent besides, to witness a good 
materialization, or an exhibition of in
dependent slate-writing like the one 
mentioned in your paper by J. M. Ken
nedy. Even the Spiritualists will admit 
that the chances nowadays are largely 
in favor of a candid Investigator being 
humbugged.

We live about forty miles from tbe 
celebrated Farmer Riley, but he will 
not make a date for us to come and see 
him, nor will he come here. Doubtless 
he has a reason for refusing, but that 
doesn’t help us. At least ten different 
persons who have witnessed his man
ifestations at different times have re
lated their experiences with him In my 
hearing, and they all tell the same story 
as to good results and his methods of 

I work. The only drawback is that not 
more than two of the ten could be de
pended upon to be good judges of test 
conditions. Possibly many of you have 
noticed how many old Spiritualists are 
prone to accept anything that comes, 
good, bad and Indifferent It is quite 
evident that, the world at large will

Komanism and tne Jiepulbllc«
By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot 

should read It. Prlce lLOO/ - ------ -

STANDING UP FOR JESUS,
Or wh.t the editor of tho Freethinker'. Magazine 
thinks of Ulm. Price, 4 cenu; twenty-five coplea for 
60 cent,.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY BHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

ÜM pages. One copy, Ui six copies, is.

FROM FIGHT TO MORN/
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Ohufeh, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cpnte; ten copies, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS,
203 pages. One copy, bound hi clolb. Ill paper, fl 

cents. - ■

For Bale at Utts Office, 40 Zoomi, Street, WAS

MARGUERITE HUNTER. WW liñcolÑ
à Narrative Descriptive of Ijife in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

A SPIRITUALIST?
— OB —

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY-
Transcribed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined wrEwrro MAYNARD
with chosen media of earth. It.was given through In- . MRS. NETTIE COLD UKJN Ml.VUKU 
dependent alate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
In oil ¡¡alntingirbn porcelain plate by Bpfrit artiste. It 
is not a dotted;Tnit a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition uf tbe philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pages

Together with Portraits, Letters and
il Poems. Illustrated with Engrav- 
S. ' inmi and Frontispiece'of Lin- '

with six Illustrations in half-tone, and twelve pages 
In original Independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound In blue silk clotb, stamped tn silver. Fried, 
•1.25. For sale at this office.

ings and Frontispiece'of Lin
coln, from Carpenter's

Portrait from Life.

never endorse Spiritualism until the 
frauds are weeded out, or at least the 
greater portion of them. The Spiritual
ists themselves are the ones to do this, 
and this is the only way that the 
damnable stain can be removed that 
now discolors the most beautiful belief 
ever given to the world. 1 >

No doubt many of your readers have 
secured paintings on-porcelain from/the 
Campbell Bros., who were located’ at 
Chicago during the World’s Fair. I. 
regret .to say that through my own 
stupidity, the sitting they gave me was 
not conducted upder test conditions,
because Mr. Campbell did not Met me 
mark the slates holding the porcelain. , 
until he had first held them in his own 
hands under the table. I should of 
course have opened them then and 
there before proceeding further. He 
should have been careful to make the 
conditions strictly test, but he informed 
me that he did Hot know whether 
spirits or something else did the paint
ing, so I infer that he was not a be
liever. Later, I saw a strong endorse
ment of Mr. Campbell, by Mr. Stead, of 
London, and Mr. Campbell told me that 
W. H. Bach had been there and sub
jected him to the most rigid test con
ditions, also that Moses Hull had an 
appointment for the following day. It 
is to be hoped that some of these gen
tlemen who are versed in the ways and 
byways of mediumship, insisted on test 
conditions.' .

If spirit return could be proven by 
the Bible, Moses Hull would have con
verted most of us long ago.

There is a young man here who can 
be hypnotized, and then become clair
voyant Unless forbidden to do so, he 
will converse with those who have 
passed over, and a conversation can be 
carried on indefinitely with themt by 
having . him repeat 'what is. said by 
those out of the body. ’ We have tried 
to get a test, but receive the usual 
vague information instead. The spirits 
have forgotten how “deep the water 
was in the well,” and every other bit of 
information that would have “cinched” 
the matter for once and all.. You say 
that the conditions are not right, *or 
there is a good-reason for it, but did 
you ever notice that something gen
erally does interfere when things get 
pinched down to a focus? .

The people, here would be glad to 
hear fronr a medium who would con
sent to come and give an exhibition of

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.(

Author of "Cosmology.”
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

. CONTENDS.
PART I.-METAPHVSICAL PHENOMENA

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphyolcal 
Philosophy; 3, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; 5, 
Man; fl, Objective and Subjective Phenomena: 7, 
“who by searching can flnd-God?’’ 8, Hyperbole Me> 
apbyslcal; 9, “To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly Worhip;" 10. “Tbe Father Is greater than I," 
11, True and Spurious Gode: 12, “I am the Resurrec
tion and the Life;" 18, An Imaginary God and some 
of His Exploits; 14, ‘ Ho Is Free whom the Truth 
bath made free;" 15, All Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17. Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worship of Deity; 19, Scuse aud Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Trl-talty of Ged’ 21, 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension 23, What Is Sln?% 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of the Universe; 25, Be* 
ginning without Ending; 26, Design or Accident, 
Which? 27, Chance versus Law, 28, Summary.

PART II,—PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29,Nebulse; 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

88 a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run up Hill ;33 Philosophy of Canypns, When 

•'aha How FonhcarWOIacralTbenomena; 35, Moons 
ana their Motions; 80, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 
TheColoreaMau. . _. , .

APPENDIX—Problems; Physical ana Metaphya-

This book will be found peculiar, curlona, startling! 
-moreso than any.work/fshied since Uncle Tomi 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten^ blspers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have befen 
snatched from the very Jaws of oblivion. It deal« 
with high official private life during the most moment* 
ous period in American History, ana Is a secret page 
from the llfeof him whom time serves only to rnoka 
greater, more appreciated, .and more understood-- 
•'Abraham Lincoln."

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp, 264, $1,30/ 
Paper, 73 cents.

For Sale at this office.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

_ This Is a moat valuable book. It comes irom no Ex. 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, aud whd 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody should 
read it. Price, 81.00. It contains tho following chap*
ters:

of the age. But this we hold can day. ,
never be accomplished fully without 2. Everyone who has accepted fully 
this communion of saints, without a this philosophy wljl testify to its spirit
personal demonstration of the fact of ualizlng tendencies. TJiere is no other 
immortality, and the elevating and re- form of bèlief that >111 so quickly 
fining power that comes from inter- change a worldly man into a spiritual 
course with our risen friends. man ns this. It fills the thoughts with

Methodism, while, accomplishing the spirit world. It surrounds us with 
.much, has failed with all her spiritual heaven. It makes angels our com- 
appliances to produce a spiritual peo- panions. It reminds us. hourly of the 
pie, and without the knowledge and fact that here and now we ore spirits, 
practice of spirit communion will never tbat we are encompassed by a great 
raise thè spiritual tone of her membe» cloud of witnesses, that we are living 
ship above that of the community at under the scrutiny of angels who per
large. With her vast membership and cel ve the very thoughts of our hearts, 
resources what a mighty spiritualizing that we are under laws that know no 
power she might become were she to “pardon,” no escape from the appointed 
accept the “infallible proofs” of soul I penalty, and, therefore, we” have the 
immortality, of spirit communion, of strongest possible motives for thinking 
present-day inspiration from living wit-1 our best and doing opr best. Spiritual
nesses as she theoretically accepts the ism spiritualizes. .
statements of men who lived 1800 years 3. The whole trend of intercourse 
ago. Without this present-day inter- with the inhabitants.of the spirit world 
course with, heaven, this present-day is toward the charity óf which the in
influx of spiritual power, this present- spired apostle slugs in-the thirteenth 
day stream of Instruction and consola- of First Corinthians., The messages 
■tion from on high, she must remain to I from heaven that coinè to us, the ex- 
a large extent devoid of spiritual power. I ample of heaven’s_Jnhabltants as re- 

Splrltualism has opened to the world I vealed to us, the whole effect of the 
tie living fountains of inspiration. It I philosophy upon us1, is inythe line of 
asserts ’tind proves -the assertion on a qultkened activity^and tlftSless zeal In 
thousand platforms weekly that the the service of our fellow;men. Spirit
inspiration of the past—only more I uallsm teaches that the only way we 
copious and exalted—Is a present-day can serve God is by1 serving our fellow 
experience. Spiritualism deals not with men. . ‘ “
méré assent to the historic statements There is nothing.' therefore in the 
of witnesses of the dim.and hoary past effects of this phflospphy ’upon mind; 
that we are spirits and immortal—but It I heart or life,' to dread., Its'whole effect 
brings a knowledge, a certitude, a pos- is toward mental health,J moral vigor 
itive “I know” to the mind and heart and purity of life, it is.theimost cheer- 
of every honest Investigator, based ón I Ing and consolatory teabhlng upon 
hfs own experience and intercourse earth to-day. It is the only religion 
with risen friends. that has its “balm fpr eveiy wound,” a

Spiritualism brings the spirit world fountain of joy fqr all j men, a-well 
all about us and gives it' reality, and spring of inexhaustible tnitji for suffer- 
power to mould.our lines by its sweet Ing humanity. . >i AUGUSTINE, 
attractions, heavenly counsels and I ____ ' .i, , 2-r- - '
c1 nIn+A 'nWBs1 dfficlDks’ fi^Thohart6 a “Human Culture and Ciit’e, Marriage, 
InM^iMrn^h^laws <Jf snWtual life Sexual Deveiopment, and! Social Up- 
Spirit, learn tne laws or .spiritual .me | « « <r^ Hnhhitt MffiiXwrSW"1 TO?“»»«“' Xnmt&ùut««’■'OTi»1».iilrrsin.itó out open

! faith; or religion can do except it be “ Health. Social Sci-
i primitive Christianity with which It Is enee Religion, etc. Price, cloth, ' 7?>ev 
: one—that we are encompassed by a .great clnud of’angelic witnesses, and it p oi sale at this omce. .
‘ offers therefore the highest incentives “Poems of Progress. By? Lizzie

to earnestness in all good endeavor and Dotcn. In this volume, this peerless 
zeal in. pressing on toward the goal of I poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
spiritual excellence. Ab It stands to- varied moods, “from grfive to gay, from 
day, then, we find Methodism, whilst lively to .severe.” It Is a book tobe 
receiving all tho Instruction and in- treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
Bpiration tbat come to the world love genuine poetry, and especially _by 
through angelic ministrations and I Spiritualists. The volume is . tastily 
thrnpgh the prophets of Judaism and of | printed-and bound. ■-Price »1.

leal Phenomena, ad Infinitum.
The topics treated receive a handling that is dis

tinctly terse, yet popular. Tbe style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought. The book Is a.remarkablo one in every as- 
Sect. Being compact with thought Itself, It will not 

ill to compel thought tn others. _____
With a steel plate portrait of tho author. Cloth, 

Umo, pp. 208. Price ,1.00. For sale at this office.

. HYPNOTISM!
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences. '

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
fl largely a record of the facta and demonetratlona 
which the author has seen, heard of or preceded In 
hie own experimente. Tho history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinoUy presented, end the 
Varlnus theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred.In .Chicago. Tho. pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and vaine of tha 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. Tho work Is u .handsome volume of 800 
paies, bound In clotb. Frico, $11.00, For sale at 
the office of Tun PnoanissrvB Tsiiwsb.

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,” 

By JEAN MËSLIER,

materialization or Independent slate
writing. The last seance we had was 
a dark trumpet affair, and the first two 
nights were held without test con
ditions, but the third night the me
dium, Mr. Jones, offered to be bound 
and gagged, etc. I did not happen to 
be present, and as there was a new 
crowd who were timid, the affair went 
wide open as before. One young man 
who Insisted on holding one of the me-

pose. I should be glad to have Mr. 
' I Jones with us again, and, I understand 

Tha< fie gave excellent satisfaction at

CHAPTER I, ..........................
Tbe Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Self, 

respect In tbe Confessional.
. . _ . CHAPTER II. .............. ...

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th« 
Priest. ____________

_ _ . . .CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is tbe Modern Sodom.
_ _ . CHAPTER IV......................... ....  .
How tho Vow of Celibacy of tho Priests is made c&flj 

by Auricular Confession.
. CHAPTER V. . .. „ . 

The highly-educated and reflned Woman In the Con- 
fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncondttlon* 

al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. -
CHAPTER VI. ...

Auricular Confession destroys ail the Sacred Ties 01 
Marriage and Human Society. .

. CHAPTER VII. . . ____
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clvu* 

teed Nations?
_ _ _ CHAPTER VIII. . .. _ _
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?.

_ _ . CHAPTER IX. _ „ ______
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. _
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

. . _ . CHAPTER XI............................. ..
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France. ________
. . CHAPTER XII. ...
A Chapter for tho Consideration of Legislators. Hus* 

bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters on which 
the Prlest of Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid» Price» $1.00.

THE MEOIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium ot the Bockles, with an introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

Thia book should be In the hands of every ono inter» 
•stud tn Spiritualism. .. ......................... .

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
i The Heavenly Mansion. .Chapter 8, Removal te 
California; Return of Hia Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* 

vi j«,«»*» — ______ — ------—o------ *hte Tests Chapters. His Work as a Healer. Chap*
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the Ur * Leaves tho Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Bpirffr 
Christian religion. He.left this volume M Mb last chapter 8, Method« Used by SpIr Uito Comm» 
win and testament to his parishioners and. .to..the „,Mt0; How to Conduct a Circle. Chap er 9, Mltcel 
world. Translated from tho French original by MIbb imeouB Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience 
Anna Knoop. . „ .. „ „ Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit PoWj

Post Bvo., 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, tl.OOi er. ¿¡raptor 12, Now Bvericnces-Illustratlyo oi 
postage, 11 trauU. ; 1 Prophetic VIbIoub. Chapter 18, Tho Ftat Break In

..............  ~ ■ - I the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. ChapteJ
“The work of the honest pastor is the most cnrioui 14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ole-podrida. 

and the most powerful thing of the kind that the last i For sale at this officn. Heavy paper cover, prUXJ to 
century produced* •«• Paine and Voltaire had re* cents. *_____ w_______ A. J ..»nA TT»» Iwaana ftrvlhintw ____ -

ABoman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious .  a a_ J — al.  J ^5 aJI. *. — tatirrht Iha

serves, but Jean Mesller had none* He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, tho wonder is not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
his death, but that all retests do nob”—James Parton. 

ANGELLPRiZECONTEST
COMMON SENSE.

Bv Thomas Paine. A Roroiutlonary pamphlet, ad. 
dreised to tho Inhabitant« ot America In 1776, with 
explanatory noUco by an English author. Paper, 
15 cent«.
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RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
' in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

MarcelluS, Mich. . ■
Ibjbg to state in closing, that I have 

not intended to make, a personal attack 
on any of the good people whose names 
I have mentioned, but the whole thing 
goes to show the enormous difficulties 
in the way when one starts out to make 
a fair Investigation. , -

• J; BENONI WATERMAN.
’ Athens, Mich,

Lyceums and. Societies that wish to get np cle- 
rating. Interesting and paying ■ ontertalnmento can* 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest The on* 
UreTlan, with full directions, is in tno book, and 
may do easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prlxo Contest! Noth* 
Ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one in his own town and reap a financial reward,

TBY IT! PBICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE;
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TREE ANDSERPENT WORSHIP 
Br A 8. Hufiwn. M D. Price. 180H&------------

piYEWS FROM THE INNER LlER ' 
■ Br LU110 Dottm.« «SUH

pricetUX).A>—- i »

/EDITH BRAMLEYS VISION.

fe^.ra saSr W control all movement» per- 
WnKg to hummprogress thatue taorooSWraW 
ttelr Soimauo rellgloua Utwma. Prtoo IS ccnla. 
for gale at this of&co*

ALL ABOUT DEVILS. , 
Or un Inanity aa to whether Modern SpIrlluullBtn 

end other Great Reforms, come from H1b Satanta Mele.tv «nd HI« Subordinate« In the Kingdom ot Darkness. «0 pages. By Mosns Hull. Price, 15 costa. For •’»Ie at this office. ,
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furjber notice, at the iollowlng termi, invariably In

’ . HANDS OFF, PLBASE, 
Telegrams from all parts of the coun

try show that the clergy are determined 
in their purpose to prevent the seating 
of Mr. Roberts, the representative elect 
from Utah, in the next Congress, giving 
as a reason that he is a polygamist.

The clergy are the last pei^ons in the 
world who should raise such an issue.

LIBERTY A PRICELESS BOON.
“In Cato's judgment, 

A day, an hour of virtuous liberty, 
Is worth a whole eternity in bondage.

.When Henry Clay was addressing an 
immense mass-meeting of his Whig 
friends, at Richmond, Indiana, in 1842, 
a Quaker inquired of the venerable ora
tor if he was a slave owner. The great
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The Supernatural In Nature, with an Account of a Nine1 

? teenth Century Miracle. /
•JI

The Dawn,‘'Calcutta, India: An in
teresting aikiile bif the Archbishop of
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them, and thus be able to remit from $1 to «10, or even 
more than the latter sum A Urge number of little 
amounts will make a Urgo sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same sug« 
gestion will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrlp- 
tlons—solicit others to aid In tho good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for TheFrogrbwivb Tbinkmb» 
for not one of them cun afford to be wlüxout the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 3ft Cent».
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

Hive you for25 cents?. Just pause and think tar amp- 
meut what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tue Tbo- 
GVKSsivE Thinker tblrUen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cental For that amount yon obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, scul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a meal* 
um-sUedbookl

TAKE NOTIOEI -
OT At expiration of subscription, U not renewed, 

the paper la discontinued No Ulla will bo sent tor ex* 
tra numbers.

Hr if you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to iu, and. error» In ad_dreaa_ will he promptly 
corrected) and missing numbers supplied gratis.

tar Whenever you desire tbe address of your paper 
changed, always give tbe address of the place to which 
It is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Thinker 1» furnished In the United 

Stntes nt »1.00 per year, the postage thereon being bu.t 
nomlnu!) but wheu It Is sent to foreign countries we 
are compelled to charge » cents extra, maklim th» 
yearly subscription 11.50. Please bear tbav In mind.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1899.

TfrERL IS NO DE/VTH*

If they believe thelr'Blble was Inspired I commoner responded: foresting ariirie bit the Archbishop of
of God, and the prophets and patriarchs “Go home, Mr, Mendenhall, and mind Halifax, on “The“Supernatural in Na- 
obeved his will as they claim, then your own business? My slaves are fat, ture Considered iri’the Light of Meta- obejea ms tmu, a? tneyumm, ,r eu contented> and> lf you and your I physIcai geieiiee,"’has appeared In the 
polygamy was a holy Institution. Ge . frienda wouid jet them alone, they I proceedings' rind transactions of tho 
C:2 tells us the sons of God took them W0uid4)e happy.” I Royal Society of 'Canada for the year
wives of all they chose. David, the The Abolition press made the point: I 1894. We do'not hold identical views 
man after God’s own heart, had numer- ,,If the lnstitution of slavery has so with the writer of the article but we 
ous wives; 2 Sam 5:13, ‘‘David took I crushed out the manhood of the slave feel that he'has made out a good case, 
more wives and concubines.” Gideon, 1 ns t0 make him contented with his con- I The revererid gentleman is of opinion 
upon whom the spirit of- the Lord came, qitlon, it is time for the friends of hu- that neglect of the study of metaphys- 
the successor of Joshua, had many inanity to rise in their strength and de- ies in the higher sense of the word ana wives/ ' f ■ . stroy the system which produces such the prejudiced notion of seeking an ex

But the wickedness of this polyga- destructive consequences to the race, planation foi eveiythlug fiom the phys 
mous race, the chosen people of God, Tlley feit wltij cat0 that an hour of leal sciences, stand as the two S^ea 
niiiminnt»/i in Rnlninnn “the wisest * , .. h advances to the acquisition of knowl-m^n’“ who ¿ad seX hundred wives, I virtuous liberty was worth an eternity e(Jge Hfi thlaks> ^weyel. from the 
and was not yet satisfied, so he gobbled ffi bondage. As mental freedom is in- exttmple of the Soelqty for Psychic Ro
up three hundred concubines. See I. 1 --------- " the

thought to look upon our uniform jaws 
as no’better than impermanent phe
nomena—fleeting shows, the notion of 
whose permanence, therefore, is but a 
phantasy of our brains, i

Tlie learned writer next goes on to 
show that the primal cause is no blind 
force, but is endowed with supreme in
telligence. This is made abundantly 
manifest, says he, by the plan and or
der of creation.

Here again there might arise another 
difficulty. Scientists do without de
sign, by referring all manifestation of 
design to the operation of- unvarying 
laws. But \we have disposed of the 
theory of laws; and have sought to es
tablish in their place a true cause. So 

--------------- —---- -----------__7- _,... that the scientist's objection to the the- 
finltely superor" to physical,'so the search, numbering in its ranks many Ory of design would not appear to be so 
chains that bind the mind are many eminent scholars and scientists, that very insuperable. But the real dlffl- 
times more galling and oppressive than scientists themselves are waking up to cuity arises in connection with our con

------ ■ • " - ।-----------“ “--------- ,i... ceiVjDg oj an infinite Creator that also
acts in it limited'way by the principle 
of design, The thought of design 
seems only applicable to limited intelli
gences; but the-learned writer's conten
tions refer only to the question of in
telligence; therefore he is entitled to 
say that the True Primal Cause is not 
blind, but intelligence, the full notloh 
of divine intelligence being altogether

REVIVAL IN ENGLEWOOD.
Englewood Is to have a big revival in 

about two weeks in which all of the or
thodox churches of the district south of 
Garfield boulevard and north of 100th 
street, from the lake to the city limits, 
are to take an active part. The meet
ings will be held at Arcade hall, 65th 
and Wentworth avenue.—Chicago Rec
ord.

As we read the abbve we recalled an 
ordination scene of long ago. The can
didate for clerical honors dropped upon 
his knees, bowed his head, closed his 
eyes, while a dozen or more priestly 
hands one above another, were piled on 
his head. The chief manipulator went 
through a form of words In the name 
of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, 
concluding, “Receive ye the Holy 
Ghost.”

A very similar scene is found among 
the mural inscriptions In one of the 
tomb chambers In Egypt, save only one 
pair of hands are used., Scientists have 
desided that it represented a hypnotic 
scene, the operator standing over his 
subject, imparting the magnetic forces, 
and rendering him subject to the mas

. .tor's will. And Hippocrates tells of 
Chiron 928 years before our era, fasci
nating Esculapius, for the purpose of 
discovering a remedy to cure the foot 
of Hercules, which had been wounded 
by a poisoned arrow.

Of late the people have begun to sus
pect that the converts, such as ♦ere 
witnessed on the pentecpstal occasion, 
described in Acts 2, when the attend
ants mentioned, were filled with the 
Holy Ghost, were somewhat under the 
influence of this mystic agent

Kings 11:3, •
God, in giving the decalogue to Moses, । times more guuiuB uuu ---- .-----------  —---------- _ -

neglected to make any command on the that which only crushes the body. a sense of th? necessity of widening the 
occasion; and Jesus, as was his custom if, as has been earnestly maintained I range of the|r truth-vision seeing that 
on other subjects, slavery being an 11- I jn these columns, church creeds are only I their representatives on the Research 
lustration, forgot to make any mention devices of priestcraft to enslave the in- Society do not find It profitless study to 
'of the terrible wrong to woman, for tellect, and In its action it only makes I enquire into the alleged manifestations 
such it is, and a very cruel one. We willing tools for superstition to toy of the spirit world. Now if this be so, 
have one very marked incident in the with, then they who are free, like the how, much more becoming, the writer 
Bible bearing indirectly on this ques- I old Abolitionists, should rally in full I of the article asks, is the attempt to 
tlon There were 32,000 virgins cap- I force to emancipate the oppressed from I find a solid foundation in fact for one 
tured by the Jews-See Numbers 21:35. degrading tyranny. .. . of the oldest and ^pst widespread be-
lu verse 40 we are told “The Lord’s I Spiritualists and Agnostics, very gen- liefs of mankind, viz., that of miracles 
tribute" of these maids was 32. These I erally, have burst the bonds-that bound i or the intereventlon at times of the Su- 
Moses gave over to Eleazar, who re- them. They have discovered the trend I preme Being in the ordinary course of 
celved them as the Lord’s representa- of creeds, and see In them only means events. A miracle may be defined as 
tIve . • « - 1 of binding the race back to old time “the outcome of an extraordinary inter-

We only offer these Bible facts as a .methods of thought and belief, hence vention of the divine power, In the or- 
reason why the priesthood should be their zeal in teaching the truths of sci- der of created things.” The definition 
fiiiont nn this dpllpftte subiect. ence ' of miracles, generally given ana ac-

The Indian chief repulsed by the mis- That the doctrine of an immortal life I cepted, either expressed or implied, is 
slonary because he had two wives, I was known to the ancients no one well violence done to natural laws. Hence 
placed himself on the roU of salvation posted in history will deny; but priest-1 the objection that is raised by scientists 
by killing and eating one; and the good craft caught hold of this important I against the possibility of their occur- 
W patriarch Abraham, virtually drove I knowledge, and by shameless- fraud I rence. The whole of Nature Is guided 
his wife Hagar into the wilderness to constructed their narrow creed thereon, by, and all Its changes are the ordered 
perish of starvation. I hedging around that future life with results of laws ¡that are silently but

It is an unfortunate dilemma that conditions, every one of which was to with unbending, constancy working 
surrounds the Utah representative; but play into the hands of those tricksters, through all time. A miracle which 
the American Congress is quite equal nnd add to their Importance. I means an arbitrary adjustment of natu-
to the occasion. The clergy who wish whilst it is the province of TJtePro- ral laws Is, therefore, ¡absurd.
to make a point In their own favor for gresslve Thinker to teach the Truths I Success in the violation of natural 
virtue, by their action in this case, pertaining to an immortal life, it is no laws, js no doubt an absurdity, as the 
would show more practical good sense less its duty to break the gyves that scientists say. But in the definition of 
if'they would hide their book, the basis hold our fellows In perpetual thrall, (foe word miracle given above, “the in- 
of Mormon polygamy, out of sight, and The siren song of peace should not be I tervention can take place without vlo- 
not direct attention to the subject listened to while on every hand stand I ieuCe being done to any force and with-

The Satyr expelled from his home, the oppressors with manacles and put destroying, suspending or changing 
the fable tells us, the man who warmed I chains, only waiting an opportunity to any law. There may be such a thing as 
his hands and cooled bls broth with the rivet them upon our persons beyond the I intensifying or sublimating natural 
same breath. Should not the priest and power of removal. forces; thus intensified or sublimated
his book be also repudiated for breath- ------------- ----------------- I they produce effects proportionate to
Ing hot and cold at the same time? z A NEW RELIGIOUS CULT. their state, in perfect keeping with, 

_ __ though far beyond-and above those pro
According to the Boston Globe a new duced before their sublimation. This

PRACTICAL WORK.

■o-

religious cult that may be called a fad intensification or sublimation Is really

Take this proposed Englewood re
vival movement: Every preacher and 
layman will go to that meeting charged 
with a religious fervor, alias hypno
tism. All the multiple machinery of 
the church, with accessories, will be 
called into service. The young, the 
timid, the sensitive, the unsuspecting 
are brought under influence, just as are 
the subjects of the hypnotist The 
“victims” one by one as they surrender 
their self-hood, give strength to the 
powerful operator and make his task 
easier as he advances. Shouts and 
clamor spread the contagion. The sub
ject brought under Influence, whether 
in a hypnotic seance, or a revival meet
ing, is' but a puppet for the time being 
in the hands of a skilled artist

The hypnotic subject left alone will 
in time recover his normal condition; so 
he of the new birth falls from grace, 
“backslides,” churchmen say, “and the 
condition of such a man Is worse than 
at^first.” They who escape this en
thrallment are the material of which 
skeptics are made.

A successful mesmerist at our elbow 
would suggest to youth, ladies, and 
feeble manhood, unless they wish to 
play the pranks common on the stage, 
both In hypnotic demonstratiohs, and 
revival meetings, the better way is to 
keep out of the reach of those who 
would rob them of their will, and make 
them slaves to obey the demands of a 
tyrannical master. ■

STRONG IN NUMBERS.
An interested party has made, a poll 

of the Spiritualists In Rockford, III., 
and announces that they number over 
400—Daily Republic.

A correspondent at Rockford, sending 
us the above item, writes that the num
ber of Spiritualists given above are not 
overstated. Under favorable auspices, 
if old feuds can be forgotten, one of the 
strongest societies in the state can b? 
organized at that point Back near 
forty years ago there was a large so
ciety, and a spiritual paper was pub
lished there, which gained a large cir
culation. It is a mystery we cannot 
decipher why persons will not lay aside 
their private ■ dislikes, and work to
gether harmoniously for tbe upbuilding 
of a great cause in which all agree.

No genuine Spiritualist can feel oth- has sprung up in English society of the I the miracle, the rest is the natural ef
erwise than interested in the practical I most exclusive set. Some members of I Çecti” Such is our learned writers con-
advancement of our cause. No one the nobility and wealthy people of cui- tention. And ^goes onto ûeffiare that 
who has had his pathway made bright- ture are quietly sending out mission-1 that forceg Cfin be lntenslfled and sub. 
er and his life made sweeter and worth arles (it is said) to revive what they I nm^ted without interferlng 'wlth na
tile living, by the light shed within him style Rational Christianity, which does ture’s laws. It is well known that the
by a practical knowledge of the phe- not admit tbe Miraculous .Conception attractive force of a. magnet is Intensi- 
nomena and philosophy of Spiritualism, among its doctrines, but proceeds solely w^’s}_da a -thousand
can but feel a desire that others should upon the theory that Christ is the high- ^ feet of air compressed Into a cyl- 
become partakers of that knowledge ¡gL^Phrouah wb^m the Divine speaks l^er with a' capacity of ofie cubic foot 
and its benefits. There are thousands I Th ’ efln be caned a sect, be- has lts expansive force enormously in-
upon thousands, in the churches and I cause they have no organization, but I creased; and the genial life-giving rays 
outside of them, to whom, as a result of they give freely of their means to dis- sun’ f,?LUSfe,? .„lA orthodox teachings, life in this world seminate their views of what Tennyson In S
made dark by the-shadow of the dog- calls the( church that Is to be. y o{ thege , tances have naturai laws 
ma of hell—a shadow cast back from S^r&^eXtaSffio: been abroad or suspended; 
the future world, as believed, darken I _ himself related to many of the hajcaudthefcobeoiK/JnteJis^od^^^tUcro-.
Ing and blighting the happiness of the English noblllty-who is to lea'll the ®elves’ 
present life. modern crusade in the United States I hey have been Intensified.by composi-

When such persons become , I I eminently in keeping with their nature,
through spirit manifestations, that Ha^er^and Irek> e^eete^ * , f tter being
their friends, their children, who passed people of tlllg country. The chief merit the diversified resultants of force, ac
into the other world “unconverted,” of the movement Is that It is to be un-1 tlon or motion, contingent and imper- 
^iincnvAii ” dtp nnt RR thpv feared I nRfpntntlnnR This cult has not struck I nianont in thfit nature, the conclusion is 
fixed in a condition .of perpetual, ir- Chicago up to date^-When It does we inevitable, that since they do not exist 

. , , _ . . bo t trill Infnrm nnr rpnflprs Of OT tnrOUgn any necessity OL uicu es-remediable unhappiness and suffering, | win imorm our remuera. | Rpnce thev have been produced by
what a load of unspeakable fear and .JAns nTFFFR Bome pre-existing cause. The wonder- tlficate:
unhappy expectation is lifted from TRANSLATIONS DIB FEE. 1 1
their mlndsTwhy should th.ey not re- A new translation of the New Testa- 
jolce in the new, sweet light shed upon t haa jugt made jts appearance in 
them by Spiritualism? Thousands have ,
experienced this happy relief, having London, called the Twentieth Century __
been delivered from bondage to an aw- New Testament” Here is Its render-1 1880-Prof. Balk
fui fear engendered by false teachings. I ing of Matt 9:16, 17: | 1887—Dr. Rigai.

This light is spreading far and wide, I oae ever tears a piece from a new 
shining even into the darkened recesses garmenf and puts it upon an old one, , ----- —-
of the churches. Souls whose windows forj lf he doeS( he wiI1 not only tear the | 1888-Dr. Rigai,
have long been darkened by opaque aew garment, but the patch from thé 
curtains of creedal errors, are opening I new one wiU not match the old. And 
to the g’orlous, life-glylng sunlight of no one- puts new wine jnt0 old wine-, 
truth, as dispensed by heavenly mes- aldna. for> lf he doeSi tte new wlne wiu I 1888-Dr. 
sengers from the spirit-world. I burst tbe sklns> and thè wine itself will 1888-Dr.

And yet there are uncultivated run out, and ¡jjg be ioat But new I 1889—Dr.
wastes, unirrigated deserts, and bar- wlne must be put lnt0 freab skins.” I 1889-Dr.
ren moors where practical work may be Tbe Revised Translation agrees very I 1889-Dr.
done that will add to the area of men-1 wep this new rendering. I
tai liberty, and enlarge the realized pos- Dr Adflltl clarke rendered this 16th I________-
sessions of light and human happiness. vei.se; “No man putteth a patch of un- , in<Wnfleable laws of nature 

And there is no other way in which gcoured cioth upon an old garment,” £etter off. L
___ J.1— —— Vm mnnnn 4-llz\ I 6S, D C DOX «¿VCTSC, Th^v’niso^re^ slowly but surely wear-
PoMcT °f 6 Q he SÜbStltPteS SOat-8klnS- SVemÆtuT7^

If there is a neighbor whose mind Is FATHER CHINÌOUY -- that was and shall be a
open to truth, only waiting for it to be FATHER CHIN IQ U . , when tbe rC3uitant of ,f°rce8!
demonstrated, let him or her be Invited Father Chinlquy, “the Apostle of which are called nature s laws did not 
to the family circle, or kindly or quiet- Temperance,” passed to spirit-life, I and shall not exist bo It is clear, t a 
ly advised and encouraged to form a peacefully, at Montreal, Canada, on the when they came into ex ste 
S'.“ Ï’KS'AÏÏ "«»'”* «“ “*°' ™X*.KÆ'y“eXS 

Will convince of the truth and bring Protestant faith. its nature or a coJlt*“Ke'it motlon or
lasting satisfaction to the mind. I He was bom in 1809, ordained to the force and came at some time from a 

Proper literature will assist in the priesthood in 1833, moved to Illinois in prior one. But howsoever large t 
--- ------------------ -----------------  1 1851, and founded the village of St tlngent chain of cause, and effect is 

Anne. In a controversy over the latter made, since each link “
he was defended by Abraham Lincoln, the preceding one, our 1 ntrillgence 
In 1860 Father Chinlquy and 2,000 of comes eventuatiy to/the laist one which 
his villagers became Presbyterians. “depends on a sdf-etìstecanse.Father Chinlquy then became a lec- ‘’p/ìSfVnffirSTttnt there ■
turer and traversed the world. surdity; It would be to affinp tiiat there

  ,  could be an endless chain wnose every

. -QUICK SALE.
, Since the notice of Dr. Brown’s 

■ “Teachings of Jesus," in these columns 
. three weeks ago, a large order, then 

• just filled, has been wholly exhausted.
We doubled the order. These have 
been received, and are going off like hot 

. cakes. The Doctor’s position is a new 
one for even the advocates of free- 
thought, that the teachings of Jesus are 
not adapted to modern civilization, but 
his facts and logic seem Irresistible to 
those who read his very interesting 
brochure. Hurry up the orders, for we 

• can still meet the demand; 15 cents for 
a 44-page pamphlet post paid to any ad
dress, or ten copies for ?1.

work, there seek to extend the cireula-
tion of such papers as The Progressive 
Thinker, and of books in which the. 
philosophy of Spiritualism Is eluci-' 
dated.

Such Is practical work for Spiritual
ism.

AN ENORMOUS LITERATURE.
It Is stated as a fact that in the “Crit

ical History of the Doctrine of a Fu
ture Life,” more than five thousand 
books bearing on the subject have been 
cited. . ■ ■ ■ • .

THE WAYS OF THE WICKED.
An Omaha (Neb.) paper says:
“Mrs. Mary Forsythe and Mrs. Effie 

Robinson, the alleged female ‘spirits’ 
caught in the raid on the premises at 
Seventeenth and Douglas last night, 
when seen this morning at the city jail, 
told the World-Herald reporter that 
they both knew the whole thing was a 
fraud, but justified themselves by 
claiming that they were merely work
ing for wages, and if the dear people 
wanted to be duped, thfey were there to 
do the duping. Mrs. Forsythe said she 
came here from Kansas City, and after 
being present at several ‘seances’ given 
by ‘Dr.’ Milton, resolved to become a 
spirit for 51 a sitting. -

“Both she and Mrs. Robinson said 
hundreds of people called, to commune - 
with the spirits of their departed rela
tives on family and business affairs, 
and that when the spirits were asked 
perplexing questions they either “va
moosed” or responded In unintelligible 
language, which was intended to be 
construed as spirit language.” ■

What a showing! “If the dear people, 
wanted to.be duped, they were there to 
do the duping!” What an admission! 
While honest mediums in Omaha were 
almost starving for want of patronage, 
“Dr. Milton” with his “superior” spuri
ous manifestation was raking In hun
dreds of dollars. When he leaves Oma
ha, he will change his name and go to 
fresh pastures to again rake in tbe dol
lars of the gullible. In the name of 
honest mediumship, when will this 
state of affairs cease" 1

EXTENSION OF SPIRITUALISM.
It speaks well for the extension of 

Spiritualism in Roman Catholic coun- 
jtries, that Verdade _e. Lux, a Spiritual 
paper in the Portuguese language, pub
lished at San Pablo, a capital town in 
Brazil, has a circulation of 23,000 
copies. - .

Throughout all the South American 
stafes there are being held circles, and 
private and public gatherings, and this 
paper is more devoted to the philosophy 
than the phenomena.

We see but dimly through the mists and vapors J 
( Amid the earthly damps,

What seems to us but sad, funeral tapers 
May be heaven’s distant lamps.

There is no death! What seems so is transition
. This life of mortal breath. '

Is but a suburb of the life elysian
Whose portal we call death—Longfellow.

another matter.
The writer’s next argument may be 

thus put: Since this self-existing and 
intelligent cause gave existence to' all 
force, he can also, therefore, intervene 
to intensify or sublimate them. Man 
can to a certain extent do this, by using 
mechanical contrivances or other phys
ical forces. “The Creator on the con
trary can do it In the same way as he 
produced them, by an act of the will.” 
So then, if miracles be the Intensifica
tion and sublimation of physical forces 
by extraordinary intervention of the 
divine will, they are clearly possible.

The cure of leprosy and the raising of 
the dead by Christ and the prolongation 
of.daylight at "night by the prayer of 
Josue, the leader after Moses, of the 
Jewish people, can thus be explained 
by the above theory. In the first two 
cases, the supposition, that the vital en
ergy-according to the law of the inde
structibility pf force—which was not 
lost or annihilated but got simply scat
tered and disarranged, was restored to 
order, intensified, and sublimated as no 
drugs could effect, by the will of Christ, 
is sufficient to explain the restoration 
to health and life of the leper and the 
dead. As to the second case, it Is well- 
known that owing to the refraction of 
the rays of light in their passage 
through the denser atmosphere of the 
earth, every evening that the western 
sky Is cloudless the sun is seen for a 
time after it has really sunk below the 
horizon. Here the supposition is only 
needed that the refractive properties of 
the atmosphere over and around tbe 
place In question had been intensified 
or sublimated to a certain degree. The 
world moved on its course, the spheres 
rolled in unbroken harmony, physical 
laws continued their work and some ot 
them made more perfect by intensifica- 

■ tlon naturally prolonged the sunlight 
for hours, as they usually do by min
utes.
A MIRACLE OF MODERN. TIMES.

The learned writer ends by giving an

vember and December of 1889 and Jan
uary 1890. "

The above well-authenticated ease 
and others occurring from time to time, 
leave the true scientist no alternative 
but to bow the head and confess tbe In
tervention of the Divine Power in the 
order of created things. Just as a 
ready compensation has been.provided 
to restore the wonted equipose of the 
planetary system, momentarily dis
turbed by a vagrant comet, so a rem
edy, which in Itself Is amply sufficient 
has been prepared to counteract the 
disturbances induced in the moral order 
by a perverse use of human free will. 
And as man in all epochs has been 
marring the, harmony of creation by 
moral obliquity, so the Creator in all 
ages has been manifesting his proprie
tor ship by miraculous events. Hence 
the universal belief in thegi.

The above illustrates an important 
fact. Spirit communion, spirit power, 
spirit healing and spirit manifestations 
of a physical nature are common every
where the world over, especially in the 
Catholic church. There, however, the 
whole tendency of every kind of spirit 
manifestations is of a sectarian nature, 
and many times intolerant, brutal and 
cruel.

Views of the Harbinger of 
Light.

WHY

The

PEOPLE DO NOT ATTEND 
CHURCH.

popular idea is that every one
ought to attend church, whether mem
bers or not. Sunday is not rightly spent 
unless at least one meeting is sat 
through. Members in good standing 
are expected to attend the morplng 
services, stay over to Sunday-school 
with the children, and return for the

THERE COMES FROM FAB OFF 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, A RE
SPONSE TO SOME THOUGHTS 
WHICH APPEARED IN THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER SOME TIME 
AGO, AND IS AS FOLLOWS:
A discussion, which has been actively 

carried on In the American Spiritual
istic press for some time past, as to the 
advisability of Spiritualists formulat
ing a “Declaration of Principles,” 
seems to have culminated in The Pro
gressive Thinker for October 1, that 
paper containing no less than seventeen 
articles and letters on the subject; the 
majority of them opposed to the adop
tion of a declaration or anything ap-' 
proximatlng to a creed. Quite a num
ber of those who favor the idea have 
presented a formula, and some of these 
would probable be deemed unexception
able by perhaps ninety per cent of the 
English speaking Spiritualists, but tho 
remaining ten per cent would take more 
or less exception to them, and deny 
that they represent the beliefs of the 
spiritual body. An ingenious scheme is 
suggested by one of the writers to solve 
the difficulty, and this is that all the 
Spiritualist societies in America, and 
any Individual who chose, should be in
vited to send in a "declaration of prin
ciples” (accompanied by a small fee as 
a guarantee of good faith, and to cover 
expenses of working out the scheme) to 
the National Association of Spiritual
ists; that these should be filed, and in 
due time a committee appointed to go ■ 
over them and select “such articles or 
clauses as may occur the same through-

authenticated account of what might 
weR .be,.described.,aa..a miracle of mod-., 
ern times. In the year 1883,- Pierre De
lanoy, who was then 43 years old, was 
attacked with locomotor ataxia, as 
Prof. Charcot, to whom he first went, 
diagnosed. For seven years did the suf
ferer wander from one hospital to an
other till fourteen doctors in eight dif
ferent hospitals had treated him in 
vain as is shown in the following table, 
giving year, name of doctor, name of 
hospital, and name of disease on cer-

1883—Prof. Charcot. Salpetrlere. Locomotor ataxia.
1884r-Dr. Gallard. Hotel-Dleu. Locomotor ataxia.
1885—Dr. Rigai. Necker. Locomotor ataxia.

- - - Laeunec. Locomotor ataxia.
Necker. Locomotor ataxia. 
Hotel-Dieu. .Ataxia.1887—Dr. Empis. -------------- .

1887—Prof. Laboulblne. Charite. Locomotor ataxia.
' ‘ Necker. Locomotor ataxia.

Laeunec. Tabes ataxia.1888—Prof. Ball. ___
1888—Dr. X. • Beaujou. Tabes dorsalis. -
1888—Dr. Ferreol. Charite. Ataxia.

Gerln-Roze. Lariboisière. Locomotor ataxia.
Bucquoy. Hotel-Dieu. Ataxia. ,.
Lee and Durand Fardel. Hotel-Dieu. Locomotor ataxia.
Dujardln-Beaunety. Cochin. Locomotor ataxia.
Mesnet Cochin. Sclerose des cordons postérieurs de la moelle.

. (Same as ataxia).

Now, locomotor ataxia is pronounced 
incurable by the whole medical world. 
It Is no nervous disorder over which 
will, or Imagination, can have any ef
fect A change in the essential ele
ments of the system takes place In the 
part affected; and hitherto science has 
not discovered any remedy. We have 
then, in Pierre Delanoy a man evident
ly afflicted with an incurable malady 
which is rapidly nearing its final stage. 
Mark now the sequel. In August 1889, 
Delanoy asked to be taken to Lourdes 
with the national pilgrimage. He ar
rived at the place at nine o’clock on the 
morning of the 19th of August and had 
to be helped from the car to the grotto. 
Here he assisted at mass and received 
holy communion and prayed, as he says 
that he “might always remain a good

evening. To the laboring man who ] 
lives in tbe country two or more miles : 
this makes Sunday the most wearisome ' 
day of the week. It is also the most 
wearing on his horses which have to 
stand often unprotected while he is in 
church.

Yet with all this educational and he- 
redltary bias, and the pressure of pub
lic sentiment, the majority of the peo- - 
pie stay away. The churches were they 
crowded to the doors would not hold 
one-fourth of the people. If there was 
a desire to attend, it would thus be im
possible. But the churches are not 
“crowded to the doors;” on the contra
ry, after the most attractive advertis
ing, empty pews are conspicuous and 
not to exceed one-tenth of the people 
attend.

What keeps the nine-tenths away?
Here is work for the missionary at 

the very door of the churches. Why 
subscribe ninety-nine dollars to get one 
dollar to send missionaries to the canni
bal islands, while nine-tenths of our 
own people are in outer darkness? 
Would it not be preferable to convert 
the.se already civilized millions before 
qualifying more missionaries in theo
logical colleges for the festive board, or 
kettle of south sea savages?

Tbe Bible commands the minister not 
to rely on the rhetoric of his Sunday 
sermon, but to go amofig sinners. They 
call on the members of their church 
and a few weaklings who totter and 
know not where they stand, but they 
are never known to attempt the conver
sion of scholars and thinkers by private 
Interviews.

Behind the walls of their pulpits they 
grow brave and warlike lions over the 
horribleness of heresy, berate infidels 
and agnostics, and build men of straw 
by snap quotations from Infidel writers 
and valiantly attack them as David did 
Goliath, but out of tbe pulpit, where 
they have antagonists face to face they 
are dumb and humble as lambs. They 
dare not meet the weakest advocate of 
Liberalism in public discussion! Yet ac
cording to their belief, of all things on 
earth or in heaven, desirable, the most 
so Is the conversion of this large class 
who are on the broad road to perdition 
and fated to suffer the eternal tortures 
of hell.

If men like Thomas, Beecher or Sav
age are announced to speak, the largest 
halls scarcely hold the people. From 
curiosity, say you? Perhaps at first,

out the entire compilation,” to be pre
sented to a convention for adoption or 
rejection. The plan seems feasible, and 
if it worked out as he appears to an
ticipate, would accomplish the object in 
view; but we fear that the universal 
agreement would not extend to a suf
ficient number of clauses to make up 
the comprehensive declaration of prin
ciples the advocates of a declaration 
contemplate. Spiritualists generally 
are opposed to anything in the shape of 
authority on religion. They are “Free 

~Thinkers” in the truest sense, and it is 
well that they should be so. No formula 
issued by any organization can be 
recognized as binding on Spiritualists 
outside of that association, though it is 
competent, and sometimes appropriate, 
for an association to formulât^ its prin
ciples; and Were this generally don^ 
there is little doubt that in essentials 
they would approximate, and thus 
measurably satisfy the need that many 
feel for a public presentation of the 
central beliefs of Spiritualists without 
making the whole body responsible for 
what some would dissent from.

We can only call to mind three 
affirmations which we think Spiritual
ists would unanimously assent to:— 
First—That man is a spiritual being, 
clothed In a material form. Second— 
That when that form decays or is de
stroyed, the spirit man still persists in 
a more ethereal form and correspond
ing environment Third—That under 
favorable conditions he can communi
cate with his friends still in the body.

These three affirmatives would, we 
opine, in some shape form the ground
work of any declaration of principles, 
and being demonstrable facts, cannot 
be considered a creed. They are the 
fundamentals of the Spiritualistic

link was dependent and yet the whole 
was not dependent. Thus rpasqn, proves 
that the primal cause is a self-existent 
being from whom has come all force or

Christian.” Later on he was present at 
benediction of the most holy sacrament, 
and whilst the priest who was carrying

A ROYAL MEDIUM. .
Not many healers can. boast of 10,000. 

patients cured by passing under their 
hands, and yet that is. the claim of 
Duke Theodore of Bavaria, son of 
King Maximilian, and brother of the 
late Empress of Austria. In Egypt 
where there are many cases of opthal- 
mla, he was beset by crowds of poor 
people who went away from his mag
netic touch, healed. His princely fore
time enables him to do this great serv
ice without price. 1

THE HON. A B. BRADFORD.
The Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon 

Valley, Pa., has lately passed to spirit 
life. ■■

If men can meet together for no hlgh-
er purpose than to paint the divine im
age to suit the vulgar heart and the vul
gar mind, they had better dedicate their 

’ to imbecility and play theirchurches 
religious 
Journal.

-•ÆMV

farce In character.—Agnostic

motion or action.
This is the first part of the learned 

writer’s arguments. It would seem that 
they are not! altogether novel In their 
character. For Herbert"- Spencer's 
Transcendent-Power which is neither 
matter nor morion, jut of which, mat
ter and motion ondnforce (such as we 
perceive them directly or indirectly 
through the senses), are but symbols or 
manifestations! And then there is ap
parently a great resemblance between 
the writer’s and Karit’s argument that 
since causes and effects overlap, since 
in other words, causé In one case is ef
fect In another, we imust dismiss all 
idea of causeb In theTelative world, but 
must treat every phenomena in the 
light of effects of One Grand Cause. 
There might be some-difficulty in grasp
ing the writers position that “the won
derful and indefatigable -laws of na
ture are slowly wearing themselves 
out, that there was and shall be a time 
when -the resultant of complex forces 
which are called nature’s laws did not 
and shall not exist’’ / This position may 
be very difficult to grant; but is strictly 
logical. Laws being functions, i. e., de
rived in their nature, they cannot logic
ally speaking, claim for themselves an 
absolute, i. e., an eternal or infinite ex
istence. The “uniformity of Nature” 
is no doubt a good working hypothesis; 
but the moment We’ look upon laws as 
due to the Interaction of given forces 
in varylng'or even endless ways, and 
the moment we look jipon causes in one 
case as effects In another, we are com
pelled by the necessities of- logical

it processlonally after the benediction, 
approached him, Delanoy says: “I bent 
to the earth and kissed it and cried 
aloud, ‘Our Lady of Lourdes, cure me. 
if you please and if you judge it well;’ ” 
and he adds, “I felt the sensation of an 
extraordinary interior forcb which com
pelled me despite myself to rise, to 
walk and to throw away my stick.” 
His companion to whom he handed his 
stick, saying, “take it, I have no further 
need of it," replied, “you are beside

yet their audiences increase. They 
have something new to say. They are 

■ abreast of the times.. They believe that 
many ideas and beliefs that have de
scended from the past are dead. They 
let the dead alone and deal with the liv
ing. They are Instructive and their 
hearers go away with a feeling of hav
ing been intellectually fed.

No class of men have more splendid 
opportunity to elevate and ennoble hu
manity than the ministers of the Gos
pel. They have .the privilege of posi
tion; the support of organization, the 
molding of the plastic mind of child
hood. They profess to give the hungry 
the bread of life—and give them a 
stone. They content themselves by 
giving a sermon on Sunday, which is 
another name for threshing the old 
straw, out of which every kernel has

yourself, you will fall,” and attempted 
to restrain him. Delanoy, however, 
took no heed, but followed in the pro
cession, walking easily and firmly and 
was perfectly cured. His astounded 
companion followed, saw him mount 
nimbly the flight of steps in front of the 
church and kneel for a length of time 
in prayer. Later in the day in the pres
ence of several medical doctors and 
others, he was examined minutely; no 
trace of the disease could be discovered! 
He had been instantaneously and per
fectly healed. Some time after his re
turn to Paris the chaplain of- one of the 
hospitals, who had known him when 
sick, telegraphed to Lourdes: “The doc
tors who have examined Delanoy. are 
astounded; I have seen him four times 
this week; ho walks like a rustic post
man (facteur rural).” Later on he him
self wrote: “I am perfect in health, my 
legs are strong abd under control. I am 
at,work,- and have only one thing hr 
view, to serve the good God, and to 
thank the Most Holy Mother who has 
given me back my health." The full 
particulars of this case, with n critical 
analysis of both its medical and histor
ical aspects, may be read in “Anualls 
deNotre—dame de Lourdes” for No

been blown long ago.
Thbse who attend do so from habit; 

te enjoy social intercourse, chat on the 
church steps,’ study the fashions, not 
for the purpose of gaining knowledge, 
for that the preacher cannot give them.

Because the opportunity of the min
isters is so great, it is sad to see the 
wasté arid misdirection of energy. The 
outside world expect of the profession 
unselfish devotion and exemplification 
in lives of the high Christian ideal. 
Therefore when-ministers shoW by 
word and action, that preaching Is like 
other professions^ to be sold to the 
highest bidder; when. tbe sermon 1? 
placed side by side with the plea of the 
pettifogger, or the sheet of the adver
tisement writer, the people ask doubt
fully: “Where Is the ‘silent call,' so 
much talked of?"

In the Bible, Jesus is not reported as 
saying to his disciples: When you reach 
Rome you must demand 51,000 salary, 
at Athens, 51,800, and If Corinth offers 
52,000 that will show you where the 
call Is strongest No. He said, go with
out money to preach my gospel, and 
meet the-ecórn and contempt-of men, 
and the end shall be, not honors, a 
stately church, a fat salary, smiling pa-’ 
rishioilers, but martyrdom, stripes dun
geons, wild beasts and death! '■

“Thoma» Paine: Was He Junius?" 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents.“-For Sale at this 
office, . - . ■

faith, founded upon evidence which Is 
within the reach of all. The ethics 
built upon them will vary according to 
the idiosyncrasy of the individual; they 
form, however, a very substantial 
groundwork for a rational and philo
sophic religion, the beauty of which 
would depend upon tbe ideality or 
spiritual development of its constructor. 
There Is no spiritualistic hierarchy, or 
body having authority to represent the 
Spiritualists as a whole, and it is to be 
hoped there will not be, at least in our 
time. A representation of the generally 
accepted beliefs of Spiritualists, sup
plemented, where it Is thought de
sirable, by the declarations of prin
ciples of any societies who are unani
mous in their form of belief, is all that 
is required. The teachings from the 
spirit world speak for themselves, and 
are sufficiently varied to fit the com
prehension an<j spiritual requirements 
of the lowly and the learned. They in
clude all the virtues commonly called 
“Christian,” and are better adapted In 
form and substance to the higher en
lightenment of the present day than 
either the Jewish or Christian scrip
tures. Next to the demonstration of a 
future life, one of the grandest works 
of Spiritualism has been the modifica
tion of creeds and dogmas In the Chris
tian churches, and hell, everlasting 
punishment, election, justification by 
faith, and other equally irrational dog
mas, that were prominent pulpit teach
ings fifty years ago, are seldom alluded 
to now. Religious ethics, good works, 
and the love of God, are the leading , 
themes of the most popular preachers, 
with thinly veiled suggestions of the 
nearness of the spirit world. The ser
mons are often such as would ibe taken 
po exception to from a Spiritualistic 
platform; indeed we were in a Boston 
church one evening, about four years 
since, which we had mistaken.for the 
Spiritual Temple, and did not discover 
our mistake till we had occasion to use 
a hymn book when tlie service was 
approaching its termination.

This is the mission of Spiritualism—to 
purify and elevate the religious idea of 
the community, and it will do this far 
better by individual efforts and spon
taneous association than by authorita
tive declarations of principles or 
national organization. -

PREACHED SCIENCE AND WA8 
SILENCED.

This time It is Rev. Tyrer, of Ord, 
Nebraska! who had to walk the plank. 
He recently preached a series of ser
mons In which lie declared himself an 
evolutionist, and'a disbeliever in many, 
portions of the Old and New Testa
ments. There Was no royal cloak to bo 
thrown over such an offender to con
ceal his departure from the faith, so 
Bishop A: Rv Graves suspended him 
from the Episcopal ministry, of which 
■denomination Rev. Tyrer was :a: mem
ber. • :

“The Relation of the Spiritual to "the 
Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Prict 
Iß cents. For aale at this office.



Gradually Being De
tected.

V It Is 
'i .

THE SPURIOUS COIN.

SPIRITUALISTS FLOCK TO SEE A 
TRICKSTER IN OMAHA, ONLY 'IO 
FIND OUT THAT THEY ARE 
BADLY DECEIVED—WHEN WILL 
THEY LEARN A ¡LESSON? .
To the Editor-Enclosed And ex

tracts from yesterday’s paper;^cy 
epeak for themselves. ibis Milton has 
been here since July last, and is one of 
the worst swindlers lhat ?ver bee 
here, claiming to be a SP‘r J 
understand that prior to hiecoming 
ihpre he was lu Allegheny, Pa., and 
went by the nanni of Bates. , I was at 
his materializing seance when he was 
arrested, and can vouch for it, that he 
to a crook. This Milton is an Il l3bl“aa: 
he speaks with the Irish accent dark 
complexion; smooth face; about . o feet, 
5 inches hlgh;k broad-shouldered, and 
speaks in an insulting way to thei audl 
euce when on the rostrum. He has 
more nerve or gall than a pen men 
He is locked up here, and I do hope be 
Will be sent to prison ^®r££e~£ppB8'

Omaha, Neb. JACOB KOPr.

'tlonal governments fight pickpockets, 
thieves, thugs and counterfeiters, must 
realize the fact, that the same incen
tives will still exist that attracts them 
to our ranks—the gulllbles, who pay out 
their money freely, and are not always 
able to tell the spurious from the gen
uine, and who are to. be pitied. They 
rarely read a Spiritualist paper.

But notwithstanding all these abuses 
of our glorious Cause, it is still prosper
ing; It is growing; it is attracting to it 
the best minds of the country, even if 
they do not publicly avow the same. 
These repeated exposures are gradually 
educating Spiritualists and they are be
coming more cautious, and so far they 
ultimate In good. They will soon learn 
to leave these travelling mountebanks 
atone.

COMPLEXITY OF ’HAN.
Enter the Temple of Being 

or Silence,

Letters are pouring in upon 
all sides, complaining of the fraudulent 
practices of the different tricksters and 
charlatans, who under the cloak of me
diumship, Infest our ranks. It seems 
impossible to educate SPlrltua’*8t® 
that point where they will avoid such 
rascals by not patronizing them, and 
thus cutting off their financial supply, 
they will be compelled to cease this ne
farious work, and try some ^ther meth
od of living. If Spiritualists every
where would take The Brogre.3.s!™ 
Thinker- and carefully avoid those 

• whose names do not appear in tne 
paper from time to time in connection 
with honest work, a complete revolu- 
tlon would be wrought at once. Again 
we caution Spiritualists everywhere to 
beware of those tricksters or pretended 
mediums who denounce the editor or 
The Progressive Thinker. Their names 

' and practices are too dark and diabol
ical to appear In our paper, hence their 
angry denunciations and abuse. Just 
the moment we learn that any of these 
travelling fellows are engaged In palm
ing off tricks for genuine mediumship, 
we exclude their names at once from 
our columns. Spiritualists, everywhere,. 
bear in mind this fact.

The Spiritualists of Omaha, as a rule, 
subscribe for only a very few Spiritual- 
1st papers, hence rush frantically to 
greet any trickster that comes along. 
Read the following from the World
Herald, of Omaha, January 14:

Ruthless policemen invaded n myste- 
’ rlous chamber- at 1023 Dodge street last 

evening and broke .up a Spiritualistic 
seance at its most awe-inspiring mo
ment. Incidentally they shattered the 
financial dreams of the medium, Fred
eric Milton, whom they arrested on a 
warrant which charged him with ob-

A HOME CIRCLE. SLIGHTLY OVERpRAWNl BIBLE PROPHETS HND PRED16TI0HS
Interesting Chapter of Ex

perience. i
Theologians and Man’s Age 

Upon thcbE&rth.

In , a recent Progressive Thinker, 
page 4, occurs the following: “The 
theologians to whigji, ReVa Dr. West
brook referred are educated. They are 
familiar with the sciences, have access

Critically Examined and Compared with Modern Mediums 
' r and Messages. By Moses Hull,

Man is a complex being; he is dual In 
his nature. He is mortal and Immortal, 
negative and positive, electric and mag
netic, animal and spiritual, good and 
bad and filled with Infinite possibilities, 
we are an outgrowth of all that has 
been upon this planet, from the begin
ning of time. If we are not a more en
lightened and spiritual race of people It 
Is our own fault; we have been blest In
deed, to live in this 19th century, when 
such a light floods the earth, the light 
of living Spiritualism, and all who have 
embraced this truth—that lights the 
world with its splendor—should be the 
happiest, the most charitable, yea, the 
best people on this planet. .

But are they? Are they trying to let 
the light they have shine out of the win
dows of their souls? Has this truth 
mellowed their voices, softened their 
hearts, purified their minds? Are they 
thoughtful of the poor and suffering 
ones of earth? Are they still finding 
fault with our brothers and sisters in

To the Edtor:—I give you a home cir
cle experience obtained by the use of 
the alphabet in the first few months’ 
investigation. Place, Lewiston, Pa, 
Investigators, David Shaffer, ex-Meth
odist minister;'Thomas J. Wright,, ag- । tu ¡¡¡vai, -v ------
nostlc; Mrs. Geo. A. Williams, wife of I from cause to effect,; kno)y.#f the birth, 
the writer of this article, both Method- growth and decay p.f empires and the 
ists at the time of sitting. Experience incentives to revolpjiQpss, jThey know 
prior to these sittings, none. In Lewis- I that man has been qn occupant, of tins 
ton lived two brothers named Ephram globe for more than 'ft hundred millions 
Wian and Elisha Wlau. Elisha Wian of years, during allflf which period he 
passed out of the body and from some has been advancing ;by slpw aud toll
source came this message: “Tell my some process to reil'ch his present eleva- 
brother to get the children shoes and tlon. But does he\tell it? Does he 
stockings." Signed with the name of preach, what sclenqA teaches him I 
E. Wian. Never! If he should, nis fellows, the

I delivered this message, although it I theologians, would charge him with 
appeared strange to me, as I was aware I heresy and read him. out of the church 
that both of these men were in easy fold.” ' ' ■ . '
circumstances. When I delivered the And would not they, serve him right, 
message his brother remarked: “This If he should teach from the pulpit that 
appeal’s peculiar, for ills children have “man has been an occupant of this 
good shoes and stockings;” and he globe more than a hundred millions or 
called to us one of his little boys who years” would they not be justified in 
happened to be there at the time, and calling him down? Is there any proof, 
he did have on good shoes and stock- in the Bible or out, that this statement 
Ings. So I admit I felt a little embar- I is true? Where is It to be found? Upon 
rassed. what geological or archaeological data

At our next meeting the first mes- is such an estimate made? Is there any 
sage received was: “My sister’s chil- physicist who will risk his reputation 
dren.” This I took to his brother, and for accuracy on a statement that man 
this was his remark: '“Indeed, George, has occupied this globe more than a 
this may be true. We have a sister liv-1 hundred millions of years? I have 
ing in Beiifont, Pa., so I will write to never seen any such' extravagant estl- 
her and ascertain the facts.” 1 mate even as a conjecture, by ,any re-

to great libraries, agente to. reason

Now I will here state that not one of putable scientist. . , ■
the sitters knew that he had a sister I If it Is regarded by geologists as a 
dead or alive. The answer come from justifiable estimate, supported by facts, 
the sister in Beiifont: “The works here I have failed to find it and would like 
have been shut down for a long time, to be posted. These clergymen may not 
and my husband has been unable to ob- I tell all they know—It Is to be hoped 
tain employment I am sorry to tell I they do not, and will not They may 
you, but we are In very poor circum-1 hedge and cover sometimes, such truths 
stances, and the children do badly need or theories as they regard reasonably 

_ shoes aud stockings.” z settled, for various causes; but it Is
the churches? Have they charity for , So Ephram Wian did to my knowl- open to question if these clergymen are 
them? There are questions that should edge send to the sister shoes and stock.-. . so extensively acquainted with science Interest us all, and^ve should be willing ‘---------J - --------- - T 1 “ «tomtnre as imnlled.
to look them square in the face until we 
can honestly answer them; dally do I 
question my own soul on these lines, 
and shall as long as I harbor a thought 
that is not right toward any soub If 
we have a light greater than others it 
is our duty to let that light shine that 
others may see that the work is good.

The churches are slowly turning their 
faces toward the light from the immor
tal world, this torch of truth, The prej
udices of the past are giving way to the 
potent truths of the spirit. Don’t think, 
friends, that Spiritualism Is all the 
truth there is. It is only an open door

tainlng money by fraud.
For several weeks complaints had 

been made at police headquarters by 
men and women who concluded that 
they had been duped. They had paid 
large sums for a series of sittings, but 
the answers from the spirit world had 
been vague and unsatisfactory. Even 
the seances shaded the fate of shat
tered idols and were treated with 
skepticism. The patrons ceased to won
der at aught but what they deemed the 
colossal nerve of Prof. Milton. This 
became, to their minds, the greatest 
miracle of all. Hence the visits to po
lice headquarters. -

Then came a young man who had 
communed with materializations which 
struck him as being very familiarly 
earthly young women. They entered a 
dark room and told him a great many 
things that were not true and a great 
many more things that were much less 
so. He finally complained to the police 
and the warrant was sworn out.

SITTING BULL DISTURBED.
Shortly after 9 o’clock last evening 

Sergeant Welsenberg and five detec
tives approached the building from the 
rear and the sergeant forced an en
trance. Then the place was surround
ed. The seance was in full swing at this 
time. A young man named S. H. Da
vis, able assistant to Dr. Milton, had 
just finished materializing himself into 
the shadowy reality of “Sitting Bull" 
for the 100th time during the month. 
Fifty spectators—a motley crew—were 
just discussing the mystic means by 
which “Sitting Bull” had made his 
entrance through the sdlid walls of the 
room when Sergeant Weisenberg-deus 
ex machlna—jerked the door open and

through which truth may come from 
many sources. It Is like many streams 
rising here and there and rushing on to 
the great ocean. No two persons are 
alike, no two look alike, think alike—or 
act alike; but truth abideth in all; what 
would seem true to me might be just 
the opposite to you, all must settle that 
question to suit themselves; but always 
abide by the soul's decision, and have 
an abundance of charity for those who 
do not think as we do. It is for each 
soul to live his or her life, and, my 
brother and sister, you each have to 
save yourselves. No God, no Christ, no 
friend can save you, we each have to 
save ourselves; the work of redemption 
or regeneration is within us, and the 
sooner we begin to look after our own 
birthright, the better for us. Do you 
ask how shall we find our birthright? 
By entering the Temple of our own Be
ing and thoroughly cleaning every part 
of this beautiful Temple that the Father 
gave ua to look after; let thought pure 
and simple do its work; drive out all 
malicious, .wicked, and uncharitable 
thoughts; we cannot get good out of 
hateful thoughts; there must not be en
mity in your souls toward any of the 
human family—no matter how they 
treat you, you can overcome evil with 
good, for good thoughts are always the 
most potent, and work best results; 
therefore we must not waste our time

strode into the gathering in an ex
tremely unsplrituallstic manner. There 
was a hasty scampering for exits, but 
they were all well guarded. Two 
young women, clad in simple black, 
with sable shawls over their heads 
were stayed in their flight and brought 
into the light,, which the sergeant 
turned on.

When the young women appeared In 
the midst of the throng <.aere was a 
general expression of surprise. They 
had not been seen prior to the entrance 
of the police, and it was thought 
strange that they should materialize so 
successfully with the lights burning 
brightly. At length they admitted that 
they were ghosts. They said that for 
many days and nights at the various 
sittings they had been the spirits of 
mothers, sisters, cousins, aunts and 
even mother-in-laws, with calm Im
partiality. They wore black, because it 
blended so nicely with the darkened at
mosphere of the chamber.

GREAT CHIEF DEGENERATE.
“Sitting Bull” was soon captured 

without resort to firearms. The chief 
had sunk low Indeed, for he had be
come a slender, blonde young man, wh ■ 
had no fight in him and preferred cig
arettes. The patrons were surprised to 
see him looking so unwell, and almost 
wholly divested of his feathers. As tor 
Prof. Frederic Milton, he wept bitter,
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) Major McKinley. ' ,
The next effort of this writer to findThe Jewish translation of this text is 

not “Behold a virgin shall conceive,” ’ 
but, “Behold a woman is with child,” 1 
etc. The woman was Mrs. Isaiah and- 
the child was Maher-shalal-hashbaz. 1

In any aspect of the case the prophecy ; 
was untrue. Ahaz went to war as 
Isaiah directed, and lost all. The his
tory of the matter is recorded in 2 
Chron., 28:1-G, as follows:

“Ahaz was twenty years old when he 
began to reign, and he reigned sixteen 
years in Jerusalem. » * * Wherefore 
the Lord his God delivered him unto 
the king of Syria; and they smote him, 
and carried away a great multitude of 
them captives, and brought them to 
Damasc]is. And he was also delivered 
into the hand of the king of Israel, who 
smote him with a great slaughter.. For 
Pekah the son of Remallah slew In 
Judah an hundred and twenty thousand 
in one day, which were all valiint men; 
because they had forsaken the Lord 
God of their fathers,”

Certainly the writer of the book of 
Matthew, or the interpolator In that 
book was terribly mistaken in his first 
effort to apply prophecy to Jesus. Let 
us see how he succeeds In his next 
effort. Matt. 2:5, 0, says:

“And they said unto him, In Beth
lehem of Judea; for thus it Is written 
by the prophet, and thou Bethlehem, in 
the land of Judah, art not the least 
among the princes of Judah; for out of 
thee shall come a governor that shall 
rule my people Israel.” ,

This may be true; that is, Herod may 
have asked these wise men this ques
tion, and, for anything I know to the 
contrary, these wise men may have an
swered as this writer says; but if they 
did they were not wise in their answers. 
Before quoting the prophecy that this 
writer thinks he quotes, I would like to 
say that the queer antics stars had 
heralded the advent of many gods and 
great men long before Jesus was born, 
and that unless a star by some unstar
like caper announced the birth of a god, 
that particular god coming thus un
announced was not considered much 'df 
a god. Stars had been sent to an
nounce the birth of Horus, of Egypt;

or make a fulfillment of phophecy is 
found iu Matt. 2:17-18, which says:

"Then was fulfilled that which was 
spoken by Jeremy the prophet, saying, 
In Rama was there a voice heard, 
lamentation, and weeping, and great 
mourning, Raehel weeping for her chil
dren, and would not be comforted be
cause they are not.”

Now turn to Jeremiah 31:15-17, and It 
will be seen that after the prophet uses 
the language above quoted he says: , 

“Thus salth the Lord, refrain thy 
voice from weeping,’ and thine eyes 
from tears, for thy work shall be re
warded, salth the Lord; and they shall 
come again from the land of the enemy. 
And there is hope in thine end salth the 
Lord, that thy children shall come, 
again to their own border." In verse 21 
he says:, "O, virgin of Israel, turn again 
to these thy cities.”

In verse 23 he says, “As yet, they 
shall use this speech in the land of 
Judah, and In tlie cities thereof, when 
I shall bring again their captivity."

Why did Rachel, that Is, mothers In 
Israel weep? Not because their chil
dren were killed in and around Beth
lehem, but because they were in cap
tivity in Babylon—the land of their ene
mies. Why was she asked to refrain 
her voice from weeping and her eyes 
from tears? Not because the dead chil
dren should return to their mothers, 
but, because the children of Israel 
should return from Babylon, the land 
of the enemy. As in verse 31, “They 
should turn again to these cities.” Verse 
23 promises that their captivity shall 
end and they shall use certain speeches 
in. the land of Judah.

There Is only one more effort to make 
prophecy fulfilled In the birth of Jesus.
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ings arid other necessaries, I do not. 1 and the world’s literature as implied, 
consider it just right to mention names They are a somewhat busy class of 
in giving these'messages, but the truth men. They not only have sermons to 
should be told regardless of the fact prepare and preach, and considerable 
that some sensitive people do not like time to devote to Bible lessons, and 
to have their names associated with church discipline, to prayer meetings 
spirit communion. Should you deem I and Sunday-schools, to mlssionaiy 
this of any importance, I have one schemes and raising funds for gospel 
more message received in Jamestown, work, but they—many of them—have to 
N. Y., in our home circle, which I think plan to counteract the schemes - of 
will greatly interest some one in the Satan by devoting much attention to 
city of Chicago. Now, Objector, please I reading habits, and social and m- 
tell me from whence came this message, tellectual . opportunities of their flocks,

GEO. A WILLIAMS. to keep their minds guarded against the 
Dunkirk N Y many Infidel snares set for unwary

' _______ feet Then, too, a pastor’s duty requires
• -x i- . ___ his time and effort to straighten theSpiri'tua.Hsm In Nebraska. liinks out of the religious hair that so 

To the Editor:—A very pleasant' and often gets tangled in personal squab- 
profitable meeting was held on Christ-1 bles where gospel grace abounds. ■ 
mas'day by the members and friends of Again, much time is required to 
the Blair Spiritual Society, at the rest- tinker the law-makers, and the Laws, 
deuce of Mr. August Verlantz. The so as to compel sinners to attend 
meeting was held in the evening com- church, or to spend, the Lord s day lu 
mencing about seven o’clock, aud for the cheerful haunts pf graveyards, or in 
nearly three hours a large company Ils- perusing the Songs of Solqmon, or the 
tened to an interesting program which Psalms of David. , 
consisted of readings, recitations and Indeed, these cultured men of the 
vocal and instrumental music, by local cloth have enough to occupy thpir time 
workers. After this program was com- without studying geology, or natural 
pleted, a very Interesting and instruct- history, or estimating the years since 
Ive lecture was given by Mr. Paul S. man appeared upon the globe. No! it 
Gillette, of Omaha, secretary of the 1b not probable that. many , of them are 
State Spiritualists’ Association,, fol- familiar with the dqta upon which nat- 
lowed by Mrs. Annie Wagner Gillette, uralists estimate the age of the earth, 
who entertained the company with or the antiquity of the human race; and 
tests and descriptions. if they were, it is not likely they would

Mrs. Gillette held a large circle on the be able to show any; conclusive proof of 
following night at the home of the man on this globe more than half a 
writer and was assisted by Mrs. Mary million years ago. , 
J. Bonney. Mrs. Gillette is an experl-1 I do hot think the clergy as a class 
enced test medium, and her work gives are less moral or more given to deceit 
general satisfaction. - and lying than are other, men of like

I understand these worthy workers I advantages. We may criticise with 
will commence a regular Sunday meet-1 profit whatever of error we find among 
ing in Omaha this month. They should I men, but to single out a class and mag- 
be supported by all true Spiritualists, nify their shortcomings to excite 
as Omaha Is very badly needing a spir- prejudice against their religion reacts 
itual meeting where the grand and gio- to the detriment of the critic. It has 
rlous philosophy of life can be listened long been the habit of the church-both 
to We hope to see a permanent so- its ministry and its lay members, as 
ciety established there and regular well as the great body of ignorant and 
meetings, also a Children’s Progressive prejudiced yeomen-to seize upon every 
Lyceum. Mr. and Mrs. Gillette are en-1 p'eccadlllo of Spiritualists, and especial- 
tided to the confidence of Nebraska ly of mediums, and magnify it, and 
Spiritualists, and they hope to work in charge it to the Influence of Spiritual- 
other towns within easy reach of Oma- Ism. Every vice or crime committed by 
ha on week nights. Address them at a Spiritualist has been heralded 
2308 Cuming street, Omaha, Neb. through the press, echoed from the pul- 

On New Year’s day William E. Bon- I pit, and repeated from town to town as 
ney and Mrs! Mary J. Bonney com- the demoralizing influence of Splritual- 
menced a series of Sunday afternoon ism. To attack the clergy and reflect 
meetings in Mayle's Hall, Blair. These I on their religion because they arg. hu- 
meetings will be kept up as long as the man and frequently err, may be a nat- 
interest is sufficient to justify them. It ural reaction and compensation to the 
is Intended to hold a conference every I church; but does It help our cause? 
Sunday before the regular meeting, I Does it elevate us? Is It a good ex
commencing at 2:30. A cordial invlta-1 ample to set before the church?_____ 
tion is extended to all friends and in- . LYMAN O. HOWE,
vestigators to take part and make these I Toronto, Ont 
meetings a success. Correspondence is ---------- - — ------------

harboring thoughts that waste our vi
tality, inharmonize our being and ulti
mately bring disease, decay and death. 
Now with this knowledge let us guard 
well our Temple—let us embower it 
with flowers of love; let us fill It with 
tnoughts that nullify all the darkness, 
and radiate nothing but light Let the 
strong will of the spirit be the dominat
ing power—and through it find our mas
tership.

How invigorating to know that we 
can overcome all the lower, baser de
sires toat encumber the material mind 
and body—and come up and dwell in 
harmony in the sanctuary of our spirit
ual selves, and grow the wonderful pos
sibilities within. All can do this If they 
so will. I believe In a Divine Spiritual
ism that emancipates us from the de
sires- of the senses, that liberates the 
mind of an idealized spiritual will, that 
destroys nothing, but transmutes (like 
the alchemist) all things into good. 
Now remember that spiritual will em
bodies all power; it is magnetic, lovable, 
electric, forceful and moves on wings of 
light through Space, and bids defiance 
to the minions of darkness. It burns 
and consumes them in its bright rays, 
it is the potent force of this universe 
and cannot be detained or held in sub
jection except by the unfolded spirit 
who chains it nnd harnesses it to do its 
bidding as Franklin harnessed the light
ning to do the bidding of man in the 
lower world.

Dear friends, let our lives be such 
that we can develop or unfold this same 
will within ourselves, and send it 
abroad, to put down error, vice, passion 
and resurrect in their place the good 
that is in everything; when we look

scalding, material tears. He protested 
sadly against this mericiless invasion 
of the spirit world by officers, whos 
only claim to celestial Inheritancy lay 
in their nlckel-plated stars.

An investigation of the room showed 
that a spirit, when Weary of wonder

' working, might make an entrance 
through a small, square hole in the rear 
.wall. In one corner, high up, was a lan
tern with a slide. The police found that 
this slide was operated by means of a 
cord which ran along the ceiling into a 
rear room. A great tin horn, which the 
spirits had used to strengthen the tones 
of their rather too tenuous voices, was 
found among other magical effects, 

' such aq false faces, hatchets, robes 'of 
varlouh kinds and other „similar para
phernalia which spirits are accustomed 
to wear when visiting along Dodge 
street _ \

The patrol wagon was summoned and 
Dr. Milton,<S. H. Davis and the two fe
male assistants were taken to the police 
station, where they were lodged in 
cells. The women did not give their 
names.

? The above Dr. Milton Is no doubt the 
notorious Jules Wallace, who is about 
the worst specinmn of humanity who 

. ‘WBut’Spiritualists, while lighting this 
dement, the same as our local and na-

for it we can do this by entering the 
Temple of Being or Silence. It is there 
we win find our power; through concen
tration, meditation and consecration we 
will find this spiritual will within us, 
and establish our equilibrium. We find 
few souls that do this, and they are a 
power for good; they say little outside, 
but within are the deep wells of thought 
that are being stirred by the polarized 
forces of mind and spirit that stir nnd 
pulsate through the ethers with great 
power and rapidity, vivifying, purifying 

nd establishing centres of force that 
are felt all over the world—in the seen 
and unseen, as welL Let not dissension 
creep into our ranks, let us stand 
shoulder to shoulder for the right, for 
truth. If wolves dressed In sheep’s 
clothing enter our ranks, let us treat 
them with love and see if we cannot de
stroy the •frolf essence and develop the 
lamb. It may be, yea, It will be difficult, 
but it can be done. All things can be 
accomplished through spiritual recogni
tion and love. May peace come to this 
earth, Is my sincere wish, an abiding 
peace, that does not put us to slqep, but 
makes qs active in good works and 
words—and that will crown'our efforts 
with victory. M. A. REED.

Zoroaster, Buddha, Brahma and even 
Romulus, and some of the Cesars, be
fore Jesus; and Mohammed after Jesus.

Now when in the second century after 
Jesus the decision had been reached to 
make a god of Jesus, it was necessary 
to re-introduce these eccentric stars. It 
is only in this one book that these 

■ stories are found.
The phophecy that this writer thinks 

he quotes is found in Micah 5:2-0, and 
reads as follows:

“But thou Bethlehem Ephratah, 
though thou be little among the thou
sands of Judah yet out of thee shall he 
come forth unto me that is to be ruler 
in Israel; whose goings forth have been 
from of old from everlasting. There
fore will he give them up, until the time 
that she which travalleth hath brought 
forth; then the remnant of his brethren 
shall return unto the children of 
Israel. * * * And this man shall be the 
peace, when the Assyrian' shall come 
into our land; and when he shall tread 
in our palaces, then shall we raise 
against him seven shepherds, and eight 
principal men. (Eight princes—Mar
gin.) And they shall waste the land of 
Assyria with the sword, and the land 
of Nimrod in the entrances thereof; 
thus shall he deliver us from the Assy-

Matt. 2:23 has the following: “And he 
came and dwelt in a city called Naza
reth, that it might be fulfilled which 
was spoken by the prophets. He shall 
be called a Nazarene.” This, perhaps, 
more than any other text, displays the 
Ignorance of the interpolator. There Is 
no sueh prophecy as this writer sup
poses he is quoting. In Judges 13:5, a 
prediction is made to Mrs. Manoah con
cerning her son Samson, which says: 
“No razor shall come on bls head; for 
he shall be a Nazarlte unto God from 
the womb."

The one who wrote the text in 
Matthew did not know the difference 
between a Nazarlte and a. Nazarene. 
The words sound a little alike, and that 
was enough in the estimation of the 
monk who wrote this, to make the 
fulfillment of prophecy. If the reader 
will turn and read the first twelve 
verses of the sixth chapter of Numbers, 
he will find what a Nazarlte is, and how 
he must live. A Nazarene was one who 
dwelt at Nazareth. Samsou was to be 
a Nazarlte from Ills birth. This writer 
got an inkling of the text, and, moved 
by the sound of the words rather than 
by the sense, he hastened to apply it to 
Jesus, because he spent a few years of 
his childhood in Nazareth.

I am not more astonished at the 
ignorance and audacity of this writer 
than I am at the ignorance or perverse
ness of the clergy, who for centuries 
have allowed these New Testament ex-
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solicited in regard to public meetings in FOOTPRINTS ON THE COUNTRY 
other towns. Spiritualism in many ROAD.
parts of Nebraska .needs an awakening. ____ '
The time is ripe for-active work and ! ________ ___________ ._____ .
we hope to hear from those interested Beside the way where cross-roads meet, 
in snreadintr the knowledge of fl con-I see the prints T)f the vanished feet, 
tipuous progressive existence, among And I what led along that way, 
the benighted denizens of this great On through the dust of a summer s day. 
state. a little barefoot boy passed by

There is some talk of a camp-meeting And he stopped on the way with an 
in connection with .he State Spiritual- . eager eye, 
ists' Association, which we hope will j t0 look in the bush for the linnet's nest, 
materialize into an assured fact The Or so from tracks, I fondly guessed, 
camp at Franklin is the only one in the .
state at present and is somewhat out And a flock of sheep went down the 
of the way for northeastern Nebraska. toad— '

There should be room for another The marks of their patering feet still 
camp without Injury to the one in exist- showed, 
ende. Kansas has some four or five al- And the hob-nailed shoes of the shep- 
ready. Spiritualists of Nebraska, let us herd hard pressed •
make a determined effort during the I Their stamp on the dust like a yeo- 
year just commenced to advance the in-1 man’s crest .
terests of our cause in the state. Let collie ran t0 and fro "
every Spiritualist do bls or her duty in Rnflnned at the laggards whose
this matter and the victory will be on Xs we re blow '
our side. Truth shall triumph to^he T fancy x hear the „¿gtei.s 8h0Ttti 
en™ . » > "BONNBY’ I And the bleat of the;sheep as they pass

Blair, Neb. m a rout

rlan, when he cometh into our land, and 
when he treadeth within our borders.” 1

Was this true of Jesus? Was he a 
ruler of the people? The Assyrian came 1 
In and destroyed the land of Jesus 1 
about the time this prediction was । 
written, but did the Assyrian come into 
the land, or even threaten the land in 
the days of Jesus? Were not the Assy
rians in as much subjection to the 
Romans at that time as were the Jews 
themselves? Did Jesus deliver the 
Jews out of the hands of the Assyrians, 
or of anybody? Who and where were 
the seven shepherds and the eight prin
cipal men (princes)? Did Jesus waste 
the land of the Assyrians and the land 
of Nimrod?

The only thing in the whole prediction 
that could by any possibility apply to 
Jesus was the fact that he happened to 
be born in Bethlehem; but there were 
thousands of children born there both 
before and after Jesus, and among all 
the thousands, not one to whom the 
prophecy would not apply as well as it 
applied to Jesus.

In Matt 2:14, 15, another attempt is 
made to find a prediction that applies 
to Jesus, It says:

“When he arose and took the young 
child and his mother by night and de
parted into Egypt; and was there until 
the death of Herod; that it might be 
fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord 
by the prophet, saying out of Egypt 
have I called my son.” ■

This quotation Is another proof that 
this blundering, blustering writer or 
Interpolator knew nothing of what he 
was writing about There Is no such 
prediction as this writer thinks he Is 
quoting. The only thing In the whole 
Bible that can possibly resemble this

To
What Next?

the Editor:—Here is a clipping
from one of our county papers:

“Senator Nusbaum, of Auburn, ex
pects to introduce a bill to compel chil
dren to attend Sunday-school to receive 
at least one hour's religious instruction 
each Sunday, for the .moral develop
ment of good citizenship. Parents Who 
make oath that they do not believe in 
God or Christianity are to be exempt.”

Here is another flicker from the old 
Inquisitorial lamp; some more of the 
God-ln-the-Constltution theory, mani- 
testing the same old spirit of intoler
ance and ostracism and a desire to 
block the wheels of progress, crush out 
freedom of thought, speech and press. 
How long would it be if these religious 
fanatics had the power till a revival of 
the old Inquisitorial practices would be 
In full blast?

Another meek Moses and a zealous 
Joshua could readily be found to do the 
Lord’s holy will by killing off all save 
God’s, elect, and confiscating all their 
property as in Bible times.

What a travesty on morality and 
good citizenship! In conversation a few 
days ago with one of the God-chosen 
ones, who claims that he has been born 
twice, he asserted that all civilized na
tions get their moral standard and code 
from the Bible, and I admitted that all 
Christians did, and that they are 
hoping, praying and putting forth every 
effort in their power to bring back the 
old Bible practices and form a govern
ment, where God’s holy people could 
murder, rob and plunder, enjoy all the 
sweets of polygamy, slavery, etc., with 
impunity. O truth, freedom, morality 
and decency forbid such a consumma-
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“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of tho 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual
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table encyclopedia of infomatlon on the 
subject Price $L ; For sale at this 
office. . r
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lam and her study of occult science ' them down 5 a . 
have prepared herto write this romance, From the mountains. . Tlie horse had 
which will be found laden with gems its hind feetuSshod,111 
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quotation in the least is In Hosea 
11:1, 2, which says:

“When Israel was a child, then I 
loved him, and called my son out of 
Egypt As they called them so they 
went from them; and they sacrificed 
unto Baalim, and burned incense to 
graven Images.”

The prophet) is here referring to the 
past 'that God loved his son, Israel, and 
called him out of Egypt on purpose so 
that he could enjoy him; and then when
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who generously presented these vol
umes to the N. S. A. has given permis
sion for them to be sold at $1 each. 
This book should be in every home as 
well as in the hands of every physician. 
Send for a copy to the undersigned.

. MARY T. LONGLEY,
" Secretary N. S. A

The Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, bls neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, add 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, In view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the; 
United States. Commence now, we re- ; 
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

THE DIVINE PLAN.

he got him out of Egypt he went to 
burning Ineense to Baalim, and 
worshiping graven Images. I must be 
allowed to say that Jesus was not 
guilty. The text had no more reference I .
to Jesus than it had to Gen. Grant, or 1600 Penna. Ave. S.B., Washington, D. O.

25 Cents. 25 Cents
In order to reach a class of new readers we will 

send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents/ and’ 
also send nee of charge the back chapters ol 
that remarkable story, “Juno, or the New Wo- 
ihan,” Written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. You should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
new yearly ones will get the back chapters free, 
if they subscribe soon. .

It is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus In a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
B/D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
great work of a master mind, and one- 
Whoni Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. MedlcaJ men especially, and 
scientists, general ¿Taders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it

Man the-Mlcroco?m—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman O. 
Howe ‘ speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent judge, 
teAs of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself In reading it The 
booklet, by G. B. Stebbins, is for sala 
at this office^ Price. 10 cents, postpaid.
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HERE, IS OUR
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right, to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. 
..... * exact pic- 

outside orture of the 
coyer title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
Çublished in 

his cut is 
third of the 
of the book
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all, 
but as a pre

offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
WortW.OO 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. ' The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

them for April and May, can address 
them at 1612 N. 16th street,. Philadel
phia, until February 1, then -at 745 High 
street, Alliance Ohio. . ■

Eastern speakers and mediums will
ing to donate one Sunday to the cause, 
are requested to write Mrs. L. V. Hid
den, secretary Independent Club, New
buryport, Mass. Legitimate expenses 
will be paid. The club hopes by this 
means to create a fund to pay for serv
ices another season.,

Clara L. Stewart writes from Stevens 
Point, Wls.: “I am at work trying to 
reach as many as possible. I have just 
returned from a trip to Almond, Wls., 
and Waupaca, where I gave three lec
tures at the Veteran’s Home. I believe 
they intend to arrange for meetings 
once a month for the winter. - Waupaca 
Veterans’ Home is located about three 
miles from Waupaca, on the chain of 
lakes, and is really a city of itself. 
There are lu all about six hundred in
mates. It is presided over by Col. Chas. 
J. Ellis and wife, with matrons in each 
department, physicians and nurses. To 
each and all individually I am indebted 
for the kindest of consideration. I shall 
go to Wausau the first of the week, and 
I wish I could hear from friends oyer 
tho state, as I shall try to reach as 
many as possible during the year.”

Herbert L. Whitney writes from 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: “Our mass-meeting 
held under the joint auspices of the 
New York State Association of Spirit
ualists and the various societies and 
meetings of our city has been a great 
success. Our chairman was Hon. A. H. 
Dailey, of this city. The music was 
furnished by the orchestra of the 
Brooklyn College of Music. Spirit mes
sages were given by Miss Maggie 
Gaule, of Baltimore, Md„ and others 
named in previous announcement. Our
mass-meeting will long be remembered 
for its harmony, enthusiasm and good 
fellowship.” .

L. Maude Beckwith writes from 
Thousand Island Park, N. Y.: “Will you 
kindly announce that I am prepared to 
fill engagements as. a Spiritualist lec
turer. Ï have been a member of the 
First Spiritualist Training School, con
ducted by- Moses Hull, and have a rec
ommendation from the teachers of that 
institution. Ï have been a student of 
Emerson College of Oratory, Boston, 
and am prepared to give elocution re
citals which will help to furnish enter
tainment and financial aid for any so
ciety. I have been ordained by the Ntv- 
tonal Spiritual and Religious Associa
tion of Ohio, and while I am a young 
worker just entering the field as a Spir
itualist lecturer, still I feel I- may be

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
° OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

AFTER HER DEATH.
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THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 
BY LILIAN WHITING,

i ..GENERAL SURVEY.. I

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

WRITE PLAINLY.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that J.ne 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four copiposltois. 
That means rapid work, and it *3 ®sse7’ 
tlal that all copy, to insure ln8e.rt'.0I1.1;„ 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written 
pn white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of .the paper, ii 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oDiige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
1b alone responsible for any a886™.08® 
or statements he may make. The edit 
allows this freedom of expression, nc 
ueviug that the cause of truth cl\n " 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may n 
diametrically opposed to his be lief, y 
that is no reason why they should m- 
suppressed. No one person has pe 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
Jhould always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py. and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes ft thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

was. She told them:‘You took me to 
hear Prof. Lockwood, and I lost my 
God, and then you took me to Jenness- 
Miller and now I have lost my under
clothes, and had better go home before 1 
lose anything else.’ ”

F. Corden White is in Bradford, Pa., 
for January; for February he goes to 
Ft. Wayne, Ind.; Marell still open; 
April, Grand Rapids, Mich. He is hold
ing meetings with good success at 
Bradford. After Feb. 1, Mr. White’s 
address will be General Delivery, Ft. 
Wayne, Ind.

Dr. T. A. Bland -writes that he goes to 
Springfield, Ill., as a representative of 
the American Health Club, to oppose 
the passage of further restrictive medi
cal legislation, and to Introduce and 
pass a bill to restore to the people and 
physicians of the state medical free
dom.

Will C. Hodge is engaged the Sun
day evenings of January at Max Hoff
man’s meeting, Flynn’s Hall, corner of 
Robey street and North avenue. He 
will go to Muncie, Ind., for February. 
Is open for further engagements In any 
locality, and has open dates for the 
camping season. Will answer all calls 
for funerals. Address 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. Augusta Armstrong, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., has been in the’ city and lectured 
as previously announced. Her lectures 
were entertaining and instructive.

The musical and test seance held at 
the Spiritualist Home, 8310% Rhodes 
avenue, Chicago, under the direction of 
Mrs. Lora Holton, was well attended

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should'contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This- rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Will subscribers please note the fol
lowing: Tlie premium books, Art Magic 
and Ghost Land, will be sent by express 
whenever there is an express office in 
the town.

R. W. Long writes: “Of all the very 
interesting and profitable subjects in 
No 477 of The Progressive Thinker, 
that of ‘A Social Quarantine,’ in rela
tion to the kindergarten movement, is 
fraught with inestimable results, and 
I hope the people will become interest
ed in Its adoption in every town and 
City in the country."

Mr. Raymond and Mrs. Cousin are 
having excellent meetings In Minneap
olis. Minn. Large and intelligent audi
ences greet them.

Geo. P- Colby is laboring efficiently in 
tbe West. He has been at Seattle where 
he created great Interest. He has en
gagements at Spokane, North Yakima
and other places.

Superstition feeds on ignorance— 
ignorance feeds on the intellect and 
destroys its usefulness in carrying out 
its portion of the work in the divine 
plan.—J. C. Bell.

J M. White writes from Springfield, 
Mo • “The cause of Spiritualism is hav
ing a healthy growth here. There are 
a large number of excellent mediums 
here who work in private, shunning all 
notoriety. Tbe best that I have had 
the good fortune to meet is Mrs. Nel
son, living at the corner of Atlantic and 
Fort streets. The best table demon-

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
. I CÉE8TER, ENG. ■ . .

।. . irt*.— ■ ■
HAVE FRAUDULENT MEDIUMS 

:‘THEIR USE? ’
I note in- your Issue o£ the 19th that 

this notion Jias bepn well threshed out 
under the heading,, ‘The National Asso
ciation of Ainerlfip? Being In one of 
our public,, llbrqrjes yesterday, for 
which our .pomeÿhat progressive dis
trict Is naiqgri, I ¡¡took up the English 
Mechanic and' Journal of Science, and 
knowing the aniin/is that generally pre
vails therein against Spiritualism,"dike- 
wise to be found animating those other
wise progressive , journals under the 
same proprietorship, the Weekly Times 
and Daily Eehq, I was not surprised, 
though amused, to see a phantom face 
Illustrated thereon as a sample of spirit 
photography, obtained, of course, by 
some simple photographic manipula
tion, and also full diagrams of the slate
writing trick. Our friend Eglluton, who 
convinced .so many intelligent - men 
years ago, would smile at this. A nib 
of soft lead or slate pencil, Impregnated 
with steel filings, Is enclosed between 
two slates, and a magnet is then 
manipulated by the fraudulent medium 
outside, and some’sort of scrawl (sic) Is 
then seen penciled out on separating 
the slates. How wonderful! What a 
pity the exposure did not occur to tbe 
late E. W. Gladstone, when he received 
closely-written communications In dif
ferent languages, and It so effectually 
explains communications unknown to 
tbe medium,'crossed and recrossed in 
different colored chalks, a common In
cident in Eglinton’g tljne. The slate and 
carpet trick, too shallow to deceive a 
schoolboy, is also largely illustrated. 
Now, sir, Splrltùaïisffl otignt to Be dead 
and burled To’hg ago If It could have 
been effected . By this wonderful and 
largely-clrqulated journal of science, 
and yet still they never seem to have 
enough of it. They are always at it, so 
perhaps fraudulent medium? as ad
vertising agents, gratis, have their use 
after all. ‘

able to do satisfactory work for any so
ciety that may wish for my services.” ।

Clara L. Stewart writes to the Ste
vens Point Daily. Journal, Wls.: “Will 
you kindly allow me space'to say a few 
words to those who may be Interested 
to know? The People’s Progressive 
Church of this city is a chartered So
ciety, under the National Spiritualist 
Association, Incorporated under the 
United States laws; therefore as much 
entitled to recognition as any church in 
this or any other city. As its pastor, 
having been ordained and qualified ac
cording to the law of this state, I am 
entitled to all the rights of any clergy
man, and .to perform any ceremony 
coming Into my line of work.”

GRAND MASS MEETING
Of Spiritualists of Illinois and 

the Northwest, to be
Held in Chicago. w

At America Auditorium Hall 
77 81st St, Feb. 16,17,18.

and enjoyed by all present. Address 
Mrs. Holton for engagements at the 
above number.

Titus Merritt writes from Yonkers, 
N. ¥.: “Our society is laboring faith
fully. It has had the assistance of such 
able speakers as Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Wallis, of Manchester, Eng.; Mrs. H. T. 
Brigham, of New York, and Miss Min
nie Terry, of Brooklyn. It was her first 
visit. She was well liked. Mrs. L. A. 
Olmstead, also from Brooklyn, has 
made frequents visits. Her psychomet
ric readings and delineations are al
ways satisfactory. A Baptist minister 
of Yonkers, in hopes of checking the at
tendance of some of his members at our 
Spiritualist meetings, made a wholesale 
attack upon all Spiritualists. , Mr. A. 
Andrews, president of the Y. S. S., 
made an able reply and the valuable 
statistics given in The Progressive 
Thinker of March 19, 1898, rendered 
valuable service.”

C. H. Weaver, M. D., writes; “Let me 
give you a treatment for tonsilitis, that 
will readily cure any case in from 24 to 
48 hours. I have tested the remedy in 
medical practice for some years. Be
fore using it, I used to have with 
Homoeopathic remedies good results, 
but this treatment is ■ complete, the 
‘perfect thing.’ Get of your druggist 
some tablets and powder of Proto 
Nuclein (Reed and Carnrick’s), roll up a 
sheet of note paper into a small tube; in 
one end place ten grains of the powder, 
depress the tongue, and blow this pow
der upon the surface of the diseased 
mémbrane. Repeat every six hours. 
Every three hours take two of the tab
lets. Benefit can be seen immediately, 
and a perfect cure speedily results.”

Strattons I have ever witnessed are 
given through a lady here who is not 
willing to have her name given. Her 
guides can control the table when 
seven or nine people are straining every 
nerve to hold it still, and their com
munications are unusually retable for 
that phase. Services are being held on 
both the North and South Sides; on the 
North Side. Dr. C. M. Folsom and wife 
are doing good work and are hnv’rig 
verv good audiences; on the South Side, 
J. M- Allen and. Mrs. M. T. Allen have 
resumed ■ their meetings and were 
greeted by a good audience last Sunday 
night. I would like to hear from points, 
in Northern Missouri or Southern^Iowa 
that could pay car fare for a good test 
medium, ns I wish to visit the Northern 
camps this coming year. Address me 
at 1115 North Campbell street.”

A good story on Prof. Lock wood 
comes from the editor of the Boston 
Advocate: "A good Christian lady from 
a small village in the state of New York 
went- to Boston to visit friends. The 
first evening of her arrival her friends 
wanted to tnke her. outaind see some of 
the sights; so they took her . to hear 
Prof Lockwood In one of his liberal 

Jectures. The second evening they took 
her to hear Mrs. Jenness Miller on 
dress reform. The next morning at the 
-table she told them she had lost a great 
deal since she arrived in Boston, and in
tended to go home. Very much. sur
prised they wanted to know what It

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG

IMMORTALITY, Í
...OR... J

FUTURE HOMES AND DWEU> 1
INGTLÁCES. 4

.Pervaded. with -pure nud beautiful spirituality of 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who love and 
eeck the higher and finer way« of spiritual experience. 
Price, 11.00. For 6Í.Í3 ct thia office. BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES,

DISAPPEARANCE OF DAMODAR.
In tbe October Installment of his “Old 

Diary Leaves,” Colonel Olcott enters 
into some particulars about the-dis., 
appearance of Damodar, a young 
Hindu, who for some years was 
Madame Blavatsky’s right-band man in 
India. Damodar recognized his Guru 
in one of the pictures of theMahatmas 
at Adyar, and although at that time 
“he ha^-.begun to spit blood and show 
symptoms of rapid decline, the conse
quence of a wretched constitution, 
which he had almost broken down by 
incessant official work,” he started off 
in 1885 to sek his Guru in Thibet. He 
started from Darjeeling on a pony, with 
some coolies, a guide, and provisions; 
but the guide soon returned with the 
pony and most of tlie provisions, saying 
that the young man had ordered him 
back, We are told that, "after the 
pony was sent back to Darjeeling, Da
modar tiled to proceed on foot up tho 
steep declivities of the mountain track; 
but his strength soon gave out, and 
after that 'the coolies carried him by 
turns on their backs." Then he dis
missed the coolies and remained alone, 
without provisions, and in his Indian 
dress only. “The last that wa? seen of 
him by the coolies was when. With face 
turned towards the Tibetan frontier, he 
trudged painfully on and disappeared 
behind a turning in th? road," What 
became of him? His frozen corpse was 
reported to have been found; but 
Colonel Olcott believes that lie met a 
caravan on its way to the Interior, and 
explains the frozen corpse In a curlouJ 
way. He says: “A maya (illusory 
imitation or astral dummy) of his body 
may have been left there to make it 
appear as if the pilgrim had shc- 
climbed." Good Theosophists believe 
that Damodar is alive and well, and 
will return, as Colonel Olcott says, 

1 “when ‘H. P. B.’ reincarnates;” but as 
' he will then be “changed beyond recog- 

nltlon," the faithful will apparently 
1 have to take 'his word for it that he 1?

indeed the long-lost Damodar. Surely 
it is a great mistake to say that there is 

, no longer any simple, childish faith in 
’ the world!

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
-......... SERIES ONE AND TWO.

- BY LILIAN WHITING,

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains, what a band«« 

spirit», good aud evil, eay ot their dwelllng-uIadeA 
Give ui details—details and accurate delineations ol 
Ilie In tbe Spirit-world!—Is tbe constant appeal 
thougbrful minds. Death Is approaching.. WhltlHMM 
ob, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond tfefr 
tomb? Will they know me? - What la tholr present 
condition, and wnat their occupations? In this vol* 
ume the spirits, differing as they’nay. are allowed to 
speak tor themselves. No man Is better ouallllea 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work ot this kind befot# 
thepoopie. Ho treats of -tho Myiterlei of Lifer 
Doubts end Hopes] The Bridging of tbe Itlvcr; Fore* 
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Th* 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Isl|j 
tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In the SplrlU 
World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Personal Ex/ 
perlences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man’s Teeth 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in Spin» 
Life! The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Th» 
Friends and Shaken In Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes Of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Splrju 
Laud, Many other matters are treated... too numen 
ous to mention. Price 81T?, postage, 12 oente. - For 
sale at this office.

I

Two choice volumes, each complete tn Itself, la 
which spirituality la related to everyday life in such 
away as to ipako tho world beautiful. Esch 61.00.

For sale at this office. . '

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Tilts work Ie one of tlio Library of Liberal Classic., 
Ko author was better qualified to write an Impartial 
aud honest life of Mahomet then Godfrey Higgins, 
ahd this volume Is intensely interesting.’ It should be 
read in conjunction with Gibbon's work. For sale at 
this office. Frlçe. 25 cents. .

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organization and 

tnanagemenX-of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something indispensable. Price 50 cents.
——■ . --------- --

IT IS INTERESTING.
r IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT 

¿eWorld: Being a description of Localities, Employ 
meats, Surroundings, and Conditions in the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelba- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth I1M. Postage W ceaU.' nt Ml. at 
this office.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

i

Souljof Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

OF IW. AND ELIZABETH M. I 
■ IJ Deuton. A marvelous work. Though concise aS 

«text-book, it Is as lose looting as a work of fiction; fba reUer will be amazed to seo tho curio re fact.
five wmblnad In support of this nowly-tUncoverei 
MM-of the human mind, which will reaolvo a thoi 
Mud doubts and dlfficultlee. make Geology as plain a 
Aly, and throw light on all. the grand subjects now ofi 
scared by time. . -
Bom or Things—Vol. L 

Cloth................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth.............

Postage 10 cents. ■
Soul of Things—Vol. IIL

DI unrated. 862 pp. Cloth................
Postage 10 cents.

Report* of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of th; 
Btatep, have contributed tlje basis of this volume.

Thd chief alm throughout the volume has been to 
arouse increased Interest in the workable poasiblli- 

"ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optlm- 
tstie and at tbe same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted io Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers ana others who have charge or the 
young, or who are ¿ailed upon to exorcise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul-
gated.

CONTENTS.
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ÛIEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of the Rocklei, wilt Introduciton bv 
‘ ■- ‘“i history of one of th*
most wonuenui meoiiUDB mat fever lived. 16? Iura J 
pages. ByMoeieHvi*. fttof* Neatta For ¡¿I. 
at tail anun.

u, Pblladel- 1 J, b, Loveland. This Is the 
the United . most wonderful medium» that 
relume. | pugeB. BiMoeleHui*. fttor. n — l>nAn _ Z_ Z —   

IMMORTALITY.
A poem In five cantos “If a man die, shall ho Uvat" 

Is fully answered. B; w. S. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing;
AaerieBoflesBoneon the relatloüBof the spirit

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

HIS OCCULT POWERS.
But there can be no doubt that the 

Hebrew prophets ‘ claimed, and were 
believed by their contemporaries to

The annual mass-meeting of the Spir
itualists of Illinois and the Northwest 
will be held In Chicago, Thursday, Fri
day and Saturday, Feb. 16, 17, and 18, 
1899, under the joint auspices of the 
Illinois State and National Spiritualists’ 
Association of the United States and 
Canada.

Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 
N. S. A., will be in attendance. An
nouncement ofcthe full staff of workers 
will be made as soon as the Washing
ton office forwards advices of the talent 
selected for the programme.

America Auditorium Hall, 77 Thirty- 
first street, has been engaged for the 
occasion. This step was decided upon 
after much deliberation, because of its 
reasonable rental, its seating capacity 
for fifteen hundred persons, its conven
ient reading parlor and committee 
rooms and the partiality of the Nation
al officers for the room in which that 
organization was born in 1893.

You are Invited to co-operate in mak
ing the coming meeting an even greater 
success than the one In 1898. Interest 
all of your acquaintances in It Talk 
about it; work for it; attend It

Every Chicago society is asked to ap
point two members as its representa
tives to aid the State Board in perfect
ing all preliminary- details. The first 
meeting will be held at Tremont 
House, Lake and Dearborn streets, 
Monday January 23, 2 p. m.

The programme will be ready Febru
ary 10. GEORGE B. WARNE. 
Pres. Illinois State Spiritualist Asso’n.

3402 Prairie Ave., Chicago, Ill. ,

Information Wanted

Its own organism, and tbe Inter-relation or liuinai 
What Is Psychology? Tho True Basis of the Science, beings with reference to health, disease andlteallnK 
national Psychology ns presented by Aristotle aud L By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush, through the me. 

Swedenborg, with Reflect|ons.thereon. w o»..»-------• . .

What Iß Psychology? Tho True Basis of the Science.

LIGHT OF THE EAST, 
CUITA, INDIA.

possess, occult powers of the highest 
order. In fact, tlié Deuteronomio l?w 
invites verification and stakes the rep
utation of the prophets on the fulfll- 
inent of their forecasts. If the thing 
follow not, nor coiiie to pass, that is thè 
thing which the Lprd hath not spokpn. 
And from the time when Saul consulted 
Samuel on the fiiyllng of his as?es to 
Jeremiah’s prediction of the return 
from the seyepty. years’ captivity, we 
can see tha't the .whole history was 
worked by prophets and prepjiepy, even 
In the narrow sqnse of tile woftt. 
Elisha’s povyer of second sight wa? So 
well established that his servants 
could tell the King of Syria that “the 
prophet that is in Israe] telleth ■ the 
King of Israel the words thou speakest 
in thy bed-chamber.” In many cases 
we have- evidence that a peculiar physi
cal eonditlòn Indupe^ or accompanied 
the prophetic afflatus. Balaam jpea^s 
of falling down or falling into a trance, 
but having big eyes open, plisha calls 
for a minstrel, arid as the minstrel 
played thè hand of the Lord came upon 
him. Ezékiél, when thè hand qf the 
Lord was upon him, was prostrate and 
saw tji? heavens opened, and was taken 
up by the Spirit as If between heaven 
and earth. Zachariah was wakened as 
a man out of sleep; Daniel was in a 
deep sleep, neither was there any 
breath left in him. Of the same stamp 
was St. Paul, who, Roman citizen, Jew
ish lawyer, and man of action as he 
was, could yet speak of himself as 
caught up into Paradise and hearing 
unspeakable words, whether .ip the 
body or out of the body he could not 
tell. And outside the chosen people 
there have been in all ages men of a 
similar temperament, who have ex
ercised the most extraordinary Influ
ence over human thought and conduct— 
Martin of Tours and Severinus, Ber
nard and Dominic, Catherine of Sienna 
and Jeanne d’Arc, Swedenborg and the 
Cure d’Ars. To them the unseen world 
was as real as the’vlsiblè. Amid many 
differences they all seem to have pos
sessed a Rind of second consciousness 
or Internal vision, which enabled them 
to stand in closer relation to the spirit
ual world than the rest of men.

CAL

_ . Swedenborg, with Befiectlone thereon...
Relation of Peycholdgy to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will. .
Imagination; Tta Practical Value.

By tbe »plrlt of Dr. Beujamln Hush, through the me- 
afumihtp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Blebmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and SplrlluuUat abould real. 
Price 11.50. For sale at this office. - ,

A plipilar Instance of the association 
of thought with a material substance 
is that of food. One will eat and enjoy 
an unknown article of food until told 
its name—something, perhaps, to which 
one has a natural repugnance—and 
after that one is unable to eat another 
morsel. Doctors know well that muc|) 
more depends upon the faith of a pa
tient in medicine than In the medlqlne 
Itself, and many times plain water or a 
simple white powder has wrought a 
cure when the sufferer believed it to b? 
a powdered di’ug.

But a far more subtle effect than that 
of atmospheres associated with objects 
or opinions put Into food and medicine, 
Is that of the positive mind upon the 
negative. Contiguity often leads to in
terchange of a,tmo?pheres among those 
who wciild- not naturally care for each 
other. Those who sit together side by 
side, though silently, In a lecture room, 
find after a time that they have been 
drawn togethei-, and then conversation 
follows as a matter of course. Every 
one ha? known people so deeply In
volved In an htmosphere that the per
sons were utterly unlike themselves, 
hypnotized in fact to think a witch a 
saint, or h. brute an angel. If people 
could know how wide the dominating 
Influence of one personality can become 
It would Indeed be a most astounding 
revelation. There is nothing mor? fatal 
to healthy individual developmgnt than 
the acceptance of another's dogma'as 
law. The mind Is utterly dosed to 
reason, and there Is apparently no way 
to arouse such a mind to a sense of 
Its servitude. •
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FSYGHOGRftFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

' Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVJfe^

“A book you ought to read. Absorbing^ cjyevtrt- 
Ing.and should be In the^andiof every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one can read its page* without 
being convinced of tbe existence of a future life'. Tho 
hook |i of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
tntwe Interested In the problem of man's future life, 
sb well as to those interested in phenomenal re- 
iearch.”-J. J. Owen. .............................................

This volume Is superroyal octavo In slze.beautlfully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely illustrated.

rrloe $2, postpaid. For sale at this office.

MID-WINTEB CONVENTION.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly instructive and Interesting work II A 
CombiunUon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull'd 
iplendH. works. By tbls arrangement tbe cost Is sqpq 
that tho reader Is enabled to secure tbe two bobkd 
comXnod at the Jame price as was formerly askqi 
for thiiniicparately. This volume contains 462 pages 
and is tiindsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex* 
ceUent|K)rtra!tof tbe author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a caitifu!comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
uallsm. No book of tbe century has made so many 

I convert» to Modem Spiritualism as tbls. Tbe author! 
। alm, ftlthfully to compare the Bible with modern 

phenonienaand philosophy, baa been accomplished« 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to Che wants of human« 
Ity; Its moral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel 
minted}'; the spiritual nature of man, aud tbe objedr. 
tioneottered to Spiritualism, are all considered in the 
lightol the Bible, nature, history, reason and commod 
sente, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist» of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a most able production, antt 
ij* a purfect storehouse of facts for those who wisH | 
to defeod Spiritualism, or find arguments against tile 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. ;
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. ;

HUMANCULTURE CURE
KftR&ZZfl.

ETHICS OF_MARRIAQE.
By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.

Karezza makes a plea for a better birthright for 
children, and aims to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themBelvca through most sacred re
lations. It Is pure In tone and alm, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. 81.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEIk. 
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

B Y E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL D.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, ■ AUSTRALIA.

SPHliTUALISM DESIRES 
To convince every human being that it 
1? only by good works that they can 
merit that happy hereafter; that every 
being is responsible for his oi- her fail
ings and u^ong actions, and that thise 
cann&t Quietly hoist^jl on to tfai 
Shoulders of the glorious, being, 
came to bring ditfine light into fne 
world. Spirltuhlism proves to us .what 
the Bible teaches ih various parts, 
though the clergy appear to ignore it 
that what has been will be again, th’a:
a law that has once been in foreg, wl 1 
'operate always. We learn through It,Some years ago there was a religious.

organization, whose managers were I that the prophets of oid were what we 
known as Revs. Covert, Becker, Haga- | term mediums in the present day, and 

that these same prophets are in our

D. D. Richards writes from .the 
Wisconsin Veteran’s Home: “We had 
Mrs. Clara L. Stewart, of Steven's 
Point, at the home last week, and she 
delivered three lectures, and I believe 
the first ever delivered at the home. 
She made such good Impression on the 
audience that there is a lofid’call for 
her to visit us again soon. We hope to 
build a liberal society here and give all 
a chance to hear both sides of the ques
tion, and we are very much encouraged 
by both .the Inmates and the officers of 
tbe home, for what at first, we thought 
might be a failure proved to be a great, 
success.

The first of a series of entertainments 
will be given by the Sunlight Center 
Band, at Hygeia Hall, Washington 
Boulevard and Paulina' street, on 
Thursday evening, Jan. 2Q, 1899, from 
8 to 12 p. m. Music, Recitations and 
an informal hop. Adtnisslon 25 cents. 
W :Wiseutertaln ' ■ ..

Dt. 0. W. Hidden,'of Newburyport, 
Mass., is to have in an early number of 
Mind,,a papefe entitled “A Plea for Im* 
mortality,” to be followed by yone re
lating the experiences of a practicing 
physician in psychic healing. .The Doc
tor is becoming quite well known as a 
magazine.writer. ■ ' -

Ben F. Cafhpbell writes that Mr.and 
Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone are at Little 
Rock, Ark., holding- successful seances.

E. W. Sprague-and .wife have been 
called back, to Alliance Ohio, for tbe 
months of February and March. ■ Par
ties or societies In near-by towns, deslr- 
Ing their services for week evening 

; meetings; or anyone wishing to engage

man & Co. Their business was to crush 
Spiritualism. Nbthing has been heard 
of them for a long time, or of their 
works. Have they become bankrupt,

Mid-Winter Convention of the Mich
igan State Spiritual Association, on 
February 10, 11, and 12, 1899, at Owos
so, Mich., in Spiritual Rall, corner of 
Main -and Park streets on Friday. A. 
O. U. W. Hall, 108 North Washington 
street, Saturday and Sunday.

PROGRAMME.
Friday, Feb. 10—10 o'clock a. m—In 
formal reception to visitors at Spiritual 
Hall.

2 p. m.—Address of welcome by Hon. 
Stanley E. Parkill, OWqsso; response by 
D. P. Dewey, Grqnd Blanc.

7:30 p. m.—Descriptions by Miss Mar
garet Gqule, Baltimore, Md; opening 
address by Hon, Harrison D. Barrett, 
Boston, Presjdefit N. $. A.

Saturday, 10:30 a. m. at A. O. U. W. 
Hall—Director, Eva Payne Hopkins, 
Owosso; leaders, Mr. Melvin A. Root, 
Bay City; Mr?. Emily P. Beebe, Spring 

’Arbor: Mrs. Mary B. W. Keeler, Sagi- 
na4v; Giles B, Stebblijs, Detroit.

2 p. m,—Address by t)r. A. B. Spin
ney, Reed City.

7:30 p. m.—Descriptions by Miss Mar
garet Gaule, Baltimore, Md.; address by 
Am?» L Robinson, Port Huron. •

Sunday, 10:30 a. m.—Address by Ma
rian L. Carpenter, Detroit, followed by

midst at this moment, If we will only- 
open our eyes and recognize this glo-
rious truth. But by wlïàt right <jo the 
prophets of the 'Bible lay claim to 
Divine inspiration.' IS It not because 
the ffiediumistlc'power was highly de
veloped in- them?-3And. qpes not u 
Bible tell us that what hap beeh will t 
again; that BVine law rulfes the. worl_

' it favoritism; sb WnJ- should not
» -n TO. ....... .. w. I W « a. I*

If the leading members of this firm 
cannot be found some slight-memorial 
of their late existence would be very 
welcome to their greatly distressed and 
weeping friends. - ■ ' B.

sloped to parts, unknown, or, like the 
toad which attempted to imitate the ox 
in size by inflation, busted? We hope 
not the latter, because of the stench 
which must hqve followed. The mem- - 
bers of tlie firm undertook too large a I 
task. In the classic language of the ®

Manslll’s Almanac, of Planetary Me
teorology for 1899. This Is the thirty
fourth -annual publication of this excel
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable 
for those oh land and sea. By Richard 
Mansill. Price 25 cents.

ie

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts )n bow to roach ilhat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things ojb subject to R. with portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual Iftfng, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties, 
price, bound tn cloth. 40 cents; In Mier cover. 23 
cents For sale at this office.

A most excellent and very valuable wor^r, by the 
Pean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health. Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price, cloth, 7S cents. For sale at this office^

PHILOSOPHY

PRINCIPLES 
— OF - 

LIGHT AND GOLOR
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contalna an account of the very wonder* jjy J}» D* BA_B’uiTT# M. D* LL. 1?« 
ftJtpfHWardevelopmenttM the house of Bev. Da 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases In al : . -i—■
Earts of the country, This volume Is the first .from , 

16 author directly upon the subjectof ‘'Spiritualism,* i 
and has stood tho test of many years. Cloth. ILM. foitage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

joys Beyond tlie Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE T0-M0BR0W OF DEATH

i A truly great work in which the author exhibit* 
1 the results of years of research, of a mind devoted 

lo science and truth, highly gifted with keen intui
tive insight and tbe psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to discover aud elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is of , 
very great interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many important points concerning light and color In 
their mental and physical effects and their practical 
application in the conservation of health and the 
cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value is be* 
yond eBtlmailon, aud lu teachings should be known 
by_all. .............................................

Finely illustrated with cuts and colored plates.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.
PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, 36c.

For Sale at Tho Progressive Thinker Office. ¡

rtERESY,
. . . OR . ..

LED TO THE LIGHT.
A Thrilling, Psychological Story ofEvangeth 

cation and Free Thought. It is to Protest^ 
antism what the "Secrets of the Con

vent” is to Catholicism.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MOBROW OF. DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
if the human aoul alter death, and It» reincarnation 
ta a chain of new beings, whoso »uccesstvo link» are 
unrolled In the bosom of etherlal »pace. ’ BavojD 
the Threshold” continues on the same lines, en
lathing and expanding tho Idea by reasons and con
sideration» drawn from science and philosophy,claim
ing that tha certainty ot a now birth heyond our 
earthly end Is the best moans of arming ounclves 
against all weakness In the presence ol: death, md 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 

in f at fiunerlor to that of any of *the existing re* 
Ugiona. From beginning to end it la interesting, en« 
Staining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accent« It all or not, much will have been learned 
gnd much pleasure enjoyed in Its perusal. Price |l,25 
For aalo at thia office..

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

descriptions. •
2 p. m.—Descriptions by Miss Marga

ret Gaule,. Baltimore, Md.; address by 
Mr?. Martha E. Root, Bay City.

7:80 p. m,—Descriptions by MissMar- 
gâret Gaule, Baltimore, Md.; addies? by 
Hoir. Harrison D. Barrett, Boston; 
closing address by D. P. Dewey, Grand 
Blanc. .

CONVENTION NOTES.
Mediums of the various phases will 

be present and hold test meetings after 
regular services. .

Music will be in charge of Mrs. Nettle 
Allen. . ■

. Speakers and . member? of the board 
will be entertained free of charge. Also 
visitors as flir as possible.

Hotel accommodations will,, be fur
nished at the following rates: '

National Hotel, $1 per day ¡ Merrill Ho
tel, $1.50 per day, or two persons in one 
room, $1.25; Exchange Hotel. $1.50 per 
day; per couple, $1. •

Reception committee will wear a rcil 
badge and will meet all trains.

Entertainment committee will wear .a 
white badge. .
' All communications.pertalnlng to con
vention should be addressed to secre
tary, Mrs. J. E. Steggall, 418 East Corn
stock street, Owosso, Mich.

A cordial invitation is extended to all.
Parties of ten persons orjnore can get 

reduced rates on most' railroads.
By order of the board of directors uf 

the State Spiritual Association,
- DAVID P. DEWEY, Pres. 

MAY F. AYRES. Sec.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

-1

The dlstlngulfihod author. Hudson Tuttle, require*. 
no Introduction to tbe readers of The Pbogbesiivb 
Thinkxr, but tbe following headings of chapters wlU 
show them whet they may expect from tbe book:

Contents:—An idyl —Firdham —Building tbe 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood-Th< Sotoon-TM 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Squls-Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln-Bvolutlon—Stella—The 
i ell—Death—A Step Forwsrd-Tbe Home Clrele-Tho 
i.mble Bole—HereJy—Annctte-The Bank Bohliery— 
iberty—All Is W<y) That Ends Well—The New 
burch-Tho Now Way; Led to the Light.______ •

Ivery chapter is devoted to one idea, and the whole 
sen« ao mariy tableaux nioving onward to tbe ell- 
V. The fiendish career of the revivalist Is core 
-ted with tbe character of the honest minister an l 
thinking igncGtlo. The steps by which a preacher 
•ntes rromtbe church, and the difficulties he meete 
graphically presented. The new church ana pro* 

•sivclyceum evolved out of the old, form an ui« 
• itlng study to thooe seekiDfr new method«.

hahcautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
I’Tordance with our new departure, is 80 cento, 
ipnld, or fi'*e copies for »1.25 Tor sale at tbe

Of Tor. PnOABESVIVE Tbikeeb. "

passages explained!, that are -in- the 
Bible, such tqas:; That death brings 
annihilation, i-Psalm, cxlvl. 8-4; Beil, 
lx. 5-6. Thaeb.evll spirits iyive come 
direct front God. - 1st Samuel, xvi. 14, 
and xviii. 10,1?. That ¡man hath no pre
eminence above a beast. Eccl. ill. 19.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

Surely there must be a good reason for 
such contradictionSvbeing found in the 
book that is. represented as being of 
Divine inspiration.' ' '

We, Spiritualists,--explain them as

The only treatise ever offered the.readlxig..and 
tMnWng public in the interest of modern Splntuab 
Um, that isabsolutely treefrom the thcorlesof super* 

■ eutioffiand which . • _ _____I Demonrtrates continuity of Ufeftn&turawie 
| ronmont of spirititual influences, ,

from the data of modem physical and phyriotogfeM

having come¿hroüglf human organisms
- r --~--------- , that were not always of the purest and

ered in the Development and^Structure highest Forr We know that different 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual people are often of very different mor-
-Maggetic Forces.. Laws of Spiritual ■ -• •-------- - - ---- •
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M, King, in 
three ’ volumes, 8vo. A remarkable

. The Principles of Nature, as Dlscoy-

work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from; $1.75 to $125 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This

allty, and according.as are à man’s àc-' 
tlons and desires inthls life, so will be

and sometimes the spirits’ meaning 
may tie wrongly Interpreted by the 
medium.

the spirit attendtmts that he draws 
around him. The information we get 
through this channel,, therefore, cannot 
always be of the best, as mediumship, 
is not confined to the good and pure,

1b No. 6 of tho Library of Liberal Clas-1 .... --........................................... why I Am a Vegetarian. An address 
delivered before the Chicago Vegeta-sics. It Is conceded to be historically 

correct, and so exact and perfect in 
■»very detail as to be practically beyond 
thq reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
SB cents. For sale at this office.

rlan • Society. By J. HowardMoore. 
Price 25 cents. Published by Frances. 
L. Duzenberry. Fos éale at this office.

BOlCDOO. ■ - - — • _ —•
• TO tho Spiritualist, impregnable toaodfitKn of 
. Bdenttflo date and verified facta. ________ ____ _

To the materialist and skeptic. • revelttwn of tat __________ _______________
’ c^■o*uU1on?ne^lïte,.•operative In Nature’s ^ot — gp|R|TUA|_ HARP.
■ TotboeeclMlastlo,« new heaven »nd a MW euth. ____
. A coo:; re. read, to etudy anffitbu* abow.MAcon. A Collection of Vocal Music for tbe 

cc-ced volume of.aclcntiiic information tor æ conu. Oongrçga?1on and Social
ÆtMrcM your orders to

40 £OOMÍ9 9troc^ Circles.
By J. M. Peebles and J. a Barrett; E. H. Baller, 
luslcal Editor. New edition. Culled from a wlda

"Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.”; A tasty, beautiful and np

. proprlate wedding. souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certlfl- 
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for tho 

i. une.of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln- 
1 tetry.- Price $1. For sale at this office

, . ' . _ ay j. m. Teenies ana j. n. ¿wuuj«
■■■■ i 1) "Til ■ am ftnilirn Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wlda ULAi IM Anin UllWLII. I field of literature with tho most critical cue, fra»
nrALall HdlLl rUllLni ¡from all theological Ma», throbbing with the soul of
llftarH»IH «»»«M ■ Vlllslll Inspiration, embodying tho principles and virtues of

A St Core and Human Unbuilding hr tha the splrltuffi philosophy, eetto tho most cheerful andrSwnrfrii methS.reTnatare pdpulu mnslo, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
'wthMH M R>WmSor of "PrlrmlnlMoU ecculon», It 1» doubtless tho most attractive work rf 

fES’ 2la^^>'PhllOM»^vo?CtM>.*ff»tt<»: "‘ckln[i ever published. lUJieauUful aonge, dueta. 
w8v* VUre| J nd quartet», with piano, organ or melodeon accbm-
clotli. 26Ceuta; Leather,J5ceuw. . —« pintment, imapted noth to public meetings and tha

. racial circles. Cloth. »2-00. Postage U oenta.
■ ■ .■ . V c U.pi ■■

'THE DIANNA AND THEIR EARTH., 
Í ir Violimi, by Uio Seer. A. J. Davi», I» a very ti»

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By tho late M. Faraday. Tho oil 
gin of religion», »nd their Inllnance upon wo menta 
development ox tho human rooe. ■ Transcribed attti 
request « a band of »twin» rblUlMMW Wb

£



Thls department is under the manage
ment of

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio,

Tu. 2L un.

.VA'hlD'

i NOTICE.-NO attention ad“
■ anonymous letters. 1‘ ul!. ua en^

nribeU1reÌdUeK toe request¿e.made?

i ■ XV.1.ÏÏI.»
“U""W ° HUDSON TOM

ground out by rule and repeated by 
rote as a parrot repeats its monotonous 
story of wanting a cracker, or having a 
sore toe.

The modest flower which reflects In 
its petals the azure of the sky, and 
perfumes the air with its sweetness, Js 
more eloquent of the perfection with 
which the laws of creation have woven 
the chain of existence, than all the high 
sounding phrases of the pulpit, with 
their smatter of Hebrew, and lore of 
theology. From that lowly flower- to 
the starry heavens, where world Is bal
anced against world and constellation 
against constellation, there is the cer
tainty and rule of law and earth and 
sky is one vast volume open and free to

William Weber, Ba“‘X7witoout 
have been sit^ng iort slx ¿Ontbs I have 

, results. For the pa ut cannOt

“a 8 Wtih’toe earnestness manifested 
' Undi01 Itaht the corresTondeto ¿^con- 

inay nave been the methods mke 
“anges so^ to have new conditions.

• “Church member,’’.
q. If you had religion, you womu .

1 A Thia question follows a engtoy 
1 letter of admonition co^JuJere 
\ \o“be«SXWn-

)taePSthets and pitroniziug Phrases of 
' the true-««® o« Tie I lool:ed 

.. . For tiie yea,1B.°^.™y.* there was any
about mo and ^ea’nie^„inallhe it. There 
good In rellg1° ,.5on theMeth- 

. are many kind^of religlom as
odl8S£0nBSriau Md countless oth- 

. versallst, Unitauaa val.ioUs kinds, 
er8. I have s udled the,'"vel.Si ln 
m the charactei o the^Q profeB8 no 

••T, contrast with tuose difference.

\ «y .^s "atFend church on Sun

! do not have enough to extend 
C ' “lx working days when it is most

THB FROGRESSIVEKTHINKER.
r

i

all. .
You would have me get religion by 

confession of faith, prayer and observ
ance of Sunday as a sacred day. You 
assume that those who do not thus con
form have not religion. Nature knows 
no Sunday; no day of rest. There is not 
a passage in the Bible commanding or 
even recommending Sunday or Sunday 
observance. It strongly condemns pub
lic prayers, which are now constantly 
paraded. It has no confessions of faith, 
all of which are man-ipade and as such 
man is above and beyond them all.-

Hence, when advised to get religion, 
let us know where we are to obtain it, 
and the kind that is genuine. They 
who set themselves to the tremendous 
task of guiding humanity across the 
shaking bog-lands of theology, should 
know with unerring certainty, for If 
they mistake, according to their, own 
belief, they and their followers instead 
of reaching the abode of blessedness, 
will fall into the abyss of endless per
dition. ' '

Evidences go to prove that the high
est moral character is shown by those 
who remain outside the churches. Of 
all the thousands of criminals in the 
penitentiaries, work-houses and jails of 
civilized’beuntries, nine-tenths claim to 
be church members or to having been 
reared under church influence. There 
is not one Spiritualist or Agnostic.

Why do I not Join the church? Leave 
the mighty army of moral men; of 
thinking men; of free men! For what? 
That I may, Instead of taking the fruits 
direct from the living tree of knowl
edge, sit with the deacons and eat that 
canned by Moses, the waiting prophets 
and the apostles of unknown centuries 
ago, musty, sour and mouldy by bad 
keeping?

I am not ready to admit that all truth 
was canned up in the Book of Jonah or 
Solomon's songs. Moses and Paul may 
have understood the art well, but they 
had not a patent on the fruit or the pro-, 
cess. They could not can enough for 
all future ages.

It may be necessary to get religion, 
to have a taste of, and relish for, this 
mouldy, canned fruit plucked in Bibli
cal ages, but it is now necessary for 
those who relish that fresh from the 
tree of knowledge.

Miss Flood’s Noble Work in 
the County Jail.

BELOVED BY ALL HER PUPILS— 
BOYS HELD IN CUSTODY OFTEN 
SAVED THROUGH HER EF
FORTS, AND THEY APPRECIATE 
HER HEEP.
One of the quietest and most orderly 

schoolrooms in Chicago is on the top 
floor of the Cook County Jail, says the 
Chicago Evening Post. The boys who 
are enrolled here are awaiting trial on 

: various charges, but there is nothing in 
their conduct in the room to indicate 
that their morals are lower than those 
of children to be found in the schools 
outside prison bars..The visitor is im
pressed immediately with the tract
ability and obedience of these boys 
whose unfortunate surroundings and 
associations have resulted in clouding 
their lives with the shadows of offenses 
against i he law. So marked is the high 
standard of decorum in this classroom 
that an educator in search of a school 
of model character in the matter of de
portment could not do better than to 
accept’this as the end of his search,

It seldom falls to the lot of a teacher 
to enjoy the affection bestowed upon 
Miss Nellie J. Flood, teacher' of the jail 
school, by her pupils. She is a slight 
woman, of pleasing face and manners 
and of undaunted courage. The attitude 
of the boys under her care clearly in
dicates that they regard her with a sen
timent which falls little short of 
worshipful affection. Her word is their 
law, and the “new boy” who does not 
adopt this viewpoint as soon as he is 
enrolled is taken in hand by his com
panions and made to feel that his stay 
in the institution will be decidedly un
comfortable unless he “gets in Une” 
and “does the square thing by teacher."

To reach the schoolroom it is neces-

uounced the culprit frequently begs for I ITr|1O (IF TUfillfiUT
mercy ttnd exclaims: ‘Teacher, I’ll be 111 rNIX Hr | nUUUn 11 
good. Please let me stay up.’ The ____
boys have a good time to the school- , .
room Saturdays, when their cells are I On a Liberal Variety Of Live 
being cleaned. Devottini)Vfervlees are . ' ^nhiortR 'held in the room each Siditath.” ollDjeCio.

Well-selected plcliW tin which , ------
prints of the madonna predominate, I i have no objection to being an ob- 
adorn the walls of thP schoolroom. It jector. In fact I object to many things 
Is a pleasant and ciiegj’fijljplace, and it myself, but I also approve of many 
Is not a wonder the boys are. fond of it. I things. I am an objector, but not the 

—_¿s' n i great objector. My talented friend,
A beautiful life, JA’beautiful work. Mr. Dawbarn has a better right to that 

yielding richest fragrance' ‘M the per- cognomen. He seems especially to ob- 
fume of good done foi- ttye' upliftment ject to tiie term religion. Why? Be- 
of humanity. The ci-b'wn' of this good cause many people have had absurd 
woman is more to be'-’iovfc'ted than any ideas of religion. Because the central 
mere crown of eartlily Wilken or Em- idea of religion is the "God Conscious- 
press. ‘IJ ‘!il ness” as'he says. It is true that imper-

Insufflcieut are all^ords of praise, feet human brains create a very imper- 
and every heart actuated by love-for feet Godas their, ideal. One writer 
human good must rejdlce and be glad says: “An honest God is the noblest 
over her success in her effort to help WOrk of man.” We might also say that 
the waifs of society. :1: r- X-RAY. a revengeful tyrant ot a God which 

churches have so frequently pro- 
claijned, is one of the most hateful 
works of man.

True religion is spiritual aspiration, a 
. . reaching forth toward the highest, di-

irnt ARRnriatiori of Soirit- vinest, best. The, religions faculties, irST Association, UI opirn I h a8 ratloii spirituality, ideal- 
UallStS, ity and sublimity and hope give a lofty

LIFE WORK

OOMWLED AND XD1TBD DY

HARRISON D. BARRETT,

IFith portraits representing Sirs. Ilfehmondit i
1867, in 1876, and in 1804,

Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s Works.
The Principles of Light and Color.
A large book, royal 8vo, with over 200 fnt'Wjntl 

and colored plates. Price 15.00 or 15.82 with POiUgo 
orexpreflBage. Price in massive half «BubbIu bludloft । 
75 cents extra. _ _ .... . . ............

“An imposing volume of nearly 600 pages. Snowi A 
groat amount of research an the part of the author» 
Will prove a great acquisition to Bcientlfio LIDyp | 
ries."-N.Y. Herald. ~ ______ ।

“It seems to me to be the foremost scientific worg 
of thia or any other age.—Franklin Smith, Maes. .

• ' “S'*»» not Itoioowo "W Mereneo

V BhouTdegSe“ethe Unlversalist’s re-1
'I would be still worse. I am told Dy uie V BaDtlsts that I must be baptized, or the 
I neglect of a plunge bath wUl land^me to (/ a place where there will be not even 

1 wnler enough to sprinkle with. H'e \ Congregationalists that a plunge 
\ 1« nf no consequence, and the smallest \ f..0°n of water on the forehead from the 
) bands of a Gospel minister fills the re

quirements of the law.
■v:- ‘ The Unitarians say that I must oe- 
\ ' Heve God is one, and Jesus a holy msn, 
' the Trinitarians say thiS’Ms damnable 

(heresy, for God is three In one, and 
Jesus^vas not only the son of God, but

Mrs. J. P. M.: Q. My husband Is a 
fine medium, or would be If properly 
developed. For several years the same 
control lias been with him, always 
speaking a language we cannot under
stand. I wish to know what language 
is spoken.

A. From the scant specimens accom
panying the question, it is not possible 
to speak with certainty, but it strongly 
resembles the Indian in its form, and 
may be a most ancient form of speech, 
as suggested. If a circle be formed, 
some spirit friend might be induced to 
translate the sentences and thus the 
whole story would be completely told; 
and you may be assured that this 
would be most desirable on the part of

sary to pass through corridor after cor
ridor crowded with adult male prison
ers. In all her goings and comings 
among these men Miss Flood is un
attended, and a deputy or monitor is 
unknown In the schoolroom. Except 
for the presence of the pupils Miss 
Flood Is alone in her domain, which 
looks out upon Dearborn avenue.

HER OPINION OF THE BOYS.
“I think my boys are easier to man

age than the average boy in the public 
schools. This does not mean that the 
boys in the jail are better than tfjose 
outside. Probably their tractability is 
partly to be accounted for by the fact 
that their teacher is the only woman 
with whom they come in contact, and 
the novelty of this association makes 
an impression on them, for they -are 
just as Impressionable as any other 
boys, and perhaps a little morq so. 
Then most of these poor little fellows 
are strangers to anything like womanly 
affection and a sincere and active in
terest in their welfare. This is not true 
of all of them, but I am afraid It ap
plies to a majority of my pupils. My 
work has gone far toward disproving 
the doctrine of ‘natural and inherited 
depravity.’ On the other hand, it has 
forced me to the conviction that de
praved surroundings and associations 
are mainly responsible for the acts 
which bring the boys behind the bars.

“Only a few months ago I visited the 
home of one of my boys and talked 
with his mother. She Insisted that he 
was a bad boy and nothing short of the 
reform school would better him. In the

?

> GTObg“terellgion, I must determine 
’’ whirii is true, or believe I have done 
' • bo and subscribe to the creed. I m'’s^ 

believe that God created the earth and 
] the heavens in six days; which I cam 
) not because absolutely oppose^to geol

ogy, I must believe that God the 
''' Father and Christ the Son are the 

same, which is contrary to physiology.
’ I must believe that salvationdepends on 

’ the Lord Jesus Christ and not on indi
vidual effort; which I cannot, because 
contrary to reason, and unjust.
C I must believe tbit an ail-benevolent 
and omnipotent God created man in the 
full plentitude of his power, and be
cause this man does exactly as he cne- 
ated him to do, condemns him to the 
eternal tortures o/ hell; which I cannot 
believe because repugnaht to eveJY sen
timent of humanity and love, yi1*011' 
ever creed I may accept,-! must believe 
these and many more'doctrines which 
stultify reason and silence conscience. 
Is it getting religion to say one be
lieves, or does he not become a des- 
nlcable hypocrite, floating pa the popu
lar current? This is easy. Easy to be 
borne along, most difficult to row

the spirit who has been so patient.
.Some time ago, It was observed of a 

specimen of automatic writing, that al
though it could not be deciphered, yet 
not only was there a well preserved 
regularity of its character, but speci
mens received from a dozen or more 
mediums in as. many different states 
were identical. This manner of speech 
appears to be like the writings, and 
comparing the many specimens re
ceived, there is a similarity, almost a 
system. The subject furnishes an In
teresting study for those seeking to 
penetrate psychic mysteries.

In ancient times this manifestation 
was recognized and known as speaking 
In tongues, and was not regarded as 
the most desirable. The prayer now, 
as then, should be for the speech that 
can be understood. »

• Religion, It may be said, is the devo- 
tlon to the right, and not the customs, 
which surround and give expression to 
that devotion. It is the more or less ap
parent basis of morality, which gives 
permanence and abiding qualities to all 
conflicting faiths. With all their at
tractiveness and popular fsvor, with 
the incentives they offer of preferment 
and applause of men, scarcely a tenth 
of the people subscribe to the tenets of 
any sect. Many prefer the morality 
.which is the redeeming feature of all 
systems, which stripped of all the trap
pings of creeds, dogmas, rituals and ob
servances, is the one excuse for their

Mrs. H. G.: Q. I am sitting for au
tomatic writing since half a year. How 
Is it that I should get such cbntradlc- 
tory messages, which I know cannot be 
the truth as soon as I write them?

A. Because the same individuality 
exists after the departure from the 
physical body as before. Spirits are not 
infallible, and often attempt to answer 
when Incompetent or ignorant. Men 
and women often, continually do the 
same. When they fall, it is called er
ror of judgment or misinformation, but 
if a spirit does the same, It Is said to 
be an evil Influence that deliberately 
gave falsehood for truth. When the 
mind of the medium becomes distrust
ing, the gate is opened wide for the ap
proach of those who prefer discord.

Placidly receive whatever may be 
written; taking it for what it is worth, 
as you would the writings of earthly 
correspondents. It may or may not be 
valuable. Only a fraction of that which 
mortals write is worth , the reading. 
Even that selected and pruned for pub
lication, is often deceptive, coarse, im
moral and misleading. This chaff must 
be winnowed out for the kernels of 
truth.

course of the conversation I learned 
that he had been allowed no liberty at 
home and that he was strapped for the 
slightest offense. After a long argu
ment she was prevailed upon to give 
him another chance under the condition 
that in the place of the strap she should 
show a little motherly affection and 
allow him to enjoy some of the priv
ileges that, are the natural right of a 
boy. On my recommendation .the court 
gave the lad his liberty. Shortly after 
this, on entering the Sunday school I 
attend, my hand was grasped and I 
heard a childish voice exclaim: ‘How 
do you do, Miss Flood? Everything's 
all right now.’

BOY IS “MADE OVER.”
“As I glanced down I looked into the 

happy eyes of the boy who had been 
returned to his home. He has been 
‘made over’ by the new treatment he 
has received at his home, and now 
gives excellent promise of becoming a 
useful and honest man. Another in
stance was that of a little 13-year-old 
lad whose release was secured in the 
same manner. His surroundings W^re 
unfortunate and led him into bad ways, 
but he was easily reached py the 
friendly appeal to his better nature, 
that is the .whole inspiration and pur
pose of this work. A position as ele
vator boy was-secured for him and he 
is now contributing from his small 
earnings to the support of a widowed 
aunt”

Jailer Whitman, who takes the keen-

' ----- - ' . I and well rounded fullness of the upper
Under the ministration of Mrs. Cora head. A lack of religious development

L V- Richmond, the Interest in the gives a low, flat-topped head, like that 
-meetings has been steadily increasing of Pope Alexander VI., whose life, as 
since their comaenceipént last October, all the world knows, was filled with ev
A number of remarkable disppurses ery conceivable abomination that hu- 
have been given on tlte present political man nature can attain to. This mur- 
sltuation; but the indst intensely inter- derous, low-browed head, especially 
estliig'have been a series of Sunday when the lower and back brain Is well discourses of the personal experiences developed, will lead to greed, trampling 
in spirit life of diffèrent types of ludi- on the rights of others, selfishness, cru- 
vlduals, each individual relating his or elty and this-woridllness in general, 
her experience throUgli the speaker. True Spirituality and veneration for 
Thev have been most viyid portrayals the high and the perfect, raises human 
of conditions after the transition from life from its baser pursuits and gives it 
mortal life, including, tlip “shadows” ane^ted Happiness, The term God, 
that are the result of ’non-vlctofy over to hundreds of millions of people signl- self while here. One df t^e most inter- Aes the culminatioA of all'perfections, 
esting, was the part of,a “Scientist’s” To deny the existence of a God is to 
experience Where he tbjd the methods deny that there fe any Intelligent Head 
he pursùed in manifesting through dit- tP tiie universe ahd to make them feel 
ferent phases of the phenomena to bls that aU thtogh may yet result In chaos 
earthly friends. It sepms to me, that And ruin, hnd is so shock ng to the re
after listening, to these discourses one llglous tljat it Is like striking them a 
should have a‘yerFffear perception of blow In the face. The word God lutile traction to and condition in, splr- eludes fundamentally the spiritual side 
It life ’ ePJMUUUU 1U' I of the universe, and may be defined ufi-

The interest to the S.unday-school, Or der two phases, the one that of infinite 
lyceum, is also Increasing. On Christ- spirit which suffuses the universe with mag dky there were (Special exercises its subtile life-giving Power. This is 
and presents for all the children, and a toe monotheistic side of deific being, 
box of candy for ever? one present. The polytheistic phase of Deity must 
Oiflna (one of Mrs. Richmond’s con- include the highest centre of all the trois, who his a class at the Sunday- mightiest, divlnest am} most glorious 
school) was presented, with a beautiful beings who pr^Me over the whole. The 
vase, as a receptacle for the flowers on I word Çpd 1$ a cboft why òf designatine 
Sundays. The Sunday-school was also the grapdest^lsest, most losing, most 
entertained at à holiday party on the beautiftfl jKj most éûbjlme centre of 
evening of December 28, at the home of all ¿erfffitlpns, and no other stogie word 
Mrs. WiU|s. AU klmjs of games and epn fill Itâ place. We may prefer Deific 
fun constituted the Ohterlalnmefit of P°w®.r’, ?r tlle DeLfl<ì Ce“tre> *<ut 1 
the evening, followed by Jee cream and I not think we need be alarmed at the 
cake which ail seemédlxd enjoy. Songs word God, so well established to the le- bysom o’the*SK a oem by Hglous world, If we but insist on its true 
On I nn closed a haunt evenlfig. I and glorious meaning. .

The séries of ehterÌainments inaugu-1 Religion should beautify and modffy 
rated bv tne LadieS’ Aid for the benefit philosophy, jdst as philosophy should 
of the Asroclatlori lif therfdrm of Pro- modify religion. While religion proper 
gressive Euchre piftiès have proven a occupies the upper front brain It should 
success; each one being more interest- ever work in harmony with the reason
ing thnn the last The next one will lag powers and receive the mellowing 
be riven Thursday Ivenlnï Jan 26 influence of benevolence which lies to There are held once ammonti! close connection with the religious fnc-

T1 ree Thursdavs in'ehch ffionth P. L utiles. These faculties occupy the OXA Keeter gives’interesting and won- dome of the brain ahd constitute the 
rtorfiii nnWic test ÆancéA under the most powerful realm of the inner soul, nn n L of the FirstTsiociation As a Spiritualism, whatever ite sbortcom- 

! nlatform test meSùfc Mr ' Kerier is Ings, is the great enklndler of nations, 
1 clrS enual if' ndt superior to any the father of religions and the inspirer
( certainly equal, it: not supenor, io any reforms that bld fair to
' Tim Ladies^ Aid miete evlry Friday bless and revolutionize mankind. While

„¿nfnr iXilv hRhé residence of it includes many of the humbler classes,
Mro 1 Pnrrte R Chanffian 110 0 street it also Includes some of the greatest of 
S F wffieh is tM “me M Mr Wd mankind, such as the great chemist, 
Mr ^Rtohmond thl ^sëasOT ’ Mrs Rteh- William Crookes, Alfred Bussell Wal- 
n't, rilih 1W ’ kind1 hostess I laco, Victor Hugo, Camille Flammarion 
mond receives wf h.her friends and a host of professors, literati, nobles 
Ce^sh to ca[l aNew Yeiris day X and even monarchs. Mr. Hodgson after 
XyT was especially a day of reunions, * desperate onslaught on the subject, 
many availing themselves of the oppor- has given up, beat, and the eminent pio- 
tîinitv tn null Mtr Richmond find fessor of psychology, Win. Junies, ot 
M? rhnnman were ’assisted on that Harvard University, gives one third of 
dav bv Mrs J V McIntyre, Mrs. T. D. all his lectures this year on spiritual 
Stedwac SulilrenreMtesON£Jtt^ prised at
htt. iin tlfe evefllnff) S EL the versatility and fluency of our tralice 
CrnwMld Hosnltaltiv afld Rood cheer speakers. Thomas Gales Forster would 
Crowèll. Hospitality ana gooa caeer ? .. notn„iBh +hnqp W|ln ¿id not
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mental and aplrtluel force« as applied to healing. 
Price, 50c,_________________ ______________ _

< THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By B. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gems of song. Price, 20c.______

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With, an Introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan liace." Price, 
Cloth, •!.

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Relations and Expression in Human Em
bodiments. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, by her Guides. A book that every one who Is 
Interested In re-lncurnutlon should read. Price fl BO. 

~PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post Bvo., 650 pages. Cloth,tl,OC; 
postage, 20 cents.

The New and the Old,
Or tho World's Progross. In Thought. By Moses Hun. 
An excellent work by tills veteran writer and thinker. 
Price 10 cents. .

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of I’ocibb. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

ei.25.___________________________

MAXHAM’S MELODIES. ~
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbtm. 

Thirty-two pagta of sweet songs and mutit. Tha 
author and compiler Is well known as a Spiritual 
Binger and composer. Price, 25c.

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp clotb, 50c._______ _ _____________

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
to story form; alms to glvo a better understanding ot 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, «1.25,

rh.rvr.rMi Wnqni+flUtv n-riri cnod cheer speakers, luouuuj umea j?uiouvt «vu*u 
nnd n serial evening closed sometimes astonish those who did not prevailed and a social evening closed I there wag anythlng ln

I® have endeavored, In a few words, to A young man told me that if■Possible 
let your readers know what the First he ^onld get up from his death bed to 
ASS0C.lat^„°i5Lrlt11ali8t8 Me d°lnS ponent of" Sptottsfe to' Chl?ai£
here in Washington.

THE SECRETARY.

BOOK REVIEWS

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
Bv Hattib E. Hull. Tlilrly-elgbt ot Mr«. HoU’« 

ewoetest songs, adapted to popular music. lor the use 
of congregations, circles nnd families. Price 10 ceot% 
or »7 per hundred. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return,
By Charles Dawbarn. Pnco 10cent».

The Spiritual Body Real.
views of Paul. Wesley and others. Valuable tes

timonies of modern clairvoyants. Witnesses of th. 
separation of the spiritual body from, the dying 
physical form. By Giles B. Stebbins. Prke. 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Cot R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, «1. 

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relatione. Intuition—Th# 

Light Within, by Giles B. Stebbins, Price, 10c.

THE ELIMINATOR
FAITH OR FACT.

Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalised 
thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber, with a preface 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, 11. A valuable 
work.

If these are true to their highest con
victions of right and justice, who can 
say that they are not as religious as 
though they subscribed to the creeds? 
If the man who does right because 
right; who loves justice for its own 
sake; who is kind, forbearing, merciful,- 
charitable, and forgiving, is not a relig
ious man, where shall one be fpund? 
To assume that no one, however exem
plary his life, has religion unless an ac
credited church member, Is unwarrant
able, yet this is constantly done, and it 
is further added thereto, that however 
moral a man may be, if outside the 
church, he is no better than the sliest 
criminal. A man may be a shining 

■ light-in the church, con tribute, largely 
ifor church purposes and never let toe 

‘ plate go by unnoticed when the object 
Is conversion of the heathens; he may 
lead in prayer with sonorous voice; and 
he in constant fear lest his neighbor 
miss the way, and yet be tiie meanest, 
most selfish hypocrite under the sun.

According to the Tcstouicnt, Christ 
belonged to no churfli; founded no 
church. ' The organizations which came 
after him were the work of selfish, am- 
bitlous and designing men,. There Is no 

, nassage in the Bible commanding belief 
■I in any creed, church form, or union 

. with any organization. Christ and his 
- —anostles are represented-as-ranging thé 

country on the Sabbath day In a man
- ner that should it happen to-day would 

cattse their- arrest by some pious dea- 
«ml ‘as abandoned tramps». Tramping 

in tho fields, by shady Btreoms 
bw ¿forest lands may^be as profitable as 

J&teflliaf to the majority ot sermons

German: Q. Can I obtain “What ip 
Spiritualism. How tp Become a Me
dium, Etc," In the German language?

A. This little' tract is now being 
translated and published by Wilh. Bes
ser a noted bookseller of Leipzig, Ger
many. It may be obtained of him.

Querist: Q. What is the meaning of 
metapsyche? .

A. It is a word used by the great 
naturalist, Haeckel, to designate the 
back brain and the instinctive, sub
conscious” manifestations which flow 
therefrom.

est Interest in the' school, tells of a 
touching incident during a receht visi 
by Miss Flood to the reform school at 
Pontiac, where her pupils are sent after 
receiving sentence. • ’

"In the yard of the Institution is a 
skating pond where the boys are 
allowed to take their recreation. The 
moment their former teacher entered 
the inclosure the boys sent up a shout 
of welcome and crowded about Miss 
Flood until she was In danger of being 
carried off her feet by the enthusiasm 
of the reception they gave her. Then 
they all began to tell her of the things 
which had happened since they last 
saw her, and the smallest ones clung to 
her skirts like children who had' found 
a long-lost mother. The turnkey re-' 
marked that the boys seemed to know' 
•her well, and asked how many of them 
she could call by name. Then she be
gan and went through a list of about 
twenty, 'even naming those who had 
been in Pontiac longer than a year. 
Many of the chaps had been under her 
instruction only a short time. Her in
fluence over them is as beautiful as it 
Is remarkable, and the best part of it is

Hilda’s Home. A Story of Woman’s 
Emancipation. By ROsa Graul. Chi
cago, M. Harman & Co. Paper, 50 cts.

A story written with a purpose, to il
lustrate, in accordance with the views 
of an advanced radical thinker, the 
evils of the marriage system os it ex
ists. The touch of earnest feeling is 
apparent throughout, and deep Interest 
Is excited; though' tn|ny, of course, 
will declare thé picture is. overdrawn— 
or at least, the lights ahd fairer tints 
are not so lavishly used as the shades.

Spirit Slate-Writing ■ and Kindred 
Phenomena. By Wm.“E. Robinson, as
sistant to the late Herrmann. Munn-& 
Co. New York. '■

a showing up of various cheap tricks! 
said to be performed by “mediums” in 
giving tests. It may be profitably read 
by Investigators and Spiritualists, as It 
may enable them to detect and expose 
certain fraudulent practices of pre
tended mediums. But no one but a 
confirmed ignoramus'tn Spirit phenom
ena will take it as an- exposure of Spir-

__________________ . . AP op
ponent of Spiritualism in Chicago, 
whose wife induced him to go qnd hear 
Lyman 0. Howe, became converted to 
the cause, as he declared it was beyond 
the unaided mind to equal, and à col
lege-bred daughter of a clergyman in 
New York state, on hearing Mr. Howe, 
declared it required some higher lan-
guage than those of our earthly sphere 
to portray his ideas. Mrs. Richmond, 
Mrs. Nellie Brigham and many others 
speak under spirit Influence without 
having their eyes closed. When Henry 
Ward Beecher would pour forth his 
burning words and melt his audlencp 
into tears by bls eloquence, Judge Ed
munds was able to see the Very spirit 
who was inspiring him and to get the 
purport of his ideas before, they were 
spoken.

There are plenty of people who de
light in parading before the public ev
ery foible of Spiritualists, but not many 
who can see their good qualities. The 
Progressive Thinker has one depart
ment, every week, to say nothing of the 
others, that is conducted by a broad, 
richly-stored mind, which while moving 
in the vanguard of progress, is an en
lightening and balancing power for Its 
tens of thousands of readers. Hudson

itualism. ■w

Discussion on Spiritualism.
There will be a discussion, commenc

ing Feb. 20,1899, and continuing six 
evenings, between D. W. Hull and Eld- 
G. M; layers, of Beatrice, Neb., on- tiie
following propositions:

L Resolved, That there is an entity 
in Man thafsurvives In a conscious ex
istence, thVdeatfi of the body, and has 
the power, under proper conditions, of 
communicating with people living hr 
earthllfe. ' D. W. HULL, Affirm.

■ • - -G. M. Myers, Neg.
2 Resolved, That the supermundane 

portions of the .Bible were inspired or 
authorized by departed human spirits, 
and that early Christianity was^ based 
upon Intercourse between departed hu
man spirits'and people of this world. 
. D. W. HULL, Affirm;

I G. M. Myers, Neg.
' Eld.-Myers is editor of the Evangel
ist Beatrice, Neb., and Is considered a 
very strong debater, a recognized cham
pion in his field.' The debate will occur 
in the opera house, and a small: admits 
tance fee will be charged, with a reac
tion and reserved seats on season tick- 
ets.-Llberator, Nortont Kansas,-

that It seems to be permanent
“The school was founded several 

years ago by the ^Chicago Woman’K 
Club, but' Is now supported by the 
county. .Miss Flood used to come to 
the jail on behalf of the club, of which 
she is a member, and when it came to 
engaging a new teacher she was pre
vailed. upon to take the position. As 
the salary is only ?40 a month, and she 
pays out a large part of that in visiting, 
the homes of her pupils to learn which 
should be recommended for release, it 
will be seen that _she Is in the^place 
only for Hie good she can do In It For
merly she was a teacher in a private 
school. ,

‘.‘All the prisoners treat her with the 
greatest respect, and her influence is 
felt throughout the Institution. Her 
pupils here rage from 8 to 17 years of 
age, and some of them are big, strap
ping fellows, but they seem to have no 
disposition to cause trouble. The at
tendance varies from twenty to fifty,-

The Wilderness of Worlds. A Popu
lar Sketch of the Evolution of Matter, 
from Nebula to Man and Return. The 
Life-Orbit of a StarU By George W. 
Morehofise. Peter Eckler; Publisher, 
New York. ' . b ' .

The author, well knbwn 'as a scientist 
and astronomer^ has .been! fiorty years 
actively engaged In gatheiltfg the mate
rial for this work, which is an up-to- 
date scientific presentntiorilby a trained 
and capable mind, fuUy'Jnfiffmed in the 
latest discoveries ofTmodflrn' research. 
The'most advanced .thlnllers and spe-

I clolists in the various branches of sclen- 
's- title inquiry are freel# levied upon, and 
1 the volume is very interesting as weU 

> as instructive. Formate st> this office.
Price, ?1. s< "I ’

' —-------- , . J _I£1----
LAKE HELENtiAMP,FLA. 

. ' -----r • -
LAST EXCURSION.tffAN. 27.

My last 'excursloif‘%y sW will leave. 
New’York .City, Jadtiary 27, by the' 
Mallory steamship, “Colorado," a.large, 
safe and; wen-appqlnted. steamer. I 
have many fine state rooms reserved. I 
shall personally contract this excursion. 
If you wish to join It, address me (en
closing 4 cents In stamps). The price Is 
extremely low. ’

H. A. BUDINGTON. i 
91 Sherman street;, Springfield, Mass.

and sòme of the pupils who are near 
the maximum age limit never before 
attended school. She seldom has a boy 
who is advanced ' beyond the sixth 
grade of the public schools.

"Sending the boys back to their cells 
■Is the severest punishment inflicted la 
this school.' Wh?n this sentence Is pro-

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles Is a 
trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecturer; and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
jubilee of Modern SplrltuaUsm, are 
well worthy of being'preserved to this 
tasty form, In print Price, 35 cent* 
For sale at this office. i

/ -or- Contrasts in Spirit Life;
Kaur to Sacerdotal I And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles In the wKelOlun IMSyo iV wauuiuuwu pIret Five sphere», Etc. Written through the hand
Secrots. " Iot CMTl<i E' Twlllg'r>per'Mc'________—

BY DB. B. B. WESTBBOOK.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of 

Psychic Science.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos- To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena: How 

fnv run fabulous claims of ancient Judaism aad dog- I veatlgato their various phases; bow to form circle, 
malic Christianity, containing mauy startling conclu- I and develop mediumship; an absolute test ot genuine 
etons never before published, showing clearly the I mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. .h„nI*
mytttoal characterotmortottbeOldMdNewTesta- A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
meat stories, and proving that Jesus was an Impenom have It. Price, cloth, 75c.________________ _______ _
pXTsrBr°For sX arXofiice. POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
-------------—------------------------- ANDWIIHIN.
■■tfnu ATIAll lin TA A 1 TP voices from many lands and centuries, aaytbg.‘‘M»iL UVDniITIxM IIP I II Unit I thou shall never die.” An excellent selectlomed- || | PPI U I iQlfl | U UAlfa lte<1 >p<1 oomPfisd by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth, 11.

--------- ------- I A Few Words About the Devil, 
. by SYDNEY FLOWEB. I Qtjier Essays.

---------- --- . ... By Charlo. Bradlaugb. With the. towot hl. Iff.
An entertaining manual of hypoolkm, useful to a. told by htm.elf, and the history ot hl. parliament 

student, of the subject. In the form of dialogue and tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c._________  j
Starr, the suthor presents very eucceMtuily a con- I---------------------- --------- —------- ---------------- J
a«n»d «enomit of hypnotism, its theory and practice I Vnnr Billing Planet Discovered 
up to data. Price, paper. 2: cts. Sold at this office. | by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunntngham. Devoted to the study 
at Astrology and Ita laws. Price, 25c.ENCYCLOPEDIA

A

Tuttle in bls books and editorial mat
ter manifests a clear, keen Intellect 
which Is a blessing to our cause, and al- - 
though modest in disposition, becomes 
a regular Boanerges in fighting shams 
and medical despotisms. His good wife, 
too, is a valuable and able worker by 
his side and I trust we may see her es
teemed articles more frequently.

The counting of the Spiritualists of 
the United States, is, I think, a very un
wise thing. The Spiritualists connected 
with all of the churches and those who 
are unconnected with any organization 
are millions in number, but to enumer
ate those, merely who have united with 
some organization as being the whole 
force of Spiritualism,¿so far as numbers 
are concerned, when they are really not 
one-tenth of the whole, does injustice 
to the cause. Let us. spread ourselves 
out by being active in all humanitarian 
and educational processes, sustaining 
our rostrums, our papers, our genuine 
mediums, schools and our literature, 
'and we shall begin to look large and 
worthy of the world’s attention. Our 
temples should be built as headquar
ters for our higher light in every city 
and good-sized town, parlors and read-, 
ing-rooms in which the young would 
delight to gather should be established 
therein, and Ladles’ Helping Hand so
cieties, rheetlng at the. same place, 
should be a centre of benevolent effort.

A handsome book has been laid on my 
desk, entitled "The Christ Question 
Settled, or Jesus, Man, Medium, Mar
tyr,” including a symposium by many 
eminent minds.. This book, full'of'racy 
and historical matter is by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, and gives an immense array of 
facts to show that Jesus actually ex
isted and was not Apollonlous or any 
one else except himself. We of this- 

i modern era should be pleased to know 
> that this great Spiritualist and medi- 
i um of antiquity had an actual exist
, cnee. ■ ■■ ■ m. D, BABBITT, M, D, .

Los AngeleSj Oai.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM 
...OR ... 

A CONCORDANCE 
Jbtbe principal patta^esof th« Qld and Une 

Icstamcnt Scriptures which prove

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Inltlaloni. By the Phelon* 
Illuitratlng the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, clotfe
•1.25. 

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered, at the Freethinker! Iute» 
national Congress, Chicago, DI., October, 1898. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.  .

or imply Spiritualism/ . .
together witb a brief history of tbo origin of many of I Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 

tbolmportant hooka of the Bible. | ' LffdieS Only.
By Mra. Dr. Hulburt. On the present status of 

woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The divine law of tjue harmonlal marnage, etc»

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that it in this book appeared to an abridged I Price, 10°-_____________________________ _

term to a series of nine full pages of Tna PnoanBss- rtrmr . wna nrnr T? DA T>fD TT
m Thumb. These articles were prepared at the THE WOMAN S BIBLE. Jr AK 1 IL 
callof hundreds of Splrltuaists who felt tho need of Ann.,;., fommntssome Hud of document tor ready reference. They reSf jÜ,hS'toH?î!
only seemed to whet the appetltoformore; hence the on the ted and New Testantente, from Joshue to Rer 
mihKnnnnn nf thia vrnrk ■ I elation. Tho comments are keen, bright, spicy, xttuPTheanthor, Moses Huil, has written many volumes of wit, the ere’isnot'a ÀuH
on Bplrltuallstlstic and other themes and each one is Ignarantof tho higher criticism. There is not a Qua 
full of cayeftfl study on tho subject chosen. Mr. page. Paper, 50c.________________ __
Hull, Inhls introduction of this work s&yst . _____ ___ _ ______

“Hoping that this book Will serve to lead the people TWP MISSINQ LINK
onto! the wilderness of doubtond despair; and that I I IVBIwwIlwM
RsSnctlttcd’CTemWs?UwflUoTSplktf°1? but win IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

. use It to bitter down the Train of Christian «uperstl- , Tr»e.rf,tii a, Wm Itomllvtlon and Ignorance, I send It out on Ju errand of on- By A. Leah Hndeitni. of the Fox Family, 
llghtcnment with the humble prayer that It will prove | Interesting and ■valuable as a history of tbo begin
n divine benediction to every reader." _ - ' nlngof Modern Spiritualism, byoneof

Tub Ekotclofbuu. or BrnntoAL SratTOALisn | tors. 478 Pages, is Illustrations, Including portrait« ox 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper. I the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping», 
contains a fnll-pago portrait of the author and Is I os rotated by eyo-wltnc«sos; remarkable anawen-at- 
bandsomolyboundlncloth. Every Spiritualist should I tested manifestations; tho "exposures, cto. Hana- 
have this work. 1 soraely bound in cloth, Bat few copies remaining.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE •1S0- Wew111 ,en'1 ”le bo01t po,t'

SudSàS^nZSSet THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE, 
la Intensely Interesting. It gives dotaued accounts of I nr Dr. Paul Carua. Very thoughtful and interesting.

r“PCT'KC’_______________________

Mcô’Mjrr80^'^I INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
—~ “ __ I Areal visit with friends on the other side of life,
UrifflU. Development limi JASUliy I anan famlllnrtnlk. By spirit Samuel Bowles'. Car

“ ¿wr— rib E.S. Twins, medium,
oi Mau. . . —■.  ___ - ------- 1

A Scientific and Philosophical THE
Treatise, by Tlios.P. Fletoher. FUtA i OT LP f fWOC , 

cIOOTBKTsi ThoBoglnnlnpi Fuaaamcntal Prine. > r iCIlLnV I IllV UvUl LXl p-,e8ì Formatlòn of OomteUMlon«, Byitema, Buna w
Pianeta and BatoHlU«. Tho Origin of Meteor* aafl M COMPILATION OF THE LEC> 
CometatT'üè Organi: Kingdom; Tha Origin nf Msn; I tar^arftaaliTtba Spirit Band through the nin- Man-Hl» Attribute« and Rwero; Tho Bonl -llow I ainmahlo oOIrt. MaedalenaKltnB. Thia volume colt
Receives and Impatta Knowledge; How the Bou 11!. I ««guNJandpSraa,  
colma I * Hlgheat Improaalona; Toe BeoOTd Bo^t.delivered In public througlitbe mental or* mu- tlowa.iH T'lhaa. Uaw to UnliiMlA lhn Rlvll uuinoivutupuui,» WMvuau law V.

kku.hu vi —..... - .unce, clairvoy
ant and tnaptnrtloaal tnedtmn. Their ton la excellert 
and toalraplritgood; and even though one.may tot 
aome Idea» that differ from thoae hehM »eld. yet he 
wUl find much de please, heMSt tod Ir.met. TH 
reTerano» with which Jesus la mMtlaauljrUl MM 
xniny, Uthongh-lbe idcsB ndrsncDu ccnconDDff Jbm* 
and clirlatlanity are not after the ortbodoi irandar* 
The book oontalna <85 <«to pages, and wt» be »tot 
¿¿s®*lt Mt «JO. yora«e*ittto ja»_.

Sonic; ibo Finer or Spiritual Body, Growth an 1 ; Their too
renoratloa; Morally, Splritaall«m. Fror«! >0 P' 
Bible; Tho Bible and Christ ; Tho Summery : -«u» 
Hon' W« Do to Ba Bavod.". For «alo at Hits<•’>.■>

Price, Clot* <« ««■ r»«^
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.

».
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Cble.ro


Important!
DR. C.E. WATKINS,
• ——the  t

FAMOUS GHR0NI5T,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QUICK 
CURES

SMALL 
DOSES

Send age, name In full and two 
• 2-cent stamp's and leading symp- 

■ tom, and we will send you a di
agnosis of your case FREE, and 

• we will try and make the price 
: of treatment right to you. Re

member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your case‘unless 

■ you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 

' OUR opinion of this doctor or 
that one, because we never ex

- press an opinion, nor have we 
any one connected with us that 

, is allowed to speak 111 of any one 
■ or even to express an opinion.

We know some doctors dope, 
. but we do not.

The day of shot-gun prescrip- 
• tion is past; drastic drugs in 

large doses will not be given 
ten years from now. We be
lieve in the certainty qf medl- 
cine and in specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
specific diagnosis. He who un
derstands the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, Is the 
successful physician to-day.

SPECIFIC
MEDICINE

THE COUNTERFEITERS.
The counterfeiters of genuine spirit-

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
. Chicago.

NO DRASTCI
DRUGS

A Book on «‘Chronic Disease” 
Sent lor 2-cent Stamp.

ua! phenomena -ate getting in their ne
farious work everywhere among the 
gullibles. .This city Is ,not free from.; 
them by any ujeuns, and evidence is 
gradually acoumulatlng ¡against them 
which will eventually startle the peo
ple and si}t them to thinking as never 
before. In Omaha, ■ the counterfeiter, 
Dr. Milton (probably. Jules Wallace), 
reaped an extraordinarily rich harvest 
from the Insatiate .gullibles who fre
quented his-exhibitions of “mystic 
power,” and who entertained the idea 
that the “phenomena” presented was 
genuine In #very.respect. The Omaha 
Bee sets fdrth that S. H. Davis, who 
was arrested with Milton on the same 
charge, ..was not arraigned. Neither 
were the two women who assisted 
“Dr.” Milton lit his seances. They are 
being, detained'at the station as wit
nesses for the state. They gave the 
names of Mrs. Martha Robinson and 
Anna Forsythe. Both are comely 
young persons and although they read
ily admit complicity in “Dr” Milton’s 
imposition on a credulous public, they 
plainly show regret at having gotten 
into difficulty.

“I began to work for ‘Dr.’ Milton 
about two" months ago,” said Mrs, Rob- 
inson.i “Before that time' I attended 
his stances frequently. The ‘doctor’ is 
a wonderful man in some ways, Of 
course tbe seances are frauds and: de
ceptions-froni beginning to end, but I 
think he really'had the gift of second 
sight. '

“My duty lit the, seances was to im
personate the spirits of the departed. 
Seances were held twice a week. Ten 
or twenty persons would come and ask 
to Interview the spirits of their friends. 
Milton had the subjects sit together in 
the cabinet room, and before proceeding 
with the spirit manifestations he in
formed .them If any were incredulous 
and wished to Inspect the cabinet they 
could do so. ■

“The cabinet is nothing but a corner 
of a room, curtained off . by a black 
cloth. It was seldom that any one cared 
to Inspect the cabinet, but sometimes 
thpy did, although they never discov
ered the trap door in the wall through 
which the spirits entered. '

“When the visitors and Miltou were 
ready he told certain of them that the 
spirit they wished to interview would 
appear. The lights were turned low 
and we girls dressed in black robes 
would issue from the cabinet Most al
ways the people spoke to us, saying 
something that would give a hint as to 
how to answer, -

.e West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
■ No. 46 South Afis street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of -Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
.Services at 7:45 p. m.', conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood • Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:80 and 7:30 p. m.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V, Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:30 p. m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Pl> >-l.- Flnhot. - ■

The Second Chtirch of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Vari Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evfery Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock and 7:30 In the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

LU MUu.
union services of ¡Sunday school und 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings In Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The’ Lake \»ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and Members aré invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard* at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums. ; ;

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests.

•Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Brotnwell,-pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at. two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes

G.E. WñTKINS, M.D.,
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

A Premonition.
Dr. Leonard White, of New York, a 

well-known specialist in nervous dis
eases, tells a very curious story. “Some 
years ago,” said Dr. White,v “a retired 
merchant of Chicago, a man of con
siderable means and great reputation 
for wliat we call ‘horse sense,’ con
ceived such an extraordinary dread of 
drowning that he refused to stir out of 
his house, and lived literally the life of 
a hermit. Such cases of morbid hallu
cination, or paranoia, are well known 
to physicians, and the family was ad
vised to humor the old gentleman, who 
seemed perfectly sane on all other sub
jects. Knowing the facts, I could hard
ly keep from smiling when I picked up 
a paper one day and saw that he had 
died suddenly of a stroke of apoplexy, 
and In lecturing later on before a med
ical college In New York, I was in the 
habit of referring to the episode as an 
illustration of the absurdity of pre
monitions. ‘Here was a man,’ I used to 
say, ‘who took all manner of grotesque 
precautions to avoid being drowned, 
and after making himself and his fam
ily miserable for a number of years, he 
quietly topped over with apoplexy.’ 
This generally raised a laugh. I had 
cited the case as usual one morning 
when a student stopped me as I was 
going out of the building. ‘Excuse me, 
doctor,' he said, ‘but Mr. — was a 
neighbor of ours, and there was a little 
circumstance connected with his death 
that I thought you might be interested 
in knowing. He was seized with ver
tigo.’ he continued, ‘just as he was 
getting into his bath, and slipped down 
to the bottom of the tub. The spigots 
were turned on, and what attracted 
attention was the water running over 
the edge. The autopsy showed apoplexy 
all right enough, but there was some 
doubt ns to whether he was dead when 
he slipped down into the tub.,’ After 
that I ceased to use the case as an 
illustration. The coincidence was too 
strong for me.”—New Orleans Times- 
Democrat. '

“If they did not, we vanished. Some
times they asked us if we were happy. 
We always preferred questions to 
which we could answer ‘yes or no.’ In
variably the people recognized us as 
their friends. ' .

“I neter knew It to fall. Last night, 
although Miss Forsyth and I did not 
wear veils, six people recognized us as 
mothers or sisters who were dead. It is 
a peculiar circumstance, and I can’t ac
count for it unless the people so firmly 
believe they will see their dead loved 
ones, and have their minds so firmly 
set upon it that the vision is more real 
subjectively than objectively.

“Last week one man called to see his 
sister, and I played the part so well he 
Immediately went home and returned 
with six other members of the family. 
They were all satisfied that they had 
conversed with a spirit.

“Among Milton’s, clients are many of 
the wealthiest people of the town. They 
are not all Ignorant people by any 
means; in fact, only the minority are of 
an uneducated class.”

Miss Forsyth’s story was practically 
the same. She said that Milton charged 
$1 for seances and the same for read
ings. Public seances were held once a 
week In Patterson hall, and private 
seances twice a week In his apartments 
at Seventeenth and Dodge streets. 
There were always from ten to twenty 
people present.

It will now be In order for Dr. Milton, 
the counterfeiter of genuine spiritual 
coin, to ‘hold a “test circle,” and have 
the gullibles present certify to his gen
uineness, and at the iame time de
nounce the “minions” who raided his 
seance. This is the method adopted by 
all of the counterfeiters. Dr. Milton 
says that “his arrest is the result of 
spite felt for him by some of his ene
mies.” This is the stereotyped excuse 
of all such villains. He will find plenty 
of credulous followers to sustain him in 
his counterfeiting business, unless he be
sent to the penitentiary.

Chicago, III. _______
PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

H.

■ [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Drs. Peskl*& Burroughs
O NOT ONLY

C0RREQW DIAGNOSE
IB)JT THEY

Wfllutelu 
Gw 
6W0DIG -

Wherë Others Fail.
It You fire a SuWer

Write To-day, Giving
Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead

'. mptom, and receive an . 
absolutely correct

j DIAGNOSIS ' 

of your case 
FKEE OF CHARGE.

Remember to Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CBEEK, MICH.

to bo made oyer as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and Instructive programme.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. G rumbine, lecturer, meets In 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M.
Summers, pastor. >

Dr. William Francis Lay was born In 
Oakland, Cal., March 27, 1865 and 
passed out of this life at Ladora, Iowa, 
Jan. 7, 1899. His remains were laid to 
fest, beside his mother’s, at Bellevue, 
Iowa, where the services were held, 
Mrs.-J. M.'Harvey, of Maquoketa, offi
ciating. He was a resident of Chicago 
for the last three years, where he prac-
tlced his profession. H. P. H,

ASTONISHING!
THAT ________

DOCTOR A.B. DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP 
' —OF—;

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
Who. during the past four yeaiB, has 

Successfully Thousands
Treated of Patients

Curing all Diseases Flesh is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
Bend three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock ot hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, ana 
be convinced of the
'WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIARNOSED FREE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

dealing, Gauses and Effects 
.Dr. W. F. Phelpn’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation . to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, isr clearly shown 
to be the silent power of Invisible force.
-Under tho head of “Causes and Ef

fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul-, 
slon and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of- 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

Tbe whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which Is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is" handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 10Q pages, is proving its In
terest by Its sales, Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For Sale at this office.

The First Spiritual Church of -the 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:80 p. in., at 77 Thirty-first 
street. Lecture and' spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor.

Spiritual Church of All Souls. Serv
ice at 7:30, at 158 Lincoln avenue, cor
ner of Garfield avenue, North Side. 
Mrs. Squire, pastor.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held aj private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose. '

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and,Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully,
MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg; Ky. •

“THE ILYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young,: and to lyceum work, is 
published by; Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents pdr year. Every young 
person should have access'to its col
umns. In foot, ajl classes will find 
something of special interest In It. It 
Is published weekly. Try ft.

For 80 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall. ' 

Clinton, Iowa. ’ ■> ■ B. F. POOLE.

France’s Prophetess of Evil.
Georgina Weldon Is the latest 

Parisian sensation. She 18 the high 
priestess of the Dreyfusards, and she ' 
has startled Paris with a pamphlet in 
which she predicts tbe downfall of the 
nation. This woman has been the 
scourge of a few great men in her 
time and the puzzle of the courts and of 
specialists in psychiatry. The title of 
Georgina's pamphlet is “The Con
spiracy of the General Staff,” and in
volves those army men who have said 
that Dreyfus is guilty. It is written in
verse of no mean order and is ded
icated to Colonel Plcquart Its author 
Is now immured in a convent of the 
provinces, but there are Dreyfusards 
who desire to carry her through the 
streets of Paris in a chariot Thé new 
prophetess is precisely like the strange 
women who were produced by the 
closing years of the last century. This 
is not the first time Paris has heard of 
Georgina Weldon. In 1872 she was à, 
concert singer In London, and on the 
Occasion of Gounod’s visit to the 
English capital she spread the report 
that the German composer was abolit 
to become a British subject. It was all 
Gounod could do to persuade his fellow, 
countrymen to the contrary. She 
claimed Gounod's compositions as her 
own and sued him for damages, sé-' 
curing a judgment for $50,000 against 
him in the English courts. She sued 
Rochefort for libel, and became so 
eccentric that she was committed to 

'Insane asylunig, which she sqed imme
diately on being released. Some year's 
ago she Was-sent to the convent in 
which she now resides, and has not 
been heard from until now. Her re
cently published pamphlet Is very pop
ular. Selections from the work are 
chanted by boys in the streets, and the 
gloominess of the prophecies is by no 
means brightening the situation. Geor
gina claims that, the verses were in-

■' Bpired by a dead poet.—Times-Herald,’
Çhlcago.

Passed to higher life, in Mattison, 
Mich., Jan. 2, 1899, William W. Ander
son, at the home of his daughter, Mrs. 
Mary E. McLean. The deceased was 
84 years of age and was a native of 
Scotland. Out Of his seven children 
only two daughters survive him. He 
•had been'a Spiritualist for 40 years.

. M. E. M.

It is with sorrow that I must tell you 
that my dear wife passed to the higher 
life, Nov, 8, 1898,. aged 69 years, 10 
months aud two days; She who always 
looked on the bright side whehdrouble. 
came, is gone. No one to cheer me 
when down-hearted, only as her spirit 
fans my bl-ow in the stillness of night

Dover, Me. • L. A. ROGERS.

Passed to spirit life, Jan. 1, 1899, at 
Hassel Montana, Mrs, Emma'Mounts,, 
aged 43’ years and 9 months. She had 
been a medium for twenty-five years, 
known as thé Rock Mountain Medium. 
She was loved and respected by all who
knew her. GEO. W. THORNE.

DR. R. GREER, 
Clairvoyant Physician, 

52 Dearborn at., Chicago,
Is stll giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
years experience and practice make him wonderfully 
accurate. Write, giving age, sex aud'one leading 
symptom. 478tf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Ib tbo oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. His cures are marvelous. Successful In 
all kinds of chronlo and acute diseases. When others 
foil Moure«. Bend him ege..sor, name, lock of hair 
and 6 eta. In stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only (2.00 
»month. No leading »ymptom required, He. ha» a 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and easy:
also a specific remedy for obesity. It will safely and 
K remove all superfluous tleeh, also a sure re

morning sickness. Address
DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., i

83 Warren sL, Stoneham. Mass. 463

Jaa. 28,1899.

lan.

by letter. 450tf

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Rtstorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular! 

showing styles and prices and pho£o of Spirit Yanna, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjust my Molted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in. your own home as if you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Bend stamp for 
photo. B. F. Poole. Clinton. Iowa.

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who la clairaudient, clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made

VATTD T7TWTT'D'I?accarateiy calculated by I VUxb JU U 1 U-tvrJ Prof. Geo. W. Walronct 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from «1. Bend stamp for circa*

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only ono In tbe world for the unfoldment of al 
spiritual powers, poyebometry, clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, scud a otsmpedad* 
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Grumbins (antbor and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., flat 3, Chicago, 468tf

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, «1, and 20 cents extra for exprossage. 
For sale at tbeoffleeof Tint PuogrsssiveTiiinkxb,

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc., 15c; “Astrological Notes.’’ 5o. 
Tbe two for 10c. Geo. Waleond, Opera House blk- 
Denver, Colo. 478tf

TRUMPETS,
Standard sizo, by mall, magnetized and In a neat box. 
Aluminum, 5 oz, 11.75; light tin, 8 oz, ll.UU. E. A. 
Boeel. 207 S Brown st. Anderson. Ind. 481

ForBMhgggtS^^'
It you are looking tor a Great 

Bargain in Fine Silverware never 
1 heard ot before and that will aston

ish you, here Is one of the Gseat- 
est Bargains ever offered by any 
reliable Manufacturer, For 25 

- .cents we send Prepaid Both the 
Salt and Pepper Shakers. They 
are Quadruple Coin Silver Plated, 
Warranted to wear ton years. 
Finely engraved and useful a* well 
as ornamental to any table rich 
or poor. If on receipt of the 
same you do not think or And 
them tbe Greatest Bargain you 
ever have seen or heard of, 
return them at once to us and we 
will refund you your money. _We 
have been doing business In 
Chicago since 1865. Any Bank or 
Express Company can tell you our 

'-standing. Our Bargain Silver- 
SALT. ware Catalogue Sent Free. PEPPER.

C.V. LEONARD MFG. CO., 152*153 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair apd four 
cents in stamps; State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

GRAND BAPID8, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, Including tho 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure* 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Students in four continents have taken the 
course. The college is chartered and confers tbe de« 
gres of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take tbe course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
TCUi.O-YiÀ.-th..South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal, 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

<41tf E. D. BABBITT» M. D. LL. D., Dean.

yiAjMSFieLD’s
Are

Homéopathie Medicines 
i Compounded Clalrvoyantly for 

. Each Patient. .

Send name, age, sex and leading symp* 
■ tom for Free Diagnosis. -

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland., Ohio.

if* BY * 11 
LOHEN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, us It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion Is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims thatthe 
book Is ,

A SVIENIIBIO VJWOHBIBA.IION

, of the

Existence of the soul of man as his con.

scious indiviHuality independently

of the physical organism/

of the

CONTINUITY OF LIFE ■ 

and the
ACTUALITY OF BPIBIT BETUBN.

1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.,
Still continues to give

FREE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation. 

YOU Are Invited to Write. 

SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

The «rat. eleven chapter« are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of tbe soul Incarnate, with a clear ex« 
po«lttonofthep«ycblcplitlonopby. _ __________

The succeeding four chapters set forth tbe philoso* 
phy of the Infinite. . _______ „ ....

Tbe last twenty chapters are devoted to an exjwsl' 
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail, 
yi n oh of It being personal experiences of tbe antbor.

The price of the book is For sale
at the office of The Progressive Thinker,

“Hlstory -or ,tUe'Inquisitiota.” Every 
citizen of one country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not In 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy Is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It Is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and -a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth-' binding, 430 
paces. Price SI For sale at this office. 
' ••commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of-much patient 
thought and research -by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed op the subject Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $¡1.50. For sale at this 
office. ,

“The ¡ Universe.” What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life?. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its «Environments. 
Psychic Science. -What the “Soul of 
Things'.' is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. ,-M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilisation. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
Tbe Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. Thia It a moat valuable contribution to 
Freetbougbt literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of antbor. Frlce, 10 cental twelve coptea 
for *1.00. ■

A LIBRARY.
• Commence forming one now by sub-
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1-20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when It was first issued. Then you 
could have bad in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It Is better late than never. Commence 
ndw, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.
US

sale at this office.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And his Spirit Baud treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases where medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from ail parts of the'United Elates. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 482

PPI VIVI=
Valuable Treatise on '• .’••Cton .mailed fret.
Dr. J. C.HOEFMAJ 44S ^abelln Bldg.,Chicago,UL

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cnresall forms of stomach, liver andklduey disease: 
alsoconstlpatton. A sure euro for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for ona 
month sent forll.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eye« or poor eyeilgbt. Ha. been used and praised by 
thousands tn all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for «1.10 with Yarma'I 
photo and Instructions how to live 100 years.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psycbometrlst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by lector or photograph 11.00 
Throe reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cento ' Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Cblcago. 877tf

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE. INDEPENDENT 
ILL Slate writer, 218 East 42d place, Chicago. , 490
VULL REA_DING_28CT8. UNTIL FURTHER NO- 

tico, De. 8. Z. Babney, 800 8. Div. st., Grand
Raplda, Mich. 479

DR. At W. BIRKHOLZ,
THE HEALER, 

Clares AU Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines. 

Cures by Absent Treatments
Ab well as If patient came to hie office. Send six one« 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av..
Chicago, III. 479tf

Personal Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by mall. An ex
position of the Science -of Betug, with directions for 
restoring health, developing the mental faculties and 
unfoldlog tho spiritual powers. For booklet and fur* 
tber Information send stamp to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, Hl.

GANGERS AND TUMORS, 
Internal or external cured by nature's positive cancer 
cure. No tedious operations. Tested over 40 yean, 
and any disease that afflicts the human system treat* 
ed successfully. J*. G. W. Entwistle, M. D,. 759 63rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, III. Consultation and
Examination Free. 488

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me a letter stating the fact, with age, 

name, sex and complexion and six cents In stamps, 
and 1 will tell you jnst what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. I need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter is enough. 
Herbalistlc Remedies in connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
86 Warren st,, Stoneham, Blass. 480

Every Spiritualist in this broad land 
can keep In touch' with our- cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuably acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic- Costs 81.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. . Sub- 
scrlbe.at once and get your neighbor to 
Join with you. '

Lovina M. Williams, widow of the 
late Russell Williams, passed to the 

■ higher life at her home In Rochester, 
Minn., October 17, aged 84 years. She 
wns an earnest Spiritualist,.': arid for 
many years had been a reader, of . The 
Progressive Thinks/. Her; amiable 
character endearedi'her, tb all with 
whom she was. acquainted. 'She was. 
bom in Sudbury, Vermont, and .resided 
¡there until she married and cameAvest.
She leaves ninny relatives and friends 
both in her native and adopted „state. 

- . - -FRANK REED.
• “Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution' 
of Mao-” Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by -Michael 
Faraday, rriee 15 cents, bur sale at 
this bflicO. ... 1 ■ .. ■

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are'cm- 
bodied in this volume, in which ques- 
tlonB of greatiffiportance to' the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cent* 
For sale at .this office.. .' >. : . .

“The Gospel ot Buddha, Accordlug to 
Old Records.” Told by. Paul Caros. 
This book is heartily commended to stu-i 
dents of the science of religions, and to' 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist- or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price SI.’ For sale at this office.

‘‘From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers o£ poetry will find gems 
of thought inpoetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1, For sale at this office. • •

Keep ujrwith the Free Thought pro
cession! You can do So by Sending to 
this office $1.20 -and thus secure- The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to' 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with bur great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
Istpaper, please tel! us why you do not? 
We would like to know; .

THE AGE OF REASON.
Bv Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation ot True 

rod Fabnlona Theology. A new And complete edi
tion, from new plate« apd new typet 188 page«, post 
8vo, Paper, S3 cent«: cloth, 50 cent*.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Lizzie Doten* They are really valuable, 

Price tiDO,. ’ „ . . ....

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Bromol Bowles; Mra. Carrfo E. S. Twlng, mo- 

dlutn. Tills lltUo book will bo Toad with Intense la« 
tercst by thousands. Price S3 cent!. .

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highway», By-wayf and Hedges 

of Life.- By Mattib E. Hull. Thia Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. HUlls best poems, 
aermonk and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the antbor, also a portrait of Moser Hall. Price, 

I neatly bound - In SngUsh clotty u. *fbr Mleattbli 
| oAoe*> . ‘ - *

A - V

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
[f you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course .of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in. 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. ’

Write names , and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided, -j ■ !

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
(BAYS OF LIGHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Oecultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

How TO become a medium, in your own 
home. WIU eehd a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase or mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address MRS. J. A. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. ■ 489

; “Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods arid Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt. M. D-, LL. D. A very In- 
str.iictlve anhvaluable work. It should 
have à wide fclrcuiatlon, hs It well fui- 
fills'the promise of its title. For'sale 
at this office.'.-Price 75 cents.

. “The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic , phenomena, this pam
phlet Is intensely ¡interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts qf two cases of “double 
consclousnessi” namely Mary Luruncy 
Venrium of Watsïka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of 'Venailgo County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. fiPrice 15 cents.

“Voltaire’s. $ Romances.” translated 
from the French.a With numerous il
lustrations. -ThesèDlighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. IWit, philosophy and 
romance are Combined, with the skill of 
a master mlfid. Eflce Ç1.50. For sale 
at this office.

“The Great Roman'Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P; Rudolph, Ph. D., exjpriest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
arid pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann.. 
.It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
Of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady-Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on -The - Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; Tbe Degraded: Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The'Christlan 
Church and Woman; written tn Mn.

- Stanton’s usual trenchant style. - For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE. 

. ' ' ' ■« • - ■» ■■ • 
BY ELEANOR KIRK.

'. .Thia la the only book which state» the. ritnple prin- 
elples of the Zodiac In simpleterms^maklngtheentlia 

•matter dear to tho ayerge nndetitandlng. _____ • J
This volume Indicates the location, characteristic^ 

and influence of each sign of cho Zodiac, giving the 
days which each sign governs, and the gems and 
aatral colors associated with each. ________ __

The diseases of the body, how to cure them,, rod the 
faults of character Incidental to tbo dLffyrcnt domains.

The methods of growth for each human being. ■
■ Tbo domains from .which companions, husbands and 
Wlvcsbe-ielectcd.. . _ ’ . ■ ■ -

t The characteristics of children born in different do
mainland the'conditions to bo observed Inx^eir care 
and education.

Tbe personal ability and talent of tho individual 
with reference to domestic, social and business sue
° This work la the result of profound research, rod In 
Its preparation tho author has been largely assisted by 
J. C. Street, A. B.N.. ;
Bound in Special Cloth,- - Price,

For Sale at This pffice.

Max. Gentzke,
West Point, Nebraska.
~THOMAS PAINE'S-“
Examination of the Prophecies.

¿consideration of the OMsagMtatte New Test* 
rnest, quoted from theUM, asd etCsdirojlioclM Cow 
oeniuigJaniBCliTlit. Price 15 offlie.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davi«.. ., A rosary of penriA culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
.for the light and «clase of am, MTOWtng and 
stricken heart. Pride 50 cents.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists pt three pamphlet* 
embodied In one volume. In which questions ot grout 
Importance to tho race are discussed from the stand. 
point ot an advanced social reformer. Frlce SO cents 
For sale at this office. ... . r .

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements'employed' In the 'XVth and 

XVIth centuries for the promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald." 
Price 10 cents. . । ...

Thé Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned, accurate; scientific and 
philosophical analysis of HI« Satanic Majesty ever 
published. - The book contains es payes, rod Is beau-
lit ally bound, with likeness of author on title page. 
PriceZS cents. .. ■

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with brcfaco and Note* 

by Peter Kckler. Illustrated with view» of tho old 
I Paine. Homestead and. Paine .Monument,. «New 
{Rochelle, also, portraits of. Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bailow, Mary. Wollstonecraft,. Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and themost prominent»« Paine'* 
friends tn Europe and America. Cloth. n cents

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter. 
CORRECT DIAt^OSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
. $1.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando st., San Jose, Cal.
W1 have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for tbo Spirit-world than Chas.
Walter Lynn. Job. KodksBucuanan.

The blind medium, h. w. sinclaib, will
Bend a Life Beading, with dates and names. Mail 

lock of batr and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIR, 419 
West av., Jackson, Mich <79

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
PeychometrlBt and Psychic. Beading« by mall. »1.00 
and stamps. Sealed letters answered, 12.00. 513 Chest
nut st-, Cincinnati, 0. 480

MRS. S. F. OnWOLF. INDEPENDENT SLATE 
Writer and Teat Medium, 241 Winchester aveuue,

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, cex, and two stamps, for fbkb' 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by •, 
BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 

Dept. 1. Jackson, Mich. 477tf
MAGGIE STEWART GIVES READINGS BYLET- 
11L teYon business, financial, social, domestic, mining, 
etc. Price It and two 2-ct. stamps. 264 E. Piqua, O.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thl« work will bo found especially Inteftatl'nit to all 
who would desire to make a study of Bomadlsm rod 
the Bible. Tbo historic foots , stated, and the Seen, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practice* ahould 
bereadayall. Price. "23c. Bold at this office.

practical methods to in
; . SURE SUCCESS. '
< „A valuable little work, full of practical InBtructlon 
-In matters pertaining to physical, mental andsn’rftual 
healths Worth many times Ha co?$. Price 10 cents. •

DR. J. W. RUMINER,
The well-known Psychic Healer and Chramopathla . j 
Pbyelcian. ls pre-eminently successful In treating all J 
forms of chronic and acute diseases of either body •• i 
ormlmL Graduate tn medicine and magnetics. Fir-.- , . -. .1 

teenyears’ practice. Personal magnetism and pay- \ 
chlcforces developed, which alone will enable you < • 
to cure yourgfiJfTind prevent disease. Treatments "'a ¿Z-? 
and six lessons for the development of personal mag- • - 7. V 
netlsm given by-mall. Charges In reason/' Sand-four .. >
2-cent stamps,-'date of birth, /sox, name and leading . -p'J S 
symptom, and receive by return mall my prices and 
diagnosis of your case. Address Hotel Wellington.' 
cor. 7th and Main sts., Evansville, Ind. 478 . .. r

THE RIGHTS OF MAN..
Bv Thoma* Paine. Parts I rod II. Being an 

inawer to: Mr. Burke’s attack upon tho French 
Revolution. -Foil 8vo., 379 pages. - Paper, BO cental 
doth, 60 cents, ’ ’. ■

God ift tiie Constitution, 
nrUobertG.Ingersoll. OnoottbobestpapersColo. 

nil’ingersoll overwrote. In paper cover, with like- 
hessot author. Price; 10cents; twelveooplesfor 11.00.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ THE KORAN.■ nin».ediUoa.; Fo«t8v$iaap«gM. 

Fifty Years in the Church of Borne 
Ar“’!e

I , ¿ ' •( •— < - / ’ if t ■'-CL'’-, i

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Beuon,' Elimination of tue Prophecies, oto.

The Other World and This,
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. ;

No. 1, New White Cross I
Literature. ¡

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D. ,
• In this -volume tho* author. In the thirty-nine 
chapters, discusses a wide-variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic Rtand-... .. 
Eotat. Sho evinces the powers of a trained thinker,. ...

oth In matter of thought and fine literary style, ana.—. 
wnabmty of thought expression. The .sub ecto - 
wcILhaiullccLwlthconciseness and yet wltti clearne* > 
It win -proto a rich- addition to any Bpirltuallittl. , 
library, and a moat excellent book for auy ^one Beeg» - , 
iugintormation concerning BpIritualUm aadmttBC».,

■Fk>r Sale; this Office. . j-'
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THE LAW OF PSYCHICAL PHENOMENA

Each week as we scan the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker (the greatest

SELF DELUSION.
Ancient and Modern Phases 

Thereof.

.. 

I 
tt

By J. 0. F. Crumbine, of The College of Psychical Sci- 

F enees, Chicago.

■ »nHRniriinr 1 thattmay make it hard for them; butME Dll IM’ Q !• I PkHlrNiir 1 never submit to these “sçcalled” test 
IllLululn U LAlLllILIlUL 1 conditions, that Ido not feel tfiat I am

’. I trespassing upon God’s pr '.Nature's
nir>+a+Ad laws, and that I must necessarily pay Interesting Account Dictated the ¿enalty Could any gçodicoole of 

bv Himself. I it. could we by so doing ¡“convince a
’ man against his will," or ' could we

» . , in sweeten, up the grey matter and thusI was born in the state of Maine condition him for real psychic investi-

fe- Thomas Jay Hudson In bls book 
X-tled “The Raw of Psychic Phenomena, 
V' attempts to explain by what he terms

"a working hypothesis," the eriJJ1’® 
i range of psychical phenomena. The 

hypothesis is that telepathy through the 
action of the subjective mind accounts 
for all psychical phenomena, Whether 

■ they are classified as psychometry, psy
chopathy, clairvoyance, inspiration ,or 

\ all forms of materialization. For the 
\ superficial student the book which has 
\ a wide circulation is a stumbling-block 
\ to successful psychical research and an 

understanding of the nature and corre-
spondences of the soul.

In the first place much morelsassuihed 
in his startling hypothesis than can be 
proven, and while it may be admitted 
without in tlie least Impairing the valld- 

■ ity of either the spiritistic or metaphys- 
leal hypothesis, that the subjective con-

• Bclousness or higher self as the Hindu 
? designates the normal spirit, can in it

’ self realize and actualize all of the pow
ers and functions which have hitherto 
been attributed only to excarnate spirit,

; can, In short, materialize precisely as 
I spiritists teach the excarnate spirits 

materialize former without resource to 
•■-f-external still, it does not at all fol

low that spiritism and metaphysics are 
not true or that communlcatlori phe
nomenally between the two worlds or 
the two aspects of one world is impos
sible. Both the subjective conscious
ness and telepathy need explication, in 
order to understand metaphysically and 
then scientifically the sphere and na
ture of their action, the law of their 
phenomena aud government; for unless 
such a discrimination is made the stu
dent will Bounder in a sea of wild and 
erratic vagaries. Tbe word conscious
ness literally means to know together 
(from the Latin words con and sclo) 
and as such It is more or less identified 
with tlie human personality or intelli
gence. Consciousness is not the per
sodality or the intelligence, but’ that 
Which makes us aware of them. Hence 
It can be said that consciousness is that 
quality of the Intelligence which makes 
us aware of ourselves. It, like the light, 
gives the opportunity and means for 
definition and realization and to that 
extent that it affords a comprehensive 
or perfect “realization'of the soul Is it 

' both objective and subjective or spirit
ual and divine. And these words spirit- 

:■ ual and divine have reference to the ab- 
\ solute Being, not merely that phase or 
' form of being which is termed exist
ence (literally the going out from being,

1 from ex or out of and eo to go). Now 
then In the soul lie potentially all of fits 
conditions and slates which are exter
nalized and internalized, as in the soul 

Ilie the seeds of involved and evolved
. 1 life It is so with law and conscious

ness which are latent and potential
■ /within the soul, for as there is no out

side to soul save as it is the form or ap
pearance of that which is inside, the 
nature and office of the soul’s powers 
and functions can easily and lucidly be

* perceived. There is growth as there is 
t....life only by the law and life which are
> ; ■ ever in spirit, not outside of it This is 
\ what Emanuel Swedenborg termed 
\ succinctly the" law of correspondency.
\ The soul has in itself the power or abil- 

Í ity to direCt its consciousness through 
■' concentration and centralization upon 

or within thé sphere of the mind, or ob-
■■■jective aud spirit or subjective phase of 

being, and ns the practice is exact or 1 
perfect the ability to realize one or the ' 
other or both, if not simultaneously, 
which is still a matter of conjecture and ■ 
experiment, nt least consecutively as 
you will or deslre. Those for Instance 
who do not appreciate or realize the 
subjective aud only the objectivesphere

. of being are usually those who prefer 
\ that sphere ns the residence nnd field 

of the action of the soul; while those 
who enjoy both are those who desire to 
pass Into the realization of all that Ab
solute Being has in store for them. The 
failure on the part of the student to re- 

■ allze the subjective sphere of his being 
is due to a lack of perception or concen- 
tratlon, or preponderating predilections 
which dominate him and which in no 

■sense disprove the capacity for or the 
practice of adeptship. If he cannot do 

■ It, It does not prove that it cannot be 
- done. It Is necessary for him to perse

vere, if it is worth while, until he, too, 
i solves the mystery for himself. That 
.and that alone makes one an adept;
consciousness covers as it penetrates

-, 1 all spheres of the soul’s Being, but ex
-J’ pressions of the soul apparently limit 
v -the sphere of consciousness. And by 

this is meant, each soul unfolds Itself in
• ' the sphere Where consciousness is om- 
\ nlpresent but where the experiences or 
'■V lessons of each state of being polarize 
' '■ tlie consciousness and for the implied 
?;. end that at last the soul will perceive 

Itself. Thus when such experiences as 
l .are necessary.for the growth of the 
F soul have been learned, the soul throws 

■ I its consciousness kupon the new lessons 
I or In a direction Which more frilly opens 

[ the path to illumination. And it can be 
' said that perfect or absolute consclous- 

J \ ness is perfect and absolute lllumlna-

?-

I

&
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thy Is the law of thought because It Is 
the law of sympathy or the essence of 
being which is love, and Is realized in 
and from the subjective sphere, while 
psychometry as" it .has usually been 
taught, is the law of forms, because it 
is the law of sensitiveness and Is per
ceived or sensed Ip and from the ob
jective sphere of being. Thé one is hy
per-sensuous and spiritual in its nature 
and sphere of action, the other Is sensu
ous and material in its nature and 
sphere of action. One deals with feel
ing, the other with sensation, and this 
is a distinction with a marked differ
ence. It must not be forgotten or lg: 
nored that telepathy Is not a creative 
although it is a suggestive process; for 
telepathy can suggest what is after
ward both realized from within and felt 
from without, as the thought of an
other. And its dual mission is, after 
establishing its centre in the sympathy 
of the subjective mind, to receive and 
perceive whatever is inspired by the 
thought. The thought which is) inspired 
or perceived differs from the thought 
which Is transferred or received In this 
only, that the one Is your own and the 
other is not your own. This is the only 
difference between originality or genius 
and plagiarism or talent. In differenti
ating the thought perceived from the 
thought received by telepathy, care 
must be taken to note that thought Is 
yours because of you, and it is not 
yours merely because It is suggested or 
Inspired by an outside subjective influ
ence. Goethe said that he thinks his
thoughts after God, and truly is not 
that the key which unlocks the mys
tery of telepathy. Thought Is divinely 
and absolutely the substance of the 
soul, and It Is yours not because it is 
another's, nor “another’s because it is 
yours, but it is both yours and mine be
cause it is of the soul.

And here is where the alleged mys
tery of the relation which exists be
tween the objective and the subjective 
mWd or self Is solved. For the object
ive is merely that which appears from 
or out of the subjective, as the subject
ive is that which is cast under the ob
jective. And this conslderatlon has led 
Mr. Hudson to look to and as .he affirms 
to And in the subjective mind or self the 
soul Itself or the divine causality for all 
of its sensuous and super-sensuous 
manifestations. —■

Now the soul as an entity is not di
vided and subdivided in kingdoms 
where the ego or entity rules each sep
arately but supremely as a lawless, ty
rannical king and where there is not 
the slightest union or fusion of Inter
ests or unity and uniformity of plan, 
charter and law; rather the soul is al
ways the majestic master in all of its 
states and what seems to be chaos is 
cosmos; what seems to be obsession is 
possession; what seems to. be usurpa
tion and tyranny is sovereignty and im
perialism. The lower self and all the 
thought and deeds of the lower self are 
subject to the law of the lower self; the 
higher self and the deeds of the higher 
self are subject to the law of the higher 
self. There is no antagonism nor in
compatibility between the law of the 
lower and the higher, although superfi
cially or manifestly such may seem to 
be the case, but perfect equilibrium and 
harmony? For the relation and correla
tion are mathematically Inerrant and 
perfect as are the spheres and planes, 
states and conditions, ideas and forms 
of correspondences Therefore is it 
true, as Mr.' Hudson shows, that the 
subjective self while the comprehensive 
self, possessed of all wisdom and pow
er, guides the lower self and communl- 

’ cates to it by telepathy whatever is 
; manifest. By and by we may write for 
; the readers of The Progressive Thinker 
। upon the Intuition, and show its 
, sphere in the solar and psychic man, 
: and its relation to karma, reincafna- 

tlons, present and past experiences and 
? knowledge, and how it is the oracle of 
' divine inspiration. It may be said in

passing, however, that it has much to 
do with the subjective consciousness

—X, » ; L1 „.1 non. I vouuiuuu uiiu iu: irai i 'phe progressive Anmaer nue1841, a time, I am told, when the Bap I gatloa jn other days to come, it would fu]crum for mental evolution of the 
fist persuasion of that section was hoi be we]1 fol, but gucb j8 n[d tbe case. reminded that it is fash
ing a red-hotrevival service. My motto pflltb and a wm tQ do tbe things “^le fOr each writer to give the
er,, father and all of my people so far a Wbich Christ did, coupltÿl with that fraud a passing kick,
I know, were and are membera of th I j afhy and charity that belongs B . excuse ,me it is not the pre
church. I was taught to pray and to t ¿^0^ intelligent; investigator, excuse me^t « v dollar,
walk at one and the same time and 11 are tte prerequisite to lliat spiritual “eddl £Kyoua dollari 
Always felt tb&t I wûs in the chui.c nower which Alone cun produce reni I - wmihmih-w hrifyhton vourjust because I was born into It. My phZmZna? It tenoUhe hampering of "^Xe facultiesf’ofwhom Fwish^Ô 
getting out of the church was moie a tbe medluia tbat prohibits spirit mani- ® .. ? . tb mereiy light diist, 
evpnt in my life. I was stavved out. I festatjon8) but the spirit or soul atoms In’tlon the momentum of evo-

After having done the credit-strength-1 wb|cb eome wl1:li the dishonest investi-1 ]ntlon,g wheebr as compared with the 
ening, act for twenty-six years, and gatQI, Qr tb(J hyperçrltlçabçiilütlst, and rilbblsb thrown’ in the gearing, by zeal
finding myself still short’ t which prompts tirerò to speak er write I «elf-deludéd authors, who are
was ayakened to find Tnyself intellect-1 tbe lle tbat pre(dude8 thé rare excel- . . g t _ ld together the two op- 
ually bankrupt—Intellectually and spir- jence 01. maybe transform^ the sacred noainB$orcc8 Science nnd Christianity, 
itually starved. There wasbutjtheone I 8ean’e.rooll/luto tt uterafjiell where g a?ring lor and against mental 
alternative, It was revolution or resig elementarles may do thely worst: I nrnal.P88ion.Sthat their names and va-
nation, and I resigned. I was now out I Tbere are ¡ndeed manyîfralids, but P F mavnass down the-annals of 
of the church, but I was at a loss1 to I tbe most contemptible frafid Which j ^[me augæeating the stumbling-blocks 
know just how to go It alone. I had I baye any conceptión of IS Ire or che who 1 wblcb tbe poor deluded wanderer 
been leaning upon something a staff or bHe ciamoring to be Spiritualists are blunder in his hopeless search for 
sect which, as I supposeed, was a celes-1 g() deplorabiy con.upt as to dare to coin I author8 Sose, and write,
tial thing, containing all the wisdom 1[g upon clean wblte paper, give it to , • tb £ literature broadcast, un- 
and godliness of the two world8. Now I tJje gplrlt medium and then air their ig-1 . th Ige of sPjritualism, while in
I was alone, a mere atqm aI)art ^om noranee by crying “fake." : Such peo- f . .. . b t a very 8hoddy article ofthat vast organism of sanctified souls I plg deger/e tbe phy and tbe cbarlty of fact it is but a veiy snouuy
.. Tviin* mimt T d/i? ell I did Hi « I all true« 1 ef 01 in > , v Behave no wish to deride or discourage
tion. What must I do? Well, I did the I For tbe pagt ülree year8 j bave 8Ub- I flRblrntlon for true knowledge and wls- 
best I could to keep my clam-shell ltted to 8Ucb tegt conditions'as sitters P nttalnable from the higher realms 
closed lest I be dubbed a gibbering Id- bave ecen flt to mnkei with but three Sto assure 
lot, a plotting knave, or hideous éeyll, exceptjonS| and while I have sat with . r„ftdf>r t’bat *0 attract the class of 
by those sanctified soph sts who always gon)e of tb mogt ciever crises, I can ... lnt’enjKeIfCe8 possessing this 
have this kind of grace in stock for any gay tbat.g0 far aB £ knD^ ^t one of ^J™dfXom we must first
and all dissenters. them has ever accused: me of being rtlB„0..„e our mjUdà of all of our pet
.Time passed slowly, the years seemed otber tban an bone8t medium. theories and solicit something new;

not to hasten for me, for that immote My anegoricai picture,. “’The Imper- Rnn.pj.bla„ Whjcb we know that we
rial thing, the soul, was continually )lled pepubiic,” which F submit to the I , instead of lugging our pack
hungering for something, I knew not crlt|Ci8ni of all fair-minded men and" „ anclent dogmas, which we
what, until just seven years ago-when )g a god.gI.ówn flower. it is the atu®ed 'v“‘ves trying to persuade
living in Jackson City, this state, an I regult of tbree 81ttIug8> and under the ^rselves that wFknew we did know, 
angel of light appeared to me and Iwas mogt gtrlct tegt condjtions, and every . dumbing them at the medium’s 
myself the Instrument through which ln(jjvldual man or woman who was a I demand that every article therein 
excarnate Intelligences did the work. I ,t t0 thege 8eance8 follow me v’erlfled Or they (the mediums; stand
was .persuaded by a neighW family )nt0 any court of justlce We oatb I be verified’or tn® fra^dg
_,., „„ nii'pi« wiiR I to its genuineness. .8 ~  I 'deem *1 ¿safe to claim that one mor- 
with them in a circle, rhe. elicle was ja t n/|nd8 bave conceded It to be most . s).ron„ dominant will-foree may 
formed-just five of us mortals and no wonderful. The picture speaks for It-1 the “entS““f a™inspirational 
more, but there appeared to be a strange ge|£_1(. lg a phenomenon, and' if the .. y being delivered to a large 
and wonderful power, strange and won- world,g verdkt wIjj; credit of toixed minds and beliefs,
derful to me. It was my first esperi me ltg creatori then before four years h , bay£ Beén verified on several oc- 
ence. I was full. of puritana ca.1.Preju- bave passed the church will beready to caglon8 bvthè entranced speaker point
dices, but notwithstanding all this the pay me £a£ t0 coach for plutocracy; for ’ .7 „grgon thus swaying, and 
arisen ones did come in full sympathy, R lg trutb and wlll have Its future, and to desist froin such in-
and I was made to know that If aman- M far ag t applause is concerned, gX loading the.
die he shall live again." . j WOuld care little 'Vrtjlèlj ww they the controlling In-'

Well, I was now a Spiritualist and a gftve |t t0 me. The pichjfe is non-par- fl Perhaus Mrs Dr, Warne, of 
medium, and before another day had tisgn and non-sectarianl lt lmagfes forth' ohicara mav recali On ifistance of this 
passed many men and women badjald UvlBg truths and spéaks to the wmmon ^ure 'while occupying oùr rostrum 
me hearty congratulâtions, and before brotherhood, and all 'the glory I court “»ture whue om py g .
the grey light of another evening had )g tbe benedictions of my spirit band h®£® .. lt' intelligences who 
darkened into the blackness of night a and t]le angel w<jrla Tbat tbey may æbose w ofsPartlng tlratfonal 8peak. 
large number of zealous Spiritualists make tbe goul man more aiivç to their bave¡eg h£.°da™b of baving the 
were in waiting at my home, all anx- impreSSions is my constant prayer. utterances of their instruments adultér
ions for a seance. As the days came j am aware that to fit one'siself for ^“ith the “aeries of mortal minds, 
and went, seances were in ordei. Theie I tbig work nece8Sitates much training of I ated7“ n ^Bibie cate and vlgl-
were more Spiritualists in the world Belf.denIai and wm power, lové for the hen.ce eltber checkmate or counter- 
than I had ever dreamed of, and the God witbln and wlthOirt, and charity t0 ™ “Xble environ- 
majority of these good souls seemed to f all mankInd, thus making compan- ^ala£ice Tbft being true? could we rea- 
thlnk that there was a room in their longhlp wlth the arisen ones possible. “ennAS;v.™gCt 0“^/ than the echo of 
modest apartments just adapted to the j gay po8Bibie, because my experience sonably expec
new-made medium; that if I would teache8 me that just so long as we Xlimnwlio is cMfronted by a mortal 
come there and sit with a select few I nur8e areVengeful spirit, just so long as . OVersha<iowed by his dupll-

would develop beyond all calculations. W0 witliold forgiveness to those who may zeF„°”n ?.* i,nmi9
Everybody knew just how to make con- bave wronged U8 la the past, just so ca£ > «P1™ y autbo owl and
dirions for my advancement, and every- |ong Wm we prove our8eiveS-defective I These same g y_ . . ..-------
body seemingly had a part in this drama lnstruments in the hands of the higher 
until, alas! it well-nigh proved a trag- I jnteiiigences by our inferior work. I 
edy. I was a nervous physical wreck, 1 - - — • — •• --------
given over to obsession. I was humili
ated and made afraid, but with no

truth and error; to such persons; pur
ported messages, direct from Jesus and 
his disciples, and their boyhood play
mates, whether oral or 'otherwise, are 
just as clear-cut, gilt-edged fraud as is 
the stuffed paddy bobbed up before the 
peep-hole In a fake materializing cabi
net. The former is an indirect, and the 
latter a direct invention of the mortal 
brain.

The former is being embodied in so- 
called Spiritualist literature, to pass 
down the ages, freezing one of the wan
derers’ feet in the mire of Christian 
superstition, even after the other was 
placed firmly upon the rock of truth, 
while the latter, dust-like, will soon 
vanish before the breeze of knowledge.

Almost every community in the land 
has one dr more poor, zealous fanatics, 
who sees, and converses with either 
God or Jesus occasionally. The writer 
has more than fifty years’ acquaintance 
with a good old lady, in humble life, 
who is slightly gifted with clairvoyant 
and clairaudlent powers,..and; who oc
cupies most of her spare time in 
smoking her pipe and reading the Bible.

This good old lady often tells me of 
just having seen Jesus a'd talkt i face 
to face With him. She says he looks so

traits, habits or passions. This ad- 
mltted, now let us reduce this Jesus 
conundrum to a scientific problem, that 
we may all see the fact; that it does not 
concern the people of this or any other 
generation, whether or no Jesus ever. z 
existed. .

If 'he ever had an existence, and If he 
came by his existence through the fash
ionable rfiodus-operandi of to-day, then 
he held no specie preferment over pr- - 
dinary men. If the Bible records him. 
aright, his teachings were merely an 
Interchangeable rehearsal of the con- 
servatlsm, the fanaticism, the anarch» 
ism, and the idiotic, preached arid 
prated for thousands of years before 
his birth;—even below the order of the 
half-fledged mediums of to-day, who 
could not command a free hearing from 
our Spiritualist rostrum. To-day we 
have scores of magnetic healers, who 
are duplicating his most marvelous 
cures, and hundreds of mediums who 
are double-discounting bls spirit ,phe- v.....

radlant and beautiful, that he talks so 
kind and lovely, and that he always 
eulogizes her for her fervent prayers 
and devotion to God’s word, and 
warned her that Spiritualism was the 
Devil’s own work. Now, there Is no 
more truthful, conscientious person 
than this grand old lady. To her, these 
apparitions are as real as mortal Is to 
mortal; and her testimony holds over 
that of our much famed authors, In
asmuch as she stands face to face, and 
talks orally with her supposed Jesus; 
while our author’s visitors are hidden 
behind the screen and converse through 
an interpreter.

Now I ask, if fervor, faith and cre
dulity will generate conditions whereby 
earth-bound spirits of like belief can 
come in rapport with and thus Impose 
upon tills honest old lady, would not 
similar conditions produce similar re
sults in the investigations of said au
thors? regardless of the knobs of dis
tinction placed fore and aft their 
names? Do these ear-marks of book
learning afford any greater protection 
against mental aberration produced by 
thought contamlnatlves, than they do 
against physical aberration produced 
by yellow fever or small-pox contamina
tions?

I once had the honor of gome thirty- 
five years’ personal acquaintance with 

; -U. very-eccentric old gentleman, of fair 
business and1 social qualities. He was 
a skilled plasterer and brick-layer by 
trade, and a good consistent Baptist by 
credulity. To him the world was flat; 
always had been, ever would be, and 
no one except a fool would think It 
otherwise. But poor Uncle John left 
the iportal and started for heaven, 
while In his 87th year, nor has he ever 
been heard from since. Fervent thanks 
to scientists, past and present, for they 
by convincing humanity of the world’s 
rotundity, have silenced the advocacy 
of the flat world from the pulpit, there
by permitting the human brain to.grad- 
ually attune Itself to nature on this par-

nomena every day In the week.
But, on the other hand, if he really 

was sired by God, that fact rendered 
him a hybrid, a different specie of ani
mal from ordinary man, therefore or
dinary man could no more attain the 
vibratory rate of a half-god man than 
the thoroughbred horse could attain the 
vibratory rate of the half-ass mule.

VAN WILLITS.
New Boston, Ill.

A CRITICAL REVIEW.
The Contending Forces In 

Spiritualism.

where' it resides and acts, as rea
son has much to do with the objective 
consciousness where it resides and acts. 
But the final point to which each step 
of the argument leads is the reaffirma
tion of Mr. Hudson’s theory, but ap
plied to the facts not in the narrow but 
the largest sense.

If the subjective self can manifest as 
It certainly can, the phenomena which 
spiritists have used as proofs of immor
tality, surely it Is equally, true and pos
sible for Incarnate and’ excarnate 
souls to likewise manifest and

power to repel the forces which were 
working my ruin, until finally a friend 
blessed with clairvoyant vision, came 
to my rescue, the spell was broken and 
I was advised to seek solitude; which I 
resolved to do; and it was the carrying 
out of this resolution that brought me 
to the quiet village of Williamston.

Here for the first year I lived almost 
wholly apart from the world. I paid 
some attention to healing and occasion
ally gave a public seance, though it is 
safe, to say that four-fifths of all this 
time was spent alone In my quiet room, 
where no one seeks to molest, and 
where I ever find a deep, hallowing in
fluence and it Is here I have found 
rapid and healthful development.

One asks, “Can you get materializa
tion, when confined under mosquito 
netting?' In answer I will say that I 
am not a ‘materializing medium, that I 
know of. I have been Informed that I 
might be developed In this phase, but 
have never as yet asked for it. Indeed 
there is .something about it which 
se'ems quite repulsive to my 'nature. 
Their exit, br the dematerializing of 
spirits, I naturally shrink from., s >.

From the first, I have been used for 
getting pictures, first automatic pic
ture messages in the dark, then in a 
half-light, and finally with paper and 
pencil in hand I would be set at work 
'in a well-lighted room, and when the 
work was well under way my guides 
would ask the sitters to blindfold me 
or extinguish the lights arid under these 

■conditions the work would be com-

bat like, prowl in the dark of the pres
ent and past, In search of the meager 

Relieve that St? Paul’s Btey^ter was I ^Yhei^XtaUeneS6 The/cC 
poised at the normal when he said. th b j ht llght of reason,
“Though I speak with the tongues of “e^leey“ry ba8ic principles of mind 
men and angels, and have not charity, to fact that self may
I am become as sounding, brass or a gelf and condllions to the
tinkling cymbal. ^And ¿though I have P “ benefit of spirits holding like be
the gift of prophecy, and; understpnd ®Pefcglaand ^^3, a8 well as to the 
all mysteries and all knowledge, and lnjunctjon bf two thousand years ago, 
though I have all faith,'scythat I could J"P™°out fQr liarSi on botb Blde8 of 
remove mountains, and have not char- Tb b dwelt, pondered
ity I am nothing.” I believe that every “edgy^rned 8Oyiong and so. fervently 
true medium who reads this declaration ytbe ideais of God, of Jesus, and 
understandlngly will'feel like paying P j train of indispensable 
obeisance to St. Paul,.. for here- ° «£r rnng^ eacb. caricature 
in is portrayed the incarnatipn of prir- > ,n tbe farce ls a reallty> ha8
feet law, the Alpha of spirit passion, be a part of their very being,
and the Omega of psychic silence. through their fervent yearning,

Now, Brother Francis, I feel that I have^ attracted to themselves a 
may have wearied your patience and I J d o£ Uke zealoU8 aspirants, 
will bring this letter,-- so-called, to a ag naturnlly as tbe dog-fennel plant 
speedy close. I have written my honest b la£t molecuie8 which form
thoughts, though put in, that h?mely ns foliage, and blossoms, while their 
way which belongs to tire illiterate. tliought-mood repulses all spirit intelli- 

My picture prints are for. sale atone ® 8 Qf sclentl^c agpiratlons, just as 
dollar each or six for flvri dollars. They | lant repUises the
are full size, 13x18 inches,’ made upon Itne alor?u . X . -----  -- ---------*
fine heavy paper, with dames and “affi
davits of sitters as sworn to before Ed
win S. Grece, of Detroit printed in 
good type upon margin, r '

.. WM. }$rE MEANS.
Williamston, Mich. : ■ ; . -

tlcular point.
Therefore Uncle John is cut off from 

mortal communion, for want of some 
back-number brain—a brain that vi
brates in unison with his, and with 
which he could come in rapport

Well, I am glad he is shut Out, for 
could he find a clcle formed of his old
time beliefs, he most certainly would 
report, and verify his old theory by de
claring that he and Jesus had just been 
down underneath examining the props 
which held mother earth In position, 
and such a cotnmunication would have 
added one more paragraph of conclu
sive spirit evidence to our author’s un
impeachable testimony; thus giving 
them renewed letters of patent on the 
three cardinal points of Christianity, 
to-wlt: A flat world; an outlet for a 
heaven overhead and a hell underneath, 
together with a sure Jesus, who had a 
pre-existence, and could remember the 
glory he had with his father, long be
fore the formation of our world upon

To the Editor:—I would like to be per
mitted to occupy a small amount of 
your valuable space in giving expres
sion to some thoughts which seem to be 
surging in my brain this morning and 
which must be given out in some form 
or other. It is a painful fact that Spir
itualism (the true kind) is in a life and 
death struggle with Spiritism, chaotic, 
selfish, disorganized, discordant Spirit
ism. ‘

Spiritualism of the true spiritual kind 
ever seeks to harmonize, organize and 
spiritualize its adherents, while spirit
ism is a continual source of Inharmony, 
disorganization, disintegration and self- 
Ishpess. Spiritualism builds up socie
ties, National, State and local, for the 
purpose of promulgating truth and for 
concerted action on the part of its mem
bers in bettering the condition of hu- • 
man life upon the earth plane; but 
spiritism comes in and by creating jeal- , 
ousy among mediums, by encouraging 
a spirit of Inharmony, by working 
through partially-developed mediums, 
it very often succeeds in crushing out 
the work. '

Spiritualism or the influence of the 
higher order of spirit Intelligences, 
leads men and women into a spiritual
line of thought; it helps them to see the 
good in their neighbors; to see good in 
all things; makes them charitable, lov
ing, and willing to help the weaker por- y 

■ tlon of humanity; but spiritism, or the
Influence of spirits who are not them
selves spiritually developed, holds its 
victims down on a low plane of 
thought; makes them selfish, uncharita
ble, ignorant and superstitious. They 
sometimes show this influence by 
fraudulent methods of obtirining money, 
making false claims as Io their me
diumship, thus placing ’S^tacles in the 
way of honest workers; others show It 
by an inordinate desire to make money, 
assuming a form of “commercial me-

plant molecules which form the sweet

. tlon. '
Here it will be necessary to say that 

-neither consciousness nor .illumination 
create anything in the soul:, They bring 

• It into light, perception, realization; for 
as all ideas are potential and eternal 
within the soul and are inspired as the 
soul needs them, but are not created by 
the law or. powers . of experience, 
growth and association, so telepathy is 
needful both in the objective and sub
jective ’sphere of Being. .And • much 
more should be said of.telepathy,.which 

■ literally means (from telo, afar, arid 
nathos, sympathy), to sympathize from 

' afar or receive' sympathetically that 
which appeals by thought to you from 
another, whether near or_far,_than can 

■ be said at this time and in this review. 
• ■- Suffice It to gay, l\oyvever, that telepa-

precisely by vicarious representation as 
is the law; so to speak! of the phenom
enal world. No manifestation of spirit 
Is other thari vicarious,' It is through 
media of correspondence, it is by ob
jective and subjective processes from 
within the soul upon succeeding and re
ceding spheres and planes of reflection 
and appearances. Therefore while It 
does not follow, it stands out as abso
lutely true, that the phenomena of the
osophy and Spiritualism, of adeptship 
and mediumship, of possession and ob
session, .ate actual, and that not one 
soul, here in- the material world should 
have any fear of tlie-theorist who offefs 
a novelty which; Instead of destroying 
further sanctions the religion which ev
ermore has stood'for the evidences of 
love’s power arid being that in the soul 
is'the. door which ripens to .the world 

-where birth' and.deatSAdeflne the cycles 
of existence and morality' and which 
opens also to. the. world where birth and 
death are swallowed up in victory, and 
where immortality blossoms ■ into the 
fruition of life "and love eternal.’ '

•'Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What is Spiritualism?" • A pamphlet of 
40-pages by Dr. J. M. .Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 13 cents. For 
sale at this office.

pleted. Then came independent pic
ture messages, always in the dark, yet 
sitting as I always have done under 
strict test conditions. This has- proven 
a very convlncing-and pleasing phase. 
The pictures and messages not only 
bear evidence of the genius of fine art, 
but are laden with that truth; Intelli
gence and sacredness . which stamp 
them ns current products of the'celes
tial realms.

As to my getting phenomena -when 
placed under mosquito netting, and un
der other test conditions, I wish to say 
that while I believe that . excarnates 
take much Into account—know just-how 
skeptical, mulish and Inconsistent irior- 
tals.are, and that , while -they have the 
power to so fit sensitives that they may 
successfully contend with these sub
jects, they; are little different from what 
dead men wcrc in Christ’s time; and 
that they are not inclined to “cast their 
pearls before swine.'.’ It was disbeliev
ers whom Christ ordered out of the 
house, that condltiohs might be favor
able for him to awaken the sleeping 
maid, and. thus prove his mcdlumlstic 
powers. ....

I am Inclined to take men as I .find 
them, and when I come in contact with 
a kicker, like our Lord did with Paul, a 
know-all or n grabber like unto our 
modern Hagaman, I always feel , like 
asking my guides to furnish the pricks

LettéçFrom Virgihiè Barrett
To the Editor:—Will you kindly do 

me the justice to publish;lri your paper 
the enclosed notice to thêifrlends. I de
sire tb say that, slriçe Mr.i.Colfiy’s let
ter to you requesting jpri indtito puti- 
llsh my letter lit Whlclul spoke of the 
unjust arrest, the ’ Fund"' Committee 
have decided to defend Mr. Colljy alone, 
and we are to pay our'-lawyers if we 
want to be defended. ;They have sim
ply backed down; All .this Lsaw and 
felt would' be the' outcome bf the Fund 
Committee. In thé .façé of tihis. rin- 
looked for dlsappointirient,i I .désiré to 
ask the friends through! your paper, to 
give me a helping handtin.tbls trouble. 
I need money to pay thé law expenses. 
We have taken the’càsœfroin the lower 
court to be tried by-the Judge next 
week, "or in March, if lortlie first court 
we are not freed. EacH'/tlme ;a: change 
in this manner is madb, |heilawyer’s 
fees and other expenseanmst be paid. 
Any of the friends can/adtlress me at 
14 Walton sheet, 'TordritoJ. Canada. I 
hold my Sunday meetings-every Sun-, 
day, just the 'same'. iBrlvIate individ
uals are more interested'find want to 
know more1 about it.' 1^'have, always 
been falthful’to my slsté^medlurns un
der these same clrcrimètancës, -I am the 
better judgé-of—thek<fiiatahfetlstles4of 
the people - here. ^.However, I am 
pleased to’see'the interest'that they 
have taken,; and hope that - they will 
clear Mr. Colby and aid^he cause at 
large, as they liave doner: Although a 
missionary of- the N. 8. - A., I- do .hot 
wish, neither should' ’my friends, that I 
should ask the N. S. A. to aid me, as its 
funds are Very much behind. >

.. VIRGIN» BARRETT. -

scented rose.
This principle or law of mind attract

ing like minds, we seè demonstrated 
almost dally here in mortal life. Sup
pose a Baptist minister wished to have 
the claim of Jesus’ actual existence 
verified, and would call a meeting for 
that purpose; would not the great ma
jority of his audience be Baptists and 
of his like belief ? Would he experience 
any difficulty In having his claims veri
fied? And would not a person holding 
opposite views be debarred from ex
pressing them? Most certainly so. But 
suppose Bob Ingersoll had been billed 
to express his views upon this same 
subject, worild be have found any Bap
tists in his audience? No, no. Why 
not? Simply because Bob’s thought vi
brations are repulsive to minds whose 
brain vibration is. attuned to the creedal 
scale. _ ,, \

Thus we find that' like minds attract
ing like minds is a natural law, here in 
mortal realms. The laws and forées 
dominating spirit substance are merely 
a more radihted, higher sensitized order 
of the same : laws and forces which 
manipulate material substance; simply 
an extension of the same laws and 
force, neatly fitted onto the outer end 
of the gearing and machinery yhlch 
produces and operates material phe
nomena. Therefore, persons leaving 
the mortal, and passing under these 
higher sensitized environments, become 
more sensitive to mortal thoughts and 
yearnings, than even mortals them
selves, whose seat of reception is 
shielded - by the .thick bony coyerlhg, 
arid whose vibration is still attuned to 
the more sluggish material environ
ments. « . .
■ To persoris who ; have carefully 
studied and vigilantly observed the 
many complex unseen, unheard, and we 
might odd,'almost unthought-of forces, 
environments and conditions which 
keep the pendulum of Inter-real com- 
founion oscillating to and fro, between

which he was born, millions of years - 
thereafter. Oh, what inconsistency! ■ 
And still so long as these Infernal de- . 
luslons are advocated in literature, and ; 
passed down the ages as superior teach
Ings, just so long will heredity pitch the 
vibratory scale of infant brain to re
spond to them as truths.

Suppose we were to send our small 
children away from home for an ed
ucational course of nineteen years, In 
some hlgh-sdhool that was renowned 
throughout the land for its educational 
advantages and its wisdom in manage
ment; and at the expiration of that long 
term they would return, bright, intellec
tual-looking young men and young 
women; but alas, with minds and 
aspirations still absorbed in the frivol
ous amusements of their childhood 
days—the doll, the stick-horse—still 
clinging to ,the delusions of Santa Claus, 
his team of reindeers, his sleigh, and 
his presents—these were the limit of 
their knowledge, of their aspiration,- 
quiz them as you might you could not 
find one useful thing they had learned.- 
Would we feel satisfied with the result? 
Would we not féel that something was 
radically wrong, either with the man
agement of the school or with the men
tality of the children? '

And still this would no riiore than 
parallel the Idea of a baker’s dozen of 
distinguished .men of their day return
ing from a nlneteen-centurles’ schooling 
in the higher realms of knowledge, with 
minds still dominated by their earth-life 
delusions of a personal God, and his 
hybrid, half-god scape-goat, from off 
whose back all that is commendable 
must be ’ received,—and all that is 
damnable placed thereon, In exchange, 
the only boot required in the swap be
ing a few complimentary words, of 
praise. Wonderful scheme! Who ever 
heard of such self-sacrificing reciprocity 
being extended-by a monopoly 4n-these” 
days. No wonder the promoter is look
ing around . fob «"Tecelver-to- take 
charge of the plant . '
•■ I think all scientists agree that it is 
the different notés of Vibration pos
sessed by the' different species of 
plants, shrubs and' trees, Insects, fish, 
fowls and animals, that vouchsafes to 

i each specie Its own peculiar qualities,

dlumshlp.”
Others through jealousy will start 

scandalous reports about other work
ers; will work like “snakes in the 
grass” to break down the reputation 
and the work of others. They care 
nothing for the good of the cause; they 
care nothing for the feelings of other 
workers. Their sole ambition Is to be 
considered “great mediums” them
selves. They try to be considered “the 
only pebbles on the beach.” In their 
opinion “there are no others.” •

This claps of people are really the 
worst enemies our cause has to contend 
with. Why should a medium be jeal
ous of another's work? Why should 
they try to break down what others are 
trying to build up? Their course shows 
plainly to all that they are lacking In 
something. A true medium, a truly 
spiritual medium, is always glad to see 
other good mediums coming out; glad 
to see the cause progressing; they will 
never try to break down the work of .. 
others, or place obstacles In their way.

If our organizations are not doing 
just the right thing, their duty is to try 
and make such alterations as seem to 
be needed, but not try to break them 
up. The great obstacle In the way of a 
better system of organization and 
united effort, is the prevailing pre
ponderance of superstitious, priest- 
ridden, selfish and ignorant “controls” 
working through crude, selfish and 
poorly ■ developed mediums. Yet all 
these have their work to do In breaking 
the ice of materialism and.opening
the way for a higher and more spiritual 
intelligence to come in and manifest

A well-developed spiritual intelligence 
only seeks to lead and direct the me
dium, never forcing them to any course 
of life or conduct But a poorly- 
developed, un-splrltual spirit wants to 
take entire possession and “control"
the medium. ■ ■ _

WILLIAM E. BONNEY.
Blair, Neb.

Card of Thanks.
To the Editor:-! would thank all the 

friends who so promptly responded to 
E. W. Sprague's letter In a December 
number of your Taper asking thèm to 
give me a happy New Year by sending 
an order for E. V. Wilson’s book, “The 
Truths of Spiritualism,” In sending 
their holiday présents, to which many 
'responded and Indeed made me a glad 
'and■bappy-NeW'Year. Among the let-, 
ters received ' were some from old 
■friends' who knew E. V. .W-llson- ln. the 
long ago, and his. work, arid I was espe
cially glad to get them, apd to know 
that though gone from us, his work 
still lives in the hearts of so many. I 
acaln tliank.allfor their kindly remem
brance. ' MRS. E. V. WILSON.
- No. 1 Union St., Valparaiso, Ind,
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Vermillon, Ohio.

RELIGION VERSUS THEOLOGY.

essenci

is

people?
When I tell them they should observe 

more closely God’s commandment, “Re
member the Sabbath day and keep It
holy,” they say “Christians don’t keep 
the Sabbath day themselves; that about 
the year A. D., 325 the Christians 
swapped their or God’s Sabbath -for 
Constantine’s Sunday, he being a sun

lorn? ' , '
tOHN P. ANDERSON.

A Symposium Illustrating the,Old Adage • Many Thoughts 

of Many Minds. ,

that 
me"

are living in a more enlightened age; 
we must remember that it is over the

stances.” What is our answer?
I tell them the “Christian” religion.

SHE CUTS RIGHT AND LEFT 
WITH HER PEN AND PRODUCES 
SOME VERY INFLAMMATORY 
THOUGHTS.

Lawson, O. T. A D. MARBLE.

llgious and spiritual development, 
among all shades of creeds and theories. 
The greatest and grandest unfoldment, 
however, I find among Spiritualists, 
where all bonds of creed are broken ex
cept that of the individual, which 
should in all cases be respected. Each 
Individual's creed is simply one’s own 
convictions, theory, or theology, with-As it Is an acknowledged faet that COHVll.UUUO) lucUJ#, V1 ------- - ---------

Spiritualists as a class insist upon tree- re£ereuce Wuat he does not assume 
dom of thought and opinion, it is a sub- ( -----
ject of deep Interest and importance as 
to just what modus operand! will be 
pursued by Mr. Moses Hull in endeav- ( 
oring to accomplish his nefarious , 
scheme (See article In Progressive .
Thinker, January 7, headed “That : 
‘Sacred’ Book”) of “thrusting and sad- , 
dllng upon them,” either collectively or \ 
Individually, a lot of “false, foolish, 
frothy, foaming, foul, filthy” literature 
bearing tlie title of "The Holy Bible. 
To the writer of that article at least it 
seems to be a question of such alarm
ing projioi'tions that already she has 
donned the war-paint and started upon 
the war-path with such a mighty and 
appalling war-whoop that Mr. Hull 
might well quake and shake with fear 
and dismay, were it not for the faet 
that this valiant champion of mental 
liberty, while shrieking defiance, sud
denly sueeumbs to a strangely effemi
nate fear and weakness, and in heart
rending accents Implores him to “spare 
her—oh spare her,” the disgrace of be
ing compelled to become a father also 
a mother—to a diabolical monstrosity in 
the shape of "a dirt heap of filth, 
which he not only barbarously plies 
into her face, but also Insists upon sad
dling upon her. The spectacle of a free
thinking Spiritualist standing aver 
another freethinking Spiritualist, and 
dgsplte their cries of rage, resistance 
or entreaty, forcing them to be saddled 
with the Bible, would be a sight which 
Would throw the whole orthodox world 
into convulsions' of pious merriment 
and ecstasy; but that such a ridiculous

• scene will ever In reality take place—at 
least in this generation-ls a preposter
ous idea which is wholly untenable In 
view of the fact that the citizens of free 
America are accorded the utmost free
dom in their opinions on religious or 
theological subjects; and It Is needless 
to say that no sincere Spiritualist will 
tamely relinquish this privilege con
trary to their own wishes. Therefore 
the agonized enquiry of Mrs. Watson ns 
to whether “we must—must be thus 
punished, humiliated, debased and dis
graced,” displays an irrational anxiety 
which is the more absurd and unreason
able when we justly consider that no 
matter what his personal views may be, 
Mr. Hull Is a gentleman whose un
questionable superiority, intelligence 
and wisdom will prohibit him from un 
obviously futile attempt to “force” any
one to accept the Bible against their 
own free will and judgment; and least 
of all n refractory female Who ve
hemently and defiantly declares that 
“she won’t.” Tbe energetic zeal that 
this lady manifests In the display of her 
nbllity to puncture, pulverize, cut into 
pieces, riddle and chemically analyze a 
miscellaneous collection of “dirt, mud,

to know, and when Spiritualists as a 
people learn tbat a binding creed, or 
unity on any basis foy the purpose of 
conquest, is an unwise measure, then 
will true knowledge of immortality be 
manifested to all through the Instru
mentality of individual conscientious
ness, and eonseQuerit personal truth-.< 
fulness. Then will the individual stand 
acquitted before the bar of his own 
soul, and entertain no fears of con
demnation by any of the Gods.

I realize that I am in perfect harmony 
with all—religion and spirituality, but 
I despise every link of the chain that 
would bind the inbred, indoctrinated or 
Inspired theology of one individual to 
another or any number of persons. Re
ligious and spiritual growth is a noble 
and desirable attainment, but is often 
retarded by unwise criticisms of the
ology. M. WHISLER.

Delta, Iowa. . ...

SPIRITUALISM IS PROGRESSION.
An article in your paper of January 7 

attracted my1 attention, written by our 
good sister Clara Watson. I do not wl§b 
to start a controversy, but It Just strtick 
me that the scathing criticism of the 
Bible was rather unjust, considering, 
the fact that.we gall ourselves • Spirit
ualists, and Spiritualism means pro-

wrapped in the cerements of .the dreA , 
unswathed in the grave-doths of ritual , 
and ceremony end covered, with the 
rubbish of rotting creed and dogma and ; 
the dead ashes of ■ materialism; ami 
when they tried to uncover It tluit Its 
beanties might be seen,-they found the 
church so wedded to the garments it 
wore, the-letter of the law, that they 
would upt seo that the life lay under it 
all, and again might it .be Baid ub of old, 
“He came unio his own, and his own 
received him not/’ and bo Spiritualism» 
whose true home wrs in the church, 
has been obliged to illumine the world 
from without its four walls.

LIZZIE DUCKER LYNESS.
Minneapolis, Minn,

FREE THOUGHT ON MATTERS OF 
VITAL IMPORTANCE.

To Christians Everywhere, to The
ologians Especially, One Hundred Dol
lars for You: What ean be done to 
cheek the rapid growth of Infidelity? 
According to the best Information ob
tainable on the subject, at the rate in
fidelity has spread and the church de
clined in the last ten years, in the year 
2600 not a Christian can be found on 
earth. What can be done to check it?

Were it not for Christianity civiliza
tion would drop back into barbarism; 
but infidels claim that civilization was 
at a high standard in Greece, Rome, 
Assyria and Egypt many years before 
tlie foundation of Christianity, which 
produced the Dark Ages from 600 to 
1600 A. D., and even to-day the nations 
which are the most Christian are the 
most ignorant and the most criminal. 
What shall we answer? _

The appeals of our great Evangelist 
of to-day, “Seek the Savior,” has no1 
more.any weight with infidels, who say: 
“The necessity of a Savior admits of a 
defeet in the Creator.” What shall we 
say unto them? •

I appeal to infidels to read the bible; 
’ and they answer, “Which bible?—the 
; Veda, the Talmud, the Koran, or King

gresslon. .
We must remember that the Bible 

was written in the childhood of the 
race, when man was but a few removes 
from the lower animal kingdom, and 
was still full of the grossness which he 
had not yet outgrown. Again we must 
remember that “to the pure all things 
are pure," and we do not understand 

I the Bible; even the old phallic worship 
I of the ancient Egyptians was pure to

the initiated.
If we object to “cruelty, debauchery, 

false reasoning, grammatical, philo
sophical and scientific errors, polygamy, 
slavery, intemperance, robbery, murder 
and war,” we do not need to go outside 
of our own age to find it, and a big 
work lies right at our own door to try 
and remedy it. If we object to “slime 
and filth and mire, to contradictions, 
absurdities, pollution, corruption, free- 
loveism, lustfulness, froth, foam, Beam, 
lies, inconsistencies and rottenness”— 
in the name of all that is good and
holy, let us get to work In our own 
ranks, and elean them out first, for God 
knows if we go to cleaning up our own 
Augean stables, we will find we have 
an army contract on hand.

I had rather father that old book to
day, a good deal, understanding the 
progression Spiritualism teaches, and 
recognizing the fact that It was written 
so long ago, than father the barnacles 
that are clinging to our skirts now, and 

' ' ig our very 11 fe-

tion,” etc., — ------------ - .
ized in a work of far greater import-

■ ance if she will turn her talents in the > 
direction of the numerous degraded and ‘ 
demoralized impostors who are gtfiug 
about, palming off a lot of sleight- o£- ‘ 
hand tricks as spiritual manifestations, 
thus doing far more harm to tbe cause 
of Spiritualism than could possibly ac
crue from the recognition of the me
diumistlc powers of every creature be
gat In biblical history,-Including the re
markable serpent of tbe Garden of 
Eden, Balaams’ ass and many other 
astounding beasts and things. To the 
majority of liberal-minded people the 
wholesale slaughter of a “musty rec
ord" of events which happened ages 
ago Is of about as much thrilling inter
est as would be a furious assault upon 
an Egyptian mummy; but a determ
ined, systematic and derisive warfare 
upon the fraudulent professional me
diums of the living present, would re
ceive the co-operative support of every 
seeker after truth; and all sincere and 
honest men and women would rejoice 
to see the puncturing and pulverizing 
process practiced upon the vile crea- 
{ures—who are posing as phenomenal 
mediums—together with all their para
phernalia of trickery and deception. 
This disgrace and menace to the cause 
of Spiritualism might speedily be wiped 
out if a national anti-fraud society 
could be formed which would adopt the 
same plan of operations employed by 
these unprincipled'“penitentiary can
didates ” viz: The information bureaus 
and agencies, the secret detective force, 
the Insinuating and wheedling incog
nitos who collect family histories, the 
snap-shot invisible-to-the-naked-eye ca
mera, the sign language, the code of 
signals, the accommodating, obliging 
and amiable go-betweens, the sweet 
creature who is “a stranger here,” and 
everywhere else, with even a part of 
this, outfit and a few other necessary 
articles for the climaxes, such an enter
prise would be the means of clearing 
the way for a larger number of genuine 
mediums—add lustre to the name of 
Spiritualism, and there would be joy 
In heaven." MRS. LIZZIE KANE.

feellngiilinil they say “For over fifteen 
huudrJwyeara every pulpit has been a 
breast worit -’#Jier.e the fortified priest 
and preachers would fire invocations, 
hatxedjies'afilBlander at them and al
low them n® possible chance for de- 
feuse, Js though none but church peo
ple had feelings." How shall we make 
answei^ ___ , ' . .

I tell them'flie Bible is a sufficient 
guide wr anybody and they say, “It is 
admitted by UH scholars to be wrong 
in its gibgrapW, l‘s astronomy, its ge
ology, ‘false m its mathematics, its 
chronology, iiP-dts history, In Its claims 
to authorship“ of many of its books, 
false iti'lts'grammar; bad in its morals, 
and vtilgar In1 its 'language; that most 
of its great uien were worse than our 
averagtJii)i'lsonllconvicts and most of its 
noted iVoinen are such as our police are 
paid for watching; that God himself 
broke every commandment but one, 
etc. What shhll we do to be saved?

I appeal to‘them to help kill the Dev
il, but they say “Infidels, Socialists, 
Atheists, 'I'lieosopliists and Spiritual
ists as a rule are opposed to kjlling 
anybody in peace or war; and further, 
to kill our real or imaginary devil would 
throw every preacher in Christendom 
out of a job aud put him in a sorry 
plight; it would be cruel, and besides 
they say they- can prove by the Bible 
that the Devi! of the Bible has a better 
character than the God of the Bible 
and are wHUpg to debate the question 
with anyone at any time,” Can you not

James’ translation?” I answer, em
phatically, King James’ translation, 
and they say, “What! King James’ 
translation withrits 2400 errors In the 
old part and 1760 different versions of 
the new, each claiming to be the right 
one, and altogether containing 144. 
plain contradictions?" What can be 
done with such people? When I tell 
them there are no contradictions (be
cause Paul said it Is no sin to lie for 
the church’s sake), they quote such 
passages as: “The earth abideth for
ever” (Keel. 1., 4), “The earth also and 
the works that are therein shall be 
burned up” (2 Peter ill., 10), “Charity 
shall cover a multitude of sins” (1 Peter 
lv., 8), “He that coverlth his sins shall 
not prosper" (Prov. xxvlii., 13), “The 
Lord hath sworn and will not repent” 
(Ps. ex,, 4), “The Lord repented of the 
evil which he thought to do unto his 
people” (Ex. xxil., 14). "With whom 
there Is no variableness, neither shad
ow of turning” (James 1, 17). “There
fore-he said that he would destroy 
them had not Moses, Ms chosen, stood 
before him in the breach to turn away 
his wrath lest he should destroy them” 
(Ps. cvL, 23). .“With God all things are 
possible” (Matt, xix, 26). “And the 
Lord was with Judah, and he drove out

banner and trailing it in the mire and 
filth of earthiness, making us a byword 
and a hissing and-a stench In the nos
trils of those In tbe church and the out
side world, who, lodging us by the com
pany we keep (much against our will), 
so thoroughly despise us that they will 
not even come amongst us to investi
gate for themselves and find out 
whether there is any truth and honor
amongst us.

For my part I think our noble brother 
“Moses,” as he is familiarly, called, Is 
doing perhaps the grandest work of 
any of our many noble workers, in 
taking that old book, filled with incon
sistencies ns It is, and turning the ta
bles upon our orthodox brethren, cut
ting the ground from underneath their

body.' scrwhen 1 hear of some one tbat 
has the courage to throw oft tbe chains 
and shackles, and dares to stand forth 
erect and tell his or her honest convic- 
tlons without fear or favor, I feel like 
reaching out across the continent if 
need be, to grasp the hand of such an 
one, to feel the pulse of the heart that 
beats In unison and harmony with 
mine. In conclusion I will say,’I want 
no Christian Spiritualism inscribed on 
my banner. ABNER CROCKER.

Bethlehem Centre, N. Y. '

meet them? , ...
' I gay to them that nothing but the re
deeming grace of a crucified Savior can 
reach them, and they say, “Which of 
the sixteen Crucified Saviors do you 
mean?”' I reply, Christ, God, of course, 
and they say, “If Christ was a God 
how could he die; if a man, how can he 
redeem?” I sometimes think they 
would not’ make good members'of the 
church if we' could get them in; they 
might do tbe'ehurch more damage than 
good. ' ...I am very Solicitous of the welfare 
and happiness of my only son; so much 
so that I make this liberal offer of one 
hundred dollar's to any one Who will 
convert Mill to the Christian religion. 
He has been'readlng' “Paine's Examina
tion of the1 Prophecies” which shows 
(he say^) that not a’verse can be found 
in the old testament which has any ref
erence ‘ whatever to the coming of 
Christ.' Something should be done for 
him, and done quickly. What is your 
duty in the matter? His address is L. 
A. Marble, Lawson, O. T. •

It may be best to let the Infidels go 
and strive to save ourselves. I don’t 
think they would make . profitable 
church members anyway; they would 
prefer to do their own thinking than to 
pay-for it by the year, and they would 
be talking in ehureh and asking such 
questions as they ask of me, viz.: 

•What did God want of those thirty- 
two virgins? Where was God’s all pow- 
ef while he Was held in captivity for

the Inhabitants of the mountain, but 
could not drive out the inhabitants of 
the valley because they had chariots of 
iron” (Judges 1, 19). "And Elijah went 
up by a whirlwind into heaven" (II. 
Kings li, 11). “Flesh and blood cannot 
Inherit the kingdom of God” (I. Cor., 
xv, 50). “No man hath ascended up to 
heaven” (John ill, 13). “For I have seen 
God face to face” (Gen. xxxll 30). “No 
man hath seen Sod at any time” (John 
1, 18). “His anger endureth but a mo
ment" (Ps. xxx, 5). “For ye have kin
dled a lire in mine anger which shall
burn forever” .(Jer. xvli, 4). “Those 

me early shall find 
.... (Prov. vlll, 17). “They shall 
seek me early, but they shall not 
find me” (Prov. 1, 28). “The Prince of 
peace” . (Isa., lx, 6). “I came mot to 
send peace, but a sword” (Matt, v, 34). 
"The God of love and peace” (II. Cor., 
xill, 11). “The Lord is a man of war” 
(Ex. xv, 3). “Answer not a fool accord
ing to his folly... .Answer a fool ac
cording to his folloy” (Prov. xxvl, 4, 5). 
cording to his folly” (Prov. xxvl, 4, 5). 
her. What should be done with such

feet, with their own weapon.
I believe Iconoclasm has a place and 

does a good work in its place, but for 
my part I am a constructionist, and can 
see how mankind has been, since the 
beginning of time, building up a mar
velous structure, rearing its polished 
and glittering columns heavenward, 
and when we have put the last finish
ing touches on its light-crowned tow
ers, we will find ourselves close by the 
"rent throbbing heart of the Eternal; 
but why should we tarry to tear down 
the foundation timbers, roughly hewn 
though they may be, which our fathers 
laid before’ we came upon the scene of 
action, the unsound planks will crum
ble and decay and fall out of them
selves. if we let them alone, let us rath
er, with our increased light, go on build
ing, being careful to use only blocks of 
the purest white marble, stainless, flaw
less and unsullied, only that which will 
stand the test of the ages; for our build
ing must be tried as by lire, and what
soever will not stand the test of fire, 
must be utterly consumed; that which 
our fathers built, has been, nnd is being 
tried, and only that which is true and 
ever-enduring is standing the test; but 
thank God there are enough sound tim

I bers even in the foundation to hold up 
■ the whole wondrous temple.
• Let us as Spiritualists cultivate a 

broader charity for all workers. We 
have not got all the truth there is, and 
next century our children will look 
back on us as fossils and be glad they

To the Editor:—I have read the ar- . 
tide on that “sacred” book by Clara ( 
Watson in your issue of January 7, and : 
I wish to say that from the standpoint i 
of her argument, she handles the sub- i 
ject In a reasonable, logical manner; 
but do not consider her theology as pro- : 
elective of turning thoughts from lower 
into higher channels, as I do the teach
Ings of Mr. Hull; but please do not mis
understand me , for I find ample room 
for both the Watson and the Hull the
ories, and not only for those two ex
tremes, but for all the thousands of 
theories professed or believed by Spirit
ualists. Simply because we differ in 
theories should not for a moment In 
any way affect Spiritualism. “I am notr 

' my brother’s keeper” in any matter of 
conscientiousness or theory professed; 
by him, no ihatter how he may have 
come in possession thereof ; but It may 
be a duty to present my'theory or creed 
for bls Investigation. .

’ In my judgment -every human being 
■has a creed or theory distinctively his 
or her own, and If any one thing on 
earth is more sacred than another it Is 
one’s own convictions; but all churches 

' with their society creeds are slayers 
and murderers of individual convict

' Ions. However, old-bachelor-of-all- 
things-to-all-men, Paul,-seemed to urn 
dersfaiid this question when he said: 
“Pure and undefiled religion is to visit 
the sick and keep yourselves unspotted 
from the world.” • ■

This surely is the kind of religion we 
all desire. Paul says we attain It by 
good deeds nnd by walking In tbe path 
of righteousness; -Then what does the- 
dry amount to? So far as pure religion 
is concerned, it cuts no figure. |ln my

dead bodies of all the Christs of all the 
ages, of all the seers and prophets and 
martyrs and sages and apostles and 
teachers and noble men and women 
who stood for truth as they were un-. 
folded to see it, that we have climbed 
to the sublime heights whereon to-day 
we stand fearlessly waving the flag of 
freedom. Their dead bodies were our 
stepping-stones, and it is very un
charitable and non-progresslve In us as 
Spiritualists to be ever turning around 
to ridicule the undeveloped conditions 
of the past.

We have a herculean task on hand to 
carry our great white light of Spiritual
ism to our creed-bound brethren in the 
church. Let us lead them with loving 
patience into the light, instead or ridi
culing with caustic tongue all they hold 
sacred. Let us practice what our glib 
tongues are forever preaching—Uni
versal Brotherhood; let us cultivate 
that ¿harlty which esteemeth not our
selves better than others; let us go on 
holding our beautiful religion up in the 
high place where it righteously belongs, 
and we’ll soon draw the more liberal 
and spiritual away from the church, or 
else we’ll compel the creed-bound 
clerg’v to give Spiritualism its rightful 
place’as the angel of progression stand
ing by the love-draped altar within the 
church, where the Christ, the founder 
of the church, placed It, though the 
priests nnd teachers who came after 

■ him, po covered it with cunningly de- 
■ vised fables In Intricately-woven 
i meshes, that mankind lost'sight of it, 
■ nnd only those Who had clear insight 
l understood what the spirit was who 
’ stood there in its mummy bandages,

For sale at this office. Cloth, 50 cents.
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AS TO BEAMS, MOTES AND MILL
STONES.

We are wont to assert, and it Is our 
boast, tbat our Spiritualism is ancient 
as the dawning of human intelligence, 
tliat it is the subllmest cult ever offered 
to man, and dlvlnest hope of the hu
man race. These points are or should 
be sacred to every Spiritualist.

The truth of thesis premises admitted, 
is it not our evident duty to help our 
fellow-travelers in this vale pf shad
ows, to an acquaintance with the truth 
that makes the mortal free from the 
bondage of fear and the tyranny ot 
priestcraft?

We owe our fellows a debt in this 
matter which cannot with safety be ig
nored. Shall we - whose souls are 
lighted with this supermundane wis
dom be content to hug our priceless 
treasure to our own breasts and loftily 
sneer at the unfortunate whose eyes 
hitherto have been blinded to the true 
light whose mission Is to illumine the 
whole world? *

There is a class of writers on Spirit
ualism—-not large, it is hoped—who, 
while professing to be Its expo
nents and defenders, "are doing as much 
or more by caustic denunciations of ev-.-------------- .......
erything that hosts of people hold sa- ■— ■ ■ | |L I
cred, to hinder its progress than all the I ■■ilia Iwl
fakes and frauds in its ranks. Truly, | 1 | VJ I I v
m this case, might the mueh hounded I "

ered froin^he^nlstaken zeal of Jts self- As I^eOealed l?y tbe Maiepia^ and! 
appointed and self-sufficient defenders. N- I:

When, oh, when, will the wise learn Qrxiwvii/ial T Tv-nOc-ticc
the wisdom born of experience, that UlFHCia.l U 1)1 v€uSe, r-K
their fellows may be led to the light, x
but driven, never? , . . Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life

The writer is personally acquainted 
with a man of ordinary intelligence, ---------------------- - ■ .

the space of seven months? Was It not 
a mean thing in God to put Jacob’s hip 
out of point'In'-a wrestling match? Was 
it not mean lit1 God to kill Uzza while 
trying to do God a kindness? Was It 
good in God td- slay 54,000 people with
out any justJ,cause; could the Devil 
have done woise? Why did God kill 
the child that Uriah’s wife bore unto 
David‘lnstead»of punishing tbe guilty 
parties!?.1 Is lt'hot a fact that according 
to the'-Bible God was In the habit of 
punishing the Wrong one? Did,pot God 
approve of lying, drunkenness, polyg
amy, adultery%nd slavery? How about 
Paul’s “advice ‘to young men and maid
ens while courting? How about Am
mon and Tamar and Lot and his daugh
ter? You say you believe there is a 
hereafter; Spiritualists know there is; 
why met go'-to them and have it demon
strated etb‘■’jin; or do you value belief 
above knowledge? What do you think 
of David’s method of curing the chills 
and fever? Can one Christian be found 
good enough to grant to every other 
person the same equal rights and priv
ileges he assumes for himself?

Has not the church always been a bit
ter, cruel and persistent foe and enemy 
to every science, every social reform, 
every political reform, every religious 
reform; to liberty of thought; to free
dom of speech; and stood hand in hand 
with capitalists, trusts, corporations, 
kings, princes, potentates, despots and 
tyrants; and opposed everything that 
tended to better the condition of the hu
man race? And was not Christ a So
cialist and Spiritualist and much more 
that I can’t think of now. Of course

worshiper, and got his aid and influ
ence to boot, and have always consid
ered it a good bargain, although not a 
verse can be found in the Bible any
where authorizing the keeping of Sun
day.” Now since we know that to be 
true and they know that we know it, 
what answer can we make to them? I 
tell the infidels .they should assist us in 
removing the evil from the world, and 
they say “Evil cannot exist where there 
is the power and the will to remove it; 
that God lacks either the power or the 
will, and if the latter, all who are try
ing to remove evil are working against 
God’s will.” In what manner shall we 
answer them? It will not do to treat 
them with silent contempt and ostra
cism; they are getting too strong. ...._

I tell them they should have more re
spect for our preachers, and they an
swer, “According to the. records there 
are more preachers in the prisons of the 
United States than any other class ac
cording to their numbers.” Knowing it 
to be true, what can we say?

I tell them to pray to God to have 
mercy on them, and they say, “If God is 
unchangeable, they might, as well pray 
to a stone, and If he is vacillating and 
fickle, he is a dangerous character and 
the farther away you can keep him the

we know these things to be facts, ev
ery educated person knows them to be 
facts, but is it not better for the church 
to keep the people in ignorance of them 
as long as possible and maintain a firm 
denial than to make a frank admission?

better.” What can we do? \
I call their attention to what the 

church has done in building houses of 
worship, schools, colleges, etc. ,and they 
say “The church is a non-producer, and 
therefore cannot build anything; it is a 
pauper, a beggar, gathering up’ money 
from the toil of others to erect a multi
tude of semi-private buildings instead 
of public halls free to all, and being ex
empt from taxes it makes them fthe in- 
fidgls) help support our institutions 
against their wishes and consent” 
Can’t they be made to do more? ■

I tell them they should be religious, 
and they answer “The more religion a 
person has the more they want to kill 
somebody, as shown by the history of 
all Christian countries; that until quite 
recently the number of persons a man 
wanted killed was the thermometer 
that indicated tlie height of his relig
ious zeal and fervor; and a few months 
ago not a Christian could be found in 
America who did not want a lot of 
Spaniards killed—Christian Spaniards— 
and for what? For doing'exactly what 
we would do under the some circum-

THAT SACRED BOOK.
To the Editor:—Reviewing the article 

contained in your valuable columns of 
Jan 7, by Mrs. Clara Watson, I very 
muca regret‘to find such a buse heaped 
upon, that grand old book, the Bible, 
which has stood for ages past and shall 
for ages stand. Surely Mrs. Watson 
cannot have perused It to any extent, or 
her comprehension must be dull and 
she cannot comprehend, and her un
derstanding is too narrow to support 
substantial bearings, or who would 
dare to quote the Bible in such villain
ous and slanderous terms. Irrespective 
of religion it Is the foundation of his
tory, and-take it as it stands, recording 
acts of good and evil, it is deemed best 
to give both sides of all cases, same as 
in any court of law at the present, so 
that we may form sound and correct 
opinion, truly orthodox. It is truly the 
soul operation of Spiritualism, as with
out it, how-came ye of Spiritualistic 
ideas? Take the Proverbs of Solomon,, 
but of which can be gained more sound 
advice and wisdom suitable for all time 
to come and dll generations of people, 
can Mrs. Watdon call upon any of her 
25-cent philosophers and get any one of 
them df-Wl combined to produce §uch 
writings,5 which ate, to my mliid, the

all right, and they say ¡‘All religions 
are founded upon beliefs; that belief Is 
the absence of knowledge, therefore ig
norance, hence all religions are founded 
upon ignorance and cannot be demon
strated, for the moment it is demon-, 
strated it becomes a science and is no 
longer a-religion; and that all sciences 
are founded upon knowledge—the Ab
sence of ignorance.”. What can we do 
to save ourselves. , ■

I tell them they should not hurt our

Zai- o6ferebeiiionihhasab“IntrjurtLtof I By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light an< 
the peace twenty years, is a piiiar in a Color. Human Culture and Cure, etc,, and Dean of the .prominent church, who, a short while vvxvx, J. ’
ago, had never so much as heard of 
Spiritualism. There are thousands of (JHAPTKE 1. 
persons in this country of equal promt-1 «
nence and intelligence who have never '
given the subject more than a passing «>•
thought. I 4.

Those thousands were bred, born and 
educated under tlie strict teachings and I g
Influence of the orthodox church. From ’
Infancy they were taught In the fam- 
Uy, from the pulpit and in the Sunday- 8.
school that to doubt the dogmas of or- 9.
thodoxy was blasphemy dangerous as 
strychnine or tbe unpardonable sin. 1'

While multitudes of people thus un
fortunately educated are members of . 12. 
no church they are, nevertheless, In 13.
bondage to the church drill of their 
childhood and youth, and none but the . ’
Initiated know the strength of those 
bands stronger than steel. When once lb.
the eyes of those people are opened to 17,
behold the truth in its beauty they be- jg
come the strength and salt, so to say, of FUN AT 
live Spiritualism. How shall we best . , r> ,• •
reach and interest them? »Universal Religion. iu-i,

By scoffing.and sneering nt the things It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permeated with high 
they have been taught all their lives to spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject
hold sacred? Is that the rule by wffich a jeep flying anq truth-loving mind.
holdupyo^handse 6 ’ SECOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mo..

If you were kindly and gently led to English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. 11 
the light by spirits ,n or out of the mor- I p0Stpaid, $1.11; price in paper covers, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid, 
tai, then be thankful for good fortune por gufe at this office. '
and seek to aid others, even as you I 0 u
were led to see, hear and be glad.

The excuse' for the ceaseless and vi
cious bombardment of the Bible Is that 
it contains false teachings which if ppt 
into practice would lead, to anarchy and lejng a Norma) Qour8e of Study jn the AstCO-MagnetlQ t

Oli, consistency! By the same rule Forces of Nature. /
we might say henceforth we will not . [
read a book, newspaper or any written I -------------------
or printed thing containing a false the- • nmunn op «rrm? T.TGTTT OF EGYPT.” “THE LAN4ory or the shadow .thereof. BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIU Hl Ui HAxxri, xun

It might be a lofty position to take, so I GU AGE OF THE STABS,” ETO.
exalted indeed as to mark us cranks _
and incapables of a most inane and use-1 ' “ . /
less type. I A ^pifieent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study^em-
nSE’S”».bod,tag nd rnnolpte «1 
clent record of its manifestations, the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successtuiiy. 
There Is an Inner as there is an outer Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
cdurt of the Spiritualistic temple. In ghould • 0 «tOele'stial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study,
iatio°n8teorccurrt The outer ToiTis o'f I and thus learn tie real cause of their frequent failures.
vital importance ns the ante-chamber to No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under- 
the inner court, or holy of holies, if you s£an(i the Meta-physics of Astrology. , .
please, where he who would learn of Thia work was soeciallv nrenared for publication to meet the demands or ,

quaint him&tt with his duty to him- course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can auoru, 
self and his fellow-man. . thia privilege ivill find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies. ■

We may linger amid the fascinations U p 7 q Dollar Olllv. and is within /each of all who sees of the outer court a lifetime with little I ine JS Une DOliat vuiy, r
profit to ourselves. If we would be light. For sale at this office._____ .__________ _________ ;_____ _____
wise we must go beyond the wonder -----------------------
stage, we must go to the inner fountain RFVDND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The To-morrow of“iiV., «—tag. WUl bringta

of the individual,'the community, the 1 - " - - ~

College of Fine Forces.
Existence and General Character of God.
God as a Spirit
The Deifio Location and Mode of Working.
The Nature of God.
The Deific Greatness and Glory.
Moral Evil and Deific Perfection.
Deific Law and Human Intercession.
How Man Helps Govern the Universe.
Creeds and Practices of Christianity.
The Dangers of Infallible Standards;
The Christian Bible Tested.
Religions Tested by Their Fruits.
The Ethics and Religion of Nature.
Life under the Old Religions.
Life under a Spiritual Religion.
Death under the Old Religions.
Death under a Spiritual Religion.
The Future Life.
REMARKS—'The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and

CELESTI/VL DYN/VMIGS

world. Any lower view discredits us as 
reasoning entities and is an offered in
sult to the hosts of the unseen.
. The writer spent a quarter of a cen
tury in the schooling and drill' afforded 
by a close intimacy and membership 
with an orthodox church, and does not 
feel that the time and cash so spent is 
a total loss. The lessons learned were 
the proper estimate to place on the 
Bible, the utter rottenness of latter day 
churchism, and a feeling of true sym
pathy for my f How-men whose minds, 
are still fettered by the fallacious dog
mas and creeds of so-called Christian
ity J. RIGDON. .
. Middle Point, Ohio. .

Toledo,'Wash; - . . >
.. , 9(1 m______ - ,

•Waffi DONE MUCH HARM, ' 
To the ¿Editorl—I am one who Is much 

Interested In' tpe tilt among Spiritual
ists lately abou,t the Bible,- and how we 
should., handle, it, without -or with 
gloves., As for Myself I want no gloves, 
or sbgarlcoatlng. I shall take it for 
granted, fhat ail are well posted in re
gard to, the Blple teaching and I will 
not rehearse it, but will simply state 
that I flrply believe the Bible has been 
the prijnary cause of more villainous 
crimes, more ly'ars. bloodshed, fear and 
suffering." to the human family, than 
any other book or books, that have ever 
been printed, nnd the churches emanat
ing froffi the Bible have caused a world 
of poverty, to .exist Maintaining the 
churches and Sundays costs these 
United States alone one billion dollars 
annually. Yes, the people are under 
this most fearful pressure in upholding, 
the most diabolical humbug that the 
world'was ever cursed with,, and with 
its withering power causes .millions .of 
people to creep aud crawl and beg in a 
most pitiful manner, a lifetime, for hav
ing, according to the Bible, lived in a 
cursed world and in a cursed condition.

Well, talk about slavery—there has 
never been .anything equal,-to It in the 
world, for it chains both; mind, and

IS IT SPIRITUALISM?
The symposium of thought.as a result 

of Sister Watson’s just protest against 
the Christian’s Bible as the book be
longing to those from ancient error 
emancipated, was Most welcome, as de
fining our position before the world as 
"a religious body. If Spiritualism does 
as is by many claimed, embrace every
thing in the universe, .from an improved 
corn-planter to a better way of-reach
ing heaven, it is consistent for us.to.call 
the Bible “our book”—a compilation 
which reflects to us of to-day the relig
ious status of the somewhat primitive 
state of man.

What is Spiritualism-?" Can it be else 
than a knowledge of the continuity of 
'life and the intercommunication'of the 
two worlds, with that which is immedi
ately brought forth and, connected with 
this knowledge? Among the latter is 
to be found the identity of ancient with 
modern Spiritualism. This Is a deeply 
interesting study, and the ablest of Its 
exponents is our, eloquent Brother 
Moses Hull, whose Work.on this line of 
thought cannot certainly be omitted—of 
which none of us can'-be else than 
proud to recognize. But the question 
at once comes to the thinker: Is this 
Spiritualism, or is it only something 
connected with It which It is of interest 
to us to-know? For my own part, I 
have ever had deep regret that more, of 
our workers did not conceive of our re
ligion'an ideal which was entirely Indl- 
-vlduallzed and thoroughly original.

i Spiritualism has that within itself to 
- fill every requirement of a religion. It 
I needs not to either borrow or imitate.

thousands. By Louis Figuier. Price $1.25. •
I ANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practical j •■ 
L exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man . y 

yet issued. Price 50 cents. " ............... I
i IFF OF THOMAS PAINE. Illustrated with views of the old Paine j

and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the 
Natori, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth 75 cento.i IFF AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description of } KaS, ^oyments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, J

through Miss M. T. Shelhamer. Pnce, cloth, $1.00. offonHvn I
I YCEUM GUIDE. New Edition. Gives every detail needed for efl® t 
I o JZato and for conducting the society when established. By Emffia , 

Rood Tuttle. Price 50 cents, postpaid; . .
■1AH0MET His Birth, -Character and Doctrinj. Historically 5°’™$' M No 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. Exact and Perf^in 
detail and beyond adverse criticism. By Edward Gibbon. Price . re - 
MAHOMET THE ILLUSTRIOUS. An apology for tiie. hfe andlobar-.

of this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed

11 AN INtSpAST^PRESENT-^D FUTURE- A popular account oe j? 
M^SsTrereTsStific researcl> regarding^> orign $sito an^ 1 
nrogpcots of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.00. «
nEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. An excellent work relating to n t^nHitinq- moment; scenes and society in Rummer-land; Winter-land.^ 
By Andrew'Jackson Davis. Price, cloth,- 75 cents; postage 5 cents. ,.l 
nTAKfrA and Their Earthly Victims. . A very interesting and suggestive - J 
fl work It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in * 
Spiritualism. By A. J. W. ^0 cents

tome-

EVOLUTIONISM; A sene? or iiiusnareu cmu u ~
tion of all tilings in the universe. From atoms to worlds. From atoms

to souls. ¿..By Olney H. Richmond. Price, doth,. $1.25. ■
FAITII ANT) FACT. Illustrating conflicts between credulity and vitalize 

thought Prefaced by Robert G. Ingersoll in his own descnptive el- 
quence. By Henry M. Tabor. Price, cloth, $1.00. . ,
FIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. A book that' has dme 
F more to enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. 
By Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25. .. . .
FORCE AND MATTER, or the Natural Order of the Universe with «

System of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition.. :. 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price,doth, $1.00. ■ .7. ......
FROM NIGHT TO MORN, or An kppeal to the Baptist Church, Ju»’ 

the thing to put in tho hands of church members, and of all inquirers. , 
Does not antagonize, but wins. By Abby A. Judson. . Price 15 cents. 
FROM 'SOUL TO SOUL. This beautiful book of beautiful poemsjs aU , .

that the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful , 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, clotii, $1.00. ;



Hpw excellent was the beginning ot pts editor bandies error with ungloved SURELY ADVANCING
. such a'policy, when A. J. Davis gave to bauds, , i

15'' us the lyceum—when for the first time I When tlie old Bible shall he relegated
' the body as well as the soul was recog- :
nized as a subject for religious train- , ---------— ,

\ ing! Have we retrograded, when we of Spiritualism advance as jievei De-
\ find frequent mention of our use of fore, and the people will ¡then_ Use 

' those things in ritualistic service that abovq the supersU lous t adIt o^ ™ 
belouir with our Christian neighbors? I Dark Ages, in which time, in all p

i If the agitation of this subject through ability, this old book was formulated, 
the forceEul protest of our faithful sis- afid the beautiful philosophy of Spiilt-k terwJik«Xfbe the means of ^P- ualism In its purity^11 the> hearts of 
ing us to more closely define our relig- imiiIM . W M. J. HAYNL..

-A ion as one with a mission of its own, I So. Nohidgewock, Me.
' requiring neither another’s prop and - - _
. support, nor an admixture of ancient APPEAL FOR FAIR CRITICISM.

error with the living truth of a demon-1 jen(jjn„ jjrs. Clara Watson’s 
strated immortality, then it will cei- 01,tlcle on “That Sacred Book,” the 

j tainly be a profitable stirring «P- ; I query, why. did she write It? has fre-
•' ’ H. W. BOOZER. I qUenfiy jyyjgen in my mind. ’ It lias not

Grand Rapids, Mich, . affected the Bible and the orthodox re-
_!____ I ijgion in the least, while it has widened

vtmv pt a TN SPEECH. the breach between the SpiritualistsVERY PLAIN bl would utterly destroy the Bible
To the Editor:—In looking over The and the Spiritualists who would place 

Progressive Thinker of a few weeks I before the, world In its true light, 
ago, I was much interested in a short I ællls fUtjle warfare against a book, of 
article written by ill’s. Clara Watspn, ^10 (]æ greater part Is simply au la
in reference to that "book of books correct history of lanelent people and 
called the Bible, and I have this to say, customs, will end in separating 
that I never saw so much truth couched two classes. . . ,
in so few words about that book as her Tjje world estimates Spiritualists in 
short article contained. 1 do not know general by just such sentiments. And 
the lady, but I do know this, that if the thel.e Is a jarge number of earnest, sln- 
neople could obtain a correct under-1 cei.e spiritualists who will not publicly 
standing of that "Sacred Book,” her announce themselves as Spiritualists 
opinion would be endorsed by thou- wl)1]e sentiments are given to the 
sands where it now meets the favor of worj(j under the banner of Spiritualism, 
a score. 1 fail to see what good the lit- without making any distinction be- 
erature—If it may be called literature— jWeen Spiritualists. Really the article 
of this book has ever done anyone, and js a strong argument in favor of a dec-- 
esneclnliy, can do anyone in this en- lnl.ntion of principles.
lightened age; a book that begins with xiave the opponentssof the Bible con
a Ue ends with a Ue and is filled with 6idered why it has such a hold upon 
lies from beginning to end. mankind? It is not for its intrinsic

Nn mutter bow long, or how sincerely worth that it is sacred to a lange num- 
wi> have believed an untruth, or how ber of people; it Is the tender home as- 
AHlentlv we have advocated It, it never soclatlons ¿lustered around it. To many 
becomes a truth. Commencing with the of us It js Interwoven with a happy 
irnwlen of Eden story with its mythical home and childhood and the cherished 
Adam and Eve and snake Devil, we teaching of beloved parents, who were 
nass through the whole thirty-nine piud, upright, noble men and women 
books of the Old Testament and find It whose lives were a blessing to all with 
renlete with such diabolical trash. We whom they came In contact, and whose 
turn over a leaf into tfie “New Dispen- precepts and example have safely 
sation” and we begin to read the New guided us along life’s stormy way, and- 
TPRtnment We find that, also, begins verily have led us unto the knowledge 
with error and ends with error. The of our beautiful philosophy by teaching 
basis on which it is founded Is a myth Us tolerance, liberality and charity, and 
—the Immaculate conception and vica- to prove all things and hold fast that 
rious atonement are faults; Its God, Its which is good. And this was the foun- 
Devll and Its orthodox hell, tbe work of dation of our investigation of Spiilt- 
nrlestcraft and swallowed by priest- uallsra.
ridden humanitv. Pouring out a torrent of abuse upon

•Mn.v whnt irood can be derived from the errors and inconsistencies of tbe “embmcln the’ idea“ taught In thl J Bible, and wholly Ignoring thé truth
' book? Must we resort to fables In or- I and wisdom therein, Is not just and 

der to elevate the character and moral honest criticism. BITTING
standing of the community of tbe pres- hDLï M. milieu,
ent day? Does common sense amlj’ea-1 DesMoines, Iowa.
son teach us to believe this stuff? if ->>■■> nini r
not, then, why teach it to our children? . Tllr DIDI L
It Is a notefi fact that every effort Is be- lilL ulBLLl
ing made at the present time, by ortho- _____
doxv to make the reading of this book a _ , caivlapart of our school exercises, and the A/l&DUSCriptS Of th© S3.ITI6. 
instructor who has not gall sufficient to ------
offer a prayer extempornneons Is sup- I 'Tlie oldest Greek manuscripts of the 
posed to have his pupils repeat the Bible are alleged to be the Vatican, the 
“Lord’s Prayer” as the morning’s exer- Alexandrine and the Sinaltic. The first 

named Is In the Vatican library, which 
was founded by Sixtus IV., (1471-1484). 
Whence the codex was acquired Is not

among the things of the ‘past uud k .
burled in oblivion, then shall the cause- ft |g Not ft Used tO Efe<

I

else;-
But It Is remarked that there are good 

things In the Bible.. Granting that it 
may be so, I will make this assertion: 
There lire ten thousand good things out
side of it, where there may be found 
one inside. Because there are a few 
grains of truth mixed with this large, 
poisonous heap of rubbish—which from 
its long standing and obscure origin 
the people in their Ignorance have 
learned to reverence—shall we dig over 
this trash and filth to obtain them, 
when we can have the truth unadulter
ated direct from the spirit world? Why 
resort to this book for Instruction, writ
ten no one knows where, when, or by 
whom, and in such a complicated man
ner that all orthodoxy, no matter what 
the differences of opinion, or how ab
surd it may be, can prove their doctrine 
therefrom.

THE GREAT ENEMY. ES EME I FIFTY YEARS 
LILTS CHURCH?'ROME. 
Consumption, Bronchitis'' A Remarkable Book.

been dlshonored in consequence of thei^ 
sons--or daughters, if you please-using 
tobacco? , .

Alcohol, the scqrplon-whlp of the 
chief of sensual and earth-bound 
spirits, has driven vast hosts of white
haired fathers and mothers into their 
dishonored but coveted graves.
x How many heart-broken, suffering 
women, with their helpless, starving 
children, can place tbe responsibility of 
their misfortunes on the manufacturer 
and vender of tobacco?

The rapacious wolf, alcoholism, has 
devoured the homes, the health, the 
food, the clothing, the character and 
the hopes of here and hereafter of mil
lions of wbmen and children. •

How many of the vast throng which 
crowd our - state prison and Insane 
asylum attribute their crimes and mal
adies to the use of tobacco?

Few indeed, if any, while the Intem
perate use of spirituous liquors has 
marred the harmony and purity of 
every homp in the civilized world, di
rectly or indirectly. ,

There is no doubt but the use of to
bacco is injurious, especially to the

Alcoholism Worse Than the 
Tobacco'Habit.

To the Editor:—Wilf you permit space 
in The Progressive Tjiinker for a few 
comments relative to. au ai’Ucle which 
appeared on the paggs of .No. 476, by 
Mary A. Ingalls, Watgr.tpyift.N. Y.

The article is fraught with good sug
gestion and timely rebuke,, !fa word jn 
season,” and not “a bow drawn at a 
venture.” Its alm wgs steady, and the 
shaft of truth, which relates fo the sub

1 Consumption, Bronchiti», 
Asthma, Deafness and ali. Reformers find so many Impediments 

blocking their way that the almost uni
versal exclamation of every one of 
them, at some time, is “Oh, the world 
moves so slow!” Read the following 
leaf from the past and you will be 
hopeful, and sure of a mighty advance. 
It is an extract from General Butler's 
letters to Captain Black, of Chicago:

“It is less than two centuries,” says
Mr. Butler, “since seven men of the 
highest standing, a majority of whom 1 aL’-f !TV_the "mark with

Xrou“eoffOrS^ each morUg - We n^ed such sharp’ Rebuke, for our 
Son whereof was onened with I affiliating with the chftreh which has 
prayer to the divine source of all knowl- w9rdi°r deed dlrected
aXnfo“Chi8^ One would slncerel* We that our
that court- and In that court were ar-» People wll) advance far enough along raffine^day^ftei day poor, miseraMe, dlie l'ne of spiritual growth to find a 
broken down snoerstitlous women and richer field wherein to gather gems of ’<'hlldren^<monSffieeaccusation4hat1they thought, than within the pale of the 
had commerce with the levll, and used orthodox, or any other church Has It 
Ids noww iu a means of spite upon anything to give perishing humanity 
hll? fX^hboro ^nd as one of the which swell its ranks? Its popular 

means of inflicting' tortjire, because I'ymn is In peeping with its capacity to 
thereof the devil had empowered these I dispense spiritual truth. ............
poor creatures to shoot common house “Nothing but leaves, nothing but 
pins from a distanco into their neigh-1 leaves;
bor’s children, by which they were No gathered sheaves of life’s golden

diseases of the Head, 
Throat and Lungs. .

HEHE IB A CASE OP
Nasal and Bronchial Catarrh.

MRS. J. A. DUVALL, Warrenton. N. C., Writes s— 
Dear Dootob—I can t>uy nothin« but praise for your 
wonderful treatment, the Soua-Cora Oure. Any one to 
huvo seen me throe montlis ugó, ond seo me now, would 
scarcely take me for tbe euine portion. I would have 
died if It had not been for you, my Catarrh wus rapidly 
A Into Consumption ¡ I hud such awful spells of

Ing that I would nearly faint. I can now sleep 
well aud my ñervos are as steady as they ever were be
fore I got sick. The effects of tho Catarrh Ln my head 
and cheat has entirely healed; thedlBcharaos have stop
ped and I am moro fleshy than I ever was In my life.

- Three Months Homo Treatment Free!
To introduce the Sana-Cera Cure in every com-

known, but it appears in the first cata
logue of that collection, which dates 
from the year 1475. Nicholas V. (1447
1455) began to collect manuscripts for 
his library, which may have been the 
beginning of the Vatican collection. No 
practical use was made of tlie Vatlcap 
Codex until 1857, when a translation of 
the New Testament portion was pub
lished. The codex lacks the Epistles to 
Timothy, Titus and Philemon, tbe Rev
elations and the last four chapters of 
Hebrews. Its execution Is assigned to 
the middle of tbe fourth century by 
some, to the sixth by others, and to a 
much later period by the more skeptical

And still further, the Idea is ad
y vanced, that one of the most enlight

ened nations in the world believes In 
the teachings of this book. Supposing 

- this to be a fact, is that proof positive 
that the book is a bundle of truths? 
What -would such a nation have been 
had it not been held iu check by the 
false teachings of such a work? But in 
this they claim too much; this is not a 
Christian nation per se, the founders of 

• our government were not believers in 
the tenets of orthodoxy, and probably 

- a majority of its people to-day do not 
believe in its spacious hell, if they do 
in a contracted heaven.

Has this book ever been the means of 
doing anything to advance science and 
art? Rather, has not its advocates of 
the past used every means and effort 
to retard the advancement of every 
progressive truth and keep the people 
In ignorance? These things must be ad- 
mltted by every one who has made a 

' studv of Christianity. Tbe only way to 
advance Spirituality is by discarding er
ror—no matter how long we have be- 
lleved it—and embracing those things 
we know to be true.

Ask the Spiritualists of to-day who 
favor this book, if they believe in the 
garden of Eden story, the quail supper, 
the long-haired Samson, the great rain 
storm that flooded tbe whole earth, 

' Jonah and the whale, the immaculate 
conception, the vicarious atonement, 

1 the chosen few with their seventy-nine 
’ heavens, and the orthodox hell with its 

«great multitude, and they will every 
one say no, they do not believe any

critics.
The Alexandrine Codex was pre

sented to Charles I. of England in 1628, 
by the Patriarch of Constantinople, 
who had brought it from Alexandria, of 
which he was formerly patriarch. It 
lacks the first twenty-four chapters of 
Matthew, three chapters of John,.(v-vll.) 
and seven of Second Corinthians (v-xi). 
It contalus the Epistle of Clement of 
Rome (the only known copy), a letter of 
Athanasius and a treatise of Eusebius 
on the Psalms. The execution of this 
codex is assigned by some to the mid
dle of the fifth century, by others to the 
sixth, and by the more skeptical critics 
to a much later period.

The Sinaltic Codex was discovered In 
1844 by Constantine Tischendorf, at the 
Convent of St. Catherine, on Mount 
Sinai. In 1859 Tischendorf, under the 
auspices of the Emperor Alexander II. 
of Russia, made a second journey to 
Mount Sinai, where he rescued the 
manuscript, just ready to be burned as 
fuel, and brought It to his imperial 
majesty. This last discovered codex is 
perfect, without the loss of a leaf. -In 
addition to our canonical books It has 
the Epistle to Barnabas and a portion 
of the Shepherd of Hermas. Tlschen- 
dorf believed that this codex was a lit
tle older than that of the Vatican, both 
of which he assigned to tbe middle of 
the fourth century. - '

Tischendorf’s New Testament, 1868,

such thing. "
Well, then, in the name of everything 

that is good, what is there about this 
book you do believe? If you do not be
lieve these things, which are claimed 
for Its foundation truths, what is there 
about it or in it you do believe? If the 
foundation is rotten, how cap the 
structure built thereon stand?

I have met the Rev. Moses Hull a few 
times since I began the study of Splr- 
ituallsm, and I consider.him a great 
and good man. I shall always remem
ber with pleasure the lecture he deliv
ered at Etna, Maine, camp,* upon the 
subject, “What Good Has Spiritualism 
Done?” Probably there were five thou
sand listeners, and I dare say, while he 

‘repeated the many touching Incidents 
that had come within bls observation 
and knowledge, thousands of eyes were 
wet with tears. These facts touched 
the people, and when they saw the. 
beauty of the truth of Spiritualism they 
could'but rejoice with tears In their 
eves, to learn that they, too, could com
mune with their spirit friends. And 
did the good brother devote his time in 
the promulgation of spiritual phenom
ena and its philosophy, Instead of delV
ing among the rusty leaves of that old 
priest-written volume called the Bible, 
I believe many more would be brought 
to the knowledge of true Spiritualism, 
than are now under his present course

This 1« a remarkable work by Fatuxb CmilUVK 
' [t exposes even to the minutest details the corruption, 
i hat exists in tho Church of Rome- It Is 
tages, aud should be read as a matter of history ny 
every Spiru jallst. The following le a partial ¡1st of the 
table of contents: __ ‘ .

_ . .. CHAPTER I. .
Tho Bible and tho Priest of Rome.

CHAPTER II. ______ .
My first Scbofil-days at Bt. Thomas—Tbo Monk ena 
_ CcUb“0Xi .chapter HI.
The Confession ot Children.

... CHAPTER IV. ■ .
Tho Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep.

_ . CHAPTER V,„,4________
The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor widow s Cow.

CHAPTER VI.
Festivities In a Parsonage. 

CHAPTER VII. - 4
Preparation for the Pirst Communion-Initiation W 

idolatry. CHAPTER VIII. -

The First Communion. ' 
CHAPTER IX. ______________

Intellectual Education in the Roman Catholic College. 
Moral and PCSAPTEKJ^ tbe EoBBn catho

de Cola^ar~
ProtesUnt Children In tbe Convent, and Nunnene, ot 

Borne, ___“ CHAPTER XII. ........................ .....
Bwe andEducatlon-W does the Churchi of Roma 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and 
want to destroy tbemf—Why does oho object tQ 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools?

' CHAPTER XIII. ........................ ..
Theology of the Church of Rome: Its Antl-SOClU 

Ama-Christian Character,

muuity and prove that it cures when all others 
have failed, I will for a limited time send med
icines for a 8 months treatment free. Send a 
description of your trouble, name and P. O. 
address at once; or, write for Question Blank 
and prompt attention will be given you free. 
Address Da. M. Beaty, Prin’l, National Dispen
sary, Dep't P 22. 125 W. 12th St., Cincinnati, O.

I D. BABBITTS WORKS.
Hainan Culture and Oure.

Part First. Tbo Philosophy of Cure. Paper cover, 
60 cents.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 76 cents.
Social Upbuilding, ■

Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents; Leat’iC", 
85 bents, ,
Religion«

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Goth, 
I); paper, 60 cents. ”
Principles of Light and Color.

One of the greateetbooks of the age, S5; by mail 
82 cents extra.

The To-Morrow of Death.

young. , ____  ..
But statistics show that 200,000 die 

every year in copsequence of the use OL 
spirituous liquors,

I have no desire to use valuable space 
in' your paper, and thus crowd out other 
facts which are not so well known. 

— What ,has , been -stated, has been, 
written in the spirit of kindness. A feel 
confident our good sister wrote her 
article in tbe spirit of candor and zeal 
for the cause we all love, but It is not 
in accord with the true knowledge of 
the dwful facts as they really exist, and 
the "half has not been told."

Dowagiac, Mich. C. F. COLE.

CHAPTER XIV.
The Vow of Celibacy. '¿HATTER XV.
Tbs ImpurlUe, ol tbe Theology ot Rome.

' _ CHAPTER XVI. ..
TbePriestotRome and tho Holy Father»; or,bowl 

swore to give up tbe Word ot God to follow tUQ 
word ot Men.“ CHAPTER XVIL , . „ „ . 

Tbe Roman Catbollo Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod. 
ernldoutry. c ..........

Hine Conseouence» ot the Dogma ot Transubstantla» 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

.. CHAPTER XIX. . _____
Vicarage, and Lite at Bt. Charles, Rlvlerro Boyer.

. CHAPTER XX. ,
Papineau and the Patriot» in 1888—The burning of “M 

Canadlen" by the Curate ot Bt. Charles. .
CHAPTER XXI. .. . ...............

Grand Dinner of the Priests—Tbe Maniac Sister ot 
Rev. Mr.'Terras. _

CHAPTER XXII. _________
Jam appointed Vicar ot tbe Curate of Charlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Deaths ot Fathers Bedard 
and Perras. .

CHAPTER XXIII. .. ________.
The Cholera Morbus of 1831-Admlrab o courage and 

self-denial of the Priests ot Rome during tho epl- 
d’mlC' CHAPTER XXIV. , ■

1 am named a Vicar of St. Hoch, Quebec City Th® 
Bev. Mr. Tetu—Tertulllan—General Cargo-Th® 
Beal Skins. v.

Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in the 
called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sum! 
of Money made by tbe sale of Masses^-The Society 
of Three Maeses abolished and the Society of on® 
Mass established. __“ . CHAPTER XXVI.

Jontlnuatlon of the trade In Masses.
CHAPTER XXVIl. ................  .

Quebec Marine Hosplul-The first time I carried tM 
“Bou Dien” (tbe water god) In my vest.pocket 
-Tbe Grand Oyster Soiree at.Mr. Bureau s-The 
Rev. L. Parent and tho Bon DIeu at the Oyster 
Soiree. .

ar We have not space In this notice of rather 
Chlnlouy'a work to give the beads of al tbo chaptera. 
those omitted aro ol especial value. Ibo following, 
however, are oi thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER Uli. .............. ..
The Immaculate Conception ot the Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER LIV. '
Tho Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV. ............ ..
The Ecclesiastical Retreat-Conduct of the Priest, 

—Tbo Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.

greatly afflicted, Being put to the bar • grain.” •
to be tried, they were not allowed eoun- n hag nothlng to qffer the true dls-
sel, and, thank God, our profession was “ who g)t th^feet of Splrltual
not disgraced, because the Wisdom, drinking to the extent of their
eral was a merchant. The deluded unfolde(J flclty jbe .crystal streams 
creatures sometimes pl±e<L gBV of truth, which flow from the pure lips 
sometimes not guilty, but in eIthei I Qf who Jg urejolcln„ ln the hablt- 
event They were found guilty, executed, f tb eal.tl] „n(j wbose de-
and the pins, which were produced n I u the sons of men.”evidence, can now be seen among the b slirnrlBinc that our good sis-reeords of that court, In the court house » sb pi Wng that 01or^goiffl ofc
of the county of Essex, Massachusetts! f ¿dln„ UDon the

tlon, dreadful wrongs upon a prisoner rleilly per.in order to aceompliBb bls convictiom iu^roVe7ofy the0S“mJierland offfie 
Giles Corey was an old man, eighty as set fortii in burning eloquence 
years of age. He had a daughter some vt in 0U1. “Ghost Land.”forty years of age, simple-minded, not flight of-soul 1/prophet
able to earn her own living, and a small f . -t ,,p gegms
farm, a piece of land with a house P> est 01 king, in Holy , seems 
thereon, which he hoped to leave to his « «le, flat and unpiobtaWe, alter 
daughter at his then impending death. d.f d5Sg ? t “ densely spudded 
Giles was accused of being a wizard. bHUlanh which
His life had been blameless In every- wit 1adl^ |of the BUirpassing 
“'IS-' US™

fA ni,l«yilfP d nffiV knew tbatb if he habitations prepared for all ^ho enter
IS Sy » <« to •< >1» l-lto «< ai.lrll.ml

blended gulltv, he would be sentenced 110i saints, no false piopliets, nom picaacu guuij no whose mouths are leaping discontented
would be forfdted t theUdng But If frogs, no rolling thunders, nor falling W 0U1U Ue lOlieiUU LU LUC lilj-ljja X>U I l-xml/xtc. zxtl cnRrliXf’he did not plead at all-such was the 8^, no l.ailots sit ng on 
law-then he could not be tried at all, b. lists, no many is, calling 101 
and his property could not be forfeited geance, Irom beneath Qod s no 
to the king and taken from hiS daugh- burning censers, flung from ■ Jieae en to 
Mr Ra. rile« Stood mute and nut the earth, and the redeemed hosts of 
ennrt nt defilnc “ AndI then that court »eaven contending wjth poor suffering 
a? . Inns plprovm’en r so ted? to a meth- mortals for the dominion of earth, as It 
od‘t make him plead which iad not 1« portrayed In the. book of Revelation, 
been proctlced n England for two bun- by John; on the Isle of Patmos.
fired years,°and never here. Poor Giles 'ffiie though often comes to me, how 
was taken, laifi on the ground by the can Spiritualists spend so much val- 
slde of the court house, on his back, uable time In discussing people and the 
with the flashing sun burnjng in his petty happenings In the community, 
eyes, and a single cup of water from when our Spiritual papers books and 
the ditch of the jail, with a crust of pamphlets aie so jeplete with In 
bread was given him once in twenty- vigoratlng truth. Every page is 
four hours, and weights were placed illumined with the white lays of splrlt-

iire Un.lv until the life was crushed ual light; every sentence scintillates 
out of him, but not the father’s love for with the sparkling- gems , of pure 
his child. He died, but not until bls thought
parched tongue protruded from the old If our people as a whole would be- 
rnnn’« fevered mouth It was thrust come more ardent in their pursuits in 
back bv the chief justice with his cane, the study of our beautiful philosophy, 
ThP.rherisbeil dauehto Inherited....” aud feed upon the rleh feasts which Ibe cherished daughter inneriteu.... | gprgad befQre them by Splrltual 

press, our sister’s “occupation would be 
gone,” so far as relates to her article 
referred to.

need not scoff, my Christian I 1 trust you will not think that I am 
friend, ' dictating a line of action for my seniors

Nor ridicule and scout, in the Spiritual faith. By personal ex
That little rap doth more portend perlence I know what good results have

Than pope’s dogmatic flout. fallen to me through constant reading
I love thee, triple rap, rap, rap— • of Spiritual literature.

The “yes” to doubting faith, I We can enter into Immediate assocla-
Afflrmlng death to be the gap I tlon with the noblest, brightest, purest

That frees the human wraith! and most exalted spirits, both Incarnate
_ ________ ______ ,____ n and excarnate, through the mgdla of 
Hark! hark! percussive and distinct books and papers. In many cases one

It thrills my anxious ear. I article in our Propresslve Thinker Is
And In Its welcome tones is linked worth more than the price of a year’s 

A love I hold most dear! I gubscrlpt|on.
Nay, nay, 0, priest, thou canst not give I One deflnltei ciear-cut Idea is of more 

Such food unto my soul. I vajue ^ban fbe price paid for the book,
It Is the bread that makes me live, which contains a host of others, equally

That makes my being whole. ag vaiuabie, ’when we come to under-
Of God let others think and write, stand them. -

I cannot comprehend; The old Westminster Confession of
But thou, oh, tiny rap, thou mite, Faith has a good motto, when applied

My solace and my friend! to Splrltual llterature-but not to the
The sign, the token, and the word I confession: “Read, mark, learn and in- 

That welds a broken chain; wardly digest." If we followed this
The purest love my bosom stirred I simple suggestion, and apjfiJed it to the

Through thee is whole again. I vast body orpooks and papers within
_ x «fel reach of all, such symptoms of

Enough that thou wouldst guide me I ^¿fax dyspepsia as anger, jealousy, 
well, _ I envy, slander, backbiting, idle gossip,

and attending orthodox churches and 
supporting consecrated parasites, would 
soon disappear from our thoughts and 
actions.

Now with reference to the article by 
our good sister Mary A. Ingalls, that Is 
the part that seems to me objectionable.

•In speaking of habits which seem to 
control some of us, the tobacco habit 
appears to be the crowning evil, the 
climax of depraved appetite. She says:

.“It not only undermines the health of 
the one-using it, but It contaminates the 
air for others to breathe. It is more 
wide-spread in its evil results than the 
use of spirituous liquors.”
'I am impressed with the thought that 

this- Is a lady of culture and refinement 
in taste. ’ Her .sensitive nature is 
shocked when coming into, association 
with the users of tobgcco. The keen
ness of her distaste to this habit has

From Cincinnati, Ohio-
The First Spiritual Church, which 

holds services at Douglass Castle Hall, 
Sixth and Walnut streets, every Sun
day evening is attracting to its doors 
the most intelligent audiences ever 
seen in a spiritual meeting in this' city. 
From the first the audiences have .in
creased in size, and last Sunday even
ing the capacity of the hall was tested. 
This splendid success is due to the 
speaker, Dr. Adah S. Horman, and the 
untiring efforts of the officers of the 
church; all of whom are well known 
and are highly respected business and 
professional men of this city. The 
music also is quite a factor in attracting 
crowds; the same being in the hands of

THE RAP.

Thou

Mrs. Harrison. This lady possesses a 
rich soprano voice, is a fine organist 
and is most happy in her selections for 
these spiritual meetings. It is needless 
to say that Mrs. Dr. Horman fills this 
rostrum with dignity and grace. She 
is well known throughout the country 
as a graceful and forceful speaker.

The topics of her lectures are always 
upon subjects of general interest; she 
has been heard on many subjects, and 
each has been treated exhaustively, 
and tlieir most salient points extracted. 
She is greatly in demand as a lecturer, 
and is soon to make an extended tour 
of the various states under the auspices 
of the Pythian order, and deliver her 
lecture upon “Brotherhood.” She is re
ceiving congratulations and unstinted 
praise from the critical portion of the 
K. of P. order, who pronounce this lec
ture something entirely out of the or
dinary, and far different from anything 
heretofore expressed. I was privileged 
to hear a private reading of her lecture, 
“A Great Century,” and feel that the 
public have a great treat in store. 
These and other lectures are richly il
lustrated with stereopticon views. This 
talented lady Is quite versatile, and in 
addition to the wonderful powers of 
lecturing which she possesses, Is also 
an authoress of more than common 
ability. She is the author of some 
sketches which a great eastern critic 
pronounced to be gems of literature. I 
know that all Spiritualists will rejoice 
with me in the fact that one of our 
number is so beloved and appreciated 
by people in other fields of thought, and 
that they will also regret that the spir
itual rostrum will lose her valuable 
services “for a day," .or such workers 
should be kept constantly at work In 
the Interest of our cause alone.

Mrs. Horman has given her services 
gratis to the First Spiritual Church, and 
has aided In every way to promote its 
Interests, and the great principles ot 
Spiritualism.

EDOUARD LANNAY.
Cincinnati, 0.

.”0R THE--.
Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGULER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
' BY S, R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It 1» written 
In that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize eclentlnu 
subjects In adaptation to tho needs ot the general 
reader. Tho author Is not a Splrltuallst-he even 
mentions Spiritualists a» "devotees of a now super
stition," etc., etc., In which ho manifests the usual 
animus of tho “.clentlllo class," yet ho say, again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea in fiplritualiain,” 
aud regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superbuinanB aud tbe inhabitants of Earth;" 
and it goes ou to relate instances of fact in evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
tbe authors’s ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tho pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The autbcrholds tbe 
theory of reincarnation. Price IFOE 8*10 
this office.

' VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND— 

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
TO WHIOH U ADDBD

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and tbe Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by tbe Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plate«, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol., 
postfiyo, 248 pages; piper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates tbo 
best interests of mankind, and clearly points out tbe 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In tbe ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tbe prosperity and tbe 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tbe 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, »nd otl.w» dUr.uised, and tho_ law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment» on Geneals, Exodus, Levltlcua, Number» 
and Deuteronomy, by

SHnxbetA Cady Blanton, Lillie DevereiCX 
Blake, Bev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula X. Gestefeld, and 
Frances E. Barr.

IMMORTALITY.
■In every lout there I. hound up «onto truth end 

tome error, and each gives to the world Ot thought 
what no other one poaeeaBea.”—Coueln.

Strolling together, my love and I, Tbo bright and scholarly commenta of this galaxy 
Tn nvonln»’« hush ’neath a starrv of bright minds sro of deep Interest, and throw a In the evenings nusn, ueuiu u BUI y Btrong and new H?ht on the Bible teachings relating 

sky, to woman. All should read it.
We talked of the future, the yet to be, PrIco BOo, ror snie at this Office. 
Where no longer clothed in mystery -m- «••»»/■' nriiAI IITIAM
The soul mounts forth freed from time B VLV ULyill l|] l[|N 
Illumined with love’s light divine ,A OLA ItLlULU I IUIi) 
And the solemn city of the’dead ....... py JX)IS WAISBJBOOKEB,
In vision of beauty is seen instead. Vow;,

» -a __A OQu if niir Invo ro frrpftt could Forces of 8cx," "Perfect Motherhood,” and many And we said il OUl love bo feieUL touiu Jther workB, Price 2ftcenu. For «ale nt this office.

gives in footnotes the variations of the 
three above named manuscripts. An 
English edition was Issued in 1869. I 
consider it of more practical value than 
tbe revision of 1880.

The Latin Vulgate Bible, first pub
lished in 1590, was declared by Pope 
Slvtus V. to be the very one declared 
by the Council of Trent (1545-1563) and 
alleged to have been In existence im
ages. But the Sixtlne edition had to be 
superseded. Cardinal Bellarmine pro
posed that its errors should be cor
rected and laid to the ‘charge of the 
printers, aud that the work should be 
credited to Sixtus. Then followed the 
Clementine edition of 1592, which itself 
had to be revised in turn.

The Council of Trent must have been 
a secret conclave. How could a large 
body of bishops and doctors have met, 
passed and published to the world a 
decree referring to a book which had 
been “many ages In existence” and yet 
could not be found?

Tbe learned Jesuit Hardouln believed 
that the New Testament was originally 
written In Latin. Wliy should Paul 
write to the Romans in Greek? It does 
seem more likely that the earliest co
dices -were in Latin, from which the 
monks made translations into Greek, 
many a Latin wold appearing in Greek

The paths of peace explore, 
My brother’s pains and griefs to-quell 

And yield him truthful store! 
Enough that this I freely give— 

Can Christ or God exceed?— 
Such is the way thou sayest live;

I will! Be thou my creed!
Talk not to me of sacred things, 

This is the most divine:
The rap that proves the soul hath 

wings
Outfiying winds of time!

The rap that boldly doth proclaim 
The dead in spirit grow, 

Nor closed in hell’s eternal pain, 
But live, and love, and know!

The Bibles sing of priest and king 
And gods who reek with crime;

Ten thousand such could never bring, 
Inspired in every ling,

This knowledge, and this joy to me, 
Which the faint rap hath done:— 

“My darling boy, I com® to thee;
Your mother's lov.e lives on!” 

’ B.' F. SLITER.
Grand Rapids, Mich. .

Mrs. Virginie Barrett
I wish to call your attention to the 

case of Mrs. Virginie Barrett, who is 
well-known to'many of you as a Worthy 
woman and an honest medium and 
platform worker for the cause of Spir
itualism. For'a part of the present 
winter, Mrs. Barrett has been at work 
in Toronto, Canada. A short time-ago 
the mediums of that city were arrested, 
on the charge of “witchcraft-and for
tune-telling," no distinction being made 
on the part of the authorities between 

I mediums and tricksters. Among those 
arrested- was Mrs. Barrett. Her case is

o£ Instruction. • /
But nerlinps each one lias a different 

■ part to perform-in presenting the great 
' truths of Spiritualism to the different 

. classes of people. I am not n ^llever 
in this milk and Water diet, this good 
lord and good Devil theory, this cater
Ing to the wants of '.'outsiders” for fear 
of hurting their feelings. Better strike 
straight from the slipulder with godd 
solid fooJ.-pnadulteratéd truth.

Those vou win are worth something, 
those you do not win are but little loss 
to the cause. This Is one reasoi why I 
consider The Progressive Thinker the 

, ^“t Spiritual-paper published;; because

characters. „
King James’ translation of the Bible 

was made in 1611, from manuscripts of 
late date—as late as tire tenth century, 
says Tischendorf, but much later In the 
judgment , of experts, who say there is __________
no satisfactory criterion for determln-. ¿¿"{¿March. In the meantime
ing the age of manuscripts, and that | m]iat rpmntn ¡n Toronto- and she 
few if any, can be assigned to an 
earlier date than tbe twelfth century. 
"There are no manuscripts more than 
four hundred years old, save Ihose of 
the sacred'scriptures,” said Hardouin,- 
writing in 1729. As a Catholic he could 
not of course admit that the sacred 
scriptures, like the pretended writings 
of the Christian fathers, were fabri
cated by the Benedictine monks after 
the revival of learning^

she must remain in Toronto,, and she 
finds her funds are very low. "Any of 
her Spiritualistic friends who wish to 
aid her to tide over the present emer
gency In her affairs, can send their do
nation, if but the “widow’s mite,”, to 
MFs. Bai-rett, at 40 Walton street, To
ronto, Can. A little assistance in this 
hour of her need will be very accept
able. •, • ■. , M. T. LONGLEY.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision." Vivid de- 
scrlntion of a Jesuit spirit ■ conclaye, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony.- ’’-’f®15 “hts. For sale at 
this office.

Washington, D. O.
“The World Beautiful." By ILhn 

Whiting. Most excellent in their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality of thoaght. 

' Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete In It
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

obscured her otherwise, clear- concep
tions of the real factp relative to the 
universal havoc madeuby the,intemper
ate use of spirituous jiquors...

I am not defending-,the foliáceo habit 
in any form or unger any circum
stance. . I shall not sge It in,earth-life, 
but the time will come when all the 
vitiated tastes wh|eh enslave hu
manity, through their cravjng for- un
natural things, t^lilch do n<Jt tend to 
strengthen the body jbr spirit, such^as 
alcoholic stimulants, -tea, coffee, tobac
co, snuff, morphine, ojilum, arsenic and 
a desire to affiliate with orthodox 
churches, will be extitfet in pie souls Of 
spiritually developed-hnanklnu.

What wlll .be the cdiise oftthls much- 
needed renovation? ”, ; "f’J.

The true knowledge, of this relation 
to the realm of spirit, add the un
bounded range- of Avlsdom, love and 
power, in the land of. jSurified’spuls.

This knowledge alone will prompt the 
aspiring soul' to stand aloof iron! all 
things which-hinder bur . progress here 
in the primary department, and would 
pl-event our graduating with honor to 
the higher classes-of Instruction in the 
world of eternal realities. . l
"More wide-spread In its evil results 

than the use of spirituous liquors.”-.
How many young men, known to. the 

writer of this sentence, -have been led 
into associations which resulted in dis
honor and crime, through the use of 

'tobacco? 1 . , ,
The liquor habit can number its vic

tims by millions.' .
How many father? and mothers have

be '---  _ rm, . -.Tran-rav
Lost in annihilation's sea, I LIFE, A NOVEL. I
'Twould be a mockery worse than fate it beam» with advanced thought, and 1» fascinating. 
Where all life grows insensate. rt-ico. so cent».
But rather let us dream of a life Instead ------------------------------- .

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
again ... -___

Their thoughts beyond the reach- of
p ’ , ■ I Concerning the True Origin

Over; my grave, love, I would have you I . of cijrxgtianity.
o-vrootlv Un ri and blow Beader, in bringing to your notice "Antiquity UnRoses that sweetly DUG ana GLOW, veiled.” It Ib With the sincere hope that you are earn

It would seem less lonely to be near estly looking for the truth, regardless of any other
nn/Hont f fi HPQ nf bpflutv and I consideration. If such Is tbe case, this advertlseinenl Their radiant races Oi Deuuiy auu 1 deeply interest you, and after reading this brief 

Cheer; description you will doubtless wish to give tbe work a
I should live again in the flower that | careful pemaL Priceli.w.

srsS«";™”.™i VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES, 
would see - ------- _

The wonderful law. of Divinity! I A jfew Edition, Profusely Illustrated^

And the heart of the crumbling grave storjr h(j. fonB4o4
would give ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to

Awakened life to the flowers that live find nothing In it trivial or extravagant;and I desire AWaiieueu uw iv e above all, that under the appearance» of fable, thereAnd the thrill and breath or their souls may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlicern-
' n«tlr • I lug eye, though IS escape tho observation of tbe

would be God’s true interpreter, vuigar.’'-voMAura. ______

And the forms Of our loved ones hidden costbsts: "The White Bull," a Satirical Romance.
a wav “Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; “The Sage and

ttt «.I»»!»»« thn nnw-Tihrn th’ Atheist;" “Tho Princess of Babylon;” "Tbo ManWould rise glorious as. tne new DOTH I 0fjr0rty Crowna;" "Tho Huron, or PupH of Nature;"
-- fiav . “Mlcromegas," a Satire on Mankind; "Tho World as .

mi. nro nnt H on fl fhplr «null ItGoes;" "The Blatk and the White;" "Memnon, the ,That the dead are not aeaa, tneir souis ..Andr0 Des Touches at siam;’J "Bab-;
set free abeo;" “The 8tndy_ of Nature;" “A Conversation

In tho ronlmn nf Tmmoftfllitv With a Chlneia;" f‘Plato’s Dream;" "A Pleasure InIn the realms or immortality. Having no Pleaiure;" “An Adventure In Ind a;".
BISHOP A. BEA Lb. “Jeannot and Colin;" "Travels of Scsrmentado;" 

' . , ' , . 1 "Tho Good Brahmin:” "The Two Comforters;’’ "An
’ • - -----  - dent Faith and Fabio."___________

.rnrariritnn- nhlmp« Rv Dpi nil it Pon 1-1 Ono volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and a “Wedding ummes. rsy jj.eipna rean niustrauons. extra vciium cloth, ii.si; postage,
Hughes."- A tasty, beautiful and ap- ib cents. ______
propriate- weddins"Voltaire's satire was keen and fine-pointed as n 
marriage, ceremony,- marriage certifl- -Magazine of Am.History. . _____
Pfltp etc.; with choice matter in poetry I "A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 
Sd '’prose. Specially designed' for the -Bostonliouimouwoai.h. _ . <

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
pSs ■ MbllM. “r^ebi^ is According to Old Records. - 
trenchant and instructive writer and .. . —
lecturer, and these three addresses on ; By DR. PAUL CARUb, . 
Hip occasion'of, and. pertinent to thel . ■ • ’■ ■
Jubilee of Modern -Spiritualism, are-
wen worthy of being preserved in this ffientwrSuglons. Wosiatoiy published Ujapan- 
tasty forto, in priiit.- Price; 35 cents. Fr'cotL For sawatthuoffice. •_ __
For sale at-this office. ■ ' .' WHITE MAGIO

‘■Historical, Logical and Philosophical I ra “Three sevens." a book of Ol jfigss. K. te 
riWectlons to the Dogmas of Reincar- r»*'iyeveryIntercitlngandsugsnullUHUI Wice XnaSl Rc-Embodhnent." By Prof. maT11RP
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master- QOSPEL Or NAiyiyE. 
Iv treatise;- Paper, 25 cents. Fof sale ByM.L.shenaanandWm.T.iya«i AlHiiireplet# 
atthlsofflce. I witfmpiriwsiunuui. prioo«.» ■ _

CHAPTER LVI. . _____ _______
Public Act» ot Slmony-Tbctu and Brigandage ot 

Blahon O’Regan—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determino to resist him to bls face-lie employs 
Mr Boink again to send me to Gaol, and be fans 
—Drago mo ai a Prisoner to Urbana In tbe Bprlng 
of 1856 and fails again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever mJ 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII.
Bishop O’Regan cells tbo Parsonage ot tbe French 
P Canadian» ot Chicago, pockets the money, and 

turns them out when they come to complain—Ha 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kohokla-He forget» It next, day and pub
lishes that be h»» Interdicted me—My People sehd 
a Deputation to tho Blshop-Hls. Answers-Tbo 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVIII._________ ,
dfiUresi from my People, asking me to remam-I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln’» anxiety about tue Issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress— The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—L0- 
Bello’» Confession and Dl»tre»»-My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words aud Conduct of Abra 
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Mios Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX. , _____ _
A moment of Interruption In the Thread of my Fifty 

Years In the Church of Rome, to see how my »ad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be reallied-Kome tho Implacable Enemy 
of tbe United States.

CHAPTER LX. ........
the FundamentaJ/Prlnclples of the Constitution jrt tbj 

United StrtffTarawn from tbo Gospel of Chrlsi—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn film of the 
Plot» 1 knew against his Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born In the Church 
of Rome—Letter ot the Pope to Jeff 
last visit to the Presldent-HIs admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die for hll 
Nation'» Sako. __ '

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and a true Dlf 
" clple of the Gospel-The Assassination by Boot]»

—The tool of the Prlests-John Surratt a hbuser 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of tbe Priest® 
-John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln-The Assassination of Llncolfi 
known and published In the town throe hours bik 
foje its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII._____________ __
Damnation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Blshop-The Deputies acknowledge 
Dublicly that tbe Bishop is wrong and that we art 
rifcbtr—For peace sake,! consent to withdraw from 
the। contest on certain conditions accepted by thd 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turns false to hl* 
promise, and betrays ns, to be put iat the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Br““rd' CHAPTER LXIII.___ ________

Mr. Desaulnter is named Vicar General of Chicago to 
crush us—Our People more united than ever to de» 
fend their rlghto-Letter» of tbe BlihppiioI Mod* 
treat against me» and my answer—Mt. Brword 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn 
answer w Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
P«rdon. (¡HARTER LXIV.

t write to tbe Popo Pina IX, and re Napoleon, Emperor 
ot France, nnd send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving tbe bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble-1.go 
to Dubuoue to offer my submission to the Bishop 
-The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1853»

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Blahop-bty Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Baurln and bls assistant. Rev. M, 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn wrltca me about tbo 

■ new swra prepared by the Jesuits- Villon-Christ 
offers Hlmselflu a GliVI am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. ___________
The Solemn Responsibilities of my New Posltlon-We 

give up tho name of Roman Catholic to call our- 
reives Christian Cathollcs-Dlsmny of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor Of 
St. Louis, hurried to Chlcago-He comes to bi. 
Anne to persuade tho People to submit to his 
Authority—Ho Is Ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away In the midst ot the Cries of the I eople.

CHAPTER LXVI I. _ _______ .
ftrd’s-bro View of the Principal Events from my Com 
"vendon u¿this dsy-My Narrow Es“Pes-Ths 

end of tbe Voyage through the Desert to thl 
Promised Land.

Price. $2.25, Post-paid. ___ .

Woman, Church and State,
fl Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'HE AMOUNT OF ' VALUABLE IN-
i formation succinctly and clearly stated in this 

volume of 554 pages is amaxing. The title, as above 
Riven, fails to convey an idea of tho fulness nnd com- 
SletenM, with which the subject, are treated. The 

[atrlarchate, or Mother-rule, Is the theme of the first 
chanter, In which much lore, quaint, qvoer and curi
ous Js brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
Thta Is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law; 
Nwmtte, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past. Progcnt, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the boo? that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, aud that for quant ty 
and quality of Information, is not. worth the full, price 

■ . .,ottho volume. It I, packed with knowledge well- 
ISA ! arranged, aud Intensely intcrfertlng from beginning to 

end. No one can possibly regret buying it; it Is aval- 
| uable addition to'the library of any free and trutb-lov- 

Ing mind. '
Price, $2.00. For sale at this

office. ■ ■' ■ - ■

JvlAfiO]yi€T,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON. .

ThU 1. No. 8 of th» Library of Liberal Cl«««tc>. It 
11 conceded to bo hutorleully correct, ana eo exact end 
nerfect In every detail-»« to bo practically beyond th» 
reach of advene crltloUm. Thia work will bo found 
latemuo. latawMUns, Pricp, 23c. Sold at thia office.

" \ , r. '...I, .i;*' .¿3
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; TWe Pi&fcress'wg ItenXeT.
J’ubIMed fvei’u bainxduÿ «t 40 IpQuiUfili'wt

J. It. FRANCIS,Editor and Publisher.,

Jfuterua at Chicago Postufbeo as aeooiiff-clasB matter.

TJUtHIS OF SOBSC’iaPTIO.V.
Tua Pi-oar.esiivx Tuisbbb will bo furclabcd until 

further notice, at tho tollowlog terms, Invariably In
udvance:
Ouoyear ..........
eix montila.......
Thirteen wecke. 
SluMlü copy......

. .S 1.00 
.60CU 
. Sòci» 
,. Oct»

Pt NON-SEGT
POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

William Drury, a Great Friend of Humanity and an

UEMITTANOEB. .
lit: inltbyl’ostofljce Money Order, Rcgl6terc4Lottch 

or draft on Chicago or Hew York. ILcoals ¡^m lO 
tolB cents to get checks cashed on local J^k0’so don I 
send them unless you wish, that amount dodncUdfroui 
the amount tcnl. Direct all letters to J. R- Francis« 
No. 40 Loomis Blrcet. Chicago, 111. ____________

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at hrfit venture 

only twentv-flve cents forTnnFROGUKSBiVKTiiiHOB 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 

. e sumiile copy, to solicit several ntlicra
them, und thus bo ablu to remit from to*10' “/.TSÏ 
more than the lattur sum A large ■'«ÿ1-* 
amounts will make a largo sum total, and_tliue' «tend 
the field of our-lnh»1* usefulness. 1 ho saine sug* eestlun will aP^ly In all cases of renewal of subscrlpj

■ tj.jns—solicit others to aid in the good work. 1 ou will 
experience uoilihlimlty whatever inallots to subscribe for TheRbogiiessiYE luibhEB, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the yalua. 
Ke Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

. A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
bo you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

elvo you for 25 ceawf Just pause aud think for a mp- 
ineut what an Intellectual feaat thatamall layestmeat 
will furnish you. Tho subscription pricepl'lint 1 BO. 
oebssivb THiKKim thirteen weeks la only ?
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, scul-elnva-iug and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent taamedp 
um-slzed bookl ______

TAKE NOTICE! ,
Hr At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills frill be «entier ex- 
trp numbers, _ __________ Aj

rar It you do not receive your paper promptly: 
write to us, and errors hr address wilt be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratia. .

rw Whenever you desire the address of your panev 
changed, always give the address of the-place towblott 
it is then sent, orthn chanae cannot be made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Thinker la furnished In the United 

Stales al ,1.0) per your, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when Ills sent to foreign countries we 
are compelled to eharso 50 ceula extra, making the 
yearly subscription ,1.50. Please boar that la mlud.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 4, 1809.

ounds a Million Dollar School in Mercer County, Illinois, 
. Free from Denominational Bias.

. >............................. . ■ (
Mercer county, Illinois, will one day 

have one of tfie finest polytechnic 
schools in the country. This is now as
sured by the recent decision of the 
state supreme court which makes valid 
the will of William Drury, which was 
contested by his widow and by other 
heirs. The story is interesting to a de
gree even among the most famous will 
cases in the records of litigation.

WiJIiam Drury was born in Piekaway 
county, Ohio, September 17, 1809. He 
resided in Wayne eoiinty, Indiana, from 
1811 to 1833, and then settled on a 
small farm under the bluffs near New

OÜR E6LE6TI6 MftGftZlNE.' NOT ATBUE-BELIGIQN.
That report of Dr.-Talcott, in regard 

to the Middletown Insane-Asylum, of 
New Yor^tis still' being discussed, both 
by the clergy an1^ medical practltioneis., 
The Doctor, In fijs concluding woids la- 
inented the preaching of. eternal damna
tion to the young, and said: ,

“Present religidn to, the young in the 
form of ¿’new commandment, a glori
ous Inspli'allon.tA'.dQ good and be good.”

These words siem to have formed the 
text for grltlcs. Dr. Shrady, editor of 
the “Medical Record,” says:

“There is no denying that many In
mates ofiasylunis are the victims of re
ligious excitement, resulting in nerv
ous exhaustion.". . .Emotional parents, 
In the habit ofi'attending eamp-meet
ings and becoming naturally excited, 
leave their children a legacy of nerv
ousness and weak intellect, unfitting 
them to withstand the terrors of future 
punishment. Tire young and emotional 
should never bo-subjected to such tests. 
Young girls are more apt to be affected 
by the solemn features of religious ex
hortation than boys... .Ibis folly to at
tempt to frighten people into heaven.”

The New York Herald, in an editorial 
discussing tin» subject, said:

“There are forty per cent of negroes 
to twenty-five percent of whites Who 
become demented through religious ex
citement. Those who have witnessed 
tire scenes at a colored camp-m’eeting, 
will understand what Is .meant. Wild 
and unnatural features of so-called re- 
llglon should be avoided by the 
churches.” ‘

Dr. MacDonald, late president of the 
New York Commission on Lunacy, eon- 
cedes': ’’

Valuable Thoughts and Information Selected from the Secular Press.

SHE HAS COME BACK VISIT FROM THE DEAD UFE AFTER DEATH.
Strange Vision of a Chicago 

Resident.
SPIRIT OF .SOLDIER SON—BOY, 

KILLED IN CUBA APPEARS IN' 
THE HOUR OF DEATH-PROJEC
TION OF THE ASTRAL BODY 
THAT ASTONISHED A DOUBTER 
OF THINGS SUPERNATURAL.
“I wish to tell you a queer story about 

my friend X---- ,” said a member of the
Psychical Research dub to an Inter
Ocean reporter. “IPs a true story, and 
perhaps some of you scoffers can solve 
it. If so, you will do more than I can.

“X. fixes on the West Side. He is a 
materialist, or, rather, has belonged to 
that cult of thinkers until very recent
ly. lie is well known in the liberal cir
cles of our metropolis, and his word is 
regarded as good as the gold of our 
richest croesus.

“ ‘My son,’ X told me, ‘was living in 
New York when the Spanish-American 
war broke out, and enlisted as a private 
without either my knowledge or con
sent. The first thing I knew of his en
listment was conveyed to me in a letter 
that he wrote to his mother from San

Scientists Dpny that Death Is 
Instantaneous.

With Messages to Be De
livered to the World.

SPIRIT FRANCES E. WILLARD, RE
TURNS AND USES THE ORGAN
ISM OF MRS. ELSIE HORNBECK, 
WHO COMES BEFORE THE W, 0. 
T. U., TELLING THEM OF THE 
GREAT WHITE RIBBONER’S 
WISHES, AS SET FORTH IN THE 
DAILY NEWS. .-■:■• '
“I am Frances E, Willard,” said a 

plainly dressed woman as she, stepped 
into the elevator oj the Woman's Tem
ple and asked to be shown,to the offices 
of the W. 0. T. U. “I have messages 
from heaven for Miss Gordon and for 
the general officers and I must give 
them.”

The speaker was Mrs. Elsie Horn
beck, who at times is possessed of the 
idea that she is Miss Willard and as 
such receives messages from the spirit 
worifi bearing on various phases of the 
work of the temperance unionists. Mrs. 
Hornbeck is a member of the W. C. 
T, U„ but pever saw, Miss Willard nor 
did she ever engage in active temper
ance work. She claims that while

BRAIN CELLS' LIVE-SHOCK 
DESTROY MOTION,. BUT 
CONSCIOUSNESS—TO TEST 
QUESTION.

MAYl 
NOT 
THEmany thousands, some of them promi

nent at home and abroad.
In all the vicissitudes of the act ve 

life of her husband Mrs. Drury was his 
helpmeet, and she was recently closely 
connected with, if not the principal 
factor on one side', of two remarioib e 
suits at law, in which the settlement of 
his large estate was involved. It was 
the leading idea with and the controll
ing impulse of the life of Wiliam 
Drury—a' great friend of humanity and 
an ardent Spiritualist in belief to 
found an educational institute in Mer
cer county, to be conducted along polj 
technle lines, always tree from denom
inational influence and sectarian mas. 
It was to be known in perpetuity as 
“William and Vashti College." The lo
cation of the institute was to be in the 

the first reeoraer ror rue c-uumy, cievwu town of Mercer county JY11 e o a
in 1835, and also the first clerk of the the largest sum to assist in its co
court, and in that capacity he wrote the struction. . , . . .first marriage license ever issued in On this line and. to that end his las
the county Engaging in the business will, and testament—executed only flv 
of araln buying5and pork packing, he days before his- death-was_ drawn.

U*lii4ifs public life and private oceupa- sessions during the period pt her W-tu 
tion his business methods were peculiar, ral life, and making \n1’'1™^e.Oan(1 re. 
but effective. He kept his own books bequests as tokens of blsvlave and re 
and personally conducted all his corre- spect” the will provides that, at th 
suondence and his rule, never departed death of . Mrs. Drury, aU the residue of 

year exceed its expenses. This was the 
secret of his success, which, from its 
small beginning, was marvelous. His 
possessions grew as his years advanced, 
steadily and in even tenor, and at the 
time of his death, March 13, 1897, lie 
was the largest individual land owner 
In the United States, fils holdings ex
ceeding 130,000 acres. He was also the 
founder, principal stockholder and the 
president of the Farmer’s National 
Bank of Keithsburg, Ilk, and his aggre
gate wealth was estimated at much 
over 31,000,009. _ .

On July 1,1840, he married, in Wayne 
county, Indiana, Miss Vashti Lewis
several years his junior and the daugh
ter of Caleb Lewis—and on July 1,1890,

Boston in 1834. lie began bus ness as 
a merchant in that frontier v liige in 
1836, and he was its first postmaster, 
carrying the mall in bls hat. He was 
the first recorder for the county, elected

first 'marriage license ever issued in

many years

FACTORS OF SUCCESS.
In urging the importance of family 

and private circles, we do not forget 
that there are other Important factors 
to be utilized for conserving and for 
missionary purposes.

We have urged the importance of the 
spiritual press, and spiritual literature, 
as most useful means for enlighten-- 
ment, and tqf strengthening and build
ing up an intelligent and stable class of 
adherents to our cause. The spiritual 
newspaper must not be Ignored, It must 
be awarded a high place among the 
great agencies for the spread and ad
vancement of our philosophy. It is the 
great means for the diffusion of thought 
on advanced lines, such as pertains to 
and characterizes Spiritualism and 
wide-awake Spiritualistic thinkers.

The freest, most untrammeled minds 
of to-day are to be found in the ranks 
of Spiritualists, and there are to be 
found the most fearless thinkers and 
investigators of every land where civil
ization and enlightenment bear sway.

The spiritual press is doing a work 
that no other agency ean do, in main
taining Spiritualism and making it a 
power in the -world. No other agency 
or power can take its place, fulfill its 
mission, or exercise its unique influence 
for good; and the more generously it is 
sustained, the better will the good of 
our cause be conserved, its power in
creased, and its mission extended.

Let not, then—as you desire the best 
good and success of Spiritualism—the 
spiritual press languish for need of ad
equate support. This means: Subscribe, 
yourself; aud get your spiritual friends 
to subscribe.

Do not forget the family circle.
Push the circulation of good, wide

awake Spiritual papers, such as The 
l*rogressive Thinker. .

Next week we will have somewhat to 
say concerning another very important 
factor in the success of Spiritualism.

their golden wedding anniversary was 
celebrated. A feature of this function 
was a feast, enjoyed by hundreds of 
people, from the carcass of an elk taken 
from his private herd and "slaughtered 
for the occasion. .Mrs. Drury still re
sides on the old homestead, Verdui- 
ette,” an elegant rural home with most 
beautiful surroundings and comfortable 
appointments. Prominent among these 
is a well-kept natural park of several 
acres in extent, shaded by a fine grove 
of sturdy white oaks with walks, ave- 
núes nnd an observiitoiy. It was brig 
Inally designed as a preserve for bur-

or more than $l,000,000-shall be con
verted into cash and held and used by 
a board of trustees, whom he has 
named, and their successors, whose ap
pointment he has provided foi, fot the 
purpose of building and endowing such 
an educational Institute and for its per
petual maintenance. Mrs. Drury elect
ed not to take her allowance under the 
provision of this will, and she sued for. 
a division of the property In Illinois. 
Other prospective heirs filed a cross bill, 
■striving to attack the validity of the 
will on the ground of the mental ina
bility of the testator. One point that 
these contestants attempted to make 
was “that the rule of the law which 
prohibits a testator or grantor from ty
ing up his property for more than a Ufe 
in being and twenty-one years after
ward” rendered the college endowment 
clause of the will invalid and void.

These suits were tried in thq circuit 
court of Mercer county, and bn account 
of the peculiar points in issue, the vast 
amount involved and the legal talent 
arrayed on either side of the case, they 
attracted the attention of legal minds 
throughout the state and aroused wide
spread interest in the outcome of the 
litigation. The decision of the Mercer 
county circuit court sustained the val
idity of the will in every point and in 
all its details. Ah appeal was taken to

“That eases of insanity do occasional
ly arise from excessive religious zeal 
and excitement I think there can be no 
question. . . .Religion .should never bn 
presented in such a way. as to shock 
young i sensibilities, :or to instigate 
doubt, pain, and worriment in the heart 
ami minds of youth.” ,

We cannot resist the inclination to 
place thoBe brave words of Thomas 
Paine, in bls Age of Reason, alongside 
of these expressions ’of the scholars of 
to-day: ' '

“Any system of religion that has any
thing in it that shocks the mind of a 
child cannot be a true religion.”

WHY IS IT THUSLY?
The Baroness von Suttner, a brilliant 

lady author, with the title of “Ground 
Arms,” has published a late volume 
against the horrors of war, begging the 
nations inthe name of common human
ity . to “ground arms.” Rev. David 
Beaton, in mentioning the publication, 
is reported to have said:
“7‘It is one of the most powerful and 
pathetic human-documents ever written 
in the blood and-tears of woman’s heart 
to show the hellish- nature of war.”

The reader is' requested to observe 
with care this further notice of this 
wonderful book, by this same divine, 
who seems willing to render justice 
where justice is due. Again we^quote 
from hint:

kneeling beside her bed last summer a 
spirit came and knelt beside her and 
said: “Henceforth you are no longer 
Elsie Hornbeck. I give you a new 
name—Frances Willard.”

In order to deliver some of the latest 
messages she called at the temperance 
union offices, and, standing in front of 
a picture of Miss Willard and frequent
ly glancing at the portrait, Mrs. Horn
beck told of the messages which she 
believes the spirit of Miss Willard has 
Intrusted her to dellever to the leaders 
of the reform of which Miss Willard 
was the leader for many years.
A MESSAGE FROM MISS WILLARD
*“My first message is to rally all your 
forces to work against the power of sin. 
Recognize good wherever you find it. 
There Is good in everything. Build a 
new church on the broadest possible 
foundation. Have it broad enough to 
take in the Spiritualists at one extreme 
and the divine healer at the other. 
While giving the message Mrs. Horn
beck seemed under some hypnotic in
fluence, and continuing she said: “Miss 
Willard believes she made a mistake in 
not marrying and warns other of her 
friends to avoid the same mistake. She 
says white now residing In Rest Cot
tage she Is working harder than ever.”

At first the White Ribboners present 
were Inclined to believe their visitor In
sane, but after listening to her story as 
to how she received the messages and 
her* suffering resulting from giving 
them to the public; her words were

■■-■V This%XteTark has on been « has j&ei the findings of 
aUfavorite plare of public resort, and the lower cour^This decree will be ae- 
tlre record of names of visitors numbers cepted as final.
holds.

CALLED BACK FROM THE GRAVE.
Mrs. Lucy M. Campbell, of Shelby

ville, Ini, says the New York Herald, 
has been recalled to life under such ex
traordinary circumstances that not a 
few devout persons think a miracle of 
God has been performed... * ,.................

About three years ago syfiiptoms of

A MORE HUNGRY SWARM.
Rev. John R. Hykes. D. D., lately 

sent by the American Bible Society to 
Manila, to Inquire/ into the possible 
opening for the distribution of the Bible 
among the Filipinos, in his report says 

“In my judgment the only proper, 
the only right thing is for the United 
States to keep the whole archipelago 
nnd give the people good government 
anil religious liberty. Every Spanish 
friar ought to be banished from the 
islands. If not, .there will be endless 
trouble."

The Reverend Doctor wants the Cath
olic- priesthood expelled front the Phil
ippines, to make place for his infallible 
Bible, which he would impose on the 
people in the name of “religious liber
ty.” The fable of the fox and the flies 
is in point. Drive awny the present 
swarm, already gorged on the fox’s 
1 flood, and a more hungry swarm will 

. take their place.
The Filipinos should be educated in 

natural law, and left free to establish 
their own religion as tliey shall deter
mine for themselves. Education, the 
arts and sciences, and how to 'supply 
physical needs, are of more importance 
io a semi-civilized people than is any 
system of religion. As formulated by 
priestcraft, religion has been the bane 
of all the barbarian tribes where it has 
been introduced.

pulmonary consumption began to devel
op in Mrs. Campbell. Previous to that 
time she had been a particularly robust 
woman, with a comely face and fine fig
ure. Her life was an active one, she be
Ing always foremost in church and 
charity work. '

Two years ago prominent physicians 
who had been called in consultation 
told Mrs. Campbell that her left lung 
was entirely gone and that a permanent 
cure was almost hopeless. A few weeks 
since Mrs. Campbell dreamed she was 
¿lead.

As the days passdd she became weak
er and weaker, Mr. Campbell being cmi- 
stantly detained at home, fearing to go' 
out of town. One day recently Mrs. 
CampbeU was very low. She was re
clining on a couch, endeavoring to se
cure some rest, when she felt she was 
sinking away. Summoning her hus
band, she requested him to assist her to 
her bed. In a few moments she was in 
a sleep or a stupor. She remained in 
this comatose condition only a short 
time when she awoke with a start, call
ing to Mr. Campbell, who was quickly

of healing, and is in no wise a mystery. 
It was accomplished through spirit 
power, and illustrates the sublime fact 
that even Spiritualists have not a mo
nopoly of that healing Influence tuat 
comes from the spirit realins. It per
vades to a certain extent every religious 
sect on earth.

- SUNDAY’NEWSPAPERS.
The Sunday newspaper has become 

an institution. It is sent out with its 
colored pictures, comic, .instructive, ex
planatory; its pages of essays, stories, 
anecdotes, news, etc., a volume of infor
mation, enough for all the day and the 
evening likewise. The ministers do not 
like it It furnishes more attraction 
than their sermons, and thus keeps the 
people away from church. - -

Says one of their number, “the Sun
day paput-fer^ery Injurious. It tends 
inevitably to break down the sanctity 
of the Sabbath, and that day must be 
kept holy.”

The religious sanctity of the Sabbath 
• is what the Sunday papers habitually 

undermine, and hence it has been truth
fully said that, “The better a Sunday 
paper in its literary point of view, the 
worse its influence, because it Is better 
adapted to catch the unwary and lead 
them away from the proper use of holy 

. time.” •
The ministers do not make a strong 

1 case, but they .show the animus which 
1 actuates them. They would, have every-

“The author finds the warmest sup
porters df her peace principles in Re
nan, De’Maupassant, and Dr. Bresser, 
avowed opponents of the church and 
even of the faith; and the advocates of 
war in the Christian minister whose of
ficial position in .the church renders him 
utterly blind to the moral Inconsist
encies of his arguments for war... .In 
a word,'the duthor goes to the skeptical 
litterateurs, scientists, and philanthro
pists for support and Inspiration, and 
pours her bitter contempt on the repre
sentatives of official Christianity, from 
the Pope down, as leagued with the 
powers of the world against the very 
principles of peace.”

Near nineteen hundred- -years, ■ accordr.. 
Ing to the claims of the church, Chris
tianity has been deluging the world in 
blood. It was the avowed opponents of 
the church, as the Baroness puts it, 
who were the warmest supporters of 
peace principles; and it is a womans 
pen which the church silenced, that 
now comes to the front to rescue hu
manity from the ravages of war. Why 
is this? Why did all the great reforms 
witnessed in the last five hundred years 
in morals, in science, in the arts, in 
manufactures, in education, originate 
with heretics, else outside of the church, 
and gain their victories in spite of 
church opposition? Who shall answer? 
And woman, honest, faithful, truthful, 
refined, and noble woman, freed by her 
own brave efforts from the curse of 
church slavery, comes to the reformer s 
aid as the true redeemer of the race. 
God bless her, and God bless all those 
who have truthful words in her de
fense, whether In the church or out 
of it.”

A WANDERING SHADE. 
Columbus died on the 20th of May,

1506, and was buried at Valladolid, in 
Spain. Later bls remains were trans
ferred to the Carthusan monastery of 
Las Cuevas in the province of Seville. 
In 1536 the bones were taken 'to San 
Domingo, and interred in the cathedral. 
In 1795-96 they were removed to the ca
thedral in Havana, Cuba. And now, 
January, 1899, a casket containing some 
ashes and about thirty bones, were “re
ceived at Seville with great solemnity 
and deposited in the cathedral there."

Such is the reward of fame. Restless 
and adventurous in life, persecuted and 
Imprisoned at the caprice of those who 
wished renown at his expense, .- bls 
earthly remains, near four hundred
years after his death, are still reposing 
in a restless tomb............. _ '

GONE INSANE. -
■ The Right-Beverend Bishop Rade
macher, of the Catholic diocese of Fort 

■ Wayne,'has become insane, and has 
been removed to a lunatic asylum in St. 
Louis. The, most exalted positions in the 

/church furnish recruits for. bedlam, as 
1 do the lowest stations. If the truth 

was'known possibly the founders of the 
Inquisition, and they who executed its 
decrees were insane,- for their acts be

' token mind callous to human suffering,

at her side. 1
With an exclamation of joy she in- , 

oulred repeatedly if he could see any ( 
change in her. He gazed into her face 
attentively and longingly for some indi
cation of a change. He noticed the eyes 
grow brighter, and so told her.

“Oh, I have had such peculiar sensa
tions and experienced such strange feel
ings!” said Mrs. Campbell. “And I am 
not sick; I am well; I have been cured, 
she cried. _ _ , '

Mr. Campbell was astounded, and the 
more so when his wife, suiting action to 
her words, arose from her bed, and go-, 
ing where her clothing was, dressed 
herself, washed her hands and face, 
combed her hair—functions she hud not 
performed without assistance for 
months. " " .

From that hour, she has been con
stantly improving, gaining in health 
and strength. When Mrs. Campbell 
went into her -tranee-like condition it 
was with the greatest- difficulty she 
could breathe; whenjhe was restored 
in that “twinkling ot an eye” her respi
rations were deep and regular, and con
tinue so. If her left lung was entirely 
gone, as her physicians told her, tt has 
been restored -by some mysterious pow
er, and, as Mrs. CampbeU says, “No
body furnishes new lungs but God.”

What has caused this wonderful 
transformation from death unto life; 
what power has snatched this woman 
from the grave and breathed into her a 
new life, the doctors do not say. They 
have no opinions to express; no theories 
to advance. That Mrs. CampbeRTs get
ting well there is no doubt She says 
she is, and the burse w.ho has been with 

-her for a year confirms the statement, 
Her-greatest physical disability now is 
an extremely nervous condition which

thing taken from the people on Sunday 
except the bare privilege of attending 
church, and they would make that priv
ilege compulsory. By what authority is 
Sunday forced upon us, When the Bible 
claims Saturday to be the seventh day 
and of rest? Sunday is no more holy 
than Monday, according to the Scrip-
tures.

The Sunday papers have come to stay 
and we hear less and less denunciation. 
They are the many-phased instructors 
of the people, who If they read them 
week By week cannot fall to become 
well-informed, on the live issues of the 
times.

seems to be gradually disappearing.
No Christian Scientist has had any:

TOO CONSCIENTIOUS. L
“Perhaps it is not generally known 

that Mohammedans never use printed. 
Korons, because in doubt as to the im 
gradients entering into the composition 
of the printing ink. They. are afraid 
of- being defiled by taking into their 
hands' a copy of the sacred book that 
may have been produced With the ink 
in which1-pig’s fat, instead of linseed 
oil, has formed one of the component 
parts. They therefore , confine.them
selves to reading handwritten reproduc
tions of the prophet’s work,, which are 
naturally very expensive.”—Ex ... ;

If those people had been educated in 
the Jewish scriptures'they would have 
had no conscientious scruples in regard 
to killing any form of animal life, for 
they would have learned from Geri. 93 
that God gave the toothsome pig for 
man to eat: - ’ -

“Everymovlng thing that live th shall 
be meat to you; ven as the green herb 
have I given you all things.” .

Man could feast on the. flesh of .the 
pig, and wallow in his fat, but he njust 
not suck his blood. .With-license from 
such high authority it would not be 
wrong to use "pig’s fat” for printing 
Bibles, or his hide for parchment to 

■hover them with.. ' ■
Those Mohammedans are too particu

lar by half. They won’t-drink wjnc, 
nor even good whisky,-so they don’t get

A prominent scientist declared the 
other day that there was no such thing 
as “instant death.” ‘ :

“No one has proved as yet,” he said,1 
“the difference between a dead and ay 
live brain cell. If we can once dlf--

tiago. I was very angry when I heard 
of it, and my wife was in despair. ‘0, 
Harold!’ she kept crying, O, my Har
old,! I know he will.be killed! I know 
it! I know it! I know it!’

“ ‘It was a desperately hot day, and I 
went into my library, for it was'the 
coolest room In the house. I took down 
book after book, but I could not read. 
My mind would wander off to my boy 
—to the tropics—to the blood, fire and 
agonies unwhisperable through which 
Cuba was passing. Finally, I walked 
over to the mantle, where a beautiful 
calla lily was just breaking into bloom. 
Whlle-atanding there, looking into the 
half-revealed heart of the glorious 
flower, I happened to glance into the 
mirror, and saw there something that 
fairly froze my blood.

“ ‘Looking over my shoulder was my 
boy—my Harold—with a horrible wound 
In his temple, from which the blood 
was dripping to his feet His face was 
whiter than the calla, and In his eyes 
burned an eager, questioning, Incom
municable light that I cannot define. I 
dropped back in my chair with a cry 
that brought my wife to my side. Then

given thoughtful consideration.
“I am 51 years old,” said Mrs. Horn

beck, “and at present am living with 
my'son at 445 Park avenue. I have for 
some time been a student of telepathy, 
and at my home in Monon, Ind., last 
summer I received my first spirit mes
sage. I was out in the garden cutting 
some flowers when all at once I seemed 
to be in a dream and the whole inner 
working of my home town seemed to be 
revealed to me. Elders in the church 
who were generally supposed to live 
spotless lives were shown to me in a 
very different light. When I called sev
eral of the brethren to task they at first 
became angry but when I accused them 
of their sins several confessed the truth 

»•and promised to Jry to do better.

COUNTERFEITERS.
They are everywhere. If you don’t 

want spurious coin of any kind, you 
must.be on the outlook. According to 
a dispatch to the Chicago Record, woe 
has fallen upon Peoria’s mortuary 
prophet Prof.. .ifeyer Goodman, who 
predicted that John Block would be
come a corpse January 15, only to fail 
miserably in the prediction,- was set 
upon by a crowd of five rebellious 
corpses and beaten within an inch of 
his prophetic life. ; '

The professor went to the residence 
of one of the'members of the Hebrew 
corigregatlori which .worships in Monon 
street-and found him sick in'bed with 
the grip. Several friends of the sick 
man were also,, present. The prophet 
lifted up hiS'volee and began some 
more . of his ' lugubrious predictions. 
Some of those present were men whose 
death the-seer had also predicted, and 
just as hé hadjgot fairly started and 
was predicting,(deaths enough to keep 
all the undertakers in town busy until 
after eleption, they fell upon him and 
showed him that they wete -very much 
alive. Every man whose death had 
been foretold “took a crack” at the 
prophet, and he was so roughly handled 
that at ope timerit was thought he was 
headed direct foif the other shore.

As soon: as he-, got home he gathered 
his effects -together, and, shaking the 
dust of Eepria from his feet, he got out 
of town,cand w111 invade some other 
town as counterfeit prophet

thing to do with this case. No persons 
other than reputable physicians have 
ever been called In consultation. Mrs. 
Campbell Is now able to ride out Her 
old pains of suffocation and distress------- „ .. - _
have left her, her happiness being of drunk. There is a sect among them 

_ _ the kind that passes the understanding who won’t use tobacco In any Yorm.
and destitute of the Instincts of bn-1 of man. . - ■ , , • Would it. not.'be well to exterminate
manity. I The above is a most remarkable case such a people / . . .

ferentiate between dead and live brain 
cells we can more easily ascertain how 
long a time elapses before the death of 
a cell takes place. .

“What do we understand by a cell? 
Both plants and animals, while they. ' 
differ so widely in their external ap
pearance, are fundamentally similar in 
the anatomical structure, for they are ■ 
built up of similar elementary units,' 
which, as a rule, are only to be seen 
with the microscope. The microscope : 
that will penetrate, however, Into the 
interior of the nucleus of a cell has not 
been made. In the study of the cell the 
botanist, the zoologist, the physiologist, 
and the pathologist go hand in hand if 
they wish to search into the vital phe
nomena which take place In health and 
disease. It is in the cell to which the 
anatomist reduces both plant and 
animal organizations that the vital 
functions are executed. As Virchow 
has expressed it, it is the vital elemen
tary unit. From this point of view all 
the vital processes of a complex organ- > 
Ism appear to’be nothing but highly 
developed results of. the individual vl- i 
tallty of Innumerable fundamental
cells. If such is the true fact, how is It ' 
possible by simple decapitation to cause 
instant death in the millions ot cells 
which compose the brain?

“We know that brain ceils have their 
own cell life and are able to live a cer
tain time after they are eut off from 
outside nutrition without the supply of 
any blood whatever from the body. 
The nourishment is supplied inside of 
the cell wall, and It can go on living 
after being cut off from other re-

I knew no more for hours.
“ ‘Later tidings'tame to us that my 

boy had been shot in the temple on the 
very day, the very hour, that I saw him 
—or his spirit, in the mirror—shot in the 
rush up the hill at Santiago.’
AN EXPERIENCE IN MICHIGAN.

“Now, good gentlemen, I am not and 
never was what the world calls super
stitious. Until last September I would 
have laughed with a sneer at the story 
of X„ for I had never seen anything 
that I could not adjust in conformity 
with what is known as the laws of na
ture. True, I had witnessed the tricks 
of Herrmann, Kellar, the Davenport 
brothers, and other master magicians 
of my day, but I knew that they dared 
not, for they could not, ‘come out in the, 
open’ away from their apparatus, their 
mirrors, their cabinets, and so forth, 
and perform their seemingly occult 
acts. But last September, while living 
in Escanaba, Mich., I underwent an ex-

WAS THOUGHT INSANE.
“Of course my strange actions set the 

tongues of Monon going, and I was 
soon adjudged insane by every one in 
town. Dr. Clayton pronounced me in
sane and then my daughter brought me 
to Chicago and I was entered in the 
Hahnemann hospital as a rellglo-mania 
patient After several severe examina
tions I was. pronounced sane by Dr. 
Bailey, and he said the question of my 
sanity was a_great Injustice to me:

“I returned to my home in Monon, 
but there every one believed what Dr. 
Clayton said. In a town like Monon 
there ate about three men whom the 
villagers think know anything—the 
town physician first, then the minister, 
and then the justice of the peace. Well, 
the three wise men believed me to be 
insane, and no opinion of a Chicago 
physician, no matter how eminent, 
could outweigh the decision of this 
mighty Hoosier triumvirate. I was in
sane and as such must be sent to 
Logansport to the asylum. I was sent 
there and confined in a ward with 
thirty-five Insane women. The weeks I 
was in that ward were enough to make 
any nervous woman insane. After 
watching my case for some time Dr. 
Rogers, the head physician, pronounced 
me not insane and gave me a letter giv
ing that as bls opinion, and he also said 
I had been greatly wronged by confine-

sources. If this is a fact, it is certain 
that these millions of cells in the brain 
must continue to live after the head 1B 
severed.

“Shock may cut off motion, but I do
not think 
seiousness.

it Instantly destroys con-

“Now, if we take all the scientific •
truths that have thus far been demon-
strated to us by the experiments of sa
vants all over the world, we can readily 
conceive that the cell does not die as 
quickly as outward appearance and 
gross physiology teach. There is no 
method of telling by our present meth
ods of observation how much time is 
required for the death of the cell to be
come apparent in the organ of the 
mind, the brain. Of course, I consider 
that consciousness after decapitation 
must cease, but how soon no one can 
tell exactly, as experiments are too' 
gross so far to give us positive proof of 
the time. At any rate consciousness 
does not eease instantly.

“Physiology teaches us that after the 
head is severed from the trunk all the 
blood supply to the nerves is destroyed. 
The direct loss of blood which comes 
by arresting the exchanges of gases in 
the brain, etc., does not lake place for 
some minutes, at least three or four, 
after decapitation. The cheeks remain 
red, and there are other signs. There
fore, why should consciousness cease 
instantly? We know it to be the cause

luereioi«, iuau„6 m ...... ... of yie pitmg or snapping at the air
to say, I was reading a novel by Edgar -manifested by decapitated animals, 
„ .. ... . ,v kittens. Also this phenomenon II

well marked In the head of a tortolst

perience that will haunt me^fbrough 
time and eternity itself. x

"It was Labor Day, and , consequent
ly, I had nothing to do, for, paradoxical 
as it may seem, Labor Day is the only 
week day in the year when a man who 
works for a living can loaf. I was,
therefore, loafing In my roòm—that is

Saltús, when a rap came at my door.
“‘Come in!’ I said, and who should

enter but Ivan George English, a 
bright, handsome, popular young man 
of perhaps 23 years. He is part pro
prietor of the Escanaba Dally Mirror, a 
paper with which I was identified at 
the time. I had heard that Jie was pos
sessed of wonderful powers, but when 
these powers were described in detail 
to me, I made them a matter of mock
ery, aid even once went so far as to tell 
Mr. English that I’d like to see him or 
any one else hypnotize me, or make me 
see or hear or do anything, I care not 
what, that is outside of my immediate 
personality—or words of that effect.

“It was Labor Day, and a week or so 
after the foregoing conversation, when 
English appeared in my apartments at 
the hotel—that Is to say, I thought he 
appeared there. While , we were con
versing on ordinary, every-day subjects 
another rap came at my door, and 
again I said, 'Come ip.’

ONLY AN ASTRAL BODY.
“The hotel clerk entered. “Mr. 

he said, ‘Ivy Bogush wants to see 
down in. the dffice.’

“ ‘I reckon not,’ I replied, ‘for

ment in such an institution.
■ CAME TO CHICAGO.

“Of course Monon was not a pleasant 
place after my last experience, so I 
came to Chicago to live with my son. 
I believe I am called of God to deliver 
messages from the spirit world and be
lieve the messages given from Miss 
Willard are her wishes to her fellow
workers. Dr. Bailey, of Hahnemann, 
says there is more in this line than 
most people think and is not Inclined to 
sneer at the messages.

“I am not a Spiritualist but a Method- 
1st and at present I am a member of the 
Hyde Park Methodist Church. Ever 
since the spirit of Miss Willard man
ifested itself'to me last summer I have 
been a believer in spirits, but not In 
what is commonly known as Spiritual
ism. Why shouldn’t it be so? In Bible 
times the dead spoke to the living and 
why not now? I believe I am called of 
God to do this work and'I mean to con
tinue.” '

■ - ■

it was'the <me everywhere.
The first weak In January was set 

aside by the churches In America, as a 
week of prayer; and all churchmen 
were requested to honor the occasion. 
Reports from all quarters seem very
similar to that experienced in Edin
boro, Pa., which we notice In a secular 
exchange, whose.editor Is a^Methodist:

“The four churches of Edinboro hold
ing united services this week of prayer, 
have a membership aggregating 460. 
Thus far this week the attendance at 
the union meetings.average less than 
seven members to the church. Last 
night three ministers arid twer*y — 
church’ members were nt" the meeting.’

Verily, the Lord is forgotten in this
busy, bustling age.

K.,' 
you

Ivy
English is here.’

“ ‘Where?’ queried the clerk.
“ Tn that chair—there,’ I said, point

ing.
“The clerk thought I was trying to 

guy trim, 1 suppose, for he went out, 
slamming the door behind him. I fol
lowed and called to him, but he refused 
to come back. When I returned to my 
room It was empty! I knew very well

LAWS AGAINST BLASPHEMY.
A late Judge of the Supreme Court bf ’ 

Illinois, a rigid churchman, in response 
to an inquiry by the writer, said the

separated from the body.
"If you study the rapidly fatal parti 

of these factors and the respiratory 
theory we observe that at first the res
pirations become quicker, and then, 
after an attack of general convulsions, 
ending in respiratory spasms, there fol
lows a stage of complete cessation of 
respiration. Before this takes place 
there are usually a few snapping or 
gasping efforts at respiration. -All this 
is after the head is severed from the 
body. The life of the brain, therefore, 
must be retained for some time after 
the head is severed, from the fact that, ’ 
though being separated from its trunk, ' 
its nutritious blood and gases—taken 
from the fund stored up in the cells— 
are in sufficient amount to carry on life 
for a period unknown at present as to

"I don’t believe that ev.ery brain cell 
dies simultaneously, as they have their 
own Cell Ute. I am also of the opinion 
that in death from certain diseases the 
brain cells arc last to die. and that they 
live a certain period of time after out
ward manifectations of death, maybe 
for three hours, or it may be more, until 
rigor mortis sets in-for instance, In 
apoplexy, in hemorrhage or primary 
hemorrhage, and certain classes of 
fevers, like typhus.

that Mr. English could not have left it 
without my knowledge, and a strange, 
uncanny feeling crept through, every 
atom of my sense and souL Clapping 
on my hat, I hurried to the Mirror of
fice. There was Mr. English absorbed 
in his books.

“ ‘Well,’ I remarked ‘that was a neat 
trick you played, upon me. How did 
you leave my room ten minutes ago 
without my knowledge?” z 
" “ ‘Tiraven't been in your room to-day,’ 
he replied with a triumphant light in 
hiseyes. ‘But,’ and he looked at me in
quiringly, ‘are yon not the gentleman 
who wanted to see me or any one else 
hypnotize you?’

«‘Yes.’ “
‘“Well, in the strict sense of the 

,1 word, I didn’t hypnotise you. I simply 
projected my astral body into your

common law in regard to blasphemy is 
riot in force in Illinois, and there cannot 
be any legislation in that direction, be
cause it would be incompatible with the 
ordinance of 1787, accepting the deed 
of cession of the Northwest Territory 
from the State of Virginia to the United 

' States.1 Thanks to Thomas Jefferson, 
who it is stated, was 'the draughtsman 
of. that ordinance. ..

“The Religion of the Future.” By 8. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary-power and value, by a , bold, 
nntrammeled thinker. Spiritualista who 
love deep,-1 clear thought, reverent- for

‘nty-one truth ¿¡one, will be pleased with It, and 
eetingA .well repaid by its perusal. For Bale at

fM» office. Price, cloth, 31.25; paper.
50 cents.

presence.’ -
“Many citizens of Escanaba will beat 

witness to this power of Mr. English— 
powers that have never been duplica'ted 
by any, one in America, though, per
haps, the East India fakirs of whom we 
read are his mortal counterparts. Sci
ence, orthodox science, may question- 
the truth of the foregoing facts, and 
I know of nothing that I would enjoy 
more than to confront these Sir Oracles 
with ' Mr. English himself.- If he 
couldn’t make them sing small In short 
meter nobody else on this ball of dust 
arid dornlcks could."

And then, with wondering looks at 
the speaker, the party silently adjourned 
without the usual “nightcap.”

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. S. and 
Rosa G. Conger. Excellent for every

1 family. Cloth, ?1.

“Now, when we know that an ordi
nary cell lives after being removed 
from a living body, why, then, cannot 
one brain cell also retain its life when 
the conditions immediately surrounding 
It are much the same as during its pre
vious existence, for It requires some 
hours for all the blood to drala from 
the decapitated head of a man?

“As to the experiments, of course a 
complete demonstration could be made 
only at the guillotine, where the special 
arrangements would have to be made 
for- testing the sensations of smell, 
heat, sight, etc., during the minutes or 
hours after death. But in this country, 
at least, the opportunity for making 
such experiments is not to be had, so 
we have to substitute animals. The re
sults, at least, are convincing.

"We cut off the head of a chicken and : 
after certain stimuli had been made it 
opened its mouth and gasped five min
utes after its head had been decapi
tated from the body. We cut off the, 
head of a rabbit and found it suscepti
ble to light for many minutes after it 
was apparently dead. We were able to 
ascertain this by holding a strong elec- 
trie light in front of the eyes and mov- / 
ing it, alternately near to and far away ! 
from them. The pupils of the eyes fol- .
lowed the light In its movements, px- 
panding and contracting—that is to say, , 
focusing themselves upon the light as 
It moved backward and forward. Wo • 
were able to tell that the animal was 
capable of smelling by the use of cer
tain pungent odors placed near the . 
nasal organs. We were enabled to 
know that the decapitated animals on ' 

; winch we experimented were capable 
of feeling pain by the fact that we 
stimulated certain muscles and got re- _ 
actions which were not due merely to : 

l the muscles themselves. ■
■ "I am now, however, performing one

experiment which will, I think, settle

?

i

will.be
must.be


K

n
BW

My experiment will’ be a' vivisection 
-operation. I am going to ’dissect Affay 

''the'tfnlmar the .larynx in connect 
“tion with the riefves of the body, and, 

. ' having carefully done so, I will cut off 
\ the head and see If the animal will be 

able to make sounds after the head lias 
. ¡been severed. 1 expect to be able to ob.

‘tain a noise or yelp by pinching certain 
muscles or by the application of the 

. electric cautery. It cannot help proving 
successful. The noise made by the ani

ls'. ' mal will be sufficient evidence. Of 
course, the organs will be kept in com
plete connection with the brain and 
with tlie other machinery of the body 

"which make ordinary noises possible In 
the animal. I think this experiment 
will settle conclusively any doubt we 
may have concerning consciousness 
after death.”-Chlcago Tribune.

OUR PREMIUMS
And What People Think of 

Them.

I DOVE THIS DEAR OLD EARTH.

I love this dear old earth and would

F. J. Seder writes: “I got two orders 
for your-paper and books. I am very 
thankful for mine. I think every man 
and woman should read and think for 
themselves. I will say that the. Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it-World, Vol. I. and II., will open the 
eyes of readers, and they will see what 
great mistakes they have made in life. 
The Next World Interviewed is another 
grand book, by S. G. Horn. It is an 
interesting study, giving grand view's of 
the invisible life. Then Ghost Land 
and Art Magic are worth more than ail 
the churches and their .church Gods. 
May you long remain with us. The pa
per is a welcome visitor-each week.”

I Jos. Brent writes: “I received the

|J' till. .2^.-THE MILLENNIUM IS NEAR ¡NT HAND RELIGION AND CRIME.
" ■ ■ ' ' - 1 —- . ■ . . ijl. . ... - - ■ . , ■ — .. . ■ M ■

A CHILD MEDIUM.

not leave. it yet; premiums Art Magic'and Ghost Land,
I feel I owe it much and fain would pay WMeh I consider invaluable to all stu- 

the debt. . : . . . dents of the occult and of the phlloso-
1’ve had both weal and woe, and looked pby of spiritualism. You are doing a 
. through tears of grief, ■ great and glorious work in which I
And in my saddest times ’twould seem wlgb you God S1)eed. Your paper is an 

a great relief eye-opener and provoker of thought
To close my eyes in sleep, and rest tor-1 and eapnot iaq of being a blessing to 

evermore __  humanity." -
From strife of this dear-wor , p Win M King writes: “I write to 

. some dream-land shore. thank you for the valuable premium I
I love it more and more aS months and received with The Progressive Thinker 

years I stay , -Art Magic. I find its contents very
Upon Its bosom, broad and full of life, instructive and wish it could be placed 

and may in every home, for to my mind there is
Remain till ripe old age and help- mOre genuine truth and good sensible 

lessness shall claim I reasoning In its pages than can be
My form, and call me back to earth and I found in both the Old and New Testa

dust the same ments,” . . •
As when I were not thought or dreamed I M A Crawford writes: “You will 

. to be a thing find’enclosed an order for $1-.TO for your
■ To breathe and cry arid laugh and grew I r ftud tbe books Ghost anfl 

and think and bring Art Magic. I can't well do without
Forth fruit much like myself in cvOlu- I ur papel.; have been a reader of it 
And’shouldTthus remaln^ll&tlll love sl“ce lts ‘“i" llrpl

earth and man E.'De A. Blakeman writes: “Theearth and ma . 'beautiful book Art Magic arrived two
, I see bright gold that earth has given I days Sjnce. I find it intensely interest
' unto man, I ing, and very enlightening to my mind
To seek for, steal and hoard from oth-1 upon Gie important subjects treated. I 

ers when he can. I would not part with the book for five
•I care not for Its gain or bright and times Its retail prlce.”

Signs of the Zodiac Play an 
Important Part

A CHICAGO MAN KEES IN THEM 
THE MILLENNIAL DAWN — 
GREAT THINGS, SPIRITUAL AND 
MATERIAL, ANTICIPATED NEXT 
YEAR - OCCULT FORCES AT 
WORK.
“A peaceful' revolution,” says the 

Inter Ocean, is to begin for humanity 
this year--The commencement of the 
long-expected and foretold “thousand 
years of peace” is close upon us, and 
Satan is to be bound. The coming of 
next December will, witness the be
ginning of the prophecies contained in 
the book of Revelation, and the Czar of 
Russia, with his project for the dis
armament of all nations, is to be re
garded, at least'tentatively, as one of 
the “144,000 leaders of men” mentioned 
in that book. ' ■

These are the predictions confidently 
put forward by Ernest Loomis, the.Chi- 
cago man who is at the head of the 
‘‘Home Silent Thought Brotherhood” 
and of the Occult Science Library, and

and all nature are tq consciously or un
consciously assist .in rqajizlug these 
conditions, according to the beliefs aud 
predictions of'Mr. Loomis',’ and the oc
cultists of this andno.trier-countries are 
to form a prominew^part of the 144,000 
“chosen ones,” whlij|r every student of 
the Bible remembeijq as taking the part 
and fighting the hatjles of^the heavenly 
armies as against the enerppeliing hosts 
of the enemy. ‘ /

According to Mr. .Loorills, material 
and financial, no less thiiu spiritual, 
prosperity and ease are-, to come, at 
least to an .unusual extent, with the 
elose of the present,and the dawning of 
the next century, aud esperiiully is next 
December to witness a sgreat stride 
toward universal prosperity, and tlie 
ameliorating and ultimate correction of 
all unpleasant or belittling conditions 
of labor, and financial care and .re
sponsibility. It will be a time of quick 
results, and the general settlement of 
Karmic accounts. Money is to be ex
ceedingly plentiful, so some of the Chi
cago occultists declare, every one is to 
have enough and to spare of all 
thlugs-'tlie* millennium, in a word, Is to

How They Sometimes Mix.

TuUer Rhoades was a respected son 
of wealthy and Influential parents liv
ing in Wichita, Kan. Five years ago, 
when he was quite a young man, he ran 
away from hqute. Neither his parents 
nor any of his friends knew what had 
become of him.

In November he returned, and to the 
great surprise of all'his former associ
ates he proved himself to be a regularly 
ordained Methodist, Episcopal minister, 
of the gospel. To-day he stands an ac
cused and confessed outlaw, With a rec
ord worthy of most any desperado who 
preys on the lives and property of oth
ers In the far west.

Marvelous Manifestations of 
' Spirit Power.

To the Editor;—There lives near An
derson, Ind., a little ten-year-old girl 
who possesses wonderful psychic pow
ers and whose gifts are worthy of men
tion. This child was born of Catholic 
parents, near Anderson, where her pa
rents at present reside. Not long since, 
while this little girl was attending 
school, she by accident dropped her 
slate upon the floor, breaking it in sev
eral pieces, but when the child reached 
down to pick up her broken slate she 
discovered the following message writ
ten on one of the pieces: “Never mind

48Ò
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ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right band corner. If this number cor- 
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right hand corner of the first page Is ad- 
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of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper. .
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Shining face, I ip nn.'ltnc **T nni rmiolv-But for Its worth in things that help n,?_'?’,Jth Ghost Land I h™ve™eadI nieaseu wiiiirVjuuDi ijuuti. a uu>u ivru

uua comrort, TOO, ..„„.„..ji— that this Is a very easy way to get good
For abor that BhouWJmte leuaid In faetj they COBt us nothing.”
For tilings naugbt'else of earth but gold I R. 8. Jackson writes: “I really do not

will bring or buy I understand how you can afford to give
I would not leave this earth and sun so much for one dollar and twenty 

and star-lit skv cents—the paper one year andand stai-nt sky. Magic-as often a single copy of
I love the perfume of the flowers In the progressive Thinker is worth the

Art 
The 
sub
it Is 
pro-

spring; ' scription price for the whole year.
I love tile fragrance that the leaves in pagt my comprehension how any 

summer bring; I gresslve Spiritualist will try to keep
I love the odor of decaying autumn house without it. As for me and mine,

who foretold some exciting and re- । 
markable events in connection with the 
late Spanish-American,war. In making ; 
these predictions Mr. Loomis, who 
bases them upon historical and sei
entitle data, deciares that the reasons 
for believing In their truth and general 
infallibility are exceedingly numerous.

“Occultists,” he says, “deal with 
causes rather than with effects, and 
they know, thus, that the time is ripe 
for the peaceful revolution which the 
Bible predicts, and that great events 
could hardly help happening In the 
present year and soon afterward. Not 
only are we at tire end of a thousand
year cycle, and nut only does this pres
ent year mark the termination of a cen
tury, but we are also at the close of a 
great 2,140-year cycle, as Is shown by 
the complete changes of the equinoxes, 
in the universal or sun-zodiac, and also 
of a still larger 5,000-year cycle. With 
the coming of tire iiew era which fol
lows the period of time just closing will 
naturally come the remarkable con
ditions and circumstances which have 
been predicted.
REMARKABLE CONJUNCTION OF

. PLANETS.
“A most remarkable conjunction of 

planets, such a conjunction as has 
never before been witnessed, and which 
will never be repeated, will take place 
in the early part of next December, 
when nearly all the planets are in the 
zodlaclal sign of Sagittarius. This is a 
distinctively religious sign, and, con
sidered esoterically, Is, among other

dawn with next December.
Chicago members of the Theosophical 

Society' are loudly maintaining that 
there is abundant proof that their,dead 
leader, Mme. H. P. Blavatsky, long ago 
foreto’d many of the events which the 
prist year has witnessed, as well as pre
dicting others which now seem likely to 
happen. Seventeen years ago, they de-. 
clare, she predicted that “the nations 
would have a squaring of accounts In 
1898,” even going into detail In regard 
to some of the historic events' which 
occurred last year, and asserting that 
the year 1899 would gradually but 
surely lead up to better times and con
ditions. *

STIRRINGWORDS.
They Come From a Promi 

nent Medium.

leaves, • I we should feel lost If we should miss a
And with the tiny snow-flakes the I copy. p Relieve you are doing a greater 

earth receives ' work for the American people than all
In winter time, come purest thoughts of of the 120,000 preachers of tills country, 

love - and it seems to me that It Is the'duty of
To clothe the dead With shroudings I every Spiritualist to strengthen your 

from above. I hands by booming subscribers to The
From the blooming to entombing of progressive Thinker.” .

all things
I love this earth and all that nature

brings. DR. T. WILKINS.

CONSECRATION,

Mrs. L. S. Nagell writes: “I have re
ceived my Art Magic, and although I 
have not had time to read it all 
through, yet as far as I have gone, I 
have not only been Interested, but 
found It very instructive. I think if

Do you hear the mnsic swelling, I this work could find its way into every
The music of the spheres? I home, it would not be long befpre our

'Tls the harmony of nature, philosophy would be understood and
That in our world appears. recognized in its true light, and take its

’Tls the rhythm of all ages I proper place in the world. I shall make
That has reached our spirits’ ears, every effort to Introduce your valuable

It has touched and thrilled, .and lifted, paper and this Instructive book every
' Like the billows of the deep, where I go.”
And our hearts and lives muse ever 

With this sacred music keep, 
If we read the shining letter

And the message comes io us, 
We shall know that we afe chosen, 

That our spirits are not dust, 
But above all life's conditions, 

We shall make our shining way. 
We shall know our own divineness;

Though we dwell incased in clay, 
Have you heard the spirit calling?

Have you answer'd, I am here? 
Readv to do all thy bidding, 

' Ready, and without a fear, 
For we know our souls are lltten

By the spirit’s holy flame, 
One with all tire grand immortal 

Who have left on earth a name, 
One with all who wrought and suffered, 

One with all who nobly died, 
For the cause they felt was holy, 
' Though their lives were crucified, 
Each has had their path to walk in, 

Each been guided by the light.
Now ’tls ours to bear the banner, 

Onward in the cause of right. 
Do you bear the trumpet, brothers?

Has it sounded in your ear's? 
Thrilled your Ilves to nobler action.

From your heart removed the fears? 
For no one can give us courage, 

’Tls the spirit's sweet behest, 
Tlrat must nerve our hearts to action, 

lu the doing we are blessed.
Will we falter in our mission?

Will we idly stand and play, 
When our lives hold this commission

I. W. Hatch writes: “Your generous 
gift, Art Magic, was received some days 
since, and I expect to enjoy reading it 
very much.”

Geo. C. LaFontain writes: “Art Magic 
I find to be a book of great value as 
an educator, and should be found In all 
well-kept libraries, and with your lib
eral offer I think it ought to reach out 
far and wide.” ’

T. H. Sketchley writes: “I am con
strained to express to you my apprecia
tion of the grand work in which you are 
engaged. On the 24th Inst, the post
man brought to my door that splendid 
book, Art Magic, which is awarded to 
¿very yearly subscriber to your Inval

I uable paper, The Progressive Thinker, 
as a premium. I must say to you that 
Art Magic is Indeed a grand book, and 
worthy of die appreciation of all who 
may read it. Wi-h my last year’s sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker I 
obtained Ghost Land, and now I am in 
possession of Art Magic; and I wonder 
If you will be able tq give your sub

I scribers a premium next year. To-day 
the Christmas number of The Progress
Ive Thinker reached me, and I at once 
read Moses Hull’s article on Christmas, 
and I shall file it away for future ref
erence. The Progressive Thinker is 
well worth the subscription price with-

things, representative of the Centaur, j 
or the human evolutionizing Into the , 
divine. Bearing this fact In mind, it is , 
noticeable that the nineteenth chapter 
of the book of Revelation, which con- ( 
tains a prominent part of the subject , 
matter of my predictions, speaks of , 

•‘armies in the heavens (or zodiac) 
sitting upon white horses’ (signifying 
the Centaur or zodiacal sign Sagitta
rius), and which follow ‘him that 
sltteth upon the white horse.’ The 
nineteenth verse of this chapter speaks 
of the ‘kings of the earth and their 
armies gathered together to make war 
agalns him that sat upon the horse and 
agalst his army,’ shown also by the 
planetary conjunctions. The twentieth 
verse tells what- became of tjiein. The 
twenty-first declares that ‘the remnant 
of them were slain with the sword of 
him that sat upon the horse, which 
sword proceeded out of his mouth,’ in
dicating that it was the sword of truth 
so often spoken of in holy writ, and 
which at the present day, perhaps, In 
the 'angel or messenger come down 
from heaven, having the key of the 
bottomless pit and a great chain in his 
hand, which is to lay hold of the 
dragon, that old serpent, which is the 
devil and Satan, and bind him a thou
sand years.’

¡‘There is not only documentary proof 
that sages and occultists years ago pre
dicted that I would make these dis
coveries, but there are also living wit
nesses who will remember that these 
predictions were made.”

BASIS OF THE PREDICTIONS.
It is as much upon the workings of 

this now scientifically recognized cyclic 
law, the law. which causes history to 
repeat Itself, and remarkable events 
occur at the end of every century, as 
well as at other well-known and recog-

THE NOTORIOUS DR. F. MILTON 
ARRESTED IN DENVER — THE 
GREAT MISCHIEF HE HAS 
WORKED. ,
The police raided the rooms occupied 

by “Dr. Frederick Milton” while a se
ance was in session, and arrested the 
pretended "mediuin” and three of bis 
confederates—“two women and a 
man.” The man was “fixed up” to rep
resent Sitting Bull. Both women were 
“fixed up” as spirits. The officers se
cured two hundred dollars’ worth of 
paraphernalia, consisting of the usual 
outfit for materialization. Milton

n the slate, sister, you will get a newThe ceaseless hounding of .a• evenge-. Qne?, gee) , tlie-wl.ltlug) and knowing 
ful woman, a Salvation army lassie, h hfld ¿ot written on the slate her- 
brought the outlaw-preacher to bay at I elf> glle acensed nnother little girl sit-

.1-.. « « w. " ”♦ Ung back of her of doing the writing,At the time of h s arrest, the after- » tQ1(J b th,g chnd that she did
noon of Nov. 13, Rhoades dressed in t. Howev ghe took her broken
the familiar garb of the Methodist miri- glnte llome wlth her apd then It was 
ister, was preaching on one of the main m ed b hel, parentSi whlle
streets of Wfchita. With tears of ten- ut the broken pieces together, 
deraess in fils eyes tie was arresting i “ j meg8ages'had-been written'
trie wayward as triey>ame-along, beg- eacU raeggage wfl8 On a
ging sinners to come Into the «old and fragment of the slate. In due
be washed tn the blood of the lamb. oth gUte was pni.Chased, but

Earnestly ana eloquently he pleaded, m g g with names oi tJlell. So-called 
when, to the surprise of his impressed £.lendg wel,g wrltten on tWs slftte
audience, an officer of the law Pushed while this child held the slate on

■ h.ls tInoyBu fl“8 of her lap, and while, too, no visible hand 
than 100 people and placed the preach- Qr could be seen writing the
er under arrest. messages;.they came almost Instiinta-
—lie..WM.chayged with. being an. out-1 £ proving without a doubt the
law, and specific deed » VMt,,I'ta!’todnres’encebf’an unseen-intelligence.. The. 
committed were set forth. writer hearing of this child's psychicHe was dumb for a while, but soon &nd <=ej uledlum hllnseif,
after he had been iucarcera ed n the 1^ . at the q£
county jail he made-a clean breast ofIt. ,a where the cblld and itH pa- 
He confessed that he was guilty of the thg flbove whUe therei
charges made against him He bad the Wl.ltel. ttnd hlg wife received 
hoped by the good he might do in the the slftte luteU1geut messages
ministry to atone for the evil he had thelr fl.lendSj whlch verl.
done as an outlaw. But he had been tJje 1>eport of tll0 wonderful powers 
rouuu out. I t-i/xgapggpri ijv tjife child. I will here ttdd,

A few days before bls arrest Rhoades child’s parents are not Spiritual- 
had come to Wichita «rom South Da- but little or notlr-
kota. He told his parents and all of his philosophy of Spiritualism,friends that he had come from New >“8 oi im ‘ i x r

•York, where he had been studying for “ . the nubile since itfs their de-
the ministry during his five years' ab- r’Vrtei-menotto ¡o so. It is quite 
sence, and had just recently been oi- ,obablei ij0Wever, that the child will 
dalned. „ , . n be at Lake Brady tlie coming season.He had not been In New York at all, 111 GH ?RLBS j BARNES.
so far as can b,e ascertained. When he ind
ran away from home he went direct to I Anderson, ina. 
the wilds of the west and became a 
member of one of the worst gangs of 
outlaws that ever rode over trie Indian

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom 
pànied by their requi 
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The
Progressive Thinker
One Year, SI.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

SURE RUPTURE CURE.

jumped his ball and vanished, leaving 
mariy a sorry dupe to mourn his sud
den departure.

It is not necessary , to repeat the dis
gusting tricks played upon hla follow
ers (which were numerous) by that 
charlatan; every device known to

A DEVILISH MIND
was brought to play to get 'money “and 
fool his victims.” Ih many cases fam
ilies are disgraced and women slan
dered by this charlatan, who Is to all 
appearances an agent of Catholicism. 
He was assisted bra woman who be
came a Catholic a few years ago, and

Territory. It became known as the 
Williams gang. “Bill” Williams was 
its leader for nearly three years, and Remarkable Rlld Convincing Evi- 
“B1H" Williams was none other than ... XT „
TuUer Rhoades. I dfinCO Of the NOW FamOUS

Eventually the gang was broken up Method and its
and the leader fled to Jamestown, S. D. ItlCe jneiUOa a 1
There he became repentant one night Certainty to Cure. -
while listening to the appeals of the lo- ____
i“ SA" A”"™«“’>“»0 
worker as he had been a desperate out- Recovery Will Interest Any- 
law. „ , I one Afflicted With

In the Jamestown band of Salvation
Ists at that tlnle was a young lady, Kupture.
Irene Anderson, who aspired to the —

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Hoad, London, N. W.

leadership. So piqued was she at More n,nn twelve years ago, a machinist In the toot 
Rhoades’ promotion over her that she room of the c. B. 4 Q. K. B. shops at Aurora, Illa, mot 
left the army and started out In search with an unfortunate accident causing a had rupture.

n.nlnu, him thnt miEtht He was given expert medical treatment aud used Of evidence against h g whatwaa considered a good truss hut no Improvement
blacken his character. WM nolod. After frequent experiments with other

Back to the Williams gang She tiaced allq treatments he got hold of a little pam- 
him, and after she had succeeded in 
getting nearly his entire record as an 
outlaw the revengeful woman returnedby the son of ij local Methodist min

ister, and others. ‘,
“Dr. Milton” was,at one time In Den

ver and In the East'as “Jules Wallace.” 
He did up the South as “Harry Lane." . -------- —---- ---
He was in Pittsburg, Pa., "as “Wallace Methodist church and became a regular 
Kerwin,” and'at.nil. .times. Is known as minister.—New York World, 
an “Irish rascal,” a drunkard and a . ---------- . . —  —-
mam ‘ne^looks“likeVpXstib’mU fa? nDAUQ MAQQ MEETING 
too ignorant and uncouth to be taken as UllnliU IIIHWW HILL I HIM 
one. My only surprise is that a man ------
with the manner and general appear- nf Qniritnali<4ts of Illinois and ance of a “tough” can get an audience, Ut bpiriluailSIS OT lilinuia anu 
especially as a teacher of Spiritualism. Northwest, tO 06
It certainly speaks ill of Omaha that u-i-l in Ohiracrn
such a slanderer would gain the follow- Hela in UniCagO.

to Jamestown. Bound to run him down, 
she followed on his trail, and after a 
long search she located him In Wichita. 
In the meantime he had joined the

____ -V. x.^/1 I'AAninn <■ l«ntyllT fl r

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mind-that the order for the 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to Tho 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out. .

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the. expense of mailing. 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

And are passing day by day?
Let us all be true to duty,

Let us wear the martyr’s crown, 
Let the spirit guide and lead us, 

And our own wills trample down, 
Wills that ask for ease and pleasure, 

Who have heard no spirit call.
Such the nobler life and duty, 

That seems open for us all,' 
But the spirit power is potent, 

It must have completest sway.
Through our hearts, our lives and 

tlons.
We will aid it day by day.

Love divine, oh Love eternal,
Love to save a ruined race,

ac-

We shall know when we can live thee, 
And our selfishness efface.

’ SARAH STONE ROCKHILL.

EUROPE IN ASIA AND AFRICA.

out a premium, and I am much sur
prised that Spiritualists will consent to 
do without it. It is a real educator, 
and I find it invaluable to me. As Spir
itualists we ought to keep in the front 
ranks. The phenomena of Spiritualism 
is all right, but there is more belonging 
to it than phenomena; we need to 
study the philosophy. We are in a won
derfully progressive age and if we 
march in the front ranks we must have 
progressive literature.”

C. P; Mitchell writes: “I received Art 
Magic in good shape, and must say, 
that if the contents are as instructive 
and elevating to the mind as its exter
nal appearance Is pleasing to the eye, 
it will prove to be a gem of much

nized periods of time, as upon Biblical 
prophecy, That the new Chicago prophet 
of good things bases his predictions. 
Wh’le in the passing events and hap
penings of the past few years he sees 
many indlcatlops of the working out of 
the Biblical prophecies, especially those 
contained in the book of Revelation, he 
declares his belief that the “coming 
Universal Church” which he proposes 
to found will do a more wonderful work 
than any that has ever yet been carried 
on In the world by making “religion sci
entific and science religion,” and he be
lieves that even Inspired prophecies 
must work out in obedience to and sym
pathy with the universal cyclic law of 
nature, which brings heat and cold, 
darkness and light, times of prosperity 
and times of famine, in more or less 
regular alternations.

This blissful and millennial state of 
affairs is to be brought about, according 
to Mr. Loomis, by means of “scientific 
devotion” and other occult practices, 
the observance of which enables a man

For the greed of gold and the lust of 
• land, 

Armed to the teeth, the Christians 
stand, 

To rob the heathen with bloody hand. 
They have every devilish tool devised 
In the brains of the highly civilized 
To butcher a savage foe surprised.
The desert can tell the way they pass, 
For the dead lie heaped in a horrid 

mass, .
Where the Maxims mowed them down 

like grass.
You can follow their traffic on the fer

tile plain,
For the rivers run with crimson stain, 

- And the grass Is wet with a dreadful 
rain.

Oh, their hands are thick with their 
- brothers’blood, .
And the butchered cry from beneath 

. ■ the sod, ... •
■ , And the cannon smoke has gone up to

' God. • ' . ■ ,
But since they profess the‘ Christian 

■ creed, ■ .
They must palliate each atrocious deed, 
When murder -has made a road for 

’ greed. -> . i -
Forgetting their slaughter a littlespace, 
To say, with a sanctimonious face, , 
“We slay for the Jove of the human 

trice." —Bertrand Shadwell.

value.” •
J. T. Fletcher writes: “Enclosed find 

check for $11, for the accompanying 
eleven subscribers, to The Progressive 
Thinker and Art Magic. Send the ex
tra copy to me.”

G. R. Burroughs writes: “Enclosed 
please find P. O. order for $1.20 for The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. The Progressive Thinker is the 
greatest paper printed to-day for real 
knowledge and research in the myster
ies of the long ago—just what we want 
to know.” . ’

Titus Merritt writes: “The last sub
scribers who obtained Art Magic are 
highly pleased with its perusal, and 
state that every Spiritualist and Free
thinker should subscribe for your valu
able paper and obtain the book.”

Mrs. E. Hlnklns writes: “I have just 
received Art Magic. I have read a few 
pages and like it .very much. I look for
ward with a great deal of pleasure for 
The Progressive Thinker which I re
ceive every week. I thank you very 
much and wish you success In your 
grand work.”

E..Dow writes: "I received Art Magic 
all right, anfi I think it is the best book 
that I have read. I think it is a good 
book for anyone to have in their house.”

Henry Newman writes: “I received 
Art Magic, and to say I was glad to get 
It, hardly expresses my feelings. Many, 
many thanks.”

Dr. N. J. Phillips writes: “I received 
the book, Art Magic, all right, and I 

\ think It fine."
R. L. Royse writes: “I have read Art 

Magic. What a wonderful book it is! 
It Is the John the Baptist of tbe New 
Dispensation.”

to “become abundantly able to' answer 
his own prayers” through the awaken
ing of an infinite law, and its conse
quent forces within, himself. It is. in 
direct connection with this end, and for 
the reason of helping on the spread and 
promulgation of this new religion, that 
the Home Silent Thought Brotherhood 
exists, and that the newly opened 
“Silence Room” of this organization 
has been put into active use in a down
town neighborhood. Something similar 
to the Boston “Church of Silent De
mand” in its character, it is to help., in 
peacefully revolutionizing the world, 
and in bringing about the thousand
year cycle of peace and prosperity. ,

SIGNS OF COMING: CHANGE.
In making the statement that all 

mankind has been slowly and surely, If 
unconsciously, preparing for the coin
ing period' of peace and prosperity rind 
the fulfillment of Biblical prophecy, Mr. 
Loomis cites the general conditions of 
mental and physical unrest, the trades’ 
strikes and troubles, the formations of 
trusts and labor organizations, the va
rious socialistic tendencies which have 
been so strongly exhibited of late, and 
the numerous and varied movements in 
the direction of change and. altering 
conditions. The great era of peace 
could never be secured without this 
former period of transition and unrest 
The low of cyclic development works 
always through these channels. The 
dliHculty between Spain and America 
marked but the culmination, or, at 
least, a clearly defined epoch In the 
time of “wars and rumors of wars," he 
says, as mentioned In the -book of Reve
lations, and the effort of Russia’s .’Czar 
to bring about the dlsarmlng. of all na
tions Mr. Loomis regards as a distinct, 
although perhaps unconscious, effort to 
realize Biblical > conditions. AR .men

ers that he did. ----- j
During my labors of four years In » x America Auditorium Hall 

Omaha, I have seen good and true me- tn 10
dlums come and go for the want of sup- 77 ölst bt., Heb. lu, li> lo. 
port, while the Spiritualists (so-called) ------
are canvassing the city and bringing in Tbe annua[ mass-meeting of the Splr- 
crowds to witness this.“soul destroying jtuaysts of Illinois and the Northwest

AND FOOLISH LIBEL . I will be held in Chicago, Thursday, Frl- 
on our beautiful philosophy” by such .day
vampires as this “lying Jesuit,” who is ““der t e j spices ) y Dr K(cc A a8 |t
now seekine a new field to get In his Illinois State and National_apn ituansis new ldea thc mctbod was tried and improve
S SÄh- Hnw long sister and Association of the United States and mentb ^mediately, tn . row week, tbe.ut- deadly work. How long, SISter anu I Cftuada_ feror WB, entirely cured. IW. happened twelve year,
brother Spiritualists, must this tnmg Harrjg()n d. Barrett, president of the Lgo and I. now given publicity inorder to oa«>i tbe
continue? When are we going to unite u be aGendance, An- popular notion that a surgical operation Is tbe only
in a body and defend our cause, and . . . .. . £ WOrkers way to cure rupture. Men and women who haveOffer a pure and uplifting Spiritualism “ °1M soon as the Ashing peen wearing truaae. nil tbe!r llvcbould write to
Instead of Vile deception practiced on will be made as soon OS tue U WU b. Pruine for particular» of bl. method. He make, uo 
he hnnerv souls who seek vainly to ton office forwards advices of the talent chorge (orndvlce. Tbe mBC1„nl8tri.fCrred to above, 

the hungry souls brother selected for the programme. 18 Gco.o. piummer, sec La salie st., Aurora, ma., and
clasp a loving parent, a sister or brother I Amel,lea- Audltorlum Hall, 7~ Thirty- a prominent member of the Willard M. E. Church, 
once more to their aching hearts, our street has been engaged for the Mr. Plummer hasn't worn bis truss for twelve year, 
who instead embrace a lewd woman or . , steD was decided upon and as bls work In the railroad shops 1» trying to hl.
a Still lower man. How long must this ocuisiuu. x e because of its muscles hl» permanent cure of n bad rupture is cereri! continue? Why can’t some one after much dellbeiatlon, Because oi its ^nly ,uffldent w lnterest other unfortunate, wh0 
tnl-0 tho lead aud form a strong body reasonable rental, its seating capac y , through life m misery, write to nr. w. s. 
oT ¿niXLiS that will with I for fifteen hundred persons, its conven-1 Rlce“ 3;1 AdMn8, N. y„ nnd lle win send a com- 

of sensible Spiritualists tha lent reading parlor and committee plete and detailed description of his method whereby
one accord take decisive ana active and tbe partiallty of the Nation- you can cure your rupture nt home without pain,
steps to stop this fraud, and in place or o(flcers for the room In which that danger, operation or detention from business. Write 
the mixture of organization was born in 1893. nt 0DCC-

TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD you are invited to co-operate in mak-1 
now given out in dollar doses, let the Ling the comirig meeting an even greater 
people have the Illumination that the success than the one in 1898. Interest 
spirit'world-is'striving to give. We all of your acquaintances in It. Talk 
have plenty of the truth to satisfy about it; work for it; attend it. _ |
every craving of the soul. Let us hear I Every Chicago soe.e y " .
from all or any one that may have point two members as its representa- 
formed plans to ferret those vipers tives to aid the State,Board Inperfect- 
from our ranks, and the police will help Ing all preliminary details. The fi st 
us ANNIE McD. GILLETTE. meeting will be held at Tremont 

Omaha. Neb House, Lake and Dearborn streets,Umana, neu, , ,, Monday, January 23, 2 p. m.
“Encyclopedia of i.iBlbìical Spiritual- Tbe Programme will be ready Febru- 

tgm: or a Concordance of the Principal ary 10;
Passages of the Old and New Testa- Pres. Illinois State Spiritualist Asso n. 
meut Scriptures which prove or imply I 3402 Prairie Ave., Chicago, DI.
Spiritualism; togetherjlth abrief his- m DeTäOpment,.
Portant books of the Bitte.” By and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel- 
Mnsnu Hull. The wéll-known talented I opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
and scholarly author has hère embodied useful to learners who seek to know and 
the results ot bls many-gears’ study utilize rne lawslof mcdiumsaip ondde- 
of the Bible in its relations’to Spiritual-1 velopment, Prlce>
ism. As its title denotes),:It is a veri- doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents, 
table encyclopedia of infotnation on the I 
subject Price $LJ For । arilo at this ------ ■ ~ ‘ ' ■
office. a ■ 1 $ , I _ —m ■ '

“Atlantis: The AUtedildvlan World.” p X
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in- f rx I '
formation relative to the Jöst continent I f I % •
of Atlantis. He regards thè description I "r.... ... - - ■
of it given by Plato as veritable history, I . 7 “ ; ■
It Is intensely Interesting.-l'Prlce,J2. I . ■ ,

In order to reaoh a dass of new readers we wii 
ÎSUÂS?»aSo»»”” send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
&ÏÏÂM&also send free of charge the back chapters of 

“Progression, or ; How i tr Spirit Ad- ±LG 4- -ppin a ylr a W a , sfnrv »T UBO. Or th.6 N 6W W 0-vances In Spirit-life.” “The Evolution Llldib leiLLdd-KauiV öUVIJ, V UHU, vi im-v xx vii it u-

man,” written-by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
twS.Prlce 15 “ For sale at Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 

Why I Am n Vegetarian. Au address ei’silea. of California. The story will interestdelivered before the Chicago Vegeta- ItlbHCd, Vi vjaikrruiiijre. wv.
you. You should read fl. It has been running 

L. Duzenberry. For sale at this office, or several weeks m The Progressive Thinker, 
"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op-: 1 o ii i IT ' 1

erative systems and the Happiness ana vet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
Babbitt, lu d, M.D. This comprises | yearly ones will m the back chapters tree, 
the last part of Human Culture and ■1 „ J J Ö • 1 ’
Cifre. Paper cover, Iff cents. For aah jf they SUbSCnbe SQOIL . ... __  -at this office. - . ------

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, includiug that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, arid 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now Is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office In the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into- 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, ?10.

/V LIBRARY

■A

TAKE NOTICE!
„, _________ The N. S. A has a number of copies

Every Chicago society is asked to ap- of Mrs. Dr. J. H. R. Matteson’s valu-
able medical and hygienic work, “The
Occult Physician,” on sale, for the ben
efit of Its treasury. The book retails 
at $2 per copy,'but the gifted• author 
who generously presented these vol
umes to the N. S. A has given permis
sion for them to be sold at $1 each. 
This book should be in every" home as 
well as in the hands of every physician. 
Send for a copy to the undersigned.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna. Ave. S.E., Washington, D. 0.
“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 

An Interestingipamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

The Spiritualist who commences now. 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what be 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

THE DIVINE PLAN.

25 Cents.

It is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker ouri year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so the book is practically a gift. A 
book Tike Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be In every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
EJ. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a blaster mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 

"and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general Adders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

Man the Microcosm—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent, judge, 
teds of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading it The 
booklet Dy 0- B- Stebbins, is for sale 
at this office. Price, 10 cents, .postpaid.

ex
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HERE. IS OUR 
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, eveu as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for jt. 
....  ‘ exact pic-This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 

.. and most in 
spiritualist 
ublished in 
‘his cut is 

third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all,

ouiside or 
the elegant, 
offered as a
the largest 
teresiing of

Ipapers now 
\ the world, 

about one- 
regular size

I cover.. It is 
heavy book 
contains378'
WortlMOO 

but as a pre mium it will
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. ,

-yrrv'i. a > ■ ■■ . » »
• Thos. B. Kjter, of Decatur, Bl, Bends 
us in a large list of subscribers, and 
thus the good work goes on. What Bro, 
Kizer has donp, nearly everybody else 
could do by trying. ■ ■
' E: A. Brooks, of Chamberlain,-Ind., 
bends in a elub of ten subscribers, and 
thus the good work goes On. - ,

“T. D. Kayner writes: “Mrs, Isa Wil
son Kayner left yesterday for Watseka, 
Ill., where she has béen called back for 
four or five weeks, .She has strong 
hopes of being able to organize a fipe 
society of soifieof the best citizens of 
the .city and surrounding country, be
fore she is through with her work this 
time. Some of the predictions she made 
while there before have cóme to pass 
with remarkable accuracy. One case 
In particular. To aiskeptlc and mem
ber of one of the churches, she said: 
“There is-coming in your family a very 
sudden and unexpected passing of one 
to spirit life.” The party said he could 
not think who It could be, unless it was 
bls mother, who had been ill for a long 
time. The influence said, 'No; this is a 
young person and will be very sudden.’ 
Soon.after Mrs. Kpyner's return home, 
a niece, of the gentleman came from a 
distance to make him a Visit. She was 
a beautiful, healthy young girl. But, 
alas, she was taken with pleumonia 
and passed away in less than a week in 
his home. ' Mrs. Kayner knew nothing 
of his family or relations 'whatever. 
This and other tests she gave, has made 
her many friends in that section, and 

'she Is in hopes to establish'an altar 
there around which all may come to 
hear the truth, and know that their 
loved ones still live.” '

E. H, Snow writes from Topeka, Kas: 
“The Spiritualists of Topeka are espe
cially active just now. The First So
ciety has two meetings each Sunday— 
afternoon and' evening, which are well

X

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
» 
i 

•>!.

OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES
HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL

bourne, Australia.
It has been asked why yve Spiritual

ists always1'quotê the Bible and pick 
oiit certain “passages, apparently in de
rision, or to prove' it unworthy of cre
dence. This is not so; the Bible is the 
■ground-wont of ’ Christianity, and .we 
desire to show that tho book was writ
ten by thÿ same'power that we fiqd 
among ourselves ; in the present day. 
The prophets of old warn you ' 
AGAINST LOW) CLASS MEDIUMS, 
that we term Spiritists in the. present 
day, for there is1 a difference between 
Spiritualist -mid Spiritist. The latter, 
being too desirous of turning his spirit
ual gifts to account for personal mo
tives,, will in the end draw-about him 
spirit attendants having mercenary de
sires, and tlieÿ, thus lose their spirit
uality,' and. ¡'should not become the 
mouthpiece of Spiritualism, We warn 
against these ifi the present day.

The want of spirituality is the great 
stumbling block lii these days, and, 
though we be taught frpm childhood; 
that God is no respecter of persons, we 
often refuse to believe in the higher 
spirituality of a person In a lower sta
tion in life.

who walked through the flames.—West? 
minster Gazette. .

AN EXPERIENCE MEETING. - .
Mrs. Effie Bathe narrated an ex

perience in crystal gazing. She had 
seen in a crystal the face of a departed 
friend. She had looked at it three 
times, on each occasion.seeing the face 
of a different size, and the form clad In 
a different dress; In her own crystal 
Mrs. Bathe had seen a large black cross. 
form and disappear.

Mrs. .Low. said she had on pne oc
casion seen in a crystal no less than 
thirty-one faces, amongst them those of 
departed relatives, of one of whom no 
portraltlexisted.' Some of the faces had 
appeared to move and to smile at her. 
At'a materializing seance she had seen 
three materialized forms walking 
ab6ut the room at one time. One was 
that of her sister, who had kissed her 
and spoken to her in an audible voice. 
A spirit lady came wearing a long silk 
dress, Children also, materialized, and 
one of them carried a Hying pet dog 
across the room.

Mr. Brearton narrated bls ex
periences in connection with symbolic 
visions. These visions were followed 
by messages explanatory of their inner 
meaning.

Mr. Sherwood gave an account of a 
spirit who on earth had been a not 
over-scrupulous lawyer. This visitant 
on one occasion gave signs of under
going penance for past misdeeds. Sub
sequently he appeared to attach him
self to the speaker, and was seen on

W.u.Xci.M.rw.Ww, cua.ru, «did told 
rlnp, sporting goods, musiul Instruments & many v 
other valuable premiums toboys and girls for sei* 
Ung 18 packages of Royal Englbhlnk Powder »tide each. 

. E«ry pockage makes Wo worth of fins ink. )Ve asknornoney— 
sepd your name and sddreM, andwe will forward you IB pack« 
agcswithpremiumllitMrdfullinstrucHons. When you sell the 
Ink Powder send the money to us and select your premium. 
TM.1. an bonutoScr. We tru.tyou. p«i>'tlo,.fl.U«rul4 
opportunity. Wrllsfortheoutflttod.y. Iddreu all order» to 
Uunurlul Ink Coucern, <1 Adama bt. Oak Park. 11L
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ||
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up 4>n a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four composltois. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ma 
on white paper, or with a typewrit«, 
and on only one side of the paper. H 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who Is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
1b alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. Tbe edltoi 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tno 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, ye 
that is no reason why they should o 
suppressed. No one person has tn 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

" Mrs. Emily 1’. Beebe will answer calls 
to lecture or camp-meeting work, fu
nerals or weddings. Address Spring 
Arbor, Mleh.

G. W. Thorne writes: “I received 
Ghost Land and Art Magic. They open 
up a new avenue of thought.”

A. J. Van Duzee writes: "Your paper 
suits us to a dot.' We say hunt out 
and expose the frauds. Give Cathol
icism a black eye where an opportunity 
is given.”

Ella E. Gibson, Barre, Mass., wants 
the post office address of Mrs. Ella Gib
son Magoon.

M. J. Shaffer, M. D„ writes from Lin
coln, Neb.: “Lately I have been attend
ing the spiritual meetings conducted by 
Mrs. Clara Ferris in this city. Arriving

ITEMS-Benr in mind that items for - 
the General Survey will in all eases he 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or < 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Will subscribers please note the fol
lowing: The premium books, Art Magic 
and Ghost Land, will be sent by express 
whenever there is an express office in 
the town.

E. R. Kidd writes: “1 cannot see how 
people who claim to be Spiritualists can 
drift along as they do and never sub
scribe for a paper published in the in
terest of Spiritualism-. I would feel 
like a fish out of water if my Progress
ive Thinker failed to come each week. 
The fact of the whole business is there 
are too many Spiritists and too few 
Spiritualists in the ranks of Spirit
ualism.” '

A. R. Arrowsmith writes: “I belong 
to that wing of our great movement 
known as Radical Spiritualists, and en
dorse everv word uttered by such fear
less thinkers as Mrs. Clara -Watson, 
Alice Lindsay Lynch, Josephine K. 
Henry, Brothers J. W. Dennis and 
•Warren Smith, etc. The reading of 
your excellent paper affords me intense 
pleasure week after week, so much so 
that I should feel quite lost without it.”

E. H. S. writes: “The Spiritualists 
and kindred societies of liberal thought 
iu Kansas are somewhat stirred at the 
prospect of restrictive medical legisla
tion by the present legislature, now in 
session at Topeka. Several bills have 
been introduced in each body, lookiug 
to create a medical monopoly for the 
old school physicians, they having 
‘pooled’ their issues, under the leader
ship of the State Board of Health. The 
work of this board seems to have large
ly been one of organization for this pur
pose, during the past six years, and 
lienee Hie vigorous movement against 
all forms of ‘healing,’ not bearing their 
certificate and paying the customary 
foes—now largely exacted in advance— 
before seeing patients. The so-called 
‘medical fraternity2 are abreast of the

in this city on the evening of Saturday, 
being a total stranger to everybody,.! 
noticed the announcement of her meet
ing in the papers next day, and attend
ed the same. Imagine my surprise 
when she called for a lock of hair tied 
with pink ribbon, saying It was in a lit
tle day-book I carried. No one could 
possibly know I had this. She de
scribed the hair, book, together with 
other facts, all very accurately. These 
facts were only known to myself. The 
next day, In a reading, she read the 
events of my life, giving most correct 
descriptions of persons and scenes as 
though my past were an open book to 
her. Some predictions were given and 
every one has been fully verified. The 
spiritual advice she gave has wrought 
a great change in my life. I feel so 
grateful for the light I received that I 
wish to let others know of the opportu
nity that is presented to the people of 
this place to receive the same good that 
I have. The refined and Intelligent 
spiritual ministrations of this great me
dium mark her work as honest and of a 
high order. Her lectures are very In
structive.”

Warren Miller writes on “Religion,” 
as follows: “From time to time I ob
serve quite an able article in your most 
valuable paper on Religion, which 
seems to be a somewhat unsettled ques
tion. Perhaps it is on account of pred
icating it with the God idea, as proba
bly the greater number of its readers, 
like myself, were taught that the fear 
of hell and the love of God constituted 
religion, pure and simple; but having 
evolved out of that superstition, my 
conception is that true religion consists 
of knowledge possessed of the duty 
that you owe yourself and your fellow
man, and the degree of religion pos
sessed is determined by the application 
made.”

W F. Everbach writes: “I read an 
appeal for justice In The Progressive 
Thinker of December 21, from Mrs. 
Alice Gehring, of Indianapolis. I was 
at the Chesterfield camp-meeting ten 
days, and can testify'that Sister Geh
ring is not only a good wife and mother, 
but also a good slate-writing and trum
pet medium. I sat with many mediums 
the last twenty years, but never re
ceived as good and true messages In 
writing as I got from her, nor better 
trumpet messages, in the dark circle. 
Sister Gehring was highly loved and re
spected by the management of the 
camp, and' all her visitors, like myself, 
were highly gratified.”

attended. The afternoon lectures are 
given by two of the' most eloquent at
torneys of the Topeka bar, Messrs. E. 
E. Chesney and C. G. Clemens, the lat
ter also Reporter of the Supreme Court. 
The evening services, lecturesand tests, 
are given by Mrs. Lillian L. Snow, wife 
of ex-State Printer E. H. Snow. An
other society, calling itself the ‘Church 
of the Good Spirit,’ is having excellent 
meetings—lectures delivered in the 
morning by E. E. Chesney, and in the 
evening by Mrs. Laura M. Payne, as
sisted by another of Topeka’s noted 
lawyers, Cyrus Corning. The usual me
dium’s meetings are held during the 
week, also numerously attended, we are 
glad to state: The family circles are 
reported very numerous, and In quar
ters hardly to be expected, these latter 
will furnish the new recruits of the 
future.”

Mrs. Minnie Phillips writes: “Now la 
the time for mediums to prove to the 
world that so-called Insanity is simply 
obsession, especially when a young 
girl like Miss Case is taken to the in
sane asylum after Investigating our 
grand truth, Spiritualism. Mediums, 
forward and help the spirit that binds 
that girl, to progression; it must be an 
undeveloped spirit. I hope mediums 
who can, will assist her. Don’t leave 
her in that state. I hear she is a good 
girl, trying to develop mediumship."

Mrs. Augusta Burke, of Kansas City, 
Mo., writes: “We have a lady boarding 
with us who‘is most certainly a won
derful woman. She is an inspired poet. 
You cannot mention a subject but what 
she can give a beautiful poem sponta
neously, and never two alike. She is a 
born speaker. She is 75 years of age, 
but from the beauty and grace of her 
movements, and all her actions and 
childish simplicity, she is tbe child of 
twelve. She is frequently invited to 
the parlors of her friends and gives lec
tures on the beauties of true, pure Spir
itualism. I am growing rapidly in spir
itual things and can hear and see many 
beautiful things and hope soon to be 
able to give to the world some exalted 
truths. This lady is the daughter of a 
Presbyterian clergyman. She Is of 
Scotch descent. 1 am very much 
pleased with The Progressive Thinker, 
also with Art Magic.”

Carrie Rooney writes: “Please accept 
my thanks for7the splendid presents, 
Ghost Land and Art Magic; also tbe 
ever welcome weekly treat, the Pro
gressive Thinker. I with the rest don’t 
see how you can do so much, but with 
them, I wish you great success.”

Bessie W. Woodward writes from 
Ohio: “In the latter part of last August 
we organized a home circle here, sev
eral of our neighbors joining with us. 
We think we are progressing finely. 
Medlumistic traits have developed in 
several of our members. I give short 
lectures under different controls. The 
past four weeks I have been developing 
the test phase of mediumship. We hold 
our circles every Sunday evening. An
other circle has been formed lately at 
one of our neighbors’, which meets on 
Thursday evening of each week, so the 
grand work of enlightenment goes on. 
Brother E. W. Sprague and wife were 
with us just before the holidays. He 
gave us a grand lecture. His wife gave 
splendid tests.”

■•Spiritualism teaches us the unjty of 
tfae Father and the love he has for all 
his children. He teaches us the brother
hood of fnan, and the kindly good feel
ing we should have -to fill our fellow 
creatures, to-help them in the hour of__ ________  ______o ______ __
trial, where we can, and to endeavor by address on’ Spiritualism, being ap- 
bur 'own good example to lead them parently "anxious to learn.”

■ one occasion listening intently to an

Into the path of( righteousness. It 
teaches us that,our departed friends 
retain their love for those they have 
left behind, and that they come to us 
when we so desire, and endeavor to Im
press us for good when they are able. 
To any Reflecting mind Spiritualism 
must be the natural religion of man
kind, as the niedlumistlc power has 
been among men in ail ages and at all 
times. The oracles of Ancient Greece 
were mediums,‘but this power was bet
ter understood in those days, and the 
ancients understood the necessity of 
caring for their mediums, and keeping 
them from contact with the outside 
world. May it grow with us, and may 
our mediums be always Imbued with 
the holiness of tbelr mission, that tbeir 
teachings may ever be of the highest 
and purest.

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG,

parently "anxious to learn.”
Miss Mack Wall related how she had 

visited a crystal gazer, who had, on 
looking into a crystal, described the 
face of a relative of Miss Mack Wall, 
of whom she had lost sight. Being 
anxious for news of bls whereabouts, 
she took a glove and a lock of the hair 
of this relative to a clairvoyant, who, 
on coming into contact with the ob
jects, stated'that they belonged to a 
person Who had “passed over.” Sub
sequently she heard that her friend had 
died on the day previous to her visiting 
the clairvoyant.

LIGHT OF THE EAST, 
. CUITA, INDIA.

The crucial questions presented to the 
mind are these: Are these apparitlonal 
appearances and: apparently living 
forms, per se, the actual forms of the 
loved ones, whose, recognized identity 
was so pronounced? And if they are 
not then what are they? The ma
terialized form thus presented is not— 
as will be most apparent to even a 
casual observer—the actual physical 
organism discarded at the period of 
so-called death, .inasmuch as those 
“remains” were committed to the care 
of mother earth, or perhaps to the cre
matoria! furnace, in order to be re
solved into their .constituent elements 
for the use and advantage of unborn 
generations of humanity; but that tem
porary form was one of the physical 
substance ,or humanized molecular 
atoms borrowed,for the purpose from 
the organism of the medium and other 
personalities present, as also, from 
atmospheric and other surroundings, 
and so built up by an Intelligent ma
nipulation as to present the appearance 
of the discarded tabernacle, and so 
much like it, Indeed, that the delighted 
beholder falls to perceive that It is not 
the self-same veritable form once so 
familiar to them, and which they so 
much loved.

This mhterlal form, so built up and 
produced for the temporary use of the 
spiritual ego, becomes representative 
of the discarded organism, and for the 
time or state being serves the same use
ful purpose, temporarily, that did the 
old one now lovingly laid aside, as a 
permanent* one. The production of 
these phenomenal appearances is not 
the outcome of the exercise of so-called 
miraculous powers or of the will ex
ercise of the personality, but is in per
fect accord with the conditions pro
vided and in express obedience to 
psychical natural laws; nevertheless, 
the self-conscious ego, animating the 
temporary structure, is the self-same 
one that animated the organism of the 
once external presonallty

CAL-

The effect of mental atmosphere is 
noticeable in children. Mothers fre
quently bring their babies for mental 
treatment, for Instance, for convulsions, 
when It is useless to work with the 
child. The mother’s atmosphere is the 
cause, and her fear and nervousness 
must be taken away before the child 
can be cured. Doctors, nurses and over
kind friends create an atmosphere of 
expectancy of death about a sick per
son's bed, and nature and the physician 
have indeed a hard task to counteract 
such an unfriendly influence. Nurses 
tell in the hearing of the sufferer of 
similar • cases which proved fatal. 
Every mention of symptoms tends to 
keep them prominently before the 
mind. Indeed discussions of disease in 
general tend to create a mental atmos
phere favorable to their continuance. 
The advertisements of patent medicines 
and the descriptions of diseases given 
by doctors act like so many suggestions 
upon some minds, just as sensitive 
medical students suffer slight attacks 
of the maladies they study. Many a 
disease has literally been created by 
the doctors out of some slight disturb
ance which would have passed off 
quickly, and perhaps painlessly, had it 
not been examined and named. Again, 
the patient is sometimes so insistent 
that a name shall be given, that one 
symptom after another is described 
until at last one is found which fits the 
case. Then the doctor tells what stages 
one must pass through, and these sug
gestions are carried out so faithfully 
that In the patient’s opinion it is a real 
physical disease, and the mind has had 
nothing to do with it.

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

IMPORTANT!

RIGtt-T LIVING
-BY- ■ ’ " ■ - - ■

SUSAN H. WIXON, /
Author ol •‘Applet of Goli),” “All In a Ltfellme,’ 

“The Story Hour," “Bummer Days at Ousel," , 
“Bunday Observance," etc., ejc. . ; :

. . ■_-------------------- • . i ■
“Living Is an art, a method of expressing great 

conceptions: In fact, tbe highest method, thonODleBi 
of the artB;' —Thomas Stabb King. ,

a

times, nml believe their association 
should be conducted on ‘business prin
ciples.’ this being the age of legalized 
restriction of the one, and special lib
erty to the other!”

Mrs S. E. Reed writes from Laona, 
• N.Y1 “One would hardly think as con- 

servatlve looking and appearing person 
ns Mrs. Watson, would dare, attack 
Moses Hull’s utterances, but Mrs. Colby 
Luther’s mantle must fall on some one, 
and I think the selection a good one. 

" Moses Hull IS only giving the churches 
a pill in a Spiritual apple-sauce, which 
will have a good effect in tline.”

Will O. Hodge is at Muncie, Ind., 
-having been called there to-.fill the un
expired term of Mrs. Pfuntner, who 

' was taken with la grippe. He will re
main thtougli February and'ls open for 

• further engagements. Letters should 
be addressed to 514% South Walmit 
street, Muncie, Ind., - .

Mrs. Ellen Foster writes: “The prem
iums are immense. I do not see how 
you can do so much for so little.' I hope 
the Divine Plan will permchte the 
Srhole world.” .

R. M. Stanton writes: “I heartily co
incide with ‘Investigator’ in The Pro
gressive Thinker of January 14, in de
fense of Christian Science. If the ‘reg
ulars' were held responsible, and im
prisoned for all the deaths they cause, 
it certainly would be but a few months 
before we would be rid of all of them. 
If we are going to imprison faith 
curers and Christian scientists for all 
they fall to cure, let us use no partiality 
but serve all alike. I am not a faith 
cure or a Christian scientist, but I do 
claim to be a Liberalist and Spiritualist, 
and love fair play and tolerance, and 
I wonder at any one who reads The 
Progressive Thinker to be yet so in the 
old ruts of prejudice as the one who 
wrote the article referred to by Investi
gator.”

H. H. Scoville writes: “Tbe meetings 
of the Christian Spiritual Society, cor
ner Washington boulevard and Paulina 
street, both afternoon and evening, are 
full to the last standing-room. .About 
two months ago Miss Thomas invited 
all-in attendance at the afterpson meet
ings, who so desired, to stop over be
tween meetings, and form circles, when 
all mediums Who wished, could give 
tests. -Atthe first one the writer count
ed 78 people.’Every Sunday, since 
there has been a marked Increase until 
last Sunday 200 people were seated In 
four large circles, and seyeral mediums 
to each, giving tests." It strikes me as 
being a very politic move for increas
ing the interest in Spiritualism, and it 
would bo well if some of the older and 
nearly effete societies would do. the 
same. Their numbers would largely in
crease.” ' ’

B. Baker, of Montreal, Can., writes: 
“I presume you have learned ere this 
of the arrest of nine mediums in To-., 
ronto, upon an old law of George IL, for 
witchcraft, fortune-telling, etc. We. 
have in this city a young girl who has 
been in a trance or sleep for 22 days. I 
am afraid we shall not be able to learn 
if any Spiritualistic utterances are 
made when she recovers. The medical 
men are working apparently with the 
priests, and want to get her away from 
her home into the hospital of the Hotel 
Dieu, which is entirely under priestly 
control. The Bishop has 'interested 
himself in the case and has visited 
her." ■

Dr. C. T. H. Benton writes: “For the 
‘benefit of the Medium’s Home, 3310% 
Rhodes avenue, I shall give my services 
for private development of mediumship 
every Tuesday afternoon and evening, 
from 2 to 9 p. m., at the home; and all 
those who have never taken instruc
tions from me in development will do 
well to call and consult with me about 
it. There was a large audience last 
Sunday afternoon and evening at the 
Englewood Spiritual Society Hall, 528 
W. 63d street. A supper and some spe
cial features were introduced in our 
program of entertainment and every
body enjoyed themselves. Max Hoff
man was with us in the afternoon and 
gave some splendid tests. Through the 
indefatigable efforts of Mr. Adams, the 
president, and Mrs. ‘Trudell, the speak
er, and many others, the society is 
steadily growing and Spiritualism is 
gaining the attention of all thinking 
people.” ' ■ . .

S. F. Deane writesr “I stand alone 
here. There are one or two Spiritual
ists In name about here,' abundpntly 
able, who love the cause.no doubt, but 
to pay one dollar for a Spiritualist 
newspaper—whew! I supplied them 
with Thinkers several weeks, but as I 
.got no recognition and the paper np 
credit, -their .supply was cut off. Th'èy 
are test hunters—one of the curses of- 
Spiritualism.” ■ ■
' E. O. Leonard writes: “I do not see 
how you can give so much for so little 
money. You ate too .liberal, I fear the 
people do not appreciate-yoiir generos
ity. I talce two copies, and one to'send 
to a friend that does not subscribe, for 
any spiritual paper." . ,

SOCRATES AS A PSYCHOLOGIST.
Socrates had many of the marks of

this prophetic psychology. A Greek 
among Greeks, -with the keenest intel
lect, robust frame and remarkable pow
ers of endurance, he Is the last person 
whom we should suspect of hysterical 
tendencies or morbid self-delusion. Yet 
Aristotle attributes to him the ecstatic 
temperament. Stories were current of 
his prolonged reveries, one of them last
ing from early morning through the 
night to the dawn of the next day, 
which we may compare with the 
trances of less stalwart visionaries. He 
could appeal to his friends that the 
divine voice, often verified the trust
worthiness of its Intimations by the 
event It interposed to prevent Char- 
mldes entering the lists at Nemea; and 
you may ask him what was the result. 
Three times It essayed to deter Timar- 
chus from going to assassinate Niclas, 
and what were his last words? “I am 
going to my death because I would not 
take the advice of. Socrates.” And of

(Continued on page 8.)

Thl« Inetrument la substantially the »«me.«» ,that 
employed by Prof. Hare In Ids early investigations. 
In Ita improved form it has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and In tho hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plun- 
chette, and all ptber Instruments which.have been 
brought out in imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid. and u'a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Fsychograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Ciroles and Cultivation
, of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were COt eware g* 
their medlumistic gift, have, after n few tidings, 
been able to receive delightful messages A volume 
might be tlllqd with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing tcy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than ■hem- 
eelves.andbeoameconverts to Spiritualism. . .

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: 1 uad 
communications (by tho Fsychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave* 
atones are moss-grown in tbe old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and tbe communications have 
fliven my -heart the greatest comfort in tbe severest
Oss I have bad of son, daughter, and their mother."
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 

name familiar to those interested in psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph. It is very simple in principle and construe* 
tlon, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to splr* 
itual power than tbe one now In use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, ¿Lddressi

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Height«, Ohio.

This book gives an admlrablo course of study in 
etblc», and »upplle» a long-felt waut of an ethical 
text-book ebpeclally adapted to the coiuprohenulonot 
children, as well as older persons whom It Is wlbolf 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author shows a wise practicality In Mor method 
’ of teaching tbe principles of ethics. Sho illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use in children's lyceums. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers it may be made very useful. Young 
andold will be benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS!
Right Living. Wl>«tjB Morality? What 1» Ignpr. 

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
' Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 

Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
What Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Ie tho Usa 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for.Loss. Industry, the Stall of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gainesof 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What is anOadb?or 
the Worth of B Promise. Fraud a Crime. 'Hie Polson 
of Blander. What la Hypocrisy? Conaolence, ot 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratnudo. a Fragrant Flower of Life, 1» Roverenco 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. Self-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiven?»* OWrvatlpn • 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tho Giver, of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not;

‘ to. Llfo’o Beat End. Good Nature, Ono of 
Life s Best Blossoms. Beason and Free Inquiry. 
Free. Speech. . A Free Pre»», IWglita of AnlinaU, 
Right» of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—T he Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office,
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To the Mediums of Chicago.

At the meeting of the Executive 
Board of the Illinois State Spiritualist 
Association, at the Tremont House, Jan. 
23, 1899, a committee of six was ap
pointed to solicit advertisements for the 
programmes. The committee is as fol
lows: North Side—Dr. Chas Bushnell, 
1688 N. Clark street; Mrs. A. W. Bloom, 
1032 Melrose street.

West Side—Mrs. J. E. Staner, Flat B, 
1276 W. Madison street; Mrs. Le Sieur, 
84 N. 52d avenue..

South Side-Miss May Harsch, 505 W. 
63d street; Mr. P. H. Farnham, 351 31st 
street.

Anyone desiring a card inserted in 
the programmes, apply to the above 
parties for terms.

It was decided to arrange all medi
ums’ advertisements in alphabetical or
der on separate pages, which can be' 
kept by the public attending the mass
meeting for future reference.

ELLA M. JOHNSON, 
Sec’y I. S. S. A.

“Blue Laws of Connecticut, With an 
Account of the Persecution of Witches 
and Quakers In New England,” Etc. 
The wickedness and folly which may 
be embodied In religious laws are forci
bly illustrated in this readable and in
structive pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"Tbe Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 

___________________ discussed from th,e standpoint of an ad- 
the Sicilian lexpedltion, and when Sam- --------- - - --------
mio went with Thrasybulus it gave 
warnlng?'TJie magnetic Influence of 
Socrates’ presence ,1s indicated by the 
confession x>f The gthndson of Aristides: 
“I never learned anything from you, 
Sócrates, but I mide progress when I 
was with you, even when only In the 
same house, still more, when I-was In 
the sanie romp, and most of all If I sat 
near you, fin'd totfk hold of you and 
touched you.” . ,

vanced social reformer. Price 50 cents.
Fol'sale tir this office. '

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book la written In the Interest of bu 
inanity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book written 
tor the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that besot us on every side, and more espe
cially to the bOBtlld attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington’s'words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all included In the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so. but she bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the enureb for what they have thought fit to do.” 
EVery one should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

THE VOICES.
r By Warron Sumner Barlow. Tbe Voices contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
most excellent. Price ii.OO,

Researches in Oriental History.;
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. litnio, 407 Pages, Cloth, $l.SOi

GENERAL DIVISION.
1, RESEAItCIIES IN JEWISH HISIOBr.' 
». ItESEARCHES IN Z0R0ASTEIANI8Mi\ 
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY, d 
4. WHENCE OUR AltYAN ANCESTORS?] 
Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. . . . _ <
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea is traced to tho Bac
trian Pblioaopber, 2850 years B. C., and Its history 1! 
outlined, followlu&tbe waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developedJuto Christianity, wltbamythlcal hero, 
at Alexandria' in Egypt, toon after tbe commencement 
of tbe CUrlBlIai era. . _ _............. • . _______<

Tho book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is baaed 
ou fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear uud force; and that 
Ite rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superBtltlonB aro 
but survivals ot so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
ron can read it without I istrnctlen and profit, whether 
bn reaches the same conclUKlons with the amber or 
»><»«. rwlse. For sale at this office.

AN EXCEU-EN FwoRK.
r\EATH AND THE AETI-.R-UFE. 
// Tie “Stellar Key” ia tin nbllosopblcal intra
ductton to tbe revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this Hulu volume muy be gained from the 
following table ot contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Beenes in tbs Summer-Laud; 8—Society intha 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Lands 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Lund; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Worker»; B-Ultlinnte. In tbe Bummer-L.nd: 9-Volcq 
from James Victor Wilson. Hiis enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter in fa» 
nier edition», and 1» enrlcbed by a beaotiniitroMU» 
piece, Illustrating the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For uaN 
at tills office.

THE RELATION ~
Of ‘hoSplritual to the Material Universe: and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged ana revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. .

THE REAL ISSUE. 7
By Moans Hull. A compound of the two pamph« 

lets, "Tbe Irrepressible Conflict," and "Your Answer 
°r kW .’“b Important addition», making a 
book of 160 pages all for 23 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

~The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

ing refutation of tbe Bible story of tbe Deluge. Prlca 
15 cents.

Outside the Gates, and Other Thies 
and Bketchea. By a .bond of spirit Intelligence», 
through tho mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelhamer. 
An excellent work. Price ei.25.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judmu^ThiB book 

should be read by every BplrltaalM. M<M »LOOi 
pejstago lOceata.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for those seeking information con* 

eernlng that most damnable institution known in 
blBtory—tbe Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted With the 
facts bo succinctly stated In this valuable record. It 
Shows the methods used by tbe Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject Ite beliefs and claims. 
For tale at this office. Price 25 cents.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the Hew York Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the history of tbe world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
Tbe lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbe pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

Henry Burr. Price 15 cents. ■ —

V THOMAS PAINE V
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note; 

f.y Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view» of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at KeV 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominent of Paine 8 
intends In Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. /
The Age of Reason;

Being sn Investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
andnew type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper. 25cenUi-----
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense» '

I A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to thelnhab- 
I liante of Américain 1776, with explanatory notice by

on English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke’» 
attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages, Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine'ti Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, ^Examination of tbe Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post Bvo., 432 pages. Cloth, $1.00
Paine’si Political Works.

Common Setose, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, 61.00», 
postage, 20 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
agrand and noble man. Price 51-00.

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth, «1.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-

OBSESSION.
How evil spirit« influence mortals. By M. Faraday; 

P. 23. Price w cento.

Old Testament Stories Coniically 
Illustrated.

By Watson Heaton. Prlcet‘boards, 11; cloth, !1.50. 
Heston Is inimitable. _______________

"pulpit, pew and cradle.
By Helen H. Gardener. Ono of her brightest, wit, 

tlest and strongest lectures against the Bible. Every 
woman should read It and know her friends and on* 
mles. Price 10 cents.

"rehgionofthe future.
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, tl.25. Paper, 50 cent».

•■Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual Interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to Interest and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contalhs his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1 For sale at this office.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest “souls who desire,, 
by harmonizing ttyelr physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit
world. It Is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this

MRS. BESANT AND THE , FIRE
. ® w JVAI^KEIfS.
The Indian papers contain full de

tails of the “modern miracle” of walk
ing through fire, performed at a lecture 
given Jiy Mrs. Besiint in Benares. On 
October 26, Mrs. ’Besant lectured on 
“Theosophy” at the house bf Maharaja 
Sir 0. Tagore, and at the close of the 
lecture it was announced that a San- 
nayasl would walk over a tank of fire, 
which, being prepared, three devotees 
danced about in the flames, and were 
afterwards followed by a large number 
of the spectators, who walked back
ward and forward uninjured across the „„„ ____ ------------- -----
flaming furnace without shoes or stock-1 Of pine Forces, and author of other lin
ings. The scene is described at length . portant volumps on Health, -Social Sel
by Mr. Hirehall Bannerjee, who wlt-|ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth,. 73^ 
nessed the scene; and was one of those ¡For sale at this office.

office. .
“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 

Sexual Development, and! Social Up
building." By. E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by 'the Dean of the Oollego

This Ib a work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put into tho bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmau of orthodoxy and from 
tbo dogma» ot matorlall»tlo »clonco, for It will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tho free mind that mind 
and »an»»» are not tbe whole ot lite. ______________ _

Tbo chapters reveal a now method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tbo childhood period ot ialth and fancy Will bo euper- 
*eded by knowledge and facts. For Bale st this office.

-IN THS—

PASI, PBESENT, AND FUTURE.
: A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

RasultL of recent scientific research regarding th! 
. origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From tbo German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of ‘‘Force and Matter/1 Essays on Naluro and 

Science!" “PhyBiologicalPlctures,“ "Six Lee* 
tures on Darwin," Eto.

This work 1» by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, asBlitod rt 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sola for 
*2. but the price now bos been reduced to $1. It la a 
book that will interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive tbougbte. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare (ftfilllics, and bis work Isa 
reflection from tbe celestial spheres. It treats of tho 
Soul of Things; intelligence in Substance; Animal In

; tellecta; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inber

I ent In Substance; Tbe Nebulous Theory; Partlclesnre 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation uf the Virgin; The 

■ Science of Death; Spiritual _ Death; Immortal ITO 
; Mourning: The Confounding of Language; Tbe SplrW 

Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance, Splrltu , 
! al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra

phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. '
The author says: “Each individual partakes of 

both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him* 
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of fool 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour* 
lenmentof which 1 individually partake and digest 
My.Boiil nnac expand by virtue ot the soulI raajwj 
which I Individually gather and comprehend or digest . 
For sale at this office.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS»
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
, Carctal comparison ot .omq ot lhe_8[>lrttualHt< 
•and Mediumship of tbe Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all O*'1 cojyjf. 
tions of modern mediumship. It aiso sliov<b vimt all 
the manifestations throughout the O'.g and New Tvjiu* 
ment were under the same conditions that medium! 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to tho world. 48 pages. Price, 
lOcents. For ealoaithl« nfflee.

f*Th'o great mystery of cxietcncp consists In perpet
ual and uninterrupted change., «everything 1b immor
tal and IndcBtructlble—the smallest worm as well a» 
tho most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or tho water drop M well aa tho highest being tn 
creation, man and hl» thought». Only the form» In 
which being manifests Itself arocbanglng; but Being 
¡tcolf remains eternally the same and imperishable 
When wo die we do not loso ourselves, but only om 
personal couoiousnesa. We live on In nature. In pul 
race. In cur children. In our deeds, ta onr tbourtte- 
In short, In the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, wo 
bare furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of
Mm In general."—Buechner. — ----- ..

Ono vol., put 8vo., »bout 850Dece«, vellum cloth. 11.

mirto s smMrmirn j
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
ny LOIS ÏVAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a’novel written with a purpose, and that J 
purpose U not merely to enable an unthinking, jólo, 
mind to while away tno time In a state of Idle blessed- 
nogs, devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
Belf*improvement or the good of humanity. It is | 
book dcBÍgned-csneclally. primarily, for motherc an« 
those who aro tobo mothers; aad secondly, through 
tho mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
thertce. It brings strongly and clearly to view th« 
result upoh the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon tho mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally tbq author touche» upon, various tlitnp 
In modern social and business life, which 6rô unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individua!! compos* 
Ing society as a whole» The book is trenchant, instrbo* 
tiro and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
M a novel, and U. especially commended, to "women 

i everywhere," to whom it is dedicated, it also then* 
ongbly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the. Catholic 
Church: advanced Idea» relating to tho Bplrttuul pbll; 
raophy are introduced. Itoontaln» a fine likeness

J

vt nv p.vpuj tuo lunvuuLvu. AvwuukiuDn nuv nixv*<—~ r- 
nd of the author. It contains 845 pages, neatly Vouod n 
—— <oU. -Frica by tiall, prepaid, ti.
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This department Is under tbe manage
ment of
. Hudson Tuttle.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

to find a subject so sensitive tbat every 
thought will be reproduced *in that sub
ject's mind, who will sjieak precisely in 
the words willed to be used. Possible,

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full uame and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department pas 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I'freely give whM- 
evgr information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. ■ HUDSON TU1TLE.

but not once in a thousand attempts is 
it attained. In the other trials, there is 
imperfection of speech, or failure- in 
grasping the thoughts. '

When spirits attempt to control a me
dium to write or speak, they do so by 
precisely the same means aud are met 

' by even greater difficulties.
The medium to give perfect express

ion must be like, in culture and Intelli
gence, to the control. In proportion as 
this1!« Uie fact, the communications be
come more lu harmony with our ideas 

•of what they ought to be.
It is said an eminent musician once 

.charmed a critical audience by playing 
on a violin he had made from a wooden 
shoe. With liis genius a‘nd wonderful 
training he was able to extort music 
from a single string after all the others 
had broken, yet how much more per
fect .would have been his performance 
had he been given a Paganini.

When spirits désirions of communi
cating would make the attempt, there 
is scarcely anyolianee. They must 
take the means at hand and do as well 
as It is able. What the .result will be 
they cannot know beforehand,. They 
are often surprised at their success, 
more often,regret their failure, and the 
effect- of tfielr imperfectly transmitted

GeoTge A. Wood: Q. We have had 
experience with a trumpet medium th s 
summer, whom we think all rigljt. His 
manifestations were wonderful and un
der test conditions. I had. the trumpet 
made myself. After five or six weeks
we discovered that the tin was coiqinS 

' off around the small end, ns far as a 
man’s hand would cover, and now it is 
rusty while the rest of it is bright. The 
medium drank whisky and we could 
not ouly feel but smell his breath when 
It came into our faces through the 

-- trumpet. Would spirits’ hands have a 
tendency to take the tin off a trumpet 
where they handled it; and why would 
they always take hold of it right at
the small end? ,

Why do we get the medium s breath 
■through the trumpet while spirits are 
talking through it.

A'. If Mr. Wood was not so sure of 
the reliability of his “test conditions,” 
deception on the part of the medium 
would be an inevitable conclusion. It is 
not for a moment to be entertained that 
a spirit takes the trumpet with its 
hands, for a spirit cannot control phys
ical matter in that manner. Equajly 
impossible -is it for a spirit to have a 
“whisky breath.” ,

■When a medium is used to Imperson
ate a spirit, the breath of the medium 
would be that of the spirit, and the 
Hands of the medium would be em
ployed. In sueh cases he would not be 
j'esponsible, unless he claimed that the 
manifestations were Independent, and 
if so received, it would be misrepresen
tation and fraud. Unlgss the “test con
ditions" demonstrate that the medium 
could not have touched the trumpet, the 
facts as represented are conclusive evi
dence that the hands of the medium 
held It, and his breath spoke through it.

That the medium impersonated and 
was thus used unconsciously is the most 
charitable interpretation. It is claimed, 
however, that the manifestations were 
independent; for if not, no explanation 
would be called for.

"social QUARANTINE.”
Its weak Points Plainly ln- 

dicated, ,

; DEFicixNXRijmixr. | Famous Ghosts.
’’ ’. . ; I The “red man” of the Tuileries was

Said a missionary bishop;to a savage I seeu j,,, catherine de Medici, who

The cures for our mental, moral and 
physical ills are pumerous; Indeed it is 
a wonder that the millennium is not 
here. Not to. discuss the various nos
trums brought to the medical faculty 
by the discovery of new drugs and corn- 
binatloas of drugs, end the various 
cure-alls, that grace the advertising col
umns of our newspapers, there are va
rious prescriptions for the cure of sms 
or the consequences ot sln. One class 
and it is .a large one—care less for. the 
cure of sin than for a cure of the conse
quences of sin. The tuitidote tor this 
they find in “Hie atoning blood of 
Jesus.” No matter what your crime, 
they can apply that lotion and wash it 
entirely away» and if one sins after that 
he “has an advocate with the Father,

r o'er the sea: - '
"O, you wretched, wicked sinner, come 

and listen unto me; ■
Bay attention while the story of re

demption I relaiy. LW '
Be a Christian, and avert the pagan um

I
believer’s fate, t . il-

will endeavor to„explain to you as

declared that he followed her constant
ly and who' gave up residing there for 
that reason. Napoleon saw him and 
conversed with him a few days before 
his disastrous campaign in Russia. The 
Empress Eugenie has such a dread of 
this phantom that she does not like it to

»H. WORST'S NEW SCIENTIFIC

With Medicine for One Year Mailed

thoughts. ' '
It would be advantageous to this spir

it referred to by W. H. B. to have con
tinued seances with the same medium, 
for by that means, could the medium be 
brought under the more complete, con
trol of the spirit. It would be Interest
ing to observe from seance to seance 
the Increasing certainty of the control. 
It is true that-spirits áre sometimes "as 
in a dream," for a length of time after 
leaving the physical body.

Frank L. 8.: Q. Why is it that men
tal, mediums have warm 'hands and 
physical mediums, cold hands? '

E. From long experfefiee we think 
this quéstion Incorrect in Its data. The 
hands of magnetic healers are warm. 
The soft “Cushiony” hand, the velvet 
touch of'the-healer cannot be Imitated, 
and is of itself Its unimpeachable evi
dence. It is warm because the vital 
magnetism is directed outward and 

' draws the blood with IL Mediums for ■ 
truly spiritual manifestations, in all 
other cases are to be known by cold ex
tremities and an over-heated brain.

Those who receive purely mental 
manifestations also indicate their con
dition, by slowness of pulse-beat and its 
softness. In all these cases the blood is 
drawn Inward and congested around 
the ganglia of tlie spinal cord and in 
the brain, for ‘the drain is on the nerve
force, which has to be supplied as fast 
as wasted.

These physical conditions are more 
correct and absolute evidences of tbe 
genuineness of the medium, than all 
other tests that ever were or can be ap
plied. They ore conditions that cannot 
be induced to order; which no true me
dium would object to having carefully 
rioted.-

This question is given more space 
than, perhaps, passingly It would seem 
to merit, because it represents a large 
class o’f so-called spiritual manifesta
tions anil the theories and speculations 
formulated thereon. Spiritualism is 
like a vast current wide and deep, cov
ered over witli froth, slime, and wreck
age- Manifestations with fraud more 
or less mingled with tlie genuine, have 
been carelessly observed, and ambitious 
theories offered for their explanation. 
How much speculation was called out 
by the “paraffine casts,” and the most 
"arrant' deception by mediums has been 
■ glossed over by referring their derelic
tion to evil spirits, Jesuits, etc. When 
the mouth of the trumpet, on" a certain 
occasion, was blackened, and after the 
seance the lips of the medium were cov
ered with lamp black, a most elaborate 
explanation was put forth by the edl- 
tor of a leading spiritual paper, that the 
spirit drew the vital elements from the 
medium, and when the seance closed 
these returned carrying the sooty par
ticles with them! It was an absolute 
proof of fraud, and no other explana
tion would stand.

There is an abundance of genuine 
spiritual manifestations, after throwing 
out all that áre questionable. Investi
gation cannot lie too carefully, conduct
ed in this field where so little is known 
With certainty.

The Principles of Light «n»fl Color.
A lartro hnnk tOVal 8VO. With'OVW 200 CIlgtaYlnM

»nd colored plates. Price »5.00 or 
or exproeeago. Price tn maeaivc half ’RuwlB

,^"Jmlmposlugvolumeotnearly600PW»- 
great amount ot research an the part ot the authM, 
Will prove a great acquisition to Bolentiflc Llbrtf

me to be the foremost eclentiflo woriC ; 
of thia or any other age.—Frauklln 6mith| Maae. '

• _ _ . as ___ / ■Human OaltureAnd Cure'
In six parta, four parta bemfalready issued. Frtc^ 

-/oreacb. pojgOcenta.^

‘^The ’PrlncIpJea of Light and Color* le In every re* 
anect masterly, and ‘Human Culture ahd Cure appears, 
to be not lesa remarkable.Dr. Pascal, 12 Rue Plcot, 

■TpÍ?“iLíft“MaiTÍage, Sexual Development and Sih 

^•"The^iisu^l'eavy volume» Issued by 
thore do not contain a tithe of tbe practical Informa* 
tion tbat la IncludedlnDr.Babbitt »work. —Progress* 
Sparta ligand IV in one volume, 11.60» postpaid.-** 
Covers wonderful ground, including Mental Science, 

■ phreno-Physlognomy, Paycbometry. .
plained for tbo first time); Clairvoyance, Narvoui 
Force, Insanity, etc.___________ _

Health and Power.
“Worth Its weight in dlamonda." Price, Cloth, 25cts, 
Religion, as'Hevealed by, the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 page«; price, postpaid, clotb, 11.101 
........ - * paper 60c. j

Ko work upon tho kame subject has ever^exceed&l - 
In Interest this book of almost inestimable value. 
j Wilbourn. M. D., saya: I have read aev eral works, 
some of which are worth their wclghtln RO.d, JM. . 
those written by Epes Sargent, G.B. Stebbins. Marib 
King.’ etc,, but Babbitt^ Renglón, ft wme reipeo^ 
far transcends them all. —Spiritual Offering.

For sale at this office. ' ■ • _

RiinifQ Carlyle Petersilea.
D V U KV Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of tbepersonal experiences In splrlt-llfe 
of the author's father, who bad been a natural pbilos* 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Oarew—Cloth» $1« 
Experiences of the author's mother In spirit-life» 

Philip Carlielie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical rpmaueebythebjmd of guide», • 

the subject ofthe title being asclontinc young phU. 
osopher, who is a medium; his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materlatiat. . u ,

Oceanities—Paper Cover, -50 ots.
Asclentlflc hovel based on the philosophy of life, 

'as seen from the spirit aide. Far sale atofllceotTho 
; Progresalvo Thinker. __ .

JE8U8 CHBI8T A FICTION.
Founded upon the-life of Apolloniusi of Tyena. 

The Pagan priest# of Rome originated Christianity», 
New and startling disclosures by its founders, ana 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, oOc.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deal» with the finer, 

mental and spiritual foreee ai applied to healing. 
Price, Wo.________________ ___________________ _

THE SPIB1TUAL WBEATH.
A collection of words and mu.lc for the choir, con

gregation and social circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gema of song. Price, 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. With, an Introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Race." price, 
cloth, tl. _________

FB0M DBEAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth,

To ÁH Readers of

The Progressive Thinker.be spoken of-before her. ■
At Windsor it is said that the guards 

have been doubled near the castle 11-, 
brary, where two years ago a young of
ficer saw the apparition of a lady In 
black, and where since then singular 
sounds of moaning have been heard 
constantly. It is supposed by many, 
people to be the’ spirit of Queen Eliza
beth. .

The white lady that forebodes death 
to the house of Austria is fully believed 
in, not only by the people, but by the 
emperor himself, who, on hearing at 
the beginning of this year that she had 
been seen by-a sentry at the castle of 
Schonbrunn, felt very uneasy and ex
pressed an anxiety for the end of the 
year to come without a calamity. She 
appeared just before the tragic end of 
the Crown Prince Rudolph, and later, 
when John Orth, the' ex-archduke, was 
drowned on his way to Valparaiso. She 
is a lovely pale woman, veiled in white, 
and does not resemble the “white lady" 
of evil omen to Prussian royalty, who is

■ simply ns I ca^; . r). ■ ■
All the sufferings ^nd njartyrdom ot 

Christ, the son.of mi(p;
And I’ll show you d)l the'Jienefits you 11 

renp ¡mother day, 4
If you leave your, silly Iflols and will 

kuuckle downed prjiy.
You must know tlidt we tire wicked to 

an infinite degree,
And' are doomed ii^ fli'o Infernal' ever

lastingly to be;
And the only chance of dodging it (you 

see my speech ta plain) t
Is to be regenerated, or we’ll call it 

‘born again’; '.
For If gvery blessed,virtue in your sln- 

gle life were crammed, . , »
Not an atom would It mitigate the tor

tures of the damned. -
YoU can bigamize, adulterate or thieve'.
Can burgle, forge, or arsonate, as long 

as you believe; .
But in order this desirable condition to

DR. E. J. WORST, Ashland, O.

and it will make no difference. , 
But it is of the cure of sin of which 

we wish to speak. Our prohibition 
friends find the cause of nearly aH'W 
sin in the world Is intemperance, and It 
certainly is responsible for much or it, 
and they would cure it by prohibiting 
the manufacture and sale of intox
icating liquors. 'Another, and a very 
large class, have discovered that the 
aggravating cause of crime is Ignor
ance, and these are to some extent 
right, but not altogether right, To 
remedy this, it is now proposed to 
establish a kindergarten for the educa
tion of the poor little waifs, who are 
denied home and home privileges; and 
a Jong account is given of one, in The 
Progressive Thinker of January 14; 
copied by “X-Ray" from a New Orleans 
paper's report of a meeting In that city. 
It is thought that when these poor 
waifs are educated they Will turn their 
feet from crime and become Industrious

attain, ' ' ■ , '
You must pfomise on your idols you 

will .never look again. .
You must part with Mumbo Jumbo and 

his hanky-panky trlchs,

THE FIELD IN TEXAS
Notes of the Work and the 

Workers.
“Forth to the harvest field then away; 

There is plenty for all to do, 
The Lord of the harvest Is calling, 

But the reapers, alas, are few.”

aud moral citizens. '
Maybe so; but if they do, they will 

crowd some one else out of a place In 
the ranks of morality and drive them 
to crime, unless their education is con
ducted on different lines from that pur
sued in any of our schools .of the pres
ent time. The facts are, the industrial 
world is overcrowded, there are too 
many people in every avenue of life, 
except that of monopoly, too many 
business men, too many clerks,' too 
many lawyers, too many physicians, 
particularly, of the unscientific and 
mSnopolistlc class, too many school 
teachers, book-keepers, stenographers, 
editors, printers, and too many of all 
other trades of whatever kind; so that 
somebody is crowded out, and as there 
is uo avenue open for them, they must 
take to the road and beg or steal. So 
that if we'educate those little waifs out 
of the slums we crowd others back to 
take their places. I am not opposing 
their education—on the contrary I am 
rejoiced that such a movemeut has 
been inaugurated; but I claim that if 
these philanthropists expect to inaugu
rate the millennium, by this extended 
education, they will be disappointed. 
Besides, somehow our method of teach
ing does not seem to include any in
struction in equity. .If anyone will 
take the pains to go among our teach
ers and institutions of learning and in
quire of the moulders of public opinion 
as to what constitutes good morals mid 
justice, he will be astonished to find 
how little they know on the subject. It 
is considered perfectly honorable, in 
church and out of it, among all grad-

In the great State of Texas five 
cities—Fort Worth; San .^Antonio, Bl 
Paso, Houston nnd Galveston—have 
settled-speakers. Yet the labors of the 
State Association have caused Spirit
ualism to be recognized aud respected 
lu many other places, and the work of 
local mediums and the Interest taken In 
the State' Psychic Class has grown 
Texas into a broad and grand field of 
promise. An honest man or woman 
who has a phenomenal test phase of
mediumship will find a rich field await
ing their harvest. They will be re- 
sifected and protected, but the State 
Association has also tried to secure the 
same protection for the public by avoid
ing the demonstration of our beautiful 
philosophy by unworthy, unprincipled 
mediums. ■

The Dawning Light, published at San 
Antonio by Chas. W. Newnam, Is a 
weekly news earrier-to those Interested

A. A. Peak: Q. It seems as though : 
an unusually criminal wave has struck 
our usually quiet and peaceful com
munity. During the last few. months 
all manner of crime has been com
mitted-murder, suicide, arson, theft, 
cutting scrapes and Innumerable acci
dents. It seems to me, being a Spirit- , 
ualist, as though there must be a cause 
for these things, not generally under
stood. t

A There is no doubt that there are 
“waves of crime,” as there are waves 
of disease, as has been remarked by 
those who have given the subject 
thought. The provocative cause may 
lie in tlie physical state of the atmos
phere, the magnetic and electric cur
rents of the earth, or in the spiritual at
mosphere. Man is a creature of the ele
ments out of which he is born, and the 
condition of which he reflects. TJie 
committing of one crime by suggestion 
begets that of another, and especially is 
this true when the system is already 
prepared by physical and spiritual con
ditions. The commission of crime 
throws the spiritual atmosphere into 
vibration and whenever these strike on 
a brain sensitive to them, they create 
the desire to imitate the example.

There is no cause for despondency, 
for the outward- conditions are not per
manent, and the better are dominant 
the greater portion of the time. We, 
however, are less observing and appre
ciative of the seasons when the tenden
cies are for correct conduct, than the 
brief intervals when the passions are 
inflamed. A century of pleasant days 
is forgotten in an hour's tornado.

The average of crime does not in
crease, and when the variant disturb
ances are counted 'out the average 
grows less. I am aware the contrary Is 
staunchly maintained, but It seeks its 
proof in statistics which should be 
taken with many reservations.

grotesque and carries a broom. ■ 
The second marquis of Londonderry, 

________ _____—....... better known as Lord Castlereagh, was
Or the Lord’ll dowji upon you“ like a I at one ,imej when he was still only 

heavy load x»t bricks. , , Capt. Stewart, quartered in Ireland,
You must also be, received •within our I anfl, ]0Sing his way oue evening after a 

holy church's pale, day of sport, took /refuge with some
And'submit youi' sfjafpl earcass ere the I people who were strangers to him and 

' spirit you inhale,; , I who received him hospitably, though
But when you've had the sacraments I tjie house was already full of guests. 

'■ your path to glory’s paved, I During the night Capt. Stewart was
You’re a sanctified,Ijellever, and you’re awakened by a flood of radiance and

'numbered withJthe saved, the gradual disclosure of a dazzling
But beware of those misguided men boyish form, which looked at him earn-

whose feet have gone astray, I estly and went away. Offended at what 
Whom the Lord hath given over to the I )ie thought was a carefully contrived

enemy a prey; I practical joke, he was about to depart
For their teachings, arq. erroneous, I ear]y tbe next morning, but nt length,

their morals very .loose?- I yielding to his host’s entreaties, de-'
Pernicious; they’ll endeavor yoyr alle-1 scribed what he had seen. The host

glance to seduce. ' ■ I then confessed that, owing to want of
There are Catholics, and Methodists, space, Capt. Stewart had been put to

and Baptista, too, as w^Jl; sleep in the boy’B room and that there
With Quakers and with Shakers steer-1 Was a tradition in the bouse that the

ing straight away to hell. I radiant boy appeared only to those who
There’s Ranters and Salvationists, and I would reach the summit of power and

Mormonites so hot, would at the climax suffer a violent
With several hundred others—but avoid I death. Lord Castlereagh, It will be re-

tbe blessed lot!” ( membered, when at the head of the
Now this missionary bishop spent a government, committed suicide and so 

goodish deal of time— fulfilled the tradition-Chicago Dally
couldn't tell you half 'he did or put it News.I

uates of our institutions of learning to 
get what you can, if In your getting it 
you violate no statute. Right and wrong 
is by them measured entirely by the 
statutes. If future education, even of 
waifs, proceed on these lines, they will 
grow up to abhor pocket-pieklng or 
other theft or murdering a man for bls 
money, but they will have no compunc
tions bn the subject of legally robbing 
any fellow citizen, whenever and 
wherever they can; neither wifi they 
stop to inquire the consequences of 
their Injustice upon their victims, 
though it may result in death. To them 
it Is no crime to rob one of the means of 
a livelihood, and thus bring death upon 
a victim by starvation, but it would be 
a crime deserving of the gallows to 
take a man’s life before taking his 
money. . s

This is the ethics of our education of 
to-day. It creates millionaires and pau
pers. It takes of one class and gives to 
another, and then as per consequence 
we have waifs come into the world.

in this philosophy.
Miss Ellen T. Thomas, now In Dallas. 

VIII soon be In the missionary work in 
different parts of the field.

A memorial service was held at Gal
veston, ” January 15, for Mrs. Mary 
(Grandma) Smith, who departed this 
life January 5; also her daughter, who 
has for-two years resided in the Sum
merland. The usual seats of the arisen 
were covered with ivy interwoven with 
flowers and white crepe, and tbe spirit
ual perception of several present dis
closed tbe fact that they were occupied 
by the arisen ones. A well rendered 
appropriate programme of music, im
provised poems and inspirational lec
ture by Mr. John W. Ring, together 
with the following resolutions, was the 
programme;

Since thé Angel of Eternal Life has 
liberated the soul of our beloved sister 
and mother, Mary (Grandma) Smith, 
from tlie coils of mortality to the eter
nal realms of Immortal existence, Jan
uary 5, 1899, therefore be It

Resolved, that the friends of earth 
have lost the mortal expression of an 
honest, faithful and patient life, that 
the angel world might be made more 
bright and attractive by the presence of 
sueh an unchanging fight. .

Resolved, that the Spiritualist Society 
of Galveston, Texas, is bereft of a most 
zealous, untiring and creditable mem
ber, and that while we mourn the mate
rial absence we rejoice at the spiritual 
triumph, and extend our heartfelt grat
itude for the assured feeling of an 
ever-watchful co-operation In spirit.

Resolved, that the relatives suffer 
from an irreparable vacancy in their 
homes by the transition of their beloved

who know of no other way to obtain a 
livelihood than to steal -it. We propose 
to take them and educate them into 
good citizens without ever stopping to 
discuss what has made them bad citi
zens, or what will become of the other 
good citizens they crowd out. We shall 
either fall or supply with them the 
places of other citizens who will be 
forced to take their places.

This question is deeper than that. 
Our trust, monopoly thieving systems 
lie at the bottom of the whole of It We 
must quarantine. But before we quar
antine the waifs, let us proceed to quar
antine the millionaires and the ma
chinery they use for the enslavement, of 
the masses. Let us in our educational 
Institutions teach that there is such a 
thing as moral wrong, and learn our pu
pils that they cannot rob a man of the 
value of an hour’s labor; without 
making him a slave for that hour, and 
that if he has twenty-four men working 
for him, out of whom he takes at the 
rate of an hour each day, in one year’s 
tlmeTiis robberies are the equivalent of 
the enslavement of one man for a year’s 
time, and if he spends a lifetime in the 
same kind of robbery (and who among 
our great manufacturers has not), he 
has virtually robbed one man of the 
labor of his life, or enslaved one man 
his entire life. •

Of course, some of my readers will 
call me an impractical dreamer; but I 
care little for that It is an old charge, 
that I have become accustomed to. 
Neither will I .undertake-to reply to ob
jections which I may. readily anticipate 
till I see them in print. ' ,

Yours for equity and righteousness,
Norton, Kan.

"W. H. Burr, Washington, D. C.: Q. I 
have been a Spiritualist from the year 
1848. But I find that nearly- all the 
communications I get from departed 
friends are not up to their capacities be
fore they passed over. For example, 
my partner, who always wrote to me In 
shorthand, has signed his name In long
hand to the simplest and Crudest mes
sages in shorthand, such as one would 
acquire in one lesson. And even then 
there would be mistakes. At first he 
signed his name wrong, mixing up my 
own with his, os if In a dream. After
wards he wrote an apology Implying 
that spirits did not always know them
selves What is the explanation of 
these difficulties? . <

A. If tlie methods by which the mes
sages of spirits are transmitted to us 
were as definitely known and easily 
complied with as those ot the tele
graph, then we might expect the same 
precision and accuracy. But thev are 
not, nor'can -they be, for they tire in 
greater part unknown and difficult to 
Supply. It la possible for a hypnotist

and devoted mother. •
Resolved, that the happy greeting of 

the Spiritualist Society be extended to 
our arisen sister and mother by a me
morial service held Sunday, January 15, 
1899, S. E. 51, and that the sympathy 
of said society is extended to the rela
tives of the departed.

Resolved, that these resolutions be
come a part of thè minutes of the Spir
itualist Society of Galveston, Texas, at 
its regular February meeting, and tliat 
a copy be sent to the Spiritualist pe
riodicals of the United States.

H. A. Landes, President; John W. 
Ring, Speaker; A. Olsón, L. S. McKin
ney, G. A. Wilson, Trustees.

ManslU’s Alinanac, of Planetary Me
teorology for 1899. This is the thirty
fourth annual publication of this excel
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable 
for those on land and sea. By Richard 
Mansill. Price 25 cents. -

“Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.'’' It Is a book to ba 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, nnd espectally by 
Spiritualists. The volume ta tastily 
prtated aud bound. Price $1. -

it positively cures Catarrh, Colds. Pains, and Bear
ing lu the Head. Bronchitis, Sore Throat. ne«'I»nhc. 
Partial Deafness aud all diseases uf the Air Passages,

CURED BY INHALATION.
It Is the latest volatile germicide. It penetrates the 

air passages of the bead, throat and luugs, killing tbe 
germs of dlscaBc.

AIR IS THE ONLY AGENT,
Fine enough to carry ony medical influence into the 
small air eells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy tbe cause of these diseases.
Over 100,000of these Inhalersnow In use; They are . 
tho duly ones made that can be successfully sent out 
on trial free.

• SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short tjine l wllLmall to any reader, naming 

this paper, one of iriy new Scientific Catarrh Inhalers 
with medicine for one year, on three days’ trial free.

If it gives satisfaction, send me 11.00, if not, return 
itlntbree’days. If you are willing to comply with 
such reasonable terms, address,

DR. E. J. WORST, 
Dept. 26, Ashland, O.
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Butthe savagee 10 soothe I The End of Witchcraft.
That was grieving o’er the loss of Mum- Sir Matthew Hale, It Is true, had 

bo Jumbo and the rest. I hanged two poor women at Cambridge
And in course of time the bishop taught in 1664, but a few years later Lord 

the savage man to read, J Chief Justice Holt set himself strongly |
And he plunled himself on having made against such charges and in every case 

a convert to his'breed; I tried before him directed the jury to
Till the nigger stoéd before him with bring in a verdict of acquittal, says the 

■bls Bible in bls hand,1“ Cornhill Magazine. In a celebrated
And in most respectful language trial at Gullfortl, in 1701, not only was 

couched the following demapd: tlie supposed witch found not guilty,
“Am I to understand that1 what is here but her false accuser, one John Hath- 

1s strictly true?*' '■ away, was condemned to a year’s 1m-
Because there’s loth of things hefeln prisonment and to stand in the pillory 

that puzzled mb ‘a few’; three times. Yet, horrible to relate, a
So perhaps your grdee will deign to con- woman named Hicks and her daughter, 

descendlngly explain; '! ’ a child of nine, were hanged together
And elucidate the ¿aragrabhs that mys- at Huntington on July 28, 1716, for rais- 

tlfy my brain. •'<> ‘ing a storm of wind in league with the
If I read -the Blbte rightly, why the devil. ■

holy scripture saith, '-u The last judicial sentence for wltch-
We can only get Salvation when we I craft In England was in 1736, one Jane 

have a meed oPfalth—‘ I Wenham being actually found guilty,
And a little grain “Hint's even micro- according to the indictment, of “con- 

scopieal will do; '' !I! ' versing familiarly with the devil In the
But without it wtP are damned.” Re-1 form of a, cat.” The judge, however, 

' marited the'biéhop,“*'Vél‘iff' true?’• procured á reprieve for poor old Jane 
“Well, I’m damned;”'replies the nigger, I and she was ultimately released, to end 

“for I’ve tried ft'simpfe' test—' . her -days In peace.
I ordered yonder hlU to shift a leetle Last, the witchcraft act was repealed 

west. ■ for the united kingdom in the same
I roared'at It for half a day, but still It year. It was quite time. For, ouly nine 

didn’t budge, r years earlier, In 1727, a woman was
I’ve not the faith, or else the book con- brought before Capt. David Ross, dep- 

tains o. deal of fudge, I uty sheriff of Sutherland, charged with
I haven’t caught a serpent yet, to try “causing her daughter to be shod by 

its deadly tooth, I the devil," and so making her lame
Nor have I took some poison by which both In hands and feet. The fact hav- 

to test the truth; I ing been proved to the captain's Bátis-
But the very first, the earliest, of I faction, the old woman was put into a 

chancea I’ll embrace, tar barrel and burned at Dornoch. The
And I’ll bring it on, whiche’er It be, to I weather being cold at the time, we are 

try it on your grace." I told that she “sat composedly warming
Now a week elapsed, when came before herself by the fire prepared to consume 

the bishop once again her, while the other instruments of
This candidate for glory with a serpent death were getting ready.”

in his train; . x - The last attempt to execute a witch
But the Invite to be bitten was respect- in England ended disastrously for the 

fully declined,. ' perpetrators. In 1751, at Trlng, two old
For the bishop fairly turned and fled— people named Osborne, man and wife, 

the savages behind. I being suspected of ^witchcraft, were
And, fleet of foot, they captured him; seized by a crowd, stripped, cross

compelled him to retrace . bound, and thrown into a ptfnd. Both
HIb most unwilling steps, until they died of this brutal treatment. But the 

brought him face to face witchcraft act had been repealed and a
With a snake (the genus rattle), wh ch verdict of wilful murder having teen 

they goaded till its spite I returned against one Colley, the chief
On his grace’s tender corpus left a very iustigator of the assault, he was in due 

nasty bite. course tried and hanged.
Suffice it Is, that he was deficient just I The repeal-qf the witchcraft act was 

■ as much regarded by many persons with con
In his faith as was the savage—so It siderable misgiving. John Wesley, m

proved the final touch; 1768, enters in his journal: The giving
He kicked the bucket tranquilly. His up witchcraft is In effect giving up the

memory they recall
Whene’er they see his scalp that hangs 

in Mumbo Jumbo hall.
„ -¿Truth Seeker.

Bible.” ............ ..............
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“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By:iLHIan Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought cant 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of, Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth SI? . ...

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sutF 
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts arid data needed by 
every student nnd especially by every 
Spiritualist One" of the very best 
books on the subject. Price,' reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper 50 cents. For ■ sale 
at this office.

“Tho Prophets of IsraeL" By.,Prof. 
O. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenlgsborg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the_prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers,- 25c.

-The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe.. The Law of . Spirit 
Control." By Michael .Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office.’

.... -Ot-1

LIFTERS OR LEAKERS.

Did you ever observe when you entered 
a home, - ■

The mother’s face careworn and 
weary? -

Ah, her feet hurried fast when the 
loved ones cried “come"—

And their faces were rosy and cheery- 
The husband and father was looking 

robust, ‘ ' '
The children well-limbed, strong and 

growing, ’ ■ • '. .■
But If, in' your mind, the blind cause 

you discussed, a
You could reason yourself into know

Ing . .... - ' -?' • '
That every last otheb .
Except that ¿ale .mother 

Was a leaner, but.Seldom« lifter. 
Or maybe the patei’famMs stood ,, 

Like a young oak» tom close-girthed, 
with ivy;' " / ■ .

The wife and the clllldrelj, aistrangle- 
some brood, . . ..

Whose, strongest^desire was .to high
I^O- . • ■ r ’■■ Tin ■■

They climbed anAxhey routed, and. cir- 
eled his life, H. ."■ .

High up .as hls strength'fcould sustain 
them, , “■ "■ ..........

But of good self-rfilanceJthe children 
and wife ”

, Never thought, sp,. this ¡truth must ex
plain them; m ' r * ‘

Every vitalized bother,
• Except the good father, ' 

WasaJeaner, but seldom a lifter. . 
There is no use denyipg work goes .wlth 

a grind l 1 ■ \
When the leaners are ten to one lifter, 

And all of them seem most teetotally 
blind ’ •

To the labor they might have a gift 
for. !■• ■ "

In churches, societies, lyceums,- homes, 
The tough-musclcd lifters are scanty, 

But never a dearth of the other class 
comes— . ■. -

/ Of the leanerS, lop-sided and slanty.
Wear business demeanor!
Be lifters, not loaners!

Hurrah for the liftejs! not leaners. 
. EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

HUDSON TUTTLE.
------- o--------

A LIBRARY OP SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

------- o—:—
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF

PSYCHIC SCIENCE. .
This work essay» to utilize and explain the vast ar

ray of facts In Its held of research by referring them 
to a common cause, aud from them arise to tbe laws 
and conditions of Man's spiritual being. Third cdV 
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE. '
Not servile trust to tbe Gods, but knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief lu the divinity of man aud 
bli eternal progress toward perfection is the founda* 
lion of this book. Price, it.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
Tn this story the scenes are laid on earth, and in tbe 

pplrlL-wurld presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All -questions which 
arise on tbat subject are answered. Price 50cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of.Creation. Bevl.od and 

annotated English edition. “1 he Cosmogony of Bplr* 
ItnaUsm." Price, II.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE
,. SPIRIT-WORLD.

English edition. Prlce.il. ■
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

Containing tbe latest Investigations and discoveries, 
and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub* 
ject. English edition.- price» ll.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and baa been 

pronounced equal in its exposure of the-diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Toin's Cabin." 
Price, 25 cents. *

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what “Tbe 
Secreta of the Convent" Is to Catholicism. Price. 86 
cents. '

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de* 

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; 100 for sl.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains the 

best poems of tbe author, and some of tbe most popu
lar songs with the musioby eminent composers. Tbo 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages» beautifully bound." Price, 11.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For tho homo, the lycoum and »oototle». A manual 

of physical, intellectual and spiritual .culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal socletv may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 
Price, 50 cents; by tbe dozen. 40 cents, Express 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

.-For humane Education, with plan of the Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
AH Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
• Berlin Heights, Ohio.

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Bongs Bacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxban). 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music, ine 
author and compiler Is *well known us a Spiritual 
stager and composer. Price, 25c. s

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J.
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c. ._______  

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic
. Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In story form; alms to give a better understanding of 
magic, black and white. 880 large pages. Cloth, tl.M.

The Spiritual Body Beat
Views ot Paul, We»ley and other». Valuable tet 

Umonlea of modern clairvoyant». Witnesses of thd 
separation of tbo spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By GUe» B. Stebbins. Price, Wo,

FOBTY-FOUB LECTURES.
By Cot R. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, >1.__________

MAN THE MICROCOSM. .
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Thg 

Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

s FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized 

thought, etc. By_ Henry M. Taber. With a preface ■ 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, Si. A valuaNa 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
Aad Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowles In ft; 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. S. Twlng. Paper, 80c.___________ ____ ,

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which Is added Spiritual Phenomena-. How to la- 
vestlgate their various phases; how to form circles 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. . .... •

A most excellent work. Evory Spiritualist should 
have it. Price, cloth, 75c. .

Immortality. Number 3 of this quar
terly periodical, of which J. C. F.Grum- 
btne is editor and publisher, this city, is 
devoted entirely to the advocacy of re
incarnation, and contains articles by 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, W. J. Col
ville, J. A. Anderson, M. D„ and L. W. 
Goode and the editor. .

Psychometry, Its Science and Law of 
Unfoldment By J. 0. F. Grumblne.

NEW EDITION. ’

THE LY6EUM GUIDE

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WIIHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying, "Man. ■ 
thou shalt never die." An excellent selection, e4* 
Ited and complied by Giles B. Stebbins. Clotb, 11.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

By Charles Bradlangh. With the store of hlsllta 
as told by himself, and the history of hu paruamen- 
tary struggle. With portrait. Taper, 50c.

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to tho study 
af Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c._________ _____

Do you want to organize a society, for the 
social, intellectual and spiritual advance- 

mentofthe children and adults?

furnishes all you desire.

Chicago. Paper, 50 cents.. -
The chanters following the Introduction relate to special rules and condi- ft in 'the’progrIs'sive Evcei&J

tions to be Observed; mediumship and I It furnishes a system of evolution by internal 
the spiritual gifts; the soul Its own ora-1 ‘
ele and law; how to perceive with the 
interior or -spiritual vision; concentra
tion and centralization; sittings, what

Do you want a eclf-suBtatnlng society, founded on

growth; not tho ,old cup and pitcher Sunday-school. 
It has something to interest and advance every mem- 

bpr, and those who are most active in teaching are 
the ones who learn most.

they signify; the silence, the voice, di
vinity. ,

The student of psychic science will 
find in this, little, pamphlet much to In
terest and Impart practical instruction'.

We have received from the author, T. 
E. Della Rocca, two beautiful songs In 
sheet music, entitled "Show Me the 
Way” and "Good Night" They are the 
first of a series which it is intended to 
publish, with a view to supplying a 
need very generally admitted—that of 
singable .and rational songs foi the use 
of Spiritualists, not adaptations of old 
and well-worn melodies, but composed 
expressly for this purpose. They are 
certainly very beautiful, full of sweet
ness and melody. One, “Show Me the 
Way,” .words by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
is full of spiritual thought. Price 30 
cents. Send to T. E. Della Rocca, 110 
Townsend Building, Broadway, New 
York City. '■•■;.

The Principles of. Nature, as DIscov
ered In the Development and Structure 
©f tho Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and. Spheres. G Iven inspi
rationally, by Mts. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes,. Svo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from to 11.85 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

NO-SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting tho
• society when estaMMied. ■ ................
It has Golden Chain Recitations; tho prettiest songa

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient InlUalons. By the Phelong.. 
IHustratlng the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth, 
,1.25.______________ ._____________________ ■______

WOMAN: FOUB CENTUBIES OF 
PBOGBESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker's Inter- ' 
national' Congress. Chicago, HL, October, 1893. By 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c. .

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrt. Dr. Hulburt. On the present statu» of 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 
The dtvmo law of true hannonlal marriage, etc.
Price, 10c. _______________________

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PABTII.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit. the work of radical thlpkers, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There is pot a dull 
page. „ Paper, 50c. 

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN ' SPIRITUALISM.choral responses a service for a Baud 

of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; fall in- n T Underhill of the Fox Family.-X1“ D“’ , interest« "eas” nhi.to^ of Jberin-

the Fox Family. History ofthe Hydes vine rapptnge, 
os related by oye-wltnesses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; the “exposures." etc. Hand* 
somely bound in cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, 11.50. We will send the book ppst*

lyceums In their own families; others have banded© 
two or three familea together, while large societies 
have organized on the lyceum platform, and found 
great interest in this aelMMtructive method.

Do not wait for a ‘.‘missionary” to come to youru- 
. slstance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro* 

euro copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you find Interested. _

Mrs. Emma flood Tattle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly- 
ccum work. .

The price of THELYCEUM GUIDE is SO cents, post
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
. ■ BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

paid for 11.40. _____________ _

THE BELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Caras. Very thoughtful and Interesting» 
Paper, 25c, •- .............. •

INTEBV1EW8 WITH SPIBIT8.
A real visit with friends on the other, side of life, 

anda familiar talk. Inspirit b.amuel Bowles, Car*, 
rlo E. S. Twlng, medium.

AJID THE- WONDROUS POWER 
which helped or m«4e them perform mighty 

work» and utter luiplred word», together with yoma 
Personal Traits and Ch»r»ctertittc»of Prophets, Apo» 
Ue», and Joans, or Now Beading» ot “Th* Mtaiylj«, 

rnrnsM. Price TO csutS. PoVBAl» at chil 
office . , ' - __ . . .

’ Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading thia excellent 
book. Price TO cents. .

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible. 
- Ont hundred and forty •four nroposItfonB, theological, 
fttatL htswlct! and.speculative; each proved affirm
atively and negatively by quotations trom Scripture, 
xtthoatcomment. prlceiSccntz. \

•" ut **'J •|¿"-»V'ri rè

A COMPILATION OF' THE EEC
tore, given by tho Spirit Band through tho ma- 

dlnmBhlp ofMts. MegdaleneKlIno. This volume cob
Bitts of a »eric, ot Icctun», message« and poem», 
written and delivered In public through tho mental or
ganism of Mr». Magdalena Kline, a trance, dalrvoy- 
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone la excellent 
«nd their »pint good; and oven' though «no may fluff 
tome Ides» that differ from thoao ho baa hold, jet he 
Win find much to plcaBe, benefit and Irmct. The 
rerorance with which Jcrua 4i .mcntlonul will pleaae 
many, although the Won» advanced concerning Jaau» 
and Chrlatlanlty are not alter the onhodox BUndard. 
The book.contain» «8 'arge pagan, and vriM be a«M 
poatpalc tor 1140; FortaleattWbffl«,,.____

Prlce.il


Important!
DR. G. E. WATKINS, 

——THE—— 

FAMOUS CHRONIST, 
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QUICK 
CURES

SMALL 
DOSES

Send age, name in full and two 
2-cent stamps and leading symp
tom, and we will send you a di
agnosis of your case FREE; and 
we will try..aBd make the price 
of treatment right to you. Re
member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your ease unless 
you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 

. OUR opinion of this doctor or 
that one, because we never ex
press an opinion,, nor have we 

( any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak 111 of anyrone 
or even to express an opinion. 
We know some doctors do so, 
but we do not. •

Tbe day of shot-gun prescrlp- 
tlon is past; drastic drugs In 
large doses will not be given 
ten yeprs from now. We be- 
Heve in the certainty of medi
cine and in specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
specific diagnosis. He who un
derstands the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day.

Sar’Gls will have no more occasion to 
feel disheartened; neither will. J, B. 
Waterman have ri text'to preach from, 
for the ranks under. these. conditions 
will be so weeded out that the sunshine 
of love can find entrance to insure a 
healthy growth of those remaining.”

J. C; Bell writes: “I would rather be
an intelligent infidel than an ignorant 
Christian." .

B. Baker, of Montreal, Canada, sends 
us a lafg^list of subscribers. He Is do
ing a good work in endeavoring'to get 
our cause established la that city of 
churches. : <

F. Gorden White writes from Brad
ford, Pa.: “Rev. M. H. Houghton, the 
minister of the Unlversallst church, and 
all the directors have given consent to 
the use of tlieir church by the Spiritual
ists, as their hall was too small.”

Carrie F. Weatherford serves the 
Harmonial Society of Sturgis, Mich., 
for February. Will answer calls for 
week-night lectures or to attend 
funerals. .

Mrs. J. W. Kenyon lectures and gives 
tests in Boston, Jan. 29; Feb. 5, in 
Lynn; the ,12th and 19th, in Haverhill‘s 
the 26th in Worcester; March 5, open; 
the 12th, Brocton; the 19th and 26th, 
Fitchburg; April 2d, 9th and 16th Man
chester, N. H,; the 23 and 30th, Chelsea; 
in Portland, Me., May 21 and 28. She 
■would like calls for May 7 and 14, and 
all of June. Address 49 Baker street, 
Lynn, Mass. ,-

W. H. Evans writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “Spiritualism has been brought 
into prominent notice in this city since 
Mrs. Waite came here, and still more so 
recently since tlie arrest of one of its 
leading workers in. the cause, who with 
several others have been charged with 
witchcraft, porcery, etc., and committed 
for trial by the pólice magistrate. Alto
gether nine arrests were made. Among 
them were test mediums, psychome- 
trists, phrenologists, palmists and the 
ordinary fortune-tellers. They will be 
tried shortly before a county judge. In 
the mean time 1 hey are still carrying on 
tlieir usual avocations."

testimony-to the truths of spirit return. 
' E, H. 0.

.. ' . . , . ' ' ,
Mrs, J. H. Richards, of Marlon, Ohio, 

passed to spirit life, Wednesday after
noon, Jan. 18,1899, with la grippe, after 
a very brief illness. Her request after 
death, through spirit communion, was 
to be dressed in white and that a spe
cial ring might be left on her finger. 
She was'-a wife and mother and a Splr- 
'ituallst, arid leaves many friends. .

. W. W. J.

i January 0, Melva, the infant daughter 
‘of O. F. and M. E. Van Luven, passed 
to spirit realms. She was 3 months and 
14 days of age, and .died with acute 
pneumonia.- A poem was improvised 
by Mrs. Irene Smith, who performed 
the funeral services. ' ' ,

Samuel Waugh was born Aug. 28, 
1828, in;Cumberland county, l’a. He 
passed on to his beautiful home beyond 
Jan. 22, 1899, from Ashley, O. He has 
been a Spiritualist over fifty years, and 
tried to live the teachings of our beau
tiful philosophy.- He was a patient, en
dearing husband, klnu and loving 
father and good, generous neighbor. 
He leaves a dear companion and four 
children. ■ COR;

Passed to the higher life, on January 
22, Mrs. 8. B. Cramer, treasurer of the 
Beacon Light Auxiliary, who resided at 
1135 Wrightwood avenue, Chicago. Our 
friend is known as an enthusiastic and 
earnest worker in the cause of Spirit
ualism. The funeral services were con
ducted by J. C. F. Grumbine, whose re
marks throughout gave, beautiful 
glimpses of spirit life, uplifting and 
blessing ail present.

MRS, E. D. FINK.

Drs. Pteklesft Burroughs
NOTflNLY 

CORRECT!Yl DIAGNOSE
HUT THEY

RhsMly 
Guru ii 

. Ghronlc» . 
' ’ Diseases, .

WherojOJIers Fail, 
if Vol Are a Sulierer

Write To-<l»y, Giving
■Your Name, Age, Sex and a Lead

. ing Symptom, and receive an 
absolutely correct ' "

DIAGNOSIS 
■ ■ of your case

FREE OB CHARGE.

ASTONISHING!
THAT

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP
—OF— '

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four years, has

Successfolly Thousands 
. Treated of PatientsTreated

Rememberto Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
• BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to„.
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 

. DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?
IF SO

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUB CASE DIAGNOSED FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Bohson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MANSFiCLD’s

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G, BflTDORF, M. D
GÍIAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MABKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
Still continues to give

PRËE Diagnosis and 

FREE Consultation, . 

YOU Are Invited to Write. 

SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And bls Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases where medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 482

SPECIFIC
MEDICINE

NO DRASTIC
DRUGS

A Book on “‘Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

G. E. WftTKINS, M. D.,
400 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL SURVEY
(Continued from page (J.)

E. W. Sprague writes from Philadel
phia, Pa.: “This society is a live one; 
always harmonious, and it knows how 
to work and does work, and the result is 
it malies a success. The Progressive 
Thinker is always on sale at tbe hall 
door, and It has many friends.”

Mrs. L. M. Pearsall writes: “Enclosed 
please find order for $1.20, my subscrip
tion for Tlie Progressive Thinker, for 
one year and Art Magic. When I re
ceive Art Magic I will have four nice 
premium books, and all for so little 

■ money, and 1 prize them very highly.
I cannot do without The Progressive 
Thinker. I have taken it almost from 

: the first number.” .......
Mrs. Lora Holton -writes: “I find the 

Spiritualists of Elgin, 111., alive and 
deeply interested in tbe cause of Spir
itualism when devoid of fraud. I held 
two test seances at Mrs. Wheaton’s, 
162 Ann street, and Mrs. Dr. Howard’s, 
208 Grove avenue, well attended and 
with good results.' I will return there 

• Feb. 27 and 28 to lecture and give tests, 
. at the same places. 1 found The Pro

gressive Thinker tlie favorite paper 
there, having many warm friends and 
fully appreciating the bold and fearless 
stand it has taken for truth.”

Dr. E. D. Noble writes: “Tbe West 
Side Spiritual Society having outgrown 
its present quarters at 46 -S. Ada street, 
have taken the more commodious Occi
dental hall, corner of Madisdn street 
and California avenue., where they will 
continue the good work with Mr. Grupp 

■ at the helm as test medium. Good 
speakers in attendance. Meeting every 
Sunday at 2:45 and 7:45 p. m.”
■ Correspondent writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “Our good sister, Mrs.'S. Augusta 
Armstrong, proved the truth of.an old 
saying, ‘A friend in need is a friend in
deed,” when last Sunday afternoon she 
came into our little chapel, just as the 

. chairman was about to dismiss the peo
ple without having any meeting, as our 
regular speaker was unable to be with 
us; but Mrs. Armstrong, true to her 
kind, generous nature, came to our res
cue. and 1 assure you our meeting was 
not a failure. One of the members was 
heard to say, ‘Did’God or some good 
spirit send her to us?’ We hold our 

■ meetings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening, and on the 8tli-of February we 
will have our fifth social this season.

C. S. Tisdale writes from Joplin, Mo.: 
“I desire to say that I have concluded 
to move to, Bozeman, Montana on or 
about the first of February; and I here
by notify all members and officers of 
the Southwestern Missouri Camp Asso
ciation that I have sent in a letter of 
resignation to the office of correspond
ing secretary, to the president of said 
association. All matters connected with 
this office should be sent to B. G. Sweet, 
Empire, Kansas. All mall matter for 
me should be sent In care of Dr.. Owen 
Matthews, at the above place. Brother 
Matthews and myself have high hopes 
of converting the high altitude and 
balmy atmosphere, together with the 
healthy sunshine and mild winters of 
Southern Montana, with her wide
awake and wealthy citizens, into a pow
erful center for scientific healing and 
occult and medlumlstlc training and de
velopment.”

The State Sunlight Center Band 
musical and hop. nt Hygela Hall, Jan. 
26, was a very enjoyable affair. About 
one hundred braved the storm. The ex
ercises were very enjoyable. The cake 
walk was joined in by many, the petite 
French sisters taking tfie prize. After 
refreshments all joined in a social 
dance, Prof. Talmon leading. The pres
ident of the organization announced a 
card party at the Great Northern Hotel, 
February 23, at 8 p. m.

J. W. Ronlo writes, from Fipdlay, O.: 
“In justice to Farmer Riley I feel it en
cumbered upon myself to testify in his 
behalf. Mr. Riley held a seance at my 
home in Findlay. The circle was com
posed of twelve people, all perfect 
strangers to him. It was his first visit 
at this house, and he came alone, so of 
course, had no confederates, and the 
materialization was all that could be 
wished for, the forms being recog
nized.”

On Jan. 25, 1899, Miss Alice Henshaw 
Sterling, daughter of Col. A. W. Ster
ling, of New York, and Mr. George F. 
Curtiss were united In marriage at the 
residence of Dr. Harlow Davis, 410 W. 
23ti, street, New York City. The cere
mony was performed by 'Dr. Davis, 
many admiring friends of the bride and 
groom being present. Mr. and Mrs. 
Davis are earnest and sincere Spiritual
ists and tlieir many friends wish them 
a happy and prosperous future.

G. W. Kates and wife are engaged 
as follows: Olean, N. Y„ February 1, 2 
and 3; Titusville, Pa., Sundays of Feb
ruary; Rochester, N. Y., March and 
April; Grand Rapids, Mich., May and 
June. They have some open time in 
April, July and August, and later. Ad
dress them 156 Meigs street, Rochester,

With thè passing away of A. B; Brad
ford, one of the most prominent men 
connected with the history of Lawrence 
county, and of-this section in particular 
is ended. The news of Mr, Bradford’s 
death at “Buttonwood,” was received In 
this city with sincere regret, tor be was 
one of the men whose places can never 
be filled. He was firm in his convic
tions and never swerved from the path 
of what he considered his duty. His 
talents were fully appreciated- and he 
was a progressive man -f<r, ip.;i}<Jvance 
of tlie times, for he was a reader,schol
ar, thinker and writer, many of Ti’iS'con- 
trlbutlons being eagerly'sought for by 
the leading magazines of the country.— 
The Courant-Guardlan, NèW Castle, Pa.

Passed on to a higher life, from near 
Unionville, Mo., James W. .Robards, 
aged 44 years. He lias been a staunch 
Spiritualist for many years, ever ready 
to lend a hand, pnd speak a good word 
for the cause so dear to him. After 
three months of intense suffering the 
spirit was liberated and passed on to 
join the choir invisible, whose music is 
the gladness of the world.

J. J. HOPKINS.

South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor. -

Spiritual Church of AU Souls. Serv-' 
Ices at 7:30. p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue, near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenues. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p, m. Mr. 
Grupp test-medium. Good speakers in 
attendance. ,

Send In .notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls, i -

. We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

Are
Homeopathic Medicines 

Compounded Clairvoyantly for 
Eaoh Patient.

OPIURfi■ n H W ■ WHISKEY
Never-falling, narmiesB and permanent home cure.

Valuable Treatise oi> 'Mion mailed free. 1
Dr. J.O.UOFFMA.- 445 .abelli,Bldg.,Chicago,Ill.

Send name, age, sex and leading sytnp- 
, tom for Free. Diagnosis. ,.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
170 Euojid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
-Tbe well-known PsycbomelrlBt and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph «1.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54,N. 52nd ave., Chicago. '877tf

MAX MUEHLEN BRUCH,

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psyeliometrist, 

and

Passed to spirit life, in Chicago, on 
the North Side, Jan. 27, Mrs. Julia Oli
ver Irish. She possessed in a marked 
degree very beautiful traits of charac
ter that endeared her to all who knew 
her. She was perfectly willing to go. 
She talked with her beloved husband 
and daughter several times-about her 
passing out. She said: “I am not afraid 
to go; it is only ‘over there,’ where I 
will meet my dear loved ones who have 
gone before. It is only a step, and I 
will be with them. I want to stay for 
the sake of my dear little girl and my 
husband, but personally I want to go. 
What a consolation and happiness to 
know that I can return and see my 
loved ones and talk with them, and 
watch over and guard my daughter. I 
will come and see you often.” And thus 
passed to the higher realms one of the 
grandest and noblest of women.

So vou see we are alive on the ‘East 
Side.’ ”

Jennie E. Pike writes from NewHart
ford, Conn.: “I think a good Spiritualist 
speaker could create an Interest hete, 
as two of the churches are all broken 

.up.”
Correspondent writes from St. Louis, 

: Mo.: “Again you are most welcome, 
Sar’Gls, to the columns of our esteemed 

- paper. Earnestly have 1 wished that 
we might again be permitted to hear 
from bis able pen, and profit by his 
helpful Inspiration. I have.but recenf
ly commenced an investigation, and I 

■ considered the article on Planetary in
fluence alone worth the subscription 
price of the paper. J. B. Waterman’s 
experience and impatient desire is 

■ shared by many who ‘arb making an 
honest, thorough and impartial investi- 
gallon. If he follows the suggestion of 
our good editor to visit Chicago in pur
suit of it, I hope he will let us hear with 
what degree of success.. In my opinion 
the best and truest condition of genuine 
mediumship and spirit return would 
come through a medium who would be 
willing to be placed under the test con- 
dltlon of abstaining from whisky and 

’ nil other kinds of liquor for three days 
previous to the.seanc&..and it is a condi- 
tlon that every clean, honest investlga- 
tor should Insist upon. Visit your me- 
dlnms and find what their habit of 

' thought Is. ‘As a.man tlilnketh in his 
heart, so he is,’ and by the mouth con

' fession Is made unconsciously of, a per
son’s moral standard. Intemperance is 
not confined to liqudy alone, but in
eludes In its wake jealousy, back-biting 
and all Its kindred outgrowth. When 

■'■ these conditions, are insisted upon,

N. Y.
J. Frank Baxter, of Chelsea, Mass., 

will serve the First Spiritualist Society 
of South Bend, Ind., for the months of 
February and March, 1899.

The acting secretary at Rochester, N. 
Y„ says that possibly speakers and me
diums who will be lu that section could 
find profitable temporary engagements 
during the absence of G. W. Kates and 
wife, April, May and June. Address A. 
K Sisson, president, 55 Comfort street, 
Rochester, N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Kates 
are not leaving Rochester permanently, 
but expect to return - there for labor 
with the church they have developed.

Rev. L. A. Mabee, misslonary.for the 
state of Michigan, has been doing some 
excellent work at Sunfield, speaking.to 
full houses. She writes: “My. experi
ence since I have been in the vineyard 
as a minister of tbe gospel of Spiritual
ism is that the Odd Fellows have al
ways been liberal and courteous in fur
nishing their hall free. This one was 
tendered free, and every courtesy ex
tended to me, for which I thank them 
heartily.” , -

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to tbe extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.] .

Mrs. Lucinda A. Tripp passed to -the 
higher life at her home, Jan. 17, 1899, 
aged 83 years. She was advanced In 
thought as well as years. Mrs. Emily 
P. Beebe officiated at hqr funeral. B.

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Jane Dow, 
on Jan. 2, 1899, aged 62 years, at her 
home at St. Paul Park, Minn., after a 
short illness. She was a firm believer 
in Spiritualism. She leaves a husband 
and daughter to mourn hef'loss.

FRANK DOW.

—In South Hope, Me., Jan. 7,1899, Mrs. 
M. B. Metcalf, aged 86 ypars, entered 
the light canoe of the celestial boatman 
and crossed' the crystal stream to the 
beautiful land over there. Shg has been 
a believer, true and firm in our glorious 
philosophy for more than forty years, 
arid an honest medium for the trans
mission of loving messages during all 
that time, ghe was an unusually 
bright and talented woman, -and the 
mother of a large family. . '

. F. W. SMITH.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Church of the Star of Trqth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 ...p....m.,..conducted . liy...
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood ' Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:30 p. m. ■

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetlngs^every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o'clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The t'eeond Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings In Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.'

The Lake 1 -ew.. Spiritualist Union
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and Members are Invited. •

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests “find phenomena. Mr?. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests,. .

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near,Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St, 

_every first and third Thursday qf the 
month, beginning- afternoons at two 
o’clock. LhdfeS - will brihg old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea -and coffee served. 
Evening session called to-order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs.. Ashtori. 
Other speaking. Always an Interesting 
and Instructive programme.... ■

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumbine, lecturer, meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van -Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue; at 10:45. 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12, noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

Spiritualist Church' of Unity meets 
every Suriday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 

- Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave-

Born into, spirit life,-on Jan. 9, 1899, 
Mrs. Priscilla Bruner, aged 76 years, at 
her home in Topeka, Kans. For nearly 
twenty years she had been a fervent 
Spiritualist, and zealous in good works. 
With a smile on her, face, her'last 
words were, .“I’m .coming; I’m coming.” 
She'leaves four children; one son and 
a daughter ard good mediums, and bear’

'jA

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit.side of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing; is clearly shown 
to be the sllentpowqr of Invisible force.

Under the head o£ “Gauses and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power; attraction, repul
sion and overcoming!

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers.?'It also has some
thing to say of eleifientals, and mrin’s 
power over thei unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlies of'.the Ihvlslble World“ are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, ririth the process of 
going out on the nStral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The wholé.ifléld .oÊ man's relation to 
the forces-bringing « either thé health 
which is harmony, or the discoid which 
is disease is handled-by’ one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access tb its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find
something of special Interest in it. 
is published weekly. Try It.

It

TESTIMONIAL. ‘
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe-. 
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more-than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined.

I am most gratefully,
MRS. A; P. BLANVALT.

Frenchburg, Ky. ’

For 30 days I will send n sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the'-eyes, for 10 cents, by malt

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

nue cable,' Robey and North avenue 
electric -ears, Logan Square arid Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolltan ele- 
vated^rillPobey street. "
.ChurcE Students of Nature meets ev

ery. Sunday afternoon, and evening nt 
7:30, -Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor. .' : .- .

Tlie first Spiritual Church of- tho

DR.

Medical

Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of dieease-by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),5 2ct.stamps

Written Delineations, past, present, and one year 
_lu tbe future............................................. 12,50
Tbe Mine, t"Forelco Countries............ ...... ...... . .»3 00
Full Life Dellneulloas, Including^ a Spiritual

Horoeeope. .............................. MOO
The same to Foreign Countries........... <................ |5 50
Rock from mines read Pjjychometrlcally..............82 50
Six Questions answered by mail......................... ..4160

iarScnd lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 483

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The. Progressive Thinker, 
nnd securing Art Magle. The paper 
one yearrand Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopte'd by The Progressive Thinker 
when it wns first issued. Then you 
could bnve bad in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.
US

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders oh» a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send -money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, aiid lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be- the loser. Do pot seud personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. .

•Write names and addresses as plain

“History or the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
Institution - known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Roihanlsm against all 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” Is 
scarcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records of Inhuman atrocities. It Is for 
sale at this office, trod will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 .cents. .

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychin' phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof“double 
consciousness,’’a namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venanga County, Pa. For 
sale at this ofliue. Brice 15 cents.

“CommentariSS on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology?’ "By“ Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., «6 the San Francisco Bar. 
This book Is of morathan ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and tebearcH by a mind well 
qualified, to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form It gives just, 
what is neededdon the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth? $1.5Q. For sale at this 
office. ’■ ■
. “The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter taBlshop Hortsmann. 
It Is good reading, and should be widely 
dlstributedi that pCdple may be enlight
ened concerning the ways.and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. ’Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. .

“Bible ami Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton.. Comprises 
three brief, essays,- on The ■ Effect of 
Woman-Suffrage on Questions of Mor-

as ordinary print, and mistakes will 
avoided.

als and. Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman In. the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written ..in ... 
Stanton’s u^ual trenchant style.* For 
shlo at this office. I £rlce 10 cents.

Mrs.

be

DR. R. GREER, 
' Clairvoyant Physician, 

52 Dearborn st., Chicago,
Is Bill giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
years experience and practice make him wonderfully 
accu- rate. Write, giving age, sex aud’oue leading 
symptom. 47alf •

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cares all forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease: 
alsoconstlpatton. A sure euro for that tired, worn-out 
feelhig. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for ona 
month sent forll.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for soro 
eyes or poor eyeslghL Has been used and praised by 
thousands tn all parU of the world. Sent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for 8i.ui with Yarma's 
photoand instructfonBhow toltve lOOyears.

Fèb. '*)

BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 489

Walter Lynn. Jos. RODEsBVCHANAN.

nut st, Cincinnati, 0. 480

Hamilton, Oblo. 488

West av., Jackson, Mich . 482

Examination Free. 482

GANGERS AND TUMORS, 
Internal or external cared by nature's positive cancer 
care. No tedious operations. Tested over 40 years, 
and any disease that afflicts tbe human system treat
ed successfully. J. G>W Entwistle, M. D,. 759 63rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, III. Consultation and

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
Psycbomctrlst and Psychic. Readings by mail, «1.00 
and stamps. Sealed letters answered, |2.W. 513 Chest-

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Restorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular! 

■bowing, styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me., I can 
adjust my Meltedr Pebtie Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you were In my 
office, us thousands can testify. Send stamp fot 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton. Iowa.

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In tbe world for the uufoldincnt of al 
spiritual powers, psychumetry, clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, IliumliMllon. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stamped ad
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Ghumhink (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., flat 8, Chicago, 468tf

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. TV. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and la designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satlsfac* 
tlon. Price, II, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
For sale at tbe office of Tub Piiookes8ivkThinkbb, 

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c; "Astrological Notes." 5c. 
The two for 10c. Geo. Walbond, Opera House blkH 
Denver, Colo. 478tf

’ TRUMPETS, ‘ 
Standard size, by mall, magnetized and In a neat box« 
Aluminum. 5 oz, «1.75; light tin, 8 oz, ll.uu. E. A. 
Eckel, 297 8 Brown it, Anderson, Ind. 481

MRS..S. F. DEWOLF, INDEPENDENT SLATS' 
Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Bond full name, age. sex, and two stamps fur frbb 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful euros being made by
BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.,
. Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. 477tf

Maggie stewart gives readies by let- 
teron business, financial, social, domestic, mining, 

etc. Price «1 and two 2-ct. «tamps. 264 E. Piqua, O.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psychometry 
and Laws of Unfoldmenl, with free reading. For par* 
tlculars address EMMA RUDER, 701 Central are.,

YOUR FUTURE‘P«^ffl 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 4 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from |1. Bend stamp for circa« 

_______ 484tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This jned|,pm.,who Ie clnlraudlcnt. clairvoyant, psy« 

cbometrlc and prophetic, can bp consulted at No. 1630 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 450tf

HEALTH IS CONTAGIOUS
When mind and body arc In condition to receive IU 

The Infinite Source of Life.
contains all the elements of health. Thg laws that

Govern Psychic Healing 
are unerring, and through their Intelligent application 

Thoueauds of Human Idves Are 
Rescued Daily 

from misery and death. If you are Buffering from any 
malady) whether physical or mental, you can secure 

PERMANENT RELIEF 
THROUGH ' 

PSYCHOPATHIC TREATMENT
For complete diagnosis and valuable luatructloni 
send ten cents lu stamps, with age« sex nud one lead* 

• •. ' , symptom to
SCHOOL OF PSYCHIC CULTURE, 

1111 Masonic Temple, Chicago. .

M^RS. AiUD L, .GILLETTE, INDEPENDENT 
Slatfe writer, 218 East 42d place, Chicago. 490

“ DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
THE! HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
tbe Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments 
.Ab well as If patient camo to bls office. Bend six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 3201 Indiana av.. 
Chicago. III. 479tf

Personal Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by mall. An ex
position ot the Sclente ot Being, with directions tor 
restoring health, developing the mental faculties and 
unfolding the spiritual powers. For bookleLand fur
ther Information send stamp to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
748 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me a letter; stating the fact, with age, 

name, aex and complexion and six cents In stamps, 
and 1 will tell you just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means uf a rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter la enough. 
Herballstlc Remedios In connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
S3 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass, 4S0

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, Including thp 

Bun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mlud Guifi, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical ufiluity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Students in four continents have taken the 
course, Tbe college |8 chartered and confers the de« 
gresof D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take the course and 
receive the diplomas at tbelr own homes. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Los Augcles, Col, 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter, fiend stamp for catalogue to

441tf E. D. BABBITT. M- D. LL. D., Dean.

"LICHTSTRAHLEN"
(RAYS 0F LIGHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gerii versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

Max. Gentzke
West Point, Nebraska.

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA, 
Sick or Nervous Headaches 

Absolutely Cured 
OK

NO PAY FOR TREATMENT.
Particulars upon application.

WINDSOR SANITARIUM, 
CHATHAM. NEW YORK.'

Finest Sanitarium in America. 476

CAMPBELLBROS.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is tbe oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. HU cures arc marvelous. Successful In 
all kinds of chronic and acute dlseaaes. When others 
fall he cures, fiend blm oge, sex, name, lock of hair 
and6 cts. iu stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex« 
amjnatlon of your diseases and treat you for only «2.00 
a month. No leading symptom required, He bus a 
specific remedy for making child-birth safe and easy: 
also a specific remedy for obesity. Il will safely and 
Quickly remove all superfluous flesh, also a sure re* 
lief for morning sickness. Address '

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren BU, Stoneham. Maas. 455

State-Writers, Seances and Life-Sized 
Portraits.

How t6 become a medium in your own 
home. Will send a pamphlet- glvlug Instructions, 

delineate your phase of niedlumslifp, and n spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address MUS. J. A.

Keep up with the Free Thought pro
cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

HARMONIC COLORS IN DRESS.
It being a scientific fact that color Is n real sub

stance measuring force and to a great extent qualities 
In every department of the universe, more attention 
should be given to the subject. Tlie adaptation of 
color In male and female dress If known and complied 
with would cure and prevent most diseases of either 
body or inInd. Those wishing to know the proper col
or in their individual case, send date of birth, color 
of eyes, hair and complexion weight and height and 
enclose «1.00 nnd a two-cent Hamp. Prof. J. W. Ru
miner, D. M., Hotel Wellington, Evansville. Ind. '

F.W.COATES,
Has taken rooms at 2511 Indiana ave., where he will 
hold circles and give private sittings each day from

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic-Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter« 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
.$1.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando st., San Jose, Cal.
tyi hare never known a more competent, reliably 

and truthful medium for the Spirit-world thnn Chas.

10 a. m. to 5 p. m. 480

Clairvoyant and Occult Seer, 
WM. MAKUGG

Will give Test Readings for a limited time for 10c, to 
cover postage and paper.

Correctly Answered.
. .SIX QUESTIONS anBwercd for 25c and.date ot 
birth. Classes In occultism, character reading and 
clairvoyance and healing. Circular f^r stamp. Box
942, Pomona, Cali. 480

‘ Every Spiritualist In this broad land 
can keep in touch with our caurië by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is .almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out oj the reve
nue bf the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

'“The Gospel of Buddha, According th 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carns. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist • or Christian cap 
scarcely read It without spiritual profltT 

.Price $1. For sale at this office.
“From Soul to Boul.” By Emma Rood 

Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find genis 
of thought inpoetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price

. $1. For sale-at this office.’ '
“Human Culture and Cure. Part 

: First Thé Philosophy of Cure. (In. 
i eluding Methods and" Instruments).” By 
, E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in- 
■ structlve and valuable work. It should 
■ have a wide circulation, as it well-fui- 
i fills the promise of its title. For sale 
, at this office. Price 75 cents.

“The Universe.”, What Force Is. 
The Beginning,of Creation. What Mat?

i ter Is. The Creation of .the Earth. 
: The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
■ The Substance of Its Environments.
i Psychic Science. ■. What the “Soul of 
i Things" Is. Song of Psyche. Apamph-

let by. L. M-Rose, Contains 71 pages of 
■ interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For

I gale at this office. . . n .

'^THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of tho Prophecies.

Aoonsldersttonotttio.pu3ake.ta.the Now Test*, 
meat, quoted from the OM, and coUedfrepheGies Co» 
ceming Jesus Christ. Fnce 15 owto.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of-Jestis Christ, upon which the Christian 
reUgion Is based, as weU as the actuality of modem 
Spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that the

A SCIBNTIBIO MWONBIRillO« 

j of the

rE»ittence of the tout of man <u hie oott.

Kioue individuality independently 

of the phyhod organiemf 

of the ■

" ■ OONTUrKOT OF HFB

■ . . and the .

MiUÂJutrr of spirit bstoioí.

Tho Ant eleven chapter« are devoted- entirely to 
manifestation««! the soul incarnate, with a clear ex* 
positioii of the psyphio philosophy. *._^;

Tho succeeding four chapter« set forth the phlloso* 
phy of the Infinite. . < - _• _.

Tbe last twenty chapters are devoted to . an expos * 
tìon of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail, 
much of it being personal experience« of the , author.

The price of ths book is Itor sals
at the office of The Proaressivo Thinker»

Thumbscrew and Rack. - .

THE BLIND MEDIUM, H.W. SINCLA1B. WILL 
send a Life Reading, with dates and names. Mall 
lock of hair and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIR, 419

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
Tbe Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake.- Thia la a moat valuable contribution to 
Freethought literature. Bound In paper with good 
llkeneaa of author. Price, 10 centa; twelve ooplea 
tor ,1.00. .

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature. '

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
Itf this volume the author, In the thirty-nine 

cbaptSttfdlBCUBBe» a wide variety of «object, ■ per- • 
Ulnlng to Spiritualism, from a splrltnalletlo stand- f tvelnaJ Diluire»_ r . . ____  . .. .. ____ _ tumns w wmMuuuHu, -«nm.Torture Implcmcnta employed In tbe XVth and TOInt; She evince, tbe powers of a trained. thinker, 

XYItb centuries for the promulgation ot Chrlillatilty,: both th matter of thought and line literary style, and 
with pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald. I capability ot thought expression. The subjects are. 
Price 10 cent«. ■. , r I well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness.

----  -——--------- -----  ■ " ■------ ! it will prove a rich addition to any Splrituallst'a 
Fifty Years in the Church of Rome |>$Xmd.t%^

ByBeV. Chas. Cblnleny, ex-prteiU A remarkable Ings. . ~ .
book. Pan,B» Prive ass. y . Sale at this Office.'Price,
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TfVt WORK TttEY WILL DO IN l+E/WEN

:

selves.

soul had

at

not hear them ascoming! Did you 
they swept by?

million^ 
wearing,

Spiritualism. I think we can; Indeed 
telling the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth about the Bible is 
fast killing it, and it is destined in due

But I do not agree with the idea that 
we cannot oppose the rottenness of the 
Bible and at the same time build up

mentally and spiritually that 
of our fellow-creatures are 
placed there by priestly rule.

If never a brave and true

It Is Caused by a Woman’s 
Plain Words.

rests upon a very insecure basis, and in 
my opinion that is just thé kind of a 
prop that is underneath it, for I can 
think of no more flimsy and shaky foun- 
1 •• ’ ----- '“iorant,,.de;„ PinMMA.

Good Aspects and Prospecta 
of the Cause.

as by the grace of God I hope J, am des
tined to go to that place—I will come 
and see you all. Yes, I will come to all ._ i__  t nfimln.

It is my good fortune to serve tb6 
Sixth Street Society for the months of 
January and February. It is my first 
experience with them, and I naturally 
dreaded it, but hpw soon that feellhg Is

< A Noted Orthodox Divine’s View of the Occupations of the Immortal Inhabitants of the 

“Land that Is Fairer than Day>”

Talmage Tells What De- i 
parted Friends Are Doing.

HIGHER OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL 
-ARTISTS, MUSICIANS, EXPLOR
ERS, SCIENTISTS, AND MEN OF 
EVERY PROFESSION STILL EN
GAGED IN THEIR FAVORITE 
PURSUITS, WITH MULTIPLIED 
ADVANTAGES - A GLORIOUS

1 CHANGE FOR THOSE WHO ON 
EARTH STRUGGLED ON IN DIS

'S "TASTEFUL OCCUPATION-A SER
MON DELIVERED IN, WASHING
TON, D. C„ JAN. 22, 1899, AS RE

’ PORTED IN THE WASHINGTON
t>OST. -
The subject of Rev. Dr. De Witt Tal

mage's sermon yesterday morning at 
the First. Presbyterian Church was 
“What are our departed friends doing 

' now?" Text, Ezekiel, 1:1: “Now It 
came to pass in the thirtieth year, in 
the fourth month, in the fifth day of the 
month, as I was among the captives by 
the river of Ohebar, that the heavens 
wore opened.” Dr. Talmage said:

’•Ezekiel, with others, had been ex
patriated, and while jn foreign slavery 
was standing on the bank of the royal 

, canal which he and other serfs had 
’ been condemned to dig by the order of 

Nebuchadnezzar—this royal canal, in 
the text called the River of Chebar. 
T'here the illustrious exile had visions 
of heaven. Indeed, it is almost always 
so that the brightest visions of heaven 
come not to those who are on mountain 
top of prosperity, but to some John on 

■ desolate Pntmos, or to some Paul in
Mamertine dungeon, or to some Ezekiel 
standing on the banks of a ditch he had 
beQn compelled to dig; yea, to the 
weary, to the heart-broken, to those 
whom sorrow had banished.

“The text is very particular to give us 
the exact time of the vision. It was in 
the thirtieth year and in the fourth 

'■ month and in tiie fifth day of the 
'month. So you have had visions you 
y shall never forget. You remember the 

year, you remember the month, you re
V” member the day, you remember the 
t hour. Why may not we have some such 
( vision tills morning, and It be in the 
' fust month and in the-iwenty-second

that employment. Such would ask me 
before I get through with this subject, 
‘Will my employment in heaven in any 
respect correspond with my work on 
earth?’ No, no, dear soul. You will 
have something to do that will be your 
infinite and everlasting delight No poet 
ever liked rhythm, no architect ever 
liked noble structure, no dramatist ever 
liked Hamlet as you will like your work 
in heaven, though your style of employ
ment on earth may be utterly distaste
ful. When you quit the earth, 0 child 
of God, you will forever quit the dis
agreeable. ,

••In the first place, I remark that all 
those of our departed Christian friends 
who on earth found groat joy in the fine 
arts are now indulging their tastes In 
the same direction. On earth they had 
their gladdest pleasures amid pictures 
and statuary, and in the studies of the 
laws of light and shade and perspec
tive. Have you any idea that that 
aflluenee of faculty at death collapsed 
and perished? Why so, when there Is 
more for them to look at, and they have 
keener appreciation of tho beautiful, 
and they stand amid the very looms 
where the sunsets and the rainbows 
and the spring mornings are woven? 
Are you so obtuse as to suppose that 
because the painter drops his easel and 
the sculptor his chisel, and the en
graver bls knife, that therefore that 
taste, which he was enlarging and in
tensifying for forty or fifty years, is en
tirely obliterated? These artists, or 
these friends of. art, on earth worked 
In coarse material and with Imperfect 
brain and with frail hand. Now they 
have carried their art into higher lib
erties and into wider circumference. 
They are at their old business yet, but 
without the fatigues, without the lim
itations, without the hindrances of the

/
was carried out in his chair, and as he 
came to the door he spread his hand 
toward the orchestra as in benediction. 
Haydn was right when he waved his 
hand toward heaven and said ‘It comes 
from there.' Music was born in heaven, 
and it will ever have Its highest throne 
in heaven; and I want you to under
stand that our departed friends who 
were passionately fond of music bore 
are now atTthe -headquarters of har
mony. I think that tfie grand old 
church tunes that died when your 
grandfather^ died have gone with them 
to heaven. "

“Again I remark that those of our 
departed Christian friends who In this 
world had very strong military spirit 
are now in armies celestial and out of 
bloodless battle. There are hundreds 
of people born soldiers. They cannot 
help It. They belong to regiments in 
time of peace. They cannot hear a 
drum or fife without trying to keop step 
to the music. They are Christians, and 
when they fight thqy fight on the right 
side. Now when these, our Christian 
friends who had natural and powerful 
military spirit entered heaven they en
tered the celestial army. The door of 
heaven hardly opens but you hear a 
military demonstration. David cried 
out: ‘The chariots of God are twenty 
thousand.’ Elisha saw the mountains 
filled with celestial cavalry. St. John 
said: ‘The armies which are in heaven 
followed him on with horses.’ Now, 
when those who had the military spirit

concliologic, botanic,, astronomic, philo-1 pel ministry? They are visiting ■their 
sophlc. No more'need of ¡Leyden jars I old congregations. Most of those oia 
or" voltaic piles or'electric batteries, [ministers have got their people arouna 
standing as they do, face ;to face with I them already. When I get to heaven- 
the facta of the universe..' What are the - - ----- - T hnnB T flm dea’
historians doing now? Studying history.
yet, but not the history of a tew centu- -— ,— «... —, - ----- 4
rles of our planet only, but the history the people to whom I have a™““' 
of the eternities, whole mlllenlums, be- Isterefl In the gospel, and to the millions 
fore Xenophon or Herodotus or Moses 4 of souls to whom, through the k ndness 
began to historicize. What are departed of the printing-press, I am permitted to

• ------- • preach every week in this land-and in
all lands, for twenty-eight years with
out', the omission of a single week, I 
will visit them all. I give them fair 
notice. Our departed friends of the 
ministry are engaged in that delectable:

astronomers doing? Studying'astrono
my yet, but not through the dull lens of 
earthly observatory, but’, with one 
stroke of wing going right out to 
Jupiter and Mars and Mercury and 
Saturn and Orlon and the Pleiades, 
overtaking and passing swiftest comets 
in their flight. Herschel dies a Chris
tian. Have you any doubt about what 
Herschel Is doing? Isaac Newton died 
a Christian. Have you aify,-doubt about 
what Isaac Newton is doii)g? Joseph
Henry died a Christian. Have you any 
doubt about what Joseph Henry is do
ing? They were In discussion, all these 
astronomers of earth, about 'what the 
aurora borealis was and'done of them 
could guess. They know- ripw; they 
have been out there to. Bee for them-

day of the month?
“The question is often silently asked, 

though perhaps never audibly pro- . 
pounded, ‘What are our departed Chris
tian friends doing now?' The question 
is more easily answered than you might 
perhaps suppose. Though there has 
come no recent intelligence from the 
heavenly city, and we seem dependent 
upon the story of near nineteen centu
ries ago, still I think we may from 
strongest inference decide what are the 
present occupations of our transferred 
kinsfolk. .
THE CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS

. REMAIN.
“After God has made a nature he 

never eradicates the chief character
istics of its temperament. You never 
knew a man phlegmatic .in tempera
meat to become sanguine in tempera- 

<■ ment You never knew a man sanguine 
■ 'in temperament to become phlegmatic 
' In temperament. Conversion plants 
■ new principles in the soul, but Paul and 

"i John are just as different from each 
Z other after conversion as they were dlf- 
!?' ferent from each other before eon- 

veislon. If conversion does not eradi
cate the prominent characteristics of 

;■■ the temperament neither will death
eradicate them.

“You have, then, only by a sum in 
subtraction and a sum in addition to 
decide what are the employments of 
your departed friends in the better 
world, You are to subtract from them 
all earthly grossness and add all heav
enly goodness, -and then you are to 
c'on'ie to the conclusion that they are 
doing now in heaven what in their best 
moments they did on earth. The reason 
that so many people never start for 
heaven is because they could not stand 
it if they got there if it should turn out 
to be the rigid and formal place some 
people photograph It. We like to come 
to church, but we would not want to 
stay here to next Christmas. We like 
to hear the hallelujah chorus, but we 
would not want to hear It all the time

terrestrial studio. .
HIGHER OPPORTUNITY THERE.

“Raphael could now improve upon his 
masterpiece of Michael, the archangel, ; 
now tlmt he has seen him, and could 
Improve upon his masterpiece of the 
Holy Family now that he has visited 
them. Michael Angelo can better pre
sent the Last Judgment, after he has 
seen its flash arid'heard the rumbling 
battering rams of its thunder. Ex
quisite Colors here, graceful lines here, 
powerful chiaroscuro here; blit I am 
persuaded that the grander studios and 
the brighter galleries are higher up-by 
the winding marble stairs of the sepul- 
-chre, and that Turner and Holman 
Hunt and Rembrandt and Titian and 
Paul Veronese, if they exercised saving 
faith in the Christ .whom they por
trayed upon the canvas, are painters 
yet, but their strength of faculty multi
plied ten thousand fold. The reason 
that God took away their eye and their 
hand and their brain was that,he might 
give them something more limber, more 
wieldy, more skillful, more multipitant. 
Do not, therefore, be melancholy 
among the tapestries and the bric-a- 
brac and the embroideries and the 
water colors and the works of art 
which your departed friends used to 
admire. Do not say, T am so sorry 
they had to leave all these things.’ 
Rather say, T am glad they have gone 
up io higher artistic opportunity and 
appreciation.’ Our friends who found 
do -much joy in the fine arts on earth 
are now luxuriating in Louvre’s and 
Luxembourg’s celestial.

“I remark again that our. departed 
Christian friends who in tills world 
were passionately fond of music are 
still regaling that taste in the world 

• celestial. The Bible says so much, about 
1 the music of heaven that it cannot all

on earth sanctified entered glory I sup
pose they right away enlisted in sonle 
heavenly campaign—they volunteered 
right away. There must needs be in 
heaven soldiers with a soldierly spirit. 
There are grand parade days, when the 
Klug reviews tiie troops. There must 
be armed escort sent out to bring up 
from earth to heaven those who were 
more than conquerors. There must be 
crusades ever being fitted out for some 
part of God’s dominion—battles, blood
less, groanless, painless. Angels of evil 
to be fought down/and fought back. 
Other rebellious worlds to be con
quered. Worlds to be put to the torch. 
Worlds to be demolished. Worlds to be 
sunk. Worlds to be hoisted.
NEED FOR HEAVENLY MILITARY.

“Besides that, in our own world there 
are battles for the right and against the 
wrong.where We must have the heaven
ly military." " That is what.. keeps UB
Christian reformers so buoyant. So few 
good men against so many bad men, so 
few churches against so many grog 
shops, so few pure printing presses 
against so many polluted printing 
presses, and yet we are buoyant and 
courageous, because while we know 
that the armies of evil in the world are 
larger in numbers than the army of 
truth, there are celestial cohorts In the 
air fighting on our side. I have not so 
much faith in the army on the ground 
as I have in the army in the air. 0! 
God, open our eyes that we may see 
them. The military spirits that went 
up from earth to join the military, 
spirits before the throne—Joshua, and 
Caleb, and Gideon, and David, and 
Samson, and Washington, and Have
lock, and the hundreds of Christian 
warriors who on earth fought with 
fleshly arm, and now having gone up on 
high are coming down the hills pf 
heaven ready to fight among the in
visibles. Yonder they are—coming,

undertaking now.
TOMBSTONE ONLY THE STARTING 

POINT.
“But what are our departed Christian 

friends, who in all departments of use
fulness were busy, finding their chief 
joy in doing good—what are they doing 
now? Going right on with the work. 
John Howard visiting dungeons; Miss 
Dlx caring for the insane; the dead 
women of Northern and Southern bat
tle fields still abroad in the earth look
ing for the wounded; George Peabody 
still watching the poor; Thomas Clark
son still looking after the enslaved-all 
of those who did good on earth busier 
since death than before. The tomb
stone not the terminus, but the starting 
post. What are our departed Christian 
friends who found their chief joy in 
studying God doing now? Studying 
God yet. No need of revolution now, 
for unblanched they are face to face. 
Now they can handle the omnipotent 
thunderbolts just as a child handies the 
sword of a father come back from vlc-

A THOUSAND QUESTIONS SOLVED
“What are our departed Christian 

chemists doing? Following out their 
own science, following but and follow
ing out forever. Since .they died they 
have solved a thousand questions which 
oqce puzzled the earthly laboratory. 
They stand on the other side of the 
thin wall of electricity, the wall that 
seems to divide the physical from the 
spiritual world, the thin wall of elec
tricity, so thin the wall that ever and 
anon it seems to be almost broken 
through—broken through frOm our side 
by telephonic and telegraphic appa
ratus, broken through from the other 
side by strange influences which' men in 
their ignorance call spiritualistic man
ifestations. All that matter cleared up. 
Agassiz standing amid Ills student ex
plorers down In. Brazil coming across 
some great novelty In the rdeks, taking 
off his hat and saying, ‘Gentlemen, let 
us pray; we must hove divine illumina
tion; we want wisdom from the Creator 
to study these rocks; ho made them;
let "us pray’—Agassiz golph right on 
with his studies forever-ana forever.

“But what of the men of the Iqw, who 
in this world found their chief joy in 
the legal profession—what ate 'they do
ing now? Studying law-lftiaVunlyerse 
where everything is controlled’by law 
from flight of humming biffi to flight of 
world—law, not- dry. 4tnd hard and 
drudging, blit righteous find magnifi
cent law, before which mrintand cherub 
and seraph and archangel and God him
self bow. The chain of । law long 
enough to wind around the immensities 
arid infinities and eternities; Chain of 
law;. "What a place to study law, where
all the. links of the chain are in the 
grasp!

“What are our departed Christian 
friends who in this world had their joy 
in the healing art doing now? Busy at 
their old business. No sickpess in 
heaven, but plenty of sickness on earth, 
plenty of wounds in the different parts 
of God’s dominion to be healed and to 
be'medicated. You cannot understand

What a commotion the speaking of 
truth sometimes causes. The few truth
ful words I wrote for The Progressive 
Thinker seem to have stirred the slug
gish waters of passivity of the human 
nitad, and with your permission I would 
like to express a few thoughts more 
upon the matter, Brother Hull thinks 
I gave vent to spleen. Not so, my 
brother. Not one feeling of 111 humor 
possessed my soul, not one thought of 
anger ruffled the serenity of my being 
when I penned the thoughts In ques
tion, but rather I wrote with a lighter 
sfress of feeling, and tried to so con
vey the idea. However, I am sure I 
kept to the truth.

The Bible is just such a book as I said 
it was, and Mr. Hull had said it was 
our book, and I did not think we needed 
or wanted it; and now, it occurs to me 
it would not be courteous to take it 
from the Christians, for they claim it, 
and want it, and love it and live by It 
(and the latter is the worst feature of 
it), and we ought not to rob them of it.

I have no objection to Friend Moses 
using the bloody old weapon of antiq
uity as a battle-ax In defense of truth; 
not one bit of opposition to his using 
the cruel old cudgel when battling the 
infamous attempts of Christians to in
jure and abuse Spiritualists and Spirit
ualism. All the objection I urged was 
in having the barbarous old relic given 
into our keeping.

Brother Hull quotes some select pas
sages of scripture In defense of his po
sition, and in. this respect rather has 
the advantage, for I cannot retaliate by 
quoting’choice sentences from the other 
side because they will not bear the 
light of publication, except in the “Holy 
Bible.” Should you, Brother Francis, 
publish certain parts of “holy writ” in 
your progressive journal, Anthony Com
stock would be on your trail Instanter.

Mr. Hull says the effort to kill the 
Bible and to teach Spiritualism at the 
same time will fail. Now, If telling the 
truth, I mean the whole truth, about 
the Bible will kill it, then it certainly

Now do not mistake me, kind reafiorr 
I believe it is Well to study the Bible' 
sufficient to know what It contains, as 
it is well to study all literature that lias 
a strong and powerful hold upon hu
manity, and I am glad Mr. Hull knows 
the Bible. He is doing a good work In 
showing its true inwardness to the 
world, and I respect and honor him 
therefor. One of tiie endorsers of my 
few words said he loved “Our Moses” 
for his good work, and I may say I like 
him for the good he is doing. And then 
Brother Hull once prayed for ihe, and I 
like him for that. It was at Brother 
Kates’ jubilee anniversary. Mr. Hull 
offered prayer before the address, in 
which he asked, blessings upon tho 
speaker, and this is what he said! 
“May the Ups of the sister be touched 
as with a live coal from off the altar, 
that she may give unto us red-hdt 
truth;” and from the way that little at- 
tloie has stirred up things, I have 
thought maybe bls prayer had been an
swered.

It is queried, why oppose the church? 
Why tell of its awful crimes? Why bat
tle the Bible? Why keep up the tirade 
against a book held sacred? Yes, why? 
Because it Is held sacred Is one good 
reason; because of the baneful power 
and Influence it wields over humanity I 
because of the awful dutch priestcraft 
has to-day on the throats of the ignor
ant and dduded people; because of tfib 
blighted Ute, the stunted intellect, the 
dwarfed soul and cramped spirit that 
chracterizes the devotfee at the shrine 
of superstition; because of the cruel 
yoke of bondage physically, morally,

torlous battle. They have no sin; no 
fear consequently. Studying Christ, not 
through a revelation, save the revela
tion of the scars, that deep lettering 
which brings it nil up quick enough. 
Studying the Christ of the Bethlehem 
coravansery, the Christ of the awful 
massacre with Its hemorrhage of head 
and hand, and foot, and side—the Christ 
of thè shattered mausoleum—Christ the 
sacrifice, the star, the sun, the man, the 
God, the God-man, the man-God.

“Bitt hark! the bell of the cathedral 
rlngfi-the catbedfal bell of heaven. 
What Is the matter now? There Is go
ing to be a great meeting In the temple. 
Worshipers ail coming through the 
aisles. Móke room for ibe. Conqueror. 
Christ standing In. the temple. All 
heaven gathering, around^..him. Those____

asic cóme to listen .to his voice, which ^,ere the buiiders of the book.tnusic come -----------
js eternal symphony. Those who were; 
mathematicians come to count the 
years of his reign. Those who were 
explorers come to discover the height 
and the depth, and tjie length and the 
'breadth of his love. ' Those who had the 
military spirit on. earth sanctified, and _______ _
the military spirit in heaven, come to I ¡ellfj0I1 to“ give up the ghost. Every 
lopk at the Captain of tbelr salvation. tlme the wi10ie truth Is told about the 
The astronomérs conta to look at the Bible, to intelligent people, it weakens 
morning star. The men 6f the law |tg U1)on them; Its grasp upon those 
come to look at him who is the judge wll0 ]jave g|ven it vitality is less secure, 
of quick and dead. The men who anj reauy j gave thought that even 
healed the sick come to look at him who without the utterance of human speech 
was wounded for our transgressions. regar(ijng p, give it time and it would 
All different and different forever in dle of lta own wejght of corruption.
many respects, yet all alike in admira- Has the Blbi6 t)een a factor in clvil- 
tlon for Christ, In worship for Christ, I lzatjOn, as Mr. Hull asserts? Then, if 
and all aliRe in. joining the doxology: there be any truthfulness in the record 
‘Unto him who washed us from our sins of human history, If we can place any 
in his own blood, and made us kings dependence upon wjjat we see and hear 
and priests unto God, to him be glory and sense an(j know, then we know that

why that patient got welLafter all the 
skillful doctors had said-he-must die. 
Perhaps Abercrombie touched him— 
Abercrombie, who, after, many years 
doctoring' ihe bodies and the souls of . — i-—- —- . _ ■ .. -
neonle In Scotland went tin to God In in the church throughout all ages, IMA. Perhaps AberereUle touched 1 — - ™ that
him. Perhaps James Y. .-Simpson, the

come forth to utter invective against 
the power that enslaves, wp were all to
day wearing the chains of religious tyr
anny. If never a Bruno, a Galileo, a 
Voltaire, a Thomas Painfe, a Robert IiJ- 
gersoll, and others such as they, had 
come forth upon the itgge of notion, wo 
were all still under tiie dominion of 
priestly power. And 60 long ns human 
souls are enslaved by any system, tliertl 
is need of loud acclaim against it by 
those who have escaped its bondage. It 
is only by showing the hideousness of 
tho monster that those in its claws may 
resist its power.

There is need of fearless souls to-day. 
MRS. CLARA WATSON.

Jamestown, N. Y.

■ for fifty centuries. It might be on some 
great occasion it would be possibly com- 

-fortable to wear a crown of gold wclgh- 
:. ing several ounces, but it would be an 

affliction to Wear such a crown forever. 
In Other words, we run the descriptions 
of heaven Into the .ground while we 
make that which was intended as 
especial and celebrative to be the ex
elusive employment of the heaven. You 
might as well, If asked to describe the 
habits of American society, describe a 
Decoration Day, or a Fourth of July, or 

■ an autumnal Thanksgiving, as though
It were all tiie time that way. I am not 
going to speculate in regard to the fu
ture world, but I must by inevitable 
laws of inference and deduction and 

!' common sense conclude that in heaven 
• we will be just as different form each 
—other aa we are., now different, and 

bench that there will be at least as 
many different employments in the 
celestial world as there are employ
ments here. Christ is to be tiie great 
love, the great joy, the great rapture, 
the great worship Of heaven; but ..will 
that abolish employments? No more 
than loves on earth-paternal,, filial, 
fraternal, conjugal love abolishes

be figurative. The Bible over and over 
again speaks of the songs of heaven. 
If heaven bad no songs of its own, 
many of the songs of eartU would have 
been taken up by the earthly emigrants. 
If there had been no song in heaven, 
Lowell Mason, and Bradbury, and 
Thomas Hasting would have started 
the music as soon as they got there. 
Surely the Christian at death does not 
lose his memory. Then there must be 
millions of souls in heaven who know 
‘Coronation,’ and ‘Antioch,’ and ‘Mount 
Pisgah,' and ‘Old Hundred.' The 
leader of the eternal orchestra need 
only once tap his baton, and all heaven 
will be ready for the hallelujah.

’ SOULS THAT SING.
“Cannot the soul sing? How often we 

compliment some exquisite singer by 
saying, ‘There was so much soul in her 
music,’ In heaven it will be all soul 
until the body after a while comes up 
in the resurrection, and then there will 
be an additional heaven. Cannot the 
soul hear? If it can hear then it can 
hear jnuslc. Do not, therefore, let It be 
in your househould when some member 
leaves for heaven as it is in some house
holds, that you close the piano and un
string the harp for two years, because 
the fingers that used to play on them 
are still. You must remember that 
they have better instruments of music 
where they are. You ask me, ‘Do they 

; have real harps and real trumpets and

“But what are our mathematical 
friends to do in the next world? They 
found their joy and their delight in 
mathematics. There- was more poetry 
for them in Euclid than in John Milton. 
They were as passionately fond of 
mathematics as Plato, who wrote over 
his door: ‘Let no one enter here who is 
not acquainted with geometry.’ What 
are they doing now? They are busy 
with figures yet. No place in all the 
universe like heaven for figures. Num
bers infinite, distances infinite, calcula
tions iriflnite. The didactic, Dr. Dick, 
a monarch In orthodoxy, said he really 
thought that the redeemed In heaven 
spent some of their time with the 
higher branches of mathematics.

discoverer of chloroform' as an anaes
thetic, mighty for Christ-¿nd for med
icine, years ago ascended, touched him. 
I should not wonder if my old friend 
Dr. John Brown, who died about 
fifteen years ago in Edinburgh—John 
Brown, the author of ‘Rnb and His 
Friends’—John Brown, who was as 
humble a Christian as hq was skillful 
a physician and world-renowned au
thor—I should not wonder if he had 
been back again and again :to see some 
of his old patients. • Those who had 
their joy in healing the sickness and the 
woes pf earth, gone up to heaven, are 
come forth, again for benignant onedica-
ment. ,>■
KINGS AND QUEENS FOR NEIGH

- BORS. '
“But what are our friends who found 

their chief joy in conversation and In 
sociality doing now? IA brighter con
versation there, and In" grander so-

real organs?' I do not know. Some 
wiseacres say „positively there are no 
such things in heaven.’ I dò riot-know, 
but I should not be surprised If the God 
who made all the mountains and all 
the hills and all the forests and-all the 
metals of the earth .and alLtìtagrowtbs 
of tho unlverser-T should riot fie'sur
prised if he'cbuld, If-he had a mind to, 
make'a few harps and trumpèts'arid 
organs. . - . •
HEADQUARTERS OF HARMONY.

“So of our transferred and trans
ported metaphysicians.’ What are they 
doing now? Studying the human mind, 
only under better circumstances than 
they used to study it They rised to 
study the mind sheathed in the dull 
human body. Now the spirit unearthed 
—now they are studying the sword out
side the scabbard. Have you any doubt 
about what Sir William Hamilton is 
doing in heaven, or what Jonathan Ed
wards is doing in heaven, or the many 
on earth wlio had a passion; for meta
physics sanctified by the grace of.God? 
No difficulty in guessing. Metaphysics, 
glorious metaphysics, everlasting meta
physics. .

STILL AT THEIR STUDIES.
“What are our departed Christian 

friends who are explorers doing now? 
Exploring yet, but with lightning loco
motion, with vision microscopic and tel
escopic at the same time. A continent 
at a glance. A .world in -a second., A

carthly occupation. ■ ; '. .
WORK IN HEAVEN CONGENIAL.

“I premise ihat. there are Christian 
people who on- earth-are In occupation 
for whlch’they have no affinity. Their 
business or profession is honorable, and 
useful, but it is repugnant to all their 
■tastes; Circumstances and the necessity

gaining a livelihood keep them in

; "Grand old ' Haydn, sick and worn 
out, was carried.fortheldsttlme into 
the music hall, and thire he heard. his 
own oratorio of tiie 'Creation? ' History 
says that as the orchestra came to that 
'famous passage, ‘Let there be-, light,’ 
the whole audience'rose arid cheered, 
and Haydn waved his hand r toward- 
heaven and said: 'It comes froth'there.’ 
Overwhelmed with his own music, he.

planetary system in a day. Christian 
John'Franklin, no more In disable Ere-, 
bus, pushing toward the north pole; 
Christian De Long no more trying to 
free blockaded Jeannette from the ice; 
Christian Livingstone no more amid 
African malarias trying to make revela
tion of a, dark continent, but all of them 
In the twinkling of an eye taking in 
that which was unapproachable. Mont 
Blanc scaled without alpenstock. The 
coral depths of the ocean explored 
without a diving bell. The mountains 
unbarred and openpd without Sir 
Humphrey Davy’s safety lamp.

; “What are our departed friends who 
found their chief joy in study doing 
now? Studying yet, but Instead of a 
few thousand volumes on a few shelves 
all the volumes of the universe open 
before . them — geologic, ornithologic,

taken from you When you are iuet bv 
the ever genjal presence of the Presi
dent, Mr. C. L. Stevens, and the officers 
ns well as the members, you aré made 
to feel at home at once. This Is one of 
the oldest societies in the State, and 
since its organization it Bps so Im1 
pressed the truths of Spirltuajlsm upofi 
the community that the sentiment of 
the church has changed to a large de
gree, and a Spiritualist is recognlzéjl 
the same as all other people. It has re
quired hard work on the part of the 
officers and members to keep the ball 
moving, and were it not for their con
stant effort the society would not 
flourish as it has and does. Mr. Ste
vens, the president, is the right man in 
the right place, as well as Mr. Knight 
and all the other officers whom I 
should like to mention.

My work, I aip glad to say, is well 
received, and the audiences have in
creased from the first, and last Sunday’ 
evening there were but few empty 
seats, and the sentiment from the mem-

v..v _____ ____ .. ; ; as a factor it has been to retard, rather
world without end!’ To show you that tjjnn t0 advance civilization. The 
your departed Christian friends are cimrcli, based upon the “Infallible ! 
more alive than they ever were, to has opposed every step of hu-
make you homesick for heaven, to give I man progress, and every reform move- ; 
you an enlarged view of the glories that ment has found in it a bitter opponent 
are to be revealed: to demonstrate tfiat untli, through infidel effort, the move- 
through the pardoning and sanctifying ment became popular; then the church 
grace of God you may all come to the c£Lnle forward hugging the Bible, and 
full gratification of your highest aspira- cr)edj “Behold the work we have ac
tions, I have preached this sermon.” I COmplished;” and the Ignorant dupes of 
. ’ , - ■ its power believed the Ues It told. But

Intelligence knows better to-day.
That Premonition. Yes, ,the Bible is slowly and surely I

To the Editor:—In the issue of The being killed, and every time Brother 
Thinker of January 21 Moses tells the truth about the record

Wished the detail I of several of the old prophets, he is helping in its 
^t^eS nremonltions of death related demise, and yet Spiritualism is being 
h^Thnmns Lewis which hri claimed built up, notwithstanding all thecroak- 
?yrt he?n verified wd thus dlmon ers in our ranks to the contrary. In 
*\™tea sniritaal n’henomena I speak fact, Spiritualism does not depend upon 

rF± n wènremonltions the most the Christian Bible for its success, and 
^erknWe o-tae rerieHnd which wa^ Rf all the world has oyer

J^ nreXnitl^ Iranv manner orTe known were relegated to the shades of
T^relntlne this he said” “In 1862 oblivion, Spiritualism would live. Splr- 

Irhen the Union aïmy tooTpo^ession it return is à fact in nature; continued
Wv Chief Tnstice Williams life beyond the grave is a fact in na-& end mvse taoX the Sb ture, aid knowledge thereof comes to 
w^re âè onta fnes hdd the soul without bibles, and one demon- 

nnZne the tawvers there could not lake stration of the truth or fact is worth 
thf rennislt<r oathconcluded there more than all the bibles of all the ages, 
mtahf lie some money in bractice ¿ere Mr. Hull speaks of carrion birds and 
^fe^niehta hTf ore I hadret forleav- other animals that find filth, etc. Now,

- hnv mad arrangements with it is not always the Impure mind that lnS’ twè taw snd ta nuŒnk Mrt- I finds spots on the Bible, for Brother
the nnkm Herald I awoke?and I Hull has found them, and really no per- 

Tnmfitar voicetaaid- ‘If you wish to son> however pure and saintly can read 
Ahrehn^ Lincoln alive7 you must the Scripture understandingly and not 

ffo’t^Washtagten'betare’wii’ng to Mem- flnd them; the spots are too enormously 
(TO tO VYHoUlUKLUU UV1U1C guiMg iu xu-cixx I . .
phis, as you will not see him alive in big to be ov®tlooked.
+V.« ” Mr T.pwffl immprtliitplv I Alt. ÜU11 ulluKS II 1 Dull reuu <1 vciS-SssirS.-'SCOLD, BOtWltDStflllQlDg IDere WtlB | _ __ fPhaf In nnlfp nnRfilVilp T do Dot especial reason or purpose for his see- now. That is quite possffita ^. do npt 
Ing him. ’Mr. Lewis,’ foregoing the clal® “.be vTerJ.leaniea, out, 
“set time for leaving” for Memphis, and Xnt tiie Bible ta^hat one llttl» article 
taking his immediate departure for n^obt the Bible in tMt OM imL article 
Washington thereby evidenced the fact ÏA bonk ^ith^l its imnurltles. I know 
that he believed, in order “to see Mr J 1“^“
Lincoln alive,” “that familiar voice” here> ““.“0«^ on “a?f
required him to go to Washington in ^th: crystalHne te^

n th“ Motarinni fnofa I sparkle in the firmament of literature.
The following are the historical facts I there apage is illumined with

in the.case. Memphis war taken‘Po®’ | iofty and noble sentiment; once In a 
session of l)y the .Union forces on tne I _y.ti- find n. DTpeent crood nnd true6th day of June, 1862; and PresidentwFse and pufe; but, oh!

A°nrnSSiaRfiKn nenriv1 three the dePth of Pollution one has to wade 
14th day of April, 1865, nearly three trough to find them! And, when all 
years after_thecaptuWofMa“Pfi,s- these pearls of wisdom'and gems of

Such being the historicnr facts, It is I j.uA111yht mnv bp hnd from literature un* 
apparent. that_Mr. Lewis did- not have contaminated with the-dross and dregs 
any truthful premonition oj.the „death | « fli+hv tpRchinc when one can drink 
of Mr.. Lincoln, and it is surprising that; „rea^ COpiOus draughts direct from the 
he should so far presume upon the crer I Uvljn._ founta!n of spiritual truth; when 
dullty of the reading community as to tjle.-flrc8.Of inspiration, kindled by the 
fbInk that its publication .would be Sp|ritnBl agencies of our own day and 
creditable or complimentary. __ _ time may burn withta our own souls;

’ nr t ;nta m v ' i- UiLllJY' .when the showers of spiritual■ power
Watenllle, N. X. and lofty thought may descend upon

■ . ----------- - .—:  • ; us, baptizing tho soul In the crystal wa-
■ ^'Arcana of Nature; or the History I ters of light, when,alt this,de within our 
-and’Laws of Creation." 'By Hudson reach, it-seems hardly necessary to 
Tuttle.' A well-known and most'pro- spend precious time imJwalloTOng-in 
found treatise; ;Oloth; For mulé "at medieVfl mire to fiqd .thtf peafls that 
this office, ' . ■ I are scattered in our own pathway.

clality. What a place to visit in, where 
your next-door neighbors .Ave Kings and 
Queens; you yourself kingly-and queen
ly. If they want to know, ipore partic
ularly about the first Paradise, they, 
have only to go over nndiasú Adam. If 
they want to know why the.pun and the 
moon halted, they have only to:go over 
and ask Joshua. If they want to Jthow 
how the storm pelted Sodom, they have 
only to gó over and ask! Lot. If they 
want to know moreabout the arifogance 
of Haman, they have tffily^to.go over 
and ask Mordecai, If [they want to 
know how the Red Sea-prilled When it 
was cloven, they have drily to.gooVer 
and ask Moses. If theywrint rtO know 
the particulars about the' Bfethlehem 
advent, they have only lo.go o?er and 
ask the serenading angels whó stood 
that Christmas night in tke-balerinies of 
crystal, if they want to knowinore of 
the particulars of the ctucifixloh, they 
have only to go over and'ask thdse who. 
were personal spectator^ while the 
mountains crouched arid'the ;heayens 
got black in the face ¿tithe spectacle. 
If they want to know taore awUt the 
sufferings of the Scotch,’Covenanters, 
they have Only to go ovér ftnd ask. An

drew Melville. If they.Avfint to know 
more about the. old-tlnta! revivals, they 
have only to go over and task White
field, and Wesley, and Livingston, and 
Fletcher, and Nettletong grid Finney. 
0! what a place to visit Jqh lf eternity 
were one minute’Shorter. Ili would hot 
be long enough for. siWh sociality. 
Think of our friends who St this world 
were passionately fomlf-tof flowers 
turned into Paradise! vT-ffinkrof our 
friends who were very-f<flp(l of raising 
superb fruit turned IntOliQie Orchard, 
where each tree has; twrilve kinds of 
fruit at onee, and bearing ihe fruit all 
the year round! . ¡ v . . . v.

“What are our departed Christian 
friends doing In heavori; ttiose 'who <on 
earth found thelr chlef joy ln the-gos-

bers and friends Is one of appreciation 
and helpfulness, which cannot help but 
bring out the best there is in one. ’

The Ladles’ Aid meets every Thurs
day afternoon; they meet to sew fron) 
one until three, from three until five 
they have devoted to the exercise of 
mediumship, in the giving of readings 
and tests; since I came I have induced 
them to devote one hour'to the Thought 
Exchange, similar to the one at Lily 
Dale, and we have had two of them 
and they have been very interesting 
and instructive. Then from four until 
five the exercise of mediumship, which 
is very pleasant and profitable. .

I have started a young people's meet
ing, which meets every Tuesday even
ing,,and I am glad to say It is growing, 
and I hope to place them In good shape 
ere I am done.

There is a goodly number of irie- , 
diums, most of whom I am not ac- , 
quainted with. Mrs. Galerd is. ri good , 
psychometrlst and gives freely of her 
time at the Aid; Mrs. Hughes is work
Ing in her quiet, way;. Mrs. Crlllle, one 
of the old established mediums, is doing 
good work. There are other mediums, 
but I do not know them, nor their 
names. ■. -

Mr. Lyman C. Howe preceded me, - 
and his work is too well known for me 
To add anything to his inspiration or his ■ 
worth, only let me say he-led the people 
on into spiritual, thought and life.

The Spiritual Socle®; Is growing; the 
spiritual- trriths are sinking in their 
minds and lives, and there never was_ 
such, an earnest desire to know the" 
truth and live it, as there Is now, and it 
is one of the hopeful signs of the times, 
when souls seek to grasp our truths and 
live them ' ~

I like the city better than I expected 
to; though it-is smoky, what of . that, 
when we know that back of that therfi . 
is work for the many .men to do? And, 
truly, If one is not nil grimy here, tho . 
people think you are sick.' I like the 
life and vim of the people, and I like ‘ 
the people, and hope the good work will • 
go on until many more are led to these 
higher and subllmer truths. •

G. H. BROOKS.
“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op

erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” ,By.E. D. 
Babbitt, LL.' D., M.D. ..This comprise«, 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For salt 
at this ,office. ’ " • ; , •. „ ' i
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TI+EOSOPrtY AND
SP1RITÜALISM

Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chicago, and Mr. F. E. Titus, 
of Toronto, Can.. Discuss the Merits of 

Their Respective Cults.

PROF. LOOKWOOD’S SECOND LETTER.

Lawyers have a custom in the prac-1 know whete he, or it, is jat, until it 
tlce of their-art of questioning a .wit-1 finds itself “ensconced .ln/the
ness whenever they desire to establish 

! the actuality of his belief or opinion, 
, and sometimes will state what the wit

ness probably does not believe, in order 
that he may enter a strong denial of the 
proposition in question. '

Following this method, we reduced to 
a syllogism Brother’Titus’ postulate 
tliat “Consciousness is everywhere pres-, 
ent in the universe, but varying in its 
degrees of objectivity and subjectiv
ity.” . . r ■ . .

Now the form of our .syllogism is reg
ular, based upon his postulate; and if 
it is

LAME IN ANY PARTICULAR, 
it is because it does not stand squarely 
upon tlie feet of a logical premise. It is 
remarkable how soon an object lesson 
of syllogistic character enables a man 
to see tbe irregularities of an illogical 
assumption. ’That our friend should at

, tach lameness to our proposition based 
upon bo Inconsistent and unthinkable 
premise, arid discredit even our ac- 
qnaintauee witlr-'the elementary rules 

■.of logic, is an easy way to shift the re
sponsibility of a ridiculous synthesis, 
to an untenable postulate. It seems 
from the wording of his ¡second letter 
that our correspondent does not believe 
what he wrote-about “The Genesls-(be- 
glnnlng) of Cosmos,” 'as .appearing In 
his first letter. The "Divine Being,”; 
spelled with a capital B, was only an 
overflow of extraordinary sentiment. 
The immanence of his Deity in "every 
form of matter," was a itransltory ’

AND FLEETING ILLUSION, 
and the statement that “even the most, 
apparently Inert of substances is alive, 
and that “God sleeps in the atom,” so: 
eloquent with poetical sophistry and 
mental imagery, was an after-dinner 
reverie in the realm of the muse. Alas! 
for the permanency of Immanent Dei
ties and sleeping Gods, that they should 
be so cruelly ignored, overlooked and 
forgotten in the first sweep of his pen, 
in the first paragraph of his second let
ter. under the heading of “An Eternity

organism of the liumaii.'
nervouB 

In other

Its evolution? Do you not iknow, does 
not the Intellectual. tlieosophlst know, 
¡that the ideal of ¡consciousness mb an en
tity aeparale from the physical organ
ism, is a concept .entirely at .variance 
with the facts and demonstrations of 
biological science? Have not Darwin, 
Haeckel, Huxley and other biologists 
pointed out, that conscious sensations 
even in low towns of life have their

words, “Divine Being” anu ‘¡conscious- • 
ness” does not know that it is con
scious in any stage of cosmic evolution, ■ 
until it reaches tlie ¡plane of the Jiunmu. 
From this we infer tliat God-consclouB^ 
ness was

JN A COMATOSE STATE 
for a long‘period before the human was 
¡evolved; and If tills inference be ¡true, 
¡and our friend's idea of evolution cor-. 
reet, we might logically deduce that at 
Hast we have a key to the Incoherent 
¡and inconsistent speculations of theos-: 
¡ophy; that its consciousness is in 
¡comatose and dreamy state—it is not 
yet conscious of its consciousness, or it 
¡would be self-conscious that consistent
consciousness Is a valuable 
¡philosophy.

But what does our friend 
"the conscious centers of

factor in

mean by 
energy?"

structural inception expressed In nuiwe 
rays around a ganglionic center? Did 
not Cuvier demonstrate tliat the ‘
xiendlng'order of , 

.■SENSATION ANDMOTION

■as-

ofwas accompanied by an increase
■nervous radiation as is found in tlie ar-

Does he refer to those “innumerable! 
centers of energy” that were formed by ■ 
his whirling machine? "And what does 
lie-mean by “the various lower stages?” 
Does he mean that the life principle' 
or soul was ground out and made on a 
low scale when “force whirled those in-; 
numerable centers of energy,” referred 
io in fils former letter?

There seems to be a. poverty of terms 
in theosophical biology with which to 
express the origin of tjie sonl, and to 
trace its upward struggle through tbe 
varying brganlsins of protozoa, inverte
brate nnd vertebrate UJe. What evl- 
denee can be adduced tlipt ’“the soul 
passes through the various lower 
stages of evolution by reincarnation be
fore it wakes up “ensconced in the 
nervous organism of the human?”

NOTES BY4WSES «Bit.
In WMóh Wàny IVI alters Are 

Mentioned.

PLAIN TALK
By a White-Haired Philos? 

opher.

MOST WONOEOFUL BOOKS.
Feb. 11, ;
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of Evolution.” In his former letter he ' 
told us about the Genesis (beginning) of ■ 
this eternity. Now he seemingly re
futes all of the poetical data he sought 
to establish in bls first letter. Hear 
him! “Au infinity of evolution means 
an Infinity of progress—all stages of ev
olution from the senseless clod (sic) to 
that which is practically Indistinguish
able from omniscience and omnipo
tence.”

It will seem a curious problem in 
logic and physics, how “consciousness 
and substance unified,” solidified and 
materialized in matter, becomes a 
“senseless clod,” particularly when this 
consciousness Is that of a God. Oue 
would suppose that a homogeneous spir
itual substance unified and thrilled by 
the consciousness of Divine Being, 
would become more solid with God
sense, as it approached the form of vis
ible matter. Not so, however, in theo
sophical logic and physics; for we are 
told that “The consciousness which Is 
wrapped up In motion becomes less and 
less active” » • * through stage after 
stage of descending consciousness until 
the final limit of materialization takes 
place, when at last It becomes “a sense
less clod.” This fanciful dream about 
Involution in its downward rush of con
sciousness, presents seemingly a series 
of catastrophes to immanent deities

AND SLEEPING GODS, 
since they become less and less sensible, 
and conscious as “homogeneous sub
stance and consciousness and force,” 
solidify. This is certainly a veritable 
“fall from grace,” not of primitive man, 
but of deities and Gods. Far better for 
them and the human race, if our 
friend s ideal be true, If they had re
mained in that eternity of unity and 
homogeneity obtaining, before involu
tion and spirit, commenced its down
ward rush.

With what vagueness and incoher
ence the theosophical mind clothes its 
beliefs, will be seen in /the following 
classified quotations taken from our 
friend’s former letter and contrasted 
with his last.

“All the attributes possessed by any 
of its (the Divine Being) manifestations 
are necessarily present in it, as part of 
tho very life and substance of its be
ing.” .

“Life is but one form of manifesta
tion of the divine energy. It is every
where present In jhe universe.”

“Ail the infinite possibilities of the 
universe are wrapped up in each mole
cule and atom of matter.”

“The Immanence of the Deity in ev
ery form of matter as well as In every 
manifestation of energy and conscious
ness, links together the lowest and the 
highest in one common bond* * *”

“Eren the. most apparently inert of 
substances is alive.” ‘

“God sleeps in the atom.” .
After all of this theosophical poesy, 

see how easily, relentlessly and thought
lessly Brother Titus ignores these 
statements and reduces immanent dei
ties. sleeping Gods and consciousness to, 
insensibility, that reincarnation and ev
olution may get consciousness re-awak
ened and God out of his atomic stupor.

“The downward rush of spirit with

Where is there a single analogy in na-' 
ture that this is the soul’s procedure? 
And, if true in man, why not in all 
forms of plasmatic existence? Brother 
Titus, it will be noticed, unlike Besant, 
Olcott and other theosophists, who 
claim the soul to be an emanation or '

SPARK OF GOD, 
originates the soul in the whirl of those 
“innumerable centers of energy, re
ferred to In his former letter. Certainly 
If our friend can’t refer to some data 
proving the soul to be an evolution 
through the various forms of articulate 
to mammal life, he should be able to lo
cate his “centers of energy” where con
sciousness received its function and 
started on Its upward campaign. Biol
ogists will be interested to know if the 
plant is still doing business at the old 
stand, and why if “function precedes 
organism,” that “consciousness In the 
field of Deity,” did not function con
scious consciousness, until it centered 
lu tlie complex nerve organization of 
man ?

In this connection we are told that 
“each center of semi-developed, semi-la
tent potentiality, sometimes termed the 
monad, has now entered on a new field 
of activity. It is now not merely a 
soul, a conscious entity, but it is also 
conscious thaf it is a conscious entity. 
It has reached a stage when it begins 
to sense its own divine possibilities.”

This picture of evolution by reincar
nation affords a grim commentary on 
logical sequences as presented by the
osophy, since it reduces the “Divine Be
ing,” “Divine Mind,” “Universal Mind” 
and the “Supreme Consciousness" of 
the theosophist, to the necessity of evo
lution by reincarnation through the 
physical organism of the anlmalcuhie, 
the protozoa, the entozoa and annelida, 
through the monogeneric and digeneric 
species, through the oviparous and the 
ovoviviparous orders, to the small ring
tailed monkey and the great chimpan
zee, until at last the soul of Divine 
Mind awakes to consciousness in man, 
“as the fittest habitation, the fittest in
strument through which it may contact 
the external world,” and be it remem
bered that all of tins evolution of “Di
vine Mind,” takes place after the evolu
tion of the physical world.

How long “Universal Mind” lingers 
for successive nufoldmcnts in the 
realm of the crab-flea, or traverses by 
reincarnation in search of justice and 
experience through the connective se
ries of species of pismire existences, 
found in Europe and America, depo
nent saith not Theosophy gives to 
each convert the liberty of Inference, on 
all points of this character. How the 
semi-latent “Divine Mlud” changes its 
potential from that of a-cheese mite to 
a flea or bed-bug, will be a matter of 
controversy, when theosophy writes its 
full text on biology, in the interest of 
reincarnation. -Students in biology will 
be interested to know whether the soul 
of “Divine Being” in connection with 
environment, induces the changes in 
the ganglionic structure, from the ho
mogeneous to the heterogeneous, or 
only seeks the differentiated organisms, 
which evolve in some way yet unex
plained by theosophists, ns a mere inci

. dent to an .end to be -obtained. Now 
some theosophists will claim that this 

■ is a flippant view of the soul’s evolu- 
: tion, and that In general their views are

tlculata, the ¡mollusca and the verte
brate? And does not Huxley with, 
¡some modification of Cuvier’s classifi
cation point to the same facts of gang
lionic and nerve organization as the 
basiszdf’suusiition and motion? Now if. 
■the/investigations of ¡these minds, and a ■ 
jtost of others . have established any 
such basic facts lu biology, your vis
ionary ideal of consciousness ns the । 
soul in expression, and considered as a • 
separate entity from the physical body. 
¡during its evolution, falls, since the uni
versal principle of the co-relation of, 
¡force to structure, precludes the possi-, 
Utility of separate entities. ।

There must be rhythmic potentiality 
¡and polarity, Brother Titus, relating, 
¡consciousness through form to its en- 
vlronment, whether manifest in articu-, 
late lite, in ¡mammal or man. -

Theosophists should know that the 
dogma of reincarnation is thoroughly 
antipodal to the law of “The Conserva. 
tion of Energy;" and contrary to Broth- ’ 
er Titus’ former statement that, “It is 
tbe general law of evolution that as 
consciousness or intelligence grows 
higher,- its vehicle of expression, the 
form which it temporarily inhabits, 
shall become more complex, more re- 
.fined and delicate.” If you actually be-: 
Heve this fact, tell ub how the Intellect 
of a Socrates, requiring a fully devel
oped cerebral organism for expression, • 
can shrivel, itself , back Into the prlml-; 
five mental vestibule df.a child, whose ’ 
brain as a vehicle of expression re- ‘ 
quires fifty years to develop? If you 
believe this general law. of evolution,; 
what kind of consciousness -.and intelll-. 
gence was that obtairilng when "sub-1, 
stance, and consciousness, and force' 
were homogeneous?" It certainly could 
not have been very complex. Is it pos- 
Bible that any well-balanced intellect, 
can court and entertain such rambling! 
and illogical thought? Take away, 
from the dogma of reincarnation ‘the’ 
mantle of former greatness which each 
convert claims as an heirloom, take 

.away the zeal of Ignorance that quali
fies many who worship at its shrine, 
and you have only the reality of an an
cient superstition left

We have met in the past few years, 
three, claiming to be the reincarnation 
of Mary Queen of Scots, four Joan of 
Arcs, four Cleopatras, four Hypatias, 
two Queen Besses, two Queen Esthers, 
and several Princess Elizabeths. As 
all of these assumptive reincarnations 
are now living, we predict a ,

KILKENNY CAT SCENE 
if these reincarnated souls ever meet in 
convention, before they reach “astral 
matter,” and. lose their desire for earth 
titles and regal greatness. We have 
also met two claiming to be reincar
nated Mother Eves, one Plato, several 
Jesus Christs, two ■’Messiahs, and the 
serpent that seduced Eve; and we are 
informed, that he is still up to bls old 
tricks. We have met a man who 
claimed to be the reincarnation of Ba- 
huim’s ass, but his mind was sadly 
wanting In the coherence and probity 
that distinguished the aforesaid aslnus, 
even with the prophet on his back. We 
met a woman in Nebraska who affirmed 
that In a former reincarnation, she was1 
an ox—shexremembered fnlly all about 
it. Evidently she was a Yogin?

We have'also seen a man who claims 
that he

ONCE WAS A CAT,

Tlilngs'move oaln the ‘>Queon -City on 
¡the Lake,”4 ¡about as usual. ¡Our audi
ences ari’tae IBemple, especially our; 
night audltaces', have greatly Increased 
since the tholidajs. Also the interest 
with the heai'eus¡seems ¡to deepen with, 
each successive ¡meeting. Lust Sunday 
¡being the lunniversary of the birth of 
the "Author-lleufi," Thomas I’aliie, I 
delivered a discourse on Ins life mid 
public services, i 1 happen to own what 
is called "Tho" Complete Works of 
Thomas Paine”.also tlie fourteen vol
umes called ‘The Writings of John 
Wesley, Complete.” I went foraging in 
those volumes .some and drew an inter
esting comparison. between the ¡lives, ■ 
and theological and political writings of 
these two great Englishmen. I assure 
you Paine did not sufler by comparison 
with Wesley. I am to deliver another 
discourse on Thomas Paine next Sun
day night. ■■ -

Heury Slade has been in tills city for 
several months. I have not seen him, 
Unit I bear good reports concerning both 
Iiis inedlunilstJc work and deportment..

.Mrs. Maggie Waite is in the city and, 
Ihas rented-a ¡hall and is running meet
ings on her own account. I hear her. 
laudleuces are large and enthusiastic.

Mrs. Llneolnp formerly Mrs. Celia, 
Nickerson, also ¡holds Sunday meetings, 
¡more on the Theosophical, I believe, 
than on Spiritualistic lines. There; 
ought to be room in a great city of 
over three hundred thousand inhabit-. 
ants for at least three large meetings. 
I think there isg and I wish them all; 
success. •’

Mrs. Dr. Armrtrong, a rising speaker 
of this city, has recently been speaking 
in Chicago; I understand that her suc
cess was all that she could have wished.

consciousness running through it, be
comes less and less active through 
stage after stage of descending con
sciousness, until the final limit of mate
rialization is reached.”

When, it seems, that Omnipotence' 
and Omniscience becomes .

. "A-SENSELESS CLOD.” •
Sucli Is the blood-curdling catastrophe 

to his Reverence, the Deity, ¡when ‘in
volution’s active .powers” drags Him 
dorai, and unites Him in “’a common 
bend,” Jp the lowest form of matter. 
This picture is worthy the pencil of a 
Gustav Dore, andii place in Danta’s 
“Inferno.” Yet it seems to be a neces-l 
sary sequel to involution according to1 
theosophical physics and biology, since' 
it lays a foundation for the saving ' 

¡grace of evolution by reincarnation.' 
But however weird and dramatic this 
dream of the cultist may be, still it pos
sesses two virtues; that of transcend
ental imagery, and cosmic ImposslbU-’ 
ity. Let us trace these Inconsistencies' 
as appearing in our friend’s second 
letter. ... ■ . ■

■ We are told, that ‘The conscious cen
ters -of energy in the field of Deity 'hav-' 
ing passed through the various lower 
stages In succession ¡until they reached 
the stage of self-consfilousnesB, find 
themselves ensconced in thé nervous or
ganism of thfi ‘human form, as the Jib 
t<ÿt habitation, the fittest Instrument 
tlifougli Which they contact the exter-<

consonant with Huxley nnd other evo
lutionists. Let us examine their data. ‘ 
Their premiss is that tin? soul pro
gresses through successive reincarna- i 
tlons in s

AN ASCENDING SCALE , 
from the lòw to the higher types of ex
istences, until it reaches man, when it 
reincarnates in continuous order, until, 
every phase of human environment has \ 
been contacted. When the soul gets 
through with one form of life, it seeks- 
anothere-lt does uot evolve the form, it . 
simply Inhabits it at some period, after 
the form is born. Now.the questioni 
arises, when do the changes take place, 
Whereby the soul as the conscious prin- ■ 
clple inhabiting a certain form, be
comes qualified for the ..next higher, 
form? In plainer questioning, when ; 
does the soul or conscious principle of à > 
ring-tailed ¡(primates) monkey lose Its 
cohsciousness of its tall, before It ¡rein- 
caunates jn a tailless (Simiadae) ,spè-; 
des? Does it Jose its desire for a tall 
while its soul is in aètral matter? Does : 
it slough both .tail and desire at the 
same time, Brothqr Titus? Or will you 
data that the soul-of the monkey has 

■no tail, and never had one; consequent
ly no head .or legs? ¡Will you affirm 
that these anatomical characteristics of 
'the'“mammalia primates,” belong to 
the physical body purely? and that this 
physical; body is something, -distinct 
from the soul and conscious principle, 

‘aind that thè soul and consciousness are 
on entity, separate from the physical 
body ? If this be jour position, will 
you‘please tell the readers .of The Pro
gressive Thinker .where tbe.physical 
body, without ¡consciousness and a soul

and even now his “m-e-o-w,” as his 
friends affirm, has all of the compass 
and pathos of the feline species. 
Whether in his former Incarnation he 
graced the domestic hearth as a gentle, 
purring Tabby, or boldly stalked forth 
a Thomas at the midnight hour, and 
made night hideous with his “m-e-ows,”, 
we trust will be all revealed to him 
when reincarnation “roupds him up” a 
little more. , " '

Let It be understood that these facts 
are not written to traduce the character 
of the people referred to, since these 
statements are in the main, their own 
public and private boast. Theosophists 
laugh and jeer the spiritual mediums 
who claim that they, trie-mediums, are 
“the mouth-piece of some ascended 
sage,” and they sneeringly gibe because ; 
tlie language of the medlnm Is often, 
lacking-In rhetorical or grammatical 
consistency. Yet this

"STRAINING AT A GNAT”
Is usually followed by "swallowing a 
camel.” since theosophists claim to be 
these self-same sages, philosophers and 
great men, in their present reincarna
tion, and we ■will' confess that if rein
carnation be true, we have frequent oc
casion to ask, "how have the mighty 
fallen?” '

■ Take away from theosophy the incon
gruities of this dogma, and it inculcates 
much that Brother Titus and I can 
clasp hands over. Eliminate from its 
system Its dogmatic assumptions which 
must forever remain unverified, reduce 
to philosophical language its visionary ; 
idealism, place its facts on the altar of 
scientific demonstration, and undoubt- ; 
edly the chasm between theosophical | 
metaphysics, and natural physics rep
resenting the formula -of invisible, 
modes of motion, would riarrów down 
to sensible limitation. From our indl-i 
vidua! plane .of thought, we live in a 
universe of co-related factors; where : 
evolution by progression plays her art 
upon the key-bòard of time. To thor-. 
oughly comprehend the subtlety of na
ture’s psychic eo-relatlons is to under
stand why the Hindoo and theosophist. 
think and feel that they have -existed In 
other forms of animal life at some for- : 
mer time. Not only this, but .a thor- ■ 
ough sensing of the infinitude -of these 
psychic . ■

MODES 'OF MOTION
.and how they promote sensation upon 
thè Bheen of human consciousness, un
locks the-doors obscuring human vis
ion, discovering life beyond the grave 
■co-related to lite on the earth-plane, by 
nature’s continuous formulai. In forth
coming letters I shall’ Introduce the 
reader into a spiritual Infinitude, and 
we most cordially invite Brother Titus

. and Lis friends to accompany us into

I can inform ¡the whole world that she 
Is a good and intelligent woman, and. 
deserves success wherever she may go.' 
She has been out in several places in 
New York this winter, and reports sue-. 
cess everywhere, ,

J. W. Dennis, who is always putting; 
In his oar where he sees an opportunity: 
to work, has suffered and been confined, 
to his home all' winter with rheuma
tism. I understand he is better now, 
and hopes when spring returns to be 
able to do some’work for the cause we 
all love. .

Mrs. Atcheson, the wife of the presl- ’ 
dent of pur society, is a local medium 
who is doing a great deal toward build
ing up Spiritualism in this city. I am; 
not ‘well enough to go anywhere I am 
not compelled to go, therefore I have not 
personally called on any medium in 
this city. I want them to work for oth
ers, those who need their work more 
than I do.

Mrs. Matteson, the medical medium, 
is as busy this year as ever. To me she 
is one of the wonders of the world. Just 
think of-a little uneducated German' 
woman starting out as she did with no 
other advisers or «¿helpers than her 
guides,'tad fighting the whole state as 
she has done. Legislators have been 
bought to make.'laws against her, but 
there she sits iri her own room where 
she has been forimore than a quarter of 
a century, and now her dally practice 

will average more than that of any ten 
doctors in this city. Go to her rooms 
any time after Tpo’eloek in the morning 
and you will find from ten to forty per
sons waiting to see her. Without knowr 
ing even tbe. English alphabet, she sat 
dowri nnd^’i'otem-boqk of several hun
dred- phgeS ’on ■'Bbtaniri Materla-Medicff. 
The doctors have had her arrested 
again and again, but they always in 
their fights with her, come out like Pat 
did in his fight with the bear,second 
best If she was a fraud, if she had not 
spiritual assistance, does any one think 
this could continue year after year for 
decades? .

A young doctor in Cnnadn, recently 
lost a very near and dear friend. He 
was seemingly unconsolable; he wrote 
to me. I gave Tita the names of sever
al mediums in Buffalo.. He came and 
saw them. Now he writes us the most 
glowing results. He is not only con
vinced but is consoled. Dr. Slade, Mrs. 
Atcheson and Mrs. Waite all gave him 
grand tests. He is now happy. Thus 
does Spiritualism rob death of ith 
sting. .

I took my peri to say a few words 
about an article you published in your 
number of Jan.' 28, entitled, “Method
ism and Spiritualism.” I want to follow 
that article With a long, loud “Amen!” 
it is all true.- “Augustine” is just such 
a Spiritualist- ari T would like to see 
duplicated a feW thousand times in our 
ranks. I personally know “Augustine.” 

■ He is a “way lip” Methodist minister. 
■ He has been for years president of one 

of their finest institutions of learning. 
He Is an author of several large and 
important volumes of their literature. 
I speak by the card for I-have several 
of his volumes. I know that the clergy 
of Canada and of the United States 
hold him in very high esteem. As an 
educator no man sttads higher. Just 
such men as he is we need and I want 
in our Tanks. I say I want such, for I 
believe that there are those in our ranks 
who are jealous of Education, experi
ence and religious culture, and who dis
like to see it come to the front. But 
thirik what .an amount of courage it 
takes for a man who ranks among the 
D. Ds to forsake all and follow unpop

, ular truths1. , '
‘ While the attacks bn my biblical ar
, ticles and my Bible lessons had no ef- 
| feet on me, because they every one 

come from those whose knowledge of

“I s'pose trier's a lot ¡uv people ■what’ll 
thing I’m retrograding as I got older¡ 
fur whut I’m golu’ t’ say,” ¡said tho 
white-whiskered (philosopher, in tho 
Brooklyn Times, "but it’s a fact, an’ 
that is that ther ¡church its an organ-; 
Ization as Iosin’ ground and Iosin’ Its 
hold on the people. Don’t know as it is 
the-ease In the rural districts, but Iffom 
lookin’ at the tiling broadly, an’ so I 
take th’ .conditions as they exist lu th’- 
big cities. The people are simply goln’> 
back on the churches, and in this par
ticular it is only another case uv 
his’try repealin’ Itself. Go back to the 
early days Of the Christian religion, i 
apd you find people lettlu’ th’ heads Of! 
th’ church do all their-thliikln’ fer them, 
and whatever they told ’em t’ ¡do the: • 
people did it and they did it blindly. 
They believed that certain of the 
preachers had a sort of personal ae-: ■ 
quaintance with God, and that they 
could fix up anything in heaven that : 
¡they took a notion t’ do, and the ¡people 
had implicit faith in their leaders. But 
a change came, an’ the people began t’ 
¡think for themselves, and then they re
belled and you know the rest. Well, 
¡now the same Class uv people whut re
belled against th’ church hundreds uv 
years ago arts thinkin’ for themselves 
(more an’ more as the time goes on, and 
¡now in these closin’ days uv the nine
teenth century ye find the more intelll-, 
gent uv ’em lookin’ above an’ beyond 
th’ church and til’ minister, an’ yer find 
’em studyin’ the puzzlin’ questions uv. 
life and death themselves. What T 
mean ter say Is that th’ people don’t 
look upon the church as reverently as, 
they uster, and they don’t regard It as 
absolutely essential to their salvation, 
as they did fifty years ago. Now’ don’t 
fur a minute think that I mean that in
fidelity is on the increase. I don’t be- 
Heve it is, but I do believe that now
adays. "we are gettin’ above the petty 
questions that have stood in th’ way uv 
people believin’ fer centuries; they are 
lettln’ them problems go for what they 
are worth, an’ they are lookin’ at the 
question of life with all its possibilities 
and death with all Its mysterles In the 
broadest way possible." Look at science 
to-day, and what do you find? Science 
bears out the hope that we get from the 
scriptures that there is n life beyond 
the grave. Science declares that matter 
is indestructible, and if matter is in
destructible, what about the soul, that 
somethin’ within us which the physiolo
gist has never been able to discover, 
and which is not a substance? How 
can a somethin’ which is not a sub
stance be destroyed If it'is true that 
matter Itself cannot be destroyed? 
How can a somethin’ that does not oc
cupy space and which cannot be seen 
and which the elements cannot attack 
be destroyed? And how can a sorne- 

■ thin’ that is ethereal be destroyed by 
the elements of the earth? The soul is 
not of the earth, and therefore it ain’t 
subject to the laws of nature, as we 
find ’em on the earth. An' so I say, 
sonny, let th’ people study the thing out 
themselves, and if the time ever conies 
In the far-off future when there ain’t 
such a tiling as a church we needn’t 
despair, for I believe that whether the 
church exists or crumbles, there Is 
great possibilities in store fur th’ in
habitants of the earth. I think as in
telligence an’ research inórense infidell- 
ty is golii' ter decrease, and that there’ll 
be a time when every one will believe 
ip a future life,, even if they don’t be
lieve in the little questions that are to
day formin' subject matter fer the at
tacks of our stage-walkin’ infidels what 
are infidels fur revenue only. Them 
are the questions that ain't worth 
thinkin’ about, sonny, but it’s the ques
tions that these so-called disbelievers 
are forever harpin’ on, and they are 
only doin' it to confuse th’ people. We 
must get above ’em; get on a higher 
plane; let us take from -our eyes the 
smoked glass; let us ask ourselves a 
few plain questions, an’ let us do our 
own thinkin’ and we will soon see th’ 
silver linin’ t’ what before looked like 
a dismal cloud." — White-Whiskered 
Philosopher. '

A VISION
Once I Was Blind, Now I See,

principle, comes fromî At what time 
In .the evolution ,,of life tand form does 
.consciousness \eonnnenee its nnfolfl-

nal world.” ‘. . .
xJThatls to say that fhe’God-confeclons-i 

Hess which,¡as tbe substance, out .of; .consciousness ¡conrmenee its unfolfl- 
(Which the world was made, floes not‘ ment, and ¡the ¡soul as ^.separate entity,

nature's laboratory, where, with hy
potheses verified, and Tacts, demon
strated, we hope eventually to help 
emancipate the human intellect from

l-

the incoherent vagaries of a primitive 
age., ‘

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds," 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is fled-l-
icated to all earnest ¡sotils who desire, 
¡Uy ‘harmonizing their physical .and their 
¡psychical bodies with universal nature 
•and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come intq. closer connection 
with the purer realms uf -the -spirit- 
WQritl. It |s written In the-sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes inllmf Miss 
Judson's literary works. Brice, cloth, 
^1; paper, 75 cents. For sale -at this 
Mifflee. . '

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

the Bible might be rated at zero, I do 
enjoy the endorsement of several min
isters, learned ¡men, and a few lawyers 
who take the' Ifessons. I like “Angus-' 
tine’s” endorsement. It requires no 
knowledge of mechnnics or architect
ure to "tear up railroad ¡track or set' 
fire -to -tbGbf iflnes^,'Buperstructnfe in the i 
world, sa “one sinner destroyeth much 
.good.” But while I am receiving the' 
endorsemiht hi rthose whose endorse-' 
ment moKes tne,(know that my efforts' 
are worthJsorrietifing, I can ¡endure such' 
attacks as ¡have ¡been jpade as easily as' 
the man?ih the ’moon can endure the. 
opposition he receives from the gentle
men and-iadles who bay "him. ’

“Augustine” is one of my subscrib
ers, and-his good words, especially in 
yonr pnper, aree “apples ¡of gold." I 
hope theittae Is right here, when “Au-- 
.gnstlne” talll ¡beias well known in our 
ranks, as a lecturer on Spiritualism, as 
he is to the chucehes as a Methodist' 
minister,) nn ndueator and an author, ’

Before-dosing -my letter It is my duty! 
to say that the -prospect for our sum-1 
mer school, nt-Mtatua, Improves every 
day. °Onr arrnngements -are daily
growing more arid more perfect I’eo-: 
pie are actually, beginning to look to. 
Mantua, Ohio, as tlie coining Mecca of: 
education. TVe hope for a large and in
teresting .school. . . . . ■■

Nothing ¡bqt good jwords are ever’ 
heard concerning The -Prqgressivei
Thinker here. MOSES hull;

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and! Social ¡Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D, 
LLD. A nnpst excellent and very Vaiu- 
tfble work, by the Bean <nf the tOoHego 
.of Fine Forces, and autharinf <ntherim-
•portent velu mea, rm Health, Social fid-

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, 
-By ANDREW D. WHITE, EL. D„ late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo, Clotty 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could notflnd in the libraries of the world in .fifty years. It ¡shows tho con» 
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every‘branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible, 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in ever# 
•community, It goes into minute details, citing in all oases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas id 

’Science. , '
“The magnum opusmf the eminent ex-Preeident of Cornell plants a new 

and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought 
Tho work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral ¡cowardice. It is a definite statement of where tho best thinkers of the 
world now stand in the religio-sclentiflc conflict. It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year,"—Chicago 
Tribune.

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion fot 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldjy wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a histoiy 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable pS 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of , 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments."—^ 
Chicago Times-Herald. , ' '

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive -treatise which has been written on . 
this subject. It Is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. ”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

* ‘A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. ’ "—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pageg, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.
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Exposure

By WATSON HESTON
Ffie Stories Humorously Told—And Hard Facts 1 ft fi [) f)

Ginn Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the lUU i’W- ZUU
Old Testament—A Page of Text to -Each Picture.

Sustaining a Theory, 
Rome GiantS, __ __
The Adventures and work of Noah, 
A Hunting Anecdote, . .
Abraham, Ohnsr’s Great Ancestor,

■
iteWr,’’

['wins, 
nd Esau, 
tho Man of Dreams, 
diviner,

I will relate an incident which oc
curred to me when a child. At the time 
I had this vision I was about seven 
years of age. We resided on a farm in 
Wayne county, Ohio. Near our house, 
resting on a hill, was a beautiful grove. 
As I wandered outside the house that 
morning I chanced to glance at the sky 
above the grove. There was a beauti
ful light in the sky, and instantly there 
seemed to be a door opened, and stand
ing in that door with her arms out
stretched to me, as if beckoning to me, 
and surrounded by a heavenly light, 
was a beautiful angel. It was a beauti
ful, heavenly sight. I was somewhat 
frightened at first, but at lost I entered 
the house and related to my parents 
what I had seen. I told them it was a 
call from God to do his work, and 
sometime be a missionary. They were 
church members, and as soon as I be
came old enough, I joined the Method
ist church, took an active part in that, 
arid then entered the mission work at 
Cleveland, 0. I devoted my entire time 
to the mission work until I became a- 
Spiritualist. I was fearful at first to 
investigate, thinking it was the Devil’s 
work, as we ’had been taught In the 
church. But I soon discovered that 
Spiritualism was the truth, the only 
truth. I was a great Bible reader, but 
there were many passages of scripture ■ 
I could not understand, but of course I 
■laid that to my ignorance, as the major-, 
ity of tlie people do. .

What a great consolation it Is to us 
Spiritualists to know that our heaven: 
or hell is on this earth, just as we make ! 
it. They are opposite conditions, the, 
positive and negative, the harmony.and, 
discord of our spiritual state. By doing! 
good, being kind and generous, and har
monious, we make bur heaven on this ■ 
plane. .

We know that it is not necessary to 
suffer while in the body in order to 
make our future happier, or to gain a 
brighter drown Tib orthodoxy teaches.- 
.As w.e progress in this world, so will we; 
progress lu the spirit-world. ;

I am interested in the welfare of the 
young people, and the uplifting of hu-; 
inanity. . . ‘ ' '

I now understand the meaning,of that , 
vision. Instead of being an orthodox, 
.missionary, as I expected to ¡be, I was 
called upon to be a Spiritualist mission- ’ 
■ary; I have entered earnestly upon the' 
work of .lecturing, and .1 feel ¡that ¡there 
is a great and noble work awaiting me. •

l atn not engaged in lecturing ht pres-, 
■ent, and would be pleased to ¡hear from: 
¡societies wishing to-engagc -a young, 
trance.speaker. ...

‘ “ BERTHA GEHRING. •
■ C93 E. Market St., Indianapolis, Ind.t

ManslU’e Almanac, aï Planetary ale- 
teorolqgy for 1899. This 1b the thirty-;
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TftE. LIGHT OF EGYPT,”
OR THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STARS.

Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings,

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

It is claimed that this book Is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly 
original. . . »

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy that cannot be obtained elsewhere. .

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mysteries of man upon every 
plane of his existence, both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secret and Occult mysteries of Astrology are revealed and explained 
for tbe first time, it is affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science of the Soul and the Science 
of the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise The One Grand Science 
of Life. , ’ . .

The following are among the claims made for the work by its friends: 
To the Spiritual investigator this book is indispensable. _

• To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will 
prove in real truth “a guide, philosopher and friend."

To -the Occult it will -supply the mystic key for which he has been so 
long earnestly seeking. \ t

To the Astrologer it will become a ‘ ‘divine revelation of Science. ”

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE. .
“A noble, philosophical and instructive work. ”—Mrs. Emma Hardinge 

Britten.
‘ ‘A work of remarkable ability and interest. ”—Dr. J. B. Buchanan.
«A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly interesting work. * * *

temore clear -and intelligible than any ether work ¡on like subjects.”—MAi 
J. J. Morse. . .J

“A careful reading of The Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of' 
a new sect mOccultism, which will oppose the grafting on Western Ocoultlstt 
the subtile delusive dogmas, of Karma and Re-incarnation."—New York 
Times.

- ■1*It is -a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol- ■
ars ■interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in.sucii. 
plain and simple style as to be within the easy comprehension * * * of 
.any ¡cultivated, scholarly reader."—The Chicago Daily Inter Ocean. 1 .

“However ¡recondite his book, the author, certainly presents, a theory of | 
first causes which is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers’ attention-. 
and terexcite much reflection."—Hartford Daily Times. < • ;>.

" “Considered ¡as an exposition of Occultism, or the philosophy of the «
¡Orient from a Western .standpoint, this is a remarkable production."—The 
'Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City). - - ' ' ■ - a -
^...¿“TJiiB -work, the result of years >of research and- -study, will undoubtedly 
.create a-profound sensation throughout the philosophic ^¡vorld. "—The Detroit 
•Commercial Advertiser. • -. ■ “ y \ • - . ■

■ “It is an Occult work but mot a Theosophical one; *• ,*. . * It is .a book , 
entirely new in its scope andfliust excite ,wide -attention.”--*The Kansas City 

• Journal. ' ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ •.•■•■..... ■ . ■ <
'fourth annual ^publication of this .excel- > 
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable!

Beautifully ¡printed -and ¡illustrated on ¡paper Tnanufactured for ibi» 
¡special purpose, with'illuminated and-extra heavy dothbindlhg. - :

.far .those on land and .seo. Jy ¡Richard! „ . . ’ . _ .. _
offiœ. I ManBiii. Price 25,cente. - • Price reduced to Two Dollars. For Sale ®t Thia Offley
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LIBERTY OF THOUGHT
Is the Birthright of Spirit

’ ualists.

FOR “SAR’GIS.”
Questions of Vital Import

ance.
To the Editor-Having rend the ar

ticle ol Mrs. Watson in her attack on 
“Our Moses,” and his gentlemanly and 

• scholarly reply, as well as others pro 
L and con, I trust I may be allowed a few 

’■ lines of your valuable space to say that 
as Spiritualists it is our birthright to 

‘ accept or reject any or all of the book 
called the Bible, yet in any of Mr. 
Hur’s writings I fail to find any pass-, 

- age from him where he would have us 
swallow the book against our will, Qi 
accent it as a standard, and if he 
wishes to conduct classes for the study 

, of the Bible, who shall say him nay, 01
>' restrict his liberty. T have hegrd
i sneakers on the Spiritual rostrum use 
k the following and similar expressions.ThatTe Bible was tit but

to use as a footstool, or be put on the 
\ shelves as a back number 8 111 they 

' bnH tin*' liberty of expressing tlie 11 opinion, and the audience the liberty of 
aceeptii'ig or rejecting their « atement^ 

’ In the same light we can fonn classes 
'' for the study of Shakespeare, 
' fellow, or Madam Corelli, ^9 flnd/P1*'1.' 

’ ual truths they express, and not leain 
lim lessons of the immorality of the • Jews ontt a° we would learn lessons
Jrom’ oar ’own-bitter and^*  ̂
periences of the past, as a ch Id once 

, ’ burned will keep away Korn the file. 
' The following quotation would be a 

good mouo for all Spiritualists to re- 
"aS1 the truth, where’er tis found, 

. ot heathen or on Christian ground 
'• t iinAii not sav one word in defence ol

Bro Hull, for he is as able to withstand

I
. the light victorious, as he

I churehet Who would if they could un- 
»e\& grand truths oL our pWV 

\ osophy and Phenomena, whehtene b
’ come part and parcel of oui vciy b. 

‘ ' as it is not what we believe, but what

ft

even though they have differences on 
non-essential poifits? This Is one of the 
mysteries of the age. ,

WILLIAM E. BONNEY.
Blair, Neb.

To the Editor:—In the winter of ’98 
and ’97 I made an earnest effort to 
build up a public interest in Kansas 
City by giving lectures in Tacoma Hall 
for about nine successive Sundays. In 
doing tills work I had no organization 
to give inp a backing. I had no other 
source o£ income. I had no ax to grind 
except to teach certain truths aud prin
ciples wlilcli had been given me by a 
class of teachers living on a higher 
plane than mysc*lf, a phase of life 
where they are not hampered by physi
cal necessities as we are. In doing ihis 
work I considered Kansas City oyght 
to have enougli Interested persons to 
maintain a regular meeting where in
vestigators could rely upon having an 
opportunity once a week at least of 
learning something of the philosophy 
find phenomena of Spiritualism. I stood 
ready to co-operate with other mediums 
who could furnish anything satisfac
tory in the way,of philosophy or phe-

A NEW SCIENCE.
It Will Resuscitate the Dead.

AMBROSIAL' FQOO.
An Account of §pm$ ¡Appari 

tionfe

WORDS OF WARNING!
To Minneapolis and St Paul 

■ Spiritualists. ‘

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL’ 
ING PLACES.

tIFE WORK
' -OF- • .

CORA L V. RICHMOND.

"l w’ould not have your readers think 
I nm setting up the Bible, or M“8 
Hull, as a little God, endowed with in 
finite wisdom, to be w0Xsl’lpfpt t one 
ituallsts. Neither would 1 <ll‘tia“ 
iota from other bright ”
lights, and inspiring thoughts tliat low 
from the lips of a Mrs. Richmond, a 
Dr * Fred H. Willis, a Lymiiu C. Hout,

Clara Watson, or other true and 
noble workers. Each of us has, oui 
work to do, in building up our „ an 
philosophy, either from I BiW«-»! 
standpoint or Hie standpolq of an 
nrnnstic Well I remember tlie <Uhbt 
years of earnest study of the Bible, of 
the many discussions I had with the 
theological professors bound. as they 
were by creeds and dogmas. Ihcy 
could not see the vein of sl,lllt”al't’'].i)t 
contains (ns explained. by-Moses Hull), 
and how proud I am that I chose Si irlt- 
uallsm as my religion. I know that he, 

’ like myself, is ostracised from the plat- 
foi’Bt of some Spiritual societies. But 
would It not be more spiritual and 11b- 
ernl to remember that none are perfect, 
"even the angels In heaven,” and none 

' above criticism. Would not the mantle 
' of charity sometimes be a welcome 

robe to fall on our shoulders, and throw 
out to each our best thoughts, aud to all 
honest and faithful workers.

Although his reply to bister Matson 
was that of a gentleman and a scholar, 
vet I cannot but feel nt times, inwardly 

' he feels the fiery darts thrust from 
within our ranks; but outwardly he 

V seems as impregnable as a Gibraltar, 
j It will not be many years according to 
!■ nifturnl laws when we shall miss him 

■ in the mortal, although his Influence in 
.Spiritualism will live, and his spirit re
turn to voice his sentiments.through 
some other mortal. Therefore while we 

t have “Our Moses,” let us throw out our 
■■ best thoughts and wishes, for his long 

life and happiness.and future success.
MARGUERITE ST. OMER BRIGGS.

1

Cincinnati, Ohio.

nornena. x x .
After trying to iny heart s content to 

build up something to interest the out
side public, I resolved to seek other 
fields of labor, for the reason that my 
efforts were not appreciated. . 

- Many„tlmes it has been the mis
fortune of Kansas City to "be utterly 
destitute of any organized effort to en
lighten the people In spiritual truth as 
understood by those who have spent 
years in development, study and in
vestigation. Now I wish to ask Sar’gis 
a few plain and pertinenf questions, 
He says “to make an industry out of 
modern Spiritualism is only to follow 
effete example and to invite failure.” 
Is Sar’gis willing to admit there is no 
good in promulgating the truth of a 
continuous existence?

If. there is good in that knowledge, 
Can it not be advanced better by or
ganized Intelligent effort than by spas
modic individual effort? If a man or 
woman has spent time and money in 
gaining development, knowledge aud 
experience in spiritual things, should 
they not be remunerated, for that ex
penditure as well as a physician, law
yer, school teacher, dentist, or any one 
who spends time and money in gaining 
knowledge in any ma'erial business or 
profession. ’ .

A man goes to Alaska or the Philip
pines or Cuba or any other i>Jace of in
terest; he spends time, money and en
ergy’in accumulating a store of knowl
edge; he sacrifices for the .time being 
tlie comforts of home; takes his life in

The scientific world is waiting with 
breathless anxiety tlie results of experi
ments, now being made by Drs. Tuffier 
and Hallion in Paris. What lias thus 
far been published in the Semalne Med‘ 
icale and verified by facts, though far 
from having attained the sanguine am
bition of the experimenters, gives hopes 
of a gradual victory over disease and 
death. ■ . , .

The ambitionof Drs. Tuffier and Hal- 
Hon is nothing less than the resuscita
tion of dead bodies. In unsheathing 
their gwords against the terrible de
struction of the grim reaper they do not 
presume to overthrow theYime-honored 
belief of Christianity and other relig
ions that sin is the primary cause of 
death. To the ancient exclamation, “Oh, 
death, where is thy sting? Oh, grave, 
where is thy victory?” they also respond 
with Paul the apostle, “Death Is the 
wages of sin.” '

But all this does not deter them from 
battling against the premature on
slaughts of the grim reaper, and they 
say that in any case where the vital 
members of a body—those that are In
dispensable to the maintenance of life 
—are still In a normal state after death, 
science will finally be ‘able to renew 
life. ,

The success of Drs. Tuffier and Hal
lion means a revolution in medical sci
ence.

Think of the joys of parents to whom 
science would restore their offspring of 
whom they have been robbed by pre
mature deaths and of the millions who, 
after having, expired in the bloom of 
life, will be snatched from an early

To the Editor:—In your current num
ber I find so many strikingly valuable 
communications, , suchj priceless in- 
fillrmatlon, I must ask to add! my grate
ful admiring “Yes.”i; । From the tiqe 
philosophy of my old ¿friend Grumblue 
(once my pastor) to the last- word of the 
last page. I do not “live on bread 
alone,” but your paper gives me the 
ambrosial food of theigods.; '

The extracts from the Inter Ocean 
are always most valuable. 1 .

■The cherished - recitals ’ of facts 
proving spirit return aite more precious 
han “all the gold of Ormus or of Ind."
That the great scientists are con

verted to Spiritualism, that Minot J. 
Savage, the jieer of any logician or pul
pit orator, and the learned professors of 
Harvard, Columbia, or Qxford; have 
embraced the blessed truths of our 
faith, gives us a prestige, a high stand
ing in the world of thought and study 
In investigation of the most important 
of all truths. 1 x

Twice have I seen what no theory of 
earthly explanation equid be held to 
bear upon. In perfect health, awake 
and in no mood pf spiritual contempla
tion or expectancy of weird or mys
terious manifestation, my Idolized 
brother—long since departed, but then 
In good health, living sdffie twenty 
miles away—stood, before me in an atti
tude of mental sorrojy< With a terrified

his own hands, aud if he is fortunate 
in escaping all the dangers Incident on 
the journey and change of climate, 
food, water, etc., he returns, and no one 
accuses him of trying to “make an in
dustry” out of his trip. He advertises 
his lectures, churches aud societies of 
various kinds tender him the use of 
their buildings and use tlielr Influence 
to get him a crowd. They want to hear 
something of those strange lauds (as 
the case may be); something about the 
conditions of life there, and they are 
willing to pay a fair admission for the 
privilege of hearing. Sar’gis would not 
object to this, but would say it is noth
ing but right the man should .be en
couraged. But ask for the same con
ditions for a lecturer or medium who 
has given up his or her time to the ac
cumulation of knowledge on spiritual 
things, who has developed some form 
of communicating with unknown 
spheres of existence to which all must 
some time take a journey—would

grave!
Thus far these energetic physicians 

have only experimented with two be
ings—a young man and a dog. Sad to 
say, the young man only lived two 
hours after resuscitation, while tlie dog 
is still alive and promises to live to an 
old age. ‘

The case of the young man was a pa
tient 25 years of age, who had been 
subjected to an operation for peritonitis. 
Tlie results of the operation took their 
normal course, but on the fourth day 
he suddenly swooned away and died. 
Drs, Tuffier and Hallion were called in 
and they at once set to work to induce 
artificial respiration, while for hours a 
rhythmical movement of the tongue 
and a ceaseless rubbing of the muscles 
were kept up. Several oilier details of 
the resuscitating methods were exe
cuted, with the result that the blood be
gan to move in the arteries and the pa
tient to open his eyes. Three or four 
minutes afterward the heart grew still 

i again and the treatment was again ap
plied. This time tlie patient lived for 
an hour, though lie was very weak and 
unconscious. Despite a third attempt 
to revive the young man lie died, and 
the doctors relented in the hope of hav
ing better luck with other corpses.

The case of the dog was that ót a lit
tle puppy which had been urowned. It 
belonged to friend of Dr. Hallion, who 
determined to restore it alive to its mis
tress.

It took four hours to resuscitate the 
dog, lint the doctor feels proud of bis 
achievement and promises to perfect 
tlie new method—Chicago Chronicle.

cry I sprang, up, and my. husband 
rushed into the room, ho see me ghastly, 
trembling and ready to swoon.

I described the vision, the dress, and 
as no one could have entered the room, 
we knew it was no living being. •

Six months from that hour my 
brother died from accident, and I 
recognized the clothes in which he was 
buried as those my brother’s “wraith” 
had appeared in—clothes ptirchised 
but two weeks previously, for my other 
brother’s funeral,

The second incident was this:

JULES WALLACE, AN AGENT QF* 
THE JESUITS, SEEKING NEW 
SPIRITUALISTIC FIELDS IN 
WHICH TO. BRING DISGRACE 
UPON SPIRITUALISM.
There has recently been driven from 

our city one by the name of "Dr. Fred
rick Milton,” formerly known as Jules 
Wallace, alias Hurry Lane, alias Harry 
Karrin. We believe he lias flown to 
St. Paul. Let all the people of that sec
tion look out for him. The following is 
a description of him: 5 feet 10 or 11 
Inches in height; plump in flesh, weight 
aboift 185 or 190 pounds; wore a small 
moustache when here; has'a round, 
fleshy face and firm set mouth; is about 
39 years of age, possibly older, 42 or 43 
years at the extreme; looks like a priest 
when smooth shaven; claims to have 
been a Catholic and is decidedly an 
Irishman of the low kind; he is Insult
ing and abrupt in giving tests, and at 
this place created great-dislike by his 
rudeness. He jumped his bond here 
and cleared out of the city with a 
bonus said to run up to $7,000. He will 
come to your city under a new name 
and create a great boom for a few 
months, and leave Spiritualism sadly 
mutilated and disgraced, if you will let 
him. He is a blackleg and fraud of 
the deepest dye, and the people of your 
cities are warned against him. If lie 
should come among you, let every hon
est Spiritualist take u brave stand and 
stamp out this cursed iniquity of fraud 
that has found fertile ground In every 
large city in our Union. Fraternally,

PAUL S. GILLETTE, 
Secretary of the State Spiritualist Asso

ciation of‘Nebraska; Agent N. S. A., 
Eastern Division of Nebraska.

Awakened from sound sleep, my hus
band and myself saw the door of our 
room wide open, which*we had left 
firmly closed, and one half of the door
way draped in deep black, the moon
light filling the other half of the door. 
Hastening to the door, the black (seem
ing) velvet was gone. We searched 
every room thoroughly, not a door or 
window but what was fastened, and 
not a trace of an intruder was found. 
We were alone in the house.

Amazed, shaken, awed, we said: “It 
must be one will be called to the great- 
beyond.” ’

A year from that hour (I being many 
hundred miles away) he passed on, 
from tho effects of an overdose of 
morphine—the common mistake of doc
tors in dealing with pneumonia, 
although narcotics are known to be 
fatal. . -

One grand result “Christian Science” 
has accomplished; it has saved from the 
fallacies of orthodoxy millions of peo
ple who rejolcm-tii liberty and rational
ism.

J. Rigdon, of Middle Point, Ohio, 
writes well, and his advice concerning 
the needless attacks upon the compila
tion, the Bible, are sound. Reason has 
made all such arguments superfluous. 
We have only to believe, to know, and 
do right, and be happy.

Chicago, Ill. H. H. RICH.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK!
This admirable work contains, what.« hundred 

oplrlts, good aud evjl, say ut tlielr dwelllng-ylaoes. 
Give ui detail«—details and accurate delineations ox 
Ilie In the Spirit-world !-la the constant appeal oi 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither— 
oh. whither! Shull I know. my. Mends, beyond the 
tomb? WIU they know.me? V but ta their present 
condition,'and what their occupations i1 In this vol
ume the spirite, dWcrlag as they may, are allowed to 
speak for thcmselvca. No man is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. Ho treats of. the Mysteries of Life; 
DoubtsundHopes; The Bridging of the lllyer; bora- 
gleums of tho Future; Testimony of ba nt.; Tho 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body , Is It 
theSoulor Bodythat Sina?; Clothing in the bnlrit- 
world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex- 
porlences of Aaron Knight; The Bed Mau s Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Sptrlt-LIfe; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices Iron; the Spirit
Lund. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Pric'eil**. postage, 12 Ofinto. For 
eale at this office.

dotti of Things; or I’syciioinetriO 
Researches anjl Discoveries.

W AND ELIZABETH M. B.
¿J Danton. A marvelous work. Though concise aa 
a text-book, It isaa fascinating as a work of fiction. 

' fato reader will bo amazed to see the curio is facts 
bare combined in support of this newly-discovered 
■owerof the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
Mnd doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ac 
day» and throw light on all the grand subjects now oh1 
ronredby time. _ „ w
Soul or Things—VoL L

Cloth............................................. .
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. IIL 

inv’ratcd. ÍW2 pi». Cloth. ....
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fFith portraits representing Atri. Bichmond Ili
1857,1» 1870, and in 1804,
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IMMORTALITY.
Science, Not Scripture, Fun 

nishes Proof.

JiIEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of tho Rockies, w’.<.h Introduction by 
J. 8. Loveland. This la the Maton of one of th. 
rnott wonderful medium, that over uved. 167 laruo 
pages. By Moue Hou. For «3o
.tthis onwo.

IMMORTALITY.
A poem In five cantos "It a man die, (ball be live 7" 

Is fully answered. B ; W. S. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents. /’

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
A series of lessons on tbe relations of the spirit 13 

jt. own organism, end the.Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through tbe me

__  _ diuroshlpof Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
in the question of man's Immortality. ; J^lYJoeVor’.ale‘it“thiaornle1““81 Bllou111 re“d'

A correspondent of the New York-Sun 
sends that paper the following letter: l 

“Men all all ages have been interested

Many have believed, many have doubt
ed. But few, even to-day, are worldly 
enougli to be utterly Indifferent. Where, 
then, shall they look for evidences of a 
future life? Some of your correspond
ents, like Mr. Stone, are skeptical, yet 
declare Colonel Ingersoll's unbelief 
‘pernicious.’ ‘T.’ and ‘W. S. D.’ sug
gest the Bible, and the latter quotes 
from the New Testament. As a matter 
of fact, tlie scriptures as a whole con
tain a mass of contradictions on the 
subject. No people, ancient or modern, 
have been more skeptical than were the 
Jews before the captivity.

“In all the writings ascribed to Moses 
there Is no allusion to life after death. 
There is no book so full of skeptical nl-

IWO IN 0NF
A COMBINATION OF

“Tlie Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

I

AN OBJECT LESSON
That May Be Studied With 

Great Profit.
To the Editor:—In reading your paper 

I very seldom find any communications 
from this city. Our people are too mod
est to thrust their affairs upon the at
tention of others. Still Spiritualists 
are or at least should be, desirous to be 
acquainted with the progress of ad
vanced thought everywhere.

I want to inform you and your read
ers of the firm stability on which the 
St. Louis Spiritual Association is now 
based in the commencement of its ninth 
year of Its existence as an association.

For tlie first six years we pursued the 
Itinerant plan, changing our speaker 
each month or two, and considering it 
necessary to have test attractions. So 
long ns this plan was pursued, these 
tests were necessary for the attraction 
of good audieuces. We always aimed 
to get the best, aud with the 15 ceuts 
admission, had nt times our hall

Sar'gis give them these conditions? 
Not as we understand his article of 
January 28 issue of Tlie Progressive 
Thinker. '

How will-he subscribe to our lectures 
as he sa^s he will without some kind of 
organization? Should lecturers be left 
entirely'at the mercy of individuals 
who may or may not have a spasm of 
enthusiasm for a short season and then 
drop back into a state of indifference?

Should mental or physical mediums 
of a genuine order be left entirely to 
their own resources and be compelled 
to come Into competition with frauds 
and scoundrels without a grain of prin
ciple?

Is there nothing in Spiritualism to call 
out the sympathy and support of those 
who have been convinced of its truths 
for those who are bending every effort 
to benefit others at the expense of their 
individual comfort? Is there no re
ligion in trylng*lo comfort the father
less and the widow in their aflliction? 
Sar’gis says, no religion in it for him. 
Is there no religion in doing good by 
educating people out of the darkness of 
materialism and the prospect of a 
shoreless grave, or a leap Into ail un
certain future? “No religion.” comes 
the answer! Nothing worth the effort 
of organization and co-operation!

In vain has Andrew Jackson Davis 
penetrated the veil and given the re
sults of his explorations in his nu
merous works. All these are an attempt 
to “make an Industry” of Spiritualism,

crowded to its full capacity.
But there was nothing lastlug about 

it. The audiences were so made up of 
curlosltv-seekers, that when that at
traction did not exist, our attendance 
was very slim. .

Two years ago we decided to change 
the plan, by abolishing the admission 
fee, throwing our doors wide open to all 
who would come, aud engaging for the 
entire season that modest, unassuming 
gentleman and grand trance medium. 
Thomas Grimshaw, abolishing all plat
form tests, no phenomena else than 
that greatest of all witnessed in every 
discourse delivered through Mr. Grim- 
show. Thinkers appreciated him, and 
after hearing him once came again, and 
told other thinkers.

Our numbers increased, and the dif
ference in intelligence of the audience 
became very’ marked. Now we have a 
good, strong society, composed of 
earnest, intellectual members.
-Well, to go back: The first season of 

the engagement- of Mr. Grimshaw giv
ing evidence of the change in policy 
being an acceptable one, we. at tiie 
close of that season, extended to him a 
call for another season, with still more 
gratifying results. Although this season 
does not close till the 1st of May next, 

‘‘<rar board of managers has already 
taken time by the forelock, and has se

' cured his services for still another sea
son. viz., from the 1st of September, 
1899, to the 1st of May, 1000-making 
his third year with us.

Our flag waves from the ramparts; 
our banners are on the outer wall.

_ J.-F. WIGGANS.
St. Louis, Mo.

!

A VIGOROOS DEFENSE
Of Chaplains in the Army

A writer in the editorial columns of 
The Progressive Thinker for January 
21 takes strong ground against the com
missioning of chaplains in the United 
States Army. He says: “That there 
should be recognized government paid 
priests with the army, Is a satire on the 
enlightment of this age.” In support 
of this position he quotes the notorious 
mountebank, Sam Small, as follows: 
“The chaplains are a serf of sop to the 
church sentiment without much sub-, 
stance to them. They just take a min
ister and put a uniform on him * * * 
and turn him loose on 1200 men without 
any of the implements of the spiritual 
warfare to fight jvith. I've been dis
appointed.”

It is to be remembered that this was 
tlie utterance of a man the very first
day he joined the regiment. How 
ceedlngly valuable, therefore, are 
opinions derived from his own 
perience! “Been disappointed!” 
markable! As a veteran soldier

according to Sar’Gis.” A man who 
gives his time to writing books, how
ever valuable they may be, is “making 
an industry” just as much as a lecturer 
or medium. You, Mr. Editor, come un
der the same rule'. However much you 
may enlighten the world by publishing 
your valuable paper, you are “making 
an industry” out of it.

Sar'gis assumes to believe that it 1s 
only those speakers who have occupied 
the puplC^f some orthodox seet who 
ask for organization. I for one have- 
never occupied any orthodox pulpit, 
and I stand for organization—first, last 
and all of the time.

If Spiritualists have learned anything 
after fifty years of investigation, it is 
their duty to tell It to the world, or quit 
fooling away their time. If we have 
any reason to think ■capital punishment 
is a crime against the future welfare of 
the human spirit let us have backbone 
enough to say so. If we have reason to 
suppose some cases of supposed In
sanity may be the result of undeveloped 
spirit influences, let us demand an in
vestigation of spirit control and Influ
ence by those who have charge of our 
institutions for those unfortunates.

If the future happiness or misery of 
the spirit in other spheres depend upon 
the practice or neglect of certain well-, 
defined rules of conduct In this sphere, 
let us be true to humanity by giving 
them the best knowledge we have upon 
the subject.

If we can do more giod by organizing 
and working harmoniously together 
than we can by desultory action and 
working at cross purposes, let us organ
ize and “agree to disagree ” on some 
points.

I will close this article by saying: 
'I am not a “reformed preacher,” but I 
consider" those who are opposed to or
ganization are those, who are the 
“Inharmonious” opes, because, they re- 

'fngtrto work-in concert with others. It

A SPIRITUALIST'S DUTY
Spiritual Literature to the 

Front.

OX- 
bis 
ex
Re- 
the

writer may be allowed a word concern
ing army chaplains.

Chaplains are commissioned because 
their services are needed. The govern
ment does not contemplate that their 
work is to consist of^ierfunctory pray
ers, neither does any chaplain under
stand it so to be, unless he Is a man of 
the Sam Small type. When he Is that 
kind of a man the boys make it so hot 
for him that he gets very tired, resigns 
and goes home. The man that Is not 
useful in the army soon becomes very
sorry that he joined it.

Very likely the boys “tumbled” to 
Sam "Small the first day he was there/

To the Editor:—As I am a subscriber 
to The Progressive Thinker, one of the 
grandest papers in the world for knowl
edge and truth, I feel It my duty to im
press' upon the mind of every Spiritual
ist reader of this paper, the necessity 
of urging and supporting this glorious 
truth, by asking others to subscribe for 
the paper. Don't only ask one, but get 
up a club of ten, and by so doing you 
will not only help yourself, but help 
others to find truth aud happiness. I 
have no doubt that some of the Spirit
ualists who will read this will say, “Oh, 
well, that don't mean me, as it is impos
sible for me to go out and get up a club, 
and besides'there are only a few Spirit
ualists here, and they are all as poor as 
Job’s turkey, so can't afford to take the 
paper.” But listen. Spiritualists are 
not the only ones who need to take the 
paper; there are thousands of others 
who have never even so much as got a 
glimpse of the paper, leave alone an op
portunity to subscribe for It. Spiritual
ists here are almost as scarce as “hen’s 
teeth.” In getting up my club of ten, I 
got three Spiritualists; the rest were un
believers, but good, kind-hearted, deep
thinking men, such as will make the 
world better by having lived in it.

One thing more I want to say to the 
subscribers of this paper: Don’t use The 
Progressive Thinker on your shelves in 
the kitchen, or throw them In youj- 
waste basket. I believe it is wicked 
and very unjust to use it in that way, 
as there are thousands of others who

luslons as the Old Testament. The t 
Book of Job abounds In them. In | 
Psalms we read: ‘Wilt thou show won- I 
ders to the dead? Shall the dead arise 
and praise thee?’ (Ixxxvili, 10); ‘His 
breath goeth forth, he returneth to ills 
earth; in that very day his thoughts 
perish’ (clxvi, 4); ‘The dead praise not 
the Lord, neither any that go down in

'silence' (cxv, 17). Solomon, the wise, i 
was even more outspoken: ‘Man has no 
pre-eminence above a beast........All go
unto one place, all are of the dust, and 
all turn to dust again’ (Eecl. lii, 19, 20); 
‘For the living' know that they shall 
die, but the dead know not anything, 
neither shall they have any more a re
ward, for the memory of -tjiem Is for
gotten. Also their love and their hat
red and their envy Is now perished; 
.neither have they any more a portion 
forever In anything tliat is done under 
the sun’ (Eccl. lx, 5, 0J. On the other 
hand, the New Testament abounds in 
references to a future life. But believ
ers in the verbal inspiration and author
ity of the Bible will find it hard to rec
oncile the conflicting statements.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work »8 a 
CombUhtlon into one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
Ipleudl'j works. Dy thia arrangement the cost Is such 
that the reader k enabled to secure the two books 
coiiu.Kri at the jamo price as was formerly asked 
forth Jin iieparutely. This volume contains 462 pages 
and Is iimdsomely bound In cloth, and contain« an ek-

Ohaftkb XI. California Work, 1875-Otber Vlalta- 
Letter of Ò. M. Plumb—Letter of MTs. John A.
Wllaon.

Chxpteb XU. Chicago Work, 1876 to 1895-Flral 
Society Chartered, 1869—Complete Ammoni of WofU 
In Lettore and Statements of Member» of th» 
Society.

OnxrrBB XIII. Clnnp Meeting Work—Cassadaga-.; 
Lake Pleasant—Onset Buy—Lake l'> ady—Lookoul 
Mountain, etc. .

CnxBTBB XIV. Literary Work—Her. orla-Volume« 
of Dlscoursea und Lecturea—Psy.tiopatby; Soul 
Teachings—Poeme-Otber Literary work.

Cbxbtbb XV. Literary Work (contmuedl-Lecture 
oj Gyroscope, 1858—"The Shadow of a Great BOOM 
In a Weary Land," 1887—Poems—Choice Selection» 
In Prose and Verse—Work of Wllllum Richmond,

Ciiambb XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Orpba E~Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and oriifr. 
—Appreciation of tho Work from Thoao Best Qual» 
Ifled to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell 0. 
■Warner—Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

ChxptbbXVII. Mrs Richmond’sExperiences Whll. 
In the Tronco Stale, Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
< this office. __ _

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

Bv Lois Walsbrooker. Many have read this hook, 
many have re read It, and many otbera out to road tt, 
llshoulil be read by every man and woman In th» 
land It allows tho falsities rainpant In wmlevy In 
matters of moral end social Import, and the wroi gi 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victim, of soc rt 
ostracism. It contains a line likeness 01 tbe author, 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

’ JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

ab a Leader of Annies. By Moses Hulu Thia is at 
once the most truthful history of Joob of Arc, ana 
one of tlie most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thnlUngly in
teresting; no history more true. Price to cloth, 40 
cents ; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

CHURCH AND STATE. |
The Bible to me public Schools; the New “Amen* 

lean" Party. By ••Jefferson." Third edition. Thia 
beautiful pamphlet of 2d pages is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church aud State question that 
has appeared. Price 10 cents. . __

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
The astronomical and astrological origina ot all re

ligions. A poem by Dr. J. H. MendenhaB. Price 50 
cents.

I cellent iwrcralt of tbe antbur.I THE QUESTION SETTLED
1b a caitifa1 comparison of Biblical aud Modern Spirit 
naltsm. No book of the century Uuh made so many 
convernto Modern Spiritualism as this. The authors 
alm, isltbfully to compare the Bible with moden. 
ihenontenaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

be adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants of human-1 
ityj its moral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel' 
mlnlBti}'; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions ottered to Spiritualism, arc all considered in the 

* light ol tbe Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist* of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 

a perfect storehouse of facts for those wbo wish 
ttdefecd Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assuror dons of Orthodoxy. ..
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HUMAN CULTURE I CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

THE SOUL,
its Nattfre, Relations and Expression In Human Bm* 
bodltncnts. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich- 
inoud, by her Guides. A book that every one who 1, 
Interested in re-incarnation should read. XTIce SI.00.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
' common Sense, Tbe Crisis, Blcbts ol Man, eto 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, 11.00) 
postage, 20 cents.

The New and the Old,
Or the World's Progress. In Thought. By Moses Hid!. 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker. 
Price 10 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.,
BY IUttikE. Hull. . Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hal 

.weeteat songs, adapted to popular .nuslc for tho 6 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 Cert 
or 67 per hundred. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return
By Charles Dawbarn. Pnco 10 cento.

THE ELIMINATOR

is from their ranks the disciples of 
Christian Science, Theosophy, Mental 
Science, ' ejc., .have been /recruited. 
These have some different fad from the 
majority of Spiritualists, and withdraw 
their support because they cannot make 
all others “toe their mark.”

Even the Secularists of America can 
see good in organized effort. Why can-

Jus. Brent writes: “I received the 
premiums Art Magic and Ghost Land, 
which I consider invaluable to (ill stu- 
deriib'W the occult and .of theiphiloso-' 
phy of Spirltual'sm. You are doing a 

' great and glorious work in which I 
wish you God speed. Your paper is an 

ovp-oncner and provoker of thought —— — - *.■ -and cannot fail of being-a blessing to« not Spiritualists be liberal enough to or
ana vuuuuu =» ami .«wk n« n frntnrnril bodv
immunity.’ fcanlze and work as a fraternal body

There are a thousamUopportunlties for 
usefulness in the service, duties which 
a cliaplain is expected to perform and 
which it is no other soldier’s particular 
business to discharge. The chaplain of 
my regiment was a Methodist. I am 
not a Methodist. He was at the side 
of every soldier who needed assistance. 
He wrote letters, cared for money and 
other property, drove away the blues 
and the homesickness, nursed the sick, 
and In every way pi’oved a steadfast, 
helpful friend. In marksmanship, the 
game of chess, or field sports, he was 
with us. Chaplain Bowdish has long 
Since gone to his reward. His memory 
Is dear and sacred to every member of 
the regiment. '»

Tlie war records of Minnesota, and 
other States as well, contain reports by 
general officers of the very highest 
praise for the regimental chaplains. 
Chaplains Kerr, Hobart, Neill, Ireland, 
now Archbishop, and many others, are 
part of the history of the war, by vir
tue of their courage, self-sacrifice, and 
helpful service everywhere. Instead of 
the army chaplain being a “lingering 
superstition,” Jie is the incarnation of 
modern practical usefulness.
• Possibly Sam Small may learn, some
time before he dies, that the Christian 
religion means to “visit the sick, feed 
the hungry, and clothe the naked.” At 
least that was the language' of the 
author of the Christian religion. And 
he ought to know. Possibly others will 
learn that the chaplain who fills, this 
requirement is something besides a

• “lingering- superstition.” • ■ ■
...... '...... .. . W. H. HARRINGTON.

: Minneapolis, Minn.
Wm, M. King writes: “I write to 

thank you for the valuable premium I 
received with The Progressive Thinker 
—Art Magic. I find .its contents very 
instructive and wish it could be placed 
iu every home, for to my mind there is 
more genuine truth and good sensible 
reasoning in its pages than cun be 
found tn bqth the Old and New Testa

. nients.” .

would only be too glad to read the pa
per. Give the paper to some one else 
to read, or mail it to some of your 
friends, and when they really see what 
it contains, and see the knowledge that 
can be gained from it I don't think 
they will hesitate to subscribe for it at 
once. And remember if at first you 
don’t succeed, try, try again. Before 
closing I wish to say that mediums are 
very scarce here in this part of the 
country, and I feel like saying to all 
good mediums, when passing through 
here, won’t you ptease.stop, off If con
venient, and give us a call? This is a 
good place for missionary work to be 
done. Our little circle meets., twice-a 
week and consists of Spiritualists only, 
as we find it very necessary for unbe
lievers who wish to sit in otir, circle,* to 
first investigate our belief by reading 
and studying our bqoks and papers 
that pertain to Spiritualism. By so do
ing, they will qualify themsejves to be
come members of the circle. i

MRS. < H. HARRIS.

“Much of the skepticism of the day 
has arisen from the assumptions and 
illogical conclusions of a. speculative 
philosophy. Many reject Immortality 
to get dear of the dogma of eternal 
punishment. Much skepticism also 
arises from the orthodox dogma that 
immortality depends upon the doctrine 
of the literal resurrection of the body 
of Jesus of Nazareth—the evidence of 
which is incomplete and contradictory.

“Turning from all scriptural dogmas 
and traditions to the domain of science, 
however, there is much to justify the 
hope, the expectation, even the belief in 
a future life. Science teaches that there 
is no creation and no destruction, but 
only change. The principle of the ‘con
servation of energy’ favors the belief of 
man in immortality. The scientific idea 
of the ‘indestructibility of matter’ 
points in the same direction, and so also 
does the theory of ‘natural selection.’ 
In short, a rejection of the mythology 
of the past as a divine verity and the 
acceptance of the reasonable conclu
sions of scientific research will ulti
mately lead to a higher and better 
faith in God and immortality.”

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fino Forces, and author of 
other important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc. „

Price, cloth, 75 cento. For sale at this office.

PRINCIPLES
— OF —

LIGHT ANH GOLOR
BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

r

Monett, Mo. ; lire

O. P. Mitchell wrltest, “I recplved Art 
Magic in good' shape; and 1 must say, 
that if the contents are as -instructive 
and elevating to the mind, an its exter
nal appearance is pleasing M the eye, 
It will prove to be ai gemii'of much 
values’ . ■ n - '■

■ Geo.«3. DaFontain writes:.11 Art Magic 
I find to be a book'o? gffeaV'vnlue as 
an educator, and should be found,in all 
well-kept libraries, and* with ,your lib
eral offer I think it ought to reach out 
far and wide.” .

I. W. Hatch writes: “Your generous 
gift, Art Magic, was received some days 
since, and I expect to enjoy reading it 
very much.”

E. Dow writes: “I received Art Magic 
all right, and I think it Is the best-book 
that I have read. I think it is a good 
book for anyone to have in their house.”

J. T. Fletcher writes: “Enclosed find 
check for $11, for the accompanying 
eleven subscribers to Tire Progressive 
Thinker and Art Magic. Send the ex
tra copy to me.”

A MARVELOUS DISCOVERY.
News comes from Jerusalem, by the 

way of Berlin, that on the site of what 
Kaiser William gave his holiness, the 
Pope, as the home of the Blessed Vir
gin, the mother of “our Lord,” the 
chamber where the last supper was 
eaten, was discovered a few days ago.

It will be remembered this now 
sacred spot was presented by the Sul
tan of Turkey to the Kaiser, white the 
latter was on his way to the Holy Land, 
and that his august majesty, the em
peror of Germany, gave it to the Pope 
as a conservator from his Catholic sub
jects. •

Without regard to the real history of 
the location,' something it is Impossible 
to know, does any one suppose It will 
hereafter be barren of interest? Now 
It was the scene of the last supper, as 
well as the home of the Mother of God. 
To-morrow it will be found his grand
mother was In the habit of visiting 
there, and here his brothers and sisters 
used to assemble. A little later a crypt 
will be found purporting to be filled 
with ancient records, written In He
brew, Aramic, or barbaric Greek, de
tailing every important thing a Chris
tian would love to know about the dear 
Savior and his human relatives.

The influence of the monumental rec
ords constantly coming to light, making 
this a skeptical age, must be overcome 
at any cost, and now Is the golden op-

A truly great work tn which the author exhibit, 
the results of years of research, of a mind devoted 
lo science and truth, highly gifted with keen Intuí- 
tlve Insight and tbe páyenle faculty of clairvoyance» 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is of 
very great Interest and importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light and color In 
their mental and physical effects and their practical 
application In the conservation of health and tbe 
cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value is be
yond estimation, and its teachings should be known 
oy all- ............................... .Finely illustrated with cuts and colored plates.

PRICE, $5.00,. POSTAGE, 30c,
For Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office.

ftERESY,
. . . OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT.
J. Thrilling, Psychological Story ofBvangM. 

nation and Free Thought. It is to Protest
antism what the "Secrets of tho Con. 

vent’’ is to Catholicism.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

portunity. i

'.I

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; exno». 

Ing the fabulouBclnlin. of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many alarUlng conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa* . 
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an ln>| traon* 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.30. For Sale at this Office.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLO WER.

Aa enlbrtalnlng manual of hnaoita. n.cful to 
students of tbe subject. In the form ot dialogue and 
story, tbe author presents very succewfully a con; 
densed account of hypnotism, its theory and practice 
up to due. Price, paper. 25 cis. Sold at this office.

ENCYCLOPEDIA "
...OF ...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . . .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Neto 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism;

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
' the important books of the Bible.

Tbe dlatlnguhbod author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction to tho readers of Thb PBoennssm 
Thinkkr, but the following headings of chapters will 
show them what they may expect from the book:

CONTENTei-An Idyl-Firdham-Building the 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood—Tb< Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jans 
Grey—The Mother of Gain-Evolution-Stella—The 
Ceil—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette-The Bank Robbery
Liberty—All Is Well That Ends Well-The New 
Church—Tho New Way; Led to the Light. ______

Every chapter is devoted to one idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to tbe cli* 
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist is con: 
traated with the charactet of the boneH minister an 1 
the thinking aancatlc. The steps by which a preacher 
emerges from vbe church, and the difficulties ho meets 
arc graphically presented. The now church and pre- 
gresfllve lycenin evolved out of tbe old, form an lie 
tercstlng study to those seeking new methods.

It Is a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the prlca 
'.■J accordance with our now departure. Is I’D ceau, 
postpaid, or the copies, for Pl.25 for aale £t the 
.♦iHce «if Tn*. I'noonR&siVE TuuiKEn.

The Principles or Nature, as Dlscov-
ered in the Development and Structuré 
of the Universe. ' Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and,Mediumship. Spir- 
Itual'Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vooal Music fbr the 

Choir. Congregation and Social
. Circles. -

By J, M. Feeble» and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Baller. 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from u wldo 
Held of literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias,. throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration»embodying tho prinep es and ylrtucBof. 
tho spiritual'philosophy, sot to thb ffiost ohecfftll 
popalar music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, it la doubtless tho most attractive work of 
the kind over published. Its beautiful songs, dueta 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom« 
panlinent, adapted both to nuMIo meeting, and the 
aoclal cltelea. Cloth, «2.00. Voitaco 1» cents. ■

BY MOSES HULL.

Much that le In this book appeared Id an abridged 
form to a eerles of nine full pages of Tbx Progress- 
itx Thinkbb. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet tbe appetite for more; hence the 
publication of till. work.................... . .

Tbeauthor. Mq.es Hull, ha. written many votamM 
on Splrituallstletlo and other themes and each ohe 18 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, In his Introduction of this work says:

"Hpplng that this bopk will serve to lead the people 
outof the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Splr tuallsm shall have wrested the Bible from 
its‘sanctified’enemies, it will not‘spike’ it, but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send It out on its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that It will proye 
a divine benediction to every reader." •

Thk Enoyclopjkdia of Biblical Spxbitualisk 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a inll-pagc portrait of tho author and la 
handsomely bound In cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
“THE WATSEKA WONDER.” ’
To the «indent of psychic phenomena, th!» pamphlet 

1« Intensely Interesting. It give, detailed accounts ot 
two cue. ot "double consciousness," nuneiy Mary*. 
Latency Vennnm, of
holds, ot Venango county, F*. IW Ml» tt tbit offiiA 
Price is certs. _ _______________ _______________

Ui'igin, Development aim ixsuny
of Man.

The Development of the Spirit

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 
tosfiNTB: Tho Beiinntnp; Fundamental Prlnob 

Pies; Formation dt constellations, Systems,- Sum 
Planets and Satel'.Itss.* Ths Origin of Metoo— and 
CometaiTilflOrganic Kingdom; The Origin of Man: 
Man—His Attributes bud Powers*, The Soul—How 1» 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Boni Re
ceives 14 Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
Tho Htavenly Ether; How.to Cultivate.tho Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De* 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Blble.and Christ; Tho Summary; "What 
Must We Do to Bo Saved." For sale at this »flea.

Price. Clot’*- «ix. »»*>-After Traniltlon. By tho late M.'F»roday. The ort* ' 

--------- o t INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS, age^cetitfc0 $128 Volume. Post- ^»ue^ ot» mm « Mela« »MioMiMn. Rk» ^Clp»ggl8,twing,nieaiuiB. "
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the Progress«« Thinker.
ruHMted every Saturfiuy ut 40 LoomisStreet

J.K. FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.

Entered ol Chicago J’obtofflco ns bccuuiI-cIuib matter.

TUKilb OF SUltSCRTPTtOX.
TiixPaooBüBBivuTnreKBiiwlllbe furnished until 

further notice, el tire following terms, Invariably In
advance:
Oue year..........
fix months.......
Thirteen wecka. 
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• AN INCIDENT ÛF DONG AGO- ] of 3WH9, teteg «wòtfflrt to nay: "ft Wie

Upwards of forty years -ago thewrlter 
was descending the Missouri. It was a 
bright, beautiful Sunday in April, warm 
and genial. Sitting on the hurricane 
deck of .a palace steamer which then 
plied on those waters in the'absence of 
railroads, with a large group of travel
ers about him, he called attention to the 
majestic lime-rock rising perpendicular
ly several hundred feet from the wa
ter’s edge, on the northern bank of the 
river at that point. He called attention
-to the Unes of stratification in the rock, 
and Incidentally mentioned that this 
fact furnished demonstrable proof that

puitters Jiow long that period may be. 
God Is eternal, but man is old indeed.”

The Progressive Thinker named one 
hundred million years-as the probable 
period of man on the globe; but as it Is 
not parsimonious, on tire contrary is 
noted for its generosity, so to avoid an
tagonizing so good a brother, we will 
compromise with him mid drop off say 
ten thousand years; allowing him at the 
same time to accept the Bible chronol-
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OUR ECLECTIC MftGftZlNE.‘ - TTNBUCCE88FUL. ■ •
A Rev. Qi 'F. Hall, - at Decatur, Ill., 

lately challéiiged''-Col. Ingersoll for a 
debate. Th? Colonel, very wisely, paid 
no attention to it;1‘ Now Mr. Hall says 
it was his^inteiition to have Clark 
Braden represent ¿i|m in a discussion 
which he has! been trying for years to 
bring about’ With' Col. Ingersoll, but 
could not do;so. fHaU’s object, accord
ing to his i'çport0' statement, was to 
have made ¡a,-, fortjipe from the sale of 
tickets. ! : . i : '

The -idea;'of pitting Clark Braden 
against Coif 'Inge^oll is simply ridicu
lous. The least spld the better when 
one visits thé London flsh-inarket at 
Blllingsgai^., Ü .

Valuable Thoughts and Information Selected from the Secular Press.
she would. That’s why I smoked the 
cigarette.”
' Miss X. Ju her crystal gazing saw a 
friend of the physician cross his legs, 
write, frown, run his fingers through 
his hair and rush out of the room 
clinching his fists and grinding his 
teeth in great exasperation. Miss X., 
with the crystal out of her sight, re
membered the physician’s friend 
writing and going out and nothing else. 
Hypnotized into X. 3, she said:

“That funny little Miss X. aggravated.

OCCULT FORCES.WONDERFUL MYSTERY.ogy if he prefers as formulated by 
Archbishop Usher, in 1660, that man 
has been here less thah 6;000 years, and 
is expecting to be switched off on a side 
track any day in the near future.-

And as to the clergy, we are also rec
onciled to his proposition, in substance, 
that they are more fool than knave, so 
let us shake and end the contention.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED.
One of our old patrons, a distin

guished lawyer, writes:
“You are doing a good work In get

ting ‘The Teachings of Jesus not Adapt
ed to Modern Civilization’ into the 
fiands of the people. The subject Is 
one In which practical men are interest
ed, and when comprehended by the 
masses will do much toward revolution
izing public sentiment.”

Wc venture the statement that very 
few non-crltlcal readers have really 
stopped to examine the actual teach
ings of the hero of the popular faith. 
They have allowed the clergy to select 
their own texts for discourse, then com
ment on them as pleases their fancy or 
best serves their interest, without tak
ing into consideration the genuine senti
ments of the so-reputed wise Teacher.

Said one gentleman who read this lit
tle work:
“I have read The Teachings of Jesus, 

most carefully, and indorse every word 
of it, and every conclusion to which the 
author arrive^; but no money could 
prompt me to assume its responsibility 
before the public, for it would lead to 
social and political ostracism.”

the formation was laid down in an 
ocean of still water, not near the sur
face, else it would have been washed- 
away by the ceaseless surging of the 
tide. “If,” continued he, any one has a 
curiosity to make an examination he 
can break away a piece of rock at the 
water's edge and the statement will be 
confirmed by finding it filled with fos- 
slls, the changed conditions <Jf organic 
life which became entangled In the de
bris, and through the interminable 
years since then has been changed to 
rock." * ~

A gentleman standing near Inquired:. 
“How- long a period has probablyi 
elapsed since this was the bed of an 
ocepn?" ' .

“Countless millions of years,” was the . 
reply. “Since its emergence from the; 
ocean, perhaps when the Rocky Moun
tains were upbeavfed, and since the > 
present order-of things was established, 
all this vast region washed by the Miss-1 
Isslppl and the Missouri and their afflu
ents has contributed material for silt
ing up the Gulf of Mexico from near 
the Ohio. The deposition is still going 
on, and the coast-line is gradually ex
tending seaward. Lett undisturbed, in 
process of the eternal years, the loftiest ■ 
mountains and tho vales between, with 
the widest planes, will be washed into 
the ocean whose sullen surges will roll 
on, uninterrupted by rocky barrier, over ■ 
a wholly submerged world. But the in
ternal forces of the globe are ever act-' 
Ive. They would upheave new conti- ; 
nents and new mountain chains, so that 
hill and dale, mountain and plane will, 
ever mark the surface -of the -earth, sub- ■ 
stantlally as now. The ocean will roll 
on, new continents will rise, new moun
tains will be uplifted, and man adapt
ing himself to the changed, conditions, 
more perfect In form, with a larger and 
more refined brain, win continue to 
delve in the soil, build cities, navigate 
the ocean, and make the elements min
ister to his needs. Commencing his ex
istence innumerable millions of years 
ago, in the lowest forms of vertebrate 
life, his’ development will go on while 
eternity will gather In the rolling 
years.” .

A cadaverous-looking gentleman, post 
middle life, wearing a white choker, ex
claimed, as if in deep distress: '

“I see, Mister, you don’t believe the

M/VSS-MEETING

Al America Auditorium Hall, 77 31st St.. Chicago. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb.

16,17 and 18,

Miss X—Her Strange Case.
DOCTORS' ATTRIBUTE TO HER 

THREE INDIVIDUALITIES IN 
ONE—A VIVID SECOND SIGHT— 
AS MISS X 3 HER CONDUCT IS A 

. SOURCE OF REPROACH TO HER 
' AS PLAIN MISS X-AS RELATED

BY THE NEW YORK DAILY

A Dream Made Tom Walsh 
a Millionaire.

Still another writes: 
“The booklet should be read by the 

accord-millions. If It was appreciated 
Ing to its merits it would require the 
constant service of a fast press to sup-
ply the demand.”

Fifteen cents only for a 44-page 
pamphlet with more heretical meat in 
it than Is found in many large volumes. 
Send your order to The Progressive 
Thinker. Ten copies for $1-

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
An Associated press dispatch from 

Berlin tells of a paver who had just 
burled bls father. After the clergyman 
and the children bad gone he remained 
beside the grave and exclaimed:

“Farewell', We shall never-- meet 
Igain in this life.”
The wretched offender against Ger

man law was arrested and carried be
fore the court. The honorable Judge, 
after hearing the case, declared such 
words, spoken in public, were a nui
sance, as they shocked the religious 
feelings of the hearers, and were con
trary- to the church doctrine of the im
mortality of the soul, suggesting that 
there is no hereafter. The paver got 
two weeks In jail for impiety.

The Inquisition no longer fulminates 
its decrees, or publicly burns Its vic
tims, for the very good reason the civil 
power is doing its devilish work.

Here in America, the land of the free,
laws with severe penalties are still in 
force protecting God, the Bible, and the 
dominant religion from disrespect, still 
churchmen are not content, but demand 
additional legislation In the same direc
tion.

A PHYSICIAN’S STATEMENT.
The observation of every practicing 

physician who has stood by the bedside 
of’the sick and the dying, win confirm

JOURNAL.
A young woman of Boston has three 

distinct individualities. She is demure/ 
she Is inert, she is vivacious, Vivacious, 
.she is disdainful of her inert indivldu-1 
ality and amused by her demure in
dividuality. Vivacious, It is hergreatest 
¡pleasure to give trouble to her demure 
¡and inert individualities. Inert, she is

the physician’s friend extremely. When 
he crossed his legs she crossed hers. 
When he wrote she wrote like him. 
When he ran his fingers. through his 
hair she did the same thing. He ran 
out, furious at her Mimicry,”

The physician's friend said that what 
X. 3 had reported was absolutely true. 
The mimicry of Miss X. was uncon
scious, but It was aggravating, never- 
tireless. .

As the arrangements for the coming Chicago 
Mass-Meeting become definitely settled the in
terest in that occasion rises apace. Workers 
from all sides of the city are moving forward to 
the key-note of united effort. The Spiritualists 
of Chicago will be there enmasse, while the rep-; 
resentation from the State at ^aTge will exceed 
that of 1898. '

Among outside workers who have already ac
cepted invitations to be present, are: President 
Barrett, Maggie Gaule, Moses Hull, Mrs. Rich
mond and Thomas Grimshaw. Favorable re
sponses are yet possible from Mrs. Marian Car
penter, J. Frank Baxter, and still others..

Look out for full programme in our next issue.

self-consclous, but not bright,
She knows when she Is inert, that she . 

bas another Individuality which is de-, 
mure, and still another which is vlva- 
■clous. Inert, her point of view is one of 
indifference. She does not care. That 
is her final word in everything. De
mure, she does not know her inert and 
her vivacious individualities, save in 
the vague manner with which one may 
recall dreams and things said in a 
sleep.

To make intense her three distinct in
dividualities, Dr. Morton Prince induces 
her into crystal gazing, which produces 
visions, and into a hypnotic state, 
which produces other visions and a 

’Clear Insight into their cause and their 
significance. The physician describes 
her as Miss X when she is demure, as 
X 2 when she is inert, and X3 when she 
is vivacious.

Her real name is not essential to her 
description. It is essential to scientific 

■research that her name be not made 
publie. Dr. Morton Prince vouches for 
her. The New York section of the So
ciety for Psychical Research at Colum
bia University vouches for Dr. Morton 
Prince and for her. There is nothing

Miss X. saw herself one day, in her 
crystal gazing, going in her night dress 
to the window and throwing out of it 
an Inkstand. Miss X. remembered the 
room when the crystal was out of her 
sight, but not the incident She was 
hypnotized into X. 8, and said: “Miss X. 
was ill and delirious. She thought that 
she was on the seashore, and she went 
up a cliff and threw the inkstand, 
imagining that it was a stone. She 
threw some ink into her shoes, too.”

"THIS VISION ALSO TRUE.
’ The nurse of Miss X. said what X. 3 
had reported was true. Ink stains were 
found in the shoes of Miss X. Dr. 
Morton Prince says that under the 
ravings of a feverish patient is a deeper 
personality, cognizant in all its senses, 
but deficient in controlling power. He 
cited visions of Miss X. which could 
not be verified and which were prob-

THE SPIRIT FORCES CONTROD 
WALSH WHILE IN DREAM LAND 
AND POINT OUT A GOLD MINE, 
From the .bleak hills 6f British Co

lumbia to the mountains of Mexico 
plodded “Tom”. Walsh, stopping to ex
amine every rock pile and hole In the 
earth in his search for the mystic and 
long-evading quartz bearing the virgin, 
gold that was to jhgke him rich, says 
the Washington Star. ■

Discouragement was not ills. Fail
ures followed failures, promising ore 
was returned from the assayer with the 
report that it wasn't even “good dirt,” 
and shining sparkles came .back, marked 
"traces," but ./‘Tom” Walsh did not 
give up. •

NEVER MISSED A PILE OF ROOK.
In all his journeys Walsh never 

missed a pile of rock. Matter not 
whether it had long since been dis
carded by a discouraged miner and 
probably since passed by a score of 
others as being unworthy of a dis
mount, Walsh always climbed down 
from his horse and took a look "just for 
luck,” as he would say. This uncon-

Bible!” ,
“I have said nothing in regard to the 

Bible, sir. What has that to do with 
the subject?”

“The Bible was inspired by God, and 
It Informs us that the earth is less than 
6,000 years old.” ;

“If God made the Bible, who made 
this eartlr? Who upheaved the moun
tains, and who clothed sea and ‘land 
with organic life for aught we know a 
thousand millions of years .ago? Man 
is an evolution from the lower forms of 
life, as ably suggested by the ‘Vestiges 
of Creation,’ a work of profound re
search by one of England’s ablest schol
ars, considerably in advance of Dar
win’s revelations. And you, sir, will do 
well to read that scholarly production 
before you set up your Bible, written by 
barbarian priests, and ascribed to God 
to give It character, In opposition to the 
teachings of the rock-record which was 
written as the events occurred, If not by 
the ‘finger of God,’ then by the decree 
of Infinite Energy which governs all, 
by changeless law, find makes no error 
in transcribing or translation. That 
record speaks in a universal language to 
all who have brains to read and under
stand. Do you know, sir, that every 
atom of dust that floats in the atmos
phere, or fertilizes the field; every grain 
of sand rising In majestic hills, forming 
vast deserts, adorning the banks of riv
ers, resting in ocean's depths, or lashed 
by Its waves along the shore, are but 
fragments of angular rock, torn from 
their parent beds, rolled along the chan
nel of rivers and estuaries, or by old 
ocean Itself, and were worn by attrition 
Into their present form? ..And man has 
been a denizen of this earth, witnessing 
all the changes making its history for 
probably the last hundred million of 
years. He has seen mountains up- 
iieaved, continents submerged, and oth
ers rising to take their place, not once 
but many times. Every strata.of coal 
marks a "period of emergence and sub
mergence, twenty-seven of which are 
superposed one above another with ¡in
termediate rock and clay in the British 
isles." .

Our clerical Interrupter was thought
ful, but silent.

THE LYCEUM A FACTOR OF SUC
CESS.

We are glad to note indlcatlons-of an 
increase of interest in the matter of 
family circles. It portends vast good to 
Spiritualism. It Is a sure and encour
aging indication of a renewed vibration 
of life currents at the very seat of life. 
The family circle Is in a sense the vital 
core, the heart and lungs whence radi
ate living currents to build up and 
nourish the whole body of Spiritualism. 
With these vital parts in full activity 
and healthful operation, life and vigor 
will extend to and be manifest in the 
whole organism. Therefore neglect not 
the family circle and the private circle.

But It is of another and a very im: 
portant factor of success we would 
write lit'thls time.

The Importance to Spiritualism of' 
Children’s Lyceums has attracted, the 
attention of many of our best and 
greatest workers and thinkers, from the 
time of their inelplency and launching 
into active existence by the spirit
world through Andrew Jackson Davis 
until the present time. .

Every thoughtful mind must be cog
nizant of the tremendous influence of 
early teaching and drill, in forming the 

, cast of mind and thought, of children 
and youth; how the Ideas instilled into 
the plastic mind, and stamped on the

better thing devised than Children’s Ly
ceums.

The combination of beautiful lessons 
and mental, moral and physical drill, in 
the lyceum, is unique and admirable, 
and is in Itself proof of high Inspiration 
of A. J. Diivls when giving the lyceum 
to the world. The orthodox churches, 
with all their concomitants of parade, 
have nothing comparable in beauty, in
terest and adaptability to children, say
ing naught of the superiority of the ly
ceum teachings. Spiritualists ought to 
be proud of their 'institution, the Chil
dren’s Lyceum, and put forth extra ef
fort to establish and sustain the same 
everywhere.

The gain to our cause would be Im
mense, Incalculable; Incalculable also 
the loss from neglect to do so.

Yet a few words more: A co-ordinate 
factor with the lÿceum is the lyceum 
paper designed especially for children 
and lyceum workers. Every lyceum 
'should avail itself of the rich benefit 
and great help of such a paper for chil
dren. It will strongly reinforce the

mental character, leave an impress in
delible by even the wear and tear of 
time and the abrasion of later and an
tagonistic ideas wrought by the ad
vance of investigation and science.

It is much easier to fix ideas in the 
mind than it is to supplant, crowd out 
and efface them by later ideas, after 
they have become planted and rooted in 
the mental organism. S'*

It is more difiicult to uproot and erad
icate the errors of orthodox early teach
ings, than it is to plant and cultivate 
correct spiritila! knowledge, in the be
ginnings of early intellection, before or
thodox notions have been cultured into 
the child’s, mentality. /

work of the lyceum, and add to the ef
fectiveness of that work.

And where it is not feasible to organ
ize a lyceum, the children’s paper will 
be found an excellent substitute; it will 
interest the minds of the children in the 
family, and lead to the formation of in
telligent and correct ideas, in harmony 
with the truths and teachings of Spirit
ualism.

Every Spiritualist family should have 
such n paper visit Jt every week, for the 
benefit of the children.

Such a paper Is “The Lyceum,” pub
lished by Mr. Tom Clifford, 61 Willow
dale street, Cleveland, O. It Is a bright 
and beautiful gem of a paper, sent out

marvellous in her trlnallty; the marvel 
’Is In her consciousness of it.

To make it vivid, hypnotism serves 
quickly. Miss X. gazes at a crystal 
ball. The magic is not in the crystal 
ball, as students who confess cause and 
effect imagine, but in herself. She may 
look for an Instant at the bulb of an 
electric lamp and see things which, to 
other eyes than hers, are not there. She 
does not see them in the bulb, but 
tnrough it. Gradually the bulb dis
appears, and the scene presents itself 
alone, as if it were on a stage. .
CONDUCTING THE EXPERIMENT.

She enters the physician’s study, 
takes off her hat, her eloak and her 
gloves, talks pleasantly of the new 
play, the new books, the weather. Her 
cheeks are pink, her large ingenuous 
blue eyes are brilliant. She looks at 
the electric lamp bulb, her gaze be
comes fish-like, her cheeks have a 
chalky pallor. “What do you see?” the 
physician asks. She replies in a said, 
frail, veiled voice. It is uncanny. She 
says, for instance:

“I see a room in a hotel. There are 
three horsehair armchairs and a lounge, 
cheap pictures on the walls, a mirror. 
A man is scolding a woman. He is very 
angry. She is quiet, but resolute.” The 
physician asks what it means. She 
says that she does not know. He asks 
her to tax her memory. She cannot 
He hypnotizes her with passes and she 
says: “Yes, I saw that scene in a hotel 
of San Antonio, Texas.” And the ex
planation of the vision is correct, and it

weekly, for, only 50 cents a year. 
Among its contributors is Mr. Hudson 
Tuttle, w:ho in addition to his other ae- 
complishments as a writer and author, 
possesses an unusual faculty to interest 
and instruct children. His articles and 
lessons in “The Lyceum” are admirable. 
Emma Rood Tuttle, Dr. T. Wilkins, G. 
W. Kates and others also render excel
lent and efficient service in making 
“The Lyceum" a factor of success to 
Spiritualism. -

It would prove a rich blessing to our 
cause were “The Lyceum” a regular 
visitor in every Spiritualist family.

And now, our greatly esteemed broth-
0 „ „ , - „„j t,- I er. LvmanG. Howe, in our issue of twothe following statement of . y J , .¡comes to "the front, and in-weeks ago, comes to "the front, and in

forms our readers that he has never
seen “any such extravagant estimate, 
even as a conjecture, by any reputable 
scientist,” that “man has been an occu
pant of this globe for more than a hun
dred million of years!” He inquires: 
“Is there any proof in the Bible or out 
of it, that this statement is true?”

When geology was in its Infancy, and 
nearly all Christendom believed God 
was the author of the Bible, scientists 
were careful not to array everybody 
against them by antagonizing that 
book, so they devised a period of six in
definite periods of time, each extending

Edsoji:
“Nothing is more common than to 

lie.TT from the pulpit pictures in words, - 
of excitement, of alarm, -of terror, of 
the death-beds Of those who have not 
lived Teligious lives; yet as a rule, if 
these pictures are supposed to be those
of the unfortunates at the moment of. 
death, they are utterly false. In point 
of - fact, ninety-nine of every hundred 
human beings are unconscious for sev-: 
oral hours before death comes to them. 
All the majesty of Intellect, the tender
beauty of thought or sympathy or char-. 
ity, the very love for those for whom 
love has filled all waking thoughts, dis
appear. As a little baby just born into 
the world is but a little animal, so the ___
sage, the philosopher, the ¡hero, or the I Educated clergymen nibbled at the bait,

through countless millions of years, in 
place of the Bible days during which 
the process of creation was going on.

statesman, lie whose thoughts, or deeds 
have writ themselves large In the his
tory of the world, becomes but a dying 
animal at the last. A merciful uncon
sciousness sets in as the .mysterious 
force we call life slowly takes leave of 
its citadel, the heart, and what is has 
become what was. This is death."

and finally swallowed it, forgetting that

ably visions of, things read or heard.
Dr.'Morton Prince said: “Perhaps the 

visions that came to Joan of Arc and to 
Savonarola may be explained in a sim
ilar manner.” The physician’s report, 
read in Columbia University, on Friday 
evening, attracts Intensely the interest 
of lawyers, as well as of physicians. 
A lesson in the great care that is neces
sary in taking testimony is derived 
from it. Miss X. is, of course, oxtreme-
ly nervous and easily susceptible 
hypnotic influence.

SPIRITS AT WORK.
to

This Time Down In Missis, 
sippi.

AN OLD MAN STRIKES MERIDEN 
AND GIVES EXTRAORDINARY 
EVIDENCE OF SOMETHING OC- 
CULT-TO A NUMBER OF WELL- 
KNOWN GENTLEMEN HE RE-

may be verified. _
She says, gazing at the electric lamp 

bulb: “I am standing in a field overlook
ing the sea. A young man walks across 
the lots. He is going toward Miss X- 
He has just left Miss Y. Is he mad? 
Oh, I am afraid! He takes letters out 
of his pocket and tears them up. Now 
he is crushing his watch In his hand 
with all his might!"

The physician takes the electric lamp 
bulb out of her sight. He asks her if 
she remembers that scene, which he de
scribes to her. She replies: “I remem
ber that he came to me after leaving 
Miss Y. But he was not angry. He did 
not tear up letters nor crush his watch.”

HYPNOTISM REVEALS SECRET.
The physician hypnotizes her, and she' 

says suddenly: “Why, yes! He did tear 
up the letters and crush his watch. But 
Miss X. did not see him do.these things. 
He did them when her back was 
turned.” The physician says: “The In-

LATED 
LIVES,

INCIDENTS IN THEIR
TELLING THE NAMES

AND AGES OF FAMILY CONNEC
TIONS AND OTHERWISE MYS
TIFYING THEM.
The town is talking to-day about the 

mysterious “powers” of an old gentle
man who arrived In the city yesterday 
morning and who at once started out to 
arouse several full grown sensations in 
the minds of those whom he visited.

He claims to be a Spiritualist, the old
est in the United States, but those 
whom he visited while ready enough to 
admit that he has some process of 
reasoning not known to them, are in
clined more to the belief that lie is an 
expert mind reader or the cleverest 
fakir that ever came down the pike.

CapL W. W. George, of the First 
National Bank, was about the first per
son he visited. ■

Going into the bank he found Capt.

querable determination to make a find 
has given Walsh the reputation of hav
ing examined more different mining 
properties in Colorado than any other 
one person, and to him it has given an 
expert knowledge of ores possessed by 
few. Walsh’s habits were so well 
known to his horse that the animal 
would not pass a rock pile, wherever it 
might be. It seemed to know that 
every unusual break la the earth's sur
face was an object of interest for his 
mount. ”

One day, only three years buck, when 
the faithful animal was plodding faith
fully along the trail of a high peak, 
12,000 feet up and six miles from 
Ouray, lie stopped, In customary fash
ion, before a small hole in the ground, 
knowing full well that bls rider would 
dismount and give him a few moments 
for quiet browsing. When Walsh got 
off his horse he saw a short distance 
from the trail a hole about ten feet 
deep and alongside u pile of rock and 
dirt that had been taken out by some 
enthusiastic prospector whose hopes 
were probably crushed by tho report 
upon the first assay. “Just for luck” 
Walsh took a look into the hole, and, 
climbing down, he dug about with bls 
hammer, bringing to light some lumps 
of red-stained, uninviting ore that 
would have received a second look only 
from one who cared little for the the
ories of what gold ore should look like. 
It was. ore, and probably the assay 
would be the same as a thousand others. 
Nevertheless, Walsh wanted to know, 
and he took a few specimens down Into 
the mining town of Ouray and left 
them at the assay oilice, as he had done 
many, times before. The returns were 
low-g\ule ore carrying silver and lead, 
which sfirely was not inviting. But a 
few days later Walsh sent one of his 
men up to the hole for more specimens, 
which, however, gave no better results 
in the assay report. '
DREAM THAT BROUGHT HIM

WEALTH.
About this time Walsh was down 

with an attack of yellow jaundice, 
which kept him to his cabin for a week 
or more. Before fully recovering from

George near the street entrance.- Walk
ing up to the banker he offered to tell 
him all about himself, his family and 
antecedents, after introducing himself 
as a Spiritualist.

For a moment Capt. George did not 
know what kind of a case he had gone 
up against, but before he could make 
any reply the visitor was rattling off 
facts and incidents which Capt. George 
had not thought of for years.

Cashier Edwin McMorries was at-

BLESS GOD.^ ■
The Catholic Bishop of Havana, and 

the priests of Cuba are reported at log
gerheads, the former sustaining Span
ish resentment, and the latter uphold
ing American authority. But the Cu
bans themselves demand that the entire 
priestly class shall be removed from the 
inland. A reasonable request, it should 
Bb complied with, then, ‘‘gloria in-jx- 
celsls.” - ■ .

A GREAT EXCESS. . ■
The .Lutheran Standard :says there :1b 

a vacant Church in Philadelphia, which 
ordinarily pays a salary of ?1,200 to the 
pastor, which has the names of one 
hundred applicants for the .position.

in -doing so they knocked the seasons 
for the Jewish Sabbath, in which God: 
rested on the seventh day, -Into smither
eens. The geologists "were -guarded in; 
all their claims of a vast period of ¡time ’ 
in which the process of world-building 
was going on. So consult Murchison, 
Lyell, De LaBeche, or any of the pio
neer geologists, and none of these “ex
travagant estimates!’ of Brother Howe' 
were made. But Inter scholars, ihuve 
not hesitated to name long -periods, j 
some as high -as “lour hundred ¡millions 
of years" as a' moderate estimate of 
man’s occupancy of-the.^lobe. ■

.We bold 'tn -bur hand as ~w? write, a: 
work by n professor in one -of the col-: 
leges of France, entitled "Man Before

: Metals," Wherein the author does not 
, hesitate to estimate an immense .lapse 
: of years since the earth was peopled by 
! Tuan. He shows the old ¡Arcadians 
! claimed to be. more ancient than the

moon, while the inhabitants of Attica1 
were certain they wore older than the 

Isuh. Hi says: "There Is a .superfluity 
of proof of thd great antiquity of the 
race." .¡He does .not-enumerate n periBd

Ordlnary orthodox Sunday-school 
teachings make poor soil for the recep
tion and growth-of spiritual truth and 
nhllosopbv. Many a Spiritualist's child 
learns at Sunday-school that ¡Spiritual- - 
ism is of “the Devil,” and is a -very bad: 1 
and wicked thing thatnrust be shunned. ] 
They learn to despise the “religion” of j 
their own father and -mother; and they , 
imbibe doctrine abhorrent to humane ■ 
idekls. By the Influence of false teach-. 
Ings on their young minds they become: - 
set in views adverse to the sweet light; ■ 
and reasonableness of Spiritualism, and 
filled with prejudice that steels their' 
¡minds against candid Investigation..: 
How hard for such to seek and find the 
truths and -open their minds to Its -light.

How much better that .the child re-, 
ceive Instruction in the Lyceum, in the; 
sweet and precious truths of the spirit-' 
ual philosophy, and the beautiful and- 
wonderful facts of spirltualphenomena.-

As early (orthodox teachings tend to 
bind the mind to orthodox 'beliefs; so 
the' training of the lyceum binds the! 
mind to the beautiful and. precious 
things of Spiritualism. It Is easier to: 
learn than to ¡unlearn the false and hor- 
Tlble -doctrines of ¡orthodoxy, when once! 
¡tfiey have been Inculcated into the; 
mental texture ¡of childhood. . !

It Is related in one of the testament 
lessons, .that on 'a certain occa
sion when Jesus cast on -evil spirit: 

' out of a child, "the spirit cried, and rent 
¡him sore, and came out of ’him; and lie 
was as ¡one dead; insomuch that many
said, ‘He Us dead.’ “—Mark ix:26.

So it is with the casting out of pernl- 
■ clous and orthodox teachings, when: 

they have become rooted in the mental 
I being; many times, so "Strong is their 

hoffl, the casting of them out can well' 
be compared-to tearing and rending and 
almost the taking away-of life. Many 

; have passed through this terrible expe-' 
: riince. Spiritualists should feel it a 
/ duty to have their children from such 
; pain and anguish. .
; To this end let the .children be edu-i 
I cated in the philosophy , and a know!-; 
' edge of the phenomena of Spiritualism;; 
; let the good seed be planted and cult!-. 
• vated Into healthy growth before the; 

, noxious seeds of orthodox weeds obtain: 
- a rooting in the children’s minds. :And 

for this purpose, .outside nf home «Ir-. 
J cles and ¡home -¡influence, ¡there.-Ismo

DR. HERRON STARTLES IOWA.
Dr. George D. Herron, who occupies 

the -chair of ¡applied Christianity at the. 
Iowa College at-Grinnell, has startled 
the faculty, pupils and the general pub- • 
lie "by making some very strange .state-. 
ments, declares .the Independent Amer-: 
lean of Creston, Iowa. :
•The professor of applied-Christianity 

-evidently is at a loss to make the ap
plications. Here‘are some of the curt; 
sayings; • j

"The wage system Js essentially ¡a. 
slave system.” “There is ¡no such 
thing'as an ,ethical bargain, for bar
gains are matters of .force, fraud and 
chance." “There are no honest goods, 
to'.buy or sell.” ;

Speaking of the reformer, he says: ;
‘tin order,to say? -others he literally■ 

cannot sate himself; In ¡order to makei 
possible <a better',‘Human ¡future ¡he must. 
literally take par £in the sins and 'op-; 
pressions 'pf. the present A man who; 
says that «¡‘Christian life -can be lived 
in the present .ordfer of things is .either - 
a profound1, ethical ignoramus, or else,, 
he willfully dies, insofar ¡as the church 
has preaphed Christianity as ,a religion 
of saving oiie’s po^, It has preached the 
supreme appstasyLandn lie.” ■ ■

As regards rights Acquired by Indi-, 
1 vldual toif!and, industry, 'he teaches:: 

"The giftste.i natffte,' the things .of God, '■ 
: th? product of ^pcla! toll, belong /to, 
' men in confinon.”,jt . .... ;
. / ' —-—. '4 —.  --------------- - :
J PRA^sJof REVIVALIST. ,

An associated press dispatch, from. 
' Anderson, Ind.,-says: /The''Rev. /Robert' 

Stamm, whose;sensational -pulpit dem-' 
/ onstrations have,attracted attention, Is 

under, arrest again and , the state wilL 
take steps towards getting Jils mlnlste- 
ria! license annulled. This time, It is 

t charged, he used a slingshot .upon dis
turbers nt bls -revival meetings'and 

/ .knocked several ; senseless. Recently 
■ Stamm attracted Attention by emptying , 
■: a revolver, into "the repr wall of his 
i; church in 'attempting' to scare 'disturb-. 
1 crs. Prior to that he had used razors

and hatchets In his -sermons. He 1b a 
> country- evangelist;'.... ■

cldent of tearing up the letters and 
crushing the watch may not have been 
seen by Miss X. directly. It may have 
been seen in peripheral vision. It im
pressed itself ■ on her sub-conscious 
brain by inference or through the noise 
of tearing and crushipg, and failed to 
affect her memory.”

X. 3, that is Miss X. under the hyp
notic -spell, said one day: “Miss X. -is 
amusingly silly. She received a letter 
from a photographer yesterday and put 
it-In her .pocketbook, where there were, 
two ten-dollar bills. Then she .thought, 
‘.I must tear .that letter at once. -Other
wise -I will open my pocketbook to
morrow and take .out of it the letter in 
order to tear It; and tear the motes in
stead. I am so absent-minded.’ What, 
do you think she did? She tore the 
biUs, of course, and left the note In her 
pocketbook.”

When X. 3 Jias been relieved from the- 
hypnotic spell -the physician said: “Miss 
X. did you get a letter from a photo
grapher yesterday?" Miss X. replied: 
“Yes; I tore It up.” She opened -her 
pocketbook. The letter was there, but. 
her two ten-dollar bills were not there. 
“Oh!” Miss X. exclaimed, “I have torn 
my money instead of the photo
grapher’s letterI" .

'Mlss/X. was ¡hypnotized ¡again. X. 3: 
at-once said: “That stupid -little Miss .Xs 
is worried because she thinks .that she 
has -torn her anoney -instead of ¡the ;pho'-, 
tographer’s letter and thrown the pieces' 
away. Ah! Ah! Ah! /She did nothing 
of the sort 'She was -afraid that -she: 
might tear ,up th? ¡money. ‘She .¡got -up 
in the night In ,her sleep and .hid the- 
two -ten-dollar bllls.-somewhere."

.The ¡physician .tried in vain to fuake: 
X. 3 tell where. Miss X. could ¡not- 
guess -and searched- her room In .vain.1 
At ¡another session X.B said: "Miss -X.' 
got-out of‘bed In her sleep and hid -the 
money under ithe window seat -In her 
room. She is the silliest, slowest, most 
ridiculous girl that-ever lived.”

< . .AS “X..3” SHE SMOKES.
/ The physician gave a cigarette to

X. 3. She lit and smoked it awkward-

traded, and after CapL George ad
mitted that the “Spiritualist” had 
spoken the truth in detail, called the 
stranger aside.

“I have a middle name,” said Mr. 
McMorris this morning to a Star re
porter, “that I have not used since a 
small boy, and I doubt very much that 
my wife ever knew of it or suspected It.

“That fellow shelled out my full 
name in a jiffy, and gave me a remark
able evidence of familiarity with my 
family history, my boyhood, father, 
mother and a lot of other things I 
knew to be facts.”

Another gentleman dropped in and 
the same sensational testimony of 
“powers” was given.

Then ¡they took ¡the strange character 
across the street, and introduced Attor
ney O. C. Miller as a Doctor Somebody.

The old fellow raised his hand, and 
pointing at Mr. Miller said very delib
erately—“Charles Calhoun Miller, born 
at Brandon, in the year of—,” and a lot 
of family details which Mr. Miller said 
he was -satisfied .no one in Meridian was 
familiar with save himself.

Mr. -Baskin walked up, and turning to 
that gentleman^ he told him his name, 
date and place of -birth, Tacts concern
ing his parents, and early history, and 
added: “As Itttle ae-'you think of it, 
there is in store for you a great public 
honor. It will come to you entirely un
expected, in fact ,lt will take you -com
pletely by surprise, and will place you 
in position to be of the greatest -service 
to your country.”

An expression of blank amazement 
came over Mr. -Baskin’s face as the old 
gentleman added: “I am right now in 
communication with your mother.”

Several other gentlemen were made 
to bear witness to the extraordinary 
pow^r possessed by this queer .visitor,— 
Evening Register. ' .

his sickness he awoke one morning 
with the faint recollection that he had 
enjoyed a very enjoyed a very pleasant 
dream. It was a dream of gold, but 
where? He thought hard and long. At 
last the scene of his dream returned. It 
was in that hole, away up on the 
rugged San Juan peak. His excitement 
was now genuine gold fever, and 
although weak, almost to the point of 
helplessness, Walsh ordered his horse 
brought around to the cabin door, and, 
mounting, strafed off over the trail. It 
was a very sick man that half climbed 
and half fell from a horse in front of 
that mean looking little bole, but tho 
sturdy determination and pluck that 
had been his during twenty years of 
prospecting stood him in good stead, 
and he gathered a bagful of yellow 
quartz that In reality appeared little 
different from the low-grade specimens 
previously obtained. Returning to 
Ouray he took his samples to an 
assayer, saying nothing of the location 
of ^ls find. The returns were good. 
Encouraged, he gathered more speci
mens and went to Denver, where he 
had other assays made. The returns 
were even better. Rich, immensely rich 
ore, heavy In gold, was what he beard.

Now the good business judgment of 
Walsh came to his aid and prevented 
his natural excitement from giving the 
news of his discovery to the world. The 
location had not been made, the mine 
was his, but It might be some one else’s 
before he got back to it. He must lo
cate and patent the find. Walsh re
turned to Ouray without saying one 
word of his discovery. He quietly in
vestigated the land office records of 
that section; filed a location on his 
claim, which he called Camp Bird, and 
went in the market to buy everything 
within sight of it.

The ten-foot hole which he had,found 
was the discovery of a prospector In 
1876, but in those days gold ore was not 
thought of. The search was for silver, 
and when test ores did not show good 
silver returns/the property was aban
doned as being worthless. This was the 
history of what is now one of the great-

OUT OF DEBT. ,
Treasurer Millisack ¡writes from Ot

tumwa, Iowa, under date of January’ 
.24,'that the i?4,500 indebtedness of the 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ Associ
ation has been paid in full, and the 
mortgage on the camp-grounds at-Clin
ton, Town,’'flnâlly cancelled. This is .a 
happy fruition to the united efforts of 
last summer, and While It speaks of-
many. ..sacrifices .made by Individual 
donors, it becomes .a glad omen for fu
ture work at that center. .. ■ '(*

s WILIAM DINNING. . . J
We have just received a card an- 

nounclngthe death of William Dinning, 
of Waukegan, Ill. 'Mr. Dinning.:was;

ly. A few days after Miss X., gazing, 
nt the >,electric 'lamp bulb, exclaimed: 
“Oh, what a disgrace. I see myself 
smoking ¡a cigarette.' I 'never, never did 
anything of .'the sort. The physician 
hypnotized her Into X. '3. X.'3 laughed, 
heartily nnd Cried: "Oh, whet a silly, 
prudish thing, that Miss X. is! ..Did you ......  ,
.notice how-she carrledon? I knew that wlll'be greatly missed.

prominent as a Spiritualist, was very 
wealthy, and exceedingly liberal in as
sisting '.those In distress, by whom he

est mines in Colorado. Discarded by a 
discouraged miner because it did not 
contain sll-re;:, it did contain enough 
gold to make a 'hundred people rich.

When the miners about Ouray heard 
that Walsh was buying up everything 
on that high, desolate peak, they 
thought him crazy. That country had 
'long been thought of little value, and 
everyone with the semblance of a claim 
In the neighborhood unloaded at a gen
erous price on Walsh, and then 
chuckled in* their sleeves. But Walsh 
kept-, buying. He turned every dollar 
he could lay hand on into claims, and. 
even 'borrowed until he .was deep In 
■debt that he might buy more. When 
the story finally ¡got out Walsh had six 
miles of claims, right along the vein, 
protected, and he went .to work to “pkn 
he? out!” Within the past year he has 
spent $150,000 building a tramway .to 
carry Uie ore from the mine to .his-mill, 
three niiles distant; and the shaft 1b 
down 200 feet Sixty or seventy veins 
'have, already been located, and the 
deeper they igd'the richer they grow. ■

NO ONE ENVIES HIM. '

But no nne is envious of “Tom” 
Walsh’s success. In the State of Oolo- 
rado no one has more If lends. -While 
mine owners and 'miners are wrangling 
and .fighting over rates of pay the poor 
are receiving dally and generous gifts .Vi

js.’5'
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ÉNTrtÜSIftSTIC/VLLY
COMPLIMENT/VRY

Friend Francis I have read The Progressive
IV Thinker since the first number was issued. It is 

and always has been among the first in advocat
ing the rights of the oppressed. Each issue is 
filled with information regarding subjects that 
are of the most vital importance to the masses.. 
Its work as a teacher of the beautiful philosophy 
of Spiritualism cannot be measured. Thousands 
of hungry hearts are made happy by its weekly 
visits. Brother Francis, you ought to be happy, 
and I believe you are, for you are doing so much 
good, and making so many hearts glad. .

How you can afford to give such magnificent 
premiums with The Progressive Thinker is a 
mystery. Art Magic is a valuable book, and is 
worth almost twice the price you get for the pa
per with premium. It ought to find a place in 
every library in thé country, and I trust many 
are availing themselves of the opportunities you 
are offering in your most liberal premiums.

May your present success be multiplied, your 
prosperity increase, and your good work reach 
out tar Hier and farther, to bless the world, is the 
wish of your friend, E. W. SPRAGUE.

* LITTLE MORE LIGHT
Thrown On the Methods of 

Mabel Aber Jackman.
MR. CONE, WHO WAS PRESENT ON 

THE NIGHT THE CONFEDERATE 
WAS CAUGHT, GIVES HIS UNBI
ASED OPINION—A PROMINENT 
SPIRITUALIST, HIS\ OPINION*
WILL HAVE GREAT WEIGHT.
To the Editor;—In regard to the aitl- 

cle in the Light of Truth of January 4, 
by Robert Chailoner, M. D., I will say 
that, in the first place I do not see how 
he can say that it was the work of jeal
ousy, for I understand that hone of the 
parties are mediums. I think the M. D. 
is rather late in bls attempted defense. 
Why did he not go before the State 
Board at the time of trial and disprove 
the statements, and then and there pro
tect the honest, true and most beloved 
medium. If he is her friend and thinks 
her persecuted, why does he come at 
this late date find defend an action that 
has passed bqAiid his power to change; 
and I say t£at if he is honest in his

wiiui ¿a,1 UJI i <,„ti
they held It and the way Mre. J-tried i
to free IL I think nojy tljat

IT WAS A OONF^DlERATE.
I was, as were myitwb friends, In the 

dining-room down-stairs; 4 nd heard the 
comforting words of Dr. IJIackinore, as 
he calls himself, qnd Mr. (supposed) 
Blackmore said that if-was our kind 
thoughts that enabled him to demate
rialize the form of tlie young man; and 
that talk which Mr, jBlaclquore gave us, 
made me more suspicious than ever 
that the seance was not what it pur
ported to be. Hhd Mrs. Jackman 
stayed away from that last gathering, 
and they had told us that

SHE WAS PROSTRATED 
from the shock wljli'h sqeh an occur
rence would be most apt to bring to the 
medium, were it a true materialization: 
then I should have had more cause to 
come to the conclusion that it was a 
genuine ■ materialization, and I will 
leave it to all who know about such se-

....................... h . h .............. .. 1,1 1 ’Z;...

BIBLE PROPHETS AND PREDICTIONS
Critically Examined and Compared with Modern Mediums 

and Messages, By Moses Hull.

NUMBER TEN.
Our last paper terminated the review 

of the effort of the interpolator in the 
boot of Matthew to find Old Testaineut 
predictions fulfilled In Jesus of Naza
reth. I think every fair minded reader 
must agree with me that not one Of the 
predictions met its accomplishment, in

, them mentions the fact.
Notice the story of the dead getting 

up out of their graves and going into 
the “holy city,” and appearing to many. 
Does not that sound apocryphal? 
Where was the "holy city?” It cer-

from the Walsh purse. Clothes are a 
' favorite gift for miners who are down 
on their luck, and to-day “Tom” Walsh 
is probably supporting more poor boys 
In Colorado than can be found In many 

'poverty-stricken communities. But of 
all this the world knows little. The 
genial “Tom” Walsh sticks industrious
ly to his knitting, and is always too 

■ busy to tell anything about his chari
ties. He is now dividing his attention 
between the development of the Camp 
Bird, on that high peak in the Rockies 
where the snow is probably not less 
than fifteen feet deep at tills moment, 
and a project in which he and other 
Colorado capitalists are Interested; that 
of giving to Washington a summer re
sort on Chesapeake Bf-ach that will 
rival Atlantic City and Coney Island.

Call for Good Workers.

eager to investigate. ___
PETER WICKSTBOM.

Skagway, Alaska. '

IN ALASKA.
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The above is the number of the pre»« 

entJssue of The Progressive Thinker, 
aar printed at the top of the flrst-page, 
/!ght hand corner. If this number cir-. 
Responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you, have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to reu.ew 
your subscription. This number at th» 
right hand corner of the first page la ad* 
vaneed each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued, up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.talnly was not Jerusalem; the city over 

which Jesus wept, and that he com
pared to the fabled Sodom and Gomor
rah, and in which he was killed. To 
whom did those “saints” appear? One 
name here would have been good. The 
fact is, these stories were invented 
long, long after their supposed author 
had gone to join his fathers In tbe

Pfeniilini TermsMary’s son. • . , . ,
At the same time that the decision 

was made, that to make a God of the 
man of Nazareth, they must have 
prophecy fulfilled, and miracles In con- 
ueetion with his birth, it was thought 1 
necessary to have him go out of the ■ 
world In fulfillment of prophecy and as 
miraculously as he got here. So, per
haps, the same hand that treated us to 
■the fulfillment of prophecies just ex. 
amlned, got in its work in connection 
with the death of Jesus.

The first attempt is In Matt. 26:51-50. 
“And behold, one of them that were 
with Jesus stretched out his hand, and 
drew his sword, and struck a servant 
of the high priest’s and smote off his 
ear. Then said Jesus unto him, put up 
again thy sword Into his place; for all 
that take the sword shall perish with the 
sword. Thinkest thou not that I cannot 
now pray to my father, and he shall 
presently gtve-me more than twelve le- 
■glons of angels? But then how shall 
the scripture be fulfilled that thus it 
must be?' In that same hour said Jesus 
to the multitudes, are ye come out as 
against a thief with swords and staves 
for to take me? 1 sat daily with you 
teaching in the temple, and ye laid no 
hand on me. But all this was done that 
the scriptures of the prophets might be 
fulfilled. Then all the disciples forsook 
him and fled."

This story is altogether unreasonable. 
In the first place, the Jews were at this 
time a captive nation; they were under 
the dominion of the Romans. -It is not 
usual to allow captives, who are In
clined to break away from their con
querors, to handle swords; the usual 
custom was, and Is, to disarm them. 
The Jews were all the time looking for 
their deliverer to' come and save them 
from Boman domination. It hardly 
looks Consistent, that these captives

REMEMBER that all or2 
ders must be accom
panied by their requl- 
situ amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and Tho 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
SI.70.

other country. •
Edward Gibbon, one of the most sar

castic writers that ever spread Ink on 
paper with a pen, speaks of this matter 
as follows: -

"How shall we excuse the supine in
attention of- the Pagan and philosophic 
world to the evidences which were pre
sented by the hand of Omnipotence, not 
to their reason, but to their senses. 
This miraculous event, which ought to 
ht^e excited the'wonder, the curiosity, 
and the devotion of mankind, passed 
without notice, in an age of science and 
history. It happened during the life 
time of Seneca, and Pliny, the elder, 
who must have experienced the Imme
diate effects, or received the earliest in
telligence of this prodigy. Each of 
these philosophers, in a laborious work, 
has recorded all the greaVphenomena 
of nature—earthquakes, meteors, com
ets, and eclipses, ovhlch his in
defatigable curiosity could collect; both 
the one and the other have omitted to 
mention the greatest phenomenon to 
which mortal eye has been witness 
since the creation of the globe.”

Could sarcasm go farther? Could it 
be more just? This ends the argument 
on 61d Testament prophecies supposed 
to have been fulfilled In the New Testa
ment. I shall next show some fulfilled 
prophecies.

nuees, if it Is not a fact that when a 
materialized form is treated as this one 
was, that it is almost death to the me
dium. It is true that Mr. Blackmore (?) 
told us when asked in regard to this 
point, that he did not entrance.ihe me
dium, and that was the cause of her 
not being hurt by the fehoek.

Now what is a medium for? Is there 
not a magnetic cord from' tbe medium 
to the spirit that is materializing, that 
enables them to make up the'form? Do 
they not draw forces to a certain degree 
from the medium, and when this cord 
is suddenly broken, does it not shock 
the medium so that she or he Is Hable 
to pass out from the effects of this 
shock? I would not be afraid to wager 
that Dr. Blackmore’s voice cannot be 
produced while Mrs. Jackman’s mouth 
is being held by the hand of. an honest 
person, and I would willingly lose a few 
dollars to verify it or disprove the as-

statements,
HE IS A MORAL COWARD 

tor not coming to the rescue of the per
secuted in the time of need. Then was 
.the time for him to step in and save 
her; then was his time to tell the truth 
under oath, which would have had its 
due weight in the matter, and who 
knows but what he may have saved the 
good name of an honest medium, and 
also proved himself man enough to 
come out at the right time and place, 
and show to the world that it was all a 
trumped-up affair. I would think that 
he. could not look Mrs, Jackman in the 
face, after knowing what he claims to 
know so very positively, and not com
ing out like a man and raising his voice 
In her defense. -

Had I the convictions this man 
claims to have, I would have been on 
hand to help the accused with all my 
lieart and strength. He says he only 
wants the truth to prevail; if»that is so, 
why does he not
BEGIN BY STATING THE TRUTH, 
and keep on so to the end. Now we 
may all be mistaken, but if I were to 
come out and vouch for ills statements, 
I am thoroughly convinced that I 
would be sanctioning • a bare-faced 
falsehood. To begin with his state- 
meut, he says that “he sat on the 
porch,” etc. It must have been on the 
back porch, for he most assuredly was 
not on the front porch. His description 
of tbe room is correct except that to 
my recollection the closet is near the 
cabinet. The forms he describes are of 
no particular moment until he comes to 
: he form of the “young man," as he 
calls him, about fifteen years old, this 
being the one that was caught, as a 
■materialized spirit.” When that form 

came out of the cabinet, Mrs. Jackman 
look it by the arm and called a man by 
name, and said, “Here Is your son,” 
and asked him to come up and see him. 
The man went forward and met him;

, the boy linked his arm into his father’s, 
: and they walked over to one on the ( 

were givën told the writer after toe se- right of me and near where I sat. The , 
iince was over were correct to ihe Doctor was at the extreme left, and I , 
minutent“ detaU and then added: “I should judge six feet farther from the : 
know no one here could possibly have parties than I was He bays he was . 
known of the facts told me to-nlghL” held to his chair. I IBinRby that a

A prominent physician who had pression he means that being phj sically 
passed to spirit life from Canton about ncapacita ed, he could not get up and 
eighteen months ago as the result of be of any help, at least that is the way
his taking his own life, also came, he he expressed himself after we had ad-
huvimr bwn brmitrht to the circle by Journed to the room below that he menI 111 V1 ïl£* 1 Hi till UI UUL^il L IV LllT-x LU vic MJ I J , ,,
spirit frleuds, his two wives, who had tlons: but the art cle as written by him 
preceded him to the spirit side, and for would carry the idea that he was held 
the purpose of giving hjm-aght and to in the chair by some Individual or Indi
assist him to grow ouftofhis darkened vlduals. His statement as to where he 
soul condition, toe result Of his un- sat Is correct, and Mrs. Hahn sat near 
warranted and premature transition, him, a lady whom I do not know, and 
About twelve hours after the death of can only distinguish her as the lady 
bls' second wife, and while a number-of who carried a small hand-bag.
Canton nhvslclans were holding a post- The only logical conclusion I can offer morMhi wfff^body tote doctor as to the Doctor’s being held down in 
went flown stairs into another room his chair, with his eyes riveted on the 
and deliberately shot himself through dematerializing form, Is this: That Dr 
the head, and died within a few min- Blackmore (?) took advantage of Dr. 
utes This unfortunate man’s body and Chailoner s physical weakness and ma- thlt- of HUi wifc were subsequently ’wi^^ed in his lap, thus holding him 
buried in the same grave. He was a I down, and causing a material M. D. to 
prominent member of the Knights of look through a spiritual M. D s. eyes, 
Pythias Lodge of this city, also an ac- nnd he therefore saw^he much hugged 
Hve member of the Uniform Rank, a form of another fellow’s wife demaieri- 
high “degree of that order, and had I allze from a suit of boy’s clothes, cov- 
many friends in Canton. ered

Like many other respectable and re- WITH THE SLIME OF DECEIT, 
spected 9c°Pje> Î.? of SnMtuah nnd slip from the strong arms of truth nothing of the philosophy oi opinuiui- <***« t ®
ism and bad no 'faith in Spiritualism or Into oblivion. .ism, unu uiiu uu tu. * nninlnn But we will go back to the father and Its teachings, ana so stated ms opinion ° ____
M ton writer more than once. Tills supposed son. He led him to one of the 
snirit was nenffitted bv the glide to men on the right of the circle, and said, 
tokpclmree of toe medium afterwWeh “Tllls my son," and called the boy by toe med um wa led up to’a geritlXn name/and sat him down on toe man’s 
tne iuluiurn wu h Kniirht of lap, and the man put his arms around 
sitting in the circ , control toe boy and held him; then matches
Pvthias. and the spirit being in control y l ,,   ___ ___
had the medium extend his hand to this were lit by a number of men on toe ex-
(nortoi brother which the gentleman treme right, and I got up and helped

°vÛ„ Jackman put out some of thetnok nnd was drawn up ciobo iu iuc uil i , *■ __ ._ ,
flinn, where toe snirit through the me- matches, and,saw Mrs. J. go up and 
fl tom - ivc theerto ofthis order and I mke hold of the man’s arms and try, to 
will here state that the medium does free the form, and she said in a plead- 
not belong to the order of the Knights 'JIS ™lce' ?
nf Pvihins nnr to finv other secret or- I form, and I think she used all her der 1ère ore hl could not hive given strength to free the form, but of no 
tho PT n of this order under anv clrcum- avail; the man held on to it, and they t nooo« when not nnd« snîrit control struck a match and looked into the 
I ™ also a member“of toe Knights of boy’s face. At this point I turned my 
Pvtolls and was told by the mortal attention to my two friends with whom 
hrofbolthnt the crin was^lven hlm as I bad visited the seance, as'it was the 
brotll®f> ?oo T onniflhTvp Jivèn it I first of the kind they had ever attended, 
““immediately after^vlng the 'grip to and I was alarmed lest they should get 
hte“Xtb brotoertof medium stepped mlxed «P in tbe affair, and become hurt 

hrowinc his araat\n angle I or frightened, one of them being a lady, 
thatindicated8the worths doctor acted and the other her husband. And let me 
at the time he shot himself with his re- I say here in regard to toem, that 
volver, and while In that position the I 'veat onc,e or twlce. after toat to Mra. 
mpflhim fell at full length upon the I Jackman s seance, and I have heard flnnr whip nn Ind an Se took era- they had the best of results; therefore 
tool of^hlm at oic “d «pîalnîd toit I wrote'tHem (they reside now In toe 
he did Mt exlect the doctor to take far South) asking what they thought of 
charge of hièSum In toot way or h! Mrs. Jackman and I have a letter from 
would not have consented to it at all. them dated January 26, in which toe _ . . . । husband says,

“MRS. JACKMAN WAS A FRAUD; 
would not have missed it for a great 
deal;” and further requested me to send 
one of The Progressive Thinkers ■ that 
contained the expose, to a friend of his, 
who had recommended Mrs. J. to be a 
first-class medium. From toe above I 
would judge that his last experiences 
were not altogether satisfactory.

The Doctor Says he followed toe 
throng down stairs, and he heard toe 
remark, “For Christ sake, what kind of 
a place have I got into?” I heard that 
myself, and saw the man who said it, 
and I am, sure It was the larger man of 
the offending parties, and he sold as he 
went.down stairs, “If that Is Spiritual
ism, I don’t want any more of IL” , ,

I distinctly recollect that during the 
whole excitement .there was not a.
LOUD OR HARSH WORD SPOKEN, 
and If the men In question are roughs, 
they, did not act that way, as they did 
everything so quietly that I was led to 
believe that they were not. a ' rdugh 
class of people.' I remember also that 
I got my hand burned in trying to put 
out matches, and was inclined to strike 
one of toe men, but did not do 1L and I 
think I .was most fortunate in not hav
Ing done so, as the testimony indicates 
that I-.would have done Wrong, .al
though inÿ motive was to protect what 
I supposed to'be an honest medium. ‘

From all I saw I could hot testify that 
the form was a person of flesh and 
blood, nor could I affirm that It was a 
materialised form, but from the way

A Rising Young Medium.
To the Editor:—On Thursday evening. 

January 12, 1 had the pleasure of at
tending a seance held by Mr. William 
Way, of Wheeling W. Va. Mr. Way is 
a rising young medium and a very ex
emplary young man. His phase of me
diumship is trance, and is very con
vincing as well as entertaining. Spirit 
messages and descriptions of spirit 
friends given by his guides were very 
satisfactory. There were many very 
interesting things happened during this 
seance, but I will mention but a few of 
them. One of the guides gave to a 
gentleman who is not a Spiritualist, his 
father’s name andXhen a description ol 
his father, after width he minutely de
scribed the home of this gentleman’s 
birth, in Pennsylvania, and several 
hundred miles from Canton, where his 
father died, notwithstanding tbe me
dium had never been within a hundred 
miles of it. This the gentleman to 
whom the message and descriptions

section. . x .It may be of Interest to some to have 
a brief description of a public seance 
given at Masonic Temple Hall, on Prai
rie avenue, last summer by Dr. Black
more, through the. mediumship of Mrs. 
Jackman. This was to produce inde
pendently the Doctor's voice, In a lec
ture?' There was a round, tent-like af
fair constructed on the platform, open 
at the top. Mrs. Jackman sat in the 
tent, and thus shielded from mortal 
eyes, she was supposed to produce the 
voice as above. To make the voice more 
distinct, there was a large tin horn 
suspended about ten feet above the 
platform, and over the tent, and the 
Doctor was supposed to produce
SUCH AN ELEVATING DISCOURSE,
that It would rise up to the horn, and 
pour forth in sonorous tones, and thus 
brighten the hopes of the present and 
future generations; but there was a 
mathema'tlcal miscalculation, for they 
could not get an elbow crook on tbe dis
course sufficient to turn It into the horn, 
therefore the argument came forth pre
sumably as read by the medium, and 
fell flat on the ears pf a disgusted audi
ence. It is hard to solve .just how the 
Doctor intended this arrangement to

In

GRAND MASS MEETING

I have so far looked in vain to see 
something in (The Progressive Thinker 
about this northern land, Alaska, and 
particularly, Skagway, tbe Key City, on 
the main pathway to tbe attractive gold 
fields of the Interior. In the period of 
eighteen months this place has grown 
from a wilderness to a thriving, busy, 
and very orderly little city of about 
4,500 inhabitants, containing numbers 
of stores with large stocks of goods, 
several good hotels, two daily and one 
weekly newspapers, four costly wharfs 
and warehouses, water works, electric 
lights, also a railroad that at present 
transports freight and passengers from 
our wharfs for twelve miles on the way 
to Bennett, Selkirk, Dawson or Atlin, 
and has from one to two thousand men 
employed at 35 cents an hour, grading, 
blasting and extending the road on to 
Dawson and Atlin. The climate is more 
pleasant, winter and summer, than It Is 
in Chicago, and the surrounding is

work, unless he figured that the argu
ment was crooked enough to turn itself 
Into the horn, but he should have known 
that he could not get a “crooked” pro
duction through a “straight” horn. If 
he had procured a ram’s horn and then 
made his calculations correctly he per
haps would have produced results that 
would have astonlsjied the natives, and 
covered himself and the medium with 
everlasting glory. I believe that one of 
these lectures was reported at some 
length in the Chicago Chronicle at the

went armed with swords.
2. Why did they not arrest this 

swordsman? Not a word is said about 
it; he cut off a man's ear, and Is allowed 
to go as free as if he had only cut oft 
the end of a dog’s tall.

3. There is no such scripture as this 
pretended quotation. Jesus' words end 
with, “I sat daily with you in the tem
ple, and ye laid no hand on me.” Then 
this writer, or Interpolator, adds this 
preteiffled reference to the scripture. *

In Matt.,27:9, is another pretended 
quotation from the prophet. In this in
stance “Jeremy,” supposed to be Jere
miah, Is the prophet the writer sup
poses he quotes. He has It as follows:

“Then was fulfilled that which was 
spoken by Jeremy the prophet, saying, 
and they took the thirty pieces of sliver, 
the price of him that was valued, whom 
they of the children of Israel did value; 
and gave them for the Potter’s field, as 
the Lord appointed me.”

As above remarked, there Is no such

Of Spiritualists of Illinois and 
the Northwest, to be 

Held in Ohicago.

At America Auditorium Hall 
77 31st St., Feb. 16,17,18.

grand. ,
To toy knowledge no medium or spir

itual lecturer has as yet been here, ql- 
though I believe this would be a spleu- 
did field to sow the seeds of progressive 
hnd advanced thought, and the forming 
of one or more congenial circles for a 
spiritual comtoune, for the benefit of a 
number of paroles that I now know to 
be hungry and thirsty for an opportun
ity to investigate more fully into the 
truths of spirit communion with the 
living. We expect from ten to twenty- 
five thousand people to travel through 
this place in the coming few months; 
numbers will probably settle here, the 
others will outfit and continue on fur
ther in search of gold. It would please 
me and a number of others to have 
some good medium and lecturer that is 
able to produce, demonstrate and con
vince, not onív to the believer, but skep
tical, bv spiritual phenomena, of the 
grandest truth that exists not only now, 
but for all time to come. Whoever 
should come, If they are honest ana con
scientious in their endeavors to further 
the good cause, can count on a much re
duced rate for board and lodging as 
long as they may wish to stay in my 
house. The cabin fare from Seattle to 
this place at present is $10, bu| the 
price varies according to the amount of 
travel. The Progressive Thinker is al
ways at hand in my hotel for the bene
fit of those that wish to read, and the 
many conversations that I have had 
with people here have made many

A Veteran Passed On.
James B. Scott, a veteran printer, 

journalist, man of affairs and Spiritual
ist, passed to spirit-life at Delphi, Ind., 
at the age of 85, from an attack of grip. 
He bore the distinction of being the old
est newspaper man in the Middle West 
in point of continuous _servlce, having 
begun his career 74 years ago with the 
first issue of the Pottawattomie and 
Miami Times in Logansport, Ind. He 
issued the first copy of a newspaper 
published north of the Wabash river, 
and was Instrumental in establishing 
more papers in Indiana than any other 
man. He removed to Delphi 50 years 
ago and published the first copy of the 
Delphi Journal. For nearly half a cen
tury he was a conspicuous figure in the 
business and political life of Carroll 
cotinty, and was always esteemed as a 
man of unusual intellectual capacity 
and force of character. He retired from 
active life several years ago, and since 
that time has lived quietly at his home 
in Delphi. '

- He was a stanch Spiritualist and his 
life was such a beautiful one that.all 
loved to talk with him on his religion. 
He said he always tried to live up to 
the “Christ life” or "Christ spirit: To 
be good and to do good.” That was bls 
idea of true Christianity. .

After this doctor’s spirit friends bad de- 
llvered some messages to their relative 
who was In the circle, the guide de
scribed the doctor, and then said he 
could see Immediately over the doctor’s 
head the letters K and P, but did not 
know their meaning. This took place 
before the doctor had made himself 
known as a Knight of Pythias. There 
were many other interesting happen
ings during tills seance, but I will not 
ask for more of your valuable space, in 
which to record them. Sufficient to say, 
the seance throughout was good and 
very interesting, and proved, without a 
doubt, the fact of spirit return and con
tinuity of life. E. B. KIDD.

Canton, Ohio.

’■Who Are Tneso Spiritualista and 
iWhat Is Spiritualism?”’ A pamphlet ot

AKIN.

I saw a bird—’twas grieving so, 
The reason I was fain to know;
I peeped into the leafy nest—
A wee, dead bird lay 'neath its breast 
I saw a mother, fair and yoting, 
No tender lullaby she sung.
Deep sorrow bow.ed her golden hedd-
The cradle held her baby dead. .

—New Orleans Times-Democrat'.

¿0 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For I

■ • " , , - to know.”Bale at this office.

J.

G. B. Burroughs writes:. "Enclosed 
please find P. O. order for $1.20 for The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. : The Progressive Thinker is the 
greatest paper printed to-day for real 
knowledge and research -in the myster
ies of the long ago—just what we want

time. But I digress. .
I have read the trial as reported in 

The Progressive Thinker, and I believe
THE TESTIMONY IS ALL FAIR 

and conscientiously given without try
ing to shield the medium; neither were 
they trying to persecute her. I did not 
have the honor to know any of the par
ties who testified in the case, and am 
only passing my unbiased opinion, 
which I should not have done had not 
Dr. Chailoner’s article come out, and I 
do so only as he says, in the cause of 
right, and I can most assuredly say 
that I am not in the least bit jealous, 
for I am not a medium, and would a 
hundred times rather conscientiously be 
able to speak In her defense than any 
other way. I must say that I am very 
sorry that it has turned out so unfortu
nate for her, and I hope it will be a 
warning to all practicing mediums, and 
that the State Association will go on 
with the good work, and weed out tbe 
tricksters, until one can take their in
vestigating friends to a seance and not 
be humiliated beyond .expression.

S. D. CONE. . 
697 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

prediction In Jeremiah. Zechariah, not 
Jeremiah, has “two staves,” one he 
called “beauty,” and the other “bands.’ 
These two staves represented the pre
dicted reuniting of Judah and Israel—a 
uniting which, by the way, never came. 
In Zech. 11:12-13, the prophet says:

“And I said unto them, if ye think 
good, give me my price; and If not, for
bear. So they weighed for my price 
thirty pieces of silver. And the Lord 
said unto me cast it Into the potter, a

The annual mass-meeting of tbe Spir
itualists of Illinois and the Northwest 
will be held in Chicago, Thursday, Fri
day and Saturday, Feb. 16, 17, and 18, 
1809, under the Joint auspices of ths 
Illinois State and National Spiritualists’ 
Association of the United States and 
Canada.

Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 
N. S. A., will be tn attendance. An
nouncement of the lull staff of workers 
will be made as soon as the Washing
ton office forwards advices of tbe talent 
selected for the programme.

America Auditorium Hall, 77 Thirty- 
first street, has been engaged for the 
occasion. This step was decided upon 
after much deliberation, because of its 
reasonable rental, its seating capacity 
for fifteen hundred persons, Its conven
ient reading parlor and committee 
rooms and tbe partiality of tbe Nation
al officers for tbe room in which that 
organization was born In 1893.

You are Invited to co-operate In mak
ing tbe coming meeting an even greater 
success than the one In 1898. .Interest

goodly price that I was prized at of 
them. And I took the thirty pieces ofthem. And I took the thirty pieces

WHAT IS IS RIGHT.
As Viewed by Many Philos

ophers.

HENCE THE CONCLUSION THAT 
MBS. CLABA WATSON IS BIGHT 
IN ATTACKING THE BIBLE.
To the Editor:—Inasmuch as so many

Spiritualists seem 1 to believe that 
"whatever is is right” I take it that it 
is right for Mrs. Watson to speak out 
and express her sentiments in regard to 
toe Bible,'and I, for one, think (although 
it seemed almost profane at first) that 
the step she has taken will result in 
good, in the way of waking up and 
drawing out many who would never 
have been heard from on that question;
at least to the extent that her article 
has provoked the writers to give their 
opinions so extensively as they have. I 
cannot help thinking that the spirit 
world urged the lady to give out' her 
thoughts in the very way she did; for 
the very reason that it would arouse 
agitation of deeper thought than a more 
mild criticism could or „ would have 
done. In my opinion, in time, toe Bible 
must become a thffig of,the pasL just 
as have the old-fashioned (.reUgious re
vivals. I know there are'good things in 
the Bible, if they £re understood; but 
the idea of any people, at this day and 
age In the civilized world, who read 
toe book at all, calling it the "word of

sliver, and cast them to the potter in ] 
the house of the Lord.” t

How this can be made to apply to 1 
Judas betraying Jesus, or to his buying i 
a potter’s field, I have never yet found ] 
any one who could explain. It cer- ] 
talnly does not fit either of the con
tradictory stories concerning Judas, i 
The stories as we have them read as 
follows;

Matt. 27:5: “And he cast down the 
pieces of silver in the temple, and de
parted and went and hanged himself.”

Acts 1:18 says: "Now this man pur
chased a field with the reward of 
Iniquity; and falling headlong, he burst 
asunder, in the midst, and all his 
bowels gushed out.”

The’first of these stories does not 
make him buy a potter's field, but has 
him cast the silver down in the temple, 
and then go out and commit suicide by 
hanging. The second has him go and 
purchase the field. Whose field it was, 
what he paid for it, or what he intended 
to do with it, the writer has not told us. 
Then he has him die by an accident, 
unless~he fell because he was dead.

The writer who adds all tbe romance 
to the book of Matthew, gets one more 
story in connection with the death of 
Jesus, which, though it is not handed 
out as the fulfillment of prophecy, de
serves, in thia connection, to be noticed. 
In Matt 27:51-53, It is stated as follows:

“And behold, the veil of the temple 
was rent in twain from the top to the 
bottom; and the earth did quake, and 
the rocks rent; and the graves Were 
opened; and many bodies of the saints 
which slept arose, and came out of 
their graves after his resurrection, and 
went Into the holy city and appeared 
unto many." '

Is It possible that all these phenom
ena occurred at this time and no one 
but this writer ever heard of them. 
The Jews were worshiping in the tem
ple every day, and kept it up every day 
for at least a quarter of a century after 
the rending of the veil between the holy 
and the most holy, and yet not one of 
them ever heard of the veil having been 
rent in twain! The earth quaked, and 
rocks'were rent asunder; and at that 
very time there were several historians 
recording history, and yet not one of

God,” seems too absurd. • Taking the 
contradictions alone, is enough to make 
any thinking persoii stori and question, 
to say nothing of the conglomeration of 
worse than useless11 Writings embodied 
therein. To take up the'.book^tb read 
it all, as we go ¿long, »¿nd. encounter 
some of Its contents, Is 'enough to stir 
the blood of a sensitive to the extreme, 
especially if it be-a woman. It.is the 
only book I ever read that I could hot 
turn over to my children and advise 
them to read it all, carefully. J am 
glad that Mrs. Watson gave the book 
the blow she did, as it has called.forth, 
many interesting essays-on the subject 
The Bible is fast losing its prestige.’ A 
few old people read It by force of habit 
The young read it on Sundays in the 
Bible class’ at Sunday-school, not from 
choice, but constraint . When we recall 
the fact that persons have been impris
oned- for sending, quotations from the 
Bible through the ffiail, as obscene lit
erature, can we wonder at the denunci
ation it has received by.oiir brave sister 
and others? , . .

MRS. M.E. MATHEWS.
New Philadelphia^ Onio,. • . .

all of your acquaintances in Jt. Talk 
about it; work for it; attend it.

Every Chicago society Is asked to ap
point two members as its representa
tives to aid the State Board ¡¿perfect
ing all preliminary details. The first 
meeting will be held at Tremont 
House, Lake and Dearborn streets,
Monday, January-23, 2 p. m.

The programme will be ready Febru-
ary •10.

GEOBGE B. WARNE, Pres.
3402 Prairie Ave., Chicago. 

JAMES FREEMAN, Vice-Pres. 
ELLA M. JOHNSON, Sec’y. 
EBVIN A. BICE, Treasurer. ■ 
HIBAM EDDY, 
ORRIN MERRITT, 
M. W. PACKARD, Trustees.

TAKE NOTICE!

England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Boar in mind that the order for tbe 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year> subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending his subscription one year. On • 
no other terms will the prerfiium be 
sent out.

The N. S. A. has a number of copies 
of Mrs. Dr. J. H. R. Matteson’s valu
able medical and hygienic work, “The 
Occult Physician,” on sale, foi*the ben
efit of its treasury. The book retails 
at $2 per copy, but the gifted author 
who generously presented these vol
umes to the N. S. A. has given permis
sion for them to be sold at $1 each. 
This book should be in every home as 
well as In the hands of every physician. 
Send for "a copy to the undersigned.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna. Ave. S.E., Washington, D. C.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic co$ts 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove n valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be' sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. Tbe names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just Think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in tbe United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hulk The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As Its title denotes, It is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to toe lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards toe description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is Intensely interesting, price, $2.

25 Cents. 25 Cents

Pi LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library,, 
by subscribing for Tbe Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If be reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should ' 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker. ______

THE DIVINE PLAN.

In order to reach aclass new readers we will 
send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also send free of charge the back chapters ot 
that remarkable story, “Juho, or the New Wo
man,” written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. You should read it, It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
new yearly ones will get the back chapters free, 
if they subscribe soon1. *

It is carried, out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for tbe expense of post
age so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be In every li
brary As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of Tbe Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself. .

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
ereat work of a master mind, and one 
Whom SplrltuaUsta should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na- ; 
ture’s finer forces are • here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and I 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
•pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
SB. It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it. • ..

Man the Microcosm—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent judge, 
tefis of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading IL Tho 
bookleL by G. B. Stebbins, Is for sale 
at this office. Price, 10 cents, postpaid.
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writes: “I received.

We desire to know 
article or item that 
will be strictly ad-

should contain the 
dress of tire writer, 
the source of every 
appears. This rule 
hered to.

Dr. N. J. Phillips ------
the book. Art Magic, all right, and I

Every item sent to us for publication, 
- ' ' full name and ad-

are getting, even as a 
is worth five times the 
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 

ublished in 
his cut is 

third of the 
of the book
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ftERU. IS OUR
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
* premium for a paper that

price that js asked for it.

paper and

exact pic-
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of

I papers now 
I the world. 
I about one
I regular size
Ícover It is
| heg;Vy. book 
I contains378 

WorW.OO 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 

more than pay the postage on the book. ____

GENERAL SURVEY..
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS. ||

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to impress fffro“ 

mluds of our correspondents that Luu 
Progressive Thinker Is set up ou n 
Linotype machine that must mu» 
speed equal to about four composltoi . 
That means rapid work, aufl 11 Is ussen- 
llal that all copy, to Insure insertion u 
the paper, all other requirements be ng 
favorable, should be written with >u 
on white paper, or with a typewrit , 
and on only one side of the j»aper. 
you are not a fairly good Peu^n“’ 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who Is, aud obi g 
The Progressive Thinker. '*

CON'SRIBUTORS:—Each conti'ffiutor 
18 alone responsible for any assertlons 
cr statements lie may make. The cel 
nllows this freedom ot expression, 
deving that the cause of truth can 
best subserved thereby. Many of t 
sentiments uttered in an article may 
diametrically opposed to his be‘‘e‘' J. 
that is no reason why they should nc 
suppressed. No one person has we 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for tho e 
who differ from you. ___

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, aud ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

elected; iinaneial secretary, Harry Dev
lin, re-elected; treasurer, James Mil- 
more; trustees, James Waters and John 
Raine; librarian, Agues Waters. I am 
pleased to state that we feel much en
couraged at the progress of our asso
ciation, which Is steadily gaining 
strength in the addition of new mem
bers. Through the kindness of Brother 
George P. Colby, who gave several se
ances for the benefit of the library, we 
are enabled to secure some valuable 
works for this department, an order for 
which lias already been forwarded to 
the office of The Progressive Thinker. 
We have also been presented with 
copies of interesting books from other 
sources. Several home circles are held 
during the week and on Sunday even
ings these combine; a collection being 
taken up at the close. This is. one of 
the ways we have for raising funds to 
engage lecturers, and we hope In the 
early summer to be In a position to give 
a call to some good speaker. We find 
those do best in this city who also give 
private readings; that is, they do better 
for themselves. We are waiting with 
much Interest further developments in 
the case of the mediums arrested In 
Toronto for witchcraft. How can we 
longer boast of this advanced age, when 
it is possible for its people to retrograde 
so far? If Christ came to Toronto, he 
too, I have not the least doubt, would 
be arrested for performing like works.”

Samuel Blodgett writes: “My method 
for stopping fraud in Spiritualism is to 
stop paying for it. Let Spiritualists 
employ lecturers, either Inspirational or 
otherwise, and pay them for such serv
ice; but let tests be given to select par
ties without money and without price. 
Of course I know th'at we cannot pre-

think it fine.”
Reports come from Blue Earth City, 

Minn., that the Spiritualists there are 
ripe to be organized into a society.

Frank T. Ripley lectures and gives 
tests tlie first two Sundays of February 
at Ottawa, Ill. He is open for engage
ments tlie last two Sundays of Feb
ruary and March. ...

F. A. Studer, of Topeka, Kansas, 
writes: “Enclosed please find money 
order for The Progressive Thinker and 
Art Magic to the within list of six 
names. Now if other subscribers to 
your paper do as well as tills, it will in
crease the circulation of the paper and 
help the cause very much.” You are 
right, Brother Studer. If others would 
do as well as you have, great good

want every Spiritualist. in the United 
States and ,Ontario to loin . us. The 
membership fee is only 25 cents per 
year and 6 cents per week dues. If all 
will join our little band, we ean In the 
course of a few years erect a home that 
will be a monument * to Spiritualism. 
We accept men as members as well as 
women. Who will kindly head the list 
and set the ball rolling? A roll of hon
or, alphabetically arranged, will be kept 
.of nil members at the home for future 
reference. Address all communications 
and send all donations to the Ladies 
Home and Aid Society, 3310% Rhodes 
avenue, Chicago, Ill. C. T. II. Benton, 
secretary; Jeannette Hanson, treas
urer.”

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley writes: 
“The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side will hold their next enter
tainment and valentine party, Saturday 
evening, February 11, at 77 Thirty-first 
street. A grand program has been ar
ranged including test mediums includ
ing Mrs. Cooley and Dr. J. M. Temple, 
who will give spirit messages. Come 
one, come all, and join us in our merri
ment and help a good cause along.”

Geo. W. Johnson writes from Fresno, 
Cal.: “I take this occasion to thank you 
for the sensible' advice given in The 
Progressive Thinker to return Spiritual
ism into the family circle for honest, 
pure work to free it from tlie faking el
ement working it in public halls at so 
much per head admittance fee. I say 
shame on such a disgraceful work, aud 
it should be abandoned by all pure- 
minded people. The greatest pleasure 
of my life is in receiving in my family 
circle loving messages from my'friends 
in the spirit world, given through Hud
son Tuttle’s Dial Pianchette. Give me 
the home circle all the time.” .

B. F? Schmid writes: “The First Spir
itual Church of Indianapolis, Ind., has 
just closed one of_the most successful 
month’s labors during this season. 
Anna L. Robinson, a most gifted 
speaker and medium, has been with us 
during the past five Sundays, and to 
say we enjoyed her work expresses 
very mildly Indeed our appreciation of 
her many beautiful traits and qualities 
she possesses ;is a worker. Our mem
bers were desirous of engaging her for 
a full season's work, a compliment 
given our other speakers during ouy 
nine years of earnest effort in the. 
cause of Spli'ituitllsm so near and dear 
to our heart. Friends of the cause, 
wherever you are, you gan make no 
mistake when you secure the services 
of Anna L. Robinson.”

। The Ladies’ Home and Aid Society 
writes: “Tuesday, February 7, from 2 
till 9 p. m., Dr. C. T. H. Benton will 
give private instructions and drills for 
medial development, for 25 cents each, 
which Is given exclusively for the 
Home. Bring your own slate and pen
cil. Also, Wednesday evening, Feb
ruary 8, Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, test me
dium, assisted by Mrss. Lora Holton, 
psychometric and musical test medium, 
will hold a joint test seance for the lien- 
eflt of the above home. Admission,

vent people from going arouhd and 
giving public exhibitions, but I believe 
It best for Spiritualists to not endorse 
any such. Let them pass for just what 
the public takes them to be. No odium 
can be attached to Spiritualism for any 
frauds that may be perpetrated, if all 
Spiritualists refuse to endorse. It 
would be a great departure, but it 
comes to me that Spiritualists cannot 
afford anything less. This will come 
very near curing fraud under the guise 
.of Spiritualism, and nothing else will.”

Cortland Ball writes from Indian
apolis, Ind.: “More sublime thoughts 
were never uttered by any human be
ing than .those voiced by and through 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
Mich., during the Sundays of January. 
Every sentiment expressed were

would be accomplished.
The St. Louis Chronicle says: "Police ; 

Magistrate Toole, of New York, has dis
carded the old dog-eared, greasy Bible 
■which hundreds of witnesses and pris
oners have kissed. ‘I’m not going to 
use the Bible any more,’ he said. ‘The 
Bible is nothing but a breeder of dis
ease when used in this way. All sorts 
of bums" and diseased persons kiss it, 
and it is dangerous to have about.’ ”

Reuben A. Swan writes from Mason, 
Mich , of a seance given by L. P. Mitch
ell, at the home of Jas. Swan. There 
were materializations of sixteen forms, 
nearly all of them being recognized by 
persons present. At a circle formed 
after the close of the seance, very strlk- 
Ing demonstrations occurred, with 
trumpet and other articles.

Bertha Gehring trance speaker and 
test medium, is open for engagement 
for the month of March. Terms reason
able; also Aliee Gehring, platform test 
and phenomenal medium, would like en
gagement for the month of March. Ad
dress' Alice Gehring, 633 E.. Market 
street, Indianapolis, Ind.

W. H. Leidigh writes from -Villa 
Ridge, Ill., that Frank T. Ripley has 
done a good work there, and awakened, 
much interest in Spiritualism. He says: 
“The next will be the need of a good 

•physical medium, to satisfy the de
mands of investigators.’!

C. M. Folsom writes from Springfield, 
• Mo.: “I wish to speak of the cause here 
in Springfield. The Hovey Society is 

• holding two meetings each Sunday. 
Mrs. Josie K. Folsom is their pastor. 
Her lectures are well received and her 
blindfold „tests are beyond question. 

‘ She has organized a Ladles’ Aid, .which
Is prosperous and doing much good for. 
the chuse and humanity.. We can be 
addressed for engagements with so- 

‘ cletles and campS| at 1134 Robberson 
avenue,’’

precious diadems from the great foun
tain of purity, love and truth. Mrs. 
Robinson’s work was eminently satlS; 
factory. She will be with us again 
next season for the months of Novem
ber and December. Dr. Knowles, of 
Grand Rapids. Mich., will be with us 
during this month. I understand that 
he is a good platform test medium, and 
a strong, forcible speaker.”

Mrs. R. W. Barton writes from 
Williamsport, Pa.: "I came here the last 
Sunday of November, 1898, to work for 
the society. I started at that time with 
twenty, in a hall that would seat one 
hundred and fifty. We 'have had to 
move tq, a larger hall, and have that 
filled every night, and cannot seat them 
all nt that. We have a test meeting 
every Thursday -night in the same hall, 
that Is giving tos new converts. We are 
very glad to work in this new field, as 
our labor has been in Minneapolis. 
Minn., where there are many in the 
work, and we were not doing the cause 
the good we are here. I love the old 
home field and hope to be there again.”

Emma E. Hammon writes from To
peka, Kan.: “I have been speaking and 
glying tests for the past month for the 
Church of the Good Spirit, B. E. Ches
ney speaking mornings, and I in the 
evening. We have a fine choir. Mrs. 
Laura Payne, an inspirational Binger 
and composer, adds to the harmony of 
the meeting. Mrs. Mary Tally, a fine 
healer, is president. This is the only 
society in Topeka that is able to pay its 
mediums for their work.”
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IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

• PERCEIVED GLAIRVOYANTLY.
We now turn our attention to the con

sideration pf tlio.se phenomenal life 
forms perceived clùìrvoyantly by sudi 
as are in. pos^essifiji of the rare gift of 
clear-seeing, \whieli forms, when so 
present to tlie beholder, assume a con
figuration aiia actuality as real and tan
gible to the physical faculties as do the 
more ponder,ops ipaterlalized ones, of 
which we have bpen speaking—to the 
physical senses.

Are these psyctiical presentations so 
perceived, the real aud actual spirit 
forms of “the loved ones gone before?” 
They áre not, for the same laws are 
operative in the ‘production of these 
psychical forms clalrvoyantly perceived 
as in the case of the materialized ones; 
with this important difference, that 
whereas the more external presenta
tions ,{ire composed of physical sub
stance, these inore ethereal ones afe 
built up of psychical substance proper 
to the plane or state on which the phe
nomenal presentation is perceived and 
in exact-conformity with its circum
scribed’ conditions of life, and, when 
they have been' utilized for the accom
plishment of the end In view, these 
forms—like the more ponderous ones— 
are dissolved, and the substances re
stored to the reservoir whence they 
were drawn. Nor are

THESE PSYÍ5HIGAL FORMS

and tree, flower, bird, insect, 
will answer us that the law of 
divine institution, “that male 
male created he them,” and 
works do praise him.

The Divine Mind bade them

animal, 
sex is a 
and fe- 
all his

also In-
crease and multiply; and the word, the 
divine breath of life, became flesh. 
Marriage, therefore, becomes in „the 
light of this truth ,

AN INSTITUTION OF HEAVEN, 
or that state of unity and harmony 
which creates true happiness, the king
dom of heaven within you. If man the 
“positive,” be indeed the type of Divine 
Fatherhood,* and woman the “passive” 
the emblem of divine nature, upon 
whose breast the thoughts of God are 
nurtured, then must true, pure mar
riage be the highest success, the apex 
of harmonious happiness; the blending 
of reason with intuitive perception, 
that they being counterparts may be
come one perfect whole. We view mar
riage from this its highest standpoint 
as the loveifljought of God toward his 
creatures who are all parts of himself, 
that they may be co-workers with him 
Jn the creation and unfolding of many 
beings througli wlioln Love shall be 
glorified, Love being our highest con
ception of God. '

We have worshiped many semblances 
of Deity: the Sun, whose glory rays 
cause life to vivify within the womb of 
earth, and nature to bring forth her 
fairest thought-forms. The Fire, great 
purifier of gold, cleanser of good, burn
ing continuously upon the altars of sac-
liflce as the emblem of Truth’s power
A- — 211.« —« J ..»«•. 4-1 « f\ c, r,f 11*10 11 <so perceived, the veritable ones, in- to Illumine and warm the soul of man; 

drawn at the time of physical dlssolu- ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

only 25 cents. We earnestly request all 
Spiritualists of Chicago and vicinity to 
come out to these seances' and help, 
make this home a success.” ,

Mrs. Jennie Rhoden, Dayton, writes: 
“I have all your premium books," as I 
have taken your paper almost from its 
start, and sometimes it lias been a se
vere struggle to get the dollar. I can’t' 
give up my paper,/is I consider It an 
educator in every respect, and I like its 
straightforward manner; it speaks 
right out with the truth, and that is the 
way every Spiritualist ought to do.”

Charles B. Gruber, of Baltimore, Md., 
writes: “I certainly am more., than 
pleased with the notable paper which 
you edit, and should I live to become 
969 years old, I don't want to miss a 
single copy. Am verj much pleased 
with Ghost Land. Now I am awaiting 
Art Magic. The Progressive Thinker is 
just what I have been looking for more 
than half of my past existence.’

Mrs. Lee Norle Claman writes: “I 
have just closed a month's work with 
the People’s Spiritualist Church of 
Louisville, Ky. We had large audi
ences. Tlie cause is growing wonder
fully fast in the South. While there I 
ha.d the pleasure of attending one of 
Mrs. Mary Mann's trumpet seances. 
She is a woman of education, refine
ment and culture. Her manifestations 
are genuine and absolutely true, and 
instructive as well as Intellectual. I 
would suggest that any one desiring a 
good trumpet medium for a society 
would be'pleased as well as satisfied If 
they would secure her services. Her 
address is 827 Eighth street, Louisville, 
Ky. I am open for engagements for the 
coming camp season or for services 
now. Will go any place where I am 
needed. My address for the present 
will be 1008 East '12th street, Kansas 
City, Mo.” .. r

M. A. Crawford writes: “You will 
find enclosed an order for $1.70 for your 
paper and the-books Ghost Land and 
Art Magic. I can’t well do without 
your paper; have been a reader of it 
since its infancy.”

E. De A. Blakeman writes: “The 
beautiful book Art Magic arrived two 
days since. I find it Intensely interest
ing, and very enlightening to my mimj 
upon the Important subjects treated. I 
would not part with the book for five 
times its retail price.”

XW. E. Jones writes: “I am much 
pleased with Ghost Land. I have read 
It twice and learned more from it the 
second reading than the first. I think 
that this is a very easy way to get good 
books. In fact, they cost us toothing.”

R. S. Jackson writes: “I really do not 
understand how you can afford give 
so much for one dollar and twenty

tlon, except in cases immediately fol
lowing the change from mortal con- 
dltlons to spiritual states, and such as 
are recognized by the term “earth
bound spirits;” for the indrawn form 
enshrining the human spirit during and 
after the change called death, being 
only a temporary or nexus form, in ac
cord with its new state of life, soon 
commences to disintegrate, and its con
stituents, like those of the discarded 
physical organism of which it is really 
an integral though ethereal part, are 
restored to the source whence they 
were drawn; the more refined atoms*be
ing carried forward as the nucleus for 
building up a morci spiritual form in a 
state of life and being of more discrete 
degree.

Those psychic forms, perceived clalr- 
voyantly, are not'conscious of contact

WITH PHYSICAL SUBSTANCES,.
personal forms, and surroundings, but 
with the inner of which the more pon
derous external ones are the re-presen
tation. When materialization occurs 
then these clalrvoyantly-reeelved forms 
become the inner and actuating ones of 
the more external, and it Is then the 
beings are abld self-consciously to cog
nize physical substances, with person
alities and surroundings; but in each 
case the experience ls, to the true spirit 
form Itself, an abnormal one, and in ex
ceptional circumstances only are they 
self-conscious simultaneously in the 
dual degree, and the self-consciousness 
varies according to the state of the true 
spirit form and the conditions provided 
both Internally and externally.

In all cases, for the time or state be
ing, the human spirit-ego realizes that 
it is its own actual self and no one else; 
nor could this be otherwise, because It 
is itself to whom its own self-conscipus- 
ness belongs, nor can one be self-con
scious for another.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG
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FROM THE ROSTRUM
BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare sems of thought, prac
tical as well ua profound. Thore Is sunshine and 
beauty In every.seutence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author's favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Borliu Heights,Ohio gives an interesting atetch ot the 
author's life.

OONTENTSi
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, Amb.
William Denton, . -
Legends ,of the Bqddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and WflMOl 

Islam. .
Joseph Smith and the BookofStOHnOD 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency ofldMS, 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lffih 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth? “ 
Decoration Address.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Works

For Sale at the Office of The 
gressive Thinker.

cents—the paper one year and 
Magic—as often a single copy of 
Progressive Thinker is worth the 
scriptlon-.prlce for the whole year, 
past my comprehension how any

Mrs. E. Hlnklns writes: “I have just 
received Art Magic. I have read a few 
pages and like it very much. I look for
ward with a great deal of pleasure for 
The Progressive Thinker which I re
ceive every week. I thank you very 
much and wish you success In your 
grand work.” , ,

Secretary writes;- "Under the auspices 
of the Ladies Home and Aid Society 
the Spiritualists’ and Mediums’ Home 
is bravely overcoming every . obstacle 
that has stood in its way, 'and the home 
is-now an assured fact. In the coming 
spring a larger house will he secured to 
accommodate? the. many, applicants 
who are coming from all parts-of the 
country, as far east as New York and 
west to California. We shall need 
many things when wo move into bur 
new quarters,-such as furniture, fishes, 
beds and‘bedding, carpets,: rugs, etcu

E, M. Campbell wrltesr “The Nanajrae 
Spiritualist Association has elected for 
the" present ^ygar the following officers: 
President, George Campbell; vice-presi
dent, Mary Jones; corresponding sec- ___ ____ ... . . . .. . _
getary, Elizabeth M. Campbell, '.re- .and we also solicit membership. We

Art 
The 
sub
it is 
pro-

gressive Spiritualist will try to keep 
house without it. As for me and mine, 
we should feel lost If we should miss a 
copy. I believe you are doing a greater 
work for the American people than all 
of the 126,000 preachers of this country, 
and it seems to me-that it is the duty of 
every Spiritualist to strengthen your 
hands by becoming subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker.” .

F. J. Seder writes: “I got two orders 
for your paper and books. I am very 
thankful for mine. I think every man 
and woman should read and think for 
themselves.' I will say that the Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir- 
lt-World, Vol. L and II., will open the 
eyes of readers, and they will see what 
great mistakes they have made In life. 
The Next World Interviewed is another 
grand book, by S. G. Horn. It is an 
Interesting study, giving grand views of 
the invisible life. Then Ghost Land 
and Art Magic are worth mòre than all 
the churches and their church Gods. 
May you long remain with us. The pa
per is a welcome visitor each week?,’

Thunder, the voice of angry protest 
against contending currents; the ser
pent, emblem of subtle discernment; 
and the great Trinity, Osiris, Isis, 
Horus, Father, Mother, Son; highest 
conception of divine unfoldment, in
carnation of divinity within humanity.

We have reverenced Krishna, Budd
ha, Jesus; and many other embodi
ments of Love; and always the mother 
of sons, the nurse of souls has been 
linked with their worship. And now, 
as though passing through many courts, 
receiving embassy through many a son 
of Love; we come into the Holy of 
Holies, and worship God only, Love in 
its abstract, absolute, pure, complete. 
Therefore, as worshipers of Love, we 
would approach Its holiest, most beau
tiful expression, design, and embodi
ment—and view the union of the sexes 
as a God-given privilege, a divine right. 
Ies, It is here humanity asserts its 
right to ibvo, and all that love In its 
highest and best form can bestow.
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STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPLES.
In the United States our friends have 

a liking for breaking out into “State
ments of Principles.” In some cases 
perhaps, the old Adam of creed-making 
is at the bottom of it; but, in all prop
ability, the prevailing impulse is a se
rious desire to put before the world a 
summary of spiritual truths; and this 
has its uses.

One of the best of the latest state
ments is one by that brilliant and 
original original thinker, Solon Lauer. 
It is as follows:

1. Spiritualists unite in affirming that 
“THERE IS NO DEATH.

What seems so Is transition,” and they 
affirm that this truth Is demonstrated 
by a vast body of phenomena occurring 
throughout all human history, as well 
as in our own midst to-day.

2. Spiritualists as a body believe that 
“The-infinite and eternal energy, from 
which all things proceed,” is Spirit, and 
not blind force, and that the nature of 
the human soul is
AKIN TO THIS DIVINE ENERGY. 
While repudiating the personal theism 
of the creeds, they believe that this 
“Divine Spirit” is “in all, through all, 
and over all;" that In this Infinitely 
varied universe,
“All are but parts of one stupendous 

whole,
Whose body nature is, and God the 

soul.” <
3. Spiritualists Inculcate a code of 

.ethics based not upon the alleged rev
elations of Moses, or Jesus, or Paul, but 
upon the moral sense which is inherent 
in the human soul. They hold that all 
acts and thoughts have natural and In
evitable consequences, which extend 
not only through this mortal life, but 
also Into the life beyond; so that the 
soul’s state, ip this «world and the next, 
is determined not by mere theological 
belief, not by the arbitrary decree of 
a personal deity, but chiefly by Its own 
voluntary thoughts and acts. .

4. Spiritualism venerates all books, 
SACRED OR SECULAR,

-so far as they, prove spiritually helpful 
and uplifting; it does not accept any 
book’of any Tevelatlon as perfect or in
fallible in its teachlnge.

5. Spiritualism holds that
TRUE SALVATION IS GROWTH I rj <

in character; and henpe that any in
dividual is a savior who is supremely 
helpful In prpinoting that growth.

6. Spiritualists believe that the law 
of evolution,, which prevails throughout 
all nature; prevails also with the human 
sfiul. In them'philosophy eternal pun-

THE PROPHET SOCRATES.
The object of the prophet as such is 

not, as we have said, speculative aud 
philosophic, but moral and '.practical 
It is scarcely necessary to prove this in 
respect to Amos and Hosea, Isaiah or 
Ezekiel. To hate the evil aud love the 
good, to do justice and love mercy, to 
seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, 
and plead for tlie widow, is the burden 
of their message. So of Socrates, 
Xenophon says, he made it his chief 
care to deliver his friends from every • 
guilty passion, and inspire them with 
ardent love of virtue. Temperance, i 
soberness, and chastity were his 
habitual themes. Is it not scandalous 
for a man to be taken in the sime snare 
as.irrational animals, as those who die 
from over-eating, or are found skulking 
In the chambers of married women? To 
Orito, when urged to seek escape from 
prison, he replies: “We are not to do 
wrong for wrong, or to do evil to any
one, whatever we suffer.” He was not 
of opinion that silver and gold made a 
man more valuable, a wiser and better 
man. Those who pursue philosophy 
abstain from the gratification of bodily 
desires, and bear all trials and resist all 
temptations. They fear no poverty, no 
privations, no obloquy. And his own 
example tested the sincerity of his pro
fession. He would take no gratuity, 
and wondered bow a man' who offered 
to teach virtue should ask for money. 
Himself so poor that there was not a 
man in all the world, who could work, 
but would have been able to maintain 
him. Like Samuel, demanding whose 
ox and whose ass have I taken, he 
could appeal to the Dlcasts, “What 
young man have I perverted? let them 
come forward. From whom have I 
taken fees?” He slept little; went bare
footed; wore the same coarse clothing 
even duritfg the bitter cold of a Thra
cian winter; and gave a signal proof of 
his inflexible probity when, being Pry- 
tanis after the battle of Arginusae, he 
alone refused to put an illegal proposal 
to the vote, and when under the Thirty 
Tyrants he declined to bring Leon from 
Salamis whom they wished to put to 
death. Caring, as he phrased it, not a 
jot for death, but mightily about doing 
nothing against the law of God or man. 
Yet he was no ascetic, and could pass 
round the cup on festive occasions; 
while his playfulness with the young, 
in the Lysis and Charmldes, reminds us 
of Mr. Ruskin with the girls at White
lands College.

ishment has been'supplanted by eternal 
progress. i»‘- : 'd . *

This is about as harmless a creed as 
we have seerip.but not hll could accept 
even it We will not specify, but there 
is a grave stoilb of sttimbllng in it And 
that is just '.the vtorst of it Every 
statement of principles or;creed could 
only be true for a section.; We had bet
ter steer clear of,a tempting tendency. 

"The less we solidify the better.

Veteran Spiritualists’ Union
All members.who are in arrears with 

their annual dues are kindly solicited' 
to forward the same. to. the clerk. All 
persons doing so or persons joining the 
Union during the months of February, 
March and April, 1899 (which costs one 
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the home at Waverly. •.

MRS. J. 0. SOPER,

67 Huron Ave., North Cambridge, Mass.
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Transcribed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
. with cboaen media of earth. It was given through In* 
*• dependent slate-wrltlng. The illustrations were given 
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The topics treated receive a handling that is dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
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fiect. Being compact with thought Itself, It will not 
all to compel thought In oilier». _ ____
With a steel plate portrait of the author. Cloth, 
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THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL
CUTTA, INDIA.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

IS MARRIAGE A FAILURE?
In order to discover the meaning of 

this question we must first ask our
selves another, namely, “tlaa marriage 
a merely huflaan or divine origin? Is it 
really a truth that marriages are made 
Iff heaven?” •• . .

Let us ask of Mother Nature first,

There are many cases where those 
who understood these mental forces 
have had all the first symptoms of some 
dread disease bht who were cautious 
enough not to •

NAME THE SYMPTOMS 
to keep their fears down, and to look 
upon it as a temporary upset of which 
tpey soon freed themselves. Names 
strike terror Into the soul, and it is well 
td avoid tUetii; for “fear” after all, as a 
wise man has said, “Is the back-bone of 
disease.” It is the worst of all atmos
pheres, and if one can rise superior to 
it, and especially the dread of death, 
the victory is half won.

If instead of an atmosphere of fear 
A SPIRIT OF TRUST, 

hope and the expectation of good 
health could be created in the house
hold, then a race of children would 
grow up with some probability of over
coming all disease; for even if disease 
were always a physical thing, due to. 
germs, or contagion, or Impure drain
age, it would be better not to fear it, 
while at the same time taking every 
wise" means to avoid impurity. Worrl- 
ment,'anxiety, nervousness, may be set 
down as genuine causes of disease, and 
always these secondary states run back 
to the atmosphere of a fear in which 
they originated. We fear that calamity 
may overtake its, that we may lose a 
fortune," or be separated from our 
friend. We fear to eat this and to 
drink that; that the house may be borne 
down; that robbers may enter or illness 
strike us down In our prime. Thus we 
create a general atntesphere of nervous 
haste, of pleasure-destroying anticipa
tion. " ' '
' “The World Beautiful.” By I J.tin 
Whiting. Most excellent in their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality of .thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 8, each complete In It
self, Price,-cloth, $1 per volume. Fgr 
sale at this office.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

■DYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
D largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 
Which the author has seen, beard of or presented in 
his own experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the export* 
mont, des crlbed occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to the Interest and value of tha 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as weir as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. Tho work la a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, S2.00* For sale at 
the office of Ths Progressive Teiatxb«

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In Trance, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volume as bls last 
will and testament to bls parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Rnoon,

Post 8vo.« 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, 11.00; 
postage, It cent*. ______

•‘The work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire bad re* 
serves, but Jean Mesller had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and vet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
fbould have been one priest wbo left that testimony at 
bls death, bnt that all arietta do noL"—James Parton

RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in AU Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Lyceums-and Societies that wish to get up eto 
rating, interesting and paying entertainments can* 
not do better thatito have a Prize Contest. The en* 
tiro plan, with full directions, Is Ih the book, and 
may do easily managed.. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Neti
lag Is.needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one In his own town and reap a financial .regard.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ek* 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and who 
kuows what he Is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, »1.00. It contains the following chap* 
ters: _ _______

. ... CHAPTER I. ______
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Selb 

respect in the Confessional.
. ; . . . .chapter II. ...........

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tho
Priest. _ _________

. . . . CHAPTER III.
The Confessional Is tbc Modern Sodom. 
.. . _ CHAPTER IV......................... ......
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made easy

by Auricular Confession.
.................................. CHAPTER V. _________
The highly-educated aud rfined Woman In the Coj- 

ftsslonal—What becomes of her after uucondluow 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. . . . . CHAPTER VI. .. _ ~
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tics 01 

Marriage and Human Society.
_ CHAPTER VII. , . _______ _
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil

ized Nations?
_ . CHAPTER VIII. . ________
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

. CHAPTER IX. __________
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrllegloui

Imposture. _
. . . . CHAPTER X. . ________
God compels the Church of Rome to coulees th<

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
. . . . . chapter XI. ______
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and

France. ‘ ________
. .. . CHAPTER XII. . __________
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hui*

bands and Fathers—Some cu the m«iters on which 
the Priest of Romo must Question hit! Penitent-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tho Medium of tho Rockies, with an Introductionb,
PBOF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This hook should ho In tho hands of every one Into*, 
estod IB Spiritualism ___

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chantel 
J. The Heavenly Mansion. .Chapter S, Removal W 
California; Return of H1B Guido. Chapter 4, Remark, 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chan
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Bplrft 
Land. Chapter S, Methods Used by Spirits to Comm» 
nlcate; Howto Conducts Circle._ Chapter 9, Mlscol 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strangs Experience 
Vhapterlt, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow 
er. Chapter 12, New Bxperlences-Illustratlye pl 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter IS, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable . Shown. Bf John Brown. ChaptW 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podnda.

For sale at thia office. Heavy paper cover. prKO » 
conta.

COMMON SENSE.
ByThomuPstae. A BerolutKmary pamphlet ri. 

dressed to the inhabitants of America In 1«<6, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, 
15 cents.

By A. S. Hudson. M D. Price. ISMOtk------

POEMS FROM TJÌE INNEE LIEE 
» Unto Dòten.

Price*i-oo.*-. ------ -------—

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION.

cottons, U th the book* and : their dogmatic religio 
. Nothing kindle« enthusiasm vXr sale at thia office. 
Angell Price Contesti Noth-

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Addrcsi

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

(

a .Milins anneal to all who aro Interested In learn* Ini bow tho S foroes of the Roman CaWo 
Rfmih are soeHng to control all movements per*

■ their dogmatic religioni teftcMiÂ fttoo W CCOtk

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or. an Inquiry M to whether Modem Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from Bls SatenW 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Mosse HUUb. 1B 
Far'tie dt this office • . J

tlio.se


PeKh, 1800.
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This department is under the manage
ment of '

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Bull name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters win 
not be read. . If the reqbest be made, 
tbe name will not be published. 1 be 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oidi- 
nary courtesy of correspondents is ^ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Investigator: Q. Why is It that Spir
itualists do not build colleges and 
schools, hospitals and church
•A The colleges, schools and hospit
als founded by the various sects, are In 
every case for the purpose of propagan
da. Each wants distinctive schools to 
teach their peculiar doctrines, which 
ai'e taught no where else. The chai ity 
•missions and hospitals are their advei-

A man might be able to lift 100 
pounds one foot per second, but he 
could not indefinitely prolong this oper
ation, and to estimate his power as one
fifth of a horse power would be grant
ing even more than this. • ’

With all machines, this obstacle be
comes more insurmountable, The dead 
weight of the machinery giving the 
great power required, can not be over
come by balloons, inclined planes, or 
any other contrivance. Aluminum, 
Which held out hope by its lightness, 
has disappointed, and electric motors 
have to r/eglve their energy before they 
impart it. •

It is possible to make flights through 
the air, but the lightness of the-atmos
phere must forever bar the way against 
aerial navigation as a means of com
merce.

Even granting that machines capable 
of flight could be constructed, and sup
plied with abundant power for sus
tained flight, the storms and currents in 
the atmosphere would make aerial nav
igation most dangerous and uncertain. 
The least break of machinery, or fail
ure in propulsion would mean the im
mediate fall qf the machine to the earth 
and the destruction of all that It con
tained. '

REINCARNATION.

tisements and feeders.
Spiritualism leads along other lines 

And demands other measures. It does 
not favor the devotion awakened Jy the 
dim light falling through stained win
dows, and musle echoing through fies- 
coed archek Soft voices have ffito»Kd 
with the thunder of the organ rolling 
through the domes of'church and ^atb®e 
dral for a thousand yeais, and the 
world has wearied of the torture of IL 
Any free unsectarlan college is all that 
Spiritualists demand. A eolJ®8e to 
tench distinctive Spiritualism would not 
be spiritual. If, SpirltuallBts ^ould 
build1 a university, it could not differ 
from the Leland Stanford or any state 
universities. Hence they do not build 
schools because tbe public schools and 
liberal colleges are all they desire.

Sniritualism Is for the whole world 
and Is not bound by narrow Hues, and 
henee the true Spiritualist does not feci

•; the need of organic effort to Pr°P®g“to 
neculiar dogmas, and proselyte to bis 
faitlr. He does not feel the necessity 
of having a support on Y1}1® vearnCfor 
He is too self-constrained to jearn tor 
the reverential 'feeling arising from 

■ light falling through stained windows, 
intonations, grpaning organ, and choir 
of unsexed singers. He stands in tl 
ranks with such men as Huxley, Dar
win, Spencer, Wallace, Proctor, know
ing that the so-called reverence; the 

- bowed head and bended knee, is mock- 
erv or lingering superstition. tnc 
churches organize to proselyte; they 
have dogmas and beliefs which can be 
extended In no other manner; bpirltual- 
ists have none! They desire knowledge. 
"This objection comes from a misun- 

■ derstanding of the fundamental prlncl- 
’ nles of Spiritualism, which does not 

teach the desirability of distinctive ed
. ucation or charity. The public schools 
and public charities managed by the 
state it considers ns. sufficient, and the 
Spiritualist willingly contributes by 
taxation for their support They want 
free unsectarian schools, and the only 
change they would ask for would be the 
introduction of spiritual or psychic sel-

• ence as a special study. As yet this 
has not been sufficiently formulated, 
and- whenever it Is, it will be sure to 
hate instructors and professors.

The preceding thoughts must not be 
: understood as opposed to organization 

for tlie extension of spiritual knowl- 
' edge, which takes the place of beliefs 

and dogmas. Most especially should 
such be provided for the children, who 
for the want of associations or societies 
where the truth is taught, actuated by 
their natural desire for society of some 
kind, attend the Sunday-schools adroit
ly Intended to catch them. Such asso
ciations are necessary to conserve what 
has been already gained and give the 
movement position and force. The 
Progressive Lyceum is such an associa
tion, expressly for teaching truj.li and 
knowledge in all departments of 
thought, physical and spiritual. This 
is within the reach, of all Spiritualists, 
and If thev go on and permit their chil
dren to fall under the Influences of the 
chqrch through the Sunday-schools, 
and with perverted understanding 
sneer at the spiritual philosophy which 
was tbe bread of life to their parents, 
they are false to the high duties they 
owe them, and deserve the disrespect

R. M. Stanton:’ Q. (1) Was the 
Catholic church the sole custodian of 
the Bible during the early centuries? ,

(2) Will the church succeed in getting 
God into the Constitution of the United 
States? ' ’ ’ ■ ’ . „

A. (1) Who else could have had the 
keeping of the Bible until the time of 
the reformation? It was so well kept 
from the common people, that one of 
the great issues made by the Protest
ants was whether the people should 
have it or not. The priests foresaw that 
the study of the Bible by the people 
would destroy their power and fought 
against It. •

The Protestant has the comforting as
surance that his holy and infallible 
Bible was copied and recopied, revised, 
amended and Improved by Catholic 
priests from age to age during all those 
dart: and degraded centuries of ignor
ance, from the commencement of the 
decline of the Roqian Empire, until the 
days of Luther. ‘

(2) The fathers of this, great republic 
were not church members, and so care
ful were they in wording that reinark- 
able instrument which is the basis of 
our government, that they did not al
low even the word God In the Constitu
tion. It is adroitly removed from the 
President’s oath of office, which there
by becomes simply a declaration of his 
purpose.

To accomplish the despicable purpose 
of forcing tlie word God into the Con
stitution will require first the accept
ance of the measure by two-thirds of 
the States, and it is not presumable 
that, with the fierce discussion the sub
ject would receive, this number could 
be obtained. Yet the efforts of the 
bigots are persistent and unguarded mo
ments will be seized upon. It behooves 
every lover of liberty to be awake and 
prepared for emergency. Bigotry never 
relaxes its grasp until dead.

Is It Nature’s Method of Per
fecting Man.

To the Editor:—I notice that the col
umns of your widely read and excellent 
paper have lately contained a number 
of articles fromwell known and popular 
writers, which are supposed to com
pletely demolish and destroy all tbe ar
guments ever constructed in fav°t , 
the doctrine of reincarnation. Now, so 
far as I am personally concerned, I sin
cerely hope that their arguments are 
well founded. I would much prefer to 
believe that I would never again in all 
the vast eternity to come feel the ne
cessity ol- be compelled to return and 
suffer all the inconvenience, pain and 
worry incident to an exrstence in a 
physical organism. , ___

But while continued and Interrupted 
advancement in a spiritual realm is 
pleasing to contemplate, I know out 
preferences will have very little weight 
one way or the other; if reincarnation 
is a fact in nature and necessary JOT 
our development, we will have to sub
mit to the inevitable whether we like it

But right here some one will say; 
Oh, yes, the principle you have laid 
down as to being compelled to submit 
to the laws of nature may be correct, 
but then you see reincarnation is not a 
fact in nature, neither is it necessary 
for our development. Well, - dear 
reader, I would ask you and all the 
other objectors to reembodiment, how 
do you know so positively, that It is not 
essential to the spirit’s advancement? 
I imagine I hear some one reply: Oh, 
well, there is no analogy to reincarna
tion in nature; look, for instance, at the 
great towering oak, it never again re
turns to- the acorn state, The butterfly 
never retrogrades to a caterpillar. Just 
so, my friend, that Is the stock argu
ment of those who oppose reembodl- 
ment, but I want to say that 1 do not 
think there is any analogy between the 
towering oak, the caterpillar,- and- the 
human soul. The towering oak and 
butterfly that we hear so touch about 
attaining to a certain degree of develop
ment and then they must stop; the dis
integrating processes then take hold of 
them, the combination Is broken up, 
and the chemistry of nature returns 
them back to their original elements. 
Not so, however, with the human soul; 
it is supposed to advance and go on 
forever. Here we see a very marked 
difference, on the one hand death; dis
integration and organic decay; on the 
other hand continued advancement and 
Immortal life. Now I ask in all candor, 
doesn't this very fact of difference in 
ultimate destiny as between the oak, 
the caterpillar, and the human soul, 
prove that the processes of develop
ment cannot be Identical? Possibly It

AFTER HER DEATH.CHARLES JAVIBARN.
How the Seer and Philoso- 

opher Refleiv^s His
Revelptiqnp.

In response to jap ipyitation from 
Charles' Dawbarn,.” “The California 
Philosopher,” to- spehd d'Bunday at his 
place, the writer tob'k the.jp o'clock boat 
from San Francisco; an^ .after-a little 
over an hour on ¿reamer and cars ar
rived at the depotrof Soutli San Lean
dro, In a beautiful hijoad’ galley, border
lug on the bay. i.i ’ ’

Upon landing from the tain we were 
met by Mr. Dawbaru, with bls wheel- 
not the kind some people are supposed 
to carry in their heads, but-a bieyele. 
After a five miuuteg’ walk we arrived 
at the philosopher’^ home—a beautiful 
two-and-a-half-story.' cottage,* nestled 
among the groves of oranges, lemons, 
apples, figs and other fruits indigenous 
to the realm. All nature, and all the 

'neighborhood, was calm and: peaceful 
as a dream-the ideal abode of a 
literary man. ,

Without stopping to Interview the 
parlors or the brlc-a'-brac therein we 
were at once escorted up stairs to “the 
high place,” as the /prophet Samuel 
called it, in his day, and there intro
duced to what the, philosopher was 
pleased to call his .‘Men.” But unlike 
the proverbial “den, pf the philosopher 
or poet, the floor Wjtjs not strewn with 
rubbish, or piles of'b
“Many a quaint and curious volume of 

forgotten lore;"

TORONTO, GANADA.
Particulars In Regard to 

Those Arrests.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s Works.

To the Editor:—Ou reading your issue : 
•of the 4th inst., to hand yesterday, I 
was sorry to see over the signature, of 
Mrs. Virginie Barrett, who is doing a 
good work here, a statement which is 
incorrect, in regard to the fuud commit
tee in the cases of Colby, Barrett, and 
others. Mrs. Barrett’s letter to you 
says that they “have decided to defend 
Mr. Colby alone; they have simply 
backed down,” etc. As president of the 
Spiritualist Association here I felt I 
eoùld not allow this erroneous state
ment to go without contradiction, and 
as I had arranged to call on Mrs. Bar
rett (to give her some pointers about a 
sermon preached in the New Jerusalem 
church—statements in which she 
wished to controvert), I called her at-

pervaded with puro and beautiful spiritually of 
thought. Instructivo and helpful to oil who love and 

jeek the higher and finer ways of Bplrltual experience. 
I Price, <1.00. For ualo at this office.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING. r _ , ’ .

Two choice volumes, each complete tn Itself, til 
which spirituality ie related to everyday life la such 

way as to make the world beautiful. Each 11.00. 
For sale at this office.

Mahomet, the lllustrinus.

The Principles of Light and Oolor.
A large book, royal 8vo, with over 200 00Erftv/pMS 

aud colored plates. Price 15.00 or ,5.82 with posture 
or eiprosauge. 1'rlce lu massive half -liussta bloulnf, 
75centa extra. • . ' . _______ _  _.__"Au Imposing volume of nearly 600 pages. Show«» 
great amount of research uu the part of the authoft 
will a great acqulBltion to Scieatitio IANIp 
ricB."—N.Y.Herald.

,fIt seems to me to be the foremost scientific wow 
of thia or any other uge.—Franklin Smith, Mu|.

■ -------- i
Human Culture and Cure i

In six parte, four parts being already issued. FrlOff 
for each, postpaid, 75 cents. • ,,

Parti. *”Tbe Philosophy of Cure,” including Metibt.
odsand Instruments. . . . ..

»‘The -Principles of Light and Color’ fb in every r*. 
spect masterly, and -Human Culture ahd Cure aPP°VS 
to be not less remarkable.’’—Dr» Pascal, 12Ruo FloO^ 
^parUL^^arrloge, Bexual Development and flo# 

Cl»liebusuulUheavy volumes Issued by Mf
thors do not contain a tithe of thetion that is included in Dr.Babbltt swork. —ProgrlilF 
'Vpa?u!nir;ml IV In one volume, »1.60, port»»!*» 
Covers wonderful ground, Including McntM BOIejM. 
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ilalned for the first tlme)( Clairvoyance, Nerveul 
force, Insanity, etc.

Health and Power.
"Worth Its weight in diamonds," Price, Cloth, 23ot^ 
Religion, affRevealeaby the Material

. and Spiritual Univerae.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth, »1.101 

. paper 60o.
No work upon tbe same e>>t>Ject bM evn 

In Interest this book of almost igeBtlmault value, . 
J. Wllbourn, M. D., says: ‘T l)8V6Je1aA8eI®tI‘A 
some of which are worth tbelj weight hj goli J 
those written by Epes Sergent, G.B. BJWWM. 
King, etc., but Babbitt s fienglon. In rfTrnWo 
far transcends them all."-Bplrltual Offering

For sale at this office.

* BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work Is one of the Library of Libera! Classics, 
No author was better qualified to write an impartial 
Midb0.nert.Ufe of Mahomet, than Godfrey Higgins, 
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Children’s Progressive Lyceum. ।
A manual, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something IndlspAuahle, Price 50 cents.

n ¡o ih i ttxco । iimq. -
¿IFE AND LABOR Iff THE SPIRIT

World: Being a description of Localities, Employ
ments. Surroundings, and Conditions In the Spheres, 

By members of tbe Dplrlt-Band of Mias M. T. Bhelba* 
men medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth tiAL Fostage W cents. Fw M 
this office. -

tention to the letter mentioned. She ex
pressed her regret that, owing to a 
statement from what she regarded as 
good authority, she bad been led to 
write as quoted above, and asked me to 
make the correction for her, which I 
now do. I am a member of the defense 
fund committee, and know whereof I 
write.

The committee has had but one for
mal meeting, and have never, formally 
or Informally, decided to defend Mr. 
Colby alone. On the contrary, they 
have taken “under their wings," as the 
saying is, Mr's. Barrett, Mrs. Nicholls 
and Prof. Campbell, none of whom 
were members of the association until 
after the arrest for “witchcraft, sor-Onniic contrary everything was neat 

and tidy. A large desk, such as is used 
in the average editorial sanctum, con
tained in its many pigeon holes, neatly 
arranged, a vast amount of manuscripts 
and other documeifts, while the type
writer upon which Mt'. Dawbarn reels 
out his inspirations -for the Spiritual
istic press of Europe. and America, 
rests upon a regulation typewriter 
stand at the end of the room. All the 
furniture of the room is both tastily 
selected and' neatly, arranged. The 
room Itself is a sort: of bay window, 
facing to the south, so that it is fined 
with a flood of sunlight throughout the 
day—when it shines.

Here Mr. Dawbarn informs me be 
sits regularly for an hear every night 
for silent commtmlpn with tbe'higher 
spheres of immbrtal life, and wonderful 
are tbe experiences and revelations he 
described td me. Bpt hp made one mis
take. Upon receiving a revelation re
garding multiple personalities, he 
hastened to give it to the world before

S. C. Danforth: Q. (1) I saw some
time since, in The Progressive Thinker, 
a statement that tlie least addition 
made to the weight of tlie earth would 
have the effect to throw the solar sys
tem out of balance. Is this true?

(2) Is there change in the weight of 
tlie earth—say loss by burning of coal, 
and addition by fall of aerolites?

A. ■ Such statement has not appeared 
in this department. The weight of the 
earth has constantly increased by the 
fall of aerolites, and cosmic dust. The 
additions, however, have been so small 
as not to perceptibly change its mo
tions, should by any means larger or 
smaller additions or subtractions be 
made, it would compensate therefor by 
expanding or contracting its orbit, and 
the time of its revolution. There, 
would not be the least “disaster.”

If all the coal was burned the weight 
of tlie earth’would not be changed by 
the fraction of a grain, for the carbonic 
oxide gas, water and other products 
would weigh exactly as much as the 
coal and oxygen before combustion be-

is because the spiritual essence of the 
oak and the butterfly cannot return to 
receive new physical experiences under 
different environments, that they fail 
to withstand the destroying effects of 
time. I mean organic, not atomic de
struction. It has taken ■millions of 
years to evolve this planet to its pres
ent condition of fitness for human ex-
istence ami comfort, und I have a
strong suspicion-that nature will de
mand of us a greater knowledge of 
matter and physical conditions than it 
is possible to obtain In one short In
carnation. Let us consider tbe case of

thev receive.
The Progressive Lyceum supplements 

the education of the schools, and as an 
instructor in morals nnd religion the 
church, and is the great exponent of 
spiritual thought to the general public.

“IX.,” Glasgow, Scotland: Q. An 
American friend sent me a copy of The 
Progressive Thinker, in which I find 
answers to questions, scientific and 
practical. Being interested, I would 
like to know the latest in alr-shlp 
building and what you think of its prac
ticability? -

A. The utter and complete failure of 
all the high promises made by ardent 
inventors, and ambitious “promoters,” 
has for a time put a quietus to the in
terviewer and newspaper space-fillers, 
who for a time wbpld have aerial navi
gation as certain as oceanlc.

The last hope of air-ships was placed 
in Inclined vanes, acting as the struct
ure of the flying squirrel, as a support 
when the ship was Impelled with suffi
cient speed. If the great power could 
be supplied without weight this would 
be possible. Here lies the insurmount
able obstacle. The elephant, supported 
on the firm eartbr Is weighted down 
with bone and flesh, and is made strong 
regardless of weight or beauty. The 
whale stretches out bis tremendous

gan. •
Let us place implicit reliance on the 

laws of nature, and eradicate from our 
minds the old notions of violence, revo
lution, cataclysm and “end of all 
things,” which for ages has been fos
tered by theological teachings of the 
creation, the deluge and the final “burn
ing up” of the world.

C. H. Weaver: Q. Can consumption 
be cured?

A. In a recent number of The Pro
gressive Thinker the cure of consump
tion by the use of rye flour and water 
was spoken of as having been advo
cated by a correspondent who did not 
give the secret of its preparation. Mr. 
Weaver kindly sends this receipt, for 
those who need it “with a blessing.”

It is given by Dr. Arthur Lutze, the 
greatest Homeopathic physician of his 
day in Germany, in his Manual of Prac
tice, but he more modestly claims for It 
that it will cure some incipient cases.

a child ylio dies after experiencing only 
a few days of life: Does it seem 
reasonable, possible or probable that 
this short existence in matter is all that 
is necessary In order to secure a per
petual charter to immortal life? Well, 
if it Is such an easy matter to evolve 
a spirit that will withstand all the dis
integrating effects of endless time, 
surely nature inflicts a needless hard
ship on the poor old man or woman who 
Is compelled to fight the battle of life 
for seventy or eighty years. ,

“But,” says one of the most famous 
and brainy of spiritual writers, “if the 
reincarnation doctrine be true it can 
easily be demonstrated that during a 
limitless past we must have already 
passed through all possible experiences 
and finished our course long ago.” In 
my opinion this Is one of the weakest 
arguments ever put forth by this really 
great man. If the human soul origi
nated on this planet and commenced its 
career inconceivably low down in the 
scale of being as the result of atomic 
vibration, it logically follows- that it 
could not- have already passed through 
all possible experiences, for we know 
that tbe earth we inhabit has not 
always existed in its. present condition. 
This age is different from all the ages 
that have gone before. How, then, I 
ask, could a spirit who passed from 
earth 1,000 or even 200 years ago have 
passed through all possible experiences?

In ¿«elusion I would say that in my 
opinion the evidence in favor of the 
doctrine of reembodiment is quite as 
strong and weighty, to say the least, as 
the evidence against it So far as 
writers and mediums are concerned, we 
find them about evenly divided In re
gard to the matter. Such authorities as 
.Hudson Tuttle, A. J. Davis and many

he received an explanation of what was 
meant by the term “personality.” Of 
course everyone was shocked and 
astounded, but since he has received a 
fiirther explanation of what was meant, 
it proves to be a .key which unlocks 
many mysteries.

Mr. Dawbarn's last article to The 
Progressive Thinker (a copy of which 
he read to me), Startling Limitations 
in Spirit Return, is the most remarkable 
revelation in all our literature, and 
gives us the key that will unlock all 
the mysteries ednnected with the sub
ject. But to cleanly understand tfils 
article it may be necessary to read the 
author’s lecture on “The Science of 
Spirit Return,” published,.by the Star 
Publishing Co., of! Springfield, Mass., 
some years ago, Impamphlet form. It, 
too, should be read by every Spiritualist 
who would be able,to explain the mys
teries of our philosophy and the modus 
operand! of spirit communication.

It Is not generally -.known to the 
younger Spiritualists,, particularly In 
the West, that Mr,,Dawbarn Is a cele
brated psychometrlst, blit such Is the, 
case. However he has given up this 
line of work In public, as he says It 
draws him down too near the material 
plane, but In all bls business affairs be 
is guided by this power, and his success 
in life shows how accurate it has been. 
He also gives occasional demonstra
tions to his friends. While in “the high 
place,” he asked me to give -him an 
article to read. I handed him a bunch 
of keys, and he gave me a very satis
factory reading. Like Dr. Muehlen- 
bruch, he sees a "spiritual horoscope,” 
1. e., a horoscope of the person for 
whom he Is readlng-ls presented to nls

eery-,” etc., which naturally drew us all 
together for unity and strength. Mrs, 
Barrett engaged a lawyer for herself 
from the first, but the association in
structed Mr. DuVernet (a very clever 
lawyer engaged by Mr. Colby and ap
proved of by the association and de
fense fund committee), to co-operate 
with Mrs. Barrett’s lawyer in her de
fense, rendering all the aid- possible, 
which he is to do, and for which the 
association are to pay out of the de
fense fund (ds far as it may be col
lected) and the general funds of the as
sociation. This you and your many 
readers will see l_s quite tbe reverse of 
defending “Mr. Colby alone,” or “sim
ply backed down.”

Do no> lot me create the impression 
that Mrs, Barrett’s and Mrs. Longley’s 
appeals for pecuniary ald-ln Mrs. Bar
rett’s work here, should not be respond
ed to as liberally as tbe friends of Spir
itualism can do so; that part of the let
ter I do not wish to interfere with in 
any way. The association desires that 
only the truth shall be known in the 
matter of its and the defense fund com
mittee’s attitude in Mrs. Barrett's ar
rest and defense, which is as I have 
stated above, and can be verified by 
Mrs. Barrett herself, who sees that she 
was misinformed.

I think I may safely predict that My. 
Colby and Mrs. Barrett will both be 
freed from the ban when their trials 
come'off. As I don't charge you any
thing for this “prediction of the future 
events,” I dp not fear arrest for -“for
tune-telling, witchcraft,” etc.

JAMES B. FUDGER, 
President Spiritualist Association.

P. S—I do wish some of your awfully 
radical correspondents would let the 
poor old Bible alone, to stand on its own 
bottom. Most thinking people pay very 
little heed to the theological, exegetlcal, 
apologetical, etc., dicta in regard to it, 
by pecuniarily interested ecclesiastics.

Toronto, Canada. J. B. F.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of iwenty-four distinct lecUrea, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Bostop. Phlladel- 
pula Md other .prommeht cities ot the United 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume. -

Tbo chief aim throughout tho volume has beante 
iiroiiBe Increased Interest lu tUp workable possibili
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rive some help frdm the doctrines herewith promul
gated.
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Marvelous Manifestations of Psychlo 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EV^’

Place two spoonfuls of rye flour in a 
nitcher and pour one quart of boiling -------------------  - -
water over it. When settled, bottle and others being unbelievers in reincarna- 
cork tbe clear liquid., Use this and 1 - ------- -- T' v-

length, upheld by the water, and his 
• form is shaped for the waves through 

’“which he courses. The bird is fash
ioned for the. invisible, thin air, that 
scarcely upholds the falling leaf. Ev
ery feather and quill is hollowed and 
planned in the perfection of lightness. 
Its form Is beaten into symmetry by the 
air. All its muscular power is gathered 
at the base of its wings. Its bones are 
hollowed into air-chambers; its lungs 
are of comparatively enormous capac
ity; its nervous energy strung to high
est intensity. It is a crystallization of 
the laws and conditions of .the off.

Take a swallow as illustration: Its 
weight does not exceed two ounces, 
Its spread of wings is twelve inches, it 
is able to vibrate its wings so tapldly 
that’the movements cannot be counted. 
It is able to sustain itself for hours in 
its circling flight, and easily -fly at a 
mile per minute. If a man weighing 150 
poundls, were to equip himself • with 
wings, ns lie is twelve hundred times 
heavier \han the swallow he would 
have to have wings twelve hundred 
times larger. Having these perfect as 
the birds, "where would hc find the pow
er to move them. ; ■

A horse power, is the force required 
to lift 550 pounds one-foot in a second; 
or lOO feet in'3'and 1-15 seconds. Hence 
to raise and impel 150 pounds (a man’s 
•weight) 100 f?eVin a second, or a mile 
ft minute would require 85 horse power

nothing else for driuk. This is recom
mended as an excellent remedy for 
coughs, and it is said to alleviate that 
symptom which is often the most de
plorable in consumption, '

In the same mall also came a letter 
from a daughter of Dr. Hamburger, 
saying that the cause of his not sending 
the recipe was not his desire to profit 
by it, but illness which overcame him 
before he had finished his letter. She 
sends the recipe in full at his earnest 
request. It is as follows:

Take one table spoonful rye flour, mix 
with a little cold water, and stir into 
one quart of boiling water, and let it 
come to a ISoIl. This can be drank hot 
or cold, as the patient prefers. It must 
not be seasoned with anything. Pickles, 
coffee, tea, fatted meats, spices, liquors 
and medicines are not to be taken.

Anna Mitchell: Q. While sitting at 
my table alone, as I have done regular
ly for several-months, without-having 
anything to reward -me, a white mist 
came over my hands out of which came 
a beautiful bouquet of flowers, in the 
midst bf which was a brilliant jewel. 
After a time it dissolved. How am I to 
understand this appearance?

A. As the beginning of clairvoyant 
vision; that you have found the bright 
jewel you have been seeking, and it will 
be as pleasing to you and as perfect as 
the symbolic flowers. ■ *

' tion; on the other hand Mrs. Cora L. V. 
(Richmond, W. J. Colville, Prof. Olney 
H. Richmond, and hosts of others em-
phatically declare that they not only be
lieve but know reincarnation to be true. 
I am perfectly willing to admit that a 
lot of metaphysical, weird and non
sensical speculation has grown around 
the central doctrine of reembodiment, 
but after applying the pruning hook to 
all that rubbish it almost seems a 
necessity that we should believe in re
incarnation as nature’s method of 
evoluting and perfecting an entity 
which can forever withstand dis
integration and decay.

DR. EL RUTHERFORD.
Wayne, Mich.

consciousness without the trouble of 
asking for date of birth or making any 
calculations. I recently had a reading 
frota Dr. Muehlenbruch, and although 
he and Mr. Dawbarn are not personally 
acquainted, and although the latter did 
not know I had a reading from the for
mer, both gave me essentially the same 
predictions, for the future. The only 
difference Ivas In dates at which certain 
events would transpire, and this was 
but a matter of less, than a year. This 
convinces me that psyebometry Is a 
science similar to astrology, but my ex
perience of four years in this line 
through Dr. Muhlenbruch’s readings Is 
that psychometry is far more reliable 
than astrology.

As Mr. Dawbarn's, system of living is 
two square meals a day, we dined at 11 
o’clock, the repast consisting of a flue 
turkey dinner, after which we entered 
the parlor and listened to “Tannhauser” 
and some other choice music on the 
organ. We then returned to the “higli 
place,” where the hours flew like min
utes until the time-'of our departure, 
which came all top Soon.

From this little 'room, which Mr. 
Dawbarn calls his “den,”- will yet go 
forth a philosophy that Will revolution
ize the world. ” '

ERNEST S. GREEN.
- — ", • ■

T. H. Sketchley writes: “I am con
strained to express to you my apprecia
tion of the grand work in which you are, 
engaged. On the 24th inst. the post
man brought to my door that splendid 
book, Art Magic, which is awarded to 
every yearly subscriber to your inval
uable paper, The Progressive Thinker, 
as a premium. I must say to you that 
Art Magic is indeed a grand book, and 
worthy of die appreciation of all who 
may read it. Wim my last year’s sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker I 
obtained Ghost Land, and now I am in 
possession of Art Magic; and I wonder 
If you will be able to give your sub
scribers a premium next year. To-day 
the Christmas number of The Progress
Ive Thinker reached.me, and I at once 
read Moses Hull’s article on Christmas, 
and I shall file it away for future ref
erence. The Progressive Thinker is 
well worth the subscription price with
out a premium, and I am much sur
prised that Spiritualists will consent to 
do without it It is a real educator, 
and I find it invaluable to me. As Spir-

DnniiQ Carlyle Petersllea DUU^v Given by automatic writing through 
the author's mediumamp.

The Discovered Counti*y—$i<
A narrative of the personal experiences In •falt-Hf« 

of the author's father, who had been a natural pnilojl ‘ 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1» 
Experiences of the author's mother In splflt-llfe.

Philip Oarlislie-Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by tbe hand of 9 

the subject of the title being a Bclentlqc yountf phfa 
osopher, who Is a medium; fits chief opponent! belfiff 
a clergyman aud a materialist. .

Qceanides—Paper Cover, ISO ctM,
A scientific novel based op the philosophy of life» 

as seen from the- spirit side. For sale al ofito of Jbft 
Progressive Thinker. __

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon tbe .file of Appllobln. of Tma, 

The Pagan priests of Home originated Chnitianity. 
ilew and startling disclosures by Its foUtfWi IM 

ull explanations by ancient spirits. Pride, papef. ode.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By' W. P. PbelOB, M. P. Beale with the liner 

mental and Bplrltiul forpei ai applied to healing. 
Price. 60c. _____ _

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music for t^e choir, con» 

gregatlon and social circle. By 8. W. 1 uckftr. Com» 
prt»fes sixty or more gems of song. Price,

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions.

By Sarah E. Tltcgmb. With an Introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of ‘‘The Aryan Race.” Pric^
Cloth, IL. _____________________________

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

11.25.________________________________ _________ _
MAXHAM’S MELODIES” “

Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxban)» 
Thirty-two pages of sweet songs aud music. Tbe 
author and compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
siuger and composer. Price, 25c.

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J, 
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c.

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber, Occult philosophy clothed 
tn story form; alms to give a better understanding M 
magic, black and white. SSO Urge pages. Cloth, <1,25.

Motes from A. J. Champion. ,
To the Editor:—After a long silence I 

once more pen a few lines for your pe
rusal. I see by the tag that 480 closes 
my subscription to The Progressive 
ihiuker. I have taken It from Its birth 
and shall continue to take it as long as 
I can read and appreciate its instruct
ive pages. Nearly every copy contains 
matter which to a thoughtful reader Is 
worth a year’s subscription. Mrs. Rich
mond's discourse ip the issue of Janu
ary ¡18 is a gem, ahd money can not 
measure the value of such thoughts. 1 
hate been a continuous subscriber to 
one or more of the leading spiritual pa
pers for over forty-five years, com
mencing with the Spiritual Telegraph. 
During all those years I have studied 
carefully the facts, phenomena and phi
losophy of Spiritualism as preserfted by 
the ablest minds in both Europe arid 
America through those papers. To-day 
those minds are the pefcrs of any class 
of men or women on earth. They are 
giving their best thoughts to the people 
of this age almost without money or 
without price through the spiritual 
press. With-these facts before us, why 
is it that only pne Spiritualist In a hun
dred take? a Spiritualist paper? Echo 
answers “Why?”

If half the money paid to fake medi
ums was given to support our spiritual 
papers and to send out among the poor 
our pamphlet literature there would be 
no suspensions of our spiritual papers 
nor begging for patronage.

Even The Progressive Thinker and 
Art Magic for $1.20 fails to reach the 
Stubborn purse of many good souls 
who could find it easily opened to pay 
a dollar to see soma, one dressed in 
black, and veiled, play his “departed” 
friends. A. J. CHAMPION.

Lansing, Mich.

•'A book you ought to read. Absorblnjfo
Ing, and should be In the bauds of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one can read Its pages without 
being convinced of tho existence of n future life. Tho 
book Is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
tbofte Interested In tb 5 problem of man’s future life, 
as well as to those Interested in phenomenal re- 
search."—J. J. Owen. ...  _____ _

This volume is superroyal oetavo In size, beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price |2, postpaid. For sale at thia office.

KflRÊZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAQE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezsa makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, and alms to liad individual» to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred re
lations. It 1» pure In tone and alm, and should bo 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, »1.

The Spiritual Body Real.
View» of Paul, Wesley »nJ_Ptberj _V.lu.We ty- 

tlmonleH of modern clairvoyant». Witnesses of tu» 
separation of tbe spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By Olles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Cob R. O. Ingersoll. Cloth, ,1._____________ _

MAN T’hOÌCROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Th» 

Light Within. By Olles B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or a few thoughts in how to reach1‘.hat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme aud all things aiu subject to 
it. With portrait. Bv Moses Hull. Jist the hook 
to tench you that you arc a spiritual I »ppg, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound tn clqth, 40 cents; IhpSjWCOTOT, 23 
cents For sate at this office.

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber. With a preface 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, Si. A valuable 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experience, of Samuel Boyle. In th. 
First Five Sphere», Etc. Written through tho hud 
ot Carrie E. 8. T»lng. Paper, 80c. _______________

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To which 1» added Spiritual Phenomena: How to lg- 
vestigate their various phases; how to form circles 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have 11. Price, cloth, 75c. .

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of tho very wonder 
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dn 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases tart 
parts of the country, This volume i. tbe first .from 
the author directly upoa tho subject of "Spirttuallsm,“ 
end ba, stood tho test ot many years. Cloth, 6L3L 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

jojsleyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO'

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

POEMS OF«THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying, “Mon, 
thou sbalt never die.” An excellent selection-ed* 
ited and compiled by Glleji B. Stebbins. Cloth, <1.

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

Bv Charles Bradlaugh. With the Btorr of hla Ilf* 
as told by himself, and the history of his parllamen- 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper, 50c._________

Your Killing Planet Discovered 
by Astrology...........

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
Af Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

I am a dweller with tlie one high God, 
And God himself dwells here, unseen, 

with me; : ‘
He is embodied th the meanest clod, 

And he exists in etfery stone and tree.
Man thinks he slays me, paying, “God 

is nau'ght, o. ;a
For chance firstl formed and still

I
• création swayffi” a 
am the Chance >be woifehlps in his

Will N. Turner: Q. Is it possible to 
obtain portraits of spirit friends 
through mediumistlc artists? To what 
medium would you refer me?

A. It is possible,' as has been repeat
edly proven. Almost every mall brings 
letters asking if this or thafpublic me
dium is reliable, or for the. name of one 
so. considered. To- give .such,^narnes 
would-be éndorsémënt. "This I cannot 
do, even if I have personally investi- _____ _ _ . . _ „
gated. For at the seance given me,.the | t0 jt than phenomena; we need" to 
best results might have been' received, I Btndy the philosophy. We are In a won
while the next given to another, or | aerfully progressive age and if we 

.. ------------- x— march in the front ranks we must have
progressive literature." ;

• r, L.-Royse writes: “T here read Art 
Magic.' What a wonderful book It is! 
It Is the John the Baptist of the New

• Dispensation." : > •

"Ituallsts we ought to keep in the front 
ranks. The phenomena of Spiritualism 
Is all right, but there is more belonging

given to myself, might prove most un
satisfactory.

Henry Newman writes: “I received 
Art Magic, and to say I. was glad to get 
It, hardly expresses py feelings. Many, 
many thank9.,f ■ .

J,

thought, 3. 1 j‘j
And I am all to which he homage 

pays. d “ V. ■
“As"milk to. curd, aiwat&jnto Ice,”

So do I change pay g'^er. changing 
form; .r ।

I am fair Virtue, Tapi nkJetjus Vice.
I am the sunsh^e anj the raging 
' storm. qi , sd

All things to me, how far soe’er they 
seem, .. iffi « Inc • ’

Are near, for j am earth, air, water, 
, fire; . .n . ’w

The life of man is butAlifttful dream,” 
And all created things '.to me aspire.

M^any may doubt, ’fis I who give them 
thought . -•-.-.

* With which thejr vainly think , from 
me to flee. r ■ -

Dispel illusions! Sedk me as you ought 
Say, I am. Brahm, and in thyself

find me. . . .
Wbnldst thou this riddle read? ■ I 

the Sotll,
Whence both the . known and 
- known have their, start,

am

nn-

And I am God,'for God is but the whole 
' Of which all souls foym-each an equal 
s part -< ,, rrW. H. Kent.

"The Relation of the’Bplrltual to. the 
Material Universe. JThe Law of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. : Price 
15 cents. ' For sale at this office.

College to Instruct Mediums.
'London, Jan. 80.—A movement is on , 

foot here to put the practice of Spirit- । 
uallsm very much on the Same footing, as j 
the practice of medicine, it is proposed • 
to establlsn a collegiate institution Jor ] 
the formal instruction of “mediums" 
and to provide for the authorised liceus- 
ing of mediums capable of conducting 
orthodox seances.

The new scheme owes its origin to a 
Mrs. Stannard. Her object, she says, is 
to protect the public from experiment
ing with fraudulent. and incompetent 
spiritualists. She thinks these fakirs, 
by advertising themselves as profes
sionals, have caused spiritualistic ex- 
périment of the genuine type to be de
rided. She desires to organize a society 
whlçh will issue a classified list of thi 
duly qualified working mediums.

Blaqk forms will be circulated to b< 
signed by all mediums in the country 
and only such as give satisfactory evi 
dence of their power will be recoin 
mended to the public as duly authorize« 
to put people in communication tf-it! 
their friends in the nether world. .

The college which will prepare per 
sons for the practice of mediumship.b 
to have a decidedly novel curriculum
seances, gyrations qnd classic dances 
being expected to occupy a large part 
of the attention of the students.

"After Her Death. The Story of-a 
Bummer” By Lilian- Whiting? No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with jthis 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism; leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. ' A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office: Price, cloth SI. -

"Edith Bramley'S Vision." Vivid de
scription ot a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price IB cents. For sale at 
thisoffici. .■..»... . - ,

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH mi wrlten to 

develop tbe idea of tbe principle ol the permenence 
of the human eonl »Iter death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain ot new beings, whose eucceealve link-» are 
unrolled in the boaom ot ethorlal apace. "Bnvoxn 
tub TansanoLD” continues on tbe same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea bv rcaaona and con 
aiderations drawn from science ana piillasopbr, claim- 
Ine that tho certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is Iho best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness tn. tbe presence of death, and 
that cho help offered by fltlcnce and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the «ffijjngrc- 
llglona. From? beginning to end It la IntoreBting, en
tertaining, Instructive nnd fascinating, and whether 
one accept« It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in Its perusaL Price 11.25 
For sale nt this office. -

The NIolecuiaFHvpothesis
OF NATURE.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Inltlalons. By the PhelOM. 
Dlustrating the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth, 
11.25.________________________________

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A hectare delivered at the Freethinker's Inten 
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 1893. dj 
Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c._____________________ _

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. Hulbart. On the present status ot 
woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually» 
The divine law of true harmonlal marriage, etc. 
Price, 10c.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judges, King». Prophet» and Apoitle». Comment» 

on the Old and New Testaments, from Joshua to Rev* 
elation. Tbe comment» are keen, bright, spicy, full 
of wit, the work of radlc.l thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper, 50c.____________ _

SlY PROF. W. JÏ. LOCKWOOD.

Tho only treatise over offered, the reading and 
thinking publlo in the interest of modern Spiritual* 
Ism. that u absolutely free from tho theories ol super« 
stition, and which
Demonstrates continuity of life and our cnoi* 

ronfnentofspirUUuaUnfluenoes, 
trc-nUiod',t» ot modern physical and pliyiiologlatt 
KTo the Bptrltnailit, an impregnaMe toandstfon of 
eclentlllo data and verified tacts. . . '

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation ot tho 
Invisible energies operative In Nature’s tormula ot 
evolution. .... , _______

To tho ecclesiastic, a now.heavenaada ntw earth. 
A cook to read, to study 'and think shout. A con-, 
dercedvolnmoot scientificIntonnsUm tor 25 cents..

THE MISSING LINK
N MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. be.h Underbill, of the Fox Family.
•cresting and valuable as a history bt tba begin- 
of Modern Splrltnril.m, by one of the ForSH- 
478 Pegci, 16 Illustration», Including portrait, ot

.'ox Family. History of the Hydesville r»pp ngj, 
iatedby eye witnesses; remarkable and well-ay, 
■il manifestations; the •'exposures," etc. Hand"

• •ly bound In cloth, But few copies remaining, 
■ diets’price, »1.50. We will send tbe book port

* , tor »t.W. ;

Address your orders to
•» . p^gressiro T"’ 40 Eoeatis street

HE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
Dr. Paul Caras. Very thoughtfnl and tntereitinff. 

tper, 25c,

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
A real visit with friends on the other side of life, 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles* Car
rie E. S. Twing, medium, 
______ _ ___ ___ . -. - r— • -

- the "
HEALTH AND POWER. EVERLASTING GOSPEL

A COMPILATION OF THE LEO 
BirE.D. Babbitt, M. Dm author bl “Prtnclplea oli vbroi given by tho Spirit Bud through the tn»* 
tight »ndColor," '‘Philosophy of Cure,* M0. flic«; dlumshlp ofMra. MagdalenaKUno. Thia volume con- ■ 
Uotb. ErenUl'teaUiorUBCoa!».. ■ < snts of a scries of ibcture». message, ud Ppo“*
■ ■ . . . ■ . ... vrfittbn pad delivered in public through the mental qjy

THE DIANKA and^THEIREARTH
1 W victims, by the Sccr, A. J.pavU. taaveryln. ^.(tl fln4mncir to. please, benefit andlrAttact. TM 

toesUng «id suggeaUvo work. It i. an explurtlon ci „vcralco with which Jesus Is mentions will pleui 
vnnrh that Is falso and repulilvB in BpMtnUlm« ea> lnnnv aithousli the ideas advanced ctaoendM Jwtt SwgssgagaSa« '«jftWffiaggwBS' tiSSK to.fi» ForsaleafffigMM.-----------
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Important!
DR. C. E. WATKINS,

------- THE-—-

FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QUICK 
CURES

SMALL
■ DOSES

Send age, name In full and two 
2-cent stamps and leading symp

a tom, and we will send you a dl- 
>^ignosis of your case FREE, and 

we’will try and makejjie price 
. of treatment right t</you. Re

member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your case unless 
you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 
OUR opinion of this doctor or 
that one, because we never ex
press an opinion, nor have we 
any one connected with us that 

' Is allowed to speak 111 of any one 
or even to express aii- opinion. 
We know some doctors do so, 
but we do not.

The day of shot-gun prescrip- 
■- tlon is past; drastic drugs in 

large doses will not be given 
ten years from now. We be
lieve in the certainty of medi
cine and in specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
specific diagnosis. He who un
derstands the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, Is the 
successful physician to-day.

SPECIFIC
MEDICINE

NO DRASTIC
DRUGS

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp. ,

Feb. 11,180».

volumes launched upon the world by 
materialistic scientists.

From a consideration of the subjects 
treated, and the manner of their treat
ment, the conclusion is stately reached 
that the title of the book, “Harmonics 
of Evolution,” ip well and aptly chosen; 
nothing could be more expressive and 
true to the nature and quality of Its 
contents, It takes cognizance of the en
tire nature of man, in his physical and 
spiritual aspects. 1

To the sociologist, the social econ- 
omiijj, as well as1 the mere Spiritualist, 
and scientist, the book must prove of 
intense interest and great value. ’’ 

’ Chapter VI. treats of the genesis of 
physical life; chapter VII. of the spirit
ual basis of evolution) VIII. of the law 
of natural selection; IX of the natural 
law of selection; other chapters treat 
of the spiritual basis of love, marriage, 
etc., etc.

Chapter III.; “Life after physical 
death is a fact scientifically demonstra
ble,” and chapter IV: “Life here and 
hereafter has a common development 
and. a common purpose,” as well as 
chapter II: "There is no death," possess 
unusual Interest to Spiritualists, per
haps, though it is difficult to discrimi
nate when all the chapters are so in
structive and interesting.

The author claims that sex Is a spirit
ual quality and exists in the spirit 
world. The spiritual body has sex and 
is capable of continuing, on a higher 
plane, the affections and mental quali
ties developed In the mortal life.

Prof. Drummond’s notable attempt to 
effect a harmonious relationship and al
liance between "Evolution” and ortho
dox Christianity, is clearly shown to be 
futile aud its logic inconsequential and 
contrary to facte of nature.

Chapter XX, on ‘.‘True Marriage,” is 
a fine study, in which mathematical di
agrams are ingeniously made to play an 
important part In elucidating the sub
ject. It affords a fine explanation of 
the basis of harmony and the causes of 
Inharmony in marriage relations. It 
Is at onee philosophic and spiritual, 
worthy of closest thought and study.

There is not a dull chapter In the 
book; each is full of rich food for 
thought, that will lend many minds into 
enlarged fields of spiritual vision, as 
well as_g clearer insight into the won
drous workings of nature’s evolutionary 
forces.

It is especially commended to the at
tention of minds interested in the dis
cussion of the subject of "Evolution” 
and “Involution,” as helpful to the for
mation of clear thought and right con-

Bunday-Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

elusions. u.

. PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

G.E. WATKINS. M.D.,
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

H. L. Williams, proprietor of Ortega 
ranch, and founder of the town of Sum
merland, died at San Francisco, Friday, 
January 13, after a long and painful ill
ness, aged 57 years and 8 months. The 
members of his family were all present 
at his bedside during his last hours. 
His body was taken to Santa Barbara 
and burled in the family plot at Santa
Barbara cemetery. X.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Science of The Millennium. By 

Stephen and Mary Maybell. San Fran
cisco, Cal.

It is a peculiar book iu its style of 
presenting its points and conclusions. 
It docs not stop to argue, or present 
extenso reasons, but states conclusions 
iji such wny as to lead tlie reader to 
formulate the arguments and reasons 
in his own m|nd. It goes into a philo- 
sopliienl-spiritual analysis of the cause 
of society’s evils, namely, selfishness: 
and shows that true reform or cure 
must come from the spirit, within; that 
true reform is not a theory, or a plan, 
but a spiritual act.

James Van Volkenburgli, a resident 
Auburn, N. Y., for over sixty years, a 
Spiritualist for nearly fifty years and a 
charter member of the First Spiritualist 
Society of Auburn, passed to the higher 
life, Thursday, Jan 26, at the age of 83 
years.

Owing to the Illness of the writer, 
Mrs. M. II. Cowan, of Syracuse, con
ducted "the funeral services on Satur
day, January 28.

S. COMSTOCK ELLIS.

Passed to the better life, Mrs. Susan 
Caroline Semple, at her home on Higli 
street, Laconia N. H., Nov. 30, aged 04 
years. She was an enrnest Spiritualist 
for many years. She leaves eight chil
dren and grandchildren, and eight 
great-grandchildren to mourn her loss, 
besides a host of friends. None knew 
her but to love her. S. E. C.

Ohur,ch of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No,.501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets -every Sunday In Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
VJ Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at. 
7:30 p. m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The L’eepnd Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren's opera 
houde, Madison street and California 
avenue, evfcry Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good . 
speákers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday .school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church .services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The Lake \ .ew ■ Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A? Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and -members are Invited.

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings in Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30. Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Dr. f. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m„ 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoy né'avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m, Sarah E. BromwelJ, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 008 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
p’clock. Ladies will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring ‘lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Alwiiys an interesting 
and instructive programme.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets In 
Steinway Hall (7th lloor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m„ at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and. Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

Churcl] Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hail, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first 
street Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor.

Spiritual Church of All Souls. Serv- 
1 Ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar- 
1 field avenue near Lincoln and Cleave
; land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.
• The West Side Spiritual Society 
; meets at Occidental Hall, cdrner of 
• Madison street and California avenue, 
; .every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
' Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 

attendance.

Drs. Peebtod& Burraughs
PisWvelu
Gura

ASTONISHING!
THAT

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

GhrohiG 
Distases.

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
There are thousands of sufferers from 

chronic diseases who understand perfect
ly well the nature of their complaint. 
Long years of suffering have taught 
them tbieonly too:truly. For years they 
have sought relief, (and sought in vain. 
To these the positive statement, with 
convincing evidence, that •
DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS

* Harmonics of Evolution. The Philos
ophy of Individual Life, Based upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law. By Florence Hunt
ley. Published by Florence Huntley, 
Chicago. Cloth, 463 pages, $2.

This volume is an attempt to bridge 
the gulf between ancient Oriental mys
ticism and modern Western science. In 
it modern intelligence seeks to connect 
the scientific knowledge of the spiritual 
schools with the facts of physical sci
ence. It is written as an outgrowth of 
the belief that it is quite possible to ra
tionally explain the actual existence 
and correlation of forces, ,of life and 
principle, in two worlds, so'-calletl, of 
matter aud life and intelligent activity. 
Iu other words, it undertakes to eluci
date ami illustrate the correlation of 
spiritual and physical forces in nature, 
taking nature in its wide sense.

The author takes cognizance of the 
Instructive suggestive fact that, not
withstanding the constant lesson of 
physical mortality, the expectation of, 
and faitli iu. a life to come have in
creased with the higher evolution of

Mrs. Sarah C. Miller pas’sed to spirit
life from her home in Millersville, Mo., 
Dec. 6, 1898. Mrs. Miller was 63 years 
of age and had been a zealous Spiritual
ist for over 20 years, having many 
times received indubitable evidence of 
the presence and kind ministrations of 
her spirit friends. It was this knowl
edge that brought her great comfort 
and consolation in her declining days, 
and enabled her to meet the change 
with calmness and resignation. Many 
times she has stated to tine that whilst 
her passing away would bring sad and 
lonely feeling to mysolf and family, yet 
to her she regarded it as a grand tri-

Send in notice of. meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

umph. GEO. H.,MILLER.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S 
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED 
. OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP
. —OF—

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker, 
Who, during the past four years, has 

Successfully Thousands
Treated of Patients

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading.symptom, 
with full name and'plain address, and 
be convinced of the .

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YODB CASE DIAGNOSED IRSK.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSH, CAL.

If you wish to know what ails 
. you and what will cure you, send 

a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BATDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL„
Still continues to give - 

FREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. 
YOU Are Invited to Wrltev 
BEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

DK. J. SWANSON,
psychopathist,

And his Spirit Baud treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, ut any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases whore medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1128 Cliutuu ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. - 482

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES,
An luBtltute of relined Tboraocutlc«, Including th» (J 

Sun Cur«, Vital MagneUim, EluctrW, MInd Cur». I
and a higher «clenoeot life. Chemical afflnltywMl y..| 
hallo principles developed with their marvelous 
plications. Students Ju four continents have taken th» 
course. The college is chartered and confera the a®» 
gresof D.M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions student, cun take the course an# 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Inatltutlofl 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cah 
Diplomas granted under cither the New JciBey-ur 
California charter. Send stamp for Catalogue to .

441lf E. p. BABBITT. M, D. LL. D., Dean. 1

MAfriSFieLD’s
Homeopathic Medicines 

Are Compounded Clalrvoyantly for 

Each Patient.
Send name, age, sex and leading symp

tom for Free Diagnosis.
W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 

176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

M U ri I’ IK i 
COCAINE 
LAUDANUM 

_ _ — WHISKEY
Nevenfftlllng. harmless and jiermanant home euro.

Valuable Treatise on ‘’lion mailed (fee. 
Dr. J.O.HOFFMA* 445 -abellnIHdv

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychometrlet and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph 
Three reasonable questione answered by mail for 
26 cents Address MN. 52ud ave., CbldUgo. 3T7tf

man. She wisely considers It evident 
tliat tins faith and expectation have a 
firm busts in the spiritual Intentions of 
man, and are a manifestation of nature, 
iiavnm a basis in eternal principle.

“The weakness of theology is its ig
norance of physical facts. The weak
ness of scientific skepticism is its con
tempt for spiritual religion.” Both sys
tems are narrow.

The author finely observes:
“Intuition Is not knowledge. It Is, In

stead. a suggestion of knowledge that 
may b</ acquired. Every man and wo
man knows the potency and inspiration 
of those spiritulH perceptions which are 
not explainable in reason. Intuition, 
though not knowledge, is a higher 
guide to human life than Is cold reason 
when it entirely ignores those convic
tions of the soul.”

Again, In speaking of the dangers and 
difficulties that beset the student of 
this “Natural Science,” she writes:

“Neither torture of the physical body, 
the renunciation of material comfort, 
nor the suppression of the affections is 
required of the modern student. < Holi
ness In the modern sense does not mean 
a life of Isolation, Introspection- and 
subjective ecstasy. Instead, it means a 
practical life In the midst of mep. It 
means a natural, wholesome, human 
life lived out In conformity to the spir
itual principles In nature, and the re
quirements of an intelligent soul.”

There is a world of meaning in these 
few words, deserving thoughtful atten- 

_ tlon.
Again, page 70: "Spiritual life Is an 

inevitable sequence of physical life and. 
development. An intelligent, purpose
ful and happy spiritual life depends 
upon the substantial basis of an intelli
gent, purposeful and chaste human life. 
Man is, therefore, the arbiter of his own

• destiny. Nature furnishes the time and 
the opportunity. Mnn is left to either 
Improve or waste his time.. He is left 
to accept jor ignore the opportunities 
which nature offers. . ..

- “What may appear to be adverse con-

. Why I Am a Vegetarian. An address 
delivered before the Chicago Vegeta- ■ 
rlan Society. By J. Howard Moore. ’’ 
Price 25 cents. For sale nt this office.

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 1 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly phllosoph- 
leal work.- English edition, nicely, 
bound in Cloth, $1. For sale nt this 
office. ,

“The ■ Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D;, ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

"Bible and Cliureh Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises- 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Womajt; written’in Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at tills office. Price 10 cents.

“History of tin? Inquisition.” .Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness • and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in .all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris- 
tlaii Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by, a mini} well 
Qualified; to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed tfnrthe subject Paper, 
Hi cents. Cloth, $1>5Q.. For sale at this 
Office.

-“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu- 
dent-ot .psychic phenomena, this patì- 

-pUlet is Intensely Interéstlng. It gives 
detailed accounts of twocasesof “double 

■ consciousness,” namely Mary Lumncy
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 

i Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at,this office. Price 15 cents. .

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation front the spirit Bide of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to. Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting- themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. Jt also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities-specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is' disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent- on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

Cure 

i Chronic
• Diseases

must bring a sense of relief. The fol
lowing statements from people who haye 
been cured are the best Evidences of 
their success that could be offered. We 
would ask you to read carefully these 
statements: -

Dear Doctors,—I am feeling better than I have for 
years. Have gained ten puundl in weight within 
three weeks. Very respectfully, x '

Dec. 12,1898. Jou. S. Pugh, Oxford. Pa.

Dear Doctors,—I am feeling perfectly well. I ap
preciate the help you have given me. and shall re
member you hereafter should I need help. Very truly,

Dec. 12,1898. J. D. Page, Thayer, Kaus.

Dear Doctors:—I have been taking your medicines 
for two months with great 'satisfaction. I am now as 
well as lean expect to ba» I shall recommend you 
and your treatmentto all persons ailing, as fur as I cau.

Yours truly, c IL J. Vogt, Leon, Iowa 
Dec. 15,1898.

My dear friends,—I wiah-to thank you for my health. 
I am like another woman. Accept all the thanks that 
a grateful patient can give. Gratefully your friend 
and wcll-wfsher, Mbs. F. C. Gravii»,

Dec. 21, 1198 Bonavides, Tex.

What a grand and exhalted life you are living
scattering seeds of kindness for the reaping by and 
by,” and In bringing yoy »and thankfulness to weary 
Imarts all over the laud by your restoring powers, 
Muy God and the angels blase you. Truly and sincere
ly your friend, - Mbs. Cecile R. Hyde,

Doc. 29, 1898, Cordele, Ga.

Dear Doctors,—I feel stronger and better than I 
have for the past eighteen years. Words cannot ex
press the thanks that I owe you for what you have 
done for me. Your grateful friend,

Dec. 28, 1898. Mbs. 11. C. Hutton.
Beattie, Wash.

Dear Doctor,—1 feel your psyohfo powervery keen
ly. When tired. I think of you and come in touch 
with you, and through my "whole frame comes that 
undefined tremor, and 1 am rested. Yours grate
fully, Elisa S. Swasey, Laconia, N. H.

Jan. 4,1899.

Dear Doctors,—I am happy to say I am well. I can 
never feel too grateful for your kind attention to me, 
which has cured mo, I wish you good success in 
youf grand work, and that your Uto may be full of 
peace and happiness, I hope you will be long spared 
to continue your good work. Maggie Polson,

Mollue.Kan.

Dear Doctors,—I am very thankful for your treat
ment and medicines. I feel quite well now. andean 
rest good nights. Your medicines were received the. 
third of December, and 1 do not think I will need any 
more. Will recommend your treatment and medi
cines to all i Can. Youra truly, _

Jan 5, 1899. Sabau A. Poole, Forty Fort, Pa.

My Dear Doctors.—I am heavier than I ever was 
before,—have gained about twenty pounds during the 
oast two months. 1 am very thankful to you for your 
kindness and assistance. Most sincerely yours,

Jan. 16. 1899. F. W. Hawes, Macedon, N. Y.

Dear Doctors,—I am better than I have been for six 
years. Am very grateful to you for this. Very truly 
yours, Mbs. Maby L. Hoag, Chicago, Ill.

Jan. 16, 1899. .

Dear Doctors,—I am ¿till gaining. I am so much 
better than I have been for many years that I fMl al
most well. I like your treatment so well I shall rec
ommend It to all. Csn hardly believe I could feel so 
much better In so short a time. Thanking you for 
what you have done for me, lam,

Jan. 25. 1899. Allioe Ray, Salem, Ind.

Dear Doctors,—My wife la well. Accept our thanks 
for the treatment you have given her. Wishing you 
success, we are fraternally yours,

Jan. 23,1899. J. M. Fellows & Wifb,
- . Ottawa Station, Mich.

MAX MUEHLEN BRUCH,DR.

ft

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psyehometrist, 

and

Medical

Clairvoyant. .
Diagnosis of disease by lock oí hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),5 ¿ct.stamps

Written Dellneatlcne, past, present, and one year
tn the furore... .......................................,.«M0

The same, to Foreign Countries............................. S3 00
Full Life Delineations, Including a Spiritual

Horoscope..... ................................»5 00
The earne to Foreign Countries............................. 65 60
Rock from mines read Psychoinctrlcally...............12 50
Six Questions answered by mall............................ 11 50

fcirsend lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 483

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magie. The paper 
one year aud Art Magic will post you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could- have had In your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than neyer. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.
US

In sending remittances to this office,
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you haye anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so ou a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if It Is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New. York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain
as ordinary print, and mistakes will 
avoided. -

KEEP IN STEP.
be

“THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio,' No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special.Interest In IL- It 
is published weekly. Til? it. , ,

Dear Doctors,—I can truly say I have not felt bet
ter for years. I can work, and cat my meals and en
joy them. Before commencing your treatment, I was 
a great sufferer from stomach trouble and rheuma
tism. My friend’s arc surprised to see mo walking 
around again. They thought i could not live but a 
short time. I owe my present state of health to your 
wonderful power in treating the sick. Very truly 
— L, Maynard, Columbia, Conn.yours.

dltfons in this life may, in fact, be the 
very conditions which best develop the 
individual morally and. spiritually."

The deep things of Evolution are 
brought forth in this book far more 
gatlsractorlly than in any, of the many

. TESTIMONIAL. ,
B. F. Poole,'Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in mycose from using your 

Elixirs Nos. Ong and Two-has been 
wonderful. I have regained my .appe
tite, digestion and -strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach,- 
liver and kidney trouble; I heartily rec- 
omnieiid' them. . Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and vni-lous medicrnilB, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combinée].

I ain most gratefully, : '
> - ' MRS. A. P. BLANVALT;..

’ Ffenchbyrg, Ky. .

For 80 days I will senjl a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cent’s, by mall. ..

Çlinton, Ipwa., B. F. POOLE.

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances In Spirit-life.” “The Evolution

DR JJA. BURROUGHS. '
Rgniepiber!Ihat Drs. Peebles & Bur- 

roughh will tike pleasure in sending you
an

AÖSÖIäUTELY 
CORRECT 
DIAGNOSIS

"Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions." By Prof. H. - Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it Is here treated---------u l
In a way to Interest and instruct all terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
readers. For sale at this offlee. Paper, Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sale at 

■price 25 cents, . : J 0118 oflice’

of Man?’ Two papers, given In the in-

this office.

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, ’
THE HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines. 

Cures by Absent Treatments 
Afi well as If patient came to his offlee. Bend six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av.. 
Chicago, Ill. 479tf

Personal Magnetism.
Occult and Spiritual Science taught by mail. An ex
position of the Science of Being, with directions for 
restoring health, developing the meutul faculties and 
unfolding the spiritual powers. For booklet aud fur
ther Information send stamp to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
748 North Park ave., Chicago, III.

Jos. Hudes Buchan an.

482

The Other World and This.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, Mi Ö.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M* 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise» 
Price 25 cents.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

CANCERS AND TUMORS,
Internal or external cured by nature’s positive cancer 
cure. No tedious operations. Tested over 40 years, 
and any disense that afflicts the human system treat- 
e_d aucceaafully. J.G.W ExTwis.y, M. D.. 759 63rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, Ill. Consultation and 
Examination Free. 482

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Tbomu P»tne. - Part« I and II,‘Being an 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon ths. Freno« 
Revolution.. Pott Svo., 27« pages. Paper, 80 cenili 
cloth, 60 conta, '

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Frecthought literature. Bound In paper wtth good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copied 
for 11.00.

The College of Psychical Science?
The only ono In the world for the unfoldineut of a) 
spiritual powers. p«ychoinetry, clairvoyance, Inoplrl» 
tlon. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, tend a stamjcdacb 
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Ghl mbixe (author ana 
lecturer), 3960 Langley avc., fiat 3, Chicago, 468tf

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental and spiritual 
health. Worth many times Its cost. Price 10 cents.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, ClalrvoyeOice, Psycliometry 
and Laws of Uufoldiuent, with fret/readlng. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 488

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, aex, and two stamps for fre& 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by
BY W.W. LATHROP, M. D.,

Dept. I, Jackaon, Mich. 477tf

YOUB. FUTURE Prof. Geol W.CWalrOnX
Astrologen Rooms ö & 7 Tabor Opera House Block.
Deuver, Colo. Charts from 41. Send atainp for clrcu- 
Iura. %

For Sale at this Office. Price, $1.80
TALLEYRAND’S “

LETTER TO THE POPE
This work will be found especially Interesting to an 

who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
theBiblo. The Mstoric facto stated» and the keep, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practices should 
bereadnyalL Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

in this volume the author. In the thlrly nlne 
chapters, dlecuwe, a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand

: point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker. 
, both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 

capability ot thought expression. The subjects up 
I well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearneM. 

It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's- 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek-

IsfA.rrtftftzvvi ».nnnAwntnff Anlflttl&llRTn And Ito ¿AflCu-

MRS. ELLA^M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalraudlent. elidrvuyant, pay» 

choineirlc and prophetic, can be consulted ut No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be maao 
by letter. 450tf

■Walter Lynn.

West av., Jackson, Mich

DR, J. S, LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. HU cures uro maryelou». Successful In 
all kinds of chronic and acute dlseasea. AVbeu others 
fall he cures. Bend him age, sex, name, lock of half 
aud 0 cts, In stamps aud hu will send a- clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only |2<(M 
»month. No leading symptom required, He has q 
specific remedy fofmnklng child-birth wife and ogsyj 
also a specific remedy for obesity. It will suf' 
quickly remove all superfluous flesh, also a t 
lief for mornlug sickness, Address

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D
85 Warren at., Stoneham, Mass.

DR. R, GREER, 
Clairvoyant Physician) 

t 52 Dearborn st., Chicago, '
Is itil giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
years experience and practice make him wonderfully 
accu-rate. Write, giving age, sex aud-one leading 
symptom. . 47&tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. Oue and Two
Cure«all forms of stomach, liver ami kldpey dlseasei 
alsoconslipatlon. Asure curcfor that tired, woriwml- 
feellng. Guaranteed to assist your system to iunlft 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity fo? om 
month sent forll.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised M 
thousands iu all parts of the world. Bent for 60 ear 
or all three sent postpaid for sl.io with Yartti 
photoand instructfonshow tollvelOOyean.

ríE^Ü
Melted Pebble Spectacles.

RcstoreloBt vision. Write tor Illustrated Circular» 
showing etylcB aud prices and photo of Spirit YarnflL 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. 1 caw 
adjust my Melted Pekble Spectacles m perfectly 
yopreyes iu your own home as if yon were in 
office, us thousands can testify. Send stamp 
photo. B- F. Poole, Clinton. Iowa.,,.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
(RAYS 0F LIGHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under «pirli 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship; 
Many, by Its use, have received tong communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfai» 
tion. Price, 11, and 20 cents extra for expresnagft. 
Furiale at the office of Tita Progressive Thinkeb»

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc.. 15c; "Astrological Notes." 50. 
The two tor KJc. Geo. Waluosu, Opera House UK, 
Deuver, Colo. ' 478tf

¡TRUMPETS^ :
Standard size,’by mall, magnetized and In a neat box. 
Aluminum. 5 oz, $1.75; light tin, 8 oz, u.ou. Ji. A. 
Eckel. 297 S Brown st, Anderson, Ind. 4SI

« Max.Qentzke,
West Point, Nebraska.

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me a letter stating the fact, with age, 

name, sex and complexion and six cents in stamps, 
aud 1 will tell you Just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. I need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter Is enough. 
Herballstlc Remedies In connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
35 Warren at., Stoneham, Mass. 489

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoscopes cast and delineated from date of blrtb. 
Full reading one dollar, trial rcndln«2T) cents. Send 
stamp for Light of th&Zodlac, a treatise on the occult 
relation <>f the planeta^to man. Many revelations con
tained in It. Address

FRED P. BRANDT,
, 253 Hastings st.. Grand Rapids, Mich. 483

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Ihdepcndcnt Sialo Writer, 21S East 42nd P|„ Chicago.

TIM TO THINK XSR
Or 15 cents for 10 copies. J. C.BELL, Box 297 Glen-
ville, 0. <84

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. Al) for 25 cents. Addreea MRS. J. A» 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 489

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter.
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Address 2*28 West San Fernando st., Sun Jose, Cal.
I2TI have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than CBM*

Keep up with the Free Thought pro
cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office J1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art, 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to' 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag In the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

HARMONIC COLORS IN DRESS.
It being a scientific fact that color is a real sub

stance measuring force and to a great extent qualities 
iu every department of the universe, more attention 
should be given to the subject. The adaptation of 
color In male and female dress if known and compiled 
with would cure and prevent most diseases of either 
body or mind. Those wishing to know the proper col
or in their individual case, send date of birth, color 
of eyes, hair and complexion, weight and height and 
enclose 91.00 and a tw.o-cent sump. Prof. J. W. Ro- 
hiker, D. M., Hotel Wellington, Evansville. Ind.

Read your own fortune, a zodiacal 
readlhgof every person born, price Wets silver. 

How to read with cards, locto; mesmerism and clair
voyance, lOcts. Address R. J. BROWN, 559 West 59th 
BL, Station O, Chicago, III. 482

The blind medium, h. w. Sinclair, will
send a Life Reading, with dates and names. Mali 

lock of hair and one dollar. IL W. SINCLAIR, 419

of your case.dexplaining in detail the 
causes responsible for your present con
dition,and sending you printed matter 
that will prove of material assistance in 
not only regaining, but maintaining 
your health? This information is free 

■ ofallcostto ydti..--If you-are a sufferer 
you cannot afford to overlook this offer.- 

REMEMBER -when writing, to send
NAME, AGE, SEX, and a-LEADING_ 
SYMPTOM'. Write at once, for delays 
often prove disastrous. _■ 1 -

Drs. Peebles ^Burroughs
, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep In touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. Tlje 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the offlee, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with. you.

— ------ •—
"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 

Old Records." Told by Paul Carus. 
Thia book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of tbp science of religions, and to 
all Who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $1. For sale at this office. '

"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought In poetic diction In thls’hand- 
gome -volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1. For sale at this office.
.-"Human Culture and Cure. Part 

First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding- Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very In- 
structlve and valuable work.. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents. .

“The Universe.” What Force is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is.' The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Lifo. , Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science.- What i the "Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. - Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter.. Price 25 cents. For 
gale at this office.

MRS. CONNELLY'S GRAY_HAIR REDEMPTION, 
Without Lead. Silver or Polsons. Best and cheap

est gray hair restorer on earth, and the only safe. 
If your hair Is all kinds ;of colors from the use of 
lead, silver and poisonous acids, It can be restored at 
once, and where it Is growing out gray at the roots, 
one application will restore It toils natural color. 
No naming scalp, hands or clothing; It makes the hair 
beautiful, glossy and natural, restores hlondcd hair 
baok to tn natural color; red hair made a natural 
brown; wlU not prevent crimping.. Faded or rusty 
switches restored. You cannot afford to look old If 
yon are looking for employment. Sent by mall on 
receipt of price, *¿5 orWceuis. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and address plain. 
Send all letters to MRS. ANNA CONNELLY, 1218
Mt.Vernon st., Philadelphia, Pa. 48U4

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from ibe Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. TMb Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also ft portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, st. For sale at this 
office.

~~ THE KORAN.
explanatory notes taken from the moat approved coral 
mentatore. With a preliminary discourse by Goa 
Balo. Price, cloth, »1.00. For vale at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the Nations! with Preface and Notea 

by Peter Eckler, _ Illustrated with views of the old norary, «yr“ --- ---
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New lug information concerning Spiritualism and Ito tflaon- 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, * - 
Joe Billow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Maduno Boland, 
Condorcot, Brlseot, and the most promtnmtof Paine's 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. IB cents.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, eta. 

IUub. edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. Cloth, SI.00 

“ STARNOS. ~
By Dr. Della E. D.vla. A rosiiry ot pearl», culled 

from the work» ot Andrew Jackson Dayis. Intended 
for the ucht and solace ot every KrTOTtnx and 
Mrlcken heart. Price 60 cents.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet« 
ombodtdd in one volume, in which questions of great ' 
importance to the race arc discussed from the stand
point of an advanccdtoelal reformer, Price 60 cento 
For salo at this office, j___ . - • -■

POEMS OF .PROGRESS.
By Llrilo Dotcn. They ar« really valuably 

Prien »1.00. . ■ ■ • ■

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomu Paine. Betas an Inveitlgatlon of True 

»nd Fabulous Theology. A new »nd complete edi
tion, from new plates and no* typoi IM pages, post 

'no, Paper, 85 cental cloth, SO

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, tho Independent preacher of New 

York city. The mott learned, accurate, adenUSc and 
philoiophtcat analysis ot His Batanlo Majesty ever 
f uMlshcd. The book contains 60 pares, and Is beau- 
Holly bound, with likeness ot author on title page, 

price 23 cents. , .
■~~God in the Constitution. *

Bv Robert G. Ingersoll. Ono of the best p*p»ri Colo 
nuiïtSiuwr.0 Mw 10eonte iWAWft

'ÍMS< ¿ató Z, ' tv’.-- x./ ‘tí í-ii' i~ ‘j
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A COMPARISON
Of Spiritualism and Unitari 

anism.
THE CLAIM IS MADE THAT 

EVERY TRUE v SPIRITUALIST 
MERGES INTO UNITARIANISM.
It seems to me that some people’s 

Spiritualism is too much of the head 
und not enough of the heart; too much 
philosophy and not enough religion; too 
much science and not enough hu
manity; too much Iconoclasm and not 
enough reconstruction; too much howl
ing about frauds and chasing after phe- 
noihena instead of having an abiding 
fnitji in the correctness of the knowl
edge that has satisfied them of the 
truth of the ability of spirits to com
municate with mortals; too much 
crankiness, bigotry and fanaticism by 

\ those who decry it in their opponents in 
'religious beliefs.
' What Is the sense or good in throwing 
away tire. Bible because it records the 
history of religious savages who sup
posed they were talking with God and 
had all sorts of obscene crudity mixed 
with their church doctrines? Is there 
not mine after miqe of wisdom and 
good doctrinal principle in the Bible? 
What is the sense or good in denying 
that there was such a man as Jesus? 
Because priestcraft has cunningly 
added much fable and fiction to his his
tory,’ shall the fact be denied that he 
lived and died a good man teaching 
good precepts? Really, If Jesus cared 
to return to earth to-day I believe there 
is only one church that could or would 
heartily welcome him, and in which he 

- would feel at home, and that is the
Unitarian Church. True, a very few 
other people, among them a few Spirit- 

■ ualists, would also find his company 
acceptable. I am not fond of churches 
and church doctrine or polity, for I be- 
Heve that there are two classes of re
ligionists: the Churchites and the Chris- 
tlans. The Churchites follow Church- 
ianlty, man-inade schemes and doc

; trines for their own aggrandizement.
Christians follow the narrow path 

- lighted by the sun of truth, guided by 
the admonition to be good and to do 
good. They are mainly Unitarians, and 
this is their faith, and mine:

Í

character is not a-mere “condition” of 
future salvation. It is itself salvation 
here .and now. Jesus became Savior, 
not by having suffered the penalties'of 
our sins In our stead, but by awakening 
in us a new spiritual life. “The King
dom of God" or “of Heaven” is the 
reign of God here and now, as well as 
hereafter; the divine or heavenly state 
of things in human society and in the 
individual life. ,

Unitarians believe in the Christianity 
of Christ as a spirit and life rather than 
a system of speculative doctrine. 
Christianity is better expressed In char
acter than in creed. That the Import
ant question is not so much, What do 
we think about Christ, as, How much 
of his spirit have we? The true con
fession of Christ is made in life, not in 
profession. The real denial of Christ is 
faithlessness to his spirit and life. In
fidelity, or unbelief as a sin, is not dis
belief in doctrine, but faithlessness to 
the Chrlstly spirit and life. Right be
liefs are Important in various degrees; 
but belief is an Involuntary mental act, 
in which we are not responsible for 
anything but sincerity and diligence in 
seeking the truth. Faith is a voluntary 
moral act and state. Religion is loyalty 
to God, manifested in reverence for 
truth and goodness and in righteous
ness of life. That the religious spirit 
and life are more Important , than any 
forms, is the doctrine of Spiritual Re
ligion. The true Church of Christ con
sists of all who are trying to be Christ- 
like.

Unitarians believe that Inspiration is 
universal, a Divine illumination in all 
souls, and an impulse and guidance to
ward truth and goodness. Inspiration 
is needed in every soul to Interpret and 
verify the teachings of those who are 
Inspired in a higher degree. According 
to its degree inspiration confers au
thority, but not necessarily infallibility.- 
The Bible is not all equally authorita
tive; some parts are not at all author
itative. “The word of God,” in the 
Scriptural use of the phrase, means 
never the Bible as a whole, nor the 
mere letter of a text. But any moral or 
spiritual truth, whether given in the 
Bible or elsewhere, Is “God’s word.”

Unitarians believe in Immortality as 
the future life of discipline and endless

A

PECULIAR SUIT. ALONE WITH MÏ
Kansas Medium Sues 

Negro.
a CONSCIENCE.

THE HOME GIROLE.

1. The Fatherhood of God.
2. The BrotherhoSa of Man.

■3. The Leadership of Jesus.
4/ Salvation by Character.
5. The Progress of Mankind, onward 

and upward forever.
I advise all Interested in true liberal 

Christianity to carefully read the works 
of William Ellery Channing, the apostle 
Of Unltarlanism, and a nobler work has 
not yet been written by man. I will 
enumerate a very few points of Uni
tarian belief in which all Spiritualists 
ought to concur: ■

Unitarians believe that he who doeth 
wrong shall suffer for the wrong that 
he'doeth; and that every one shall re
ceive for the things done in his body, 
whether they be good’or evil.

Unitarians believe that heaven is a 
state or condition of the human spirit 
or soul, and that hell is also a state or 
condition of the soul or spirit, made so 
by the life in the physical body.

Unitarians do not believe that Jesus 
was God, but a son of God, a good man, 
our elder brother, who labored during 
his short life for the betterment of 
mankind.

Unitarians do not believe, the Bible 
to be the word of God, but that it con
tains the word of God, same as any 
other good book, and was inspired just 
as religious books and such like are in
spired now-a-days.

Unitarlans~talieve that -the Divine 
Spirit is with and in all souls, man
ifested in the voice of conscience and In 
all. goodness, and especially in the re
ligious life. .

Unitarians believe that human nature 
is not ruined but Incomplete; that man 
did not fall, when Adam fell, from a 
supposed primitive state of goodness, 
and is not tending downward, but is 
divinely guided from lower to higher 
forms of moral and spiritual life. That 
men often inherit both the good'and the

progress. There Is no reason to suppose 
that death either causes the remission 
of penalties, or shuts out opportunities 
of repentance. But that progression 
and repentance goes on after death ns 
before. Many acknowledge their per
sonal experience and knowledge of 
communion with the departed, under

evil traits and tendencies of their an
cestors; but they cannot Inherit guilt. 
That man is an imperfect creature and 
Hable to sin, and that he is not responsi
ble for the sins of his ancestors, and 
that the essence of sin is the failure of 
the higher nature of man to rule hig> 
lowfer nature. '

Unitarians believe that the certainty 
af retribution cannot be evaded or 
transferred. No sin can escape punish
ment. “The way of transgressors is 
hard,” not merely the final results of 
sin. The terrible degradation and suf
fering that sooner or later follow wilful 
transgression, either here or hereafter, 
are the real “hell.” While the con
sequences of the good or evil conduct 
of one are often shared by many, de
merit and penalty, like merit and re
ward; are strictly personal and,un
transferable. Penalty Is not arbitrary, 
but is Involved in transgression and fol
lows naturally from It In accordance 
with divine laws. God is everywhere 
and constantly acting through natural 
law. The object of tjiese penalties is 
not merely to “vindicate law,” but also 
to correct wrong tendencies, to dis
cipline and to save. Retributive suffer
ing becomes remedial when it arouses 
the conscience to a deeper sense of the 
giillt of wilful transgression. It thus 
prepares the soul to be touched and 
awakened to a higher life, or“ragenera-

A Reverie of the New Year.
Fort Scott, Kas., Feb. 3.-A pecuUar ---- -

lawsuit has just been filed in the State Outside the storm in . raging; my uro 
Court here. has burned low; it is past tlie midnight

The plaintiff, a spirit medium of hour; I find I am, growing, chilly, as 
Paola, Kas., seeks to recover $100 dam-1 though some icy , band, were laid upon 
ages from Benjamin Bruce, a colored me: Hook, and behold before meatands 
man of this city, who she alleges em- the skeleton of misdeeds? of unkindness,
ployed her to chase the spooks and of neglect. .
"hants” out of two houses and then i arlse to confront, this awful being, 
failed to furnish the houses to I but courage falls me.-iFCt many ques-
operate in, ■ tions are asked ta Jibe deep silence

The bill of particulars, filed by Attor- within. The many -excuses I have 
ney C. E. Cory for the plaintiff in this offered myself come back to: this inner 
suit, Is as follows: monitor there in the shadowy darkness.

“The plaintiff alleges that she is a But what have I donetl ask myself, 
clairvoyant and is especially skilled In as I quietly sit by the warmth of my 
dealing with dissatisfied spirits and re- own fire and watch the Jast dying em- 
movlng hants, spooks, ghosts, and gob-1 bers as they in silence Stnoulder away. 
11ns from houses. In August, 1898, thè Thén I find courage to address this 
defendant employed her to come to Fort awful vision as it stood; befqra me in 
Scott to remove the hants from two the gathering gloom; jthis , dreaded 
dwelling houses belonging to him. At vision that was to me! * real, and as 
the defendant’s request she came to my tongue loosened and’;! found volge- 
Fort Scott ready and willing to remove to utter even one word! asked: 
said hants or any other spooks or spirits “Skeleton of the past, I And I am In 
at the request of the defendant. the presence of a dreadful Reality, ana,

“She prepared by a great deal of I I pray, why are you tare and what is 
study and meditation to perform her your mission?”
part of the contract. .. I And the low, slow jyotas: tha were

"After coming here she discovered spoken seemed to benumb and iiorriry 
that the houses were not owned by the me, and I stirred the feyv dying coals, 
defendant, and that the owner of them that I might have one gleam of light, 
would not permit the plaintiff to use The voice said: “Have no fear, for I 
her art on the hants and spirits invest- am your Conscience. You see I am 
ing the same starved, for you have; neglected me; I

“Plaintiff alleges it is more difficult to am charred because, as those dying em- 
remove a hant from a dwelling house bers, you have burned.-mfi ofttlmes. 
than from a church or schoolhouse or “I am cold for the lajdr of the warmth 
public building. Plaintiff has been en- of lovlng.thoughts for yoUr fellow men, 
gaged in work for the defendant ever with which you should have made my 
since last August, and has been bin- life glow; I thirst because you have not 
dered by the defendant from going to been to me the fount of Hying waters, 
the relief of other persons annoyed by I am naked because you, clotbed me not 
bants • with the raiment of--wisdom, but you

“Wherefore, plaintiff asks that she instead garbed me “^Rh. idle thoughts 
may have and recover from said de- of worldly pleasure. jYoti have fed me 
fendant the sum of $100 and costs of with frlvoltles, you have quenched my 
the suit. I tHlrst with that which dances and

“Plaintiff also asks that defendant be sparkles; but fear not I am your friend 
enjoined from employing any one else ata will follow you alway.
to deal with or handle said hants.” You a nd.your conscience ever will go

In spite of the apparent absurdness of I hand in hand, and I-Stand beside you 
the suit a great many of the colored to-night before the '^5^ 6™hers of 
people of this city think the suit is all another year which has faded rapid y 
right, and look upon the clairvoyant as I away. Can it be saffiof you that Abe 
a wonder worker, of whom some of aew y®ar wlal,^x

'thorn toll the following as thov assert. Conscience will be clQtheft and-nui cured tra? story : 1 g’ into loveliness, or will you make of me,
Last summer the spook huntress was y°ar companion, thftt which you now 

: èmployed to remove a hant from a behold? You must
dwelling house near La Cygne, Kas. Xta«- ever pre^nt, R^aljty as ^ell as 

, After spending several nights in the CompanIon. i„ „„„nn
, hanted house she succeeded in eaptur- aould on

Ing the spirit, which proved to be the °f 8oul s.lt: gaz
ghost of a young woman. To Its cap- a8 '*■ presented itself sp^clearly to my 
turer the spirit stated it had been mur-1 vision. -
dered years ago and was lying in an An humbleness of spirti I called upon 
unmarked crirra not far from the house the Unseen Forces to. give me courage unmarked grave not tai rrom the nouse, ln thlg grent hour o{ and resolved 

y I to shake hands with my conscience,

To the Editor:-! think it is very 
promising that you are giving such 
prominence to the importance of hold
ing private and family circles. I be
lieve it will be the best means bf elimi
nating much fraud from our ranks, as 
it will develop the powers of those who 
sit, fortifying them against all that Is 
false and proving a mental and spirit
ual growth to them. I have seen the 
good results of such building-up pro
cesses, and hope you will keep the mat
ter agitated.

Since lecturing for the spiritual so
ciety of Avery, I have been staying 
with Brother Samuel Fish, an old-time 
Spiritualist of Milan, who has been 
very sick, but is recovering through

splrlt influence, operating by mental 
and magnetic treatments. The private 
circles held here with Mr. Fish, his 
daughter, Miss Oelindm and grand
daughter, Miss Muriel Darrow, have 
proved very profitable, mental and 
physical communications have been 
given and the wonderful influence en
joyed, along with vocal and Instru
mental music, has helped to strengthen 
the healing power which Mr. Fish has 
received, and it is hoped that he will be 
long spared for usefulness.

I am ready to respond to calls for ser
vice as speaker wherever needed. 
Terms will be made satisfactory wher
ever I can assist in building up the 
grand cause of Spiritualism.

Milan, O. J. H. TAYLOR.

There ought to be one room in each 
house set apart for meditation. Sit 
there in'¡company with your own soul 
for a short time each day. ‘Your only 
outlook will be an upward one. • You 
will soon find that the world has been 
shut out, with all its cares and troubles, 

the quiet reflections which the place , 
suggests will lead you to wisdom and 
strength. Nothing is better or more 
healthful than that kind of self-com
munion with God and with your larger 
self.

When the Christ was wearied He re
tired to some lonely spot. The world 
pressed too heavily on His heart, and 
He found relief in solitude. We may 
well follow such an example, and in 
sweet intercourse with heavenly things 
And strength to bear the ills which have 
fallen to our lot. To be alone is not to 
be lonely, for you have the best of com
pany, even that of Christ and his holy 
angels. ‘

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

MY SPIRIT WIFE. GOD’S REVELATION.
Correspondence and Her 

Portrait.
By the Editor of The New 

York Herald.

favorable conditions.
In conclusion, it appears to me that 

my brethren, the Unitarians, the only 
church with whicn I can ever con
scientiously affiliate, have very ably 
and successfully proved that the Bible 
nowhere teaches Trlnltarianlsm and its 
train of kindred evils, that Jesus tafight 
pure Unltarlanism, and that there is 
nothing to warrant the orthodox church 
in assuming itself to be the true 
church, and endeavor to have the Uni
tarians removed from the Christian 
fold. Unltarlanism Is rational, reason
able, and the only common-sense code i .. _ |d" tl - „„ „¿B ioeated I t wouia ciouio u yarn ueuuunuof morals and ethics I have yet found. ^Plldt saidI the_ grave *o«at^ thought8. x would; nature It with
For, to my mind, the great trouble with , fa skeietOn just as the knowledge, and give it io drink of the the world of to-day is, that our philoso- aS the everlasting love for ;flll Jmmanlty and
phers too often fail to practice what ^.“ .^‘ ^TieVn thrown'ln the hole u should sit on the throne of wisdom,
they preach. What does the Spiritual Tbe ^^ It should walk with ’mo:. n all the beau-
philosophy amount to if its precepts, patbs of Mfe. 1 would .»ufse itexcept knowledge of communion, are. 8J™“ *le “ahrvoja the g e i d fan R °g ■[XJye.Divlne. My
not carried out and lived up to; and ™ ®ad nolition and cow shall be 'tr aitor where I
when hey are so lived and practiced, I up No{ even fte o]degt gettlerg

Whh brotherly love to all. and wlthKnew of the unmarked grave, and all 
the kindlv admonition- Whatsoever flook upon the woman 8 Performance in 
htogi are^ru Whatsoever^tlflngs Ira Pointing it out as something remark- 

honest whatsoever things are8 just, able- However, they claim that her 
whnAnevZr things are nure whatsoever work was successful, as the house from 
Sn?s are lovdy, whlt^evm tS that time on was free from the "bant.” 
are of good repute, of there be any --------- 1 ■ • » • -----------
virtue, and if there be any praise, think . Erli+rtr’e PrAmnnitinn ' 
on these things, I remain, fraternally An Editor 8. Premonition.

Ney, Ohio. - U. G. FIGLEY. t Isador N. Choynski, the aged and ec
__ _ , T . -_______ centric, although unusually able man 

whose life ended last Tuesday, died as 
he had lived—at war With his environ

, , x । ment. For many years he criticized life
God pity the ^doctor who cannot com- I and ,ld j[fe means, and when the end I 

peto . . . came he unsparingly criticized death. I
With a quack for a medical fee; I It wag trough his newspaper, Public I 

But must have some laws, with teeth Opln|oni that he expressed his thoughts, 
and with claws I and wben be finally realized that death I

To keep the pretenders away. I was UpOn be determined that his I

tlie location of which

GOD PITY.

To the Editor:—I have been asked by ; 
a number of the readers of your piost 
valuable paper to publish the last letter . 
I wrote my spirit wife, and the answer 
she wrote me In a sealed envelope. My 
letter was as follows:

Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 23, 1898.
Dearly Loved Wife Cynthia :-I am 

going to write you again. How nice It 
is to correspond, so we can know each 
other’s thoughts and wishes. I am go
ing to Chicago to-morrow. I want you 
to meet me at the Bangs Sisters. I very 
much want to get your spirit likeness. 
I want you to do your best to help me 
get It. I don’t mind how transparent or 
spiritual It is, only so It Is natural, so 
when our children see It they can and 
will say: “That is mother.” I want the 
blue eyes and brown hair, the hair 
dressed wavy as you used to dress It to 
please me When we were living In the 
old ¡home. Oh, those happy, happy days. 
I went to-day'and got two pinks, one 
fed, the Other white, knowing they are 
your favorite flower; I will bring them 
to you. I have a great desire to have 
them"represented In your portrait. I 
don’t know but I am asking-too much; 
W6 never know What We cqUdO, till we 
try. It is by trying that I' have found 

..out so much oMhp-spirit worlds.TgU. 
me in.ypur answer to this if you think 
I can get-your portrait.’ I have no busi
ness-in Chicago, only to get your por
trait, and have you answer this letter.

Your loving husband, 
J. W. DICKINSON.

HE MAKES THE BROAD STATE
MENT THAT THE CARDINAL 
PRINCIPLES OF SPIRITUALISM 
ARE TRUE—ANGELS. FACTORS 
IN THE LIVES OF SOME PER
SONS. •
God hath revealed them unto us by 

his spirit.—I. Corinthians, 11:10.
Should I be regarded as a very rash 

or even a very daring thinker if I as
serted that it Is possible for every map 
to receive a direct revelation from.God?

Were i to do this I should not en
croach on the province of those special 
revelations which have been collected 
and handed down from generation to 
generation ns the Bible. On the con
trary, I should add another proof of 
their divine origin; for if I know that 
God speaks to me now it does not tax 
me to believe that he has spoken to oth
ers and given a message which the 
world must accept as the basis of pres
ent duty and future hope. '

If tlie Old Testament contains a his
toric record, then I must regard the 
prophets as men whose minds were .di
vinely illuminated, and who ¿aw the 
reality .of things as when a’lightning

befoTfetitoe invisible landscape. The

Rprlhpil SDuKO 11 Uli Us Wltli illy cuubciuiivc,
The next morning the wonderful and. to deal more klndl? with U here' 

wftinnn Ind n nnrtv to the soot where I iu the yetirs of the future.■woman lea a party to rne spot wnere „„„m it with b ■” ’I would clothe it jylth beautiful

shall confess, and together shall this 
secret soul of mine; anp my conscious 
mind worship ’and. tsing the song of 
praise throughout the efernal ages.

So it was good to be.alpne with my 
conscience! " , -

. MRS. MARÍA BITTERS.
Rochester, Ind. "

THE VIOLET'S MISSION.

Following is her answer, written in a 
sealed envelope, written without pen, 
Ink or pencil: -

Dearly Loved Husband John:—How 
happy I am to come to you once again 
in this grand and beautiful way to-day. 
I have been with you right along, dear
est, and received all your kindly 

'thoughts of me, and I assure you each 
one finds full reciprocation in the heart 
of your companion In the higher 
spheres. It is indeed lovely to be able 
to correspond In this way, dear. We 
should feel doubly blessed in the knowl-

truths they uttered were far. beyond 
their Own unaided finding. They were 
gifted men plus inspiration. ’ •

I discover the same state of affairs in 
the New Testament. The Apostles 
after the Ascension were half, in heaven 
and half on earth. God lighted the 
lamp in their somewhat obtuse minds, 
and they became wiser than mere schol
ars. They simply told what they saw, 
and when honest ignorance is taken be
hind the veil‘and on Its return relates

Stop Paying for It.
To the Editor:—While reading No. 481 

of The Progressive Thinker, my atten
tion was called to that which Brother 
Samuel Blodgett has to say relative to 
fraud in Spiritualism, a part of which 
please permit me to quote. Brother 
Blodgett says: “My method of stopping 
fraud In Spiritualism, is to stop paying 
for it.” In this Brother Blodgett’s idea 
is correct, and specially so when a me
dium on or off the rostrum is known to 
have perpetrated a fraud, and to which 
I say, Amen! Brother Blodgett further 
says: “Let Spiritualists employ lectur
ers, either inspired or otherwise, and 
pay them for such service, but let tests 
be given to select parties without mon
ey and without price.” This, It seems 
to me, would be discriminating against 
honest and capable test mediums, and 
besides that, it would, as a rule, be the 
means of barring many liberal-minded 
church people from hearing or receiv
ing tests given by a reliable medium. 
Would It not be better for the cause of 
Spiritualism, to have a well-developed 
test medium give tests, notwithstand
ing it is done to a mixed audience, and 
the undeveloped and unreliable kept off 
of the public rostrum until able to give 
tests that can be fully recognized and 
appreciated by both the Spiritualist and 
the non-believer. It is a well-known fact 
that liberal-minded people, members of 
some one of the many branches of the 
Christian church, are seeking every av
enue possible toy the proof of spirit re
turn and conthiplfy qf life, qnd a simple 

’ -ffift" effective 't'eSt. given from the ros
trum to such people, often strikes the 
right spot, and as a result that one 
jojns our ranks, becomes a worker, 
studies both the phenomena and philos
ophy of Spiritualism and the means of 
bringing many others into the light and 
knowledge of this the grandest truth 
that has ever been given to the world.

Canton, 0. E. R. KIDD.

God pity the men that make all the laws I paper should die with him, and that I 
That would send a person to jail through that paper he would send to 

For taking a fee for curing the sick, the world in which he moved his last 
Where the licensed doctors all fall. message.

—Anonymous. While the old man tossed on his bed 
.__  of fatal illness he composed hjs last ed- I

. . ... . , xu Itorlal, his summary of his life and his I
God pity the sick the ones who should I prQtest agninBt the end. A few days 

kick— - . before the end the aged editor knew I
Who, nearing each day their cold Wg wag cjosing. ne finished 

grav?sl , x a .«a his editorial and on Saturday last itwas I
Are bound to let ills and powders and pUbUghe(j ln tlle concludimftJtesue of I 

Pills , < Public Opinion. This remSrEtfble mes-
Do the work for medical knaves. I sage'of a dead hand lB as follows: . 

God nity the mind so narrow and blind “The last lines, for print, Which we
As to offer so cruel a bill, - I wrote upon this earth are these: On I

To make man a tool for doctors to rule, Friday morning last os It was just 6
Or science (?) to cure or to kill. o’clock as we opened our eyes, there 

_. . stood before us in the open doorway a 
God pity the fate of any poor State, gray.bearded man, the very picture

Afflicted by laws so Impure, I of Fat]jer Time, and he held a huge
That people may lie at death s door or I Wack sIgn ln hls ]jandi reaehing from 

die, » I tOn to bottom of the door, upon,Which
Unable to choose their own cure. I was wr;tten In bold white type. Gernihn

tion.” -.. — “ ■ .. • . ', .
Unitarians do not believe, that . Christ 

Btfffered vicariously for us, suffered as 
a substitute for us, to obtain Divine for-, 
glveriess. Such substituted expiation is 
morally impossible, because neither, 
merits nor penalties can be transferred. 
Jesus died a martyr to his principles.

Unitarians . believe - , that., salvation 
means moral and spiritual health. Sal
vation Is not a deliverance from the 
penalties of wrbng-doing, either here or 
hereafter,> except • as these penalties 
mav he modified, by the new spiritual 
life It Is deliverance from the power 
of sin, rather than from its punishment. 
It is living In a-present heaven of love 
and duty, rather than escaping into a 
place of safety hereafter. Salvation, in 
the highest sense, is the development 
and final perfecting of rliafactpr. Right

God nity the dan that fixes the plan I script, “Marked for death. It was. a 
To take both lucre and life, fine greeting for a pleasant morning;

The powders and pills may lighten the I before, and why not have given us a 
ills, . . • • , • - chance to put our place in order? It is

The knife trim off the decay, ' ■ cruel, wicked world; we’ had our 
BurgFve US'"the right our sickness to |8truggie; Good-by;" San ’ Francisco 

fight ’ | Gall........................................ .
“In any old manner or way.". ■ , 

:. : , DR. T. WILKINS.
fi t BEDTIME.

• G. r Burroughs’ writes: "Enclosed I . _ ■
niehse find P. C order for $1.20 for The I When my good nights and prayers are 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art ' said, . . .......
Macle ' The Progressive Thinker is th'e And I am warm tucked up in bed, 
XTtfesf . paper , prlntei to-day Tor real I .know my guardian angel stapds 
knowledge and research in the myster- And holds my head between his hands, 
les of the long ago—just what we want I cnnnot Bee his gown of light, ■ 
to know.’’ ’ Because I keep my eyes shut tight,

I. W. Hatch-writes: .“Your generous For if j Open.tiiem PknoW ;
gift, Art Magic,,was received some days jjy pretty angel'has to go; . . 
since, and I expect to-enjoy reading It L /. , ... . ' . ,
verw much.” - ’ ’ But while my eyes are sttuU.hear

E. Dow writes: “I receivfed Art Magic I His white wings rustling yetj near;, 
al!right, and I think It Is the best book I know it is his darling wings,. . 
that I have read. I think it is a good Not mother folding up my .things, 
book tor anyone to-have In their house.” • ■ ■ .-Selected,

•<

Placed in a.sunny window, 
A tiny, plant wahneen;

One sweet, wee, modest blossom, 
' Among the living green.
Oared for, loved-and tended, 

It swiftly, throve-and grew; ' 
A source of constant pleasure 

To one whosd joys were few.
The weary weelts passed slowly, 

To the lonely Watcher there;
But thé tiny, lovely, violet 

Threw Its swefetnêss on the air.
A solace to lts grrardlan, 

At twilight and at morn, 
Announcing by its fragrance, 

A new, sweet blossom born.• . : . : V ■ -• •
’ The winter days grew, brighter, ’ 

And, watched, with tender care, 
The little English, violet 

Exhaled lts_perfume rare.
At last from-pune exhaustionj 

It began to fade-a way; ■
With mournful eyes, its owner 

Saw it drooping,day by day.
Its tendrils slowly withered, 

And vanlshedipne by one;
Itsmissldn'ndwuwasflttished— 

Its little life .tad gone. ; .
So s wept tad baeif its presence, 
. ’Twas rendered UP' with pain; 
I wonder; If in'tSumnmrland, 

’Twill rise to bloôm again?.
.........- ”• M«Sx;E. J. BUCHANAN.

edge that is ours, for I see so many in
dividuals In ignorance and doubt, that 
are miserable. Now, my dear, in regard 
to my spirit likeness, I have found all 
the conditions so harmonious at this 
time, that I have impressed you to this 
move, and I certainly will come to you 
In life-like likeness of my form as I was 
when here, yet enough pf my spiritual 
lines and advancement to show my 
happy, satisfied condition. I appreciate 
your sentiments in the presentation of 
the pinks, John, the reflection of which 
I have transported to my spirit home. 
John, I want to give you my own like
ness now, and after a time your like
ness as a companion-piece to leave to 
our chllren. I am sure this will serve 
to bring them new thought in the spir
itual thought. It Is my ¿teat desire to 
have each one know of the life in wait
ing for them in the. great beyond, that 
mother is waiting and watching for 
their coming, to again receive them into 
mother’s fold. How happy we shall all 
be In this reunion, and until then, John, 
we will do all we can to spread this 
light I thank you for this Christmas 
meeting; it has- brought me so much 
pleasure, as I know It has you. I ex
tend love to all the dear ones, and to 
you, my dear companion.

• Your affectionate wife in splrlt-llfe,

its experience even science must listen 
with respect, since it has never explored 
the realm of spirit.

What I assert, therefore, is a plain 
truth—namely, that God did not speak 
once and forever after remain silent. 
He has a present interest in His world, 
and is making communications all the 
time which most of us do not or will 
not hea~r. I believe in a God which per
vades each human life and has personal 
relations with every human being.. It 
is unthinkable that this should not be 
so. If He 1b close'enough to you to hear 
your prayer He must be close enough 
for you to hear His answer, provided 
you have ears to hear. God’s voice has 
always been in the air, and it is our 
own dullness that makes us deaf. The 
finite can come into touch with the In
finite. The presence of the Infinite, the 
sympathy and the pity of God, yes, and 
His displeasure also, can be as truly 
felt as the sympathy, pity and displeas
ure of a friend who sits at our right 
hand. Who do w.e thrust all this aside, 
and why do we miss the blessed and en
couraging intimacy with the spirit of 
the universe, like a man who puts his 
fingers in his ears when some one plays 
the harp and declares that he cannot 
hear its music?

When the Christ said, “Lo, I am with

CYNTHIA.
John, I want you to sit for ffiy por

trait this time. I find conditions perfect
for the best results. CYNTHIA.

End of the WDrld. :
Great subjects' tae tta?.i>rtar of the 

day in England. Ota of these,'which is 
handled with as UBich eagerness as if 
it were quite tawf instead, of being 
heavy and well worn, Is that Of the end 
of the -world, it iS'dlscussed these last 
days in trains fuidiwmnibnses, at dinner 
table’s and in drawing-rooms, and every
body is very stafe that.it Is near at hand. 
But the only practifenl suggestion in 
connectioil'wlth'.tlifejmpendlng. “clap of 
doom”-which’to public notice 
was made by a vfelvet-ayed Infant, who, 
being pri'dent 'at'ota of these discus
sions,. suggested,..grav.ely and. eagerly: 
"Mahima, if•.wfe jara''fill to die so soon, 
we'd better ¡fifiishj tlfis new. jam at 
once.” iThlS poWlverSlon of the maxim, 
“Eat; dtiiilt. andtta:merry> . though it. 
may not Shy'mtatt for the imagination 
of the modern infant,'does at all.eyents 
considerable crea!F,to^is.b.ralnc7Ex.

•Henry Newmtini'wrltes: “I received 
Art Magic,•and'io'Say I was ¡glad to.get 
it;, tafdly expresses my. feelings.' Many,', 
many tlianks.^1 „

When my-wife passed out, she was 
sixty.1 She had her share of wrinkles 
and woman's faded beauty, that all wo
men have at that age. She comes to me 
Intar portrait as young and fair as she 
was in tar palmiest days, showing to 
me beyond' a dpubt that we do not take 
pur Infirmities with us into the other 
life. The pinks I-took her were very 
tastefully placed In her hair, just as I 
wished them. My acquaintance with the 
Bangs Sisters has been very plfeasant 
and satisfactory. I take pleasure in 
recommending them to the public as 
honest and fine mediums.

; DR. J. W; DICKINSON.
Battle Creek, Mich. ’

you alway,” was it a mere figure of 
speech, a bit of hollow, meaningless 
rhetoric, or was it a fact? And if He is 
with us in our joys and troubles is it 
not because He is ready to advise and 
console? Can He be here in your dally 
life and indifferent to your wants and 
your cry for help? Do you think He 
will say nothing to you, or will you 
more reasonably conclude' that He? 
does speak but you do not hear?

. I believe there are men and women on 
earth who are in such spiritual condi
tion that angelic influences are practi
cal factors in their lives; men and wo
men who are just as conscious- that 
strength and wisdom are received from 
above as you and I are when some one 
leads us through a dark place while we 
lean on him for support ..

J. T. Fletcher writes: “Enclosed find 
check for $11, for the^ accompanying 
eleven subscribers to The Progressive 
Thinker and Art Magic. Send the ex
tra copy to me.”

F. J. Seder writes: “I got two orders 
for your paper and books. I am very 
thankful for mine. I think every man 
and woman should read and think for 
themselves. I' will say that the Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spir
it-World, Vol. J. and II., will open the 
eyes of readers, and'they will see what 
great mistakes they have made In life. 
The Next World Interviewed is another 
grand book, by S. G. Horn. It is an 
interesting study, giving grand, views of 
the invisible .life. :Then-.Ghost ■ Land 
and Art Magic are worth more than all 
the churches and their church Gods. 
Mpy.yau long remain -with us. The pa
per is a welcome visitor each week,”.. .

The Bible.
To the Editor:—As there Is^juqite an 

agitation In the ranks of the Spiritual
ists of late on the subject of The Bible, 
I, for one, wish to go on record as to my 
views of the same.

1. I do not- believe in a personal God 
at all.

2. I do not believe that the writers of 
the different books constituting the 
Bible, were dictated by Inspiration from 
a Supreme Being in the least. Imper
sonality, which is nothing, cannot In
spire a personality.

3. I believe the writings of the Bible 
are records of the views as to their the
ories of worship and of a God,’of the 
various writers, and the people In the 
different periods of time in which they 
were written.

4. I believe that the immoral writings 
and teachings as recorded in the Old 
-.Testament are not only scandalous and 
obheene, but filthy and abominable, and 

JHtaJ it is not a fit book to have a place 
o§Mbe shelves of any respectable fam- 
iiy'in the land, especially Spiritualists.

5. I believe that all lessons of moral
ity ata humanity recorded in the New 
Testament are worthy of note.-

6. It is surprisingly strange that So 
many of our professed Spiritualists, and 
some advanced thinkers, too, still cling 
to that obsolete, antiquated, musty old 
book, called the Bible, and take it for 
authority, when there is not the least 
evidence of inspiration-from a Supreme 
Being connected with it from beginning 
to the end. C. P. MITCHELL.

Moline, Ill. •

That Is the real Bible doctrine, the old 
fashioned doctrine of the Church of 
Christ, It is not new, but it comes to 
us from past ages, when souls were 
freer from the trammels of materialism 
than they are to-day, and I would llkfe 
to lead you back to their faith and their 
religion. '

We are so submerged in what we call 
a practical life that these truths assume 
the shape of legends. We- believe in 
railroads and telegraphs, but we do not 
believe in souls. We are so absorbed In 
what the brain can do that we almost 
ignore the spirit This is not strange, 
because cunning hands have achieved 
greater miracles than the., magio bf 
Aladdin’s lamp, and we are in a state of 
constant -and delighted ; astonishment. 
The soul is veiled by the' grandeur 
which successive inventions have Im
parted, just as the glorious sun is some: 
times veiled by a small cloud. But the 
soul is the sun, after all, and nothing 
can obscure it for long. - . (

! It is just as necessary to educate the

Christian Scientists Speak. 
,<.dSenator Hanna’s bill to drive out 
¿ft&alers and others not graduates of rep
ortable colleges has aroused the Chris- 
-Q'an Science people of Kansas, and they 
have Issued this protest:

“Liberty Is the largest word In the 
language,” says Colonel Ingersoll. More 
and more is freedom the motto of all 
parties. Nowhere In all the world 
should there be larger liberty than In 
selecting the person whom, one desires 
to submit his body and health to for 
cure in any way. Any so-called law 
that restricts the freedom of any per
son to employ just whom he or she 
wishes for medical attendant is radical
ly wrong. Any so-called law that 
would consign the Lord Christ to prison 
for healing, because He did not have a 
Latin sheepskin, is wholly indefensible. 
Think of sending St. Peter and St Paul 
to jail for making the lame walk be
cause neither saint had gone to med
ical college—and you will laugh. The 
only justification of the “medical bill” 
of Senator Hahna or any one like it is 
to prove that physicians are infallible 
and Immaculate. So far Is this from 
being true that the so-called “science” । 
of medicine is merely “nescience”—non- 
sense largely; experiment from day to 
day with life.

capabilities of the spirit as those of the 
body. They are susceptible of indefi
nite development, and the heart has not

Man the Microcosm—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most competent judge, 
te Is of the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading it. ThoXJllV Uli VVIVUIUCUm <**.*<* tuvuLUiii xtuu uwv uuouuuu * — . ... • • >• «

vet conceived of the happy ■ results booklet, by G. B. Stebbins, is for sale 
which may follow that development, at this office. Pi ice, 10 cents, postpaid,

that.it
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CHRISTIAN PROSELYTISM WILL BE BARRED.
key, Afghanistan, Egypt, and Morocco 
each maintains large harems and a p«y 
rallty of wives in the same way that 
their forefathers before them k*P*

THE COHNG CRISIS
Missionaries

,- . , ■ — ....... n r- I seraglio» for hundreds upon hundreds
of AU Christian Sects Will Be Excluded of years. The missionaries may succeed

From the Soudan

BRITAIN’S N'EW POLICY-INSTITU
TIONS OF CONQUERED RACES 
are to be respected—ex
ample FOB OUR RULE.
General Lord Kitchener has begun his 

term of office as dictator of the Soudan 
by closing that vast dependency of 
Great Britain and of Egypt to mission
ary enterprises tor some time to come. 
Both the Roman Catholic and the 
Protestant missionary societies had 
made preparations to resume without 
delay their operations in that portion ol 
Central Africa which they were forced 
to abandon some fifteen years ago bj 
the dervish insurrection.

But Imi'd Kitchener has now an
nounced that he cannot for the presjmt 
permit any missionary work in the Sou
dan, and that he is determined to have 
time to organize the
liis vast satrapy upon a solid bastebe 
fore allowing missionaries to re-entci
the country. . ..

Not only lias bis action in the 
received the full approval of the 
English government, but the latter has 
likewise, through the agency o£ Lo1^ 
Cromer, Its plenipotentiary In Egypt 
assured tiie nativg/ffiiefs and s'1®1118 at 
Omdurman, at Berber, and nt other. im
portant cities on the Uppei Nile, that 
there will be no interference by the 
English with their Mohtimmedan faith 
nnd religious customs, which v,ill be 
strict y respected. Lord Cromer even 
went so far as to promise the people of 
Ilie Soudan that these pledges, which 
he was making to them iu the name of 
Queen Victoria, whom be justly de
scribed as ruling over a larger number 
of Moslem subjects than any ot^®v 
monarch iu the world, comprised the 
application Qf ««^““^“LXndto 
law and as a guarantee of England s 

— aood faith in the matter, Informed them 
that the money which the British peo
ple, from the -Queen downward, nad 
contributed toward the fonction and 
endowment of the great college which 
Is to constitute the most appropriate 
and worthy memorial of General Gor 
don at Khartum had been subscribed 
on the express understanding that it 
would be devoted exclusively to the 
technical education of «»e “attves, and 
that there should be nothing in the 
course of its instruction-that might. be 
calculated to wean them from the faith 
of their fathers.

In one word, England, having under
taken the gigantic task of evolving taw, 
order, and prosperity out of the chaos 
and bloody anarchy that have deviated the Soudan for the last fifteen 
vears, has resolved to set up in that por
tion of Central Africa which is watered 
hv the Nile, not a Christian form of 
government, but a Mohammedan one, 
as being best suited to meet the re
quirements of the situation and to re
store peace and happiness to that great 
territory which has been so rightly de
scribed as “The Sad Soudan.”

W

4 -

This may be said to indicate an en- , 
tlrely new departure In the policy of , 
Great Britain. It Is the inevitable out- । 
come and result of nearly three cen- 
lurles of experience on the part of Eng
land in dealing with the Asiatic and 
African races, aud, inasmuch as John 
Bull is admittedly pre-eminent and a 
past-master in the most difficult art of 
Governing non-Chrlstiaff countries, 
since of all the Grlenlal and African 
colonies of the other European, powers 
his alone are prosperous, flourishing, 
arid contented, it Is a step which must 
commend itself with quite Particular 
interest to the people of the United 
States at the moment when they are 
about to undertake the task of ad
ministering the government of the 
Philippine Islands, inhabited for the 
greater part by some of the most 
fanatical of Moslems.

Broadly speaking, there are two 
methods of dealing with dependencies, 
either colonial or vassal, that are pop
ulated by Asiatic or African races. 
The one Is by means of the imposition 
of the purely Western laws of the im
perial power, which have as their basis 
Occidental civilization and the Chris
tian faith, and that involve the more or 
less compulsory conversion of the na
tives to Christianity, the alternative is 
to endeavor to rule the people by means 
of their own laws, ecclesiastical as well 
ns civil manifesting respect and con
sideration for their religious beliefs and 
prejudices, carefully avoiding all at
tempts to impair tiieir regard either for 
‘belr own laws or for tneir own faith, 
and trusting to time and to association 
w’tb the white races ultimately to brmg 
about the necessary degree of enlight
enment to enable them to distlugui»n 
between the respective merits of Cnris- 
ttenltv and the faith ta which tney may 
1‘nye happened to have been reared to 
be Buddhist, Mohammedan, Shintoist,

»

I
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Brabmin. or Confucian.
It f* the first of these two method» 

th°t has constituted for tue last four 
hundred years tue Keynote of- tne 
colonial policy of tne Latin races. They 
ei’deavor to force upon the Astatic and 
African races that populated their 
transpontine dependencies Christianity, 
as well as laws and customs which 
"•ere entirely foreign to tne traditions 
of the people tlhd that Showed no con
sideration either for the principles 
in which they had been reared or even 
for climatic conditions. Tne result is 
that to-day Spain lias lost every vestige 
of her once immense colonial empire, 
virile the colonies of Portugal, of
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and butter with pur brothers and 
sisters.' ■ . ■

This would mean Brotherhood, which 
signifies a .higher order of spirituality 
than some are able to comprehend. I 
do. not like to have Spirituallsts-classed 
as beggars, but they will be Just so long 
as we continue our .present methods. 
Now if our present course had, or could 
prove the best, It would be wrong to 
suggest a change. My point In this 
paper is to face the faets, and to at 
least induce some to consider the real 
necessity for a change, for a broader 
and more universal work.

Since my last communication in Oc
tober, Prof. Geo. Herron, from Grenell

IG
A Radical Change Is De

- mahded.
.1 __

To the Eiiitor:-2-A spiritual crisis is 
on, what doe»it signify'! What the out
come will be depfands upon the wisdom 
of those who are alive to the spirit that

in sbaklng the faith of the people to 
these various-Asiatic and African em
pires in their respective forps of faith.

t , , - । But this question of polygamy stands <
by compulsion. I . .. vay oj acceptance of the ।

I can remember how, some fifteen or I y , Ohrlstianitv '
£'venty years ago an Ingenious, and to gf Ule f]a°t and most character- :
the Mohammedans pei fectiy saUslacJ interviGWB that General Gordon
$?vy’x- the dav had before leaving England to meet his
English Cabinet Ministeis of the day a Khartum was with the present 
tor exercising a specie» of control and p £ t]‘e 0^urch of England, then 
supervision of the harems in India and London whose opinion heEgypt, which are now to all intents and ^Xus to Ekre a^^a singularly 
purposes beyond the jurisdiction of the broa(1.mluded prelate on the question as 
authorities, and in consequence theieof polygamy could be tolerated
the scene of inaiiy an unpunished ciiinc. Christian-Church in Africa and
It was submitted among otlieis to both -r incidentally he pointed out
Sir Charles Dllke and to Jr. Chamber- sagicious Zulu
lain, who were »hen in .office. An ex- 3 1)eforo polnted out in
cellent scheme,” they exclaimed, aud * tQ BIsllop colenso-
tliorouglily practicable. But what would el jjiat ngltlier the Old Testament 
Exeter Hall say thereto/ It could never et Bie p;ew contains one word that 
be carried in the face of their oppo- Xdmns polygamy, th® only reference 
sltion. * . ■ tn vhp subiect bclns tho coinnmnds conIt is due to this influence, now ap- to the
parent jr at an end, that he E glis stlei/th.at Bishops should be the hus- 
autliorJties in India, aud otliei Oriental i ..
depeudencies of Great Britain have ob- «°1 “ie)'YU0^ Archbishop of Can- 
served a considerable amouiit of dis- ¿xplained to Gordon that,
cretlon in permitting tfie people at liome t £ * r ,llitel.pl.etatiou wWcU 
to become aware of the extent to which "ther Blsllop colenso, or the Zulu 
they not only tolerated but actually t j f might give to the scripture, such 
fostered and encouraged those diverse | nlurality of wives was eon-
faiths which are regarded by Exeter I *.™ngt"s ^ faws of the¡ Christian 
Hull as heathen, and yet. which have in chJelL Gordon's face fell When he 
their origin the same object, as Lhiis- heard thJg( he exciaJmed with sad- 
tlanlty—namely: the imposition . of I n(jgg, „Well( then, It is hopeless to look 
moral restrictions to the evil passions £(w converslon of the gOudan or of 
?L“ ,̂_n.d.‘ln£t?e„„a“any of the various races of Africa, or 
human rare. Few save those who have I of t(> Ohrlstianlty, since It is 
been in the Orient are aware of the fact lmposslWe ,to expect a man to mark his 
that English Christian soldiers take entrance t0 ^g Christian Church by 
part in religious processions that have dl6cal.dlng hls superfluous wives, the 
for their object the gtorificiit on of a mothers of of 1Ug ChiidrenThat 
Mohammedan saint; that British red- I Jg . the ml8alonary efforts of the Mo- 
coats are often culled upon to do s®ntiy I hammedan Church are so much, more 
duty at the stable door of the Holy sll„„pssfui ln Africa than those of any 
Cows of the Brahmins, and^that the Ohplstiail denomination, Mohaminedan- 
most severe penalties are inflicted by . ... Buddhism Confucianism, and. ... x ti.1 1_ 4!.. 1 JoLU. 11K.C AJllUU.lllDLU, V>UMLUU4t444*O4Al, “““the English autrorities in the Oriental ia particularly suited to
dependencies upon a“y white man be customs, the traditions, and, above 
he civilian or soldier, who fa Is to^show nl| cllmatlc conditions of Asiatic 
proper regard, tor native beliefs and African countrteB> and) this being 
prejudices, or who offends-the latter by, h u from a purgiy administra
tor Instance, entering a Moslem mosque tive /j. V1 better t0 ^g ad.
without removing bls boots or by fore- t of what ls beneficent and edify
ing Ills way Into some Buddhist^nine, I thege non.Christian faiths than 
or by bringing some high-class Brahmin prom(>te jn any way their destruc- 
into contact with a dog or any other glnce the latter 6eldom invoiveg
animal which is regarded as unclean. bona-fide accentance of Chris-It was not, however, until Lord Kitch- St& above^K obliga- 
ener won bls victory at Omdurman and I . '’f ,he latter
returned to England environed with all Qne word ,n conduslon on the subject 
the glory and popularliy of th® con- f mlsslonaries> wWch I am all the 
queror of the Soudan and-the avenger more anxlous t0 add> ag i ghouid be 
of Gordon that the British government grleved lf anything that I had written 
ha8,»1“®'11^ “p ®oura8® were misinterpreted as a depreciationpublic through him understand what o£ an(J oft 8elf.Bacrlflcing
has really been Its policy in dealing gffgrtg—gffgrta jn the furtherance of 
with Oriental races ever since the great wmclj hftV0 freauently gbOwn
mutiny in Indla-namely: the broad- to shed their blood and
minded regard, consideration, and re- offer thelr Uves T d0 not quea. 
speet for creeds, customs, and forms of .. .. . earnestne8S' but. like many. ». >. ¡n i. I U(M* LiltilJ. CalUVBLUCD3, UUC) 4X4XX2 ******jcivilization taat are different from otller iaynlen Catholic or Protestant, 
those of the Occident, and yet which In hJ0 Uved the OrleBt> x am 
their way are far more adapted to the aoB the pollcy o£ their ,
people who have been reared thereto I wor£ and whether tJle resultB are f 
than are Western forms of civilization eIBler Batjgfactory or commensurate ( 
and religion. with the cost It is needless for me here ,Of course, this policy on the part of L g0 lnt0 statjBtics or to weary my , 
England does not Imply the toleration I reade£g wltb figUres. I would recom- • 
of cusoms imd religious practices that mend any ode interested In the matter 
ore opposed to the laws of humanity, | . pYnmine the annual reports that are < 
Thus she has abolished In her Indian DUbBBbed. They speak for themselves, , 
possessions the practice of burning the D how uttle has been achieved
widow alive on the funeral pile of the I . „ direction of the propagation of ; 
dead husband. She has likewise done I GhHstlanltv 
away with the open slave market; and I Thlg Jn part w
punishes severely those mutilations KyeBtern forms of Christianity, with the 
which are among the m08t ad!d™ occidental civilization which they in-., 
forms of Oriental stavery. But she I volye> are nQt altogether suited to 
tolerates the plurality of wives as well oriental or African races. That there 
as domestic slavery in her Oriental de-1 'obstacles such as, for Instance, the pendencies; she respects the sanctity Qf “Xn of polygSy I have just 
the harem, which English authorities | g)10WIL But n may be asked whether 
did not Invade even when they had jt ¡g no^ due jn a gggfain measure to the 
reason to believe that English women I men who are engaged in mis- and children, captured and sold into £ f tBh”y are eara.
bondage at the time of the great 
mutiny, were beblnd Its walls. I golute deVotlon to their work command

In Egypt English soldiers and officers regpecL Moreover, where they possess, 
present arms to¡the sacred^cornel with lcal gkiu the £rom a pUreIy . 
the holy carpet on its back each year on h.lmnnltarian noint of view which they ta return from Mecca while the Prince I B«
of Wales and the dignitaries of his suite 1appeal to the lowly and to the 
manifested as much veneration and re- •» la donbtful whetherspect when the holy tooth of Buddha at I they poggesa -¿e intellectual caliber to 
Kandy, in Ceylon, was shown them as I compa£ those who in these Oriental and 
they would have shown when visiting countries are the leaders of
the holy places of the Christian faith at . ht and of doctrine and to whom 
Jerusalem. The keynote of Christianity, „ neOnle at large look for spiritual of Mohammedanism, of Buddhism, and, p T. mavSbe doubted whether
in fact, of almost every other known

J,8’ ln»te or s,n’ ®harity and con I who gre gent ouj. to QMna, to India, to 
8id®ra^oa for ones fellow-creatures, J n, tQ Siami or Morocco, is ao 
and what greater form of_charity can | ml'lntpd wit)1 the various intricate 
be snown than a regard and Kindly con- J of native falth from wWch 
„ideration for the conBcientiou. scru h expected, to recruit tiieir con- 
pies. the traditions, and the prejudices F
of one s neighbors, white, yellow, or I rphp onlv mls°ionarv that I have ever somber providing they do not trens- j^Vto ac“teve w success of a phe- 
gress the bro^d laws of humanity? nameBal nature in the Orient was a cer- 
There are fine and commendable ele- I rolnn o£ nnmA o£ Nicholas, ments in almost eve^. creed that has “ ,^el£ £or no lesg
for its object tne amelioration of man- nnp -the nrlnclnalkind, and as a rule points where they ^ddhls? mon^teries in China for toe 

, Pre found to conflict with the laws of | purpoag o£ obtaining a profound knowl
edge of the creed which he was to com
bat, and to be thus enabled to meet 
upon a footing of doctrinal and in
tellectual equality the leading divines 
of one of the three principal churches 
of the Orient Some of the Jesuit mis
sionaries. too, an China have qualified 
themselves for their work before enter
ing upon their duties by extensive 
studies of the Eastern creeds.

But as a general rule the missionaries 
who are sent out to the Orient not only 
are Ignorant of the religion of the peo- 
pie Whom they are expected to convert 
but cannot even be considered as mas
ters of the faith which they are sent to 
propagate- It would be difficult for any 
one to recall at the present moment .tiie 
name of any celebrated divine or theo
logian enjoying a national tame who 
has forsaken his native land in order to 
carry .the doctrines of Christianity to 
the so-called heathens. And yet it is 
precisely this kind of a man that is 
needed in order to meet on. a footing of 
intellectual equality the great Oriental 
authorities of tne Mohammedan and 
Buddhist Churches of the Shinto and 
of the Confucian faiths. Faitn. piety, 
and inspiration are not sufficient to con
vert a people the civilization, of whom, 
■is-well as whose religion., antedates our 
own by hundreds—nay. thousands—of 
years. Profound learning and intellects 
of the loftiest order are required for the 
task. '

■ And even these may fad. Those who. 
like myself, have been much m the 
Orient, will. I think, agree with me tnat 
there is but one way to achieve the con
version of tne native—namely, to 
preach by example. If. during our Ufe 
among them, we give evidence by our 
modes of existence of the possession of 
a higher degree of civilization than 
their own, tiiey will, in course of time, 
be led. first to Investigate, then perhaps 
to adopt those fundamental principles 
of a civilization which, we show to.tiiem 
is superior to their own, and those fun
damental principles are Christianity. 
That is the only efficacious method of 
converting those who worship the 
divinity under a differentnnma

/ • . EX-ATTACHE. .

“The Prophets of Ismet” By Pint 
O- H. Cornlll. . of -the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci- 
attve historical review at the prophet» 
of Israel and their woctaL For sate

- at to!» office. Paper coraw SSc.
i

humanity are the result of dogmatic 
errors and of corruption of the original 
faith which are the Inevitable outcome 
of the personal views and prejudices of 
the countless generations of clergy.

Reading the other day a work on mis
sionary enterprise in India. I find the 
following pnrase in a report upon the 
question of Lord Lawrence, one of the 
most eminent and famous Governor 
Generals who have ever been Intrusted 
with the administration of the Indian 
Empire: "The number of actual con-

France of Germany, and of Italy are a 1 
source of expense instead of revenue 
to the mother country and are of no I- 
possible benefit to the latter’s industry 
or trade. In one word, they are not 
colonies, but rathet military stations, 
which are held only by means of costly 
bodies of troops, whose presence is in
dispensable in order- to suppress the 
almost continuous revolts on the part 
of the natives. Thus, in the Philippines, 
there has not been a year in the hun
dreds that the islands have been in 
possession of the Spaniards where 
fighting has not been going on against 
the latter, and the same may be said of 
Portugal’s dependencies on the eastern 
and western coasts of Africa. It may, 
therefore, safely be assumed that the 
Latin methods of dealing with Orientals 
are a lamentable failure, and that the 
only policy for the United States to 
adopt in connection with the Philip
pines is that of Great Britam, .

England’s ways and means are the 
outcome of long experience, though, 
curlouslv enough, it is only lately that 
the British people themselves have had 
their eyes opened tri toe methods em
ployed by their countrymen in India, In 
the Straits Settlements and in other 
Asiatic and African dependencies. This 
1« due to the tact that the authorities 
both “t home and abroad have been to 
à certain extent terrorized by what was 

- known In English government circles as 
“Exeter Hall-" which used ■ to be ■ the
headquarters- of the extreme evangeli- 
c»I element, •‘that element which 
preache« the eterrial damnation of all 
tho®e'who do not belong to the Chris
tian faith, and who are convinced that 
it to an imperative duty to proselytize 
gre heathen- If not by persuasion, then

verts to Christianity in India." he de
dares. "does not by any means give an 
adequate result of missionary labors. 
There are thousands of persons- scat
tered over India, who. through the dis
semination of Christian truth and prin
ciples, have lost all faith in Hindooism 
and Mohammedanism, and yet who hes- 
titate for one reason or another to adopt
Christianity.”

That Is to say. they are led to aban
don the faith which had until that time 
served to them as a moral restraint and 
as an incentive- to good, which was In 
fact the basis of their civilization, and. 
being disinclined to- adopt Christianity 
with all its obligations, are left to all 
intents and purposes without any moral 
restrictions whatever. Lord Kitch
ener. and with him the English govern
ment, are of opinion that a conscien
tious Mohammedan or a devout Budd
hist is an infinitely more satisfactory 
man to deal with and a more estimable 
member of society than an individual 
who may have been led by missionary 
enterprise to abandon the faith of his 
fathers, and vet who declines to subject 
himself to all the requirements of 
Christianity. It is just because the peo
ple of the Soudan are Mohammedans 
and extremely tanatie followers of the 
Prophet that Lord Kitchener prefers 
for the present to rule them through the 
laws of the faith.in which they have 
been reared. Instead of permitting this 
means of government to be either- im
paired or destroyed through the efforts 
of missionaries. Catholic or Protestant

Among the greatest obstacles to-the 
. propagation of Christianity in Asiatic 

and African countries is the question of 
• polygamy. Tq,e latter has from time 

. Immemorial been a custom of the coun- 
। try thrtragiiont ■ Asia and Africa 

irrespective of creed For the Shinto 
. Emperor of Japan, the Confucian ruler 
? bf China, the Buddhist King of Slam, 
. and the Moslem rulers of Persia, Tur-

i

Inspires reformatory movements.
If Spiritualism ¡in a broad and com

prehensive sense <isi not all-inclusive, it 
Is unworthyiof oua efforts; if recognized 
as an all-inclusive (reform.it must lead, , 06n I(wa> hag dellvered a course of 
or at least be ever.ready to assist eight lectures In pur city to as attentive 
Important reforms. and appreciative an audience as I ever

If Spiritualism leads, it should aim to saw ju obicago; lie is to repeat the 
eliminate all objectionable methods, by I courge in February and March; also a 
adopting better ones. That there aie at seeond course in a larger hall, Willard 
this time many objectionable attach- jjaB proving too small. His subjects 
ujents, who will deny? That there are I are <.Between Caesar and Jesus,” and 
causes for our present divided position 1 <,T116 Idealg o£ Great Cities and Great 
and condition Is beyond question to c,tizeiis," or “Municipal Ideals.” Prof, 
every careful observer. I Herron is nble and extremely interest

To all optward external appearances ing. jfe Is fearless, and I hope all the 
we are not as strong and prosperous as I thinkers, especially the reformers, will 
we were ten years ago, but from a I jleai. iiiitn. Such an opportunity hardly 
spiritual point of view we have grown I comes once in a lifetime; I am 73 years 
rapidly in the right direction. and past and never had such an oppor-

■ We • liave; - discovered the -tendencies tunity before. His first -course will be
have called a halt and begun to shake I in book form this month for those, who 
off the packs that were being, placed I cannot hear the course. The writer has 
upon us. No one point in spiritual no personal interest in his work, but a 
growth and reform is as Important as deep general Interest, and advises all to 
liberty, political, mental and spiritual. I secure a copy of his book. Trice $L00, 
Old, outgrown, rusty, unreasonable, The subjects treated by Prof. Herron 
taxing meffliods, forms and' pretenses, I and his manner of treating them are 
entailed upon us through the influence I unobjectionable; our present Christian 
of incompetent, half hatched leaders civilization is challenged and thor- 
and the universal desire of all material oughly considered; the great issues of 
leaders to be prosperous and popular the -hour are the subjects considered in 
(with the raiik and file to pay the bills), I all his efforts. __
has-led us intq conditions which we Chicago, Ill. DR. M. E. CONGER, 
now have to face, It is folly to deny . ----------- -

wiin CONVERTED HIM?expensive common sense methods must II llv VUI11 UI 11 UM 1111« I 
supplant tho old churchy, outgrown ------ -
ones. Can this be Ignored or denied Ta I mStealing Spiritual— after the experience of the last decade? I =• _ & “
The tendency of' the past ten years has IstlC Thunder.
been towards adopting fashionable I ' ____
churchy methods and hypocritical I Tbe Rev_ Dr_ DeWitt Talmage has 
forms; we know they are soulless and a Kp-rop^ed the basic principles of 
farce; every step in that direction nas I gphqtuaijSm to such an extent that one 
weakened and djvlded our efforts. I wondera jf there-is anything left for 

Spiritualism lias been treated as a the open followeis^of the harmonlal 
pious show, upon our rostrums; some of philosophy. So broad is the reverend 
our camps have turned into fashionable gentleman’s conception of the manifold 
watering place resorts, seemingly, delights and occupations afforded the 
others are struggling for the same I denizens of “the land that is fairer than 
notorious position. Sharp commercial I day,” that one’s head grows dizzy with 
competition and a strife to make pop- the multitudinous diversity.
ularlty and dollars', are to be met with The immutable law of extremes holds
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on every hand. ... good in all things—so far as the pendu-
If the above is a severe arraignment I lum swings one way just as far in the 

of the present tendency, who will con-1 opposite direction it Is bound to go- 
tend that It is not In a general sense I and so the good brother is fairly across 
true? Does any well-informed Spirit- the bay. He predicts the fate of each 
nolist believe that Spiritualism will and every condition of man. Not a class 
ever accomplish its divine mission by nor an individual escapes his keen dis
continuing in its present course? H an I crimination, ^e parcels them off by 
affirmative answer; is,given, history is rank and file, and labels both the indi- 
worthless as a guide. Disintegration I vldual and the occupation.
will surely [follow every step pursued I Dr. Talmage says: “After God has 
by the present methods. made a nature he never eradicates the

To thnqp who have eves to see, it is chlef - characteristics of its tempera- not’necessary^toXoretolln state the ment” Most truly appreciable to 
facts, causes and results are before us «8 own nature for he personifies the 
as they have occurred in the past; a old woman’s statement, what is born 
change, a radical change, is the demand and bred in the bone will come out in 
of the hour.-The «shermen in olden the marrer." Conversion plants new - 
rimes were the producers, the story as principles In the soul, but the tempera- 
told says thdy were chosen by the me- “ent of the man remains the same. , 
dlum Jesus,I as hie-trusted, receptive, Pau ™8 ^e same Paul after hto con
spiritual followers pthey were poor, the vers on, and so Talmage after his con
producers of-our-diy are poor, and they I version is the same Talmage. He has 1

and os .well (qualified to counsel With a Ü2?d°^d“’’d ,,‘‘Moullt Plagah,” and 
Taahr nf +Ma as two thousand I -“-unureu.J™ Xa SndXpra of iur dav The same 01<l military heroes will be vears aco. 4J±ne'ProuuceiB 01 win Mu-y> T « -, . . -r< • ■«+hn M11h nnd minnort there, Joshua, Caleb, Gideon, David ho e who^nlgl ffi^ob’th^^the aad Samsoffi One wonders what has 

„„A hnsinpss- as Snlrit- become of Grant, Sherman, Sheridan, uallsts th S^rs are ^’frightened aad <^r brave men. The ex- 
nf a rfB«t armv of I elusion of these heroes leads one to ex- 

Aniritual Priests ’clergy or “Rever- amine with a critical eye the contents 
ïn J?” «« tho nsst-^iris is a eood o£ th® Doctor’s remarkable sermon, and 
±S XL ¿em^’conrinul in Æl I ^e solution is found-a constantly 

hirt tn shut down on all the recurring statement is discovered: “Our 
no Wn taied »nd departed Christian friends,” “departed schemes that have, not been tried and “de^rted

non on mo,» ion ricdi than tian musicians;” “departed Christian wa?“ reVup m °The — “ “departed Christian chem.sts,”

^l^KelfisK^ffitaaltete^not ^et us consult our encyclopedias and 
reh^metaoT cSn W^thZ taf bit ¿S§ri-

«’n® nloro for Snirltnal- H®8 Slve 'th® following definition: "Pro
toh? nnd1 that^s at the front iff all re- fessing or belonging to the religion es- 
i1 reform Is the most Im- tablished by Christ." Upon further re- 
nortnnr ar th s ttaa Bewlre of the search we find that “religion is a sys- 
mo^y ^wS al? un^cessa^ tem of doctrine and worship." Now, 

nniÀa in pnndnnfinff Snlritunl I wbo Is to tell us which doctrine we mSuiralimnllcitv is always nîeasing I should embrace in order to enjoy the 
SWISS’ l^ thiXénRiPst understood Privilege reserved for the (honored few. 
cheapest and the easiest unaeratoou. it be Catholic or the Protest-a-.i^+„nU«!fa mmr nn-nncrntc to ftdvant- I wueuier_ii- ue_vamonc-or tne rrotesr- 

nô^Hc-tor nf nil nf the camns. ttnt religion, whether it be the Baptist.K t KJ?““ "movement, as taught by Bellamy and doctrine, it is hard for the uninitiated
Tr„.-00 „ Fft, ^hnrd thnt vl-1 know. Without doubt the reverend ether®- t® „¡Ves hnne to mnnv earne°t gentleman can differentiate and parcel 
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m-vr i-Att viro +Via -hFAniHni* ’in of tlie I On, yQ of little faitn, take courage, f°Un inHnns nf tl’c crpnt dppnPbut Us- th® beauties and knowledge of the 
n" toow tare totace higher and pmer SpIrituaHsuHs leaven

. Ing the loaf. There Is hope for even 
. i am not so iconoclastic that I would The trath 8ha11
disturb any well founded good work; make hlm free. _ owvKisr

• such work will take care of itself. It is . ELEANOR GWYNN,
the barnacles I would rem&va The I ... —— • .
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‘ to publish some fraud expose, some de- Bummer. Bj- i-’ü.i®!1 T^hm11!?- No 
■ ceptlon; L have previously called the I mind that Joves spiritual thought can 
‘[attention of the readers of The Pro- £alLt0^?nSÎnT1î,n.Î?!.,^^n5Îll-?,,a 

greasive Thinker to the tact of decep- I book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
tion in high places: I now repeat, that blning advanced ideas on the finer and 
until there is a rtdlcal cbaSge. com- «ttei^Pta^of^iritaahsm leading 
mencing with those who are before the «J® t
public for the cash there Is in the bust- Phere of exaRed spiritual truth A 
ness, it is unjust to attack those in the Jo®k for thehigher Rfe For sale at 
common ranks for the petty deception phj8 °®®®.- Price, ciotn a .
there practiced ’ ' ' æ11® Principles of Nature, as Discov
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printed and bound. Price $1.

give and satisfy the ‘ambitious.
It looks as ‘if our Nostrum work had 

produced a‘frealnftss rather than 
strength, divlfeirin rather than, union: a 
rest In that dlbetetion for a decade might
be a. benefit to* Mean spiritualism. • 

To go to tiidJdore oPmy suggestion, to 
make thecbaifte I'dm radical, means 
no more pai<P spiritt|il clergy, pastors, 
or reverends. ‘No more supportfor any 
schemes that are notdear.- common
sense necessities, - in other words give 
our pockets, a rest,-give ua all the free
dom. to use What nipney we have to 
spare for the benefit of humanity, a 
chance to choose hoW" we may best
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use It. -
My suggestions. Will remove the muz

zles from the preachers, this win no 
doubt be a relief, it win eliminate the 
corner Stone of frirud—the dollar. Is 
there any- other-ffietood that will' re
move the masks and‘muzzles as effect
ually? There will be1 pfenty of good 
work for the’ able teachers and -they 
•will be frea • How nlie we shall all feel 
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all removed, and: flnd ourselvea down on; reauuiuuj. 
the ground struggling tn qur bread I thteefflea.
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HISTORIGHL TESTIMONY DEMANDED
I PROOF ADDUCED BY THE HIGH-
) EST AUTHORITIES, THAT, “IF A 

MAN DIE, HE SHALL LIVE
AGAIN” - LIVY, 
OAPGRAVE, DB. 
OTHERS UNITE 
THIS GREAT

CONSTANTINE, 
JOHNSON AND 
TO EMPHASIZE 
TRUTH WITH.

own sword. The white-robed strangers 
disappeared as quietly as they came.”

This is ancient history literally trans
lated. It was presented in good faith 
by those who wrote it. , What warrant 
have we for discarding Its testimony

MANY SIGNIFICANT TESTS.
A gentleman of an inquiring mind, 

Mr. Thomas M. Wilmerding, of Rankin
County, Miss., asks in a courteous letter 
if there are records of supernatural 
phenomena in the history of the world 
previous to.the “alleged manifestations 
by tlie Fox family in 1818.”

The question is natural from"one who 
has omitted all study of these phenom-
enu, which are by no means “super
natural;” and such omission is justly 
charged upon the great majority of our 
people, with whom Mr. Wilmerding 
probably ranks himself, and seeks the

X^mforinutlon wanted through t'he most
' available channel, a well posted: news
paper. Manifestations through the Fox 
family were only an incident In the 
proof which establishes the fact that we 
live after leaving the body. They came 
in a form quite novel to this age, but 
identical with some of the phenomena 
described by Rev. John Wesley as oc
curring In his family In. 171G and fol
lowing years, for tho actuality of which 
he testifies in the strongest terms, as dp 
also l;is sister, children, servants and 
Rev. Mr. Hoole. Full aijd interesting 
details of these manifestations are con
tained in Southey’s Life of Wesley, too 
long for quotation in a newspaper ar
tide, but well worth looking up.

It may be taken for granted that our 
gentlemanly correspondent is thorough
ly- acquainted with the biblical record 
in this behalf, which Is very full and 
pointed, and .ought to be conclusive; 
therefore it does not seem necessary to 
go back beyond the fourth century for 
incidents to meet his query. In “The 

- Book' of the Illustrious Henries," 
written in classic Latin by that re

, gowned scholar, Rev. John Capgrave, 
7 ho quotes the following relation from 
) “an ancient historical document of the 
<. highest authority:”

"Early in the fourth century, about 
303, when Constantine the Great was 
about to fight against the tyrant Max- 
entius and was anxiously revolving in 
his mind many things, he saw in a 
vision, in the direction of the eastern 
i>ky, the sign of the cross, glowing

WITH FIERY SPLENDOR.
And when he was much affrighted at 
so great a sight, he saw two angels 

.-—standing beside him who said: ‘O, Con
stantine! behold what this Is; in this

to-day? ....
From “Baxter’s. World of Spirits, 

published in 1706, the following inci
dent is condensed:

“There was a long contest between 
Lemuel Matthews, archdeacon in the 
County of Down, Ireland, and Claudius 
Gilbert, minister of Belfast, about their 
rlghj. to Drumbeg, a small parish near 
Belfast; and It proved troublesome to 
the parishioners, who liad paid their 
dues to Mr. Gilbert, the incumbent. The 
archdeacon claimed them to be paid to 
film also, for which he procured a war
rant, and in its execution by his serv
ants at the home of one Charles Loftin 
they, offered some violence to his wife, 
who refused entrance, and who died of 
the Injury a few weeks after. Mrs. 
Loftin, being an infirm woman, little 
notice was taken of her death till some» 
time after, when by .

HER STARTLING APPARITION 
to one Thomas D&nelson, a witness of 
the violence done her, he was induced 
to begin a prosecution against Robert 
Eccleson, tlie criminal. She '-appeared 
several times, but chiefly upon one Sun
day evening. Before her last coming— 
she appeared three times that day
several neighbors were called in, to 
whom Donelson gave notice that she 
would reappear, and she again charged 
him to prosecute Eccleson. Her voice, 
as also Donelson’s reply, the people 
heard and recognized, though they per
ceived no shape representing t'he 
woman. Upon this Donelson deposed 
as .to what he knew before Mr. Randal 
Brice, a justice of the peace, and ®hi- 
firmed all at the assizes at Down in 
1786, where the several witnesses were 
sworn; and their examinations were 
entered in the records of the assize, to 
the amazement of all the country and 
the judges. Eccleson barely escaped 
with his life, but was burnt in the hand.

“In 1796 there were witnesses of -this

Rfc----- =-------- - ’ OT r.? < • ”
went with the intention f6'hear about 
this story of - Ford. At first they were 
unwilling to tell her, 'but after they had 
talked to her she caine away satisfied, 
that it was true.” , u.

Those who are well read in this class 
of history are aware that only a meager 
sample of its great-mass of evidence is 
here presented, und many will say that 
there are still strbuger proofs than tbe 
foregoing incidents supply that, 
although a man die, he shall live qgain; 
but It should be remembered that those 
who have formed the habit of walking

AMONGTHESHAKERS
Some Feculiail&plilt Man

ifestations./---
DEALINGS WITH Z^HE SPIRITS- 

DRIVING' THE DEVIL^ AWAY-' 
intolerance MANIFESTED, 
The whirling dervishes* (in Art

Magic) reminds me ci tlie Shakers in

‘■i-

-conquer.’ Then, indeed, full of joy and 
already feeling secure of victory, he 
traced upon his own forehead that sign 
which he had seen in the sky. And im
mediately in the places where be had 
caused Images to be erected in honor of 
the triumphant senate he commanded 
t'he standard of the Lord's Cross to be 
painted, with an inscription under it to 
testify tliat by virtue of this precious 
symbol he had restored the city of 
Rome to its olden liberty. And he, in
vited as he was from heaven to come 
unto the Faith, appears to me to be in 
no respect inferior to him to whom in 
like manner a voice came from heaven, 
when it was said to him: ‘Saul, Saul, 
why persecutest thou me? I am Jesus 
of Nazareth;’ except that this man was 
invited when he was no longer follow
ing after but had already attained. Im
mediately afterwards he caused his 
military standards to be made in the 
form of the sign which had been shown 
him in the heavens, and under it his 
legions were always victorious, even 
against the most fearful odds.”

Tho greatest Roman historians, Livy 
and Theodoret, testify to the following 
facts, and comment upon them largely:

“In tbe western Empire lived one 
Eugenius, an aspiring man, who from 
keeping a grammar school had risen to 
the office of Lord High Treasurer. This 
was In the year 23 B. C. Eugenius, 
elated with the extraordinary reputa
tion of his eloquence and merit, entered 
into a plot with one Abrogastes to 
possess himself of the imperial au
thority,- and by his assurances and great

circumstance yet alive, parjtlcularty 
Sarah, the wife of Charles Ij&ftlu, son 
of the deceased woman, and one 
William Holiday and his wife.”

Aubrey in his celebrated “Miscel
lanies” narrates the following awful 
admonition of one departed to a sur
viving friend, and says it was long a 
subject of conversation among the 
nobility and gentry of England:

“Two ladles of fortune, both being 
not long since deceased, were intimate 
acquaintances and loved each other 
sincerely. One of them fell sick of the 
smallpox and desired mightily to see 
the other, who would not come through 
fear of catching the distemper. The 
afflicted lady at length died of it. She 
had not been long buried before her 
apparition came to the other’s house in 
the dress of a widow. She asked for 
her friend, who was then at cards, and 
w'ho sent down her woman to ascertain 
the caller’s business. The answer was 
that she must impart it to none but her 
lady, who, after she had received this 
reply, bade her woman to introduce her 
into a roomjind desire her to stay till 
the game wgs done, when she would 
wait upon her. tWien the game was 
finished sdie went to the apparition to 
know her business. The caller, turning 
up her veil and showing her face full of 
smallpox, said:

“ ‘Madame, you know very well that 
you ' and I loved entirely. Though I 
took it very ill of you that you were not 
so kind as to come and sea me, yet I 
could not rest till I had seen ybu. Be
lieve me in all sincerity, my dear, I am 
not come to frighten you, but only out 
of regard to your eternal happiness to 
forewarn you of your approaching end, 
which I am sorry to say will be very 
miserable if .you do not prepare for it. 
You have led a very unthinking, giddy 
life. I cannot stay—I am going—my 
time is just spent. Prepare to die, and 
remember that when you make the 
thirtieth at a ball you have but a few 
days to live.’ Then the apparition van
ished, passing from sight like the 
moon’s rays in an obstructing cloud.

. _ _ Within a month the surviving friend
promises prevailed upon the eunuchs of I was “at a ball where she made the
the Emperor’s bedchamber to strangle | thirtieth In number, and was there
their master, Valentinian, while be was , 
sleeping. Having perpetrated this mur- ■ 
der, he next consulted tho diviners and i 
astrologers, who gave him every assur- : 
ance that he should obtain a complete 
victory, gain the empire and extirpate 
the Christian religion.

“Thereupon he soon assembled forces 
and made himself master of the Julian 
Alps, where he lay securely encamped. 
The tidings of this movement surprised 
and perplexed Theodosius, who, after 
conferring the imperial title upon his 
son, Honoring,' mustered a considerable 
number of troops, and, arriving in Gaul, 
found E’-.renius ready to oppose him 
with a very superior army. The Em
peror’s officers at the same time ad
vised him to avoid the battle till he 
could bring an army into the field, more 
numerous than that of the usurper.

“At about sunrise the Emperor was 
reclining upon the ground for rest, but 
-fully awake, as he testified, when he 
saw two strangers clothed in white 
garments and bestriding white horses, 
who bade him to lay aside all solicitude, 
draw up his army In order of battle and 
attack the enemy at onpe. The Em
peror devoted himself to returning 
thanks to heaven for a few moments 
and then obeyed the orders of the mes
sengers. His men marched down with 
alacrity and courage from the moun
tains and the two armies came to an 
engagement at a river called Frigidas. 
The action was very hot and obstinate 
and many fell on both Bides, and the 
Emperor, finding himself sorely pressed, 

: again threw himself upon the ground 
and recommended his cause to God.

“Upon raising his eyes after these de- 
votiong he saw a great number of 

. officers of the forces that lined the 
mountains approaching him, led by the 
white-robed strangers under whose 
assurances he had risked the wager of 
battle. They told him they would 
espouse his cause and insure its 
triumph if he would give them the same 
posts they held under Eugenius, and 
this he did. Bacurfus also, one of the 
Emperor’s generals, Inspired by sudden 

. resolution, put himself In front of the 
retreating troops and broke the enemy’s

asked by a brother of the deceased 
whether his sister did appear to her as 
reported. She made fio reply, but fell 
into a fit of weeping, and died before 
the end of the week."

There is a curious record of appa
ritions in “Boswell's Life of Johnson.” 
Talking of ghosts, Dr. Johnson said he 
knew one friend, a thoroughly honest 
ipan, who had told him he had seen a 
ghost—old Mr. Edward Cave, the 
printer, at St John’s Gate. "He said 
Mr. Cave did not like to talk of it and 
seemed to he in great horror whenever 
it was mentioned. Boswell asked, 
“Pray, sir, what did he say was the 
appearance?”

Johnson—“Why, sir, something of a 
shadowy being. Goldsmith told us he 
was assured by his brother that he also 
had seen one. General Oglethorpe told 
us that Pendergast, an officer in the 
Duke of Marlborough's army, had men
tioned to many of his friends that he 
would die on a particular day; that 
upon that day a battle was fought with 
the French; that after it. was over and 
Pendergast was still alive, his brother 
officers, while they were yet in the field, 
jestingly asked him where was his 
prophecy now? Pendergast gravely an
swered: ‘I shall die, notwithstanding 
what you see.’ Soon afterward there 
came a shot from a French battery to 
which the order for a cessation of arms 
had not reached, and he was

KILLED UPON THE SPOT.
Colonel Cecil, who took possession of 

his effects, found in his pocket-book the 
following solemn entry: (Here the date.). 
’Dreamt or was told by an apparition 
Sir John Friend meets me—’ (here the 
very day on which he was killed was 
mentioned.) Pendergast had been con
nected with Sir John Friend, who was 
executed for high treason. General 
Oglethorpe said he was with Colonel 
.Cecil when Pope came and Inquired 

. Into the truth ofhls story, which made 
a great noise at the time, and was then

. confirmed by the Colonel.”
L Boswell—“Wps there not a story of 
. the ghost of Parson Ford having ap-

ranks and routed them, and on a sud- 
■ den there arose a storm of wind so

violent that it not only carried the 
weapons, of the Emperor's army with 

^redoubled force upon tbe foe, and re
turned those of the rebels upon them
-' selves, but even forced their shields out 

i of their hands and left them at the
mercy of their assailants. This storm 
entirely disarmed the Eugenlans and 
put them into dire confusion, so that 
the greater part were either killed on 
the spot or overtaken in the rout and 
made prisoners; and the two strangers 
on their white steeds were seen here, 
there and everywhere during the action, 
demolishing or driving, the enemy be-l 
fore theta to certain destruction In the 

) raging Frigidas. The usurper lost the
day and his head, and the traitorous 
general, Arbogastes, principal agent in 
all this mischief, after preserving hlta- 
self by flight, for three days, found It 
Impossible to escape the stroke of jus
tice and put augend to his life by his

in darkness áre dazzled by too strong I years agone.
a light at the outset of a better method. In the home where I was brought up 
The gentle power of truth Is convincing I have seen them spin laround with 
and wholesome; far superior to those arms extended at each side, upwaids, 
vivid phenomena which are more apt to till every one had to keep out of theii 
create doubt than to bring conviction; reach or get hurt. Oftentimes those 
therefore advisedly are tbe mild rays having trance would tall while in this 
turned upon thb historical record, in I whirling condition, and remain foi 
behalf of Its sincerity. ’ , , , P«1*“?’8’’

The writer will add -an incident which of the exercises of those adepts l emind 
he regards as significant, the details of me of singular experiences through 
which were relatèd to him by a' Ken- I which I passed when a girl, in regaid 
tucl:y lady, intelligent and cultured, I to unseen influences, both of ‘‘‘eu and 
only a few weeks ago. She had taken I low degree, and at times I think those 
her young son to visit a boarding school I elementarles must have taken part in 
and apply for his admission to its ad- the work. ' - .
vantages, having been attracted by the I Psychology possibly had much to do 
promise in its circular to supplement with it, for when ope began to be 
intellectual training with all the com- I wrought upon, it seemed suddenly to 
forts of home, ' She questioned tbe I set the whole room ip motion. Oue of 
principal as to the rules of the institu- the leaders, I remember, »would lay her 
tion and the severity of its discipline, I hand upon the young, sisters and set 
asking if corporeal punishment was them whirling, and qff they spin for a 
administered for delinquencies. A long time. ;
strong negative was the reply. At this I One man especially, if tbe audlonce 
moment she descried some movement I seemed lethargic, wouiq warm up in 
behind the pedagogue’s chair, and then I his denunciation of . such apathy, 
the outlines of a woman'» figure evi- and the whole assembly immediately 
dently making motions to attract her I filled with enthusiasm,— aud many 
attention. Looking interitly she noted I filled with power which was seemingly 
the strong resemblance of the appa- irresistible, singing, speaking, bowing 
-rition to her deceased mother, with an I and reeling around. The mediums 
expression of wrathful disgust upon her many times were called upon to fast 
countenance as she gazed upon the and to make other preijarations foi 
head of the school. The lady suppressed their peculiar mission; were oftentimes, 
an exclamation of alarm by a great while in the acv of writing books, shut 
effort and watched with strange I up in a room by themselves (separately) 
emotions /the scene that followed. Whe for weeks together, most part of the 
appearance wielded a heavy cane, hav-1 time holding not much intercourse with 
Ing a peculiar head, as If. in the act of those around them, save such as were 
pummeling a recreant pupil, and fol- their immediate adylsprs.. They were 
lowing this ceremony she pointed, as I called anointed instrupients, chosen 
with the finger of scorn, at the prin- I of high heaven to reveal the hidden 
ci pal, and, turning to one side, indicatéd mysteries of unseen realms. They were 
a corner of the apartment where the I reverenced, looked up to as spiritual 
real cane, from which the shadowy Im- I counselors, and oftentimes prophesied 
plement was patterned, stqod behind a as to future events—ipany of which 
door. “This man has lied to me,” re- have been fulfilléd.
fleeted ‘The lady, "and I have'timely Many of the manifestations of those 
warning of bis brutality. I cannot leave times were pleasing and beneficial, 
my boy at his mercy.” She excused while gome seemed more the work of 
herself by saying she wished to give undeveloped beings lower down in the 
the matter more thought before de- scale of life than were those influenced 
elding It, hurried to the railway and I or the mass of lookers-on.
took the next train for home, some fifty One pf our mediums in Tyringham (a 
miles away. "It seemed that mother lovely young woman and of most 
was with me all the way,” concluded amiable temperament, very sensitive 
the lady, “and her presence, as I I and nervous as well), would sometimes 
thought it, made me resolve to keep my under “native influence” catch up a 
boy near me till he Is prepared for the chair or anything else, and “go for 
university." - those she seemed to ' be antagonizing

“Did you see tbe apparition again?" I with. The leaders would have to take 
“Never again.” l'er 'n hand and command
This looks to us like fair evidence to “let go of her and get

that spirits may return from supernal I bouse,” when she would be released 
realms when the occasion Is exigent, and become quiet again.
but this good lady regards her ex- A young man who came among us n 
perlpnce as exceptional and derides I bis teens, educated, refined and In 
those who cherish the Spiritualist view, somewhat delicate health, did many 

Cincinnati, Ohio. MACK. strange acts under “native influence.'
_______ T . _______ I He would- skulk around on the sly 

A __ down into the meat ;cellar .and tuck
The National Lyceum ASSO- away 10t8 of raw meat, eating it with 

dation a11 tlle Indian reliáli (as those who fol
., ... .. , lowed apd watched testified to), when

At last the secretary of the National I jn ¡s normai state not a bit of any 
Spiritualist Association is able to report I antmal food would ho ever taste, how- 
that everything la reæj'ness for the I ever well cooke(p He wouid often be 
mailing of the beautiful charters in the seized with these abnormal'Conditions, 
name of the N. S. L. A. I as well outside the bouse as when in

The matter of looking after the Çhar- I attendance at the meetings. He would 
ters was left with tbe chairman of the I g0 other youngsters on the
board of trustees, George W. Kates, of I mountains, where they were engaged In 
Rochester, N. Y., and we are proud of femng trees, and when.' do.wn would 
the work he has done on behalf of the measure them off by . sight as well as 
Association in that direction. I enher one of the others could do by

As Mr. Kates has written a fine de- accurate measurement with the square, 
scription of the Charter, one which I jj0 wou](j converge in Indian style, and 
could not improve, I incorporate it reia¿e many interesting Items pertain- 
here. jng to local incidents which occurred

The charter is in three colors, the I wben he and his tribe” perambulated 
background and border being engraved through those “happy hunting grounds” 
and the body In-elegant script and fancy I of the beautiful Berkshire hills. It was 
type. In thé center is a flying ea8'e, interesting, to say the least, to see him, 
bearing aloft the national colors, whilst ng we often did, sealing around, up and 
all about is a flood of sun-rays. The down, with his blanket on (of material 
border is a beautiful scroll. The dhar- I make), professing to be an “Indian 
ter Is given to each lyceum as “A Local cbief,” or “medicine man.” Then again 
Auxiliary In Fraternal Fellowship. It ,jie WOuld be taken under higher control 
will bear the official seal and signatures. and deliver most eloquent addresses, 
The mottoes employed are “Proclaim I quite beyond, as every one thought, his 
the Tidings to All People,” and “Wis-J natural ability. '
dom is Better than Riches.” Many other young- people on both

The official seal is beautiful (Sunflow- g[des were often controlled by “native 
er design), procured of B. B. Hill, of spirits,” as well as those of foreign 
Philadelphia. It will be stamped with I nationalities, speaking in different 
gilt upon the charter, thus adding to the tongues, and manifesting by some pe- 
many lovely things contained in the cuHar trait belonging, to each. Those 
charter. from the frozen lands would start on a

Each Lyceum becomes an auxiliary run> and then slide back and forth tbe 
and obtains one of these beautiful char- whole length of the. floor, as if on 
ters on the payment of two dollars. I skates. The clairvoyants could see

I would state in connection with the these different peoples, and describe 
above, that the N. S. L. A. gives two thelr eostumes. The Indians brought 
kinds of “Contributing Membership” blankets, beads, “wampum,” and wine, 
certificates; price for adults, 50 cents; According to some of the communica
those under fourteen years, 25 cents. I tlong glveI£ at Mt Lebanon in book 
These certificates are attractive, like form, the mediums saw on top of their 
the charters, they will bear the official centrai dwelling what they called an 
seal and signatures. angel with the head of an “eagle, the

Lyceum workers, wherever you are, body of a man, and feet of a llon”- 
will you not make an effort to organize g)ant-like—with trumpet in hand, 
the lyceum forces? Organize, send for I 80unding it to the north, east, south and 
a charter, and give us your full co-oper- west, as if in warning to the four 
atlon for the work we have in hand. quarters of the globe, and an invitation 

It is hoped there will be hundreds of f0 “come up higher”—to the help of the 
applications for contributing member- | “Lord God of Israel.”

The Shakers at that time (whatever 
their present views) claimed to be the 
true, typical Israel, God’s only “chosen

entirely of the right kind of falthj, say
ing he know very well “^here to go for 
hia supper.” ’ -

In the “Kentucky Revival” there is 
an account of very singular mitulfecU- 
tions In tliat" place among the young 
converts before becoming organized 
into the Shaker manner of Hfe. Some 
were furiously wrought upon, with 
what they cplled the "jerks,” as, well as 
being whirled a.bout and tlirowp upon 
the floor, rolled and tumbled to a great 
rate; some barked like dogs, and did 
many oilier strange things.

This was several years since the ma
jority of the societies formed into com
munistic bodies, these also being the 
result of the great New England re- 
liglous revival which took place some
where about the year 1780.

I can speak of only what I know, and 
have come to the conclusion that much 
of the spiritual work in Tyringham 
Shaker Society was brought about by 
religious (so-called) ardor, enthusiasm, 
psychologic influence, of both the seen 
and unseen, for, after much praying, 
agitation of thought, silent meditation, 
revival meeting, outdoor’ gatherings, 
self-denials, "mortification of spirit,” 
etc., the great outpouring of what was 
called “spiritual gifts,” ■ commenced in 
our midst, and continued for the space 
of seven years without any interrup
tion, after whieh an almost entire ces
sation occurred. And I think some of 
the communications brought forward in 
that time were destroyed—at least one 
of the first leaders at the Mount told me 
they hud “seen occasion to burn many 
of the writings of that early time”— 
this in response to my telling her 
(Eldress Ann Taylor) my doubts as to 
the genuineness of some of the mes
sagesi had received, and the “awful 
$Jn”y(whieh she might consider) I had 
co%'initted by a destruction of the

the control 
out of the

DR.WORST’S NEW SCIENTIFIC

GRTflRRH INHALER
With Medicine for One Year Mailed

To All Readers of

The Progressive Thinker.

same; and also of my temptation to put 
the “old Bible” out of sight forever, all 
of which seemed to me so filled with 
human rubbish and tilth; our com
munications not being of that kind, yet 
were they greatly marked by the super
stitions and traditionary teachings of 
the olden times.

As for tlie Bible, I read it through 
when young, aud supposed it to be the 
word of the living God, yet wondered 
why it contained so much of what 
really seemed of a nasty, low character, 
even having the tendency (as It did) to 
stir within my youthful mind the very 
passions which we were taught were 
of the “devil,” and which ^ye must sub
due or take our chance with him in his 
hot habitation below. Our “natural” 
passions all must be put down and little 
thought given to physical inclination, 
but the “higher life," of “grace,” should 
predominate In every thought, word 
and action.

We were counselled in those days to 
confess tlie very thoughts of a "low 
animal nature,” and whieh we did do as 
often as stirred Uy any of the natural 
proclivities claiming to be of a “fleshly 
nature;” but as stated (as much good as 
the old- book contained), I was sorely 
tempted in the after years to burn it, 
but our sweet eldress, aud one whom I 
dearly loved, said she “would not do 
so.” But later on, possessed by some 
sort of Influence, either good or bad, I 
committed the strange old volume to 
tlie flames, where I believe yet every 
one will be piled up and made a bonfire 
of. Then what a relief-it will be, not 
to see or hear any more discussions in 
regard to it. I do not expect to live' till 
that event takes place, however I be
lieve it wJH In time- occur. Its main 
use now is to create argument, or so it 
seems.

It is a wonder how O. C. Hampton 
waded sixteen times through the book; 
that is if he took it all in. One of our 
aged brethren said he read It twenty 
times through, and doubtless did, for 
when I was young we were not allowed 
to read any other book on Sunday, with 
the exception of our own publications.

Our religion was greatly taken from 
the Bible, and it was often read and 
quoted in our meetings, and really there 
Is much of good between its covers, but 
oh! how much therein which no person 
living would be willing to come forward 
and read in public br teach to the 
young. If a select passage even is sent 
through the public mails, the person is 
thrown into prison, or llhble to be. One 
young man among us said (fifty years

ships before our next annual meeting.
Constitution and By-Laws of the N. 

S. L. A. will be sent to any who may de
sire. Address

" MATTIE E. HULL.
359 Normal Ave., Buffqjo, N. Y.

peared?” ..
Johnson—“Sir, it was believed. A 

waiter at the Hummums, at which Ford 
died, had been absent for some time, 
and returned not knowing Ford was 
dead. Going down to the '|jllar, accord
ing to the story, he met him;'going 
down again he met him a second time. 
When he came up he asked some of the 
people what Ford could be doing there. 
They told him Ford was dead. The 
waiter took a fever In which he lay 
some time. When he recovered he said 
he had a message to deliver to some 
women from Ford, but he was not io 
tell what or to whom. He walked out, 
was followed, but somewhere about St 
Paul’s they lost him. .’He came back 
and said he had delivered the message, 
and the women exclalmed.;‘Then we are 
all undone!’ Dr. Pellet Who was not a 
credulous man, inquired into the truth 
of the story and said the evidence was 
irresistible. My . wife went to the 
Hummum6t-it is a place where people 
get themselves cupped. I believe -she

Form a Rogues’ Gallery.
Has the exposing and the -writing-up 

of the fake mediums, the money-grab
bers and blood-suckers ever stopped 
any In their nefarious work or driven 
them from the Spiritualistic ranks? I 
do not believe that any great benefit 
has yft been derived from it, and even 
the reading Spiritualists are not guard
ed against them, because they are 
known only to a very few. The masses 
must get to know them, at least all 
readers of the spiritual press, and here 
we must learn something of the police. 
Every police force knows all the noto
rious rogues in the land, not only from 
their deeds but from description and 
their photos. So we must know our 
fakes and robbers. Publish with the ex
posure their description ■ find photos; 
ther are plenty of kodaks around, now, 
and then individuals and societies will 
soon cut them out to form a rogues’ gal
lery. Then they will be known all over 
the land and find doors and. purses 
closed. Of course the non-reading Spir
itualists are still left unprotected, but 
who would risk to be enrolled into the 
rogues’ gallery. BBERTSHAUSER.

Sandusky, O. ■

people,” etc. Books were written, and 
solemn commandments given in his 
name, “Jehovah Jah,’’ • the “Great I 
am,” the “Lord God- of heaven and 
earth—a personal God, sitting upon' his' 
mighty throne surrounded by the “hun
dred forty and four thousand, in whose 
foreheads were written his holy name, 
and who sang his praises for ever and
ever more.’*

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic,_ historic, analytlcal- 
and critical; facts and data needed.by 
every student and' especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to' $1, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. . .

“The Relation of the. Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law. of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office. ,

DR. E. J.. WORST, Ashland, O.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL

¿JFE ZA' THE STONE AGE. THS 
history of Atharael, Chief I'rlMt of a Band Ot Ab

Aryan«. Thia pamphlet, contalnJW 01 page», w»f 
ten through the ineillumiltlppf D. A. »Ulay. imA u to> 
tensely Interoatlug. Price «0 CVU. ForW«»tt*M 
bfllce. ’ ‘ ■ _

Views of Our Heavenly Homa
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A bw 

work. Price 75 cents. Pontage 5 cffiufr
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. “

Identified, as tlie Clniistiaii JesuB,.
A wonderful communication, explaining bog' lUl 

life and teachings were utlUzedto formuIM» CutUtt- unity. Priooisconu. Fora«eattW»aiEb_____

' <w<t>THE

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
*~“OR" -

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

It positively cures Cntnrrb. Colds, Pains, and Roar
Ingin tbe Head, Bioucbltla, Sore Throat. Headache. 
Partial Deafness and all diseases of the Air Passages,

CURED BY INHALATION.
It is the latest volatile germicide. It penetrates the 

air passages of the head, throat and lungs, killing tbe 
germs of disease.

AIR IS THE ONLY AGENT,
Fine enough to carry any medical influence Into the 
small air cells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy the cause of these diseases. 
Over 100,000 of these Inhalers now in use. They are 
the only ones made that can be successfully sent out 
on trial free.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.
New and startling, revelations In religions history 

which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the Hie•> 
toryof Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gode. This won* 
derful and exhaustive volume will, we arc certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for it, Tbe amount of 
nwntal.labor necessary to collate and compile the. 
varied Information contained tn It must have been ae* 
vere and arduous indeed, und nowthat It is in such 
convenient shape, tbe student, of free thought will not 
willing»/ allow it to go out of print. But the book le 
by nomeans a mere collation of views or statistics^ 
throughout its entire course the author—as will bd 
seen by hts title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite line of research aud argument to tbe close» 
aud his conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Prlutcd on fine white paper, 880 pages. New edition« 
revised md corrected, with portrait of autiiOr.
Price 4W.5O. Postage 10 owl* IhdPMeta 

this office» , .

SPECIAL OFFER.
Tor a «bort I libel will mail to any reader, naming 

tbls paper, oue of my new Scientific Catarrh Inhaler« 
with inediclue for one year, on three days’trial free.

If It gives satisfaction, send me «1.00. If not, return 
It In three dsys. If you are willing to comply with
such reasonable terms, tiddrcss,

DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 20, Ashland, O.

THE COMING

COSMIAN HYMN HOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Rome» .

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want It comprise» 
S58 choice »elections ot poetry and mills, embody. 
Ing the highest moral sentiment, and. tree from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents» Bold at this office.

A VALUABLE WORK. ~
Researches in Oriental History,

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, tbe Rtue und DeveN 
opment of Zoroastrianism und tbe Deilvottou 
Christianity! to which is added: Whence Onr ¿jyan 
Ancestors? ByG.W.Brown,M.D. vjaeGtftkSIOOal 
valuable works aver published. Price ttM

THE HISTORICAL JESUS
And Mythical Christ. By Gerald Massey. 130 pages, 
12mo. PrlceCOcenu. _ _

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book Is written In tho Interest of hu 
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book written 
for tbe purpose of calling attention to tbe deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more eape- : 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles of ' 
an everpresent, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
tbe Catholics. Washington's words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General : 
Grant are all included tn tbe volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: ‘‘The ; 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today where she has tbe pow?r. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming tbe Holy Ghost and tbe princes of 
tbe enureb for what they have thought tft to do." 
Every one should read this wofrk. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, forflfly cents, For sale at 
Chis office.

THE VOICES.
i By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 

poems of remarkable beaut; and force. They are 
most excellent, Price ij.OO.

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred and Six Questions to tbe Clergy. By Wm. 
Hart Price 40 cents.

’ “THE DREWCNILDF
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

Z1 two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price» 
paper, 50 cents cloth, 11.00. Books like ‘The Dream 
Child" spur hmreulty on to make more and more de* 
mande of this nature, and will open up new heights 
and deptbe of spiritual knowledge,—Ella Wheeler Wil* 
cm. Wi;i, I believe, take It» place beside Burner’« 
••Zanonr and the “Seraphlte" of Balzac,—“Dall/ 
Capital,"Topeka, Kansas. Although, simple and un* 
varnished with auy Inflammable descriptions, en* 
thralls tbe mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
Until reluctantly the reader closes the lust page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times "

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Marryat. An interesting account of the 
author's spiritual experiences. Paper, 50c; cloth, |1,

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
- By Andrew Jaakian Divi«. BometMes yon should 
raw. Price 18cents-

Outside the Gates, aud Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, 
through tbe mediumship pf Mary Theresa Bbelhsmer, 
An excellent work. Price 91.25.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture«. By Abb/ A. JuflMn. _Thl« book 

«lould be read by every Spiritual!*. RM4 U-OOi 
postage 10 cents. j

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
just the book for those seeking Information con* 

turning that most damnable institution known in 
btatory-tho .Boman Catholic Inquisition. .Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with tbe 
facts so succinctly stated tn tbls valuable record. It 
«hows the methods used by the Romish Church to ex
terminate those Who reject Jtc beliefs and claims. 
For rale at this office, price 25 cents.

THE TALMUD.
Selection,from the content« of that ancient book. 

Ite commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends! 
Also brief sketches of tbe men who made and com* 
mented IL By H. Polang. 859 pp. Prices

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of tbe most successful 

u esinerlsts in America. Ancient end modern miro* 
cies explained by mesmerism. An Invaluable work. 
Price, paper, 50 cents.

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible,
One hundred and forty-four propositions, theological, 

moral, historical and speculative; each proved affirm* 
stlvely and negatively by quotations trom Scrluture, 
without comment. Price 15 cents.

ago) that if it was “printed in pamphlet 
form ij; would not be allowed'In our 
midst;" it was true. He knew the book 
from start to fifiish and understood 
what he was talking about All kinds 
of novels and love stories were for
bidden us (and even the newspapers on 
Sunday), and if we read them at that 
time, it was only on the sly—at night 
perhaps, when others were sleeping, for 
we did when young enjoy them, and 
later on, as the people became more in
dividualized, they made their own 
choice of literature as far as they could 
get hold of it, and of which now they 
have a plenty.

One of the yound sisters (a comrade 
of ours) was once rebuked for reading 
“love stories,” and told she w-ould be 
covered all over with “newspapers

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
Ln the history ot the world that a Christian Association

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
On Boacoo Conkling. Delivered before tbe New 
YorkLegtalature,Mays, 1868. Price,4MUtS.

THE GODS.
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. ; > «.col.R. G. Inxenoll. A pamphlet Ot 40 pare«. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the — 
Club with continuous applause from beginning tu cud. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Worth Its weight in goti FrKwaxnmw.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius? 

l||Vhn.BcnryBnn. Price 16canta

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Wateon. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price I1.0Ô.

FORCE AND MATTER.
By LudWig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth. 11.

111 BY i : i

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

after she got through with this 
As this kind of reading seemed 
such a strong passion with her 
she would be represented in the 
style over there, etc.

“Well,” the young disciple of

life.” 
to be 
here, 
same

grace
said, “I only hope it will be the Boston 
True Flag.” JULIA H. JOHNSON.

Los Angeles, Cal.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortal«. By M. Faradag 

P.23. Price 10 cents.

Old Testament Stories Ubmjcaliy 
Illustrated.

By Wataon Heston. Price, boarda, 11; cloth, «1.50. 
Heaton la Inimitable. 

His Satanic Majesty, too, was held up 
to our view in those;,days—the fallen 
angel,- who had once stood at the upper
most height of heaven—onljt second to 
God. in power, but jfor rebellion had 
been cast down Intft. .tbei'iathomless 
abyss, where he sat-,up tor himself, 
with everlasting burnings qf fire and 
brimstone for all souls, who rebelled 
against the supreme laws of {their great 
maker, God, the Holj$ One. ,;l >

. It is almost too rijUculopg to relate 
the following tradltipnaryo^nd super
stitious item, but wljich I;, can hardly 
refrain from in this ygrltingjiqf the view 
which one of our mpfllumg :had of the 
“very old devil-himself’.’ li) one of . our 
assemblages,' . “lurking.-abput, seeking 
whom he might-.devour,” and if he suc
ceeded in getting hoi®.of.any« manifest
ing his pleasure by nn-“exnltant grin,”- 
etc. He -was in “salptlsh robes, but his 
horns, cloven foot, g.pd other append
ages 'pecullar to his,Satanic Majesty, 
were not hidden, and however angelic 
he seemed, he could not hide his real 
Identity. He w^s chased out of doors 
(by a mighty Shake, inpeh warring and 
screaming), across ths. yard, all hands 
following to be sure that he left the 
premises, ho more to return, while one 
enthusiastic brother caught up a stick 
from the pile, in-passing the tvood shed, 
and slung it after him-with a yell, to 
“be gone and not come back.” Then 
the'medium said: “He has gone; there- 
he goes, and has jumped over the fence, 
and is running- for the woods.”

Another tlriie this same sister said she 
saw him go through the-'‘keyhole of a 
door” (where resided one who was not

Words of Explanation.
To the Editor:—Since my acceptance 

as president of the Forest Home Spirit
ual Camp Association of Northern Mich
igan, I have received numerous letters 
of Inquiry from old orthodox friends, in 
many pathetic appeals to know why I 
had thrown aside my Christian faith, 
hope and belief, and taken upon myself 
that "rabble of awful Spiritualism and 
ever condemnation without any redemp
tion.”

Now, Mr. Editor, kindly allow me a 
reply in your columns, as I wish to 
make a record of my destination. First 
I wish to say to those orthodox supersti
tious disciples of Christian wisdom, who 
grieve themselves so much over my 
spiritual welfare, that if they will sim
ply lay aside their prejudice and super
stition, and read the Bible from Genesis 
to Revelations and train their narrow 
minds (if -they possess such natural 
blessings) in a belief of a just and true, 
loving and all-wise God of nature, as I 
have done, they will undoubtedly 
change their opinion and believe as I 
do In a God of love, peace and harmony 
with all the elements-of nature. It Is 
very strange that people allow them- 
•selves to be so deceived by such sophis
try and false representations and cun
ning deception in this present age of in
telligence. Allow me to cite them to 
the late decision of Dr. Temple, the 
archblshop of Canterbury, who says he 
has.no doubt that there was inaccura
cies in the Old- Testament narrative, 
and why can’t we claim the same error 
in the New Testament, as its teachings 
are not verified by'natural laws or au
thentic authors in many paragraphs, 
but largely exaggerated? - 

■ - CHARLES BENTON.
"Human Culture and Cure; Marriage, 

Bexunl Development and! Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, Tee. 
For-sale at this office. ■ .

I

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. Ono of her brightest, wit- 

tiesi and strongest lectures against the Bible, Every 
woman should read It and know her friends and en-
"mies. Price 10 cents.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, >1.15. * Paper, 50 cents.
This Is a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
mind» ot the. dar. . It I» particularly a work which 
should be put Into the bands of -those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma» of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapter« revéala new. method. In p«ychlc and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tbe childhood period of faith and fancy wul be super* 
*eded by knowledge and facts. For Bale at this office.

Bets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed ; 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualista 
alike, as it demonstrates the truth of tbe spirit maul* ' 
testations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian I 
religion is based, as well as the actuality of modem 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that tbe * 
book is .

J. SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the

Existence of the soul of man as his con*
<i 

scious individuality independently

of the physical organismi <

of the

CONTINUITY OF LIFE *

and the

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN»

The first eleven, chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul incarnate, with a clear ex* 
position ot the psychic philosophy. . ____

The succeeding four chapters set forth the phlloso*
phy of the Infinite.__________________ ___________

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an expos - 
üon of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, ir. 
mnoh of it being personal experiences of tbe author.

The price of the booh is $1. For sale _>'i 
at the office ¿f The Progressive Thinker» J;

-IN THE—

PAS'l, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
,A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Uesultb of* recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From tho German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Vatter,’’ Essays on Nature and

Science,“ “Physiological Pictures,” “SU Lee* 
tures on Darwin,” Eta

■Tbq gre»tmy«tery of existence comM« In perpet- 
aal and uninterrupted change. Everything is JSimor* 
tai and indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 

“grain or tbe water drop as well as tho highest being tn 
■ creation, man and his thoughts. Only the fonns-fn 
which beingmanlfestsltself are changing; but Being 
Itself remains eternally the same and imperishable 
When wo dlo we do not lo»e onreelve«, but only oifl 
personal consciousness. TVe live on In nature, in out 
recc, In our children. In our deed«, In our thoughts- 
In short, in the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during dur short personal existence, wo 
Imre furnished to the subsistence of mankind and . of 
nature in general.’.’—Buechner. ...

Ono vol., post 8vo., nbnut PXO pages, vellum cloth. II..

Seal Life in tlie Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mra. Marla M. Ring. Yoq 

will not become weary while roading this oxcoljent 
book. Price 75 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for tho organization i:u>’ 

management ot Bunday schools. ByAndrew Jaekw. 
Darla, Something Indispensable. iPrice 60 cents.

The Influence oí the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.

•1

This Is the only book which states the simple prin* ’ 
clples of the Zodiac in simple terms, making the entire 
matter clear to the averge understanding. ________  -

This volume indicates the location, characteristics 
end influence of each sign o' cbe Zodiac, giving tbe 

.days which each sign governs, and the gems and 
astral colors associated with each. > ____________

Thedl«eue*<>«»»dv.toiurothem, andtho 
faults of character Incidental to th« different domains.

Tho methods of growth for each human being.____
The domains from which companions, husbands and 

wlyea be «elected. .......................................
The characteristics of children born tn different do* 

mains, and the conditions to be observed in their care 
and education. _ . _ ............................

The personal ability and talent of tbe individual a 
with reference to domestic, social and business sue* * 
cees..................................................... ..............______
. This work is the result of profound research, and in 
its preparation the Author has been largely assisted by 
J. O. Street, A. B.N.»
Bound in Special Cloth, - - Price, $1,

For Sale at This Office.

His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON..
■ ■ ■ • . I .• • • . ■

. Th!# li Naipf tho liibraiy of Liberal. Classics. R 
Is conceded to be historically correct and so exact and 
perfect in every detail as to be practically beyond the 
reach ot adverse criticism. ’This work will be fonnd 
Intensely interesting. Price. ’¿5c. Bold at this offico.

HEALTH AND POWER.
Ahndbook of Coro «nd Homan Upbufldins by tht 

■Id <tf mv. refined and powerful method» of nxtaNu 
Br B> D. BubMlt, M. D„ tnlhor of “Prtooiplo» OC 
SB «SSMHSS."“’•S
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TL - IL •- - ThtUiAr 1' W.BED0M FOR THS PEOPLE.' - 

Z1 TO WOMOSSWu I UlllKvl» It la repot'ted a bill is about to be pre- 
■ ■ /. . _______________ , . sentoff to the Illinois Legislature, ndw

entitled “An act to restore
■. ■■■. -____ ________ :—— ------—7- I.medical freedom to the people. One of

J.R. FRANCIS, Editor and Publlsljdr. I the declarations is; “All citizens not un
------ :—I---- ----------------::f---- I der conviction for crime are entitled to 

.-Enured Chicago Po.toffico »■ Becoud-ola»m^. I prlvUege of seieettog their
TEiiMS oi'sifBSCitiPTiW, I own physicians, and to compensate 

Tur Pcoonnsan-k TinuKKit win ho furntahed until I them for services rendered.”
funher notice, nt tbo foUowlug term.. Invatluhly In I Js of uke cbar.

oneycar.......................    "’»¿ta I acter with those punishing blasphemy
TiSrULro'^^ and sacrilege in many of toe states. It
Single copy.................. ................................................sots enacted in the interest of a guild,
. Iinjll-ITAKOES. _______ ______

Bi-mltbyl’ostoIliccMoncyOrdcr.r.cglsteredDetter. to protect its franchises, though OSten- 
ordraiton Chicago or Sew York, It coals from 10 nrotoet the neonle againstto 16 cents to get checks cashed on local hanks, sodou't simy to pioicct tue yuupiu «b«. .
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from Following along the same
the amount soul. Direct all letters to J. B.lruncls, 1 0 _
No. toi.ooiuis street. Chicago, in. , I Unes laws are bblng enacted to protect

The great cori^uerors of the. earth, 
they who left their tracer on the pages 
of -history, made it their rule to destroy 
the bridges in their rear—that is, cut off 
all means of retreat. Unless they did 
so a constant stream of deserters v/as in 
their rear, and their strength was cor
respondingly weakened and finally de

. stroyed. So in inarching into an ene
my’s country, it has always been

■Sffl. TIÏÏIE, IftTTENTION
His Devotion - to the Cause 

Substantially Recognized.
It is with plpasufe we learn that the 

life-long devotion of Hudson Tuttle to 
the cause isl being:substantially reeog-

deemed necessary to capture the fort- |

SPIRITUALISTS

Fí'-

£

~~~~: ~ ~~ manv of the trades and vocations, shut- <
ti“« out ‘>*0 common people from en- J 

only tweutv.iiveeeuiBiorTuBi’uoauKssivE'ruiNKB.B. caebir, .jn honest competition with the ’ 
thirteen weeks, we would euggat to those who receive <= “ ° - ]a eauiple copy, to solicit several otbera to unite with I protected classes.
them, and thus be uble io remit from 31 to «iO, or even . government Where the peo- ‘more than tho latter emu A large number of little in a nee goveiumciiL wucic me peo
amounts will make a largo auro total, and thus extend I al»a sovereign, Can they not be tl'USt- the field of our labor and usefulness. The some bug- P“- sortie,v u j .
gestton win apply in aii caset of renewal of Bubacrip-1 with the selection of their physician, j 
exiSicucenodlificulty w)’uteverBi°n Inducing Spirltv 1 their dentist, their horse-doctor, or their j 

f“irnotto7eUo1f8mem clnaffottwlStheS barber-for the latter are asking legisla
te Information Imparted therein each week, and at hv„ nrotection—jUSt as Well as to voice the price of only about two cents per week .. jnuter.uu j
y___________________ ———:----- their choice In public officers to make

A Bountiful Harvest for 3S Cento. Lad administer the laws? Have-the.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest thw_ we can at gch00l3 of medicine Shown BUeh 

clvo you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for 8 mo* I ® . - ' . _ ,. , • . x »»
mout whatan intellectual feast that amali investment gupei’lor wisdom that HO one DUt ft 11-

physician.shall be allowed to 
I care for the sick, or stand by the bed

mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medl< of fhe dying?
um died book!____________ __________ ____________ Ume tbe memory

TAKE NOTICE! I of man runneth not to the contrary, un-
th^aptf^X^^ I «1 about seventy-five years ago, what Is
tra numbers. liOOWB AS the old-SChool mediCUl pEfl-C-
V^to' I tice was m vogue. Bleeding, blistering,
corrected, and miBBlngnuiuberaBupplledgraUa. vomiting, purging and leeching were 
.CXXttttSKiS I about the only known methods of treat- 
Itla then aent. or the change cannot be made. [ng dlsease Tbe lancet. With scarifica
' wnniPfON COUNTRIES. I tton and cuPPlnS- were ln dally use’

. .. ,. whilst calomel, emetic tartar and ipe-Tlio Progressive Thinker la furnished in the United I du-
States at 11.00 per year, the postage thereon being but cac constituted the principal mealCa- 
nominal, but when it Is sent to foreign countries wfl I mmnH
arc compelled toeburge oo centtf extra, waking the I mentum of the" nvertige country piacti- 
yearly aubacrlptlon I1.S0. Flcaae bear that In mind. tioner. It is Simply frightful to 100k 
• - ■ ~~ back over the medical record of those

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18,1899. jimes so near' out own. They who are 
--------------------- -------------------—--------- I curious In such matters will find a very

FAITH VERSUS GOOD WORKS. I correct account of them In the closing 
r..« «.Uia ;,w ;S .ra* ™

deny that,' In the estimation of the tar emetlCi C0VGred over with blisters 
church, faith is more important than an(j cataplasms, and, in his physical an- 
good works; but we believe'the asser- guish, exclaimed, “Doctor, I die hard, 
tion is strictly true. We recall from but I am not afraid to go.'

«a.«,««»—. =
gross wrongs committed by church pago aQ boneBt vercjict would have been, 
men, who were arraigned before thebar “MUrdergd by the doctors.”
of sectarian justice. In nearly every Reforms in medical practice orlgl- 
case, however flagrant the offense, by iqried outside of the profession, just as 
acknowledging the guilt, expressing re- reforms In religion, ecience, toe arts 
pentance, and promising to sin no more, ^7^ ^th a patent for treating 
they were reinstated in chureh favor; dlsease. The Botanists followed close 
while those who rejected some favorite after. Theif we had the Eclectics, with 
portion of the creed, as disbelief In an their selected remedies; the Homeopa- 
eternal and sulphurous hell, or rejected thists, with their minute doses; the Hy- 
the Idea of a vlrgln-born God, or some dropathlsts, curing every thing with 
other equally senseless dogma, were ex- Water. Each followed the other In 
polled from the society of the faithful qUick succession, and each brought val- 
and made as heathen “without benefit uabie knowledge to toe aid of medical 
of clergy.” reform. The result: The lancet Is now

Good works, then, do not count with seidom employed; toe blister is used 
God’s elect. Give all to the destitute, farely and sparingly, tartrate of anti
pile up charities mountain high, minis- mouy is almost wholly’a creature of 
ter to the sick and oppressed, devote a the past, calomel is under the popular 
whole life to making others happy, yet baDi whilst nauseating and large doses 
he Is “as sounding brass, or a tinkling of medlclne, whether chemical or botaq- 
cymbal,” and lacks one thing yet—and jcait have gone toe way of those who 
that, faith in the atoning blood of a cru- used them.
clfled God. Belief in that direction These reforms were largely brought 
cures all other ills. about by persons outside of the medical

■ __________ __________________ - I profession, though the better educated
frrrw cnwAT op: TPTONq came quickly to their aid. They sought 1 HE GREAT RELIGIONS. better way than depletlves and de

Max Muller, Professor of Sanscrit in pressments to build up a wasted and

of Spiritualism, differ very widely from 
the established policy of either ancient 
or modern warfare? The Christian re
ligion has hot become the great power 
it is, neither is It maintained to-day, 
without aggressive action towards op
posing forces. It arrays at this time 
law, superstition, popular prejudice, 
and church maledictions in its defense,

resses, man them with trusty guards, 
and spike the cannon, else turn them 
against the foe.

Do not they who favor silence and in
action, as regards the open, active, and 
continuous aggressions of the enemies |

which ran up:,Into j the thousands, he 
would never,¿receive pay, and has sent 
out literature constantly to those un
able to pay., The contributions made 
through his pep tojhe various spiritual 
and reform journals, the articles fur;

nized. It mfLy'not be well known that 
during the yeijrs pi his early medium
ship, when '¡lie gfjve public ' sittings

I nished to the secular press whenever a 
point could be made, would reach many 
thousand columns.'. The Question and 
Answer Department of The Progressive 
Thinker lias become a veritable free in
formation bureau, requiring reply to a 
score of letters privately, to one appear
ing in the paper. Year after year Mr.

and ostracises, so far as It has ability, 
all those they cannot subjugate to its 
will. Clothed with the power it covets, 
every Spiritualistic medium would be 
branded as a witch, then tortured, im
prisoned or burned. And every be
liever would be outlawed, and denied 
the rights of citizenship.

Notwithstanding such facts there are 
those who think we should not .resist 
the'oppressor, but when wounded on 
the one cheek should turn the other for 
another blow.

Tuttle ha$ done this work, giving to 
each and every letter the most careful 
thought and attention—the best inspira
tion that came, and this has been with
out price. '

He has not done ail this without sac
rifice. We opine that few, Indeed, 
would have persisted in his course with 
the obstacles to contend with, holding 
ids spiritual gifts entirely outside of bls 
ordinary business life.

Understanding the labors'of Mr. Tut
tle, and his unselfish devotion, Mrs. Em- 
ellne Saxton, of Cleveland; O., said before 
her departure that she felt It her duty to 
share it and do something to express 
her appreciation and assist in extension

Sueh has not been the policy of The 
Progressive Thinker. It believes in 
giving wound for wound, blow for blow, _____ ___
and teach the aggressor that we have | of the work. Her will, recently pro
rights in common, and that we intend - ■ - ..... ... . . ... .,
to maintain them. Victories are not

bated, contained 4 an important item

achieved by Inaction, nor by submission 
to outrage and tyranny. The non-re- 
rlstant policy may do for a. person 
wholly without arms; but Spiritualists, 
—thanks to the founders of this govern
ment—have the same right to life, lib
erty and the pursuit of happiness as 
have their oppressors, and they would 
be very foolish to abandon these while 
victory Is In their reach.

When eccleslastlcism shall cease to be 
aggressive; when It shall cease to em
ploy the methods of the oppressor, and 
shall treat conflicting beliefs with re
spect, then will be time to stay re
sistance. Until then there must needs 
be war, with successes and defeats.

So long as a fortress is made of the 
Bible; so long as on unreasoning super
stition entrenches Itself behind the 
book, and extracts missiles from its 

.pages to hurl at us, so long we shall try 
to weaken Its force. We know the book 
was man-made, in the infancy of civil
ization, and it waa imposed on the mul
titude to make that multitude serve the 
interests of Its makers. Better thoughts, 
grander Inspirations, nobler teachings, 
and a better faith pervade the entire 
commonwealth of the learned. There 
is not an educated priest, with good 
moral habits, in Christendom who could 
not write a better book for the guidance 
of humanity than the old J<jw compila
tion of fabulous history, Incredible nar
ratives, obscene adventures, Immoral 
tales, numerous Munchauseijs, and hor
rible blasphemies. He is' not well read 
In “sacred” literature who will call for 
illustrations.

“STAND FROM UNDER.”
“One hundred and fifty churches in

Many Noted Speakers and Me

SECOND /VNNO/VL
M/VSS-MEETlNG

Oxford University, probably the best I fagging system.
posted man In the world in regard to The Legislature stepped in at a very 
RiifluhlRm Its literature religion and inopportune time, when there were a Buddhism, Its literature, religion ana claM q£ d[seaseg stin beyond the 
people, in Chips from a German Mork- eontroi oi the practitioner. They vir
shop,” American edition, Vol. 1, p. 211, tually prohibited investigation unless 
says: ' along established lines. Though a God

“Buddhism is ti religion which after were to come in fact in the form of man, 
more titan 2.000 years, Is still professed unless panoplied with the thunderbolt, 
by 455,000,000 of human beings.” and were to attempt to cure disease by

In a note, quoting from Berghaus’ other than established methods, and 
Physical Atlas, he gives the percentage S‘sanocto^S<1’ahned prisoned Tndt 
of the various religions, the Buddhists om. laws> and be woald ueed empioy su. 
leading, and almost equalling one-third pernatural agency to gain his- freedom, 
the entire population of the globe, he Genius is not confined to schools, 
treating Confucianism as an allied re- rpbey who have left their impress on 
ligion. the history of the ages were not tied

Taking the entire population of all back to oip.time practice. Science does 
Christian countries, embracing Roman not ask the aid of priestcraft to direct 
Catholics, Greek Catholics, Protestants, votaries. Neither is it well to man- 
and classing the many millions of Splr- acje tlle hands of the investigator, 
ituallsts, Agnostics and unbelievers -
generally with'them, and Christians are 
only a little more than thirty per cent 
of the world’s population.

Writers will do well to take note of 
these figures when referring to the 
world's religions.

A POEM OF CREATION.
Amos Waters, in the Literary Guide, 

London, gives his opinion of the story 
of creation in a very pleasant way. He 
says:

-“The first chapter in- Genesis was 
once a field of battle. It Is now a mu- 
seunjai which the skeleton of discarded 
dogmas are decorously preserved. With 
the ‘Origin of Species’ [by Darwin] as 
guide book, it is possible for intelligent 
artisans to realize the pathos of these 
Mosaic relics of a poem of Creation
sublime, but rude guesses at the origin 
of life and the universe. We have re
created man from the fallen angel into 
the ennobled and rising animal; yet 
skylarks soar and sing, and the social 
order is maintained. The decorative 
taper lights of Hebrew tradition are en
larged into an Infinitude of worlds. Im
agination reels and swoons in effort to 
conceive a beginning, to realize any 
limits, to even apprehend endless space. 
We think of a tribal religion, with its 
tribal god as a creator. Is it not par
donable if we smile in compassionate 
irony?”

There is not a trade of any character 
which is not clamoring for legislative 
protection, or a monopoly not ready to 
enter a trust, if satisfied by so doing it 
can the more successfully rob the peo
ple. If a preacher cannot gain a hear
ing without legislation In his behalf let 
him grow corn. If a doctor does not 
cure his patients he does not deserve

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

tog? J. W. T. MORRIS.
83 Dearborn avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Why I.Am a Vegetarian. An address 
delivered before the Chicago Vegeta
rian Society. By J. Howard Moore, 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

miNIHt SCHOBt.
Firstof the Kind, Established 

by Spiritualists. -

I Every religious denomination makes 
some provision for the education of its 
teachers. It is-a recognized fact that 
the better the intellect is developed, the 

■better itjs able to present to the world 
any subject. '

I For years a great deal has been said,
• and written by Spiritualists concerning 

the education of our mediums, and pub
lie speakers. And while every earnest 
thinker realized the necessity of some 
kind of an institution of learning, there 

< seemed to be no, ope. who felt able to 
take the responsibility of establishing 
such an Institution. But in July, 1897, 

I there was organized through the efforts 
of Moses and Mattie Hull, Rev. A. J.

• I Weaver, and a few friends, the First 
r Spiritualist Training .School. This

■ ------------ :---------- z . school has been chartered under the
t ' y • laws of the State of Ohio, and holds itsM- ImaZaa IrirlslAviiim Uftll fFlnl 01 PllinnfVn annual session at Maple Dell Camp, America Auditorium Hall, 77 31st St.. Giiicago. 4ui ii a

■ onrl OaIiiwIaii CaI» -have one school whieh they may callTnursudVi Fnoav and aaturu&Vi rODi tbeu °wn Havinga student m, IIIUIUUUJJ I IIUUJ UIIU WUIUIUWJ) I VMS this school one term, I feel that too
. ■> , IP 17 J" in • mucli cannot be said in favor of its

' In 'll ¡Uli! 111 - ' teachers and tlie subject matter which
lUf I I UIIU Ivl they present. I sometimes wonder if

. _■ ■ . * ■. toe Spiritualists fully realize what a
■ . . • golden opportunity this is. Do they

Admission-^Morning Session, Free. Afternoon, IO Cents, realize the knowledge to be gained by 
> . nc. — . associating with and receiving instrue

Evening, 2o Cents. I tion from such teachers as Moses Hull,
I Rev. A. J. Weaver, Prof. D. M. King, 
I Mattie E. Hull, and Mrs. Alfarata
1 Jahnke. These noble men and women 

have not only given their time and
Trtft n m —Sone service lllbor’ but tlley 1!av(i also h'lven their

‘ a , m °° $ money for the benefit of the school.
Solo. Their love for the cause and their de
Address, “The Spiritual Outlook, sb.e ,0 Up]jft humanity have caused 

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. them to exert all their power toward
Hymn making this a permanent institution.
Address by Thomas Grimshaw. They »hould >’e«eive In return the sup

port of every true Spiritualist. ThroughHymn. < tbfcb. earnest efforts the school is in a
Tests by Miss Maggie Gaule. splendid working coudition, and It now
Hymn. rests with the Spiritualists whether it

------  | is a success or failure.
If we have needed a school in the

PROGRAMME.

THURSDAY, FEB. 16.
10 a. m.—Gathering at hall. Report of 

committees. Aid to visitors in securing 
rooms.

2 p. m.—Song service.
Invocation,
Solo. ■
Address of welcome, Dr. N. F. Bay- 

lin. . ' -
Response, “A Retrospect and Fore

cast,” Harrison D. Barrett.
Hymn.
Greetings—Thomas Grimshaw, Moses 

Hull, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.
Hymn—
7:30 p. m.—Song service.
Address, “Bible Mediumship.” Moses 

Hull.v
Solo. "
Tests by Miss Maggie Gaule.
Hymn.

showing how much in earnest she felt 
on the subject. ' ■'

We don’t know as Mr. Tuttle will be 
able to do better work, but we feel sure 
he will do It wlthgrdater ease.

Pittsburg, representing twelve denomi
nations, have associated themselves in 
a federation for united aggressive work 
among the foreign population and non
church goers.”—Ex.

If those one hundred and fifty 
churches have not yet discarded hell— 
a thing they never dp when beating up 
for recruits—the sulphurous odor of the 
Smoky City will be intensified many 
times, and the hills around will echo 
the lamentations of those on the “anx-
ions seats” who wish to escape his 
tanie majesty’s service.

Sa-

THE HYPNOTIST NEEDED.
A Chicago clergyman, says the Liter

ary Digest, recently Issued one thou
sand letters, to as many representative 
men, asking why so many men are ab
sent from the church. Among the re-

CONTINUOUS prayer.
Some_of the dime theaters have 

adopted a “continuous program," never 
stopping from the time they open in the 
morning till 11 at night. There Is al
ways a crowd, ahd always the play Is 
going on. It works well for the sight
seers and well for the box-office. Now 
some of the churches have adopted this 
plan, changing it to “constant prayer,” 
or “relay prayer.”

In the John Wesley Chapel, London, 
Eng., the Rev. Hugh Price Hughes held 
on the 24th a fifteen-hour continuous 
prayer service, beginning at daylight 
He had arranged relays of ministers, 
each to pray a minute while he could 
catch breath. For fifteen hours -they be
sieged the throne of-grace. The report, 
thought worthy to be cabled, does not 
say what came of IL We infer the Rev. 
Hughes went home a weary but no 
wiser man, and the-whole dropped Into 
nothingness as a sound in the air.

It will take much-longer than fifteen 
hours to so weary,:God that he will 
change his purpose ..and submit to the 
prayer of a Methodist preacher, even if 
relays so pelt; the throne with supplica
tion and adulation that there Is not a 
moment for reflection.

THE REVEREND BOOK THIEF.
Stealing books to learn how to preach 

the Gospel Is’among'the latest achieve
ments of the ministry. The Rev. Jas. 
Brittain Mlllqr, a Yale divinity student, 
has bêëh urrested, charged with steal
ing at various times over 5,000 volumes. 
On searehlng’hls 1’ooms, a gold- wiitch 
stolen from a-fellow student, was found. 
He is-prosecuted under 174 counts pre
ferred by almost as many booksellers.

The Rev. Miller undoubtedly thought 
that if God commanded the Israelites to 
steal all the jewelry of the Egyptians, 
to help them on their journey, It would 
be right for him to steal books whereby 
be could gain that knowledge enabling 
him to preach the Gospel. Is it any 
worse to steal books to make sermons 
with, than to steal sermons?

A WORTHY OBJECT.
The Spiritualist Ladles of Buffalo, N. 

Y., will hold a fair, March 1, for the 
benefit of the Spiritual Temple. Friends

plies such reasons were given ns these: I of the cause are requested to send ar- 
“I can 'worship alone.” "Can be better I tides they may klildly feel disposed to
entertained elsewhere.” “No confidence 
in the churches.” “I do not need the 
church, and I guess it does not need
me. 'The church is a hospital and I
am not sick.” “Indifference.” “Lack 
of religious feeling.”

Verily, the services of the hypnotist 
Should be in great request in times like 
these, else religious fervor will die out 
entirely. • .

donate for this laudable purpose, to 
Mrs. Nellie Whitcomb, 248 N. Division 
street, Buffalo, N. Y. We hope there 
will be prompt and liberal responses in 
aid of this most worthy object.

FRIDAY, FEB. 17.
10 a. m.—Conference—"Medical Mo-

nopoly”—“Ought My Physician to be 
Appointed by Law?” Opened by Jo
seph H. Grper, M. D.

2 p. m.—Song service.
Solo.
Address, “Intuition and Immortality,” 

J. C. F. Grumbine.
Hymn.
Address, “Grovelling or Growing?"

Emma Nickerson Warne. -
Solo.
Tests by Mrs. Marian Carpenter. 
Hymn.

SATURDAY, FEB. 18.
10 a. m.—Mediums' meeting—' 

Is True Spiritualism?” '
2 p. m.—Song service.

‘What as has been announced by the 
press and from the platform, there 
must surely have been some who 
wished to be better educated. Now let

Messages by Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley, them step to the front. Any one who 
jjymn desires to Improve ills own mental fac-
Address, “But Whom Say Ye that I alti,‘s ‘‘“d himself a better in

. „„ strument for the spirit world, should
(Jesus) Am? Moses Hull. endeavor to attend this Institution.

Solo. The expenses have been reduced to
Psychometric readings by Prof. ’J. the lowest possible figure. The scholar

Grupp, Mrs. A. Turbett, Mrs. E. N. ship being five dollars and, by special 
wal.ne I arrangement with the camp association,

— ’ the members of the school are able to
Hymn. form a boai.djng c]ub and s|uini ex-
7:30 p. m.—Song service. penses. So the whole expenditure for
Recitation by Mrs. C. E. Lounsbury. the term need not be over twenty-five 
Solo. dollars. This will give the student six
Address by Harrison D. Barrett. weeks of hard study in the following 
u subjects: Oratory, Voice and Physical

, ' „ „ , „ . „ „ . Culture, Psychic Work, Bible Exegesis,
Tests by Mrs. Marian Carpentei an mgher Criticism, Parliamentary Law, 

Miss Maggie Gaule. Philology, Rhetoric and Logic.
Parting words and song. , School opens May 30 and continues

------  every day except Sundays until July 14.
TELEGRAM.

Owosso, Mich., Feb. 10,1899.
George B. Warne, Chicago:

Miss Gaule and Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter will certainly be present.

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

Sweet Delight of Dying

Let us as Spiritualists feel in
dividually that it is our duty as well as 
privilege to make this, our First Spirit
ualist Training School, a grand success. 
For if depends upon us whether the 
world can ever say again as they have 
In the past, “The Spiritualists have no 
Institution of learning.” A grand work 
has been begun, let us put our shoulders 
to the wheel and push it on up the hill 
of Progression.

L. MAUDE BECKWITH.
Thousand Island Park. N. Y.

patronage. If the barber cannot get 
employment without special laws in his. 
behalf let him starve. But by all means 
let us have a well-defined statute giv
ing freedom in the selection of physi
cians, and do not treat the masses as Ig
noramuses, with no rights but to pay 
doctors’ bills, and vote for law-makers 
to enslave them. '

VERY JUST.
. The Northwestern Christian Advocate 
of fliis city, objects to the kissing of the 
Bible when taking a judicial oath, both 
on religious grounds and for sanitary 
reasons. It says the custom grew up 
during the Middle Ages. It ought to 
Fave stated that it was a device of 
priestcraft to give sacredness to a book 
which they wished to enshrine in popu
lar ffrvor, and too well did they succeed 
in their purpose. Microbes of a more 
deadly character than those seen with 
the microscope are concealed in its com
monly reported sacred, pages.

GOOD GOODY GEOLOGISTS.
Bouche de Perthes, of France, died 

1833, who presented to the French In
stitute some valuable discoveries he had 
made in regard to geology, was laughed 
at because it was said he knew more 
than God, ;as revealed In his Holy 
Word, in regard to the process of cre
ation. Replying to those who Insulted 
his intelligence, he said:

“Those who throw no doubt upon any 
religion, accuse me of rashness; an un
known archeologist, a. geologist • with
out a diploma. They sold I was aspir
ing to overthrow a whole system con
firmed by long experience and adopted 
by so many distinguished men. They 
dedared this a strange presumption on 
my part Strange indeed; but I had not 
then, and have never.had: any such in-; 
tention. I.revealed a fact; consequen
ces were deduced from it, but I had not 
made them. . .

“Truth is no man’s property. She was 
created before us, and is older than the. 
world itself; often sought, more often 
repulsed. We find but do not invent

THE CLOVEN FOOT.
It is announced that a Christian 

statesman is about to introduce into 
the Indiana legislature a bill en
titled “An act requiring a more thor
ough preparation of citizenship by giv
ing them a more systematic training in 
development of their moral and relig
ious faculties.” The proposed act pro
vides: “All children between Hie ages of 
five and fifteen years shall have each 
Sunday at least one uour of religious 
education at some church. Those pa
rents who make oath that they do not 
believe in God or Christianity are to be 
exempt.” '

Indiana should receive an early visit 
from the fool-killer, if such provisions 
should become a law. •

. ALL TO SAVE SINNERS.
Sixty-seven lotteries were chartered 

in New Zealand list year in aid, of re
ligions' denominations. Twenty-four 
were for the benefit oF the Church of 
England, thirty for Catholics, two for 
Presbyterians, one for Jews, and ten 
for other denominations. Sinners must 
be saved, so the church must be sus
tained, however immoral the methods.

SHOULD BECOME A LAW.
A bill is pending -in the Connecticut 

Legislature providing that Sunday shall 
be observed as the Individual sees fit, 
so It does not Interfere w.ith the rights 
of others. It is designed ft» allow foot
ball and other games, to be played, the 
selling of newspapers, milk, meat and 
other necessaries. ■

THÈ&NEVER SLEEP.
The God-ln-the-Constitutlon agitators 

memorialized the Peace .Commissioners, 
late in session in Paris, asking that 
God, Jesus Christ and the Trinity be 
recognized in thé preamble of the treaty 
they were about to adopt They claimed 
correctly that the .treaties with foreign 
powers had equal force with the Con
stitution itself, hence' their anxiety in 
the premises.; ;We are glad to chronicle 
the. fact that the obtrusive-request, was 
not granted; proof, . however, is fur
nished that the enemles'of liberty never
sleep, and that the tools of the church 
are stm busy forging chains for ”
people’s enslavement -

N. Y. P. S. U
SECOND *ANNUAL CONVENTION 

OF THE NATIONAL YOUNG PEO
PLE’S SPIRITUALIST UNION— 
WHERE SHALL IT BE HELD?

BLIND, UNREASONING BIGOTRY.
The Adventists, late in session at Ma

rion, Indian, determined upon private 
— schools of their own, not being satisfied 

With public schools. The Catholics, 
and In some localities the Lutherans, 

-have declared against public schools 
where superstition is not a part of the 
educational course. These dcnomina- 

- tions would gladly patronize the com
mon schools if their respective creeds 
could be taught therein at the expense 

Of the State. . : • ■

her. Sometimes, too, we seek her 
wrongly; for Truth is not to be found 
only in books; she is everywhere; in the 
water, In the air, on the earth; we can 
not make a step without meeting her, 
and when we do not perceive her it is 
because we shut our eyes, or turn away 
our; head. It. Is our . prejudices or our 
Ignorance which prevents us from see
ing her, from touching her. If we do 
not see her-to-day we shall see her to
morrow; for strive as we may to avoid 
hen she Will appear when the time is 
ripe.” . : '

De Perthes’ facts antagonized Bible 
chronology, just as the bolder geolo
gists of to-day discredit the Compromise 
anti goody goody geologists of a genera
tion ago Who talked and wrote bf thou
sands of years where millions were 
meant.

Come, O Death, so silent flying 
That unheard .thy coming be, 

Lest the sweet delight of dying 
Bring life back again to me.

For thy sure approach perceiving 
In my constancy and pain 
I new life should win again, 

Thinking that I am not living.
_So to me, unconscious lying, 

All unknown thy coming be, 
Lest the sweet delight of dying 

Bring life back again to me.
Unto him who finds thee hateful, 

Death, thou art inhuman pain; 
But to me, who dying gain, 

Life is but a task ungrateful.
Come, then, with my wish complying, 

All unheard thy coming be
Lest the sweet delight of dying 

Bring fife back again to me.

/VRE WORTH
...MÆNY DOLLARS

A NOTABLE CHARACTER PASSED 
OVER.

Mr. G. L. S. Jenifer passed to spirit
life at his home, No. 3S8 Congress 
street, on Feb. 10. Mr Jenifer was 
widely known and respected among all 
classes of people, but especially among 
Spiritualists was he Highly esteemed 
and appreciated. He was an indefati
gable worker in the eanse of truth, and 
through his unflagging energy, indom
itable will, and a zeal that never ex
hausted Itself, for many years he main
tained regular spiritual meetings at 
Bricklayers’ Hall, having the services 
the most of the time of the ablest 
'speakers and mediums. He was a de
voted Spiritualist, an enthusiast in be
half of the cause of Truth, and un
swervingly opposed to shams an4> 
frauds. To him, more than any other 
one man in Chicago, are Spiritualists in
debted for the defeat of the bill that 
was engineered by Col. Bundy and In
troduced into the law-making house at 
Springfield, and which was in all re
spects Inimical to mediumship, and 
which, if It bad become a law, would 
have proved of no end of trouble to 
those In tills state who hold seances for 
various kinds of spirit manifestations.

Mr. Jenifer for several years was 
president of the Illinois State Spiritual
ist Association, and he was constant in 
his efforts to promote the interests of 
the same.

The funeral services were conducted 
at the residence of the deceased. Dr, 
White and Mrs. DeWolt officiating, 
speaking sublime words of wisdom, and 
extolling his many virtues. The Ordet 
of Red Men and Odd Fellows were pres
ent to honor the memory of the man 
who was a respected member, and their 
services were in accordance with ths 
custom'of the respective societies.

The remains were taken to Rose Hill 
to be cremated.

PROF. LOCKWOOD.
Prof. W. M. Lockwood has lately fin

ished a very successful course of lec
tures in Boston. In appreclatiop of his 
services, the friends there presented 
him with a magnificent gold-headed 
cane. The Professor is now lecturing 
In Philadelphia, Pa. Address him there 
during February, at 630 North Eighth 
street.

Mr. FrancisI am now reading the last part 
of Art Magic. It is really wonderful and worth 
the full pnee of the book. What strange things 
the author has to reveal about the elemental

The constitutlôn.'of the N. Y. P. S. U. 
requires that tné members of the Board 
of Trustees ofrthat tlnirin should de
cide, prior to Abril 1st of each year, 
when and whérô the dnnual convention 
¿hall Be held? ^Thl’s',*convention is 'to 
convene soine time during the month of 
August We wouid like to hear from 
the management of ttfe different camp
meeting associations,.’or from Individ
uals, societies far associations in the re
spective cities, aS to what arrangements 

__ could be :madeJfor holding this conven
. I tion in. their respective cities or camps.

All lnformation_relative to this Subject 
should be promptly Torwardéd to 506 
12th street, N.fW,rWfllliington, D. C.

ANNA HjSTEJNBERG.Sec’y.

thé

A GREAT PROJECT. -
The Methodists propose to raise $20,-. 

000,060 during this and1 the coming year, 
virtually for propaganda purposes, “as 
a thank, offering for the blessings of 
twenty centuries of Christianity."- How 
would it do to raise half a million dol-

In re Mrs. Bj B. Hill. •
We take this’means- of tendering, our 

grateful thanks to the amny friends 
______ .... who have manifested their kindly sym- 

lars, to perpetuate In enduring form á [ pathy by mall- and otherwise; In ourbe- 
record of the wars and the countless [ reavement for the loás of the earthly 
millions of lives which'have been sacrl- presence of wife and mother. We 
ficed on-the .Christian altar to make It would be glad, to respond to each friend 
the dominant religion'? , ' [direct, but time and circumstances pre-T direct, but time and circumstances pre-

AMERICA LEADS.
vent. Will our friends kindly- accept 
this brief though, heartfelt acknowledg-

. ..-■*- ■ „ ? I nieht of their tender sympathy and fra-
A recent report from the Vatican, at | fGrnai regard for the departed one, who 

Rome, represents that .the United. ' ' . .. .
States leads all other countries in the 
contribution of “Peter pence’’ to the 
Pope, $142,200 being the amount of the 
American gratuity for the year 1888. '

religion, was to do good, and help the 
needy. ’ B. B. HILL. .
, M. E. CADWALLADER.

scattered seeds of' kindness alt along 
life’s way, even to the end, and whose

kingdom bf beings; and as to the higher worlds 
also, it seems to carry mie right out of myself 
up into brighter and better conditions than any 
.belonging to earth. .

These books which you give away—Ghost 
Land and Art Magic—are. worth many dollars 
to such as are not already informed as to occult 
lore, and they need perusing more than once to 
become interested and benefited. I have twice 
read both of them—every line—and the second 
perusal gives me more satisfaction by far than 
the first. I am greatly charmed with them, even 
if they had not been a premium from our editor 
whieh, of course, makes them doubly prized.

1

A special meeting of the Ohurch of 
the Soul will be held in Handel Hall, 
40 Randolph street, Sunday evening, 
Feb. 19. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
will deliver the address, and as it will 
convey a special message to Chicago 
Spiritualists, it is desired that as many 
as possible be present at this meeting.

ERVIN A. RICE, Pres.

HE WANTS_A CHANGE.
To Chicago Spiritualists:—If there Is 

a Spiritualist society In the city that 
does not open Its meetings by singing 
“Nerarer, My God, to Thee,” or by 
praying to that greatest of all myths, 
the Christians’ God, will some friend 
■please drop a card to my address so 
•that I may have the pleasure of attend-



■ECLECTIC M/WftZlNE,
ValuableThoughis and Information Selected from the Secular Press.

WAS IT REAHIY? •
Or Was It Hypnotic Influ- ;

ence ? 1
—- I

A CURIOUS CASE, ILLUSTRATING , 
Tlffl MYSTERIES OF NATURE, 
OR demonstrating how EASY 

‘ IT IS TO DECEIVE THE MIND
GHOST OF THE REP’HLBS-PRO- 
OESSION LED OUT OF A- GLASS 
JAR BY A SYRIAN MYSTIC.

“When we of the Western Hemis
phere undertake to explore the region

¿ie ocqult we have things’ t0Je^n 
nf the Orientals at every step of the 
way’’ said a New York man who has a 
fondness for psychological study and

TnvesUgatVn of Phenomena, in 
spiritism. This fact was bi ought 1m 
nres«ively to me last summer 14 a dem 
Jmstrottan given by an educatad Syjan 
with whom I was brought into 
for some weeks during, my J*e-

iSi. S’ “ S

Mohammedan or Buddhist. (
Ing with him one day on the subject m 
Inlrltlsm I got an off-hand expression of 
Snion from him that I bad not anticl-

warning exclamation from the Syrian, 
as something passed between me and 
the light. It was my friend, his head 
held forward In an attitude of rapt at
tention, advancing as if drawn by an in
visible cord toward the crucible. I 
caught him around the body with both 
arms; the Syrian, stooping, covered the 
crucible with the stone slab which 
served as lid, extinguishing the flame, 
and my friend was struggling and re
monstrating in the Incoherent words of 
one roughly aroused from sleep.

‘“Let me out of this,’ he exclaimed, 
coming fully to himself. ‘Open the 
door—the window—any way that’s the 
quickest’ ,

“ ‘Ah!, that’s better,’ he said, with a 
sigh of. great relief, as I rolled up the 
curtains, threw the shutters oped and 
raised a window. ‘You grabbed me just 
In time, If I’d been left to myself I’d 
have joined the procession up" through 
the ceiling and been I don’t know where

SEE THINGS IN WATER
Crystal Gazing in Chicago.
black' art of the ancients- 
■ UNCANNY REPRODUCTION OF 

SCENES .IN FAB DISTANT

P““Why do you in England and Amert ] 
ca who call 5'ourselves Splrltual sts , 
strict your belief and seek manifesto 
tfons only of (feparted buman souls^ 
he said. ‘The weakness of your faith 
is In denying—in ignoring, at any rate 
tie spirit in other forms of animate life. 
Thus you would assert for your, so 
what you would probably ffimy, of the 
living creature be is tormenting.

“We were In my garden, and we were 
looking, ns he spoke, at a striped gart®^ 
Lake that my little boy bad found and 
W“‘IPJXSd"oknow nothing that can 
bespoken of the Powers and contin- 
uanee of the Incorporeal sPirlL । Syr 
lan continued. ‘Yet if you w 11 provide 
the simple means for ft“exP®r‘“eon.t,^ 
Will take some little time and trouble ! 
will give you a manifestation of that 
creeping thing beyond its body-a v Bi
ble/novlng representative—as PoslJ,ive 
as any thing you have affirmed of miate- 
rlallzed forms In your spirit clicles. 1 
will drop this basket over the snake-so 

. -and detain him alive. Now for j’our 
part. Please fetch me a jar of olive oil 
farce enough to hold him.

“I went into the house, to the kitchen, 
and got from the cook a two-quart glass 
preserving jar and a bottle of olive oil. 
I poured the oil into the jar and the 
Syrian dropped the snake into the oil.

“ ‘We need «not stop at this, he said. 
‘Let us find others-snakes, lizards, 
worms—anything that creeps and 
crawls. I will show you that they shall 
all manifest themselves as Incorporate

by this time.’- .
“I had promised my wife and a young 

lady, our guest, that the experiment, if 
successful, should be repeated for their 
benefit. My. wife pleased me by back- \ 
Ing out after hearing my account of the ; 
performance.

“ ‘It's too creepy for me,’ she said. I 
can Jie made uncomfortable enough 
without going to quite so much trouble?

“But our visitor, who had been grad
uated from Vassar the summer before, 
held me to my promise, and the Syrian 
came over In the evening and started 
the procession again with a fresh lot of 
the oil and alcohol. It worked the same 
as before, but the effect on the observ
ers was different I had become im
mune, so to speak, and looked at the 
strange apparition with a feeling asi 
free from any occult Influence as If the 
thing had been the panorama of the 
vltascope. With the young lady It may 
have been natural temperament, or-a 
case of forewarned, forearmed; at any 
rate she went through the ordeal with 
perfect coolness. But she was satisfied 
with very little of it, and afterward 
confessed to having kept her eyes shut 
or turned away for a good part of the

LANDS - THE DANGERS AND 
TROUBLES ON ABSENT FRIENDS 
ARE SEEN IN A GLASS OF 
WATER. . ,
Crystal-gazing, supposed to be one of 

the lost arts of the old-time nec
romancers, dead with the days of 
anelent Egypt, is being practiced te-day 
in Chicago, and there is a coterie of 
young society “biid.?” who peer into the 
future by. means of mirrors ana tum
blers of water, besides other people who 
go at it in a more serious maimer.

thi visions c'ncopfiteref tylifiewJO 
women agree In, refusing to disclose, 
but of so personal and, surprising a 
character have some of tlièm been as to 
all but disrupt the long-time friendship 
existing among the ftilr crystal-gazers 
and to cause a period of. excitement 
designated by the yduilg Brother of one 
of the fair seers as aj"grond old row. 
The subsequent engagement, marriage, 
and after-wedding i;emovaj of one of 
their number each separate girl claims 
thé honor of seeing in tiie glass of 
water, and the unexpected sudden 
death of the mother of another comrade 
Is also mentioned as. having been dis, 
closed to several of tbe pretjy gazers at 
once. ,

Among some of tin? students of the 
crystal-gazers’ art in' Chicago It is said 
that the tumbler of water' should1 Re, 
only held while the breathing process 
is gone through with, and that the per
son whose past, present, or future is to 
be disclosed should vitalize or mag
netize the Innocuous fluid. Others 
again, insist that the tumbler, mirror, 
or lens should be encircled by the hands 
the entire time of using, and that the 
mirror should also be swathed in folds 
of black velvet.—Inter Ocean.

NATURE SPIRITS,
Miss Mave Carrig, a young llterateur • ——-

and artist of Irish extraction, but just Anri \A/ha+ la : Hlaimed now a resident of Chicago, is one of the And Wiiaj. IS U»l3imeQ 
few individuals to whom the power of 106171. ■
divining the future in this manner eatae I ■------

time. She described the phenomena, 
which had greatly amazed her, coolly 
enough to my wife, but in the ¡light she 
awoke the household by screaming in 
her sleep, and it was no better than an 
even chance for an hour that she could 
win clear of an attack of hysterics.

“Next day, under domestic pressure, 
and to gratify my own feelings as well, 
I took my gun and the jar of reptiles to 
a woodland back of the house, set the 
jar on a tree stump and blew jar and 
its contents to smithereens with a 
charge of double B shot fired from five 
paces away. Two nights later my wife 
gave a party, with card tables placed 
In the laboratory and a bottle of whisky 
and a box of cigars set oqt for the play

for

dIdlb morntw row
Critically Examined and Compared with Modern Mediums 

and Messages. By Moses Hull.

NUMBER ELEVEN. . before all that I have told you shall be

FULFILLED PROPHECIES.
I- promised before these articles closed 

that I would refer to. a few anclent and

Strange than true, that of aE the■ Bibli
cal predictions, none have been fuelled 
except those supposed to havebeen 
made in some way by His Satanic

■ Majesty, or some of his sub°l’dln!^e®: 
.-..In the Garden of Eden, God and the 
snake both, for the time being? turn 
prophets; God’s predictions fa lied 
while the gods acknowledged that the 
serpent told the truth. In Gen. 2.16-17, 
God Is represented as saying. Of every 
tree of the garden thou mayest fieoly 
eat; but of the tree of knowledge of 
good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it, 
for in the day that thou eatest thereof 
thou shalt surely die.”

Man. violated, but not until after the 
serpent bad quoted .God’s words and 
pronounced them untrue, In. chapter 3, 
verses 4 and 5, the snake Bfys-7, ,.

’ “Ye shall not surely die; for God doth

fulfilled.
11. “With respect to you (La Harpe), 

a wonder will take place: You will 
then be a Christian." f

This caused much comment and mer
riment Many of tho company said:. 
“If we live until La Harpe becomes a 
Christian we are Immortal." At this 
point he began to read the fortunes of 
the ladies present.

12. “Your sex, ladies, will not protect 
you. Duchess de Grammont will be 
drawn on a scaffold—you and many 
other ladles with you'upon a hurdle 

¡with your hands bound behind you.” 
’ Thus Cazotte went on reading the 
■fate of many others, and at last his 
¡own. I have tried to condense several 
■pages into a few words. It is enough 
to say that these predictions were ful
filled to'the letter.

With one more paper, mainly on 
: mediumlstlc predictions, this series of 
i articles will close. 

.worthofflno iok.
your trnd »ddreN« »n4 wo will „WSi

mm with premium Hit »nd full UikuciloM. Whin JOU MU , 
Kik Powder eend the mouey to ui Md
Thlsli on honeatofler. We trattrp«»."«»

The above Is the number of the pres? 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew, 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad? 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper. '

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that alì or 
durs must be accoro

forms.’ ,, .,
“My boy by this time was highly in

terested, and the three of us started In 
on a round-up of the gardens apd ad
joining field. A small green snake, two 
lizards,-a centipede, three caterpillars, a 

. 'butterfly and half a dozen angle-worms 
was our bag of an hour’s hunting. AH 
Were captured alive and unhurt, for 
that they should go into the jar in this 
condition, the Syrian said, was essential 
to the success of the. demonstration.

• They were dropped '¿¡to the oil, which 
then completely filled the jar, and the 
cover was screwed on. Then by dlrec- 
Sion of the Syrian the jar was placed 
where it could be in the direct raj's of 
the sun all day long. The place select
ed was the roof of a lean-to, on the 
South side of the stable, which could be 
reached only by ladder—and he directed 
that the jar should remain undisturbed 
for twenty-one days.

“ "Then I will come anfi give the dem
onstration that shall astonish you,’ he 
¿aid. ‘You have at your laboratory the 
other things we need—a crtlclble, alco
hol, and shutters that win darken the 
ioom.’ . , x „ .

“In the afternoon of the twenty-first 
day from this time the Syrian came 
over to the house and we went together 
to examine the jar on the roof. It had 
been undisturbed, and in the oil, now 
iliirhllv turbid, the reptiles and insects

ers—‘to clear the atmosphere of snake 
ghosts,’ she said. The Syrian was not 
Invited, and ever since the day of the 
experiment has been regarded with dis
trust by my wife.

"I afterward talked with my Syrian 
friend about the demonstration he had 
given me, but he spoke of it with In
difference and shrugged his shoulders 
when I asked him to account for it

“ ‘I can explain It neither more nor 
less than I can explain the existence of 
the air, tfee reptiles and the fire,” he 
said. ‘It is you of Europe and America 
who try to reason out and account for 
things. You seek; marvels as children 
and pull them to pieces forthwith, hop
ing to penetrate their secret Theoso
phy, spiritism, miraculous healing, so- 
called are your toys, which you pre
tend to Investigate, and you write and 
talk of them in a learned manner. I, 
pretending to fathom nothing, with an 
experiment openly made with simple 
physical means, put you at fault 
straightway.”—New York Sun.

lay on the bottom or partly afloat We 
took the jar to m/ laboratory, a room 
where in the summer leisure I carried 
on some Investigations In chemistry and 
mineralogy. Into a crucible, a cylindri
cal pot of fire clay holding two-thirds of 
a quart, the Syrian turned a small por
tion Of the oil from the jar and upon 
this poured as much alcohol, p By clos
ing the shutters and lowering the 
heavy green curtains tRe room was 
darkened to the blackness of night. 
The crucible was set on the floor at one 
end of the room, and, with a friend 
whom I had invited to witness the ex
periment, though giving him no hint of 
its nature, I took my place at the other 
end. With a match the Syrian set on 
fire the alcohol. The flame sent a pale 
light from the crucible to the celling 
and dimly showed the form of the Syr
ian standing to one side. For several 
minutes—five perhaps—this was all I 
saw Then my friend clutched my arm.
“‘What kind of delirium tremens 

show are you giving, anyway?' be de
manded. ‘It’s life-like, but I don’t like 
the cast of your performance.’

«‘Why, what is it you’ve found?’ I 
asked, for I could see nothing that 
called for his remark.

FIGHTS A SPIRIT

■naturally—she knows not precisely how. ¿ENARES— iMiss Carrig’s' favorite method of 0»»®^QBY FIRE Al BEN. 
crystal-gazing Is by means of a glass of HINDUS WALK, UNHARMED
water. OVER A BED OF .LIVE COALS

“The first time I realized that I was BEFORE MRS. BESANT AND
able to read the future by means of a OTHERS ■
c3 ‘TwArBittlng8^’ thSeaydlS A controversy having arisen in some
tabli’of a ftlend^llstening to W of the city papers about tlie recent per- 
anxlously expressed wondering? as to formaiice »MjjoJ1'® h»r^?uallv\ook 
w’hfit had become of the son of whom I nares, an account of what actually took le haJllost“s“gtt for ?mTy^r“
idlv carelessly Erazincr into the juass of I Qf Interest to the readers of th© Oivl watmSh stood^ side of and Military
•plate. Almost before I knew what was the tecent cowventlen of The 
happening that narrow glass seemed to osophlcal Society■ thM, a good many o 
expand and widen in a wonderful "man- us who are interested in tRe life of 
ner; then flashes of vividly colored light India below ^jt^a
M appear ” cer^sect of SWvSHindus, Who

“First I saw the son of my friend, I claim the power of rendering fire harm- 
whom I had never met, and I assured less? to give L?e ¿u? ui

thnt T whh 1'lirht In believing it ers. Accordingly a trench was aug in tobe toeybung man ta question by d“ I the grounds o? the Tagore Villa about 
scribing him to his mother, and even fifteen feet Jong by four, and this was Xg minute details of his hair, facial filled with logs nf wood which were 
appearance, and so on uqtll she was left to btaedl dfty. Iri ton eveffing the 
fully convinced of his identity, although trench was tilled by a thick tavei of 
he was in a foreign land ffiariy thou- glowing coals giving off a ttem&douB 
sands of miles from the place to Which heat - At 7 p. m. wo repaired to the 
he was sunnosed to have gohe. Then 11 scene of action. Our patty consisted of 
told her of bls circumstances, financial Mrs. Besant, Countess n achtmelster, 
and otherwise; of the serious illness Dr. Richardson, late professor' Qf 
throuzli which he had just passed, and istry at university College, Bristol, D . ■ of aSnumber of remarkable erents Pascal, a Fl'ehck doctor of mefficine: 
whinh wnniiY nrp«?Antiv hRDDcii to btiri? I Mt« Bertram e Keightley, banlstei at 
and which really did happen, in every law; Miss Lilian Edger, A. M.; Colonel 
dpini7 M was actuallv nroved by his I Olcott, and others. Chairs were ar- 
own letters Previous to this time I ranged for us on a kind of dais formed 
had never dreamed of crystal-gazing, of the “«XhtTret foomR ^Thls was 
but after this experience I took to look- and about eight feet from It. This w 
ing in my glass of water at mealtime^ the nearest point to the big fire at 
oopn qionallv and I have never yet done I which one could beai the scorching occasionally, and I bare never yet oo^e

E trench was a dense, but orderly crowd
I of hundreds of Hindus. All waited 

REMARKABLE MX- wlft eager expectation. At last a 
PERIENCE. hubbub approaching from the gates of

Another of the remarkable ex- the villa announced the arrival of the 
perlences with crystal-gazing which procession. • •
have made Miss Carrig at once the It consisted of a chief priest, who pre
wonder and delight of her friends came sided, carrying a sword, two others, 
one day as she leaned, a little tired with who were going to; pass through the 
Dalnting,. against the bank of the easel- flames, and an Image in a glass canopy 
chair in her own studio. A carafe of borne along by others. The leader In
water stood on a small table near, and timated that his two, colleagues would 
as Miss Carrig’s eyes feU ■ carelessly P4B9 through the fiery furnace, ,and 
upon it she noticed that it expanded kfterwird anybody,, who liked of the 
and palpitated In the manner ol the male persuasion might follow them, 
■dinner-glass which had framed her through unharmed, Dut no women were 
initial experiences in this line. permitted to go through. Then ensued

know that ta the day ye . eat thereor 
then your eyes shall be opened, kria ye J 
shall be as gods, knowing good and ¡ 
evil'.” .... _ ,__ ■That the serpent was right In saying 
that their eyes should be opened? the ■ 
gods acknowledge . when they say: ( 
“Behold, the men is become as one of 
us, to know good and evil! and now, 
lest he put forth his hand, and take 
also of the tree of life, and eat, and live 
forever; therefore the Lord God sent 
him forth from the garden of Eden, to 
tjn the ground frota whence he was 
taken.” Gen. 3:22-23.

Did man die that day? No. The 
samé author says; "And Adam lived 
an hundred and thirty years, and begat 
a sou his own. UReness, after his 
image, and called Ills name Seth, 
the days of Adam, after he had be
gotten Seth, were eight hundred years, 
and he begat sons and daughters, and 
all the days that'Adam lived were nine 
hundred and thirty years; and he died., 
Gen. 5:3-5.

in the light of these scriptures who 
can deny that the serpent was more 
correct in his predictions than God was 
in his? ,.

In the cage of the predictions that the 
spirit of Samiiel made to King Saul, 
through the medium whom the min
isters have named “the Witch of 
Endor,” the prediction, whether given 
by the spirit of dead Samuel, or by the 
■woman, was true. “To-morrow,” that Is, 
In the Immediate future, “shalt thou and 
thy sons be with me.” “The Lord hath 
rent the kingdom out of thine hand, 
and given it to thy neighbor, even to 
David." See 1 Sam. 28:17.

Marvelous Blessing to Those 
Who Are Ruptured.

Cures Reported That Almost Defy 
Belief—Thrilling Words 

„ From Those Who 
Recover,

site amounts, viz:
ART MAGIC and Tire

so without 
manner.’*
ANOTHER

UUU.1 CAUCL 1VUVCD 1U VMM ‘luv. | IT- - . . •
‘‘At the moment'of laying down my a post extraordinary and, in some re
rush ’’ she declares. “I was th nklng, specie, painful spectacle. It Is a doc- 
.annUv. of a friend of whom I am very trine of Hinduism that all the functions

brush, ouc - --------------- =.
casually, of a friend of whom I ¿m very 
fond, and of whom I had heard nothing 
for a long time. A moment later I saw 
this friend pictured In the water before 
me, leaning back in his chair, as though 
physically weak and In great despair,

And Gets the Worst of It
STRANGE STORY OF A MIDNIGHT 

ENCOUNTER AT A LONELY 
CROSSROADS.
Kingston, N.Y.—Much excitement has 

been caused In Lefevre Falls, a village 
about fifteen miles from this city, by 
the alleged appearance of what many 
persons firmly believe Is a ghost Their 
belief in this strange visitor has just 
been strengthened by the story of John 
McGrath, who, the other night had a 
personal encounter with the spirit and 
crime home covered with bruises.

The man was returning from Bloom
ington, a small hamlet In Ulster county, 
at midnight, through a lonely piece of 
woodland, when he was stopped in the 
road by an apparition that stood direct
ly in front of him.

“I could see at once,” McGrath »aid, 
in telling his story, “that the face was 
that of old Nathan, a peddler, who hung, 
himself to a tree-at the cross-roads a 
year ago, but as I knew that he was 
dead I tried to laugh at my fears and 
hastened on.

“When I turned around and saw the 
uncanny object following me, I will 
confess my hair stood up straight, and 
I became so paralyzed with terror that 
I could not run. As I stood in the road 
trembling with fear the apparition ap
proached and sprung at me.

“It seized me around the neck with 
Its cold, clammy hands, and then, with

and heard him give vent to an im
patient exclamation. Opposite to him, 
on the other side of the fireplace, wnicb 
I remembered sufficiently to recognize 
when I saw It with my ordinary eyes 
for the first time many months latet, 
was a man whom I had never seen. Hje 
face seemed fairly photographed on my 
brain, and with such clearness and. pre
cision that I Instantly recognized him, 
upon the occasion of our seemingly ac
cidental meeting at a railway station 
some months later. Through this vis-

‘“Great Scott! Can’t you see? Or 
have I got ’em in the head?’ he. ex
claimed. ‘Snakes and bugs and all man
ner of creepy, squirming things—all go
ing skyward out of your old fire-pot.’

“Then through some enlargement of 
vision or perception I saw what before 
had been invisible to my sight, the 
forms that floated upward in the shaft 
of light from the flame in the crucible. 
Forms of snakes, lizards, worms, at 
first faintly outlined in the pale, bluish 
■light, became more distinct and lifelike 
as I looked, until every tint and mark
ing and motion was plainly apparent 
It was an endless throng of apparitions 
passing upward in the light, with . a 
smooth motion which turned and varied 
■with the undulations of the alcohol 
flame beneath. Among the floating 
forms I marked the figure of the butter
fly, with brilliant wings outspread, soar- 

~ ing and circling to the ceiling, where 
‘the procession seemed not to stop but 
fo vanish. Just beyond the direct light 
the Syrian stood, like a flickering shad
ow, except for the reality of his gleam
Ing eyes, looking at us through, the 
darkness to mark the effect of his ex-

Its white, hideous face near my own, 
began to beat me unmercifully. Gain
ing a little courage, I fought back, but 
my fists, strike as hard as I would, 
seemed to hit nothing but air. Every 
blow of the ghost, however, left a mark 
on my body.

“I suppose I screamed, but I was sp 
terrified I cannot remember. Anyhow

perlment. ' . ,
“Of a sudden the sensation come to 

me of being part of the procession, go
ing along with the snakes and butterfly, 
¿nd it was with start and sense of re
covery that I came to the realization 
that I was myself and standing where 
fr had ‘been all the time. There was a

ion, or whatever you please to call it, I 
was subsequently able to save my 
friend from some serious unpleasant
ness of too personal and peculiar a 
character to relate, and I also came to 
his rescue, at another time, when he 
was very near to death.

VISION IS FULLY VERIFIED.
“Upon this latter occasion I was in 

my own room, trying to read, and vain
ly endeavoring to shake off the in
definable impression rather than actual" 
sensation of physical illness and mental 
anxiety which distressed and oppressed 
me. Raising my eyes from my book 
they encountered a tumbler of water 
which stood near me, and the fleeting 
vision which I saw so interested me 
that I took the tumbler into my hands 
and gazed steadily into it. My friend, 
very ill of a disease which I correctly 
divined jo be pneumonia, lay upon a 
bed in a country quite different from 
the one in which I had supposed him to 
be then living.' I knew that her was 
very ill, supposed to be dying, in fact,, 
and that he was mentally calling for' 
me, although too ill to utter a single 
word aloud. Then the vision faded and

• I could see no more. But the name of 
the place and of the hotel in which he 
Was staying remained clearly impressed 
upon my mind, and I at once sat down, 
although somewhat timid and diffident, 
as one always is when trusting to In
telligences of this order, and not only

the ghost, and I flrmly believe my as- ■ 
sailant was nothing else, kept on beat
ing me until I lost consciousness. When 
I regained consciousness,, about an 
houi>later, I was lying In the middle of 
the road. I was terribly latae and sore, 
but managed to drag myself home."

McGrath is still in bed and nothing 
can make him change his story.

Old Nathan, as the peddler was 
called, was a well-known character in 
the neighborhood, and was supposed to 
have saved a small fortune.

One morning his body was found 
swinging, by the neck to the limb of a 
tree at a cross roads just outside the 
village. Since that time no less than a 
dozen persons who have been In lonely 
places late at night have been startled 
by the sight of what they declare was 
a ghost—New Britain Dally Herald.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesinerize to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of meaiumahip and de- 
veloptaent, and avoid. errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wb. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. . - •

of nature, fire, rain, etc., are presided 
over by nature spirits. This particular 
sect of Hindus claimed to have pre
served the secret of being able to con
trol the fire spirits, so that for the time 
they are unable to burn. Whatever may 
be the explanation, these are the facts.

Certain mystic ceremonies Riving 
Reen performed, and cpcoanUts having 
been tossed into' tU° flames, the two 
junior priests apparently became pos
sessed. With fraritlc shrieks and cries, 
they passed twice. ¿Mund tRe Rlazing 
trench, preceded by, the chief priest 
with his sword, and. followed by the 
brilliantly illuminated canopy. Then, 
still In a frenzy painful to behold, they 
plunged up to their ankles In the 
scorching furnace and passed’ backward 
and forward several times, the redhot

PROPHECIES NOT IN THE BIBLE.
Prophecy Is something which belongs 

alike to every age and nation. In most 
cases where men and women, have 
prophesied without any clew whatever, 
the predictions have been like the most 
of those found in the Bible, not true. 
Yet enough of them have been fulfilled 
to show that men are at times gifted 
with a kind of prehensive power which 
occasionally correctly reads some things 
in the future.

Take, for Instance, the predictions 
made in 1788, by M. Cazotte, as pre
served and handed to us by that other 
Frenchman, La Harpe. These predic
tlops contained more than a dpzen 
definite and Improbable points, every 
one of which was fulfilled. It Is too 
long to quote; let me,- in the briefest 
possible manner, relate some of its prin
cipal points. First, let me say that 
La Harpe, who made and preserved a 
record of this' prophecy, was a great 
man; an honorable man. At the time 
the predictions were maqe he was what 
the world called an infidel; he after
ward became a Christian. He was a 
member, of the Royal Academy of 
Sciences—a man whose honor, perhaps, 
was never questioned. '

1. Cazotte begins by saying, “Yes, 
gentlemen, you will witness this great 
revolution.

2. “You, Condorcet, wlU give up the 
ghost stretched out on the floor of a 
subterranean prison—you will die of 
poison which you will swallow to

coals and sparks scattering.about their 
feet. The crowd followed in their wake, 
first one or two individuals, until tR6 
others, gaining confidence and caught 
by enthusiasm, rushed through in hun
dreds, even little children of four and 
five years old running up and down the 
trench over the burning coals exactly 
as If It had been a soft carpet. All were 
unhurt. Among those who ventured 
was a brother of one of our party. This 
gentleman, whose name I am prepared 
to give privately, walked through.,the 
trench twice slowly, and described the 
sensation afterward as having been like 
walking over hot sand.

A skeptic among us having pro
pounded the theory that the feet of na
tives were covered by an Integument so. 
dense that It was proof even against 
live coals, Dr. Pascal carefully ex
amined the feet of this witness Imme
diately after his performance, and 

..found the skin of the soles was of the 
normal thickness of European feet and 
that they were untouched by the fire. I. 
saw one man deliberately pause in the 
middle of the’trench to pick up a hand
ful of the flaming embers, which he

communlcated with my friends, who 
were as totally unconscious of lift 
whereabouts and condition as I had 
been previous to my glance into the 
tumbler, but also wrote.to blip myself, 

, telling him that I was sorry to be un
able to come to him, as iXbelleved that 
he wished me to do, bufsympathizing 
with him on account otnis sufferings.

“By return mail came .back a letter 
from the physician who was attending 
him, corroboratlnfejuy account of the 
occurrence in every particular, and tell
ing me that my friend, before growing 
too weak to whisper, had continually 
asked for me and repeated my name. 
Subsequently I learned, from his own 
lips, how minutely truthful and exact 
my vision was.” ,

CRYSTAL-GAZING BY OTHERS.
The girlish members of the, little 

group of occult students first men
tioned, however, meet at the house of 
one of the coterie and indulge Inallttie 
supper, which may, perhaps, account 
for the remarkable and astonishing 

' character of some of the visions seen. 
Then each member of the group In turn 
takes a tumbler of water into her 
hands, breathes into It strongly three 

. times—the object of this holding and 
breathing being to “magnetize" or 
“vltaliztf’ the water, and directs her

J Dr. W. B. Bio« ot 871S. Main BL, Adam«, N. Y-, 
has the distinction pt perteotly curing oven the mot i 
difficult ruptures ot long standing. Ho does this 
without causing the patient one bit ot pain, absolute-

One Year, $1.20.
ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 

and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

In England the friends

MB. N. B. SMITH, 
ly without danger, and also without tho loss ot a 
moment's time from tho dally occupation. Ho uses 
no knits and sends Ms method and treatment di
rect to the sufferer's homo where It can he easily 
used without assistance and brings Immediate com
fort and relief.

It requires from tMeo to ten weeks tor the ruptured 
opening to heal, at the end ot which time the patient 
can pitch hey, Utts barrel of flour, plow In the Holds, 
or do any kind of bard work without any danger of 
the rupture coming back. Dr. Blco has cured hun
dreds ot old men who had been ruptured 80 and 40 
years.

They write him letters that a few years ago could 
not have been possible since never before has there 
been a certain cure for rupture. N. B. Smith, ot 
Mound City, Kam, Is one of the mop whom Dr. Klee 
has restored to perfect health. Mr. Smith says:— 
"Although pretty well along In years and With ah old 
rupture that might have ended my days at any time 
I am Just as glad to be cured as though I had my Ute 
to live over again. I was a little bit doubtful about 
Dr. Bice's claims. I have seen so many failures ot 
trusses and treatments that while the plan looked 
wonderful I had my doubts. He cured mo all right 
and I am willing to believe that he will anyone, I 
don’t care how bad off they are." It will pay any 
ruptured man or woman, or the parents of a ruptured 
child to write to Dr. Bice for a copy of bls book which 
he sends free to all. And If you know of anyone else 
who Is ruptured tell Dr. Bl,« to also tend a book to 
him. Do thia at once. Don't delay In a matter of 
so much Importance. Investigate thia marvelous 
method that Is guaranteed to cure rupture.

escape the execution.
3. “Great crimes will be committed, 

in the name of philosophy and reason. 
Reason will have her temples. A.t that 
period there will be no other temples In 
France.

4. “You, M. Chamfort, will open your 
veins by twenty-two Incisions of the 
razor, and you will die only some 
months afterward.

5. "You, M. Vicq d’Azyr, will not 
open your veins yourself, but will 
cause them to be opened six times in 
one day in an attack of the gout You 
will die the same night

6. “You, M. Nicolai, will die upon the

then carried through . to the side. A 
Unen turban which felRfrom some one’s 
head lay on the coals Without Igniting, 
as did the cocoaniits. TIj? priests re
mained on the scene' for about twenty 
minutes, during’which timé the two ap: 
patently possessed men Wete Reid by 
Others. After they I(*ft the. ¡crowd was 
advised to cease experimenting with 
the fire, and no more passéfl over. At 
this stage Dr. Richardson .¿nd myself 
left oiir seats and ¡'attempted to ap
proach to the brink ?of the, fiery gulf, 
but the heat was so tareat that we had 
to turnback.—LahortfClyilÁtid Military 
Gazette. “ 7' • . □ ‘
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TAKE WIDE !
The N. 8¡, A; has' aiaumblr of copies 

of'Mrs. Dr.; J. H. R.; Matteson’s valu
able medical arid hygienic work, “The 
Occult Physician,” on sale, for the ben
efit of Its treasury. .. The book retails 
at ?2 per copy, but .'the gifted author 
who generously presented' these vol
umes to trie N. S. A. has given permis
sion for theta to be sold at Si each. 
This, book should be in,evfery home as 
well as In the hands'of every physician. 
Send for a copy Jo the undersigned. .

: MARY T. .LONGLEY, 
. Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna. Ave. S.E.( Washington, D. C.

scaffold.
7. “You, M. Ballley, on the scaffold.
8. “You, M. Malesherbes, on the 

scaffold.”
At this point In these wonderful pre

dictions M. Roucher spoke up and said, 
.“God be thanked, it appears that M. 
Cazotte has only to deal with Academi
cians. He has just made sad havoc of 
them. J, heaven be praised—” At this 
point Cazotte Interrupted him with a 
prediction which I will give as—

9. “You will die on the scaffold also.” 
Here all parties laughed, and accused 

Cazotte of trifling with them, when in 
the most serious manner he said: “I am 
serious; you will not then be. ruled by 
the Turks, but by philosophy. Those 
who treat you thus will talk .qf reason 
and philosophy; and these things will 
occur in the temple of reason.”

Here he was asked: “When shall all 
this take place?” His answer I will 
number—

10. “Six years shall not have passed

“Nature Cure.’’ By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa G. Conger. Excellent -far every 
family. Cloth; 81.50 «fid 82. ' '

can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna-t 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In ¿plnd that the order for the 

premium book must always be accom« 
pauied by a year’s subscription to Th» 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after? 
wards send for the premluth. The two
orders must come together. Each 
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no Other terms will tho premium 
sent out.
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KEEP IN TOUCH,
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
Tho Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
qhly ?1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic, is splendidly gotten up, li el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely- 
printed on fine book paper, and win 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- 
lam: or A Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses HttlL The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of the Bible In its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, It Is a veri
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the 
subject Price 8L For Bale at thia 
office.

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common Intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what _tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale at this office.

“The Dead Man’s Message," an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $L For sale 
at this office.

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
¿0 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

•'Atlantic: Tlje Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all In
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is intensely Interesting. - Price, fZ

CLUBS HW
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
tho paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now Is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
SI 50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office In the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching Into 
the occult or spiritual should have ths 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, 810.

/Y LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now, 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, “ 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in-thè 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
Ibrary by subscribing for The Pro- 

gresslve Thinker.__________

25 Cents. 25 Cents
Tp ordef to reach a clggs of new readers we will 

send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also send free of charge the back chapters ot 
that remarkable story, “Juno, or the New Wo
man,” written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. x ou should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as al 
new yearly ones will get the baidc chapters free, 
if they subscribe soon.
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THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is" carried out In The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion -of the profits 
returning to each subscriber In the 
form of a valuable book.. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents' only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, sb the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like-Art Magic is Invaluable for. 
reference, and It should be In every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
von in turn to aid us by extending the 
Circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself. '

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
w, D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s ¿net forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of ; 
Humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four-, 
nound book, strongly bound, and con- 
lining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For Bale at this office. .Price, postpaid, 
IB, It 1b a wonderful work and you 
jrill be delighted with it.
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RERE. IS OUR
PREMIUM SOjOK

• Everyone lias a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, M E 
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA. '

I satisfactory presence was that of John 
Buckley His message was delivered 
in his own characteristic manner, which 
alone would preclude deception. Oth
ers .have Come, in fact it fs no trouble 
now to communicate with the spirit 
world. It is doue every evening at 
Prof. Perkins’ circles.’ Whether the 
spirit does appear or not there! is no 
doubt of the good faith of many of Its 
believers, and, as one said: ‘You would 
be surprised to know how many do be
lieve and fail to avow their faith.' ”

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

• Feh, 18,1899. „

fo. 
fe

I

This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in

third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper, and 
pages in all,

exact pic- 
outside or
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it willbut as a pre .

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

£<t>

GENER/VL SURVEY..
ti THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS

DOINGS,.ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that a _ 
Progressive Thinker is set up on “ 
Linotype machine that must ma 
speed equal to about four compos' • 
That means rapid work, and It Is c»» 
tial that all copy, to insure insertion u 
the paper, all other requirements uej ¡5 
favorable, should be written 
on white paper, or with a typewrl , 
and on only one side of the.l)aP®1’ 
you are not a fairly good P*®“ ' 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oo g 
The Progressive Thinker._____

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
lu alone responsible for any asse^.,tor 
cr statements he may make. The e 
allows this freedom of expression, 
Hevlng that the cause of truth cttn 
best subserved thereby. Many of th 
sentiments uttered in an article may oe 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, J 
that is no reason why they should 
suppressed. No one P?1’8?11 
whole truth, hence kindly 
should always be entertained for tnos 
who differ from you. 

Hamilton DeGraw writes: “I wait 
anxiously every week for The Progress
ive Thinker, and have an intellectual 
and spiritual feast ou its arrival.”

We regret to learn that Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets is at the Hahnemann Hospital, 
this city, and cannot reply to corre
spondency for some time. We hope she 
will soon recover. .... ...........

O. J. McKenney writes’from Grant’s 
Pass, Oregon: “Thinking you might like 
to hear from your friends in southern 
Oregon, I will try to give you a brief ac
count of Brother G. 0. Love’s meetingai 
here. He gave series of six lectures to 
crowded houses and his tests were 
nearly-all recognized, and they were 
very convincing. He bus created cón- 

■ sldernble interest among our . church 
brethren, and we hope to have him with 
us again in April when we expect to be 
able to form a society here. Brother 
Love js a pleasant speaker and his ar
guments are logical, and lie is a gentle
man that I am glad to recommend to so
cieties as speaker- and medium.” _

E. J. Bowtell writes: “The First Spir
itualist Church of Hornellsvllle, N. Y„ 
has made a good start. I lectured there 
on the five Sundays of January, and on 
the Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
evenings. Tlie lectures were usually 
followed by very successful tests 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Stew
art, of that city. The hall was crowded’ 
on tlie Sunday evenings, with a gener
ali}' fair attendance on other occasions. 
On the first Sunday in February I spoke 
at Waverly, N. Y„ where I was hospit
ably entertained at the residence of 
Brother John Racklyeft, the former 
president of the society. He Is now in 
his eighty-fifth year and unable longer 
to take active part In laboring for the 
cause which he still cherishes and aids 
with his good will.”

Mrs. A. L. Drum writes from Texark-

mamma:»»»

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
tlie General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. ________

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name aud ad
dress of the writer. We desire to. know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

choir. We also have good attendance 
at our mediums’ conference and fact 
meetings. This being the eapitol city, 
and the legislature in session, the Spir
itualists are busily at work sowing seed 
broadcast, knowing it will yield a fruit
ful harvest in season.”

At a called meeting of the Second 
Church of the Soul, held In the parlors 
of Mrs. M. Andrews for the purpose of 
selecting officers to fill vacancies caused 
by the withdrawing of president and 
secretary, R. Spaulding was elected 
president and Mrs. L. S. Vaughn, secre
tary. Dr. Henderson and Mrs. Vaughn 
were appointed regular speakers. The 
meetings will continue as heretofore, at 
3 and 7 p. m. every Sunday at Van 
Buren Hall, Sacramento avenue and 
Madison street.

John B. Churney writes: “Your paper 
is a light that will lead all seekers to 
find the truth. Persevere in your good 
work, and success will follow your ef
forts. I renew this man’s paper for he 
said he did not have the money, but 
wanted the paper.” Thanks, my good 
brother, for your kindness. It will be 
appreciated.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side'has been fortunate in secur
ing the"services of Moses Hull for two 
lectures ou Sunday, Feb. 19, at 2:30 and 
7:30 p. m. The auditorium at 77 Thirty- 
first street (in which the mass-meeting 
is to be held) has been secured for the 
evening session so that none will be 
turned away. The afternoon services 
as usual, in the hall above. Mrs. Geor- 
gla Gladys Cooley will follow Brother 
Hull at both meetings, with spirit mes
sages. .

Dr. C. T. H. Benton writes: “Private 
instructions in mediumship will be 

' given at the Home, No. SSlO'/a Rhodes 
’ avenue, every Tuesday. Trumpet se
. ance will be given Wednesday evening, 
c Feb. 15, by Mrs. Brown, assisted by

S M. Price writes: “I am greatly ; 
pleased with the independent attitude j 
of The Progressive Thinker. Keep on < 
forever doing good!” '

j. F. Sanders, M. D., writes: “I re
ceived Art Magic in due time, which is 
worth many times what both it and a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 

‘ Thinker costs. I 'have only had time to 
dance over the book but think I will 
like it immensely. If it is as interesting 
and instructive as Ghost Land, which 
I received with my last year s subscrip
tion to your valuable paper, I will feel 
amply repaid for so small an expendi
ture of money. I cannot understand 
how vou can afford to give absolutely 
free such beautiful instructive and in
teresting books as Ghost Land and Art 
Maric. Am reading Ghost Land over 
the second time and find it more inter
esting than the first.”

Moses Hull has issued the twentieth 
edition of the “Spiritual Songster.” It 
seems to take exceedingly well.

Will C. Hodge reports excellent meet
ings at Muncie, Ind. Large audiences 
nrp the rule and great interest is mani- 
tested. He is engaged for the anniver
sary meeting at Paw Paw, Mich., the 
last Sunday of March, and is open for 
further engagements. Address during 

■ February, 514'/2 S. Walnut street, Mun
cie, Ind.' Permanent address, 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill. ,

Mrs. Lora Holton is engaged to serve 
the Englewood Spiritual Society for the 
month of February. Will answer calls 
to attend funerals and weddings; also 
open for camp engagements. Address 
331O’/j Rhodes avenue, Chicago.

H. M. Wollam writes: “Though not a 
• Spiritualist, I will say that I am very 

, much pleased with your paper, and can
not get along without it. I have now 

' been a subscriber for several years.”

‘I ? “! . .----- ——

THE iWWORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG. 

. ' t-T----
HELL OFoFiRE AND BRIMSTONE.

The old itbll of Ure and brimstone has 
never been” seen’by a dweller on the 
other side 4rho; m:uy have used mortal 
lips to speak er hand to pen a message. 
However this mode of torture in the 
future life £qt to' be woven into human 
thought, it is utterly denied by one and 
all who speiik this message. That, there 
is a hell condition on the other side of 
life is true, even as we have glimpses of 
tlie hell and state here when we walk 
consciously aside'from the paths of rec
titude; but these sufferings are mental 
and not physical, which does not be
long to the after-life, No one who has 
felt the pangs of regret, of remorse, 
apd shame, but knows how actual Is 
the punishment and how penetrating 
the pain.’ The spiritual messages are 
almost uniform in statement that there 
are myriads of conditions over there; 
not the two of Protestant theology, or 
the three of Catholicism, but ass nu
merous-as the varied temperaments of 
humanity. The 'old theology, amid 
much that Is conflicting, has taught 
that a miracle;'.takes place at the

ana, Ark.: “Brother Francis, wherever 
we go, we do not fall to find the dear 
old Progressive Thinker, and how it fills 
my heart with gladness to see and know 
our grand and glorious cause is slowly 
but surely progressing and coming to 
the front, as nothing but truth can. We 
are located here for the present, and In-

Lora Holton. Every Wednesday even
ing Mrs. Holton will be present with 
her beautiful spiritual songs and the 
public can always look forward for 
something out of the ordinary; and 
when it becomes known that a musical 
treat Is In store for them, standing
room will be appreciated. If Mr. H- S. 
McNutt, formerly of Greenville, Mich., 
will send us bis address, he may hear of 
something to his advantage.”

Mrs. Bouchard writes from Michigan 
City, Ind.: “We have bad a visit recent
ly from Mrs. Lydia Sholdice, of Irving 
Park, Chicago, who lectured, gave tests, 
psychometric readings here, which were 
very satisfactory. Her evening services 
were especially interesting, and what 
seems very pleasing to all true Spirit
ualists.”

A correspondent from South Bend, 
Indian, writes: “Mr. J. Frank Baxter, 
of Boston, Mass., the well and favorably 
known lecturer and medium, began a 
booked engagement for nearly two 
months here, under the management of 
the First Spiritualist Society, on Sun
day, Feb. 5, most auspiciously. This Is 
Mr. Baxter’s third engagement, a series 
of lectures each time, and so his name 
on this coming parried with it assur
ance resulting in much enthusiasm and

G. W. Kates and wife are having suc
' cessful meetings In Titusville, Pa., and 
" will remain there during February. 

Will return to Rochester, N. Y., for 
March. They had good meetings in 
Olean, N. Y., February 1, 2, and 3. 
Their summer dates are nearly all 
taken. They have a few vacant dates 

’ that can be Ailed In Michigan during 
July and August. For next fall and 
winter engagements address them 156 

: Meigs street, Rochester, N. Y. I
H. O. Van Voorhls, prerident of the 

‘"“First State Society of Spiritualists, To
peka, Kansas, writes: “Our society has 
had the services of Lillian L. Snow, 
wife of ex-State Printer Snow, the.past 
three Sundays, for lectures and tests, 
and we have further engaged her for 
February and the .first Sunday in 
March. Mrs. Snow tanks second to no 
one in Kansas as a lecturer, and I am 
told by those who have had the oppor
tunity to hear other workers, that her 
readings or tests are the best they have 
ever heard. We are having good attend

' ance, and- steadily growing ln: member- 
»hip. Have good music by a volunteer

change, i>rovlded bne can believe a cer
tain dogma, that'is, the blackleg and 
the thief, the depraved sensualist, ihe

Soul to soul, thought to thought, these 
two beings stand who have chosen each 
other out of all the world; and taking 
each other’s hands, they do enter into 
a holy compact to fulfill the law of love, 
and help each ocher on the path of pro
gress in the divine life. Such a mar
riage, the result of magnetic attraction 
between these two, of affinity in soul 
consciousness; cannot be a failure; ad
versity may come, it will only cause 
them to cilug together with more 
divinely inspired energy; sorrow may 
weave its wreath of cypress for their 
brows; they will bow together before 
the shrine of Immortality, and scatter 
sprays of myrtle in the graves of 
earthly hopes. Duty may press, trial 
may try, tears may flow; but love will 
be, sufficient for these things; and to
gether In the sunset glow as in the 
flush bf dawn, they will worship God— 
within, without, above; the divine soul 
of Love.

We know too weir that the happiness 
of earth’s people is often impaired by 
mistaken marriages, which are produc
tive of both present and future sorrow. 
Marriages which afford but sorry con
ditions for that divine sacrament of
sopì, parentage. Involving physical tin

murde er 'can be transformed through ! perfections, mental weakness, and 
this belief into tit companionship with spiritual poverty upon the offspring^

tile union. These marriages of con-the morally and spiritually elevated. 
Spiritualism Insists that each one grav
itates to his own sphere, that the filthy 
in mind are not'changed Jn character 
by the change of death, that mentally 
and morally they ar,e the same as on 
earth, and that' time and effort are

bef01'e aOy Cha“6e Cttn "'iWM and studied? Education has 
There are many things which our lingered long ou the mental plane, now limited sensee-pXptlonsdo not permit ’ it needs io ascend the spiritual ahitudes 

us to grasp regarding the future life, i where the light horn bates of gold 
hut oiia thimr is belntr continually re- streams upon the divine self or ego, 

causing a revelation of thought, feel
ing, and character, which will protect 
it from tlie possibility of an error In

yenlence, born of worldly ^motives; per
haps merely the result of physical at
traction through beauty of face or 
form; wholly regardless of magnetic, 
planetary, or soul conditions; will no 
longer be contracted when spiritual 

I science becomes more universally

but oue thing is being continually re-
iterated, that all

ARE HAPPIER IN THAT STATE

tend to do all the good for the cause we 
can. How we, poor hungering souls 
longing for greater progression and 
spirituality, watch and wait for The 
Progressive Thinker each week, and 
would rather go without our dinner any 
day, than without it. The cause is pro
gressing nicely here in Texarkana. We 
are holding seances and meetings two 
and three times a week, or in other 
words, we are doing missionary work. 
Myself and husband are open for en
gagements through Texas, Arkansas 
and Louisiana during the coming 
months of March, April and May, 1899. 
Our phases are Inspirational lectures, 
trance and platform tests and private 
readings. Address us at No. 324 State 
street.”

Mrs. Augusta Buske writes: “If the 
churches only knew of our beautiful 
spiritual truths, how qulckly_they would 
do away with their creeds. True Spir
itualism comes from the fountain head 
of that which is divine. The creeds of 
the churches are made by man. How 
many church members of to-day live 
up to their creeds? They are constantly 
looking for higher and better things, 
something more elevating. How many 
there are in the churches hungering 
and thirsting for that knowledge that 
comes from a divine source; that knowl
edge that lifts one up out of despond
ency and doubt, and brings them nearer 
their loved ones that have passed to the 
other side of life.”

P. C. Mills writes: “I was one of the 
lucky five hundred who subscribed for 
Art Magic. I sent in my subscription 
just as soon as I could get my name into 
the office after I read Mrs. Emma Har
dinge Britten’s notice that such a woyk 
was coming from such a source. I sent 
my $5 to her on her second notice that 
the book was ready. At that time I was 
cutting cord wood in the wilderness of 
New Hampshire, camping in a shanty 
through the week, and Sundays I 
walked from two to fifteen miles and 
lectured-on Spiritualism from one to 
three times, where'no lectures had ever 
been given on Spiritualism, and this 
without money and without price. 
When my $5 arrived at New York, the 
author of Art Magic was in Mrs. Brit-

promise as Indicated by his audiences 
at the opening. On Tuesday evening, 
the 7th, as a reader and vocalist—for 
Mr. Baxter is versatile—he rendered ef
ficient aid in an entertainment for the 
benefit of the society, given by local tal
ent. The last Tuesday eve of the month 
he will take charge of a special enter
tainment in the society’s Interest As 
he will remain here till March 20,—an
niversary demands obliging him to be 
in New England the last Sunday and 
week of March—lie is ready to fill week 
evening engagements in northern Indi
ana and. southern. Michigan, or any
where easy, of access to his Sunday 
work. Address him, lock box 8, South 
Bend, Indiani. Early and prompt cor
respondence, where intention obtains, 
is desirable.” * '

The Dubuque (Iowa) Dally Times 
contains the following In regard to that 
sterling worker, Geo. F. Perkins: "For 
some time the Spiritualists in the city 
have been rather quiet. Not because 
there were nt>t as many here and~thelr 
faith just as strong, but because they 
chose to work in that way. Prof. Geo. 
F. Perkins and wife are now located in 
the city and.-.have drawn the faithful 
about them. At thelr.hall in.-the Fa
cade building they hold meetings Sun
day, Tuesday and Friday eyenlngs, and 
Thursday evenings circles are held at. 
their residence, 49 Arlington street A 
firm believer in the. return of-spirits, 
and one who attends Prof. Perkins’ 
meetings regularly, says some wonder-' 
fui tests have been made. He Inti
mated that while the professor’s lec
tures are Instructive and interesting, 
the real test is the presence of the spir
its and the'messages they bring. When 
asked ns to who had come back to talk 
with their friends, he said: 'The most

than in that of earth. Even those who choice; for there it will watt until the 
disbelieve a future state, when they ' law of attraction draws unto it its soul- 
come back with their message, have mate or counterpart, and they two shall 
said, “Had they been told as a wonder- become qne by spiritual perception of 
ful dream of poet or seer, they should ; each other’s need.
have thought it a phantasm, their new The offspring of such holy marriage 
mode of existence being almost too ' will be the saviors of the race; since by 
beautiful for realization, it being a | gateways of pure, welcome parentage, 
sweet, helpful life, where all their souls wait for incarnation; desirous to 
aspirations could be satisfied as they bless and help the human brotherhood, 
arose.” That communion is possible, ! Here is woman’s loftiest sphere, here 
and that the heart-throbbings of our her noblest task; God given, angel 
loved ones can reach us and be felt, Is a helped—and as the sexes realize their 
huge step. Indeed from the darkness divine authority to pro-create, nourish, 
which prevails. Jt may be that the un- and sustain souls in human form for 
thinking and not. highly moral or in- humanity’s sake; marriage will become 
telleetual soul, who believed in the ! more universally a grand and beautiful 
orthodox creed, may not comprehend j success. As the strains of the wedding 
the meaning pf thp new circumstances ' march fall upon our ears, we shall hear 
Into which .he finds himself. He may | the benedictions of the angels upon con- 
yet be waiting foy the time which he secrated lives; and no longer grieve 
may dimly have.- thought about 6n | over the sale of earth’s white doves at 
earth—the judgment day—when he -- "* *'■" nr

FREE
The Sfina-Cfira treatment 
for the cure of Catarrh» 

A3 Consumption, Bronchitis. • 
■VF-l Asthma» Deafness aud all 

diseases of the Head, 
; Throat aud Lungs. .

HERE IS A CASE OP
Nasal and Bronchial Catarrh« 1

MDH. J. A» DUYALT^IXurrenton. N. C.» Writes • 1
Dkàb Doctor—I ouu nuy notliinu but praise for your 
wonderful treatment, the Sana-Gera Gare. Any one to 
huve seen me three months ago, and seo me now, would 
scarcely take me for the oame portion. I would have 1 
died If it hod not been for you, my Catarrh was rapidly 
going into CouBumptlon; I had such awful apella of 
coughing that I would nearly faint. I can now aleep 
well aud my nerves are aa steady ña they ever wore be> 
fore I got sick. The effects of tho Catarrh in my head 
and chest has entire) y healed ; theVHsebarge» have atop* 
ped and I am moro fleshy thau I ever was in my life.

Three Months Home Treatment Freo!
To introduce the Sana-Cera Cure in every com- • 

k munity and prove that it cures when all others 
have failed, JjWill. for a limited time send med
icines forza ^months treàtmeut free. Senda 
description of your trouble, name and P. O. 
address at once ; or, write for Question Blank 
aud prompt attention will be given you free. 
Address Da. M. Beaty, Prin’l, National Dispen
sary. Den'r P00 W ion-cm " '

E. U. BABBITTS WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Paper cover, 
BOcenU. '

Human Culture and Oure» '
Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development aud 

Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents.
Social Upbuilding»

Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 ceuu.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents; Leat'.e?, 
85 cenU. .
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellant Goth, 
|) ; paper, 50 cents.
Principles of Light and Color.

One of the greatest books of the age, 95; by mall 
82 cents extra.

Thi lo-Morrow of DêâfE
--•OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This ñno volume might, well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
tn that peculiar lutereatlng atylo In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he'«veu 
mentions BpirituaHata as “devotees of a new super-- 
etltlou,” etc., etc., In which he manifests tho muai 

! animus of the “scientific class,” yet he says agalu:

RIGHT LIVING
- BY - ' . ' '' .

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold,” “Al! In ft LlWlrae,'* 

“The Story Hour,” “Bummer I»»y» M Ouwt,” • ■. ■ 
“Sunday Observance,” ejj;., etc.

“Living 18 nn art, a method or expressing groat 
conceptloua: lu fact, the Ugliest method, theuoblea® 
oi the arts.—Thomas Stabb Kino.

This book gives an admirable courao of study Im 
otbtcs, and’ auppltoa a long-felt want of on ecblcaj 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension ot 
cblldren, ub well as older persona wliom.lt Is wisely 
aud appropriately designed to interest while teaching! 
them valuable ethical lessons. .

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted, 
for use In children 8 lyceums. in the hands of . moth
ers and teachers itmay bo made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It Is a mos‘ excellent» 
book aud should be widely circulated. »

. CONTENTSi ,
RlghtLlvIng. .What Is Morality? What Is Ignore 

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning} 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, th^u 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, au Economy of Life«« 
What Know Yo of Juillco?. I'oHttude a Nobl.o PpsJ . 
Besslou. Toniperanco and Intemperance. IstlwUeB / 
of tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality«!' 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An* 
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life; 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of '* 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What lsauOs&?or 
the Worth of a Promise.,Fraud a Crime. TlioPolsoa 
of Slander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Souse. Selfishuess, the Menace of Society« 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverenoo 
¿Duty? belf-Rellauco. Self-Control. Self-Respect!. 
Foolish Pride aud Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis- 
torler. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation » , 
Great Faculty. Pe-severauce, the Friend of Map. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway, 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living, lu Regard to Concealed 
Vico. Beautiful Charity. Fldel.ty, thp Giver ol 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Menjis to Life's Best End. Good Nature; Oue qi 
Life's Best Blossoms. Reason aud Free Inquiry, 
Free Speech. A Free Prem. Rights of Animals. 
Rights of Children. Humim Rights; or tlie Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Pulltenesj—The Gentle- 
mnn. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

Researches, in Oriental History. 
BY QW. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. 12nu>, 407 Paget, Cloth, $1.SO,\

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEABCUES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
D. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.', 
3. DERIVATION OB CHRISTIANITY, d 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?] 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus. . . ________ _
: In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

bave been the holy aud favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher. 2350 years D. C, and its history I9 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It I, 
fully developed Into Christianity, wltbamytbleal hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, coon after the commencement

‘•There Isa true and respectable idea In Spiritualism.” 
and regards as proved “tho fact of communication 
between BuperbuinuuB and the inhabitants of Earth;” 
and nc goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. , 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepane) .a j 
the authors's Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily > 

' select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the :
whole will find not only good mental onlture, but 
much valuable Information. The auebfif holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11.50. ffOi wie at 
this office. • ____

would receive his'reward, but even here 
these poverty-stricken ones are raised 
by sympathy to a plane they com
prehend, and recognize that the judg
ment day Is here and now, and we 
carry each within ais the judgment.

tlie tables of the money changers; or
the prostitution of the divine institution 
of marriage to the lust of passion, the 
unholy touch of which defiles the tem
ple wherein God desires his little child 
to dwell. A marriage made in the 
heaven consciousness, cannot be a 
failure.—Amen.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND— <

THE LAW OF NATURE,
.*. TO WHICH IB ADDED

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologlcel Heavens o 

the Ancients.

of thu ChrlBtUu era. . ..... _____ _______ I
The book demonstrates that Christianity aud Its cen 

tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
ou fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called pagaulsm. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and uo per
son can read It without l istructien and profit, whether 
be readies the same conclusions with the author Wl

■ ' wise. For sale at thia.office.

AN”excellent work, 
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

Jy The “Stellar Key” Is the philosophical intre»' 
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from ths 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Laud; y-Soclety lathe 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres lu the Summer-Landi 
S—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work fur Spiritual 
Workers; 8—intimates In the Summer-Land: 9— Vole« 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition coxv 
tains more than double the amount of matter Ln fafr 
mer edition«, and la .enriched by a beanunu„rrontii. 
piece. Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cenU. PosUge 5 centn. For mH 
nt this office.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG

THE RELATION
Of thoOplritual to the Material Universe; and tbe 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised« 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. ,

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Moseb Hull. A compound of the two pamph

lets. “The Irrepressible-Conflict,” and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, making & 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

ing refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Prlc® 
15 cents. __________________ __

7' THOMAS PAINE 7 
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, . 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol., 
post8vo, 248 pagesj paper, 60 cents; clotb, 75 cents.

This is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books over publlabed. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of humanignorance and misery. The author 
is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment. and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.
In_stated' by Dr, Alfred Wallace 

Chapter XV., pp. 476478, of his work 
on “Darwinism, an Exposition of the 
Theory ofr:'Natural Selection,” for 
which the Royal Society awarded him 
their gold medal, the eminent natural
ist and anthropologist thus states his

ten’s office, and he took my letter In his 
hand and said to her: ‘Send this money 
back to him and the book as a present, 
with my compliments; that man is not 
appreciated.’ That drew Mrs. Britten’s 
attention to my letter in particular. 
They were tlie first persons ' on this 
earth that fully understood me, my mo
tives and character, and the letter she , 
wrote me was of priceless value, and 
the book could not be bought of me for 
any price could I not get another. I al
ways considered the price was nothing 
compared with the value of the book. 
I was proud when you placed it before 
the readers of your paper at such a 
price. Mrs. Britten has been my firm 
friend since that day, and when Ghost 
Land was. published she made me a 
present of that book also, and It is 
prized by me more than gold. I have 
learned many things from those books, 
and one Is the^ower of the human wiil- 
But I want The Progressive Thinker, as 
I have taken It from No. 1, which you 
sent me as a sample copy; and I had 
my dollar In time for No. 2, and I have 
not missed a copy since.”

Rev. Emeline Perkins writes from Du
buque, Iowa: “I want to congratulate 
The Progressive Thinker in its plain, 
outspoken way, heeding neither smiles 
nor frowns. Its heading is a light to 
our home. I cannot see how people 
who claim to be Spiritualists can get 
along as they do without a Spiritualist 
paper in their families, yet one can 
sense the reason when, they are qnly 
Spiritists. We have, worked faithfully 
here In Dubuque over four months, and 
have gathered about us a few kind, lov
ing friends, some new in the work, and 
considering the fact, it has been four 
years since any spiritual work has been 
done here, greater interest is being man- 
iiested toward our society, the First

As

observations and conclusions:
“Those who admit my interpretation 

of the evidence now adduced—strictly 
scientific evidence in Its appeal to facts 
which are clearly what ought not to be 
on thé materialistic theory—will be able 
to accept the spiritual nature of man as 
not in any way inconsistent with the 
theory of evolution, but as dependent 
on those fundamental laws and causes 
which furnish the very materials for 
evolutions to work with. They will also 
be relieved from the crushing mental 
burden imposed upon those who—main
taining that we, in common with the 
rest of nature, are but products of the 
blind eternal forces of the universe, 
and believing also that the time must 
come when the sun will lose his heat 
and all life on the earth necessarily 
cease—have to contemplate a not very 
distant future, in which all this glorious 
earth—which for untold millions of 
years has been slowly developing forms 
of life and beauty; to culminate at last 
In man—shall'be às If it bad never ex
isted; who are compelled to suppose 
that all the slow growths of our race 
struggling towards a higher life, all the 
agony of martyrs, all the groans of vic
tims, all the evil and misery and un
deserved suffering of the ages, all the 
struggles for freedom, all the efforts 
.towards justice, all the aspirations for 
virtue and the well-being of humanity, 
shall absolutely vanish, and, ‘like the 
baseless fabric of a vision, leave not a 
wrack behind.’ . \

“As contrasted with this hopeless and 
soul-deadening belief, we, who accept 
the existence of a spiritual world, can 
look upon the universe ns a grand con
sistent whole, adapted in all Its parts 
to the development of spiritual-beings

SOCRATES AND FUTURE LIFE
But it is principally In his glowing 

anticipations of future life and judg
ment that the Platonic Socrates has 
been the revealer of the unseen to the 
generations immediately succeeding 
him. In the “Apology,” as became his 
profession of universal ignorance, he 
had spoken of not knowing whether 
death was a sleep without a dream, or, 
as he had strong reasons to expect, a 
passage to another place. But in the 
“Phaedo” he rises to an assured con
fidence that those who have left this 
life are still In being, and if we may 
trust Plato, spent his last hours in dis
cussing the immortality of the soul 
with his sorrowing disciples. It forms 
the theme of the wonderful myths 
which conclude alike the Phaedo, the 
Gorgics, and the Republic. These real
istic pictures of the terrors of judgment 
and the blessedness of the heavenly 
state, remind us more of the Egyptian 
eschatology and the vivid description 
of the dangerous journey to the Hall of 
Osiris, and the weighing of the heart In 
the scales of Truth, than anything to be 
found in the Old Testament. The mes
sage of the Hebrew prophets was from 
a living Lord to his liege subjects, and 
concerns the righteousness of his deal
ings with them upon earth. They 
dwelt little on the destiny of the soul in 
Sheol. It was very much to the in
fluences emanating from the school of 
Socrates that the world owed the wide
spread belief in a better resurrection 
which prevailed in Palestine and Alex
andria during the Apocryphal period, 
and prepared the way for the coming 
of him who brought life and immor
tality to light by his gospel.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Re

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mtb, Louisa Southworth, Dr- 

aula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

•‘In every soul there Ie bound up some truth aud 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read 1U
Price 5Oo. For sale at this Office.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKEIt,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “The Occult 
Forces of Sex,’’. ’’Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
•ther workS: Price 2.» eenu* Formate at this office.

LIFE, A NOVEL.
It beams with advanced thought, and is fascinating, 

Price. SO cenx

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL

. CUITA, INDIA.

capable of Indefinite life and perfecti
bility. To use the whole purpose, the 
only raison d’etre of the world—with all 

. its complexities of physical structure,.. 
with its-grand geological progress, the 
slow evolution of the vegetable and 
animal kingdoms, and the ultimate ap
pearance of man—Was the development 
of the. human spirit in association with 
the human body..iiFrom the.fact that 
the spirit of man-n-the man'liimself—is 
so developedi-iWe. may well believe that 
this is the only, or at least the best, way 
for its development; .and we may even 
.seeuniwhat Js usually termed ‘evil’ on 
the' earth one of-ithe most efficient 
means of Its growth. For we know 
that the noblest faculties of man are 
strengthened Bnd perfected by struggle 
and effort Jt is: byy unceasing warfare 
against physical evils and in the midst 
of difficulty iapd .danger that energy, 
courage, self-reliance, and industry 
have become the common qualities of

Spiritual Church, than has peen the ex
periences of old-time workers. We re
gret to hear Mr. G. F. Perkins’ Bister, 
the poet and author, Sarah I. Darling, 
is seriously sick at present at.their resi
dence, adjoining Joaquín JUiller’s honle, 
Dimond, Cal. A. W. Darling, at one 
time a-trance medium, is slowly mend
ing from la grippe. We feel it Is neces. 
sary in these, trying times to devote á 
few moments in a day , to our health 
guides, and Lam rejoiced to have the 
return Of my health since coming to Du
buque. It is more than. I'can express. 
My best wishes go out to .all of my 
friends everywhere.’’...................

Dr. Pratt writes from Wichita, Kans.: 
“For the last three: Sundays we. have 
been having very interesting meetings 
at Library Hall? 140 North Main street. 
Some of psychic phenomena given at

(Continued on page 7.)

the northern;races; it is by the battle 
with moral qyjl, Infill its hydra-headed 
forms, that |he still: nobler qualities of 
justice and ¡mercy land humanity and 
self-sacriflcenuhaven been steadily in
creasing in, the world. Beings thus 
trained and strengthened by their sur
roundings, and possessing latent .fac
ulties capable of such noble develop
ment, are surely .destined for a higher 
and more permanent existence. * * ♦ 
We thus find thafethe Darwinian the
ory, even when carried out'to its ex
treme logical conclusion, not. only does 
not oppose, but lends a decided support 
to, a belief in the spiritual nature of 
man. It shows us how man’s body may 
have been developed" from that of a 
lower animal form . under the, law of 
natural selection; but it also teaches us 
that we possess intellectual and moral 
faculties which could not have been so 
developed, but must have had another 
origin; and for this origin:we can only 
find an adequate.cause in the unseen 
universe of spirit.”.; .

Half the trouble with some people is 
that- they can never give themselves up 
to a given experience or pleasure. The 
mind is always • .
TRAVELING HERE AND THERE, 
thinking, perhaps, that one ought to be 
elsewhere—at home, at work, doing 
something else—anywhere or anything- 
but this present experience, which is 
very likely the wisest occupation for 
the time being. Yet, if having decided 
that the task at hand Is the wisest one, 
we could avoid all anticipated planning 
and fear regarding the future, we 
might get some enjoyment out of life, 
and make the atmosphere of calm con
tentment with well-doing a habit of 
life. Surely there is nothing better 
worth doing.ih life than to attain this 
Inner serenity,, that one may carry an 
atmosphere of peacejyherever onegoes. . 
There is no better preventi ve of'disease 
than this, namely, to be ever looking 
for and inviting Its opposite. One is 
then ready to meet whatever experience 
fate may bring, knowing that in calm
ness and peace one will see how to meet 
it The power of the mind is sufficient 
to meet Its problems, if only It be all 
here, and not scattered about and 
wasted upon fears and anxieties. Con
centration is what Is needed, and he 
alone who ismaster of himself can rise 
superior tó thè atmosphere about him.

Veteran Spiritualists’ Union
All members who. are In arrears with' 

their annual dues are kindly solicited 
tó forward the same to the clerk. AU 
persons doing so or persons joining thè 
Union during the'months of February, 
March and April, 1899 (which costs one 
dollar a year) will have sent to their ad
dress a beautiful half-tone picture of 
the home at Waverly.

, MRS. J. S. SOPER,
■ ■ Clerk V. S. A.

67 Huron Ave., North Cambridge, Mass.

The Most Important Revelations 
Concerning the True Origin.

of Christianity.
Reader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un

veiled,” It I? with the sincere hope that you are earn 
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such Is the case, this advertisement 
will deeply Interest you, and after reading this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusal. Price SI. SO,

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

**I choose that n story should be founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I deafre to 
find nothing In it trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above ali» tnat under the appearances of fable. there 
may appear some latent truth, obvions to the discern
ing eye. though It escape the observation of the 
vulgar.'Voltaire.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the Natlonr.1 with Preface and Notes 

6y Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine. Monument, at New 
Itocbelie also, portraits of Thomas Clio Kkkman, 
Joo Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Boland, 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the most prominent of I'uluo a 
friends hi Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Bclnit tn investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
and new type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cental 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revo: utlonary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab
itants of kmerlca tn 1776, with explanatory notice bj 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an anawer to Mr. Burke’s 1 
attack unim the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’ei Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine’si Political Works.

Common Sense. The Crisis, Rlshta of_ Man,_ ete. 
Illustrated edition. Boat 8vo„ 65U pages, Clotb, ll.OOi 
postage, 2(1 cents. ______

thTgospelotnatuhe.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-
This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bj. 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It hqs been sold for 
•2. but the price now has been reduced to «1. It ts a 
book that will Interest and Inatruct. It coutalna 480 
nages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence lu Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good, and Evil) 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression, Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebuloua Theory; Part“J® 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin, j™ 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality, 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language, The bpin» 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit ; Size and Distance. Spirit« 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra-( 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.
. The aothor says; “Bach. Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or Bplrltual ailment for niin 
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
far thomtwalvM. find that. Is all they COD pOBSlbly OO 
whether they be priest' or layman, teacher or pupiu 
My physical expands by virtue _of that food and nour
ishment of ■which I Individually partake and digest 
My soul moat expand by virtue of the soul eMoticj 
which I Individually gather and comprehend o. digest. , 
For sale at this office.

Costbutb: “The White Bull," a Satirical Romance. 
"Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; "The Sago an! 
the Atheist;" “The Princess of Babylon;” “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;“ I 
“Mlctotnegas,” a Satire on Manklnfl: ’The Worlda. 

.JLGocs;". .“The Black and the White;” “Memnon, the 
Philosopher;" “Andro Dos Touches at Slam;" “Bab- 
abac;” “The Study of Nature;’’“A Conversation 
WItha Chinese;" “Pltflo’s Dream;" "A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure;” "An Adventure In India-,* 
“Jeannot and Colin;1’ "Travois of Scannentado;* 
“The Good Brahmin;" “The Two Comforters;" "An
cient Faith and Fabio."
. One volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and BI 
illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, tl.SOt postage,

JESUS AND THE JMMUMS,
-■OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
ma WAnfl u Careful comparison of some of the SplrltuallBV 
•?<Amnnn th« and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 

MobesHuix. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jcbub woe only a medium, subject to all th? ‘condi
tions of modern mediumBblp. It alBq show, 
the manifestations throughout ths O.g and New iejui* 
ment were under the sainp conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coining of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents. For aalo at this office.

15 cents. *

“Voltaire’s eatire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
ropier,"-Magazine of Am, History. _ __, _______

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.’
—BoatonCommonwcaltU. • _

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records. I

BY DR. PAULCARUS. 1

A translation from Japanese, made under the an& 
nif<r»a nt tha Rnv. Shaku Soyon, delegate toothy ParEcht 2 regions. WasJately publlflUod In Wpa*
Pr<colL For sale at this office. . . •

zz WHITE MAGIO
«»r^is^W 

Far role at this oUlco. . . •
QOSPEL OF NATURE.

By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F.Lyt». AbNbrepMS 
WtAssttltn*It»sUi*- PrloetUML

rtiiitiii hiülHtKHUUu;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

JDy LOTS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a novel written with a purpose and thrt 
purpose Is not inerelv to enable n tintblnklng. Me.

। mina to while away the time In a state of tdlo Jlesred I 
ncss, devoid of earnest thought or’ “^?,JorT?1íel* 
aelMmnrovcment or the good of humanity. It w • 
book designed especially, primarily, 10r '
thoie who are to do mothers; ajd secondly» through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of , 
the racer It brings strongly and dearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings_and inllu- 
enees bearing upon the mother previous to tnaternity.- 
Inctdentally the anlhor touches upon varlons thing, 
tn modern social and business life, which are ¿njust,. 
and ffx unequal burdens upon the Individual, 
Ing society as a Whole. The book is trenchant, Instrnc. 
five and very Interesting, even when regarded, merely

1 re a novel, and Is especially commended to women 
' everywhere," to whom It la dedicated. It also thor

oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Splrttnol Phil 
reophy are Introduced Itcontalnsn ffne llkcncs, or

, the author. It contains sts pages, neatly bound u
1 «loth. Frico by mall, prcpald.il. , 1

I

wliom.lt
prcpald.il


SOME

AND

GENERAL SURVEY, 
(Continued from page 0.)

Dr. L D. Babbitt’s Work*.
The Principles of Light and Color.

or cxpre»»»ge. M™ lu ma»»!« b»lf-Rubsi» umuiw 
’6“Au impSg volume of aeuly .
treat amount of research an th# part of ?VU1 prove ». great acquisition to ScloUtiAc Lita* 
^It^JiomeUbe lhe toremo.t eclentt#«> W»r* .
of thia or any other age.—Franklin Smith, MmA . .

perstition. It the thinker will look 
b»ck over the path leading from the 
Reformation to his present position, he 
will seo it bordered with dungeons, 
racks, of torture piles of blazing fagots, 
and payed,with the bodies of fallen he-

This department is under the manage- 
meut of '

1 Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be g'ven 
anonymous letters. Full name aud a - 
dress must be given, or the 
iioj. be read. If the request be made, 
.tlie name will not be published, ibe 
correspondence of this del)art“}®.. , . 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting P>-ivat® 
ewers, and while I freely glve what 

; ever Information I am abl®-ntbe,fl01pdl

roes., ' x.
The course of the great religious 

streams of India and Palestine flow In 
almost parallel courses, As Buddhism 
was an outgrowth of Brahminism, and' 
Buddha a reformer who brought a new 
light into the world, so Christianity 
grew out of Judaism, and Christ was a 
new light to the gentile world. , •

The similarity is continued in the 
breaking away from the authority of 
dogmas in India, and Christian c°an' 
tries, the birth'of skepticism, and the 
diffusion of knowledge, before which 
all superstitions, creeds and faiths, roll 
together and disappear like; mists be
fore the sun of morning.

the meetings has been of an astonishing 
character. The meeting generally 
opened with a song or short address by 
either Judge 8. M.Juckerm' the wrltet, 
after which Mr. Hubert Child, of this 
place, would take charge. After a few 
Introductory remarks he would hand 
around some cards he had prepared. In 
handing these cards out he was partic
ular- to ask those who had never seen 
dMrvoyantly before to take one. Sun- 
d!iy evening, January 29, thirteen cards 
were given out and eleven out of that 
number wre surprised to find that.they 
were clairvoyant. The interest taken 
in this new departure is something phe-

How to Drive Fakirism from 
Qurfftml^.

There is but onelwajillo settle the 
fraud question, viz.-t Spiritualists who 
are investigating thejphenomeua should 
Inform themselves .upou-ilie method» of 
Impostors in orer to^peajheto-recognize 
fraud when they sw„ite,ajid to thus.be 
enabled to explain, to dupes how it s 
done, as well as Jq . W. Pallc® 
should be assisted,,by ^ritualists lu 
arresting aud proseqi)bng.¡these misci.e- 
aiits for obtaining ^tongy. under false
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-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE,
-------_0----------- -

A LEBBABY OF SPILUTUAL 
SCIENCE.

' . --- ---------o—t~
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
Tbl* work esa*ya to utilize aud explain the vast ar

ray of facta Ln ita field of reacarch by reierring them 
to a common cause, and from them arise fcw*
and condition! of Mao’s spiritual being. Third edl 
tlon. Price, 75 cents. .
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE. ■

heartbreak hill.
Off to the westward a hill I see. 
Clothed In the verdure of grass ana 

tree*Pale mists Hang over,rosily .
When morn unglobes all the dews the

Ko fair it looks that one longs to go 
Where all the flowers have a chastened

And mtoor music the song-birds know, 
Rilling It out with an unreined will

On Heartbreak Hill,
Oh! who would dream what is truly 

there! '
It looks so calm in the e
To go with zest one must put by care, 
Thinking never of pit or snare. 
Wnrklnc only for selfish wants, 
Folding Vice as she laughs and

Human Culture and Cure ‘ 
In six part», four part» being ulresdy Issued. MM 
for eaelr, ^^¿^^of Cure," including Meth- .

-PrlndSes”of Light and Color' Is la every 

to be not less remarkable.”—Dr. Pascal, li uuo riwv, 
‘ Tp“'rOtniLr‘'Mmrlage, Sexual Development and Bo- 
cl?ffibuBuaJinie’avy volume» l»»ued by medical

Force, Insanity, etc.

Health and Power.
“Worth it» weight in diamond».“ Price, Cloth, «Sot». 
Religion, as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
IllUBU-ated, 878 We^aPrte^0BtIlal'J' doth, »1.10, 

No work upon the aame subject has evof'

aime of which are worth their.weight ta

nMiunaeends them all.”—Sfifltual Offering.
- For. »ale at this Offlee ■̂

Charles H. Pratt: Q. Who discov
ered magnetism? What is the value of 
pads, belts, magnetic soles, etc., foi re
storing health and strength? . .

A. Tlie mysterious power of the load
stone was known by. tlie ancient 
Greeks, and Its discoverer is unknown. 
An opinion has already been.published 
in this column, as to the value of mag
netic appliances.iu restoration of health. 
We are Constantly acted on by the tre
mendous magnetism of the earth, to 
which anything in the shape .of belts 
and soles would be unperceivable. 
There is not the least evidence that 
\hese appliances are beneficial, or, n 
fact, that magnetism has any value in

Dealing venom and pain and taunts, 
Leading her victims up to kill 

On Heartbreak Hill.
When starting many know not the 
Of. the*hill where Grief holds a prior 

-And wrong leads on with her 
Through ignorance, folly, blindness,.

shame, . . 7
Until they stand-at the very top, 
Worn and weary, and forced tp sb)Pj 
Or dead in their crooked footsteps diop. 
A stream of tears winds dark and still 

'Round Heartbreak Hill.

“Truth Seeker”: Q. How 
called sacred books are there, and what

U1AWhile the Christians hold that the 
Bible Isithd only inspired and sacked 
book, absolutely dintteet from »il otit 
ers, the same claim is bl0?d 
other peoples, for books they hold in 
^erTa^eteht sacred books and 
these comprise the primitive ™era^re 

' of the world, aud the superstitious ven 
eration with which writing was looked
unon by the ignorant masses of the 
primitive times accounts for the sacred 

. dmracter assigned ^em. The ^adora- 
tlon for the writers who. fiom the first 

■ were thought to be possessed with su
pernatural power, raised them to demi
gods, figuratively fit first, and at lengt 
as an actual fart, and the writings be- 

1 camo the words of the gods or of God.
q“e Semitic race has three sacred 

i books, The Old Testament and the New,

the bodily economy. -

0. Campbell: Q. Please inform me 
where I can find a good, reliable mate
rializing medium, one who would be 
willing to come to my own home ana 
for a stated sum give full form materi
alizations, or no pay ?

.A. It is .doubtful if you can.find a 
“materializing medium” on these terms.

Found a Home Circle, after the plan 
suggested In The Progressive Thinker, 
and ‘have your own medium. You may 
not have manifestations as bizarre'as 
those you have read of, but they will 
be genuine and satisfactory. You can 
also continue your investigations under 
your own conditions.

Some go there with a pure Intent, 
Only by others' misdoing sent; 
Some go following those who went 
Recklessly,' all life's days -misspent, 
Trying to win them back to truth, Baek? from the ways which have 

wrought them ruth, __
On to the lands of immortal youth, 
Out of the marshes dank and chili, 

'Round Heartbreak Hill
The tourists going are not aware 
That skeletons ghastly are burled there. 
Nor know they, writhing in wan de

to

t

Mrs. J. F., Pittsburg: Q. We held a 
circle of seven friends, four ladles and 
three gentlemen, meeting once a week, 
and we had remarkable results, until 
last January. Two trance mediums 
and three clairvoyants were developed. 
Then for causes I need not mention 
only three remained to meet in the cir
cle two ladles and one gentleman. We 
have been faithful in holding our se
ances, and have had no results at all. 
One of the ladles who was the best me
dium, eannot-see nor feel the spirit 
friends, and not even when we first be
gan, were we farther from receiving 
any evidence of spirit presence. How 
are we to explain or understand this ap
parent backward movement?

A. The result of this disruption of 
the circle is not surprising, but just
what might have been expected. Those 
who remained were not Independent 
mediums. The conditions of the ciicle 
were essential to bring them Into sensi
tiveness to the spirit control. This ele
ment which has been taken away by 
the members who have left must be 
supplied by .reorganizing the circle. 
New members must be carefully select
ed and the seances began anew. It is 
possible that the three sitting by them
selves might have success, but scarcely

UIThe1Koran is held in as great veaera’ 
tlon as the Bible by Christians, and the 
prophet who claimed to/,ec.®lv®v ^bpy 
rent Inspiration from Allah, while re
taining the affection of his followers, is 
placed next to God.P The Aryan races, whose cradle was 
In India, the great historic peoples, the 
ancient Persians, the Hindus, and Indo
Europeans, 'have three sacred books 
which are certainly to be regarded. as 
the most ancient of preserved literature- 
These are the Zend Avesta of the rei
slanK the Vedas, of the Brahmins, and 
the Buddhistic Canon. Of these the 
Vedas probably ranks as the most an
cient, although the translation of the 
Zend into forms ot modern thought is 
attended with great difficulties. To 
these must be added the two sacred 
books of the Chinese, a people who thus 
far have bedi outside the great historic 
stream, and taken small part in the con
flict of races. The two great sages, or 
prophets, who by their wonderful writ
ings fixed the literary standard of the 
Celestial Empire with their overshad
owing genius, and have ever since op
posed originality of thought, lived al
most contemporaneously, about oou 
B. 0. Lao-tse and Confucius gave to the 
vast Empire of China the Too to king, 
and the Five Kings and Four Shu. As
sisted by the cumberous and unchange
able forms of their language, the very
thoughts they expressed became crys- 
talized in the words, and learning, as 
understood by the Chinese, consists in 
being able to repeat and exactly copy, 
the sacred books, and exactly conform 
In style to the forms they have made 
unchanging. These books are the 
classic literature of the Chinese, and 
are regarded as the Bible is by its be-

• lievers, or the Koran by the Moslems, as 
inapproachable In beauty of expression 
and grandeur of diction.

Five of these books originated in the 
same manner, and have run courses al
most parallel The Zend comprises all 
the literature of the Persians to a given 
era Writing was held with profound 
and superstitious awe by the early peo
nies The alphabet was a gift of the 
gods, and the scribe set by the throne of 
the king. The tablet of stone on which 
the first writings were preserved were 
held sacred, and a scrap of bark on 
which some mystic sign or symbol had 
been drawn was worn as an amulet, 
shielding the wearer from harm. The 
lingering remains of this belief is to be 
seen in monograms, signet rings, and 
symbolic decorations of religious and 
secret societies. _n

The Old Testament contains all toe 
literature of the Jews to a certain date 
and the New Testament is a collection 

' of the writings of the early leaders in
, the Christian movement
i The Vedas is the most ancient litera 
' ture of the Hindus, written In a tongue 

. that was dead before the New Testa
: ment was compiled. „i,iinBn.. The Chinese Sages wrote as ph los<> 

phers, without apparently entertaining 
the remotest thought of the authority 
which future generations would give 
their works. They have been consider-

• ed as original characters starting up in 
the dense night of Ignorance, and giv
ing these bonks to . the world. There is 
m> evidence to show the relations these 
sages sustained to the preceding times, 
but it would be contrary to reason to 
suppose that they compared their books 
de'novo. '- There must have been legal 
codes, moral sayings and axioms, formé, 
customs and observances, and these 
were compiled into those books, in such 
a masterly manner, that they became 
sacred to future generations even to the 
present Not only sacred, but bound 

_ their believers with chains they could
/ . not break. It is the rule without ex
' cention, that among all races having 

sacred books, progress- depends on 
'- breaking from the fetters these books 

impose, and is measuredcÜy freedom 
! \ tom restraint. They have in all cases

been a burden, like the Old Man of the 
sit on the back of Sinbad the Sailor, to 

; be carried as a dead weight, and after
each race a victory to be pointed at as

- the cause of the result!
' The severest conflicts which have 

been waged, have been those by which 
humanity has attempted to throw off 
this Incubus and gain freedom of 
thought In the Christian world, this 

~ struggle which began actively at the
time of the Reformation, has surpassed 

? in magnitude, intensity, In remorseless 
- cruelty, all others; remains yet unset
' tied—a menace to the future.
V Such conflicts are inevitable for the 

sacred books were written in remote 
• ages among barbarous peoples, before
>, science and its methods were recog

; nized, and are filled with mistaken
; ‘ views of nature and morality. They 
- sanction polygamy, slavery, obedience to

tyrants, the direct rule of the gods; they 
record the views of children ns to the 
aspects of nature, as the flatness of the 
earth, the movement of the sun and 
moon around the world. As 'man ad

' vances In knowledge he receives new 
v views and must break from the book. 
' That book Is regarded as Infallible and 

: has become wrought into the very rab-
- rlc of society, and the state. To object

S ' +Oits teachings is sacrilege, whlch can 
i only be atoned for by death. To nttack

'It is to rebel against the state and court 
- -is racism and severest -punishment 

- Here any step Is a battle, and the hon
- St pioneer is met by the venomous

bate « blgotfy and the vengeance of su-

spair ._
Are starving prisoners hid somewhere. 
Longing, praying to be relieved- 
The dark deceiver, the white deceived, 
But those are dead who have been re

prieved,
And veiled Death Is the sentry still 

On Heartbreak HUI;
The journey up may be wild ahi-gay 
With drink songs, dances, and throw

away, ’
And mouths which never can say you 

nay, ,
For even rose-leaves are common clay. 
But the journey down on the other side!
The road is strewn with the rags . of 

Pride,
And travelers who by the wayside died. 
Oh! of ghastly sights you may take 

your fill
Down Heartbreak Hill.

How strange it Is that the guideposts 
set . . ..

On the road of life are not heeded yet! 
Our feet may bleed till the clay is wet. 
But who that journeys will not forget? 
We tell the tales of oiir perU o’er, 
And think to frighten from rim to core, 
Turning the travelers evermore
Away from the road which leads to ill 

Up Heartbreak Hill.
But on they go In an endless throng, 
With dance' or dirge for a marching

to be expected.

T. A. Mervin, Meriden: Q. ■ Will you 
be kind enough through your depart
ment in The Progressive Thinker to sat
isfy the mindset some as to whether 
the Order of Amoreans is the most an
cient in existence or not? I am a mem
ber of this order and it is claimed by 
the organizers that it flourished long be
fore the building of Solomon’s Temple.

A There was an order of Amoreans 
among the Jewish rabbi, but the mod
ern order has no connection therewith 
except In having taken the name. The 
claim of antiquity is without a shadow 
of foundation.

ügsÊ

P Although I have rftafl many books’in 
this line, I know of jione so completely 
showing up the methods of the army o 
fakirs now imposing upon Spiritualists 
as the one entitled, “Instructions In the 
So-ealled Physical Phenomena of Mod
ern Spiritualism,” published at 50 cents 
« copy by Mrs. Julia- S.chlesiugoi, 53 
Page street, San Francisco, Ual. In her 
introduction to this book Mrs. Schles 
*D“It is not the purpose of the authors 
of this book to deny any ^well-estab
lished, scientifically demonstrated fart. 
It is our purpose solely to expose the 

’ fraudulent nature of much that passes 
current among Spiritualists as genuine 
mediumship, and believed to_ be_tiie 
work of tlie spirits of the dead. When 
everybody is Informed,no one can be de
ceived. For more t)ian twenty years 
we have been earnest believers in a ra
tional philosophy oLthe futjire life, and 
for more than ten years advocated that 
phllosopliy in our publication called the 
barrier ffove. During the past two 
years we have beeoiue. familiar witn 
tlie work of “fake" mediums, and now 
give publicity to their methods with 
the same candid, earnest desire to do 
good,, and advance the cause of truth, 
right and justice, that inspired our ef
forts when we wielded our pen in the 
same cause, through-the columns of the 
Carrier Dove and Pacific Coast Spirit
ualist If this little book will serve to
remove the scales from any, eyes now 
blinded by the horrible iniquities of 
fraudulent pretenders who play upon 
the most sacred feelings of the'human 
heart in the name of the beloved dead, 
the efforts of myself and co-worker Mr. 
Garrison—will be fully rewarded.”

Dr. Becker, president of the Anti-Spir
itualists' Association, has reviewed this 
book, and in so doing has described it 
better than the same number of words 
of mine could express, therefore I quote 
his review, which is, in part, as follows:

‘‘I have an experience of twenty-five 
years among mediums, not as a medium 
for I never saw it in that light, but have 
made so many discoveries of fraud that 
I am free to denounce every attempt to 
do the marvels of mediums as per their

song, , ,
The good and the bad, the weak and

nomenal.” ,,
A B. Jamison, of New York, writes:

“I want to seo the cause your paper , 
represents prosper, as it is the true en
lightenment of the human race. The 
cause of delay, if any, has been due to 
too much phenomena and not enougn 
philosophy1 of religion We can never 
get rid of phenomena in nature, but we 
want to see it on ascending planes of 
mind manifestation or spirit existence. 
When the Spiritualists acquire more 
knowledge, they wUl make their philos
ophy a religion and then we will realize , 
more effectiveness in the cause.

Asa B. Roff writes: “Mrs. Kayner.is 
doing a grand work lu Watseka, Hl. 
Her audiences are on tile increase and 
much interest is manifested in her 
meetings. She does not claim to be a 
lecturer, as she said to the writer, but 
only a talker, Be that as it may, her 
talking is right to the point every time. 
She Is always listened to with rapt at
tention. She teaches true and unadul
terated Spiritualism, and many who 
have never known what Spiritualism is 
arh surprised, and say, ‘Well, if that is 
Spiritualism, I want to hear more of it. 
Church members also attend her meet
ings and seem much surprised when 
they learn what Spiritualism is, and 
find it proved from the same Bible used 
by all the churches. Her readings, as 
she calls them (she does not like the 
word tests), give great satisfaction. 
Many converts to the cause have been 
made. Mrs. Kayner has persuaded our 
little society to unite with the N. 8. A. 
and forwarded the necessaries to on-

Not »orvtle trust to the God»,- but knowledge of the 
low» of the world, belief lu the divinity of man and 
fala eternal progress toward perfection f»»4ho founda
tion of thia book. Price, 11.
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The History and Laws of Creation. Bevised and 

finnnr.Atad RngHeh edition. TUe CoBinogony ot Bpuf 
UualUm.” Brice, H,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THf 

SPIRIT-WOHLD. -i . .
- Engliah edition. Price, IL ■ ■ ' ' • .
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

Containing the'latest Investigations and dlacovorlea, 
and a thorough presentation of till* interesting jiuu* 
ject EngUbnwtlon. Price, '
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, OF

THE SACRED HEART.
Thl» book was written for an object, and ho» been 

pronounced equal in it» exposure of tho diabolical 
methode of Catholicism to • Uncle Toma Cabin. 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological »tory of evangelization 

and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what 'The 
Secrets of tho Convent"!» to Cathollcum. Price. 1»
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta. form circles, and de

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualist». Their teitlmony. Eight-page tract tor 
mUslon work» Single copies, 0 cents; 100 for tl>«5»

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Turtle. Thl! volume contain* the 

best poem* of the author, and some of tho moil 
lar songs with the music by eminent composer!. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitation*. ¿25 
page*, beautifully bound. Price, It*

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum anA societies. A manual 

ot physical, intellectual anA spiritual cnllure. By 
Emma Booà Tuttle. A book by the « d of which , 
progrcc^ve IfCfium» & spiritual or liberal eocietv may 
be organized »nd conducted without other assistance. 
Price; W cents; by the dozen, 40 cents, Expreas 
charge* unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan of the Angel 
Prix© Oratorical Contest«. By Emma Hood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
AIL Books Sent Postpaid« Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NEW EDITION.

THE LY6EUM GUIDÉ

nnftVQ by Carlyle Petersilea.
DuUKv Given by automatic writing through 

the author’s mediumship.- 
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative ot the personal experience» In »PlrlMJJ«. 
of the author'» father, who had been a natural phUe» 
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Oarew—Cloth, $1.
Experience» of the author'» mother In »plrlt-llfe.

Philip Carlislie—Cloth, $1.
A deep phUoaophlcal romance by the band ot guld»», 

the subject of the title belna a «hentldo youugpMh 
osopher, who la a medlumi his chief opponents being 
a ciergymftQ an(ia materialist. .

Oceanidos—Paper Cover, 50 ots.
A scientific novel based on the Philosophy of 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at offlee of The 
Progressive Thinker- ______________

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION. * 
Founded upon the lite ut Applicata» ot 

The Pagan priest, of “°mo orirfpitod ChrMtaslUj 
New and »urtltag dleclo.üte» by it» JourfeH, 
full explanation» by ancient »ptrlt», Price, payer, Wo.

announcement ” .
“The book under fevlew is a faithful 

expose of the things there given. It is 
very pointed, but sd simple in language 
that a child can understand it There 
are given seventeen methods of slate
writing, any one of'which cost more to 
learn by the experts who'teach orally 
and by letter than' the price of the 
whole expose. It gives two splendid 
ballot tests, and as! many] spirit type
writing methods. It tells how spirit 
photos are produced. Spirit pictures, 
over which there is such, a eraze, are

__ „ revealed as to the .process of making.
the strong— • [.Materlalizatlon. aDd -etherehllzations are

All dizzy-headed and going wrong!.... shown to be easy -to produce. Dark
Winding onward to meet their fate, ....
The known and -the unknown, small

and great, , ' ■
The woe-begone and desolate, , 
Pushing forward, with blinded will, 

Up Heartbreak Hill.
O’er Heartbreak Hill all the atmos

phere *
Is white with angels who hover near, 
And hope to woo from Its horrors drear 
The ones who are ever and ever dear! 
Up and out of grief's brooding night 
They show a path to the gates of light; 
And those who sorrow may find delight 
By trusting the angels, pure and stlU, .

O’er Heartbreak Hill.
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

U G Figley: Q Will you please 
give your views on the pictured rock of 
Kelley’s Island, and what the mound 
builders had to do with it?

A The famous "sculptured rock of 
Kelley’s Island” is perhaps one of the 
most interesting specimens of the kind 
outside of Mexico, in America. It has 
been carefully studied and various con
clusions formed as to the origin of the 
picture-writing which covers its sur
face. The rock Itself is an Immense 
mass of limestone torn from the mass 
on wliich it rests, and smoothed by gla-
cerial action. _____ ____

On several occasions I have carefully 
observed its sculptured lines, which 
have become obscure by the action ot 
the elements. By carefully marking 
with chalk the obscure grooves, the pic
tures are brought out distinctly. It is a 
battle scene, or the termination. The 
Indians are readily recognized on one 
side, while op the other,the white men 
are distinguished by their hats. The 
drawing is like that of school children 
on their slates, where lines represent 
legs and arms. It appears to have been 
added to at various times. It is clear
ly shown that the Inscription was made 
after the visits of the whites, and hence 
is of comparatively recent date, not to 
exceed 150 years. It Is similar to the 
characters painted by the Indians on 
their tents, and is with little doubt of

The Finished Life.
The following poem was read by Mr. 

J Frank Baxter, of Boston, Mass., at 
the close of his address upon the occa
sion of the obsequies of Mrs. Susan 0. 
Semple, of Laconia, N. H., at her late 
residence, on Sunday afternoon, Decem
ber 4, 1898 ' K .

The suggestive basis was a short 
poem by. Rev. Minot J. Savage,/which 
he adapted, and most materially added 
to, as he. inspirationally penned the 
words. ' '

THE FINISHED LIFE.
There is beauty in the spring-time 

With its fresh grass and its flowers, 
With the song-birds in the branches, 

And the children’s happy hours.

seances ore made possible to even an 
amateur. Rope tying find-yappings are 
made easy. , ■ -. .n ■

“The book consist^ of only seventeen, 
pages, and is therefore. convenient to 
carry in the coat .pocket without being 
seen. It can be readily referred to and 
soon committed- With the knowledge 
persons of ordinary intelligence can 
clearly see through other tricks .not 
therein named. If the authors had of
fered their'tricks at 25 cents each their 
Income Would be above $8 per student, 
but now they offer seventeen pages of 
matter exposing many tricks now prac
ticed, for 50 cents.” .

Some of the most deceptive tricks In 
this book were obtained through the 
confessions of the ex-fakirs, Coonley 
and Garrison. These tricks would de
ceive “the very elect.” .

THE FRAUD RING.

But there's no less of beauty
When the leaves curl up and brown 

In the shortening days of autumn,
When far south the birds have flown.

Indian origin.
The Mound Builders had their seat in 

southern Ohio, and extended northwest 
to the confines of Lake Superior, but 
jtfdging from their remains they did not 
have any permanent settlements along 
the southern shore of Lake Erie. The 
Indians occupied the country before 
them, or there would have been no need 
of such extensive fortifications as were 
built 'ibey were Invaders and In the 
warfare which continued without re

. spite, were exterminated.

Richards: Q. (1) Can a spiritmother 
know the thoughts and actions of her 
children left, when she desires?

(2) Can intelligence exist outside of 
an organized body?

A. (1) A spirit mother may go with 
an angel escort, and in the hew life, the 
old earth life will be as a dream, but 
when she comes back to her home and 
enters the sphere of her loved ones, ¿he 
knows their, every thought and desire.

(2)'individualized intelligence can ex
ist only in and manifest itself by means 
of a body formed either of physical 
matter, or spiritual substance. ' (Sub
stance is the distinctive term for the 
spiritual elements.) ;

A. M.: Q. What .would be the result 
to the medium, should a spirit form be 
grabbed maliciously during the seance?

A. A spirit would be perfectly con
scious of any plans to “grab” it, and 
would never expose itself to the danger.^ 
No. spirit form was everselzed-orheld.

Mrs. B. HInklns writes: “I have Just 
received Art Magic. I have read a few 
nages and like it .very much. I look for
ward with a great deal of pleasure for 
The Progressive Thinker which I re
ceive every week. I thank you very 
much and wish you success la -your 
grand work.’’ . . .

tain a charter.”
T. S. Russell writes: “The Englewood 

(Ill.) Spiritual Society is being inspired 
with new life, having added many new 
members. It has employed a new pas
tor and engaged new test mediums. 
Next Sunday It will elect some new of
ficers, and altogether with the begin
ning of the new year turn over a new 
leaf. The services at Hopkins’ Hall 
last Sunday, both afternoon and night 
were well attended and ably conducted 
by Mrs. Lora Holton. Her subject was 
“Spiritualism,’’ and we think her con
gregation will be well pleased If this 
good sister will select the same subject 
continuously.” I Do you mant to organise a society, for the

Harriet Hey ne, of Galveston, Texas, I ,octal, intellectual and spiritual advance
writes: “I can not restrain myself from ment Of children and adulter 

»WiWK jn PROGRESSIVE IIBUM 1st Society of this city for kind words in lllll 1LIUULILIDDLIU JUUUUU1 
memorlam of my dear old mother, Mrs. I furnisher all you desire,
Mary Smith (Grandma Smith). She was ----------- ■
n erreat worker in the cause of Spirit- .
ualism, and was never so happy as ^¿oaJSnprtiiiepiel ot tmApiriiuii phtnuophyt 
when snreading the glad tidings of eter- Youi>»ve k lu the progbebsive J-YCEffM. 
nni Ufa T nm fl subscriber to The pro- xc furnishes a system of evolution by internal nal Ilie. X nm a suosenuer io ZUC x 1 growth; not the old cup and pitcher Bunday-school. 
ffressive Thinker, and think it a grana II ba* something to Interest and advance every mem
paper, and shall never be * ^'»“¿whoieCTo»“0’1 ““ve ,nt“ohlnKarfl

special .nstructor reared.
and the good seed may take root and The^Ceum^ide 
bear fruit. I thank you toi me prem whon 8t bii»hed.. _________
Sum ‘Art Mag C,' a beautiful book.” Ithaa Golden Ch»ta H{cU»Uons; the prettiest song» 
nun, mmiubiMi „u»to: choral relpoMe»! » »errlco lor a BandJulia H. Johnson writes from Los An- I ot Mcr5£ hoy to. make the badge»,

Cnl • “I find in perusing Art flags and banners; marching exercises, full in- 
geies, Um.« " xi—I structlons in conducting the exercises, with parMagic carefully a second time much to imnentary rule», etc. »--«a
interest aud instruct and which I hope 
may prove a Stepping stone for me into t*o or three tamlles together, while large oocletlej I BrCoLAG. Ingeraoll. Cloth,»!.__________ . _
a new and broader field Of spiritual life I havoorganlMdon thelyceum plattorm. and round I -------- ■ rnrrm irinnnrilHM
and action, and furthermore, am re- pjf'“ ’£¡5^« a •Waiionary’’ to come to yowas- MAN THE intuittan-uu
solved that it shall be SO.” alstance, but take hold of tho matter yourself; pro- HlsInSnlto and Dlrino Belatton». Intuition TM
soivcu iuul It ouuu U etna copies of the OUIDB. «nd commence with th» light Within. By Glle» B. StobbUu. Price, 100.

nr T A BalleV writes from Clinton, tew or many you find Interested. ------------ ——r- >>zv-»-~
Iowa: “We are endeavoring to main- “Sioi^euwer’taTqMXl^SSSiSto * FAITH OR ^ApTT 
tain a society here, and thereby keep SSi. mMtratiugwniuet between credmtw«viuitajj
up an interest in Spiritualism. We have lyceum ^.^Henry
Spiritualists enough here to maintain a I p4u by receiver. Add«:«» work. - . o • •» r v
flourishing society, as evidenced by the I .- Contrasts Hl 8pWlt Lire;
attendance every year at OUr camp- HUDDUN IUI ILt, And Becent Experience, of ^muel Bowie, tattj
meeting. At that time they apparently BERLIN HEIGHTS, O. I First Five sphere», thr°uth tM ““
boll with spiritual fervor. Camp over,  _________________________________ ot carries. A Twin«, wer.wg.--------—
then they settle into that quiet trance-1 I Studies in the Outlying Fields 01
like condition that knows no awakening Pavoliip Science. -until another annual camp-meeting rolls . - rSyClllC BClUWe.
around with its Keely-Jaekman-Mllton I To which I.^^^X^io^c^s

combination, to again awaken them I I and develop mediumship; an absolute test of gonalat
from their Rip Van Winkle slumber.
However, there are a few ■tf'ho have the I have it. Price, cloth, wo._________________
cause at heart, and we shall continue 
the meetings, trusting to future devel- 
ments. Brother Alonzo Rathbun ad-

Healing, Causes and Effects. ,-<- 
uv W P Pbelon, M. D. De»U with Ibe 5ner 

menul »»A »pfrltuAl force» M applleA to heaUA* 
Price, Me, _____________ ____________ -

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of word» anA muilc p-egatton anA »oclal circle. Bf J. W-LucWr. Coi- 

prliei »Ixty or more gem» of ftoug. Price, 2»o.

Aryan Sun Myths, tlie Origin of 
Religions.

™ Sarah E Tttcomb. With gn IntroAuctlon by 
Charl»! Monte author of "The Aryan Bace." Frtco, 
oloth.il._________ ■______________________________

FROM DREAMLAND BENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

,1.25. __________________________________

MAXHAM’S melodies.
Bonn Sacred and Secular, Br A. ¥*xllS#:
»WU -^Splr®

sinter and composer. Price, 25e.___________ -
■5Tne Law of Correspondence Aff4
~ piled to Healing.

A course ot seven practice! lessons. By TO £ 
Colville. Limp cloth, 50o.________ ____________
Zelmathe Mystic, or White Magic

Versus Black.
By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult pblloiophr ologMg 

lu awry form; aim» to give a better $?^eiiit»a<uafl« 
magic.’black and white. SW lwgeW». Clt>ft,»M^

The Spiritual Body Real
V1BWB ot Paul. Wesley and othOJ». Valuable UI- tlS* moAérn cl»frvóvant», WfoeSfrottft 

ar»«,

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.

The existence of a fraud ring has of
ten been both asserted and denied. 
About fifteen months ago I was shown a 
printed form of certificate of member
ship in this association, with the oath 
or “obligation” on the: back, filled out 
and signed by the officers of said asso
ciation and the member to whom it was ______ ______ __
issued, but had no opportunity to copy I dressea us iast Sunday evening. He I 
It However, in a recent number of wlll als0 address ns next Sunday even- i 
“Liberator,” of San Francisco (edited , He ls a scientific and logical rea- I I 
by Mrs. Schlesinger) this same docu- I sonerj and never falls to give us food I |1 
ment has been reproduce^, and a copy I for thought” 
is hereby appended. It is as follows: I payne writeg; <ir wr[te you la I 
Order of United American Mediums regard to w. E. Hart, of Richmond, I 

of the United States. jnd., a trumpet medium who Is at Con-
F“»'«HE. 

'■ “Ofc ot U.1M XBodeauMoM. »» d Mm W*" »»

VC FSsS’K“»“tl rur rWHORRAPH 
fctt,. H.VMS 8l«o IM. obllgauon THE Y0 I tlHUt)Kfli HI a# 4-VUa naniifinQTO OTUI I lUc IHLCil'-L.LUU.l ucyaivcu | ”

hX £ dial PLANCHETTE. I WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF
1 ^Given^by the*authority of, and wit-1 sided in Darke county^ Ohto^e^He^ln I ------ PROGRESS,

ness the slgnatur^ pt the Proper <>ffi- haU ?rom Wayne
1 CerS- ffi® ES: county, Ind., Is a mosteeonvincing.one ____________

The “obligation” ?)x>vereferr^tote to tMk to^bte^oice bring so.pecu^h, Woman: A Lecture Delivered to
?mmedW explodes the theory that Ladies Only.

Br Mr». Dr. Hulburt. On tbe preient wSn»”phy»lc»lly.m»a“l'r.mo”A’',‘nd‘2!i - 
Tho divine law of true harmoulal marriage, eto.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WIPHIN.

Voice» from many land» and contnrte». 
thou »halt never Ale." An excellent eeleaUM. ed
ited and compiled by Gllee B. Btobbina. Cloth, IL

If the rough hand of the tempest . 
Tears away the fresh young leaves, 

Over youtfiful vigor wasted, 
Who can wonder if one grievesl

But when from autumn branches 
Drop the brown leaves one by one, 

It seems ns fair and fitting
As the setting of the sun. .

This mother in reflection, 
No doubt, looked back through tears

Or, maybe by the window I appUeant K . 08 I it Is the medium who does the talking. I j

Looked o’er the city ways, follows: nMi„;«nn. Mr. Hart Is persistent in starting those
And said, “Success and honor. • ' j lse who Investigate to reading splritualist-

. were mine those long gone days. I I, Mr- JBlanfc most) solemnly p Jc uterature.„ ... .
“I've seen the world’s fair beauty; l'reTCai teIi eXpose,"-demon8trate, Ulus- Observer writes: “The society of Splr- 
Pve tasted much its sweet; I __ gi ¿tiier method, convey I ituallsta in Jackson, Mich., is in a flour-

And now near five and ninety I . manner to any pferson in the I ishlng condition and much interest Is
My earth-life is complete. world, the conditionà by Which I arrive manifested In the cause. On Sunday

' I a a knowledge of medWshlp in Splr- evening, January. 22, the president of
ritualism, or any of the phenomena per-1 the society, gave some very pleasing re
I tainlng thereto, under' Any clrcum-1 marks, Showing that It is progressing 
I stances, (except .that oL dire poverty finely and that it Is now in good fipan
rand personal distressj and then only for elal standing ns1 well. The speaker of 
l a Draper consideration, i-frhich In no I the evening, Mrs. Viiginla Rowe, is an 
1 case will be less than twenty-five dol- enthusiastic worker in the cause, and 
1 lars And to this If subscribe my true was listened to bya full ouse. She also

' name cheerful)y anil of -My own free gave a number ot tests after the lee-
I tvHT arid accord 0- • s - I tûre.-Mrs. F. V» Jackson, of Grand'“S ■' MH. BLANK. Rapids, being present at the meeting,
I If after reading -the above, anyone I was invited to the platform when she 

' - doubts still fartheriîthatdÛie Order of I gave some very fine readings. She is a 
“Of these our loved In spirit; - united American Mediums Is ft ‘Take I psychometrlst of.no small ability, read- 

Why should I strive to stay? . ring” extending from Maine to Califor- mg from names given her from the au
So many years were mine here, I nio, they had better?bead our book of I dlënce and from articles handed in, also 
' Resitmed, I’ll pass awfiy. . I instructions, practice up dn a few cheap locates persons and things. Is clalrvoy- 
<> a hw>i> is irmpsome-soundlntr. tricks, and hang out thete-shingle with I ant and clairaudient, seeing and describ- 
“ ‘Good-bye! Is lonesome-sounding, . “giate-wrfter” or “Ma- ing spirits with accuracy, giving names,
aF?.ny0inso mîne eves lu sflcnc^- I terlallsffiig Medium,” and we guarantee messages, etc. There are many fine me- 
8 ° 1U ' that Intelsrthan a week they would be alums In the city and the v;ork Is rapid

In faith and trust iu wait... ' «on<.to the whole, business.j______ ly advancing.” •'
And so this mother rested > ,. — .. ■.' - ■■qi -■ ’ w o. Mann, Secretary, writes , from

ÆSÏÏSKSSSi'» <« «.¿wi* seas»,«-•’“T.
Sound no funereal knell! - -, - , w ; • ERNEST S. GREEN. Ings were of the highest character. She

Say of her life, “’TWas blessed ’ J dgi Franclsco, Cal... also did a good work for the Ladles’
And of her death, “ 'Tls well!", . , san “ ra° ’ „ . . She is fi fine medium, good organ

' - ■ '-------—■ . V T m izer and above all, a perfect lady, and. r, «r m tiv rvhn H. J. writes: “Dr. Alice Tobias, the I _,e wouIa reCommend her to any society 
“The World Beautiful. _ well known lecturer afid platform test I f a medium.” .

Whiting. Most excellent in tflelrl gh ,,■„ poidintepaHor'inertings at ln ut ,■ , . _ .and elevating spirituality of thought. j.„r resi’(jence-ln Vallejo, Cal.,- Sunday I Mrs. Lucile Deloux. is at Columbus 
¡Series 1, 2, and 3, each-complete In It- yonlnr,/ sho has been resting 'from I city, Ind., where she has been holding 
gilf. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For | her mWnnnry iiiiiors for four months." I seances.
gale at this ofllce-’ 5. I. ■ '■ . .. •. -•

A Few Words About the Belli, 
And Other Essays.

I ttv rh&riAa Bradlaugh. With th® *tory of hl* Uft 
the hl^y of M. parllsm^.

I tary »truggle. With portrait ftflor, tOc._________ _

Yonr Baling Planet Discovered
I by Astrology.
I Br Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the »taffy 
I af Astrology end It, lawn. Price, 25c.________

THREE SEVENS, 

,IÄ __

ice, IOC.

“Your father, children, waits me;
^He beckons me away; ' 
I’ve wrought the wdfk intended, 

So, wherefore should I stay?
»And there are son and. daughter, 

Who long years back went, on— ;
Your brother and your sister— 

They bld me welcome come.
“ ’Tis true, endeared Is earth life, 

’T1S true, I love you tall, -
•Tls true, you all love me, too, 

But now I hear the call ,

m^i or duveloptag meilum.hlp.
Do yotiwitlittiiiweMgate
Do you with to dooolop MedUtmship? _________
Do you detire to receivo Communication*? I ptfee, ioc. _____ _________ _

AI THE WOMANS BIBLE. PART DL
Formation of Circlesand Cultivation

Of Medivnnship elation. The comment» are
wttheveryImtrnment. Mray wbowCToEWMmre. tb^blgbercriticism. There t* not © dolt
their medltimlitic lift, hire, after a I “SuT*
been able to receive deUfbtfnl 5”?^^ 
might bo filled with commendatory Mag 
who began with It m an ammrtog toy, tonnd that the 
intelligence controlling it knew 5*^**®,. Jiem 
eelve^Mdbecameconyorta to Bpttttumm.

C*pt.D.B. Edwards, Orient, N.£, writes. “IcM 
communications (by the 
other friends, even from old sellers wbMo grave
stones are moss-grown In. the eld J*>A 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me Wat spifr 
Ituallim Is Indeed true, and the -communlcatl 
liven my heart the greatest coinfort tn the severe« 
ossl have bad of »on, teugbter.andtbclr mother.

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso ™tteni
name familiar to those interested ta wyoblo matfrra, 
writes as follows: "I am much plemd with we rsy 
chograph. It Is very simple In principle-andcon»trac- 
tlon, and I am sure mu»t be far more “ ’Pfc
ttaal power than tho one now lu use. I believe itww 
generally supersede the latter .when its auporior 
merits become known.” , ■ ■ .. . ri,„

Securely padeei, and tentporlaffo ps<a from 
the mmufttctunr, fbr fl.00, Mdreeu

page. Paper, 50c.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, or the Fox Family. . 
tntereittak and valuable a» a hlatory oI tho begta-

d maSfe/utloM; the
iomely bound in cloth. But few c®Pj®B 
Publishers’ price, gLSO. We wUl «end the beolt pwr 
paid for 11.40. . _

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE. 
By Dr, ïaulCaru*. Very thoughtful and interestinf. 
Paper, 85c, . ■ 
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HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio>_

AFTER HER DEATH.
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.

A real vlelt with friend» on »be other «Ido ot UtJ. 
»nd a familiar talk. By spirit Samad Bowie». Gar 
rlc E. S. Tw Ing, medium, ___

~ “THE
Xi

THE STORY OF A SUMMER» FVFRÎ_ASTING GOSPELBVllMVIWBnrilG. I"ra, ted

• - : "• tSras Biven by the Spirit Bandthrough thenar
Pervaded with pure end beautiful apIrltiieUty o' gnmtlllp Jjjn. Meg1*^11.*?11^”'—™‘

thought Instructive and helpful tp nil who loteia.. 0, , aerie, ot "lecture«, jnraragea. »M J*«™;
«eckthe higher and finer ways of »plritual 'experl'- , pad deUvered ta publie throughthe menuigj.^.«l^.ForraloatthLofftae. i , , , ■ »

TMOMAS PAlNË’St “AthekfipIrit-goodiwdOTM ttonghonemwr fijj. 
I MVmAw It AIImC w > lotne tdcM that differ train thow

thus.be
oloth.il


A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

1059 MARKET STREET,

CULLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Au Institute of refined Tberapeutlce, Including the 

Sun Cur«, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with tbelr mart clous ap
plications. Students In four continents have taken the 
course. Tbe college 1b chartered and confer! the de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetice. By a syitem of 
printed question« student! can Lake thecouredand 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadwdy. Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diplomas 'granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

4Utf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.Important!
JR, Or E. WATKINS,

--------THE-------

FAMOUS 6HR0NIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QUICK 
CURES

SMALL 
DOSES

Send age, name in full and two 
2-cent stamps and leading symp
tom,' and we will pend you a dl-' 
agnosia of your case FBEJ1, and 

• we will try and makb the price 
of treatment right to you. Be- 
member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your ease unless 
you are dissatisfied with your 

• present treatment. Do not ask 
- OUB opinion of this doctor or 

that one, because we never ex
press an opinion, nor have we 
any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak 111 of any onfe 
or even to express an opinion. 
We know some doctors do sb, . 
but we do not.

The day of shot-gun prescrip
tion is past; drastic drugs .in 
large doses will not be given 
ten years from now. We be
lieve in the certainty of medi
cine and Ip specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
•specific diagnosis. He, who un
derstands the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, Is the 
successful physician to-day. $

the progress of this honored soul from 
earth.
May he go at • will from sphere to 

sphere .
Aud return to us w'hen the way is clear; 
So come, dear father,- we have no fear.

NEWTON 0. WKSTERFIELP.

Mass Meeting In Minneap
oils, Minn.

There will be a grand union three- 
days mass meeting of all Spiritualists, 
held in tills city, at the Unitarian 
church, corner of 8th street S, and Mary 
Tlace, Feb. 21, 22, 23, under tbe auspi
ces of the State Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of Minnesota. H. D. Barrett, presi
dent of the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation, Washington, D. C.,' will address 
the meeting each day. It is expected 
that the highly intellectual and gifted 
medium, Maggie Gaule, of Baltimore, 
(who is considered one of the best phe
nomenal and test mediums of the 
United States)i will be with us on these 
dates. Besides.there will be many oth
er fine mediums, test and otherwise, 
present, An interesting and highly en
tertaining programme will be rendered 
each day. Meals will be served in the 
basement of the church. Come one, 
come all! and let us have a real spirit
ualistic gathering, and go away 
strengthened and refreshed, knowing 
that the White banner of Spiritualism 
Is proclaiming to the world truth, pur
ity, peace, good will and brotherly love 
to all humanity. ' -

C. M. E. RIDGE, Sec’y.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago. .

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park tiaU, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Servlces^at 7:45 p. in., conducted । by 
Mr, and Mrs. William Lindsey. I

The Engléwçod Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W-. 63d street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m. .Lecture and spirit mes
sages at both services. Mrs. Lora Hol
ton, pastor. Seats free to all services.

Meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 
p. in., at Van Buren Hall, Sacramento 
avenue and Madison street. Dr. Hen
derson and Mrs. Vaughn, the regular 
speakers.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordipgley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street .Services at

Tho ftflç1tfeÂ*ened and Sup" 
I II V Muull iplaniented by Long 
Unrlinnl and Succassfiil. 
IflBUlGai 'iPr&etiee, Extensive 
«.j ,< iTravel,! Carefill Re-tUUCBTIOn^ search Plus the 

“ -„to GreatestChronic Disease« - l

ASTONISHING!
THAT ....

SPECIFIC
-MEDICINE

NO DRASTIC
DRUGS

A Book on-‘Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

6.E. WATKINS, M.D.
<06 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Mrs. Waisbrooker.
Lois Waisbrooker, the vétérán work

er in the'caus'e of social reform, will 
reach the 73d mile-post in the journey 
of life, on the 21st of this month (Feb
ruary). This should be accepted as a 
favorable rime for her friends and the 
friends of the unpopular cause she haf 
so long and fearlessly represented, to 
give to her a practical recognition of 
their appreciation of the great work 
she has so ably championed for near 
two generations. This can be done by 
sending one dollar to her address, 28 
Eighth street, San Francisco, Cal., for 
her last book on social reform, entitled 
“My Century Plant,” This treatise is 
strictly in line with the needs of the 
age ,and although radical in sentiment 
it enlightens men and women on the 
true demands of their natures, and the 
road to a 'higher civilization and a no
bler manhood and womanhood attained 
through the agency of an Improved 
generation and a more natural and per
fect education. As the champion of an 
unpopular cause, the material aid at
tending the recognition would no doubt 
be most acceptable, and at the same 
timé a tribute she has justly earned.

. SABAH J. GILL.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

Passed to spirit life, Feb. 3, 1899, Be
riah O. Barber, aged 80 years. De
ceased was a pioneer Spiritualist and 
an active member of the Mahoning Val
ley Spiritualist Association. He leaves 
a beloved wife, who for fifty-four years 
has walked faithfully beside him. Also 
a son and a daughter, several grand
children and three brothers. His pass
ing out wns beautiful; no pain, no rear, 
perfectly conscious until the last. We 
were called to officiate at the funeral, 

,—,. . . ^yhich was held at his home near New
passed to spirit-life. t ton FaiiSi (jhlo. Many neighbors and

He had long wished that the time I f_jeujs were present, 
might come when he could free himself I Amance o. E. W. SPRAGUE, 
from a worn-out body racked with pain. ’ . - •*: •

'' “Etc said Ue Was hot .going among I Stella Pollard passed to spirlt- 
strangers, and a short time before he • Hougton Texas,. January 25.
passed out he talked to his daughters, w Rlng collciuct&d services. The
saying, ‘ Girls I am glad you act so sen- taken to Paris, Tex., her for-
slble; this is the happiest hour of my home and Rev. Chas Manton of 
life; this change taking place with me Cumberland Presbyterian church,is as natural as birth, it is birth <auI Cum beHa?J%P^ey Spiritualist,
should be looked upon in the same service. Mrs. Pollard was
cheerful manner. There Is no death. I s & devoted Spiritualist.

He saw and spoke the names of many home John W. Ring, speaker, at ' relatives who had gone on before, At her hmme on nw i an 
among them his father and mother who ^ivesto“, lex wu t 
passed out nearly sixty years ago. His Inspliatlonai speaker.
Intellect was clear and strong to the higher life, at Fort
last; the end was peaceful and quiet, w e Ind, In tlie gsth year of her 
beautiful. M1)s Catherine Toler, wife of J. T.

He was born in Preble county, Ohio, g . Services conducted by F. Cor
June 24, 1818. His entire life was one ™er. »eJTlces eonauct y 
of Industry, he was never Idle. He took den White. ____
up medicine and for over forty years 
wo« n nrnctieine Dhvsiclan. Edward Sawyer Stebbins, M. v..

When the call to defend his country passed to spirit life from the home of 
was made, he faltered not, but immedl- his daughter, Mrs. K.. 8-/^Master, in 
ately enlisted and became a member of the city of Dowagiac, Mick, January M, 
fo n R‘4d Ill Vol Inf. 1899. He was born In Norwich Vt*,

How glorious it is to be born at a time 17, 1819, being 80 years of age at his 
' when love, liberty ’-and a desire for transition.

knowledge permeates the very soul of Dr. Stebbins was an ardent student of 
t>.lnijg the spiritual philosophy for nearly half

The life of this man symbolizes the a century. His religious sentiments 
ereat principle of life; be worked with were clear-cut and definite. After five 
his creator in creating good and destroy- days illness from la grippe, he passed 
Ine evil and the only weapon he ever quietly Into the realm of spirit. He was 
used was reason. a grand old man. The services were

He was a student in many of the scl- under the auspices of the Knight Temp- 
ences of nature, he rejoiced that a Vol- lars, of whom tlie doctor was an hon- 
taire, a Paine, a Tyndall, a Humboldt, a I ored member. The funeral took place 
Lyell, an Edison and an Ingersoll had at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Mc- 
llved and dared to speak their thoughts. I Master. An address was presented by

He believed in the tender and loving an old and intimate friend, C. F. Cole. 
Inspiration of the poet, he had no fear The remains were sent to Chicago for 
of a just God, his Bible was not made the purpose of being cremated. C. 
by man, he accepted the expressions of ------ ——■  ----------
life manifest in man as God s highest “History of the Inquisition.” Every 
and uoblest work. ____ citizen of our country should read this

Tn the rocks and rills, on the moun- conclge history of that Romish churchly 
tain tops and in the fertile valley of known as the Inquisition,
life he found manifest God s work aldnjUB of Romanism against all 

■ which he called the Bible of Nature. institutions, beliefs and parties not in
Freed from this tenement of clay, the I conformity with the ruling -powers of 

spirit may now explore the wonders of thg Romigij hierarchy Is plainlyshown 
this great universe; as he lead the way [n tlleae statements of veritable histoyy. 
for many neighbors and friends In The devnishness and murderous ma- 
earth-life, so will he now blaze bls own h„nRy of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
trail that others may follow, but so full I gcarceiy paralleled in all the world’s 
is ills measure of love for mankind that records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
every step onward he will turn to-those gale at this office, and will be mailed 
following and beckon to them, “Come I pogtpaid for 25 cents. .

, up higher,” and when he has reached ..Oommentaries on Hebrew and Chris- 
• the apex he will quietly survey his sur- & Mythology.” By Judge Parish B.

roundings. From these great heights „ LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar.
he may learn that the lines dividing na- . ja of more than ordinary val

. tlons are only Imaginary lines, that this giving tlie results of much patient 
earth is for God’s children, that we are «j^nght and research by a mind well 

- ■■ all from one common source and belong auaUfiefl to sift evidence and arrange 
to the great brotherhood of man, that Y . jn compact form it gives just 
love Is the Infinite expressing himself |3 needed on the subject Paper, 
through man, and as we allow it to bk cents. Cloth, $ 1.50. For sale at thia 
dominate our lives we grow more splr-
itual. “The Watseka Wonder.” To the ata; • Selfishness and hatred he knew not, 1 nsTchlc phenomena, thia nam
in their stead his heart was generous, I phenomena, tbta pam
tender and kind toward an mankind. §etaJie(j accounts of two cases of “double 

. . Fear had no place In hls breast cour- COnsciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy
age having long ago taken its place. num of WatSeka, Ill., and Mair 

. Truth and Justice eyer abided with ■ Wg of Yenang0 County, Pa. For
him, aye, they were his guiding star. . ttds office. Price 15 cents. ' 
Early In life he lighted his torch of rea- B degrade Woman.”

• son and from that day ignorance, super- BJWe anff OTurcn u grace woman. 
sUtlon and prejudice were transformed By BMabrtb^dy stantom uomprises 

•into knowledge, tempered with parity on Questions of Mor^
permeated with ’ove, and to the lafct I BelIgIon; The Degraded Status 

' 2£ 11 8 earthly life hIs tor “ “ of Woman in the Bible; The Christian
• Pu,rn ,nf‘ .> „L». I Ohurch and Woman; written in Mrs.But, hnrt:>avoicesays- Deattclalms gtariton’s usual trenchant style. For 

this man.”-.Not so, he is not dead. gale nt this office. Price 10 cents.
- ' Death, What have you that you may I su ” . : _ '

¿all your own? You cannot even claim “Progression, or H°w a Spirit Ad- 
at it«« i/mf +hnt ffliiH* frnm thp trpp 1 vauces in Splrlt-hfe. 1 The Evolution 
time disintegrates even this, it becomes of Man." Two papers, given In the in

- soT and again brings forth other ex- terest of spiritual science, by Michael
pressions of life, so with this material J^raday, Price 15 cents. 1-or slile at 
body of man, through a natural law it this office. , ■ lt

?j returns to earth, It served Its purpose “Orlgln_and Antiquity of Man. By. 
as a tenement for th'e spirit that has Hudson Tuttle. A masterly phllosoph- 
gone on to higher realms where it still leal work. English edition, nicely 
Bvm andi has Its being.. • bound in Cloth, fl. For sale at this

We would not by our Borrow retard J office. .

MY HONORED FATHER.
On Saturday morning, January 28, 

1899, Dr. Cyrus Westerfield, of Chicago,

7:30 p. m. -
The Gross Park Spiritualist Society, 

holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union, services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Boom 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street, Church services at 11:30.

The Lake Lew ■ Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 jn 
Wells’ Hall, 1629' Clark’street corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wicklaud and wife, assisted i 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are Invited. .

Sanctuary of the Soul meets Sunday 
evenings Jn Washington Hall, 490 
Washington boulevard, at 7:30, Dis
course, tests and phenomena. Mrs. 
L. A. Roberts, pastor, assisted by other 
good mediums.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m„ 
lecture and tests. ■ ✓ ,

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No; 1 South Hoyne avehufer riW Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Surah.E. Brom well, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o'clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an Interesting 
and instructive programme.

The First Society of Rpslcrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumblne, lecturer, ' meets In 
Steinway Hall . (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

- Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. in., at,Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

The First Spiritual Church of the

which Mediciil Sci- FSUGlliG 
ence alone uttei’ly-

fails to relieved GUIS I

If you are a sufferer,
If you wish relief, ;
If others have failed,
If you wish the best

WRITE US.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S
' HEALING 

POWERS
ARE BEING REPEATED . 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP
—-OF— .

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker, 
Who, during tl>e past four years, has

If you wish to know wltot ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M.D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
Successfully Thousands!SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Treated of Patients! Still continues to give

Send Name, Age,. Sex and a Leading 
Symptom. Address

BATTLE GREEK, MICH.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
-SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

•Curing all »iseaeeB Flesh Is Heir to DDCC DhcrtinRift and • 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, UIXCE UiagDOSIS ana . .

( :uoYOUW!SHF<g>UHEALTH7 1 FREE Consultation.
Send three tw.a-cent stamps, age, sex, w ... •

toek of hair and one leading symptom, YOU Are Invited to Write, 
with full name and plain address, and _ . , . ’ ■
be convinced of the SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER. I — ---------- ■—------- - . —i-

8«. J. SWANSON,
Mrn fir D^AAn D«rbftr PSYCHOPATH 1ST, 
Ilirs. III. llllllSllll tlnlKHI. And bls Spirit Band tTUHt dll kinds of dlteue«, pbytl- Illi UI Ull UUUUUII UUI ItUI J I cul and mental, at any distance, without medicine;

aiv insui rill. and our, many casco where medicine baa failed. Tea-»OX OAJN vAU» I timonlals from all parts of the United States. Send
stamp for circulars aud terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave

-- “ I nue, Minneapolis, Minn. ' 482

Two choice • volumes, each, complete-to ItaeH, to 
which Spirituality la related to everyday life In snob 
away as to make tho 'world beanllful. Each HDD.

For sale at this office. ■

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J, COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Pblladel* 
pblu ud other promlMnt cities, of the United 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume,

The chief «Im throughout the volume h«s been to 
arouse Increased interest in tbe workable pcaslblll- 
tleiof a theory of human nature, thoroughly ptlm* 
istioand at tbe same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted io improved methods of 
education, the writer copfldeutly expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the , 
young, or who are callod.upon to exercise supervision ' 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de* 
rive some help from the-doctrines herewith proinul* [ 
gated. |

CONSENTS. f
What Is Psychology? The True Basis of tbe Science, 
Rational Psychology aa presented by Aristotle and

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to-'Practic&l Education. 
ABtudyofthe HwnsnWIU. .
Imagination; ItsP^acticatValue.
Memory: HaveweTwoMemorles? k
Instinct, Reason and Intuition. x
Psychology and Pjycurgy..
Mental ana MoralReatingln the Light of Certain New 
.. AtpecWotPBgjhologyd .. ____
Music: its Moralnnd Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thqughtr Hsw to Develop and I sease 

It- . . .

South Side bolds services every Sunday ‘ 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m„ at 77 Thirty-first ; 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at' 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor. -

Spiritual Church of All Soul®. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue,

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Keitoreloatvision. .Wrltofor Illustrated Circulars 

showing ityles and price! and photo of Spirit Tarmo, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as if you were in my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp for 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton. Iowa.

Y0UE FUTURE Profr Geo! W.CW«i?onX 
Aitrologor.Boom« 6 4 7 Tabor Opera Homo Ulook, 
Denver, Colo. Charts rrom 91. Bend stamp for clrcu* 
lare. ___________________________ 431tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
Thio medium,who Is clalraudient. clairvoyant, psy* 

chometrlc and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagement! can be made 
by letter. 450tf

PSYCHE
Is the Invention ol a practical medium, under «plrlt 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long oommunlca* 
tlons from spirit friends, ana express great satisfac* 
tion. Price, |1, and 20 ccflts extra for expressage. 
For sale at the office of Tbs ProqbxssiveTiiinilbb!,

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c; “Astrological Notes.’’ 5c. 
Tbe two for 10c. Gko. Walbond, Opera House blk., 
Denver, Colo. 47Stf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is tbe oldest, moat successful Clairvoyant Physician 
to practice. HU cures are marvelous, Bucceaafullu 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall he.cures. Send him age, aex, name, lock of balr 
and 6 eta. tn stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex* 
amination of your diseases and treat you for only 52.00 
a month. No leading symptom required, Address

85 Warrenest.. Stoneham. Mus.

N AN®™LD’S OPIUM BE
I Valuable Treatise or 'etlon mailed free.Homeopathic Medicines p..j.c.hoi*ma- hb .aben.Bidg..oi.iea,..iii. 

Cure Where Others Fail. kip? p p A PTPTTlP T?
Send name, age, sex and leading symp- vT. -L Alt 1

• The well-known Peycbometrist and Business Medium
tnm fnr Ppaa Dift.O'nnRifl * ' .Beading! personally, by letter or photograph 11.00wm ror uree magnesia. *Three reJ6nable ¿¡esllons answered by ¿all for

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. aMna Addr««« 64N. fi'tndave., Chicago. 877tf

170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
TU/CI VC MEW I CQQflMC k)are8AH banner of Diseases without 
IllLLlL 11 LIV LLuuUllU I the Use of Knife or Medicines.

IN MEDIUMSHIP. Cures by Absent Treatments
As well as If patient came to his office. Send six out- 

■" cent stamps for bock on Healing. 8201 Indiana av..
Send 25c to J. M. 4 M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo., and C1110»*0.1»-_______________________________479t<

secure a set of these valuable lessoni. 482UJ .... - _ . , .
—------- ■----------------------- :----- Hindoo Test Psychometer.
DR. MAX MUEHLEN BRUCH, Best instrument yet devised for writing by psychic

I force. Attractive in appearance ana rapid in action, 
_ . ,, „ I while a simple device «Hard, a porfril Ceil of. all
rTOnnfitlfi SftAF oommunloatlono. Bent prepaid for 61. Agents wanted, x 1 upucbiu DOUl, HERBERT & CO., Akron O. 484

Herbalist, “ astral beading.

DR. R. GREER,
Clairvoyant Physician,

52 Dearborn st., Chicago,
Is sUl giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
yean experience and practice make him wonderfully 
accu-rate, Write, giving age, sex snd’one leading 
symptom, . . • 478tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesail forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease; 
alBoconstlpation. Asure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month seutforriM .. .. . __

One package of our Magnetized Compound for tore 
Sea or poor eyesight. Hu been used and pralied by

ousands In all parts of the world, Bent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for 11,10 with Yatma's 
photo and instructions now tollve iOOyeari.

Concentration of «Thoughts and whav .« van Accom-
I . ____ __

ABtudyof_Hypnctl«m. (....................  .._____.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 
_ Moral Evolution . :• . . ______
Telepathy and Trauefcrence of Thought, or Mental 
.. .Telegraphy. _ .
Mediumship, fta Nataro and Use.. . . ■ .___
Habits; How Acquired andfhow Mastered; with somt 

■Comments-oaObseaaU&iandlta Remedy.
Seership and Prophecy. A '
Dream«andVietaM, .A • ■■ . ' ___
The BctentlfioGhOBt andtixs Problem of-the Human
_ Doable. . _ 
The Human Aura. ■
Heredity and Environment. ...................................

- Astrology, Palmistry and Periodic!ty; their Bearing
. on Psychology. _____ ■
Individuality vs. Eccentricity 

Price IL Por sale at ibis office.' ■

every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 
attendance. i

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice o£ 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose. '

Healing, Causes and Effects ;
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, Is a I 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves In the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It. treats of adepts, mediums, and, 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. ‘

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi-

RELIGION OF THE STARS
i By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
■DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

JJ .Id., .«nd containing 820 page». . Thl« «pleiffiM 
book, |uat Issued, contains nineteen full Temple too 
tures upon occult subjects, together with other artt- 
ole« from various newspaper», reini ng to the.gres. 
work. It contains all tbe old Temple lectures issued 
in 1892, and three others on tho Human Soul, which, 

1 are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder* 
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science anil 

’ ’fruth. Price »1.25. postpaid, to any address. For salp 
i at this offloA

dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, Is proving its In-
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt 
fifty cents. For sale at this office..

“THE LYCEUM."
of

Medical 

'Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),5 2ct.stamps

Dn K aw»« ^4 waîzaA I A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of tbe 
xSyCnOlneLrifiL, planet’! effect upon tbe soul's incarnated destiny, to- 

getber with occult instruction and discipline to pro- 
_ mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit*

fill fl ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Series. Send
| date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to •

URIEL BUCHANAN,
■ 748 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN"
(RAYS OF LIGHT)

• Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift
Tbc «am«, to Foreign Countries........... ...........WOO . _ o_... .. _ n ... _
Full Lire Delineation«, Including a Spiritual fuel’ Spintuahsmus Und Occultismus

Horoscope...................... . ..................................W 00
The same to Foreign countries...... . . ................... w w in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne-
Uock from mines read Psychometrlcally...............«2 50 ... ... , ,
six Question« answered by man............................ «1 iso ment $1.00; erscheint woechenthch.

tv*8end lock of hair for all Psychometric Life
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual Probenuminern gem Versandt. Zum 
Horoscope, Box ns. Oakland, ai........................ 488 I Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

. A LIBRARY. L . . . . . Max. Qentzke,Cornee forming <toe now by sub-1 West Point, Nebraska.

bible marvel workers, I

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper Something New and Reliable
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been name, sox and complexion and Six cents In stamps, 
fl don ted by The Progressive Thinker' r win ten you just whit your troubles are by

Ira« u -mao flrat UaiiAil 'Thfln vnn Phobic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. I need when it was nrst issueu. men you no hair or leading symptoms; your letter is enough, 
could have had in your library at the Herbalistlc Remedies in connection with Psychic 
present time eight valuable books. But Power- Addrc“or<!a11- ...
It is better late than never. Commence FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
HOW, If you have not done SO already, to 3S Warren st., Stoneham, Slass. 482 
form a library by subscribing for Tbe — —---- , —«r-„gAI rn
-Progressive Thinker. A library In this YOUR LIFE REVEALED 

. fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us by THE STARS,
carrying out the. Divine Plan. | gorOHCQpe8 caBt ana delineated from date of birth.

Full reading one dollar, trial reading 25 cents. Send 
stamp for Light of the Zodiac, a treatise on the occult 
relation of the planets to man. Many revelations con* 
talned In it. Address

FRED P. BRANDT, 
253 Hastings at., Grand Rapid«, Mich. 483

In

BEAR IN MIND.
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perform might, , 
work, and utter tnaplred words, together with aoma ■ 
Personal Trait« and Characteristic« of Propheta, Apo* . _ . • w__—- XT«« 'Da.JInrw «rf MThA Viptuln.'*or Now Readings of “The Miraci«» 
»y At.t.wipotwam. Price75osata. Portale at cut

KflR&ZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAOE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
_ _ 'Karezza makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, and aims to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through moat sacred re
lations. It is pure in tone and aim, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. «1.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or a -few thoughts m how. to reach 'Ihat altitude 
wherespirlt to supreme and all tbinga alii subject to 
1L With portrait. By Mom Hull. J (Et the book 
to teach yon that yoa .are a spiritual tHtng, and to 
show you.how to educate your spiritual ncuitlea, 
Price, bound In. cloth, 40 cento; to cover, 2S 
cents For ssdto at this office.

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In tbe world for the unfoldment of al 
spiritual powers, psycbometry, clairvoyance, inspire* 
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stamped ad* 
dressed envelope to J. C. F- Gbumbinb (author and 
lecturer), Langley avc., flat 8, Chicago, 468tf

TWO QUESTIONS ANSWERED ON ANY MAT* 
ter by Clairvoyant power, 10 cents silver and 

■Camp, by mall. Prof. S. Hilling, General Delivery 
Boston, Mass. 482

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM. IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. AU tor 26 cents. Address MRS. J. A.
BLISS, Ban Diego, Cal. 489

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter, 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando st., Ban Jose, Cal.
<3^1 have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for tbe Spirit-world than Chas. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. RodXiBuchan an.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, sex, and two stamps for fbkk 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by
BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.(

’ Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. 477tf

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed- 

’itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to. send money in

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Ihdependent Slate Writer, 218 East 42nd P[„ Chicago.

ME TO THINK ÄÄ
a letter; If It is sent that way, and lost or is cents for 10 copies, j. c.bell, BoxtstGien- 
in the course of transmission, you will vine, o._________________________ 4st_
be the 108®r‘.?Ot^ntTfO IW^thAm P^AD YOUR OWN FORTUNE, A ZODIACAL 
checks, aS it costs 15 cents to get them reading of every person born, price Wets silver,
nnshpd Send DOStal Or express order, How to read With cards, lOcts; mesmerism and ciair-

■ -~tr.4rav.riA IftHnr nr flmft nflvflhlp In voyancc, lOcta. Address R. J. BROWN, 559 West 59th or registered letter or urart payaoie in Bt' BUtIoll 0| ChlcagOi In. 482
Chicago or New York, and there can ---------------------------------------------------
be no loss. . .. . . ims, Connelly’s gray hair redemption,

txT-Hz. nam ab and addresses as nlaln JIL Wlthnut Lead, Silver or Poison«. Beat and cbeap- Wrlte names ana aaaresseai as piam ha)r reBtorer on earlh and the onlyBa{ei
<8 ordinary print, and mistakes will he Xf your hair is all kinds of colors from the use of 
avnhtal l®ad’ sliver and poisonous acids, It can be restored at
avuxuva* once, and where It la growing out gray at tbe roots,

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psychometry 
ahd Laws ef Unfoldmenu with free reading. For par
ticular! address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave.,
Hamilton, Oblo. 468

THE BLIND_MEDIUMt H. W. SINCLAIR,. WILL 
send a Life Reading, with dates and names. Mail 
lock of hair and one dollar. H. W. SINCLAIR, 419 

West av., Jackson, Mich 482

CANCERS AND TUMORS, 
Internal or external cured by nature's positiva cancer 
cure. No tedious operations. Tested over 40 year!, 
and any disease that afflicts the human system treat
ed successfully. J. G. W. Entwistle, M. I),. 759 68rd 
Court, (Englewood) Chicago, III. Consultation and 
Examination Free. 482

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No.' 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have, access to its col
umns. In fact all .classes will find 
something of special'Interest In it. It 
is published weekly. Try It

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

Th!« work contains «n »Mount of the very wondei 
M spiritual development« at the house of Bev. Da 
Fhelp«, Stratford,. Conn., end elmliar cue« In «4 
parte of the country, Shia volume- Is- the first troa 
the author directly upon tho subject of “Splritaallem.* 
and haa stood the test at many years. Cloth, UM 
joetage 10 cent«; For sale at thta office.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY! HIGGINS, ESQ.
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testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in'mycase-from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more thap when I began 
using your remedies: four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, I 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. ^Having suffered for 
eight years, and during that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
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treatment thap all the others combined.
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’* MBS; A. P. BLANVALT.

. Frenchburg, Ky. - .
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The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for.The Progressive Think
er, and also Obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic-costs ?1.20. The 20 cents; 
only a little more than prepays the post-1 
age, so that the book is* almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for obt of the reve
nue of the office, .thus each, subscriber 
sharing :tbe profits of the paper. St®-- 
Scribe at once and get your neighbor to
join with you.

MBèpdothe Threshold
‘ A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW -OF DEATH.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

“The Universe.” What Force la.; 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat-: 
ter Is. The Creation ,of the Earth.! 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality.! 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of. 
Things” Is' Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M; Rose.- Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
•ale at thia office.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE Tb-MOBBQW OF DBATH . was_ _wrltcn_to. 

develop the idea of the principle .bf • the. permanence 
<tf the human soul after death, and lis reincarnation 
to a chain of new beings, whose successive link» are 
unrolled in the bosom of etbnrisl space. "Bbtond 
nut Threshold” continues on tbe some lines, on- 
larging nnd expanding tho Idea by, Masons'and con 
aldcratlons drawn from science and philosophy io; alm-, 
Ing that tbe-certainty of a ncw.-blrtb beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means, of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the- presence .of. death, and 
that xbo help offered by science nnd philosophy to Hint 
end Is far. superior to that of any of tho existing re- 
llrlonsr'From beginning!? end It s Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one aceepia It all or not, much will have been learned 
and mucn pleasuro enjoyed in its perusals Priest*,» 
For loll M thls-offioe. , • ; - ..

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Caras. 
This book is heartily commended to Stu- 
dentr of the’science of rellgloiis, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples/ Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit, 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Froin Soul to Botil." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of .poetry will find gems 
of thought inpoetlc dictlon In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$L For sale at this office.- .
" “Human Culture aud Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. . - (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide clrculatloii, as It well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 7ft cents. ■

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. !
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Fatne Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Bochelle, also, portrait« of Thoma«. Olio Blckman, 
Joe B«> low, Mair Wollstonecraft,'Madame Boland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominent of Paine’s 
friends to Europe and America. Cloth. 75 cento.

' Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason; Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition.. Post 8vo„ 432 pages. Cloth, 11.00 

“ STARNOS. ~
BiDr. Della a Davis.. . A rosary of peula, ennod 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Daria. Intended , 
tor-the Utffit «nd solace of oveiy MfOWto« tut 
telcken heart. Prise 60 cent«. . - .

The Occult Forces of Sex

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D,
In thia volume tho author. In the thirty-nine 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point?* She evinces the power« of a trained thinker; 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The «ubjeow are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearnen. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualists 
library, and a most excellent bMk if any one seek
ing Information concerning Sptrltual&m and Ite teach-

For Sale at this Office. Price, $1.80 
' TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will bo found especially Interesting to an 
who would desire to make a study of Bomanlsm and 
the Bibis. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Bomieh Ideas and practices should 
be reafay OIL Price, 25c. Bold at this office.

PRACTICAL METHODS TOIN-
■ SURE SUCCESS.

. A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
in matterapertalnlng to physical, mental andsnlritual 
health, worth many times Its cost. Price 10 cento

BT LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consist«1 of three'pamphlet« 
embodied In one volume,- lb -which questions of great 
Importance to tho race are discussed from: tbe stand- 
Dorntof an advanced social reformer. Price SO cents 
For sale at this office. ■ _ ’ ' __

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By LImIo Detcn. They are really valuable. 

PrlcettffiO. . ‘

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thom« Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A hew and complete edb, 
tlon. from new plates and new 4FPel 188 pages, post 
Bro. Paper, 25ccntic cloth.60.centos . • _

~THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Het Adapted to Modern ClrllUstlon, rritb tbe Trug 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Qeo. W. Brown, 
M.D. Price, IScent». ....... .

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Tboma« Paine. Part« I and IL Being aa . <• 

antwer to Mr. Burke’« attack upon the Fronotl 
Eevolntlon. Pott Bro., ST» pagea. PaRT, BOooitM 
cloth, 60 cent«, .

Tbe Evolution of the DeviL
■ By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New • 
York city. The mutt learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty trer 
pnbllihed. The book contains 66 pages, and Is beau
tifully bound, with likeness of author on title page.. ' 
Prlcejs cento. . . ~
. God-in the Constitution. *

nv Bobcrt G. Ingersoll. Onoofthebett papers Col». 
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
ne«»otantbor. Price, 10cental twelrecopleifotllflO.

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
Bv Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E..S. Twlng, m» .. 
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GODS OF Tf+E OLD TESTAMENT
/YLL HrÜM/VN BORN

A Lecture Delivered by DÍ W. Hull, at Liberal, Mo, 
Ttie Progressive Thinker,

and Reported Expressly for

: “Your fathers did eat mwma in th® "
wilderness and are dead.”—John 0:49. 1

1 In hls day, Jesus was a radical; what ; 
- we now call an infidel. He did not be-

Heve in hitching the world to dead 
; men’s ideas; and holding it back to the 
»past. Hls.face was ever turned to the 
) future and he labored for the pro
S gression of the race. Inspiration of the 
\ past bad served its purpose, but it was

•useless for the present The manna 
which fell yesterday had served its pur
pose, but it could not be kept over.

•: Every day requires Its own inspiration;
• nd other will do. The inspiration of 

- ■ yesterday smells of age and breeds 
। - ■ worms. If not ■worms it at least breeds 
i priests, and the-priesthood is ever at

-war with the prophet, because the 
prophet has hls face set toward the fu

’ ture, ever trying to bring the people up 
I- to higher ground, whlje the priest

■ always uses bls efforts to tie the people 
to-the past. But we cannot gauge our 
deportment by the inspiration of tlie 

■ past, because new conditions have come 
■ to us and our requirements are changed 
” from what they once were. You cannot 

replace the oak in the acorn from which 
>::■■■ it grew, nor can you expect it to thrive

oh the meagre elements through which 
- it germinated. During hls entire min- 

v- istry, Jesus never once used the word
Jehovah, and I am certain from the 

■ conversation at the well with the Sa
- marltan woman (John 4:24), he did not 
I' • believe in him as a Supreme Deity. To 

him God was impersonal and omni-

there been a word to represent the In
finite. He was as unnamable as he was 
incomprehepsible, and the. ancients 
were careful to exclude that of which 
they could know nothing from their 
conversation. There were numerous 
gods, but they were often earthborn 
and apotheosized kings or priests who 
had once ruled • over some nation or 
tribe on the earth, and as they were 
considered and revered as almighty 
and powerful while here on the earth, 
they were considerably more so after 
their apotheosis, when they became the 
gods of the kings who succeeded them 
and were thus reverenced by the people.

Many of Homer’s gods were earth- 
born, so were Osiris and Horus of the 
Egyptians, and their sepulchers have 
been lately found by Egyptian ex
cavators, and even Set, the evil genius 
of the Babylonians, and also under the 
title of Sathan, or Satan of the He
brews, one of the first Egyptian kings, 
has been unearthed, and we may at any 
time be privileged to go to the British 
Museum and take a look at the corpse 
of the old gentlemen In black from 
whom we have feared such a roasting

one end of the earth even unto the 
other end of the earth; tfiou shalt not 
consent unto him nor hearken unto 
him; neither shall thine eye pity him, 
neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt 
thou conceal him, but thou shalt surely
kill him; thine hand shall be first upon 
him to put him to death, and after
wards the hand of all the people. And 
thou shalt stone him with stones, that 
he die; because he hath sought to 
.thrust thee away from the Lord

Ki

- present, which we shall soon see was 
not the case with Jehovah. “God is 

_ Spirit,” says he, or more properly, 
“Spirit Is God,” as the Greek reads.

: The Samaritans and Jews believed
him a personal being, and located at 

> some particular point in Palestine, but 
disagreed as to whether it was on 
Mount Sion or one of the mountains in 
Samarla. The Jews believed he trav-

* eled with them in a box when they 
i--. journeyed Jn the wilderness for forty 
■r \kars That this was the theory of the 
i ) Jews, that they believed he was located 
, > in the temple at Jerusalem, is shown 

) from several scriptures. In Psalms 5:7, 
we read, “In thy fear will-1 worship 
toward thy holy temple.” In I. Kings, 
8:44, Solomon in his prayer asks, If 
tliy people go out to battle against their 
enemy, whithersoever thou shalt send 
them, and shalt pray unto the Lord 
toward the city thou hast chosen, and 
toward the. house that I have built for 
thy name, then hear thou in heaven 
their prayer.” Thus, heaven and Mount 
Sion are one (See, also, Heb. 12:22). 
Daniel .worshiped him with his wln- 

“dows opened toward Jerusalem. Dan.

i

when we leave this world.
Thus it appears that the Hebrew and 

so-called Christian Church have been 
fighting a dead devil for about four 
thousand years. The word Sathan in 
the Hebrew scriptures means adver
sary, and is most often so translated, 
but it sounds so much like the Baby- 
Ionian and Chaldean Set, that theolo
gians seized upon it as a useful word in 
their business.

Zoroaster is admitted to have been a 
reformer here upon the earth at one 
time. The Greeks and the northern na
tions represented the forces of nature, 
the sea and the rivers, by deific names, 
but beside that they each had earth- 
born gods. Jupiter was Jeu or Jove 
Pater, the Gofl Father, and yet he 
himself was a son of Kronos or Saturn, 
the God of Time. •

The Babylonian mythology was the 
parent of the Hebrew mythology and 
probably the offspring of the Egyptian 
mythology. The Hebrews Inherited 
their clEcumselsibn, their sanctuary,

I have held several discussions with ■ 
theological gentlemen who undertook to 
maintain that “the Bible waf) inspired ; 
of God.” I have always asked them to 
point to the chapter and verse in the 
Bible where such claim is made, but 
have never yet had the good fortune to 
find a man who could point it out. It is 
true that we are told in King James’ 
version, II. Tim. 3:16, that “all scripture 
is given by Inspiration,” but none of the 
various other translations, as far as 1 
have read, sustain the translation. The 
“is” is generally left out, but for the 
sake of the argument I am willing it 
should be foisted in there. There is no 
evidence from this, that the scriptures 
are Inspired. Only men are Inspired to 
write scriptures. As scriptures Imply 
all that had ever been-written by either 
Hebrew or P.agan, the Christian scrip
ture not having been yet written, this 
passage proves too much. The Bible 
was a collection of books, one of which 
(Job) certainly was a Pagan produc- 
tlon, belonging to the Hebrew Library., 
There was no particular sacredness 
about them, more than there was about 
any other library of books. In fact, 
with the exception of Leviticus and 
Psalms, they were not religious books 
at all. Down to the captivity everything 
having reference to a future life was 
excluded from this library. All about 
them, among the Egyptians, Chaldeans 
and Persians could be found books 
teaching them something of a future 

■ life, rewards and punishments after 
death, etc., but they did not select them.

Jesus undoubtedly had his reasons for 
: ignoring the Jehovah God of the Old 

Testament, which will appear a little 
later In my discourse. To him he was 
no god at all, if that be the appropriate

THE HOME GIRGLfT«™“'™T“T8
___ :-------------' Painted by Spirit Artists,

God. - In verses 14-16 hei cajls himself 
the "I-am-that-I-am,” and twlce says he 
is "the" Go’d' of Abraham, ilsaac and 
Jacob,” and in the IStli verse he Ip 
called “Tlie Lord our j God.” • Thus 
this angel of the.Lord ,was pne of the 
identical angels that appeared to Abra
ham, Isaac and Jacob, and who is sev
eral times called a man, and here styles 
himself a God. In Ex.; 6:3, for the first 
time he announces fils name. He says,

(Jehovah—Heb.) thy God.” .
This selection shows that the other 

gods of whom Jehovah was so Jealous 
were not a chimera of his brain, but 
they actually existed and had power to 
inspire sleepers, with dreams, to control 
mediums and utter prophecies, and that 
these prophecies were likely to come to 
pass, and that he actually feared their 
influence and persuasion might result 
detrimental to his interests.

THESE GODS WERE LIMITED.
They had to come down to earth to 

learn whether the report was true con
cerning the tower of Babel, and on find
ing it was correct, a consternation was 
created among them, and to prevent the 
inhabitants of the earth of doing any 
damage by building a road up to 
heaven they .confounded their language. 
Gen. 11:5-7. They had to “go down" to 
Sodom and Gomorrah to “see whether 
they have done altogether according to 
the ery of it, which is come unto me, 
and if not I will know.” Gen. 18:21. 
We read of Jehovah, that he “drove out 
the inhabitants of the mountain, but 
could not drive out the Inhabitants of 
the valley, because they bad chariots of

“I appeared unto Abrgham, unto Isaac, 
and unto JaCob by' tire name of God 
Almighty, but by my name Jehovah I 
was not known unto them.” The 
original for God Almighty was “Baal 
Sfiaddal,” Lord of the. Zenith, a Chal
dean deity; but we -wiltassume that tlie 
original means “God .Almighty;" then 
we find that “this God; Almighty” was 
an “Angel of the Lord/’ in Ex. 3:2, and 
was the identical "man? whp:begged so 
hard to get away .from Jacob, when 
they were wrestllng .together one night 
(Gen. 32:24), and one of tte men whose 
feet were washed' by Abraham, and 
who helped to eat Abraljam's calf and 
bread and butter in Gen. -18:4-8. If this 
God, Jehovah, was ¡an ingel and this 
angel was a man, then Jie must have 
been a spirit man.. , J

Do we need further evidence that the 
Hebrews, like the nations and tribes 
about them, called spirits’gods? If so, 

’■turn to I. Sam. 28:12-J4, where the 
woman of Endor “saw- gods ascending 
out of the earth.” When she described 
one of them as “an pldt-mfiii.cometh up; 
and he Is covered within mantle,” "Saul 
perceived It was Samuel."

Thus we perceive that those portions 
of the Bible we bavp supposed to be in
spired of God, were . Written under the 
dictation of an inferior order of intelli 
gences, and these intelligences wer? de
parted human spirits^ and suck^was 
Jehovah, who was khiwn as a “min,” 
“an angel” and sometimes as “a-.:gpd,” 
for 480 years before, heirtookgthe 
name of Jehovah. 3Efie
“Almighty” simply. to “show his su
periority to other Gods', as Kings some
times are termed . Almighty, because

iron.”—Judges 1:19.
WAS ERRATIC AND CAPRICIOUS.

He frequently became angry with the 
Hebrews, and had it not been for the 
persuasion of Moses, he would have 
done some very absurd things. In 
Num. 14, there is an account of their 
becoming discouraged on account of an 
unfavorable report brought back from 
the land of Canaan by the spies and. 
some of them proposed to elect-a cap 
tain and return to the land of Egypt.

HOW SITTING ALONE DEVELOPED 
A LADY TO WRITE AUTOMAT
ICALLY - MYSTERIOUS STEPS
ENCHANTING MUSIC—A SYSTEM 
OP STUDY,
From early childhood I had been 

taught the truth, holiness, purity and

and I found that a young man and. 
young woman occupying different 
rooms up-stairs had also heard the f°ct’ 
steps that passed up and down from 8 
o’clock until 11. My husband not being 
at home that night, I asked my guide if 
"it” would come again. The answer by 
pencil eame Immediately, "Yes, at the 
same hour to-night.” From 8 o’clocktaught rue trutu, same hour to-nleht.” From 8 o’clock

infallibility of the W®> . ® -school untn 11 the steps were hoard. I have

cording to the perfect.,manner of the wantea. . t0 bewards ^TO^o^Tn^kunted, It was new, but one .family

To the Editor:—Allow me to record a 
Chain of circumstances and facts in — 
which both mortals and spirits were 
mutually Interested and equally ben- 
eflted through a mortal carrying out 
wishes and requests of splrit'ffrlends, 
those friends being his arisen children. 
Their wishes were gratified, their fond
est hopes realized, their father and 
mother delighted and made happy, all 
through spirit instruction, and to-day 
mortal friends possess a valued and 
valuable prize, with which they, undpp

wards God.” As I became oiaer 1 “ ’ havlna lived there before we did, and I no circumstances whatever, would be 
trCedMnffendake nScìnKeof profesÈthere had been no deaths in the house, willing to part. One of the mortals tó 
preaching and the PtaeUCing of pioiess * returned. whom I refer is Mr. William B. Slutter,
ing Christians, I noticed how th■ y w 110 chicego, lived there three the proprietor of the Conrad Hotel oí 
fled all law, while pretending to be law- we weu. w urn b , r

1,,, In thí» nhlirpn I I UlUUUlB, UUU meli Idi. A. VI uvauvabld'“Xi by totteiles in the ch . 1 x 8o oceuplod wlth ot>tajning means Mr. Slutter, like many of us, has neap 
8 Lv Hol^ Temóle” L?h of subsistence, that I gave but little »nd dear friends on both sides of life
“2 hv ihL ? «aw^theso ttWgs " and thought to .anything else. But the fire and among his earth friends he has a 
tie by little I saw these thing , ¿¿d on|y qldt blazing; the coals were sister living in Hersher, Ill., who has
when I tried to'»how tht“ nroved there and needed but a little fanning to not been well for some time; therefore 
?8bv ttir ímd“tte Bttie thePusuai start the sacred flame into life. he during the latter part of 1898 de
c X^niiowJd ’aid I?eft the fold One afternoon, being very tired and cided to make her a visit, but a day or 

Ümhon Iwran^he striving of the Bible much discouraged, feeling that life con- go before he started for the West, he 
r the^^truth tomeat that tained very little that made It worth went to Minerva, Ohio, on business,
Í? ^Jm^th^doetrffie of the church living, the old feeling came Into my and while there called on and had a 

t fn .nd tut nroof vvas not of such a band and arm. I had not held my pen- private sitting with Mrs. Hattl'e 
but I found the ,d cn fOT weeks, and did not want to that Tiffany, and during this sitting his
nontra What Vas^ to do? My rudder day, but my hand and arm aehed, and father and two of his daughters, then 
cep.t- were enne afloat on the I the ache grew to a pain. Finding it on the spirit side of life, made mentiod
vast ocmin of uncertainty every known would not eoase until the message was to him of his contemplated visit to his 
novi nenínst me I had known written, I wearily and reluctantly arose glgter in the above-named place, and 
nnthlne o^Snfritualism’and believed all and procured pencil and paper and took aiso urged him to go, his daughters in- 
«n& b ^ charlatans tbe message. My hand was held as in gtetlng that when he did go he must be
SPTn lome wav the knowledge came to a grasp of iron, and moved rapidly over gure to go to Chicago and have a sitting 
J P we?e those who could pages of paper. I read it carefully, and wlth May and Lizzie Bangs. Upon ar-

Vwelve communications from then said: “What Influence prompted riving in Chicago on his way to visit 
cone before and that every one the writing of that message?" .. .. .- his sister, he called on those ladies andhad^ tms nower to some degree I £ Another reading and I said: “That is had a sitting with them for wrltteh 

=eiteflh tn Ptrv Fverv dav for twelve too improbable; it cannot be.” messages, at which ue received quite
w¿éks I saty’ha?f an hour holding my Tbe message was laid away, but so lengthy messages from his spirit 
ffidl over the paper ready for the mes- little faith had I in it that it was almost friends, upon blank paper he personally,

nt ins it came nace after page of forgotten. As it concerned others be- folded and placed in an envelope,strange handwriüng my bandP being side myself, and was quite personal, I sealed the antelope and then placed It 
moved Win no volìtfòn of my own- nor cannot give it here; but a course of with h's own hands between slates he
had I aS toe“ Swhat I w“oto Whei atudy 4s mapped out-the study to fit took with him for the purpose; and
mv bnn.i wns released and I read the me for a certain work. ■ I among the messages he received from
message what was my astonishment to Another society was mentioned to hlg arisen dear ones, was one from his 
And théra outlined a full course of which I was told I would belong, an oc- gpirI.t daughters, Stella and Gracie, re- studw First^ Theosophyrthen Mental cult society which taught only . the Resting him to sit for a portrait of 
Science and lastly Spiritualism. truth. This society had a special work themselves, saying they were so anx-
b “But i“am noor and cannot buy the to do. None who were Ignorant could loug for him to do so, because he and 
hnnkl ” r wld join it. There were many members in dear ones at home could then readily

Mv iinnd wrote’ “Thev will come to- the spirit world, but few here. More gee how they, Stella and Gracie, looked 
von as vou Zd them ” than that I cannot fell. I had been at the present time on the spirit side of
y° But Whv nm I to stiidv all this?” I at work upon an arricie treatihg of the I pfg. He being anxious to reach the 

“To nrove to you that the bèst truths “Thought Wave,” and bafi received my h0.me of his sister, did not sit that day. 
- tanáfit- in-Th'eosonhy -aiid Mental Sci- first Idea in a ifiessage from, my guide, for their portraft, but upon his return to enee are contained in Spiritualism.” After finishing it I laid it aWÍáy, but Chicago he did so and the result wafl 

Pi had reiolved to let'no one know, of after some weeks I'was-told to have It far b’yond his greatest expectations, 
' mv exnefience, but it' was found out, published. I sent it. to a paper. The ed.- 8jn'ce he received upon the same canvas 

i "nnd a verv much exaggerated report Itor refused to publish it, saying, I do I the portraits of his darling daughters.
was sent to the city papers, much to my not think it true." I knew it was true I 1 will now endeavor to explain, for 
mortification It was the means of I and sent it to another paper. -It was the benefit of the many thousand read- 
manv people Writing to me, among them published and caught the attention of a erB of The Progressive Thinker, the 
a prominent Theosophlst, and one well thinker who wrote advising me to write preparations made by the mediums 
versed in the Sanskrit language. She to a certain occultist who cóúld put me priór to the sitting. First, a piece of 
asked some questions which were an- in possession of many truths which 1 white canvas, framed and such as IS 
Bwered in the same way I received seemed in a fair way to discover. My commonly used by artists for oil paint- 
other messages. The answers were sent desire for knowledge was renewed and lngg, wag procured, and the ft-amo 
to her with these words: “Remember, I I wrote to the occultist The answer I when complete measured 22 by 26 
have nothing to do wi.h it, and have not received astonished me, for it was the I inches. The canvas was then placed 
the slightest idea whether it is correct beginning of the fulfillment of that mes-1 under a table in the room where they
or not” In a few days came the words: sage. I can only say here that the mqs- sat and |n plain view of tbe then
“Everything written was perfectly cor- sage has been fulfilled almost entirely. I cbvered over table as well as of them-
rect.” This correspondence ripened Into The society whose existence I did not 8elveg. The covering was a chenille
friendship and Dr. Katherine B---- , I suspect, as the members do not herald curtain apd hung doWn on either side
finding that I was desirous of learning, themselves or their work, has its head- t0 the floor, but during the entire sitting 
sent me many theosophical books. Ev-1 quarters in a large dty. I have be- the ro<>m was perfectly light. This com
erything that I did not understand come a member and find teat the pieted the work so far as mortals were 
would be explained If I would hold my knowledge of truth is coming to ¡me as I concerned. After sitting and chatting • 
pencil and ask for the Information. rapidly as I can assimilate it. My work I with (he mediums for about three hours

After studying Theosophy carefully is coming as rapidly as I can prepare the signal was given to one of them 
as I could then came the Mental Sci- myself for it, and the message which that the work "of painting the portraits 
enee—lessons-sent me by a friend, thus I seemed so very improbable Is almost was done and the portraits completed, 
fulfilling the promise made that books entirely fulfilled, but one clause await- The curtain was then removed from the 
should come to me. in8 fulfillment. I table, and upon the canvas that three

Once when in doubt over some points, I have seen faces on paper, but having I hours before was perfectly blank there
and Wishing I could in some way have very little artistic ability I cannot draw I wag piajnly to be seen and artistically 
it made known, my hand wrote: “A them so as to do justice to their delicate executed, a bust portrait and almost 
book is coming to you with the passages beauty. Faces and forms come and go I i¡fe 8ize of each Of his haughters, Stella 
marked which will explain all to you; It not only In the dark but in the bright- and Grade. While they were children 
will cóme to you Christmas. ncss of day. The music of the spheres I at the time they passed to the spirit

Christmas came and went, but no Is something beyond my power to de-1 sjde of life, they have grown to be
book. New Years a book came that I scribe, so sweet, so thrilling, it would I i0Vely young ladles. Their features, " 
had been sent for Christmas, but had take the pen of an angel to give a fitting I eyeB, noge, mouth and shape of head 
been delayed. I opened it and looked description, and then it would not be I resemble closely the small portraits 
for the marked passages, and found comprehended unless heard. I their parents have of them. The per-
them, passage after passage, paragraph During a time of sickness and I fection of execution in wltich the por- 
after paragraph—some underlined, trouble when too tired to sleep and I traits of those lovely, lovable and lov- 
some marked heavily all around the dreading the long, weary hours of the I jDg Slaughters were executed, and the 
paragraph, and every marked word ex-1 night, I heprd in the distance, far in I gh0I.t time in which it was done, show 
plained and made clear the doubtful the East, a faint sound of music. Very I piajnly and prove conclusively to any 
points. The friend who had sent the slSwly it came nearer, growing plainer reasonable mind, that no mortal hand 
book-had been ^nuch'interested In it, and louder until the harmony filled the did n, and when seen by anyone who is 
and as he read it, he marked the para-1 room. Entranced I listened. It grew aH artist or by a lover of art, the longer 
.graphs which Interested him the most, fainter and fainter until it couta no I guch a one looks at them the more 

' and they were the ones that had been I longer be heard. Again it started in beautiful they become.
so helpful to me. After reading it he the East; again it egme to me: until the j?or geyeral days after Mr. Slutter 
concluded that I would like it, aúd so I flood òf melody filled my room, com-1 arrived home with the portraits he told

’ ’ ’ ing, going, until I was thoroughly rest- no one of his having them, with the ex-
ed, and slept a calm, deep sleep. ceptlon of his own family, since it was

Guarded, guided, led into paths of hls desire to sit again with Mrs. Tif-
knowledge; given th® mental and spit-1 fany to see whether hls daughters
ttual food I need, seeing and hearing would come and speak of their por- 
thlngs that as Paul said, “are not law-1 traits. In this he was not disappointed, 
ful to utter,” can I say “there Is noth- they did not alone speak of their por
ing in it?” That it Is my “subjective traits, but they made mention of many 
self,” a hallucination, imagination, a I other Incidents connected with their
mere phantasy of the brain? No! a I father’s tri¿ to Chicago and' Hersher,
thousand times No! It is all real and I m., and also told him that the portraits
true. Let those deny It who can. ag executed by the spirit artist wer6
I have seen and heard. I have been I correct likenesses of themselves. Stella 

cqmttrted when sorrowing, fed when regembles her father and Gracie her 
starving . for knowledge, and admon-1 mother, and it was just so before they 
ished when faltering. I know whereof pagged to spirit life.
I speak when I say, I know It is true! 1 - - - — - ■ -

This outline of my experience has

their subjects belleverthey are superior 
to all other kings, some believing even 
that all other kings are subject to them. 
The Goddess of Liberty Is ¿'myth, the 
personification of an Idea—not even the 
spirit of a woman wjjn has Jived in the 
past, yet, in the eyeflwf all- Americans, 
she is superior to thmgods of all other 
nations. Her superiority is in her rep
resentative capacity, mof in her actual 
existence. ,.Hpw e.ksyit would be for 
a’ subsequent' age to personify her, and 
in consequence of ourreyerence for. her - 
and our unbounded fflitii in her to_ipake 
her the. representative Almighty 
Power. To , the Hebrews their Angel
God was Almighty God', who had the 
power of overcoming Baal, Ashteroth, 
Milcom and all other Gods around 
them. But we should remember the 
Babylonians considered Baal-superior 
to Jehovah. In fact each god was

___ ___ . on account of this, Jehovah threatens 
with its ark containing the ten com- t0 sen(J. a pestilence and kill them off, 
mandments, its new moons, its full Iput Moses convinced him that it would 
moons, dividing its week in seven days a very unwige proceeding, 
corresponding somewhat to the four After he became very angry with 
quarters of the moon, and its year into them ag^n, and told Moses to “let me 
twelve moons of 360 days, adding an a]one that my wrath may wax hot 
extra moon every third year, from the agajnst them and that I may consume 
Babylonians. The seventh day was the thenl) and I will make of thee, a great 
sabbath, the seventh year was a sab- nat|onEx. 32:10. He had forgotten 
batical year and the forty-ninth year I all the fanureg he had made during the 
was a sabbath of sabbaths or year of prevjous twenty-five hundred year's, 
jubilee. In fact, no law has been more FIrst) we are told that there had been 
faithfully copied . than the book of rebel’lon In heaven (Milton’s Paradise 
Leviticus from the Babylonian institu- jj08tj in consequence of which it had 
tions. But the Babylonian gods Baal been depeopled of one-third of Its 
and Set were..the adversaries of Je- angeig, as one or two more rebellions 
hovah and tfie one of them became in I waa ptely to leave God companionless, 
later days the incarnation of a power man wag created on earth to be grown 
which they considered nearly almighty lnt0 angeihood. He surely would not 
and opposed to their deity. rebel. But after about sixteen hundred

In the Old Testament and some places yea[.s, these people became so bad he 
In the New, the words God and Lord I had t0 (jestroy al|-but eight of them 
refer to an angel or spirit of some wlth a fl00d. with these eight he ex- 
earthborn person. This I shall now pected to people the world with pure, 
attempt to demonstrate. sinless people. But in about 430 years
THERE WAS A PLURALITY OF he again discovered his mistake, and

QOjjS selecting Abraham out of Chaldea, and
' ‘ ‘ , I then taking the sharpest boy for three

If there was more than one God their generations, he supposed he would 
power Is divided, and this we shall I gurel make a Mt that tlme He had 
attempt to show after a little while was faued jour times, and now he proposed 
the Case. If their power was divided L experlment a fifth time. But Moses

, they each were short so much of omni; changed his purpose. He told him what 
potence. In the first chapters of Gene- jbe Egyptians would say, that he had

, sis thèse several .Gods are referred to undertftken a job he could not accom
; under the Hebrew term Elohim, which 1Igh when he had undertaken to get 
' Adam Clarke and. ail Hebrew scholars them t0 the land of Canaan and on ac- 

tell ub Is the Hebrew for the plural count of his appointment,- he had 
number. The English text shows us I klUed them And then he told h|m o£ 
there were several of these gods. In- hlg promtse .t0 Abraham, Isaac and 

Israel, that he “would multiply their 
, -„• seed as the stars of heaven,” a big

and after. OUR likeness. Gen. 1.26. promise, by the way, “and all this land
“Ye shall.be as GODS, knowing good tka£ j have spoken of, will ¿give unto 

and evil.” Gen. 3:4. ' yonr seed and they shall inherit It for-
“Behold the man has become as ONE ever>,._Vs. 1243, This appeal to 

of US.” Vs. 22. . Jehovah’s pride had its effect. He knew
This polytheism, is recognized all when the Egyptians heard of it, 

through the Bible. In the song uttered other gods would have the laugh on 
by Moses after crossing the Red Sea, he hI and so he changed his mind, 
asks, “Who Is like unto thee, Or Lord, Moses had presented the matter in a 
(Jehovah—Heb.) among the Gods? manner he had not before thought of. 
Sx. 15:11. Jephthah in arguing the ('yg. 141 But knowing his’erratic dis
ease with the Ammonites, asks. Wilt posltion, and that he was liable to fall 
not thou possess that which Chemosh ln a paggfon and do that,he should 
thy God giveth thee to possess? So afterwards regfet, he Informed, Moses' 
whomsoever the Lord (Jehovah—Heb.) yia|. be wou]d pOj accompany : them to 
our God shall drive out before us, them the lnnd of Canaan. Ex. 33:1-3.
Will we possess.”—Judges 11:24. In a-wp-wt manPsalms 110:1, the Sep’tuagint reads, ■ , GOD, ANGEL, MAN.
"Jehovah said unto Adonai, sit thou on I 1 have shown In all mythologies that

number. The English

stance the following:
“Let US make man

word. .,
And in justice to the Old Testament, 

■ it should be- silated that Jehovah was 
not the infinite, but just a tutelary god 
of the Hebrews, as Chemosh and 
Milcom were among the Ammonites, 
Ashtoreth among the Zldonlans, Baal 
among- the Babylonians, and other gods 

' among other nations. Neither the He
brews nor any other nation referred to 
the Infinite by the titles of any of their 
deities. Go and tell your minister that, 
and see how dignified and grave he will
look over the matter and how contemp
tuously he will refer to any one having 
the presumption to thus treat the sub
ject, but mark, he will never once, try to 
prove that my statement is ¡wrong. 
Above all Gods in the Hebrew or other 
mythologies was a great Infinite Causa
tion entirely beyond the comprehension 
of tlie huifian mind, whose- name , was 
as'unspeakable as he was incompre; 

zhensible, and who was never referred to 
(except by .clearing the. throat, .thus 
'A-li-m! ana pointing with his index 
finger out into.infinite.space. For:this 
reason the index finger is represented 
by the letter J, or ypd,-in .English and 
numerous other alphabets, and from 
Which co1160 some Pe°l,lfl save our 
deitv the name God. .

Blit even this word never referred to 
the’ Infinite, but.to ruling,or guardian 

■BBlrlts who to them were Almighty. In 
’no language that I am aware of.has

Almighty with, the .nationto which it 
belonged. ■■ .

If it were necessary to show that the 
angel which is. called “man” so many 
times in the scriptures referred to, was 
the spirit of a man, we would cite Rev. 
22:8-9, where an angel announces him
self as having been a prophet and one 
of John's fellow', servants. That the 
Hebrews worshiped, angels as GOds is 
established by this. passage. Further 
evidence may bei fewund in Matt 17:4, 
where Peter wanted, to make three 
tabernacles in which, to worship Jesus 
apd the spirits of -Mos® and Elias.

Whenever, thereforeTthe phrase “the
word of the Lord,” “thh Word of God," 
“thus salth the ;Jx>rd>l occurs in the 
Bible, reference always and every time 
is had to spirit communication, and to 
nothing else; and !‘p. man of God,” or 
“prophet of the Lord,” usually refers to 
a medium, but sometimes to an angel, 
as in the case of Manoah (Judges 13:6). 
There is not a single instance in the 
Bible where that book is referred to as 
“the word of the Lord/’: or “word of 
God.”

When, you take all evangellclsms out 
of the interpretation of the Bible, and 
translate it faithfully,'and bring it 
within, the purview of reason and or
dinary common flense, it. will not appear 
half so bad as. Its; enemies make it-up
pear with theological .definitions, nor 
will It bé.near so floored (another wotd 
for secret) as it’s worshipers make it It 
will simply be a chronicle of the doings 
of a nomadic trlbts'-Of .Bedouins, good 
and bad, as the casé was, and a relation 
of some of the messages that camg to' 
them from the Spirit-world, sbmbj.of 
them well-written and' poetical,Otters 
bf a very indifferent class of literature. 
Therefore, when we.re^d the Bible we 
should interpret it brtte same rules we 
would interpret any o^her book. Nor 
should we strain, -a point to make 
prophecies uttered wfih .reference to the 
then .present condition 'pfi affalrs, refer 
to Jesus or-to gomé lóng subsequent

my right hand until I make thy foes thy I the spirits of the dead are called gods, 
footstool.” The first commandment i will riowshow that the words In the 
rends, “Thou Shalt have nd other Gods I Hebrew; Bible have the same meaning 
before me.”—Ex. 20:3; Again: “Ye shall I that it has in other mythologies. By 
not go after other gods, of the gods of turning to Gen. 18, we,will find what is 
the people which are around about called “men” in the 2d, 16th and 22d
you.”—Deut 6:14. _ verses is called “Lord” In the 13th, 16th

In Deut 13:1-10, other Gods were re- and 20th verses; and we are told they
ferred to as rivals of Jehovah, ,as went toward Sodom. Two of, them next
follows: v . appeared to Lot in. Sodom, and are

“If there arise among you a prophit there called “angels” (Chap. 19:1); but

times,'............... ; I •: /
The Bible is not a?seriesmf books on 

religion, but a sort of awkwardly com
piled series of chronicle?..and .relations 
of certain events, some of them written 
hundreds 'bf.years’ afterwards; when the 
facts were'difficult to optalni ■ Leviticus 
was a. book of rellglotis'files' and cere
monials, Deuteronomy somewhat a 
mixhire of the safim; whlldJpb was a 
poetical story containing a) inoral, and 
the Psalms was a hook of ihymhs and 
sacred songs. The'■book , o’fi Job was a 
pagan book, and.tha psalms:were a col-' 
lection of songs from all sources;

As to Jesus, lie was a ssoclalist and 
was considered an Enflflel by those who
came in contact, with him:. He estab
lished his mlsslon/by£eertaln..!‘signs,” 
but seldom’ refeffikl:a »future, life,

or a dreamer .of dreams and giveth thee I in the 5th, 10th add 16th verses they are. 
a sign or. Wonder and the sign or won-1 called “men,” and’“angels’: again, in the. 
der^cometb pass, whereof ’he spake" 15th verse. These “men” were so ma-1 out seiuoiu twsswi • J*-“*“'-“.*-?'“lv’ 
unto thee, paying let us go After other, teri'alizedl that-they ate a part nt least I although he believed! In it. nnd promised 
gods which :thou hast not known; and 6f a calf, besides a; quantity '«t-..bread..R'pself .to come.ugfaiul appear to h s 
let us seVye i.them,. thou: shalt not and'butter. Gen. 18:4;8.-In.Gep. 32:24, | dlpciples (John 14.M)-21j 16.16-19).; After 
hearken unto the, words of that-prophet-there appeared a man who wrestled "" "" ° «w««"
or that dreamer'of dream?. And with Jacob; -but this-, man is . called 
that prophet, orjhat.dteame’r of dreams “God" In the 30th verse. ■ . . ’ ...
shall be put-tb'death;'because fie hath qNE of- THESE ANGELS- WAS 
spoken to-turn you away from'the Lrfrd ' ' ' tottovatt ' ‘ '■(Jehovah-Heb.) your.God. : ' . . I . - ' JEH0?'? . .

“If thy brother, the son' of, thy I. In Ex. 3:2,. the .angel of the Lord ap- 
rnother, or.thy.son, or.'the wife of thy peared tp Moses in a bunflngtmsli. 'In 
bosom, or thy friend, whlChUS as thine, verse .4-this angeljs called. God, ^and. 
own soul, entice-thee'secretly, saying, in the-6th. vpise he distinguishes h m- UHM mv f •* .‘i.’.l .1« nil Mhrn» trnria ivtr tnllinrr

hi? deafh-'and a^nrlüóñ, a discussion 
was forced oh Spiritualism, so that less 
was said -concerning ■socialism, yet. It' 
was not entirely left qbt, as will be'seen 
by; réferenceto I.'OoiV £12,' Jesús. estab
lished á community at prtpernauin with 
Judas as treasurer,; and it was re
organized again, iiflei- his death, in 
Jerusalem. nnd for several hundred
years large bodies of Christians lived In i^imuo and'scrve'dtter'gods'whkh I seir'i/om ail” “otter gods "by 'leiiing I Socialistic commmW, ...........-

£.C„„ hast “no’known ttofi nor thv Moses, ‘T am .the- God of. thy. fathers, Thus we bring-the Rile within the 
Others nimely ihe X the peon S the «¿d of -Abraham, the God of Isaac domain of -reason and>pmake t qiiite, 

Are S abSm nlgh X nhd the God of. Jacob And Moses hid an. interesting, instead Of a forbidding 
thee, or afar' off" from thee, from the" fils face, for he was afraid to look upon | book. _ , • .

sent It,-not knowing that it had been 1 
promised to me. 1

I ’ had stùdiéd everything within 
reach, and always hungering for more. ' 
At last a message came, saying: "There 
Js A Spiritualist society in Chicago; join 
that” After some time I saw an adver
tisement of Temple Talks, and sending 
for one, was so pleased with it that I 
applied for membership, and was ac
cepted. A constant study of the teach
Ings, satisfied me for a time, but mate
rial matters soon took most of my at
tention. My. guide wrote: “You are to 
go to'Chicago for a time,” but I said: “I 
have not the means to go there. I havfe 
nothing" tp do after I get,there, and do 
not want to go,” and I determined not 
to go. But although I made every ef
fort to go in another direction, we did 

■ go to Chicago, and1 lived there three 
months. ; . • ■
' Before going there I had, a peculiar 
expérience.. One night after the family 

/Were asleep, I was awakened by a foot
step on the stairs. - Thinking it was 
some one cording down from one of the 
upper rooms, j ; composed- myself for 
sleep, but the sound continued slowly, 
up and down—hour after hour the steps 
kept up their tread. My little boy was 
àwàkened, and'said: .“Mamma, I hear 
some one going up'and down stairs.” 
Presently he said: “May I take the 

; lamp and go see?” Having gained the 
desired permission he took the lamp, 

i turned the blaze high and stood nt the 
• foot-of the stairs, ills eye following the 
i sound as “it” went up, and watching as 
; ’it" came down’ We could plainly hear 
i “It” turn around to go up-stairs;

He said; “Mamma, I canhearsome one 
> go up and come down, but I can’t see 
> anything’.’! -
; ' Thé next morning this was the tople 

of conversation at the breakfast table

been given to encourage any who may 
feel that those in the beyond do not 
care, or have forgotten them. Do your 
part fully and they will do theirs. Do 
not wait for them to do it all.. They 
cannot always meet you even half way.

Much that has come to me has been 
of such" a personal nature that it can
not be given to the public; but when I 
have needed help’ it has always .cóme; 
I mean help mentally and spiritually. 
Material things they expect me to at
tend to. They ÿo not give instructions 
regarding thé next world, but for this 
one, thus proving that by living the best 
we can here and now, we are preparing 
for the life beyond. Ah! how little do 
the hurrying crowd know-of the infinite 
love which surrounds us constantly. 
They little know the great and good 
company we keep.

- NELLIE M. JERAULD!
Hustburg, Tenn. . ..

To conclude. Knowing of the chain 
of circumstances connected with Mr. 
Slutter’s getting both the messages and 
the portraits, and believing they would 
make interesting reading for the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker, I asked 
permission to. write them up for pub
lication, which privilege Mr. Slutter 
kindly granted me, and since doing so 
I submitted my article to him to read, 
thinking, perhaps, I had made some 
mistake, but he tells me it is all correct.

Canton, Ohio. E. It. KIDD.

: Any tvrnnt Is willing that people 
should be free and happy In the way he 
himself prescribes.—American Sentinel,

-If we spent more of the time doing 
the things we can that we devote to 
wanting to do the things we can’t, we . 
should find that we could do more 

-things.—New York-World.' 7 . »
There are a good many preachfers who 

have so high an idea of their own no
tions that they mistake them for. the 
thoughts anid intentions . of1 the - Al- 
mighty.—Freeman’s Journal. -

Why I Am a Vegetarian. , An address 
delivered before the Chicago Vegetfi-. 
rlan Society, fiy J. Howard Moore, 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.
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SCINTILLATIONS FROM THE CALIFORNIA PHILOSOPHER
THE DARK SEANCE CAREFULLY AN ALYZED AND CRITICALLY CONSIDERED 

BY CHARLES DAWBARN.

Its Characteristics Plainly Pointed Out, and Its Dangers Clearly Presented.

(3HARLES DAWBARN, THE BRILL
IANT CALIFORNIA AUTHOR, PSY- 
CHOMETRIST AND SPEAKER, 
PRESENTS VIEWS THAT ARE. 
WORTHY OF THE THOUGHTFUL 
CONSIDERATION OF EVERY 
SPIRITUALIST - HE ANALYZES 
THE MATERIALIZATIONS THAT 
A.RE COMMON TO-DAY, AND 
FROM HIS STANDPOINT POINTS 
OUT THE DANGERS ARISING

- THEREFROM—THOUGHTS THAT 
ARE WOBTgY OF THE ATTBN’ 
'tION OF SPIRITUALISTS EVERY
WHERE. ,
The ghost story told by the flicker °L 

the Yuto log has had a "weird attraction 
for the superstitious mind, If it hap 
nened to be a stormy night, with ereoko 
and groans pervading the old home
stead? and possibly scratchings and tap
ping adding to the horror, the nibbling 
of a mouse5 would at last open church
yard graves for the frightened listeners, 
ns they scurried to bed. As a matter of 
fact, and studied in broad daylight,a 
ehost did not seem so very dreadful. 
Even suppose he had acquired the.start
ling habit of trotting around with his 
head under his arm, the anatomical ob
jection would be seriously pointed.out 
by the daylight observer. As a matta 
of history he to usually seen gl ding 
about in darksome loneliness, iaa i£ he 
were meditating on something rather 
grewsome in the long ago. Sometimes 
he seems to remember that he killed 
somebody. On <?ther occasions he had 
apparently been the victim himself, or 
bad taken advantage of u /ood oppor- 
tunlty to become a successful villain.

Such incidents are really so trifling 
when compared with Wth century prog
ress, that thé ghost of such a past need 
npt pass a weary midnight hour for our 
benefit We manufacture

GHOSTS BY THE THOUSAND, 
now-a-days, in a few minutes. Both ac
cidents and battles supply the raw ma
terial to an overstocked market. The 
old-fashioned ghost is nearly crowded 
out. A few banshees still claim the 
right to beckon lordlings to their doom, 
but there are not bauntlngs enough to 
supply even the reasonable demand of 
the S. P. R. It Is evident something 
has happened, and perhaps, by a little 
investigation, we may find out wlrat 
Ü iS- . , X,A really pouplar ghost must, in this 

.era, do something more than move ta
bles, compel the automatic pencil, or 
even whisper through the lips of a shut
eyed medium. Such manifestations de
mand more imagination than is pos
sessed by the public of to-day. The au
dience is unable to realize that a ghost 
is really present But darken your 
room until the waving of cheap muslin, 
bespangled and touched

WITH LUMINOUS PAINT, 
satisfies the fond believer, and you have 
the sort of thing the dear public will 
pay its dollar to see. No imagination is 
needed. There is the ghost. The medi
um is—but we are not talking about the 
medium just now. As we said, there is 
the ghost, and everybody knows a 
ghost in the dark. The trouble begins 
When you expose it to light. It Is quite 
evident that whether real or artificial, 
It objects to the light, and for the most 
part protest against any and all condi
tions that would protect the dear pub
lic from being cheated.

Such is commercial "materialization” 
as practiced to-day, and as practiced for 
the last score of years. It means ghost 
visible, with the midnight horror left 
out. It has begun to be universally be
lieved that ghosts furnished to order of 
visitors with a dollar are dubious, very 
dubious. Cover the medium with 
NETTING NAILED TO THE FLOOR, 
and they do not appear. Exclude the con
federate, and the gods are absent But 
such interference is styled “persecu
tion,” and perhaps it is. It is a serious 
question whether those who cheat and 
those who love to be cheated can law
fully be kept apart “Those whom God 
hath joined let no man put asunder.” 
Personally, I confess my utter indiffer
ence. I cannot see that the general ef- 
feet, is any worse than the game played 
with three thimbles and a pea; or the 
popular three card monte.

The ghost fakir is a spider; the dear 
public furnish him with files. Without 
flies how are God's spiders to live? The 
government has Ironclads and rapid-fire 
guns, soldiers, regular and volunteer, 
with Congress to pay the bilL So I 
leave it to the government to protect 
my neighbor from the fakir, even if It 
has to use a whole policeman and a 
magistrate to convict

THE “PERSECUTED MEDIUM” 
of obtaining money under false pre
tenses. But that is all the government,
though it be “of the people, by the peo-

. LOOK AT A BLAZING SUN 
without a tremor, or watch the distant 
star until it unfolds the secret of its 
own molecules. He sees a million limes 
further than Ills ancestor, so has en
tered the unknown at -the line where su
perstition had stood and trembled. 
"Thus far, and no further” iiroved to be 
shrieked by man, and never Intoned by 
nature, When man discovered that his 
sense was only vibration of matter, his 
old superstition died. But a new one 
was born. He stopped w'here his instru
ment of metal and glass stopped, and 
once again ngstled dowm on-the inside 
of his own limit. It was’once again Ig
norance as king,..alive as ever, ahd 
grown till it could see itself larger than 
before. But a faculty in, man was at 
work, that refused to be counted as a 
mortal sense, and dared to proclaim Ig
norance ’ ’

TO BE MAN’S DEADLY FOE, 
and commenced’ a battle for mastery. 
Should Ignorance win, progress must 
stop, and theology and superstition once 
again become slave drivers for the mul
titude. The battle has been fought by 
individuate, each for himself. Napo
leon complained that the Anglo-Saxon 
neyer knew when he was beaten. Such 
men fight on. Ignorance is pushefi back 
a step at a time, and as a result, Intelli
gence finds the Unknown of yesterday 
helping It to battle with the Unknown 
of to-day. But there are, even to-day, 
traitors in the army ofProgress, calling 
themselves “materialists,’’ who deglare 
that Intelligence is getting altogether 
too proud-and bumptious. They assert 
that he Is really nothing but on ill-bred 
child of Matter, whose father was Vi
bration, and that there Is not even a 
marriage certificate to his name. Let 
but Vibration stop moving and, they de
clare, Intelligence must slink back into 
his primitive obscurity; Matter, as his 
mother, nurses him and brings him up, 
and teaches him how to walk hand in 
hand with his father Vibration. Pres
ently she washes his face and sends 
him to school where, he graduates as a 
scientist, and, if very good, may get a 
diploma as an S. P. R. But let there be 
a trifle of domestic trouble between the 
parents and poor Intelligence is immedi
ately sat upon and squelched, tilt there 
Is nothing of him left but a memory.

These traitors to true manhood declare 
they have taken the old form to pieces, 
and have applied every test known to 
chemistry without discovering even a 
trace of him. So Intelligence is actual
ly dead. Drop a tear—build a monu
ment—pay the undertaker, and elect an
other president of the world of science. 
That is the programme of such war
riors, claiming to be soldiers fighting 
against Ignorance. But a few scouts 
were sent out yesterday who have re
ported that, although^ Ignorance still 
kept his forces between them and the 
Unknown, they had '

GLIMPSES OF INTELLIGENCE 
walking hand In hand with his father 
and mother, and wearing new clothes. 
He seemed, they said, to be as much 
alive as ever, so that,it did not seem 
possible he had ever been boxed up in 
the old coffin. These scouts were a 
small company, pf the S. P. R. regiment, 
and were Immediately ordered to Cov
entry by the veritable leaders of the 
army. The latest from the battlefield 
states that these scouts had refused to 
be sent to Coventry, and maintained the 
truth of their report. Now comes the 
question as to the private history of In
telligence. Is he really only a child of 
Dame Matter, with Vibration for Iris 
father, as certain materialists would 
have us believe? Upon the answer to 
this question hinges our investigation 
of “form materialization.”

The scientist tells us that he uses the 
term “atom” to express matter that has 
not yet been broken up into smaller 
parts. There are, he says, ultimate 
atoms, and he counts some 70 of them 
which he cglte “elements.” They have 
a real magnitude Which can be meas
ured. Such atoms are not subject to 
friction In their movements, so do not 
decay, and may, apparently, endure 
eternally,

It is well fqr us to keep carefully in 
mind that the atom Is a monarch in his

OWN DIVINE RIGHT, 
as much as the Emperor William or the 
Czar of Russia. He makes alliances, 
and breaks them, when he chooses. He 
may not possess a -jack knife, like a 
school boy, but it Is acknowledged as a 
scientific fact that he has'in his pocket 
a whole lot of energy. Let sulphur, 
charcoal and saltpetre be scattered on 
the road, and they seem as harmless as

greater degree by the Great Universal 
Intelligence. We have seen in previous 
studies that this Little First Cause is 
not limited to one personality. We also 
discovered that Nature has an eternal 
law by which each personality bus its 
own memory recorded in Its own vibra
tions. Applying this fact to spirit re
turn we discover that the Ego will have, 
practically, a new personality for each 
mortal body it controls as Its medium. 
If I return through the organism of A. 
B., I at once gather memories that are 
recorded in those vibrations. If I after
wards seek to meet you through Y. Z., 
the memory of what you and I said and 
did-through A. I). is lost-, or distorted 
into nonsense. Such memories were 
never recorded to my spirit vibration, 
and belong to their own special person
ality. But If a quarter of a century lias 
intervened and I again use A B, every
thing to present as before, and you, per
haps, exclaim,

"WHAT A BEAUTIFUL TEST,” 
But you would not have received that 
test through Y. Z. or even through my 
spirit personality. . -

Let us now see the bearing-of all this 
on our subject, which Is but Just one 
phase of phenomena called “form mate
rialization.’’ It was necessary to show 
first of all that phenomena are alike 
subject to this law, and that no one 
phase can be separated from all the 
rest. If it happen that several phases 
appear through the organism -of A. B., 
the student must remember that my 
memory will pe locked in the vibrations 
of A B., and not in some phase of spirit 
return. A. B. may have raps, conversa
tion In trance, and automatic writing ob 
phases of her sensitiveness. My expe
rience through the raps will be at your 
service through the other phases, too. 
It is only when you seek me through a 
new instrument that you discover that 
I have Iosif my memory. But having no
ticed that loss, you have forthwith de
clared identification Impossible, and 
hgye lost much of your faith In spirit 
return. At this point of our mutual ex
perience you hear of some remarkable 
cabinet manifestations. In a conversa
tion with me through A. B„ you ask me 
to meet you at the cabinet, and I 
promise to do'so, If possible.

Suppose that as a spirit I have not 
yet studied this phase of spirit re-turn. 
I find myself forced to come nearer to 
the mortal than ever before, I had 
previously found that I must “think” 
myself to the level of the mortab 
thought This had necessarily changed 
my vibrations, and thus compelled me 
to assume or
CREATE A NEW PERSONALITY, 
which would have its own memories 
and experiences.- This to the personal
ity with which I now approach earth 
life to endeavor to carry out the prom
ise I made you when I was In your pres
ence and bedecked in those vibrations. 
But here I am almost as far from my 
purpose as ever. Instead of thought vi
brations, which are at least those of In-

readily asspmi shape for you. But you 
'must remlotbewiat however lifelike ill ■ 
to at best but a tailor’s frame on which 
to stretch the clothes he has manufac
tured. AftcV; thejstudent should pote 
that my Jjjgp playa no needed part lu 
this mate;la)lza}ign. When at it,s best, 
and perfectly, gqjuiluei It Is only a form 
copy of tjie^ onp.jof my personalities 
which we gall “¿aortal man.” It fol
lows, as a matter of course, that its 
Creator cgg.j rebuild It as often as be 
may choosy wltlfppt my knowing any
thing about it. Bjippose you sit to the 
sculptor for your, likeness in marble. 
Your presence was, of course, a neces
sity to hini.i’ But'Vyhat is to hinder his 
making co^ attilj^eopy, one as good as 
the other,'Without your knowing any
thing abou¥ it? 1 . ”

When, l>j’ 'youFowh wish, your form 
has been thus'"“created” by these 
“thought sculptM,” and you are mak
ing your feeble ¿¿tempt to satisfy your 
friend, you have “materialization” at 
its very best’. But when that same form 
continues to appear,, and necessarily 
with greater facility, although you are 
not present; the manifestation becomes 
what .

I CALL A HELLISH VERITY, 
which is the very essence of the fqrm 
materialization^ of to-day. ■

Let us now examine these verities 
with some care. You have seen that 
my presence Is by no means a necessity. 
The form you Jmve declared to be “me”- 
does not require my thought.for its cre
ation, It may possibly’ have had my 
signature when you first greeted it, but 
ever afterwards it, hsfi

BEEN A SPIRIT FORGERY,
But back of this; fact to a law of Na
ture. In earth lye we live and mani
fest to each otlier; amid vibrations that 
accord with mortal sense. .Yet the man 
of pure thought is,separated by a gulf 
from the man'whose thought 1s Impure. 
They cannoj; affiliate, mid so they (Irlft 
apart. Thought la Intelligence in vibra
tory movepjqnt, and like the atom, finds 
Its own harmony In association. 'The 
sensual animal man lives to-gratify 
mortal sense, and is of the earth, 
earthy. Sul-h thought as he evolves Is 
expressed In matter vibrating to his 
use. The spiritual man aspires to

VERY DANGEROUS.
A Spirit Wields a Hatchet

pie, and for the people” can do for him. 
A few generations ago it burned 
witches. To-day it imprisons swindlers. 
But what if there be truth at both ends 
of the line? It is because I believe 
there are “hellish verities” that no gov
ernment can reach that I am proposing
to help the reader to a little careful ex
amination of so-called “materialization.’1

I count materialization, when genu-
Ine, as the /cry lowest phase of “spirit 
return.” During his earth life man the 
mortal is making for himself a “thought 
body.” When that body is worn by the 
returning spirit it is composed of atoms, 
blending into molecules, as In earth life, 
and hence proportionately subject to at
traction and repulsion as is the body of
to-day. Its density is a question of de-I.

turtle-doves. Mingle them by some ac-

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

gree of vibration. When death renders 
the old form no longer habitable .for 
man he is not annihilated, or spirit re
turn would not be to-day a recognized 
fact of nature. He therefore has an ex
istence, in form, for matter without 
form is impossible. As matter Increases

ITS RATE OF VIBRATION " 
It gradually passes beyond mortal 
sense. Make the solid liquid, and the 
sense we call “touch” is the first to be 
affected. We may pass through the 
liquid, but. touch still recognizes its 
presence. Increase the vibration until 
the liquid becomes gas and touch can 
no longer attest the existence pf such 
matter. Sight may possibly follow, it- 
for awhile, and even taste and smell 
may declare that something is tliqre. 
Rut the limit is soon passed, and mortal 
sense at last draws a line to mark. Its 
own limit. - That line called. “the un
known" marks the boundary at which 
mortal sense refusés to act. But mon 
had, almost unthinkingly been attesting, 
his royalty by manufacturing for him
self artificial senses, which could pass 
the old limit,, and thus push; the, un
known further back. He haffuiftiMifae- 
Jured an eye that cqn . , ■ ,

cident and they may surprise you by 
an outburst of energy that evidently be
longed to the atom itself. That is one 
point to remember. The next is that 
the atom exhibits a selective choice of ’ 
companions, thus exhibiting intelligence 
as well as enrgy in its own divine right 
The acknowledged basic thought of the 
scientist of to-day is thus an atom con
taining (a) matter, (b) energy, (c) intel
ligence. The reader must note this as 
the acknowledged co-partnership exist
Ing in the eternal atom. The blending 
of atoms called “molecules” Is the es
sence of what is called “form.” But 
form remains so long as tpe atom is, 
willing, and no longer. It contains with
in Itself no other claim to last than the 
good will of the atom.

We have thus gained a sure founda
tion for our study of “materialization." 
The mighty whole contains (1) all the 
matter there is. (2) AR the energy 
there is. (3) All the Intelligence there 
Is. This all of intelligence we call God,

OR GREAT FIRST GAUSE.
When we intentionally speak of all 
three we call them Nature. So if the 
whole of intelligence he Great First 
Cause, then every atom is a little First 
Cause. Every atom is an individual 
with a. selective choice of companions. 
Otherwise nature would exhibit a dull 
uniformity.. This means that a collec
tion pf atoms may exhibit more or less 
of intelligence. The atoms in the brain 
of ah elephant have less intelligence, as 
a whole, than atoms in the brain of 
man. . " ■

We cannot conceive of Intelligence 
without thought Creatures without 
brains yet exhibit Intelligence. Thought; 
is Intelligence in activity. Theosophists 
tell us that intelligence / '
TAKES AN AFTER-DINNER NAP 
of a few million years, every now and 
then. The point Is that without thought 
there to no manifestation of intelligence. 
Spirit return to be of value, or even in

- terest, to the world, must exhibit Intel
ligence, and ’to therefore directed by 
thought Human intelligence wo. call 
“Ego,” find recogntoc ■ that by its 
thought power It holds matter and en
ergy to Its service, exactly as is done In

telllgence, I find I must now descend 
into depths where matter and forfè be
come my masters rather than my serv
ants. If I am to. succeed In my at
tempt the "thought personality” which . 
I am then wearing, must decompose 
atom by atom, under spirit chemistry. 
It is then that my Ego finds atoms 
weaving themselves Into shape, and 
presently determining the manifestation 
of a resemblance which

IS CALLED MATERIALIZATION.
I am thus once again in a thought- 

created body, but further than ever 
from my spirit personality and memo
ries. In fact there Is so little ‘thought 
possible—perhaps I should say, so little 
manifestation of intelligence possible, 
that my Ego is smothered by the mâ- 
terlal conditions.

In the ordinary human body intelli
gence is, or can be, lord and master. 
Thus it is now asserted, and the 19th 
century is proving it true, that the spir
it of man (intelligence) has powers over 
its body greater and more oUtreachlng 
than mortals had supposed. But I diS

’ cover that in this process of material
ization my spirit -has become the serv
ant, and matter the master. My form 
exists as only the semblance of man
hood, and at best the unwilling atoms 
blend but for a brief hour. I am inhab
iting a “thought-created” machine, and 
like every other maritine .it must be 
thought out in every detail or It will 
not work. When we are In presence of 
machinery that seems alive wltii intelli
gence we recognize that thought has 
materialized it,- one part after another, 
and compelled each movement Into har
mony with every other, and all to a 
clearly thought-out end. And this arti
ficial form, thus materialized, must also 
be thought out by some one till it will 
run, like every other machine, in every 
»ceded detail. The process of- building 
this “form ghost’ is most ghastly to the 
mortal permitted to witness It, and is 
fully described In Owen’s Debatable 
Land. Sometimes something has been 
omitted. Thus Katib King was found, 
on one occasion, to have only an

IMPALPABLE SEMBLANCE
of an arm. When this was discovered 
by the learned experimenter, ' a solid 
arm was thought Into form almost im
mediately. The point is that it-had to 
be “thought,” like every other portion 
of the form. And the further point Is, 
that the-atoms used have so much more 
of force than intelligence that the form 
exists for but a brief hour, and usually 
for but a few minutes. ? '

So I find that In my attempt to oblige 
you I have fallen from my high estate 
to one very low down in the scale of 
possible life manifestation. The atoms 
thought Into the brain which I must use 
permit almost no expression of my in
telligence, and are subject, so ■ far as 
they, are subject at all, to the will of 
the spirit manipulator, himself very 
close to earth life. It is a personality, 
for me, such as it .is, and if I use It 
often enough will build up experiences 
and memories, like every other person- 
aiity. But they will be on the lowest 
possible Intellectual level, and right 
down to the sensations we call “ani
mal,” because reason has no control 

; And . in this condition in which I find 
; myself I am conscious, perhaps -dimly, 
- that you are present, and that some
, thing, I cannot recall what, is drawing, 

me to you. Old memories are present, 
, but only as states of consciousness. If 

you now recognize me, and daim me as 
l youi? promised visitor, a little, and at 
: best but very little, of that past can.be 
- reflected from your mind Into my 
; MISERABLE SEMBLANCE
' of manhood. My form, as you see It, Is 
I the plaything of outside Intelligcilce, In
i stead ef the home of my eternal ego.
. If you come again and again to this 
i workshop toy form will more and more

evolve a higher manhood In which love 
shall triumph oyec-lust. So we see the 
vibratory expressions-of their several 
natures hold them far apart.

In form materialization we see the 
matter’ of our every-day life recreated 
into visible human form by thought 
power. That form repi'esents the very 
vibrations from which the advancing 
spirit is seeking toifree himself. It also 
represents the very form to which the 
earthbound spirit .clings, for It to built 
up of vibrations amidst which Ue his 
old sensual gratifications. So when I 
assert that the public materialization 
seance, If free from mortal fraud, con
sists largely of

“HELLISH VERITIES,”
I mean that most'of the spirits present 
are seeking .their own sensual gratifica
tion, no maftqr whp may suffer. The 
essence of fraud is‘^ensual gratification, 
and the gross sensualist lives at the 

.level of fraud in his "earth life. Death 
makes him fnVlslblq to mortal eye, but 
so close does he remain to mortal sense 
that his tough, senda'a thrill through the 
sensitive ad he ’comes shoulder to 
shoulder in the cro'ivd, " or plays fotil 
tricks in thedark seance. The embrace, 
the caress, which the sitter thinks are 
beaven-seht joys, may be, and in the 
public seances Usually are, “hellish ver-.

It must be sO, for In the necessary con
ditions for dueb materializations Is ev
erything . ,r..
REPELLANT .T0?A PURE ‘‘SPIRIT, 

.and attractive to one who to Impure. It 
Is at such times that a cruel develop
ment of the sitter’goes on that often 
means worldly ruin, and worse. The 
weakling fiot knowing his own sensi
tiveness, Invites such spirits into bls 
inner life. Human wrecks presently 
tell the tale of woe to those who have 
ears to heqf, ’ -

We all know that materializations are 
possible under conditions very different 
frpm those of the dollar seance. We 
see Professor Croofes watching Katie 
King night after night ill nto own home. 
Probably up mofe fhvOrable conditions 
copld bq offered foh such phqpomena, 
yet we hear nothing of spirit knowledge 
and wisdom brought to him by his Vis
itor from the upseen life. And Kafle

DR. HENRY ROGERS, A MATERI
ALIZING MEDIUM OF VERY UN

. SAVORY REPUTATION, WILL 
MAKE A QUEER DEFENSE ON 
HIS TRIAL.
The materializing seance as at pres

ent conducted leads to no end of trouble 
qnd “experience”—“experience” being 
the one thing chiefly'gained. It is now 
generally admitted by nine-tenths of 
the Spiritualists, that.ln all cases when 
you “catch” the spirit, you have the 
medium or a confederate, ijnd if you 
have the medium, she js robed in the 
coarsest of material. This rule rarely 
fails. Now comes a curious statement 
as made in the New York World of Feb, 
12. It says:

“A novel defense will be advanced-by 
Dr. Henry R. Rogers, the Spiritualist, 
who will be placed on trial this week 
before Judge Newburger and a jury in 
the Court of General Sessions.

“Dr. Rogers was arrested on the night 
of Nov. 24, 1895, on the charge of giv
ing fraudulent seances at his house, 
where he was .holding forth nightly, 
Police Sergeant William Brown, accom
panied by Police Sergeant Foye and a 
citizen, went to the doctor’s house that 
night to serve the warrant issued by 
the court.

“There was "a meeting of Spiritualists 
at the time and Dr. Rogers was sup
posed to be In a trance. When the offi
cers tried to arrest Dr. Rogers, It is al
leged that ■ he attacked Sergt. Brown 
with a big hatchet. For this Dr. Rog
ers was'Indicted by the grand jury on 
the charge of assault in the1 first degree. 
&e is now it} the Tombs.

“Ek-Asstotaht District Attorney Am
brose H. Purdy has told the district, at
torney that DE ’ Rogers will surely be 
acquitted. Assistant District Attorney 
K. J. O'Conner, who has charge of the 
prosecution, is'just as certain that Dr, 
Rogers will be convicted.

The defense will assert that if Ser- 
genat Brown was''assaulted at all, it 
was not by Dr. Rogers, but by a spirit.

. “ ‘I hope they will Introduce a spirit 
in court,’ said Assistant District Attor
ney O’Connor yesterday in discussing 
the case with Assistant District Attor
ney O’Reilly. ‘We will call on them to 
do so, as we would like to see a real 
ghost in court in the middle of the 
month.”

Dr. Bogers has an unsavory reputa
tion everywhere, and should be kicked 
out of respectable society.

New York. LUCRETIUS.

CATCHING A "SPIRIT.”
Exposure of a So-Called Ma> 

terializing Seance.
Mrs. Dr. Fitch, a well-known Spirit

ualistic medium, -gave or endeavored to 
give what is known as a materializing 
seance lastenight nt her residence, 1411
Frei 
nu¿

'enue, Houston, Tex. Quite a 
f prominent citizens were

-V — b ^B^B
herself is represented as claiming that 
her appearance was for her çwn person
al spirit advancement. We see that un-L-
less she was herself very close to the 
vibrations of earth life She could not, 
and probably would not, have cultivated 
that form of “spirit return’’

The student will now have perceived 
that “form materialization'1 must, at its 
very best, be the lowest

PHASE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
because offering'the best possible con
ditions for those to return who can do 
the most mischief. He will have no
ticed that the Identification of such a 
form to an absurdity, since, even If his 
loved one should be willing to be be
smeared with such matter once, she will 
be forged ever after, or as long ns his 
dollars hold oqt. And from the open
ing thus given to fraudulent spirits may 
be traced the downfall of' many a me
dium who sought development with 
honesty of purpose, ,

. BUT BECAME THE PREY 
of the invisible sharpers. know there 
are swindlers who assume a medium
ship they do not possess, but by far the 
majority under these conditions offer a 
mixture of spirit and mortal fraud, in
cluded in what I call a “-hellish verity."

Asa farewell thought to this article I 
.would’ urge upon the. reader that mate
rialization of the human form to a phase 
-of spirit phenomefia? which the wise 
Spiritualist will not encourage even by 
his own fireside, slneb4ts conditions are 
so unfavorable for th& return of these 
he holds most dear.’ ’

San Leandrd, Cal. c.D o, • .———■—
Accosting for it. .

says: “ft is unhappily -ftue that attend
ance upon‘public wqishlp, especially 
in our large gjges;. hps suffered a de
cline from whjgh there, are no present 
indications ofu recovery. The causes 
of this deplorable neglpct are apparent 
on a little reflgepom ,§a-some measure 
it is a reaction against the rigid ¡Sab
batarianism of(;Mi earljpr period. If we 
contrast the copjiltlons ¡that obtained in 
the New England of tl\e past, and even 
more notably yi Virginia, when her 
statute condemned to ideath those who 
absented themselves three times con
secutively from divine service, and the 
conditions that prevail at present, when 
only one out of six q^end worship at 
all, it would certainly seem as If, in the 
rebound, the nadir had been almost 
touched. Materialism, benumbing the 
religious consciousness, - and so concen
trating the thoughts of men upon tem
poral acquisition as) to deprive them of 
the time for spiritual;reflection, is an
other and prolific 'cause of religious 
disaffection. But -perhaps, the. most se
rious of all, and one <-for .which the 
church cannot too sooa.flnd a remedy, 
iB the irreverent sensationalism of many 
modern pulpits.” .

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom,
By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader

¿ould not find in the libraries of the world in fifty .years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Rheology to the advancement that Ima 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing ip all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Spienco., ' ■ <■

'■ .“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-Presldent of Cornell plants a nevf 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought 
The work is thé masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of thé 
world now stand in the religio-scientifio conflict. It.is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year."—Chicaad 
Tribune. a

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that hojjm 
alarmed timid Christians, but, os Mr. White shows, there was no occasion Ttyf 
alarm, .The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches jn telling the whole truth, as he thinks science hafi 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes ite hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book- is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as t(j 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments."— 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been writta» op 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and Impartial in tone. ”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance pf ‘A History pf_ 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. ’ ”—Philadelphia fiw,

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

A UNIQUE BIBLE Hu « UïtE-BOCM?

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES
COMICALLY ILLUSTRATE^

present, most of whom were on the 
alert to see that there was no faking, 
and thaj everything was conducted In 
a proper and satisfactory manner. 
They were rewarded by their watchful
ness.
'At the opening of the seance Mrs. 

Fitch, at her own request, was securely 
handcuffed and shackled. Sheriff An
derson clasping them on Inside of a 
dark cabinet, from which a white ob
ject soon appeared, which was supposed 
to be a spirit by name of Cora. Some of 
those present held conversations with 
what they believed were spirits of their 
departed friends. Things seemed aus
picious for a while, when all of a sud
den Mr. H. P. McLaughlin rushed up 
and grabbed tjie object In white, tear
ing from It a píete of thin gauze, which 
was saturatedfwlth turpentine, phos
phorus andytffher luminous ingredlehts. 
TJiere was considerable of an uproar' 
and the lights were turned on, disclos
ing to the full view of the audience a 
ydung lady. Mrs. Fltcb was trying her 
best to secure the cloth of which Mr. 
McLaughlin had relieved her young 
lady assistant, and became greatly ex
cited, but, as she was unable to move 
on account of her steel bracelets and 
garters, she had to grin and bear It. 
Her male assistant in the meantime 
had locked the door, but it did not take 
much persuasion on the part of the au
dience for that gentleman to reconsider 
his action.

Mr. McLaughlin was, bitten In the 
hand by the “spirit,” buf, having re
tained the doth among his collection ót 
souvenirs, he has one of the best pieces 
of the equipment of an up-to-date me
dium.

The audience that left the scene of 
the occurrensfe was utterly disgusted. 
A delegation, headed by Sheriff Archie 
Anderson, together with Messrs A L. 
Conaway, Wharton Bates, John Morin, 
A. Stelzlg, .John Rudersdorf and Jack 
Wilkinson visited the editorial rooms of 
the Post last night and stated that they 
would substantiate all the above facts.

To the Editor:—I enclose herewith 
the above clipping from a local news
paper, giving a description of a fake 
materialization seance, which is in the 
main correct The writer’ was present 
and recognized the ghost (?) as a young 
woman who had come to the seance os
tensibly as an observer. Whether this 
medium can produce any genuine mani
festations or not, is not the question, as 
there can be no denying the fraud prac- 
on this oceasidn, and any fpedidm who 
resorts to fraud at any time is liable to 
scandalize Spiritualism, and for this 
reason they should be hunted down and 
suppressed. Mrs. Fitch left, town very 
suddenly In company with her manager, 
Mr. Harding. Spiritualists in other 
parts of the Country should take warn
ing.

Mrs. Fitch is a very large, coarse wo
man, much given" to the use of slang. 
Harding is a njedium-slzed man, rather 
thick set, and wears a sandy mustache.

Houston, Tex. C. A KITTELL.

“Tijrep Jubilee Lectures." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of -and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of .Modem Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being, preserved in this 
tasty form, in print Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office,

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen aqd master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.
' “The Prophets of Israel” By Prof. 
O. H. Oomill, of the University of 
KOenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel, and their works.’ For sale 
at this office." Paper covers, 25c.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilisation," 
By Prof. W..M.. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the m<K 
locular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly. masterly, trenchant

I Price 25 cento. For sale at this office.
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By WATSON HESTON
ÏÏ# Stories Humorously Told—And Hdfd Facts 

Siren Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament—A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Sustaining a Theory, 
me Rentares and Work of Noah, 

tins Anecdote, 
a, Christ’s Great Anoestor, 
idÎïïs^àiBter,’’ 

nepiTWa, 
aoobandEaau, 
oâenhflie Man of Bream 
i^umtëeïlitfQer,

A

CONTENTS. '

Je^tjjah ana Ifta Human Sacrifloe, 
Son the Btrpng,

itSe us Wlar, God Shall Not ElOOl 
David, Gou’s Favorite, -f
Some Stories from the Book of KtngSi 
AdventrWsof the Prophets, 
Jonan tHe Tfuthfnl Bau <ft.

(Mb, gilt side ïfeœ&,$L50} Boards, illuminated covers, |1, 
Adóreos TBB PROGRESSIVE THINKEB

TK’Ç, LIGrtT OF EGYPT
OE THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STABS.

Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings.

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly 
original. '

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy tQat cannot bp obtained elsewhere.

of man upon every 
plain, simple lari?

It claims to fully reveal the mofjt recondite i 
plane of his existenob, both here and hereafter, 
guage that a child can almost understand it

The secret and Occult mysteries of Astrology are revealed and explained 
for the first time, it is affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Scienee of the Soul and the Sclencp 
of the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise The One G-band Soibnoh
of Lite.

The following are among tje claims made for the work by its friends:
To the Spiritual investigator this book is in4iBPensa^e>
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will 

prove in real truth “a guide, philosopher and friend.”
To the Occult it will supply the mystic fcey for which he has been so . 

tong earnestly seefahg, - - . ■
To the Astrologer it will become a ‘ ‘divine revelation of Science. ”

OPINIONS OF PRESS ASfo PEOPLE.
“A noble; philosophical and instructive work. ”—Mrs. Einma Hardinge 

Britten. •
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr. J. R. Buchanan. _ 
“A remarkably conoise, dear and forcibly interesting work. * * * It

is more clear and intelligible than any other work on luce subjects.”—Mr.
J. J, Morse.’ ,

“A careful reading of Thb Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of 
a new sect in Occultism, which will oppose the grafting on western Occultists. 
the «subtile delusive dogmas of Karma and Re-incarnation."—New York . 
Times. ’ . ?

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol- y; 
ars interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in such . 
plain and simple style as to be within the easy comprehension * * * of 
any cultivated, scholarly reader.”—The Chicago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book, the author certainly presents a theory of__
first causes whidh is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers’ attention . 
and to excite much reflection,’’—Hartford Daily Times. ,

“Considered as an exposition of Ocoultism, or the philosophy of the t 

Orient from a Western standpoint, this is ä remarkable production.”—The 
Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City). '

“This work, the result of .years of research and study, will undoubtedly ■ 
create a profound sensation throughout the philosophic world.”—The Detroit - 
Commercial Advertiser. , . .
'. . “It is an Occult work hut not a Theosophical one. * * * It is a book : 
entirely new in its scope and must excite wide attention."—The Kansas City 
Journal. — • .

Beautifully printed and -illustrated on paper manufactured for this 
special purpose, with illuminated and extra heavy cloth binding. '.... -
Price reduced to Two Dollars. For Sale at This Office,

a
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.SERMON ONTHE MOUNT
^Before the Tribunal of Rea

. son. By Warren Smith.
' After Christ in his sermon, had sanc- 

.’ tloned, approved and commended that 
\ judicial outrage and cruelty known as 

the Mosaic law, he refers to the danger 
' incident to the! perpetration of certain 
crimes. Who ever killed, according to 
the sayings of ye olden times, or was 
angry with his brother without a cause, 
was in danger of the judgment, (what 
judgmene?) and those who used the epi
thet Raca (how edifying!) were in dan
ger of the council; and whoever was in
discreet enough to say “Thou fool, was 
in “danger of hell fire.” What a sense
less jumble of inane gibberish! Then 
follows several verses about bringing 

' gifts to the altar to reconcile a brother’s, 
wrath, and about agreeing quickly with 
your adversary, to escape, conviction 
and imprisonment, all of which has pot 
tlie least relevancy to morality, or com
mop sense. ., -,

Christ’s reference to the oommission 
of adultery in the heart, has not tho 
vaguest application to adultery as de
fined in tbe Jewish law or Websters

morning while on h[B way from Beth
any, when he cursed a fig .tree wltn 
such frightful vehemence that It With
ered away under his curse-laden breath; 
and all for the reason that the poor tig 
tree did not bear flgs^ut of season, for 
the special delectatldfi of the “spotless 
sou of God,” who had left Bethany too 
early to utilize either the free lunch 
counters or charity soup houses. In. 
treating this subject we are forced to 
contradict the opinion of honest men 
and women, but after all we believe in 
being candid and truthful, and calling a 
spade a spade.

(To be continued.)

SPIRITUALISM IN OUR NEW POSSESSIONS
Spiritualism in Porto Rico.

VERY ANCIENT.

' dictionary. ,
• ' He enunciated the awful doctrine

that mail’s body as well as his soul, is 
eligible to torture in hell. He advises 

i his hearers, if one of their eyes offend 
: them, to pluck it out; aud if a foot of

. fend, cut it off and cast it frqm them.
The reason assigned by this “perfect 

i teacher” for this cruel mutilation of the 
body was, ‘that it would be better to 

' hobble into heaven on crutches and 
' blind in one eye, than to be cast Into 
: ; hell with a whole body. This offensive 

rot is only worthy of,a religious fanatic 
who was incapable of discerning fact 

. from the promptings of his own dis- 
J. - eased imagination. The horrid doc

trines of an endless hell of torment In a 
burning lake of fire and brimstone 

v where the Afi.re is never quenched and 
1 the worm dleth not,” is strictly original 
\ with . Christ. Pollok’s “Course of
VTime,” Boston’s “Fourfold State,' and 
Young’s “Prayer of the Lost Soul,” are

’ pertinent illustrations of this Infamous 
doctrine. The latter of which runs 
tyius:

■ kjrant me, oh, God, I ask, this one, 
’this simple, almost no request!

' When I have wept a thousand lives 
, away, . ,

! And torment hath grown weary of her 
' prey; , ,
’ - When I have raved ten thousand yehrs 
z In fire;
- ■ Yen, ten thousand times ten thousand. 
. - Let me then expire!” •

Another Experience.
To the Editor :-As au Investigator 

and seeker after truth, I- can but take 
an Interest in the columns of The 1 re
gressive Thinker. I have read with in
terest the criticisms of the artlcle.writ- 
ten by Mrs. Clara Watson on the Blffie. 
My own experience of a long life, hav
ing passed the three score and ten mile
post, compels me to endorse every word 
she says. One brother falls back on the 
nhppy and sacred times of youth when 
we^svere taught to look upon -the Bible 
as holy and sacred, the divinely in
spired word of God. I call to mind 
those days, too, when we toed the mark 
in1 Sunday-school with our little cate- 
chlsms, and old heads to expound in* 
spiration to us, where every child was 
taught to lie. From nine to eighteen 
years old I lived in a Methodist nest, 
knew uotjilng else. The circuit rider 
put up at my father’s cabin on the fron
tier. I had to run down the yellow
legged chickens galore. .

The preacher would preach Sunday at 
11 o’clock and tell us how good and 
kind God was, how he loved us and 
what a great sacrifice he had made to 
save us, etc., then at night he would tell 
us how angry God was with us sinners, 
how he loathed us; then he poured in a 
broadside shot of hell-fire and damna
tion—whew! I used at such times to 
imagine that I could smell the burning 
brimstone. From nine years old till 
eighteen I wore my knees aud pants out 
nt the mourners’ bench trying to get re
ligion and so dodge that awful lake of 
fire; but I could not strike a vein.’ I 
asked my mother why? Was I bad boy; 
worse than others? No; she would not 
admit that, but could give no reason

INTERESTING LETTERS FROM PI
ONEER SPIRITUALISTS I'N OUR 
INSULAR COLONY. •
Last fall I wrote a letter to Seuor An

gel Aguarod, editor of La Union Espir
itista, of Barcelona, Spain, aud added a 
postscript requesting information re
garding the status of Spiritualism in 
Porto Rico and-Cuba, where I had no
ticed that he had several correspond
ents. Not only did he answer my letter, 
giving all the information he could (a 
partial translation of which recently ap
peared in Tlie Progressive Thinker), 
but published all but the business por
tion of my letter, Including the post
script, and added a foot-note requesting 
his subscribers in those countries to fur
nish me with the information desired, 
as he had but little data on the subject. 
In response to that request I have re
ceived the following letter from the 
President of a society at Utuado:
Ernest S. Green, '

San Francisco, Oal. •
Respected Sir:-In the number of La 

Union .Espiritista for November I seo 
that you desire to know the state of 
Spiritualism in< Porto Rico, and in reply 
will say that we have here a society de
nominated Caridad y Amor (Charity 
and Love), which was established in 
the middle of 1893-over five years ago. 
At the beginning there Was much en
thusiasm, which diminished with time, 
until scarcely anyone attended the 
meetings, apd often I found myself 
quite alone, but at times It was revived 
by the acquisition of persons whose in
fluence and example animated it.

Our meetings were held Monday ana 
Wednesday evenings of each week, but 
on account of tlie war they were sus
pended and superseded by one meeting 
a week on Sunday evening. .

Many societies which suspended meet
ings during the war have already re
sumed the normal order of their ses
sions, ns we will soon.

We hold our meetings two and a halt 
leagues from the town, and you will see 
that in a place so distant, where civil
ization is not yet well infused Into the 
popular classes, much Is left to be de
sired, and in nil the societies in Porto.

. , lol- d
in place of the Gospels’a Mauser rifle 
and belt of cartridges,:! But'l now the 
good man has returndffi find' collects' his 
dollar for every child baptized, because, 
I believe, that hereafter the State will 
cease to pay the clergy here. We have 
liberty from creeds.” 11 1 .

Don Faustino Isond1 writes to the 
same paper in a similar line of thought 
from Cidra, Porto Rico'. ‘ '

There is (or at leant was up to last 
fall) a Spiritualist paper published in 
Porto Rico, at San Sebastian, called El 
Progreso (Progress). I bpv^ the ad
dress of its editor, and will,write to him 
for further information. .1 also have 
the address of the editor of a Spanish 
Spiritualist paper in Havana, Cuba, to 
whom I will write for further informa
tion from that section, and will en
deavor to keep the Spiritualists of 
America informed as to what our Span
ish and West Indian brethren are doing 
for humanity and the cause of spiritual 
enlightenment. .ERNEST 8, GREEN.

San Francisco, Cal. ’’

A Thousand Years Before 
Creation.

The London Times, in a late issue, re
ported the reading of a very Interesting 
pqper before the British Archaeological 
Association, by Prof. Flinders Petrie, 
which will be read with profound in
terest by all who have given any atten
tion to Egyptian explorations. To tye 
student it may be well to mention that 
rain rarely or never falls in Egypt. 
And as lee never forms there, dis
integration through the action of these 
agents are unknown. This is the reason 
mummies, and even wooden coffins 
containing them are preserved through 
thousands of years, showing no indica-

THE OLD AND THE NEW
The Voice of Reason Da 

mande Progression.

QLeAf«H<3¡B 

FROM THE ROSTRUM
BY A. B. FRENCH.

Christ in his “Blessed Sermon on the 
Mount,” declares that “broad is the 
road and wide is the gate tliat leudeth 
to destruction, and many there be 
which go in thereat',„while straight is 
the gate and narrow the way which 
leudeth unto life, aud few there be tliat 
find it.” In the thirteenth chapter of 
Luke, Christ graciously Informs ns that 
manv shall strive to enter this straight 
gate,'and shall not be able.” If Christ’s 
reputed heavenly father had been a 
Spiritualist or infidel, he would have 
made wide the gate and broad the way 
leading to eternal life, and would have 
walled up with solid masonry the en
trance to the other place. But the 
strangest biologic mystery is, that hon
est meaning and measurably intelligent 
Christians will accept Christ’s system 
of wholesale damnation and retail sal
vation, as “the Gospel"-glad tidings! 
But observation and history prove that 
Christ’s doctrine of damnation for the 
many and salvation for the few, so 
deadens human love, sympathy and 
kindness, and so stimulates the brutal 
animal, instincts in man, that be re
iolees and takes pleasure in the suffer
ing of others. The Christians of the me
dieval ages flocked by thousands to wlt- 
ness the burning of heretics, which was 
an every day occurrence in those ex
clusively Christian ages. The crime of 
the heretic was witchcraft or the pos
session of too much intelligence, hon
esty and sympathy, to accept the hor
rid vagaries of the Bible. While the 
flames were enveloping' tho-body ■ of.,the , 
heretics, and their cries of anguish were 
rending the air, thousands of men, wo
men and children'who had been Chris
tianized, jeered the burning martyrs 
with ribald song and jest. Calvlnize a 
man and you transform him into On un
feeling brute. The Revs. Ambrose and 
Emmons were thus brutalized, when 
they proclaimed from the pulpit that, 
“The chief enjovment of the saints in 
heaven shall be to witness the torments 
of the damned in hell.” For this infer
nal sentiment Christ is directly respon

' slble, for it was he who originated this 
- ' infamous heresy against truth, and de

scribed hell and heaven as being not 
onlv in sight, but also in speaking dis
tance of each other. This Christian 
doctrine of damnation is directly re
sponsible for the horrid oaths that 
shock the sensitive ear throughout 
Christian America and Europe. The 
Brahman or Buddhist never says “G—d 
(]_n you,” for the'•■simple reason that 
their god never damns anybody. What 

' a sad commentary on Christianity that
Christ’s phrases are so offensive, that 
tliev have to be abbreviated when in
troducing them into public print, to pre
vent the aesthetic reader)from being
shocked.

why I did not catch on.
But at eighteen years of age I solved 

the problem. I found out why I failed. 
It was because I "was not excitable, kept 
my reasoning powers intact, looking for 
something tangible, and of course under 
such conditions it could not come. I re
member once asking our preacher if 
there were any little boys of my age in
hell. His reply was, “Yes, there are 
millions of them in hell to-day.” I re
member, too, my poor grandfather, 
the class leader. He had four sons, and 
nearly every Monday morning he would 
horse-whip the boys for some little boy
ish freaks of fun committed on Sunday. 
Result, four Infidels; good, noble, moral 
men, but no Bible or religion for them. 
This Is only one case of thousands. . ..., —..----- -

All religious systems are based on letter I deemed it unessential to trans
men’s concept of Deity. If they believe late, that although he lives near Utuado, 
In a bloodthirsty, angry, vindictive and his most particular friends live n 
revengeful God, they will preach hell- Lares, where he receives bls mall, in 
fire and damnation pure and simple, care of Dn. Vicente Borges, as the 
None of it for me, please. Right you above address in Spanish means, 
are. Sister Clara Watson, lilt ’em again. The zeal and perseverance of our

Let the truth be told hi plainness, Porto Rican brothers Is worthy of emu- 
though tbe Bible and the thousands of latlon, and in the case of this society 
creeds bGilt tliereon fall to the ground. I and its president, it reminds me of the 
Teach the people, and especially the time when John Brown, the Med urn 
yowng, pure principles of morals, hon- of the Rockies,” organized a society 
estv truthfulness, sobriety and nil that near San Bernardino, Cql., some foity 
Is conducive to good and the elevation years ago, and owing to threats and per- 
of the race secutlons from their bigoted neighbors,

, , . . „„„ thev held their meetings in a canon, farTUI Gods and ghosts and dogmas the hauntg of man_ This interest
And creeds are swept away, I .. our ijjg^ol.y jg recorded in

While o’er and through-the universe I 8^ Brown’s “Medlumistlc Experl
Shines Truth s effulgent ray. Lnces,” for sale by The Progressive

ra T > T,„l V. • Thlnker>Clear Lake, Ind. ____

Moses provided in his judicial and 
god-inspired code, that if a wife failed . 
to find favor with her husband, he was 
authorized to “write her out a bill of 
divorcement, put it into her hand and . 
send her out of his house. This unjust
and partial divorce system was desig- 
noted as “putting away the wife.” She 
was a chattel, subject to the will and 
pleasure of her. owner, the husband. 
Christ in the Sermon on the Mount rec
ognized the right of tbe husband to 
“put away the wife,” but restricted the 
causes for thus disposing of marital 
chattels. Whoever heard of Moses, 
Christ or any other ecclesiastical dlg- 
nijarv authorizing tbe wife to divorce 
and put away her husband when he no 
longer found favor in her sight? 
Christ’s version of divorce propagated 
on the Mount, has held and is still hold
ing in tbe galling shackles of snide wed
lock, millions of wife-victims whose 
wrongs and sufferings are borne in 
church-imposed silence, and the cruel 
nature and extent ot which Will only be 
revealed under the law of compensation 
and restitution In the great hereafter.

The next subject embraced In Christ’s 
beatltudlual discourse, Is that of swear
Ing. His reasqn for Interdicting the 
profane habit is not on account of any 
particular Immoral feature connected 
with it, but for reasons of a different 
nnd unique character. You must no.t 
swear by heaven for It-is God’s throne; 
nor the earth, for it is his footstool; nor 
bv Jerusalem, for it is the city of the 
‘Sreat King. In making mention of the 
-reat king, we do not know whether 
Slirlst referred to the old murderer and 
adulterer, David, or to his bastard son, 
Solomon, whose lecherous career was a 
stigma on the.human race. / •

We werejilso interdicted from styear- 
Ing by our heads, for the .satisfactory 
reason that by so doing, we could not 
change the complexion of a Single hair, 
and 1m finally wound up his argument 
on the question, by commanding us to 
“swear not at all." This last advice 
from the Nazarene Is in sorry keeping 
wttB the public example he gave one,

Rico it is generally the same.
I enclose a little propaganda circular, 

the production of our vice-president. 
(The translation of this is given below.)( 

In the name of the directors and in 
my capacity as president of the society, 
I place this at your disposal.

Hoping that peace, union and frater
nity will be the balsam that will cure 
us all, I subscribe myself, ■ 

GUILLERMO DEYA.

Señor Guillermo Deya’s address is 
"Seuor Dn. Vicente Borges, para entre
gar a Guillermo Deya, Lares, Porto 
Rico.” Ho explains in a portion of the - ’ , . ,_________ XI»»1 4-zv litnno.

Reason says old conditions must pass 
away and all must become new!

The intelligence ofthe day proclaims: 
Away with the log cabin days and 
bring In Its stead the palace. Reason 
says, we want progression in every
thing. ‘ ,

In the past century great changes 
have been wrought. Tbe domestic line 
of animals has been improved, the horse 
and cow is of better blood; seldom do 
we see the old fashioned “elm-peeler,” 
but Instead we have tlie blooded hog. 
The vegetable kingdom Is also under
going a marked change; fruits are finer 
in quality if not In quantity, wheat is of 
better kind, and corn and potatoes are 
Improved, even poultry has changed for 
the better.

Humanity is not wholly behind in tbe 
race of progress. Instead of the old 
scythe and cradle which our fathers 
used to swing from morning till night, 
we now have the reaper and binder; in
stead of cultivating corn with the hoe, 
wq now have the corn plow. Instead of 
sowing tjie wheat broadcast by human 
muscle, the farmer rides in ease while 
Shchlnery drills in tbe grain. Where 
we once threshed Wheat with a flail, 
steam now does the work. Once we 
were compelled to use the ox and gad, 
now a span of blooded equines. Once 
the only way fo travel was in a big 
wagop; now palaces on wheels whirl 
over steel rtjj.ls. In the years gone by, 
the only metfied of receiving news was 
by mall, and that had to be carried on 
horseback; but now we ha^e the tele
graph and can flash our messages from 
continent to continent at lightning

tlons of decay.
The subject of Prof. Petrie's address 

was “Egypt Uuder the First Three 
Dynasties.” His object, he said was to • 

■ give a summary of the principal dls
! coverles during the last five years that 
t has revealed the rise of Egyptian civil

ization. It has been said that the be
ginning of the fourth Egyptian dynasty 
—the age of the pyramids, about 4000 

Ji C.—was the furthest back we could
go. The puzzle was there had been no 
trace of this high civilization. But now 
entirely new discoveries during the last 

, three years at Koptos, Nagada, Abydos, 
' and Hleraeoupolis, aud various excava
. tlons bad discovered remains belonging 

to the ages before 4000 B. O., which had 
hitherto been the starting point of

Thls work 1b one that every one should rend- It 
beams throughout with rare gome ot thought, prao; 
Hear as well aa profound. Thore Is rauiblno .ua 
beauty In overy sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to tbe authors favorite Bister, BnnbFrenoh 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Height«,Ohio- gives an Interesting »ketch of tbe 
author's Ute. ' . , •
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"social upbuilding, 
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happlne« 
and Enabblement ot Humanity, By E. D. Bjbbltl, 
IL D-. 11. D. TWb comprises the last pjirt of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For »ale ut 
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known history.
Beginning with the Libyan stock, 

with some negro mixture, which occu
pied Egypt in its earliest civilization, he 
showed some of the objects he had 
found at Nagada—statuettes, games, 
slate palettes for grinding paint, beau
tifully ribbed flint knives of extreme 
delicacy, forked lances apd arrows, 
carved spoons of ivory and bone, har
poons, bracelets, and combs. These 
were at first temporarily assigned to a । 
new race, as we knew nothing more 
about them; but now thdy could be 
safely assigned to the predybastlc stock 
about 5000 B. C., and even earlier. 
In the graves of this aboriginal race 
were found bowls of black clay with 
patterns imprinted upon them. They 
were of great Importance in considering 
the relation of this civilization to tliat 
of others in the Mediterranean. In each 
of the countries where this had been 
found—Spain, Bosnia, Egypt, and His- 
sarllk— it was contemporary with the 
Introduction of jnetals. Metals had 
just been Introduced, and therefore in 
all cases this pottery was associated 
with the same state of civilization. The

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven aud Hell. By 
Mobes HULL. This pamphlet beildea giving the Splr- 
lluBllstlc interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretations neve^before given, explain! tbe 
heaven! and bells believed lu by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection oi new and beautiful Benn, with 

music and chorus, lu book form. By C. F. Longley. 
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Koniaiilsm and the Republic.
By Rev. Isaac J. Laualng, M. A. Every Patriot 
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FIFTY YEARS
IN THE >

CHURCH^ROME, ,
A Remarkable Book.

Thia Is a remarkoblo work by Fatbbk CiMNWf» it exposes even to the-minutest detuilsthe corruption 
hat exists In the Church of Rome It la VVFLfIS?« 

pages, and should be read as a matter of 
every Splrivialist. The following is a partial list ox tot - 
table of contents:

CHAPTER I.
The Bible and the Priest of Rome. , ,

. ’ CHAPTER IL ......
My first School-days at St. Thomas—Tho Monk a&Q 

Celibacy. ' CHApTER ni-
Tbe Confeaslon of Children. .

CHAPTER IV.
Tbo Shepherd whipped by hl« Sheep. /

_ CHAPTER V. ,
Tho Priest, Purgatory, and (he poor Widow a Co^.

CHAPTEB VI.
Festivities In a Parsonage.

CHAPTER VII.
Preparation for tbo First Communion-Initiation to 

idolatry. . CHAmB YIII.

Tbe First Communion.
CHAPTER IX. _ .

Intelleclual Educatlop In tbe Roman Catholic College.
CHAPTER X. „ „

Moral and F"’—— In the Boman Catho-
accoaes®-- --^XI

ProteBiant Children In tbe Convents and Nunneries pt 
Rome. .. _ - •

- CHAPTER XII.
F.'me and Educatloh-Wliy does the Church of Bomj. 

bate the Common Schools ot (he Hulled ptxtei, afig 
tint ro destroy thofi?-Wby does phe object to 

. tbe reading of tbe Bible In tpe Schools?
' ’ QHAPTEB XIII. ,

Theology of the Church of Rome: Its Anti-Social 8M 
Aflu-Cbristian Character. .

. CHAPTER ?JV.
TbeVowofC.llb.c&

Jhe Impurities of t  ̂Theology of Bome.

The Priest of Borne add the Holy Fetters; or, howl 
swore to glye up the word of God to follow the 
word of Meh. _

CHAPTER XVII. t \ .
The Roman CMhoUc Priesthood, or Ancient and Moa» 

cm Idolatry. _ '
CHAPTEB XVIII. m „

Hine Coneequence« of the Dogma of Transubstantl*- 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian nalne.

CHAPTER XIX. . „
Vicarage, and Life pt St. CburleB,Jllvlerrc Hoyer.
Papineau aud tbe ?rfctelnJ5i-Tteburning of "lA

Canadian" by the Cuyale of St. Charles.
CHAPTER XjtlGrand Dinner pt tiioYrlesS^Tte Maniac Sister ot 

Bev. Mr. errac‘LAPTEB XXII.

and Pcrrai, 
CHAPTER XXIII. .

The Cholera Morbus of Ii34-Admlrablo courage and 
smf-deulal of the Prle.l« of Romo during the epi-

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, 
Or w‘j»t the editor or tbe Freethinker'« Magatine 
thinks of him. Price,4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cents. ____ '

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

264 pages. One copy, el; six copies, 15.

speed. ... -
Once our nation was only protected 

by sword and the bld flintlock, now 
modern armament gives safety from 
the malice of races and peoples less

proxjmate date of this was the close of 
the Neolithic [new stone) period and 
the introduction of metals—viz., 5000 
B. C.-and that accorded well with the ! 
time necessary for arriving at the rich । 
culture attained by 1500 B. G. I

Therefore these discoveries were of 
greUt value in giving the relative state 
of Egyptian civilization to that of the 
rest of the world at the introduction of 
dynastic rule. There was a wide differ
ence between tlie people of 5000 B. C. 
aud those of 4000 B. C., but no differ
ence between those of the latter period 
aud modern times. Tills showed that 
a different race entered tho country 
about that period. Next came the 
earliest dynastic remains of the

FROM NIGHT TO MORN)
Or, An Appeal to Ute Baptist Chunh.

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents) ten copies, SL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
209 pages. One copy, bound in cloth. Ill papor* IS 

cents. _______

For Sale at this OQlce, 40 Locnnte Street»

MARGUERITE HUNTER.

demlo. _____ .
CHAPTER XXIV.

1 am named a Vicar of 8t. Rocb, Quebec Clty-Th« 
Rev. Mr. Tetii—TcrtulUan—General Cargo—TUfi 
Seal BklM. ___ _ -CHAPTER XXV. .

Bimooy-Strange acid aacrileglou! traffic In the w* 
caned Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sum* 
of Money made by the tale 61 Massed-Die Society 
of Three Masse# abolished aud tbe Society of o&O 
Mais established.

■ CHAPTER XX7I.
Jontlnuatlon of the tradv iu Masses.

CHAPTER XXVJL
Quebec Marine Jicspltal—The first time I carried tht 
* ‘‘Bon Dieu” (the wafer god) in my vest .pockjj

—Tbe Grand oyster Soiree aljdr. fiute*u sTho 
Rev. U-Parent and the "Bon Dieu at the Oyster 
flolroe.

iy*We have not snace ip tills notice of Father cfinlquy’s work to rive the heads of all the Cbaptei'j, 
Those¡omitted are qf espeoial value. The following, 
However, arc oi thrilling interest:

CHAPTER L1II. „
Tbe Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER UV.
Tho Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the PriertB 

—Tbe Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.

1

■ by An’iTBY. A PROpAGANDA CIRCULAR. j
____  ' The following is a translation of the (

T11.„ ™ ,i™.«. ...n,........... “ ’» -•
rest’. , To mv Brethren in Humanity in Gen- .

Atavem of joByamW loved and blest eral and to Those in Belief in Par

In fairer blissful climes. _ Spiritualists, have 'borne the
And our thoughts go wandering to the burdens of this bitter life through the 

past deserts of incredulity; Vave been
When star hopes glinted the day, swamped in the ocean of doubts, and 

When our ship's white sails, with tow- amidst the doctrines which we have 
eying mast, • sought and studied with fervid and

Floated proudly into bay. anxious longings, none have filled our
souls with such sweetness, none have 

And we see not life s downward side, offerefl 8UCb beautiful horizons as has
And the rage of the tempest ioud, I Ue g irRual doctrine. And It is be

That scatters our bright hopes fai and cause1in )t ig lieard the voices of spirits, 
wlde and the enigma of life has been de-

'Neath sorrow's bitter cloud. ciphered.
But change to the soul is a ceaseless Were it within the power of my intel

law lectual forces, I would Illuminate with
That bi'lngeth a rich Increase, this eternal splendor the cloudy journey

And the chilly winds that come and go of humanity in these closing years of 
Have a message of love and peace. this century of sorrow.

Brother Spiritualists, let us not cease
There'll come a time as we near tbe tQ sprea(j tll|g ray of light with all the 

close power vouchsafed us by the eternal
Of life’s fitful, fleeting years, Creator of all the worlds. On the con-

When a rift will break on our night s I make goo(] uge of lt> spreading it 
repose I wherever you encounter clouds or shad-

And a light stream o’er our fears. owg H1(Je not your light under a 
inrt vnnth return man’s heritage, bushel, for the day comes when there d heri?n£ wffi Ue walling and gnashing of teeth

The »n d’q immortal gift divine, for those who see, yet feign blindness.
Where written on life's golden page, We should eVer dwell ini the spirit of 
• win pverv good act shine. I progress which leads us in the jscend-Will ev y g gHOp A BEALs. ing path of nature's laws, and thus will 

Summerland, Cal. ‘ we achieve union, fraternity and lib
erty.

' 1 - -------------- - By following these little cqunsels the
The Drummer’s Experience, supreme creator win an your days

^°at time. L Rmt g^e his horse demptive doctrine, which 1s the true re- 
the rein. and “n^atghe^sftro°nft^ by a I ^our brother™ bumknity apd beliefs, 

signboard, nailed to a pine tree at the who fraternally s£u^g-^ 
f°The Mgn read': “Turn, sinner, turn!!’’ I Adjuntas, December, 1898. .

The drummer followed its advice and ——
turned on the road nearest the sign. ¿ WAR! TIME EXPERIENCE.
• A little further on \e was confronted I Don ylcente Borges Ortiz, president 
by another sign: ■ I of the Spiritualist Society at Lares,

“You are on your way to belli pOrto Rico, in the November issue of La
Tliat was rough, but Uke many an- Bnlon Espiritista., gives his experience? 

other man, he kept on. Yet one. more I observations during the war. I 
signboard faced him: I translate the following brief extracts:

“Sinner, you are lost forever. I .<yye as- Spiritualists, cannot be-ac-
“God help us. cried the drummer, I cuged of having provoked the war, and 

“between all these signs what s a poor I therefore are -not to blame for having 
lost devil to do? - passed from night to the morning in be-“Git right down on yer knees,” cried a I PQmlng AmerlcBang.
voice from the husheg, an cry for I ..^hether belonging to Spain or the 
mercy! Down with you, an holler for ünlted states, we still belong to God’s 
grace!” -................ • '

That was too much for him, and, put
ting spurs to his horse, he fled like the 
wind, nor did he stop until he reached a 
railroad, and signaled a freight train 
and shook thd dust of that ghostly 
neighborhood from his shoes.—Atlanta

.progressive than ourselves.
Everything has undergone a greater 

transformation thari' orthodoxy; and 
still we hear them say that the old kind 
n Æita to teie.no J*a°nd outgrowing I ot oUler roYal tom os rouna nr Aoyuos 
‘idE^Vglv8/ Xs andha°S ThSof°fliffi’ w^lnRd'^dX 
nnH hnfftr morion take its ffiace The e(1*y 8one llown and was fast dy)ng out 
aM Lhnll die and be buried The gradual decay of flint working be-

XToJ and So ionie? tón the tween 4500 B. C„ and 1500 B. C„ as
In oblivion, and no S 1ftnioug nofl metals eame into use, and copper was 
r°r8 „°fnei^^ltv and ae3flar of evil gradually hardened, into bronze, had no 

relÎgious^growth "Sbumbsc^w Te « diagrams cylindrical’ seals as 
religious grow tn. me rnumoscrcw, un, vines’of the til'st threernrk and facet hnve been pushed aside, “Sea oy ine Kings oi ine urst turee racK ana Iago of nence dynast cs, and impressions of euch

^huffiaffitv cylinders wjiiçh were vastly more fre-
anA Î^Heiî? îlrot U1 neiv slmnle and I fluently found than the seals them- 
^UhVaUogfsna?w"enia indivffiuafs WbltTng ffie earilesÌ^eprase'nffitffin rt 

LC1cttomehatodtShea racceso al^hffii S?“nd71X’sbowffig a^malsTnd 

; to the day when intelligence sets aside ^uch as the hawkjHffi, Bon, and 
whll?1 nature Is being transformed Into acquired knowledge of these animals as 
Wh ^r?honnHfnï fi, tanhœ wel1 aB of the lbex' ^zelle, and ante

more baraen^d ™ I lope- W aumbers anlmals’ 8Uch 
of the older, moye b as the calf, monkey, and dog, had been
manifestations of life, while the fields , , modelled in creen clav togetherare natoeTndTb0^ I "W a“^1of a ltn “n?eI’PrtteÌ.
emerald Ie nrÂrPHB more These finds were very Important, as 
C&.US6 of the laws of progress, more DhnwoJ tho «kin nf mndpiinffbeautiful flowers to which she gives to £hey sk'gtJrf« of the
- . . ' •, t• j/.«. wwAxiizv dio afin I oi tue earnest tiyuuBty, tue tisc ui iuv

and weeps tears of rain to wash away I ma]g Qf human Tbege
the soil^of earth. ® ® hearing important monuments of the civil lifewhich s,P>rlÿan™.brLa88ia bearing I eflrly kingg prove(J glazlng
good fiiilt, aid chuic frag ft gpec|aity of the original people,
enlng in spite of and that Egyptian art reached its hlgh-MR8. MA-RtA BITTERS. water mark gomewhere before B c.

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual 

Spheres,
, Transcribed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 

with chosen media of earth. It was given through In- ;. ■ - - - — A —mA Vnl. — 411.. ftf.A.Inn o m aw a waa 'presumed tomb of King Mena, the , The lilustratlon« were given
founder oi the dynastic history OI about y painting! Ob porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It । 
the date of 4700 B. C., then the remains 1 Ie not a actlo*rbut a narrative of real life, Without»

Jluzv,. mvo) nt A hid™ i parallel futhe literature of Spiritualism, being a clear jof othei TOjal tottios found at Abydos Jud Buccibct exposition uf the philosophy, religion and 
‘ ‘ ’ 'nasties. ! science of Spiritualism Tbe book contains 260 pages

CHAPTER LVI. j _
public Act! of Slmuny-Tbefu and Drtaandage of 

Bishop (TKegan-General Cry of 
determine to resist him to bl? faccTii‘i.e.nip,Ii>Zj 
Mr. Spink ogaiu to send mo to Gaol, aud he faiJJ 
—DrafcB me as a Prisoner t(u>Urbana in the;Spn-ng 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defend!, 
me—My dear Bible become! more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII. , „ .
! Bhhop O'Regan sells Lbe Parsonage of the "renoh 
I P Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, anj 

turns them out when they come to complain Hb 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kahokla-He forgets it. next day and pub
lishes that he has Interdicted mc-My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers_ Th® 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

science of Spiritualism The book contains 260 ____
with six Illustrations in half-tone, and twelve pages 
In original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound In blue silk cloth, stamped In silver. Price,
11.25. For fiale al thia office.

iz- i L* 40d0. Other finds showed the kings inKnock-Down Argument. triumph over -their enemies, receiving 
To the Editor:—I believe in a trinity. I captive kings, opening the public works 

My trinity is Moses Hull, Warren or reclaiming the marshes. Others were 
Smith and Carrie Watson. This an- vessels with dedication^ written upon 
nouncement will serve as an opening them, and stone jars with chambers as 
wedge for a few words op a topic that, storehouses for the king’s soul. The 
just now, is attracting much attention handled Copper vessels showed the 
in our ranks. Many of our best people, I most advanced metal work found of the 
called “Bible Spiritualists/1 are shocked flrgt three dynasties. Tie population 
at what seems to them downright I of the pre-dynastic age was different in 
atheism tbe radical reform Clement type from that of historical times, and 
in our ranks. in the early monuments the presence of

I like what “Our Moses” has to say in diverse types was very clear, some be-

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of * ’Cosmology.’ ’
IN TWO PARTS. -

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA. .
11. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. 

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1. Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat', ,. Functional Phenomena; 5, 
Man; «, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; V, 
"Who by searching can and God?" 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical; 9, "To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly Worhlpi" 10. “Tho Father Is greater than I,” 
11, True and Spurious Gods; 12, “I aln the Resurrec
tion and the Life;" 13, An Imaginary God and some 
ft RIB Exploits; 14, ‘ He 1» Free yvhom the Tru-b 
both made free;" IB. All Animates Originate ffom 
E««b; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17. Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, WortMpof DelW; 19. Sense and Nonsense 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Trl-unlty of God- 2L 
Vagirle,; 22, Misapprehension; 28, What Is Sin ? 24, 
B, Planets and Satellites of jhe Universe; 25, Be

ing without Ending; 26, Design or Accident, 
ch? 27, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary, 

PART II,—PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebular, 80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

aa a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water 
Made to Run hp Hill; 83 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
andHdw Formed; 84, Glacial Phenomena; 35, Moons 
and their Motions; 36, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 
The Colored Man.

APPENDIX,—Problems; Physical and Metaphys
ical Phenomena, ad InOnltum.

The topics treated receive a handling that is dis« 
tlnctly terse,.yet popular. The style of the author 
Snroughout Is epigrammatic—compact wltn clear 
bought. The book Is a remarkable one in every as- 
»ect. Being compact with thought Itself, It will not 
al) to compel thought In others.
With a steel plate portrait of the author. Ciotn, 

12mo, pp. 208. Price 11.00. For sale at this office.

aiaresBfrom myr«ople, a«kjug
iiruln draKKed ae a prisoner by lbe Sheriff to Urbina— Abraham Lincoln’! anxiety abbntUicJVPJ 
of the Proiccutlon—My Dfitfr^»— Tne Rescue 
Miss Philomena Moffat eent God to save me—La« 
Bella'! Confession and Dietress--My Innocence 
acltnowledred—Noble Word! and Conduct of Abft« 
ham Lincoln—The Oath ot Miss Philomena Moffat, 

CHAPTER LIX. a a
A moment of Interruption in tho Thread of my Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome,” to see bow my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham LtecokL 
wire to be reallxed-Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of tbe United states.

CHAPTER LX- , 4 *
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of thj 

United States drawn from tbe Gospel of Christr-MV 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of tM 
Plots 1 knew against his 
late the news that Lincoln was born in the Cjurcj 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jett 
last visit to tho President—His admirable refit 
ence to Mosei-Hls willingness to die for hl!

S^%HAPTERLXI. T11
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and a trne DIB* 

clple of the Gospel—The AMBSBlnutlon by Booth 
—The tool of tbe Frloats—John Surratvs nouB6=? 
The RendeavouB and Dwelling Place of the Priest« 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priest« after tM 
murder dr Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
knowii and published In the town thlee hours bu-

Constitution. ..

“The'World Beautiful.” ’Byli.fen 
Whiting. Most- excellent-ln their-1 ,|gh 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 8, each complete in It
self. Price, cloth; $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office. ' . .

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By. B. D. 
Babbitt. M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic,- historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the; very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth;, paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office1.

universe, but believe that we approach 
closer to Him by the ehaiige of tempo
ral government ' ' '

“Owing to the war we have suffered 
much here, and I, with the members of 
my family, was compelled to abandon 
my home, as well .as all other citizens 
of Lares, and for fifteen days we were 
obliged to camp in the field.'With the 
troops. Here the most suffering in 
Porto Rico was felt, "because here Is 
where Intemperance and the priesthood 
most feigned....... ; . : '

“The" church was used as a barracks, 
and also served as a prison for political 
prisoners, where they were kept for ten 
days; also as a kitchen, outhouse and 
stable for.the cavalry horses,, while. In 
each of Its two towers were mounted a' 
ciranon for the defense of the city dur
ing' this time. The portico was' con
verted into a trench and to this day Is 
full of loop-boles and unroofed. The 
local priest, on the day the troops evac
uated the town, was with them carrying

the last issue of The Progressive ing shaven, some beqrded, some long- 
Thinker, referring to attacks on his haired. We had at last before us evi- 
“Blble readings.” . dence of the close of the period pre

While I have unbounded faith that vlougly considered prehistoric, showing
“Our Moses1’ will bring thousands out I the development of the art, writing and 
of the “wilderness” into the “promised civilization of Egypt, and the com- 
land,’! I have got so completely “out Of I position Of the rade which has since 
the woods” myself.Jhat Bible “helps” I maintained its character during,6,000 
are only a hindrance to me. 1 years. The puzzle was how this clvll-

The telling . of xiiy own experience izatlbn arose, and we had discovered 
will illustrate why f think, as a general evidence to solve this puzzle. Egypt 
rule the “knock dowii” plan that led to I was then an originator in the arts and 
St Paul’s .conversion, is genefally. the .not a borrower, but ever since then 
best way I hold that people with I most of the nations of the earth had 
reasoning faculties; who jjill not use been borrowers and not originators, 
them, ought to be made tq use them by Here we were studying the history of a 
a ‘‘knock down” argument,' such as St I country not borrowing, but developing, 
Paul had. - Many years "ago, when I a. vast and complex civilization on its 
thought I was a liberal; Spiritualist, and I own resources. -*■ . B.
was thought to be ®nopgh of oneby tihe ---- , .—u—-----
Spiritualists’ State^ssooritlon qi Min- ROOK REVIEWSnesota to be theii- secrefery, Warren I BUUh RCVIE Wa.
Smith came to The Commandments Analyzed,masterly manner f#> portrayed the in-1 _ Bach ’
decencies, This bright little pamphlet of
barbarities sanctioned byjlie ChrlstJa I pagegi wjjne not constructed' on the 
Bible, that, like Saul, I-was bi^ly ^f “the higher - criticism,” so- 
shocked, and' hardly "where cauefl/ j8 eminently practical on the 
was at ' g.._ xv.plan of plain common sense, and mightHe displayed sueli brotbferiy kindness, I reafl to profit by Sunday^ 
however, and such ’eo^rteftr, on_a per- gchool teachers and all sticklers for the 
sonal interview; tbit .I JWited^ hlm « .jnfalliwllty Bible inspiration. It 
my hrnpe, and foiffid hiffi (wh^tjears ghould have galej ■ . .
of subsequent acquaintance.have only . . - ■ ■
served to confirm), a grand and good I «wpri.iine Chimes ■ By Delnha Pearf 
man, and one of the most effective and tffistv bMutlfbl and ai-
Jorceful orators ’ ih dur ran s. |propr|ate wedding’ souvenir.- Contains 

nbt much o _a marriage ceremony, marriage ’ certifi-
S^rituallst . . V. rEL . 1 ete-i ^¡th choice matter in poetry

Washington, D. O., , , 4- . and prose. Specially designed for the
Manslll’s Almanac, of Planetary Me-1 use of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln.

teorology for 1899. This is the thirty- istry. Price $1. For sale at this office, 
fourth'nnnual publication of this excel-1 “The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 

+for those on land and'sea;' By Richard I Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
MansllL Price 25 cents. ■. - : ifi cents.- For sale at this office. .

“Arcana of, Nature;, or the History 1 .‘‘The Commandments Analyzed. By 
and Laws , of Creation.” By Hudson W. H. Bach.”- The Commandments are 
Tuttle. A- well-known 3 and most pro-, not only'analyzed,; but contrasted with 
found treatise. Cloth, fl. For sale at other Bible passages, Bhbwing great in- 
thia office. - , 1 congrultles. Price 25c. - .

HYPNOTISM?
its Facts, Theories and Belated 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip- 

tlons and Berninis- ' 
cences.

TJYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS
rj largely a record of theTactsand demonstrations 
which the author has seen, beard of or presented in 
his oWn experiment!. The history of the various , 
Phases of tbe science is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert; 
ttentn described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
lllubtratlons add much to the Interest and value of tho 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2-00. For tale at 
he office pf Thb Peogmesiyb Thintzb.

By
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Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER, 
ARoman Catholic priest, who^after a pastoral service 
of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 
doraas. and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left this volume as his last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to the 
world. Tranilated from tho French onglnalby Miss 
^jK>et^ro?!>’889 pages, with portrait Clothj !1.00; 
postage, 1* oenU______

•‘The wort of the honest pastor Is the moat curious 
and tno niott powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Paine and ypltalro had re« 
serves, butJeanMeiller had none. - He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all. tho wonder la not that there 
should havo neon one priest who left that testimony at 
bis death, but that all Driest! do not”—James Parton

fc *e its occurrence.
CHAPTER LXII. v

Deputation of two Priests sent by the People end the .
Bishops of CBUBdB to perBuado us to submit to tM 
Sill of the Bishop—The Deputies abknowledM 
publicly that the Bishop la wrong and that wo nN 
rleht-Fdr peace slko, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by th, 
DeputleB-rOne of tbe Deputies turiii false to blj 
promise, aud bptrays ub, to be put at the bead of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard. CHApTER LXin.

Mr. DeBaulnler Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 
crush us—Our People more united than ever to defied their rlghlB—Letters of tbe Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn u»-My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg niy 
pardon. CHAPTER LxiV.

f write to the Pope Plus IX. and to Napoleon, Emperor 
of France, and send tAem the Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad conduct of B^bop 
O’Beaan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me or_my 
victory at Rome, and tbe end of our trouble— a go 
to Dubuque to ofrer my submission to the Bishop 
—Tbe peace- sealed and publicly proclaimed h» . 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1851

CHAPTER LXV. • „ . .
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My «etrert B —Grand Vicar Saurin and bis assistant, Rev. M 

nrawMN-Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the ?ow BteSprepaid^ the JeBulu-Vislon-Chrlrt 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgh en, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. _the Solemn Responsibilities of my New PoBltlon-^e „ > 
mve up the nemo of Roman Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor of 
St. Louis, hurried to Chlcago-He cotncb to St.
Anne to persuade the People to submit to hlj 
Authority—He Is ignominiously turned out, and

1 runs away in tbe miast of the Cries of tho People.
I CHAPTER LXVU.

Rlrd’fl.eve View of the Principal Events from myCon- 
wSon W Sib 4«y-My Narrow Escapee-Tbj 
end of tho Voyogo through tho Deaert to th.
Promised Land.

Price, $3.25, Post-paid. __

Woman, Church and State.

I

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri- 1 

archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IjV- 
formation succinctly and clearly stated tn thli 

volume of 654 pages Is Rmaxing. Tbo title, as above 
riven, frill to convey an idea of the fulness and com« 
pletcneM with which the subjects are 
Matriarchatc, or Mother-rule, Is tbo theme of the first 
chapter, in wLlch much lore, ¿ualnt, qveer awd curt» 
oua, fi brought to view In elucldat on of the subject 
This Is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marbuette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, 01JJa«1 «4 
Work, Tbe Church of To-day, Fast, Present, FUkuro; 
and there Is not a chapter In tho book that is not 

• handled ia a masterly manner, and that for quantity
—— .’«nd Quality of information, is not worth tbo full price

. . ' TH.i A» „ : of the volume. It Packed with UowlcdRewtd!-
Advance Humane Education j---------—To

RECITATIONS.

in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

irrimred. and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. Ito one can possibly regret huylngtt, It 1« a tel- 
nablo addition to tbe library of any free and truth-lov-

Lyceumi*and Booletioi that wbh to get up cl* • 
vatinff. Interesting and paying entertainments ca* 
not do better than to have a Prlto Contest. Tbe on* . 
tiro plan, with tall directions, ir-.ta. the book,, and 
may oh easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm , 
more Quickly than nn Angell Prize Contest! hotn« . 
Ing Is needed more. Any 
one In his own town and reap a

tog mind.
Price, For HRlo at tills 

office. -

HEO AND POWER. '
Ahradbookif Cure and Human Uptraldlng bytlifi »Motnewirennedand nowartnl method« ol nature, 

_ En. DÏÎBiSbltt, M. ft, author-Of "Principle« at
,-Angell Prue uontosu nmn- . W »• "phnoaophyot Cure,”CW. FHc^
Any Individuel mey orginUO Çâmttlitóthonjscoaà. ■ - s

n and reap a financial reward, tìoffi.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS. 
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE RIGHTS OF EViAl’c».
TYv Thomas Paine. Parts I aud XI« Bolug an 

inswcf W Mr. Burtb'a attack upon Frenpll ‘ >BeSStiS. Port 8TQ-I 2T9,PBRCS. Paper» K) cental 
ctothtMceatat ' < — - 1

teie.no
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<<?■ > The Fragrassi« Ihita
Fubltohcÿ every Saturday at IO Immite Street
tn ...... --------------- : ' ~ ' ‘ '
f. B. Fit ANCIS, Editor and publisher.
^ptereOt CUlcagdToBtoiSce « eecouAtìa»» œultcr.

IEB1IS OP SUttfCBIBTIOIf.
l'iiuPBOOBEfaBivíTHiKKíB’winbo furalBhed until 

further notice, at the following terms, invariably In
Advance: 
Otejcar...........
SUiBontbi..... 
Thirteen weeks. 
Gingie copy.....

.•1.00 
Wets 
¡Sets 
sots

UBM1TTANOXB.
Remit by Postofflco Money Order, Registered Letter. 

Wdratton Chicago or Kow York. It costa IromlO 
to 15 cunts to get checks cashed on local banks, aodon t 
Bend them unleai you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
No- 40LooinU Street. Chicago, Ill.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ai there ore IUoubbuiIb who will at flrat venture 

only twepty-flve cents for Tub Pboghebsivb Thihkeb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a eamplo copy, to ¡Solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from «1 to <10, or even 
inere than the latter sum A largo number of little 
amounts win make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The some sug
gestion will apply In ail cases of renewal of Bubscrip; 
tlDus-solicit othere to aid in th? good work. You will 
eiperlfende no difficulty whatever in Inducing Splrltu« 
«Ilh, to BubBcrlbe for Thb PaoaBBiav».TfcisWB, 
f6r uot one of them can afford to bewithout the >alua- 
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo« 
mept what an intellectual feast that small investment 
w/11 furnish you. The subjcrlption price of Tub Pbo« 
mbsjvB Thinker thirteen weeks la only twentv-flve 
oeoul For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, seal-elevating and 
ipO-refreBhlng reading matter, equivalent to a medfr 
mmslzedbookl .

TAKE NOTICE! J
HT At expiration of subscription, «not renewed, 

tpp paper la diacoiitinued No ulils will be sent lor ex- 
tr&uuHjbe«.

tifr It you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ui, and errors in «ddreas will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

ryr Whenever you desire the address pf your paw 
changed, always give the addrela of the place t# wblflb 
ft Is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

FORWNWüNTßlES.
The Progressive Thinker is tuuilsbcd In the United 

Slates at «1.00 per year, the pottage thereon being but 
nominal, but when It Is sent to foreign countries we 
pre compelled to charge 50 cents¡extra, making the 
yearly subscription ,1.50. Please bear that In mind.
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“WHAT IS THE MATTER Y*
It has been repeatedly shown In these 

(jolumns that tl)e dominant religion is 
falling into innocuous desuetude, and

THE WAYS OF THE DOCTORS.
The Progressive Thinker has been ac

cused of being too severe on the med
ical profession, arid not discriminating 
between the trained and devoted physi
cian and the diplomaed pretender. We 
intend to be just, and no man should 
have greater esteem than the doctor 
who devotes his energies to the welfare 
of the suffering. For such we have only 
words of praise. There has, however, 
arisen a new school of doctors, who In
stead of drugs, or the usual care and 
nursing, rely on the filth of the slaugh
ter house and the “culture" of deadly 
“serum.” They have come up from the 
vivisection of helpless animals, and 
nameless tortures inflicted in the name 
of science, but really to satisfy their 
lust for cruelty, and have as/lttle sym
pathy for their suffering p/tlents as a 
butcher has for the ox be slays.

It has been repeatedly pointed out 
that students could not be thus brutal
ized by constantly inflicting torture on 
animals without having their sympathy 
for their human patients destroyed. In 
a recent issue of The Progressive 
Thinker the damnable practices in a 
charitable hospital In California were 
alluded to. •

This proves to be' no Isolated case, but 
In all the great hospitals the poor pa-/ 
tlents are turned over to the doctors as 
so much “material” to be experimented 
on, to be inoculated with the deadly 
virus of “cultures” and “serums,” or cut 
and carved to find out how much the 
human body will bear!

Vienna has been one of the hotbeds of 
vivisection, and the “laboratories” of 
the colleges and universities of this 
country are supplied from there with 
“professors,” the fact being that no
where else can men. sufficiently brutal 
for this work be obtained, Italy and 
France have furnished a few names 
which make that of Torquemada a gen
tle saint's In comparison. No English
man has approached the diabolism of 
the Latins. '*

Yet now, even at Vienna, the abuse 
has become so great as to call out a cry 
of public horror. The Deutscher Volks
blatt publishes the startling charges 
that vivisection is practiced on the pa
tients of the charity hospitals. It is not 
animals that are bound on the dissect
ing table. They would be of small in
terest when human beings are ready at

that churchmen themselves .have lost 1 
their old-time fervor; that a multitude , 
pf church structures are vacant, and ( 
that pulpits meagerly sustained are j 
overrun by hungry applicants who as-1' 1 
pire to save sinners—otherwise hungry 1 
stomachs—by ministering to God. Rev. 
Chas. Edward Jefferson, pastor of the 1 
Broadway Tabernacle Church, New , 
York, with the text, “What is the mat
ter?” attempted to enlighten the people 
on" this subject in a recently published 
book with that title. We can only 
make room for a part Of one para
graph. After telling that there is a rad
ical defect in the preaching; that “cler
gymen are numerous, but prophets are 
few,” he continues:

“Here lies the trouble. Only a proph
et can achieve genuine success in these 
hurried and fascinating days. Time 
was when a scholar could do it. 
When books were expensive, and locked 
up in the libraries of the elite, a man 
versed in book-lore could find a Sunday 
audience eager to listen to the informa
tion which he was willing to impart 
Those days are gone. Before the rise 
of the daily paper, the preacher could 
be an editor, and make his sermons run
ning commentaries on current events. 
That sort of preaching was once count
ed successful. It is a failure now. Be
fore the multiplication of lecture plat
forms and music balls and art galleries, 
and other sources of Intellectual enter
tainment and esthetic gratification, fine 
music from the organ loft and exquisite 
essays from the pulpit seemed to satisfy 
all reasonable demands. But music, 
while it may still have charms to soothe 
the savage breast, is not conspicuously 
successful in attracting non-church-go
ers into the house of God. And much 
of the finest literary work displayed at 
present in American pulpits seems to 
be hopelessly lost on this unkempt and 
stiff-necked generation. Even the pul- 
plt-reformer does not wear his crown 
long. He has had his day, like the edl- 
tor-preacher and the rest. By striking 
one special evil hard, he may cause the 
world to resound for a season with the 
echoes of his blows, and may even suc
ceed in chipping off a fragment of some 
false custom or established wrong; but 
Unless a preacher is a great deal more 
than a reformer, he cannot long hold 
the attention of an intelligent congre- 
gallon, or hope to build an enduring 
Christian church. In short, the poor 
preacher has been ousted from the snug 
position of editor, lecturer, essayist, re
former; and there is nothing left him 
now but the arduous vocation of a 
prophet,” ’

If to be a “prophet” Is all that is left 
for the preacher his case is hopeless. 
Tlie Master himself attempted that role, 
and “made a botch of it,” in the lan
guage of President Lincoln on one oc
casion. The Master told of his own sec
ond coming in the clouds of heaven, 
with great glory, and all the holy angels 
with him, concluding: “This generation

SPIRITUAL HELPS. MISSIONARY TROUBLES.
In the churches, more especially those The Cblca^pajiy. Record has a spo

of evangelical orthodox quality and clal telegram from Bertin, minaw1«? 
claims, spiritual helps take the form of I that private’lefttersJJjavt befcn rWelved 
relig'ous literature, as papers, books, I from two OatllolW, ; mlsstousrles sta- 
the study of -the Bible,.: in Sunday-1 tloned in the’prjmljfie of Shantung, ad- 
school and Bible clashes, besides ser- joining, the German Klao-Ohou tetrl- 
mous, lectures and so on. tory, appealipg.to the German gpyern-

Splrltuallsts do not view the Bible ment for aid;. 'The¡letters describe the 
with that extreme and superstitious situation of tji.a missionaries and their 
reverence with which the usual ortho- native following as jiprrible. The Chris- 
dox mind is filled. tian settlements, tliey say, have all been

•With them the evidence of pure and destroyed by mobs, who have burned 
high inspiration is iu the character of houses and •tortured and killed the 
the teachings viewed from the stand- Christians. 1 j _ 
point of morality and their spiritually In the single ^letqlpt of Yehoo twenty 
uplifting tendency. Spiritualists wor- settlements have been destroyed. Some 
ship at no shrine but truth; no altar but of the local mandarins assisted the mob, 
pure and soul-elevating ideals and I which was recruited from an anti
thoughts. Christian sect called Cliechui. One man-

Sunday-schoolB and Bible classes con- darin,caused all tlie Christians in the 
ducted on orthodox lines, for the ineul- district of Ishnl to be stripped naked

hand, and the tortures of human beings 
is so delightful to these Satanic M. Ds.

It Is said hundreds of patients have 
undergone needless operations, often of 
the most appalling description, for sim
ple "experimentation.” Eighty cases 
are cited of children inoculated with 
disease germs, to test the success of 
“cultures” of these death-dealing pto
maines, or their special effects.

In maternity cases, to test the effect 
of nameless diseases on the unborn, the 
mothers were inoculated, and the doc
tors were gratified by the birth of chil
dren suffering from these loathsome 
disorders which come in the course of 
nature only by immorality.

Could a crime more fiendish be con
ceived? Is there any punishment com
mensurate with its enormity? Yet of 
the countless medical journals in all the 
languages of civilization, such “experi
ments” are reported, laqded as “brill
iant,” and never a word said in con
demnation. When we consult a doctor, 
how are we to know he has not caught 
this Itch for notoriety, this doubt in the 
old remedies, and expectation of the 
new, and will not put us, or some loved 
one we consign to his mercy under “ex
perimentation,” that he may spread a 
startling report on the pages of some 
medical journal?

We think it would be well before en
gaging a physician to ask him on his 
honor, if he is with_the clamorous fac
tion, who believe in vivisection of their 
patients, and the use of slaughter
house decoctions and inoculation with 
rotten blood. If he says that he favors 
this practice, he has more qualifications 
as a butcher than as a physician.

shall not pass till all these things be ful
filled,” and in another place and occa-

-
L-

slou, referring to the same event, he is 
reported to have said, “There-be some 
standing here who shall not taste death 
till they see the Son of Man coming in 
Ins kingdom."

The disciples of this prophet have re-, 
peated these declarations of Jesus from 
age to age for more than sixty genera
tions. and the prediction still remains 
unfulfilled. Unless the servant is 
greater than the Master, when playing 
the role of prophet, like the other de
partments in which they have failed, 
they will fall in this, and their occupa
tion will be wholly gone. Shall we 
“drop a tear or two and perhaps three,” 
as a country editor suggested in an obit
uary, over the departing, and in fact 
nearly departed glory of the clerics?

“MJGÖSTINE.
' ■ ■" ' 1 • .

The distinguished Methodist divine who has 
charge of a large congregation, and who wrote 
an article for The Progressive Thinker over the 
nom de plume of “Augustine,” will prepare an
other article soon for publication. He is at work 
on a very important volume which will, when 
published, make a great stir in the religious 
world. Watch The Progressive Thinker for jit.

cation of orthodox doctrines, we have and iUShed with bamboo rods. Not far 
no use for. The Bible may be studied— ^rom gg0 were administered be-

v““ “** **“
wheat from the chaff, and label each sionary property was looted and burned, 
with its true value, plus or minus, good, For whose good are these inroads 
bad or Indifferent. , made upon a distant people w|io resist

It is a lamentable fact that the great Mng christianized? The converts ar
mass of church members and those un- thpmRpivaH noninst their fellows 
der the Influence of the churches ortho- ' • = . ’
dox, take the whole Bible just as it is- Profess to be better than they, and
interpolations, forged scriptures and ali threaten’ those who will not beljeve 
—as the veritably inspired,'holy and in- with endless maledictions. Ill-feffiliig 
fallible word of God. To them the is engendered, which culminates in the 
forgeries and interpolations are as holy I destruction of property and a terrible 
and infallible as any other part or parts, waste of life. Fpr the missionaries we 
They are not taught to discriminate be- have no tears, f6f they went there un
tween tlie spurious and the genuine, I der the direction of their superior, tak- 
they are not Instructed to use theirin- ing their lives in their hands, almost 
tellect and moral sense to Judge what courting death: But we do Borrow for 
is good and what is not good, nor to ac-I the misdirected and deceived people 
eept the good and reject the bad. Their whoffiecome the victims of such folly, 
orthodox training builds up a structure I But the worst is' not yet The nation 
of mind unfitting them for honest so-1 those missionaries represent may 
ber, judicial thought upon the Bible and take up the strife and make war uppn 
its contents. They are unfitted to Win- the government by Which millions may 
now the chaff from the wheat—ehaff, become involved in a common ruin, 
cheat .cockle, chess, straw and all goes I The rellg|on those missionaries la- 
Into their mental hopper to be ground j bored to subvert was as dear to the un- 
up and swallowed, with or without I tutored Chinese as is Christianity to 
mastication, but always flavored and them. .Under its influence they hate 
seasoned with orthodoxy. grown to be a great and populous peo-

While there are grains of good in the I pie. It supplied them with-their needs, 
Bible, there are large portions of it and made them good fathers, good 
where the grains are bo few they are i mothers, and a people devotedly tender 
not worth the labor of winnowing. But I to their parents. ....
the orthodox cast of mind does not win- Go to that people and instruct them 
now-lt simply swallows the whole- how they can sustain- a larger popula- 
and calls it good' tIon on ^elr limited territory, and they

If some Spiritualists go to the other wquld be welcomed; but they begin by 
extreme, and reject the whole as bad, I teaching them to grow animals for 
it is onlv -what mlirht nronerlv be ex- slaughter arid food. We see them with IL ID Ullij v> XillL piupunj Mb • «J .
nected, a natural revulsion from the at- microscopes n -hand showing thep they 
titude of the orthodox mind and from I destroy millions of Ilves when they 
orthodox teachings and doctrines. quench their tlilrst, using this as an ar

There are parts of the Bible that may I gpmeut in favor of butchering their Ba
be used as spiritual helps; and there er®^,, , ,
are parts unfit to be readVlther in pub- If the Christian religion has a re
lic or in private formatory influence, we pray them to

Children should be taught the truth reform the criminal class who are over- 
about the Bible, its true nature and its” running all the creat'citle«lof the world, 
true value—and Its faults. The Pro- particularly in those« lands dominated 
gresslve Lyceum may be made a true bY Christianity. . __
spiritual help, In the Inculcation of spir- H must be Obseived that penitentla- 
ituai truth, and learning the truth Hes, reform Bchoois, and magdalene re
about the bibles of the world, their treats, are thei.outgrowths of tije civil- 
teachings, their nature, and their au- izatlon «filch the missionaries desire to 
thoritv engraft on heathendom. Such institu-

The lessons of the Progressive Lyce- tlons are rarely needed among the 
um should be supplemented by the chil- beat le“' because they have but very 
dren's paper to read In the home, and few «toiers. Perhaps if Buddhism, 

•Iw ti.o qniritnniisf mnpr for the fam- with its pacific methods, could be in- ily WHh ttese and witt The famHy htlUed Int0 the mlnds of the people 10' 
circleto which tSe chfldren should be stead of a flaming hell, we should have 
admitted, Spiritualism lylll grow and as quiet and orderly a« people as are the 
prosper, and spirituality will abound. I Buddhists.

There are thousands of families now -------- 1 • *■<-----------

Pc Library of Premili«! Books

If I live long enough and you continue to send 
books with The Progressive Thinker for about 
nothing, as you are doing now, I will in a few 
years nave a library of my own, of the best 
books ever published. The Progressive Think
er makes a Thanksgiving dinner for me every 
week ; I wish them two a week instead of otre.

* Yours truly,
Poland, N.Y. '5

Wonders ftovV We Gan Do It

* To the Editor:—How can you possibly do it ? 
You really ought to take an inventory of your 
mental faculties. Are you sure that your mind 
is not unhinged? Ghost Land and Art Magic, 
and Therrogressive Thinker one year for $1.70. 
Think of it! My wife is doing the work in read
ing Ghost Land just now, and we are piore than 
delighted with it. ViAiat is the use in reading 
trash when you are so generous with high-class 
literature. Everybody ought to have these 
books as well as The Progressive Thinker.

Glenville, O. J. G. BELL.

go immediately and tell the wife o.f tM . 
paper-hanger to go at once and tel! uM A- • 
husband to bo careful, or fie would raU 
from the ladder qud bg UW'l AU pfirt.iej 
concerned are Spiritualists, but the 
wife did not carry out, the instruction? 
of the spirit, and ‘before the noon hoift 
of that day fier husband fell from his 
ladder, sustaining lifelong injuries, and 
many regrets on the part pf the loving 
■wife that she did not obey the voice of 
the spirit. ,

In the twenty-seeond chapter of Gen
esis the arm of Abraham is arrested 
when he was about to murder his son 
Isaac. -

In the twenty-eighth chapter of Gen
esis, Jacob had a dream In which he 
saw a ladder extending from earth to 
heaven, upon which the angels of God 
were ascending and descending. Mod* 
ern Spiritualism teachps that such a 
ladder exists, and is sometimes called 
.the rainbow bridge, along which tho 
skiffing feet of angels are seen, in 
ancient times when the phenomena of 
materialization occurred, It was so sub
stantial that the materialized spirit wafl 
as often called a man as it was to call 
him an angel.

When the angel of the Lord appeared 
to Gideon and appointed ‘him to take 
command of the Israelltisli host against 
the Mldianites, Gideon was not satisfied 
that it was an angel he saw in the form 
of a man, so he asked that tie might 
test the splylt; a request which wafl 
granted again and again before Gideon 
was satisfied.

In the thirteenth chapter of Judges 
an angel appeared to Mauoah’s wife 
and afterward appeared to Manoah and 
his wife together, and they did not 
realize it was a spirit they saw until he 
vanished in the flame of their own 
burnt offering.

One of the allegations brought 
against modern Spiritualism and its 
mediums is this: That the tendency of 
modern Spiritualism is evil, that the 
Inculcations which come from the 
spirit world through modern mediums 
are calculated to demoralize society,

The phenomena of the past and pres
ent will be further considered in my 
next article.

MRS. MAGGIE STEWART.
East Piqua, Ohio.

PSYCHIC POWER.
He Cures By Suggestion.

THf. BftNGS SISTERS

CALIFORNIA HAS AN UP-TO-DATE
PARSON-REV.. DR. J. E. CAR
PENTER RESORTS TO HYPNOTIC 
INFLUENCES IN QRDER TQ 
BRING ABOUT REFORMS IN HIS 
PARISH-WORKS WONDERS.
Should a minister of the gospel prac

tice hypnotism? This is the rather pe
culiar question which ip belpg dis
cussed in church circles in Fregnd, Cal, 
this agitation is the result of several 
remarkable cures which Dr. J. E. Car
penter, pastor of the South Methodist 
Church, has effected by means of hyp
notism. He has cured the cigarette 
habit, drunkenness and dyspepsiaS

TRUTH VIGOROUSLY EXPRESSED.
The Rev. A H. Bradford, D. D., writ

ing in the “Independent,” under the 
head of “Does the World Need Chris
tianity,” and arguing the superiority of 
Christianity to other religions, is re
plied to in the English “Lltenary Guide” 
in the following words:

“May we remind Dr. Bradford that if 
the teachings of Jesus be accepted in 
their literal straight-forwardness, as 
they were laid down and practiced by 
the illustrious Nazarene, they would do 
absolutely nothing for the temporal life 
of man, in the sense of promoting a 
higher civilization. The teaching, ‘Con
sider the lilies,’ would encourage neither 
schools nor science, while the precepts, 
‘Give to every one that asketh thee,’ 
and ‘Resist not Evil,’ instead of pro
moting better social and political condi
tions, would tend to produce beggary, 
lawlessness and anarchy. We would 
like to ask Dr. Bradford, and the con
ductors of the ‘Independent’ whether 
they practice these teachings them
selves. If not, how can they with any 
show of decency collect money for the 
purpose of conveying them to the 
heathen?

“The Idea that Christianity produces, 
or tends to produce, Improvement in the 
material condition of what we are 
pleased to call the lower races is a per
nicious delusion. All the evidence is 
against it Take the cases of Egypt and 
India. In both of these great historic 
regions Western'statesmanship, science 
and civilization have wrought won
drous transformations in the social, po
litical and physical condition of their 
peoples. But Christianity has done 
practically nothing, and has no appre
ciable Influence on; the mass of the in

, habitants In either land.”
The Progressive Thinker has never 

expressed Itself more strongly than 
does this literary English paper.

. SPENCER A SPIRITUALIST.
The following paragraph appears “un

der the general head of “Random Jot
tings,” in the London Literary Guide 

; ■■■■ for February, p. 25: .
“Mr. Herbert Spencer writes to *Llt 

■ crature’ protesting against the misrep-. 
Sesentntions of his views in Mr. J. B. 
Crozier’s ‘My Inner Life.’ He directs 

. attention to passages in his writings in 
which he disclaims any bias in favor of 

■ materialism, and Indeed, avows ajpref- 
erential sympathy with .what many, 
would regard as Spiritualism.” r ;. 

. Herbert Spencer is a survival of the 
great scientists of the age of which 

, Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, and Haeckel 
“ are familiar examples. They, have all 

been classed with. Agnostics,-■ but it 
seems from this statement he may be 
'classed from this forth with Prof.

• - Crookes, and others of the . Spiritual 
; 741th. Thank God. . - - •

destitute of experimental knowledge of PRAYERS FOR SALE,
spirit return, whose firesides might be An Ush ^change says:

S“" I *■
The family circle, the Spiritualist pa- tug Roman Catholic .priest named Mc- 

per, and tiie children s paper, too, these Affilffe, who to raise funds for a new 
are each and all spiritual helps, and ra-1 chapel at Holbeck, offas for the small 
dlators of Spiritualism. Let them not I of fortY-bw° Pennlea >nass every 
bn fnrffntfpn nor neglected—-thereby Friday, a dally memento in the Holy 
«Mt eood shall come to our cause and Sacrifice, and a share in 2,000 prayers 
K thpwArid dally from the good sisters and the 650
.to ine worm. _ _______ . children who arfe now attending school.”

MOSTLY CHURCH MEMBERS. Cheap enough! Who will fail to buy 
, , , stock in such a superabundance ofOrthodox .church people are given to wh)ch of fol.

saying severe things about Spiritualism I ]owed heflvenly favors? It ls a gooa
and its demoralizing results on the lives I thlng to be born rlcb> but tbe next tblng 
of its adherents. A perfectly proper re- to it will be the investment of forty-two 
tort courteous may be offered by Spir- pennies for 2,000 prayers daily, for an 
itualists, In a simple appeal to statistics, indefinite period of time. ' 
of which the following from the Daily ----------- ’ < —----- ——
Planet, of Chatham, Ontario, Can., is COMPELLED TO BELIE1E. 
a telling example. The Planet, be It In a volume just from an English 
understood, is not a Spiritualist paper, press, entitled “The jUistory of Dog- 
Under the heading “AU Good People,”, ma,” being Vol. V., of a German publi- 
the Planet states: I cation, Augustine, one of the reputed

“The police court records for the past fathers of the church of the 4th century, 
year furnish an eloquent exhortation to ig quoted as baving wrltten.
home “lsslou wmk on ^e part 'of the woula not believe the Gospel Itself, 
wer'theTecordT'for l^8 andThe^rec- CathoUc authority did not compell
ords furniZd The ¿’urt tie me.” See Literary Guide for February, 
many Hefendants who have^beeni sum- of t]je mogt promlnent fatbers

. during ttTt tim“are inter^in? S blnTd ^Xlfteen h^
“Dnrinfr thi1 rear exactly 400 Individ* can we be blamed, living fifteen bun ual^faced the judge on larlow charges. dred years later- according to accepted 

Of this number 386 urofessed thlm- chronology, and under no compulsion, if 
?elv« as members or adherente of the we do not believe tbe Gospel is of divine 
Christian lurches Of course tte I origin, or is authentic history. .
Christian churches could not help that. '
Fourteen, however, werq.honest enough - MONEx uuhfe ll.
to confess to being connected with no Tbe cafholic University of America, 
body of religious worshipers. ... located in the District: of Columbia, re-

“The classification of the 400 celebri- ei son tok flnrties, according to their professed'relig- Ports an acquisition of $1,800,725 dur 
ious proclivities is as follows: I ing the last ten years. That sum judi-

“Methodlst, 147; Episcopalians, 09; | ciously expended in promulgating the 
Roman Catholics, 69; Baptists, 54; Pres- truths of Spiritualism;, would revolu- 
byterlans, 38; Salvation Army, 5; Lat- tionize religious thought in America 
ter Day Saints, S; Spiritualists, 1; none, I ¿¿ring the next decade. We have half 
14. ’ I a mind to draw a check for that amount

“Of this number, however, a fair per-1 anq place It to the service of a propa- 
centage were acquitted and-probably >. ■
should not be included In the list The

STILL ANOTHER FIND.
A discovery most Interesting to schol

ars has been made In the excavations of 
the Roman forum—nothing less than 
the celebrated block of stone marking 
the spot where, according to the legend, 
Romulus was buried.—Ex.

The birth and'buriffi places of persons 
long suspected of being myths are being 
rapidly ulscovered. How very ardently 
must the Christian desire to know the 
place where the dear Lord was born. A 
foot-print is shown in the solid rock 
where it Is claimed he made his ascen
sion, but skeptics maintain it Is the 
work of the. sciilptor, of the same char- 
acterwith the self-multiplying cross,and 
hundreds of sacred places about. Jeru
salem, devices to attract pilgrims, and 
gain their contributions. . ’

W. J. MAHAN. '
This gentleman,, who resides at Ga

lena, Kansas, sends us a club of eleven 
subscribers, and among them ’are lead
ing business men of that thriving town, 
The eleven copies of The Progressive 
Thinker sent weekly to that place.for 
one year, and .the copies of Art-Magie 
will work\quite a revolution there. Ev
ery city, town or hamlet, should getiup 
»club. '' ■ ■ ’ ’

acquittals were as follows: Methodists, 
31; Presbyterians, 20; Roman Catholics, 
15; Episcopalians, 13; Baptists, 8; Sal
vation Army, 1; Latter Day Saints, 1; 
none, 3.-

“This leaves the full list of convictions 
during the year,’as follows: Methodists, 
116; Episcopalians, 56; Roman Catho
lics, 54; Baptists, 46; Presbyterians, 18;- 
Salvation Army, 4; Latter Day Saints, 
2; Spiritualists, 1; not_identified with 
and church or congregation, 11.” ' ;

A similar tale is told by-the prison 
statistics of the United States; but still 
our orthodox, friends will continue to 
decry Spirituallspi and plqusly lament 
Its awfully demoralizing influence.
A- FACT AND /¿N UNDERLYING 

' THOUGHT. : -
A Jewish newspaper organ, “The 

Voice,” reviewing’ the question, “Does 
the doctrine of eternal damnation lead 
to Insanity?” replies:; ■

“Judaism never believed and never 
taught the horrible, uhreasonablq doc
trine of ‘eternal -damnation,’ hence 're
ligious insanity' has been and is un
known among the Jews.”

While the Jewish statement is an .un
questionable fact as regards noninsan
ity among the Jews, there Is a thought 
Underlying the narration worth consid
ering. It Is claimed by churchmen 
that Christianity is an offshoot from 
Judaism. If so where did they get their 
endless damnation theory? Do we 
hear the answer? “From Roman myth
ology. from whence came the entire 
Christian creed, with slight additions, 
change In names, etc, borrowed from 
other countries.” ,

It is an exceedingly easy matter to be- : 
come convinced of the grand truths of 1 
Spiritualism. There are scores of gen- 
ulne -mediums in Chicago, who can 
easily convince you that spirit return is 
a fact. Prominently among the list are 
the Bangs Sisters, 654 W. Adams 
street Take your own slates there, 
with your own

PAPER PLACED THEREIN, 
and if you desire, tie, screw or rivet the 
slates together, and keep them in sight 
all the'time on a table, or hang them 
on the chandelier, or put them under 
your feet, and you will get a long spltit 
message, written on the paper, appar
ently with ink. This is accomplished in 
broad daylight No fake medium, ho 
sleight-of-hand performer, and np trick
ster can counterfeit this wonderful 
manifestation. The mediums do not 
touch the slate at all. There is no pos
sibility of any fraud. With this cry of 
deception about fakes, counterfeiters 
and materializing mediums, it is indeed

ganda committee, and let them under
take the work. There is no doubt the 
bank will honor thé drift when we
make it, for to date we have never had 
one dishonored, however large. .

A BAD SHOWING.
. Says “The Literary^ Digest," “The 
Volunteers of American [an offshoot of 
the Salvation Army] have 3,000 com
municants In the State prisons alone 
and a large number in the rankte^
• Is not this a large representation for 
one branch -of the chtftch -militant in 
the penitentiaries! It fe estimated that 
only one guilty ¡person in ten get their 
deserts; If sb the new Organization of 
Volunteers must dead all other sects 
among the criminal class. . .

_________q ? —7 - -t : .

refreshing to know, that you can hold 
communication With your spirit friends 
under conditions exacted by yourself.

This is not all. You can prepare your 
own canvas, and take it to the Bangs 
Sisters. Tnen you can hang It up in a 
window right before yobr eyes,

WITH THE SUN SHINING
ip full fadlance, and therp will be a 
Spirit picture pointed thereon while you 
fife watching. We say It is refreshing 
after the Jackman exposure, the ex
posure pf Mrs. Fitch in Texas, the dis
graceful conduct Of Dr. Rogers in New 
York, and the dark deeds of Jyjei? Wal
lace, and many other disreputables, to 
realize the grap(l fact, that the genuine 
spirit manifestations can be obtained 
where there is no darkness, no ifianlpu- 
latlons of slates or canvas by the me
diums, but where conditions are per
fect, and where the

LIGHT OF HEAVEN
shines with all its divine radiance.

CHARLES DAWBARN.
Air. Dawbarn has something to say 

on our second page In regard to mate
rializations, which will be read and re
read witlj deep interest The fact that 
there has been a wave of fraud sweep
ing over the country, connected, with 
materializations, 'has awakened Spirit
ualists as never before, and they are 
inquiring into the matter, and wonder
ing where the genuine comes in. Mrs. 
Fitch, an old medium, Was exposed in 
Texas, and her confederate caught 
Mrs. Jackman’s confederate was also 
caught, as testified by many reputable 
witnesses. In Omaha three confeder
ates were detected in assisting the no
torious Jules Wallace. In New York. 
Dr. Rogers is trying to convince the 
public that a materialized spirit, in
stead of himself, attacked an officer 
with a hatchet Under these circum
stances it is well for Spiritualists Every
where to take breath, and give the 
tricksters to understand that they must 

•reform, or leave the ranks of Spirit
ualism.

SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION 
OB' THE NATÏ0NAI1’ YOUNG PEO
PLE'S SPIRITUALIST UNION- 
WHERE SHALL IT HELD? \ 
The constitution of the N. Y, P. S. Ü. 

requires that the members of the Board 
pf Trustees Vf that Union shouldjde- 
clde, ¡irlpr to April 1st ;of each year, 
whep and where the annual convention 
shall be held. This convention is to 
convene some time during the month of 
August We would like.to hear from 
the management of the different camp- 
-meetlng associations,: or from Individ
uals, societies or associations In the fe-
spectlve titles, as to. what arrangements 
could be made for holding this conven
tion in their respective-cities or camps. 
Ail Information relative to this subject 
should be promptly forwarded to 506
12th street,

MRS. CORA L. V. RICHMOND. 
Mrs. Richmond, who participated in

WHY] SHOULD THEY?
Why Should Christians Re
jectSpiritual Phenomena?

the proceedings 6f the mass convention 
last week, delivered a “Message” to the 
Spiritualists bf Chicago, on last Sunday, 
evening. The large hall at 40 Randolph 
street was filled to overflowing with an 
enthusiastic audience, who listened at
tentively to her remarks. She spoke im
pressively in regard to mediums who 
at times reported to.trickery and fraud, 
and advised Spiritualists to Ignore them 
until they had learned a lesson of strict 
honesty. The lecture throughout was 
most excellent, and was frequently ap
plauded. President Barrett was on the 
rostrum and made a few pertinent re
marks preceding the lecture by Mrs. 
Richmond. . -

At the close of the meeting, Mr. Rice 
announced that arrangements had been 
made to secure the services^of Mrs. 
Richmond for another year, and she is 
expected back to Chicago soon to take 
charge again of tlie Church of the Soul.

'"The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph.-D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and method« 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. ~

"The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the .well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
jives.. Price, by mail $1. Fof sale at 
this office.

•“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
irom Matter Through Organic Pro- 
—iss«, or How the Spirit Body Grows.”i to mm cesses, or mow toe epint »ouy uiowb.” 

D. C. By MIchael Fnreday. Price 10 cent«. 
8«e’y. ,

"A- V - Ì ' rii* *

To the Editor ^Phenomena are the 
foundation of all the religions that have 
ever blessed or cursed the human race. 
We have no record of greater phenom
ena than is said to have occurred when 
the Bible was written. The Jews be
lieved the phenomena to be a dispensa
tion of divine providence, and gave the 
result of this particular phenomena as 
a spiritual dispensation to the world, a 
guide-book to lead all travelers from 
the darkness of earth into a condition 
of bliss and happiness enjoyed by the 
redeemed.

We will begin with the first book of 
the Bible. We intend no disrespect to 
that book, but unhesitatingly aver hun
dreds and thousands of Spiritualists 
reverence the Bible more than they 
ever did before they were Spiritualists, 
because looking at the spirit and not at 
the mere letter, they find in their own 
faith an extension of those inspired 
minds of other days.

In the sixteenth chapter of Genesis 
an angel appeared to Hagar (Sarah’s 
maid) in the wilderness and comforted 
her.

In the eighteenth chapter of Genesis, 
tliree angels in the form, of men, so it is 
recorded, appeared to Abraham on the 
plains of Mamre, and Abraham fed 
these three angels in the form of men 
with material food. Abraham find the 
three angels held a friendly interview, 
in which the thre'q angels promised 
Abraham that through his seed all the 
nations of jibe earth should be blessed.

If the Christian religion is based upon 
the fulfillment of that promise made to 
Abraham, then the Christian religion 
apd all the good that Is in It depends 
entirely upon this manifestation and 
the appearance of angels in the form of 
men, just as is claimed they have ap
peared to Spiritualist mediums in the 
present day.

In the nineteeth chapter of Genesis 
two angels in the form of men appeared 
to Lot in the gate of Sodom, and 
through the warning which these 
qngels gave him, his family and himself 
were..enabled to, escape impending
danger.

If warnings given through our mOd
ern mediums were as well heeded, it 
would often be the means of preventing 
many mishap^ in life.. • '

One incident I will relate here, to 
, prove how profitable in many in
’ stances it would be to heed spirit warn- 
1 ings. A personal friend of .the writer, 
, who lives with his family in the city of 

Day ton, Ohio, whose professional busi-
1 ness tn life is to hang wall paper, went 

as usual to his dally toil, and on this 
particular occasion left home early in

■ tho day. About eight o'clock In the 
. morning of the same day, n- lady me- 
1 dlum «died on my friend’s wife, to In- 

fonn' her «that the spirit of- her hus
band's “aunt" came to her urging her to

three things which the reverend gen
tieman declares do not yield readily to 
preaching. Dr. Carpenter pas been In 
Fresno for the last three yfehrs, having 
come from Stockton, where he was 
pastor of the Grace Methodist Episco* 
pal Church. He has been very popula? 
and his sermons have been character
ized by broadness and even radical 
views. He has been enterprising and 
progressive, and under his pastorate 
the present handsome church—the 
handsomest in the city—was built. At 
the last conference Rev. Mr. Carpenter 
was assigned to a charge in New Mex
ico, and left a few days ago for 'his 
new field. When a correspondent re
ferred to the objections raised by some 
of the townspeople about bls hypnotlo 
feats—objections which are not clearly 
defined, but still objections—the min
ister said rather warmlyt “Such people 
would burn witches. There are people 
In this town to-day who would burn 
witches—yes, sir, would burn witches 
for what was a witch but a hypnotist?”

“Then you contend that it is perfectly 
proper for a minister to hypnotize—that 
is, becoming to bls station and ail 
that?”

“I most assuredly do. Why, take a 
drunkard, for instance. In nine cases 
out of ten—yea, ninety-nine out of a 
hundred—you might preaclt to him until 
the crack of doom and you could not 
induce him to change his ways, to re
form, become a sober citizen and an 
ornament to society. Preaching does 
not reach him, but you give me five 
minutes with that same man and allow 
me to get him under the influence of 
suggestion, and I’ll cure him.

“And right here,” continued the 
clergyman, warming to his subject, 
“let me tell you that I do not hyp
notize—that is, except in rare cases. I 
can hypnotize and sometimes do, but in 
my work I find it unnecessary to thor
oughly hypnotize auy one. You know 
when a person is hypnotized he is un
conscious of all surroundings. Now, 
hardly any of those upon whom I have 
operated have been unconscious. I 
merely get them under my control, put 
their bodies in a relaxed condition and 
get them under the influence of sug
gestion. I then tell them they have no 
further desire to smoke or drink, and 
they have not. Except in rare cases I 
do not believe in thorough hypnotism.”

“Do you object to it upon moral or 
upon physical grounds?’1 •

“Purely physical. I have seen per
sons under hypnotic Influence and I do 
not think it is or can be good. But in 
the case of two evils we sometimes 
have to choose the lesser.”

“How long have you been practicing 
hypnotism?”

“Nearly all my Ufe. I have always 
bad a latent power, which I never 
called by any particular name. My ' 
mother noticed the power when I was 
a child. She discovered ttyat I could 
cure a sick headache by merely passing- 
my hand close to the person’s forehead, 
without even touching the patient. I 
afterward studied mesmerism and also 
hypnotism. My object in practicing 
hypnotism as a minister Is simply to do 
good. Now I want It understood that 
I do not make a business of it, but, as 
they say at the restaurant, It is merely 
‘on the side.’ My calling Is that of a 
minister, but I believe that a minister 
should be more than that word ordi
narily Implies. A true minister should 
be-both <a preacher and a healer, ns 
Christ was. I have never received any 
money'for any of my treatments: A 
prominent lady whose daughter I cured 
of a love for liquor was so grateful that 
she wanted to richly repay me, but T 
refused; not because I did not consider 
It legitimate, but because It was not my 
business. ..Now I have six and eight 

: cases a day. There are two young men 
waiting for me now—poor boys, hope
lessly addicted to cigarettes. Practicing 
is a great physical strain on me. It'de- 
pletes me. I don’t mind one or two 
cases, but six or eight in one day arc 
too many." '

: Dr. Carpenter’s cures have not Veen 
confined to smoking and drinking. He 
has cured an affection of the eye, dys

!- pepsla and a-number of complaints of 
■ a nervous character. His fame hag 
. spread In a quiet way and people from . 
•' different parts of the State have trav- 
t * eled to be treated by him,

ì
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herent right of every person endows 
him with - the supreme, privilege of 
choosing the physician he prefers to ad
minister to his needs as well as the 
liberty to enjoy the civil and religious 
right to worship at quy shrine that ac
cords with his enlightened conscience. 
And. be it further ' '

This'peeds explanation. He wears a 
full beard; this, however, Alas net de
prived him of his‘energy and en-
thuslasm. i n fr r

votedly attached to Whom they would I ' TlUr (JATIP.P I 
talk fpr hours, None of the family can I | HU IIUL I 
see these spirit playmates, ,and the] . . .
children ore invariably shy about It. ■

£V.

Large, Enthusiastic and ^Harmonious Meetings Are Held 
at America'Hall, in This City. •

Mr. and Mrs. Kayier appeared at the 
meeting and upon the-,platform at this, 
tho last session of the mass meetings. 

£>,R, fl?, WILKINS.

INTER OCEAN’S INTERVIEW WITH

LITTLE CHILD’S QUEEBf’POWEB.

The morning session was devoted_ to 
meetings and greetings of the faithful. 
During the noon hour some of the me 
'diums gave tests in rooms adjoining the 
^The evening papers must have been 
under the control of Ananias when they 
made the startling announcement that 
■the convention was likely to break up 
4n a row. Nothing in any of the meet
ings of the first day gave a hint of dis- 

\ drUer. On the .contrary, everything 
\ iioiuted in thé other direction. There 

was never more harmonious gatherings 
than those in America auditorium, at 
No. 77 Thirty-first street.
t afternoon session.

George B. Warne, chairman, outlined 
the work of the meeting with a. few 
timely remarks,-stating In part, this is 
to be a working meeting 'tbrougb°ut> 
and everybody must make up their 
minds to work and sing, if they ever 
dreamed tlley could sing or expected to

iology, made remarks apropos to the 
theme. .

The meeting was now handed over to 
the audience, and Dr. Ravlin took the 
rostrum and took up the poem in The 
Progressive Thinker entitled “God 
Pity,” by your reporter, and made It 
his text. The poem elicited applause, 
as did 'his discourse from the beginning 
to the end.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance put some of 
her old-time vigor into a short speech. 
This is one of her favorite themes.

Mr. Bowen, of Elgin, Ill., spoke words 
of encouragement for the movement 
against medical legislation.

Dr. J. H. Randall occupied lils^ five 
minutes to good advantage on the sub
ject nearest his heart, . ■

Dr. Arthur Houghton took the posl- 
tlonthat healers should know some
thing of.anatomy and physiology..

Dr. Henderson, as a healer, spoke 
giving some of his experience, ■

Mrs. Richmond 'spoke five minutes
sing in heaven. •

Dr N F Ravlin offered the invoca
tion, a rejil Spiritualistic prayer, if such 
there can be. _. .

Solo, “Zion,” by Miss Richards, With 
due compliment to the singer, one fact 
is greatly to be deplored, viz.: The fact 
that Spiritualism has so many beautiful 
solos and one should be selected from a 
strictly orthodox compilation.

Dr. Ravlin’s address of welcome was 
a grand affair. In part he said: Spir
itualism is narrow to those who are 
narrow in their conceptions; it is low to 
those who are low in their conceptions, 
it Is high, It is grand to those who have 
high and grand conceptions. It Is natu
ralism. (Here was a great roast for the 
materialistic Spiritualists woven into 
■his address.)

“The time is coming when It will be 
an honor to be a Spiritualist, when no 
longer the lip of scorn will be curled.

He drew President Barrett before the 
audience and bade him welcome amid

with Interest to all.
Miss Maggie Gaule gave the audience 

a treat in her five minutes’ talk to the 
point, closing with some beautiful and 
readily recognized tests. '

A committee of five was appointed to 
draft resolutions, the sense of the con
vention relative to the medical legisla
tion now pending in the Illinois legisla
ture, The committee consisted of Geo. 
B. Bowen, Elgin; Dr. Juliet Severance, 
Dr. J. H. Randall, Dr. Geo. Dutton, and
Dr. Jos. H. Greer, of Chicago.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Session opened with a few moments’ 

song servive, followed by an invocation 
by Cora L. V. Richmond.

Solo, “Gates Ajar,” by Mrs. R. W. 
Merrill.

J. 0. F. Grumbine delivered one of 
the addresses of the afternoon upon the
subject of “Intuition and Immortality." 
It was good all the way through and

the wildest applause.
Mr. Barrett said that Spiritualism 

was a glorious religion until about a 
quarter of a century ago, when it fell 
into the hands of free-lovers and be
came too warm for se'f-respeeting peo
ple. It was more than free love then, 
ihe declared, and until the National or
ganization was formed, six years ago, 
when he was made president, the whole 
Spiritualistic world had been in a very 
bad way. Now it was all right and go
ing smoothly. He demanded that me
diums should be able to use good Eng
lish and know something about anato
my, physiology, an^ physical geogra
phy, and that they should discontinue 
the practice of trying to ppss off a 280- 
pound materialized spirit for a slxty- 

.pound relative, He held there should 
■be no law against an educated medium 
practicing medicine; that sectarian 
schools and churches should be taxed, 
and that the society he was addressing 
owned none of either.

The chairman then announced that 
Mrs. Nichol, under the request of her 
own control, would sing “The Last Rose 
of Summer,” which she did.

Alonzo Thompson spoke a short time, 
and gave a regular rattler of a speech, 
such as none but our brother from Ne

appreciated. '
Miss Freeman sang “These Are They

that Came from the Holy City,” a very 
sweet soprano solo, and after a congre
gational song, Dr. Emma N. Warne was 
introduced and spoke upon the subject, 
“Groveling and Growing.” Her dis
course deserves the highest commenda
tion of tongue and pen, for • its elo
quence and deep profundity. Her In
spiration was Indeed grand and good.

Solo by Mrs. Merrill, followed by tests 
by Mrs. Carpenter and Miss Maggie 
Gaule. Mrs. Carpenter gave six tests, 
all recognized, and Miss Gaule gave 
seven tests, of the real clinching kind,

EVENING SESSION.
Dr. Ravlin made a few remarks, con

tradicting the statement of Inharmony 
at the meeting.

Mr. Fellls gave a violin solo, accompa
nied by his sister on the piano.

President Barrett Introduced Cora L. 
V. Richmond, the first speaker of the 
evening. It is due to this inspirational 
speaker to acknowledge the degree of 
esteem In which she is held by her 
many old friends os expressed In the 
applause her appearances upon the ros
trum in the evening evoked. The sub-

braska can give.
Dr. Emma Nickerson Warne spoke in 

favor of phenomena as the foundation 
upon which Spiritualism rests. She be
lieved it was best to have charity for 
ihe phenomenarseekers and workers. 
She spoke for the home circle, saying, it 
were better for us to open the doors of 
our homes ano let our spirit friends 
tome to us, than to try to get them at a 
seance at a dollar a head. We do not 
want charity so much as we want jus
tice. She gave a few psychometric 
readings, mostly recognized.

The meeting closed by singing “Amer
ica.”

ject assigned to her upon the’ program, 
“The Spiritual Outlook,” was handled 
In her usual easy and philosophical 
manner. During her discourse there 
came a change of inspiration; her 
guides gave way to Samuel P. Putnam 
and the lady with whom he died, Miss 
Collins, who in turn acknowledged that 
death does not end all.

Solo by Mr. Kirby.
Overture on violin, piano and cornet, 

by Prof. Jos. Singer, Wolfrled Stager 
aud Mme. Bourgeois.

Thomas Grimshaw, the second speak-

EVENING SESSION.
A dispatch from Mattle E. Hull was 

read, announcing the sad news that our 
speaker for the evening, Moses Hull, 
was sick in bed; but the time was ably 
filled by Dr. Ravlin. He spoke of the 
exoteric and the esoteric In Spiritual
ism, and from start to finish entertained 
the vast audience with his profound 
thoughts, to perfect captivation, and by 
hls wit and sarcasm into uprorlous ap
plause. He touched severely upon the 
present system of marriage, spoke 
strongly of the nefarious medical laws; 
he assailed error from every side and 
in closing, holding before him a beauti
ful bouquet as the power of concentra
tion, floated out into the realm of the 
beautiful, on a most magnificent flight 
of eloquence, holding his auditors per
fectly spellbound.

Thos. Grimshaw, one of the speakers 
on the programme for the evening, who 
was reported ill in the afternoon, came 
forth from his sick bed and gave an el
oquent plea for Spiritualism. His lan
guage is good, his delivery good and 
withal he is a capable, philosophical 
speaker, and St. Louis, Mo., Spiritual
ists should feel proud of the material 
they nave sent out into the field of

The above is the number of the pre>-‘ 
ent issue of The Progressive Thlnfcef, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- ; 
per, then tho tlmeiyou have paid for haq 
expired, aud you aro requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first pago is a<D 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number Olt 
the tag of your wrapper. i;

Jhe N. S. A- hgs a number of copies 
of Mrs. Dr. J. H. R.. Matteson's valu
able medical and hygienic work, “The 
Occult Physician,” on sale, for the ben
efit of its treasury. The book retails 
at $$ per copy, but the gifted author 
Who generously presented these vol
umes to the N. S. A. has given permls-. 
slon for them to be sold at $1 each. 
This book should be in every home as 
well as in the hands of every physician. 
Send for a copy to the undersigned. ° . MARY T. LONGLEY,

Secretary N. 8. A.
GOO Penna. Ave. S.E., Washington, D. 0,

“About three weeks ago,” said Mr. 
Barrett, “I was called to attend the fu- 
Ugral of an old friend in Western New 
York, and _blB ¿aughteF told me this 
story.' Her little daughter, the grand
child of the dead man, had a playmate 
she «ailed Tomboy. This playmate was 
never seen by the rest of the family, 
although little Mary talked and visited 

__________________ .. , and played dolls with Tomboy by the 
I am not a young roblji, either, with my I ilour, Mary is a shy and delicate child, 
mouth open to everybody that wants to with a face like an angel. Qn the 
drop a crumb into it.” , Wednesday before her grandfather died

This is'the statement made by Har-1 sije K;1ld, ‘Tomboy told me to-day that- 
rlson D. Barrett, president-of the Na- Grandpa Hill is coming to live with her. 
tional Spiritualists’ I'Assoelatlon. Mr. she says he is going to leave at four 
Barrett went on te say that not-1 o'eiock Saturday morning.' Good-by, 
withstanding the pâjpable and even I grandpa, Tomboy says you are going 
childish trickery practiced 'by some dis- away,’ remarked the child to her grand- 
reputable mediums he is firmly con-1 father when next she saw him. On 
vinced that under it all there lies a sub- Saturday morning at four o’clock pre
stratum of wonderful truth. 1 I clsely the grandfather died.”

"Some of the ablest-medlums I am Mr. Barrett relates Another Incident 
acquainted with,” said President Bar- which happened in his own family. Hie 
rett, “have . to my knowledge been I uncle, for whom he was named, said 
guilty of gross impostures. The temp-1 oqe day to a favorite niece: 
tatlon is very great. For example, ma- when I die, if I can come back I 
terializatlon is possible, but rare. Very I An(j a signal was arranged between the 
few mediums can bring the forms of uncle and niece. The uncle agreed that 
the dead to view, and none of them can jle would mut his hand on thé back or 
do this at all times. Very many resort the niece’s neck and push her head for
te trickery to cover up failures. 'They ward forcibly, with ghostly fingers. He 
are afraid and ashamed ever to make died a few years afterward, unknown 
failures in ^public. And then a great to the niece. One day as she sat sew- 
niany people who have no characters to I she felt the touch of an Icy band qn 
lose and who have everything In the per neck, and her head was pushed 
way of money to gain fio into the busl-1 down on iier_breast. She wrote and 
ness of fooling the public systematical- found that her uncle had died not long 
ly and for all there is in it. There are before. ' „
very many honest, conscientious me- ' “Excuse me, but who is your friend, 
diums, on the other hand, and they are inquired Mrs. Harmon of Mrs. A-ustln, 
making an effort all the time to drive ng fpe two Spiritualists sat chatting at

I out the ¿heats and frauds.” I _ ..
• Mr. Barrett is a Boston man, who has I

Resolved, That while we fully appre
ciate the evolution of thought and the 
development of medical and surgical 
science, all fending to greater liberality 
and the disuse of many of the poison
ous drugs and pernicious practices for
merly prescribed by licensed practition
ers, we contend that natural laws pro
vide natural and curative remedies and 
that neither ignorance or prejudice 
should dictate medical legislation, and 
as we all exist by virtue of an universal 
law, we believe there is an universal 
force that when intelligently applied 
will produce harmony and health, and 
we are therefore opposed to any legis
lation that will restrict the right to 
utilize this natural source of health for 
all mankind. And be it further

Resolved, That we protest against the 
passage of the proposed measure as a 
menace to the liberty of the individual, 
It being an attempt to create and foster 
a greater and more obnoxious trust 
than aireadjLexists within the medical 
profession of this State. It Is a sehetae 
to place the entire control of medical 
practice and the care of the sick in the 
hands of a board of health, the mem
bers of which are the authors of the 
said measure and will be direct ben
eficiaries; It Is an endeavor to collect 
tribute from and lay hard conditions 
upon thousands of worthy members of 
the medical and healing profession and 
to restrict the usefulness of the teach
ings of schools of medicine and healing, 
which oppose the Indiscriminate use of 
the knife and experimenting with ____ ___________ ________
poisonous drugs. Be It further I ont tll“ an(j frapds.” I the meeting Friday.

Resolved, That a .copy of theseres-1 Mr< Bai.rett is a Boston man, who has «My friend?" queried Mrs. Austin, 
olutlons be forwarded to. tfee Hon. been ln Chlcag0 the paBt week attend-1 looking around. . ..
Samuel Alschuler, a member ot tne lng tlle anauai meeting of the National I “YJb, the tall man who came in the 
Illinois Legislature, with a request that I spiritualists’ Association. He tells a r00m with yon; there he stands now. 
he present the same for the considéra-1 aumber of curious stories that Jiave Mrs. Austin looked again, and saw by 
tlon of that body. COme under his observation In the sev- fier gifie a young man, a member of the

Geo. B. Bowen, Dr; Juliet Severance I enteen years that he has been lecturing Eir8t Regiment, who died in Cuba, 
and Dr. Geo. Dutton, committee. I an(j traveling.

Mr. Warne, Dr. Houghton, Dr. en l ■raYPpnT-iî'NATO TN TEXAS 
derson, Mr. Bowen, Dr- Randall and I AN EXPERIENCE IN iexab. 
H. D. Barrett spoke on the question. I “Three years ago J was on a trip

The fun of the morning began When’ through Southern Texas,” said Mr. Bar-
the audience went Into conference, and rett, “and I visited an old friend, a me-1 w From the Florida RS-talked upon the subject of “True Spirit- dlnnl| whOi however, has not practiced New» rrom uio riviiu
ualism," Dr. Ravlin leading off with professionally tor years. ■ 80l"t.
one of his genial spells, followed by an <• ‘Would yod like a slate-writing?’ I ___ _

B.OOW.U gav. . - te,. Bet do tMnl tho .plrl» «I WJ* 7X« »°
AFTERNOON SESSION. I df“® , t|ww th wl|| . gala tl],. I w.o.hLT te St; Boule aud Ô0 In tlie

Meeting commenced promptly at 2:30 old ghe tlien gava me a thin I ébade at Jacksonville affords one a
with a march by Prof. Singer and son, board. table aboa.t two feet BqUaYè. idea of the extent of country an 
on cornet and violin, accompanied by WeU u was hardly a table-just a thin ty of climate over which. Uncle bam 
piano, followed by a song service; then On tbl b were several bolds dominion Y>thout ‘““a00“
an overture by the same orchestra, a slatea^ j took the Biat08 and examined I sidération his lately acquired Islands of 
beautiful feature of the meeting and thçm thoroughly, even running my the sea. . o„oH1n_ is too
highly appreciated by all. knife around the edge to mpke sire The judden transition, howevet, s too

Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley, pastor of the were nQt cove,’ d wlth rubber, gteat for comfort and toe first few dàys 
First Chureh of the Soul, of the South Th'n j wash6d theta clean and dried of my sojourn at the beautiful Southern 
Side, was the first speaker of the after- tbem ln tbe sun j dld that because If Cassadaga camp grounds “"sed a lan- 
noon. Her short discourse was good. fbere Jg flny chemical writing on a guor of feel né and a d slncltaatlo^

Miss Green sang “I Miss Thee, and glat JnvlBlbie under certain conditions, Active exercise that will be^adl y 
sang it very Inspirationally. - the sunlight is likely to destroy It. I ognlzed in the north by the name o

Mrs. Richmond was chosen to stand examlned the board io see that It was “spring fever.
upon the platform In the place, but npt not double and b'ad no secret receptacle The 0Pe»l“g attend-
in the shoes of Moses Hull; but she Qf klnd. Tben tbe medlum held the meeting witnessed the Jargest a 
very nicely filled that gent eman s glate * n(Jer tbe table tbe lett hand, ance of any open tag Sunday since the
shoes and place by taking Jils text wbUe j placed my left hand on top of camp was establ shed, but the~a_
“Whom say ye that I am. True there berg *b(jld ber rlgbt band oa top of ence was mostly made up of the rest
can be but one Moses Hull, and as true tbe *able Mrg FInk Batd: dents of the vIclnHy', æ^h^t JÎan^
there can be but one Mrs. Richmond. ««should you not like to see the of regular campers Is rather^sæale
She bandied tbe text in her own in- [rltg writJ th®.I\uUSUa1’, „M^nre that betore the
imitable fashion. ■< ‘Ob, but if I look.they will quit.’ and the probabltitles are that before the

Mrs. Cooley favored the audience “‘Trvit’ , end of the session everything will be
with many tests, equally as convincing (lgo f ralge(1 tbe tbln tablecloth and full. The accommodations are excell ent
as those of the more widely known loQked under p gaw a manifestation for several hundred
Miss Gaule and Mrs. Carpenter. This I wblcbIhave never seen or heard of be- pense exceedingly re“°“b1®' 
comment Is not Intended to detract] fore of c6 no 0Be else Baw lt; and tel under the management.ofMi. H. G. 
from those good-mediums, but in real n regtg on my word alone. Tbe medium Dorhn, is conducted to the aatlafactlon 
justice to our home medium, Mrs. lowered ber bana B0 that there was a of the most ^acting. The table s s p 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. wlde 8pace between the slate and the plied with an abundance and va y

mrovTW wesm' table food prepared in the most skillful anaEVENING SE88LON. table. __ annetizlng manner, a great Improve
Prof. Braidman sang a vocal sole), PENCIL FROM SPIRIT LAND. - ---- ----------

“Only a thin veil between us," and had I «what looked like a beam of light I 
to give an encore, a bass solo. ' shone through tbe window, tapering to

Misses Ella and Irene Warder fur- a lnt befWeen the slate and the table.
nlshed for tbe musical part of this last Ag p iooked tbls revolved rapidly, turn
evening’s programme a beautiful piano [ng over and over and tapering to a 
duet « a smaller point. Finally this took definite

President Barrett delivered the first sbape as a pencfi and began to, move 
address of the evening. First he spoke I tbe B]atei As the pencil faoved 
upon the subject of a declaration of a fluld diffused Itself over the slate in' 
principles. He says, “they say the waveBi wken the message was finished 
Spiritualists have no declaration ot j found the slate was covered with 
principles, and that they are a Godless moisture and I dried it in the sun. Then 
people,” and proceeded to show some- p couid no( read the message. Mrs. 
thing of the principles of Spiritualism Flnk me a gmail mirror, and hold- 
and that they are declared In the ex- lng it up before the slate I was able to 
pressions mf the Infinite, and to show read tbe writing very well. It was a 
what proof Spiritualists have of the COmmiinlcatlon from a young woman 
correctness of their claims to a knowl- wbo bad been dead 8everal years, and 
edge of life eternal and eternal con- ln wbose family I boarded when a 
sciousness. Also advocating closer fra-1 stadent at an academy in Pennsylvania, 
ternlty in Spiritualism. His address jj. was B|gaedi aad mentioned incidents 
was practical, philosophical and en- I which convinced me tbe communication 
thusiastlc,'and was well taken and will wag genuine. Besides, I know the 
be digesting for the next month or year >jexas Woman had never heard of her. 
In the minds of bls auditors. Buf- jbe strangest part of It all was

Violin solo by Mr. Singer, followed tllls; pencn that I had seen form, 
Mr. Barrett’s address. I remalned, a real pencil'that I could han

A message from Mrs. A. E. Sheets dle It iooked nke pUmice stone, and 
was here announced from the chair, dld not resemble the ordinary slate 
sending from h'er sick bed her warmest 4 pebcll> "
heart-beats for our work. A message in I gball keep tblSj> ! sajdi wrapping 
return, a message of love and a bou- I üp (n a blt of paper, 
quet, was sent back to her from her « <jkat won’t last long,’ said the me- 
many friends in the audience, and also dlum 
messages to the Hon. Gaston and Moses ...........

PRESIDENT 'BARRETT.
“Spiritualism is iricrusted1 and loaded 

down with fraud. It ls ’sifnply honey
combed with deceits." I "have myselfa a a a a* a^ aa aa^a — V
been hoodwinked scores x>f times, and

Prernìum Terms
'HAITUHI^S 01 GHSSVd

(Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only wil| be Inserted free.]

John Wetherbee, a Spiritualist for 
over, forty years, passed quietly away 
Feb. 10, 1899; He used to Write for 
your paper and kept It up as long as he 
was able to write; his hand finally re
fused to do his will. In writing he was

LAKE HELEN CAMP.

generally known, as “Shadows.
\ JAS. A. WETHERBEE.

Mr. Stephen Pond passed to the high
er life, Feb. 7, aged Qi> years, at the 
home of bls son, In Morrison, 111. He 
had been a life-long Spiritualist, and 
was rejoiced to know that he was to 
enter the higher life, When askpfi just 
before dissolution, if he felt prepared 
to die, he said, “My greatest effort in 
life has been to prepare to live.” Fu
neral servlces were conducted by Dr. J.
A. Bailey, of Clinton, Iowa, 

. ’ J. A. B,

Dr. Hiram Webster passed to spirit 
life, February 5, at the home of his 
daughter in the ^Ify of Coruna, Mich., 
aged 77 years. He was a man possessed 
of strong Individuality and nobility of 
character—a man whose sojourn here
has made the world better. Of late 
years he has been an adherent of the 
Spiritualistic faith, and funeral services 
were conducted by Mr. D. P. Dewey, 
of Grand Blanc,

■ . H. 0. BIGELOW, Sr.

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom- - 
panied by their requi’ 
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and Iha 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
SI.TO.

Passed to spirit life, at Geneva, OhlQ, 
Feb. 7, 1899, Mrs. H. Cowary, aged 80 
years. This sister was a pioneer Spir
itualist for forty years, and was always 
ready to wltndss for the truth. She 
was to. quite a degree a medium, and 
very much enjoyed seejng her departed 
spirit friends. IJer fbneral services 
Were conducted by Mrs. Carrie 0. Van 
Duzee. MRS. CHARLES BUTTON.

“Encyclopedlg of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment'Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a- brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible." By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible In Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As Its title denotes, It is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this

—  " ' e' - T|

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind that the order for tljo 

preiplum book must always be accom* 
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. Tho two 
orders must come together. Each one

office.
“Woman, Churcn and State." By

er of the evening, entertained the audi
ence for about forty minutes. He 
dwelt upon the Individualized Spiritual
ism among Spiritualists, touching those 
who came out of the various churches, 
bringing the tincture and the flavor of 
their past religions into Spiritualism 
and adhering to their past prejudices 
for the Bible and its God, its Christ and 
its heaven and hell. He also assailed 
the present methods of ataridmlsslon 
fee at our lecture hall doors. In fact, 
he gave a plain, practical talk to the 
Spiritnalists upon their laxity in sup
port of good speakers and true me
diums. ■

Miss Nichols sang “Welcome Angels.” 
Miss Gaule gave many very clinching 

tests. ,

ment upon former seasons.
Surely, if our friends in the North 

who desire and are able to take a win
ter trip to the land of sunshine and 
flowers, knew how well and cheaply 
they could live at this place, every 
building and cottage would be filled
from December to May.

Sunday morning the writer delivered 
’ 'a discourse upon “The Evolution of Re

ligion.” In the afternoon C. Fannie Al
lyn spoke in her lively and character
istically entertaining manner, and the 
day was unanimously voted a success.

On Tuesday Clara Field Conant gave
1 a very interesting lecture upon “The 

Relation of the Spirit to the Body.” On
i Thursday the writer spoke upon “The 
I Angel and Demon In Man.” On Satur- 
: day Mrs. Allyn spoke again from ques

tions presented by the audience. On 
Sunday, the 12th, Mrs. Conant will lec
ture in the forenoon, and the writer in 
the afternoon. Subject of the latter’s 
discourse: “And these signs shall follow

Matilda Jpslyn Gage. A royal volumt, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not dene for woman. It Is full 
of informatlononthesubject.and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale at this office.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience In Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course'of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

"Bible ana Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprise? 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman In the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written In Mrs. 
Btanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

ex« 
On 
b»

r KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week, 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book Is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

labor.
He spoke especially of the necessity 

of using one’s own judgment for the 
transaction of the business affairs of 
this world, Instead of calling upon the 
spirits to perform that act for us; re
peating the various other golden rules, 
he said the golden rule of Spiritualism 

" is,"“Do all unto others.”
A vocal solo was sung by Mrs. R. W. 

Merrill, of Grand Rapids, Mich., accom
panying herself on the autoharp. This 
was beautifully and sweetly rendered.

Mrs. Marian Carpenter, having arisen 
from the pick bed. feebly, but willingly, 
appeared to finish the feast of the firs.t 
evening of the mass meeting. She 
spoke in her fluent and easy manner, 
and deeply interested her audience, but 
"her most appreciable presentations 
were her tests, seven In number with

THIRD DAY-FRIDAY
Mrs. Merrill with her autoharp, and 

staging, opened the morning meeting. 
Her spiritual songs, one especially ded. 
icated to Katie Fox, to the tune of 
“When you and I were young, Maggie;” 
the other to one of the sweet songs of 
yore, certainly touched a responsive 
chord. Ladles back of your reporter 
were overheard to say, “It brought 
tears.”

Committee on Legislation reported, 
and report adopted. The adoption of 
tills resolution brought out considerable 
discussion all around. A committee 
was appointed to present the resolution 
to the people for signatures and then to 
the Legislature in due form.

RESOLUTIONS. '

but one unrecognized.
A.piano solo, by Mme Bourgeois, 

was highly appreciated, and the meet
ing was closed with song.

Whereas, There is a Medical Bill now 
pending before thè Legislature of this 
State, the spirit and purpose of which 
is to abridge the personal rights of a 
large number of our citizens in case it 
shall become a statute law of Illinois, 
and .

Whereas, We believe said bill Is not 
in harmony with the Declaration of 
Independence, which gives equal rights 
to all the citizens of this country in the 
great struggle of life and the pursuit of 
happiness, and that the said bill is ab
solutely unconstitutional and inconsist
ent with the spirit of the age. And 
having carefully considered this bill In 
all Its bearings, hereby submit this, our 
united and earnest protest against its

Hull. ,
Mrs. Turbet gave a few psychometric 

readings. .
Mrs. Warne~gave a few voice read

ings. '
Mrs. Lounsbury gave a recitation.

This was first class. '
I will reserve all. further comment of 

the inner working"'of the mass meeting 
until next week. But have the good 
word to give out that the meeting Was 
a financial and social and intellectual 
success.

NOTES OF THE MEETING.
The first to grasp the' hand of your 

reporter at the entrance of America 
Hall was the genial and enthusiastic 
Harrison D. Barrett.

Mr. and Mrs. Dpw, from Beloit, Wls., 
were in attendance.

Mr. Kirby’s voice in tenor solo was 
frequently heard throughout the

“I held that paper tightly clenched In 
my hand for probably five-minutes. 
When I opened my hand the pencil was 
gone.”

Mr. Barrett is apparently a very well- 
educated man, earnest and honest His 
leanings are toward ' the psychic and 
philosophic problems Of. Spiritualism. 
He is a friend of Professors James and 
Royce of Harvard University, and of 
Professor Hodgson of Boston. He com
mends the work of the Society for Psy
chical Research unreservedly.
EXPERIMENTS BY A SCIENTIST.

SECOND DAY—FRIDAY. '
Session opened as usual with a few 

minutes’ song service, followed by a 
song by Mrs. Merrill, entitled “The 

-Shining Shore," accompanying herself 
on the autoharp; It was a-beautiful 
song mat touched the hearts of all, 
from “Inspiration’s Voice,” by-H-- W. 
Boozer, of Grand Rapids, Mich.

Dr. Jos. H. Greer delivered a paper on 
the subject of “Medical Legislation,” 
and the ball of discussion.began, all the 
speeches being upon one side. His pa
per was a very able treatise on the side 
of freedom from abominable legislation 
that will prevent people from employ
Ing any one they may choose to doctor 
them. ' ,

Dr. Dutton, of the Dutton Medical 
College and School of Ontology, an old 
fighter for liberty, and author of some 
excellent works on anatomy and phys-

passage, believing it unjust and opposed 
to the general welfare of the people, 
imposing penalties too severe and in
human for execution in this age of civ
ilization, and wetappeal to the highest 
and noblest sentiments of patriotism, 
wise statesmanship and the spirit of 
liberty, justice and equality that should) 
inspire our legislators and influence 
them to defeat this Iniquitous bill.

session. ' . -
-0. A. Bangs, of Chatsworth, Ill., a 

merchant and old Spiritualist, made his 
business trip to the clty^one of double 
appreciation by attending the meetings.

F. Corden White dropped in from Ft 
Wayne to see‘old friends in the'great 
city and attend the mass meeting. .

Col. Freeman was on hand, as he is 
on all occasions where his services are 
needed in the spiritual work. •

Hiram Eddy, a constant prominent 
figure upon the Clinton, Iowa,. camp, 
ground since its Inception, was on hand, 
at the meeting. , ;• . •

An inspirational piano solq was ren-. 
dered In the interim of the programme 
by the author, Miss Green.. . v

Dr. Juliet Severance, one of the old-

“The head or the Pasteur Instltute at 
New York,” says Mr.,?afrett, “told me 
recently of an experiment in Spiritual
ism which he conducted in Ills labora
tory. He is a Frenchman,'Ll scientist 
of hlgh'repute, andja Student of psy
chical problems. He Js not a Spiritual. 
1st He had a professional ¡medium, a 
woman, come to. the laboratory and 
undertake to materialize,’spirits. He

them that believe.”
Conference days are Monday,Wednes

day and Friday. These have been 
amongXhe most Interesting meetings 
we have iiad. ..

The regular meetings will conclude on 
Sunday, March 5, when the writer will 
return to St. Louis to resume his regu
lar service as pastor of the Church of 
Spiritual Unity, the platform of which 
Is being filled by local talent during bls 
absence. M ,

A number of new-cottages have been 
erected since my former visit to this 
camp, and others are contemplated In 
the near future, among them a very fine 
one by Mr. Z. P. Barker, of Lakewood, 
Ohio, who proposes to make this his 
regular winter residence.

The president of the association, Dr. 
Brigham, Is unable to be with us this 
season, and bls fine cottage stands 
empty. . ,

Mr. F. E. Bond fills the place of 
chairman with exceptional ability, In 
the absence of the president

W. F. PECK.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two eases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

“Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
Tills book is of’ more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
7li cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Mifgic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
ofie who gets up the club. The nameS 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$150, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every Tho- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10. .

AUBRMfY

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 .cents. For 
sale at this office. . ,

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale, 
at this office.

»•Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.By . Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to Interest and instruct aU 
readers. For sale at thia.office. Paper, 
price 25 cents.

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

••Atlantis: The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up tall in
formation relative to the lost continent 
df Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable-history. 
It is Intensely interesting. Price, $2. •

The Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this .offer, bls neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, In view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family lu the 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

themTplän.

■Therefore, be it — ----- '
< Resolved, That we, , members and 
officers bf the-. National Spiritualists' 
Association and ' the Illinois . State 
Spiritual Association, in joint conven- ------ -----
tlon assembled in the city of Chicago, interested attendant at the meetings, 
this 18th day bf February, 1899, bellev-1 Mrs. R. W. Merrill, of Grand Rapids, 
Ing it an imperative duty, individually I Mich., was very much in demand with 
and collectively as loyal citizens of the. her beautiful songs and autoharp ac- 
Unlted States, to do all in our power to companiments. Her most beautiful se- 
nrotect the liberty of the bodles-as well lections are from Inspiration s Voice, 
as the souls of the human family and ’ - ™ n™™- «c nmnri Tinnirl

est and most radical workers in past 
Spiritualism, now an invalid, whs an

under all circumstances to. protest and 
resist any aggression made that is de
signed to Injure them, therefore, it is 
further ; . . . .

Resolved, That, the natural and in-

ïfiaîA

by H. W. Boozer, o£ Grand Rapids,
Mich. • ._

One of the dally papers carried the 
idea In a write-up of tlie first meeting 
that President Barrett was not recog
nized by the Spiritualists at the door.

constructed a plain, stout board screen. 
In the middle of thiq he tacked a little 
cushion, boring holes through- the 
screen on each side. -> The medium was 
then seated in a .ghair ?.behind the 
screen, A cloth wasJtled osar her fore
head, her head pressed against, the 
cushion, and the clofh passed through 
the screen and tied on the opposite side. 
The, medium’s hands w&e securely, 
bound, her dress was tacked to the 
screen and floor, and she ¡was gagged. 
She then caused three spirits to ma
terialize before tlie'eyes of the pro
fessor and his assistants. They talked 
French and conversed with the pcient; 
ists in such a manner as to convince 
them that no fraud was being prac
ticed. They had an apparatus ready to 
take photographs, but, owing to some 
defect in the chemicals, this part of the 
experiment was a'failure. It all took 
place In daylight" _ ■1 '

Mr. Barrett added the information 
that the medium who had been em
ployed is known to him ns a fraud, but 
that ho -has- always believed she has 
real powers of mediumship. Mr. Bar
rett also gave instances of very little 
children whom he has known to possess 
rare medlumlstlc .pojver. They, have 

. had'playmates to whom they were de-

25 Cents 25 Cents
In order to reach a class ofnew readers we will 

send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also send, free of charge the back chapters of 
that remarkable story, - Juno, the New Wo
man,” written by that remarkable: spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. You should read it. • It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all

It is carrted- out in The Progressive 
Thinkef”office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every li
brary As we are aiding you, we ask 
vou in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a. measure becoming a pant of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Principles of Light and Color." By 
B D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly,' 
ereat Work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deeg 
thought and patient research into Na- , 
tnre’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of . 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
selenUsts, general evaders and students ■,. 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
nound -book, strongly bound, , and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates.. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5 It Is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

Man the Microcosm—His Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 

■of thought and experience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most .competent judgetyvi cvti. uvh y ~—j • -— — — Xivermore, a • niusi. .uuuipuivuv juu^cr

new yearly ones will get the back chapters free,
if they subscribe soon. - - ' I at thte^officei Price, 10 cents, postpaid.I, postpaid.
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PREMIUM BOOK
Everyone has a right to know just what they 

are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book

price that is asked for it. 
exact pic- 
outsid.e or

TOO GOOD TO BE FREE! you a trial treatment of “5 Drops”/IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

gresslve truths. I also receive^ ‘Big 
Bible Stories,’ by mall, O. K., and muát 
say It Is certainly worthy the perusal of 
iis pages by any sincere seeker after 
truth. So let the glorious light of truth 
continue to shine near and far. l am 
very sorry to say that our city is not 
quite up to date relative to spiritual 
progress, but as the material is, no 
doubt, sufficient, we will trust to the 
angel world to bring order out of chaps, 
and a mighty sweeping demonstration 
of spirit force and truth. May your 
most noble career of unfolding spiritual 
facts continue ad infinltiim.”

Mrs. J. De Bartholomew has removed 
from St. I.ouls, Mo., to Buffalo, N. Y.

Arthur D. Houghton, MA D., has 
moved to 2357 Indiana avenue.

J. A. Sanderson writes: “It was my 
pleasure to have an opportunity to heai' 
a lecture by Carrie Fuller Weatherford 
upon the Lights and Shadowsof Ancient 
and Modern Spiritualism, at the Free 
Church in Sturgis, Mich., Feb, 12. This 
association is a great boon to travelers 
as well as to the people of that vicinity, 
as more than one wayfarer from other 
communities has been led into the light 
through the ministrations of the emi
nent teachers employed. Mrs. Weath
erford is a fine historian as well as an 
eloquent lecturer. I have riever yet 
heard in an orthodox pulpit a speaker 
whose vocabulary was so chaste and 
well-nigh ■ inexhaustible. Depth of 
thought, and a clear delivery which 
never falters in its fluency are the char
acteristics of her work. A funeral ser
mon which was delivered by Mrs. 
Weatherford Feb. 6, has set the edu
cated people of this vicinity agog be
cause of its tender pathos and brilliant 
oratory. Moreover she is charitable 
and does not^xhause the patience of 
investigators with Invective against 
those who do not agree with her.”

O. S. Tisdale, D. M., writes from Mon
tana: “As announced in your paper a 
few weeks ago, the writer has reproved 
from the mineral regions of Southern 
Missouri, and arrived at his present 
quarters on the mornlpg of Feb. 4. 
Having completed all necessary ar
rangements with Dr. Owen Matthews, 
of Bozeman, and laid the foundations 
for our future co-operation In this grand 
field of labor, the writer will hence
forth devote his spiritual labors to the 
cause In Montana. I find the high ele
vation, dry atmosphere and light, 
balmy mountain magnetism of this 
to be highly adapted to the develop
ment of spiritual powers; but from all 
I can hear and learn, the friends of

<Í1 W.£ . 

LltfHT,''LONDON, ENG

U UL IIILL i you a iriai ireamwiiv ui oujvjw ?

Rheumatism, Sciatica and Gatarrtt
■ CURED BY

“g Drops” Three Years Ago, 
DOCTORS PRONOUNCED . HIM INCURABLE.

He is still well and writes, on Oct. 10,1898 : “I feel it a duty /''& 
that I owe to God and suffering humanity to announce to- ■ 
you and all the world what “5 Drops” has done for me.1’

81BBBU, Pbbry Co., Ind., Jan. 29,1890.

tlon is procurable on easy terms, and 
died practically thanking God that he 
had “found salvation” through the 
slaughter of his poor but Irreligious 
mate, who, by all orthodox showing, 
was damned to save Alfred Archer, 
Esq.

A TERRIBLE’DREAM FULFILLED.
The followings is a translation of a 

communication ikiudly sent to us by Mr. 
Joseph Kronhelm, Podolia, Russia:

The St. /Petersburg correspopijent of 
the Warsaw Gazette wrote at the time 
.when tlie,incidents occurred which he 
narrates: Some strange things are be
ing talked-about-in St. Petersburg in 
relation to1 M. Lukawski, who met his 
death fi’dlxi’ the shipwreck of the 
steamer Wladimir, in the Black Sea. 
The catastrophe,1 as is well known, was 
occasioned- by t the collision of the 
Wladimir with’ the Italian steamer 
Sineus, lu June, 1895. M. Lukawski was 
employed at theiMinlstry of Marine and 
was a member of the Catholic Societe 
de Bienfalsanee of St. X’etersburg. He 
was little known in the Polish colony, 
owing to the fact that he lived a very 
retired life apart from all society. One 
night in the early part of the year 1895, 
Madame Lukawski was awakened by 
groans and •

CRIES OF “HELP! SAVE ME!” 
proceeding 1 froxp her husband, who 
was going through various movements 
wmlch seemed-to her to be like those of 
a person who was being firowned. He 
had, in fact, been dreaming of a terrible 
catastrophe at sea; and on becoming 
quite awake he told her he had dreamed 
of finding himself ■ on a large steamer 
which was sunk by a collision with 
another steamer, so that he was thrown 
into the sea to perish. Having made 
this communication to his wife, he ex
claimed, "Ah! it is certain that I
SHALL MEET MY DEATH AT SEA,” 
and so sure was he of this that from 
that time he set himself about putting 
all his affairs in order, as a man would 
naturally do who clearly saw his end 
approaching. Two months parsed, how
ever, with no untoward event, and the 
memory of the ¿ream wa§ fading, when 
M. Lukawski suddenly veCojved instruc
tions from the Ministry of Marine to 
proceed with ftls employes to certain 
poris^f ■the Black Sea. -,Whiie taking 
leave of bls wife at tile railway station, 
St. Petersburg,, M. Lukawski said to 
her, “Do you remember my dream?” 
"My God! what of that?” asked his 
wife. “I am certain,” he replied, "that

[TRADE MARK.]

BWANSON RHEUMATIC CURB COMPANY:—I would like to thank you for ^our great remedy, “5 
DROPS," and tell you wlmt lt'lia« done for me. I End HUouuiIittem In ovary joint and In tbo bear!, and I bad 
Catarrh of the Hend-for 80 yeara. I wo« «0 poorly that I lost the u«e of my log« end orme, and could uot move- 
without pain. Iwas fio crippled that I bad dflne but little work for seven long years, and our family pbysl- 
elan, a good doctor; told me that my Rheumatism and Catarrh were Incurable, and I believed film. But now, ,' 
afleruslng “B Drop»» only two months, I can truly say I have not felt so well for 7 yeats. This- > 
medicine does more than Is clalmed-for It. At this time my Catarrh Is inueb better and I have scarcely ' ■ 
any Rheumatism at all, and the heart weakness and pain are gone. My hearing Is now goal and my eyesight- 
Is much bettor. I have gained more than lOpounds of flesh andean do a full day’s work. It Is the best med- 
Iclue I ever saw to give a mother who bus a young child, tor It has the same effect on the child us on th® 
mother. It wards oil Croup and cures the Hives of the child and causes sweet and refreshing sleep to both- 
young and old. - WM. M. KELLliMB. >

f ■ ■■ - SIX TESTIFY TO ITS TRUTH.
In a letter of Oct, 1898, from Mr. Kellems, he says: I feel it a duty that I / 

owe to God and suffering humafiity to announce to you and all the world that lam 
yet in the ring with untold thousands of others, to testify to the great merits of 
your valuable remedy called “5 DROPS." I believe I was the first sufferer ih 
this part of the earth to learn of the .existence of “5 DROPS,” some three years 
ago. I was then badly afflicted with Rheumatism, Catarrh, etc., which my letter 
of.Jan. 29,1896, fully speaks of. All I can say is “5 DROPS" cured me. To make 
a long story short. “5 DROPS” needs no recommendation in this part of the coun
try, as everybody knows the “5 DROPS” remedies around here. ItJxaB cured , 
more cases of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, and many other pains than any 
other medicine that has ever been sold or heard oL For the last three years I 
have noticed, the effect “5 DROPS” has on the sick, through my own observations 
as well as my brother, who is a practicing physician and uses the “5 Drops” 
In his,practlce. All ye that wish for further information, write and you fire 
sure to get a reply without any delay. I will (as I have' done in this letter) 
cheerfully recommend it to anyone that I may come in contact with. I myself can 
never forget what this remedy has done for me and many others.

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN' 
CHESTER, ENG. .

the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regiil^r size 
cover. It is 
heavy, book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00

printed on 
paper and 
pages in all, .
but as a pre -rinium it will
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

1

.. GENERAL SURVEY.. | 
8 THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
|| DOINQS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to Impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker Is set up on a 
Linotype machine tfiat must make 
Speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to Insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter 
and on only one side of the paper, li 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some oue who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
1b alone responsible for any assertions 
Cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, Be
lieving that-the cause of truth can no 
best subserved thereby. Many of toe 
sentiments uttered In an article may o 
diametrically opposed to his belief, ye 
that is no reason why they should nt 
suppressed. No one person has t 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you. . 

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire. 

Every item sent to us for publication, 
gtiould contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. v '

E R Kidd writes: “Some months ago 
I made mention of the persecutions 
Mrs. Hattie Tiffany, a worthy medium 
of Minerva, Ohio, received at the hands 
of one Rev. Harshman, who at the time 
lived in Minerva, but since has been re
moved. If you remember, this gospel 
expounder went to the home of Mrs. 
Tiffany and ordered her to leave Mi
nerva forthwith; but leave she did not, 
in fact, she told him at the time that 
she proposed to stay right there until 
she got ready to go, and that she would 
be there after his congregation had no 
further use for him. It also seems that 
the Minerva people haven't much use 
for the remaining ministers, since on 
Sundav, January 22. not a church bell 
could be heard in that quiet village, and 
I have been told that but one gospel ex
pounder can at the present time be 
found In Minerva. Let the good work 
go on, and may Mrs.-Tiffany live many, 
many years in the physical form and 
continue the good work she is doing.”

II. Butterfield writes: “I must say to 
you that The Progressive Thinker is 
the best paper I have ever read. I de
vour everv word it contains. It is the 

' only liible'l want. May the good spirits 
always be with you is my prayer.”

Mrs. Van Over writes from Greenup, 
Ill : “There is a little handful of Spirit
ualists here, struggling in the stench 
of orthodoxy till we had begun to think 
we would soon have to give up the 
ghost and pass out of existence, but 
just when the darkest hour was hover
Ing over us, Dr. Gulley and his noble 
wife dropped in our midst. They had

name at the head of an organization 
weaken our principles, if we have any? 
Now we have downed the devil theory, 
and got him under t'pot, the Christians 
ought to know it.”

A friend of. the cause In Oshkosh, 
Wls. writes a pleasant account of a 
visit of Sirs. Clara Stewart to that 
place. She held a parlor meeting there 
which was well attended.

Secretary wrltes»from Van Wert.O.: 
“The First Society of Christian Spirit
ualists of Van Wert, 0., Mrs. M. Klein, 
pastor, has resuiried public service in 
the G. A. R. Hall, on South Washington 
street."

E. G. W. writes from Tucson, A. T.: 
“My subscription has not run out yet 
but 1 want to get the book to read. I 
enjoyed Ghost Land so much that I 
think Art Magic will be as good at 
least. The paper is everything to me, 
though I have been Interested In Spirit
ualism but a year, and I hope that you 
may be spared.many years to continue 
your noble work. There are no Spirit
ualists in this place who have organ
ized or hold meetings, to my knowledge, 
and I should like to see some mission
ary work done here in that line.”

The Campbell Brothers will be in Chi
cago about March 1st

Mr. and Mrs. Richardson write from 
Milwaukee, that Sirs. B. McFarland, 
who has for nearly two months held 
meetings for the Unity Spiritual So
ciety, at Milwaukee, and has drawn 
large crowds to their hall on Sundays 
on account of the able and interesting 
lectures delivered through her by sev
eral different' controls, is now open for 
further engagements to lecture. She 
has made many friends here who will 
be pleased to testify to the able manner 
in which she has served this society, 
and will regret she has to depart. Any 
society wishing to engage her can ad
dress at 388 Van Buren street, Mil
waukee, Wls."

Secretary writes from Cleveland, 0.: 
“The West Side Free Thought Society 
has secured the services of Lyman C. 
Howe for the month of February, and 
also Dr. C. H. Figuers as platform test 
medium, Yesterday, after the very el
oquent address by Mr. Howe, Mr. Fig
uers gave fine tests.”

James N. Magoon, M. D„ is at Kansas 
City, Mo., where he has established 
meetings. He can be addressed at 805 
Locust street.

Mrs. Amelia Cballen, of Haskins, 0., 
writes: “I thank all those kind friends 
who sent me papers and books. My 
mother has been very 111 or I should 
have written before. The papers and 
books have been a great comfort to me.- 
Thanks, Brother Merritt; you have 
made me very happy.”

Mrs. Clara Stewart, a prominent and 
efficient worker of Steven’s Point, Wis., 
was in the city last week attending the 
convention. '

Frank T. Ripley has been lecturing 
and giving tests lately at Ottawa and 
Streator, Ill. He bad excellent audl- 

, ences. He is now in Oxfqrd, Ohio, 
, where he can be addressed for engage

ments. .
F. E. Ewan writes: “The First Splrit- 

ual Society of Lincoln, Neb., has se-. 
' cured the G. A. R. Ha" where they hold 
! services every Sunday evening. 'Last 
’ Sunday the writer presided In the ab
’ sence of the regular pastor, assisted by 
; Miss EdUli. Edwards. Miss Edwards 

gave some fine selections on the piano,

brought a young man, a trance me
dium, with them. The Doctor is an in
spirational speaker. He gave us six 
lectures while here. Mrs. Gully is a 
fine psychic and phrenologist. They 
held, two seanefts at my house, which 
gave the best of satisfaction. ."

The Cheerful Workers -Society , of 
South Deerfield, Mass., have re
organized with these officers: President, 
Mrs. Fard; vice-president, Mrs. Hollis
ter; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. 
Bates; committee on work, Mrs. Wilder 

_ pnil-Mi-s. Cobb; music committee, Mrs.
Fard and Migs White. •

: The Englewood Spiritual Society will 
give an oyster supper and entertain- 

• ment, consisting of musical and literary 
. selections, and tests, February 23, 
Thursday evening, at Hopkins’ Hall, 
528 West Sixty-third street Tickets 
25 cents. Come and enjoy a good time 
and help the cause along.

F. Cordon White, who has been lec
turing and giving tests at Ft-Wayne, 
Ind., will return to Bradford, Pa., for a 
month's engagement He was in the 
city last week, attending the mass
meeting.. •- ’ •

J. M. Hodson writes: “When I asked 
whgt denomination of. Christians he 
belongs to, his answer is, the Spiritual 
New School;ind Invariably It shuts up 
tie devil cry and that of it being the 

jjvork of the devil. Now, why will a

spiritual truth in Montana have never 
been organized, and therefore are not 
as strong as they should be; and it is 
high time the spiritual thinkers of the 
state were swinging into line, and tak
ing advantage of these glorious condi
tions that Montana offers unto all 
whose alm Is the advancement of tyuth 
and uplifting of the human race. I de
sire the name and address of all Spir
itualists and other liberal minds resid
ing within Montana, and postal car(ls 
containg name and address only will be 
most gratefully received and placed op 
file. Let our mountain friends comply 
with this simple request, and thus aid 
us in laying the foundation for a future 
work in this glorious northwestern 
realm, and a rich reward will come to 
them. We also take pleasure In answer
ing calls to lecture within the confines 
of this state. Address me as follows: 
Box 344, Bozeman, Montana.”

THE TOBACCO HABIT.

playing entirely under inspiration. She 
is also a good test medium.”

“Dr. 0. W. Hidden-has been engaged 
to deliver the address at the soldiers’ 
monument before the General Gilman 
Marston Command, at Portsmouth, N. 
H., on the morning of Memorial Day. 
It will be his third Memorial Day ad
dress in the city -of, Portsmouth. The 
comrades of the General Gilman Mars
ton Command are preparing for a not
able Observance of the day.”—Newbury
port (Mass.) Dally News.

Frank T. Ripley has been lecturing 
and giving tests at Ottawa and Streat
or, Ill. He nan be engaged for the Sun
days of March and April. Address him 
at Box 77 Oxford, Ohio. He can be en
gaged for week evening, work. r

Mrs. A. 0. Jones writes: “[.cannot Im
agine the necessity for a creed, nor the 
necessity for costly temples. There is 
too much money invested in stich 
structures ̂ already all over the land. To 
be sure they are for the worship,of an 
orthodox God, in an orthodox way, at 
present," but it.will not be many years 
before they will be so. permeated with 
the truths, of Spiritualism that they will 
become Spiritualistic temples," .

Charles B. Gruber, of Baltimore, Md., 
writes: "I received Art Magic by ex
press. In good condition. Accept sin
cere-thanks, as it makes an additional 
brilliant star In the.constcllatlon of my 
literary and spiritual conception of pro

t Is an Unnatural, Pervert
ed Taste.

To the Editor:—I notice in No- 480 of 
The Progressive Thinker a criticism on 
my article of the tobacco habit. It was 
not an oversight on my part, neither do 
I at present see any reason to take back 
any part of my statement. The evils 
produced by alcohol are more apparent 
han those produced by tobacco, but In 

reality are they greater? Thousands of 
men and boys use tobacco who seldom 
or never use ardent spirits. How many 
habitual drunkards do you know who 
do not use tobacco? In two cases I 
'have known tobacco to be used with 
good effect in the cure of disease, but 
the patient, like others when the habit 
was once formed, used more than his 
system required. A’ habit that Is In
jurious to the young Is not a benefit to 
the adult. The use of tobacco perverts 
the taste and In many cases leads to 
strong drink. I don’t think alcohol 
“has devoured the health, food and 
clothing of more women and children” 
than tobacco has. I never saw a man 
so destitute but that he could smoke a 
pipe.

If all the money that is spent for 
tobacco could be distributed among the 
needy, none would need to go hungry 
or cold. If we are to believe what we 
read in our daily papers, a good many 
are brought to the Insane asylum 
through the use of cigarettes. Does the 
tobacco user ever think how the health 
of the wife and mother Is injured by 
the rasping of her nerves from un
necessary work that the tobacco habit 
makes her. During the civil war 
tobacco was so dear that many men 
raised a small crop of it for home use.

I resided near a woman whose hus
band did not like to work any too well, 
and she used to help him “sucker” the 
tobacco plants, and after working 
awhile she would be prostrated the re
mainder of the day, from the deadly 
smell of the plant. When I re
monstrated with her for misusing her
self In that manner, she said I would do 
the same If my husband was as cross 
as hers when he was out of tobacco. 
And that same husband was kinder 
than the majority of men are to their 
wives, when his nerves were strength
ened by tobacco. I have known many 
a hard working woman, part of whose 
daily work was to clean the cuspidor, 
reeking with tobacco filth, no matter 
how much. It offended brain arid 
stomach. All over our land'we find 
sickly wives. Is it not reasonable to 
suppose that their ill health may be 
caused in part by breathing during the 
hours of sleep the foul,air sent out from 
the lungs of their . tobacco-loving 
blip bands? ' ' .

The tobacco habit makes men Im
polite and selfish. The smoke is puffed 
into our faces on the street, in the open 
street cars in the summer, and In some 
of the business places where occasion
ally we are obliged to go. Once I 
attended a Farmers’ Institute In a hall 
where a goodly number of farmers with 
their wives and daughters were in, 
attendance, with gifted speakers from 
different localities. During the after
noon session, one of the wealthiest gen- 
tlemeri(?) of the town sat in the au- 
dlence serenely smoking a cigar.

Tobacco is a crop that does not need 
to be fenced to keep the, lower order of 
animals froia-eittlhg. -Swine might root 
•it up and destroy it To man, the power 
to acaul«> the perverted taste is given. 
M?- ‘Maer article was written for 
Spiritualists only; this article is for all 
whoin it may, fit ■ ,

. - MARY A. INGALLS.
Watertown, N. Y; ■ .

I agree with George H. Hepworth, 
“the days of dogmatic theology are- 
numbered; the merely speculative is 
giving way to the practical. The people 
are eager to discover corner-stones on 
which to build securely, and to build 
not for to-day only, but for to-morrow 
and the day after. It is a good world 
in which we live, and we ought to be 
very happy while we are in it.” He 
says: “Religion, since it tells us how to 
be happy, has become one of the neces
sities of life; and if we peer through 
our tears into the future, and wonder 
what the dear ones are doing who have 
sighed their good night, can our dreams 
do us harm?” Perhaps not, but surely 
it is better to know than to only 
“dream!” Not only Is “religion” a ne
cessity of life, but knowledge that 
“death Is only an incident In the soul’s 
career” Is equally necessary, nay, It is 
the confirmation of the' religious 
(intuitive) affirmations of the heart of 
man. For every medium and spiritual 
teacher who has been Instrumental in 
letting in the light, let us be thankful.

The many friends of Mr. W. J. Col- 
। ville will be pleased to hear that they 
may in all probability see him in Eng
land this year. He says: “It is quite 
likely I may turn up at any time,” He 
may be sure of a warm reception when
ever he does arrive.

About the strongest claim that I have 
heard in regard to spirits is this: A 
gentleman made a glass cabinet, In
vited spirits to enter It, and then closed 
the door upon them. He declares that 
they were unable to get out until he 
opened the door and released them. He 
contends that spirits possess bodies 
which are physical (natural), and are 
therefore subject to the laws which 
govern electrical action, and capable of 
being Insulated. Here is a problem for

I SHALL NEVER COME BACK, 
that we shall never meet again.” 
a me Lukawslfi endeavored to tran

e him, b;;t. he aijded with an air 
of great sadness: “Say what you will, 
you will upt cli.au8& my conviction; for 
I feel that my, end is approaching; 
nothing can aval) to save me; yes! I see 
the pott—I see „ the steatoor—the mo- 
ipent of colhslop—the panic—and my 
death!—everything is before my eyes,” 
lign, aftej: a moment's silence, he 
added fiir|ier: “^Vhen yoy receive the 
despatch (innounclng my decease, pro- 
ceçd with thç mfepajatlan of your 
môurnlng attiré, çut let yotir bonnet be 
without a yell, foj you know how X de
test long fjL’ailing ,ve(ls.” Unable to re
spond, Madame Lukawski could only 
give way to blttêr tears. At that mo
ment the signal >vas given for depart
ure; M, Lukawski tenderly embraced 
his, wife—^nd was gone! After two 
weeks of sad suspense Madame Lu
kawski learned, from the newspapers, 
of the catastrophe which him happened 
to the two Stepxnfrfi, the Wtodlmir and 
the, Sineus', In the Black Béa. She was 
seized wlth.' a terrible despair, arid in
stantly telegraphed to 'Aolnlral Zelenol 
at Odessa for information, and after 
several days of weary waiting she re
ceived the reply: “It wqs not till to-day 
that I had any news of your husband, 
but it is quite certain that he was on 
board of tie Wladjmlp.” A wee|c later 
Madame Lulprwslp received, officially, 
the announcement of her husband's 
death.

it only remains to be added that in 
his dream M. Lukawski saw himself 
struggling for life with another pass
enger. That also was realized with 
surprising exactitude. During the ca
tastrophe a passenger by the Wladimir, 
M. Henike, threw himself from the 
steamer and seized a life belt. At that 
instance M. Lukawski swam near him, 
whereupon M. Henike cried out to him: 
“Do not seize hold of fixe belt—it will 
not sustain two persons, and both of us 
will perish.” Drawing the belt towards 
hlm M. Lukawski replied: "I am not a 
strong swimmer.” “Then take the 
belt," said Henike, “I can swim well, 
and shall escape all right.” At that mo
ment a big wave separated them for
ever. M. Henike was saved, but M. 
Lukawski went to his death.

. "‘Thomas Palnè:. Was-He Junius?" 
An interesting pamphlet by. Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 ceaU. For sale at this 
office. ■ ■ -, -... ■ ■ ■■■ ■ ■ ■... . : •

Yours very truly, WM. M. KELLEMS, Siberia, Ind.

spiritual scientists.
Man is something more than 

“thinking animal” and is subject 
alternating moods. He feels, and

THE FREETHINKER, LONDON, 
ENGLAND.

a 
to 
is

of ten deeply moved by his emotions; 
reforms which fall to stir the senti
ments and quicken the religious and 
affectlonal nature must of necessity 
fail to effect the full measure of good. 
People do not enthuse over negations 
or mere Intellectual brilliancy. The 
warmth of love and sincerity are 
neetjed to kindle the fire of zeal.

One of the most striking and truly 
sacred incidents that It has been my lot 
to experience occurred last' week. It 
was Indeed a “sacrament.” Having re- 
tprned from the interment of the mortal 
form of Mrs. B. B. Hill, In Philadelphia, 
a small number qf us partook of 
needed food, and then a chair was 
planed at the table, and one of the 
mince pies (which were the last things 
made by the deceased) was cut up, and 
a portion given to ¡each one present, in
cluding one which was placed in front 
of the, to our vision, empty chair. Our 
feelings at theat solemn moment can be 
better imagined than described. It was 
as If she had said “This eat In remem
brance of me.”

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL
CUTTA, INDIA.

SALVATION AT THE OTHER 
MAN’S EXPENSE.

The sweet unreasonableness of dog
matic religion asserted itself vigorously 
in the case of Alfred Archer at Mel
bourne Gaol last week. He had mur
dered his mate in cold blood for the 
sake of £10 and a few perquisites; his 
efforts to conceal, the crime and escape 
capture were 'fruitless; he was .finally 
brought to thq condemned cell, where a 
zealous parson ininistered long and 
earnestly to his mortal funkiness, with 
the result that Alfred Archer became 
very penitent, Anyway, he thought he 
was penitent, and the good clergyman 
thought likewise. • Nobody can dis
tinguish between", the workings of pen
itence, leaf; or hysterical hope in sjjch 
cases, nor can, anybody estimate the 
value of “true repentance” ih any sin
ner who 'wrtij be no further exposed to 
the temptations o$ the world, the flesh, 
and the deyij. Tlje death-sentence had 
cut this parucuiaxyienltent off from all 
risk of backsliding. His ghostly com
forter, having, persuaded him to 
“believe," fold hlig to consider himself 
whiter than jsnqw, pnd Archer did as he 
was tolfl. He believed with enthusiasm, 
and, although he l^td no appetite for his 
last breakfast, .hg, certainly went to 
Glory with a fair show of confidence in 
his luck. Alfred ¿¡i’cher, of course, had 
exceptionalJ'luck.'.He plight have re
trained from murger, and have died a 
natural death likej'any ordinary sinner. 
One never Snows ¡how,v and when, one 
may be sent, for,: (Some years ago an 
English judge ‘ died suddenly In a 
broffiel, evidently .unredeemed. Accept
ing church doctrine, the judge, there
fore, died In sin, and was lost forever. 
How different the death of the mur
derer at Melbourne Gaol, as depicted in 
the local Herald! “God so loved Alfred 
Archer,” said tlie clergyman, reading 
the burial-service on the gallows, “that 
he gave his only-begotten son, that 
through him Alfred Archer might be 
saved!" Archefl In a firm and un
broken tone of voice, said: “I wish to 
thank all the officials hi|e, and may 
God bless them and keep them for that 
heavenly kingdom,In which I am now 
prepared to m6et my God.” The for
tunate fellow associated his salvation 
with the prison and all that therein Is. 
He was grateftil-to the-warders who 
had kept'qm in the'place where salva-

Concerning atmospheres in general, it 
seems probable that from' each of us 
there is a sort of emanation, just as the 
odor emanates iron} the rose. Probably 
We are more «r less affected by all peo
ple we meet with whom we have any
thing in Cpmmon; that is, when we con
verse with them, write to them, or be
come en rapport with them. The orator 
creates an atmosphere by which his 
hearers are affected, according to their 
receptivity. The revivalist works upon 
his hearer’s emotions, until through 
this forced and most lamentable process 
the Igijprant are made to believe. In 
the same way one’s sympathies are ap
pealed tp by accounts of suffering when 
one Is With the sick and sorrowful. In
deed, some people find themselves so 
susceptible tp mental influences that 
they are at times almost at the mercy 
of other’s feelings, and some have hes
itated to take up mental healing for 
fear that they might not be able to 
throw off tie atmospheres of their pa
tients. The discovery of this inter
change of atmospheres leads one to be
lieve that thousands of people are un
consciously affected In this way, but 
think their suffering due to other cause. 
Sometimes, Indeed, people are affected 
by two or three different atmospheres 
at the same time, so that during a silent 
treatment the mind is freed from one 
person after another, until at last only 
the Individuality remains. In such cases
the different 
layers, which 
another.

One should,

atmospheres seem like 
are removed one after

of course, exercise un-

Witness the above: Jas. Brady, J. R. Cox, E. R. Huff, S. Taylor, Dr. S. W. 
Kellems. Jno. Hays, all of Siberia, Ind. -

Tbe wonderful aucce»« that has attended tbe Introduction of "5 DROPS" Ie unprecedented In the hletory 
of tbe world. Think of It! It line CUBED more than Ona Million .nd a Quahtnu sufferer« within tho last, 
three year«. This must appeal to you. One million and a quarter people cannot all be mistaken. If suffering 
we trust you may have sufficient confidence to eend tor three large bottlee ot "8 DROPS” tor «2.50, which win 
surely cure you. Xf not, then send tor a »1.00 bottle, which contains enough medicine to more than prove I to 
wonderful curative properties. Prepaid by mall or express. This wonderful curative gives almost Instant 
relief and Is a PERMANENT CURE for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, 
Backache, Asthma, Huy Fever, Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Nervou» 
and Neuralgic Headaches, Heart Weakness, Toothache, Earache, Croup, La 
Grippe, Malaria, Creeping Numbness, Bronchitis, and kindred diseases. 
UK nP/'lPv?" is the name and dose. LARGE BOTTLE (30) doses), $1.00,

Ivltv/I |0 prepaid by mail or express; THREE BOTTLES; $2.50. 
Sold only by us and our agents. Agents Appointed, in New Territory.

Write to-day,
SWANSON RHEUMATIC CURE CO., 167 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill,

usual caution to avoid such contamina
tion ns this. The safeguard Is to set 
apart a little time each day to settle 
down to one’s self; and the best way to 
throw off an unpleasant Influence Is, of 
course, to turn the attention toward one 
that Is pleasant. Think, for Instance, 
of some one who is exceptionally pure, 
or a person whom you greatly respect. 
Usually it Is sufficient simply to dis
cover that one Is involved In another’s 
atmosphere, for the discovery leads, to 
an act of will and one turns subcon
sciously from it Even young people 
who are infatuated with each other, 
would be freed If they could know that 
they are Infatuated, if they could see 
themselves as they truly are.

brought against him by Miletus of not CHURCH AND STATE. I 
worshiping the gods whom the city । Bible in tne Public Schools; tho New “Arney- 
worshiped. lie was most careful to ob- lean” Party. By "Jefferson.“ Third edition. This 
serve the institutions of his country and i beauti^ ^Tes^Z^

v. fl 4 G/,». 1 /ini I HO 1-40 -J .a -.... - -conform to the national cultus. He
recommended Xenophon when hes
itating to take service under Cyrus, to 
consult the oracle; and hiß last words 
were an injunction to offer the cus
tomary cock to Asclepius.

WASLINCOLN
. A SPIRITUALIST?

-OH —
Curious Revelations from the. Life

- of a Trance Medium.
' -BY—

MBS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Rlustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

presentation of the Church a 
BftB appeared« Price 10 cents.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
The astroaomlcal and astrological origins of nil re?’ 

llglons. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 
cents.

THE SOUL,
Its Nature. Relations and Expression In Human Bm- 
bodlmenta. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond. by her Guides. A book Unit every one who I* 
interested la re lncornutlou should read. I'rlce «1.00, 

^PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Swe, The Crisis, IUcUih of Mau, etc 

Illustrated edition. Poet 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, ll.OC; 
postage, 20 cento.

The New and the Old,
Or the World’s Progress In Thought. By Moses Hull, 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and tiiinkefc 
Price io cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER, ।
By Hattie E. Hull. Thirty eight of Mrs. Rail’s 

Bweotent books, adapted to popular music, for tbe u«4 
Of congregations, circles and ianjllles. Price 10 contig 
Or 87 per hundred. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return,
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10cento.

Tht« book will be foDofi peculiar, carioa», «tartlltigl — 

rftexaxHM THE ELI Ml N ATDR Of time bad almost Covered, and which have been' | HL LLI Illi I I Ull 
snaUbed from tbe very laws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official PTlvQto life during tho moit moment* 
ous period ip American History, aha Is & sflevet page 
from the life of him whom time eervestal# to make

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

HIS MOTIVES.
Socrates’ own missionary zeal could 

never, as Grote observes, have been sus
tained through a long life without 
his strong religious motive. We see 
throughout that It was the constraining 
forcb of supernatural authority which 
led him to undertake so unenviable an 
office. “To examine men Is the task im
posed on ine by God, through oracles, 
dreams, and every way In which the 
Divine will is declared to men.” And 
“when he' believed that the gods had 
admonished him to do anything, it was 
impossible to make him take a contrary 
resolution.” “Behold I have made thy 
face strong against their faces, an ada
mant harder than flint have I made thy 
forehead.” "Gird up thy loins, and 
arise and speak unto them.” Socrates 
had, it is true, no definite revelation} no 
law of one supreme and righteous Lord 
to which he could appeal. His texts 
were taken from Homer and Hesiod, 
not from Deuteronomy or the Psalms; 
bis examples not from Jacob or Joshua, 
but from the choice of Hercules? or the 
resolution of Achilles. The popular 
theology of Greece was vague and 
mythological, oftenlmmoral. Yet noth
ing -is more jinfair, than the charge 

sr :

greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln."

Cloth, l&mo, illustrated, pp» HG4, $l>50i
Paper, 75 cents,

For Sale at this office.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DB. B. B. WESTBROOK®

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos? 
Ing the fabulodl claims of ancient Judaism and adp 
matlc Christianity, containing many startling conolqr 
Bions never before published, showing clearly tUo 
mythical chataotar of most of the Old and New Testa* 
iient stories, and proving that Jesus was an imperson* 

tlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price 81.50. For Sale at this Office.

BY FATHER CEŒNIQUY.

_ Thli 1« a most valuable book. It corned from an Ex
Priest, Whose character Ie above repto^ch, and who 
knows whit he is talking about. -Everybody should 
Mad It. Prloe, 81.00. It cofitalnfc tho following chap- 
térs:

. ... CHAPTER I. . ...
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Self

respect in the Confessional.
..... CHAPTER II. . _ ........... ..

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for the
Priest. . _ __

. .. CHATTER III.
The Confessional to the Modern Sodom. 
_ . _ . CHAPTER IV. . . .
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made euj 

by Auricular Confession.
.. ................................ CHAPTER V._ . .. .
The. highly-educated and reOtred Woman In the Con 

fessional—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. . . _ . CHAPTER VI. . .
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
........................  CHAPTER VII. . . _ 
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil

ized Nations?...................................... '
_ ... CHAPTER. VIII. . _______
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

. CHAPTER IX. . ... .
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Impdsture.
_ . .. CHAPTER X. . ____
God compels tbe Church of Rome to confess the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
........................... CHAPTER*. _________ ...
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and

France. _ ___ .
CHAPTER XII. . ... _

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus
bands and Fathers—Sono of tbe matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Penlrtnt-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, uiofnl to 
Itudenta Of the subject In the form of dialogue and 
ttory, the anchor preaente very successfully a con* 
flensed account of hypnotism, Ite theory and practise 
up to date. Price, paper. 25 eta. Sold at thia office.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF.,.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
1 ■ ■.OR ■ .•

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualisms '

Together with a brief history of the origin of many ol 
the important books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rookie«, with «n Introductlonby
PROF. J. 8. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the bends of every one Inter- 
e«tod in Spiritualism. .. ............................... .

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Esrlr Mediumship. Chapter 
!, The Heavenly Mansion. .Chapter 8, Removal U 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark
able Teste. Chapter 6, His Work as a Healer. Chap, 
ter 6, Loaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlscel 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Bxperlonoa 
Chapter It. Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Row 
or. Chapter 12, New Erperlonces-Illnstratlve of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Bteak In 
the Atlantic Cable. Shown, to John Brown. Chapter 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, pro 
cento.

Much that Is in this book appeared In an abridged 
form In a senes of nine full pages of Tbs Progress' 
ivb TinxxER. These «rttple« were prepared at the. 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
onlysoemcd to whet the appetite for more; bonce the 
publication of this work.

The author, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Spirltu&liBtlstlc and other themes and each olc Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, In bls introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out ot the wUderness pt donbtand despair: .and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its ‘sanctified’ enemies, It win not ‘spike’ It, but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance, I send it out on Its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

The Enoyolop£dia of .Biblical SpramrAWSM 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and Is 
'haodbomelybound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

«THE WATSEKA WONDER.”1
To tbe student <rfp!ycMo phenomena, thl« pamphlet 

la Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consciousness." Mmely Mary 
Lmranoy Vennum, ot WstsetaLUl., and MaryRes'- 
nolds, of Venango coantyt Fa® iwW*Mmds amca» 
price 15 certa. _____ _

COMMON SENSE.
By Thoma« Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ofi. 

dressed to the Inhabitants of America In 1776. with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, 
15 cents.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

tree AND SERPENT WORSHIP . bv A8.Hodaon.MD. Prico. UMC®. .. ■ 
POEMS FROM THE INNER HER

By L1U10 Doten. ItaW • 4*1«
yynr. PT1C0 41-00.

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION. -
A thrilling appeal to all who ore interested in learn. 

Ino how the great force« of the Roman Oathollo 
Church are seeking to control all movement« per- 
taMnf to human progress that arctooiprelttonto 
ttelr dogmatic religious tcacMaA Ptfal IS CCUta. 

me at this office.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

. toNTmrrs:. The Beginning.;. Fundamental Prlnci- 
ntCB; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Buna 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteo** and 
Comet«;Th« Organ!« Kingdom; Tho Origin of Nan; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receive« and Impart« Knowledge: How thq Boul Ro
eelves 1'8 Highest Impressions; Tho Record Book, or 
Tho Heavenly Ether; How to. Cultivate tho Blxtii 
Sense; 1 be Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do- 
ir-aoratlon; Morally, Spiritualism Proved . by tno 
bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary:,“What 
Must We Do to Bo Saved.“ For tale nt this office

Prim •' n...— -

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, .n Inanity u to whotbor Modem Snlrltnsllnn 

■nd other Great Betonpa come Iron Hi« Satanta 
MaJeaty «Bd Bia Subordinate« In UiB Klnrlom ot 
parkneat. 10 pasea. By Moaxa HmX. Mmu Muta, 
For-ale at Uua onice. > . ■

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or. the Ihaplrcd Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
a Leader of Armies. By Hobbs Bull. This is at 

onco the moat truthful history of Jou of Arc, and 
ono of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
over written. No novel was over more thrluingiy'ln- 
tercstlng; do history more true. Frloe ID doth, 
«enta; ^per^oven 25 cents. For sale at uboflofc
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' A MEMORIAL REVERIE.

ANSWERS
\ Thia department Is under tlie manage
' meat of

Hudson Tuttle.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

fc
£

to deceive, but from Imperfection In the 
medium, whereby the mind interferes 
and blends. its imaginings with the 
thoughts af the communicating spirit. 
Concentration of thought oh tlie one ob
ject of the controj, and, practice, will 
eliminate this source of er'roy. The 
writings should be taken'for just what 
they are, and when imperfect (1. e. un
true) the fact should not be emphasized; 
rather express satlsfactlo,n oyer, those 
which are correct. ” ’

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the -name will not be published. 1 he 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TU'ilLE.

H. Y. Bosworth: Q. If a person in a 
dead trance, the spirit being absent, 
were cremated, what would be the con
dition of the spiriton Its return to again

I .'had left the little chapel, . ;
Where the people go to pray, 

Passed beneath the arch of flowers— .
For 'twas sad Memorial Day- 

Joined the people In their service ■
In the little burylng-ground;

Saw the beauteous flag of Freedom 
Placed upon the soldier's mound;

Heard the chaplain’s benediction . 
On the nation’s sleeping dead, . - 

When an aged lady entered, 
White hair, and low-bowed head.

BIBLE PROPHETS HND PREDICTIONS
Critically Examined and Compared with Modern Mediums 

gndjiyiessages, By Moses Hull. ’

IMMORTflUTY,
, . .OR.« .

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL 
ING PLACES.

A. W., Lloyd, O.:. Q. (1) Does the 
Bible teach that Gain and Abel were 
only half- brothers, and that the ante- 
type Jesus held the same relation to the 
balance of Joseph and Mary s children/ 
And is not the Christian religion built 

. on this'foundation?
(2) According to the rules of the Jew

ish church, would not Joseph have to 
acknowledge or have it 
that he was the father, and that it was 
begotten in wedlock, before the priests 
would perform or administer the rights 

' and ceremonies of the church on the in
fant Jesus? .

(3) For what purpose, when and by 
whom, was the story of the Wandering 
Jew concocted? • ,

A. There is no doubt that the story 
of Adam and Eve, and the Garden of 
Eden was a myth, and the intention of 

- the story Is to show how sin and evil 
came into the world, by Caln being the 
offspring by Eve of Satan, emblemized
by the wily serpent. That was the 
“fall” 'of Eve, not her eating an apple. 
The Bible does not say this, on the con
trary if taken literally as a God-In
spired book should be, Cain and Abel 
were brothers, and as Christ was not 

■ known or anticipated by the unknown 
scripture writers, we need not worry 
ourselves about the explanation of the

possess its physical body?
A. This correspondent takes for 

granted that In "dead trance” the spirit 
absolutely leaves the body, .a supposi-. 
tion which has Its advocates, yet is un
true. The spirit only leaves the body 
at death, and when it does so, it cannot 
return again to its possession. If a per
son in a trance should be cremated, the 
separation-of spirit and body would 
take place, or death result, and the con
dition of the spirit would not differ 
from that occasioned by other forms of 
departure. . .

Will H. S.: Q. (1) In order to be
come spiritually developed to a high de
gree, and to develop the different 
phases of mediumship, Is it absolutely 
essential that we ¡should eat very, little?

(2) How shall one who has always 
lived a very material life, and who has 
never experienced anything out of the 
ordinary with the exception of a few 
Impressions, , which afterward came 
true, proceed In order to develop his 
spiritual self to that degree where he 
shall be able to communicate with the 
spiritual world without surrendering 
his own consciousness In order to do so?

(3) Please recommend a good book by 
which one could be guided and which 
will'give the Unes along which one 
should travel in order to develop the 
spiritual nature.

A. It is a most Injurious error to sup-

Flowers from a faded apron 
She was dropping here and there. 

As with faltering voice she uttered . 
From her faltering lips this prayer;

‘‘Dear Lord who hears the widows 
When they call to thee, In tears, 

Give my lone heart some assurance 
For the loved of former years;

Let me feel that blest assurance _ 
Which I’m told brings peace and joy, 

That this lone, grief-stricken mother 
Shall in heaven meet her boy.”

RevTently I bowed before her, 
Caring not for faded dress. 

Asking why she grieved thus lonely, 
. And the pause of her distress.'' 
“Many years have passed," . she i 

swered; ■ . ,
“ ’Twas in the fall of sixty-one;

I was a proud and happy mother—< 
Proud of Phil, mj only son!

“Oh, he was kind and gentle, 
Always honest, brave and true, ■ 

When he left this fair Aroostook 
In the nation’s coat of blue!

He went Jo meetings with me 
On the Sabbath, morn and eve, 

And this alone torments me, 
Causing mother’s hfeayt to grieve;

, . NUMBERITWHLVE.
In my long andl extensive experience 

as an itinerant leattreri on Spiritualism, 
I have met many ofibiiB nineteenth Ct-'N- 
tury prophets, • aififfi htfve heard and 
known of many '9si;i-xn -

MEDIUMISTI^^P^DIOTIONS.
Some of them halve\fcepn true to the 

letter. I think, large ma
jority have provedifivhplly or partially 
false. I do not mthink spirits can 
always read the future. Again, I think 
mediums sometimes think they are in
fluenced to read the. future when they 
are not. My death; and almost its day, 
was foretold over fourteen years ago. 
I had Bright’s disease and was not to 
live more .than, three months. When 1 
got rid of a family of huge tape worms, 
every vestige of■> Bright’s disease

J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, is an old 
steamboat man, and never knew» the 
meaning of the word fear.—-He was a 
warm, personal friend of the captain of 
the “Lady Elgin," and accepted an in
vitation from him to go with that ex
cursion. After lie got aboard the boat, 
his spirit guides told him to get. off, as 
there would be a terrible disaster. He 
went off, whereupon his friends 
laughed at his superstitious cowardice, 
and he went back on the boat. The last 
thing before the gang plank was hauled 
in, he got off again, fully convinced 
that he would be qwakened in the 
ihornlng by hearing the sad news of the 
destruction of the steamboat and all on

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES,

Dr. E. D. Babbitt's Works.
The Principles of Llitht and Color;
A large book, royal 8vo. with .over 200 uugtevh®’ 

»nd colored plates. Price »5.00 or »5.82withPMWR 
or expressage. Price In massive halt-Russia bluaing, 
i6«An IropoMug volume of nearly 600 pass’- 
great amount of research an the part of the' 
Will prove a^rea^ acquisition to Scientific Libres 
r^‘l't seemlto me to be the foremost scientific work 
of this or any other age.—Franklin Smith, Mass. .

an-

context ' «
In the New Testament, it is taken for 

• granted that Joseph was the father of 
Jesus, by all concerned, or the priests 
who would have laughed at the dream 
Btory, would have dismissed the dishon
ored pair with their illegitimate child 
from the holy temple which they would 
have contaminated with their impurity. 
Joseph is said to have had absolute 
proof, yet he acted as though he had 
heal'd no disparagement. The whole 
story is a patchwork of contradictions, 
and it is of least moment what interpre
tation is given It. _

(3) The first mention of the Wan
dering Jew” is made in a bopk of the 
Chronicles of the abbey of St Albans, 
In 1228, and all through the Middle 
Ages, whenever a mysterious person ap
peared, he was surmised to be that 
doomed individual. Impostors arose, 
here and there, so that tl;e legend was 
kept alive, and it was like a continuous 
record of his doings. The story grew 
Into one of the wildest myths of the 

, Dark Ages, and is appalling even to our 
sober reason.

The story has many variations. He 
was condemned by Christ, for want of 

i respect and reverence, to walk the earth 
’ till his own return at the Day of Judg

ment The dreadful tale, embellished 
With the titanic genius of Dore, is 
closed by the trumpet of final doom, 
giving the signal that his ages of wan
dering had come to an end and that he 
might rest. With ft smile of jby on his 
seamed face he sits down to take off 
his shoes that for unnumbered centu
ries had not left his weary feet!

The myth lias been applied to the 
Jews as a people, who wander over the 
earth without a home, or rest, under 
the curse inherited by their crucifying 
the Savior. . .

The origin of this myth is unknown. 
■ It is folk-lore, as Jack and the Bean
’ Stalk, Red Riding Hood, the Seven 
Sleepers, the Phantom Ship, the Wild 
Huntsman. It is a story of deathless
life. u

“Historic”: Q. You assert that the 
name of Gdd was purposely left out of 
Jhe Constitution. How do you know 
this, and that It was not an omission 
from thoughtlessness?

A. All that has been preserved of the . 
/writings of the framers and fathers of 
the Constitution, show that it was stud
iedly and purposely omitted. One hun
dred and ten years ago, soon after the 
adoption of that wonderful instrument 
of government this very objection was 
acrimoniously discussed, and the 
churches began the cry about God be
Ing left out. To the Presbyterians of 
New Hampshire when they complained 
that any acknowledgment of God had 
been omitted from the Constitution, 
George Washington wrote a letter pub
lished in the Massachusetts Sentinel, 
1889, In which he said that religion was 
left out of that document, “because It 
belonged to the churches and not to the 
State.” -

“Religion,” said Madison, discussing 
the same question, “is not within the- 
purview of human government”

Benjamin Franklin, In a letter to R. 
Price, Oct 9,1780, wrote: “When a gov
ernment Is good, I conceive that It will 
support itself, and when It cannot sup
port itself, and God does not care to 
support it so .its professors are obliged 
to call for help on the civil powers, it is 
a sign, I apprehend, of its being a bad 
one." '

Justice Story, the most distinguished 
jurist that this country lias produced, 
said: “It was deemed advisable to ex
clude from the National government all 
power upon the subject. The Catholic 
and the Protestant, the Calvinist and 
the Armlnian, the Jew and -the Infidel,
may sit at the communion table of out, 
national councils.” , - r

A treaty adopted between the United
. States and Tripoli, Nov. 4, 1796, recites, 

’ in the eleventh article, as a reason why 
harmony with that Mohammedan coun
try could be preserved, that “the gov
ernment of the United States is not in 
any sense founded on the Christian re-, 
llgion.". This treaty was signed- by 
George Washington.

No one but a bigot would desire to 
break up the foundations of this gov
ernment and bring about the civil con

' tention which would sul-ely follow, by 
allying church and state. The duty of 
every citizen, irrespective of party bias 
or religious views, is to oppose all at
tempts, under whatever name they are 
made, to secure official recognition of 
any religious system. The memorable 

■ words of Grant; at Des Moines, in 1875, 
should never bo forgotten: “Keep the 
church and state forever separate.”

* Mrs. H.G.: Q. What is the signifl-
canee of the lights I see.In the room? I

left me. r . ■ .__
Before I give anything from modern 

mediums, or from personal knowledge, 
I will briefly refer to a few predictions 
made by Emanuel Swedenborg oyer 
one hundred years ago, The first thing 
I shall quote is not a prophecy, but is, 
so nearly related to one that I use It as 
such. It is as follows:

Jung Stilling say«:
“I was in Amsterdam- 1H TT62, in a 

company in which Swedenborg was 
present; on the very day that ^eter III., 
Emperor of RussWdied. In ¿he midst 
of our conversation' his countenance 
ehanged, and It was evident, that his 
soul was' no' longer there, and that 
something extfaoiidinary was passing 
in him; As soon as he came to himself 
again, he was asked what had hap
pened to him? Hfe would not at first 
communicate lt;~but at length, after 
having been repeatedly asked, he said. 
‘This very hour the Emperor, Peter HI., 
has died in prison” mentioning at the 
same time the number of his death. 
‘Gentlemen vrtil please note down tne 
day that they may be able to compare 
it with the intelligence of his death, in 
the newspapers.' The newspapers sub
sequently announced, his death as hav
Ing taken place on that day.”

In 1776, when Swedenborg set sail in 
Eng'and for Stockholm, he said: “£hto 
day week we shall, by the aid of God, 
enter the port of Stockholm at 2

. AN INVALUABLE WORK!
Tbl. admirable work contain» what a kundred 

spirit,, good aud evil, aay of their dwelllug-placeB. 
Give ui detalH-detalla and accurate deHneadonaoL 
Wein the Bplrlt-worldl—1« the constant appeal:of 
thoughtful mludu. Death Is approachlug. Whlther- oh, whlthorl Shall I know my fi-loud» beyoud the 
tomb? Will they know me? What Ie their preaent 
condition, and what their occupation»? Id ffil» vol
ume the aplrlta, dUIerleg-aa they may, are allowed to 
epeak for thomaelve«. No man le bettor qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a woru of this kind before 
the people. Ho treats ot the Mysierles of Life; 
Double end Hopes; The Bridging of the B*ven Fore
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Smuu, Tbe 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Ie li 
tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in the Bplrlt- 
world; Qur Little Onoe In Heaveni The Persons! Ex
periences ot Aaron Knight; ?;he Bed Man s resile 
mouy; Evil Spirits; Testimony ot Pbyslclene ta Spirit
Lire: The Homes of Apostles and Dblnts, Ths 
Friends and Shakers In Splrlt-LUo; Spirit Homes ot 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit: 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price »li?, postage, 12 cents. For 
sale at this office. , . ,

Soul of Things; or Psychometric
Researches and Discoveries.

। Human Culture aud Oura
In six part«, four parts being ulready Issued. Bri«« - 
<0FaratCl.' Cure," Including Meth- '
°^Tbe ■PrinclJleJ'òr' Light and Color1 Is In every 
gpect masterly, au£ ‘Human Culture ubd Cure &PPw* 
to bo not less remarkable.’ —Dr. Pascal, 12 Rue Plcot, 
?pÌrHLrB“MarrlflBC, Sexual Development and Bo- 
^^l^o^u^ual' &eavy volumes Issued by medical au* 

-thors do not contain a tithe of tbe practical ¿ttjormt« 
tion that is included in Dr.Babbltt »work. —Progress« 
“partaìll^nd IV In one. volume, »1.50, postpaid.- 
Covers wonderful ground, including Mental Science, 
Phreno-Pbyslognomy, Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex» 
pUined for the first time)! Clairvoyance, Nervous 
Force, Insanity, etc. z .

Health and Power.
“Worth its weight In diamonds?' Price, Cloth,25cti.
Religion) as Revealed by the Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth» ll.lOi 

. • , paper 6O0» ‘
No work upon tbe same subject bas ever exceeded

In Interest this book of almost inestimable value. F. 
J. Wiibourn, M. D., says: “I have read several workj, 
some of which are worth their weight in gold,.
those written by Epes Sargent, G.D. Stebbins. Marla King, etc., but Whitt’s Religion, in some reapeoU, 
far transcends them all. —Spiritual Offering.

For sale at this office. - . - ■

board. At four o'clock the next morn
ing he was awakened by hearing the 
news-boys call out: “Morning papers, 
all about the loss of the ‘Lady Elgin’ 
and all on board.” His life, as well as 
that of E. V. Wilson, was saved by his 
spirit friends.

I heard a medium reading for some 
young ladles on a certain occasion; 
Whether what he told them of the fu
ture was true I do not know. He went - 
to one lady, and she said, correctly read 
her past, and then said; “I see no fu
ture for you.” I went home with this 
medium to dinner. On the road he said 
to me; “It was very strange, but every 
time I looked for -that girl’s future, I 
saw an open coffin and nothing more.” 
The next Wednesday, only three days, 
after, that girl's body was In the “open 
casket.” 1

These cases might be supplemented 
by.many others, but this Is sufficient to 
teach us that “He shall give his angels 
charge over thee and they shall bear 
thee up in all thy ways, lest at any time 
thou dash thy foot against a stone."

TOY WM, AND ELIZABETH M. P, 
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise al 
I text-book, Il Ie as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
fctexeUwwillbo emasei 'tq see file curióla fafis 
Cwtot combined tn support of this newly-diacoverod 
Bower of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
¡üd doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ae 
d», nnd throw light ou all the grand eubjeoto now Ob1 
«cured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L nnhlfQ Carlyle Petersilea. DUUlvU Given by automatic writing through

the author’s medlumahlp.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of the personal experiences In splrltdifo 
of the author's father, who had been a natural phllot« 
opher and a materialist. '

Mary Anne Carew—doth, $1.
Experiences of tbe author's mother In splrlt-llfe« 

Philip Carlislle—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phil« 
osopher, who Is a medium: nil chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, BO ots.
Asclentlflo novel based on th« philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office of Tm 
P'rogreMfreThinker. -

.♦£»Clotb.......................................................
' Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II»
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. III»

migrated. 803 pp. Cloth. .............
voetngo 10 cents.

■UM

“That the precepts of the pulpit- 
Were not all believed by him— 

That in the fall and death of Adam, 
All the world was wrapped in sin! 

From his youth to early mahhood 
This was always emphasized;

That he must accept the dogmas—
— ------------ . . Must repent and be baptized;

pose that sensitiveness can only come ‘
by physical illness and starvation. Its “For, if dying unconverted, 
best form is the product of perfect with the fiends he’d ever dwell 
health, and proper nourishment. in a place that God had. skirted

Over-indulgence, excessive use of with undying worms, called hell, 
stimulating foods, a rich and indi-1 oh! how I pleaded in secret 
gestible diet, are to be avoided. Plenty For the safety of my son;
of plain food, fruits, nuts, the cereals, How he’d help redeem his country,1 
fish, and less flesh are favorable. And return when-war was done.

(2) To receive messages from spirit wrltten to me
friends, we must do all we can; to pei- ag plctures Bet goid_
feet the conditions on our_ side which Riinii irGGn them ever keep them will enable them to do so. The best of 1 “æXtad, Bld. 
all means in our hands .Is by forming a ceaged thelr com|ng,
circle and devoting one or two hours And a comrade wrote instead, 
each week. I guying there had'been a battle,

(3) Religion of Man, and Ethics of I ^nd. my on]y fioy was dead!.

■ ------ “Fled henceforth from out my bosom
T A. Parkinson: Q. Can it be quite Every joy that I had known;

certainly affirmed that the Aryan peo- P^ .Va had“ marked his8 grave, “Un- 
ples are the descendants of Japhet, the They had „marked ms grave, uu 
Son of Noah, the after-deluge father of known. anculshhU“ aU race’ “ n°ted B1We tra’ I That that letter brought to me?

Ham, of the Chinese and the Jfipanese, Lost. lost. lost, etein : y 
or what otherwise? ' " “Day and night I kept repeating,

A. It can be quite certainly affirmed -pmi js dead; his grave-unknown;’ 
that they-were not the descendants of pittying angels up in heaven 
Japhet, and that Ham was not the fath-1 MUSt have wept around the throne! 
er of the Aslan races of mankind. First, j)0 they heed the tears of mothers, 
if tlie old Japhetic and Hamltlc hypoth- jn the angel choir above? 
esis be accepted, it would have to be I p0 they ever sing the chorus . 
proven that there was a deluge, an ark I of God’s redeeming love?
noVorefoundæattonKt thZttaTof “Oh thésays PR meet him 
Jack and the bean stalk It has ob
structed scientific progress, and distort-1 >vnen we win Assize1

Rnt that 1M the nast and shouM I shall hear their fiendish yell, jouriiey <wfi thÇ tptoUc. bU t|te -war
an anthronotogist noJ be assailed by As they bind, and then convey him 3steamer Princeton.' The| had on that
Se »“Zrt at <“X 3 T» «« * »»■""» W" »ft SS
mankind Insibe posterity of Noah, or <.And they say there’s fixed forever Mak trZstoodInd saw it fired
more remoteTy, in Adam and Eve, he I A d’eep ^uif, that no man durst I In his honor. He Stood and saw it area 
would give a pitying smile, and consid- Aye attempt to pass-no, never, three times,J“’ obeved and
er it unworthy a moment’s attention. To allay his burning thirst; Impression to g ° ^1°^'t<»k his
the theory of Evolution, which places If he doeg the fiends triumphant . went. S«mtleman
the origin of man in time before the 1 push hli backward into flame, place. The- gun bprst aqd killed him
Drift Epoch, and a direct defendant of Ju8t t0 hear him shout in anguish, and many others.
the animal forms preceding him, at J And blaspheme his Savior’s name! In the P^®®*® nT^e^®a!ing o£ the 
nnnn onrt fnrovpr finftWPffi thft mvtll8 I I NatlOUB» Mr. JLQ,llJDILg6 Bo-jS.Z faffiM which ha^t amused and “His Savior! God in heaven, ..f rushed On deck, saw the lifeless

amusea Geod to each and every one; and mangled bodies, and found that the
“Whst rrtherwise?’ a true and sclen- A mother asks in anguish, un had bUrst at the very spot whereriiStem of the orlrin of m^ What have you saved him from? | ,had Btood at th6' three former fires,

. tine system or tne origin or man. Opga that Llbby, I and where> lf f had remained at the
------  Let Its prisoners go free. I fonrth, I should Jiave been perfectly 

“Nameless”: Q. When old people I Then a just God and a Savior, I demoiished.’’
are not compelled to live with their chil-1 Forevermore you’ll be! I when the steamer “Arctic” went on
dren, yet do so "because ‘hey are their I “if i’m saved I’ll search forever, I ber fatal voyage several passengers re-
chlldren, and -are made to constantly I And finding, hail with joy, I Celved spiritual Warnings not to go;
feel that they know nothing, and if I The keeper of the prison I SOme of them heeded the warnings
they ever did they have forgotten all That incarcerates my boy! I even after they Sad purchased their
they knew, would you advise continu- pil exchange my crown of glory; tickets; and thus saved tnelr lives.
Ing oh, trying-to conquer by kindness, I Give my harp of burnished gold, I About the time, the steamer went 
saying nothing? If I .can but for a moment I down, a young man by the name of

A. Children who so. far forget the The dear form of Phil enfold! Smith passed ayay in New York,
great obligations they 'owe their pa see now, you’re the preacher While dying he assured his friends that
rents; who are so lost to sympathetic Who has spoken here to-day; I he saw the disaster and his father's 
feeling, would scarcely be “conquered jjave you any message for me, . I death. All proved as the boy had 
by kindness.” Often poverty compels That will drive my grief away?” I stated. “Man and His Rei.,” p. 425.
the parents in their deding days to take «Dear madam, I can only I S. B. Brittan says: “The writer was
refuge with their children, and jn fbis brief time, implore I present to witness the melancholy
then they are forced to bear the neglect That you look up to your Father, ' wreck of human life that resulted from 
and taunts which are unthinkingly or Who is love forevermore! I the great railroad accident at Norwalk,
heartlessly given. In the main children «‘Though he punishes severely, Conn. In that case, the life of one per-
are kind and loving to their parents, I More at tlmes than tongue can tell; I son, at least, was saved by a timely 
however decrepit or dependent; but scripture give« no record premonition. A gentleman who was
there are cases of heartless cruelty of an endless burning hell! occupying a seat at the forward end of
which are almost unbelievable In hu- And all paln at mUst vanish I the cars, was-suddenly disturbed by 
man beings. When necessity compels, when all hearts are filled with joy, - an unaccountable apprehension of dqn- 
there is no alternative, and the helpless Llke tbe widowed one at Nain, I ger. So strong was« the impression that 
parent must bear the humiliation, and I He wiu g;ve you back your boy." he left his seat and walked back and 
heart-breaking conduct Where the pe-1 rev. J. WADDELL. I seated himself at the other end of the
cnnlary circumstances of parents is Mapleton, Me. car, after which he-felt at ease. Imme-
such that they are not forced to accept I ______ I dlately another man,- upon entering the
the hospitality of their children, it is in I ' ' ’ ' ' •' car took the seat he had resigned. In

-every way better for all concerned that I AWAKE ! AWAKE! I ten minutes the jtefrlble catastrophe 
they do not hazard the trial. • —-— occurred;'thelocofeotlve and several of

Experience teaches by numberless il-1 The things of earth are not the things I the cars being precipitated through the 
lustrations that if parents’have pecunl- that last! " draw into the river. Strange to say,
ary means, it is best for them to keep I jjund not thy house upon the shifting I the train was so for arrested'that only 
possession, and not become dependent sands I one-half of the car^eontalning the per-
untll absolutely obliged to do. so. I of circumstance and time and place, I son referred to, projected over' the

They may think their children among but build ' draw. This car tiroke in two in the
the best, yet It is hot wise to tempt even I Upon tbe 80ud‘ rock of inner life I middle, the forward part going into the 
.. ....x v— ai.»-------» »<« <» i .Qnijjÿ Wblch nor life, nor death, nor I river, and the othëf part remaining on

principalities . ' the bridge. Jhe Sgentteman who had
Prevail one jot or tittle? How your soul been mysteriously'ÿdmonlshed, escaped 
Gropes In the prison house of deepest I unharmed, ‘but when?’lTthe mangled 

night! - - bodies were movdd from'the wreck, it
Open the door into the sanctuary I was discovered that ihe-man who occu- 
Of your true heart; confess your fears pled the abandonëd sein? was dead, a 

and hopes - - '■ - ( large splint fromithb pide of the car
Unto the gentle angel, your own souL I having been driveff directly through the 
Bide by 'her-’counsels^ in minutest I brain." “Man and His Rei.,” p. 427.

things, I Miss Harriett Porter,'’of Bridgeport,
Respect her words, and abnegate your-1 Conn., correctly (fescrllten the burning

■self ■ . , of the steamer Hefiry Olay, at the time
Before her always, that she may have I it occurred, and t&d'juit,where it' was 

sway;. : I located. By the ‘fight tor the, burning
Then, unto you who overcome desire I steamer, she jead lhe name of Yonkers, 
In hearkening to the mandate? of your I and many of the signs oi'the city.

soul, . ? : I Mr. John F. Chies' published in the
AU promises, rewards and prophecies I New York Mail, ¿Iso' in'Ui'e New York
Shall be fulfiUed In God's sure, gracious I Dispatch, the method or the death _of 

way!-"- TNichoIas, the Cza?biRiisSla, as well as
BESSIE JOHNSON BELLMAN. I the day and hour''yhenj'lt would occur. 

Howard; Kans. .' [ This was done thrçe mont'—LL
" ■ • ' •- ? ■ - - '__¿i— ■ ' I death.

“From Nieht to Morn, or An Anneal Spiritual prophecies, which have been 
» ♦ko'nnnH»» rhnroh” Bv AHhv Ji [fulfilled to the letter are so numerous 
JÆ. oK“•* » —■ « '•“>«

Spiritualism; it is -written in a 'sweet I ®5al o£ ,L® 'jJtUes °f( the late war and 
spirit, and is well adapted to place In the results He perhaps missed it sorne
tte hands of.Christian people. Brice «mes, as thousands of others have 
IB cents. ■ '.. I done. . -,“..»„A. m. nteii rn.»»»»,»» .. I The steamboat, .“Lady Elgin,” went

^Mahomet, HIs_Blrth, Character and t0 tbe bottom of Lake Michigan, I 
tho r^hror^n?Tb|horo'i ni«!? I think, in 1857, with a large excursion

Is No. 6 of P1®_P!JSrtnOhi,1hiBMlrinl!?iv I Part? on board, all ot whom were lofrt. 
BlC8, ? InA enrt I H- v> Wilson went to the boat beforelt

be practically ¿JÆ ^211 ontt woUW be
roanh nf nrivAFAA rritlnfam PtIaa I a* we uww uuu,..ai| ou iMmru ^ruum. ue» Æ m ¿10 at ttu èfck, - 106t He re£used to,»°on u® ,

° When over 80 years old, Swedenborg 
started on a long voyage; bls friends 
regretted to see him go. To one lie said.

“Be not uneasy," my friend. If we 
live we shall see one another again, for 
I have yet anotherivoyage to make. 
. In February, 1772, he wrote to John 
Wesley: "I have been Informed In tbe 
world of spirits that you have a strong 
desire to converse'* with me. L shall be 
happy to see you'lf youAvlll favor me 
with a visit.” 'y

Wesley read this notejaloud in con
ference and said he had A strong desire 
to see Swedenborg, though he had 
never said so. ‘He then wrote, to 
Swedenborg that ne wotild see him on 
his return to London. Swedenborg 
wrote back: “Tha,f wdiild be too late, 
as he would go Into thé-fplrit world on 
the 29th day of the' next mouth - 
Mapch. This prédiction' was fulfilled 
to the letter. _

The following predictions are taken 
from the late Samuel .B. Brittan’s fine 
work, called. “Mali açd'.His Relations.”

Hon. N. P. TaUmhgc, whén Governor

A Declaration of Belief.
Whereas, we, the members of the 

First Spiritualist.Church, of Columbus, 
Ohio, believe It to be our duty as Spir
itualists, to state to tbe world our 
Standpoint, that our position may be 
fully known and understood, and to ex
press the motive for banding ourselves 
together; therefore, be It

Resolved, That we do adopt and pub
lish the following as our declaration of 
principles:

1. We have knowledge and incoutro-

OF JOHN BROWN,
The Medium ofthe Rockies, wTh introduction by 

J. S, Lovelaud. This la the history of one of tha 
moat wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 largo 
fagea. BFNoaaBBoU. Frtoa.«CMS, For ¡ale 
at this ournc. _

IMMORTALITY. ~
A poem in five caQtoa “If a man die. shall he UpeP" 

fa fully answered. \ D j W. 8. Barlow» author of 
Voices. Price 60 cerijts.. 4^

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
A series of lessons on the relations df tho spirit w 

Its own organism, and the Inter-relation of human 
beings with reference to health, disease and healing. 
By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me
diumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist Should read, 
price 11.60. For sale at this office..

vertlble proof of the continuity of life 
and Individuality, after the transition 
called death; and that this transition ip 
simply the casting off of the material 
form, that works no change In the real 
person. Each spirit on entering the 
new plane of existence, takes with it 
all of its Individuality; and only 
through various degrees of progression, 
makes advancement toward perfection. 
Hence the wisdom of “trying the spir
its,” as to whether they be wise and 
truthful guides. '

2. We recognize the necessity for lov
ing care and sympathy to be extended 
to such psychics' as live morally, are 
recognized by reputable associations, 
and have dedicated their lives to the 
service of humanity.

3. We recognize an immutable law in 
all things, and unto this Parent Force 
we give loving reverence; but affirm 
that as a child cannot understand all of 
the parent's attributes, nor the finite 
comprehend the Infinite, excepting such 
manifestations of universal energy as 
may be learned- of through study of 
physical and. soul laws.

4. According to the wise or ill use of 
opportunity, a person will hereafter be 
happy, or In a state of misery, mentally. 
For each act sheaths Its own reward of 
joy or woe; and each person will have 
to expiate all wrongful acts committed 
physically or spiritually.

5. .Destiny hereafter depends solely 
upon character. Therefore, it behooves 
each person to strive to obliterate from 
his or her nature every attribute which 
would retard the unfoldment of the

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This blghly Instructive and Interesting work Is a 
CombiufUlon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’s 
fplendli works. By this arrangement tbe cost à such 
Wat tho reader U enable«} to secure the two books 
combined at tbe Jame pricè as Was formérly asked 
for thorn separately. This volume côntelns 4ÔXj>ages 
and U bindiomely bound in cloth, and contains on ex« 
collent i>ortr&lt of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
is a oalliful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
fialUm. No book of thecçntury has made so many 
convert)) to Modern Spiritualism as this. The authors 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
?>henoniBnaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

Jbe adaptation of Spiritualism to the want, of human
ly; ito morel tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 

mlnlstiv; the spiritual nature of man, and tbe objec* 
tlonsonered to Spiritualism, are all considered In tbe 
light ol tne Bible, neture, history, reason and common 
sense, (lid expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It IB »most pble production, and 
1« a purfect atorehou'e of facta for. thore whowlah 
to defend Spiritualism, or find argumente against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. .
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HUMANCULTÜRESCÜIIE

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the lite of Appllhhlus o_f TyanA 

The Paean priest» of Borne originated Chrlatlanlty. 
New and »tartllng dtacloinre; liy 1U founder», and 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, pap&r, 50c.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By W. P. Fhelon, M. D. Deal, with the. ta»r 

mental-and spiritual forces as applied to healing.
Price. 50c.__________________________________

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and muslo 'tor the choir, cOn» 

gregatlou aud social circle.' By S. W. Tucker. Com* 
prises sixty or more geins of song. Price, 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the ilrigln of 
Religions. -

Br Barab B. Tltoomb. With an Introduction by 
Charles Morris, author of "Tbe Aryan Bace." Price, 
doth, 11._______________ ' ____________

FROM DREAMLAND SEJit.
A volume of Poems. BjAl4lian Whiting. Cloth, 

♦1.25. ______________ _

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songi Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbwj. 

Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. 1M 
author and compiler is well known as a Spiritual 
aiuger aud composer. Price, 25c._______________ _

The Law of Correspondence Ap'* 
piled to Healing.

A course of qeven practical lessons. By W. J. 
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c._____________________

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
, Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber. Occult philosophy clothed 
In stofy form; aims to give a bettor understanding of 
magic, black anfl white. 880 la/ge pages. Cloth, 11.25.

The Spiritual Body Real.
View, of Paul, We»l.y and other,. Valuable tej- 

tlmdnle, of modern clairvoyant,. Witnene» of We 
eebsfatlon of the spiritual body from tho dying 
physical form- jjy OlleaB. Stebbln,. Price, 10c. x

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Cot B. G. Ingersoll. Cloth, »1.

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—The 

Light Within. By Olles B. Stebbins. Price, 10C. ~

the best If they have -the means of In
dependence in their own hands, they 
are mascers of- the situation.

“Nameless” may rest assured that the
plan of “conquering by kindness” will 
be disappointing, and her only recourse 
is to take Her “means” into her own
hands and be Independent

A. M. D., Stocktbtt; CaI'.:' Q; What 
effect is to be expected of a circle meet
ing, some of the members drinking wine 
and' whisky, others smoking until the 
seance-rodm up to the time of holding 
the circle, so that the smell Is sicken
ing? What do you advise this circle?

A. Under the-unalterable law of 
“like seeks like," if tbe conditions of a 
low bar-room are .furnished, spirits of 
that or a lower grade will be attracted, 
and spiritual intercourse win be pre
sented in its most undesirable aspect

We. earnestly advise the members of. 
such a circle to purlfy themselves, and 
make themselves worthy of -the pres
ence of such departed ones as are able 
to instruct and spiritualize. •

bold'HUng alone twice a week, and re
ceive7 impresslonal writings, which 
prove mostly untrue. Why should I be 
thus influenced? '

A. The lights are indicative of incip
ient clairvoyance. The writings are un- . . 
tellable not because there is Intention1 office.

“Tha Bridge Between- Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A., Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli-
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purei1 realms , of the fiplrit- 
world. It id written in the sweet spirit 
'ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's literary works. Price, doth, 
$1; paper, 75 cental For sale at this 

• office.' ■■ ■'

higher qualities of the spirit.
6. Sin is a habit and a guilt; and the 

spirit who would rise must overcome 
all debasing Influences.

7. Thoughts are things. All deeds are 
born of thought. Therefore, permit no 
evil or unkind thought to form within 
the mind, lest it sway one to the com
mission of an evil act. Let the thoughts 
be pure and tender, desiring only the 
highest good and happiness for all, in or 
out of the fleshy fetters. 1

8. Our rule of honor is, “Do not unto 
another, that which you wouffi not an
other should do unto you.” This faith
fully observed, will right all the wrongs 
of the world.

9. That justice alone guide in matters 
of finance; not conforming to the letter 
of the law alone, but to the spirit of 
justice. i-

10. The advancement of knowledge,

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

upbuilding:
BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D. 

!.. _______

A molt excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Pean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Beligion. etc.

Price.elofh, 75 cents» For sale at this office»

PRINCIPLES 
- OF — 

LIGHT HND COLOR
and the upllftment of humanity.

11. The bonds of fellowship extended 
to woman, she being equal to man in 
mentality, judgment and courage. Each 
woman to be regarded as a sister in 
fact, and each man as a brother in fact, 
where not united In parental, filial, or 
marital bonds.

12. We denounce capital punishment 
as barbarous In Its effect upon human
ity on the earth-plane, and it increases 
evil; for the guilty spirits who are le
gally (?) forced into the spirit world, 
feel in their hearts revengeful hate to
ward the world en masse, and their low 
spiritual nature compels them to re
main on the earth-plane; they roam at 
will, instigating susceptible creatures to 
the commission of all kinds’of criminal
ities. Hence we are opposed to giving 
such spirlts freedomuntll theyare fitted 
to appreciate it in the right sense, by 
solitary or dual confinement for life, 
giving opportunity for reflection and as
piration, assisted, by literature that will 
aid them to unfold the divinity within 
them. Th!s,jwe deem the remedy for 
the present, and right teaching the pre
ventive for the future.

13. We favor and urge taxation of all 
church property, except the actual edi
fice wherein religious services are held; 
all sectarian schools, rectories, and the 
real-estate holdings of all sects, and all 
personal property of the ministers of all 
sects.

14. We will severally and unitedly en
dorse and support any movement in
tended to benefit the working classes, 
and'uplift and ennoble the people of our 
country. O. M., WILSON,

! Columbus, Ohio. ; S&cretary.

BY E. D. BABblTT, M. D. LL. D. 
• ------ -

A truly great work In which the author exhibit, 
the results of years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen Intui
tive inaltbt&d the psychic faculty, of olalrvoranch, 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facta and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. Tbe book Is of 
very great Interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many important points concerning light and color In 
thelrmental and physical effects and their practical 
application in the conservation of health and tbe 
cure of diaease and sickness. Its medical value is be« 
Send estimation, aud its teachings should be known 

y all. ’................. . _______  *
Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.

PRICE, $5.00» POSTAGE, 36c» .
Por Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office,

H-ERESY,
., . OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT.
I Thrilling, Ptydiologival Story of BoangM. 
zation and Froe Thought. It i, to Protest

antism what the "Beoreis of the Gon. 
vent” is Co Catholicism.

BY HUDSON^TUTTLE.

¿'it would occur.
mths before his

"After Her Death, The Story of a 
Summer?’ By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on'the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this,office.-Price, cloth $1. ’

The Principles of Nature, as DIscov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations-and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally.-by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Splritualiam. Price reduced 
from |L75 to IL85 pet volume. Post
age 12 cento. - . .

faith or facI.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalize^ 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber, with a prefac® • 
by Col, Bobert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, SI. AvaldKnlfl 
work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life | 
And Becent Experience» of Samuel Bpwle, to the 
First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through tho hand 
of parrle E. 8. Tying. Paper, 80c. _________

Studies in the Outlying Fields of
Psychic Science.

To which 1. added Spiritual Phenomena: How. to to- . 
vestigate their various phases; how to form circlet 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genuine 
mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle.

A most excellent wo.rk. Every Spiritualist should 
have it. Price, cloth, t5c. ________  |_

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WIIHIN.

Voices from many lands and centuries, saying, “Man, 
thou shall never die.” Afl excellent selednon, en« 
Ited and compile^ by Giles B. Bobbins, yl^t^ |1.
A Few Words About the Dev^ 

And Other Assays.
By Charles Bradlaugh. With the story of hl» Utt 

' as told by himself, and tbe history of his parllamei- . 
tary struggle. With portrait. Paper. 50c.________

Your Ruling Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
af Astrology andltslAwft. Price, 25c.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Inltlalons. By the Phelonj. 
Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy. Price, cloth, 
»1.25.  

Tbe distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, require» 
no Introduction to tbe render« ot Tub Pboobissivi 
Tuiskxb. but the following beedtngi ot chsptora will 
show them what they may expect from the book:

CoKTlsroi-An Idyl - rirdham -Bulldtog tbe 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—The. Saloon—Tbe 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Soule-Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln-Evolutlon-bteua-The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forwart-Tho Home Clrole-Tho 
Double Holo—Heresy—Annette—The Bank B°bbery- 
Ltberty-AU 1« Well That Ende Well-The Hew 
Church—The New Way: Ud to tbe Light

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cl!« 
max. The fiendish career of the-revivalist 1b con« 

»trusted with tho character of the honest minister aal 
the thinking aracetlc. the stepa by which a preacher 
•«mergea from the church, and the difficulties hoxneeta 
ato graphically presented. Tbe new church end pro 
’revive lyceum evolved out of the old, form an in* 
•creating study to those seeking new methode.

it Is abeautlful volume of 223 pages, and tho pries 
> accordance with our new departure, la 80 cents, 
o'tpa'.d, or five copies for »1.25. For Bale at Iha 
lice of Tim Fuoonxsstvs Tuikeeu.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
’PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered, at the.Freethinker'» Inte£ 
national Congress, Chicago, BL, October, IBM. By 
Busan H, Wlxon. Trice, 10c. 1________________

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mrs. Dr. Hulbnrt. On tho present status ot 
woman, phyilcally, mentally, morally and «plrlttiany. 
The divine law of true narmonlal marriage, eta* 
Price, 10c.. ,

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Comments 

on the Old and New^Mtamcnts, from Joshua to Rev
elation. The comments aro keen, bright, spicy, lull 
of wit, the work of radical, thinkers, who are not 
Ignorant of tbe higher criticism. There 1» not a dull 
page. Paper. 50c. ,

SPIRITUAL HARP.
CoUectlon of Vocal Muslo for thè 
Choir, Congregation and. Social

THE MISSING Llh|K
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting end valuable as a history of Urn begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox BIS- 
tors. 4TB Pages, 16 IlluBtrnttona Including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesvhlo rapplhg»; 
ai related by eye-witnesses-, remarkable andwell-ae 
Muted maptlCBtatloni; the “exposures," etc. Hana- 
comely bound In cloth. But few copie» remaining. - 
Publishers' price, «1.50. We will send the book post
paid for »1.40. . ._________ ______________

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
By Dr. Paul Caros. Very thoughtful and Interefitinfc. 
Paper, 25c,

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
■'X real visit with friends on the other aldo of lift, 

and a familiar talk. By spirit Samuel Bowles! Car-, 
rie E. 8. Twing, medium»' • •

Circles. "■» -
... BvJ.M,Feeble.Md J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey. 
Musical Editor. New edition. ■ Culled tfrom a vrUo 
field ot literature with tbe most critical care, tree 
from all theological bias, throbbing with tho soul ot 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues ot 
tho spiritual philosophy, sot to tha moat cheerful afid___________
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all . oouott srmsr nr? TITW 
occasions, It Is doubtless tho most attractive work of A COMPILATION OF
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duots ,C1 tcreo given by the Spirit Band through tho my* 
and quartets, with piano, organ Or melodeon accbin dlumshlp ot Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con- 
pantment, adapted both to public meetings and the alsts of a serie» otlectures,-messaire»-snd poem», 

. K01K1 circlet Cloth, »21». Ptetsso U cents. ;; written cud doll vyrefi In public¡through tho mental or- 
-“T- . ■ aJt^StaBptratira^Sedmm. TheU ten»’?, exceUen»-

The Development ofthe
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The on will find much to please, benefit and IMtruCT. Th» gin of religions, sndtbelrlaflasiiM^upoatte mental Jlverencewlth which Jesni li menUonedwffl plea»»

’ - •- steswiwr
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Important!
DR. C. E. WATKINS,

THE-

GRATEFUL LETTERS,

$
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The writer, well-known as one of the

“THE LYCEUM;”

Xman.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

AND THS WONDROUS POWER 
2j( which helped or made, them perform might» 
wofki and titter Inspired words, together with torn

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOYRWfSASCEND THEM.

QUICK 
CUBEB

SMALL 
DOSES

SPECIFIC
MEDICINE

A Book on ‘‘Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

—eauthor dlroeuy upoutho subject of "SplrituallBm,’ i 
and hu stood,Cm test ®f many years. Cloth, «IM 1
Jottage 10 cenwa For «aló nt this office«

NO DRASTIC
DRUGS

returns. YoUr grateful patient, 
■ SUSIE STRANGEWAY.

Lodi, Wis. ■

For 80 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa.: B. F. POOLE.

Ora few thdttghto 'infjhow to reach ’ihat altitude 
. where spirit Is Wbpreow fltd sill things M H subject to 

IL With portrtW By MCbbb Huel. - J net the book

This work Is one of tbe Library of Liberal ClaeMca. 
Ho author was better-ouallflcd th write an Impartial 
zud honest Jlfe of Mahomet than. Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is Intensely interesting. It should bo 
read in conjunction with Gibbon'« work. -For sale at 
this office. Price. 25 cents. ' . ' ..

totescbyon tfittiyon an z spIrltazl lHbut, and to 
show, you i»Wta oducgtc yonr sptrtQMl facnltlc. 
Frice,tand iSBlolb. • ccnui In M«r oover, 29 
.cents ' For azis Kt Ufls Office. ' ‘

G.E. WATKINS, M.D., 
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

FAMOUS GHRONIST, 
OF BOSTON, MASS. „

Send age, name in full and two 7 
2-cent stamps End leading symp
tom, and we will send you a di- 
agnosls of your case FREE, and . 
we will try and make the price - 

• of treatment right to you. Re-..... 
t member, please, that we do not 

wish to take your case unless 
you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 
OUR opinion of this doctor or 
that one, because we never ex
press an opinion, nor have we 
any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak 111 of any one 

. or even to express an opinion.
• We know some doctors do so, • 

but we do not. ’ ‘
The day of shot-gun prescrip- 

tlon is past; drastic drugs in 
large doses will not be given 
ten years from now. We be
lieve In the certainty of medl- 
cine and In specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
specific diagnosis. He who uh- 
derstands the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, IS the 
successful physician to-day.

not aljow the disease to become ehronlc.
Now, my dear friends, a physician 

who treats chronic cases has to adver
tise, to let the sick know that they can 
be cured, because your home physician, 
the acute physician does not believe- 
chronle disease can be cured; and if he 
did believe it curable, he knows he can 
not cure you, and he will not tell you, 
who to employ that can, so we have to 
advertise to let you know where you 
can find us. ■ - **

We think of Mr. Foss’s poem entitled 
“The Galf Path,” whenever we think 
of the old-school physician. The poem 
refers to the streets of Boston, but I 
think It applies as well to the medical 
profession to-day.
“One day through the primeval wood 
A calf walked home as good calves 

should; ’
But made a trail all bent askew, 
A crooked trail as all calves do. ‘ ■ 
Since then three hundred years have 

' fled .
And I Infer the calf is dead.” '

A dog,secs the path and takes it; a 
bell-wether sheep is looking for a pas
sage and sees-the calf path and takes, 
it, and the other sheep follow on— . .
“And many men wound in and out H 
And dodged and turned and bent about 
And uttejed .words of yightepus wrath 
,Because’ttvas such a. crooked path, 
But stlll'-tjiey fbilpwed-^do-’not laugh— 
The first'.m.igratlons of that'calf.”

After a time the forest path becomes 
a lane, ¿the lane becomes a road, the 
road becomes a village street, the vil
lage street becomes a city’s crowded 
thoroughfare—
"And soon the central street was this 
Of a renowned metropolis, ' 
And men two centuries and a half 
Trod in the footsteps of that calf.
“They followed still his crooked way, 
Apd lost a hundred years a day;
For tbtis such reverence is lent 
’t'o well-established precedent. . 
“But how the wise old wood-gods laugh 
Who saw the first primeval calf." •

Kindly Yours,
DR. 0. E. WATKINS.

...........  Jan. 28, 1899.
Dear Doctor:—I have taken your med

icine for but a short time, and I am sat
isfied by the way I feel that you thor- 
'oughly understand iny case, for I am 
feeling like a new man already, etc.

, . W. S. RICKER.
Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass.
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Received by Dr. Watkins 
from Grateful Patients.

ASTONISHING!
THAT

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
DOCTORA. Bi DOBSON’S

HEALING 
POWERS

GRATEFUL LETTERS.
Mr. Hans Mettke, of Demoplis, Ala., 

writes under date of Feb, 8,1899: “I Am 
always glad to hear from you * * I no
tice the improvement very perceptibly 
and must say, I like your care and thor
oughness in your work when I compare 
It with that of other doctors.”

Thanks, brother,' we do try to give 
honest care and attention to all.

; Feb. 8, 1899.
My DSar Doctor Watkins:—I am feel

ing much better, stronger, and my head 
and nerves seem stronger; also I sleep 
better. I have had no bleeding from 
the tumors, and the rectum is much 
liealedJiTbe strange part is that you 
can look through me and know how 
much I have improved better than I can 
Inform you. I feel you are fast curing 
me, and you will find me to be a firm 
friend. Trustingly, ,

■ ADDIE BUSSY.
107 Kenduskeog Ave, Bangor, Me.

Dear Readers of The Progressive 
Thinker:—I know at times one becomes 
tired of reading testimonials from those 
who have been sick, and who have been 
cured or greatly benefitted by this or 
that physician. So to save you further 
time, those of you who are blest with 
health and have not even some slek 
friends, we will say, don’t read any fur
ther, for this article is sent to The Pro
gressive Thinker for. the express pur
pose of attracting the. attention of 
those who nre not enjoying health.

J believe that It is my duty at times to 
publish these grateful letters from my 
patients, so that others who are trying 
to be cured by old allopath methods, 
may know that it is time for the old 
methods of treatment, like all old cus
toms, to give wny for the new.

The old way was tbe best when it 
was new, because it was the best they 
had In the o'd days, but I assure you 
that medical progress is as essential as 
progress in religion.

Do you know that the Professors in 
our Harvard Medical College, Tufts 
Medical College, and at the College of, 
Physicking and Surgeons right here In 
Boston to-day are teaching dead men’s 
opinions, because their opinions in 
their day on a medical subject ‘were 
supposed to be authority. Think of it, 
dead men, who died In the beginning of 
the nineteenth century, teaching the 
twentieth century youth how to cure 
the sick, to-day.

Here in Boston, we have a medical so
ciety composed of physicians and medi
cal students, of which I have the honor 
of being a member, and It Is the unani
mous opinion of the society that two- 
thirds of what is taught in the medical 
colleges to-day, is the opinion of dead 
men, and one-half of what is taught 
must be thrown away and forgotten, 
when one begins to practice, if the 
physician desires to be successful. I 
have even heard some of the professors 
say that we are sadly in need of medi
cal reform in our practice, and the dean 
of one of our colleges said not long ago, 
that too much medicine is glyen; too1 
much time is given to books and not 
enough time to the study of disease and 
its cause, that the student will have 
much to unlearn, and a great deal to 
learn after leaving college. He algo 
said cures were being made outside of 
medicine, every day. He is a brave

Dr. Watkins—My Dear Friend:—I 
have been expecting to come In to see 
you and bring a sick friend with me. I 
speak a good word for you whenever I 
have an opportunity, and shall do so as 
long as I live. You told me once that I 
would have cause some day to bless the 
Rural Health Home. I do—not the 
Rural Health Home alone, but Dr. Wat
kins also. I have not forgotten that it 
was you who put me on my feet, just 
when I wafe at death’s door. I shall al
ways feel very .grateful to you. I know 
I owe my life to you. You are at lib
erty to refer to me at any time. With 
kindest regards, am as ever your friend, 

MRS. EDITH RICHARDSON.
13 Church Ave., Woburn, Mass.
Note—This lady came to our Rural 

Health Home last summer, very sick 
with ulcerated stomach and female 
troubles; could only take liquid food, 
and was, as she says, at death’s door; 
given up to die by her friends. Another 
case of wrong treatment from the old 
school M. Ds. when it was In the acute 
stage. ‘' . .

Jan. 6, 1899.
My Dear Dr. Watkins:—It is only two 

weeks this morning since I began your 
treatment. I am glad to be able to re
port steady Improvement, though this 
has been a week of. large demands on 
me; I have passed through It all with a 
good degree of comfort. I am feeling 
better than for a long time. My bowels 
are more regular; my food does not dis; 
tress me now. The ointment for piles 
works like a charm. I am encouraged, 
hopeful and very grateful, etc.

MRS. A. F. PARKHURST.
Groton, Mass.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings In 
Chicago.

Church pf the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Holl, 528 W. 03d street, at 2:30 

■and 7:30 p. m. Lecture and spirit mes
sages at both services. Mrs; Lora Hol
ton, pastor. Seats free to all services.

Meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:80 
p. m., at Van Buren Hall, California 
avenue and Madison street. Dr. Hen
derson and Mrs.’ Vaughn; the regular ■ 
speakers.- < .. .

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordlngley, pastor,, room 409 Handel ' 
Hall; 40 Randolph street. ' Services at 
7:80 p. m. - ■ .. ■ '

The Gross Bark Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o'clock at Gross Park-Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot. ‘

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, In Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Lake 1 .ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. . Meetings conducted 
by Cari A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other medium» and speakers. All 
friends and members are Invited.

Dr. J. M. Temple, will hold meetings 
every Sunday nt 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests. ’ '

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 jj. m. Sarah E. Broinwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St:, 
every first and third . Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o'clock. Ladies will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per Instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 0 o’clock. Tea and5 coffee served. 
Evening session .called'to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered, by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. ' Always ain Interesting 
and Instructive programme;

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to' all services.

. Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn's 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by1 the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and Nortl^ avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street. '

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastqr.

The'First Spiritual Church of the. 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thlrty-flrst- 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cpoiey, pastor.

Spiritual Church of All Souls. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall, 601 Wells street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m., and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Irene Dobson and others will 
speak. A welcome for all.. Admission, 
ten cents. ■

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 
attendance. , '

- Have, you suffered from lesions which 
have become ebfonio! : Has life been 
robbed of its brightness, the body tor
tured by pain and- the mind clouded by 

-.disease? Have you sought relief of 
your family physiclan-and found after 
months of patient suffering, that, in 
chronle and obscure diseases he was in
experienced and unsuccessful? , /

Have you ever thought of consulting 
an educated psychic physician? .

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs ' have re
ceived the1 best medical educations that 
colleges give; they have given their lives 
to the study,-treatment and cure of 
chronic diseases. Extensive foreign 
travel Imd medical’research has ripened 
and supplemented their educations—ad
ded to which, isithe greatest of psychic 
gifts, enabling them to read the humqn 
jody as an openibook. .This experience, 

'education and ability is placed at yoiir 
disposal, and, gratuitously.- By sending 
your mime, age, sex and one leading 
symptom in own handwriting,, an abso
lutely correct diagnosis will be mailed 
free. -

Ladies who write, will be sent an ele
gant booklet of:rare value.

Remember to ¡address
DBS. PEEBLES A BPBROUGHB, 

- : -'Battle Creek, Michigan.

are BEiNb Created . 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN

• Through the mediumship
—OF—

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker, 
Who, during the past four years, has 

Successfully Thousands 
Treated of Patients

Curine all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to .
With Her jikgnetlzed Remedies, 

; DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?
IF SO '....

Bem) three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the ' , -

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE BIAGNOSEh FBffi
Address all Mall to .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send, 

.ft lock of your hair, and four 
cents in stamps, State age and 
Bex and name In full, Address

J.G.BflTDORF,M.D
GRAND BAPIDS, MICH.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORGES
Aq Institute of refined Therapeutlca, including Ulf 

Bun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure« 
and a higher science of life. Chemical afilnItg »4 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap- 
pllcallona. Students in four contlneuts have taken th* 
course. The college is chartered and confers tbe do- 
¿res of I). M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a Byatesi of 
printed questions etndents cau take the course anfl 
receive tne diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Loa Angeleet.Oal» 
Diplomas granted under cither the New Jersey Qt 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441tf -J E.D.BABBH'T.M.D. LL.D.. Deon.

DR. W. M. FORSTER
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
t ’

Still continues to give •

FREE Diagnosis and >
FREE Consultation.
YOU Are Invited to Write.
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

PPIUMWNever-tailing, “armlHl affa pcrRanHit Lime dare. 
Valuable Trcxtlto on.'.Jlotiou m*lloil tree. • ... 
Dr. i. a UOFFMAM 448 '.«»bellaBldg.,Chicago,IU.

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We eannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

TO SPIRITUALISTS.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Ifl tbe oldest, most successful Clalrvoyput Phyelofan 
1n practice. His cures are marvelous. Successful in 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall he cures. Send him age. sex, name, lock of bajr 
and 6 cts. in stamps and be will spnd a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only I2.0Q 
a month. No leading symptom required, Address
. DR, J. S. LOUCKS, M, D., 
• 85 'Warrenost., Stoneham, Masi.

DR. R. GREER, 
Clairvoyant PhyBlclan, 

. 63 Dearborn at., Chicago,
Jo atll giving free clàlrvoyaat examinations. Forty 
rears experience and practice make b|in wonderfflliy 
accu-rate. Write, giving age, eex aud’one leading 
eymptom. 47Stf

Jan. 6, 1899.
Dr. C. E. Watkins:—My three months 

expire the 28th of this month. I am 
feeling very well, my stomach has 
gained the past month, more than I ex
pected. The stiffness In limbs is entire
ly gone; appetite very good; am in. the 
best of spirits; no sadness; all is bright. 
Every walk I take, I am stronger, and 
feel as bright and strong as I did before 
being sick. I am very grateful to you 
and I shall ever speak a good word for 
you, etc. HELEN HOWES.

Cotuit, Mass.

Now I desire to say to those seeking 
health, you have not only read the hun- 

• dreds of testimonials which I publish 
from time to time, but you have read 
the testimonials other psychic physi
cians have published. Do you know of 

. any so-called regular M. D. who can 
show so many cures? You also know 

. —If you do not know I will tell you— 
that every patient who comes to me, 
lias first tried these so-called regulars; 

■ not only have they tried one, but sev- 
. eral M. Ds. before they come to me; nnd 

•- what I say of my own practice is no 
doubt true with all of the other spirit
ual healers who advertise in The Pro- 

■ gres'slve Thinker. Their patients come 
■ to them after trying the old school flfst, 

and let. me make a statement right 
• liere, I honestly .believe that nine-tenths 

of all Chronic Diseases come from the 
' : Improper treatment by some old-school 

physician while it was in the acute form.-.
I can truthfully say that I never yet 

have treated n case of chronic disease 
but what I could trace it buck to im

. proper treatment by some old-school M, 
D., that is some old-school M. D. treated. 

; the case .when the disease was. in:the 
acute stage. • ... -- -

< If the regular physician will cure' his 
• acute cases, there wlll'be; no work for 
■ the chronist. Why do, J .not 'find that 
• some of my chronic^ cases have been 

treated by the .homeopaths or. tbe eclec- 
ties? My belief is that It Is because 

' the homeopath and the eclectic physl- 
.. ififln do cure their acute cases and-do

From our friand Mrs. Warth; whose 
husband was cured of that dreadful dis
ease -Alcoholism. Oh, how pleasant it 
is to receive such grateful letters; how 
It encourages one. God bless Mr. and 
Mrs. Warth, and my namesake Charlie. 
Mrs. Warth, speaking of her own case, 
says: “I am still improving and think I’ 
soon will be well and strong:

Dpfctor, would to God you could live 
always, you nre such a blessing to the 
poor sick that have suffered so much 
And so long; let me thank you again 
and' again, for your great help which I 
know comes from God; there is many a 
prayer goes out for you each day and 
night in this home, even little Charlie 
(our namesake) can lisp, “Dear Lord, 
bless Doctor Watkins." Wishing you a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year. Yours kindly, 
.... MRS. E. WARTH.

Hickory Grove, S. O.

. Jan. 11, 1899.
Dr. Watkins—Kind Sir:—It is with 

the greatest of pleasure that. I inform 
you that I tim imptovlng rapidly. » » » 
From your sincere patient, '

Keith, Okla. , MIRANDA WARD.

; „ Dec. 26, 1898..
Dear Doctor Watkins:—I am so well, 

I ddri't thl'ntl shall need any.more med
icine. I am so much better than I 
thought I ever could be. May your fu
ture success as a successful physician 
be eyen greater in the years .to. come'. 
Take good care of yourself; that you 
may live a • good many years to bless 
humanity. From your patient and 
friend, MRS. ROSE P. ROBBINS.

. Northfield, Mass. \

MANSFIELD'S 
FAMOUS' 

Homeopathic Medicines
Cure Where Others Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

TV. A> MANSFIELD, JJL D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
. IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Healing. CaCtees and Effects
Dr.'W. P. iPhelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation front the spirit side of life 
of"the- basic:priclpies of.'Mehtal Heal
ing - and their '«latían - to . YibXft.tlop,. 
Tbej .Esoteric.’under-current of tbe pro
cesses manifesting- themselves in the 
operation ofTheallflg, is' clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under tho head of “Causes and Ef
fects" are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lipes of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of tiementals, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field, of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving Its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For «ale at this office. ,

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole,' Clinton, Iowa:—Your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two „cured myself 
and wife of the grip in four days. 
Thank the spirit for us, that gave you 
the formula to-prepare It, and we wish 
everyone h®ew of its virtue as we do. 
Enclosed find $3.20 for Elixirs and 
Magnetized Compound. We wish to 
have the remedies on-hand.

Your true friend and brother, 
ERNEST R. SYDOW.

1550 West 7th street, Los Angeles, Cal.

best and most successful mental and 
physical mediums, desires to epgage at 
a salary in some regular employment, 
thereby enabling him to place his sacred 
gifts upon a higher plane than commer
cial, business mediumship will admit of. 
Knowing there are many employers of 
men and heads of businesses of various 
kinds who are Spiritualists, I cannot 
but believe that" you will give prefer
ence to one of your own belief. My' 
high work and sacrifice for the cause of 
Truth I believe deserving of at least 
this recognition. I can give you the 
very best references as to character and 
ability, from bank cashiers, editors, con
gressmen, judges, physicians and sec
retaries of corpcyationS who have 
known me from boyhood. I possess de
cided business talent, good address, In
dustry and perseverance, and can make, 
myself of value to you In a responsible 
position.' I Inserted, a notice in this pa
per four months ago but nothing defi
nite came of It I have tried In other; 
directions with" same'results. This Is 
not as it should be. Probably you would 
have been discouraged, but l am not I 
have not yet lost faith, .for maybe you 
who are now reading are the very one 
who does want me. Let me ask of you 
not to pass this request, to one. side,, 
thinking it does not. concern you. Take 
a personal interest—thinkof . It—look ■ 
around you, see if you cannot give me a 
place yourself or cite me to a Spiritual 
friend who. can.. Don't think, my me
diumship detrimental; fact is, it gives 
me greater adaptability to business, and 
my intuition,' insight and penetration 
might mean .thousands of dollars to you. 
At least write me and let me explain to 
y on. more in detail. ' ■ ' • - .

For obvious reasons I do not give

. . i . Dec. 23,1898. 
Dear' Doctor:—Improving right along. 

I would not change my condition to
day for.the condition I was .in. last 
Christmas, for which I thank, you and 
you only. I wish you a very, very pros
perous and-happy, new year and many

Send 25e tn J. M. 4 M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo., and 
secure a set of these valuable lessons. 482L6

DR. MAX MUEHLEN BRUCH,

Medical

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, ’ 
Psychometrist, 

and

'Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),5 2ct.stamps

Written Delineation«, part, present, and one year 
■ In tbe future.............................................. «2.50
The wine, to Foreign Conntrle«,.......... . ........... .«3 00
Full Lite Delineations, including a Spiritual

Horoscope.............................................. «5 00
Tbe samo to Foreign Countries.........................«5_50
Jlock from mines read Psychomefrlcally..............12 50
Six Questions answered by mall............................6150

ffy”Send lock of bair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 

. Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 488

■ The Lyceum, dMvoted to the interests 
of the young, and to.lyceum work, is 
published', by Toil Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio,’No.: 81 Willowdate street 
Only fifty centa'-pBr year.- Every young 
person should have access to. its col

. umns.. In. fact,: ill classes. .will find 
something of spatial ipterest In it. It 
is published fweekiy. Try It.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychometrist and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph 91.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25cento Address MN. 52ndave., Chicago. 87Hf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all form, of stomach, liver and kidney dKeawi 
alsocohBtlpslIon. A sure cure for tbsl tired, worn-out 
feeling. Gusranteed to si.lst your .y.tem to hedffi 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity tor Ona 
month sent torii.00.

One package of our Magnetized Compound tor torn 
eye. or poor eyesight. Hi. been u.ed and pruised b» 
thousands In all part, of the world. Bent tor W cent«, 
or «11 three sent postpaid tor «1.10 with Yarmrt 
photoandlustructfonshow tollvo WOyears.

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines. 

Cures by Absent Treatments 
As well as If patient camo to his office, fiend six one* 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 3201 Indiana af.. 
Chicago, Ill.

Hindoo Test Psychometer.
Beat instrument yet devised for v. riling by payehje 

force. Attractive in appearance and rapid fn action, 
while a aimpie device affords a perfect test of ail 
communlcatlona. Befit prepaid for u. Agents Wanted. 
HERBERT & CO., Akron O. 4&4

ASTRAL READING.
..A!“,oi 7°.“.r Wrih .nd Interpretation of tbe 
planet s effect upon tbe soul s Incarnated destiny, to* 
getberwlth oCcull Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic developmeht and urifoldment of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of OOcult Berles. Send 
date of birth and 25 ceuls (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
713 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
(RAYS OF LIGHT)

Die einzige deuteche •Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gern versandt Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

Max. Gentzke,
West Point, Nebraska.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Write for Illustrated Olronl«« 

SSTl"1I04 prlceI ‘“4 l,bol° of Spirit Ynrma. 
• claJrvoyant power In ms. I cu> 7®U?4 Eektle Spectacles «« perfectly^o 

iffi.» rK !> j6>1L0Wn h°“e “ ,f /»“ wriursft 
ihouBabdB o«q testify. Send Btamp fq* 

photo, b. j*. Pools, Clinton. lows.

..PSYCHE
Ib the invention of a practical medium, under iDlrit 
guidance, and la designed to develOfi ittdlunliHft 
Many, by its uae, have received long cominuttlii- 
Uohi from spirit frienda, and expreas great eatlfifAc* 

a.Hd a® c®nlfl «»in* for expreftaJK 
For sale at tbe office of Tua PiiofiBEaeivt Tuinkb^,

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
P8YCHOMETR1ST.

Business and social advice, «1 and stamps. Mineral 
ore psychometrized «nd valued. «2 and stamps. Ad-1 
dress 5I8 Chestnut aL, Cincinnati, O. 48g

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc, 15c; "Astrological Notes." de. 
The «to tor lec. Gzo. Walbond, Opera Honan blk.. 
Denver, Colo. 478tfYOUB, FUTURE PÄ!
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opero House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Cherts from fl. Send stamp for cUctt- 
lars. «Ji«

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clatrandlent. clairvoyant, nsy. 

chometrlc and prophetic, can he consulted st No. Itto 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can bo mad. 
by letter. 150t(

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then you 
could Irnve had in your library at the 
present time ejglit valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you haveltot done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoscopes cast and delineated from date of Wrth. 
Full reading one dollar, trial reading 25 cents. Send 
Blanin for Light of the Zodiac, a treatise on tbe occult 
relstlon of the plsnets to mon. Many revelstlons con
tained In It. Address -

FRED P. BRANDT,
 253 Hastings st., Grand Rsplds, Mich. 483

The College of Psychical Sciences
Tbe only one In tbe world for the unfoldment of al 
enlrltual powers, psyebometry. clairvoyance, Ineplra- 
tlon. healing, Illumination. For terms, circular«, 
percentage of psychical power, send a slumped sd- 
drcs«ed envelope to J. c. F. Gkuhbtkx (author and 
lecturer), StHXl Langley ave., flat 3, Chicago, 468tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will aend a pamphlet giving Instruction», 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
aong-book. All for 25 cents. Address MRS. J. K. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. ¿¡g

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
independent Slate Writer, 21S East 42nd P|„ Chicago.

ME TO THINK SSSS
Or 15 cents for 10 copies. J. C. BELL, Box 297 Glen
ville, O. .g.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, Bex, and two stamps for Pana 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by
BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.,

, Dept. 1, Jackson, Mich. 477tf

Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
in carrying out the Divine Plan..--

BEAR IN MIND.
US

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if It Is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it cpsts 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or .registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can

MBA CONNELLY’S GRAT H AIK REDEMPTION, 
Without Lead. Silver or Polsons. Best and cheap

est gray hair restorer on earth, and the only safe, 
If your hair !s all kinds of, colors from the use of 
lead, silver and poisonous acids. It can be restored at 
once, and where luis growing out gray at tbe roots, 
one application will restore It to Its natural color. 
No staining scalp, hands or clothing; it makes the hair 
beautiful, glossy and natural, restores hlonded hair 
back to Its natural color; red balr mad« a natural 
brown; will not prevent crimping. Faded or rusty 
switches restored. You cannot afford to lovk old if 
you are looking for employment. Sent by mall on 
receipt of price, 25 or ,50 cents. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and address plain. 
Send all letters to MRS. ANNA CONNELLY. 1218 
Mt.Vernon st.. Philadelphia, Pa. 481t4

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Sou) Culture, Clairvoyance. Psycbometry 
and Laws Unfoldment, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 4£8

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And bli Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medlcfnet 
and cure mauy cases wbire medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of tbe United States. Send 
stamp for circulars aud terme, etc. i;28 Clinton avb- 
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 493

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Hlghwsys, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Ho|.l. This lea marvelously 
nest book of «elections from Mrs. Hulls beet poem« 
sermons and essays, end contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, elso a portrait of Moses Hull. Price 
neatly bound In English clot!:, «1. For sale at this 

• office.

be no loss. . i
Write names and addresses as plain 

as ordinary prlpt, and mistakes will be

THE KORAN. ’ ’ jCaOHUMBt caUed the "Alkoran of MohnnHWia foSaSedlntoEngllBhfromthooriginal 
. explanatory notec taken from the mortap^SS' 
I Btentators. With a preliminary n “'

Bale. Price, cloth. «1.00. For «ale at thia offica

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter. 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice,

avoided.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so-by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art'Magic is practically free to 
every yearly-subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a llttle more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist-paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of tbe National with .Preface and Note« 

by Peter Bckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine .Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portrait., of Thoma.. Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bai low, Mary Woltatonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlnuntof Palneto 
friends tn Europe and America. Cloth. » cents.

$1.00 and Stamp.
Address 223 West San Fernando st.. San Jose. Cal.
HTI have never known a more competent, rellshlo 

and truthful medium for tbe Spirit-world than Chas«
Walter Lynn. Jos. RodbsBuciianan.

Every Spiritualist in this broad land 
can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art' Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays, the post
age, ¿0 that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the’office, thus each subscriber' 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.PHIL0SOPHY 

oi? spirMuai. intercourse;
This work c<Mt4lni#ts*ccountof the veiy wonflo. 

tñlBplrItnaldcVaopmeiiííat the bouBo qf Bev. Di I 
TheJp«, Blratfsrtb Comb, and -«tallar caie« In a) j _ _______  ____ _____ _ __ _

; i This book is heartily commended to stu-
_ ■ - ■ . •   ■ _ L H — — — b .. M.* I . . a j* .I.rt crai rt w I « flat nn 0 n —n♦ a

I “Tbe Gospel of Buddha; According to 
j Old Records.” Told by Paul Car us.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

DIub. edition. Post 8vo.«4S2 pages. Cloth. 11.00 

~ STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rosary of pearl«, enlled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Dari«. Intended 
for the light and «olaoe of every tattvftag and i 
rtrlcken heart. Priée W cento.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Thia admirable work conalato of three pamphlet« 
Sibodled In one volume, In which queations of great 

portance to the race are diBcuued from the stand* 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price W cento 
For sale at this office. ’ '

"poems of progress?
By Lizzie Doten. They are really valnabla 

Frica «tm. . ■ ■. ■

THE ACE OF REASON.
By Thom« Patna. Being an Investigation of Tro« 

and Fabulons Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, port 
8V0, Paper, 25 cent«; cloth. 50 cento.

“the TEACHINGS OF JESUS-
Kot Adapted to Modern CivlUzMtion, with the Trai 
Character of Mary Majdalene. - By Geo. Tf. Brown« 
M. D. Price« 15 cento.

Chronic Disease Specialist.
40 Years’ Experience.

Send age. name In full; Own handwriting, and by 
cdtdtt I will diagnose your disease FREE OF 
ol lull CHARGE, Have bad splendid success 
POWER In my work so far and guarantee Batla- 
LUHAJU faction. When all,else fall TRY ME.

Enclose 3 two-cent Blimp«, and address
J. S. COOPER, M. D.

487 ML Pleasant P.irk, Clinton. la.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

This work will be found especially Interesting to an 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Tho historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices should 
bereadayalL Price. Sc. Sold at this office.'

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
' ' SURE SUCCESS.
A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 

In matters pertaining to physical, mental andsnlrRua! 
health. Worth many times its cost Price 10 cento.

Two eboleo volume«, each complete In itself, hl 
which spirituality to related to everyday life la BUGb 
away as to make tbe world beautiful. Each I1XML

For sale at tbls office.

~~ TALLEYRAND’S ' 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

7

name here; Address simply, 
. ■ '. . • .MEDIUM,

Care of 577 Cedar avenue, Cleveland, O.
"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 

Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English. edition, nicely 
bound in Cloth, $1- "For sale at this 
office. •. ■ .

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid dec 
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together- with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.’ ■ .

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment'! -By W. H. Bach. Especially 
Useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mefliumablp and de
velopment, thd avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 Ant«; batter, SB cents, '

dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
Tbe Effacement of Christlinltyf By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethought literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 centoj twelve copies 
for 11.00* .

The Evolution of the DeviL
By Henry, Frank. the Independent preacher of New 

York City. The moat learned, accurate, scientific and 
pbllosopbtcal analysis of HIb Satanic Majesty ever 
published. .The book contains 66 pages, and is beau* 
tlfally bound, with likeness of author on title page, 
k rice 15 cento.

The Other World and This.
"From Sonito Soul.” By Emma Rood

Tuttle. Lovers of poetry *wlll find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment " ' 
$1. For sale at this office. '

“Human ■ Culture and Cure. 
Flret The. Philosophy of Cure.

Price

Part' 
(In-

eluding Methods nnd Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D.,- LL. D. A very in
structive and' valuable work. It should 

i have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sate

> at -this office. Price 76 ce'fits. .

The ¿fidelity of Ecclesiasticiw, 
A Menace to American Civilization., By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 2s cents. , ,

A Compendium of1 Spiritual Laws.
? No. 1, New White Cross ■ " - , 

' • Literature.

Oat of the Depths Into the Lights 
__By’Bamuel'Bbwlc«iMr;/C«rrl<>;E.8. Twlng, mo- , . ................................ , .. .,

4tan. TblB IIW« book will bo read with Interne ta .h<B TOinmo the author,' In tho thlrty-nlno 
tercstbv tbouimd«. Price 23 cent«. . | chapter«, discusses a wide variety of subjects per-

~ tolntng to Spiritualism, from a eplrltoallstlo stand
point. Sho evince« the powers of a trained thinker.

• ■ both In matter of thought ami flue literary stylo; ana 
capability of thought expression. The eubjecte are 
iwcll-liandied with conciseness and yet with clcamoas. 
Tt will prove a rich addition to any BplrlthallBt’a 
library, nnd a most excellent book for any one «Mit- 
Ing Information concerning Spiritualism and IU toaou-

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIANNA AND THEIR EAR TH. 
1 ; ty victim», by the Beer, A J. Dark la a very In- 
terestfng and luggeitlve work. It Is an explanation cl 
much that 1» false ant repulsive m Bptrttaallm, ett> 
feayin g a moat Important recentlnterrNV wish James.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
I In this volarne fte_author, 
I chapters, discusses a wide-tar

Ings. . ■ ■ : . . . _
For Sale at thia Office. Prioo. SLSv

t
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THE MASS MEETING.

DR. J. M. PEEBLES ON THrE PftGIFIC GOftST

W. M. Tweed.

The Methodist church wasDiego.
thronged. The singing

prophesied; he magnetized ladles’ rings

’Crises,” as he said,not to publish it.
'were impending upon

•a

a

T

$
lidi

Brother Abraham, I think the cause 
against slavery—one kind of slavery,

Mormons, of polygamy fame. Right 
here in San Diego there Is a Mormon
missionary church. The members be-

ly refuse to have that damnable poison 
put into their children’s arms—a poison

•■Ss

was fine.

’ ; We must not let go manifest truths
" I iwoauBe we cannot answer all questions 

iyJ|PN0TphliuTTarri“oT
ociety, or do»™, m»»». -. • . . , ï Parker PlllBbufv ’ Henrv I It Ib best to endure what you cannot

! Sadly do I say .thaVsome Spiritualists, Abbie Ke ley, D . ,mjndi He is a bad soldier who follows

TiTPM men LIFTING UP THEIRÌ editor of the London Review of Re-1 am

ED COMMUNICATIONS FROM EX-1 - p
ALTED SPIRITS—THE EXTREME

Amid the Flpwere and Trailing Vines of California, He Is Inspired to Send Forth 
> Interesting Thoughts. , '

POVERTY OF SPIRITUALISTS— 
MAUD VON FREITAG IN SAN 
Diego - materializing me
DIUMS — VACCINATION DIS
CUSSED-EDUCATED SPEAKERS. 
Who, now in the sere of life, was not 

In youth conversant with the New Tes
tament parable of the rich man in hell, 
and Lazarus, the beggar, lying at hls 
gate, with dogs licking hls sores? To 
be sure, it was a parable—a story, bor
rowed in part from the old Talmud, but 
stories have, or should have, each an 
instructive moral.

It is not necessarily wrong to have 
riches, for they may have been in
herited, or may have been received 
through the testamentary wills of de
parted ancestors. The wrong :of treas
ured millions consists in the scheming, 
selfish methods of acquiring them—In 
the deceptive, grasping, and morally 
benumbing methods of getting them; 
and then, of selfishly hoarding them as 
an end, rather than as a means of doing 
good to humanity. “He that gathers too 

’ much of the earthly,” sa'jB Emerson, 
“loses in the gathering an equal amount 
of the spiritual, so that all men are 
born, and all die, equally rich.”

. , PULLMAN.

another. , „ , ,
Clias. W. Lynn, of San Jose, Cal., is 

still another medium thus gifted to give 
to the world unmistakable com
munications from the higher life. This 
gentleman, pronounced by Prof. Bu
chanan and "others who personally 
know hlm;To be à most worthy, upright 
man, has "given to me some very re
markable communications from the 
denizens of tbe invisible world. Here 
follow some of them: •

GOULD.
Through Mr. Lynn I received the fol

lowing communication from the famous 
Jay Gould: ' , ■.

“All my wealth, all the struggles and 
tolls for gain, have not brought me hap
piness. I am unhappy, I wander to and 
fro seeking aid, searching for the path 
that leads to higher values, to peace of 
mind, but I find It not. It is too true 
that as I sowed, so am I now reaping. 
Oh, God, when will it end!”

TWEED.

In crossing the continent to the sunset 
land of Southern California a while ago, 
I rode in one of Pullman’s magnificent 
Bleeping cars. It was almost a palace. 
Pullman was a millionaire, and like 
others, his body died. It 1b now moul
dering and rotting away. There have 
been already dissatisfaction and diffi
culties concerning hls gathered mll- 
llohs. Returning through tbe organism 
of a distinguished medium, he said, 
among other things, published in the 
Harbinger of Light, that: “The change 
called death was not a happy one for 
everybody. My friends will, no doubt, 
be surprised to learn that I am not 
among the blessed. They tell me here
that many who quitted the earth a long 
time ago are still in an apathetic or 

• dark condition. For me the book was 
opened Immediately, and the acts of my 

' " life, inscribed upon it, placed me in a 
most unenviable position. They have 
shown me my true character, and there 
is nothing In the sight of it' that makes 
me joyful. Not restrained while, upon 
the earth by any kind of creed, I am 
now very much restrained; and I sup
pose I must attribute it to my worldly 
prosperity. It is not a great good to
possess much wealth, for it prevents
one from making any moral progress.
I understand this, and now I most deep
ly regret having committed many acts 
in my earthly life which were contrary 
to the spirit of justice. I fancied I was 
just to everybody, and particularly to 
my workmen; but I see that I was a 
selfish wlthbolder of the rights and the

am still digging and delving amidst the 
varied debris that has accumulated for 
•ages. The planets and their Influences 
upon-each other and upon earth inhabi
tants, charm me. As another said, all 
are but parts of but one stupendous 
whole. It seems to me that my spirit

“From the realms of spirit I come 
filled with bitter remorse for all my 
misdeeds. Grief, anguish, fills my 
breast, and in the darkness I pray for 
the light of day. What avalleth wealth 
when death intervenes? Oh, my fellow 
men, live honestly,, make Integrity and 
justice your guides—all else fades away 
in the sight of God like the fleeting day.

will never grow tired—tired of ex
ploring the immensities of the universe 
of which your earth is but a dim speck.
I could not resist the opportunity of 
coming to you. Memory does not wholly 
perish with the body, nor does death de
stroy Individuality nor the previous 
drift of earthly thoughts and aspira
tions. I assure you that I am more than 
satisfied with my transition. Though 
my designed work was not done, I find 
better facilities for continuing it. 
Looking earthward I see many grovel
ing in selfishness and consequent mis
ery and woe. I would that they were 
wiser. You know as they live in the 
material, so must they find themselves 
in the spiritual world. Success to you, 
my brave brother, and may your good 
health continue till your earthly mis
sion is accomplished.”

William Denton.
Luther Colby controlling, came 

through Mr. Lynn at this seance, with 
words of greeting and encouragement,

lieye in spirit influencefe, They have 
visions, speak with tongues,’ prophesy, 
and lay hands on the ¡sick. Yes, we 
have had phenomena, asteunding phe
nomena, for over fifty years; with little 
organization aud .no principles. Qr, if 
we have, we have neither-formulated 
nor declared them. Even the N. 8. A, 
failed last autumn; "But,” says one, 
“we have prlnclpies."'Yery well—where 
are they?—what are/they?—why are 
they not put in the fprih of a broad, 
general declaration sp that the world 
may know something What Spiritualism 
stands for? r-

No—we have no declaration of prin
ciples, We are tod ¿bn-lntelligent to 
frame, or too poor to. own, or top cow
ardly to declare .them—a trilemma! 
Shades of A. E. -Newton, Dr. Crowell, 
Denton, Kiddle, Sr B. Brittan, and 
others—help us, not.toa creed, not to a 
dry ■ confession of faith, but tp the 
enunciation of some grand, general dec
laration of principles! lalt strange that 
so many cultured . Spiritualists, with 
their families, are attending Unitarian 
and liberal churches, where there is 
choice music, flowers, cappets, cushions, 
paintings, statuary, and other charming 
and uplifting attractions?

Into a pitch-dark promiscuous and bad
ly-aired seance, when they would not 
pay ten cents to hear a magnificent 
and beautifully inspired lecture from 
the lips of W. J. Colville or that elo
quent old pioneer, Lyman O. Howe. Is 
it strapge, I ask, that so many harps 
are hung on the willows, that so many 
enlightened and long-established Spirit
ualists are attending Unitarian and 
other liberal churches? Cannot the 
dullest Intellect see—divine the signs of 
the times?

, VACCINATION A CURSE.
Was I born to -fightI fought In the 

early anti-slavery battles; I fought in 
the temperance and prohibition battles; 
I fought in the bloomer dress battles; I 
fought and am fighting in the woman 
suffrage battle; I fought and am fight
ing such class legislation as sustains 
“doctors’ trusts"; I fought and am fight
ing the battles of Spiritualism; I fought 
and am fighting in tlie vaccination bat
tle-field, and the mad battle is fully on

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
The following communications, be

cause uncalled for and wholly un
expected, are all the more valuable. I 
never ask for a test; I want no tests. 
If good and wise spirits have messages 
for me, I am glad to refcfelve them, and 
for thé same I am truly grateful. 
Through Mr. Lynn, whose mediumship 
I feel to highly commend, I received 
unasked the following communications:

“Will you let me, oh mortal brother, 
address you? I am sure you cannot say 
nay. It seems odd to me that a few 
will persist In asserting the fact, as 
they call It, that I was not a believer In 
Spiritualism, when it was so well 
known that my later years were guided 
by grand and mighty spirit influences, 
brought me through mediums. My 
death was no surprise to me. It had 
been foretold, and I knew my slayer. 
Poor Booth! He long ago atoned for 
the crime and had my forgiveness. He 
was but an instrument for Jesuit pow
ers behind him. Death to me was life 
and joy and peace. With my. boy and 
others I wander here and there freed 
from cankering care. I mingled with 
the friends I had known and with my 
soldier boys. The deep desire for my 
country's good I brought with me .to 
the higher life. Mrs. Surratt, poor 
woman, suffered,, died—but she still

but gave no message.
At another of Mr. Lynn's sittings Dr. 

J. Bovee Dods, author of “Psychology” 
and other works, came with a most 
powerful message against the ad
ministration of drug poisons, and vac
cination. These are the closing words 
of his message: "Perhaps I have used 
too strong language against this crime 
of inserting a cow-pox poison Into chil
dren’s blood to breed future diseases. I 
feel the wrath of an avenging angel 
when this subject with its direful con
sequences Is broached. * * * It may 
seem strange that I should take so 
much interest in material things, but 
brother, Is it not meet for spirits to 
work with mortals, helping them in 
every good work? May you for many 
years keep strong in body * *

Wendell Phillips came with ringing 
words relating to principles, govern
ments, and the unconstitutionally of 
laws past and present—laws that, bind
ing the weak, often offered loopholes of 
escape for the strong and the rich. His 
words and sentences, though polished, 
were clear-cut and scorching. Hls per
sonality continues.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison came—and these 
(■were hls first words: “Like our friend,

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ME
DIUMS?

In olden times .mediums in Syria 
were called Beefs ,-and prophets, In 
India gymnosophistB, in Egypt hiero
phants, in Assyria,, ‘necromancers; 
Greece had her Zeus, afid her oracles, 
Rome her augurs nnd soothsayers. 
These sensitives werq honored, cared 
for, and guarded frdxp all coarse out
side Influences—guarded just as our 
genuine mediums should be to-day.

Mediumship in some form has 
abounded in all ages and under all 
skies, but mediums have been more 
numerous in mountainpus lands than in 
such lowlands as Holland and the 
southeast of Ireland.. Climate, environ
ments, have much to, do with medium
ship. Socrates was w Grecian, and con
stantly attended by bls demon or spirit 
guide. The Palestine of antiquity, the 
Scotland of the past century, were, as' 
is California In the present, distin
guished fqr mediums and: powerful

right here in San Diego.
A vaccination law, passed ten years 

ago by the California legislature, has 
remained nearly a dead letter. But the 
board of health in this city afflicted re
cently with a health-spasm, has pro
posed—and many think in. the interests 
of the hungry doctors—that vaccination 
be enforced by vaccinating all of the 
.school children In San Diego, a city now 
numbering 22,00Ch, And the threat is 
thrown out that unless parents comply 
and have that putrid calf-lymph—that 
brute poison, thrust into their childrens’ 
arms, these children are to be denied 
the privilege of attending the schools.

I repeat, the battle is on. My whole 
nature Is aroused, and I have written 
articles In every San Diego dally, ex
cept one, against the enforcement of the 
law. Of the elghty-five doctors- In San 
Diego, only three or four are opposed to 
vaccination, and these with one excep
tion, are too cowardly to stand up and 
say so, or to sign a legislative petition 
to repeal the law, or so amend it as to 
make it optional with the parents. The 
school board has not yet Issued the or
der, though the health board is urging 
them to do so.

centers of spirit1’ forces. Mediums 
greatly abound in Sgn Diego, especially 
in winter time, good, bad and indiffer
ent-take your choice. Some Spiritual
ists seemingly prefer frauds. At all 
events they enthusiastically patronize 
those that have no standing, /where best 
known, for truth add moral Integrity. 
That notorious “Peter West,1’ masquer
ading as the real old Peter West, (for
merly of Boston and,the New England- 
states), reaching! San ¡Diego with ncr 
documents or letters from any well- 
known Spiritualist, was-put right on tq 
the Spiritualist platform here for two or 
three months. He professed to be a 
great medium. He was certainly a great 
rascally boaster. He turned water into 
wine before gaping Spiritualists; he 
taught slate-writing mediumship; he

products of the labors of a great num
ber of people, whose share ought to 
have been equal to my own, according 
to an equable proportion. I assumed a 
great responsibility. I now see it, and 
I have to make great efforts to alleviate 

. and efface the faults of my earthly
Hie.” _____ASTOR.

One of the Astors, pronounced to be 
worth 600,000,000, returning through a 
medium in New York, exclaimed, In 
seeming agony: "My wealth, my ill- 
gotten gain, is like a moral millstone 
about my neck. I weep, I suffer, I 
pray. I am in the dark, and I ask what 
means can I adopt to undo the past, to 
scatter my wealth among the poor, to 
help the afflicted, to educate the orphan, 
and benefit my mortal brothers and sis
ters. I have been here taught that it is 
only by aiding and lifting up others 
that we reach the heavenly home. I 
was filled in my earthly life with greed; 
I filched from the poor. Now they are 
comforted and I am tormented.” '

lives. ,
“Spirit life has been with me a long 

series of lessons. While Infinities 
stretch on before me I see more and 
more work to be done. I do not feel 
like leaving my fellow travelers yet. I 
want to dwell near the material for a 
time that I may benefit my country. I 
remember the emancipation proclama
tion, but brother, did we free the 
slaves? I thought so, bitt,alas I see the 
pallid face, I hear the clank of chains, 
and the crack of the millionaire-mas
ter’s whip of the slave driver—white 
slaves this time! And it seems to me 
that the patriots, the brave men of our 
country, should begin to plan ways and 
means to bring freedom again to our 
land. Rich combinations are becoming 
potentates, and the poor, what are they 
but serfs at beck and call? The fires of 
1861 fill my soul. Monopoly, trusts and 
syndicates aré threatening to sap the 
life blood of the nation.

SINGER.
Many of you, no doubt, have in your 

homes Singer’s sewing, machine, but do 
you know the real history of this mil- 
llonalre's life? He was a professed 

- Spiritualist, and yet he selfishly lived 
to accumulate, and he “loved too well, 
rather than wisely,” using a poet’s 
words. After his death, the will was 
bitterly contested, involving a long and 
expensive law suit. The case was finally 
decided in favor of hls first wife. In 
tlie palmy days of Henry Slade, when 
stopping with Dr. Elliott, in Ilion, N. Y., 
Singer gave a most striking communica
tion to Dr. Elliott in these words: “Can 
you understand,” said this millionaire 
spirit, "how a rich man can be un
happy in the spirit world? If you would 
like to know, live the life that I did. I 
would give all my fortune and a thou
sand times more if I could return back 
into my body and reform, undoing 
much that I did; but now I must suffer 
until I can do something In some way 
to make good my past, dark life of self
ishness and shame. I hope you will 

' bring the truth of Spiritualism..to all 
souls, teach them to practice, which I 
did' not, its holy teachings,, and urge 
upon them what a true life is. I am 
truly, J. M. Singer." ■

“The late war a necessity? Yes, ' 
but alas! Even patriotism was half
forgotten in the ambition of officials or 1 
in the rush for spoils. The people as a j 
nation—the masses, are patriotic and • 
true, but they seem to be dreaming 1 
while the serpent of greed entwines its 
wriggling form to crush; and will so do. 
if not prevented by the united power of 
the masses moving and acting promptly 
in harmony.

“The grave has long held my mortal 
remains, but my spirit lives, and I am 
fully, myself, enlarged and glorified. 
Changes since I left the body have been 
many. Evidences of immortality have 
Increased. Countries are being better 
governed. I hope for much in the fm 
ture. ■ A congress of beneficent spirits 
is banded together above you for good, 
and we hope by co-operation-to bring to 
honest, truth-loving mortals the harvest 
they desire, and which many of them 
even now deserve. You are one of the 
chosen workers. I thank you, and may 
you ever continue brave and fearless in 
your good work of disseminating the 
truth and defending the right.”

Abraham Lincoln. .
WILLIAM DENTON. . .

AUTOMATIC WRITING. .
4 Automatic writing is one of the most 
- interesting and convincing phases of 

spiritual manifestation. I knew a lady, 
a'number of years ago, who would 

■ Write rapidly-■ automatically , with 
.. both hands at the same’time upon two 

different subject's, and in the meantime 
would converse with persons up3n a 
still different subject She was the 
daughter of a distinguished judge, and 
I regret to say that because of the ten- 

jncy to persecute mediums, she would 
never appear in public nor manifest her 
gift .except to a select few. Mr, Stead,

fighting for personal liberty and equal
ity before the law, are honored, and 
their very tomb-stones are wreathed in 
fadeless laurel; while the congressional 
and political manufacturers of that old 
fugitive-slave law are either forgotten, 
or their names have half rotted away 
into the silence of a merited Infamy. 
Such will be the fate of this California 
vaccination law and its doctor-inspired 
makers. Let the eighty-five doctors of 
San Diego and the board of health—one 
or more of which are doctors—take due 
notice.
EDUCATION—TRAINING SCHOOLS.

One of the crying needs of Spiritual
ism is educated speakers, and refined, 
cultured, and highly inspired mediums 
—mediums that are most highly es
teemed where best known—mediums 
that when they give tests can meas
urably explain the philosophy of .thelr 
tests. We have some such. More are 
needed. "

Tired of the manna of the Israelites, 
disgusted with old worm-eaten creeds 
and Calvinlstlc confessions of faith 
manuactured bj ecclesiastical secta- 
rlsts, the people are panting for present 
inspirations. They are hungering for 
intellectual food—thirsting for the spir
itual waters of life, and pleading for a 
knowledge of a future existence and of 
the condition of their loved who have 
crossed death’s crystal river. To solve 
these problems, they look to Spiritual
ists. Can we, are we, satisfying these 
demands? Have we tlie speakers—the 
trained speakers—to call and hold the 
multitudes that are crying out for the

Yesterday at the Mothers’ Club meet
ing in our city, the lower room in the 
school house was literally packed to 
hear vaccination discussed. Though 
many doctors were invited to come and 
defend vaccination, only two made 
their appearance. These spoke In de
fense of vaccinating- the school .chil
dren. I was present, clad In war paint, 
and my hand full of auti-vacelnaflon 
documents sent me by Wm. Tebb, of 
London; Prof. Alexander Wilder, of 

-Newark, and others. The discussion 
washot. Thank the gods, a large por
tion of the mothers present were op
posed to vaccinating the dear children. 
I opposed It vehemently, if not violent
ly. I defied the law, I pronounced it un
constitutional, and treasonable or not, I 
advised the mothers present to posltlve-

Held in Peace and Harmony, 
and to the Good of - 

the Cause.
The closing announcement al the - 

mass-meeting, bi President Warne, of 
the Illinois State Association, was by no 
means the least Important of any an
nouncement made by him during the 
entire season of sessions:

“Ladles and Gentlemen, permit me to 
state that all the expenses of these 
meetings have been met and we have a 
good surplus for the N. S. A. and other 
work.”

This is the right kind of an announce
ment; one that ought to be made possi
ble at the close of every well-regulated, 
reputable Spiritualist meeting, local, 
State or National. ,

Success should be assured to all dis
tinctly representative meetings in the 
name of the spirit. We have enough to 
battle without being obliged to contend 
with Inanimate, empty chairs at our 
public meetings, at least where there 
is so much to learn of everlasting 
benefit.

The success reached by the I. S. S. A. 
and N. S. A. combined in the mass 
meetings just closed has not occurred

living truth—the blessed truth of pres
ent spirit ministries. ■

A year or two ago there was estab
lished at Maple Dell camp-ground, Man
tua Station, Ohio, a “training-school," 
with such able and evfery way compe
tent instructors as A. J. Weaver, Moses 
Hull, Mrs. Hull and others. It goes 
without saying that I most heartily 
favor this school. More, I beg, plead, 
beseech, pray of those who seek to be
come successful workers to attend the 
coming sessions of this training school, 
where are taught history, mental sci
ence, physical culture, philology, moral 
philosophy, music, oratory, hints and 
suggestions In regard to mediumship— 
and everything else tending to the suc
cess of speakers and mediums.

Methodists in their early days op
posed educated preachers. The Holy 
Ghost, they said, would fill their souls, 
arouse their brains, and limber their 
tongues—blit they soon saw their folly, 
and began to educate their public teach
ers. Few will pay a premium on ignor
ance, whether of the Holy Ghost, spir
its, or mortals. Haste, haste, then, and 
prepare to attend this summer training 
school.

MOODY THE REVIVALIST.
This great revivalist last night closed 

an eight-day. series of meetings in San

through advertising alone, nor did It oc
cur through the personal and Intellect
ual attractiveness of any one as a draw
ing card, but by all the powers of the 
earth that were brought to bear In that 
direction and the aid of the arisen ones 
who yet hold an Interest In common at 
the doorway between the two spheres 
of life. .

President Barrett, representing the 
executive department of the NrsS. A., 
brought a goodly portion of the attend
ance, with hls personal popularity and

Moody is not a preacher but a hypno
tist, exhorter and a story-teller. He 
knows how to play on the sympathies 
of hysteria-inclined women and sensi
tive children. He skipped hell in hls 
sermons and touched very lightly on 
the devil. I heard him several limes. I 
publicly Invited him through the col
umns of the Dally Vldette.to accompany 
me with an excellent medium around 
the world on a missionary tour to evan
gelize the world. I enclose you my let
ter to him. If he does not answer I

against slavery-one kind of slavery, » prevent small-pox, butwith two or three aspects, is nearly and Jewelry; and whqn having well that does not prev«at sma
ronrtv to hp fnncht over aealn ” As his filled hls pockets, he slyly slipped away Kins tnoUBanus every year, n uunuready to be tougnt over again, mdib e -otten £alng changed doctors call pure virus, I pronounced
message was partly prophetic, I prefer with an nis iii-goupn gams, cuaageu imnnro calf-lvmnh-cussedness Innt 1» nnhikh it “Crises,” as he said, hls name, and went to practicing medi- filthy, impwe, cair lympn cusseuness 

both sides of tbi I umshlp again in Washington, and later wasac cused^by the opposition of using
curtain visible and Invisible ” Re- ln ^orado emphatic Bibie language. During the
ferrlng to the dark days of 1860, hls I airs, jusie neynoias, air. vnnoie, anu ‘ . T thflt Instead of
words in part were: “There should be a Miss Hodge, from Chicago, have re- poisoning the blood of
nn nwakenlne of the American people, cently been holding materializing vaccinating ano poisoning me uiouuui an awakening or me Ameinaa people. . - niecff The late Mrs our clean, sweet-faced children, the docHuman rights are divine rights. It is snows in san uiegq. ine mie mis. drinnriRts lawvers and preachers 
to be hoped that Freedom will be the HUI Pur^r«“8J® be vaccinated,’and the deal- children I shall write him again. Such a man is
watchword and that Justice and tend a _seance one¡yfôilng for^hei to a admo. worth enllghtenlng and saving,
equality will gain and hold pre- materialize, I wentr^nq if she did ma ^1 tw0.tMrds of the ladle3 Dr Horfon> a very superlor heanng
em nence both at home afid in the far- teriallze she mustnt to Hoag“ aterlaî present cheered mè roundly! The order medium, leaves very soon for Houston,
off isles of the waters.” . no. it was aitogemqy wo maieiia . y vaccinate tbe children has not yet Texas. He is a genuine man and an ex

John B. Gough’s greeting to me was laentifylnff herstffpMfecuy a tew days issued. ' cellent magnetic healer. Mrs. Clark,
most cordial. I knew him well. After later, through Mrs. Fteltags ctejrvdy . Tlnv T . w cam. I living on Logan avenue, has been for
nscnrln^ mA nf thp proilt 1ov hô ÔX- I H.DC6 fl.nd clflirfLUdiCBCej MrB. Hill Sû-îd I IS THIS VACCINATION LAW CON” I 9 Blond Hw imnnk and
perienced in spirit life from the grat- she did not materialize .at the Reynolds’ STITUTIONAL? ■ healing medium. Her gifts are supe-
itude of those whom he had helped Into ^r^ndlr®dd^rtl®fkla d n^tehanged Assuredly not The law of God writ- rior. she Is not one of the kind that
the ways of sobriety when lecturing In ?îniri? life as to I ten In my moral nature, Is above any Ben Barney develops, or pretends to dé
lits body, he Informed me that he was her ^p^ber of frauto^lnmediumship ” law enacted bJ political legislatures. viop, for $25 a head. Angel ministries
still engaged in reformatory work, free- I the numbei of frauds in medium p. I Many thejr proaounced lawS) though ¿re of a too sacred nature to be. made a
ing both "mortals and earthbound I left this¡ dark/ circle Delore having tUe slgnatures of governors, are matter of commercial vqlue. There are
spirits from the slavery of appetite, and Betsy pronounced the benediction. )awg T ar0 often repealed umber of genuine and very excellent 
the thralldom of passion The spirit- When Effie mater!^l^esd®a|^ d® durlng the session of the very next medlunl8 ln San Diego and this viqlnlty. 
toller Is never weary in doing good. should stay materialized ano. attenu a t<> j mugt bafied , ----------- .... ---------- •

John Pierpont came; hls message was kindergarten school, and learn to tolk principle of right—eternal Meriical Lep-islation
brief and I give it in full: “My dear sense; babble, conundrums and street »e pr^up MeaiCai Législation,
friend I have but this word to say: I wit in the name of ka-ve unconstitutional law—a law that In-1 The so-called regular physicians of
come from the higher realms to wei- had their day. As long as there is a de frjnKeg upon my personal liberty. And Michigan, have, as usual, introduced 
come you, and to assure you that we I mand for these unhygienic perform- treason or not—in the face of their famous medical bill. This is the
are never so far away as not to know ances there will bp performers. De- priests and politicians, I will I third time they have made the effort, 
of the good work you are doing for £and brings• 8W&- the way, the nQt t<> lt oh our Tbls t, tbey bave combined riheir
humanity and for the advancement of ®Pllit ™ater mothers, wives, sisters and daughters strength with the veterinary practition-
the blessed cause of Spiritualism. You the dark, and danced for the édification Heaven hasten the day! ers, hoping thereby to surely win.. This
are one of the called, as a watchman, of those constituting Ws seance, i am TWg vacclnation law la undoubtedly un- bill is for the purpose of forming a mo-
and as a bearer of the message of the sure had a wooden: te®“Rtlng I constitutional. It is in perfect keeping nopoly among physicians. It is class 
soul’s immortality. Joyously shall we and musing In |°ta^Mknew, Ireme -medIcal trugts, and these nefari- legislation. The friends of humanity,
welcome you when your appointed bered Mrs. CrindleÆeynolds interes “doctors’ laws” that seek to com-1 those that believe in liberty and protec
work is done, and you exchange the ing< seance with thn Hunters, y , patients to employ only physicians tion for the people, have again intro
mortal vesture for the Immortal.” . Ohio- _Write them_ for particular. I P' P own scg00f_a sCbool geif. duced their bill, the same that was the

These messages, I repeat, Were thrice Mark, I do not say. that Mis. Reynolds I dubbed “j.eguiar.” ~ • means of defeating the monopoly bill
welcome from those old soldiers and re- is not a medium, Mly, she has neen vaccinatlon law Is so odious, so two years ago.
form workers in the fields of humanity, I very unfortunate In her materializing dlabollcall daneerOus to health, that it Now we need and ask the suppoj-t and
because I neither asked for nor ex- exhibitions. The San. Francisco P«>Ple I bag never been enforced to any consid- assistance of every Spiritualist In the
pected them. I personally knew them would remember a wterialized Ueo I erable extent In California. It never I country. If you will give tt to us, we
all, however, and hence their words of will be. The people are too progressive, will try and kill this measure for al
cheer were as sunbeams and ever-flow-1 these dark seancesens the ‘spirit m ag before saldi peations are now I time, by securing the passage of a bill
ing fountains of inspiration. Indifferent of a business man, sojm I being circulated for its repeal. The that protects the.people from all fraud,
as we may, seem, “It is sweet to be re- lost his bead;. HestogledtedI - English Parliament has recently, bé it yet gives them the right to choose just
membered.” mss, and revelled^ aJand ot«earns. b the glory of England and Scot- whom they wish for medical adviser.
MENTAL PO= OP SPMUT ~ «J.«“» «

UALISTS. lord, but the tttrnont Inriflls matter, red ^dpSs;e siave law was once I ter. Please send In your contribution
Poverty does not consist in a lack of lating to Mrs. Reynolds seance was I . _ country, north and right away and help to save this state

dimes and dollars alone. There are. again very unfort^ate; Mie poor man O»£W coinpjulsory; from tlle d00m that exists In others,
mental and spiritual paupers. One of learned a sad lesson. > . .n_ northern men were requited to hunt, I Send us your aid and sympathy, and
the most eloquent men that ever stood Do not understand me as denying tne retum colored men back into send funds and name to »in the halls'of Congress was Charles fact that spirits hw^eflPOWer under- catch, andneturnc“n“for“®' free. jag. MAY AYERS,
Sumner, and this was a favorite sen- certain favorable,tsopditio^ to make Y safety under the 121 River street, Lansing, Mich., or
fence of hls: “According to the prln-1 themselves vislbteiln .a^bdued tight I tom or^ana«^  ̂ R sTlNNEY, M. D.

■ clples Involved in the Declaration of Absolute darknessr Is hot. a necessary Tb b comparatively much younger Chairman Medical Committee,independence.’’ This mighty fact!-a condition for ?hen X* 1T defied it,: and I am Reed City, Mich. -
government of the people, by the peo-1 have seen a matwiallzett spirit form to wltb famlly of good --------- ■ . • --------—
pie, for the people, astonishing the Old dissolve an^ disB|nat®_irttUie^mlddle_ of 1 P in Càÿuga county, New York, Like many other virtues, hospitality 
World—has principles, mark it, and our the room. Once WMAtlsshand of one Q 8ever^iSrunaway negroes to is practiced, in its perfection, by the 
Congressmen /at Washington, when of these materlMIzInii .^Irite,, till it PÎ<undèrground poor.-Mrs. Kirkland.
riecessltytequires, déclare them in clar- with the whole fora trembled, quivered ™“a^ad „ ag lt wl;s called, . into the Fame to: the ambitious, is tike salt
ion tones of eloquence! . rivanlshed Into Invisibility. __ , dominion. Wendell Phillips, water to the thlrsty-the more one gets
tThe- other day I took up a large Though- %X Wm. Lloyd Garrison, the Quakers, and the more he wants.-Ebers.

pamphlet written by Dr: Edward E. nitely .more;vMue,Jti , ’gbt. thoustinds of reformers, were charged æhre is a remarkable difference be-
Hale, entitled, The-Unitarian Prln- f“X with treason for criticising a govern- tween matter and mind, that he that
clples.” The words half-crimsoned my for fraud ob- ment that enacted such a congressional doubts the existence of mind, by doubt
face, for professed y we have a body of ridering theotoflAtop&roi irapa^ oo law_tbe iuglüve siave law, in the Inter- lng proves It-Colton. .
Spiritualists claiming to number from utiprindpled ests of perpetual slavery. They refused Huàan wigdonl lg the aggregate of all
nine to 20,000,000, and yet too poor tea to obey it. . Garrison was mobbed In experience, constantly accumu-
too pitiably poor, to have any principles, tricksters, (tw tw o Boston, Foster was egged In Worcester, j tlng perfecting and reorganizing ItsXdffiXte^SAe bostwass^ed,^^^ .. ....... .

the important position relative to the 
National Association. He labored hard 
and long to do his duty as he saw it, 
and met with success as hls reward.

Geo. B. Warne, president of the State 
Association, has more than covered 
himself with encomium from the 
tongues that once were tainted with 
galling criticism. As chairman, he was 
prompt, decisive, parliamentary, unas
suming and just, and what better could 
be said of one in that place. He de
serves the aid, the substantial aid of 
every good Spiritualist in the state for 
hls untiring adherence to the-duties of 
hls office.

Ervin A. Rice, treasurer of the I. S. S. 
A., Is also the right man in the right 
place in the executive body.

Ooi. Freeman, vice-president, and all 
the other officers and members of the 
executive board are earnest and sincere 
workers, and their earnestness and ac
tivity were material aids to the success 
of the mass-meeting.

The substantial good of these mass
meetings are manifold In accomplish
ment. First, the needed sociability and 
closer fellowship, the fraternal brother
hood, is greatly enhanced. Second, the 
cause and the State Association become 
more widely known by the advertise
ment, the reports In the secular press 
and the Spiritualistic press. Third 
and a very important good is the educa
tion of the masses of new converts as 
to the true philosophy, of the true sci
ence, and the religion. Fourth, the 
closer uniting of our forces in organiza
tion, the strengthening of the Associa
tion and the encouragement of its effi
cient officers.

It is now known, despite its enemies, 
the fakirs and their dupes, that the I. S. 
S. A. is in good working and renovating 
trim. Every man and every woman
who has the interest of Spiritualism at 
heart should lend an encouraging hand 
to this institution In the good work al
ready undertaken.

From time immemorial it has been the 
custom of all sects, of all political par
ties, of the general public and of all peo
ples to hold annual, semi-annual, quar
terly and general mass-meetings (called 
protracted meetings by some sects) to 
awaken a new Interest in their faith, to 

■arouse the minds of the people to en
thusiasm of a new principle that comes 
with the evolution of time and the eter
nal push of progress. In this great 
wheel of religion, science and mental Il
lumination Spiritualism is an important 
spoke, and Is as firmly fastened to tlie 
hub of the universe as are any of tlie 
great reformatory institutions pi earth.

It is easy to allow an organization to 
relax into hopeless inactivity and die 
of inadvertance. but nqt so witli the 
present Illinois State Spiritualists' Asso
ciation.

, This mass meeting is its latest and 
i most successful step in the revivifying 
i act of turning the wheels of spiritual 
I progress. . '

“To my earth friend, the grand war
horse, J.M. Peebles, I want to-send my 
greeting. '

“Well, vou are still in the flesh, fight
ing along' thé old lines fresh and vigor
bus. The psychometric prophecy -made 
to you in the-past you see'has proven 
true. It would seem that if Spiritualism 
was Bo good to live by, it certainly 
must be equally good to die by. I am 
the proof. Your experiences have been 
many in many lands. You have wit
nessed many changes, and have been in 
many combats with tongue and pen. 
Yet, like a tall stutdy oak, you stand 
firm and true to your- colors.- _

“Brother Peebles; I always admired a 
fighter, and. wish'the cause had more 
<jf them. So continue the battle. We 
do not Want you with us yet. My ex
periences, untrammeled by the body, 
have been grand. I have found very 
much of the “soul of things,” and yet I

nine to 20,000,000, and yet too poor, teat sar^ to obey it.' Garrison was mobbed intoo pitiably poor todmve any principles. Boston* Foster was egged In Worcester,
Is our name Babel? The Israelites mateii^ieVog WBl «-inlr had better be Fosi.was stoned, others' were vlndict-
wandered, we are told, forty years in ^te|“¿Search^thinks ively persecuted by politicians and con-
the. wilderness-we have wandered over abandoned. Psychic - ^search tmnKS . Jlaw-was final
fifty and are still - without any prln- the
clples. True, we have phenomena-so am a-memW ,oJ4heiPsycme peseNow. Phillips. Garrison, Foss, 

8 Sadlv'doiTAeSpiritualists I Abbie Kelley. Parker Henry

Since coming Into closer and more act
ive working fellowship with the State 
Association, your reporter lias become 
better posted regarding the good work 
it is doing. And whlle-lt-is true-that • 
there is an element fighting it savagely, 
there is still a substantial element back
ing it.

Every officer is an active function of 
propulsion and progress and they are 
calling about them, to their aid, repre
sentative, truth-loving, Intelligent work
ers, and the ultimate success of this im
portant institution Is the prophecy of 
its own merits.

A suggestion "'trom your reporter that 
these mass meetings come a little more 
frequent from this source,- may not be 
out of place. It will certainly stay the 
inclination to sleep so much. Spiritual
ists sleep too much and work too little, 
and are falling Into the deplorable state 
of dependence where they wait for 
somebody to tell .them what to do. 
There Is plenty to do and plenty of ave
nues through which to do it, but it can
not be done in a dream. -

Every heart feels lighter, every soul 
feels more elevated, every man and wo
man feels-better and larger as .the re
sult of this mass meeting, of thls.-ue as
sured, and goes homo filled with an ac
cumulation, with a surplus of wisdom 
and enthusiasm that must be given to 
others, and thus spreads the gospel 
unto all. the world. . -

DR. T. WILKINS.
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THB FROORBSSiyB' .THINI^R;

ft MOST WORTHY OBJECT
Liquidate the Indebtedness of the Waverly Home ter Mediums, at

Waverly, Mass.
Humanitarian Call to Which Every" Spiritualist Should Yield Speeyly nd Generous

Response.

March 1899.

k- ÿjt * I

By the Board of Directors of 
the Veteran Spiritualists’..

Union, for the Wa- 
~verly Home.

The Veteran Spiritualists' Union 
was organized and incorporated under 
the laws of Massachusetts m 1891, be
ing authorized by luw to hold property 
to the amount ot five bundled thousand j 
flollars, ................

It is-a national institution—national 
In its membership winch extends Irom 
Maine to California; national in the be
stowal of its bounties, having the first 
years of its existence sent out ehecks 
and postoffice orders to needy Spiritual
ists scattered all over the country to the 
amount of more than six thousand dol
lars. ,

The Union has no competition in the 
work it proposes to do.

Other charitable organizations doing 
a quick relief, local work, have the 
best wishes of the Union whose objects 
and aims are different, being broader or 
national in character.

Three years ago the Union started its 
movement for a home, relinquishing the 
quick relief work to local societies, be
lieving the time had come for the Spir
itualists of this country to do something 
more substantial and enduring for out- 
poor.

Out In one of the suburbs of Boston- 
Waverly, It purchased for sixteen thou
sand and live hundred dollars a

GRAND OLD MANSION, 
surrounded by four acres of beautiful 
land covered with oak, pine, cedar, ap
ple, pear and plum trees, with shrub
bery and rose bushes.

The Waverly Home was not estab
lished for Massachusetts or New Eng
land Spiritualists only, but for our 
worthy speakers, mediums or others In 
our ranks anywhere In tills country 
who have devoted their Ilves to Spirit
ualism but who in their declining years 
become needy, having no home of their 
own. It is the universal testimony of 
all who have seen it that it is a most 
beautiful place.

The wisdom of the purchase will be 
seen when it is known that the Boston 
Elevated Roail has since extended Its 
tracks to within two minutes' walk of 
the home and established a five-cent 
fare to Boston, thereby enhancing the 
value of the property until, in the opin
ion of good, conservative judges it is 
worth to-day

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.
This establishment is the property of 

the Union, every individual" member 
thereof owning an equal undivided part.

No heir of any individual can ever in
herit and divert this property from its 
original purpose, but it goes on and on 
and on forever, the property of the

Lauretta E. Dodge, Onset, Mass. 
Mrs. Louisa Terry, Onset, Mass. 
Cyrus Peabody,' Warren, R.'I. 
Win. T. Davis, Charlestown, Mass. 
John It. Mason, Aspen, Colorado, 
Mrs. Mary L. Mason, Aspen, Colorado. 
Annie Lord Chamberlain, California. 
Mrs. G. W. Fowler, Lynn, Mass. 
Mary A. Karcher,- South Boston, Mass.

A MEDIUMS’ HOME.
Historic and Descriptive 

Aspects of WaVerly, 
' Mase.

REMEMBER!
Waverly Home,- representlni 

propefty worth $20,000, js idle! , ’
The

Its doors are not open!
Sixty-five hundred dollars will open 

them!
Will you help do so?
The Veteran Spiritualists’-Union asks

Waverly, among, the suburban towns 
ot Boston, like Waverly among the 
novels of Walter Scott, stands first.

Typographically it is most felicitously 
situated. From Harvard College, three 
miles; from the “City of Watches,” 
two miles; while a drive of twenty 
minutes carries one over the beautiful 
hills of Newton. One need not journey 
tozthe hills of New Hampshire, if he 
would see nature in her pristine robes,

WAVERLY HOME, WAVERLY, MASS

the Spiritualistic societies of this coun
try to take up a collection.

ONE SUNDAY IN MARCH, 1899, 
the proceeds of which to be given to the 

Waverly Home Fund. .......
The Spiritualistic platforms of this 

country have rung out for forty years 
with tlie doctrine that “To do good” is 
our religion, and is it not time to exem
plify It? You can do so by sending con
tributions for the Waverly Home to 
Mrs. J. S. Soper, Clerk, 67 -Huron ave
nue, N. Cambridge, Mass.

Will the readers of this week's Pro
gressive Thinker kindly hand or mail 
the paper to some Spiritualist or liberal 
who would not- otherwise see it? and 
oblige the directors of the Veteran Spir
itualists’ Union.

for MIU street to Lexington, or North 
street to Lincoln, will disclose a variety 
of scenery hardly to be surpassed in 
Berkshire County or among the White 
Hills of New Hampshire. .

Naturalists, poets and artists, long 
ago discovered these great treasures 
which nature had laughingly hidden 
from the multitude, until these rare 
sons of genius came for their disclosure. 
The feet of Agassiz pressed the rubble 
stone of the moraine that now bears his

It has come, to the knowledge of its 
officers that toerç-tias been bequeathed 
by will to tbé* Unlqh some- thirty to 
forty thousantf'dollM'suot present avail
able. ‘I u •'e-: >

We nowhS/e lafiA on which can be 
built home kVcoitrnlodations for one 
thousand pebble, leiivlug ample facili
ties for grove meefffigs during tlie sum
mer months.

We believe the Union will eventually 
become one 'of thd’-'Jargest financially, 
as it is now*'!ta nUinbers, spiritualistic 
Institutions iirthis-eountry.

The purpolM toBIwlileh it was estab
lished and lyiiichHit is now carrying 
forward, appeal stronger to the hearts 
of our people than those of other Spir
itualistic 0rgQ3|lZUtj(UlS;

An Institution ot -tjils kind within the 
ranks of Spiritualists was needed. It 
will fill a long-fell want

Its immediate work will be to pay off 
its indebtedness and commence busi
ness in the building we mow have.

This will ac<-oiiiuioda|t‘ some thirty to 
forty people. . ■

We now ask for contributions for 
these purposes.

Some of our people have done nobly, 
reader; will you not do something to al
leviate the sufferings of our needy 
brothers and sisters, have you not a 
duty to perforin? -

Shall it longer be Said that Spiritual
ists neglect their own? ■

Our religion teaches us to lie kind and 
charitable to the unfortunate. Will we 
exemplify our teachings? .

For more than a quarter of a century 
our public platfopns have rung out 
with the doctrine of doing good ns our 
religion. The time and opportunity 
has now eome to practice what we have 
preached. J

Let' there be brie, institution in the 
country that slipll be worthy of the 
cause,- whçre tile firacticai results of 
our many years of talk may be worked 
out. , ’ "

Some time ago one of our brothers,’ 
who had been pronïinent nnd active in 
our cause, haying carried on public 
meetings both in New York and Bos
ton, was stricken down in the street by 
incurable disease, unable to rise.

The waves of financial adversity had 
swept over him and he was penniless.

He tearfully begged not to be sent to 
the public almshouse. The Officers of 
the Union aided liim, providing a room 
and other comforts while life lasted 
and saw that he Jtad a decent burial.

We then had no home from which our 
brother could wing bis flight to the bet
ter land. ‘
<>Vhat a ray of hope would have been 
sent to that brother^ soul could he have 
known that his laßt days on earth 
would have been spent with friends in 
a home of his “own.”

We are striving tq establish such a 
home. Will you nqy help us?

The widow’s mité .will be as grateful
ly received as th? more wealthy man’s 
thousands. 11 .

z The officers of tile Union make no 
charge for tlielç services; it is a labor of 
love for the cause. One hundred cents 
of every dollm-' contributed goes direct 
to the benefitof the' home.—Veteran.

WAVERLY HOME.
One of the Needed Institu

tions In Spiritualism.

To Spiritualists Everywhere

Union to be used for charitable 
poses,

A GRAND MONUMENT 
to the altruistic sentiment of

pur-

our

Financial Statement.
of the Veteran Spiritualists’ Union:
Waverly Home and land............
House lot at Lake Pleasantv...
Personal property........................

people.
But we have a debt which must be 

paid before its doors can be opened. 
We appeal to the Spiritualists of Amer
ica to help pay tills debt!

Every dollar subscribed goes toward 
its payment! The officers have no sal
aries, but gratuitously devote their 
time and money for this worthy object.

Every dollar that has been paid us is 
represented in Waverly by substantial 
value that all can see by paying the 
Home a visit. We iitvile you to look at 
it. Go over its grounds. Look at what

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
'have paid for. Contemplate the fact, 
Spiritualists of America, that this prop
erty is for you!

Join us: become one of us; give us 
your contributions.
' It Is au assured success ever sine'e the 
purchase; we have made our payments 
as they were due.

Reader, what better work can you do 
than help on this cause with your 
money?

We have men and women among us 
who are nenrly ready to cross the silent 
river. They have ability that used in 
the mercantile walks of life, would 
have brought them a competence. But 
with heroic devotion they espoused an 
unpopular cause. We are reaping the 
benefit of their grand works. They are
poor. Justice demands that we

TAKE CARE OF THEM 
the last days of their earth life.

$20,000
50

350

' $20,400
Debts, less Immediately ' avail

able' property and funds...... 0,500

Balance $13,900
Shall our Christian critics longer ask 

us in derision, “Where are your char
itable institutions?” Let us answer 
them by establishing theWaverly Home 
on a solid and enduring foundation.

Report of the Treasurer of 
the Veteran Spiritual

ists’ Union.
The following subscriptions and dona

tions for the Home Fund have been re
ceived:
Isaac B. Rieh, of the Banner 

of Light, Boston,................$1,000 00
Chas. P. Longicy and Mary T.

Longley, deed of cottage, val.
Dr. John Hlgble Berlin, N.J. 
Henry F. Campbell, land and 

money...............................
William T. Davis, Boston.... 
Hernan B. Storer, Boston,,,., 
Wm. II. Banks, Boston............
Moses T. Dole, Boston.............
Jacob Edson, Boston...............
Clift Rogers, Marshfield, Mass

700
1,200

00 
00

2,500 
300
100 
100
100 
100

win
you help us do so? Contributions may 
be sent to the-clerk.

Any person a Spiritualist may become 
a member of the Union by sending the 
clerk one dollar a year for general mem
bership, or twenty-five dollars for life 
membership.

MRS. J. S. SOPER, Clerk.
07 Huron Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

HONORARY MEMBERS OF THE 
WAVERLY HOME.

J. Clegg Wright, Amelia, Ohio.
Cora L. VJ Richmond, Washington,

Isaac B. Rich, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. J. W. Wheeler, Orange, Mass.
Wm. H. Banks, Malden,' Mass.

LIFE MEMBERS.

John W.Wheeler, Orange,Mass 
Christopher C. Shaw...............
Hebron Libbey, Boston..........
A. B.WitfcinSou, Camden, N. J. 
Foster Di' Edwards, Boston... 
Jas. H. Lewis, Boston.............
Mrs. John Woods, Boston.... 
Mrs. Mary T. Longley, Boston 
Dr. A. H. Richardson.............
Mrs. A. S. Hayward, Boston.. 
Mrs. Jane D. Churchill.........
John S. Rogers, Boston..........
Mrs. Mary D. Bell..................
Mrs. H. M. Hannah...............
Theodore J. Mayer, Washing

ton, D. D.............................
Mrs. T. S. Leigh, Wenonah, 

N. J......................'......
Mrs. E. F. Kruth, Brooklyn..' 
Mrs. Mary M. Perkins, Hop

kinton, Mass........................
Mrs. W. S. Butler, Boston.... 
E. P. Avei'lll,^Lynn, ALassi... • 
Dr. Bray, Boston......................
Andrew 0. Berry, Somerville, 

Mass........... . ........................
Mrs. E. J. Peak, Charlestown,

Andrew Jackson Davis, Boston, Mass. 
Dr. J. Hlgble, Berlin, N. J.
Moses T. Dole, Boston, Mass., 
Mrs. H. S. Lake, Ohio.
Lyman C. Howe, Fredonia, N. Y. 
Fred L. H. Willis, Rochester, N. Y. 
Sarah T. Jenkins, Malden, Mass. 
Dr. U. K. Mayo, Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. R S. Lillie. California. 
P. C. Tomson, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mrs. Helen Hawes, Barnstable, Mass. 
Charles H. Facon, Chester, N. Y. 
Lewis Yodden, Winchester, Mass. 
Mrs. C.,R. White, Taunton, Mass. 
Wm. Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio.
James Cooper, M. D„ Bellefontaine, 

Ohio. . ~
Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass. 
Laura W. Eager, Fitchburg, Mass. . 
Henry Lemon, Boston». Mass. , 
Mrs. A. B. Butterfield, Chelpea, Mass. 
Mrs. U. A. Tucker,' Dorchester, Mass. 
James J. Brooks, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mrs. J. W. Wheeler, Orange, Mass. 
James Wilson, Bridgeport,. Conn.
Mrs.'James Wilson, Bridgeport, Conn, 
Mary W. Perkins, Hopkinton» Mass. ,- 
Henry W. Walt, Greenville, Ill.: : -

Mass... . . . .............................■
Mrs. C. B. Chapin, Chelsea,

Mass....... ............................
Mrs. Louise Wing, Amesbury, 
* Mass........... .......... .............. .
J. Q. A Whittemore, president 

of Onset Camp-meeting....

100
100
50
50
25

00 
00
00
00
00 
oo. 
00
00
00
00 
00

name, as t]ie great man listened to the 
tales of Beaver Brook, and computed 
the age of these kuarled oaks that have 
defied the storms of more than ten 
centuries.

James Russell Lowell, seated neat 
millrace through which the ' upper 
waters of this little stream pour down 
to lave the borders of the Veteran 
Union’s land, wrote his matchless in
dustrial poem which he called “The 
Mill.” Longfellow, not less divinely, 
celebrated the beauty and music of tills 
little rivulet in song.. On the trunk of 
a gigantic oak Parker, that Jupiter of 
the Boston Pulpit, sat to contemplate 
fallen greatness, and borrow strength 
with - which to rock’ the Cradle of 
Liberty afresh. A whirlwind bad over
thrown one of those great oaks, and 
Parker with tlie librarian from Water
town. employed a man to saw the trunk 
asunder, and counted on the reglster.of 
Its life nearly one thousand years.

The Veteran Spiritualists’ Union 
searched in vain for another place like 
tills. The great departed seem still to 
people these sylvan pathways, and 
linger among these oaks and by the 
streamlets’ side, that they so much 
loved before. Here they greet again, 
The thousands still panoplied In flesh, 
who, from March to December visit 
these scenes which the honored de
parted have taught them to love.

The home of the Union has been for
tunately purchased nt such a time and 
under such circumstances as to Insure 
the doubling of its commercial value in 
the next five years. It is but seven 
miles from the State Capitol, within 
two-minutes’ walk from stations of two 
trunk steain railroad lines, and with 
surroundings that insure the rapid rise 
in real estate value, while electric cars 
will soon run along its border. Upon 

' this property is the Agassiz Moraine, 
pronounced by him, whose name it 

' bears, as the oldest relic of the glacial 
period in New England. '

Hundreds of scientific men and

Form of Bequest In Will.
I give and bequeatli the sum of--------

dollars to the Veteran Spiritualists’ 
Union, a cort^ratiod organized under 
the laws of Ijigjssachpsetts, 'to be used, 
invested and expended for the general 
purposes, and at the discretion, of said
corporation. >
Form ot ÒodicÌI to Existing 

Wil|;
11 A- B-- PF-a’ T “lake’ powjsh, 

and declare this gs, Sad for a cndlcff to 
my will dajea.-' which will, ex
cept as hefefrr changed, I ratify and 
confirm. ,e‘' . ... ..

I give and bequeatli the sum of-—— 
dollars to the Veteran Spiritualists’
Union,” a corporation organized under 
the Laws of Massachusetts, to be used, 
Invested, and expended for the general 
purposes, and at thé,discretion, of said 
corporation. ‘

In witness whereof I hereto set my

I am glad the Spiritualists of this na- ( 
tlon have some inclination, towards 
praeticalism. Idealism has been the । 
drift for so long a time that the old-time • 
Spiritualists had almost lost hope of 
having their cause step Into the ranks । 
of useful, beneficiary Institutions, but 
there is now every reason to .believe । 
that our hopes will yet be realized, 

Many of our mediums and speakers 
are growing old and Infirm; many hav,e 
grown weary with the weight of age 
and the burdens of life; have grown 

■poorer, even penniless in the advocacy 
of tills great reform; men and women 
have spent all their money, all their (en
ergies, their time and their health \n 
giving this light to the world, beeausl^ 
their hearts- were In it, and only be-' 
cause of the well known fact that Spir
itualists, as a class are not rich, have I 
refrained from advocating tlie estab
lishing of a kind of pension fund, or 
mutual aid association.

■ But we have tills Home well estab
lished by Dr. Hidden and a capable, 
wide-awake, energetic association, “The 
Veteran Spiritualists’ Union,” to back 
it. The entire possession, consisting of 
the Home and four acres of ground, is 
valued at $20,000, but there is a mort
gage of $6,500 upon it. This should not 
remain there ten days. If those who 
have the matter in charge could raise 
about $10,000 in the few years the 
Home has been established, the other 
able Spiritualists of the country can 
lift that mortgage in a very short time.

Do not, for decency's sake, let that in
stitution go under the hammer, and 
Spiritualism into shame.

Fifty years have passed since Spirit
ualism reared its proud head and 
spread its protecting wings over the. 
land, and in that time our numbers are 
counted by the millions, but asldd from 
looking wise, nodding qur sanction to 
other reforms, and napping and flutter
ing our wings over the blind followers 
of the Illusive creeds, in a threatening, 
criticising, yet paternal way, what 
have we done for those who have sacri
ficed all, everything, to. build up our 
cause? What have we done for the 

■ world that will remain in monumental 
'commemoration of the good, the beauty, 
the usefulness of Spiritualism?

Think of our poor now incarcerated, 
as it were, in the prison pens for the 
poor, In almost every state in the 
Union, where they are cared for by ma
chinery, like animals or so many worn- 
out machines, when our friends from 
over the way are telling iis to be kind 
to the poor, be loving and just; when 
our own spirits tell us to be kind, lov
ing and just.

Think of your mother or a beloved old 
aunt being poorly eared for in a com
mon poor-house; the mother who a few 
years ago so fondly pressed her pre
cious babe (th'ey are all precious to a 
mother) to her bosom as though she 
would always hold It there nnd protect 
it from a cold and merciless world. 
You! Inhuman, purse-proud, rich (per
haps)—that child; how can you be so 
negligent of the wants of any mother, 
whether yours or your neighbor’s, as to 

• withhold your support of so grand an 
1 Institution under the care of humane 

spirits out of the body and in charge of 
, loving, tender, motherly and fatherly 
i, spirits In the body? There are many 
• who could If they would, help, and 
I many who would if they could. Give 

the latter the means of the former and 
- there would be no debt.
’ DR. T. WILKINS.

Please read the appeal of the Board of Direct
ors of The Waverly Home, Waverly, Mass. See 
the large amount of money already raised, and 
he amount required to,liquidate the present in
debtedness. Societies everywhere »should re
spond to the call and take up a collection on one 
Sunday1 of March, to assist in wiping out this in
debtedness. Each Spiritualist who does, not. 
contribute in a meeting, should respond individ
ually. Let the world know that it is possible to 
rave one home for mediums in the United States 
FREE FROM DEBT. The Progressive Think- - 
er leads off by sending $5. You, too, send some
thing, however small. Send all remittances to 
the Clerk, Mrs. J. S. Soper, 67 Huron Ave,, 
Cambridge, Mass. . -

RELIGION
As FJeYealed h)y H)e Maieria^ SOd 

Spiritual UrjrOerse,
Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Diviner Life.

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D.» M. D., Author if Principles of Light and 
Color, Human Culture and Cure, etc., and Dean of the

Chapter 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

FINAL

College of Fine Forces.
Existence and General Character of God.
God as a Spirit
The Deific Location and Mode of Working, 
The Nature of God.
The Deific Greatness and Glory. .
Moral Evil and Deific Perfection, .
Deiflo Law and Human Intercession. - 
How Man Helps Govern the Universe. 
Creeds and Practices of Christianity» » 
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. 
The Christian Bible Tested.
Religions Tested by Their Fruits.
The Ethics and Religion of Naturei
Life under the Old Religiofas. .
Life under a Spiritual Religion. - 
Death under the Old Religions.
Death under a Spiritual Religion. 
The Future Life.
REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and

a Universal Religion.
It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permpated with high 

spirituality in tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject— 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind.

SECOND -EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 878 pp., 12mo., 
English muslin, stamped in black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. if 
postpaid, $1.11; price in paper coverg, 50c., or 60c. if postpaid.

For sale at this office. .

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science

hand and seal this' 
A. D„ 189- :

day of------

A. B. . [Seal.]
Signed, sealed, pfibllshed and de

clared by the said A. B. as and for [1] 
his last will and testament before the 
subscribers, who, In his presence, and 
in the presence of each other and at his 
request, have hereto1 set our names as 
witnesses. ’

C. D., No. 97 Wart on street, Boston.
E. F., No. 36 Beacon street, Boston.
G. H., No. 14Hlgh street, Lynn.

[These should be three disinterested 
witnesses, preferably not members of 
tlie corporation, not taking under tiie 
will, who should sign the foregoing at
testation clause, nnd It Is proper that 
their residences should be stated by 
them against their' signatures. Wit
nesses are required Io ..both will and 
codicil. In case a codicil is to be wit
nessed, the words, “a codicil to,” 
should be Inserted at “1” in last para
graph.

To
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Married.
February 10, at 5 p. m., at the home of 

Thos. Dunford, Port Huron, Mich., Mrs. 
Anna L. Robinson -of that place was 
united in marriage to J; Shaw Gillespie, 
of Pittsburg, Pa., by D. P. Dewey, pres
ident of the Michigan State Spiritual 
Association. The bride was ushered 
into the presence of her friends by her 
Aon. There was also present from 
abroad, Mr. Andrew J. Gillespie (broth
er of the groom) .and wife, vf Erle, Pa., 
and Mrs. D. P. Dewey, of Grand Blanc, 
Michigan. - The parties took the even
ing train for Pittsburg, Pa.; their new 
home. ' - D. T. D.

’ .‘Thomab Paine: ^Was He Junius?!’ 
An interesting'pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr»- Price 15. tents. For sale at this 
office. -. - ■ ... ■ . - ■

women visit the moraine from year to 
year, and it is upon its summit that the 
Union proposes to hold Its outdoor 
meetings. The Metropolitan Park Com
mission is beautifying its acres adjoin
ing this purchase; and to the “Century 
Oaks” pilgrims of many States and 
lands will come when those who now 
swell the ranks of the Veteran Union 
wear the robes of immortality.

The house itself is bullded In the most 
substantial manner. Its' erection re
quired a sum three times that paid by 
the Union for the entire property. It is 
in good state of repair, roofed ‘ with 
slate, and will endure for many gen
erations. "

The writer, a few days since, walked 
with friends from this house along the 
Une of the Union's lànd, and under the 
•benignant branches of the ancient 
frees, to. the theatre designed for out
door service, as lie has walked many a 
time before. He said to-'his companions, 
“Where in Massachusetts can we find- 
anything more beautiful than' this?”, 
and the answer came'wlth enthusiasm, 
as it wlU from our readers when they 
are privileged to visit tliese scenes, 
“Nowhere; it Is perfect” If they .were 
right, and it is perfect, the Union has 
purchased perfection, and .Phillips said 
perfection has not visited earth since 
the days of Phidias. '

The friends1 of thè Union have, then, 
beauty and value, fitness > and fame. 

. The older time and the newer time join 
hands in this “The Veterans’ Home.” 
Will the friends aid to complete and 
make this purchase a praise In the 

’ earth? Will they contribute to the 
; work so auspiciously begun, and make 
' this memorable property a treasure, to 

their children and children’s children,

Lift the Indebtedness of 
the Waverjy Home.

To the -Editor:—The exacting cares of 
my practice make-it-Impossible for me 
to prepare, an elaborate paper for The 
Progressive- Thinker’s symposium on 
the Waverly Home, nevertheless I em
brace the opportunity'1 to say that I am 
as deeply interested as ever In obtain
ing funds to pay that mortgage of 
$6,500, In order to open the doors of the 
Home to the worthy tones in our ranks 
who have fallen by-life’s wayside. ■

' My experience1 as“special financial 
agent has convincedhne that Immediate 
success can only be'fnade possible by 
generous contributions - from wealthy 
Spiritualists. Small contributions, while 
thankfully received aiways, cannot be 
Wholly depended upon> to wipe out this 
debt; large cabli glftà'-arè needed to 
bring about thissdesirable result ...

. I have received many combination of
fers, such as bälng i'oire of sixty-five to 
pay $100 cachi!) or-“one of ten to pay 
$1,000 each,” -btffl all such, while well-in
tentioned, are qvraetlcdUy valueless, be
cause the funds in hand-will not admit 
sending an agdnt about the country to 
secure the requisite, number of individ
ual pledges, mi ?•<-.

The way to win is .to.,win. The way 
to settle a debbi? to pay it The way to 
get rid of the Wit veri jn Home debt Is to 
give us money ¡id'pay it .with. Let some, 
one start tlie boll rolling,by sending me 
a check for $1,000 on more, and the debt 
will be paid In a. rush. Why? Because 
example Is contagious; - because confi
dence Inspires confidence; because glv-

Mrs. Dr. Fitch’s Nefarious 
Work.

To the Editor:—Not wishing to harm 
any one in the ever-living truths of 
Spiritualism, I submit to you and the 
public through the columns of your val
uable paper, the following facts of a 
would-be materializing medium calling 
herself Mrs. Dr. Fitch. Her first ap
pearance here before a Houston audi
ence was on the fourth Sunday in Jan
uary last. She announced that she 
would hold a public seance on the fol
lowing Sunday night at Bryan's Hall. 
It was a scandal and farce to all honest, 
fair-minded citizens present. Her next 
appearance was at the residence of one 
of our most estimable private citizens, 
W. J. Cotton, Esq. She brought her 
cabinet along and it was placed in a 
corner of one of the rooms before au 
audience of twenty persons. Mr. Cot
ton had arranged, before her arrival, 
with two of his friends, to mount to the 
second story of his house and watch 
her proceedings from a convenient look
out into the cabinet. The usual condi
tions were adhered to, and lights turned 
down. Her first materialization was 
a little girl, produced from one of her 
hands as follows: Some preparation of 
sulphur and other chemicals not known 
were rubbed upon the hand, and pushed 
up over the top of the cabinet, and from 
the dim light had a slight resemblance 
to a child’s face. Her next materializa
tion was that of a man. Lights were 

' turned on and it was the lady 'herself 
imitating a man’s voice by ventrilo
quism. Two of the gentlemen present 
requested her to rub her hands together, 
and the odor from them was very strong 
of sulphur. During the seance she 
called from the cabinet for water, and 
stated that the spirits were choking. It 
was the odor from the preparation on 
her hands.

Uer next appearance was on Friday 
night, Feb. 10, at her own rooms, tin 
accpunt of which I clip from the Hous
ton Dally Herald, and this time her 
confederate was caught.

_ M. H. KIMPTON.
Houston, Texas.
[The account from the Herald was 

published last week.—Editor.]

With Theology
A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.

By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 

Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not “find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should Circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science;’

“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought 
Tire work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune. ’ -
- “The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 

<5f the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments. 
Chicago Times-Herald. _

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. —Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.”’—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

unto generations now unborn? 
—Henry F. Campbell.

• FINANCIAL;
The Veteran Spiritualists!- Union has 

In real estate, personal property pnd 
cash on band assets to the - amount ot 
$20,000. '

Ing begets giving. -t’l - < ■
' We need the Waverly Home, and we 

need it sadly. The letters on lile ln my 
oflice prove thls.. Some of these piteous 
appeals would ;melt-n, heart of stoue. 
We ought to care for our-own InStcad of 
forcing them into -tlie .poor-house and 
tlie street.. -GoiLgrant that my brief 
noto may aid in the enrl.v opening of the 
Waverly Home,-the only . Spin tunlists' 
Home in.all thcjjvWe, wide.world. .

C. W. HIDDEN.
.: Newburyport, Masson

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of ..Reincar
nation and Be-Embodimeht." By Prpf. 
W; M. Lockwood, A keen and master
ly treatise.' Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. ..
.“The Pfophets of Israel.” By Prof. 

0. H. Cornlll,' of tho University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of -the prophets 
of'Israel and .their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers,-25c, ,

“The .infidelity, of : Eccleslastlelsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof; W. M.- Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of'-na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Bight Living.” By Susan H*Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives nnd anecdotes, 
which ’ rentier the book more interesting 
anu more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In tho hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be mado very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it

(Cloth $L ’For sale at thlb office. -

AFTER HER DEATH. THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 

BY LILIAN WHITING. '

Pervaded with pare and heautlful Bptrltuality of 
'thought. luBtructlvoand helpful to all who love-and 
mook the higher and finer ways of spiritual experience, 
PHeo.ftl.OO. For Bale at thii office.

ANTIQUITYJNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity*

Beader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un* 
relied,” It 1? with the Blnctro hope that you are earn 
cstly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration« If such Is tho case, thia advertliemenl 
will deeply Interest yon, and after reading this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to glre the work a

•careful perusal. Price ILS),

"THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To the student of picchia phenomena, thlB pamphlet 

te fntenBilr Interestrof. Il gives detailed aceonntt of 
two cue» of “double oonMtooneai'' Mnely Mary

PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment» on Genesis, Exodus, Lorftlcui» Number» 
and Deuteronomy, by

XSUabeth Cady Stanton, lAUi« JDeoereiOB 
Slake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be- 

wleh Colby, EUen BatleUoDietrick, 
Mrs, Zoulea Southworth, Vr-

■ sufa JR* Gestefeld, and 
w Rranoet E, Bair,

“In every soul there Ib hound up «omo truth find 
•omo error, end each giro* to the world of though^ 
Vhat no other one possessc«.”—Couiln. -

Tho bright and scholarly comment» of tbfa galaxy., 
of bright minds are ot deop Interest, and throw a ■ K 
strong and nbvr light on the lilblo teaching» relating 
to woman. All should read 1U • z.
Price BOo. For sale at this Office*

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine ot Orleans. Spiritualism 

naa Loader of Armies. By Moans Hull. This Is at 
once tho most truhtul history ot Jou of Arc, and 
one ot tho most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. Ko norci was ever more tbrlUlnitlr tn- 
torettlngmti history more true. Price ta doth, M 
centsi papercover, 35 cents. Forhsk adtagoOeo. .

.<
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DR.WORST’S NEW SCIENTIFIC

-niSTDRICAL 
CLAIRVOYANTS.

1 They Acted a Prominent Part.
■’.flBEEK ORACLES —ROMAN ORA- 

''OLES—(THE SYRIAN WOMAN —
MAID OF ORLEANS, ETO.
With the ancient Greeks the oracles 

were state institutions, and there is 
hardly a great man of that time who 
does not speak of them with great ad

i miration. In fact, to the commanders 
of armies on their campaigns seers 
were provided. In the battle ot Platea, 
Tissamenes was appointed seer with 
the army, and after the battle, Delpho- 
bus. In the war between the Phocians 
and Thessalians the seer Tellas stood 
in high regard with the generals. Such 

\ Beers as military advisers already ap
peared in the Old Testament. Mechias 
tried to dissuade Achab from war, but 
in vain, and Achab went to destruction, 

I a story In which Interesting particulars 
i are found. Deborah It was who advised 
I Barach to conduct 10,000 men to Mount

Tabor, where she would deliver the 
¡hostile General Sisera into his hands.

. and the victory 
plete.

- Just so among 
; in his life of

of the Jews was com-

the Bomans. Plutarch 
Marius relates that a

’Syrian woman, who was In the be
ginning little respected and who was 
repelled by the Senators, came later 
into high regard, and in the war against 
the Clmbrl accompanied Marius in, a 
litter, predicting events. In the fifteenth 
century the Maid of Orleans was the 

■ adviser of the French generals, and in 
the seventeenth century the insurrec- 

• tlonists among the Cevennes, with

hand; but the law punishes foretelling 
events as swindling, and the only 
question is, are they > amenable to 
this law ? . ’

When Shakespeare wrote .“There are 
more things in heaven and earth than 
are dreamt of in your philosophy” he 
did not except • that of the jurists. 
‘Despite the above-mentioned bond, 
however, the wisdom of tlie schools 
(Schul-welslhelt) must soon capitulate. 
In all places in Europe are springing up 
societies for the investigation of occult
ism. Indeed they have not all of them 
grown to the task before them; some 
suspiciously incline to a spiritism of 
superstitious form; others, on the other 
hand—for example, the Society for Psy
chological Investigation—limit them
selves to hypnotism—which might, be 
characterized as exchanging the build
ing for tlie door—and still further limit 
this to its application to medical prac
tice, therefore engage in a peculiarly 
marked materialism. But through the 
hypnotic entrance door Into the dark 
realm, the wisdom of the school has 
just entered, but it has no power to 
place a muzzle on nature and will there
fore likewise discover that hypnotism 
Is no blind alley, but leads through som
nambulism to spiritism, Already there 
are suspicious expressions from Profs. 
Llebault, Lombroso, Bichet, etc., in this 
direction which may be greeted as fore
runners. Those walking with more 
difficulty, certainly those who are 
always emphasizing science—as they 
understand it—believe they should also 
praise their tempo, and say: “It be
comes a man of science to doubt, for 
doubt is the beginning of wisdom.”— 
Carl der Prel in the Sphinx.

MRS. LONGLEY’S LETTER
:rom the Home Office of 

the N¿ S. A.
of The 
more I 

send you loving greetings from the offi
cers of the N. 8. A., as well ns from my
self personally. The welfare of all who 
are earnestly Interested iii the cause of 
Spiritualism, and of the spiritual press, 
is ever dear to me. As for the editors 
of the spiritual journals, I am In deep 
sympathy with them in their arduous 
and unselfish work, for my long asso
ciation with the late venerable editor of

To the Editor and Beaders 
Progressive Thinker:—Once

Honed at Fort Bliss, Tex; A genial let
ter from him to-day reports to us that 
all Is well with him which.many 
friends will like to knoxLp He.jp assist
ant acting surgeon ut tjj£j foi;ti and as 
he passed a rigid examination here, be
fore he secured the positlop, are as
sured that he is well fill the
place. With loving gre^tipg^, tp all our 
friends wherever they njay ^e,, I close.

N. B.—Remember the N. S. A. and its 
needs. MARY T. ,pONjJLEY,

. Secretary^. 8. A. 
600 Penna. Av., 8. E., Wn^to.lJton, D. O.

EXPLANATORY.
■ •whom clairvoyance took place on au 

Immense scale, likewise had their war 
prophets. There is to be found a whole 
multitude of testimonies of sworn eye- 

I'" Witnesses. The witness Durand Fago 
i\ ¿ays/in quite general terms: “All our 

1 uefion and inaction, take^altogether or 
in individual cases, were all directed 
DY the inspiration of the spirit. All the 

i time we obeyed tlie Inspirations of the 
' most simple-minded persons and the 
' smallest children, at'the time they per- 
| glsted In ecstacy and were undergoing 
' the still more violent convulsions.” And 

to cite a single instance it is said:V
“When once our troops were between 
Ners and Cour de Crevler, the Brother 
Caviller, our commander, Had a vision. 
He had sat down, but suddenly rose up 
and said to ns: ‘My God! I have seen in 
a vision that the Marshal of Montreal, 
who is in Allais, has just given letters 
to a messenger against us, which he is 

"to bring to Nimes. Hasten; you will 
find the messenger in such clothing,

(S

Tricks of Fake Mediumship.
To the Editor:—Will you kindly allow 

me the space in your valuable paper to 
set mvself right before the Spiritualist
ic brotherhood? I have been accused 
of writing the book for the sole purpose 
of filling my pocket-book, and that the 
book is full of lies. Such is not the fact.

I have went down deep in my pocket 
and paid for over one Hundred and fifty 
copies of the book which I have sent to 
Spiritualists, also the papers they read, 
and none to the dally papers, rnaga-
zlues, etc. Why did 1 send the books to 
the Spiritualistic papers, and not the 
ones read by the general public? For 
the simple reason that it is the Spirit
ualists themselves I wish to know of 
the fraud in their midst. It lies with 
them to root it out and rid themselves 
of this blight upon the fair name of 
Spiritualism. That fraud really does 
exist amongst mediums, no sane Spirit
ualist will deny, especially if he Is cour
ageous enough to stand the sneers of his

the Banner of Light, an association that 
extended over a period of fourteen 
■years, not to speak of my other works 
in connection with other Spiritualistic, 
papers—long since led me to have a pro
found respect for the labors and devo
tion to truth,' of that esteemed fra
ternity.

From this home office of the National 
Association, hundreds of our spiritual 
societies—which represent thousands of 
individuals—are looking for news of 
what we are doing bere, and what the 
prospect is for future good work. 
There Is much to be done, that, all 
agree upon; as to means and methods, 
we are asking for tlie highest wisdom 
we can find, to enlighten us.

The president of the N. 8. A. Is absent 
upon a missionary tour. Michigan, Illi
nois, Minn., and other states have been 
or will be awakened by his voice and 
enthusiasm during this crusade of his. 
He has the sympathy and aid of good 
and faithful helpers, in the various lo
calities where he is to be heard. All of 
these devoted souls are appreciated by 
the N. S. A. We take this occasion to 
thank them one and all, in behalf of 
this Association, for their untiring and 
timely help, and also those other earn
est workers in other sections, who have 
done their best to arouse an enthusi
astic spirit among the Spiritualists of 
their localities, sufficient to warrant 
Holding a mass meeting there, but who 
have been unable to accomplish, any
thing in that line. Nevertheless, their 
efforts are appreciated at this office, 
and we know that these brothers and 
sisters are friends to truth, and to the 
N. S. A. In passing let me here re
mark that the debts of last year, of this 
Association, are not yet discharged, and 
that current expenses are moving right 
along, though we are getting on as 
economically as possible. I um ready 
to receipt for any donations, or for the 
fee for contributing membership, wheu-

STILL IN THE HARNESS
- ■ ' ! 1 ; • *J

Dr. Juliet H. Severance Still 
In the Field.

My good friend, Dr. ^Ukjns, in his 
able report o/ our most ^ceellent mass 
convention, conveyM to my mind an im
pression I should very njjich dislike to 
have obtain among my many friends 
who read The Progressive; Thinker. He 
says: “Dr. Juliet H. Severance, one of 
the oldest and most radical workers in 
past Spiritualism, now aq invalid, was 
an interested attendant, at tlye meet
ing.” ...

I am no back number, Doctor, and al
though I have been a worker in Spirit
ualism to the best of my ability for 
forty years, I still believe I am keeping
up with the procession and am often 
told when advocating various reform 
measures, that I am a ceqtm'y ahead of 
the times. .

I am not “an invalid,’’ but have not 
fully recovered from~the effects of my

knowjJt-all, in or out of the church, has 
no use for such mediums as Mrs. 
Cowell. ’They, corner them on facts- 
that they cannot dodge or get away 
from by prevarication.
- We hope some of the better class of 
mediums and speakers will visit this 
coast in the near future. Take ad
vantage of the Increasing interest and 
help give true, clean Spiritualism a 
boom on the Pacific Coast. Let us hear 
from them. They can lose nothing, and 
be filling their mission; and duty to 
mankind, spreading tlie religion of 
truth and justice.

W. W. J. HAMBLY.
San Jose, Cal.

riding such a horse, accompanied by 
these and these persons. H“rry and I tgj)oken (n,tU) j
you will meet them out at the Bhei investigated Spiritualism for over 
Garden.’ Immediately three of our peo- In that time I
pie set out aud another on horseback, maJ „;auy sllllugs for slate.
and met at the place designated th ■ ,1(1 ud als0 attended luateriallza-
messenger and h s people under the pi c- »• vAW t i<»i no chanceSse chfumstances described by Brother ion set nces Now I It no^d ance
Caviller. This man was brought ovei' “J-° 11L .¿ d h b ut
to our troop, aud there were found on e info ntallon I gained has been i 
him the letters'of tlie Marshal, from into plint in book *o^ . metllotl em. 
Which we received excellent disclosures, 11^ - 8 duleat mediums; to
which later were of great advantage a book ten times the
t0 us‘ „ . size. For instance, 1 mention but one

Among the Bomans the Augurs were u)ethod eulployed by Slade, the one he 
prominent as state officers. Ihe Augur j j London, Eng, and
Veltlus, 800 years after the foundation ^befeca|]g0 ]jlg haslily leavlng
of Rome, prophesied that the Roman couutrv. He was tried before the
Empire would last 1200 years, «“'1 ‘¿ngllsb C0UJrtg n„a found guilty of ob- 
Varro cites this prophecy 500 years be- ® money by fraud. The other 
fore Its fulfillment Thrasylus Instructs em edJ by Sia(le are mlnute-
tbe Emperor Tiberias in magic, so that falthptulJ]. ¿escribed in the Sey-
-he obtains the conditions for clalrvoy- Y Commission Report. It also con- 
nnce and predicts to Galba that he ^7" from Slade to the edm- 
would become Emperor. Meantime acknowledging the fair and
Caligula, Claudius and Nero would “Xnanij way the said commission 
fall-but he would not long remain so. ^l®^aon5 tbeJlr investigations with 
Likewise the son of this Ihrasylus fore- They witnessed and cAught
tells to Nero his elevation as Emperor. ° x ■> . . y tlThe Emperors, however punished VOne?ault with Spiritual
prophesying among private persons 1 jieve but one side of a
The Roman slaves who questioned y^ t me(J1
.prophets as to the fate of their masters Y- R gbould Splr|tuallsts
were crucified. __ themselves investigate, as well as the

Of the Druids It Is related by Pliny gkentlc and wben fraud is found, pro- 
and others that they were doctors and I lai‘m lt alou(b tbe tro„bie will soon end. 
prophets, and this connection allows us But lt lg jugt tbe otber way; they help 
;to plainly perceive that it is a question ¿y tl.ace o( lt) for fear the
of somnambulism, which to-day shows I gul.*e wlll do tbe cause of Spirltual- 
the like connection. bal.m. '

Tacitus and others confirm the fact of Iu au o’f my investigations I pursue 
clairvoyance among the Druids, A ono course. i do exactly as the medi- 
Druid priestess foretells to Diocletian um deg|re8 me to do, and I generally get 
that he would become Emperor after he od resuitSi but that does not prevent 

. had slain a wild boar—Aper. Thereupon me from keeping my mouth shut, eyes 
Diocletian devoted himself zealously to open and seejng exactly how results are 
hunting.- When long afterwards the accompllshed, having "in this way got a 
Emperor was stabbed by Arlus Aper, te3t t cali again, and this time I am 
Diocletian sprang upon the murderer exacting aud desire to have test eondi- 
and killed him, with the exclamation: tlons tbat j know will prevent fraud. 
"Aprum Occidi!” (I have killed Aper—a and tbls tlme j reCelve no test. Why? 
wild boar), whereupon he was pro- slnlpiy because I did as I wished, not 
claimed Emperor. as tbe medium desired me to. I cannot

Since the rediscovery of somnam- jn a short letter describe all the meth- 
bullsm the ancient experiences are re- I ods> pUrely skill and nerve by which or- 
peatlng themselves in such numbers ¿¡nary and not trick slates are handled, 
that already fifty years ago Deluze should you desire, I could write you a 

. could say that in the half century pre- scries of articles combining methods 
ceding his declaration the fact of clair- not described in my book, and which

ever the same may come to me.
The Spiritualists of Washington, D. C. 

are alive. The mediums here are doing 
a good work. The First Spiritual So
ciety holds its regular Sunday meet
ings, and although the financial receipts 
are not what they should be, the in
struction that the guides of Mrs. Rich
mond are giving to the public in their 
grand discourses, cannot be estimated 
by dimes or dollars.- This-week Mrs. 
Richmond is in Chicago In attendance 
nt the great mass meeting there, and 
she has kindly invited me-or my 
guides, for I do not claim the power to 
do any effective lecture work without 
them—to deliver the discourse in her 
place on Sunday evening, Feb. 19. Spirit 
Pierpont has selected as the subject of 
that occasion, “The New Birth of a 
Spirit, and Some of His Experiences in 
the After-life.”

Speaking of guides, brings to mind 
that some of our Spiritualists, especial-

RIGHT LI VING 
-BY

SUSAN H. WIXON, 
Author ot -Apples of Gold,” "All in a Lifetime," 

.“The Story Hour," "Sammer Daye at Onset," 
“Bunday Observance,” etc., etc.

GftTftRRH INHALER
With Medicine for One Year Mailed

To All Readers of

The Progressive Thinker.
"Living Is an, art, a method ot expressing great 

conceptions: in fact, tUo hlgliest method, the noblest 
ol the arts. —Tuomas Stabb Kiso.

EVOLUTIONvs.CREATION
The Whence and Whitmer 

of Man. ■
From the earliest traditional history 

to the presnt time there has been an 
earnest questioning among human be
ings to discover from whence they came 
and whither they are going. All know 
how human beings are produced now, 
and they know the body decomposes 
after death; but they instinctively go 
back In thought to a time before It is 
supposable that any of their kind ex
isted—when there were no human pa
rents to produce and care for their pro
geny, and there could not have been the 
same antecedents of the first human be
ing, or the first pair of human beings 
that is always operative now. Hence 
the effort to penetrate the mystery of

Injuries.
I feel somewhat like a friend of mine, 

who as a result of careful living, had 
enjoyed continuous health for many 
years. He was stricken wlt)i paralysis, 
a result of over-taxation In caring for a 
sick and very nervous wife. He could 
hardly move about, but he would never 
allow one to call him sick. “I am not 
sick,” he would say, “but somewhat dis
abled.” I am somewhat disabled, but 
still in the ring.

I think good results will grow out of 
the great wave of righteous indignation 
against frauds and fakirs, but the only 
cure for the evil, I believe, lies In less 
credulity among Spiritualists, many of 
whom are like young robins, ready with 
open mouths to take down anything 
they think comes from the spirit side of 
life, no matter how frivolous or non
sensical it may be. If (i message or 
communication they call it, it must ne 
sacred. This state of credulltywe need 
not be surprised at whtjit we take into 
consideration the fact thi|t nearly every 
one was raised under church influences, 
and from (even beforej their birth 
taught to accept the most; unreasonable 
things as verities and ask no questions.

In order to have a critical scientific 
cast of mind, a great deal^f culture and 
an utter ignoring of all authority from 
any source except it receives the sanc
tion of one’s best judgment. When 
Spiritualists make that their basis of 
judgment, Instead of blind following of 
what they believe spirits tell them, 
there will be more demand for philo
sophic teaching and less for the won
der worker. •■■ •

JULIET H. SEVERANCE/ M. D.

the beginning.
And the question if what we call 

death is the final end, has been even 
more absorbing. What we call material 
science has never been able to demon
strate either the beginning or the end
ing. Investigations and speculations 
have always proceeded along two defi
nite, well-defined lines, making two 
schools of thought that have traveled 
side by side all along down the ages, 
holding diverse views, the one sending 
the thrill of hope through the great 
plodding mass of mankind, and the 
other the gloom of agony and despair.

The one Class holds up the banner of 
inspiration as the bow of promise; the 
other class refuses this solace, and de
nies that there can be knowledge el
even cause for belief except what can 
be demonstrated to all through the 
media of reason and the five material 
senses. And as the ordinary person can 
neither see, hear, smell, taste nor feel 
a spirit, apart from the material body, 
they assume It does not and cannot 
exist.

From very remote ages there have 
been those who have claimed to 
realize the presence of the departed, 
and other spiritual beings not human 
In their origin. Some of them ‘ have 
claimed that these spiritual beings had 
enlightened them concerning the origin 
of mankind and what would happen to 
them hereafter. The great mass of

ly among comparatively new-comers 
Into our ranks, object to that word, and 
also to the word “control." I, person
ally, have no objection to either, as long 
as-1 can feel the blessed ministration 
and Inspiration of such ascended souls 
as John Pierpont, Dr. Warren, S. B. 
Brittan, Bed Wine, Lotela, "Spirit Vio
let ” and a host of others whom I love 
for their unselfish and intelligent 
work for me and others. I shall not 
cavil at the words mentioned, for they 
have, one and all been guides and help
ers to me for years, and the same min
istrations of love and assistance to oth
ers, because of their ability to contiol 
my organism.

The other day X had the pleasure of 
“observing the . thirty-first anniversary 
of mv first control as a medium by a 
decarnated spirit, and memory carried 
me back to that other 10th of Feb, 18b8, 
when I, a little untried girl of fourteen 
years, was entranced by a sweet child 
of six, who came to her sorrowful 
mother, and gave her evidence of a fu-

HAS A GLEAN REGORD
Mrs. Cowell’s Grand Work 

at San Jose, CaL—1_ i. . .
To the Editor:—Not having seen any

thing from this neck of timber for some 
time, It dawned upon me to inflict you 
and your patrons. Thre city of 20,000 
or more inhabitants .and thirty odd 
churches has but one ’Spiritualist or-

DR. E. J. WORST, Ashland, O.
Il poalllvely cure« Catarrh, Colds. Pain«, and Boar

Ing lu the Head, Bronchitis, Sore throat. Headache. 
Partial Deafness and all diseases of the Air Fauagea,

CURED BY INHALATION.
It 1« the latest volatile germicide. It jieuetrutes tbe 

air paasages of the bead) throat and lungs, killing the 
germs of disease.

AIR IS THE ONLY AGENT, 
Fino enough to carry any medical influence Into tbe 
small air cells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy the cause of tbeae d senses. 
Over 100,UU) of those Inbalersnow In use. They are 
the only ones made tbat can be successfully sent out 
on trial free.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a abort time I wlll mall to any reader, naming 

this napor,>DU8 of iny new Scientific Catarrh Inhalers 
with medicine for one year, on three days irjal free.

If It gives satisfaction, send me 11.00, if not, return 
ItlnUireeduys. If you are willing to comply with 
such reasonable terms, address,

DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 26,-Ashland, O.

This book gives an admirable course of study la • 
•tbics, and «ipplles^long-felt want of au ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tbe comprehension of 
cMHren. as well u older person» whom It Is wisely . 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons. ......... t

The author shows a wise pract callty In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She illustrate* 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book moro interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use lu children’s lycouuis. In the hands of moth- 
er« and teachers it may bo roadq very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 
took aud should be widely circulated.
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general division.
i. rebeabches nr Jewish history. 
IS. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. J 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? | 
Tbe whole comprise« an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus. . , ,In tbls volume the Jews are clearly «town not to 
have been tbe holy aud favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea to traced to tot> Bae- 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Ito htotory Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it 1» 
fully developed Into Clirlstlanlty, wltoumytblcul hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
° The took" diin State"; that Christianity and Its cen’ 
tral hero are niytolcal; tbat the whole system •“ 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force
Ite rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survlvalsef so-called pagan sm. It show, vast 
search among the records of the past, Its tacts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
Su can rend It without I istrurtlon aud profit, w ictber 
heI the same concision, with tbe aiubor OS 
otherwise. For sale at tbliolllca.

voyance had been so frequently ob- would be of benefit to your readers, 
served that It could no more be denied. tbat js, providing they wish to be en- 
Savonorola was in his age renowned as I lightened of how they are being de
a seer so that he was mentioned as such ceived. I have copies of my book, 
by historians. In later times the seeress sbould any one desire it; the price is $1. 
Lencomand- was consulted by Louis It wm save the purchaser many a dol

. XVI. and his wife, Napoleon, the Em- lar ¡n the future. If a person was to say- 
press Josephine and by the so-called t0 y0Uj Wrlte a request on a piece of 
heroes of the Revolution, Marat, Saint- paperi piace it in .an envelope, seal It, 
Roche, Lefevre, Robespierre, Saint- and Hien mform you of the contents by 
Just. simply holding it against his forehead,

In short, we should never get done aud did so you would think It was done 
should we wish to cite every historical by spirits, well you would be right. It 
proof of clairvoyance, and whoever at is. but by a different kind, by alcohol 
all believes that our rulers of state and with which the face of the envelope is 
statesmen altogether scorn this means secretly brushed. This makes it trans- 
of making inquiries is quite insufficient- parent as glass, and easily seen through 
ly Informed as to the history of the day. and evaporates in a few seconds, leav-

But all this does not exist at all for Ing the envelope dry and not a trace be
- the learned men, and while they do not hind of the means employed. This gives 

■at all regard the immense material but a faint idea of the many good things 
culled from- literature on Bomnam- contained in the work. I will not oc- 

‘ bullsm, they still find the means to deny cupy any more time, but close by say- 
clairvoyance. Nature ought to direct Ing, I can substantiate every statement 
Itself toward the heads of the learned; in my book, and will guarantee that 
but she would, if this is the case, be no slate-writing medium or a materlal- 
as little the object of amazement as the izing medium will ever produce a suc- 
conceivable picture in these heads. On cessful test'in my presence under test 
the other hand, we might be able to conditions. At one time my mother, 
manufacture quite a respectable world brother, sister, father and myself were 
out of these powers of nature we are all believers in the faith; To-day none 
not acquainted with. I but my-father remains steadfast. I

In our days, clairvoyance has come In have no desire to ridicule anyone’s be- 
some measure into abeyance, although lief, neither do I think it unreasonable

ture life.
Since then thousands of spirits have 

literally controlled my organism, and 
voiced or written their messages of 
Identity and instruction to mortal 
friends, and I am not ashamed to say 
that I have beloved, though Invisible 
guides, and that I am at times con
trolled bv spiritual beings, nor have I 
lost my own Individuality thereby, nor 
my responsibility as a human entity.

Yes, we observed the thirty-first anni
versary of my mediumship—what a vet
eran I am getting to be—it was in a 
quiet way .however. We made no dls- 
plav and there was no one present but 
we" three, Miss W., Mr. Longley and 
myself, who comprise our household. 
But the angels were with us, and they 
came In great numbers, respectively- 
taking possession of my organism and 
voicing their loving thoughts and senti
ments until It seemed to each of us that 
we were veritably in heaven—as we 
were. Among those who came were 
dear "Father Pierpont”—the “True 
John.” as our personal friend, Charles 
Dawbarn, calls him; Dr. Brittan; my 
own sweet mother; Violet; some of my 
grand and good Indians; and others,
while—Luther - Colby made himself

ganization, and that very poorly sus
tained by Spiritualists and those who 
think they are Spiritualists, but the 
lives and actions of many do not sus
tain the claim. \

The First Spiritual Union here was 
organized and incorporated some six
teen or eighteen years ago. During 
that time some of the best and leading 
speakers and mediums have occupied 
its platform, such as H. D. Barrett, 
Moses Hull, C. Fannie Allyn, Clegg 
Wright, Mrs. Georgia Cooley, Mrs. 
Lillie, Prof. W. 0. Bowman, and Mrs. 
R. Cowell, and others. For years an 
admission fee of 10 cents was charged. 
With some it was a success as to at
tendance and receipts, but there was a 
slow growth in membership. The at
tendants were Spiritualists who were 
opposed to organization and any form 
of government, and never join "or sup
port any society or assist In upholding 
the cause, and some interested skep
tics. Within the last year a free door 
has been established under the min
istrations of Mrs. B. Cowell, of Oak
land. In April, 1898, she began with 
about forty hearers. She has been with 
us nine months. During that time we 
have moved twice, for the reason the 
hall was too small. The last two meet
ings In January over fifty could not get 
seats, and stood through the meeting. 
The audience was composed of 
strangers and young people—nearly 
four times as many being present as at 
any two previous meetings, which 
shows an Increasing interest.

The reason for this awakening: The 
people are getting tired of the chaff 
given them by the old creed teachers as 
spiritual food. Then the thinkers and 
reasoning portion of humanity are dis
covering that the philosophy and teach
ing of true Spiritualism are what the 
world is in need of, and not what it is

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

JJ The "Stellar Key" Is U.J philosophical Inti» 
ducllon to the revelations contained In thia book. 
Some Idea of thia little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After« 
Life 5 2—Beenes In the Summer-Laud; 3—bociety In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres Id the Summer-Land; 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land: 6-Languag.' and 
Life in Bummer-Land; 7-Material Work for Spiritual 
Workera; 8-Ultlmates In the Summer-Laud: 9-Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains moro than double the amount of mailer In fns 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beautiful fronua 
piece, illustrating the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents Postage 5 cents. For uaM 
at this office.,

THE RELATION
Of 'he-Spiritual to the Material Universe: and ths 
Law o' Control. New edition, enlarged aud revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

'...THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosbb Hull. A compound of the-two pamph

lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contain^ 
BtaliBtlcB, facts and documents, ou the tendencies of 
Che times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
Bv James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

.ng refutation of tbo Bible story of the Deluge. Price 
¡5 cents. _________

people have followed this class in be
lief without any investigation for 
themselves, partly because they desired 
a future, and partly because they had , 
a consciousness that corroborated tlie Principles of Light and Color. 
Idea. All these have insisted until I Onesto greatest books ot the age, »5; by maU 
within a comparatively short time, that _________________________________ -
all creation, including human beings, -, ■■ _£ lìnnlll
cam«' from design, a, result of the Thfl I n.MniTnUI fi| |JpQT|| 
manipulation of the great unknown, I HO IU IIIUIIUW 411 WUUIIII 
overruling power, while the other class ... OR THE • • -

Life According to Sdenta

Wia BY pouts riaonra. _ 
superstition und ignorance, which is tbamci atfd FRÓN! THE TRENCHtrue; but the hopes they have raised for TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
the next world has been thè only thing BY S. R. OROCKEE.
that has made this one tolerable for the I wrnv cacpikiatikip vundf
masses, through the privations and A VERY FASCINATING WORK, 
sufferings that have been their lot for 
many centuries. The civilized world is |i that peculiar lutcreitlng stylo In whleb French 
filled with complaints of what the toll- ^“^X“tlonVtoo nSl^Mtoerai 
ers have to endure at the present time, reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
»nd WO ornnt there is need enough Of mention» Spiritualista a» “devotee» ot a new super- !and we giant mere is neca euuuj,u ux »utlon,” etc.,etc., In which to manifesto the usual
improvement, but it is well to remem- a„lmUs Of toe "scientific Class," yet he »ays again: i
her thnt there hns been no neriod In the "Thore Isa true and respectably Idea In Spiritualism. ।Der mat mere nab ueeu ut> |Miuu m u.e M d ,,tto f f «„nmpnicat on ,
world s history, or the history Of this between superhumans and tbo Inhabitant, ot Earth;" 
country, when a day’s work would buy 
SO many of the comforts and luxuries [ theautbora’s Ideas, but the well-road mind will readily Life of Thomas Paine, 

BvEdltor of the National with Preface and Note;
bv Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of tbe 014 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monumcnt,At New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Roland
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the moat prominent of Paine 8 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, <5 cents.

---------- * ’ - . -i , , i „ 1 Thera 18. to ft Bplrlvuaust, a iiiuuiic»« uiMuwMiwm 
SO many of the comforts ana luxuries theautbora’e Ideas, but the well-road mind will readily 
nf lifA ns (inrincr the last thll’tv years. I select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the or lire as nnnng wt, lasi umiy J * wh0)e wm find*not onIy good montol oniture, but 
do not know as It would be proper for muoh VBiaabie information. The anti»cj>o}dB the 
me to call myself an optimist, but I am theory ot rctacaraatlon. price 1144 W »»lo at 
not so shriveled a pessimist as to be 01,1 ------- -------
insensible to the advantages that the 
present toilers have over those of the 
same class in former times. And I am 
aware that I am calling names that 1 —and—
these chance accidentallsts, including I m atti IDE
such names ob Newton, and Darwin, TMt LAW vr IwA I Ur(t, 
and nearly the whole horde of those towuioki« added .•.
who call themselves scientists at the I Volney.B Dr. pr|Mtiy,aBiographical Notio. 
present time, do not know themselves byCountD.ru, and toe Zodiacal Sign.and 
by. They will open their eyes in In- con.ten.uon. by toe Editor;
dlgnant horror at the idea that they be-' a Map of tbe ¿strolog!cal Heavene o 
lieve in chance or accident. They ap- ’ e Ancients.
pear to honestly believe that they are ____  ’
the only class who stand unflinchingly Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, tn large, 
on the ground of cause and effect for Clear type, with portrait and lllu.tratlons. One VOL, 
every conceivable fact under heaven. po«t8vo, 2« page.; paper, so coats; doth, 75 cent. 
c . j a u «4-^« +« 4-Yvi^ir i+ I Tbls is undoubtedly one of the best and moat usefulAnd yet, when we stop to think Ot it, ever published. It eloQuontlv advocates the
we nercelve that there is no ground be- best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the

Zb». AiiidJfl rtf thoen twn nrnnn- sources of human Ignorance and misery. The authortween or outside Ol tnese two propo |B gUpposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an anpari-
sitlons for any one to stand Upon, acci- tlon or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
zirtnf and drtfilirn Wp know that what society, and tbe causes of both the prosperity and the dent, and aesign. we kuuw luul wuui rUfnOf ancient states. A general assembly of the 
is not design is accident, and to deny nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
Hnclrrn la tn nnppnt thp chance theory, formed* tho source and origin of religion, of govern- design IS to accept me cuaiice tnwiy. meD* ftndona^B discussed, Md the Law of Nature- 
To accept the idea Of design is to admit I founded on justice and equity—id finally proclaimed 
that there is a designer. It is to accept to «u expectant worn.

VOLNEY’S RUINS

the material at hand is still quite suf- if I think otherwise.
ficlent to confirm the fact. But this I W. E. ROBINSON,
abeyance depends on the fact of its be- No. 50 East 88th street, New York. 
Ing attributable to three adversaries .---------- ---------------------
■who are bound to each other: The the- “Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
ologlans, the doctors and the jurists. I Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap- 
With the theologian th"e sect is said to -propdate wedding souvenir. Contains 
be possessed; with the doctors hystcri- marriage ceremony, marriage certifl- 
cal; with the jurists swindlers; a differ- cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
ence of opinions which shows at the and prose. Specially designed for the 
best that all three are in a labyrinth, use of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln- 
They always succeed in putting a stop I Istry. Price SI. For sale at this office, 
to the public appearance of seers. There I "Th<* Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
have recently come to my notice two By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded- 
cases, where, as in that case with Mes- icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
mer dogs which had run away were I by harmonizing their physical and their 
found again by remarkably correct de-1 psychical bodies with tmlvgrsal nature 
scrlntlons of somnambules. It occurs, I and their souls with the higher Intelll- 
however, with great regularity, that gences, to com& into,»closer connection 
such seers have for a considerable time with the purer realms ^f . the spirit
great success, but that the police, to world. It is written in the sweet spirit- 
whom they afford great aid, at last I ual tone that characterizes a 1 of Miss 
have them punished for swindling. . Judson's literary, works. Price, cloth. 

Now the jurists are certainly in the I $1: paper, ,7o cents. For sale at this

have W apply tbo portions-of the law at- family Cloth, ?1.50 ana $2.

known later on.
It was as If the glory of the spheres 

had descended upon us In that lowly 
room. I say “lowly” advisedly, for the 
unprecedented freezing state of the 
weather here of last week made it im
possible for the hot-air furnace to warm 
offices and upper apartments sufficient
ly for occupancy, and we were com
pelled to spend our waking and working 
hours in the kitchen, where our anni
versary seance was held. This fact as
sisted me, too, in recalling the old days 
of early mediumship, for In those good 
old times more than one spiritual circle 
was held in the kitchen of my parents’ 
home and elsewhere, and some of the 
best expressions of spirit power and 
helpfulness I have ever known, have 
been produced amid such home-like and 
humble surroundings. '

But I must bring this too lengthy let
ter to a close. Before doing so, I must 
tell our many friends in the West and 
in the East, that we have found conge
nial souls in this city, aS we have 
wherever we have gone. Among those 
here we may mention Mr. and Mrs. 
Stephens, who have shown us much 
kindness, of which, in part, was a 
grand reception tendered by them to 
Mr. Longley and myself, at their hand
some home, where we were presented 
to a large number of the representative. 
Spiritualists of the city. Mrs. Stephens 
Is one of the best of trance mediums 
here, and well known for: her good 
works. . '

That prominent and noble Spiritualist 
of El Paso, Texas, Dr. Baird, has been 
with us this, winter, and we have great
ly enjoyed his presence. The Doctor 
came to Washington to get a govern
ment appointment, and like whatever 
he looks for, he got It?. He Is now sta-

represented to be by its enemies and 
the Antis, and is worthy of investiga
tion and study as one> of the true fac
tors in life. •

The chief reason of this great growth 
of attendance with us.is the presence of 
Mrs. Cowell. She is' one of the best 
spirit message and descriptive mediums 
now before the publlc.uiShe has a clean 
record for truth and honesty, and her 
moral character Is untarnished. During 
the two days It week She has:been with 
us. she has been -an indefatigable 
worker. Her spirit messages) and tests 
are irrefutably honest, truthful, clean 
and clear. If .any nlessnge Jcomes in 
any uncertain manneif/or any mistake 
is made in Interpreting the spirit’s 
statement, or the intelligence • is at 
fault, she will not passlt until clear and 
correct, and an affirmative answer 
obtained. m-"

During her nine months with the so
ciety, the people haveugot tdiknow her, 
and so many of her statements have 
come true, they know>Bhe Is'not a fake 
or-fraud, and is ever wllllnffito face her 
predictions and work and its'Vesults. It 
Is a fair illustration i of wliht can .be 
done by a good malltimJor speaker 
when located for. a-year In o'ne place, so 
the people can beconle acquainted with' 
and understand them,- and thereby 
establish confidence and‘ respect

If there were twenty mediums like

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

The Age of Reason; .
Being «n Investigation ot True and Fabulon« Tbe- 

nlngy. A new and complete edition, trom new Plate» . 
andnew type; 186 page«, post 8vo, Paper, 25centa;
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revol utionary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab 
Hants ot America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents. •
Tlie Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke’» 
attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 272 
pages. Paper, 80 centa; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’ii Complete

Theological ’Works.
Age of lleftBon, Examination of the Prophecies, etc.

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo„ 482 pages. Cloth, Il.W
Palne’gi Political Works.

Common Sense, The CrlslB, Rights
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, 11.00* 
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THE GOSPELOF NATURE;
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

. LENT WORK-
the belief in cause and effect, the first _ A_u nrilrtl llTIAtm
Designer being the first Cause, all other A \LY RtVIll III lllN.
causes hanging on this cause as depen- ft ULA IlLi UMI I
dents. This view Is rational, proper, LOIS WAISBROOKJEB,
systematical and orderly. But the other Hirlow,s Vow„ 0Jcult
view makes an accident the beginning, PorceB of 8 .. ..perfect Motherhood," and many 
and makes continuous accidents neces- ,ther works. Price sr. cent« v<>r .aio at this office._
sary all along down through the ages in _ r.TTO. A NOVRL 
comnletinc creation. With them it DlTJIi, 1WV-EJJ.stands In this way: “In the beginning I 
there happened to be existent immense i ’
space, holding in suspension vast bodies Ttir AfiftnFl fit DHDDEI A 
of matter. This matter happened to I Hr linAITI Ilf DUUUflA»
have the property of attraction, a prop-I » T
erty tending powerfully to draw all ' Recording tO Old KeCOrOS. 
together In one immense concrete mass. I --------
By accident this tendency was so DR. PAUL CARUS.
counteracted that it came together In -------- rar tuomocivcs, ana mat is an "“.’i^“nr"nuniLInnumerable subdivisions of Irregular tnralaUto^Japrnw^demdw ta* am. ^'$‘2Knaffbj °Trtto”?%attood «"<> """£ 
sizes, and Instead of submitting to this jJ^E’JgUn». wa.latelypuWWiodtaiapa» itomc«
most potent tendency to continue fall- I Price IL For sale at this office. __ wiinbltadlvlduailygatberacilcoraprehendordlgeak
ing together until all matter occupied----- XA/WITP WIAGIQ ' vor «aie a-r this office,
one'heap, it stopped that kind of busl- I Y* „ 1 ,, lhmln(B.
mess at this point, and accidentally ^^‘^^tatores'trogandsugiesi^wSf' Ptioo 
these countless bodies began making For Bato at mis office._______________

Thts-worklBbyDR. M. L. SHERMAN, assistedi 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It Has been sold for 
12. but tbe price now has been reduced to 61. It «। a 
book tbat will Interest aud Instruct. H contains 480 
otKCB, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and hh work Is a 

* reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In- 
teiiects* Punty; Salvation; Discords; Good and E\ll, 
Unnatural Idea«: Church History; Progression; Inlier
ent tn Substance; The Nebulous Theory;

: Entitles; Justice; Impregnation ol the Virgin. Tbo 
Science or Death; Spiritual beatb; Immortality, 
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language, The split* 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Sire and Distance. Sp 1Itu 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Bjogra 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The. author says: ",Eacb. Individual partake» M 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for nim 
self. Each one roust digest tliclr various kinds of rood 
for tbomoclvcs, and that Is all they can possibly do_ . - . . . . _____ av nrstiii.

rapid journeys around each other in 
many .eccentric ways, revolving on 
their axes, and performing other grace
ful gyrations with more regularity than 
the motions of Intelligent parties en
gaged in a waltz .
■> It accidentally happened that all this 
matter became much hotter than the 
orthodox hell, and it has been cooling 
off ever since. because it happened that 
all the surrounding space was very 
cold. Then these bodies happened to 
possess an Inherent vibrating property, 
each within itsilf. and it happened-that 
this vibration produced life—a few sim- ’ 

-pie forms. These forms of life kept 
meeting with accidents which made- 
variations In the types, finally pro
ducing hew, distinct types, and varia
tions kept.appearlng ln this way, evolv
ing higher and higher and higher forms 
till man appeared on the scene.
. . SAMUEL BLODGETT.-

laU&r'Ci- Or ivATUKfc. |
By M. I* Sherman and Wm.F. Lyon. Abockieplote 

withSDlrtiaalttathB. Pr)co 11.00»
HELEN HAKWW’S -VOW;

Or Self-Justice.
Bv Lois Walibrooker. Many have read this book, 

many have re read It, and many others out to road It. 
It should bo read by every man and wpman ln tw 
land. It shows the talsltics rampant jn society In 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongs, 
that How therefrom to Innocent ylotljui Of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness OX tM author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00 * ~ .________

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
R^tX^

postage, 20 cento. ____

JESUS AND THE MTOIUM-S,
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualist 

and Mediumship b( the Blblo with that of to-day. By 
Mosbb Hull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all. the -•H!- 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also BhoWb nmt Ail 
the manlfostatloas throughout ths O’.v. and New Icjui« 
meat wore under tbo »»ino condition« tbat medium« 
require to-day; end that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to tie world. 48 pages. Price* 
10 cents. For iialo al this office.

¡■tnrcüi iflü i ittrtHbhu j
Or .Mabel Raymond's Resolve.

The New and the Old;

T)Y LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
£) a novel written with a »“n»0««;. N* 
purpose Is not 'merely to enable an unthinking, .ate 
mind to while away the time In a Blate of idle blessed 
ness, devoid of earnest thought Pf 
self-improvement or the good of humanity, it ib a BUil ID»J   nrlmflV-tlV. fOT mOthCfC flDd

Mrs. Cowell In the field in-the Pacific 
States, it would not be much over a 
year before the subject1 of Spiritualism 
would receive investigation from, a 
.majority of the Intelligent peoplet and 
thereby become the religion of the. day, 
not the Sunday article, but the every
day living morals of- ‘all capable of 
reasoning from facts as presented, and 
those who do hot have to hire someone 
to think and reason for them. .
'The superstitious bigot or conceited I For sale at this office.

"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Wnlsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, In which ques-. 
tions ofgreatlmportance to the race are 
dlscusiied from the standpoint of an ad- 
vancfcJ. noclal reformer. Price 60 cent».

Ortho Worl4’pl’rogro«i In Thought.. By ^tOBWHulL Staiily“Uto“moibe“‘LS
An excellent work by thl. veteran writer And.tinker. Sobers; aid .ccondly, through
price 10 cent«. ... /•. '■ effect the well-tetag and topp ne«, ot

:r ................. ' ' »%-*-».« Tthrinuastronnlyand clearly to Mow urn.
result upon tbo child of proper ^nounthngs andlnflu- 
enccs bearing upon the mother previous to 
Incidentally the author’ touches upon ^rious tMng 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdeno upon the individuals wmpoj- 
Ing society us a whole. The book Is trenchant, ^trac
tive and very interesting, even wben regarded, ™l (4y 
is a novel, and is cspccu ly commended to 
overywhere,” to whom It is dedicated. It tfio hor- 
Difgbiy shows' up the Jesuitical spirit of th® CotijoUC 
church; advanced Idea« relating to too BpWto«> 

hoiiiincnyja umvu .. ....... ... —— rRonby aro.Introduced It-contains a fine-llltesios .month by tor Guide«. A book that every ono who 1« .blc" author. I, contains sis pge«.-ne«tly bound In 
Interested In re incarnation ihould read. Price »1.00. by mall, prepaid. »1. . - ,

SPIRITUAL songster.
Bt HattibE, IIult.. Thirty-eight of Mrs, Holl’i 

gweotost songs, adapted to popular music, 'for the use, 
of conarcgatlona,-circles and families. Price 10 confs, 
or 87 per nundfed. For sale at this office. _■

? THE SOUL, ’
Its Nature, BôHUom and Ekprcs&loh in HctnanJBm- 
bodimMitß» Given through Mrs. Cora L...V. Rich- DOaimcuym V o thaf nvnrv nnn wlin I«
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A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we ean 

rive you for 25 cents? Justpause and thinkforajno- 
meut what an intellectual feast that smalHns ertincnt 
will furnish you. The subscription price of iaxrno- 
GUB6SIVM Tmibkbb tbirtieii weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred ana 
four nages of solid. suLaUmtial. ec^evaang and 
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uin-stsed book!
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THE - REVELATIONS .OF NATURE.
The progressive Thinker- has occa

sionally looked oiR upon the great uni
verse, with its over six millions of suns 
revealed by the telescope—the more 
powerful the instrument the greater the 
number—with doubtless an equal num
ber of planetary systems, all revolving 
in spuqe, nnd each the product of the 
same Thlinite, Eternal. Energy which 
holds ihe earth in its orbit, and wheels 
tearound its great center. The mind Is 
always bewildered as It strives to 
grasp this majestic subject, and is lost 
in contemplation as it attempts to com
prehend the whole. It must be equally 
overwhelmed as it looks through the 
microscope, and sees infinitesinial mat
ter bursting into life. He gazes upon 
the minute forms floating in the atmos
phere, swimming in tlie water, crawling 
upon the ground, buried deep below the 
surface, and even embedded in the 
hardest rock, only liberated by great 
heat, when it is said they fly away in 
pairs, showing that the positive and 
negative forces in nature, characterized 
by the sexes',' are maintained in the iow
est exhibitlOffiTof atomic Hie.

An article by G. Clark Nutall, the dis
tinguished microscopist, in -a communi
cation lately published in “Knowledge, 
awakens a train of thouglit 011 this evei- 
interestlng subject. He, was account
ing for the peculiar odor always attend

ANOTHER FACTOR OF ^SUCCESS.
Despite wars and rumors of wars, fftd 

tho Joo apparent “hero worship” given 
to successful military leaders, deep 
down In the Inner being of men there, 
is a principle whose trend and leading 
is toward a higher and nobler Ideal
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THUMB SCREWS AND RACKS.
Walter Jones, of Co. I., 1st Colorado, 

writing to Ills father, Thomas Jones, of 
Chicago, from Manila, published in the 
Record, says: ‘

“A few days ago a shipload of Span
ish offleers and a number of sick sol
diers were sent home. The Spanish 
priests should have been sent with 
them. The natives are very bitter 
against the priests, and it Is only Amer
ican protection that saves them from 
massacre. They dare not go outside the 
city. They are the cause of the trouble 
between the Spaniards and the natives. 
At the prison can be seen instruments 
of torture—thumb-screws and racks— 
aud I am told they were frequently 
used.”

Catholic priests and instruments of 
torture are almost Inseparable. The 
rack and the thumb-screw followed the 
conversion of nations by the sword. 
Torture falling to accomplish Ms pur
pose, then came the stake, the fagot, 
and tlie flame. The people of the rhil- 
ippiues have been experiencing for four 
hundred years what all Europe experi
enced, most forcibly In Spain, Italy ami 
France, until after the beginning of the 
present century. If Catholic convents 
and monasteries could be made to bear 
witness, It is believed it would be shown 
the practice is still in vogue, even in our 
own America, but under greater re
strictions for secrecy than lu tho past.

Were It not for fear of loss of Catho
lic votes, all the secret retreats of the 
church would be subjected 'to visitation, 
and the inmates would be examined in 
private to see if they wish to continue 
staves to priestly licentiousness aud 
tyranny. But it is probably futile to 
ask legislation in the interest of the op
pressed nuns until a great political rev
olution shall bid defiance to Catholic 
votes.

ant upon fresh earth. He wrote: .
“A handful of loose earth picked up 

in a field by the hedgerow, or from a 
garden, no longer represents to us a 
mere conglomeration of particles of in
organic mineral matter, ‘simply that 
and nothing more.’ We realize now 
that it is the home of myriads.of the 
smallest possible members of the great 
kingdom of plants, who are, In particu
lar, members of the fungus family in 
that kingdom, plants so excessively mi
nute that their very existence was un- 
di'eiufiM of iintll a few years ago.

Mr. Nutall then tells us that in a 
grain’s weight of ordinary agricultural 
soil there are nearly a million of these 
little germs; a sbovelfull of earth con
tains eleven thousand millions—an al
most inconceivable number. These 
germs are of various species and per
form tasks of great diversity, such as 
rotting seed-busks that the seeds may 
grow, and assisting in the decay of
waste matter.

Prof. King, in his “Microscopist’s

than that of a successful slaughterer of 
men.

The great man of the future will be 
the humane man—the man who stands 
as the representative of and leader in' 
humanitarianism.

To this end the higher evolution is

To the Edllm'i-YTJie recent convention 
has emphasj^d ¿.thought which has 
been in my i»|nd (qr a long time, and at 
the risk of [having'.my motives misun
derstood, I ,wjll attempt to express in 
some degree ¿jvhaLI feel should deeply 
interest every, Spli'jiualist, and particu
larly those of .Chi^a^o.

Whose address the recent conven-
working, and the day and hour is sure- tlon, as at qllfOthers. stands out pre-em- 
ly coming when the men of large hu- incut for it^.qulm. dignity, its pure rhet- 
manity will stand highest in the roll of uric, its fervlji el^uence its consistent 
v i ««ri uiaaH logic, its high moral, reasoning, anahonor and esteem, and w at and blood- I °y>e 0 helmiug 81)1,.Jt of
shed will be viewed with abhorrence, as fj.3tej.jjai kindnesij pnd sweet tolerance? 
inhuman, barbarous, and beneath js scarcely hecefcsary to mention that
the dignity and honor of true manhood. I refer to Mrs. Gora L. V. Richmond’s 

Spiritualism is a potent factor in this address on the “Spiritual Outlook” and 
. . ; „„ __ ire Im. in so doing, I do,not wish to reflect inhigher evolution of Uumanitj Its hu 1 sense*pon the othel. fll)ent speak. 
mane ideals, its teachings in con , I erg wbo were 011 the programme. There 
nance with the humane impulses of the are mnny ai)le and eloquent speakers in 
heart, its rejection of the harsh and hor- our ranks, but in all the qualities which 
rlble dogmas engendered by priestcraft I combine to form the finished orator, the 
In the rtnrk nwi of human undevelon- keeu logician, the able debater and the in the daik ages of human unaevejop forceM k the palm must be eon- 
ment, its setting forth of a sweeter hu- to Blcbnloud( ol. rather to 
manel’gospel of human brotherhood—a gel, jnsplrei.s
lasting indissoluble brotherhood of hu-1 q'he Illinois State Spiritualists’ Asso-

Companion,” says:
“In a single drop of water the micro

scope presents to the astonished vision, 
living creatures, of most beautiful aud 
varied forms, entirely unlike all former 
conceptions of organic existence, and so 
extremely minute that it would requite 
from 25,000 to 80,000,000 to fill 
the narrow space of one suare inch. 
And yet, as small as they are, tlie mi
croscope reveals to us their existence, 
their spontaneous motion, nnd their ex
ternal and Internal structures. It also 
makes known the fact that these ml-

MISSIONARIES EXCLUDED.
Delightful news comes from the Sou

dan, in Africa. The British, under Gen. 
Kitchener, .lately regained control of 
that vast-empire bounding Egypt on the 
south, which was wrested from them a 
few years ago with the Joss of Gen. 
Gordon and his army. Gen Kitchener 
has issued orders, said to be approved 
by the home government, prohibiting 
missionaries, either Catholic or Prot
est ant. from entering the territory, or in 
any manner interfering with the estab
lished religion, which is Mohammedan.

Attempts at Christian propaganda 
against the wishes of the people should 
not he tolerated anywhere. The faith 
of Mohammed rescued al. the countries 
where it .has been introduced from 
idolatry, and It has saved the people 
from drunkenness, and many of the 
vices common to Christian countries. 
But it is said they allow polygamy. And 
they, in reply, say prostitution is un
known among them save in the great 
seaports visited by Christians.

Until we can reform our own social 
code, we should be silent in regard to 
tlmt of the half-civilized nations. Re
forms should commence at -home, and 
spread by example, not by legal man
date.

nute living beings are extremely repro
ductive, and ’constitute the chief pro
portion of living bodies upon the face 
of the earth.’ They are found not only 
In the fresh water of ponds, brooks, 
rivers and lakes, but even in the salty 
walers of the great deep, lu some strong 
acids, in terraqueous matter, and iuveg
etable and animal fluids; Indeed, there 
Is no part of the world, either upon its 
external surface, or internally, in which 
these microscopic beings cannot be 
found, cither in a living or fossil state. 
The mortar of the builder, tlie chalky 
cliffs of Albion, extensive tracts of 
country in various parts of the world, 
ns well as chains of mountains, tlie cor
al foundation.of the Polynesian archi
pelagoes. of. the reefs and islets of the 
Indian Ocean, as well as other places, 
beside slate, flint, sandstone, limestone, 
rocks, etc., all contain, and are in fact, 
chiefly composed of the remains of once 
living, -Invisible animalcules. “Of the 
myriads upon myriads of organized be
ings created to work out the grand de
signs of Providence, all calculation 
seems futile; as tbe results would be far 
beyond the grasp of human comprehen
sion.”

In possession of these brief facts, 
who is best capable of forming an opin
ion of..the attributes of Infinity; he 
whoso vision is aided, by the wonderful 
mechanical appliances of the present 
age; who has been educated in their 
use; is familiar with their revelations, 
and Is capable of forming some just 
conception of the mighty universe on 
the one hand, and of infinitesimal Na
ture on the other, deducing evidence 
that life is everywhere, and always has 
been, incidents of matter? or the barba
rian priest, whose world was narrowed 
by his own unaided vision; who saw the 
earth as the centre of the whole, the 
sun nnd moon bqt luminaries in the sky 
revolving around the earth, while the 
stars, Instead of being suns to other 
planetary systems, each orb teeming 
with animate life, were but feeble 
lamps in the sky to variegate the scene?

The questions, mere suggestions, need 
no answer.

THEIR GLORY AND SHAME.
The city of Rome is characteristically 

Christian. The Vatican is there, with 
the Pope, and it is the headquarters of 
the Cardinals. There is St Peters, with 
numerous lesser cathedrals and 
churclie's. Tlie whole population of the 
city is dyed in the Christian faith, liter
ally washed in the blood of the Lamb. 
And yet with all these godly Influences 
about them Win. Rapinet Mackenzie, 
writing from Rome on January 20, says:

“In 1897 there were 114 murders and 
2,564 cases of stabbing, while in 1898 
the murders increased to 128 and the 
stabbing cases numbered 2,G91. Crimes 
against property—embezzlement fraud 
anti the like—were 8,987 in the year 
1897 and 10.541 in 1898. All other 
crimes in 1897 amounted to 1,607 and in 
1898 to 2,097.”

With this frightful showing, and the 
added fact that crime is still on the in
crease in the Eternal City, need we ba 
surprised when looking over the„AmerL 
can statistics of crime to find near one- 
half of the Inmates of our penitentiaries 
members of the CmoilC'Churcli; whilr 
they number less than one-tenth of the 
entire population?

inanity for time and eternity—all these elation made no mistake in inviting 
things which distinguish (Spiritualism I Mrs, Richmond to address the conven- 
„„ .. nf tlon, for the discourse referred to wasas a factor, and force in the wotld of by f#r the fluest best-appreciated 
thought, make Spiritualism one of the I of tbe eiftlre programme. No one could 
great powers working to elevate man to I ijsten to it wlthoiit experiencing a sense 
that higher, nobler and more spiritual I pf awe" and adihlratlon from the mag
plane’,-where nothing inhuman, or inhu- nificent grasp of the subject and the 
mane, will be accepted as worthy the I beauty of its expression,.
acceptance of man. When that day Again, when suddenly called upon to 
comes, the man of slaughter and blood fill Moses Hull’s place in h|s absence, the 
will have ceased to be, and his worship I guides gave through Mrs; Richmond, a 
and adulation will find no place in hu-1 most masterly presentation of profound 
man hearts and thoughts. " Mens- It is safe to say that no loftier

In this work of Bringing In Jhat bet- I conceptions of Jesus and his mission 
ter day, Spiritualists should be active, have ever been Held or more lucidly ex- 
energetic leaders, showing ito the world I pressed than were!'displayed in this ad- 
by precept and especially by example dress. '
the foregleams of the brighter future. I Then for the third timé in as many 

They should emphasize-their beautiful days, Mrs. Richmond spoke to a mag
teachings by practical, concrete, human- nlticent audience in Handel Hall, last 
itarian efforts. They should supplement Sunday evening, and it is hoped that 
their beautiful teachings with corre-1 this discourse may reach every Spirlt- 
spondlngly beautiful works. This uallst in America through some one or 
would give strength, life aud vigor, and all of the leading papers. This was a 
give a noble and beautiful prestige to concise, elean-eut outline of the exlst- 
our cause, in which to-day it Is sadly lus relations among Spiritualists of dif- 
deficient. . . ferlng shades of thought and opinion,

Take, for Instance, the Waverly Home -nffi indicated with no uncertain mean
enterprise, to which prominence is glv I ing, the attitude which all true Spirlt- 
en in this issue of The Progressive uallsts should assume toward the 
Thinker. known frauds and fakirs, while emplia-

Wliat an excellent effect on the stand- sizing the necessity for the broadest 
ing of Spiritualism in the United States tolerance for ignorance and the great- 
and throughout tlie world, would follow I est charity for weakness.
the cancellation of the debt of ?6,500 this is but Preparatory to what I 
now owing on the property, and the '"’ish to impress ;upon your readers, 
further endowment of the Home, for which is the faqt’rhat Mrs. Richmond 
the extension of its usefulness. is beyond all question, the finest Instru-

Were this one thing done, thousands I ment for spiritual communication and 
of people who now are disposed to Instruction known to modern times, 
“look down” on Spiritualism, would I There should be 'universal recognition 
from this time look "up” Instead of of this while she is yet in the flesh, and 
down. It would give our cause pres- not neglect it until she has passed to 
tige, and bring a wonderful accretion I ^e other Ute and then bewail her loss 
of strength. as a calamity to Spiritualism which it

Humanitarianism Is a factor of sue- most certaihly will be. Tbe day will 
cess to Spiritualism. The trend of so- come when you and I will be both 
elal evolution renders it so, and it is an proud and gratefu|. that we have en- 
element (hat cannot be Ignored without Joyed the privilege of personal ac- 
injury, depreciation and loss. qualntance with this most wonderful

Spiritualists, if you wlU, you can woman who^e who(e life has been given 
easily place Waverly Home securely on Causq of Spiritualism and whose 
its feet .as a firmly established, Spirit- I Influence hjs beep felt around the 
uallstlc, humanitarian Institution, which I world for the maintenance pf its prin- 
shall be at once a practical exempllfi- ciples and the elevation of Its mpral and 
cation of our spiritual teachings, and an spiritual tope. j
honor to our cause. AH '" I10 liave listened to her Inspired

Waverly Home will prove a factor of discourses hpye been deeply.Impressed 
success, in its highest and noblest sense, with the profundity and wisdom of the 
to Spiritualism. guides, wlpje pleased and charmed, by

O, if tlie thousands upon thousands of ^hg gracp apdvslntppcltly of expression, 
dollars that have poured'into the pock- I“et us thèn generously set aside any 
ets of fake materializo™, and been glv- slight differences of opinion we may 
en to the “professors” who manage oth- Hold as to doctrine or philosophy, and 
er counterfeit “shows,” misnamed Splr- PaY to Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, while 
Itualistlc—if the money liad been given In mortal life, that tribute of respect, 
to such a worthy humanitarian enter- esteem and admiration x which true 
prise as the Waverly Horae, what a greatness deserves. When she again 
blessing to Spiritualism would have returns to Chicago, let us accord her 
been the result! tllat support and ,affiliation which Is

' due to her as the fpremost and greatest
exponent of Modern Spiritualism, and 
as Chicagoans let us take a pride in re-

The remarkable phenomena of men
tal photography, whleh preserves in the 
archives of memory the pictures and 
events of life for so many years, is the 
wonder and study of tbe world's great
est thinkers. It is said by physiologists 
that we change our bodies once iu ev
ery seven years, that there is a com
plete renewal of all the functional or
gans and even the bony structure, and 
yet day by day the cerebral plate is pic
tured over with scenes and faces that 
hold Indelllble impressions unimpaired 
through all the ever recurring vicissi
tudes of human life. ■

With these changes incident to phys
ical experiences there must from neces
sity be involved change in the brain 
forces and matter and it is a thing too 
subtle and wonderful for our under
standing to know the fine processes of 
mind and spirit of the transference of 
the old to the new in the laboratory of 
the soul. How marvelous Is this store
house of mind from whence spring the 
untiring energy of spirit sending forth 
its thought forms of good and evil, of 
sympathy and hate, of life and. death.. 
This human mind where genius buds 
and blossoms, where light the invisible 
mystery of being weaves threads of 
gold out of tlie dreams of night and 
molds them into forms of utility and 
strength, and sets in motion the laws 
of mechanics to do the bidding of man, 
is tlie wonder of all ages. ■

Science has established the fact that 
it is the brain that really sees, that all. 
the phenomena seen, structures of art, 
the homes and inventions of science, 
have once slept in some mind, an im
palpable thought awaiting the magic 
touch of genius to project it into outer 
form aud expression.

Here in this brain is the photographic 
picture gallery where thousands of 
forms and scenes are stored away, 
some dim and indistinct, some as it 
were dusted with the mist of time, oth
ers as clear as the instaut they were 
made, and wlijsll. at will..may be

-brought forth to people tbe silent world 
of memory. There is a difference be
tween the real and unreal. There are

LILIAN WHITING HEARD A VOICE.

THE DIFFERENCE.

On “The World Beautiful.”
“I have got a clue to a whole system 

of spiritual philosophy. Chancing to say 
something of the presence of spirits (of 
whom, I said, I was often dimly aware) 
an argument arose on spiritual matters. 
As I was speaking tlie whole system 
rose up before me like a vague Destiny 
looming from the abyss. I never before 
so clearly felt the spirit of God in me 
and around me, The whole room 
seemed to be full of God. The air 
seemed to waver to and fro with the 
presence of something, I knew not what. 
I cannot yet tell you what this revelation 
was. I have not studied it enough. But 
I shall perfect it one day, and then you 
shall hear it and acknowledge its 
grandeur.”—James Russell Lowell.

In the letter written by Lowell to Mr. 
C. B. Loring, from which this extract is 
made, the fact reveals still more clearly 
his wonderful receptiveness to tlie en
compassing life of the Unseen. He was 
peculiarly flitted to receive it, with Ills 
refined and sensitive temperament, his 
trained thought and high intellectual 
activity. His Intimate consciousness of

pictures of theimaginatlou, day dreams, 
hopes, aspirations, longings for the un
attained joys, griefs aud despair. All 
these have a place in this inner con
sciousness and have a distinction that 
palpably divides them from those that 
have been realized.

And thus it is while we are actors in 
outward life, and play tliepaTt assigned 
to us in the drama of human experi
ences, yet the real sum and substance 
of life is the unseen—the spiritual. 
What matters it to the moldering 
sleepers whether it wore the crown of 
royalty, or whether it was tlie humble 
peasant. Dust marks the graves, of all, 
and oblivion is written on all alike. 
But the pictures stored away In the soul 
remain after the outward form is dis
solved, and by the same law of Inher
ent right builds Hie spirit form and re
news the Individuality In another exist
ence where principles take the place of 
outward signs and symbols. The out
ward forms of power, the tinseled trap
pings on which the world has set such 
value, are but dross when compared to 
the soul's real wealth, where love and 
friendship are the ruling spirits, and 
the somber conditions of decay fade 
away to give place to the ruling life im
mortal. BISHOP A. BEALS.

AN APPARITION.

It Called Loudly, “Father!
ABOUT THIS TIME HIS DAUGH

TER, A THOUSAND MILES AWAYt 
WAS FOUND DEAD.
To the .Editor:—I send you a clipping 

from the Albany Evening Journal of 
Feb. 1G, that I think will Interest you. 
The only mistake is “Zion’s Herald,” 
when it should be “Zion’s Watchman," 
which is an orthodox paper ot the non- 
sectariah type, high-toned and In every 
way reliable.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
Shakers, N. Y,

what he called “the encircling- spirit 
world” is again revealed in a private 
letter written In November of 1842, 
when he says:

“I do not write letters to anybody— 
the longer I live the more irksome does 
letter writing become to me. When we 
are young we need such a vent for our 
feelings. Unable to find a friend in the 
spiritual world, we feel more keenly tbe 
necessity of one in the material to 
whom we may pour opt the longings 
that oppress us.”

“A friend iu the spiritual world”—this 
sentence is a clue to the entire work 
and life of Mr. Lowell. He was keenly 
alive to the unseen companionships, aud 
the references to this source of happi
ness, which abound in ills poems, are 
but the expression of his daily experi
ence.

It may be noted that Mr. Lowell's as
sertion that lie had .grasped "a clue to a 
whole system of spiritual philosophy” 
was made in this autumn of 1842, pre
ceding by several years the first intima
tion (through the Fox sisters) of physi
cal manifestations of unseen presences. 
Both Lowell and Longfellow perceived 
tlie world of unseen companionships en
compassing the world of the seen. Not 
that they were alone In this. No true 
poet can be named whose llnestalo not 
image this consciousness. Milton Is full 
of it:
“Millions of spiritual beings walk the 

earth
Both when we sleep and when we

It was just about at dusk last Satur
day, when Mr. Divis, of Rockford, a 
town in the northern part of Illinois, 
sitting in a room in which no lamp had 
yet been lighted, heard, or thought he 
heard, a voice say: “Father, father!" 
He started, listened, but did not hear 
the voice again.

He concluded that in some way his 
ears had been deceived, for there was 
no One in the house to cull him father. 
His children hud long ago left the pa
rental home. ’Those of them that are 
alive are no longer young. Mr. Davis is 
well along In years.

He was still wondering what it was 
that he heard, d’hen a woman, one of 
his neighbors, came to the house on 
an errand on which site had sent her 
little girl a little while before. But the 
little one had come running home in 
fright, saying that as she had ap
proached the house of Mr. Davis she 
had seen a woman, dressed all in white, 
standing near it. Something iu the wo
man’s appearance had terrified her, and 
she had dropped a basket which she 
carried and scurried home as fast as 
she could run.

That was the story which Mr. Davis' 
neighbor told him. And lie wondered 
still more what it all meaut, but not 
long, for a little later that night a tele
graphic message was handed to him. 
When he had read it, his face was sad. 
He made hurried preparations for a 
journey a thousand miles eastward and 
took a train that night.

It was late last Saturday afternoon 
when Parker Bales, a lad of 14, who 
lived with 'his mother ou Akiu avenue 
in Rensselaer, returning home from an 
errand, found his mother sitting motion
less In a chair with the upper part of 
her body bowed forward so far that her 
head hung near the floor. He called to 
her, then touched her; but she did not 
respond. Frightened, he ran out, told 
some of the neighbors and then went to 
get Dr. Miller. The doctor responded, 

, but he could do nothing. Mrs. Bates

Vouched for by Reputable 
Parties.

“He that hath no sword let him sell talnln8lier with us permanently during 
his garment and buy one ’’-Jesus the remainder of her mortal life, ms garment ana uuy one. jgsu^ Chicago, Ill. ERVIN A RICE.

Down there in Galveston, the Texans '
have raised a purse of 3,500, and invest- ' ‘
ed it in a sword, to present, with a MAGNIFICENT TELESCOPE. 
Bible, to Commodore Philips, who com- A telescope, the largest and mostpow- 
manded the battle ship Texas, in the erfui the world has ever seen, is now 
great sea-fight off Santiago. AU this in process of construction, designed to 
because the Commodore called his men be completed In tiliie for the Paris ex-
aft to return thanks 
for the victory.

And over there in 
Itles. claiming to be

to Almighty God hlbition next year. The lens will be
49.2 Inches in diameter. The chamber

Spain the author- 107 feet in length, too unwieldy to be 
under the special mounted, will lie horizontal, while the

guardianship of that same God who tedvens will be reflected Into it by 1m- 
gave the victory to the Americans, have mense mirrors., A magnifying power 
ordered the court-marshaling of every of 10,000 dillmeters will be attached on 
Spanish commander who surrendered special occasions.
his ship in that terrible sea-fight, where. With such an instrument new worlds 
in, according to Commodore Philips, must spring into being, so far as man 
“God fought with the Americans.” ¡g concerned, and another crushingblow 

Is there not something radically be given to narrow church creeds, 
wrong in crediting God with victories, which made this earth the grand center 
then punishing men for being defeated and play-ground of Creative Energy, 
by such a powerful combination as his which he toyed with for a time, then 
Supreme Majesty of the universe, co-op- sent his only son to adjust parts he was 
erating with the Americans? . I incapable of managing to please his

The Bible and the sword seem to be 1 own ambition. -
very proper accompaniments as gifts to „ ■ ■ ■

MONUMENTAL RECORD.
It is positively marvelous to note the 

awakeulug interest all over the world 
in Gautama, better known as Buddha, 
meaning The Wise. The discovery of 
the birthplace of this avatar, evidenced 
by the finding of a pillar, i^lth a four- 
line Inscription thereon, translated, 
“Here the venerable was born,” planted 
by King Asoka in the third century be
fore our era, is conclusive in the mat
ter. It was unearthed by- Dr. Fuhrer 
with his spade, he being guided to the 
spot by traditional rumors, -and by a 
statement in one of the Buddhists* sa
cred books.

’ M. Sylvian Levy, a French, scholar 
and tourist, has recently made a" pil
grimage to this sacred place, and in his 
report confirms Dr, Fuhrer’s statement.

Max Muller says there can be. no 
doubt the real birth-place of the Buddha 
is found, and he predicts a great Bud
dhistic revival during the coming cen
tury. With the translation of much of 
their literature into the modern lan
guages, and tbe favor Gautama’s teach
ings are received by the learned, there 
can be no question but Prof. Muller’s 
predictions will be verified.

A HEATHENISH PRACTICE.
The archbishop of Havana. Is said to 

oppose free cemeteries in Cuba. It Is 
the church custom In Cuba to-demand 
an exorbitant fee for burials In cemer 
terles; where these fees are, not paid 
after a certain, time, the bodies are ex-, 
'burned and the bones of men, women 
and children Ue around in helps In the 
cemeteries. The archbishop, objects 
that the discontinuance of this practice 
would interfere with the finances of the 
Clergy. . . - .

the heroes in tlie great strifes among I rpn-p-pnpim cñiArui mwt'ir.Ttuif 
nations, but churchmen are usuaUy re- I THE "GREAT CRIME IS UNBELIEF, 
liictant to admit there is any harmony I A correspondent of the “Journal and 
in the combination. <J Messenger,” a Baptist organ located at

------- ——  -------------" Cincinnati, says in the course of a long
HOLY MUMMERY. article:

_ , , . , . . , “In an experience of several decades,
Imagine a priest wearing a sacerdotal I jb|s writer 'has never known a candl- 

cloak, known as a cope, in purple and I date for church"'membership—unless 
gold, extending from his shoulders to coming from soifie'jbther denomination 
his feet, clasped at the neck, bending -“to be tested by any formal creed, or 
over a congregation of 2,000 kneeling examined for any othw purpose than to 

„«m, a.,,»«., 8aln assurance of Yalth in Christ.” .women, with attendant priests, deacons, _., , , . .. -
j • " „ u« .. . * .u This is substantially the same as aand subdeacons, while -the holy father , . . ..., ./ ,„„„„„„ „ „„x * „l statement made in,;these editorial col-passes from one communicant to ah- , . ,, . , ..1 umns a week or sq, ago; belief is the 

highest good^a mortal can attain to, 
and the only'.condition ensuring a re-

THIS REMARKABLE APPARITION 
HAUNTS a FARM NEAR WEST 
HURON—IT ONLY APPEARS ON 
THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF 
EACH MONTH.
The residents of and near West 

Huron, Erie County, are all stirred up 
over the appearance of a ghost in that 
locality. This is not an ordinary ghost- 
a visitor from ethereal regions, robed in 
flowing white. This ghost Is different 
from any ever before seen..

In the first place, this ghost Is sup
posed to be the visible spirit of a de
parted bachelor, who had large sums of 
money while he was an occupant ot a 
flesh and blood structure on this mun
dane sphere. The ghost is not to be 
seen every night and his visits are so 
regular that those who have a desire to 
view him may go to West Huron at 
stated times and see him walk through 
board fences, disappear in hay stacks 
and sink mysteriously into the ground 
or soar heavenward on fiery wings.

The ghost is always seen on the Wool
verton farm, West Huron, between 
11:30 and 12:10 on the thirteenth day of 
each and every month, unless that date 
happens to fall on Sunday. '

Farmer Dlldine, who lives near West 
Huron, describes the ghost in glowing 
words. He says:

“I first saw him more than a year ago 
and exactly thirteen years to the day, 
after the death of the old rich bachelor. 
As I was passing down the hill at Slate 
cut I looked across the valley onto 
Woolverton’s farm and there I saw a 
sight which baffles description and puts 
skepticism at a dead non plus. I saw 
a light kindle up suddenly, as of some
one swinging a lantern. I paused to see

wake.”
he says in one passage. This fact that 
the highly sensitive nature recognizes 
the presence and the infinite aid and joy 
of friends in the unseen, irrespective 
of physical demonstration, is one of sig-^ 
nal importance at the present time. 
There has been a half ceutury or so of 
more or less activity and Inquiry into the 
nature of those demonstrations to the 
senses that we live In the midst of in
tense energies, of which the eye and ear 
do not take cognizance. The variety of 
aspects under which these demonstra
tions have appeared is familiar enough 
to all; and crude and even repellant to 
the spiritual sense as much of these 
phenomena have been, there is a cer
tain value in all that is genuine as the 
attestation of a law. But all phenomena 
is a means, not an end. And to achieve 
the end it need not continue forever. 
The alphabet and the multiplication 
table have their importance, but one 
does not pass his life in specific refer
ence to them. To limit one’s conscious
ness of the unseen world to any physi
cal demonstration of It through the phe
nomena of mediumship would be like 
dwelling upon the alphabet and the 
multiplication table throughout one’s 
life. A phase has its value, but the 
more Important It is, the less does It per
sist under the same form. The law of 
progress is in change, in evolution. 
Once satisfied by means of physical ev
idence to the senses that the spirit 
world about us “floats like an atmos
phere,” it is then time to uplift the. spir
itual perceptions, and to know the real-

was quite dead. He was not surprised, 
for he had been treating her for heart 
trouble and had known that it must end 
thus, sooner or later.

And then a dispatch was sent to Mr. 
Davis, of Rockford, Ill., for the woman 
who had died so suddenly was his 
daughter.

He arrived in Rensselaer in time far 
the funeral. The train that brought 
him was the last that came through 
from Chicago just before the storm 
temporarily suspended traffic. To Mrs. 
John Lemley, who Is also a daughter of 
his, lie told of the Strange happenings 
at hfs home about the time when his 
daughter died In a place that is fully a 
thousand miles distant from where he 
lives. He has no explanation to offer. 
He regards his experience as of the 
things that cannot be explained.

Mrs. Bates was a widow and was em
ployed by her brother-in-law, the Rev. 
John Lumley, of Riverside avenue, the 
publisher of “Zion’s Herald.” She was 
forewoman in the composing room.

Her funeral took place on Tuesday af
ternoon. Mr. Davis will take his or
phaned grandson to his western home.

THE LAND OF DREAMS
Prophetic Visions Come to 

People.

other sprinkling her with ashes, and 
making the sign of the cross on her 
forehead, at the same time mumming 
in Latin, “Remember thou art dust, 
and to dust shall, return.” That scene 
was a realization at the Cathedral of 
the Holy Name in this, city -on Ash 
Wednesday, the 15th. of February, and 
was common to all Catholic churches 
the wide world oyer. The more har
dened sinners were.required to appear 
in sackcloth and beg for absolution.

The custom is clearly another inherit
ance from ancient mythology, said to 
have been adopted into the church in 
A. D. 590. Its object mu^t have been to 
glorify the priest and humiliate thewor-’ 
shiper. ‘ .

- - ...... * COMMENDABLE.
That was a very commendable act of 

the St Louis Ministerial Alliance, in ex
pressing hostility to’Senator dbckrell’s 
bill in the United States Senate, pro
posing to return to the contract system, 
so long In vogue for educating Indian 
children at Catholic schools. Said the 
Alliance: •

“An effort is being made to return to 
the contract system of the Indian 
schools and thereby secure state aid tot, 
sectarian education, therefore,

"Resolved, That we hereby, enter our 
unqualified protest "to any legislation 
looking to the appropriation of funds as 
aforesaid," ‘

■ A PROPOSED TRUST.
A Bible .trust, 4L is reported, is about 

being forrned,' to advance the price of 
God's Holy Word. Truth would be 
conserved, and the poor would be en
riched by a successful trust In that di
rection. ■ . ■ ■

NOTORTHODOX.
President Eliot of Harvard warns the 

NSwEngland Sabbath Protective league 
that “It will not do.io attempt to disso
ciate pleasure and the Sabbath. Good 
people take more joy than bad, and God 
delights in every Innocent pleasure.” '

served seat in- kingdom come, if the 
teachings of the church is authority.
’ ’ . rifi ,.■«!%  ---- '■—

A NEW 'RELIGIOUS FORCE.
A new forcjj^ias j^njecfi-ialieillnto 

service at Buriiugtoir, Kansas, to bring 
sinners .into ithe fold, if we can place 
trust In. a telograin from that little city 
on the Neostfd! of date February 15. 
Wm. Davis, Rjarkhwi vowed he wqjild 
fast until hif^auglifer was converted. 
For a whole ‘week ha’wrestled with his 
appetite, growing, mtire zealous as his 
hunger Increased until finally .the 
daughter succuihbed to the great pres, , 
sure, and sunisndereffl-was it to God, or 
to her father’s tears and pleading?

.. “Harmonlcs of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual Life, Based upon 
Natural Science, as "Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Lh/w.” By Florence 
Huntley. Very suggestive and espe
cially interesting to Spiritualists. An 
excellent work, of deep thought For 
sale at this office.' Cloth, 4G3 pages, ?2.

“Social Upbuildihg, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness nnd 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., hl.D. This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. . . ;

what it meant A weird glow, like an 
incandescent electric lamp, issued from 
the air or earth. Then there came to 
my view the form of a human being, 
but Instead of being outlined in white, 
it was invested with a.bluish tinge- 
just as if you would look through a blue 
glass from the dark Into a light room. 
This seemed, to be the outside of the 
thing. Then the skeleton of the appa
rition appeared in dazzling brightness. 
The visitor seemed to be solid and yet 
he was not The face of the thing, for 
I cannot better describe it, was intelli
gent looking and the thing’s feelings 
and. emotions were plainly discernible. 
YoU could tell by Its countenance what 
■was ■ transpiring...within, .its phosphor
escent self, as much as an ordinary 
man or woman’s face shows sadness m 
pleasure. It Reckoned for me to follow 
it, but I was afraid to do so."

Well known citizens of Huron and 
West Huron have seen the ghost 
Operator Klauser, Mayor ROS' and other 
well known citizens will attest to Its 
presence.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

itles of spiritual life through these per
ceptions.

A very thoughtful woman of letters, 
who is herself an exponent of the high
er spiritual philosophy, remarked the 
other day that the “Society for Psychic
al -Research” accomplished little. In re
ality, this society has done a work so 
widely determining, so vitally Import
ant, that from the very fact of its influ
ence ‘having been so widely—and In a 
way quietly—pervading. Its work is 
sometimes less specifically recognized. 
Briefly stated it stands for this: A 
group ot noted scholars and scientists; 
men whose names are representative 
authorities In the intellectual world, as
sociated themselves in a keen, scientific 
investigation of existing phenomena. 
The names of suclr men as Sir William 
Crookes, Professor Sedgwick, N. W. H. 
Myers; Dr. Richard Hodgson, Prof. 
William James, Prof. Oliver Lodge, not 
to speak of many eminent French and 
German scientists, had the weight of 
authority. Some of these men, who are 
among the leaders of what is now a 
large and constantly increasing society 
—some of them approached the investi-

•Wbe-Great--Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D;; ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter toBishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerningrthe ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For Sale at this office. .

"The Universe." What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at thia office

So long as the mysteries of sleep re
main unsolved-tlie fascinationof dreams 
must survive, says the New York Post. 
And those dreams which by some 
strange trick of memory seem to have 
been prophetic lead us into all manner 
of vague speculations and bring to the 
most prosaic soul a feeling of awe and 
wonder. There are few who cannot re
call such coincidences in their own ex
perience, and if they happen often to 
one man, it is small wonder that he 
should become, to a greater or less ex
tent, a “believer in dreams.” I had one

gatlons with a belief tfiaTAhe cause of 
the phenomena would be fouhd on this 

.side of the unseen(world; but as they 
only sought truth, they were themselves 
convinced of the undesirable truth that 
the life of those who have passed out 
from the physical body is a very real 
factor in the lives of those still in the 
physicakworld. The association of em
inent scholarship and its subsequent af
firmation of the truth of intercourse be
tween the Seen and the Unseen has 
been the most potent and pervasive in
fluence throughout the entire reading 
public. It has, indeed, made public 
opinion In so marked and determined a 
way that a subject which had hereto
fore been flippantly discussed is now a 
recognized matter for serious and intel
ligent discussion.

The next step in the progress of hu
manity is for that unfolding of the spir
itual powers Gn the part of the Individ
ual that will enable him to be in con
scious receptivity to the unseen world; 
"to find a friend In the spiritual world,” 
as Mr. Lowell expresses it, whose com
panionship shall be so pure and uplift- 
'ing, so intensely inspiring and satisfy
ing that with such exquisite response 
and sympathy life becomes an ecstasy 
of happiness. All those phenomena 
classed as “mediumship” will be held 
as a phase, a bridge, so to speak, that 
has led over the gulf of non-recognition 
to general recognition of ihe truth that 
between the Seen and Unseen there ex
ist the most slinple and natural 'rela
tions. spirit to spirit, in possibilities of 
intimate and sympathetic Intercourse 
far exceeding those ever possible in the 
physical world. It is this great truth 
which prefigured itself to Mr. Lowell.— 
Lilian Whiting, lai Boston Budget. ,

of this kind which was so vivid and 
which included so many points of coin
cidence in the dream and In the actual 
events which followed It that I will re
late it here.

On an occasion during the civil war I 
dreamed that I was standing beside a 
road when there came marching along 
it a strong column of prisoners with 
guards; at Intervals on the flunks. I 
asked one of these guards who the pris
oners were aud where they had been 
captured. He 'informed me that they 
had been taken lu an engagement with 
the enemy on the day before, and that 
there were 1,900 of them. I then asked 
Sdtfiebystander what day of ..the month 
it was, and was told that it was such a 
day of a certain month, some six weeks 
later than the date of the dream.

The whole dream was extremely dis
tinct, and it made a strong impression 
on me. I related It to a number of my 
comrades within the next few days, 
and then thought of it no more. Six 
weeks later, on the morning of the very 
day which had been mentioned in the 
dream as the date when the column of 
prisoners had passed before me, I was 
on picket a couple of miles distant from 
the point where I had seemed to be 
when I saw them,.........

HOW IT CAME TRUE.
It was soon after breakfast, and I wtfs 

standing by the side of the road at the 
fire, talking to the officer of the picket, 
when an aid of the commanding gen
eral came riding down the road. He 
had been a schoolfellow of our officer at 
West Point, and reined up when he rec
ognized his friend. He told us that he 
had good news, that there had been a 
sharp engagement with the eneniy the 
day before, and that our people bad ’ 
captured 1,900 prisoners, who had just 
passed the heafluarters that morning on. 
their way to the rear. Here, now, wera 
several very remarkable coincidences. 
The date,- the number of prisoners, the 
route over which they marched, and I 
believe, tte place where they were cap
tured were the same, actually, as they 
had appeared to me In my dream of six 
weeks before! . .

Just why a purely ' literary effort, 
made.in a dream, should.not 6urvlve.tne 
awakening’I-cannot understand, for I 
recollect having bn one occasion, worked. 
out a mathematical problem of unusual 
difficulty In a dream. I had been en
gaged upon It for several days, and was



y a rch 4,1«»,

nfcarly ready to give it up, when the so
lution of It came to me suddenly In my 

i\‘ sleep. Upon awakening I lighted my 
1 y 'lamp and worked it out immediately ae

S cording to the method indicated in my
I dream, which proved correct.

PETER IBBETSEN'S HAPPY GIFT.
A notable peculiarity of dreams is 

that in them we are never surprised at 
'/ anything that may occur. To a man in 
V his waking hours a meeting with a per- 

■ son known to be long dead would.be, at 
least a surplse, and with tlie surprise 
would be mtagled, most likely some-, 
thing of a shock; But such an encounter 
in the land of dreams is looked upon as 
entirely a matter of course. This is due 
probably to the fact that the land itself 
is of so ghostly a character that no In 
habitant of it Is of greater or less cause- 
quence by reason of his having }ostJ“s 
connection with the things of the com
mon everyday world.

There seems, alas, to be no. certain 
way of compelling the attendance of 
any departed spirit that we may wi^h 

. \ to call up in our dreams. What infinite 
i ! consolation would it not bring to s(ii- 

rowing hearts could such a method be 
discorored or invented'. The note that 
Du Maurler struck In "Peter Ibbetsen 

- awakened a responsive vibration within 
us and left us longing foflhe power to 
dream “true.” . , ,

But although the material cannot 
command the spiritual, still, the dream
er of happy dreams may take pleasure 
In his shadowy land, in spite of the tact 
that lie must travel where Fancy points 
tlie way, and can meet only those whom 
the same fickle guide brings into tils en
vironment. Let him store up In mem
ory then the happy visions of his sleep- 

~ ing hours to draw upon in after times, 
as he does upon the pleasant incidents 
of his waking hours, reckoning them 
as not the least of the blessings brought 

- to us by “Night with her train of stars 
and her great gift of sleep.”

A CWERFEiTER.

“heaven.” The newi personality thus 
destroys memory, but retains the effectSTARTLING LIMITATIONS IN SPIRIT RETURN.vinn>.i.iiiv w areali that téfl tbitfàft-oti earth to-day.

• ■ " ' ' It, Is the thought/vilmtion that holds
SCINTILLATIONS FROM CHARLES DAWBARN. I the register in the life of to-morrow, 

■ ■•-•- I This Taw necessarily applies to every
— . I mortal, and to every jh’iide of thought

The Great Philosopher of the Pacific Coast Opens up that can produce1 af’Vmtótory reaction 
- 1 , bn the sotti, of m'aii, thus becoming a

' ' a New Line of ThOUffht. State of ConscioiisnlW 'But this effecta uiiio vi iiwuyiu 1 yet broader| must note a
n-1 further result befor.fe' W are ready to 

thought stirs your vocal organ (how It traceJts outworkiiiglj inspirit return.” 
does nobody knows) which starts..yibia- Harmony Bimpiy ' a 'like vibration 
tion in the atmosphere. The drum pt whicli thouglit ctìi;travel, to and 
any human ear is affected by I fro> by the exercis^ of Will power. The 
vibrations. The result is a sound. You I game Uw tJiat brlligs 'into ' association 
have experienced it of ten, and have thQSe wil0 . cbfifpelliihe association 
been educated to recogplze tiiat special of thoae whQ association is
sound ps an expression of -a certain of nature tliW etM.eSsing itself 
thought. Your wife s ear and your own rwrfa.J 'm«mnnreceive and record the same sound. You AS HARMONY EYEN IN DISCORD, 
both attach the same meaning to-it. hut absolutely universal. It is disguised 
Then comes the marvel. The vibra- t0 mortal sense in.harth life. Simula
tion is . ■ . . _ I tion js thq rule here. The rich man
RETRANSPOSED INTO THOUGHT, turns up his nose ptlLazarus, and poses 

, ! x I as a magnate among men. Yet both
and then recorded on the memory, but I bQ t]lleves nm-s, sensualists, or in
still by vibration. I do hot know where I flueJneed by,heredity or couditlons, both 
sudi vibrations are kept in cold storage I m be ave^ge specimens of humanity, 
by Nature. We guess it is In the brain. I The (nt jg tl)is_- Although all mem- 
BUt you see that if you repeat the I of perso]lal experience has gone, the 
sound, it always means love, or anger g ,g new. tllonglKt. traveling along 
or hate,-means just the same every I uch vibratory Unes as conduct : 
time, and the effect is exactly the same I 
on the memory. Repeat the vibration, STATES Oh CONSCIOUSNESS 
and although possibly the Word may I instead of' “memories of experience.” 
have eseaped you, you will have the I q>hus the loving mother, torn from her 
thought back of the word as an eternal children, can have no memory of the 
fact, because founded on an eternal I gad experiences, but s^e’ harmony 
vibration. The student will here notice w|th every love thought sent out by 
that he has mastered three distinct thOse left behind.,, The villain, the 
facts^ (1) He has noted that a certain scoundrel, the debauchee, the life
rate of vibration makes Its entry on the I grabber, under the,same law continues 
page of Nature’s memory. (2) He sees as much in harmony . with his old life 
that no other rate of vibration could as ^th his new surroundings.
either make or repeat that entry. (3) We will now endeavor to discover the 
Yet further, if that same vibration be I bearing of these truths upon “spirit 
repeated at any other time it will tell return," because, although memory . 
the same story. But, and carefully note earth experiences is and must be de- 
thls, it can only be repeated on its own gtroyed, yet the flipt Impulse of every 
instrument. My memory demands my I Spiritualist would be to say, “If I know 
Instrument. Your memory demands that my loved one comes back, and that

THOUGHTS THAT SHOULD BE 
READ AND RE-READ AND CARE
FULLY CONSIDERED ’- THEY 
SHOULD FIND LODGMENT IN 
EVERY MIND—THOUGHTS THAT 
SHOULD BURN THEIR WAY INTO 
THE UNDERSTANDING OF ALL.
The most experienced Spiritualist is 

often dismayed and disheartened at the 
limitations that haunt his phenomena. 
For instance, when Shakespeare i's an
nounced as his visitor he invariably dis
covers that the wit and wisdom of the 

■spirit will not overshadow the un
learned conversation of his neighbor 
John Smith. This same sad fact applies 
to the “return" of any and every spirit, 
whatever his renown for special knowl
edge and talent in earth life, The in
visible scientist may apparently influ
ence some uneducated medium to talk 
with a learned twang that is abnormal, 
but the science exhibited rarely
REACHES THE TEXT ’’’“BOOK

erend God-worslilpers/'have been hope-1 
lessly wrecked. I

What do you—what can you know 
about the “next life” under such con
ditions? You are aware you are no 
longer a mortal, but you have returned 
to mortal vibrations as nearly as possi
ble, as the only way to reach mortal 
mind. You have largely the limitations 
of mortal mind. If asked to describe 
the north pole, whether land or water, 
you may use your best effort, clairvoy- 
antly or psychometrleally, and perhaps 
think you have succeeded. But another 
returning spirit, under similar con
ditions, will very
- LIKELY CONTRADICT YOU.

A VACANT CHAIR.

Mrs. LaPearl Tears a Sheet 
Off the Alleged Spirit 

of Her Aunt.
SHE PARBOILED PROFESSOR 

SIMS-ATTENDED THE SEANCE 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXPOS
ING HIM AND DID SO.
To the Editor;—The following from 

the Danville (III.) Democrat of Feb. 18, 
explains itself:

Spiritualism which has assumed some 
noticeable proportions In this elty of 
late, received a decided set-back by the 
expose of a medium last night at a cir
cle or seance conducted at the resi
dence of Mrs. John Burton, 113 South 
Vermillion street The work the fake 
was pretending to accomplish was not 
approved of by some of the leading 
Spiritualists, as they do not think that 
any medium ean execute it. It wag the 
calling up of the spirits of departed 
friends or relatives and the conversing

LEVEL, 
and never equals that of the learned 
specialist.

Coming down a little closer into every 
day life, we find, our friends and rela
tives often making a most unpalatable 
hash of truth. They have hard work 
when they first return to remember 
their names, and It is only after the 
track has been smoothed by “sugges
tion,” that they make any real progress. 
There is plenty of the abnormal in such 
phenomena, but almost no proof that 
the spirit brings back any higher man
hood than he left behind. Usually his 
progress is Invisible to the mortal in
vestigator. Is it any wonder the world 
smiles? It has almost ceased to ridi
cule, but it is asking, and has the" right 
to ask, “what is the good of it all?”

The Spiritualist has been gradually 
getting into cramped quarters. He has 
built his new “ism” on phenomena, and 
every new phase is ushered in with a 
solemn admonition to “behold another

of the dead with the living.
Mrs. J. H. LaPearl attended the cir

cle last evening, and she went there 
with the determination of exposing the 
medium as a fake, if such a thing were 
possible. She was accompanied by her 
husband, the circus man, and by several 
members of the Paige Repertoire Co., 
which had an open date last night 
James Green apd wife and Dr. Patton 
were there, Dr. Patton being an inspira
tional poet and spirit medium.

Professor Sims, who resides on Park 
street,' with Mrs. Shields, and who has 
been In the d-ty for abeut--a-*fortnight, 
was the medium who was conducting 
the meeting.

The, lights had been turned low and 
some one in the audience had been re
quested to can up a deceased relative 
uifder promise of the opportunity to 
converse with the spirit of the departed 
one. , ,

Mrs. LaPearl called for her Aunt Sal
lie who had been dead these sixteen 
years. Her hands were held by Dr. Pat
ton and she was invited to approach 
the cabinet and talk with the spirit. 
She had no more than reached the 
white form of the alleged spirit when 
she jerked free from Dr. Patton and 
grabbed the shrouded form which ha« 
uttered a few words in a husky and 
cavernous voice. She called for the 
lights to be turned on and then jerked 
the sheet off the supposed spirit. The 
professor stood there speechless and his 
misrepresentation exposed.

Mrs LaPearl roasted him thoroughly 
and told him the whole affair wot a. 
fake just as she had suspected, and rldl- 

. culed the professor until he could not

grand manifestation of spirit power." < 
If the unseen prestidigitator produces a 
new trick, the sacred cause experiences 
a boom. But industrious scientists of 
the S. P. R. variety have been tracing 
so much of assumed spirit return to ; 
telepathy, clairvoyance, apd other un
noted
PHASES OF MENTAL ACTIVITY, 
that the oldest Spiritualist is in danger 
of presently finding a notice of “stand
ing room only” where he thought he 
had a reserved seat in the temple of 
truth. Almost everything 'claimed for 
the spirit of the dead ean apparently, 
with just as much propriety, be claimed 
for spirits of the living mortal. One 
heals In the name of Spiritualism. 
Another healer who denies “spirit re
turn” Is quite as successful. The 
prophet and test giver may be only a 
psychometrlst; while clairvoyance and 
clalraudlence are undoubtedly un
cultivated faculties Inhering to every 
mortal. And when at last, we come to 
the fact, that after many years of most 
careful investigation the Society for 
Psychical Research acknowledges that 
it has found traces of independent In
telligence, through, the mediumship of 
Mrs. Piper, that can only be explained 
by “spirit return,” we are still left face, 
to face with the old mystery. In these 
acknowledged cases of spirit return we 
have the same old limitations and im
perfections, till the weary skeptic ex
claims, “at best there is but a grain of 
wheat to a bushel of chaff.”

The experienced Spiritualist knows in

reply. , „ ,She then told her friends to get their 
wraps and the party left the hodse. The 
other members of the circle were dis
mayed by the act of Mrs. LaPearl, but 
after their fright had wasted Itself they 
laughed.and joked along with her over 
the matter. '

Professor Sims’ reply to' the charge 
of being a fake, was for the party to 
gather at his room at Mi’s. Shields’ and 
he would demonstrate that he could do 
the work he had set out to accom
plish. ,,

Professor Sims had refuged to allow 
certain parties see him call up .the 
spirits, probably because he feared 
that .they would attempt the same thing 
that Mrs. LaPearl did.

Previous to his attempt to call up

yours. I she recognizes me, how can memory
Nothing very difficult or startling so I pave been destroyed?'

far. We have taken’a single fact of I We wllI picture your own experience, 
science, and have commenced to study wortby reader, supposing you should 
its lesson. It shows us that what we have passed through death, leaving a

mean by “PERSONALTTY" I wife and Children on earth. Ypurs has
... ___ ____ been an earthis based upon memory every time. You n,,nvv « wn t nvnrecognize your wife by these mutual LIFE Ol< HARMONY AND LOVE,
memories of mutual experiences. Let predominant among tjie many Impulses 
these memories cease, and the wifeship tliat color every life of to-day. You are 
ceases also for you. But can they as mueh -a “personality” as ever, but 
cease? Most certainly they can, both witli no more memory of the past than

And neither may prove correct'when 
the pole is reached by. some, fortunate 
explorer. You have just what the re
vived memories, and the immediate sur
roundings qf your- “spirit return can 
do for yon, and nothing more, save per
haps a little unlocked shrewdness. It 
tills be so in the mortal sphere you are 
thus entering, it applies c’v,en m°re to 
all you may say about spirit life. You 
can have ho memory of It, so give what 
appeai-s to you at the time to be the 
truth. Everything you say and think 
about the inner world is first colored 
and limited by your earth experiences, 
thus imperfectly reborn, and n^xt tern: 
pered by the individuality of the. per
sonality" you have been compelled to 
assume. You . tell your dear ones, to 
that love circle in your old home, of 
cities with civic activity, and of rural 
homes of peace and quietness, amid 
fruits aud flowers, because such are 
mortal thoughts of what the next life 
must be. You tell us of schools, art 
galleries, colleges, theatres, because 
each and all are our experiences. You 
shrewdly suppose, because It is our nat
ural supposition, that all these are re
fined into higher life manifestations. 
We cannot get at your real knowledge 

‘because you have laid aside your mem
ory. So you tell us, if your family de
mand it, qf God and saviors, of saints 
and sinners in weal or woe, as mortal 
humanity has outdreamed it all. And 
we now discover that your thought is 
colored and limited by your special ex
periences and immediate surroundings, 
and may be contradicted by other re
turning spirits, honest as yourself. If 
we‘ believe that saints, martyrs and 
apostles are your dally companions, you 
will feel it must be so. Thus you may

There in the corner of the room, 
Bedecked with ribbons rare, 

No ghastly crape to mark with gloom, 
Behojd our dear one’s chair. .

The cushion soft that fills the seat .
No earthly form has pressed, 

And yet we hear her vanished feet
Oft seek this place of rest. . . .. ’

When in the twilight’s solemn shade • 
Soft zephyrs passing by

Stir palms we’ve brought from foreign 
glade, -

I think I hear her sigh.
But when the willow of the chair 

Gives forth a joyous creak, .
Her soul from mine would chase dull 

care, .
If I could hear her speak.

And in its fond embrace I see ~ ■'' 
Gleams of a vision rare, '

Ah! more than all the world to me 
Is tills, our dear one’s ehafr.
Cincinnati, O. HATTIE RYMER.

The above is the number ot the preff« 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor» 
responds with the figures on your wrap* 
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. -Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper. ;

Premiüm Tei'ms

RUPTURE WAS CUREU.
Five Years Ago the Experiment 

Was Tried.

No Doubt But What the Cure Is 
Permanent.

by accident and design. . You have y0U bad when in earth life of some 
seen that no intelligence will pass be- f0rnjer career, if reincarnation were 
tween you and your wife except there ^rue. Naturally the love element pre
is precisely the same vibration, with the dominating in your Ego, you will feel 
same agreed meaning, which Is then its vibrations as universal, but beeom- 
stored as “latent thought” In the mem- ing “personal” whenever charged by 
ory. Now' suppose your thought sud-1 thought power with any special mes- 
denly 'finds Itself starting vibrations sage. presently your Ego will sense 
that do not connect with the old mem- the special love vibration, directed from 
ory. Just a little change in the instru- one or more Egos ,In earth life- The 
ment, somewhere and somehow. That possibility of communicating with earth 
is what hypnotism did for the French most probably,,, universal In the 
peasants under Charcot. It made this sphere In which you.find yourself, so 
trifling change. Yet that change com- you gladly respond, to thetcall. Taking 
pelled the Intelligence, which we call wpat must be the average (experience as 
the “EGO," to manifest I your own, everything mortal will be

AS ANOTHER PERSONALITY, INVISIBLE AN© INTANGIBLE
which had Instantly a new memory, to you. You Would pasir through and 
without any connection with the old through the earth ¡"without perception, 
one. Accident did the same for Mollie jjut following the love line you find a 
Fancher. It induced certain repetitions I mortal so abnormally constituted as to 
of convulsions every night. Every time have bodily vibrations ypu can recog- 
the Instrument is slightly changed. So niZe. The more Mosely'you can np- 
there is a new memory and a new. per- proach her the mote you'can read her 
sonality, but the same Ego. It happens thoughts, and reach but to her sur- 
wlth Mollie that there are half a dozen roundings. And notice tli.qt by the same 
such regular changes. Now notice that I ;aw- the memories of your’new life will

his heart that
SOMETHING IS WRONG, 

but he does not knoWwhat it is, or where 
to look for It. No matter how delightful 
his intercourse with father, mother, 
wife or child, he knows that a visit to 
some other medium may upset it all. 
At best, it is only after a number of 
sittings that he gets really satisfactory 
proofs of Identity. With such facts, 
Mke worms at the root of their faith, 
Spiritualists are shouting that spirit re
turn is a glorious religion, and that the 
grandeur of its revelations will pres
ently pervade and reform the world. 
Meanwhile the time-worn Spiritualist 
finds so little-of which he can be proud 
in the public offerings of “spirit return’* 
that he., sooner or later, either returns 
to the church pew under some liberal 
preacher, or else drifts along with a cool 
indifference that is the final stage for a 
belief that is gradually freezing to 
death. The enthusiast may have one to 
five years of experience, never twenty- 
five or fifty.

Such are the’ problems that are de
manding solution. The patient will die 
unless they are solved. Nothing is to

a repetition of the same vibration, how
ever induced, at once recalls the special 
memory,..and. the same .“personality” 
appears with a memorized history of 
experiences, like the rest of us.

That has been another step for the 
student; but nothing new, so far. I 
have studied these changes, in their 
relation to spirit return, again and 
again, as my reader’s all know. It is 
only recently that I grasped the full 
meaning of these intensely interesting 
facts of nature. That is the next, and 
the all important step, to which I ata 
now inviting the student. It is a fact 
in itself so-stupendous that, until care
fully studied, it seems to upset the very 
foundations of spirit return. This is 
the fact, -which, for clearness, I will 
divide" into two parts.

(a) Death changes all vibrations to 
such an extent that the spirit organism 
becomes Invisible to mortal eye.

(b) Therefore death also destroys all 
memories of earth life.

When. I had thus dared to enter the 
very Arcanum of Nature I was stunned 
by the awful truth. I went over the 
ground again and again, but If memory 
be a matter of vibration, there can be 
no escape. So I faced the- fact, as I 
have faced many another, and de
termined to learn its lesson to the very 

i utmost. And this is the lesson to which 
. I am inviting the earnest and reveren-

become lost to you? So finding yourself 
at last so close to the mortal that you
almost feel as If It'were your own body, 
you become conscious br other mortals 
present, with outpourings, of love that 
fill you with joy. And then,, amidst your 
changed vibrations, which actually thus 
constitute a new “personality,”' you 
struggle to express your feelings. Yet 
there are Inharmonies around that con
fuse you. Probably the very first is a 
demand for your name from one of 
those present on the earth side, who 
happens to be a member of the 8. P. R., 
and ambitious to be'known as a shrewd 
investigator. But your old name was 
silenced with other memories of earth 
life when you “died,” 'and you seek In 
vain for the vibration in which it is 
embedded. Your thoughts are twisted 
and distorted into confusion and non
sense. At last you find yourself losing 
your bold after strenuous attempts 
which S. P. R. pronounces “most un-

spin pious yarns, believing them true, . 
every word. And it is thus that other 
“spirit returns” along the ages, have 
woven whole religions, because the 
world’s thought demanded them at 
that very time.

So we see you confused and limited 
when you first return; growing more 
and more at home as you reach-further 
into mortal life, until at last you can 
give

“TESTS” BY THE HUNDRED, - 
and most satisfactory proofs of Identity. 

But we see you, at the same time, 
barred by the law of laws from any 
great outreach beyond mortal limita
tion. Yet you bring with you every 
time, to those who can learn, the grand
est of all truths—that man is immortal, 
and can return to prove it. You can 
establish your identity beyond question 
to the heart, but only now and then 
will the reluctant S. P. R. be willing to 
acknowledge there is a little evidence in 
your favor. For the most part his juries 
will convict you, on circumstantial evi
dence, of being a fraud. And I can 
easily imagine’ that, many times, when 
you have said what you did not mean 
to say, and utterly failed to give a de
manded proof, you will almost agree 
with S. P. R.-in bls opinion of yourself.

I now turn once again to the patient 
student, and ask him to read and re
read this history of spirit return in the 
light of science. He.cannot help but 
sooner or later realize the truth of these. 
limitations of “spirit return.” He can 
at his leisure apply it to every man
ifestation, every phenomenon from raps 
to form. The same key unlocks all 
alike. I know it strikes at revelations, 
both of yesterday and to-day. Spirit 
return of 5,000 or 2,000 years ago had 
necessarily the same limitation as spirit 
return of to-day. If that fact hurts 
those seeking to manufacture new re
ligions out of spirit return, or to re
model old ones, I can only tender them 
my sympathy, for I know no remedy, 
save to expose their wounds to

THE BAYS OF DIVINE TRUTH.
At least, from my standpoint, such Is 
the lesson to be learned from Nature’s

In the early part of 1893, J. D. Thompson, of Castor- 
Imid, N. Y. was attracted by the newspaper announce
ment that nr. W. 8. Iltcc of 311 T. Main St., Adams, 
K. Y. bad perfected a new aud marvelous cure lor

REMEMBER that all or
ta must be accom
panied by their reqoi- 
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70. r--„—

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

wr.. j. Thompson.
rupture. Mr. Thompson bad a rupture that the va
rious kind» ot truatea on the market wouldn't hold, ao 
be communicated with Dr. lUee aud begun treatment 
Immediately. He was cured so completely as to upset 
all former theories regarding the treatment ot rup
ture and tor the past Ove years lias been as sound as a 
dollar. This tact ts worthy ot publication since there 
pre thousands ot sufferers who honestly believe they 
cannot be cured. Write to Dr. Rico aud ho will send 
you tree a book that describes this grand treatment.

It Isa home cure at small cost, painless, harmless, 
without operation or loss of au hour from work. It 
cures man woman or child aud no matter bow bad the 
rupture may be the cure is quick, complete and per
manent. It you are ruptured do not neglect this no
tice of tho ;Rice Method of cure. It is tbo recording 
of facts like the above that make our newspapers of 
such value to us. Write at once for Dr. Rice's book 
and if y ou know of anyone else who is ruptured it will 
bo an act ot kindness to see that they also learn about 
the marvelous Dr. Rice system. Write to-day.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind that the order for tho 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to Tho 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come'together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out

ex- 
Od 
bq

TAKE NOTIGE!
The N. S. A. has a number of copies 

of Mrs. Dr. J. H. R. Matteson’s valu
able medical and hygienic work, “The 
Occult Physician,” on sale, for the ben
efit of its treasury. The book retails 
at $2 per copy, but the gifted author 
who generously presented these vol
umes to the N. S. A. has given permis
sion for them to be sold at $1 each. 
This book should be In every home as 
well as in the hands of every physician. 
Send for a copy to the undersigned.

MARV T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary N. S. A.

600 Penna. Ave. S.E., Washington, D. O.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep In touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your 11- 
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

spirits, Professor Sims had worked to 
perfection with the “trumpet.”

The above is only one example of 
many occurring all over the country. 
Educated in the methods of trickery by 

‘celebrated California experts, they go 
forth to fleece the gulllbles among Spir
itualists. A simple test wiR play .out 
every trickster in the United States. It 

J consists simply of placing a mosquito 
bar over the medium aud tacking it se
curely to the floor. This method was 
adopted by S. S. Jones, the founder and 
editor of the Rellgio-Philosopliical Jour
nal, who had occasion from time to 

' time to employ It Under the mosquito 
bar the medium sits comfortably, and it 
is no more an obstacle to the genuine 
medium than the ordinary daily dress 
that js worn. Of course, look out for 
confederates. They can be balked, if

be gained by a chat at the street corner, 
or at a social tea party. The facts 
must be traced and studied right down 
to the very foundation of thé movement 
if w.e would discover how much of 
troth, and how much of imagination we 
have blended in our old belief. If the 
reader be willing to become such a stu
dent I can help him to follow a few 
steps into processes by which Nature 
makes progress possible. If he be 
startled and perplexed at times, I can 
at least comfort him by a hope that he 
may find his problems solved, and' his 
spirit return saved, as the result of his 
careful study. And I will try to take 
him as far, and no further, than I have 
traveled myself. Our study must be 
manhood itself; first in this fife, next in 
the invisible, and In both alike under 
Nature’s laws.

Reader, you and your wife—some day 
to be separated by death—are now in 
close and loving companionship. How 
do you know each other when you meet 
after a brief separation? You tell me it 
is by the exercise of certain senses. 
You' are right. Even poor Laura 
Bridgeman, born deaf, dumb and blind, 
recognized every friend by touch. But 
there is something a little

the seance is held In a house where no 
previous arrangements could be made 
for their secret admittance. I am a firm 
believer in the possibility of genuine 
materializations, yet I don’t believe 
there is more than a half-dozen medi
ums in the whole United States who 
can stand the test Inaugurated by S. S. 
Jones. •

Spiritualists everywhere, play out 
your counterfeiters by the S. S. Jones 
test They will not submit to it unless 
like Mrs. Fitch, Of Texas, a confederate 
can be utilized. The medium who can 
stand this exceedingly simple test and 
produce materializations, and who Is 
.willing to go to any House, will be re
garded as a benefactor and a savior, 
and can coin honest money.” TRUTH.

• Danville, Ill.
»<The Religion of the Future?’. By S. 

¡Welt This is a work ot far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a. bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep; dear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
weU repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
Ste office. Price» doth. |1.25; paper, 
50 cents.

tial student of the occult.
We have learned by “spirit return” 

that Egos remain .
MENTALLY AND SPIRITUALLY 

distinct after death as before. So they 
have each a personality as much as in 
earth life. It ranges from that of the 
most brutal murderer to the unselfish 
and loving philanthropist They come 
back even to the S. P. R. as separate in
telligences. With our greater breadth 
of experience we have noted spirits ex
hibiting the same variety of character 
as in earth life. This is a link to earth 
life'’that shows us that the Ego has 
himself been marked—we might almost 
say been moulded and shaped—by his 
mortal experiences. So the Ego Is him
self subject to the law of vibrations. 
His thought that has found expression 
through his

MORTAL BODY BY VIBRATION, 
was, by the same law, reacting upon his 
soul life. Yet, as we have seen, it was 
not storing up any memory of his earth' 
experiences. So that which In mortal 
life was memory, was reflected back on

DEEPER THAN MERE'SE&SE 
which is blending your lives into har
mony and love. It is memory. If you 
did not remember having loved, you 
would not now meet as lovers. It is 
your mutual experiences, far deeper 
and broader than youthful passion, 
that blend your lives into one. Without 
memory pure love would be Impossible. 
Every man, woman and child is doing, 
saying or thinking something every 
hour by which a fellow mortal dis
tinguishes the human A, ,B or O.from 
any other letter of the alphabet So it 
is' memory we must investigate if we 
would hope to understand tjian. .

Memory is bookkeeper for's^nse. He 
records everything you see, heaf; feel, 
touch or taste. The. result you cafi^ex- 
perience. But how does he do i|? By 
exactly the same process by which you 
gain your experiences. He makes use 
of Nature’s TaWof universal Vibration.

the Ego as a state of Consciousness. 
The same law is at work as that dis
covered by science, and termed the 
“conservation of energy.’ Death de
stroys nothing, but. she enforces a 
change of manifestation.. Thus If Du
rant murder Blanche Lamonte he can 
carry with hhn no memory of the act 
But he . ■ .
HAS THE. SELF CONSCIOUSNESS 
of a murderer. His vibrations are those 
of murder, and he is In harmony with 
every thought of murder In the uni-, 
verse.' It seems to us a woeful act when 
some trusted friend robs the widow.and 
the orphan. We rejoice if he be con
victed as a felon. But Nature has no 
use foi courts, with judges and juries 
to try the offenders. His very thought, 
most likely long before the act for 
which we punish him, implants the self 
consciousness of a thief on his EgOi So 
he becomes in harmony with every 
other thief, and necessarily can only 
revel in the choice society of what we 
call “hell.” On the other hand, we see 
the philanthropist brightening the lives 
and winning the love of hundreds of his, 
fellow mortals. He is

satisfactory, and most likely subliminal 
efforts by the medium.” Though dis
couraged there is the same love element 
seeking expression, so you return again 
and again, each time entering more 
closely Into the

VIBRATIONS OF THE MEDIUM 
tin, »at last, someone- says, or thinks so 
clearly you can feel it, “I believe that Is 
William Edes Browne.” In a flash you 
recognize it as your name. S. P. R. here 
makes a note. “Clear case of telepa
thy.” You hear or feel the cry of one 
present claiming you as father or hus
band. Your soul responds, and the old 
memories begin to revive as far and as 
fast as you can get into harmony with 
those claiming your old love. At first 
flashes of the past begin to thrill your 
soul, drawing you closer and closer to 
the old experiences, fill you suddenly re
call incidents that, make 8. P. R. bite 
the end of his pencil and meditate, after 
which he writes "perhaps.” And it may 
be that as weeks and months go by 
there are enough of such “perhapses” to 
impel S. P. R. to write to headquarters 
and report that really," on the whole, he 
thinks he has recorded enough “per- 
hapses"' to make it hot improbable that 
the intelligence present has a person
ality distinct from that of the medium.

Meantime1 something else is happen
ing. The closer you get to earth life the 
less you can recall^ at such times, ex
periences of yoqr' spirit personality. 

’ You are each time leaving
BEHIND THoS'E MEMORIES, F

law of “Multiple Personality.’ 
San Leandro, Cal.

'The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult

N. Y. P. S. U

OF THE NATIONAL YOUNG PEO
PLE’S SPIRITUALIST UNION— 
WHERE SHALL IT BE HELD?
The constitution of the N. Y. P. S. U. 

requires that the members of the Board 
of Trustees of that Union should de
cide, prior to April 1st of each year, 
when and where the annual convention
shall be held. This convention is to 
convene some time during the month of 
August We would like to hear from 
the management of the different camp
meeting associations, or from Individ-^ 
uals, societies or associations in the rS-' 
spective cities, as to what arrangements 
could be made for holding this convem 
tion in their respective cities or camps! 
All information relative to this subject 
should be promptly forwarded to 506 
12th street, N. W, Washington, D. C.

ANNA M. STEINBERG, Sec’y.

romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth ?L For sale 
at this office.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
Institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records of Inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one wlio gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the oceult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

Pc lisr/vry

For the sake of simplicity we will con
fine our illustration to the operation of 
just one sense, and trace it to memory. 
This will really cover the whole field.

If you stand silent before your wife 
she may guess, but she does not know 
what you are thinking. Presentii four

POINTED TO AS AN IDEAL MAN, 
and a statue erected to his honor. But’ 
he cannot carry with him one memory 
of his own earth experience. His Ego 
is that of one who loves his fellow man, 
and with such associations, he - Is, 
wherever he may be, in what we call

and they cannot reappear unless, and 
until yon repeat the vibrations. As the 
spirit memories thud grohr more and 
more impossible the earth memories 
grow clearer, untjj,. at iast, you find 
yourself conversing almost as of old 
with your loved orfes.'esp&ially if they 
have now provideddthe n^ht conditions 
at your old domestic heaith. You then- 
probably assume-f to counsel and to 
guide as in.days ofiold, oj(d with a cer
tain Increased shrewdhess born of 
added, powers of clairvoyance and psy
chometric sensitiveness. You see causes 
and'prophesy effects, ani can possibly 
do much for, these ibved ,<wes. But it Is 
after all a very ■

IMPERFECT MANIFESTATION, ’.
because it Is so dependent on mortal 
conditions.' You must have a mortal 
medium,, who, If she be sick or Inhar
monious, will -distort or suppress your 
thoughts. And evéft.a passing visitor 
may so change the vibrations as to 
cloud your mentality. , ' .

You possibly 'have in this family cir
cle, which constitutes ’, we ara told, the 
very best possible conditions for “spirit 
return," a son or daughter who en
thusiastically welcomes you, ond relles 

> upon everything "papa” says as ab
solute truth. Now then la the very time 
to learn un about'the next.life. We 
here approactrh rock In the channel 
upon which myriads of mortal minds, 
owned both by Spiritualists and rev-

•'Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- 
[gm; or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As it» title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of .infomation on the

postpaid for 25 cents.
“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 

By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in- 
fôrmatlon relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantia He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2,

“Woman, Gliurcn and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of informationontiie8ubject,and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale at this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mestaerlze to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful tr&earners who seek to know and 
utilize tHe laws of mediumship and de-

The Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If be reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
bad not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat. to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker. ______

THE DIVINE PLAN.

.. iv. ók'

arar«.-™ -b « ».jgftsyas ™-

25 Cents 25 Cents

It Is carried .out in The Progressive 
Thinker office,™' portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable-book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary As we are aiding you, wo ask 
vou in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus In a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Han yourself.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spirltfiafists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep, 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces win find Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
nound book, strongly bound, and con- 
mining beautiful illustrative plates, 
For sale nt this office.- Price, postpaid, 
$5, It is a wonderful work and you 
vriil be delighted with it

••Bible and Church Degrade Woman.’’ 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on. The Effect of

, . .
In order to reach a class of new readers we will 

send the paper .for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also send free of charge the back chapters of 
that remarkable story, -Juno, or the New Wp- 
man,”’written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The. story will interest 
you. You should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, _______
vet all new ¿ months subscribers, as well as all Md’and lefglo^l Tbe^Degraded Statu« 

new yearly ones will get the back chapters free, Church3 and Woman; written In Mrs. 
hvh J« j . . o * . ... ' Renton’s usual trenchant sty’

■ I

if they subscribe soon.
In Mrs.

Stanton’s usual trenchant style. Fitf 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents» __

would.be


H-ERF, IS OUR 
PREMIUM BOOK.

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting,; even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. 

' exact pic-
outside or

This is an

cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most ip 
Spiritualist 
Published in 

his cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all,

the elegant 
offered- as a 
thé largest 
teresting of 
papers ' now 
tjie world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy, book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it willbut as a pre ,

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. .

| .. GENERMJ5URVEY

n THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, || 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to impress upon the 

miuds of our correspondents that ino 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That meaus rapid work, and it is essen- 
tlal that all copy, to Insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements be ng 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and ou ouly one side of the paper, 
you are not a fairly good Pen®a“’ 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who Is, and oDug 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assert,\®“® 
or statements he may make. The edit 
allows this freedom of expression, Be
lieving that the cause of truth can 
best subserved thereby. Many of tn 
sentiments uttered in an urtlcle may 
diametrically opposed to his belief, y 
that Is no reason why they should ne 
suppressed. No one person aas 
whole truth, hence kindly 
should aljvays be entertained for those 
who differ from you. ’

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cilt down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

: the ; -- March 4, 1899.

clearly that the minds of the people 
here had been busy In this direction to 
a good (Httent and were glad to have 
thly opportunity to learn more of the 
real truth about it.”

The Sturgis Times has the following: 
“At the close of last Sunday’s lecture at 
the Free Church, Mrs. Weatherford 
challenged any minister of Sturgis or 
vicinity to join with her In a discussion 
of the twelfth pliapter of First Corinth
ians, first to eleventh paragraphs. If 
accepted, time and place to. be arranged 
later.” Mrs. Weatherford has endeav
ored for over fiVe years to induce slan- 
der-monglng reverends to either discuss 
spirit return as manifested with primi
tive Christianity and modern Spiritual
ism, or stop vllllfylng honest mediums. 
Sturgis has one pulpit orator who de
lights In insulting remarks concerning 
Spiritualism and Spiritualists. He 
needs just such an encounter as the one 
proposed in order to show the commu
nity where he stands..

M. Emshwlller writes: “I am taking 
several papers pertaining to spiritual 
literature, but I think The Progressive 
Thinker far in advance of any that I 
have read.”

Olara'Puekett writes: “W. O. Jessup, 
of Richmond, Indiana, has just left 
Winchester after a short work here 
among the Spiritualists. Through his 
mediumship many new converts have 
been made. The- ladies have formed a 
Ladles Aid Society which meets on 
Thursday afternoon of each week. 
Spiritualism is not dead at this place, 
though it has many opposers.”

J. E. Orchard writes: "I have taken 
The Progressive Thinker two years and 
hope to always have the dollar for your 
very valuable paper.”

Miss L. Gordon writes: “The Engle
wood Spiritual Society was favored last 
Sunday afternoon by several inspiring 
vocal and piano selections, of her own 
composition, by Miss Lydia O. Green, 
followed by a lecture by Mrs. Lqra Hol
ton, whose guides gave a beautiful song 
test to a lady. Mrs. Jeffreys-Borland 
and others gave some tests and Mrs. 
Gates recited a fine original poem. The 
hall was well filled at both services, and 
a revival in Spiritualism Is predicted 
for Englewood. All services are free, 
and all are invited to come and partake 
of the spiritual feast. Several good test 
mediums will be present every Sun
day.”

Lyman C. Howe writes from 23 
Arehwood avenue, Cleveland, Ohio: “I 
am now speaking for the West Side So
ciety the last three Sundays of Febru
ary. Last Sunday, with mercury shiv
ering with North Pole ague, we had a 
fair audience and good attention. The 
lyceum is sustained by vigorous effort, 
and fairly prosperous. Oli, that Spirit
ualists everywhere appreciated the Im
portance of lyceum work, the liberal 
education of the children, who are

IMPORTAI MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

WILL MAIL SAMPLE BOTTLE ON RECEIPT OF 25C

SÜFFEREDfROMRH’EÜM/VTIS/n /
■ ' V.;.-l ,11! -

’ LIGHT* .LQNDON, ENG

THE ÌMITATIQNi/pF SPIRITUAL- 
STIOÍPHENOMENA.

William1'B. ftbbluson, of New 
___  ,hus sent'us’¿' copy of a book 

which he has . wrltft'n, with the title 
“Spirit Slate-Wrllin^ iind Kindred Phe
nomena,’ and which is published at the 
price of one dollar by Munn & Co., Sci
entific Amerlcttii<lpffi,<rP> New York City. 
Mt; Robinson says that he is “hot an 
opponent of Spiritualism,” but having 
for many years bedh engaged in the 
practice of magic, having been a de
signer of stage illusions for the late 
Alexander Hermann,' and having also 
been associated wltji, Professor Kellar, 
he feels himself competent to treat of 
the “clever tricks” of those who "under 
tflie mask of niedlumship victimize 
those seeking knowledge of their loved 
ones who have passed away." We have 
read the book with care, and have come 
to the conclusion that all Spiritualists 
who are specially Interested in “phe
nomena” would do well to make them
selves acquainted with Mr. Robinson’s 
explanations of how those phenomena 
jnay be, and, as he alleges are, success
fully simulated. A familiar acquaint
ance with the many’"dodges” by which 
a novice may be deceived by a trickster 
cannot be otherwise than serviceable, 
and Mr, Robinson makes the methods 
pretty clear by minute verbal descrip
tions and an abundance of pictorial

Mr.
York

Homer, which ho rightfully Interpreted 
to mean that he should not die till the 
third day, contrary to the anticipation 
of Crito, to whom it was related. So 
that psychologically, as well as by the 
earnestness of his moral aims, his pro
found religious feeling, and his per
sonal righteousness, we are justified in : 
claiming a place for Socrates among 
the goodly fellowship of the .world’s 
prophetic teachers. .

It certalhly does not speak well for 
human nature that the almost natural 
outcome of a prophet’s life should be 
odium, disappointment, and a martyr's’" 
death. “No man c#n long be safe who 
either to you or any other democratic 
body opposes himself firmly,” said 
Socrates. There is-always a feeling of 
irritation produced by the presence of 
superior goodness, like that of- the citi
zen who was tired of always hearing 
Aristides called the Just. And if that 
goodness is aggressive, and rebukes our 
misdeeds, we are inclined to say as 
Amaziah the priest did to Amos; “O, 
thou seer, flee away into the land of 
Judah and eat bread and prophesy;” or 
as Socrates puts into tlie mouths of the 
Dicasts, “Why cannot you remove to 
another city and there hold your tongue 
and live quietly?" He 'had given per
sonal affront to many of the politicians, 
rhetors, and'Toets, by exposing their 
pretensions to knowledge; he had 
offended the demos by his presumed 
Laconian and aristocratic proclivities.

For Over Half a Century--Now Cured.
Unsolicited Testimonials and Sworn Affidavits Offered to I?rovo 

Every Assertlon-“5 jDROPS” Scores Marvelous Tri- 
uuiplis; Breaks Its Own Record.

What I. M. Duke, Lemon, Miss., Has to Say About “5 DROPS. ”
SWANSON BUEUMATld-euilE CO., CHICAGO: Dear Slrs-I will «ay to you and the restof ths 

world that it bus been iimuy years staco I have been able to do a day’s ivork until tble spring. I coiuiiioiiceG 
taking “5 DHOPS” in December la«t, and I now feel like anew pnun. I have had the Ilheumntlsni ever tine» 
I was 5 yeara old. I am now 60 odd years old and cured. Yours gratefully, L M. DUKE, Lemon, Mius.

June 20,1898.
Cured by "5 DliOPS" After Physicians and All Medicines Fall,

SWANSON’S RHEUMATIC CURE CO., CHICAGO: Gentlemen—Tblf 1« to certify tbit “5 DROPS’’ 
cured my wife of a very severe cate of Rheumatism, I bad used various liniments aud patent medicine«, 
«nd had the best physician« In West Texaa ou her case, all with no effect. She grew worse all the time and 
got so sho'had to bo turued In bed; had no use of herself and ono side, tbo arm, leg, etc., looked as though it 
never would bo restored. • This looks pretty ‘'thin," but it 1« a fact and If any one doub'.s It affidavit can bo 
made as to Us truth. Should any one wish to know about this God-sent remedy let them write me, Inclosing 
self-addressed stamped envelope, and I will prove It, Gratefully, JOHN OLIVER, Huckabay, Texas.

Juno 21,1SH8. *

(TRADE MARK.)

It you kayo not «uffldent confidence, after reading these letter« to send tot 
ONE LARGE BOTTLE FOR tl.00, which will surely cure you, then send for a 25<j 
bottlk. which contains enough medicine to more than satisfy you of Its wonderful 
curative properties. Prepaid by'Mall or express. This wonderful curative give» 
almost Instant relief and Is a PERMANENT CURE tor Bheuinatism, Sciat
ica, Neuralgia. Dyspepsia, Backache, Asthma, Hay Fover, 
Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Nervous and Neural
gic Headaches, Heart Weakness, Toothache, Earache, 
Croup, La Grippe, Malaria, Creeping Numbness, Bronchi
tis, and kindred diseases.

UK TlTJiYTJGP’ is the name and dose. LARGE BOTTLE (30) doses), $1.00.
O 0 prepaid by mail or express; THREE BOTTLES, $2.50.

Samples 25c. Sold only by us and our agents. Agents Appointed in New 
Territory. ?

SWANSON RHEUMATIC CURE CO.. 167 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

J. W Dennis writes from Buffalo, N. 
Y.: “Mrs Maggie Waite has been quite 
111 with la grippe, but Is now able to re
sume her seances at Connecticut par
lors.”

Will C Hodge has closed his engage
ment at Muncie, and is now at Roches
ter, Ind , All correspondence should be 
addressed to Rochester, care of Major 
Bitters.

Mrs. Virginie Barrett is open for en
gagements as speaker. Her address for 
the present is 14 Walton street, Toron
to, Canada. Home address 819 E. 16th 
street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Ida C- Craddock, of Philadelphia, Pa., 
is to address an audience of Spiritual
ists on the evening of Sunday, March 5, 
at 8 p. m, from the rostrum of Mr. M. 
L Schaeffer, at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
subject will be: “What the Bible Can 
Tell Us About Life in Heaven. Mrs. 
Craddock’s office is in Handel Hall 
building. 40 East Randolph street, rooms

S. N. Snyder, Salem, Ohio, writes that 
the Spiritualists there are in need of or
ganization, and thinks^a. good organizer 
who is a good test medium would after 
a time make a good living there by 
giving private sittings.

Camp-meeting associations wishing 
the services of A. E. Tisdale, the blind 
orator and singer, from July 22 to July 
28, inclusive, may address him at 547 
Bank street, New London, Conn.

Mrs. H. L. Lichtag writes from 
Springfield, Ill.: “It is so seldom one 
sees an aqtlcle in your paper from this 
the capital city of Illinois, that we 
deem it wise to let the world know 
there is a little spark left here yet, from 
which some day may be kindled a great 
fire. Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates, of 
Rochester, N. Y., have promised to be 
with us the last two weeks of April, and 
we are looking forward to a great feast. 
Although there is no society -here, 
Springfield holds a goodly number of 
Spiritualists, but they seem to be 
arrald of letting their candles burn; but 
we hope soon that wicks may be 
trimmed that the candles may burn In 
spite of the owners. The Progressive 
Thinker has been a weekly visitor for 
several years at my home. The perusal 
of this, together with Its two premiums, 
Ghost Land and Art Magic, has 
afforded me much pleasure.”

Anthony and Mary Gabriel writes: 
“Enclosed find one dollar to pay for 
your good paper one more year. I am 
now past 44 years and wife 47—two old 
veterans of 50 years, In our humble 
way, and we enjoy life well, and don’t 
employ doctor, lawyer or priest. We 
preach by example and work out our 
salvation the best we can. We have 
done it pretty well. Quietly and surely 
a revolution Is going on that can’t be 
stopped easily. You have done a splen
did work in your day and generation; 
your final triumph is sure and not far 
distant”
_ Mrs. J. F. Bradley writes: “The 
Englewood Spiritual Society held an 
oyster supper and entertainment at 
their hall on Sixty-third street. The 
following programme was rendered: 
Recitation, Eva Hayward; violin solo, 
Miss Allingham; solo, Mrs. Holton; 
reading, Mrs. Horine; solo, Mr. Prior; 
recitation, Emma Cochanor; song, au
dience; recitation, Little Miss Seyforth. 
Tests were given by Mr.,Cross and Mrs. 
Cooley, and musical readings by Mrs. 
Holton.”

L. L. Bair writes from Findlay, Ohio: 
“Enclosed find clipping from the Tole
do News: ‘Defiance, O., Feb. 17.—The

615 and GIG.
Frank T. Ripley, test medium and 

speaker, can’ be engaged for lectures 
and tests for the Sundays of March and 
April- Address all letters to him as 
follows: P. Q.<Box 77, Oxford, Ohio.

M. J Rolinson, of 73 Thirty-third 
street, is in the City of Mexico, and will 
return about April 1.

A. M. Soukup, of GMcago, writes: 
“Spiritualists who wishWo be enlight
ened should Subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker; to it the Spiritualists 
of tills country are Indebted that fakir- 
ism and fanaticism are disappearing 
from our ranks.”

Mrs. Ida C. Craddock, late of Phila
delphia, I’a., has opened an office In 
Chicago, rooms 615 and 616, Handel 
Hall, 40 East Randolph street Mrs. 
Craddock Is a Divine Science teacher, 
and claims to be leading her students 
along ‘entirely new lines of thought to 
a higher and grander plane of life.

Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Kinkead .have re
turned to the city, and will be located 
at the same place, 75 Thirty-first street, 
Flat 1, where they will be pleased to 
meet their friends. ■

Paul S. Gillette, secretary of the Ne-

congregation of the M. E. church at In
dependence Is torn up over the action of 
the trustees in rejecting a memorial 
window, the gift of Company M, Sixth 
0. V. I. The reason given was that 
some of the soldiers who contributed 
toward the donation were not Chris
tians. Those who.favored keeping the 
window feel very bitter, and contend 
that the members of Company M are 
as good Christians as those who are 
holding themselves up as being holier 
than the soldiers.’ I notice that this 
church differs a little from, one in the 
South. A gentleman from Onio, as the 
story goes, was visiting friends in one 
of the Southern States, ..and had occa
sion to go with his friend to church. 
When the collection was taken the Ohio 
gentleman dropped- ten dollars Into the 
basket. This very unusual event caused 
the minister to go to him and ask who 
he was, where he came from, and what 
his business was. In reply the Ohio 
gentleman gave his name; said he was 
from Ohio and that he was a. gambler. 
As is customary where contributions 
are large, the minister said, ‘God bless 
the brother from Ohio; may he prosper 
In his'business.’ ”

H. . Boozer writes from Grand Rap-

soon to be leaders of society. When 
will they awaken to a sense of duty to 
childhood! 1 am stopping with Brother 
and Sister Frink, and a lovely, restful . 
home it is, and generates an atmos
phere of refinement and intelligence, as 
well as a spiritual tonie, healthful and 
braelug. On the fourth of January, 
Mrs. Howei was prostrated with la 
grippe. After nearly four weeks of 
struggle to live, she rallied, was up and 
dressed and ate sevaral times at the 
table with us. Then she was taken 
with Inflammatory rheumatism and 
suffered terribly for nearly a week. 
Her hand and arm swelled to twice the 
normal size, and were a sight to look 
at—purple, and at times almost blaek.' 
For a time I feared gangrene; but two 
days before I left home the pain let up, 
the swelling went down more than half, 
and the color became nearly normal. 
This terrible suffering prostrated her 
and she was helpless as a babe. I am 
free to make engagements for April 
and May, and the fall and winter, of 
1899 and 1900. Permanent address, 
Fredonia, N. Y.”

W. H. Curran writes: “It is beyond 
rhy comprehension how a Spiritualist 
can exist without a Spiritualist paper, 
especially when so good a one can be 
had for so small a sum and a premium 
besides, that Is worth more than the 
price of subscription. And right hare I 
wish to extend my vote of thanks to 
Mrs. Watson for her fearless andf truth
ful words on the Bible question. They 
are undoubtedly indorsed by more than 
three-fourths of all Spiritualists.”

S. M. B. Doane, Meadville, Pa., 
“Although you have numerous testimo
nials from subscribers, expressing their 
admiration for your beautiful prem
iums, I cannot deny myself the pleas
ure of also adding my mite. When 
Ghost Land came to us last year with 
The Progressive Thinker, I expected 
much from It, on account of its title; 
nor was I disappointed. I read It 
twice, and as often happens with first- 
class literature, the second perusal was 
much more appreciated than the first. 
This' year we received Art Magic, and 
I cannot express in words what a reve
lation it has been to me. Its philoso
phy Is so beautiful, broadening and ele
vating, I wonder if anyone can read It 
without feeling something of the inspi
ration of its gifted author.”

Bro. T. 8. Kizer, of Decatur, Ill., 
sends in a club of subscribers, and thus 
the good work goes on, in enlarging the 
list of The Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, Mich., 
who is still sick in a hospital In Chi
cago, Is improving rapidly. She thanks 
the many friends who have written to 
her, but she is unable to answer letters 
at the present time.

J. H. Ulrlck writes: “I can not afford 
to do without The Progressive Thinker. 
It is worth infinitely more to me than 
all the seances I have ever attended. 
It is the best educator in the philosophy 
of Spiritualism I have ever had the 
pleasure of reading.”

F. E. Irvine writes: “The St. Paul 
(Minn.) Spiritual Alliance continues to 
hold meetings every Sunday at 8 p. m.,

illustrations. He gives at least a dozen 
ways In which slate-Wrlting can be pro- ■ 
duced under apparently test conditions; 
he professes to unveil the secrets of 
mind-reading; he tells how a medium 
may release himself from tbe knots by- 
which he has been bound; he describes 
■how the trieks of the Davenports were 
accomplished; and he explains with 
some minuteness how' to escape from 
an iron or wire cage, etc., etc. Of the 
Davenports we never had personal ex
perience, but it is noteworthy that Mr. 
Robinson’s account of their methods 
does not quite agree with that of the 
celebrated French conjurer, Robert 
Houdin, a fact which rather suggests 
that both of them have evolved a the
ory out of their “inner consciousness,” 
and that neither of them have spoken 
from an absolute knowledge of the 
facts. As to slate-writing we can 
speak with more confidence. Not one 
of Mr. Robinson’s explanations as to 
“how it is done” applies in t'he slightest 
degree to Dr. Slade, with whom we had 

-«in interview for the express purpose of 
a test, knowing well, as we did, the na
ture of the varlousfltricks adopted by 
conjurers. We took our own folding 
slate, purchased on the way. We each 
held a corner of the slate with one hand 
over the table., Slave’s other hand we 
clasped firmly with ¡our other 'hand. 
Slade proposed-that we should hold the 
slate under the tgble. But we said, No! 
the slate must) not be out of our hand 
or out of our sight for a second! And it 
was not; for uThlle we were discussing 
the point we both felt and heard the 
writing going ¿n! This experiment was 
quite a success, and that, too, under 
conditions such as Mr, Robinson does 
not even attempt to explain away. We 
recommend Mr. Robinson’s book, then,

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL
I GUPTA, INDIA.

To the acute mental healer little more 
is necessary in order to detect the real 
nature of a patient’s trouble than to 
read the mental atmosphere which, like 
any first impression, reveals that which 
may be otherwise concealed. In fact 
the healer cures more to know what 
this atmosphere is, and whether It may 
be readily changed than to know the 
nature of the disease; for it Is the dis
position or temperament of the in
dividual which has most to do with the 
patient’s trouble.

What, then, is this atmosphere which 
emanates from a person, and which re
veals so much that is otherwise hidden? 
Is it physical or mental? It seems to 
partake of both, for it mxeals both the 
state of mind and the state of body; 
that is, besides the atmosphere which 
surrounds people which we feel when 
near them, there Is evidently a part of 
the mind which shades off gradually 
into brain and nerves. The thought 
which is put into the mind as a sug
gestion the night before, and has the 
power to awaken one at a given hour in 
the morning, evidently either becomes 
a physical state, calls the blood to the 
bruin and starts up the body into its 
waking condition. In the same way 
fear arouses a physical state and causes 
contraction of muscles and nerves. 
Anxiety takes off the flesh and wears 
deep lines in the face. Serenity makes 
the brow placid. Anger starts up heat 
and then results In headache.

Do you want to organise a society, for the 
social, intellectual and spiritual advance» 

tnenl of f/ie children and adults?

I HISTORY OF ATHARAEU,
I JIFE IF. THE STONE AGE. TH&
I Z-z hiatory of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band cf A> 

Arr»““- Thta pamphlet, contatataaWpakea, was mlt.
. tea through the medlumihtp of U. G. Flgley, and la hv 
1 tensely interesting. Price SO ettta. For sale u thU 
! efflee.

। Views of Our Heavenly Home.
' By Andrew Jackson Davis. A blgHty totereRripa 

work. Price 75 ceuta. Postage 6 cents.

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM apollonius of tyana.
furnishes all you desire.

Do you want a self-Bustalnlng society, founded on

Identified as the Christian Jesus,,
A wonderful communication, explaining Ug# Illi 

life and teachings were utilized to formutafe ObCUty 
anlty. Price 15 centa. For

MŒÂÂMÏ A VALUABLE WORK.
It furnishes a system of evolution by Internal *

growth; not tbo old cup and pitcher Sunday-school. 
It has something to interest and advance every mem

ber, and those who are most active in teaching are 
the ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting the 
.oolety _when established. ____  .

It has Golden chain Recitations; the prettiest songs 
andtnublc; choral responses; atervice for a Hand 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full In
structions tn conducting the exercises, with par 
llamentary rules, etc................................._____

Many Spiritualists living in isolation, have formed 
Lyceums tn their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlles together, while large societies 
have organized on the lyceum platform, and found 
great interest Ln tills self-instructive method.

Do not wait for a '‘missionary” to come to your as* 
slstance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pro* 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the

. fewer nuiny you find Interested. _ „ _ ____
Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights,

Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to Ly
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE is 50 cents, post
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express, 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

Researches in Oriental History, 
Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise mid Bevel* 
opment of Zoroastrianism and the Deiivatlou of 
Christianity; to which Is added: Whence Oar Aryan 
Ancestors? By Q. W. Brown. M. D. OuaattteTKSa 
Valuable works ever oubllaliea. fttoettM

THE HISTORICAL JEbuS
And Mythical Christ. By Gerald Massey. ISO pages. 
12mo. Price W cents. ______

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under tbo Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred and Six Questions to Hie Clergy. By Wm, 
Hart Pile® cents.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

oil two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price; 
paper, 50 centa cloth, $1.00. Books like “The Dream 
Child" spur huir.auiiy on to make more and more de*
mands of this nature, and will open up new heights 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.-Ella Wheeler Wil* 
cox. WL1,1 believe, take 11s place beside Bulv/er’s 
“Zanonl” and the ‘‘Seraphlta" of Balzuc.*-‘'Dally 
Capital,”Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en* 

. thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thougbtii . WVn « I I W/.l II .* t „ „ I 1 .. « 1* A ,,LLnn. «1... 1...» ....   -until reluctantly the reader closer the last page.* 
Minneapolis ’'Sunday Times ”SCIENCE OF THE SOUL“ there1snodeath

11 i BY ill 

LOKEN ALBERT SHERMAN.

because, while if shows what may be 
done by fraud, it hdlps to the under
standing, also, of the necessary con
ditions under which- deception is im
possible. _

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER» ENG.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

at Odd Fellows’ Temple, corner Wa
basha and Fifth streets, with Mrs. S. 
M. Lowell, of Anoka, Minn., as lecturer 
and test medium, with good success 
and large attendance. On Sunday, 
March 26, the Alliance will celebrate 
the 51st anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism, with an all-day session and 
union meeting of all the Spiritualists 
and friends of the twin cities.”

- braska State Spiritualist Association, 
has been lecturing very acceptably at 
West Point, Neb. The Advertiser, pub
lished there, says: “Those who took an 
interest In the matter were invited to 
come upon the stage after the meeting 

■ was over and receive tests and for an 
* hour the medium was closely sur

rounded by many and gave test after 
"test, delivered message after message, 

from relatives and friends of the next 
sphere of life, which were all recog
nized and deeply affected, those who re- 
celved them, demonstrating to those the 
fact that there is a future existence, 
after the so-called death, and that there 
Is a way by which they can com- 
munlcate with us. The Interest, which

ids, Mich.: “Permit me to correct a 
slight mistake In the very fine report of 
your mass-meeting. The solo sung Fri
day forenoon by Mrs. Merrill, which It 
is said ‘touched the hearts of all,’ was 
not ‘The Shining Shore.’ This is the 
title of a popular sacred song in use in 
the churches. The correct title Is ‘The 
River of Time,' a .new solo with piano 
accompaniment, advertised in sheet 
form, in The Progressive Thinker. 
This song-arranged for quartette use, is 
found in ‘Inspiration’s Voice.’ I do not. 
want our orthodox neighbors to- say I 
am plagiarizing, and so .wish note made 
of this little error." . ,

A musical entertainment will be given 
for the benefit of Light-of Truth Splrlt-

“The World Beautiful.” By lA.jui 
Whiting. Most excellent in their l.tah 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series l,x2, and 3, each complete In it
self. Price, cloth, ?1 per volume. For 
sale at thia office.

“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 
Control.” ' By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office. »

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development and! Social Up
building." By E, D. Babbitt, M. DM 
LL.D. A most excellent tiiid very valu
able work, by the Dean of the Collège 
of Fino Forées, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health,' "Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 76«. 
ITpr sale at this office. '
r “Mahomet His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
1b No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
Correct,, and so exact and perfect. in 
averv détail as to be practically beyond
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this offlee.

“Religious and Theological-Wbrks of 
Thomas Paine." Contains bls celebrated 
•‘Age of Reason,” and a nuinber of let

. tors and discourses on religious and the- 
Oarrle Fuller Weatherford is making olCgtcal ^ubjects. Cloth binding, 480". . <■ a • ■ zs _.l(.  »ri T*>»i I«/* uni a »4* . Al> (a rx/Xl Mrt

A DREAM I HAD. ,
It was a long time ago that it hap- < 

pened, but I remember it as distlctly as ] 
if it were yesterday. I should be about : 
sixteen years old, add I dreamt that I '■ 
was in the house my people built (and ■ 
that I still live in), and that I was 
standing in the hall with a heavy sleep
ing child In my arms. I struggled 
towards the drawing-room door and 
pushed it open with my foot and went 
slowly In. Opposite to where I stood at 
the door appeared a! mirror (where no 
mirror then was), and showed me my
self as a woman years older, dressed in 
a low-necked violet • satin dress, bur
dened with' the heavy child. I stepped 
forward and laid my burden down on 
an ottoman or sofa, and exclaimed, 
“There lies the ghosti.of my dead child
hood.” ' ’

Fifteen years or more afterwards, I 
was going to a dance at a distance, and 
came down stairs ready dressed except 
for fur cloak and gloves, but instead of 
going into the warm dining-room where 
the maid was waiting foi\me with 
them, by some uncontrollable implse I 
pushed the drawing-room door open 
with my foot and went in, and saw my
self reflected as before in a mirror 
bought some years afterwards and 
hung in the place of my dream (without 
one thought of the dream). I stood 
there confused, dressed in violet satin, 
and looked at myself In a strange, be
wildered way, for I had seen myself 
standing there beforehand yet my dress 
was new, and I had never had a violet 
satin before! My dream came back to 
me; I remember it all, as one often re
members a book one is re-reading—only 
the heavy child was not there.

I have often thought of the dream 
since, and wondered about it, and seem 
to understand more how It was, and 
why it should be. Seen by the light 
Spiritualism casts on, things in general, 
I take it, It was a Earning; for a month 
or two after the. ¡realization of mv 
dream my adopted mother, “My Lady, 
as I called her, died, .and with her cer
tainly died all the,-happiness I had 
known In my childhood (jays, for very 
happy we had beeh together for 
twenty-four yMrs.- J, will quote here 
the last verse or aloYely little poem in 
the Lyceum Banner for December 
quoted to me b^my s3n:

: “There, little girl, don’t cry— • 
They’ve broken your heart, I know, 
And the rainbow gleams .
Of your youthful dreams '• 
Are things of the long ago.
But heavenjholds f$ll for which you

There, llttle^girl, £on’t cry.” .
I was charmea with I read the poem. 

I was more eparmep when my son 
learnt It, and when he" quoted It to me 
I was IrresiStatyly renttnded ;of the say
ing, “Out of the mouths of babes,” etc. 

; “Heaven . hojijs all for ‘ which we 
sigh." O, blesqed hope! O, thrice 
blessed certainty—there’s a ’ thing to 
dream of, If you like! There’s a dream 
our faith, Spiritualism', realizes beyond 
any other faith. Ok happy, blessed 
faith! As surely sejrt to us by a mer
ciful, loving, bountiful Father, .as that 
the sun.'shines by day and the moon 
and the stars shine by night—Kate 
Taylor-Robinson. . ■

THE JESUITS.
Our Indefatigable co-worker, M. Em

manuel Vauçhez,. sends us a copy of 
L’Eclaireur de L’Est, published at 
Reims, to which he contributed a 
powerfully written article entitled 
"Messieurs de Loyola,” In which he In
dicts the Jesuits as enemies of freedom 
of conscience, of mental independence, 
of morality, of political progress and of 
pure religion. He has also published a 
map of France, In which he exhibits, by 
a series of diagrams the augmentation 
of the real property acquired by re
ligious congregations in each depart
ment of the country between 1881 and 
1889. In the former year its aggregate 
value was 800 millions of francs 
(£32,000,000), while at present it is 2,000 
millions (£80,000,000). This amount, 
enormous as it Is, does not Include the 
personal property of the orders, which 
it is estimated would bring the total up 
to £400,000,000 sterling; the annual in
terest upon which, representing the 
sum of £12,000,000 per annum, would 
suffice to extinguish destitution in 
France.

A MINISTERIAL MANIFESTO.
We translate from Constancia the fol

lowing item of intelligence: "Spiritual
ism has made Its appearance amongst 
the Protestant clergy in Christiania (the 
capital of Norway), whre the Rev. J. 
Lenoir has published a study of the 
subject, entitled ‘Spiritualism i and 
Christianity.’ In it he recognizes the 
steady growth of Spiritualism, which, 
he says, Imposes upon the churches the 
duty of carefully studying the move
ment.” And he proceeds to analyze it 
as the product of the lights of reason 
and imagination, and as having been 
accepted as a divine revelation by its 
votaries, who are traveling along a 
pathway without outlet and not exempt 
from dangers. To all such investigators 
of ¿Spiritualism, Pope’s famous ad
monition may be very well applied: 
A little learning Is a dangerous thing; 
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian 

spring:
There, shallow draughts Intoxicate the 

brain,
And drinking largely sobers us again.

Bet« forth tho Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualists 
alike, as it demonstrates tho truth of the spirit maul
testations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
religion Is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
iplrft manlfesiatioru. Its title page claims that the 
»okls •

4 SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the

SMstenee of the soul of man as his cone

solSus individuality independently

of the physical organism/

of the
CONTINUITY OF LIFE

and the

MTUAIITY OF SPIRIT RETUBN,

By Florence Marryat. An Interesting account of the 
author's spiritual experiences. Paper, 5<»e; ("'»th. si.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
Bv Andrew Jaskson Davis. Somethtag you should 

read Price TO cent*

The first eleven chapters are devoted entlrely-to 
manifestations of the soul Incarnate, with a clear ex*: 
pojttlonot the payoblo philosophy. _ _____

The succeeding four chapter« set forth the phuoso- 
phy of the Infinite. . . ________________

Tho last twenty chapter« are devoted to an export- 
tlon of »plrltual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
much of It being personal experience« of the author.

The price of the book Is ,1. For sale 
at the offlee of The Progressive Thinker,

The Influence of the Zodiac
' UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.
TbI» is the only book which the, «Impie prln- 

elples of the Zodiac In simple terms, making the entire 
matter clear to the tnm untentudliw. _______

This volume Indicates the location, characteristics 
and Influence of each sign of the Zodiac, giving the 
days which each sign governs. and the gems and 
astral colon associated with each. ......................._
. The diseases of the body bOw to enre them, and the 
fault« of character Incidental to the different domain«.

The methods of growth for each human being. _
The domains from which companions, busbands and 

wives be selected; .................................  .
Tho characteristics of children born In different do* 

mains, and the conditions to be observed Ln their care 
and education. _ ____ . . . . .................... .  .

The personal ability and talent of the individual 
with reference to domestic, social and business sue* 
ce«........................................ . . .......This work Is the resalt of profound research, and tn 
Its preparation the author has been largely assisted by 
J. C. Street, A. B.N.
Bound in Special Cloth, » » Price, 

For Sale at This Office.

“pAfiOMSTr
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

THE TALMUD.
Seleotionifrom tbo contents ot that ancient book; 

Ito commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legenda. 
Also brief sketches of the men vbo made and com» 
merOed^^on IL By H. Polaag. 859 pp. Prices

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of the moat successful' 

jreÉmerlstB In America. Ancient and modern mlrai 
cles explained by mesmerism. An Invaluable work» 
{Tice, paper, 50 cents.

Sdlf-Contradictions of the Bible.
One hundred and forty-four propositions, theological, 

moral, historical and speculative; each proved affirm* 
atlvely and negatively by quotations trom Scrlnture, 
Without comment. Price 15 cents.

Interviews with spirits.
; By Carri»& 8. Twins, madliim. Ptfaett oenta. A

-IN THE—

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
. A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

BesulU of recent scientific research regarding ths 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, ( 
Author of “Force and Vatter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lec
tures on Darwin,’’ Etc.

“The great mystery of existence consiste in perpet* 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is immor* 
tel ana Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormon8 of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain qr the water drop as wen as the highest being In 
creation, man and tl. tlwuglit«. Only the form, fa 
which being manifests itself are changing; but Being 
itcelf remains eternally the same and Imperishable 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only out 
personal consciousness. Wc live on In nature, In out 
race, In our children, In our deed.. In our tbougliU- 
;n short, in the entire material and physical contrlbu* 
•Jon which, during our short persona) existence, wo 
bare furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
• •jiuro in general.”—Buechner. _____ _____

1 >r.e vol., post 8vo., ' .'.out 350 pages, vellum cloth. 11.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mm Marla M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organlralton and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cents.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

BOOK REVIEWS
A Happy New Year; or Fifty-two Let

ters to the Banner, of Light By Abby 
A. Judson.

Miss Judson’s writings are always in
teresting, thoughtful and spiritual, such 
as will do good and prove helpful to the 
serious-minded, reader in gaining uplift 
and instruction. '

■ These flfty-two letters embrace a 
great variety of subjects, treated in 
such a manner as leaves no reader in 
doubt that their author is, as she says, 
“a Spiritualist in toto,” yet ready to see 
and accept good wherever she can find 
it The spirit of her letters Is commend
able, an^ for substance they are well 
worthy of preservation In book form,.

Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

. Tbl.l»No,«ofth.Llbr.rrof Liberal CIurtM.n 
li conceded to be historically correct, and bo exactand 
perfect in every detail as to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at this office..

❖❖❖THE♦♦♦

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
' > —OR—
CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faraday 

P.23. Price 10 cent*. •

.Old Testament Stories Comically 
' Illustrated.

By Wation H««ten. Price,board«,«1 ¡cloth,«1.50.
He«ton I> Inimitable.______________

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
BY Helen H. dardener. One ot her brtejite.t. wit- 

ttesi and strongest lectures agalnil the Bible. Every 
woman should read it and know her friends nml en* 
mles. Price 10 cents.

ual Society, at 259 Burllng street, third 
door south of Garfield avenue, first flat, 
on the evening of March. 8, 1899. Re
freshments will be given. .

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

■ SOCRATES AS A DREAMER.
And bls prescience is:illustrated by

SXnbÄ patters lively in Southern Michigan1: pages. Price 51 For sale at this office. I the drcam In which a beautiful woman 
appeared ,to him. .Noting u ?---- :

Inspirational Poems. By Mrs. C.^A. 
Dean. Published by the author, Port
land, Ore. » s

■ A fine vein of thought and spirituality 
characterizes the poems of this dainty 
little book. There are forty-nine poems, 
of moderate length, not one of which 
may not be read with pleasure and 
profit. The binding seems in .harmony 
with thejpiallty of the poems—being a 
rich creamy color, making a nice little 
gift or keepsake.

"Three Jubilee Lectures." By J. M. 
■Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and instructive' writer and 
lecturer, and these three addressed on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this

BY KERSEY CRAVES.
New and startling revelations tn religions history 

which diedoae the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of tbo Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods.- This won* 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, we aro certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference ta tho field 
which the author has chosen for IL Tho amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied Information contained in It must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that it is in such 
convenient shape, tho student of free thought will not 
wllltagiy allow it to go out of print. But tbo book is 
by no means a mere collation of views or statist ice; 
throughout Its entire course tho author—as will be 
seen by his tltle-pago and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite lino of research and argument to the close, 
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pages. New edition« 
revised and corrected, with portrait ot author.
Pi** (iteSO, Postage 10 oenttb fUr MlO Ofl 

this ojwew •

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY a WEIL.

Groth« A1.Ä •aper, 60 cents.
Thia Lb a work of great value/ written by ono of ths 

keenest, mort • powerful and moat truly religions 
minds of the day. It is parttwlarly a work which 
should be put Into the hanae of luoae woo have freed 
themselves from the dogma, of orthodoxy and from 
tho dopna« of matorhUUtlo «donee, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind thut mind 
and sen««« are not tbo whole of life. _ ..

Tho chapter« reveal o new method In.psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
ituppndon« moral cosmos that.will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tho childhood period of falih and fancy will bo super- 
*edod by knowledge and facta. For oata st this offices

THOMAö PAINS.
Was He Junius?

IDVhn. Henry Burr. Price Unenti. 

nriOMI A Î! UV MM nnnif The Religion of Spiritualism, 
budMIAN n I mil DUUfls s

COLLECTION OF agranll and nobld man. Trloo 11.00.

The Religion of Spiritualism,

___ _ tasty form, in print. Price, 35 cents, 
a line of I For sale at this offlee.

Original and Selected Hymns
JBbr Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School» 

. . and the Momo, . • -, - ■

<(

¡.'-ÿ

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated hook. Cloth, 11.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New_ York Unitarian Clnb, Tho llnttlma 
In tho history ot tho worldthata Chrlitlan AaioclatloU 
over Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them, 

«.v. Tt eomnrl.a« Tho lecture li a grand one, and wa> received by ths5? mnrtti ■embodv- Club with continuous applsuao from beginning to end. 
imtlmemtTan*tile from all Thepaffinhlot coXtatna 13 page«, beautifully printed. 

“ PtMitai tencoplc., 50 cent». ,

COMPILED BY L. K; WASHBURN.
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Hen' L. von R—, Deipsle, Germany;
Q Is a moral life essential to medi 

uniship? Should it be expected and ex-

T'Uls department is under the managS" 
went of . -

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him nt Bering Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters, l ull name and ad 
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made 
the mime will not be published, ihe 
correspondence of this department has 

^become excessively large, especially let 
tors of inquiry requesting private an 
ewers, and while I freely give what 

I ever information 1 am able, the oidt 
: nary courtesy of correspondents is ex 
; pected Hudson tuttle.

■himself: the only devil will be ignor
ance: hls faith will become ripened 
knowledge, and hq will repose implicit 
confidence in the laws of the world.
Infallible authority of books or 

castes, reverence for antiquity, mira
cles. faiths, dogmas, saints, martyrs, 
popes, priests, fear ot angry gods, all 
the trappings that have been received 
as divine, ‘holy, sacred, will perish be
fore the keen flame of knowledge, and 
no more blight the expanding spirit for
ever. The old religions with their hol
low shams shall perish: but morality, 
the growth of intelligence, freed from 
gross aud perverting idolatry, will 
achieve a nobility of character unknown 
before. .

While all preceding religions have de
veloped a priesthood, superstitious, big
otry. persecutions, arrogance of infalli
bility. and fostered ignorance, selfish
ness. and servile tear of a terrible, re
lentless God and Ins vicegerents, this 
will yield nobility of fife, highest Ideals 
ot perfection, calm reliance in the pres
ence of omnipotent forces, all-embrac
ing charity and philanthropy, an earn
est and successful endeavor to actualize 
the ideal perfect life, to which, mam 
aspires, and which hls organization 
makes possible.

A Mediumship is a condition, not de
pendent on morality, but its chaiacter, 1 
that is tlie character of the iptelli 
gences which communicate afreet I j de . 
pends on the moral and intellectual 
qualities of tlie medium.

■ If mediumship was regarded as a psj 
ehologlcal state subject to purely 
entitle.investigation, and were nil spirit 
communications received impai tiallj on 
their merits, then the question ot the 
morals fit mediums would sink into the 
back-ground; and the demand foi a 
pure and consecrated life would not up 
pear Imperative. Investigations may be 
conducted with scientific calmness and 

i\discretion by a tew, but the many dc
' 'raart wide of this method, and with 

them lingers the superstition of the in 
fiilliblllty of spirits and the sacredness 
of the office of their interpreter. With 
them mediumship is an element of re 
li ion lather than of science, und hence 
the i haracter of the medium becomes of 
vital consequence. . .

We iccall to mind a seance with a 
mueh advertised medium, of Boston, 
thiough whom we received a communi 
cation purporting to be fiom a fiiend 
who had two years before departed to 
the Summerland, tills fiiend was the 
embodiment ot all tlie sweet and ten- 
dei graces and charming virtues, tlie 
vciy icverse of the one who, in lude 
tows and-bad grammar, acted as hei 
medium

We went away hoping that the com
munication was not from hen tor 
been we felt conscience-stricken for 

11 asking her to come in such contact with 
one w ho even on earth, would hav e un
conquerably repelled hei. Be it tiue 01 
false I said. “Dear one. never will I 
seel you where I know you cannot go, 
nor ask you for my whim to make such 
saciififiec . .

Phenomenal faets may be observed 
regardless of the moral character of the 
medium The lifting of physical bod
ies raps etc., have a value as facts, 
■whoever may act as medium. . But in 
the transmission of ideas, to the icpio- 
cfuction of thoughts, the medium, 
vvhethei writing or trance-, conscious or 
unconscious, more or less influences 
itheii form of expression. The wnteis 
Which leap from the mountain spring, 
clear as crystal, and pure as the dews 
of heiven. if made to flow down 
through the pe&t marshes of the low
land become blaek with elime and fetid

THE HOME CIRCLE
Having been reared from my child- a strong advocate foi tlie Lyceum, We 

hood to^he doctrines and teachings of need more of them a]l¡avfe^this countijG 
the MUhodibtthuich and taught to be that the children ma/ ^ttatacd and 
Heve in that man-made reUglon, under educated along tho lines of Spliltuiil 
to pcnaltf of“^th evtilasüng ff I re ism As it has been said* give us the 

iected' would naturally take some children, and in the ueai luture Spint 
time to change my mind aud clear it uallsm and its teaching). Vfi l(bc the ac 
from afi such falsities ibanl s to the knoulcdged philosophy of this cauntQ 
spirit world, they have taught mo 
through investigation

Spiritualist: Q. Can you Inform me 
where I can get a paper giving litera
ture sueli as a Spiritualist would like 
to liave hls children read?

A. In another column is published an 
advertisement of "The Lyceum." by 
Toin Clifford. Cleveland. Ohio. 01 Wll- 
lowdale street. 50 cents a year. a. paper 
expressly designed to answer this de
mand. It is a bright weekly and should 
have the patronage of every Spirit
ualist.

There does not -appear to be that 
thoughtful care among Spiritualists as 
to the intellectual and moral food fur
nished their children, as among church 
members. They leave their children to 
cure for themselves, and the latter 
either go without, and seek amusement 
of doubtful character, or join the Sun
day-schools. Parents owe as a duty to 
their children, to furnish them with 
pure and wholesome literature. No
where enu they find that which is more 
exactly suitable to meet tills want than 
lu -The Lyceum." With earnest devo
tion its editor and proprietor gives him
self to the work. The price ought not 
to prevent a copy being placed in the 
hands of the children of every Spirit
ualist

AT THE HOME CIRCLE, 
and also through some of oi|r grand me- 
dluins I have had the pleasure of meet-. 
ing that the truth is to be found 
through ¡spiritualism. I hav e u itnessed 
some marvelous unfoldments, through 
spirit return, of the realities of lite be
yond the grave. I am u medium of the 
mental phases, and have, been foi a 
number of years a strong advocate of 
all the teachings of Spiritualism upon 
tlie broadest and widest lines of 
thought- I will also state that my. 
greatest liberator fv$m the thialls of 
the orthodox faith was the home circle. 

. I endorse above all other means of in- 
vcstlgitlon the Home circle Seated 
around tlie little table m our own liomes 
will be found the true light of the 
higher realms, beaming in radiance, 
upon the few that are gathered together 
in thoughtfulness, seeking for a higher- 
knowledge and unfoldment of these 
grand truths. The home circle should 
be the primary school In which the clill- 
dren are taught these beautiful truths 
from the spirit world. Instill Into their 
young minds and hearts the beauty and 
joy obtained from departed friends aud 
playmates, and gradually as they grow 
up. fill their minds with the higher 
truths as we have learned them.

I seo in your paper of late issue an ar
ticle in regard to the Lyceum. I am in 
full sympathy with the writer and am

„JUHJLUfaLU pMUVMvpM^i, i?“ -
Through the education of, the children 

upon these facts and tmth^.they Mill he 
come so deeply engrossed Jn, the study 
of the philosophy of lite herfe and here-
after, that us they grow(up/(ud many, 
their children too Will Inherit these 
grand truths, and ergye tot the light 
which their parents bad received in 
their youth. I firmly pc-hevt Unit the 
Lyceum is tlie grandest movement, now 
in tlie Spiritualistic tield and tlie surest 
means ot success to thè cause. I shall 
witli joy hail the day when the Lyceum 
will be organized in every city and town 
of our great republic. ■____

CHAS. E. STANLEY. -
Gallipolis, O. ,

Frances Caldwell: Q. The question 
Is often asked by skeptics. "Why is It 
that public mediums giving tests before 
an audience, so seldom gives names of 
those who have passed out. or of those 
still remaining to the flesh? Occasion
ally. part of the name Ls given but the 
whole name is very seldom given. It is 
said very frequently. "If the name Mary 
Is given. whyStanuot the entire name. 
Mary Elizabeth Jones, be given or im
pressed r How cun we answer this 
question?

A. Names and dates are far more 
difficult to Impress than thoughts, and 
under the conflicting conditions of pub
lic circles, the only thing to astonish us 
Is that any attempt made in that direc
tion succeeds, hull names are fre
quently given, showing that when all 
conditions are favorable this is possible. 
That they are not at others shows that 
there are difficulties, which perhaps 
would be difficult to surmount or even 
provide against.

With decay. Tlie pure golden utterances 
•pf angels," in like manner, are trans
formed in their passage through impure 
and vulgar minds. .WhAevey may be 
overlooked in phenomenal 1 mediums 
cannot be tolerated in this higher 
fiphere. There must be purity, Integrity, 

\ ¿haracter to the transmitting medium, 
) or the cause Itself, however glorious to 
' our angel friends, must perish in scorn 

and obloquy. - *
"Oh,” it is said, “if you were thirsty, 

and one should offer you water In a 
broken pitcher, you would not diink!”

■ •••If the pitcher had poisoned the water I 
' should not. If I could as well have a

whole pitcher, I should prefer one. At 
• least I should demand a pitcher sufii- 

clently whole to retain a drop of water, 
■ and that not offered me in mockery.

■■■ In times past -mediums have been 
leaders of the race. The grand intel-

■■ lects which stand along the shores of 
time like beacon lights, showing the 

. pathway mankind has wearily trod, one 
•l and all, exceeded their time by the con
’ tact they held with the spirit world. In 
t those rude ages only an individual. In a 
v'■ generation or a century, penetrated the 
• veil, and because filled with new ideas, 
’ became a leader. Now the cause of

Dr. 10. Babbitt's «irte.■‘SOCIAL QUARANTINE.”
Natural Law Oannot Be 

Changed*

HOME EXPERIENCE.
To the Editor:—Eighteen months ago 

I was as bitterly opposed to Spiritual
ism as could well be, but I heard so 
much about it that I investigated, and 
when I went at it I went at it to know 
the truth. Well, I became convinced of 
the truth, and for a little over a year 
my wife and I have sat for development 
and now I am controlled almost eveiy 
time we sit, and splrifjrlends use my
organs of speech to communicate. What 
a load of superstition and. fear for oui 
friends gone before Jftas been lifted 
from my hea^t. no one. can tell only 
those that have passed from belief to 
knowledge, from darkless to the light 
of truth as it is to SpirAtqallsm.___

Mulliken, Mich. AMOS PACKER.

There can be no argument begun 
until something is known or assumed. 
Let us I assume that all truth is sclT 
entitle Science is classified facts, as 
demonstrated knowledge. Ihen all 
truth may be demonstrated. When this 
is done we know. No need of believing.

The word supernatural has no mean
ing. as there is nothing superior < to 
nature. , ■

What will truth do? ; ••'The truth shall 
make you free. •

There can be no effects without 
causes, then the primary cause-must be 
from what men call God. If I am cor
rect. then our business should be to 
place ourselves in harmony with na
ture. or natural law. We cannot cliange 
natural law. but we can modify the 
effects. We cannot stop the ruin, but 
we can stay under cover and not get 
wet. We cannot stop the sun s shining, 
but we can get in the shade. And so it 
is all through lifefwe can get tbe bless
ings of natural laws, and avoid the so- 
called evils.

FREE
The 8ana*Cera treatment 
for the cure of Catarrh. 
Consumption» Bronchitis, 
Asthma. Deafness uud all 
diHcuses of the Head. 
Throat aud Lungs.

HEBS 1BAOABROF 
Nasal and Bronchial Catarrh.

MRS* J. A* DUVALL. Warrenton. Ji. C., WrlUir- 
Dxab DoffioB-I can wj xiotbiu« but* praxw tor jour 
wonderful treatment, the guna-Oera Cure. Any one to 
haffe «¡to mo three months ago, and toe mo now, would 
acaroaly Uke me for the aam« pexaun. I Wvtxld hu»v 
died if it hod not been for you, my Catarrh wafi ro;>idly 
^into Consumption) I had each awful ipelk

ina that I would uearlyfuint. I cun now deep 
wan and mr nerve» are as eteudyas they over hwflW- 
fore I got sick. The effect» of the Catarrh in my head 
and chest has entire) y healed; the dtachiuucw huVo»top
ped and I ammore fleshy than I ever was w my liio. 

Three Months Home Treatment Free!
To introduce the Sana-Cera Cure tn every com

munity aud. prove that it cures when all others 
have failed* I will for a limited time scud med
icines for a 8 mouths treatment free, beuda 
description of your trouble, name aud I*. O. 
address at once: or. write for Question Blank 
and prompt attention will be given you free. 
Address Dr. M. Beaty. Pnirl. National Dispen
sary- Dep't P 22. 125 W. 12th St.. r<nc!nn:iii.n
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HUDSON TUTTLE,

Are Yoû a 3ûbsGriber f°r
The Progressive Thinker?

¡F NOT YOU CERTAINLY SHOULD BE*

C. P. Mlitchell: Q. (1) You say Spir
itualism Is not faith, but knowledge. 
Can vou sustain this?

(2) IS not Spiritualism founded on 
phenomena?

(3) Can you prove the spirit is immor
tal?

A. If Spiritualism is anything It Is a 
science, and as such rests on facts—the 
well-observed phenomena, and mani
festations of spirits.

It is the science of life here and here
after. Faith or belief can have no 
place with it more than with mathe
matics.

The volume of psychic phenomena ob
served and recorded, and the means for 
investigation furnished every one who 
desires to study the subject, are in evi
dence of the life after the death of the 
physical body.

It would be impractical to this limit
ed space to bring forward the argu
ments to demonstrate this proposition, 
as two quite large volumes have been 
scarcely adequate to Its exposition: 
“Studies in Psychic Science” and “Ar
cana of Spiritualism.”

Spiritualism, because of greater spirit
ual development, is expressed by num
berless mediums Instead of one, but the 
law is nevertheless the same. The di
rection and leadership are with the me
diums, because they are the visible ex
ponents. The Inspiration of . Jesus 
Christ has its power in the ideal purity, 
and unworldliness men hastened to 
throw around him, feeling that if he 

;was not perfect he ought to be.
Mediums who resort to fraud, how

ever startling the genuine phenomena 
occurring in their presence, are un
worthy of credence and only under 
strictly test conditions is their medium
ship of value.

Instead of encouraging loose, disdr- 
derly and dissolute lives by claiming ir
responsibility for the medium, and the 
presence of evil spirits, honor, purity, 
and virtue should be demanded. If evil 
spirits come, it is because the mind is 
prepared for them; because the activity 
of the lower nature has repelled the 
spirits of the good. .

The story of Ch/ist and tbe tempter 
is instructive. He,did not say, “I am so 
exquisitely sensitive that the evil as 

- well as the good spirits alike use me;
Satan as well as the prophets." He ex

? ercised the prerogative of developed 
mediumship and placed the evil spirit 
■beneath his feet.

The Principles of Light and Coloi.
A large book, royal Bvo, with over 200 

and colored plate». Price 15.00 or 15.83 wltb poBtaga 
or expressago. Price lu massive half-Russia binding, 
l,5“Aut?mpol»lng volume of nearly 600 page», Show» a 
great amount of research an the part of ‘Coauthor. 
Will prnve a great auQulBition to SelejJfic .Libra

seems to me to be the forc/noet scientific work 
of thia or any other age.—Franklin fimlth, Masa.

Human Culture and Cure
In alx parts. lour parta being already leaned. Brice 
íüpart 1 ''■•TbePbllosophy of Cure, - Including Meth, 
°^Tb? •PriucWwif Light end Color 1» Ineveryr«- 
Bpec-t masterly, and -Human Culture ahdCure appear* 
to be not lesa remarkable, -—Dr. Pascal, 12 Rue Picot, 
TpUalrt'il.i0"Marrlago. Sexual Development and So- 
C1“rae'uBualIheavy volume» lamed by. medteai'au- 
thors do not contain a tithe of the practical Informa 
tiern that is Included in Dr.Babbitfawork.’’-FrOEre8B* 

:hFwt»nirañ4 IV In one volume, 11,50, postpaid.— 
Covers wonderful ground. Including Mental.BOonoe, 
Phreno-PbysloBiiomy. Psychometry. Hypnotism (ex 
■ilalned for the first time), Clairvoyance, Nervou* 

.force. Insanity, etc.

The superior contrasts the inferior in I -------- q .. ,
a general way, but wisdom and under- T zvn <ai>ri»wrrrAT
standing can modify effects. Water A. BIBBAJSY Or SPIRITUAL 
runs down hill, but it can be made to SCIENCE* •
run in a ditch and irrigate crops, in
stead of running in its old bed aud do- 0
ing no good to man. STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF

After reading I). W. Hulls , Social PSYCHIC SCIENCE-
Quaiantlne, ill 1 he PlOfeltssive Ihlnk I wor]£ eooxya to utilize and explain the vast ar- 
er Of February 4. I thought that per- I ray Of facia In IU acid of research by referring tlieui 

..i.i i.i.n „ riffi,» to a common cause, and from them arise to the lawshaps I could am turn a little. and conditions of Mau's spiritual being. Third edl-
klan lives on and to the physical oc- I tlon. Price,w cent». .

tave of life mostly. There is u spiritual RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI- 
and soul octave of life, above the phys- ENCE-
ical. Our business should be to ditch, I Not servile trust to the Goda* bat knowledge of ths 
fllld cause tbe spiritual powers to h ri- laws of the world, bellri in the divinity of man aud 

____4- -"I ’—nt1’ M» bls eternal progress toward perfection Is tho foundft- givte oui physical ntede aiid wants, 3ii. y0110f this book, price.li.
Hull says thfcicaib too mimy peoptoin LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. “~ ”
every walk of life, eXtfpt that of InthlB1Wr/tlleacene8„relalAott?„tb,andlp tbe 
monopoly. ,pklt-worl<l presenting the eplritual phtloaopbyand

'Pb'M’P 1« n «nloni’P of neoillt nstronomv the real life of spiritual beluga. All questions which lucre IS II science OI OCCUll u»uui umj BrlaoouthatBuliJeotaioan»werei Price50cent», 
which, when understood and used tor . c matiipf
the good of mankind, will prevent at _ ARCANA OF NAI UHh. ...

i...,* ... ti... 1.1..H'« nf -•liilrti'en Tbo III»Wry and Laws of Creation. nevl»ad and least one-half or the UUUIS Ot cimurcu, edition. "The Cosmogony of Sply-
and those who tire born will be angels I ituuii.m." 1-rice. 11.

If you are not a subscriber, or rf the time for 
which you have paid has expired, then these re
marks are intended for you. We would be 
delighted to have your name added to our . list 
again for the coming year. It will be a contin
ued feast of spiritual literature. The price of the 
paper for one year is only $1, and; by send
ing 20 cents additional with your yearly sub
scription we will send you Art Magic, a very 
valuable book for yourlibrarv. This, book has 
been sold as high as $25. Èy subscribing for 
The Progressive Thinker - and securing the pre
mium each year, you will soon have à valuable 
occult hbrary, and at the same time aid in sus
taining The Progressive Thinker. Thé interest
ing articles to be found in this paper are surely 
worth far more than the price of a. yearls .sub
scription. Every Spiritualist should àid in sus
taining the Spiritualist press, and thus keep in 
touch with the great liberal movement. Read 
this paper carefully, then send in your subscrip
tion. You are missing thesoul-feast of your life.

In disposition and character. THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE
One generation of such births will do SPIRIT-WORLD-

avvay with selfishness and millionaires I Engllahedition- price.»1.
milking also trusts. m-nlr|-rt THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.Inventions then will bless mankind Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries, (instead of feeding selfifelincbs Ab now) I and a thorough presentation of thia interesting sub- 
and tend to make all happy. Then 'the I Jccu tngiLheJiiion. trice, ,1. ________________
truth shall mako you free." THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

Now all are slaves to the money THE SACRED HEART.
DGWer What all want is liberty and Thia book was written for im object, ond has been

xr-, „„„ f-na <ind fl pronounced equal in its exposure of the diabolicalhappiness. b»o one can be free ana a. Of Catholicism to "bncio Lome cabin,
slave at the same time. Instead of irice, 25 cents.
money being the incentive to action, we HERESY. OR LED TO THE LICHT, 
shall have for our motto I A thrilling psychological story of evangelization
»» »*-, _ "nerol ‘in th« H n and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what TheGo down, said the angel, to tile aaiic gecretsof the Convent" la to Catuoiiciem. 1'rico, st 

cues on earth; cents.
Lead them to a thought plane more WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?

■ Health and Power.
"Worth Its welglit tn diamond». Fries. Olotli, 25cts.
Religion, as Revealed by tire Material 

and Spiritual Universe.
Illustrated, 818 page»: price, postpaid, cloth, 11.10; 

paper 60c. .
No work upon the same subject has ever exceeded 

InlnteresttUiB bdok of almost Inestimable yalue. Fe 
J Wllhourn- M-».. says: "1 bwhi read several works, 
¡5me of which are worth their weight In gold, such a* 
thoae written by Epes Sargent, G.B. Stebbins. Marts 
¿ng. ntc.. but Babbitt» Religion. In aome respects, 
far transcends them all. —Spiritual Offering. ..

1 For aole at this office.

nnfWQ by Carlyle Petersilea.
QUUnQ Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative ot tbe personal experiences In spirit'llfs 
of the author's father, who bad been a natural philos
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1«
Experiences of the author s mother Ju spirit-life» 

Philip Carlislle—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romanceby the band of guide*, 

' "thesubject of tbe title bring »scientific youngphlb 
osopber. who la a medium: his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover. BO cts.
Asclenttflo novel based on tbe philosophy ot life, 

aa seen from the spirit side. For pale at office of Lha 
Progressive Thinker.

“JESUS”JURIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyana. 

The Fagan priests ot Rome originated Christianity. 
New arid »fartltng disclosures by lu founder», aud 
full explanations by ancient spirits, Price, paper, 50c.

high: • How to Investigate. How is form circles, and de-
,n, 11-A—-• anni +n «Annlvn fl velop and cultivate mediuin*b1p. Name» of eminentrifJvthe A\ay for each SOUL to leceive a I gpjrituaiiati. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 

new birth I mlulonwork. Single copiefl. 5 cents; 100 for 11.25.
tn the realms that are higher

than I? 1 
Jasper. Ala. J. K. DEARTH.

CHRISTOS AND CROSS.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thia volume contains the 

beat poems ot the author and some ot the most popu* 
Hr songs with the muaic by eminent compoaers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations* 225 
pages, beautifully hound. Price. *1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

E. J., Niles, O.: Q. Have been sit
ting regularly for three years. I now 
see white forms, or only white misty 
clouds. Why?
. A. You have reached a partially sensi
tive state, but the fact that you have 
been so long attaining this slight de
velopment shows that you have not had 
the best conditions. You should break 
up' the methods you have been accus
tomed to, and bring new members into 
your circle.

Dan Proctor: Q. Can spirits write 
on slates, or is this phase all fraud?

A. There have been instances of 
spirit writing on closed slates under 
such conditions as to make deception 
impossible.. YqL fraud under the con
ditions usually imposed, is so easy, that 
every manifestation of this kind must 
be judged by its own merits.

WHEN THY HEART IS SAD.

Hast thou heard the wind, law-wailing
through the Bight,

Like a spirit sorely* wounded in 
flight; .

Hast then heard its ghostly moan
Faintly echoing thy own—

When thy heart was sad?
Hast thou seen the ocean sweep

I. R. R., Adelaide, Australia: Q. We 
: hear so much about the religion of the 
" future. Can It be defined?

• A. It must be admitted that the re- 
■ ligion of the future will be so changed 
.. from the ideas found at present of 

what religion must be, that it will be so 
absolutely distinct that the name will 
become inappropriate. .

It will accept and embody the truths 
of all systems. In so doing it will not 

■ inquire of the source; for truth bears 
• the impress of no man’s ownership or 

personality. To It, Jesus in his man
ger, Mohammed on his canid in the des
ert, or wisest monarch on his throne, 
are the same. This religion will be the 
science of life here and hereafter; and, 

. as man is bound to the universe as an 
integral part, hls understanding of the 
laws of the world will be its basis. It 
will teach the infinite possibilities of 
man, and hls duty, to cultivate these to 
the utmost ■ .... '

The man who professes the religion of 
the future will accept nature as his 
Bible, and" regard all books as¿valuable 

* only for the truth they express. He will 
- have no fear of offending. God, but will 

fear to become out of. harmony with the 
Jaw» of his own. constitution. • His the- 
clogy win be anthropology, the study of

its

the

H ■ ■ 
Art Magic Free.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, ThO Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, including that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and the paper and same book free to jthe 
one who gets up the club. The names must all 
be sent at one time. Now is the time to act.

. pebbled strand, .
Bearing nearer a pearl sea-shell to thy 

hand;
Seen the shell recede the share, 
Like so many hopes before— 

When thy heart was-sad?
Hast thou heard the hallow dirges of 

the sea, .
Surging landward o’er the gray and 

dreary lea;
Hast thou heard the sigh and sob, , 
Hast thou felt the pulse and throb— ‘ 

When thy heart was sad?
Hast thou mused within a coppice au

tumn-leaved,
Where the lone and widowed ring-dove 

sat and grieved,
And each woodland Zephyr’s breath

. Whispered ■ceaselessly of death— 
, "When thy heart.was sad? -

Hast thou listened many -sleepless, 
watches through, - • "

To strange voices from the spirit 
world that grew '. , . . ..

Into requiems so drear . . , ,. r '
Thou did’st think some lost one near— 
■ ’ When thy heart was sad? ■ .

-Albert Millard.

just think of this offer, to each subscriber-a val
uable book which is of itself, as pricesigq^worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two weekly visits 
of The Progressive Thinker. A club chn be got
ten up at every postoffice in the United States, 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, every 
Theosoplnstj and everyone - searching into the 
occult or spiritual should have the boijk ajid pa
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $1,0.

For tbe home, the lyeeum and societies. A mannal 
of physical, intellectual and spiritual cnltunt By 

_ . .. ________  । Bmma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of wbl .hanArtVa+mn and SlPrnitlCanCG- progreBilve lyeeum. a«plritunl or liberal society may MVriVdllUII ailM wigiimvuiivu. te organized and conducted without other assistance.
— —- - Price. 50 cents: by tbe dozen« 40 cenu, Express

There are no ancient Christian mon- chu'8c, unpaid.uriento oTtosoiptlons ihe pretended ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS 
rtf thn flnmfln nrp Forbtrmano Education, with plan of tbe Aiigalantiquities Of tne Koman caiecoinus are Prize Oratorical Contest®. By Emma Rood Tuttle, 

a discovery- in the sense of an inven- I price.cents.
tlon of the fifteenth century. The great ah Books Sent Postpaid. Address 
atonce°if wlia?weP can Paglnilm 2p to I HUDSON TUTTLE, Publishfil’. 
the close of the sixth century. I Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Greek word christos is not found 
on any ancient monument, but chrestos, 
signifying good, kind, gracious, occurs 
quite often. I

The cross is a prehistoric symbol, of 
varied form and manifold significance. 
In the Roman empire it was an emblem 
of Victory. Its usual form was like the 
letter X with a perpendicular intersec- I 
tlon like a P. In Greek the letter X 
answers to Ch, and P to R. Hence the 
fraudulent interpretation of the era- 
blem, that it stood for Christos. Some
times the' intersecting P was turned the 
other way like an elevated q. (Photos 
ad libitum.)

This monogram, so-called, is found on 
monuments to the Egyptian Isis and 
the Greek Pallas, and appears on coins 
of Roman emperors of the fourth cen
tury, falsely claimed to be Christian. 
The conversion of, Constantine is a 
myth, originating w’ith the earliest 
church historian, Eusebius, a monk of 
the fifteenth century. His "Ecclesiasti
cal History” first appeared soon after 
the discovery of the art of printing. It 
purported to be a Latin translation 
made in the fourth century by Rufinus. 
The alleged Greek original did not ap
pear until 1544, and it is evidently a 
paraphrase and abridgement of the 
-Latin work, written in a clumsy and 
wretched style, offensive to all good 
taste. The English translator of the 
“complete Greek text published by 
Valesius,” apologizes for the ambiguous 
and otherwise defective style of Eu
sebius, being very different from that 
which prevailed three centuries before.

The learned Jesuit, Hardouin (1646
1720), says that the earliest of the suc
cession of Benedictine forgeries were 
in Latin, because it was some time 
after the revival of learning before 
scholars mastered the Greek. .

Christos was never a proper name in

Healing, Cause» and Effects.
By W- I’. Phelon. M. D. Deal» with tbe doer 

mental and spiritual forces as appllhd to healing. 
Price. Mo._____________________________________ '

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH.
A collection of words and music tor the choir, con- 

gregatlua aud »oclal circle. By 8. W. Tucker. Com
prises sixty or more gem» of song. Price, 20c.______

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Beligions.

By Sarah E. Titcomb. ..With an Introduction by 
Cbarlea Morris, author of “The Aryftn Race. • Price, 
cloth. 11._______________

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 

11.25. ________________ _______________
MAXHAM’S MELODIES '

Songs Sacred and Secular, By A. J. Maxham. 
Thirty-two pages of sweet songs and music. The 
author and compiler Is veil known M a Spiritual 
fliuger and composer. Price, 25c._________

The Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing-

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J, 
ColviHe. Limp cloth, We.________________________

Zehnathe Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Alwyn M. Thurber, Occult philosophy clothM 
in story form; alms to give a better under;landing of 
magic, black and white. 881) large page,. Cloth, »1.25.
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The distinguished Methodist divinfe tfho has 
charge of a large congregation, and ^h^wrote 
an article for The Progressive Thinker^o$er the 
nom de plume of . “Augustine,” will prepare an
other article soon for publication. He ¿s. ai work 
on a very important volume which will, when 
published, make a great stir in the religious 
world. Watch The Progressive Thinker for it.

“From Night to Mom, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson, Gives an account of her experl- 
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It Is written to a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place to 
the hands el Christian people. Erie»
IScsata.

U

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual tJnlverse. By E. D. 
Babbitt. M. D„ LL.D."' A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and. especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to il, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office; : . . >

Mansill’s Almanac, of Planetary Me
teorology for 1890. This is the thirty
fourth annual publication of this excel
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable 
for thpse on land and sea. By Richard 
Mansill. Price 25. cents, j . .

“Arcana of Nature;1 ¿Ythe. History 
and Laws of Creation?! -By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known mnd most pro
found treatise. Cloth, Por sale at 
this office. ~

■ The Spiritual Body Real.
Views of Paul, Wcsloy and othejs. Valuable tea- 

tlmoales ot modern clairvoyants. Witnesses ot the 
oeoaratlop ot the spiritual body from the dying 
physical form. By GUea B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By Col. g. (J. Ingersoll. Cloth, »1._

MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Hls Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition—Th* 

light Within. By Gllc» B. Stebbins. Price, 10c.

‘ FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized 

| thought, eto. By_ Henry M. Taber. With a preface 
by Cot, Robert G. Ingersoll. Cloth, •!- A valuable 
work. > #

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
I And Recent Expcrlencespt Samuel Bowles In th, 
I First Five Spheres, Etc. Written through the hand 

of Carrie E. S* Tying. Paper, 80c.____________
I Studies in the Outlying Fields of 

Psychic Science.
I To which is added Spiritual Phenomena: How to ln- 

vestigate their various phases; bow to form circles 
and develop mediumship; an absolute test of genutno 
mediumship. By IIudKon Tuttle. _ .

A most excellent work. Every Spiritualist should 
have it. Price, cloth, 75c.______________________THE PSYCHOGR^PH r™ 7™ wffiBK0ND ” I xxL» U VV JkXJLLXJ>i»

Greek, but an adjective signifying 
anointed. Translated into. Latin it 
should have been unctus or dellbutus; 
but the Benedictine monks transferred 
the word, making it Christus. Neither 
Christus nor Chrlstianus is found in 

’Ainsworth’s Latin Dictionary, not even 
in the English part, save to their 
•derivatives, for example:

“Christmas, ♦ <11 Christi natallum 
festum.".

The star indicates that the word 
Christi is of Greek extraction, and the 
other sign, that It is “bad, or used only 
by writers of an. inferior class. So, 
whenever you see to Latin books 
Christus ■and—Chrlstlamis you may be 
sure that they are monkish and 
modern» ,

Philip (A. D. 244-249) is claimed, as- 
thei first Christian emperor (Eus. Ecck 
Hist, VI. 34); but a coin of Philip with 
the inscription Ex oraculo Apolltois, 
proves that he was a worshiper of the 
old Roman gods. A false coin of Jus
tinian II. (685-tll,.bears the lnscrlptlon 
Dominus Justlniahus Servus Christi. 
This’is the Beginning of the. false 
Christian coinage. *

It has never yet been ascertained at 
what time the crucifix or representation 
of the crucifixion began to appear, but 
when the crucified one does appear be 
is arrayed to a tunic and. a diadem, or 
he is in glory above the cross. The old 
Roman sign of victory was revived at 
the beginning of the Crusades, 1096. It 
expressed alike the sentiments of re
venge and hope on the part of the men 
of the West in their struggle against 
the Oriental invader, and in time the 
sentiment became fused with the idea 
of the Crucifixion. W. H. BURR.

"The Commandments Analyzed. By

-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Voices from many Unde and centurle., saying, “Man, 
thou ehalt never dlo.” An excellent selection, ed
ited and compiled by Olles B. Stebbins. Cloth, »1.

------ A Few Words About the Devil,
This Instrument is substantially the »ante as that . , nf-fra-w Focd vc

employed by Prof. Hare In his eariy investigations. AJMl UtnCr HiSSajo.
Id its improvedfomitt has been before th® public for nvCharles Bradlaugh. With the storyof bls life 
more than seven yeare, and tn the hands of thousands byhlmBCif anJ the history of hls parltamen«
of persons has proved u superiority over the Plan- gi’atrXi™ with portrait. Paper. Me. 
cliette, and ail other Instrument« which have been Mry ‘ _________ !--------------------------
brought out in imitation, both In regard to certainty I ___r»„u„„ Planet TtiunnvATSWl
and correctneaa of tho communications received by YoUP Ruling JrianCt lyiBCOVCreu. 
its aid. and u a means or developing mediumship. I x.„ A Rf roloirv

By Prof. G. W. Cunningham, ^ted to th. study 
Do you wish to dmdop Mediumship? al Astrology and Its laws. Price, 25c.

- Do you desire to receive Communioations? I------------------------- - --------------------------------------------- -
Tbe P»ycLograph Is an Invaluable Militant, I THREE SEVENS, .

pamphlet with fuU direction,for th. . A Btory of Ancient inltlalons. By the Phelan«. 
Formation of Circles and Cultivation I Illustrating the Hermetic Philosophy Price, cloth.

of Mediumship ----------------------------------------------------
with every Instrument. Many who wore Wt aware c, I TXT AM AV. pOTTR ARNTUETRS OF 
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after a few -.stings, VVVJiULn. JVUre V141V x ux.xx.ij 
been able to receive delightful measages A volmao PROftRRHN
might be Ailed with commendatory letters. Many lltvuiiwu.
who began with it as an amusing toy. found thM Ute I . Lactnre delivered M the Freethinker's Inter
Intelligence controlling It knew more than 'diem- n,tioaa; congress, Chicago, III., October, 1893. By 
•^¿D.BbM“X%rie»l^-P“S: “1 omi Su.^ H. Wixom Price, We.----------------------------------
communication* (by tbe P»ychograpb) from many ... ........... A A
other friend*, even from old settler* who*o grave- I WQmgm; A jjCCtuTO Delivered lO 
atone*are mois-grownlu the old yard. They have
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splr* I IrfUllGS UnlV«
Ituallim U indeed true, and the communication* have . ««.«»mt «mtnii of
given my heart the greatest comfort in the «cverert By Mr*. Dr. Hulhurt. On tho .PE®®®®1®”}?;,.” 
loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.'’ woman, physically, mentally, morally tpirftnally.

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings tave made hi* The divine law of true hjarmouial marriage, etc. 
name familiar to those interested in psychic matter*, Price, 10c.__________________ ________________ _
writes a* follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy-I________ua.■ -x-rj.-i Ttrnr n * nm rr
chograph. It la very simple in principle and construe- fFTTlp. WOMAN SSIBLS* PART 11, tlon, and I mn rare must be far more sensitive to *plr- I -Lil-Ei VVVX ixl
itual power than the one now In use. IbelilveitwUl Judges, Klugs. Prophets and Apostle*. CommcnU 
generally supersede the latter when,its superior ontheOIdandNowTestamcnte. from Joshua to Bev 
merit* become known.” elation. The comment* are keen, bright, spicy, full

Seounty packed, and sent pottayepaid from of wit, tb. work of radical ° dn«
f ,___ lenorantoC the higher criticism, iuere i* nocuuuu

the mumtfactunr, for $1.00, Addrem page, paper, 50c.HUDS ™TTLoEkJ THE MISS|N0 unk 

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES. “ .““SLVifkinillia V llUllinilUfaUI intere«tftig and valuable as a history of tbo begin
---------- I nlngot Mod«n Spirttualbm, by onoof th.Fox Sl.-

AMew EdUion.ProfUsdy lUustrated, 
I ---------- ’ A J M related by“I choose that a etory should bo founded on prob- tested manifestations; the exposures, etc. Hana 

ability, and not alwaysresemblo a dream. I de*freto I «omcly bound In cloth, But few copies remaining. 
And nothing In it trivial or extravagant; and I desire Publishers’price, 11.50. Wc will send tho book po*t- 
above all, that under tho appearances of fable, there paid far *1.40. 
may appear iome latent truth, obvious to the discern-1 ---- ————----------- -— 1

Voltaieb- P UXO obwrv.Uou oftb. THE r$LIGIon of SCIENCE.
. ---------- I By'Dr. Paul Corus. Very thoughtful and Interesting.

Cn-rrirSTBr "The White Bull," a Satirical Romance, Paper, Sc, 
“Zadtg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; "The Bago and I--------------------- -------------------- ----- '■-------_ _ „ —
tho Atheist-," “ThoPrincessotBahylon;" “Tho Man rwqiWUVTFWN WITH SPIRITS, 
ot Forty Crowns-,” “Tho Huron, or Pnnllot Nature:" LDILJU1 VLEiVYB irlxn. Dixitxxcr. 
“Mlcromogas,” e Satins on Mankind: “The World;.u A realvlslt with friends on tho other side of lite, 
itQocs;" "The Black and ths White;” “Momnomthe and o familiar talk. By spirit Samael Bowles! Cat
Philosopher:" "Andre Dos Touches at Slam;" “Bab- I r|c g n. Twins, medium, ' 
ahec;“ “Tho Study ot Nature;” "A Conversation I _____ ■ ■ —■
With» Chinese:” "Plato's Dream;” “A Pleasure In I al ,nni, a Mn CTATC I 
Having no Plcaanrc:” “An Adventure in Indi*;" QMIIRQH AND 31 Alt. I 
“Jeannot and Colin;" "Travcia ot Scatmentado;" ‘ ten W*w “Amee.“The Good Brahmin:" "Tho Two Comforters:" “An- Th? Bible.In tto rublleSohooU. the New__ Ameg
“Sie volmnoiTOst^S, 480 pages, with portrait usd a beTuUtul p“¿g3 ¡£g’e£11*f
mnstratlon». Ext/a VcUum cloth, «1.®; postage, presentation ot tho Church and State quesuon tnao
licenta. •, • ’ fcsaappearedi Price io ceau.___ ■ —

•‘Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
nMw^-UHUine of Am. History. _ • ________

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.*
—Boston Commonweal. ’’ . . - . ■  ___

«
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W. H. Bach.” The Commandments are 
hot only analysed, 'but contrasted with

THOMAS PAINE'S

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A’Menoco to American Ctvlilratlon. By Prof JV. M. 
Lockwuod* A trenchant and. maaterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents. .

not only analyzed,'but contrasted witn Ae»MÌ<ierstioaottie 
other Bible passages, showing great in-
congruitles. Price 25c.■ - •. < . i .| J

icwwninatinn of the Prophecies. CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
I«* in Ih» Ne* Teats-

S OÍBÍ^ . . •■ - ■ ■ cenia.

"Price'S
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COLLEGE DEFINE FORGES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, Including the 

Suu Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mlud Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
bMtc'.principle» developed with their inarvelou« »p- 
plications. Students In four contlueuts have taken the j 
course. Tbe college is chartered uud confers thq dev
gresof D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of - 

.9«“«?“ ““'I6?“. «“ thecoureeuna .. _ 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Instltutlou 1 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Los Angeles, CaJ. [ 
Diplomas granted under either the-New Jersey or 
California charter.. Send stamp for catalogue to

441tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.

4' ■

MAKCH OR. W. M. FORSTER,

ONLY! of Patients

Impor ta|nt I
NOTES OF WORK

n Kansas and Missouri.

MUEHLEN BRUCH,DR. MAX

Medical

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, * 

Psychometrist, 

and

Max. Centzke
West Point, Nebraska.

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of the 

planet's effect upon tbe soul's incarnated destiny, to
gether with occult Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Series. Send 
date of birth aud 23 cento (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
748 North Park are., Chicago, Ill.

Send25c to J. M.& M. T.Allen, Springfield, Mo., and 
secure a set of these valuable lessons, 48216

6. WALTER LYNN:
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual iConaninnications by Letter»
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE,

HEALING ATADI^STANC^ 
■ Obsession Cured. \

Life Readings and Business Advice) 
$1.00 aiid Stamp.

Address 223 West San Fernando at.. San Joso, Oal.
DTI have never known a more competent, relUbla 

and truthful medium for the Bpirlt-world than ChM« 
Walter Lynn, ‘ Jos. RodesBuohahak. . .

DR. G. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

'■ Hotel Palmerston.

DR. R. GREER, 
Clairvoyant Physician, 

52 Dearborn bl, Chicago,
Is 8tll giving free clairvoyant examinations. Fort] 
years experience aud practice make him wonderful}] 
accu- rate. Write, giving age, sex and'one icadlnd 
symptom. 478tf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is tbe oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
in practice. His cures are marvelous. Successful Ln 
all kjmls of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall he cures. Bend him age. sex, name, lock of half 
and 6 cts. In stamps and he will stud a clairvoyant ex* 
amination of your diseases and treat you for only «2.M 
«month. No leading symptom reoulred. Address

DR. J, S. LOUCKS, M. D.f
85 Warren eL, Stoneham. Mass.

Written Delineation», pa»t, present, and one year 
In the future................. .... .....................ri.M

The »ame, w Foreign Countrle».....................IS 00
Full Life Delineation», Including a Spiritual

Horowope............................................. WOO
The ««me to Forelgu Countries.............................«5 50
Rock from mines re&d Piyqbonietrically............ 12 50
Six Question« answered by majl............................4150

tygend lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 487

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoscopes cast and delineated from date of birth. 
Full reading one dollar, trial reading 25 cents. Send 
stamp for Light of the Zodiac, a treatise on tbe occult 
relation of tbe planets to man. Many revelations con
tained Ln it. Address

FRED P. BRANDT, 
- S53HuUng.lt., Grind Rapid., Mlcb. 483

BETTER THAN GOLD. /
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two .« 
Cure» all form, ot »toinacb, liver aud kidney dlseuet ' ■ I 
alBocamtlnatlon, Aeure curator that tired, worn-oul 1 
feeling. Guaranteed to uilit your eyitem to lioaltn '1 I 
with pure, rich blood. Bufflclent quantity fof oih f 
month sent for,1.00. I

One package ot our Magnetized Compound tor lore i
eye. or poor eye.lgbt, Hu been u.ed and prilled b5 i 
thousand. In all parte of the world. Bent tor 60 cent! ' 
or all three »ent postpaid tor .1,11) with Yarma'» i 
photo and Instruction, how tollve lOOyear..

Keitorelost vision. Write tor Illustrated Circulars ’ i 
mowing style» and price» »nd photo ot Spirit YarmA t 
who developed thl» clairvoyant power In me. I can ¥ 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle» u perfectly to . I 
î«“r.“7'a <“ 7our own home ij It you were In m* . i 
office, us thousands can testify. Bend stamp tot [' 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton. Iowa. I

'Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),5 2ct.stamps

PSYCHE
Ib tbe Invention of a practical medium, under aplrlt 
guidance, and la designed to develop medlutnablp« 
Many, by ita use, have received long communiel» 
Lions from spirit friends, and express great aatiafao* 
tion. Price, 11, and 20 cents extra for expressagi» 
For sale at the office of Tub ProgrbbbiVeTnriiKiB, 

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
PSYCHOMETRIST.

Business and social advice, 11 and stamps. Mineral 
ore psychometrized and valued. |2 and stamps. Ad* 
dress 513 Chestnut bt., Cincinnati. 0. 486

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c; "Astrological Mutes." 5o< 
The two for lie. Gbo. Walbond, Opera House blit» 
Denver, Colo 478tf

MRS. .8. F. DzWOLF, INpEPENDENT SLATE 
Writer aud Test Medium, 241 Wiucbester avenue,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The welbknpwn Pevcbometriat and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph «1.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25cents Address MN. 52ndave., Chicago. 877tf

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
THE' HEALER,

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Me,lloifies.

Cures by Absent Treatments
As well as If patient came to his office. Bend six one* 
cent stamps for book on Healing, 8201 Indiana av.. 
Chicago, III. 479tf

Hindoo Test Psychometer.
Best Instrument yet devised for writing by psychic 

force. Attractive In appearance and rapid in action, 
while a simple device affords a perfect teat of all 
communications. Sent prepaid foril. Agents wauled. 
HERBERT & CO., Akron 0. 484 ‘

1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN' FRANCISCO, CAL.,
Still continues to. give

PREE Diagnosis and
FREE Consultation.
YOU Are Invited to Write.
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

MOCPHlNB 
COCAINE 
LAUDANUM. .. .. . _ WHISKEY.............. _ -  es“ .“"<1 porminonl honu- euro. 

Vlliiibl« Tri-itlHB -Metlon mulled tree.Dr. J.C.HOF1-’V5- 44S uludlu Illdm.OlileuBo.IU.

Progressive Thinker, which I did. Just 
before his spirit left the body, he said 
he’ wanted to go home and be at rest. 
He was a kind, loving father, an honor
able, upright man in all his dealings 
with his fellow-men. He was loved and 
respected by all who knew him.

Kirs, alice t. freeland.
Passed to spirit-life, Isaac Waters, 

Feb.'20, at Parkersburg, Iowa. He was 
born in Truro, England, Sep. 22, 1827, 
and came to this country when an in
fant. For more than half a century he 
has known the return of spirit to be a 
fact and lias always been an oùtspoken 
Spiritualist.

Tlie funeral services were largely at
tended at the residence, : by his fellow 
townsmen and friends from distant 
towns, showing the high esteem his 
many acquaintances had for him.

Geo. F. Perkins, of Dubuque, Iowa, 
conducted the services, assisted by a 
quartette of singers. Rev. Mr.. Shultz, 
of the Congregational church/ made ap
propriate reniarks regarding the upright 
and manly character of Mr. Waters.

G. F. P.

TO THE SIGK ONLY
Who cannot afford to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, we will, during

M/YRGft
take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but $5 a month. .Kindly remember it 
has been our rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This Is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

M/VRCrt
So that all may understand, we will re
pent the offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during March will be charged 
only $5 a month until cured—old pa
tients who stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at once. Tell us your age, 
name in full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your ease at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires. '

Dr. Charles E. Watkins, the famous 
Chronlst, after years of medical practice 
and observation among thousands of 
patients suffering under various forms 
of disease, to more read! y and effect
ually cure the many severe cases com
ing under his care, he established a 
Health Home, where each patient could 
have his dally personal attention, and 
pleasant, congenial surroundings in and 
but of doors, with intelligent, cheerful 
nursing, where particular attention 
would lie paid to all of Nature’s forces: 
food, air, exercise, baths, ete.

All classes of chronic diseases are 
treated except insanity and contagious 
diseases; and if the patients prefer they 
can have the physician of their own 
choice treat them while receiving all 
the benefits of the Rural Health Home. 
Remember food adapted to each indi
vidual temperament and organization, 
and judicious exercise and social inter
course are important factors in curing 
chronic diseases.

To all who are suffering with chronic 
disease and cannot come to The Rural 
Health Home for treatment, write to 
Dr. C. E. Watkins, Lock Box 12, Ayer, 
Mass., or 400 Massachusetts avenue, 
Boston, sending name in full, age, sex, 
weight and leading symptoms, and your 
case will be diagnosed free.

For terms, board, room, treatment, 
careful nursing, etc., and full particu
lars, applv by letter or by person to Dr. 
C. E. Watkins, Physician in Chief
Boston Courier, Jan. 29, 1899..

We wish to express our heartfelt sym
pathy with Chicago Spiritualists In the 
loss of the bodily presence of Brother 
Gus Jenifer. The memory of Brother 
Jenifer will be ij green spot in the 
hearts of all Spiritualists In Chicago, 
and especially of those who attended 
the meetings at Bricklayers’ Hall, 
which he so faithfully kept up year 
after year, In spite of all the discourage
ments he met, financial and otherwise. 
Many have left our ranks, but none that 
will be missed as this noted worker. 
May the angels reward him more than 
mortals ever dl<}- '
i’Tbsqilfih'The Progressive Thinker we 
keep in touch with Chicago work. Our 
efforts here in behalf of the paper are 
gradually bearing fruit. Several 
friends to whom we loaned our books 
and paper have decided they must have 
.the paper and books for themselves, and 
have subscribed, thus adding those rlire 
volumes to their library of occult works.

Our work in Joplin and here has been 
a success, and a very flattering one, 
considering the opposition, all spiritual 
workers find in towns grounded in the 
old orthodox ideas, even during the ex
treme cold aud blizzards which have 
prevailed, we have had a good attend
ance, and our children’s service and 
psychic science class have been well 
patronized.

We are eight miles from Joplin, Mo., 
and can only give Sunday morning and 
one day out of the week, Tuesdays, to 
this work, but even with this small ef
fort our society is increasing in num
bers and credit.

Now about that Bible question, which 
seems to agitate the minds of so many 
of your writers and readers, I stand 
with Brother Hull. If we. discard the 
Bible and its phenomena we lose our 
power with the orthodox world. It Is 
our only weapon to reach those who 
believe in it. As true Spiritualists we 
understand the lessons taught In all 
their beauty. In the Bible we find 
clairvoyance, clairaudlence, trance, 
slate-writing, psychometry, healing, etc. 
All tbe phenomena-Spiritualists claim 
exist to-day existed in'and through tlie 
mediumship of Christ. J^t some be-

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings In 
Chicago. •

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park ball, No. 601 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Tlie Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. (Kid street, at 2:30 
and- 7:30 p. m. Lecture and spirit mes
sages at both services, Mrs. Lorn Hol
ton, pastor. Seats free to all services.1

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in People’s, institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt streets, at 3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets,1 City. ■’ .

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Washington Hall, Wash
ington Boulevard and Ogden avenue, 
at 2:30 and 7:30’p. m. Miss Sarah 
.Thomas conducts the services.

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lec
ture and tests at 8 p. m.

Meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 
p. m., at Van Buren Hall, California; 
avenue and Madison street. Dr. Hen-1 
derson and Mrs. Vaughn, the regular 
speakers. ;
' The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p.m. .

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o'clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30. 
' The Lake 1 .ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av-

ASTONISHING!
> THAT

DOCTOR A. R. DOBSON’S
. HEALING 

POWERS ।
ARE BEING REPEATED 

, OVER AND OVER AGAIN 
THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP

. —OF---- '

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four years, has

Successfully Thousands
Treated r-"

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

Heve him a God, if they desire to; they 
are but children yet, and cannot com- 

.prehend such power belonging to a 
mortal, therefore do not rudely disp^J 
this illusion. Perchance you might not 
be able to convince them of . present 
phenomena, and thereby drive them 
into materialism by pulling their prop 
out too soon. Then let us not tear 
down, but rather build a higher truth 
from this foundation than any yet con
ceived by other teacher-s. Whatever 
repulses us, set it aside, but if it pleases 
others, let it alone until by gentle rea
soning you can turn them from their 
Idols. Rude or rough means will only 
cause those groping souls to retreat 
into their old ideas and refuse to seek 
farther; but with quiet logic such as 
“Our Moses” understands how to use, 
and with his quaint humor to salve the 
sore, the soul is led away from the 
darkness into a brighter and more glo
rious day than it ever dreamed of when 
held in bondage by some ironclad creed 
or dogma.

We do not like our pet hobby sawed 
apart with a hand saw; its rasping sets 
our teeth on edge, but we prefer the 
gentle yet firm cut of a Damascus blade 
which will sever without crushing out 
our very existence at one blow. Softly 
and gently lead the seekers after truth, 
and when it once breaks upon their un
derstanding, they are ready to accept 
and fight our battles as they fought the 
battles of orthodoxy.

Would there were mor«*Moses Hulls 
In the field, but this cannot be; there is

enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. in., 
lecture and tests.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Bund of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets, at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per Instructions ot 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called -to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and instructive programme.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets In 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Scats free to all services.

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Pqrk trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall. 1565 Milwaukee av
enue,, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Bide holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor.

Spiritual Church of All Souls. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall, 601 Wells street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m., and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Ireqe Dobson and others will 
speak. A welcome for all. Admission, 
ten cents. .

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 
attendance.

, Have you -suffered from lesions which 
have become chronic? ' Has life beep 
robbed of its brightness, the body tor-' 
tured by pain and the mind clouded by 
disease?' Have you sought relief- of 
your family physician and ■found'after 
months of patient suffering, that, in 
chronic and obseure diseases he was in
experienced and unsuccessful?

Have you ever thought of consulting 
an educated psychic physician?

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs have re
ceived the best medical educations that 
colleges give; they have given their lives 
to the study, treatmeht and cure of 
chronic diseases. Extensive foreign 
travel and medical research has ripened 
and supplemented their educations—ad
ded to which, is the greatest of psychic 
gifts, enabling them to read the_human 
body as an open book. This experience, 
education and ability is placed at your 
disposal, and, gratuitously. By sending 
your name, age, sex and one leading 
symptom in own handwriting, an abso
lutely correct diagnosis will be mailed 
free.

Ladles who -write, will be sent an ele
gant booklet of -rare value.

Remember to address
DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,

. • Battle Creek, Michigan.

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies,
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO ,
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock, of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the^

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE BU WEB FREE.
Address all Mail to .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree.]

It' is with a sad heart we chronicle 
the death by consumption, after a. pro; 
tracted illness, at Rockford, ill., Feb. 17, 
of Miss Matle McPherson,, aged about 
22 years, only child of A. C. McPherson, 
the । well-known photographer of that 
city. Miss Matle was an unusually in
teresting young lady, a good scholar, 
and an earnest thinker, “free from'su
perstition’s dread control,” and the life 
of the family circle of which she was 
tlie youngest member. The grand-pa
rents who have watched over her from 
infancy are both invalids, and ardent- 
Spiritualists, so though greatly pros
trated with grief, as are the (ather and 
uncle, yet they have confident hope of a 
reunion when the turmoil of life is over. 
To each survivor our tenderest sym
pathy in their great grief and irrepara-
lile loss. B.

Born Into the higher life on Wednes
day, Feb. 15, 1889, Welton H., the In
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Ottmar, 
of Riley, Mich. The following Sunday 
many relatives and friends met at the 
home of the parents, and tendered their 
loving sympathy at the commemora
tion of the heavenly birth. Out flowers 
and potted plants were beautifully ar
ranged by tender hands around the 
form of the sleeping child, and gave 
freely to all of their brightness and 
fragrance. The writer spoke such words 
of Inspiration as were befitting for the 
time and place.

EVA PAYNE HOPKINS.
Owosso, Mich. '

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

TO SPIRITUALISTS

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
• ■ 1_____ i . . '

If you wish to know what ails 
, you and what will cure you, send 

a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name In full. Address

J. 6. DflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

MAHgFIGLD’g 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines 
Cure Where Others Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A; MANSFIELD, M. D. 
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
(RAYS OE LIGHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummbrn gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

but one Moses to fight on this line, and 
therefore let this Moses, like Moses of 
old, “hew the rock” and through this 
Bible the sweet waters of eternal truth 
will gush forth to help and to save. Mr. 
Scovell joins me in good wishes to all 
true and faithful workers, and while 
our lines in life are different somewhat 
from the past our hearts are with the 
cause and all its friends.

' SARAH C. SCOVELL.
Galena, Kans.

• My mother, Mrfi.B. A. Martin, of Di
mondale, Mich.,, passed to .the higher 
Iffe, Feb 19, 1899. A spiritual funeral 
by Mr. John N. Bush, of Lansing. He 
spoke well, and he should be thus em
ployed. HENRY E. MARTIN.

The writer, well-known as one of the

••Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris* 
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research"’ by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
76 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

•■The Watseka Wonder.” To tbe stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennùm of Watseka, III., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

"Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale, at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.’* “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in-

Mrs. Abraham D. Allen passed to spir
it-life, Feb. 3,1899, at Sturgis, Mich. Mrs.,, 
Alien was born October 20, 1823, and; 
has been a Spiritualist for many years.

■ Funeral services conducted by Carrie 
Fuller Weatherford. 0.'

. Passed, to spirit life, Sylvphus Towne, 
at Larned, Kansas, Feb.-19, at the age' 

, <5f C9 years. -He has been a firm be- 
llever in the truths of Spiritualism for 
Over 40 years. On the morning of his 
death h$ asked me to read from The

terest of spiritual science, 
Faraday. Price 15 cents, 
this office.

Man the Microcosm—His

by Michael 
For sale at

Infinite and
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of thl? pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and experience, Lyman O.

•Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary Â. 
Livermore, a most competent judge,- 
te.ls óf the delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading it-- The - 
booklet, by G. B. Stebbins, ‘is for sale
nt this office. Price, 10 cents, postpaid.

’ “The Priest, the Woman., and the Con- 
fessIonnL” This. book, by the well 
known, Fatfcqr. Chlnlquy, reveals the de
gradine," Impure. Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
Uvea. Price, by mall $L For sale at 
this office. . ... . . . • ■ ........ .

Healing, CaiiseBand Effects
Dr. W. P.-IPhelen’s latest book, is a 

presentation front the spirit side of life 
of the basic ipriciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric lunder-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation, of I healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force,

•Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many' hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
Jines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows.' Tbe sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, er. the discord which 
is disease Is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by Its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For-sale at this office.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for Tbe Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The. Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
-present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.
US

YOUB, FUTURE Prof. Geo( W.CWalronX 
Astrologar, Boom« 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Bloclç 
Denver, Colo. Charts from 41. Send stamp for circu
lar». ‘ 434tt

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Ibdependent Slate Writer, SIS Fait 42nd Pt„ Chicago.

TUB TO TRINK ÄÄ
Or 15 cento for 10 copies. J. C.BELL, Box 297 Glen
ville, 0. . 484

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalraudlent, clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 450tf

best and most successful mental and 
physical mediums, desires to engage at 
a salary in some regular employment, 
thereby enabling him to place his sacred 
gifts upon a higher plflne than commer
cial, business mediumship will admit of. 
Knowing there are many employers of 
men and heads of businesses of various 
kinds who are Spiritualists, 'I cannot 
but believe that you will give prefer
ence to one of your own belief. My 
high work and sacrifice for the cause of 
Truth I believe deserving of at least 
this recognition.. I can give you the 
very best references as to character and 
ability, frombank cashiers, editors, con
gressmen, judges, physicians and sec
retaries of corporations who have 
known me from boyhood. I possess de
cided business talent, good address, in
dustry and perseverance, and can make 
myself of value to you in a responsible 
position. I Inserted a notice in this pa
per four months ago but nothing defi
nite came of it I have tried in. other 
directions with same results. This is 
not as it should be. Probably you would 
have been discouraged, but I am not I 
have not yet lost faith, for maybe you 
who are now reading are the very ..one 
who does want me. Let me ask of you 
not to pass this request to one side, 
thinking it does not concern you. Take 
a personal interest—think of it—look 
around you, see if you cannot give me a 
place yourself or cite ’me to a Spiritual 
friend who can. Don’t think my me
diumship detrimental; fact is, it gives 
me greater adaptability to business, and 
my intuition, insight and penetration 
might mean thousandk of dollars to you. 
At least write, me and ¡let me explain to 
you more in detail. ‘’

For'obvious reasons ! do not give 
name here. Address simply, * 

. MEDIUM,
Care of 577 Cedar avenue, Cleveland, O.

"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What 1b Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well

' known author. Price 16 cents. For 
sale at this office. ’ , ,

' “Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes' 
■ From.”'.“The Evolution of, the Spirit

from Matter Through Organic- Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents.- 
For sale at thls office..

“Efiltfi Bramley’s Vision?’ Vivid’de- 
scription of a Jesuit Spirit conclave; 
together with Interesting corroborative

: testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale-at 
■ this office. .... . ,

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:—Your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two cured myself 
and wife of the grip in four days. 
Thank the spirit for us, that gave you 
the formula to prepare it, and we wish 
everyone knew of its virtue as we do. 
Enclosed find $3.20 for Elixirs and 
Magnetized Compound. We wish to 
have the remedies on hand.

Your true friend and brother, 
ERNEST R. SYDOW.

1550 West 7th street, Los "Angeles, Cal.

For 80 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized -Compound for 
the eyeq, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa.. B. F. POOLE. .

“THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, dfivoted to. the Interests 

of the young, and to lyceiim work, Is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No.- fflt Wltlowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, -all classes will find 
something of special Interest In It. It 
is published ¿weekly. Try It.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW Wii ASCEND THEM.
. Ora few thotlghta .mshow, to reach ilbat altitude 
?there spirit iBlbprema and all thing» all> aubject to 
t. With portrait BY Moss» Hcr.1. J lit the book 

to teach you tMtiybn are a .plrltnal Inlnr, and to 
«how. you how -to educate your iplritinl facultlea. 
Price, bound tn »loth, 40 cents! - ta M«T cover,' 23 
cents For aaU tat thl» «taco. - -

PHILOSOPHY
OE SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

This workfdfitalntanMccountof the Tery wonder 
fnlBnirttMl development« at mb house ot Bev. IM 
Phelps, ßtratfötd, Coufe. aud slmllar cases in .aft

I

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have Anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do. so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if It is sen! that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can’ 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

MRS. ANNA CONNELLY.
MIW-COSNELLY’S ORAYHAIlt KEDEMPTION,

Without Lead. Silver or PoIkoun. Best and cheap
est gray hair restorer ou earth, and the only safe, 
If your hair Is all kinds of colors from'the use of 
lead, silver and poisonous acids, It can be restored at 
once, and whers it Is growlug uulgray nt tlie roots, 
one application will restore it to Its natural color. 
No slalnlng scalp, hands or clothing; It innkes the hair 
beautiful, glossy and natural, restores hlonded hair 
back to Its natural color; red hair made a natural 
brown: will not prevent crimping. Faded or rusty 
switches restored. Y ou cannot afford to look old If 
you are looking for employment. Sent by mail on 
rccelpt^ef price, 25 or 5U cents. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and address plain. 
Send all letters to MKS. ANNA CONNELLY, 1213 
Mt.Vernon st.. Philadelphia, Pa. 481C4

Tlie College of Psychical Sciences /.
The only one In the world for the unfoldment of al ‘ 
spiritual powers, psychometry. clairvoyance, Inspirit* ‘ 
lion, healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stamped ad* ' 
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Grvmhink (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., Hat 3, Chicago, 468tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM, IN YOUB OWN 
home. Will Bend a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. AddreiB MRS. J. Jl
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 489

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psychometry 
and Laws of Unfoldment, with free reading. For par* 
tlculara address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave^
Hamilton, Oblo. 488

CAMPBELL BROS
Slnte-Wi iters, Seances and Life-Sized 

Portraits.

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA, 
Sick or Nervous Headaches 

Absolutely Cured 
OK

NO PAY FOR TREATMENT.
Particulars upon application.

WINDSOR SANITARIUM, 
CHATHAM. NEW YORK.

Finest Sanitarium in America. 476

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gatiiered from tbe Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattii E. Hull. This is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait , of Moses Hail. Price, 
neatly bound in Englhh cloth, si. For sale at this 

■ office.

THE KORAN. ;
-AMMUr caged. the “Alkoru of MOhamm»«« 
TMLMteled Into English from the original Artfd& 
fcpianatory notei> taken from the mostapproredMm! 
rnentatore. With a preliminary dlscom» by Gea Bale. Price, cloth. 41.00. For sale at thia offio^

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And bls Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases where medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from alf parts of the United States. Bend 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 492
Chronic Disease Specialist,

40 Years’ Experience.
Send age. name In full; Own handwriting, and by 

crninTm I will diagnose your disease FREE OF 
bllKLl CHARGE, Have had splendid success. 
PnWTTR In my work so far and guarantee satls- 
r v n iuxv factton. When all else fall TRY ME.

Enclose 3 two-cent stamps, and address

487
j. s. cooper, M. n. 

ML Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.

WTTT31 A HI MARKET FORECAST FOR MARCH 
VYUJhai now Issued. Mailed for »LOO. Send 

stamped for other Information to R. HOLLINGS*
WORTH, Minneapolis, Minn. 484

WILL J. POST- PSYCHOMETRIST - FLINT.
Mich. Headings LQc. 8 questions answered for

10c. stiver and return postage, 485

C H V1 DO YOV need help? 2Y|| > I Bend name, age, sex. and Ichdin^symp- vzl 11 • tom, with stamp. You will get what 
DR. W. W. LATHROP,you need. 

484 tf Dept. 1, Jáckson Mich.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist In this broad land 

can kèep In , touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think-, 
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. • The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost.an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of-the office, thus each subscriber 
■sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and gêt your neighbor to

1 join with you.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notea 

by Peter Eckler« Illustrated with views of the aid 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Bochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 
JoeBatlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlnuntof Paine’« 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 16 cento.

DR. O. K. CARR,
Desires to announce that he has returned to the city* 
and has resumed bls work. Circles, Wednesdays and 
Sundays, 2:80 p m. Lectures aud tests Sundays 8 pm. 
Sittings 10 to 12 r m ahd 2 to 4 p m, dally. 8228 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago. 111. . -485-

‘The Gospelof Buddha, According tóPbclpi, BtratfOMk Coufc. ani «Imitar cue» In.aS . The Gospel oi Duuuua, Accoraiug to 
parts of thecoUhUry, TtUa volume la tbe arai tróa old Beconis. Told; by Paul Carol. 
U»antbordiro«iirppoqitboBubjector"spiritaaiijin£* tphl heartily commended to stu*
uid bu atood tbo tcstTri many years. Cloth, 614ta • _ 'wiit^inna .nA
Postage io centals. For amo aims outlie. • dents of the science of religions, and to
___ _______ all who would gain a fair conception of 

. .. , Buddhism in its spirit arid living prlncl-
Bill. 11 j _ . BIB I ® _ . « 1 — ' - CT» t«af a 1t «*■ zxwi fi I, »• t a 4- t <1 Xa'm

Paine's Theological Works.
Ageof .Reason, Examination of thbProphecles, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo...432 pages. Cloth, SIXX) 

~~ STARNOS.
BjDr.DellaE. D«vl«. A ro«uy oi wik culled 

from The works ot Andrew Jtokaon Dsvl». Intended 
for the light pnd solace of eveqr MOOWtng end 
ttrlcken heart. Price so cents.

the Occult Forces of Sex

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Two choice volume., each complete tn Itaett, tn 
which spirituality Is related to everyday life In auch 
• way as to make the world beautiful. Each I1XXL /

For sale at this office. ■.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

PBACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS. . ,<

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction' 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental andmhwial 
health. Worth many Umea Its cost. Price 10 ooLtA

'4

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGClNSi'. ESQ, ".

. Thls.worklioao oftbo Llbrary-öf Libéral Clàssica. 
No author■waa.bottercimllflcd to Write au Impartial 
áud bones tufo of Mibomct tlian Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is intensely Interesting. Itshouid be 
rebd In conjunction vrith QlbbbiHfwork. ' For sale at 
this office. Price. 25-ccnts. \ -

. AND I TNJi'j '- IVONDROUS :POIVER 
jCI Thick helped 'or mkde them' perform mighty 
work, udutter.lne^od word», together with eomi 
Feteonel TtwlU endChmcterietlerof Hophete, Apoj 

Jvwor S«wje*dl#g». ri The

t

Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit 
Price -$1. -■ For sale at this ■ office. '

.“From Soul to Soul?’ By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will'find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In" this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
tours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$L For sale at this office. . .

TlumAii Culture and Cure. Part
"First 'The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments)." Ry 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL, D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the' ftromlM' of ' Its title. For sale

• at this office. Price 76 cents. /

This admirable work consists .of three pamphlet« 
embodied m one volume. In which questions of great 
importance to the race are discussed from the «toad* 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 60 cents 
For sale at th!« office, j______ , •

POEMS OF PROGRESS."
By-Liuto Doten. They uè fully valublt Fricooixn. ■ ; . ; . . —

“ THE ÀGÈ OF REASON.
By Thoma. Faìne. Being an Inveiitlgation of Trai, 

and Fabnlona'Tberiogy. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type, IM pagoa, port 
Ivo. Pnpor, S3 cents: cloth. W centi. __

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE i»OPE.

The Other World and This.
a compendium of Spiritual Laws.

• No. 1, New White Cross
, Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER. M. D.
In this volume the author, tn tbs ititrly-nlnV 

•chapters.discusses »■ wide.variety.ot subjects-per- 
talnlng to Spiritualism, from a «plrllualt.tto stand- 
bolnU She evinces the powers ri a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and Sue literary style, and 
caualitlity of thought eipteuton. The subjects JU« 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It Will prove a rich addition to any Bplrltnallrtw ...   _ _ .a — ..Aallaa, TaAftV dr,, are nftgh -Tbl> work will be found eipeclilly Inleretilng to oil 

who would dulie to make » itudy ot Romantim and 
tbe Bfble. Tbe htilorio tact, ttatedf aai-the keen, i tag Information concerning bpiriiuiu.m ana ua wow> , . 
Icattlig review of Bomlih Ideu and tWacUeaaabould taja. , to nMW «U. Price, SBC. Bold attui otaca. . 1 ggje thU Office». Prieta, «14M :1

S53HuUng.lt
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BRACE UPlAN INFIDEL IN fl METHODIST FULFIT.

!

FRANK H. COLLIER,

IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OF SCI
ENCE AND RELIGION THE SIGN
BOARDS POINT IN THE DIREC
TION OF SPIRITUALISM.

nor to become hypnotized In the pres- I.pjanatlon of the phenomena, of ma- 
ence of the cell. Moreover, let us add | terlallzatlon which has ever been pub-

S'

^PIPITI lAi ISM - Progress, the Universal Law) of Na^re; TboLgfrl, flys SolW of fier Problerps.^gPI^ITUALIgM 
’ ' ' .. ’■ ---------- -- ~ ’NO. 485

Remarkable Scene In Union Springs M. E. Church, N.Y 
Abandoned by Its Congregation.

CAYUGA COUNTY CHURCH FOLK 
SHOCKED — PEOPLE FLOCKED 
TO THE EDIFICE TO HEAR EX
SUPERVISOR JAMES B. BURLEW, 
OF SPRINGfORT, WHO HAD 
SENT OUT CIRCULARS INVITING 
THE PUBLIC TO THE .“DEDIOA
TION” OF THE LATE METH
ODIST CHURCH “TO THE HIGH
ER USEFULNESS OF MAN, A 
BLACKSMITH SH0P”-HE DE
NOUNCED THE BIBLE AND DE
CLARED THE AUTHORS OF ITS

Lord ever said a word to a human 
being on earth. In fact, the Lord Is no 
longer authority for mankind. Man to
day tries everything In the court of 
reason, and whatever is condemned in 
this supreme tribunal is rejected, no 
matter whether it is put forward in the 
name of the Lord or man.

“ ‘Thus saith the Lord’ doesn’t make 
it so. And the good sense of the world 
to-day hands down the opinion that 
whenever and wherever the name of 
the Lord is written, that name is a 
forgery. ■ "

“The Lord is dumb to-day; so I be-
BOOKS MISTAKEN.. .
A most remarkable scene, says the 

Sunday Herald, was witnessed . one 
Thursday evening lately by the good 
people of Union Springs, ten miles from 
Auburn, N. Y. A building, which for 
nearly half a century had been used as 
a meeting-house by the congregation of 
the M. E. Church of that village, was 
“dedicated” as a blacksmith shop under 
the direction of ex-Supervisor James B. 
Burlew, \of Union Springs, a man who 
holds peculiar views concerning Chris
tianity and the Bible, and who is gen
erally looked upon as an infidel. _

The “dedication” had been well ad
vertised and on the night in question, 
the old meeting-house' was packed, to 
the doors with men, women and chil
dren from all walks of life and of every 
religious’denomination. t

For the first time In the history of the 
ancient structure, a man stood up in 
the pulpit where so many eminent and 
earnest Christian exhorters had stood
before him, and in equally as earnest 
and apparently as sincere a manner, 
asdailed the-'doctrlnes which his pre-

with four heads and the wings of a 
fowl, a beast with iron teeth and ten 
horns, a devil, a talking dragon, a 
beast full of eyes within, et cetera, ana 
so on. „„„

“Barnum could have done business 
with some of these monstrosities. It 
these things were ever alive, what has, 
become of them? No one that J have 
ever met has seen any of them.”

The speaker then referred to what.be 
termed the obscenity of the Bible, and 
said that the book was unfit for chil
dren to . read. His remarks on this

Heve that he has never spoken a word 
to man. The Lord Resists no man to
day, so I believe he never helped a 
human being. The Lord is insensible 
to man's suffering, sol believe he has 
never stooped to pity over a sick bed.

“All knowledge has been learned by 
man, all assistance has been rendered 
by man, and all sympathy has come 
from the human heart. Angels have 
come to earth in their bright raiment 
only In dreams, and devils have come 
to earth only In visions.”

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES.
The speaker next alluded to the won

derful stories related in the Old Testa
ment—of the creation, when God made 
the heavens and the earth out of noth
ing in six days. He did not believe it.

He spoke of the rain .of quails, men
tioned In the. book, of Numbers, “When 
‘these birds fell over a radius, of six 
miles and six .feet deep,’ making thirty 
hundred million tons .of quails, And It

theme were quite lengthy. .
He spoke next of Adam and Eve ana 

the Garden of Eden—how the serpent 
tempted the woman, and she In turn 
the man, and the consequences. Goa 
was very, very angry, and cursea the 
serpent, the man and the woman and 
said, ‘thou art cursed above all catite 
and above every beast in the field. 
And to the woman he said, Tn sorrow 
thou shalt bring forth children and thy 
desire shall be to thy husband and he 
shall rule over thee.’ (Hence mans 
authority and woman’s inferiority, and 
■yet In the face of this divine command, 
the Christian women are kicking to-day 
because they are not on an equal foot
ing with man.) And to the man he said, 
‘cursed be the ground for thy sake; in 
sorrow shalt thou eat all the days of 
thy life.’ , j „

“So God did not give us much of a 
start A father’s curse to begin with is 
not very comforting to say the least.

Considerable time was devoted by the 
sneaker in assaulting-the doctrines and 
events related In the New Testament. 
The Golden Rule of Christ, he said, 
was composed by Confucius 500 years 
before the birth of the Son of God. 
CHRISTIANS LUNATICS, SAYS HE.

Mr Burlew next shocked the church
going members’ of his congregation by 
making the assertion: “I havo said 
man/ times, and I want to go on record

Chrlstian ehurch has asserted’for cen
turies that the Bible was the work of 
God. It is time that this (church was 
made to stand squarely upon Its asser
tion and take the consequences, and 
the authorship of the book be’ settled. 
I assert that this book is human; that 
it-was written by ¡man, .That the good 
In the book Is the goodness of human 
nature and the evil is the evil of human 
nature. • It Is a book of evolution, writ
ten by different authors and at differ
ent times. We. need no God to account 
for anything in the Bible, I ask you to 
study and obey the immutable law and 
live for good. ■ s < •'

It Is All Surely Coming Our 
Way. '

latter to disclose their nature. It is in 
this particular line that over twelve 
years.-tago we commenced to study 
the matter, and a book was the result 
of our investigations. The English 
edition of this book is ready, and we 
have the honor to present it to the med-

A MOOTEDJIIESTION.
Critically Examined and Con

, sidered.
leal profession of America.

“To those who might Inquire how It 
is that we have chosen a subject appa
rently so distant from our professed 
Une of studies, we beg to say that 
nothing compels the biologist to confine 
his investigations to one side of life,

To the Editor:—As one of the readers 
of your valuable sheet, allow me. to con
gratulate you on the publication of 
Charles Dawbarn’s very able article In 
the paper of February 25. It certainly 
gave the best and most scientific ex-

decessors had preached. -
The Bible was denounced, ns a book 

written by man, and a very poor book 
at_thnt.’ The patriarchs were charac
terized as-scoundrels and rogues. The 
speaker’s remarks were emphasized by 
pounding the pulpit, which never be
fore had been profaned by the hands of 
a disbeliever. His oratory was com
manding and he held his audience in
terested throughout. ,

It "was the most remarkable “sermon” 
ever delivered in the old church .build
ing. Many of the members of the M. E. - 
Congregation, which a short time ago. .

’ ' moved Into a new church, were present, 
and apparently took as keen ah inter
est in the speaker’s remarks as the rest 
of the spectators. :

. BEGAN .WITH PHÔNpGRAPH.'
The address,1 which Was. entitled. 

“What I Believe' About the Word of 
God,” was prefaced by php'nographlc 
selections. The phonograph, .was in 
charge of a small boy, who delighted in 
such stirring tunearas "There’ll be a 

- Hot Time,” etc. The. phonograph vas 
at'one-side of-the pulpit, where for- 
mcrly the church organ stood. . •

Promptly at 7:30 o'clock Mr. Burlew 
ascended thé pulpit. Hé. .was-dressed : 
ln.A neat-fitting business, suit of: gray; 
There was a ripple of applause as the 
speaker faced his audience, and every 
neck in the room was craned towards : 

. the pulpit; The small boy stopped his 
' squeaking phonograph in thé middle of 

one of Sousa’s marches, a.nd the dedi- 
■ catory address was commenced. ,

Mr. Burlew prefaced his remarks by 
stating that in telling what he believed 
about the word of God he would neces
sarily confine his remarks to one par- . 
tlcülar book of the Bible. In reading 
"thé Bible, said he, he found that his 
conclusions were different from the 
masses. The person who could declare, 
in the face of reason, of common sense 
and thq intelligence of the , nineteenth 
century’that he believed the Bible to be 
of divine origin and authorship was the 
particular, person whom he wished to 
reach in his address. . .

r BIBLE SHOULD BE PERFECT.
The Bible to be the word of God 

should be a perfect book, said he. It 
should contain nothing.false, nothing 
wrong, nothing hurtful, nothing unjust,- 
nothing unkind, nothing contradictory, 
nothing impure. It should be thè acme 

- of simplicity of language ànd beauty of 
thought. “Is the Bible sûch a book?”, 
he asked. “Is it superhuman in its na
ture aud character? Let us examine it 

■ and subject it to the same tests as ap
plied to other books, and if upon impar
tial trial it is found wanting, let it re
cel ve the samé verdict that other books 
would receive. No one should object to 
this right. . . , . .

• “No book has ever been read more;

JAMES B. BURLEW.

wasn’t much of a season.for. quails, 
either,” hè remarked. “Of course; this 
story must -be believed.” ■

Hé-next; spoke of the exodus pf the 
Israelites out of . the land of . bondage. 
“Three-million people left ^gypt in one 
night That is, a procession more than 
110 miles long, moving ten abreast 
marched out .of a country Un twelve 
hours, taking with them. their flocks 
and herds, besides the jewels of gold 
aid sliver which they borrowed, never

no book has been lied about more,,than 1 
the Bible. No book has so long been 1 
thé Idol of- the. masses." No book has 1 
been studied more by man and yielded : 
less knowledge. Do astronomers, study 
this book to learn of the heavens?” the 
speaker asked. “Do geologists study it 
to learn of the earth? Do biologists 
read it to learn the Orlgin pf life? Do 
chemists turn over its leaves to find the 
elements of nature? .

“As long as the human mind was con
fined to the study of the Bible It dls- 
covered no true' knowledge of man’s 
Origin or antiquity. It was only when 
he commenced to study nature and na-

■ ture’a laws that ;lie found_the.truth.
DENOUNCED AS LIARS.’

“The Bible is a peculiar book,” -con- 
tlnued the speaker. ' “No " Other book 
tells of. so many creatures. that never, 
lived; no other'book tells of so'many 
things .that never happened, and .no 
other book tells of so. many wondrous 
works that were never performed,-and 
Its statements are-peculiar to. Itself.”

Speaking of the book Of Daniel and 
the Apocrypha,. Mr. Burlew said that 
the writers prefaced most of the so- 
called divine revelatiqps with the 
words: “Thus saith the Lord.” For 
himself he did ^not believe the Lord

- ever said nhy such thing, add .that the 
reporters lied .when they accredited 

suéh statements to the Lord. • ■ ■
“The truth is,” declared he, "no sen- 

tlble, educated man believe* that the

fished. This is' a mooted question 
among Spiritualists, and a matter of 
doubt to many whether any genuine 
materializations have been given 
which would stand the tests, desired by 
skeptical believers. The article referred 
to, If carefully read, ought to satisfy 
any unprejudiced Investigators. That 
there have been frauds practiced by 
mediums who have been tested pre
viously by careful observers; Is one of 
the unpleasant facts that cannot be de- 
nled. It Is one of the puzzles which ap
parently attach to mediums whose 
power cannot be gainsaid. To one who 
looks beyond the surface it would ap
pear to be work gf malevolent spirits 
from the condition of the earth sphere, 
who can exert an Influence upon sensi
tives to a greater extent than is gen
erally known, especially to those of a 
new or fresh development In this phaso 
of phenomena. ■ -

In communications received, both by 
Inspiration, automatic writing, pr in
dependent voice, the knowledge that . 
there are in the lower condition of the 
life beyond, many whose efforts to de-, 
stroy the Influence of Spiritualism with 
its grand philosophy, and the exercise 
bt free thought and free speech while . 
in this world has gone with them into 
the'next, and they have not relaxed ■ _ 
their efforts to bring shame and dis- 
comflture upon our philosophy. It is to 
the efforts of these malignant spirits 
and their Influence upon sensitives that ' 
these fraudulent acts can be traced. ’

There are to-day mediums who have 
submitted to every test imposed and 
been denounced by prejudiced parties 
who were determined not to be con- 
vlnced'. There seems to be an influence

RELIC OF DEAp PEOPLE.
. “The’ Bible Is outgrown. It is a relic 

of a dead people, and OUF duty, is to tell 
the truth • about ■ it. And I should be 
falso to myself, and false to you, If I 
did no’t on this platform, in this ehurch, 
once consecrated to tbe-woiship of the ...Arn our oeaumur uiccu uw,,.iuv» 
dogmas of the Christian religion, where «« "a“Ous weeds of fraud and 1m- 
so long from thW pulpit (the coward s “®lt“on. °Let us but do this, and our 
eastle) was preached doctrine pf super-1 ç ...
stltion, and now about.to pe dedicated 
to freedom and q higher;Usefulness of 
man—a blacksmith shop..I army.'of representatives of a 
' “I say I would be false, to my race If I «nu„i>tp>
I did not speak the truth! as I under- . - . krnd . ■ -
stand it; if I did„not join-the crusade | “^X^s me great pleasure to note truths of gpirituaHsm NGBN 
now on, against the alleged divinity of p . Glblej. u. D., the v- SWERINGDN.
this book, with all my nature. .IwM dl rector of-the New York Pasteur In.- 
rather have the splendid possession of । tltbtei wll0 was long ttn assistant to I 
truth in my soul than to have the favor scientist; and also a stu-
of society for surrendermg my minds ent of tbe great charcot and the no
Independence. If lam wrong will some । “ t L” at ...La galpetrlere,” 
learned D. D. point out my eripr. _ . a written a book on Psychism. I +a Ro

"I believe the day Is,coming tfhen the n6t t geen a copy of the ^ook, WhQ Was Supposed TO BG 
sun of freedom shall rise In the world x read the author>s uotlce of Obsessed.
of mind. When the clouds of intellec- separate cover, as a kind of ] • .
tual darkness shall,roll tnÿnÿ fioin the nnniOfry m* exnlanatlon to the medical I mirTXTfBWTni r awvtow wunhuman soul. When arbitration shall «%“Xg written It, from THIS EMINENT LAWYER, WHO
take the place of cruel war; when rea-1 wh ch 1“fofer a?Vleast, that Dr’. Paul AT TIMES WAS EXCEPTIONALLY
son shall take the place1 of faith; when ¿vlblel/iB abnost perBUaded of the truth MIRTHFUL, EXCEEDINGLY FUN
woman shall take her place In human _ of Spll.ltuallBmi and bke Prof. Hodgson NY AND AT OTHER TIMES VERY
affairs apd sex be not a tliJpg of right | J(j rea(]y announce u f0 (he world. MUCH DEPRESSED, ACTING AS
or wrong, when all ecclesiastical P*_°P me iiei-e reproduce what he says ■ mnm ciONTROL OF AN
erty shall be taxed the same ns other erencJ fo tbe book he has written: I IP UNDER THE CON J, ROD Itill aw 
property.. Is taxed; when spiritual «ignorance’ of the medical pro- OBSESSING SPIRIT, HAS RE
geography shall bld the world a last I fes()Ion on subjects not pertaining to its GAINED HIS MENTAL EQUILIB-
and long farewell. And when, that hour varlous 8I)nCiaIties, and particularly on riuM BY A SURGICAL OPERA-
comes, the dreadful past may be for- sub«ectg of pure science, seems to have «pion '
given and forgotten, and the human ] ( axiomatic or proverbial ’
race, hand In hand for brotherhood and savIne among those who like, to be To the Editor:—I believe that nlne- 
the right, wHl keep onward and upward I aa[ “f w . tenths of the so-called obsession is the
in thé glorious, smilinfellght." 1 .iindeed It is no longer customary to result slmply-of some pressure on the

: The address of Mr. Burlew has been _ , ■ j t centUry, many cyclo- bralp, or some- disease thereof. Mr.
the one'absorbing-toplcmf conversation * physicians. But is it the Collier’s casé Is a peculiar one. JHe Is a

• Jn the little village of Unoin •Springs. I .. f if tbe geid of knowl- lawyer of wonderful ability. JHls cure
It is said that some Of Hie clergymen of . tojjen the extraordinary ex-, is related by‘himself in the New York
the place will ansWef-Mr. BurleW'from,|t^sion which we are now-wltnessjng? Dally Journal: ■' .
their pulpits. , ’ ; • ■ ■ ifl r the'fault ftf tlie physician if the.L Awonderful psychological Incident oc-
SOMETHING OF THE SPEAKER; I struggle for life, and ■ the- necessities, hurred as I regained consciousness af
u would no’t'bé'éut-of ntacé right the exigencies ,of thé Matter hhve fei' the -operation., . 1

here to sly “féw wolds'concerning the attained proportions so appalling? • i was- told of ’It by my head nurse, 
Ihnri Wiihm his'iieiEhbors are at present Moreover, If the reproach may be ad- Just ag j was coming out of the etherMr Sw te â mnn? of dressed to a large number let us. say lzatIon she told me that j Baid "Kraus 

- middle Rfe and Is ohe bf the most to the majority of the members of the _Berry-come and help me, for God’s S^lr élteenlâ'citlzehhof thAtown of profession, It is nevertheless true that. sake, Tbree men are trying to kill me.” 
- ' ••SK“teAvlll»M of among, the ranks of our fraternity are | T „„„ ond w

the town for a number,'ofjyears on the | ^^ulf adn
Board of Supervisors: and; has always Howover. we must auu 
been prominent In local, an(l county 

’politics.; . ■
Both his father and mother were

members of the M. E. Chwctoand were rXrirm.TTtohni'the matters here 
practical and earnest Christians. In his . .8 - pBÿcb|sm
youpger days Mr. Burlew'was school- Fe£ert| experimental researches which• mhMer, having taugfitTschool in many ••?•« theexpertmentatreB^ic^wan^ ____ _ ______ _
partsof thecountry.^Hefsanenthusl-1 haV r n . Mca artofa prominent lawyer of Chicago, and

. ' astie horseman and dévotes the greater ^By*®are Hypno^sm, tohteh Is a Captain Lewis P. Berry. Before that 
. part'of his time to his stables.. He is a .toa n g%en to a rather anciently mental telegraphic message was deliv
’ ’ well-known figure on thfc tracks of the “ÇW a g phenomena, has been ered the blow was struck, my brain was

- National Trotting.Astoclatlon, and. in giowto serle P under-the crushed and the Idea lay dormant In
■ dnw lino zv-rrmoH CrttnO' i\f th A. RTlPPn- lllLlUUUUcU. py .. . . » «• • 1 ix. nwAcanro rune V»A-

as saying; To be a good Christian, that 
is a spiritual one, one . blessed by the 
Spirit and saved ‘io the uttermost’ a 
person must be mentally unbalanced— 
in other words, a little off. ’ You can tell 
the degree of insanity generally by the.

to return.” • " ' •
■ The other marvelous tales which peo

ple to-day were called upon to beljeve 
were “the 'story of Samson; the man 
who caught 300 foxes and tied them 
tall-to tail and then put a firebrand be
tween the two tails.dnd set them run
ning among the corn of the Philistines 
to destroy it. (Where was the agent for 
cruelty to animals?) The man who slew 
In a day 1,000 warriors with a piece of 
bone less than two feet long. CWhat a 
policeman he would have, made.) The 
man who carried the gates of the c ty. 
to the top of a hill thirty-three miles 
away. The man .who pulled down a 
building strong enough to support 3,000 
people on its roof. The.storrof Noah s 
ark, which rfas to hold two of each spe
cies of Uvlng things during theyflood, or 
about ^000,000 animals, birds, fishes, 
reptiles, insects and bugs; the story of 
the flood, which is a companion story to 
the story-of the ark, when the. waters 
to the depth of-six miles fell upon the 
earth in four days (quite a shower), or 
about 8,000 feet in about .twenty-four 
hours.’ The story of Joshua command
ing the sun to stand sHH that he might 
hdve time to kill a few more of his ene
mies before dark; the story of Jonah 
and the fish, that had apartments fitted 
up inside for a three days’ residence 
for man; the story of the building of 
tire—Bnbel,;:-end-mauy--other- similar.

way he prays.” ..
. Then followed quite a lengthy disser

tation- on prayer, illustrated by a num
ber of stories. '. ' .

Continuing, the speaker said: "My 
friends, to love your mother and rev
erence what she reverences Is natural— 
Indeed, the same is true of . brutes. I 
would not. for .the world say a word

During the past year a number of 
very prominent and valuable acqui-

fora higher standard of presentation ous system. . ____
of our truths to the world by weeding _ “rotrninr” nhvsielan of the "old out from our beautiful green pastures g Fota o7^!ead\c|P^“lBwUte on 

v | the subject of Psychology, means that 
j''-—''-; increase a scientific, medical education Is noti01 KUn J „ m T verv few yeare to I complete without some knowledge of 
enabling us in a v y invincible psychic science; that psychology Is a 
stand before the an a truth very lmP“rtant collateral branch of 
arMM. till p Hadden enllchten and medical study. The logical sequence of 

olvtnd^ ’ U1 8 ' ° such study will be the embracing of the

his day. has owned’ sOmeipf the speed-' 
lest,horses on.the turf, ’.The day fol
lowing his sermon ’ in'. the old M, E. 
Church he held A hbnie’toot on the Ice 
of Cayuga Lake at'" Upton Springs, 
which was attended byhprsemen from 
Auburn,'Seneca Falls\nn<i.Geneva.

that would offend a human heart; but 
facts are stubborn things.’ Your mother: 
and my jnetlier were mistaken. Many 
other mothers have been good and lov
ing, though they followed Buddha or 
Brahma br some of the other Saviors of 
the world. We have a higher duty than 
to. believe as' some others believe, we 
must set our reason free.

“From my standpoint, any view that 
I can take, there is nothing consistent 
about Christianity anyway, because If 
I were a Christian I should hope to die 
this minute. I would want to get out 
-of this world of sin and sorrow before 
I defaulted some bank or did something 
else that would land me in that hot 
place called hell. I would do most any
thing,-if not commit suicide, to get 
‘over there.’ But the Christian clings 
as dearly to life as an infidel.”

PATRIARCHS ASSAILED.
. The speaker then called attention’to 
what he believed to bethe vicious char
acters of the -patriarchs. “Noah . got 
drunk,” he said, “and lay around naked 
in his tent He cursed one of his sons 
and doomed him and his children for

ones.” .' :: ..
SOME BIBLICAL .ANIMALS.

•After holding up to ridicule the mira
cles spoken of in the Bible, the speaker 
next got down to the natural history 
of the Bible; “I will speak of some of 
the animals' mentioned In the Bible. 
You will'discover that the natural his
tory of the Bible Is peculiar. Such 
strange and curious beasts, reptiles and 
things that never propagated or were 
never seen by mortal eyes.-For in
stance, a talking -serpent, : an- angel, 
horses of »fire, Baton,-ravens which car
ried on a restaurant, a great dragon, a 
donkey that could talk Hebrew, a fly
ing woman, a’: beast with seven heads 
and ten horns, a fish with a hotel in
side, a Hon with the wlngs.of an eagle, 
a bear with ribs ln it* mouth, a leopard

ever to servitude? Abram was a liar, 
a polygamist ^nd a would-be murderer. 
Jacob was one of the biggest cheats 

Tnjd -rogues-imaginable, i He,- had.-twm 
wives who'were, thieves. Moses was a 
sincerer,-a mountebank and one of the 
most, bloodthirsty tyrants that ever 
lived.. Joshua was a’: man Of blood, 
whose, .whole career, was red with 
slaughter. Gideon delighted more In 
war than In peace. He also had many 
wives. Samuel hewed Agag to pieces 
before the Lord. Samson’s career was 
that of War and blood, while his morals 
were on-a level with those of the 
beasts. Saul was another bad man. A 
bigger • scoundrel than David . never 
lived, yet the Bible says that David 
was a man afterGod's own heart; Sol
omon was another ■ divine favorite, 
whose' arms embraced 800 wives and 
7,000 concubines.’ He was as cruel as 
¿aul and as big A sneak as Jacob." i 
. In conclusion, Mr. Burlew Mid: “Ute

rf**

I was told of’It by my head nurse.

—Berry—come and help me, for God’s t«vlnrr Trill ma ”
Now, when I was attacked and just 

before the terrible blow. of_the sandbag

pervading sensitive mediums that they 
must give a test, no matter under what 
conditions they may be placed, and this 
féar oÇ failure in some cases, and in 
others the .influence, of greed; ha$ 
caused the employment of confed
erates,, thé use of paraphernalia, etc., 
mùçÜ to* the "sorrow and. disgust of

leep.iuiuuo ' was received by me, seeing the Impend-
‘.‘However, we must admit that many fog assault on me, my brain ordered my 

a scientific subject Is ignored .by post uJg. ah(J tongue tQ ca]1 out t0 two-v 
physicians even when the ^owledge of frien(Js o£ mlne wbo were following me 
this subject is, of the highest Import- the La Salle 01ub House( from 
ance for . man, If not for the profes- whicPh r wag lnveIgled out by a false

, telephone message to go to the Illinois :errea io .we. wiu uaiuv x ojrvuioiu, .
< the experimental researches which • • ■ ...* . . .. .. , ------ | These gentlemen were Adolph Kraus,.

auspices’of Braid, and later on of Lie- the brain until the pressure was re- 
bault and Bernheim of Nancy, ’ and of I Heved by taking out the depressed bone, 
the great Chargot; yet how few. know I Then, the nerves carried the message 
anything about It! . I to the muscle of speech and the Impulse

.“Telepathy is, nowadays a well nigh I that was started while the blow* was in' 
adapted acquisition of psychology, and suspense was finally delivered, ajid al- 
it would be out of place to quote here most ten years afterward I cried out, 
all the names of the scientists who, “Kraus—Berry—come and help me, for 
have-contributed ■ to Its establishment- God’s sake. Three men are toying to

“Other phenomena, still more tooub-1 jdll me!” ' - '
Ions, have been investigated and j respectfully refer this Incident to 
demonstrated by many men of the I the Society of Psychical Research for 
laboratory, and, indeed; not a few phy-1 explanation, with my compliments, 
slclans are cognizant of their existence I oMe after operatlon j feit a 
Many scientists, as far asvve know, Me I trelnendous pressure taken from my 
equally weH acquainted wlHi the exist- Lraln an(J j began thinking, acting, 
ence, if not with -tho essence, of | «nd doinc? inst as I did before 

■ ’“psychism.” Very few, however, have gq ¿f March, 1889, the day of the

In One Big Rally.
The programme was .practically com

pleted to-day for one, of the largest 
gatherings of'Spiritualists which has 
ever been held in the State. It is to be 
In what Is known as Briggs’ park, just 
east of North Park, Aud ; the meeting 
will last one month, beginning July 5. 
The Spiritualists’ . Fraternal Endeavor, 
the local organization of Spiritualists, ____  . __v ,
has leased the park fot a: period of five | bád the courage to cóme to the front to 
years. It covers ¿bout ten acres, Cer- - - - • ■ • - —
tlflcates exchangeable for season tickets 
to the meeting are being soldifor one 
dollar each, and sales,are .reported f rom 
all parts of the country as far east as 
Boston, where the certificates have 
been sent. All the ^Spiritualist .papers 
in the country are ált'éady Advertising 
the event It is to be In-the nature of 
a monster camp meeting, and the 
money which will come in from the sale 
of certificates will, be utilized. in erect
ing a number of buildings at the park. 
One will be a seance hall, and another 
an auditorium with- a large seating 
capacity, where the lectures are to be 
given. Still another building wifi be an 
extensive office, .where the business 
affairs of the people 1U charge will be 
transacted. . I .»•■

Among, the prominent Spiritualists 
who-will be in attendance will- be - ---------- ---------- ...... .
Margaret Gaule, .of Baltiniore, wh<> is I entitle camp all the Achllli did,not re- 
unanimously concédai"to béat the'head main under their tent, and that a- 
of all descriptivé' mediums; : Mrs. Ma- handfill of them came bravely forward 
rion Carpenter, of Defrblt, whoTectured-I in" the combat for truth. . .
here last Sunday, wili'aliio tâfce a prom-1 i'Among thé latter a man—be his 
inént part Farmer Rielly/'who lives I name ■ honored forever—stands forth 
near Battle Creek, ahd-'Is-’known the pre-eminently; we refer to Sir William 
country over for hls wonde'rful man-'I Crookes, F. R. 8., whose superior scl- 
ifestations, will be here, as ’wlll be a entifle qualifications are too. well 
great Indian materiallzer Afrom the known to be dwelled upon here. Sir 
Wnnt und-an emlnênï'ührôiifelofflst. William Grookôs was chosen this year

The-entire thlftyidays ofGthe pamp I for the presidency, of the British Asso- 
meetlng will be-devbtedj'to-Spiritualist elation for the Advancement of BcL 
work, although'théré'Mli;b.e'llttle.tono- ence, whose Annual meeting was held 

; /rations In thOliine^.oi'sdclabjility.- It Is at Bristol. ; We read his address in a 
thé ínteñtlon'of . 'thèLtocal ’ branch to French .scientific magazine (Revue Sci- 
have thé camp. niéetln¿jhetí annually rentifiqe), but it 
hereafter, and to-m^kei-Grand.Rapids 
one of the cfeiiters'^f tee, Spiritualist 
movement In Ameflçéqj The Fraternal 
Endeavor was,organizad last year at 
North Park. Its president Is Benjamin.
Burnlston. The1 progrsjiyne. for' the

those who have witnessed genuine ex- 
hlbltlons from the same parties where 
no possibility of deception could occur, 
in private sittings given impromptu 
with no previous intimation.

To condemn all for the acts of a 
few is manifestly unjust, but so long as 
the phenomena attracts the curiosity 
seekers who»attend public seances, the 
evil will remain.
' We have been long opposed to public 
seances given for materialization for 
the benefit of peripatetic mediums who 
travel over the country for what there , 
is In it for their personal benefit, and 
the only real remedy for it is in the 
establishment of

HOME CIRCLES. ' ’
This has been brought to the notice of ' 
your readers often, and is perfectly 
feasible of accomplishment If Spirit- 
uallsts themselves wilt set the example. ■ 
Go to any public exhibition, and whom 
do you see occupying the front seats in 
numbers. None others thah old Spirit
ualists who seem as greedy for the 
demonstration, and often more so than 
the skeptical curiosity seekers who are 
drawn there to see the show as some
thing to amuse them. ’ .

That there are real genuine mediums, 
who can and do give incontrovertible 
proof,of the return of visible forms, Is 
well known, although one of your 
writers whose opinions have weight 
with. many, has as good as declared 
that no real spirit forms can material
ize in a tangible form. Mr. Hudson 
Tuttle,-In a late answer to a question 
propounded, said that no spirit form 
could be

. GRABBED OR HELD, 
by one of the audience; that the spirit 
would be conscious of the attempt and 
avoid the contact If his premise Is 
correct, I would like him to account for 
the cause of Harry Archer’s death a

assert their opinion. This sort of cow- assault
ardlce, after all, finds its excuse in the I became oilmer and quieter, my 
very nature of men and things. It was judgment again sound, more dignified 
brought about In this way: Phenomena,, In, my manners and conversation. My 
which—let us say it afore all—will soon I legal abilities were restored unimpaired 
find their natural explanation, appear, and I think even improved by their long 
at first mysterious and supernatural, rest. '
Charlatans are readily found who will My doctors said if I recovered, which -— ------make stock of them, and In this case, they doubted, I could do nothing for a l f®™«;Xta a matertaltoeS form 
they were legion In a trice. Spiritual- year, could not lift nay head from my seized and materialized form
istic frauds, spurious mediums, hysterl- pillow in less.than fifteen days, nor ^he-Mre stffi mhny in“the field whd" 
cal pythonlsses and all the sad proces- leave the hospital under.sixty days, and There are still many in we neio wnp. 
sibnbf mountebanks have compromised so I continued all my Chicago cases and | wffi remain.to beseen and, 
the subject, rendered; it suspicious and business for from four to eight months, dillv bv” tee Canuibell
caused J honest scientists, jealous of Now, what was the result? .
tlielr . reputation; to’, shun It with x got Out of bed in the absence of my. I ®^nred^w^-ran after“qi^tionnble 
ostentation and" sometimes genulnd nurses, while they thought me asleep, | TadI here amoniTus one
terror. The charlatans have incurred a
grave responsibility, but what to say of 
the leporine behavior, of the others?

“For the honor of humanity let us 
hasten to acknowledge that in the scl-

towards hylozoism when he says: Tn 
life I see the promise and potency of all 
forms of-matter.’. He affirms the exist
ence of telepathy, the reality of psychic

tlie New York Medical Journal (Sept 
24,1808,) give a long extract of1 what it 
terms "this-remarkable, address, j

“Sir 'William Crookes, no doubt, leans

UUlBvBj IYU11C U11CJ |

and walked in iny night gown, to the . 
other, end of my room, for I had a sur-

.month is completed, Mt will, not- be 
given out just yet., nils.stated.that 
eiich day will see différent features-of 
the Spiritualist belief!^manifested. A 
^already W’engagttlQ»turnlsh;vocal I t0®nriandlnYet womMit 
fand instrumental promoters I

” ’ ah jnncji work ln Afaerlca., - - .
m pjgh Of ■ .«when psychic phenomena are defl- 

 

WÀninr | nltily admitted to.the-inventlgatlon of

‘ tM tabM*tory,.tt wlli remaip to .the

phenomena just as Prof. Oliver Lodgp 
hid done two years ago in the same 
chair; thus, the question seems de'-

glcal ward to myself, fifteen minutes 
after I came out of the ether.

I-was discharged fnom the hospital In. 
six days with the cranial wound entire
ly healed up. I travelled forty miles 
that same night to this place, Elgin, 
where I intended to spend a long vaca
tion with loving friends, who had kind
ly invited me.

But on the seventh day Iwas retained 
in-place of another lawyer, and tried 
and won an .important higher court 
case, getting a fee for the day’s work 
of $400. ' : ■

I have been engaged from' ten to 
eighteen hours per day ever since and 
am trying cases of large magnitude and 
great excitement almost daily. One 
lasted eleven days, and two others four 
and three respectively, getting persons 
who were sanetout of .the Elgin Insane 
Asylum by habeas corpus.

I have" had generally five or six law
yers against me, and I have won every 
case I tried except two, and one. of 
these is appealed; and in the other I'got 
a new trial.

My spirits are good.- I lam dieting 
and already I am fifty pounds lighter.

ones? We had here among us one 
“Sans peur. Sans reproche,’’ but she 
has left-us for Buffalo, N. Y. The
trumpet Seances given in public- have— 
delighted hundreds, and private sit
tings of both trumpet and independent 
voices, with long written messages on' 
my own tablets in my presence, have 
been a source of pleasure no words can 
fully express. The lady in question Is 
Mfs. J. D. Bartholomew, and the tes
timony of hundreds in her favor would ... 
be gratefully given if required. We all 
wish‘that there were more like her in 
the field and the .numbers of convinced 
ones would Increase. In the experience 

, of many years it has never been my 
good fortune to encounter more than 
one other who was In most respects her 
equal. As the world grows older the. 
relations of the spirit world to that of 
earth will become closer, and more frc-. 
quent, and unless their communications 
fail of accomplishment, the phenomena 
of the coming century will far surpass 
any heretofore given. A. J. BUCK.

St. Louis, Mo.

"Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil-

of the event are «
say they want to; ____  ________
doné « possible Irttorw Abe puh of
fln*l preparation •_

■jprtM,iGratid:®i

osophy of Individual Life, Based upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntlpy. Very suggestive and espe
cially Interesting to .Spiritualists. An 
excellent work, of deep thought For . 
sale at this office. Cloth, 483 pages, |2.

cuuur uuuvu» ............... .. Why I Am a Vegetarian. An address
als.-In nearly ail cases pressure on the delivered before the Chicago Vegeta- 
hralil; of biMn.dl*ea»e, ls>the cause; ' Han Society.' •<

price 25 cents. For sale at this office.1

Spiritualists should be slow in as
cribing obsession as the’ cause of pe
culiar actions on th# part of indivldu-

bralii, of bfMtt.dlsease, ls>the cause; < 
,v TBUTH SEEKER.
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AN IMPORTANT SPIRIT MESSAGE,
CALVIN'S CONFESSION.
As Received by the Shakers, 

In 1842. >

Patera

God in'relation to such evil deeds; they 
are the traits of a haughty temper. I 
am thankful the time is near at hand 
•when they will see and know that their 
boasted reformation will be of little 
consequence to them when they are 
brought to judgment. Let that ,be In 
this world or the next, they will find 
said reformation to be nothing but a 
cloak to cover their lusts. And behold 
tiie time cometh when tlielr cloak will 
drop off and leave them without a 
cover tor tlielr abominations. When 
that time comes, I shall rejoice and be

Iterror, a» I believed that I knew In a 
measure what my situation would be 
after my entrance to the spirit world, 
for I regarded what I had experienced 
In feeling and dreams as symbolic 
thereof. Yet I had resolution to keep 
them concealed from every mortal, but 
myself. In my last sickness, my bodily 
sufferings increased my terror of mind, 
and my terror of miniKInereased Jjiy 
bodily sufferings till reparation came. 
Then I felt in their/full severity the

To the Editor:—The following is a 
communication from Johu Calvin, the 
Geneva Reformer, given nt the Shaker 
Community, Shakers, Albany County, 
N: Y„ In the year 1842. The medium’s 
name lias been lost, but It has been in i more ^enlous in pulling down the auli
tile possession of a people noted lor cllrlBflan. fol.niB and plau8 than I ever 
then- veracity for over fifty yearn, it wa3 ju building them, and I can now 
was given at a time when theie was a d0 j(. Jn Bp|,.jt tflat knows neither 
great outpouring from the I’P*11'”111 body nor soul. .
woild to all ot tliQ communities o c apmtkc nntnAAfsame faith in the-country. - „ AN ALARMING DREAM. .

HAMILTON DEGRAW. I The spirit of persecution always ex
Shakers, N. W- ' ' lstsTn;those:w,ho possess a high sense.

. —---- This'spirit having no bounds among us,
1 THE CONFESSION. was ever ready to defend itself iu the

, «,'ró t Am not nossess most cruel and abominable ways that
111 ™ Of temner than the could be Invented. After a time those

a Stmtict youthful companions bold enopgli to testify the truth were 
I was educated in the learning of that fewer and a cessation from those cruel 
day and received the title of Doctor of acts afforded me time to reflect upon 
Divinity 'This was my profession, but past scenes. But I was so veiled in 
It was far from my works, which were darkness, and so pulled up with pride 
influenced by a High mind and blind that I could not think aright as I now 

’zeal Instead of the true meek spirit of can. 1 inougnt mjseir a true teacner 
Sst and the gospel that he taught, and propagator of the Christian re
I thought to preach the gospel of U‘B10D-
Ci,r m ns I called It that my name As I saw my days drawing toward 
might’be sounded far and near, and the ‘heir close, I began to think some of 

. „I„M irnnw Hint Tnlin Calvin eternity, and to prepare for death. My nations mig f tb re]jg;on of reflections on the past and thoughts ofwas a gt eat minlstei of the reilg r futwe, keued a sense of guilt.'
Bi,t this was in n dark age of the The more Fthought of eternity the 

woild ai d but very few'then on earth more I feared death. Michael Servetus 
kimw anything about the- gospel of occupied my mind more than any other 
Christ alight...The few-who openly: de- person I haff ever dealt, with. I saw
1, cnfl'prpd ureat nersecu- something in that man beyond my com-clared “envejoped P‘;ellension tlle flrst tiule we lln(1 an in’
n an “-Christian darkness. It seemed terview, though I regarded him as an 
o be the prevailing spirit of the times, oueiny for opposing my sentiments. , 

I? , /¿ini. tnmpncpd in authority. As my day dreams Increased, so 'did sòttdld their pride am/ambltion, and the dreams of night, till I realized that 
consequently Uieh^darkne^s, Under the there was no peace for the wicked, 
mflnnncp nt < this Boirlt all feelings ot Rome of my- dreams were quite terrify- 

mnn ty were lost They thought no »ng- About a year before I left the 
more of taking the life of'a human be- pody j dreamed . a, horrible vision, 

p fl,hn- that of a dumb animal. ■ I which I will relate to give you some 
This wns the case with me. I could ldca how much I felt while In the body 

at one time behold with composure a on account of my anU-Christlan dark-, 
scene of burning mortals, and at a«33- Had I not been so yelled .by this 
another preach with boldness in the darkness and completely bound by 
nnmp nf Oin- Lord and Savior, and Pride, I could have done a great deal of 
strove to justify the cruel acts of per- good In ,tlle W0I’w> ^hóugh It /would 
secution by calling what I esteemed the hava cost me my life, Yet it would 
A,,iinnnPPB of Goh and declaring that have made far better conditions for me a »who won d not “"me, to that, way % »«4 I opened
loKPrvPd to suffer death. IBome of ‘he .feelings and reflections ofd Rut the* Bnirid of truth caused those Wso.nl to those around me. 
who nossessed it not to fear the devil 1 dreamed as follows: I thought I 
nor his crew. Such there were who wns walking in- a very beautiful field, 
openly testified their faith, and boldly aat}.sa'Y 111 Hla middle of the field a 
declaimed against the abominations óf “ stone. Its exceeding whiteness 
anti-Christian darkness.. They freely Iattention and I went to it. 
laid down their lives and glorified God J ®PPPT°®® ¿J“1,®-} ™e®sure two .solid 
in so doing. And the more the power feet- 1 approached from the east Its 
of good struggled for liberty of con-1 top was perfectly smooth; upon the 
science, so much more did the power of east slde was 'Yl tten, Darkness, dark
evil strive to subdue It. The more bold aesB 13 aP°n thee; O earth, and dark- 
the testimony of those proclaiming n®ss shnIl yet remain. . .., 
against anti-Christian doctrine, the I 1 then loqked upon the north side, and 
more enraged were antl-Chrlstlans and faand |?cleo“:r ?ut,1<,n^e<r
inliuTDiin in their trciitineiit. The light " stiivc with the wicked inbabl- of Go^found no room m their souls.8 tante that dwell in thee, 0 earth!” I

As to myself, my pride and my am- immfl T'jttten on the vest side. Behold 
hitinn increased ns my name was upon this side shalt thou receive light 
sounded abroad. I thought only of aad Peace first, and from this side shall honor and " and in iriy own con- It flow to the other three.” Upon the 
colt there was none other on earth that south side was written, “For the mercy CUIL llivllj »\ U.O UUllv UL.I1CI. vi* Larin »»understood the gospel of Christ so well I of God endureth forever and ever.” 
as John Calvin. By this, my friends, I’eeling .weary I sat upon the stone to 
you may see the consequences of cherd test. I quelled in thought why;tills- 
lohinp a hn„PhH- Rplf-sufflclent solrlt. stone was placéd thei’e, and why it had isiiinii a uauguijf dcxi-duuiuivuv api**!., i * .
unrestrained-by superior power. ’ not been discovered before, as It was in

For mv ambition and-zeal ln support-. suc11 plain sight. I also tried to solve 
ingwlmt we blind antl-Chrlstlans con- the meaning of the writing and to .sui; 
siderea the religion of Christ, I was mis® who could have placed it there. I 
ronked among the bishops. The spirit thought so intently on these things that 
of persecution raged to its summit. [ soon forgot where I was. The earth 
Papists burned reformers and reform- began to tremble as with the power of 
ers burned papists, and paplsts/nd re- aa earthquake, and a voice from the 
formers burned heretics, i. e„ (he real stone spoke to me: “0, John Calvin, In 
Christians, if any there were; and as darkness hast thou arisen, and in dark- 
the work of destruction went on, each ness shalt thou fall!”
nartv strove to justify Itself and con-1 At this the stone opened and I fell 
demn the other. As I was an advocate into utter darkness, I seemed to‘be 

- of the reformers, and in the height of falling for the space of an hour, and at 
mv authority, I could execute upon times the roar of thunder, the awful 
naulsts or heretics whatever designs screaming and mournful noises that 
mv hauchty ungoverned temper might filled the darkness were Indescribably 
lead me to - terrifying to me. While falling I ex-

Many of my fellow mortals fell vic- claimed: “O my God! my God! where 
time to my wrath, and with boldness I am I now?” The thunders answered: 
then justified the deed to my own sat- “In the same darkness In which thou 
Isfaction and those who possessed the I hast always been, only heretofore thou 
same spirit And there were not want-1 wast rising, but now thou art falling." 
ine those who testified against such This vyas the sound I heard mingling 
proceedings regardless of consequences, with the terrifying screams. Then did 
One John Gruet ridiculed my boasted 11 cry and mourn because of the peril I 
reformation, saying that it was not was in.
reformation but deformation, and John After I Ceased, I did not know which 
Calvin was a new pope. This man was I way to tuim, nor how I should ever get 
accused of denying the Christian re- out of that gloomy place. It seemed to 
ligion We called it Christian, and me that I had fallen a great distance, 
those who refused to conform to It had There I stood, in deep despair, fearing 
to feel the vengeance of those who did. I to step lest I fall again, while the roar- 
He was also accused of denying the im-1 ing and terrifying screams seemed to 
mortality of the soul, which was false, be drawing nearer and to increase in 
But false accusations served the same number, till my fear became sa great I 
purpose as the true, If they only aided thought each moment must be my last 
in - condemning heretics. Hence he Again I exclaimed: "O, my God! what 
shared the fate of others. 3ba111 do?" The roaring thunders -re

Michael Servetus, a Spanish phy- Plied with increased fury: "Do as you 
siclan, I deemed my greatest enemy. I bave always done, remain In darkness.” 
As he was an opem liberal turn of mind 11 then thought my doom was sealed, for 
and possessed great influence, I knew I s?w no way out of this dreadful place, 
he could do me great injury If be V«1' “■ while the noise entirely ceased, 
opposed my sentiments, and this he Iand was followed by gloomy, death-like 
did with a free mind, for he "was I silence. I thought of trying to find a 
bold in his Inquiries after truth; he way out, and finally ventured forward, 
polnted out to me in writing some I thinking I might as well die first as 
errors in my own writings on religious I la3t> I remain in such' darkness.

■ matters. I considered this a great in- I began to move ^cautiously, not 
suit, and from that time determined he lowing what L should meet. I had 
should suffer the fate of a heretic. Ac-1 not gone far when I stepped off from 
cordlngly at the first opportunity he Ia precipice perhaps fifty feet in height 
was arrested and cast into prison. He Pn landing at the bottom I heard loud 
soon made his escape and was con- laughter from, all quarters. I also-heard 
cealed for a time among the pa-1a voice ask, "Who is that tumbling 
pists. I. strove to persuade them to down here with speh fury?” .Another

' execute him as a heretic, and contended voice answered, It is John Calvin. I 
that he was a most wicked man and I gness he has lost his light, else he 
deserved death wherever found. The I would not be tumbling here so care
authorities of Geneva went on wlth hls | lessly- Another called out, “John, 
trial and condemned him to be burned] where is your light that you have been 
In a slow fire. As they could not ob-| diking about so long?” I felt ashamed, 
tain his perftm they burned his effigy, | for. “Y pl’lde,_wa®. 80 B163*; J would 
and several of his books. I have been | rather be terrified than ridiculed. I did 
thus particular in relating this, to show |not answer this question, because I 
how inconsistent it was for us to claim knew it would give jnore chance for 
to be reformers of the Catholic religion ridicule. Bo Y. walked on with greater 
while acting so wild and foolish and|spee4 .than "before, determined to find 
being more cruel than they were. I light'hr. death. I had not gone far be

A while after this, Michael was pass- fore a vo,ce 3ald> “Whatseekest thou?” 
Ing through on his way home, and I 1 replied that I sought light to find the 
caused him to be arrested and Im- way out of this dreary place. The voice 
prisoned. Soon false charges wfcrej.asked, “if I knew what road I was 
brought forward to condemn, him. | traveling?’ I answered, "I do not.” 
There he was, away from home, sur-1 The spirit said, “It is the same road 
rounded by a pack of wolves. For Y°u bdve walked in years past, and the 
thouch he had friends In the nlace nol Ugbt you will find will be the light of 
one ventured to plead his cause for fear I belt I said, n ell, I am willing to see 

. of sliaring .hls fate.« I hoped he would ll»e light of hell for the sake of getting
. change his feelings and cease to oppose out-of this darkness.” So it bade me

my sentiments, knowing that if he | travel on, and I would ■ find It. I 
united with me, it would greatly quickened my speed and the next
strengthen our cause, while If he com | stumble I made landed me In the burn-
tlnued to oppose, it would have great] lu8 flames of light. In .my terror I 
influence in the opposite direction, awoke, and behold, it was a dream., 
Mldiflol * Do^sosscd ii firm niiiul nndl And thfltikful I WJTs to find it so«.Novcr LU.lL.UUd pUdOliMUl «V 111 LU LL11L1U UL11U.I - »lit« v-v « ».
noble disposition, and therefore could fila mortals, know tills before. Had it 
not be turned.-from his principles, ex- n9t been for my pride and the fear of 
cept by truth and sound reason. Of this na Ignominious death, I might'have 
T nosRossod n. areat deal in mv own I profited by this and by other similar 
opinion, but very little .’ hi Michael's warnings. I knew that (If I repented) 
opinion. Therefore .I had him executed. | those of my class would-regard me as

Like’many others, I strove to justify | a scoundrel, and that consequently I 
this abominable deed. And even in this should have -to /eel their .vengeance, 
enlightened nge of the world, some.will]’Hany such things haunted my jnind till 
try to justify such wicked deeds, be- »'Y mortalcitreer.closed. • , .

' cause they were done by- reformers. ■ As my time of exit drew near, every 
O that they could know the truth of I thought of death brought: Increasing

terrors of a guilty Conscience.
My sufferings were not -diminished, 

but increased, for I Apund myself-in the 
darkuess-I had dreamed about.. Yea, in 
that silent darkness, without any sound 
excepting what I made myself, I wan
dered around upwards of a hundred 
years. At length I was blessed with 
sufficient light to perceive that I was 
yet on earth. This light increased till 
I could perceive people, animals, birds 
and trees quite distinctly. But they 
Were all alike to me. (those of a kind) 
and all seemed to flee from sight as 
soon as I saw them. .

I soon found myself in a more hor
rible situation than ever. Darkness 
again gathered around me, filled with 
loud thunder, mingled with terrifying 
screams and doleful noises, such as I 
had heard in my dream. But with such 
augmented terror as caniiot be de
scribed to mortal ideas, nor will those 
things ever be experienced except by 
those who Indulge in a haughty temper, 
and do not repent of it in this world. 
At times those dreadful clouds would 
leave me and then return. In this sit
uation I passed another hundred years. 
In the latter pari of this period I was 
covered with one of those clouds of 
darkness quite unexpected in perfect 
silence. I was not long in this before I 
heard a female voice. I quickly turned 
In the direction from whence it came 
and saw a small light. Every word that 
I heard came like flames of fire, for 
they were the living truth of God.

Another voice said to me: “Behold 
the little spark of gospel light in the 
midst of this great cloud of darkness.”

I attempted to ery for mercy, but in 
vain, for I could not utter a sound. 
Then said the voice, “You would not 
use your voice to cry for mercy when 
it was In your power, and now, when 
you wish to do it you cannot. Remem
ber your sufferings are not yet ended, 
for great Is the tribulation you have 
prepared for yourself. I say you, for 
so it is. Righteous are the judgments 
of the Lord Almighty, and righteously 
will they be executed on every soul 
that merits them.” ■ .

Thus was I left to wander again, and 
I pondered seriously on what I had 
heard, till I begap to feel that I would’ 
be willing to do anything to find again 
that little spark of light I had seen. I 
bad ndt traveled far before I found my
self chained and surrounded by burning 
flames. Then were my sufferings in
creased. It seemed to me a long while 
that I was in that condition, and I 
could do nothing but veep and lament 
in bitter anguish my deplorable state. 
I could hear no voice but those rejoic
ing in my sufferings. , •

After being in this condition several 
years, I heard a voice say, “For what 
dost thou cry?” I answered, “For 
mercy.” Then said the voice, “How 
canst thou receive mercy?" I answered 
that I did not know, and-I entreat™ 
the voice to tell me. I was risked lyl 
would belwllllng to receive It In'any 
way it should be made known to nye. I- 
replied that I would, for I did not think 
1 could be in a more deplorable situa
tion than I wns. -

He then asked if I was willing to con-, 
fess all my dark crimps to him. .I, said 

’ '.that Ewas. .He told me.I migrit follow 
him. I saw not the splijlt, but my' 
•chains were Immediately, loosened, 'arid' 
I followed the sound.’ of his voice' 
through the flames for a long time. We 
came to a dark place, and then I saw a 
small light of the spirit which guided 
me. After traveling a long time In the 
darkness, the spirit stopped, opened a 
small door and we entered a very small 
room. _

The spirit said: “Now you may con
fess your sins in my,heating, If you- 
will.” In obedience I began my con
fession. After I had opened about one- 
quarter of my life, the spirit told me I 
■might stop. I saw a fountain before 
me, and the spirit bade me wash in that 
fountain and wait bls return. In this 
manner I had to go.through the con-

to do anything re-1 PARSED TO ¡SPIRIT-LIFE, 
qulred of plainly saw that to | „ , r—r-r- . . .
be the only way I could make any | [Obituaries to the extent ot ten llaeg 
spiritual progress. He conducted me ] only .wW be Inserted Cree.]. .
Into the iuHt> infesting,,aud great was |. ■,---- -  ,
the mortitacatiatf I felt. Before the Passed to the higher life, Jan 20,1899, 
meeting «flosed iioy pride .was pretty I Mre. Sallie. Westfall, in.the .fifty-third 
well nbasedi insomuch that I wanted year of earth-life, at Rockford, Mich., 
to unite again, it. .... . | after a long and lingering illness. She

After thlauli didunot see Michael for pa8Bed away firm in the belief of meet- 
two or thrteiyeara previous to the com- 4ng ber friends.in spirit life. Dr. P. T. 
mencemenfitni this spirit manifestation joimsou, ot Battle Creek, Mich Bpoko 
on earth.i -fFor, Michael iiad traveled a 1 words of encouragement to the friends, 
great way: beyoufi, aud is still in ad- _ ___ i
vanes of mes - Thus was I gradually led Mrg o Hodges, of Battle Creek, 
along slowjyi rising .from one degree to passed on to the spiritual realm, 
another, -r/o .... Feb. 10, in her 84th year. She was a

I am exceedingly thankful for this I pioneel. to Michigan and a pioneer of 
gospel of ilght. »Lt has done ii great Spiritualism, She leaves two daughters 

foLa gle!-inl>a“? Who mourn her departure. Services 
otheis. My. sphiu-has beeu so subdued were conducted bv Dr P. T. Johnson, 
that I ean.love mid bless those uhom wl undei. the controlling spirit, gave 
I formerly cursed and willingly took f h t „ *
tlielr lives. -And they can love and bless ____
one who., fonneriy refused to . show Mrs MflVy Heart pa8ged to Bplrlt life 
them the teastt degree of »lel’cY. j,el) 20, after a long struggle. She was Michael and .Llove each other with the CQ ’ £ e gh j . d
tenderest love; which is well pleasing „“L e ” p ‘ a p“
in the sight of the divine spirit. _ p T JollIlson Of Battle Creek, Mich., 

About two years before lie beginning conducted the services. .
of this manifestation of spirits on earth, . ____
Michael and I were called upon to go Mrg. garall Eastwood passed to spirit 
and gather the,anti-Ohristians that left the home of her niece. t 11 -1 it n 1 1 1 1. 1 lllva ItU, ill life LlULLlC Ux- ULI mill)
the world and were searching for light. M ’ C1 Stafford' in Forestville N I esteemed it a great privilege to go In * ^he age Bo ’yirn^. Cancer was 
C°“P??y w th/8® K°°V “‘-11’ We the cause of death. She was loved by 
a great work to do, and an innumerable I .. .
multitude of. spirits to speak to, for I miis T STAFFORD
great was ,the work in the spiritual ■ ' ‘ '

111 Mr. Alfred Cooley, of Heart Prairie, 
this laboi neailyjill the time since. Wisconsin, passed to spirit-life, August 

I have now satisfied my mind, be- n 1898 ¿ 03 Hel was a BtauUch
lieving the account I have given will srih.ituaiist for manv vears He had 
be 1 nteresting,,tojnjany, and hoping It bgen a gujjgerlber for The Progressive 
will be a warding ,tp. those who are TMiiilser since nearly ¡lie first number, 
beset with a haughty temper and a ■ tiuh c ATiQTii’Vproud epirlt. I close With love to all, I LAURA C’ AUSLBY'
and will you receive Jtfrom a friend. I Juanlta> the well-known Gypsy me

, JOHN cal yin. dium, passed to spirit life Feb. 21, at

MORE ADVICE.
the .age of 30 years, at Colfax, Cal. 
Juanita was born in Buffalo, N. Y.,.aud 
was highly esteemed by all who knew 
her. She had been sick for nearly three

Howto Effectually Settlethe Btomcii"th c#t'lrlh “ “““ “* 

CounterfeitBusiness. Bw„ wSi p..«d .o
... „ e • life, from her home, 2952 Cottage

(‘Seize upon truth wherever found, Grove Ave Chleaco Feb; 24 She was •l y-_. . • >» -i I 'JlvVV JXtCij Vlllt-UkV) A.W« • *<X« KJ AAV, IIUU
On Christian or on heathen ground; a believer in spirit return and by spe- 
Among your friends, among your foes, clal request( C/O. Henderson conducted 
The plant’s divine where'er it grows,” BervjceBi ■ : . c. C;h.

• - i —Unknown. _____ ' ‘ ’

fession of my? whole life, washing at 
every quqyter. ,

When I had finished, he told me I 
must- labor for sorrow and repentance, 
and. humble myself exceedingly ere I 
could be allowed any further privilege. 
I was left in that little room a long 
time, and saw no one but the spirit, 
whom 'I found to be the apostle Peter. 
He came to me .every twenty-four 
hours, and Inquired concerning the 
state of my feelings. .

At length he asked If I whs wlUIng to 
ask the forglveness-of all whom I-(had 
ever injured, or vented my feelings 
upon. I said that I wns Willing to do 
It with all my so.nl. He then said I 
might go with him and do it It seemed 
to me quite a distance we went but 
the road was straight, and led to a very 
beautiful white house. We entered the 
hall and passed to a room in the rear 
part of the house. ' There I found the 
company, assembled, with Michael Ser
vetus at their head. I knew Michael 
the moment I entered the room. .Peter 
told me I could now do my duty. So 
.on my knees in humiliation and deep 
sorrow ', of soul did I proceed, and 
humbly beg the pardon of each., one, 
from the first to the list.' v < , .
. After all the cruelty I bad' shown 
Michael, he could not refrain from 
tears. Instead of rejoicing in my trib
ulation, he freely_ forgave me, and 
blessed me, and so did all The rest.

After this I was conducted to another 
smaller room, and told I might stay 
there for the present Peter came to 
see me every twelve hours. Michael 
came twice a day and brought me fSbd, 
but did not speak to me. Once in a 
while I could hear music and dancing 
in the house. I did not know what to 
make of it, and I dare not ask what it 
meant, through fear of doing wrong, 
for I felt that I had suffered as much 
as I could bear. ' .

One time while Peter was with me, 
: I heard the music and dancing plainer 
than ever before; so plain that it 
startled me ,at first Peter looked bn 
me and smiled. This was the first 
smile I had beheld since entering

FREE 
The treatment
for tlic curé of Catarrfa, 
GtriMmpttofi. Broncbitb. 
Aathia«, ÜMÍaeM und all 
dlHcatc« of the Head, 
Throat aud Mitiga»
. 1IIBB10A0A6KOF 
Natal anf BroiwhlMCalarrh.

MM. A. DUVALL, Wurreatoa. N. V., Writ«« 
Diuu Dqotou—I «an «ay noliilnu bul prabu for four 
wonderful treuttnunt, luu Haun-Cira Oaro. Aux onuto 
Lavo Mtn me tbroo mouUut aao, uua ne me now, would 
eourooly Uke uio for tho nuiue person. I would huve 
dlod if it bad not bewu for you, mv Catarrh wue rapidly 
golua into OouMumjitlon j I bad auebjiwful «poll« of 
coupling thut I would uoarly fuluL I can now uloop 
well and my itorvee uro ue «toady ue they ovor wore bo« 
fore I got eiuk. U hu oSuota of the Catarrh lu uiy bond 
and oboijt bus entirely healed । thodbehunme have »top* 
ped and I am more ftaeby than 1 ever wiu lu my life. 

Three Months Home Treatment Free! 
Io iutroduce the Sana-Cera Cure in everyconi- 

inunity and prove thut it cures when all others 
luive fulled, I will for a limited tune send med
icines for a 3 months treatmeut free, bend a 
description of your trouble, name and P. O, 
atmress at once; or, write fur Question Blank 
and prompt attention will be given you free. 
‘Address Dr. M. Beaty, Prin’l, National Dispen
sary, Dep’t P 22. 125 W. 12th St., Cincinnati, 0.
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The Religion of Spiritualism, .
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Bamuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
agruud and noble man. Price 11.00.

&

Was He Junius?
BlfWo. Henry Burr. Price Iti cents.

;-IK TOBr

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTUBE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

BaiulM of recent cclenlitlo research regarding th* 
origin pohlUon and prospecu of mankind.

. From tho German of

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force mid Matter,” Emye on Nature nntf 

Bciencc,” ♦Tbytilologlcul pictures," “Six Lee* 
- turee onDarwin,” EW.

great myaterjr of exiBioncecontfliitp in perpefrr 
ual and uninterrupted chauge. Everything is fmmor* 
tel and Indcatructiblo—the binalleut worm as well aa- 
the most enormous of the celestial todies,—the Band 
grain or tho water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms In 
which beiugmaulfeuslUclf arechauglug; but Being 
ludf remains eternally the same aud impedsbablft. 
When we die we do not Joso ourselves, but only out 
pcr»onul consciousness. We Jive on In nature, In our 
VCS, 111 our chlldreii, In our deed«, lu our thoughts- 
In short, in the entire material aud physical contribu
tion which. during our short personal existence, wo 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature 1n geu^ral.’’— Buechner.

' i-’i-to cloth, ♦!.

THOMAS PAINBT I

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given inspirationally by Mrg. Marla M. King, Yoq 

will not become weary while reading tUla excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

THOMAS PAINE’S ~| SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.^ 
Examination of the Prophecies, byhattibe, hull. Thirty-eight or sir«, nain 

Aeonslderatlon ot the pasaaaei In the New Testa, «weetest songs, adapted to popular tousle, for the ua* 
meat, quoted irom the OM, ailetCtdrr-checleaCoo. oi congrecetloue, circles cud tumllles. Price 10 centau 
corning Jesus Christ. yriooUesai». or »J per hundred. For sale at this offlee.

..RELIGION..
As I$e\)eale(j h>y tye Material and 

. Spiritual UprOerse,
Including the Wonders and Beauties of the Divjner Life.

By E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D., Author if Principles of Light anil

Chaptbk 1.
2.

Color, Human Culture and Cure, etc,, and Dean of the 
College of Fine Forces.

Existence and General Character of God.

■In my article fin" The Progressive Mr.'StephenPontfpassedtothehlgh- 
Thinkeifpf February .18, on this theme, er life, at the home of hjs son, at Morri- 
•fearing to encroach too much upon val-1 son, III., Feb. •7? 1899, aged ,00 years, 
uable space, I did', not .fully unfold my I He had been a lifedong,Spiritualist and 
plans,- or say all'I wished, and will was rejoiced to make the change. Serv- 
therefore concludi} the-subject (for the ices were conducted by Dr. ’ ‘ 
present at loas.Q in this article. . I Bailey, of Clinton, Iowa. - 

Every society shptiid have a board of ---- —
examiners and no iiiedlum should be al- Passed to Spirit-life, Mrs. 
lowed upon its. pldjtform who could not Wheeler, of Wheeler Hollow, . . 
stand a satisfactory examination by aged 76 years. She was an old-time 
this board. The members of the board Spiritualist and had realized the censo- 
shóuld be selected for their special latlons found In its philosophy, as she 
knowledge of thè modus 'operandi of was the last of a family of ten to pass 
fakirs. Bacii meniber of this board to the other life. She leaves on this 
should carefully réüd at least the book I side sons and daughter who will miss 
I mentioned in my ■ last article—"In-1 her physical presence, but the sublime 
Btruetlons )'ii th? So-Called Physical faith that cheered the-departed mother- 
Phenomena-'of Mèdern Spiritualism,” I in her sorrow in parting with dear ones, 
and it/vouftl 'be vv'ell for them to read is the light that falls about thejath-' 
all Informiàidn obtainable on, the sub- way and into the souls of her children, 
ject in addition, particularly another They will know she will minister to 
book which’!.’will ’briefly review In this them as conditions will allow and send 
article. “ *■ , ' 1 them loving messages from “the morn-

Slnce writing my last article, review- Ung land." Funeral services ,were con
ing the above-mentioned book, I have ducted at the late home of the departed 
seen another Important, book called by the writer. MATTIE E. HULL. 
“Spirit Slate-Writmg and Kindred Phe- ------ ' •
nomena," by, Wm? E. Robinson, from Mr. J. M. Harding passed, to tlieliigh- 
tjjé press ót:ifunn''ifc Co., publishers of er life, Feb. 13, 1899, at Garden City; 

,tìié Scientific1 .Affiferlcan, New’ York, Texas. Many friends of Mount fleas- 
wliicli sells ftt’ÇÏ/ it contains'lWpnges ant Pai-lr, Clinton Iowa, will remember 
and W ’Illustrations; ’fexposing 14 tricks I him as one of the old campers, and a 
In slate-writing,’nine Tn spirit photog- member of the association for many 
rapfcy and’¿ large'number of cabinet years. • A FRIEND..
and other tricks—in fact nearly every- -------
thing In faklrdom- excepting the most Parsed to the higher life Feb. 28, at 
vital of’all, viz., the' subject of counter- the residence of her husband and pa- 
felt materialization, which It does not I rents, Clarendon Hotel, Joplin, Mo., of 
directly treat at all, nor doés It expose cerebro-splnal meningitis, MrS. Ger- 
all the little detective dodges and otherl t-rude Alberta Myers. This was the 
things known only to'the-fake profes- third death in this sorely afflicted fam;

- elon. However, between a reading of Uy within two weeks. Mrs. Myers was 
this book and the-òne first mentioned I a . fine medium and has done more to 
any Intelligent person should be able to convince -the public of an after life than 
detect Any fraud before the public—no any other medium JojMln has ever 
mutter what his or her phase of ftike- known. The service was conducted by 
isnj. : Mr. Robinson was associated I the undersigned, and never has there 
with the magician'Kellar and was also been a sadder task for a teacher than 
the’ right-hand man of the more noted the one assigned here, to speak words 
magician and Illusionist, Herrmann. In I of consolation at ,the death of three 
his, book he riot only describes and )?lc- beautiful mortals ■ called away in the 
tures the tricks of jbogus mediums, but flush of youth and young womanhood 
also exposes inapy of Herrmann’s fa- in tire short space of two weeks. Only 
mous tricks and illusions, making them the angel world who warned Mrs. My- 
very simple-iï one has the parapher- ers of her death, can give hope and 
nalla. Mr. Robinson’s address is No. 50 comfort to those left behind. After her 
88th street, New York, The book can baby passed over Mrs. Myers was slt- 
be obtained of him’. • I ting in her room when the strings of

In conclusion; -I’wish to show a few I her guitar twanged tyice. Immediately 
well-meaning but ‘thoughtless writers she was Impressed to say; “There will 
how ridiculous théÿ .'are- making them- be two more go' out of the family a 
selves and the càuse’ they advocate, ap- week from that day.” Her brother was 
pear to an intelligent public. We fre- burled and one week later she was car- 
quently hear the-cry, “Exposing these ried to lovely Fairview, the restlng- 
grand truths arid 'thereby., damaging place of Joplin’s dead. She sleeps by 
Spiritualism,’’ or words to that effect, her babe and brother/-sweet sleep of 
Did they ever ask themselves the ques- peace for the weary body, joyful awak- 
tlon, "Can a truth be made less than a enlhg for the soul into the new birth, 
truth by exposure?” Of course not ’ Galena, Kan. SARA C. SOOVELL.

eternity, and I began to feel a sensa
tion of comfort I had never before ex-
perlcnced. I then felt free to ask the 
cause of so much music and dancing. 
Peter told me they were whrshlping 
God in spirit and asked me if I wanted 
to see them. I replied that I did.

He then led me into a very large 
room In the same ’house, where n. large 
company of spirits were assembled in 
the worship. When-1 beheld the sim
plicity of those spirits, my tribulation 
was turned Into mortification and I felt 
ashamed of my pride, for I did not 
know as I should ever gain simplicity, 
enough to unite In this mode of 
worship. It wns entirely new to me 
but I-thougWIt must be the worship of 
God, or Peter' would not have told 
mo so. ■ - ■ ................. • ■■■> •

After meeting wns over ■ Peter, con 
ducted me to my own room «nd told 
me that when.I feltthat I could-unitr 
In that devotion, 1 should have h
farther, privilege. It. was not long be-

J. A. 
COR.

Sarah
N. y.,

3, 
4, 
5.
6.

God aa a Spirit
The Deiflo Location and Mode of Working.
The Nature of God.
The Deiflo Greatness and'Glory. .
Moral Evil and Deiflo Perfection.

7. Deifie Law and Human Intercession.
■ 8. How Man Helps Govern the Universe.
9.’

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Creeds^and Practices of Christianity. / 
The Dangers of Infallible Standards. 
The Christian Bible Tested.
Religions Tested by Their Fruits. 
Ìhé Ethics and Religion of Nature« 
Life under the Old Religions. 
Life under a Spiritual Religion. 
Death under the Old Religions. 
Death under a Spiritual Religion. 
The Future Life.

FINAL REMARKS—The Basic Principles of Universal Philosophy and 
a Universal Religion.

' It is scholarly, philosophic, humanitarian and permeated with high 
spirituality in .tone and teachings. A most excellent work on the subject—, 
the work of a deep thinking and truth-loving mind.

SECOND EDITION, elegantly illustrated, containing 378 pp., 12mck, 
'English muslin, stamped in .black and gold; price reduced to $1.00, or. Iz 
postpaid," $1.11; price in paper covers, 600., or 60o. if postpaid.

For sale at this office. •

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

■ ---------------------- U............................................*----------- - -

A History of tUe Warfare of Scienca with Theology in Christendom. 
By ANDKEW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth« 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Offlee.

. In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the eon-

All It asks is'exposure. And the more ] -------
it is exposed the brighter it will shine. I Dr. W.'H. Nelson was born in Aiex- 
The Antl-Spirltuallst Association made I ander, N. Y„ March 18,1822,, and passed 
more converts to Spiritualism among quietly from earth life, of heart failure, 
the clergy in six months thnn had been Feb. Y8, 1809, after an illness of many 
made from that class in half a century, months. -
Why? Simply because,-as exposers, He became a resident of Paw Paw, 
they had to investigate/ and they soon I Mich., in 1874. October, 1887, he moved 
discovered truths' that baffled them. ito Marshall, Mich., and In October 1892

One scientifically: demonstrated fact I he returned to Paw Paw, where he had 
will hove_moi-e Influence upon the gen- since < resided./He was a successful 
eral public than a’thousand jumped-at clairvoyant and magnetic healer of 
facts which fall to convince more than world-wide repute. _ '
a few uncritical, unscientific, unphllo- He was;possessed pt-strong individ- 
soplilcal observers. - uallty and nobility of character; and

It is human nature for the average I his was one of the gentlest,, tenderest 
skeptical reader upon, picking up a hearts I ever knew. - , 
Spiritualist paper aud reading a wall’of I “What Is loving and excellent is per- 
lamentatlon because there are exposers ■ manent ; ; - ;
in the land, to at ofice jump at the con-1 it never dies,-but lives and loves for- 
cluslon that we really have deceptions ' ever.”/ . /
which we fefe’wlll^exposed and that The foliowing was written to him by 
we are striving .^shield them. Who a frlendi and is voiced by many: "Few 
can blame thMskepHc for bls erroneous- reflch the human heart so closely, or 
conclusion. On the . contrary, if we | |jreathe more consolation Into it than 
heed not thdi^pos«, and smile nt his valued frlend. Old and young,

° rlch “nd poor, -receive blessings fromfalse, the peiple will-at oncejonclude y0Ul. handv and cultured mind.” 
ri« I He was a contributing member of the 

display so much confidence in. it. We N< g and charter member of the P. P. 
wouljl.then cbase to fce called “fanatical v g A H j. b n . subscriber for 
ignoralnusesW
can'!i n3‘WC hffve been frequontiy I Hon L v. aioultoni of Grand Rap. 
called In thejpasl. t ids, conducted the obsequies at the res-

Let the exppsures go onjo W can ldcnce Thnrsda afternoon, the re
no more dim one.ray pf splrltuartruth I mnIng lylnfe 0I1 a couch) partjMly cov- 
than tliej can blotiytlio sun. from tho I nrpQ "with a slumber robo nmld a nro- _ >, -rmxynnm a /'m-nv-ixT I '-Ttii ivlLLi lx Diuuiuui iuui. hluiu «1 1)IUfirmament/ io ERNEST S. GREEN. I fUS;on of flowers, surrounded by his 

Sam Francisco, 4mL ,, . | ever.devotcd wife, three daughters and

slant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency jof Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science. , ,

“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought. 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind^ as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict It is clear, honest brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune. ’ ’

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alariried timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
Whi^ mever flinches in'telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever troth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial. 
. “The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
A lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is .crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for. the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest^ and it will probably provoke answering arguments.- 
Chicago Times-Herald. , - • .

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone.”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser. ' . ' ■■';■. " . .

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearonce of ‘A History of 
tiie Warfare of Science, with ¡Theology in Christendom.!"—Philadelphia Press. |

These, two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER, 

‘ BY EIETAN WHITING.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Pcrrndcd with rnro and bcaullful spirituality of 
thought Instructive and helpful to all who love and 
Beck the higher and finer waya of spiritual experience. 
Price, 11.00. For saloatthti office. . :,

“Human Cilfture rind Cure, Marriage, -Hnany friends, and the quiet face of the 
Sexual Develdpment, and. Social Up- dear, one looked ns peaceful as If he 
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., had just fallen asleep.
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu- ] The body was . taken to Detroit 
able work, by the Dean of,Dio College I Wednesday and Incinerated Thursday 
of Find' Forces, and ’’author of other im- ’ ” ~ ‘ " ’
portant volumes’ ori”He*lth, Social Sci
ence; Religion, etc. Price, - cloth, T&s,
For sale at this ’office. ' •

“The Woiid B&Ulfltol.” ' By Id bn 
Whiting. Most excellent in their 1 Jjh 
i nd elevating spirituality - of thqsght 
Series 1, 2, and $ each-complete In it
self. Price.’ cloth- $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office;-' :' .

“The rropuets of ’•Israel."1 By Prof; 
C. H.’ GorniU,. of the- University ot 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and apprecl- 
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and v their? -works. -Bor., salsfarther, privilege, it.was not long be* of ftraei ancr tneira «roras. 

fare 1 freely offered myself .up and told 1 at iM« office.-; Paper coven, 25c.
,, . ■“ : ii ' ■ ’ ., . ' ’n^'1 •. v> ‘

forenoon at the Detroit crematory, ac
cording to 111b special request C. N,

• "Tho Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psych leal, bodies with universal nature 
and tlielr souls with the higher Intelli
gences, to come Into closer, connection 
with the purer realms Of the splrlt- 
worldi It Is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone. that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary Works. Price, cloth, 
|1 ¡ paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
coflee. ' , - -

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
Che Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity. .

Reader. !n bringing toyoar notice “AntiquityUn- 
•ctlcd^ It Is with the sincere hope that you arc earn 
stay looking for the troth, regardless of any other 
oosldoratlon. If mb Is tho CMoKthta advertlsem«! 
rill deeply interest you. and after reading thia brief 
icscrlption you will doubtless wish to giro the work a 
irefulperusat Price«!*«,. -

“THE WATSEKA WONDER”
To the undent ot Myehlo phenomena, tlihpamiihlst 

slnteMSlr Inwrerthig.' It ntres OotallM aoeoan wot 
two <MM ot “d»nl>i< uomMïmm," MMr M«y 
Ltmnoy Venaum, of WaWolcK-lB^ Uw Jt«S 

; »io«, a ▼«onto comtr, ñ. mtmKmmi <ÄL

Comment« on Genesis Bxodnl, Lorttlcru, Ntnnben 
' and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Billie Jfeverem 
■ Blake, Bev. PAete HanaCord, Clara Be-.

with Colby, Ellen Ballfle Dietrick, 
Hre.Douita Southworth, Ur
. «u!a IV. Gcslcfcld, and

. jn-ancea E. Barr,

“In>rcry «oul there Is bound nn some truth ant 
tamo $rror, nnd cach gives to thtf world Of thought 
What co other one pOMMiM.”—Couilm ■'

ThtUirlghtandBoholnrly comments of this galaxy 
of bright xntnds are of deep Interest, and throw« 
atrong and now Hunt on tho Blhle teachings relating 
Io w^mon. .All should read It. .
Price BOc, For sale at this Office.

JOAN, I tit MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine or Orleans, SpIrltnMItm 

os a leader ot Annies, By Ho»«« Hull. This la at 
once tho moat truthful history Of Jou: ot Are, and 
one ot the moat convincing argument« on flplrttaallsm 
ererwritten. .Nanorelwuhvermore Ouluiagir |>. 
loroiUegi no history more true. Price to (Ml A 
c*nUi paparoorcr, SSceeU. nrHliNW*« ■
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THE SPIRIT REALMS.
‘i What Are Our Friends Doing 
\ . In Spirit Life?

THE QUESTION IS ELABORATELY 
, ANSWERED BY PETER YOUNG, 

SPIRIT TEACHER OF ESTHER 
’ THOMAS, OF SEATTLE, WASH.

? GOLD DANGERTHE HOME GIROLE
' ZB . YÍÍI---- -----------------

the expense of many, and therefore! if you enter Into aplrit Ufe wlth ffll the 
while we knew that we should nee him, ties of w loved ones And yopr affee- 

- ................ —knew tlons planted -like a flower upon the
m; uv wvuiu - soil of’ ittfftieyopfl.the
As itold you, in these lessons I am i first step is like unto this?., , . .. . . t — -Explanation by Mrs. Thomas, ine

following is a very terrible ctise that 
transpired a day or so before our lec
ture, of a young married man who hu<J 
ruined two daughters of one family and 
had a meeting arranged at the matinee 
with tbe youngest, only fourteen, when 
the father met him Instead and shot 
and killed him. In our judgment the 
judge did a just-act when be cleared

on the first plane of spirit life, we kn 
that he would not see us. - •

■ It has been the question asked so 
long by many who are seeking for light. 
"What are they doing—those who have 
passed beyond?” It has been a deep, 
dark mystery as it was in days gone by, 
when around the Spanish court gath
ered all the beauty and chivalry, and 
there came to them a humble teacher, 
understanding by a study of the forces 
of Nature the mechanism of the unt- 

< verse, and that there must- be other 
' lands. So, as unbelieving as the world 

, was when Columbus taught them ;of 
\ the far-off country and persuaded them 
\ to give him the necessary equipments 

to bring about the desired result of 
placing themselves In tpuch with an
other world, are the people of to-day. 
It seems a simple thing for you,.with 
the present tidal wave of civilization 
rolling over America, making it one or 
the proudest nations of the world and 
equal to any in wealth and power, that 
at that ¿me it was almost impossible 
for man to accept the fact that there 
could be.another world. So it is an 
almost impossible fact for man to ac
cept that there Is another world now 
where father, mother, brothers and sis
ters exist, and that.this world Is in 
communication with them.

I will say to you at the beginning of 
■ ■ our lesson that money is a commodity 

that we know not of; and to under
stand furthermore you must accent the 
fact that thought is the motive power 
which moves the. universe. Ifyou 
could accept that to-day you would not 
return to your counting' houses and 

' there depend upon the great march of 
prosperity to drbp you a few filthy 

i golden pieces. If you could understand 
' the power that is Inherent within your
I selves—but you eannot; that Is one ot 

the works which we have to do.
So, to follow closely with us in our 

train of thought you must realize that 
there is not any buying or selling with 
us; that everything which we possess is 
built by thought. And Jn this life you 
are building a veritable ToWer of Ba
bel but if you could realize that your 
thought builds more thqn brick or stone 
you would not be In as chaotic a condl- 
tlon as you are:. Why cannot you'-ac- 
cept that, as did Isabella the world of 
Columbus, and set yourself about to 
find the true path In the great ocean of 
life that will guide you to a new, and 
to you, undiscovered country? We can 
only give you a few Instances of the 
condition of those who have. entered 
into the first plane of spirit life, or the 
“spirits in prison” before ttitey have 
learned their great lessons.

Our teachings have always been upon 
the Une of charity and love (I. Cor., 
xlll), so if we deal seemingly a little 

- harshly with some of the children of 
earth, remember it is done in the spirit 
of Paul in his address to the Corlnth-

only going to give you what I have 
seen; not what some other spirit has 
seen—not what some other . guide lia§ 
taught. ; For instance, England, Spain, 
Italy, and all of North and Soui.lj Amer
ica, have different habits, customs, 
forms of expression, etc. As varied as 
it is here, so is ittivltti us. I want you 
to understand the fundamental princl-
pie whlclj is the power of thought, the 
only commodity by which we build our 
future spirit homes.

Where dp you suppose Jay Gopld 
could go? Could he go to some beauti
ful palace? Could he find there a home 
erected for , him when he had only 
bullded a home upon the material place 
of life, when his whole thought had 
been thrown in one direction—that of 
satisfying the material man? But he 
did not realize this.

i To the Editor;-!’wlsMo’akb^you in day night we were sitting around my 
your advocacy of the Home GirclCi to table waiting for some spiritual manl- 
help overcome fraud, lAm>vfidy much testation either on ihe slate or aut®' 
pleased at the stand you? tiayft taken, matic, when the table commenced to 
and tills is the only way I have of ex- move and tipped. It moved over five 
pressing myself. I likeb; youri paper -feetiln one direction and back again by 
very much and wish I could help ex- ----------- «hntover she
ipud its circulation tiU all coulfi learn 
that this life is not all;.! but- that we 
must prepare for the Jfntui'6. ’ I can 
hardlyi wait from one week to another 
ion. the paper to comeinl -reafi every 
word oflt two of three times over, and

Consumption Begins with Liiná 
Weakness.

He Is one of our best examples. We. 
could take for an Illustration many oth
ers, although not; equal with him in 
wealth, but whose motives were equal 
with bls. • " . . .

He had passed into spirit life with 
one thought only. The poor spark of 
divinity had never had Its heaven-born 
right to grow and blossom into beauty: 
it was neglected aud starved; left to- 
force itself up through the stone pave
ments of its prison house, Plcciola like. 
What would, the spirit world have but 
a dwarfed and stunted creature? W'hen 
he awakened he was a poor,weak soul, 
far from his rails of steel, far from his 
counting-house, where, with one stroke 
of Ifis pen, he could make all Wall 
street trembie—out in the desert naked, 
houseless, homeless, left to starve to 
death. You say he had died before. We 
know that his body had died. But re
member this, that one death is not the 
only death that man must endure; it is 
not the only, passing away which man 
must succumb to before he enters Into 
heaven. So out in the desert, alone, 
famished, he died again. It was there 
his mother found him. She never for
gets. No matter how far away, how 
small Is the feeble cry, the mother an
swers. , . . . ' : ..

the father.
I wish to portray thought as It is viv

idly printed upon the pity of Seattle, 
and tell you the first condition of him 
who was so suddenly sent from tills, 
life when all his whole being was burn
ing and teeming with animal fires and 
his desires all for doing evil. Without 
one preparation he was hurled into the 
next plane of life where he finds the op
portunity for indulging in his old mate
rial desires torn from him. What would 
'be the result of the natural workings of 
one of tbe spiritual laws of gravity, 
“like attracts like,” but that he should 
be drawn to some one following in the 
same path which he was when all the 
material powers of enjoyment were 
wrested from him, and the power for

They never forget, they never forget, 
Though earth may change and wane, 

Though seas may dry arid suns grow 
cold, ' :

They never forget, they, never forget.
For love is God, and God is love, 

And life Is for all time;
And time and life are ours to live and

to enjoy, ■ ,
For God is love and love ls God,,

my young friend, and whatever she 
told them to do, they would do It. They 
tipped the table so that one end was on. 
the floor, and the slates and. paper were 
held in place, and we got short mes
sages on the slate through my school
girl friend holding the slate; I holding 
the pencil for automatic writing at the. 
same table; also my friend got auto-

Ttisre Is Death in the flir tor Those with WeaK 
Lunas Who Brave the, Danoers ot 

Goki Weather.
then let some of my nelghbors>-read it 
till there is not very much lifft of it . .
when it returns to me. Tn- -m matlc messages. -

Now, I wish to give youm little expe- On Friday night we had another sit- 
rlence in home circle seance, that tran- ting and invited another lady menu . —  --------------
spired in my house this last week, and a gentleman in to sit with us. uui ... , . _ ■ ■■ J. .OirAnfl. Anf| Hrnnf Irvninnl Dnn whlch I think will be Interesting for fflritery um^made^ve^ry^much sturngeb 3110 PfOOl AgaiHSl 0311

SHsFsSai pr by the New Scientilic Slocum Treat- 
sssy? xs- xr mnirt for Coudis. Gatarrh. ConsuiBD-raps I always thought It took Very lllulll Illi UUU&llOj UQIUIIIIj UUllOUIlip —.

w tion 3md Diseases of the Re-ism; ail are investigators like myself. . ; IIUII UIIIU UlUUllOUU UI IIIU nil . 
Now If this will be of use to you, you , pnJr0*nri| ArffOIIO • ;
able paper, to show that the home cir- • QlUI J Uif^Qllvl , \

which I think will be interesting for
your paper, as I think everything that 
tends to help the cause along should be 
told, and as I do not know of any other 
paper more progressive, I will send the 
following to you. ' - -

I will have to give you a description 
of .the parties who were here at the 
time. I have a young lady friend stay-

evil as well as for good, as in the case 
of our artist, is doubled. That is the 
immediate result of taking a life when 
it Is burning with the fires of life. It is 
like throwing a bucket of water into 
the Are—it only spreads the conflagra
tion. His agony is Intense when he' 
wakes into spirit life with the knowl
edge that he has the same feelings, the 
same desires, but is powerless to epjoy 
them. Not until he realizes that he Is 
making his own suffering' can we aid 
him. Nature , has never intended that 
man or wdman should enter into the 
next plane of life until, like Gladstone, 
all the material fires of life are ex
hausted. Then without any struggle, 
but like a child In its mother’s arms, 
with a soft “Amen”breatbed upon his 
lips his soul was wafted into the higher 
life. Not for the reason that he had 
spent such a noble life alone, for many 
do that and suffer intensely at death, 
but because lie had lived .fully up to the 
age Intended for him to live. All mate
rial Was burned away and only the spir
itual remained, and the beautiful spirit 
with Its snowy white garments will 
wait for the silvery-haired pride of his 
youth with all the love intensified and 
glorified In tils new birth. If he had 
been sent there while young bls life 
could have been perhaps what our ar
tist’s was, and he would have had to re; 
main here until bls mission was ful-

We will go on now and find one of the 
grandest souls that the world ever 

.hurled a stone at, and still it shone like 
a star—a peer among peers; one who 
has asslsted many, many souls in find
ing their own birthright; one of the 
grandest characters that the world has 
ever known. And that is Henry Ward 
Beecher, who took right from the low
est forms of life the slave, placed him 
upon his own pulpit, and gave forth to 
the world some of the grandest sermons 
bn freedom that It has ever known.

Ians. .. ■
' Like the surgeon who amputates the 
arm or limb, but does it with the expec- 
tatlons of recovery, so Itmay seem cruel 
to you to hold up the weaknesses of the 
so-called dead; but It is the only way in 
which you can understand the condi
tion of the first plane of spiritual life. 
Theosophy teaches you that it Js only 
possible to' have communication with 
earth-bound spirits. We, .are; not tiej’e ■ 
for argument, and will' hot'say Wfaethei* 
It is so or not, but we will try to show 
you In our first lesson who the earth
bound spirits are, and what is their 
work. From necessity youmre earth

- bound; you are tied to this plane now. In 
your material environments. But wbuld 
yoU llke It said by some one who is in 
the next plane, that you are all evil? 
So accept the fact that the first plane of 
spirit life is composed of eprth-bpund 
spirits, and some may. be seemingly 
evil, but as your unfoldment Is entirely 
controlled by the law of evolution and 

- that man’s growth is from the tiny mo
nad up to the thinking, reasoning, 

' grandly unfolded man, can you expect 
him-to-spring out from an imperfect 
body into perfection? Do you expect 
him to sing eternal peans around the 
great white throne when death has con
quered the body? If you do, your ex
pectations will fall, as it were, in ruins 
at you feet It is no harder for you to 
discover this unknown land while yet In 
the physical body—not as hard as It 
was for Columbus, for he had to per
suade Isabella to sacrifice all her jewels 
before he could receive that which he 
was compelled to have before he could 
start-upon his ardUous journey, that is 
money. It is not necessary for you, to 
look into this world, to have the lucre 
to pay for your journeys across the 
waters, but It Is necessary for you to 
have a compass, and that compass must 

- be knowledge. There.must be an un- 
derstandlng that all the wealth that is 
necessary to pay for the voyage lies 
within yourself; that all the material 
which, is necessary-to accumulate to 
erect your home over there is within 
yourself. You must realize that, before 

- - you can possess much in the next plane

I filled.

Let us see what was his motive for 
this. Was he actuated by that desire to

ing with me this winter, who has never 
been to any seance or circle'nor attend
ed any spiritual meetings of any kind, iw>v m.o ..... 
only in private at my home, and was are at liberty to publish It in your valu- 
hot in any way a Spiritualist. Also an- able paper, to show that the home clr- 
other little friend, a school girl of 14 cle is the place to test the phenomenaOlUUl Hint LLJCUU, a QUWIM . . ... t,. ... .>11___X
years-of age, that has never had much of spiritualism without JrEum ..
J ■ ■ •■■■ ............. .. - MRS. 8. E. INMAN.experience in sitting with anyone but 
myself, this last year. On last Mon Grinnell, Iowa.

A New Treatment that Cures Consumption and a Chance 
for You to test It Free.

Fair

For

“PROTECTED.”
Criticism of “Doctors 

Laws."
the sixth time a "doctor’s law” is

before our legislature. Four times these 
efforts have been defeated and the bills 
offered failed "to pass. In 1883 a law 
was passed, comparatively ^alr and 
moderate, but which was only meant as 
an entering wedge for more-stringent 
legislation, such as is now asked for. 
From first to last these efforts started 
with physicians who want a monopoly 
to cure or kill, scientifically, but not 
from the people whom these Interested 
parties so kindly wish to protect. Their 
end and alm Is to forbid, under legal 
penalties, any person from healing the 
sick unless they are graduates of some 
medical school, can show a diploma, 
and are examined by a state board. All 
this legislation is an upjust and un
constitutional interference . with the 
inalienable rights of the.pebple. f. .

Suppose a bill should cóme before the 
legislature providing- that no person

bad Intent of all these bills now before ’ /phe- eold weather has brought its 
the legislature, is to ignore and put usuai crOp oj catarrh,. coughs, sore 
down all magnetic and clairvoyant throats, etc., etc. It means death to 
healers or physicians. None of these thousands
have any rights which doctors are For these disorders are but foretun
bound to respect. It is well known that I ner8 death-dealing consumption, 
these proscribed persons have a large Dr. Slocum’s new treatment for this' 
and permanent practice among intelli-1 terrible disease is a lifeboat of hope for 
gent people. I think there are more those in despair.
than fifty thousand people in Michigan, It is a new.scientific system of medl- 
equal to the average in capacity and cine) the result of modern medical dis- 
judgment, and some of' them eminent Coveries, tt positive and absolute annihi- 
in standing and character—who often Mator of the deadly consumption germ, 
employ these physicians and think they The system consists of four remedies 
are helped or healed by their methods, which act simultaneously and supple? 
Has the legislature any right to pro- jnent each other’s curative action.

•. —— • • - ... . .
Question—What is my father doing 

In spirit life and what is my mother do
ing? In answering this you must draw 
your b.wn conclusions. If you find that ____ „ ________ _
mother 11 vlhg a life of unselfishness—no | should preach, or be a rel|glpus teacher, 
love is purely unselfish while yet upon. ‘ <■
the material plane, but a mother’s

hiblt this, large class of our people from The Do'ctorSlocum.system has brought 
their free choice of healers? Is it not health to thousands who were weak, 
blind injustice and pitiful blundering' giokly, pale, thin, and therefore open to 
to legislate in this poor way? I consumption infection, if not Infected,

Jesus healed the sick by laying on of it has cured dangerous throat and 
hands, and said of his'disciples: “They lung troubles, which the sufferers 
shall lay their hands ou the sick, and thought were proof against mediclee. 
they shall be healed.” (Mark xvi.) If I • ■ ’ •
Christ or Paul were in' Michigan trying --------------- ------------ : r— '
to do good to sick bodies and souls as of lAflOFiP Ulll I JO DfifilfO
old, should they be fined or imprisoned? |y|llArA HIJI I A nllllRX

“Let us have peace” in this matter. 1 ' w »vvita..
That peace will come when the doctors ’---------------

It is the cold weather antidote. ' 
What it has done is proof of what it 

willdo—tor you—if you’ll let it. . •
It is simple and effective; easy and 

pleasant to take. . . .
Modern science reduced to a nutshell.
The problem of disease prevention. ' ’ 

solved. . . ; .
Every, flrst-olass druggist dispenses 

the Slocum "System, of Treatment in ’ 
large-original packages, with full di- . 
rections for use. . ■ . /

WRITE TO THE DOCTOR . ’ '.
The Doctor will send you, on request, 

a complete FREE treatment of Four 
Preparations for trial. .

Merely send" your name and full ad- . 
dress to Dr. T. A. Slocum. 98 Pine street, 
New York, when they will be sent you. 
Mention The Progressive Thinker when 
writing. '

Ï.IFE WORK

comes nearest It—if.you find her living 
a life seemingly purely unselfish, sac
rificing herself for her children, but if 
she has allowed one pttier mother’s 
child knowingly to suffer for what she 
could give it she has not bullded a 
beautiful home for herself, but will 
have to content herself with some home 
bullded by'other hands Upon the earth 
plane, a renter as it were; but If that 
mother, when her.babe is pressed close, 
to her beating heart and the touch.of 
baby’fingers thrills through her being, 
can lay him in his snowy bed, rosy and 
crowing,‘and fdr the motherhood which

unless he or she was a graduate, from 
some theological school, .^nd had passed 
an examination before a board, of cler
gymen made up of members“.,from a 
few of the larger denomination^—Meth
odists, Baptists, and'two'oj- three 
others, for Instance. Tlie members of 
those denominations would join with 
others to oppose such,,a,' meagre and 
would say: “We want no monopoly or 
special privileges in religion, freedom 
of thought may bring gangers, but Its 
benefits are /far greater. Liberty of 
conscience and equality of rights is the 
best way to gain spiritual ligh^and life 
and to save souls from tirr,ori”9 Such a 
bill would be put asjdeat.jOnceas 
absurd and'unconstitutional, . ■

Are bodfes more precious tjhrin souls? 
Let us honor and careTpr ttiejjjealth of 
both by equal rights tp. help aud.heal', 
the Ills of the , one as well as-the other. 
To .fine or Imprison ri ,?rian ^of.the, ex-

place upon his head the bright diadem 
of fame, or was tie spurred, on by the 
burning fires of love'nnd charity which 
he desired, to extend to all mankind?. 
We found that when he passed into 
spiritual life we was not an earttit 
bound spirit, because: the great secret .. 
of all is the forgetting of self. The only I she bears all babies can take the little 
way by which you can leave the first starved waif to her breast and give to 
plane of iife iis by ¿forgetting self; by him the life-giving stream-. ttiea tier 

•’fdrgéttiuè- ttié thought/.that you arel home is not mpon ttie. first .plane„-lmt 
working for ttie advancement of youq unselflshñess bears tier .away to. the 
own aggrandizement. So a soul, Uke f starry realms; where áre,bullded such ---- - ------ ...
Henry Ward Beecher, spurred on by palaces as a Gould or a Vanderbilt pression of. honest, opinions would take 
that grand motive, that' whether tie be could ne’er dream of. The walls aré us back to -thm dark ages; and; all these 
black or white bond or free, he’is his hung with beautiful pictures of scenes “doctor’s lawswTjelong to the dead past 
tírothér--súch á soiil will not stop upon drawn from somé unselfish act of her I .The people do not besiege out state.

Ufe, faces of. long-forgotten friends to | house with delegates ' qr petitions, for 
whom she ever gave a kindly word of. " " ' - —
help and cheer, floors- carpeted , with 
flowers, lóvéd' nót always for, their,-

stop urging these medical laws. When I |_j8t of {¿¡3 Noted Woi ks. CORA L V. RICHMOND, 
they stop nobody else will stir; the 
really skilled and competent physician ’ ’ ‘ ~’e ~
or healer will have support, the whisky for Sale at the Office of The PiQ> 
and tobacco slaves with diplomas in Thinker
their Dockets, and other professional In-1 gressive xnuuter. 
competents, will fall, as they should; jottings“ ’ " "
the small margin of simpletons win still Gathered from the Highway Br-way. and Hedge,
be cheated by quacks with or without I of Life. bvMa.tt.me. Huu.,_Thi5i?.nma»rcipuiiyl 

+bo mnt hmlv nf Intelligent I noatbookof «elections from Mra. Hull, beat poems, diplomas, tlie great noay Ol intelligent Jermons and essays, and oontalaa a aplondld portrait OUTLINE OF CONTENTS;
people Will be satisfied With their free- of the author, alao a portrait of Moaea Hull. Price, U * *dom Of choice, and - the world WiU be n«Uybo>mdlnEnglfcho1otb,.l, ^“.rantago-Pl.ccof mrth-Chlldhood-
the better for It.” . Xhe Spiritual Alps School Experience»—First Medlumistlc Work, etc.
■ Mnrh rnnre mlffht be said, but this anil How We Ascend ChaptkbII. Hopedale-Mr. Scott in MMsacbusette-
> . m . r i n nvi/îa in Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude Bemoval to Wisconsin—Tbe Ballou Family—Adin HlUBt suffice. I have a just pridein the ^here spiriti» supremo and all things are subject to' Ballou’s Work—Work of Spirit Adin Augustus général good sense and fair conduct Of !i. With portait. By MoaxaHnnu duet ths book I BaUou. _ _ .

loRialntiiro vnt fwl InrHpnnnt as do toteachyou that you aro a aplrltual being, and to Chattkb IIL Onlna-Her Earthly Life and Tragic .our legislature, yet reel maigmmi, as uo ahow how educote your ,plr;tnal faculUea., Dcatt-HerMIasIonln BplrlUdfe. - 
many others, at-these poor efforts for Price,bound In cloth, 40 cent,; In paper cover, a 
oppressive legislation—medical monop- ItenM' J'-
oly cloaked under the thin disguise of 2Vew ThouÿM. ' ___

nonnlo from rmnekerv' I VolumeL Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large, beanti- protecting tne people irom.quac.aei y. x fB1ly printed pagea. Portralta of aeveral of the beat 1___ « . ,1.»»».»«a .„.I,,.... V.nnl. I ...C____ •_________.

OOXrfLXD ÁSD XDITZD BT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

frUhpertraitsrepresenting Mrs. Richmondii) 
1887, in 1870, and in 18B4,

Chattzb ly. Other Controls—The Guides.
Chapteb V. Work In Cuba, N. Y.—Buffalo Pastorate 

—Workers in Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—Sarah 
Brooks—Horace H. Day—Removal to New York 
City, 185&—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

the earth plane. ■
But to proceed, taking a poet or ar

tist, the higher intellectual aspirations 
.of ïnan. Thé poet may have longed to 
give expression to . that poor staiwed 
soul in words of living-fire, or the artist 
may have been almost maddened by 
the beauties of nature with their calls 
to reproduce them in colors of a Ra
phael. What was their motivé? Was it 
fame—or the desire to feed some of hu
manity’s starved children with divine 
counsel, or to lift the veil of fair na
ture’s mirror and let some brother soul 
reveti in her sweetness? If fame, the 
motlvewhlch iti purely materialistic in

beauty,, but for their beautiful remind
er of'sbmé scene of long ago; '

Oh, the home of. the unselfish one Is 
beautifully furnished; so .many loving 
hands assisted that nothing was for
gotten to make thé home-coming com
plete. . ; . •. "

Note From Prof. Lockwood.
The enclosed clipping from yester;. 

day’s New York Herald Indicates that 
“the world do move” in the direction of 
Spiritualism. When such intellects as 
Dr. Abbott and others can be made to

lts nature, We find him upon the mate
rial plane. Still navlng revelled in his 
own thought world he finds wonders re- --------
vealed, worlds laid out before him; the. comprehend that Spiritualism in the 
narrowness of earth life holds him no I compass,of its philosophy comprehends 
longer, but thought, with her white pin- not only the fact of-co-relatlon between 
ions spread out, blds him accoiripany the mental spheres of life, but also-the 
her over land and sea. He visits Greece <+ -m ««-

F----- ..V - * I luuy priULCU pagea. xuiubiw ux ooimm m vuo uw; .have therefore -written with frank, »peaker» And mefllum». .The matter an original and ChaptbbVI. Workin New York City.
nlnlnnoea hnnlh« tri ho rif Rhmp service presenting In an attractive form the highest phase ot, Chattbr VIL New York City (continued). Prof. J. Mainn^S, liopin^ W De or ^Bpirituai Philosophy. Price, only JIM * V J. Mapei-Hoi. J. W. Edmonds-Dr. Grav-New
’in .saving the representatives, or .tne v York Editor» and Clergy-^otber Place» in the East
nennle from flaaraiit cUsrecard Of the J -Meadvllle,Pa.,1864^Hon.A.B.Elchmond. x
right bf those they claim-to represent, nlcriy tomA OriglEu mitten°Six ¿(¿ata. cioth ^wa^d-Geirg’e^'w“"/«^-^^

Detroit, Mich.' G. B. STEBBINS. I bouni 76 cent«. I ?cSbS£^iy^d-StaSi
P. S.—Our newspapers have long ad- Joan, the Medium. _ of Geo. A. Bacon _____________ ______

vprflRPmpnts with flamlne and frlcht- Or. the Inspired Heroine ot Orleans. Bplrituallna Cnirrnn IX. Eosland-Robert Dale Owen-Georga VerUSementS’. Wlin naming auo xngin „„¿(.„aero/ Annie«. .By Moans Hotz,. Thun at, Thomp«on-Counte«s of Caltbncw-Mra. straw
ful headings, Of “sure cures," remedies once the molt truthful hiitory of Joan of Arc, and, brldno-Mr. and Mra. Tebb-Mr«. Noeworthy-nJ.C.
“wnrth mnrp thnn eold ” for 1ft ffrlnne. one of tho most convincing arguments on Spiritualism ! Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross.worm more wan guiu, lui m b yyv, overwritten. No novel was ever more thrUlingly in- CnAprjjn X. Work inEngland (Continued tn Three
rheumatism, etc. The headings ID large I tercstlug} no history more true. Price in doth, <Q. Subsequent Visits.)
capitals frighten impressible people into , cents) popez cover, 25 cento. Cnxrrat XI. California Work, 1875-Other VHIts-
sickness, the plausible advertisements I The Beat Issue. wulom01 °’ Plumt>-Letter of MrB- Jolm
lead the sick to spend millions for the Ie^ CxxAxrrxS XIT. Chicago work. »» to «w-Flnj
remedies puffed, and often to find them ^WAu^wIm ImpoS addiUoS" ¡X‘I | gooiety
"useless Regular M. D.’s plan these I book of 1W page« allfor & cents. This book contains' to Laitore and Statement, of Members of tin 
plots, Write these puffs, and pocket the OTe4'°oneBhould<baTO.0 Undcnoll'‘ 01 Oaxi-rra xni. Camp Meeting Work-Cassadwa-.
money., Thus are ^the peopto "pro- AU | t^asanh-Onset Bay-Lake t, ady-Lookout

tected! tr. LS. BimBriXlNB. I Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modem SplrltuallBm Cnxrara XIV. Literary Work—He«, erla—Volumes
Detroit. Mich. . - and other tireat Befqrms come from ffis Satanic of Dlsconrsea and .Lectures-riyeuopathy! Soul

’ Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom ot Teachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.
- 1 Darkness. Wpages. By Moans Hull. Price, 15 cents., chapteb XV. Literary Work (continucd)-Lecture

' WELCOME DEATH. . jHediums ■ I on Gyroscope, IBSB-'frho Shadow of a Great Rock. _____ _ rfwus ana the meatums, ;n» Weary ¿and," 1BS7-Pocn>s-Cbolco Selections
I ' / or Christ and Mediumship. | inProse and Vcrao—Work ot William Richmond. 

My life is sad and lonely, Careful comparison of .someI of the Splritualtm chawxb XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from,
T hn-va nAVPr known a friend* and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By orpbB E.Tou»eyt from Lady Caithness, and others’wuk • ’neI 1 Aaa» MosebHuix. An invincible argument proving that ¿.Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qual*

With none to love me, none to Cheer, I Jesus was only a medium, suWectto all the cohdl* ified to Judge—Frederick F. .Cook—Wendell O.
n npath. mv sadness end. tlons of modern mediumship. It also show» that all, . warnor-Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.v, ¿rcuui, wj otiuuaw viau. the manlfestatlons throughout the Old and New Testa-■ - - • ---------

As I lay OU my bed in sickness, „ I requlreto'day; and that the coming of Chriit lathe r©*
' Gasping for every breath, , turaof to the world. 48 pages, price,
I prayed, “O, angels, send me . I “““’fr

T'hp Avpr-welcnme death ” 1 Spiritual BlvOi,j,ne ever-welcome aeam. or Death and Its lo-Morrow.
I saw my father and sister dear I The Bpiritu.i idea otDe.th.Heavea.nd Heu. By 

Wh„ Innr. nwn hnd dlefl' • Mo.xsHOTL.Thlspsmphletbe.ldc.glytogthoBplr'WHO long ago nga Olea, . . «uall.Uo Interpretation of many thing, to the Bthle-
I prayed to join them there, _ I interpretation, never brfore gtyen, «ptotoii the

"Oh, send me death, ' I cried. I heaven, and hem believed Inby SplritualliU. Price,

“Oh, taks me to the spirit land, I Ihe Quarantine Raised.
That I some love may share; l Or the Twenty Year. Battle Against a Worker

My earthly life looks, oh, so dark, Ended. Price 10 cents.
. Oh, fattier,/take me'.ttim’e.” , •. u„. Hair,
I saw-the angels bier my.hbad ; «Yceteet adapted to pojultfmu.tctiforithouie

As near to death I lay;

tfiem} but- medical societies start and 
push them-with concerted action. The 
Michigan Mefileal New>, (Allopathic), 
Detroit,' in 1878 said: .“Physicians 
should exact a pledge fro in candidates 
to the legislature- that^jey. would sup
port” such-’ legislation.•¡It„-js. a grave 
mistake for physician^ to ,“rge such 
measures, which are „pure" to react 
against them, and some of their best 
men see this. - .. - ,

An intimate personal(!friend .of mine 
in southern New York is;an “old school” 
physician of thirty, y^arq’,. honorable 
and large practice. ‘ I.'askefi his opinion 
of their medical'law, gnd if he would 
Inform of infririgemerits-qf it He said: 
“The law is absurd. Ascertain margin 
Of people wllWtfe gulled^law or nd law, 
but the great body of the, people must 
and will, and ought to .judge for^them
selves, and select their;owp; healers. If 
a doctor of any school has brains, and 
character, and pluck, he ■frill get prac
tice; If he lack these he. tias no business 
to ask for Jaws to help him and his like. 
Such laws prop up weak men, and are 
unjust to the.people., I would not stoop 
so low as to inform of. violations of the

Btatlone throughout the Old and Nw Testa CBiPTKa xyn. Mrs Richmond's Experiences WhU. 
under tbe seme conditions that mediums vwritten bv Herself, lay; and that the coming of Christ la tbo.ro- ln “« ™nce »“»•wrltt<mpy

’’ Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at

this office.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

data of a spiritual Universe, It will ap-
uuu zvomv, uuu ZU.V . peal to their intelligence stronger than
of beauty lures hlin to her arms. Hisproofs of holy writ, they will not be 
soul thrills with the glories of the gold- I ashamed to come to the front and take

and Rome, and Italy with her wreath

. of life. » . .
We state deflnitely tbat the first plane 

of spirit life is here around you every
day. We have no palaces, no laborato
ries of science, no buildings beyond the 
first plane of spirit life, but which is 
not built by earth children. We are all 
■dwellers upon earth In our new plane

' of existence; our homes are here. We 
are not in some far-off distant realms;

■ We are living, existing, breathing, the 
same as you are; that is, if we are 
earth-bound. Now, in what does it 
consist in being earth-bound? Remem-' 
ber that I do riot, state that all are 
eartti-bound, but before I' finish you 

. will .find that nine-tenths of the com
municating spirits have before they 
passed on, been earth-bound spirits, or 

; those who are. dwelling upon the ma

en sunset and the purple rays like gar
ments of royal splendor, and panting 
with the ardor of long repressed long
ing fdr fame tie grasps the magic brush 
that is going to outrival the glories of 
Raphael’s genius, and he finds the 
brush impossible to use; the canvas 
stands dumb, before him. It is Impos
sible for him to portray upon canvas 
all this thrilling surging beauty, and he 
stands aghast at his first knowledge of 
the workings- of infinite law. that 
whether'or no, in time the soub-must 
work out its first law of perfect Unsel
fishness. When he finds, that: he is 
helpless to bring to himself that fame for 
which his soul thirsts, he wishes he 
wpre dead, or. that death were annihila
tion. Sick and disappointed he will 
gravitate to some sad, sick soul like 
unto himself, perhaps In-some dark den
of New Yorkxvhere the blue óf Jieav-

■ terlal plane of life. • .
We will take, for instance, him who 

has lived a purely selfish life, who has 
hud no ttibught but the accumulation of 

: those things that are for his selfish en
’ joyment; who is sacrificing all that is 

neéessary for the good of mankind 
■ unto the benefit of self; who may have, 

like Jay Gould, been almost able to 
- span the world with steel rails; wbo 

could, at the touch of his finger, almost 
close the commerce of tils country; and

a stand In its full advocacy. One of the 
great hindrances to the progress of the 
philosophy, is that. the movement is 
largely composed of sinners from out 
the fold of ecclesiasticlsm, and being 
attracted by the phenomena, they bring 
into the ranks all kinds of pious' super-

law." ,. ' ' . , . "
Able and high-minded physicians, of 

whatever school, will -win due respect, 
and be on fair, tormsTWith the.' people 

stltlons which each person thinks must | when they, claim no exclusive prly- 
be compiled into the work in some gen- liege’s, which are sure to create ill. fed
eral way. And so we have God and his I ings and popular dislike, . . . ;

- - --------- - ~ i Would not underrate, the medical ed
ucation which our college^, give, but the 
assumption . that all. wisdom Is with 
them is absurd. I do not find that 

। Massachusetts, without ¿any doctor’s

son Jesus, and the old Bible, and God 
songs, and- “Jesus,. lover of my soul" 
pongs, and prayers and petitions and in
vocations and invectives, all-mixed up
in a religious salmagundi, arid this non-, aiassueuuaeius, «iiuuu. . A.«-—- -
descript foundling Is called Spiritual- law-refforts for such laws.having been; 
ism, while the “Simdri pure truth” is | repeatedly defeated, there—is. .any more 
that Spiritualism would be true if the ’ ’ 
Bibles of the world had never been writ-

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases. ¡

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for tho uso 
of congregations, circles and famines. Price, 10 eta« 
or 46 per hundred. BY TIMM A- ROOD TUTTLE,“Oh, send me .death, most welcome

■. death; ■ .
Oh, send me death to-day."

I saw a mighty white-winged throng 
Come from the; land afar; . >

And one was lovelier than ¿the rest— 
A bright and shining star, . ,

He camé unto my bedside 
And said: "Oh, daughter dear, ;

Ihe JUediumtstio Experience
. ' of John Brown,

Tbo Medium of the -Rockies, with Introduction by 
J. 8. Loveland. This Is the history q'one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large
pogefc - Brio., 50 epnts. . .
Ihe. Devil and th« Adventists.

An AdTentlMattaclc On SplrltuoUKn repnUed. By 
MobmHvll. Price, 6 cents. .

Lyceums and Societies that wish to got up elo* 
rating. Interesting and paying, entertainments can
not do better than to bare a Prize Contest Ti«j en
tire plan, with tull directions, is tn tbe book, and 

- may oe easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more qnlckly than .an Angell Prize-Contest! Noth
ing Is needed more. Any Individual may orgsnlz» 
one In his own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address .
_ EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heichts. Ohio.

THE COMINCI

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

afflicted with quacks than other states. 
: The “regular” surgeops who tortured 
James A.. Garflfield for months, by 
almost dally probing .for a pistol ball 
which they did not come within a foot 
or more . of reaching,n inflicted . more 
needless pain than any.surglcal .quacks

ten. The only-way to-make the philos
ophy command the respect of the Intel
lect Is to'rid it of its ecclesiastical rot

Your Ufé is yet unfinished, . 
Oh, be contented here.”

> ■

I lay and gazed on the smiling face 
Of the angel from above; . .

¡.“Oh, give me death,” again I cried, .
‘ "Let me live in the land of love.” 

MAGGIE COLYER.’
MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS’
JFHT SHE BE0J.MB A SFIRITVAIJST. 

2M pages. One copy, 11; six copies, IS.

IEOH NIGHT IO MOBin

UI XVUiV --- - -- - - ___ -
en’s dome is forever shut from his eyes, Its co-ielatlons are a pgit of the unl
aud .around this . weary bedside float | verse and comprise its formula, 
iramuxu aUx-ilk« __ 1 - 1 am having success here. Two im-
longs to 'portray, and seeing that hun-1 inense audiences a week ago yesterday, 
ger unappeased our artist softly fans I aud although it rained hard all day yes- 
tils brow, and some of the glories of the terday, we had two'flne and seemlngly 
Italian skies float gently across his L appreciative audiences. Mrs. Pepper, 
vision, and with a long murmuring sigh of Providence, R. I., has followefl my 
nf -tnv-hip Koul seeing the 'longed for evening lectures with tests, and she Is । •xue, couvicuun. ux *>x. .•««vuo-u-uveiy w..wv«er « .» <* uvua- w ub
hpnntiPR before him cries “I am going one Of'the most convincing and clehr- a charge of conspiracy, to issue bogus ¡ treasured and richly enjoyed by all who
hnmA” and our artist has learned his seeing mediums I have met in my,east- diplomas, suggests' the . inquiry as to love genuine poetry, and especially byfirst Won^-dom for ottbrs A sweet ern engagements. Brother D. W. Hull’s whether it. Is more .[reprehensible to gplrituallste. . The volume is tastily

— • —■ ’ article on the Gods : In last week’s | issue bogus dlplomaStito mem who are printed and bound. Price $1.
' ............ ...................... . ’ not qualified to practfce medicine than ' «wedding Chimes. By 'Delpha Pearl

it Is to issue genufne’’jdlplomas to men jjnghes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap- 
equally unqualified. There iaireason to । prOpriate wedding souvenir. Contains 

___________ __ I believe that a large percentage pf the Jjarriage ceremony, marriage ■ certlfi- 
■‘Thrnn Jubilee Lectures” Bv J M doctors sent out from colleges, are no,etc. -with choice matter In poetry 

PeMi es M D Dr Peebles Is a better qualified to practice than Bu-! prOse. Specially designed for the 
h-pnehnnt and instructive writer and ' chanan’s bogus fellows. . Hcrdoubtless U86 of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln- tienchant ana instructive writer ana | deservM Ug pnnlshmfitit, but one can-lgtry,. Price $1. For sale at this office, 

prpnt «q'ijOinab Paine: Was Ho Junius?”

beautlful, star-like faces that that soul

who may have had that one purpose of 
placing bls feet upon a pedestal where 
he could feel that there was no power 
like unto his own. Now. one who lived 
for that life, who bad no thought but 
of the present existence and to enjoy to 
the uttermost his five senses, will retain 
his predominating characteristic in his 
next unfoldment. We will have to take 
for example those minds who have flg- 
ured before the world; those whose 
lives and ambltions you know, and then 
apply them to your own lives. Now re
member, you are not graded according 
to the great amount of .good you do; 
you are graded alone by your motive. 
We will take Jay Gould as an example 
of one because we know where his des- 

1 tiny lay. We know where he rested 
When passing from earth life. We stood 
ht the’bier when he left this life. W6 
knew that he had enriched himself at

have done for. a generation. , :
The Medical Record;-.a recognized 

Allopathic journal in New,. Yorfc, quotes, 
without comment, from . thej-Bhlladel- 
phia Evening. Item, March 12/ 1885, as 
follows: . À sr 1 i>

“The. conviction, of Dr. Buchanan on

' “Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Dotcn. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read-in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to bs

Or, An Appeal to Baptist Church

home/’

peace falls on him. His name may not. 
live through posterity; he may be'for-
gotten by man for all time, but he has 
learned the great lesson of life—forget
ting self. Will be be called higher?

I see a poof, struggling artist, work
ing for home'and love; that one light of 
artistic genius given him but burning 
dim and low until the faces of loved 
ones are almost lost in the darkness.

Thinker, is attracting the thinkers in 
this locality. W. M. LOOKWOOD.

630 N. 8th street, Philadelphia, Pa. ■

lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism;. are 
well Worthy of being preserved In tills 
tasty form, in print. Price, 85 cents. 
For sale at this office. •

"Oosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection

Suddenly a strange, new power comes 
to him; he feels himself thrilled and en
couraged; his brush is dipped in magic 
colors; he feels ho knows that another 
hand guides his brush In its masterly _ , .. y _____ ...
strokes. Fame lays her offerings at of original and selected hymns, for.llb- 
hls feet; his loved ones grow rosy with eral and ethical societies, for schools 
health, warmth and light In earnest and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
gratitude he says: “Tell me your name, burn. This yolume_ meets .a public 
oh, teacher, so I can give credit where want It comprises 2^8 choice selections, 
credit is due.” A low vibrating voice of poetry and music, .embodying the 
replies, never to be heard again: "Nay, tijetiest moral senttaent, and ffee fro^i 
only a master.”. Our earthly artist at all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. For 
once thinks that a Raphael or Angelo sale at this office.
has visited bls bumble abode, not know- Mans!!! s
lng that the greatest master is master teorolqgy for -800. Thiq is tte

„‘i. ■ ■ fourth annua! publication of this excel-
over.selr. lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable

Question-can our spirit friends know On land and sea. By Richard
of our. joys and.sorrows?, . . . j..Mnnslll ’Price'25 cents. ■ ■ . - ■

Is it not answered when I say to yon I Mansm.

Thia excellent book la written In the fataeat ot ta 
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism-* book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side., and more espe
cially to tho hostile attitude and the insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics! Washington’s worts of warning,
Lincoln's apprehension and tho prophecy of General . 
Grant are all Included In tho volume. Archbishop ~ natrea. One copy. IS cents; tea copies, Si. Bvan, ot Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “The j «I”». “ .
church tolerates heretics where sho Is obliged to do, , ------------ .

ihebbwoebbtweeniwowo^ 
knowhowshe treated heretics in thGMiddle Ages, aud 209 pages. One copy, bound tn cloth, paper, W 
how she treats them, today where she has the-powcr. -cents. ■ . . . . . ■ -Wenomorothlnkof.denylngtheseMjtortcfactsthan ■ . ---- . .
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost ““.‘p,04p,r“ced800l Bor Sate al this Offlee, 40 loomiS Sireat, 
the cnurch for what they have thought a^to ao. . . — .------------- 1 ■■■■.
Everyone should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. •
It will bo sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. . .

THE VOICES.
^superstition in all Ages

Or “Le Bon Sens,”

not help thinking, that, theroame a great 
many gold-rimmed college professors In 
different parts of the-iouhttV who are

f By Warren Sumner Barlow. • Tho Voice« contain 
poems of remarkable beauty and force« They are 
most excellent. Price 11.00.

An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this
office.just as bad.” ,. ■ ....- office. „ _______

Much like testimony ,from, eminent "Talleyranff’e Letter to the Pope’ will 
physicians could be cited, but a word be found especially Interesting, to all 
from Dr. Benjamin Rush, a great name, | who would desire to make, a study of 
must suffleer He oppose^ ,all • such Romanism and the Bible, Iho historic 
legislation as Is proposed in our legis- facts he states, and his keen, scathing, 
iatuye in these emphatic .words: "Con- review of Romish Ideas and_ practices 
ferrlng exclusive privileges upon bodies should be read by all. Sold at this of- 
Af ■nhvfilrlnnB. find -fnrhlflding men of flee. Ti Ice 25 cents.
eoual talents and knowledge,.under se- “Voltaire’s Boinanc^s.” translated Vere penalties, from ’practicing medi-! from the - French. • V/th numerous il- 
clne-^BUch institutions; however sane- lustrations. These lighter works of the 
tloned by ancient characters, are the i brilliant. Frenchman^and Invlnclblejjn-

■¿Areal leading feature; ths alm and at_thls office. . -
. . is.'v I ' 1 '

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit IntelllRencea, 
throuih the mediumship of Mary Tharen Shelhunon 
An excellent work. Price 11.25.

^SOCIALUPBUILDING?~
Inclcdtaz Co-operative Britans anl the Hqpplneca 
nnd Ennoblement ot Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL: D., M- D. This comprises tho last pert of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover. Me. For sale ut 
thtsOfUCC. . ; : ___ _

fiomanlsm and the Republic,
By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing,' M. A Every patriot 

abbuld read!». Price SIA). . - .

By JEAN MESLIER,
ABoinan Catholic priest, who, after a.pastoral sorylca 
of thirty years in France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. Ho left this volume as bls last 
will and testament to bls parishionersjmd to the 
world- Translated from tho French ongtnsl by Miss 
^Post^vo!J,'839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, M.OO| 
postage, 14 eentas ■
. “The work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of tho kind that tho last 
century produced... • Falno and Voltairo had re* 
serves, but Jean Meiller badnone. He keeps nothing 
back: and yet, after all, tho wonder is Dot that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
his deatfaqhnt that all priests do noL"-James Partod^

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
................................. _ OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

", . ,| The Spiritual Idea of Dcatb, Heaven and Holl. By
Whv Rhi» ftftame a SDintliallSt. Moa« Huiu TmapainpMelbejIdMg vIngtlioSpIv, VyDy imallstlo tnterproutfon of many thing, in the Blblfr-

■ TwelvelectBf«».' ByAMWAjJ«djJB._Tlu»beok. interpretation, never before Riven, explain,, th» 
¿SSd be read by «W Bpfrltatafc Nta tut; heavcnaaHheUibellevedlnby splriwallata. Brio* 
^tage »cento." . - 'Oconto. office. -...
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J. R. FRANCIS, Editor und Publisher,
Entered at Chicago l’osloûloe as sscoud-clasB matter.

TEUNS or SUiiSCJUPTION,
TnvPnooitB&BivBTiiiNKKii'viniiü furnished until 

further notice, at the following teme, Invai Ubly U

»1.00 
sects 
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Sets

nnirn’ANCES. .
BemltbyPoBtofflcc JIouey Order, lU'glBtercdLetter, 

or draftcn Chicago or flew York. It coats fromlO 
tol5x:cntfi to get checks cashed on local banks, Bodou't 
send them uuIcbb you wish that amount deducted from 
tbs amount cent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
No. 40 Loomis Street, Cbipogo. JU. ’

OLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are thousanda who will at first venture 

only twentv-flYe ceiuaiorTuBPhcuhebsive Tiiiekbb 
thirteen weeks. w6 would auggsat to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several otben to unite with 
them, und thus be able to remit from 41 to <*0, or even 
more than tho lattur Bum A »urge number oi little 
amount» will make a largo Bum total, and thus extend 
the Heid of our labor and usefulness. Tho Bame Bug- 
geBtion will apply In all cases of renewal of Bubscnp- 
tloiiB—solicit others to aid '.u the good worn. You will 
experience no dlliiculcy whatever in Inducing iApiritu* 
allsta to subscribe for TiiEPKOGttEssivB Tuinkek, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua* 
bJelntornmtlon imported therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per wcel: • ■...
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A Bountiful Harvest»for 25 Cento.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo» 
ment what an Intellectuul feast that small investment 
will furnish you. Tho subscription price of-Tas Fbo- 
OHBS81VE Tjhnkek thirteen-^ceka Is only twenty.ftve 
cents! For that amount you obtain ono hundred ana 
four page» of solid, substantial, scul-eleyating and 
iDlnd-refi edilng reading matter, Cftuivalent toamedl« 
um-sUed bookl *

TAKE NOTICE!
tr At expiration of subscription, If not renawed, 

the paper Is discontinued flo bills will be sent for ex* 
tra numbers. . '
nr If you do uot receive youi?-paper promptly, 

write to us, and’ errors In address will bo promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

CT Whenever yon dutn the aMresa ot your MW 
changed, always give the address of tho plsca towblcb 
it Is then sent, or the chamre cannot be made.

WHEN THE WORLD WILL END. -PRACTICAL WORK.
Slr 'Ropert llali sfkys' the world will It seems, hardly probable that any 

..come; to an end vvjien tire writers of oue W!m> has becofne thoroughly cognL 
the sea break through a thin, spot I By experience and investigation, 
Which-must exist somewhere, and come * „„.„a* cirii raIn contact with the raglnfe fires within Pf the sweet tiuths of sp t re
tire’globe. This'seems'rutioimL enough turn, and the demonstration thereof by 
when one Recalls the explosion-they had spirit phenomena, should not feel a 
over hi tlie’Indian Ocean some yeays I deep an(i abiding interest In the spread 
ago, which sent a tidal wave around of timt great knowledge.
the globe and actually engulfed an There are various ways and methods 
island or two.—Ex. , , , . .,, . , ■ . 

This is perhaps the latest process de- by which this desire may ake form, 
> isedbv religious scientists tor destioy- ““d I’1™““1 «ood In success,
lug tlie earth, for they are still deter- iu ly furthering the cause of truth in 
mined on its destruction; but this is no th‘® world.
more practical than a multitude of J 1S. “ “T
other hypotheses they have set up. feel Indifferent. The burdens that 
Tire most general theory Is that the or-1 weight down the mass of -the world’s 
bit of tire earth Is being gradually con- people are terrible to contemplate; and 
traeted; that the centripetal force the worst and most unbearable of these 
which draws it towards the sun will ato those which spring from two dis
overbalance the centrifugal, and then tinej. sources, namely, the doubt that 
it will fall Into that luminary. Infor-’ finds its headquarters in materialism, 
mation gathered from accounts of and the terrors inspired by ages of 
eclipses noted during the historic pe- cliurchly teaching of endless damnation 
rlod, arid carefully subjected to mathe- in a hell of torment. .
matleal demonstration, does not show Spiritualism, in its philosophy and its 
the fraction of a minute in the length phenomena, Is precisely adapteff to 
nf nrhit overthrow the old materialism and the

m, i „ imaiaornnintntn that horrible doctrines Inculcated by theThese same busy-bodies maintain that I cllurches Belf.Btylad orthodox., "
the waters of tire globe will ultimately ^vhere Spiritualism becomes known 
be absorbed by the solid matter, and nlld accepted, materialism of the soul-
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
"’Tho Progressive Thinker U furbished In the United 
States at *1.10 per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when Ills sent to foreign countries we 
are coropplled to diurno GO cents extra,, making the 
yearly subicrlptlon ii.w. Flense bear that In mind.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1899.

A ^PLEASING CONTRAST.
Attending a burial service the other 

day, where a noted Methodist clergy
man ministered in the obsequies, we 
own to great pleasure in contrasting 
the discourse on this occasion with 
those by the average pulpiteer half a 
century ago.. It showed the wonderful 
innovation modern thought has made in 
the church during the period named; 
for It was in harmony with discourses 
on similar occasions by clergymen yt 
other Protestant denominations during 
the last few years.

on this occasion the grand object 
seemed to be, to comfort the mourners, 
and give assurance that there is no 
no death; that what we call death is a 
change from the mortal to the immor
tal; a reunion with the loved and lost, 
In a world where sorrow, suffering and 
disappointment can never come; that 
Intellectual enjoyment constitutes the 
heaven of our hopes, with an infinity of 
worlds to explore, and an eternity in 
duration to gratify our desires. No 
devil or damned spirits were referred 
to, nor were the tortures of a Torque- 
madian hell even suggested. How very 
unlike a sermon of fifty years ago! 
Then It seemed the purpose how to sur
round the close of life with all the hor
rors an active Imaginative mind, was 
capable of devising. The dying groan, 
the pale face, the last gasp for breath, 
the marble slab, the winding sheet, the 
coffin, pall and bier, the house of 
mourners, the open grave, the lowering 
of the remains therein, the rattling of 
the earth-clods on the coffin's lid, the 
falling tears, and agonized distress of 
near relatives, all were depicted in 
mournful cadence. If not a believer 
the inanimate form was consigned to 
the care of demons, with assurance 
from holy writ that endless tortures, 
associated with the devil and his an
gels, was bls perpetual doom. Then fol
lowed the lesson and an exhortation to 
the mourners to fly to the'loving arms 
of Jesus, accept him as a Savior, rely 
on his atoning blood, while leaning over 
the battlements of heaven they eould 
look down on their suffering dear one in 
hell, and thank God that eternal justice 
is satisfied. At the grave, with the first 
shovel of earth falling on the casket 
the choir would sing in mournful

1 strains,.from Watts, “Hark,' from the 
tombs a doleful sound,” at the conclu
sion of which the exercises were ended, 
and the bereft friends retraced their 
steps homeward to cogitate on the un
dying worm, and the beauties of a 
Christian burial, which all coveted 
when the turmoil of life should end.

The most salutary influence of Spirit
ualism has been to Indoctrinate the 
churches with their own conceptions of 
death, showing it as a benefactor, and 
friend. The horror of the grave has 
been removed by demonstrating that 
the mortal body Is only a worn-out and 
cast-off garment, from which Its occu
pant has fled, realizing with Shelley, 
that—
“Death is a gate of dreariness and 

gloom,
That leads to azure isles and beaming 

skies. . .
And happy regions of eternal hope.”

tlren animal and vegetable life will be-1 less sort is set aside, and the distinctive 
come rixtlirct. WÏÎE an ocean covering dogmas of orthodoxy are dissipated 
. a a, ti v,. Am Into myths andfables, begotten by darkfour-fififth of the earth, ranging • • minds during ages of mental, moral and 
four to nine mites in depth, It Is not pp|rituai flarkness. .
best to be disturbed because of this The pure, humane, sweet light of 
prediction. Spiritualism dispels the darkness of

We saw it stated the other day that materialism and orthodoxy. The dread 
„„ . „immmimvo wiifnh of dropping into non-existence, and the tire oxygen of the at nosPhere, Jh eh I hol.l.id“hantomg o{ feftl. eilgep’dered by 

gufiports life and combustion, vas b I aAVfui church creeds- and priestly 
Ing burned up at à terrible rate, and by I teachings, alike fade away, in the sliin- 
and by there would not be enough left lug light-of demonstrated actual spirit 
to sustain life. The .projector of that I return, and the reasonableness of thé 

etable Kingdom is constantly absorbing I uianÿ a heart has suffered at the 
carbon from the atmosphere, and is thought that the departed one was— 
giving off oxygen, so that what Is de- perhaps—never to‘be seen again—gone 
stroyed by flame is reproduced by ver-1 forever, into non-existence as an indi
dure. The oxygen imprisoned iij watrir vidua! entity. ' '
alone if set free would.form an atmos- More terrible, harder to bear, more 
phere around the earth a thousand I crushing in its unutterable burden of 
miles in depth. About one-half the woe, have been the sufferings of mill
matter In rock is pure oxygen. With I Ions of human hearts whom ehurchly 
all these inexhaustible sources of sup- teachings, have filled with fear and 
ply no one during the present genera- I dread lest their “dead” were “unsaved" 
tion, need have.any fears of the short- I and must suffer the torments of the 
ening of the supply of oxygen. I damned forever. How many loving

Without referring to the many other mothers have, after many years’ bear- 
metriods of destroying tire globe, which I ing this terrible burden, gone to their 
have been suggested by sensationalists, I graves carrying this great fear and 
that of the pouring of an ocean of water dread. .
upon the Internal fires, rapidly generat-1 To all such Spiritualism comes as a 
ing steam, and rending the earth in great, cheerful, joyous light. Its in
fragments, scattering them through coming is as the coming of life to take 
boundless space, mentioned in the quo-1 the place of death; as a great light shln- 
tatlon, is quite as Improbable as the ing into the darkness and turning It into 
other processes of destruction. Through I glorious day.
all the myriads of years the globe has Truly such a work is worthy of love 
been in its present form, the crust be- and enthusiasm. It is noble and good 
tween tlie ocean and the internal fires and glorious. It Is deeply and sweetly 
have been thickening. -If there had humane. Entered Into with pure and 
been a “thin spot” it would have been fitting thought,, it Is aspirational and 
reached long ago. We have an abund- I spiritualizing, helpful toward the hïgh- 
ance of examples of the upheaval of er and better life. “
islands in sea and ocean in our own And yet, seemingly little things may
times, and of corresponding depres- be effectively used to do this work.
sions. These giant displays of the The spread of spiritual knowledge 
forces of-nature are ever going on, and can be effected by 
evq^will; but it is safe to trust in the Family and private circles, 
future, regardless of tire prediction of I Children’s Progressive Lyceums, 
prophets or priests to the contrary. The family spiritual newspaper.

That other glacial periods will be The children's paper, expressly 
met with whlle.some of the present con- voted to the children's culture.

de-

etc.tlnents will go down and others will Other spiritual literature, books, 
rise, is more than probable. Regions These will help spiritual societies, 
now buried in what seems eternal snow and conduce to the spread and malnte- 
will ultimately be clothed with verdure; nance of our great light,, and the up<

AN ADDRESS WHICH CRITICÀLLY 
ANALYSES THE PRESENT CON- 
DITION-OF SPIRITUALISM, AND 
DOINTâ^bUT' THE W.AY TO COR
RECT ERRORS, RECOMMENDING 
THE HOME CIRCLE AND THE 
METHOD, TO BE ADOPTED TO 
SUSTAIN THE CAUSE'AND RAISE 
IT TO A. HIGÎIER AND GRANDER 
PLANE.',
Beloved co-workers, dearly beloved 

congregation of tho Church of the Soul, 
and friends all:-At such an hour when 
tlie power of the spirit has reached its 
height and heart meets heart and soul 
meets soul, after a season,’of great re
joicing and Interchange of thought, to 
come to one’s own, to be in one’s own 
household and feel that all Is theirs, 
and that the-light of truth and love 
hath not died out, nor hath it been al
lowed to sluuibei', is one of the joys of 
even mortal existence.

This morning among the few who as
sembled at the Sunday-school, we had 
the baptism of love, and we all met at 
it common- altar; ' before à common 
shrine of truth, with a common mes
sage and purpose that is one and an im
mortality' thnt is undeniable. Under 
these conditions : and circumstances 
there would almost seem to be no need 
of any messageitiave that silent Inter
change of •' .
SPIRITUAL THOUGHT . AND AF

. FEQTION
that flows 1h-'kindred minds. In the 
creation of the sky, In thé assembly of 
the heavens, there never Is need of the 
spoken word; but thought to thought, 
spirit-to spirit, soul to soul, they ex
change the grand experiences of time 
and eterhity;'experlences that are shad
owed in the enrtliptate because of earth- 
Uness, that grow less shadowed as the 
spirit bursts’ the'barriers of time and 
sense, and id tlie luminous and wonder
ful realm of tlie soul are clear and 
shining.

It is said that the Parsee on journey
ing from his nntite land bore with him 
a portion of tbit sacred fire that had 
been kindled by Zarthust, and that nev
er, whether ih liidla or China or wan
dering in the darkest parts of the earth, 
did he allow that sacred tire to become 
extinguished, bflt that by powers 
known of thé MHgl he was enabled to 
preserve tlU'dùgh 'ëenturies of time that 
saored flame; as the symbol of Immortal 
life nnd teVe. 1

It is said in Scotland that the altar 
fire has never bedh allowed to die out, 
and that never since beacon fires were 
kindled has there been one shadow 
upon the sacred flame of freerom;

So, dear friends,‘we find that although 
we have bieh'beai'lng the torch of truth 
and the liglit ofsthls sacred llame to 
many pladtiti sincti we were here, nnd 
have enden'vbred'to strnegthen and up
lift those •fi'ho woirk in this- direction in 
the natlonfil cnpltil, that still •

THE 'i’^STAIu ALTAR FLAME

kinds in your midst, it is time that Spir
itualists as a body outgrow their swad
dling clothes, the infancy of crudity of 
that which 'they expect to disappear, 
There is a time and place and appro
priateness for all things.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE HOME 

CIRCLE.
Most Spiritualists have become such, 

and especially in the first quarter of 
the century of Spiritualism fifty years 
ago, in tlie home circle; most Spiritual
ists became such because the child, the 
sister, the brother, the father, the 
mother liad manifestations and reveal- 
ments through mediumship that con
vinced the household. Certain ones 
were made the mouthpiece or instru
ment for tlie manifestation to a larger 
number of people, yet when we neglect 
the home circle and the home altar for 
ariything else you stop the

SOURCES OF INSPIRATION 
almost at the point where they reach 
human life. Spiritualists would do well 
to remember every manifestation that 
is an attestation of the presence of a 
ministering spirit, and the fact that the 
spirit surviy.es the change called death 
Is valuable, but every manifestation is 
not valuable In all times and In all 
places, and it Is because Spiritualists as 
a body have not discriminated, perhaps, 
as to u suitable time and . place that

tinually playing; there was nothing to 
blame.

And so, dear friends, these small in
fluences, these conditions Inhuman life, 
this great demand for continued, per
petual, unusual and

MARVELOUS MANIFESTATIONS 
make up an atmosphere that draws the 
medium from the line of direct and diSr 
tlnct responsibility of spirit presences.

Let us clear away these clouds. Let 
us accept that which comes under such 
conditions that you know there can be 
no powerful or subtle Influences, and 
above all let the mediums themselves 
help In this direction. Dear mediums, 
we have maintained that your cause is 
the highest and the best that ever has 
been bestowed . upon the world. We 
know not only what you suffer by per
secution from without, but oftentimes 
by betrayal from within the ranks of 
so-called Spiritualists, and we know 
also what demands are made upon 
your powers by those who seek often
times external things, or who thought
lessly tax you beyond your strength. 
Let Jhe mediunis themselves help to 
make the conditions right:’ But medi
ums, you have arrived at that period in 
the history of this movement when ev
ery well-attested fact is known the 
world over. One individual’s testimony, 
like that of Sir William Crookes, who 
had the medium in his own family and 
surrounded by

SACBED HOME INFLUENCES

while those producing tropical vegeta- building of true Spiritualism.
tion will be transferred to icefields, as in ----- ,-----......----------
Greenland, and as will be the case in WISDOM FROM THE PULPIT. 
Iceland before tha close of another cen
tury. The temperature of Asia Is ris- “Too much time is spent .by mothers 
Ing, while in North America it is low- and fathers on Sunday dinners, muslc- 
erinc If explorers will be content a ales and the like. Young mothers go too 
few million years they can visit where much in society. They get so they don't 
now is the North Pole without being know their own children."
interrupted by ice; for the continual Thus remarked Dev. Dr. Ralnsford, 
shifting of tire pole is the cause of ell- to his congregation in the St. George’s 
matlc changes and of new glacial peri- prot estant Episcopal church, in New 
ods. But these changes are so gia u york ¿urjng a iate Sunday discourse; 
in their movement the people retire ' ® , .. , ...
from the advancing wave, and scarcely but 110 not destroy the force of his 
a note is made of the event in the his- words by an accoinpaniament of im-.
tory of the world, or of the race.

LET. US BE CONSISTENT.

practicable observations which made 
nugatory all the good things he had 
said, as is too often the habit of clergy-

“The Truth has come; let Falsehood men. On the contrary, he continued: 
disappear,” was the magic cry of Mo- “I want tire boys of the parish to 
hammed, as he approached Mecca, the hold cross-country runs on Sunday. 
Htv Af ill« hlrtli -ton thonsnnd follow- 'rl'eY need thc exercise. Some of them city of his bit th, tert thousand work uutii jq o’clock Saturday night
eis In his rear. The idols fell bef°re I an(j have no chance for the physical de
lfini. “There is but one God, and Ma- V0i0pment that will bring them into a 
hornet is his prophet,” was the refrain proper family life. When New York 
of those who accepted his teaching, has proper rapid transit tfte men will 
Since then all peoples recognizing the be able to come to morning services and 
great founder of Islam as its head, re- then on Sunday afternoons go out with great lounuei Oi 4« 1 , families or play golf or ride thè
fuse to worship idols whether of flesh W|leel „ e „
wood or stone. They bow to no creature The logic of hell finds no place In
In worship. God—Arabic Allah—is su- suck a preacher’s discourse. It .would 
preme and he alone is worthy of hom- ke a pieasHre f0 listen to him, and the 
age. It was by -tire decisive and ener-1 yme wou]d nOf ]je wasted if lie is al
getic action of this unlettered and un- waj.s a8 practical. Sunday, If used as 
titled brave man, when the whole world pr> R suggests, could be made the hap- 
was sunk in ignorance. Idolatry disap-1 plest dny jn an the week, whereas de- 
peared from those wide regions where V0[ecj t0 idleness and uselessness, it is 
Mahomet’s influence prevailed. the most gloom„

Will not the' time come when the ______ _
Western world will accept this grand _ __ __ _
faith in one God, and nò more, rejecting COST OF BURNING HERETICS, 
all lesser and associate Gods by what- The New York Literary Digest, 
ever name? This done they can soon quotes from the English “Windsor 
unite in a common faith, which will be Magazine," the cash cost of burning “ye

PREPOSTEROUS.
In conversation with a churchman 

the other day, he said: “The evidence 
of Jesus’ bodily ascension to heaven 
was a ^reality, else five hundred persons 
who witnessed the occurrence were 
liars.” We Inquired: “Have you the 
statement of the five hundred witnesses 
you mention, who saw the ascension?”

“No, but the Bible says so.”
“Then, Instead of five hundred liars 

it only required one, he who made the 
statement, to be a liar. If any one to
day should mnke a like statement, so 
Inconsistent with natural law, all the 
world would say, ‘It is false.' It Is 
only blind, unreasoning faith, unsup
ported by a single ray of fact, that 
gives credence to such preposterous 
representations, even if found In. the 
Bible, which Is at best a human, pro
duction. ~ -

INFALLIBILITY.
“A doctrine of tha faith which -God 

■hasrevealcd is not an invention of phil
osophy demised- for the perfecting of 
man, but/tf divine gift to the spouse of 
Christ which must be guarded faithful
ly, and iield infallible.”—The Pope..

It’Is the Vatican Council, over which 
the Pope presides, which declares the 
articles of faith God has revealed, 
hence their rulings and decrees are in
fallible revelations from God himself. 
We don’t wonder thq Protestant re
formers bolted such blasphemous dec
larations; but we do wonder thnt (hey 
received.the Bible ns the infallible word 
of (lod, the production of those same 
Catholic claimants to infallibility.

world-wide. I heretic” in the good old days, when the
Spiritualism has done, and is doing church was supreme. Thé items are 

much towards jiastenlug such an event; taken from the municipal records of 
but it will never be attained by magni- Canterbury, dated 1535, and ore as fol- 
fying tire character of a pretended lows: ■■ . .
earth-born son, or giving him a position _ ., , , ,
any way pre-eminent to common hu- ^^^Tondom 
“if God is God, and there is no other I loads °f wood to bum „
God but God, and all others claimed to “J“' • •"• .** ’' " 
be God are impostors, then why not so *°\g,un5°T l̂„’ I””............... -m
reason, so proclaim? Why carry water I strike and staple.. .. .. ...... ■_ _8d 
on both shoulders, be .two-faced, prac-1 Orily Ç4.13 for getting rid of an:ob-

Ts.'here, and-you have kept alive your 
sacred1 charge and many of you have 
home forward the strength and light 
and truth of this love, especially she 
whom we consecrated to that work in 
the absence of your chosen -pastor. But 
truth belongs to no nation, no clime 
and no age, and if we would keep 
apace with its onward march In the 
world we must not only know that 
which has been-in time and sense, but 
must listen to the voice that declares 
from within the soul.

The Spiritualists of Chicago and of all 
the Northwest assembled here a year 
ago in this hall, and from this organized 
a state association which has lately 
held Its annual mass convention in this 
city. The Spiritualists of Chicago 
have spoken in - no uncertain sound 
about the testimony that they have con
cerning Immortal life, and many of you 
who are of our congregation have add
ed-your testimony, in various ways.

But friends, the ages move on apace, 
the time Is ripe for full fruition in 
many things, and at the close of this 
the nineteenth century it is best that 
you shall understand that the great

FLOOD TIDES OF SPIRITUAL 
truth -sweep forward more rapidly in 
their culminating years than in years 
that hate gone, and that fifty years 
hence not only added knowledge, but 
responsibility will come unto all • who 
believe in Immortal life tis depion- 
strated at the present hour and all who 
accept the knowledge of immortality as- 
revealed from within the soul.

If yrinas Spiritualists would not have 
this great theme of. Immortality talfen 
from you; if you jvould not have it dis
persed under a thousand other names 
(the truth itself being a blessing under 
any namej; if you would not have the 
Hgti,t that has been.kindled tis an altar 
fire in this, century taken from you' by 
those wlio. have ...... ,

DESPISED AND REJECTED IT, 
"you must not pniy be awake, alert, 
alive and rally to ¿the great truths that

much of the confusion has grown up in 
the ranks and much of the discredit 
concerning certain classes of manifesta
tion. , '

Spiritualists as a body ai;e not over- 
credulous; Spiritualists as a body are 
not prone to follow that which is of the- 
spirit voice. or spirit authority. But 
pajdon us, dear friends, whose faces 
briani upon us with such loving kind
ness, Spiritualists as a rule are

VERY FOND OF MESSAGES
at all times and In all places, and Spir
itualists as a rule are very fond of 
tests.

Now, there can be no new test added 
to that which has convinced you of Im
mortal life, as a test; everything else 
that follows must be in the nature of a 
desired message and interchange be
tween you and your loved ones, and 
should be so considered. And Spiritual
ists as a rule
SHOULD NOT SEEK' FOR TESTS 
in public places where mediums are 
presenting the facts to those who do 
not know them. They should rather 
seek that those who do not know shall 
receive the evidence and'those who are 
skeptical and doubting shall receive the 
testimony. These things, of course, 
cannot be regulated, altogether from the 
human side, but each desire makes up 
very much of the atmosphere from 
which the message comes, and, rather 
unfortunately, oftentimes comes to you 
that which some longing heart that^has 
never received a message, desired 'and 
cannot obtain. Much of the time and 
strength of the truly _ endowed and 
gifted medium is often occupied In mes
sages ,to Spiritualists. We de not ob
ject to your seeking those messages 
whenever and wherever opportunity of
fers, provided it does not debar others 
who need it more.

In this connection we would ask that 
at any time and place where messages 
are offered or readings proposed you 
keep back your personal articles and do 
not send them forward, you Spiritual
ists, but let -

OTHERS SEND THE ARTICLES 
to be examined or read, and let those 
receive the messages. It Is the skep
tic and the longing heart that it is de
sirable to reach. And this brings us to 
another point, and we believe that our 
honored and respected friend, our es
teemed co-worker, the president of the 
National Spiritualists Association, will 
bear us out in this statement: That one 
well-attested fact of spirit communion 
is worth one million that can by any 
possibility be doubted. If you do not 
overtax your mediums they will be able 
to give one test to the doubter; if you 
Insist upon having all the messages 
yourself the medium may practice the 
system which, we are sorry to say, is 
sometimes in vogue, of information re
ceived from human instead of spiritual 
sources. Much of the responsibility
might perhaps be traced to this over
weening desire.

for the three years of his investigation, 
must be of more value to thevvorld 
than thousands of testimonies not un
der the same condition; not that Mr. 
Crookes’ testimony concerning the 
facts Is any more valuable than ours, 
but that he was In position to know and 
knew that the fact was not supple
mented by any 'human knowledge or 
human condition on the part of the mé
dium.

Now; the time has come when me
diums have nothing to fear, but It has 
also come when those who imitate 
these sacred influences, those who are 
discovered in supplementing the man
ifestations, those who are too weak to 
present the truth and only thé truth, 
will suffer, and Spiritualists- have made 
up their minds that this shall be so.

Twenty-two years ago we stood In 
our own church and defended an hon
est, upright, slncefe and faithful me
dium against a malicious attack from 
the ranks of Spiritualism. We have 
stood from that time to the present 
and stand there now, and whenever a 
medium is assailed, whenever a me
dium is doubted or questioned, when
ever there Is aught Imputed to the me
dium falsely, we are as firm as ada
mant; but for

TRICKS OF CHARLATANS, 
for those who assume to be mediums or 
fortune tellers, and for- such unfortu
nate ones as lead a double life and at 
one time exercised the gift of medium
ship and another of charlatanism, we 
say remove your charlatanism or re
move your presence from among the 
ranks of mediums. We say we will not 
do aught to harm you; we will not per
secute you; we will treat you kindly; 
we will urge you to exercise your true 
and legitimate gifts; we will give you 
the encouragement and strength, not 
only of the Spiritualists’ Association, 
not only of the National Association, 
which our friend Mr. Barrett repre
sents, -but the Church of the Soul 
stands also fairly and squarely on the 
basis of these manifestations from the 
spirit world, and 'while we do not con
demn, while we pity, we say we will not 
call that genuine whlchls not so.

Now, whatever you need, and even if 
you do not know that you need, of sym
pathy or encouragement is yours. Me
diums, if you take this stand, as ymi 
undoubtedly must do, you are /rial 
afraid. You do not feel sensitive over 
anything that Is said or written. You, 
do not think it means you any more

first evidence came in messages frefli 
departed spirits. ‘

We admire a man like JJeber Newton, 
Who ’ can stand up and declare hia 
knowledge and belief in the (W" 
munlon from the skies, but w® would 
admire him a great deal more if he 
would say that he received the Instruc
tion and impetus to jho declaration 
from messages written through

THE HAND OF A MEDIUM 
in his own family. We-admire those 
who give । forth the teaching and phil
osophy of Spiritualism from pulpit and 
rostrum, now that It is perfectly safe 
to do; but we w/>uld admire them much 
more if they would tell'you that they, 
have visited mediums for the last 
twenty-five or thirty years and knew 
that spiritual manifestations were true 
all the time.

We admire the Theosophlst
WHO BURSTS THE BARRIERS 

of creed or of materialism and attempts 
to explore in the Orient for the teach
ing of Buddha and the light that shall 
come from the divine, but we would 
admire the Theosophlsts a great deal 
more if they would explain to you that 
their first teachings .of the occult and 
their first ministrations came through 
some medium; or if Col. Olcott would 
tell you he found most of the occult in 
the seance rooms of mediums. We ad
mire those who pursue the investiga
tion of psychic research and the sci
entific phenomena that we have dis
covered, and sometimes even to the 
sources of that phenomena; but we 
would admire Mr. Hodgson a great deal 
more in his great declaration If he 
would tell you that he knew just as 
well three, four and five years ago as 
he does to-day that the manifestations 
came from spirit sources.

Look at your facts, Spiritualists. 
Make your science as secure and as 
certain as the chemist's laboratory, as 
the astronomer's observatory, as the 
principle on which any experiment of 
science Is made; not in the same way, 
but by those laws which Spiritualism 
has taught you, keeping your
EXPERIMENTS CLEAR AND PURE 
and well guarded and protected.

What do you suppose Edison would 
do If a multitude of people would run 
in and out of his experimenting room 
all the time? Just what he does when 
he studies science, when he tells people 
of the things he has done and is going 
to do and shows them what be is doing. 
But he lets no one into that room until 
he is ready for his manifestation.

Mediums, Spiritualists, you allow the 
most sensitive instrument in the world 
—the human organism and the sensi
tive system of a lady to be subject

TO THE VIOLENT SHOCKS, 
not only of strangers, but, alas, of 
those, though wearing the human form, 
we would scarcely call -human; and 
then you expect the best results; you 
expect facts that will be credited by

hate been given you, but you must pre-
sent those truths to the world in such a

- Tnanner as will show that you are conpOL t * X«--

Od:

tice a deception, when truth, and truth noxious opponent, and this Was paid by 
alone will be victor In the end? Laurels the municipal authorities, but his es- 
galned by hypocrisy are not ehduring. tate escheated to the «' church for 
Victories achieved by surrendering con- Christ’s sate. And .churchmen would 
victlons are ephemeral. To-morrow revive those good old’times ’if they 
comes, and right triumphs. I could get God, . Jesus . Christ and the

------- -. . - ........-.....— I Bible in the Constitution.:
. CATERING TO FOOLS. , —:---- ——
There resided In London in 1698 a MODERN INQUISITION.

quack by the name of Case, who piled A Polish priest, Father Beljakèvltçh, 
his empirical arts with great pecuniary I rias just been condemned by the Rus- 
success; and Boon "gained a fortune, slair ¡authorities to the Siberian mines, 
His'sign read; . I for playing inquisition on his ignorant

“Within this place .. . | parishloriers. To exorcisé the evil spir- 
Lives Doctor Case?’ ■ jits that possessed them, lie subjected 

a, a,™ n. nsissssrcs
to the-toast: j . I The good father doubtless quoted the

. “Here, Brother Caste, I drink to all “Holy Scriptures” as authority for his 
the fools, your patients. : . ■ acts, as did the Spanish Inquisitors,

“Thank you; let me have all the fools, I whose deeds he was imitating.
and you may have the rest,”, quickly . ’ ' ' _______
responded Dr. Casé.' • :■ '

We have sometimes wondered If the I POINTED.
fraudulent mediums were not influ-1 The holy papa, allée Pope, at Rome, 
enced in their action by. similar jno- a late letter' to Cardinal Gibbons, 
tives. Certain it is, tneir success, . . vt __steeped as it is-to fraud and crime, bel makes th0 cru??lag a™o™rement that 
tokens they have a large’ following. J “An excess of liberty weakens author
People cheerfully pay $1 to be Imposed I ity.” The distinguished, father has 
upon by these impostors, when if they I learned this epigram by practical ex- 
would Invest that, amount in a reliable perlence. By gaining an "excess, of 
Spiritual paper, nnd would read it liberty” thé people have learned to de- 1 faithfully, they could be saved from splse the assumptions of the head of, 
such vile impositions. I »he church aud all his flummery.

sclous of the culminations and of the 
results that have., be en „-given ' to the 
world. a .. . .

Spiritualism Js-.jtipt an experiment 
Spiritualism; Is npt . ah uncertainty 
which people have to demonstrate at 
tlie present'-Ifour. fît Is only an expert, 
ment and uncertainty to him who has
not Investigated aQd has not received 
Its light; but jor Spiritualists to wait in 
their homeitor'the last one “that shows 
doubt to be"corivei;tcd, and the last one 
wti<> denies to bef overcome with evi
dence, Is to Reep who have known 
of the truth,Xor many years in Its pri
mary state, .ill do$bt; and there is no 
system. of thought or teaching or edu
cation in tire, wqr|j| that can advance 
under thatmtithod« .. .. .

’ Everywhere, in nature the primary 
schools are tbundqd.. The. first fact of
life Is life, 
the germ, t 
bud, the bl 
flower, the

“erm Is not always 
i js not always the 
¿snot always the 

Js not always the
Sword, but the sccd.is the result, of the 
fruition that bears, forwarjl the light 
unto succeeding'. generations of life. 
Happy are they, who’understand this; 
are aware thilt'.trife light of this truth 
must spread T>y_. means and ways that 
have been declrired and revealed, arid 
by means and trays that are in your 
midst ‘

Our friend has spoken of this, testi
mony. He htiri. ¿Iso spoken, somewhat 
of Ite fruition, He'bears, forward this 
message in.both .its . relations, to tire 
children, of earth as. we, do,,but after 
one-half a century <5f spiritual reveal- 
ment in modern times, nftor twenty- 
flve years of demonstrations of certain

A medium says In an audience, “Let 
one person false his or her hand;” 
straightway one hundred or more 
hands are raised. A medium says, 
“Let one individual present an article;” 
straightway fifty start simultaneously 
from their places and the articles tire 
ail dumped together on the platform. 
Psychometry 1b a sensitive gift If ar? 
tides convey any meaning whatever

: THEY CONVEY THE ¿URA 
of the one that is last touched- If these 
things are piled together upon the 
floor, can the sensitive psychometriet 
trace one “distinct line from another? 
You talk a great deal about these sensi
tive states and conditions. How. much 
do you respect them; how much do you 
consider them? • . . " s •

It was said by some mediums that 
they were so pressed continually to 
give evidences of spirit return, even to 
those-who had received them over and 
over again, that they became weary 
and exhausted, and- then superficial and 
artificial stimulants ■ were offered to 
them, adding, “Take this, you will feel 
better,” and after years that result was 
clearly known. You, perhaps ipnny of 
you, or those like you, had urged this 
on, certain of .the very result that has 
been brought about now..

These i mediums are extremely sensi
tive to influences from both sides of 
life, and it is perfectly true that if you 
would have manifestations clear and 
true and correct you must limit their 
number and see to it that the conditions 
are such that they are absolutely free' 
from the temptations to increase that 
number superficially or falsely. : It Is 
perfectly, true; that mediums are not 
above the usual temptations of life in 
many Instances, and that being sensi
tive like the magnetic instrument or 
needle they will deviate under a strong 
will power that is near.

A captain told us that his vessel went 
three hundred miles out of its course 
by the -

ATTRACTION OF A LADY 
that sat riear the compass. Of course, 
many gentlemen have gone more miles 
than that out of their course under slm- 
liar Influences, but It was not so much 
the charm of the lady as of the knitting 
needles that she held in her hands from 
time to time, and that little needle of 
the compass was not at all responsible- 
for its behavior; ft was attracted to the 
side that the knitting.needles were oon-

than our medium thought Dr. Ravlln 
meant her when he was talking about 
evil education of Ignorant mediums. 
Everything that is said in the direction 
of a true and correct appreciation of 
the gifts and powers of mediumship is 
an advantage to every medium that 
lives. Everything that is done to clarify 
and set clear In the light of spiritual In
vestigation that which Is true, uplifts 
and strengthens every medium that 
lives.

We are not of those who are hunting 
for frauds, but when we know from our 
own personal knowledge that one has

ATTEMPTED TO DECEIVE 
under the garb of mediumship, we say 
to them, “We know this and we cannot 
Introduce yon as a medium.” We have 
been blamed by many. In the public 
manifestations for not Inviting some. 
We have been blamed because certain 
ones were not invited. Just as fast and 
just as soon as Mr. Barrett or any of 
his co-workers know that any medium 
has imposed upon any human being, 
from that time they are simply elimi
nated.

Now, all there Is to it Is that the time 
Is coming when the spontaneous man- 
ifestatlons of mediumship by the

FIRESIDE AND HEARTHSTONE 
Will be more and more sought as it was 
in the early time of Spiritualism; that 
the philosophy and teaching will be 
given in the most public way, and that 
circles, mediums' meetings and gather
ings, where there can 'be encourage
ment and strength given to those who 
need It, will be planned, until finally we 
shall have a school, not for teaching 
mediumship—that cannot be - taught, 
but a place for encouraging, strengthen
ing, uplifting and sustaining those who 
fire médiums. Unto this altar of spirit
ual light and teaching thousands and 
thousands have been thrust; and many 
mediums have been called out from 
their hoines'and their 'home duties 
under the impelling power of this light 
to demonstrate the truth unto the 
world. Triie to that light, even though 
It be but the smallest gleam, they go pn 
and other light shall be added.

Now the next portion of our message. 
As true as the sun that shines, as true 
as the stars that are above your heads, 
os true as the fundamental principles 
of all science, are- the phenomena of 
modern Spiritualism. As true as the 
system that shapes the mathematics .pf 
the skies and makes you know the 
position of planets, is the •
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM; 
but it Is also ns true’amt ns nndenlable 
as this that neither phenomena nor 
philosophy can abide unless there is 
spirit life beyond. '

Spiritualists, take your choice. The 
great cry of spiritual truth that has 
come into the world bas demonstrated 
and has wrought its work in the world, 
and white you, many of you, h'ave.been 
dwelling In that, which was delightful 
and interesting, in that which was com
forting and true, the message that 
came from your dear friends and the 
teaching thnt comes from them,, the 
great stream of spiritual truth has 
wrought its way in the world, nnd 
others tire bearing, it from you. 
Twenty-five years ago a score of'minds 
told of these truths that were coming, 
and you nllowed it to pass out of your 

- minds and hands into the lives of 
others who will not say that their: first 
Inspiration was at this altar, find their

science or by philosophy. No, what
ever manifestation comes, let It be 
spontaneous from the realm of spirit; 
do not try to help that, and when it 
comes make the conditions as perfect 
as possible for the best and highest re-, 
suits through the medium. ’

Look to your philosophy, Spiritualists, 
who have been busy demonstrating 
that the spirit is immortal beyond the 
change called death, while the Theoso- 
phlsts and all these people have been 
quietly, behind the chambers

OF SPIRITUAL ILLUMINATION, 
taking the very truths from your phil
osophy that have been published from 
thirty to forty years and that you have 
neglected to read or know, and they, 
present these to you as a'Sew discov
ery, when years and years ago you 
knew It, or might have known it. The 
world goes forward to meet these 
things, and you also must press for
ward, and If you dwell simply In that 

sjvhleh Is pleasing to you from the 
Human affection you will find that the 
higher and diviner thought will make 
its escape from you.

This modern movement Is
ONE IN THE REALM INVISIBLE, 
and in the spiritual universe it has but 
one meaning and one purpose—the soul 
and its immortal existence! Through 
ministrations of spiritual beings, 
through powers and potencies of the 
higher order, through' influences that 
reach the fireside, through that which 
brings the shadows, the grief or pain 
of personal loss, through all the reveal- 
ments of mediumship, what is the mes
sage? Immortal life and eternal love! 
Soul that hath no beginning and no 
end, since that is the one condition of 
immortality; a life that leaps up from 
step to step and stage to stage, until it 
fills the entire realm of consciousness 
with eternal love.

Spiritualists, do not lose any portion 
of this. Do not allow It to escape your 
grasp by the destructive hand, by those 
who would fling it from you. Make 
your structure as broad as your founda
tion, as deep as the truths we have 
given you, and as high as the universe 
of life and soul that appeals to you. 
Do not narrow down the habitation of 
your soul to your little expression of 
what will just come into your next step 
beyond the change called death, but 
take up the great immortal theme; that 
will absorb the less with'the greater, 
and that which is most inclusive will 
finally prevail. If you allow any sys- 
tern of philosophy or teaching to be 
more inclusive than yours, that will 
finally prevail.

We have always said to Christian 
Scientists: “Why, yes, we

ACCEPT CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, 
and there is room enough in Spiritual
ism for what Is called Mental Healing, 
since spirits and mortals know it is 
true. You reject spiritual healing by 
the intervention of individual spirits, 
therefore our philosophy is greater than 
yours and Includes it” We have 
always said to the Theosophlst: “Yes, 
every Spiritualist accepts the immor
tality of the soul, and we have that 
which not only Includes Theosophy, but 
bridges over that which Theosophy 
does not explain until compelled to do 
so by Spiritualists.

You have heard a great deal lately 
among the Theosophlsts about what

THEY DO IN THE “ASTRAL.”
You did not hear that a few years ago. 
The reason you did not hear was be
cause they thought to introduce their 
system of teaching without the inter
vening agency and récognition of the 
spiritual.. life that is beyond this life. 
Often it means that they 'have demon
strated and explained what spirits do 
In the state beyond the change called 
death; just as Mr. Talmage has-been, 
compelled by -the onward march of time 
to tell the occupation of spirits In 
heaveti. ’ Heaven only knows how he 
found it out, for he closed the door-of 
Heaven and opened the door of Hades 
in the face of Spiritualists many years 
ago, and If he has not found it out 
through Spiritualism he must have 
found it out by mediumship. •

Now, Then, in the light of these teach
ings and of all that -has come to you, 
how vast, how luminous, how perfect te 
the way before you. Facts nnd demon- 
■stratlons for those In material life that 
do-not know of what is beyond and 
within, nnd philosophy that includes all 
these- facts nnd the basis of truth,

Ï ,

<

surviy.es


'' Svfilch la immortality, upon which they

WB
i ú

k ■ ■ O, beloved friends, you who have 
i s grasped the, teachings, you who “ave
\ dared proclaim the truth and call it

, I' THE CHURCH OF THE SOUL, 
. ' do you suppose that name would mean
, anything if It did not Include nil this 

• range that we have mentioned, and do 
\ you suppose Spiritualism lta?1£nwou1^ 
\ ’ be a light unto the world if the one 
A < upon the platform said nothing about 

’ the next state o? existence, and told 
you nothing beyond or before that? 
Nay, you would even then have still to 
receive revealments and know of the 
soul’s immortality.

By the light of this truth, by the love 
that we bear you, our beloved con- 
cremation; by the truths that are being 
scattered afi over the world be con- 

l sistent, be true, be sure and havethe 
foundation deep and high and wide, 

' and let the soul life illuminate itself 
( until, like the sweet music of

that came from the skies, it shall 
charm even-the angels, and. those who 

>\ are in sadness and doubt upon the 
earth shall find in the melody .of. m- 
mortal life something that will a£|tos£ 
every human life and every human 

1 fie».rt to the divine symphony of 
i Inmtrtaliiy. .

O0R ECLECTIC M/Wj/VZINE.
' ... • - . -, . . ,, , ■ . I ,■ .

Valuable Thought« and information Selected From the 
. ' Secular Press.

SPIRITS CAN RETURN.
Dr. Lyman Abbott Explains 

His Hopes for Futurity.

DR. HILLIS’S PREDECESSOR IN 
PLYMOUTH CHURCH CREATES 
A DECIDED SENSATION IN A 
JPRAYER MEETING. .
Dr. Lyman Abbott made a profound 

Impression upon those who were pres
ent at n recent prayer meeting at Plynj-1 
oiitli Church by his views relative to 
possible communion with the spirits of 
those who have died. It was his last 
prayer meeting in the church, and con
sequently there were few of the mem-

so-called common phenomena of Spirit
ualism could hardly appeal to a man of 
Dr. Abbott’s intelligence and finer 
sensibilities, but many people who re
pudiate tliese can meet him on the 
ground he takes without doing violence 
to their common sense and their pre
vious religious teachings,

“There Is certainly a beautiful 
thought—a thought of wonderful in
fluence for good that must appeal to 
everyone whose affections lie-deep—in 
the following extract from his remarks
in Plymouth Church, Brookly;

“ T love to think my mother follows

"The 'ChrlsjlaifeltitpaHnts’ profess 
to take Christ M iwMrfeest of all me
diums, and lay great stress upon the 
ethics of Christ They hold closely to 
the Bible, but believe in the return or 
spirits to. this world. They treat God 
as an individual rather than as a 
universe. ' V ' • ) • • ' , ,

“Then there are the ‘Theosophical 
Spiritualists,’ who are at the half way 
station between Theosophy and Spirit
ualism. They mix the reincarnation of 
the spirit of uJcu^Avy^j-tiie return of 
spirits ¡and forget to say what the 
spirits do and wjtfiyp.jthey go and how 
long they have to wait around before 
reincarnation occurs. '

“The ‘Phenomeftal. SpffiltualiBts’. form 
another brand Itttthe xrellglon. They 
find nothing putjs^fle.pfymanifestation 
and seek no filghei-, ..flfhi? four forms I 
have mentionedu tire, tho leading 
divisions in the faxfli'.’'■

followed my directions, I was un
avoidably delayed halt an hour and 
when I arrived at the hall the place 
was crowded. I never delivered a bet
ter lecture before in my life. When I 
had finished a medium stepped up to 
me and said, ’While you were talking 'I 
saw standing by your right side an old 
man with a long white flowing beard, 
seemingly an oriental, and evidently 
your guide, while to your left stood a 
handsome blind woman of ¡more than 
mortal beauty.’' Two days later I re
ceived a letter from my sister telling 
moi the four of them hud gone to the 
meplum as I requested; ’ She wrote, 
‘Wb were unavoidably delayed for half 
an hour. When we formed the- circle 
is seemed as If my soul left my body 
and I journeyed through space-until I 
saw. you. You were standing in a 
large room upon a platform speaking. 
I saw standing „by your right side an
old man with a long white flowing _
beard, seemingly an oriental and evi- Qp|d MIllG S66H In 3 Dream, 
dently your guide, while to your left A dispatch from Youngstown, 0., 
stood a handsome blind woman of more ibat E E jjalcom, agent of the 
than mortal beauty.’ My sister used pAgburg and Western railroad at

¿VS
If you suffer from Epilepsy, Fits, Spasms, 

Spell?, Falling Sickness, St. Vitus's Dance, eta, 
have children, relatives, friends or neighbors 
that do so, or know people tiiat are afflicted 
my New Discovery, fi Epilepticide, will DERr 
MANENTLY CUBE them, and allyouareaskej 
to do is to send for a FREE Bottle and try it. 
It has CURED thousands where everything 
else failed. My 90-paga Illustrated Book, 
“Epilepsy Permanently Cured,” FREE. When 
writing, please give name, AGE and full address. 
All correspondence professionally confidential

. ,W. IL MAY, M,D.. - 
May Laboratory, > 94 Pine St., New York City.

was a boy. I love to believe that the 
strange, subtle, inexplicable and in
definable influence that sometimes

I

BOSTON LETTER.
Preparing ’for Anniversary 

Celebrations.
The Boston Spiritual Temple (Ber

keley Hall Society), of Boston. Mass., 
will celebrate the fifty-first anniversaiy 
of modern Spiritualism on a large scale, 
Sunday, March 26, in Odd1«’ 
Hall. They havp/engaged at a laige 
expense for that occasion that eloquent 
speaker from the West, Mrs. Mary 
Ellen. Lease, who will make her flist 
appearance before a Boston audience 
of Spiritualists. -They have also en
gaged that popular speaker,. Mrs, U 
Fannie Allyn, the Hon. H. D. Barrett, 
president of the N. S- A; Dr. Dean 
Clarke, Mrs. Jennie K. D, Conant,.the 
medium of the Banner of Light, Mtas 
Lucette Webster, Bostons favo^te 
elocutionist; Prof. George KJ. Sahnller, 
violin and piano soloist; Miss Gertrude 
C. Laidlaw, Boston’s sweet singer; Mr. 
E Warren Hatch, baritone; Master 
Charles Hatch, violinist, flnd many 
others to be announced later. This will 
be tlie first of a series of celebrations, 
and the committee intend to make it

bers absent. ......... - ,- .
He spoke of the last supper and of 

Christ's great desire to be with the 
twelve apostles at that time..

“He wanted a last quiet conference 
with his personal friends,” said Dr. 
Abbott. “He wanted to give his last 
utterances, not to the world, but to his 
friends.” i „„ ,,

Referring to the fourteeiw, fifteenth 
anfl sixteenth chapters of St. John he 
pointed out that they contained prac
tically no reference to the past, no ap
peal to emotionalism, no reference to 
the Impending tragedy of the cross.:

“He throws them from the past Into 
the future,” continued Dr. Abbott. 
.“The gist of his message Is: ‘I am going 
away from you and yet I am not going 
away from you.. I will be more with 
you than before.’
SPIRIT TRANSCENDS THE BODY.

"We are beginning to get some little 
hint in modern studies that the-spirit 
transcends the body—tbat .it yuns .be
yond this present life, and rises above 
the horizon of its corporal limits, flow 
far we cqn trust personal psychic sci
ence I do not know—certainly enough 
to know that the spirit of man ex
ercises an influence beyond the reach 
of his hand or the sound of his voice,

Comes Into my lifefis from her.’
“In holding to such an Idea as this 

Dr. Abbott truly says he is not aiding 
Spiritualism .so much as Spiritualism is 
aiding him. It cannot offend even 
those who do not believe, wherein it 
differs from the more material idea of 
Spiritualism, and when it Is accepted 
by a man of Dr. Abbott’s standing in 
the Christian world it must at least 
command the respectful consideration 
of everyone. The thought that loved 
ones who have passed away are yet 
near by, trying.to exert an influence 
for good, should have a tendency to 
make all better and purer.”

even while bn earth.
“I do not know—who does?—what I 

can do outside the realms ot corporal “ V .___ T nnw -nwav fiw

SPIRITUALISM.
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Premium Terms

one of the best. •’ , . . 1. Ainong..atheJ?.spcIeties tpj.celebra.te, , 
that the writer knows of, IS the Mass»- 
chusetts State Association of »P>i-lt- 
unllsts, which will celebrate all day 
Thursday, March 30, in Union Hall, 48 
Boylston street. Last year this society 
celebrated the Jubilee in grand style 
and was second to none, not excepting 
the Rochester Jubilee tbatwas held. It 
Is the intention of the committee of 
arrangements to make this year s cele
bration as fine as last year’s.

They have for speaker's thjis far en
gaged the Hon. H. D. Barrett, Dr. 
George A. Fuller, Mr. F. A Wiggin (his 
first Boston engagement this season), 
Dr. Dean Clarke, Mr. A P. Blinn, Mre. 
Carrie F. Loring, Mrs. H. G. Holcomb, 
Mrs. Alice Waterhouse, Miss Gertrude 
C. Laidlaw, Mrs. Jennie K. D. Conant, 
E. W. and C. L. Hatch, Mrs. Hattie C. 
Mason, with many more to follow. 
These meetings will be opened free 
aThey Fli’st Spiritualist Ladies’ Aid 
Society will celebrate Friday, March 
3i; all ‘ day, at 241 Tremont street 
They will have a host of speakers and 
mediums, and as usual will have a fine 
celebration. This society is the oldest 
in the State and has in years.mst held 
large celebrations, and this year will 
be no exception. _

The Helping Hand Society will cele
brate the anniversary Wednesday even
ing, March 29, In Gould Hall, No. 3 
■Boylston Place. They will also have a 
long list of speakers and mediums, and 
a good time is expected then.

On Sunday, April 2, the Boston 
Spiritual Lyceum will celebrate the an
niversary in Berkeley Hall in the after
noon. This will be the closing meeting 
of anniversary week, and a large pro
gramme of children and adults will be 
expected. George A Fuller, M. D., will 
be the speaker during March and April, 
and H. D. Barrett is the speaker for
May. . _ ,

We had a two months’ treat during
Decefnber and January, when we had 
for the speaker in Berkeley Hall your 
able citizen, Prof. Wm. M.‘ Lockwood. 
He never made such an impression as 
he did this year. Chicago should be, as 
I suppose it is, proud of such a man. 
His friends were so pleased with his 
work that they presented him with a 
gold headed walking stick, as a small 
token of their esteem. The presenta
tion took place at the Helping Hand 
Society, before a large number of his 
friends. The Professor was .taken by 
surprise, and it was a few minutes be
fore he could speak. We are looking 
forward for a return engagement next 
season. . . HATCH.

■ RIDICULOUSLY SILLY.
The Christian National Reform Con

vention, in session as we write In Bos
ton, announces by resolution, that “Je
hovah is angry.wlth the American peo
ple because Christ’s name does not ap
pear in our national Constitution.”

If we are to judge by the record the 
Jews made of thls<ribal God of theirs, 
he is exceedingly petulent, but as be de
clared himself a “jealous God,” and di
rected his pets to have no other, we are 
suspicious these fanatics misrepresent 
him. We are the more inclined to this 
conclusion because of the fact told In 
Eccelsiastes 7:9, “Anger resteth in the 
bosom of fools;” while Paul, L Cor. 
4:10, writing for hImself and assocl- 

. ates, said: “We are fools for Christ’s 
sake.”

Now Is not that Just what is the mat
ter with these National Reformers?

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom- 
panieri by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
Une Year, SI.2U.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker Une Year, 
SUU. ■

“Spiritualism 18'loaded down with 
fraud for nierceiiary purposes. I be
lieve that in everji line qf Spiritualism 
there Ib truth am) miracle, but I am 
sorry to say tiiat the majority of me. —_  ---- ------riusuui-K uuu h«»w --
dluniH, able and to some one respect the exact language as did the medium Waylaudi will resign his position and 
most gifted, profess, to accomplish what after my lecture. , , |, ■■---■ • ----
they are not given the power to per- “An« nf mv 
form, . For an incident take slate writ-

It Is Crowing in America.
PRESIDENT BARRETT, OF THE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,' TALKS 
OF BELIEF IN PHENOMENA, IN 
THE CHICAGO CHRONICLE, 
-The attention of the world was first 

attracted to modern Spiritualism fifty- 
one year ago, when -the little Fox 
sisters listened, awn-strlcken, to a

the dining-roomseries of taps — — _
table of their home in Rochester,
New York. At first they were dis-
regarded, but the raps continued on 
the table with great intensity when

ing. There are from twelve to fifteen 
fraudulent ways to :do it, 'Where tho 
patron brings his own slate be is 
usually told to hold it under a corner of 
the table. In such a . ease the medium 
by some sleight-of-hand work will 
either remove the slate from the frame 
and substitute onejalready prepared or 
else will noiselessly write n message 
with a piece of lead which is pressed 
under his finger nail. Another way is 
to prepare slates , in quantities with 
written messages'!by some chemical 
process, which does, not show up at 
first. The caller is given several slates. 
He first carefully washes them In 
water, ihen bolds one In his hand, 
places one under bls .foot and perhaps 
puts one on the. table by Ills side and 
one'on the mantelpiece, while the me
dium sits across the room. :

SOME OF THE FRAUDS.
“In ten minutes or so the states are 

opened and found ,to fie covered with 
writing, the water haying brought out 
the chemically written, characters. 
Another deceit in prepared slates is to 
cover the writing with,.a fine.rubber 
canvas that cannot Deselected. While 
the slate Is held under the table the 
rubber is cut off byithe medium's finger

„Igo to Montana to prospect for gold, in 
“One of my sisters has been dead a pursuanee oi dream he had, in which 

goodunnny years, I saw her one day 'fabulous amounts of the yellow metal 
at a seance in Washington and sfie tpld ead QUt to vlew< .
me my mother was very ill. I asked it Balcom aftei. a hard day’s work, re
sile would die, and Olive replied not it tj „d and dreamed that he was taken 
I went to her. She told me all about I. ft. .(le t0 tlle top of a mountain 
my people, whom J had not seen for . Montana, near the border line 
years, and how the old .farm appeared f Columbia. The sun was just 
then, Olive had a strawberry mark on I h)s gulde polnted to a ear
lier left cheek that annoyed her gi'aW ta|n 61)0t which was literally covered 
in life, and when she had finished tell- ,
ing me of the home she raised her hand Tile 'dream so Impressed Baleom that 
and pointing to her cheek said, It b xt . b<J a map glvlng tge 
gone now, Harry,’ and disappeared. mountalns, vaHeys and rivers as they 
I wrote home and learned that things I „„..gd t0 hilUi an(j the spot where he 
were just as she had told me they were geen tbe ¿old.
and my mother not expected to live. I Balcon) has never been in Montana 
took the next train home and remained nnfl 1;nows practically nothing of its 
with her until her recovery. surface, yet the map is a perfect repro-

“I could cite instances where spirit ductlon qf that section and is pro- 
fklends had permitted people to have unced correct by experts, who have 
visions of events about to take place Drosnected there
that they might be prepared for great 1 Baleom taken carbon copies of 
sorrows. I know of eases where lives tfce and one ln tll0 posgesBlon of 
and fortunes and home circles have . offl *Jal of tUe Pittsburg and Western 
been saved by spiritual messages. 1 railroad here
know where accidents have been As soon a^ Baieom can arrange his 
avoided by watchful spirit loved ones. affalrs he wlll ieftve for Montana and 
But perhaps I have said enough. expects’ t0 make a rich strike.

nail or. ring?
“There are many, triçlçs the test me

diums practice. A V°dy of people who 
give tests will employ one agent for all 
of them. This agent will collect names 
of people and Investigate their private 
history, obtaining panjes of friends and 
relatives- who a;-p dead. When .a 
stranger calls on ope of these mediums 
lie Is told, that business is so pressing 
he cannot be seen, until the. following 
day. Meantime flip agent is called on 
for faets and a goqd hearing given the 
next day, thé medium adding to what 
he obtains from tiie agent wlmt lie him
self gathers from his (knowledge of 
physiognomy and mental telepathy. 
There is also attest ; exchange book 
secretly circulated.called, the mediums' 
‘blue book,' in whiph coipect names and 
tests are stated. .Thus tye many tests

cap do outside toe realms or ntUe gn.lg tbeU. hands upon
presence. I .know ^t-Icon p y r BUperstitious persons began to re
help, strength or guWance ** Urd the phenomenon as an ill omen 
and by some sp ritual reality*each consldered tbatthe children who
another with a wisdom ta’tier could^fli1..foït.ll.jlueh.tooekiBgs without
own. ihere is a spiritual p moving a finger were possessed of the
which runs beyond the physical. J be- suirlt ” Scientists became in
line there is a which tih does the matter and, taking it up,
not quench, but releases a.nd makes endeavored to prove Bcientlflcally that 
efficacious. the "Rochester raps” were signals from“I derive my liellef partly from the I Qother wQrlfl^ wWch Jn t[me egtab_ 
Bible, partly from the^testimony of llghcd a g0.caUed Spiritualistic science, 
others and partly from my own J Whlch was deducted a philosophy 
perlence,. ' - I t!iat iater developed in the Spiritualist
DISCREDITS SO-CALLED SPIRIT-1 religion of to-day, that has so great a 

UALISM. following and is of such, manifest in-
“I do not believe that those who have beCaUSC °f

died have gone I^^way from us They K^t^Bbyr step Spiritualism has nd- 
have passed beyond our ken, but.we vanced ln ltB flfty-one years of life, 
are not beyond thelra. Hour eyw were lftch beJng gfl markBd
?Pen, who knows but that we coma see I haf the evolution of Spiritualism Is 
those who bave gone from us and yet tfacedas follows; Spiritual rapping on 
have not fo me the tables or doors or walls was followed

The more this faith comes m e the development of clairvoyance and
teas I believe in’ what,men call Sp t clalraudlence. Trance speaking came 
uallsm, the less sat isfledII amwitarap | xt Jn hand insplratlona] 
pings and phytical demonst ' B speaking,, when the person “Inspired” 
tove to think my mother toll ® spoke prose and poetry never written 
with her eyes as she did when I w a tij0Ugiit of before. Independent 
boy. I love to Relieve writing, or Inspirational, writing as it Is
subtle, inexplicableand ln usually termed, was the following step
fluence that sometimes comes Into my L g lrJtnallstlG advancement Then 
life is from her. came automatic writing, where little'•I would not substitute taat for tabl^ chiidren who bave flttended
tlPPtog or table-rapping. Men mi^ ask I school bave been known to wrJte 
me If I am not afiaid I aid Sp I >‘meSK1ges,” and even compositions In 
Ism, but I think it is j ust the other'way. geTera, dlfferent languages. Slate 
Those who are gone are writing succeeded automatic writing,
ang^S;1f°ritlltaICtafldeauated^icll afte5 which came spirit painting on 
go back to the inadequate physical glat^g of 8ceneSi flowers or persons, 
manifestations. Then came platform tests, from which
imagination; lam not certain. I do not ctblc evotation oTsulrltuM-1 flnëdln a cell. But the right person is
l“ow,€uto one thing I am sure-there f°rm° '? wtacwÆ- never «^ed. One of the searching
“a real presence in the Christ He is J® Se '¿s taluseit ta so e^y Party
not departed, although the world does 81a““ “e least Decause it is so earn y haye tbe Bplrltnal garb unaer her skirts
not see him . duplicated. and tbe paraphetaalia of gauze will be

f “I may taw Mm; I may expect to MANY FORMS OF BELIEF. -  ----------
I see him. How many times I bave I rpbere are many forms of religious be
, longed to clasp his hand to look up In lief among Spiritualists, but on two 
• hfs face, to have him sit down be-1 pojnt8 most of them are agreed. First, 

side me. that the Bible was not written by the
“At other times I am glad he is not command of God, but was written as 

on earth, not to be seen or heard orjaa eariy flay history by ordinary men, 
handled. I who received no greater inspiration

A COMMUNITY OF SPIRITS. than did Carlyle when he wrote his 
, ' „„„ “History of the French Revolution,” or

“YheE.eJ?ere d diTZS P6 Maurler with his tale of “Trilby.” 
spirits it transcends all community of Secondlyj they claIm that th6 spiritual 
words. There is no husband or wie, I manifestauons anfl minor miracles of 
child or mother, who does not Enow the Chrlgt,g flay Bpj.ang from the same 
experience of being closer to a soul in orlgln as yi0Se of the present day and 
silence than in talk. were nothing more or less than the be-

“Christ is present certainly as: a won- ginnlng of üie spiritualism of the nine- 
derfully lncreaslng memory. America tcenth century. Hence, the miracles 
Is fuller of Christ to-day than Palesti e I f chrIst>B day are referred to by Spir
ever was. There is more of Christis 1 Fausts as “ancient Spiritualism,” 
influence In the church and state and wWlg bgUef wblch adhere to is 
home than when he walked on earta]called «modern Spiritualism.” There 

is much différence of opinion among 
Spiritualists as to the life of the person 
“who has passed to thé other side.” 
Some .^believe that the spirits of the 
dead remain on this earth and live out 
their lives among us in nn invisible 
form. Some think some special place, 
in space has been allotted to them,- 
where they shape their future destiny 
according to theta life on earth, and

and was cast out”
-In closing his talk Dr. Abbott spoke 

of the Protestant misconception of two] 
doctrines of the Roman Catholic 
Church. He denied any belief in the 
real bodily presence in the eucharlst, 
but affirmed that In the mass Christ 
was really present In spirit He said:

“There is the real spiritual presence 
of a living Christ on the altar. I be
lieve profoundly that the Lord’s table 
Ib a sacred memorial servnee. I believe 
there is
A dOMMUNION WITH THE DEAD.
I believe that next Sunday morplng 
some, perhaps many, of those who have 
departed will be there to share that 
holy communion , with the , living 
church.
PART HIS FAITH, PART HIS HOPE

i A COLD BATH.
' 'A Marysville, Kan., paper says: “A 
hole was cut through eighteen tach Ice 
up in that county [Marshall], the other 
day lor the purpose of baptizing seven 
converts, who froze to the ice when 
they were taken out of the water.” 
.Was not that too much of a good thing?

“Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and tho Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper coyer, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. '

«The Universe.” What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter. Is. The Creation of tho Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What, the "Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
«ale at this office.,

"A Happy New Year; or Fifty-two 
Letters to The Banner of Light.” By 
Abby A Judson. Full of sweet-toned 
spirituality? Leatherette binding, scar
let and gold, 178 pages. 75 cents. For 
gale fit this office. . • ' ,

MANY FORMS OF BELIEF.

THE OLD ARMCHAIR. RECEIPT FOB A HAPPY DAY.

“I love it, I love It, and who shall dare a of cold water, ;
To chide me for loving that old aim-1 A leaven of player,

. chair l , a little bit of sunshine gold .
As I sit and dream of the days long I Dissolved in morning air. .

TAKE NOTICE!
duplicated.

“When people are photographed sur
rounded by theli-. spirit friends the 
plates are prepared first and a space 
left for the person’s hejtd and shoul
ders, , Many of thçse places are kept on 
hand ànd. thé varlpty 1$ large, so a per
son can be photographe^ with merely 
one s^ii-lt or with.a j^ole crowd, ac
cording to Ills desire. - • '

“The Inst geaned Is theworet, fraud of 
all and employs the mosti trickery. ; Fre
quently a trap door M'placed under the 
cabinet and when the medium calls for
spirits they come up through the door 
from a hole below, which is usually 
very small, but always neatly carpeted 
to keep the garments clean. Or, the 
trap door will be behind the piano or 
otherwise conveniently situated.

“The medium and her manager are 
as carefully searched by people called 
from the audience as ever a captured
prisoner Is searched before being.con-

There are many forms of religious be-

“Part of this is my faith, part my 
hope. In time to come, when I cannot 
sit here, I hope to be here in thought at 
least, perhaps in the same living In
corporal presence, and. when the time 
comes tbnt I bid farewell to the earthly 
church I hope to come back, with the 
Father’s . permission, and in an, In
corporal presence commune with you.”

Dr. Abbott within the last year- has 
preached several notable sermons 
Which have attracted wide attention. 
Dast February he attacked the yellow 
journals, when'he said that public sen
timent should be such that no man 
would be seen with one. In May, at 
the dose of his ten years’ pastorate in 
Plymouth. Church, he reviewed the 
chnnges in his belief. He said he re
spected the old faith in others, although 
he no longer held it himself. .

Dr. Abbott upheld the religion and 
theology of Professor Felix Adler In a 
sermon Dec. 5 last. He said Professor 
Adler’s, belief really, contained all (he 
essential elements of the Christian 
religion and theology..—Times-Herald,

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 

^addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- * 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

wtoX«. <.< mm ™ i— 
bright . ,

And the heart, yet a stranger to care, I Flavor It all with essence of love
' was light, ’ I And a little dash of play;

I can see It modestly sitting there, - Let a nice old book and a glance above 
That household treasure, the old arm-1 Complete the well-spent day.

chair, I —Good Health.
And the kindly eyes and the sweet old 

face
All seamed and wrinkled, yet full of 

grace,
Ot the aged mother, long since at rest
in the old churchyard, and within my. N g A hag & nufflber orMpleg 
Tlie heart grows tender and thrills with ^^”^01 "and"bygieffle^worta “The 
A. ih’X».. m- 1«».; KSSt

Crept through the curtains so pure and ^meB tlle jj. s. A has given permis
. , .. _ l slon for them to be sold at $1 each.And fell like a crown on her old lace Th[g booj£ Bhould be ln every jjome a8 

.cap .... . i ____ well as In the hands of every physician.
As she rested there in a noonday nap.- I g„nd f01. a eopy to the undersigned. 
How oft haVe I knelt by tbat old arm- MARY T. LONGLEY,

chair, Secretary N. S. A
And whispered my simple evening 16Q0 Penna Ave. S.E„ Washington, D. C.

■ prtiyer, » ■ . .1 .—« < * .*■« —r —•
With scarcely a thought that the Lord would hear, I “Human Culture and Cure.
For I spoke the words to that mother’s First The Philosophy of Cure.

ear> | eluding Methods amd Instroments).” By

Part 
(In-

O! the world seemed dark and my heart I E- D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
seemed dead struct!ve and valuable work. It shouldSeemeQ ueail _ _ _ ,____ _ «.IzAa nltvinlnUnn na Ifr wall

left in the cabinet unseen by the others.
“I have seen genuine cases of ma

terialisation', but they are rare, very 
rare. I can detect a fraud in an in
stant, just as I can recognize the gen
uine. There have been many extra
ordinary Instances of materialization In 
the Scientific Institute at Seffem, a sta
tion fifty miles out of New York City. 
There Was no chance for confederates 
or for the medium to. talk for the 
spirits, for we not only bound her to a 
chair, but gagged her as well In this 
situation she has frequently caused 
spirits to materialize before- the pro
fessors of the institute and their 
assistants. There-nre instances of gen
uine slate writing as well as the gen
uine In all other bianches of Spiritual
ism. But we do not hold that one me
dium can do all things.

“Probably the greatest phenomenon 
of modem Spiritualism was when D. D. 
Home, on American, visiting in Lon-

When I knew that the spotless soul had 
fled

To another realm , and. the tears would 
rise

From the Inner depths of my boyish 
eyes • -

Whenever I’d look at the old armchair, 
With the angel no longer resting there.
Long years have fled since I bade fare

well •
To -that old east home where the sun

light fell ■
On my boyish head in such kindly way 
And reverently kissed those locks of 

gray. .
Yet near me is sitting that old arm

chair, .
And the form of another is resting 

there
And rocking contentedly to and fro, 
As rocked that dear one of long ago, 
With the head of "a play-tired youngster 

pressed .
In a mass of curls to her mother’s 

breast
And I gaze in the depths of her soulful 

eyes,
And' I often think from the starlit 

"Skies
From the’home of the blest in the 

■ realms above
The eyes of that mother must beam

have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mind that the order for tha 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premiato. The two 
orders must come together. Each one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending his subscription one year. On 
no other terms will the premium ba 
sent out.

at this office. Price 75 cents.
“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 

Old Records." Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep In touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

many believe they journey to some one 
of the planets, or all of them In time. 
Heaven and hell, with most of them', 
are conditions of mind rather than 
places. They do not believe In the for
giveness of sins, but think by long con
tinued good living' the;.slns can be 
atoned for. There are other branches 
of- Spiritualists who believe in,,the 
orthodox faith of future existence.
. Harrison D. Barrett, of Boston, is the 
president of the'National Spiritualists' 
Association and editor and publisher of 
the “Banner of . Light,” the oldest Spir
itualist paper in the United States. Mr. 
Barrett is of high education and leans 
more toward the psychic and philo
sophic problems of Spiritualism. In 
speaking Of the religious side of Spirit
ualism Mr. Barrett said: “The Spirit
ualists, among whom I am one, believe 
in life, love, wisdom and power en
throned in the universe, all of which 
we call God. We think truth should be 
thé end of all mankind, for it reveals 
the infinite. Truth leads us to know of 
the immortality of every human soul. 
We believe that eternal progression is 
the destiny of every person and every 
object Spirit communion, through 

. which we corné in conscious relation
ship with our friends, is one of our 

i strongest and most cherished ideals; 
l the same as is sympathy, that refining 
• element in human life that makes us 
: feel for each other's woes and the en
i tire brotherhood of . the race. And we 
, believe firmly in love, pure and-holy

don, was carried 15Y the spirits from a 
fourth-floor open window and floated 
180 feet over a London street and 
brought back to the place from which 
he started, but through another win
dow. That was some time ago, ini!855. 
We have more modern' miracles, but 
they aré not quite so startling, perhaps. 
, “I have a frléiid who took his own 
slates oUe day in 1887 and went for an 
independent slate writing. The medium 
sprinkled some pehcH 'dust óh'the floor 
and threw the slate, upon It' In ten 
minutes ór so he.:!plcked up the slate 
and.ón It-was written a'message,of

As
with love '

they rest on the features so softly
sweet .

Of the wife who sits In that honored 
. seat.

“I love It, I.love it, and who shall dare 
To chide me for. loving that old arm

chair? —Boston Globe.

•‘Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism; or a Concordance ot the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books- of the--Bible.” By 
Moses Hüll. The well-known talentedlove, with -the signature, ‘Your Sister, ____— . . ----

Anne.’ Tt-Is a fraud,', he cried. *1 ] an(j scholarly author has here embodied 
never had a slsteiPAnne.’ . I the-results of his many years’ study
STRANGE OGCULli'KNOWLEDGE. I of the Bible in Hs rotations to Spiritual-

romance by Florence Marryat The 
author's wide experience In Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not In 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy Is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devillshness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in- 
.formation relative to the lost continent 
’of Atlantis. He regards the description 

of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2.

“Woman, Church and State.’: By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability-; showing what the church has 
and has'not dene for woman. It is full 
of informationonthesubject,and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale at this offlee.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Bach. Especially

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be -sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to tho 
one who gets up the club. The names ' 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
¿1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office In the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into t 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrlb- 
era, ten Art Magics, $10.

Pt libr/vry
The Spiritualist who commences now) 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in tbo 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or-Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

THE OIVINE PLAN

Chicago.
The Chicago Evening Post, anent the 

remarks of Dr. Abbott, says: .
“Spiritualism has acquired a cham

pion of wide Influence and power tn Dr. 
Lyman Abbott-not tho grosser form of 
Spiritualism that Is Identified with 
table rappings and other theatrical1 and 
spebtacular features, but the form that 
Is really spiritual and beautiful. The

love. Not love that tends to baseness 
or degeneracy, but love among men, 
nmong women and children, such ns 
was meant when the words were 
written, ‘Love thy neighboras thyself.’ 
The-sort of love that Is tho lever by 
which the dilldren of men are Ilf ted to 
higher thoughts and' more true and up
right positions. We who believe thus 
are simply ‘Spiritualists.’ .. ■

\

“The -medium tiJId hitflt was-not a 
fraud and to wrlt44o his'-parents about 
It. He did so, anti’ received Word that 
there had never rbeen'tariyone named 
Anne in the-fauiiiy. One day a me
dium remarked to’ him,',’There Is a bru
nette woman follfivving; you, who calls 
herself your slsteri'Anne." He then went 
for u slate writing .’ana receivefl the 
same'message ati’.hd .tiad before and 
with the same slgflaiurti?-On.seven dif
ferent occasions thftt ’pime message 
came to him, until'be whs disgusted,, as 
he did not think if^etluWe. One day in 
1892 he was visitlngi .ltla mother and 
told her of „the Bttange message he had 
received, . without , tel(mg the name. 
‘Did you ever have a ¿nlld who died?* 
he asked her. ‘Yes;* she’. replied, ta 
little girl, whb only lived a Tew. hours.’ 
The next question'he asked was, 'Did 
you have a flame picked, oiit for her?’ 
His mother said, 'Had she Uved I 
should have called’her Anne.’ '

IT was lecturing in New Orleans-ln 
.1893. One evening' I saw the cynical 
face of a man In the audience that Im
pressed mo so that ! delivered a very 
poor lecture.- That night I wrote home 
to my sister and toldner to(go to.a me
dium with.my other sister and.two 
women friends, and' for. the. four of. 
them to think of me and try to obtain 
for me inspiration for. my next lecture, 
which I would dalver the same time 
they were holding the seance if they

Ism"'As Its title denotes. It Is a verb ®ef ul to learners who seek to know and 
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the utilize toe laws of mcffiumohlp and de- gXW«. M ^1. « ,r‘“-

25 Cents. 25 Cents
In order to reach a class of new readers we will 

send the paper for 3 months for 25 cents, and 
also send free of charge the back chapters of 
that remarkable story, - Juno, or the New Wo- 
man,1’ written by that remarkable spirit, Charles 
Dickens, through the mediumship of Carlyle Pe- 
tersilea, of California. The story will interest 
you. You should read it. It has been running 
for several weeks in The Progressive Thinker, 
yet all new 3 months subscribers, as well as all 
new yearly ones will get the back chapters free, 
if they subscribe soon. .

It is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning .to each subscriber in tho 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic . 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post- 
aee so the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
w>fArence. and it should be in eveiy li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
vou in turn to Aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, . 
thus In a measure becoming a part of 
■the Divine Plan yourself.

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
treat work of a- master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general itaiders and students 
of occult forces wlll find instruction of 
treat value and Interest. A large, four- 
hound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale nt this offlee. Price, postpaid, 
eg It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it. . ...

••Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
thtee brief essays, on: The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions ot Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
Of Woman In the Bible; The Christian 
Church And Woman; written In Mrs. 
Stanton's usual trenchant style. Fm 
gale at this office. Price 10 cents.
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arrangement« that I have only read a 
portion of Arf Magic, but the first para
graph of Part I. inspires a thought 
elevating and profound enough to re
pay anyone for the price of the book."

“Mr. and Mrs. G.,W. Kates will con
clude their work for the Spiritualist So
ciety in Titusville, Pa., next Tuesday 
evening and will depart a few days 
later for their home In Rochester. Mr. 
and Mrs. Kates have spent the month 
in this city In the interests of Spirit
ualism and have madetmany friends 
during their stay..” W. L. Gage writes: 
“The above Is but one of the many com
plimentary notices given by the Dally 
Herald of this city of Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates during their sojourn with us. 
To say that these grand workers in our 
cause ‘took,’ is putting it mildly,” .

Mrs. M, H. ‘ Boyer, North Lansing,
N.I. Y., writes: "The Progressive Think-

¡F>
5,1g u.

tf

be furnished, to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for Jhe 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. '

GENER/VL SURVEY.
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to Impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that lb® 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essem 
tial that-all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper, it 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker. _

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom o£-expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can ue 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why-they should oe 
suppressed. No one person has tne 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as Occasion may re
quire. •

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad-

B. ,L. Eskelsei), of Rockford, has a 
class In clairvoyance at Mt. Carroll, 111. 
.He gives public lectures every two 
weeks on Spiritualism.

W. H. Miller writes: “The Progress
ive Spiritual Church has been for a 
few weeks without its pastor, Down 
in the swamps bf Louisiana, in the 
Crescent Clty'of New Orleans, G. V. 
Cordingly has been filling an engage
ment in two societies with great suc
cess. Although Spiritualism labors 
under the great disadvantage, Cath
olicism, two societies, the First State 
Association and the Light and Truth 
Association, are fairly progressing. 
During his brief engagement Mr. Cor
dingly aroused their dormant condition 
into action, and before he left his 
efforts were cwiWJJpd with great en
thusiasm. His bhureh in Chicago was. 
left in very capable hands. Dr. White 
occupied the rostrum for two Sundays, 
and giving Interesting discourses, 
while Mr. Guekennmse and Mrs. Lilly 
Bell gave spiritual demonstrations 
most creditably. On Sunday, February 
26, Dr. Randall’s discourse was re
ceived with great, appreciation. We as 
a society wish to extend a unanimous 
vote of thanks to these worthy promul
gators of truth for their efforts in our 
behalf. Our church is rapidly growing 
and its success is apparent. On Friday 
evening, March 31, a grand jubilee and 
the fifty-first anniversary of modern 
Spiritualism will . be celebrated at 
Handel. Hall auditorium, 40 Randolph 
street We have chosen a week night 
bq as not to interfere with the Sunday 
services of any other society, and we 
kindly Invite all to join arid assist us in 
our plans. Societies that desire to be 
represented may do so by sending the 
names of their representatives to G. V.

dress of the writer. We desire to know ( 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad- | 
hered to. (

M. Whisler writes: “Sure enough, , 
how could we keep house without The ; 
Progressive Thinker! Such a paper , 
opens for explanation a diversity „of ( 
opinions. It is a living encyclopedia.” , 

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie (formerly
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
Mich.), is still in the work and will an- : 
swer calls to lecture, attend funerals, j 
etc. Her address Is as follows: South । 
Lang Ave., Sta. A., Pittsburg, Pa.

Campbell Brothers write: “We have 
had many letters of inquiry, stating 
that our numerous friends saw In The 
Progressive Thinker that we would be 
in Chicago about the first of March. 
That was our intention, but" owing to 
having so many engagements to fill 
here yet, and numerous sittings for life
sized portraits, It will be Impossible iro
ns to meet our Chicago engagements 
until the latter part of March or the be
ginning of April. We are having good 
success in St. Louis with our manifes
tions, and on Feb. 21, Howard’s Hall 
was packed to witness our demonstra
tions. The people here are very nice 
and we like them very much. We Will 
soon be with our Chicago friends, and 
wish to tell them our forces are becom
ing stronger.”

John H. Knight writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “Brother Geo. H. Brooks has 
just completed a two months’ engage
ment with us, and we are glad to report 
that both spiritually and financially his 
coming has been profitable. We are 
more than pleased to record this fact as 
it was feared by some of our members 
that unless the purely phenomenal was 
given more prominence it would be im
possible to create and sustain an Inter
est. But we are gradually learning the 
lesson that the heart and the brain are 
better things to appeal .to than mere 
curiosity. True enough, some of the 
wonder-monger Spiritualists have ab
sented themselves but this has been 
more than made' up by new faces desir
ous of making Spiritualism something 
more than an entertainment. Brother 
Brooks Is a builder, and given time and 
opportunity he cannot fall to do effect
ive, permanent work for any society 
that engages him. His lectures are 
plain, practical, dignified and forceful; 
They are calculated to move men to 
thought and action and his readings, 
both in public and private have given 
great satisfaction. Independent and- 
outspoken, without attempting to dog
matize, he has declared to us the-truth 
as it appeared to him and his efforts 
have borne fruit In the addition to our 
ranks of several new members. Many 
bf tis have felt it to be a privilege to 
listen to the words of wisdom that have 
fallen from our brother’s lips.”

L. L. Bair, of Findlay, O., writes: 
"Mrs. Maggie Tweedy, of Muncie, Ind., 
a trumpet medium, who. Is highly rec
ommended, will hold seances in Find
lay, from March 6 to 11. Parties who 
live to the vicinity of Findlay will have 
^>n opportunity to. attend her seances.”'

Cordingly, 3300 Wabash avenue, 
Chicago.” •

Ida 0. Craddock writes: “I am hold
ing a series of Sunday-nobn meetings 
(opening at 12:15), and expect to begin 
a series of talks on Bible Symbolism, 
beginning Sunday, March 5, with ‘Sun 
and Dawn Myths,” at rooms 615 and 
616, Handel Haji, 40 East Randolph 
street. To Freethinkers who recognize 
the abundance of Pagan mythology In 
both the Old and New Testaments, it 
might be of interest to know that I pur
pose giving these lectures. I have made 
special researches in the folklore which 
bears on the subject, and I think I can 
throw new light upon certain scripture 
texts, even for well-read Freethinkers. 
I have studied the subject carefully, 
not only In this country (among other 
places, very exhaustively In'Richard B. 
Westbrook’s library) but also in the 
British Museum for a year and a 
quarter. I have been delving In the 
subject of Bible Symbolism ever since 
I was a child; and looking back over 
my life, I cannot but realize now that 
my spirit guides very evidently planned 
my studies through long years with a 
view to putting me in circumstances 
where I could absorb the knowledge 
that I craved, and absorb it like a 
sponge. Sun and Dawn Myths cover a 
very wide field, and Ideal with them 
outside of the Bible as well as inside, 

■so that my hearers may get a fuller 
understanding of their application to
Bible Symbolism. It will require sev-

er-is a necessary mental food to me. I 
have been a subscriber for several 
years and it has been a source of much 
knowledge to me. It has done a great 
work in educating the people who have 
been fortunate enough to. peruse its 
pages. I did not attend Sunday-School, 
but my good neighbors kept me pretty 
well supplied with tracts and Sunday
School papers, and I read and enjoyed 
them, as I did all reading that I could 
get; but when I arrived to my sixteenth 
or seventeenth year, I begun to have 
my doubts concerning some of the 
stories in the Bible. If Solomon and 
.David were men after God’s own heart, 
there was something wrong or contra
dictory and I could not approve of such 
a God; and since that time I have done 
my own thinking.”

Mr. Jones, of Columbus, Ohio, has 
been holding some very successful 
trumpet and light seances at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. 0, N. Brower, of Plain
well, Mich.

J. D. Waite writes from Milwaukee, 
Wls.: “The Unity Spiritual Society ha«' 
been highly favored for the months of 
January and February, to have for its 
speaker Mrs. C. McFarland, of Winona, 
Minn. Thanks to George H. Brooks for 
Inducing her to come'here. We think 
her .one of the ¡post logical exponents 
of the true principles of Spiritualism 
that there is on the platform. Her lec
tures and inspirational singing have 
been listened to with rapt attention 
by many prominent people of the city, 
and the ball has been packed to the 
door almost every .evening. The society 
regrets very much that her engagement 
is so near the end.”

Frank-T. Ripley lectures and gives 
tests at Neillsville, Wls., the Sundays of 
March. He has the Sundays of April 
open for engagement Address all let
ters for March to Neillsville, Wis. Will 
also speak at Funerals.'

M. D. Thlebaud writes from Ander
son, Ind.: “On the morning of March 2, 
T, C. Kennamoore and Emma M. Nutt 
both of Muncie, Ind., called at the resi
dence of Mrs, Lily Thlebaud, and were 
united in marriage, Mrs. Thlebaiid per
forming the ceremony.. The happy 
couple left to spend the day with 
friends, in Alexandria. Mrs. Kenna- 
inoore Is one of our speakers, and test 
mediums. Both are worthy of the best 
wishes of their many friends. They 
will continue to reside in Muncie, Ind.”

H. A. Kellogg writes: "I cannot.afford 
to go without the best paper in the 
world, The Progressive.Thlnker, when 
it costs-so little. Jt is my spiritual 
food, and I look for It as I would a very 
dear friend .whom I had not seen for 
yea<;s.” ,

T. A. Mervin writes: “The article 
headed. ‘The (¡Tobacco Habit,’ so ably 
shown up in ¿11 of its bad points; by 
Mary A. Ingalls, induces me to give an 
experience coming under my observa
tion in à fafnlly, of recent date—the suf
ferer a bright and pretty boy child, 
aged two years. For seyen .weeks he 
suffered untold agonies. The cause 
was wrapped in mystery. He was cut
ting some of his jaw teeth. The dis
ease reached bls mouth. The itch
ing produced was so terrifying that he 
would catch with bls teeth any avail
able thing, even if it was his mother’s 
clothing, and, jerk them out—in all 
eleven up to’the time of his passing 
out His mother wrote to Drs. Peebles 
& Burroughs for a diagnosis of his egee. 
They pronounced it blood poison. Out 
family physician would not agree. His 
father was an Inveterate. tobacco 
smoker. His pipe was out of his mouth 
only when working, eating or sleeping. 
Recently we have been told through 
spirit power that the father’s blood was 
so saturated with nicotine that it pois
oned the. blood of the child. I write this 
in the hope that some, father’s eye may. 
see this and be the means of saving his 
child a horrible death or suffering frpm 
this accursed habit.”

Dr. George f.' Betts writes from Mil
waukee, Wis.: “Spiritualism has had 
here, a delightful uplift during the last 
two months under the ministrations of 
Mrs. 0. McFarland. Her phase of me
diumship is peculiarly interesting and 
educational. Besides being a lady-of 
fine intellectual endowments and a 
sweet, pure, nobleness of soul, and unasz 
sumlng modesty, her assistant com
municators from the spirit-side of life 
are of a very high order of intelligence, 
long experience, and extensive observa
tions of the realities of spirit-life, espe-' 
cially one Dr. Rhodes who speaks di
rectly to the audience by the use òr thè 
brain and yocal organs of this lady, 
giving a logical and Intensely Interest
ing elucidation of philosophy and phe
nomena of. spirit life and spirit return. 
This method at once arrests the atten
tion and meets the anxious inquiries of 
-the most intelligent students of this oc
cult science.” >- ' ;

Mrs. T, M. Locke write» from thlla- 
delphla: “TheliPbiltMelpbia Spiritualist 
Society have bad fflntlieir speaker dur
ing the monthiioii JAebriiary, Prof. Wm. 
M. Lockwood, who is doing a. grand 
work for the cduse indhedemonstratlon 
of spiritual pkenomeha. Jie lectures 
for us twice ow Sunday and through the 
week he is generiousi<and kind and does 
all in his powdrior -the advancement of 
the society. Mrs. May S. Pepper who 
is known all ovdr this country for her 
wonderful psychic‘gifts, has followed 
the Professor’s lectures with spirit mes-' 
sages, and lias given-many wonderful 
ests, and never made one failure dur

ing the entire month; i-Brlglit Eyes, who 
is the controj of Mr»pPepper, is certain
ly doing a godd'lwork through her me
dium. Prof. Dockwood will lecture for 
our society during this mouth, followed 
by Miss Margaret >Gaule, with spirit 
messages.” •

F. 8. Boosinger Writes: “My library 
is much limited—my finances more so— 
but what few books I have are all in 
the hands of skeptibs and thinkers. I 
think literature of the proper kind is 
the best way to promote the cause. Mr. 
Thomas Grimshaw was here two 
nights, and gave us a treat in two lec
tures, which has started up the people 
and caused a number of them to begin 
to think, something they were never 
known to do before. Prof. Wm. M. 
Lockwood’s books' are the best I ever 
read, and within the reach of all at 2S 
cents each."

Mr. Tucker writes ¡from Streator, Ill.: 
“It might be of interest to your readers 
to learn that I had .a letter from that 
ever-rellable medium, ‘Farmer’ Riley, 
saying that he Is sojourning west of the 
Rockies, of Port Angeles, Wash. He 
writes that hLs health has been poor for 
some time and his friends advised the 
change. He says his. health is improv
ing’and we hope to have him again at 
Streator on his return trip. None have 
done the cause of Spiritualism so last
ing good as did this-grand, unassuming 
and honest medium, ‘Farmer’ Riley. I 
wish to also state that our Streator peo
ple had the pleasure of welcoming 
Frank T. Ripley in one of his good lec
tures followed by a number of tests.”

Mrs. Lucille Drumm writes from 
Texarkana, Ark.: “Sunday night, Feb. 
26, we held a public' meeting in the 
West Side city hall, which was largely 
attended by an intelligent, well-behaved 
congregation. Myself and husband are 
open for engagements through Texas 
or. Arkansas, as trance speaker's and 
test medjums. Address us. as follows: 
No. 324 State street,: Texarkana, Ark."

A.-E. Hutchins writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “By this message, many of your 
readers, acquaintances of 'barren 
Hutchins (my father), will learn t^at on 
Feb. 2b, having completed his physical 
activities of this , life of 82 years, he, 
passed on through! the natural change, 
misnamed death, qmletly leaving his 
mortal fornj at 8:15 p. m. His flrm con
viction of progressing and natural law 
in which he had learned of the conti
nuity of spirit Jlfe, apd of spirit return 
was the reason of .his perfect willing
ness to pass fgom ¿material scenes to 
what he regarded as a sphere of greater 
activities and nqnewe^ life and Infinite 
possibilities.”

R. Spalding vMteSr'i'Our meetings are

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL 
CUITA, INDIA.

"THE HIGHEST VIRTUE IS TO 
INJURE NO ONE."

This ’ short motto of the millions of 
human beings in India, is full of deep 
significance and highest wisdom. It Is 
an expression of profound speculations 
In philosophy and replete with loftiest 
ethical considerations. Millions have 
regarded it through the course of ages, 
as the one unfailing guide of their con
duct, and where occasions of choosing 
between life and a strict observance of 
this motto have arisen they have pre
ferred the latter to the utter disregard 
of the _ former. Books which form a 
stupendous literature, the product of 
highest genius of philosophers and 
poets of bld, are full of dissertations 
on this theme, and attempts have been 
made to impress its importance upon 
the mind of people by various methods, 
by philosophical discussion, by logical 
arguments, by allegorical illustrations, 
by stories. Instances after instances of 
great men of old have been brought to 
our notice, where life was regarded as 
mere nothing in the rigid observance of 
this maxim. In the Mahabharat, the 
immortal work of Vyasa, we read of a 
Raja who worked to save. the. life of a 
bird from the talons of a-hawk, who 
was cutting the flesh oft his own body 
to satisfy the latter. We read In the 
same book of Raja Yadhustra, the high
est ideal of man on earth, who was 
flinging awayi the felicity of the heaven 
because he would not suffer bls dog to 
perish In the snows of the Himalyas. 
In the Raghuvansa, one of the great 
works of. Kulidas, the Shakespeare of 
India, Raja Daleep is seen offering his 
own body to a lion in order to save the 
cow of his Guru. The great Buddha, 
the embodiment of love and sympathy 
to the whole creation, Is a great ex
ample. He Is the man “for him go life 
was ever shed to make the conqueror’s 
pathway red.” He was on one occasion 
offering his own body to be sacrificed 
Bicause he would not see an innocent 
goat killed for that purpose. It Is 
lamentable that some‘o(_the followers 
of this mighty man have now taken to 
flesh-eating. •

BOBDEHLAND, LONDQN, ENG.

r-
eral Sundays to run through the sub
ject. After that I expect to take lip the' 
‘Zodiacal Myths.’ I would add that 
these talks on Sunday are free, except 
that I take up a collection. I expect to 
lecture Sunday, March 5, at 8 p. m., 
from the rostrum of Mr. M. L. 
Schaeffer (at the People's institute) on 
‘What the Bible can tell-us about Life 
in Heaven.J ” ..........

H. W. Boozer, Grand Rapids, Mich., 
writes: “Amanda IZ Coffman, one of 
our best, home 'mediums, is snnouneeil 
again in the field for public work; and 
is ready for camp or other engagements 
in this and, adjoining States. . This me
dium has done an Immense work here
with her sittings during her retirement 
from, the rostrum,where she now takes 
front rank as a public test7 medium; 
and she is also an interesting speaker.”

J. H. Taylor writes: "I am very 
anxious to be In the. work' wherever, 
such. services as I can render are 
needed.- I should be glad to assist any 
society of small means-to build up the 
cause wherever there are a few willing, 
workers and any encouragement to 
reach those who are. now without a 
spiritual home; I can be addressed for 
a short time at Milan, Ohio.”

T. J. Haynes writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “I mail you to-day un
der separate cover a copy of one of our 
local secular papers. You will see by 
the marked item that we Intend boom-

T. H. Hartley writes: “The First Spir
itual Church of the South Side, held 
.quite a jubilee of their own on Sunday,' 
Feb. 19, at their hall, 77 Thirty-first 
street. The mass meeting having come 
to a very successful close, it was ar
ranged to have it commemorated by 
special services. The afternoon service 
was crowded by an enthusiastic audi-i

l-enee and listened to an elaborate ad
dress by Brother Barrett, president’of 
the N. S. A. Dr. Bland, famous In his 
.efforts to secure a rejection of the med- 

‘Jqrtf-bill.no w pending before the Illinois 
legislature, gave an interesting sketch 
of Its provisions,, etc., and expressed his 
sincere conviction of : Its ultimate . de
feat. The evening service was held In

Ing Spiritualism In Grand Rapids. I
cannot tell you one-half of the amount 
of good work Mrs. Carpenter has done 
and is still doing. Spiritualism has 
taken a new Impetus In our city. My 
time has been so engrossed with Camp

the large hall when Dr. N. F. Ravlin, 
whose eloquence is known to all, deliv
ered a wonderful-address. Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, the pastor, followed 
with tests and messages, controlled by 
Mayflower giving convincing proof of 
spirit return.. At the conclusion, Mrs. 
Cooley seemed to. undergo an entire 
transformation, both as regards person 
and voice, which penetrated every, cori 
,ner of the entire building. , A grander 
and more truthful-manifestation never 
occurred by thè great tragedian Edwin 
Booth, giving a grand poem which was 
dedicated to our brother, Dr. Ravlin, who 
afterwards acknowledged the compli
ment, glying.the best of reasons, for the, 
manifestation.” . .............. '

Mrs. J. E. Oldnight writes from Aus
tin, Texas: “We have had the pleasure 
of entertaining Mr. and -Mrs. Hatfield 
Pettibone for twojveeks, and reluctant
ly parted from them on Tuesday, Feb. 
14, when they left tor Houston and 
Galveston.- While with- us, they-gave 
several successful seances.” ' ■

quite interesting, We have-.good lec
tures afternoon and evening.- Each ses
sion concludes with vyjiatwe call a love 
feast. The la<!lc‘Of monoy 'is the great' 
draw-back. However frqe the Gospel 
may hate’bee^’in the days'■ bf its 
founded, ttye poor can hay^ the gospel 
preached unto3(t!iem-with’ this amend
ment, providing, they Mve the; price of 
the-hall ben'T.Religion'as well' as‘‘com-‘ 
merce stands on(tbe ipi of a dollar.-

Charles Carter writes from Lancas
ter, Ohio: “There, is.'am,inspirational 
speaker and a materializing medium 
among’the glass men.'here! Lancaster 
is having a real boom. There Is another 
glass* works coming, (three in all. The 
spirits told all tho particulars about the 
1^.8 here long before Jt was discovered. 

: held a circle in’ my house. There was 
a bright light on the table and another 
one under the table. Eight persons 
had hands on top of the table, and oth
ers looking on. The, spirits first lifted 
the table, glen with a ipan on it, then 
with ftvo men on it, tipping it back and 
forth' to show that it, was clear of the 
floor.' A number of ¡piker manifesta
tions were given.”

The Gate City News of Texarkana, 
Ark., speaks, as follows of ■ the good 
work of Mrs. Lucille Drumm: “Those 
Interested in charitable -work in this 
city will doubtless be pleased to learn 
that a lecture will be dejjvered at the 
WeSt Side city hall ait. 7:80 p. m., to as
sist ip rendering aid,.to the now de
pleted charity fund ¿f the olty. The 
subject to be handled-will be ‘Spiritual
ism,’ and interesting tests will be given 
by MrS. Lucille Drqmm, who has a 
World-wide- reputation» in connection 
with her performances in this channel. 
Ffbm the receipts of the occasion a lib
eral donation will be made to the char
ity fund of the city, and it is to be 
hoped that the attendance will be' of p 
large and attractive character and thus 
afford relief to those in the city who 
are dependent upon charity' for the few 
comforts that they' enjoy. The resi
dence of Mrs. . Drumm is at 324 State 
street, where she-will-be pleased to re
ceive visitors at, any-, time during her 
stay in the dtyr and phe can be ad
dressed there for engagements.” •

Phenomenal. muslcaLtest seances will 
be given at 3310% Rhodes avenue every 
Thursday evening, ’commencing March 
9, at 7:30 p. m., by;Mrs. Lora Holton, 
test medium and psychometrist. '

Col. Strickler writes, from Topeka, 
Kansas: "This society;: chartered under 
the laws of the state;,of .Kansas, to
gether with the1 Church of the Good 
Spirit under its auspl&s, located at To
peka, Kansas,' is ii an exceedingly 
flourishing condition, with Mrs. Mary 
J. Tally as preOiaenti. Mrs.. Laura B. 
Payne, vice-pre'Aident iarid Col. W.‘ H.‘ 
Strickler, secre&ry. ’The. church has 
engaged Mrs. E; T). 'Hlminon, medium, 
coinmencing Ja'n/19, Vor one morifh. 
She gave such perfect;, satisfaction the 
sbclcty has re-engagedr her.- She is a 
good common-sense talker, and some of 
her tests have been marvelous. She is 
strictly an lionestimedinm, and anxious 
to see Spiritualism bropght to the high
est moral standard. We can earnestly 
recommend her-, jo all honest seekers 
after truth.” ,u • lb
. Cora Rambo ^Writes2 from Newport, 
Ky.: "The Wonmp’s ¡Spiritual Aid gave 
a Martha-Wasbipgtoh-^ea at, my home, 
Feb. 22. It was'ja.success, both socially 
and financially. Ijirp. .Greenameyer, of 
Cincinnati, was present and gave many 
pleasing tests, in'a social way.”

' J. M. White writes from'Springfield, 
Mo.: “The cause of Spiritualism In this 
city is having' subsirifftlal aid through 
the magnetic healing, mediumlstlc un- 
foldment of young mediums and ’life, 
readings of Prof, J.'A'.' Fox and wife. 
He aids seekers for .development to be 

’ masters of their owfl ¡spirits.' Meetings 
on the South Side hive .been interrupt
ed by bad weather,' but on' Sunday 
night a very appreciative audience 
greeted Mr.and Mrs; Allen on the 
South Side. I expect to leave here soon, 
stopping at Moberly, Kirksville ' and 
Unionville in this state',’ . ; ■ . , .
“ (Continued pn^pflg» &)
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IMMORTALITY,

years ago, is assuredly still with me, 
and blesses me.’

“These ideas of tjie Queen are a ter
rible heresy in the eyes of the-strict 
doctrinaires of the Anglican Church;, 
and they reveal certain phases of the 
Queen’s character which are otherwise 
inexplicable. •

"The Intimacy which existed between 
the. sovereign and her favorite, the 
Dean of Westminster, was due to their 
mutual belief in the presence of spirits 
by the side of the living. According to 
the Queen's half-sister, the Princess of 
Hohenlohe, the Queen was convinced 
that her husband, the Prince Consort, 
whom she always deplored so deeply, 
watched over her and consoled her in 
her afflictions. She lias often said to 
the Princess Hohenlohe that the 
Prlnee had promised her lie would do 
so, on his death lied. During her long 
widowhood, she has never doubted for 
a single moment that he kept his prom
ise, as he fulfilled evefy pledge he made 
while living."

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG

As mirrors reflect material objects, so 
the governments and religions of na; 
tions reflect the intelligence and morals

...OR...

FÜTUBE HOMES AND DWELL* / 
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES,

AN—INVALUABLE WORK! ,
This adiutrpblo work contains, what a hundred 

•plriW, good ami evil, say of their dwelling placai. 
Give ub details—details and accurate‘dellueatiouBoi 
life In the Bpirit-world!—Is the constant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither**» 
oh, whither 1 Shall 1 know my friends beyond th* 

,tomW Will they know mei What Is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In thia vol* 
ume the spirits, differing ns they’nay, are allowed to 
apeak for themaelvei. No man is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats of the Mysteries of Life; 
JJoiibtB and Hopes? Tho Bridging of the River; Fora- 
gleams el the Future; Testimony ot Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is it 
tho Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit* 
World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Pert>oualEx* 
perkuces of Aaron Knight; The Red Man's Testi* 
mony; Evil Splrltb; Testimony of Physicians in Spirit* 
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Frleudaand Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Volcee-from the 'Spirit* 

, Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer* 
ous to mention. Price •!'postage, 13 cents. Foy 
sale at this office.

Söul ot Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries,

DF IW, AND ELIZABETH M B. 
iJ Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise a» 
OexHiqolr, 11 Is as fasolnatlng as a work of Action. 
She rower will be amazed to see the curio is facta 
Bore combined In support ot thia newly-discovered 
Bower of the human mind, which win resolve a tbod 
Mhd doubts and dllilcultles, make Geology as plain a* 4*y, and throw light ou all the grand eubleota nowob* 
■cured by time.of their peoples. The rulers who gov- s---.-j - T

era are.no worse than the average in- cion» * J->ung8 VOL !• 
telligence and morals of the governed; I ’ . ............:.•••••••• .............

SOCRATES AND THE RELIGION 
OF HIS DAY.

Socrates made the best Of the religion 
of Hellas and rose above It. Consider
ing virtue and piety to be the great 
pillars of the state, before undertaking 
any public office he first advised his 
friends on their duty to God and man
kind, frequently displaying before them 
high and noble descriptions of the 
Divine power and goodness. “Apply 
yourself sincerely to piety and virtue, 
and you will soon be persuaded that 
God sees alt hears all, and regulates 
and superintends all the, events of the 
universe." In language reminding us 
of the Hellenist prophet of Tarsus, he 
taught that God was visible enough by 
the many wondrous works of which he 
ls! the author, giving us light, without 
which we should be as the blind, and 
night because we have need of repose, 
and excellently ordering the seasons 
for tho frplts of the earth, of which we 
have such a variety, not only to supply 
our teal' wants but to satisfy luxury. 
The natural Theology of Paley or the 
Bridgewater Treatises Is almost antici
pated in his argument: "How wisely It 
Is provided. that since the eye is of a 
delicate make, it is guarded, by the lid, 
drawn back when the eye is used, and 
covering It in sleep;' and how Well doth 
the hair at the extremlty of the eyelids 
keep out dust, and the eyebrows pre
vent the sweat of the forehead from 
running Into the eye to its hurt, and 
how are the fore teeth fitted to cut off 
proper. portions of the food, and the 
grinders to, reduce it to a convenient 
smallness." “Let all this therefore 
teach ydti not to neglect or disbelieve 
the Deity because he is invisible; learn 
to know his presence and power; be 
persuaded of his universal care and 
providence, and be sure to worship and 
serve him.” His utterances on prayer 
and sacrifice, that the gods know better 
than we do wjiat things are really good 
for us, at that it would be injustice in 
the gods to take more delight in costly 
offerings of the- rich than in poorer 
ones, because then the sacrifices of Uie 
wicked would often be more acceptable 
than the gifts of the good, ate con
ceived in the lofty spirit of Isaiah or 
Amos. “To what purpose Is the mul
titude of yopr sacrifices to me; I will 
not regard the peace offerings of your 
fat beasts; Itave to do evil, learn to do 
well”

the worshiped God Is no better than the 
loftiest conception possible to the 
worshiper. The_ benighted African 
whose fetich is a fish-bone is a devotee 
to his highest .ideal, equally with him 
who worships the Father in spirit and 
in truth; the God of each is a mirage 
within the microcosm of his own soul.

Veiled by the Impenetrable glory of 
his Infinity, God the Absolute remains 
forever hidden from the finite. Nature 
has no mirror to reflect the face of the ' 
Almighty; no telephone to voice his 
speech. Sphinx-like, her mutterings 
make for the bad God as well as for the 
good. Bridgewater treatises are fail
ures-. God Is an institution, not a prob
lem; an Instinct, not a deduction. 
Polarity in the needle and-God in the I 
soul are akin.

Law for the stars in their courses; j 
law for the soul through its night! God 
is law; his universe is law! Engraven 
on the face of the firmament, en- 
stamped on the face of the soul—un
erring, inexorable, exacting—the law 
of the soul and the law of the planets 
are- one. Souls are not saved by 
proxy. “Self-redemption, self-redemp
tion!” thunders Inexorable law. And 
the purchase price of a soul is the soul’s 
own self-saerlnce.

Law for the stars In their courses; 
law for the soul through Its night!

What then Is redemption; what the 
mission of Christ? The mystery of 
Christ Is the mystery‘of man. Incarna
tion the mystery of Christ; incarnation 
the mystery of man. Christ was an In
carnate being. Generic man is an in
carnate being; two in one; the soul-man 
born of the spheres, the earth-man born 
of. the earth—two indlvlduallsms In one 
personality. The soul-man born to live; 
the earth-man born to die; and the 
trend of the soul is to die with Its 
beast! Incarnation means temptation; 
incarnation means the evolution of the 
soul. The survival of fittest the law of 
the species; the survival of fittest the 
law of the soul!

HABBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

THE QUEEN AS A SPIRITUALIST. 
. One of the. most interesting signs of 
Um times to. us Spiritualists, who have 
been so long accustomed to be sneered 
at as dupes, .ridiculed as fools, and even 
denounced as Knaves by.a section of 
the Melbourne' press, is the Increasing 
attention which Is being paid to Spirit
ualism, and the respectful terms in 
which it Is now being spoken of by in
fluential newspapers in. the United 
States and on the continent of Europe.

,We recently transferred to our columns 
an Important- article on . the subject 
from the New York Herald; and we are 
now in a position to follow It up by 
another which appeared in the New 
York World. It refers to the spiritual
istic beliefs of H. M. Queen Victoria, 
and is to the following effect; ■ . • , L

“Like Mr. Stead, Queen Victoria is 
perfectly convinced that it is possible 
to communicate with the Inhabitants of 
the invisible world. These Ideas of the 
head of the Anglican Church,-which 
are not very orthodox, she has ex
pressed upon various occasions. . .

“A book entitled The Little Pilgrim 
in the Unseen, written by Mrs. Oli
phant; was the origin of the Queen’s 
friendship for that popular novelist. 
Everybody at the court knows that it 
was likewise to his own belief In the' 
world of spirits, that the late Lord Ten
nyson was indebted for the esteem 
which her;majesty entertained for the 
poet laureate. In one of his letters to 
the: Queen, recently published, he 
wrote: ‘If the dead, as I have often 
had the impression, are more alive than
those who are living, on the earth, and 
wander round the planet upon which 
they hove been incarnate; then "they 
are still with us, while we are lament-

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

' Postage 10 denta.
Soul of Things—Vol IL

Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol. IIL 
mvrated. se,». Cloth............. .
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MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN^BROTVN, 

TboModluiaof tbe Booklet, t'H: Introduction h 
J. S. Lovelend. This Is the history of one of th 
most wonderful mediums that ever Uved. in iar» 
pages. BfttaneHDl*. Piton, M»o«Mh Iter 3 
attmeomoo.

IMMORTALITY.
Voices. Price 60 cent». _ auU‘M «

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healingv
Aserie»otleeson»on the relation» ot the sclrlti® 

Its own organlBin, and the Inter relation ot liutnai 
being» with reference to health, disease and liealln». 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the mJ, 
dlumshlp of Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond. £ book tbai 
every bealor, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price »1.50. For aalo at thia office.

TWO IN ONF,
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Th® 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly InstructlYe *nd Interesting work Is b 
ComUUhllon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
SlendH. works. By this arrangement the cost Is such 

at the reader'll enabled to secure the two hood 
com j.-tod at the Jame price as was formerly aikea 
for th 11» ueparately. This volume contains 462 pages 
and 1g timdsoinely bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent portrait of tho author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a caiGful comparison of Biblical and Modern Splrlh 
ualtsm. No book of the century has made so many 
converlu to Modern Spiritualism as this. The authors 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
iheuomena and philosophy, has been accomplished, 

'be adaptation of Spiritualism to tho wants of human
ity; lta.moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mlntetn'i tho spiritual nature of man, and the objeo 
tions Altered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light ol the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, llld expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical coinparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.Where do the “spirits" originate? The 

inductions of modern empirical spirit
ism In this respect amounts to this: 
There is no generation of new spirits in 
the othet world; the spirits are sexually 
unproductive; they all have originated 
In our sphere of life. The life of every 
individual results In the production of 
a so-called spirit. This simplifies the 
problem considerably, because we need 
not go far now for an answer to'the 
above question; wo only need to ex
plain the cause and object of organic 
life. The Darwinians have made a 
great stride forward to this end by 
establishing the positive proofs of 
evolutionism, which Is now a settled 
fact of science. But Darwinism is lim
ited to the realms of Inheritance and 
adjustment, and does not include the 
cause and object of organic life. It was 
a natural supposition that organic life 
originated from the inorganic, but the 
proofs for it have been furnished only 
in late years.

Experimental science has produced 
organic substances from inorganic, and 
has bred new simple organic bodies 
Without sperms from unorganized or
ganic substances under perfect “test 
conditions.” We will believe in the 
scientists’ “test conditions” at one end 
of organic life, though they do not be
lieve in our "test conditions” at the 
other end; yet the time is mot far off 
when they will believe us too.

It is, therefore, evident that inorganic 
life is the basis of organic, and that all, 
the features of the latter are but com
plications and compositions of the ele
mentary forms of inorganic life. '

Kissing the Bible.
Magistrate Poole of the Morrisania 

court of New York, has turned the 
Bible out of his court, says Harper’s 
Weekly. He is quoted as saying: “I 
won’t swear anyone on the Bible, or 
tell them to kiss it. There is no law to 
compel anyone to do so. In court all 
manner of persons kiss the Bible, which 
in such places becomes a breeder of dis
ease.” So hereafter he will swear folks 
in his court by having them hold up 
their hands. • ' '

Court Bibles cannot be nice kissing, 
and a police court Bible, after a day’s 
work, must be a nice thing to be han
dled with tongs. There may be, and 
probably are,, persons who feel that 
they can speak more truthfully after 
kissing the book, and perhaps for them 
a Bible ought’to be available. But the 
habitual kissing of Bibles in ’’court Is a 
dreary and unsanltai’y performance, 
which ought to fade out of every.court 
just as soon as civilization in that lo
cality reaches a point where it can be 
spared. Oaths made by placing the 
hand on the Bible, or by holding up the 
hand or by whatever form most influ
ences the witness’ mind, are just as ef
fective and just as binding as those in 
which the Bible Is kissed. In spite of 
the- higher criticism, the Bible means a 
great deal to the average man, and per
haps Its presence In courts is useful, 
-but the formal kissing of., It. by wit
nesses is a fit custom to' abolish.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Bummer" By Lilian Whiting. No

HUMAN CULTURE È CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D<

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price, cloth, 75 cents. For sale ai this office*

PRINCIPLES 
- OF — 

LIGHT flNF 60L0R
BY E. D. BAB' HTT, M. D. LL. D.

i
A truly groat work In which the author exhibits 
he results of years of research, of a mind devoted 
o science and truth, highly gifted with keen intui* 
Ivo Insight and tbo psychic faculty of clairvoyance* 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facts and prin« 
eiples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is of 
very great interest and importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light and color ta 
their mental and physical effects and their'Practical 
application In tho conservation of health and the 

cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value Is be* 
tond estimation, and Its teachings should be known

Fan- ............................................. .Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, Stic.

EorSale at The ProffreMive Thinker Office.
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led to the light.
A Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangelic 

nation and Free Thought. It is to Protest* 
antism what the ••Secrets of the 

veni’’ ie Co Catholicism*

BY HUDSONTUTTLE.

The dtatlngnlBbed author. Hudson Tuttle, require* 
no Introduction to tbo readers of Tub Pboorkfiivi 
Tuinkbr, but the following headings of chapters will 
show.them what they may expect from tbo book:

-Costbkts:-An Idyl - Fi.rdham-Building the 
Oburch—The Evangelist- Blood—The Saloon—Tbi 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jana 
Grey-The Mother of Caln-Evolution- SUHa-The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—Tho 
Double Hole—Herery—Annette- Tho Bank Ruhliery— 
Liberty-All Is Well That Ends Well-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light. ______
. Every chapter is devoted to one idea, and the whole 
piTieata bo many tableaux movlngonwnrd to tbo clb 
max.- The.heudlsh career of the revivalist Io con. 
trusted with tbo character of the honest minister anl 
the thinking amcrtlc. The »tens hr which a Preach« 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties he meeti 
sro graphically presented. Thencwchurch andpro* 
crosslve lyccum evolved out-of the old, form an tu« 
tercstlng study to th<»»o seeking new methods.

It is »beautiful volume of 223 pages, and tlia prica 
accordance with onr now departure, is $0 centa, 

Pt'npsiid, or five eoptc« for «1.25 For Dale at ths 
••Hire of The Progkessivb Tuinexb.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
Collection of Vocal Music fbr the 
Choir, Congregation and Social 

' Circles. .* . . . . V ww. — ...
■ By J. tì.Peebles ami J. 0. Barrett: B. H. Bailor. 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wludare sun WJUi Ub, wuue wu uie muieui- nn|r|tnnl thnnrhl Musical Editor.. Now ediuon. Culled from nwlddIne that we no longer have them with mind that loves spiritual wougnt can ot meraturo with the most critical care, fro» 

in-hnmoa-nnri If un tho liliuhnnrl ' fall to be fed and delighted With this from all thoologloal Mao, throbbing with tbo eoul ot 
US in our homes, ana it so, tne husband, ; mil _ flin. _niritUnl thoucht bom. ¿»plratlori,embodying the principles and virtuoso! the son and the daughter'whom your book. Beaupiui spiritual tuoug t, com , £0 spiritual phiiosophv. tet to tho mr»tcheerful and 
mntnut-v hns Inst maV still be Gladdened binlng advanced ideas on the finer and popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all majesty .nas lost, may buu oe giaaaenea m e phases of Snlrituallsm. leadlrie occasions, it ts doubtless the most attractive work ot when the people acclaim-their Queen J ethereal puaresoiDpiuiuuuBm,ieuamg lhoMBd 0Tcr pnM|E|,cd, r, beantimi sonp, duota 

"On another occasion, the Queen the mind onwarc-inw> ti e. purer atmos- ind quartets, with plnoo, organ or melodeon accbm* ■ un anoti e , y ii . oj exalted spiritual truth. A imminent, adapted bntli to public meetings and tbs.

■ite Iisht which the .no .’I.,.,,, „ The Development of tie Spirit.

US in our uuuiw, uuu n bv, uiu uuauauu, ; -

the son and the daughter'whom your book.

reflects after it has disappeared from 
our eyes, is full of obscurity, neverthe-

'The Relation of the Spiritual to the
Material Universe. The Law of Spirit(JUL V*. vmmw — .w,! » yu-.-, - J, 1

less It gives us a feellng of joyftil grat- Control. -.
Rude. He who quitted me nearly;thirty -16. cents. For. sale at .this office.

By Michael Faraday. Pi ice

public meeting« and tbs.

After Transition. By the lato M. Faraday. Tho ori. 
Kin of religions, and their Induenco nfton tho montai 
development of the human race. Transcribed attha 
request of • Mal at ahclau (UMM» Frtoo

bill.no
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AND :

GREATLY NEEDED

This department Is under the manage
ment of

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address hlrii at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

to carry the subject beyond suggestion, 
and have him independent in his spir
itual perception. (This will be accom
plished by successive-steps. The sub
ject Should, be hypnotized or magnet
ized at stated times, each time the im
pression must be left that: the next 
trial will go-further. '

A.sensitive in thia condition will de-

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Frill name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not bo published. 1 be 
correspondence of this department .has 

( become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely glvo wbat- 

\ ever information I am able, the orui- 
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex

pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

A. Buerstatte: Q. Since 1881 have 
had various phases of mediumship, and 
have talking in-unknown tongues and 
automatic writing in a strange lan
guage.! send specimen, and ask tor 
an explanation. Is there any medium 
.who can translate it?

A. This phase has been recently dis
cussed in this department. Of the huu- 
dreds of specimens' sent from widely 
remote localities, there is a remarkable 
sameness, as though all.were written 

- after a well defined system. Yet their 
value appears to be only that of prae- 

'. tice of the hand In gaining control. In 
■ ■ most eases Mils proves a failure, for the 

hand as it were falls into the habit of 
writing these characters and year after 
year does not improve. Translations. 

" have been made, ostensibly, but V. 
would be far more profitable to write 

।... in a language understandable, and if 
i \ this phase carinot be outgrown better to 

\ discontinue the'seances for a time. , 
11, H. Klttrldge: Q. How many dif

ferent religious beliefs or sects are 
there in the world? . . , . x,._ „

A. It is difficult to determine the ex
act number of sects, which will appear 
from the fact they have been estimated 
all the way from 1,000 to 3,000. The 
difference depends on how slight a -wi- 
riatlon in. belief is recognized as suffi
cient to constitute a sect. In the early 
centuries of Christianity there ap
peared to be even greater diversity and 
conflict of opinion than at present, and 
■the recognized method of settling such 
differences of belief by physical means 
Instead of discussion, emphasized the

THB FROGRBSSnOBITHINKBR.

THE NEW AGE.
The Czar’s Proposition for 

Peace.

velop in clairvoyance more rapidly by ] 
sitting in a circle,'when a strong spirit
ual Influence will be excited, to carry 
the subject beyond the control of phys
ical conditions. .

If the inagnetlzer, however, depends 
on himself, he must patiently await the 
awakening x>l the spiritual perceptions.. 
No formula of passes is of the least 
value, except as concentrating the mind 
and sustainihg attention. The state 
cannot be forced. . '

. A. L*Studer: Q. What causes reflex 
action? ,

A. Wli'at is known as reflex action in 
the nervous system, comprises those 
movements which are not recognized or 
controlled by the direct thought, as the 
movement of the heart, the breathing, 
etc. If the head be cut off from a tur
tle and a coal of fire touch Its foot it 
will withdraw just the same as though 
not injured. In this c.ase the nerves of 
sensation only reach a ganglion of the 
spinal cord, and communicate with the 
return motor nerves which cause the 
muscles of the foot to contract. No im
pression reaches the brain. So in qase 
of the heart, the Impulse goes , to and 
returns from the spinal cord, and the 
brain proper does not receive the im
pressions, nor transmit the force, which 
comes from appropriate ganglia in the 
spinal cord. This is reflex action. It is 
the much talked of,' most Ignorantly 
talked of “subconscious-self.” The au
tomatic action of the spinal cord, seed
ing up no messages or only scant and 
imperfect ones to the central brain. A 
great share of physical activity is re
ferable to this reflex action, another 
large portion is referable to the same 
mingled with a more or less controlling 
consciousness. For instance, breathing 

■ is under partial control, yet Is compul
sory. There are sufficient nerve fibres 
ascending to the brain to give it this 
partial cognftion’nhd control. -

It is true that many mysterious psy
chic phenomena may be explained by 
this “subconscious self,” this action of 
organs, unrecognized by the consclous- 

1 ness, but when applied to the phenom
ena of Spiritualism it is a ridiculous 

’ speculation.

■ T. A. Parkinson: Q. What specific 
I new psychic or moral elements have 
I been introduced by Spiritualism in the 
1 past fifty years, which alone or eom- 
1 blned with the teachings of Christ, con-

antagonism. . , ,
Most of these, sects had their day and • 

like stranded monsters He along the 
coast Hue of the stream of time, hid- ; 
eous, grotesque, pitiable in the mire, 
the shame, the torture they have 
wreaked on credulous humanity. Ihe 
dead sects vastly outnumber the living. 
Altogether they form on appalling com
mentary on the ignorance, credulity 
and weakness of mankind.

“Astra” gives several instances where 
others have seen a spirit attending her, 
her exact counterpart, and asks an ex
planation of tills “double."

A. It is to be explained not on the 
theory of “double appearance," a man- 
iffestatlon which these Instances do not 
parallel. “Astra” is a medium for the 
best form of materialization, that is, 
ethereallzatlon. This spirit, so like her 
self,- ispresent with 'her almost con
stantly, for she Is not only a cousin, but 
a spiritual sister- in harmony of mind. 
Entering into “Astra’s” sphere, she is 
at times made visible, unconsciously to 
herself. This explanation covers a mul
titude of Instances which have been ob
served and recorded.

, Warren Miller: Q. (D What is the 
, condition of the spirit of one entranced? 
1 What, while unconscious with fever?

a. The condition of the spirit while 
in trance, is as various as the profund
ity of that state. It may be In the be
ginning able to communicate its feel

- Ings through the physical organism. It 
may go on until It depends almost en- 
tlrely on Its spiritual senses, and has 
no control over its physical body. The 
thoughts, ideas, impressions, etc., re- 
celved in that state, may or may not be 

' retained by memory on its return to the 
normal physical state, dependent on its 
relations to the physical life. Fever 
and all diseases which produce uncon- 
sclousness, affect the mind through its 
dependency on the state of the physical 
body. Related as it Is to that body, it 
is not only refused expression through 
the brain, but its activity is paralyzed 

■■■; or distorted. When, as at death, the 
' ■ separation comes, the physical condi- 

■■ ' tion is reflected on the spirit, and for an 
: indefinite time. Yet it is surely thrown

[Automatlcaliy written by a spirit 
purporting to be Alex von Humboldt]

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

There was a time when for one tribe 
to* go out and slaughter another tribe, 
and hold a fetist on the dead bodies of 
the slain, wffs believed to be the crown
ing glory of man.

It has passed. -
There was a time when to capture a 

neighboring people, confiscate their 
wealth and make them slaves was re
garded as a divine right.

stltute a new religion for this age
A. Spiritualism affirms that spiritual 

beings are originated and sustained by 
law, In contradiction to the old belief 
in their miraculous character. That oG 
Itself overturns' all the past with regal'd 
to Spiritualism. So far as the morality 
of Christ is concerned, Spiritualism 
makes it Its own. Yet It can never' 
unite with any system of religion to 
make a future religion. Its mission is 
the destruction of ignorance and super
stition, which is the foundation of all 
religions. Its adoration is for man, Its 
alm his perfection.

A History of American Spir 
itualism, ; .....

rlble objectdessoniiWi «bother, a last, 
war will not be retired to teach its 
purposelessness,, ; ute>pdahable horror 
and utter waste, al nv

The1 Spanish Ameritaai battles faintly 
indicate the awful destmintive power of 
the modern engines; bfifclaughter. Had 
the combats been equallyi-sustained on 
both sides as theyijwould be between 
English and Russian,:'.(German and 
French, it would base been mutilai de- 
structlon. Braveryi^ippoaed to the re
cent engines of wanisifoolhardiness, and 
courage another name resignation
to fate. ■ \ obx.- -a

It has passed.
There was a time when every one out-_ 

side the tribe or nation was regarded as 
an enemy, and to destroy such was 
bravery and received unstinted praise.

•It has passed.
The time was when it was believed 

tfiat the prosperity of one nation could 
be gained only by the destruction ot 
others. The triumph of Rome was the 
destruction of Carthage.

National glory was conquest of sur
rounding nations, holding them by 
armed force in vassalage.

It has passed. All these savage be
liefs have passed with the/night of ig
norance. Mankind has grown into the 
sphere of the higher moral forces. 
There Is no more hunting men as game, 
for slaves, for robbery. Slowly and 
surely the conviction' has come, that 
one nation cannot permanently gain by 
the destruction; the loss and suffering 
of another, On the contrary, the loss 
of one is the loss of all, arid hence the 
responsibility Is forced on each great 
government by the constantly augment
ing complexity of national relationship, 
to urge and compel, if need be, the pres
ervation of peace between civilized na
tionalities'. Coming down from the sav
agery of the past, we have the war
spirit, yet dominant, and its tinsel, 
gaud and false glory taking the fancy.. 
The tiger in man is not yet subdued by 
his righteousness, and breaks out at 
fancied insults and roars for blood. 
The vast standing armies which con
front each other on the frontiers of the 
kingdoms of Europe, with all the glgan- 
tic preparations for defense and as
sault which have absorbed the energies 
of the nations, are part of the dismal 
heritage bequeathed this age by ‘the 
past. Nine-tenths of human life has 
gone to the forging and use of swords, 
cannon, forts.and battle-ships,-and the 
training of men in the arts .of destroy
ing each other; one-tenth for human

In this great- convention the United 
States takes by right; nil honored place. 
She has fought the. ouly war ever 
waged for the purpose:-«! maintaining 
diving justice.: England,:iwlth all. her 
colonies wjll join hands with the United 
States. By language, by race, by every 
tie they are one, .with inseparable in
terests. Russia has been most frater
nal and there' is evpry reason for her 
joining this triple brotherhood. What
ever may be the fate of a consolidation 
of the other European states, these 
three can stand. together. -Their inter
ests are identical. . , ,

Yet those other states, Italy, Ger
many, France, Austria,. Sweden, Den
mark, Turkey, would they not have ev
erything to lose by not joining this 
Brotherhood of Nations y ■ ■'...■■

Let the'twehtleth century be heralded 
by the disarmament of the millions of 
soldiers, their, return to their families 
and the Inauguration of peace.
' Peace means abundance. Peace 
means civilization tat its , highest and

.“ Historical Testimony.“
To tho Editor:—Would it be wrong 

for us to put our friend “Mack," of Cin
cinnati, on his feet a little In regard to 
history? In his article in No. 482.oí 
The Progressive Thinker, iiirioug other 
things lie says: I "The greatest Roman 
historians, Livy and, Theodoret, testify 
to the . following facts and comment 
upon them largely:” . .

“In the Western Empire lived one 
Eugenius, an aspiring man, who from 
keeping a grammar school had risen to 
the office of Lord High Treasurer. This 
was in the year 23 B, C.,” etc.

Now, Brother “Mack,” Theodoret was 
pot a Roman historian. He was a. 
Greek, born at Antioch about 390 A. D., 
a theological writer who wrote some 
church history; A. D. 423, he was 
Bishop of Oyrrhus, a city in Syria. He 
died about 460 A. D. His writings 
should be read with .caution and re-

best. ' , '
And yet it is said,;no plan has been 

drawn whereby this result Is to be com
passed. ’ , '■ r', ' ' , . .

It is not wise to propose such'a plan 
now. The member^ of that august 
convention should '.assemble unpreju
diced, uncommitted ,^nd ready to meet

jected with care. *
Titus Livius, the Roriran historian, 

was born 59 B. C., and died 17 A. D. 
He wrote 142 books of Roman history, 
of which 35 have come down to us 
intact, and fragments of others (all 
valuable). He could hardly be 
pected to write about Theodosius, the 
Great, a Spaniard, born A. D. 348, or 
about Valentinian II., tlie one you refer 
to (there were three Emperors of the 
Western Empire by that name). He 
was strangled by order of Arbogastes, a 
rebellious general, A; D. 892. Arbo
gastes placed the rhetorician Eugenius 
on the throne of the Western Empire. 
They were subdued by Theodosius and 
slain, A. D. 396. Theodoret may have 
written about these people, but Livy 
never. But go slow on Theodoret and 
all early church writers and church his
torians; . B. F, SLITER.

"Nature Qure.” By Drs. M. E, ’ and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ?L50 and $2.

Words fiom Massachusetts

J; R. Francis, Editor of The Progressive Think- 
er#-Dear Sir Enclosed please find $1.20 for 
renewal of my subscription for another year, to
gether with the premium—“Art Magic”—which 
you offer. I don’t now see how f could very 
well get along without your valuable paper, so 
interested have I become in reading its contents 

iom week to week. . ; .
It is certainly a great mystery to me how it is 

possible for you to publish such a paper as The 
Progressive ^Thinta for so little money, to say 
nothing of giving so rare and valuable a book 
as a premium. Your proposition announced in 
each issue to do this must-be.regarded as a phil
anthropic act of the highest order by all candid 
and thoughtful readers, especially if they have 
the slightest knowledge of spiritual unfoldment, 

CHARLES A. DAY. ,
Wollaston Heights, Mass. 7

Are Yoû a ^óbseriber for
The Progressive Thiflkßf?

IF NOT YOU CERTAINLY SHOULD BE.

/¥ Voice from Ohio.
- ' . ♦ , .

As fifty years have passed since the 
electric rappings at Hydesville, N. Y„ 
and as a great movement with millions 
of devotees has evolved therefrom, is it
not quite time- that we had a careful, 
consecutive and well-written history of

happiness.
U. may be held without question that 

(Cfviilzed nations, however refined and 
peaceful, must for their own safety be 
prepared to repel the attacks of sur
rounding barbarous peoples. It should 
not be accepted as true that civilized 
nations must arm themselves against 
the encroachments of each other. The 
contrary doctrine hits been received and 
acted on, and as the equipment of one 
compels that of all and every soldier 
added to one army calls for a soldier In 
each and every other, there is a reck
less chasp to gain advantage, by supe
rior armament or number of regi
ments. It needs nd argument that this 
strained situation has a limit of ten
sion. There is a limit to the number of 
men equal to the demands of the army 
and to. the supplies which can be fur
nished ,by those who are enslaved by 
the enormous burdens Imposed by this 
task. The attempt to hold-the nations 
In this condition of “armed camus,” ex
hausts their vital energies andT-apidly 
brings ever-increasing destitution, suf
fering and abject wretchedness at the 
foundation of the social structure.

If you are.jiot a subscriber, or if the time for 
which you have paid has expired, then these re
marks are intended for you. We would be 
delighted t^ have your name added to our list 
again for th$- coming year. It will be a contin
ued. feast of Spiritual literature. The price of the 
paper for ope year is only’Sl, and by send
ing 20 cents additional with your yearly sub
scription we- will send you Art Magic, a< very 
valuable book-fir your library. This book has 
been sold as high as $25. By subscribing for 
The Progressive Thinker and securing the pre
mium each yeai1, you will soon have a valuable 
occult library, hind at the same time aid in Bus 
tairiing Thelpfoferessivfe Thinker. The interest
ing articles.to ifre. found in this paper are surely 
wortWr i4Pielth^h..the price of a yeaPs sub
scription. Eyfety Spiritualist should aid in sus
taining the Spiritualist press, and thus keep in 
touch with the great liberal movement. Read 

| this paper carefully, then send in your subscrip- 
ou are missing the soul-feast of your life.

To the Editor:—I see by the tag on my paper 
that my subscription Oxpires with the next num- - 
ber. 1 have rOad the premium, (Ghost Land) 
with quite a degree of interest. How you can 
give so many copies of so much valuable infor
mation for one dollar I do not know. To recip
rocate your kindness and generosity, I send you * 
to-day eleven ($11) dollars. f You will see by the 
list that I send you $1, to have‘ your paper 
placed in the public library at Greenville. Green
ville is almost without the knowledge of Spirit 
communion, and I know of no better way to en
lighten them than to place The Progressive 
Thinker and Art Magic in their library for one 
year, hoping they may prove an impulse and 
guidance toward truth and goodness.

German. O. LEE WOODS.

off. 1
C. G. B.: Q. I am sitting for a trance J 

speaker. I want to know if I can sue- ( 
ceed, without education. I haven t j

A. Education does not affect the 
* state of trance, but the character of ' 

tho trance and its value depends on the ( 
training—education—of .the mind en- 

• "tranced.You would not take a half
finished violin to an Ole Bull, and ex
pect perfect music. You would feel that 
yod dishonored the musician if you did 
not take the best instrument The 
world is exceedingly foolish and Ignor
ant, but a lecturer going out with noth
ing mut his desire to speak, and imper- 
feet trance or inspiration to assist 
him, will find it better informed than 

"himself. . . . , __ _____
Inspiration is a wonderful assistance, 

but It is not alone the royal road to 
knowledge, and it comes not for the 
asking. It demands devotion, concen- 

: tratlon of purpose, and sacrifice, and 
the toil of having it at its best estate, 

•■■ is equal to that of education on other 
■ Unes. "

The school of the .trance and insplra- 
tlonal speaker Is the circle. Before the 

" circle the employed speaker can test 
this value of his utterances. He can 
■become developed, and learn the true 

■ value of his gift If he Is able to in
struct and interest the circle, it may be 

- enlarged, and out of it grow the pubUc 
meeting, when the inspirational speak
ing will be judged at its real value.

. If he-takes his spirit guides as teach
ers, and avails himself of every source 
of information, with the humility of a 
child, and infinite patience, he may 
hope to achieve success. .

J. S. Arthur: The adhesion and re
pulsion of paper when rubbed Is purely 
an electrical manifestation. .

After “sitting for" 18 months for phys- 
leal manifestations,” it would be well to 
sit passively, without any expectation, 
and passively receive what may be 
found expedient for your spirit friends 
to give. The feeling of loss of strength, 
and swinging, indicates a phase of 
mental mediumship rather'than, physi
cal. Take in some new members to
your circle. •. 1

Student, Ponca City, 0. T.: Q; By 
•what exact method can clairvoyance be 
induced in a subject; sensitive arid 
easily put into the hypnotic state?

A. As clairvoyance Is a higher state 
than that of thehypnotic, it Is essential

American Spiritualism? Such a vol- I . Are armies needed to protect the 
ume is certainly demanded, and it rulers and governments? The govern- I tlQH,
should be written while some of the I Ing power which outrages the rights of I 
old pioneers are yet living in their bod- the governed, in this age, cannot long I _—;—
ine ThnRfk wore witnesses of the be- I preserve itself by armed force? I . -a.. ibnir 1glnninj of phenomena that at first For defense aglinst other nations? on « composite plan,.the result of their | 
startled and has since converted the There Is not one that would willingly for n moment forget
hrniniest nortion of the world to a make an attack on another, for to do so Let them not for a monten g ,“iX’S“«ú ». ir ~r¡>i. í “ 1

font iRplf Is above all nrice. I loss of life. Now that the border lines I unieasmng or uu me ,Mrs Britten’s book “Nineteenth Cen- of governments are drawn sharply by I galization of robbery and ' i 
tmy Miracles,” wasteful In its time, thé affiliation of races, the acquisition return to the mental stat f g ■
+hnri<Th hr fir«t chanters were de- of territory would be a sojirce of weak- war J® »if JS to Spiritualism in Germany, I ness instead of strength and hence I first; of the tiger, the savage, the ruf
France and Great Britain, and its last I nothing Is to be gained and all to lose fi“¿e^Ur^e07t i3'this high court of : 
chapter to American Spiritualism, a re-1 by conflict United Nations before whose tri
versal of the order of time. Spiritual- It is a masquerade a pretense most the Nuuom^mo afljudged, 
ism, conceived in heaven, was born in costly to maintain affila constant men- J s ,
America. Here it passed through the ace to the arts of peate. impartially ana witnoutapp
struggles, trials and persecutions of all I It may be said that every; able-bodied I ---------- ~
-reat reform movements. It is now a man belongs to the armies of Europe, WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY, 
power, a mighty power, modifying old and to keep the actual soldiers in the . • —
theology, and "bulldiug for itself a tem- field, the women of Germany are re-1 A mlghty nayon doth to-day 
win inimfti'tiii its historv should be I duced to drudgery, aud feed thoir cbll-1 ■*, +•<■» n <rrrxnt" Tnon nnvDie iDIDIOLUU. ALd inbtuij auviuu mc i » j ,. , - TtR ilOID&Ee tO tt KTe&l IDILIX piiy
written carefully, critically and consci-1 dren black bread; the peasantry of I Because of ^ls distinguished worth,
entiously. And wjro shall do it? Har- I Russia mix straw with their scanty al-1 An(J to hJm owesjts birth;
ricsnn t> "RnrrAtt fhp pffielpiit Di'esideut I lowance of mealî tbe wretched sous of I — . . »«a lanriar nf thp mpn •TISOU U. AlurrcLL, LUC CIUHCUL ¡utoiuuu 1 I ipzjr ha wag lAÍKler OI IQc •of the N. S. A., in one of his official re- Italy, with less Independence resort to I 'prayeiy fought with sword and 
norts suggested that Lyman C. Howe I beggaiy and brigandage. I ■ .be the man to undertake this project, I r The 8eeU a? I That they might set their country free
and I think it met with the unanimous It is not ® of a day, but foreign rule and tyranny.
_____ _« -11 „msont nt this enthpr- I a Tonvlction of the eternal right which I » - 
tag of the association Personally I has grown up within him, and strength- -TIs weU that we,should sacred hold 
frit that It was just the thing to be sug- cned by observation. He has said to fn memory those men of.old, , gested *0111 AccomplishedI Mr. "Howe Is himself, what If all these armed mill- By whose great toll AndI sacrifice 

thp Old nloneers- he has never l°ns who eat, wear and destroy, w'ere our nation had its Birth and rise.
shrunk from th baWe and when turned into the ranks of workers, of -TIs but the meed of honor due- wnuAdPd or scarred the disfigurements I creators, and all those who now have to I To noble heroes-brnr? and true, 
Aere all in front Heis a medium, a do douhle h-1Ple tesks were allowed who bore the hardship and the cost 
scholar, aTogïœl writer, a^A most rio- freedom to work for themselves; what I Of conquering d tyrtnVhost : 
quent platform speaker, just the man to ^^more black bXd miXed- with 'Mong all our great,inen now gone on, 
write this history. Will he undertake hovels for But one has equaled Washington,
it? I-have no assurance that he will, straw tor tne people, wo uovms ror wliom all; mankind revere-
because in doing it he would necessari- me mnorer: it costs tne state more to i nOM_ Lincoln whs his peer; ucuiuüb iu w i _man thnn nnHir dirp fnr muTi ir i UUL uuviv jJiiiuvm, »r.pp.t**“ ry »ly have to leave the public platform “e^tfian augliU The nation’s praise Alike is due
where he is in such demand and is so tbe_ cosuiœt proauct or nature, wnat and lts ...gavlor," too,
much needed in defense of a true and • ° JP . g æjæ frem Briton set us free,
liberal blTZ«o™WÆoA°^y The Czar would divert the inventive The last, from negro'slavery."

or three vears i™e could b’e as- Powers from cannon, fortifications and Our country needs such statesmen now 
sAAJ of'a falAMd’sàtlsfaictorÿ remun- battle-ships and build broad harbors of ünt0 ¿ajnmon’^11 not bow, 
oreHon for the time occupied in writing refuge for the reception of commerce But who in trll they, say and.do . t™ pr?oS¡ed htetory? I know nothing -and gird the empires with ways of steel Ço seli and countrywill jig true; 
what his idea upon this subject is, or for. transportation and exchange of the who when they malte or>,Wnake laws, 
would be, but I am sure that funds products of al! dimes.- . . Will faithful servé ihe RWlèf cause,
rouM I» raised from these millions of In the proposal he has sent out, he And never win.the^ti'^ï.betray 
Spïrituïllsts to amply reward him for himself to be the most far-seeing Kor sake o{ offlce> o|of ply. - 
K“tSSuch aPb^ok would not sell “Sd“tovîew^ Alen^lTf Let us, who now enjby thd fruit« - , 
at fl^Vi8n7ren^^thTove^d°murd'er I ?he cAmpdent wiretaken; his “few! Which have maturto".from Fredom’s 
novel, all tnin nf nrt I would be unanimously sustained ns the I roots, - i1' ,, 'u; " ;
or, as would burning demand of thé hour; although Remember how obffifatlieife fought
ventures In Darkest Africa—although I might not be considered as praC-1 Tofrain the end they nobiy sought, , the book would pay in the end Not at not Pe considered as prac- 10 g rem» what- they had
all timid in assuming responsibility in I “cau _ I . w" ,ial-
this line of; inquiry, will Lyman O. I Yet his is the only practical way to I . > (qj ofir'own—

Inform the nubile If he would un- inaugurate the movement for peace. And nave a country uu out u » . JSXXKSX If he can say, witohbnorable condor, "derail P°°¿f WWton 
snry finances were raised to enable him that he is weary of the waste of main- By leadership or. ty^nwt 
to support himself and family during I taining the empty show of war, and de-1 Great God of earthRof ftÿrs and suns, 
the time occupied in writing such a sires to apply the resources of his em- We pray for other Wash&gtons 
volume? Let us hear from him. " pire to its internal improvement, and As brave, as noble,‘\vlse/and just, ;• e J. M. PEBBLES, M. D. I the amelioration of the condition of his I ^r]jOm an thé people nbw may trust, 

Son Dleeo Gal. I People, ought he not to be met with the I q.o gave our nation fi'omUié tolls ■ '
.  ---- ---------- I same laudable spirit by those equally I 0£ all wb0 seek for power aild'spolls;

- nnnk REVIEWS | interested? ■ : Oh! give us now such god-like men
' I peace congresses have met, and thé I As blessed our counto there-and then!.

■ ", ■.,.. ' I desirability of forever abolishing war I Boston, Mass.- DEAN CLARKE.
ABO ht Astrology. By Trpf. G. W, l bas bi'en eloquently discussed. The ' ■ ; . . .■ ■■ ■' ' ■—

Cunningham, Chicago. . I members and advocate's were indefinite L :*ñ'¡ihwá' u»
■ Those wishing a. .hand-book of. the ln their views, divided in purpose and _ n Th^Côten^nfiments mA
rudiments ofastrology will find one to too mnch absorbed in generalizations-to W.Bach. The C^ffimanqments ate 
their desire in this small work, the succeed m special work. Here, how- not only analyzçd^but ço^uqstea wita 
price, of Which is $L. Sold by the |Aer, is a peace convention, which the other Bible paçsage^ showing, great In- 
nuihor. • leaders of the civilized world are re> congruities. Price 2oc., ■ .

T-------- VC —Cïrr.L. _ ouested to.attend, with power to con- . «The Infidelity of ;■■EecleslastlclBtn;
“'Blue paws of Qonnectlçul, With an th0 dcgt[nles of nations und mark A Menace to American Civilization." 

Account of.the Persecution of witches I «æ beginning of a new era for- the prof. W. M; Lockwood, lecturer 
and Quakers in New^-England, ,-Bte I wol-id. It Is not for theorizing, or I upon physical, physiological■_ and psy- 
The wickedness and folly-which mhy I Bpeecb-mnklng, but practical effort. ■ . I chltTsclence. Demonstrator or tho mot 
he embodied bi religion laws are forci- lg t(J be most ardently hoped that ^ular or spiritual' -hypothesis of na- 
bly illustrated Jn this readable and In-1 no j^ow préjudice or selflsh interests ttre< Scholarly* masterly, trenchant 
structiye patopMat Price, 25 cents. I ™ defeat the consummation of tijls | ftme 25 cents. For sale at this office - 
For sale at this office. i . .■„. ■■■■.-, : , . ? < ,

Farmer Riley at Port Angeles
Farmer Riley, the noted materializing 

medium, has been with us for the last 
six weeks, having made the long jour
ney from Michigan to Puget Sound, in 
the dead of winter for the benefit of his 
health, accepting an invitation to come 
from Mr. and Mrs. Schrake, of this clty.- 
Mr. Riley has held n number of mate
rializing circles since he has been here, 
at different places anti in our various 
homes, where we know there was no 
chance for fraud or deception, and we 
the Spiritualists of Port Angeles, most 
cordially Indorse him, wherever he . 
may go. '

One evening at the residence of Prof. 
Seymour, a" noted skeptic, was called 
into the cabinet where Mr. Riley was 
sitting, to take hold of his hand, and 
while there saw the controlling spirit 
materializing beside Fanner Riley, and 
as he, the skeptic, and Mrs. Seymour, 
who was also in the cabinet, left the 
room, the materialized spirit followed 
them out, and as they parted the cur
tain and passed out, there stood the ma
terialized form right behind them, so 
plain that all in the circle plainly saw 
it as there was a fair dim light burning 
In the room. Other spirits also materi
alized, handing out from the cabinet (a 
small bed-room) small bouquets of flow
ers, to different ones culled up to the 
aperture. Once D. O. Seymour was 
was called, but before he could reach 
the curtain, the spirit partially demate
rialized, sinking down to the floor, so 
that only the head and the uplifted 
hand holding the flowers remained 
above the floor, Prof, Seymour thus 
having to stoop low, to recelye bis bou
quet.. Farmer-Riley has created a great 
sensation here in this “land of the set
ting sun,” bn the shore of the straits of 
Juan de Fuco. Mr. Riley has never been 
exposed as an Impostor or "fraud, or 
even accused of it, for his open, manly 
countenance and honest ways inspire 
every one immediately with his genu
ineness. He is an old soldier, having 
marched for four years under the folds 
of “Old Glory” in the war of the great 
rebellion.. ,.. . • ,

1 PROF. D. 0. SEYMOUR, c
'" and eighteen others.

“Religion ’as Revealed by the Mate
rial rind Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL.D." A compact 
¿nd comprehensive view of the sub
ject; phllosopnic, historic,- analytical 
and critical"; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 

- Spiritualist. One of the very- best 
books bn tho subject. Price, reduced 
to $1; cloth; paper 50'cents. ■ For salé 
at this office.

The Principles or Nature, as .Discov
ered In thè Development and Structure 
of thè Universe. Matérial rind Spiritual 
Magnetic Forcés. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres.'-Given Inspl-. 
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. Kirig.", In 
three volumes, SvoK A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from 11.75 to IL25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof. 
W M. Lockwood.: A keen and master 
ly trentise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. . ; : :

For sale at this office. Cloth. BO cents. '

STORIES
■By W Mach-

X.

IOYS BEYOND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The To-morrow of J Death. Interesting, instructive, spiritual, fascinating. Will bring joy to 
thousands. By Louis Eiguier. Price $1.25.1 ANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practical L exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—In relation to man 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.
| IFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Illustrated with views rf the old Paine homeL stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the 1118
National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.
I IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description of

■iirough Miss M. T. Shelhamer. Price, doth, $1.00.

M AFTOMET. His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. 
No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. Exact and perfect in every 

detailed beyond adverse criticism. By Edward Gibbon. Price 25 cents. 
11AHOMET THE ILLUSTRIOUS. An apology for the life and charM act:;' of this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed 
pages. By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.
MAN IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. A popular account oe M results of recent scientific research regarding the origin, 
prospects of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.00. 
nEATH AND THE AITER^LlFE. An excellent work relating to toe U transition moment; scenes and society in Summer-land; "Winter-land., 
By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth, 75 cents; postage 5 cents.

DTAKE A and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggestive 
work. It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in 

Spiritualism. By A. J, Davis. Price 50 cents.

EVOLUTIONISM. A series of illustrated chart lectures upon the evolu
tion of all things in the universe. From atoms to worlds. Froin atoms 

to souls. . By Olney H. Richmond. Price, cloth, $1.25.
FAITH AND FACT, illustrating conflicts'between credulity and vitalized f thought. Prefaced by Robert G. Ingersoll in his own descriptive elo
quence^ By Henry M. Tabor. Price, cloth, $l;00. ■ 'F HiTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. A book that has done 

more to enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published.
By Rev. Chas. Chiniquy; ex-priest. Price $2.25. / ...

f ORCE AND MATTER, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a 
System of Morality Based Thereof A very popular scientific exposition.-.

By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00. . '
FROM NIGHT TO MORN-, or An Appeal to the Baptist Church. Just 

the thing to put in tho hands of church members, and of all .inquirers., 
Does not antagonize, but wins. By Ab^y A. Judson. Pnoe 15 cents. , _ 
FROM SOUL TO SOUL. This beautiful book of beautiful poems isjll 

that the title indicates—profound. Sublime and tunefully poetic ana restful, 
taito variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.00.
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-Geo. H. Brooks resumps his labors for 
the Unity Spiritual Society; Milwaukee, 
Wls., for March. His addreis will be 
420 Grand avenue. He writes; “The 
society hgs been well served for two 
months by Mrs. McFarland, of Winona, 

. Mlun., and I desire to thank her for her 
services.' Sly two months’ work in 
Pittsburg, Pa., closed tjie last Sunday 
In February and’It was a, very success
ful engagement as well as a very pleas
ant one. I will respond to calls for fu
nerals and week-night meetings. Send 
all telegrams to 420 Grand avenue, Mil
waukee, Wls.” . "
' Lyman 0. Howe writes from Cleve
land, 0.: “I speak to-night (Wednes
day) for the Lyceum Society of Brook- 
lyn-a benefit. Mr. Figuers gives plat
form tests. Last Thursday eve we held 
forth at Elyria, and had a splendid au
dience and excellent attention. I speak 
-again next Sunday for the West Side 
Society, Cleveland. Mr. Figuers gives 
tests. He is drumming for a building 
fund, and they hope to own a temple 
by and by. I do not expect to remain 
after next Sunday. Carrie Twlng 
serves the society In April. She is a 
favorite here. I am glad to see The 
Progressive Thinker grappling with 
live issues and turning the search-light

Bunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
• Chicago.

Church of the Star of Truth, TVicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North atenue. 
Services at 7;«5 p. in.,- conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Thç Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 
and 7:80 p. m., Lecture and spirit mes
sages at both services. Mrs. Lora Hol
ton, pastor. Seats free to all services.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in People’s Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt streets, at 3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets, City. •

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetipgs in Washington Hall, Wash
ington Boulevard and Ogden avenue, 
at 2:30-and 7:30 p. m. 'Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts thé services.

Thé Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lec-

TO THE SI6K ONLY
Who cannot afford to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, we will, during

MftRCH-
take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but $5 a month. Kindly'remember it 
has been our rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low Tates to the 
poor. This Is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of '

M/VRGHr
So that all may understand, we will re
peat the offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during March will be charged 
only ?5 a month until cured-old pa
tients who stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at once. Tell us your age, 
name in full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your case at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires. ‘ '

DR. 6. E. WATKINS
400 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Hotel Palmerston. .

on the dark ways of conscienceless pre
tenders, and seeking the root of things 
to solve complex problems in medium
ship and psychic experiences. The scin
tillations from Chas. Dawbarn and Dr. 
Peebles awaken thoughts on lines that 
reach deep and wide. I. think some of 
Mr, Dawbarnis theories may melt away 
before the rising of the hew day, but In 
the now they supply a need and show 
genius, as'well as Independence.”

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side have secured the auditorium 
at 77 31st street1 for Sunday, March 20, 
and anticipate holding a two-days’ 
meeting, the 25th and 26. Dr. A. B, 
Spinney, of Reed City, Mich., and J, 0. 
F, Grumblne are to be 'among the 
speakers, and several others are to take 
pant. Full programme will be given in 
due time. The enthusiasm caused by 
the late mass meeting is still . main
tained and the cry for more such, meet
ings is-going out from the people. The 
First Spiritual Church will endeavor to 
do their share towards satisfying the 
demand, and cordially invite the Spirit
ualists of Illinois to aid them in their 
efforts. Mrs. . Cooley will be .present 
throughout the entire session, and we 
know the.pjiblic will look for Mayflower 
with her sweet messages from the spirit 
friends.

Mrs. A. E. Tarr writes from Maine: 
“Please let me through your much-be
loved paper express my heartfelt grati
tude toward our brave and noble sister, 
Clara Watson. I for one, glory In her 
spunk, and I only wish that this world 
contained many more like her. I be- 
Heve that every one should have free
dom to express their thoughts as they 
see fit, and I join hand in hand, and 
heart to heart with her in the statement 
she has made In connection with that 
old book called the Bible.”- ,

Mrs. A. E. Sheets is gradually gain
ing strength at the hospital in this city, 
and expects to return soon to her home 
at Grand Ledge, Mich. .

Dr. Carlos Wright, Baker City, Ore.,

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
S/VNlTAfllÜM
at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, it is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they ean go for. 
rest and health. It Is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians'. It is under the 
personal and, assiduous care of regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at-, 
tractive home where invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation.

It is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region, one mile from 
Ayer depot in the town of the same 
name. Ayer is the junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
$1 a day upwards. Send all letters to

DR. 0. E. WATKINS,
485tf Ayer,, Mass.

ASTONISHING!
THAT

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

yqu and what will cure you, send 
a lock, of’ your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address .

J.6.BHTD0RF,M.D.
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml UH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, ©AL.,
. Still continues to give

PREE Diagnosisand
.FREE Consultation.
YOU Are Invited to Write.
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

MUS. 8. P. DeWOLF, INDEPENDENT BLATE
Writer aud Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue, 

W, G. PARTRIDGE^ 
The well-known Peychomctrlst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph |1.00 
Three reasonable quesHous answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 64 N. 62nd ave., Chicago. 877tf

DOCTOR A. 8. DOBSON'S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN . 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP 
---- OF-- ‘

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer. j

Spiritual Communications by Lotto«1, ft 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE. '

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
, Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice,
$1,00 and Stamp.

Address 228 West San Fernando bt., BunJoae, Cab 
WJ have never known e more competent, >ell»We 

and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chai« 
Walter Lynn. . . Job. RodesBuouanan.

THE RAREST 
OFiOFFERS.

ture and tests at 8 p. m.
The First Christian Spiritual Union 

Society will hold meetings every Sun
day at 3 and 7:30 p. m., in Van Buren 
Hall, Madison street and California 
avenue. Always good speakers and 
test mediums present.- Address all com
munications to Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, sec
retary, 247 W. Madison street.

Sunday evening talks, commencing 
March 12, 1899, will be given by John 
K. Hallowell (Friend John) in Jiall 309 
Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. Subject: 
“Some Occult History and Incidents.” 
Doors open 7 p. m. Exercises com
mence promptly at 7:45 p. m.
x The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:80 p. m.
’ The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 

holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot. -, .
'The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school. and 
churclr, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.,

The Lake A .ew Spiritualist. Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 In 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletchersstreet. 'Meetings conducted 
by Cari A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and. speakers. All 
friends and members are Invited. ‘ '

Dr. J. M. Temple will'hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests. , '

wishes to say to .the Spiritualists of Or
egon ^nd Washington: “I have now en
tered upon my missionary woyk among 
you., I have leoAred at Plano, and or
ganized a class in development, with 
Brother Mit Prescott as leader. I am 
now engaged In this city. My purpose 
is to go to places where there are a few 
struggling for the.light, lecture, organ
ize the medlumlstlc element into classes 
and instruct them in developing their 
talents into practical use; then on to 
the next place, ¿siring only my travel
ing expenses and entertainment, I am 
at your service. Let me ¿ear from you. 
Address me here durlngMarch, or write 
Walter P. Williams, secretary New Era 
Camp Association, Salem, Ore.”

For the benefit of the Spiritualists’ 
Home, 3310% Rhodes ave., G. V. Cord
Ingley will hold a psychometric and 
test seance, March 8, at 7:45 p. m. 
Bring your friends and have a good 
time and also help a good cause. Ad
mission only 25 cents. Good music and 
ji fine programme.

C. T. H. Benton, secretary, ’ writes: 
“The Ladles Home and Aid Society will 
hold two business meetings this month. 
The first will be the 15th at 2:30 p. m., 
and the second will be the 29th at 7 p. 
m. All-members are urgently request
ed to be present.” ■

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes: “A com-

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Cqutinued-'from page 6.)

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull writes: “1 cannot 
express the disappointment Mr .Hull 
felt that he could not attend the Chi
cago convention. He was down with la 
grippe. It has, however, left him In 
good'Sbape; he Is the best in some re
spects he has been for some time. He 
ventured to start for Ohio yesterday to 
attend a funeral. He wrote me from 
train that he was feeling better than 
the day before, so I conclude the trip 
will not Injure him.”

Dr. P. T. Johnson writes from Battle

Have you suffered.-from lesions which 
have become, chronic ? Has life been 
robbed of its brightness, the body tor
tured by pain and the mind clouded by 
disease? Have you sought relief of your 
family physician, and foundafter months 
of patient suffering, that, in chronic and 
obscure diseases he was inexperienced 
and unsuccessful? . .

Have you ever thought of consulting 
an educated psychic physician?

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs have re
ceived the best medical educations that 
colleges give; they have given their lives 
to the study, treatment and cure of 
chronic diseases. Extensive foreign trav
el and medical research has ripened and 
supplemented their educations—added 
to which; is the greatest of psychic gifts, 
enabling them to read the human body 
as an open book. This education, expe
rience and ability is placed at your dis
posal, and, gratuitously. By sending 
your name; age, sex and one leading 
symptom, in own handwriting, an abso
lutely correct diagnosis and a beautiful 
volume of rare value will be mailed la
dies who write

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
Maple St., Battle Creek. Mich.

Spiritual Endeavor Society,.-meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenge, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E.‘ Bromwqll, pastor.

Band of Harmony, - auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul; meets at Room 608 
Handel HalL Building, .40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning ' afternoons’■ at two 
o’clock. Ladies will bring old-clothes 
to be made over as per, instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper
at 6'o'clock. Tea and coffee served. 
.Evening session, called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashtonr 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and instructive programme.. '

The First-Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
0. . F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets In 
Steinwaÿ?Hall (7th floor) Van Burop, 
street,’near Michigan avenue, at 10:4^ 
a.. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 .noon Sun
day. Beata free to ¿11 services.

Spiritualist. Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45.p. m., at Flynn’s 
Hdll'jNortheast’corner of Robey Atreet 
and North-avenue. ’Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the -Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and- North avenue 
electric cars, Logan-Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street. ■ 7 .

Church Students of Nature meets ev-1 
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first 
street Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor. .

Spiritual Church of All Soûls. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirlt-

pany of fourteen met at my home the 
23d of last month, and organized a new 
society, naming It ’The Freedom.' We 
call the meeting t<f order at 2 p. m.; two 
hours are given to the splrits-to manifest 
in whatever way they can. We have 
organized this society for development 
to help the spirits, also the mediums. 
We invite strangers and Investigators, 
as there is always a band of spirits to 
give messages to those seeking for the 
proof of a life beyond. We meet every 
two weeks; The next meeting will be 
the 9th, at 746 Adams street, near Ro
bey. All will be given a hearty wel
come.” -
.Mrs. L. J. Vaughn writes that the 

Second Church of the Soul, which has 
held meetings in Van Buren Hall, cor
ner of Madison street and California 
avenue, has changed its name to the 
First Christian Spiritual Union Society. 
Meetings will be held there at 3 and 
7:30 p. m. . ’ ,

“The Occult Forces ot Sex.” By Lois' 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are'em
bodied In this volume, Im which ques
tions of great Importance to the race are 
discusued from the standpoint of an ad- 
vancei soclal reformer. Price 50 cent«. 
For sale a; this office. .

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of .the Spirit

. . *. ■ ■ “ »   —   — — — —    
Greek, Mich.: “I am truly pleased with 
the contents of the noble smiling face 
of The Progressive Thinker. I think 
that if each Spiritualist would read 
Art Magic, it would open their eyes so 
they would understand more of the 
philosophy of Spiritualism."

0. M. and Josie Folsom desire en
gagements with camp-meetings the 
coming season as lecturer and test me
diums. Address O. M. Foison, 1134 
Robberson ave., Springflfleld, Missouri.

Cortland .-Ball writes from Indianap
olis: “Dr. W. 0. Knowles, of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., occupied the rostrum of 
the First Spiritual church during the 
month of February. Preparations are 
being made for celebrating the coming 
nn'nlversary In a manner well befitting 
occasion. Mrs. Austin B. Gates, pres
ident of the Ladies’ Aid, gave an after
noon: tea in the parlors of the church, 
Feb. 23, which was a great, success. 
These afternoon teas, given by the La
dies Aid Society, are becoming very 
popular. Many of our .best mediums are 
always présent, and give tests that are 
very satisfactory. Many ■ members of 
thé Christian churches attend these 
gatherings and. receive for . the first 
time, a few spiritual crumbs from the 
real genuine bread of lite.”

E. Parsons : writes. from Salt Lake 
• City:. "I received the Art Magic, and 
thank you very much for it I cannot 
express how delighted we are for such 
a valuable and ' Interesting present 
from you.”

Who, during the past four years, has

Successfully Thousands 
Treated i. . .

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
An Institute of refined ThcrApeutlcs, Including the 

Bun Cure, Vital Maguctlam, Electricity, Mlud Cure, 
«nd »'higher »deuce of lire. CUyutlmil uiUnltyani 
basic principles developed with their tnnrvcloua ap* 
plication». Student« In four continents have taken tbe , 
course. The college is chartered aud confers the de- 
greeof D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. Bya«yi>teuj of 
printed questions students can take the course and • 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 1 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. ? 
Diplomas grunted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Beud stamp for catalogue to ■ 
- ^41tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.

ot Pslieuli
Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Hair to 

With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the .

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIAGNOSED M.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. BAN JOSE, CAL.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldett, most succesbful Clairvoyant Phyddai 
In practice. Ills cures are marvelous. Successful 11 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When other] 
fall he cures. Send him age, sex, name, lock of hall 
and 6 cts. In stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex< 
amination of your diseases end treat you for only f2.0i 
»month, No leading symptom reunited. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.
83 Warren st,. Stoneham, Mass,

The following is nn extract from a let
ter from one of the- leading women,of 
the country engaged in reform work, and 
is similar in tone to many-received by 
us, expressing approbation of our little 
book which wo send free to ladies; ■
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.:

Dear Doctora:—I feel that I must thank you for the 
little book you so kindly aent me. .The Information It 
contains Is of Inestimable value to the ladies ot our 
land.. Il ls something pvery mother should pos« 
less, and every true mother should wish to place 
It in the hands of her daughter when she shall 
have reached the ugeirequirlug such Information. 

’How you can print such a beautiful book and give It 
away free Is a wonder to me. -You are doing a noble . 
work and'your efforts are appreciated. I hope every 
lady will avail herself of the opportunity to possess 
one of tlese-beautlf ul little volumes, and that she will 
treasure it oway for reference, Yours sincerely,

. . Jdrs. —................■■■
The following is *n extract from a let

ter from one of the prominent workers 
in the field Of Spiritualism and a speak
er ot great ability:-- • • '

Dear Dootor»:—I w!iU to thank you for1 the little 
volume I received by n>«IL. I Haye reedlt through 
carefully and must say that Its style Is admirable, the 
information condensed, and given in such a way as to 
be appreciated by every trac woman and readily com
prehended by thosoinot familiar with medical terms 
and Latin pbratak. Every^ woman should possess a 
copy ot It, «nd we know tint your good work dl.eem- 
inates useful knowLpdged^Tour work meets appre
ciation and you will receive a rich reward-for your 
labors in behalf of humanity. Yours very truly,

Mrs,------- ———

FAMOUS 
Homeopathic Medicines 

Cure Where Others Fail. . 

Sendnaffleyage, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis. 

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Send 25c to J. M. & M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo., and 
secure acet of these valuable lemons. 48218

DR. MAX. MUEHLENBRUOH, ... ■

Prophetie Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psychometrist, 

and.

„ p Medical 

iÄP Clairvoyant.

‘ Remembotto Address

Drs. Peeiles&Burroughs
BATTIBCKEEK;MICH.

ual Society holds meetings at Schiller. 
Hall, 601 Wells' street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays -at 
10:30 a. m., and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. 
■Mrs. Irene Dobson and others will 
speak. A welcome for all. Admission, 
ten cents. . • -

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p; m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers to 
attendance.

from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office. •

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons; This 
is No. 6 of the Library , of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
•»very detail'as to:be practically beyond 
the reach of. adverse criticism. Price,’ 
25 cents;' For sale at this office. -

(■The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent di psychic phehomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely, interesting. .It gives 
detailed accounts of twocasesof “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds.of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15 cents.
' "Ancient' India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By ■ Prof. - H. Oldenberg, 
The subject Is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
to a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
.piu. 20 cents. . . c

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances .in Spirit-life.” “The. Evolution 
of Man.”.' Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sole at 
this office. .

-The Priest, theWqmam_and the Con
fessional.” This book, - by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure, influences and results 
of the-Romish confessional,,as proved 
Dy the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall It . For Mleat 

| this office. , ' , '

Send bi notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. t

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose. ’ ' . .

"From Soul to.BouL" By Emma Rood 
Tuttlè. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith’. to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1. For sale at this office. , .

’ “The Religion of the Future.” Bÿ S. 
Welt This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought; révèrent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 

; this office. Price, cloth, $1.25 ; paper,

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
~ THE HEALER,

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments
As well at if patient came to hie office. Bend six one« 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indians av..
Chicago, III. 479lf

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and interpretation of the 

planet's effect upon the soul's incarnated destiny, to
gether with occult instruction aud discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Series. Send 
date of birth aud 25 cents (sliver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
. 748 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
(HAYS OF LIGHT)

Pie einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probeniimmern gern versandt Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

Max. Qentzke
West Point, Nebraska.

DR. R. GREER,
Clairvoyant Physician,

52 Dearborn ,t.. Chicago, 
la atll giving free clairvoyant examinations. Forty 
■years experience and practice make him wonderfully 
accu-rute. Write, giving age, sex und one leading »3 
symptom. 478tr

BETTER THAN GOLD. / 
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Twa/: 
Cureaall forma of stomach, liver and kidney disease!' 
alsocon.tlpatlon. Aaure-ouro for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to aulat your system to health • 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for out month lent forll.OO. ' \

One package of our Magnetised Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Ha. been used and prataed by 
thousand! In ajl parts of the world. Bent for 60 cent! 
or all three lent poitpald for al.io with Varma'S 
photoand Instructions how tollve 100years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
Eestorelost vision. Write tor Illustrated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo ot Spirit Yarma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you were In my 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp tor 
photo. B. P. Poona, Clinton. Iowa.

Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),-5 2ct.Btamps

Written Delineations, pait, present, and one yetr
In the futare,........................W»

Thosame, to Forelsn Countries...................13 00 
Fall Life pollneatlons, Including a Spiritual . 
The same°09ioreign"Countrie» ............ W “
Bock from mine» read PsyjJiumetrlcaTTy......... . »2 50
Bix-QucBtionB aniwered by mall........................... 9160
* tV*6end lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
HeadlugB. No date of birth oecesfiary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cut 481

Healing, Causes atyi Effects
Br. W.. P; Phelan’s' latest book, is a 

présentation from ihe spirit side of life 
of the basic prleiples of Mental Heal
ing and their. relation : to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves In the 
operation' of healing, Is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained —phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. ■

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the -unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who-knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

• The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing " either the health 
which.Is harmony, or thedlscord which 
is disease is handled by. one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 160 pages, Is proving Its in
terest by . Its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale nt this office.

“THE IT«”
The Byceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
uffins. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest to It It 
is published weekly. Try It -

- MRS. MAUD It. GILLETTE, 
Ihdependent Slate Writer, 218 East 42nd Pl, Chicago.

MRS. ANNA CONNELLY.
MBS,CONNELLY’S GRAYUAIU BEDEMPTION. 
1U. Without Lead. Silver or Polson«. Best and cheap
est gray hair restorer on earth, and the only safe, 
If your hair is all kinds of colors from the use of 
lead, silver aud poisonous acids, It can be restored at 
once, and where It Is growing out gray at the roots, 
one application will restore It tolta naturui color. 
No Braining scalp, hands or clotblng^lt mtikcs the hair 
beautiful, glossy and natural, restores Jilonded hair 
back to Its natural color; red Imlr made a natural 
brown; will not prevent crimping. Faded or rutly 
switches restored. You cannot afford to look old If 

jrou are looking for employment. Sent by mail on 
receipt of price, 23 or 60 cents'. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and address plain. 
Send: all lèttera to MUS. ANHA CONNELLYtil2ld 
Mt .Vernon st., Philadelphia, Pa. 481U

WANTED.
I want you to send me your address for 

“FREE PAEfER,” 
telling bow you can be cured without medicine 

a| your own home. Address
48« DR. EARLI, El Dorado, Kana.

A LIBRARY

PSYCHE
Ib the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship» 
Many, by in use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satlefau- 
Uon. Price, tl, and 20 'cents extra for expressage, 
Forsale at the office of Tub PnoGUBssiVBTuiNXX^

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 
PSYCHOMETRIST.

BmlncBs and social advice, |1 aud stamps. Mineral 
ore psychometrized and valued. |2 aud stamps. Ad*
dress 618 Chestnut st, Cincinnati, 0. 486

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 16c; “Aetrologlcal Notes.” 5c. 
The two for 10c. Gxo. Walbond, Opera Huuso blk., 
Denver, Colo " 478tf

VnTTD pnmnpl^wcurately.calculatedby JL V UK J? U 1 UJtldb Prof. Gjo. W. Walrond, 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 47 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from fl. Bend etamp for circa« 
lan. <84tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who 1b clalraudlent, clairvoyant, pay- 

chometrlc and prophetic, can be consulted at No. I860 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be mad*
by letter. 450tf

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one lu the world for the unfoldment of &1 
iplrltuai powera, peycliometry, clairvoyance. Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circular«, 
percentage of psychical power, Bend a «tamped ad
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Grvmhinr (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., fiat 8, Chicago, 468tf

, . < TESTIMONIAL. ...
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:—Your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two cured myself 
and wife- of the grip ■ to four flays. 
Thank the spirit,for. us,- that gave you 
the formula to prepare it, and we wish 
everyone knew of Its virtue as we do. 
Enclosed find’ $3.20 : for Elixirs and 
Magnetized: Compound. We wish ’to 
have the remedies on hand. ■

. Your true friend and brother, . - 
, . EBNEST B. SYDOW.

1550 West 7th street; Los. Angeles, Cal.

50 cents. ’ . ■■ . ... . ■
"The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 

Prof.’Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest, 
of the diocese of Cleveland, 0. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good, reading, and should’be widely , 
distributed, that- people may be enllght- 
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

■ -r roiu ixigni to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experl-, 
ehce in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light' and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. . . :

“Right Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the. principle of

i . For 30 days I will send a sample 
-package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes; /or10 cents, by mail.’ -

, Clinton, Iowa. - ■ ; B. F, FOOLS).

IfOW

Does Ite

Dd It?

Commence forming one now by sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and- Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had In your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is'better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library to this 
fast age Is absojntely essential. Aid —• 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

US

BEAR IN_ MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a stogie sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you havo anything'to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 

.sheet. It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send-postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss; ~

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print and mistakes will be 
avoidefl.

nDlllM 0UBBS MORPHINE, 
unuill HABITS LIQUOR.
Dr. J. L. Gray Co., 81S Dearborn St., 

Chicago, 111. 485tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM. IN TOUR OWW 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and u spiritual 
song-book. All for 23 cents. Addreis MRS. J. A« 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 489

OPIÜIÏ8&Sever-mllntr, Harmless and permanenVIiome^curo.
Valuable Treatise on Addiction mailed free.
Dr. 4.0.MOFFMAN.rf-ÎÆlsübellunidff.. Chicago, lit

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clalrroyanco, Psychometry 
and Laws ef Unfoldment, with free reading. For par« ' 
Oculars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 488

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge* 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, *1. For sale at this 
office. .

THE KORAN.
_0NMDOtBy called- the “Alkoron ot MotemaMd.* 
TmSKed Into English from the original AraMc, with 
tTlanatory note Uken from the most approved confl 
mentators. With a'preliminary discourse by Goa 
Bale. Price, cloth, I1XX). For sale at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByEditor of the National with Prefsoe and Note» 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with, views ol the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits ot Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Batlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlntmtof Paine’s 
triends in Europe and America. Cloth. A cuts.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And his Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases whore medicine has failed. Tea* 
tlmontais from all parU of the Unlle4Sul.es. Bend 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton aye* 
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 492

Chronic Disease Specialist!
40 Years1 Experience.

Send age. name In full; Own handwriting, and by 
ontnym I will dlBgnoscyour disease FREE OF.- 
blllvll CHARGE, Have had splendid succeM 
PAWftP In my work so far and guarantee satl»« i W ll.lt factJ,n whcn aII elBe fall THY mb. -

Enclose 8 two-cent »tamps, and addresa 
J 8. COOPER. .'J. D.

487 " Mt. Pleasant Park. Clinton, la.

WILL J. POST-PSYCHOMETRIST - FLINT, 
Mich. Readings 100. 3 questions answered fo> 

iOc. silver and return, postage, 485

Keep up With the Free Thought pro- 
I cession 1 You can do so by sending to 

■this office _$1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art MagicJs practically free to 

: I every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents' 
only a little more than paying for the 

I postage or expressage. If - you take no 
I Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
Ito step with our great mbvement, and 

will necessarily lag In the. rear. If yon 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you donot? 
We would like to know. .

Pained Theological Works.
' Are of Reason, Bxamlnatlon of the Prophecies, etc» 

Ulus.edition. Post8vo., 432 pattes,. Cloth, 11.00

~ STARNOS.
BvDr.DelUB. Darii. A rosary of Mttk culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for the Ught and solace of every sorrowing and 
itricken heart. Prtob M cents. .

The Occult Forces of Sex

C H V I DO YOU NEED HELP? 
^T1 f I Send nfthte. age, sex. and leudlngBymp- 
Czl 1 I • tom, with stamp. You will get what 
von need. DB.W, W. LATHKOP,

484tf Dept. 1, Jackson Mich.

DR. O. K. CARR, 1
Desires to announce that he has returned to the city 
and has resumed his work. Circles. Wednesdays and 
Sundays, 2:80 p m- Lectures and terts Sundays 8 p.m. 
Sittings 10 to 12 a m and 2 to 4 p in, daily. 3228 Cottage 
Grove Ave„ Chicago. Ill. 485.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
- SERIES ONE AND TWO. -

BY LILIAN WHITING.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.
This admirable work consists of three pamphlets 

embodied In one volume, In which questions of great 
Importance to the race are dloousied from the stand« 
point oi an advanced social reformer. Price W cents 
fcor sale at this office* ;• >;, ■ . ' ■

"poems ofTrogress.
By Lizzie-Dotem They, are really valuable. 

Price ti-oo. ___

"THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thoma« Paine. Being tn invetUgaUon ot True 

and FabtUoua Theology. A new and complete edl-

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will bo found especially Intereitlng to all 
who would deslro to make a study of Bomanlsmand 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and tbo keen.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS

Two choice volumes, each complete fn Itself, to 
which Bplrltmültyis related to everyday Ufo Insumí 
• way aste make the world beautiful. Each •1AXK 
- . For sale at this office.

ly written, two stamps for reply, and 
the principal locátion of -disease .and 
awalt Instructlons. j

One of the most wonderful systems of 
curing diseases without medicine Is 
that of Dr. E.'J. Worst,'of Ashland, 0.

/

ethics. She illustrates her subject with Send hiimyour name and address plain- 
many brief narratives and r. anecdotes, x
which render the book more interesting 
aha more easily comprehended. It is
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful 
Young and old will be'benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office. . ,

“Edith Bramley's Vision.” Vivid’de
scription of a Jesuit spirit ■ conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Prlce-15 cents. For sale at< • I ■ ■ - ' - - ■ 1 • ■ . ‘this office. ’: . . ... ;

: "Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the Well- 
known author. Price .15 cents. ■■■ Vot 
jMdejtt this office,. . , <

"Comméntarles on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology." By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd; LL?B.-; of the SaJkFrancisço Bar. 
This bookils of moïB Ahan.ordinarÿ val
ue, giving the results cf much. patient 
thought rind ..research .by a .mind well 
qualified to 1 sift ¿evidence and arrangé 
facts. Im-compact form.lt gives just 
wiiat te needed OB the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, WW. For sale at this

.s». tei

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs ?1.20. The: 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age so that the book Is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and _get your neighbor to 
join with yon. ’ ‘

PRACTICAL METHOD» TO IN-
■ . SURE SUCCESS.

, A valuable ilttla work, full of. practlcaUnstrnctlon'^w 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental andanlrltaal . 
health. Worth many times its cost Price 10 cento.

The Other World and This;
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM, 
bra few thought, in bow tóreàcb Chat altitude 

Ìrhereapirit la supreme and all Utlnga UiiiuWect to 
t. Wiln portrait. By Moses Hull. Jiet the book 

to teach yon that you are a spiritual »stag, and to 
•how you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth. 40 cental In «over, a 
cents For asta at this Office. -

BY AUGUSTA W.FLETOHER, M. D.
In this volume tbo autbor, In tho thlrty i’Ine 

I charters?discusses a wide, variety of »u’.Jecu per
! talnlng to Spiritualism, from aspiritualistic at-jJ- 

B 'point/ Sho evinces tbopowerso. a tralued thinker, i both In matter Of thought and Uno Ittcrnry style, and 
________________ capability of thought expression. Tbo subjects a-o

' iii »>/ • "wcll-lianulcd with conctBcncBB and yet wltti cIcarntsB.* PHILOSOPHY ’ It will prove-R'rich addition to
dFSPnttrUAIaINiEBCOURSE!;

Tbl! work contain»ra nwount of.tbe very WondM» '' ■ . /
ful spiritual development« it tbo botue of Bev. DE - _

_ __________ _______________ ______ ibelM, Stratford, Conk., and »Imilor cue, in 11 ' , „ . _ . 
husband ahd herself^n-teadlng IL: The?L••• .The. Btffl M the AAVtSfiUft 
booklet; by G- B- Stebblni, to for sale I »S h»» «tood the twtrot m»ny yean. qiMb, eii An Advbntitt Attack onBplrltnaUsm iWriteiV By at this office.. Price, 10 cento, postpaid. I R*a<a»o»ie. ror»ai»atai»«aoe. Moon hum. <>““< Fo»ra<o*thlyeri*

Man thè Microcosm—His'Infinite and 
Celestial Relations and Spiritual Pow
ers Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thought and .experience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks highly. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a most. competent, judge, 
te.iS bf the delight, and benefit to her

¿«Vj

$
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This la an age when souls
Is 'supposed to admit, that lite is ip-
•! . r " . _ jj__ in It ,tfz-knlzi

ology?

£

(Continued on page 5.)

I 
1«

are 
that 
one

— - - -
should be the cry of every human soul. 

Now; dear humanity, we must keep

punished by suffering in endless wop, 
then of what use is the old time the-

s-.tih

I
■TS

never left it. I kept my hands resting 
-.upon it and the medium only touched 
the frames with Jter fingers. In a few 
minutes she asked me to open them.

li
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WHAT OF THE TIMES? A NEW COMMANDMENT
How to Meet the Impending I 

Crisis.
In The Progressive Thinker from 

. week to week the careful reader finds 
i Noticeable among the articles of itfi 
i¡.contributbrs an agitation towards all 
'. steps of reform, apd how to eliminate 
f/fraud from our ranks. This should be 

of interest not only to every Spiritualist 
but every honest medium as well.

’ The old wheel of truth Is ever bring
: .lug to’ the surface these impostors. We 

áre brought face to face with existing 
I' facts tliat all things are not what they 

seem,’and that the best of us are an 
• •easy prey to these soul-devouring 
¡'■shark«, .... .....

-.None áre more capable than are our 
' p/ablié workers of educatlug the public 
• to; know the false fromrthe true, yet it 

is ¡almost decapitation for a medium to 
openly avow what they know to be a 
truth, as to the perpetration of fraud
ulent manifestations upon tlie public.

\ Time and time again have I been told 
that there is policy in keeping “mum 

t upon this subject; that we only incur 
I the ill will of many Spiritualists, who, 
I it seems, delight in being humbugged, 
I and if .one impostor does not catch their

dollars the next one will. To this school 
of-“'experience it seems most of us

I Give Unto You, That 
Love One Another.

awakening very fast, and it seems 
every thing is tending toward 
grand ideal, 'jhe consummation of a 
religion of love. Thé signs of the times 
are revealing to us the ripening or 
ripened conditions of the minds of the 
people everywhere.

The index finger on the dial, plate of 
time simply points—like the needle to 
the pole—in one direction, the Father
hood of God and the Brotherhood of

¡ must go. , ,
i,. Some two years ago I was openly de
! nouheed and told I wasn’t capable of 
i grasping the higher spiritual de'mon- 
'V- stratlons, because I gave my honest 

•convictions of tire materializations
.. glven through the same Individual who 
y recently came to grief in Chicago, and 

was fully exposed, by many sworn wlt- 
ness'es.' If such exhibitions are an ed

; - ucation", Cod forbid that we may ever 
• be entrapped or lost In such cesspools. 
J ■ ' If the book recommended by Bro.

. Ernest Green, of California, and pub- 
Mlshed by Mrs. Julia Schlessinger, will
be an educator, I suggest she put It at 
a more nominal price—say twenty-five 

( ' cents, so it can be brought within reach 
(’ of the poorer class. For it is this ele- 
• ment mostly- that fatten the purse of

Map. Tills spiritual inheritance was 
bequeathed to us when the morning 
stars sang together; when life on this 
planet was in an embryonic condition; 
when this world and Its forces slept In 
the womb of the morning—gestating, 
breathing—concentrating—for the birth
ing of a world. Oli, wonderful nature, 
Godhood, outwardly how still every
thing must have been, but Inwardly, 
what wonderful activity was going on, 
Inside this great Egg-born from the 
Divine matrix through the father and 
mother Life Principle, and watched 
over through the ages, evolving and 

'bringing forth the sleeping energies 
contained therein; through the long, 
slow centuries it has been unfolding 
steadily, cycle after cycle has rolled 
away, bringing it into a more pro
gressed condition; man the highest, 
that is tlie highest man, contains all 
that Is below Mm, and all that Is above 
him. And we must not give ourselves 
any worry about man and his con
ditions either here or hereafter, for that 
Principle that brought man forth from 
out the Kosinos, will look after us; and 
I think we are being looked after in a

A Healthy Criticism, by a 
Veteran Worker,

HE ANALYZES THE WORK AND 
POINTS/ OUT ITS IMPERFE0- 
TIONS—EXCELLENT TESTS OF 
GENUINE PHENOMENA.
To the Editor:—Having read Mr. Rob

inson’s explanatory letter in your issue 
for March 4, and also his letter in the 
Banner of Light, I have a few<sugges- 
tions to offer, I have not read the 
book, but glanced over it while I had a 
chance by the kindness of Mr. Johnson, 
of this city (Cleveland)? That many 
pretenders have deceived careless ob
servers by the shallow tricks of leger
demain, as described, no intelligent 
Spiritualist Is likely to deny; but that 
these constitute any part of the phe
nomena upon which Spiritualism rests, 
and is judged by the millions of compe
tent believers is simply absurd.

Mr. Robinson seems to take it for 
granted that Spiritualists are ignorant 
of these frauds, and tricks, and close 
their eyes against all evidence against 
them. That there 1g a class of super
ficial observers and'

CREDULOUS FANATICS

It Is Withal Worth Living. | Can the Perfect Ideal Ever 
’— . be Reached?

Life Is one continuous struggle, and 
we must meet its problenis in all its 
walks; if time brings us sunshine we t j8 uuv ------------------
can be "happy, if instead-shadows ana necesgaryi 1£ a8 every intelligent person 
sorrows, we are too apt; to-frown, for la .supposed t0 admit, that life is in
none, no, not one of earth« children- y progressive, for if not it would 
welcomes disappointment». and • trials -e contradiction of terms and not be 
willingly. ’’ "■ '----- “ — -«••tn«!

Who of us can say deep down in our, 
souls, when the loved bites we have 
cherished are taken from' our embrace: 
“Oh, Nature, thy will b>done?” And 
if our lips do tremblingly whisper the 
words, “Thy will be done,.oh Lord,” It

That it should be superior to tbe ex
ternal is not merely desirable but

Of Spirit Power and Influ- 
enee.

these charlatans.
She claims to have found seventeen 

methods of slate-writing! Think of it, 
yo'ft'lvhb are holding in sweet reverence 

■ - some communication received from 
■ soriie slate-writer. Must we question 

these? Is there no genuine phe
nomena? I for one will answer there 

"... |s. Through Mrs. Hlbbltts, of Muncie, 
" Ind., I received through tbe trumpet 

demonstration as divine a message 
from my father and departed brother 

’ ’’ as was ever given to mortal. Through
•: Mrs. Judge Prudeu’s mediumship, of 

r. Cincinnati, last spring, I received In
dependent slate-writing which was the 
most convincing evidence of my 

X mother’s presence with me.
> Yet, like spurious coin, so perfected is 

the imitation that few are shrewd 
enough to detect the deception. While 
all are anxious to know how to rid our 
ranks of these wolves in sheep’s cloth
Ing, I fear Mrs. Schlessinger’s book 
will have the contrary effect of scatter-

wonderful manner.
Jesus Christ came and left his mes

sage, not to a few disciples alone, but 
to the whole world, and, oh, that Divine 
message has been ringing—ringing like 
musical bells, down the corridors of 
time, lifting up all -souls who were 
sufficiently unfolded to catch its in
toning power, that wondrous power of 
Love, that melts and subdues every
thing of an earthly nature. Everything 
of an arbitrary nature, of malice, envy, 
jealousy, uncharitable thoughts, all 
these inharmonious vibrations that put 
us out of tune with ourselves and the 
human family, must be melted in the 
crucible of our consciousness—and 
moulded Into golden precepts of useful 
knowledge, and loving flowers of truth, 
for truth Is mighty and wlll prevail.

We can’t coerce people into believing 
what they cannot understand. The 
soul must'be evolved enough to catch 
the peace song within, before it can 
cateh it without.

These arbitrary and seemingly wicked 
natures are all under the favorable law 
of evolution, and cannot be other than 
what they are. .This egg-shell of preju

! dice and superstition must be thor-

that do not discriminate between 
frauds "and facts is • well understood 
among Spiritualists. But these are not 
a representative class—though often 
quite noisy—and but few of them will 
read this book or profit by the lessons 
which Mr. R. fancies he has given them.

So far as I have’ read, none of the 
tricks relied upon to explain the phe
nomena of mediumship, bear any rela
tion to those relied on by Spiritualists 
as the data from which we reason. It 
is amazing to me that any man should 
think of explaining or exposing Spirit

ing broadcast Ilk? tares in a field more 
slate-writers, materlalizers, and “full- 
fledged mediums” than a gullible public 
can well care for.

Unmolested these vampires go forth 
seeking new fields, and every field has 
its hungry souls and open purses awalt- 
ing them. Think of it, seven thousand 
dollars was the harvest in Colorado 
reaped through fake materialization, by 
Prof. Milton, alias Jules Wallace. Had 
tbe honest workers in our ranks com- 

!•-. pined their forces, and all agreed to 
. give one year’s time of their medium

ship to these same people, their purse
’ sitings would bave tightened, and the 

• old cry of hard times—no money— 
. would have to be met

No! Bro. Conger, It is not those- in 
high places who have laid the terapta- 

- tlon, and who have brought about this 
: present crisis. They are nearly all men 

and women with families dependent 
on them, and all missionaries these 
days need a few more clothes than did 

' , Christ and the Apostles, besides rail
' road fare, so that these laborers are

oughly broken, so they can emerge 
from its close pent-up walls into tho 
broad sunshine of God's beautiful 
loving presence in the garden of his 
love, under the benign rays .of the sun 
of truth, and then they will be able to 
find an entrance through the beautiful 
gates of the Temple of Peace, that to 
them had seemed like adamant before.

Oh, how that love warms us, invigo
rates, purifies and inspires us to good 
works. How it opens the doors to the 

•school of wisdom within; how It 
touches every living soul into Divine 
splendor, radiating a light that reaches 
across the shoreless sea of Eternity.

Oh, how the varied cares of this 
earthly life vanish under the soft and 
mellow rays of this spiritual sun, that 
to-day Illumines the world.

We cannot mistake it, its rays beat 
so persistently against the casement 
windows of this Temple within, awak-

surely worthy their hire.
Tlie guilty ones are those who seek 

for more than the spirit world can pro
duce through a mortal, hence the sup
ply is equal to the demand. If dollars 
were withheld as are the dimes from 
organizations, these robbers would soon 
die out of our ranks.

Narrating the Visions of a 
.5 Little Child.

■ «-

To the Editor:—The writer In penning 
this desires to give some of her own ex» 
perience. Notwithstanding so many af
firm that'anything of Spiritualism is 
“the work of the Devil,” the Devil does 
not usually select young, innocent chil
dren as the subjects for "his work. I 
have had my life filled with manifesta
tions, causing me to know there Is real
ity In Spiritualism, although directly 
opposed to the teachings of the or tho- 
dox churchy of which for many years I 
have been a member, but I shall no 
longer bo bound by creeds, but from 
this time cultivate the talent that tor 
many years I have realized might be 
used for the good of others. 0, that I 
could help them to know what I know, 
for this life and the one to come Is one 
of progression, and the light that we 
have to-day will not be the light we

4 KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRICKS 
OF FAKIR MEDIUMS AND MA
GICIANS DESIRABLE.
To the Editor:—After reading tbe let

ter of W. E. Robinson in March 4th 
issue of The Progressive Thinker, one 
is impressed that from his standpoint, 
what said writer does not know con
cerning medlumshli> is not worth 
knowing. ,, .

There is nothing in Spiritualism for 
him, because he thinks he can duplicate 
all the manifestations by -trickery.,

Mr. Robinson’s book on "Spirit 
Writing," etc., may serve a good pur
pose. It is well to understand the se
crets of the magician’s art, and to know 
what are and what are not test con- 
dltlbns while investigating in. the 

-fealrns of the occult; but beyond that 
point It has no value. The title is a 
misnomer, as "Trick Writing” would

life. The present Ideal when attained 
only finds the vision extended and the 
.possibilities greater for a further ad
vancement. Reasoning from these 
premises the reply to the question, can 
we attain unto tbe perfect ideal? must 
be answered In the negative. This Is
eternal progression.

The environments which, dependent 
upon education and temperament, have 
given the limit beyond which our com
prehension does not extend, are only 
removed by the operation of a superior 
force which we may term the hlglpy;. 
will power, which Is inherent in every 
soul however undeveloped; bitt ready to 
respond when the proper conditions ex
ist for its growth, Tlie experience of 
missionaries among the lowest types of 
humanity is evidence that in the ma
jority of cases the presentation of ad
vanced ideas finds conditions ready for 
their acceptance. '

This ideal life is at times personified 
in individuals who having attained unto 
that exalted state which enables them 
to understand truths that to the masses 
are a sealed volume, and being placed 
where they can point the way that 
must be traveled to reach the higher 
vantage ground that is seen beyond. 
The worshipful faculty in the soul that 
causes it to Deify.the being who has 
made these attainments, is a legitimate 
one; being the most powerful incentive

is said with misgivings. _
In the old theology we were taught 

that we must give -thanks ipr all things, 
even to giving up those] Whom we 
loved; that we should acknowledge that 
God bad given, and ijy hlk direct per
sonal Intervention he also taketh away; 
even while we hear the words we know 
that some law of nature has been 
violated and we should not;be'so unjust 
as to blame the great spirit of. good for 
our sad loss, for “what'.Js man that 
thou art mindful of Ulm/'

Life is filled with seeming clouds, dis
appointments and sorrows, yet if we 
could see more clearly We would under
stand that all of these experiences were 
needed to make a rounded out .llfe, for 
out of the mire and muck comes the 
pure white life, so too must we rise out 
of the mire of unkindnqSs, through the 
waters of sorrow end tribulation and 
the mists of superstition, and v^it for 
the sunshine of knowledge, if we’, would 
bloom in the purity of sbiil.

The pathway of nearly all lifes has 
more thorns than flowers, and'how few

will bave to-morrow. We aie com
manded to “let our light shine,” and 
when we are spoken to by voice 01 v 1s- 
lon it is ours to obey.

When I was a small child of five 
years my mother and I were walking 
along the road, going visiting some dis
tance from our home. Suddenly 1 saw 
in the air before my face something 
that looked like a picture. The scene 
presented portrayed a river upon vvltlch 
was a storm, tb$ waves thieatenlng 
each moment to overwhelm and destroy 
a boat on the water, filled with people 
who seemed ta me to be In great and

better express it.
It goes without saying that no right 

minded person wishes to be deceived 
in these points. It is desirable to have 
all the light thrown upon methods of 
trickery that Is possible, that one may 
be on his guard and avoid any pitfalls.

In advocating a work of this kind, the 
mistake occurs in not properly discrim
inating between the false and the gen
uine. If emphasis Is not laid upon that 
point it is misleading.

What Mr. Robinson does not know or 
believe concerning spirit manifestations 
is of no consequence except to himself, 
and has no weight against what thou
sands of others do know. Any amount 
of negative testimony will not militate 
against one case of positive testimony.

The writer will cite one Instance in 
his experience out of many in which 
the explanations In said book have no 
bearing. On the occasion referred to, I 
visited a well-known public medium 
and sat for experiments in independent 
slate-writing. The medium placed a 
couple of clean slates before me for in
spection. At that point I took from 
my pocket a small folding silica slate, 
privately marked, containing two or 
three leaves. asked the lady if she 
thought the spirits would write on that; 
if so, I would prefer it. She answered: 

, “We will try," and directed me to place 
my folding tablet between the other 
slates. This I did, and placed a rubber 
band around them. The package lay 
flat on the table in full daylight, and It

Immediate dangeT.-.After remaining for 
what seemed to me a long time, It slow
ly faded away. I said nothing of the 
occurrence, being a sensitive child and 
expecting to be laughed at ot repri
manded if I did. Now to explain what 
came of the vision or warning as I call 
it, and I think rightly, we reached our 
destination without anything further 
happening. That night there was a ter
rible storm, but the next morning the 
storm had cleared away and every
thing looked bright and beautiful. The 
gentleman at whose house we wete vis
iting proposed that we take a boat ride. 
All being glad of it, we went, he and 
his wife, their two children, mother and 
myself. When we came to the spot in
dicated in my vision I recognized it, but 
said nothing. After going up the rivet 
for some distance, and the wind begin
ning to blow quite hard, we started 
back, Soon we were in the same shape 
of the people in my vision, but after 

■ very hard work on the part of the gen
tleman of the party, we succeeded In 
reaching land. This incident occurted 
near the mouth of the ixalamazoo some 
thirty-five years ago, and although I 
had qever seen the river prior to the 
vision, in after years I had the privilege 
of living by that river and have been 
over the place shown to me many times 
and told to others the danger I escaped 
at that time. I have been reading The 
Progressive Thinker some time, and 
and have concluded to subscribe for it, 
in hopes that I may be able to spread 
“Glad tidings of great joy.”

MRS. 0. S. ORANE.

of us are willing and anxious to remove 
these thorns and place roses in their 
stead, or even to give one .word of love 
and friendship to thoie who' journey 
near them in parallel patfts.

Some may have apparently more joys 
than sorrows, and bow^ eagerly and 
willingly they share ffieiy joys alone, 
too precious are their -happy moments 
to divide them with orfe morel humble. 
But how wlll it be whefr tjie nestle sea 
Is crossed—will we or should we expect

uallsm by
SUCH SHALLOW EXHIBITS

as Mr, R. presents. He Is very sure 
that no slate-writing will appear when 
he prepares the conditions. Possibly 
there may not. Many honest believers 
fail to get anything, when the medium 
has It all bls own way.

I had. three sittings with Mansfield;, 
three with Reed, and three with the 
Bangs Sisters, and got no results;-but 
the first time I ever sat with P. L. 0. 
A. Keeler-1 got 192 words written in a 
fine, legible hand, In answer to my 
question, which the medium had not 
seen nor touched, and on my own slates 
that I prepared, marked and cleaned 
before I left my room, and the ’ es 
were never out of my sight or reac 
instant.

At Cassadaga, a year later, 1/ pur
chased two new slates, cleaned/ them, 
wrote my wife’s name on the frame in 
several places, tied them with my pock
et handkerchief in my wife’s presence, 
then wrapped a copy of the Cassadagan 

- over that, and she tied that with a long 
twine that wound the slates both ways 
many times, and took it to Mansfield, 
but got no results. The next day she 
sat again and got no’ writing. Fifteen 
minutes later Mr. M. came to our room,

ing everything to life and activity.
Woe be unto the man or woman that 

shuts out that light consciously, that 
does not obey the mighty mandate of 
the spirit of good or God within. God 
will not withdraw his loving, tender 
care, but a cloud rolls between them 
and the mists and vapors surround 
them, and they seem to cut loose from 
all good, and sink down—down, Into tbe 
mud and mire of conditions, Into de
bauchery and crime until he or she 
ceases to exist as a physical entity. 
They go into another sphere of exist
ence to be transmuted, evolved and 
again brought forth for another and 
higher lesson.

Oh, how wonderful are thy works, 
0 Lord.
- Hotv ’manifold are thy blessings. 
How beautiful is the at-one-ment!

and we sat—four of us—together, hold
ing the slates firmly In our hands— 
still wound and tied as before. At no 
time had these slates been out of Mrs. 
Howe’s possession, after they were pre
pared. In less than 5 minutes after we 
formed this circle, and grasped the pa
per that covered the slates, firmly in 
our hands, there were five messages 
written on the inside, covering nearly 
all the available space oji both slates, 
'l opened them myself and they were so 
firmly tied that it was not a hasty work 
to untie them. .

Can Mr. Robinson duplicate this expe
rience and explain it as a trick?

In his letter to the Banner of Light 
he says: “I stand ready to be con
vinced.” But he is not likely to find

the loving greeting there which we 
have failed to give toothers while we 
lingered in the mortal-life? ■

“To those who ffeely-give, ltshall be 
freely given,” then why ilbt,’while here 
below, live above th(e Selfishness ^nfiL, 
thoughtlessness and. careless;-¿unkindly • 
whys and dwell together in -spirit and 
In fnuth, recognizing the Fatherhood of 
Gojrand the Brotherhood of Man? We 

e all living in one great, grand sea of 
spirit, breathing the same atmosphere, 
controlled by the same spiritual law or 
power, none are wholly righteous; all 
have our fallings, then-Jet us have 
loving charity one .for another, and 
strive to pluck at least some of the 
thorns from our neighbor’s walk in life.

Paul says none are righteous, no not 
one, and he also asserts that nothing 
unholy can enter the kingdom of 
heaven. If the old interpretation of 
this be true, I fear heaven is not well 
populated with our dear ones; authors, 
poets, singers and musicians must be 
sending great lamentations out from 
the land of the unredeemed, while but 
very few-indeed can be,singing psalms, 
playing harps, walking; golden streets 
and praising God in a little, lonely, 
walled-up heaven.

In all candor and anxiety of soul, tbe 
Christian world is askifig: If all this be 
true, is life worth the living? What is 
life if all our efforts put forth in music, 
in song, in poetry, in art,, in science, in 
culture, education and'refinement do 
not entitle us to a life hereafter? If 
after all it Is not true that we can be
lieve and be saved, and by worshiping 
God be made holy, if it is true that they 
who do not subscribe tp creeds are not

known to stimulate its progress.
The good old adage that “a contented 

mind is a continual feast,” does not Im-, 
ply a state of lethargy. There is a noble 
discontent, and the races which to-day 
lead the world in all that pertains to 
true progress were the ones that, dis
satisfied with present conditions, and 
perceiving the truth with less mixture 
of error, boldly proclaimed their in
dependence of antiquated forms and 
advanced forward in the increasing
light. ,

The restless condition of modern 
thought in its religious, scientific and 
miscellaneous departments indicates 
not a fevered condition and evidence of 
ari’ebbing tide whose mlghty..flow,Ms 
borne it upward'to Its present position; 
but that the current of the life forces is
strong and will carry forward human 
life to that exalted Ideal of which the 
most advanced minds bave given it 
illustrations. The danger lies not In the 
effort to quicken into more advanced 
life the latent forces that dwell there, 
but in their suppression. The upheavals 
that in the past have overthrown gov
ernments and destroyed civilizations, 
were the result of efforts to suppress in
vestigation and compel the mind to 
wear-garments that were outgrown and 
only adapted to the infancy of the race. 
When the advocates of the Infernal 
system of chattel slavery undertook to 
prop it up by seeking to suppress efforts 
to enlighten, the words of the Divine 
Teacher became appropriate: “For men 
love darkness better than light because
their deeds are evil.” That testimony 
can be applied to every phase of human 
existence.

The powers that for ages have 
claimed the divine right to rule are be
ing disturbed by the quickening of that 
true divinity in the soul which has so 
long slumbered but has come forth 
asking, “Is not that fountain of living 
waters whereof If a soul drink he shall 
never die, also for us?” “That all men 
are created equal, that they are en
dowed by their Creator with certain 
inalienable rights, that among these are 
life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness.” This ideal illustrated in that

which I did, and found four pages of 
the inside silica slate covered with 
messages written in colors.

They were signed with the mimes .of 
several of my relatives and friends. 
One was a beautiful little message in 
gold, surrounded with a cluster of 
daisies also In gold.

I have this now among my choice col
lection and would not part with it for 
any consideration. Following this man
ifestation were writings received be
tween other slates bearing the internal 
evidence of genuineness which could in 
no wise be accounted for by any theory 
of prepared messages, invisible inks, 
movable flaps, trap doors leading into 
the cellar, writing with the toes, orjiny 
other similar magical performance.

Spiritualists understand and appre
ciate the value of the messages received 
from the dlscarnate intelligences and 
cannot be deceived in the matter, or the

. Have you ever noticed how easy it is 
for some people to procure a dollar 
when they haven't ten cents to hear, a 
good lecture, such as given by our older 
workers? There is not an impostor in,-—-. --—-
our ranks to-day, who is not making Help us to be lifted up dally, 0 Father,

? more in one week than any of these trfat.P’e.fay _become_ ^®'
older workers get for a month's hard 
labor. These are facts.

But now for the remedy. I aver that 
unless a penalty of imprisonment is 
affixed to the crime we will never 
eliminate fraud from our ranks. Make 
an example of a few. and soon the ring 
will cease its co-operation. Yes, there 
must be a ring where each is posted. 
When Frank Donovan visited our city 
some two years ago, he gave us pictures 
on handkerchiefs, some of which

V proved to be “Mother Lydia Pinkham,” 
:■ with the word “Compound” attached. 
<’ When I confronted him with these 

1 "■ facts as to how his demonstrations 
were produced, these were his words: 

: "I was a fool for going to your house.
. I .was told before I came here to let you 
p. alone.”

Well, I considered this the greatest 
‘ compliment ever given me. May I ever 

? be known by said “ring” as one who 
will denounce fraud, and speak truth’ 

iv wherever T find it - . .
- I second the motion'of having a 

- "Rogues’ Gallery” as suggested by Bro.
Ebertshausen, of Ohio. Let the faces 
of those who, knowingly or willingly, 

i debauch, défile and prostitute their me- 
‘ ' -dlumship (if they ever possess any), be 

brought before the public; then all 
aliases would count for naught 
Through individual effort the • public 
should see to It that the hand of the 

i in w deal out justice to them. Then wlll 
our ranks-be purified, and Spiritualism 
be Disced upon the basis of respecta- 
bffity. MOLLIE EJxRATZ.

In the line of march, and keep in tune, 
for the mighty symphony of time is be
ing played on those ethereal strings 
that run from the human soul into the 
depths of being that connect us with 
the whole universe, and if we are not 
in harmony we wlll lose the power to 
keep time with the measured tread of 
the phalanx of souls that are marching 
on to higher destiny; the line must not 
be broken. .
“Life is before you; from the fatal road

any one anxious to convince him so 
long as he occupies the position indi
cated by his writings. Because he has 
not found evidence, he seems to regard 
his negative experience, as more con
clusive than the positivedemonstrations 
witnessed by millions. But he assumes 
that be is posted in the ways that are 
dark, and that, therefore) we who have 
not made a study of magic are not qual
ified to investigate or judge the evi
dence of our senses. But for all that 
he has yet given (or all that I have seen 
■from his pen), he shows conclusively 
that he is not qualified to judge spirit
ual phenomena; for nothing that I have 
found in his writings touches the facts 
that millions have observed. All-of the 
“trick slates,” and other devices he de
scribes for deceiving sitters, are as for
eign to spiritual phenomena, and the 
conditions under which they are pro
duced, as Noah's ark to the Spanish 
fleet Dewey baptized in Manila Bay.

Slade and Foster may have deceived 
with tricks. But that each produced 
phenomena at times, that no magic ex
plains, is as certain as human testimony 
can make anything; and it can make a 
case so conclusive that the sober judg
ment of courts ’decide questions of life 
and death upon It. I never had but one 
sitting with Foster, and then I was 
quite certain he deceived the rest’of the 
sitters—at least in a part of his per
formances. I could have done the same

you cannot turn; r „ .
Then take up thè load, not yours tb 

tread or leave the unknown way;
Ye must go o’er it, meet yè what ye* 

may.
Gird up your souls within you to the 

deed. - .
Angels and- fellow spirits bid you 

speed.” .-MRS.-M. A. REED.
San Diego, Cal. . • -

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.’’ 
By Charles B. Waite? A.1 M., author of 
“History of the Christian'. Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“The World Beautiful.’’- By 14. tin 
Whiting. Most excellent In their l.feh 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2,'and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

things, and explained the modus oper
and!. But'it did not disturb my confi
dence in other "manifestations through 
the same medium., Mr. Robihkon’s 'in- 
terpretatlon crfc-glade’s accordeon music 
under the table) is nothing new; but It 
does not touch'rthe vast array of facts

Shall a Mozart, a Wagner, Shake
speare, Voltaire, Paine, Ingersoll, Long
fellow, Whittief.BüfñA'ttnd'tliecouiit- 
less authors, scientists," statesmen and 
artists of the past and present who be
lieved in deeds as a saving power, 
rather than creeds or beliefs, be lost in 
the sea of eternal forgetfulness? Oh, 
no, their flojy of soulful thoughts still 
lingers anâ tlfë beauty of-their lives we 
hold in" our memories, dud their lives 
were examples for our emulation or 
study. Can it be that such as they were 
doomed to a land of '¡.torment? No, a 
thousand times does eternal justice and 
truth answer No. They live, they come 
and go, and are ever r|ady to leave the 
Impress of their love and inspiration on 
the brow of those with Whom they can 
come In touch. Their ’thoughts are not 
silvered notes silenced dn this awful 
hell prepared by anrtajigry God for 
those who do not accgptithe interpreta
tion placed upon thé Bible by” the ortho
dox church of to-day/? ;

With the old time Ideq pKllfe which 
theology advanced, ircefrtaimy was not 
worth the living; biiH With the knowl
edge of to-day, from boiil* fountains 
flow the sweet notes bi music and song, 
and echoes from ang&Lsi>héres, and the 
touch of ministering hands, bring 
us knowledge of lifejjlfs duties and Its 
purport. MRS. M£pU BITTERS.

Rochester,-Ind., , .; ., I

immortal document, the Déclaration of 
Independence, must be actualized be
fore that day which is reasonably ex
pected will dawn, the -j millennium. 
Class distinctions and all the artificial 
barriers that at present disintegrate 
human life'would disappear, “for the 
knowledge of the Lord would cover the 
earth as the waters cover the sea.”

It has been truly said that human life 
is better than its creeds; proving the 
fact that the interior or soul life, no 
matter how much encumbered by ex
ternalities, cannot be effectually hin
dered In Its upward march. That every 
action which’ is in accord with the ideal 
is a force which helps to realize the 
truth “that each to-morrow finds us 
farther than to-day.”

Looking down the. dim vistas that 
separate the present from even the his
toric past, we see that progress has 
been made. Looking forward we see 
greater attainments to be realized. For 
whoever seeks to place limits to the 
developments of the soul Is in danger 
of being crushed in its onward march. 
For like an army with banners are the 
hosts that have been marshalled to aid 
in the uplifting of human life.torthat 
plane above the mists and shadows and 
where beyond can be seen the glorious 
Ideal of a perfectéd humanity.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
Shakers, N. Y.

fact, of soul communion between 
mortal and immortal; and truth is por
trayed in the significant lines as fol
lows, received as a message from a 
loving risen friend:

“I am far away and yet very nsar. 
Absent, then present In the space of a 
thought. Invisible, and yet a real, tan
gible presence. Dead, and yet alive. 
Our existence is dual to you, and our 
life is a mystery; aye, all life, both 
earthy and spiritual, are equally mys
terious and will be a problem for 
eternal time to unravel. *

“How glad I am that I can come to 
you in this way and make my presence 
known.”

Having already occupied more space 
than- I anticipated, I trust these 
thoughts may lead some enquiring 
minds to investigate these truths per- 
severlngly and they will surely be 
abundantly rewarded.

CHAS. P. COCKS.
Brooklyn, N. Y. .

Bravo, Mich.

Mediums’ Defense Fund.
To the Editor:—The accompanying 

list speaks for itself. Will jou kindly 
give it publication, as I promised It 
should receive mention. I experienced 
a little difficulty in getting some of the 
friends to subscribe as they considered 
It the business of the N. S. A. to look 
after their mediums. Personally I feel 
very anxious that a good defense shall 
be made for Mrs. Barrett, because 
thereby I believe to a certain extent the 
success of the dominion organization to 
which I referred to a short time ago de
pends. I have heard from a/number of 
Canadians who have expressed them
selves favorably on this movement, but 
there are stjjl others whose sentiments 
we should like to know. Awake Cana
dians! Will you let yourselves be 
robbed of your privileges and lights? 
Will you have those who are the metU- ’ 
ators between you and your dear ones 
who have passed over—those tv ho are 
worthy of respect and sympathy,, ar
raigned like common criminals, brought 
before a court of justice, to be stared at 
and jeered at by the ignorant and prej
udiced; the bigoted upholders of a faith 
that refuses to allow the dropping of

____________-------------------- ---------- If I had time/’-/ • 
that have been demonstrated through I The cry for 'symp^^ml'd Jibed, 
that unfortunate medlbta.' My bwn ex- And minister lb want-and need, 
perience with him was of a nature; to rd do some charitabl|-feed* .

oitanlnlnn nnd'Ritcli as* Mr. Robin- l\. .' If I,had tlnlg.?;|ii;' 
: If I had time,’¿b ; ' : ?

vnen -¿'nomas- w. water-. I’d wiilsMr-onev#deflraMdng wwd >

upon them, at a distance of eight feet 1 stnreu, 1 . 5 . 1
from the medium, who had never 
touched the slates, and that-message of 
a character that the medium could have 
known nothing of, I conclude that in 
that case it was not IN trick. Mr. Robin
son may say, “I did not witness that” 
Neither did I, but I have no mere rea-

perience with him was of a nature to 1 I'd do some 
• excite suspicion and sUch as. Mr. Robin- |\ '
•son would doubtless have accepted as ' 
' conclusive, àiid written him down a 
fraud. But when. Tlionias W. Water
man, a lawyer - "

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate bedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price. $1- For sale at this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope" will 
be" found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make, a study of 
Romanism And the Bible. The historic 
facts he "states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish Ideas and practices 
ihould be "read by all. Sold at this of
Ice. Price 25 cents. . ,

“Voltaire's • Romances.” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the

Sacrilegious' but to the Point.
Persons believing in more practical 

Christianity may see a moral in the fol
lowing:

A tramp, who said he was out of 
work temporarily, called at the kitchen 
door, of a residence in West,Philadel
phia yesterday afternoon. He was. all 
ashiver with cold, and face, hands add 
poorly clad feet were benumbed. It so 
happened that the cook and other sery- 
ants being away the mistress of the 
house opened tbe door and heard his 
plea for a “bit to eat.” Being a goo( 
woman, and remembering the day and 
the greatest of the three Christian vir
tues, she went tb the larder and then re
turned to the door with a half loaf of 
bread. .

“Here,” she said to the tramp, “take 
this, but,” she added, "you should not 
forget I give it to you not only for your 
own sake, but for God’s, for this is His 
day." . ............
t’Thank you maa'm,” replied the 

tramp, as he extended his - hand and 
looked his good Samaritan in the eye, 
“but don’t you. think, that you might 
puf some butter on it,' -for Christ’s 
sake?.’-®X4 • ■ •

the scales, lest they might find it too 
great a burden to carry the results of 
their own wrong-doing. Awake, I say,. 
and set to work to readjust the wrong 
that has been done you. This can be 
done by united organization. Delay 
not, then, but to Work with a will, ever ; 
keeping before you the object you de--, 
sire to accomplish! '*

I desire to say on behalf of those who 
have subscribed to aid Mrs. Banett, 
that our sympathies are only with such 
mediums as are recognized by societies.

In response to the appeal of Mrs. Vir
ginie Barrett, which appeared In The"- 
Progressive Thinker of Feb. 4, this sub
scription list affords an opportunity to.< 
all friends of Spiritualism to aid In the; 
vindication of truth. -Mrs. Barrett, Is 
one of the mediums recently arrested in I 
Toronto. Being endorsed by the Na
tional Spiritualist* Association, we feel • 
that'we shall be assisting a worthy pef- 
son. As the N. S. A. is not In a position 
to render aid financially, an appeal is 
made to all friends for funds to meef 
the expensed of a lawyer. A list of the

. If I had time.4 j'■
• ’ If I had time,,;..i ... «3-
I'd write a song for.alt ffie years, 11 brilliant Frenchman, and nvin.clble en- 
Filled- up with hopes tana loves and I emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 

fenrs ■ ’-V - bf wide reading. .Wit, philosophy, and
To sweep the heart, otbnjlles and tears, romance

If I had tlme.Sfr"-1 . I a master mind. Price ?1.50. per. sale
■ : -Atlanta Journal, • at this offlee. . . ■

"Cosmlan’Hytnn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume " meets a public 
-want. It comprises 258 tholce selections 
of poetry and? music,’-'embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and tree from 
all peettrtianlsm. ,'i Price, 50 cents. Fot 
gale at ,thli| office. . - ) :

names of contributors: ■
Thos. Hai'dy, Chris Jacobson, George 

Campbell, Janet Crossan, $1 each.
Jas Mllmofe,. Abraham TurneY, Jas. 

Waters, John Kaine, Elizabeth M. 
Campbell, Sybil M. E. Campbell, Mary 
A. Hardy, Mary Hardy,“ Maggie Hardy, 
Harry Devlin, Mary! Meakin, Barbara' 
Hardy, Samuel Jones, 50 cents each., f ’

John Chadwick, David J. Hardy, 
Fred Meakin, Barbara Martell, Georgie 
H. Campbell, Elizabeth Curry, Joseph' 
Keen, 25 cents each.’ Total $12.25. ■

• . . . , « 0. M. CAMPBELL;
Secretary of the Nanaimo Spiritualist

Association,"B. C. I ? • ■■■ -• 1
The Secret of lifq^lt la elven to mln- 

later-and-to serve.—Lucy Larcom. -
Never fdrget that of the word unsaid 

you are master: of the word spoken yoij 
are slave;—Anon. • . -



Evolution and Involution—Teachings of Science and Scientists—Etc. 
. Close of the Discussion of Theosophy—Mr. Titus’ Third Letter.

THEOSOPHY HND 
SPIRITÜHLISM

Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chicago, and Mr. F. E. Titus, 
of Toronto, Can., Discuss Their Respective Cults.

Prof. Lockwood’s remarks in refer
ence to the foUy of discussing the infi
nite, though irrelevant to our, discus
sion, are otherwise so commendable 
that I quote for the Professor’s encour
agement the first, fundamental proposi
tion of Theosophy, which in reference 
to the Absolute declares “An Omnipres
ent, Eternal, Boundless and Immutable 
Principle, on which all speculation is 
impossible, since It transcends the 
power of human conception, and can 
only be dwarfed by any human expres
sion or similitude.'

So far as I can gather from the crit
icisms on iny letters there are two es
sential points of difference between the 
Professor and xnyself. First, he rejects 
the idea of involution as a fact ju na
ture. Secondly, he repudiates the prop
osition that there is in nature force op
erating in an Inherently intelligent man
ner.

INVOLUTION DEFENDED
What is evolution? Is it nqt toe-un

folding of powers, capacities, qualities? 
Involution Is the correlative process. 
Does not the theory of their mutual “co
relation in time and space" serve to ex
plain things, better than the lop-sided 
philosophy which denies the operation 
of one of the two great processes?

If there be no involution, how can 
there be evolution? How can that come 
forth which is not already wrapped up 
in? I take It for granted that the Pro
fessor adheres to the doctrine of the 

■/conservation of energy. Though 
'Changed into a thousand different 
forms never increasing or decreasing 
the sum total. If it be true, then, In 
that fui'-off age when this solar system 
was yet naught but star-mist, the sum 
total of energy was the same as it is 
now. What has occurred between that 
time and the present? The energies 
which then played freely in supra gas
eous states of matter gradually became 
wrapped up In denser and yet denser 
fôrms, the activity decreasing as the 
form grew more solid. Was that not 
the involution’of force? Will the Pro-

mula would be H2O, and sometimes 
HO2. If the Intelligence is somewhere, 
will the Professor tell us where it is if 
it be not in the forces of nature?

The following quotation front the ad
dress of Prof. F. R. Japp, F. R. S., pre
siding over the chemical section of the 
British Association meeting of 1898, 
shows how rapidly the leaders of sci
ence are adopting the Theosophic phil
osophy: “No fortuitous concourse of 
atoms, even with all eternity for them 
to clash and combine in, could compass 
this feat of the formation of the first 
optically organic compound; Coinci
dence Is excluded, and every purely me
chanical explanation of the phenome
non must necessarily, fail. I see no es
cape from the conclusion that at the 
moment when life first arose a directive 
force came into play—a force of pre
cisely the same character as that which 
enables the Intelligent operator, by the 
exercise of his will, to select one crys
tallized enantiomorph and reject its

fessor contend that the sTfir-mist pe
riod Is a myth? Apparently so; for if 
he once admits Its existence, then he 
admits that involution has preceded our 
present evolution. Man is on the as
cending arc of the circle of matter, nt 
the base of which lies its densest form 
—the mineral kingdom. In denying the 
star-mist period he simply runs counter 
to, so fur as I am aware, the opinion of 
every scientist. Talk about the theory 
of involution resting upon unverlfiable 
data! If the theory of the conservation 
of energy be true, then there was not 
only the same sum total of energy in 
the star-mist period as there is now, 
but also the same now as there will be 
when, according to physical scientists, 
this solar system shall be again re
solved to its elements. Involution from 
star-mist to solid earth preceding evolu
tion from gross matter to gas and ether.

Coming to plant growth, do we not 
then see the dual process of involution 
and evolution? The growth or evolution 
of the plant is possible only through the 
involutlonary process that gathers from 
all realms of surrounding nature the 
material and the force which wrap 
themselves up in the plant form and 
thus make possible its evolution. The 
two processes are concurrent. Why is 
evolution more rapid In vegetable than 
in mineral—in animal than in vege
table? Is it not because as the ascent 
is made in the scale of being, the vege
table lends Itself to the involutlonary 
process more readily than does the min
eral. the animal more readily tljan the 
vegetable? Each drinks in, according 
to its power, the life force and material 
from the surrounding environment, 
wraps them up within its form, and by 
their means its own evolution is made 
possible.
INTELLIGENCE IN NATURE A NE

CESSITY.

still further simplify fate syllogism and 
say: “Consciousness, which is omni
present, Is in all matter; ray ink-bottle 
Is matter.” The only deduction from 
these premises is “That consciousness 
Is present in my ink-bottle." ,

For the purpose of Illustrating his 
fallacious deduction, let us take a prop
osition in which, I fancy, the Professor 
will admit the major premiss. “Life is 
everywhere present in the’ matter of 
the Professor’s body; his big toe is 
matter of the Professor’s body; there
fore his big toe Is life; therefore his big 
toe is everywhere present in his body. 
Ergo! his blg toe is the Professor him
self.” Of which process of reasoning I 
suppose eyen the Professor can see the 
absurdity. /

SOLID MATTER.

Itself infixd,oner»taig through wtroe- 
tore glveiHrth to jet higher function-. 
Ing. It Is thus'" evolution is accom
plished, It la but another illustration 
of the opamtlompf the correlative pro
cesses of involution and evolution. The 
materialistic philosopher look« at one 
half and Is oblivious of the existence of 
the other. ,

ANOTHER TILT AT SCIENCE.
The Professqr'.'/s troubled ..over the 

fact that I |Say “each center has linked 
with it the’threefold characteristic of 
consciousness,'wee end, substance,”
after having saijl' that “the time came 
when frbmTtlje^qne the many should 
proceed.",1, He ‘thinks it therefore fol
lows that the ¿many do not proceed 
from the ope af($r all. The Professor's

• ■ . , , I reasoning-powers again fail him. There
The Professor professes to be unable lg no lnconsistPAcy ju my statements, 

to see whence comes matter the phjep- ,pbe one cenjer „j energy has the three- 
tive side of the universe, but as in the I fold cjlal.actel.jlfjc of consciousness, 
very paragraph in which he asks the I force and Bul)SZnce> So bas each of 
question, he shows that he grasps tne I Ule many ceutl.^ wbicb proceed from 
answer which I had already given, it is tbat Qne centel, To make it.plainer to 
unnecessary to repeat my proposition. Professor, let us use his familiar

support:of rny ylew.. Eveij Spencer 
thought the Spiritualistic view just aa 
reasonable and probable as the ma
terialistic which Prof. Lockwood is now 
advocating. ■ • .

The words which Prof. Loekwood 
uses in-reference to Darwin, Haeckel, 
Huxley and Guvler do not support his 
view. The moment we speak of con
sciousness expressing itself in nerve 
action we have recognized conscious
ness to be something In itself. As a 
thought /expressed in i words indicates 
the thought as an entity—its expression 
in words is a subsequent thing.

REINCARNATION AGAIN.
The claims made by some of the Pro

fessor’s friends to be reincarnations of 
historic personalities, even though they 
may be absurd, no more disprove the 
law of reincarnation, than does the 
claim of the Professor to be a logician 
disprove the rules of logic. The most 
absurd claims are usually based upon 
some possibility of nature, the ab- 

■surdity arising from the exaggeratedly
unjustifiable claim by some particular

y ■fi

faftreb IB, tdOK

HOW STONE IN 
THE BLADDER

Was Removed Without a 
Surgical Operation. ¡

This Case Was One of so Much 
Interest Because of Its Sever

ity That It Was Known 
for Miles Around.

Below Will I>e Found an Interest
ing History of the Case, Writ

ten by Mr. Bailey Himself.

asymmetric opposite.” Add to this the 
testimony of Prof. Roberts-Austin, al
ready quoted In my first letter, that 
“metals are In fact sensitive things, al
most sentient in their organization, 
strangely life-like In their behavior,” 
and how ean we escape from the con
clusion that the latest dictum of,sci
ence is that, from t'he very beginning of 
mineral existence, inherent intelligence, 
of precisely the same character as that 
which enables the intelligent operator' 
to produce desired results, has been at 
work? "

Charles Kingsley, in Hypatia, ex
presses the idea of conscious activity in 
the lower kingdoms poetically and at 
the same time in accord with the most 
recent-science. Says he: “Philosophers, 
when they gave mechanical explana
tions of natural phenomena, came no 
nearer to the real solution of them. 
The mysterious ‘why?’ remained un
touched. * ♦ * All their analyses could 
only darken with big words the plain 
fact that the water hated the oil with 
which it refused to mix, the lime loved 
the aeltT wHlell ft received into Itself, 
and like a lover grew warm with the 
rapture of affection. Why not? What 
right had we to deny sensation, emo
tion, to them, any more than to our
selves? Was not the same universal 
spirit stirring in them as in us? And 
was it not by virtue of that spirit that
we thought, and felt, and loved? 
why not .they as well as we?” 
CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE 

JECTIVE.

Then

OB-

The Professor asserts that the sci
ence of optics and the physiology of the 
optic tract thoroughly disprove the con
sciousness of objective nature. This 
statement by itself sounds formidable, 
but the Professor makes the mistake of 
divulging his reasons for coming to 
such a conclusion, and in so doing 
shows how little reliance we can place 
upon his conclusions. He is no doubt 
honest, but his mentality cannot be 
■trusted to properly relate cause and 
effect.

This is his argument: “Were it true 
that objective nature Is. conscious in 
any degree, we should ,be able tq prove 
that the unrhythmic expressions of 
field and forest * * * Is a grim waste 
of time and conscious - energjT’If we 
may be allowed to imitate the Professor 
and put this implied argument in the 
form of syllogism, it will run thus: 
“Nothing which has unrbythmic ex
pressions has consciousness; objective 
nature has unrhythmic expressions; 
therefore objective nature has not con
sciousness.” It is essential that his 
premises be correct. Let us examine 
the major premises. Is it true that un
rhythmic expressions are Inconsistent 
with the presence of consciousness? 
Did the Professor ever see an uncouth
gesture made by an intelligent being, or 
an ungraceful dancer, or a would-be 
musician give expressions to in-

Then as to our second point of differ
ence. Can you produce a quality or a 
force ex nihilo? That is the theological 
creation of something out of nothing, 
which one would suppose too old-fash
ioned a notion for Prof. Lockwood. It 
is evident that the potentiality of the 
power or quality must be present in the , 
factors which produce It. All that Is 
necessary in order to produce the phe
nomena is that the factors should be 
brought into the necessary relation to 
each other. This can be accomplished, 
so far as I can see, in one or more of 
three ways only. 1st—By an extrinsic 
volition. 2d—By an Inherent selective 
and adaptive power. 3d—By the combi
nation of the two.

Prof. Lockwood is forced to rest bis 
whole case upon the first method only. 
Since he denies the existence of the In
herent power, he also denies ways sec
ond and third. If he admits the third he 
also admits the second, for it is in
cluded in the third. But if he'admits 
the second he admits Inherent powers— 
eternally inherent powers; otherwise 
they must have been at some time cre
ated by an extrinsic volition, in other 
words, the orthodox extra-cosmic God. 
Let us use the illustration of the drop 
of water H2O. Does the Professor pre
tend to say that when he takes two 
parts of hydrogen and brings them into 

’contact with one part of oxygen with 
the result of the formation of a drop of 
water, that he can do this entirely irre
spective of the selective and formative 
Inherent powers of hydrogen and oxy
gen? Surely not Water is formed 
from the gases by the ordinary powers 
of nature without intervention at all, 
as we see In every summer shower. 
Does he think that there Is some great

harmonious sounds? Man is continually 
guilty of unrbythmic expressions. 
“Ergo,” according to the Professor, 
“man has not consciousness.” Reading 
the Professor, one would imagine that 
the theologie idea of an extra cosmic, 
overruling Providence still saturates 
his thought to such an extent that he 

.expects greater harmony in that por- 
tlon of nature which lies lower tian 
man in the scale of consciousness, than 
the demands from man himself. It is 
just possible that If we were to apply 
the Professor’s major premiss to his 
communication we should be able to 
prove that the Professor was uncon
scious when he wrote the letter. That 
nature produces at times in her lower 
kingdoms incongruities,. misshapen 
forms, or destructive cataclysms, is no 
more evidence of lack of consciousness 
than when a tailor produces a misfit 
coat, a logician builds a fallacious 
syllogism, or a man in a fit or anger 
destroys his own property.

THE INK BOTTLE SYLLOGISM.
Now let us come to the Professor’s 

remarkable production—the ink-bottle 
tenaciously. By means of this syllo
gism he endeavors to show by “reductio 
ad absurdum,” that my proposition that 
“consciousness is everywhere present 
in the universe, but varying in its de
grees of objectivity and subjectivity," 
is incorrect. It will be well to examine 
carefully the Professor’s method of 
coming to conclusions, for he claims to 
be the exponent of '“reasoned truth.” 
If his reasoning powers of methods be 
defective then his philosophy, when he 
presents it, will need very careful ex
amination.

Without calling to our assistance the

“chemist-physicist” superintending na
ture’s operations, sorting out two parts 
of hydrogen and one part of oxygen and 
■mixing them to gether in their propor
tions and thus producing our periodical 
rains? If he does not, then he must be
lieve in the inherent power of nature 
to produce the phenomena of rain, and, 
by parity of reasoning, all the phenom
ena of nature.

But Is there no intelligence exhibited 
when the chemist brings about this re
sult in his laboratory? There must be 
somewhere an equal Intelligence to pro
duce those results in nature's labora
tory. If intelligence be a factor in one 
case it must also be a factor in the 
other. To produce the identical result 
the sum of the factors must be the same. 
The chemical constituents of hydrogen 
and oxygen, or force nnd substance, are 
the same, therefore the third factor
intelligence, selective power—must also 
be present. . .. ■

Or does the Professor believe In 
chance with its “fortuitous concourse 
of atoms?” He can hardly do that. It

elementary rule of logic "that affirma
tive propositions are to be considered as 
particular and not as universal,” it Is 
perfectly clear that my proposition was 
that wherever you might go in the uni
verse you would discover some degree 
of consciousness.

The Professor proceeds to put the 
argument in the form of a syllogism, 

“Consciousness is everywhere present 
in the universe in objectivity. ■ .

“My ink-bottle Is an object in the uni
verse. Hence my ink-bottle is con-

cannot be fortuitous if similar condi- 
'tlons produce similar results. If it 
were fortuitous then sometimes the for:

sclousness.
“Consciousness is everywhere present 

expressed in matter . My ink-bottle iS 
expressed In matter. My ink-bottle is 
everywhere present. Omnipresence 
belongs only to God. Ergo, my iilk- 
bottle is God!" ■•" . . .

, In this manner bet'thinks lie has re
duced my proposition to an absurdity; 
Unfortunately for the Professor, Ills 
reasoning is defective-so utterly de
fective that it shows that his reasoning 
power is. naturally insufficient, and also 
that he Is untrained In the art of logic. 
He has been guilty, besides other 
crimes of logic, of fusing what in logic 
Is called “an undistributed middle 
term," thus deluding hjmself. Let us

‘ r . *" -, , « , « a, I U1U 1 I UI UDpy I , IL L ÜO Uo V “X-Ap Atara*.**!*- i V* V* * W * ।
En passant, however, it might be well ilIustl.ation of W)lter, One might say .of individual that he has realized the pos
to point out that when we speak of I an ocean of that it was composed sibllity. In contrast with the Profes- . 
“solid matter,” we are speaking only and oxygen. If we were sotts somewhat sombre view of re- ,
of the phenomenon occasioned by force to divl(ie that'Ocean into its constituent incarnation let us place the words of a , 
operating on an invisible substance, d the <*many„ ¿rops would proceed scientist. Speaking of transmigration, , 
producing thereby rates of vibration from ’ tl]e «*ou'e» 0Cean, and yet each I which includes the same idea of the re- , 
which are carried by means of our drop woul¿ httve llnl£ed with it the two- embodiment of soul In matter, Prof, 
nervous system to our subjective con- I fold ei)al.aeteî-istic of hydrogen and I Huxley at page 61 of “Evolution and , 
sciousness, and in that subjective con- ox,,gen Nol. ls the method impossible. Ethics, says: ■ , . ;
sclousness producing the sensation Beproduction by self-division is the “None but very hasty thinkers will 
which we denominate solidity. As our nletjlod employed in the primary king* reject on the ground of inherent ab- ■ 
higher faculties are developed we learn doms Haeciiel'S"moneron multiplies by surdity. Like the doctrine of evolution 
that things formerly impermeable no sei£.¿ivisjon- q’iie next stage—the un- itself, that of transmigration has its - 
longer retain that characteristic. A I cieafe(j cell does exactly the same roots in the world of reality; and it may 
thing may cease to be solid to us either tmng_ ¿g t0 the method by which cen-1 claim such support as the great argu- 
by a. change in its rate of vibration or I ters are forined; that is by “force ment from analogy is capable of sup- 
by a change in the keynote of our own w]1)rllng wlth inconceivable rapidity," plying." 
rate of subjective vibration. I whlcll geems suoh an abounding prop-1, But Prof. Lockwood has one genuine

THE DESCENT INTO MATTER. P osition to the Professor, if he will read stumbling block in the way of his ac-' 
_ • __ -Prof Crookes’fheorv of the genesis of ceptance of reincarnation, though to idea tlmtOthSeS°Dlrine Being1 or the c% the dements from original protyle, he those who have studied the subject it 

mo« tonniA ho both Bométtlnc fr^m will find that it similar method is out- does not present any serious difficulty, 
wh^h snirit matter cam^ and could lined there to account for the origin OT “Tell us how thejntellect of a 
which spliit-matter came ana coma . eiements, Socrates _♦ ♦ * can Shrivel back intoalso assume the dual aspect of spillt-1 n,nTivc errn'r the primitive mental vestibule of a
matter. In order tp_ render it under- AS A PARTING. SHOT, I js the Professor’s demand, 
standable to the Professor, let. us I wjtJl guii6]ess -B|mpi!city Prof. Lock-1 when the fact is once grasped that the 
illustrate the idea by light. Let us call w'Ood asks “tY-ould I like to stand be-1 ego, or spiritual soul, is not fully ex- 
the light, as It comes to us from the I fore any ap(j|epce of çhemist-physlclsts, I Pressed in any human form, the diffl- 
sun, the Divine Being. Llien, when it etc e{Ci> aa¿ fen them about bur solar I culty at once disappears. The Professor 
divides Itself into the seven prismatic I gyBteln being 'made of consciousness mistakes for the soul itself the ex
colors with their varying rates of vibra-1 and force and substance of -homo- pression of the soul which shows Itself 
tion, let us‘ term the higher trlafl I geneoug character?” Bless his Innocent to ns through the medium of the human 
blue, Indigo and violet—spirit; ana.tne I peart, did Prof. Lockwood ever hear of brain. TheJ'dalmon" of which Socrates 
lower quaternary—red, orange, yellow I prof_ Huxley and Nikola Tesla? Hux-1 Bpoke was thé' spiritual soul, the ego or 
and green—let us call them _ matter. jeyi fhe great physiologist of our time, I higher self, of which'Sócrates was a 
Now light has not ceased to be tignt wftg scjentlst'who proclaimed that I very limited, imperfect, dwarfed pre- 
beedüse it has thus expressed and sub- forc6 an¿ substance were not sufficient sentation, great philosopher though he
divided itself. Neither does the cosmos I account for the phenomena, of na-1 Was. The brain, and even the intellect,
cease to be the cosmos because it ex- I ture third factor was necessary, may be regarded as the instrument of
presses itself in the twofold aspect of and ^|lat -third factor, this great physi-1 the soul which that soul wields as well
spirit-matter. It is simply another ex- I oiogist named '-“consciousness.” The as ¡t can. There are many answers to
pression of 'the same thing, in this I trinity of which T spoke was the trinity the question, but the above must suffice
connection it may be as well to deal recognized by science. If the Professor I for this already too lengthy letter,
with the difficulty which, as indicated drag .bimge]f out of his “co- which closes the presentation and crlti-
in his second letter, the Professor ex- relations in time and space” a sufficient I clsm of my views.
periences In seeing dearly how omni- ]engtb of time tb turn to page 149 of I in the coming letters Prof. Lockwood
science may be linked with the sense- **Nikoia TesiBi His Inventions,” etc., he I invites us to follow, him into the
less clod” and omniscience yet remain. may read £kc f¿nowiug opinion from I “spiritual infinitude” of his ideas. With

One would suppose fust linking Tesla: “But1* of all the views of chastened curiosity we shall enter that
together the propositions that con- I nature, thfe ; one “which assumes one unknown realm hoping that there may
sciousness is everywhere presentan the matter and one '^force, and a perfect I befall us by the way nothing more ter
universe in varying degrees; that I uniformity1 'th’rotfgbout, is the most rible than “ink-bottle syllogisms.” 
there was an lnflnity-of evolution ns gcientíflc M most likely to be true." I p. e. TITUS,
well as of involution;” “that these two Andi praví ’,whde but that eminent _______.... ___ :
processes are co-existent," would give cbemlst, the president of the British _ . .. . _ . . .
him a sufficient clue 'to the solution of Association, • sir Wm. Çrookes, orlgi- Eminent Men and Spiritual- 
the problem. I have apparently mis- nated the -word protyle? And what is ¡cm '
judged him. Let us take an Illustration., protyle? Primordial» homogeneous sub- m . r(ll, . ini
xvhiph pninpfl within the mnee of each I *. mA»? « csnnim* thn I ^-0 the Editor*“-A. special Maich Xstwhich cuiues wnuiu vi cixvxx Rtflncc Tlietí consider Prof, bnaier, tne » .individiml pnnarinnsness We are told blu“LL,l r“rn.;?a H._ from New York to the Evening Reposl-lUUlVlUUul luiiBLiuubuioB. nu uiu <.v4u i wirn ’ his nPClHTÍlTiOn Ot tUO I . - . .. . . . «
by our biologists that each of the Tjnitv of Ufo—and what is life if it is ^orY ^Is city, in speaking of Dr, nficrobes and aeperobes in the human ^o^cFoTforee operating in mat- Ml“°‘ J’nSa™fe’
organism has a life and consciousness I ter? Anda-.Herbert Spencer, “First I De^ost,u’
of its own, with a power of independent princinics " 'chamer on “The Récon- says: , Pr' Abbott coulda t have made 
vniitinn twltlitn limits) with likes and i I more talk, in some circles at least, bydislikes exhibited in a strange imitation ucomp^hensM^ Power,° otherwisj any ,8tate’nentti ^bateYer than be did 
of the human being himself; that every cXadousness dec,1“tttl°n “ade °n eve °f
molecule of matter In the human-body 'exceeding I f0,rmal tttrew®11 to , he I lymou, .h
Is a distinct life; that, in fact, using the boldness toS'Wfore any intelligent £‘iT‘h re8ation-. ^b“ be sald 

xi,. A Rinot CPsvphlr* Life of uol?,ne,ia y . ■ *„„„ ‘Although I find no satisfaction in whatwords of Mi. A. Binet (rsycnie i*ne oi aU(nence that‘“Up to a certain stage I ?, snf.unniism T nm convinced 
Micro-Organisms), man Is . n°tbin8 in the progress’of things, substance re- th t th d ad able to communicate 
more than a colony or piotazoans, anu mained homogenéous, force had no ... .. Thi„ wn„ nll;,„ „
“those protozolc forms of anlmalculae divisions and consciousness was unified. w ™ , Uvln'’; , 18 w.as 1ulte anre endowed with memory and P171810“8 ana consciousness w as uuiuiu. concession coming from the source
volition.” Thus it will be seen that in ODDS AND ENDS. ^¿d’„ , , , » c .
the human being we have at least two I find that the larger number of the Tbe 8Pee*al also says.°F, Dù.Savage;
distinct grades or degrees of conscious- objections in the Professor’s second let- I hava8® of tbe Unurch ot
ness. First, the all-embracing con- ter, when not due-to ignorance of theo- I tb® M®88lab *8 °ae those who agree 
sciousness of the human being which sophlc teaching, arise from a too care- I witb Dr’ Abbott. Dr. Savage, by the 
nnvTïi'a narvflrlnQ le IffiîDDRPTlt jtl I IPflQ t*PH<1 lïlfF DD ’llifl DiM,t’ nf TT1V ÎPPIDOI* I WAS OD6 Oí IDO lOUDUOTS 01 ÍD6COVClS. pBrVHUUo. Io iiuixiuucUL <iu, cvcij i less leU'iuuK uu LUO PULL ul luj luimn i * , . „ __ _ .
nnrtinn nf his hpinc* Thon fipcond tbe IpfrtpFR For ingtance ininicdiatclv aftor I ^Rûious Socioty for Psycbiciil Research, DOillOH Ol 1*10 UvlllK. AllCll, BlTVUUU* LUC leltClO. A'UL lUDUlU'.v, 1U1U1LU1ULVLj <11.1U1 _ _ , ..
consciousness of each one of that count- the expression “matter has reached its I and be> too, says that he has personally
less colony of protozoans. As compared most inert condition,” which is the communications from in-
xxrith thn human Rtflp’A nf ponsclougnofis I phurp nf thp PrrtfcsRor’R montai nortur- 1 GiviQuals (tho so-caljeíl dead) whom noWHll LHe 11U Ill a 11 blase vl tUUDUvUOUuoD ] vU-UdC ul Lile LllHUnaui o inciiiiii uuiiui* > . .
thPRD iflttpr mnv ho rpcrardod as the I hation I continue “The effect of the I knows to hiive lived on earth* ana heLllvBti liLllcl UliLj UU ItgUlUUU Í1D IBv I UU.L1U11, * LUUtmUC, AXIL* vlAWL VI ILIC i J » »2. taI4tt Hint nhnrnll
(relatively) senseless clod. The human impulsive life within becomes the least <;eclal,îs „ ® „?*„„*; *„ *,,„C „2,
consciousness is continually descending noticeable. Yet the higher aspect of d?.^,“ * p.ay ïh^fnn^nf
into, permeating and moulding this this entity has not ceased to be.” This ““
matter of its body-these countless pro- latter sentence the Professor has failed lty iiL'/h’aplorldf eonrJhanrir0n
tozoans—and yet instead of that su- to see, and consequent!,; indulges in a I n»“thJ nnô
perior state of consciousness being lost, number of inferences not justified by Heber ^ewtonb.S°J^ Dr. ^bb°^ ° a 
it grows brighter and loftier by its play my propositions. The larger proportion bettab “C say?. wmie I believe tnere upon and through the lower forms. I of the remainder-of his objections, in- «
Every voluntary muscular action is oc- stead of being a criticism of the prop- 
casloned by a descent of conscious ksltions contained in my letters, are 
force from the mental to the physical merely objections, to some creatures of nr Abbott Dr Savace Dr DeCosta 
plane, yet the mind does not suffer. On his own too brllllilnt imagination. and Dr Newton make un a auartet of
the other hand, every cell of the body. I certainly did not, nor, so far as I ana wew,:on malte up a quartet orLuc utuci uuuuj v\,** w*. ***v Kzvv*,» « । x wA vM-uxAj *>v*j ft tmiifliinl nrAHiinonna nnn aTnannnnnlevery member of that great colony of am aware, does any Theosophic writer, I brllllanevP and wllat thev have to sav
protozoans shares in, affects, and is say that “the soul passes through the regardlng nroofs of immortality as fui
affected by the mentality of the in- various lower stages of evolution by g d by evidences that the spirits of 
dividual. Again, we speak of the life reincarnation before it wakes up en-1 “¿shedJ“yu¡™“^8 ™at J“-spolrI“ £ 
of the human body, which is part of sconced In The nervous organism of the munlcate wlth the llvln„ ig gure to bave 
and, in fact, the very centre and con- human.” That reincarnation is a term wel„bt wbh tbe church-going nubtrolling force of every portion of the used by theosophic writers as applicable , and8 1 Xubt will be nn incentive 
organism. Yet each of these animal- only to the human being hasbeen ex- a“d’”
culae has a life of its own. Each is a plained so frequently that the Professor . beaefit tb!g n^d-aiven truthP A 
centre of life in Itself, and yet all are should have heard of it ere this. Nor f^ vear3 aK0 Hev R Heber Newton 
linked to the one great life of the body, did I say anything which would justify *£"?y®gd b °a
So that the fearsome Professor need a logical mind in' thinking that I dis- ^“cement^ concerning his“ lews of
not longer contemplate with dismay daim the soul to be a spark of God. Nor tl when he onenlv nro-
the possible catastrophe of Omnlpo- did I say that “Consciousness in the „lalmed. ..r do ’ * belleve -the resurrec-
tence reduced to a senseless clod. field of Deity did not function conscious Bon means the rising agalm from theTHE CORN ARGUMENT. consciousness until it centred, in the! ao“bm0eant8be™‘n^tald a“ay,”

Thnt little kernel of corn might have comP\ex organization of man. I was and ag a resnn of which proclamation
1U&.I mue Kernel in çinu uavu cnAakinír nnlv or e&ch of the manv eon- I »x , - Ln xx_ x »neon loft unrHsturhed on the Professor's sPeaKlub »“I °*“ U1 , “it seemed for a while that he would bebeen left undlsturnea on tne rroressors centreB of énergy In the field of eonvjp*pa of heresv and kicked out ofAftVilft t£ 4*ftlefty* Kfio tVAIIimD iA DDm I ft» •* mw • a i L.UliVIL.Hill m UULxftjY Ullll KlvKeil oui mtable II he naa taken tne rrounie to un Deitye æbe professor apparently-is un- thp phnrph nnd hnd no* bppn for tbp

derstand Prof. Buchner’s proposition, nblp to distinguish between the nart . * cnnran’ «ma naa it not oeen ror tne
which was that everything which now and *be wbole 1 shall stiU give him lntejcessi°ns_ or menas (a rew level
io Pviafad nntpntiniiv in the cosmos a J huau headed members of his congregation) itis, existed potentially in tne cosmos credit for honesty, even though that wonld hftvp bppn dnn„ 6 Npw¡on
when it was in yet earlier condltlonS | >| denlórable obtuseness of woultl “ave „ ,ewt0IîInn nninion shnrefl hv Prof Huxlev)’ a “eP10rame outuseness ol wag rector of All Souls’ Episcopal(an opinion snarea oy rror. xiuxieyj, mentai perception. . Phnroh for thlrtv venus Dr Deflnstn»ft*- tyriftftcanpi 1 XT In otiv rtDD DAPnAD At it I »a - _ I lJ14llll»ll J.UJU LUILLy jvo.13, Azi. L*c\jUSI<1not necessarily in any one portion oi u, Theosophic writers do not, so far as n*. *b„ hpnd of *hp r,h„reii of Rt John
but in the inter relations of its parts T nware sav that “the sohl does not *? at í?e ne „ , e 01 "b. . >. . --*>>>.« 1 mil UniutJi o«ij vmri- me dvui uuu*3 uvi* i fi*A T7TTT<m<viMlQr is n niornlv ^niiAalAnwith each other. And if those forms prnivp *bp form .it simnlv inhabits it at tne evangelist, is a nigniy eaucatea
am net exist notenfiniiv or in canadtv evolve “l® 11 " pl? mnaD1'? 11 aJ gentleman, is well known in the East
in the cosmos at that time theProfessor S0?eT £°rm *2 ^2?}’ ern States and has the honor and con-
mtw relvunon; hiÍ «traœsm^Del^ and:1 ?lhd!un*0*,BUCh Æ — solâtionof knowing and the pleasure of
must rely upon ms extra cosmic veny ment But ¡t is salfl that the soul does advocating the truth of snirlt return
to supply the hiatus. The possibility of not take fUn-possession of the human and conununion with denizens of 
these tilings existed somewhere- Ex I brajn usually until1 about the age of eartb . • B b. KIDD
nihilo nihil fit But we will leave Prof. gevcn and „that elemental forces con- Cahton Ohio ' ' '
Buchner,, the materialistic philosopher, strnrt tbe ethieric firm The Professor vant0D' uul°-
and the yet apparently more_ pro- peEbaps haiÚtheseBdeclarations in-his —‘ .. .
HOUDCOd materialist, Prof» JjOCkWOOu, ¡ mind THa rAuI in PAntlnTînllv pvolvini? I ■to adjust their little differences be- SP d‘or¿ ittoabitr The constant irn “»eilglon as Revealed by the Mate
tween themselves. I merely quoted teraction of;tbe two ls made to assist in n “lld™ A ™
Prof. Buchner to show that even ma- th pvniutloñúof ;oath The continuity Babp., ll.d, , A compact 
terlallsts, fartheirup-to-date moments, and c0“Prebea81ve J1®”,01. the.Wb:
are, though, unconsciously oftentimes, tfae continuity of th-fe living soul hands ^’critical- facts and'data nèedaLbv 
coming our way. The Professor lags n inprpa-pâ *owërt Yet if I had made and c **«„,,» ea •Hai,ms op increasea pofler. xet n a min mum. every Btudent and especially by everybehind. . • the assertloii-'Credited by the Professor spiritualist . One of the very best

THE PROFESSOR VS. BIOLOGY* I to Theosophy,', would he declare such a on the subject Price, reduced 
The Professor finds it necessary to thing W be Itaposjlble? If so I will t0 cioth; paper 60 cepts. For sale 

tnke a titti at what the president of simply turm liim .tf^er to the .tender at this office, '
Leland Stanford University says is a fact Pos Tbe Principles of Nature, as Dlscov-“the recognized law of biology,” name- X Jhè PtoXy would dectae ered In toé Development and Stamto«
ly, that function -precedes structure. »W ztoe , ^tessor a c “ f ttè rnlv<á8e. Material and,Spiritual
Presently he will be- asking us toho obsession to be a mytn ana posses M üc Porcea. Laws of S£lrltual
lieve that all the deductions of modern sion a flight of jmagmation. lor r Ma»lfestatlons Mediumship. Splr- 
science are to be discredited for toe they aie facts^ Wn top soul, or spirit plane£) and Spbere8i. GiTCn Inspl- 
sole reason apparently that they do not (as the^Spiritualists psually prefer to ü by Mra- Maria M. King, In 
fit In with what Prof. Lockwood is call it) can take Possession of an K volumes, Bvo. A remarkable 
pleased to . denominate “reasoned already builttouman form. WOrk; among toe greatest In toe -liter*
truth.”. One objection to that term is. I When the Professor adopts toe view Bture oi Spiritualism. Prico reduced 
that the reasoning, so far as we have I that consciousness cannot exist as an I from «1,75 to $1.25 per volume. Post- 
been favored by examples ,from its entity separate from the physical or-1 ag6 12 cents. , . . , -
standard bearer, consists of. patent ganization,” ns he does in the first sen- _ ■ _ , . .
fallacies May I suggest, however, to fence of toe third column of his second I “Historical, Logical nnd Philosophical 
tlie Professor,’ that he study eiubryolo-1 letter. I take issue with him and again I Objections to the Dogæaa of Rclncar- 
o-v. and he may as a result fall Into line I appeal to toe phenomena of Spiritual-1 nation and.Rc-Bmbpdiment, By Prof, 
with scientists and recognize that func- ism for my proof, ,nnd quote, ns ngalnst W. M. Lockwood. A ^keen and master- 
tlon does precede structure. And yet I Prof. Lockwood such scieútists aa ly treatlte. Paper, 25 cents. For sate 
also it is true thatrfunction expressing jWallace, Crooltesi ^ollner,and Hare lu I at this office, ... ....... . , .
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FROM THE ROSTRUM/

BY A. B. FRENCH. .

A sense of profound gratitude and joy 1 
prompts me to write tills letter. I had 
suffered for ten years with kidney and 
bladder trouble. Last August I was 
taken with terrible pain in my-kidneys 
which extended to thg. bladder, The 
urine that I passed; after standing a 
while, became thick and ropy, op mud
dy; left quantities of sediment in v.es- - 
sei, and gave me great agony to void it. 
Upon advice of my physician I finally 
consented to go to the Hospital at Ra
leigh. When I got there the chief sur
geon examined me, and said It would 
be necessary to remove the stone from 
the bladder by a surgical operation, 
This he admitted was dangerous, owing 
to my age and feeble condition. I de
cided If I must die I would go home and 
die with iny family. After I returned 
from the Hospital in a despondent and 
almost hopeless state of mind, I took 
your certificate and pamphlet, sent with 
the sample bottle of Swamp-Root, and 
went to a kind and wise friend and we 
read the circulars, and discussed my 
symptoms and the chances of my recov
ery, should I submit to an operation. 
We decided to try your medicine, and if 
no relief after a thorough trial to risk 
the knife. After taking the sample bot
tle I bought six large bottles of your 
Swamp-Root and used it according to 
directions. And about Feb. 6th, to my 
great delight, the stone seemed to crum
ble; I began to pass small particles of 
gravel stone, and on that night I passed 
the one enclosed, about the size of a 
large pea. I continued to pass these 
particles and to Improve until to-day, 
under God’s Providence through your 
Swamp-Root treatment, my life has 
been spared. Had I chosen the knife 
treatment I fear I would have been in 
my "grave, or at the best, lingering in 
the hospital. I regard your Swamp
Root as the most wonderful medicine 
for bladder and kidney troubles in the 
universe, and wish I -could tell all who 
suffer as I did, the relief and happiness 
it has brought.me. I expect to continue 
its use occasionally to keep my kidneys 
and bladder all right, and shall tell all 
I see In the condition I was, how' easy 
they can find relief by using Dr. Kil
mer’s Swamp-Root. What I have writ
ten can be substantiated by prominent 
people of this pla.ee. I will answer let
ters of inquiry if stamps are enclosed 
for reply. JAS. R. BAILEY.

Feb. 8th, 1899. Auburn, N. C.
Swamp’-Root brings sunshine and 

gladness in every home it enters. It is 
the new discovery of Dr. Kilmer, the 
great kidney and bladder specialist. It 
is not recommended for everything but 
if you have kidney or bladder trouble 
it will be found just the medicine you 
need.

Tbfa work !« one that every one «bonlA rMd. W " 
beams throughout with rare gouu of thought, proa« 
Ucal M well m prolound. There Is rauadae Md 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is deOJ* 
cated to the author's iavorlto sister, Barak French, 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt-l«e. Hudaon Tuttle, of, 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an Inters sting Sketch ol th».
author'» Ute. ______
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Philosophy of Phenomena«
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of "Cosmology.” 
IN TWO FARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA, 
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

r CONTENTS.
FART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy ol Phenomena: 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heat; 4, Functional Phenomena; 8; 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7» 
"Who by searching can find God?” 8, Hyperbole Met? 
apbyalcal; 9, "To the Unknown God, Whom yo Ignoh 
antjy Worhlp;” 10. “The Father is greater than J;’* 
11, True and Spurious Goda; 12, “I am tbe Resunec- 
tion and the Life;” 18, An Imaginary God and eoma 
ot .Hl« Exploits; 14, ‘‘Ho 1« Free whom the Truth 
bath made free;" 15, All Animates Originate front - 
Eggs; 16. Trwice Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy ot-' M, 
Healing; 18, Worship uf Deity; 19, Sense undNonaense y 
Intermixed: 20, Plurality and Tri-unity of Ged* 21i 
Vagaries: 22, MiaapprebenBlon; 23, What la Sin?24. .Jfi. 
Suns.Planetsand Satellites of tbeUniverse; 23,Be* / $ 
ginning without Ending; 25, DealRn or AccidentjJ •/ 
Wbieb? 27, Chance versusLaw; 28, Summary. y '

PART II,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA >
Chap. 29, Nebulae; 80, Air Treasure and Air Motion; 

as a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Watei} . 
Made to Run up Hill: 83 Philosophy of Canyons, When, ' 
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The topics treated receive a handling tfipt Is dis* 
tlnctly terae, yet popular. Tbe style ot tbe author 
throughout is. epigrammatic—compact with clear 
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iect. Being compact with thought itself, it will not 
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With a steel plate portrait of the author. Cloth, 
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MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office,
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in event 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science.

‘ ‘The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing hilman thought 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement-of where the best thinkers of t^e 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict. It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of .the year.”—Chicago , 
Tribune. .

1 ‘The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history | 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have I 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for ‘ 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President । 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science hag 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial. I.

“The book js written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as tq 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the, universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of ; 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments.. 
Chicago Times-Herald. ‘

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. "—Boston 
Daily Advertiser. ,

1 ‘A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. ’ "—Philadelphia Press.
• These two large volumes, containing / about 900 pages, will be sent to. 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars. . ■■■■.
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COLD WEITHER
SICKNESS• \

tion of the thinking iw.oriii ID localizes

we have thus far discovered no powers

Cold weither means hard work for

\

Lent work-

1809. . .Its purpose is to train Spiritualist 
workers for public speaking, writing 
and thinking, its tuition is $5 for the 
term, and board 82.13 per week. Its in

Although Phrenology must take Its 
place by the side of other contributing 
sciences, I consider it, as a physiology 
of the human brain, really the basis of 
mental science, because it demonstrates

always to be despised.
And speaking of culture I may say: I 

like true culture and refinement In Spir-

vour lungs, , , ¡
J Hard work Is good for strong people,

The third session of the Spiritualist 
Training School will open at Maple Dell 
camp grounds, Mantua Station, Ohio, 
on May 30 and continue till July 14.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 

by s. b. ckockee. '
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A Revoi utionary pamphlet, addressed to tbe inDat> 
Itoto of .kmorlca In 1776. with explanatory notice by 
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MRS. CLARA WATSON.
^She Gives Finishing

Touches,
Fearing that the last, article submlt- 

s ted did not fully accomplish the de
' sired result and because other Ideas pro 

’ and con have been added to the 
thought stirred into motion by the bold 
assertion of truth regarding the bacied 
scripture,” these few thoughts aic 
P<l‘would correct the impression that 
seems to prevail with some that in 
thus speaking an “ttempt was made t 
onnose Mr. Hull’s work in his Bible 
sludy lessons and his Biblical articles. 
Such was not my intent. The writer 
would not lay one straw in the way of 
the carrying forward of his chosen line 
of labor. The protest was against the 
crowding of the Christian Bible upon

cated, refined, cultured people, and this 
Is all right, and yet we know that titles 
are ofttlmes very easily < and cheaply 
obtained, without regard to merit or fit
ness, and the endorsement oi some D. 
Ds. would not be.-considered by think
ing people vejy complimentary. Ther-e 
are a number of Doctors of Divinity in 
my own little city, and by tlie way, it 
seems, strange that divine things and 
beings have|,nfied of so much doctoring. 
But list to the ponderous thought, the 
mighty wisdom of speech of one of 
these D. Ds. just recently sent out on 
the vibratory waves of mental action:

“The fundamental condition neces
sary to get salvation Is to feel your lost 
mid undone condition, and the soul that 
comes self-condemned is received by

FROF. KING NND THE TRflININCgSQHOOL
—---------- .------------ :------- -  ■ lid ..I ■

Interesting Information Concerning the MapJ.fl D$l| School, 
By A. J. Weaver.

some forty-two distinct mid primary 
faculties of the liuiriipi sdul. Although 
it has been criticised, itrf. claims are 
valid, mid it is believed by ‘many to be 
the key to unlock imply mysteries. Still 
it does not wholly setlie' tlie question.

Drs. Drayton & McNeil, In their Im
portant - book entitled “Brain and 

“We. h'riye perceptive fac?

Spiritualists. ,
No doubt the brother s work- is a 

needed one for some, and I.know.of no 
one better qualified to perform It ■ 
he. But in thinking thus I would not 
have the idea prevail that I.thought no 
one else had studied the Bible or under
stood its contents. Brother,Hull hrfs 
received many encomiums through the 
press, and no doubt personally ns well, 
for his work in debate apd otherwise, 
and naturally and rightly it pleases, not 
his vanity exactly, but that something 
within us that likes approval and com
mendation; but we should be careful 
that words of praise do not puff us up 
in our own estimation; that it does not 
inflate us to such dimensions that we 
cannot see the "other ..

It certainly requires just, a little bit 
of egotism for one to express the idea 
that “those who oppose my thought, or 
differ from my method of work, are 
people whose knowledge of the Bible 
may be rated at the zero mark.

Certainly and surely I did know be
fore it was mentioned In this little agl- 
tlon, of the story about King Saul, Spir
it Samuel and the Woman of Endor. I 
have read it many tlbies and wondered 
If it was a true story; and reasoned 
that possibly it was, because we know 

- similar
day, and through the same law of na- 

1 ture the facts recorded in the story may 
have occurred in the long ago.

I had read about this ancient Mr.

the divine Lord.”
A progressive, up-to-date person, 

would Jjardly care for such an endorser. 
But then, we like approval? It requires 
some degree of courage to come out 
openly in defense of truth when we feel 
we are to meet the scorn and censure of 
the populace. We like endorsement. 
This scribe has had it, and knows 
whereof she speaks. I have bad, and I 
say it modestly, approving words from 
the educated, the refined, and even the 
titled ones, and I fully appreciate them, 
too; but this does not close my soul 
against the good words of the common 
folk, and some of the helpful words 
from this class I prize among my rarest

Moses and his getting messages on 
stones. I had read about one Jacob 
and the spirit having a wrestling match. 
Thad read of Ezekiel, of Elijah, of Sam
son, Gideon, Balaam, Obed, Abijah, of 
Micah and many other old saints and 
seers too numerous to mention, and the 
deeds good and bad (mostly bad) they 
did. I had read about the lying spirits 
that “Yah-weh” sent to deceive the 
people. I had read of the “haud-writ- 
Ing on the wall;" of the clairvoyant and 
cluiraudient donkey; of the ax floating 
bh the water; of Nebuchadnezzar put 
on a diet of grass for development; of 
the peculiar conditions required for 
Isaiah’s unfoldment. The story relates 
that for the period of three years he 
donned not priestly garments, kingly 
vesture, clerical robes, royal appaiel 
nor common habiliments, but roamed 
about clad in the fashion of “our first 
parents” before the “fig leaf” style was

s.

A SONG OF THE EVEHYDAYp. ••

Come, sing me. a song in/the tongue I 
। know;

I am tired of the stilted strain, 
The worn, old rut where the fancies 

strut
In a meaningless, tangled chain;

I am weary of flights with the far-off

structure are Moses Hull, Prof. D. M. Mind,” say: “We hiive perceptive fae- 
Klng Alfarata Jahiika, Mattie E. Hull ulties which enable Ms to'observe facts 
and A. J. Weaver. The branches taught arid reasoning faculties Which give us 
are Higher Criticism aud Bible Ex- .ability to trace out rnelr relations, but 
egesis, Psychic Science aud the Study -- ’«’... «-■ -----
of Mediumship, Oratory and Voice and 
Physical Culture, Logic, Rhetoric and

by which we may study mind as a 
spiritual existence, in regard to the 
question whether the'substance of the 
mind is material or immaterial, or how 
the spirit and the bodyyire united our 
philosophy is .silerit.44 , -

soul treasures.
Recently I was called to hold service 

over the mortal form of a bright, loving 
little fellow of 14 years, tlite only child 
of a worse than widowed mother, rhe 
poor mqther had been deserted by a 
worthless husband, and naturally her 
love and affection and hopes were cen
tered in the boy. But It is said “death 
loves a shining mark,” and it came to 
that home and plucked the tender blos
som of love and bore it away, and the 
mother soul was weighted with an
guish. Death is just as sadly beautiful 
in the humble home as in the palace of 
the rich, and I thought that never was 
picture so fair as that little form In its 
bed of flowers, robed for the kind em
brace of mother earth. The service 
was carried forward without a D. D., 
without a “Rev.,” without a Bible, but, 
spiritual mihistrants were there. .. The 
flood-gates "of Inspiration, were. .O.DiiUid 

!' arid'lmougli'brie‘of the "uneducated” 
workers the power of spirit was mani
fested and the hearts of the people were 
touched; and when the suffering mother 
took my hand and said, “your words 
have helped me so much; the terrible 
load that oppressed me is gone," It was 
equally as helpful to me as the good 
words of my cultured and talented 
brothers and sisters had been, for the 
few words spoken in tile fullness of her 
soul were an endorsement of the power 
in Spiritualism to comfort and bless. 
The endorsement of the humble is not

Composition.
Tlie psychic department, which, in

cludes the development of mediumship, 
is under Prof. Klug, formerly president 
aud lecturer of tlie Anthropological So
ciety of Cleveland, Ohio. He is presi
dent of the National Spiritual and Re
ligious Camp Association of Maple Dell. 
He is a Spiritualist and medium, giving . weulul scieuce, uccawy.» 
his lectures and lessons under spirit that the brain is the ?eat of all con
control. - , sclous and unconscious human life.

The central thought In his teaching is Ag we ¡lave come to. our present 
that, mediumship being a part of man, 1{nowledge step by step, so we must go 
to understand it, it is necessary first to on an(J golve tlle origin) evolution and 
understand man. Hence he makes ¿esyny of man. Psychology as the sci- 
Anthropology the basis of Iris instruc- e of tlle souj wllj yet reYeai to ps her 
tion. ■ , , ’ secrets and we shall understand more

Prof. King in his opening lesson lays full tlie at problen?s of human ex
down the foundation of his work ln hgtence. • '

gods,
That only the wise wise may praise, 

I want the mirth and the tears of earth,
A song of the evefydays—

A song to lighten the lives of those 
Whom labor has called its own,

■A note to beat as an echo sweet
Of the world that each has known;

A breeze from the .mountain’s craggy 
peak,

A whiff from the woodland ways, 
A fleck of foam from the bench at 

home, •
A song of the everydays—

A blossom plucked from the hawthorn
' hedge, ■ ■

A leaf from the bough above,
A ribbon rare or a tress of hair, 

A kiss from the lips of love;
A mother’s step on a chamber floor,

The catch of a childish phrase,
A grass-grown sod and tnirayer to God, 

A song of the everydays! ■ ’
Oh, sing me a song of the fields and 

hills,
A song of the sea and land,

Thaj: shall ring again in the hearts of 
men

And the least shall understand.
No hint of the scholar’s classic lore, 

■ Or the cynic’s bitter lays, . -
i But a song to rest In a pleasant breast, 
- A song of the everydays!

—L. A. W. Bulletin.

Dr. Slocum, of New York City, Says Wat Consume 
tion Germs Do Their Deadliest Work at a 

Time When the Germs of Other
< Diseases Are Dying of

- the Cold.
. A FAMOUS SCIENTIST’S MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.

Consumption, Lung Troubles, and Other Cold Weather Sickness 
Cured by His Scientific System of Treatment, a Complete. .

Course of Which Is Offered Free to All
Our Beaders. ' :

these words: I _______________ . .’ . ________ _____________——— ------------------
“Anthropology Is a Greek word sig- ----- - —.—_—_—.—,—;—-■-------------- wr- - '

nifylng the science of man. Man is __ ■ ■ 1 UM I“ A* I EZ
many sided; each side is represented | IJLE. , ,.Ur| 1 /VI I- |-klfX(>| ■“
by a separate science and Anthropology I ■ ■■ ■1 I HR- Kzll lVl-1-
ls the union of all these, or in other ■ ■ • . ; ■ ’ .
words a storehouse of all the knowl- " ' ' -------------------—

itunlism, but I feel like fighting shy of 
“religious” culture in opr ranks, for this 
kind of culture is drifting the grand phi
losophy of Spiritualism into the rutsjof 
old theology; into churches, pastors, 
reverends, christenings, robes, rituals 
and rubbish;’and- now, just to do as 
some others do, I feel like indulging in 
just a bit of vain glory. It may not be 
becoming for one Who never attended a 
theological college, nor a Spiritualist 
school, (save those higher Institutions 
in which many of our ablest workers 
have been schooled), nor took lessons in 
religious culture, but I think I’ll try it,

edge discovered relating to man as a 
whole. .. .' ____ _

The sciences that contribute to 
Anthronologv are many and Important, an------ - — - — __ „ .and hold each Its own special and in- line concerning my development. Dur
dependent place in the field of knowl- Ing the last four years I have passed 
edge. Thus Anatomy teaches the dlf- through what, to me, seems a most 
ferences in the structure 'and organizo-1 onderfUi development in mediumship, 
tlon of the classes, orders and species MedlumgWp 1B natUral with my broth- 
?o do? mo^ esp^aly to to^se lessons, ers and sisters and my mothermiso was 
with the osseous or bony structure of a medium, but did not know It. I have 
man. - seen and predicted frqm my early chlld-

Physlology treats of the functions of hoodi but not commence to develop 
animal bodies; more especially of the {ho gl.and gift until." about four years 
vital or nutritive system of the human agOi and oniy to please my bus
form. . . ____ ________ band, who has been ..a staunch Spirit

Philology deals with the general prln- uallgt for fifteen years, and was pre- 
clples of language as well as with the viousiy a member In the Methodist 
relations between the languages of par-1 ciIurcli for thirty yeajs.
ticular races and nations. - I sitting in my first., circle I was en-

Phrenology treats of the functions of tranced, and my development has been 
the brain, especially of the human gloW| or at ieast it spems slow to me. 
brain as an organ or instrument IM guj(ieg haVe taken me through sev- 
through which human attributes man- eral stages, and as op,e guide would go 
ifest themselves to the world. as far as be could, he would Inform me

Ethics treats of human actions and that be mugt now leave me pud another 
mental affections considered as virtu- tllan ile would takp bls place,
ous or vicious, right or wrong; it is I tben would bid up a kind good-bye 
moral philosophy. Said Bacon; “True flQd ieave the band., I hpv,e been free 
ethics is the handmaid of religion.” frQm receiving falsehoods, from the

Esthetics refers tb~tlie beautiful and spirit side of life, as, I learn many me- 
deals with the principles and theories diums are troubled- with. ,,It may be

To the Editor:—As I was sending you from the fact that at first I told my ^order I thought I would send you a ^ides^t I-nted^wouffi have 

if they ever told me a falsehood or de
ceived me, I would give up medium
ship and have nothing more to do with 
it. At any rate, when a question is 
asked them and they are not positive 
about it, they will say, “We cannot tell 
you now, wait and see. At first I was 
taken on a spiritual journey that was

but death to weak.
That’s why cold weather is death to 

thousands who suffer from weak lungs.
There is a danger point for all people 

with weak lungs beyond which It is not 
wise to allow their lungs to go.

Weak lungs may last you for years, 
but ;if you once get past the danger 
point, and stay there, there can be but 
one ending, Consumption.

The proofsthat you have passed the 
danger point come quickly enough, 
cough, cold, sore throat, pain in the 
lungs, fever, night sweats, loss of sleep 
and of appetite, loss of flesh or wasting 
away—all tall tha tale too truly.

When your lungs are weak, there is 
room for the consumption germ to grow, 
and it grows all too quickly whenit once 
gets started. ,,

Time was when every consumptive 
was doomed. But that time, thank God,

most wonderful, and have been on sev
eral since, each seeming to be more 
grand than the ones preceding.

I was taken to mountains covered 
with flowers, grand and glorious lights, 
amidst -such beautiful sceneries, too 
grand to be expressed In human lan
guage; and my guides tell me that the 
experiences already passed through are 
like the bud not yet opened, but that 
the bud'will soon burst and the light 
and glory of my mediumship will soon 
open out to-¡the world, proving a sur- 
prlsejo not only myself but to all my 
earth friends. When under control I 
speak In Indian and foreign tongues, 
changing into English after full control 
Is gained. Oh! how I long for some 
mortal friend’s advice to assist me In 
my development. Yours respectfully, 

ELLEN OWEN SWEET.

As Dr. Alexander-’Hill, Master of 
| Downing College, and Vive-Chancellor 
' of Cambridge University, England, said,, 
consumption is now to be classed as 
"one of those mysterious diseases which 
are absolutely preventable."

Dr. Slocum has made it so.
With a liberality born of true great--,. 

ness and broad-mindedness, the discov
erer of this new system of curing con
sumption and building up weak lungs 
offers to send to every one of our readers 
who will write for it, a- complete free 
course of his treatinent consisting of 
three large bottles of his preparations.

The system consists of four remedies 
which act simultaneously and supple
ment each other’s curative action.

Every first-class druggist dispenses 
the Slocum System of Treatment in- • 
original packages, with full directions 
for use.

WRITE TO THE DOCTOR
Merely send your name and full ad

dress to Dr. T. A. Slocum Laboratories, 
98 Pine street, New York, when you 
will receive the Four Preparations at 
once.

Write then, without delay. Do not 
wait till weak lungs become weaker or 
until the germ appears, but take advan
tage while there is yet time, of this 
broad and liberal offer.

. Mention reading this in The Progress
ive Thinker when writing.

Sy the untiring efforts and brilliant 
genius of one of the world’s greatest 
scientists a lifetime of labor and re
search has been crowned with success.

Consumption can now, by the new 
system oi treatment of this eminent 
physician! bo rendered null and void.

it can be prevented.
It can be cured.
Future generations will see it no long

er upon earth.

iritroduced.
And then I had read in the Bible that 

a man called Jesus once lived; I had, 
honor bright. I read that this same -------- -------------------------- .
Jesus sometimes did some mighty anyway. Speaking of approving words, 
works, nnd again he could not produce r - ■■ - ----- ■- T —*
manifestations because the conditions , 
were not favorable. I had studied ( 
about "John the Revelator," and the , 
queer things seen and heard by him. I , 
had read about Mr. Paul, and how his 
conversion to the Christ doctrine was 
so powerful and miraculous as to cause 
him to slip out of his former personality , 
as persecuting Saul, and reincarnate as 
the saintly Paul. And then, too, I had 
scanned the history of good old Simeon, 
of Nicodemus,- of Peter, of gate-key 
fame. I had read of visions, Of dreams, 
of trances, of transfigurations, etc.

And really and truly I had heard of 
the “Golden Rule,” and . knew it was 
recorded in the Bible before attention 
was called to it in a recent number of 
The Progressive Thinker, and I knew, 
too, that saying was not original with 
Jesus, but belonged to literature more 
remote than his day, as many of the 
precepts accredited to him did. No 
doubt all readers of The Progressive 
Thinker know that the so-called “Gold
en Rule” In its negative form was ut
tered by Confucius about five hundred 
years before Jesus; and likewise this 
old Chinese philosopher said: “Love 
your neighbor as yourself.” But Jesus 
gets the credit.

Oh, my! I have studied the curious 
old book ever since I can remember. 
First, through the muddy glasses of or
thodoxy, but latterly through the clear, 
magnifying lens of reason and common 
sense. And then, I have read many of 
Mr Hull’s biblical articles, aud I had 
actually thought that I had acquired 
some knowledge of the scripture. But, 
alas! how easily our cherished delusions 
may be dispelled sometimes! But with 
all my ideas of knowledge of the “di
vine word” swept away, a lingering 
thought of something I once read there

of taste. I ________________ ——------------------
Ethnology is the science of the races L-------------------------T" ■ '

of men. Ethnography bears to It very L-||F AniOlO I- HOHM IIQ
nearly the same relation as Geography 1 Hr l|K|N|A j ilrljl| (JQ|
to Geology. While Ethnography con- I HI- VIMViW-,, w 
tents itself with the mere description -—t- ,

I may say, Brother Francis, I have read 
with interest those of the correspond
ents to your progressive paper, and- 
with equal interest the disapproving 
words, and more than this, letters, 
pamphlets and papers, all in the line of 
approval, have reached me through -the 
mall to the number of more than a 
score! The letters alone In number just 
equal the fingers and thumbs of the 
two hands. These letters have come 
from a wide range of country, from 
California, Utah, Oklahoma Territory, 
Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
New York, Massachusetts and Maine, 
which proves- that The Progressive 
Thinker goes everywhere, and the,peo- 
ple read it,too, and while I am forced, 
to admit there wasn’t a D. D. among 
tlie writers, yet every letter -was from 
able minds, and a number of them from 
those “way-up” or prominent In spirit
ual work, which proves again that there 
are some Spiritualists who approve of
telling the whole truth.

MRS. CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y.

haunts my memory.
Once upon a time, maybe in a former 

“embodiment,” I was obeying the in
junction to “search the scriptures," and 
thinking I had found among the little 
good recorded, everything that was 
cruel, barbarous and bad, my eyes rest-1 
ed upon a passage I had not before read 
or heard told. I had read how the an
cient people were commanded to rob 
and despoil others of jewels and gold 
and lands; of cattle and sheep. I -had 
read with a shudder of horror of the 
command to rob womanhood of its vir
tue; motherhood of its sanctity-; child
hood of its innocence; and manhood of 
its honor-, but here was a command to 
commit robbery of another nature; the 
people were directed to rob birds’ nests 
Deut 22; 6-7). And thus when. Sunday- 
schooMeachers and cultured preachers 
expatiate on the wrong of robbing 
birds’ nests, of causing sorrow and suf-

The State Board of Health 
Recedes.

- The Senate judiciary committee at its 
'■session yesterday afternoon heard argu
ments on the bill to establish a State 
Board of Medical Examiners, etc. 
This bill is understood to be the child of 
the State Board of Health, and in
tended as a substitute for the medical 
practice act of 1888, which was not 
thought to be quite rigid enough in ex
cluding from the right to practice med
icine certain so-called irregulars.

John A. Barnes, of Chicago, attorney 
for the State Board of "Health, was put 
forward as the champion of the meas
ure. To the delightful surprise of those

fering to the mother bird, they .are 
teaching contrary to the “holy word.” 
And why are they to commit this kind 
of stealing? The reason is given; it Is 
silly and senseless to be sure, but, then, 
the “Lord,” like erring humanity.

and classification of the races of man, .i . Issues Be Wisely 1 Ethnology InvestigateB-the mental and ©nail WO ■ 1
physical differences of mankind and the I Directed. .
organic laws upon which they depend; ,___ ... । ,
and seeks to deduce frota these Investí- Dr M.E
gâtions principles of human guidance To.the Editor.¿ 
in all the important relations of social Conger In Theomwt sctíoub 
and national existence. February 18, d®se^Æ“??Uerl®nd

Modern Psychology, strictly speaking, consideration of all Spl^^s¿ d 
is the science of life here and hereafter; ever J_^lnt should ¿
in other words it is the science of the in order tc pertain th 
soul. It treats of the operations of the t*’at ttb? “ aaitv
human mind. It sustains the spiritual ma.y accrue to^humani y.^ 
idea of man. It embraces a knowledge It cannot D thnllRan(ia have gev- of man’s origin, evolution and. ultimate upon which bouJd
destiny; includes his immortality and ered the f reilgiOn ¡n
opens new channels of thoughts and them to the^oldL™ n and heatoeS 
feelings for his future unfoldment andP°ntbgEOaC^ledmacVdepends upon the 
improvement. -■ Erection of the teaching which they

Philosophy is thé science of causes M *ctrecelve> M to the progress of the 
and principles on which all knowledge now receive^iwm i b 
and all being ultimately rest. Tfae wQrk o£ the iC0nClCiasts has been

“Man first examines phenomena, but „ ,1(lols. and superstitions
he is not satisfied till he has reduced L, been demonsbed, and the work of 
them to their causes, and when he has reconBtrUction now requires the finest 
done so, he seeks to determine the m an(1 persistent effoi-t of all who 
value of the knowledge he has at- wU1 beed the volces of inspiration, 
talned.”—Fleming. I The foundations of the superstructure

Under these heads we shall seek the must be both broad and deep for 
origin and development of the Fine £be grandest mental and spiritual archi
Arts, of opinions, beliefs, customs, laws tecture the world has ever seen.
and Institutions. When we go back Thig mUst be all-inclusive of every 
beyond historical limit, we must de- SUbject that pertains to the physical, 
pend for our information upon relics of mental, material and spiritual welfare 
early ages and traditipn from remote o£ £be human race, and the narrow 
periods. ‘ dogmas of superstitious beliefs must

In this way and from these various give place to the broadest ide*18.01 
sciences we shall be able to obtain cor- humanitarianism. All attempts to for- 
rect knowledge of man as a whole, muíate a creed, which shall permanent- 
This will enable us to read human iy limit the thought of those who are 
character at sight and read the life of I asked to accept it, should be uis- 
our fellow beings, which is a high countenanced by all who are connected 
attainment and a step in human evolu- wlth National or State organizations; 
tion. and even the statements of local so

ln the early days of our forefathers defies shoiild be regarded as. only tern
___—aaiuniftoninniiv SnfTpfl nnrflrv pxnressions of liarmoniouB

opposed to the bill Mr. Barnes pre
sented a substitute for the original 
which lacks most of the more objec
tionable features of the original bill. 
Among the changes are these: Section

11, providing for a State Board, is 
dropped entirely. This renders null 
sections 2 and 3, defining the duties of 
the Board. Section .6, requiring all 
physicians. to get new licenses and to 
get them renewed yearly, is kept out. 
Section 7 also goes by the board. Sec
tion 8 is so emasculated as to be harm
less. This was the chief feature of the 
bill, as it was aimed at advertising doc

1 tors. Section 9 lets in the Osteopaths, 
! Magnetic Healers Christian Scientists, 
1 etc., as now amended. This surrender 
’ is to be accounted for on the ground 

that the authors of the bill knew that 
the opposition to it would be strong 
enough to prevent Its passage.

Dr. T. A. Bland was the chief speaker 
on the opposition side. He said that he 
had come prepared to make argument 
against the very features of the bill 
which had been eliminated. He offered 
some objections to other sections, how
ever", and his suggestions were at once 
accepted by Mr. Barnes.

Dr. Bland had a traveling bag full of 
letters from physicians in this State in 
opposition to tlie bill. These letters 
were addressed to him in reply to his 
open letter to the doctors of the State, 
dated January 23. He has received 
over 1,000 such letters and they con
tinue to come. He also presented peti
tions sighed by over 1,000 doctors and 
47000 people who employed doctors, 
and desire to choose their own phy
sicians without the aid of a State

man was' studied astrologically. Sages 
and philosophers at one time believed 
that the character, happiness and cir
cumstances of man depended upon and
were influenced by the particular stars 
that were in the ascendant at the time

pagatlon of true religion. Haying no 
creed or dogmas, we should not expect 
all people to think alike, but have 
charity for the opinions of all; for as no 
one can possess az knowledge of ' the 
whole truth, each' may have a part, 
although differing in thought and be
lief, and when all the parts gre woven 
into, the great web of IJfe it will exhibit 
the-harmony of the whole, and wisdom 
will be displayed in the beautiful pat
tern set forth.

The organization of such assemblies 
should be very simple, there should be 
no one to assume authority to dictate 
what others should believe or do; we 
should call no man master, but be as 
brothers and sisters striving to obey the 
golden rule, each having the law 
written in their own hearts, the law of 
liberty and love.

We should Inculcate the utmost free
dom of thought and of speech, without 
any unkind criticism of others; liberty 
of conscience and the right of private 
judgment; freedom of action, without 
infringing on the rights of others; in- 
dividuallsm and independence with co
operation with and kindly assistance to 

, each other. I
Such assemblies can be commenced

porary expressions of harmonious 
thought, to be changed as new thought

of his birth. The most important ques
tions to be considered were under what 
stars, planet or moon was a man born. 
This being known his whole life was 
mapped out before him. ’

As the facts of the case were more 
thoroughly investigated, it was found 
that a man could alter the conditions 
fixed by them, and in general could 
counteract their Influences by the ex
ercise of judgment and circumstances, 
so that Astrology ultimately came to be 
looked upon by advanced minds as in
sufficient, and people lost faith in its 
teachings.

Next came the art of reading life by 
the aid of Physiognomy. One’s face,

is received. . ,, ,
The old Idea of a church should be

revived, which Is the true meaning of 
ecclesla—any assembly of the people, 
especially for intellectual advancement 
Such gatherings should be promoted 
everywhere, that people of all con
ditions may study and discuss the phil
osophy of life'here and hereafter; hav
ing for their principles “Liberty, Fra
ternity and Equality,” and for their 
motto, “Man is my brother, Woman my 
sister, the World my country, and to do

by two or three persons meeting at 
stated times to promote the beneficent 
objects set forth; their Inquiries should 
be without limitation in all the universe 
of thought, embracing everything that 
we are concerned to know; and without 
criticising or antagonizing any other 
persons or systems, seek to erect a 
structure on the solid foundation of 
Truth and Justice, that will attract to 
itself and all who believe in eternal 
progress and the ultimate triumph of 
all that is right and (food. Thus should 
wetoadvance the brotherhood pf man 
and prove our relation to each other by 
exhibiting {he spirit of love and good
ness in our lives.

Let such churches of humanity be 
Inaugurated at once, and the future 
will be safe; and Spiritualism will be 
the acknowledged keystone of the arch 
of.human triumph. ■

Milan, Ohio. J. H. TAYLOR.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This «ne volqme might well Have been entitled 

SplrtdiaUsm Demonstrated by Science. It to written 
In that peculiar Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popnlerlze Bolentldo 
sublects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Ie not a Bpiritualtst—he even 
mentions Bplrltualieta aa “devotees of a new super* 
stition,” etc., etc., In which be manifeste the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,’ yet he says agN&; 
“Thore is a true and respectable idea in SpirltuallBm, 
and regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhnmanfl and the Inhabitants ot Eartti; 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest dlecrepanc, tn 
the authors’s Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The“tbcrboMs the 
theory ot reincarnation. Price »1-8#. Bw a“8 al
tai» otace.

VOLNEY’S RUINS

form, general build of body and the 
peculiarities of the features were close
ly observed, because these were sup
posed to accompany certain marked 
traits of character. Some of the

good my religion.” ,, ■ .
There is great need of such assem

blies of the masses, of the people who 
do not attend churches, ¡that the in
fluence of elevating thought may.ope
rate upon them, andjwlierejall can unite 
who desire to develop the nest that is in 
themselves and assist ;ln-flirrylng on a 
work that will benefit th^f human race.

Such services catfcbe hdri as will In
struct, entertain and. Inspire all who 
engage in them tojnobleygllves of un
selfish devotion to ¿he. bqgt interests of 

Vocal; tand ^instrumental

“Tho Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book .is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come Into closer connection 
with the purer realms of’ the spirit
world. It is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office. •

postage. 20 cents. _

iÏHÉWËTÔFnature
/ IT IS A MOST EXCEL-

—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
.-. .TO WUIOH IS XDDBD .'.

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Darn, and the Zodiacal Signsand 

Constellations by the Editor-,
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

- the Ancients.

Tills work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bj 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It hoe been sold for 
92, but tho price now has been reduced to Bl. It Ib A 
book that will Interest and Instr»«- She?
pages, and Is full of suggestive thought«. Dr. SUer- 
mau was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Isa 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence Ip Substance, Animal In 

’ tellects- Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil, 
■ Unnatural Idew; Church History; Progression; Inber
. ent In Subounce; The Nebulous Theory; particles are 
; Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin, The 
I Science of Death; Spiritual , Death ¡Immortality;

Mourning; The Confounding of Uugnage, The Sptr» 
., Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Sire and DtsUnce, Bplrltu . 

_____  al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Blogra । 
pby; Goes to Heaven; A Slave of

The author says: " Each
. both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him 

self. Each one must digest their various klndjof food 
for themselves, and that 1s all they can possibly do 
whether they bq priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food 
lahmentof which I Individually partakeland digest 
My soul must axpand by virtue of the soulI essence 
which I Individually gather aud comprehend or digest

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, to large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol., 
postSyo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
lest Interests ot mankind, and clearly pointe out tho

For sale at this office.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
Bv Jame» M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

Ing refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Price 
15 ceots. ____________ _________________

SmWiiER®n
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

y LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
* ... end ♦hal

seemed glad of an excuse for wrong do
ing or teaching, and through his in
spired medium, Mr. Moses, be told the 
people that as they joufteyed, if they 
found a bird’s nest in a tree or on the 
ground, whether there be young birds 
or eggs, and even if the mother bird be 
sitting upon them, they were to take 
the young birds, or the eggs; but in no 
wise should they take the old bird. And 
now, kind reader, give ear to the reason 
given: “That it may be well with thee, 
and that thou mayest prolong thy 
days." And really I do not believe that 
any one but' ¿ 'grid or brie Inspired of a 
god could have given so 'insipid a

. cause for so'mean an act. If any one 
knows of a vile, low, mean, cruel, dirty 
deed not taught, directed, or sanctioned by the Christian Bible, let such an one 

, step forth and proclaim it.
' How natural it is for us to like the 

plaudits and praise,of our fellow-crea
tures, and especially of the “wny-up” 
ones. We count on the. approbation of 
titled personages, those-having preflxw ntinctivF 'pampMet. Price, 25 cents, arid affixes, bestowed upon them, and. structiye piimiiuv ,

' a”e flattered with the approval of edu- Fotf sale at this o ... .

' .....
The amended bill was referred to a 

sub-committee of five, .Senator Baxter 
being chairman.—State Register^ ,

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. Dr Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and'instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion'of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modem Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved In this 
tasty form, in print Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office. ...

"After tier Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can

DCBb invCTOSVS Ui UIOUKIUU, uuu vavwnj ^^¿7 Z .C _ IJl J-rVJeJ ------- .
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author novel written with a purpose, and that
Is supposed to moot In the ruins of Palmyra an apparL nurpOBejeDot merely to enable an
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of P R t while away the time In a state of idle blessed« 
» S&MSShS, me -Xe™ven>Oente““he‘ W bumanlty.^It Is J 

.. ..„.h n leatolsuv. hour

" lb« mothers to effect the well-being and happiness of

’ ?DC|d *nXnYhePiStbor unmlieJ’ uio“™riX“btoji

»7^
MB novel, and Is especially cramended to w«--<® 
everywhere." to whom It is dedicated. It 8J80 tnw ouginy shows up the Jesuitical El’,lrlL“<KJ?±£^K 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the SpttttJN P 
psophy arc Introduced It contains a fine llkoa^» 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in 
<.' >tb. Price by mail, propaid. 11. ___

ancients were quite clever in reading ! mankind. Vocal.t tand ^instrumental 
the characteristics of their fellows by : music should be largely 
this art, but as they became more and , Its great Influencfly-ln Miten ng 
more acquainted with the FaiFtoTe’ fed and delighted with thisemotions and manifestations of mind, | pojv^rs of ^n ^in^ction should [ook. Beautiful spiritual thought, com

be present^ on a» sub lets, in a tol- blnlng advanced ideas on the finer and 
erant charitable spirit qygood will to ethereal phases ofSpiritualism, leading

they too found that their art,was too 
limited to solve the mysteries pf human

"Blue Laws, of Connecticut, With an 
Account of the Persecution of -Witches 
and Quakers in New England,” Etc. 
The wickedness and folly which may 
be embodied In religious laws are forcl-, 
blv Illustrated in" this readable and in-

.life. ■ ' ■ - " . " : .-.
Man next came to be studied physio; 

logically. The different proportions of 
the body, with Its organs-and functions, 
were taken into account, as many be
lieved that these gave him all the 

■power he~possessed.' The -temperaments 
were closely observed and studied and 
it became considered that the bilious or 
motive temperament, the-sanguine or 
vital element, and the nervous or 
mental -temperament had much or 
nearly all to do with the disposition, 
according to the degree to which they 
were developed. Also that one’s size— 
his leanness, his fatness, his tallness, 
his shortness—is a factor in the case. 
But even, all these did not solve the 
whole problem of human life. ■ - .

1 Then came Dr. Gall with a new sci
ence of man, and for one hundred years 
Phrenology has commanded the atten-

ruiu UL oUvlsUv oiavoo.
nationa Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern* ■ 
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of b atuve- - 
founded on Justice and equity—Is finally proclahne<
lo an expectant world.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY DOIS WAISBROOKEB,

Aether of “Helen Harlow’s Vpw,” ‘T!he Occult Fotcm of Bex," "Perfect Motherhood,’ and many 
ather Price 25 cents For «ale at this office. ^

LIFE, A NOVEL.’
It bumawlth advanced thought, and to fascinating, 

trice. 50 cents. nnri nr nnnniil MISS JUDSON'S ROOKS. THE fiOSPEL OF BUDDH A?1 flHB BE0AMS A s^tualist.
According to Old. Records. I 

BY DR. PAUL CARDS. '

2U pages. One copy, »1; eli coptes, M. 
-------- r .

JRBOM WIGHT TO MOBS)
Or,'An Appeal to the Baptist Ohuroh,

nhere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the'higher life. For sale at .. . ’ .m-« nlntll 81 * •.

and bitterness, and(enjoiping kindness, 
geThus willThe teue'gospel be preached this office., Price, cloth 81.
that will uplift the . fallen and en- •■Thè Infidelity • of Ecclesiastldsm.

Pr<ce 11» For Mie at this office.________ ।

— WHITE MAGIO , 
»?Ä°ÄpsbÄl^r^i. 
î^ïteaffie at thia office. _________

GOSPEL OF NATURE. ' 
ïivM L.BhcrmanandVVm.F.lJOO* AbOOkrepletO

Sjplrlttial truths. Price HAXL K .  

courage all with such helpful Influences A Menace to American OivilteafiOH.” 
tha?they may be’inspired to elevate By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
themselves in thought and action, and ----- nhvuininwicnl nnd nn,.
make the most of their capabilities for 
the present life, as well ns for the fu
ture life. To realize the brotherhood of 
than and to promote tho beneficent 
work of co-operation, in all that Will 
conduce to the best " interests of all, 
should be thè main object of the 
assemblies. .. , ,,. < .__

Such work would appeal to thinking 
men and women who have been obliged 
to discard, the false theologies o£ 
scholiustic ecclcslRBpcIsm and present 
1» them a reasonable basis for the pro-

upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Poems of Progress." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
noet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay; from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The. volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L 1

HELEN HARLOW’S’VOW;
Or Self-Justice. ;

nv Lola Wolabrookor. Mirny Have rert ftto Book, 
.“I.it. nnd many others oat to read It.

82 pages. Ono copy, 15 conta; ten ooplea, M.

XHB BBIDGB 1ETW.EEH TWO WORLDS, ,
2W pages. Ono copy, bound In oloth, It* poptt, W. . <.

cents. "  _
yiVt«Salt at this Office, 40 iMnitStfeth ...

The New and the Old,
Or the World's PronreM in Thought By Moses Huff. ., 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thlnken _ 
Price 10cools. •.

‘"ss

J.

tt.*ffln??«ue» »utbor. । - children’s Progf¿ssive Lyceum.
Flfio cloth, 230 pages.-Price •!.«) . directions .for the organltatlon anj

■ P0RCE'AND MATTER. »bSMSs*
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth,-1 PULPIT,TEW AND CRADLE.

OBSESSIONL | uSJSSrongestJcS

■ how evil spirits Influence morlale. By M.» X“»““4 ?? -
P.23. Price 10 cents. I “*“• r . , ■ r -wst
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gestion will apply In all cases ot renewal ot subscrip- 
Uona-solklt Olbera to ald'.u the good worn. You will 
experience no diiflculty whatever lu inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tue Progressive Thinker, 
for not one ot them can atford to be without the valua
ble lutormution Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Iio you want u more bountiful Harvest tUan we can 

give you for S5 cents? _ Just pause and think for a no
meat what an intellectual /cast that «mail Investment 
will furnish you. Tho subscription price ot Tub Pbo* 
GBBssivK Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four 'pages of solid, substantial, scul-elevating and 
mlnd-refresblDg reading matter, equivalent to a medl* 
um-sIzed tiodtl .

TAKE NOTICE!
UP At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills will be eent for ex
tra puinbers. ... v

I3F H you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors In addrea. will be promptly 
corrected, and lofssfug numbers supplied gratis.
IT Wherever you desire the address at your papw 

changed, always give tbe addreis of the place to which 
It 11 then sent, or the ch a one cannot be made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Thinker is furnished in the United 

States at «1.10 per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when it Is sent to foreign countries wc 
nre compelled to choree to cent, pitro, making the 
yearly subscription fl .50. Please boar that In uiiud,
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“WATCH A LEETLE OUT.”
Reading the other day a published 

letter from Florence, Italy, relating the 
experience of antiquarian collectors 
who met In that old-time city, and. were 
boastful of the art productions they had 
gathered from the (¡bisels of Michael 
Angelo, Verrocchio, and other. Middle 
Age artists which had been lately ex
humed, found buried, as alleged, in one 
of the public gardens, we recalled the 
bountiful supply of ancient manu
scripts pertaining to the beginnings of 
Christianity which are constantly com
ing to light.

In the midst of the gratulations on 
the occasion mentioned the landlord 
called his collector-guests to the veran
da overlooking the garden, and request
ed them to look through their field 
glasses on the scene before them. Do
ing so they saw Italians with their 
spades, digging and cutting away sod 
and earth, then lifting from the trenches 
bronze and marble figures nicely 
wrapped. The covering removed they 
were beautifully white and glaring. 
The collectors were then informed that 
the chemicdls in the soil during a few 
days completed the delusion, and con
verted present day work of art Into the 
appearance of antique, such as they 
were buying at great prices as the pro
duction of ancient masters. So, too, 
paintings were prepared by tricks pe
culiar to the craft, converting very In
ferior sketches Into choice treasures 
from tlie artists of three hundred years 
ago. The Americans, said the land
lord, are the principal purchasers of 
these simulated frauds.

The host inquired If none of them had 
reflected that a steady stream of 
sketches and masterpieces had been is
suing from Italy for hundreds of years, 
while the museums and galleries . of 
Florence were filled with genuine fig
ures. He asked if it was reasonable to 
suppose a man in sixty years could pro
duce enough works of art to last the 
world three hundred years, and still 
leave so many unheard of and long-lost 
pieces as any one could find in an ordi
nary Florentine workshop? After de
tailing further how these imitations of 
the antique were produced, lie ex
pressed surprise that sound-headed 
men could allow themselves to be de
liberately deceived by such fabrications. 
These frauds are not limited to works 
of art. Tbe Progressive Thinker bas 
shown on repeated occasions how coins, 
medals, and manuscripts are produced 
ami brought out on favorable occasions, 
usually professedly from old monas
teries where they were forged by tbe 
monks to confirm forged history, or 
supply omissions in older forgeries. 
Whole volumes now grace our libraries, 
every sentence of which was written 
during the 15th and 16th centuries, but 
are falsely claimed to have been writ

. ten during tlie 2d or 3d century.
The latest of these manuscripts is a 

tattered papyrus alleged to have been 
found by a German resident in Cairo 
during the last year, and transferred to 
the University Library of Heidelberg. 
It purports to be “The Acts of Paul the 
Apostle." The forged Eusebius Eccle
siastical History paved the way for the 
present forgery, by mentioning It as a 
work then in existence. Thus' one 
forgery is dove-tailed into another, and 
each becomes authority because of the 
mention.

In an age when Egyptian mummies 
are manufactured for the market, and 
colossal establishments are engaged ex
clusively in the production of the an
tique it may be well enough to take the 
Dutchman's advice, and “watch a leetle 
out.” '

TELLING TALES OUT OF SCHOOL.
The German emperor, in a late speech, 

- is reported to have made the following
remarks regarding his visit to Pales
tine:

“I did not wish to express my disap-I-
pointment; but as others including my 
court chaplain, feel as I do, I will not 
keep it from you. Only Christian life 
can Impress the Mohammedans. That 
they do not respect the Christian name 
is not to be wondered at It is the Mo
hammedans who have to prevent the 
Christians from quarreling with each 
other. The Mohammedan, we should 
remember, is a very zealous and very 
religious man. Preaching will avail 
nothing with him;'-we mu?t-show him 
a good example.” . ■ .

THE ORIGIN OF MAN.
A patron desires information. He 

writes:
“Since you seem to reject the Bible 

authority as to the process of creation, 
and deny that ipan was fashioned as 
therein stated, will you be so kind as to 
give your conception of his origin?”

A reply to do the subject justice 
would require volumes and the labori
ous research of The most learned for 
many years. Nevertheless a very brief 
suggestion of man’s evolution may 
awaken thought until some glunt mind 
shall attempt a fuller elucidation. The 
evolutionists have done good service in 
that direction, but much remains to be 
written.- '

The first grand error was made In 
limiting tills event to a period quite too 
short to produce the mighty result. 
Hundreds of millions of years were re
quired where thousands were suggest
ed. The fabulists of Bible story found 
tlie earth was here and peopled with in
habitants. With all their ignorance, 
ivithont data or scientific knowledge, 
they set out to do .what the most-accom
plished scholars, .aided by modern me
chanical and optical appliances for ex
ploring the boundless fields of space on 
the one hand, and atomic life bn the 
other, have shrunk from, undertaking. 
The fabulists fashioned,man as does 
the potter his vessel; then, wlth.no pro
bation or growth, he was breathed Into, 
and man became a living soul; just as 
Prometheus, in Grecian mythology, is 
reputed’to have done at the beginning 
of the human race with bls creatures 
formed- of mud; and as Pygmalion, a 
king of Cyprus, prayed Aphrodite to 
breath life into a piece of statuary He 
had made-with his‘own hands. The re
quest being granted, and the creature 
so perfect, lie married her.

To gain a good knowledge of man’s 
origin, the student should become fa
miliar with embryotic life, tracing it 
during its process of development from 
the infinitesimal germ, visible only 
through the most powerful microscope, 
and thence through Its evolutionary 
stages to infancy, youth and manhood. 
He will discover that in Ills germinal 
life man is no more than the lowest an
imalcule; that he passes by slow gra
dation to worm, serpent, bird and to 
vertebrate forms. Said Prof. Huxley, 
during a course of lectures on evolution, 
in New York, in 1876, in substance 
which we greatly abridge:

“In the analysis of a dog precisely the 
same results are found as in the analy
sis of man. The same bones, Having 
the same relations as in man are found. 
The muscles of the dog are known by 
the same name as in man, as are the 
nerves, general structures and organs 
of sense. Analyze the brain and spinal 
cord and the nomenclature which 
fits the one answers for the other. 
Carry the microscopic inquiries lu the 
case of the dog as far as possible, and 
it is found his body Is resolvable into 
the same elements as those of man. 
Trace back the dog’s and the man’s de
velopment, and it Is found that at a 
certain stage of their existence the two 
creatures are not distinguishable the 
one from the other. What is true of 
the dog is true’of all the. higher ani
mals. The man, the dog, the horse, and 
the ox are but minor modifications of 
one great fundamental unity. All the 
different kinds of animals met with in 
nature, lead us, not in one straight se
ries, but by many roads, step by ’step, 
gradation by gradation, from man at 
the summit, to specks of animated jelly 
at the bottom of the series.

“When biologists pursue their inves
tigations into the vegetable world they 
find they can, in the same way. follow 
out the structure of the plant, from the 
most gigantic and complicated trees 
down through a similar series of grada
tions, until they arrive at specks of an
imated jelly.

“Thus, biologists have arrived at the 
conclusion that a fundamental uniform
ity of structure pervades the animal 
and vegetable worlds; that plants and 
animals differ from one another simply 
as diverse modifications of the same 
general plan.”

Further on Prof. Huxley said in that 
discourse:...

“Though there nre such immense 
numbers of living things, yet they are 
built up, after all, upon marvellously 
few plans. There are more than 100,000 
species of Insects,-yet anybody who 
knows one Insect, if properly chosen, 
will have a very fair conception of the 
whole.”

From this showing by one of the 
ablest scholars of modern times, it 
seems man in his germ state is not dis
tinguishable from other forms of or
ganic life; that for a time all vertebrate 
life travels along the same road. One 
Is arrested at one stage In his develop
ment, another at another stage, then di
verging into species, one form going on 
In development until man is reached.

Why not, then, conclude that through 
perhaps a thousand million years, the 
whole earth teeming with-minute forms 
of animate life, such as the strongest 
microscopes only reveal, under favor
able surroundings, some of the varie
ties, by slow gradations have passed on 
into higher and still higher forms of 
being, each adapting itself to its 
changed condition, until finally it 
readied the stage of savage man. From 
theuce we can trace him, aided by en
vironment, ascending the scale of be
ing, until civilized man is reached.

instead of seeking our ancestors in 
tlie Garden of Eden, or finding them in 
monkeys, we descend the scale link by 
link, until we reach microscopic life, 
just as we find it in embryo. He who 
wishes a God as the creating factor will 
find him employing the same method as 
In the production of a blade of grass, or 
the towering oak, each the product of 
changeless law, guided by the same In
stincts Inherent In matter which forms 
in semblance a running vlna along the 
walls of a cavern, or ice on tlie frozen 
spray from the -clouds into snow crys
tals of varied form, and dazzling 
beauty. -

STRENGTHENING THE OUTPOSTS.'
The orthodox churches of England,- 

nmong which were Baptists, Congrega
tionalists, Methodists and Bible Chris-
tinns, have joined and .formulated a

SPIRITUALISTS NEVERTHELESS.
The Truth Seeker says: ‘‘Several New 

York ministers, led by Dr. Lyman Ab
bott, have lately expressed belief in the 
existence of spirits and their power to 
communicate with mortals. The Rev,. 
Minot Savage says he has himself been 
in communication with invisible intelli
gences. All the ministers are careful 
not to call themselves Spiritualists.” .

"A rose by any other name is just as 
sweet,” so churchmen may still retain 
their church connections and yet be 
Spiritualists in fact. We could tell 
some funny things of “orthodox” cler
gymen who occupy pulpits who are as 
extreme in their-religious views ns we

linns, have joined and .formulated a are. who beg silence, otherwise they 
new catechism, which is to be the guide. l°se H'“'1' places, aud be deprived 

- — - - ..............................-of mcau8 for the support of their fam
I Ilies.

of the allied denominations (or the fu-
turei

. ' t . ì ìit ■ - ■■■ ; r
The general circulation of - The Progressive 

Thinker ranges, during the year, from 12,000 to

at the Postoffice, which are always-open for in
spection, show this fact. Duriig tfe past week 
1,800 pounds of The Progressive Trinkers were 
sent out. There are 9 -papers toïthe,Jpound. The 
Progressive Thinker has at lea£t 40,000 readers 
each week, )i

SPIRITUALISTS SHOULD CRITICALLY STUDY THE 
BIBLE. '

By “Augustine,” a Methodist Minister Who Has Charge of a Large 
and Influential Congregation. . •

I desire to uphold the hands and shows the evolution of the religious 
strengthen the purpose of the good and • - ■ ■

PEACE BE UNTO THEE.
It cannot have escaped the attention 

of every observant and Intelligent mind, 
how different the message of Spiritual
ism and that ofc the churches, orthodox, 
to console the mourning and alleviate 
the distress of the bereaved, feeling the 
loss of loved ones and dear friends.

We do not state this with any desire 
to depreciate the special doctrines and 
teachings that distinguish orthodoxy 
simply because they are unacceptable 
to us—they contain within their own 
body, so to speak, their own deprecia
tion, for there is in them nothing con
soling, in any degree,-unless It chance 
that one Is assured beyond doubt that 
the departed one is one'of the “saved,” 
For the loss of the unsaved there can 
be no consolation short of entire for
getfulness or oblivion.

How different the aspect of Spiritual
ism in this supreme crisis of grief and 
loss. Ever it comes with a message of 
light, and hope, and love; bringing 
sweet promise of renewal of friend
ship’s tenderest, strongest ties; and that 
the sundering is only of the mortal 
form from the view of those remaining 
on this earthly side of the veil.

■ Spiritualism brings a comfort, a sol
ace found in no churchly creed, it 
comes in the hour of saddest distress, 
and like a pure white-robed angel from 
highest realms, utters the calming ben
ediction: Peace be unto thee! Tbyloved 
ones still live, and shall join thee again.

Such is the message Spiritualism 
brings to the world, by the hand of an
gels and ministering spirits—a veritable 
message of gladness- and great joy 
which shall be’to all people when the 
great truth is fully known. '•

Not angels and ministering spirits 
only are message-bearers, but all who 
have found and received this great 
truth may be co,-workers with angels in 
spreading the glad tidings, to cheer and 
lighten other hearts needing the divine 
help of the consoling truth.

.In many ways may this work be 
done: By quietly telling what you have 
learned by personal experimental Inves
tigation, what you have heard and seen; 
by aiding others to a knowledge of the 
facts and philosophy of Spiritualism; by 
inciting curiosity and desire to know 
more about the facts and phenomena; 
by circulating spiritual literature for 
inquiring minds to read; by forming 
private and family circles, which'sin
cere inquirers may be invited to join, 
and to which the younger people and 
the children should be welcomed. .1

It Is not lightly, but with deep appre
ciation of the great and vital import
ance to our cause of these methods and 
this work, that we urge upon Spiritual
ists, to put forth effort in the direction 
we have indicated.

Effectual work on these Unes does not 
so much require money as it requires 
earnest endeavor and active efforts, 
somewhat of hearty wish and will.
With these backing the work, much 

may be accomplished for our cause both 
locally and generally.

Friends, study these thlng< and con
sider what you, personally, can do to 
bring to others the light and knowledge 
that is so precious to you."

Let there be a general advance all 
along the line.

TRUTH TO'THE FRONT.
If we were to credit tlie representa

tions of tlie clergy we would suppose 
that insane asylums, and eare of those 
mentally diseased, were the outgrowths 
of Christianity. John H. Glrdner, M. 
D., in an article in a late number of the 
“North American Review," corrects 
this gross falsehood. After telling his 
readers that it was tho theologies which 
caused so many minds to give way and 
develope settled delusions and halluci
nations of á religious type, he con
tinues: c... ■ . . .
. ‘.‘The Apostolic church firmly believed 
all forms of insanity; epilepsy, hysteria 
and catalepsy .wove not diseases, but 
cases in-which the Devil or his imps 
had taken possession of the individual, 
With er without the individual’s con
sent, And their ,bbdles liavlng become 
a tabernacle for’ the Devil, they were 
ostracised by society and the church. 
Not only were these unfortunates who 
suffered from mental and nervous dis
eases ostracised, but the church went 
further, aud attempted to cast out the 
Indwelling demon by- all manner of 
physical punishment and tortures. '

"As theology became more flfmly es
tablished and supported by govern
mental power, ‘the possessed’ were 
more and more severely dealt with; and 
the doctrine that cruelty to madmen 
was punishment of the devil dwelling 
within, became more widely dissemi
nated and believed. Nor did any relief, 
come to these unfortunates as u result’ 
of the Reformation. Martin Luther, 
Calvin, and the other leaders of the new 
theology were, if anything, more pro
nounced in their persecution of these 
‘devils Incarnate’ ttlian -the church of 
Rome had been.”, ‘

Dr. Glrdner thenWys: “Not until the- 
mlddle of the 18thHcentury was any’ ef
fectual check put tij the theological doc
trine of diabolicaljpossesslon of the in
sane.” He qjipuld ¿ave told us It was 
scientific knowledge that gained the 
mastery at that tftae, and began to 
erect retreat^ for tljpse who were suf
fering from Jfunctlppal or organic dis
eases of the ¡brain.. <But so soon as sci
ence had gained lté victory, and the 
hopeless wretches (if theological delu
sions were Ijélng cared for, then the 
claim was set up that it was the mild 
and pacific ieachln&s of the church 
which had ejected those asylums.

Every reforiii set !on foot, producing 
practical resulté for the good of human
ity. hy person's antagonizing the church, 
has been afterv;aras claimed as the 
fruits of '■ Oiiri’stlanlty. The “divine 
right of kings,” was first assailed by 
the enemies pt the fchurch. The war 
upon slavery was begun and ended by 
Infidels. The temperance reform was 
inaugurated by Infidels. The common 
school system was the brain production 
of Frederic the Great, an Infidel, of the 
Voltaire stripe.

But the church shall have the credit 
of burning and ¡drowning witches, 
whipping Quakers, ¿nd banishing Bap
tists, and we have no inclination to fob 
them of the glory they acquired in that 
direction.

DESCRIPTION OF PAUL.
Elsewhere mention is made of the

finding in Cairo of “The Acts of Paul 
the Apostle.” Adescrlptlon of the self
styled “apostle to the Gentiles,” Is ex
tracted and translated as follows:
- “And Onesiphorus saw Paul ap
proaching, a man short in stature, bald
headed, crook-kneed, of a fresh com
plexion, with eye-brows that joined, and 
a rather hooked nose, full of grace; for 
sometimes he appeared as a man, and 
sometimes he had the face of an 
angel..” ,

DESERTING THE SINKING SHIP.
Five ministers, says the' Michigan 

Presbyterian, have left the Detroit 
Presbytery and their pastorates to en
gage in secular employments, and four 
others have offers of business in which
they may engage. *

And still the woods are full of preach
ers who would be glad of honest em
ployment by which to sustain their 
families, in place of expounding musty 
creeds in whieh they have ceased to 
have faith.

“AUGUSTINE.”
'’“Augustine,” a prominent minister o? 

the gospel, has something of import
ance to say on the fourth page of this 
week’s issue. The suggestions he makes 
are worthy of careful consideration by 
every reflective mind. He writes with 
conscientious care and deliberation, and 
his opinions will have great weight 
with Spiritualists generally. ’

ANOTHER CHRISTIAN BANK.
Some ten years ago we had a bank in 

Chicago conducted .on Christian princi
ples, It boasted a large capital. Its of
ficers were Chrlstiafa', and it opened its 
business In the morning, and closed it 
in the evening by prayer. Its. deposit
ors were Christians. Its life was a 
short one, failing for near half a million 
of dollars, widows and orphans being 
the principal sufferers.

A new institution, ihe Zion City Bank, 
has just been established here by that 
prince of Christians, John Alexander 
Dowie, on Michigan avenue. The Rec
ord, in its account of the opening, says: 
“For a time there was a'long line of de
positors opening savings or checking ac
counts, one hundred and fifty being en

. tered on the” first day. Over the arch in
side the bank is the Inscription: ‘Jesus 
said, ‘Trade ye herewith till I come.’ 
Luke xix., 13.’ The bafik is capitalized 
for $25,000.” ,

The bank starts lylth a misrepresen
tation. It was not, Jesus who said 
“Trade ye herewith till I come,” or “Oc
cupy till I come,” as rendered in the 
authorized version, but it was the di
rection of a certain nobleman who went 
Into a far country,' and who gave his 
servants money and.instructed them as 
stated. When lie returned from his 
journey those who. jiad not put the 
money to usury-unlawful iiterest—he 
censured severely, took away .what he 
had given and gave it to another. If 
the advice of "the nobleman” is taken 
by this new bank, and they, practice 
usury as directed, the officers may have 
an urgent call to remain for a season in 
Joliet r 4 .

A GALA TIME EXPECTED
The First Spiritual Society expect a 

gala time on March 25 and 26. The fol
lowing workers are to be present: Dr. 
A. B. Spinney, Reed City, Mich.; Dr. 
Juliet H., Severance, of Chlcago;-Dr. N. 
F. Ravlin, of California; J. C.'F. Grum- 
hine, of Chicago; Mrs. S. J. Ashtofi, of 
the Church rof, the Soul, Chicago; Mrs. 
Irene Dobson, Chicago; Prof; Ji Grupp; 
Mrs. Georgia- Gladys Cooley, Chicago; 
Mrs; Lounsberry; Mr. Byron D, S till
man, pf-Wisconsin; Mrs. Frankie Cole, 
Chicago. - i :■ ' . '

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional." This book,' by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy; reveals the de
grading, Impure' influences nhd results 
of-the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tlie end experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall ?L For salé at1 
tlf.c rP.,-.. . . .

‘.¿Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 

■of Man." Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15-cents. For sale at 
this office. ■ • '

A Suggestion.
To the' Edijimi:—Spiritualists should 

call a congreés.'of ¿jémbers from the: 
different statesito devise and adopt a 
new basis for cajendag dates. It is time 
the old, now dqfunet ¡figures should be 
dropped and laid adde. The new to 
read at this date as . follows: Feb. 16, 
Anno M, S., (Modern Spiritualism) 51; it 
being flfty-one',;years ¿Ince the moment
ous rap at 'HydesviU^ N. Y’., awakened 
the civilized w'ókld. ‘9, -

Mrs. A. L.: Lyneh h^i sent me a sheet 
of nóte pnper;!on"’which is printed, 
“Chicago, Feb; Year « Truth 2.’r What 
is her standpomt? "\yhat means the 
“2?” I can’t-se'p. Two great events 
have occurred in' tiffs century that have 
affected more minds, than anything in 
many decades of timé. One and the 
.first is the birth of spirit intercourse 
with earth denizens id March '48. The 
other is the advent'¿f Life Evolution 
as propounded in Din-win’s ¡Origin of 
Species, in 1859 or Spencer’s “First 
Principles" a little before.

A.. S. HUDSON, M. D.
Stockton, Cal. । . ■ -

C. P.,Mitchell writes: “I received Art 
Magic in good slihpe, and must say, 
that if the contents‘are as instructive 
and elevating to the mind as its exter
nal appearance is pleasing to the eye, 
it will prove to be a. gem of much 
value.” ■ .

true men in our ranks who are by prac
tice and precept advocating a critical 
study of the Bible. If I cannot, ba a 
(Hull) Moses, I would uphold the bauds 
of our veteran leader in tills movement, 
Moses Hull, and gladly take the posi
tion of un Aaron or n Hur.

Among th.e reasons that may be urged 
upon Spiritualists for critical Bible 
study are the following:

1. The warfare of Spiritualists and 
of all Liberals Is not so much with the 
Bible as it is with wrong interpreta
tions of tlie Bible and with tlie mon
strous and erroneous doctrines that are 
tlie outgrowth of these wrong interpre
tations. Our battle is not so much with 
Christianity (I. e., the slmifle teachings 
of the Nazarene, especially when these 
are Interpreted Ip accordance with tlie 
well-known methods of teaching in his 
age), as it is with churchianlty and qr- 
thodoxy—that monstrous brood of er-' 
rors'tliat ignorance and- bigotry and 
sectarianism have evolved from pure 
Christianity. When, we separate ’thé' 
kernel from thè husk in the teachings 
of Jesus there is not much left that any 
reasonable Liberal can object to and 
there Is very much’found that no teach
er ,pf humanity has surpassed.

2, TheVe Is no book in print to-day 
that furnishes as many testimonies to 
the truths of Spiritualism, so many con
firmations of the main points of our phi
losophy, so many illustrations of óur 
teaching as the Rlble, especially when 
read in the light’of the Higher Crith 
eism, and studied as-it should be with 
a free and open mind, like any other an
cient book.

3. “The proper study of mankind is 
man” and, if so, then every man ought 
to study the Bible and Shakspeare, for 
no other volumes In existence can com
pare with these ill "holding the mirror 
up to human nature." For the light the 
Bible throws on human history, on tlie 
progress of humanity, -on the deep 
things in human nature, and especially 
for the light It throws on man’s rellg- 
lous history ami spiritual development, 
everyone who is interested in humanity 
should give a critical study to its va
rious books and know every available 
fact concerning them. '

4. A critical study of the Bible Is the 
sure overthrow of orthodoxy. It will 
reveal tììè hollowness of the usual 
claims made as to dates, authorship, in
fallible Inspiration etc,, etc., of the “sa
cred books” and show the utter dispar
ita' between the simple statements of 
the Bible and the cumbrous muss of 
modern theology. Orthodoxy cannot 
live under criticai Bible study. With 
the scientific and literary knowledge 
now available, the man who studieç 
Genesis or Isaiah or Matthew or the 
Apocalypse by the same methods that 
he employs in studying Shakespeare or 
Homer, will soon reach the common 
conclusion in each case, viz., that these 
books are the natural outgrowth of 
their times, except in so far as they 
may show Re traces of spirit communi
cation or the inspiration that is common 
to every age and clime. Only this and 
nothing more. •

, Of course there Is another method óf 
Bible study—that of the churches and 
Sunday-schools, where not so much the 
Bible as men’s opinion of the Bible is 
studied. In this kind of Bible study 
the, student has his theology already 
formulated and goes té thé Bible to con
firm it, and of course finds lots of con
firmation, or like the Sunday-school 
scholar “opens his mouth and shuts his 
eyes” and receives from his teacher 
"something to make him wise.” The 
less of this kind of study of the Bible, 
the better.

5. In the war now on and destined to 
be fought to a finish between Liberal
ism and Orthodoxy, the Bible will be 
for many reasons constantly appealed 
to and as it is accepted by the orthodox 
as God’s word, Its statements furnish 
us an arsenal of weapons we can use to 
good account either in defending our, 
views or overthrowing those of our op
ponents. To neglect Bible study is 
equivalent therefore to rushing into the 
thickest of the fray without those very 
weapons most feared by your oppo
nents. The average orthodox believer, 
though very well posted in the tenets of 
his theology, is extremely deficient in 
knowledge of the Bible. The ignorance 
of ministers of the Gospel, who profess 
to teach this book, of all systematic 
knowledge of the Bible is most amaz
ing. When the Spiritualist is supplied 
with the latest results of the Higher 
Criticism of the Bible he has the aver
age believer in orthodoxy at his mercy.

6. Spiritualists should make a special 
study of this book because their philos
ophy furnishes the only rational expla
nation of its origin, the only true key to 
its interpretation. We have found the 
sword to cut the Gordian knot, the clue 
to the Labyrinthine Maze, the answer 
to the Word’s Sphinx, and it is incum
bent on us to set before our fellow-men 
the meaning of this wonderful book 
which has in its pages some of the 
loftiest forms of inspiration, some of 
the purest ethical philosophy and, as all 
must admit, some of the shallowest, sil
liest of all legendary lore and some of 
the most corrupting and degrading sen
timents that ever disgraced humanity..

The World’s brain is weary in its puz
zling study of the various theories of 
the origin of this book and the) various 
methods of its interprétation and of the 
countless efforts of mankind to explain 
the errors and contradictions,7 beauties 
and deformities, truth and falsehood, 
contained therein. Every Spiritualist 
(out of the humane feelings of his 
heart) shéuïd qualify himself to ex
plain to his fellow-men ffow this book 
did originate and why ¡It can never be 
harmonized with-itself or .with nature.

7. -None but those whose minds aré 
mòre or less controlled by the sectarian 
spirit, none but those who in their re
vulsion against the errors and horrors 
of modern orthodoxy have- allowed 
themselves .to be carried Into extreme 
and bigoted opposition to the book, will 
ever deny the simple beauty, thé 
charming simplicity, the majesty and 
grandeur of many parts .of the Bible 
narrative, the ineffable sweetness of 
many of its poems and the practical 
value to every time and country of 
much of its ethical teaching.

Why should we hand over these 
choice portions of, ancient literature to 
orthodoxy? Why should we regard 
these as the inalienable possession of 
the church people? These are the com
mon heritage of humanity, and Spirit
ualists ought by their very philosophy 
to be among the first to recognize and 
appreciate •beauty—whether in litera
ture or art or music or natüre. For one 
I shall never resign my rights to por
tions of!the Psalms, to the sublimities 
of Isaiah, to the exalted ethics of Rom., 
xli ch., or to the lyric sweetness of I.

idea in man from stage to stage of hu
man history. Thus the doctrine of tho 
creation, the fail of man, tlie atonement 
by sacrifice, the promised deliverer, the 
story of the various Christs, the history 
of primitive Christianity all serve to Il
lustrate the outworking of the religious 
consciousness in man, and a steady 
widening of bls conception of God ami 
nature. Tlie Bible is a vast album In 
which many religious systems are pho
tographed. Jt contains the spiritual 
thoughts, desires, hopes, fears and tri
umphs of many of the world’s past 
leaders, and while in no proper sense an 
authority to this age, it is a book of 
great instructional value to every one 
who wishes to study human history or 
forecast man’s future.'

9. The exceptional position of this 
book in Christendom furnishes a strong 
reason for its study. Even if we grant, 
that It is without any authority, If we 
go farther and say that its contents are 
of no Inherent value to men, we cannot 
afford in an age of such interest in this 
book to be Ignorant of it. The Christian 
world gives to this book a place accord
ed to no other and that of itself affords 
many reasomrwby we should know its 
.origin, nature, history, merits and de. 
.merits and oe prepared to understand 
the attitude of the multitude toward 
this Book and defend our own as well

10. A critical study of this book 
shows the common origin of the Bible 
and of all sacred books and the com
mon origin of all religions. Humanity 
is one and the same in all ages, and this 
book but embodies—as do the other sa
cred books—the current tradition of the 
ages in which it was written, the cur
rent conceptions of God, the current 
prejudices and bigotries and prevailing 
religion of the time. The candid stu
dent of the Bible who has studied the 
sacred books of heathen lands Is com
pelled to admit the similarity of their 
contents, the substantial unity of the 
ideas that underlie all of them and the 
probable human and earthly orlg'n of 
all. A critical study of the Bible Is 
therefore a grand preparation for the 
study of religious books aud religious 
systems of the world. The world has 
had many Bibles, many Christs, many 
paths to heaven, etc., etc., but all this 
is seen to be the outworking of one and 
the same religious idea and sentiment 
in man. '

to the received canons of interpretatioii 
of scripture the doctrine of'an endless 
hell which the churches have saddletj 
on our suffering humanity is pot 4, 
scriptural dogma. According to ah ac-' 
cepted canon of Bible Interpretation—;1 
taught and assented to by all the theo
logical colleges—no great doctrine of 
the faith can be established on isolated 
texts' of •scripture. Tills is a very rea
sonable and necessary canon and it , 

• thoroughly explodes the dogma of an ' 
endless hell. * .

Tlie doctrine of endless punishment Is 
certainly not found In the Old Testa
ment. It cun only be established in the 
New Testament by resting its tremen
dous weight on a couple of passages of 
scripture, easily capable of another in
terpretation. It is therefore not a dog
ma of scripture—according to an accept
ed canon of interpretation. Now it iq 
an immense gain to the world to get rid 
of an endless hell-even if all the bag
gage of the theological cart cannot' be 
thrown Into the ditch with it. I pray 
my fellow-believers in Spiritualism to 
help rid humanity of this horrid night
mare of theology. Oh, with what bit
ter, biting, blasting effect it has held 
sway over humanity. How many it has 
crushed to the very earth in unspeak
able sorrow. How many are living to
day in unutterable anguish and dread 
because this damnable doctrine is still • 
maintained by the churches.

All our love of humanity, all our chiv
alry toward woman, all our compassion 
toward the suffering should prompt us 
to such a study and knowledge of the 
scripture that we can be able to lift the 
crushing weight of an endless punish
ment off the bleeding heart of Christen
dom. And there are millions who would 
gladly accept this installment of liber
alism if we were fitted by knowledge of 
the New Testament to give it to them.

16 For the spread of the truths and 
principles of Spiritualism among the 
churches, the Bible is the best possible 

•instrument. When you show the aver
age ehurcli member that Spiritualism is 
in the Bible—that, in fact, Old and New 
Testament abounds with spirit com
munication—opposition is disarmed. He 
is speechless. The guns have been 
turned upon the enemy. I have Invaria
bly found members and ministers of 
the churches with whom I have con
versed privately on this theme, to listen 
with deepest attention and Interest to 
every scriptural passage bearing on 
Spiritualism.

If the churches are to be converted, as 
they undoubtedly will, to a belief lq 
Spiritualism, this judicious use of 
Scripture will undoubtedly be the 
means employed.

So I say, success to Bible study among 
Spiritualists.

11. The study of the Bible is an 1m-
portant side light in the study of tbe 
world’s best literature, art and music. 
The Bible, embodying as it has, the re
ligious Ideas of some of the most pro
gressive nations, has furnished fruitful 
themes and models for the author, the 
dramatist, the artist and the musician. 
The world's literature, philosophy, 
drama, art, music are more or less 
based upon or Impregnated with ideas 
that belong to this book. Now as Spir
itualists are (of all classes of men to
day) foremost In advocating all these 
lines of culture, we cannot afford to be 
Ignorant, or allow our children to grow 
up In Ignorance of this book’. Byron, 
Brownlug, Tennyson, Shakespeare, 
Goethe, Dante and Longfellow can be 
better understood and appreciated by a 
man who knows the Bible, than by the 
man who imagines the Bible has “had 
Its day" and is unworthy of further no
tice. If we appreciate the world's best 
literature and music we shall find a 
knowledge of the Bible shedding Inval
uable light on the world’s masterpieces.

12. A critical study of the Bible, es
pecially of the New Testament, fur
nishes the best means of showing the 
amazing contrast between the cburch- 
lanlty of our times and the simplicity of 
the Gospel of Jesus. That orthodoxy 
and present-day Christianity are not 
only In contrast to, but in direct antag
onism with the teachings of Jesus on 
very many polpts, is a conviction that 
cannot fail to force Itself on tbe careful, 
candid student of the Bible. It can be 
shown beyond any possible doubt that 
the immense superstructure of the 
.present day religion, with its costly 
churches, Its salaried hierarchy, its 
numerous orders of priesthood and min
isters (all living out of the offerings of 
the poor) and the great doctrinal sys
tems that rest like a mountain weight 
on the heart and conscience of human
ity rendering this life miserable and the 
future one of dread—all this is entirely 
in contrast to and In opposition with the 
simple story of a Jewish Messiah! This 
is a consideration of the greatest im
portance in the overthrow of orthodoxy 
to-day, because-'there has arisen of late 
a ringing cry throughout the churches: 
Back to Christ and primitive Chris
tianity. Sheldon, whose work, "In His 
Steps,” has reached such an immense 
sale, is the prophet of to-day In the 
churches, calling on them, as did John 
the Baptist, to repent because the king
dom of heaven is at hand.

Now, if Spiritualists are wise they 
will make a special study of primitive 
Christianity and force this truth into 
the face of orthodoxy. It is a mighty 
weapon against the creeds and all who 
pray and wait for the new era about to 
dawn should gird it on and prepare for 
battle.

13. A critical study of the Bible will 
inspire to, and to a certain degree ne
cessitate, a study of human history in 
all its various departments, a study of 
geology, a study of chemistry, a study 
of biology and kindred sciences.

The study of the Bible is, as we have 
shown, a study of man—barbaric and 
civilized, learned aqd unlearned, in suf
fering and poverty and in power and af
fluence—yet everywhere and always 
progressing. All the great circle of sci
ences that relate to man physical, Intel
lectual or spiritual will gain an inspi
ration from Bible study. There is no 
other book that mirrors human nature 
so truthfully and so fully and hence its 
study increases and intensifies oqr in
terest in everything relating to human 
nature. .

14. Nor is Interest in the Bible as a 
book likelf to,die out in the immediate 
future. Not until men lose all Interest 
in the study of antiquity, not until the 
evolution jot man’s spiritual nature be
comes a question of no value to the 
world, not until every creedal church 
has been overthrown or perished of in
anition, not until the masterpieces of 
the world’s best literature in which 
Bible thoughts and ideas are crystal
lized, are superseded, not until all the 
jarring sects and sectaries who use this 
book as a mallet of authority with 
which to force men into servile obedi
ence, have perished, will interest in this 
book cease. It may safely be predicted 
that the Bible will have a career as ex
tended ns humanity and as wide as the 
race—though. its days as an authority 
will be speedily numbered. As a hu
man book it will be intelligible to man 
atid a thotisand-foid more interesting 
than it could ever be as the great liter
ary sphinx of the World.;

Witchcraft.
To the Editor:—To-day’s (March 10) 

mail brought to me a letter from Mrs. 
Virginie Barrett. This earnest worker 
for a more enlightened humanity Is on 
trial, in Canada, for “witchcraft.’’ O, 
the ignorance of civilization! And O, 
the “rarity of Christian charity!" For 
"civilized” people these heathens are as 
cruel and given to persecution as are 
the heathen Chinese who recently hor
ribly tortured a missionary In their 
land—one Roman Catholic priest.

Bigotry is everywhere. It can be de
tected wherever minds hold nuv degree 
of reverence, for superstition Is‘founded 
on worship. We need the torch of rea
son to light up all.parts of the world, 
for civilization is a misnomer when ap
plied to auy people who hold to aught 
that these class as a power to pray to 
or worship.

Virginie Barrett tells me she and oth
ers will be tried by a jury made up of 
men perfectly ignorant of knowledge of 
Spiritualism. What can the outcome be 
of justice? Unless the advanced minds 
in the spirit realms can put to route op
posing forces, and touch hearts of mor
tals, there can be no showing of justice 
for these mediums charged with witch
craft.

But can the higher angels yet do this? 
Alas, so many spirits are yet opposers 
of the overthrow of superstition and 
myths! And so few mortals are willing 
to be taught radical truths—for, as 
stated, superstition clings tenaciously 
to our so-called civilized people, even, 
too, iu the ranks of Spiritualism.

AU of which helps opposing forces to 
work against true Spiritualism’s truths.

I shall send to these persecuted medi
ums my strength in sympathy and hope.

ALLIE LINDSAY LYNCH. • 
Chicago, Ill.

Alili—SAVE ONE.

Cor., xlll ch. . I 15. A careful, critical study of the
&-The Bible when rightly studied. IBible will reveal the fact that according

À

The lady rode in her coach of state, 
As the air grew chill and the day grew 

late,
But she felt no longing to turn and go
To her own heartstone with its royal 

glow,
For though it was warm, and rich, and 

fair,
There was never a child to greet her ’ 

there.
What treasures had she In that princely 

home!
There were silks from Persia, and busts 

from Rome,
Pictures from Paris and London town, 
Books and books, upstairs and down.
Strange, quaint things from the curious 

East,
But never a child to share the feast.
In the lady's mind was a goodly store 
Of wit, and learning, and culture more. 
She had Sailed to the East and sailed to 

the West,
She had seen all the things that are 

rarest and best;
And many a wondrous tale she knew, 
But she had no child to tell them to.
And deep in the lady’s heart there lay 
Such power of loving and giving, they 

say, ,
Such fancy for feeling her warm arms 

close
’Round a slim little form, with cheeks 

of rose, ‘'
Such wealth of love had this lady true, 
But never a child to give it to. '
Oh, women who fret at the ills of life, 
The round of duty, the small, small 

strife
Of daily living, with children’s needs 
Drawing you back from prouder deeds— 
Think of yourselves bereft and lone, 
For love, ambition; for bread, a stone.

—Louise Morgan SHI.',
“Encyclopedia of BlbUcal Spiritual

Ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prova or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of . bls many years’ study, 
of the Bibis in its relations to Spiritual-.. 
ism. As its title denotes, It Is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and! Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D,, 
LL.D. ’A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fino Forces, and author, of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. . Price, doth, 7E4 
For sale at this office. .
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THE GREAT QUESTION.
\ Economic Mission of Spirit

ualism.

I

Since the adjournment of the Na- ; 
itlenal Spiritualists’ Association last tall 
many Spiritualists have been breathing 
■more freely. 'They were teariul ot au 
explosion at that conveutiou. But there 
¡was no dynamite there, and matters 
passed off, on the whole, quite pleas
antly. But the question is, wliat uas 
done;- and what is pr oposed to be dene 
iu the future? We know what has been 
done in the last five years, and ve see 
little or nothing In prospect but pwsu- 
ing the same course substantially m tue 
future, with some little luipioremeut in 
the method. The claim is, that the 
great purpose is to build up Spiritual
ism. That might be a very laudable 
work provided the Association Know 
what Spiritualism was, and would give 
us a definition. But Hie assembled w s- 
dom of tiie N. S. A. was unequal to the 
task of telling the world what Spiritual
ism is, or defining its principles tor its 
own guidance. Last year it wrestled 
■with the problem and put it over to tills 
year, and finally adjourned it to next 
year. It must heighten tiie esteem of 
thinkers to witness the incapacity of a 
body of people, who, after fifty years of 
proselyting, are incapable of defining 
tlielr own ism! ' ...

Taking tiie narrow view of many that 
Spiritualism is slmplj’ the recognition 
of the fact of communication with 
those who have passed out of the body, 
we ask cul bono? Counting up the 
thousands of converts, what Is the 
great benefit of that conversion? It 
will be said that some have been able 
to throw off the burdensome creeds of 
theology.. True, but Universalism,,Uni- 
tarlanism and Liberalism have done 
the same work. Some unbelievers have 
been convinced of the reality of a fu
ture life. It is also asserted that many 
have been delivered from the fear of 
death. This may be, but it is a fact that 
but few persons have any disquieting 
fear of death, while many ,llke mypelf, 
never had any fear of death. Hence, I 
press the question, What good? Cer
tainly the building up of another sect 
is not desirable. But, as It looks to me, 
our efforts so far'tend lu ihat direction

civilized world, and upheld by the 
universal Christian church. ,

The great question then is, how shall 
this downward tendency be arrested 
aud the law of justice aud the practice 
of brotherhood be established? The 
hallucination of wealth—the enormous 
power which it possesses, seems to 
overpower all sense of right—all feel
ings of humanity and makes us callous 
to the sufferings of our fellows, and 
steeled to the demands of right. Re
ligionists are carried away with this 
mad craze of greed as completely as 
any of those who pay no heed to le- 
ligious doctrines.

What was the great, purpose of the 
Spiritual Advent at this most eventful 
ent in human history, If not to be the 
power to stem this overwhelming in
fluence of bloated wealth and ariogant 
domination? Why not a century sooner 
or a century later? As all loimei le- 
llgioiis had lulled th eUtliluUe justice or 
establish brotherhood, what came this 
new movement for, but to accomplish 
that purpose? To meet the demand for 
practical brotherhood? The needs of 
the times are not for a work of plasters 
and patches, but for revolutionary
effort—the making "nil things new.” 
The egoistic work of the past must be 
supplanted with practical altruism. We 
have had enough of the wordy sort. 
We have had “Liberty, Equality and 
Fraternity” mouthed by bombastic 
orators and writers until we are

only. And successful organizations, ac
cording to present methods, can bring 
no other result. With no chart of broad, 
•universal principles, and confining our
selves to the narrow question of phe
nomenalism, we must necessarily oc
cupy the position of a clique, or sect. 
And the work of the officers of the 
N, S. A. must be confined to that nar
row field of effort. And that they so 
recognize the situation is evident from 
the- address sent out by the president 
■and secretary, where the object of the

OÜR ECLECTIC M/VGMINE.
Valuable Thoughts and Information Selected From the 

Secular Press. ' ■

SPIRIT AUTOBIOGRAPHY

surfeited and sick of the nauseating 
repetitions. They have been used a» 
hypnotizing opiates to lull us into a 
false sense of security, while additional 
chains and mànaeles were being 
fastened upon our burdened limbs. ■

Land is the heritage of the people, not 
of-the few. Machinery is the rightful 
servant of the whole humanity, not of 
tiie fortunate owners of money. Oppor
tunity for productive work, to secure 
the means of living, Is the inhérent 
right of every son and daughter of hu
manity. To Awnopollze, or withhold 
those opportunities is murder. To allow 
such monopolistic possession, or with
holding it by any government, is the 
most.brutal and Infamous despotism of 
which government can be guilty. A 
true government will be the providence 
of the people. It will care for all, pro
tect all, and oppress none, nor allow 
of any oppression. No such .government 
exists on earth to-day. But It is the 
mission and work of true Spiritualism 
to Institute such a government on the 
earth. If it neglects this work, if It does 
not make this its grand effort, it Is a 
pretense, a fraud upon the deluded vic
tims ensnared In its deceptive net The 
necessities of humanity constitute an 
agonizing prayer tor help, for light and 
life; for life in freedom, life In comfort, 
for life in all the fullness of Its bound
less possibilities. It Is the province of

Life In the Spirit World as 
Told by One ofiThem.

The following production is furnished 
by a person who is ot reputable stand
ing as a medium among tiie belleiei» in 
so-called spipt manifestations. The 
writer hereof, while expressing no 
opinion as to the credibility of an)’ of 
those alleged miinifestatious, admits I 
that the time has gone by for the claim 
of infallibility of judgment by any in
dividual, or class of individuals, upon 
any subject. It is not to be doubted 
that the number of people believing in 
Spiritualism, so-called, is by far greater 
than is generally supposed. Various 
causes have led many of these believers 
to preserve a reticence In regal'd to 
their faith. A prominent citizen of 
Titusville, a leading member of one qf 
the orthodox churches here, died a few 
years ago, with no, more, doubt of the 
truths of Spiritualism than of his in
dividual existence as a human being.

SPIRITUALISM
Defined or Ex^Jain^fl by One

Science has at last prqved that dead 
people are reully all) e aitei the process 
called death, exeeptrthat,they exist in 
a somewhat dllferenPconditiou, liming 
graduated from the clay body oi earth 
into a fine spirit body of a heavenly 
state, although the terms heaven and 
hell mean conditions of mind, and not 
locations, as taught by the clergy. So 
great has these facts spread through 
the means of Spiritualism and spirit 
mediums lu the lust fifty years that this 
wonderful religion has made more con
verts, iu a half century than Chris
tianity made in 500 years after Christ.

In fact, it is reported by Dr. Peebles, 
who has had the privilege to hear the 
evidence or testimony of over 3,000 me-'

But only to his intimate friends did he 
ever disclose his opinions upon the sub
ject, and then under what they re
garded as injunction of secrecy. This 
man undoubtedly dreaded perhaps pub
lic ridicule, aud especially reproach 
from his religion? brethren. One thing, 
is certain—new truths, new manifesta
tions ol science almost every year are 
pouring in floods upon the human un
derstanding. It is well therefore for all 
to exercise modesty In condemning 
what is not readily understood;

As 'represented to the writer hereof 
the following paper is an autobiography 
of a certain person’s experiences in the 
spirit world. In this paper the sub
stance of narration, and the order, as 
well as most of the lahguage of the 
spirit author, is preserved. It may be 
inferred that spirits have a distinct lan
guage of their own, and It is not un
likely that idioms at least In their 
tongues require, generally, some trans- 

-iatloii. With this introduction, George 
Lufton is Introduced to the readers of 
the Evening Courier, and from the 
spirit world this is his story:

“I died, that is, my spirit left its phys
ical tenement, on the 25th of July, 1849. 
When the transition occurred I must 
have been unconscious, because I do

and has the least value as an exegesis 
of spiritual phenomena of anything In 
that line that I have .yet seen.

LYMAN C. HOWE.
RUPTURE BOOK FREE.

I

A STATEMENT
Home Method That Restores, No 

Matter How Bad the Case.

Concerning the Case of Ma' 
bel Aber Jackman.

Welcoine Advice From A "Well 
Known New York Spe

cialist.

480
The above is the number of ths pre>« 

ent issue of Tho Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. It thiq number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for bai 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page 1b ad
vanced eaeb week, showing the numben 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up tQ. 
date. Keep watch of tho number QU

Did the Illinois State Spiritualists’ 
Association retuse to hear the defend
ant's side of the case when) It investir 
gated the trickery .done by Mabel Aber 
Jackman at her materializing seance, 
on the evening of September 29, 1898 i

In answer to this question, I hand you 
a transcript of the preliminary proceed
ings m that matter, which have not jet 
been published. GEO. B. WARNE.

Pres. Illinois 8 S, A.

NOTICE.
■ Chicago, Oct. 4, 1898. 

Mrs. Mabel Aber Jackman,
3143 Forest avenue, Chicago:

Dear Madam:—Messrs. H. F. Hill, 
Otto Georgi, Emil Georgi, Philip Haas, 
Robert Grabe and Martin Gass have 
filed with-the executive’ board of the 
Illlonis State Spiritualists’ Associationdiums in all parts of the world, that 

they unite in saying, as direct evidences 
from spirits themselves, that Jesus 
Christ was a medium and. worked un-i «P- ’ll»»der the same laws amt conditions which I 1 uesday 
offset mediums to-day. The foolish

a statement that they attended a mate
rializing seance given by yourself at 
No. 3143 Forest avenue, Chicago, on

the tag of your wrapper. ji

hopes of millions who insanely Imagine 
that the beautiful Jesus will be able to 
forgive their sins, save their souls, or 
secure for them a reserved seat up' in 
front of God’s throne, where they can 
play for eternity on w gold harp, will be 
blasted by the cold .facts of psychical 
research and Spiritualism. ■

■ Every one has'to wtrk out his own 
salvation. Sin pays Its full cost. God 
ean't be bluffed or jollied; Jesus can't 
be used as a lever to lift any soul out of 
its hellish condition. They have got to 
lift themselves up ffy their own labor. 
You can’t buy, bribe, bluff, bawl or 
bully your way Into heavenly spheres; 
so remember that most of this Jesus 
Christ talk Is founded upon ancient 
ideas which modern research has ex
ploded. Are you rich, then feed the 
poor. Are you strong, then aid the 
weak. Are you handsome, then smile

They also allege that on that occasion 
you practiced fraud in that you then 
and there introduced human beings, or

not recollect anything that was then

N. S. A. are set forth. They are, 
“Schools; Homes for the Indigent; San- 
itarlums; Libraries; Local Spiritualist 
Societies and Missionary Work.” In 
this programme there Is nothing but 
the small, petty work of a sect. It is 
a recognition aud adoption of the con
temptible patchwork of religlous/seets; 
and is really an endorsement of the 
false notion that a little modification of 
existing social conditions Is all that is 
demanded of the Spiritualist movement.

The work of Spiritualists, according 
io this program, is to join hads with the 
churches in setting patches in the torn 
garment of social conditions. This plan 
is agreeable to many professed Bpirit- 
uallsts. It allows them to work hand 
in hand with the corrupt political par
ties, which have created, and now up

. hold the monster monopolies and trusts 
which are exploiting the people; and 
have created an oligarchy of wealth 

■ more heartless and oppressive than 
’ African slavery ever dared to be.

With no formula of declared prin- 
clples, men can profess to be Bpirltnal- 

. Ists and yet be as limited and shallow 
as to social and ethical ideas ns they 
choose, and our entire movement will 
be judged by the model they present to 
the world. It Is so judged at the pres-

Spiritualism to answer that prayer. । _
But it is no answer to get up and sing passing around me. But from the tes- 
the “Sweet Bye;and-Bye,” or “Over tlniony of other spirits, who were pres- 
There.” Tiie suffering world despises eat at my death bed, whose acquaint-
us for such an answer. It demands the anee I have since made, I am able to fix 
sweet now. nnd the here, instead of the date of my transition. By a variety 
some far-off heaven, when poverty aud I of other independent evidence I have 
starvation have done their work of confirmed the accuracy of testimony of 
death here on the earth. So far, our my spirit friends as to the time of my 
songs have been only the refrain of the change. .
church singing for ages past. They are “I desire at this point to enlighten 
the contemptible echo of the heartless those still living in earthly houses, by 
church, which sounds out its reply to I informing them that people In the state 
the walling demands of the poverty which I now occupy are by no means 
burdened throng: “Over there, over infallible. They have made a large ad- 
there.” We join with them in the song— vance, but they cannot help making 
go with them to the polls and vote for gome mistakes. Those mistakes are few 
the same men and the same measures as compared with the number com
as are demanded by the towering uiitted by them when in the lower state, 
oligarchy, which proclaims “the people I Another fact is that mental habits man-
be damned.”

.___ ent time.
■ Talk of “indlgents” and Sanitariums 
for them, and homes for “worn-eut 

\ medlumsl” There ought to be no 
- “Indigent” to care for, nor “worn-out 
- « mediums” to be provided for. And if 

common sense and justice prevailed 
' there would be none. AU these so-called' 

charities are black spots upon the 
escutcheon of our pretended clviliza- 
tion. Make the tree good and the fruit 
will be good. Instead iff salves and 

~ ointments for ulcerous sores, cleanse 
.' the system of its poisonous humors and 

1 the sores will heal of themselves. Stop' 
the robberies of the dishonest rich, and 

: ' poverty wiU come to an end. We will 
' have no “indigent” to call for charity. 

■ Open the field for recompensed toil and 
.- gramps will disappear. Educate all the 

children in the principles of true

1 M
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ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
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A prominent apeclallBt tu tlio euro ot rupture lias 
written utook on tiie suLoJct and tells how any Sut
terer can euro hluisclt at home ut slight expense. 
Aud the host of It Is that he has published this book

Printing is, nowadays, suoli

MR. F. L. WILLEY.

on the deformed. Are you prosperous, 
then aid the needy: How do we know 
the dead are alive? Where can we see 
and hear-for ourselves? Then we come 
to the only religion which can answer 
these questions. n

Spirits are live dead-people; spooks, if 
you like this word better; ghosts, spec
ters, apparitions, angels, or any other 
name. It’s all the same. What can we 
do when we become, a spirit? We can 
see, hear, commune dr talk by thought 
transference with all the dead people 
we ever saw or heard!of. We can meet 
our spirit friend, botlif good tind bad, for 
the devil has been knockediout of most 
everything but the ¡so-called Christian 
Church. There Is nahell, of devil that 
the spirits know about,, such as the 
clergy have bowed t6' for ages. Spirits 
can send messages to. earth “through ojjr 
modern mediums. T4iey can write by 
the hands of some, like the noted case

confederates, from your cabinet as the 
spirit forms of former mortals, who 
had. passed through the transition of 
death prior to that occasion.

In view of the grave import of these 
charges a committee of the state board 
will meet IjU'oom 29 (third floor) of the 
Portland Bltft^ 107 Dearborn street, 
Chicago, at seven o'clock Saturday 
evening, October 8, to listen to what
ever evidence sustaining their position 
the complainants may "be prepared to 
then Introduce. -

It is earnestly desired by the board 
that yourself and Mr. Jackman be pres
ent at that time aud place and that you 
secure, so far as you are able, the pres
ence of all persons who attended the se
ance that Is questioned. You will be 
given an opportunity to examine the 
Witnesses upon tiie matter of their tes
timony and to submit your own defense 
against the accusation of trickery.

All persons will be excluded from the 
meeting who cannot testify to facts 
bearing directly, upon the occurrences 
at the seance specified.

The committee-will have present with 
them a stenographer and a person who 
is cojnpetent to administer the oath to 
witnesses.

Invoking the aid of yourself and bus-
band in reaching only the truth in this 
unpleasant and unfortunate matter, I 

‘ Yours truly, ’am,
GEO. B. WARNE, 

Pres. Ill. S. S. A.

I fes ted in-the lower state are, to so Me
Dear old Mother Earth expands her extent, conspicuous here. Very nat- 

bosom in boundless possibilities of urally those In the lower state are liable 
wealth, and invites her sons and to entertain the impression that spirits 
daughters to draw therefrom by honest are nearly or quite omniscient. This Is 
toil a full supply for all their needs, simply a careless thought. Human be- 
But the Sealy Dragon of Monopoly pro- ings, in all their stages of existence, are 
claims prison and death to all who ven- upon a course of endless progress, 
tore to obey the invitation without a I what I once saw, though an obscure 
dear bought license from him. From medium—through a glass darkly—I now 
the teeming brain of working man have see with perfect vision—face to face, 
flown forth Innumerable Instrumen- what is now obscure In my present 
talities whereby the energies of nature spirit state will become clear farther 
have been compelled to do the work of ou.. The discovery of this law affords 
humanity. But the Dragon has seized infinite comfort to people in my state, 
them all, and poor, hungry, shivering .“Have I learned many new truths 
man can only look on and see the pro- during the almost half a centurj' of ex
ducts of his own mentality absorbed by ¡steuce In the spirit world? This is the 
this all-devouring monster. question my friends in the lower state

Now, my brothers, it Is not enough to I are constantly asking themselves, 
proclaim that Spiritualism is all- Speaking for myself■ alone, I can truth- 
inclusive unless we make it so. Our fu]]y say that my progress intellectually 
voting, out acts as citizens—as men and ijas ijeen highly satisfactory. But some 
women, must be on the basls of brotber- strange developments appear in the 
hood. The building of “Sanitariums,” spirit world. .
and homes for the “Indigent,” and I “Why has not the great Newton made 
organizing “local societies,” is a long fils giant intellect felt since his acces- 
way from “all-inclusiveness.” Great s|on to the spirit life? I cannot Batls- 
necessltles demand great efforts. We I factorlly answer the question. I enn 
are in the midst of such to-day. “These suggest a theory, and at present this Is 
are the times that try men’s souls." Is a]L That Newton will eventually 
Spiritualism equal to the crisis? Will achieve wonders In physical science, In 
it assume the leadership of thought, the spirit life, I have no doubt. I think 
and lead man out of slavery Into h[s ease is one of slow development, 
liberty? From slavery to creed, we But Pasteur is sure soon to be heard 
have been doing some excellent work of from. He is about to reveal—to some

morality and crime will cease. Institute , 
a common sense regime for mediums , 
and the exercise of their power and you > 
■will have no old, worn-out ones in need 
Of charity.

A noisy war upon effects will never 
destroy their causes. A faultless array 
of ethical precepts will never make a 
people moral. Nor will the mere proc
lamation of a single truth, no matter 
how important, ever reform a com
munity. The faith in future existence, 
of Itself, furnishes no potential incen
tive to ethical conduct. The whole his
tory of religion demonstrates this fact, 
and the Spiritual movement furnishes 
no exception to this rule. Taking our 
ethical status, are we any better than 
we were before our conversion to Spir
itualism? Comparing ourselves with 
our church brethren, are we any more 
generous with our worldly wealth, or 
are we any more moral as a people? 

TTIave we any more kindness, harmony 
and brotherly good will among our
selves than they? I wish we could 
honestly answer those questions in the 

. affirmative, but I don’t think we can.
And, if it be admitted that we are freed 
from the fear of death, if that freedom 
makes us no better, what is the good? 
If it makes us more reckless in our 
mode of life, less careful of the de
mands of a strict morality, it is a real 
disadvantage to ourselves and the 
world. Freedom from the fear of hell 
is not a very lofty motive, nor a very 
potent impulsion to a noble life. It may 
stimulate fanaticism, not goodness.

To show what the real problem is, 
which demands a solution, and the re
lation In which Spiritualism stands to 
that problem, and hence, the work now 
demanded at our hands, I submit a con
densed outline of the condition of the 
people In the civilized world. Half a 
fcentury since, the major portion of the 
national wealth, in the United States, 
-was owned by the producers. To-day

Private advices having been received 
setting forth that Mrs. Jackman was 
confined to her bed by illness, James 
Freeman, representing the official board 
of this association, before four o’clock 
of Saturday afternoon, October 8, 1898, 
called nt the Jackman home, 3143' For
est avenue, Chicago, to learn her condi
tion and ascertain the time at which 
she and her husband felt they would be 
nhio to nppear before said board. He 
was received by Mr. Jackman, who re-

of the late beautifqbfaced ¡Kate Field 
through tiie mediumphlp of. Arlington's 
famed Mrs. Piper, tQ,the„dfstlnguished 
author Miss Lillian’Whl(iqg.

Spirits can talk through ¡some, as in 
most cases of spirit) contro), especial;., 
observed in Mrs. Conant, vahóse public ______  . .
messages In the Bajfiier of. Light have I ported his wife sick abed, and after re
attracted .world,wld&pqtiqez Spirits can "-•— —"”'•■ '— •«”
materialize themsejyes - Into visible 
forms almost human, Nqf only can 
spirits come to earth and do all these 
miracles, but thej’ can, now be material
ized by the scores apd hundreds in a 
single seance before dozens of people.
It is useless for the clergy to deny these

1 tiring to consult her, he declined to say 
"Whether they desired to submit any de-

rapid art that It doean't cost a great doal to get out a 
uoat book and give It away. Tiie book la written by 
Dr. W. S. Rloe, 371 W. Main St., Adama, N. Y„ and by 
merely sending your name aud address he win mall 
you a copy tree of all coat. The portrait abore la 
that of Mr. F. L. Willey, Shelton, Waali., who was 
cured ot rupture by Dr. Bice. Mr. Willey says:—“I 
cent to Dr. Klee for oue ot bls books on rupture and 
found It very Aluablo. The Information therein was 
the llrst real knowledge 1 had ever received that 
could convince mo that rupture was a curable mal 
ady. 1 uaed bla homo treatment and am glad to say 
thut iny rupture was perfectly cured aud that I 
haven't had auy return or noticed auy difference be
tween the healed place aud any uther sulld part of 
me. I was cured sound and well."

Beaders' are requested to write at once for this free 
book. No matter If you are wearing some kind of a 
truss that affords some relief send nt once aud learu 
all about the new home euro which Dr. Bice lias 
clearly explained and fully Illustrated. Write to-day 
and K you know others who are ruptured ask them to 
write, Itcontulns advice that may save your life,

"Atlantis; The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

"Woman, Church and State." By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tue church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. For sale at this offlee.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
■ and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mcfliumoliip and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.
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In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind Ujat the order for tho 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to Tho 
Progressive Thinker. You will not ba 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out. ’

ex
On 
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facts.—Boston Traveler.

MR. ROBINSON’S BOOK.
(Continued frqm page L)

son to doubt it than I have to doubt bis 
statement that he ’detected Slade’s 
tricks.

The alcohol transparency trick may 
work well on the stage, and In the 
sphere of magic, but-it does not apply 
to any mediumistic phenomena I have 
ever witnessed, nor yvould it, or mill
ions of kindred tricks deceive me. I 
might be mystified, and unable to detect 
the trick and expose it; but the condi
tions I should demand for spiritual phe
nomena would rule It out of court In

mental enfranchisements. But that is physiologists in the lower state, of 
only partial. A free mind in an en- course—certain wondrous truths re
slaved body is in a fearful prison, garding germ diseases.
Thinking without the power to act, is a - “What of Edison? He is indebted to 
tormenting curse. . some of the brightest intellects in the

The present economic slavery Is what spirit world for his achievements in 
the people most keenly feel. And the electricity. Shall I say It? I have 
more fully they are liberated from the waked Edison from his sleep many a 
bondage of theological dogmas, the night and whispered to his spirit a new 
more intolerable does the bondage to truth, and not unfrequently has he 
poverty become. Spiritualism must risen-from his couch and made careful
show the people that freedom from notes of the revelation, and once he 
creedal bondage is only a prelude to the I dressed himself and hurried to his lab-»-
larger economic liberty of true hu- I oratory at two in the .morning and 
maaitary brotherhood. Have we worked unceasingly at an experiment 
reached that condition ourselves? If which I—unconsciously to him—induced 
not, we are still in the outer courts—we I bim to make. The experiment was a 
are still blundering In the alphabet of perfect success.
our movement We are In the outer “Did Dewey fight at Manila alone? 
darkness. We are clinging to the sys- o, no. A dozen brave spirits took pos
tern of econqmic slavery, which is fast I Bession of his soul when he sailed from 
crushing the life and liberty out of the I Hong Kong, and they never once left 
masses. We are sustaining and up- Cavite other spirits drugged—
building a system which gives the B0 t0 speak—the Spanish, both officers 
worker only about one-third of the pro- an(j men. Was it accident that Dewey 
ducts of his labor, and leaves millions I iosj not a single man at that engage- 
with no employment except to tramp lment? Not at all. AU through this late 
the' roads, and. live upon the con-4 War the spirits of all nationalities, car- 
tributions of a grudging charity. How r|ej confusion -into the' hearts and 
shall this deplorable condition be thoughts of the Spaniards, while they 
changed? This is the great, question, I aBB|Bted mentally and morally Ameri- 
and it must be answered. The church I canB‘ at every point The spirits love 
and the state have failed to answer It 1 - .. .. ... . - ■

I-

fense. •
Some four hours were spent by a ma-

jorlty of the State Board at Room 29, 
Portland Block,, Chicago, on Saturdaj’

the sitting I had with Keeler, he did 
not touch my questions at all; but some
thing answered them on the closed 
Slates held [n my own hands—he hold
ing one corner opposite’ me, not under 
the table, but on top of it, in full view, 
and in broad daylight.

Our experience with the Bangs Sis
ters is well known, and it is not unlike 
hundreds of others. I,doubt not Mr. 
Robinson can get as much if he seeks 
it But I have no idea the mediums 
wiU follow him up, and give their time 
to convince him. I will give him one 
hundred dollars if he will duplicate that 
one manifestation aiip explain it as a 
trick. To sneer at it because he did not 
witness it, is weak aid self-stultifying. 
Possibly he might fall to get any such 
results, if he were to sit for them; but 
many others have, and I have reason to 
believe he would. . .

There are many phenomena well es
tablished and accepted by scientists 
and the world at large, which I have 
never witnessed. I never saw a limb 
amputated, but I- have seen the empty 
sleeve and thrilled at the suggestion it
held. I never saw a' live cyclone—ex
cept some pocket editions—but I do not 
discredit the testimqhy of thousands 
Who have seen them.11 Nor will they ac-

"Human Culture and Cure.
First The Philosophy of Cure.

• ) — - •
evening, October 8, 1808, in a patient 
and critical hearing of the evidence 
presented by the complainants, who 
charge that Mr. and /Mrs. Jackman per
petrated fraudulent materialization on 
September 20, 1898. The testimony 
taken being of such a character as, if 
unrefuted, to do serious and lasting in
jury to the mediumistic reputation of 
Mr. and Mrs. Jackman, and cause an
other sorrowful humiliation to the great 
body of Spiritualists, a committee com
posed of Hiram Eddy and James Free
man was appointed to wait upon Mr. 
and Mrs. Jackman and urge upon them 
the desirability and importance of sub
mitting to the board the fullest defense 
in their power to make.

On Monday afternoon, October 10, 
Messrs. Eddy and Freeman reported 
that Mr. and Mrs. Jackman wished to 
present a defense as soon as her condi
tion would allow them to do so.

Messrs. Freeman, Eddy, Rice and 
Warne then ordered a second notice 
sent which was done In the following 
language: ‘ ,
Mrs. Mabel Aber Jackman,

3143 Forest avenue, Chicago:
Dear Madam:—By order of the execu

tive board of the Illinois State Spirit
ualists' Association, Saturday, Novem
ber 5, 1898, at the hour of half-past one 
o’clock in the afternoon, has been fixed 
upon for final hearing upon the charge 
that you gave fraudulent materializa
tion on the evening of September 20, 
1898, by using therefor confederates, or 
living human beings. Such hearing will 
take place In room 29, 107 Dearborn 
street, Chicago. Should you fail to then 
appear in person and make defense 
against this accusation, the said board 
will construe such default upon your 
part to be a confession of guilt and will 
forthwith revoke and annul your cer
tificate of fellowship and ordination 
and give notice of that action to the 
press, to the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation and to the passenger assocla-

Part 
(In-

eluding Methods and Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, aa it well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist "or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience In Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in t|ie course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“History of the inquisition.” Every 
citizen of onr country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
Institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devlllsbnqss and murderous ma
lignity of the "Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world's 
records of Inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?" 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. The book is almost whollu 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in doth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to yonr li
brary. I

CLUBS! CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thlnkef 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to tlje 
one who gets up the club. The namea 
must all be sent at one time. Now la 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
81.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, aud everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

/Y LIBRARY

Will Spiritualism do it? It Is Its 
mission to answer It If it neglects—if 
it falls to answer it practically, by In
augurating liberty, competence and 
brotherhood, it Is unworthy of hu
manity’s attention or esteem. .

J. S. LOVELAND.

•■The Religion ot the Future.” By 8. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary .power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with;it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 51.25; paper.

right and justice, and they lost no op
portunity to hurt the Spanish and help 
the Americans. But hereafter they may 
turn against Americans. They certainly 
will, If the American government shall 
start upon a career, of Injustice and op
pression. Just at. this time the spirits 
are solicitous upon the s/ibjett.—The 
Evening Qourler, Titusville, Pa. -

30,000 own more than the balance of 
the 70,000,000 people. The machines, 
.which subjugate nature's energies to 
'human use, are th.elrs. The land; from' 
which the most of human sustenance Is 
drawn, Is either In tlielr hands or rap
idly going there. The railroads and the 
steamships, are theirs. The banks and 
the money are theirs; and the ma
chinery of government is mostly con
trolled by them also. And the people 
are rapidly sinking Into poverty, pau
perism and crime. The .law of accele
rated momentum holds good here as 
¡well as Ingravitation. The low of greed 
U Incorporated in the statute law of the

50 cents. I -
“The Great Roman Anaconda." By 

Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
end pointed letter toBlshop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 

■distributed, that people may.be enlight
ened Concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at-this office. ' . '

••From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle.. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in fhls hand
some volume, wherewith to, sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Pries 
$L For sale at this office.

•’Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.'! By B?D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. •

’"The- Universe.” What Force Is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of tho Earth, 
the Beginning ■ of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Ifiieresting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. '■■ ' '
<■ “The Prophets of Israel.” By Prdf. 
O. H. Cornlll, of the University ot 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their wotks. For sale 
•t this office. Paper covers, 25c. -

commodate my curiosity by reappearing 
at my command. — '

I have seen verya fewj Spiritualists 
who did not admit that jthere are frauds 
amongst us. Does Mr. Roqjnson know 
of any class of liumiin beings, ntimber- 
ing several miUions,,£thatjhkve no liars 
or tricksters among them?,7 •

Mr. Robinson sajrs. there jls but “one 
fault with Spiritualists—tiiey believe 
but: one side of a story, ? And that of 
course, is the medium’s side of it” Well, 
that is a large concession.’, Jf we "have 
only one fault," we rank jrttove all oth
ers of whom I have, any;,knowledge. 
But while I have fotibd more than one 
faiijt with Spiritualists, the particular, 
fault named, I hayelfiot found ns char
acteristic of Spiritualists;, What kind 
of Spiritualists has Sir. Robinson asso- 
ciatedwlth?

Of all the people I have met, I know 
of none so thoroughly .critical, and an
alytical, in balancing facts and evi
dence, on all sides of Al! subjects, as the 
representative Spiritualists of America, 
That a class may represent Mr. Robin
son’s estimates, I di> not question; and 

1 for that class his writings may bb use
. ful—if ho can. get them to read them. 
' But he misrepresents the great intelli- 
■ gent body of Spiritualists when he as

sume? that they accept Indiscriminately 
such slip-shod performances as he dev 

I Scribes, in the same Company with the 
. manifestations upon which ^e rely for 
। evidence of a future life. For those 
। who need it bis bobk may be valuable;

but to me it is the tamest production.

tions. Yours truly,
GEO. B. WARNE, 

. Pres. Hllnois S. S. A.
On November 5, Mabel Jackman 

failed to appear although there was am
ple evidence that she was not then an 
invalid. What more could have been 
expected of the state board? Revoca
tion and expulsion f ollowed.

R. S. Jackson writes: “I really do not 
understand -how you can afford to give 
so much for one dollar and twenty 
cents—the paper one year and Art 
Maglc-as often a single-copy of The 
Progressive Thinker is worth the Sub
scription price for the whoie year. It is 
past my comprehension how any pro- 
gressivg Spiritualist will try to keep 
house without it. As for me and mine, 
we should feel. lost if we should miss a 
copy. I believe you are doing a greater 
work for the American people than all 
of the 126,000 preachers of this country,' 
and it seems to me that it is the duty of 
every Spiritualist to strengthen: your 
hands by becoming subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker.” . '

. Jos. Brent writes: “I received the 
premiums Art Magic and Ghost Land, 
which I consider invaluable to all stu
dents of tie occult and of the philoso
phy of .Spiritualism. You are doing a 
great and glorious work in which I 
wish yoii God speed. Your paper 1b an 
eye-opener, and provoker uf . thought 

. and cannot fall of being a blessing to 
humanity.“.. .
. R. L. Royse writes: “I have read-Art 
Magic. What a wonderful book it 1st 
It iq the John the Baptist of the New 
Dispensation,” .

T. H. Sketchley writes: “I am con
strained to express to you my apprecia
tion of the grand work in which you are 
engaged. On the 24th lust the posf- 
man brought to my door that splendid 
book, Art Magic, which is ¿Warded to 
every yearly subscriber to your inval
uable paper, The Progressive Thinker, 
as a premium. I must say to you that 
Art Magic is indeed a grand book, and 
worthy of the appreciation of all who 
may read it. Wi.n my last year’s sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker I 
obtained Ghost Land, and now I am in 
possession of Art Magic; and I wonder 
if you will’ be able to give your sub; 
scribers a premium next year. To-day 
the Christmas number of The Progress
ive Thinker reached'me, and I at once 
read Moses Hull’s article on Christmas, 
and I shall file it away for future ref
erence. The Progressive Thinker is 
will,worth the subscription price with
out a premium, and I am much sur
prised that Spiritualists will consent to 
do . without-it It is a real educator, 
and I find it invaluable to me. As Spir
itualists we ought to.keep la the front 
ranks. The phenomena of Spiritualism 
Is all right, but there Is more belonging 
to it than phenomena; we need to 
study the philosophy. We'are in a won
derfully progressive age ahd if we 
march in the front ranks we must have 
progressive literature.” .

Wm. M. King writes: "I write to 
thank you for the valuable premium I 
received with The Progressive Thinker 
—Art Magic. I find Its contents very 
instructive and wish it could be placed 
in every home, for to my mind there IS 
more genuine truth and good sensible 
reasoning in Its pages. than can be 
found in both the Old and New Testa
ments.” ; - : . .,

■ ' Geo. O. LaFontaln writes: “Art Magic 
I find to be a book of great value as

• on educator, and should be found In ail 
' well-kept libraries, and with your lib- 
• oral offer I think it ought to reach'out

far and wide.11................. ■ ?

The Spiritualist who commences now; 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Laud, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker. ~ ______

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary As we' are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending tho . 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a .measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself. .

“Principles of Light and polor.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
areat work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep, 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to ths well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general raiders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
areat value and interest. A large, four- 
nound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this offlee. Price, postpaid, 
85 it is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it.

■ “Bible and Church Degrade Woman.”' 
By Elizabeth Cady Stantqn. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of , 
'Woman Suffrage bn Questions of Mor- , 
'als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Uburch and Woman; written In Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style.. Fob 
sale at this offlee. Price 10 cents.. .
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rtERE. IS OUR 
PREMIUM BOOK.

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
‘ premium for a paper that

price that is asked for it. 
exact pic- 
outside or

are getting, even as a 
is worth five times the 
This is an 
ture of the

premium for 
and most in 
S p i ritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book

the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular ¡size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.qO 
mium it will

printed on 
papier and 
pages in all, 
but as a pre 
be furnished to' each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

;.. gener/h, SURVEY.. I
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ||

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that 1m» 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements t>c*D8 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. H 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
iB alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editoi 
allows this freedom of expression, b®- 
lleving that the cause of truth can ne 
test subserved thereby. Many of the 
■entiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should ue 
suppressed. No one person has tne 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

ITEMS-Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more, or 
or less; otherwise manj' items would'be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

Every Item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

G. W Kates and wife will be at 15(5 
Meigs street, Rochester, N. Y„ during 
March- After that address them as 
per route, to be given later. They will 
accept calls for services after summer 
months.

Lois Waisbrooker lias removed from 
San Francisco to Santa Ana, Cal.

Mrs- Augusta Burke writes: “Oh! for 
the time to come when Spiritualism will 
stand clear to the world, in all Its 
purity and beauty. Spiritualists, work 
together for the advancement of true 
Spiritualism. If each one claiming to 
be a Spiritualist would live a good, pure 
life, bow much more quickly Spiritual
ism would prosper and come to the 
front.”

Abby A. Judson writes: “I will call 
your attention to one little error in the 
notice of my book. The title Is ‘A 
Happy Year—and not ‘A Happy New 
Year-’ It is really a record of the year 
1898, which was a happy one to me, for 
the reasons given in the introduction. 
I enjoy Mr. Dawbarn's articles im
mensely; and what a fine article that Is

Carrie Fuller Weatherford writes: "1 
wish to hear from Michigan societies, 
for Sunday and week evening engage
ments. Will also answer calls to attend 
funerals. Address at Alaska, Kent Co., 
Mich. Telephone or telegraph via' Cal
edonia.”

A very interesting literary anil mu
sicale was given-by the Harmonial So
ciety of SMtrgls, Mich., under the direc
tion of Carrie Weatherford. A good 
sum was netted and the entertainment 
declared to be the best programme of 
the season.

The Grand Rapids Democrat speaks 
as follows of Mrs. Marian Carpenter's 
lectures: “Mrs. Carpenter’s home is in 
Detroit, but she Is a Spiritualist lec
turer and medium of national promi
nence. Site travels with her husband, 
who is also a medium. She lectured in 
this city for the first time last Novem
ber and made such a great hit that she 
returned the succeeding month. She 
came here again three weeks ago and 
has remained here since that time. In 
about ten days sho will leave this city 
to fill an engagement in Philadelphia. 
No one who sees lier- will deny that 
Mrs. Carpenter is a talented woman. 
Any woman would call her ‘sweet,’ and 
any man would call her winsome. She 
is of medium height, and just fleshy 
enough to be termed ‘plump.’ In ap
pearance she is delicate and truly spir
itual, although not severely so, for the 
expression of her face is most kindly 
and bénéficient. Her very manner is 
pleasing, trustful, and seems to invite 
confidence. She Is a woman of undeni
able refinement and culture. Her lec
tures betrayed a broad and comprehen
sive knowledge of science, history, art, 
literature, and more than all else, of hu
man nature. Her words are rich in 
gems of thought, her expression almost 
faultless.”

Dr. J. C. Phillips writes from Mt. 
Pleasant Park, Iowa: “Thinking it but 
justice that those responding to my 
general appeal for aiding Mrs. Juckett, 
she wishes me to say she has received 
a total of thirteen dollars, and also to 
thank those who donated through the 
call In The Progressive Thinker.”

Dr. Benton writes: “The benefit se
ance given at 3310% Rhodes avenue, by 
Mr. Cordingley for the Spiritualists’ 
Home, was a success. For the benefit 
of this home there will be a trumpet se
ance next Wednesday at 7:45 p. m„ 
March 15. All Spiritualists and others 
cordially invited. Admission only 25 
cents. This is indeed a Spiritualists’ 
Home and our mediums are doing all 
they can to make it a success. All

J. Lindsey writes from Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: “The West Side Spiritual Society 
has resolved to hold anniversary serv
ices in memory of the advent of mod
ern Spiritualism, on Sunday, March 26, 
services commencing qt 9. a. m., and 
continuing through the entire day. We 
intend to make this meeting interesting 
and instructive^ Good music and other 
good talent are engaged. The success 
of our meetings have depended largely 
on Mrs. Lindsey’s self-sacriflcing 
efforts. Besides giving lectures and 
home entertainments in the interest of 
the meeting,' she has taken charge of 
the Sunday night meeting, giving ijhort 
talks and tests. Her tests have drawn 
a large audience that could not be 
reached in any other way, am] in this 
way Interested many in the cause. Our 
place of meeting is at 52 West Bridge 
street, Stran’s hall. Mrs. Lindsey takes 
pleasure In announcing to the public 
that her health has so improved that, 
she will accept engagements to attend 
camp meetings of other calls from so
cieties. She officiates at funerajs. Her 
residence is at 63 Fourth street.”

Mrs. O. M, Bent writes: "Your Pro
gressive Thinker is a light in our home. 
We so enjoy Its contents from week to 
week that we cannot be without it. 
After we read it we try to put it in the 
hands of some one that will see its light 
and receive some benefits from it. The 
last one went Into a Methodist home of 
a relative. We algo have all of. tJie 
books you have given as premiums, 
which are very valuable additions In 
our library.”

Mrs. Minnie Phillips writes: “Dr. 
J. M. Temple is going to leave Chicago 
for a time. Many of us that- have 
attended his meetings will miss hifn. 
He is a good lecturer and test medium.” 

. Thos. S. Kizer, of Decatun Ill., 
writes: “lire. Alice E. Field, of Joplin, 
Mo. (formerly of this city), wag with us 
for slxweeks in January and February, 
lecturing every Sunday evening on sub
jects given by the audience, followed 
by tests, which were nearly always 
recognized. She 1b fully entranced 
while speaking, and the one who speaks 
through her was a Methodist minister; 
says he has to return and teach true 
Spiritualism to counteract in part at 
least the false doctrine (as he now sees 
it) he promulgated while in the mortal. 
Mrs. Field added largely to her many 
friends while here, and all were loth to 
see her leave us. She will make friends 
wherever she goes and also converts to 
our glorious cause.”

D. L. Haines writes from Nebraska: 
“There is such a cold indifference mani
fested by many calling themselves Spir
itualists, that I am at times much dis
couraged. Some are willing to read, 
but when the dollar is wanted they are 
not there; but from their low plane of 
living they can spend many dollars for 
tobacco and drink.”

Hattie Hollister Howe writes: “We 
are very much in favor of home circles, 
and are getting good results from them. 
If people could realize they were pass
ing by the pure gold for the glitter, 
they would not have to be encouraged 
to Investigate. The trouble would be 
we cannot learn fast enough.”

Spiritualist evangelist, Mrs. Lydia 
Sholdin, Irving Park, Chicago, writes: 
“I had the pleasure of attending the 
67th anniversary of Mrs. A. A. Jones’s 
(277 Spring street, Elgin, Ill.) birthday, 
and tlie many beautiful presents pre
sented by her numerous friends 
showed a deep appreciation of her 
worthiness as a lady, a true friend and 
unselfish worker In the Spiritualistic 
field.”

Dr. B. F. Weythman writes from 
Memphis, Tenn.: “I have read and stud
ied Spiritualism for twenty-five years, 
in all Its phases, as a practical clairvoy
ant medium. I have read many of the 
spiritual papers, but like yours the best, 
as it is. more liberal than the others, 
and cuts to tbe bone every time. Spir
itualism is not flourishing here at pres
ent”

IMFORTfl[jST MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES) i Sti

I f 1 i
THE TlViD ^PRLDS, MAN

CHESTER, ENG.
m 12_ ’

A CLERG*Y'ÀIA^ ON “HEAVEN.” 
The Newcastle Dhlly Chronicle of De

cember 12 contain^ the report of a lec
ture on the s.ubject of “Heaven,” de
livered in St. Goluwbus' Church, Gates
head, by thq Bev.dRçginald T\ Talbot, 
vivar of Stu Thomas’s, Sunderland. 
After extriciifipg l)juiself from what we 
may fairly designate as “mixed meta
phor,’’ tlie reverend gentleman con
cluded by saying: Imagination had 
well-marked limits; or checks upon it, 
always. First of all, the externals, the 
outer circumstances of a future life, 
were lost to mortal eye in the light 6f 
moral and spiritual conditions. He said 
that In spite of the “pearly gates” and 
“golden streets” which St. John de
scribed in tbe Revelation. St. John was 
writing to the Jews, who delighted In 
magnificence, and bls imagination was 
a little bit tinctured and tainted by bls 
Jewish extraction. All that went for 
nothing before the eyes, dazzled by tlie 
moral and spiritual conditions of the 
place. Death made no change in cir
cumstances or in. character. In the 
matter of life thariwas to be, the whole 
tenure of scripturd compelled imagina
tion to take that as a check upon its 
workings. Men would be dealt with in 
the life to come according to their 
works, whether tlielr d^eds were good 
or bad; and death could not alter this. 
There was no baptismal wave in the 
act of death which exercised a
CLEANSING ANp REGENERATING 
power on the dying njan. There were 
no purging fires ip the mere article of 
death which did away with the stains 
of nature. It seemed to blip that the 
next stage of life would be à school of 
universal experience, where the good 
would be learning to do better; where, 
as he trusted, the bad would be under 
remedial discipline as well. So ho did 
not look to the next stage of life as bé- 
ing the final stage. It seemed to him 
that there might be indefinite stages of 
life, aye, passing on, and further on. 
As a matter of fafet, he did not believe 
that the Bible toljj us anything about 
the final state ofc man. What he be
lieved was, that after this life there was

ANOTHER STAGE OF LIFE,, 
which would be, aS he said, a universal 
school of experience, where the good 
would be learning to be' better, and 
where the bad,, down to the very worst, 
as he hoped and' trusted, would be 
learning lessons which they might put 
to account; and where God would be all 
in all. Answering the question whether 
heaven would be aj state or a place, be 
said It would be primarily a state and 
secondary d 'place; for a place was 
nothing without tbe state, and it was a 
state that made thé place. Would they

pretty generally known that the.great 
regard' which Her Majesty exhibited 
towards John Brown, her favorite gllly, 
resulted from the fact that he'was an 
excellent trance medium, through 
whom the Prince Consort, after he had 
passed away, habitually communicated 
with the Queen; and ¡that in every Im
portant act of her public and private 
life, she has been guided by her bus-, 
baud’s counsel and pdvlce, to which 
Her Majesty attributes the wisdom,and 
sagacity which have marked her reign.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG

MATTER AND SPIRIT.
Mr. A. J. Wells, a writer new to us,

has a brilliant essay in the Christian 
Register on “The Lighted Face.” It is 
a highly spiritual presentation of the 
truth that matter and spirit are vitally 
related, or yltally blended. He says: 

■ Not only is’tnere no gulf of separation 
but there Is none between God and the 
universe. .......................

So near is matter to spirit that no one 
: can find the dividing line. We talk about 
atoms, but no one. has ever seen an 
atom. Faraday thought that an atom 
was but a point of force. He meant, I 
suppose, that, ify we could pursue ^an 
atom far enough, it would be lost' in 
spirit;'and scientists are beginning to 
talk about the atom as a mode of mb- 
tloij of spirit. '

If we question our own existence, we 
cannot tell where matter ends and 
spirit begins. '

Such seems to be the relation of God 
tto the world and to man.

"Draw, if thou canst, the mystic Une 
Severing rightly his from thine, ' 
Which is human, which divine."
Matter Is the medium of a divine life. 

It is atljrlll with a dlyine presence. Not 
a particle of matter exists except as it 
is associated with and is the embodi
ment of an eternal spiritual force.

There Is no occasion, then, to look 
back into the past and try to
CONNECT GOD WITH THE RACE 
by means of a special and miraculous
incarnation, 
race. lie is 
soul of this 
as much of

WILL MAIL SAMPLE BOTTLE ON RECEIPT OF 250 '

SÜFFEREDFROMRf+EÜM/VTlSM
For Over Half a Century—Now Cured. '>

Unsolicited Testimonials and Sworn Affidavits Offered to Prove
Every Assertion—“5 .DROPS” Scores Marvelous Tri-

umpbs; Breaks Its Own Record.
What I. M. Duke, Lemon, Miss., Has to Say About “5 DROPS. ”

SWANSON B1IEUMATIC CUBE CO., CHICAGO; Dear Slra-I will say to youaud tbo reatof tbj 
world that It has been many years since I have been able to do a day s work until this spring. I comnitnuett 
taking “5 DROPS" In Deceiuber last, and I now fool like n now man. I have bad tbe Kliouinutlam.ever alnc» 
I wua 5 years old. 1 am now CO odd years old and cured. Yours gratefully, I. M. DUKE, Lemon, Allas. 

Juno 2Q, 1898. .
Cured by "5 DROPS" After Physicians and All Medicines Fail,

SWANSON'S RHEUMATIC CURE CO., CHICAGO: Gentlemen—This Is to certify that “5 DROPS* 
cured my wife ofu very severe case of Rheumatism, I bad used various liniments aud patent meuleluei. 
and bad the best-physicians in West Texas on her case, nil with no effect. She grow worse all tho time and 
got so she hud to ue turned in bed; had no use of herself aud one side, the arm, leg, etc., looked as though it 
never would be restored. This looks pretty “thin," but it is a fact and if any one doubts it affidavit cau be 
made as to Its truth. Should any ono wish to know about this God-sent remedy let them write me, inclosing 
self-addressed stamped envelope, and I will prove It. Gratefully, JOHN OLIVER, Huckabay, Texas.

June 21,1898. '

[TRADEMARK.!

If you hove not sufficient conndeuce, after reading these letters to send for 
ONE LARGE BOTTLE FOB »1.00, which will surely cure you, then send for a 250 
bottle. which contain» enough medicine to more than satisfy you of Its wonderful 

■ curative properties. Prepaid by Mall or express. This wonderful curative give» 
almost Instant relldf and Is »PERMANENT CUKE for Rheumatism, Sciat
ica, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, Backache, Asthma, Hay Fever. 
Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Nervous and Neurajl 
gio Headaches, Heart Weakness, Toothache, Earache, 
Croup, La Grippe, Malaria, Creeping Numbness, Bronchi- 
tie, and kindred diseases.

is the name and dose, LARGE BOTTLE (301 doses), $1.00.
O UXlv/Jl kJ prepaid by mail or express; THREE BOTTLES, $2.50, 

Samples 25c. Sold only by us and our agents. Agents Appointed in New 
Territory. .

SWANSON RHEUMATIC CURE CO.. 167 Dearborn St., Chicago, III,

Ä.UAÄ», SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
Embracing the Origin or the Jew», the Biao md Devel
opment ot Zoroutrlnnlam and the DeiivoUrai of 
ChrlBtlanlty; to which la added: Whence Oar Ama 
Anceatorar ByG.W.Brown,M.D. OaecillhBinotl 
Valuailawor&overDubllBhed. MctUM

THE HISTOrclGAL JESUS
And My thlcal Christ. By Gerald Masaey. 180 page». 
Umo. Prices# cents.

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel*, or Thirteen 

Hundred and Six Questions to the Clergy. By Wm. 
Hart. Price M cents. •
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LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

He is Incarnate in the. 
the life of the world, “the 
wide universe.” He puts 
himself into the atom as

the atom can hold, as much Into grass 
and flowers, bird and beast, as they
were capable of expressing, 
into each man as he is able 
date and illustrate. This is 
of the largest hope.

as much 
to appra
tire basis

and resi-Given the actual presence 
deuce of God in and through all things,

on Foreign Missions, signed 
Attache.’ ” .

Geo. W. Peak, of Portland, 
writes-that lie.is not ready to

’Ex-

Mich., 
make

such a total denunciation of the Bible 
as some have done. While so many 
people accept the Bible as authority in 
faith and practice, and are so tenderly 
attached to it, Spiritualists can afford 
to tolerate it for their sake. To many ■ 
the Bible is the only remaining hope 
and refuge in their misfortune apd dis
tress, and they instinctively cling to the 
promises they believe are recorded 
there; and to deprive them of this is to 
plunge them into a state of hopeless 
despair. The magnificent temple of 
Spiritualism is worthy of a surer foun- 

■ dation upon which to rest, than the 
wreck and debris of other systems of 
religion.

S- F. S. writes: “I live in Holmes 
county, Ohio. I have been Investigating 
Spiritualism for about seven years. I 
am happy to tell the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker that I have seen 
spirits and conversed with them. In 
September, 1898, my wife had a brother 

- living about fifteen miles from our 
home. One day I went up stairs and 
laid down, and then my wife’s brother 
appeared. He had passed oy,er that 
morning.” ■

Will C. Hodge is at. present at Roch
ester, Ind., where he is lecturing. Mr. 
Hodge is capable of doing an excellent 
work for Spiritualism. , ,
' Harlow Davis, platform test medium, 
at present serving the Christian Spirit
ual Union, New York City, (Tuxedo. 
Hall, Sundays, 8 p. m.) can.be engaged 
by first-class societies for the month of 
April. He leaves for England lit May 
to spend the summer.. He can. be ad
dressed at. West 23d. street New 
iXork City, , .

members are requested to remember 
our business meeting'that will be held 
at 7:30 p. m., just before-the seance in 
the evening.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner will assist 
the Veteran Spiritualists Union of Bos
ton. Mass., to celebrate the Fifty-first 
anniversary on March 31, and for a 
short time she may be engaged for lec- 
tues or test work in places near by. 
She will be at home a few days this 
coming week, at 8736 Wood street, city.

Mrs. Carrie F. Weatherfqrd writes: 
“Owing to the poor health of my eldest 
daughter I have deemed it necessary to 
cancel all engagements for April, May 
and June; among these are my promises 
to return to Columbus, Springfield, 
Vigo and Corning, Ohio. I solicit Sun
day and week-night engagements 
throughout Michigan, and will also an
swer calls to attend funerals. Home ad
dress, Alaska, Michigan. Telephone or 
telegraph via Caledonia.”

Will C. Hodge Is occupying the plat
form of the First Spiritualist Church at 
Rochester, Ind., for the first three Sun
days of March. He will be with the 
friends at Paw Paw-r Mich., on their an
niversary, March 26, and would be 
pleased to hear from parties Interested 
with a view to further work in that vi
cinity. Address, care Major Bitters, 
Rochester, Ind.

G. H. Clark writes approvingly of the 
lectures delivered by Mrs.. L. J. Will
iams, at Lansiqg, Mich. Mrs. Williams 
resides at Breedsville. '

Thos. J. Haynes writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: ‘“‘We are having glo
rious meetings., Mrs. Carpenter Is do
ing a grand work here.”

J. O. F. Grjimblne will .lecture at First 
Spiritual Church, ,77 Thirty-first street, 
Sunday, March 19. Mrs. Cooley will 
also be present as test medium. .

Mrs. Lydia Whipple writes from In
diana: “Received Art Magic and Ghost 
Land as premiums'to your valuable pa
per. the paper alone is worth the sub
scription. Such precious gifts should 
not be overlooked. Every one should 

. take the paper.” • । - - ■
v C. M. Younglove writes: “I received 
Art Magic. It is a fine book. I have 
read It once, and am reading it again. 
I understand It better at ,a'e second 
reading. I think The Progressive 
Thinker the best paper published.". .

Emma R. Clarke writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “Mrs, Nellie S. Baade presides 
as speaker every .Sunday afternoon and 
evening at No. 55 Grand River avenue. 
It certainly is an Intellectual treat to 
listen to her grand lectures. In the 
evening we are Invariably treated to a 
lecture by no less a spirit than the one
time, so-called Infidel, Thomas Paine. 
He endorses the doctrine of the golden 
rule as taught by Jesus and other great 
law-givers who had preceded him. 
Questions submitted to hlm'by the au
dience are taken up by, him and an
swered, and enlarged upon in a very 
lucid manner. I have heard many 
prominent speakers from the spiritual
ist and other platforms, and feel safe 
In saying when Thomas Paine controls 
the medium, the lectures are unequaled. 
Mrs. Baade Is fortunate In securing 
good musical talent which enhances the 
Interest of the meetings.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner writes from 
Watseka, Ill.: “We will hold our anni
versary exercises, Friday, the 24th, as 
I go East for the meetings there.”

J. S. Bowers writes from Columbus, 
Ohio.: “The Progressive Thinker and 
Art Magic arrived safe. We are well 
pleased with the book. I think it Is 
something every Spiritualist should 
have In his house. I have had the pa
per over a year, and I think now that 
we cannot get along without it. Knowl
edge Is power. That Is what we want”

A dajly paper of Texarkana, Ark., says: 
“Mr, and Mrs. Drumm, two spirit me
diums entertained an assemblage at the 
west side city hall last night. Mrs. 
Drumm gave a discourse on Spiritual-. 
Ism after taking her text)» The lady has 
a strong face and is a pleasing talker. 
She claims to have been In .Beulah 
land, while in a trance and conversed 
with dead friends and relatives and can 
materialize spirits with their angelic 
robes on bring them before the public. 
She did not give any manifestations 
last night, claiming the conditions were 
not favorable and the preparation for 
such an exhibition, if power had not 
been provided, but that on next Sunday 
night she would give a seance at the 
same place, and If conditions were fa
vorable, she would convince some if 
not all, that spirits from the other 
world did visit this world and could be 
seen. Mr. Drumm gave a talk also. He 

-is a medium,-said he had to quit his 
engine, (locomotive) because spirits fol
lowed him and made him almost kill 
himself in jumping from the cab, etc. 
They both talk entertainingly and 
while we do not believe In the doctrine 
they preach, or in the materialization of 
spirits, we do not fall-out with them at 
their belief, or do we question their sin
cerity on ..'the subject. There may be 
Something. In their teachings,' and we 
do not like to condemn that which we 
know nothing of, because we are a dis
believer.” . •

During'-the month of February, Mr. 
•Oscar A. Edgeriy filled a very success-, 
ful engagement with the First Spiritual 
Temple Society, Berkley Hall Boston, 
Mass.7 At the present time he is filling 
a two-Sunday engagement with the 
Spiritual Academy, of Norwich, Conn. 
For the last two Sundays of March, Mr. 
Edgeriy will 'fill an engagement with 
the First Spiritual Society of Montreal, 
Can. During'the months of’April and 
Mhy he will fill engagements with the 
First Spiritual Society of. South Bend. 
Indiana.. .Mr! Edgeriy. will be pleased 
to make mi engagement for June, either 
in Michigan or Indiana. • ‘
“ '“(Continued, on page 7.) .

know each other? was a question which 
he answered.' .with] another—why not? 
Would it be'all worship? Yes, and no. 
He could Imagine E time, even in this 
world, when every stroke of work' 
would be aniact of worship, so that

WORjK AND WORSHIP 
would be completely merged one into 
the other. Ho did net suggest that, with 
all the attractiveness of heaven, men 
should despise the earth. On the con
trary, thoughts such as he had put be
fore them sltptilti .pjake them feel how 
infinitely important this life was, be
cause the character of a man in this life 
determined his state in the next world. 
If a man made a mess of this life, he 
would certainly start with a grand 
mess in the next. .

The lesson to be learned from this lec
ture is that Spiritualists are
ON THE EVE OF LOSING THEIR 

CHART;
If the truth is tauglff it does not matter 
whether it Is taught In the Roman 
Catholic Cathedral„or in the Church of 
England; of this we may be certain, 
when the philosophical Spiritualist gets 
the assurance that he can have spiritual 
verities in all the beautiful and soul
inspiring surroundings of a modern 
church or chapel, in superior music and 
decorative art, these truths explained 
in the manner of education, culture and 
refinement, “Ichabod” may be written 
over the doors of some of our spiritual 
halls. A divine, a sacred responsibility, 
was committed to our care when the 
angel-world gave us possession of the 
bridge qver the gulf of death. We are 
trifling with that responsibility in a 
sheer phenomenal, -sensuous and petty 
commercial spirit.

then we ought, at least, to have faces 
lighted with hope. No pessimist was 
ever yet the Prophet of Humanity; and 
history and, if science reads them 
aright, Nature -herself, in the records 
she has left, is a perpetual rebuke to 
man’s despair. The stpry of our -past 
is one long story of progress; and so far 
from fact is the nursery tale of Adam 
and his fall that the accumulated 
knowledge of the ages, in this latest 
coHtury, speaks only of the rising race. 
To teach a religion which is but a stop
gap for a tide of evil once let loose, a 
religion which is a process of recon
struction, is to make the mind blush at 
its own credulity. To fear, to believe in 
the final victory of evil, is atheism. Is 
It a bad world? Then behind it, above 
it, around It, in it, is a bad God. Ah! 
how dear, how soothing to man, arises 
the Idea of God, peopling the lonely 
place, effacing the scars of our mistakes 
and disappointments! And, when we 
add to this idea.of God the necessary 
idea of ■ absolute goodness, how tri
umphant life should be!

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL
CUTTA, INDIA.

THE QUEEN AS A SPIRITUALIST.
Without doubt, It is also to that be

lief In the presence of spirits among the 
living, that Her Majesty has always 
manifested such a ¡great veneration for 
the memory.Of her husband; and that 
she has required,, his children, and 
grand children, and tbe children of 
these last, who never knew the Prince 
Consort, to assist in all the services and 
ceremonies she has directed to be held, 
fearing to give pain to the Prince, if she 
committed an act ,of forgetfulness, or 
should be wanting in consideration for 
his memory. . '

It Is for this reason, likewise, that she 
looks upon second marriages almost in 
the light of a crime; especially .when 
the first ha$ been a happy one; for she 
believes that those who approach the 
altar a second time Inflict great pain 
updn the deceasedgjiusband or wife.

After the,, ¡fleatb of her favorite 
daughter, j\ll<je, • Grand Duchess of 
Hesse, the Gfcand JJiuke became amor
ous of a Russian. Italy, Madame Kala- 
mlne, one offgthe stars of the court, 
whom he married morganatlcally. The 
Queen, on visiting ¡Darmstadt, was in
formed, of- fhis . marriage, and hot- 
withstandlngi- Jhe. advanced -hour—two 
o’clock In thgjmorning—she summoned 
her son-in-lajVg.to-.har presence and In
timated to higuthat^e should never see 
his wife agqte under .pain of seeing 
himself .and chll&em deprived of the 
pecuniary’ aaf4§tanoa she had been ;in 
the habit of ftegtpwipg. upon them, and 
upon which i.jtheyuiepended. for the 
reigning HoqgQ of Hesse is the poorest 
In Germany..;u .c- ...

The'Queen was determined to prevent 
the spirit of her daughter, who, she was 
convinced, wandered through the pal-, 
ace at Darmstadt, /from suffering any 
longer by the presence of a rival who 
had replaced her in;the affections of her
husband. T

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

,£J. two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
Eaper. 50 cents ; cloth, «1.00. Books like “The Dream 

blld" spur hurcanHy on to make more and more de« 
pianda of this nature, and will open up hew height« 
and dentni of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. W1J, I believe, take Its pl&ce beside Bulweris 
“Zanonl” and tbe “Seraphlta" of Balzac.—“Daily 
Capital," Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un« 
varnished with any inflammable descriptions, en« 
thralls the mind to tho exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Bunday Tlinea ”

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualist« 
alike, as it demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani« 
iestatlous of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christy 
religion Is based, as well as tbe actuality of modem 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that tqt 
book Is

X SOIEMFIFW DEMONSTRATION 

of the

Existence of thè soul of tnan as hie cons 

scious individuality independently 

of tlte physical organismi 

of the 
CONTINUITY OF TAPE 

and the .

ACTUALITY Off SPIRIT RETURN,

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
By Carrie B. S. Twlng, medium. PrioeW OCUU.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS
Before (.be New York Unitarian Club. Tbe flrat Urao ' 
Id tbe history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them 
Tbe lecture Is a grand one, aud was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbe pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ton copies, 50 cents.

The Science of Spirit Retuim,
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 centa. __

RIGHT LIVING
-BY

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold,” “All In a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour,” “Bummer Days at Onset,” 
“Sunday Observance,” etc., etc.

The first. eleven chapter« are devoted entirely M 
manifestations of tbe soul incarnate, with a clear eti 
position of tbe psychic pbllosopny.

Tbo succeeding four chapters set forth the phllosfti 
pby of the infinite................................. . .

Tbe laut twenty chapters are devoid to an exj 
tton of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in de 
much of It being personal experiences of the aut

pries. 0/ rite book is $1* For sdU 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker,

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.

This 1» the only book which states the simple prtra 
olples of the Zodiac In »Impie terms, making the entity 
matter clear to the averge understanding. . .

This volume Indicates tbe location. cbaracterieUpp 
and influence of each sign of tbe Zodiac, giving iEb' 
days which each sign governs, and the gums ail 
a»tral colors a.sodated with each. .....................

The diseases of the body, how to cure them, and thf 
faults of character Incidental to the diff^reqt domalnii

The methods of growth for each human being.
The domains from which coinpanions, husbands an^ 

wives be selected.
_ Tbecfearaçterlstlçspf children born in different dm 
mains, and the conditions to be observed in their city 
and education.

"Living Is an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions i In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the arts. —Thomas Stakb King.

There is in India a large section oi 
the Hindus ~known as Jalnose, better 
Gyanees, the wise, who- have made 
this motto the fundamental principle 
underlying all their ethics, philosophy 
and religion. As a body they
ABSTAIN FROM FLESH-EATING 
and find a cause of offence even in the 
■word “vegeteranlans” when applied to 
them, Inasmuch as this Involves the no
tion of the death of the multitudes of 
lives teeming in vegetable, when used 
for food. It is an insult to call them 
flesh-eaters and an offense to call them 
vegeteranlans. They will not eat fresh 
fruit or vegetables, pluck a flower off a 
plant, bathe in the river, or use water 

■ for drinking without filtering It, lest 
they should
BE THE CAUSE OF THE DEATH 
of teeming sentients living in them. 
On certain occasions they will make no 
fire In their houses, will try to have all 
the big ovens of the cities closed, will 
spend any amount of money to secure 
liberty of birds, if they see a fowler 
passing with a lot of fowls and birds 
Imprisoned in his'net. This is as re
gards the lay people, who fall far short 
of the ideal before them. Of their re
ligious teachers and mendicants it Is 
well-known fact that they do not shave 
their heads, wash their bodies or 
Clothes, cook their food and drinks pure 
water, never walk with shoes or ever 
Use a conveyance even for long jour
neys. They drink but sparingly, speak 
but a little with their mouths covered 
with a piece of cloth, and never sit on 
the ground until they have covered It 
softly with a tuft of soft thread which 
they always carry about their persons. 
.Why do they all live such a miserable 
life when they find the surrounding 
world full of pleasures and luxuries. 
These they never care about because 
they are shadowy things, phantoms 
having no reality behind them, as Plato 
puts it

Tbtabook gives an admirable course of study In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tbe comprehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom tt la wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author »bows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use in children’s lyceums. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers it may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS:
Bight Living. What I. Morality? What Is Tgnor- 

once? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Kight Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Llfo. Prudence, an Economy of Life, 
what Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What isanOaih?or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Poison 
of Blander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, tbe Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. Self-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, tbe Dis* 
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a

.... .. VWMWW—.WM.
The personal ability and talent of tbe IndivtyPll 

with reference to domestic, social and business !njb_ 
iiiis work Is the result of profound research, aqdJi 

Its preparation the author has been largely assisted plf 
J.O. Street. A. B.N.
Bound in Special Cloth, - - Price, $1,‘

For Sale at This Office.

“fdAfiOMGT
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBQN,

. Thls 1B.N.°:6,of «‘«W’’«'?of Llberal.Classic». R 
is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail as to be practically beyond thi 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be fount! 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 23c. Sold at this office.

■mTHE $«>♦ 

World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
— OR — 

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRISTS

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Mon. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties

The Queen caused her to take her de
parture immediately, and she was es
corted to the frontier by the police. The 
marriage was,annulled through an in
formality, and the title of Countess of 
Romerod was conferred on the lady 
together with' a pension of £8,000 .per 
annum.

The Duke died without having seen 
his wife again, the Queen having taken 
steps to prevent.: the Princess Alice 
from being wounded nnew by the pres
ence of her rival nepr the. Grand Duke, 
’to the' above maRbe tjdded that it is

An Open Letter to W. F. Ja
mieson.

' When I recall the stalwart work you 
have done in demolishing- orthodoxy, 
and the able support you gave Splrlt- 
ualism/in the early days, I cannot but 
feel a great desire to know by what pro
cess you" argued yourself out of our 
ranks. No one will question your sin
cerity or honesty. We all kndw you 
were a sincere believer long ago. What 

• made you a Spiritualist in the first in
stance? Was' it not' the .phenomena? 
Have you discovered that; all these phe
nomena are explicable oh some other 
theory than that of Spiritualism? If 
so, will you be kind enough to explain 
them all in such clear,and unambiguous 
terms that we all can understand them? 
I am ready to abandon any belief I may 
hold if-it is shown to be erroneous.; I 
cannot conceive of any explanation, of 
all the phenomena aside; from that of 
the Spiritualists. Your answer will in
terest a host of your old friends and ad
mirers. FRANK H. SHROCK.

Pueblo, Col. ‘

Married. _
Married at the home of the bride, 592 

Lake street, Marchi 7, 1899, by Mrs. 
Nora E. Hill, Mr. M. L. Schaeffer, of 
the.Second Church of the Soul, to Miss 
Màry J. McIntyre, of this city.

New and Btartllng revelMlon. In religion, bl.kw 
ruaciaBiiiy, b rromotcr vi □access, i uu xmiucuiuub , which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines« 
of Life. Temptation, tbo Demon on tbe Highway. 1 principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a Teatament..and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the Hlft 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tbe Giver of tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gode. Thia won» 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice. Not derfuland exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
a Means to Life's Beat End. Good Nature, Ono of take high rank as a book of reference tn tbe field 
Life's Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry, which tbe author has chosen for it. The amount of
Free Speech. A Free Press. Rights of Animals. 
Bight» of Children. Human Bight»; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Polltencso—Tbe Gentle 
man. Politeness—Continued — Tho Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

Researches in Oriental Histoiy.

One

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fok I»mo, 407 Pages, Clod, $1.50.

general division.
i. researches in Jewish history. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIYATIONOF CHRISTIANITY.
4 WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprile» an earnest but fruitless search

mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied Information contained In It must have been 6$ 
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that It Is in suca 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willing iy allow it to go out of print But tho book Is 
by no n’.cans a mere collation of views or statlstlcis 

, throughout Its entire course tho author—as will be 
seen oy bls title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite Une of research and argument to the close, 
and bis conclusionsgo, like bufo arrows to the mark» 
Printed on fine white paper. 880 pages. New edition, 
revised end corrected, with portrait ot further.
Price (HJSO, Postage 10 oentfc 8tA3 

this office»

(MAN HYMN BOOK.
fora Historical Jesus. ____ _ _______ _

In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic id^a is traced to the Bae- 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 year« B. Cm and Ite Nrtory » 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with amythlcal hero, i 
at Alexandria. In Egypt, soon after tho commencement - 
of the Christian era. .... I

The book demonstrates that Christianity ana Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole eyetom I» based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ito rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions nro, 
but sun'Irais of so-called paganism. It.shows vast re-1 
search among tho records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority .and no per 
son can read It without Hstructloa and profit, whether 
he reaches the name conclusion» with the author o 
otherwlec. For aale at thiaoffice.

A COLLECTION OF
Original and Selected Hymns

I For Liberal and EtMeal Societies, for Sciioots
I and the Home.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN. 
■■

This volumo meets a public want It comprises 
258 choice selections of Poetry and music, embody« 
Ing tho highest moral sentiment, and ^ee from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL 
T JFE ZA' THE STONE AGE. THS 

L, history ot Atbarael, Chief Prisriot a Band ctAN 
Aryans. This pamphlet, contalnliaSl pages, wna wrij 
ten through the mediumship of ®dey. and Is
tensely Interesting. Price » CWU. Far sale attMi 
%Bce.

T"\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 
JJ The •• Stellar Key." Is the philosophical Intry 
duction to the revelations contained In this/book. 
Some Idea ot this llttlo volume may be gained trom the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe After
Life: 2—Scenes In tho Summcr-Ijand; 8—Society In tbe 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land: 
fr-WInter-Landand Summer-Land: 6-Language,and ___________
Life In Summer-Land;7-MatorlRl Work for Spiritual fUifdoHan Jiacrna.
Workers; 6—intimates in the Summer-Land: 9—Volet identified &S til© vilFlBUuU <JCSUm 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con- . ..
tains more than double tbe amount of matter in fna . a wonderful 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beMtinU.rronu»--------------------
niece. Illustrating the "formation of the Bptritu». 
Bddy.'I.doth 75 cent». Postage s cents. For oak 
kt this office.

Ä Views ofOurHeavei
By Andrew Jackson Davi». At 

K¡gk. Price 75 cent». Postage 5 OOI

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

■ " t_l communication, explaininglit? ¿dcüchig» were utülioïttlçÆÜ®«Hm- 
anltr. Price 15 cent». For MiettUUMv*

THE RELATION
Ot thoflvlriiafll to tho Material Universe: and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revlaed, 
by M. Faraday. Trice 15 cent».

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mo»i» Hull. A compound ot .the two paraph- 

lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict,” and "Your Answer 
or Your Lite;” with important additions, making a 
book of 150 pages all for 25 bents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Marryat. An Interesting ncconnt ot the 
«nthor-» aptrltual experiences. Paper, 50c; cloth, <1.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
Br Andrew Jaskeon Divl». SonttUag you should 

twi PMa'KtXtM- , .

THE TALMUD. , 
itatl.tlcs, facts and document«, on tho teMenclee or B®6JJ?mXta?i?s!I1te^^w póettyí and8°ogcñi5: 

LItH>c9’ th»1 every ono should have. For sale at Aj^jj^^ce^heBOt the men who made and com. 
this office. . mentedwpen It. E, H. Polen» «5» pp. Prices'

C1OU1.IUXL ' ■
JESUS AND THE MEHDIUMS,

-OB- z
CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.1
Careful comparison of some of tbo Spiritualist 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moser Hull. An invincible argument'proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to .all the condb 
Uons of modern mediumship. It also sbom> vaal ad

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
BvProf J.W Ocdwell, oneot the mo«t niqpcutul 

a cBmcrlsW In America. Ancient and modern mlra- 
e'ee explained by mesmerism. An Invaluable work. 
Price, paper, 50 cent». -

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible.the manifestations throughout the O'.G and New IXJjw* DdH-WHUWUvuww v*
mcnt were under the satno conditions that mediums . nne hnndrod and forty-four propostticnB, tbeoiogicaip 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the ro* »moral, historical and speculative: each proved affing 
turner ihcdlum»hlj> to thoworld. 45 page». Price, M<1 ncgMlvclybyqudatloM trom Scripture,- 
10 cents. kFor salo at tills office. . • > yRhoutCommeut- price 1$ .cents. . ...■■•

I
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That the names of tie great and good GENERAL SURVEY 
meB'and women ot the past, can be at
tached to such a document, at will and (Continued from page 0.)
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This department is under the manage
ment Of \_j

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

pleasure, adds new horror to death. 
No one acquainted with, the funda-

NOTICE.-No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters w'Ui 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. Ino 
correspondence of this department lias 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oidi- 
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

“Penn,” Chicago: Q. What is your 
opinion of the New Anti-Christian Spir
itualist order? - i . „ ,.

A. Spiritualism is not * anti, it 
stands for Itself. An order that is 
“anti” declares by that word that its 
work is to tear down and destroy some 
other system,. Spiritualism Is opposed 
to error, to ignorance, but'not especially 
to the faults of Christianity. It would 
be ah fitting to call it Anti-Mormon, 
'Anti-Maliommedan, Antl-Buddhlst, An
Il-Criminal as Anti-Christian, It is not 
“anti”-to any of these—it opposes the 
errors they one and all contain, and 
takes their truths for its own. So far 
as they have been of assistance to man-. 
kind, have they been of value, and no 
one can for a moment dispute that they 
have all contributed to man’s'spiritual 
welfare. Harm they may Jiave done, 
but they have met the needs of the 
races of people who have knelt at their 
shrines. We need not organize a cru
sade against Christianity. We need not 
stop to throw stones, or bring up siege 
guns to batter down its walls. After 
we have set our own house in order, we 
shall have no time for other tasks. Our 
own house! Yes. The spiritual temple, 
which if we build in its perfection, we 
shall not linve to destroy the jggiples of 
Mohammedans, or the churches of 
Christians, to get them to leave and 
come to ours.

Tills new order is not only antl- 
church, It is anti-social, anti-marriage, 
as that term is -understood, and re
vives in completeness the free-love doc
trine which as championed by Victoria 
Woodhull, has brought Spiritualism 
great harm by the unjust censures of 
those who confounded her doctrines 
with the great cause. I do not suppose

No one acquainted wltn. tne xunuu-1 Oorrespond'write8. ,The Spiritu U 
mental principles .of Spiritualism can st Soeietyof fcalyeston. iMas.testnv 
for a moment entertain the belief that Ing for a temileiand a Ubtary.^d Qar 
the departed spirits of men so diverse iiestly solicit books ftom anj one wfi 
in pureuits and ideas in this life would ng to donate 1 he .aodety pay
form a “band” for the scheme in ques- the postage or exp ess, 1 f J ou bend au 
tion; a scheme having for its object, the- dress. Also apy article of fiome mak^ 
exclusion of other communications, not or meichandibc suitable foi a h 
coming through their “chosen” medium, be held ^^pon'NW^Galveston Tex ”

They were all in this life practical, JohnW. Pettibone are
SS.SLZ"? ~i"Sam. ■ I» a.i»a

LXÏ ib. «.-»a, 1B
.. r., i. n a Tinitnri Texas, and went from there to Indiana. State reireslmtatives’ obliged to hold I IL ̂1B?ye^luo^ Îee^1eal{2ird°uiOp 

Hintahtvtt<taV\dh?°sXcherVo£l aU (yearly subscription) that I have mad.' 
he i ts tha they v U obey, etc.” or can with you; and, oh! how I have enjo^ 
they affim if they are freetibinkers? these voyages. Those who have not

No officers of the United States, from yet made a trip with you cannot Imuj 
the prelhtant“tatiretest, is obliged to Ine what they jire 
take such an oath as first indicated, genial passenge s, and oh. what n bill

SSSSKSt U
fore mentioned and the members of the ger, and come aboard.
several state legislatures, and all execu- J, W. Dennis writes: Buffalo, N. Y., 
tives and judicial officers both of the seems just now to be well supplied with 
United States and of the several states, | all phases of mediums, and also with a 
shall be bound by oath or tZ“-- ~ ~ -
support this Constitution; but no re- uallstic nature. .. „„a «„t
llcious test shall ever be required as a spiritual societies, with Moses and Mat- 
qlaliflcatlon to any office or public trust tie Hull at the head of the First Church 
under the United States." The form of Spiritual; then there is tbe East Side oi 
that affirmation," from which the word I Buffalo Spiritual Society; that Is doing 
God is studloùsly omitted, is given, to well, on Clinton street, near Cedar 
be taken by thé president: street. Mrs. Celia,M. Lincoln, or as we

: “I do soleiimlyy swear (or affirm) that know her, Mrs. Celia M. Nickerson, is a 
I will faithfully execute the office of High Priestess of an occult society, 
president of the United States, and will I with a good following, and two Theo- 
to the best of my ability, preserve, pro- sophical societies make out quite a list 
tect and defend the Constitution of the for this usually dead town, Mrs. Mag- 
United States.” ' gio Waite has been here all winter, but

. , _____ pad to succumb to la grippe. Mrs.
w». w-. a w»«m«- »Ætt jraarW’X 

condition of the famous Blind Told? nreckenridse street» Mrs.A. After making fortunes for his va- ^va‘a3n10al^e±ter aStesf medium? is 
rious managers, for lie has been used al- located o’n the ,Eagt g|de and is doing 
most like a piece of property by those cbasei Mrs. Mathison, Mrs.
who have placed him before the public, „ ' j. q jew others keep up thehe has been neglected. A short t me Hmlburt “““ tae^totB“e^a7ePltbP pr. 
ago, 'however, he was filling engage I g.de at 24 cottage strèet, we make 
ments, and the wonderful power 1C oat to hear from the spirit side of life 
possesses Beeme£ undiminished. His shape.' The Progressive Think
mental 'faculties were never beyond itself as the best spiritual jour-those of a child, and he had no interest « to be‘ well pat
in business affairs, nor was he able °ll>onteea Nearly ali of our Spiritualistic 
care for himself.____  . people have had their share of la

Colbv Acquitted of Telling 
Fortunes on Legal 

TechniöaHiies.
THE JUDGE IS JYERY CAREFUL— 

NARROW DISTINCTIONS DRAWN 
BECAUSE THI^, I8((4 FREE LIB
ERAL COUNTRY, Hll
Two law students wel'e kept busy be

fore the opening । of the'Sessions this 
morning, piling uplbookfe in front of Mr. 
E. A. Du Vernet, Who is'defendlng W. 
R. Dolby, charged with practicing 
witchcraft. 111

TboTrofessor sat'just in front of the 
dpek with a satisfied grin, as if he by 
his mystic science foresaw a speedy ac- 

„qplttal. “
The Crown put inits evidence yester

day afternoon. Mr, Alex. Downey, 
stenographer, produced a shorthand re
port of a Spiritualist meeting in St, 
George’s Hall, when Colby told things 
by the aid of spirits.

Staff Inspector Archibald corrobor
ated this evidence.

PLEA ON TECHNICALITIES.
Mr. Du Vernet argued against any

Sir:—Had anyone • predicted twenty 
years'ago that in the year 1897 the Ar
mory (the largest hull) in Ashton-under- 
Lyne would be required for a Spiritual
ists' tea party, he' would have been 
thought wanting in ballast. The beau
tiful procession last Saturday, mar- 
shallêd under the protection of the po
lice, headed by several who had faught 
the battle when it was almost ac
counted a sin to walk under its banner, 
and followed by the crowd of happy 
faces, must have produced an impres
sion that it is difficult to kill or snub 
down. The Town Clerk or Chief Con
stable of your borough are entitled to 
the best thanks from ibe Spiritualists 
as a body, who, without breaking any 
laws, could demonstrate to the attend
ant officers of the police, that as 
Englishmen and citizens, they could 
prove they were worthy of that honor 
and respect which so readily and 
worthily were accorded them. Truly 
yours, OWD JONATHAN.

several states, all phases or meaiums, aim ai»u n»« » . f ( witcl.craft He Quoted the old affirmation to | goodly number ofsodette of a bplrlt- ^XoidenX of K^g
. We have tuo leguiai | Md of G^.ge m Act_

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCH^ROME, 
k Remarkable Book,

This Is a remarkable work by Fatheb CBlMtAWK. 
It exposes even to the minutest details the corruptwa 
that exists In the Church of Rome. It is a work of m 
tftges. and should be read as a matter of hlrtorir W ■ 
every Spiriuallat. The following Is a partial list of IM f 
table of contents: 

CHAPTER I. ’ •
the Bible and the Priest of Rome. •

. CHAPTER H. ... .............. ....
My first School-days nt Bt. ^homas-Tbo Monk ang 

CelW“Cy' CHAPTER III. M M
She ConlessloB ol Children. . .
; .. CHATTER IV. ' •.
The Shepherd whipped by bl» Sheep.

CHAPTER V. ___________
The Priest, Purgatory, aud the poor Widow a Cow.

.. CHAPTEB VI.
Festivities lu a Parsonage. • : _

CHAPTEB vn. , . ........... -
preparation tor tho First Communion-Initiation to 

^“Ialrr CHAPTER VIII.

The First Communion. -
■ • . ; CHAPTER IX. „ .........   ■

Intellectual Educatlon ln the Itoman Catholic CoUege.
CHAPTER X. „ „

Moral anil«'—- ______ in tho Boman Catho
Bo 0“®aE^'CTAPTERXr.

{■eoteaUnt Children lu tho Convents and Nunneries or 
K°“C- CHAPTER XII. .

Rome and Education—Why doe« the Cburch of’ Horn* 
' bate'the Commoh Schools of the United SUtei, ofiU 

want to destroy Miem?^-Why dMs oho objeetto 
the reading,of the Bible In th? Schools?

Theology of the Church ot ¿ome: i'ta Afitl-Sodal and 
. ' Ancl-ChrUtlan Character.

PUBLICATIONS
-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE.
------------o------------  ~

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

—.—o----- -
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essay» to utilize and explain tho vast ar

ray of facts in Its Held of research by referring them 
to » common cause, and from them arse tuthe laws 
»nd conditions oi Mau's spiritual beluK. . Third edi
tion. Price, 7S cents. .
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

. ENCE. ■
Not servile trust to tbe Gods, but knowledge of the 

laws ot the world, belief lu the divinity of man and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection u the founda
tion of this book. Price, el.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia story the scenes are laid, on earth, and In the 

fplrlt-world presenting tho spiritual philosophy and 
tbe real Hfe of BpIrltual beioge. AU quettlons jvblc.u 
«flee on tb&t eubject are answered. Price 50 cent#«

• ARCANA OF NATURE, .
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony oi Bplr« 
Imallbni.',' Price, |1,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 

SPIRIT-WOHLD, . . ■ ,
English edition. Price, 11» • ... . i

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN, 
, Containing tbe latest investigations and discoveries, 
and a thorough presentation of. this interesting sub* 
ject English edition» Price, al,.’ . -
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

. THE SACRED HEART, .
Thia book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In Its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom's Cabin. 
Price, 25 cents. '

To the Editor:’—The above clipping Is 
from an English paper and shows the 
spread of our grand piulosophy in Lan
cashire. The city of Ashton (Under 
Lyne) is about seven and a half miles 
from Manchester, the home of Mrs. 
Britten. .

In conversation with Mr. Brown, 
whose subscription we sent you from 
Hamilton, the subject of “Art Magic” 
was broached for discussion. He said 
in substance: "I have read It carefully 
through once, and am going very care
fully through a second time, and I
would not take ten dollars for my copy 
if I could not get another one.” He Is 
an extensive reader and a deep thinker.

DR- J. W. BRIGGS.
' Cincinnati, Ohio. '

• „ CHAPTER XIV.
Tho Vow of Celibacy. 

CpArliSn A». •
The ImpufitteB of tho Theology of Romo.

- CHAPTEB XVI. , , .

„omelMou.
Tbe Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient ond Mow- 

efb Idolatry. . xv„j
ITine Consequences of tbe Dot ma of Transubstantlt* 

tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.
CHAPTER XIX. .

Vicarage, and Life at St. Charlei. plvlcrro Boyer. . 
dn APTER XX........................... .

Papineau and the Patriots In 1833—The burning of Lb 
Canadian" by the Curate of Bl. Chariea.

CHAPTER XXI. _ * ctri_ .
Grand Dinner of the Prlesw— Ano Maniac Bister of 

Rev. Mr. Perras. _ •" ’ CHAPTER XXII. ,
Jam appointed Vicar of the Cufrte of Charleibourgtt 

7~“Tfio Platy. Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perraa. ‘ __” CHAPTER XXIII. . ................ - a .

Tbe Cholera Morbua of lS34-AdmlrabIe courage ana 
self-denial of the Priests of Romo during tho epi* 
dcmlc. CHAPTER XXIV. '

1 am named a Vicar of St. Rocb, City-Tha
* Rev. Mr. Telu—TertuDlin—General Cargo—TM 

Beal Skills. ___° B CHAPTER XXV._________ _
Blmony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in the. 

called Body and Blood of Lbrlsl—Enormous sum« 
of Money made by the sale of Masse^-The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and tho Society of on® 
Mass established.

. CHAPTER XX a. 
Bontlnuation of the trade lu Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII. T_, .
Quebec Marine Hospltal-Tbe Ural time I carried the 
** “Bon Dlou” (the wafer god) in p>y vest ,pock«j

—The Grand Oyater Soiree at Mr. Buteau 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu al the Oystef 
Soiree.

ty We have not space in thia notice <£, Fajber 
Chiniouy's work to give tbe beada of till ibe Chapters, Tho. ’Zlued are of e.pvetal value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest: ।

CHAPTER LUI. ___ __ '
The Immaculate Conception of tbe Virgin Mary. , 

. CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the rrlestfi 

—Tbe Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute tbe Bible.

ual compact between the witches and 
their “influences” bad to be proved. 
Mr. Du Vernet offered.the judge his pile 
of books, but the judge was discretion
ary. ; r ■ '

Crown Attorney Dewart pressed fils 
ease on the count of fortune-telling, apd 
did not coniine it, ¡ps he said Mr. Du 
Vernet had very cleverly tried to do, to 
witchcraft. He produced authorities on 
fortune-telling, witchcraft, sorcery, con-

Are -YoG a, ¡BGbseriber for
The PiogCessiVe Thinker?

IF NOT YOU CERTAINLY SHOULD BE.

grippe."
T. C., Turtle, Wls.: Q. I am influ- c H Mafilews writes: “Rev. Geo. C. 

enced to speak and continue usually for I p oj, Philadelphia, Pa., accompanied 
twenty-five minutes. I cannot remem- . M1, Prauk Belker, a trance and na
iler a word I say. It Is in a language medium of Pittsburg, Pa.,
we do not understand. I send you a have been glvlng a series of lectures 
specimen reported as spoken, spelling and geances for the First Spiritualist 
as near the sound as possible. Can you goclety of Tuscarawas county, in New 
tell us what language it Is? Philadelphia, 0. They are exceedingly

A. The phonetic spelling makes the | d, reliable people, and we take pleas-there Is an enlightened man or woman A. 'me puouevie good( reHal)le peopie, anü we take pieas-
In the world who would deny that love difficulty of Identifying the wpids pel- Ju cndorslng and recommending 
should be free Love, pure and holy, is plexlng, but there are many Spatasli. them to the Spiritualistic fraternity at 
necessarilv free. It gives all and asks the whole appearing like an-éffort ]arge Rey. Day Was formerly a Meth
nothing like the sunshine from heaven, speak in that tongue, and being success- odist p^^her, but could not be con- But beneath this love, the love of the I ful In giving some words, and mote oi I flned Jn the narrow nmits of church 
angel Is the passion of tbe brute, aye, les8 faUlng 4n others. Bettci earnest y dogmas anq js doing yeomans service 
woreé than brute, for that Is blindly In- desire an inspiring ntelllgence that will (n the of truth as lt ls ln Modern 
stlnctlce, while this if dominant, speak ta your own language. Spiritualism.” '
makes the intellect Its slave, to cater to ------ H. B. Van Voorhls, president First
its demands. It Is this “love” which Mrs. Minnie Phillips: Q. (1) What I society of Spiritualists, Topeka,/Kans.,
should not be free. If the Intellect of is the power by which mediums develop I writes: "The legislature of Kansas ad-
the individual is not strong enough to others? - journed on the 8th Inst There % as the
hold It In leash, then the strong hand 1 (2) Can they tell whether the spirits usuai effort made by the ‘associated
of social order expressed in laws should they bring will be good or bad? doctors’ to obtain special legislation
control it. I A. We understand this correspondent benefiting them, by proscribing all not

The talk of attraction of matehood, I to mean the power claimed to be lin-1 having certificates from some ‘estab- 
and being true to follow such attrac-1 parted by. “developing mediums,” A I 11Bhed’ school. The M. Ds. had Influ- 
tlon, is the stock-in-trade of the Uber- strong magnetist, or'hypnotist may as-1 en(;e enough with the various commlt- 
tiue. Pure love, that which comes gist by magnetizing a sensitive, the tçes in both branches-to-;;get tapir bills 
from the social and Intellectual mind," I spirit- may be enabled to gain control favorably reported, but could not over
is calm, controlled by reason and con- more readily. This magnetism, how-1 come on the floor the persistent activity 
science. The strongest “attraction,” ever, is better supplied by a well-organ-1 o£ tiie liberal classes, and hence no leg- 
the most uncontrollable, comes from ized circle. If a medium Imparts any 1 Nation was had. To the Spiritualists 
the passions. It Is magnetic, and de- power, It must be simply that of mag-1 is due ^e greatest meëd of praise for 
vourlng. It swears eternal constancy netlsm or hypnotism. ,, tiujsjM’eventtagJnlqultous legislation
and is satiated in the hour. The wo-1 The medium will be approached by all I y5ngt‘hêsë"Îines;*therâ:béTngrthfee‘live 
man whài believes and yields to IL is phases of spirit individualities, and I gocieties in Topeka, and they have been 
either devoured, or cast aside for a new I cannot predetermine thler character, I unusually active all winter, the First 
“mate.” - but bls own character will determine I society particularly so, It being the old-

If there are those who honestly advo-1 who shall come into his intimate sphere I eSf an(j most numerous body.”

If you are not a subscriber, or if the time for 
which you have paid has expired, then these re
marks are ’intended for you. We would be 
delighted to have your name added to our list 
again for tlie coming year. It will be a contin
ued feast of spiritual literature. The price of the 
paper for one year is only $T, and by send
ing 20 cents additional with your yearly sub
scription we will Send you Art Magic, a very 
valuable book for your librarv. This book has

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT.
A Uirllllag psychological .lory of evangelization 

and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what 'The 
Secrets of the Convent“ is to Catholicism« Price, St 
cents. ,

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Inveatlgate. How ta form circle., nndje- 

ye lop and cultivate modlumablp, hiunea of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents;-100 for 11.23.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttie. This volume contains the 

best poems of tbe author, and some of the most popu
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 223 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, fl.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, tho lyceum and societies. _ A manual 

of physical, Intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of wbKha 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal socletv may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 
Price, GO centsi by tbe dozen, 40 cents, Express 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan of tho Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood luitle. 
Price, 23 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Do vou want to organize a society, for Ute 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance, 
meat of the children and adults?

been sold &S Ws. By suteertatag for THE PROGRESSIVE LYCMl
rm T» 1* rni' 1 J " • 4-Lzv ni>A furnishes all you desire.The Progressive Thinker and securing, the pre
mium each year, you will soon have a valuable 
occult library, tod at the same time aid in sus
taining ThSProgressive Thinker. The interest
ing articles’to-|e found in this paper are surely 
worth far more th^n the-price of a year’s sub
scription. '¿Èv'ery Spiritualist should aid in sus
taining the" Spiritualist press, and thus keep in 
touch with the great liberal movement ' Read 
this paper carefully, then-send in your subscrip
tion. You are missing the soul-feast of your life.

cate this doctrine, It is because they and communicate.
confound under the name of .love, the I -------
purest and noblest sentiments with the I Enoch South: Q.'Can _
most degraded. V cause paralysis? I ask because so in-

Dlvorce may be necessary in certatoJ formed by a spirit friend.
cases, but it is no light affair. How-1 A your spirit friend Is entirely mis- 
evbr great the blunder made—and it is I takeni 
tn almost every instance made by fol- '

, Mrs. Alice Gehring, of Indianapolis, 
_______  Ind., has been at Shelbyville, Ind., hold
neuralgia -¡ng circles and giving slate-writing, and 

’ appears to be giving satisfaction.

□owing this extolled, blind passional in-1 ---------- - ------------
stlnct, unreasoning as to consequences the STRANGER ON THE SILL, 
—separation does not repair it The 1 ____ .
have a8rtah°tkto the proteettan'o? both Between broad fields of wheat and corn 
parents, and its roof, find usually the I the loY1ï.?_°uîn^ntnlnHt'the wall’ 
weaker mother their only refuge. The The peach tree jeans ngal _ .
father in a vast majority of Instances is And the woodbine .... ’
the one to feel this “mate attraction,” There Is the shaded doorway still, and desert XbïigatlX and dutteL’ I But a stranger’s foot has crossed, the

Of course the advocates do not pre- . ■
sent these subjects as they are, In their There is tile barn—and, as of yore, 
unadorned clearness of outline. They i can smell the hay from the open door, 
talk as if men were all angels, and had And see the busy swallows throng, 
only angelic attractions, while they And hear the pewee’s mournful song; 
open door wide for the passions if Incar- But the stranger comes—oh, the painful 
nate devils. Were men and women an- proof
gels, were they so far advanced in spir- His sheaves are plied to the heated roof, 
itnality as to make such doctrines I , .„ QO
harmless, then such doctrines would There Is the orchard the very 
not be spoken of, or receive a thought. Where my childhood knew long hours 
These doctrines come up like fetid odor ' o£ e,as,e’ .. . „ .  
from the hot-beds of passions, and Ore And watched the shadowy mome t 
advocated because a plausible excuse run,,„ , ,,, , „Is offered for ifieir gratification. Till my life imbibed more shade than 

In the “principles” of the order we EnP; .. . . .... „„„„„„
find the following significant passage: The swing from the bough still sweeps

“Freedom for love Is a point to be I . *he a.Ir>____v„.________
considered: and each member of the or-1 But the stranger s children are swijig 
der Is required to endorse this part of there.
Spiritualism’s reformatory claims.” oh ye wll0 <jany cross the sill, 

To bring in this issue as paramount to gte’p ughtly, for I love It still;
the spiritual philosophy of life, is not And when you crowd the old barn eaves 
only unjust, and uncalled for, it Is ruin- Then tWnk what countless harvest 
ous if sanctioned. I protest against it as sheaves
a crowning fraud, and unprincipled Have passed within that scented door 
folly. To gladden eyes that are no more. '

In defiance of every principle of Spir-
itualfsm, according to the statement I Deal kindly with those orchard yees;, 
published of this order, a band of spir- And when your children crowd their 
its have organized into a closed corpo-1 knees, .
ration and selected a priestess, who Is Their sweetest fruit they shall impart, 
to be the head' and front of the move-1 As if old memories stirred their heart; 
ment - To youthful sport still leave thé swing,

“We—the angel band—who by years And In sweet reverence hold the spring.

E. W. Sprague writes: “On Sunday, 
March 26, Mrs. Sprague and I will have 
completed a two months’ engagement 
with the Alliance (Ohio) society. On 
that date we will hold an all-day.anni
versary meeting in the church. The 
Spiritualists own a good comfortable 
brick church here and it is free from in
debtedness. Notice of this meeting will 
be sent to the surrounding towns, and 
we look for a large attendance and a 
good time. We are still free to engage 
with societies for April and May. Par
ties wishing our services, please" address 
745 High street, Alliance, Ohio, until 
April 1. Home address 600 East 2d 
street, Jamestown, N. Y.”

Louisa Barnes writes: “I. must say 
that I know there is a truth in Spiritual
ism, though I have never consulted a 
medium, Have never attended a seance, 
and am not a phenomena seeker; but I 
love the philosophy of it. I agree with 
Clara Watson on the subject of that 
old Bible. I think it has been a curse 
to the world, and belongs to the dark 
ages.”

Esther Thomas, secretary of the S. S. 
A. W., writes: “I have just returned

juration, etc., giving instances of 
proven guilt, where there were table
rappings and other momentous actions. 
Fortune-telling did not mean simply 
prophesying the extent of a coming for
tune. The pros and cons of Spiritual
ism were argued upon.

BOOK REVIEWS

of labor with our medium-amanuensis, b th t the brook, the 
have prepared an Instrument through, I birds.
and by the aid of whom we can direct thoi_ inwlnr herfluthis work, do appoint her as the head the cottag^lL- ’
official or President on the mortal’s unmlra with them allside, to be henceforth so recognized by my na^ve s U
the order’ • Step lightly, for I love it still. .

. —Thomas Buchanan Heed,

from Whatcom, Wash., where I organ
ized a society to be known as the Plo- 
neer Spiritual Society of Whatcom, 
with charters from our National and 
state associations, and with the follow
ing officers: W. Dupen, president; Mrs. 
Geo. Merriam, vice-president; L. M. 
Stenger, secretary; Mrs. W. D. An
drews, treasurer; Mrs. W. Dupen, Theo
dore Wagner, George Merriam, trus
tees. The ABO work has been done 
there by O. Raymond, a trumpet and 
test medium, and I found them very 
eager for the philosophy. In all my 
trips on the Pacific coast north I find 
your paper most In general circulation, 
but a terrible apathy exists among our 
people regarding our literature, but 
when brought to their notice they seem 
very eager for it”

Mattie E. Hull’s new. songster has- 
four new and beautiful songs. This in 
addition to all that were in former edi
tions makes the book more desirable 
than ever. The book is on sale, as are

A MATTER. OF SENSE.
“We live,” said Mr. Dewart “in a 

Christian country.” ■■
“We live,” said the judge, “In a coun

try where one may- profess any religion 
—Christian or otherwise.”

“We must view these things,” went 
on Mr. Dewart, “from a common-sense 
point of view.”

“I wish you would,” said Mr. Du Ver
net. ,

The judge held that there was no evi
dence of witchcraft, sorcery, etc.

Mr. Dewart went on to quote a case 
which held that nobody but tin idiot 
would pretend to have, by stars and 
such things, power to tell a person’s 
future. The court had held that there 
was no necessity to negative the pre
tended knowledge.

The judge asked what would be the 
case where a medical man tells a pa
tient he would be dead in six months.

“He’s licensed to give such judg
ment,” said Mr. Dewart.

Mr. Dewart concluded by urging that 
the present case showed evident inten-

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M„ author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” “Herbert Spencer and 
His Critics,” “Jesus the Essene,” etc.

This “conspiracy” consists In the com
bined efforts of church leaders In this 
country to get control of the Govern
ment, and to administer it in the inter
ests of an effete religion.

This pamphlet is a complete magazine 
of facts, condensed in. the compass of a 
hundred pages.

The following copy of the Table of 
Contents will show the topics treated:

1—Relation of the Church to the Con
stitution.

2—History of the Constitution.
3—Policy of the Government—The

tion to deceive.
“It’s a penal statute,” said the 

judge, “and we must be very dareful. I 
think the evidence falls far short of 
showing an undertaking, to tell for
tunes." :r

The case was accordingly taken from 
the jury.

The other cases will all be pressed by 
the Crown, with perhaps the exception 
of that of Virginia1" Barrett Mr. Pat
rick Mclieown asked that her case be 
dismissed, being practically the same 
as Colby’s. Theretiielnfc too bill In this 
case, the matter t?as bbt before the 
grand jury.—The Bvenfeg Star, Toron
to, Canada, Marchili, 1899., 2n

Do yon wont a Belf-Bu.UInlng society, founded on 
the basic iirlnclplea of lbs spiritual philosophy?

. Youbtye It la ¥hE PROGRESSIVE tYOElfM. . 
It faralihes a system of evolution by Internal 

growth: not tbo old cup and pitcher Bundajr-school.
It baa »ometblng to Intereat and advance every mem

ber, and those wbo are most active In teaching are 
the ones who learn most. I

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting the 
society whencBtahMsbed. _ ......................

It has Golden Recitations! the prettiest songs 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy: calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; march Ing exercises; Juli In- 
structlons in conducting tho exercises, with par
liamentary rules, etc. ...........................  *____ ,

Many Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
lyceums in their own families; others have banded, 
two orthree famlies together, while largo societies 
have organized on the lyceum platform, and found 
great Interest in this self-instructive motliod.

Do not wait for a “missionary" to come to yonr as* 
Biatanccr but take hold of the matter yourself, pro
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you find interested.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, post
paid, or by tho dozen, 40 cents each, by express, 
charges paid by receiver. Address *

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

First Congress.
4—Early Demands for Religious Leg

islation by Congress.
5—Sunday Malls. .
6—Stephen A. Douglas and'the Clergy.
7—Chaplains In Congress.
8—Taxation of Church Property.
9—Taxation of Church Property, con

tinued.
10—National Support of Sectarian

Schools. ~
11—Historical Review.
12—The Blair Amendment
13—Sunday Observance and Sunday

Closing. .
14—Is This a Christian Country?
15—The Dred Scott Case.

■ 16—The Dred Scott Case and the Trin
ity Church Case—A Parallel. '

17—God in the Constitution Amend
ment

18—Review—Conclusion.
Price per copy, 25 cents. For sale at 

this office. -

CHAPTER LVI. a .
Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 

Bishop O'Regan—General Cry of 
determine to resist him to his face—He 
Mr Boink auatu to send me to Gaol, and he fails —Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana In the Sprlng 
at I85fl and fails again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII. .
BlsboD O'Regan sells the Parsonage of tho Frencu ’ Canndlnni ot Chicago, pocket» the moner, and 

turns them out when-they come to complain—Ho dot? ¿lie” t° turn me vut’of my Colony and Bend 
mo W Kahokla-He «Igeta it next day and pub- 
ll.hea that be has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Blabop—Illa 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests,

CHAPTEB LVIII.________ Tnm
.Mressfrom my People, asking mo to M ta-1am 

Anin• dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to or 
bana—Abraham Lincoln’, anxiety about the Issue 
of tho Prosecution—My Distress—rhe Rescue 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save we-Le 
Balla's Confession and Distress—My InhOteuce 
Jcknowledged-Hoble Words and Conduct of Abra- toLtoSE-Tho Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHA.PTEB LIX. ____ _
A moment of Interruption in tho Thread of my Fifty * Years In the Church of Rome," to see hew my sad 

Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to bo realtzed-Bomo the Implacable Enemy 
ot tbe United States.

CHAPTER LX. .................. ..
Iha Fundamental Principles of the

United States drawn from the Gospel ot Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Llnco n to warn him of the 
Plots I knew against bls Lite—Tl;e Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born lu the Churth 
of Rome—Letter ot tho Pope to Jeff tavls—My 
last visit to tho President—His admirable refer- enw toi Mo.«i-HU willingness to die for hla 
Nation's Bake. CH R t

—The tool of the PrlesM-Johti Surratt's beu«e- 
The Rendezvous and Dwslling Place of the Priests 
—John Sorratt Secreted by tho Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—The Aaiaailnntlon ot Lincoln 
taiown and published In tho town three hours bo- 
fate Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII. _ ______ _ .
Deputation ot two Priests sent by tho People and the 

Bishops of Canads to persuade us to submit tpjbo 
will of tho BUhop-Tbo Deputies acknowlSSge 
nubllclr that tho Bishop Is wrong and that we ard right—i'or peace sake, I consent to withdraw «am 
tife contest on certain conditions “cSJ,J?L',i>Ma 
Deputles-Ono ot the Deputies turjj false teMj 
promise, and betrays us, to bo pul at the he«I pl 
my Colony—My laal Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard. CHAPTER LXIn.

Mr. Desaulnler la named Vicar General of Chieu? to 
crush us—Our People more united than ever/ik4S’ 
fend their rlghta-Lettors of the Blshoflyrf Mffl- 
tresl against me, and my anawer-ltr. BlMJstd 
forced against his conscience, to condemn ua-^-My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
P*r<“”’ CHAPTER LXIV. _ ____

I write to the Popo Plus IX. and to Napoleon, Emperor 
of France, and send them tbe Legal 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O'Regan-Grand Vicar Dunn sent io tell me ofmy 
victory at Rome, and Che end of odr trouble— a go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 

* —The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.THE FSYCHOGR^FH’

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

“And we affirm it to be our Intention 
to direct the entire movement by our 
ability to use-Allie Lindsay Lynch, me
dium, as our mouthpiece and amanuen
sis. Therefore, as official help shall be 
required for the movement, it is our de
sire and intention to appoint, by selec
tion, those worthy to fill such required 

. duty.”
There Is to be a grand order with only 

one “mouthpiece,” and her words final!
Who are the mighty spirits who have 

banded together to inaugurate this 
great work? Their names would never 
be guessed .by anyone acquainted 
¡with the spiritual philosophy. They are- 
Charles R. Darwin, Christopher Colum
bus, Thomas Paine, George Washing
ton, Abraham Lincoln, Benj.-Franklin.

Christopher Columbus has been gone 
Over 400 years; he ought to be wise of 
bls generation, but when here he did not 
indicate great ability In social science. 
Darwin, who must "be the* president, 
had no inclination in the direction that 
is naw indicated. The same may' be 
eaid of the others, except Paine, who is 
most likely to engage in a crusade for

I *Xreedom»'

INEVITABLE.

Must it be always so? _ 
Still must they Come and go, ' 
These Intimations of a life unending? 
Visions we strive to grasp, 
Which vanish’from bur clasp— 
Impalpable to sense—all thought tran- 

■ scendlng. .. . . '. .
Whatever .’Sage may teach—'
Deeper.than, human' reach , :
The problem of our .dual being Ile3; 
In loneliness and night ’ 
We pass from human sight, ' ■ 
And death must end or solve life's mys- 

teribSi ■ ■ ' : •
And till that moment comes 
Yearning to find our home— 
Time bears us onward .with resistless 

1 flow f
Toward death's unbroken nighty • ’ 
Or the celestial light
Of an eternal day. Ah, who can know? 

. «-Sara Jewett,

all of Moses Hull's books, at the o^pe 
of The Progressive Thinker. ‘

O. H. Flguers writes: “On Sunday 
evening, March 5, Mr. Lyman C. Howe 
¿fid myself held a joint meeting for the 
benefit of of the temple fund, and quite 
a neat little sum was realized., I have 
been giving platform tests at West Side 
Halt Lyman 'O. Howe, speaker for 
February, will continue work until 
April., I am now ready for work dur
ing April and. May, also open for en
gagements at camps for the summer, 
Dwlll also hold mid-week meetings dur
ing March .In near-by towns. Address 
me for terms at "99 Bolivar street, 
Cleveland,’Ohio." . ;

M. A Crawford writes;. “You .Will 
find enclosed an order.for $1.70 for your 
paper and the books Ghost Land and 
Art Magic. I can’t .well do without 
your paper; have been, a reader of it 
since its infancy.”

W. E. Jones writes: “I uni much 
pleased with Ghost Land. I have read 
it twice and learned more from It the 
second reading than the first I think 
that this Is a very easy way to get good 
books. In fact they cost V» nothing." .

Titus Merritt wiitesi'^The last-sub
scribers who obtained 'Art Magic are 
highly pleased ’ with its" perusal, and 
state that every $)lrltffiflist and Free
thinker should sulttcrlbe'for your valu
able paper and obtain thfi book.” '

Mrs. E. HinklnsiWfitëst “I have just 
received Art Magidl' I Have read a few 
pages and like it very ffifibh. I look for
ward with a greatldeal^f pleasure for 
The Progressive Thinker which I re
ceive every week.L I' titank you very 
much and wish you success in your 
grand work.” 3-7

■Mrs. L. S. NagelP wrlteé:‘T have re
ceived my Art Magic, and although I 
have not had time to read it all 
through/ yet as far as I have gone, I 
have not only been Interested, but 
found it very instructive. I think if 
this work could find its way into every 
home it would not bb. long before our 
philosophy would be understood and 
recognized in its true light, and take Its 
proper place in the world. I shall make 
every effort to introduce your valuable 
paper and this instructive book every
where I go.” ■

E. De A. Blakeman writes; “The 
beautiful book Art Magic arrived two 
days since. I find'It Intensely interest
ing, and very enlightening to my mind 
upon-the Important’subjects treated. I 
would not part with the book for five 
times its retail price.” ... * .

The Light of Reason. A Solution of 
the Economic Riddle. By A B. Frank
lin. Chas. H. Kerr & Co., publishers, 
Chicago. -

A statement from the standpoint of 
an advanced thinker, of the evil results 
of our present economic system, and
the author’s views of a proper plan for 
their remedy. It Is well written and inL-
structive,. evincing much careful and 
earnest thought and study.

Success. The Key That Unlocks it. 
By Nancy McKay Gordon. Chicago. 
Hermetic Publishing Co. ■

These pages were written for daises 
of the School of Hermetic Philosophy. 
The subject matter1 might prove some
what difficult of coinprehension by out
side readers—those not initiated in the 
mysteries of Hermetlsm; unless, per
haps, of a limited few who have stood 
on the outside and peered,- as best they 
could, through the fence of the sacred 
inclosure, for such ylews.as they might 
obtain. Much of good, though, may be 
gathered by even an outsider, from the 
symbolism and sound sense in. these 
pages. ' ’ ■ - - '

'’Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a nuinberof let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects: Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price ?1 For sale at this office.

“Nature, Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for every 
family Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

TMb ftutranent tí «nbítaatlMly tha »me »« .that 
employed by Prat. H»ro In hl» early InvetUgitlon». 
In It» Improved form It hM been before the public for 
more than »even year», »nd In the bends of thonunds 
of parsons h»a proved lu superiority over the Plan- 
ohette, and arf other Instrumente which have, been , 
brotmht out tn Imitation, both In regard to certainty ’ 
anOcnrrectneM ot tho communications received by 
Ui aid, and u a means or developing mediumship.

Po wish to investígate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Xediwnship? - 

• Do you desire to receive Communications?
The Psychograph 1b an invaluable aulfitant. A 

pimphlet with full directions for thfr
Formation of Circles and Cultivation

. of Mediumship
with every Initrument. Many who were COt aware of 
their me&umlrtic gift, have, after a fbw tirting»» 
been able to receive delightful metaages, A volume 
might be filled with commendatory, letters. Many 
Who began with It as an amusing toy, found that tho . 
Intelligence controlling It knew moro than them- 
«elve«. tad became convert« to Spiritualism.

CapuD. B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y.1 writes: *1 had 
communlcatians (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old eettlert whose grave* 
«tones are moM-grownln the old yard. TW have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism to indeed truo, and the communications hay» 
Kren my hsgrt tha greatest comfort In tbe «everert 

ail have had of son. daughter, and their mother.
Dr.Eugene Crowell whose writings. We madebis 

name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Fsy- 
chogrsph. It Is rery simple In principle ana construc
tion» and I am lure mu«t be far more sensitivo to spir
itual power than tho one now In use. I beu»ve it wlu 
generally «upersede tho. latter when Its wperlor 
merits become known.” -

Securtíy packed, and sent postage paid from 
the numifacturer, for $1.00. didrem

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Height«, Ohio.

HYPNOfM
jts Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip« 

tions and Remlnis- 
cencee. ?

TDY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOR'IS 
£j lirgely a record of the facte and' demonstration« 
which the author has seen, heard of or pre,anted in 
hla own experiment», Tho history of the various 
phsavs of the «elenco l> succinctly protected, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many oi tho expert- ¿StsdeacribedoccnAed In .Chicago. Tho pictorial 
Illustrations addmuch to- the Interest and Value of the 
book, which wltt be found vary Interesting to th» gen. 
enl wider-»»well m helpful and instructive to the 
student. The work H_a ■ handeomo volnine of MO 
satea, bound In cloth. Price, t»Mh. Fur Mie M 
UeOTioeotTsaFioaiunraXBixEMk , 
A - - “ L

CHAPTER LXV. _ __________
Excellent te.Umonlol from my Blihop-My Beirut 
6 —Grand Vicar Saurin aud bU ajalBtant, Rev. M. 

nmneer—Grand Vicar Duan write« me about tbe 
new storm prepared by tbe Jesuits—Vision Chrlit Xre HlSielf a. a Glft-1 am forgiven, rleb, bappj 
and saved—Back.to ml people.

CHAPTER LXVI.__________
th« Rrti«mn ResDunBlblUtles of my How PoBltion—we 

give up tho name of Roman Catholic to caB outr 
■elves Christian CathoUcs-Dlsmsy Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor ct 
fit. Louliv hurried to Chicago—He come« W 
Anne to per»uadc the People to sybmlt t° n!s 
Authority—He is Ignominiously 
runs away In tbe midst ot the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVII. t ftM'a^ve View of the Principal Events from my Con*

Promised Land. ,
Price, $2.25. Post-paid.

Woman, Church and State,
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis- " 

cences of the Matri
archate,

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN. 
J. lormfttton raccIncUy and cleartj atated in tbU 

volume of 6M page» la «maxlug. The Ititle. »» »nw« 
given, falls to convoy »n tde» of the fulness and com- 
SlerenMBWlth which the »object* are treated. Th» 

Irtriarchato, or Mother-rule, Is the theme of tbotlrat 
chanter. In which much lore, quaint, queer and curt- 
outJ« brought to vleiv In elucidation of the subject. 
ThlB la followed by chapter« on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wires, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future, 
«nd there Is not a chapter In tho book that Is not 
.bandied In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is not worth the full pried 
of the volume. It Is packed wlthtaowledgo; won- 
•arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning ta 
cndTNo one can possibly regret buylnglt; ItJs a rid- 
nablo addition, to tho library ot any freo and truth-lov
ing mind. . .

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. __________ ■
~THE RICHTS OF MAN. 
X?hrL%ke»cV
Revolution. Poet 8vo„ KD pages. iX’Cf, 80 ceot*| • 
Cloth, 60 cents, . . ,

WATSEKA WONDER.”,
' To th» student ot psyohlo pbtmomana,' this pamphlH , 
h Intensely Interesting. It give» deagwl aecoiints oi 
two cases ot "double ,<msclooiBSSK_ mttdely Mary . Lnraney Vecnnm, W W«ts«l^m.x.gM>Mgy^»y. 
aolds, of Venango county, P*. IWMNallM MCA
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TO THE SIGK ONLY
Who cannot afford to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, we will, during

M/VRGtt
take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but $5 a month. Kindly remember It 
has been our rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This Is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

IWVRGft
So that all may understand, we will re
peat the offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during March will be charged 
oiily $5' a month until cured-old pa
tients who stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at onee. Tell us your age, 
name In full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your case at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires.

DR. G. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

. Hotel Palmerston.

In one instance, at the same sitting, I 
got a message of fifty-two words, writ
ten with preterhuman celerity. The 
writing was neat and legible. I have it 
still uneffaced. The medium and my
self were the only persons present, and 
the noonday sun Streamed into the 
room. There was no escape from the 
knowledge that a great phenomenon, 
Involving both clairvoyance and intelli
gent motion, without manual, mechan
ical or chemical appliance, had taken 
place in my presence. If true—if I was 
not’under a hallucination—then no more 
books need be written to prove that the 
materialism, which would confine all 
operations of mind to a material brain 
—material in the human sense of the 
word—is an error. If I must reject or 
question the testimony which my 
senses and my common sense gave me 
on this occasion, then must I regard 
qiyself as disqualified from testifying 
to any visible occurrence whatever. 
No hypothesis of jugglery was within 
the reach of reason. There was no con
federate (in the flesh, atleast), and the 
conditions could not have been more 
rigorously exclusive of possible fraud. 
Nothing depended on the moral charac
ter of the medium; and if he had been 
caught cheating the next day, it would 
not . have affected my convictions, un
less the modus operand! was so ex
plained that I could see, that with the 
requisite practice and skill, any one 
could produce the same manifestation.

Tho phenomenon was not new to me. 
Many, years before I had got proofs of 
Independent writing on paper in the 
presence of Colchester, an English me
dium, who died young. But never had 
I before, while holding my own new, 
clean slate, untouched by any other per
son, got audible writing unequivocally 
Independent of any* conceivable process, 
physical, chemical, or mechanical. If 
there was not corroborative evidence of 
the most ample kind from thousands of 
other witnesses, some of high scientific 
repute, I might still feel a hesitancy in 
narrating my own experience; the tran
scendent nature of the fact might awe 
me into silence. But such is its authen
tication now,-that while skepticism Is 
always excusable, the outright denial 
of the phenomenon can proceed only 
from the .ignorant or the reckless.— 
From “The Scientific Basis of Spiritual
ism.”

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
S/VNlT/VRlUM

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to tbe extent ot leu lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Mrs. Lydig Baker very suddenly 
passed to spirit life, from heart failure. 
Deceased leaves a husband and four 
children—two sons and two daughters, 
and a host of friends. The funeral was 
held in the M. E. church, near the Moat 
cemetery. The writer officiating. De
ceased was an old resident of Delaware 
township, Defiance county, Ohio.

F. D. DUNAKIN.

Passed on to the higher life, from 
Fall Brook, Cal., Feb. 18, 1899, McDon
ald Slmco, aged 55 years. Services con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Peters. 
Mr. Slmeo was a faithful Spiritualist, 
and awaited his transition with glad
ness, having no regret other than that 
of leaving his loved ones behind.

MARY GIRD PETERS.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in
* Chicago.

at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 

" many advantages this sanitarium has 
'.-over others are, It is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they can go for 
rest and health. It is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly .educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at
tractive home where invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation. •

It is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region, one mile from 
Ayer depot in the town of the same 
name. Ayer is the junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating Intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
$1 a day upwards. Send all letters to

Passed to spirit-life, at his home near 
Avon, N. Y., on Friday, March 3d, Mr. 
L. 0. Preston, In the 81st year of his 
mortal life. At the home of Brother 
Preston, occurred some years ago, the 
wonderful incident of suspended ani
mation, and preservation of body after 
death of Miss Bonney, a powerful me
dium. The Preston family have the 
record of wonderful spirit phenomena. 
Funeral services were conducted by G.
W. Kates and wife. COR.

James William Fitch departed this 
earth-life, March 3 from his home in 
Milan, Ohio, in the 83d year of his age. 
He was well preserved, and apparently 
was good for many years, when strick
en with paralysis. He has been a resi
dent of Milan for 46 years. He leaves a 
wife and five children to mourn his loss.

He was a Spiritualist by organization. 
He took an active part thirty years ago, 
and for many years in the progressive 
lyceum, and regarded it with unquali
fied approval.

By his request, Emma Rood Tuttle re
cited and sang one of her spiritual 
songs, and Hudson Tuttle gave the ad
dress at the funeral, March 6.

Mr. Fitch had often said to his family 
that he never wanted good-bye said un
til it should be the last word from him 
to earth.

Mr. Tuttle knew nothing of this, but 
when closing the services at the grave 
fie thanked the friends and neighbors 
in behalf of the bereaved friends, and 
in the name of the departed, thanked 
them all and said “good-bye.”

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. ,m., conducted by 
Mr. and:Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday In Hop- ' 
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63d Street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m. Lecture and spirit mes
sages at both services, Mrs. Lora Hol
ton, pastor. Seats free to all services.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in People’s Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt streets, at 3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and । Lake 
streets, City. ’ : '

Tlie Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Washington Hall, Wash
ington Boulevard and Ogden avenue, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. ni. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts the services.

The Spiritual- Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lee- 
ture and tests at 8 p. m.

The First Christian . Spiritual Union 
Society will hold meetings every Sun
day at 3 and 7:30 p. in., in Van Buren 
Hall, Madison street and California 
avenue. Always good speakers and 
test mediums present. Address all com
munications to Mrs, L. J. Vaughn, sec
retary, 247 W. Madison street.

Sunday evening talks, commencing 
Marell 12, 1899, will be given by John 
K. HallowelKFriend John) In hall 309 
Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. Subject: 
“Some Occult History and Incidents.” 
Doors open . 7 p. m.. Exercises com-.1 
mence promptly at 7:45 p. m.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordlngleyfpastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p.m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning,'in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30. 
Sunday-sc-hool begins at 10 a. m.

The Lake 1 .ew ' Spiritualist Union 
meets every Suiiday evening at 1^45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1620. Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. ' Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. .Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited. '

Dr. J. M. Temple will hold meetings 
every Sunday at 4308 Cottage Grove av
enue. 2:20, conference. 7:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests. -

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bramwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets ft Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old plothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o’clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mis. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and Instructive programme. 1

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumbine, lecturer, meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. Tbe White Rose Auxjliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services. _

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner'of Robey streef 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 

.electric cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street. -

Church Students of Nature meets ev- 
bry Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side holds services every Sunday
at 2:30 and 7:30 
street. Lecture 
both .services. 
Cooley, pastor.

p. m. 
and!
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DR. C. E. WATKINS, 

Ayer, Mass.

An Experience of Epes Sar* 
gent with Dr. C. E.

Watkins.
“One good experiment,” says Sir 

Humphrey Davy, “is of more value 
than tlie ingenuity of a brain like New
ton’s.” Let me briefly relate what I 
have elsewhere recorded In detail, 
namely, my own personal experience. 
I give it not as being conclusive, abso
lutely by Itself, but as conclusive rela
tively to the same experience got by 
thousands of competent observers, and 
by many eminent men of science in ail 
parts of the world. I took an entirely 
new, unused slate, which I had bought 
twenty minutes before, to the medium,- 
Charles E. Watkins, in Boston, Sept. 18, 
1877. The slate was what is called a 
book-slate, and was enclosed in stiff 
pasteboard covers. I went well aware 
of all the reports unfavorable to me- 
dlums in general, and to this one in par
ticular. I

After manifesting his clairvoyance by 
telling me what was written on some 
dozen slips of paper, which I had riffled 
tightly ipto pellets—intelligence which 
he could not have got from my mind, in
astimeli as I could not distinguish one 
pellet from another—he permitted me to 
take my own slate and hold it out away 
from him in my left hand. He had 
dropped on the upper surface of the 
book-slate a piece of/late pencil not so 

• large as half of a grain of rice. He sat 
three feet from me, and did not once 
touch the slate. Although there had 
been no opportunity of his even making 
a mark on it without my knowledge, I 
satisfied myself once more, before I 
held it out, that it was entirely clean. 
Instantly there was a sound as of the 
grating of a pencil, and in less than ten 
seconds there was a rap, apparently cm 
the slate. I uncovered It, and . there 

• Was the name bf a departed friend, 
Anna Cora Mowatt. This experiment I 
repeated several times with. Hie'same 
success, getting names and messages 
from friends, which would have been 
nòne tlie leás extraordinary If the me-' 
dlum had known them and their names, 
Sfhlcb he unquestionably-'dld not. - ■

Passed to the higher life, from the 
Methodist Hospital, Omaha, on Friday, 
Feb. 24, Mrs. Amelia Verdan, of Blair, 
Neb. Mrs. Verdan was born In Temp
lin, Germany, in 1852 and came to 
America In 1856. For several years 
past she has been an outspoken and 
earnest worker In the cause of Spirit
ualism. By her transition the Blair 
Spiritual Society has lost a valued 
member. Memorial services were held 
on Sunday, Mar. 5, conducted by Wm. 
E. Bonney and Mrs. M. J. Bonney.

W. E. B.

THELRAREST 
OF DEFERS.

Have you sufferedilrom lesions which 
have become chronic ? Has life been 
robbed of its brightness, the body tor
tured by pain and the mind clouded by 
disease? Have'you sought relief ot your 
family physician, anflfoundafter months 
of patient suffering, that, in chronic and 
obscure diseases he was inexperienced 
and unsuccessful? _ ' • ■ _

Have you ever thought of consulting 
an educated psychic physician?

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs have re
ceived the best medical educations that 
colleges give; they have given their lives- 
to the study, treatment and cure of 
chronic diseases. Extensive foreign trav
el and medical research has ripened and 
supplemented their educations—added 
to which, is the greatest, of psychic gifts, 
enabling them to read the human body 
as an open book. This education, expe
rience and ability is,placed at your dis
posal, and, gratuitously. By Bending 
your name, age, sex and one leading 
symptom, in own handwriting, an abso
lutely correct diagnosis and a beautiful 
volume of rare value will be mailed la
dies who write -

Drs. Peebles&Burroughs
Maple St., Battle Creek. Mich.

1 Thirty-first 
messages at

Mrs. Georgia Gladys

RSTONISHING!
THAT

DOCTOR A. Bi DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP
—OF—r

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
Who, during the past four years, lias 

Successfully Thousands
Treated of Patients

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
' Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
loek of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIAGNOSED Kffi
Address all Mail to '

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

k LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 

-■ sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
Still continues to give

PREE Diagnosis and
-REE Consultation.
YOU Are Invited to Write,
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.
MBS-.S-'f. DkWOLF, INDEPENDENT BLATE 
Hl Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Peycbometriet and Business Medium 
Beadlngs personally, by letter or photograph 11.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mail for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. 877Cf

The following is an extract from a let
ter from one of the leading women of 
the country engagefl In reform work, and 
is similar in tone io many received by 
us, expressing, approbation of our little 
book which- we send free to ladies;
Dr«. PeobiesA Burrouglio, Battle Greek. Micb.:

Dear Doctor«:—I feel that I must thank you for tbe 
little -book you so kJudly 'sent me. Tbe information it 
contains is of -inestimablevalue to tbe ladles of our 
laud. It Is tiometblug every mother should pos
sess, and every true mother should wish to place 
it io tbe hands of her daughter wbeu she shall 
bave reached the ^ge requiring such Information. 
How you can print such a beautiful book and give it 
away free Is a wonder to ma You are doing a noble 
work and your efforts are appreplated. I hope every 
lady wlll avail herself of tbe opportunity to possess 
one of these beautiful little volumes, and that she will 
treasure it away for reference, Yours sincerely,• jir8. -----------------

The following is aa extract from a let
ter from one of the prominent workers 
in the field of Spiritualism and a speak
er ot great ability: •

Dear Doctors:—I wish to thank you for tbe-llttle 
volume I received by mail. I bave read It through 
carefully and must say tbatltfi style is admirable, the 
Information conden^q, and.given in suebn way as to 
be appreciated by e^ry trud woman and readily com
prehended by those not familiar with medical terms 
and Latin phrase«. Every vxoinan should possess a 
copy of it. and we know tbattyour good work dissem
inates useful knowlpdge. Your work meets appre
ciation and you wll|j receive?.» rich reward for your 
labors in behalf of humanity? Yours very truly,

MAJMSFieLD’S 
FAMOUS 

Homéopathie Medicines
Cure Where Others Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp- 
, tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER, 

Cares All Manner of Diseases without 
tbe Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments 
A« well a« If patient came to his office. Send six one* 
cent «tamp« for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av.. 
Chicago, III. '479tf

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Bend 25c to J. M. & M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo., and 
secure a set of these valuable lessons. 48216

MUEHLEN BRUCH,DR. MAX

Medical

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psychometrist, 

and ’

Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO
Symptoms required)/ 2ct.stamps

Remember tQ Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CHEEK, MICH.

Written Delineations, past, present, and one year 
_ lathe future....................................................«2,50
Tbesame, to Foreign Countries......................W 00
Full Life Delineations, Including a Spiritual

Horoscope................................................ »5 00
The same to Foreign Countries.............................. «5 50
Rock from mines read Psychoinetrlcally...............«2 50
Six Questions answered by mail.............................8150

|y8end lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, CaL 481

“THE LYCEUM.”

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of the 

planet’« effect upon the soul’« incarnated dewtlny, to
gether with occult instruction aud discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit
ual powers*, also booklet No 4, of Occult Berle«. Bend 
date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
748 North Pape ave., Chicago, Ill.

Spiritual Church of All Souls. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall, 601 Wells street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m„ and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Irene Dobson and others wlll 
speak. A welcome for all. Admission, 
ten cents.

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 
attendance. '

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose. . . - • • •

Mrs. A. L. VanAntwerp passed to 
splrit-ljfe, after months of patient suf
fering, at her Jome in Prophetstown, 
Ill., Feb. 6, 1899, aged 59 years. Spirit
ualism has lost a staunch friend and 
worker. Her greatest wish In life was 
to teach everyone the grand truth of 
spirit return. Mrs. Jacquet, of Chi^ 
cago, Ill., officiated at the funeral.

- “The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lola 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vance] social reformer. Price 50 cent«. 
For sale ar. this office. '

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price -10 cents. 
For sale at thia office.

“Mahomet, His Btrth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas-. 
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
•«very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this offlee.

«The Watseka Wonder.” To the’stu
dent’of psychic phenomena, thid pam
phlet la intensely interesting; It gives 
detailed accounts of twocasesof “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this offlee. Price 15 cents. .

••Ancient India: its , Language and 
Religions.”. By . Ptof. H.. Old.enberg, 

• The subject is of unusual Interest at 
-the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and instruct, all 
readers, i For sale at this offlee. Paper, 
price 25 cents. ..■

'“Who Are.Tneso Spiritualists and 
What is Spiritualism?’ A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cent«. For

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed To find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply). to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 489

sale at this ofiioe.' -

Healing, Causes and Effeicts
Dr. W. P. Phelon’k latest book, is a 

presentation from thp. spirit side of life 
of the basic priclpl«- of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting. themselves in the 
operation, of healing^ Is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of- “OauSes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
Unes of spirit power; attraction, repul
sion and overcoming^

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementals, and man’s 
power over theunseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlies of the Invisible World are 
described, and their, abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap-

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land. Ohio, No. 61 Wlllowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes wlll find
something- of special Interest in It 
is published weekly. Try it.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by

It

sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when It was first issued. Then you 
could have had In your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library, by subscribing for The

:er. >
The -whole field of man’s relation to 

the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or tlie discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The

Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
in carrying out the'Dlvlne Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.
us

booklet of 100 pages, is proving its 
terest by its salep. Sent on receipt 
fifty cents. For sale at this offlee.

in- 
of

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:—Your 

Elixirs Nos. One andfTwo cured myself 
and wife of the grip in four days. 
Thank the spirit for us, that gave you 
the formula to prepare it, and we wish 
everyone knew of its virtue as we do. 
Enclosed' find . ?3.2fi: for Elixirs and 
Magnetized Compound. We wish to 
have the remedies on hand.

Your true friend'and brother, 
' - ERNEST R. SYDOW.

1550 West 7th streets Los Angeles, Cal.

For 80 days I wlU. send a sample 
package of Magnetised Compound for 
the eyes, for’10 cent® by mail.

Olin ton, Iowa. w B. F. POOLE.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby- A 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written .In a .sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. .Price 
15 cents. .. . >

•■Bight Living." By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method bf teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes,' 
which render, the book more Interesting 
ana more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum, In the hands of mothers arid 
teachers it may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth'$1. ■ For sale, at thia office.

: “Editji Bramley's Vision.” Vivid'"de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this offlee. ,.

Manslll’s Almanac, of Planetary Me- 
■teordlpgy.for 1899. This is-th'e"thirty- 
fourth'annual! publication of this excels 
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable! 
for’those on land and. sea, By Richard 
Mansill. Price 25 cents. . .

“The-Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law of- Spirit 
(Jontrol.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15,cents. For sale at this office. . ...

The Progessiie Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch- with our cause by 
subscribing forrThe Hrogressive Think
er, and also, obtain a« valuable acquisl- 
tlon-to their littra-ry at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs'! $1.20. The 20 . cents 
only a little more thamprepays the post
age, so that-the bookds almost an abso
lute gift, being .paid for out of the reve
nue of the offlcei thus- each subscriber 
sharing the profits off the paper. Sub
scribe at once arid gefcyour neighbor to 
join with you. .

J. S. COOPER. M. D. 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Peychomotry 
and Laws ef Unfoldment, with free reading. For par
ticular« address EMMA BUDER, 704 Central ové., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 488

DO YOU NEED HELP?
Send name, age, sex. aud leading symp
tom, with stamp. You wlll getwbat 

DR. W. W. LATHHOP, 
Dept. 1, Jackson Mich.

DR. J. &WANSON 
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And bls Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many case« where medicine ha» railed. Tee- 
t monlals from all parte of the United States. Send 
«tamp for circulars and term«, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 492

Chronic Disease Specialist, 
40 Years’ Experience.

Send age. name in full; Own handwriting, and by 
aDTHTm I will diagnose your disease FREE OF 
öulKLl CHARGE, Have bad splendid succen 
POWER in my work so far and guarantee satis- 
a v tv ajav factton. When all else fall TRY-ME.
- Enclose 3 two-cent stamps, and address

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL 
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Jos. ROPEöBUCliANAN.
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The Devii and tne-AdVOEälstB»,.
AB Adventist Attack on Spiritualism rett'JlUd.LB»'

KoUiHvu. Pitee. Sceau. - For Mia «I Mt oftev

SAY! 
you need.
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6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter, 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE 
Obsession Cured. 

Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Stamp.
Address No. 60014th st., Oakland,.Cui. 
have never known a more competent, reliable 

and truthful medium for the Bplrlt-world tliiiu Cho«»

“LICHTSTRAHLEN’’
(RAYS 0F LIGHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

Max. Qentzke
West Point, Nebraska.

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Ihdependent Slate Writer. 218 East 42nd Pi. i’bir«eo.

Walter Lynn.

WANTED,
I want you to send me your address for 

“FREE PAPER,” 
Ulllng how you eta ba cured without medicine 

at your own home. Address
4M DR. EABLI, El Dor*4o, Kan«.

OKA 
OLA 

m cures morphine,
HABITS LIQUOR.

Dr, J. L. Gray Co., 315 Dearborn St., 
Chicago, Hl. 485«

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of-refined Therapeutics, Including the 

Bun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cur«, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical attlnity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Students lu four continents bave taken tho 
course. Tho college Is chartered and confers the de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students cau take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to ‘¿53 South Broadway, Los Angqles, Cal. 
Diplomas granted under cither the New jersey 01 
California charter. Bend stamp for catalogue to

441« E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. I)., Dean.

DR, J, S. LOUCKS
1« the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant PliyntofM 
In practice. His cures arc marvelous. Successful« 
all kind« of chronic and acute diseases. When otUew 
fall he cures. Bend blm age. sex, name, lock of hall 
and 6 cts. in stamps and he will send a clairvoyant exr 
amination of your diseases and treat you for only 12.00 
a month.. No leading symptom reeulrcd. Address

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cure««11 forms of stomach, liver and kidnoy dlsaasai 
alsoconstlpatlon. A sure euro tor that tired, worn-oili 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to healm 
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month sent tor,LOO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for core 
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Melted Pebble Spectacles;
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•bowing »tyle« and price« and photo of Spirit Yarm£ 
who developed thia clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjuBt my Melted Pebble Spectacle« a« perfectly t5 
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MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
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North Clark el. Chicago. Engagement« can be made 
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The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one tn tbe world for tho unfoldment of al 
spiritual power«, psyebometry, clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulan, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stemped ad* 
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Your Life Eevealed by the Stars.
“The Light of the Zodiac.” a treatise on planetary 
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FOR RENT.
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Mrs. a. C, WYMAN, magnetic healer
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my weight 47 lbs. by following the suggest
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stamp for particulars. Mrs. J. S. Molesworth 
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Valuable Treatiso on Addiction mailed free. • 
Dr. J. C. HOFFMAN.445 Isabella Bldg.,Cb!cago,IlL

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order,, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. ' v
' Write names and addresses aa plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.
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LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
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“Ooninieflt®1'®8 on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology;" By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B;, of the San'Francisco Bar. 
This book Is of more than ordinary val
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?iuallfied to sift evidence and hrrange 
acts. In cOinpnct form It gives just 

what is needed on .the subject. Paper, 
TO cents. Cloth, $LBA For sale at‘ thia 
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Keep up with the Free Thought, pro
cession!' You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. ¿Art. Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
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postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with-our great movement, and 
will necessarily-lag In the rear. If yon 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.'
— TALLEYRAND’S,~~ 
LETTER TO THE POPE.
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scathing review of Romish idea« and practices Bhoula 
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Or a tew thought« m how to reach ilhat altitude 
Jrhoreaplrlt Is supreme and ah'thing« all) «object to 
t. With portrait.. By Motas Bull. Just the book 
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OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.
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THE AGE OF REASON.
Br Thomas Paine. -Being an Investigation of Tru, 
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Paine’s Theological Works.
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Bv Dr. DellaE. Davi«. A rosary of pearla, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davto. Intended 
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The Occult Forces of Sex

OLD AND NEW 
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BY W. J. COLVILLE.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKEE.
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FORCES FOR GOOD.
Lessons from the Inner Life,

who gave them has caused

To

Of

»

fei.

every one 
lu some

Äe^cbnn efla^eâï
hls d«r-for Ute principal Of tite ltest Protestant churches, organirtng thmn-

years ’
dead men’s habits, methods and

“It takes great strength to train • 
To modern service our ancestral brain, 

lift the weight of the unnumbered

of them to.be violated.
Instances, in matters of this kind, Bro.

■ .

CHICAGO. ILL.. SATURDAY. MARCH 25,1899,

An Address Delivered by B. Fay Mills, in Hollis Street Theater, Boston. Mass., on 
February 5, 1899.

I realize that If this were the only 
message that It would ever be my prlv- 

. ilege to utter, the title and some of the 
. things that will be said upon thls-occa- 

slon might seem to have a touch ot 
ungraciousness. I would be glad to 
speak upon the subject of our indebted
ness to the past; in fact, I have been 
speaking upon it.

We are Indebted unspeakably to the 
dead. We owe our bodies to the dead. 

■ We owe-our material surroundings to 
\the dead. We owe our comforts and our 
luxuries largely to those who have lived 
upon-the earth and have passed from it. 
We owe the development of human cul
ture to the dead. We owe the fact-that 
we can think larger thoughts than any 

’of our ancestors, can have greater vis- 
ioiis, can make wiser plans, can accom
plish them more rapidly aud complete- 

i, ]y—we owe this, also, to the dead. We
' " owe our spiritual development to the

dead; our- ancestors were of the earth 
earthy, some of us are still of the ear th 
eartjly, but man has come to haye.the 
forward look—the upward look. No 
man can say better than Whitman has 
said, what every one of us I am sure

known classical school in Boston said to 
me recently: “Weconduct this school, 
just so far as possible, exactly as it was 
conducted forty years ago.” Here is 
what Emerson said on the subject: “We 
are students of words! Wg are shut up 
in schools and colleges and recitation
rooms for ten or Ifoteen years, and come 
out at last with a bag of wind, a mem
ory of words and do not know a thing." 
He said he' did not know ten* meh who 
had been tea years out of college who 
had remembered the Greek they had 
learned In college. Wendell Phillips said 
very much the same thing, and Emer
son, a little farther on, In the same 
oration on "The New England -Reform
ers,” said:-"In alluding just now to our 
system of education, I spoke of foe 
deadness of Its details. But it Is open 
to greater criticism than the. palsy of Its 
members; it is a system of despair. The 
disease with .which the human mind

selves against progress In religious 
thought. What did Luther stand for? 
Luther stood for the right of private 
investigation^ and of each man being 
the judge of what the Bible taught, and 
of what he ought to think, and of what 
he ought to do. No man Is a Lutheran 
or a Calvinist or a follower of Chan
ning or a disciple of Theodore Parker 
who does not stand to-day. in the front
rank of original human thought and of 
religious progress and development ,

You remember how Lowell says as he 
writes ofothose who came in the May
flower:' ■

“But we make their truth our false
hood,

Thinking that hath made us free. 
Hoarding it du mouldy parchments 
While, our tender spirits flee
The rude grasp of that gi’gat impulse 
That sent them across the sea.” '

It removed. Then the couple go away 
for a certain length of tijne, and then if 
they come back to the ¡jjidge and say 
that it is impossible for them to live 
comfortably together lie gives them 
permission to live apart, We will get 
something like that when we make our 
own laws. I have seen people falsely 
Hve together that wefe no more married 
and no more meant to. be married, than 
men and brutes are meant to' be mar
ried. Will you thlnX of this just as 
though there had never been any dead

ought to feel:
“All forces have been steadily employed 

to complete and delight me;
Now on this spot I stand with my 

robust soul.”
Beyond measure we are indebted to 

the dead, and I shall not disparage our 
debt to-night, when I speak of the other 
side of this same great thought, under 
this title: "The Tyranny of the Dead.

■For 111 as for good we are still largely 
ruled by the dead. Nine-tenths—I do 
not know but ninety one-hundredths— 
of human thinking and human conduct 
to-day is governed by the thinking and 
the conduct of people who are now 
dead. Our customs, our fashions, our 
language, our governments,, our laws, 
even our religions—all these are in
heritances that may be blessings or 
may be tyrannies, received from the 
dead.

■ I wonder if you have paused a mo
ment to think how little we ourselves 
have really originated! This is the day 
of discovery,, this is the hour of inven- 
tlon, nnd vet, living in an age when the 
world seems to us to change almost 

. i yearly, almost hourly, even in this great 
' age, a very large; part^of our thought 

and .conduct is Inspired or limited by 
the dead. All life is a struggle-for life, 
for variation, for originality,' and yet 
there are some of us w’ho have not 
realized, as one has said, that “Life is 
a river and not a lake." We would 
some of us be well described in the 
words of Lowell: “We worship the dead

now labors is want of faith. Me® do 
not believe in a power of education. We 
do not think we can speak to divine 
sentiments in man and we do not try.” 
Certainly that deadly indictment is true 
yet. Where is the school or the college 
that exists for the sake of awakening 
divine sentiments already existing in 
the pupils? Where is the educational 
institution that is founded and admin
istered to-day on faith in the human 
race, and on the progressive, growing, 
thinking, living, developing God that is 
In the human soul? The whole object 
of a school ought to be, not to cram the 
students -with the thoughts of dead 
men, but to awaken originality and 
make the students discoverers and 
helpers of the race by wlirft they may 
contribute to it from their own lives. I 
know of only one school in America 
that Is founded on this plan, and that 
Is Felix Adler’s school In New York, 
where'teachers make it their business 
to study the children, evjen more than 
the chlttlren are expected to study any 
book, and then try to help them along 
the lines in which they ought to grow.

How can the human race grow as It 
might, when our schools are largely 
places simply for the collecting of dead 
men’s thoughts, and the Inoculation of

I shall not tell you What the true re
ligion is, and no other man will. When 
a man attempts to tell what the true re
ligion is, you may put him down as an 
impostor; he cannot db it. By the time 
he lias told it there has come a larger 
thought and - a better conception of 
religion. The true' religion can only 
be compreliended by the last men and 
women, who will be the best men'and 
women who shall live upon this planet. 
Remember that you may justly be 
called irreligious until you get a re
ligion that belongs to you, and until you 
get a religion that you expect to grow 

'with ever}’ growth of your thought and 
every possibility of your development. 
If I wept any tears they would be for 
the numbers of men and women, young 
men and maidens, who in these days 
come to the door of the temple of a 
reasonable faith and, hearing the divine 
call to enter, turn back to lives of 
monotonous conformity, to prevailing 
standards and customs, yielding to the. 
tyranny of ties of blood, of fear of the 
powerful, of regard for mammon and 
of the dread of the curse of a super
stitious ecclesiastlclsm.

We come now to another thing and

men’s laws on the sulljflgt.
When we come to bur economic prac

tice we have touched the hardest thing 
of all. Where do we/get our Ideas of 
property? Do you remember how Whit
man says that he would like to go and 
live with the animals/ giving a number 
of reasons, and then saying because, 
“not one of them is afflicted, with« the 
mania of owning things.” Where did 
we get the mania of owning things? 
We Inherited it from -other dead riia- 
nlacs. The worship of. property is a 
legacy from the dead. . Why should we 
worship money and property- and exalt 
the people that have lt,;almost making 
idols out of' those who are very 
wealthy? The question was. asked to
day at the forum as to 'whether It was 

' right for people to Inherit money from 
their ancestors. Why fs it right for a 
person who used to,'live oh foe earth 
and- has-gone away' to still control 
money? Old Jacob Astqr will,control a 
large part of the most valuable real 
estate in New York for ‘ninety-nine 
years after his death, rfnd the people 
that live there and Use the property 
have little to say as tb how it shall be 
used. Why should dimd men tell pro
fessors at certain iemlnarleS-what they 
should teach people, In. the twentieth

come to some injunctions of our courts, i 
Mr. Debs Is, I .believe, a very noble i 
man; but if Mr. Debs had been a mur- i 
derer and an adulterer and a robber and 
everything that we regard as wicked, it 
would have been an infamous trnag 
that he could have been deprived om 
liberty without a fair trial, for a period 
of six months, and then the Supreme 
Court of the United States two years 
later decide that lie is an innocent man, 
and so imprisoned unrighteously and 
Illegally. Recently when one of our 
editors, was thrown Into prison here in 
Massachusetts for criticizing one of our 
greatest monopolies while a trial of one 
of its employes was going on, one of 
the most distinguished lawyers in 
Massachusetts wrote a, letter to the 
papers in which lie said that this priv
ilege of injunction was inherent in the 
courts and that »many of our wisest 
lawyers believe that this privilege of 
imprisoning men by injunction is one 
that cannot be taken from our courts 
even by legislation. That Is enough to 
paralyze an American citizen! I be
lieve that ten wise men could make a 
juster legal system in a month than,we 
have to-day. Nine-tenths of all our 
laws are concerned with property in
terests. and TCouid be absolutely un
necessary under' a righteous and just 
economic system. ,

And what do we do with our prison
' ers? Instead of trying .to make them 

realize that they are men, we make 
them understand that henceforth they 
are to be scorned by their fellows. And 
if a man commits murder—the man to 
whom -we ought to devote our most 

. earnest ministry, if we are his brotb- 
; ers—we kill him. And what does that 
■ mean? Capital punishment is a social 
i crime for which there Is no excuse—for

that inspired them, falling to realize 
that our privileges are equal to theirs 
superior to theirs—that we may bellgve 
more and know more and hope more 
and love more and achieve more, that 
we have a living God revealing himself 
In living men, for the need and for the 
endowment of the living-age.

“Let the dead past bury its dead, 
while vye Indeed “act in the living pres
ent” and endeavor to bequeath to our 
descendants better blood, better laws, 
better customs than our ancestors gave 
to us, and. with them the two great 
words Freedom and Progress.

Kindly Criticism ort a Recent t 
Work. ,

our people with them. '
I quote again frpm Emerson in his 

essay on “Self-Reliance:” “Familiar as 
the voice of the mind is to each, the 
highest merit we ascribe to Moses, 
Plato arid Milton, is that they set at

century? You would better wed your 
daughter to a dead man than to send 
your children to study In such Institu
tions, for either the professors have to 
teach only what dead men taught and 
wrote or else have to perjure them
selves when they spy that they will 
teach It! What an ojitrngeohsly ridicu
lous thing that people who live on the 
earth, some of them jiundretls of years 
ago, should control our education, and 
state what we shall, study and how we 
shall study it! ’

Carry this a little farther: The United 
Slates'lssues bonds for thirty years or 
fifty years,,legally it could Issue bonds 
for one hundred yjars if .it pleased. 
That mepns that otw government says- 
to the people,who,wbl Hye dri the earth 
after we aye in ou'rtgravpm.;:"You will 
have to pgy for trie thing's “.that we 
wanted.” I believe In (some rights of ’ 
the dead over property,-but I believe 
more in the rights of the living to prop
erty, and more than that, I believe In 
the rights of.'flie unborn. That is what

I we ought to.Uve for; we are worse than 
Chinamen—a good many of us—in our

which there is no shadow of excuse— 
except that dead men killed other dead 

men because they could; It is Inherited 
from barbarous dead men—and is a con
fession of the weakness and the cow
ardice and the impotence of society, as 
well as a confession of our lack of faith

Life the ego, the nucleus of being! 
What wonderfully grand and intricate 
forms are fashioned for It to operate in 
and through! How complex and deli
cate, yet strong, is the mechanism of 
man, and how litany are the pleasant 
and painful experiences from the cradle 
to the grave. So many fluctuations in 
circumstances as results of .existing 
conditions issued' by unsolved causes, 
are the experiences of mankind at 
large, that many do not consider life to 
be the boon that it really Is, but look 
upon all that falls to their lot as hard
ships from which they seek relief, In
stead of trying to learn why these expe
riences come and what benefit they 
may derive therefrom to fit themselves 
for higher assignments and greater 
blessings. \ ‘
ASPIRATION, INSPIRATION, RES

PIRATION.

The Ten Commandments Analyzed, 
By W. H. Bach, author1 of Big Bible ' 
Stories aud Other Works. Lily Dale, 
N. Y. W, H. Bach, Publisher, 1891).

The above is the title page of as neat 
and trim a looking pamphlet as has 
come to my address in a long time. As 
a publisher of neat and tasty literature 
Brother Bach is a success. It is in him; 
he cannot help making a tasty looking 
job. .

That Brother B. is a rising staramong 
Spiritualistic writers, all when they be-
come acquainted with his writings will , 
be compelled to admit. His books, are j, 
not only for the most part able and log- 
leal, but there Is generally a spirit of • 
candor and fairness In them which all, 
lovers of fair play will be glad to ob
serve. . T

Mr. Bach does not criticize the Ten.-z 
Commandments so much to find faulj;^ 
with them per se, as he doesto shbw how 
that after being given, the same God

corpse of old King Custom.” .
I can only stir you up to think your 1 

own thoughts to-night. I do not need 
to more than suggest the subject. I do 
not doubt that since the announcement ' 
Was made last week of this topic that 
more powerful sermons have been 
preached to some of you by your own 
thought than could be delivered by any 
voice from any’ platform.

■ The tyranny of/the dead over the In- 
divlduaK Apparently at least no ona 
of us chose where he would be born, or

- when, or how. 'No one of us selected 
his father or his mother, so far as we 
are aware. We did not Choose our sur
roundings; we did not decide whether 
we would lib rich or poor. We did not 
settle the question of our mental abill-

’ ty; we did not decide concerning our 
moral and spiritual character. We did 
not decide whether we would inherit 
health or- disease. So far ,as we are 
conscious, we did not even choose 
whether we would be Africans or 
Americans.

Once in a while a man realizes some- 
"‘thing of how he is the slave of the past, 

nnd rises up and says: “I will be free!” 
but he does not take many steps before 
he finds that he is immeshOd in a web 
that he cannot break, before he stum
bles into a’trap or net, and finds that 
his so-called freedom Is elusive and 
delusive. Says Mrs. Stetson:

naught books and traditions, and spoke 
not what men, but what they' thought” 
With notable exceptions, and with a. 
generally growing tendency for the 
better, our education now is still largely 
a worship of the dead. The true teacher 
Is the one who will say, in the words of 
the poet that I quoted a minute ago: 
“Stop this day and night with me and 

you shall possess the origin of 
all poems,

You shall possess the good of the earth 
and sun (there are millions of
suns left),

You shall no longer fake things at 
,., second or third hand, nor look 

through the eyes of the dead, nor 
feed on the spectres in books,

You 'shall not look through my eyes 
either nor take things from me,

You shall listen to all sides and filter 
them from yourself.”

How could there be a more neatly 
Ideal utterance for' a teacher and 
trainer of youth?

The educational system that is fast 
passing away has been a stronghold of 
every superstition; the education to 
come will be the guarantee of progress.

When we come, In the third place, to 
religion, I shall not pause 'very long, 
because we all of us know that nothing 

‘helps dead ideas and customs like the 
religious sanction. To give you Emer
son again: “Whoso would be a man 
must be a non-conformist. * ♦ ♦ I

ideas;
To hold that back with one hand aud 

support
With the other the weak steps of a new 

. ' thought
"But the best courage ninn hqs ever 

shown ..... ■'
Is daring to eut loose and think alone. , 
Dark as the unlit chambers of clear 

- space _ . •
Where lights shine back from no re

. .fleeting face. ,

am ashamed to 4hink how easily we 
capitulate to badges and names, to j 
large societies and dead institutions.” 
We need" to realize that what has been- 
called religion Is itself on trial, and no . 
man with a brain Is a religious, man 
(because he cannot be an honest man) . 
unless he hns first settled the question 
as to what religion Is and whefoer a 
man is meant to be religious: Some 
people think we are not; and some of 
the noblest helpers of the race think 
that religion is only a phase In the 
development of the rase. -

“But to think new—it takes a courage. 
• grim ’ . .

As led Columbus over the world’s brim.
To think it, cost some cobrage; And 

to go— • *
Try It. It taxes every power you know.

When we come to the question of edu
cation we find ourselves enslaved by- 
fie dead! Why do we have such, a com
plicated grammar? ' W.hy do. such slim 
ilarly-speiled words ag cough, rough, 
plough, dough, hough, have-such dlffei»- 
ent sounds? 'It was the way. that' dead 
men spelled. It is time we went to the 
roots of all things, and found out how 
silly we are in many respects. It is time 

- ■ that we examined our system of the 
development bf the young . to see 
whether It is sane or insane, whether it 
really is education dr whether. It is slm- 

” ply cramming the youth full of the 
thoughts of deadimen.» I should.hardly 

~ dare, for fear I might- be misunder
stood,'to speak as emphatically,as I 
think on the subject, so I will fall back 
on our great prophpt Emerson. Our 
modern system of education hns not

There are'people who seem to think 
that because they have inherited ortho
Box opinions they are religious; .and 
there are other people who think'that' - 
because they have'inherited certain so- 
ctilled liberal opinions that they are 
religious. And there are some of the 
people who pass for liberal people'to- 
day who ’ are taking tiie thoughts of. 
dead men that were liberal In their time 
but are illiberal in ours, and are using 
these great thoughts of the liberators of 
the past as clubs with which‘to smite 
the sons of .the prophets. There are 
people‘ who call theuirielves “Channing 
Unitarians.” I had supposed that a 
Unitarian was a man with his eyes 
open, and his faceto tl»front, one”“-, 
wotìjd try to tlilnk for hlmsdt as Cham 
rifagli.—o'-- 
people menu who call themselves 
"Channing Uhitarians” IS that they are 

’trying to hold‘the views of à people 
forty or flftv years ago on religious sub
jects, and s(ill pass’for liberal people. 
They have been standing there saying, 
“I am liberal,’-’- arid the procession has 
swept on past them. Take people that 
are called by the name of Calvin; the 
glory of Calvin was that' he was a. re
former what broke away from the old 
traditions, and from everything. that 
seemed to him' like superstition—how 
can n man be a Calvinist and believe 
what Calvin believed, any more than 
Calvin could have been a true man and 
believed what people believed 300 years 
before his time? Then we have the

in all humanity. ■
Politically! I say to a man, how are 

you politically? And he says, “I be- 
long”—mark the expression—“I belong 
to the Republican party;” "I belong to 
the Democratic party.” You “belong 
to it; you seem to be proud of your 
slavery; even the Southern negroes did 
not glory' In the yoke they wore, and , 
did not rejoice that they belonged to 
any master. But consider politics in a 
larger sense than this. People who 
have studied the question tell us that 
■England Is thirty years ahead of the 
United States In its process of social 
digestion. We are told this Is because 
England has no written constitution. I 
think it may well be doubted whether 
an ultimate democracy can have a 
written constitution. What does tl\e 
American constitution say in the pre
amble? Among other objects we find 
this: “To secure the blessing of liberty 
to ourselves and our posterity, we, the 
people of the United States, do ordain 
and establish this constitution.” What 
does a constitution become when we 
worship it? What does a constitution 
do when we find it hard to amend it? 
It binds upon us the yoke of dead men, 
and Is used to defeat Its own object 
They establish it to bring liberty to us; 
let me say, if sou please, what kind of 
liberty-I like; let the twentieth century 
say how it likes its liberty and in what 

| form. If we have a written constitution

that is social custom. Have you ever 
rend Mr. Foss’ poem entitled “The Calf 
Path?” Do you know why in Boston 
we have to walk three miles when we 
only ought to walk one? I cannot read 
all of this poem on the Calf Path, but 
it gives the answer to the conundrum 
tha-t I have just propounded— ------------ „ . .

“One davrthrough the prlmeval wood worship of the dead; we need rathet to 
A calf walked home as good calves worship those who are yet to come upon 
“ «hnnid-------- this earth. ,

mndn n’trnil all bent askew, Why should the wealthy man be oura crooked trail m> all Svado Idol? Why should the‘character and 
Since tten three hundred years have tae issue XyT Why

^d I infer the calf Is dead ” , “f^VaX^f^^ gam
A dog sees the path an,d takes it, a b]erg> dlgnlfled py ..the name of the 

bell-wether sheep is looking for a Btock Exchange? Wh? should ma
passage and sees the calf path and I clllnery (one of q0(i>'s greatest gifts to 
takes it and the other sheep follow on man) enslave men and make them idle, 

“And many men wound in and out when it ought to ' make all men
And dodged and turned and bent powerful and free and rich? Why i Vav’eIt

about I should men work ten hours n. <Jay under pflKnv nhan&ed as the growing In-
And uttered words of righteous wrath the hard conditions of the present Xisdence of the people
Because ’twas such a crooked path, when plenty might be produced for all teHige c a a o minister to
But still they followed-do not laugh- if they worked less time under easy W“t aemanu. J- Harvard 'the The first migrations of that calf.” circumstances? Why should 100 000000 Eng'a“d a ptofessor of Hazard, the
After a time the forest became a lane Wfe ¡¡rOh«pm nqveIm free scholar, the poet, th g , 

the lane becomes a road, the road ft^ h"n^ fobe^suppertS “Though we break our fathers’ promise 
becomes a village street, the village people In^America goto uea supper« W€ have nobler duties first;
street becomes a city’s crowded thor- Why should S.OTQgO^mericau t0 humanlty is the traitor
oughfare— stretch out their pleading hands in vain I most accursed;“And soon the central street was this for wori:? Why shori{d one-fourth óf I Man Is more than constitutions; better

Of a renowned metropolis, the population of this ¡most prosperous ■ rot beneath the sod,
And men two centuries and a half country have no lelsurri? There is only Than be true to church and state, while.
Trod in the footsteps of that calf, Jne answer—we, are tlje willing slave» we are doubly false to God.
They followed still his crooked way, of the despotism of the dead. * What kind of a government is this?
And lost a hundred years a day; I Now about the administration of jus- A five-headed government: h irst, the 
For thus such reverence is lent ycey op; you ever think how justice constitution; second, the house of rep
To well-established precedent I *q8 dispensed with," as Mrs. Parting- resentatlves; third, the senate; fourth, 
But hotf the wise old wood-gods laugh ton snyg ln 0Ur courts? What is a court the president and fifth, the supreme 
Who saw the first primeval, calf.” I for ana wflat does It actually do; whait court. I do not believe there is more 
I think this is more than equal to governs the court that- govérrife us? than one power in Europe-that has as 

Lamb’s story of the Chinaman’s roast Dead men? Hundreds’ of laws that irresponslbie and despotic a government 
nle You know it, how they discovered dead men made, apd thousands of as is afforded tn America by t.eid 
roast ni" when a house burned down precedents, that dead inen established, clslons of our supreme court. We d 
ttmt had’sX nigs in it; and ever after machinery of dead men, have caused not elect the members; we cannot^con- 
when thev wanted roast pig they put our courts to be the; despair of all ex- trol them, and their decision is absolute 
pigs-in arouse arid burned the house cept the unjust and-the rich and the and final; ttJ^ough the decisi onof t 
P 8 powerful. Mr. Lawyer, how can you supreme court of thirty years ago may

Whv would & man be arrested who have the face to, sneer at an orthodox be directly opposed to the supreme 
a ivoman’s dress down Washing- minister? You are a thousand times court of to-day, government by the peo- fon irtU’Zi a”womar? be arresti more bigoted than hfcie-he 'has had pie has not fa led. Government by the 

who wore’a mante .garments in Boston,] some modern, though^, but your busi- people, has . th wnitine
when In Turkey -the women ‘wear ness has allowed youfo have none. Tell When the old died,_ the^wa ting 
trnnsers and the men wear skirts? me,‘if you can, wha| real, vital, vigor-, populace bowed their beads and cried, 
There is onlv one answer—dead meri ous improvements thér^has been in the “Le Roi est mort. and themtaking a and women did It, that is all! Why do adririnlstratlonfof qu|^Courts ofjustlce kmg breMh they cried in salutation,, 
thn mnn wp'ir funeral garments? Why while the world-has?fairly ‘JeapecI along Vive le Roi. »
should not we be as well decorated as iri-bther respects, eteri'¡irreligious Im- Many have mourned as they have re-
t^women.? z * . proveipent of the; most., supersUtious ce ved. the tidings of the passing of

’Dead men dressed this way. Why dénorhìnatlons that .exist Iri; America? I ■ aristocratic auttority and have wept 
did vou women sweep • the snow-clad believe that the administration of our out the words,. .Uie king is dead. It is 
sidewalks with your Plong skirts to- coirrts is vastly woYie.thiS the admin- time for Us to shout with unrestrained 
night? iWliy do you wear corsets and istratlon of our churches!; Lawyers are exultation,, long live the P«»^- -.
rtnrs? -•Because dead women did it. supposed to be! officers of’ justice, but And why does nation .fight with na- 
Why" do we consider women inferior to how they bewlldnr.us, how'.tliey become tlon?. dead fathers were
man? Whv' do we .bar some.-of the l advocates òf injustice! One lawyer is I tigeis and brutes. • noblest' and most-intelligent creatures I always an advocate 'of; injustice in i Let us wake up and be.oprsfelves;.let 
that we know anywhere In the universe I every case that is'tried! "There is not us prove all things, counting nothing 
out of Harvard and Yale Universities? manv people in tills room'ito-nlght who too sacred for our Investlgatipiis,- holm SSssd mws s-s wjaw»» 

themselves? AVhv do we permit’them they, with our courts and [our lawyers, the good, until with the progress of the themselves? w ny aa_we_piimii wem y, th’At grinds the ages that may become evil In Its. time.

These three form a beautiful Interact
ive trinity which If heeded will nu-ture 
life well and make it strong to manifest 
Itself In general beneficence. Mortals 
who are at-one-ment with this trinity 
become beacon lights for the masses 
and their natural leaders. At the pres
ent time the world is blessed with many 
such and they work jointly with the 
celestial workers to free humanity from 
all forms of mental and physical slav
ery and to educate them in all that is 
needful for their becoming truly useful 
upon earth, and to fit them for the fu
ture states of life toward which they 

‘journey. The true reform of the world 
has begun and will be pushed to a hap
py consummation.
RELIGION, SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

This Is another trinity which; as It be
comes more interactively pri#tieal, will 
reveal clearly the separate importance 
of each branch and its power in unison.

Bach appears to carry matters farther 
than facts will warrant. It is more 
easy for a young author to be hyper- 
grlrical than It is for him to fall short 
in his criticisms. There are a few ex
amples of this kind in this book, two of 
which I will point out. On page 34, 
under the heading, "Cannibalism Or
dered,” he has the following:

“If God gave any command In the 
Bible he gave this one. ‘And ye shall 
eat the flesh of your sons, and the flesh 
of your daughters shall ye eat.” Levlt-

On the pivot of this trinity, the forces 
for humanity’s general yeal converge 
and radiate forth in their purity, each 
ray bearing its own label and declaring 
its own purpose in both simple and com
plex service of Interactivity, to uplift 
humanity and bring the means of com
fortable living even to the poorest as 
well as the Improvement of the Intel
lectual and spiritual'status.

LOVE, TRUTH AND JUSTICE.
These three form the motive that in

cites to action those among mankind 
who are brlmfull of good will toward 
all; but at the helm, keen intelligence is 
necessary to discern how the natural 
condition of the variously enslaved 
masses must be met and treated, before 
love and pity can perform their benefi
cent labors among them for the desired 
results. The purest love and pity are 
too frequently wasted because misdi
rected and misapplied; hence the three 
factors working together, become a 
power needed to enact and enforce 
those changes for thought and conduct, 
which will become productive of peace 
and good will, in the wake of which 
will follgw all sought-for blessings to 
the human family.

INSPIRATION.

lens xxvl29; Deuteronomy xxviil;53. 
‘The fathers shall eat the sons andxthe 
sons shall eat the fathers in the midst 
of thee.’ Ezekiel v:10. Substantially 
the same is stated in Jeremiah xix;10.”

I have quoted the above in full In or
der to avoid anything like a misrepre
sentation of Brother Bach, who will, I 
hope, take this club out of the hand of 
those who would criticise him not in 
the same friendly spirit as is here done. 
The fact is, there is no command for 
cannibalism in these nor any other texts 
in the Bible. The texts quoted are mere 
predictions of what will happen as a.re- 
sult of a certain course of conduetr.Thc 
same thing has happened with ’other 
nations and smaller assemblages of peo
ple on many occasions.

Lev. xxvl, and Deut. xxvllt. are both 
supposed to be given as predictions of 
dire distress which should come upon 
the Hebrews as a result of disobedi
ence. In this distress they should even 
be driven to the extremity of eating the 
flesh of their own sons and daughters 
and fathers. “Ye shall eat the flesh of 
your sons,” is not a command to eat tho 
flesh of their offspring, but a prophecy 
of what they would be compelled to do 
as a result of their disobedience. Each 
of these chapters makes this perfectly 
plain. In Deut. xxvlli, he tells them in 
verse 51 w’ha.t shall come upon them, 
and in verse 53, that they shall eat the 
fruit of their own bodies. The same 
canon of interpretation will explain the 
verses quoted in Ezekiel and referred 
to In Jeremiah.

Brother Bach’s comments on the com
mand, “Thou shalt not covet,” are 
equally as misleading as his comments 
on the sixth commapdment. On page 
51 Brother Bach says:

“The Bible says ‘Thou shalt not cov
et.’ It also says, ‘Tnou shalt covet;’

It is at all times commensurate’to as
piration. Like attracts like. Lofty de
sires and thoughts, even in a worldly 
sense, draw their corresponding sup
plies of Inspiration. For this reason, 
the Greeks became wise in worldly wis
dom. Under their ¡inspiration Roman 
energy became a mighty civilizing pow
er and its conquests Were nearly all 
completed under Julius Caesar, which 
enabled the Imperial city to draw to it
self the-wealth, culture and art treas
ures of the world, so that from that 
time to the fall of the empire, it was 
only necessary to maintain w’hat had 
already been obtained. That was the 
nation’s period of unequaled content, 
until it drew near another time-mark, 
when the fall of the mighty empire was 
consummated; then discontent and stu
por covered all as a hideous night 
Draw your lessons from this. Infinite, 
Intelligent Spirit presides over the uni
verse, natural laws are its instruments, 
angels and mortals its servants and na- 
.trire’s forces its agents to carry out its 
designs. MRS. M. KLEIN.

Van Wert, 0.

£“secShooi: andi“tend machines, and areali parts of a grinds flw. ages that «vü ^1^-
Jhan- rear children, and not allow them- to souls out of .men:“,Judd»- find juries Let us be tolerant oI tne outgrown, ana 

thi ^te? T1,^d4Mn^aaf wavr: *** ero^or “stonate purification. ,
* mentì- who call themselves men ■ arranged things that way..-, - -, . . »iu-a iaIy- 'nV'in "nviihìnrv At whnt noint has come Into' the lives. mvau,, uuu v , -. ... . . m-nw|-nw customs are hettet than in their way, but look at an oramai y At -\\nui pumi u<ib iuiui;iuiu.uieu>t»

mple ¡the marriage customs, of-the aborigines trial in «>^gh its weary, of thé gréat heroes,Of the pastdhe
wéleâfl'thënî,U but“ltbev“Ä‘“be I to^th ÄrönMwö/ three,“four, some-1 power to influence men and to make 

vristlv Imnroved Our divorce customs times fivè;;teh<and,' éveri thirty years, I history. It was when they.were willing 
might bTgroativ improved. Why do and see h'OW wigkrtl;nnd ridiculous it is to step out of dead men’s shoes when 
nygnt ne giuiu} luiyuMcu. »»• v uv . . . ininr son they tore from their wrists the shackles• wn mnT.-n n wnmnn live With Jl ulUtG I 10 Ciiil» ui«ti jusuiXf • uuimouu । . i .
afteri she discoversThe is a brute? Be- our- witneSses-Mnriocgbtj.men who are dead men had bound upon them, when 
cause we think ümt dead men said that unfortunate enough to! witness a,crime, they said, “This draught of. the foun- 
she^houlcl^nSwito^rland.wherehll who, because,(they atefpbor and cannot tain of troth is not full and fresh 
th^ncoule have a right'to make tlielr be balled, nr'e.putJlihfad the bars, enough: we must come W the-fountain- 
lows Or?ovlse them If they please, when while we-know.how,nXiFeriminnls are head ami draw and drlnkYor pursq ves, 
.Ä1 Inmern indue shrtn’g that nt liberty.-. It is poÿible. in Massachu- Land ouy generation.” To-day ., there 
they cannot agréé to live comfortably setts tq keep an inno^ept man In Jail for seems.à drcar, dead level In art, in 
HZthe lodge is required flrot of tetf’yèaro IFM M'Ä to witness a poetry, In mus c,_ In statecraft, in re- 

Ftortake then out to dtaner, andfhey' crime arid do« notOè money, enough .llgiônTln a l their- finer expresslons- 
« t together around the table'and'the so that hé may.be sétïrëe on ball. . . b.écaùse we are trying to drink of the 

wkh them^^llkh a-fnther nnd : We have somethfag-.worse than that!- cup -that .dead, men emptied, and be-,

to feee what the real difficulty is add get I perialfem we n when w»|-their,glassy eyes,to behold the visions

. FOREGLEAMS.

'I anr waiting, only waiting ■ 
U Till the clouds of earth go by;

"Only, waiting, for the rating ’
Of my record—low or high; . •

’Arid a voice' so full of kindness, 
Speaks across the mortal blindness;

; “Brother, spirit cannot, die.” 
1 am dreaming, sw’eetly dreaming, 

In the twlliglrt of my ¡Jay; .
■ Of the seetrilrig of the gleaming

Of a light across the bay; . 
And a voice is sweetly calling, . 
Calling, its the night is. falling;

, “Do not tarry on the .way.” . .
I am going, yes, I’m going 
■ To that land beyond’my dream; '
I am going iri the flowing ’..

Of life’s ever-running stream; . 
And the voice of Nature speaking, 
Tells iriy spirit that its seeking 

■ “Is its. sunlight's golden gleam.” 
Ob, tiie meetings arid the greetings

In. the silence .of thn,t:sphere; , 
Oh, tiie meetings and coinpletlngs

Of the loving started here;
. Ob; the words of love unspoken, 

In the silence there unbroken,
■ In their trueness will appear.

DR. T. WILKINS.

‘covet earnestly the best gifts.’ I. Cor., 
xil:31.

This leads the reader to infer that one 
of these commandments is against the 
other. The fact Is, there Is no com
mandment which says in tiie abstract, 
“Thou shalt not covet.” If the w’hole 
commandment had been quoted in-» 
stead 6f a part of a sentence taken 
from it. and handed out as a whole, the 
error would have been apparent. The 
Bible commands us to covet; of course 
Ij does, and the ten comnmnjlments do 
not, when correctly read and inter
preted teach a contrary doctrine. Now 
read the tenth commandment, as it Is 
recorded in Ex., xx, or in Deut. v„ and 
it will be seen that Brother B. was aim
ing his deadly missiles at a man of 
straw, instead of the real command
ments! Ex., xx:17 says “Thou shalt 
not covet thy neighbor’s bouse, thou 
shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife, nor 
his man servant, nor his maid servant, 
nor- his ox, nor his ass, nor anything 
that ls»thy neighbor’s.”
' Deut. v:21 says: “Neither shalt thou 
desire thy neighbor’s wife, neither shalt 
thou covet thy neighbor’s house, his 
field, or his man servant or his maid

-servant, his ox or his ass, or anything 
that is thy neighbor’s.” • ‘

Now I submit that there Is nothing in 
either of these prohibiting anyone from 
coveting spiritual gifts—even the best 
ones.' Nor is there anything In either of 
them forbidding their coveting all the 
wealth there is in the bowels of the 
earth. ■

The .third set of ten commandments 
as correctly given by Brother Bach on 
pages 53 and 54 say not a word about 
coveting... ‘

With the exception of a few such 
things as I have mentioned, Brother,; 
Bach has made a book calculated to set 

' people to thinking along new Unes. I 
hope this book when expurgated as it 
should be; will-meet with n large sale.

. MOSES HULL.

' Man while he loves Is never quite de- 
.praved.—Lamb. _ t

: Too riiuch gravity argues a shallow 
mind.-^Lavater. ■/.

Lying is a certain marie-of cowardice; 
—Southern. ■ • ,>
’ . Good is no good; but if it bo spend; 
God giveth good, for no other end.— 
Spenser, ■ ■ ■
■ There never was any heart truly, 
great and geiierous that was not also 
tender and compassionate.—South.-

’ Fraud and.declt are ever.In a hurry. 
Take time for all things.—Franklln._

More helpful that all wisdom or coun- 
■ sei Is one draught of simple human ■

piety that will not forsake us.—George, 
’ Eliot.
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- THREE BAD BILLS.
Attempted Vicious. Medical 

Legislation.
' Jefferson said “that people is-gov- 
erned best that is governed least”.

An able English writer says that the 
best'legislation in.England during the 
last half century aud more has been 
tliat which repealed previous legisla
tion. •

One of the greatest evils of govern
ment is over-legislation, Intolerance Is 
constantly seeking ways for restricting 
personal liberty.

Narrow-mindednhss, bigotry aud zeal 
‘ without knowledge areJalways trying^, 

to secure coercive measures to enforce 
the recognition of doctrines and observ
ances. .. , , ,

Bigotry is always working for legisla
tion to encroach upon the natural rights 
of man; for legislation to compel the 
entire population to act in ways which 
are assumed, often contrary to trulli 
and justice, to be the ways commanded 
by divine authority., .

Greed is ingenious, alert, and persist
ent, especially in these times, in de
vising schemes to secure legislation 
always of course in the professed luter

' ests of the dear people-to fleece the 
masses for the benefit of classes, foi 
the enrichment of professions, trades, 
and corporate and private Interests of 
one kind and another. . ,

When suclr bills as those here noticed 
are introduced, the fact should be borne 
in mind that the primary object of gov
ernment is tlie protection of the people 
in the exercise of their rights, not to 
give one class an, advantage xover 
others, and not to interfere with per- 

■ sonal action where it does not encroach 
on the rights of others. .

Recently the presidents of two or 
three of the larger universities of Illi
nois tried to influence the legislature to 
pass a bill forbidding any institution 
having a permanent endowment of less 
than $100,000 to issue diplomas, or to 
confer degrees. The scheme failed.

Degrees and'diplomas do not amount 
to very much these days. These honors 
aud distinctions are bestowed too often 
upon those who have the money to pay 
for them with but small mental qual
ifications. “A. M.,” “A. B.,” “B. A., 
“D. D.,” “Ph. D.,” “LL. D.”—what do 
they signify? Many of the great uni
versities of tbe United States are eager 
to confer degrees upon any man who 

Jias gained distinction in whatever line 
• of thought or action, regardless of the 

■ propriety of tlie degree, if tlie celebrity 
or the notoriety of tlie person hon
ored (?) may reflect a little imputed 
merit upon the Institution.—

Dewey achieved a naval victory and 
became a national Idol. Universities 
supposed to stand for scientific, legal 
and literary acquirements vied with 
one another in’ bestowing upon him de
grees which have in his case no rele
vance and no. purpose beyond asso
ciating ids fame with the names of the 
Institutions.

A degree or diploma Is of value in 
proportion as the institution that gives 

- jt confers It with strict regard to 
specific merit. Some of the higher in
stitutions are ready to bestow, for a 
price, degrees up6n persons irrespective 
of qualifications. This they do, of 
course, in ways which secure them 
from lihbillty of exposure.
' Under the circumstances any effort to 
'prevent smaller Institutions conferring 
degrees is open to the suspicion of be
ing from interested and corrupt mo
tives. Tlie larger colleges are the 
greatest offenders. .

The.evil results are the greatest in 
giving degrees in medicine, dentistry, 
etc., which confer upon the recipients 
the right to practice, affecting the 
health and practical well-being of com
munities. .

But tbe attempts of the larger in
stitutions to make the amount of money 
which a college or university com
mands the criterion of its fitness to be
stow degrees, should be opposed and 
defeated as often as they are made. It 
is better that present evils continue 
and Increase until they arouse the peo
ple to the importance of taking action 
to secure the adoption of just measures 
to prevent charlatanry and malpractice 
without discriminating against real 
merit in the interests of any university 
clique or combination, than to favor 
such legislation as that which was de
feated at Springfield the other day.

Another bill was introduced in the 
Illinois legislature, the ostensible object 
of which is to “regulate and restrict the 
sale of compounds or preparations of 
drugs or chemicals which may be 
poisonous or deleterious to health,” but 
the real object of which is to reduce to 
a minimum the advertising and sale of 
proprietary medicines, in the interests 
of the medical profession aud of cer
tain drug compounding-companies.

The bill makes it “unlawful .for any 
person to sell at retail any compound or

sold in Illinois, must- pay a fee to the 
board of pharmacy, which may forbid 
such sale .altogether. J .

Patent or proprietary'-medicines are 
the medicines of thfi people. To these 
medicines the physicians us a class are 
opposed because their sale lessens the 
demand: for special medical prescrip
tions. But why should the people be 
prevented buying such medicines as 
they want? , .

As to drugs that are poisonous, phy
sicians prescribe them every day. . Mer
cury, strychnine, ete., are among the 
most approved remedies ot the pro
fession. .

Patent or proprietary medicines gen
erally are probably as harmless as 
special prescriptions by physicians. 
Most of tiiem are Indeed prescriptions
which have been used with 
cess that theirjiuthors have 
patented; aud the "demand 
through years attests their

such suc- 
had them 
for them 
value. A

preparation of drugs or chemicals for 
use ns a medicine either internally or

THE FOUL REST OF COUfiT|RFElTERS]
Educated for the Express Villainous Purpose to Deceive 

and Defraud the Public, e

They Fatten on Their lll-Qotten Gains, jyhile Jlonest Mediums 
' ' Suffer. r ’

■ ■ ■ _ j.u .-‘'i -, ■

EDUCATED TRICKSTERS
How They Carry On Their 

Nefarious Work.

large proportion of.them have been pre
pared under the direction of physicians 
or chemists whose knowledge and skill 
greatly surpass those of the average 
physician. ’

And yet 'tlie bill introduced in the^ 
Illinois senate by Mr. Bollinger would' 
prevent the advertising and sale of 
these medicines in this State, except as 
permitted by the board of pharmacy, 
upon payment of a fee to be used by 
the board in its regulating business.

Meanwhile three compounding com
panies may continue their business ad 
libitum. Who Is so blind that he can
not see in this bill, if it becomes a law, 
a scheme of monopoly, bribery, corrup
tion and fraud of incalculable Injury 
and wrong to thejieople of the State?

Another bill, “to amend am act to 
regulate the practice of medicine in the 
State, of Illinois, approved June 16, 
1887, In force July 1, Í887,” contains g 
provision directed against certain pliy- 
sfclans who advertise. If is well known 
that the regular mgdieal profession re
gards a physician who advertises bls 
practice as acting “unprofessionally.” 
There is no good reason why a physi
cian should not advertise, but the ethics 
of Hie profession, theoretically, at least, 
condemns the use of such means of 
reaching tlie public.

Notwithstanding, many competent 
physicians do advertise and thereby ob
tain a large amount of practice which' 
they would not get otherwise.

Section 6 of the bill above referred to 
Is aimed at those “who by false or 
fraudulent advertisement of their pro
fession have obtained or sought to ob
tain money or anything of value or who 
advertise under names other tiran their 
own or for any other unprofessional or 
dishonorable conduct”

Advertising being regarded by the 
“regulars” as “unprofessional conduct,” 
the board -of health, under this act 
might refuse to issue a certificate to 
any physician whq. advertises. The 
whole- clause seems to have been in
geniously prepared for tbe purpose of 
inserting in • tlie manner needed, the 
word “unprofessional,” so that it could 
be applied to advertising physicians.

Another section, No. 8, is directed 
aguinst tbe "itinerant vendor” of dru^s, 
etc., “who by printing” or in any other 
way, “shall profess to be able to curé 
or to treat disease or deformity by any 
drug, nostrum or application.”, Such 
person must pay a license of $25 
per month into the treasury of the 
board of health; or the boat'd may for 
sufficient cause, refuse such license.

What necessity is there for such legis
lation? Why should the State interfere 
to enforce the “regulars’ ” ideas of pro
fessional conduct against physicians 
who prefer to follow their own Ideas, 
and to use their own methods? Has. 
not a physician as good á legal right to 
advertise t as has a merchant qr an 
owner "of t#wn lots? '

Why Impose a fine of $25 a month on 
an “itinerant” who by printing or in 
aqy other way professes to'treat dis
ease? The one word which section 8 
was framed to Insert Is the word 
“printing,” and the object of the pro
posed legislation is to tax the traveling 
doctors out of business to secure 
authority to prohibit their practicing, 
by withholding from them certificates.

All the new schools of medicine ha.ve 
encountered opposition from the “regu
lars.” It was a long time before the 
Homeopaths could gain any recognition 
as physicians under the laws of Massa
chusetts and other States. As the 
schools of medicine, one after another, 
become officially recognized, many of 
their members show a disposition to 
join the older schools in opposing newer 
and later methods, by unfavorable 
legislation.

Certainly the protection of the “regu
lars" by legislation to prevent the sale 
of proprietary medicines and to prevtent 
the practice of medical advertising is 
not only unnecessary; it is unwarrant
able Interference with the rights of in
dividuals and the rights of the people.

Behind such proposed "legislation 
there- is usually some selfish, scheming 
interest.

They" who are opposeij to the unneces
sary interference of government with 
individual freedom and exercise of

A CIRCULAR ADVERTISING

use ns a medicine eitner internally or, judgment witl. behind such inter- 
externally unless the same shall havg. ^el.euce. tlie hidden motive nf ndvnneln^
been compounded or prepared by the 
person making such sale, or unless the 
manufacturer of such Compound or 
preparation shall have complied with 
the provision of this act, except upon 
the written order or prescription of a 
physician or surgeon duly authorized 
to practice the profession of medicine 
or surgery. Any person violating the 
provisions of this section shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
not less than $25 nor more than $100 

- for each offense.” .
Any person or firm engaged in the 

b manufacture of such compounds which 
" are sold at retail to users thereof by 

persons other than the manufacturers, 
... must pay a fee of $25 and file with the 

board of pharmacy detailed information 
In regard to the compound or prepara
tion.

The board of pharmacy then may per
init or forbid the sale of sueh compound 

- or -preparation, without the, order or 
‘ prescription of a physician.

. All fines, fees and penalties accruing 
■ under the act are to go to" the board of 

. ^pharmacy to defray the expenses in
curred in carrying out the provisions of 
the-bill. - -

Nothing in the act Is to be construed

fereuce, the hidden motive of advancing
the Interests of a class or of particular 
concerns, should protest against mis
chievous measures.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

To
Why It Is Done.

the Editor:—In The Progressive

to. apply to drugs aud 'Chemicals com-i-
pounded by the United States Phhrma- 
copoela, the ,Homeopathic Pharma- 

■ copoela or the National Formulary.
Of course -this bill is In the "professed 

-Interests of the people, like all. other 
similar' measures,■' but behind it is 
nothing but the selfish principle of pro
tection and privilege, of greed and md- 
hopoly. Its purpose is class legislation 
at the expense of the people;' the pro
tection of physicians and certain drug 
companies by limiting the sale of medl- 

■ ; cine to „doctors’’, prescriptions and the 
•m preparations'of three great drug coiit-

pounding -concerns. With these- con-I-
cernsc endorsed by how many phy- 

• slclans I am not able to stifle, the bill 
no doubt originated... . ■ -

The board of pharmacy wants to con
trol the entire sale of medicines and 
chemicals in tho State. The object of 
the bill is to raa]te the board a paternal
istic body with, powers limited only by 
the privilege and interests-of three 
drug' monopolies. Any other manufac
turers of-drugs and chemicals, In or 
outside the State, if their articles are

Thinker of March 18 I note that A; 8. 
Hudson, M. D., questions , why the 
N. A. O. 8. Orde# has adopted —>as seen 
on official stationery—thè date “Year of 
Truth 2.” Perhaps I can better answer 
his query than any other person, 
since I am the medium through whom 
came^thp inspiration that makes the 
claim that a mighty banded crusade, 
composed of angels—thoseJrom the un
seen realms who have attained knowl
edge that wholly destroys superstition- 
are beginning a labor, by aid of mortals 
ready-to labor for the overthrow of 
errors; and who pronounce the move
ment as tbe greatest of all reformatory' 
steps; a movement so. advanced, so ab
solutely in line .with natural law as. to . 
be- Truth's disseminator,—therefore the 
date. As? this movement -began on 
earth, last year, through,-my medium
ship, this year is classed Year ; of 
Truth 2. ■ ;
■ Like all great movements, the Na
tional Anti-Christian Spiritualist.Order. 
Is getting well under way noiselessly. 
Few are ready for it, but this gives 
evidence (to the few) of the great need 
to push forward . this ? angel-directed 
movement. - ,

- ALLIE LINDSAY LYNCH.
, “The Infidelity of ECclesiastlcism. 

, A - Menace to American Civilization.”
By- Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of- the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly,, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. .For sale nt this office. 
, “Religious "and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains bis celebrated 
•‘Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 439 
pages. -Price $1 ; For sale nt this ollice.

Titus Merritt writes: “The lust, sub
scribers v'ho obtained Art Magic are 
highly pleased with its perusal, and 
State that every' Spiritualist and Free
thinker-should subscribe for your- valu
able'paper and obtain, the book,” -

METHODS DESIGNED TO EDU- j 
CATE THIEVES, LIARS AND 
FRAUDS GENERALLY—TEACHES ■ 
HOW TO DECEIVE —HOW TO 
WORK THE GULLIBLE PUBLIC- 
HOW TO IMITATE GENUINE 

• SPIRIT PHENOMENA —HOW TO
RAKE IN THE DOLLARS OF THE 
HONEST INVESTIGATOR-THE 
CIRCULAR IS PUBLISHED IN - 
FULL, OMITTING NAME AND AD- ■ 
DRESS-LETTER WHICH ACCOM- , 
PANTEDIT. - ’
Dear Sir:—I enclose you one of my 

“Private Lists',” to.which I respectfully 
call your attention, asking that you ex- 
erclse due caution that it does not

FALL INTO THE HANDS , 
of those outside, of Professional Work.

Orders for what you are in need of 
will be promptly and carefully at
tended to. ■ .

In accordance with my custom, I ex
tend to you my Anniyil Holiday Offer 
of 20 per cent discount from list prices 
on all orders sent-in before Dec. 18. ■

With best wishes, respectfully, —

THE CIRCULAR-7-PRIVATE LIST.
For information of thÿse who have 

never bad dealings with us, or had our 
lists, or who are new in thé profession, , 
we Wish to so say Hint wiy have made a 
specialty of this for the past fifteen 
years, ' and " are the inventor and 
originator of mbsf of tbe successful 
methods now used by those engaged In 
the Mystery Work. '

Thosff wishing to make a success in 
this peculiar field must necessarily be
come proficient in all the secrets of tho- 
trade. To cope with others you must 
be able to do as good work.
BONA-FIDE SEALED LETTER

READING. ■
No. 1—Cards or paper written on and 

sealed or sewed in envelope easily read 
without leaving sight of sitter or au
dience. Price $1.00.

No. 2—Questions written, folded and 
sealed In one envelope, then in another, 
sitter holding in hands. You give cor
rect answers. Just Invented. Ex
cellent Price $1.50.

No. 3—Questions written and sealed 
in one.envelope, that in a second, that 
in a third, then placed In w box,, glass 
top, bottom and sides, where It remains 
in full view of sitter or audlencbr You 
never touch' them. Different to oùe 
above. First time offered the’ profes- 
«lon. Price $3,00.

Note.—AU of the above complete for 
$4.00. _

PELLET OR BALLOT READING.
No. 1—Pellets written on and folded, 

you return to room; hold pellets in. sight 
above ordinary book on table, giving 
correct answers and sitting. Never be
fore offered. Easy for ladles to work. 
Price $1.00.

No. 2—Pellets written and ' folded. 
You .return to room, requesting sitter to 
place in open Bible, you give correct 
answers and sitting, sitter then takes 
out pellet Just invented and wholly 
different to one above. Effective and 
Impressive; easy to work. r Price $1.00.

No. 3—Pellets written and folded, you 
return to room, holding pellets one by 
one between tip of fore finger and 
thumb, giving correct answers and 
sitting. Finer than either of preceding. 
Price $2,00.

No. 4—Similar to No. b worked with
out book. Price $1.00, '

No. 5—Pellets written and folded, you 
return to room and-sitter holds them to 
your forehead. You give correct an
swers and sitting. An exceUent method. 
Price $1.50. ‘

No. 6—Pellets written and folded, you 
return to room. Sitter holds pellets one 
by one-in his own hands, opening them 
each time and finds correct Very start
ling and convincing to skeptic. Price 
$2.50. .

No. 7—Pellets written, folded and 
placed In sitter’s pocket, you now re
turn to room and give correct answers, 
and sitting. This is our finest pellet in
vention and positively cannot be im
proved upon, . No looking in, nd catbon, 
transfers or mirrors. Really wonderful, 
defies detection, yet easy to work, and 
is new. Price $5.00. ■ .

No. 8—Effect similar to above, though 
entirely different method, peUets being 
retained in pockets of sitter -or au
dience. This is the real Raidwin work 
that has brought them such fame and 
money. Price $3.00. -

Note.—AU the above pellet methods, 
complete, and six others not described, 
will ‘be sent for the very low price "of 
510-00- - . ... . .
NEW AUTOMATIC SLATE WRIT- 
„. ' - ■ ' \ING.
' No. 1—Automatic slate writing,, giving 
answérs to sealed questions, for sit
tings. Including' advice• .and pointers. 
Price $1.00. ; - J-,- j" ■

No, 2—Automatic slate writing " for 
full circle, absolutely new, giving am 
swersjand" .full-tests. - Pellets¿held, by 
each one in circle. Different to above. 

■ Very effective and à new novelty.
Price $2.00. '

Note'.—Both of above, pride $2.50?
INDEPENDENT SLATE WRITING.

No. 1—Writing under' table. Better 
than Usual method". But would advise 

, you to use something!.better. Price B0 
cents. ;. : ..

■ • No. 2—With one slate, sitter examines 
and cleans, holds one end in air, you the 
other,, he gets writing. Price 75 cents.

ties and liafigs on^gas jet, door knob, 
ete. While 'ydu walk around room he 
gets writing,1'- 'Used by the best writers. 
Price $2.90.” “ "

No. 7—Slttdj' brings Ills marked slates. 
He holds thbiii alternately on head, and 
table. He gets long messages and pic
tures, and will nnike oath he took his 
own marked slated and that you never 
touched them. Only'a few writers yet 
know this excellent" and very successful 
method, which ; is'"comparatively easy 
tp work. You need it. Price $2. 50.

No. 8—You place cards on porcelain 
between-slates, and sitter receives on 
them writing a|nl pictures in pencil, 
ink, crayon and oil. price $3.50:

No. 9—This is tlie best and most suc
cessful slate writing test, and the fa
vorite of those professionals who have 
procured it. We have still further Im
proved it. The sitter brings six or more 
Blates with his' name written or en
graved across the-face. Messages come 
on any number of them, written on top 
of his own writing. They will all say 
you never even touched -the slates. If 
you desire to be the very best, learn 
and use this. Price $5.00.

Note.—All .the above -independent 
Blate writing methods," and ten others 
not , listed/ together wijh additional 
hints and pointers for giving public 
slate writing, for lbw price of $10.00; 
any three fdr $7.00. / '

. TRUMPET CIRCLES.
No.’ 1—Ordinary method. .Full In

formation In detail. Price $r.00.
No, 2—Improved method. More sat

isfactory and ne,w, price $1.50.
No". ’3—Both of above, complete, price 

$2.00. ?
No. 4^-For private sittings. Both feet 

and both hands?being.held by sitter, 
musical Instruments and trumpets float, 
play and talk. ,-Very few know this, 
ExceUent, convincing and easy. Price 
$2.00.? ?■ ? ' ' .

No. 5—Sitter imide trumpet to ear In 
light room. You retire to other side of 
reom and he hears voices talking inside 
of trumpet. Price;b0 cents.

No, 6—Trumpet in .Ught for sittings, 
and circles." Trumpet suspended from 
celling by a’ thread talks in different" 
voices to each sitter. Most astonishing, 
convincing, easy to work and new. 
Price $8.00.

Note.—All of abo^e, $6.00. .
. PHYSICAL LIQHT SEANCES.
No. 1—Half curtatii canopy, sitting be

tween two; of committee or on side. 
Ordinary method. Music, bell ringing, 
messages; materialised hands, faces, 
flowers, etc. 11Price $1.00.

No. 2—Half canopy. Operator bound 
with cotton a. bandages around wrists 
and knots seized and sewed to legs. 
Then usual)' manifestations. Hands, 
bells, music1, pictures, messages, ete. 
Price $1.00. '■ il '

No. '3—Tied; to post behind, followed 
by fuU manifestations, circle examining 
at any tlme.vVery good. Price $1.50.

No. 4—Tied’and then sealed ip sack, 
followed by-) 'full phenomena. Price

mirror while sitter watches them. Fine. 
Price $1.00. • . ■

CIRCLE TEST CONDITION,
■ Hands of performer and sitters se
curely fastened to table by-copper wire, 
lights put out. Manifesting with hands, 
trumpet, music, lights, etc. ’ Better test 
than one generally used. Price $1.00. , 

SPIRIT KNOTS.
1 The two ends of any eorfl tied and 
sealed securely -to top of table. Being 
covered a short time, found to be tied 
full of knots. Wonderful. Price $1.00. 
Address all orders'to ------ .

EXPOSE A TRICKSTER.
Visitors Gatch Mrs. Dora 

Milliron.

$1.00. <q .

ft FftMILV DOCTOR
Thousands of Families Have One in the House al 

All Times,'
The Same Exceptional Opportunity Offered Here to All 

Readers of This Paper.

I'rKo; 3—With one or; two slates, ex
amined and cleaned, sitter holding or\ 
top of table, you not touching, message 
written". Very fine; also suitable for 
public test. Price $E00. ' ’

No. 47-DoubIe. slates, examined and 
cleaned, sitter holds under table, you 
touch-to give magnetism, only few sec
onds; then place hands on top of table, 
writing is heard, sitter examines, finds 
covered with writing and pictures. A 
good method easy to work. Price $1.25.

No. 5—Four or more slates are 
washed, dried and examined one by 
one, sitter writes his name across sur
face of all of «them, stacks them on 
table, placing his hands on top of pile, 
your hands on top of his, writing Is 
heard and oue or more Mutes covered 
with writing and pictures, .Very effec
tive. Price $1.50..; ■ - -

No. 6-^Sitter examines and washes, a 
number of slates. They are then car
ried to another, room][ where each being 
marked, he places^ In pile on table; or

No. 5—Tied--"wlth cotton'’bandagei 
around wrist«;. then"«ênds tied, together, 
two of“Clrete-tilèd- 11F’bamë<;,mànner, 
operator- being held between them or on 
side, Mowed by fftil manifestations. 
Hands, music,- messages?1 etc., "with 
close examination’-, afterwards. The 
most' baffling and perfect "test ever 
given. Positively never before offered 
for sale. Price $5.00. -

Note.—All the above tests, and four 
not given, complete,'price $7.00.-

MIND READING.
Everything complete, enabling you to 

do aU the work,, of. J. Randall Brown, 
Bishop, Johnstone and others. Blind
fold street drive, postoffice test, opening 
combination safe, murder scene, rob
bery scene, amount of money In pocket, 
any name or word in one’s mind, play
ing cards blindfolded, reading message 
over copper wire, and thirty other won
derful feats, etc. .First time offered. 
Price $5.00.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.
All the-dlfferent methods and opera

tions complete.' Price $2.00. ,
CARD READING. '

A new and highly successful and 
much sought-after method. Where once 
given (combining cards and pellets in 
one sitting), If ls'!much - sought after. 
You can’t fail to please with this. 
Everything complete. Price $1.50.

■ palm Reaping,
Key to -Palmistry. Mastery of the 

Hand. Complete iwith secrets, private 
pointers; including how to always tell 
by holding the hand which direction the 
sitter dives "in, or anyone they are in-; 
terested.in, etc. Price $2. 00. •

SPIRIT TELEGRAPHY.
No. 1—Ordinary method; commonly 

used. Price $1.00; . - - " ,
No. -2—A much .better method. "Price 

$L50. '
No.’ S—This is the most satisfactory, 

and cannot be detected by any operator 
ar electrical, expert:, Sitting, given Jin- 
der closest .scrutiny,, and examination. 
Véqr convincing,-, j^l complete, includ
ing, the peUef work", etc. "Price $5.00; "

Note—AU tlie.above complète, price 
$6.00. . ... -j- , j). • -,

THEOSOPHICAL MAHATMA;
.-;Np. 1—A'¿large ¿'cage 'containing . a. 
smallér one;'The maiiatma, enters small 
cage when tifl'lnstiititiy assumes three 
forms—his do%ble._ his, astral and him-; 
self. Very won’derfut^ Price' $1.50. ■ 
. No. 2—Ten Cofcplete-Mahiitma cabinet 
wonders. Price $2.50; - ,

_ f - .'.L ", - MATERIALIZATION. -
Every methfld, wltltiand without cab

inet, from flobv to céiliug and midway 
between, with£ and? without helpers,' 
making lace, tintler cv&y test condition, 
tied, sewed dtfte-ith flbur in hands, etc., 
etc. How 'ttiingive ¿'different voices. 
Complete. Prîib $5.0é. •'?'

. MAGNETIC '"ijEALING. ?.
Complete hpiprmation.. Hypnotism, 

etc? Price $1.Q5>; ■-, ? t . ' .
GIVING1 PUBltfc TESTS.

Full information. . t^ow to; read your 
notes without qùjllçnce. seeing, four 
ways. How to giv.e with ballots while 
blindfolded, and with sealed letters, Are 
test," etc., etc. Price $2. 00? , < ■

SPIRIT PICTURE SEANCE. ■
Ordinary muslin tficked on frame and 

examined. Lighted, lamp , placed be
tween frame nnd" chbinet with light 
falling on muslin, making it impossible 
for one in-cabinet" to touch it without 
shadow being seen. Pictures in differ
ent-colors appear ' upon it, and circle 
may examine at .any time, watching 
progress of "work. Excellent. Price 
$1.00. '

MAGIC MJtRROR. , _
- Pictures appear -and disappear in 
’ ‘ ¿Ifft -

-N . - J ”-.AT? f. s,-,

• . ■ - . •
WHILE AN ALLEGED SHADE IS

SUPPOSED TO BE MATERIAL
IZED, ONE OF THE INVESTIGAT
ING PARTY, LED BY SHERMAN 
T KIMBALL, GRASPS THE MEDI
UM AND LIGHTS ARE TURNED 
ON—DISGUISES FOUND' CONVEN
IENT FOR USE-W. H. ENGLISH’S 
EXPERIENCE. :
A dozep young men led by Sherman 

T. Kimball, a real estate dealer, 175 
Dearborn street, who had formed them
selves into a Spiritualistic Investigating 
society, last night neatly exposed the 
seance of Mrs... Dora Milliron, 3004 
South Park’ avenue. When the lights 
were turned on suddenly while the 
shade of the late Captain Evans of 
Rhode Island, who was a drum major. 
In the Spanish American war, was sup
posed to be "materialized"- before the 
cabinet, Mrs. Milliron was seen strug
gling in the grasp of one of the investi
gators. Realizing she was discovered 
she sank down overcome and refused to 
say a. word. In ah adjoining room her 
little son, dangerously ill with diphthe
ria, called plaintively for "mamma.”

Mrs. Milliron is the wife of Cameron 
E. Milliron, head waiter at the Sher
man House." He is not supposed to be 
in sympathy with her performances. 
The Investigators thought they might 
have trouble with him last night, but 
he was delayed beyond his usual hour.

W. H. ENGLISH’S EXPERIENCE.
William H. English, who for years 

has been an educator In Illinois, was 
tlie first mover in the exposure of Mrs. 
Mliliiym. He occupied a room In the 
flat above hers '-and became a regular 
attendant at the seances. Here he saw 
what purported to be the materialized 
forms of his dead wife and daughter. 
He thought this strange and several 
weeks ago invited bls friend, Sherman 

'T. Kimball, to attend a seance.
“I haven’t any money to give them, 

and what do you think Mrs. Miljiron 
wants me to do?” said Mr. English. 
“She wants me to transfer to her some 
property for the privilege of attending 
■the seances." .

Mr. Kimball advised Mr. English not 
to give a cent and said he would inves
tigate. He went to two of the “circles” 
and came to the conclusion -the per
formance was fraudulent A number 
of young men in the neighborhood bad 
been liberal contributors and a meeting 
was held last Sunday at which they 
talked" over the situation and deter
mined on the exposure. 4

At 9 o’clock last evening a dozen per
sons were assembled In Mrs. Mllllrotfg 
parlor. Mr. Kimball came in with a 

"young woman who professed great 
alarm and wanted to hold his hand. A 
music box played “America,” and 
“Home, Sweet Home.” Mrs. Milliron 
invited the women Into the back room 
and testimony was'given that Mrs. Mil

. liron was attired in nothing white. The 
lights were turned down.

WORK OF THE “SPIRITS.”
Mrs. Milliron retired into the cabinet 

and soon Pocahontas, Hono a bewhis- 
kered Persian philosopher, and Hjb- 
Cinth, an Egyptian princess, appeared 
ip turn. Mr. English was called up by 
the “spirit” forms of his wife and 
daughter. Next Mr. Kimball was Invited 
by a female “spirit” for consultation. 
He asked for a kiss, which was prompt
ly given by the spirit, and bis fair com
panion among the guests moved uneasl- 
ly. Then came the brave Captain Ev
ans. One of the investigators, Harry 
Plohr, got between the “spirit" and the 
cabinet, and -Mr. Kimball struck a 
match and lighted the gas.

Mrs. Milliron, attired In white vainly 
endeavored to hide herself in tbe cabi
net. Around her forehead was a piece 
of white cloth which had entered lnto 
the disguises. Wigs and whiskers were 
found piled up in the cabinet A table 
adjoining the cabinet was examined, 
and found to be fitted with a false top, 
lii which these articles had been con,- 
cealed.—Chicago Tribune, March 14, 
1899.

A prominent citizen remarked recent
ly to the editor of The Progressive 
Thlpker: “It may seem surprising to 
you, but In my house we have a family 
doctor there all the time. Nor am I the 
■only one who has this great blessing,”, 
said he. “I know’ of many families 
who have this same doctor always on 
baud,, always within-reach.”

“Do I mean a man, a physician, in 
flesh and blood?” he asked. “No, not 
exactly that; the family doctor that I 
refer to Is Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, 
the great Kidney, Liver and Bladder 
Remedy. We have not ’had to call a 
doctor to our house since we have used 
It.” , ,

This Is the testimony of thousands 
who know Swamp-Root for what it Is. 
This famous medicine is the absolute 
conquerer of kidney aud bladder dis
eases, and many a man and woman 
who wfilk the streets to-day in the com
plete possession of health owe their 
lives to the power of this great discov
ery oyer kidney and* bladder ills and 
uric acid disturbances. In diseases of 
the blood, no matter from what source 
they arise, Swamp-Root goes right to 
the source of the trouble, and cures by 
first removing the cause, and sends the 
blood leaping and bounding away in 
quest of bright eyes and rosy cheeks.

Constipation and liver troubles, urinal 
weaknesses* and the torture that goes 
with them, rheumatism, stiff joints, in 
fact, diseases arising from any wrong 
condition of the-blood, liver, bladder or 
kidneys, are promptly overcome by Dr. 
Kilmer’s famous discovery, Swamp
Root. ....  .............*..................

None blit those who have made a 
Study of the subject realize what an im
mense amount of work the kidneys per
form every day. They are the sewer of

clogged up, poison rups riot and disease 
has full sway. Just as-a choked sewer 
breeds pestilence in a eity, so do weak 
and unhealthy kidneys breed disease U 
the human body. ' "

Swamp-Root clears out all the impure 
Ities, helps the kidneys to perform theli 
work properly, drives the poison out of 
the blood and system, Invigorates and 
regenerates you and,adds tenfold to th« 
pleasures and comforts of life.

Swamp-Root has been tested "in sa 
many ways, in hospital work, in private 
practice, among tlie helpless tpo poor to 
purchase relief, and has proved so suc
cessful that a special arrangement haf 
beep made by which all readers of The 
Progressive „Thinker, who have not al
ready tried it may have a free sample 
bottle of Swamp-Root and thus test for 
themselves its wonderful curative prop
erties. ,

If you will send your name and full 
address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham, 
ton, N, Y., a sample bottle will be sent 
absolutely free by mail post-paid, also 
a book telling more about Swamp-Root 
and containing some of tlio thousands 
upon thousands of testimonial letters 
received from men and women who 
owe their good health, in fact, their 
very lives, to the wonderful curative 
properties of Swamp-Root.

This great remedy Is for sale at most 
drug stores In fifty-cent and one-dollar 
sizes. Don’t make any mistake, but 
make a note of the name, Swamp-Root, 
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root and remem
ber that it Is prepared only by Dr. Klb j 
mer & Co., .BIngilll«llffll, .N...X  ------,.i

If you take advantage of this gq/ier- - 
ous offer and write for a free sample 
bottle be sure and mention the Chicago 
Progressive Thinker, when sending

the system, and once they become1 hamton, N. Y.
your address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing.

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

, Mrs. Milliron was an educated trick
ster, possessing probably no medium- 
istic qualities -whatever. For several 
years she has carried on her villainous 
practices, and managed to avoid detec
tion. She was well patronized by the 
insatiate gullibles of Chicago, and suc
ceeded in almost ruining Mr, English, a 
gentleman who was altogether too cred
ulous.' The exposure was dramatic as 
well as pathetic. When the husband 
came home after the scene of the night, 
he found several there, who were stjll 
contemplating the'innate depravity of 
human nature, on general principles, 
and thinking of methods whereby they 
might rid' Chicago of Its.¿verflqwlng' 
swarm' of heartless .counterfeiters and 
frauds." They talked plainly, we,are in

. formed, to Mr. Milliron, asking him how 
he felt to have his wife klssed'and ca- : 
ressed as a spirit by old fools and young^ 
meh who. came to the circle. The scene 
then, became dramatic as those in at
tendance expressed their intense dis
gust of one who -was considered the 
best materializing medium in Chicago. . 
All those who had been in attendance 
at the seances, not knowing how tho 
tricks were; accomplished, regarded 
them as genuine manifestations of spir
it power; but when they commenced 
using their common sense, they soon 
got their eyes open', and realized fully 
that they were being Imposed upon, 
and- resolved to expose tfio villainous, 
trickcry. • " ' .

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting.. No 
mind that loves’ spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book- Beautiful spiritual thought; com
bining advanced Ideas bn the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lending 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual :■ truth. A 
book for the higher life.- For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth SI. . ■

"Historical, Logical, and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas pf Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment”. By Prof. 
W. M.-Lock wood. A keen »nd master
ly treatise.; Paper, 25 cents^ For sale 
•tibiaofficer, < .
I - V --

A History of the "Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By A^bUEW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Salo at This Office.

In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries the world in fifty-years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of .Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science.

‘ ‘The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought. 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world now stand in the religio-scientiflc conflict. It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune.

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been-made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremelj' interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or-biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments."— 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. ”—Boston 
Daily Advertiser. '

1 ‘A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History pf 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.’ ”—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address-on; the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

AFTER HER DEATH. MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
THE STOBY OF'A SUMMEB. ifht shje beuse a sfibituazist. , 

BY T.TT.TAlff T^yrrriffd. I 264 I”«61 Oao “PF. Wl elx copies. W- 

_ • ., x . 77 ............. . fbom night to morn/Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality ot m. .thought. Xustractlve and. belpfnl to all wbojove and , to the Baptist Church.
seek tbe higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. । 82 Dares. Ono copy. 15 cents; ten conies. IL 
price. 11.00. For sale at this office. ’  ***-»»

Old Testament Stories Comically 
. ? Tlt r.. . a »09 pages. Ono copy, bound in cloth, ll| papttt ftIllustrated. _ ____
By Watson Heston. Price, boards, 91; cloth, 91.50. Kb», fin» miHeston is inimitable. ~ . > aw Bale ai this Office, 40 Loomis SateSb

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By 
Mook, Hutt,. This pamphlet bealdes giving the Splr- 
Ituallstlc Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed In by Spiritualists. Price, 

.10cents. F>r sale at this office.

The New and the Old, 
Or the World's Progress In Thought. _ By Moses Hull. 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker. 
Price 10 cents.

4ts Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev. Somtlel * 
"Watfon. This work was written by a modern Savior« 

a grand and nobleman. Price 51.00. . , . ।

HEALTH AND POWER,
Ahandbook if Core a¿a Haman Upbutldtiw brtln 

aM nf nwK refined and poworful methods oi naturo. By B»“D? Bobbitt, M. £ 
fírirt tóColor." “Philosophy of Curû," <$q. ftfc*

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Belatlons and Expression tn Hernan Em
bodiments. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich- 
mohd, by her Guides., A book that every one whois 
Interested ln re-incarnation should read. Price 91.00.
— L . . .
Children’s Progressive Lyceum.'
A manual« with directions for the organization and 

maiagemont of Sunday echoolB. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Heien‘H. Gardcnor-! One of her brightest, wit, 

। euandatrongeBtlecturoSagalMttho Bible, Every 
.VDinan should read It and know her friends and on* 

1 mice. »Brice 10 cents.  ..

STANDING LT ÏGRJESUS,
Or w'itrt the editor-ot tho Ffecthtnkcr’a Magarino 
Stinks ot him. Frico, » cental twcnty-ûvo copies for

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED,
50 cents.

' THE CODS.
' Bv Col.B. 6. Invcreoll. A uamphlet Ot 49 pagel, 
Wurth ta wolgtittagoiil Pnce »«cato. _

o-.-..■-7 - • ■<- tvitÜlUM.

The Most Important Revelations 
- Concerning the True Origin

, of Christianity. y
Reader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un« 

veiled,” It la with tbe sincere hope that you arc earn 
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such Is the case, this advertisement

dr 11.0 Wired Heroine or Orleans. Spiritualism wUldoonly tatoreatrou, and utter reading tbla Met 
nsu LoSer ot Annies. By Mosxs Hull. This la ut ’ «MerlnUon von will doubtless wish tn rfvn the work n 
once tbe most truthful history ot Joan ot Arc, and 
one ot tho moat convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel wm ever moro thrlllli^ly In
teresting; no history more true. Prloe tn cloth, <9 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. .For aaleotau office.

description you win doubtless wish to give the work a 
caretui perusal. Price 91. SO.

SPIRITUAL SONGbl'ER.
By nci-tike. Hull. _ Thirty cfght or Nre. Half, 

iwcclosfcnonea, Adapted to popular tuaslc,' for tho u«c 
óTconsTcntiont, cirricB and famines. Price 10 OdtR 
«•7 ptt For “le attiü8 offlco»
* -.-.t * T "> . -Tr,..

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
JoBttho uook for those seeking Information con« 

teralng that most AamnaWo butltaUqn known tn 
hlEtory—tho Boman Catholic Inquisition,. Every 
American cltlxcn Bhonld bocono acquainted With»» 
facte bo succinctly stated tn this valuable record. It 
«horn tho methods used by tho Komlsh Church to at-, 
terminate those who reject Ito beliefs afid.claim*/ 
Forreîonthli-ottoe.-Frlcoiscenu, • . 3.

- ' - < ’ '• _
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VIBRATIONS. A STARTLING FACT!ITS REMR. DAWBARN.OBJECTIONS.CRITICAL.
Nr. Dawbarn and Mr. Rob 

ihson.
To the Editor:-! surprised at the 

V statement of Mr. Robinson, If he has 
Y been ft faithful investigator. He l as 
' certainly been unfortunate in Mrlk i 

i’taudulent slate-writers. I do not 
. question his honesty, but I can take 

him to slate-writing mediums where. Ite 
may apply all the tests conceivable and 
receive genuine messages fiom oe 

' parted intelligences. I was formerly a 
materliilist aud it required the s longest 
evidence to convince me ot theHiuth ot 
spirit return. I was aware of ilauds In 
Spiritualism, as in everyth ng else, and 
I guarded against all possibility of de
ception. For years I wavered, but in 

: January, -1897. I visited a genuine me-. 
*• dium,’ honest and upright, with an hon
' . est, truthful and reliable “control. J he . 

character of the medium and control is 
a matter of the greatest iinBprtance. I 
went to this medium by direction of 

' competent, investigators. I was a 
stranger to her—she did not even I1*'0'' 
my name or whence I came. I-received 
messages from loved ones by slate
writing, and tests Innumerable of their 
Identity. I also got “independent 

: voices"—one of the most satlsfaetoiy 
phases of mediumship, and I talked 
face to face, as it were, with the dear 

' ones on the other side. They talked of 
ri things I little thought would Interest 
;ri them in their present sphere, and they 

told me things I knew not of until after
ri?* wards. They would seemingly tire of 

talking and would often say, 'vlle“ 
, asked a question, “We will write it. 

■ The question would be satisfactorily 
answered on the slate—no fraud—no de-

Charles' Dawbarn’a Theory 
- ’of Spirits and Spirit .

Return. .
To the Editor:-! have some thoughts 

I would like to express in criticism of 
his theory; but as a preliminary, I de
sire to express mv admiration for (¡host 
Land and Art Magic. I believe the 
author- lias penetrated deeper into the 
occult than any other that I have ever 
read. I would recommend anyone who 
desires to understand the philosophy of 
spirit coniBiunlcatioii to .read those 
books. Such writers as he diffuse light,

Stones.of Stumbling, Rocks 
of Offence,

There Is great confusion w6rse con
founded and constantly growing more 
so in the teachings of (lie, supposedly,

. .»ir. ’ «
Mr. Dawbarn’s Theory Con . >i-h... sidered.

1;
?

eeption; broad daylight and my eyes on 
’ the slate all the time.

If Mr. R. were to meet, such a me
dium and receive such evidence 'as I 

. did, ho would be compelled to change 
) »■ his opinion.
\ My personal experience compels me 

■■ to dissent from the views of our bril- 
1 liant brother of the Pacific coast, Mr.

Dawbarn. His theory Is an Ingenious 
one, but like all theories must be 
crushed under the weight of facts. If 
memory of earth, life is blotted out we 
virtually lose our personal identity at 

' death, and the joy and hope of meeting 
our loved ones on the father side is 
destroyed. But my personal experience 

• teaches me that our loved ones 
vividly remember, their earth life, and 
their love and interest in dear ones left 

, ■ behind are intensified.
In my first intercourse with my de

parted wife (by slate-writing and 
. articulation) she described her own 
' funeral, gave the name of the rector 

who officiated, asked me questions con- 
...-■ cernlng the disposition of certain ar- 

tides, etc., showing a perfect memory 
of her earth life. She gave me counsel 
in certain matters and was very earnest

but relying on what are called test me- ( 
diums 'is apt to be confusing. Tins is < 
partly because of fraud, and partly be
cause of the imperfect control and’fan- 
favorable environments. I do not doubt 
that there are some strictly honest test 
mediums; but such will acknowledge 
that adverse conditions sometimes bpat 
them. Mr. Dawbqrri 1ms noticed these, 
limitations and the confusion connected 
with them, and it is certainly com-, 
mendable in . him to try, and discover 
why there is’ so much darkness and 
doubt in our camp. He has reached a 
point that lie thinks he. sees through it, 
and like a’true man is giving his sup
posed discoveries to the world.

He is after the truth, and if his 
position is not tenable he will be glad 
to have it shown. Because I think he Is 
deeply in erf or, I criticise. I do'not 
doubt that I have popular, yes, uni
versal desire on my side, or against 
him, or at least will h’ave when the 
logical necessities of bls position are 
pointed out, for it involves the giving 
up of so much that all value.

Let us count the cost first. If his 
position is true, the transition to the 
next stage of existence deprives us of 
all memory concerning this. We lose 
all knowledge that we haye evei; had 
on earth life. With the loss of our 
memory, we lose all intellectual, ad
vancement that we have made here. 
We lose all feelings of love on friend
ship for our families, and for everyone 
else whose society we so much value. 
When our friends come over they will 
suffer the same fate. Having lost all 
idea of each other, we can never know 
each other as having once been old 
friends and old lovers. All knowledge 
and all affection will have to be evolved 
and*developed anew. Spirits cannot 
come back and make us a visit here, 
without losing all they have acquired 
there, and I cannot see why they should 
come back at all, after having lost all 
memory and all interest concerning 
earthly things. This view lets the 
orthodox people out of their troubles 
easy. It leaves them able to enjoy the 
highest bliss, while those that were 
their dearest earthly friends are suffer-

great lights of Spiritualism. From one 
of those lights comes the assurance that 
the Theosophical dogma of reincarna
tion is a fact worthy of universal accep
tation. Promptly, in response, from 
another higher place is imide the 'lec' 
larntiou that re-oinbodiincut is a wlnip, 
absurd as the vagaries of lunacy. 
Another Sir Oracle assures tliat all gen
uine /materializations are of spirits on 
the lower planes of spirit life, and 
chiefly, of a vile and hellish character. 
From the same serene heights we learn 
that just one mortal-form may be the 
residence, machine shop, so to say, of 
two or more immortal, hence eternal, 
spirits, and-that when this mortal coil 
is shuffled off, its former spirit owner 
or owners straightway lose all memory 
of his or their earth life. In parenthe
sis, let me say this batch of assertions 
verified, knocks out all the eternal veri
ties of spirit work and communion as 
understood and held sacred by millions
of intelligent thinker«.

Skeptics become disgusted with the 
confusion of toilgues and contradiction 
of’’testimony and discard the whole 
matter as unworthy of attention In ri 
life and world of stern and practical 
realities as the present. Every live 
friend of Spiritualism and true progress 
knows of and deplores the babel of dis
cord professing to be inspired utter
ances from the spirit side faf life. While 
the dogmatic contradiction of spirit 
teaching is deplofable, and destructive 
of real upbuilding of the temple iff 
truth among men, for the cause we 
need not go far to seek, Both cause 
and remedy He near the surface, If we 
but open our spiritual vision to the

To the Editor:—As'soori* as I receive 
that best of all spiritual papers, The 
Progressive Thiuker,- from the post
office, and remove the wrapper I glance 
over all its pages, as liurrfedly as pos
sible, aud if I serij.a cqjrimunlcation 
from Hudson Tuttle, ¡Charlcls Dawbarn, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles bi- E. A>.. Babbitt, 
no matter how busy J happen tfa be, the 
article Is always rea'd and. mentally di
gested before I close ¡my eyes in sleep. 
They are all excellenf. writers and have 
blessed mankind wltlj an abundance of 
mental food for whiiffi I as one of your 
army of readers fee| dujy grateful. I 
must say, however, that I cannot fully 
endorse' Mr. Dawbarn’s, conclusions 
relative to -tlie difficulties connected 
with getting correct messages from our 
departed friends, which appeared in a 
recent number of The Progressive 
Thinker.’ . :. ..

If I understand Mr. Dawbarn correct
ly, all recollection of our earthly acts 
and mundane experiences is completely 
obliterated on entering the spirit 
spheres. That is tb spy a person after 
having committed a.fliurder or a theft, 
ori passing into the ¡spirit’ world would 
not have any recollection of particular 
acts, but would in general way be 
susceptible and attracted by thevylbra- 
tlons sent out by other thiefs amj'mur- 
derers. Even the mother who in earth 
life loves her children with, a love that 
in some Instances knows no bounds, ac
cording to this philosophy will remem
ber them no moro, jpst 'as soon as she 
passes the boundary. line between the
two worlds.

Ing the most terrible torments. Having 
lost all thought of those they used to 
feel the deepest interest in, they cannot 
either know or care. We, who do not 
believe in the orthodox hell, will all 
hope it is not so.

But let us see what evidence he has 
adduced to prove his position; for if it 
is a law otnature, we shall have to put 
up with It, the same as we do with 
other things we do not like.

The reasons given for reaching the 
conclusion be has pu.t forward are 
briefly these: The spirits do not man
ifest as much intelligence on returning, 
or as much accuracy’ in the statements

r- ■ in her directions; said if I did uot do as 
• she directed certain troubles would re- 
।suit. I could not, or did not, follow her 
• directions aud the troubles came just as

•< she predicted. There had not been a 
/' -' series of communications with her so as 
'■ . /to "materialize” her— transfer her mem
i ory tb earth according to Bro. Daw

’S barn’s theory, and how will he explain
-’ these thlfigs? In some material affairs
?- it is probable that Spiritual intelligences 
” take Tittle interest and possess little

knowledge. In fact, in one letter re- _ ____________ _
celved from my wife, through the I tiiey mai;Gi ns We ought to expect if

. Bangs Sisters (written in a sealed en- ti1Py ha(j retalne<l their memory and In
st velope), she says, In substance, concern- teyeet; “relatives often making a most 
~ Ing certain matters that we can under- unpaiatnble hash of truth,”'and "they

/ stand better than they, because of our pave iiar(j work when they first return;
’ material environment. •’But that they to reluember their names.” Now I do 

/ are with us much, know of our lives, not pleteud to know everything cou
” and often direct us through the force of cern|ng the law of spirit return, neither

‘ Impression is proven to my entire wlll I ask for sPnCe in this article to tell 
satisfaction. all I'know and believe; but will simply

HBrit. ................................
All great principles are simple when 

we find the key that unlocks the store
house. The key is also a modest affair. 
The trouble Is, we are prone to seek for 
it under a mantle of man-made mys
teries. There Is a great army of intelli
gent witnesses who testify with one 
voice, that their so-called dead ean and 
do return to counsel and aid them with 
words of love and cheer; memfiry and 
all the other faculties of the mind keen 
arfti alert; one especially keen, by which 
they rerid onr thoughts as we rehd the 
printed page; neither dead nor sleeping, 
but full qf concern for country, home 
and kindred. ................ ..

There is every shade of' nilnil "rind 
attainment in t-he realm., of spirits. 
They are aggressive, tenacious and 
diverse aS to their opinions as they 
were in the days of their mortality. 
They passed through no mental or 
moral change. They Inhabit the same 
spirit body they occupied in the mortal.

Dwelling iir-a realm where unlimited 
progress is open to all, they choose to 
remain on the lower levels Indefinitely 
rather than reap the evil harvest of 
their own mortal sowing.

Earth bound spirits are not neces
sarily immoral or evil. There are, as in 
earth life, good, bad and indifferent, 
but all retaining their peculiarities of 
mind’ and -character. This countless 
multitude of unfortunate and un
developed spirits are the inspire« of 
the wreck, ruin and wretchedness in 
the social, moral and political world 
to-day.

Take time to exercise your upper 
brain cells before you pronounce this 
tlie chaff of a vain threshing. A blind 
bigot as ri mortal, is a blind bigot as 
a spirit. Such a spirit of mental force 
takes a band of kindred spirits, selects

“ Startling Limitations of 
Spirit Return.”

■ In your issue of the 4th lust., under 
the above heading -appears an article 
from the pen of Charles Dawbarn. I 
always read his articles with deep 
interest.

I may be very dull, but I cannot 
satisfactorily follow his line of thought 
or agree with all his conclusions in this 
article. After giving a dissertation ou 
vibrations, he says: '

“This is the fact, which, for'clearuess 
I. will divide into two parts.

(a) Dentil changes all vibrations to 
such an extent that the spirit organism 
becomes invisible to mortal eye.

(b) Therefore death also destroys all 
memories of earth life.” '

Well, Mr. Dawbarn is a good thinker 
and writer, but a theory that necessi
tates the forgetting of our earthly 
names, specific arets, loves and experi
ences, on entering’Siririt life, IS' at com
pete variance with all our precon
ceived opinions. It is also opposed to 
the bulk, of spirit messages on the sub
ject. If It satisfies the brain, it will not 
satisfy the heart, and consequently 
will fall of general acceptance. .

Mr. Dawbarn doles out a grain of 
comfort, however, by telling us that-the 
love vibrations of the loved ones left 
behind will probably after a time in
duce us to attempt opening up conimun- 
icatlon with them, f$o the loving hus
band or father starts from the Sum
merland intending to'.convey a message 
of affection and information to his 
earthly wife or child, but, lo and be
hold! another strafe thing happens 
after coming in rapport with earthly 
conditions he finds that bls rate of vi
bration has been chhnged to such an 
extent that all recollectlqu of his spirit

A Suggestion to You if You Have 
llelatives or Friends Whose 

Interests You Have at 
Heart.

NOTE THEIR STATE OF 
HEALTH.

They Are Not Always the Right 
Judges as to 'Whether They . 

Are Dangerously Sick 
or Not.

Mr. Dawbarn continues: “You areas 
much a ‘personality’ as ever, but with 
no more memory of .the past than you 
had in earth life of some former career 
if reincarnation were true,

“Naturally the love element predomi- 
•nating in your Ego, you will feel its 
vibration a? universal, but becoming 
‘personal’ whenever charged by thought 
power with any special message. .

“Presently your Ego will sense the 
special love vibration from one or more 
egos in earth life.” .

For rayself, I. cannot conceive that all 
of the communications from the spirit 
world delivered through sensitives or 

■ mediums; that the^plrlt ego has been 
drawn to communicate by love thoughts 
from the earth plane (many of the 
guides or spirits have been quite un- 
kpown to the medium) or-(hat the 
vibratory love thoughts could so dis
tinctly act upon such a different per
sonality as the spirit is said to have be
come; and in such a distinctively differ
ent vibratory sphere. . ■

Mr. Dawbarn continues:
“Meantime something else Is happen

ing. The closer you get to earth life 
the less you ean recall at such times, 
experiences of your spirit personality. 
You are each time leaving behind those 
memories, and they cannot reappear 
unless and until you repeat the vibra
tions." , •
. This would seem to Imply that the 
spirit ego would “repeat the vibrations” 
Instead of the vibrations being pro
duced by outside or external conditions, 
and would in my opinion be the same 
as remembering or recalling something 
that had become dim or indistinct; or 
as we hear the expression every day, 
“I have forgotten it for the moment." 
A case in point, this morning a friend 
said to me, “There was something I 
wanted you to attend to fw me, but I 
can’t think at this moment what it

WHAT THE PHYSICIAN SAYS.

QL6AJMINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.'

BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work is one that every one should rtad. 
beams throughout with rare ¿eins of thought, prate.,' 
Heal as well as profound. There Is Hunshlue ant. . 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work la dedfe 
cated to tho author's favorite sister, B&rah Frenu 
Farr, uow passed Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle.« 
Berlin Heights,Ohlo; gives an Interesting eltttch of tlf 
author’s life.

Last summer I, with two others, was agJt BIU] an other investigators if 
going to Indianapolis to have a sitting jhey rca]iy believe a hypnotists» the 
with Mrs. Lotta Herblne, who Is a flue geg‘h Could bring out their thoughts 
medium with a magnificent control througlua subject, in any way, that 
(slate-writing and Independent voices;. WQllid credit to their intelligence and 
The evening before I wrote a letter to menlory. Suppose they experiment a 
my wife, telling her what to do at the nt tie along this line. If they will, I be- 
slttlng to ihtoxe her identity and that lleve tiiey wm conclude that spirits do 
she had read the letter. I had the sec- femarkably well, considering the 
ond sitting, as arranged, aud when I chance they have. I presume none of 
sat down at the table my wife greeted them will deny that spirit control.is 
mo and then spoke the identical words through the same law of hypnotic coni 
I had requested her to as evidence of trol; aud if so, that is something to 
her Identity, etc. Then,” said I, “you compnre by. When I consider the im- 
read my letter, did you?” “Yes,” was perfeet conditions that generally pre- 

'her reply. Mrs. H. is uot a trance me-. vant i pave wondered at the spirits’ 
dfum, and telepathy would scarcely SUCeess. When I say this 1 acknowledge

a mortal medium of 
mind, and sets him 
dogmas dear to the 
may be auy one

his own order of 
to preaching the 
bigoted heart. It 
of the thousand 
Christian, or any

experiences lias been lost,jand he can 
only deliver a very,'commonplace mes-’ 
sage about what he thinks the spirit 
world should look like, but it is mere 
guessing aqd not likely to ’be more ac
curate titan the sjieculations^of spirits 
still encased In the. body. Now ac
cording to this theory we have been la
boring under the" delusion for forty or 
fifty years that we have been commun
ing with the spirit world and receiving 
Information relative; to the; realities of 
spirit existence. But now Mr. Daw
barn steps to the frqnt at this late date 
and tells us it Is all a mistake. The 
condition of the/ieparted is a sealed’ 
book. In fact, for anything we know to 
the contrary, spiritual experiences after 
so-caljed deafjj. may not be- so very de
sirable after all. On the' ft’ont page of 
the very same number that contains 
Mr. Dawbarn’s article we find a num
ber of spirit messages sent from the 
land of souls to cheer and encourage 
that excellent Worker, Dr. J. M.

was?’ In less than a minute he turned 
from his ledger, and had recalled what 
he wanted me to attend to.
’ If we remove from one city or from 
one country to another, and our time is 
taken up witlnflifferent avocations, and 
different scenery Is around us, in course 
of time the recollection of our former 
home becomes indistinct.

Montreal, Canada. B. BAKER.

Free Treatment for Yourself,/Your- 
Relations and Friends Offered to

You Without Conditions by 
the Foremost Special- ' 

isf in Lung Diseases
< of Today. , ‘

Full of startling significance is the 
sinister Jncj that, out of one hundred 
consumptives, hardly one knows or will 
acknowledge that he is a victim of this 
dreadful disease. .

They all tell the same tale.
“’Tia only a slight cough.”.
“When the warm weather comes, I 

shall be better.” '
“All that troubles me is .my stomach." 
And so they seek to gloss over, even 

to themselves, the fact that under all 
ordinary circumstances their doom is 
sealed.

This very insidiousness is just what 
makes consumption so much .to be 
dreaded.

It does its direful work In the dark.
There is but little pain, -
Only . a hacking cough, sometimes 

taken for a stomach cough.
A hectic fever, which many think is a 

result of taking cold. '
Headache aud sleeplessness; often 

laid to nervous trouble.
Loss of appetite, taken for a result of 

indigestion. ’
But all the time the victim IS soothing 

himself with these gentle delusions the 
. indefatigable germ is working away 

under safe cover, sowing the seeds of 
death aud destruction. '

As well stand in fancied security on 
the ramparts of a mighty fort, with the 
pick and shovel of the besiegers work
ing beneath your very feet!

As well rest in fancied security over 
the underground mine with the train 
laid and the fuse burning!

We¡cannot think of anything more in
scrutable in the ways of a divine prov
idence than this very delusion, so wide
spread amongst the victims of the 
world's greatest scourge, that they are 
not dangerously sick.

You yourself, at this very moment 
may be a sufferer! ’

i How can you tell if there are germs 
. at work In your lungs or not?
i You cannot.
• But you may make reasonably sure

against attack by building up and keep-
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pect. Being compact with thought Itself, It will ndt 
fall to compel thought lu others. ,
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warring sects called
one of the conflicting elements In the

apply Jn this ease. that generally spirit, communications
Last summer my brother, a rank ma- ieave something more to be desired, and 

teriallst, secured the services of Mrs. H; tpat sonietimes they result In a babel 
for six days, having her in his own of confUSiOn. 1 '
house. We Investigated to our hearts’ j desire to examine his vibration the- 
content and our souls’ satisfaction. We ory a uttle. The vibration of matter has 
talked with a multitude of relatives and come to pg a faa-of the times, used to 
friends, many of whom had been on the account for many things that, if we 
other side for more than thirty years. K^Op nu(j examine, we shall see cannot 
-They were happy to be able to talk to be accounted for in that way. Mr. 
us and referred to incidents of their pnwbarn has come to look at spirit and 
earth life not thought of by us for spirit manifestations through that fad, 
years; memory vias not destroyed. • We I aa(j co]ors, or more properly discolors 
had tests by the score. Our friends every sfgP in pjs investigations. I am 
seemed to know of the arrangement no^ afier denying the fact of vibrations, 
and were all present; the conditions or that they appgar in spirit life, but I 
were evidently favorable and it was the I maintain that a different rate of vlbra- 
most sublime experience of my life. In jjon (]oes n0(- destroy memory and 
the words of our orthodox friends, “it personality. Our organizations Upas's 
was a wonderful outpouring.” One test tprgugp many rates of. vibration while 
I will give. I was having a sitting when st.|u jn tPc ngsp, put memory and peri 
suddenly the control said, “Put the sonapty continues. I deny that hyp

. rubber bands on the slates. Call Albert notisra is only the introduction of a 
(my brother) and we will give them a different rate of vibration. When 
test.” The slates were cleaned and I ano(her personality is manifested 
bound together, and we awaited results through a hypnotized person It is be- 
wondering what the test would be. cause another person is there, and has 
After perhaps twenty minutes the I taken possession of the organism.

v writing was finished and the slates There ls a rndical difference between 
opened. On one side was a long letter rPc introduction of another personality 
to me froln my wife, and in her peculiar and the Introduction of a different 
handwriting. No writing I ever saw vlbratlon. ’ ~ .
resembled hers. It startled trie, arid I Ug notice this fact that he con- 
said to my brother: “Look! It is Annie’s g|ders “so stupendous that Until care
own writing.” ■ fully studied it seems to upset the very

“Yes, I wrote it myself, was In-1 foundations of ^Spiritualism,” “Death 
stantly spoken In my ear. changes all Vibrations to such an ex

. “And,” said my brother, ‘this is I jent tjlat the spirit organization be- 
May’s handwriting.” ~ comes invisible to mortal eye.” '
His daughter had written him a long Now> thiBv ls stupendous, if it Is so; 

communication on the other side of the I grst we imve only his unsupported 
slate. She was a stenographer, and the statement that death changes the vlbra- 
last line was written In short-hand; tlon; and second, we have always heard 
none of us could read it The letters gaj(j that "the spirit organlsiri is in
contained Important matter—some se- vjgjpie to mortal eye” during our entire 
crets—they requesting the medium riot I eart]1iy existence, just as invisible as it' 
t0Jrean <, « is after death. ' .

I",' zrsKS'«* s
would most certainly return to the fold; ™ lts
and in the light of such experience as P"Vs! ritaal,

.. have had I must reject the theory of “ccou“J W vibrntioti from a ma- Bro. Dawbarri,- although I admire him Ph«n.°®^nS? tX it ns
’ as a brilliant a’nd aggressive worker. I ? o sound The theory

vi-STs 'ind 3 ‘ S W- GOULD ductor. Vibration ..conducts it through
Algos, Ind. t__ DUULD. the ear t0 tlle individual consciousness.
“The Prophets of lsrael.” By Prof.. Memory is not vibration, but the ex- 

0. H. Cornlll, of the University of erclse of memory or of auy other fac-, 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and apprecl-1 ulty far organ will produce vibration, 
ative historical review of the prophets Does the vibration of the waves of a

• of Israel and their; works. For sale still pond cause the stone to fail in it?. 
• at this office. Paper covers. 25c. ’or does the-falllng of. the stone produce

“The World Beautiful.” , By Id hn tllG wav(Tvibration? Science must right 
Whiting. Most excellent in their ! [gh "about face, and recognize a spiritual

•and’ elevating spirituality of thought. 1.canw fOr all phenomena. : ...
Series 1, 2, nnd 3, each.complete In it- „ wrncr’S materialism lends him

’ self. Price, cloth, SI per volume. For1----------------------------
¿ale at this office. . _

ranks of Spiritualism. ,
There is not a mental or moral phase.

in mortal life but its -counterpart is 
found in the spirit realm, which realm 
lies all about us. There is not a freak 
on the lower spirit levels but can find 
his counterpart on the mortal plane and 
control him to talk or write as he, the 
spirit, dictates.

This key unlocks the mystery of the 
godliness manifest in the endless jum
ble and jangle of dreeds and isms, 
pomp, ceremony and brotherly dislike 
rampant in the so-called Christian 
churches of the day, as well as In the 
ranks of those professing spiritual en
lightenment of the simon-pure brand.

This very plain, little key, of con
struction so simple that a child may 
understand and apply it, opens the 
door, not alone to spiritual mysteries, 
but to all social, state and national 
lights and shades as well.

Begone the thought that a Washing
ton, a Jefferson, a Lincoln has forgotten 
or become indifferent to tlie success or 
failure of the principles of right and 
justice for which he wrought' and 
suffered. Do not think for a moment 
that the inhuman monsters’ of history 
whose, glory was in the oppression and 
destruction of their fellow men have, 
liad a change of heart and become 
white-winged angels of peace and good 
will. A comparatively few may have 
improved In character, but the mighty 
army of evil' -
“Still walks the earth unseen . 
Both whence wake and when’ we 

sleep.”
Trhe, these hosts of evil have their 
limitations and bounds. “Thus far,” is 
a proclamation of natural law. Truth 
and justice are in the saddle, and their 
attendant hosts must and will prove' 
invincible. “Forewarned, forearmed.” 
If we are acquainted with the tactics, 

i haunts and skulking places of our foe, 
■ the better are we prepared to meet«and

"(Continued on page 7.)

WORDS OF ADVICE
iug a strong body. •

By not allowing a cough to stick.
By strengthening weak lungs.
By putting on flesh if you begin 

lose weight.
to

Concerning Work In the 
Middle West.

Peebles. We don't read of any of those 
emlnents spirits such.as Wiliam Den
ton, saying: Oh, dear Doctor Peebles, I 
had really Intended when I started for. 
earth to give you some information rel
ative to our employment in the spheres, 
but now I find’ I have forgotten what I 
had intended to say. And what may 
appear still more strange to you is the 
fact that when I arrive back at my 
spirit home I will have rintlrely forgot
ten tliat such a person as Dr. Peebles 
ever existed. And furthermore, Doc
tor, I am very sorry to be under the 
necessity of Informlug. you that tH6 
work you have written entitled “What 
a Hundred Spirits Good and Evil Say 
About Their Dwelling Places,” is all 
wrong, for you see, Doctor, that on ac
count of changed vibratory rate the 
cpmiriunlcatlng spirits could not possi
bly remember anythjng about" spirit 
homes or occupation^. My good friend, 
Dr. Babbitt too, iriforms the public 
that many of the grand thoughts ema
nating from him about spiritual and 
material matters are the result of 
thoughts impressed upon him by far- 
advanced and ancient’"’spirits. How 
sorry ho will be to learn of his mistake. 
Hudson Tuttle and Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond will also be surprlsgd to 
learn that their books'and lectures de
scriptive of spirit scenes all originated 
in their own minds..

Now, I am willing, to admit that many 
. spirit messages seem common-place. 

But on the other' hand, many are 
grand, sublime, wonderful, and the 
¡thoughts expressed soar far above the 
mediums’ ordinary aud norm:J mental 
calibre. ■ ■ . ■

Then, too, we liavb heard of multi-

defeat .him. Spirits of the same order 
both in arid out df~ the body obey the 
law of natural selection. By this rule 
we may know, and are surely known.

We readily agree that material form 
Is a result of spirit work. Spirit above 
matter. Hence it logically follows that 
the material world is subject to,and 
governed, by its spirit counterpart; the 
spiritual abiding forever, the material 
wearing out. and passing into other 
organizations.
-By a law of nature we are being, 

borne on to higher degrees of good, yet 
the same unerring law requires our 
personal and individual co-operation in 
the'work of our own uplifting.

In conclusion, let it be emphasized 
that by otft spirjt and life, what we 
really are in th<^ soul, we select orir 
spirit , companynand leaders. It may be 
all unconsciously to ourselves, yet we 
are. nevertheless. responsible. for ’ the 
Company we keep, spirit. as well as 
mortal, both being equally. real, the 
former being more actively mischievous 
if we are unacquainted with its pres
ence and powier. At this point comes 
In the -blood-guiltiness of .the public 
leeches who for lucre’s sake deny tlie 
fact of Spirit presence and ,work among 
men. It all who know the truth of this 
matter would honestlj’ aud faithfully 
teach it to the people, a decade hence 
would find a vastly improved state of 
societv in this ill-governed, glorious 
land ¿fours. 7-J. RIGDON.’

Middle Point, Ohio.

Having spent the past year and ft half 
in traveling through the so-called Mid
dle West (Minnesota, Iowa, the Dako
tas, Nebraska,' Wyoming, Montana, Ida
ho, and Utah), and making a close study 
of the people, their condition, aspira
tions, etc., I am well qualified to advise 
you. . . - z

As our best and most popular lectur
ers and test mediums find employment 
on the- old and well-worked ground, It 
is tbe new beginners who will seek new 
fields, to become the pioneers of Spirit
ualism; and to. those we would say, it 
is simply impossible for you to make 
expenses in the Middle West if you de
pend on your lectures, or mediumship 
alone. ' ’

The population is largely foreign, 
their pursuits on the material plahe, 
and something of the “wild and woolly 
West” nature, hence almost a total In
difference to anything pertaining to 
moral elevation, or spiritual growth. 
There are a few exceptions of coprse, 
but this is the rule. The churches 
(Protestant) have no hold upon the peo
ple, except as a social organization; 
nnd in this respect are behind the vari
ous secret orders, and-it Is no wonder 
if the Rev. Hunt, pastor of the First 
Presbyterian church at Payette, Idaho, 
is a sample. We heard ^ilm say from 
his pulpit recently: “Fortunately, the 
Children of Israel were at that time in 
a region where brass is found in great 
quantities, and no doubt Moses gath
ered the brass from the ground with 
which to make the brazen serpent.” As 
the majority of his congregation were 
versed in minerals', and knew-that brass 
was an alloy of zinc and copper," you 
can well Imagine the effect, and will 
also understand, that it is to be popular, 
'in style, for social purposes, and not for 

. obtaining wisdom, that his people’ at
i tend church. "
i The saloon is the greatest attraction, 
> for example, Billings; Montana, -with a

By hardening yourself against the ef
fects of cold and cold weather.

By killing the germ if-it exists, and 
rendering yourself immune to it if it Is 
not already there. *

How can all this be done, you ask.
Very simply now, since the discovery 

recently made by the well-known Dr. 
Slocum. -

His new system of, treatment, which, 
on its discovery and promulgation to 
the scientific world, created such a fu
rore amongst medical men a few years 
ago, has since proved so successful in 
actual practice that it has astounded 
and confounded the doubters.

Every first-class druggist dispenses 
the Slocum ’ System of Treatment in 
original sixteen and eight ounce pack
ages, with full directions for use.

Dr. Slocum’s broad and liberal offer to 
send a complete course of treatment 
and advice free to any sufferer from 
weak lungs, has put him in the front 
rank of those who are working for the 
greater good of humanity.

The offer is open to everybody with
out distinction of sex or condition, and 
we should be glad to see it accepted by 
every one of our readers who is in need 
of treatment or advice.

WRITE TO THE DOCTOR.
All that is necessary is to send your 

name and full address to Dr. T. A. Slo
cum, Slocum Laboratories, 98 Pine 
street, New York, when Four Prepara
tions, embracing the complete treatment 
will be sent you at once.

We earnestly advise every one of our 
readers who suffers from weak lungs, 
loss of flesh and appetite, coughs, ca
tarrh, and other similar chronic cold 
weather afflictions, to write at once for 
a free course of this treatment, which 
has never yet failed to effect a cure. 
Please mention reading this in The Pro
gressive Thinker when writing to the 
Doctor.

"I choose that a story should be founded on prob* 
ability, aud uot always resemble a dream. I desire to 
flud nothing in 1t trivial or extravagant; and I deslrft 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, tliehg 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern* 
Ing eye. though escape tho observation of the 
vulgar.’’—VoLTA.m'B.

Contentb: “The White Bull," a Satirical Romance» 
.‘•Zadig, or Fate,” au Oriental History; "The Sage anq 
tho Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylot;” “3 he Mah 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature:’;’ 
“Mlcromegaa,” a Satire on Mankind; nTho World U 
It Goes;” “The Black and the White;” “Metnnou, the 
Philosopher;” “Andre Dee Touches at Blain;” “Bagt 
nbec;" “The Study of Nature;” “A Conversation 
With a Chinese;” r‘Plato’s Dfeatn;” "A Pleasure m 
Raving no Pleasure:’’ “An Adventure in Indlap,’ 
“Jeannot and Collu; ’ “Travels of Searmentado;” 
“The Good Brahmin;” “Tbe Two Comforters;" “Am 
cleui Faith «nd Fable." .......................... ....
...One volume, nostSvo, JSO pages, with portrait and« 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, $1.50; postage« 
15 cents.

“Voltaire’s satiro was keen and fiu6*polntcd as a 
rapler.".-Magazlue ot Am. History. . . .. .

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing." 
—Boston Commonwealth.

RiGi+TLiViNG
- BY -

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold,” “All in a Lifetime,n 

“The Story Hour," “Summer Days at Onset,”
“Sunday Observance,“ etc., etc.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Peari 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifl-

“Living 18 an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: In fact, the Wghott method, the noblest 
of the arts. — Thomas Stars King.

This book gives an admirable course of study in 
ethics, and supplies a loug-feit want of on ciblcll 
text-book especially adapted to the coin prehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom it is wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
taew valuable ethical icssoua................... ., . ,

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching tho principles of ethics. She Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and an^6- 
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use In children’s lyceuma. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated. '

CONTENTS:
Right Living. What is Morality? What Is lgnor. 

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
WbalKnow Yeof JuBtlce? Fortitude a Noble Poi- 
Besslon. Temperance aud Intemperance. lathe Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality» 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, 
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff ofLlfd. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gaines of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What Is^anOaCliidr 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crlmo. The Polson 
of Slander. What I. Hypoerky? CocBClenee, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society» 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Revereneo 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. BcK-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, tho Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation ft 
Great Faculty? Perseverance, the Friend of Mail. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on. the Highway. 
Habit. Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of W ealth. A'arlce, Not 
a Means to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, One of 
Life s Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Press, . Rights of Aniinata. 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The¡Jjcntle- 
man. _ Politeness-Continued-The Gentlewoman 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at thie Office.

tudes of cases where persons, as the re
sult of drowning Or oilier accident, were 
brought to the yery '-ionflneriof the spir
it-world, but by the afd'of proper rem- 

’edlal measures were brought back to 
consciousness; and then informed their 
friends that at a certain'stage of their 
thrilling experlence{pvery event of their 
lives passed in .review . before them. 
Now I ask in all candor do.es that look 
as if the memory'^f allj^rthly expé
riences were on .thp.ver^,verge of be
ing snuffed put Iiké,'ri/icaijgïe’s expiring 
flahie? — .jo-- ■ . •

Mr. Dawbarn informs us that the 
spirits do not 'evèlà 'refrifember their 
earthly names until ; at figome seance 
after coming in rapport with mundane' 
conditions some - person d suggests
name, and.ln-that vyay thffisplrit's mem
ory is assisted to, (jem ember .that his 
name was, say, John ¡Smith« A clear 
case of telepathy, ;but- wkat about the 
hundreds, of cases-whererspirits gave 

'names and dates and’Berit correct'mes
sages to friends vrtien ufat one person 
in the seance ever heat'd! of the com
municating spirit touring life?...

Mr. Dawbdrn wogid" also have us un' 
dèrstand that earthly ^>bjè6ts. rind seen- 
ery are invisible tb spirit eyes. How 
does he account for the cases where for 
weeks or even months after making the 
change called death, everything looked 

' so natural that the person could not be 
convinced that he or she had made the 
passage to the land of souls.

For my part I think there Is every 
reason to conclude thgt the memory of 
earthly acts, good, arid bad, instead of 
being obliterated aye intensified on 
passing tb the Summerland, and will 
form the basis of ouy future misery or 
happiness. However,.I should like to 
hear from some such eminent writers ns

population of about 2,500 has thirteen 
saloons and over sixty licensed prosti
tutes, so we were informed by a justice 
of the peace of that city. A prominent 
lecturer said recently, there were just 
two roads in life; one led to heaven,, the 
other to Butte, Montana.

The country is full of fake mediums 
and fortpne-tellers, who are well pat
ronized. Nevertheless good, honest 
work will win, and if a good lecturer,, 
and one or two good test mediums, who 
could give tests in public, and readings 
in private—straight work—could agree, 
and work together, with a good ad
vance agent to rent halls, advertise, 
etc., they could travel through this 
country and do.a gtfod work, both for 
the cause and for themselves.- • There 
are but few organized societies, and 
those at all interested are mostly seek
ing the phenomena rather than the phi
losophy of Spiritualism. Long jumps 
Would have to be made, hall rents high,

Hudson Tuttle. Dr. J..M. Peebles, or E.
D. Rabbitt on the subject. -

- DR. Hj RUTHERFORD. 
«Wayne, Mich. - . > .

cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry
■and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln- 
Istry. Price $1. For sale at this office» Jtej&al'CllCS in Oriental History.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found -especlally interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the- Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents.

The Principles of Nature, as Dlscov-
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual'

One

BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.80,

general division.
1. BB8EABCHES IF JEWISH HISTORY. 
•J. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIAFISM., 
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY, -i 
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS? J 
Tho whole comprlsen an earneot but fruitless »carcW 

for a Historical Jesus.----------- -I
Mn emetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 1 in thi« volume tbo Jgwb are clearly anoy® J® MagiicUL F L , hnvobeen the boly and favored people they claim to
Manifestations and Mediumship. Splr- The Messianic Win f. traced_ to tho Bac-
itual Planes arid Spheres. Given inspl- trlan Philosopher, 23M years B. (ri and tta 11 story 1« 
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable ' at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
Work; ^ebo^d'emon^r-’-^
ature of Spiritualism. Price, reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post

and railroad .rates 5 cents per mile 
through Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, 
Idaho and Utah. ButTlo cents, admis
sion to lectures, when followed’ by tests, 
and from one to two dollarsJor-read
ings could be charged, and" have full 
houses and plenty of business. The\ 
endorsement of well-known parties 
would be necessary to success. I inn to 
lecture to a few of the faith here at 
Plano, then-on to’Baker City, Oregon, 
where I can be addressed for the month 
of March. - ..

DR. CARLOS WRIGHT.
• Plano, Oregon.

"From Bou! to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gemi 
of thought In poetic diction In this hand
tome volume,* wherewith to* sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
81. For sale at this office. -

“Social Unbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By H. D. 
Babbitt LL. D.„ M.D. This comprises 
the last part of । Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale
at this office. V

age 12 cents. <
•■Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 

of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies,--'for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- i 
burn. This, volume meets a publlo- 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry arid music, embodying the 
-highest moral sentiment, and-free from 
nil sectarianism. Price. 50 cents. For 
sale at this office. ■

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D?’ A compact 
and? comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic,’ analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. -One of the very .best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. ■ ...  '
. "Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and!- Social Upr 
building.” By E.. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean-of the Collego 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, SodalJScl- 
erice, Religion, etc. Price* doth* 7S& 
Ffar sale at this office. .

*The boot demonstrate« that Christianity and its cen-l 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system •» 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, 'carand force. and that 
Ite rites, ceremonials, dogmas and “2?
but survivals of so-called pagan sm. «btwa t art re
search among the records of the past, Its facta mb 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority.' and n<r per- 
X can read It without Iiatructlon and profit, whether 
bo r“?b7s the same conclusions with the author 0»

, otherwise. For salait tbiioffice. <

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
■7V£/47W 4A<D THE' AFTER-LIFE, 
L/ The “Stellar Key" !> the nhlloeophlcel Inh» 
duction to the revelations contained In this book, 
Some Idea ot thin little volume he piljied from tt,
following table of contents: 1—Dcath and the After* . 
Life; 2—Beenes In tho Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres tn the Summcr-Landj 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land: 6-Language B_an4 . 
Life in Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers;8-UltlmatesintheSummer-Land: 9-Volce 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con« 
tains moro than double the amount of matter f in 
mer edition«, and is cnriched^by ft benuttfni frontia» 
piece, illustrating tho •• formation of the Bnlrltuap 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For aaW 
at this office. .

THE RELATION
Of iho Spiritual to the Material Universe: and. the . 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised» 
byM.Faraday. PricoiSccnts, . • . . >.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Moseb Hull. A compound of tho two pamph« > 

lets, “The Irrepressible Confilcl,” nnd “Tour Answer 
or Your Life;" with-Important additions, making I 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. Thia book contain} 
statistics, facts and documents, on tho tendencies ox 
tho times, that every one should have. For sale at 

. this office. . ■ ■■ . - - ——
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■ ’ NURSERY OF SPIRITUALISM.
From the-beginning of the • modern 

spiritual movement, at Hydesville, N. 
Y„ until the present time, the family 
circle has been the nursery and the 
mainstay, of Spiritualism. Other fac
tors of success there have-been, fac
tors of much importance, and that could 
not have been ignored;.but the chief 
propelling power pushing the movement 
onward to success, lias been the quiet, 
unpretentious, yet mightily suaslve in-

¿cis fluence of the family circle and its elii-
5 cU cient ally, the private circle where a

FORE-GLEAMS OF A 
DAY.

Let no one mistake the 
times. A great religious 
going on that must

BRIGHTER

signs of the 
revulsion is 
revolutionize

flobtoilicc Mou»>-Order,IlcglsWrcdLetter, congenial lew have met, at the home of 
erdretton ClilenRO orKcw York, rit comb from 10 gou,„ (0 hold converse with .the• ulScentBto get checks CRBUcd ou local bauke. todoii t »uuil iuluu, iu
send them uuleai you wish that ainouut deducted from J frjends ULISCCU. •
tlio amount eeul. Direct all letters to J. IL Francis, i ntti mDilhnn-

. Iio. ioLoomis street. Chicago, ill. The eclat of platform test meaium
_—------------------------- —-- gbl with all lta accessories of demon-
OLUBSI IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! stl..1(ioIls oi apl)lause, Uas not exercised

AstUere arc thoueimdu who will at grat-Vealui-o ...n-ni-nunif
oaiy twenty-five ceiiiBforTiiKPi-.cGCEcBivBTim.KEu the influence lor solid ami pci manent 
tblrlee« weeks, we would sufsest to thobo who receive , oxtendiu" and establishing
BBMnple copy, to solicit several other.) to uulu with gOOU, 111 c.\ltiiumB -tuu locum, . o 
them, uad thus be able to remit froui ci tor.o, or eveu. that has been exerted by
more than the latter sum A ¡M-ge uumber of little 
iimoums will innku a large sum total, aud thus extend I unpretentious family ell Cie.

Organized associations and societies,
” «U good and helpful in their way and

siku to subucribo for TJiEPRocr.E85iYK luiiiKKK, Dia(.e have been formed ana operated, 
^?oO(Vr^S the express purpose of giving
.the price ol only about two conu per week I gtr(?ugtll our cause;-but, from least

A Bountiful Harvest for 35 Cents, to greatest, none lias wrought so effect
no you went u more bouuilf-n harvest than wo can jVeiy nor.aceomplished for Spiritualism 

give you for IS ceute? Juetiwisa cud xhluk lore mo- much as has been done by the fam-roent what un li-tellectuul feact.that BlualUuvcstmeut M-0 mucn as lias Uht 11 uvuo uy 
willfuruiehyou. Thosubscriptionpri<?e-of Tub Pbo- I ily and private CilCle.
GBissivBTiiiHKEMtWrt-.enwecUyis 9uiy wenty-five without «rent parade, without the 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred apd Ai.mv 1 inotip« nf nublicfour pageB of solid, bubEtantlol. scul-ekvadug and Salvation AUUy taotlCS 01 puoiit
auljid-refreshlna reading mailer, equivalent to a medl« mal*ching8 with the noise and <1111 OI
un|'Blzed000111 " A I horns aud drums, mingled with exuber

take NOTICE! ■ I !1bt shouts and display of banners, its 
tr At expiration of euhacription, if not renewed, influence has been mighty to coin HOC o 

thepaper 1b dlaconUuued So bills will bo cent for ex- the truth of Spirit retUltt and com
. tranuiphera. ■ munlon, making thousands of invest!-

rr If you do not receive your paper promptly, - J* oanfirined Snlrituallsts. < „write to UB.aml erforeln addreaa will bo promptly gnt013_ conpimeu ¡»piiuuuunto., 
corrected, aud missing numbera supplied gratia. While' fraud and deception have

. ar Whenever you desire the addrese of your paper iua..red the work .of many real and pre
changed, always give the addreu of the place towbl-b , .- mortlnma'in nubile the flllllilv

> Itls then Bent, or thu change eamict be made. tended mediupis in puirnc, tnv xutuny
, _ -__ _ ____ _______ —---------| circle has offered the minimum of in-,

ifOREIRN COUNTBIlflS. ducement ibr tho .practice of- fraud. FOKluLUN WVB The work of the family circle -has been
The Progressive Thinker 1» furnished In Ihe United «¿pi. ' will bp most free from theBtatos at Bl. til per year, the postage thereon being but and evei Will no most till uutu tuu 

. nominal, but when Illa »ent to foreign countries we tt.dn aud disgrace attendant OU decep
are compelled to charge 50 cent, extra, making the ° -•

• yearly BUbscrlptton 11.50. Please bear that la mind. 11011, .
. ____________________________ For such reasons as these, the work

' of the family circle has been most ben-
SATURDAY, MARCH Jo, 1899. I edcjai aud lnost unqualifiedly produet

___________ ‘ __________ __ _____ I ive of good. And it is for such.reasons 
ttcvtt xrnnn’ r TtTTT__we feel to urge our friends everywhereLIGHT, MORL LIGHT. t(j egtabllsll falnRy and qirivate circles.

Rev. A. C. Headlam, an English Nothing else will so conduce to build up 
. -‘'scholar, lately contributed to Hie Eng- I our cause, make it solidly firm and 

llsh Historical Review, a learned article strong, of sound material thatwill be 
a.. ,i r r rx„,i , Mia able to withstand, all the adverse pies-on the Methods of Eailj Chinch H guro outgido jgjnrauce aud prejudice.

. tory. He mentions a church history by An(J we ful.tller ' suggest that pur
a Dominican monk of the fourteenth fr]ends do not only hold their own clr-
century, who was papal librarian. We des, but that, as occasion offers to do so 
(1tl0te. , I suaslvely, they seek to Induce non-Spir-

nynm<.mnlia nf t iw-en onens liis work ituallsts, freethinkers and church peo' vvm ? 1?£ Of the Foundei of Chris I l>le. to test the matter for themselves, 
tianitv I esusl as the first Popa No and prove forthemselves whether spirit hkrhm- di mitv could^ apparently be as- return and demonstration be true or no. 
cril od to him than that of the first of ^or it is one of the beajities of our th? nontiffs Who ea/doubt the pre- Spiritualism that it Is not for Splrltual- 
LX“ of ¿t Peh>. nnT lils suc^ but all may prove It for
ors when Is naraM d Irnw ’at e, the themselves-“without money and wlth- sots u lien itlb n d P1»tpr out price,” in tlie quiet and seclusion of

P“mt appointment obtataed the &eir own homes, where no taint of deobtained tne decei)tlon can obtflln lo mal.
papal cnan ’ the certainty or cast the shadow of

This brief extract is of more value I doub( A1] lnny ])r9Ve Spiritualism for
than will be noted at first glance. Eu- themselves, and know its truth,
seblus’ Ecclesiastical History is claimed With this demonstrated, the learner 
ns the first authentic history of the is prepared to' advance iu the knowl-
church. It is represented as written A. edge of the philosophy in Its various as

- n aoa. b„t mnnrnfnl to relate the I’eets aud relations to life present and D„ 324; but, mournful to relate, tue Iu tlie hereafter, building up a spiritual 
iji’ht copy known to be iu existence st].ucdui.e character whose .summit 
made its appearance in Latin in 1544. I ghan be jn the everlasting.sunshine of 
A very defective copy, evidently trans- the infinitely good.
lilted from the Latin Into Greek, ap- —------- :

' peared a few years later. Not until COMMON SENSE TO THE FRONT. 
1740 was there a critical copy printed jaev. S. P. Cadlnan, D. -D.,¿pastor of 
in Ttatln by Cacclarl, who professed to I the Metropolitan Church, New. York, 
have consulted five copies found in the I before the regular weekly meeting of

churches, reconstruct thought, and es
tablish a new order of things. It is in
evitable. Clergymen see it, and strug
gle to resist the onward march; ,but they 

’are .powerless in the premises. -Old' 
things must give place to I he new. 
Even inherited error cannot abide for
ever.. Education has dispelled the fogs 
of superstition, and a noon-day sun of 
knowledge will allow humanity to revel 
in the pleasure of a revised, enlarged, 
and reconstructed faith aloug the lines, 
of the spiritual, and less material. Let 
fancy build her ensiles.' Time will give 
them.an enduring base and-make them 
eternal.

Rejoice with us, good reader, for what 
was hope yesterday, is almost realiza
tion to-day. It will be fruition to-mor-

' BALD-FACEIT frauds.
The' more’ajlLiueed of the Christian 

clergy, now cojcedo-that spirits aro ca
pable of communing with mortals, aud 
they are labormg to prove It is no new 
faith with th^i. T]i,ey have fought 
Spiritualism «¡trjevery/point with logic, 
ridicule and buffoonery, yet they have 
gradually imbibed tiife teaching, and 
many of theiA are now peddling it as 
their own, quoting tjt’e inspired infidel 
poets as PopejaRyroj|,j Shelley, in con
firmation of thqir statements. There is

row. Time, it is said, plays no part in 
the Immortal state. All is one eternal 
Now. The past, the present, and the 
future, are but resemblances to a varie
gated landscape which has only to be 
looked upon to be comprehended.

The dark, dismal, discordant, scenes 
through which the mortal has passed 
were necessary to usher in a better or
der of things, just as the stprm:cloud, 
the thunder-bolt, the clashing of the el
ements, the roar of the wind, and the 
falling rain are needed to purity the at
mosphere. When the demons of the air 
are abroad, and the contending factions 

■meet in deadly strife, and crash on 
crash follow in quick succession, uni
versal doom seems imminent; then Na
ture apparently in angry mood, is 
sweeping away the dread malaria, and 
fitting the air for Wealthy respiration. 
The tornado and the cyclone, however 
destructive in their action, are perhaps 
messengers of good, could we disassoci
ate their pernicious consequences from 
their beneficial. ‘

The church alliances being formed, 
the combinations of the clergy, tlie.. 
Christian Endeavor associations, the 
Young Men's Christian unions, and all 
the multitudinous forms of social or
ganizations wherein denominational 
creeds are thrown intp the background 
to perfect a better union, the disused» 
churches, the empty seats of those 
partly occupied, the leaving of pulpits 
fol' secular vocations, the falling off of 
students for the ministry, and the lib
eralizing of those occupying foremost, 

-positions,- all tell that a new era has 
dawned. ' Reconstruction must follow 
along new lines.

Vatican. Methodist ministers of that city and vl-

REFORM REVERSED.
The Qod-Jn-the»Constitution 

Movement.

still another class Who Ignore all the 
revelations of^odei^ Spiritualism, and 
who have justjnade pie discovery, as if 
Of themselves, that.-,the two-worlds are 
interblended. ThemNeiv York1 Truth 
Seeker lias taken cognizance of this 
bald-faced fraud, aud in its issue-of the 
11th hist, discourees as follows:

"For a half century persons not re
senting to be called ‘long-haired men 
and short-haired women" have borne 
the odium of asserting that they had 
seen and talked ¡with the deceased. 
Now ministers of the gospel are enun
ciating these Spiritualistic facts as if 
they were something new-ras if no
body knew . anything about clairvoy
ance, telepathy, aud so forth, until the 
devout or scientific members of the So
ciety for. Psychical Research revealed 
that knowledge to.the world. There are 
men and women who read the Truth 
Seeker every week who could--lell all 
these clerical and psychic gentlemen 
they are forty years behind the age; 
that, compared with the pioneers of the 
cause, 'they are almost as superfluous 
and redundant In.Spiritualism as they 
are in Biblical criticism coming after. 
Thomas Paine. Our respeet Is reserved 
for the person who,-accepting ihe facts 
of Spiritualism, owns himself a Spirit
ualist, or who, knowing Christianity to 
be false, quits preaching ft from.the 
pulpit.”

Here is to you, Brother Macdonald,

The “God-iu-the:Constltutlon” move-, 
mept was at first ridiculed as an effort 
of cranks, who would have small fol
lowing, and the intelligence of the. 
American people was relied on to pre
vent any harmful growth of this so- 
called “reform.” But it has been proved 
that however certain classes may be, 
the larger class is too ignorant or indo
lent to think, and are blindly led; or if, 
informed, they are swayed by supersti
tion fostered by their education.

Tliis movement began in sumptuary
legislation;,.not that its leaders cared 
for. the temperance cause, but it fur
nished a means for requiring the ob-

Pt MICftlGftN MEDIUM
Wm. Nye Means, of Williamston, Is Rapidly Stepping to 

the Front—Some Particulars About
His Mediumship,

To the Editor:—Having been a work
ing Spiritualist for nearly twenty years, 
and president of the Mediums’ Protect
ive Union of Michigan for more than 
four years, bringing me In elose touch 

-with hundreds of our greatest mediums, 
I feel it my duty to make public some 
truths I have found.

While iat our Mid-winter meeting at 
Owosso, Feb.’ JO, 11 and 12, it was my 
pleasure to meet our medium brother, 
Wm. Nye Means, whose namg has ap-
peared many times in the columns of 

servanee of" Sunday^ ’ If they could i The Progressive Thinker. Notwith- 
close tiie saloons on Sunday, it would- standing the fact that he has been a 
give them n precedent and the day member of our Union for two years and 
might then be hedged in other diree- more, I had never become personally 
tlons They express great pity and acquainted with him, and it was while 
deepest commiseration for the working I studying his picture, "Imperiled Repub- 
inen and demand for tlieiu a day of I lie,” which through the kindness of 
re8t ' Sister Steggall, of Owosso, was loaned

A Af la ovppiimit and neces- to decorate the walls of our hall, that 
rar tim he-ilth and continued tife I resolved to visit Williamston and see 

? ? -A -Hn i ,n, but he ought to be I for myself wbat manner of man this 
allowed,liberty to eiijoy himself on that medium might b6, and now I shall only anowinmuLiij iv j „ give such facts as parties connected
would give him no Sunday palter; they therewith would subscribe their names 
^ramuXip'they"! mle R A We arrived at the Walton place in 
fl.nn'raL him’tn to the seashore or Williamston, where -Mr. Means holds-crime for 1 In to go to tl e eeosboie m an(J wer(j -
UtOntranJi re remain hilv at I W him and Mrs. Means, who looks af- 
to, attend thu.cb therawiil ter the wants of »U comers with that

, home. If he atte «¿one those unselfish and untiring spirit which can- 
be ,v rav his toll not fall to make angels and mortals

who W. Meins, the son, has
bf dpeelved bv this zeal I “9wy stood by his father in all these 

foime4 to .. |nRLiniiR nttark years of development—rcUlevlng him of
which thus conceal# its insidious attack . rpRnonsihilith*« us would have re- .. m ... „a — I SUCH I ecUOUbi U1M llCb uo iYUJJIU tiu»L Jt
on the libel ty of conscience. tnrded Ills development. Here I nt

The “reformers have grown strong, I oaco foulld myself in an atmosphere

FROM LIFE TO LIFE.

passed from earth-life, he was not quite 
satisfied; thought the upper juirt' of the 
face did not look as he remembered her, 
and that her dress was not right, but 
said nothing only to bls wife. Finally 
he put the message into his pocket and 
went to another seance.' When the cir
cle was formed he produced the picture, 
and asked if he might put it on jhe 
table and see if tile angels would make 
any changes. He was told that he 
could do so, by the guide, who also re
quested each one to examine the pic
ture so as to be able to note st;ch 
changes as might be niade. When the 
end came, and the lamps had been 
lighted, there was thm. picture, all re
modeled, features oTl changed and 
made to look just as he-remembered 
her.. The picture was sent to his sister 
who also declared it to be a true like
ness of her mother.

Johnson Smith, a retired farmer who 
had been ailing for some years, and 
who witen advised to see Mr. Means 
said: “I want no dead men doctoring 
me.” He was finally persuaded to visit

it

4

I,'

¡¡Z

Eminent scholars are of the opinion ctalty, hurled a big thunderbolt into 
that. Eusebius, and what purports to bé I that body, four hundred leading clergy- 
a later writer, Soerates, who extended being in attendance. He declared: BWaS hriwKSSSWis 

Xn "eLuther aud bls Protestant co- «zoning men.” 
adjutors Says tlle l’rcss dispatch that heralded

With that view, then, this work of this Important declaration over the 
Ptolemeus is of inestimable value; for world: ‘ (
it is in fact the oldest of the church bls- <^yilen Dr. Cadman arose to read his, 
tories; and then Jesus is made a Pope, I pflper ile was loudly applauded, and 
and his disciple Peter is made his sue- agUin when he concluded the reading.” 
ce™01' , „„ No other comment than the press disThese little items, dug up one-by one ■ , x .
and remembered, when united -and patch to the Chicago Record Is needed 
forming a complete whole, will estab- I to complete this article. We quote: 
llsli a very different origin for the be- "This bold, portentous utterance, in
ginnings of Christianity from what I volving the most radical departure from 
even church scholars have supposed. the accepted tenets of the Methodist

Liglit, more light and greater, is what church since its very foundation, was 
we want; not darkness mòre intense I made before the most representative 
because it is popular with the unedu- body of Methodist clergy in America.
cated masses.

A PORTRAIT OF CHRIST.
Again we have-the old chestnut, of a 

rare piece of historical evidence lost

It included the vast majority of the 
preachers of Greater New York. It-is 
the first announcement of an impending 
.controversy which may shake the Meth- 
’bdlst church to its foundation.

-“The acceptance of Dr. Cadman’s

NO COMPROMISE NEEDED.
Our learned brother, *Wm. J. Haynes, 

Esq., of Maine, writes:
“I do not .think you need to have com

promised with Brother Howe In regard 
to the length .of time which has inter
vened since the evolution of man from 
matter, for Nature does not do things in 
a hurry, but systematically.- Instead of 
a few thousaud years, as recorded in 
“Holy Writ," since the advent of man, 
or,' better, since the protoplasm from 
which man was evolved, commenced its 
formation, I will suggest at least one 
hundred billions of years. •

“When we take into consideration the 
countless millions of worlds floating in 
space, and stop to think at one time 
they were atoms in the boundless abyss, 
then we have a faint idea of the length 
of time—If we may call it time—that 
passed while the great works of Na
ture were in process of formation.

Each period ef time—I believe there 
were seven—since aud including the at
omic period, to the present—has occu
pied probably full one hundred billions 
of years, consequently, if I am approx
imately correct It must have been 
seven hundred billions of yearly since 
the planef earth on which we dwell, 
commenced its fol-mation, merging 
atoms into molecules, and molecules 
intb a globe, and so through all the dif
ferent periods,to the present.

“To one who believes In the God the
ory of creation, this naturally seems a 
long time, and to many is preposterous; 
but when we realize the immense pe
riods involved, we come to the sage con
clusion that, practically, there was no 
“beginning.”'

One little item as to the magnificence 
of this mighty universe, which de
serves a place alongside of our broth
er’s eternity of time, is found in the' 
“British Encyclopedia,” • .article Light, 
wherein it is estimated Sirius, the near
est of the heavenly bodies to us outside 
of our solar system, is 54,224,000,000,
000 miles-from the earth. If only a 
thousandth part so remote, Is it not sur
prising that this “Dog Star” sliiues with

. From life to life, from height to height, 
. Along a pathway infinite, 

Across the years we journey on, 
From'out of shadow-unto dawn, . ■ 

From out of darkness unto fight 
A guiding .star burns, distant, bright, 
To guid,e our spirits through the night, 

Along the gulfs that yawn 
yjFromlife to life. ‘ .

To him fliat fives and loves aright 
> A sweet°goal'glimmer's into sight.

When mists of-hist and hate aré gone, 
He seps, as past a veil withdrawn, 

A glimpse pf glory gleaming white 
jr /.From life to fife.
•>'. ~ —-J. A. Edgerton.

I which seemed to Impart such strength 
I as to make one feel that he is with 
I those, who are truly called aud are 

blessed. ■ ' '
After we had partaken of our dinner, 

I we were ushered to au upstair room, 
the medium's private apartment,' and 

I where, ns I was informed, be has de- 
Kveloped his wonderful medlumlstlc 

gifts. Upon the floor were pyramids of 
paper-bound books and magazines. 
Here were tlie writings of Thomas 

, Paine, Andrew Jackson Davis, Hudson 
I Tuttle, Win. Denton, Moses Hull aud 

Abby Judson, together with hundreds 
I of copies of The Progressive Thinker, 

all of which plainly told the story of 
their mission. Upon the fly-leaf of these 

Lbooks we found written the name of 
| the owner, with these words: “My books 
are foy my neighbors and friends. 

I Please read and return.” We learned 
that these books, papers and 

I magazines constitute what Mr. Means 
I designates his “tramp library.” They 

go forth for nflles around, are read, and 
In due time returned and exchanged for 

I others. Mr. Means informed me that lie 
had lost but one book; and two or three 
papers in three years; that the lost book 

I above mentioned was one of Miss Jud-
son's, “The Bridge Two
Worlds.” It was loaned to persons in 
Lansing, fifteen miles away and was 
thrown into the fire by a young man 
who, finding it upon the table in the 

I home of his sweetheart, and supposing 
that she might be reading it, forthwith 
fed It to the flames. He had not, as yet, 

I been able to replace it, but hoped to do
-so very soon. * '

and found. This time it is not a “price- proposition, heard with respect and ap- 
less manuscript,” discovered in the plause by the New Yoj-k ministers, 
linmn vnnlls of n* old monasterv ” but would be comparable to the adoption of 
a bronze medal. It was found in a eu- a “f"' °oast£uV°„u «w United

. , . States. It places the Bible on the basis
nosity shop at Rome, by a Frenchmen o£ historical works on other than di
named Boyer d’Ague. He bought it for vine subjects and it rejects the authen- 
10 centimes, because of the Hebrew ticity of all parts of holy Scripture 
characters on it. When he came to look wliich -are repugnaiit. .to .human .reason,. 
closer he found the effigy of Jesus. This “ThevBible. Dr. Cadman said, was 

œ ... j .nL..t_ .___ compiled much as is any other book. Iteihgy is described as differing fiom the wng v £roln t])e records and wit
usual picture of Christ, which was nessC:. “the time. It had been impos- 
stolen by the artists from Apollo the siblo io determine the authorship of 
sun-god of the pagan world. He was much of the Old Testament Half of its 
painted with golden ringlets and blue I pages, said Dr. Cadman, were of un
eyes! Think of a Jew, pure-blooded known authorship. The same was in a 
from David’s time, with yeUow hair I measure true of the New. Testament, 
and blue eyes, and'a straight nose! I Matthew, Mark, Luke and John differed 

On this medal his forehead is high, in quoting words said to have been pro
nose' long, straight and pointed, mus- nounced by Christ upon a given deca
tache slightly marked, hair long and slon. Parallel passages were not alike.
curly. The face Is .“extremely fascl-1 “The speaker said the trend of 

, nating.” The Hebrew characters have 1 thought in the Methodist church during
been interpreted to rea'd: “The Messiah, I the last fifty years had been toward a 
'the King, will come in peace. He is the better knowledge and a newer view of 
light of men, Incarnate and living.” | Christ himself rather than of the 

This medal is being duplicated and 
the duplicates sold at high price. This 
last sentence reveals the animus of the 
whole affair. The medal cannot be sold 
as manuscripts are, for it would not 
bring enough money. It may be mul- 
tlplied until it will do so.

The archaeologists who have exam
. ined It pronounce it “very ancient,” 

they do not nor can they fix its date. 
The curio-shops of Rome are factories
where trained artisans work at the pro
duction of antiques, and with such 
skill, that even in manuscripts the most 
proficient are often deceived.

This restless searcli for evidence,rifie 
seizing of such straws, shows the fever
ish state of anxiety the believers of the 
Christian doctrine are in, and is an ac
knowledgment of the insufficiency bf 
their evidences. .

. ' CHRISTIAN MORALS.,
Father Tom Sherman has lately made 

a survey of the morals'and'religion of 
the Porto Ricans, and has reported: >

“The state of morality can be inferred 
from the fact that the number of illegiti
mate children exceeds that of-the legit
imate.” ■ .

This same state of facts prevails In 
Italy and most Catholic countries. The 
confessional afid a. celibate clergy have 
Much to do with this-loose state of 
morals. .

Bible.”. - tí-.
Mossbaeks, read and tremble.

such lustre? But it tells us of 
greatness of the universe, as does 
brother of its duration. '

the 
our

CONTRADICTS ITSELF.
An English writer has lately- pub

lished a work entitled: “The Book of 
■God. Ju. the Ligh.t...of. the. Higher Criti
cism.” On the .introductory pages will 
be found the following paragraph: ■ ...

“The Bible is said to be inspired, but 
he who reads it. is not. The conse
quence is man deduces from it a creed 
in harmony with his own taste,- temper, 
fancy and .intelligence; He lays em
phasis on what fits in with his creed, 
and slurs 'over all that is"opposed to it 
Every one of the various and conflict
ing Protestant sects is founded, upon 
one and the same’infallible book. ‘The 
Bible teaches this,’ says • one. ‘The 
Bible teaches that,' says another. They 
are both, right The Bible does'teach' 
the, doctrine of all the sects. ‘But do 
they not contradict each other?’ Yes. 

. ‘.What.is the explanation?’ ■ Why; the;
Bible contradicts Itself.” ’

’AS^p'^Tidïi^Vkï^sT.'’' ', 
Prof. ïienry’iDrummond, a former 

student in New College, London, was 
for a time associated with Mopdy pud 
Sankey,'wulle the latter were'touring. 
England many years, ago, on a revival 
excursion. A Dr. Stalker, writing of 
Drummond as a revivalist, said;

“He possessed great mesmeric pow
ers, which he occasionally exhibited for 
the amusement of hii friends.”

In this hypnotic power doubtless lay 
Drummond’s success,as. a revivalist. 
Aud what was true ta his case is true 
of every other revivalist—he is a hyp
notist, and his success is contingent on 
his ability to exercise his vital forces 
to Influence others, and rob them of 
their will power.
. Even Drummond had thoughts of his 
own nôt reflected in-'the creeds. Writ
ing to a friend while on a geological 
tour to America, he-filling at the time 
the chair of Science in Edinburgh Uni
versity, Prof. D. said. _

“No one now expects selenee_from the 
Bible. The literary'form of Genesis 
precludes the idea tjiat it is science. We 
might as well compare ‘Paradise Lost’ 
with geology as. the book of Genesis.”

In a note of Drummond's' father, who 
died in 1888, was. found this:gem: 

' "Would it ribt be étrange if it should 
turn opt that thé laWs of Nature and of 
the Spiritual World were the same?”
. This shows the;great scholar had 
thought along the lines of Modern Spir
itualism. . And ,though - It was but a 
question, it gavé the trend of his mind. 
A query is the stepping stone, to. con
viction, and what was a dôubt in the be
ginning -is a demonstyated ïaeûa little 
further on; Spiritualism has .gained ail 
its victories, not by hypnotic influences, 
but by thought and’demonstrated fact

-------------—r—-—•——------------- ;—:— I Tuesday evening we had a seance, 
¿nd if thosetwho trust "In’ popular In- and though wb received no plcture-mes- 
teDigeuce and Supinely rest iu that con- I sages, we did receive an intellectual 
fldence, will take in the whole situation, I treat. Mr. Means has a band of lutelll- 
they Will find sufficient cause for gences who cannot fail to interest all 
alarm. It- is not an effort of religious who may attend these seances. Anoth- 
fanatlcs in this country alone, ’but a er fact I would mention: While these 
well organized, determined and persist- seances are absolutely free to all, none 
ent effort which Is'being pushed in all are allowed to go away hungry, and all 
Christian countries. It matured in the I are invited to partake of a warm sup
secret sessions of the Evangelical Alli- per, which the medium declares to be 
ance, and sprang into active life fos- the cold-weather benediction ofr his 
tei-ed by the- clergy everywhere. The I baud. After supper was over aud we 
same urgency in enforcing Sunday ob- I had adjourned to the large sitting-room 
servanee and making the nation obedi- again, one of the guides, Dr. Crooker, 
ent to God is seen In England as well as again took control aud was giving us a 
in the United States. Even in far-off grand talk, when the clock souuded the

the medium. There being other visit
ors present at the.time, Mr. Means de-» 
elded to diagnose the case in the pres
ence of another. Mr. Smith Was asked 
to be seated, aud Dr. Crooker proceeded 
to business, and taking the medium up 
to the skeptic struck him on his right 
leg above the knee, saying, “What's 
here? Where did you get that, brave?” 
The gentleman replied, “There is noth
ing there, sir. What do you mean?” 
The spirit said: "Yes, there Is some
thing there, too, and it’s a fish. Your- 
mother gave It to you.” The guide in
sisted that Smith should show the other 
gentleman the birth-mark upon bls 
limb, which he did, and he declares to
day that no one, save his wife and 
mother, knew that ,he had tills mark, 
and that he himself had not thought of 
it, perhaps In ten years. After this 
Smith attended a seance aud received 
a picture of bls father, who had been a 
minister inOntario for forty years, and 
who had been Iu spirit life some twelve 
years. The Bible was brought In from 
an adjoining room and opened to the 
tttird chapter of St. Jolin where is 
found these words: “Jesus answered 
and said unto him, verily, verily, I say 
unto thee, except a man lie born again, 
he cannot see the kingdom of God.” 
Mr. Smith says this was his father’s fa
vorite text. 'Die message given is a 
most beautiful one, and presents the 
spirit’s Ideas on the subject or text re
ferred to, and contrasts them with his 
itleas when in the flesh, and as lie says 
“A blind leader of the blind.” .

This seance, like all others mentioned, 
was conducted under strict test condi
tions, conditions under which it must 
have been impossible for the Bible to 
have been brought Into the seance-room 
by other than spirit power.

These are only a few of the evidences 
with which I have acquainted myself, 
aud which together with what I have 
actually seen for myself, has convinced 1 
me, that Mr. Means is the most won
derful medium among tlie hundreds 
with whom I have come in contact. 
He submits to such test conditions as 
no other physical medium, so far as I 
know them, will submit Ao. Church 
people who know him well have only 
good things to say of him. I have seen 
and talked with them; also several ex
church members who have been con
verted Lo Spiritualism through -the good 
work of our worthy apostle. Mr.

, Means, like other good men, lias his en
, emles, but his friends are legion. He is 

honest, intelligent and fearless, and
; when his guides take him upon tlie pub
, lie platform to speak tlie truths of phe- 
; nomenal Spiritualism, as they propose 
; to do in the near future, Spiritualists 
t will find in him those hidden powers of 

which they may well be proud.
Vicksburg, Mich. C. E. DENT.

A SENSELESS LEGEND.
“In God We Trust," was first.Inscribed 

on the American coin in 1862, by order- 
of Salmon P. Chase, -then Secretary of 
the Treasury. It was a part of the .pro
gram of. God-jn-the-Constitution -.agi
tators. It. added no value -to the coin, 
but the priests wished some acknowl
edgment that God was a special factor 
In ^running this government .. Chase 
was a churchman,,ambitious for higher. 
honors, so, hoping to gain1 the favor of • 
churchmen, he Ordered the addition 
without act of law.

DECLINE IN CHURCH WORK.
■ The committee named several months 
-ago. to'-.inquire. into the subject of min
isterial ..education in Chicago reported 
to the local presbytery recently' that 
there was a steady decline iu support of 
such education and suggested that the 
situation be placed before the Presby
terian General Assembly at its next 
conference. There has been a falling 
off in candidates.for the ministry, and 
n loss in contributions. So-says the 
Chicago Record.

; DOUBTLESS CORRECT. t .
In answer to the question, “Is Eng

land growing better ?" it is stated there 
has.- been a progressive diminution pf 
crime in 'that country for the last twen
ty years, as shown by accurate, statis
tics. instead of crediting this result to 
the- influence of Christianity, a popular 
literary paper of London, ascribes it to 
’ LjThe spread of education, which 
fosters the growth of the intellectual at 
the expense of the animal. . - ;

2< Improvement in the economic con- 
ditioii of the masses.
<3. The’growth of rationalistic views 
of morality, including recognition of the 
maxim, “Honesty is the best policy.”

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
fd'the Baptist Church.” By. Abby. A. 
Judson. Gives auaccount of. her experi
ence in passing from the old faith ofher 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a,sweet 
spirit, and Is well adapted to-place In 
the bands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. . .

“The Commandments Analyzed. By 
W. H. Bach.” The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great In-
congrultics. Price 25c; '

Australia, there has been formed a Na- hour of one when It was stated in a 
tional Scripture-Education League I most positive manner that the “preach- 
whieh lias-opened an aggressive war- I house was all on Are, and at this an- 
fare on the liberal tendencies of the I nouncement the spirit control seemed jo 
people of these colonies. This league leave, and the medium went on and told 
makes' the same demand that is made us that a church was burning aud that 
in this country by the “reformers,” it he could see the flames crawling up the 
wants God conspicuously recognized by spire like a snake. At 0:30 o’clock 
"the law of the land. It is fearful he news came that a church had burned at 
will be forgotten or dishonored. It Hillsdale at just that hour. .
wants the Bible made a text book in the I In the afternoon Mr. Means said to 
schools, where religion must be taught, me: “I just see a locomotive and some 
and It demands laws compelling the ob- coaches jump the track and go into the 
servanee of Sunday. lce-” Tlle next morning this, too, was
' _. , , ,, . „ , „ .. | verified, the accident having occurredIt Insolently proposesJo make a test at ]ugt the time when M Mbeang made 
question for candidates at election. mentlon of jt to me M curlosltv was 
Temperance, pretended zeal for moral- _ f u arouged T was satjSfied that 
ity, and education, are made to coyer I he ls tlle mogt won(]erfu] me(jtum j tad 
the stealthy attack on liberty. They evev an(1 j gtarted to iearn jUst 
set up the cry that our system of edu- what thoge Wg immediate vicinJlt
cation is Godless, Ohrlstless, and the d . k hl , h, d ., walkg
souls of our children are lost for want , ht h t f ,, both as a 
of religious instruction. • I ¡zen and a Spjrjt medium. '

The evangelical sects, while pressing I first visited the home of Hiram Rix, 
this scheme of aggrandizement, do not I Jr., a well-to-do farmer living three 
•fathom the motives of Catholicism I miles east of Williamston. Here we 
which urges them on. Why do the I learned much of Mr.-Means as a gen
Catholics desire the Protestant Bible eral medium-of rare capabilities, 
and Protestant religion in the public We next visited the home of that

CIRCUS. CLOSED.
Rev. DeWitt' Taimáge has resigned 

his connection with the First I’resbyte-' 
rl'an. church of Washington. Both par
ties had -grievahces.. L The - church did 
not increase in membership under Tal- 
magé’smánag^ment; buttlié péws were 
filled with strápgets.^siting ...the . city, 
who' wished to see' the pranks of the 
clerical acrobat; - -

TURKEY’S KlkllLW INFLUENCE.

-It is reported the entire Mohammedan 
.population j of.jibe I’^lippine. Islands, 
numbering two million, mostly in the 
island of 'Mindftftáo áfid Xn the Sulu 
archipelago, ai-e! loyaí’to the United 
States,’brought about through the Jnflu- 

, ence of the Siilliin 'oP^Turkey-, who is 
the head of thatTalth/ "■

' - : ; -V- - - •■'.
drunk ^íth .^nbélíef.

; Ani English clergyman, Rev. Dr. Par
ker, the next Stfnday rafter the burial 
of his-wife, said-rnf the conclusion of his 
sermon in the City, Templé, as reported 
by the Independent: ' ; -

“I cannot sing your,Doxology to-day. 
I have hot wholly given up my faith; it 
is staggering; I am drunk With unbe
lief.” . - ■ ; -v ■

MRS.- CORA L. V. RICHMOND..
Ervin A. Rice, president, informs us 

that Mrs. Richmond has secured her re
lease from her Washington engagement 
and will réassume her duties as pastor 
of the Church of the Soul,- of this city, 
beginning wjth Hhe .first Sunday in 
April. The location,and.hour of meet
ing will be announced iater, , ~ ■

schools? They do not allow their chil-1 grand old pioneer Spiritualist, Chester 
dren to attend, and after paying' their I Cabot Herp-1 found unquestionable 
tax for the maintenance of such schools, I evidence of the brother’s psychic pow- 
support thelr.-own. ' • lets. I was shown a picture of a son,

In far-seeing diplomacy, -history re- E°’tten Haslett two years ago- 
cords the fact that Rome» stands at the through Mr. Means, who hgd never 
head, and hone of her cunning has been seen their boy, and under strict test 
lost. 'Well do tlio Catholics know that I conditions. Tho pic tine, though giving 
when the barrier is once broken down, different view or position from apy 
and religion introduced into-theschools; they have of him, they declare to be 
the .momentous question will arise, I *ru? They also showed me sev- 
“What relteion’” Then there will be a LeralMate messages in the hand-writing 
conflict which can only end by a dlvls- °5 t^eir ,son’ which bore every evidence 
lon-of the spoils. We cannot fashion a °£, genuineness. Sebastian Cabot, an 
National Religion The diverse Prot- 01der son who lives with his aged father 
estaut‘sects cannot be blended. Even I J111“ mother, called my attention, to a 
the Evangelical churches cannot be message in answer to a request which 
united, and. the Unitarians, Free Rellg- "T*®-011 ?fS\nday afternoon prior 
ionlsts'and Universalists on the-one lto attending Mr. Means’ srance in the 
hand, - and tlie Catholics on the other, T116 >re as folJows- Mr.
can never be amalgamated. There will wrote a letter to a cousin in spir- 
be a struggle Tor supremacy. and a di- ltdife who had been gone some thirty 
vision which will be- the destruction of years, and from whom he had never 
our system of public schools. been able to get a communication. Mr,

„ „ ¡Cabot-asked the spirit to answer
To the Protestants who are howling I through the medium in such a way as 

against the “Godless” schools, it should might preclude all doubt as to Its au
be said in warning, *Have a care else I thorship, so that he might forward it to 
you will pull down the whole structure. I the surviving sister in New York. He 
If you want the Bible introduced, so be I eaid: “Please write me something in re
it, but allow other sacred books to be jation to what we used to do.’.’ Mr. 
read also: The Zend Avesta,the Vedas, Cabot said that when they were young 
the Kings, that there may be comparl- j men they were accustomed to play for 
son, and the best of each selected. I dancidg parties; that he wrote quite a

With Jehavah, place Ammon, Osiris, I lengthy epistle, "and that he did not 
Apollo and .Jupiter, and select the most Iwrlte the spirit’s ;nhme in full. He re- 
igodlike. We shall then have as an out- celved quite a lengthy message which 
growth, a comparative religion,, better he informed me there could.be no mis- 
than the elements which give it birth, take about,-with name in full, and post- 
by the breadth and deptlx of the intelll-1 script as follows: “This is the kind of a 
genee of the present age. Then shall dance that we like to playfor?’. - 
there be no religious instruction in the I Next I visited a Mr.“Blakesley who 
public schools? -That depends on what had received a picture of his mother at 
Is meant by religion. If .religion means one of Mr. Means’ seances about two- 
Bible reading, and exposition, the en- years ago. Mr. Blakesley also wrote to 
forcement of .the bellefthat this book is I his spirit mother, asklug that she might 
the Infallible word of Gbd, and that sal- give him a message. I , - 
vation- depends on acceptance, then I The request was granted and wltli the 
there should not be. But such a con- message came a picture which he rec
ception of religion is as out of place in I ognlzed as- that of his mothpr, but the 
tlie present day as an Egyptian mum- next morning when he came to look at 
■my would be.if seated at a feast. it and compare it.with an old daguerre
-. ? . HUDSON TUTTLH. otype made twenty-six years before she

Was It Telepathy?
Early this morning when D. L. Whit

ney came down to his office, about the 
first remark he made was addressed to 
the city editor of the Times. He said: . 
“There has been a fight at Manila and 
Captain Hollingworth has been serious
ly wounded.” The writer laughed. at 
him, and although Mr. Whitney Insisted 
that what he said would be ultimately 
proven true, nothing more was thought 
of the occurrence.

Readers of the Times can judge of 
the surprise and consternation occa
sioned when at noon the cablegram ap
pearing elsewhere in this issue was 
received confirming Mr. Whitney’s 
prophecy.

When apprised of the message Mr... 
Whitney said he was not surprised in 
the least. “At 3 o’clock this morning 
Mrs. Whitney awakened me. She was 
crying and said she had witnessed in 
her dreams a fight at Manila and that 
Captain Hollingworth had been twice 
severely wounded. He was shot twice. 
He was apparently in a position where 
he was secure from harm.”

When Mr. Whitney went home at 
noon Jie found his wife still much dis
turbed over her dream and unable to 
get It from her thoughts. After return
ing from dinner he learned of the re
ceipt of the message and hurried back 
home to tell his wife its contents.

Who is there among the readers of 
this paper who will attempt to explain 
this most extraordinary occurrence.-^- 
Beatrice (Neb.) Times.

Bfilvidere Seminary.
The spring term of this Institution, lo

cated at Belvidëre, N. J., will begin 
April 1. Pupils entering at that time, 
of later, can remain during the summer 
vacation and pursue such studies as 
they may choose.

The location is healthy and beautiful. 
Its course of study adapted to the needs 
of each pupil, and the government is 
based on the law expressed In the 
Golden Rule. Parents and guardians 
intending to'travel, may place their chil- . 
dren and wards in this' home-like in
stitution, and feel assured that they 
will receive aU necessary care and at
tention. .

Terms moderate. For further partie- 
ulars, address Seminary, Belvidere, 
N. J,. ■■■' ' - ' ' "

Mr. Shrock’s Inquiry.
Why I left Spiritualism.? It deserves , 

more attention than I can give it this 
week. I promise to furnish for The Pro
gressive Thinker a full answer as soon 
as "my duties will permit Having just 
closed a debate in the Auditorium in 
Cincinnati, with Rev. Isaac Selby, of 
Australia, of which l am writing notes 
for publication, there is no time at my • 
command. I write thls'-brief note to 
thank 'Mr. Shrock for bls kind and fra
ternal inquiry. W. F. JAMIESON.
■‘Cincinnati, Ohio.. • .

’'Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances In Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given In the In
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. . .... . ■

could.be
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i \ Southern Cassadaga Camp.
- The session of 1899 has closed. L'lie 

■•-■■-• attendance was pernaps smaller than 
i -at any previous year, but the spirit ot 
’ peace and harmony that reigned was 
i '- never before so universal, and we an. 
i' ; ’ far from feeling dlseouraged. ....
- ■ The reasons for the limited uumbeis 

present are obvious, and some ot them 
can be eonirolled in the future. Dame 

■ Mature has dealt very unkind y wi hrns 
. as another severe freeze has rierastated 
/ Xst portions of the State mid many

Persons, were kept away - on this at- 
Count. We have bad much disitaiee- 
qble, rainy, cold and cloudy ''^a|11<;’’’J 
condition before unprecedented and 
very unfavorable for local patronage, 

' nevertheless we Jiave been living in a 
1 veritable paradlfce compared to those 
< who hare been battling with the snows 

and'severe cold weather of the northern

THE HOME GIRGLE IN SPAIN.
A Nineteenth' Century Substitute for the “Sermon on 

the Mount.”

ex
On 
bo

A Valuable Paper.
I* To the ’ Editor: —The -Progressive 
I Thinker of February 25 contains the 
I most valuable collection of Bplrltual- 
istle literature that I have ever seen. It

The above is the number of the prefc 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then^the time you have paid for haa , 
expired, and you are requested to renew . 
your subscription. This nuinper at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number ■ 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up..to 
date. Keep watch of the number Ori 
tho tag of your wrapper.

. ■ q ¡nr •—---- :----
To the Editor:-! hire juffi concluded 

the reading of Mr. Waterman's article 
under the heading of '■•Rather Skep
tical.” Like many ofl.tbe,of us, he 
seems to be seeking., for. fight, more 
light, but, perhaps dealring said light in 
larger doses than the law "permits, or 
that would ne most profitable, for, as it 
looks to me, the bestiwayito unfold our 
reasoning faculties is. to,.oyer present

,v<.nin«- AtSn m we moved up to is worth Its weight in gold, and the n,» rai'»mi wbir-li I laid the slates, articles I will mention should be pub- 
the table t f llshcd in a special missionary jiumber
when my f lend > eked them up toi circulated broadcast by Spiritualist
amination, and,1’1'00 S and Individuals. The article
“back ou the table, Jie, wjiilc u we „ ilwi n w Trull fo eerspeaking, laid them down on. bls¡ lap. I t o£’ Bible
Onlay ng our hands on flu. table^itwas whleh blnds so raany to the
immediate y moved 0 060 “ > oi au ignorant past. The
•him, thereby leaving the slates antcuj lnr Mvfi -TnrRiihi «dves a valuable
beneath its top. ™“k-a“^ experience for’the benefit of those seek
place for them, a» "C had ah “P ’ « 1)syclllc development. Charles Dew
ing al he time I lapiaffi a. emta n o( tJn; SW1UCO
around the legs of the' table, tMicby iuva]uin)le to qU-Splrltualists, as it is 
making a lltt10^11^ simple theory,' but is based on

tions, for aireauy mere luvuruuvcu i niusc mue our meuicme m siutux uu&e»t>btarte(i-.ni, aua lapt n up iut »uwu ? actual experiences of the author which 
humanity the spirit of 'reform, and jt is the only way we can absorb it wltli throughout. The second M ]je ¡¡as related to me, and w'hleh prove
already science and philosophy have I Buy lasting benefit to-ourselves. As I friend said he thought: the slates, y ti_ (hu truth of hjs asst.rtioUs. The letters
demonstrated that a Satanic entity is I like the spirit of Mr. Waterman’s huu-- being moved; the third time we sat c s„aulfjll Spiritualists in Porto 
not possible before the justice of God. ger for the truth, I will- furnish a little reported the same, and betoie teij io fc Which I had the honor to translate

AH' the most illustrious clei-gy of the personal experience that will give food we plainly heard the sound as ot a mun compile, are also both interesting
most Catholic nations have ceased--to for'the exercise of the thought force slate pencil writing on a slate, w lien d valuable. The ■slate-writing ex

' ot Satan and that is slowly unfolding and elevating the souud of writing ceased, we moved , f j>resldellt Barrejt, from the
............. ....................... eliairs back and immediatelj the | *c)lieag0 0(!ean| is without a par

allel in'our literature,- while the rest of

Ixtracts from a Brilliant Discourse on Spiritualism, by Don 
Miguel Vives, at the Memorial Celebration of the, “Centro .

Espiritista,” of Tarrasa, September 29, 1898.

TRANSLATED BY EBNEST 8. «BEEN.

To-day I do not speak of the celebra
tion given injny honor, tor I know that 
beneath the ' view-point of human 
utility, it Is of no importance what
ever,'. ... .but to-day we commemorate 
the grand revolution of 1869. In com
memoration of this date 1 give a cele- 
'bration in my home—a celebration of 
joy and fraternity, for that revolution 
brought to us reforms which gave us 
liberties we had never before enjoyed; 
liberties which permitted us io expand 
qur knowledge, and going lorth from 
the narrow path trod by tradition and 
theology our souls were rewarded with 
grand teachings and counsels to guide 
us in our terrestrial existence.

The revolution of 1869 brought to us 
religious tolerance in our Constitution. 
Through this religious tolerance there 
came from foreign countries thousands 
of volumes in which were condensed 
the knowledge acquired by the pi o- 
found study of the eminent wise. These 
volumes threw a flood of light In the 
midst of the darkness in which we had

StHowever, we have learned the lesson 
that we must make better preparation 
for protection from the cold'waves, in 
the future, and that the houses that 
have been considered comfortable in 
the past, will not now do, although we 
hope not to meet with -a repetition of 

■ this season for many years to come, 
perhaps never again. __ '

The hotel will be made more comfpit- 
able rooms will be ceiled and equipped 
for heating before another seas0“ “““ 
the>Dhorn Brothel's wljh theii sistei, 
Mrs. Woodman, who have-given such 
universal satisfaction, will be installed 
as managers for the season of U°U. •

I cannot say. too much in praise of all 
- of our speakers and mediums who each

• tind every one has worked most unself-.. 
ishlv for the best interests of the camp.

Prof. Peck canudt lie excelled as an 
all-around worker; he has been preach
er, Binger, elocutionist, musician, (chair- 

■ man when needed), in faet, his versatll- 
: Hy and ability to adapt himself to any 

position In a Spiritualist camp-meeting 
Is unquestionable. All this he has done 

1 wltli such a lovely spirit of perfect wlll-- 
' ingness and devotion to the cause that 

words poorly express our appreciation.
There Is but one of the type of C. F an

nie Allyn in the world; she,* too, has 
been a busy worker during the session. 
Mrs. Allyn emphasizes the more practl- 
'cal Work of Spiritualism. She has or- 
ganlzed several “Bands of Mercy In 

’- this vicinity as well as one at the camp, 
; These baifds will work under the aus

pices of George T, Angell, of Boston, 
Mass., editor and proprietor of Our

y

the knotty, yet entictag problems that 
slowly but surely will enlarge our un- 
derstunding concerning the mysteries 

a short time In refuting these aflirma- that surround us on ;every hand. AVe 
tions, for already there Is incarnated in must take our medicine in small doses,

Premium Terms

speak of trie eleraal fires ---- ... ... ... ... _
his demons. Read the Encyclical, of humanity from a selfish, ignorant, ina- our c......——---- . .
Pope Leo XIII., and if in any place he I terial, unto a more attractive spiritual table was moved away from my n'itura,
cites these ferritic entities of tradition, plane. Being hungry Investigators of exposing the slates, still on his ““ces... j
he does it in a manner that is clearly I the mysteries of ourjjelng,- brother and On picking them up and going over to 
evident that it is solely to maintain the I, a couple of years ago sat down to a the lamp, lo and behold, there was a I .
ancient belief that he alludes to the little table in my room, when almost very nicely written message, In a latlieb
dogma of eternal pain. No longer are immediately it became filled with life hand, written underneath the under

° , •.. . _____is t vttt zwv/izv. „aw cioto zic fniuwc’ “TJnvIniT reached tills

i | his interview is also very interesting.- 
The report of the Chicago mass-meeting 

I I by Dr. T. Wilkins, gives tho cream of 
P I the progressive thought advanced at 

found in the encyclicals of Leo XIII. I and motion. Using the usual code now slate as follows: “Having reached this gaaq supplement to D. W,
nor the so generally understood, I inquired if anniversary of your journey tlnougu Huirs"al,tlcie. The facts concerning the 
Gregory, we could get slate-writing. The an- mortal life.' , - B si8ters are aiso valuable, as are

............................... n ’ra other editorials, while Hudson..Tuttle

been submerged.........  - r
From-that epoch the existence of 

man on the earth ceased to be to us an 
Indecipherable problem; from that 
epoch we understood that our terres
trial existence was a necessity imposed 
by a law which Impels to an Irifimte 
progress, and Is created by an infallible 
intelligence; from this epoch we under
stood that we were subject to a law 
which'we could not evade;.........from
this epoch we understood that our lives 
would jiot cease with the existence of 
our bodies, but that after our planetary 
existence we would gain more light, our 
faculties Would be enlarged, our liber
ties would be greater and we would 
live, according to our works, in a king
dom of justice, love and fraternity.

This was shown to us by the new 
philosophy which we studied; this and 
much more was demonstrated to us -by 
Spiritualism, because those belqyed

* _ ■» fi'Atn Thi»

Dumb Animals.”
Mrs. Allyn Is ever ready to espouse 

the cause of the helpless and suffering, 
no matter whether it be that of man or 
beast, and many a record of good deeds 
and loving helpfulness will be inscribed 
on her life pages. The subjects of her 
lectures and rhymes are always taken 

/from the audience. She is a remarkably 
gifted speaker and improvlsatrlce.

Clara Field Conant, while taking 
some very high flights In her metaphys
ical teachings,’ emphasizes the practical 
as well. She urged Spiritualists to live 
true to the philosophy they represent. 
Mrs. Conant made many friends while 
bere, and worked most unselfishly in 

'advancing the interests of the camp. 
:We are glad to know that she is jikely 
to be a permanent resident of this state.

Dr. A. M. G. Wheeler, medium for 
Slatfrwrltlng, physical and test seances, 
occupied the platform several times, 
giving names and tests which were 
very satisfactory to those who received 
them; his trumpet seances were well 
attended. Mrs. Wheeler is also a fine 
trance medium, good palmist and a very 
pleasant little lady.

Effie Moss, the well-known materlal- 
Jzlng medium, was much sought after. 
We regret that Mrs. Moss has met with 
serious losses by the late freeze. We

these terrific affirmations, 
threats of 'Popes Sextus, - - , .. -
Borgia, Pius, etc.........  swer, ¿‘yes,", came quickly. L~o......—------------- --

Ah! gentlemen, a knowledge of Spirit- “Will it require a Iqng course of Sit- were eight lines more, but so faint Wat 
ualism is a necessity that man and tings?" ...... ■_ . 1------ Ji“:’. ........................" "
woman maydinow where to go to avoid .“No.” . -•<••• -and the outline of a
the precipices in which they are likely 'U.„ — - ------- -y--,?, . »„-/.¿j
to fall. For this reason we Invite you short time thereafter,¡my .brother left to say that the writing has nearly raaea 
to study Spiritualism, for it will teach the city. Having a young friend living out. In reading the message by lamp- 
you many things-you know notflt will I close by, who is very much interested, I light that evening, of course we blew I 
glVe you strength in the great adversi- called on him one evening and found our breath on it; it had an effect on its I 
ties of life; it will teach you that those I there another inquiring friend.- We color, for it was clear and . bright at I 
whom you call "dead have simply -sat down to a little table that quickly first; but as we dojiot know what sub
changed thejr manner of living;-it will responded. I again .inquired if we stance was used in the writing, per- 
demonstrate'to you that your life and could get slate-writing, and received a haps it would have faded In daylight, 
progress must be eternal; it will demon- prompt “yes” for answer. As I be- anyway.
strate to you that the union between lleved that slate-writing was a phase of " ■ ’ ------ * 1
ourselves and those we love will en-1 very stew developmerit, I inquired if it 
dure eternally; it confirms in us the I would require <a very long course of sit
assurance that love, progress and virtue tings? - , v ■ •?;’ ’ ■: 
will follow us beyond the tomb; it will "Answer, “no.” : ।
open to you a path of joy, of wisdom I “Will it require three years?” 
and of grandeur that sooner or later “No,” . .
we must all reach; it demonstrates to “Two years?” ^ । •
us the existence of God—impersonal, “No.” ‘ .
imiputable, infinitely wise, great and “One year?” ; 
just; the soul of creation; grandeur of I “No.” J : ■ ■
the universe; the God whom the Spirit-1 So I kept on down to two weeks.

“Will it require a Iqng course of sit- were eight lines more, put so taint war valuable facts in the question de
' _ "' ».....  ' . we could only see the tracing of them, “artment ag to wby-God was left out of
.“No.” ' -and the outline of a letter here and .P « ™ n y
Here we were interrupted, and a there. I have the slates yet, but regret : ERNEST S. GREEN.

Bls
uallsts love, respect, venerate and ‘ ..
adore “In spirit and in truth;" the God I slate-writing in two weeks?”- •
in whom we have placed ail our hope, I -‘‘Yes." :,l. : * ;

_ _ who is our counsel, our joy and our This must have struck us as being a 
o^?Timh'ri<iUdteanneared from*the I eternal feHeity.........  • ridiculous promise, fbh we : burst outriorfii hroiiLrotdto us ioy- brought to us, Ob! if men, In place of shutting them- laughing. After having bad our merrl- 
dreams of hope calmed our souls; arid selves up amidst dogma and tradition, ment I again inqul^Do you wish to 
d.lea . * J..ri— i-Avavor J would study philosòphy and science in I select your evenings?-!'

its religious aspect, they would not ex- “Yes." . J , . .
claim as we Jiave heard some exclaim So I began: “Sunday evening, Mon
who had passed the shadows of the day evening, Tuesday^yeniug?” 
tomb: “How different would be my “Yes.”. ■■■'■
procedure if now I found myself on the “Wednesday evening, Thursday even

..............  ¡”......... -' Ing, Friday evening?” 
' The true Spiritualist......... should ex- "Yes.” ,
hort, explain and elucidate, but never “At .what hour?”. Eight ¡tips. • 
attack.........  I "How long at a sitting?”' Two tips.

If you do not feel inclined to study ‘‘Do you mean to say thmt^you desire 
Spiritualism; If you do not wish to two evenings per week, aim two hours 
occupy yourselves with that which lies per sitting?" j j
beyond the tomb, at least believe in “Yes." ' _ .
God, respect him, and be men of good This brought another bursjt of merrl- 
In every sense of the word. If your ment, because we thought two hours at 
position Is humble In the earth, do all a sitting, would be rather ;l|ard on us; 
your duties as an honorable man, a good I but after some fault-finding, we con- 
husband, a good father/a good son or a eluded we could, stand It, being only 
good citizen; cause none to suffer, for four sittings anyway, so we agreed 
those sufferings caused by you •will one right there faithfully to-carry out our 
day fall like melted lead In the depths part of the bargain.
of your conscience. If your position is Happening to have* pairrof slates at 
lucrative, and you possess chattels and! home tliatl ,had .bought, .expeefi,ng t<> 
riches on the earth, be not egotists or use at some time for some such purpose, 
oppressors, because thè damageyou do that no one had ever-handled since I 

. to yourselves is incalculable. Practice got them, I ro-cleaned them, put a

eartli brought.to us joy;: brought tous

hope to welcome her to this camp an
other winter.

A. A. Wilkins, of Greenfield, Mass., 
has done good work in his line and is 
deemed a very reliable trance,' test ,and 
healing medium.

'fhe volunteer choir, consisting of 
Misses Marguerite Webster and Lilian 
Marsh, Dr. Webster and A. Parcell, un
der the management of Prof. Peck, was 
excellent. Miss EKlle Noble presided at 
the organ with marked ability.

The entertainments supervised by 
Mrs. Moss and C. Fannie Allyn were 

■ very successful, and proved that the 
camp was not destitute of dramatic 
talent.

We regret to announce that our good 
brother and most capable business sec
rotary, J. D. Palmer, will not be with 
us next season, as he is contemplating 
a trip to California, and for this reason 
ftould hot accept his former position In 
the management; but we know his 
heart is with us, and doubtless he will 
continue in the good work outside as 
be has always done.

Eber Bond proved a very efficient 
chairman, taking the place of our 
worthy president, -Dr. H. H. Brigham, 
wtio was detained in the North this sea
son on account of the Illness of Mrs.

though we thought them dead forever, 
they came to demonstrate that they 
lived; they came to give us their coun
sels, their words of love and to demon
strate to us that they had more apti
tudes than in the terrestrial life. •••••
The wife who had lost her husband re-1 earth like you! 
celved from him his- counsels; the ”
mother who bad lost her daughter, 
again listened to the words, ‘My 
mother;” and the splrlt.of her daughter 
said to her: “You have not lost me; I 

'live and love you more than eyer;” the 
daughter who. had lost her mother, 
again felt the caresses of that mother, 
who demonstrated that she was the 
angel who guarded her night and day; 
the old man who found himself alone 
With bls vanished hopes, and-to whom 
all was Uluslofi, bent low by the weight 
of years, beheld the renewal of his joys, 
his lost hopes were converted into re
alities; those beings who had so many 
times made him to pronounce these 
words: “God'hath pardoned thee,” and 
at whose memory he had so often shed
l^fun^life that he^adneveTbeheld I. chatty 7f7ou°wouWVU“ot*Vf all in'fhe I small bit of slate pencil' between, firmly 
so full of life tnat ne aa uui 1 tAFAtlinr. nnd on thn iinnnlnt-
them in such splendor; and the old man, 

1 consoled and quieted, felt himself re- 
• luvenated, animated, and came to un- 
• derstand that his life was eternal, and 

that although he had lost the vigor of 
' his youth, his soul was immortal and 
’ destined to a progress eternal and

Now, here is a plain statement of the 
most remarkable bargain I ever had a If you suffer from Epilepsy, Fits, Spasms, 
hand in making, and showing the faith- I Spells, Falling Sickness, St. Vitas’s Dance, etc., 
fill carrying out of the same. I have have children, relatives, friends or neighbors 
always had a very poor opinion ot such I that do so, or know people that are afflicted 
crude external vibratory manifestations my New Discovery, Epilepticide, will PER
as table-tippings, etc., so this bargain MANENTIJ CURE them, and all you are asked 
■seemingly made with a--few boards to (to is to send for a FREE Bottle and try it. 
nailed together iri shape of a table, and I It has CURED thousands where everything 
the remarkable* result forces a. person I else failed. My 90-page Illustrated Book, 
to inquire as to whether the very air “Epilepsy Permanently Cured, FREE. When 

---------- .----------------------- around us does not contain ears to hear, writing,pleasegivoname, AGE andfulladdress. 
“Do you mean to saj! that-we can get -and eyes to see. Ah, me! what a truth I All correspondence professionally confidential 

'--------------- ------------- -- is by this case largely proven, and what W- H. MAY, M.D.
a governor'should such lessons not be I May Laboratory, - 94 Pine SL, New York City, 
to the human race, for, If seen and —=---- .----------------- ---------"
heard, surely no act of ours should DR.'WORST’S NEW SCIENTIFIC 
cause a single pain, nor the cheeks of I—ilium ED 
the loved ones yonder-yet present; rilTJlRPll IMUAIFK
maybe—to crimson in shame for the \Ji 11J 11V1VII II11II115131*
loved ones remaining in this winter- wuhMediclne for Ono Yeal. Mailed 
land that they are patiently waiting to 1 " 
welcome to the higher life, the Sum
merland, and the home of the soul.

L. PETERSON. 
Seattle, Washington.

abyss of darkness from whence nothing tied them together, and on the appolnt- 
nor no one can extricate you save.that I cd evening started for my friend’s room 
you make full, reparation for your with them, and there found my friends

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom 
panted by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIG and The 
Progressive Thinker

\ One Year, $1.20.
ART MAGIG, Ghost Land 

and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year 
SI.70.

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic; 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London^ N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mlpd that the order for the 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year's subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one

' To AU Readers of

The Progressive Thinker.To the Editor:—Thanks to the Infor
mation from your paper, I have had the 
opportunity of starting a circle here, 
and the spirit friends have been so good 
■to me that I have in seven weeks de
veloped into automatic writing, and 
have up to date been under control on 
three successive Bundays, and given 
short addresses, and we now have a 
circle meeting on Sundays, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays at 8 p. m. The spirits 
have told us that they are developing 

■ me Tor use in this district. Now I am 
exceedingly poor, and have not the 
means of taking up any course of study, 
to pay for same. Can you assist me. at 
all by introducing me to any of your 
acquaintances, who might have works 
that will advance me any ?• If so, accept 
my thanks in advance. .

WM. IREMONGER.
' Box 45 Malsonueuve, Can.

DR. E. J. WORST. Ashland, O.

can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You ean do so by reading 
The Progressive-Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for tho expense of mailing. 
Art Magie is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your 11- 
brary.faults. I

Riches, are a means to our progress, 
but they should not make us egotists or 
oppressors; we should look upon the 
things of this world as transitory, and 
we should treat others as we would 
have them treat us. If you are ava-1 
rlclous arid th[nk only of self and your I 
own aggrandizement, your riches will 
be a great danger and leave you poor, 
very poor; because yonder, where your 
good works and virtues will be needed, I

infinite'. ’ .
I know that some of my hearers think 

what I say would sound better as a 
phantasy than as a reality; I know 
they think it an illusion of my under
standing and of the understanding of 
those -riho believe as I do; I know they 
believe the affirmations whlth I have 
made are the result of the fanaticism 
of Spiritualism. Ah, gentlemen! do not 
be too hasty-in your suppositions; do
not affirm that which you are riot war
ranted in affirming. '

I have told you that the truths which 
Spiritualism sustains and propagates 
are the result of experiments made by 
men who occupy pre-eminent places in 
science; I have told you that the facts 
of Spiritualism are the result of long 
studies and scrupulous examinations, 
and I tell you further, that you cannot 
deny that which is in yourselves: the 
power to experiment,—facts which if 
you wished you could realize, phe
nomena which if you wished you could

Brigham.
The annual election took place Sat

urday,' March 4, when the following of
ficers were elected: President, Dr. H. H. 
Brigham, of Fitchburg, Mass.; vice
president, Emma J. Huff, óf Lily Dale, 
N. Y.; secretary, Jfc Parcell, Lake Hel
en, Fla.; treasurer, Scott Hodgkin, of 
DeLand, Fla. Trustees: H. M. Clark, 
of East Jaffrey, N. H.; Z. T. Barker, of 
Lakewood, Ohio and 0. B. Webster, 
Lake Helen, Fla.

The management are already making 
plans for the winter of 1900 and are de
termined that nothing shall stand in the 
way of a successful meeting next sea
son. I shall be pleased to give any in
formation concerning this place or vi
cinity. My àddréss after the 1st of 
May will be Lily Dale. N. Y.. until fur
ther notice. EMMA J. HUFF,

Corresponding Secretary. •

produce!......... And do not think that in
order to obtain spiritual phenomena the 
Intervention of any of us is necessary; 
It suffices that you unite with persons

WORTH* M/VNY DOLLARS

Ghost Land and Art Magic Highly Prized for Thoir 
Wealth of Occult Lore.

as you have riot practiced them you 
will not-have them, and then; having 
made the least of your virtues, outside | __ T ’i» ±1 I i. x
of your riches and commodities, you I / Mr. Francis:^-! am now reading tne last part 
will find yourself submerged In terrible , __ . , .. . ... ■« ' •» 1 au

gloom and at the mercy of those whom of Art Magic : it is really wondertul and worm
you have oppressed. If you hiive a n „ P . " n ,« i i *'• TITI i. „
vice or a passion, correct it......; if the full'Drice of the book. W hat strange thingsyou'appear to have religious beliefs |

kingdom of beings; and as to the higher worlds 
also, it seems to carry me right out or myself, up 
into brighter and better conditions than any be- 
onging to earth. , , ■:

These books which you give away—Ghost 
Land and Art Magic—are worth many dollars 
to such as are not already informed as to occult 
lore, and they need,perusing more than once, 
and thoroughly for one to become interested 
and benefited I have twice read both of them, 
'every line, ¿nd-the Second perusal gives me more 
satisfaction by (ar than the first. ■
’ j I am greatly charmed with tliem, even if they 
had not beefoa premium from our editor, which 
of course makes them doubly prized; - ;

k JULIA ft JOHNSON.

and have them not, correct your ways, 
for .you cannot deceive others, but only , 
deceive yourselves, and if you are faith
ful to any religion and dq not conform 
to the principles of charity, humility, 
pardon, tolerance‘and love, know that 
you err, for you will be held responsible.

Will you listen to my counsel? Will 
you put it in practice? You doubt; but 
do not forget that I have told you that 
yon tnay fall- into an abyss of remorse 
and desperation. .

[The above address was printed In 
circular form and sent out as a supple
ment to La Union Espiritista, of Bar
celona.—E. S. G.J ' .

in whom you" have confidence, persons 
whom you know have no prejudice 
either for or against the phenomena in 
.which you wish to experiment, but who 
solely seek for, truth; it suffices that 
you mingle with a sufficient number of 
persons to produce the phenomena, to 
know what there is beyond the tomb; 
and you should hold these, sessions in 
ah occult place—in the most secret 
place in your home. There, the spirits 
will give you communications; there 
will your hearts throb with joy; there 
will you feel the birth of ffiopes and invocation. ;
loves long extinguished in your souls; | solo. ' .

x T - Address of welcome, Mrs. Georgia

Anniversary Services. □
The following is the programme pt 

anniversary services to be held at 77 
31st street, Chicago, under the auspices 
of the First Spiritual Church: :

Sa.turday, March 25, 2:30 pl m.^-Song 
service. . -, . '

• 1 V

It positively cures Catarrh, Colds, Pains, and Roar- 
lue In the Hoad, Bronchitis, Sore Throat. Headache. 
Partial DcalnesB and all diseases ot the Air Passages,

CURED BY INHALATION.
It Is tho latest volatile germicide. 'It penetrates the 

air passages of tho head, throat aud lungs, kilting the 
germs of disease.

’air is the.onl^ agent,
Flue enough to carry any medical Influence Into tho 
small air cells and homes ot tho living germs, that 
•will effectually destroy the cause ot these diseases. 
Over 100,000 ot these Inhalers now In use. They are 
tho only ones made that can bo successfully sent out 
on trial tree.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall to any reader, naming 

this paper, one ot mynew Sdentine Catarrh Inhalers 
■with medicine for ono year, on three days' trial tree.

It It gives satisfaction, send mo «1.00, If not, return 
It In three days. If you are willing to comply with 
such reasonable terms, address, .

DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 26, Ashland, O.

GLOBS! GLOBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to tho 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
SI 50 saying nothing of fifty-two week- 

-ly’ visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscribe 
ers, ten Art Magics, S10.

/V libr/vry

Attention Thinkers.
In The Progressive Thinker, of March 

.18, in Questions and Answers Depart- 
ifient, Hudson Tuttle glfes a column re
ply to the question: "What Is your opln- 
Ion of the new Anti-Christian Spirltual- 
1st order?” > ; -

I have sent out about 1,500 copies of 
the declaration of principles of the; Na
tional Anti-Christian Spiritualist Order, 
and have,on hand the balance of the 
20,000 in print Those who have copies 
can easily peruse what therein is said 
of free-love; and those who wish copies 
can have these, by sending tolane their 

- address, plainly' written. • The reader 
can be the judge as regards the free- 
love endorsed by the order, as well as 

■ tie treatmerit ihe order and myself 
have each received from the pen of Mr. 
Tuttle. .. . -

> ALLIE LINDS AY LYNCH 
5220 Indlaiui'Ave., Chicago.

■ “The Priest, the Woman, and fhe Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
iives. Price, bi maU For Bal° at 
this office. ■ . .

“Who Are Tneso Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 
io nages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-

•" ynnwtf author. -' Price 15 cents. For 
gple.at tllliS office,

there will you learn that what I have' 
told’you Is a truth and that it will be 
the supreme felicity of your future 
years. • ‘ .

I. assure you without fear of equivo
cation that a regular number of Spirit
ualistic sessions will suffice to convince 
you 'that ultra-mundane-' intelligences 
are assisting» yfiu to demonstrate the 
eternal life of progress arid felicity. ________________________
. You see, gentlemen,-That in order toT Address, Dr. N. F. Ravlin. ; . ’
obtain spiritual phenomena, the inter-1 psychometric readings, Professor J. 
vention of node is necessary; you see - . . . .
that to behold immortality demon
strated in-your soul yon have only to 
study and use your reason; you see that 
•to know whether or not those beings 
who have, loved you and whom you 
have loved and lost, still live,; it 
suffices to'follow the rules prescribed

Gladys Cooley. .
Response, Dr. N. F. Ravlin. _ ■
Address,' Spiritual Healing,'Dr. O. O.

Henderson. ... :
Spirit messages, Mrs. Irene Dobson.

-, 7:30 p. m.—Song service. ., 
. Invocation. '• , ' , L -.',, " i. • . '

Solo. ~ ’ . ■ ■ „■ ■ ■■■ „ r.
Address, Juliet H. Severance, M. D.,

Grttpp. . ' ■> ■. Spirit messages, Mrs. Georgia Gladys
Cooley. _ r ,

Original sketch, Mrs. Lounsbury and
Mr. Byron Stillman. . .
.Sunday, March 26, 2:30 p. m.-Song

service. ...... . •
------------ —. - . ■. invocation. " . .
in the works Of Allan Kardec and other So1a \ .....,
philosophical Spiritualist authors..;,.. .. ^dtaesB, Mre;-S. J. Ashton.
Ahd when you have begun to unfold) Recjtatiori,-Mr. Byron Stillman.
spiritual phehomena, when you. have Address, The Independent Powers .of 
obtained thq first communications from the Snlrit and How to Realize Them, 
the spirits, they will afterwards come .................
With greater facility, and at tiriies in
timate relations' are" established be
tween those Who dwell on -earth and 
those who live in space, which relations 
constitute' a new phase of our terres
trial existence rind afford a long arid 
profound period'of studies and of coun
sels which result In a firm and rational
conviction.- . ■

There nre not lacking, gentlemen, 
those who affirm that It is true that we 
receive communications from.the ultra
mundane life; there are not lacking 
there who affirm' that the phenomena, 
which are produced In our sessions, are 
truo^-but they affirm also that these 
communications are, given. by the 
spirit of Satan.......I shall occupy but

J. C. F. Grumbine.

Spirit messages, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. ■ . -

7:30 p. m.—Song service.
Invocation. .
Solo. - \
Address, What Proof Have We of the 

Immortality of the Soul; What Good 
Does It Do Us; and What Is All- the 
World Seeking? Dr. A. B. Spinney;

Recitation, Mrs. • Lounsbury.
Solo, i, ‘ ; .
Spirit messages, Mrs. Georgia Gladys

■¿ An Interesting Family.
Learning that the -^ell-kaqwn Brock

way family had returned,,.to Denyer 
after a two years' atj$ence,[ft Facts rep
resentative strolled -into tapir Sunday 
evening meetirig at' Martlpç’s -hall, to 
see for himself just wlmt powers these 
people possessed which -.drew such au
diences as he hail heard they were 
drawing. The large hall af'1646% Cal
ifornia street was well-filter with an 
intelligent audience of men,and women, 
and before the conclusion of the meet
ing there were few people in the hall 
who could doubt that thé Brockways 
possessed a wonderfril power of- some 
kind. There is nothing Of a fake ap
pearance about them, and whether one 
■admits the présence of spirit power’br 
not; it is hard indeed to explain the phe
nomena there presented! upon ; the tlie- 
orv of mind reading or. clairvoyance. 
Thffe and again did Rév. Mrs. Brock
way take up a sealed envelope contaln- 

- Ing questions asked by, mrsabers of the 
audience, take It-jora-atwnger.in the, 
audience, and holding rttwfth him for a 
moment, the envelope would then be 
torn open by the stranger in full view, 

: of all, when the answer fo\tht*query
would be found on the reverse side of

Cooley. ■. . ■ ... - ' ..
» "Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for-every, 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2. .

. "Atlantis: The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It -is Intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common Intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
arid has not dene for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
he'read by every one. Price $2, posh- 
paid. For sale at this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to.know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, - and avoid "errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritualist who commences now. 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead o'f him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The'Pro
gressive Thinker.

THE DIVINE PLAN.

some departed friend, to whom the 
question'hud been addressed.

One answer was rather amusing. The. 
questioner asked a question tb a friend 
long dead, asking for the number of the 
house occupied by the questioner. The 
answer gave the: correct number, with 
the remark that' the spirit addressed 
could see thé number written-in chalk 
over the door, and suggested the ad
visability of going into the woodshed, 
taking a can of paint which had re
cently been placed upon a shelf therein, 
and painting the number more-legibly 
over the door. '

The Brockway family consist of Mr. 
W. Brockway, psychopathlst and mag
netic’healer; Rev. Mrs. A. Brockway, 
Independent slate-writer, and their son, 
Charles, twenty-four years, of age, test 
arid business medium. They have par:’ 
lors at 408 Seventeenth avenue, where 
they are kept busy by crowds of Inves
tigators.—Facts, Denyer, Colo."

the card within, signed by the name of

"The Dead-Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author's wide experience in. Spiritual
ism and her study, of occult science 
have preparedherto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
nicked up in the course of her Investi. .t ■ _ —J d TZa». onl*

.“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods arid Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in. 
structIVe and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 ceiits.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told- by Paul Carbs. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian . can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office. .

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. • _
' Wm. M.~Klrig writes: “I write to' 
thank you for the valuable premium I 
received with The Progressive Thinker 
—Art Magic. I find Its contents very 
instructive and wish it could be placed 
In every home, for to my mind there is 
mote genuine truth and good sensible 
reasoning in its pages than can be 
found in both, the Old and New Testa
ments." . . .

“A Conspiracy Against the,Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A M„ author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of-facts concerning the efforts of 

mcKeu UU _ ___ ______ church leaders to get control of the gov-
gation and studies. Cloth JI. For sale eminent. An Important work. Paper, 

; .: - .. 25 cfcnts.-‘For sale nt this office.. • •at trite office.

It is carried out in The Progressive ■ 
Thinker office, a~portlon of the profits 
returning to eairii subscriber in tho . 
form of a valuable book. The Progress- - ■ 
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic ■ 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little, 
more than pays for the expense of post- , 
aee so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for » 
reference, and it should ho .in every !!• .. < 
brarv As we are aiding you, we ask . 
vou In turn to aid us by extending tho , 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, , . 
thus in a 'measure Incoming a part of ; - 
the Divine Plan yourself. .

■ ■ —------ . 1 ' r ’ " . >• • •
“Principles of Light and Color.” By ; , •

E D Babbitt, ^1. D., LL. D. A truly 
great Work of a master mind, and one ■■ 
whom Spiritualists should- delight to ■ 
honor. The result cf years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s" finer forces are here garnered .. 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general Vrittders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of . ;
great value and Interest. A large, four- . 
nound book, strongly bound, and con- 
lining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
•5, it-to a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it. . ;

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman.”' 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on Tho Effect of . 
Woman Suffrage on Questions ,of Mor- - 
als and Religion', The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. , 
Stanton's usual trenchant style. For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents. '
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HIRE.ÌS OUR
PREMIUM BOOK.

Everyone has a right to.know just what they 
arp getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. ml • • 1 _ J. _*This is an
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premiumfor 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book

paper and 
pages in all, 
but as a pse

exact pic-
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular (size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it will

be furnished, to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00"for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

g .. GENERAL SURVEY
n the SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, |t 
t| DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER..

WRITE PLAINLY-
We would like to Impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker Is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must nialic 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion iu 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with Ink 
on white paper, or with a typewrite*, 
and on only outs side of the paper. K 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who Is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

ÿ.

I

&

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of .truth can bo 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered lu an article may be 
diametrically opposed-to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should o 
suppressed. No one person has tne 
whole truth, hence kindly feeling 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you. 

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lluesr and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may -re
quire.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should coutain the full.name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the'source of every article pr item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. v

Mrs. H. Morse Baker writes: "I have 
taken your paper from the first one In 
print, and have interested many others 
iu this section of tbe country to take it. 
It goes far beyond my expectations. 
Art Magic is simply wonderful. I have 
read it through, and shall read it again, 
and get inv friends to read it. I am.. v. . * •> . •__ Ln.

well as many others that wlll come in 
the near future, saying nothing of the 
extreme present need.” -

Tlie Brockway' Family is now in 
Denver, and creating great interest 
among the people.

Mrs. Addle L. Ballou, who many 
years ago was well and favorably 
known in Chicago and throughout the 
West, as an able lecturer and efficient 
worker in the causq of Spiritualism, has 
concluded to enter the lecture Held 
again, and will work her way East
ward. For many years Mrs. Ballou has 
been engaged as a portrait aud scenic 
'artist in San Francisco, and she stands 
deservedly high in her profession, her 
portrait of Gen. Grant, which was on 
exhibition for a time in Chicago, being 
considered the best presented on can
vas. She will lecture on various re
formatory' subjects, and she will bring 
fresh inspiration after so many years of 
rest that will prove educatlve"as/well 
as interesting to her audiences. She can 
be addressed for engagements at Room 
62, Donohoe Building, 1170 Market 
street, San Francisco, Cal.

B. Baker writes from Montreal, Can.: 
"Oscar Edgerly, of Boston, is booked to 
deliver four lectures here, commencing 
Sunday, March 12. We shall have Miss 
Maude Beckwith to continue, so we 
trust to wake up this city of churches.”

Correspondent writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.t “Thursday evening, March 9, 
was the occasion of a very enjoyable 
birthday surprise to Mr. John H. Black, 
the worthy’ retiring president of the 
Buffalo Spiritual Society. This ‘surprise’ 
was given by the members of a circle 
who received at their baptism the name 
'Camp Black.’ Miss Gussie Tailor was 
our genial hostess. Covers were laid 
for fourteen. The table and dining 
room were beautifully decorated with 
‘Old Glory,’ floyvers and mottoes, among 
which were '.Camp Black,’ 'Long Live 
Our Beloved Captain,’ 'Welcome to Our 
Spirit Guests,’ ‘Nothing But Peace and 
Gentle' Visltatloh.’ Mrs. S. Augusta 
Armstrong in a very happy little 
speech, Introduced the ‘Guest of 
Honor’ to his ‘Comrades of Camp 
Black.’ Our brother was entirely un
aware until this time of the meaning of 
ail these festivities, but he soon re-

musical guide, ;wll! give musical Hie 
readings. Many others will' particb 
pate. We hope all societies in the city 
will co-operate and send some repre
sentative, and many hearts may be 
made glad by the loving messages 
voiced through -their chosen instru
ments, and many more workers , en
listed for our glorious cause.,

M. C. Holmes writes: “Tlie book, Art 
Magic, received all safe. Thanks for 
same. I am much pleased with it, and 
think It a valuable addition to my grow
ing library.”

The Spiritualists of Alliance, Ohio, 
ahfl vicinity will hold an all-day meet
ing in the Independent Church, corner 
of Broadway and Park streets, on Sun
day, March 26. 9:39 a. m., address of 
welcome by the president, Mrs. Z. S. 
Hoiles, followed with a conference, and 
closing with an original poem by Mrs. 
8. 8. Rockhill; 11 a. m„ lyceum ex
ercises, consisting of songs, recitations, 
readings, marches, etc., under the lead
ership of the conductor, Mrs. Emma 
Abbott; 2 p. in., lecture by E. W. 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., followed 
with spirit messages and tests by' Mrs. 
Sprague; 7' p. m., lecture by E. W. 
Sprague, followed with clairvoyant de
scriptions and tests. Mrs. Flora Russell 
will have charge of the music*. Miss 
Myrtle Cannon, organist.

Mrs. C. McFarland writes from Mil
waukee, Wls.: “The Unity Society has 
been laboring under great difficulties 
tlie past year. When I came I found 
Mrs. Jackson, its beloved president, had 
been stricken with paralysis. Mrs, 
Vanhorn, their very efficient secretary, 
has been' tod ill to attend to her office 
and work for the cause she so dearly 
loves; and last, but not least, of this, 
earnest trinity,Mrs, Bump, the treas
urer, whose wide circle ofi friends out
side of the society as well as in, whose 
popularity ffejped fill the coffers, has 
also beep too ill to attend to the duties 
of her office. Under these depressing 
circumstances, Mr. Bigler and Dr. 
Williams took the reins and with the 
assistance of the members of the so
ciety they acted together as one officer 
and carried tlie financial part through 
successfully and smoothly to the end of 
my service. Since' then they have held 
a business meeting and elected new 
officers for the next year. Charles 
Smith is elected to serve as president; 
Dr. Williams, treasurer, and Mrs. 
Waite, secretary. Witli this noble band 
I am sure the Unity will live and pros
per. George H, Brooks returned to 
thein again to serve for March and 
Aprff, I understand, and one needs but 
to look into his face to see the true, 
earnest worker for this cause we all so 
dearly love. I have Been doing some 
work, endeavoring to teach those seek
ing the light at Waukesha, Wls. My

covered from bis astonishment and rein n nnalttt nnd litminunúostill living and working for poor hu-ispouded in a quaint and humorous 
inanity I knew you when with Mr.inanner. Several‘toasts’were given by 
S S Jones, up there in the top of thejother members of the ‘Camp.’ Thus the 

..............Dearborn street, working I good work for the Spiritual as well asbuilding on ..... ...............
for dear life in a ‘Search After God. the mortal man goes on in Buffalo.

J W Dennis writes from Buffalo, : 
N. Y.: “E. J. Chase has been elected: 
president of the Buffalo Spiritual So
ciety, with Mrs. Lewis Chase as test 
medium, and a new speaker from 

■ Toronto, Mrs. Arthur Brewer. This 
■ new deal puts this flourishing little so- , 

ciety iu a good condition for future ' 
work, and their little temple is crowded ; 
every Sunday.”

Mrs. Evelvne L. Sparrow writes as 
follows of the Bible: “Should a book 1 
that has caused the degradation of 
women, and thereby the whole of man
kind, be handed down to posterity as a 

' religious book. Its devotees have 
caused millions of martyrs by faggot, 
torture, dungeon and sword during the 
dark ages. Did not our Southern slave
holders prove their right to hold slaves 
by the Bible, even in this land where 
our constitution declares all to be born 
free and equal? May not the Bible be 
held responsible for the million of lives 
sacrificed in our own loved land? These 
things are enough to condemn the book 
as a religious work.”

On Thursday, March 2d, by Rev. Lily 
■ Maria Thiebaud, at her residence, 

South-Madison avenue, Anderson. Indi
ana, Mrs. Emma M. Nutt, of Phlladel- 
phla, Pa., and Mr. Thomas C. Keenan

, Moore, of Muncie, Indiana, were united
In marriage. •

Mrs L. N. Claman is lecturing at 
Muncie, Ind. She is open for engage

- ments during the camp season. Would 
like an engagement for April.

- Mrs. Marion Carpenter lectures at 
Galesburg, Mich., the evenings of 
March 21 and 22.

■ The evening Dispatch of Michigan 
City, says: "The lecture last evening by 
Dr.' J. Frank Baxter, at Leeds’ Hall, 

- was a credit to the-sect of which he is 
i so illustrious a member, and a source of

-rare pleasure and profit to" the very 
large audience assembled to investigate 
tlie truth,of Spiritualism. ■ Mr. Baxter 
spoke for more than an hour on ‘The 
Facts and Philosophy of Modern Splr-' 
ftuallsin in a brilliant and entertaining 
way.

-S. D. Black writes: “Now that the 
l courts have decided in favor of tho 

legality of Wm. Drury’s will, of Mercer 
' county, Ill., and will build a non-sec- 

iarlnn school, is it not high time some- 
••< - Body was fbrmulating a non-sectarinn 
- Dictionary, as well as Other text books 
' ' -to’meet the demands of that school, as

The Buffalo Spiritual Society is arrang
ing quite an elaborate programme for 
the 31st. Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong 
is to give the anniversary address in 
tlie evening. Its recently elected presi
dent, Mr. Ernest J. Chase, is earnestly 
enthusiastic over the work of the so
ciety, and I believe with the hearty 
good will and encouragement of all of 
the members, will make the society
boom.' ■

audlent, or self-hypnotist.
Tin-owing Jilffisell1 Yuto tuff U’ajjce sti’fe 
he-sees or he/irs ijr writes more or less 
accurately in ,a super-normal, but not 
lu a superhuman way. If he be a gen
uine psyelilcj he rtf^tls your mind; gets 
from you whatjiyou already know, 
though for ile time, you may nave.for
gotten it, anirglvefljt back to you more 
than likely jyith predictions suited to 
your taste.” ''[¡he tpjove statement only 
'illustrates the sum'eme ignorance of 
Mr. Lliamon.,.If he desires the truth, 
lie can easily.'fiud If/, but in doing so ills 
own rash assertion? would be proven 
false. He doesn't want the truth; lie is 
afraid of it.’Ilk.G. AV. F. ¿burqh, secretary of the 
Flr^t Spiritualist Church of Danville, 
1117, writes: ‘‘Dr.,,II. C. Andrews, of 
Michigan, has been serving the First

residence, however, "is still at 
Buren street, Milwaukee, Wls. 
will reach me addressed 
number.”

Mary Haskins writes from

Mrs. Virginie Barrett writes from 
Toronto, Can.:“I am happy to report to 
the many friends my discharge'from 
the accusation of witchcraft', no true 
bill being found against me, the judge 
declaring that Spiritualism was not for
tune-telling, making a distlnition be
tween the two. The Spiritualists of 
Canada, or those under the Crown; have 
gained a victory. I want to thank all 
those' friends who so lovingly and 
kindly aided me financially, and with 
their thoughts of sympathy. I feel 
sure that all the spirit friends, worked 
hard in this case. One of_ the officers' 
who made the arrest, reported, to my 
lawyer that he did all he could to aid 
me before the trial. I shall-leave To
ronto for the present, and will give 
further-notice in this paper. Friepds, 
for the present address me at 819 East 
Sixteenth street, Indianapolis, Ind., 
where letters will be forwarded to me. 
The society is-doing nicely and Spirit
ualism is recognized as a religion to be 
respected here. My-work and duty Is 
finished in this 'city for’the present. 
Where shall I go? Where I can do the 
most good and where there Is- some
thing to fight, to love, and instruct;” ' -•

The Englewood Spiritual Church will 
hold an all-day anniversary- service at 
Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West Sixty-third 
street, commencing at 10 a. m. Sunday, 
April 2, with speeches and tests from 
different mediums. Address at 2<30 
p. m., by Lora Holton, followed by tests 
from H. F. Coates and Mr. Cross. Mu
sical messages through Mrs. Holton. 
Lunch and supper will be served at the 
hall. Floral. offerings will be accepted 
to decorate the room aud pintform. Dr. 
Louis H. Freedman and wife will be 
present and render some vocal selec
tions. Mr. Charles Pryor, vocalist;
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Canton,
Minn.: “For the encouragement of Spir
itualists likewise situated, I give the 
plan of our little Spiritualist society. 
We have twenty-five members scat
tered over several miles of territory, in 
Minnesota and Iowa. We hold meet
ings twice a month at the horqes of our 
members where convenient, having a 
picnic dinner. We use our own talent. 
We have three trance amljnspli'atlonal 
speakers and one test medium develop
ing. At our morning session we have 
speaking aud tests, if possible; after
noon session, speaking or discussion of 
spiritual topics. The children are to 
have a lyceum in the future. Each 
member pays one dollar yearly dues. 
This forms our fund for public work. 
Each member pays five cents (or more; 
if he chooses) at each meeting for 
library fund. Upon this basis our little 
society is a success, spiritually, socially 
and economically. We feel that through 
the beautiful teachings of our spirit 
friends, our librar}' and T'he Progress
ive Thinker, that we are ascending the 
Spiritual Alps. A number of our mem
bers’ names are on your subscription 
list. The Progressive Thinker and pre
miums are highly appreciated by all.”

Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, inspirational 
speaker, test and business medium, has 
removed to 247 West Madison street.

Leota D. Whartenby writes: “Thè an
nual camp of the Arkansas Valley 
Camp-meeting Association will be held 
at Island Park, Winfield, Kansas, com
mencing September 9, and continuing 
until September 25. Only the very best 
•talent will be engaged, and every effort 
will be put forth to make this the best 
camp ever held by this association. Ar
rangements; have been made for a de
bate to be held during the first week of 
camp between Moses Hull and Thos. 
H. Popplewell of ‘The Church of 
Christ.’ Mr. Hull will affirm and Mr. 
Popplewell deny the proposition: Re
solved, that the Bible, history and rea
son sustain modern Spiritualism in all 
Its phases.” •

Dr. M. E. Conger writes: “Mr. Love
land’s article is up to date, and the very 
best ever seen in any spiritual paper in 
tbe past fifty years. If is sound, and 
touches bottom.” -

Psychometric and test circles will be 
held every Tuesday at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., at_3310y2 Rhodes avenue, nt the Me
diums’ Home, by Mrs. Lora Holton.

P. A. Seguin, ex-Cathollc priest, has 
removed from Pepin, Wls., to Aiffboy, 
Minn., where he has built a home—that 
home to receive any priest or nun who 
is disgusted with Rome’s corruption, 
and wants to prepare for work.

Miss Maud Massey and Miss L. Gordon, 
pianists; Miss Mabel Allingham, violin
ist, and Mrs. C. H. Horine, elocutionist, 
will take part. Little Stella will give 
tests through her medium, Mrs. Lora 
Holton}.i‘also Vedetro Banastrad, her

S. L. Miller'writes from Missouri

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

Spiritual Church $ Danville, Ill., .very 
acceptably now f^y a period of some
thing over'two months, as inspirational 
speaker and test jnediuni. The subjects 
are taken up from the audience, thus 
proving that no preparation or time for 
study or eonsldehition is required by 
the control. lie has acquired a great 
many friends here by Ills quiet and un
assuming and gputlemanly manner as 
well as by his Interesting and pleasing 
way of, handling tAe subjects pf dis
course through tlie controlling intelli
gences. When he takes his departure 
from our city, he will take with him our 
best wishes, for .his welfare, and an 
assurance that any society in. need of 
sueh service as hg. can render will be 
amply repaid by employing him.” 
' R. H. Ross writes from the Soldiers’ 
Home, Los Angeles,' Cal.: “I wist to tell 
you a llttle-abouf ' the Soldiers’ Home 
here. There are about a. hundred of the 
old boys who tire Spiritualists . At one 
time we got. the Assembly Hall to hold 
meetings In; and got N, F. Ravelin to 
lecturq. The house was crowded, and 
about as many standing on the outside 
as In, with eyes-and ;ea.rs. open. The 
good sisters of the church petitioned the 
Governor to stop iis, for they claimed it 
was making the old men crazy, for 
some declared they saw their dead rela
tives and talked, with them. Tlie Gov
ernor'granted the request. Since then 
there hasn’t been much stir, but the 
cause is still growing.”

J* M. White writes from Liberal, Mo.: 
“Last night (Sunday, March 12) it was 
my good fortune to attend a seance for 
independent voices and levitation, given 
by tlie guides of Mi'S. Annie Sheehan, 
of Batesville, Arli-J This medium has 
been here but a short time, and is 
young in the wor!4 but the manifesta
tions are very satisfactory. Tlie voices 
were very-melodious; they ai'tidulate 
very distinctly and yet possess power. 
The table was lifted above our heads, 
and all my efforts failed to bring it to 
the floor. The seafiee was held in dark
ness, but tlie guides also do good work 
In the daylight. Artificial light retards 
their work. All (hrough the seance 
manifestations that precluded all possi
bility of depeptjon took place. The 
voices are alwaj’s different from the 
voices of the family, and no charge is 
made for the •seance’ I have left Spring
field for a missionary trip through Kan
sas, as there is no field for. a test me- 
dlum Hi the North. I wish to make a 
location for tlie summer in Colorado. 
Letters may be addressed to me at 
Weir City, Kan., and after March 21 at 
Neodesha, Kan.” , ..'

Rice Thompson thinks Jay Gould did 
more for humanity} than ;Henry Ward 
Beecher. He'says:’“The’former spent 
his whole brain in the development and 
improvement ' bf America, while the 
latter lived a'¡nabob city life, purely for 
himself.”. This illustrates the fact that 
itherq fte JF wiffe diiel-ence -of ■opinion 
between Mr. Thompson and others. •

W. W. Rice writes froin “Old Vir
ginia:” “Find enclosed postal money 
order, amount one; dollar' and sevepty 
cents ($1.70), with which to renew my 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, with Art Magic and Ghost Land; by 
the terms offered, E should say, thrown 
in. What an inducement for a thinking 
man to subscribe :for The Progressive 
Thinker, judging tfrom the expressed 
opinions of' those 'who have read the 
two books in question, all for $1.70. 1 
am thankful that I live in the days of 
The Progressive Thinker, that points to 
the road of progress, far above the 
debris of error.” •; '

Oliver Dannais writes from Rat Port
age, Ont., Canada:1 “We have a home 
circle here which we have followed for 
fourteen months. We always had the 
helps of Mr. N. C. Westfield when he 
remained In this toWn, and thgt gave us

Ì

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

LIGHT OF THE ■ EAST, CAL- 
CU PTA, INDIA.

Yesterday (January 12) Mr. and Mrs. 
Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
took me with them to a “surprise birth
day party.” We drove in their “buggy,” 
behind two spirited horses, about six 
miles. We came near having a spill at 
the outset. The horses got frightened 
at a loaded sleigh that was coming iu 
the opposite direction,.and but for Mr. 
Tuttle’s good management wè might 
have, had a serious accident. But we 
reached our destination safely, and 
were kindly welcomed by the hostess 
and friends. The occasion was the 
77th birthday of Mr. Horace Smith, 
and, unknown to him, ills neighboring 
friends had been invited by Ills good 
wife to dine witli them. -There would 
have been "thirteen” at the table but 
for any presence, so that I was a kipll 
of “saving clause.” In the centre of 
the table, which was beautifully deco
rated, a looking-glass had been'laid, 
anfl upon it 77 little colored candles 
were iilaced, and these were lit before 
the guests entered.. The repast was 
splendidly eooked and served by the 
youngest son, and a very enjoyable time 
was spent. Mr. Tuttle and the writer 
were called upon,- and made brief con
gratulatory speeches, and »the happy 
social and kindly neighborly feeling 
which was evinced made one feel that, 
after all, it cannot be ns lonesome as 
one wqtild imagine to • live in sueh a 
sparsely populatedmistrlet, when one 
has such agreeable and intelligent 
friends around them.

Mrs, Tuttle is a bright, kipdly, and 
sympathetic woman, a worker and a 
poetess of considerable ability, and this 
peep into the home of an American 
farmer has been extremely interesting 
and enjoyable. Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle are 
both' getting well along the journey of 
this life. Their children are grown up 
and have children of their own. One, 
Glair, Is anmetress of considerable re
pute,-an artiste whose ability has won 
her a high'place iu the profession, and 
their son, Dr. Carl Tuttle, is a physician 
and surgeon, who is not only not with
out honor in his own country, l)iit is 
kept constantly employed, almost be
yond his strength, in ministering to the 
needs of the people of this district. 
Among his numerous other Jabal's, Mr. 
Tuttle is frequently called upon to con
duct funeral services, and ills ministra
tions are always most acceptable at 
such times.

I return to Cleveland to-morrow, the 
“farewell addresses” will be delivered 
on Sunday, and a “good-by” reception 
will be held at the close of thè evening 
service, presided over by Hudson 
Tuttle, and my wanderings will termi
nate with my journey to Boston, where 
Mrs. Wallis has been all the week after 
speaking acceptably in Brocton, Mass., 
on Sunday last, and Wednesday next 
we set sail for England, Home, and 
Duty.-E. W. Wallis.

a good start, and we are progressing 
very well for the’tlme we have com-
mencéd this-good work.” -

Ervin A. Rice, president, Informs us
that Mrs. Richmond has secured her re-»-

THE. JAINOSE’S THOUGHTS 
are always directed to spiritual things 
where reality resides aud vain shows 
are no more. In enjoying things, they 
find the death of millions of sentient 
créatures, which by the eternal and in
exorable law of karma gives another 
turn to tlie ever'revolving wheel of 
births, to stop which Is their highest 
Ideal. They draw their inspiration from 
the life of their exalted leader Nam- 
nath, the ever pure,’the ever sublime 
Lord, of law, who from his very child
hood gave up the. world and "devoted 
himself to the solution of the mysteries 
that enshroud human life. The incident 
which led his thoughts in this direction 
is very touching as the one that forms 
a turning point In the life of Gautama 
Buddha. He (this Nam Nath) was be
trothed to, a. beautiful princess Ragul, 
whom he loved dearer than his life. Sq 
when he' came to the house of the bride 
to marry him, he found multitudes of 
birds and animals ‘kept ready to be 
killed in order to servfe the dishes of 
tlie guests. At once bis thoughts took 
fire and he cried, “Shall I be the cause 
of so many deaths?” “Never, never; it 
can’t be.” In spite of the entreaties and 
supplications of all the dearest rela
tives, in spite of all the persuasions Of 
the young bride, made irresistible as it 
were by her bewitching beauty, on he 
went, got upon a mountain and gave 
himself up to the concerns of eternal 
life. His beautiful bride followed, and 
finding all her entreaties to bring him 
back useless became herself an ascetic. 
This torching episode is sung on certain 
occasions by the musicians and has the 
power of lifting up the most fallen in 
this world out of carnality and move 
the most hard-hearted men. '

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL- 
_ BOURNE, AUSTRALIA. '

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

HOW TO

Tien, Mr. 
last April—

RELEASE HAUNTING
SPIRITS. t

Morse’s control, was asked

details or scientific knowledge? Thenk 
and only then, is mind-roading Itq™« 
possible. . : t 1

At the same time, is the inquiry foi / 
scientific revelation not an absurd onef / 
in itself, apart from the question of thql I 
Ineptitude ot the method of investiga» 
tion? Trance speaking-is not a neyf, 
tiling, it can be traced back for sornil 
hundreds of years; yet, up till now, 
nothing scientific, moral, or religious ia 
tlie nature of a revelation has been ob
tained thereby; and it Is quite time 
to give over seeking for such. In all 
ages of the world, no doubt; simple peo- ‘ 
pie have endeavored by this and other; " 
occult means to obtain knowledge, ana1 
the result has always been absolute 
failure. I. have never found an edu
cated Spiritualist wiio believed in tlie
possibility of such a tiling; although 1 
am well aware that there are many; 
who call themselves Spiritualists wild
regard this as the thing of most 
supreme Importance lu Spiritualism.

If Dr. Hodgson and Mr. Myers really, 
jvish to investigate satisfactorily, let 

rthein get a trance test medium, and, 
when the sitting begins, on each occa
sion let the investigator state that only 
spirits who are not known to history} 
who are not known directly or in* 
direetly'to any of the persons present; 
whose- earth life lias not been con
temporanetus with that of any member 
of the circle, are to be allowed to com
municate; then that the alleged spirit 
be asked to supply the means of 
verification. The facts inquired about 
should be such simple details as—His 
age at death? If married? Name of 
wife before marriage? Place of birtlrf' 
Place where body was laid? Number 
of family? How many alive? When 
he passed away? aud so on. An in
vestigation of this kind satisfied me 
and made me a confirmed .Spiritualist 
Had I investigated as Dr. Hodgson and 
Mr. Myers are dohig, I should still btt 
an unbeliever. ,unbeliever.

MASS MEETING.
Held at Minneapolis, Minn.

The Mid-winter mass-meeting of th'0 
State and National Spiritualist organizar 
lions was held at the Unitarian cliureli. 
Many prominent persons were in at
tendance, three sessions 
daily. being held

received the premium books, Ghost 
Land and Art Magic. I am many times 
obliged to you for such a handsome 
present, and the lessons taught in 
them.” ■

Mrs. Mullin writes: “The second 
meeting of the Freedom Society, which 
was held the 9th, was well attended. 
Why should we not feel encouraged In 
the new movement? As the next meet
ing will.be held ata friend’s home, who 
Ib not a Spiritualist,' we hope there will 
be no empty chairs. ' The next meeting 
will be March 23, 2 p. m.j at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Rowling,.29 St. John’s 
Place, corner of Fulton.” \

G. W»F. Church, secretary, writes: “I 
have taken- The Progressive Thinker 
ever since its first issue, and the Rellgio 
Philosophical Journal for many years 
previouslyrsome two years or so before 
•the fire, In, S. S. Jones’ time; and al$o 
many other publications (Spiritualistic), 
but I feel free to say out of all I have 
takenjdurlng about thirty years, none 
tof- them gave,me the satisfaction I get 
out ■ of •The ” Progressive Thinker. I 
would not do without it were its cost 
twice what it is.” -

Rev. W. J. Lhamon, pastor of the 
First Christian Church, Allegheny, Pa., 
preached a sermon, on “Spiritualism.” 
He said: “But the remaining one per 
coat suipoged to be genuine phenome
na, such as levitation, clairvoyance, 
clalraudlence, mind-healing, and even 
materializations and spirit photographs 
—how shall these things be accounted 
for? By our own psychic powers main
ly If not wholly. The limits’ df our 
soul-powers have not yet been fixed. 
The study of psychic phenomena has 
given us a, clue to the explanation of 
Spiritualism. The things done by me
diums and by mind-readers find hyp
notists are at least species belonging to 

I the same genus. A good medium Is 
simply a . good clairvoyant, or clalr-

lease from her Washington engagement 
and will reassuine her duties as-pastor 
of the Church of the Soul, of this city,' 
beginning with , the first Sunday in 
April. The location and hour of meet
ing will be announced later.

F._E. Irvine writes: “The St.. Paul 
(Minn.) Spiritual ,AIliance will celebrate 
the Fifty-first anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism with a Union Meeting of 
all the Spiritualists and; friends in the 
Twin cities, Sunday, March 26, with an 
all-day session beginning at 11 a. m., at 
Odd Fellows' Temple, corner Wabasha 
and Fifth streets.'.flood speaker/ and 
test mediums will Be in attendance.”

Lyman C. Howe writes from his 
home, Fredonia,. N.j Y,: “I. have engaged 
to speak at Geneva,. Ohio, the first Sun
day of April. By sprue hocus-pocus, the 
Impression hns gone out and Into print, 
that I was .engages! fop two months, 
March and April, ¡iji Cleveland, Ohio. I 
notice even Mr. Figuers so states It. 
He may have expected I would. stay 
through March, asj.was free-to-do so,' 
but I only engageebfor February; but I 
stayed one Sunday^ over • my .time. The
West Side.So.ciety[4s financially, weak,' 
and the management do not propose to 
get in debt qr take any cljanees of lia
bilities, except as ,the. bills pay them-i-
selves as they go., We had a very good 
attendance, andthejast was the largest 
audience while I was there. I found 
Mrs. Howe .^Jowls' rallying—after a 
third relapsen-Aud she now sits up an 
hour at a timé, and is, I hope, on the 
way to comfortably condition, but it 
will be a longjlme ffefore she Is able to 
do much, if -esyer. -J' continue to im
prove.”
. O. T. H. Btentoh ^Ites: “Henry Al
len, the wonderful^musical medium,' 
who has been1 ■before' the public for the 
last thirty ydffrs, fi/now in our mldst, 
and purposes! to boéVn the. Spiritualists’ 
Home at'33I0U Rli'ódes av.enue, with 
one of his eJitraordfiary seances. - All 
members of tiffs liofne extend a cordial 
invitation to every Spiritualist and oth
ers in Chicago, -to greet this noted gen
tleman who has slich añ extended ac
quaintance among‘them. March 22, at 
.7:45 p- m.. is the date for this seance.
25 cents admissioh. Next -month we 
shall secure a omre commodious place 
where better conditions and more room' 
cnn.be had to accoinmodate the many 
applicants who are wishing to make 
their residence with us. nt the Home. 
We are in great need of an organ or 
piano-. Will some kind friend donate 
us one? also furniture, bedding, pillows, 
carpets, rugs, etc.. All those having 
anything to donate.or those wishing to 
take up their residence at .this Home, 
should notify the secretary, nt once.”
l ' (Contluued on page 8.) ' .•:■?

SUDDEN death.
An excellent practice prevails among 

the members of a powerful and in
fluential body of Spiritualists, In the 
city of Buenps Aires, of holding weekly 
meetings, at Which a lecture is de
livered by one of the many cultured 
ladles and gentlemen who constitute 
the society; and who evidently stand 
upon a high plane, both spiritually and 
Intellectually; for these lectures denote 
more than ordinary literary ability, as 
well as an elevation of thought, feeling 
and aspiration, which give one a high 
idea both of those who deliver, and of 
those who listen to' them. They are 
published in Constancia, the weekly 
organ of the association; and from one 
of these discourses by Señor Ovidio Re- 
baudl, we translate tbe following inter
esting description, by a spirit, of his 
sensations upon entering the other 
world:

“The hand of an unhappy man 
violently deprived me of human ex
istence.

“What passed at that moment I could 
not' explain to you, because I dp not 
comprehend it myself.

“I felt an intense shock which pro
duced in me a profound perturbation of 
mind, besides an acutely painful sen
sation.

“I lost consciousness of the place in 
which I was and passed into a condition 
of inexplicable extinction, lasting for ‘a 
time I am Incompetent, to measure. r

“Yet I knew that I 'existed. I was 
self-conscious. It scarcely occurred to 
me that I had died. ♦ * *

“Around me there was, at first, only 
thick darkness and unbroken silence. 
But very soon I perceived a faint 
glimmering of light which, gradually 
taking .shape, presently offered me the 
perfectly illuminated aspect of my own 
body extended to the ground; I did not 
know how or why, but I was certain 
that it was my body and that its de
composition had commenced. I looked 
at my other self; I saw It distinctly; 

'and, nevertheless, I saw myself at the 
same,time with a body. I analyzed my 
new garment, so to speak, and con- 
vlnced mykelf that I was not the victim 
of an hallucination, but that a duplica
tion of my figure actually existed. I 
failed to understand, however, that my 
hew body was not analogous,to my old 
one. Then I observed and moved my 
limbs, and noticed that my hands in 
touchlhg the clothing of my corpse, did 
not in any way move It, and appeared 
to produce no action upon matter. .

“In this situation I passed a time that 
seemed to "me "immensely long.

“Little by little, the features of that 
which “had been my face were de-, 
stroyed, the flesh decomposed and 
flaked off, and the .whole of my body, 
was transformed into a filthy heap of 
worms. I watched this repugnant 
•spectacle, always illuminated by that 
externa! light of which I have spoken, 
until the destruction' of: my body had 
been completely effected. .

‘’Apart from the'extreme unpleasant
ness which, as you may imagine,’ this 
horrible position occasioned me, what, 
most interested' and occupied me. was 
the cause of the profound silence and 
darkness which enveloped me, while 
the only object which- remained per
fectly illuminated was that object kept 
steadily before my eyes,' which I. felt so 
anxious to escape froin. •

“All this appeared to me completely 
Inexplicable, because I had never had

Is it a fact that places are haunted 
for hundreds of years, and that the un
happy spirits- cannot. progress .-unless 
assisted by mortals?

To this Inquiry “Tien” replied affirm
atively. It might seem strange that a 
spirit could be in a place for hundreds 
of years, chained there by some attrac
tion which it was apparently unable to 
withstand. Hundreds of yam's seemed 
a very, long period Indeed, from the 
mortal point? of view; but to the mind 
the duration of time was frequently a 
very relative conception. Thus, under 
the shock of some great grief or 
trouble, the sufferer will seem to have 
lived a lifetime In a single day. This 
was even more tlie ease in tlie spirit 
world, where the Intensity of every 
emotion aud experience was immensely 
quickened and deepened, and a spirit 
might be for a hundred years of mortal 
time practically conscious of only hav
ing lived a few days or hours, so ab: 
sorbed might he become in tbe con
templation of the causes that held him 
to his condition. To release such a 
spirit it was necessary to reason with 
him, to take counsel with him, to bring 
mental power and force to bear upon 
him, to quicken his spiritual perceptions 
by helping him to realize that brooding 
over the past, and submitting to a 
nlorbid" feeling which chained him to 
She past, is the worst possible use he 
could put himself to. When he could 
be thus helped aud encouraged he 
would become liberated and clothed in 
his right, mind, and would leave the 
locality That he had been associated 
with so long. Hauntlngs came from 
two classes of spirits, and, singular as 
It-might seem, two classes of opposite 
natures; the very gross, ignorant, and 
superstitious, and the highly refined 
and sensitive classes. The spirits of the 
one class were, as a rule, held by their 
fears or by some depraved form of 
physical appetite, the other spirits by 
their extreme sense of honor aud re
morse. The one ease might be described 
as a purely physical association, and 
the cither as an extrava'gaut form of 
'mental association. The “happy me
dium”—the common person—escaped so
sad a fate by reason of the sturdy com
mon sense with which he faced " 
problems of existence. /

any idea of it. No one, in the teachings 
[.had received, had ever spoken to me 
of anything like it. .

"Vainly did I search my/memory; for 
I was unable to discover anything that 
could throw a light upon the critical 
position in which I found myself.’.’

But, the spirit went on to say, his 
faith in God never forsook hlinj and at 
length,'when ho had been brought into 
such a state of mind, as that' he. could 
forgive his murderer, he emerged.(out of 
darkness into light; he heard an angelic 
volcb, bidding him to come up higher; 
and he felt his whole, being inundated 
with a delicious sense of warmth, light, 
peace.and happiness.s

FIRST DAY.
The forenoon was given 

mal reception to Mr. II. 
president of the National Spiritualists; 
Assodatlou. Id the aiternooii there wq&

up to infoia 
II. Barrett,

a programme of'nine numbers: InvocfC- 
tion by Mrs. C. I). Pruden; Mr. C. D. 
Pruden, vice-president of the S. 8 A of 
Minnesota, gave the address of wel
come, responded to by Mr. H. D. Bai‘r 
rett; Psychical demonstrations by Mrs 
Lowell and Mrs. C. D. Pruden.

The evening programme opened with 
Invocation by Mrs. C. I). Pruden, fol- . 
lowed by a quartette selection, "1 Am’ 
a Pilgrim;” Mrs. Lizzie Docker Lyness 
gave a recitation entitled "He and 
She;” vocal solo by Miss Mabel Otls," 
after which Dr. N. F. Ravlin addressed 
the audience, taking for his subject-, 
“The Message of Spiritualism.” H D. 
Barrett followed Dr. Ravlin on “The 
Necessity of Organization—Eternal Vig
ilance the Price of Safety.” After

the

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG

SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA. 
Why accept a small portion of the

untested, unverified spiritual phenome
na In man’s history, handed down to us 
through the most Interested and un
reliable channels, and yet reject simi
lar and greater .things in our day, after 
being put.to the severest .tests that the 
highest scientific attainments can de
vise, and verified by mqny thousands of 
men and women in all lands, many of 
whom are of unimpeachable veracity, 
some of whom have suffered, and are 
suffering, a social martyrdom for the 
truth? Have the laws of nature altered, 
that special phenomena should cease in 
bygone times, when they are as much* 
needed to-day as in any age? Or is it 
not rather that the churches have en
deavored to suppress these phenomena, 
that we may be compelled to go to them 
for spiritual guidance, in spite oFShe 
command, “Go ye Into all the world,” 
etc., “and these signs shall follow them 
that believe?” . ■

The answer to most of the foregoing 
questions seems to be fear, .fear of 
offending public opinion or of losing 
something in this world or the next

The men whom we most admire in 
bygone times had not these fears; how 
then-can the Pharisees of to-day, and' 
they who fear to speak “the truths they 
needs must think,” be following in the 
steps of the martyrs of bygone times? 
Our fathers suffered for us, and there 
is plenty-of similar work to do to-day 
for those who haye the courage.to do it

Clairvoyants tell us that
BEYQND, A CERTAIN POINT, , 

language, as we know it, cannot be 
found by which to 'convey the vision. 
Symbolism has, then to be resorted to 
as the only means; and there even It 
can. fall. The: more'intellectually able 
the seer, the better he Is able to ex
pound, until the region is reached be
yond language, because'the ultimate, of 
language is alsb reached. We have rea
son, therefore, to respect the synthetic 
and studious wording of the true seers, 
because we,know its very exaltation’ 
was a proof of its being near the ter
minus of the mere human mind $ind 
approaching Its entry into Celestial 
regions.'

Have Mr. Myers, Dr. Hodgson, and 
Mr. Dawbarn forgotten ,the undoubted

PROOJFS OF TELEPATHY

some psychical demonstrations by Mrs. 
Lowell, the programme closed with 
song by the audience.

SECOND DAY. ■
February 22d tlie forenoon was de

voted entirely to spirit greetings, all of 
which were recognized. At 1:30 p. m. 
the audience was entertained by the 
Children's Lyceum, under tlie able con
ductorship of Mrs. C. D. Pruden, con
sisting of recitations, singing and In
strumental music, all of which was well 
rendered by the children, who took 
their respective parts.

At 2:30 p. mH a series of brief talks 
were delivered, tlie subject matter hav
ing to do with various topics of interest 
to Spiritualists and people who sympa
thize with spiritual belief. '

At 7:30 p. m„ tlie principal address of 
the day was given by Mr. II. D. Bar
rett. Mr. Barrett is a forceful speaker, 
enunciates clearly, and 'his points are 
always made intelligible to his audi
ence.- His address was received with 
marked favor. Closed witli song by au
dience, and benediction.

THIRD DAY. .
February 23, 10:30 a. m„ song service 

of twenty minutes, after which circles 
were formed by the audience for the 
various phases of spirit phenomena, 
conducted by well-known mediums.

At 2:30 p. m„ after the invocation by 
Mrs. Anna Holt Shaft and the usual 
musical programme, Dr. N. F. Ravlin ad
dressed the meeting. Mrs. Anna Hoit 
Shaft, who was ordained a minister of 
the gospel by H. D. Barrett, last even
ing, made a brief address. Inspirational 
singing by Dottie, the little guide of 
Mrs. White.-followed by tests, which 
concluded the afternoon session.
. At 7:30 p. m„ the closing service of 
the mass meeting. H. D. Barrett gave a 
farewell address; Dr. N. F. Ravlin took 
the subject of “Love” for his parting 
address, which he forcibly and lovingly 
demonstrated. The session closed with 
psychical demonstrations from tlie plat
form. Meals were served in the base
ment of the church during the three 
days’ mass-meeting. . ,

C. M. E. RIDGE, Sec'y.

as a factor to be reckoned with in all 
trance mediumship; and that the only 
safeguard against self-deceptlon is that 
the questioner shall know nothing of

•' ' concerning which he isthe subject 
questioning 
whether bls

the medium, or control, 
queries refer to personal

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of teu lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Mrs. Elizabeth Harkins, wife of Geo. 
•Harkins, passed to spirit life, from her 
home in Allegheny, Pa., Mar. 7, after an 
Illness of several weeks. She was a firm' 
Spiritualist, an attendant at the First 
Spiritualist church, at Pittsburg, Pa., 
and in accordance with her request, the 
funeral service, March 10, was in har
mony with her faith, and conducted by 
the writer. She had a large circle of 
friends outside the family relations, 
and everybody who knew her said that 
she was a good woman, a devoted wife 

•and Ipvlng mother. • Husband, two sons 
and a daughter remain to mourn her 
fcss. . IDA P. A. WHITLOCK.

. Mrs. Bertha Scherk, of Chattanooga, 
Tenn., entered the higher life, March 7, 
1899Ì' at the ripe old age of 81 years'. 
She was the mother of Mrs. Paul R. Al
bert and Mrs. J. Seeman, of the same 
city. The arisen one was not only a 
Spiritualist in name, but her whole life 
was one consistent with the principles 
of Spiritualism. While strength lasted 
she was ever ready to impart to others 
the glorious truths she had received, 
and there are many who to-day enjoy, 
the blessings of spirit, communion 
through her noble efforts'. She passed 
away without pain or'struggle, falling 
asleep in the arms of her daughters, Its 
gently as a Slumbering babe. A smile 
lit up her venerable countenance, that 
Indicated peace with the world she was 
leaving, and a welcome to the world 
she was entering. The floral tributes 
were appropriate and numerous. A'. 
large concourse, of friends attended the 
funeral services, which were conducted 
by the "Rev. Marlon F. Ham of .All 

“SoùlS (Unitarian) church. P.

will.be
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often Inductive, a,s deductive. I will In
stance the “Arcana. of Nature,“ und 
■’Studies In Psychic Science," which 
were,written by spirit control, as show
ing from beginning to end the inductive 
process. Trance speakers often give 
splendid specimens of inductive reason
ing. . '

An author who knows all about God, 
even to how he can reason or not ica-

THE BROCKWAYS.
Are Doing Excellent Work 

in Denver.
To the Editor:—We are now located 

in Denver; arrived here the 15tb of last 
month. We found our esteemed friend

I
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' Sent ot,ar,U1Cllt 18 UUdCl tllU 1BnUttge' I ordiS m“ ““ ^good 0^“
Hudson Tuttle. SpOTUd^X«^ XÆbook

.. tioi,,1.1a onio is only remarkable for the utter dlsre- (Ilie eiadle of t,iL J LU a nttend-
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. and crugs lissllnulce wlth Were bearing good fiuii, as it is attend

. ------------------------------' which the author presents his views. cd by laige number». ...i,.,..»« aii
, ,, ;Anonymous letters, h ull n.une ami Journalist: Q. What .was the date of, talltv„

dress must be given, or thei leltt raw tlæ uewgl)apel. 11ubliSiled in Amer- I Ai.'j e the spiritual papers; I see

k srfe.“4 »î-sàÆra n >..« b«.» <>»correspondence of this riepin News-Letter, by John Campbell. 1704, j (bis (which they will never do) webecome excessively large, espec al y let. . w had doUhis (wh J - ,mi tbe
U1S °f ’"T1 VæL oè v elve what- been previous attempts. The Colonial “Xd^x and live on faith alone; but 
sucra, and while I f ee y » Press ba(J beeu lgsued as carly as 1G90> j’ed%.c(!S o£ the spirit realms
X unXv of conesi ômîénta is ex- and the same year Publlç Occurrences, ol.guulzfttion) designed it dif-
neXrt y HUDSON TUTTLE. both Foreign and Domestic came 1 rom fel.BUtly, commencing with phys cal 
l’Lctc(J- uu . I the press in the.town ol Boston. Ihe phenomena and tests with which they

. ------- : “ r~, first issue of the latter brought it in erack 0 en the skulls of the bigoted and
> “Student,” Santa Fe: Q.’ I have seen conflict with the authorities and lt-was (]le bard gheus into which the philoso- 

the story of Wm. Tell called in ques- prompiiy suppressed. The liberty of jly can be poured. Without tests, etc., 
lion If we cannot believe tills circum- f.he press was then unknown, a liberty I to do tbe above, it would be like pouring 
Stantlally told hlstory, what ean we be- which by allowing free expression of , water’upon a duck’s back. I also 
Heve? opinion has swept away the bigoted the- h!lve noticed the fraud agitation. Fraud

A. Win. Tell occupies a conspicuous oeratle- government of the colonies; lias always existed and always will, 
place in the history of Switzerland. In I given them freedom from foreign rule, more ol, lcgg j feei proud to know there 
1307 the Austrians held the Swiss under I ftu(j fostered the intelligence of the peo-1 )g ono p8pei. (The Progressive Thinker) 
a hated tyranny. Gessler, an Austrian pie until they have evolved a national- tbat has the nerve to show it up in its 
bailiff, to’show his power, set a cap on hty, Buch as history gives no parallel. true light when possible.
a pole and ordered all who passed to I ------ I If people would read the spiritual pa-
bow to it. For refusal to do this, leu j0Seph E. Woods: Q. (1) What rea- t>ers carefully, there would not be so 
was,.ehndemned to be shot, but was o - do glv(; for not aceepting many deceived, apd fraud in our cause
fered his freedom if he shot an appie Jegug ag tlie Messiah, seeing tliat he would diminish. - .
off his boy’s head. n eiuue at the appointed time, according Then there are many who have got

This he succeeded lu doing, but Gess- tbe pl,opliecy of Daniel, lx:24-7? the mania for ferreting fraud so strong
1er noticed that he held another arrow, 2) Jg tbere reliability in the as- tliey are being gulled by paying out 
and when he asked him what he. in- gert|on üiat tbe^00k of Daniel was I their good money for so-called ex
tended doing with it Tell replied. Rvrltten after tlie occurrences therein posures, which are only simple tricks of 
shoot thee, tyrant, had I killed my son. gbJje(j^ - . legerdemain, and diffèrent entirely«

For this he was bound and placed in I A ,j. Tbe jewg expCCted a temporal from genuine spirit, manifestations. If 
a boat. On the voyage across the lake, j wi10 Would come and by the a medium, or so-called one, is caught in 
a terrific storm arising, Tell was un- Btrong hand of Jehovah deliver them his nefarious work, let the full partlcu-. 

; bound, that he might steer the vessel, fto],u bond aud ^bulld the glory of I Jars, the modus operand!, be published 
\ and taking advantage he leaped aslioie tb . Such." an one never came, I Ip the spiritual papers, but not left for 

V and escaped. He sought the pass t gl,antlug everythlng Christianity some one to publish in booklet form on 
through which Gessler must come, ano cjalmg wliy s]10uld they accept the de-1 which to. make money. As a sample, I 
shot him. This was the occasion tor f jgnobiy crucified Jesus, who had sa.w in your columns a short tiriie ago
an uprising and the ^gaining of national ^be gjlown on]y weakness be-1 an article giving directions how the 
liberty." ■ r fore; the’ temporal power to which he writing in sealed envelopes could be

• There are monuments erected _com- comraanded obedience and submission? read without opening, by saturating 
. memoratlve of these wondrous deeds, . Ag jewlgI1 wr|ters of that time, I the envelope with alcohol. If this is a 

, and” poems without number, yet there is I vbea ^bft gj.cafegt events which-ever sample of the wonderful exposures 
no more nor no less foundation to tne 0CCU1.re(1 iu the ilistOry of mankind are I which this book contains, I put it down 
story than that of Jack and the bean- gUppOged to liave taken place, are abso- as a humbug, for if reason is brought to 

- stalk. Both hnvè the same origin in I lutely Eden(i ¡f becomes a mystery. I bear upon it, it floes not prove any- 
myths. . The fact Is'that a spiritual ruler, one thing; for if questions are written upon

There is no mention of Tell In tne w)iQ wo'uld come to the Gentiles as well paper and this paper folded two or 
early Swiss Chronicles. Ihe first men- I ag Jewg woui(t have been incompre-1 three times, them placed In the envel- 
tion of him does not occur until the nt- llenglble t0 the Jews of that age. ope, the writing would be running in
teenth century, and not until the six- I rpbere ,g not the least evidence to different directions, so if would be im- 
teenth was the story given complete. gbow wheu ol. by whom the Book of possible to* read it correctly. At the 

’ All monuments are later still. Daniel was written. same time what would the audience be
(This story ht as old as tbe Aryan ___ doing that they could not,see the appll-

races, and there is scarcely a people n ,, . thp cation by the medium of thè alcohol?. who have not some form of it. S. Bar- Pensacola. Q. Cain u ent to the Anofliel. exl)IanatiOn I have heard was
ing Gould, quotes from Saxo Grammat- Land of3°? and took » y ftbflt au x.rfly llght could be UBed. Evcn 
■Jeus, a Daye of the twelfth century, p} 1‘'^e o1 ‘ ‘be come then tlle wrltl“B could not be

; who thus records the story of a hero of (-) M here did Jhc first Jew co even Jf gegn fo[, tJje ab0VB reason. This 
his own country, happening ta the.tenth I p>»>- Garden ôf I ls vcry weU to tell the Ignorant, but
CTokh’’tlrèStei'o, boasted while intox!- .Eden is X-ray is thronmunon^ajer containing

_ cated that he could hit the smaUCst “ the they both become absolutely
apple with his arrow. His enemies re- fie cieat on. J1’ transparent-nothing is seen. c

' ported him to the king, Harold Blue- foims in the traditions of all laces, an One of tb(} gr(mtegt obstacles we find
' tooth. This tyrant ordered the apple to a°!.ula„ J?. ug ¿bsurdb 18 jealousy among mediums; this should

' ' be placed on the son’s head. “ call foi accou tag fo its Lsurdl be They bnve commenced an at.
Toki unabashed drew three arrows, t es or >“«»“^8 “1“r|'|11 a * tack against us in two or three different

and with the first hit ihe apple. When thQse.in Jack cities, to which we replied with this ad-
asked by the king why he took so many Bean Stalk, of w hich the stoiy o Jo vertisement in the secular papers, and
arrows, he replied: “That I might Is anL““rteut taim^ ,g open to tbe world; .
oveime on thee the errors of the first, H Lain rouna people in ixoa, uieapii _ .
by the points of the others, lest my ta- creation of Adam and Eve, as parents The Secret of
?u“ti“rKô“Xnhha®’’ted fl“d thy *“■ ™ “S ofm^ion is vastly older THE.BROCKWAYS’ -...... ,

'- '•X Nnrw S’v bears still closer rc-1 than tlie Mosaic account. It was an I unbounded success is that they do not 
’ semblance The Finns have their Tell. Egyptian myth, before the Jewlsli tribes I profess or advertise anything but what
■ mb a Pnràiôn noet Farid-Uddin-Attar, had existence. they are able to do. They will not con-
v æ ?? P ’ I (2) The Jews were fierce tribes or sent to, have their ability measured by

Sn- i= n foil- lore storv .originated no clans of Bedouins. If we take the any other standard than their own, for
«JJÎiLw« wVen and modified to mimt Bible account, and there isjm other, there are always partially developed
the roûuirements of time and place. they were compelled by famine to be- mediums and cheap pretenders found . the lequiiements ot time ana pmix. Egyptlangj and were m eyery dty bringing disrepute upon

venting any openingsjjeiug, effected in 
or out of the cage, anarpy«jV. precaution 
against confederacy. 7;

Then the great Bishop Garrison 
comes forth with, his motley scheme to 
sell tricks aud got dubsêtlbers for bls 
little sheet. This man, when he was 
posing as a medium-in Portland, Ore., 
in the year 1804, w^'eijmsed in the 
First Spiritual Society lit that city. 
This ean be vouched ¡for mere by many 
who were members of that society. He 
atte«vards went* tW* Sri’n Francisco. 
While we were thereto called upon us, 
examined the cage anil isitld: “It it is a 
trick cage, it is. beyond me." After we 
left there, working upon our reputation, 
he went into the developing business, 
saying he developed thé Broekway 
Family. Many wrote' us linking it this

VICTORY FOR FREEDOM
Medical Tyranny Defeated 

In Illinois.

were true. The parties’ names I have 
forgotten, but one was’a Mrs. Bell. We 
answered them all, telling them he was 
an arrogant fraud, and to let him alone. 
Now be-has got In tVlth Mrs. Schles
inger, and tlie result’ wlll be she Will 
como1 out minus, as will all who mix up 
with such people. J

The cause throughout the Northwest 
is progressing rapidly.

Mrs. Ada Foye is at Seattle and doing 
a good work, her meetings being largely 
attended. • ' ■

Mrs. Thomas is doing good work, and 
is a commendable lady, her Inspira
tion being of a very high order.

Farmer Riley is at Port Angeles, and 
is highly spoken of in his. work.

W. BROCKWAY,’
' . of the Brtíckway Family.

“Blue Laws of Connecticut, With an 
Account of the Persecution of Witches 
and Quakers in New.- England," Etc. 
The wickedness and folly which may 
be embodied in religious laws are forci
bly illustrated in this , readable and In
structive pamphlet, jrie'e,.25 cents. 
For sale at this office. , . . . '
———■■fll.l Illi I— I—

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS IMMORTALITY,
A List of His Noted Works,

Dr. T. A. Bliiud, who for many yeai'b 
successfully resisted the ell oils of ilw 
allopathic aud homeopathic doelois to 
get a restrictive medical monopoly bill 
through Congress, aud whose speeches 
before the committees of the House aud 
Semite have beeu widely published, 
and who made a strong effort to secure 
the repeal of the medical law of Massa
chusetts, has just won a signal victory 
at Springfield, over the medical trust oi 
Illinois, one of the most powerful or
ganizations in America, comprising the 
State Board of Health and the State 
medical societies of the three leading 
sects, the allopathic, homeopathic aud 
eclectic. ' '

Those four great armies of tyranny 
agreed upon a bill to be 'presented to 
the Illinois Legislature this winter, and 
pressed to a passage. Copies of that 
bill were mailed to ail the physicians of 
the state last fall, accompanied by a 
letter>vhieh reads as follows: ,

“Dear Doctor:—Herewith you will 
find a bill which Jt is proposed to intro
duce at the next session of the Legisla
ture. If you approve of this bill you 
will be expected to ask the members of 
the Legislature to vote for It.

“We have worked long and earnestly 
to frame such a bill as in our opinion 
will tend to elevate the profession and 
exelude.from.our ranks the ignorant 
pretender, and charlatan sb far as this 
can be done by law. The' professional, 
legal and political conditions obtaining 
make this a much more difficult task 
than appears to the casual observer.

“Such q law as,would be most desir
able from the standpoint of the medical

For Sale at the Oilice of The Pro« 
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jotlinys,
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. hull. This is a matvelously 
neat book of selections from‘Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and conlatna a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a'portrait ol Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, H.
The Spiritual Alps -

and How We Ascend Them,
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit is supremo and all things are subject to 
k "Withportrait. ByMosEsHuLL.,- Just tho book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate yuur spiritual faculties, 
price,bound in cloth, 40 cents], in paper cover, 25 
cents
New Thought, .

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages.' Portraits of several of tho best 
speakers and mediums. Tbe mutter all original and 
presenting in an attractive form tho highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 61.50.
New Thought,

Volume II. 834 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter, Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joan, the Medium, .

On the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
asa Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. This Is at 
unee tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
cne of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrilllngly in
teresting; no history more true, Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. .

Are Yoû a Subscriber for
The Progressive Thinker?

IF NOT YOU CERTAINLY SHOULD BE. ’

. ..OR . .. - ;
FUTU1ÌE HOMES AND DWELIr 

ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE W0RK1 ‘
This admirable work contata» tvliat a hundred . 

spirit», good aud evil, say or tholr dwelling-place». , 
Give ua details—detail» and accurate delineation» oi „ ■ 
life in thè Bplrlt-worldl—I» tho comuni appeal ol 
thoughtful mind». Death I» approaching. Whlthor-. 
oh, whither! Shall I know my.fr ondi beyond tho . 
tomb? Will they know, me? What 1» their Preeent 
condition, and what their occupmloiu/ In this >ol 
ume tho spirits, differing ns they .'nay. are allowed Ca 
»peak for thomaelvo». No lupa l»..bottei quallliea 
than Dr. Peebles toplace a.work of thia kind before 
tho peoplo) Ho’ treats of tho Myateilea of Llfct 
Doubt»audHciie»; The Bridging ot tho invert Fore- . 
gleams of tho Future; Tcellmony of ba nt»; Ilio 
Growth aud Perfection of tho Spiritual Body; 1» It 
the Soul or Body that Siu»?.; Clothing tn, tho Spirit
world; Our Little Onos lu Heaven; 1 he Pereonal F.x- 
perleuce» of Aaron Knlglit; 1 he Red Mon fi lesti* 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in Spirit
Life; Tho Home» of Apostles and Divine»! The 
Friend» aud Shakera lu Splrlt-Llfe; Spirit Home» of 
Bruuo and Other»; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other mutter» arc treated, too numer- 
ouBto mention. Price Olii, postage, IS cents. For 
»ale at this office.

rioni of Things; or I’sycIiometrlG
Researches and Discoveries.

J. Marlon Gale:, Q. (1) What causes 
the migration of birds? . I

(2) Is there any evidence that the life I 
which animates a human being had a 
personal existence previous to its hu

. man manifestation?
-A. (1) The wonderful Instinct which I 

causes the tiny warbler to wing its way 
for hundreds and thousands of miles 
north or south with the varying seasons 
has called forth countless theories and 

. conjectures. Probably it is a habit, the 
product of countless years of training, 
going back to the time when such perl- 
odical flights were more essential to the 
life of the species than'at present. Un

' doubtedly at the comjug of spring the 
mating instinct is strongly aroused, and 
the birds go northward for quiet, safety 
and better food supply. Memory must 
take part in their decision, as they often 
return to the nests of last year. .

The return from the north is more im
perative, as the insect-eating birds can
not Hye in the north during winter. Ev
ery one who should linger would be 
starved. Hence only birds that prompt
ly leave for the south, in autumn are 
preserved and propagate.

(2) The basis of the spiritual philos
ophy as taught in these columns, is that 
the’individual life, or spirit has no ex

- istence before it is manifested through 
■ and by means of the physical body. 

’ That it has, is only conjecture. -

expelled from that kingdom. After a Spiritualism, especially preying upon 
wandering life’ they conquered and ex- the ignorant and credulous people, 
terminated the agricultural people of- They do not deal In humbug charms 
Canaan, nnd then God gave it to them and spells. They do not come to rob, 
as an Inheritance. They were the most but benefit those who are seeking truth, 
turbulent nation of all the turbulent if you wish truthful. spIrituaLadvice on 
peoples of antiquity, and always’were all affairs, or are in doubt or trouble, 
a scattered aud enslaved race. I consult them. ,

________ _ . , . ■ ‘ - GOOD MEDIUMS -
nn iCf'TICYMQ are never jealous or will -try to deride
UDJtLul IUWO. I otiJerg. ihey never try to build them-

(Continued from page 3.)______ selves up by pulling others down. The
in.n n.nnv fniHclp» for me to trv Brockways.have excited, the’ envy of nna fnUnw bnt T ‘ vil 1 cal^attention to some Denver. But the.old adage Is 
hu of lo™ He savs ‘With true: “The superior are nevpr jealous ofout me nor? pme love woull be im- the interior; It Is the Inferior who are 
Xble? We hive seen that as he be- Jealous of tbe superior.” ' 
lleves death destroys memory, he must WARNING.
also belleye that It destroys love. The I TJw Tepnfafjon of {be Brockways is 
point I wish to cal! attention to Intiiis I belng used by some unscrupulous par
place. is, that it is a self-evident truth t(eg to geb unwary tricks of leg- 
there can be no memory of love until I ergemajn. Beware, for you will be 
there has been love; there¡can be no. fo(led> as the Brockways exposed these 
memory of anything until the thmo has 1)al^es ¡n Portland, Ore., four years 
existed. aE0 .

We have much to learn about spirit st OO TO S5OO CHALLENGEreturn, but I do not see as we are com- $100 TO ?oOO CHALLENGE,
peiied fo accept tbe unwelcome doctrine I to any party producihg Independent 
that what we call death is practical slate-writing under same conditions

If you are not a subscriber, o'r if the time for 
which you have paid has’ expired, then these re
marks are intended for you. We would be 
delighted to liave your name added to our list 
again for the'icoming year. It will be a contin
ued feast of spiritual hterature. The price of the 
paper for ofie year is only 41, and by send
ing 20 center additional with your yearly sub
scription we ' will send you Aft Magic, a very 
valuable boôk for your library. This ooo’k has 
been sold as high as $25. Êy subscribing for 
The Progressive Thinker and securing the pre
mium each yfear,i;you will soon have a valuable 
occult library, and at the same time aid in sus
taining The Progressive Thinker. The interest
ing articles tp bc^ found in this paper are surely 
worth far moreilian the price of a year’s sub
scription.■ ‘ Weç S aid in sus
taining the Spiritualist press, and thus keep in 
touch with the great liberal movement. Read 
this paper carefolly, then send in your siibscri 
tion. You are missing the soul-feast of your lii

The Real Issue»
By Mosbs Hull. A compound of thO two nampb- 

lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,’’ und “Your Answer 
or Your Life;’1 with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for ¿5 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts aud documents, on thp tendencies ot 
tho times, that every one should have.
AR About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Majesty and Ills Subordinates In the Kingdom ot 
Çarkneas. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the hledlums, *

or Christ and Mediumship, 
Careful comparison of some of tbe Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of tbe Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modem mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day ; and that tbe coming of Christ Is the re
turn of i*'**<,1twihip to tbe world. 48 pages. Price, 

.10 cents. '
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
Tbe Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, By 

(Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic’Interpretation of many things in tbe Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and bells believed In by* Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents. . .
T7*e fyyirantlne Raised,

Or tho Twenty Year» Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Fries 10 cents.
SpiritualtâonQster,

By MATTii E. Hum... Thirty-eight of Mra. llull'» 
iweeteet »ong»l adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 cts4 
or 16 per hundred. ~
The Mediumistic Experience 

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Bockies. with Introduction by 

J. 8. Loveland. This Is the history of onc_of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, 50 cents. '
The Devil and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents.

nr W AND ELIZABETH M. P.
MJ Denton- A marvelous work. Though concise ns 
L text-book, K la as fascinating as a work of llctlou. 
yhn rfaAer will be amazed to see tho curio is facta 
Uore combined lii support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a tbou 
firnd doubts and difliou I ties, imAe Geology as plain aq 
day, and. throw light uu ull tho grand subjects sow ot> 
sewed by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

; Cloth....,...............................................
. . Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth........... .

Postage 10 centa.
SbttI of Tilings—Vol. I IL

Jllv'rated. 362pp. Cloth........... .
”-'sfi,rrn m neiRA.

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BUTTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

.«1.60

.1140

_
MÎ

MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of tbe Rodkles, T ib introduction by 
J. 8. Loveland. This is tbe blstoiv of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever uvod. 1C7 large 
pages. ByMOttS EOTIm Prtob» Hor ;alo
nt duo ueuxj. t *

IM MORTALITY. . ~
A ppom in five cantos “If a man die. shall he Uva?" 

Is fuEy*:Afaiwered. B / W. S. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents. •

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing;
A series of lessons on the relations of tbe spirit io 

Its own organism, and the inter-relation of human 
jelugs with reference to health, disease and beallug. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me* 
dlumshtp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician und Spiritualist should read, 
Price 61.50. ror sale at this otllce. ,

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
. Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

Commendatory.,
_  . — iiIam Uvlv Ox lllv AJvKlDJU.L121 v, U

■- To the Editor:—I note a proposition teg(. of a jU(ncjai-decision, 
from Bro. C. M. atid Jbsle Folsom, 1134 .....................
Roberson avenue, Springfield, Ill., to 
attend'camp meetings the comirfg sea
son. As Brother and Sister Folsom are 
somewhat new in the field, and as I 
had opportunity to get well acquainted 
with them and thefr style of work,

annihilation.
SAMUEL BLODGETT.

- Jas. S. Kennedy: Q. (l)'What is the 
• • relation of the spiritual body to the 

physical? ' ■
(2) When a medium Is controlled does' 

■ the spirit controlling take possession, 
causing two spirits In one organism, ór 
does it cominunlcate by telepathy?

(3) If the latter, how can the com
municating spirit enjoy the "sense of 
taste, etc., througljpthe medium?

In'T. J. Hudson’s book, “The Law of 
■ Psychic phenomena," one of the funtl- 

amental props in his argument, Is, the 
■ subjective mind (as he terms it) is in

" capable of inductive reasoning, but can 
reason by deduction perfectly. . Ib it 

; true that the trance speaker is incapa
ble of inductive reasoning? He goes on 

■ to say that God (Jehovah, I presume) 
cannot reason inductively, because’in- 

■ duction is the finite process of inquiry 
into something which man does not al

' ' ready know.
. A. (1) The spirit body permeates the 

- ' physical body. Man is a flesh-clad spirit. 
-- (2) There Is no mere possibility of

two spirits occupying the same body, 
than of two bodies occupying the same 
space. To . communicate psychically, 
the spirit takes magnetic control of the 
medium.

(3) When such control is fairly good 
there is such similarity in tbe medi
um'and spirit that there is mutual in
terchange of thoughts And sensations.

* The spirit receives as well as gives?
M) In the beginning, in thè sense 

Hudson uses the term, there is no speh’ 
- thing as “subjective mind;” it is a dis

tinction without a shadow of support, 
made expressly to confuse argument, 
and befog the .understanding. There is 
but one mind in the spiritual being. 
The .mind is not two, but a unity. ..He 
makes this assertion, and his. book is 
made up of assertions. The most friu- 
pendous of these assertions, the climax 
of brazen audacity Is his claim to know 

• exactly how God reasons. Inductive or 
deductive reasoning, are processes of 

- the finite mind,. As finite beings .we 
have no word to express the reasoning 
processes of nn infinite intelligence. 

M ’ ¡Thè' literature of Spiritualism is as

BOOK REVIEWS.
A 'Conspiracy Against the Republic. 

By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of I 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” “Herbert Spencer and 
His Critics,” “Jesus the iSsene,” ete.

This “conspiracy” consists in the com
bined efforts of church leaders in this 
country to get control of the Govern
ment, and to administer it in the inter
ests of an effete religion. •

This pa’tnplflet is a complete magazine 
of facts, condensed in the compass of a 
hundred pages.
. The following copy of the Table of 
Contents will show the topics treated:

1—Relatiop of the. Church to the Con- 
stltution. . '

2—History of'the Constitution.
3—Policy, of the Government—The 

First Congress. ’
. 4—Early Demands for Religious Leg
islation by Congress.\ .. —

5—Sunday Malls. '? J
(h-Stephen A. Douglas and the Clergy.
■7—Chaplains In Congress. . . . ' ' 
8—Taxation of Church Property.

, 9—Taxation of Church Property, con
tinued. - . • . '

10—National Support of Sectarian 
Schools. 1 . - •

11—Historic J Review, j .. .
12—The Biair Amendment. '
13—Sunday Observance .and Sunday 

Closing., ■ ''
14—Is This a Christian Country? 

■ IS^Tlie Dred Scott Case, ?
10—The Dred ScottCase and the Trin- 

ijty Church Case—A Parallel. ’ 
17—’God in the Constitution Amend

ment. ■ . — ■■ ’ ..... .
18—Review—Conclusion.
Price per cqpy425 cents. For sale at 

this office. ■ .; .

that they .will, without aid of spirit 
powers.'

THEBE ABE GOOD MEDIUMS .
and room for many more. If you wish 
to develop your Iqtent powers get par
ticulars from the Brockways of the Ze
nobia Cabinet for home development; 
write or call. Six sealed questions an
swered by mail; clairvoyant, Ç1; inde
pendent slate-writing $2. Parlors, 408 
17th avenue. Grand test seance, Mar
tine’s hall, Sunday, 7:30 p.- m., admis
sion 15c.. . ’’

“The Univetse.” .What Force Is. 
The Beginning-of Creation. - What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of tho Earth, 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality, 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 

-Things" Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let bÿ L. M. Bose. . Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. ■ Price 25 cents. Fof 
■ale at this office, tl, - -

Th!, excellent book is written In the Interest of hu 
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to tbe deadly 
danger» that beset us on every side, and more espe- 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics,. Washington’s wonis of. warning, 
Lincoln s apprehension and tho prophecy of Gencial 
Grant are all Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, In a receut sermon said: "The 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to du 
so. but she bates them with o deadly inyred, and 
use» all bsr power to uiralblbitc them Our’ enemies 
know how (£n treated heretics in the Middle Ages,.and 
how she4reats them today where she has tho po'wtr. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tbe princes of 
tbe cnurch for what they have thought flt to do. 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
Itwlllbescnt, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at
this olfice. :

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture». By^bby A. Judgm. This booR 

■¡X I should bo read by every Spiritualist, Woe ILOOi 
U. I pustose 10 cent». , ‘

-- . ------- :----- *-•-= SOCIAL UPBUJLDINC,
profession would not receive the sup- including Co-operativo System» and the Happiness 
naTt of tile T.op-lslntlire nor stand tile I and Ennoblement ot Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, port O_L rue legislature, nor btuuu tut Ln,D., M. dTTU» comprises the last part ot Human

. Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For »ale Gt
‘We desire to urge upon you the fact tai» office.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work Is ft- 
Combtihllc-n Into one volume of two or Mr. Hull'll 
Bplendl:. works. By this arrangement the cost is suebi 
that the reader Is enabled to secure tbe two booku 
comd.Tud at tbe Jame price as was formerly asked 
for th Jin iiuparately. This volume contains 462 pages 
and is hiudsomely bound In cloth, and contain* an ex* 
cellemwrirult of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Ib a cadif al comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit» 
uallem. No book of the century has made bo many 
convert to Modern Spiritualism as thia. Tho author’a 
Mm, ftitbfully to compare Uie bliUe wltU modem 
?hcnoni3naand philosophy, has been accomplished.

'ho adaptation of Spiritualism to tho wants of human
ity; Ite inoral tendency; the Blhlo Doctrine of angel 
ininlsti’'; the spiritual nature pf man, and the objec- 
tlousolterod to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light ot the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, lirf expressed clearly and forcibly.

. . THE CONTRAST
consist! of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a moot able production, and 
<• a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
U defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumitlona of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HUMAN CULTURE I CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
. UPBUILDING.

during two'months of last summer, 
laboring side by side with them and 
occupying an adjoining room, I want 
to say a word In their behalf. Brother 
Folsom is a trumpet medium and mag
netic healer. Sister Italsom Is 'a plat
form test medium second to no other in 
the field. She Is both a dlscerner of 
spirits and a psychometrlst. She is 
usually blindfolded by some skeptic, 
then she takes hold of one corner of a- 
handkerchief from the occupant W a 
chair seated near her, the person being 
required to walk lightly so that she 
may not know whether she has a lady 
or gentleman In the chair, she then 
reads their characteristics, thelri*past 
history, or describes ‘spirit friends, 
often giving names, etc. Other times 
she goes through the audience giving 
tests; She is besides that a reader of 
sealed letters, a materializing medium. 
She seldom does the. last, as it detracts 
from her other Worl;, but when she 
does, she Insists on test conditions. Her 
lecturing is altogether inspirational on 
the argumentative plan, and In case of 
a sensation in the audience under the 
control of a Dr. Carson, she becomes 
very radical, arid theta also her tests 
become more_pronounced. She is thus

that-the time has come for the medical 
profession of this state-to be on the of
fensive as well as the defensive, If we 
would successfully resist further ag
gression. In proof of this fact it is only 
necessary to call your attention to the 
success of efforts of last year in secur
ing the enactment of a law (which was 
vetoed bygÉovernor Tanner) excepting 
an objectlonal class (thé Osteopaths) 
from the provisions of the Medical

LIFE WORK

CORA L V. RICHMOND.
OOKPILXD AXD EDITED BT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL.D*

A moit excellent and very valuable work, by tho 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces,' and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price, cloth, 75 cents, For sale at thia office»

No one as yet has accepted the chal
lenge. We have read several-tinfes of 
challenges from “XhtlH’^arid- others?- - 
We have written to them, but have 
•never heard4a word in-response; / '

When 'we were in Pueblo a man . 
.pamed Sawkins came there to expose 
‘Spiritualism. The different churches 
gave him ’ a big advertisement from 
their pulpits. My son Charles went to 
his performance and while-it was. on 
arose, and challenged him. as- above. 
“Yes, oh, yes, he would meet us,” but . 
in two or three days he left the city un
der-a cloud.' This can be vouched for 
by-many of Pueblo’s, best citizens. ’

While in Portland, Oregon;-.a howl 
went up from a jealous party, who even 
went so' far as to get an abusive ar
tide in one of'the spiritual papers. We 
had heard of It while there, and at one 
of our, meetings the party was present, 
and yve offered him ?100 to 'come for
ward-anti produce the manifestation, 
he was silent, and all eyes were upon 
him, and then as he did not respond, a 
general applause went up all over the 
halt This also can be vouched for by 
the Spiritualists of Portland, Oregon..
' At Seattle there was a similar occur

rence -which can be ascertained to be 
true. . • /

We are also conversant with the 
Coouley and Garrison exposures. Mr. 
Coonley says of the cage trick, that 
anyone can do it if one has the trick lock 
which fastens the door of the, cage. 
Sacramento,. San Francisco, Oakland, 
and SanMdse people, who' were at any 
of the stances,-will tell yqu -that the 
locks were fnrnlsheiTby skeptics, and 
that It was unnecessary for locks; as 
the cage after being locked was secure
ly tied by weaving rope in and out 
¡through the meshes of, the cage, pre?

fitted'for almost any emergency.
' While I am on the‘subject, I believe 
it. would be dplng a justice to mention 
two other medium lecturers I met at 

..the Lakeside Camp in Missouri, Mrs.
Isa Wilson Kayner, 'and Mrs. Saratr 
Scovelh Both are excfellfent. Mrs. Kay- 
ner’s fire test in a pbblic'-iludience 4s 
wonderful. She also lias A habit 7of 
going through an aufiience'hhd telling 
people “all they eFer did” or ex
perienced, describing'fepirltb1and giving 
their names. Her sfjde ist'somewliat 
that of her father, E. V. Wilson, but. she 

,1s not so radical on the rostrum as her 
father-was. ' : I;. ■. am .

Mrs. Scovell is a-gfiod iffntform me
dium, giving tests psyehombtrlcally and 
also of spirits. Herllectufes are fine 
and nicely delivered.

But while I am talking i<W this sub
ject, I want to. emphasize all that 
Brother Francis saysj-abopjh home-cir
cles. I have argued Jt. everywhere I 
lecture, that i‘f anyjfte. came ..among 
them they, would be qpsplciptis of them, 
but if they had manifestations at home 
they would know wliefbqr-they were 
genuine. I believe there Is po other way 
to rid the country' of- fakes. But the 
phenomena hunters who seldojn read a 
Spiritualist paper or,encourage a lec
turer can’t be kept from supporting 
fakes. And sometimes I-think they are 
served right enough. t :

■ Norton, .Kan.b. ' D. W. HULL.

Practice Act This was simply nn en- I ¡FMpertraitsreprescntingltrrs.Siehmondit 
terlng wedge of the disreputables, 1857,in 1870, and in 1804, ,
which, if it had been successful, as it I ____
has been in several other states, would oto 0F COKTENTS; . ;
have ultimately robbed us of the little I fe
legal protection we now have from this I ChaptebL Parentage—mace of Birth—Childhood— । 
Class. This pernicious bill was pre- ‘ School Experiences—First JdcdiumlBtlc Work, cte, । 
vonfpd frnin hppAmlnir u Ijixv liv’ thp I ChattbbIL Hopedale—Mr. Scott in Massachusetts— veniea irom oecomiug a law uy ine Removal to Wisconsin—The Ballou Family—Adin 
united efforts Of the better class. Of the k Ballou’B Work—Work of spirit Adin Augustui 
profession. The same united efforts' I .BaUoo‘ 1
txrtii nni wniv vln-fnaf ihom «<rnln Chaftee IIL Outna-Her Earthly Life and Tragicwill not only ueieat tnem again, out | Death—HerMiaaipnin Spirit-Life.
Will secure legislation that Will make it Lcn.pTzu IV. Other Controls-TUe Guide».
impossible for them to prove even a for-T CnxrTM V. Work In Cuba, N. T.-Buffalo Pastorate 
mMaWo fna in tho fiihir» »’ —Workers in Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—SarahmidaDle toe in, me tuture. Brooks-Horuco II. Day-Removal to New Tori

Dr. Bland was secured by the physi- city, isss-Phiiadciphia—Boston—Baltimore.
cians and others who desired fhe defeat Chapter vi. Work in New York city.
Af this bill as their reoreRentative at I CHAi<i'jiR VII. New York City (continued). Yrof. J. 
2 vzi il ’ 5?. 8 1.11 ® J. Mapes-Hon. J. W. Edmonds-Dr. Grav-Ncw
Springfield. He addressed a letter to4- York Editors and Clergy-Other Places in the East 
each of the nhvslclans of the state, call- I —Meadvflie, Ba., 1804—Hon. A B. Richmond.
Inc» tlimr nttAntinn tn tho nhnmpfrpr nf I CHAFixii VIII. Washington, D. C.—Reconstruction— ing uieir .aiienuon io we cnaraccei oi senatorJ.M. Howard—George J. w. Julien—Gen. 
the bill, and asking them to write to I N. P. Banks-Nettie Colbern Maynard-Stetcmcnt 
him at Springfield whether or not they I of Geo. a. Bacon. .

14-r. nn«. exo ^«»1 ChaptbbIX. England—Robert Dale Owen—Georgefavored its passage« Out Of over one I Thompson—Countess of Caithness —Mrs. Straw*
thousand who wrote him in reply, there bridge—Mr. and Mrs. Tebb—Mrs. Nosworthy—J.C.
xvpva onlv five who exnrPRRPd thAm» I Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,weie only nve wno expiesseu tnem | CnAPrEB x work ffiBngUnd (Continued in Throe
selves favorable to the passage of the I subsequent visit».) _ -
bill, and-over five hundred were op-hcBxrrzB XL California Work. Other Vl»lts— 
posed to all laws restricting the right to I vvnsp^.of & rlamb-Leuer °f Mr». John a. 
pracdce the art of healing. ckivtct xn, Cbicagp work, mm to
. When the bill came up for a hearing Society Chartered, ISK—Complete-Account of Workbefore.the Senate Judiciary Committee; .£¿4?" “** 01 M6ai,,e” oi tM
Lawyer Barnes, 'the. attorney for the 1 ctfArt™’ xiiL. camp Meeting worir-ca»»adaga- 
State Board Of Health, presented a.sub- I ■ J'0110 ricasant-Onsct Bay—Lake £uady—Lookout 
stltute for the bill, which -contained I cnATTIE ¿IV. Literary Work—He»,erla-Volumes 
seven Of the ten amendments which Dr. I of Discourse» and Lectures—Psychopathyt Soul, 
Bland had asked,to have nut to the'bill Tcachlngs-Poema-Otlier Literary tl'ork. . ■
and the committee at his request put ConG™>sbop<s,W5s-rtim shad'iS of a&eatBock 
the Other three to it. It was now Ills I In a WearyLand," 1SS<—Poenw-tlholco Selections 
hill and the State Board'nnnouhcod its Inrrose and Verso-Work of WIlllemBIchmond.Dill, ana ine BUU noaia unnouncea ns I CnAPTEBXVI. Letter» from Personal Friends;from, 
purpose to oppose Its passage. Dr. orpha E. Tonsey; from Lady Caithness, and others
Biand had turned the tables,on them —Appreciation of the Work from ThoscByt S““1'
completely, aild the bill, Should it pass, Warn^pr».EEmmrcCtteandJIcienDinsmore. ’.
restores medical freedom to the Osteo-1 CHAtrcnXvii. Mrs mchmond'sExpcricnccsWbao 
paths,. Hydropaths, magnetic physi- 1“ the Trance State, Written by Herself.
clans, Mental Therapeutists, Christian „ , ' .__., •Scientists, etc., and leaves all other-1 Drice Postpaid. For Sal 
physicians as free as they were before, - this office. . ,
This is a great victory for the right, I '—
and a vindication of the wisdom of I B ilfirj I DDI7E' PflNTEOT 
those who entrusted the interests of the | l|ra|lr|_l; rnl£.E Uull I Eu I 
liberal physicians and the peopled Dr.
Biauu. ‘ RECITATIONS.On the evening of the 8th Inst, a ra-1 ' .
¿option was given Doctor Bland in the . . ■ , ■ ■. , ■ ■
parlors of the Alien Surgical Assoeia= Advance Humane Education 
tion, Masonic Temple, by a committee , .»»fx t»i.

' of physicians. A large number of the in All ItS lliaSCS, '
leading physicians representing the dlf- ■ _______ , '.

Jos. Brent writes: “If received .the. 
premiums Art Magic anjd Ghost Land, 
which I consider Invaluable to all stu
dents .of the occult and of the philoso- 
pby of Spiritualism, You are doing a 
great and glorious work in which I 
wish you God speed. Your paper is .an 
eye-opener >and provojter of : thought 
and cannot /fall of. bgljiB• a blessing to 
humanity.’4

1

PRINCIPLES
— OF '

LIGHT ftNB 60L0R
BY E. D. BAB’jÏTT, M. Di LL. D<

A truly great work In which the author exhibit! 
the results ot years of research, of a mlud devoted 
losclcnee and truth, highly girted with keen Intui
tive Insight and tho psychic 'faculty of clairvoyance, 
uqabling him to discover and elucldato facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is of 
very great Interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many Important point» concerning lleht and color In 
their mental and physical effects and their practical 
appllcstlon In tho conservation T»f hefilib and tho .. . 
cure of disease and sickness, lu medical value Is be
yond estimation, and lu teachings should be known 
by ah- ... . -........................... ..... ..............Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.

PRICE, $5.00, POSTAGE, 30c.
For Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office,

HtRESY
... OR :

LED TO THE LIGHT.
i Thrilling, Psychological Story ofEvangdi, 

cation and Free Thought. It is io Protest, 
antlsiu what the "Sccretf of the Con. 

vent” is to Catholicism.

■ BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

’ The distinguished author, Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction to tbe readers The Progresmiv» 
Tjhneeb, but the following beading« of chapters will 
show them wbat they may expect from tbe book:

Cuxtbnts:—An Idyl— Firdham — Building tho 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood—Tb< Saloon—The 
Lost-Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls-Jano 
Grey—The Mother of Galn-Evolution-btella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-Thc Home Circle—Tbe 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette-Tbe Bank Rohlwry— 
Liberty-All Is- well That Ends Wcll-The .New 
Church—The Now ^Vay; Led to the Llgbl.
•v Every chapter is devoted to one Idt a, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux movlug onward to the ell- 
-nax. The. fiendish career of the revivalist is eon- 
• rusted with tbe character of tho honest minister an I 
-.be thinking agncstlc.- The «¡tens by which a preacher 
•merges from the church, and the difficulties he meets 
*rc graphically presented, 'll«* new church and pre*. 

■ resstvo lyceum evolved out of the old, form an ill» 
.. resting study to those seeking new methods. .

it 1« obeautiful volume of 223 pages, and the prie3 
accordance with onr now departure, is SO cenu,..

• 'tpnid. or five copiée for si.35.. For calc Gt WO 
of THÉ PEOOUESblVE Tuiakeil ..

ferent schools were present bn this oc- I _ _ ——-, . mvTrrmrm ‘casion to congratulate him on his sue-] ' EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
cess, arid thank him for his great serv-r’ ' < ——- . - -
ice to the cause of medical freedom. . . I tyccum» and societies that wish togotnpcio

Chicago, UI. FREEDOM. I voting, Interesting and paying, entertainment, enn
° .---------- ---------------- • . I not do better than to have a Prize Contest Tho pn

. . --------: ,----------------------- --  I Uto plan, with mu directions, I» In the Book, nnd
— « —it™. ... , I nifty lie easily managed, NothlngkindleBenthnmasnMrs. E. Hinklns Wlltes. I have just I mo?o quickly than nn Angell rriro Contesti Noth- 

received4Art Magic. I have read a few I ln& « needed more. Any Individual may । organi« 
rages Md like it very much. I look fori °n° Ms “a roap a flnm,clttl ro'r"r4 
ward with a great deal of pleasure for I TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS. 
The Progressive, Thinker which I re-1 iddreù ■ ; • ;
eelve every “week. I thank you.very I .eIOIA ROOD TUTTIiE. - much and wish you success In yoiir I ximi,
<rrnn<l work.” ■ 1 . _ Bertin Height», OM*

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vqoal Music for the 
■ • Choir, Congregatlqn and Social •

; Circles. ■
ByJ.H,PocMesnn<l j? O. Barrett; E. H. Boiler, 

Musical Editor. New edition. Culled iront o wide ,. 
field of,literature with the.most critical-euro, free 
from all thholoclcal bias, .throbbing with tbe »oui of 
tnsnlratton, embodying the. principle» and virtues of . 
thosplrltual philosophy, set to the mostqheertu land 
popular mUslo, (nearly all original), aud adopted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work of 

•Ihektnd over published. Its beautiful songs, duets, 
and quartets, with piano, orgon or melodeon accom« 
panlment.ndaptcd both to public meetings aüd tho 
social circles. Cloth. 62.00. Fostaco U cents, - - , ■

The Dovelopment of the Spirit •

»cyti«..' .---------- t.- , •■•• ••, ■ .-w ;

Í
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to advertisers

MARCH
ONLY !

Important 1

purpose.

Institutions, beliefs and parties not ’ in

of spirit return.

4S5tf Ayer, Mass.

i-

love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth'alóne, wlll'bc pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25} paper, 
50 cents, • • . .

"Poems of Progress.” ;• By JJlzzie 
Dotcn. .In this volume, tills peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from

‘.‘Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual-

DR. 6. E. WATKINS
406'Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 

Hotel Palmerston. '

“The Religion of the Future.” By S.i at thls officc- 
.Weil. Tpls is. a. work of far-more than1 
ordinary power and value, by a bold,- 
untrammcled thinker. Spiritualists who

... i. - The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price 51.

and healthful region, one mile from ival.lluL1„„a, „„„ uu. m
.Ayer depot In the town of the same; conformity with the ruling powers ot

. - the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac-' sale at this office, and will be mailed 
' cording to the analysis of theJState As- pbstpaid for 25 cents. '

- sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, ............... ’’

The general circulation of The > Progressive 
Thinker ranges, during the year- from 12,000 to 
16,000 weekly. The weekly receipts of weight 
at the Postoffice, which are always open for in
spection, show this fact. . During a late week 
1,800 pounds of The Progressive Thinkers were: 
sent out. There are 9 papers to the pound. The 
Progressive Thinker has at least 40,000 readers 
each week. It is not only the largest Spiritual
ist paper published, but has by far the largest 
circulation.

TO THE S1GK OHLY
Who cannot afford to pay our Regular 
rates for treatment^ we will, during

M/YRGHr
lake your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
bin 55 a month. Kindly remember it 
has been our rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

M/VffGHr
So that all may understand, we.will re
pent the offer once more. Those who 
cannot priy our regular f^e, who begin 
treatment during March will be charged 
only $5 a month until cured—old pa
tients lybo stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at ouee. Tell us your age, 
nanpe In full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your case at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires. •

GENERAL SURVEY.
■ (Continued from page 6.)

The Band of Harmony will hold an- 
nlversary exercises and .reception for 
Mrs. Richmond, in Handel Hall build
ing, Room 668, Thursday, March 30.

Maud A.' Myers writes': “Dr. J. M* 
Temple held his farewell meeting in 
Kenwood Hall, lust Sunday evening* 
He was listened to by a large and ap
preciative audience. For the past two 
years he has been conducting a free 
meeting for the benefit of those who 
are searching for light, and at the same 
time might be kept away for the lack of 
means. Let It be hoped that this grand 
Truth may not be retarded in its prog
ress by the paltry sum of ten cents at_ 
the door. I have listened to with much” 
Interest the convincing mapner in 
which he gives his tests. The way he 
goes Into detail into each one’s life can 
not fall to convince the most skeptical. 
Having read your valuable paper, I 
deem it necessary to speak in regard to 
its merits. The discussions by the dif
ferent able writers are very Interesting, 
and I have often wished they could be 
published in book form, that I could 
more conveniently refer to them.”

Brother Campbell writes from Nfcia- 
imo, B. C.: “The Spiritualists of this 
city have successfully organized a pro
gressive lyceum, adopting-Hudson Tut
tle’s Lyceum Guide. About fifty-five 
persons, adults and children, were pres
ent. Heads that nre sprinkled with the 
winter snows, and the curly heads of 
the little tots took an interest in our 
first attempt, in the exercises. We are 
in high hopes of doing good work in 
this new venture. We will use the Ca
nadian flags for a start and get the reg
ular colors later on. A Spiritualists* 
asscfchition is uot complete without a 
lyceum. It is n shame to send our little 
ones to the church Sunday-schools to 
learn about their materialized hell and 
heaven, and their man-made Gods. I 
hope thnt other societies will interest 
themselves in this work.”

E. C. Towers writes: “The Pi^w Paw 
Valley Spiritualists' Association will ob
serve the Fifty-first anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism by meetings at 
Longwell’s Opera House, Sunday, 
March 26, 1899. The eloquent speaker, 
Mr. Will 0. Hodge, of Chicago, has 
been engaged for the occasion. Music 
by Mrs. Lora Worthington, -the well 
known vocalist. Annual election of of
ficers will be held at the residence of B. 
Odell, Saturday, March 25, at 3 p. m. 
All niemjiers are earnestly requested to 
be'present. Services will begin at 10:30 
a. m., and 2 p. m.”

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago. ■ '

■ The second number of the Sunday 
evening talks by John K. Hallowell 
(Friend John), .will be given-March It), 
1899. A continuation of “Some Occult 
History and Incidents.” Exercises com
mence promptly at 7:15 p? m., in Hall. 
JOS) Masonic Temple, Chicago; Ill.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society • 
holds services every Sunday In Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m. Lecture and spirit mes
sages at both services. Mis. Lora Hol
ton, paptor. Seats free to all services.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in People’s Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt streets, at 3 and.8 p. n». Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets, City. ~

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Washington Hall, Wash
ington Boulevard and Ogden avenue, 
at 2:30 and 7:30, p. m. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts the services.

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. 'Lec
ture and tests at 8 p. m.

The First Christian Spiritual Union 
Society will hold meetings every Sun
day at 3 and ,7:30 p. m., in Van Buren 
Hall,. Madison street and California 
avenue. Always good speakers and 
test mediums present. Address all com
munications to Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, sec
retary, 247 W. Madison street. -

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G, 
V. Cordlngley, pastor, room 400 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:30 p. m. r
•The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 

holds meetings every Sunday afternopn 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, s opposite Gross 
Park Depot. , '

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, Nd. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30. 
Sunday-school begins at 10 a. m,
/The Lake. ) .ew Spiritualist, Union 

meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fleteher street. Meetings Conducted 
by Carl A. Wlekland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums ’ and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Forty-third Street Christian Spiritual 
meetings will be held in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. in., conference and tests; 
8 p. in., lecture by S. P. Cady; tests by 
H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free.

- Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Bund of Harmony,’ auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Hnndel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first ¿ind third,Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 o'clock. Tea and coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an Interesting
and instructive programme. '

ASTONISHING!
THAT .

THE BAREST 
OFtOFFERS.

Ilavo you suffered from lesions which 
have~-become chronic 7 Has life been 
robbed of its brightness, the body tor
tured by pain and the mind clouded by- 
diseaee? Have you sought relief of your 
family physician, and foundafter months 
of patient suffering, that, in chronic and 
obscure diseases he was inexperienced 
and unsuccessful?

Have you ever thought of consulting 
an educated psychic physician?

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs pave re-' 
ceived the best medical educations that 
colleges give; they havp given their lives 
to the study, treatment and. cure of 
chronic diseases. Extensive foreign trav
el and medical research has ripened and 
supplemented their educations—added 
to which, is thegreatestof psychic gifts, 
enabling them to read the human body 
as an open book. This education, expe
rience and ability Is placed at your dis
posal, and, gratuitously. By sending 
your name,, age, sex and'one leading 
Stem, in own handwriting, an,abso-

y correct diagnosis and a beautiful 
volume of rare value will be mailed la
dies who write

Urs. Peebles ^ Burroughs
Maple St., Battle Greek. Mlcli.

The following is an extract from a let
ter from one of the leading women of 
the country engaged in reform work, and 
is similar in tone to many received by 
us, expressing approbation of our little 
book which wo send free to ladies; , 
Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, MIcb.:

Dear Doctors:—! feel that I must thank you for the 
little book you so kindly sent me. The Information It 
contains la of InesdmublQ.value to the ladles of our 
land. It Is something every mother should pos
sess, and every true mother should wish to place 
It In the hands of her daughter when sho shall 
have reached the age requiring such Information. 
Bow you can print such a beautiful book and give It 
away free la a wonder to me. You are doing a noble 
work and your otforta are appreciated. I hope every 
lady will avail herself of the opportunity to possess 
one of these beautiful little volumes, and that she will 
treasure It away for reference, Yours sincerely,. Mrs.------------

The following is an extract from a let
ter from one of the'prominent workers 
in the field of Spiritualism and a speak
er ot great ability:

Dear'Doctors:—I wish to thank you for the little 
volume I received by mall. I have read It through 
carefully and must say that its style Is admirable, the 
Information condensed, and given In such a way as to 
be appreciated by ¿very trile woman and readily com
prehended by thoie-not fetalllar with medical terms 
and Latin phrased. Every woman should possets a 
copy of It. and we know-that your good work dissem
inates useful knowledge.Your work meets appre
ciation aud ytft will* receive a rich reward for your 
labors In behalf of humanity. Yours very truly,

• • Mrs. - ---------------------

-DR. C. E. WATKINS’ 
SftNlTAfllUM
at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, It Is a • Spiritualist 
Health Home where they can go for 
rest and health. It 1& known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Horae, where 
chronic diseases are cured by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly educated, uatural and experienced ' 
physicians and Is a pleasant and at-1 
tractive home where invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation.

It is situated In a historic, picturesque

"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, In. which ques
tions of greatimportance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vance! social reformer. Price 50 cents. 
Eoi' sale a: this ollice.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character, and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of liberal Glas- 
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
•aver.v detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office. .

"The Watseka Wonder.” To the st.u- 
dent'd psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely rinteresting. it gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum Of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

•■Ancient India: its Langpage and 
Religions.” By 'Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual Interest at 
the present time, and^it Is here treated 
In a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents..

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-prlest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It 1b good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
'of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c.
For sale at this office.

“History of the inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should'read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against- all

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer; meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near- Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. ifi. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at. 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 
ffall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor, Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum-’ 
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele-- 
vated to Robey street..

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Suifday afternoon, dnd evening at 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor. • .

The First. Spiritual Dhurch of the 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first’ 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor., 

, Spiritual Church of All Souls. - Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. in Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue'near Lincoln and Cleave
land avenue. Mrs. Squire, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall.wl Wells street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m., and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Irene Dobson and others will 
speak. A welcome for all. Admission, 
ten cents. -
• The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento-avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 
attendance. ■ .

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. ’

We cannot keep-a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We haye not space for that

‘ Remémbemto Address

Drs. Peehlesi&Burrougiis
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

I

liame. Ayer is the junction/ of the ' the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
' FIteltbutS (Hoosac Tunnel route) and in these statements of veritable history.
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six The devilishness and murderous ma- 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from llgnity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua,' scarcely .paralleled in all the world’s 
N.'H. It has pure air and water from1 records of inhuman atrocities. Tt is for

surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of tho latter, state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating intervale of wood 1 
and fine farms, Where the philosopher!* 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise. • ’• ' "

Terms for board and treatment from' 
51 a day upwards. Send all letters to 

■ ‘ DR. C. E. WATKINS, ,

"Tho Bridge Between Two Woilds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book'Is ded
icated to all earnest, souls’Who desire, 
by harnionlzing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal, nature 

‘and tlielr^souls with the higher intelli
gences,, to-come into closer connection 
wfith the purer realms of the' spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's' literary works. ' Price, cloth, 

. $i; paper, 75 cents.- For sale at this 
office. .

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress' (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will, 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a,correct diagno-. 
sis, If you wish help l will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement Is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity,-and 
if you know of any one who Is'sick, and 
Is skeptical,-show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the'truth

489

Ism: or a Concordance of the Principal -- ■ . .. „ - ----------
Passages of the Old and New Testa- lively to severe. It is a book to be 

- niei’t Scriptures which prove or imply treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
. Spiritualism; together with a brief his- *ovc genuine poetry, ana especially by
tory of "the- or|gln of “coy of the Spiritualists. Tl’“ 
Important books of the 'Bible." By nrinled and 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented___  _  “Voltaire’s: Romances.” translated 
and scholarly author has here embodied from the French. With nuinertfus li
the results of his many years’ study lustrations. .These lighter, works of the 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual- brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en- 
Ism. ( As its title denotes, It Is a .verb emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the of Wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
subject Price |1. For sale ■ at thia romance are combined, with the skill of 
office. . a-master mind. Price J1.50. For sale

.“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. -M. 
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles Is a 
trenchant and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these hrec addresses on 
tho occasion of and-pertinent to the 
Jubilee., of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved In this 
tasty form, In ;prlnt. Price, 35- cents.’ 
Fur sale at this office. .. .

DOCTOR A. 8. DOBSON’S
, HEALING

- POWERS
ARE BEING REPEATED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP 
—OF—

Mrs.- Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who. during the past four years, has

Successfully Thousands 
Treated of PatientsTreated

Curing- all Diseases Flesh is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF .SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASEDIAGNOSED FREE.
Address all Mail to -

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

MANSFieLD's 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines 
(Jure Where Others Fail.

Send'name, age, sex and leading symp- 
tdm for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Send 25c to J. M. & M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo.. and 
secure a Bet of these valuable lyssons, 482(6

DR. MAX MUEBLEN BRUCH,

Medical

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psyehonietrist, 

and

MAGIC VEGETINE.
A Boon. to Sufferings Humanity. 
'Magic Vvgetlne, the greatest discovery of the ago.

It Is uuequnied as u remedial agent by any remedy 
befpre the public. It is a nerve stimulator, and gcrip 
destroyer, The deadly Microbes banish at Its touch, 
Thousands are being beueflted by its curative powers. 
La Grippe, Malaria, Nervousness, Chronic Headache, 
humbnoss. Impaired Circulation, Weak Heart Action.. 
Kidney aud Liver Troubles, Backache, General De
bility, ore all cured by the use of Magic Vegotlne. 
This remedy is sent forth with the special object of 
relieving aud curlug the chronic depressed conditions 
Incident to Influenza. One month s treatment sent to 
uuy addrei s uu receipt of price. s2.0J. becuud month, 
•1.50. Scud to-day: you may be called next. Address 
all letters to L. T. HERRON,

1111 Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111, • 487

'Clairvoyant.
Qiagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO 

.SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),5 2ct.stamps

Healing, Qauses and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of lifer 
of .the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses Manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, Is.clearly shown 
to be the silent power of. invisible force.

Under tho head of “Causes and Ef
fects" are made plain many hitherto 
"unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. ,

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to saV of elementáis, and man’s 
power .over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. ,

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bridging either the health 
which Is harmony, or the discord which 
Is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in-

“Right Living.” By Susan H.WJioi>. 
The author.shows a wise,practicality in 
'her method ot teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her Subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
anu, more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers .lt may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
‘ Cloth $1.- For Bale at this office.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit ' spirit: conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.,

Manslli’s Almanac, of Planetary Me
teorology for 1899. This Is the thirty
fourth annual publication of this excel
lent Astronomical Almanac. ' Valuable 
for those on land and sea. By Richard 
Mansill. Prlce.25 cents..

"The Relation of the Spiritual: to the 
Material Universe. The Law- of.-Splrlt 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office.' .•

“Origin of Life, .or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from- Matter Through ■ Organic Pro
cesses, or How the. Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday.- Price 10 cents. 
JFor ■»>» at th!« once. ' ? , :

terest by Its sales. Sent on receipt
fifty ciints. For sale at this office.

of

Written Delineations, peat, present, and one year
In the fu’nro....................................................;

The same, to Foreign Countries... ......... .1
Full Life Delineations, Including a Spiritual

Horoscope.................................
Tbe sime to Foreign Countries ...... 
Rock from mines read Psyohoinetrlcally. 
Six Questions answered by mall.............

ZENOBIA CABINET,
• For the bpeedy and Reliable

Development of Mediumship 
Your Own Home

.«,50 

.13 00

.15 00
.. .«5 50 
....*2 50 
....*150

, fySend lock of hair‘for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal.' 487*

"THE LYCEUM.”

(The prqper place to bring true results aud proof of 
spirit return), such as Muterlullzuttau, Lthereallza- 
tlou, lusplratlou, Clairvoyance. Automatic and Jude 
pendcut Writlug, Independent Music, Trumpet bpeuk 
lug. In fact uuy latent phase jou may possess. Ihis 
Cabinet Is uullkianythlng that has ever beeu offered« 
It Is uot a toy ptauchette or similar device, but Isa 
full »teed Cabinet, »lx .feel long, tlx feet high end 
three feet deep, constructed of heavy inuterjal. E\ ery 
Cabinet is thoroughly Magnetized by the Zeuobla 
Baud of Spirit« through their Mediums

THE BROCKWAY FAMILY, - 
whose reputation is known far and near for the con
vincing proof of Immortality, as given through their 
organism: DO NOT SEND FOR THE CABINET un
less your guides recommend it. This you can ascer
tain through your own organism, or If not sufficiently' 
dcvelupcd, get advice from your, guides through >omo 
conscientious medium. This rule is Imperative from 
the Zeuoblu Band. Full description of Cabinet and 
photo engravings of the Family, sout for2ct stamp. 
Address. BROCKWAY FAMILY, <08 lith ave., Den
ver, Colo. . ,490

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land. .¿rilg.-JSiij-
Only fifty cents peryear. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will, find

1 . TESTIMONIAL.
B. F- "Poole, Clinton, Iowa:—Your 

ElixIrsTlos.- One and Two cured .myself 
and wife of the’-grip in four days. 
Thank the spirit fo& us, that gave you 
the formula tó prepare it, and we wish 
everyone knew of Its virtue as we do. 
Enclosed find 53.20 for Elixirs and 
Magnetized Compound. We wish to 
have the remedies on hand. •

Your trué friend and brother, . 
. ERNEST R. SYDOW.

1550 West 7th street,' Lós Angeles, Oal.

For 30 days I will send, -a~.sample, 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by-mail;..

Clinton, Iowa. . < B. F. POOLE. •

The Progressive Thinker.
/ Every Spiritualisti: in this broad land 
can keep in touch owith our càuse by 
subscribing for TheiProgressive Think
er, and also hbtalnta valuable acquisi
toli to their librarjfiat the same time— 
Art Magic. Trie jfiiper oue year and 
Art Magic cdsts 5fe20. The 20 cents 
only a little more thftn prepays the post
age, so that trite book is almost an abso
lute gift, beifl&lpaid^or out of the reve
nue of'the offltee, tffus each subscriber 
sharing the profits >-bf the -paper. Sub
scribe at oncèrànd.gtet your neighbor to 
join with yoli. . ■ • • •

something of special Interest in it.
Is published weekly. Try It.

It

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now. by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only ^$1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issue# Theri you 
could have had In your 'ftbçary at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than, never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library' in this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid us 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
. h lock of your hair and four 

cents 'in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BftTDORF, M. D
GBAND BAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
StiJJ continues to give 

FREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. 
YOU Are Invited to Write. 
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

MM S- F. DeWOLE, INDEPENDENT SLATE 
Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue,

' In sending' remittances to this office, 
write- your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 

Tn. the course-of. transmission, you will 
be the-loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed.' Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or-New York, and there -can 
be ho loss. .

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
ayolded. - .

Man the Microcosm—His - Infinite and 
Celestial Rellitlonsi and Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this pamphlet by a Spiritualist 
of thpught and experience, Lyman O. 
Howe speaks higlily. Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore1, a most competent judge, 
te.is of tho delight and benefit to her 
husband and herself in reading It. The 
booklet, by G. B. Stebbins,- Is for sale 
at this office. Price, 10 cents, postpaid.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology." By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary,vnl- 
ue, giving the -results-of much patient 
thought a'nd research-'by a mind well 
Qualified - to sift evidence rind arrange 
facta. In compact form it: gives, just 

.what la -needed on the subject. Paper, 
75 centfc Cloth, |H0,r For sale at thia 
offica> ' ,

Walter Lyuu.

at

i

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

J. S. COOPER. M. D. 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.

Two pholce volumcB, each complete in Itself, In 
which spirituality Is related to everyday life in such 
»way as to make the world beautiful. Each 11.00*

For sale at this office.

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalruudlent. dnlrvoyaut, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 168Q 
North Clark at. Chicago. Engagements can bo mado 
by letter. 450tf

DO YOU NEED HELP?
Send name, age, aex. and loading symp
tom, with stamp. You will get what

I'K-W, W. LATHROP,
' Dept. 1, Jackson Mich.

YOUB, FUTURE «W3 
Aitrologer Boom» 0 &.1 Tu bor Opera llousc Bloclc, 
Denver, Colo, Charts froin il. Beu4 statup for circu
lara. 434tf

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc . 15c; “Astrological Notes.’' ßC. 
The two for 10c. Gto. Walmond, Opera House blk.. 
Denver, Colo 478tf

DR. J. SWANSON
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And his Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi- 
cal'an&mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and euro many cases where medicine has fulled. Tel- 
tlmonlalB from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and tonus, etc. 1728 Clinton ave-« 
duo, MlnneapQllB, Minn, ' 492-

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one tn the world for the unfuldment ot al 
spiritual powers, psyehoinetry, clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, illumination. For teims. circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, scud a sii inped ad
dressed envelope to J. c. E. Grumbixe (author and 
lecturer), 39GU Langley ave., flat 3, Chicago, 468tf

PSYCHE
la the Invention ot u praetleal medium, uuder spirit 
guidance, and la deelgued to develop niedluin.lilp. 
Many, by its use, have received tong coiumuntcb. 
lions from spirit friend., and express great sallsiae. 
tlou. Price, ei, end 20 cents extra for expreasage. 
Forsale attheofilceot The Piiouuk.bive fnlNKen,

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psychoinotry 
and Laws of Unfuldinent, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave..
Hamilton, Ohio. 488

Chronic Disease Specialist.
40 Years’ Experience. *

Send age. name In full; Own handwriting, and by 
cjDTTOTrD I will diagnose your disease FREE OF 
orllvll CHARGE, Have had splendid success 
POWER In my work so far aud guarantee satis- factwn WhenaH c|Ke fa|| TRy ME>

Enclose 8 two-ccnt stamps, and address

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

JOin RODKsBUCHAJTaH.

487

gated. .

49(1

SftYI 
you need.

484 tf

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Coniinunicatious by Letter. 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1-, 00 and Two Stamps. .
■ AddrcBB No. 60C Utb st., Oakland, Cat. ■ 

KJTI have never known a' more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Splrlt-world than Chas.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
Au institute of rcilned 'Therapeutic*, including the' 

Suu Cure, Vital MugnetlBin, Electricity, Mind Curé, 
and ulilglier acleuceol life. Cbelnleal ulbultyand 
Dame pnucipieti ueveiopea wiin tueir nmrveioai ap
plications. Students iu four continents bave taken the 
course. The college is chartered uud conféra the de
gree of D.M., Doctor of Magnetics. Byaayatemot 
printed Questions students cih take the course and 
receive tne diplomas at their own homos. Institútion 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Lob Augelei.Cal. 
Diplomas granted under either the Now Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to -

441tf IS. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.

UR. 1, S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. His cur.es are marvelous.- Succeesfulin 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall be cures. Seud' blm age. sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cts. in stamps apd Lu will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only 82.00 
a mouth. No leading symptom reoulred. Address

DB. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Mass.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cures all form, of stomach, liver aud kidney disease! 
Blsoconstlpatlon. Asure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich' blood. Sufficient quantity for CM 
month sent for 41.00.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
ihousimds In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for si.io with Yarma’s 
photo and Instructions how tollvc 100 years.

Melted J*ebble Spcotacleaj
ReBtoreloBt vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit YarmA, 
who developed thia clairvoyant power tn me. lean 
adjuBt my Melted Pebtle Spectacles as perfectly id 

!“ X°ur ,own home u It you were In my 
office, us thousands can testify, beud stamp for 
photo. B- F. Poole, Clinton. Iowa. *

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
The well-known PsychometrfBt and Business Medium 
Headings personally, by-*letter or photograph tl.OO 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd aye., Chicago. 877if

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the-Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments 
As well as If patient came to his office. Send six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av..
Chicago, 111. 479tf

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of tbc 

planet's effect upou the soul's Incarnated destiny, to- 
gethorwlth occult Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldmeut ôf spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Scries. Send 
date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
- (RAYS OE” LIGHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und'Üccultismus 
in den Vor. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and irsplrltual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address MRS. J. A. 
BL1SB. SanDIego, Cal. 499

Max, Gentzke.
West Point, Nebraska. ,

MRS. MAUD It. GILLETTE, 
Ihdependcnt Siate Writer, 218 Toot 42nd Pi., ciiirntrn.

WANTED.
I want you to send me your address for 

“FREE PAPER,” 
telling bow you can be cured without medicine 

at your own homo. Address
486 DR. EARLI, El Dorado, Eans.

ADIIIM CUBES MORPHINE, UIIU Ili HABITS LIQUOB.
Dr. J. L. Gray Co., 315 Dearborn St., 

. Chicago, 1U. 485tf

Your Life Kevealed by the Stars. 
“The Light of the Zodiac/’ a treatise on planetary 
Influence upon human life, explaining the laws pnder* 
lying character, health, favorable *and unfavorable 
periods, business, professions, matrimony, medium* 
ship, psychic power, etc., as well os the nature and 
quality of each planet in our solar system, sent free 
with Astral Reading Send name, date of birth, 20 
cents (silver) and stamp to

. • F. P. BRANDT,
Box 516, Grand Rapids, MIcb. 488

• FOB RENT.
Large, warm, pleasant ball; good light, elevator. 

Call, room 438 Atbcneum Bldg; seating capacity over 
"200; low rental. 26 East Van Buren st. 486

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Keep up wlth‘: the Free- Thought pro
fession! You can do sb by pending to 
this office 51*20 arid thus secure The' 
Erbgresslve Thinker one year and Art 
Magic.' Art Magic is practically free to’ 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
orily a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressa’ge. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag In the rear. If you 
are'a-Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why Jou db not? 
We would like to know. '

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

• This work will be found especially Interesting tb nil 
who would desire to make a'study, of Romanism and 
thoBible. The-historic facts stated, and tbekecn. 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practlcesabould 
be read Dy all. Price. 25c. Sold qt this office.-

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WjS ASCEND THEM.
■ Or a few.thoughts m how. to roach-¡bat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things all) subject to 
It. With portrait. By Mobeb Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual litiug, and to 
show you how to'educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price,bound tn cloth, 40'centa; la pejtsr COVCTi 23 

- cents For sate at this office. \

PHILOSOPHY ~
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE«

' This'«’ork contains an account of the very wonden 
ful spiritual developments at tho boneo of Rev. De 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and simitar cases Id aQ 
parts of tlio country, This volume Is the first fro» 
theanthor directly upon the subjectof “Spiritualism;* 
and has stood.the test of many years. 010th« 3UI 
Postage 10 ednts. Fdr sale at this office.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thmnu Paine. • Belnsltn InvreUgatlonof True 

: and Fabulooa Theology. A new and ocopleU edl* 
tion, trem new plates and new typei Ml mm, mm 
lyo, Paper, swatai cloth,WoeaM, 1”

* < f , ' *

Mas. a. c, wyman, Magnetic healeb.
1650 Dewey Court, Chicago. Take City Limit car.

FAT FOLKS:- Two years ago I reduced 
my weight 47 lbs. by following the suggest
ions of departed friends; no gain.' Inclose 
.stamp for particulars. Mrs. J. S. -Molesworth 

. - 116 Clymer* St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

MORPHINE

qPIUiwNever-failing, harmless and permanent homo cure. 
Valuable-TreattRO on Addiction .mailed free. * * ' 
Dr. J. O. HOFFMAN, 445I*abclta Bldg. JlhlengoJU.

WANTEP?TO CORRESPOND WITH A YOUNG
Lady for interpretation of-dreamB and medium* 

ship and Ub.development. By a young mau. ■ Address 
Box 1C8. HalHtavllle,'Tex.*" -• '87

EADING FOft A LIMITED,TIME FOR 12 CTS;
Mrs. Elizabeth E. Barney; 800 8. Div. «U Grand

Rapids, Mich. . *87

MRS.; bXrRY, TRANCE MEDIUM, 207 E BUPERb 
Hi or Bt., flat M., Chicago,Ladles only. Hours, 10 a.
m. to 5 p.m. • , • - • ■ / 490

DR. A. C. WAITT,
Magnetic Physician.

Treats patients at ft, distance successfully.
Unimpeachable References .

■ . • .. . ■ • - p - t ■ • ■ ’Furnished. r •
Send stamp for terms to flntC, I0U6o. 13tb 8t.,\(tnno*
apolla, Minn.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
, By Unto Dotcn. They arc really raluabla

Price at.ee. • . -

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from tho Highway«, By-waya ud Hedge, 

ofLIfo. By Mirna E.Hull. This la a marrelouely 
neat book of leleclton. from Mn. Hull, be.t poems, 
termon, and enaya, and contain»'a aptendld portrait 
.of the author, am a portrait, ot .'Moao, ■ Hall. 1’rlOo, 
tally bound In Sncllah cloth, u. for ulfintllil, ..Ina ■ ... <-...... •. ’

Reports of twenty-four dlsMnct lectures, recently 
delivered In NcwVorX. BrooByn, Boston. Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of the United 
States, have contributed the basis of tills volume.

Tho chief alm throughout the volume has been» 
iirouse Increased Interest In the workable possibili
ties of a theory of Human nature, thoroughly ’ptlm- 
Istlcand attbe same time, profoundly, ethical. Aa 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer- confidently Expects thit many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of tho 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over tho morally weak and mentally affllcted^wlll de» 
rive somo help from the doctrines herewith promui»

CONTENTS. \
What Is Psychology? The True Basle of tbe Science* 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 
„ Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon. 
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education.' 
ASiqdyoftbenumunWll.'' 
Imagination; Its Practical Value. •
Memory: Jlare we Two Memories? 
Instinct,Reason and Intuition. 
Ptychology and Psycurgy. • . . ■
Mental ana Moral Healing In the Light cf Certain Heir 
.. Asphcta of Psychology. .. _ . 
Mn»lc: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value. 
The Power of Thought; How to Devclop and I- rrease

It- - . ' L ' . ' 'Concentration ot Thought ..and wha. .. van Accent* 
.,_t>ll?h.._ - • . . ■ •

AStudyotnypnqtlsm. ................_•' .. . .
Tho New Psychology as Applied to Education and o 
_ Moral Evolution . . ............................ ..... .
Telepathy and Transference ot Thought, or Mental 
.. Telcmpby. „ . •
Medlumshlp, Its Nfiture and Vacs. . ..
Habits, Hqw Acquired and how Mastered; with some

■ Comments on Obsession and ¿is Remedy. 
Secrsbip and Prophecy. .
DrcamaandVlslona. . ■ _ _
The Bctentlflo Ghost .and the Problem of the Human 
_ Double..................... _ . .....
The Human Aura. > 1 .
Heredity and Environment - / .. . j .
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Beafi'£ 
_ ..onPsychology. ... -•
lodlvldunllty. vt.Eccentrlclty_ • ;

Price 01. For sale at «Ills office.

(This fidtninblo vork consleu ot tbroo pimphlett. 
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•narrowness 
God-idea Is
BROADER

Col. R. G. Ingersoll’S Great Sermon on “The Devil” Will Appear in The Progressive Thinker, pill 24

THAN ANY SINGLE 
DEITY

“OUR BOOK.”

Play horse with them, a-screamlng, 
While never a mite, 
Throughout the night, 

E’er dreams that he’s a-dreaming.

CUDDLEDOWNTOWN IN DREAM
LAND.

many, a god
WHO WAS NOT A PERSON 

would seem no god nt nil. Rut tills is

old women who mak^ a Uvpllhpod .. >: •
BY SELLING WINDS ' 

td seamen. The Australian , black fel-

God-idea. Indeed, it is the essence of 
' not to remember that the

which surrounds all bur/ knowledge 
with the feelings, of triist find resigna
tion. Perhaps the profqundest philoso
phy could hardly fill it qp better." The

Actualities as Compared with Fancies or Imagination-The Lessons of Nature, 
God Is an Idea Rather than an Individual Deity.

There are those to-day to whom the i 
• God-Idea IS almost meaningless. It has 

to their minds so little foundation that 
they wonder bow it could have arisen, 
and hence the notion, here aud there, 
that it is an invention or imposition of 
interested persons.

Now, my first alm this morning Is to 
’. show how naturally the God-idea arises 

’ under certain circumstances aud lu cer
tain conditions of mind. Far away as 
any idea may seem to us, if it was once 
real we can reproduce It now. As Em
erson puts It, “There is one mind com
mon to all Individual men. Every man 
Is an Inlet to the same, aud to all of the 
same. * * * What Plato thought, he 
may think: what a saint has felt, he 
may feel; what at nny time has befallen 
any man, lie can understand.” To re
member this is to be emancipated from 
narrowness and isolation.

The first part of my aim is, then, sym
pathetic. I wish to help to an uuder- 
standing of language—I might say a 
whole world of language—that may be 
a closed book to some of us; the lan
guage of religious literature. I am 
afraid there are people who, when they 
come across references to Zeus or 
Athene or Jehovah, In Homer or the 
Bible, or when they meet the words, 
God or Providence, in any writings of 
to-day. feel almost as If they were be
ing gulled or imposed upon. I wish to 
help break up such a feeling.

But my second aim Is positive. I wish 
to ask what is the real basis of fact in 
the God-idea? I wish to distinguish 
what is indisputable from what Is 
hypothecated or fanciful about It—for 
I may as well say in advance that I be
lieve the term “God” does stand for 
something—something that it is impos
sible to leave out of account either in 
ope’s view of life or in one’s action; and 
1 wish to make that something stand 
out as clearly as possible.

The word “God” as ordinarily used 
to-day signifies an individual being. 
But It is also use® In a general sense. 
We speak of the gods of Greece, or the 
gods of the ancient Germans, of the 
God of Israel, of the God of the Chris
tians. There is thus what we may call 
the God-idea, and it is this rather than 
any special individual example of it 
that I wish to consider this morning. 
One may disbelieve in this or that in
dividual deity,"and yet not reject the

sometimes afflict man! Who willingly 1 
is sick, who brings on himself the 
weakness of old age, or death? .Yes, 
who, while life is remaining, brings un
pleasant consequences on pleasant sins, 
who causes remorse to himself, though 
he does things that bring remorse, who 
willingly brings weakness and ruin to 
his country, though doing things that 
inevitably tend in that direction? And, 
on the other band, who, in aiming at 
good and great things, always lilts the 
mark? How much depends for the 
poet, the orator, on

WHAT WE CALL INSPIRATION, 
which does not always come at com
mand? If he is in a lucky mood, he 
mav do well—otherwise, words, words, 
nothing but words. Sometimes we are 
seized upon with ideas, sometimes we 
seize Ideas, and those with which we 
are seized upon are almost always bet
ter. What we do easily, what some
thing else seems to do in us, is most 
nearly the perfect tiling. I was struck 
by a passage I came across in so com
mon-sense a writer as Thomas Paine 
recently. He says: “Any person who 
has made observations on the state and 
progress of the human mind, by observ
ing his own, cannot but have observed 
that there are two classes of what are 
called thoughts; those that we produce 
In ourselves by reflection and the act of 
thinking, and those that bolt Into the 
mind of their own accord. I have 
always made it a rule to treat those 
voluntary visitors with civility, taking 
care to examine, as well as I was able, 
if they were worth entertaining; as it is 
from tfiem I have acquired almost all 
the knowledge that I have.” George 
Eliot once remarked that in all she. con-

THÉ SOUL AND LIFE OF ACTUAL 
OBJECTS, 

processes and laws—were but the 
Imaginative statement of most certain 
facts. Of course, as the gods have been 
made into separate personalities, in
dependent of the objects In which they 
have their origin and vital meaning, 
more or less fanciful things come to be 
told about them; myths arise, accounts 
of their doings and exploits-yet even 
these generally have some connection 
with their original character, and what
ever be the stories told, it must not be 
forgotten that the gods themselves, the 
objects of which they are the soul, are 
as real as nature is real; are, Indeed, 
parts of nature. There is power out
side of man, and the earth and the 
heavens and the wlnds-and the rains 
and all of what we call nature’s forces 
are so many forms of it. There are 
events, which simply happen, man 
neither Intending nor producing them. 
There are laws, laws not only of na
ture but of human life and of human 
society, which man does not originate 
and cannot control. We run against 
these things, we cannot change them; 
we reckon ill If we leave them out of 
account; the gods or God are but an 
Imaginative or poetical Interpretation 
of them.

Looked at in this light, ancient re
ligious literature or religious references 
in any literature lose the far-away, un
real air wliich they may otherwise have 
to us. When we read of

siflered her best writing, there was a 
“not herself" which

TOOK POSSESSION OF HER, 
and that she felt her own personality 
to be merely the Instrument through 
which this spirit, as it were, was act
ing. Renan even says that the most 
beautiful things in the world have come 
from a sort of fever, and so sober a 
writer as Aristotle anticipated him long 
ago by declaring that no great genius 
was ever without some mixture of mad
ness, nor could anything grand or 
superior be spoken except by the

or set of deities. A striking instance of 
this narrowness was given by the 
ancient Romans, who regarded the 
Christians as atheists. Unquestionably 
the Christians did not recognize tilie 
gods whom the Roman people adored, 
and as the Romans knew no other gods, 
as they did not separate the God-Idea 
from the specific example of it with 
which they were familiar, the charge of 
atheism was Inevitable. It was partly 
bn this charge that Christians were 
Sometimes put to death.

Again, the current idea of God at the 
present time is of a being separate from 
and above nature, a being, indeed, who 
has created nature, and who may at 
will interfere with the course of nature. 
Men ordinarily contrast what is said to 
be merely natural with what is divine. 
If. for example, any event can be 
traced to natural causes, It is supposed 
to be proved that God is not responsible 
for It. The logical conclusion, then, of 
this way of thinking is that if every
thing can be traced to natural causes, 
God becomes non-ex'istent, or. at best, 
a superfluity. And, accordingly, many 
scientific men to-day are called atheists 
—and. perhaps, are atheists, If the cur
rent idea of God is the only one.

Yet, the truth is, the current notion of 
God is but one from the God-idea, and 
just as little exhausts it as the idea of 
the Roman people did centuries ago. 
We must go deeper, must come much 
closer to the facts of experience, must 
come, Indeed,

NEARER TO NATURE ITSELF,_ 
to get at the real fundamental meaning 
of the Idea. Let me, at least, give you 
what light I have been able to get on 
the subject.

One of the deepest contrasts in life, 
one of those of which man is most

agitated soul.
What can one make of phenomena 

like these? One may not know what to 
say—yet one thing IS-c-lear, namely, that 
there Is.something else In the world be
sides man’s self,

OTHER POWER OR POWERS, 
which have to be reckoned with before I 
success or happiness or even life Is 
assured. The simplest way has been 
for mnn to regard this something beside 
himself as a being like himself. The 
earth, with all Its stir and motion, with 
trees and grass growing from it, was to 
the first man a living thing. The SMn, 
moving and gloriously shining, was a 
living being. There was a spirit in the 
wlnds-our very word “spirit-’ means 
breath and is kindred in significance to 
moving air. The rain, the thunder
storm—these were signs, sounds, tangi
ble evidences of mighty beings,-'whose 
home was in the upper air, who might

deeply sensible, is between what he can 
do of himself and what he must co
operate with something else In accom
plishing. If man could do as he liked 
in the world, if he could compass his 
desires in any way he chose, phenome
na like religion, ideas like that of God, 
could hardly have arisen. The truth is 
that man is a finite being, amid a great 
world, that may help and may hinder 
him in accomplishing his desires. 
Forces that he has not made and that 
he can only in part control are all 
about him. Things happen that he can
not help. Events occur in his own life 
that he cannot foresee or at least never 
intends. Need I give instances? Man 
lives from the fruits of the earth, which- 
he does not make—no one will compare 
man’s work of sowing and reaping with 
the energies of nature hersfelf, without 
which no effort of man’s would avail. 
Mau is Independent in almost all he 
does on the light of heaven-not only on 
the warmth and radiance of the sun, 
but on the still light that is shed from 
the heavenly surfaces, the stars and the 
blue deep, all the time. What a differ- 

• ence the winds make to the mariner!
What a blessed outpouring is the rain! 
What a ukmderf nF and, it may be, fear
fill pheno'mehpn ls the thunder-storm! 

' What-havoc may the lightning work!
What unwelcome disease and pestilence

UNSEEN, THE,INCALCULABLE, 
what we call chance or accident and 
the Divine Will are identical terms; it 
is what lies beyond the scope of our 
will that creates the notion of another 
will. Sometimes what happens Is fa
vorable, sometimes ¡unfavorable; In 
either case man’s thought plays no part 
in it. This is what. Plutarch means 
when, in speaking of a certain good for
tune that befell Fabius, he says It must 
be attributed rather to the favor of the 
gods than to the prudence of Fabius, 
what Benjamin Frankllp has in mind 
when he says that America’s relief 
after the-repeal of the stamp act was 
chiefly attributable to what the profane 
call luck aud the pious call providence, 
though an old Greek poet, Menander, 
was subtler than Franklin when he de

low, In order that he may not be late 
for supper, will delay you the setting of 
the sun. Suppose that such things were 
really possible, that man were not 
necessarily subject to nature, but could 
control It and order and arrange natural 
phenomena as he liked, It would be 
absurd to speak of any God. Man 
would then be like the Cyclops whom 
Ulysses encountered, who said they 
took no account of the gods, being 
themselves much stronger. Sometimes 
one hears in civilized circles that sick
ness and disease are but an illusion; 
that mind controls everything, and 
really makes everything. If this were 
true, If we could really by thinking a 
thing and wishing it make It to be, f 
there were no limits to our power, If 
there were no barriers against which 
human energy beats in vain, then the 
notion of a 'higher will, or more than 
human power, would never arise. It is 
because of limits, because of insuffi
ciency, because of dependence, that 
man becomes aware that he is in other 
hands than his own. God Is but a 
name, an imaginative picture, for that 

| on which he feels that he depends—and 
the religious sentiment will last for

I some form or other, while the
• . So long as

dared that chance and providence were 
only two names for one controlling 
power, face to face with which human 
forethought is but smoke and nonsense., iorm oi. ouie|

We understand, too, how sickness and fucts of jependence remain. _ 
weakness give one the sense of divine u]an ¿epeudK on the sunlight, so long 
power, for no one brings these willingly |g that makes the grass and 
on himself; we understand one crying ----- -■■■’• n.oia
out, “Thou hast laid’ thy hand heavily I 
upon me;” we eau put ourselves in the | 
place of the wild Clothalre, sovereign 
of all France, who exclaimed, as life 
was departing, “Wa, wa, what great 
god is this that pulls fiown the strength 
of the strongest kj^gs!" Thpre Is a 
greater than ourseltTs, a greater than 
all humanity; there tjre grand lines of 
hmnau life and human destlny to which 
we have simply to fiunmlt. No more 
either Is it unreal and »mystical when 
God’s judgments. on.iTha wicked or on 
wicked nations are-fipo^en of; for no 
one brings judgment^ Qn himself and 
no nation wills destrUptifin to itself, and 
yet judgments com?, and Destruction 
comes. They come «¡torn a forking of 
something beyond '0>ui control; one

U» 11 IB HUI 11V - -------- ---------- ,* 1 11 1
the trees grow, as long as he can t buna 
up life and happiness on vice or make 
nations prosper on injustice, so long as 
be can’t prevent old age or put off the 
day of death, so long will mnn, thinking 
man, be humble and reverent before a 
stronger and a higher than he.

How, then, does the face of religion 
change from what it was of old? First, 
hi that we are obliged t<5 discriminate 
and no longer mix up what is fact and 
what is imagination in the God-ldeq. In 
the past the two things have ordinarily 
been blended Into one. The thought of 
power above and beyond us and the 
view of such power as a person or per
sons have been indistinguishable. To

person

THE AREA OF SURPRISES, 
of the unforseeable, will be diminished. 
Undoubtedly the limits of knowledge 
have played a great part In making men . 
realize the presence of other than hu
man agency in the world, what comes 
unexpectedly being palpable proof that 
man’s thought does not always de- ' 
termiue things. Science now ,it is said, 
limits the scope of religion. As fast as 
we know the law of events we no 
longer pray or tremble, but we intelli
gently adapt ourselves to the law—or 
try to. It is conceivable, then, even if 
not probable, that in time human cal
culations never will be frustrated—that 
we shall know what will

HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE, 
even as we know that summer will fol
low winter now. It Is conceivable, 
thus, that chance or fortune-Will be en
tirely banished from the world. In this 
event would not man lose all sense of 
his dependence on outside powers and 
plaee his Whole reliance on himself? I 
do not think so. The root-question of 
religion Is not whether we can expect 
things and be prepared for them or not, 
but whether they are subject to our 
control. We may kuow that by sowing 
seed we shall reap a certain harvest, 
but no one In his senses imagines that 
he makes the harvest or that lie can 
make It what he likes—gathering grapes 
off thorn bushes or tigs frpm thistle 
seeds. He may not stop to tflink of it, 
but If he does, he sees that he is as 
strictly conditioned as to what he must 
do to get a certain result as he would 
be if lie hud to take the result directly 
from an outside hand. In other words, 
AN ORDER OF CONDUCT IS FIXED 
and man does noj fix it; he has to find It 
and to learn It—it is fixed independently 
of him.. This order of conduct may be 
fixed in every relation of life—in agri
culture, In making a home, in conduct
ing a state. There may be a best way, 
a right way of doing everything. Mun 
cannot make best what is not best, or 
make right what Is wrong. Religion, 
then, under these altered conditions, 
may take the form of reverence for cer

: tain lines of conduct—along with the 
feeling that one is absolutely dependent 
upon the following of them to get the 
ends that are desired—that there is no 
choice—that one must obey. To a cer
tain extent this is the form religion has 
already taken. “Wash you, make you 
clean; put away the evil of your doing 
from before mine eyes,” this was a call, 
not to prayer, not to trust, but to action.

_____  I

The Bible and Clara Watson.
Free discussion Is a great educator, 

The unique Symposium recently 
brought out by Dr. Peebles, uhieh I 
regard as a most timely and valuable 
work, is the product of free discussion. 
A true Spiritualist loves truth for its 
own sake, and analyzes and discusses 
for the sake of truth, and not for glory. 
If, In the clash of swords, we get a new 
revelation, that compels a retreat Hom 
old positions, and the acceptance of the 
claims of the "enemy,” the defeated 
gains quite as much as the victor, aud 
shares equally in the credit ot elimi
nating error and establishing tiuth. 
Those who discuss for victory only, 
rarely learn, or Improve, by the conflict, 
J take It that all who took part In this 
Symposium are glad for all the facts 
and evidence It litys elicited.

Now that we have it settled that
Jesus the Christ did exist, we may ex
tend our inquiries into wider fields. If 
Jesus was a real man, what of it? Does 
it help us any in the exegesis of 
prophecy, the relations of the Old 
Testment to the New, or th; v!!::! —.

The Orthodox Devil and his wfi&n receptor to sinners who must 
Ingersoll’s view wilM)e published in this paper R 
„ o , . , • - •- /HL' ond nan HP hi),Cl TOV

sometimes seem to be slumbering, but 
were always there. So sickness, dis
ease, pestilence, and death—these alien _ onan in iiii*. i
things to man-came from alien power. pf.nlp Lja wav 1112’61'8011S V16W WlLU.’be DUOllSlieU 1U HUB pay I 
Aud as the moral order was perceived. CVU1L 111® vvaj. 15 . J Inarm nnH Pan DR haQ lOP
as misery and weakness unwilled and 24-th as renorted from his recent serinpn m Chicago, ana can u
unintended were seen to come from cer- t 1 ’z? ivpviLuu iu . Qanci in vonr orders at once,
reveaicti.’ y^, the entinwias^0IbatT- One Cent or 75 cents per hundred coges. Sqnd in your oiae 
scended into warriors’ hearts and made ——— —
them twice themselves, the inspiration ^,.,¡..<5 rnuxuERBOLTS
that came to the poet and the orator JOYES IHUNDLKBUL
and carried them beyond the rules of we know what that means. When we 
art, were fresh proofs of transcendent rea(j of the wind, the tempest, the 
power—in these cases working in man shaking of the earth, in connection with 
just as in storms and winds and sun- Yahweh, the god of Israel, we know 
shine it works outside him. I what that means—and when^we learn

Such non-buman, superior power or that his grand festival was in the 
powers was called God or gods. This autumn, when after the dry heat or 
special word indeed is of unknown summer the windows of heaven were, 
origin, and it has nothing to do with unlocked, we understand. M e compre-1 
“good,” with which it is sometimes head Thales when he declared that the 
identified. But the corresponding word, I world was full of gods; we understand 
“deity,” or “divinity,” it is interesting Socrates when he pronounced those 
to note (with which the Greek Zeus and who ruled out the influence of the gods 
the Latin Jupiter are allied), comes In human affairs lusane; we agree with 
from an old Sanskrit root, “to shine,” I Marcus Aurelius, when, after recount- 
and originally stood for the shining sky. I ing the fortunate experiences of ins 
The shining ones of heaven were I life, he thanks the gods, adding for all 
perhaps these things require the help of the
p p ______ _ cods and fortune.” We find nothing

THE OLDEST GODS OF MEN, strange or superstitious in the lines of 
and on nothing else in fact is man so I Aeschylus, when, after 
abs< ’utely dependent, the power of the I hero whose body Was in its Pr'™e’J**8 
earth to bear resting, as we know, on eye swift-footed, and his hand not slow, 
the radiant heat of the sun. Zeus, he says:

MAY CALL IT NATURAL LAW, 
but if another says dod it is the same 
thing. Equally does it become intelli
gible when Plato says, “Not by art does 
the poet sing, but by power divine; 
equally Is it plain-when Heraclitus 
speaks of the sibyl with insp red lips, 
unadorned, unanolnted, reaching 

! her voice across a »thousand years, be
I cause of the god-that yas In her. The 
'god is the uot-auijselves that takes 
possession of us and -sometimes makes 
us poor mortals utter-»-etefnal truths. 
"Not unto us, hot unto u^, but to thy 
name be the glory,” is what the great-

Jupiter, and the God of the Hebrews, I 
Yafiweh, were all originally gods of the I 
sky. and particularly of the thunder.' 
thè llgìftning and the rain. It would be 
fascinating to follow the natural his
tory of the gods, particularly of the 
Greek and Roihan gods, and show how 
they correspond to the various aspects 
of nature and to various sorts of influ
ence on human life—Zeus to the sky 
and thè storm, Apollo to. the sun, 
Athene to the jightning, Hermes to the 
wind, He;-e or* Demeter to the '.earth,. 
Pè.rsephoné (éhiild of Zeus and Demeter) 
to the budding springtime, and the 
fruits of summer, Hades-to the.-.dark 
places supposed to lie under the earth, 
wheré Averti gathered ghosts and -van- 
ished-thlngs, .theErlnnyes, or the gods 
collectively, to the sanctions of private 
morality find of public • ' right—but I 
must forbear.- My-hiaim-iolnt, is to 
show that these gods, and the same| 
mlght.be said of Baal and Ashtoreth- 
of the ancient Canaanites; of Chemosh, 
god of Moab, and of Jehovah, god of 
Israel, were not arbitrary. creatures, 
products of a foolish fancy, but were ,•.

“Yet ’tis by God’s gift men must win 
success;"

for we know that chauce, the unfor- 
seen, more or less mixes up with human 
destiny, or, as Homer puts it, that on 
thfe battlefield Ares sometimes “rageth 
confusedly.” We understand, too, what 
is meant when’.the gods are spoken of 
as arbitrary or.caprftlous, blit that is 
what chance or fortune offçn is. “He 
puts down one and séts up. another,” in 
¡Biblical language, org asjHômer puts 
it, “The gods - - ,
i GIVE GOOD FORTUNÉ OR BAD, 
as they will." So GeorgeTEllbt^wrltes 
in one of her pathetic early stories: 
“There are unseen elements which 
often frustrate bur wisest calculations, 
which raise up--the sufferer from the 
edge of the grave, contradicting the 
prophecies of the clear-sighted physi
cian find fulfilling the blind, clinging 
hopes of affection; .such unseen ele
ments Mr. Tryon called the Divine Will, 
and filled up the'margin'of ignorance

■ C . *

est have often said. ’. vi
. I have spoken at length of this inter
pretation of the reunions language of 
the past partly because I, feel^lt is a 
sorry thing that-thqse'who call them
selves freethinkers jsfignla not be free 
enough to see the meaning ^that under
lies modes of speeeif that on their sur
face are unreal. Some of .the richest 
thought, some ofp >tiie. jprofoundest 
emotion, some of the most elevated 
aspirations the race, .pas ;>ever known 
are couched—and J4qdeIVn ^or 
people—In these olffitjlhe phrases. We 
should be big enough, iwe^ould have 
culture enough, we- shod\d be sure 
enough of our own ground,tp make free 
use of all the great. jellglqus literature 
of the past, and toTeeJ tliat in a deep 
sense it Is our owm'" .<£ .

As I turn to ask folia few moments 
what. ls true in'tha:.God-Idea, true for 
us, I am awaretWilitijitf tv-sense, I have 
already answered' my question.. The 
God-Idea, I sliobid sjiy- in. Bhort,' is an 
Imaginative reading lot. nature—¡Under
standing by nature-ill; that is and all 
that- happens outside]«be thought and 
the will of mafi.iT lihve read recently 
fif the so-called’ralnnihfeers to be-found 
in most African. villaBe^, whose reputa
tion, and even whos'eflife, depends upon 
their success in-making rain. It is said 
tliat In the Isle.pf Manitiiere were, and 
in the Shetland-Islands:there still are,

Action itself, in this view of J.t, was re
ligious. It was obedience to a higher 
demand. In a scientific age, we may 
say that humble, obedient, necessitated 
action becomes religion. But no less, 
but rather more, may humanity, under 
these circumstances, have the sense of 
power above it and beyond It. We do 
not choose our way; it Is chosen for us. 
We have to fall into a preappointed 
path. We may not always know what 
the path is, yet we know there is one. 
Having come to believe that
THERE IS LAW IN TILE WORLD, 
we believe it is everywhere. Hence the 
world Is grander than ever before. 
When the way is ever so plain, it is 
none the less a divine way. When our 
feet have learned to tread it and we 
have come to love it, we none the less 
know that it was not marked out by us. 
The powers of great nature speak to us 
not only In the moving and ever new 
reviving earth, not only in the birth and 
growth and death of living things out
side of us, but in conscience within—our 
life Is all rounded aud overarched by 
the Divine. Wo need not wait to see 
God, nor do we need to pray to him; we 
see him, we are with him, we are on his 
highway now. As the earth moves in 
hen orbit aroujid the sun, So does the 
true soul move religiously, silently, un
swervingly, joyfully in the orbit of 
duty.

to cling to the picture rather than to 
the reality. The picture may be true, 
but still it is a picture, not anything of 
which we have immediate knowledge. 
Many admit that Apollo was a plcture- 
an imaginative representation of the 
life and energy of the sun; that Zeus 
was a plcture-but “God” is somehow 
different. God is real,they think, while 
these were pictures; but “God” as com
monly conceived to-day, is as much a 
picture as Apollo or Zeus was. If an 
imaginative representation of the sun 
or the heavens must be taken as such, 
so must an imaginative representation 
of the life and energy of all nature. In 
other words, the old theology becomes 
poetry to us, just as the Greek theology 
is already poetry to cultivated people n 
general. The Christian Heavenly 
Father—that benignant figure—is / an 
image, a pictorial representation, of one 
aspect of nature. We will not say it is 
untrue, but it is poetry-poetry that will 
long linger In the minds and affections 
of the people. Of course, the recog
nition of all this gives a different cast 
to our religious feeling. The delicious 
intimacy, as of person with person, tpa.t 
has made so much of a part of the old 
religion, Is no longer possible.. Prayer 
Is not natural. Awe and gratitude and 
confidence, however, still remain. We 
can still feel that we are embosomed In 
a sea of mighty Power; we can still feel 
that above us and around us and be
neath us are Everlasting Arms; wb can 
still feel that though the forms of na
ture change and we ourselves pass 
away, there is quenchless,

IMMORTAL ENERGY
tit Nature’s heart. That this world is, 
is proof that other worlds may be-or, 
as Walt Whitman says, there is'no 
stoppage and never can be stoppage.

In still another way, modern con
ditions of thought change the form of 
religion for us, and yet, I think, equally 
leave the substance of Jt untouched. I 
refer to tlie extension of the Idea of law 
in the world, to the possibility that man 
may know more • find more • what Is 
likely to happen In the future, so that

portauce of the book as a whole? Per
haps not; but it furnishes more definite 
data from which to estimate reality'and 
fiction as they accompany each other 
down the centuries.

Now another Symposium Is grinding 
out some problems along similar lines. 
Mrs. Clara Watson objects to having 
the Bible thrust upon ¡spiritualism, 
with all Its errors and bloody deeds, Its 
polygamy, free love, original sin, total 
depravity, vicarious atonement, and 
debasing examples such as Abraham, 
David, Lot, Solomon, etc. I like her 
independence, and vigorous protests 
against what she deems evil or harm
ful. If we were to take the Bible as 
authority, as sectarian theologians pro
fess to do, and assume It Is all good be
cause some of it is, and binding upon 
our conscience and reason, it could be 
only a curse. Upon this, I think, all 
Spiritualists agree. But it is accepted 
by the best scholars, deepest thinkers, 
and most liberal historians, as the best 
and most complete record of tho 
world’s religious and spiritual evolu
tion, through all the varying con
ditions of the nations, the rise and fall 
of empires, and conflicts of interest, so
cial and moral corruptions, and strug
gles of the human mind to attain and 
asseyt Its highest Ideals of life and 
duty,.'and the relations of man to his 
Urda tor, that the world possesses. As 
such’ a condensation of human naturfi 
In Its painful ascent toward civilization 
and moral excellence, and its records 
of spiritual experience, identical with 
those of Modern Spiritualism, .Is it con
sistent for us to reject, or object to it? 
Spiritualism of to-day includes all va
rieties of human character, and we may 
learn some of the most important les
sons from the lowest and most repul
sive characters. As Max Muller puts 
it: “For the discovery of,truth there is 
nothing so useful as the study j>t 
errors." (Science of ftellglon, page 6.) 
The per cent of truth, and high 
morality to be fotind in a study of the 
Bible will, I think, compare favorably 
with the superior qualities which the 
human race to-day presents. Suppose 
a faithful record of all the weak say
ings and weaker doings of the last fifty 
years, among those professing to be 
Spiritualists and mediums, were made, 

, and compared with the wisdom, and 
. virtue that have exemplified’ the 
, growth of Modern Spiritualism in the 
, past fifty-one years, and all condensed 
: into a single volume for the world to 
' read and judge us by, how much larger 
, average of truth and moral excellence 
' would it furnish than that of the Chris
’ tian’s Bible? I hope It would be a de-

Cuddledowntbwn is near Cradlevllle, 
Where the sand men pitch their tents;

In Drowsyland,
You understand, 

In the state of Innocence; 
'Tis right by the source of the river of 

Life
Which the Grandma Storks watch 

over,
While the honey-bug bees, 
’Neath the funny-big trees, 

Croon lullabys in sweet clover.
'Tis a wondrous village, this Cuddle-

downtown,
For Its people are all sleepers, 

And never a one, 
From dark till dawn, 

Has ever a use for peepers.
They harness gold butterflies to 

beams— *

In Cuddledowntown there are 
choo cars

In all of the beautiful streets;
And round bald heads

' And curly heads
Are the engineers one meets.

The cars run hissing, screeching, 
While wonderful toys, 
For girls and boys.

Can always be had by reaching.
Ohjk Cuddledowntown is a village 

dreams
Where little tired legs find rest; 

’Tis in God’s hand— 
'Tis holy land—

Not far from the mother’s breast.

cided improvement, and show in the 
balance a radical gain. But .when we 
consider the world's development, and 
the social and moral status that ob
tained then, and that of to-day, ts it 
likely that Modern Spiritualism would 
show a record greatly superior to that 
of the Bible? I do not see that Spirit
ualism is in danger of being de
moralized by accepting aud using the 
Bible for all that It can give us of the 
lights and shades of the past.

Why not claim it as “our book.” since 
it, more than any other book, Illustrates 
the various experiences of medium
ship; and, when liberally Interpreted, it 
furnishes many of the choicest Ideals of 
spirituality and moral obligation that 
have come down to us from the fruitful 
past?

Mrs. Watson's “finishing touches” 
amused and edified us much. With her 
thought in the main 1 most heartily 
agree. We need none of tne moei; cere
monies of the old world’s worship. We 
need independent thought and devotion 
to our convictions. We need no Bible 
as a moral guide, or spiritual authority. 
But we may use the Bible to much 
profit, If we do not forget that men and 
women are superior to any book, and 
that truth Is no better, or worse, for thé 
company It keeps, that error Is no 
better because it is fotind in the Bible. 
But as an object lesson, and a source of 
valuable information to be derived 
from a study of human nature in its 
various phases of evolution, we may 
use the Bible with profit, and as a 
mirror of the past In which the present 
Is reflected, and In wliich maqy can see 
more than they can In a direct view of 
the present, and for all uses, and not 
abuses to which we may apply the 
Bible, it is rationally and legitimately 
“our book.” -LYMAN C. HOWE.

And many a weary, grown-up man, 
With a sad soul, heavy, aching,

: I Could he lie.down . . .
' ■ ■ In this sweet town, ■ : . 
Might keep his heart from breaking.

i : . —Collier’s Weekly.
. “From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 

to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her expert 
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge ot 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and Is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cent».

Give a boy address and accomplish
ments and you give him the mastery of 
palaces and fortunes where he goes— 
Emerson. - '
„• Midas longfed for gold. He got it, so 
that whatever he touched became golfi, 
and he with ills long ears, was little-thè 
better for It.—Carlyle. ,

To. accept good advice Is but to In
crease one’s own ability.—Goethe.

The devil never tqmpted a man whom 
he found judiciously employed.—Spur
geon. .

Eloquence is In the assembly, not 
merely in the speaker.—Wlllllam Pitt.

Human science is an uncertain,guess; 
-Prior. '- ■'

mlght.be
mafi.iT


LIFE HISTORY.
Evolution of Forms, and Unity 

of Life.

*

EXCERPTS FROM A LECTURE DE
LIVERED BEFORE THE ESO
TERIC EXTENSION SOCIETY BY 
URIEL BUCHANAN. .
The mystic spirit of creation stretched 

_ forth its arms and spread out its hands 
in tlie brooding darkness of immensity, 
and the Omnipotent Augers flashed 
myriad waves of electric energy that 
filled the silent void will» the radiance 
of solar light. Blazing suus, with their 
attendant planets and moons, took up 
their appointed places and began their 
journey through the ages of time, trav- 
ersiug tlie great spiral of .existence that 
extends from the inane to tlie Inane,

There are no living witnesses to the 
marvelous scenes that belong to the 
primary processes of world building, 
for in the earlier stages of the planets 
formation no individualized self-con- 
seious-llfe can exist. But man may
read tlie story of the earth’s unfoldment 
from the hieroglyphs of nature-from 
the mountain cliffs and the broad 
plains, from the deep valleys, the sand- 
swept deserts, the majestlc^’ivers and 
tlie billowy seas. From ihe milestones 
along the mysterious way, aided by the 
illumined vision that eomes as a gift 

Trom God, man may look back through 
the centuries upon centuries that had 
passed a way before the period of hu
man existence upon this planet began 
back to the time when tlie moving force 
of creative life first projected itself into 
cl'vstalllzed form in tlie bosom of the 
earth as mineral. He may follow the 
continuous and progressive gradations 
of life through its manifestation in the 
protoplasmic slime in ancient seas-ever 
onward through Hie ages of evolution 
from the tiniest finny beings to the 
monstrous creatures that finally 
emerged from the bed of the Silurian 
ocean and crawled over vast bogs and 
roamed through primeval forests. 
Bv the destructive agencies the huge 
clumsy forms were broken into pieces 
again and again, and cast into> the cru
cible of nature to be remoulded each 
time Into symmetrical and fairer

- f. î “ * '' ("T, -' ‘

A HAUNTED HOUSE
Sprll 11W.

Wlt/VT STftTISTIGS 
ft/WE PROVEN !

SPIRITUAL PERCEPTIONThe printing press has- made us ac
quainted with the noble thoughts and 
deeds of the great souls of every age— 
with the 'heroes, who have spent their 
lives for others, the poets and orators, 
who have charmed the world with elo
quence and song, the painters -and 
sculptors, who have created Immortal 
forms with brush and ulilsel,’ the com
posers, who have Interpreted the mel
ody of sound, and the philosophers, 
who have fathomed the depths of be
ing and learned the secrets of the stars. 
These, marvelous achievements and 
many more have been recorded, and 
such things will enlighten and encour
age the generations yet to be.

.What may we not hope from man, 
the microcosm, as tCe vast future quick
ens into activity the germ of possibili
ties Implanted in his soul? If man is a 
true microcosm, he must have potential
ly in him the power of mastery o.ver ev
ery possible condition or relation of 
life.

With the wonderful Improvement 
that is being made in the modern fa
cilities for rapid transit, together with 
the great system of communication es
tablished by' means of the telephone, 
the telegraph and the cable, the whole 
body of mankind is becoming more .and 
more responsive to the wave of enlight
enment, which heralds the dawn of 
peace.and Um coming reign of univer
sal brotherhood. Communication by 
wireless telegraphy Is but a prophecy 
of the divine system of mental telep
athy,, which will ultimately be estab
lished on earth, and' will make each 
man a citizen not of this planet only, 
but of the universe. Then all humanity 
will respond to the Influence of the 
true, the beautiful and the good, and 
every living soul will recognize the om
nipresence of one Life, one Mind, one 
God.

Thus all forms have been slowly 
evolved from the gross to the delicate, 
from the simple to the complex from 
manmoth to man. The force mpris- 
oued ln the limitations of the clnjsollto 
obej’s the impulse of progressive 
change. In its demand for onward 
march the mineral form is broken, and 
life repictures itself into shape aftei 
shape more and more wonderful in 
structure. The strength and power that 
first bound the atoms In the solid rock 
now paints the flower with tints of 
wondrous beauty, grows in the foliage, 
lives in the trembling leaves, opens 
broadly in the sunlight and is kissed by 
tlie wooing breeze. Slowly the grasp of 
matter relaxes its Hold, and lite Is 
evolved from the plant and the tree to 
the plane of animal existence, where 
conscious power is first made manifest 
through instinct and love. The cruder 
forces of animal strength begin to re
spond to tlie Influence of sjiirlt, until 
the dumb creatures of the higher order 
of the animal kingdom approach the 
threshold of that domain that belongs 
to man.

The Oversold pours down in an ever
widening stream through tlie channels 
made for it by the evolution of forms, 
and individualized man becomes more 
and more responsive to tlie Influx of the 
spiritual currents that flow from the 
Great Heart of Being.

Tlie primitive races of mankind 
dwelt in caves, in rude huts and be
neath twisted boughs. Tribes were 
separated bv unexplored regions. Man 
wandered at will through unclaimed 
forests. Continents were divided by 
mysterious and unsailed seas. But the 
movement of tlie palpable life stieam 
flooded tlie world, and carried forward 
on its slow-moving tide the people of 
every continent. Those who have ex
plored the ancient ruins, which survive 
in many lands, find the symbols of the 
same mystery graven upon walls of rock 
nn<l chiseled in marble: find emblem
atic forms forged in copper and mould
ed In clay. In that fur-off time when 
the world was young and the race was
simple and untaught, there was 
same natural yearning towards the 
seen and the same worship of the 
known.

CALIFORNIA’S BEAUTY.
The Ideal Santa Barbara is 

Pictured.

tlie 
un
un-

by

Some Rules for Its Develop' 
ment.

Within each soul is tlie germinal seed 
of true unfoldment. This is tRe stamp 
of divine heredity*—the promise of eter
nal growth.
-Within the hidden recesses of each 
nature are precious jewels of priceless 
value—the unworded wealth—the limit
less potencies, of spiritual; attainment. 
Neither purpose nor partiality need bar 
a single soul from achievement, 
Throughout infinite diversity runs tlie 
infinite force of divine unity. What one 
.becomes, all inay become In the grand 
ultimate.

Passing beynnd this strong statement 
of generalities, let us consider the limi
tations of present environments'—let us 
survey the^clrcumstances which seem 
to shut the gateway to higher endeavor! 
it is our earnest prayer to pass the 
doors of hearsay, and to enter the tem; 
pje of knowledge! " '

We would’ know the. truth for our
selves. We would receive messages 
direct from t'he.hlgher side of.life. We 
would feel The inspiration of the upper 
spheres. We would listen to . the 
Voices. We would’learn of truths, that 
we niiiy use, in the couduct of life here. 
We would touch the vibrant chords of 
thought, and evolve therefrom creative 
forces, to relieve earth’s wretchedness

Identieal symbols were used 
tribes on opposite parts of the globe, 
long before cables of steel had united 
the continents and long before ships
had navigated the seas. One of the 
earliest emblems used to express the 
occult forces of nature and the perpet
ual life of the human race was that of 
the serpent. While the symbol of the 
'■erpent has an important place in the 
magical lore of Egypt, and in the sacer
dotal mysteries of all Oriental lands, it

To my many friends of the far East 
I send greetings and take up my pen to 
communicate to them one and all 
through the medium of your paper, 
some thoughts and descriptions of this 
country. I desire to spread out before 
the mind’s eye of my reader the picture 
of tills most beautiful country and to 
describe the rich and billowy fields of 
grain, the splendid wealth of gorgeous 
wild flowers, the grasses upon our hills, 
the soft summer skies, cloudless and 
clear, and the warm semi-tropical sun, 
more genial than the fairest June days 
In tlie New England states.

To take you to see our far-famed San
taBarbara, which Is situated six miles 
from Summerland, to see her fine 
orchards hanging full of golden fruit, 
and the snowy bloom of the apricot and 
orange trees, and tlie pink and white 
blush of the peach trees’ blossoms, and 
the green all'nlfa meadows, where the 
lark nests and sings in thrilling sweet
ness. The butterflies, broad-winged 
nnd radiant forms like gorgeous airy 
blossoms, and the mountains resplend
ent with the rlcli carpet of mosaic col
ors, grand sentinels of Time, and the 
ocean’s blue-crested waves’ ceaapless 
murmur seem like some new-born realm 
of beauty and light never dreamed of 
before;'

My readers must follow me Io the 
far-away sea-coast where in close com
panionship of her mountains, where all 
day long the voice of the sea is heard 
kissing the sands and rocky heights, 
lulling to sleep the tired wanderer.

Santa Barbara has some twelve thou
sand Inhabitants, and the people seem 
the happiest people in tlie world. Old 
Father Time shows a tender care over 
them, for they seem to age so grace
fully that the years hang dike feather
down on their brows. The Spanish and 
Mexican races there are a picturesque 
element and a rare setting, and is seen 
on festival occasions in all its old-time 
splendor of gorgeous color, which Is a 
tine contrast with the simplicity of the 
American costume.

There jjre many pleasant drives in 
and about. Santa Barbara, and among 
them the Mission Canon, where you find 
nature in a wild tangle of bloom and 
tender greenness which beggars de
scription. The huge boulders upon her 
face and walls, rising higher and high
er as you ascend toward-the mountains, 
make it imposing in the extreme. 
Near the mouth of the canon elegant 
homes have been built, with grounds 
about them of tropical beauty and 
charm. The old ,mission is one of the 
most interesting places to visit, and 
holds the relics of its past greatness 
when tlie mission fathers ruled over 
this country with almost unlimited 
power over both soul and body. The si
lence of the past seems to brood over 
the place and hang like ghostly: phan
toms in its now deserted aisles and

and woe. We would draw from ex
haustless sources, the living needs that 
build for human welfare, and thus ful
fill the purpose of our being, in its rela
tion to the universal.

Many are the steps leading to the 
temple of truth—rugged is the way, and 
patient must be the one wbo climbs. 
Steady, and strong, and full of courage, 
having faith In the possibilities of his 
own endeavor, the seeker for added 
light and knowledge, shall wear the 
crown of sure success.

Within the realms of matter—force- 
vibration—and intelligence—nature’s su
preme realities—our questions shall be 
answered.

“If these things are true, if there Is 
really communion between the two 
worlds, why do not my friends 
come directly to me, instead of sending 
messages through a stranger?’! ex
claims tlie objector.

In replying to ui.s oft-repeated state
ment, it must be said that “First of all, 
my friend,”--you do not receive them— 
you close the communicating door. 
Within your own spiritual perception, 
you hnve’'prepared no room for their en
tertainment. Although they have been 
freed from the flesh, you still Insist that 
the recognition of their presence shall 
rest alone, upon tlie evidence appealing 
to your physical eyes, or ears, or 
hands.” ’

All the virtues, love Itself, the skill, 
the genius, the artistic sense, the many 
complex forces, that make or mar the 
lives of mortals, issue from the invisi
ble. In their true essence, they can 
neither be compared ufllh, nor meas
ured by, tlie rules qr weights of the ma
terial plane, and yet, we recognize them 
as priceless possessions, for which we 
strive through the years of our earthly 
pilgrimage. They are the unseen real
ities, through which we enjoy the.pur
suit of power and achievement,

The apprehension of these higher and 
invisible forces has been termed the 
sixth sense, or intuition, which in itself

Ing, love a erstandlng, emotion ।
and jutelie ’ their infinite radia- !
tlons, flow Ï exhaustless source, - ; 
the divine'jel’eatlw. Intelligence, that 
speaks In liar^ioiiic’vlbrations. |

Recognizing our; relations to both 
planes of ifejng, me physical and the , 
spiritual, progress' and soul-growth 
must depend1 oil tn'e cultivation of our 
own powerKfl-not 'pn somebody else’s 
powers, but jlist upon our own individ
ual efforts. n ' . ; , ' . '

lu tlie piftyuancabof any attainment, 
whether it fâ In tlm realm of athletics, 
the aequlslHo'n of€wealth, the search 
after knowledge, tile mastery of sci
ence, or the excellence of ethics or phil
osophy, patience,’jtiactlce, and perse
verance, are the 'iriune forces which 
command i/rbgréjfs‘. There is no excep
tion, lu tl)8"fléveïbpment of spiritual 
verities,"'thonglr'Wthods used may 
differ, " ; ’ . . ’

.Seek t lie silencej11 Sit apart and alone. 
If possible, select?’find consecrate some 
special room fpfasei;vlce. It will be
come a temple where peace is found, 
If this be; impractical, let some quiet 
place be chosen,, ’

' That’the iierveit may become tranquil, 
invoke the aid of regular and rhythmic 
breathing. Brèath is the bridge be
tween the physical and spiritual king
doms. Let each’ breath be a messenger 
of the soul’s aspiration. Dlsi^iss from 
the mind tlie bares and anxieties, the 
prejudices ahd animosities of the outer 
life. Though difficult at first', it can be ■ 
done. ,

Relax tlie body. “Send out the thought 
to the “All-Good,”'flnd In a short time 
the realization of harmonic Vibrations 
will be achieved.. You will be con
scious of tlirlll^ br i>ulsatlons, about, 
around, and pernibatlng the entire be
ing, Call then tipô'n that law that lifts 
the soul to uppeti1 heights—the law of 
universal love. ’’ ’

Deeper and slower, and more quiet 
will the breatirliig'be, for, as the func
tions of the outer being are less active 
the soul’s iniieb Inspiration Is made 
manifest.

Hold yourself receptive to that’which 
may be given. If preconceived desires 
are not at first' answered, do not mur
mur. Accept thankfully any evidence 
presented. Be faithful aud steadfast, 
looking always for the gladness that 
shall come, when, in your own nature, 
doors ore opened into the llniitle^s pos
sibilities of spiritual perception.

Through this unfoldment, you will be
come conscious of'the presence of loved 
ones, who live as 'near to us as are our 
hbart-beat.i. You ti’ill learn of the high
er life—of Its relations to the present, 
whilst truths will1 be' revealed, which 
lift our dully dutlbs out of the dull aud 
prosaic, into a light that transforms 
drudgery, into à luminous significance, 
linking It to htrgcl<Tises.

Individual life will extend its narrow, 
earthly outlines, bej'ond the limit of the 
seen, Into the unutterable grandeur and 
majesty mapped dlit by the soul’s eter
nal growth.' ”

These are the possibilities open to 
each, and Io all, tVho will work, and 
who will walk in tlie way made plain, 
through tlieteultlvation aud unfoldment 
of the spiritual perception.

Not as a (theory is tills truth present
ed, but as mi eternal verity, wliicli the 
writer lias‘,proved''lhrough the oft-re
peated experience bf years

It Was a .Genuine One,
SPIRITS TRAMP ABOUT MAKING 

LOUD NOISES, BUT ARE AT LAST 
QUIETED BY O. WALTER LYNN.
To the Editor:—The evidences of the 

power of unseen influences for good or 
ill continue to accumulate from time to 
time. There seems to be no doubt that 
they surround and control the actions 
of many mortals who little realize the 
power that is either leading them on to 
destruction, or influencing them to ad
vance info higher paths of happiness 
and spiritual development,

Sensitives are often led into danger 
through ignorance of the undeveloped 
spirits whp mean no harm, but who 
wish to gratify their desires; therefore 
it is best at all times, it would seem, to 
use good judgment, and so live that we 
attract only the pure and good influ
ences, and seek to overcome the pro
pensities that would draw to us the ig
norant and undeveloped from the spirit 
side of life.

Below you will And an article show
ing the power that some of these Influ
ences possessed and the annoyance that 
they caused, No damage was ddne 
outside of the constant noise, but that 
was serious In consequence and affected 

■ Innocent people. It was possibly some 
restless spirit that wished to communi
cate and knew' no other way to demon
strate. This ease is authentic, as can 
easily be ascertained, and there are 
doubtless hundreds of others where re
lief could be afforeded If they were 
made known, but where fear of public
ity or “Madam Grundy” causes the suf
ferers to renialn silent.

C. WALTER LYNN.
Oakland, Cal.

Wliat. Medical Science Has ñccomoilshed
This Great Discovery Is Offered Free to The Progressive 

Thinker Readess.

Sail Jose, Cal,, Feb. 23, 1899.
To the Editor:—I take pleasure In 

certifying to tlie power possessed by C. 
Walter Lynn, of No. 6OG Fourteenth 
streeth, Oakland, Cal. '

For many months we have been seri
ously annoyed In my home by the noises 
or demonstrations made through un
seen influences. After we retired for 
tlie night and all was still, there would 
be heard tlie sound of footsteps In an 
adjacent room, walking apparently 
baek and forth. We could also ¡¡ear the 
sound <5f footsteps going up and down 
the stairs, time and time again. It 
seemed, as nearly as I ean describe it,' 
like some one with heavy boots on, as 
the noise was very loud and distinct. 
At first I was convinced that some one 
was in the house, and would get up and 
look in all the rooms, but could find no 
one. After returning to bed the noise 
would begin again, making sleep al
most impossible. Sometimes I would 
get up two and three times In a night 
and look in the rooms, but it was of no 
use—tlie noise would cease until I went 
back to bed, and then be as bad as ever.

Statistics prpve that more people are 
brought to the grave by diseases of the 
kidneys and bladder than by any other 
disease. Kidney trouble is In itself so 
Insidious and deceptive that thousands 
have some form of it and never sus
pect it.

For many years medical science has 
■been trying to discover some remedy 
that would positively overcome these 
dangerous troubles. ’ •

But not until recently was the discov
ery made. Doctor Kilmer, the eminent 
physician and scientist, after' years of 
study and research, and after test on 
test that never varied in the grand re
sult, announced the discovery of 
Swamp-Root, which has proven itself a 
most wonderful cure for all diseases of 
the kidneys and bladder.

While Swamp-Root lias proved such 
a remarkable success in curing kidney 
and bladder diseases, it has also proved 
equally Invaluable In the cure of blood 
diseases, rheumatism, liver and stom
ach troubles and in the regulation and 
cure of all uric acid troubles.

Swamp-Root has been tested in so 
many ways, in hospital work, In pri
vate practice, among the helpless too 
poor to purchase relief, and has proved 
so successful in every ease that a spe
cial arrangement has been made by 
which all readers of The Progressive 
Thinker who have not already tried it, 
may have a free sample bottle of

Is as capable of cultivation as are any

T1'hese demonstrations, as I have stated,

Austin, Ill. ELLA DARE.

A POINTED': QUESTION.

was also used as a sacred emblem by 
the primitive races of America, and is 
a prominent figure among the surviving 
works of the mound builders. Hence 
we see that the races of mankind, even 
in the long ago, were united by the in
visible currents of thought that flowed 
from one source and towards one des
tiny.

In later generations the inspired 
thoughts of great souls became fettered 
in the tangled web of written words; 
and from the glowing pages of the sa
cred books of all religious we read the 
imperfect expression of divine truth, 
partially revealed to disciplined minds 
in moments of ecstasy. In the recorded 
utterances of the prophets, the writ
ings of the mystics and the teachings of 
the philosophers, we see the lingering 
after-glow of an elemental fire, a divine 
passion, kindled in the heart and brain 
of those who held communion with the 
Unseen. Through all the past the hu
man mind with its limitations has been 
an imperfect medium for receiving and 
transmitting the pure light of the spirit. 
Like the prism that divides the white 
sunbeam into colored rays, the clear. 
light of the spiritual sun shines dimly 
through tire dense atoms of man’s 
brain; hence the word pictures of these 
reflections are necessarily Imperfect, 

■and at times contradictory. Yet from 
century to century we see a gradual 
unfoldment of the human race, which 
has never been left entirely guideless in 
the dark or unled by the divine con
sciousness, but has evolved from stage 
to stage along the ascending spiral of 
destiny, reflecting in greater fullness 
the light and the life of the Infinite.

With the spiritual unfoldment of the 
race and the greater revealments of 
truth concerning the mystery of life 
and death, there has been a correspoud- 
Ing increase of knowledge pertaining to 
the forces of nature and their practical 
application to man’s material needs. 
Man has felled the forests and reared In 
their place cities-and empires; he has 
spanned the rivers, covered the. conti
nents with railways, and conquered the 
adverse waves of the sea, over, which 
he rides swiftly and fearlessly by the

naves, and speak of its vanished glory 
and power no more to return.

The picture from the boiling springs, 
where many go to enjoy Its mineral 
baths situated* some fifteen hundred 
feet from the bod of the ocean, is one 
of' the most wonderful spectacular 
scenes- one can imagine. The soft 
wreaths of fog that lie midway along 
the mountains, rolling and tumbling 
like huge animals of the air. and the il
lusion is broken only by the sun-bursts 
that break the clouds into gorgeous col
orings and paintings of the heavens of 
sun-gods and sky banners of resplend
ent beauty. The visitor finds Inxtbls 
climate all the charms his most craving 
spirit desires, and luxuriates In the 
dreamy air of fancy where thought 
weaves her pictures of ideal beauty of 
emerttld seas, of creeping vines, of end
less bloom of roses and lilies that set to 
music the eternal joys of life Immortal.

In all this outward beauty of nature 
there is its counterpart in the soul of 
man. and it voices the new dispensation 
and birth of Modern Spiritualism in the 
lives of qur best thinkers here on the 
coast. '

Tlie pen-flashes from our philosopher 
and teacher, Charles Dawbarn, the sci
entific and deep research of our gifted 
mind, Prof. J. S. Loveland, the interest
ing gleanings and rays of truth from 
the pen of Ernest S. Green, and the 
brilliant and trenchant contributions of 
our cosmopolitan J. M. Peebles, make
of itself reading enough for any period
ical, let alone the other lights that 11-L-
lumino the columns of The Progressive 
Thinker. ».

But good-bye.to this sun-lighted, em
erald-clothed land of flowers, I must 
not trespass too long upon your good 
nature and courtesy, Mr. Editor, for 
tlie jealous eyes of Its patrons claim 
your space for their contributions and 
more interesting articles which gladden 
the-eye of your.many subscribers from 
week to week. • BISHOP A. BEALS.

Summerland, Cal; •

of the sovereign parts of human na
ture, nnd Wonderful are the results at
tained by its unfoldment.

Through intuition we are led into the 
presence of our higher selves, into the 
comprehension of the divine potencies 
inherent in our own being, and our re
lation to those who dwell in the upper 
country.

In visiting an art gallery, and study
ing its sculpture nnd its pictures, there 
is something within flint distinguishes 
between merit nnd demerit. If we lis
ten to music, there is something with
in Hint accepts the harmony and repels 
the discord. If we consider the con
duct of life about us, there Is some
thing within which measures Its eth
ical value.

That these discriminations are pro
nounced by a finer force than, reason, is 
an acknowledged truth; proving that 
the soul makes use of the superior 
power of Intuition, or spiritual percep
tion. ■

In an admirable treatise entitled “The 
Sixth Sense aud How to Develop it,” 
published in the Arena some time ago, 
Paul 'Tyner says: “We may be justified 
in regarding this quality as harmony
harmony in the first place between, the 
elements of one’s own nature, and hi 
the next place, harmony of the individ
ual nature with the thought, or the per
son to be perceived psychologically, and 
the thought, which alone can create and 
sustain the harmony is love.” Again he 
says: “The facts cited in regard to 
physical phenomena seem to indicate, 
that there is a certain quality or condi
tion, in the universal ether, only to be 
perceived by the development of a con
scious perception and sensation of the 
same quality or condition, in the con
stitution of the individual, of which 
constitution that universal ether must 
form the greater part. That this qual
ity is not dlscoverable^by mechanical 
processes, must be apparent, since in its 
very nature, it transcends matter In the 
ordinary sense of the word, and is be
yond, or.outside the realm of physical 
perception.” -

In the immense and varied literature 
bearing upon the development of this 
sense, however diverse the views of 
many writers, there seems to be one 
concurrent conclusion regarding the 
ruling factor of lote, and the wonderful. 
results achieved by its cultivation.

W. F. Evans uses the following force
ful words: “There is in every man, the 
unfolded germ of all that is good and 
true. Great futurities are hidden in the 
depths of our inner being. The divine 
life Itself is there. Progress is an edti~ 
cation of our powers, of the educing, or 
drawing forth what Is within. When 
the-highest, or inmost degree of the 
mind has come to conscious activity and 
freedom, one attains to angelic percep
tion. Higher and diviner powers are 
unfolded. All knowledge and truth be
come self-evident, and the slow’ and 
tardy process of reasoning is exchanged 
for intuition. Such a one has risen 
above the control of the selfish animal 
instincts to a state, of selfforgetting 
purity of love. He walks in the nrild 
radiance of a celestial light, and has at
tained to a fellowship of life with the

The Principles'.of Nature,-as Discov
ered in the Development and. Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic. Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations .and Mediumship.. Spir-magic power of resistless steam; He _______ ______

has' cunningly enslaved the elements of | itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspl- 
the world and subjected even the wind rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 

‘ three volumes, 8vo. A remarkableand the lightning to his command. The, 
telelgraphs and cables hnve annihl-. 
lated space and time.and,brought the 
people of every land Into closer and 
more vital relations With each other.

work; among tho greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to ll.» per volume.1 Post
age 12 cents. '

Are We Kee pj)ig U p ? What 
Answer?

To the Editor1:—Qv'er half, a .century 
liiisqjaBsed-s'iuce the raps were heard al; 
Hydesville/and'those raps have circled 
the world, making converts of both 
prince and peasant, and 'jll-oving to 
them beyond a doubt "There are no 
dead.” In that interval have we ’neath 
the guidance of loving spirit friends, 
evoluted out from our crude conditions, 
and passed tlie stations on Life’s high
way presided over by Indifference, 
Scandal, Jealousy, and Self-Esteem; or 
are we lagging behind and being out
stripped by the church In Progression’s 
race?

Only yesterday a gray-haired deacon 
in one of Worcester's prominent 
churches came here, and sought to 
make an appointment with my com
panion, to hold an interview with his 
spirit friends. She, being wearied, had 
to decline, and referred him to our 
brother M. F. Hammond, but telling 
him ere he departed that his son stood 
beside him with’ a hand upon his 
shoulder. He sought Brother Hammond 
and admitted that for fifteen years htf 
had been an investigator.

Wednesday, Mart’ll 1, Dr. G. Stanley 
Hall, president of Clark University, 
Worcester, Mass;, gave a reception at 
his home to the “Hall Child Study 
Club,” and there were members of two 
other clubs present, there being seven
ty-two guests. Dr. Hall gave a talk on

continued for a long time.
After using every available means to 

discover the cause, setting traps for the 
supposed Intruders, and having failed, 
we decided it could not be anyone liv
ing in tlie material, and to a certain ex
tent we became accustomed to the dem
onstrations. But sometimes the noise 
would be so loud and the footsteps so 
plain that although I knew It was not 
any one in the house, I could not resist 
the impulse to get get up and look all 
around, ns usual finding ho signs of 
anyone, for nobody outside of unseen 
Influences could have remained undis
covered. Of course I was anxious to 
have the' noise stopped, as it prevented 
us from sleeping, and was very trying 
on my nerves. If I had not owned the 
property, I certainly would have moved 
long ago, for the mental strain was 
hard to bear. Happening to mention the 
matter when in the presence of Mr. 
Lynn, he told me that he felt con
vinced that by the assistance of the 
wise powers that surrounded him from 
the spirit side of life, the demonstra
tions could be stopped for all time, and 
he promised to take up the work. Al
though it may seem incredible, as soon 
as the work was begun, the noises 
ceased at once, and we have not been 
annoyed since that time, three months 
ago. I was very doubtful regarding the 
results promised, but having been con
vinced, I am certainly pleased ter give 
in my testimony regarding this won
derful power that has brought peace 
and quiet in my (tome. Now there is 
nothing to fear.

MRS. C. L. NICHOLS.
IGth and Taylor streets, Sau Jose, Cal.

Swamp-Root and thus test for them
selves its wonderful curative properties.

If you will send your mime and full 
address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham
ton, N. Y., a sample bottle will be sent, 
absolutely free by mall post-paid, also a 
book telling more about Swamp-Root 
and containing some of the thousands 
upon thousands of testimonial letters 
received from people who owe their 
good health, in fact, their very lives, to 
tlie wonderful curative properties of 
Swamp-Root. .

This great modern discovery Is for 
sale at most drug stores in fifty-cent 
and one dollar sizes. Don't make any 
mistake, but make a note of the name, 
SWAMP-ROOT, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp
Root, and remember that it is prepared 
only by Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, 
N. Y.

If you take advantage of this gener-

One-balf the 50 cent size—one-quarter the 11.00 alze.

ous offer and write for a free sample 
bottle be sure and mention the Chicago 
Progressive Thinker when sending yoqr 
address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham
ton, N. Y.

DR. KILIYIEK’S

SWAMP-ROOT
Kidney, Liver and Bladder

CURE.
DIRECTIONS,

Moy take one, two or three 
teanpoontuls before or after mealB 
and at bedtime.

Children less according to age.
May commence with email doses 

and increase to full dose or more, 
as the case would seem to require.

This great remedy cures all 
Idduoy. liver, bladder and Urio 
Acid troubles and disorders due 
to weak kidneys, such os catarrh 
of the bladder, gravel, rheuma* 
tlsu, lumbago and Bright’s Dis
ease, which Is tho worst form of 
kidney disease.

It is pleasant to take, 
PREPARED ONLY BY

DR. KILMER & CO.
BINGHAMTON, N, Y.

Sold by all Druggists.

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

AN APPEAL -
To the Voters of Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin.

“Child Study.” He said the child need
ed more liberty-than mothers, allow; 
quoted Darwin and Hegel on Evolu
tion; cited prominent traits in our na-

angelic heavens." ‘ „
W. J. Colville,’declares That “ReasOfl 

Is unable to cope with spiritual truth; 
It can neither prove.nor disprove what 
intuition affirms, intuition Is percep
tion.” ' .. . ../ • ’. ■ .

Vibration Is thelaw of. life.. As ruler 
on the physical plane of consciousness, 
-vibration appeals to us In light, heat, 
color and-souh'd;- Even; the- Atomic ele
ments of our bodies obey its mandate. 
The movements of-brain and heart, and 
lungs: respond’ to Its Avili. Breathiflg 
with its multiplied, influences;'and ac
tivities declare -..vibration's' 'rhythmic 
reign. An occult . writer-. Jias beauti
fully Bald, that “Motion is the ever
weaving shuttle of Omnipotence, bring
ing to light the thought of Infinite 
mind.” • ■ •

In the inner temple of each one's be-

1-

L-
tures that pointed back unerringly to 
the time when dur Ijomcs were In the 
forest trees, caves, and even the water. 
He said it was liard to understand 
much that we saw' manifest itself 
through human organisms unless we 
admit tho soul hn’s been clothed in dif
ferent garb than-' to-day. When I 
taught these same facts three years ago 
In the Lyceum over which I presided 
for fifteen years, certain Spiritualists 
kept their children-ar home; they did 
not wish to have' them taught such 
things; yet Dr. Hall had among his lis
teners prominent church people, and 
thinking minds equal to any in this 
city. ' :i

Allowing that Sph’itnallsm is unfolded 
to us from different altitudes, or steps, 
nearly one-halt oftl/ose who rank them
selves as disciples oP otir fn 1th have but 
reached thet ’’test Step” and seem to 
crave no mote'. Wli^ this apathy, must 
history go orfirepenfihg itself for count
less ages? ofcanflof Spiritualists see 
that is the rock updiiwhicli all previous 
religions have met their doom? Knowl
edge brookst m> limits In the lessons 
which she accords ttf her pupils. Have 
a care, you ..who claim to be the pro
gressive miiKls of; the present century, 
else the old «ellglohsi bursting from tlie 
myths and nflats of ages, and seated on 
the wave ofqFrce Thought, will point 
the finger ofeffcorn back at you who 
have lingered;-wlthlniitlie atmosphere of 
your ancestry[ all 'tlieso years- seeking 
“tests.” Up,I(and- bp doing. Gird up 
your loins, aigl regobfe tnat the patient 
angel-world «hall brjng no truth, how
e’er dim or obscure ilt may seem to your 
dull comprehension, .that you will not 
seek to solve.; Send your children to the 
lyceums, wherq.-theyiinay learn common 
sense, ahd not,, go-,flfeeling- their way 
along for fifty, years, as- the parents 
have done who preceded .-them. Rouse 
yourself and step; up in line with the 
age, resolved to learn, all which gentle 
Wisdom may place before you, and 
above all things., speak kindly of one 
another, FRED L- HILDRETH.

“Historical, Logical-and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A Keen and master-
ly treatise. Paper,‘25 cents. For si 
at this officer- > . .... . ,

tie

Of late years the mediums of Mil
waukee have hnd a great deal to con
tend with, by being arrested and classed 
as fortune tellers, and caused no end of 
annoyance. I have not time nor space 
to enumerate the names of the different 
ones who have been subjected to these 
most unpleasant experiences! Some two 
years ago, some of the officials of the 
city visited the Unity Society with the 
express purpose of causing trouble to 
the medium who was then serving the 
society. When they saw the seal of the 
State on a charter which ’ the society 
was working under, as well as a charter 
of the N. S. A., they made the remark 
that they guessed they had better let 
the Unity Society alone, as well as the 
mediums, who were protected by the 
society. But mediums were molested, 
and It is not six months since one had 
tlie unpleasant experience of being 
dragged into court. Let me here say in 
passing, none of the mediums who were 
arrested, at the time of their arrest 
were members of the Unity Society, or 
any other chartered society, so far as I 
know.

There has beep one lawyer who has 
always helped'them out of their dlffi-» 
cutties, and in every case that he has 
tried, he has coinè out successful. I 
refer to James H. Stower; and to-day 
no mediums can And a better advocate 
of their rights than Mr. Stower. Now, 
you Spiritual and liberal people have a 
chance to show your appreciation of 
Mr. Stower, and what he has done for 
the mediums,. 'Mr. Stower lias been 
nominated for Circuit Judge, and I 
tlilnk it it the duty of all of our people 
to show by their ballot they are a power 
In the.land. If Mr. Stower Is elected he 
will be ip a position to help mediums, If 
they should need help, as he cannot be 
in any other wily.

We often say we are an oppressed 
people, and so we are,- in some respects; 
but when we.as a body arise and show 
our strength at the Rolls,’ then, we will 
be able to have laws that are now op
pressive wiped off the statuto book. So 
I pòpe Mr. Slower will be elected, not 
that it is'for me. personally, for I am 
not a resident of Milwaukee, and do not 
expect tò beUbiit I should like to sec 
men who are mot afraid to stand by 
those who are oppressed rewarded.

; . ; G. -H. BROOKS.
“Who Are These 'spiritualists and 

What Is Bpltltuallsm?” A pamphlet of 
¿0 pages by Dri J. -M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents, -For

I sale at this office. - •

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology 3L Christendom.

By ANDREW D. WHITE, ILL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not And in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispcnsible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas ip 
Science.

1 ‘The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought. 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict. It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among tjie great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune. . •

“The most-valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, aS Mr. White shows, there was uo occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.’’—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments. — 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone.’’—Boston 
Daily Advertiser. ' .

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.’”—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.
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AFTER HER DEATH. MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 

, BY LILIAN WHITING.
WHT SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 

tU pages. Ono copy. 11; six coplea, M.

_ . . ... “ ... . . ________  EROM NIGHT TO MORN)
Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality of - . in in* nnntijttthought. Instructive and helpful to-all who love and An APPwt0 ™ Baptist Miurcfa

Bdck the higher and finer ways of spiritual experience, i gg pages. One oopy, 15 cents; ten copies. SL 
Price. 11.00. ForealcatthlBofflcc. 

Old Testament Stbries Comically 
Hlustrated.

By Watson Heston. Prtoe, boards, 11; cloth, 11.50. 
Heston Is Inimitable. »

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Tlie Spiritual Idea of Deatb, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moses llur.L. This pamphlet beildM giving tboSpIr- 
UuallBtlc interpretation of 'many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tho 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price, 
10cents. For sale at this ofilce.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
| 209 pages. Ono copy, bound In doth. Ill PSPCn Q 
j cones.

Eor Balt at thie Office, 40 Loomis Street.

The New and the Old,
Or the World s Progress tn Thought. By Moses ITuIL 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker. 
Trldh 10 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism,

THE SOUL,
Ite Nataro. Relation» and Exprcwlon In Human Bm* 
bodlmenU- Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich« 
mend. by her Guide!. A book that every one who 1» 

.‘Interested In reincarnation should read. Price 11.00.
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel: -------- - *

ngranJ'and noble mon. Price 51.oo.nlu“dcro Snvlor’ !■ Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
* ' A manual, with direction» for the organization and 

> menogoment of Sundar schools. Andrew Jackson 
. Davia, Something indlBpcnsablo. Price 50 cents.HEALTH AND POWER,

*tunffl>ookof Caro«MHtmM Uptaiiiiity.l>y th» ; PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
■Motnanwcanodani powerful moibodi pfnatare, ; :T Helen n.G>ti)<mer. Ono of hoe brlehteet, wit- 
fin R. n; Bnbbltt, M. D., author of JTrimilplM oil nnditrousoit lectures agalnil ths Bible,: Every
fjaht antColor,” “Fhtloaopliy of Curt, 8W>, rnOfc .man should road It abd know her friends and on- 

BoenWlilbtlicrUSecifl*-. .. ——- ;Ziiei. Trice 10 cent!. ■ .

« », 1 _ I
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‘ I STANDING UP FOR JESUS,
to™Jul»rmuiîé;“OTtÂù Or. w’,,t th0 c5'i°r «>o-Itcptblnlrert Minili»* 

it couBrcsatíón!. circle! and iamlllci^ Price 10 cent* I thlnke of him. Price, 4 cent!) twenty ÛTO eppfes tor
*r|7per humlpod. For nloat thlioffice, | boccata, , . .
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PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.
The Overworked Subjective 

Mind.

EVER ONWARD.
Is Man Indeed a Fallen 

Being?

Since the writing of Thomas J. Hud
son upon the “Law of Psychic 1‘heuom- 
end,” tlie whole orthodox world lias 
taken up his theory and is trying to ex
plain away all the phenomena of Spir
itualism by Hudson’s theory of the sub
jective mind, which lie declares is al
ways subjective to suggestion, the 
whole orthodox world ought to arise in 
one vast assemblage and call Mr. Hud
son blessed for offering them such an 
easy, explanation of phenomena unit 
have' for so many long years been at-, 
tributed solely to the Devil. Of course, 
with the advance of .education and lib
eral thought the Devil theory was worn 
threadbare aud becoming untenable, 
and as Mr. Hudson wrote his book at 
such an opportune time it almost robbed 
the Devil of his entire reputation as a 
wonder worker. ;

There is anotller class of people— 
pseudo-scientists called hypnotists (a 
great many of whom have but 11 very 
superficial knowledge of the subject of 
hypnotism even) who are greatly re- 
lieveij by the subjective mind,theory as 
advanced by Sir. Hudson. ' ■

You may ask the average Jiypnotist 
what he thinks of the phenomena of 
»Spli-ltuallsni, and he will smile & very 
knowing little smile and tell you that 
Spiritualism can all be explained by 
hypnotism, that it is all a trick of the 
subjective mind. Then just iu ratio to 
his ignorance upon the subject he will 
try to enlighten you by telling you he 
can hypnotize a good subject and by 
telling* him he is General Grant or some 
other equally renowned personage he 
can make him believe it, too; then atld: 
“It’s all the subjective mind, sir, as

In striving to illuminate that import
ant subject with the light of reason and 
to .hying forward for consideration tlie 
arguments for and against that condi
tion of ilfd which is the foundation of 
the plan of human redemption j and 
progress believed by those adherents of 
orthodox creedallsm, which by' assert
ing the fact that the human race some 
time in the remote past were nearer the 
angelic state and have retrograde^ 
from that almost attained condition; 
and thut fact furnishing the material, 
out of which Is constructed the doctrine 
of vicarious atonement, which by lay
ing the burden upon others lias released 
the Individual from violated moral and 
spiritual law and restores them to that 
perfect state from which, it is held by 
that class of thinkers, the human race 
has fallen. In'dealing with a condition 
of life that has such an admixture of 
truth and error, spiritual light and 
darkness; in the separating of one from 
the other it cannot be by- fusing them 
into one musd, but by patiently direct
ing that condition of life, and placing 
the unalloyed truth where it can be 
s£en and become a beacon light to the

Thomas J. Hudson says."
Then he draws himself up in a self

satisfied manner and really seems to 
think he has explained something, but 
to save his life he could not tell what.

Now, I am pretty thoroughly disgust
ed with this subjective and objective 
mind theory, when in reality there is

• nothing lu it but “a name.” There is 
certainly no such a thing as a subject
ive mind per sc nor an objective mind 
per se or as separate entitles. There is 
certainly but one mind to each Individ
ual, but there is a certain condition of 
the one mind a condition of mono-idea
tion where the immediate physical 
sense stimuli are partially withdrawn 
when the function of Ideation Is cur
ried on automatically, the mind acting 
and reasoning from data previously ob
tained while the physical senses were 
all In active operation, that can very ap
propriately be called the subjective con
dition of the mind. That a man's mind 
(or spirit) may leave the body and be 
seen at a distance while the liody still 
lives, is. 1 think, a demonstrated fact; 
but note, it is all the mind he has 
that does this, the body being iu the 
condition of trance or the most pro
found slumber aud for the time being 
knows nothing of its surroundings. No 
objective mind there.

On the other hand, when in the ob
jective state, with all of the physical 
senses In active operation, there is no 
subjective mind there, for the same 
reason as above stated that this partlc- 
lar state constitutes the whole mind at 
this particular time, consequently the 
terms objeetive-and subjective minds 
per se (as used by Mr. Hudson and cith
ers) are misnomers and onlj’ serve to

MEDIUMS-HYPNOTISM.
Warning Against Serious 

Dangers.
To the Edlior:—Some time ago I con

tributed a few articles to The Progress
ive Thinker wlilclt gave the Impression 
to some who wri^te to me for advice, 
that my development was higher or at 
any rate different from what it is. I do 
not pose as a high authority, but trying 
to be reasooable I shall invoke, that 
highest and ultimate authority referred 
to by Paul as the God “who is not far 
from any one ot you,” ,and shall, with 
your kind permission, address myself 
to those newly interested in this move
ment, endeavoring to “feed my lambs.”

In all great spiritual awakenings the 
“lawgivers,” the ’ "masters,” the 
“saviors,” sought first to teach their 
disciples certain principles or doctrines 
before initiating them into the mys
teries, so that they should not be 
"blown about with every wind.” If the

enquiring soul.
In that work great wisdom is needed 

to present the truth of the fact In au ac
ceptable form, that man Is and ever lias 
been rising. To those who have been 
schooled In the doctrine that the golden 
age was in the past, aud that the pres
ent Is only a feeble imitation, our posi
tion may not appear consistent. The 
tendency almost universally is to overex
alt past conditions of life, and to mourn 
that it is not as it was in the ages that 
have passed. In all phases of life, 
whether religious or political, that pro
pensity is abnormally dominant. We 
hear of political orators descantingupon 
the glories of the revolutionary era of 
our country, and In portraying the lofti
ness of character of those who at that 
time battled for human liberty; repre
sent that we their children have woe
fully degenerated. As for the apprecia
tion of those noble lives who suffered 
for the truth, our endorsement is given 
without reservation. But they had their 
black sheep then as well as we have 
them now, and to assert that the body 
of people then occupying the country 
were superior to the present ones 
evinces either a lack of insight Into his
torical facts or a fossilized mental con
dition that has resided so long in' the 
past that the present with its grand op
portunities and lofty Inspiration encour
aging us to advance lias not been seen 
or lias been neglected and forgotten.

Could our revolutionary leaders, even 
the Immortal Washington if he had 
been placed in the position of our own 
beloved Lincoln, have developed a 
higher type of statesmanship or more 
exalted wisdom In dealing with that 
momentous problem ou which hung so 
delicately balanced the question of the 
rights of man and human liberty? We 
answer in the negative.

Every age lias its duties and respon
sibilities and any Intelligent student of 
human progress, while viewing the 
present conditions of civilized society 
will see and admit that the irrepressible 
conflict is comiug and that the century 

i soon to be ushered in will be called to

confuse tlie investigator. Such terms 
If used at all should be used lu refer
ence to two particular states of the one 
mind and not to two different minds of 
the one individual, as Mr. Hudson et 
nl have it.

Another fallacy taught by Mr. Hud
son Is that all subjective phenomena 
nre amenable to control by suggestion. 
We will admit tills proposition on cer
tain conditions. When the controlling 
spirit is in the fleshly body of (a good 
hypnotist) the subjective mind of the 
subject Is controlled by suggestion of 
the operator, the mind being in the con
dition above referred to of mono-idea
tion induct'd by intense objectivity on 
the part of the operator plus the com
plete passivity ou the part of the sub
ject when the subject is made to see, 
feel, hear and taste things that have no 
immediate relationship to him. This 
we call hypnotism, and it might be 
called telepathy at short range.

In this condition the subject Is more 
or less completely controlled by sugges
tions from the operator, but very im
perfectly if at all, by a third party with 
whom ho Is not en rapport.

If the subject Is controlled by a spirit 
out of the body (mediumship) he sees, 
bears, tastes, etc., as the controlling in
fluence (or mind of the cxcarnate manj 
wills that he should, and is more or less 
completely dominated by the operator, 
just ih ratio to his subject's complete 
passivity and willingness to be so jon- 
trolfed. and in this sense is subject to 
control by suggestlon't.telepnthlcally to 
be true, as lu the ease above) of the

visions of our modern seers are at all 
reliable, there exists In the spirit realms 
about and above us many states dr so
cieties recognizing various governing 
principles, and we shall attract to us 
spirits from that sphere whose cher
ished principles are like those we,recog
nize, although by keeping a humble 
frame of mind we hold an ofien door to 
those visitors from a higher realm than 
we may yet be in harmony with, for to 
establish harmony we must not only 
acknowledge but embrace and assimi
late those distinctive principles that 
separate one realm from another—that 
winnow the wheat from the chaff, for 
as a man thlnketh in his heart so Is he. 
And here Is a paradox, that what Is too 
high for one seems to him evil as much 
as what is beneath him, because he 
cannot harmonize with it, and thus we 
find tlie “good” men according to pre
vious standards always stoning the 
prophets and crucifying the saviors be
cause they lifted nobler standards and 
raised principles not altogether dis
regarded, it is true, but given scant 
recognition to the most important place 
in the code of ethics. If tills movement 
called Modern Spiritualism have the 
divine sanction it must mean something 
new in this abstract way, it must make 
the “dry bones rattle,” it must call for 
a recognition of what has been obscured 
and for a correction of what lias been 
wrong in our relationship one to 
another and to the spirit or angel 
world. It must hold up—
"Some great cause, God's new evangel, 

offering each the bloom or blight,
Parts the goats upon the left hand at)d 

the sheep upon the right.”
It is not enough, as so many suppose, 

that we believe in possible Intercourse 
with spirits, and diligently go about to 
furnish conditions favorable for such 
intercourse. There is not anything in 
this to make us a "peculiar people” or 
mark a distinctive movement. Men of 
all ages and all climes have done this 
very thing, and to-day the Si wash of 
Alaska and the native of darkest Africa 
astonish travelers with their miracles, 
and their traditions prove that no

the image of God., .It la also of prime 
importance that you fanjjliarlze your
self with the thougljt that matter per
vades the universe,; ana not only the 
spiritual body I sfifcak $ but all the 
phenomena that engage,,^he attention 
of spirits are as reaian(£yubstantlal as 
the granite mouutylns )yc know. The 
old Idea that our afpiosplpre only ex
tends forty-five miles, any. that beyond 
is vacuity, and that spirits flout about' 
in that emptiness, living in illusions, is 
false. The essential diffet'eyce Ipetween 
the matter ot our spirit reali^is and that 
of the earth itself Js lu r^pement, as is 
also that betwee^ the^jfliyslcal and 
spiritual body. ' •,' ,

This that if cijUed }tye "theory of 
vibration,” 't{> edilajn liow minds 
affects matter and iii affyf^ed.by it, but 
which is properly speaking no longer a 
theory but a demoqstrafed truth, is the 
only one to satisfy a scientific mind. 
And be sure of, IJ Is,, that a scientific 
mind is not arid can ribver be one of 
those cold, mechanical, unemotional 
minds. In such there is au atrophy of 
the highest quality of mind- And here 
is what makes the angels weep in re-

tlon of mind over mind, to the can
celling of' that ’ precious 'individuality 
which is the masterpiece of the Infinite. 
When i am weary or afraid and feel 
my feet slipping Away over the preci
pice into the phantom pit, I shall call 
for my superiors aud try to lie on their 
breast as a child, aud 1 have never beeu 
betrayed when doing so, but like a child 
again, when 1115’ fears are .quieted I de
light to exercise my own weak legs so 
that I also may become a man.

Arid out of this hideous notion that 
mediumship' is au artificial condition 
eoibes this singing “Nearer, My God, to' 
thee” or “Beulah Land," as if each one 
were turning a grindstone, and even 
formal prayers with extra big words, 
"just merely, you know,-to produce the 
conditions necessary, etc.” Where there 
is true spirituality there Is life in what
ever devotional exercises are gone 
through.

Beware above all things of this in
sincerity and motive to trot out your 
spirit friends as a lot of pet monkeys 
to ¿ratify simply the curiosity of men. 
It Is true that those who have little

viewing rhe Spiritualist movement to
day, that so many seem to regard me
diumship as a sort, of profession or. 
trade to be learned, and not what it 
really is,, tlie birth into and growth of 
a life to be lived and loved.

As a result of this damnable notion 
that it is an artificial condition to be 
secured by any and all means, we have 
among us everywhere those emissaries 
of evil who, having little capacity or 
desire for the things of a higher life, 
have mastered t'hs art of hypnotism,

trifling manifestations formed

deal with problems which by comparing 
the mighty forces involved will dwarf 
Into insignificance all the struggles for 
advancement, that hav.e taken place in 
the past.

While recognizing the fact that the 
present century which will soon be 
numbered with the past ages has had' 
its share of criminal records, it has also 
had a glorious record of noble deeds 
done by Individuals and nations triin- 
sceudlng in magnitude and results any 
of its predecessors, and that the com
ing one will be superior to the present, 
every lover of progressive life firmly 
believes.

We fail to fully understand how any 
rational soul can entertain the idea.that 
the nineteenth century civilization with 
all of Its false and Inharmonious condi
tions is not in advance of the ancient 
civilizations of Egypt, Greece and 
Rome. It probably comes from the 
habit of ancestral worship. They passed 
away because they had fulfilled their 
mission; attained unto the highest de
velopment possible for that type of race 
unfoldment. But all of the truth gained 
through their conflict and struggle and 
triumph over what we may' term the de
moniac forces of life has not been lost 
to the human race as a whole, though 
for centuries it was seemingly buried 
from sight in the struggle that the 
younger races were making to evolve a 
new and higher civilization.

The roll call of time’s bugler is stead
ily being sounded and the procession is 
marching on. Our modern civilization 
Is here for a time only; it is not eternal.

operator, but very little if at all by a 
third party unless this third party is in 
complete telepathic rapport, which very 
rarely happens. This is Spiritualism, 
telepathy (at possibly long range) be
tween the excarnnte spirit of the oper
ator and the mind of the medium lu the 
subjective state.

When Mr. Hudson was investigating 
Spiritualistic phenomena and controll
ing the same by suggestion he was deal
ing with hypnotism; his skepticism of 
spirit communion, coupled with his de
termination to prove his theory that 
“all subjective phenomena are con
trolled by suggestion” repelled all spir
its but his own and he was left with the 
medium for a subject nnd he continued 
to experiment to prove his pet theory 
true, but in assuming control of the 
medium he unconsciously changed the 
phenomena from a Spiritualistic seance 
to a hypnotic performance.

It Is a fact well-known by all investi
gators of Spiritualism who have made 
a very thorough study of the phenom
ena that spirit communications are not 
controlled by suggestion, and that when 
you think you find an exception to this 
rule you have mixed phenomena— a 
mixture of Spiritualism and hypnotism, 
with possibly clairvoyance and auto
suggestion or self-hypnotlzatlon as a 
side-light to help mystify the mind of 
the Investigator.

Telepathy is the law of spirit com
munion and is the law governing spirit 
control and is more or less constant be
tween Individuals in the flesh who are 
thinking and living along the same lines 
or who are en rapport, but it Is only 
under favorable conditions that these 
telepathic communications can be made 
impressive enough to’be recognized by 
the mind of the Individual while lu the 
active or objective state.

Blit when the spirit leaves the body 
and is freed from its material environ
ments, the faculty of thought transfer- 
rence becomes perfect, and telepathic 
communication becomes the perfect law 
of spirit communion.

• GEO. F. SEVERS, M. D.

the
groundwork of their religious systems. 
But tlie adoption of certain principles 
or rejection of them form the impassa
ble gulf between them. So it ever must 
be with us, and I find that"! cannot har
monize so well with many so-called 
Spiritualists as I cau with some Pres
byterians. Papists or Agnostics, because 
the latter may come nearer recognizing 
the principles 1 cherish than tlie former, 
although as other things being equal 
size is an emblem of strength, so other 
things being equal, the more medium- 
istlc one is the better I can sympathize. 
I have violated my nature and blunted 
my intuitive faculties by assuming it 
my duty to tune my harp to other keys, 
because those were called Spiritualists 
who sang a strange song.

We note from history that after tlie 
first enthusiastic outbreak people

It will take its place in tlie fossilized 
ranks of a dead civilization; but over 
its tomb and on its ruins will be reared 
a structure representing a higher un- 
foldment of human life, the grandeur 
and glory of which cannot, by even tlie 
most advanced and Illuminated souls be 
seen in its beauty and perfection.

The golden age Is in the future, not in 
tho past, and while we see around us 
life’s imperfect models, and realize the 
need of the heavenly artist's hand to re
move the blemishes that we see mar 
their beauty, remember that they once 
were more Imperfect than at present, 
and that the strokes of a divine master 
artist nre removing those blemishes and 
developing their hidden beauty, unfold
ing It Into a more perfect life.

The doctrine of vicarious atonement 
which is a result of the belief that man 
is a fallen being cau onlj- be true in

•“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcistn. 
A -Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lock wood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale nt tills office.
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aud intoxicated with self-conceit 
imagine they can "develop” or force 
into the heavenly Ifliid their poor sub
jects only to procure a sort'of spiritual 
abortion. That hypnotism is an art 
aud not a true spiritual gift, is evident 
from the fact that the coarsest and 
least spiritual people become more or 
less proficient in It, Not only this, but 
In France they hypnotize by machinery, 
having the subject guze at revolving 
lights, etc. It is an art that is some
times used by the most spiritual men 
aud exalted spirits, who use it only as 
is necessary. No true spirit loves to 
practice this art, any more than a good 
physician loves to administer chloro
form. In the hands of Incompetent and 
unscrupulous persons it Is simply the 
black art, against which the true seers 
of all ages have warned us. As you 
love your soul you ¡will be careful that 
no man who is not ,at least as spiritual 
as yourself shall exercise that art on 
you while in a sensitive condition. If 
he be, as many of tljese hypnotists are, 
wholly of the earth, he will simply shut 
the gates against your spirit friends. 
If he be only less ¡¡piritual than your
self, he shall only open them to a class 
of spirits who are o¡ut of harmony with 
you aud wlipt is. described by the 
Apostles as "joy injlie holy ghost,’’ or 
“the peace that pas^pth all.understand
ing" will never come to you.

So many have the notion that they 
only need “to be cqntrolledi” in order to 
become true mediums, sepk out these 
hypnotizers and are led into a realm of 
delusions. They ge,t so that they see or 
"sense" the pictures made in astral 
matter or our aurft as we think—for 
wo simpe this plastic substance with 
every thought vibyation-vtind give it 
out as revelations from the: angel world. 
You can get little from them but echoes 
of your own mind, and Jliey are often

always long for “the flesh pots of 
Egypt,” and gradually seek to in
corporate the old forms and ceremonies, 
dogmas and traditions, into the new— 
to set up again the old standards, to 
return to their idols. To-day this our 
movement is sought to be made of little 
account by many leaders, because they 
recognize no peculiar or distinctive 
array of principles about it. The Spirit
ualist is weighed in the old balauces, 
measured by the old standard, aud if 
he do not conform thereto “his name is 
Dehnls." This must be guarded against. 
You must not put new wine into the 
old bottles.

I have no desire to design a creed or 
formulate any dogmas at all to which 
I wottld have any one subscribe in order 
to give him a “standing” among Spirit
ualists or the movement a standing 
among other sects. The idea is utterly 
repugnant to me, among other reasons 
because it is no guarantee that the sub
scriber appreciates the principles to 
which he subscribes. Indeed, the less 
he cares about principles the readier he 
is to get a standing in this simple way, 
as the less an emigrant cares about gov
ernments the quicker lie declares his 
Intentions so that he may get whatever 
political sop may be had.

But I can perhaps in a general way 
call attention to something which the 
true friends from beyond would have 
us regard, and £pr which they labor to 
pave the way for communication with

this sense. We all suffer together, 
the Innocent and the guilty, and must 
help bear-one another’s burdens. The 
environments of undeveloped life that 
hold down the least progressed have 
their influence to a greater or less ex
tent over the more advanced; we must 
progress together, none cau be left be
hind. Any wrong committed upon any 
portion of human society by any indi
vidual or association of individuals, 
whether legal or not, society must suf
fer and atone for those wrongs. Some
times it is left for oncoming generations 
to perform that duty; and then again 
the results come quick. Those who 
through an exalted spiritual sympathy 
aud love, working with an untiring zeal 
for advancement suffer the most be
cause of the sensitive structure of their 
spiritual organism.

While it Is the destiny of such minds 
to do all they can to atone for wrongs 
done, they cannot change that law, 
written in letters of light, "that whatso
ever a man soweth that shall he -also 
reap.” The law of compensation Is sure 
and no one can remove from any soul 
the results of that law. Only by leav
ing the lower and striving for the high
er life can we take our place in the 
rank's Qf those who up the hill of pro
gression are ;6n ward pressing... ;

The boundary line that separates the 
known from' tho unknown is constantly 
being moved forward, and what was 
formerly In the realm of the mysteri
ous, where mankind by the law which 
controls the undeveloped life was pro
hibited from entering, has been un
locked, nnd as the advance guard takes

(Continued, on page 7.)

spirituality which reaches the heart of 
hearts do acquire a mediumship, which, 
not having affected the heart, yet gluts 
for a little the intellectual part, and 
this rabid intellectuality cries ever for 
more and more and gets more ravenous 
with every feed. The liarmonial man 
has the affections dominate the in
tellect, and whatever does not touch the 
affections he knows is an apple of 
Sodom. The two kinds of mediumship 
alluded to here are two mental states 
described in the poem:
Beautiful are the heralds

That wait at Nature's door, 
Crying: Oh, traveler, enter in

And taste the master's store. -
Enter, they cry, to a kingly feast 

Where all may venture near;
A thousand beauties for the eye, 

And music for the ear.
So some kneel down and enter 

With reverent step and slow,
While calm airs fraught with fragrant 

scent
Breathe round them as they go.

Gently they pass mid sight and sound, 
And the sunshine round them sleep

ing,
To where the angels Faith and Love 

The inner gates are keeping.
But those who have not bent the knee 

Will smile at this my story,
For though they entered the temple 

gates .
They know uot the inner glory. •

J. T. MACDONALD.
.Vancouver, B. C.

as much In cominunieatldp wlfli your 
angel friends as one who looks at a dis-' 
torted picture of Windsor Castle is 
dining with the ^ucen mf England. 
Even when their own imagination does 
not. comprise thretWfourtli.s of the mes
sage, it Is unreliable. They are simply 
"lying prophets whp say 'thus saith .the 
Lord,’ when, the Lord.'hath.not. spoken.”

There is Indeed a sort of development 
or exaltation Into a super physical state, 
but we must bear.Ju mind, for it is 
patent always to the most casual ob
server. that there is little of what may 
be termed "soul satisfying” to them
selves or anyone else in It. “He that 
entereth not in at the door but climbeth 
In some other way, tlie same Is a thief 
and a robber.” The true njedlum must 
have the power of seeing those visions 
or thought forms, but also must, as 
those of old, understand them to be 
such pictures and be in such actual 
communication with the painter of 
them as to “ask the angel what these 
things mean,” for they are as 
ephemeral as the drunkard's snakes, 
and one in the purely subjective stale 
generally is as muc'h in the real spirit 
homes as tlie Australian who looks at 
a panorama of London is in that city.

them. It is nothing to them that you 
sign your name beneath the purest 
array of axioms, but that you learn to 
recognize the man or woman who loves 
and lives these truths, and give the 
right hand of fellowship to such when
ever or wherever met, is the cause of 
rejoicing in heaven. There are many .jn 
the churches who, like Naainan, the 
leper, bow the knee to Rlmmon In 
obedience to t’heir Intellectual superiors, 
who in their hearts are truest Spiritual
ists. Above all else exercise your 
spiritual faculties in learning to know 
your true brother. I acknowledge the 
universal brotherhood, but there are 
various degrees In that order and while 
one is working in the thirty-third de
gree another may be in the first, and 
your duty toward that brother is modi
fied by his advancement. . _

Perhaps the first requirement of a 
real Spiritualist is to get rid of the 
■ridiculous notion which is peculiar to 
Protestantism, that a spirit Is some in
definable, Incomprehensible, shapeless 
nothing floating around in vacuity—a 
sort of geometrical point endowed with 
illimitable intelligence and either utter
ly and monstrously wicked and ma
licious or so good that they can know 
neither joy nor grief any more than an 
iceberg. This vicious idea that a man 
is more like the gods as he is cold and 
unresponsive and unsympathetic is 
founded upon such a foggy idea of 
spirit life. Of course if you are de
veloping true mediumship you heed 
little earthly teaching1 to",remind you 
that a spirit has a body br instrument
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AN ARRAIGNMENT
Of Societary Conditions and 

Results.
To the Editor:—The electrocution of 

Mrs. Place In Sing Sing, New York, is 
to the philanthropist an object lesson. 
No other state in the nation could have 
more successfully executed such a ne
farious deed as to take the life of one of 
its subjects, who, under Its constitution 
is not recognized as a citizen, not hav- 
eqtMtl rights and privileges, but must 
submit to/the laws forced upon her 
even unto death.
Only a woman forsaken by all, 
Left alone In her darkness and sin, 
To enter the portals immortal, con

demned.
But when we consider the fact that 

according to the report of the Board of

He Was a Match for Moody.
The last time Mr. Moody—that saver 

of souls aud defender of monopolists— 
was in Boston, he had an experience 
which did not help to increase his 
growth In grace.

He was talking In Tremont Temple, 
and that magnificent*building was well 
filled with a crowd of pious and curious 
people, attracted by the fame of this 
Jumbo of evangelists.

On this particular occasion his es
pecial object of nttaek was the Jewish 
people. He berated them for their 
Ignorance of the Scriptures. He de
nounced them for their faith in tlie 
Talmud. He thundered at them for 
their rejection of Christ. He declared 
their sins to be Inexcusable and their 
obtuseness to be criminal. They could 
not, he said, understand the plain 
teaching of their owh'Blble.,

At this point a young Hebrevf Social
ist, a clever and moral young man, 
could uot endure the tirade of abuse 
any longer. He rose to his feet nnd 
asked permission to put a question to
the speaker.

The chairman consented, nnd the
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Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents.
Social Upbuilding, .

Including Co operative Systems and the Hupplnese 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents..
Health and Power. ‘

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents; Leaf .9% 
85 cents.
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Ciotb, 
11; paper, 50 cents.
Principles of Light and Color.

One of the greatest books of the age, 05; by m&U 
82 cents extra.

The To-Morrow of Death.
---OR THE---

SnW^h7suP.e of New YoZ in Future Life According to Science. 
.. ... b XT__  r».» <5 Ui.ranlr 1 vr »i .the cities of New York and Brooklyn

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.alone, seven thousand young women go 
insane every year for the want of suffi
cient clothing and food, and when we 
find that the preachers throughout the 
country, approve, support and sustain 
the laiv in dealing out death to their 
subjects, we cau only in passing judg
ment say, that as Mrs. Place prayed to 
the God of this people who took her 
life, perhaps she, too, was suffering 
with mental derangement at (he time mentions Splrituuibte u -devotee« of a new auper- , 1 ® «„Pi.IhU prime for etltion.’’etc., etc.. In which be inanlfeste the tuualshe committed the telllule a line 101 : an|mU8 oftJlO ••B€|entliic Clasa,’' yet he says again: 
which she naid her life. I “Taore Isa true and respectable Idea in Splrltualltm,’

.1 I . . ♦’/x.mIKIvt i-mnitiilpfl nf and regards as proved “the fact of comninnluHlonAnd are we not foitlblj H.imndjd 01 ^^^guperiminansandthe inhabitants of Earth;” 
the fact that something is radically • aUdacgoes on to relate instances ot fact in evidence.

•> 'Phi» l.nv^ which nre Intended There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy inwrong? Lhe laws whlcn aic lliuuuiu the authors’« Ideas, but the wen-read mind will readily
to restrain US have no power to lessen select and arrange the pros and coua, and one of the 

i~, m-o full «mi'lums are whole will find not only good mental culture, outcrime. Prisons me run, as}iums ait ( much va|Uable information. The auUxcr holds the
overflowing, almshouses can not admit । theory of reincarnation. Price tLOO, Fo® «ale at 
Iha thmnra who «re wending their way tbl®office.the throngs who are wending their way 
thitherward. The God who can smile

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. K. CROCKEE. \

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Thh fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It ia written 
In that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
enbfeet» In adaptation to 111« needs ot the general 

■reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even

serenely from bls throne In heaven, 
and allow such injustice to be 
dealt out in the name of law, In 
the name of justice, in the name of 
mercy, love and compassion, died nev
ermore to be resurrected, tifty-one 
years ago, when that beaytiful truth, 
Spiritualism, spread its beneficent rays 
upon.us. immortal heroes of the past 
are still with us and not until the dark
ness of past ages Is entirely obliterated 
from the minds of earth’s children will

Bitt I am getting away from my sub
ject and propose to warn you agninst 
these hypnotists of a low spirituality, 
who are like cormorants on the watch 
for a carcass, and with a cold and un
sympathetic eye watch out for sensi
tives and take delight in nothing but 
controlling them. "The devil goeth 
about seeking whom he may devour.” 
They are generally more successful 
with those who are of a delicate organ
ization but whose spiritual aspirations 
have never been properly aroused, for 
the angel world fights off their full con
trol of one they can themselves ap
proach, even when foolish enough, as I 
have been, to wilfully come near sur
rendering (for I never fully submitted). 
But I can tell of spiritual darkness and 
misery, and fights with demons. My 
tale would not be so stirring as that of 
the chevalier, nor did I suffer so much, 
but before you are tempted to scale the 
walls of heaven by having one of these 
people try to throw, you over, read and 
ponder on "Ghost Land.”

And these agents of the Prince of 
Darkness themselves generally act in 
Ignorance of the fact that they are 
antichrist. They imagine themselves 
extra high in the favor of heaven, and 
believe that to them is given the keys 
of the kingdom, because they make 
their subjects see Illusions. They learn 
to strut about with such an imposing 
presence as If, llkp. Atlas, their back 
was slightly curved with- the weight of 
the universe. They maybe good men 
in an ordinary sense at iffirst, but soon 
grow to look upon their fellow mortals 
and even their own children as a 
butcher admires ai flock .of sheep. In 
their foreheads Is “the, mark of the 
beast,” and It grows deeper day by day.

flitted to come in contact with the finer 
realities of objects of the'BUper physical 
life, as surely as you possess one fitted 
to come into contact vflth and respond 
to the contact of physical objects—that

young man said: “The Hebrew people 
read the Bible In its original language, 
while you, Mr. Moody, have only read 
translations, and you do not know any
thing of our language. Is it not likely 
that we should understand our Bible 
better than you?"

Mr. Moody grew red In the ^face at 
this exposure of his illiteracy, but re
covered himself, and declared that he 
referred to the “spiritual meaning” of 
the Bible. He asserted that a knowl
edge of Hebrew was unnecessary to 
Christians, because the scriptures were 
to be interpreted by the soul and not 
by reason. .

The young Hebrew at once replied by 
asking a question about the Gospel of 
Matthew. It was impossible to answer 
the question without understanding 
the Hebrew language, and Mr. Moody 
was brought to a standstill.

This made him wax white with right
eous wrath. Titters and half-suppressed 
chuckles came from the galleries, nnd 
groans of disapproval from the front 
seats and in the "amen corner.”

You aspire to seership. They close 
your eyes and lead you 'lnto a 'deeper 
materialism than beforej and persuade
you that you area in spirit land. ‘ Be
cause we abandoifl true'principles and 
become morally diseased; it may be 
necessary sometimes’to’life hypnotized 
to ile freed from Illusions,' not led into 
them: and it may'lie that your spirit 
friends will often Mad yrftt’ into the land 
of shadows, but It; is to1 pass through, 
for they aim to cottie to you as brothers, 
sisters, friends, and' not as masters. 
The exalted ones grieve that you should 
consider it only your duty to be nega
tive or. only aS a dishrag before them. 
They will try and sdy tp_ you or suggest 
as' did the angel Jolin' was' going to 

^worship, “See thou do it not. I am of 
thy. fellow servants. •Worship God,”

How -it must grieve the good in 
heaven to hear so! much talk in. this 
manner—“I ant only !an instrument in 
the hands of the spirit world.!’ In true 
development the.medium is no more an 
•instrument than n.child Is a tool in the

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHICH IB ADDED

VoUey’a Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice . 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens 0 

the Ancients.
they ceiise to visit us. And ue ate .................
„1..^ ronilnr tn bo numbered with Printed on heavy paper, from now plates, In largo,glad, deal reauel, IO uc uuuiuvku «nu cloar typB, W|tll II0rtrnlt and Illustration». Onevol., 
the throng of reformers who are trying poj>t8vo,¿í8pages; paper, w cents; clotb, 75 cents.
to burv the carcass of such a God. I This 1« undoubtedly one of the best aud mort useful 

. t 1 ¿ 1. Q.vtrhnnllciQ bn onvp-i books ever published. It eloquently advocates the And right hue. Spilltualisu, DO Cait I tj(.at|ut(it.eiStHOf)l)ankind, uudelearly poluta out the 
ful lest YOU after carefully putting sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 

* Li rtzvrA wnmnnt pi’PPíl i is supposed to meet in the mlns of Palmyra nn flpparf-

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, tn large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol.,

r. «bo wnrnont creed i 1» supposed to meet In the ruin» of Palmyra un appuri away the old God, the y oinout cu, i tlonur hantu which explain» the true principio — a ... 1    TÌ 1 1.1 P Afl/iloflt ■ ... < . ■ . _ a l_ . « . t  ... _..  . a .. _ a ..and the worm-eaten Bible of Ancient 
priestcraft and paganism, erect in its 
stead rituals aud creeds, pastors and
ceremonies, which will be just as re
pulsive to the broad Intellects and sci
entific researcher as ecclesiastical bom- 
basticism is to you.

Build upon truth unembellished, leav
ing "reverends" of the churches of 
creedallsm.

uuu ur pimutuui, which cxputiun mu into í>huv>|’icb of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and tho
ruin of undent states. A general assembly of the 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, nnd the Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—Is Anally proclaimed 
to an expectant worl-l.

Let us have societies, but not Author of Mr 
churches. They have cursed the world [°";8W0°r'tsScV

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,

---------------- ------- -------------- ------------ , . Mher works. Price -js rents 
long enough and Spiritualism does not. 
need them. Spiritualism embraces all | 
of truth and therefore all reforms come | 
within its domain. Be not afraid to ad-
vocale truth, though It may not be pop-1
ular. All true reformers have
secüted and denounced by the
Let us work together, peaceful if we

'Ilelen Hfrrlow's Vow," “The Occult
••Perfect Motherhood.“ and many

For *alc at this uflicc.

LIFE, A NOVEL.
It beams with advanced thought. and Is fascinating. 

Price. 50 cena.

ä THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
can, to drive fear and treachery off the 
face of mother earth.

He puffed and stammered, and finally 
broke out into a storm of denunciation, 
shouting that such questions were 
caused by unbelief, and prompted by 
the Devil.

He accused the young Hebrew of be
ing in spiritual darkness, nnd unable to 
comprehend "the deep things of God.”

After he had exhausted his rage, he 
paused for breattg and in a moment the 
young man was on bls feet again. 
"May I say only a few words more?” 
he asked politely. The chairman con
sented. and while the great audience 
listened In breathless silence, the youth 
said calmly:

"I will not defend myself from Mr. 
Moody’s charges; but I will tell you a 
short fable to show you how 1 feel. 
Once upon a time a crow and a night
ingale had a dispute as to which of 
them was the better singer. They 
agreed to go for a walk, and leave the 
question to the first person they met. 
So they set out, and proceeded along 
the road till they met a hog. The crow 
and the nightingale told him their dis
pute, and sang their songs. The hog 
listened gravely, and declared that the 
crow had the sweetest voice. The night
ingale said: T don’t object to your de
cision, but I’m sorry that^I have had a 
hog for my judge.’ ”

You may Imagine the consternation 
which this story created. The galleries' 
broke out into applause, and none but 
the aged saints could restrain n smile.

The meeting was soon brought to a 
close. Mr. Moody was suddenly called 
away by some special providence to 
sdine other city, and ,so far as I know, 
he has never returned to -visit the

Muncie’s progressive women are to 
the front again and we have organized 
an International Woman’s Union Label

According to Old Records. 
BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the au«. 
necs of the Riv. Shaku Soyen. d«legaw to tae Par« . . * —* i. i.u. vT-..- ,.. ♦ aIw n.ihtlnr Azi t r. A Anon«au imwuutiuwu •• mcC8 of the r-v. snaKU >oye». wiuoiur-

Leasue. Incorporated March 4, 1S99, jiament ox i«<j1Ir1od8. was lately pubJistedlL^apaa« 
and are now ready to grant charters to ' Pr'ceiL For aue at tai. objm.

' WHITE MAQIO
ana are now reauy to gram cum. 
like organizations. We are working for | 
humanity and the field is indeed broad. 
For information in regard to the work 
address the writer of this article, and
she will be glad to instruct -you in re
gard to its objects and alms.

We have with us this month, serving 
the society of Spiritualists. Mrs. L. N. 
Claman, and it is needless to say she Is 
doing good work.

SARAH A. CROSSFIELD
723 S. Elm street, Muncie, Ind.”

Mrs. Place's Execution.
E. M. Freeland writes rora Pond 

Creek, Okla.: “In the execution of Mrs. 
Martha Place, In the state of New 
York, Monday. March 20, we have an
other terrible example of man’s inhu
manity to man, and especially the 
brutal and reprehensible principle, 'life 
for life,’ of the Bible and Christian 
teachings; and through the editor of 
this valuable paper, I wish to do my 
part toward suppressing this terrible 
and brutal legal murder. Some will say. 
‘Oh, she is a murderess and deserves it.’ 
That she is a murderess seems to be 
proven, and she deserved punishment, 
but in her case life Imprisonment Is a 
just_punlshment and Is not brutal and 
demoralizing, and she would leave am
ple time to forgive herself through long 
and bitter remorse. By this electrocu
tion her blackened and remorseful soul

Taught III “Three Sevan®,’’ a book of 271 pates. It la 
really a very interesting and aujieetiVt 909s. Price 
tl.25- For sale at this office. _

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; - 
Or Self-Justice.

By Lois Watsbrooker. Many have read this book, 
many have re read It. and many others out to read It.. 
It Should he read .by every man and woman In Iba 
land It shows the falsities rampant in r.oacvy in 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrung® 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains n fine likeness Of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 81.00

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth. 11.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faraday 

P.28. Price lucent®.

SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of Ilic Notlonrl with Preface and Note, 

hs- Peter Eckier. Illustrated with view, of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, nt New 
Bochclle, also, portraits of rhomaa Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow. Mary Wollstonecraft. Madame lioland 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominent of Paine a 
friend! in Europe and America. Cloth. «5 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being in investigation of True Fabulous Thfr 
ology. Anew and complete edition, froni new plate® 
andnew type; 186 pages, post 8ro, Paper, 25 cent®; 
cloth, 50 cents.

‘Hub” since. H. N. C.
was driven from her mortal body with-

Common Sense.
A Reroutlonary pamphlet. addressed to the Inhala

they have just such an intellectual and 
emotional consciousness as yourself,' 
■which operates through that body in all- 
Its parts. This body is. similar, gon- 
erallv speaking, to the physical one; or ---- -r- - , .as the scripture says, man is made in. full of spirits that enjoy such domina-

hands of its parents,-andi.what loving 
father or motiiei’i admires to see their 
child an autoniufojn. I knew the air.Is

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finerjtnd 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, lelralng 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere -of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth $1.

"Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ m:d, Thia comprises 
the last part/of Human Culture .and 
Cure. Pa^er cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. , .

••The' World Beautiful.” By Ii! fan 
Whiting, Most excellent in tjieir 1 jgh 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self, -Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale St this office.

VVUD ......... | AKer0UC10D»r).imm|...ic^ ~-
OUt nrenaration. into the great beyond.’ Ilanuof America In ins, with explanatory notice by 
With the awful blight of murder upon«» English author. Paper, «cent».
it. Think of the brutality—a woman i The Rights of Man.
strapped and bound hand and foot, to Lp««» ’ “?h”tr?nchVevoiSm Poasio. sn 
receive the terrible shock which was to 1 pages. Piper, so corn»; cloth, so cent».
burn her life out. And a Governor too 
unfeeling—seared by contact with the

“Tho Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher Intelli
gences, to come Into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit
world. It is written in tltb sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judsqp’s literary works. Price, cloth. 
$1: impel’, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office. -

yEdltli Bramley’s Vision." Vivid de-> 
sci’lptlon ot a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at
this office!.'

paine’ii Complete - 
Theological Works.

Age of Reason. Examination of the Proplittle®, 
Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. Cloth,11-00
Paine’s- Political Works.

Common,Sense, The Crisis, RIahta of .Man, oto. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages. Cloth, IR.WR 
postage, 2(> cents-

~ A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History,

Embracing tho Origin of tho Jews, the Rise sad Dorel« 
eminent of Zoroastrianism and the Derivntlcn of 
Christianity; U> which Is added: "Whence Our Arptt 
Ancestors? ByG. W. Brown, M.U 
waiuabie works over published. Price ttJa

I hut Kaon-La /-»UDK-oS
Before the New York Unitarian Club." Tho tlr.-t time 
In the history of the world thut a Christian Association 
e\cr Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
Tho lecture Is a grand ono, and was received by tho 
Club with continuous ftppinuse from beginning to end, 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed« 
Price 6 cents; t«n copies, 50 cents.. ■
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dr draft on Clilcngo or New York.. It coats from 10 
lo IS cents to get checks cashed ou local banks, so don’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
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No. 40LoomU Street. Chicago, 111. -

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
A, iliero are tbousands who will at flrat venture 

only twentv-flvo cents forTii« I’nconESSivu Thiiikbb 
thirteen weeks, we would auggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several ntbero to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 41 to tiO, or even 
more than the latter sum A iargc number of Htpe 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same aug- 
gestlon will apply iu all cases of renewal of subscrip- 
tions—solicit others to aid tn the gobd work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spirltu* 
allsts to subscribe for Ton PnoGHEmys Ihiukbb, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cent9.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you tor 25 ceutsf Juet pause and tbhft: for » mo
ment what an irtellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish yuu. The subscription price of Tub Pbo- 
GBBB8IVE Tuinkbh thirteen week? is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, suustautial, scul-elevatmg and 
mlnd-refreslilDg reading matter, equivalent to a medfc 
mn-slied bookl
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tJT At expiration ot »ubacrlptlon, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bills wilt be sent for ex
tra numbers.

If you do not receive your paper prompav, 
write to ub, and errors in address will bo promptly 
corroded, aud missing numbers supplied gratis.

. w Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give tbo address of tbo place to wblcb 
It is then sent, or the ebuuae cannot be made.

AN INQUIRER ANSWERED.
■ A lady of education, and a thinker 
withal, whose chureh creed is. getting 
rather slinky, inquired the other day:

"How has the Christiau religion be
come the great power it is, if it origi
nated lu fraud, us many claim?”

This question lias been virtually aitf. 
swered in these columns, but we have 
many uew readers since then, so a brief 
reply will uot be out of order now.

When Constantine became the sole 
emperor! of Rome, the Roman empire 
was the mistress of the civilized world. 
Europe, Northern África, and Asia to 
the Indus was subject to her arms and 
laws. \

At the CJouncil of Nlcéae, A. D. 825, 
what Is now known as the Christian re
ligion was given form, and Constantine 
and his successors, with very few ex
ceptions, recognized that religion, and 
gave It governmental protection. In
deed, it became the state religion.

Without Inquiring into the origin of 
that religion, it Is enough for our pres
ent purpose to state, that it was a re
modeling of tiie ancient pagan worship, 
whose origin is traced to Numa, near 
700 years before our era. Every rite, 
custom, holiday and sacrament of the 
pagan temples were transferred to, and 
became a part of the Christiau system. 
The lesser gods iu the Roman pantheon 
became salnUj. The pagan mythology 
ended with the period named, and what 
is now termed Christian theology suc
ceeded to it.

Although the state religion, its con
quests were not madejit once,_Outside 
kingdoms resisted, a’iid”tbe~most'deso
lating wars followed. The French

tors of such light and . learning as sur
vived in Europe. And. why was this?. 
It was because Constantine, the Great, 
having utilized his power as High 
Priest of the Gods of Rome, and Su
preme Emperor of the whole Roman 
world in favor of Christianity, making 
it the State Religion, the Christian 
Church became mistress of the situa
tion, and got Emperor after Empeior 
not only to increase its power, but also 
to stamp out of existence the literary 
evidence against its own version of the 
nature, origin aud history of the Chris
tian'Faith; the Church itself taking pos
session of all the manuscripts which 
were to be saved, and by securing (t mo
nopoly of the power to educate, thus 
safe guarding and perpetuating its 
powers and privileges.”

This is a powerful ’ Indictment of 
Christianity by one of its own house
hold. . .

ALLIED FORCES.
In mentioning the important aids to 

the cause of Spiritualism, notwlth-, 
standing the emphasis with which we 
dwell upon tiie mighty Influence exerted 
by and through the family circle, it 
would be sheer folly for Spiritualists to 
Ignore or undervalue the importance of 
the education of, the young ip the facts 
and philosophy. •

Children and young people who have 
been schooled experimentally in the 
phenomenal manifestations, in -the sa
cred precinte of the family circle, have 
lii tills practical knowledge a safe
guard against the attacks of both 
c'hurehly and “scientific” antagonism 
aud prejudice. And with a knowledge 
of the philosophy received In the pro
gressive lyceum, and by reading our 
papers, there is little danger or Ukell-

s. FOREIGN COUNTKIE8.
The Progressive Thinker la furnished In the United 

States at ,1.(0 per year, the postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when it Is M-Ilt to foreign countries wo 
arc compelled to chargo Macula extra, ¡tiaklngthe 
yearly aubscrlpllou 01.50. Please bepr Unit In mind.

GOL. R. G. INGERSOLL
■tH.v
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Offer. JeSllS

OUR PREMIUMS

on the premium list now, although it will not be 
ready for delivery until about June 1.

TaRe Notice of the Teims •
“The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth” (and 

The Hull-Covert Debate) and Art Magic will be 
furnished uniil June 1st for 50 cents, when or 
dered with a yearly subscription to The Pro 
gressive Thinker. Both books are elegantly 
bound in the highest style of the art, neatly 
printed on fine P^Pei’i and will be an ornament 
to any library. Tne price of the same to the 
trade is $3.50. ‘? - . .

THE THREE BOOKS. '
• The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth (includ 
ing The Hull-Covert Debate), Art Magic and 
Ghost Land, three large volumes (price $5 when 
spld to the trade), will be furnished for $1 in 
connection with each yearly subscription to The 
; ’regressive Thinker; making only $2 for. these 
hree books and the paper—another illustration

This offer will only hold good until June 1st. 
After that time Art Magic will be withdrawn 
as a premium, to give place alone to the “Occult 
Life of Jesus.”

FIT SUBJECT FOR TEARS.
The Cbiengo Record’s Vienna corre

spondent, !u a special telegram to bls 
paper, published in its issue of March

• 15, says:
“Monastic circles are greatly con

cerned over Hie sensational flight from 
a Gmunden.convent of a young Carmel
ite nun. The devotee fled from iter cell 
at niglil, with the abbess and five sis
ters in hot pursuit. Tiie abbess fell and 

.broke her leg; her companions liad to 
turn to her assistance, and tiie runaway 
readied tiie railway station. Favored 
by the train service, she wits able to 
book for Salzburg and to get away be
fore Iter pursuers came up. At Salz
burg she took refuge with relations, 
who claim for Iter the protection of the 
police.”

■What a frightful picture! The artist 
should portray it with pencil and brush, 
and the whole civilized world should be 
permitted to gaze upon it. The limner 
should be well skilled in delineating the 
human passions, and should depict the 
expression of hate which prompted tiie 

. nun to leave her darkened bigot cell, to 
flee the convent; the fear-* which im
pelled her forward; the uncovered head; 
the streaming ami disordered hair; tiie 
flying robes; the leuglliy strides; the 
panting, almost fainting breath, and 

' feeble calls for nid; and then the five 
Furies of hell in hot pursuit, with de
termination shown to capture the poor 
slave of the church, and drag her back 
to a servitude a thousand times more 
galling than Algerine bondage; more 
probably to a horrible death, such as 
that of poor Saint Frances, gagged, 
bound, smothered, trampled upon, killed 
by bishop, priests, mother superior and 
nuns, then dragged into the cellar and 
covered witli quick lime. See chapter 
XI. "Disclosures of Maria Monk.” All 
this because tbo poor nun had declared 
she wished to escape front the convent 
and: "I would rather die than cause the 
death, of a harmless babe.” The de
scription is too appalling to be given at 
length in these columns. At. Hie risk of 
"writing in a rut" we insist every con
vent, every nunnery, and every place 
the wide world over where the occu
pants are not nt liberty to go at will’, 
should be subject to visit at all times, 
night nnd dny. by government officials, 
with ample authority to release any 
person under restraint, not held l>y jtt- 
iltclal decree of a legal court.

tíb'

./i The great Liberal Divine, Col. 
y Robert G. Ingersoll, preached in 
A Chicago on the evening of March 

19, to an audience that paid him 
thousands of dollars.’ He took for
his text “The Devil.” We had his 
sermon taken down by a rapid 
stenographer as it fell from his 
lips, and it will appear in The Pro
gressive Thinker on April 24. It 
is eloquent, poetical, logical, and 
scintillates throughout with rare 
gems of thought. Millions should 
read it. Send in your orders at 

. once. The paper will be furnished 
for missionary wk at Oûe Cent 
per copy or Seventy-five Cents per 
hundred. We want to send out

at least One Hundred Thousand' Copies contain-
in
or<

this remarkable discourse, 
rs at once.

m your

were subjected in the year 496; the hood that they will turn from the sweet 
Britons in 580; the Saxons in 7S3; the reasonableness of Spiritualism to par- 
Normans in 950; the Danes in 965; the take of the unpalatable doctrines and 
Poles in 996; the Russians in 998; the, dogmas of the churches, falsely labeled

CHRISTIANITY AS SEEN BY 
JAPS.

THE

The Japanese Times, published nt 
Tokyo, as reported by a correspondent 
of the Chicago Record, has been pub
lishing a series of striking articles ou 
the religious situation in that country, 
nnd the comparative condition of Chris
tianity aud Buddhism at ■ the present 
time. Tiie writer is described as a 
Christian. We quote for the edification, 
and we hope Hie instruction of our 
Christian readers:

“Learned men from Japan who went 
. abroad discovered that vice, crime, pov

erty and depravity prevailed to a great
er extent among Christian nations than 
in Japan before Christianity had been 
taught, while those who remained at 
home could not blind their eyes to the 
fact that Immigrants from ' Christian 
nations brought into Japan vices and 
immoral practices which were un
known before their arrival aud would 
not be tolerated by a pagan people. Be
fore tiie Christians arrived the Japa
nese were an honest, innocent, unsus

. .peering people. The Christians took ad
vantage of their condition to swindle 
them, but the Japanese soon learned 

: the tricks, and the commercial Immoral- 
_ ity that is now complained of is due to 

then quiek Imitation of foreign cus
toms."

Bohemians iu 999; the Norwegians in 
1029; the Prussia us lu 1223; the Lutba- 
ulans in 1386. •

To secure these conquests, says Gib
bon, “The fields of battle might be 
traced, almost in every district, by 
monuments of bones.” Some provinces 
were almost wholly depopulated, so 
fierce was the contention, before the 
people submitted to this usurpation of 
their rights.

But the triumph lias never been com
plete. Though brutal laws were enact
ed to protect the priesthood; though it 
was made a high crime to speak or 
write disrespectfully of their sacred 
books; though imprisonment, - confisca
tion of property, torturing relatives of 
offenders, and burning victims at the 
stake became common, it has never 
been accepted by tiie whole people as 
the universal religion even in Christian 
countries.

We hold in our hand as we write, a 
very interesting English work, “Chris- 
tiauity Before Christ,” by John Den
ham Parsons. ’The author is evidently 
a churchman, but au honest oue. We 
quote from pages 15 and 16:

“Notwithstanding the great lapse of 
time since Paul started its [Chris
tianity’s] career ns a supposed world
conquering force; notwithstanding the 
unexampled chances and unequalled op
portunities which it inherited as a re
sult of succeeding in its youth to the 
position of State Religion of the world, 
wide Roman Empire; notwithstanding 
the fact that tiie races over which it 
lias had control have been the most 
strenuous upon tiie face of the earth; 
notwithstanding the dying-out before 
its advancing armies and colonists of 
many a pagan race:—notwithstanding 
all these things the Christian Faith lias 
come to a dead halt! For every genuine 
recruit it obtains otherwise than from 
the nurseries of its followers, two of 
its rank and file at heart waver in their 
allegiance.

THE CAUSE FOR THANKFULNESS- 
^The Swedish Lutheran Conference, 

late in annual session at Rockford. Ill- 
passed a formal resolution at Its close, 
thanking -the Lord of Hosts, the Al
mighty Ruler of Nations.' for the vic
tory of American arms, and gave as a 
reason for such gratulatlons. "because 
It opened the wav to Mission work 
through the outcome of this war.” They 
had no regrets to express for the sacri
fice of human life, the wretchedness 
and misery entailed on women and chil
dren. the desolation of homes, the waste 
of national and individual treasure, the 
depopulation of a country, the lowering 
of morals and the increase of crime 
that flow as a national result from war. 
and uo sorrow for the humiliation and 
■defeat of the contestants, and the sup
pression of the native instincts for free
dom. because "it opens the way for mis
sions.” Extension of church rule'is 
paramount to all else by the clergy who 

-controlled that, synod, really because It 
enlarges their field of labor.

“As a nu 
Christians, 
individuals.

nf as
despite the noble efforts of 

is. as a whole, losing
«¡ajjjid. Kot only has Christianity, 
with all its advantages, failed, even in 
eighteen centuries, to secure even the 
nominal suffrages of one-half—much 
less of the whole—of human kind, but 
the proportion which those who honest
ly believe in its distinguishing dogmas 
bear to the remainder of our race, is un
doubtedly decreasing.

Writing "as a son of the church.” as 
Mr. Parsons states, we copy a para
graph on pp. 22. 23. which may be val
uable in this connection:

"Some Christians think even Civiliza
tion came into the world after, and as a 
result of the advent of Jesus. As a 
mater of fact, however, a high state of 
civilization existed in various countries, 
at various times, thousands of years be
fore our era. And as to the Roman 

■ Empire-and the countries mto which 
that -work; in Itself _was ultimately 
split up, it is well known that as Chris
tianity triumphed so Civilization died 
olih Whatever may have been the 
cause, none can deny the fact that the 
Dark Ages followed close in the wnke 
of the conquering Church. It is true 
the Monks were for centuries the eeu-

Christianity.
First aud of primary Importance 

among the agencies for the culture of 
Spiritualism in the minds of children 
aud all young people is the family cir
cle. It is here that the foundation is 
and may be laid, flrm, solid and strong, 
of practical experimental knowledge of 
phenomenal facts, making a substantial 
basis for the beautiful philosophy, 
which, after so firm a foundation is 
laid, appeals with double force to the 
common sense, the reason, the senti
ment of natural justice, and the higher 
ideals of humanity.

To the mind thus imbued with the 
knowledge of Spiritualism, there is no 
room for belief in an omnipotent tyrant, 
frowning In dire anger upon his off
spring, and dooming millions to an end
less hell.

There is reason to fear that Spiritual
ists, too many of them, do not justly es
timate the importance, the necessity, of 
this primary education and induction 
into the facts and philosophy of Spirit
ualism. Instead of the family circle 
and.the progressive Ijgeum for their 
children, they are permitted to absorb 
the abhorrent ideas and doctrines 
which orthodox Sunday-schools instill 
Into their minds.

This is a great wrong to your chil
dren, as well as to the cause of truth as 
embodied in Spiritualism. Spiritualists 
wrong their own household by such a 
course, and work almost irreparable in
jury to their children, whose views of 
spiritual and religious things become 
distorted by the teachings received in 
tiie Sunday-school, and the work of out
growing and casting off the falsities of 
their early teaching is often a weary 
and painful operation of many years' 
duration. They should be saved from 
all this pain and meutal suffering; and 
this will be accomplished by a knowl
edge of the sweet and beautiful truths 
of Spiritualism, as learned in the fam
ily circle aud the lyceum. -

And here, again, let It. not be forgot
ten that there is an efficient ally of the 
family circle and the lyceum, some
thing which will in great measure sup
ply the place of either or both of these, 
if need be: and that is the children’s 
paper, "The Lyceum,” published week
ly by Tom Clifford, 1905 Pearl street, 
Cleveland. O.. at 50 cents a year, or 25 
cents for six months. It is bright, clean, 
cheery, beautiful—just the right paper 
for children and young people—and 
should be in every Spiritualist family.

With these allied forces in possession 
of the field, aided of course by the Spir
itualist newspaper, Spiritualism will 
not only withstand every attack, but 

.. will march Invincibly, onward to rapid 
victory

In compliance with the Divine Plan which we 
inaugurated two years ago, the profits of this 
office have to a certain extent

. FLOWED DACK INTO THE POCKETS
of our subscribers. Many hundreds of dollars 
have been thus expended, and the result has 
been most '¿ratifying. Thousands of bpoks of 
great literary, historical, spiritual and occult 
value have been sent out at less by far

THAN THE ACTUAL COST,
to enrich the minds of the valions readers, as 
well as ! to ¿race the shelves of their libraries. 
We hate béen instrumental in laying the sub
stantial foundation, for spiritualistic libraries in 
thousands of homes, which otherwise would nev
er have .heard of Ghost Land or Art Magic, and 
this has, beep accomplished by only the expendi
ture of a few cents on the part of those who de
sired thé > premiums. , ,

We now take great pleasure in announcing a

. NEW PREMIUM
for the coming year, which commences June 1st, 
and at that time, or a little before, this extraor
dinary Work will make its appearance. It is en
titled

“The OggIiIT Life of
Jeslis of Nazareth.”

It Is Interesting, Fascinating and Astounding In 
: Its Revelation,

and it will attract fully as much interest and win 
as high appreciation as Ghost Land and Art 
Magic. This work, like Ghost Land and Art 
Magic, was published many years ago, and after 
a few copies were sold, the plates were destroyer 
in the great Chicago Fire, and thus the publica
tion has quietly slumbered until resurrected, as 
it-were, by The Progressive Thinker, for the pur
pose of printing fresh editions to go ftffth to its 
thousands of readers to interest, and instruct. 
The medium through whom 'this remarkable 
book was written was Alexander Smyth, and the 
spirits who. .controlled him yvere
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SAUL AND JUDAS,

NOT MARKETABLE.
"If you print a thing without a text, 

and without the name of a sermon, it is 
sold on its merits; but if -you call It a 
sermon it is not sold at all,"—Rev. E. E. 
Hale. , . . ... . -

People who go to church expect to be 
bored but they do not wish to be haunt
ed by those sleep-producing productions 
outside the church edifice. That is 
doubtless the reason printed sermons 
are not mail etable.

Clmrltv lays the rough path of peev
ish nature i ven, and opens in each heart 
a little heaven —Prior.

TAKE DUE NOTICE.
A year’s subscription to The Progressive 

Thinker must accompany all the orders for the 
books, and no attention whatever will be paid to 
requests to modify the rule. The fact that you 
had. just subscribed for the paper (and thousands 
have) and did not know of this offer, we wish to 
state that it will be inexpedient for us to change 
our plan and do business otherwise. Each one, 
whether on pur subscription list or not, when de
siring the above books must send a year’s sub
scription. There will be no deviation from this 
rule.

who retu^neij to earth to give a true version of 
the “Occwlt Jjife of Jesus. They trace his life 
from infi^cy; until the time of the crucifixion, 
throwing,’ a iriost wonderful flood of light upon 
his remarkable career, and which differs widely 
from thajj1 giÿen in the Scriptures. The work 
consists .^ 320 closely printed pages—a valuable 
book indeed, ? But that is not all. Connectée 
and bond j therewith is a second book that shouk 
be in evQiy, library, and be handy for reference 
at any tithe. We allude to

THE HULL-COVERT DEBATE, >
-.■. .. ... . -J. CÆ'V”.- ■ u. . • .• . . •' ■•,

for which 'there has been an iimnense demand. 
The two combined make a book of nearly 50 । 
pages, and the price to the trade will be $2,00.

• In order that those who subscribe now for The 
Progressive Thinker can get the “Occult Life of 
Jesus-of Nazareth” (including “The Hull-Covert 
Debate”), and Art Magic, we place the former

ft

IS ALL LIFE IMMORTAL.
Rev. Dr. E. E. Hale, the distinguished 

Unitarian, in a sketch, published In a 
late Issue of the Christian Register, of 
Boston, of Rev. Jas. Walker, D. D., for 
a time president of Harvard College, in 
telling of liis being present and hearing 
the Doctor repeat a course of lectures 
thirty years after their original deliv
ery, says:

”1 remember his [Dr. Walker’s] 
pleasure when at the close of one lec
ture I said: 'We have changed our 
minds about the immortality of ani
mals.’ He was so glad 1 recollected 
what he had said when lie was young
er. When he was younger, he did not 
believe animals were immortal. He 
had come round to see their lives also 
continue, because there is identity of 
essence in all spiritual nature, aud all 
spiritual life.”

Is not tiie evidence as great that all 
life will be perpetuated as that man 
will be? Reports from “over there” 
may be conflicting, as they are in re
gard to God and Jesus, nevertheless 
horses and dogs are frequently seen by 
clairvoyants. The same law governs 
all life, and it seems as if it should ap
ply to the lower races of being as to Hie 
higher.

Correspondents awhile ago had a 
“tussle" over this question, so we do not 
care to revive it; but we own to A 
pleasure to see the names of such 
prominent liberal churchmen sustaining 
these views.

What must be the sensations of the 
butcher who meets his victims in an
other life? And the same to all of us 
who have partaken of their flesh?

“THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS.”
This radical pamphlet of 4-1 pages is 

meeting with wonderful sales. Now 
three times in close succession we have
made large orders for it, 
more than received when 
supply is exhausted.

Wm. ,T. Haynes. Esq., of 
rldgewoek, Maine, wrote a

luti hardly 
the whole-

South Nor- 
few days

“Allow me to express my sincere 
thanks for the little booklet. ‘The 
Teachings of Jesus Not Adapted to 
Modern Civilization.’ It is filled with 
truths, and 1 wish ever}- Christian in 
the broad land could read it. If so I be
lieve there would be fewer Bible wor
shipers Ilian there are lo-day."

Fifteen cents will pay for a copy of 
this pamphlet, or 10 copies will bo 

'mailed for one dollar. Address Ibis of
fice at once, and make sure of a copy, 
as we learn the edition is nearly ex
hausted.

SHAKY ON THE HELL QUESTION.
And now Rev. Artemus Haynes, as

sistant pastor of Plymouth Church, 
Congregational, of this city, Is falling 
under displeasure. In a late Sunday 
discourse the pulpiteer had the audac
ity to declare his belief in the Father
hood of God, and insisted that this po
sition be maintained iu the face of a 
thousand Bibles If need be. The idea 
of placing the honor of God above the 
Bible is perfectly frightful. And then 
he asserted that God desires the salva
tion of all men; that if he accomplishes 
hfs will it will be au absolute triumph 
over sin, aud the universal redemption 
of the race. Write heretic opposite that 
preacher’s name, and . consign him to 
outer darkness, and association with 
the .undying worm, for^he is shaky on 
the hell question.

A PRIESTLY FABRICATION.
It was lately heralded over the coun

try that Japan was about to adopt 
Christianity as its national religion. 
The reason given for the change was 
that It would place them in a better po
sition with the civilized races, increas
ing their trade and commerce. The 
wish of the missionary was father to 
the thought. Japan has uo state relig
ion. Each person is,at liberty to believe 
and practice what he pleases, so long as 
he does not interfere with or disturb 
the peace, good order and morals of 
others, a position all governments 
should occupy. The Japanese minister 
at -Washington has semi-offlcially an
nounced,'that the contemplated change 
In the religious faith of his country has 
no foundation in fact.

THE STAR IS RIGHT.
“Lent is from an Anglo-Saxon word 

meaning “Spring," and Easter was the 
name of a festival in honor of the god
flesh, of Spr(gg. These names,, changed 
from their heathen significance, ITafce 

■lived in tiie language just as the days 
of the week have.”—Kansas City Star.

Chambers’ Encyclopedia, article East-.
er, says: .... ■■ . ■ ■ ".■■'... ’

“With her usual policy, the church 
endeavored to give a Christian signifi
cance to such of the rites [of the pa
gans] -nit could not be-rooted outpand 
in this case, the conversion was partic-: 
ularly easy.’’ . . -, <■■„ ■

DR. GEO. B. WARNE.
Dr. Goo. B. Warne, accompanied by 

his wife, started last week on a busi
ness trip to Mexico, where they will re
main for four or six weeks. Their many 
friends in Chicago wish them a happy 
time in that section of the country. 
Their home now in this city, is at -1203 
Evans avenue, where all letters can be 
addressed.

“AUGUST1NE.”
We cannot furnish subscribers with 

the name of the prominent minister of 
the gospel, who writes under the naijie 
of “Augustine.”

DR. A. B. SPINNEY.
Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Reed City, 

Mich., has done a grand work for the 
cause of Spiritualism, and is deservedly 
popular in Michigan. As a speaker he 
is logical, eloquent and magnetic. Be
sides, he is a humanitarian in the 
broadest sense of that word. He is 
wonderfully active and efficient in fight
ing the medical monopoly bills of M icli- 
igan. He is an honor to any cause aud 
work and we hope he will live at least 
a quarter of a century longer, to do bat
tle for tiie truth.

Mrs. Richmond’s Return.
On and after Easter Sunday, April 2, 

1899, the Church of the.Soul will hold 
regular services in Kimball Hall. 243 
Wabash avenue, at 11 a. in. Sunday
school in the same place at 9:45 a. m.

We have secured the return of our 
regular pastor, Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, and expect to retain her with us 
permanently hereafter.

Our new location is a fine, commodi
ous hall, containing 400 comfortable 
opera chairs, a line pipe organ, large 
room for Sunday school aud other de
sirable conveniences. We begin these 
meetings under Mrs. Richmond’s minis
trations, entirely free from debt and 
with a small balance in our treasury. 
We have a spiritual teacher ot whom 
we are justly proud, a philosophy winch 
will bear critical analysis aud a church 
that is worthy of intelligent and liberal 
support. Under these auspicious cir 
cumstanccs we feel that the Church of 
the Soul should and will receive that 
generous support which will soon place 
It In the front rank among the down
town liberal churches of Chicago.

ERAHN A. RICE, rres’t.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual' 

movement. Yoy can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only ?1.20. The book is, almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary..', ■ ■• : , "■■ ■ " ■ „>■'
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SIGNS OF PROGRESS.
Spiritualism in Denver, Col.

The grand work of progressive 
thought is going on all the time in this 
great city of the plains. We have a 
number of good workers here, who all 
the time áre carrying on their labors . 
from their own standpoints. The 
Brockway family are here, and are hay
ing crowded houses, doing a good work, 
and tlie persons who come to me speak 
very highly of their spiritual and medi- 
umistie gifts..

At the present time there is a great 
demand for all kinds' of occult knowl- ? 
edge. Astrology is finding a pathway 
In almost every home. I am crowded 
with work all the time, in many direc
tions, and the demand for Spiritualistic, 
astrological and other occult literature 
is very, very great.

Churches, too, during the past twelve 
months have become a great deal more 
progressive and liberal than they hith
erto were. We have some tine, pro
gressive ministers here, such as Dr. Ut
ter, tlie Jewish itabbi Freemdn, Bev. 
Aylosworth, and others. And .only yes
terday the Rev. Dr. Myers preached .in 
the Broadway Theater to an over
crowded house. He has taken the late 
Myron Reed’s place, one of the most 
progressive, outspoken, liberal-minded 
ministers ever known lu America.

Dr. Myers’ sermon when read from 
the Spiritualists’ standpoint, contained 
elements of philosophy and science sueh 
us have been preached by the Spiritual
istic teachers for the past fifty years. 
He took his text from II. Corinthians, 
Ji-14- "But tlie natural man recelveth 
not the things of the spirit of God, for 
they are foolishness unto him; neither 
can lie know them, because they are 
spiritually discerned.’! Among other 
things he said, “I want to tell you what 
my Idea of true religion is. The first 
principle is that God and nature are 
component parts of one grand system. 
No God, no nature, and no nature, no 
God; destroy nature and you destroy 
God, destroy God and you destroy ua- 

> ture. , .................. _, ______
“The second principle is that lellglon 

is a science. It Involves two elements 
—those of right and wrong. With this 
view you will find that the great God is 

’not millions and millions of miles away, 
but is present in every atom of the uni
verse.”

He said, “the Bible might be com
pared to the century-old ox-cart of our 
forefathers, who got along very well 
with such a cart in those days, but the 
present generation wanted a Pullman, 
The Bible was very good then, but we 
want something better ‘to-day. We 
have got to progress. The Bible is a 
grand old book. The men who wrote it 
were no doubt honest men, but they 
never wore the seats of their trousers 
through while working. They may have 
seen angels and east out devils, but 
they never sent love's charming mes
sage upon the bosom of the lightning 
from sea to sea in tlie twinkling of an
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Ten Thousand Papers Examined Weekly for The Pro
gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press 

Clipping Bureau. , ; V

Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, Psychic Force, Prophetic Dreams 
and Itemarjtablp Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Phe-

: ’ noiMiia, Apparitions, Etc., (aken Theretrora
• to Enrich Our Columns, ,

A BOY MEDIUM.
He Talks Like a Prophet.

HIS SPIRIT RETURNS.
A Report That Is Reliable.

“JACK” COOKE, AGED TWELVE, . 
KNOWS THE BIBLE BY HEART— 
HIS WONDERFUL PREACHING 
DUMBFOUNDS SCHOLARS AND 
AMAZES HIS HEARERS- SAYS 
HE IS' INSPIRED.
In the person of Claude Hanbury 

Cooke there arrived in this city to-day 
from England a boyish enigma. Al
though only twelve years old, the lad 
speaks without premeditation and in a 
logical manner upon tiny scriptural text 
which may be suggested to him. He 
answers promptly and correctly any 
question that is asked hint regarding 
the Bible. When speaking be seems un
der the Influence of some-tremendous 
power, but in ordinary conversation he 
laughs, talks aud acts like any ordinary 
bright boy.

The boy is commonly known as 
“Jack,” and created something of a stir 
in London before his departure. Boy 
preachers are frequently brought to 
public notice, and for a time startle 
country towns by-tlieir extraordinary 
precocity, only to be soon exposed as 
frauds or victims of some superior hu
man will. "Jack” Cooke for two years 
lias been under rigid criticism in Eng
land, nnd has successfully resisted all 
efforts made to discredit bis mysteri
ous insight and gift of speech, “Jack” 
says that be is inspired by the spirit of 
GUpon his arrival in Philadelphia with 
his father. “Jack" went to rooms in the 
home of Jolin -Mitchell, 151 N. 18th 
street, which have been occupied by his 
brother, II. C. Cpoke, for several years. 
There he was seen by a reporter of The 
Bulletin, who was given every oppor
tunity to test the boy preacher’s claim 
to supernatural inspiration.

“Jack” looks neither young nor old

eve Those men of old may-have been 
God’s chosen people, but I am glad they 
were not tny chosen companions. Not 
because they were not good enougii for 
me but 1 would rather live in this day 
and age.”

"Nearly all religions,” Mr. Myers said, 
"ask you to believe that you must be 
born again. In a hideous discord you 
bear tlie cry of hundreds of voices, aud 
there would not remain one physiologi
cal unit of the num who would attempt 
to believe every creed. But listen, 
above the cry of water, water, water, 
spirit, spirit, spirit; creed, creed, creed; 
Bible. Bible. Bible; church, ejiureh, 
church; I hear a voice which says: 
Awtiv- away with all these'. Let them 
be burled by the side of my father'sox- 
cart. which was good enough for their 
dav, but the sun of that day has gone 
down.’

. I could quote at greater length, but 
the remarks given show the signs of the 
times in tills Rocky Mountain region. 
Evervone can seo a wonderful change 
going on all the time In the expressions 
from orthodox pulpits. Good, thinking 
people, men and women with progress
ive brains, will not listen to the tlieo- 

ylogical dry rot as expressed by a few of 
the old theological back numbers, and 
It Is through the utterances of Spiritual
ists and the teachings of spirits who 
control our mediums that this change
in the great mind of humanity 
brought about.

Denver lias been stirred up 
over the “Doctors' Monopoly
Bill, 
ate.

which Is now in front of

MYSTERIOUS VISION. ¡WHICH SHALL IT BE?
Scene of an A&zona Murder An Important Question Pre-

A DEAD HUSBAND RETURNS AND 
BíiÍLDS A FIRE-THE GREAT 
BLACK DOG WHICH SUDDENLY 
VANISHES.
Henderson, Ky.—A strange story 

conies from the vicinity of this city. 
James Bruce, who lived on the old Ned 
Burns farm, in the Highland creek bot
toms oa the line of Henderson and 
Unión counties, died.

The evening of 'the burial his wife 
and her brother, Mr. O’Nan,-returned 
home. Having occasion to go into the 
room in which her husband had 
breathed Ids last, Mrs., Bruce opened 
the door and entered. SÍie” was greatly 
astonished to see a bright fire burning 
ip the grate—none having beep built 
there that day to her certain knowledge 
—and was transfixed and astounded to 
behold her husband whose remains she 
had just witnessed a few hours before 
consiged to the grave, sitting in a chair 
before the grate. She exclaimed in 
alarm:

"Why, Jim, what in the world are you 
doing here?"

The strange visitant made some reply, 
when Mrs. Bruce, overcome with terror, 
rushed out of the room and fell In a 
dead faint in the presence of b$r broth
er, Mr. O’Nan. The latter picked, her 
up and placed her on a. bed, and when
she recovered she told him what 
had seen in the adjoining room.

Mr. O’Nan went boldly into 
room and he, too, saw the bright

for his age, which lie gives as twelve 
years, eight months. He still wears 
Knickerbockers and upon bls coat is al
ways to be seen a blue temperance 
badge. The lad's eyes are blue and in- 
tellligeht. his light hair is thrown back 
in a semi-pompadour style. He is rath
er tliln and seems of an extremely nerv
ous disposition.

When the reporter introduced himself 
“Jack” modestly sent for bis father and

is being

of late 
Medical 
the Sen

Spiritualists have been stirred up 
'over a municipal Inw which will compel

Is Accurately Portrayed
In Chicago

A student of the Unièêksity of Chi
cago Is authority . for following 
weird and occult ktdio': 9"/ Sunday not 
long ago the student.saysfche sat look
ing out of a wiudotK aC^t’oster hall, 
thinking of nothing ih pdrbcular. Sud
denly there chine'Into hey.mind a men
tal photograph, a yj^lonjif a settler’s 
shanty ajone in the ml®t. of a vast 
plain." It was a wild and flat-rocked 
and treeless mesa. \Tiie-sgh beat down 
with almost the hea^of giiortheru sum
mer. Not h humauftejug nor a living 
thing was1in sight;//No bird skimmed- 
the high blue sky. The shanty was a 
one-roomed Trame siouse. Inside the 
shanty a yoùn'g mira lay stretched on 
the floor dead. Ute?was entirely ajone, 
His attitude and.his-expression, hs well 
as the disorder of the furniture, indi
cated tliatlie'had been murdered.

The. yoiipg1 womqn was entirely un
able io account for; Iler vislqn. and 4t 
vanished almost instantly. She wrote 
down the description:of the scene, hop
ing that blithe future some reasonable 
explanation might offer. A few days 
afterward a iriend caio'e to visit her. 
Among the’ftj’st things^lie said was: '

“I had fj.iicli sad n|WS’ln a letter Sun
day. A brother of Oornier schoolmate 
has been ’murdered Mysteriously on his 
ranch in Arizona.” ij

She went on theifito give a descrip
tion of the ranch, tije lonely' house and 
the man f<$«*a dead and alone. The 
university student n'mvexplains her vis
ion on the theory of telepathy. The let
ter was received by her‘friend in the 
same hour in wliicli she saw a mental 
portrait of the randbl (The student be
lieves that lier frleifiSs-thought and im
age of the murderecl man were trans
ferred to her own mind.—Inter Ocean.

THE LILY.

she

tile 
Are

burning In the grate. And lying upon 
the rug In front of the Are was a great 
black dog.

Supposing this animal to have 
caused, hls sister's fright, Mr. O’Nan 
kicked at the unwelcome intruder to 
drive him out of tlie house. A strange 
thing then happened. • The great black 
dog raised upon ills feet and immedi
ately vanished into space.

sented
It seems inevitable, that a radical 

change Is approaching; indeed, a crisis 
in Spiritualism. And one of two things 
must result, viz: Either Spiritualists 
that are able must step to the front, put 
their hands in their pockets, and con
tribute liberally enough to remove the 
embarrassments under which the cause 
is languishing, or abandon the-hope ofx 
maintaining an Independent organiza
tion under its presept form and char
acter. .

It Is worse than useless to attempt to 
support any organized cause with such 
violent opposition arrayed against ;lt 

•with so many conflicting elements, 
amo'ug Its members, without adequate 
means to draw from. ’

And that cannot be expected to come 
from any source but from Its own mem
bers. And to make that practical, sys
tematic organization must be adopted.

Spiritualists generally accept that 
proposition. But how few of them 
strive to accomplish It, or to organize 
and support local societies, which seems 
io be the only practical way to accom
plish it. ,

It is a fact tliat but few recognize, 
that there are fewer organized societies 
in America to-day than there were three

Robert?, Emma Hardinge Britten. 
Luther Colby, and many others of that 
class of early teachers, that when Spli- 
Ituallsts return to those pure and well 
defined, well understood principles, 

'Spiritualism will recover its former po
sition, and take its place along the 
front rank with all the popular and pro
gressive religious organizations of the 
day, , v

Others contend that the times have 
been hard, and our people are generally 
poor, and that they have not been able 
to keep up their societies. That when 
times improve, money will be plenty, 
all will be well, and spiritual societies 
will be revived, and tlie National Asso- 
ciatloa duly Supported.

This, to a casual observer, seems a 
reasonable view. But when they real
ize that one dollar per annum, from all 
Spiritualists in America, will aggregate 
far more than is now collected from 
them, the • vlew^changes, and- the sur
prise increases. • •

But facts are stubborn things,' and 
theories are delusive, and the question 
recurs:

Which shall it be? ’
E. W. GOULD.

Washington, D. C.

QUESTIONINGS.

A- “ - K

TRIUMPH OF THE AGE.° \
The Weltmer Method of Magnetic 

Healing a Priceless Boon to 
Ruft’erlng Humanity,

Prof. Weltmer'a wonderful method of healing is 
withunt QuesHon tbu-moot important discover? of 

modem Hint«. By tilt« 
metbod ho 1b relieving the 
elck uud Biiffeilng ell over 
ihle laud, it make« no differ 
enee wUnt your dlepwo may 
bo. no; of bow long »Unding,- 
jlic-reThi a positive end per
manent cure in the “Woltmcr 
Mclliud.'’ It curua when all 
else falls, and it is not too 
late even «t tbe eleventll.

PbOf, TYkltme«.

hour, tl uudredu gladly testify 
to Ids womleriui ability. Mrs« 
J.C. SuUou, of B|g Springe, 
Tex..suffered t«u years with 
couHtlpatlon, geoeral debility 
una a complication of other 

tjr.mmH. aJlnienta. She tried aU reiu- 
c.lte« without relict. .Was permaueutly cured Inoue 
week by thia great healer. Ches. P. Btrohui, 1’rckt. 
Nevada (Mo.) water Works Co., hail u cynic tumor 
on hls neck for three years. He tried lit teen doctor«, 
all of whom pronounced hie ca«o Incurable. Prof. 
Weluner pefinitneutly cured him lu a few dnya. Prof. 
Weltmer also possesaea tbe remarkable ability to cui& 
people at a uhteuc-e. and perform« cures by tula 
Uieihud that are «Imply abtouudlng. No medicines 
or appliances whatever are used. Taw la the only 
method of treatment that will restore lost vitality 
aud kindred ailments. A copy a the Magnetic Jour
nal, u forly-page Illustrated magazine, giving a list 
of the most miraculous cures.on record, will bo sent

A Illy on life’s tide was sleeping, ' 
Cradled by a shining wave, 

And its brightness, rays of whiteness 
To the rolling waters gave.

Calin and beautiful and smiling, 
Wore it tbenji bolyjily,

While the pale lightajoBni of midnight 
On its snowy bosom lay.

O’er Its leaves, like hems, were glisten
ing ;

Tears that starry eyes had shed; 
Not in sadness, but in gladness, 

Fell they on the lily’s head.
Life seemed brighter in the presence 

Of that meek and holy flower, 
And my spirit lingering near It, 

Wakened to a higher power.
While I watched it ineekly smiling, 

Tempest-clouds hall1 gathered o’er,

free co any aufferer. Wellmtt [0(lclie9 hlfl
TEACHES HIS ART wonderful art to others. 
^01'111:1« su'd 11 la tiro grsudrat and Ulntnoi —paylug prufe«»loii of 

the age. Mauy of hl« «tudentB are waking from 
IIO.IX) to 150.00 per day. Taught by mat* or | •4 8on.il 
0 AddreaT’FKOF. 8. A. WELTMEK, Nevada, Mo., 
the American School of Magnetic Healing.

Tell me, oh,'dying day, 
' Before thou fadest away, ]; 
«by the sun, , 

bou no vague regret, .
Now that the sun has set, 
That life is done?
Tell me, oh, rapturous night, 
If the soft, starry light .
Fills thy desire?
Hast thou no discontent 
When the warm day is spent 
Without its fire?
Tell me, oh, world remote. 
If no light shadows float 
Over thy sky?
Tell me, I fain would know 
If longings come and go 
After we die?

—Sarah Jewett.

years ago. And it is fair to presume 
there are three times as many Spiritual
ists now as then, aud but few of them . 
in societies.

And the societies that are now in ex
istence, as a rule, find it difficult to 
raise the means to support them.

The causes for this are too numerous 
for me to attempt to explain at this 
time and place. None will attempt to 
gainsay it, I apprehend.

The National Association at that time 
(three years ago), was in a prosperous 
and harmonious condition; with money 
in its treasury:

Now, according to the treasury report, 
the treasury is empty, and but few so
cieties paying their annual dues.

For some unexplained reason, it has 
been thought best, that each state 
should organize a state society. Where 
this lias been done, the revenues from 
the local societies are no longer avail
able to the National, and it Is difficult 
to see where the revenue Is to come 
from to support that very necessary or
ganization, unless out of the pockets of 
the individuals. And that can no longer 
be relied upon, judging from present 
appearances.

What, then, Is the alternative?
Spiritual theories and Spiritual teach

ings are abundantly established, prov
en nnd accepted; not only by the 
churches, but scientifically.

Any and all liberal denominations, 
and most of the orthodox churches 
even, would be more than glad to so 
change and modify their creeds, and 
overcome their prejudices, open their 
doors, and receive with open arms, any 
and all Spiritualists, who are worthy 
members, or converts to Spiritualism,

A Call to all Spiritualists - 
who see the need of a society, with a 
definite platform of principles: Believ
ing that the time has fully conie for the 
organization of a compact spiritual so
ciety or church with a definite avowal 
of principles, code of ethics and rules 
of government and with an active and 
systematic plan of propaganda.

Therefore by direction of the spirit

The above Is the number of the pres
ent issue of Tlie Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbey 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your Wrapper. J

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost land 
and The Progressive. 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

world, and the concurrence of a meet
ing of Anderson and Alexandria rejire- 
sentative Spiritualists convened in An
derson on Sunday afternoon, March 19, 
181)9, a convention to form a nucleus of 
sueh organization is hereby called to 
meet in the city of Anderson. Indiana, 
on tlie 19th day of April, 1899, at 10:30 
a. m., and continue from day to-day, un
til the work Is done. All mediums are 
earnestly urged to attend and assist in 
tlie movement, as well as to organize, 
for their own protection, and to weed 
out false pretenders.

Done in tlie city of Alexandria, Ind., 
this 23d day of March, 1891).

B. A. LINE.
H. J. LEONARD. 
M. W. ARNETT.

And the blast that hurried past 
Thundered 'long ^he distant shore.

By the vexed and angry billows 
Soon the fragile ffiiwer was bent,

The family nt once notified the 
neighbors and the owner of the house, 
Robert Burns. The latter went to the 
house and snw the fire in the grate, 
where lie knew' no one had built It.

The Bruce family left that night. 
The owner has offered a reward for any 
one that will stay in the house all night. 
It is claimed by the neighbors that a 
bright light can be seen from the de
serted cabin window every night, but 
no one will venture close enough to 
make an examination. The people are

and who would elect to unite with sueh 
society. .

Spiritualism stands for freedom, for 
liberal conscientious thought, and the 
good of humanity. The churches claim 
to maintain the same.

Is it necessary for us to attempt to 
maintain a separate organization?

If we can more effectually accomplish 
that object by uniting our efforts with 
others, engaged in the same good work, 
provided they recognize our theories, 
and accept us In good fellowship, why 
not do It?

There need be no reason for our dis
continuing our efforts to advance the 
cause of Spiritualism, even under an
other name.

We have already severed offshoots, or 
branches, under various names, like 
Theosophy, Psychometry, Christian and 
Mental Science. And now, Brother T. 
Ernest Allen Is developing in Boston 
something very much like .Spiritualism, 
and with the same object. Brother Geo. 
A. Fuller, too, said last summer, at On
set, the time was bear at hand for the 
“parting of the ways.”

I think it should be deferred, and may 
be, if our people so determine.

But rather than to drag along in this 
inharmonious, slipshod manner, flght- 
ing frauds, and .struggling for an exist

I enee. I am looking around for a good 
place to fall, and for pleasant compau- 
ionship, where our efforts may be suc- 

on a Bible text. He makes no attempt nppenl t0 all those who rilerish decp af I Scatteied sneets of heavailj bliss. undoubtedly this proposition will 
to explain his power, and says he fectlons It can not offend those who „ , „ , t. vt meet with opposition, and it may not be
doesn’t know himself but as he trusts do not 1)elleve ln It> an(1 in iloldln„ thls Seminary, BelvldeJ-e.-N. J. the best 0I. the wlscst tlllog tu (]o.
God he believes it Is God s spirit moves vjew I)r A1)hott savs hc (g not aldin¿ ‘ llr-. . But It will perhaps, call the attention
him. Spiritualism, but it is aiding him. The OPENS A LITTLE HELL, of the thinking portion of our people, to

"Jack” offered to give him an Alustra- t)10,lgll( lhat our loved ones who have   the subject, and bring out a more prac
tica of his power, and the reporter „0[le j)ef01.p are i)overing near, trying whit CRAVTRn IN OMAHA BY tl<11' suggestion from others.chose a text out of Paul’s Ep.stle to the to protcct and surround *s wUh M RIT GRAN TED IN O^HA BY R nnjst b(? cvident tQ aU practlea,
Romans. It was not an easy subject. influpnPes for goo(l ls onlv tl]C ex„and. HIGH T\A 0 GIRLS ARL KL- nlindSi tbftt something must be done to
but without hesitation the boy took up pd tbpnrv nf t|le “gUardian angel” TURNED TO THEIR MOTHER, restore confidence and produce liar
the words and expounded them intelll- wld(.b is '1)plpfUi; beautiful and pure.- AND RELEASED FROM SLAVERx. mony in our ranks, and provide work- 
gently. , I Chronicle, Binghamton, N. Y. nmobn Neh Mm-nh 99 —Ttnhons enr- lnR capital.When speaking he seemed under a _______ . . _ _______ Omaha, Neb., Jlaicli 2- Habeas cor We need men and women of ability
great nervous strain and unconscious of U4AIDIAU !n!Vr°Ce!d( “g,S Wer® are willing and able to devote
the presence of auditors. The reporter THE'-MACICIAN. H’lct Court to-day in which a mother al- tbpluse]TPS to the cause.
noticed that the boy's father watched ------ leges her two daughters are being de-1 We ne(¡a competent leaders, those
him intently, and frankly asked if tlie I He performs Inexplicable Tricks. P,rlr5“,d °,f c!'elli lil’erfy‘ln f “°that arc willing to devote time aud la
boy could speak as well out of Ins fath- ------ tl]ec.Go?1d ®heP,1 ierd’“ Catholic eonynt, bQr to buildlng up loeal societies.
er's presence, the father «nd brother »pr|ncPSS Karnak” is the title of one ' 1 16 WI*SiigLnxr We need competent officers in the Na-
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Tho bov’s father then returned and '".”"“2.; ere ls , Judge Scott issued the writ immedi- “ , . t without it
brought severnl children 1th him. I niíicpd nnou flip qtn cp nnd thn nth nr upon hem ing the application, and Shall we have it? is the Question.“Jack” spoke to the children, using an ° ® “P°u ,e otter d it retUrnabW’forthwith. The fhall we bare it.
entirely diff eren style and a simple vo-1 afe o£ siatsandcnth-tdyoPen A I MotheJ Super101’ a,nft MrS' B ‘ge!°^ 1 \e,ld I brought about this state of things, as it
cabulary. His fathei says Jack adapts glld is piace(j jn uie iovrer one a conference, and It was agreed the would be difficult to agree, if we did
mentHoette Snc^h^^c^ed uX ih® ad®s dla™ dose and^tte dZi gh'ls ^d be sent home. make tbe luquiry.

L " 1 locked. Instantly it is opened and the , „ rr ♦ It seems almost a foregone conclusion,
^anck”S’snv? his nower extends nlon- glrl has gone‘ sl>e is seen at the same “The Watseka Wonder. To tte stu- t]lat no remedy can be reached that 
ntnír J%hl ortlv after he had be” lnoluent walking down the aisle of the dent of psychic, phenomena this pam- w be effectual. stin, all “is not lost 
other lines, bhoi tly nltei ne naa ne theatpr from th S1 , . . phiet is intensely interesting. It gives H t , danirer"
come well-known in England, his fath- again tie door 1^hurried- detailed accounts of two eases of “double that ‘s da°^dv „ gimplp and t
m'vnn nrs tn^rine tteir machines” to ly °Pened- Instead of the girl there is consciousness, naiely Wi’y Lu^“®y hand, and all who think, must be aware
inventors to bung tnen macnines io f .. nnifnrmcfl enhilar Tn tn« Vennum of Watseka, ill., ana Mary ’“Jack” in public and said the boy could * J“ J 1 £f0.11in thl «nanonSfd Reynolds of Venanfo County, Pa. For .oC lt ‘
show how they could be improved; ve tte heads of the “ ba/ Veen BT’ins from ,bad \°
Sueh a test was held, and “Jack” P«s°” “í ey p®ads of the audi' "History or the Inquisition.” Every worse for two or three years And yet,
showed the reporter letters attesting euLB‘ uuul I“- x-> iress- 1Uzen of Our country stfoWd read this »0 one seems to come to the front, and
that he had suggested several valuable ------- -—- concise history of that Romish churchly set the example of liberal contribution,
improvements. DEMANDS CREMATION Institution knownTas'the. Inquisition. It was claimed, for several years, that

“Jack” sáys he has never been at _____ The Bnimus of Rimani6m against all tbe reason wealthy Spiritualists never
school more than nine or ten months, T„ „ . institutions, beliefs and parties not Ini gave large sums to the cause ih their
but studied with his mother. He seems Appears in a uream, to a bister. confonnity with the ruling powers of wills, was because there was no legal
thoroughly in earnest regarding bis re- , ——- the Romish hierarchy- is ^plainly shown organization that endowments could be
vival work nnd says that during the Fort Mayne, Ind.—The body of Ern- ln tbese statementalof:vdiiitable history. I safely entrusted to.
last year in England his outdoor meet- est Helnlg was cremated Saturday ^he devilishness nnd murderous ma-1 it has now been more than five, years 
lags resulted in 1.000 conversions.—Ev-1 evening at the Lindenwood crematory iignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is I ginCe the National Association was 
enlng Bulletin, Philadelphia, Pa. I under peculiar circumstances. . Heinig Bcarcely paralleled in ail the world's I made a legal organization, amply qual

. , - . ._______ committed suicide on Jan. 30 because of i-^ords of inhuman atrocities. It is for ified to give security for any sums of
l I despondency, owing to having been saie at this office/and-will be mailed I money or trusts committed to its

Held the Ghost. thrown outof employment. Two.weeks postpaid for 25 ceils. .ti charge, and I have never heard of but
Mrs I H LaPearl wife of the well- Pet°ír be died he expressed to his sis- “Mauomet, Hls ’Blrth,,-Cliaracter and 01ie that has availed himself of that op-'
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March 14. , body. f0 be exhumed and burned. So cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” and cause Yeviyed. 'Others contend

• ... ’ - - pr]ce ig cents it is a powerful Catholic influence on
For sale at this office. ’ both sides of life that Is at work. Oth-

Geo. O. LáFontalh Writes: “Art Magic <ers charge that the numerous sects and
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brother. His brother Is in business
here, and it was at his advice that 
"Jack” and his father came to the city 
to conduct the Evangelistic meetings. 
In telling of his birth-place. London, 
and boyhood, “Jack” showed no signs

terribly stirred up over the strange af
fair.—News, Paducah, Ky.

of unusual precocity. Up to two years 
ago lie evinced no traits not possessed 
by nil lads, llis father has spent hls 
life In missionary work in London, and 
tlie boy showed a natural interest in the

Aud its sweetness shed in meekness 
To the passlug gait; was lent. _

Oft the waves went} foamjng, dashing, 
Splashing o’er Its,stainless crest, 

But still whiter, pufer, brighter, 
Shone the light upon its breast.

Then I wondered wiiat could make it 
Ever smile, 'mid j\;eal or woe, 

All confiding, never chiding,
Sheddipg love on Jill ^>elow. .

But just then a beam of starlight, 
From a planet laifee htid lone, 

Sweetly gleaming, meekly seemly, 
Fell tipon'Its pearly throne.' '

Lo! a thousand getn§ seemed flashing 
O’er its bosom's stainless snow.

And their brightness, with its white-

DR. WORST'S NEW SCIENTIFIC

CATARRH INHALER
Witli Medicine for One Year Mailed

Dr. Abbott on Spiritualism. 
A recent advocate of Spiritualism ant^ 

one of wide influence aud ability, is Dr. 
. . Lyman .Abbott. He does not champion

religious meetings. the gross nnd material and vulgarforms
At one of these, about two years ngo. of spiritualism such as are Identified 

“Jack” says lie was suddenly seized w|tjj table rappings, slate-writings and 
with a desire to address the congrega- olbpl, seaRat|onai features, but the Spir
tion. He obeyed the Impulse and ¡tuaiislll which is spiritual and beautl- 

"amazed his father by making an elo- fld The people who repudiate the usu- .............. ............ .. ...................
quent appeal, using 'vol’^s correct y o nl and conllnon so.calied phenomena of I H^id"a"treasure,’’drawing pleasure 
whose nieni Ing lie «as »bsolu e .1 spirilllnijSI11 can meet Dr. Abbott on 1?ronl the storms that tbrentened 
Ignorant. M hen hls fdtha reached tj)e grollnd be takes without prejudice death 
home and began to question Jack, the (0 comnlon senae or religious teaching. ’ -
lad again amazed Ins father by telling ])r_ Abi)0(t says: love to think my Though the sullen, turbid waters 
him he should not doubt, and preaching mot|)pl. follows me with her eyes aslshe Wet its tender petals through, 
to hls father a sermon on the text, Ana d|d wbpn j was a boy_ j ]ove l0 bebevc Yet it gathered to its bosom 
Ell perceived that God had called tbe fbe gtrangPi subtle. Inexplicable, Nothing but the spiffing dew.

,,T , „ . , Z ,, and indefinable Influence that some- T „.„„-ao,™ ; To the reporter Jack to-day said t)mps polnes lntQ my nfe ,g from ])er „ Ah. I thought how fit a seemmB
; that ever since that time words have T| । js a beautiful thought full of a °.ul 10 J fai 11, 8 t i s.’ , 

never failed him when asked to speak gwppt an() f(,1ad" "„tlios wliich must I That from 8orrow leal?? 10 b01,'r°^’, ,, 
■ on a Bible text. He makes no attempt nnnon1 t„ oil th„0„ ,,-n„ Ai.’^iJh „/ I “Scattered sweets of heavenly bliss.

BELLE BUSH.
Seminary, Belvldcre, N. J.
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liess,
Lent the angry waves a glow.

Then I knew that flower so fragile, 
Weak and shaken by a breath,

mediums, spiritual workers, clairvoy
ants. healers, and others to pay an an
nual license of $100. Of course there 
has been the usual ant ¡-medical meet
ings and gathering of mediums protest
ing against such a license, and I firmly 
believe that witli united effort on the 
part of Spiritualists and Spiritualistic 
workers, we will be In a position to de
feat to a very great extent the two ob
jectionable measures referred to. Den
ver is growing and so is Spiritualism, 
and in spite of many pessimistic utter
ances concerning the ultimate of our 
cause, I feel sure that when the day of 
reckoning conies Spiritualists will occu
py a foremost place in the ranks of phil
osophic science and religion. The Pro
gressive Thinker sells well here and Is 
appreciated. GEO. W. WALROND.

Denver. Colorado.
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In England the friends 
who frish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. AV.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mind that tlie order 

premium book must always be 
panied by a year's subscription 
Progressive Thinker. You will

for the 
accora
to The 
not be

allowed to order tlie paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

CLUBS! CLUBS!
THE-MAGICIAN.
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On 
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, WHERE IS THE POWER 
CALL BACK AGAIN 7

Oh, why should we breathe forth 
• word that will give

TO

the

DR. E. J. WORST, Ashland, O.
It positively cures Catarrh, Colds. Pains, and Roar

ing In the Head, Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Hcndachc. 
Partial Veafneaa and all diseases of the Air Passages,

CURED BY INHALATION.
It Is the latest volatile germicide. It penetrates the 

air passages of the head, throat aud lungs, killing the 
germs of disease.

AIR IS THE ONLY AGENT,
Fine enough to carrv any medical Influence Into the 
small air cells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy the cause of these diseases. 
Over lOO.UOO of these Inhalers now In use. They are 
the only ones made that can be successfully sent out 
on trial free.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall to any reader, naming 

this paper, one of my new Scientific Catarrh Inhalers 
with medicine for one year, on three days’ trial free.

If it Rives satisfaction, send me «1.00, if not. return 
It tn three days. If you are willing to comply with 
such reasonable terms, address,

DR. E. J. WORST,
^.Dept. 26, Ashland, O.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free-to the 
one who gets up the club. '1 he uanies 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post, 
office in the United. States, with a littli 
effort, ns every Spiritualist, every Tbe- 
osophist, and everyone searching Into 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, S10.

Another heart anguish and sorrow? 
The wound that we make'Ynay in bltter- 

ness live, 
While anger may die ere tlie morrow. 

A word kindly spoken will oftentimes 
spn n

Despair nnd a noble beginning.
For sin nnd its curse have been set 

- upon men -
And weakness Is part of his sinning.

Oli, mark how the rose as it sparkles 
with dew

Will scatter Its God-given treasure 
And yields Up its fragrance to all, not 

to few,
To mingle the world in its pleasure. 

The pauper and king are the same in its 
dell;

It notes not their station or story. 
It hallows the spot where the warrior 

fell, .
Regardless of birthplace or glory.

Ob, better that lips bad been robbed of 
their speech

Than language should soil by its mad
ness.

Far better unspoken the word that 
could tench

A heart to despair in its sadness.
We know not the harm or we know not 

the pain .
Of words till some heart has been 

broken, ‘
But where'Is the power to call back 

again . .
That word which onr tongue has once 

spoken? ’ .' .
—Richard I. Gavin, A. B„ M. A.

In peisons grafted ln:a serious- trus 
negligence Is a ’ crime.—Shakspeare. ...

t

» -____mt--____________ t—»a__ « 1 UUv 1HI.UV lUot iWCit. 41X10, XJtJUvilIier the IclLCll UI UUVXloC L.41L.1U1DLL1, XJbut ethereal composition.. The spiritual- gnySi iier brother appeared to her in a I 25 cents. For sale at this office, 
istlc-fraud has had a decided set hack dreamed nnd demanded why her prom-1 “Origin of Life, of Where Man Co 
in Danville as a consequence of this ex- |se bad not been fulfilled, and insisted From.” “The Evolution of the 8 
posure.—New Era, Cerro Gordo, Ill., that gbei even then, shouldjcatise the from hjatter Through Organic 
March 14. ■ ... body-to be, exhumed and burned. So cesses, or How the Spirit Body Gro

■ —r—■—■ '•■»•—■■-------7-, impressed was Mrs, teuchner by the By Michael’ Faraday. Price 10 ci
••Ancient India:. Us Language and 

Religióni” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject Is of unusual interest at
the present time, nnd it is bore treated 
In a .way to Interest and instruct-all 
readera. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents. .

dream that she ordered . the, corpse 
taken up and ‘ cremated.—Democrat, 
Goshen, Ind. -

"Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger.. Excellent. for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

"Woman, Cliurcli and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of Information bn the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2. post
paid. For sale at this office.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mcfiiamulilp and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

"The Commandments Analyzed. By 
W. H. Bach.” The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25c.

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief, his
tory of . the origin of many of the 
important books of tbo Bible.”. By 
Moses Hull. The well-known .talented 
and scholarly author has-here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, - it is-a verl- 
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price |1. For sale at this 
office. . . . ■

Pt LIBRARY
The Spiritualist who commences nott 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtainlug Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what h< 
had not the cnterjirlse to pay for. W< 
think, in view of what we are doma 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in tha 
United States. Commence now, wo re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.____________

THE DIVINÉ PLAN
It is caaied out In The Progressive , - 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress- - 
Ive Thinker one. year and Art Magic . . 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little . : 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so the book is practically a gift A 
book like Art Magic Is invaluable foi 
reference, and It should be in every 11 •,.. 
brary. As we are aiding you, we asl 
vou in turn to aid us by extending th< ■ 
circulation of The Progressive Thinken 
thus in a measure becoming a part 01 < 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” ., 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For. sale at this . ■ 

■office. ' - •
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TRIUMPH OF THE AGE.SIGNS OF PROGRESS,
Spiritualism in Denver, Col.

The grand work of progressive 
thought Is going on all the time in th)» 
great city of the plains. Wo have a 
number of good workers here, who all 
the time are carrying on their labois 
from their own standpoints. The 
Brockway family are here, and are hav
ing crowded houses, doing a go6d work, 
anil the persons who come to me speak 
■very highly of their spiritual and inedl- 
umistlc gifts,.

At the present time there Is a great 
demand for all kinds' of occult knowl
edge. Astrology is finding a pathway 
in almost every home. I am crowded 
with work all the time, in many direc
tions, and the demand for Spiritualistic, 
astrological and other occult literature 
Js very, very great. .

Churches, too, during the past twelve 
months have.become a great deal, more 
progressive and liberal than they hith
erto were. We have some fine, pro
gressive ministers here, such as Dr. Ut
ter, the Jewish Rabbi Freerodn,'Bev, 
Aylosworth, and others. And only yes
terday the Rev. Dr. Myers preached jn 
the Broadway Theater to an over
crowded house, He lias taken the late 
Myron Reed’s place, one of the most 
progressive, outspoken, llberalTiriinded 
ministers ever known inAmerica.

Dr. Myers’ sermon when read from 
the Spiritualists’ standpoint, contained 
elements of philosophy and science such 
us have been preached by the Spiritual
istic teachers for the past fifty years. 
He took his text from II. Corinthians, 
11:14: “But the natural man recelveth 

■ not the things of the spirit of God, for 
they are foolishness unto him; neither 
can he know them, because they are 
spiritually discerned.’! Among other 
things lie said, “I want to tell you what 
my idea of true religion is. The first 
principle is that God and nature are 
component parts of one grand system. 
No God, no nature, and no nature, no 
God; destroy nature and you destroy 

». God, destroy God apd you destroy na-

»» "'''V

NYSTERIO
Scene of an Murder

Is Accurately Pfirtrayed 
In Chicago.

£
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WHICH SHALL IT BE?!
An Important Question Pre1 

sented. ,

Ten Thousand Papers Examined Weekly for The Pro 
gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press

Clipping Bureau. K

Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, Psychic Force, Prophetic) Dreamt; 
and Remarkable Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Phe- 

’ noinena, Apparitions, Etc., taken Therefrom
■ to Enrich Our 'Columns,

A BOY MEDIUM. HIS SPIRIT RETURNS.
He Talks Like a Prophet. A Report That Is Reliable.

“JACK" COOKE, AGED TWELVE, 
KNOWS THE BIBLE BY HEART-r 
HIS WONDERFUL PREACHING 
DUMBFOUNDS SCHOLARS AND 
AMAZES HIS HEARERS- SAYS 
HE IS INSPIRED,
In the person of Claude Hanbury 

Cooke there arrived In this city to-day 
from England a boyish enigma. Al
though only twelve years old, the lad 
speaks without premeditation and In a 
logical mariner upon any scriptural text 
which may be suggested to him. He 
answers promptly and correctly any 
question that is asked him regarding 
the Bible. When spealrlngihe seems un
der the influence of some-tremendous 
power, but in ordinary conversation he 
laughs, talks aud acts like any ordinary

A DEAD HUSBAND RETURNS AND 
BÚILDS A FIRE—THE GREAT 
BLACK DOG WHICH SUDDENLY 
VANISHES.
Henderson, Ky.—A strange story 

conies from the vicinity of this city. 
James Bruce, who Jived on the old Ned 
Burns farm, In the Highland creek bot
toms on. the line of Henderson and 
Union counties', died. '

Tire evening of'the burial his wife 
and her brother, Mr, O’Nan,-returned 
home. Having occasion to go into the 
room in which her husband had 
breathed his last, Mrs., JBruce opened 
the door and entered. She was greatly

’> ture.
' “The second principle is that religion 

is a science. It involves two elements 
-those of right and wrong. With this 
view you will find that the great God is 
not millions and millions of miles away, 
but'is present in every atom of the uni
verse.”

He said, “the Bible might be com
pared to the century-old ox-curt of our 
forefathers, who got along very well 
with such a cart in those days, but the 
present generation wanted a Pullman. 
The Bible was very good then,' but we 
want something better to-day. We 
have got to progress. The Bible is a 
grand old book. The men who wrote It 
were no doubt honest men, but they 
never wore the seats of their trousers 
through while working. They may have, 
seen angels and cast out devils, but 

■ they never sent love’s charming mes
sage upon the bosom of the lightning 
from sea to sea In the twinkling of an 
eye. Those men of old may have been 
God’s chosen people, but I am glad they 
were not my chosen companions. Not 
because they were not good enotigh for 
me, but 1 would rather live in this day

. and age.”
“Nearly all religions,” Mr. Myers said, 

“ask you to believe that you must be 
'■ born again, in a hideous discord you 

hear the cry of hundreds of voices, aud 
there would not remain one physiologi- 

■ cal unit of the man who would attempt 
to believe ' every creed. But listen, 
above the cry of water, water, water, 
spirit, spirit, spirit; creed, creed, creed; 
Bible, Bible, Bible; church, church,

bright boy.
The boy Is commonly known as 

“Jack,” and created something of a stir 
in London before his departure. Boy 
preachers: are frequently brought to 
public notice, and for a time startle 
country towns by*their extraordinary 
precocity, only to be soon exposed as 
frauds or victims of some superior hu
man will. “Jack” Cooke for two years 
has been under rigid criticism in Eng
land, and has successfully resisted all 
efforts made to discredit his mysteri
ous Insight and gift of speech, “Jack” 
says that he is Inspired by the spirit of 
God. , ,

Upon bls arrival In Philadelphia with 
bls father, “Jack” went to rooms in the 
home of John Mitchell, 151 N. 18th 
street, which have been occupied by his 
brother, II. C. Cpoke, for several years. 
There he was seen by a reporter of The 
Bulletin, who was given every oppor
tunity to test the boy preacher’s claim 
to supernatural inspiration.

“Jack” looks neither young nor old 
for his age, which lie gives as twelve 
years, eight months. He still wears 
Knickerbockers and upon his coat is al
ways to be seen /a blue temperance 
badge. The lad’s eyes are blue and in- 
tellllgeht. his light hair is thrown back 
in a semi-pompadour style. He is rath
er thin and seems of an extremely nerv
ous disposition.

When the reporter Introduced himself 
“Jack” modestly sent for his father and

astonished to see. a bright .flee burning 
in the grate—none haying beeh built 
there that day to her'certain knowledge 
—and was transfixed and astounded to 
behold her husband whose remains she 
had just witnessed a few hours before 
conslged to the grave, sitting in a chair 
before the grate. She exclaimed in 
alarm: "

“Why, Jim, what in the world are you. 
doing here?”

The strange visitant' made some reply, 
when Mrs. Bruce, overcome with terror, 
rushed out of the room and fell in a 
dead faint in the presenee'bf her broth
er, Mr. O’Nau. The latter picked, her 
up and placed her on a bed, and when

A student of the UriitiYslty of Chi- 
cogo -is authority f for 'pie following 
weird and occult Mgxy: (W Sunday not 
long ago the stude-ntsaysblie sat look
ing out of a wludirift ut'^’oslei' hall, 
thinking of nothing in juh-Hcular. Sud
denly there cairieiinto btOiind a men
tal photograph, a ^ioifi^f a settler s 
shanty a Jone in thft iniljat of a vast 
plain." If was li wild arin flat-rocked 
and treeless mesa.-^Jiabeat down 
with almost thehearibf (I'Nrii'thera sum
mer. Not it hu'tnantoeing nor a living 
thing wns’ in sight. //No bird skimmed, 
the iilgh blue sky. Tlie shanty was a 
one-roomed frame jhouse. Inside the 
shanty a young mini lay stretched on 
the floor dead, -He was entirely ajone. 
His attitude and.lils?expression, ns well 
as the disorder of the furniture, indi- 
eated fhatlie bad been murdered.

The. young-woman was entirely un
able io account for/her vision, and Jt 
vanished almost instantly. She wrote 

I down rhe,description oj the scene, hop
ing that ip. tlie future some reasonable 
explanatlqn plight offer. A few days 
afterward a'friend caipe to visit her. 
Among tlie Hist things ;she said was: < 

L “I had ^ucl). sad' ngivs in a,letter Sun
I day. A brother of li’^qrmer. schoolmate 

has been jnurdered Mysteriously on his 
ranch in Arizona.” i? /

I She went on thereto give ti descrlp
tion of the rapcb,-tue loaely'bouse and 
the man fctofcfl'deaS and alone. The 
university student nW explains-her vis
ion on the theory of telepathy. The let- 
.fer.'Svas received by her friend In the 
same hour in which she saw a mental 
portrait-of the rancilif ffhe student be
lieves tliat her frlriiidis-tjidught and 1m

I age of the-murdered man were trans
ferred to her own mind.—Inter Ocean.

It seems Inevitable, that a radical 
change is approaching; indeed, a crisis 
In Spiritualism. And one of two things 
must result, viz: Either Spiritualists 
that are able must step to the front, put 
their hands in their pockets, aud con
tribute liberally enough tq remove the 
embarrassments under which the cause 
is lauguisliing, or abandon theSiope of 
maintaining an independent organiza
tion. under its present form and char
acter. ■ ■

It is worse than useless to attempt to. 
support any organized cause with such 
violent oppmrftlon arrayed against ;lt 

•with so many conflicting elements, 
amo'ug Its members, without adequate

Roberts, Emma Hardinge Britten. 
Luther Colby, and many others of that 
class of early teachers, that when Spir
itualists return to those pure and well 
defined, well understood principles, 

'Spiritualism will recover Its former po
sition, and take its place along the 
front rank with all the popular and pro
gressive religious organizations of the 
day. . ' ,

Others contend that the times have 
been hard, arid our.people are generally 
poor, and that they have not been able 
to keep up. their societies. That when 
times improve, money will be plenty, 
all will be well, and spiritual societies 
will be revived, and the National Asso
ciation duly supported.

The Weltmer Method of Magnetio 
Healing a Priceless Boon to | 

Suffering Humanity;

Is 
of

Prof. Wellmer'» wonderful method ot heeltos 
without uueillon the mon Important discovery „ 

modern times. By, this 
method ho is reltcvlog tho

THE LILY,

she recovered she told him what 
had seen in the adjoining room.

Mr. O’Nan went boldly into 
room and lie, too, saw the bright
burning in the grate. And lying 
the rug in front of the fire was a 
black dog.

Supposing this animal to

$be

the 
fire

upon 
great

have

church’; I hear a voice which says: 
Away, away with all these! Let them 
be buried by the side of my fatlier’sox- 
cart, which was good enough for their 
day, but the sun of that day has gone 
down.” •

I could quote at greater length, but 
the remarks given show the signs of the 
times in this Rocky Mountain region. ■ 
Everyone can see a wonderful change 
going on all the time in the expressions 
from orthodox pulpits. Good', thinking 
people, men and women with progress
ive brains, will not listen to the theo

s logical dry rot as expressed by a few of 
the old theological back numbers, and 
it is through the utterances of Spirltual- 
ists aud the teachings of spirits who 
control our mediums that this change 
in the great mind of humanity is being

brother. His brother Is in business 
here, and it was at his advice that 
“Jaek" and his father came to the city 
to conduct the Evangelistic meetings. 
In telling of his birth-place, London, 
and boyhood, “Jack” showed no signs 
of unusual precocity. Up to two years 
ago he evinced no traits not possessed 
by all lads. His father has spent his 
life in missionary work in London, and 
the boy showed a natural Interest In the 
religious meetings. J

At one of these, about two years ago. 
“Jack” says he was suddenly seized 
with a desire to address the congrega
tion. He obeyed the Impulse and 

■amazed his father by making an elo-

.caused- his sister’s fright, Mr. O’Nan I 
kicked at the unwelcome Intruder 4b 
drive him out of the house, A strange 
thing then happened. • The great black 
dog raised upon his feet and Immedi
ately vanished Into space.

-The family at once notified the 
neighbors and the owner of the house, 
Robert Burns. The latter went to the 
house and saw the fire in the grate, 
where he knew no one had built It.

The Bruce family left that night. 
The owner has offered a reward for any 
one that will stay in the house all night. 
It is claimed by the neighbors that a 
bright light can be seen from the de
serted cabin window every night, but 
no one will venture close enough to 
make an examination. The people aré 
terribly stirred up over the strange af
fair.—News, Paducah, Ky.

A lily on life's tide was sleeping, ' 
Cradled by a shining wave, . -

Aud Its brightness, rays of whiteness 
To the rolling waters gave.

Calm and beautiful anfi. smiling, 
Wore It thenji lio|yi(|y, ;

While the pale llghtJj'drn of. midnight 
On its snowy bosom lay.

O’er its leaves, like'^ems, were glisteri-
1 .

Tears that starry eyes'had shed; 
Not in sadness, but in gladness,

Fell they on the lify’s head.
Life seemed brlghtqij In the presence 

Of that meek apt} holy flower,
I And my spirit lingering near It,

brought about.
Denver lias been stirred up of late 

over the “Doctors' Monopoly Medical 
-■ Bill,” which Is now in front of the Sen

ate. Spiritualists have been stirred up 
’over a municipal law which will compel 
mediums, spiritual workers, elalrvoy- 
ants, healers, and others to pay an an
nual license of $100. Of course there 
has been the usual anti-medlcal meet

' Ings and gathering of mediums protest
lug against such a license, and I flt^nily 
believe that with united effort on the 
part of Spiritualists and Spiritualistic 

. workers, we will be in a position to de
feat to a very great extent the two ob- 
jectlonahle measures referred to. Den
ver is growing and so is Spiritualism, 
aud in spite of many pessimistic utter- 
nnces concerning the ultimate of our 
cause, I feel sure that when the day of 
reckoning comes Spiritualists will occu- 

,. py a foremost place In the ranks of phil
' osopliic science and religion. The Pro

gressive Thinker sells-well here and is 
appreciated. GEO. W. WALROND.

Denver, Colorado.

quent appeal, using words correctly of 
whose meaning he was absolutely 
ignorant. When his father reached 
home and began to question “Jack,” the 
lad again amazed his father by telling 
him lie should not doubt, and preaching 
to his father a sermon on the text, “And 
Ell perceived that God had called the 
lad.”

To the reporter “Jack” to-day said 
that ever since that time words have 
never failed him when asked to speak 
on a Bible text. He makes no attempt 
to explain his power, and says he 
doesn’t know himself, but as he trusts 
God he believes it is God’s spirit moves 
him.

“Jack” offered to give him an illustra- 
'tlon of his power, and the reporter 
chose a text out of Paul’s Epistle to the 
Romans. It was not an easy subject, 
but without hesitation the boy took up 
the Words and expounded them intelli
gently. .

When speaking he seemed under a 
great nervous strain and unconscious of 
the presence of auditors. The reporter 
noticed that the boy's father watched 
him intently, and frankly asked if the 
boy could speak as well out of his fath
er’s presence, the father and brother 
left the' house, and another text was

Dr. Abbott on Spiritualism.
A recent advocate of Splrltualisih ancfl 

one of wide influence and ability, is Dr. 
Lyman Abbott. He does notchampion 
the gross and material and vulgar forms 
of Spiritualism such ns are identified 
with table rappings, slate-writings and 
other sensational features, but the Spir- 
ituallsm which is spiritual and beautl- 
ful. The people who repudiate the usu
al and common so-called phenomena of 
Spiritualism can meet Dr. Abbott on 
the ground he takes without prejudice 
to common sense or religious teaching. 
Dr. Abbott says: “I love to think _my | 
mother follows me with her eyes as'she 
did when I was a boy. I love to believe 
that the strange, subtle, Inexplicable, 
and indefinable influence that some
times comes into my life is from her.”

This is a beautiful thought, full of a 
sweet and tender pathos, which must 
appeal to all those who cherish deep af
fections. It can not offend those who 
do not believe in It, and in holding this 
view. Dr. Abbott says he Is not aiding 
Spiritualism, but it is aiding him. The 
thought that our loved ones who have 
gone before, are hovering near, trying 
to protect and surround us with gentle 
Influences for good, Is only the expand
ed theory of the “guardian angel” 
which is helpful; beautiful and pure.— 
Chronicle, Binghamton, N. Y.

Wakened to a higher power.
While I watched It ineekly smiling, 

Tempest-clouds hau1 gathered o’er, 
Arid'the blast that hurried tffist 

Thundered ’long pe dis^int shore.
By the vexed and angry pillows 

Soon the fragile flower was bent, 
And its sweetness shed in meekness 

To the passing galb was lent. _
Oft the waves wentffoamjng, dashing, 

Splashing o’er ltsrstalnless crest, 
But still whiter, pufer, brighter, 

Shone the light upon Its breast.
Then I wondered witai could make it 

Ever smile, ’mid y;eal of woe, 
All confiding, nevet' chiding, 

Sheddlpg love pu pil jbelow. , . , 
But just then a beam of starlight, 

I Front a .plariet lai^fi irtfd'lorie,

means to draw-from.
And that cannot be expected to come 

from any source but from its own mem- : 
bers. And to make that practical, sys
tematic organization must be adopted.

Spiritualists generally accept that 
proposition. But how few of them 
strive to accomplish it, py to organize 
and support local societies, which seems, 
to be the only practical way to accom
plish it. . ,

■ It is a fact that but few recognize, 
that there are fewer org-aulzed societies 
in America to-day than there were three 
years ago. And It is fair to presume 
there are three times as many Spiritual
ists now as then, aud but few of them 
in societies. •

And tile societies that are now in ex
istence, as a rule, find it difficult to 
raise the means to support them.

The causes for this are too numerous 
for me to attempt to explain at this 
time and place. None will attempt to 
gainsay it, I apprehend.

The National Association at that time 
(three years ago), was in a prosperous 
and harmonious condition;'with money 
in its treasury;

Now, according to the treasury report, 
the treasury Is empty, -and but few so
cieties paying their annual dues,

For some unexplained reason, It has 
been thought best, that eaeb state 
should organize a state society. Where 
this has been done, the revenues from 
the local societies are no longer avail
able to the National, and it is difficult 
to see where the revenue is to come 
from to support that very necessary or
ganization, nnless out of the pockets of 
the individuals. And that can no longer 
be relied upon, judging from present
appearances.

What, then, is the alternative? •
Spiritual theories and Spiritual teach

ings are abundantly established, prov
en and accepted; not only by the 
churches, but scientifically.

Any and all liberal denominations, 
and most • of the orthodox churches 
even, would be more than glad to so 
change and modify their creeds, and 
overcome their prejudices, open their 
doors, and receive with open arms, any 
and all Spiritualists, who are worthy 
members, or converts to Spiritualism,

Sweetly gleaming, meekly seeming, 
Fell upon 'Its iieariy throrid.’ 1 '

Lol n thousand geingAcemed flashing 
O er its bo.som’s stainless snow, 

And -their brightness, with Its wblte- 
nfess, 

Lent the angry wpyep a glow.
Then I knew that flower so fragile, 

Weak and shaken by a breath, 
Held a treasure, drawing pleasure 

From the-storms that threatened 
death.

Though the sullen, turbid waters 
Wet Its tender petals through, 

. Yet It gathered to Its bosom .
Nothing but the ¿pining dew. -

Ah! I thought how fit a seeming 
To our holy faith is this, 

I That from sorrow learns to borrow, 
“Scattered sweets of heavenly bliss.” 

■ BELLE BUSH.
Seminary, Belvldbp,-N. J. '

OPENS~A LITTLE HELL.

THExMAGICIAN
He Performs Inexplicable Tricks.

OH, WHERE IS THE POWER 
CALL BACK AGAIN ?

TO

theOh, why should we breathe forth
■ word that will give
Another Heart anguish and sorrow?

The wound that we makeftnay in bitter-
' ness live,

While anger may die ere the morrow- 
A word kindly spoken will Oftentimes 

span
Despair and a noble beginning,

For sin and its curse have been set 
~ upon men - .

And weakness Is part of his sinning.
01), mark how the rose as It sparkles 

with dew
Will scatter Its God-given treasure

-And yields Up its fragrance to all, not
- to few, ’

To mingle the world in its pleasure. .
The pauper and king are the same in its 

dell; .
It notes not their station or story.

It hallows the spot where the warrior 
fell, ' .

Regardless of birthplace or glory. ■
Oh, better that lips had been robbed of 

their speech ■
Than language should soil by its mad

ness. •
Far better unspoken the word that 

could tench
A heart to despair in its sadness.

We know not the harm or we know not 
the pain -

Of words till some heart has been 
- broken,

But where’ Is the power to call back 
again .

That word which our tongue has once 
spoken? i ■ \ •

: ■ -Richard I. Gavin, A. B„ M. A. . • • . .•-■■-■ ..

chosen, but “Jack” spoke as well as 
ever.

Then questions regarding the Bible 
were asked covering historical and doc
trinal points, and clear, ready replies 
were given.

The boy's father then returned and 
brought several children with him. 
“Jack” spoke to the children, using an 
entirely different style and a simple vo
cabulary. His father says “Jack”, adapts 
his style of speech and depth of argu
ment to the audience he is called upon 
to address.

“Jack” says his power extends along 
other lines.’ Shortly after he had be
come well-known in Englarid, his fath
er, without bis knowledge, challenged 
Inventors to bring their machines to 
“Jack” in public and said the boy could 
show how they could be improved. 
Such a test • was held, and “Jack” 
showed the reporter letters attesting 
that -he had suggested several valuable 
Improvements.

“Jack” says he has never been at 
school more than nine or ten months, 
but studied with his mother. He seems 
thoroughly in earnest regarding his re
vival work and says that during the 
last year in England his outdoor meet
ings resulted in i,000 conversions.—Ev
ening Bulletin, Philadelphia, Pa.

“Princess Karnak” Is the title of one 
bf Magician Kellar’s Hindoo illusions 
that will be presented here to-night. It 
Is unfathomable to the average man 
and bewildering to the expert It ex- 
plolts the belief of the priests of India I 
that a-human being can be in two 
places at the same time. Here is how 
it is done: Two large cages are used; 
one placed upon the stage and the other 
suspended ten feet in the air. The 
cages are of slats and entirely open. A I 
young girl is placed in the lower one, 
the shades drawn close and the door 
locked. Instantly it is opened and the 
girl has gone. She is seen at the.same 1 
moment walking down the aisle of the | 
theafér from the rear. She is again im
prisoned and again the door is hurried
ly opened. Instead of the girl there is 
a fully uniformed soldier in the cage 
and the girl is found in the suspended I 
prison far above thé heads of the audl- 
ence.—Utica (N. Y.) Press. ’

Held the Chost.
Mrs. J. H. LaPearl, wife of the well- 

kbown showman, broke up a spiritual 
seance at Danville, Friday night When 
the ghost walked, she pluekily took 
hold of It and the light being turned on, 
it proved to be a young man of anything 
hut ethereal composition. The spiritual
istic-fraud hah had a decided set back 
la Danville as a consequence of this ex- 
posure.—New Era, Cerro Gordo, Ill., 
March 14. •

In persons grafted lu;a serious- trust 
negligence is n çrlme.—Shakspeare.. .

This, to a casual observer, seems a 
reasonable view. But when they real
ize that one dollar per annum, from all 
Spiritualists in America, will aggregate 
far more than is uow collected from 
them, the view-changes, and, the sur
prise increases. ■

But facts are stubbora things,' and 
theories are delusive, and the question 
recurs: :

Which shall it be? '
B. W. GOULD.

Washington,'D. C.

and who would elect to unite with such 
society.

Spiritualism stands for freedom, for 
liberal conscientious thought, and the 
good of humanity. The churches claim 
to maintain the same.

Is it necessary for .us to^attempt to 
maintain a separate organization?

If we can more effectually accomplish 
that object by uniting our efforts with 
others, engaged in the same good work, 
provided they recognize our theories, 
and accept us In good fellowship, why 
not do it?

There need be no reason for our dis
continuing onr efforts to advance the 
cause of Spiritualism, even under an
other name.

We have already severed offshoots, or 
branches, under various names, like 
Theosophy, Psychometry, Christian and 
Mental Scjence. And now, Brother T. 
Ernest Allen is developing in Boston 
something very much like Spiritualism, 
and with the same object. Brother Geo. 
A. Fuller, too, said last summer, nt On-

WRIT GRANTED IN OMAHA BY 
WHICH TWO GIRLS ARE RE
TURNED TO THEIR MOTHER, 
AND RELEASED FROM SLAVER1.
Omaha, Neb., March 22.—Habeas cor

pus proceedings were begun in the Dis
trict Court to-day in. which a mother al
leges her two daughters are being de
prived of their liberty In the House of 
the Good Shepherd, a Catholic convent, 
of South Omaha. Thé writ was grant
ed. The petitioner was Mrs. Alice M. 
Bigelow, mother of'thé girls—Edith and 
Edna. .

According to Mrs. Bigelow her daugh
ters were “being made slaves, of—both 
In body and mind”-Adnd the health of 
one of them was bejng wrecked.

Judge Scott issued the .writ ■Immedl- 
ately upon bearing the.application, and 
made it returnable i forthwith. Thé 
Mother Superior and Mrs. Bigelow held 
a conference, and IL was agreed the 
girls should be sent. home.

QUESTIONINGS.
1

Tell me, oh,'dying day, 1 
Before thou fadest away, I] ¡,: 
KKsed by the sun, • .
Hast thou no vague regret, . 
Now that the sun has set, ; 
That life is done?
Tell me, oh, rapturous night, 
lithe soft, starry light 
Fills thy desire?
Hast thou no discontent 
When the warm day is spent 
Without Its fire?
Tell me, oh, world remote, . 
itnd light' shadows'float 
Over thy sky?
Tell me, I fain would know 
If longings come and go 
After we die?

—SarQjj;Jewett

tick uud entleilug nil over 
thlb ip.nd. Jtwskeanodiffer* 
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ot bow lung sundWf 
> a positive and per* 
cure tu the^Woltnicr 
. • Il cures when all 
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lute oven at the eleventli 
hour, d uiidret|o gladly testify 
tub!» wonderful ability. Mre. 
J.C. Sutlun. of Big Springe, 
Tex., suffered tfin years with 
euiihiipation, general debility 
aud a complication of other 

Pbof.AYkltjieii. aliments. She tried all rem* 
cilles without relief. Was permanently cured In one 
week by this great lieuler. Chas, I. Btrohin, Preet. 
Nevada (Mo.) Water Works Co., had u cyHIc tumor 
on bls neck for three years. He tried fifteen dootoifl, 
all of whom pronounced his case Incurable. Iruf. 
W.rluner permanently cured him In a few days. Prof. 
Weltmer also poesejses tho remarkable ability to euia 
people at a distance, .and performs cures by this 
method that ate simply asioundlug. No medicines 
or npplltmcca whatever are ueed. Ibis is the only 
method of treatment that will restore lost vitality 
aud kindred aliments. A copy of the Magnetic Jour- 
nul, u forty-ppge Illustrated mugaz-lne. giving a Mat 
of Ue Dion miraculous cures.ou record, will bo sent 
free co any .uft'eror. prof „„
TEACHES HIS ART wonderful wt co othor«.

-rn riTHFR<? i““1 H14 tlie linliIU yi ntno, -Ijett paying prutvBsloii ot
the ago. Many of bls Btudents uro cnulilog train 
■ lO.bO to ,50.1» per day. .Taught by inuO or foisonal 
lnAddroai1'pKOF. S. A. WEJ.TMEII, Nevada, Mo„ 
the American School of Magnetic fl eallng.

The above is the number of the pres, 
ent issue of Tlie Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor? 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to rene.W 
your subscription. This number at, the 
Fight-hand corner of the first page-is ad», 
vanced each week, showing the numbey 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up 1;o 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

A Call to all Spiritualists v 
who see the need of a society, with a 
definite platform of principles: Believ
ing that the time has fully come for the 
organization of a compact spiritual so
ciety or church with a definite avowal 
of principles, code of ethics and rules 
of government and with an active and 
systematic plan of propaganda.

Therefore by direction of the spirit 
world, and the concurrence of a meet
ing of Anderson and Alexandria repre
sentative Spiritualists convened In An
derson on Sunday afternoon, March 19, 
1899, a convention to form a nucleus of 
such organization is hereby called to 
meet in the city of Anderson, Indiana, 
on the 19th day of April, 1899, at 10:30 
a. m., and continue from day to-day, un
til the work Is done. All mediums are 
earnestly urged to attend and assist in 
the movement, as well as to organize, 
for their own protection, and to weed 
out false pretenders.

Done In the city of Alexandria, Ind.,

Premiti m Terms

this 23d day of March, 1891).
B. A. LINE.
H.-J. LEONARD.
M. W. ARNETT.

DR. WORST’S NEW SCIENTIFIC

CATARRH INHALER
With Medicine for One Year Mailed

set, the time was near at hand for the 
“parting of the ways.”

I think It should be deferred, and may 
be, if our people so determine.

But rather tha’n to drag along in tills 
inharmonious, slipshod manner, light
ing frauds, and .struggling for an exist
ence, I am looking around for a good 
place to fall, and for pleasant compan
ionship, where our efforts may be suc
cessfully and profitably continued.

Undoubtedly this proposition will 
meet with opposition, and it may not be 
the best or the wisest thing to do.

But it will perhaps, call the attention 
of the thinking portion of our people, to 
the subject, and bring out a more prac
tical suggestion from others.

It must be evident to all practical 
minds, that something mijgt be done to 
restore confidence and/ produce bar 
mony in our ranks, and provide work-

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu-
dent: of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is Intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” natitely. Mary Lnraney 
Vennum of 'Watseka; Ill., arid Mary 
Reynolds of Venanio County, Pa; For 
sale at this office; “Price' IS cents.

■ “History or. the inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country, should read this 

। concise history of that Romish churchly 
DEMANDS CREMATION. institution knowriJas the. Inquisition. 

—", The animus of Rimanism against all 
Aniw»ars Tn a ITrnam in a cure Institutions, beliefs’and parties not ip Appears in a JJrearo, to agister. | confocmity with thé,ruling powers of 

the Romish hierarchy- is ‘plainly shown 
In these statementatoû véritable history. 
The devilishness - rind murderous ma-

Fori Wayne, Ind.—Tlie body of Ern
est Helnlg was cremated Saturday I ^““¡vlUshnesPind —........ ..
evening at the Lindenwood crematory iicnitv of the “Holy Inquisition' 
under peculiar, circumstances. ..Helnlg <bBearcely paralleled In all the woi 
committed suicide on Jan. 30 because of |records offtnhrimnh atrocltl::. It!.. ... 
despondency, owffig, to havlrig ':been Baie at this office/and willl -be mailed 
thrown out of employment. Two weeks — — ..

' "Ancient India: Ha Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenburg. 
The subject Is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here-treated 
In a way to interest and instruct all 
reader*. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents. • ।

before he died he expressed to bls sis
ter, Mrs. Leuchner, the wish that in the 
event of his demise his remains might 
be cremated. S

Mrs. Leuchner, however, had a horror 
of cremation, and had his body 'buried. 
One night last week, Mrs. Leuchner 
says, her brother appeared to her in a 
dreamed and demanded why her prom
ise had not been fulfilled, and insisted 
that she, even then, should cause the 
body to be exhumed and burned, So 
impressed was Mrs. Leuchner by the 
dream that she ordered the, corpse 
taken up and, cremated.-Democrat, 
Goshen, Ind. -

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. .. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

i” is
world’s

ies. It is for

postpaid for 25 cefits.
“Mahomet, His ’Birth,, Character and 

Doctrine.” By Edward rftibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 

I correct, and' so e^act and perfect in 
3very detail as;to l|<{ practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of tha Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows," 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sate at thia office. .

I Geo. C.'LaFontnlri writes: “Art Magic 
I find to be ¿. book of great value as 
an educator, arid should be,found in all

REMEMBER that all or
ders most be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

To All Beaders of

The Progressive Thinker,
In England the friends 

who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind that the order for the 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

CLUBS! CLUBS!.

ex
On 
bo

ing capital.
We need men and women of ability 

that are willing and able to devote 
themselves to thé cause. :

We need competent leaders, those 
that are willing to devote time and la
bor to building up local societies.

We need competent officers in the Na
tional Association. ■ -

We need more active, competent mis
sionary workers in the field.

We need more lyceums, and trained 
choirs, to say nothing of the pleas
ant and attractive places for our meet
ings, all of wliich may be had with 
money, but not without it. ’ ,

Shall we have It? is the question.
It is ¿useless to inquire what has 

brought about this state of things, as It 
would be difficult to agree, if we did 
make the Inquiry. .

It seems almost a foregone conclusion, 
that no remedy can be reached that 
would be effectual. Still, all “is not lost 
that is in danger.” -

And the remedy is. simple and at. 
hand, arid all who think, must be aware 
of it

It has been growing from bad to 
“worse for two or. three years. And yet, 
no one seems to come to the front and 
set the example of liberal contribution.

It was claimed, for several years, that 
the reason wealthy Spiritualists never 
gave large sums to the cause Ih their 
wills, was because there was no legal 
organization that endowments could be 
safely entrusted to.

It’has now been mqre than five.years 
since the National Association was 
made a legal organization, ainply qual
ified to give seeurity for any sums of 
money or - trusts committed to its 
charge, and I have never heard of but

-well-kept libraries, and with your lib
eral offer I tbihk li «right to reach out 
far and wide.” . , ..

DE. E. J. WORST, Ashland, O.
It positively cures Catarrh, Colds. Pnlns, nod Hear

ing in the Head, Bronchitis, Sore Throat. Headnchc. 
Partial Deafness and all diseases of the Air Passages,

CURED BY INHALATION.
It Is the latest volatile germicide. It penetrates the 

air passages of the head, throat and lungs, killing the 
germs of disease.

AIR IS TRE ONLY AGENT,
Fino enough to carry any medical influence Into the 
small air cells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy the cause of these diseases. 
Over 100,U00 of these Inhalers now in use. They arc 
the only ones made that can be successfully sent out 
on trial free.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall to any reader, naming 

this paper, one of my new Scientific Catarrh Inhalers 
with medicine for ono year, on three days’ trial free.

lilt gives satisfaction, send tno »1.00, If not. return 
It In three days. If you arc willing to comply with 
sttch reasonable terms, address,

DR. E. J. WORST,
' Dept. 26, Ashland, O.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper aud same book free to tho- 
one who gets up the club. The uames 
must all be scut at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of Tho Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post, 
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every- The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching Into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, S10.

one that has availed-himself of that op
portunity to do for this cause what 
thousands of others are continually Jo
int for tlibir cherished Institutions.

Many of our people, are comforting 
themselves. with the thought that as 
soon as Spiritualists are able to weed 
out from among their mediums, all the 
fakirs, and those that practice fraud, in 
their manifestations,,all will be well, 
and the cause revived. -Others contend 
it is ñ powerful Catholic influence on 
both sides of life that Is at work. Oth
ers charge'that the numerous sects and 
organizations that áre springing up 
from splrltal teachings, are attracting 
from the original principles that were 
advanced by such teachers as Judge 

.Edmunds, Doctor: Gardener, Jonathan

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2.

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gaga A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject Is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
bf informationontiiesubject,and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post- 

‘pald. For sale at this office.
“Mediumship arid Its .Development, 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid . errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“The Commandments Analyzed. By: 
W. H, Bach.” The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25c. ;

"Encyclopedia of Biblical' Spiritual- 
inm: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief, his
tory of, the origin of . many of tho 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known. talented 
and ■scholarly author has-here embodied 
the results of his. many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a verb 
table encyclopedia of Infomatlon on the 
»object. Price $1. For zalo at this 
office. , ■ . ■ ■ ■’

Pt LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences nos 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what h< 
had not the enterprise to pay for. W< 
think, in view of what we are doing 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for Tho Pro-, 
gressive Thinker.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
' It is carried out In The Progressivo' 
Thinker onice, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
feosts $1.20. The 20 cents only; a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic Is Invaluable fot 
reference, and it should be In every II 

' brary. As -we aro aiding you, wo as! 
vou in turn to aid us by extending tli< 
circulation of The Progressive Thinken 
thus in a measure becoming a part ol 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. ' - -
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HERE. IS OUR
PREMIUM BOOK

; Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five (times the price that is'asked for it. 
rrkic, - ^exact pic-
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all,

\ outside or
the elegant,, ---O--- -

goffered as a
the largest 
teresting of
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular Isize 
cover. It is 
heavy, book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it willbut as a pre 

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. ___
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll’s great seiihion on “The 
Devil.” lately delivered in/................. ‘ 1
for the columns
ive Thinker. The 
heard it in Chi £
50 cents to a dol 
April 24tli it will
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WRITE PLAINLY,
We would like to impress upon tbe 

minds of our correspondents that Ibe 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must maae 
speed equal to about four composltois. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that alb copy, to Insure insertion 
.the paper, all other requirements be mg 
^favorable, should be written with ma 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper, 
you are not a fairly good Peuæa*” 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and obllg 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTOR S :-Each contributor 
iu alone responsible for any assertion 
t.r statements he may make. The edit 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth cau 
best subserved thereby. Many ot t 
sentiments uttered in an, article may 
diametrically opposed to his belief, y 
that is no reason why they should ne 
suppressed. No one person has 
whole truth, hence kindly 
should always be entertained for tuos 
who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name nnd ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

Di- N. F. Ravlin, of California, has 
been engaged by the Washington Union 
Socletv, of Minneapolis, as lecturer 
from the last Sunday in February till 
the first of July. There are bright in
dications of a good work being done, 
and the audiences, as well as the in
terest, are increasing every Sunday. 
Mrs Ravlin has left Chicago and 
joined her husband in Minneapolis. 

. Tlieir correspondents will please ad
dress them at 1121 Hennepin avenue, 
Minneapolis. Minn.

The Democrat, of Freeport, Ill., says: 
“Tho people of Winslow had the pleas
ure of listening to three eloquent lec
tures delivered by Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley in Gettlc's hall, Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday evenings. 
Mrs Cooler, who is pastor of‘the First 
Spiritual Church, al 77 Thirty-first 
street, Chicago, Is a trance business me
dium and psyehometrist. and ranks 
among the first in tbe United Statffl. 
On Tuesday evening she gave a synop
sis of the doctrine of Spiritualism and 
explained the knowledge the true Spir
itualist has of the present life and of

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

opportuiiity to
out, according to *
noted Liberal Divine. Arrangements have been 
made, to have 5oo,ooo copies struck.boff, if that
number is desired.

Some of the best talent of tlie country 
has been secured. There is- every in
dication that the meetings will be a 
grand success for the cause of Spirit
ualism. Last year a fine hotel was 
built for the accommodation of visitors. 
Grand Ledge has wonderfully beautiful 
grounds—a season there is among the 
greatest treats possible to the friends 
of all-round progress.”

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Wood, of South 
Haven, Mich., write: “It has been our 
good fortune and pleasure to meet with 
the Coloma Society at their meetings 
during the past winter. They meet at 
private residences, and have a picnic 
dinner, which adds greatly to the social 
ties that unite a harmonious people. 
Their meetings are usually conducted 
by home talent, of which the society as 
a unit have Ideas and ean give them ex
pression in ways edifying and instruct
ive. Ex-Rev. Peter Merrifield, in early 
life a Unlversallst minister, is one 
whom all respect. He is an erudite 
scholar, and one can always learn some
thing in listening to his argumentative 
and logical discourses. Mrs. Ida Da
mon the secretary is an efficient, earn
est worker. And in conclusion we wish 
to express our grateful acknowledg 
ment for the receipt of many tokens of 
appreciation for the aid rendered them 
by Mrs. Wood as a medium aud co
worker with them.”

Dr. C. S. Tisdale writes from Boze
man, Montana: "Once more I desire to 
say to the friends in Montana, that my 
call for the names of Spiritualists with
in the state Is daily bringing responses, 
together with numerous questions con
cerning terms for lectures, etc. My 
time is too occupied to answer each per
son’s letter, and as they all seek the 
same information, I will state that I am 
willing to devote a portion of my time 
to lecturing in the Interests of Truth 
and Humanity, apd to go anywhere 
within the confines of the state of Mon
tana, on these conditions: I must have 
all my expenses paid and I am not In 
the spiritual ranks to make anything, 
but for the good 1 may possibly do, and 
look to other and more practical sources 
for worldly goods; however as I am not 
overstocked with worldly things; I am 
compelled to have my expenses paid. 
Another class are sending stamps for 
replies. Ijnto all such, I desire to say. 
have patience and you will be answered 
in your turn. Let the friends continue 
to assist me in getting up a census of 

' the Montana Spiritualists. The time 
has come for Montana to take her seat 

: in the temple of progress; circulate our 
■ spiritual papers, and other literature; 
• organize and get acquainted.” 
! M. T. Lindenberg writes: “As there

the spirit world. On Wednesday even
ing she proceeded to prove Spiritualism 
by the Bible. At the elose of the first 
two lectures Mrs. Cooley gave some 
very Interesting and wonderful tests in 
spirit messages. At the conclusion of 
the Inst she gave tests in psychometry, 
and finally closed by reciting by in
spiration one of the most beautiful 
pieces of poetry. The audience gave 
her five words for a subject, whereupon 
she passed under control and the angel 
that guides her in her poetic musings 
poured forth the words that held the 
audience spellbound and entranced, 
filled with silent wonder. Arrange
ments are being made to have Mrs. 
Cooley back again in the near future.”

Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock writes: “The 
attendance at the First Spiritual 
Uhurch of Pittsburg, Pa., thus far has 
been excellent especially in the evening, 
and- it is pleasant to note the number of 
young men and women who are to be 
seen at the services, and all deeply in
terested In our philosophy as well as Its 
phenomena. I am here for this month 
only, and on Mondays devote a part of 
the' day to enquirers, setting apart one 
day that I may be found when the 
friends call. The work is going on 
prosperously here and great good is be
ing done, for not only hundreds but 
thousands have found the light and re- 
jolce in the truths of Modem Splrit- 
unlism.”

Mrs. A. A. Jones, of Elgin, Ill., writes: 
‘‘Spiritualist evangelist, Mrs; Lydia 
Sholdlee, of Irving Park, Chicago, has 
been giving us the benefit of her spirit
ual gifts, as speaker, inspirational sing
ing, and instrumental, music.” .

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAIr 
CU ITA, INDIA.

recent war, to commute her sentence to 
life imprisonment; and by that refusal 
he became a murderer, her inurderer, as 
much a murderer- In the sight df Al
mighty God, as she. The taking of hu
man life is a terriblp responsibility, and 
two murders do not right the first 

11 R. J. Plunkett writes: “At the regular 
meeting of the Christian Spiritual 
Union of New York City, on March 12, 
1899, Harlow Davis, while giving plat
form tests, turned to a lady and said: 
‘Here is a young spirit coming to you, 
who says that he is your son Sammy. 
He wishes me to say that there will be 
a big fire In a few days not far from 
where you reside, and on the same 
street. It will involve considerable 
loss of property and many lives will be 
lost.’ Five days afterwards the Wind
sor Hotel fire took place while the St. 
Patrick’s day parade was passing. All 
readers of newspapers know thé result. 
Up to present writing the burned and 
missing persons number over fifty souls. 
At the meeting last Sunday afternoon, 
held in Lyric .Hall, corner 42d street 
and Sixth avenue, the lady referred to 
arose and spoke of the remarkable test. 
She proved to be a Mrs. Hahn, who 
lives at 236 West 46tb street, and the 
Windsor Hotel was located on 46th 
street and Fifth avenue. Two of her 
acquaintances were burned to death. 
They were guests of the hotel.”

Lora Holtou writes: “An Oriental re
ception of the ancient guides of differ
ent mediums, will be held under the di
rection of Mrs; Lora Holton, every 
Tuesday at 2 p. m., commencing March 
28, at 3310% Rhodes avenue. Foreign 
languages translated and Interpreted 
through writing, speaking and singing. 
All Interested In this line of medium
ship, cordially Invited. Silver collec-

are a number of good articles given 1n 
your paper every week I. like to make 
use of them for future reference. I cut 
them out, make small scrap books and 
keep these books circulating among 
people who are studying -the subject, 
and who may thereby become subscrib
ers to The Progressive Thinker.” •>

Maggie Waite has permanently lo
cated at 278 Merrick avenue, Detroit, 
Mich., where she can be addressed for 
engagements at camp-meetings or so- 
socletles.

Miss L. Gordon writes: “The Engle
wood Society Is having a boom just now 
as our hall is filled to its utmost capac
ity and we feel we are reaching a class 
of people to whom Spiritualism Is little 
understood, through the ministrations 
of Mrs. Lora Holton. Mrs. Holton or
ganized' a lyceum last Sunday, adopting 
Emma Rood Tuttle's Lyceum Guide, 
elected officers, aud started out with a 
membership of twenty-five, which we 
expect will be a great factbr in promot
ing the growth of our grand cause, in 
Englewood. We extend a cordial invi
tation to all' in our vicinity."

The Chicago'Tribune of last Monday 
says: “The Rev. Frank T. Ripley, as
sisted by Mrs. Hamilton Gill, the 
former from Boston, conducted services 
yesterday at the Church of the Spiritual 
Alliance in Washington Hall, 490 Wash
ington boulevard, in commemoration of 
the fifty-first anniversary of Spirltual-

ference. Would be glad to Tfbar from 
those who expect to ¿attend, A basket 
dinner will be lielcljitii the hall at 12 
o’clock. Ail tlie atihfiai tneeting of our 
society the following officers were elect
ed for the following year: Jacob Beek, 
president; T. P. Lippincott, vice-presi
dent; Frank Dung, sepretary; Mary A. 
Beck, treasurer, Mary J. Bonney, mu
sical director. The Blair Spiritual So
ciety starts out with renewed strength 
and proposes during the coming year to 
do all 4n its power, to further the inter
ests of our grand ijiovement in this sec
tion of the state. We hope other points 
will notice a renewed interest also.”

The Campbell Brothers hold their 
last public seance at Howard's Hall, 
Monday, March 27, and leave St. Louis 
for Ghicago, where I they can be ad
dressed at the Great Northern Hotel. 
They will hold, one s'dance only in Chi
cago, owing to tlieir engagements else
where. After May Ijlheir address will 
be Lily Dale, N. Y. ■ •

L. writes: “On the‘evening of March 
12, the Inmates of tlie Odd Fellows 
Home, at Lockport, N. Y., with a large 
number of invited gqests. listened to a 
lecture by Mrs. Anna'ft. Gillespie, given 
in tlie large parlors,; of the beautiful 
home. Mrs. Gillespie' Is a favorite there 
and was most warmly received by the

TWO HAUNTED GIRLS IN INDIA.
The Madras Times publishes the fol

lowing narratives of what it calls 
“A Haunted Young Lady at Ooty.” The 
writer says:

Since I have been in Ooty I have 
heard many strange stories of ghosts, 
their appearance and tlieir doings, and 
also of the various and curious actions 
of Individuals possessed of devils. I 
was no believer in ghosts, but my last 
experience with a young lady, Miss 
Florallna Burbalijia (this is not her real 
name), .has verily made me believe In 
the existence of ghosts and in the pos
session of devils by some individuals, 
Miss Florallna, who was living in a 
house not a stone’s throw from tbe gen
eral market, some time ago, xvlth a 
young friend of hers, now. married and 
named Mrs. G. II., paid a casual visit 
one evening to a Roman Catholic grave
yard.

HOW IT BEGAN.
Three days previous to their visiting 

the graveyard, a man had committed 
suicide and was buried therein. Being 
light-hearted and not over-scrupulous, 
these young people made the graveyard 
their playground that evening, and both 
of them carried their mischievous tem
perament so far as to dance and jump 
over the grave of the man who bad 
committed suicide, and brought matters 
to a climax by even digging out the 
cross that was imbedded in the grave.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG
Suppose it Is made clear that an ob

ject can be moved In a laboratory or a 
seance room, without mortal hands, 
does it matter whether the object is a 
dignified or an undignified one? And 
suppose it is made certain that signals 
can be produced by some, unseen power 
which appears to be intelligent, does It 
matter in the slightest whether the 
signals speli out sense or nonsense, lie 
or tell the truth? Does it matter, that 
Is to say, to the scientist—to the stu- 
dent-^-who knows his business? Is,it at 
all stretching the matter to say that 
what Is Involved in the
EXISTENCE OF A NOVEL FÓRCE 
suggesting another world? If Mars 
could somehow reach us, in the way of 
communication, what genuine scientist 
would stop to care whether the actual 
communication was more like the 
squeak of a mouse than the declama
tion of an orator?—or more like the 
tremor of a pin’s point Jiere and there 
than the ceaseless flow of the paper 
ribbons at the Stock ^Exchange? The 
vital matter is, not tfhat Is done, but 
what lies behind what "is done—what is 
the inference from what is done?

The scientific imagination is just as 
much wanted on the ethical and 
aesthetic* planes. Granted that the 
“messages” indicate only

DECEIVERS AND DEMONS.
Is It not perfectly conceivable that, on

The scientific researches of the pres, 
ent day have amply confirmed the 
truths which these sages of: India dis
covered years ago. Does not the science
speak forth to-day: ■ ■

Can you draw a breath without de
stroying thousands of lives. You live 
because thousands, rather milllops, die 
every moment of your life, every breath 
that is breathed is death to thousands, 
every morsel that you make is death to 
millions. This is the truth on wjiieh 
all theSe various practices of abstain- 
ance are based among the Jains. 
Viewed in the ridiculous remarks of a 
superficial critic they are a farrago of 
nonsense, but they assume proportions 
if the latest discoveries of science are 
brought to bear upon them. The highest 
code of ethics is summed up in this. 
But let me proceed to another point. 
The question was raised, as it naturally 
rises, how is it possible for us to prac
tice absolute non-injury when we are, 
with all our precautions, injuring, nay 
killing thousands of lives. Onr life 
means death to many. Either we must
die or cause death to millions others. 
The answer was as it could be that we 
must practice this virtue as far as we 
can possibly do, to the best of our abili
ties, to show that we have a mind to 
practice it, but the very nature of our 
constitution prevents us from absolute 
observance to practice it. The Hindu 
does not say he can practice it absolute
ly, but says as far as we can subdue 
our nature and conquer our will, we
should abstain from injuring others. '.

account of certain inevitable con-
When they returned home they fell ill, ditlons, we have opened communlca- 
and I amglfwi to understand that they " .... ... ■ ■ -
were actually possessed with devils.

tion.”
A subscriber writes: “We should be 

pleased to see the mediums who trans
late from foreign language, do so under 
test conditions. Let some one read 
from the Swedish, Italian, French, Ger
man and Spanish languages, and if the 
control can translate the Same success
fully, then reliance can be placed on 
translations from languages which no 
oue present understands.”

Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., 
and Mrs. Gill, of this city, held a meet
ing in Washington Hall, Ogden ayenue 
and Washington boulevard, last Sun
day, and will continue the same during 
the month of April, at 2:30 and i:30 p. 
in. Tests will be given at each meet
ing. Mr. Ripley will give private sit
tings at No. 11 Bishop Court.

Amelia Rohrback writes: “The Young 
People’s Spiritualist Union will hold 
their next meeting on Wednesday even
ing, March 29, in Room 413, Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Visitors are 
welcome.”

Mrs. Georgia G. Coolfiy, the pastor of 
the First Church of the South Side, 77 
Thirty-first street, was assisted last 
Sunday evening by J. C. F. Grumbine, 
who delivered an eloquent discourse on 
“Mediumship and Adcptship.’Tt was 
greatly appreclately by a large audi
ence. Mrs. Cooley followed the lecture, 
giving tests and messages through the 
control of Mayflower, convincing some 
of the most skeptical of the truth of 
spirit return.

Henry Allen is in the city. He is re
garded as a genuine medium, and never 
attempts to supplement his spirit mani
festations with tricks.

Farmer Riley is out West. Prof. C. 
D. Seymour writes in reference to him: 
“Mr. Riley's route home is made up, 
and he can not answer any calls.”

Helen A. Patterson writes: “-Art Mag
ic at hand. It is a wonderful book, and 
I am greatly delighted with it. Thank 
you very much. May it find many 
readers.” .

A. E. Stanley writes from Vermont: 
“Loveland is clear and forceful'; Mrs. 
Watson, racy and refreshing, and

large apd appt&Jativ'b'audience.”
Rev. L. A. Mqbee wjjtes: “I have just 

closed meetings at Durand, Mich.; also 
secured an application for charter for 
the First Spiritual Society of Durand. 
I found a true (society- there, composed 
of some of the best minds of the city, 
harmonious aqfi progressive. I will 
speak for tbe Portland association 
next Sunday, fdq the anniversary.”

Mrs. M. A. Pierson, secretary, writes: 
“The Sunlight Benter -Band’s third so
cial at Lounsbury Ijistltute, Chicago 
Atheneum, March 23, xyafi an enjoyable 
affair. After uie ifiuslcale apd dance, 
much amusement wait occasioned by 
the auctioneerias of- t|fe lunch baskets, 
by the president, Mrs. ,garah E. Brom
well, assisted by-Mrs.^Br.-L. H. Freed- 
erman, after which air were invited to 
partake of the beautifully decorated 
and well filled baskets. The third an
nual election of officers will take place 
at No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, April 4,

' POSSESSED BY DEVILS.
They were restless, looked at every 

one with fiery eyes, and became so un
controllable that they had to be safe
guarded within the precincts of a room. 
They would tear their clothes, and if 
women crossed their way In the house 
or held them they would simply be sent 
reeling to the ground, but if men con
strained them from doing anything 
hurtful or injurious, they would par
tially yield to their threats. Days rolled 
on, and these unfortunate young women' 
were dally tormented, and put on such 
hideous countenances, letting loose 
their hair, that men even were some
times afraid to approach them.

DELIVERED.
The great burden of being possessed 

with devils was at last rolled away by 
a native woman offering some mantras 
before some cut fowls, flowers, and 
limes. Afterwards they were in very 
good spirits aud health, and rarely* fell 
111. The second of the two, whose mar
ried name I have given, was Miss Grace 
F. She got married and left the house. 
On the evening of Sunday, the 25th of 
April last, I had the pleasure of being 
introduced to Miss Florallna named 
above. She then seemed calm and 

^tranquil.

tions only with certain lower strata of 
intelligences? What if we admit that 
we are only experimenting in the sedi
ment, engaged, as it were, in a sort of 
spiritual deep-sea dredging from below? 
Is it such an enormous demand upon 
the scientific imagination, that it shall 
Infer a sea, and perhaps a sky?— 
especially if, now and then, we seem to 
reach the one and eateh lovely sugges
tions of the other. Prove that, as yet, 
we have opened communications only 
with the queer creatures in the sedi-. 
ment, shall we dismiss the whole thing 
in disgust? How monstrously absurd! 
If we can prove that a crawling idiot, 
a vacant fool, a leering liar, goes on 
living ■after “death” is it not a million 
times more likely that the heroic, the 
wise, the saintly, survive? And, when 
we add to the mere likelihood, the 
thought that there Is a just and rlght-
eous God, it seems unspeakably mon
strous to resist the Inference that if we 
prove the survival of the unworthy we 
demonstrate the continued existence of 
those who. by the unanimous vote of 
mankind, would be appointed unto life.

Magnitude and moral elevation, then, 
are not radically concerned with our 
discovery. However small and “low” 
the experiment and its result may be, 
the sublime inference is the same.

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

at 8 p. m.” ■I
Mrs. Florence Johnson, the talented 

daughter of our frleiid and co-worker, 
Rev. Moses Hull, Is itoyv In Chicago. 
We have seen some of her work in reci
tations and physical" culture and can 
speak of it in the highest praise. She 
has the ability to carry’ her audience 
with her, and each one lives for the 
time being, tlie life of'the character she 
portrays. She is open‘for engagements 
for recitations and also for class work. 
Anyone wishing instruction In physical 
development aud elocution would do 
well to address her at 507 Carroll ave
nue, Chicago. •

N. S. M. writes h'om Newburyport, 
Mass.: “For tbe Sundays of March 12 
and 19 we had wit'll us Lucius Col
burn, of Essex Junction, Vt. He gave 
four able and instructive lectures with 
a hall well-filled with intelligent people. 
This is the first time1 Mr. Colburn has 
been with us, and he has given very 
good satisfaction. He has the cause at 
heart, and is zealous in his work of try
ing to help humanity to à higher under
standing of life. He came among us a 
stranger, aud is winning the love and 
respect of our people by his kind and 
manly ways. He Is always willing ,to 
hold out his hand to all classes to try 
to make them bettér. Our society has 
made arrangements, to celebrate the 
51st anniversary of our worthy cause. 
The speakers for thé occasion are Mr. 
L. Colburn and Mr.1 J. M. Realty, of 
Lynn.”

The Fifty-first Anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism will..be celebrated by 
Progressive Spiritual ' Church, G. V.

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

Dr. Peebles' Most
Important Books.

ism. In the afternoon Mrs. Gill gave 
messages to persons In the audience. 
Mr. Ripley In Thé evening relatèd the 
history Of Spiritualism and the com
munication received by the. Fox. sisters 
in Hydesville, ;N.;’Y., in ,1848. &e said 
Spiritualism fias ’ 5,000,000 adherents 
and that if is recognized by the- United

M. L. Phares writes: “The Grind 
Ledge Spiritualist • Camp Association 
have planned a great season’s work. 
The opening day hjis been fixed.for.

' July 20; the close comes Adgust fiL. mable lady.

States'governnient as a religion.” The 
meeting was-well attended, and much 
enthusiasm was manifested, and we are 
glad The Tribune made a note of it It 
proposes In the.future to treat Spiritual
ism fairly1. 1 ., .
' The number of recognized tests given 

by Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, at the 
anniversary meeting last Sunday, nt 77 
Thirty-first street shows that , she lias 
no superior in that line of work. She is 
i remarkable medium, and a. most estl-

‘Augustine,’ to my mind, is a great ac
quisition to the cause. Give us all you 
can from his pen. His productions will 
command respect wherever found. The 
whole number is so exceptionally good 
that one should scarcely individualize.”

J. J. Bergh, of Minnesota, and Dr. L. 
F. Webster, of Vineland, N. J., send 
large clubs for The Progressive Thinker.

E. W. Sprague and wife have been re
engaged by the Independent Christian 
Church of Alliance, Ohio, for April and 
May. This makes six months of the 
year’s lectqre season that they will have 
served this society, and they first came 
for two Sundays only; They have 
some open dates for camp meetings, 
and will make engagements with socie
ties for season of 1899 and 1900. Their 
services can be secured for week even
ing meetings at places ,not too remote 
from Alliance, while they remain there. 
Mrs. Sprague will hold seances in near
by towns when desired. Mr. Sprague 
will officiate at funeralp. Address them 
at 745 High street, Alliance, Ohio. :

Dr. Benton writes: ' "The' Henry, 
Allen phenomenal seance for the benefit 
of the Spiritualists’'Home was'a grand 
success.” . ■ *.' . .

W. E. Bonney writes: '“The Blair, 
Neb., Spiritual Society earnestly invites 
all honest seekers after truth, in east
ern Nebraska and Western Iowa, to at
tend the Fifty-first anniversary of Mod
em Spiritualism, which will be cele
brated on Sunday, April 2d, 1899. There 

.wifi be three sessions, the first com
mencing at 10 a. m., 'with a lyceum. 
The promoters will do everything In 
their power to make the occasion a 
source of- pleasure and mutual benefit 
In a spiritual sense. We hope every

Cordingley, Pastor, at Handel Hall, 40 
Randolnh street. (large auditorium). 
Fridav. March 31. 181)^. A special pro
gram has been arranged of music, elo
cution and dancing, also several fine 
speakers and test mediums will be pres
ent. Admission. 2i^ents.

O. Merritt writes from Genoa. Ill.: "I. 
write to Inform you that we have. In
deed. had a Spiritualist Jubilee in our 
little village this month. Mrs. G. G. 
Cooley was wlfh us .ffie 3rd and 4th. 
giving us one pufilic meeting in the I. 
O. 0. F. hall. aj$o onp parlor meeting. 
Both ¿were wejl. attended, and much 
good J®ls done. If we may judge from 
the ¿rgat and ^fiperaLinterest in these 
meetings. Lastjjyeek lyfrs. Scholdlce. of 
Chicago, made ps a vjslt. She gave us 
two parlor meetings (flat gave general 
satisfaction. T]ien last but not least. 
Mrs. M. A. Burfand. oLMlchlgan. came 
to our village, yhe. 2£d Instant, and 
spoke twice, taking her subjects from 
the audience, pye gq’ve us two good 
lectures and soipe wo^erful tests that 
made converts Hfp .puy.cause, and set 
others to thinking more seriously of the 
subject and pmlosoppy of . Spiritual
ism." ■

The anniversary meeting held at-7i 
Thirty-first street, was a great success. 
The attendance was large and great in
terest was manifested; All the speak
ers and mediums and others who par
ticipated did splendidly. Mrs. Coolev is 
to be congratulated on the good work 
accomplished.

Mr. J. C. F. Grulnblne is one. of the 
rising young men ojt Chicago. His lec
tures are forcible, ipglcal. and at "times 
thrillingly eloquent.

TRUTH IN A DREAM.
Nebuchadnezzar had a drcam, and so 

did my wife. Dreams used to be and 
still an*. My wife had a dream that 
saved her life. It was last August. 
One evening-1 had decided to take the 
next, morning’s ,hoafi the Adder, from 
Glasgow, for.u (Jay’s trip to Belfast, but 
in the nlglit my wife dreamed she saw 
me'on the boat for Belfast from a fish
ing smack she was in, and was sur
prised to see the word “Doomed” 
painted in crimson letters where the 
word “Adder” should be. Asking .the 
fisherman, she was 'assured it was the 
Belfast boat. She saw me on the boat 
leaning on the rails while the ship was 
sinking, and awoke screaming. The 
whole dream my wife saw again clalr- 
voyantly while awake. This was suf
ficient for me to regard it as a warning, 
and I resolved to stay at home. During 
the following morning she fell In a dead 
faint, and as my wife says, she felt all 
the breath leave her body, that it was 
not an ordinary fit, and would have 
passed away but for my timely aid.
TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION

In looking over some second-hand 
bookstalls in search of old Spiritualist 
works, I dropped across a volume of old 
music that 1 should say was over fifty 
years old. On inquiring the price, and 
that being satisfactory, I purchased the 
music and took it home. The same 
evening my wife played from it an old 
song entitled "The Storm,” and on look
ing towards the piano I saw clair- 
voyantly an old lady, who seemed in a 
very troubled state. I was Immediately 
irirpressed by my guides that the old 
lady formerly owned the volume of 
music, and my wife playing the music 
awoke the old lady from her dormant 
condition. Now, from my bringing 
home of the old music, there occurred 
some startling bangs on the piano, 
which rather startled my wife.

Mrs. W., a well-known clairvoyant 
medium, paid a visit to my wife one 
afternoon, and while my wife was play
ing from the old music, Mrs. W. saw 
the old lady standing at the piano very 
perturbed, knocking on the piano. Men
tioning this, to my wife in the presence 
of the servant, the latter, an entire 
stranger to Spiritualism, and having 
been in. our employment only about a 
week, replied Immediately that she had 
heard the knocking on the piano when 
In the room, while my wife and I were 
out. and it so startled her that she 
opened the front door and stood there 
till one of us arrived. One evening I 
was comfortably ensconced In my arm
chair listening to the old, sweet music,

BISMARCK IN HADES.
One of our continental contempora

ries, Splritualisme Modcrne, publishes 
the following communication with re
spect to the position and condition of 
the deceased statesman in the dark 
spheres, from tlie spirit of his com
patriot, Heinrich Heine, the poet, re
ceived on tlie 17th of September last:

"As the Hop of the desert, held in 
strict bondage behind the iron bars of 
his cage, roars, and with his formidable 
elaws endeavors to displace tbe ob
stacles which restrain his freedom; .

“As the eagle, captured by the daring 
trapper, vainly beats against the walls 
of his prison-house, and wounds by fils 
desperate efforts bls noble pinions;

"As an unbroken horse rages and 
real's, with lacerated flanks and nostrils 
reddened with blood, beneath the stress 
of bit and spur;

“So does this powerful and terrible 
spirit, this vast intelligence, this colos
sus, stricken down to-day by death, 
vainly struggle within the circle of his 
destiny.

“For him all is dark nnd funereal. 
Everything calls up the image of 
force,—of the force that destroys; of 
the force that is sterile.

“A narrow valley where black rocks 
seem to meet overhead aud defy the 
light of heaven to penetrate;—such Is 
his abode.

"Torrents of water precipitate them
selves with terrific din from lofty 
heights, where fragments of rock are 
dragged downward by tbe devastating 
cataract.

“A few lichens aud a few stunted 
shrubs alone venture to spring up on 
these desolate rocks; aud the wind 
scarcely stirs the dry .leaves which 
painfully wither there.

“To the pallid day) succeeds the 
gloomy and mournful night. The light 
avoids this ‘'sojourn. A solitary star, 
like a compassionate eye, sparkles and 
glitters above the head of the prisoner 
aud speaks to him of heaven.

“0, Bismarck! this solitary valley, 
over which broods an Impression of 
awful desolation, an abyss of horror 
and shadows, is thy pride.

“Thy restless soul agitates its wings 
with a heavy movement, but the rocks 
touch the sky.

“Thou dost invoke the sound of some 
human voice, for the oppressive roar of 
the torrents creates a sensation of fear,

Reduced Prices.
Three J ourneys Around the World

A large handsomely bound octavo 
volume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her mag
ic, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the relig
ious manners, customs, laws and hab
its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, infants, idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Seers or the Ages.
This large volume of 400 pages it)tit 

edition;, treats exhaustively of th« 
seers, sages, prophets and inspired men 
of tbe past, with records of their vis
ions, trances and Intercourse with th< 
spirit world. This is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. 1’rlca 
reduced from.$2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songSt 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so
cieties and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Chirk and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
$1.25.

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be

fore the medical students of the College 
of Science In San Francisco, January, 
1895. Astounding wonders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around tbe 
world. Price 10 cents. '■
Who Are These Spiritualists and

"“What Is Spiritualism?
This pamphlet ot over 40 pages proves 

that the greatest and brainest men in 
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm. 
Crookes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits say 
about it. What the Jews say about it. 
What Thomas Paine said about it. 
What Renan said about it. What 
Franklin said about It. What Emerson 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis, W. E. Coleman and others say 
about it. Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered in Hydesville. March 31. 1898, 
in Rochester, and later in London at 
tbe International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are

v

when loi I saw the old lady again, 
this Is the tale I gathered from her: 

In her day. long ago, her 
daughter. Ada. used tp play from 
book those old melodies, when she

and

fair 
that 
was

"From Soul to Boiil." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 

_ . . . of thought in pof“!c diction In this hand
Spiritualist and Investigator will coma »ome volume. wJierewith to . sweeten 
qnd join with us. We will have lec- koort of leisure and.ptijoyment Prien 
tures. music,-lyceum, readings, and con- 81-. For Ice.

taken away bv consumption; that It 
nearly distracted the poor old soul, and 
she begged that I would not allow the 
old music to be played, as It woke up 
the old painful recollections. She said 
she would not knock any more if I 
would promise not to have the music 
plaved. I promised the old lady her 
wish should be carried out, and the 
music was laid aside, and the knock
ings ceased. . .

In the solitude of my chamber I kind
ly asked our heavenly Father to help 
the poor old soul, so that her loved one 
might be brought to her, and that she 
might -be re-united to the loved child 
she thought she had lost forever, when, 
In answer to my prayer. I saw her loved 
one—a bright and beautiful spirlt—and 
others, who thanked me and took.her 
away to joy and rest . .

Three weeks afterwards I was sitting 
alone in my cozy room, when I heard 
another bang on the piano, and on look
ing round.'my old lady of the music 
volume bad returned with her loved 
daughter, whom she had mourned, ns 
lost- They -both thanked me for my 
sympathy and prayer,, and told me to 
tell my wife sho could now play the old 

’melodies, as the loved one whd was 
mourned ns.lost was found, and all was 
•joy and happiness. , .,...*

which appears marvellous-to thy croud 
spirit: but there Is no response to thy 
appeal.

"Oniv. like a silver tear, sparkles that 
mysterious star: a tear of penitence, a 
tear of humility, falling from a mighty 
heart.

"Dost thou at length recognize the 
Divine Hand? Dost thou listen to the 
voice of the poet. O great spirit? It 
will dominate the thunder of the cata
racts and the cry of the screech owls.

"Superb oak. laid low by the hurri
cane. be submissive, be submissive:

’■Earthly empires pass away, and the 
breath of ages scatters them into im
palpable dust.

"Conquerors, arrogant politicians, and 
great statesmen, vanish like shadows. 
Wealth, -power, command.—all are van
ity: everything but love. pity, justice, 
humble resignation.

“The Insect is of as much worth as 
thou: the grain of sand Is thy equal, 
0 Iron Chancellor, reduced to dust, 
which the wind wafts hither and 
thithen! . •

"Thy worth is now measured by that 
of thy heart. Hast thou loved? Hast 
thou suffered? Hast thou thought of 
some one—even if it were only thy 
dog—more than thou hast of thyself? 
If so. issue from the abyss!

"It is so. I believe. That star, a 
humble diamond, trembling., in the' 
blackness bf the sky; is It not, per
chance- born of thine own heart,—of 
thy terrible heart. Friend. I believe it 
to be so. ...............

“Why do I speak to thee,-lion, eagle, 
unbroken horse, raging prisoner, beat-' 
Ing thyself against the walls of thy 
cage? It is to bld thee hope.! ■...... •

"Hope and humble thyself! and.when 
thv pride is subdued, the obstacles 
which interpose themselves between 
thee and the world of light, shall dls- 

)appear at every step. .. . <

racy, meaty and scholarly. I’rice 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. 

E. Coleman. Rabbi Wise. Col. Ingersoll, 
J. S. Loveland. B. B. Hill. J. R. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus. Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What tbe spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, nnd nil 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 2t> cents.

Hell Revised. Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipps sei- 
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What Is Hell?’’ By Dr. 
J M Peebles. A pamphlet of 2u pages. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist?
Did it begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? Did it as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or is it a potentiallzed portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodled? Price lo cents.

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet is a re-print of the es

says In “The Arena" on Spiritualism in 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
In “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents. -
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern

- Spiritualism.
An elegant pamphlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville. N. Y.. at the celebration of 
thé Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents. • .
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This department is under the 
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights,

m an

obio.

NOTICE—No attention will bp given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the uume will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

I.

will absorb It freely, aud when the 
stomach refuses, Injections are taken 
aud usually: reduce the irritability of 
that orgupi:> Soft'cloths wrung out of 
tepid water, applied to^the surface, are 
very effective. No, do not be afraid of 
water. It is the solvent which carries 
out of the system all the waste, and ef
fete poisons, and if properly cleansed 
the body would not have any refuse to 
serve as a soil in which the germs of 
disease cduld find lodgment.

Many Beliefs and Theories 
Not Based Thereon,

H. V. Swerlngen, Fort Wayne, Ind.: 
Qi What per. cent of revival effort of 
the Christian church is for the sole pur
pose of Increasing the revenue of the in
dividual church, and what portion of It
Is for the exclusive benefit of the soul

Miss Clara Kimmons: Q. How' many 
benevolent institutions such as; homes 
for orphans, etc., are under the man
agement of Spiritualists, and where are 
they located? .

A. It may be said that the orgaulza- 
Hon, or want of organization, has not 
thus far admitted of the Charitable 
work referred to by this correspondent. 
But beyond this, all such institutions as 
conducted by religious sects are for the 
purpose of church propaganda, ana 

^Spiritualists'not having this necessity 
before them, claim that all such charl- 
ties should be managed by the state. In 
fact they go even beyond this, claiming 
that all-charltlds should be only tem
porary, until justice can be meted to 

.all, which being done, there would be 
no need of charity. In other ■words, 
charity is necessary because of injus
tice. Soup houses follow the robbery of 
the starving people. On strictly spirit
ual lines we think the veteran fepirlt- 

1 uallsts' .Union Is a type of charitable in
. Btitutions. \

The state has every means for char
itable work, and there is not the least 
occasion for a sect to maintain separate 
institutions for the poor, more than it 
would be for each to have insane asy
lums, homes for idiots, etc. Their do
ing so is fraught with danger to the 
state, for as well known, the strength 
of Catholicism resides in its pretended 
charities; its army of -"sisters” are 
propagandists, and it Is not for human
Ity they sacrifice themselves, but the in
terests of the church.

H. Richardson: Q. -Who was Jose
phus? Could be have gained bls in
formation from other sources than the 
Bible?

A. According to the account which 
introduces the works of Josephus, he 
was born at Jerusalem, of wealthy fam
ily, -A. D., 37. He is said to have been 
captured by the Romans during the, 
Jewish .rebellion. He adroitly saved 
'himself from death, and assumed a Ro
man name, Flavius. He Is said to have 
been at the destruction of Jerusalem 
with the Romans, and accompanied 
Titus to Rome.

I. His History of the Jews is nothing 
'more than a rehash of the Bible ac
count, with fabulous traditions. Emi
nent critics call in question the exist
ence of such a person as Josephus, and 

¡ they make a strong case.
: With a credulity which Is amazing In 
(its childishness, and utter want of crit- 
i leal judgment as to what is true or 
ifalse, the writings referred to Josephus, 
'are as unreliable as the Arabian Nights 
qr Gulliver’s Travels.

He is a support to the Bible, the only 
“profane" support it has, and hence to 

¡maintain the value of his writings is es- 
'sential. Had it been otherwise the es

- ’timate of his writings would be very 
different

“Evelyn": Q. How did angels have 
Wings bestowed on them?

A. ' The Aryans from whom the folk
lore, the myths and religion of the Hln- 
doo, Greek, Roman, and all Christian 

. people was derived, were imaginative

of the individual convert? In other 
words, dp these “fishers of men" bait 
their hooks especially for a revenue 
"catch” or otherwise?

A„ There are no reliable statistics on 
this subject, but judging from the 
methods of revivals, the efforts for 
church aggrandizement must be placed 
at 100 per cent,, and for the welfare of 
the individual, nothing. Every so-called 
evangelist has his price. The church 
members wishing a revival, discuss the 
hiring of this dr that one as a business 
measure. They , Invest the , church 
funds, expecting to reimburse and re
tain a dividend- There is not a pulpit 
of a “respectable church” that would 
retain Its pastor If that pastor did not 
have a salary. Young men go into the 
ministry just as they would Into the 
law, for what there is In it, The chari
ties, the Sunday- pchpol work, the mis
sionary efforts, are all for the church, 
and the ministers work for “what the 
traffic will bear.” '

Instance the conversion of the heath
en is according tp pretense a prime ob
ject for every Christian. The ministry 
pledged to carry,on this work ought to 
be the most .devoted. How many would 
go, if they were.pot well paid? How 
much money would be collected for that 
object If the collectors did not have a 
percentage?

Every convert Is expected to pay Into 
the church till, and becomes of conse
quence according to the sum he con
tributes.

Converts are wanted to strengthen 
the church, not that they will benefit 
the converts.. These fishers of men do 
not bait their hooks to feed the sotils of 
men, but to deceive them into swallow
ing the bait and henceforth becoming 
spiritual slaves. .

Mrs. Nettie F. Brown: Q. (1) What 
is our best policy toward the Philippine 
Islands? •

(2) Is it possible for a spirit not wish
ing to be recognized by an “Independent- 
clairvoyant,” to transform Itself so as 
to look like an unknown person?

A. (1) The wonderful manner in 
which the Philippines were thrown into 
the hands of this country must be re
garded as one of the- many instances 
shown by history, where human effort 
has been supplemented by Interposition 
of the spirit world.

Having these islands, it would be 
cowardice to shrink from the responsi
bility. This government is bound by 
Its obligations as the champion of lib
erty and justice to hold- them as a 
guardian, until the people are capable 
of caring for themselves. The true pol
icy Is to hold them as territories subject 
to the laws of the United States pro
vided for such cases. 1 have that con
fidence in our institution of government 
as to fully believe it will sustain itself 
and fulfill all duties and obligations.

It is a task that cannot be laid down. 
Whatever the future has In store, this 
world-mission must be fulfilled.

(2) Independent clairvoyance, means 
a complete separation of the spirit from 
the physical body (or death) and is only 
thus reached. From its beginning up to 
that high degree, there are all shades of 
dependence. In the lower stages It oft
en fails to distinguish between impres
sions and real objects. To make plain, 
a spirit comes wishing to be identified, 
say by the clothes it once wore, and im
presses its thoughts so Intensely that 
the clairvoyant thinks he sees the spirit 
thus arrayed. This Is not real, but sub
jective. In the same way the spirit is 
able to appear as another person; as old

- as children. They saw the fleecy 
white clouds sailing in the blue seas of 
tlie heavens, and compared them with 
snowy swans.

The mythic beings, half swan, half 
maiden, received the name apsaras, and 
'are -the Hori of the Vedic heavens. 
'Their snowy arms receive the hero’s 
spirit when it departs from the glories 
of-earth.

When this beautiful fancy descended 
to other peoples, who understood by the 

rword and not the spirit of a language 
¡-that even then was dead, tbe apsaras, 
!swan-maidens, became types of angels; 
'messenger's winging their swift course 
through.the azure, and clad in white 
garments of the swan and cloud, with 
snowy wings. •

Thus the child-fancy of the Aryan, 
before Hindoo, Greek or Indo-European 
separated from this parent source, was 
the foundation of the artistic concep- 

- tlon of angels, and hence spirits, which 
has come down to the present, aud so 
intimately interwoven is this concep
tion with our ideas of spirit, so thor
oughly instilled by ages of heredity, 
that its absurdity is lost In the pleasing 

. visions of fancy.

Mrs. E. B., Chicago, has been holding 
regular seances for two years, and the 
only manifestation Is floating white 
mists and lights.
. A. This lady has not learned the ne
cessity of concentrating her thoughts. 
She passes into that peculiar negative 

; state which is not passivity, but may 
■ be described as mental lethargy. . She 

should take pencil In hand and awaken 
hei* mind by concentration, and then 
she will at oucc gain all she seeks by 

- spirit written messages.

In our mad frenzy for honor, power 
and opulence, we act and think like 
children In oi;r search for the real. We, 
as ’freethinkers, deride earlier ages, 
rehearse stale sayings apd doings, and 
above all, we criticise creeds and faiths 
because their adherents do not build 
upon the' knowable, while we are using, 
up misspent energy, and cultivate 
Illiberal liberalism,

Now let us take a candid view of the 
leading thoughts of foremost thinkers, 
and we find the groundwork of the ma
jority to'be theories -upon the un
substantial and upon aii irreconcilable 
record. A. will build his theories upon 
Bible stories, when he cannot prove 
that any of the stories there related are 
facts; nor does he know whence they 
came, what the Catholic priesthood 
added or subtracted during the thou
sand years these writings remained in 
their keeping, or if the personages 
mentioned therein ever exl.sted. B, will 
assert tliat a Jesus once came to earth 
to be man's savior. He may stake his 
prospects of a future happy existence, 
and swear to it, but no court under the 
sun . would adnilt -such guessing evi
dence. C. will declare that Jesus per
formed miracles. Well, a miracle is 
but a something not commonly under
stood, says the lexicographer. He 
claims that Jesus made water into 
wine—that any East India juggler can 
do. That he healed the sick—so do the 
Mormons and. other-magnetic healers. 
He was Immaculately conceiyed—that 
was believed by the ancients of Thesus, 
Romulus, Lycurgus and nearly all men 
who had risen to prominence; while sci
ence demonstrates this an Impossibility, 
and.that it requires a positive and a neg
ative throughout nature for re-creation, 
iu vegetable as well as in animal na
ture. That he came to be king of the 
Jews—the shortcoming of this un
doubtedly was caused by the Jewish 
god or bls prophets lying. That after 
he had wandered1 with multitudes of 
followers, who were either beggars or 
thieves, and who heralded him as their 
future ruler, he was-crucified—anyone 
who would pass through Europe to-day, 
uttering seditious cries, would not be 
permitted to wander three years with
out being apprehended—but the Jews 
may have been more libera! in that age. 
He raised the dead—the Bible says not; 
according to the story, he told his 
disciples that be (Lazarus) is not dead, 

. but he sleepeth. That Jesus sprang out 
of the root of David—the Bible says 
that his stepfather did. That he 
ascended to heaven—If sailing ver
tically, he may have landed on the con
stellation of Hercules, whence this solar 
system is tending, and be there ahead 
of our grand system a few million

their systems satur ith, and their 
minds encased in ti^ dWwebs of dying 
creeds.

Make yourselves a Court of Inquiry, 
and test your own knowledge by the 
same standard as, yp.uz would every 
other subject before hljudiclal tribunal, 
where mere hearsay Is not admitted. 
Finally, Brother ¿Fteet^nnker, will you 
upon your sacred pfithj'swear, “I know 
that Jesus lived;-' preached, healed, 
walked on the waters, ascended above 
the earth despltW1bentral gravitation
and atmospheric 
sits on the right

, aud that he 
his own self;

that he said it wps batter that the 
world should burst asunder than one jot 
or tittle of this book ¿Jiould be lost— 
GOO years before Ahe'Tjrble book was 
manufactured, and-,140Q(years before it 
was printed; that'dhe - creation story, 
and the flood and whaje story are true; 
that the Chronicles are good Sunday
school reading; that a few loaves and 
a few fishes did fepd’a multitude of 
people; that the jf,esus-mountaln-devil 
story is also true.” 'Do you thus swear? 
If ypu cannot do this conscientiously, 
you are committing a grave' error in 
weaving a web of inepnsistencles.whlch 
you do not believe yourself. ’.’. .

. C. J. JOHNSON.
Pocatello, Ida.lio. 1 •

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual. Universe., By E.’D, 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact '_ fl ItrA tilnrv. +1.^ «...1.

or young. Clairvoyants are often at 
fault in distinguishing between the real, 
and vivid impressions, and are not able 
to reach that perfect “Independence” 
where they are free from this source of 
error.

Patient: Q. In your reply some time 
■' ago as to the use of water by those who 

, were ill, do you not make your state
ment too strong, that it cannot injure?

A. Patient misunderstands, for it 
■ was not in the answer that water could 

not Injure. When wrongly applied It may 
■ have a very deleterious effect. But. 
where one patient suffers from the use 

■ of water, a thousand suffer from the 
- want of It. The ddslre for water is not 

a sure test, for often when there is no 
thirst it is most needed—and the burn- 

■ lug thirst of fever gomes from the con- 
ditlonof the stomach, which often will 

. not retain it, when taken.
The fear of water, which comes from 

a past age when mercury was the chief 
remedy, with which it was incompat
ible, should be forever set aside. ’

Water Is the chief solvent, tonic, stim
ulant and food of the body. It forms 
three-fourths of its substance. When
ever the mouth is dry, with, thick sa
liva, the eyes and nostrils dry, the skin 

7 rough and harsh, the system needs 
water. In all fevers It needs water, 
The quick, wiry pulse-beat demands 
Water. Pure water, ’boiled and’then 
cooled, of course is understood. Its 

: temperature should be. carefully ob
served. In fevers it may be even Iced, 

< but when the temperature of the pa- 
• tient Is low, the water should be 

' warmed,- It Is not es'scntlrt! to be taken 
by drinking, for the surface of the body

HONOR TO OUR WORKMEN.

- Who shall we call our heroes? 
To whom our praises sing?

The pampered child of fortune?
The titled lord or king?

They live by others’ labor, 
Take all and nothing give;

Tbe noblest type of manhood 
Are those who work to five.

- AVho spans tbe earth with iron, 
■ And rears the palace dome?

Who creates for tbe rich man 
The comforts of tr home? ’

It is the patient toller;
All honor to him,' then, 

The true wealth of the nation
Is In her working men. ■ :

J’or many barren ages
Earth hid her treasure deep, 

K And all her giant forces j
Seemed bound as If in sleep, 

Then labor’s “anvil chorus"
Broke on the startled air, 

And, lol the earth In rapture 
Laid all her riches bare.

. ’TIs toil that over nature 
Gives man his proud control, 

And purifies and hallows
The temples of his soul.

It scatters foul diseases, 
With all the ghastly train;

Puts Iron iu the muscle, 
And crystal In the brain. .

The grand, almighty builder ' 
• Who fashioned out the earth,

Hath stamped his seal of honor 
On labor from Its birth,

In every angel flower 
That blossoms from the sod.

Behold the master touches— 
The handiwork of God.

Then, honor to our workmen, 
The hardy son? of toil, ~

The heroes of. the workshop, 
Tbe monarchs of the soil.'

, „ MRS. A. B. COOK.
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_ CHAPTER LXII. _ _
Deputation of two Prlesu sent by tbe People and tho 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tbe 
will of ibe Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tbe Bishop le wrong and that we are 
right—For peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
tbe contest on certain conditions accepted by tbe 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns false to bls 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the bead of 
my Colooy-My last Interview with btm and Mr. 
Brassard. ___

CHAPTER LXtll. . _________
Mr. Deaaulnler Is named Vicar General ot Chicago to 

crush us-Our People more united than over to de
fend their rights—Letters ot the Bishops ot Mon
treal »gainst me, and tey answer-Mr. Bra»s»rd 
forced, against bll conscience, to condemn us^-My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon. ________

. _ CHAPTER LXIV.______________
Iwrite to tho Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving tho bad conduct ot Bishop 
O Regan—Grand Vicar.Dunn sent to tell me of mF 
victory at Rome, and the end ot our trouble— i go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to tbe Bishop 
—Tbe peace sealed aud publicly proclaimed bj 
Grand Vicar Dunn the Mtb of March, 1858.

. . CHAPTER LXV. ....................
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

^rrn rm vyrmnrr? X nn I -Grand Vicar Saurin apd his assistant, Boy. MTUk PsYi.HI lln n M V H I Granger-Grand Vlcat Dunu writes me about thei 11E I fill UnUUlAril H new storm prepared by tho Jesuíta—Vision—Christ
» offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy

_QR- • I and saved—Back.to my people.
_. -__________________ CHAPTEB LXVI. ______niAI DI ANPUETTC Vhe Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—weUIAL. rLnrivnEI It. Hire up the name ot Roman Catholic to calllour-

»elves Christian Cathollcs-Dlsmay of the Roman 
Catholic Btshops-My Lord Ddggan. Coadjutor ot

' St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He come» to St. 
Aono to persuade tbe People to submit to bls 
Authority—Ho is Ignominiously turned out, ana 
runs away in the midst of the Ciles ot tho People.

delivered his

years; but, if'that particular earth-spot 
had faced In an opposite direction, 1 
fear we will not see him when we come 
to shake hand wltli that grand con
stellation. I often wonder where the 
Christian heaven is supposed to be.

D. Is another freethinker who believes 
these things, but doesn’t know why he 
believes them. He will quote Bible to 
sustain his argument, and soine of him 
were incarcerated In Ludlow Street 
.Tall for sending . obscene literature 
through the mall, even If copied out of 
said book. E. is often so liberal that be 
becomes illiberal; or, in other words, he 
sees things in a certain light, and de* 
mands that all should see them tires 
same; Instead of showing basic truths, 
and leaving each and all to draw their 
own deductions. F. musbltave a god o f 
bis own. The fighting god of the Jews 
and the revengeful god of later ages he 
has outgrown, but must have a god of 
love, and claims that the attribute of 
Love is bls only god. A god of harmony 
would seem to me nlgher to the mark— 
a harmony in the growth of worlds and 
all. they contain, if he must have a god. 
We may see inharmony in the actions 
of brute and beast, for want of better 
words to express it, but viewing it as 
a grand whole, It seems perfect, as an 
outgrowth of a cruder. G. must have 
a Nature's god, whatever that is. If 
he thinks that nature cannot act with
out a something outside of It, then he 
cannot trust the vastness that the eye, 
the telescope and spectroscope reveals 
to him. The ancient inythologians 
were far beyond him in grandness of 
conception. They worshiped the attri
butes, the seasons, the oceans, the 
storms, the powers surrounding them, 
and everything grand, good and beau
tiful; and if they had gpne beyond that, 
they would have built oh as miryt 
ground as our orthodox brethren when 
they go beyond the knowable.

H. must have an omnipresent god to 
lean upon. Well, if he must have it, 
such god must be in the highest heaven 
and in the deepest hell; In.the halls of 
solons and In the lowest bagnio; In the 
midst of purity and amongst the lowest 
debauchery. He must be in the plant, 
animal aud man; in the thoughts of 
men. and through every stratum of our 
earth-crust; in the sunshine and storm, 
in the life-blood of the child, and in the 
nerve of the pugilist; In fact, every
where; not to mention in other planets 
and suns as well, if they have the same 
go<J. But, Friend H., Is that not Nature 
or Life itself? Then why stick In an
orthodox god us president or overseer

“Mus’ I,Let Down de Cat?”
A-congregation of negroes, says tlie 

Macon county (Ga.) Citizen, were de
voted to their- zealous and enterprising 
pastor. During one of his revivals, to 
Impress, the congregation .while telling 
the story- of the Holy Ghost appearing 
In the formof. a dove, he engaged a 
small colored boy to—at an opportune 
time ln;the story—let loose a live dove 
from a hole in the celling just over the 
rostrum. The device was successful 
for several nights, and the congregation 
.was very much mystified and impressed 
and It succeeded. in drawing a large 
rihmber-ofrpeople to the church. Ono 
night while the crowd was listening in- 
teñtly to. the story, and It was reaching 
the climax where'the dove was to ap
pear, they were startled by a whisper 
vfhlch reverberated through the church: 
“Uncle John, de cat done eat up de 
Holy Ghost.” The congregation smiled, 
and the smile was Increased to a roar 
of laughtet when, in the same whisper 

-came: “Mus’ I let down de cat?” ■
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rill for ThO 
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Status and Needs of Our
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?
J. believes In a. god also, but not a 

head-god over all other gods, but a god 
who is personified in and through every
thing; in fact, an atomic god or a god in 
substance. Then, according to that, he 
must be in our promptings tb do. wrong 
as well as good; he must, like H.’s god, 
either be unable to reform the world, 
restrain seeming evil, or think, “Slide, 
Kelly, slide; I will catch, you after a 
while.” (Excuse satibe, but sometimes 
It becomes necessary to approach the 
ridiculous in ' ordfer to' set ..thinkers 
thinking.) ;

The basic principle whereupon every 
thinker must stand, is Fact. Sycophants 
may proselyte, and ■ scoundrels may 
have-a policy in acting decent occasion: 
ally, but men who deciare, themselves 
the, world’s thinkers, must remember 
the-first principle in logic, which is, and 
ever must be, “Deduce facts from other 
facts.” If we endeavor to deduce any
thing from faith, theory or mere belief, 
we will land with, our logic in.the same 
formation. Let it suffice then for us 
that we build on'solid, proven facts to
day, for .to-.morrpw new .and .unknown 
law;s may appear/from whose premises 
we can then reason; but .never go back 
to ascertain the color .of. a ‘man^ hair - 
wbo died thousands: of years ago, or, 
probably, be never existed; or, if he did,

Quincy, the Gem Olt-y of'the Missis
sippi Valley, with about 42,000 inhabit
ants, is justly entitled to the name 
Gem, from its beautiful high location, 
with abundant ■ shaded streets and 
parks, fully 100 fee.t above the Father 
of Waters, affording perfect drainage. 
We have here the healthiest city In the 
western middle states. It could as well 
be called the city of churches, as it is 
more than blessed,, (or cursed) with 
them, having some , 12 or 13 Roman 
Catholic and all others combined, 17 
more; besides we are blessed with the 
nunnery, aud the monk schools cover- 
about three solid blocks all told. Ignor
ance and the dark ages are fully repre
sented. One need npt go to Spain to see 
the dominating spirit and tyranny of 
the Roman Catholic church. I have 
lived here five years. They have on two 
occasions denied free speech to Father 
Slattery, who was billed to speak here 
In the opera house. As the weak mayor 

। of our city, a Protestant at that time, 
was appealed to by,the priests, and be 
said as his excuse for not allowing free 
speech, It would be to. excite riot. But 
sueh is the power of the priests and ig
norance. . ;

Now what we want and need here is 
a good inspirational speaker and organ
izer. There are about 200 or thereabout, 
of Spiritualists here,' find, among them 
tlie finest citizens, such as doctors, law
yers, bankers and business men. We 
have one of the finest test mediums liv
ing here that any city’ has, in the per
son of Mrs. Elsa Phelps, .who is called 
away to other cities nearly all the time 
to demonstrate to the skeptic the phe
nomena of spirit return. Owing to the 
sad fact that we have no organization 
to employ her time. 'H(er phase is inde
pendent state-writing and materializ
ing. We had a flne'hall built by Mrs. 

. Merrick, a noble woman, some eighteen 
years ago, that represented- an outlay 
of some ten or twelve thousand dollars, 
but the cause did not prosper to any de-

what does it matter to us? If ‘we can 
benefit ourselves or the world by’what
ever moral axioms and ethics of the 
past, and by the experience of others, it 
is our duty to do so, but it doesn't 
matter to a truth if first spoken by a 
Seneca, Pope or a Santa'Claus. •

Therefore it behooves every advanced 
thinker to give naught but facts to the 
world; but if he should promulgate the
ory, let him explain, to his hearers what 
are known facts, and what are his own 
individual belief. The fag end .of fables 
can only'be promulgated by men who 
desire to boost a dying theology; and, I 
am sorry to say that , we find, scribes 
and speakprs to-day, "who pretend to 
work on the elevating plane of. Spirit
ualism and free thought, who have yet

countless millions of planets roll, in
stead of a few taper lights hung up 
around to give light by night, as the 
Bible would have us believe?

Did Robert Fulton and the inventors 
of steam power look Into the Bible to 
find the key to an invention that has 
moved the world, or did they look at a 
tea-kettle? I think the tea-kettle a few 
laps ahead. .

Did Benjamin Franklin use the Bible 
to bring lightning from the clouds, or 
did the kite he made become a starting 
point iffl one of the most wonderful and 
useful'inventions In the1 history of the 
world, and which is yet in its infancy— 
the electric telegraph?

Did all the great Inventors of sewing 
machines, mowing machines, reapers, 
and a world of useful machinery, go to 
the Bible? No! It was in the dirty 
foundry or blacksmith shop they got 
their inspiration.

Now, please tèli me where the art of 
printing was found—in or out of the 
Bible? and the printing-press—whence 
came that machine that has been more 
useful in civilizing the masse? of the 
human family than all the Bibles and 
preaching have done In two thousand 
years. ’ ABNER CROCKER.

Bethlehem Center,' N. Y.

gree, from'lack of, qrganization, when 
about 5 years ago Mrs. Merrick passed 
to higher life. Her estate iiTin litiga
tion by her. heirs, ■frho want tb break 
the will, and all of them swore that she 
was crazy; The haH’IS being used only 
about two nights itf'a month by 'the 
Modern Woodmen lodge,1 •And occasion
ally by a tramp c6Sv-bojl'preach'er. It 
can be rented fbf ambmmal.sum, $10 a 
month. I am too kftildiearted to invite 
or send anyone to! tlielr doom, know

’ Ingly, but I believeftbat K’Srst-class or
ganizer and speaker cbul&ln a few 
weeks build up a Iftie soMety here; but 
It will be no easy wallr-ffiay or dead 
easy thing. Whoever it‘is that wishes 
to undertake the task, ffiust take , the 
full situation’ in view, as"! have stated, 

'and come with: the 1§Ht nnfl’backbone to 
stay by us. We (as ill I nave talked to) 
will join in the cibsb Jffld stay with 
whoever comes to bling the great truth 
to the front and erfllghtffl the masses. 
I did not intend to ahke rip- so much of 
your valuable space, but I hope it will 
'be accepted- in the ‘Spifit’W is intended. 
I would be glad to receive correspond
ence with any one who would like to 
undertake the labors of this field.

Quincy, Ill. F, W. DeTRAY.

“Wedding Chimes. By Dèlpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding sopwnir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, ■ marriage,. certifi
cate, etc., with choice’ inatter In poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and LiberaLmln- 
istry. Price $1. For, sale, at this .office.

Titus Merritt writes: “The last sub-.

i

Tbl. iMtrament l«_.nb»tantlaUy the .Mme.», that 
employed by Prof. Haro In Ills early Investigations. 
In Ita Improvedform It baa been before tbl public for 

। more than seven years, and In tbe bands of thouiande Conspiracy Against the Republic, of persons baa proved IU superiority over the Plan- 3 _LV —.. -i «11 InatrtimAnra which h»vA h.#n

BOOK REVIEWS
- A Conspiracy Against the Republic, of penons has proved IU superiority over tbe Plan- 
n- r’h«..|M n tVnllo A M nnfhnr-nf chette,and all other Initrumenie which have been By, Charles B. Waite, A. M., author or I brought out In Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
“History of the Christian Religion to I and correctness of the communications received by. 
the Year 200" “Herbert Spencer and lu a111-and aa a tneani or developing mediumship. 
TTIh Crltlnq” “Tpsnq thp you wteh to investigate Spiritualism?

This “ponsnifaev” consists In the com- ^ou ,0 do»et<U> UedlumsMp?j conwiracy consists in rne com Do you desire to receive Communications? 
blned efforts of church leaders in this 1 ’ “ ”, , , .............  .
pnuntrv to net control of the Govern- Th8 >’ “ invaluable assistant. Acountry to get control oi rut vsovem pamphlet with full directions tor the
ment, and to administer it in the inter- _ _ 1M ... „ests of an effete religion. I Formation of Circlesand Cultivation

This pamphlet is a complete magazine , „ of Mediumship I a Historical'Account of the Status.
nf fnoto rnnrioncod tn +l,o nP a with every Instrument. Many.wbowereEOt nwareqtqf facts, condensed in the compass of a tboir me<Unmi>tic gift, have, after a few t.cting», Woman Through the Chris»hundred pages.- ' , . I been able to receive delightful meisagea A volume V1 tvuinuu c 4,

Tnhn fnllnivlnfr nnnv nf flm 'T'nhln rif tolgbt be filled with commendatory .¿ttCTB, Many I witll Tfftminis»ine tolipwing copy 01 ,tna lauie Ot Wltbltae.n amusing toy. found that the AgW, W1U1 awiuiuis
Contents .Will show the topics treated: J Intelligence controlling it knew more than them- ronops of tho Matri-

1—-Rclntlnn nf thl> Chllrnh tn th» f!r>n- I »elves, and became convert« to Splrltuallim. vouveo VI xuuui
7. ■J1'’n 01 • e urcu 10 Lon I capt, D. B. Edward», Orient, N. V., writes: "1 bad ai.nhn.tostitution. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I communications (by tho Psychograph) from m»ny larvpiai«»

9_nietnrv nf the Constitution other friends, even from old settlers, whoso grave- _______
atone, »re moss-grown In the old yard. They have - -----------3—Policy^mfiiiilie Government—The been highly satisfactory, and proved to me teat Splr- Trtcr vv r< a rrr»First CBficHiss' • • ■ ’ I Ituallim 1» Indeed true, pnd the communication, hero By MATILDA JOSLYN UrAlilS,

a v _ Biven my heart the greatest comfort In the severe« •4—Early Demands-for Religious Leg-I loss Ihsva bad of son, daughter, and .their mother.“ I . ■ — ’
Islation bv Congress. . I Ur. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bl. ._____ _ _ _ ___ ______ ...

r, Xfoilo ' ■ , name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters. 'o—ounuay. Alans. .. . I wrlte.aa follows: "I am much plessed with tho l’»y-
G^Stephen A. Douglas and the Clergy, ebograph. It la very simple In principle and construe- I 
V—riinhlnlna In Gnnrvrpcia' -. tlon. and I nm euro must be far more sensitive to splr-I vUapiains lu Congress. ■ |, 1 Itual power than the one now In use. I believe It wlJ
8—Taxation Of Church Property. . - generally supersede tho latter when . Ite , nnperlr.r

■^xatlomoLGh^^
l^Natloniil /.Support, . of Sectarian ।

Schools. HUDSON TUTTLE, i
■ 11—Historical Ttevlew. I- Berlin Heighta, Ohio.

12—The filulr Amendment. -------------Hit1 .—
Ob“ *nd Sunday H । WI l&ft; '...

14—Is This a Christian-Country? , .1 j?acts, Theories and Related
15—The Dred Scott Case. . k Phnnomnna with Kvnl.-inn- 16—Tlie Dred Scott Case and the Trln-1 ^“enoraena,, _ wit 11 Kxpiana 

ity Church Case—A Parallel. ” ‘ tory Anecdotes, Descrip- - ;
17—God In the Constitution Amend-1 tions and Reminis-. - 

ment. . .' /’ - o I ' ' c.ences. ;

CHAPTER LXVU-__________ „„
Bird's-eye View ot the Principal Even« from myCMJ 

version to this day-My Narrow Eacapea-Tbj 
end of tho Voyage through tho Desert to UM 
’¡promised Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid.

Woman, Church and Stale.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation succinctly and clearly stated in this

1 volume or 554 pages 1» amazing. ..Tho title, as abova 
given, falls to convey 5n Idea ot tho fulness and com
pleteness with -which the subjects are treated. Tho .

I Matrtarchato. or Motherrulc, Is the theme ot tho first 
I chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curl- 
I' ous, Is brought to view In elucidation ot tho subject. - 
I ThtI »® followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
I Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Womanand 

Work, Tho Church of To-day, Paet, Present, Future; 
and there le not a chapter In the book that Ie not 
handled tn n masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, fe not worth tho full prlco 
of tho volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying It; it f b a vab, 
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov*

scribers who obtained Art Magic are 
highly pleased' ftl(h...)iS.perusal, and 
state that every-Spiritualist and Free-, 
thinker should subscribe for your valu
able paper and obtain the book.” 1 -

i-

18—Review—Conclusion. \ DVCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS
Price per copy,,2o cents.- For sale at I largely a record ot tbe reels and demonatratioha 

this nffice 1 • ■ ' I which tho author baa seen, beard ot or proeeuted InUlis 01111.U . _ bls own experiment». Tho hlatory^ot . the rarlou»
I ——. y . I bhaaca of the science 1» auccInCtly preecntcd. and the 

“Religious ana,Theological Works Of nrloua theories clearly stated. .Many. <U tho experl- 
orhnntnti Pn'inp.I’ Contains his cclehrni-nd menta described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial RnomfiS lame,., vvutuius uis cueoratea |iiagtHttlon»addmuch to the Interest and value ot thr 
“Age of Reason,’/ and a number of let- i„. .................. ■ —------------- —- - ■
ters and discourses on religious and the-

book, which will bo found very Intereittng to the gen-

©logical BUbjeCtt. . cloth, binding, 430 -injea, bound tn cloth. - Price, Av.OO. For bolo at 
DtwfeB. Price fl: For sale at thia office, theofice ot TM.r»ooi»»*y» Tannr,’»«' ..

.... .—.. .. gb.»-- y-jw -9^ yw

tag mind. • .
Price, $3.€H6. For sale at this 

office. -

“the rights of man.' 
. By Thoma» Paine. Parts! and II, Being- on 
answer to Mr. Burke’» attack upon tho- Frendn 
Revolution. Port 8vo„ S79 pages, paper, SO ocuta; 
cloth, 50 cents.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”'
To tho student of psyohlo phenom on», ttda pamphlet 

Is intensely Interesting. It gives downed aowants ot 
two coses »'-“aeublo con«otouren,"juiels' 
.Lurancy Vennnm, of Wng.to.m_ Md Mar, .Ry 
holds, of Venango coanW, Rs. HIMMW CuN»
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Wonders of PsydiiG N'hai in gOUR POSITION.

MAUCH
ONLY ! of Patients

Important I

M/VRCH-
MAFSFieLD’g

M/VRCFt

278 Merrick avenue, Detroit, MkU

It

Chicago, II).

stib-

ln-'

us

BEAR IN MIND.
In

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

Of

be

Chicago, III.
pro-

485tf

S.

m. to 5 p. m.

Spiritualist Church' .of Unity meets

489Anna L. Gillespie, of Pittsburg, Pa.
Man the MIcrÖeosm-sfHis Infinite andCemetery; Boston, Mass., For inter-

resting place. A.

Mrs. 
For

terest by its sales. Sent on receipt 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

as well as in every part of the body. 
Send for our 64-page hook with

Church and Woman; written in 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style: 
sale nt this office. Price 10 cents. 

¿■Human Culture and Cure.
First The Philosophy of Cure.

fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

[Obituaries to tiië extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

as ordinary print, and mistakes will 
avoided.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad-

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
Ayer, Mass.

.nient, Airs. Carter and Mrs. Gillespie 
accompanying the remains to their last

Blank and testimonials, mailed free.
Address H. H. JACKSON, M. D.

Dept. K-843 W. Madison street, 
* Chicago, Ill.

dluin, gratifying the earnest

“THE LYCEUM.”
Send 23c to J. M. & M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo., and 

secure a set of these valuable lessons, 482t€

something of special Interest in it. 
is published weekly. Try It.

, „ sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of

For 30 days. I wilt send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mai(.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

By sending your name, age, sex and one leading symptom in own hand
writing, an absolutely correct diagnosis will be mailed free. .
' Ladies who write, will be sent an elegant booklet of rare value.

Remember to address

DR. G. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Hotel Palmerston.

TO THE SIGK ONLY
Who cannot afford to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, we will, during

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought

What Shall We Do for Self- 
.Protection?

ASTONISHING I
THAT

take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but $5 a month. Kindly remember It 
lias beenour rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

/
So that all may understand, we will re
peat the offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during March will be charged 
only $5. n month until cured—old pa
tients who stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones,

Write us at once. Tell us your age, 
name In full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your case at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
timo'ex plres.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
S/VNlT/VRlUM
at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
ovep. opiefs are, it is a Spiritualist 
Ildalth• Home where they'can go for 
rest and health. It is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
liersonal .and assiduous care ot regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at
tractive home where Invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation.

It is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region-, one mile from 
Ayer depot in the town. of the same 
name. Ayer is the'junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosae Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Mame railways, thirty-six 

■miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently, undulating intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
$l-a day upwards. Send all letters to

The multiplied humiliation caused by. 
late experiences with "wandering me
diums" has caused me to refleet jnost 
seriously. Organization is -certainly a 
necessity, but for what purpose are we 
organizing? Are we to make our asso1 
clatlons. a protecting cloak for im
postors? We dare not in the slightest 
degree limit mediumship, for it exists 
on all planes. The avaricious money 
gormandizer can use a person as their 
Instrument; and these ‘‘wandering me
diums” are soon surrounded and con
trolled by such Influences. They ac
knowledge that their guides are anx
ious for them to make a large amount 
of money, and that It must be made re-, 
gardless of the manner in which It Is 
gained. Claims of greater tilings than- 
can be accomplished are made, and to 
satisfy the demands that the money 
may be received, our good, true me
diums come down. Down so far that 
Spiritualism has become a mocked 
Spiritism. And when we strive to de
fend these "wandering mediums," we 
find they have unexpectedly been called 
away. Many unkept projnises then 
manifest themselves. An unsatisfactory 
sitting paid for, and more promised, but 
never received. The development ot a 
certain phase of mediumship promised 
and paid for but never received, etc. 
When we think of how people should 
know better, we begin to blame the 
public; but it Is unjust, for these 
"wandering mediums” are endorsed by 
our associations, recognized by our 
local societies, and looked upon as 
honest, reliable exponents of our be
loved cause. .When they have gone far 
away they continue their desecrating 
work, excusing their greed for money 
by the complaint of heavy expense, 
when had they but remained in one 
place, with honest practicq_of their holy 
gifts, they would be well eared for on 
this plane, and purer, brighter spirits 
would abundantly bless them. And the 
local society where they—the "wander
ing mediums”—have left, is lowered in 
reputation and must stand the rebuffs 
of the dissatisfied Investigators.

I have always pitied Jesus, because of 
the many burdens placed upon him by 
his followers; but not long since a letter 
from a medium informed me that, like 
“Jesus, a wandering personage," I must 
expect all good mediums to move rest
lessly from place to place, (Pity Jesus! 
Another load.) Yet they declare that 
the longer they remain In a place, the 
better manifestations they can give. 
To be sure, as before stated, we dare 
not pretend to limit mediumship, but 
surely we ns organizations can demand 
moral character, honesty, and justice 
in regal’d to material dealing, thereby 
lifting mediumship to a proper plane.

And tire our societies going to con
tinue recognizing and Indorsing such 
low practices, and let Spiritualism 
stand still, or are we going to advance 
the cause regardless of personal gain? 
Let Truth and Justice reign though all 
men fall! Our glorious philosophy Is 
attractive to the refined and Intellect
ual, and our rostrums with gettled se
lected speakers grow in respect and 
support. Then is it not wise to select 
the interested, and with good con
ditions formed by privacy, give the 
phenomena? Thus elevating the mo

vestigator, avoiding the cry of the care
less “fake,’-’ .‘’traveling tricksters do 
better .'and don’t'mention the spirits,” 
and make our Spiritualism spiritual
izing. W|t)i a , very .tpqfler feeling 
townrd mediums of nil phases, but a 
desire for the advancement of Spiritual
ism and the triumph of truth regardless 
of all personalities.

JOHN W. RING.
Galveston, Texas.

Henry B. Alden passed to spirit-life, 
March 12, at his home near Lowell, 
Mich., at the age of 83. He had been a 
Spiritualist over forty years. He leaves 
a wife and one daughter, both firm 
Spiritualists. MRS J. H. DUNHAM.

Mrs. Penelope Gardner, of Baker’s 
Corner. Ind., passed to higher life, 
March 13, 1899, aged 60 years, 26 days. 
She leaves two sons, -four sisters and 
many other relatives and friends to 
mourn their loss. Siie became a staunch 
believer when Modern Spiritualism was 
in its infancy. She has been a sub
scriber to Tlie Progressive Thinker for 
about 9 years. Services conducted by 
Mrs. Annabil, of Indianapolis.

GERTRUDE BAKER.

'.Frotrm.ti ilio order pt tbe .fa no.ooe brach of aolence or koo»lstg»t«t »hero taeu the rapid 
advance.that hat Uken place In ine pra?t!ceof medicine, in tbe last ' fifty yean.-j Tlie.country is flooded with 
fade. Some of ibese Qouldhardly-.be dignified with the appellation of a nino days winder.* Somehave been 
Sroven to be of in'esttmable vsluer-’The tendency Is to'fewer medicluea. mildere dosa, and closer nttuntlon 

»hygiene, diet and the finer forces, auch ns magnetism and psychic forced The'iuocesaful pbysielau of 
to-day mu»t uodmrad bl. ratlent’, condition. Tber.o aro etili pUyelclen, who ylaftibflr patlent/leol Xbe 
fulse, look ar tbe longue, ask a few questions, leave a cipher dispatch to tbe dfugglstrima present bls bill at 
be end of the month. But sueb practitioners are becoming curiosItles.'ihd’OMrlvfberatlou for old timo 

Ideas and instltutionsTorm the only excuse for Ibelr toleration. In tbli advaòceineut&of medical science, tbe 
competent, reliable, psychic physician has come lobe regarded as tho safest and mbit successful. Not only 
does he possess the experience and education of bla brother practitioner, buq bls psychic gifts give him 
advantages which they cannot postesi. If tbe competent practitioner tharougblyiunderstands the case ho 
bn» under treatment, a euro would be an easy matter with tbo. proper.òmdlUafe but It Is Ilio correct 
diagnosis, which Uda at the foundation of successful treatment, that provektbo Stumbling block in their 
railway. For years we have put forth the claim of an absolutely correct diagnosisji:In law, In science, and 

n the world generally, the statement that has been proven true isadmlttedAo bè>àxacti and we have sub
mitted thousands of testimonials, voluntarily given, of tbo accuracy of our stalemenu

FROM ONE DAY'S MAIL.
A correct diagnosis la tho foundation for successful 

treatment and we are enabled to cure many chronic 
diseases which tbe ordinary practitioner utterly falls 
to relievo. We take pleasure tn presenting tbo few 
following extracts from recent letters. Bpace forbids 
our printing more. t .

Dosr Sirs:—I received your diagnosis of my case 
some time since and I wish to thank you for your 
kind attention. Noted specialists and physicians have 
described my case before, but from my own judg- 
mep t, I think your diagnosis Is the first correct one I 
ever had. Very truly yours, 

Mbs. Fbank Johnson, Waitsburg, Wash.
Dear Friends:—! wish to thank you for your diagno

sis, which was very correct. Thanking you for your 
interest In my case aud wishing you success lu your 
grand work for humanity, I remain as over for truth 
and liberty. Respectfully yours, 

Mrs. Ida Millee, St. Auburn, Me.
Gentlemen:—We received your kind letter and also 

your diagnosis of my wife’s case of sickness, which 
Indeed Is correct, In every detail. You are certainly 
wonderful men. and your letter Is so kind that we 
would like to have your help and advice.

With many thanks for your kindness, I am yours 
very respectfully, M. Zilles, Pittsburg, Pa.

Dear Doctors:—T have received your diagnosis of 
my case and am more than pleased with tbe way you 
have explained It. I stand In great need of treatment 
and with God's help will send for It at tbe earliest 
possible date. 1 remain as ever, your true friend, 

■ Geo. H. Bbioob, Clokeyvll’e, Pa.
Dear Birst—Please accept my thanks for your dlag* 

nosh of my case, which was as nearly correct as any
thing could be. I have great faith in your treatment 
and Believe you can help me. J - _____

Wishing you success tn your treatment and again 
thanking you, I am respectfully yours, 

Mas. Mamik Cobeau, Welllngyu, Rena.
If you are a sufferer, do n?t further delay writing 

us. We will cheerfully semi you a carefully prepared, 
absolutely correct diagnosis of your case, and we will

do this free of charge; Wo will also send youvaF 
uable literature which will prove of Inestimable 
benefit, regardless of your taking treatment. ,

Gentlemen:—I have taketi. two months'treatment 
of you aud I believe you have saved my life. Yours 
respectfully, Mus. L. H. Carruthers,

• McBrides, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—It Is now nearly a month since I 

commenced to take your treatment, aud I cau truly 
say I am feeling like a new person. Yours respect
fully, Mus. B. PAkGBuitN, Belgium, N. Y.

Gentlemen:—I have had one mouth’s treatment 
from you and tho medicines you sent me has done me 
more good than anything I ever had before, Re
spectrally yours, M. V. Oevon, Sb., Chicago, 111.

Dear Doctors:—I am happy to say I am getting 
along nicely, my appetite Is very good and I am gain
ing rapidly in health aud strength. Gratefully yours, 

Habhiet Benson. Watertown, Mass.
Dear Doctors:— I have had one month's treatment 

and.am gaining rapidly. I do not feel that! shall 
require more than the oue month's medicines, though 
tbe weather 16 bad and there Is much sickness in this 
neighborhood. Very respectfully.

Mbs. M. A. Peixoe, Taunton, Mass.
Dear Doctors:—Two years since you were treating 

my little daughter Marian, and v?ry successful you 
wero too. You gave her a good start on tbe road to 
health and she h now strong and healthy.. I wish to 
thank you for tbe help you gave her. Yours as ever, 
kindly, Mbs. A. W. Byers, Kansas City, Mo.

Dear Friends:—I feel a marked Improvement In my 
case dally under your wise and superior treatment. It 
is very gratifying and a great relief. Yours very 
respectfully, A, W. Courohaine.

Port Clinton, Ohio.
Dear Doctors:—I feel that I have been greatly 

helped by your treatment' and am feeling quite like 
myself once more. 1 tbanlcyou very much for your 
kind attention and assistance. Yours truly, 

Qebtie Woobteb, Durand, Mich.

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Tbe. second number of the Sunday 
evening talks by John K. Hallowell 
(Friend John), will be given March 19, 
1899. A continuation of "Some Occult 
History and Incidents." Exercises com
mence promptly nt 7:45 p. m., in Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., -conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 03d street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m. Lecture followed by 
spirit messages and tests, by the pastor, 
Mrs. Lora Holton. Seats free to all 
services., Good music.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Hall, at.3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets, City.

Tbe Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Washington Hall, Wash
ington Boulevard and Ogden avenue, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p.. m. Miss Sarah 
Thomas conducts the services.

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lec
ture and tests at 8 p. m. /’

The First Christian Spiritual ¡Union 
Society will hold meetings every Sun-

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium.’ Good speakers in 
attendance.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halft.

We cannot keep u standing notice of 
meetings and circles Held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose.

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’sUatest book, is a 

presentation from thereplrit side of life 
of the basic priclplesi-.of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-ciiiTent of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, 11b clearly shown 
to be the silent powermf Invisible force.

Under tho head of (/‘Causes and Ef
fects” are made-plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power,?attraction, repul
sion and overcdmlng. r

It trents of adepts mediums, and 
their varied potvers, -it also has some
thing to..say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the. unseeh. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, ?and■ their tfbilities specified.

DOCTORA. B.DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS i

ARE BEING REPEATED . 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP . 
.... -•-OF——

Me. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
Who, during the past four years, has

Successfully Thousands 
Treated r ‘ '

Curing all Diseases Flesh is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

TOOR CASE DIAGNOSED FREE.
Address alI JMail tb. ’’

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL,

FAMOUS 
Homeopathic Medicines

Cure Where Others Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A, MANSFIELD, M. D. 
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 1905 Pearl street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find

ZENOBIA CABINET,
. For tbo Speedy and Reliable'
Development of Mediumship at

Your Own Home
(The proper place to bring true results aud proof of 
spirit return), such as Materialization, Eihereallzu- 
ilon, lusplratlon, Clairvoyance. Automatic and lude 
pendent Writing, Innependent Music, Trumpet Speak 
lag. In fact any latent phase you may possess. This 
Cabinet,la unlike anything that biw ever ¡been offered. 
It Is not a toy pianchettc or similar device, but Isa 
full sked Catlnvt, els leel Ioub, nix feel high and 
three foot deep, coustructedof heavy material. Every 
Cabinet Us thoroughly Magnetized by tbo Zenobla 
Band of Spirits through their Mediums

THE BROCKWAY FAMILY, ; 
whose reputatlun Is known Inf and near lor the con- 
vinclug proof of immortality, ns given through their 
organism.. DO NOT SEND FOR THE CABINET un
less your guides recommend It. This you cau ascer
tain through your own organism, or if not sufficiently 
developed, get advice from your guides through some 
conscientious medium. Tins rule Is imperative from 
the Zenobla Baud. Full description of Cabinet end 
photo engravings of the Family, sent for 2ct stamp. 
Address. BROCKWAY FAMILY, 408 llth ave., Den
ver, Colo. 490

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know wbat alls 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
Bex and patne in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRAN0ISOO, CAL.,
Still continues to give

FREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. ' 
YOU Are Invited to Write. 
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

SEERSHIP, ‘
Full rending In Clairvoyance, Paycboinetry. Cbdr- 

au'llenre, Prophecy, one dollar. Siltlugs daily. Eaad 
handwriting to MISS MARY HILL, 3286 Lake Park 
avenue, Chicago. 488

MRS. MAGGIE MITE
Heading by mull, fl.Ofl. Business advice a specialty.

488

MRS..S. F.pgWOLF. INDEPENDENT BLATE 
Writer aud Test Medium, 241 Wlucheujer avenue,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
Tbe well-known Psycbometrist and Business Medium 
Bendings personally, by letter or photograph il.OO 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. 877tf

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments 
As well as if patient came to bls office. Send six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av..

4<9tf

“Principles ot Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patieut research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
immunity. Medico) men especially, and 
scientists, general r.-aders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly hound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with if

“Bible a nd Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions ot Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian

Passed to spirit-life, March 10, at Jol
iet, Ill.. Joshua Bates. He was an ar
dent .Spiritualist and universally re
spected. He was born in Hamilton, Can
ada, September 2, 1830. He was anvar- 
chitect and builder of some prominence 
in his native country. Among, some of 
the important undertakings he was 
Identified with was the construction 
and erection of the first Railway Sus
pension Bridge over the Niagara river.

Our good friend, Charlie Carter, as he 
was familiarly called by old and young, 
of Lockport, N. Y., has passed to the 
“Great Beyond.”' No words of mine 
can add to the deep love which all felt 
who knew him. Bidding his friends 
good night, after a pleasant evening of 
social chat as was his custom, he fell 
asleep, and when he awoke had passed 

’beyond the sunset and into a fairer day, 
where no "good-nights” are spoken. 
How heavily the blow fell upon the de
voted wife. We can only extend our 
sympathy and feel how weak a support 
this is to her; but site knows he still 
lives; knows the River of Death’is so 
narrow.they may clasp bands and walk 
together, she in life’s shadow, and he 
in the “eternal sunshine.”

The funeral 'was largely attended. 
The services were conducted by Mrs.

day at 3 and 7:30 p. m., Tn Van Buren 
Hall, Madison street and California 
avenue. Always good sp.eakers and 
test mediums present. Address all com
munications to Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, sec
retary. 247 W. Madison street.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel HalVBuildlng, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30. 
Sunday-school begins at 10 a. m.

The Lake 1 ,ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

Forty-third Street Christian Spiritual 
meetings will be held in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. in., conference and tests; 
8 p. in., lecture by S. P. Cady; tests by 
II. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue; near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, nleets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning - afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladles will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 p. m. Tea and coffee served 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an Interesting, 
and Instructive programme.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblue, lecturer, meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-sehool) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services. ■

Astral iqonditions, with theprocess of 
going out on' the ¡astral ■currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. '

The whole field ot man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is bandied by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its In-

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:—Your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two cured myself 
and wife of the grip in four days. 
Thank the, spirit for us, that gave you 
the formula to prepare it, and we wish 
everyone knew of its virtue as we do. 
Enclosed find $3.20 for Elixirs and 
Magnetized Compound. We wish to 
have the remedies on hand.

Your true friend and brother, 
. ERNEST R. SYDOW.

1550 West 7th street, Los Angeles, Cal.

THE REASON WHY
“Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh” has 
been so eminently successful during the 
past quarter century all over the land, 
is, because it is the only treatment that 
is used both as an Insufflation and inter
nally. In this way it finds and kills the 
catarrh germs both in the mucus linings

. 4». 1114*V AJ. villll-opiv, VI A lllQUUlg, X d. 
X(In ‘ Uae H5??' w"TJF5e,\r’’ Mount Auburn 

¿ludlng Metbods and Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in- 
Btructlve.and valuable work. It should 

' have a' wide circulation, as It well fui-
fills the promise of Its title. For sale ' 
•it this office. Price 75 cents.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to ' 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist . or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale nt this office.

••Ine 1’rlest, the Homan, and the Con
fessional.” This book, \by the well 
known Father.Chlnlquy, reveals the de-' 
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Eomisn confessional, ns proved 
Dy-the snd experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall $L For sale at 

, this office. .. . • .■
Mansill’s Almanac, of Planetary .Me

teorology for 1899. This is Ilie thirty
fourth annual publication of lids cxccl- 
lent Astronomical Alumnae. Valuable 
for-those on land nnd-sea.-iBy,Richard 
MdhBlll.. Price 25 cents. • -

Wm. M. King writes: “L-wrltlf to 
thank you fbipthe valuable premium I 
received jvlth The Progressive Thinker 
—Art Magic. .“■I find its contents- very 
instructive and wish it could be placed 
.in 'every home, for to my mind there is 
more , genuine truth and good sensible 
reasoning- In Its pages than can be 
found in both the Old and New Testa
ments.” .' '

“The Religion ot the Future." By S. 
Well. This ls a work of far; more'than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
nntrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love 'deep; clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will bo pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
¿0 cents.'. ■ ’

-The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 
Control." By-Michael Faraday. Price' 
15 cents. For sale nt tills, office.'

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
,when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in tills

paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you havo'anythlng to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not .safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission', you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 

-every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

dress, (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento; Galt, and I will 
(through spirit power) send'■you the 
cause and condition i6f your trouble; 
and after I givfe you. a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 

. terms within y&ur reri'ch.._ “TZT't-.75__;z «-wkuib. wmuu yuur-ivauu. . > .every Sunday. ?t <:45 p. m at Flynn’s N. B._The abijve advertisement is for 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street benefit of suffering humanity, and 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas- jf y0U hnow of â.ny onft-who is sick, and 
tor. Reached by the' .Milwaukee avp- ' lg skeptical, shôw thffln the above ad. 
nue cable, Robey and North avenue and I may convince them of the ¿truth 
electric cars, Logan Square and Hum- nf Rr)lrit return'1 —

• bbldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele- ■
**1 S.t'ee/w r 1 Man memicrewaiu-a-jcuB juuuui« uuu

. Church Students of Nature meets ev- Oelestlal Relations anfi Spiritual Pow
ers. Of this psitophletiby a: Spiritualist 

7.30, Nathan s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av-1 thought and ’experience, Lyman C. 
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Howe speaks’ highljh Mrs. Mary A. 
Summers, pastor. . ■ : ;? :. ' Llverriiore, a Baost Competent judge,

The First Spiritual. Church of the te-ls of the-delight agid benefit, to her 
South Side holds services-every Sunday husband and heruelf hi reading it. The 
at 2:30 and 7:80 p. m.,. at 77;Thifty-first. booklet, by G.Jfc Stffljblns, is for sale 
street. Lecture and spirit- messages at1 at this office. Price, M cents, postpaid, 
both services. Mrs. Georgi^'Gladys, .^lght Living.’? By Susan H.Wixon, 
• m xA8,tOcM r w m The author sho.ws a wise practicality in

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit-'her methOd of teaching the principle of 
ual Society holds.meetings at Schiller ethics. She Illustrates her subject with 
Hall, .601- Wells street, second door.. many brlcf narratives and anecdotes, 
South, ofNorth avenue. : Sundays at .which render the book more’ interesting 
10:30 a. m., and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. ! ana more - easily comprehended.' It is 
Mrs. Irene Dobson and others will1 - -- - ----. . , ...
spenk. A welcome for all.. Admission, 
ten cent|s. . ■ .

Meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. ru., at 
Washington Hall, corner of Washing
ton boulevard and Ogden avenue. Con-, 
ducted by Frank T. Ripley,, of Boston, 
Mass., and Mrs, Gill, of .Chicago. Tests 
after each lecture. > .

Spiritual Church of All .Souls. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m. In Garfield Hall, Gar
field avenue near Llqcoln and Cleave
land avenue. -Mrs. Squire, pastor.

especially adapted for use 4n-Children’s 
Lyceum., In the bands of mothers and 
teachers lt<mny be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale: at this office.

"A Conspiracy Against, the Republic.” 
By. Charles B. Waite, A.’ M.,*autli0r of. 
“History of: the Christian Religion to 
the Year- 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning, the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of-the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper, 

-25 cents. For sale al this office.? -■

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper oue year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of-the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. .

»‘Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By JiiBge Parish B. 
Ladd, 'LL.B;, 'of the Sah Francisco Bar. 
This book Is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and. research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is heeded-QP the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.' ' ■'

■poems of rrogress.”. By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods/“from grave to gay, from 
lively to Severe.” It' is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry,'and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. .

“Voltaire’s Romances." translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, arid Invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are comblned. witb the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. ■ "

"Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles,.'M.' D.’.Dr. Peebles’ is a 
trenchnnt and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to tlie 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well-worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form; In print Price; 85 cents. 
For sale kt this office.

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of the 

planet's effect upon the soul's Incarnated destiny, to
gether with occult Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoidment of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4. of Occult Series. Send 
date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

"LICHTSTRAHLEN”
(RAYS 0F LTOHT)

Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 
fuer Spiritualismus und Uccultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummern gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

Max. Oentzke,
West Point, Nebraska.

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Independent Slate Writer, 218 East 42nd P|„ Chlcaeo.

nDIIIMCURES MORPHINE, 
Ullu III HABITS LIQUOR.
Dr. J. Xr. Gray Co., 315 Dearborn St.,

485tf

Your Life .Revealed by the Stars.
“The Light of the Zodiac.“ a treatise on planetary 
influence upon human life, explaining the laws under
lying character, health, -favorable and unfavorable 
periods, business, professions, matrimony, medium
ship, psychic power, etc., as well as the nature and 
quality of each planet in our solar system, sent free 
with Astral Reading. Send name, date of blrtli, 20
cents (silver) and stamp to

F. P. BRANDT, 
Boi 510, Grand Rapids, Mich. 488

MRS. A.C, WYMAN, MAGNETIC HEALER.
1650 Dewey Court, Chicago. Take City Limit car.

FAT FOLKS:- Two years ago I reduced 
my weight 47 lbs. by following the suggest
ions of departed friends; no gain. Inclose 
stamp for particulars. Mrs. J. S. Molesworth 

- 116 Clymer St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

QPIURIW
hever-faillnf, harmfc-rr and permanent homo cure.

Valuable Treat»*? on mailed free. >
Dr. J. C HOFFMAN 44.5 -MRbeUoBldff.,.Chicago,HL

MRS. BARRY, trance medium, 207 e superi
or at., fiat M., Chicago, Ladles only. Hours, 10 a.
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DR. A. H. WAITT,-
Magnetic Physician,

Treats patients at a distance successfully.
Unimpeachable References 

• Furnished«,
Send stamp for terms to flat C, lOOSo. ISlh st., Minne
apolis, Minn. '•_____ ______________ 490

>0

Manu Miraculous Cures

I.“”», ,

~ api» i. i«»./ ¿i

FREE TO All SUFFERERS

BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 489

Hamilton, Oblo. 488

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

8rof Paper, 85 cents: cloth, CO cent*

tFVfut«

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psychometry 
and Laws of Unfoidment, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave^

DO YOU NEED HELP? 
Send name, age, sex. nod leading symp
tom, with stamp. You will get wbat 

DR. W. W. LATHROP, 
Dept. 1, Jackson Mlcb.

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c; “Astrological Notes." 5c. 
The two for 10c. Gao. Walrond, Opera House bile., 
Denver, Colo 478tf

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one in the world for the unfoidment ?f .1 
spiritual powers, piychomet^y, clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stimpcd ad
dressed envelope toJ.C. F. Grumbine (authir and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave„ flat 8, Chicago, 468tf

. Thia admirable work constats of throe pamphlet! 
ombodlcd In .ono volume, In which questions of great 

1 “Sortance to the race are dlacnaaed from the aland« 
point of an advanced socle! reforinor. Frico SO conta 

For sale at this office. -.. .

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Rtatorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit 1'nrmn, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Febtle Spectacles as perfectly to 
yodr ores In your own home as If you were In my 
office, us thousands can testify. Scud stamp for 
photo. B. F. Pools. Clinton. Iowa.

• MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,wlio Is clalraudleat. clairvoyant, pay-’ 

chometrlc and prophetic, can be consulted al Xu. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 450CÍ

SHY!
you need.

434tf

Tvo^bolce volumes, each complete tn Itself, In 
whlch Bpirltuallty is related to everyday life la noh 
tway as to make the world beautiful. Each IkA 

For sale at this office, .

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL 
? SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

XaOAL METHODS TO IN
SURE'SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full ot practtc&l Instruction 
In nnnter» rerunning to physical, tnentul end spiritual 
health. Worth many times Ite cost. Price 10 cents.

DR. J. SWANSON 
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And bis Spirit Band treat all kinds of dleeaaoa, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases where medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 492

Y0UB, FUTURE
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera Ho ise Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from <1. Send stamp for circu
lars. 484tf

PSYCHE
Is tho Invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use. have received long cotnmiinica- 
lloua from spirit friends, and express great satlsfac- 
Uou. Price, II, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
Forsale at the office of The ProhressiveTiiinkbb,

G. WALTER LYNN
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter.
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT ¿DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Tw Stamps.
Addrel» Ho. COG Uth at., Oakland, Cal.

I3TI have nover known a morn competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Bpirlt-world than Chas. 
"Walter Lynu. - Jos. kodesBuoiujun. .

'POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Llzxle Doten. They ore really valuable 

Price tun. '_________ ■ ... .7 WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-yraye and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattis E. Hull. This 1b a marvcloubly 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author* also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth» IL. For.salcatthis 
office.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE. 
- This work will bo found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make>a study of Bomonlsm and 
tbo Bible. The historic faetr stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices should 
bo reader SU. Price. 25c. Sold at thia.offloc. , 

~THE SPiRITUAL ALPS~

A MARVELOUS SYSTEM 
OF TREATMENT.

Dr. Worst has discovered a new. sci
entific system of treatment that dispels 
disease as if by magic.

It is tlie crowning climax of the 
Nineteenth Century, and the simplest 
and most wonderful method ever dis
covered. The result of ten years’ sci
entific research. Kidney and Stomach 
Trouble, Rheumatism, Heart Trouble, 
Tumors, Sick Headache and similar dis
eases disappear In a few days without 
the aid of medicine. It costs nothing 
to try it. .Send to-day.

SPECIAL OFFER. '
For a short time, to Introduce my new 

system of treatment and to benefit as 
many as possible, I will mail any reader 
of THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER a 
trial treatment with full directions free. 
Write at once, giving symptoms of your 
ailment no difference what it is.

Address

DR. E. J. WORST,
Ashland, Ohio.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORGES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, including tho 

Bun Cure, Vital Magnetism. Electricity, Mind Cure, 
snd a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 

developed with their .marvelous sp- 
plications. Students in four continents have taken the 
course. The college Is chartered and confer« the de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take tbe course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles. Cal. 
5!!’.1.0'"".8 F™11«1 u.“,lrr either the New Jereey or 
California charter, bend stamp for catalogue to

44ltf E. I). BABBITT, M. D. LL. D., Dean.

DB. J. S. LOUCKS
1« the oldest, most yiiccesstu) Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. His cures are hyir.vclous. Successful in 
all kinds of chronic and acule diseases. When others 
fall be cures. Send him age, sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cts. in stamps and be vyill send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your dîneuses and treat you for only |2.OO 
»month. No leading symptom required. Address

DK. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
95 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesall forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease:- 
sleoconatjnatlon. A sure cure for that tired, worn-oul 
fueling. .Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure,- rich, bipod. Sufficient quantity for ona 
month sent for 11.00.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands in all parte of tbe world. Sent for 60 cents, 
dr all thYee sent postpaid for si.io with Yarma's 
photoand instructions how toltvelOOyeara. 7

Hqw_ TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
homo. Will scud a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, Bud a spiritual 
song-book. All for 2S cents. Address MRS. J. A.

AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.
Ora few thoughts >n how^iofeach'W altitude ¡— 

where »»kit 1»euprema and all things tun enblect to “nj’° 
IL'Who portrait. By Mosbb Hvit. Just tho book po™ 
to teach you that you are a spiritual imng,and tn Ter: 
show you how to educate your.spiritual tadultlea. s —— 
Price, bound In cloth, <0 centsi la pawr cover, 23 t- 
cent» For sola at thia office. ■ •*'

: PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

This work contain» an account« tins vety wondes 
ful iplrltnal development» at tbo homo of Bev. I’ 
Fbelpi, Stratford, Conn., and ilmliar caiea ln _. 
parla« the country, This volume If the Ont froa 
Ute amber directly upon tho lubl eot ot “Spiff tuaU-m,1 
ud hu atood the teat ot many year», CloUt, UJI 
roatatfiWcaaU. -Foraaleat ihUeffica. . .. - ..

§ THE AGE OF REÄSON.
raffi By Thomas Pilno. Being an Investigation of-Trin 

ani Fabulous Theology. A new and complete Mb
1* tieni from now pltteaiand new lypei IN pecw, Mt •’ .I a..k . «'nth f.fl natif« .
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HE TALKS TO SPIRITS.!EVOLUTION-CREATION. PROPHECY FULFILLED.jíiEUGIOÜSJlfe OUT. A DIFFICULT QUESTION A CALL TO PEACE. WINE ROOMS.
Something Definite at Last,A Chicago Surgeon Gives Another View of the Subject,

Brethren and Sisters of the Spiritual PATRONIZED BY PROMINENT OF
FICIALS, MERCHANTS, LAW-.

CoI. R. G. Ingersoll’s Great Sermon on “The DeVil” Will ftppear in The Progressive Thinker, /Ypril 29

Slrong Reasons for His To th Edltor._in y0U1. issueot'March 
' Belief. 4, Mr. S. Blodgett in his article on Evo
. ____ . lutlon vs. Creation makes this state

. was rwn«TT v oat T DISPARTED ment: “We know that what is not de- ] io I s‘ga is accident, and to deny design is I
BRO HIER COMES BACK AC t0 aecept Gie chance theory. To accept 

• CORDING TO COMPACT the idea of design is to admit that there
CEASED NEPHEW STOPS A FI- ja a designer; it is to accept the belief in - 

'■ NANCIAL DEAL AND PREVENTS I cause aud effect, the first designer be-
7 LOSS AND ' FORETELLS HIS ing the first cause, all other causes

FATHER’S DEATH - hanging on this cause as dependents.
., . ' t*v , This view is rational, proper, system-
‘Splrltuallsm. _Oh, come now. You ayaaj ¿Hlj orderlj", but the other view

I don't mean to tell me that any sane, in- lnaices an accident the beginning, and
■, telligent, and educated man or woman mai£CS continuous accidents necessary
। believes in that senseless jargon, do a]j ai0ng down through the, ages in

you? It’s all well enough for ignorant C0Ulpietlng creation.”
| \ people to be taken in by spirit rappings " > . „ Blod„etfs

\ and other medlümistic tricks, but a man .J - a rxiii/MiHzxi'ki posiiion is not wen uiKeu. .tie luiixill\O1‘ woman of sense and education! kBgel.ts;
- miM’ i n ,-mnii „..te outside of these two propositions forihe speakei was one of a small party qhind unoii accident and de-

of lawyers and physicians who meet at ” n th is be ttmfkcHn the matter 
, liUervalb at a Chicago club to dine and ,. , . p Rtnndlnc for nearlv 35
‘ i ' u-1 -i- t^At,K>:+nll.. LlieU 1 UuUll oldllUUJK 1U1 UVilllA OUtalking11 over mXs ¿u “Vte years on imagination; as in nil my in
! dai v routine of 1 fe The tonic of Spir- vestigations I could never find a design- ï daily louiineoi nit. xnt tupic ui ppii f
: itnnliain hfiil h6nn brniurht un bv an ei UÜ1 1UbV tnubL» auu 1U 1ULl» n 1 uaui nnAnSnnrtv lïnd iWnI have no use for either of them,i anecdote one oiTlie.party ua-d Deen tell- .. „ «..„x____ _inc concerning a client who believed in me the idea of a liist cause oi de- coimunlcaUons Horn the S unreasonable, from the
i- and th s had called01forth the rmnark fact that it seems more reasonable to 
! above from another local eentleman concede that space has no limits nor
I “I don't know whether It’s senseless p,°,uadii’ ritat matter is co-eqpal with
i jargon or not," replied the first speaker, o£ space, that natural immutable
1 In a sltehtlv nettled tone “nor do i and uncreated law governs dfid cofiti'Pls
!' know that anybody else does but I am a11 flnlte aud lufinIte existences and for
! -told that there are in Chicago from aver lias and forever 'V*11 Continue to
S. 75,000'to 100,000 people wha firmly be- 4° S0‘ _ • ' , .

lieve in Spiritualism—not the Spiritual- Some one asks, How can you have
I ism of the mediums and clairvoyants, law without having a law-maker? I
1 hdwever—and I am willing to believe I answer: How ean you have space wlth-
। that in that number of adherents to a I out a space-maker; matter .without a
! ’ faith there must be a large proportion matter-maker; or a designer without a
j of ‘sane, intelligent, and well-educated’ designer-maker? . We can not use the

■ people, and I know my client is one.” mundane .philosophers rule to measure 
: "I think,” interrupted another mem- -the infinite, Christianity has always

. her of the party, a well-known phy- been floundering in this maelstrom of
sician and surgeon,’who had taken no rudimental -theorizing, with reference 
part in the discussion, “that our skep- to designer and first cause. The ques- 
tlcal friend will concede to me thé pos: Hon Is this: Is it reasonable? To my 
session of the three qualities he men-1 mind it is relegated to the same absurd 
tIOned. You do? Very good. I’ve been, plane as that of chance, for such a 
a Spiritualist for years, and am thor- thing as chance has no existence as a 
oughly convinced of the trufli of ,my ruling power except in- thoughtless 
belief.” •. minds; our knowledge as to Imperfect

The legal gentleman of the skeptical tion and inability to perform’acts and 
turn, of mind-' appeared father, non- ' produce, manifestations gives us- the 
plused at this statement, but soon ral- word chance. Yon flip â penny, it 

; lied and returned to the defense of his touches a certain spot on the ceiling and,

W, E. Robinson’s Exposure Anxious MinistersISadly Note 
of Tricks, Etc. the Ebb.

wml; T «A« u.nt- mn m> a I That thfc Methodist Church in cities 
To the Editor —I see that yowaie a K ad to . y , membership

prophet as well as editor of, in my opln Christian church at laree was
Ion, the best Spiritual paper g passIng though a revolution, and was 
them a. (¡mo face to face with a crisis; that religiousI remember that you said some time themeg lnler^ted men, and
ago that not many yrnire henqe 1 i«e n)lnJsterB) ag guchi were po lougcl.
ttould not be a distinctively Sp revere(j were sorae qf the statements 
istic paper published, for the reason d0 Atchison, of Wil
that the secular press is each yea ’ mette, yesterday morning in a paper 
crouching more and more on Spiritual- whlch he read beiQ[,e t)Kf MetUodIgt 
istic giounds, find that it is but a id preachers* nicotina A heated discus* 
ter of time until the reading public glon f0iiowed> put the correctness of Life 
get all their spiritual food fioin I was not questioned,
source. We know ■ that the great jnet- Tlle meejlng was n(4d at the Engle- 
ropolitnn dallies are a.lready dishing out wood ph.st Cllul.ch> (1H a part of the 
to their readers occult news galore. - programme of the board of examina

. And now comes tlie Evening Courier, I tion. Mr. . Atchison's theme was 
of our city, publishing In serial form, “Church Life in the Twentieth Oen- 
“Llfe'ln the Spirit World as Told by I tury—Not a Prophecy, but an Appeal,” 
One of Them.’’- Yea, verily, the world an(j iqs paper, which was both long and 
moves, and your prediction is being fui- able, was listened to with deep and 
filled. I will mall you the Initial num- painful interest. '
-her of the Courier that you may see T1)e Methodist Church, he said, was 
ho.w the editor introduces the subject to faceto face with,a crisis, and during 
ills many orthodox readers. the twentieth century. Would undergo

While hurriedly scribbling this down, I startling changes. Of course; he said, 
other thoughts come to my mind. I see the time limit on*pnstorates would be 
that one W. E. Robinson, of New Yofk, removed, and the presiding eldership 
has again killed Spiritualism. This is would be abandoned, but these were 
the four hundredth and tenth time that I trifles. Other changes were impending 
Spiritualism has been cruelly slnught- which threatened tlie very life of the 
cred. HudsonTrllled it wltlra dose ofj eliureh. It might jusr as well be con-

Says there Is Too Much 
Bickering.

The Human Kind That In 
fests Them.

Mr., or perhaps he would rather be ------
called Prof. Teed, has corralled the Brethren and Sisters of the Spiritual 
difficult question and he tells us why Guild:—I think we are a queer set. We 
he was caused to do go. He observed protess to believe in love and peace, 
that atheism developed proportionately all(j fraternal good neighborhood. But 
with education and culture; that, as I we al.e sufficiently divided into factions 
people became informed they no longer l0 iceep up a continual bickering among 
respected the Bible as the most holy ourselves, some lauding Bob.Ingersoll 
inspired .word of God. Nor would they to the skies, some believing in Christ, 
long believe in God himself because of au(j 60)ne ridiculing him as a myth who 
the conception of the universe as in- never existed. I think we may safely 
culcated by scientists and the Coperni- say that in our spiritual category we 
can system of astronomy. This system, embrace atheists, Materialists, Agnost- 
he says, teaches a boundless universe ¡CS| infidels, Christians and members 
or an infinite realm that eludes Hie belonging to all the isms in the world, 
mind and God becomes so spread out in jjow this may be all right;—the spirit 
it, or becomes so attenuated, that there of a Godly man is able to cover with a

position. , then takes a definite position on the
' PUTTING HIM TO THE TEST. flo,or' N°w were you able to repeat the

, ■ , 1 ■ . ■ • -ï I. act perfectly, and all conditions precise-
.‘Then you re the man I want to talk lÿ the same, the penny would touch the 

to, said he, and if you can say ànyr I same spot on the ceiling and also take 
thing in refutation of the theory on the same position on the floor. Every 

v „1 based my remark, I’m sure thinker will admit this fact, for the 
well all be glad to hear It. Ive talked simple, reason, that like causes forever 
with scores of Spiritualists in my time have produced and forever will produce 
and have always asked them three effects, and this one illustration for 
questions, which they could never an-1 want of space-will serve as a solvent 

> swer in a convincing manner to me, for dhe whole catalogue of things and 
• although they did so to their own satis- acts where the word chance is used, 

faction. 111 ask you the same ques- chance never brought br' took away a 
tions now. First, did you ever have a solitary atom; chance never formed nor 
direct message from a spirit; and, if so, deformed anything; the most pitiable 
ho-w do you know thoro was not some dpfnrmpd '-huninn be!nt?- DhvslcnllV' oi* 
midlumlstlc trickery about it? Second, mentally is just as certainly such by 
did y°u ever have a spirit message that immutable and uncreated law as are 
told you something you did not know, mnst deslr-ihle snwImmÎR of our 
but which .you afterwards verified? race the varied or negative conditions 
lliiid, did you oyci Iiîivg a splilt mes-1 c&ugincr the evolution of monstrosities

. sage telling you of something to happen I m-e unto all other existing evils, but 
?ïas eJkjÎÎ6 welfare I plays its part and funetjops .in evplu-

°f you. ^.r X.?,urs’1 and ybdch message yon tbe grand stupendous whole, 
prevented either loss or Injury to those Hence to mv mind there is no .such 
The doc or listened with a smile to aatom

^Sflald; i"ï S deto or first ca“eems to 
, can say yes to all three. But first let „„ ftT„ohitP flenre-headH-or ns stnm- me preface my remarks by saying that “ling biwks piled In the path of prog- 

I, like the greater portion of Spiritual
. ists, repudiate tbe mediumswho bring ngÆ flôeta' 

. ■ discredit on the belief and of whom ot neemng tneir flocks.
' about one in a thousand is not an im- asserts that the first designer

postor. I never go, to their.seaftces. My I yas ca1J8e> but lie fails to in
. only medium Is my wife, whom all you us as to whaUaccident happened
■ gentlemen know, and any manifesta- to.wake Mr. Designer from the eternal

. tions of spiritual présence that I have repose which he had evidently been én-
received have been in my own house I i°ylnS PrI.or to the possible existence of 

. and are therefore removed from the any cause. Or was he awakened from 
- taint of fraud. his stupendous, do-nothing condition by
. “Now, in response to”your first ques- chance; or did this designer, this infinite 
. tion, ‘Did I ever have a direct message I source of infinite existences, pop pp like

Subjective Mind. ■ Prof. Shaftsbury fessed that the church, was not now 
stabbed It to death with his "Thought winning men as It badatone in the past, 
Transference." It lias been poked in that it was failing to meet the spirit of 
thè ribs with Odle Force and strangled the age,-that the preachers were no 
by Unconscious Cerebration, and to-day longer revered . for the .sake of their 
Is a very active corpse. office, and that multitudes tot'its mem-

Butto Mr Robinson’s bluff that "no* bers were dropping out aud Identifying slate-writing toed uni wll^?ever producé themselves with literary , societies or 
a successful tesi to my presence under with Christian Science. . .
test conditions.” This declaration might OTHER SECTS ALSp AFFECTED, 
lead some hottest-investigators to be-1 né said the indifference Was not con
lleve that all slate-writing. Is. done by nned t0 tlle Methodist .Church, but ex
trickery. Dr. Comfort, of Rradfora, tended j0 an the leadlhg dénominations. 
Pa., made a similar bluff two years ago I æfiere was a time wlien Co’ohel Inger
to J. 0, Morris, by offering^ him fifty soll divided with Clirftolanlty the in
dollars for writing produced, between terest of the massés of the people, But 
slates that he had prepared. The chai- the time had come when theTieople felt 
lenge being accepted, Dr. Comfort pro- go little Interest in religion that , they 
cured the slates at one of the stores and ¿ad lost all Interest Hn Ingersoll’s at- 
after cleaning thém glued the frames tacks on it also. Themes that once used 
firmly clèar. around; then eight wood to set the world aflaihe no .longer at

. screws. were pût through the frames, traded ’ attention. Revivals Avere few' 
tjie heads of, which were counter, sunk aad spasmodic, "and, as Frohde said,- 
and the cavities thus produced were “their spasmodic character was symp* 
fllléd'Wlth solder and stamped with pe- tomátic of death.” ' t
cullar shaped kéys the'Doctor Carried Of these facts, the' speaker' said;’ 
in Ills pocket, before the -solder toar; every pastor before.him 'had the-evi- 
dened. ; ■ :. * ; deuce In hlsown chufch. He knew that

• The frames were perforated’ and his cfiurcli contained migjity -little vital 
sewed with wire lengthwise and cross- I Christianity, that even affer he got men 
wise, the ends of the wire twisted to- converted i£ Was hard to,get them liito 
gether, bent down, soldered -and tlie church, and that if he got them In 
stamped as were the screw heads. The I it was hard to.keep them from falling 

- four corners of the slates were then out. If they ever moved away it would 
made still more secure toy huge sealstof take a whole detective agency to watch 
wax, also-stamped. These slates were one of them and get film to Join a 
brought by Mr. Morris to Cássadaga'. tollVjrch...in the place to wjilch he went. 
Camp in 1897, and I-think no otíé' éan I TIte consequence was tha,t In the Mette 
doubt that they were well “prepared." odist churches in seven cities of over 
Seven messages in three languages, I 500,000 inhabitants in this country last 
Latin, German and EngMeW were write year, there was a net'gain of -only 635 
ten between those slates through - the members^ and that in-, thè Methodist 
mediumship of Schultz Brothers. The churches of all the cities in the country 
slatdk) were expressed to Dr. O’s. home last year there was a net gain of only 
andjn the presence of himself and wife, one-half of one per cant; _ 
the city editor, and several moré reput- Mr. Atchison said there had been an 
able citizens, the slates were opened effort to account for tl'ls condition of 
after Dr. Comfort toad cal-efully exam- things by referring it to the universal 
ined them and declared they had not pruning of the chureh^rolls. But the 
been tampered with. ; ; :-¿ I question then arose: How came the

Four of the ' seven messagesth8nnnnbífrnmríhlsrifnthpi°SlmÍn?°wTtlJ the world, the flesh ond the devil had 
the one from his fathei closing with worit) but he was afraid' the
these words: My dear son, I- hope that j.roulJ)e jn : the fit^tude of the 
you will np longer defy the invisibles, Had not-the eiiprch narrowed
Thiswas all pphltehed in Dr. Comforts t00 ,mueb by departing from
home papers, the dallies of Buffalo and I joim v\*eB]ey’g formula lof admission, 
Bradford. Here are> stern facts. The „ degjj.e to flee the wratji to come?” 
writer was at the camp at the time the _ __ _________ -
writing was gotten, and knows whereof DOCTRINES DO NOT ATTRACT, 
bespeaks.^ In the twentieth century, toe .said.'the

Mr. Robinson says he gives twelve church would pay less attention to non- 
fraudulent methods of slate-Wrltlng in essentials and more tp essentials. Dee-

is nothing left that satisfies our sense mantle of charity every possible differ- 
of nearness. When we consider God as I ence of opinion in all men and all orders 
extending Indefinitely remote in,gvery of men, and to abound in love towards 
direction his personality vanishes and ali;—he can even make his interest and 
finally we begin to doubt if he exists at I regard to reach the sinful and unthank- 
all. Mr. Teed thinks that it would not fui. But I am unable to see how mental 
be wise in God to create responsible be-1 au(j spiritual fighting, bickering, severe 
Ings and vitiate his own authority over I tongue-lashing,'with each other, and pll 
them by being so far away. He does outsiders who happen to differ with us, 
not believe in celestial expansion or LjS ever going to usher in the millennium 
governing by the colonial system. But I of peace and love and good will into our 
he does believe that God gave the Bible ranks or convince anyone of the truth 
to man just as it is, ajthough he did not' or truths of Spiritualism. Why, at 
take the trouble to,print, it or interpret least, is it necessary to fight Christians 
it in the different languages that men ot" Antl-Chrlstlans, or any other orders 
use; and If they make some mlstakep in of men? Jt never did any good, and 
thé different editions, or cunningly slip never will. O, I am so sick and tired of 
in some matter of their own to support I thls; everlasting blind stabbing at thlSr 
their own authority, that is so much the I that, or the other order of mep because 
worse for them. Now; the Bible and they dlffer. (no odds whether sincerely 
nstronopiy ore at war, and as the Bible I qi- not) with our own peculiar vlevts, 
is correct It must be that astronomy as that sometimes I am ready to shut 
usually taught Is erroneous. Such being ! down on all Spiritual literature, and 
the case, Mr. Teed went to work over I betake myself to merely personal med
thirty years ago to make the world over I nation and'practical peace, and let it 
and reconstruct the univèrse so that it I g0 at that. I never take up a Spiritual 
would conform to thè language of holy paper in which I do not find some hate
writ. In' the ..'resulta of his work he fui innuendo,, against some Bible, or 
must certainly ; bd accredited with some creed, or some man, or some ism. 
humorous originality. Mr. Teed does And all because they happen to’not suit 
not believe hiniself that God is infinite, our little pinhole microscope, when for 
although now that hé is in existence, he all we know, they are far better ad
is eternal. But there are indefinite justed to the ^reat microscope than our 
sweeps of the dark chasms of the ex- own tiny machine. Our own dear 
terlor nothingness that even God him- brethren and sisters are by no means 
self claims ho dominion over and does secure from this universal hostility, 
not inhabit: for,, as there is nothing if a man, book, creed, or whatnot an
thère, ills jjresence and-energy are not tagonlzep with our notion, then he or it 
required. ;As to creation, if we go back must be flayed alive without further 
prior- to the primitive earllfiess of ,be- loss ; of time; ï; You' may say “Splrltual- 
ginning events, there was nothing, any-; ismineeds all’this -to. clarify and purify 
where. As we cannot think , unless it" I declare boldly that it doesn’t need 
..there is.something to. think about, we •any.mrch thing; It is all ten times worse 
cannot even imagine what kind óf a than nothing. All the sustaining pab- 
state, that would be. But for a start, in ùlûm Spiritualism needs is the Love 
some way'or another God first came and Wisdom, Truth and Goodness; 
into existence gli alone and In the dark. Purity and Peace, Mercy and'Forgi ve- 
We do not know how long he endured ness abounding in the Great Omnipres- 
this solitary seclusion, but finally* his I ent Father—always ready to be Im- 
feét got tired and he realized the im- ^parted, and always at hand to be put 
portance of a footstool. This desire into practical requisition by each and 
awakened his-creative power and he every oné. And without the practical 
proceeded to make a world and all its L application of these in our evéry-day 
attachments out of nothing. This world life, Spiritualism is of no more value 
was to be for a’residence and stopping, than the dust which arises in the at- 
place for all time,-and- In conhectip» mosphere—nay, nor half so much, for 
with what belongs to it, and whrfi' is the dust makes the cerulean tint of our 
being made over and amended, is all beautiful sly*. Sarcasm and wounding 
that there is no.w or will ever be. I of feelings have no legitimate place! in

The entire portion of space In which r Spiritualism. It Is my sincere belief, 
there is anything embraces a sphere that in years to corné, if we do not 
eight thousand miles in diameter, and I find some victory over these unsavory 
the outer limits of this, are occupied by and excoriating words and sentiments, 
the shell of the earth; for, mind you, . we shall look back at our present ex- 
the Teed earth, is hollow and we live perlences as burning cinders of desola

. on the inside of the crust,., Just as a I tion. This‘will not ,pe an agreeable, 
microbe might exist on the in'slde of a but’a painful'retrospect, and why not 
pumpkin. Teed tells us that this crust how set ,Out, to'avoid it while we are 
Is one hundred miles thick; We don’t able to make for ourselves paths of joy 
know how he found this out, but as sci-1 or sorrow1 as wé choose? And if we 
enee has -nothing to do With ignorant desire it, to practically live now, and

YERS, DOCTORS, TRADESMEN, 
POLITICIANS AND MINISTERS 
OF THE GOSPEL.
Tlie Herald of Progress, of St. Louis, 

Mo., contains the following:
“Just now the abolishing of wine

rooms seems to be a foregone con
clusion. I do not altogether approve of 
arbitrary measures regarding this-wine- 
rpom iniquity, as there has long since 
been laws In our statutes making it a 
misdemeanor for both keeper and fre
quenters of such places. It only re
mains with the police department to 
close up all such places if they choose 
to abate wine-rooms as a nuisance. 
Such a thing, however, Is not easily 
accomplished by the police at any and 
all times. There are too many rings • 
within rings, now days, to permit 
police officers, even If they choose to do 
their bounded duty, so long as there Is 
private orgies carried on and practiced 
by merchants, lawyers, doctors, trades
men, politicians and some preachers, 
there is no power to suppress the wine
room plague. It matters not how strict 
your laws and statutes may be drawn, 
there will be none to enforce them and 
none to convict.

“If all the secret and hidden practices 
of our law makers were made public 
there would be a mighty sensational 
development revealed, our nation would 
be put to shame. Why do so many 
hypocritical devils prate and howl 
about wickedness when they, them
selves, aro equally guilty of corruption? 
They sneak around like jackals in the 
evening time, in the dark, in the 
twilight, in the black night. No male 
seeking Hades’ opening with female 
companions ever did so with morality 
prevalent within his breast. His sen
sual desires and nature prevail to the 
exclusion of thoughts just and good. 
He debases himself,. he debases ills 
poor misguided female companions 
whom he meets in his rambles. I hope 
tlie whole world can see where they 
are making a mistake, and those who 
are going the downward road must . 
stop. Now reflect on what will be the 
consequence of their indiscretion and- 
madness. Sensual delights are not last

. .ing,. they are a delusion and a snare.
I want to ask every man who frequents 
disreputable places to do so no more. 
Many an innocent girl has been lured 
to the wine-room by the man she thinks, 
she loves and there starts on her down
ward career. Some hypocritical re
ligious folks go among those unfortu* 
nates and tell them how greatly the 
Lord desires them to come to him. If 
there be legislation-enacted to suppress 
the wine-room, It will not be „effectual 
and will In. time be. obsolete. The, 
license for a dram shop recites that he 
who holds said license can sell in- 
toxlcating drinks, to be drank at tho 
place where sold, or elsewhere; else
where may be In a wino-room, and 
that wine-room may be attached to the 

: saloon or it may be beyond its limits.
My sincere and kindly advice Is for 
everyone to study and practice the 

' principles of morality. The world will 
' then be better." .

from a spirit?’ I had a brother, three 
years younger than myself, and twenty 
years ago or more, when we were to- 
getlier a great deal, we made a compact 
that if one of us should pass over to the 
other side, that one, if it was possible, 
should give the other a sign that would 
be beyond cavil’. My brother went away 
to ■ California about fifteen years ago, 
and after the interchange of a few let
ters I lost track of- him. He was a 
bachelor and shifted about from place 
to place, and although I frequently 
tried to trace him it was useless.
THE DEATH OF THE BROTHER.,

"Three years ago I received a mes
sage from a physician in St. Louis, say
ing my brother was very ill there, that 
he could live but a short time, and that 
if I wished to see him. alive, to come 
there without delay. I started that 
same night, but when I got "there my 
brother was dead. I found, however, 
that he had married about two years 
before, and from my inquiries of the 
widow I deduced that my brother had 
not prospered in life, and had therefore 
hid himself from all his relatives, not 
letting any of the family know of his 
marriage or whereabouts. There were 

. no children and after the burial I urged 
the widow* to come home with me, but 
she was a German girl, and her family 
lived in St. Louis, and she preferred to 
stay there, so there I left her’ and re
turned home. .

"I had been home a few weeks and 
often thought about the compact with 
my-brother, as yet unfulfilled, when one 
evening I,was reading in the library, 

' my wife, who was lying on the sofa, be
gan to talk. I looked at her and saw 

- that she was ‘under control,’ or in a 
' trance. I stepped over to her and took 

’ her hand.
“ ‘Who is this?’ I inquired. * 

> ' - “ ‘It Is I, Martin,’ was tbe answer.' -
" 'Qh, ia^tho.t you, brother?’ I re- 

'"spondem ‘You .have come back, then, 
' In accordance with our compact?’

... .‘“Yes/jvas-the reply. Then he gave 
a sentence of six words—it is lm-.

Jonah’s gourd and start one cause a
whizzing and then gourd-like, wither 
away? • •

My mother answered toy Infantlie 
questions by saying that God made this 
and that, but later on I found such an
swers very cheap,and indefinite. De
signer is only a different expression of 
the same'idea, and to say that it Is ra
tional, proper, systematical and orderly, 

-Is a preposterous assumption, in my 
way of. seeing the question, for prior to 

.the existence of this Mr. Designer space 
did not exist, matter did.dot exist, the 
law of cause and effect was not yet 
born. And , now, just-how and where 
Mr. Designer endowed and clothed with 
a full array of infinite attributes, came 
from, is a question that shows no more 
ground for me to stand on than does the 
thoughtless proposition,'chance. . .

I cannot fathom the idea that space is 
boundless but I believe it is, from the 
fact teat were it bounded the bounds 
must be a composition or substance of 
some kind, and then that same material 
or substance would necessarily be 
boundless. Even so is. my conviction 
with reference to the law of cause and 
effect: It never had a beginning nnd 
will never have an end. But I must 
close, with due respect for Mr. B’s. 
views, realizing that mistaken ideas are 
prevalent on this low-down outskirt of 
a mundane sphere. Possibly we may 
soon meet on a more exalted plane and 
realize teat we are renewing former ac
quaintances, and that we have with 
hosts of others enjoyed each others’, so- 
clety for cycles and ages of time and 
those times repeated an infinite number
of times. MOSES WHISLER.

¿ (Continued on page 7.)'

his book; it matters not If he gives I trinai preaching was no4;longer useful, 
twelve thousand methods, for they can- for ministers who pounded the Bible 
not all upset one established fact. I Lind preached the old doctrines could no 
will guarantee, that not one of the longer make an Impression. The 
twelve methods will solve thè question emphasis hereafter yyllkbe laid on the 
as to how the writing got bn tlie Morris ethical and spiritual teachings of Jesus, 
slates. Now if this great exposer wlH I Certainly some new sóiirce of inspira- 
be sé kind as to tell the rèaders of The I tion. and enthusiasm must-be found. 
Progressive Thinker just how it was The time had come when it'Was the 
done, and produce, writing under the I mission of every man- to rediscover 
same test conations and show it to be I Christianity. In the twentieth century 
outside spirit power, I will order and there will be a tremendous reassertion

assumption we must drop sclence\ and I act and speak and write so that in days 
accept what . Teed" tells us. It Is but to come we may be able to rejoice In all 
fair to believe that toe has sources of I the good way in which the-Divine, in- 
informatlon that we know not.of, and felllgençe lias enabled us to travel in 
very likely God told film ali about it, as our spiritual pilgrimage to higher and 
God is an intimate friend of his and holler realms of perfection and glory. 
Director Génefal“of all the révélations I It seems as if these thoughts and sug- 
that Teed gives to the world. . gestions might awake an Interest and 

The earth hangs in its place and never, zeal 'in some at least to endeàvòr to 
moves, as there Is nothing to move it come up to a little higher gròifnd, and 
The inside of the shell,—our place of! to practically make ready to soW and 
residence:, is divided ’ into land and reap a richer harvest of Love and Peace 
water just as. we know it Outside of than heretofore we have been able to 
the crust there is nothing; no heat, no attain to. SALEM,
cold, no light, no darkness, no fools;— Union Village, Ohio. ,
the disciples of Teed being all on the . ; ———' > . » - -------i_
Inside. The sun, planets, and stars are _ oiT’A-RAwmTNK,ri na-„
all above us. In the hollow globe. The HAB bey QUARANTINED DAT 
stars are merely-incandescent lights , MANSHUN?

outside spirit pöwer, I will order and
pay for five hundred copies of his book 
and distribute them among my deluded 
friends.' ’ ’ /

Kellar, the magician, took his first les
son in the black art from my old friend, 
the "sage of Cassadaga,” ' Hon. A. B. 
Richmond, of Meadville, Pa. When 
.Kellar was exposing (?J Spiritualism in 
Meadville, Brother Richmond arose in 
the audience and'offered Kellar $1,000 
if fib would get writing under tlie same 
test conditions as fie fiad obtained it 
with the. Bangs Sisters, and. the chal
lenge was refused, but.the next morn
ing Kellar called at Judge Richmond’s 
office and explained to him tlffit heifaver- 
tlsed to expose Spiritualism in order to 
draw a crowd as people delighted in be-, 
in ghumbugged and the greater tee 
humbug the larger the crowd.
r ;I would like to mention a few well-es
tablished facts concerning materializa
tion, but not wishing to weary your pa
tience,.will close. W. L. GAGE.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe.. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” . A . compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub. 
Ject; . philosophic, . historic, analytical 
end critical; facts and'data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Brice, - reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. .

..'.'Historical, Logical andPhilosophlcal 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof. 
W. M- Lockwood: A been and rnaster- 

•ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents.,: For-sale 
atthiiofllce. • /

“Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, toy lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K; Wash
burn.' This volume-meets a public 
want Xt comprises 258 cholce selections. 
of poetry and music, embodying .the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectartenism. Price, 50 cents. For 
»ale at this office; • ■ *. : •.
■ "Who Are JCfieae Spiritualist» and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet, of. 
80 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the : well- 
known author. ~ - Price IB centn >. Foe 
ulent-this office. . v -

of the essentials of Christianity. ■- .
In the discussion- of the paper Rev, 

T. W. Strobrldge admitted. that for 
.Christianity “the tide is tout,’,' arid that 
the liberals had captured the field by 
proving that there, was rip need for any 
church. He'- thought the doctrine of 
hell ought to be. preached more. Rev. 
W. E. Tllroe admitted that a‘revolution 
was ip progress In the’ Christian church, 
and said its movenieni was toward 
Christ Rev. C. H. Zimmerman.said it 
was true “the tide tfas out.’R-and the 
reason was the church .was sneddlng no 
light on the soclal and' economical prob
lems of'tbe day: ReV; Johh:,Nate said 
the mistake was that the 'doctrine of 
the Holy Spirit wite 'not :preached.- 
Times-Herald. : . . * - .
' " . 1 ' r / - ; '
Titus Merritt writes: ‘‘The last sub

scribers who obtained Art‘Magic are 
highly pleased . with! Its peirusal, and 
state that every Spiritualist4-and Free
thinker should subscribe fof’your valu
able paper and obtalh the nobk." -

Mrs. L. S. Nagell writes:/! have re
ceived my Art Magid,- and:although I 
have not had time to read It all 
through, yet as farms I have gone, I 
have not only been Interested, but- 
foqnd it very instructive. I think-if 
this work could'tond'lts Lray into every 
home It would pot .belong: before our 
philosophy would be. Understood and 
recognized in IWtfiie light, »nd take its 
proper place in the worl® I sfi’all make 

. every effort to‘Iritrodueci yoflr valuable 
paper’and this Instrhctlfe boqkcavery- 
where I go.’'’/ '-t'’’ I -i i-:.

E. De A. ■ Blskemafttewrites: “The 
beautiful book i Magjc sgrlyedrtwo 
days since. - i flritt It.itafcteayiintereat- 
ing, and very enlltftitenltig.to fny mind 

r upon the tape " ’ hjecte-freated. 1
wonld note part ^he-bbhk<Iorflve 

■time»itoretail <4- -

that it pleased Ged to fasten up to add . . ..- , tt.-1" . . . . -
totoisglpry. The sun, mdon and planets Oh, I wondiih ef St Petah, when I 
move around in a complex system that ’pears at dat big do’, .
God has revealed’ to Teed and "that Jes’ bekase my skin am cullud, will jes’ 
strictly complies with the language of pint me down below, , . "
the Bible. The earth shell does not Wld de ordahs .for.de sarvlnts, dat dey 
move but is established fordyer. Inside. habn’t eny room / . .
of the seven thousand eight hundred Up in hebben for dem nlggalis till flefe 
miles diameter of the shell there is ■ sperlts am in bloom. . :
everything that God ever created, and —-■■■ - - 7 , , , ’
In the center of this space. God himself manshnn gin
has his throne and sits in - glorious ™t Amajesty contemplating the magnitude I hoiSgMPtlv sldn"? 1 ted Y-'1 de

-of his-works. His limbs extend down"
until his feet rest .upon the earth, for d® aSIn “8, dat has
the Bible says the earth Is his footstool; „and the Bible never jolde -nor tells a I F an no
falsehood. This gives a God, when I mattah who dey are? . . .
erect, about five thousand miles high;
which is certainly as great as anyone is 
capable of outlining in his mind; and 
the great advantage is that deity is 
located and his extent can be com
prehended as an established personality 
in definite space. In this respect Teed’s 
diagnosis discounts the efforts of some 
of our Spiritualist writers who' have 
been furnishing expositions about “The 
Nature of God.” In explicitness Teed’s 
description has only been equaled by 
Mohammed’s measurements of the 
angel Azracl, whom he describes as of- 
such stature that the distance between 
his eyesi Is equal to seventy thousand 
days’ journey.

Teed demands that we cease teaching 
the atheistic Copernican philosophy in 
our educational institutions and sub
stitute his cosmogony, and then God’s 
footstool will be illumined by the rays 
of divine approbation, and humanity 
wlllm^tescued from the abysmal gulfs 
into wl|leh it has fallen; and the very 
peans 'ot the'angels may then be heard 
as theylLchant among the - stars; and 
when Oils transpires we can enjoy free 
celestial! ebneerte on any summer even-, 
.Ihg and'no .pessimist will need to com- 
nlaln b^lcause the world: is hollow.

Elkhart, Ind.- OH. MURRAY.

Do dey.draw de line on culloh, where 
de faddah reigns above?

Do de angels feel mo’ partial fee de 
. white man’s soul ob love?

Has de Gawd ob all dese nashuns made 
•: de culluh line a bah— , , 
On de road an’ in de manshun; gib de 

white folks special kyar? ' .
Oh, I kaint exactly b’lleb it wid a con

; shence free an’clair,
Dat a ruler wld all knowledge is so par

tial an' unfair. • ■ .
An‘\I kaint belieb de angels, while re

cordin’ people's sins
Will record a word.agin us on account 

ob cullud skins. . .
Ner I kaint belieb my muddah, dat wuz 

pure beyant er dffubt,
'Kaze ob culluh er religion has by Petah 

been kep’ out; ,
But-I b'Heb de shinin’ sperit ob de black' 

. man-an’de white, ■ - -
Will be landed in its stashun by de 

.- brlghtnhssiob its light “ : ;

Big Snake Stories. ' -
The two biggest of all snake stories 

are recorded in the Moslem Scriptures, • 
to which our Holy Bible seems to have . 
remarkable relations. The Arabian ■ 
chronicle tells us that Adam entered : 
Paradise (not an earthly, but a heaven
ly place) on Friday, and dwelt there 
five hundred years. Eblis, d fallen 
angel, sneaked Into the premises In the 
mouth of a serpent, which had four legs 
and was the most beautiful creature 
next to .Adam. Eblis tempted Adam ' 
and Eve to eat -of the forbidden tree 
and caused them to fall. Then Adam, ; 
Eve, Eblis, and the serpent were chased- 
out of Paradise by four'branches of 
the tree, which miraculously detached . : 
themselves and became switches. The 
serpent’s legs were' taken-away by-' 
Allah, so-that it had to crawliun its 
belly; Adam, after four, hundred years 
of exile and sorrow, was pardoned by 
AUah, who sent him down to the earth,- 
where he became an agriculturist in \ 

Ulndostan.
- The other Arabian snake story is that- 
when Musa (Moses) appeared before 
Pharaoun with his maglc.-rod he cast it 
to the ground and it became a serpent 
of such, monstrous size tho&tplileed its 
lower jaw'on the throne’of’Pliilraoun 
and was going to put its upper'.jaw on 
the roof of the palace so as to carry it 
bodily away, when the monarch 'dried 
out with. fear. Then Musa seized- the 
Serpent by -the neck aud It again be- ' 
came a rod. ’■

In the Biblical story Aaron’s rod be
comes a serpent only big enough to 
swallow the- snakes produced by the , 
Egyptian conjurers. But this part of ' 
thevstory, like the other, is beaten all 
hollow in the Arabian chronicle, which 
says that Pharaoun sent and gathered 
together 15,000 magicians for a trial of ■ 
skill.. Seventy of their number were 
selected for' the performance. They 
prepared -an apparatus of sticks and 
cords by which they contrived to rep
resent serpents raising themselves to 

. attack the spectators. Then Musa came 
forth and cast his rod, which became 

. an enormous serpent, and swallowed up 
all the other snakes. This miracle con- 

■ verted the magicians to a belief in 
Allah, but the unbelieving Pharaoun 
condemned them to death, and they 

■ died as willing martyrs to the true

. DR. T. WILKINS.
■' ’ t .1 w - -t*’ ~~ ■‘ ■ IF '
. A Pike county woman, who wanted to 

be prepared for death had herself bap
tised la an ice-covered river. The prep
aration was ample, She 18 dead.^Kan- 
»as Clt/ BUr.' _

faith. W. H. BURR.
Great mlichlefs happen more often 

from folly, meanness and vanity than 
from the greater sins of avarice and 
ambition.—^urke.

The street Is full of/humiliations to- 
the proud.—Emerson. . ■

- The largest society in the world, the 
easiest tb get Into, and. the best one to 
get out of and avoid, Is the Society for ' 
Setting Other People Straight.—Amer
ican Sentinel.
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■' Spiritualism the World's Re

, ligion.

Address by Dr. Dean Clarke, at IUnion Hall, Boston, Mass. ’

The permanence and value of any 
system of philosophy or religion, de
pends upon its general adaptation to 
-human nature, and human needs. That 
religion is best which contains most 

’ truth, and meets the most wants of 
mankind. The religion that is most ra- 
tlonal, scientific, philosophical, and etli- 

? ical, must ultimately prevail on the 
principle of “the “survival of the lit
test” Most.if not all of the religions 

■ hitherto prevalent have been enshrined 
In dogmas, and embalmed in creeds loo 
narrow and rigid to admit new ideas 
and principles, and hence progressive 
minds have outgrown them.

In the natural evolutionary order of 
human events, old things that have 
served their time and purpose must 
pass away to give place to ideas and 
institutions adapted to new conditions, 
and the larger needs of growing hu- 
manlty. Religions are no exception to 
this universal law of mutation. This is 
pre-eminently an age of reason and of 
investigation, and every freethinker 
challenges all who presume to'teach by 
authority, be it human qr divine, to 

• prove the truth of their doctrines and 
theories. "Thus saith the.Lord” in any 
alleged “Word of God,” proves to'the 
enlightened reasoner, acquainted with 
“The Higher Criticism” of modern the
ologians, nothing but the ignorance, 
credulity, and audacity bf those who 
cite such dubious authority to prove tjie 
truth of their doctrines.

The voice of . Science speaking 
through the phenomena and facts of 
Nature, is a thousand times louder and 
more authoritative than the thunders 
of Sinai, the groanings of Calvary, or 
the papal allocutions of Rome!
SPIRITUALISM THE RELIGION 

NEEDED. .
■In accord with the'great law of de

mand and supply, and in harmony with 
“the eternal fitness of things,” Modern 
Spiritualism was born to meet the needs 
of this Intellectual age, and to answer 
the prayers of all growing minds like 
Goethe’s, for “light, more light." To 
all Illumined minds whose intuitions 
are clear enough, and whose scope of

and privlleges In every social,. political, 
and commercial relation of 'human so
ciety, and enforces, tlie duty.of honesty, 
justice and philanthropy toward all 
men, and the cultivation of every moral 
-and spiritual virtue, It bolds that, as 
time is continuous, ho day Is more sa
cred t|jan ¿mother, but that all days 
should be made holy by pu,e thoughts,

S' -
Upheld by «li the heavealy

Bhould be by mortals crowned toe

: ■Queen; -,- <. ; - . '■ -
She ought to be enthroned for worth. .

And toyed for gqodness, truth and 
- - grace; . . .

Her realm should be the whole of earth. 
Her loyal subjects, all our race! ,

it n ’ BY MOSES HULL.

high endeavor, and noble deeds that ex
alt the individual, and bless 'humanity. 
It teaches that work,' not words, is wor
ship, nnd that the Only service we can 
render to the Infinite.Spirit is to obey 
all the laws of our being,, and thus be 
good, and to render all the aid possible 
to bur fellowmen, and thus do good, 
and that these two services embrace 
the whole religious duty of man. . 
TWENTIETH CENTURY RELIGION.

Spiritualfem Is an up-to-date religion, 
being the latest revelation from divine 
sources, together with the latest discov
eries of spiritual truth evolved by en
lightened human reason, and therefore 
it best meets the religious demands of 
to-day. . .
It not only embraces all of the great 

questions Involved by past religions, 
but it fully meets the great Issues that 
now confront philosophers and reform
ers, pertaining to life here and here, 
after. ■

With an eye to its effects on his fu
ture life which Is evolved from this, it 
seeks by a rational education, to mak» 
the most and best of man as lie uere 
finds himself.

It lays the axe at the root of the tree 
of evil, which springs from the soil of 
Ignorance, and begins its work of “sal
vation” with Right Generation, carries 
it on by an all-round system of educa
tion, and completes it by spiritual bap
tisms from ministering spirits, which 
stimulate the growth of the moral and 
spiritual faculties, till they control the 
animal propensities, and thus evil Is 
overcome by good.

Its "means of grace" are not magical, 
miraculous, or supernatural, but are 
normal mental and spiritual growth 
aided by spirit influence awakening 
moral energies latent in all souls.

It teaches that we have no heaven or 
hell by arbitrary decree, but only such 
as we make for ourselves, by right or 
wrong thinking, and by good or bad 
conduct. Our Savior is he or she, Who 
by precept and example helps us to 
work out our own salvation, but no one

To the Spiritualists of lyiich- 
/ igan.

Dear Th! 
is Pali Ain 
Especially 
terminatlm

s All:—Everythln^ heye 
ir'láat fe All American. 
Chis J sb since 'the de
setup a show here that 
lit® exhlblttona as you

IN THE PEOPLE V. ELMER, 07 
U. W. R., 550, GRANT, J., STATES 
THAT CERTAIN PEOPLE BE
LIEVING CERTAIN THINGS ARE 
LUNATICS. •
Arthur Elmer was convicted of being 

a disorderly person. He advertised 
himself in an Ionia paper, which reads 
iu part as follows: .

“Will arrive in Ionia, Mich., July. 23, 
1895. A Modern Day Seer, the noted 
Dr. Arthur Elmer, Clairvoyant, Trance 
Medium and Healer, etc,, etc.,” stating 
what he can do. The respondent also 
advertised himself as a “Magnetic 
Healer” and “Clairvoyant Physician.”

Grant, J. (after stating.the fads): 
“The undisputed facts in this case 
establish the commission of the offense. 
It is Idle to attempt to draw distinctions 
between professing to possess a power 
and pretending to exercise that power. 
This respondent did both. Tlie precise 
point is decided in Penney v. Hanson, 
IC Cox, Cr. Cas. 173. The English 
statute, under which conviction was 
had, provided that ‘every person pre
tending or professing to tell fortunes 
♦ ♦ ♦ shell be deemed a rogue and a 
vagabond.’ 5 Geo. IV., C. 83, see. 4. 
The circular upon which the respon
dent was convicted stated that ‘by the 
positions of the planets in the nativity, 
and their aspects to each other,’ he was 
enabled to forecast future events. This 
circular had been issued in response to 
an advertisement as follows: ‘Wanted— 
Everyone to have their own nativity 
east yearly. Advice given and astro
logical questions answered.’ The Court, 
in deciding the,case, said: ‘No person 
who was not a lunatic could believe he 
(the respondent) possessed such power. 
* » ♦ The advertisement and cir
cular amounted to .pretending and pro-

had in the^lllage ' of Chicago a few 
years ago ,!wl8b tlley 'had never been 
born,. Welil'if Ghj&go wlll come to our 
show, and Tam liefe, I will do my best 
to take cari ¿f lt.J1’An you have to do is 
to get on tlto car£!‘and when they get 
near here begin to king “Put me off at 
Buffalo.” ,u, • . J''.' . .

Well, I am happy to report that in 
spite of all I could do my health re
turned as niysterltiusly and for as little 
reason as it left nie. I bade defiance to 
all medjeine, mignetlc doctors, me
diums and everything until the sign 
was right, then I’became a man again, 
I am now getting so athletic that I can 
say with the good old Psalmist-, “By my 
God I could run through a troop, and 
by my God I could leap over a wall.” 
I would not want the troop to be large 
nor the wall to be high. ■

During my recent illness I was told 
again and again, by M. D.’s—those who 
knew, that there was no help for me— 
that my trouble was not of a kind that 
killed a jnan quick, as he would like, 
but no one was ever known to get well. 
Somehow I am sb skeptical, and I go 
so by contraries, that I recovered in 
spite of all. • •

I once heard of‘an Indian doctor who 
went to see a patient whom air others 
had failed to help’, and whose disease 
no other debtor could even name. He

toe nena°ítvUofffeourOrown «^““Atone^ I fusing to tell fortunes.’ This’ language , 
ment” cannot be made by another any ¡s especially applicable to this case. No ' more thantoev can1 eat or sleep1 for us. sanei intelligent juror could come to , 

Freed from all the barnacles of error, any other conclusión than that reac e । 
vice, folly, fanaticism, and wicked by ,the Circuit■ Judge. ,

flint- frniYi wlifltovof ROllTCC* 11ILVC I NOW» Í11& y.OU ÍL. lUDtttlC? ATO yOU H , 

fastened to Snlritualism it will yet rise medium,,, a clairvoyant, a magnetic , lastenea to opirnuuijniu» n w-m dm, « ninirpar excellence the cynosure of all.relig- healei ? Are you an nsttologei, a. lah 
Ions—the most rational, comprehensive, voyant physician? Can you _ foietel 
and natural; the most comforting, In- í“tul'®ne^e’íJ8k“/0+1J11ñr„a a 
anlrlnfr nnfl Tirn^TPRSlve* tllft IHOSt €th- I ®Oy Oil® tllCS® UllDgS yoU ill6 fl. 
leal, reformatory aud spiritualizing that lunatic. If you believe that.youi can 
has ever been revéaled to, and evolved benli see, and ea“stt“ >1 
hv toe denizens of earth you are a lunatic. If you are neither of

H is the only religion tout does not in these, Jnit believe that^others 
some way antagonize reason, logic, and Payers and can see, heal, and look 
nntiiYA* thp nnlv odp that 'takes “truth the futuie, you ure tí. lunatic, uian . 
for niiHinrltv not authority for truthvoyance nnd mediumship were Involved toe onlj one toat mhh to be a in the Michigan caqe. and Judge Grant 
spirit’now, and demonstrates, by in- said that the language ot the Engl sh 
controvertible facts, his future exist-1 case was especially applicable to this 
níSeiv robbed^death ofaitsirfl8ng8and°toe above cited language of Judge
pieteiy roDoea aearn or luityiut-, uuu uie __ in. +hi«
«rrnvArnf it« vlctorv that wines away Grant was entirely unca-Ued tpi in tuis too mourner’s tears^’and lights with joy. case. The facts .prodiiced by the people 
tolXge of- tear-kXoUbtt-toe oli3ton- 
reitelnn that brines heaven to earth, I elusion was one of law, and under the 
nnd^recelves ministering spirits as wel- statute the act of the respondent was a 
cSm ¡ueste at th ^ family board-the misdemeanor.But Judge Grant, wanted 

~an in me universe. . guc _ J „ ,ve vent to narrow, superstitious
True Spiritualism rejects the atheism °“ y bástete knowledge!, mind on such things; things that, he

of niaterlallsticsclence,which discovers |1°^y ^^i°^n^bc^®bari®o®1tg Crejfnl knows nothing about, and_eo^he thought

.... S

all its competitors, and when'its vice- has misused Power give11 
gerenta are faithful to their sacred the people, in calling anyone a lunatic 
trust, and follow St. Paul’s needed ad- simply because he may believe, re
vice to “covet earnestly the best gifts,” liglously, something that he does not 
and use. them unselfishly for the good believe or comprehend.
of all; when we seek after that which a part of the.religIon of Splritualtem, 
is spiritual, more than after that which and therefore he drives„a. hard b 
te sensuous and sensational; when we I the Spiritualists of! Michigan. g 
seek communion .with angels rather Grant Is asking the.People of Mic B 
thnn with snlrits who are still “of the to re-elect him to that high ana non earth, earthy”; when we grow up to the I ored position that he has so shamefull J 
exalted ethical and religious plane of degraded by his language in th| a 
nure and undéfiled Spiritualism Itself, case. The place that he Is seeking 
so that we can comprehend it and live should be filled by a man so broad as to 
It. using our spiritual gifts unselfishly bo above these petty prejudices, one and?honeXy tor“g£d of all; whe[ that will
we go on from phenomena to philoso- others as Judge Giant.has done, 
phy, frote science to religion, or spirit- every liberty-loving voter see thabh 
uahmlndedness and right living; when vote is. cast in t^TndehGrant 
we regard it as. science, phllosophy-and the right man and defeat Judge Gran 
religion, and the greatest of these a re- L Riley, Mich. G. F.^TTMAR.
Uglon which shall feed our souls as well 
as heads, then, and not till then will 
Spiritualism rise in its regal majesty, 
and with Its arms of Truth and Love,

thought is comprehensive enough to 
embrace its genius, its full significance, 
and, and its workLwlde purpose, it pos
sesses all tlie elements and qualities of 
a universal scientific and philosophical 
religion. ,

Granting that mere Spiritism, em
bracing only the fact and phenomena 
of spirit intercourse. Is not religion, but 
only a factor of it, we contend that 
Spiritualism In its fullness, is the high
est and most perfect religion ever re
vealed to mankind. ’

It is based upon the facts of Nature, 
all of whose phenomena it regards as 
the sublime and Stupendous manifesta
tion of Omnipresent Spirit .

It accepts science as the'authoritative 
revelator and interpreter of the only 
original “Word of God,” Nature. .. By 
the aid of reason and intuition, we phi
losophize upon the facts and principles 
which science reveals, and formulate a

was asked if he could tell what was the 
matter, and if he Could cure the patient; • 
he answered' in tile- affirmative, If he 
had cords to so bind the patient that he 
could not move lie could do both. The 
cords were furnished and the patient 
bound, then the Doctor took a red-hot 
poker and burned the poor patient’s 
sores, and told them there was nothing 
the matter but severe burns. He then 
weijt to work and cured the burns. .

Well, after I had suffered indescriba
ble torture continually for many weeks, 
la grippe set in to finish me. A phy
sician who is death.on la grippe, went 
to work and routed it When it left it 
took all other ailments along.

The change came' to me very suddenly 
about 0 o'clock the night of the mass 
meeting of Spiritualists in Chicago. 
The change was Indescribable, and the\ 
effect Indescribable. Such perspiration 
as I had, I think I! never saw. And the 
odor—well, my clothes and bedclothes 
hud to be changed once or twice every 
day. How much the thoughts, prayers, 
and magnetlsm-'Ofhthat conventlonliad 
to do with it will, perhaps, be surmised 
but never known.

I tried to speak in Buffalo nearly 
every Sunday during my long illness, 
but with that exception ! did very 
little; I attempted? to fill two or three 
country appointments, but if my au
diences werems sorry I attempted it as

have been made, I believe, with Presi
dent Barrett, Mrs. Robinson-Gillespie, 
and others from out of the State to 
come to this meeting. Then Mrs. Tillie 
U. Reynolds, Mrs. Carrie Twing and 
others from different parts of the State 
will be .here, At this meeting we ex
pect a baptism of the Holy Ghost, that 
will fit us for our summer’s camp work.

The church for which I speak, I think 
has arranged for Mrs. Robinson- 
Gillespie, of Port Huron, to take my 
place during June.

Mre. R. Augusta Armstrong is a 
rising star among the speakers in this 
State. She 'has gone out a good deal 
this winter, once as far ns Chicago: she 
brings only good news from her various 
trips. '

J. W. Dennis, who Is always ready 
with his oar, to dip in where he is 
needed, has not been well this winter. 
In fact, he and I watched each other 
with considerable interest to see which 
should preach the other’s funeral. We 
are both , disappointed. He is now re
covering, and hopes to soon come out as 
good as new.

Mrs. Ateheson’s Monday night se
ances, I learn, are largely attended, and 
those who go generally go home With 
something to think about.

Mrs. Dr. Matteson is Still doing as 
great a work as ever. Her business 
cannot increase, because she already 
has more than any one person can pos
sibly do. It certainly does not decrease.

! If one goes to her house at any hour 
: between 7 in the morning and 5 at

MMenum or »pu-nwwm»
I have been very much interested In 

the diecuirton between Mr; Titus end 
Prof. Lockwood to your ever in
creasingly valuable paper. It eeems.to 
me strange and unaccountable that the 
Theosophist should calL the Spiritualist 
"Materialist,” as the former does the 
latter in his concluding article. You' 
will find the term applied by Dr. 
Marquess in the February number of 
“Mercury,” which is the organ of the 
American branch T. S., and published 
in San Francisco, in which he scores 
yourself and Prof. Lockwood as Ma
terialists whose concepts are of so little 
.value that practically they should not 
be noticed. '
It seems that sclentiflc Spiritualism is 

having quite as hard a timé to find ex
ponents as scientific Materialism had in 
the days of Bruno, Galileo, and Con
fucius. It was then Atheist! Here tip I 
take him to. the stake and burn him; 
which was gradually ■ modified to 
“Infidel," and nowadays it is “Material
ist;” but it seems to me .that while

night, they will always find from five 
to forty in waiting to see her. This has 
kept up without any diminution for 
over twenty-five years.

There—I will have to try again before 
I can say what I wanted to put into 
tills letter. MOSES HULL.

I was, I pity them. ■
Well, theiworltgdes bravely on in this 

city. There-jare noW four societies here; 
and still there is room! All are not

and Dop’t Know It
-There is ft disease prevailing in thU: 

country most dangerous because , w. ,1^1 
deceptive. Many sudden deaths are ¿>1 
caused by it—heart disease» pneumonia, 
heart failure or apoplexy are often the ■■ -•-I 
result of kidney disease. If kidney^ ¿ya 
trouble is allowed to advance toe kid« , 
ney poison in the blood is liable to at> 
tack the vital organs, or the kidneys , | 
themselves break down and waste -,/ 
away cell by cell. - Then the rlchness-of 
the blood—the albumen—leaks out and . 
the, sufferer has Bright’s Disease, the . 
worst form of kidney trouble.. Kldue^ . . : : 
trouble can be detected although It be 
slow and deceptive. First, by analysts , 
of the urine; second, by the simple test 
of setting the urine aside in a glass q» s 
bottle for twenty-four hours, when a 
cloudy or brick-dust settling indicates

Ha

religion “which takes no private road, 
but looks through Nature up—tb Na
ture’s God,’’, as the Infinite Spirit em
bracing and permeating every star and 
sun in the universe. "

no primal cause, and teaches that? “God 
is in -his holy temple," the universe, 
whose every atom vibrates, with .the 
pulsations of. Eternal Energy, which' , 
“Warms In the sun, refreshes in the 

breeze,
Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the 

trees, '
Lives through all life, extends through

• all extent, ''
Spreads undivided, and operates ■ un-1

spent." . '' '■
No pent up creed “contacts its pow-. 

ers," but it is a universal eclecticism 
embracing all of the truths of all othp): 
religions and philosophies, and opening 
its arms of welcome to "every new'dis
covery or revelation from Nature’s vast 
volume of truth, seen or unseen.’

Its phenomenal manifestations, iden
tical with the “spiritual gifts" that have 
been the foundation of all the best re
ligions of the past, are not finalities, 
not the chief end and aim of Spiritual
ism, as so many superficial Spiritists 
seem to think, but are only its. alphabet, 

■rits symbols, only stepping-stones to the 
Great Temple of Truth in whose sanc
tum sanctorum the devout thinker 
“worships in spirit and in truth” the 

—Infinite Spirit in whom we live, move, 
and have our being here and in the 
heavenly spheres. Thus Spiritualism 
Is the very antithesis of atheism.

Offly shallow^ unsplrltual minds make 
of spirit phenomena the object of an 
hour’s mere gaping wonder, or an idle 
pastime for unthinking curiosity. Only 
groveling, mercenary mediums degrade 
their sacred gifts to mere fortune-tell
ing, match-making, “hoodooing,1 diab
olism, and to the aid of those money
grabbers who mistake gain for godll- 
ncss.” Only tyros and amateurs regard 

' communication with, loved ones gone 
before, Invaluable and blessed as Is 
that possibility, to be the main object 
of this great outpouring of spirit power. 
Only heartless knaves, and soulless vil
lains counterfeit the phenomena, and 
deceive the very elect by-their sacri- 
legions mockeries of holy things. 
Scientific and philosophic investigators,

SUCCESSFUL f AIR.

applying tlie latter term as much 
hatred and vindictiveness as ever is 
used toward those who refuse to recog
nize dogma as the essential thing du 
wisdom, 5

Now, Prof. Lockwood claims that all 
the elemental forces of Nature are 
spiritual, is this Materialism? while the 
Theosopliists as represehted, by Div 
Marquess in’ the article noted above, 
and who Is one of their recognized au
thorities, states positively that re
incarnation is the foundation stone of 
the Theosophist edifice, and as you 
know this cult claims that the human 
can only learn through physical matter 
that which is necessary to know, by 
clinging to it for successive,' and we 
might almost say endless aeons and 
through Innumerable reincarnations.
Is this Materialism? ........................ , . .

Lima, Ohio. W.'-:W? HANKINS, hamton, NrY.

it ■ .; , ■ .. .
It was for just such troubles that in 

His infinite power and goodness the 
Great Physician caused Swamp-Root to 
grow for the benefit of suffering mam 
kind, leaving it for Dr. Kilmer, the eml- 
nent kidney and bladder specialist to 
discover it and made it known to tho . 
world. Its wonderful efficacy in ' 
promptly curing the. most distressing 
cases is truly marvelous. .

By sending your address to Dr. Kll- 
■mer & Co.j Binghamton, N. Y., you may......
have a sample bottle of Swamp-Root, 
the great kidney, liver and bladder rem
edy, and a book that tells more about • 
it, both sent absolutely free by mail.
, When writing be sure and mention 
reading this liberal offer in Chicago 
Progressive Thinker. The regular fifty
cent and. one-dollar sizes are sold by 
most druggists. Make a note of the 
name, SWAMP-ROOT, Dr. Kilmer’s 
Swamp-Root, and remember It is pre- . 
pared only by Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing.

CEUESTI/VL DYNAMICS
MUNCIE, IND,

Anniversary of Modern Spir
itualism. '

The Association of Spiritualists of 
Muncie, Ind., celebrated the Fifty-first 
Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism on 
Sunday, March 20, at their temple The 
forenoon of said day being occupied by 
the lyceum, the celebration proper did 
not commence until 2 p. in. The tem
ple was beautifully deçorated with the 
offerings of the floral kingdom, and one 
eould almost imagine one s self quaffing 
the fragrance from thé Edenic valleys, 
or the divine essence of the ambrosial 
cup. At the appointed hour the large 
temple was filled to Overflowing-with 
an Intelligent assembly," which evident
ly came there seeking for higher knowl
edge of the grand cause of life Immor
tal. Our good sister, Mrs. Lee Norle 
Clamau, of Chicago, was the orator on 
the occasion. To say that she interest
ed the audience would be putting it but

even now satisfied. Among all the so
cieties there are.nbne good enough for 
them. They prefer'to “flock by them
selves.” Th.e. facti is, sainé of us are 
like the Indian’s tree-so straight that 
we lean just a littlerthe other way. Wo 
are entirely too good to co-operate with 
our frlendsjn doing a good work—they 
rfejoice that their >ireligion, year after 
year never posts them a penny.

■Some of ps.do nftt like the way other 
• folks,. ..work, *" and,. ; we. manifest-: ■ our 
method of .working by sitting .down on 
an Important part "of ourselves and 
growling at the .methods- and the lack 
of method in others. Somebody is not 
righteous enough; for us to co-operate 
With them, therefore we will manifest 
our strength by sitting still. •

Well, notwithstanding societies are 
society killers, and we know that four 
societies cannot prosper where there is 
only good timber enough for one or 
two, yet I hope for. the prosperity of all;

Our congregations and the interest 
hold up at their usual strength in the 
Spiritual Temple, Our evening au
dience are about-as. large as our temple

Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetio y 
Forces of Nature. ' ' /

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN* 
'GUAGE OF THE STABS,” ETO.

Atoagniflc®nt k11® complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. Witlp 
the only trffe and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians; and all who practice the Healing Art. 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, ' 
and thus learmthe real cause of their frequent failures.

' N6 Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology. .
. This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of .people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light. For sale at this office.

mildly. Sister. Claman is a fine, aye, a 
powerful inspirational'speaker, and 
for a full hour held the audience spell
bound. Her subject was “Modern Spir
itualism;” Its time and place of origin, 
and Its scientific aspects touching a fu
ture personal conscious life for the 
brotherhood of man.
, Tho speaker traced the subject of 
Spiritualism in its earlier history; far 
back into the centuries gone by show
ing that it ever had been the motor in 
the march of progress. But not until 
the date of. its: assuming the name- of 
Modern .Spiritualism was it really un
derstood in the true light of its divine 
nature. In the later phase, the speaker 
clearly, and forcibly contrasted the 
teachings of the subject of Spiritualism 
with those set forth, by churchianity, 
and in this she certainly won a great 
victory In favor of the cause of Modern 
Spiritualism. ■ '

At the close of the lecture, and pursu-

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

separating the chaff from the wheat, 
the gold from the dross, find in it the 

. elements of a gfeat spiritual science 
and religion; they find It to be a key to 
all occult knowledge; they discover it 
to be a magical Open Sesame to vast 
treasures of psychic facts; they recog
nize it as a Jacob’s ladder reaching 
from earth to -'the unseen spheres 
whence angels and ministering spirits 
come and go; they find its material 
facts the cap-stones to complete a mod
ern Tower of Babel that has accom
plished the purpose vainly sought by 
the one of old. . But whoever stops 
short of the great end in view, and dal
lies with the phenomena as merely a 
marvelous curiosity, finds as of old, but 
a confusion of tongues, and falls to see 
their true significance as means to 
bring life and immortality to light, and 
to reveal a great spiritual religion, to 
which psychic science is but the spiral 
pathway of a heafeuly ascent.

Signs and wonders are useful only as 
decoys of attention to the power pro- 
dueing them, and as means of mtelli- 
gent communication with that "power. 
Spiritualism is more than thaumaturgy, 
necromancy, sorcery, or magic; it is the 
outpouring of a mighty spiritual power 
to quicken mankind mentally and spir
itually, and a vast revelation of spirit
ual truth to be brought into a broad, 

v rational, humanltary religion .'that 
meets every want of head aud heart; a 
religion that teaches’ the dlvino possi
bilities of nllimen, even the lowest and 
most degraded; a religion whose ritual 
Is good works; whose prayer. Is silent 
aspiration for spiritual-growth;., whose 
creed is' hll truth wherever fennd; 
Whose alm Is to unitize the human lam- 
Uy and make the law of kindness and

• Our didactic muse sums - it up as Spiritualists of Buffalo, N.-Y. 
follqjvs: - , - ■ ■ ■ ■. ,

THE NEW RELIGION. The Woman’s Progressive Unlonand
, .v ... , the First Spiritual Oliurch of Buffalo,

The years that mark earth’s whirl thro N- y., held fheIr annual,fair and bazaar,
space . . . . , March 22 to 25 inclusive. Rev. Moses

, Are numbered now as fifty-one,. Hull made the opening remarks. There
Since work to bless the human race wa an , entertainment consisting of

By loving spirits was begun;. ' vocai and Instrumental music, récita-
roligion.then was. g yen,,Bpeeches. Miss Nettie Matte- 

With “signs and wonders" as of old, 60n ^vé a recitation which was very 
To bring together earth and heaven^ rendered. Miss Regina Adams

As ancient prophets had foretold. .... very creditably assisted in the enter- 
The mystic veil was rent In twain, I talnment with solos. Every, booth in 

Which "hid the spiritworld from view, toe bazaar was made attractive by the 
And spirits came to earth again elegant donations sent, in by friends 

Thé ancient wonders to renew; from near and far. Each one of the 
Mysterious raps were first the token I management seemed’to vie with the 

Of spirit presence with us here, ' , other to see who should bejthe most 
By which the seal of death was broken, successful in disposing of articles, and 

Permitting them to draw so near everything moved along with energy,, 
_  , , harmony and success. Mrs. Nellie 
The power increasedr the wonder | Whitcomb was voted the most popular, 

spread^ ■ ■ woman, receiving votes to the amount
Far from its place of humble birth, 0{ $g2 Thé~ principal management of

Communications from the dead , _ fair was ufider the supervision of 
. Were seen and heard o’er all the Mrg A-teheson and Mrs.: Nellie Whlt- 

, earth; . comb, both of whom received high en-
The spirit gifts of Bible days- I comlum8 for their ability and faithful-

Were duplicated one and all, ness in: the detail of mahagement;
And wonders came in many ways I Baeh evenlng brought a good audience,. 

Not told by Jesus or by Paul, the last one bring thé crowning point of
The New Religion, thus sustained , I success,"both in line of entertainment,

By help of spirits from on high, ' I and financially. Mrs. Nellie Whitcomb
A mighty power on earth has gained, reported receipts of $224.08; .Mrs. Atch-

Whose day of triumph draw’eth nigh; eson reported receipts of'$149; the net 
It needs but time to prove it true . receipts were about $400. ; •

■ To those who have not had a “test,” Mrs. Dr. J; H. Matteson was present- 
When they Sliall be believer«, too, I ed with a handsome souvenir for her

And all the world shaU then be blest able assistance in the, success of the 
. ' fair; Mr. Beeslng, secretary of the First

’TIs the religion called-for now Spiritual Church, also of the Young
To meet the world’s Increasing needs, people’s Institute, donated a handsome 

Aud most by those who disavow ■ I phaeton for the benefit of the church, 
Belief In old decaying creeds; ■ from which was realised about $75, 

For. it is Nature’s truth divine,, . . Miss Nettie Matteson selling over $50
Whose teachings never need defense, WOrth of tickets for same. The success 

Their truth is,seen In every Une.,,- ■ I of the refreshment booth was due to 
By reason and by common sense, • the very efficient labor of Maggie Mon-

can accommodate. In the forenoon our 
meetings are much, smaller, though the 
people say much more interesting. This 
comes from preaching to the few in the 
morning and the. multitude in the even
ing. The Lyceum .has a,steady and 
healthy growth.'." • ;

My time as pastor, of this church ex
pires after the last, Sunday in June, but 
they have-let me off to go to our 
Mantua, Ohio,-school in June, and I 
make i't up by preaching for. them here 
four Sundays in October. We have 
What I think is a unanimous invitation 
to remain here another year, on, the 
same terms as we have been here. We 
may do so. The church here, feeling it 
had us secure, said nothing about our 
remaining, until! I. had so nearly-closed 
In with others that at this writing it 
cannot be decided whether Mrs. H. and 
I will remain or not In a very few 
days I will know, then I will let the 
readers of The - .Progressive Thinker
know. •. ’. . , ,

I ought here to let the friends know
that I have ;thé‘four Sundays in June 
and the first two Sundays .in July open 
for engagements, not too far from 
Mantua, Ohio. So. has Mrs. Hull, Mr. 
Weaver, and’ other ' teachers and stu
dents connected with our school. We 
can two or three, of us go, and still 
there will be enough left to run meet
ings on the school grounds. - When I 
toll The. Progressive Thinker readers 
that our school never has paid, nor do 
we expect it this year to more than one
fourth pay its expenses, then they will 
see that it Is necessary for us to get out. 
somewhere every.. Sunday and earn 
something to lielp.maice up the, loss. I 
wish Spiritualists diad interest enough 
in educating .’those who need prepara
tion for bur Work to put in à few hun-

ant to an appointment, th& following 
named persons, to-wit, J. H. Menden
hall, Kansadle Mendenhall and Harry 
J. Moore, all of Muncie, were properly 
ordained ministers of the gospel of 
Spiritualism. At the evening session 
the people gathered at the temple ap
parently with increased Interest The 
subjects, “Religion as viewed from a 
Spiritualistic standpoint;” -and “What 
is worship?" were given the speaker 
for her evening lecture. The discourse 
was a most masterly prodrrttlon. The 
inspiring control demonstrated that he 
had bjena close student of life and Its 
relations to the ever active energies of 
the great universe. It was clearly 
shown that man in his complex nature 
is the highest expression of these di
vine energies, and that religion and 
worship consist in the study .of life and 
its relations to the universal whole; the 
only true mode of worship being the 
ceaseless effort to elevate and bless by 
practical goodness all mankind.- In 
other words, to be religious is to know, 
to be, and to act ourselves, respectively, 
according to our highest capacity and 
convictions of right. All, certainly, 
were deeply Impressed with the gravity 
of the truths which flowed in one un
broken stream Of sunny words from the 
speaker’s lips. . After the lecture, the 
audience .almost entire arose to their 
feet and received 'the spiritual baptis-

A. History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, 
RyAUnREw T>. white. LL. Do late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that, has . 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute .details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science. ’ -

“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway df ever-advancing human thought 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is-a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world. n,ow stand in the religio-soientiflc conflict It is clear, honest, brave, 
and rnust be given a place among the great books of the year. Chicago 
Tribune. .

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there, was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come. "^-Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is ■written almost colloquially, Mid so interestingly as to . 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a histoiy 
of the universe could be made,, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon-relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, . 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is, of

’ an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments.

mal ceremony; then a closing song, a 
general hand-shaking and social con
gratulation took place, when all retired 
to their home?, feeling, no doubt, the 
better for havlngbeen there; Sister Cla
man will remain with "bur society until 
after the meetings on Sunday next 
-She should be kept employed by the 
Spiritualists every day when health 
would admit and it would be her good 
pleasure. . J._ H. MENDENHALL.

Muncie,'Ind. . . '

Chicago Times-Herald. .
‘«Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written ou , 

this subject It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. "—Boston 
Daily Advertiser. ... , . .. ' .. __ ______/

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of . 
the Warfare of Science with Theology-in Christendom.' ’’—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to s 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars. .

It bridges o'er the stream of time . , 
So augels now can. come and go, ...

To tell us of a world sublime, .
From whence all spirit blessings 

flow; . ' • .
It brings a balm for all our grief, 

• A solace gives for every woe, :
It takes away our blind belief .. . 

And knowledge doth op all. bestow..
It fills! our souls with courage 'Btfong 

To meet the duties of this life, -■
And bravely battle with Its wrong • 

• Till wo are victors In the strife; '
And when it cranes our time to die, • 

It makes ufc brave to meet our fate,
For It hath shown our home on high,.

To which we then shall emigrate. , :'

tague. - -
Mrs. Nellie Whitcomb wishes to ex

tend thanks to all who sb liberally sent 
in donations, also to those who assisted 
so faithfully In. each ' department of 
work, thus producing.favorable.results.

The New York ; State Association of 
Spiritualists ;wlll . hold a convention. In 
the First Spiritual C-mreh, corner Jer
sey -Street and Prospect ave., .April 19, 
20 and 21., . .. ; .... - N. H. EDDY. .

dred dollars In thaj direction, /
My letter Js long,already and I have 

not meiiticuiwl what I most wanted to 
say. That is.J tliat'the Woman’s Pro-, 
gressive Unfip, which owns the Spirit
ual Templetj and „the First Spiritual 
Church, have, just'closed't’heir annual 
fair. The twb societies unite and hold 
a fair every Marchi’then divide the pro
ceeds. Mrs. Nellip Wfiltcomb, Mrs, 
Matteson's ’‘daugUter, .manages the 
W. P. U. tiwt Of ,the. fair, and Mrs. 
Atcheson, toff wlfe'of the president of 
the Church;, ¿panages In behalf of the 
•First Spiritiitil Chutth. This gets up a 
friendly rMlry.' ’ Each, works and 
wishes for ,'the success of the other. 
The management could not have been 
better. I think It tvas appreciated by 
everybody, and tlult the fair just closed 
baa been the" most successful one they

’ “Tlrti. Prophète ot, inraeL". By Prat 
0. R Cornili, ■. of. the ~ University of

have yet Rad; Thfe was the beginnln 
of the Pan-American exhibition, whlc 
Will not close until the autnmn of 1901.

One other thing I wanted to say, and 
that is; that the. New York State Asso
ciation, which has 'lain in a kind of 
comatose state for. nearly a year, has 
suddenly waked Tip’, and is to hold a 
three days’ masSjnettlng In the Spirit
ual Temple on-Wednesday. Thursday 
and Friday, April 19, 20 and 21, at 
whlchtime toe-CW..Jtto'snpposed; will

■ ’ • ■ DEATH. :. . • ' : ..

Said the ghost, “It was not so hard to 
■ ■ ■ die— ■ . '■ ■ .. ■■
To face the night and say good-by;
From the charred-out body and bone of 
. man > "■ •’ > • . ' • •’ "
My spirit flew as the red sparks fly. • . 
"As the bound bird feels, when his 

swings are frce-7 ■ .
As a great wind loosened utterly— 
These be the: things the white death 

brings, . •1
And wherein here is the agony?
“But lol to' my body that night she 

came '
And bent above It and called my immt; 
With her tortured lips to its own, and 

told . .
Her broken story of sin and shnme. .
“Then did I know how the dead are 

teanned, ........ ..
Coukfl, through the dark, have touch’d 

her hand ' . ■
Dr whispered; ‘Beloved, be comforted, 
I hear and forgive and understand’;
“I would be content; but to know that

AFTER’HER DEATH. MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER, wht shh becajhe a spiritualist. 

BY LILIAN WHITING. | 264 rasci OmcoP7',1,sI:ccop1c'su

Pervaded with pnro and beautiful spirituality of 
thought Instructive and helpful to all who love ana 
seek tho higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. 
Price, «1-00. For sale at this office. . - -

Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.

■By Watson Heston, price,boards,<1; cloth, 11.50. 
Heston Is Inimitable. . . . , ■ ■ . .

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Doatb. Heaven and Hell Dy 
Mobks Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tho Spin 
Uuallltlc Interpretation of many thinga la tho Bible— 
Interpretations nover before given, explains tho 
heavens andbellB believed In by Spiritualists. Price, 
10cents. Forsalc nt this office. .

FROM NIGHT TO HORNf 
. : Or, An Appeal ta the Baptist Church. 
82 pages. Oso copy, 15 cents , tea copies, 11.

THEBHJBttBBEIfTEEir TWO WORLDS.
209 pages. Onocopy, bound tn clolb. Ml ptpw 9 

cents. /

For Sale at this Qffloe, 40 Loomis Street.

The New and the Old, 
Or tho World’s Progress In Thought. By Mosca Hun 
An excellent wqjk by this veteran writer nnd thinker; 
price 10 cents. . x

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Relations nnd Expression hi Human Em
bodiments. Given through Mre. Cora 1 V. Rich
mond, by her Guides. A book that every one who 
Interested In re-incarnation should read. Pries 1100.The 'Religion of Spiritualism, 

- Its Phenomenn and Philosophy. By Rev. Barnim) 

»grana and aoblo an. PrlcMlM . , ■ . _ | Alnanntt(Tltl,a|rccll0° ior tho organization an4
.management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson . 

' lirll TU Alin DiImIEkk / D^vU‘ SomethingIndlBpcnsablo, Price W cents.

HtALln AHUl i Unuii. pulpit, PEW AND cradle. '
Wjay Dr Helen n. Gardener. Ono ot her brlabteit wlt. 

otimr,refloedanj liweml aoyo<M g» e/intid«:rongestlecttm3agalnBUhe Bible, 'Every»Timm». vumnn should read It and know her friends* and cn>.jr 1 mica. Price 10 cents. :

STANDING DP FOR JESUS,
‘I .- BT.HiCTitK.Hvtu H(UP» Or yrl.t the jedltor öttho Freethinker’« Maputo»

k Ifhours^notj himg Jhefcw what ‘’®tr um oo^Ä«
woidibecoinu ot acandal?—Bimnroft . :««nSr&aJ»!L.«¡coau. . .

■ ■ .■ •. febG. ■■ . ..
Prayed peace tor her anguished, heart,

from me, ' ..
And goes unanswered—Oh, brother, in 
■ '. ■: ."this, •■.: ... v.
Ides the sting of death and its .victory* 

: Theodosia Pickering Qorrlsom1'
** — a - ---- *____ 2___ " * *

¿Magata

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.



Compihd and Translated bÿ Ernest S. Creen.

All those befoi'i me are like myself,
and with pqual title,’the BervantB of a 
great truth, aud like myself should un
fold lb and glorl|!y it before you. We 
flro all, and witli'eijual title* tho vigor
ous defenders anil conquering apostle» 
of an Incoinpai'alile doctrine, by reason 

■ of its Irresistible light which tills our
Intelligence and our hearts.

It Is true that'this doctrine has long 
remained in obscurity, and that when 
an attempt was made to bring it to 
light, it was scoffed at, ridiculed, in
sulted and deprecated; but to-day, be
hold, it appears anew and begins to at
tract the attention and respect of al! in
telligent men. » «• »

It was the first bf April, 1848, when 
Katie Fox heard for the first time, after 
centuries of silence, the vibrations by 
which the invisible world—the human
ity of space—placed itself in communi
cation with the humanity terrestrial. 
■ It is this fact, of incalculable conse
quences, . that we celebrate to-day, 
which is the fiftieth anniversary, and 
under tlie same title the event is cele
brated on both sides of the Atlantic.

4 $ « 1» » «
In France we have also \ associated 

ourselves together to celebrate tills tri
umph of modern thought. But the truth 
which we ..‘defend will burst forth in 
greater glory in the century about to 
dawn and in the congress of I960, and 
all those who are Interested in the 
grand event will follow with interest 
the ascendant march of this truth that 
was born in 1848. .

1848! Ii’lfty years have passed and 
left their effect; fifty years of proofs 
and struggles; fifty yeai's of prpgres.s 
for Rplritualism which has at last gone 
forpi from tlie shadows and from

^WIPW^WMWIIT
Lynan C. Hòwe on Dn Pee- Before the Tribunal oi Rea-

ism will take its proper place in human 
society? Is Its teaching not to give man 
to know bls responsibility and , moral 
dignity? * * And to all, tliej senti
ments of fraternity and Justice?.

Spiritualism Is the flight of human in
telligence which comes to destroy the 
empire of disorder», of struggles and ol 
passions which agitate society.

Spiritualism teaches every one the 
value of hope, which brings about the 
triumph of mind over matter, at the 
very moment when the religious bodies 
are disappearing through the decompo
sition which is operating lu them. .

Spiritualism conies to give us the mar
velous conception ol the glorious futuie 
of life beyond trie worlds, for it has es
tablished the fact that the dominion of 
death is in reality the empire of life

It has been said that the Ideal is false, 
that the conscience Is weak, that fnitfi 
disappears, that thought exaggerates.

That which disappears are the faiths 
of another age; that which .exaggerates, 
is the ideal of the past; because at the 
same time a new conception arises, ana 
the new light extends along the road 
which man follows across the worlds!

We havc'sald that the empire ol the 
dead is the eriipire of life, that to-day 
botli humanities find themselves stand
in"' face to face, hand in hand and dis
posed to march, onward in a common 
life united by powerful and Indissolu
ble’bonds! This is, then, the ideal real
ized in the legend of Jacob s ladder. 
All agitated souls will, without doubt, 
gravitate to a common destiny, and for 
tills reason is propagated the grand be
lief of the solidarity, which has for its 
motto, "Each one for all, and all for 

■ each.” * * * * „
। We do not mean the solidarity as gen-

bios’ Proposition.
TO the Editor:-!^ reply to Dr 

Peebles' question, I hardly know what 
to s|iy. I realize as fully as he.does the 
Importance of having a thorough and 
reliable' history of Spiritualism, pre
pared aud . diligently analyzed, and 
errors eliminated, while the few re
maining veterans are here to testify. 
To'allow the opportunity to pass until 
much that is important shall have be- 
coriie. legendary, would be calamitous, 
since it. would leave a hiatus, aud be a 
source of endless controversy and con
jecture, and little could be settled as a 
histo/ic guide to future generations.
Much has been published that will 

endure, but a large portion of the most 
jmportaht events and experiences of 
tlib past, fifty years are in such a frag
mentary form as to be likely to be lost, 
and much has. never been preserved at 
all In any form. I realize, too, the 
magnitude of the work that such a his
tory involves. I would like to see it 

. accomplished while I stay in the flesh. 
If J can do it properly and thoroughly, 
I would be willing to devote some years 
to it, at whatever sacrifice to my pri
vate comfort and ease, and make, if 
possible, a history that would be 
worthy of permnnept- preservation. 
Mrs. Britten’s work is of great value, 
and permanent, usefulness; but it only 
covers tlie first “Twenty Years of 
Modern American Spiritualism;” and,

son
Ulv l liyuiiwi Ml» •*' 
By Warren Smith.

We are receiving .spme .vjhlolic mis
sives from devout (ihrist^;i|S;| who lire 
shocked, maddened ...and,.‘exasperated 
over our candid arid. Q'uthfi|l .criticisms 
of “the great mnstenffle.ee’;,given to the 
world by their "deafly, belpv.ed Savior. 
Abuse, bitter consul^ ;md yppj;piicji will 
not pass for argument anii^ug ¡reaboning 
men in this age. Ari,,,hones|j refutation 
of opposing argument is ye.yalred, and 
Is just what the Clirbtiu^S(/ll‘e power
less to offer. They ¿were,,¿1.1 right so 
long as they could dispose of (he heresy 
by burning the hereilc,. but under the 
benign and much-negfled prqteetion of 
our infidel Constitution,.we 'have the 
right to condemn falsehood and expose 
error, regardless of ;|s false.;claiuis 4°

/¥Ll /YBOÜT THf. DEVIL

Col. R. G. Ingersoll, the Great Liberal Divine, 
- ' ' • sermon ondelivered his

AnnlTtnSAni.
The First Spiritual Church of 

Chicago.

Tlie fifty-first Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism was observed by the First 
Spiritual Church, pt 77 Thirty-first . 
street, by a two-days’ meeting, opening 
Saturday, March 25, at 2:30 p. nt., by 
an address by the pastor, Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, giving a hearty wel
come to ail prespnt, at the same time 
throwing out great thoughts for the 
digestion of all. After a beautiful solo 
by Mrs. Frankie Cole,. Ur. C. C. Hen
derson gave an address op “Spiritual 
Healing?’ The controlling Intelligence, 
who was a physician while on earth, 
gave forth utterances that made u clear 
distinction betwee,n Materia Mediea 
and Spiritual Healing. All seemed 
strengthened by his words.. Tlie au
dience was strong In praise of tlie lec
turer. Those who knew Mr. Henderson 
claim this to have ‘been his greatest 
effort. ' ■ , ,

Master .Clayton Druliner followed 
with an instrumental solo, which was 
most heartily applauded. .

Mrs. Irene Dobson then gave many 
clear tests, and consoling messages, to 
persons in the audience, while ip an 
entranced state. Mrs. Dobson is one of 
Chicago's faithful workers, and pastor 
or the Englewood Hopkins’ Hall So
ciety. Dr. J. M. Temple was at his best 
and gave the utmost satisfaction and 
some quite startling tests, leaving no 
room for doubt of spirit return. ■,

In the evening the hall was again 
filled. Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance, 
the veteran worker, held the audience 
spellbound by one of her practical and 
instructive lectures. It seems as though 
the more she is heard the greater she is

slu,'where tguqrancft and human degra
dation have touched the lowest depths. 
On the other hand it is a significant fact 
that such intellectual giants and phil
osophers 'as Von Humboldt, Thomas 
Jefferson, Huxley, Tyndall, Darwin and 
other distinguished scholars and phil
osophers .believed in no God, and in
dulged in no worship; wliat|.au unfav
orable commentary on the Cbl'lstlnu re
ligion, that its only reliable foundation 
of support, is Ignorance.

(To be continued.)

~ AN INTERESTING BOOK. .
Tho Cimfilo From Under the Bushel; or Thlrtm 

Hundred aud Six Quostloni to tho CW. By W®. 
Hart. Trio» «0 cents.

“THE OREMKHILD,”
A .FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Pricfli 
paper. 50 cents cloth, $1.00. Books like “The Dream . 
Child6 Bpui huirau'ty on to iriake more ou3 wore de- ■: 
mauds of thisnatu-e, und will open up now height* 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Elfa Wheeler WIU 
cox. Will, I Believe, take its place beside Bulv/er’t : 
‘•Zanonr'*and the “faeraphlta” of Balzac.—“Dally ■- 
Capital,’’Topeka, Kansas. Although elniplo and un« 
yoiulshed with any Influniinablo deacrlptlons. on- 
thralls the inInd to the exclusion of other thoughts/, 
tmtll reluctantly the reader cloces the Just pane.-'» ... 
Mlmieapblifi “Sunder Time* ’’ •

INTERVIEWS WITH SPlllITS.
By Carrie E.6. Twhig. medium. Prise 50 Clffita.

The Science of Spirit Betuini

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
The Anniversary Celebration

The Fifty-first Anniversary was cele
brated in a modest manner for Roches
ter. We made this an off-year, as our

. _ .. . , resources did not warrant heavy ex
divine inspiration. “ ■., pense. G. W. Kates and wife held local

It Is a fact that caiiqot be truthfully services in commemoration of the occa- 
gainsald, and which can be corrobor- I sj0Ui ou Supday, March 26. Mr. Kates 
ated by observation at any time, that rell(j «pprojirlate poems at the morning 
the théories advanced by (jhrist in his Bessioa, and Mrs. Kates, under spirit 
germon on the Mount .. are so absurd e0nti 0], gave the address upon “The- 
and outrageously contradictory to rea- I Angels Kissed Me.” It was an eloquent 
son and human experience, not ope appeal for combined work with the 
Christian dut of ten .thousand in his I ypp-jts, and a plea for earnest workers 
daily life practice pays jhe least atten- t0 be SUppOrted. Amongst statements 
tlon to them, nor do. they expect any- I uul(je| we eaught the following: “Have 
body else to observe them. Take for the Spirits since the Hydesville rap
instance thè commpnfi: .‘.‘Resist pot pjngS peen true to us?” 
evil!” Any one obeying this injuction s]16 compared the occasion to tlie pe- 
would at once be adjpdgéd as a harm- I of tjle arisen Christ and the time 
less lunatic and thè effect’ of, a general of nature’s resurrection, saying: fiVery

By Charles Dawbarn. Price lOcejitA

JESUS AND THE MMIUMS,
. ' -OB
CHRIST AND MEDIUEfiTOIP.
Careful comparison of eoino of the fiplritualisi 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-dny. 
MosesHulk Au Invincible argument proving that 
JeBUBWUBoJwa medium, Bubject to «11 tl- -w-lt; 
tlons of modern inedhunehlp. It also sboru rtiut an 
the manifestations throughout thBO'.Gflud New Tjuuv 
meat were under the satuo conditions that niedlumi 
require to-day; aud that the coining of Christ Is the ro< 
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
lO cents. For sale at this ofllco.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
Bv James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

tug refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Prlca 
15 cents.

gospel of nature.
By M. L< Sherman and Wui.F. Lyon. AbooUreplot* 

Spiritual truths. Price 11.00. - .

¿ELIGlON OF THE FUTUiiE.
BY 8. WEIL. ,

observance of this' command would few eburcli members know the niean- 
subvert civil government, nullify all iug of Easter,' and why they have 
provisions for the projection of life and fasted.” '
property, and would pld<;p both city and “We call this ti world of mercy and 
country at tlie mercy, of foot pads, mur- cjmrlty, of peace and plenty, but the 
derers and thieves. ,1, wonder if the harrowing tales that spirits could tell 
Nazarene remembered,,'having ever would not be believed."

in tho light of later developments, 
there is much to consider as modifying 
and extending the significance of those 
early experiences. But a history must 
deal with facts, and their logical re
lations, irrespective of any one’s belief, 
prejudice, or.predilections. If t)iere are 
enough Interested In this work to make 
the conditions for its execution, and 
Who have faith enough in me to entrust 
It to my care and keeping, I will
health permitting—undertake tlie work. 
But I cannot do it without conditions 
that will leave me free to pursue the 
work without annoying cares and. anx
ieties for my dally bread, and the care 
and coinfort of my family. If the. work 
should be a success, it would probably 
pay a liberal- return, increasing with 
the' years. But suppose ihy work should 
not meet public approval! What then? 
I cannot answer for that All I can 
promise is to try to make an Impartial 
and thoroughly.’ reliable history bf the 
first fifty years of Modern Spiritualism, 
and trust tlie Intelligence of the people 
to approve or reject. -

: LYMAN C. HOWE.

appreciated. Prof. Grupp gave many 
convincing proofs <of spirit return 
through his psychometric, power. Mr. 
Grupp is also of Chicago, and his earn
est manner ait once gains for him the 
entire sympathy and admiration of his 
hearers, all of whom were great in their 
praise of his grand work.
- Mr. Frank Ripley and Mrs. Hamilton

given such a commanfl, when he raided - “QUr souls should arise in rejoicing 
the stalls of the mopey-changers with this morning to know that so much has 
his cat-o’-nlne-talls, ,,and .demoralized I comG to-bless our llves.” 
the dove market by upsetting the seats “Life is full of grand and noble spll-- 
and compelling the proprietors to ré- htual.forces; full of possibilities—things 
move their stock in hdste? we stop and wonder at and pass by.”

“Whosoever smites thee on one “o, the idle days that might be filled
cheek, turn to him the other also.” We wlth noble acts’”
would be gratified to have some earnest I “You have been blessed by the com- > --- ----- - nnj1 „nv.
Christian go out on the street-and by prehension of immortality; you who I Gill weie also piesent and gov
engaging in the cheek-smiting business, have caught the truth Of Immortality I very fine tests. _ sketch’
demonstrate how many of his brethren should be filled with the joy that none progiam concludeo w 
would obey this teaching of the Sermon others feel—you should be enthused to by Mrs. Lounsbury and Mi. By 
on the Mount. In our,opinion it would Worlt for humanity.” . ™n- >vhlc,Lh ±îin,^ nnW thev
only take about - fifteen minutes to “You fall to understand that others piause, wli'ch contiu t be 
reach a conclusive demonstration, and ash for angels’ kisses. You think that aS^int iv? npnnie and
the demonstrator would not be happy you have spirit communion and that said in Derise of the good p 1
or even comfortable, and would be un- suffices. That’s your mistake! Seek to their finlsheu work. „ . udlence 
der the necessity of .making a prompt have this communion in every home- ln the large
visit to à hospital for bodily repairs, there to erect altars of spirituality." oi f^ve.r“Lhel<PrT) s T Ashton 
This injunction is in direct conflict with “The angel who kisgeth men, comes auditorium ball. Mrs f •
the great universal law of self-defense, to eliminate evi!and crudity, and make lnlld 8Dirit-
indelibly written on levery man’s na-Lbetter humanity." ’ ' TÙŒAZhi^ture by the Evolutionary Power that “They crucified the Christ upon the I ual address, .. Kr..„
brought him into existence, and on an cross, and you crucify your speakers concise and'a nat-obsei-vance of whlcbj, depends the per-1 and Mediums.” AB1ît?n ls fleaf concli,e,ana a nat
petuity of the race. . .. “You can never be Spiritualists unti! ura1 boin foiiowed with an

“Love your enemiris!" Here again you respect yourselves enough to un- ^’u^n^hn^TiXtiendent Power of
Ohrlst exposes his ignorance of philos- derstand your spiritual natures." îu« «nîrir^showtok the difference be» 
ophy. By an inflexible law.of our.be-1 “Whlle'you criticise mediums and Spirit «bowing mPdlumshiD 
Ing we can only-lové that which Is spirits, remember you have faults: tween ^Ptahip a 1?>
lovely, and hate thatowhlclvls hateful. Have you thought that mediums are 11Bten ,f0 Brother
We canno! admire deformity, love the targets—that, evil thoughts are sent to latter. No one c 
hateful, or hate the lovely^ We may them? But good thoughts are sent also, ficher and rensoner He is'pity our enemies ànd’do .them a kind- and the latter Is your duty.” I worth ,a\e^ « ,a>^XTnolnt
ness, but we cannot love them because “The spiritual knowledge and man1!- deep, logical and a v y P •

heightenèd“by “¿almVïultably placed. I they are not lovely, r _ testation of to-day, is»nothing compared a *8 t‘h wafwas’ one of
Each item of decoration had its special • . Thales Of,ancient .Greecetsald: “Do with what we can obtain if we but tet Lewby, which by y

■ - ■ good to your friendsothatatbey may re-1 the^ angeis kiss us and try to do their g*nsve o£ earth-and its
•a. m. All the ceremonies were after I tnat tney may Become, yojm menas; - i "Our loved ones are^not in the cold cares PaS8^ “way und®^y8^ 
the ancient fashion of the Mystics. -The but then .Thales was a» philosopher, earth-they are ever about «« and ever «k a few re

- - ----- while Christ was an?ignorant enthusl- lead -us-upward and onward to the torwnra^an a b
ast. ’ z’ ................... ‘Land of the Leal,’ where souls ever go marks was controlled by Maynower,
’ Ohrlst also gave dluectlon ln regard to onward.” , ' I '’ ™ ?^e+he friends in higher life fe
prayer, and .his specifier formula en- “The day of sunshlnet'jwlll come to I snKe pl,d<pnpp SThe most
joined In the Sermon’ om the Mount, is each one, and you will be kissed by the P®^“8 i. were -compelled to.admit the 
usually designated, ■“the’Eord’s prayer.” :àrigePtif defitti’.’’. ; ’’ P J nPP„ .nPv „f her workIni-thteprtiyer'iare l’eqriiBts.thttttahotìd l .A-jàVgéAüdlérice. assembled,, in the !^b^agbsil,u.uai.8t8- feit justly’ proud 
cause every-hohest'perfito^o’tatôp’fiW evWffigf'miinÿ being’’turnéfi away un- -attd'the^Sphltuallstsi feit justly prona 
think. ■ ■ •’ - able to get stand)ng“robm. ’. , -°Stillman a^aln caught the
• “Qlye us thls.day'’our daily bread!" I An eloquent and logical address wps nnp J his original
Christians, both Protestant and Gatha- I given by Mr. G. W. Kates, upon “Ob- JjL “Freedom ’’ Mr Still
ile, ever hnve been and are still, persist- jectlons, Accomplishments and Prom- P^e®.s’ f M . D„ severance and ent and chronic beggars; and if they Ises of Spiritualism.” -Mrs. Kates fol- man is a son of!Mrs .Dr SOTerance.Ma 
possessed the-least'sënse of propriety, lowed with spine accurate and Interest- 8®®!?8 J,'e8®i„lnnlltv flnd inspiration 
they would cease to’ànrioy a long-suf- ing spiritdescriptions. A series of res- mother
ferlng public with théir never-ending olutlions expressing thanks and appre- L The e g serv ce A B
and indecent importunities for help, elation for their two and one-half years r aa?Fa®^ f na ’ M1„]j enteF- 
When Christians use Christ’s formula service in Rochester were unanimously »Pinney, o y, " jth.
ofi prayer, they daily petition their adopted. Mr. and Mre. Kates will leave ^ned and enraptured bls heaias wim 
heavenly father to give them their dally, us in April, to return next fall. We will ®a® ® . + enough to convey the 
rations of bread, instead of goingout be like ‘lost sheep”, without them, but
like men and-women and earning them, they go to larger fields of labor. , Sia“u soon-to have blm
Jesus,'so far as known, never did a L Monday evening was to be Pioneers WL " ” 1
day’s work after he quit the carpenter night, but the elders of our cause here, wir g wniinms conducting the
trade, and' it is not surprising that he principally represented by R. D. Jones,, 'J1 r. • 'rl h rendered that grand 
wanted his dally rations free' of charge. Mrs. S. aT BÛrtls, and Mr. A S Clack- f ri°n Glee^Club,
Thé modern “hobo” ’’IS Of the same ner, were all Slek and unable to be pres- - audience was enranturedopinion. ’ - Lnt Short addresses were made by‘ audience was enraptureu

Christians accepting thè'Lord’s pray- Mrs. Parkhurst Messrs. Kates, Cook, “I rnoiev again gave the audience er as their standard, are' not content | Phelps, and Ferris. Mrs,.Kates gave &8 fhl toltoXed with
some startling tests. 1 hier inimitable way, making >Tuesday evening, the X. P. S. L, of I eraj hearts glad as well as opening
Rochester, took charge of the serv ces. ¿f“the most skeptical.
They engaged Mr.. B. E. Philleo, of I . together- the meeting was a grand 
Lockport, N. Y., as their speaker, and guccegg and proves that “in union there 
he gave strong evidence of earnest me- strength ” and all wfere glad they diumrihip. Good music wqB.furnlBÇied. I -pggtor ttSd board
Wednesday evening closed Jhe^anni- were 
versary exercises, when there was a nnrticinants and helners.
large meeting and Interesting exercises „ _ HARTLEY Cor Secby Mr. and Mrs. Kates. The latter ob-1 TH0S' makilli, cor. bee. . 
tained spirit riiéssagés from friends for I —■ ’ ” ’ ~
whom flowers ’had been brought It “Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
was an interesting occasion^. All in all, Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap-
we had à good time. FIELD. I propriété wedding souvenir.. Contains

. - ■■ - . . ■' . marriage ceremony, marriage certlfi-
JL,/ n -,1’ , , . . . n cate, etc., with choice matter In poetry
Why Go Back to Ancient Mytns » and

If there is any reason for people in -use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min- 
this age. of the earth to turn their faces istry. Price $1. dor sale at this office, 
to the fear and seek wisdom in ancient I “Edith Bramley s Vision. Vivid de
myths, I see none why we should stop scription of. a Jesuit spirit^conclave, 
at Rome and. adopt her reconstructed together with interesting corroborative 
trinity of Father, Son and Holy Ghost; I testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
â^^mtSS

vralboiTOwedIn efflrlHiwnfi Itili more upon physical, physiological and psy- 
was borrow earn spini, ireui science. Demonstrator of thé mo
ancient .fable- ........ .. T„t|n Tecular or spiritual hypothesis of na

ît is a historic fact that the Latin iecu*ai «»hntarlv masteflv trenchantBible, falsely attributed to the “original ture. Scholarly^ masterly, trenchant 
Hebrew,” is in. its most, ethical parts, a I «»Aftar Her Death The Storv of a 
bad .corruption .of the best pagan doc-? RnmmeP» By Lilian Whiting. ■ No 
trines. What purports to.be ita history mjnd that ]ove8 spiritual thought can 
proper, lB too horrible for ear^ polite. tQ fed an(J ¿eijgUed with this 
Years ago, when I was managing a . Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
po1 ' bining advanced Ideas On the finer atìd
over the State, 1 had- a standing ad- ¿thereai phases of Spiritualism, leading 
yertlsement for many months, by a he mln(i onward into thé' purer atmos- 
wealthy citizen, offering 8100ito any h„re of exalted spiritual truth. A 
ordained clergyman who would read a » . fdr Wgher life. For sale at 
given text from-that compilation called . .q n)1içp Price, cloth $L
the Holy Bible, and preach a. sermon “Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope" will 
upon it in the Court House at Eugene I . found especially intereiiiting. to all 
City. The offer was much commented . 0 would desire to make a study of 
upon-but never accepted. , Romanism and the Bible. The historic

I think the “Woolly West,” as some fact8 h0 state8i and his keen, scathing 
style our evergreen land of freedom, I of Romish ideas and practices 
and progression in some things, will I ghonld be read by all.' Sold at this of- 

। soon have outgrown all orthodox gce price 25 cents. .
. creeds. Our State Spiritualist Associa- -Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 

tlon is alive and growing; with some gexuul Development, and. Social Up- 
noble incarnate spirits bravely at work building.” By E. D. Babbitt; M. D., 
In the gospel of the new dispensation. LL.D. A most excellent and very valu-

■ J. MARION GALE. | ablc work, by the Dean of the Colloso
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, TSæ 
For sale at this office. ,

Cloth, tl.25. - Paper, 60 cents.
Ibis 1« a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work wbirb 
should be put Into the bauds of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogms» of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses ere not the whole of life. . ...... .

The chapters roveala new method. In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that, will superaedo moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and. 
the childhood period of faith end fancy will bo super- 
"eded by knowledge and facts. For sole at this office.

superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER, 
AKomon Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral eervlce 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured rellglou« 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught tho 
Christian religion. He left this volume as his lust 
will and Ufitament .to bls parishioners, and to the 
world. Translated from the French onglual By MUa 
Anna Knoop, _ . _ _

Post 8vo., 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, 11.00} 
postage, lloantt. _____

“The work of the honest pastor Is the most curlona 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . .. Paine and Vollalro had re» 
serves, but Jean Mesller had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
bls death, bnt that all nrlests do not"—James Parton, 

yReal Life in the -Spirit-Land. 
’ Given Inspirationally by Mn. Marla M. King. Yov 
will not become weary while roading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cent«.

THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of tho PUsaiOi tn tho New Testa
ment, quoted from th« Old, ana ofilridfrepheolea Gow 

I corning Jesus Christ. Price is ofiirte.

i n Chicago, 
reported in 
Progressive 
will be pub- 
29th. That 
The Progr.es- 
will be fur
Cent a copy 
hundred, 
orders in at 

once, i nis is the one ser
mon of the many of Ingersoll that -should' be 
given to the world. A million copies of this pa
per of that date should be circulated. One and 
two cent stamps received in, payment •

“The Devil”. 
It has been 
full for The 
Thinker and 
lished April ’’ 
number of 
sive Thinker 
nished at 1 
or 75 Cents a

. Send your

The Hermetic Brotherhood.
On Sunday, May 26, the Hermetic 

Brotherhood of A. L. and E. held their 
sixth annual convocation, in their 
■Home Temple, 4006 Grand Boulevard, 
Chicago, Ill. . . / ' ,

The' Assembly room was tastefully 
decorated with a box of yellow tulips 
growing in soil, as an altar center-piece. 
A great six-pointed star of greenery 
hung over two-thirds of the.(ull-length 
mirror, and the effect of this was

reference and meaning. ___ „__________ i - .
The opening call to order was at 10 I main such, and do good toiyour enemies work. 

- All the ceremonies were after that they may become, yojil- friends;” I “n.

which has emanated this' grand current 
of Ideas whicli has filled the world. A 
faint stream at first, it has grown to a 
mighty river, with only’fif ty yearscof. 

■ struggles and suffering sustained py 
those intrepid propagandists in the 
midst of all manner of difficulties and 
persecutions. '

• ’ It is, then, this same thought that we 
will defend to the end; and I have the 

■ assurance that, defending it, we are 
founding the basis of a moral edifice; 
an ideal temple from which redeemed 

/ humanity shall one day gloriously gq
• ^Assured to-day of the future, confld

Ing in the vitality of a' new-found doc° __ GsAiiaHit nnn

erally understood, but the eternal solid
arity of the,beings destined to help and 
sustain each other and .to aid all in the 
conquest of LappinessA-

SPIRITUALISM IN BRAZIL.
. In this republic Spiritualism has ex
perienced an extraordinary growth, 
which is proved by the many periodi
cals published there, the most widely 
circulated being “Verdade e Luz” (a 
¿emi-monthly periodical published in 
the Portuguese language, with a circu
lation of 24;000 copies each Issuer by 
the many public conventions which are 
celebrated, and by Innumerable socie-

nnLmnn ihonriit and ties and federations wjjlch are organ
common thought and by the Brazilian hosts of Spirltual-trine, united in a---- .------- -

conviction, let ris raise the voice in cel
ebration of this new light which is II-
laminating the world. .

Yes; let us raise our voices to redeem 
the world from the chimeras to the con
quests of imperishable, immortal life!

In my numerous journeys, in my jour-, 
neys around the world, I have seen 
many things; I have pentrated' the se
crets of the principal part of the great 
human family; have seen many majes
tic church edifices, from the minarets of 
the Orient, which seemed to invite the 
faithful to prayer, to the lofty, belfries 
of the columns of St. Paul, and have 
also heard the majestic peals of the or
gans which resounded in the domes of 
St Peter’s in Rome; but often, and 
above all, I have been ecstasled listen
ing to the grand aud harmonious hymn 
which every evening creation sings to 
its Creator—in this hour when the sun 
declines to the horizon; in this hour 
when the orb of day descends to lap the 
waters of the seas! And I have com
pared all these harmonies to an echo 
from the beyond; to a positive demon- 
stratlon of the life universal; as a sol
emn •affirmation„that the whole of life 
may be summed up in a single word—

vibrating waves of harmony from 
those present and the members of'the 
order all over the United States, rose

ism. ’ A . .
The. Congress which was celebrated, 

on the 28th of August of last year, was 
of extraordinary Importance. It had 
for its object the .coinmemoratiori of the 
seventeenth anniversary of the con
gress that took place there In 1881.

On the 4th of Aubust, 1896, the Bra
zilian Spiritualists met in a general as
sembly and formed the basis of a feder
ation with which is affiliated all the 
groups and societies of Brazil, electing 
a permanent committee,. with head
quarters in Rio de Janeiro. This Con
gress was composed^of delegates from 
all the societies and Spiritualist period
icals of Brazil. It also unanimously 
adopted the principles and other conclu
sions of the International Spiritualist 
Corigress of Barcelona of 1888, which 
were also ratified by that of Paris in 
1889, and which were also approved by 
the Spanish-American International 
Congress which took place in Madrid

Love! ’ -
It is necessary to say, however, that 

those faint and mysterious sounds 
which Katie Fox heard were the palpa
ble sounds by which ' the invisible 
world, the fluidic humanity, revealed its 
■existence. It was .the first signal of an 
extensive correlation between terres
trial humanity and that beyond. ,

It was the revelation that was to 
place in relation, as by aerial thread, 
this and the higher world. It was the 
revelation of the immortal and imper
ishable-soul. . \ . ■

These faint sounds jyere the calls,: the 
supplications which ' from that time 
have come from millions in the life be
yond the tomb! It was the veil'being 
torn aside to show us the. history of a 
past world, of extinguished generations, 
showing to man the grand history of

rapidly to a wonderful intensity.
Routine work, reports of the. year’s 

doirigs and progress followed. Next a 
iiumber:qf earidldat6s:‘fow?members'lilp!

, were admitted to’ the order.' Then'a 
stirring address .frpm Brother George 
Sawlri, lifted the whole audience into 
the realms ‘of harmonious peace and 
gladness, as he answered in ringing 
sentence after sentence,’ the question: • 
“What is tlie Brotherhood to me?” The 
falling of this full shower of eloquence 
was succeeded by the pattering of mis
cellaneous business, the confirmation 
ad interim work, and the starting of 
new plans for the coming year. ■

After the opening, exercises of the 
afternoon session, an instructive - and 
able paper was read by Madame de 
Bielsld, the well-known and reBable 
astrologer; subject, “Science of Human
Life.” x

A symposium of all members present; 
absent members; reports from Knots 
and- short papers for the good of the 
order, fills! the next two hours. The 
coming on of twilight closed the 
session. “ " ’ ’’ .. J

The evening session was devoted to 
the remembrance, by kind words and’ 
loving thoughts, of those of the 
Brotherhood ■ “who have .gone before.” 
Many short addresses were made, and 
the session of the sixth convocation

in 1892. „
‘ The Spiritualist Congress of Brazil 
adopted as a synthesis the motto: 
“God, Love, Liberty.”

We are please to see that the Spiritual
ists are unifying themselves, and that 
the doctrines of the Master Kardec are 
proclaimed everywhere, for these doc
trines may be relied upon to lead all the 
Spiritualists of the world to a life of 
proper virtue—La. Union Espiritista, 
February; 1899. ' '

humanity! . •
These sounds were the broad bonds 

which unite us still with the departed— 
the beloved beings whom we cherished 
upon the earth—recognizing in them the 
voice of a beloved mother, an adored 
son, or a cherished friend!

And these spirits who have thus re
vealed themselves, who surround us by 
millions everywhere, who take part in 
our jovs and sorrows, who sustain us 
In our'times of affliction and infuse in 
our hearts the manly resolutions, it is 
necessary to sustain as the most holy 
of causes which exist upon the earth, 
the redemption.of the human soul, the 
conquest of the future, the realization 
of the life Immortal. * * » .

It is thirty years since Allan Kardcc 
died, but, nevertheless,' Modern Spirit
ualism never was more alive than, now, 
as If animated by a superior Impulsion 
and force which presides over its des
tiny. „

In Barcelona-(Spain) it has suffered 
auto de fe With all kinds of persecution; 
but nothing has succeeded in silencing- 
the demonstrations of the humanity be-

-IN THE-

PASTi PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Etcuiulte of recent scientific research regardtng4h® 
origin* position and prospects of mankind. .

From tho German of ( -

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Vatter," Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Loo
' turns on Barwin," Eto.

“The great myitery of existence consists tn perpet
ual and uninterrupted cbauge. Everything la immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as wel 1 a« 
the most enormous of the celeatlal bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only .the forms in 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally tlje same and Imperishable^ 
When we die wo do not lose ourselves, but only oul 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, in out 
race, In our children. In our deeds. In. our tbmirttf- 
in short, in the entire material and physical contribu
tion vhlch. during our short personal existence, we 
have iornlslied to the subsistence of mankind and of
mWre 'n ■ - UI’pclinor.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

Slittai* Henry But. Price 15 cenia.

- THE VOICES.

th, •!.

with free rations offJ»i!ea.d,. but want 
tlieir “debts” ’ arid Ttiesp'afsjes’” also for
given, How disgraceful!"' Honest men 
pay their debts and are not engaged in 
the “trespass” business, and hence are 
under no necessity of.’‘iihportunirig 
God, the ppUce- judge, .or^-anyone else, 
for cleinency. The’’infamous doctrine 
taught by Christ, that you can coritract 

__ debts' and have ' sbihebody else'pay 
Win ux UU..CV.U.U,,’ ’ ; ' I them, and p^rpefrate’ tfespass and get

The Hermetic Brotherhood do not forgiveriess 'for' it," ’has" made moral 
believe in fads nor fakes. They do be- bankrupts by the wholesale,, and Is dl- 
lieve in the Immortality of the spirit, I rectly responsible Tot four-fifths of the' 
and the power of the ego‘ to manifest I crimes committed in Christian coun
itself to those still in the form. It be-4 tries. Whenever you Aee art old, big-, 
lieves in-the helpfulness of every unit necked, plpus reprobate In the “amen 
to everv other unit, to be a duty.'It corner” singing with earnest zeal, 

. . ■_ xv- x— x» । “Jesus paid It all, all the debt I owe;”
and’ that; “Jesus jyashed my slris 
away,” you may know'that tils credit
ors go unsatisfied; and the ’victims, of

was finished by an address from the 
Most Ancient Elder Brother of the In
visible Section, who is in charge of the
work in this, country, " ■

also believes in the training of every 
soul that'it may know how to the best 
of its ability to help in the most ad
vantageous manrier; whoever it desires. 
Abo ve rill other things . else, It believes

" A POOR LITTLE GIRIi.

She never rah with a hoop, nor blew 
Soap bubbles out of a pipe, nor knew 
In all her days what a world .of fun : ; 
It was to scamper and jump arid'fun;. 
.She was tibrri of wealth and a house of 
" ’ -. pride, 
Arid must be proper arid dignified. • 
Deaf little girl,'I am’sad for you; . 
They have filched your world of Its 

roseate hue; .- ..
-They have robbed the sweets of your.

'childish play . - -
And stolen your years and your dreams 

away; • ,i x •
And you are a little girl-no more, 
Poor little qjKrtyr in pinafore. -
L frankly own 1 should shrink to face 
Your accusing eyes at the throne of 

grace; . .
I tremble to think what the King may 

. -mete. ■ ■ ■. • ■' ■ ■' ..v.
To the culprit.crouched at the judgment 

seat. ' . ■.■ ■■ ■ ■
Who has taken a child that was. made 

to sing
And stifled the song and deceived the 

King! • —Joseph Dana Miller.

yonfl. * .’¡i. * ■ ■ ■ .
Is it net true that It will be the glory 

itleth century that Spiritual-of the twei

In the Power òf the Silence.
W. P. PHELON, M. D., 

- ■ “Elder Brother.

Information Wanted. .
To the Editor;—About forty-fivejfeaTS 

ago there was a paper published in 
Cleveland, Ohio, by L. S.Everett, called 
The Spiritual Universe. Some .books 
were issued from that publishing house 
that I have never met with since. A 
collection of poems, hymns, songs, etc., 
adapted to familiar tunes, was, as I 
recollect it, of n superior character, 
breathing the high sentiments that 
flowed down upon the world in the 
celestial streauis that poured their 
divine music into starved and saddened 
hearts of desolate millions, in the first 
decade of .Modern Spiritualism. These, 
it was said, had been received readily 
and rapidly, by raps, as tunes were 
suggested by members of the circle. I 
recall a part of one verse, which is as 
follows:
“Be kind to the‘erring, not now may 

you know
The trials that tempt them to wrong. 

The visions of vice that deceitfully 
glow

; To charm as they struggle along.”
i Who can tell me where the book can 

tie found? LYMAN C. HOWE.
Fredonia, N. Y. .............

“Tbe World Beautiful.” By Id'.fin 
Whiting. Most excellent In their 1 Jgh 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and-3, each eompletejn it
self. Price, cloth, SI per volume. For
sole nt this office. 1

■ “From Soul to Soul." By Enjma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gem'.
of thought1 in pdetlc diction In this band
tome volutoe, wherewith to sweeten 
hour« of leisure and enjoyment Pries 

For sale at this office. . . . ,1

< By Warren Bumner Barlow. The Voices contain 
poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
most excellent. Price 11.00.

MbWSBIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment« on Genesis, Exodua, Leviticus, Xumhon 
and Deuteronomy« by .

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, IdUie DevereiUS 
Blake, Bev,Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Elihn Battelle Dietrick, 
- jttrs, Doulsa Southworth, Vr- ■ 

stila Hi Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

“In every sou! there 1b bound up soma truth and 
some error, aud each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin. -

his Solomonic Instincts;are'left to their 
sorrowful fate? ■ '. ’

How immeasurabiy tietter it would bel 
to’teach men that tliéÿ'must pay their 
own debts, and that there is’ rip’ forgive
ness of sln-4n this-world or any other; 
arid also thgt for .feVéjçy wrong com
mitted tlie consequences must be en
dured by the; perpetrator,-; uritll the 
great laws of Compe’nsatlon and Resti- 
tlon are fully satisfltid. Such, doctrine 
would put men on their good behavior, 
while Christ’s, doctrine: of forgiveness 
and atonement, is rioth.ing“ètiort of an 
unllriiited license for the cominission of 
crime. ’..'' .

“Lead us riot. , into temptation.” 
Christihns mjist haye an,èxalted opin
ion of tlieir heavenly1 fathëris loving re
lationship to them, wtieh they daily im
plore him to hold utt'on tn'e, temptation 
business. But then.Tifter all, they may 
be right, for they1 learn'from their 
Bible that God “Ijardenéa Pharaoh’s 
heart so lid would ,not . le't the, people 
go,” and then sent.'Aipoivliim and his 
people plagues of frogs and lice, and 
hall and fire, and blood, atjd death, to 
compel him to do the ¡very thing- he 
hardened-his heart tjj prevent him from 
doing. Hardened PJiaraoiyç heart, and 
then punlshedhim for beiilig hard-heart-

' “Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale
at this office.. ,. :

“Religious.ana Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
••Age of Reason,” and a number .of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 480

¡pages." Price si Por sale at this office.

ed;'and also that tj{e Lord “sends” a 
certain class “strong delusions to be
lieve a He that they'■ might all be 
damned.” On this .ground. Christians 
may be justified in., daily, beseeching 
their heavenly father,‘.not to “lead them 
into temptation,” or dig pitfalls for 
their wandering feet. Yet notwith
standing all of this, there Is an amusing 
feature connected with this paradoxical 
Idea of a heavenly father leading his 
children into temptatlop. - <

“Ignorance.Is .the. rpother of devo
tion.” Such has been,jhe teachings of 
the church for ten centuries. The Ig
norant and sensual negroes of the South 
are the strongest believers.,in God and 
the most given to ptjaj er. of any other 
class of people in our n ttion, and so are

Bangor, .Wash.

“Encyclopedln of Biblical Spiritual- 
iBm: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove ot-lmply 
Spiritualism; together-with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hui). The weli-kriown-talented 
and’scholarly author has here embodied 
the resril® ol bis mnny years’ study I 
of th«i Bibh in its relations to Spiritual-' 
ism. As its title denotes, it is a verb 1 
table encyclopedia'of Infomation on the 
■fflgect Price IL For. sale at thia 
office. ' ' ; ,l ;

t

The bright and scholarly comments of tnls galaxy . ■ 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and now light on the Bible teachings relating . 
to woman. v All should read lu . .
Price 5<)Ca For sale at tbitf^ Office.

AN EXCELLED i WORK.
DEATH ANTf THE AFTER-EIFE.
U The “Stellw Key." Is U.J nblloiopWcal intre
duction to the revelations*cohtalucd in this book. 
Some Idea of this Httlo volume nay ho gained from the 
following tabic of contents: v—Death and the After* .. 
Life; 2—Scenes ln tbc.Sunimd.-L?nd; 3-Soclcty la the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Ccnyres in the Summer-Land;
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Languase.and . 
Life In Summer-Land; --Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers;B-intlmnleslu theSummer-Land:.».-Voice 
from Jame« Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In to» , 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beaunra tront;« - 
piece, Illustrating the “ formation of tho Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cent» Postage 5 cento. For aaM 
at this office. ___ .

,THE RELATION
Of thoC.piritual to the'Material Universe: and th« 
Daw o' Control. Ne# edition, enlarged ana revkedr 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

THE REAL ISSUE.
‘ By Mosss Hull. Acompoundof the two pamph* 
lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,’! and ‘Tour Answer 
or Your Llfo;’’ with Important additions, making a < 
book of 160pages all for 23 cents. This book contains. . 
statistics, facts and documents? on the tendencies of. 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office. ______ :___________ - - l.-

~ PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, The Crisis, Utabts of Man,, etc- 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pagns. Cloth, <1.00; - 
postage, 20 cents. . .■

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
“Tho Bridge Between Two- Worlds.” 

By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, -■ 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
anil their souls with the hlglrer intelli
gences. to come into closer connection 
■with the purer realms of the spirit- 
worlil. It is written In the sweet spirit
ual tone that- characterizes-all of Miss 
Judson's literary works; Price,' cloth, 
$1: paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 1 
office. . . . -. • ■ ■ ■

SERIES ONE AND TWO. 
BY LILIAN WHITING.

Two cboleo volumcBV each complete In lt»elf,J; 
. which spirituality Isrelntcd to everyday IKo Inenoh 

away os tn make tho world beautiful. Each «1.00.
For sale at thia office. ■ ■

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW Wfi ASUEND THEM.

Ora tew thooghtl m how to reach '.bit altitude 
Where spirit laaupreae and ell thing« Mu «object to 
It with portrait. IvMoana Hulu Oist the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual 4Mng, and to 
show you how to educate your aplriUM ncultlea. 
Trice, bound tn cloth, 40 cental la cover, ■ 
tenia For «ala at this office. .



OF 8UB80BJWI0N.
. TbxPboowssivi TuiKKZB will bo turnista« unti» 

/ortlier nolle», the toUowIng terme, invariably Ln 
advance: . . '

jriiHItflffl trry °2 loaminatoW
-■V.U.  ............. — ■ : • .

í í B. FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.
Entered at 'Chicago Postoffl.ee m socond-ola^ matter.

....................................—
Six luuuihs..... ............... . ................
Thirteen weeka.................:..............elodie copy... .........

BEMirTANCES.

•rwgitwwiiimw. vvu

. 11.00 
5Jutn 
25cts 
tct>

■ Remit by Postofflce Nouey Order, Registered Letter, 
or draft cm Chicago or New lorlc. It coal« from 10 
to IQ cent« to get chocks coBhed ou local banks, so don c 
send them unless you -wish that amount deducted n oin 
tho amount aentK Direct all letters to J. B. 1‘rancla

40Loomis Streit. Chicago. 111. .

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are thousands who will at first venture 

-onlj twenty-five centsforTnEPBOGEKSBivu TuiKKUB 
thirteen weeks, we would suygesttothose who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from al to txO, or even 
mure than the Utter sum A Urge number of little 
amounts will make a Urge sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor ana usefulness, rhe same tug- 
«estlon will apply in all cases of renewal of eubsenp- 
ttons-solicit others to aid tn tbe good v ork< You will 
experience no difficulty whate ver in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The PaoGUEbSjvis iHiNKKBg 
for uot one of them can afford to be w ithout the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two vents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

wive you for 25 ceuts? Just pause and think tor a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pno- 
GIIBSSIVK T1HHKBB thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, acul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medl» 
um-elied book! .

TAKE NOTICE!
EF" At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued Mo bills W1U be sent for ex
tra numbers. ■ .
IF If you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to us, and errors In addrebfl will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

t3T Whenever you desire the address of your P*P®£ 
changed, always give the address of the placo towhi&u 
It is then sent, or the chanae cannot be made.

FOBEIGN COUNT1UE9.
1110 Progressive Thinker Is furnished In tho United 

States at el.u) per year, the postage thoroon holiig but 
nominal, but when It is sent to foreign countries wo 
uro compelled to charge «1 cents extra, making tbo 
yearly subscription »1.50. Pleaso bear that In mind.

SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 1800.

r\. u.iiwLiyouLk,
The great Liberal Divine, Col. 

Robert G. Ingersoll, preached in 
Chicago on the evening of March 
19, to an audience that paid him 
thousands of dollars. He took for

We had hishis text -The Devil.” ,
sermon taken down by a rapid 
stenographer as it fell from Iris 
lips, and it will appear im The Pro
gressive Thinker on April 29. It 
is eloquent, poetical, logical, and 
scintillates throughout with rare 
gems of thought. Millions should 
read it. Send in your orders at 
once. The paper will be furnished 
for missionary work at One Cent 
per copy or Seventy-five Cents per 
hundred. We want to send out

at least One Hundred Thousand Copies contain
ing this remarkable discourse. Send in your 
orders at once. One and two cent'stamps will 
be accepted In payment. '

AN EXPURGATED BIBLE.
The Germans have awakened to the

necessity of expurgating obscene and 
naughty expressions from tbe Bible, to 
the end that they may safely place it In 
the hands of youth without the risk of 

' - “The Sunday attheir f corruption.
Home” awhile ago, told the story, from

TnosunUBSOBaoronTHODOXT w<
When the preachers are right it is a 1Ue$ tliel,e seeius t0 pe wide-spread 

pleasure to commend them. ,. When benef that the entire Bible is not a book 
wrong it is a duty to correct their folly, which should be In the hands of chll- 
and disapprobate their teaching. dren atten^^1100^ s t<>

Two Sundays ago Rev. R. A, wnne young There are num.
preached a discourse at the Stewart av-1 be].s of boyg nud glrl8;. they say, who 
enue church, on “The Surrender of Or-1 delibertttely seek out passages Jn cer- 
tlioiloxv.” It meets our views’to’ the I tajn -hooks of the Bible Cither to. seoff 
lotter and will delight all ou.r readers, nt, or to afford them food for their im
A hundred thousand pulpits in ^uJ®tbhQ^an^C^pecuily “in “Ham
will proclaim the same sentiments tong B1.emeUi the schools are sup-
before another century age shall go by. pUej wph what is known as the “Bre- 
Read and rejoice with us: ‘ men School Bible,” a book about half

“The white flag of surrender Is flying the compass of the entire scriptures. In 
from the orthodox forts. So-called I which all that is necessary for edlflca- 
modern orthodoxy has so changed front tion, morality, -and salvation Is to be 
ns^ndtoS to be entitled to the name found. At least this is-the opinion of 
orthodox any more than Protestantism the German reformers. The movement 
had a rtali to rail itself good Cathol- has now spread to South Germany, and 
rism sufeequent to the reformation, the Wurtemberg Bible Society has^ re

T nlher could not consistently’call him- celved an order to print, an edition of 
snif n good Catholic after the Diet of an expurgated Bible for the_use of the Womsg PrJdesflnatlon hae been re-1 schools in that kingdom. We wonder 
fined away to mean little more than he- what Luther would-have said of this? 
redlty and environment. A literal hell For near 400’years the Bible has been 
has gone by the board. The hell of ln possession of the church as the in
modern orthodoxy is little more than a and InfallIble Word of God. To

CHAT WITH A CHURCHMAN.
_ A Methodist friend, very zealous in 
the support of his church creed, who 
chanced to read an editorial in these 
columns suggesting that probably all 
animals on this globe, including man 
himself, had tlieir origin In the animal
cule, and had ascended through count
less millions of years, by slow grada
tions,- to his present condition, re
marked:
. “That theory of evolution overthrows 
all our creeds, and the whole plan‘of 
Christian salvation. If man has not 
fallen, if he Is not totally depraved, he 
needs no redemption, and no Redeemer. 
If theye was no need of a Savior, and if
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OÜR PREMIUMS
In compliance with the Divine Plan 

which we inaugurated two years ago, 
the profits of tills office have to a 
certain extent
Flowed Back Into the Pockets 
of our subscribers. Many hundreds of 
dollars have been thus expended, and 
tlie result has been most gratifying. 
Thousands of books of great literary, 
historical, spiritual and oeetilt value 
have been sent out'at less by far

Than the Actual Cost, 
to enrich -the minds of the various

tures. This work consists of 320
closely printed pages—a valuable book 
Indeed. But that is not all. Connected 
nnd bound therewith is a second book 
that should be in every library, and 
be handy for reference at any time. 
We allude to .

Tho Hull-Covert Debate,
for which there 'has been an Immense 
demand. The two combined make a 
book of nearly 500 pages, and the price 
to the trade will be $2,00.

In order that those who subscribe 
now for Tho Progressive Thinker can 
get the “Occult Lite of Jesus of 
Nazareth" (Including “The Hull-Covert

I have never attended a materialising i 
seance, or witnessed slate-writing, AU 1 
the proof I have seen of spirit return ' 
has been in family circles, andl through < 
my own organism. I have beard spirit , 
voices several times and they come < 
when I am alone and in need of assist- । 
ance. Three years ago when a member , 
of my family was dangerously ill aud 
physicians aud friends had no hopes of 
her recovery, a spirit voice told me 
what ito do tor her, and she was spared 
to us.

A year ago when it looked for a short 
time as if an unfavorable change was 
coming Into my life, I heard my hus
band’s voice with the same words and 
tone lie would have used In earth-life, 
tell me not to fret, it would be all right. 
At times when I have had occasion to 
be on the -street alone in tlie evening, 
and a momentary fear would oome to 
me, I would at once feel my husband's 
presence as plainly as If he walked vis- • 
ibly by my side, and I knew I was pro
tected. Our spirit friends must know 
our needs, or they could not so readily 
respond to us when we send out a de
sire for their help. I believe if we work 
diligently to spiritualize ourselves, 
physically and mentally, in a short time 
we sense all the guidance we need from 
the unseen influences, without finding 
it necessary to go to a medium for in
struction; at tlie same time we find 
much pleasure in visiting a medium we 
can trust, and whose controls are of a 
high order, and have a visit with our 
loved ones who have passed from mor
tal sight. If we would spend more time 
In studying nature’s laws, and apply 
them to ourselves, and discard all un
natural stimulants, we would progress 
much faster along spiritual lines. We 
do not take life as earnestly as we 
should. We should become better ac
quainted with ourselves, search out our 
faults and besetting sins, and earnestly 
try to eradicate them. Each night 
should not only find us “a day’s march 
qearer home," but also upon a higher 
plane of thought,

MARY A. INGALLS.
Watertown, N. Y.

readers, as well as to grace the shelves
_____ . of. their „libraries? We have been in

no atonement was made, then our . strumentar in laying the substantial 
whole church teaching is founded on | foundation for spiritualistic libraries in ___ — —
fable." thousands of homes,'which otherwise i although it will not be ready for de-'

That, -we replied, is the legitimate I would never have Heard of Ghost Land i flyéry until about June I.
- . ... .j ... . . ’ I .«vi A ».<■ Mnirlrt . nnd blds Tins hppil flCéûlH- I —L ' . _ . . . -. . _ ■_

Take Notice of the Terms:
“The'Occult Life of .Jesus of Naza

reni” (and tlie Hull-Covert Debate) and

Debate") and’ AvJ Magic, we place the 
former on the premium- list 'now,;

conclusion to which the thinking inan |
must necessarily arrive. Education Is 
the true savior. The barbarian sunk in 
ignorance is naturally depraved; but 
take even the savage Infant, rear him 
in a civilized home, glve him a good ed
ucation with none of the. fallacies .of 
theologians, always surrounding, him. 
with good associations and examples, 
and there Is nb need of any other savior 
for him, True, ids animal Instincts are 
large, inherited from ancestors who 
knew no restraint. It will require many 
generations of careful breeding to over
come Inherited vices; but culture has 
done it for -others, and will do It again. 
When Julius Caesar invaded Britain,

would never nave nearu uluuusi wuu . 
of Art Magic, and this has been accom
plished by only the expenditure of a 
few cents on the part of those who de

seemed to be about 300 feet wide an4 . 
as far as the eye could see in length. If ■;,.< 
was covered with gold moss to u depth . 
of five Inches, and at the edge of the - 
moss .very small flowers sprang up and 
others larger, and so on up to trees that 
overhung the boulevard to within three 
feet of closing the whole boulevard, and 
from this space came a cream-llke mel
low light which lighted the whole bou
levard. I entered the west end and

My spirit friends have asked me to 
send the following to The Progressive 
Thinker: .

I have been sitting for about two

was taken to the east. As I was being 
taken along, I stooped to feel of the 
moss, which felt so nice to my feet, but 
was prevented by those with me; they 
said, “No, for you are not to stay with 
ua yet, as your work is not done on the 
earth-plane, and if you touch anything 
you must stay here;” and I promised 
not-to do any tiling that would deprive 
me of my duty to nature. We con
tinued on our journey until we were at 
the center of the boulevard, and then 
we turned to tlie right and came to a 
very large building in which were 
groups of people, and tiiey seemed to 
be so busy going and coming, and I 
asked what they were doing. They 
said, “Look, and you will see, and we 
will explain.” The floor seemed to be 
covered with very fine silver cords. 
Whenever one of these spirits touch 
these cords, they answer a vibration 
from the earth plane. It seemed as 
though a gust of wind passed whenever 
they came or went; it is answered by 
the one that comes in contact with your 
desire. It may be a friend or stranger, 
they go not as a desire but a duty. I 
asked them if I could not see my little 
son Berry, and at that I saw him com
ing, and he threw his arms around me 
and said, “My papa, why did you leave 
Bro. B—? He needs you.” I was 
about to clasp him in my arms, and 
those with me took each a hand and 
■held them apart, and said, “Berry, our 
golden star, you must let him go, as it 
is not time for him yet; he must do his 
work below.” I saw some wires, and 
asked where they went, and Urey said, 
“This is the fifth plane; there are four 
other below. We will show you one 
from-each plgne;” and the one from the 
fourth was but a very little darker than 
the fifth, but the others grew so much 

। darker that when tlie one from the first 
i plane came it was so black it made me

shiver. This was given me by a re
i quest of them to take me to little Ber
l ry.jny devoted son, who passed over in 
i 1891. I saw myself leaving my body, 
i and when I returned my body was like 
i an old house without doors or windows

years for development, and have asked 
for the truth and light. I have been 
shown so much of the beautiful on the 
other side, that I find myself wishing to 
be there Sunday night, .March 19, I which I had to repair before I could 
was bhown a beautiful boulevard; It enter again. G. W. WOODARD.

THE ASCENSION OF MAN.
The, papers have been detailing pro

cesses by which fruit andjtower gard
ners in California are producing new 
varieties of their specialties, by intelli
gent culture. It is reported they have 
successfully crossed the blackberry 
and the raspberry, producing a larger 
and more delicious berry than either, 
and even merged the raspberry and 
strawberry into a new variety par
taking of the qualities of each. The 
plum, too, In their hands, has been per
fected, as have the peach and almond. 
Flowers galore have been marvelously

Reception to Mrs. Richmond
It "has already been announced in 

the pages of The Progressive Thinker 
that the permanent return of our. be
loved pastor, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
to her own people of the Church of the 
Soul had been earnestly requested, and 
her release generously granted by the 
society at Washington, and on Thurs
day last this happy event, so lovingly 
hoped and patiently waited for, reached 
Its realization when once again sho 
stood upon her own platform surrounded 
by the beaming, joyous faces of those 
who, no matter what tlie discourage
ments, no matter how great the difficul
ties, have never swerved one hair’s 
breadth In their loyalty to her, to her 
guides and to their specific work.

As the evening was also the anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism, the exer- 
plses were made to serve a double pur
pose. -and the committee are to be con
gratulated upon the appropriateness 
and completeness of their plans, and 
also upon the successful and harmonl- 
ous manner in which these plans were 
carried out.. ‘

sired the premiums.1' '
We now take great pleasure in an

nouncing a nd
. NEW PREMIUM
for the coming-year,:which commences 
June 1st, an£:at that time, or a little 
before, this (ibxtraoi.dlnary- work will 
make its appearance. It is entitled r,

“THE OeCUUT LIFE OF
JESUS; OF ^AZARETH.”

It Is Intere,tting, :Fascinating and
Astouhdlng'In.Its Keve- ?

some 54 years before our era, he found
Knnebfl six^av creation theory into felony. Many an offender has been bo- the' people were rude savages^ Sixty- 
bpLLuu o j__ ___ «nlv I aIra rnnvloted and im*:. fivA iffoncrAtinns hnva'nnnvbptafl1 HiP-rtismlttereéns. Jesu?:is.not.God,.¿ut.only clally,ostracised; due 
one among many reformers.” I ]

It is as a God The Progressive Think- (

. and it will-flttractgiuUy-asoniuch in- 
five 'generations have''converted' them’ terralaqiLwhLas hlghrappreclatlon as. ..... .. ...... • . 1- i x-.^?_'i?..w _k j a ^.4, ■ rniifci- ■rozirlr' •

er antagonizes Jesus, and as a God de- _________ ,... . .
nies his being. He was enthroned a compile the Gospels, to eliminate re
God at tbe Council of Nlceae. He was I ¿undant, , conflicting ■and Incredible, 
worshipped as a Gofl from» that time Btatements, and make one harmonious 
forth’until recent years by all sects at I whole, thereby wresting from critics 
the command of a Roman emperor. The their principal weapons as te the au
Roman Catholics, the Greek Catholics, thenticlty of the so-called divfiie record, 
the Lutherans, the English Church, the BUt in Germany it is proposed to go 
Presbyterians, the Methodists, the Bap-, further and drop- out the entire filth, 
fists, and nearly all the minor sects, The: translators did their very best to 
professedly so worship him still. Of: disguise that Jilth by false renderings 
Jesus, a mortal, teaching his own con- and misleading headlines,, as may be 
ceptions, many of them very objection- Seen In a marked manner by examining 
able, we have little to say. the Songs of Solomon.

The same error that metamorphosed It is by discrepant and contradictory 
an ordinary mortal into a God, in furth-1 narrations of witnesses brought out on 
erance of its purpose, converted the old- cross-examination that jurors form a 
time traditions of an uncultured people correct estimate of the veracity of a 
into the “Word of God,” and it is idol-1 witness. By the multiplicity of con- 
ized as such, and as such-we have an-j-fileting statements in-the Blple, itsob- 
tagonized it, and have endeavored, to scene passages, its Impossible adven- 
show it was false to its claims. Pre-1 tures, and its criminal Influence we. 
seated as a very rude record of a very- judge of the character of the book, 
barbarous people, nine times in slavery, Leave these out, destroy the copies now 
as tbe old book shows, then it has about I extant, and in a few centuries Its ob- 
the same worth as would be a record of I jectlonable features will be forgotten, 
the late American slaves, written by That there are good things in the 
one of their owntaumber while still In I Bible worth preserving, The Progress
bondage; for Ezra was yet a Persian Ive Thinker readily concedes. That 
slave when he wrote “a history of the I public morals will be conserved by its 
world, from the beginning." amendment no one will deny; but the

■ ________ , , , . ■ I grand objection will still remain so long
WORTH PRESERVING. as it is imposed on the world as p.-‘Thus

... ....A.« _ salth the Lord.” .-We can seldom find the creed ot a Tbe bounaiess universe is the only

nrisoned because of Na unwillingness into-the: great' people they ate,1 and Ghost.ImM and :Arfe|Iagle.. This worhi 
L haiiavo tn thfi fllvlnlfv of the book; from; wliom We are descended. The he- like Ghost .Land, aud Artr Magic, was 
to better ■ • . Ie„ ;gro was brought to this country from published many.-, years ago, and after

It has been proposed In-America to the wilds of Africa, mostly within 150 a few copies were sold, the plates werethe wilds of Africa, mostly within 150 a few copies were sold, the.plates were 
years. He made but slight Improve- destroyed In the great Chicago I< ire, 
ment whlle'a slave, and was of an infe- and thus the publication has .quietly 
rlor race, .to start with; but to-day, slumbered until resurrected, as it were, 
thanks to our system of education, by The Progressive Thinker, for the 
there are members of that race who are I purpose of printing fresh editions to go 

• ■ forth to its thousands of readers to in
terest and instruct. The medium 
through whom this remarkable book 
was written was Alexander Smyth, and

Art Magic will be furnished until June 
1st for 50 cents, when ordered- with n 
yearly subscription to Thé Progressive 
Thinker. Both . books are elegantly 
bound In the highest style of the art, 
neatly printed bn fine paper, and will 
be'an ornament to any ’library. The 
price of the same to the trade is $3.50.

The Three Books,
The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 

(including The Hull-Covert Debate), 
Art Magic and Ghost Land, three large 
volumes (price $5 'when sold to the 
trade), will be furnished for $1 in con
nection With each yearly subscription 
to Thé Progressive Thinker; making 
■only '$2. for these, three .books, and fbe 
p'àpeil—¡mother, ’illustration bf ' .the: 
DIVINE PLAN. . ' .

This offer will only hold good until 
June 1st. After that time . Art Magic 
will be withdrawn, ns a premium, to 
give place alone to the. “Occult, Life of 
Jesus.". . . . ’ ; z

as pure in morals, and nearly as ad
vanced in learning-atf the best of us. ■

“But,”-remarked our friend; “did not 
Christianity produce this, result?”

Of. course you think so; but many are 
of the opinion church teaching 
has a counter effect from that intend
ed. Thé .teaching of vicarious suffering 
has made the believer look on the 
atoning blood of Jesus for absolution 
from punishment, instead of working 
out .his own salvation by meritorious 
action. • . : '

“And so you would do away with all 
the churches?”.

No, we would do away with their 
false and debasing creeds. As social 
organizations the .churches have a large 
task before them still. They have done,- 
are doing,: and will continue to render 
real service to humanity, many times 
greater when’they shall cease to teach 
error, and shall only inculcate and prac
tice truth. .

church when It Is wanted. They seem I record God has given to man. It is 
to skulk away into some hbscure corner seen in blazing suns and rolling worlds;

-and remain secreted when most needed, in the animal tribes; in tree, and bud, 
H.ro >, .w .< W. Melhodlat W.e.p.! ““"3^ £
Church of America, as corrected In I the uplifting'of mountains, the emerg- 
1851, and we suppose still in force: I ence of continents, the lightning’s flash,

“1. There is but one living and true the thunder’s roar, the carol of a bird 
God, everlasting, without body or parts, and the grating of the cricket’s wing, 
of infinite power, wisdom and goodness; I These voice but one language, and can 
the maker and preserver of all things, I be read alike by the learned and the un-

developed, a poppy flower two feet In 
circumference being mentioned among 
the number, with before unheard-of 
combinations of startlingly beautiful 
cMors. . " ■' '

Nearly or quite all the. vegetables «nd 
fruit, as well as nuts,. Which grace our 
tables, have been developed by intelli
gent care and labor. And our domestic 
animals are creatures of culture from 
very inferior stock by protracted cross 
breeding. The dog, the horse, the ox, 
the sheep, in their native wilds, were as

A large number assembled in Handel 
Hall, the present home of the Band of 
Harmony, ana naturally. that Wiiicn lay 
so near their hearts found first expres
sion. After s'inging a hymn of in .use, 
and an invocation by the guides, a 
beautiful address of welcome by Mrs. 
Mary M. Haire, the deservedly es
teemed president of the Band of Har
mony, was the keynote of the evening, 
and was as much appreciated by tne 
people, as an expression of their own 
feelings, as it must have been gratify
ing to her, who was the recipient of 
this splendid tribute.

. Mr. Rice, as president of the Churdh 
of the Soul, gave greeting for the 
church. Mrs. Ashton (whose ordination 
to the ministry was one of the events of 
Mrs. Richmond's brief visit last Sep
tember, and who by her ministrations 
has kept the altar fires of truth burning 
Sunday by Sunday ever since), as su
perintendent of Sunday-school, gave Its 
word of greeting. Miss Thornberg 
spoke for the young people, and the 
ever-dear voice of our beloved vener
able ex-president, Dr. Louis Bushnell, 
touched thé hearts of all, as once again 
he gave the welcome home to her by 
whose side he has stood as president of 
the society for eighteen out of the 
twenty-four years of her pastorate.

These words of loving greeting were 
Interspersed with music and recitation. 
Miss Carrie Richmond as usual brought 
the house down with her inimitable 
rendering of “De Reberend Quacko

' ? Take Due Notice.
A year's subscription to The Pro

gressive Thinker must accompany all 
tiie orders for the books, and no atten
tion whatever will be paid to requests 
to modify the.rule. The fact that-you’ 
had just subscribed for the paper (and 
thousands have) and did'hot know of 
this offer, we wish to state that It will 
be inexpedient for us to change our 
plan and do business otherwise. Each 
one, whether on our subscriptlqa list er 
not, when desiring the above books, 
must send a year’s subscription. There 
will be no deviation from this rule.

the spirits who controlled him were 
Saul and Judas, z 

who returned to earth to give a true 
version of the “Occult Dite of Jesus.” 
They trace ids lifeirfrom infancy until 
thè time of bls crucifixion, throwing a 
most wonderful flood of light .upon his 
remarkable ¿career,' Which..diff era very 
widely from that given in the Scrip-

INTERESTING TO STUDENTS 
OF PSYGHIG S6IEN6E.

rude, comparatively, as savage man. : 
Our very remote ancestry, by special 

laws, perhaps wisely, seem to have pro- 
hlbltèd any attempts at improving the 
human race; So whatever progress has 
been made during the historic period Is 
the outgrowth- of accident, or “by 
selection and the survival of the 
fittest,” as Darwin puts It But What 
a contrast with civilized man to-day 
When compared with the wild tribes, as 
the bushmen of the'Polynesian Islands 
for example.' The difference is almost 

■os great?between them as between the 
• Ourang and’ tie bushman nesting in 
trees.' Environment has made the dis
cordance: The one, in a tropical region, 
Where nature bountifully supplies evei-y 
need, With no Incentive to Improvement, 
remains the savage lie is. The other in 
a climate half the year buried in snow, 
hé múst plan, and toll, build and pro
duce to supply his every need. It Is 
this that lifted the inhabitants of the 
temperate zone into what they are.

. The llllipiitians found in Central 
Africa, suggest that man has gained In 
stature as well as in mental develop- 
meat, just as the fossils found in such 
great abundance in Montana and other 
•Western districts, show-the horse has 
coinè up from_ little creatures scarcely 
two feet high. ' -n

With modern civilized man mental 
and spiritual development have taken 
the place of the physical, and we are 
now trying to realize'thè prediction of 
Milton, in “Paradise Lost” as voiced 
by the angel Raphael to Adam and E ve.

“Timé may come when * *.. * 
Your bodies may all turn to spirit, 
And winged ascend ethereal as we.”

J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, N. writes:—“I
have read Ghost Land and Art Magic this win
ter to my hoine-audiences, and can very truly 
say that they both are very interesting and in

d | structive, to- all students of our philosophy, or to 
’ ail students bf Psychic Science, and both books 

_______ are a great addition to any one’s Hbrary, and so 
brotherhood, clear reason, and “tru^LI cheap, too ;;just a few cents, Brother Francis 

.uhSSVwX1 charges tor books worth ;$5:apiece of any man’s 

 

Heve that nations which spend their I,«™™ , .■• ^; - ? •■?:-.'/■. ? . . / ’

largest revenues for war, or men who mouey. .. i. , •. .

LIBERAL THOUGHT NECESSARI
LY MODERN.

The Christian Register, the Unitarian 
organ of New England, in accounting 
for the slow growth of that sect, says:

“The generation of our NeW England 
fathers whose leaders hung witches and 
feared the Devil, sold rum; to the In
diens and traded in slaves, surely could 
have made no strenuous demand for

visible and invisible. And in the.unity learned. ,
of this Godhead, there’.are three per- It is blasphemy to charge Unchanging 
sons, of one substance, power, and eter- Energy with, the feeble production of 
nltv: thé Father, the Son, and the Holy .such a mass of verbiage as the preach-
Ghost

Strong’s” anxiety to gain admission 
within the’ gates of heaven, and other 
selections.- The young people led by 
Miss Cora Smith outdid themselves in 
the musical part of the program, and 
Miss Pearl Fravel read a beautiful 
poem entitled “The- Birth of Modern 
Spiritualism. Mr. Hodge, Mr. Ripley, 
Mrs. Mann and others added their 
quota to tbs’ evening’s enjoyment, Mrs. 
Georgia Cooley giving a loving greeting 
in the name of the First Spiritualist So
ciety of the South Side.

■ The crowning feature was, however, 
the response by the guides, with the 
poem which followed,.. Inspired as it 
was by the affection which was every
where showered upon her, nnd the 
beautiful flowers which surrounded her, 
Ouina’s Canoe (a symbol which always 
finds a place in our receptions) deco
rated in Its colors of gold and white, 
was laden with precious blossoms, har
bingers of an awakening spring, and we 
feel symbolical also of that.renewed joy 
and gladness which has again sprung 
up within the Church of the Soul.

Again we say tq her through your pa
per, welcome home, beloved. The seed 
you have so faithfully sown, must bear 
its fruit. Sheaves are ready for the 
harvest May your return be unto the 
reaping time, and may you now garner 
in precious souls Into the storehouse of 
eternal truth. We are grateful to the 
friends at Washington for their gener
ous response to our appeal, knowing as 
we do how hard If is to sever the ties 
which even two years of ministration 
must have formed. '

. CAROLINE. CATLIN.

arahard nt work exploiting the wealth 
of the earth for private gain, are going 
to be loud in their demand for a gospel 
of justice and universal good will."'

Winwood Reade, less spiritual than 
Milton, had a similar hope. In his 
“Martyrdom of Man,”, a work which it 
will pay. any intelligent person to read; 
he said: ■ ■ '.

“These bodies we now wear belong to 
the lower animals. Our. minds have 
already outgrown them. Already we 
look upomthem with contempt A time 
will come when science will transform 
them, by means we cannot now con
jecture, and even If explained we could 
not understand, just as the savage can
not understand electricity, magnetism, 
steam. Disease will be extirpated. 
The causes of decay will be removed. 
Immortality will be Invented."

junct and effective ally, or if need be, a 
substitute for the progressive iyceum, 
the children’s paper, we hold to the Idea 
that whatever fosters and builds up 
Spiritualism at" large, tends . to foster 
and sustain. each and every thing and 
every enterprise whose existence and 
prosperity is based upon the general 
prosperity of our cause. There Is not a 
paper devoted to Spiritualism that will 
not share in a harvest of good as a re
sult, of the general progress of our 
cause, resulting from the family circle 
and the other means we have advocated 
and urged so strenuously.. .

And another result of this revival of 
genuine Spiritualism will be that’ it 
will prove a blessing.to honest, genuine’ 
mediums, who will profit by the down
fall of their worst enemies, those-who 
make their business the. getting of 
money by fraudulent pretenses of me
diumship; There Is not a genuine me
dium in the land who should not rejoice 
to see family circles established every
where. Whatever is for the good of the 
cause in general is for the good of all 
true mediums and-slncere Workers In 
its behalf. •

So we urge again that our friends 
take hold of these means: Family cir
cles; progressive lyceums, the Spiritual
ist, paper for grown people; and the pa
per-designed and adapted especially to 
the children. With these forces atwork, 
Spiritualism- will find relief , from- the 
barnacles of fraud and deception, and 
willadvance In? swift bub Wealthy 
growth-in numbers: and influence. ’

“Nature Cute.” By bra. M. E. -and 
Rosa O. Congeri Excellent for-every 
family. Cloth, $L50 and $2.

GOOD PORTENTS.
It Is with unfeigned pleasure we state 

. - 1 that The Progressive Thinker’s crusade
'iftwrrt Ther®.'w“sPeriod prior to for'fiimUi,<^^^i;hh''’awak«ied 
1848thew°rld was fitted to receive the reB„onSiVe ¿otes from all parts of our 
new faith, or would listen with com-, Qountry setting the ¿eal of apjrtoval on 
posure to the revelations of the spirit 7 ■ . .J?.--.- A . "
world- Its grandest strides In America 1 „e^'of this response, fbr it 

portends great-good-to our cause. It 
prophesies health and)renewed Strength 
and vigor,, a renewal_of vital force and

■sTproclaim the “Word of. God,” requir- of justice and universal good will."' 
ig .to be translated into every tongue, It was the same with Modern Spirit-

ersi
“2: The Son, who Is the Word of the l int------—, - . _ .

Father, the very and eternal God, of and subject to endless frauds in each 
one substance with the Father, took rendering. ■ \ 
man’snature in the womb of the blessed I . - ’ , , - .
Virgin; so that two whole and perfect I xroc :roRA L V RICHMOND 
natures, that is to say, .the Godhead MKS' C0BA Y. »ILMMOND.
and manhood, were joined together In Mrs. Çarrlè R. Chapman, assisted by 

. one person, never to be divided, wherë-1 members of the Ladles' : Aid, gave a
. of is one Christ, very God and, very farewell reception at her. home 110 C 

man,-who truly suffered, was crucified, | street, S. È., Washington, to Mrs. Cora
L. V, Richmond last evening. There 
were over two hundred invited guests 
present, each one of whom expressed 
personally to Mrs. Richmond his or her 
sorrow at her departure from Washing
ton and consoled himself or herself 
with thè hope that Mrs. Richmond 
would return to Washington, before

dead and burled, to reconcile his Father I 
to us, and to be a sacrifice, mot only Tor I 
original guilt, but also for actual sins 
of men. ■ . .

“3. Christ did truly rise again from 
the dead, and took again his body, with 
all things appertaining to the perfection 
of man's nature, whetewlth he ascend- 
,ed into heaven, and there sitteth until 
.he return to judge all men at the last 
day. , ’

“4. The Holy Ghost, proceeding from 
the Father and the Son, is of one sub
stance, majesty and glory with the 
Father and the Son, very and Eternal 

. ; God.” ' .
. Whilst this is copied from the creed 
? of the Episcopal Methodists it agrees in 

, spirit, and nearly in language, with all
the so-called evangelical churches. We 

-apprehend it will not have any charms
• for Spiritualists. It was fashioned on. 

■ Pagan mythology, borrowed direct from
- Rome. .. . : '. .

very long; so they could feel that she 
was merely away on an extended vaca
tion. There were no formal speeches, 
recitations, nor music. The company 
were not in a mood for such entertain
ment; they wanted to tell Mrs. Rich
mond and each other how much they 
regretted her departure So early from 
their midst There was a bounteous
spread of refreshments, which served 
in a measure to detract the attention of 
the company from the contemplation of 
losing Mrs. Richmond. However the 
prevailing feeling was that they would 
soon bate.her with them again; so the 
occasion was a very pleasant one, not
withstanding all felt that they Were 
about to sustain a great loss. By the 
tact and grace of the hostess and her 
assistants what, other wise: would have

were made at the close of the civil war, 
When the era of chattel slavery ended, 
and that of universal freedom began.: 
When the body was In chains, the op
pressor and the oppressed were in no 
condition to form a just conception of 
immortality. The spirits must have seen 
the wretchedness they imposed on the 
poor unfortunates through whom they 
attempted to communicate with human
ity, so they waited in silence theoppor- 
tune time when they could have an im
partial hearing. - ..

That time is on us, and even church
men are eager for the truth. Only the 
shameful frauds of a parcel of would- 
be money-grabbers, tools, of the church, 
are now in the way of thè general re
ception of the great truth that the two 
worlds between the mortal and thè im
mortal are very closely Interblended. .

action lathe nerves and life centres. It 
means the bringing Into play and nor
mal activity,of. the heart and vital pow
ers. Nothing jelse tbkt we can do will 
so conduce to'-t'be heklth and vigor of 
Spiritualism,,tfee progress of our cause, 
and its estabilsiiment - on a firm and 
solldjiasis. £3 ?’•I,<’.? ■ .. '

Our friends are not'hlow to catch the 
Idea that the f^milyjgnd private circle 
are the easily'.attainable means to pull 
down the strongholds- of organized

■ - '"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.”
-By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the, lost continent .

• of Atlantis.—He regards the description been a fufieral was turned into a feast 
ot It given by Plato as veritable history, of pleasure. _ _ ,onn
It 11 tatensely Interesting. Price,1 $2. Washington, D. 0., Mar. 28,1899. .. .y

trickster mediumship. • Why pay but 
good money to.fill.tlje coffers of nefari
ous, rascally fakirs,,who make preten
tious claims to various, remarkable 
phases of medlumlstlc powee-mean- 
while letting true, honest, genuine me- 
dlums suffer—when you can have at 
home—by your pwh -fireside,.? in your 
own family, the tokens of spiritual .vis
itation and communion; free’ from; the 
taints of doubt and the dark, Shadows 
of damnable trickery and deception? '

L UlCUOUl M ■_ . . . .
Washington, D. 0., Mar. 28,1899.

«‘Mediumship and Its Development; 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. dJach.’ , Especially 
useful to learners who seek to knbW and: 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid: errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“The Commandments Analyzed. By . - ------ -r—.. .j- — re”’.
W.’H. Bach.” The Commandments nre I : In urging upon; our. readers the im- 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with.] portance of home^lrcies,’ children^l ly- 
oiher Bible passages, showing great In-1 ceums» spiritual utorature, live spiritual 
congrultles. Price 25c. . ; newspapers, and especially as an ad

KEEP IN TOUCH.
’ Keep in touch with the great spiritual 
movement You : can do so; by -reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic posts 
only. $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift as the 20 cents.only a little more 
than pays for thé expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book , paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary. . . , »■Bight Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon. 

The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the princlple ofwrho Hniwrae” What Force II her method of teaching vue principle or 

The Beginning of Creation. What Mat- ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
ter ‘Is. The'Creation of tho. Earth.;many brief, narratives and anecdotes, 
The Beginning of Life. - Immortality, i which render the book more toteresting 
The Substance of Its Environments. ‘ and more easily comprehended., It is 
PsvcbiC Science.' What the “Soul of especially adapted for use in Childrens 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. Apamph- Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
let by L. M, Rose. Contains fl pages of teachers It may be made very useful, 
interesting’matter. Price 25 cents. For Young android wllLbs benefited by it

tnis office. । (Hoth $L For sale at this office« . <4
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Ten Thousand Papers Examined Weekly fo|r The Pro' 
gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press 

Clipping Bureau. ■ .. .

Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, Psychic Force, Prophetic Dreams 
and Remarkable Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Phe

nomena, Apparitions, Etc., taken Therefrom 
to Enrich Our Columns. .

A SPIRIT COMPANION.
A Man and His Wife Pos

sess One.
THE REMARKABLE STORY THAT 

IS TOLD BY BROKER BABCOCK, 
WHO HAS REVOLUTIONARY 
IDEAS,ON SPIRITUALISM.
Mr. A. E. Babcock, well known as a 

broker on the Merchants* Exchange, 
says that Spiritualism with him is not a 
belief or a faith so much as a matter of 
absolute knowledge. A spirit which 
may be truly called a “familiar, he 
says, dwells with him and his family, 
an ever welcome guest, who departs at 
night, only'to return early, the next 
morning. She, for it is the spirit of a 
woman, is in daily, hourly close person
al contact with Mr. Babcoek and hls 
wife, visits with them, accompanies 
them to the theater and other places of 
amusement, discusses tbe performance 
with them, enters into all their plans, 
even to assisting Mrs. Babcock in se- 
leetlng her dress patterns, rests with 
them, for she becomes tired as mortals 
do, lias her likes and dislikes regarding 
visitors, experiences joy, and hope, and 

' fear, and is altogether a very human, 
companionable sort of spirit. She is In
tensely feminine withal, even indulging 
at least on one occasion, in the pleas
ure of match-making, for Mr. and Mrs. 
Babcock give to'her the credit of pro
moting tlielr marriage, which has been 
a singularly happy one. In their home 
for the last seven years the spirit has 
found a daily refuge in her visits to

They Ato Regarding'Paris 
In 1900.

After breakfast she usually—generally, 
in fact—accompanies me to the ex
change. The afternoons when I am oth
erwise engaged she usually spends with 
my wife. She goes to dinner with us at 
5 o’clock; then returns with us to our 
room and spends the evening with us/ 

-until about 0 o’clock, when she bids us 
‘good-night,’ and leaves, to rest in spirit
land.

“Sometimes in the evening she gets 
lonesome, and will say, ‘Let’s UH go to 
the playhouse.’ Then I go over to one 
of the theaters to see if Izean procure 
seats, in which case we all go, and 
Amelia enjoys the play with us. She 
has her favorite actresses, and does not 
like to hear them adversely criticised.

She is a bit mischievous sometimes. 
One day I asked her to stay with my 
wife wliile I went to a .barber shop. 
She said she would) but after11 was in 
the barber chair I found her sitting on 
my knee. I thought how scared those 
barbers would be If they could only 
know and see her as I did. After get
ting back to the room she said, ‘I 
changed my mind; I fooled you that 
time.'

“Amelia used to bring me news of 
Frank Ryan, John Jackson, Hugh Rog
ers and other old members of the ex- 
change'wiio had passed over. One day 
a man came here who wanted to com-

THE DEATH OF THE LATE PRES-- 
IDENT FAURE FORETOLD—OTH
ER SINGULAR PREDICTIONS.
Paris, March 7.-Parls is to run red 

with blood iu 1900. Ancient prophecies 
threaten the end of the century. Mod
ern clairvoyants and abtrologists agree 
In predicting.a terrible upheaval that 
is to begin in France.. : ,

There is not the-slightest doubt that 
Mme. Thebes, the celebrated astrologlst, 
and Mlle. Couedon, the no less cele
brated voyante of tbe Rue Paradis, 
foretold the death of Felix faure dur
ing the present year. The prediction of 
Mme. Thebes was published in tlie Gau
lols on New Year’s day. That of Mlle. 
Couedon, which has been several times 
repeated, was first given to tlie world 
more than a year ago. Both these pres
ent day seers agree in insisting on the 
bloody agitations through which France 
must pass.

“Yes, it is true that I foretold the 
death , of Felix -Faure,” said Mme.
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Author Respond® to Adverse
Criticism.

earth. . ..
Conversation Is carried on by means 

of a mechanical contrivance made by 
Mr. Babcock. It is on somewhat the 
same principle as the planchette, but is 
stationary. It consists of a box-like ar
rangements open at both sides, so as tb 
admit the left hand of the operator, 
While the right manipulates nn index 
finger on the upper surface. The upper 
surface bears the letters of the alpha
bet, the numerals, from 1 to 9, followed 
by an a, and the words “going,” "good
night,” “yes,” “no,” and “Don’t know,” 
the few words in common use being to 
facilitate conversation, as they are often 
required in answering questlops. Mr. 
Babcock has several of these, l.nstru- 
meats, a large one always kept on the 
table In hls sitting-room, and others
small enough to be carried In the coat 
pocket, including one, with handsome 
leather covers, which resembles a Blble.

The storv of Mr. Babcock’s experl
- enees as told by himself Is a weird one. 

' Yet he is not a Spiritualist In tbe sense 
; that he believes spirit matter is suffi- 

clently ethereal to pass freely .through 
brick walls, wooden doops and glass 
windows. Ho says he can see.bis fair 

< visitor, not as a corporeal body, bijt’as 
¿I a sort of mist. He can feel her/touch.

. His wife cannot see her, but she can 
ihold converse with her as freely as her 
husband, and “Amelia” is addressed as 

c constantly and naturally, as if a visible 
member of the family. The window is 

‘ left slightly open to allow of her.depart- 
. ufé into the upper space at night, .and 
\ her return in the morning. -Mr. Babcock 

- says he has seen her once—the first time 
• he formed her acquaintance—in her vis» 

ible spiritual body, and this Is not the 
¿ . least surprising of hls experiences.

■ - “About, eight years ago,” said Mr. 
Babcock, “I was rooming with Mr. J. 
H. Cockrell over the bookstore then at

munieate with Frank Ryan,... Amelia 
did not know him then, but She knew 
John Jackson, and I told her to go to 
Jackson and flnd Ryan through him. 
She did so, and succeeded in bringing 
Ryan back with her.

“Spirits do not eat or drink, but they 
love tbe smell of flowers and sweet 
things.. .

“Amelia has corrected many errone
ous impressions about spirits. She says 
it is a mistake to suppose they can trav
el vast distances with the speed of light
ning. They have no wings, butjnove 
up, down, or straight' forward through 
the air, with little exertion, pretty much 
as a-flsh swims. Their speed is only 
about equal to our cars, and a journey 
to Boston, for instance, would take a 
spirit abont as long as a mortal riding 
oil a train, tyhen Amelia first began 
to visit us she would follow outside 
when we rode on the cars, but now she 
has learned to enter and ride with us. 
But she says she frequently has to re
main close to us, because evil-spirits 
also ride on the cars, and frequently 
frighten her by engaging in fights..

"One day wife and I went to call bn 
the late Mrs. Harris, matron of the 
Four Courts. She was out, and we 
went to her rooms to wait for her. The 
place was full of evil spirits, and they 
so frightened. Amelia that we were 
obliged to. take her qway.. .. . ; .

“Amelia visits no one but us. She is 
afraid to go into any house without my
self or wife, for’fear of being accident-
ally shut up. She thinks danger sur-.

Thebes yesterday in a short but very 
sensational in terview.” But I do not for
get that I also announced deaths by as
sassinations. The astral influences of 
the year are deplorable. It will not pass 
without great and terrible events." 
' More than this the general public will 
not learn from Mme. Thebes, the high 
priestess of aristocratic horoscopes, the 
best paid prophetess of modern times,

The warnings of Mlle. Coueflon, on 
the contrary, are given to. the public un
reservedly," and their character is so re
markable that the greatest skeptics are 
astonished at them.

The occultists of Paris have what 
they consider a perfect answer'to the 
objection of vagueness in the ancient 
prophets and iistrologlsts. They say, 
first, because the dates are given. The 
old seers beheld the future in broad 
lines. If you want prophecies with 
clearer details, dealing more minutely 
with the present times, you have but 
to consult the utterances of Mlle. Coue- 
don. Everyone will remember the first 
excitement over the voyante of the Rue 
Paradis in 1890, when she was consult
ed by personages as diverse as Charcot, 
Zola, Felix Faure and the Archbishop 
of Paris. Being chosen, according to 
her firm conviction, to warn her con
temporaries of great events prepared 
for the near future, she lias never 
ceased to prophesy. Her foretelling of 
the fire of the charity bazaar is admit
tedly inexplicable on rational grounds; 
while her prediction of the death of 
Fe)lx Faure and the voting of the retro
active law which is to remove the Drey
fus case from the jurisdiction of the 
Criminal Chamber are. circumstantial 
efiough to satisfy the most exacting.

It was in May, 189C, during a visit of 
the Comtesso de Mallie and several oth
er fashionable ladies, that Mlle Coue
don fell into a trance and repeated the 
following lines: /

“Near to the Champs Elysees, 
I see a place that is not high, 

• That is not for piety, ■
But approached for charity— . 
Which Is not the verity. .. •
I see the fire lift Itself;
I hear the people screaming. ..« ■ 
I see flesh grilled ' 
And bodies calcined—
I see them by shovelfuls."

CHARACTER! '
; Nobody will accus^-MrAfelton'Prior, 
•the well-known wart$oi\efoondent of 
the Illustrated^ London News, of being 
an unpractical vlslttutry,¿Wet. it is ap
parently owing to a,®eam®iat his act
ive pencil still plies?;, Wj«n on board 
the German, going 0M to the, Zulu war, 
he twice dreamed-W (ftfjnxperleuee 
which did not strike film We.rfuUy ; he 
saw himself shot dead.qud "attended Ins 
own funeral. Natur^yi-tbls dream be
ing repeated, made . pome impression, 
and when, soon nfterjarriving at Dur
ban, tbe artist recelyed a. letter from 
his mother, relating precisely similar 
dream which had .come to iier and beg
ging him not . to- go ¿.to Etchowe, he 
paused to consider thè matter.
-“It lii a very-.curiousithing,” pays Mr. 
Prior, “that out of the sixty or more 
battles I bave been present at and wit
nessed and sketched,yspeh an idea as 
‘keeping out óf it’ njv«r occurred to 
me.” On this ¿occasion, however, the 
idea seems to have occurred pretty viv
idly; so much so that personal and ma
ternal warnings won?t)ie. day and the 
artist engaged a substitute, an efficient 
amateur, who wasi?)villing to take 
sketches on tlie spot’-and send them 
down to Melton Prior to be retouched,

swear that the card waain liishund aU 
the timé,' and by my simply.wishing it, 
tbe'card bad left hls Hand add another 
taken its place. This gentleman re

ceived hls manifestation through two 
of the main faults; lack of observation 
and lapse of memory. He never re
ceived tbe card in hls hand, but another 
one which I substituted without Ms 
seeing it, and the only time he did see 
tlie card he thought he liad, was when 
I held it in my hand facing him, before 
apparently handing it to. him. I con
vinced him by this simple little experi
ment, that Ills senses could not be relied 
upon. I also made knots appear upon 
a cord, the ends sealed and held in hls 
hand; it^vas all wonderful to him, un
til I explained the trick, and then it was 
almost past believing that such simple 
methods copld fool the best of us. ’ AU 
the writing I can or may do in regard 
to fraudulent mediums 'will not kill 
Spiritualism, for it is here to stay. But 
that does not prevent us from having 
the truth, and at any cost. ■

‘ W. E. ROBINSON,

*

To the Editor:—I am sorry to trouble 
you again, but will you kindly-allow me 
to’ answer Mr, Lyman 0. Howe’s criti
cism of my book. I am surprised to see 
such an old-time Spiritualist as Mr. 
Howe, who I know is recognized as one 
of the leading lights of the belief, aud 
whom I sincerely believe an upright, 
honorable man show such careless, 
slip-shod methods’as his review of my 
book and hls report of seances lie in
vestigated, prove. ‘ He states he has 
not read my book, but just gave it a 
glance over. I am afraid that such Is 
his usual method in investigating so- 
called phenomena of Spiritualism, “just 
gives it a glance over!”

I would like to know how much reli
ance can be placed on any man’s de
scription of what he has glanced at cas
ually. . . .

I am afraid our friend Mr. Howe is 
very much like the youngster who reads 
the last chapter of a book first to see 
how It ends, and forms hls opinion of 
the story from -the cursory glance at the 
last chapter. He states also that there 
is a class of superficial observers that 
dp not discriminate between frauds and 
facts, also that but tew of them will 
read my book with any profit. I won
der if he includes himself amongst this 
few. It appears so from tbe tone of his 
article where he refers to the fact that 
he had but one sltting'with Foster, and 
then he was quite certain Foster de
ceived the rest of the sitters, in at least 
some of the performance. Mr. Howe 
then remarks he could have then done 
the same things, and explains the mo
dus operand!; but it did not disturb his 
confidence in other manifestations 
through the same medium.

Now, Mr. Editor, this is the vital 
point that I have been aiming at. Here 
is one .of our prominent Spiritualists, 
who acknowledges he found fraud, 
never revealing it at the time, and still 
placing hls faith in a medium that un
der hls own signature lie states was a 
fraud, thus covering up the truth in
stead of revealing it. Is it any wonder 
then that the lesser • lights are led

ST. PAUL MINN.
The Spiritual Alliance Oel- 

ebrates.

' If you suffer from Epilepsy,- Fife 8pM»fe ; - 
Spoils,-Falling pickneas, St. Vitus's Dance, etc., 
have children, relatives, friends or neighbor* . 
that do so, or know people that ore afflicted.. 
my New Discovery, Epilepticide, will PEBv 
MANENTLY CURE them, and all you are asked 
to do is to send for a FREE Bottle and try it. 
It has CURED thousands where everything 
else failed. My 90-page Illustrated Book 
“Epilepsy Permanently Cured,” FREE. When. . 
writing, please give name, AGE and full address. 
Ail correspondence professionally confidential-

W. H. MAY, M.D.
May Laboratory, . 94 Pine-St, New York City,

The above is the number of the pres, 
ent issue of Tbe Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at thé top pf the first page," 
right hand corner. If this number cor. 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

Whether the substltu^r was aware that 
he was taking the iplace ^'of a man 
doomed by vision and Taughed at the 
risk we are uot told. Anyhow, the war 
artist made no secret of the contract, 
but wrote to the proprietors of his pa
per, to whom he communicated all the 
details. Mr (now Birt William Ingram 
answered by cable:“Regret your not 
going into battle at Etchowe. Perhaps 
our special artist is preserved for bet
ter things to come."

The cablegram sounds sarcastic, but 
the conclusion to tlie story is tragically 
suggestive:

“Thb man who went up for me was 
one of the first killed in the.fightlng.”

Now the question arises: What had 
this poor substitute done tliat he should 
not be also warned in a dream?

A later story comes with all the fresh
ness of novelty as showing that the 
dead may hold converse with the living 
in very unusual fashion. We know all 
about the family ghost who frightens 
his descendants out of,their.lives at un
seemly hours witli no apparent object. 
But we are not familiar with the ar
tistic ghost who takqs his proteges in 
hand and regulates their proceedings on 
the platform. Yet one,of these benevo
lent spirits appeared in public the other 
day and in that most uuroinantlc quar
ter, the busy, bustling,pity of Liverpool, 
England. Miss Regina,de Sales is an 
American singer who is, irapldiy ac
quiring European distinction and who 
not long since returned to England from 
a successful tour in. Germany. 'Appar
ently while there ‘She liad become

astray, when a shining light like Mr. 
Howe keeps them in the dark? I, an 
unbeliever, am doing more good for the 
cause than the one wiio although a 
Spiritualist is willing to pin his .faith 
in one he acknowledges uses fraud. 
He also states hls experiences with 
Slade were of a nature to excite suspi
cion. Here again you observe he ac
knowledges fraud. I wonder if Mr. 
Howe would place as much .confidence 
in the rest of mankind. If a tailor were 
to give Mm a badSult ofclothes, nnd 
he knew he was being cheated, would 
he again go to that tailor, or If he was 
deliberately given a brass bar, instead 
of a gold one for which he has paid 
dearly, would he again, buy from the 
party who gave him the fraud instead 
of the genuine? If so, then he is of a 
different chara<jteE=than tbe rest of us
mortals. .

In listening to the reports of my 
friends of tbe wonderful tests they re-

interrogated by the ladles, she de
clared that none of them should perish 
In the fife. This turned, out as true [is, 
the sinister prediction itself, for.ln^May,. 

rounds me, but feels perfectly site withlX°were

nfinto M nV « thh ld b traveling, While the Comtesse de Maille

The prophecies of Mlle Couedon are

strongly imbued^th.the spirit of Han- wouue„u. -
del mid the gratcfuDmuslcidn wa i de- ■ * from. medlum8, q .do not doubt 
termined to reward her in the most ap-1 ^ord but j do doubt their obser- 

. F-irl,'« ’. ' 'vation and memory.- To the lapse of
_ The “Messiah” was in progress Miss ¿“mory and lack of observation by the.- 
de Sales wax singing tbe princ pa part, lnveBtI*ator. 18 due the employment of 
and tlw Audience w^ enthusiastically^ irauaufent ¿ethods by mediums.
appreciative. The conductor alone was 1 wlll glve one hun.
not satisfied. . Again and again he gave fl a u mfe if I can duplicate a 
the American singer, thereat, only to slate.wrltmg test he received from 
find himself absolutoly. Ignored; she K , ls° atates that to sneer It 
grew Intensely excited, forcing the time r have . not witnessed it, is
here, retarding.-It:there,; following her weaic (in(l.seli,stultlfying. I wlllraake 

:;Own .sweetfancy.MitttOTgft.-ahe^ ^ini.thls proposition,.viz.; If he can get 
- never keardtof conductors and batons; -u ■ • — -

The all-day anniversary of the St. 
Paul Spiritual Alliance, March 20, was 
really unprecedented, for this ehurch- 
rldden city, .numerically, Intellectually, 
Inspirationally and socially. The large 
Odd Fellows’ Temple was more than 
packed, it was an overflow. Prof, ^urn- 
bach’s, Quartet furnished the music, 
and that is all that is necessary to say. 
The rostrum attractions were all that 
could be desired. The speakers, Mrs. 
Lepper, Mrs. Lowell and Mrs. Tryon, 
were at their best; their utterances 
scintillated with the fire of divine 
spiritual truths and these noble ladles 

.will not, I feel sure, consider it in
vidious in my. remarks of another. A 
meteor, as it were, thait. has dropped 
down upon, the Spiritualistic rostrum 
within the past six months unheralded, 
Mrs. L. D. Lyness. Her appearance and 
work, as a public speaker upon the 
Spiritualistic platform, andUher fault
less language, and logical mandling of 
tlie deepest subjects Is most phenom
enal. This lady was absolutely forced 
by unseen forces -to take ' up public 
work in the cause, and the grand work 
she is« enabled to perform is evidence 
stronger than holy writ that iier In
spirations emanate from advanced, 
deep-thinking: spirits. She is a rising 
star, and will make her mark in the 
cause that iWlil be recognized in the 
near future/

A pleasing feature of the rostrum 
work was the inspirational singing by 
Mrs. White, under control of Spirit 
Dottie. A feature of the singing was 
a reading, for persons in the audience 
(In song) improvising the words with
out a break as the reading progressed. 
Her voice was delightfully sweet, and 
elicited the closest attention.

PreiTiiurn Tbíitis

REMEMBER that all or 
ders must be accoro 
panieri by their requi 
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The
Progressive Thinker
One<-Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive
Thinker One Yearr 
$1.70.

the northeast corner of Sixth and Olive 
streets. One night I went to be1 in per
feet health. In the middle of the night 

' my spirit left my-body. I shall never
forget that strange experience. I have 
no recollection of leaving the tenement 

. of clay, nor of returning to .lt All I
know is- that seemingly poised, in air, I 
looked down and saw my body lying 
there. It filled me with a certain feel
ing of disgust -I said to myself : “Is-it 
possible l live in such a thing as that?” 
While floating in air, buoyed up by an 

’ unknown power, I met walked with 
. ' and talked to the young woman who 

, has been our constant companion' for so
many years since. She appeared as a 

. mortal and was clothed apparently in a

With my wife, and helps her select the 
patterns for her dresses. Whenever 
my wife falls to take her along, and'ex
ercises her own judgment she Is inva
riably satisfied with her purchases, 
sooner or later.” - .

Mr. Babcock has a large journal, filled 
closely written, With the record of con- 
versatlon-wlth Amelia, covering a term, 
of years, and which embodies a volume 
of information, about spirit land, much 
of it quitent variance with the accept
ed tenets of Spiritualism. Owing to her 
early death, Mr. Babcock, says,-Amelia, 
never learned to, write, but having 
learned her letters, she is. enabled to 
spell out the words .on the instrument 
referred to. Mrs. Babcock.says Amella- 
cannot spell well, but that .she; spells 
rapidly, using a phonetic system-of hey 
own; thus “p;.t r.”.stands for “Peter” 
and so forth. ' - ■

given to the world In doggerel verse of 
such monotonous character that no vio
lence is done to It in a simple prose 
translation. Her rhymes, almost Inva
riably end in “e” or “er,” the common
est French termination, which may be 
compared to “Ing” in English. It is as 
If a poet should write’: ’

‘ - As I was walking '
I heard some one talking.

' Her first intiipatlon of the taking off 
of Felix Faure- and the terrible trage
dies that are to follow was published in 
May, 1898, when she said: “France will 
be chastised. Paris will be the city the 
most tried. Epidemics iand catastro
phes of all sorts will desolate the coun
try at the end of the year. The war 

__________ , . , will break out I see people massacred 
Incredible as such experiences may I and the Seine red with blood. At this 

appear to the uninitiated, certain-It is moment Ipellx Faure will have been put 
-that Mr, Babcock believes in AmellaJ-tiowm'-'NatlonB will be dismembered,?-
most implicitly, and, that his wife | All these chastisements are to have no 

' ................ ....................... other end than to prepare for the return
of royalty. The successor, of Felix 
Faure will nob-remain., long In office. 
Civil war will intervene. Then a man

shares this belief. To them Amelia is a 
living, if intangible, presence. Their 
affection for her is touching... Having 
no children of, their own, Amelia is at

■, In the greenroom the inevitable storm 
broke. “Why did you’not'fdllo-w my 
beat?” cried the incensed leader; '

“Why, Indeed?" cried Miss de Sales; 
‘¿because Handel himself was present 
in the hall and, fie gave me the correct 
tempt I saw him." ■ : '

Now Handel's costume,- head and his
torical wig were not likely to be dupll- 

. cated by anybody sitting in that fin de 
siecle audience; evidently the American 
songstress • was suffering from some 
feminine delusion which must not be 
treated seriously; the copductorlaughed 
good ’humoredly at the fancy of an hys
terica! woman and there the incident 
closed-, as he supposed; , ...

But that night Miss’Edith Martin, the 
harpist, sleeping beside "Miss de Sales, 
was wakened by a lou'd cry of “Bravo!” 
Sitting up suddenly in alarm. she caught. 

’ her breath and trentbled, ’ for there, 
standing gravely at the-foot of the bed, 
was Handel.in persop,-.wig, frills and 
ceteras all complete,- vigorously con
ducting with the roll ‘ of' music in his 
hand. •

’ The frightened girl turned round to 
rouse her companion when lo, shock the 
second came, miss de Sales was like-.

;Mr. Keeler totglve me a;test under 
same conditions I will give him a hun
dred dollars, and if Mr. Keeler fails, let 
Mr. Howe give one hundred dollars to 
a Spiritualistic charity. I am not In 
this argument for money matters, but 
for what good I can accomplish. He re
marks he has no idea mediums, will 
hunt me up and try and convince me. I 
think not either. Very few desire to

< black robe. She said it was her spirit
: . ual gown,'and was not really black, 

but appeared so only to me. This was 
: not a dream, as has been abundantly

proved since, but when I regained hu- ' 
■ man consciousness I whs back in my 

- body and in my own room. I could 
■hardly believe it at first, and bad to 
Identify my familiar surroundings be
fore being convinced. I confess I was 
disappointed to find my self back.

■ “I was acquainted with my present 
I’- ’ wife at that time. ‘Amelia’ knew it be- 

■ cause shfe told me afterwards of my 
meeting her in-Wichita, Kas. . But at 

a- that time I had no idea of marrying her 
?- or anyone else. ‘Amelia’ brought it all 
: ’ about She has said that since my wife

’ and I were the only two people of earth 
: -she ever met whom she could make un

derstand helpfully, she brought us to- 
__ gether in order that she might be with 
/ us, and learn the things of this world 
<_ ' which she would have learned had,she
\ "lived. She died 2 years ago, when only 

S 5 years old, but has since developed 
into a mature woman in dplrit land. .

?“Following is the history of Amelia 
; '. and her family, as communicated to us

: by her. I have never sought to verify
I;; her story, but am satisfied of its truth.
¿7 *My name 1b Amelia Bauer; I was born

in Boston, January 10, 1871. -I have

once child, guide and companion, and 
the'severance of the ties whlch.blnd the ,„K ________ ______ r________  .
trio together would be as keenly felt as I the people. But he, too, shall pass, 
the death of the dearest relative.—T. A. | Can it be . Antemos? Most believers 
Wright in Sunday Republic, St Louis. . .. - . .

whom the people will take for the sav
ior of France will impose himself upon

THE DAY IS DAWNING.

Wake up! the day is dawning, . 
A new life is at hand, L . •

Throw off tjie chains of bondage;
Proclaim throughout the land 

True freedom' for the people, 
Shout justice for each one .

•Liberty, make It the cry, ■ 
A new world has begun.; • “

Too long we've been the servants, 
Of church, and of the priest, .

Who fed us on the fables ' 
And dogmas of the East . • 

Till we would take the stories

think that one-of the Napoleons Is indl-
cated. '

I In July, 1898, Mlle. Couedon-agaln re
ferred to the successor, of Fellx'Faure

I and foretold with exactness the voting 
of the ex-post facto law. It is. to be 
noted that the law—which has not yet

I passed the Senate—Is mentioned after 
■the succession of the Presidency, and 

I not before it. “One will succeed to him 
। that you see. But he will only pass. 
-Then a, law will be voted, and you shall 

I be terrified.” Revolution is in the air: 
1 “I see them revolting. People’s minds 
I are mixed up.-1 see knives lifted.” It 

is, however, at the end of this remark- 
I able prophecy that she sees most un
I mistakably the’death of the late pres

ident “For him we should pray. HeThose bigots oft would tell, ____ _______ . . . .. .. .
From whale that swallowed Jonah,. ' I cannot remain. He cannot remain. He

To everlasting hell. „ ’ / I cannot remain. His life is -to efface it-To everlasting hell.
All hail the age of reason; self. God has, as it were, removed him

| for a utility. All is premeditated by 
I Jha WytnHv” .. Not that Of Thomas Paine, • “ premeunuieu py

But the age that he„ made possible, . I to® ., ■ — ° - • • . . I . .To the occultists of Paris It Is not
strange or 'contradictory that modern 
and ancient astrologer's- like Mme.

blue eyes, long black hair, and not very 
, tall—5 feet, 4 inches—of medium build.

-- I passed into spirit life when 5 years 
. old. Croup, some say spasms, caused 

my death. My father’s name was 
Barnes Bauer; he was a carpenter, and 

' was killed by a fall from a ladder. My 
mother’s name was Lucy; a severe cold 

/ 1'caused‘her deaiih. My dog’s name was 
;' Victor. All of us are now in spirit land.
\ Mother and I once visited the old home,

but no oneln the house knew we were
' there. After looking around all we 

wanted to, we returned to spirit-land, 
which father and mother have never 
since left." .

“Every ntorning?’continued Mr. Bab-
■ cock, “Amelia comes about 7:30. If the 

bight has been too cold’ to leave- the 
Window down, I get up early and lower 
It, then lie down again. When She 
comes she invariably awakens mo by a 

. li"ht tap on the forehead. Sometimes 
her journey has tired her. That pillow 
(pointing to a pillow at the foot of the 
bed) Is kept for het use, and she often 
Ues there, testing, until time to get up.

Whose noble views proclaim. : 
The right to; our opinions,

The right to make them known, ■ 
The right to stand up for the right, 

Though we may stand alone.
Ring out, ye bells of freedom; 

Many a martyr's groan

Thebes and" Michael Nostradamus 
should be in agreement and ancient 

—|-prophcts-speaklng in the name of relig
ion, like Mlle. Couedon and the Oister-

Has helped to forge these'sweet bells; 
They passed away unknown. -

The day is surely hearing,. ■.
It’s in the atmosphere, 1

You feel the-tyrants tremble, ■
Can see them quake with feir. ■ ~ ■

So gird well on your armor, •, ■ - ■
And enter the great fight, < r. - . ■ 

For equal justice to each one, .
• Tqith, liberty and right . v■>/-
And should we. reach, that epoch ■ 
'Where we rule in peace by love, 

We’ll dot be longing then so much 
For a heaven up above.

BYRON D. STILLMAN.
Chicago, Hl. ?

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely Interesting.. Jt gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof ,“double 
Consciousness," namely Mary Lumncy 
iVennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
salo at this office.' Price 15. cents.

In England the friends 
who wish Art Magic 
can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor- 
enee House. Osna-

. .. r*

burgh street, Euston, 
Road, London, N. W.

Mrs. Shaft is also a reliable medium, 
and her work at this anniversary meet
ing of the Alliance is truly appreciated.

Of Mrs. Jacobs, it may be truthfully 
said, her fame as a test medium is 
widely and well known. Her tests 
given to a professed skeptic at this 
meeting brought down the house. Her 
tests are of the best; very few Indeed 
that are not recognized. Her pose upon 
the platform, her genial -smile, and 
winning ways, carry at once the best

• ’thought of the audience in her favor.-
Having written somewhat at length 

bf thespeakers and mediums in attend
ance, my. excuse must .be that, having 
known them long and well, and know
ing, them ito be of Nature’s noblest pro
ductions, facts will attest to the truth 
of what I have written, and more too'.

The rostrum was decorated with a 
profusion of flowers, due to the ever
watchful Interest of the ladles for the

court honest investigation from a ma
gician or one who knows the ropes. "It 
takes a thief to catch a thief,” likewise 
a trickster to catch a trickster. The al
cohol trick was not done on the stage. 
It was the piece de resistance of a Phil
adelphia medium. He employed cards, 
the size of the envelopes, handing them 
around to be written on and then sealed 
in the envelopes. They were placed in 
a small box and then taken out one at a 
time, and read while sealed. While in 
tlie box the hand that abstracted the 
envelope also brushed the sponge of al
cohol across it. Mr. Howe’s article 
from beginning to end sounds like that 
of a "man who was prejudiced and 
formed conclusions beforehand and 
consequently, as I said' before, wrote 
what little he obtained from “a glance

wise sitting up, but with no manner of 
fear upon her. In fact site was still fast 
asleep. But -her hands moved, her 
throat quivered, her Ups moved, her 
mouth formed the correct singing.oval; 
in short she was evidently rehearsipg. 
in soundless fashion, a singing part 
This uncanny proceeding lasted some 
time, till at last the gentleman, of the 
wig took his departure, the singer lay 
down calmly, as though nothing had 

.happened, and Miss Martin blded the 
dawn with as much nerve as she could 
muster. . ■ :'

■ She said nothing at first; probably 
she was afraid of being laughed at; the 
average listener eyes leather , superclli-. 
ously the young: woman who owns to 
extraordinary night visions while wide 
awake. But at breakfast Miss Martin 

•heard Miss de ..Sales ^recounting some 
experience with considerable anima
tion; she listened, andibdhold, the sing
er was telling of the-wonderful dream 
she had had when Handel came to the 
foot of her bed and carefully put her 
through,, her part for’that day. Then 
Miss Martin consldered:iierself free to 
speak as an independent: and greatly 
scared witness.—A. . R. Rose-Soley in 
San Francisco Call. , , '■ . .' - ' ’; . HI- I’.-‘ ‘ _

clan Olivarlus. These chosen ones may 
be compared, they soy, to bits of stained 
glass, misshapen and perhaps soiled, 
through which the light struggles, vari
ously colored and perhaps deflected; 
but it is still the light Pere Necton, 
who died in 1772, said: “Paris shall be 
entirely destroyed.” . Sister Marianne, 
of the Ursulines of Blois, who died in 
1804,. prophesied the same thing, A 
certain Trappist, of Notre Dame des 
Gardes, in 1815, saw the capital burn
ing. The Seer of Belley, Who died in 
1820, said: “Babylon Is .reduced to cin
ders. Unhappiness to you, accursed 
city.” The Abbe Souffrant who died In 
1828, also proclaimed; “The great,Baby
lon shall be overthrown. Paris shall be 
destroyed.” . The shepherdess-prophet
ess, Marianne Galtier, said: I'The great 
prostitute shall be destroyed by fire, 
but God will warn the just of-Parish 
And in our own day has not Marie Mar- 
(el foretold that “Paris shall be burned, 
but Montmartre shall be preservedT'— 
sterling Hellig in San FranciscO Call.

THE PILGRIM, i '
. — • a-r. "

cause. They also served a fine dinner 
and supper in the dining, hall, which 
was vjpll patronized. The meeting was, 
from all points of view, a success, and 
will doubtless result in great good.-

M. T. 6. FLOWER.
St Paul,~Minn. . .

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.J

. ■ - '. ■ • .
At-the Tuttle House, Geneva, Ohio,

over.” . - • - , " ,
I do not desire to use your valuable 

time and space for idle arguments. 
Why do not the Spiritualists form a so
ciety and issue credentials to honest 
mediums who have stood severe test 
examination by a committee composed 
of themselves, and one or two presti- 
digltateurs included. ..Jthls would leave 
no room for any more lame excuses of 
Spiritualists being defrauded of their 
money by fake mediums.

In the former part of -Mr. Howe’s let-, 
ter he states: “Mr. Robinson takes it 
for granted that Spiritualists are ignor
ant of these frauds and tricks, and close 
their eyes against all evidence against 
th pm." I will answer by saying that 
there are some Spiritualists of that turn 
of mind, and Mr. Howe by his own ac
knowledgment is one of-them; vlde his 
failure to expose Foster when he caught 
him using trick methods. . •

I should, like to say a few words to 
Mr. Cocks, .of Brooklyn. - He says what 
Mr. Robinson does not know about 
Spiritualism, or believe concerning man
ifestations is of no consequence except 
to himself, and has no weight against 
thousands that do know. Now, Mr. 
Editor, I acknowledge there is 'a lot 
about Spiritualism I do not know; but 
there is a lot about fake mediums that 
I do know, and I cannot be brow-beaten 
or ridiculed into’changing my knowl
edge. Mr. Cocks will confess there is a 
lot about Spiritualism be does not 
know. Other Spiritualists will also 
have to acknowledge the same, but nev
ertheless it cdnccrns'all interested per
sons, besides themselves .individually. 
I will make Mr. Cocks the same offer I 
did In an answer of mine to Mr. Todd, 
In the Banner of Light, viz.: He lives In 
Brooklyn and I in New York. I am 
perfectly willing to have joint sittings 
with him and any medium he Is confi
dent is able’to give such wonderful

Whence com’st thou,-’pdgrflrii gray and 
slow, ■ ■■ 'i< -■'■- -

Of mien unknown to mirth? - 
”From timeless wandering! to and fro,

From utmost end o£,earth.',’
What saw’st thou injury pissing ways, 

Of grief most blttetr.wild-71 ■
“I saw a childless woman gaze ■ 

Upon another’s child.”" ' u •
What deed saw’st thbu in Journeying

Did earn thy best-disdain? :
“A coward struck the poor dumb thing- 

That cannot strike again.”

But what of dauntlesi courage rare. 
Might man brave-hearted show?

“I saw an injured friend forbear ■ 
■ To smite his prostrate toe.”( •
Bides there no.token yet in view *'

Of our lost paradise? '
“I saw the gleam earth’s morning-knew 

Within two lovers’eyes.”
Farewell, O pilgrim, gray.and slow, 

See I no more thy face?
“From griefs that slay the soul I go , 

. To rest Imnlne own’ place?’ -
—KathleeitHaydn Green,.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mind that tbe order for the 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to Tho 
Progressive Thinker. You Will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending hls subscription one year. On
no other terms will the premium be 
sent out . . '

Friday, March 24, the- memorial dedica- • 
«on of Sylvia Mills was conducted in 
'thé light of Spiritualism, and Its Cheer
ful philosophy. She was the wife of 
F. S. Tuttle, formerly of Andover, and 
for many years a devotee of the teach
ings of the new gospel of life. The day 
she died she'called Mrs. Dr. Gibbs, ex
claiming, “0, how beautiful! The room 
is full of angels and I hear them talk 
and sing. Oh, such rapturous music!” 
Extending her hand to an unseen per
son she exclaimed, “0, Maude! Here is 
Maude.” (Maude was her daughter, 
five years a denizen of spirit-life.) The 
balance of the day she was joyous and 
eager for the final hour. Her body was 
laid to rest in thé cemetery at Jefferson, 
where are the asheg of Hon. Joshua R. 
Gidding and Benj. F. Wade, who were 
outspoken Spiritualist? forty years ago. 
Mr. Mllls'and the little daughter Flossie 
feel thdir loss, but rejoice .in the good 
fortune of the arisen wife and mother.

. . LYMAN 0. HOWE.

tests as he describes.
Spiritualists claim I do not wish to 

Investigate, and . nevertheless, they at 
all times refuse any assistance or aid 
In that direction. I have never heard 
from Mr. Todd if hedesircd to have my 
company at any. time in investigation. 
A gentleman, who does not desire his 
name mentioned at.present, also d Spir
itualist, called, at my home last week, 
and informed me of a. test in slate-writ
ing he had received, and under condi
tions that gave me no loop-hole for any. 
explanation. I desired to find out just 
hbw he had been tricked, and to do so 
performed a few card tricks. I gave 
him a card,‘let ua-say, tbe ten of dia
monds to hold. Nevertheless in a few

‘«% Wi

CLUBS! CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 

Dollar each, Tho Progressive Thinker: 
wlll .be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free jo the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time.. Now Is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
¿150, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every . The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, S10. •

Passed to higher life, at his home In 
Berlin Heights, O;, March 21, in the 
71st year of his age, Samuel Patterson. 
For forty years he has been one of the . 
leading busmess men of the tpwn, and - 
for thirty years was manager of the . 
fruit box and basket factory which has 
been one of Its most active industries., 
Early in life he became allied with lib
eral thought and an admirer of the. 
world’s noted thinkers. He indulged in 
the Utopian dreams of Fourier and 
Robert Owen, and met the like disap
pointment that betel Ripley, Thoreau, 
Hawthorne and others, of the phalanx. 
The -world was not as good as he be
lieved. ’

The f unerhl was held on the 23d. The 
quartette gave beautiful selections, 

’ReV. Cheney a prayer, Mrs. Emma 
Rood Tuttle recited the poem, “Op, 
why should the spirit of ■ mortal be 
proud,” by request of tlie deceased, and 
Hudson Tuttle gave a dlscoursedevoted 
to the life and character of the,de
ceased, and exposition of spiritual life, 
here and hereafter. . COR.

Passed toher beautiful'■Summerland 
home, after five montbss’ hard, but pa
tient suffering, Mrs. E. M. Gleason 
Johnson, on Tuesday'morning, March 
21, 1899, at half-past one o’clock, aged 
49 vearsf two months and 11 days. - ; ■ 
— - R. T. HENDRICKS.

Douglasville, Ga. .. •

“The Great Roman Afiaconaa." By 
ptof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, 0. ..A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horlsmann. 
It is good'ieading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people1 maybe enlight
ened Concerning the Ways and methods 
of Some and its priesthood. Price 15a 
Ept eale at this office. „■ __

I

Pt LIBRARY
The Spiritualist who commences now, 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for Tbe Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is. 
wise. If he reject this offer, bls neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The'Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in,the 
United States. Commence now, we re
neat. to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for Tho Pro
gressive Thinker. '■

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in Tbe Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of tbe profits - 
returning to ‘each subscriber in the 
form of o valuable book. The Progress- . 
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs fl.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age so tbe book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
vou In turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming”a part of • 
the Divine Plan yourself.

Geo. 0. LaFontam writes: “Art Magic 
I find to bo a book of great value as . . 
an educator, and. should be found in all 
well-kept libraries, and with, your lib- 
oral offer I think It ought to reach out ' ■ 
far and wide.” .

"Origin of Lifc.-or Where Man Comes 
From." "Tbe Evolution of the. Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.? 
By Michael Faraday. Prlce.lt) cents; 
For sale at this office. . .

"progression, or How a Spirit Ad- 
vauces la Spirit-life." “Tbe Evolution - . 
of Man." Two papers, given in the in-• 
tereat of-spiritual sc!ence, by Micnael, 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. "For- sale at > • 
this office. - i . ... . ,, ■ /

*<3

Prlce.lt
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ftERtiSOUR
PREMIUM BOOK.

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it, 

' exact pic-
outside or

Irfwre ln our in4ere»ta, IfrOTPttHR 
to their feet. It wae their teat meeting 
with jus (until July 2, when they return 
for camp, work), and the expression of 
love and good feeling manifested is be
yond my power to describe. F. Corden 
White comes to us-for the month of 
April; G. W. Kates and wife for May 
and June, so you see we inteiyl to give 
our audiences the pleasure of hearing

¿,- depiirtment^HuiJfop Tuttle seems.lev- IMPORTANT MftTTER FROM
D el4ieadW,:Al®tKirfU!anotget us wW- - • , ■ rADrirn r\
i OUK FOREIGN E)

Anna, E. 'fiomag ^writes from Cleve-
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

?

Í
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This is an 
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cover title of 
book that i-s 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all,

the elegant 
offered" as a

teresting of 
papers now 
the world.- 
about one- 
regular | size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it will

as good talent as there is in the coun
try. The Progressive Thinker is a 
welcome Visitor. In fact, quite a ne
cessity. I have read so much concern
ing all of our public workers, in your 
columns, that I almost feel as if I had 
known them for years. Our programs 
for camp pre complete. Our cause is 
progressing.'“ .

B. Frank Schmid writes: "The First 
Spiritualist Church of Indianapolis ims 
closed a very successful month’s work. 
A. W. Connett lias occupied the plat
form during the month, and has given 
us some masterly discourses. Mrs. 
Josephine Ropp, of this city, has given 

„the tests, and she has a very remarka
ble facultv of getting names and re
lationship in full. Her tests are very 
convincing and most satisfactory. So
cieties desiring good talent cannot go 
amiss by engaging these people.”.

G. W. Kates and wife may be ad- 
dresed at Springfield, Ill., April 23 to 
30; at 182 Gold street, -Grand Rapids, 
Mich., during May and June. „

E. J. Bowtell desires engagements

land, Ohio: tl‘1 have had great success 
here—580 people out last Sunday night. 
I gave thedunniwsary address and 
tests to a brpa+hlqa» audience, and re
ceived a unanimous vote of thanks. 
The Progressive Thicker Is well named; 
it certainly Is,an educator."

Rut'h WiltaB writes: “What a lecture 
for progress ds B. Fay Mills In No. 487. 
It ought to be! published In every secu
lar newspaperlln tfielland, and read and 
re-read by the first'.class of our public 
schools all oyer thmUuited States. That

but as a pre
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the oider is "accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage oh the book. -

' ■ ' ' ’ • । ... . . '"

I].'..GENERAL SURVEY.. |

S
I THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, i| 
| DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY,
We would like to Impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that 
Progressive Thinker Is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 

, speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is ®sse?" 
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written ■wit*1-*®“ 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper, i 
you are not a fairly good Pen*Pa“' 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who Is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is aloue responsible»for any 
or statements he may make. The edit 
allows this freedom of expression, ue- 
Uevlng that the cause of truth can D 
best subserved thereby. Many of tn 
sentiments uttered in an article may ne 
diametrically opposed to his belter, y 
that is no reason why they should ne 
suppressed. No one person bas, t 
whole truth, hence kindly 
should always be entertained for tbo 
who differ from you.

Lyman C. Howe in your issue of -April 
1, on the merits of the Bible and Mrs. 
Clara Watson’s criticism of the same. 
I feel that Brother Howe has added

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 

- adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 

• or less; otherwise many itenm wouId be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. -

The Church of the Soul will hold 
meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L V. Richmond, pastor, in Kim
ball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, every 
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Sunday- 
school'in the same place at 9:45 a. m.

Some four years ago, Rev. Dr. Kipp, 
pastor of the popular Presbyterian 

s church, in San Diego, Cal., delivered a 
series of six sermons against Spiritual
ism. Dr. J. M. Peebles reviewed them 
in a pamphlet of some seventy pages. 
Report says Dr. Kipp has been growing 
more liberal ever since. Recently Dr. 
Kipp delivered a sermon on “The Relig
ious Tendency of the Times,” in which 
he plainly shows that a change has 
come over himself, as well as the spirit 
of the times. Dr. Peebles supplements 
him with more than a column review, 
in the Vidette, and awards praise as 
well ils suggestive criticism for Dr. 
Kipp’s benefit, from the Spiritualistic 
standpoint.

G. H. Clark sends the following: 
“The fifty-first anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism was celebrated at Spiritual 
Temple in Lansing, Mich. Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran, of Toledo, conducted the 
meetings and made three addresses 
during the day. She is one of the ablest 
speakers on Spiritualism who has ever 
visited Lansing and her addresses were 
greatly appreciated. The hall vras 
handsomely decorated with flowers, 
and the occasion was a notable one in 
the history of the society in Lansing.”

Mrs. Clara Field Conant, of Wash-
ington, D.zC., gave the citizens of the 
town an address on Spiritualism and 
psychic phenomena on Friday evening, 
which was listened to by an appre
ciative audience. She demonstrated 

' that every argument used against
Spiritualism applies with all its force 
agajnst the Bible, which, is full of 
psychic phenomena from cover to 
cover. Mrs. Conant speaks under in- 
splratlon, or in other words, at the dic
tation of a 'decarnate intelligence.-—At 
the close of the lecture Mrs. Conant an
swered several questions propounded 
by the audience, some of whom 

■ ascended the platform to shake her 
hand. Mrs. Fannie Allyn will speak 
during the week on the same subject, 
and we bespeak a large audience, judg
ing by the interest manifested in the 
subject.—Commonwealth, Daytona, Fla.

Mrs. Kate C. Dennis, 410 Walnut 
street, Grand Forks, N. Dak., desires to 
hear from Spiritualist families living in 
small towns, or on farms, or In suburbs 
Of cities, in Kentucky, who would re
ceive for a few weeks a young girl suf
fering from nervous prostration, and re
quiting change of climate; and her 
nurse; Expenses must be moderate.

Thos. A. Black writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: “Truth, justice and virtue 
are eternal principles of infinite law. 
I was deeply impressed with the truth 
of the above in reading the article of

with societies and camp meetings.. For 
the future his home address will be 29 
Home avenue, Mt. Pleasant, Provi
dence, R, I. ' \

Chas. D. Calkins, M. D„ writes: “We 
are reminded weekly In your valued 
paper to begin forming a Spiritual 
library. With due thanks to you for 
placing within reach of everybody such 
books as Ghost Land and Art Magic, 
also The Progressive Thinker at a price 
only slightly above the subscription to 
the paper, allow me to say, that this is 
verily an opportunity for one to obtain 
the nucleus of a library at h reasonable 
figure. There are thousands who would 
purchase and read books on Spiritual- 
Jsm if the price were with the bounds 
of reason and their pocketbooks. As a 
rule books on Spiritualism are marked 
at a- figure beyond thè reach of many 

'"who would buy If sold at reasonable 
' prices." Dr. Calkins should bear in 
? mind that if the price of Spiritualist 
■ books were greatly reduced, the sate 
’ would leave too little profit for the 

author. Art Magic and Ghost Land 
have been practically given away to 
our subscriber^, the expense of postage, 
etc., eating up the^O cents which each 
one sends in. The Author who spends 
many years In writing a book should 
receive a fair compensation therefor, 
and if a very low price is put on the 
same, the Increased sales will not 
sufficiently compensate him.

I

soul forms its own Dovachan, through 
its own powers ami energies, reinforce^ 
and strengthened by the energies of tW 
spirit. And that life in Deyachan 
the soul’s great opportunity to rise to 
new aspirations, to receive new seedg 
of beauty and joy, which shall in thelfl 
turn blossom in the time to come, 
Drawn thus close to the spirit, the souj 
shares tlie spirit’s greater life and re\ 
celves the seeds of hope, tlie ideals o£ 
future growth, which are to guide and 
stimulate it when it returns again to 
this earthly life.

But the soul does not only receive 
from the spirit, it also gives to the 
spirit; brings to it the harvest of its 
best hours in life; the knowledge it. ha» 
won; the sense of the beauty.of the 
worlds the sense of human life, wit h its 
loves and Its efforts; the sense of toll 
well done, of difficulties overcome. For 
if the spirit soars angelic above our life 
it is'thereby cut off from many n secret 
tliat every mortal knows, and these are 
the messages it learns from the soul In 
return for the power and peace It 
breathes over the soul in paradise.

and leave the next day, so that some 
stronger-minded person might perforin 
the task, as my nerves were thoroughly 
unstrung; nor was it to be wondered pt.

That night, after having finished my 
packing and feeling thoropglilj'._£A-. 
hausted, ! lay down hoping to get a 
little rest, but had scarcely dozed off 
when a hand was placed on my shoul
der. Springing up I beheld the form of 
a man pointing wildly towards a large 
cupboard ip the center of the room, 
evidently wishing to show me some
thing there. My readers may imagine 
my terror. I tried to scream, but could 
not utter a sound. At last I lost all 
consciousness, and knew no inore until 
awakened by the friendly tones of the 
breakfast bell. That morning I bade 
adieu to the haunted house and its in-

BABBINGEB OF LIGHT, MEL- 
BOlgtNE, AUSTRALIA.

THE UNCERTAINTY OF PHYSICAL 
- • PHENOMENA.

In Italy, as in so many other countries 
at the present time, the phenomena of 

-Spiritualism are occupying the serious 
attention of the most highly cultivated 
classes of society; and they are being 
discussed in the i>ress with an earnest
ness betokening an adequate apprecia
tion of the profound importance of the 
subject, on the part of men of letters 
and men of science. Signore Cesare 
Vesme, himself a distinguished journal
ist and one of tlie conductors of La 
Stanipa, an influential daily paper, pub
lished in fhe capital of Piedmont, calls 
attention, in a number of La Revista di 
Studi PsiehlciJ of which he is the ed
itor, to airarticle by Signor Parmenio 
Bettoll, conductor of the Gazetta Pro
vinciate di Bergamo, and one of the 
most highly esteemed members of bls 
profession, entitled “Magnetism and 
Spiritualism.’! In this he relates some 
of his experiences with a medium 
named Beatrice Zerlinl, a young do
mestic in his own household. The ex
periments took place in the presence of 
Signor Bettoll’s wife, and of a very old 
friend named Usiglio, who noted down 
what took place. On the, third evening, 
when the medium had been thrown

sa,

,1s educationallfroimtiie-first line to the 
last, and ought toAiave wing. I would 
like to call attention to tlie exquisite
ness of all mattertpublished from Mrs. 
M. Klein, of Van Wert, Ohio.”

Mrs. Marian Carpenter, who is such 
n decided favoritiL'ii/Mlc’higan, serves 
a society in Philadelphia for April. She 
has been doing a'most excellent work 
all along the line, and meets with uni
versal approval. '

Mrs. Spencer writes from Stone Bluff, 
Ind.: “We have'been favored with the 
presence of Dr. IL C. Andrews, of Dan
ville, Ill., who lectured and gave tests 
for us on the 21st inst. He is employed 
to lecture at our'anuiversdry meetlug, 
the 1st, also April 1 and 2„ He is one of 
the best inspirational speakers we have 
ever had, and’gives most excellent tests. 
We are aii old society here, and organ
ized our society find built our hall in 
1864." - :

W. W. Taplin 'Writes from Neillsville, 
Win,: “F, Ripley lias been here and 
gave us a course i>r four lectures which 
were? well rpceft'ed.;His tests were very

, actory, jri.terbis aspjendld open- 
g^?or spiritual wtirk here and 'an ef

fort will be niaitefor other good speak
ers to follow in the good work. A de
veloping circle Wfa’s organized, which is

habitants, sincerely hoping never to see 
the place again, but my wish was not to 
be granted, for in less than twelve 
months'we were again in Kansas City. 
The first evening I had a strange desire 
to visit the haunted house again and in
quire after our. spirit friends, Being 
well and strong and not having to pass 
the night with them made me feel very 
brave. On arriving' at the Rouse Mrs. 
S., the landlady, was delighted to see 
me, and .asked mo up into my old room 
to have a quiet talk. The lamp was 
burning low, and we both had our easy 
chairs by the open "window. Whilst 
sitting there I became entranced, and 
some unseen hand led me Into the closet 
which was used as a wardrobe, I re
moved the things from one side, then 
pulled back a piece of board and drew

into a deep magnetic trance, she began 
to speak in pure and perfectly correct 
Italian, wholly unlike the rough conn-, pulletl U1U.K a lllecc ut Uuu;u ....... 
try dialect habitually employed by an 0U[ a iong blue envelope, when the 
illiterate peasant girl; such as she is. strjlnge influence left me. The packet 
Wishing to test her powers of clairvoy- - - - ■ • - ■ — ’ - —“~
ance, her master asked her- if She could

fresh, imperishable laurels to his char
acter for truth, justice, honesty and 
purity of thought, and I sincerely wish 
Spiritualism had more men of his ---- _ — —
stamp in its ranks. Iconoclasm, selfish- which holds Its meetings In Orient 
ness and jealousy are the dead weights Hall. We have been holding these 
■that are keeping the cause iu the back-1 meetings since 1897, with much suc- 
ground, and the sooner they are I cess.” 
eliminated by our speakers and me- Bessie W. Woodward writes: “Our 
diums in their work, the sooner will bome circle is progressing finely; in- 
fraternnl love and spiritual harmony be ferest on the physical and demonstra- 
evolved.” tlons from the spiritual side of life con-

Wlll C. Hodge, after a very successful tlnue unabated, something new along 
lecturing tour in Indiana and Michigan, both the phenomenal and inspirational 
has returned to Chicago, and can be ad- line occurring almost at every sitting, 
dressed at No. 98 Ogden avenue. Bro. E. W. fipj-ague and wife were with 

Owen Z. Meredith can be addressed us two nights, not long since, bringing 
at Canton Ohio. with them ‘living waters’ to satisfy

H. W. Boozer, Grand Rapids, Mich., hungry souls. Nm 487 of
writes: “It was the habit in Spiritual- ive Ihlnkei is well worth the entire 
ism iu eary days to sound the evl- years subsciii , „ S 
deuces; but it is now the fashion to spiritual feast of itself.
“size up” the instruments through- E. R. Kidd writes from Canton, Ohio, 
whom -these opme to us.. Moving in I “About ten days ago Rev. George C, 
line; T wlBhi'to'lsay'dhat G.-LL.-Wlnansi Day, an excellent gentleman,and pleas
and A. Norman 'have just left us for ant speaker, of.
Elkhart, Ind., after a sojourn here of I Frank Burkey,/of Pittsburg, Pa., came 
over four months.- These gentlemen in to our city from New Philadelphia, 
their own persons prove a fine parent- I Ohio, bringing with them a tetter of 
age, good moral training and a way of introduction and endowment from the 
placing themselves and the work of officers of the New Philadelphia so- 
thelr guides before the world which is I clety for the excellent work done by 
an honor to themselves individually as’ them for Spiritualism while in that 
well as the cause they represent. Hav- city. Mr. Day stated to the writer his 
Ing them my guests during the above mission in- Canton, and with his assist 
time, I can surely say it is a pleasure ance the assembly room was secured 
and a pride to have such representa- for a series of lectures, two of which 
fives of our cause with us.” have already been delivered to crowded

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull has a few open houses with gratifying results. i. 
dates for camp meeting.' Would like to Day as a d through his' raremroo/rn wiinrnvnr nrnpHnnhlo in the In- unusual ability, ana tnrougii ms nut terest of the’ LycX work. Address spiritual thought promulgated from the 
359 Normal avenue Buffalo, N. Y. ’ rostrum, together with the clairvoyant, 359 Normal avenue, tsunaio, x. rea(lillgS glven by Mr. Burker after 

The- New York Sun has the follow- each lecture the Spiritualists of Canton 
Ing; “Miss Lottie Fowler, of 309 West ljave awa]:ened from their lethargic 
Forty-second street, who was once well I g] Sunday we will celebrate the 
known as a Spiritualistic medium, is in aun‘iversary of Modern Spir-
the insane pavilion at Bellevue Hos- jtunlism wph services in the afternoon 
pltal, where she was taken last Tues- a&d evening while Mr. Day is an en- 
day at tlie request, of Mrs. Margaret I thuslastic worker in thecause of truth, 
Brayton, of 158 West Fifteenth street,' and qUpe an evangelist, he is not gen- 
who found her in a semi-conscious I eraJ1 I:nown ;n Ohio, or further west, 
state. According to Mrs. Brayton, the I slnce pjg WOrk has principally been In a 
woman has been ill for a month. Her loca] way congned mostly to - Phlla- 
only relative here is an invalid brother. delpBia and vicinity. It is Mr, Day’s 
Dr. Robertson expressed tire opinion deslre t0 organize a strong and lasting 
yesterday that Miss Fowler had been I goclety in canton before he leaves for 
driven Insane by sickness and poverty. othel. -flelds of labol. and enlightenment. 
She refuses to open her eyes or speak In addition to Mr. Burker’s clairvoyant 
intelligibly, and Dr. Robertson saye J powers, lie Ims proven hlmself to be a 
that there is little chance for her com-1 genu|ne materializing medium, through 
plete recovery. Miss Fowler is about K^iose mediumship a number of Bkep- 
forty-five years o(d. She was born in I tlcal investigators have been convinced 
Boston, her friend says, and her name s[nce he came t0 Canton that the 
was Connolly, but she changed it when change caued death doesn’t end all." 
she became a medium. She has spent „ writes* “I wish to say a greatr part of her life in EuropeJ
where her lectures and seances lecened leetureg on jjjbie Spiritualism given by 
much newspaper attention. Mrs. Biay- p - . t ^enwood 4303 
ton says that Miss Fowler Is the origl- gr. S. P. Cady at Kenwooa ua 
nal In Florence Marryat’s novel, There ^ottag _eeelved bv the audience 
Is No Death,’ and that among Jier cor- I Xdaneetas been Jood and ¿e 
respondents "pre mi\ny people well given are very satisfactory. All 
known in England and Germany. She I » ' . £
Will be held for observation at Bellevue a!® BnHeltorfto come and take a
for four days.” Miss Fowler at one dlu“s s?‘th„ „?nnd trtoh "
time resided in Chicago, and was re-' P*rt and'help spread ttiutto 
garded as a most excellent medium. Mrs. J. W. Kenyon Just com 
Tori bnd that she is in sucli unfortunate I pleted a. very successful engagement 
ih.pnmstnnces ■ w th the Fitchburg society, where shechcumstances. . . * nnmljer o£ The 22d

Mrs. Star writes from Cleveland, I March ghe gave tests nt tbe Brocton 
Ohio: “I am working for the cause of ¡ society, at their anniversary exercises. 
Spiritualism and have many friends in I SJle served the N. Scituofe society, on 
this city, but my work is nearly their anniversary the 31st of March, 
finished; Lam about to be taken.hi the I Thence slle goes to Manchester, N. H., 
other direction. My guides have con- I f(>1. tbe month qf April. During May 
vinced many through my musical ghe wIU be ln worchestei-, Mass., and 
phase, as they controlled, me to sing Portlandi Me. Societies desiring Mrs, 
and play, in foreign languages. . I Kenyon’s services fdr 1899, address her

Julia Steelman MltcheU closes a three; at 49 Baker street, Lynn, Mass.”

Mrs. S. E. Lewis writes from Port
land, Me.: “I am one of the society

progressing -finely?1.....
Mrs. A. W. Blopm writes: “The Lake 

View Spiritual Union will give a pro
gressive card party at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Carl Wickland, 324 N. Wells 
street, Saturday evening, April 8, com
mencing at 8:30 o’clock. There will be 
prizes given and we invite ail friends to 
join us. Refreshmeiits will be served. 
Admission ten cents.”,

C. H. Murray, of Elkhart, Indiana, 
writes: “I am'not accustomed to say 
what I do not believe, oi> to indulge in 
flattery, but I try- to express the truth 
and I do so when‘1 say your paper is 
the most independent expositor of Spir
itualism now published. Try and keep 
it so, and I hope <your support will be 
sufficient that you will not be afraid. 
For many things Rave been strangled 
by fear.” ‘

Wm. A Simandfl writes from Ver
mont: “I have been much enlightened 
by the perusal of your Invaluable paper 
the past year, and could not make up 
my mind to Jet it) stop, although finan
cial resources are rather short I wish 
it could be more widely circulated, for 
it is certainly an eye-opener, bold and 
fearless for fhe capje of truth and pro
gression. With a few such able advo
cates of Spiritualism, . it would seem 
that the next decade „would witness 
great changes in tlje old theologies of 
Christendom.” ■ , .

Mrs. Marti Carpenter, and many 
others too numerous to mention,' have 
sent us in a goodly list of subscribers 
during the past fevv weeks. All have 
our especial thnnksr

Mr.-and .Mrs. G, F,- Perkins are au
thorized to solicit 'funds for the N. S.
A., and to lecture apd conduct-meetings 
wherever they ire-needed; Cities near 
Dubuqu'e or Chicago can obtain these 
workers„ jft. April' and May. Later on 
eastern localities will be visited. Ad-

tell him what his elder brother, who 
was in an adjoining room with the door 
shut, was doing at the time?
: “He is taking down a book from the 
shelves and is opening it,” she replied.

Upon being called in, he verified the 
accuracy of her statement.

At that moment there was a ring at 
the bell of the front door.

“Who is that?" asked Signor Bettoll 
of the girl in trance.

“Signor So-and-so!” was the answer; 
and on such occasions she was per
fectly correct. Nevertheless, the writer 
proceeds to remark, there were even
ings in which, notwithstanding the me
dium was put into trance, no results 
whatever were obtained.”

But this is a very common experience, 
and whenever it happens, the medium 
should be brought back to her normal 
condition, as promptly as possible, and 
allowed to rest. All mediums are sensi
tives; some of tliem are hyper-sensi
tives, liable to be affected by all sorts 
of subtle influences, as a loss of mag
netism of their own part; a lowered 
vitality; mental trouble; Ul-health; ex
cessive heat or excessive cold; an un
sympathetic, hostile, or inharmonious 
circle; self-distrust, and a multitude of 
other disturbing circumstances. The 
more delicate tlie organization, the 
more susceptible the medium to suffer
ing from these adverse conditions; and 
the greater and the more considerate 
should be the care and watchfulness

was addressed to a lawyer In the city, 
to whom Mrs. S. took it the following 
day. On opening it the lawyer was sur
prised to find some little deeds and the 
will of a gentleman, formerly a client 
of bls, that had beeirlost over twenty 
years before at the old gentleman’s
death.

He had left part of his property to his 
wife and the remaining portion to a 
nephew and niece of his; but bls wife 
not wishing them to have their share of 
the property had hidden the will, and 
dying suddenly was unable to reveal its 
hiding place, and the house was let to 
strangers who turned it into a boarding 
house. That-was the reason she haunted 
the room where she had concealed it, 
and her husband pame to help her fulfill

Dr. Peebles’ Most
Important Books.

Reduced Prices.
Three Journeys Around the World 

A large'handsomely bound octavo 
volume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de> 
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her mag
ic, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the relig
ious manners, customs, laws and hab
its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, infants, Idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to *1. Post-
age 12 cents. Paper, 60 cents.

Seers of the Ages.
This large volume of 400 pages 

edition,), treats exhaustively of 
seers, sages, prophets and inspired 
of the past, with records of their

CJth , 
the 

men 
vis-

her mission. S. P. R.
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Another object of the proposal Is, 
presume, to train and

TURN OUT MEDIUMSHIP

i

aby this central institution. If such 
college Is going to be founded on the 
plan of any of the present-day acade
mies, I, for one, have no hope of its

exercised over him or her, by 
friends of the sensitive.

And again the non-productlon of 
results desired by the sitters, does

dress G. F. Perkins, 49.Arlington street, 
Dubuque, Iowa. .
‘ Mrs. A. W. Bloom writes: “Mrs. Irene 
M. Dobson Will speak for the .Lake 
View Society at Wells Hall, 1629 N. . 
Clark street, April 9. We invite every
body to come and hear her. We know 
you will be well pleased. Mrs. Dobson 
is pastor of the Englewood society. She 
also holds services at 601 N. Wells 
street Sunday morning at 10:30 o’clock. 
Her spirit messages are beautiful.”

C. T. H. Benton Writes: “Henry Allen, 
the Independent musical medium of 
California, is now'located in Chicago 
and has again consented to give a light 
phenomenal -seance for the benefit of 
the Spiritualists’ Home, 3310% Rhodes 
avenue, Wednesday evening, April 5. 
This is a rare chance to witness extra- 
ordlanry - manifestations and at the 
same time assist a worthy cause. Ad
mission only 25' cents. Ohr regular 
business meeting Will be the same date, 
but at 2:30 p. m. All members are ur
gently requested to be present.”
’Louisa Tuttle writes from New York:' 

“The Spiritual and Ethical Society of 
New York, 744 Lexington avenue, one 
door above 59th street, will hold Its cel
ebration of the Flflty-first Anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism on Sunday, 
April 9, at .2:30 p. m. A very fine pro
gramme has b,eeh prepared—music, 
songs, recitations and addresses. We 
hope to have our. hall crowded as it de
serves to, with such a program as we 
shall present.” '

C. H. Mathews writes: “Rabbi Ma- 
chol and other church people of the 
‘goody-goody’ class; ■ in Cleveland, O., 
among which are-several ministers of 
the gospel, have been keeping up a con
tinuous fusilade -against Spiritualism, 
declaring that, spirit manifestations of 
any nature ‘are. frauds and only be
lieved by ignorant,people.' E.- S. Men- 
opgh, one of thejbest. known Spiritual
ists, says the .World, and several other 
Spiritualists ,say they will challenge the 
rabbi to disprove; the truth of their re
ligion ¡that their,enemies.knownothing 
about.it, and if they took the trouble to 
investigate -they would sing a different

months’ engagement at Chattanooga, I James S. Kennedy, of Massachusetts, 
Tenn.. April 9; goes to Kingston foi1 last writes: ' “The freedom of expression 
three Sundays of April. Would, be' that appears from week to week on the 
pleased to go North or East for-May pages of The Progressive Thinker must 
and June. Letters'.will reach her at all. inevitably give its readers positive 
tltaps . addressed to her home, Hartzell knowledge that can only come by iin- 
avenue; North Evanston, Ill. I partial mental mastication, assimilation

Walrond's meetings In the. Opera and sifting from the pros and cons of 
House Block, Denver, Col., iave been the'subjects under investigation. , 
crowded every Wednesday and Sunday R. H. Crist writes: “In. No. 477, Miss 
all through the past winter, In'spite of I>Sarah Thomas (medium), in explaining 
the very severe and inclement weather!' about Cain’s Wife, says: ‘Cain was sent 
The name of Walrpnd. has, ip connec- to.the east of Eden, to the land of Nod, 
Alon with the’subject .of Spiritualism, when he saw his wife.’ In Questions 
and astrology, become Well known in and Answers, in No. 487, ‘Pensacola’ 
every city and town In the Western I says ‘Cain went to the land of Nod and 
States. He contemplates a -Western took a wife.' The Bible says, Gen.lv: 
Spiritualistic tour In the spring and 17, ‘And Cain knew his wife.’ Now 
summer. ....;■ while it does not matter to us whether

m T Hnvnes writes from Grand Caln found people living ‘in the land of
Nod' or whether he took his slstev withRapids, Mich.: ‘ The fifty-first anniver- Ahrni,hm wnnl<l It not ho well

sary was celebrated by the Fraternal' g
Endeavor Society under the auspices of cn~.^ +(? L? h,tnrn?toa inSltiidvin<r

ono m™ e to Onrnentor nt no w110 seem to be Interested in studyingWtan0u^llEW^ the,Bvenne“1OngidOinvoal?hem ^dWw
incr Af Hip evehlne service. At Mid cvpo- I ond have, them .read. It cor
ing/se^vlce a resolution was adopted mA^n’H.elr^cad”^^ & DeW 
tendering to Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Carpen-' ®ea'n ^e r - ' 
ter a rising vote‘of thanks as an ex-

the

the 
not

depend primarily upon him or herself. 
He or she is simply a plastic instrument 
in the hands of the controlspwho may 
see many good reasons for not using 
her,- or her brain or voice. For they can 
perceive ; whafthe. sijterer epnnot; and; 
while the latter would go on working 
the powers of the medium to excess, 
the higher intelligences, with their finer 
appreciation of the delicacy of their in
strument, and of the duty of carefully 
preserving it, will often put an abrupt 
and decisive stop to manifestations 
which are always liable to become ex
haustive.

The simple truth is that even those 
who have had the greatest experience 
in Spiritualism possess but a limited 
knowledge of the laws and phenomena 
of mediumship; but what they do know 
suffices to convince them that the 
ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, 
acted very wisely in surrounding their 
mediums—priestesses, keepers of the 
oracles and vestals, as they were va
riously called—with the best possible 
safeguards for the preservation and 
protection of their beautiful gifts.

success. For a thousand years or so 
learped universities have Instilled the 
idea into the human race that a college 
for training must necessarily be con
ducted with lectures and sermons and 
examinations, and there are many peo
ple about who fancy we shall get an in
crease of nrcdiumshlp If we start pro
fessors lecturing on the art. Mrs. Stan
nard may not be one of these, but one 
might as well try to train roses us me
diums by such means.

Lectures may be all very well for the 
gardeners, but the roses themselves, for 
the development of their blooms, re
quire a rose-bed of. good soil and a 
.warm, moist, vitalizing atmosphere. 
Psychic qualities

ARE VEGETATIVE AND SHY, 
and will not unfold themselves in a 
chill, formal atmosphere. Psychics and 
mediumship require, in their dally sur
roundings, a feeling of fellowship, of 
brother and sister-hood, of common en
thusiasm, of affection, of admiration, of 
devotion. In other words, we want a 
college in the old-world sense of the 
word—a home of God’s sous and

BORDERLAND, sLONDON,-ENG.

song. The. questlongbox of Rev. Banks, 
one of-the asgajlantg, has had a variety 
of leading qijestionksubmittedfor elu
cidation, butgthe reverend gentleman 
has been ‘too-busy’t.to. answer. -Verily,- 
’It Is hard, to Rick against the pricks.’ ”

E. Summers writes: “A long time has 
passed since Ohicngb’ans have read any
thing in Thet Progressive Thinker con
cerning the ©hurch of the Students of 
Nature,- novtt; meeting at Nathan’s 
Holl, 1565 Milwaukee avenue. The so-- 
clety is not ohl^ llviiig but is even gain
ing in vigor, hdlf"dozen joining it on 
the occaslqnldf thei1 celebration of the 
Flflty-first Anniversary of Modern Spir
itualism last “Suriday evening, March 
26. ~The occasion--was rendered memo
rable' by addrebsefi'from Dr. C. C. Hen
derson, the tegular*' lecturer at Van 
Buren Hall, t Who •was the principal 
speaker of this "evening;-Dr. I. J. Jacob
son, the pastor of the Norwegian so
ciety on the North Side, - Mrs. -Marie 
Gartelman, and by Mrs. Summers, the 
pastor. Beautiful pieces were recited 
by the following ■ children: Eva and 
Martha Ihle and Hilda and Willie Hass- 
man. The lad rdclted two pieces, one 
on ‘The . Right ,Man in the Right 
Place,” and one on the Hydesville reve
lation of 1848. Miss Eva Ihle also sang 
a charming solo, accompanying It with 
the piano. Master Charlie Hassman 
was the principal pianist of the even
Ing. The audience^ which filled the 

________ hall, seemed to be,well pleased and Bat- 
87 Gardner writes: “I wish to mention | Isfledwith tht> success of the.eferclses,”. 

pression of oUr appreciation of theli* | <>ne department of especial Interest In | .... (ConUnuediton-page 8.) . ’

THE HIDDEN WILL. ' -
A few years back I was traveling : 

with my husband through the Western : 
States of America, and having beard so 
much about Kansas City and its lovely 
surroundings, we decided to remain 
there for a time. •

The room my husband and I were to 
occupy was a large one, with two 
French windows opening onto a bal
cony which ran the whole length of the 
room, z

I had been asleep about an hour when 
I suddenly awoke with the strange sen
sation that sdmebody was in our room, 
and sitting, up beheld standing at the 
fodt of oiir bed an elderly lady, tall, 
slight, and dressed in pale lavender. 

■She had such a sad expression, and her 
mournful eyes held me spell-bound as 
she was gazing steadily at.me. I was 
naturally alarmed, thinking one of the 
boarders had entered the room, so 
roused my husband. He told me to keep 
quiet and see what she wanted, when 
s_he walked slowly through the window 
onto the balcony, and after a few sec
onds returned again, and, when in the 
middle of the room, a vapory mist en
veloped her. and she disappeared. .

We then knew that it was.no earthly 
visitor we had been entertaining.

The next day I told our landlady 
what we had seen, and she informed 
me we'were sleeping in the haunted 
room, and begged us not to tell any. of 
her boarders about our nocturnal, ex
perience.

I naturally did not wish to pass 
another night in the room, but my hus
band laughed me out of my fears.

A few nights after my little boy, who 
had his cot in our room, woke me to tell 
me there, was a lady walking about;.and 
he could not sleep: While we were 
watching her an elderly man joined 
her. He was handsome, but • with a 
cold and sinister expression, and after 
a few seconds they disappeared the 
same way as before. ..............

These visits became quite frequent, 
and as they did not annoy us in any 
way, we took no further notice of them. 
But when my husband had to go 
further West on business; and my little 
boy and I were left alone, my courage 
failed me and I became nervous and 111.

Some of the leading Spiritualists in 
the city, at my request, held a seance in 
our room, but the only satisfactory 
elucidation of the mystery we got was, 
that they were earth-bound spirits, and 
woiild remain so until some one helped 
them undo the wrong they had done 
before leaving this earth plane. , 
• My scientific friends tried to impress 
on me that it was my duty to remain 
there and unravel the mystery. I de
dared I would do nothing of the kind,

Ions, trances and Intercourse with thé 
spirit world. This Is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, lieaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so
cieties and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
$1.25.

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be

fore the medical students of the College 
of Science in Sab Francisco, January, 
1895. Astounding wonders that lie wit
nessed during his journeys around the 
world. Price 10 cents. ■
Who Are These Spiritualists and

What Is Spiritualism?
This pamphlet of over 40 pages proves 

that the greatest and bralnest men in 
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm. 
Crookes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits say. 
about it. What the Jews say about it. 
What Thomas Paine said about it. 
What Renan said about it. What 
Franklin said about it. What Emerson; 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis, W. E. Coleman and others say, 
about it. Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures _ 
delivered in Hydesville, March 31, 1898,

daughters, a fellowship, a brotherhood, 
a community.

Another reason why the development 
of mediumship especially wants the 
privacy of home life rather than tlie' 
publicity of the lecture room, is that it 
depends chiefly on the establishment of 
automatic movement and cerebration. 
Stage dancers and gymnasts have to 
train themselves by a set of exercises, 
ridiculous in themselves but useful In 
the effect of suppleness they Impart. 
So, too, with mediums. They have often 
to go through all the antics.of Quakers 
and Shakers, or jabber gibberish, or say
things with no reason for them, and act 
and speak nonsensically whenever they 
feel a prompting to do so. Now no one 
likes to play the lunatic in public, and 
would naturally repress such prompt
ings; but In the seclusion of a home or 
a gymnasium, where no one else is 
present except fellow gymnasts and a 
trainer, they would not mind what 
ridiculous exercises they went through 
In order to attain to automatic ease.

The- ideal institution which I have 
long hoped some of us will some day 
be able to carry out for the training of 
mediumship would be more on the lines 
of a village home to begin with, and 
village community as the scheme ex
pands. A quiet spot might be chosen 
with the conditions of good air and 
scenery, as near as possible to the great 
centres of population. Here cottages 
might be built and placed under the 
management of some ladies and gentle
men of leisure, who might be found to 
devote' themselves to the useful work. 
To these homes mediums should be in
vited to come and reside free of ex
pense. The institution might be made 
self-supporting by providing board and 
lodging to visitors from the towns, who 
might come down on week-ends and 
holidays and make more intimate ac
quaintance with the mediums before 
they asked the privilege of sitting with 
them. Mediums, as long as they re
mained in these homes, might.be cer
tificated, but not the public, unprotected 
prostitutes of psychic gifts.

LIGHT OF THE EAST, 
CHETA, INDIA.

CAL*

The ¡spirit in us, standing close 
divinity, has a power,

AND IMMORTAL TRUTH;

to

an eternal vigor, that is the very heart 
of joy; and a wide and sweeping knowl
edge that almost reaches omniscience. 
As the soul puts away its garment of 
desires it rises up to union with the 
spirit in Devacban, the Blissful, and is 
thrilled through and through with the 
spirit’s exultant and Immortal youth. 
All that the soul had in it, of beauty, 
and truth, and goodness, is klhdled into 
rich and vigorous life; all aspirations 
are satisfied; all hopes of heaven, are 
fulfilled; all dreams of joy are more 
than realized.

Then the soul bathes In the waters of 
life, and is strengthened and refreshed. 
As the measure of its aspiration, so Is 
the measure of its reward; every hope

in Rochester, and later in London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 35 
cents.
- The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll, * 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchan
an ttnd Dr. Peebles. This is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Criishlng Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crlsp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp's ser
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What Is Hell?” By Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist’.’
Did it begin to exist with the body?

Is it evolved from the body? Did it as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or is it a potentialized portion 
of God? Has it been re-lncnrnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents. ..

Pro and Con of Spiritualism. .
This pamphlet is a re-prlpt of the es

says in “The Arena" on Spiritualism In 
which Rev. H. A Härt endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous and al- . 
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed , 
in “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is abv 
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents. •
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern

Spiritualism.
An elegant pamphlet containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., at the- celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present It contains the picture of the - 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price . 
15 cents. ■ ,
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FOR SÄLE BY

The Progressive Thinker.
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In' it, every seed of hope, blossoms out 
into a perfect flower, under the sunlight 
of the spirit and its vivifying rays. And 

__ ________ „ . . as the souls of men are of every differ- 
I but wo'bld pack my boxes that night 'ent measure' of aspiration, so Is the

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from 11.75 to *1.25 per volume. Port« 
age 12 cents. _ 1
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Science I vs. delusion

This department is under the man-. 
Ugement of

Hudson Tuttle.
'Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ob o.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anoujmous letters. Full n*"“1 
dress must, be given, or the letteis win 
not be read. If the 
the name will not be P^’^hed. ine 
correspondence of this depaitme 
become excessively large esI ^laJ^ 
ters of inquiry requesting pilvute im 
nwers, and while I freely give wfiat 
ever information I am able, the ouH 
»sr«..y»•»H’S™.

knowledge.The world w*s rip* aaS the I 
church of Borne could not stay the tlfie. , 
The people would have education, ana 
she yielded to the inevitable. She put 
forth her Whole strength in institutions 
of learning. If the people must be ed
ucated she would attend to it herself, 
and direct it after her own pleasure. It 
is necessary that there be Catholic 
schools for Catholics, for it .is such 
knowledge as makes Catholics that is 
taught therein. Were Catholic children 
to attend the public Schools unfettered! 
they would learn too much to remain 
Catholics. '

The Protestants unchained a force 
they did not understand, which they 
could not control. They attempted to

the intellect, the energy and wisdom of 
the more than three billions of mun
dane monads into one active, thinning, 
reasoning entity, endowed with aspira
tion, purpose and afore-thought when 
implanted out in earth’s ethereal 
realms, filling the higher and still hlgn-

*

“Astronomer,” Portland, Maine. Q. 
What is the temperature of space:A.Fourlee estimated .it at 58 degrees 

, far., Poulllet at 224, Herschel at -3». 
i that is, these numbers represent de

grees below freezing water. The rea
r sou for these wide difterences is that 
! ' there is no data on which to rest. We 

know that as we ascend into the atinos- 
| phere the temperaturerapldly decreases, 
i and under the burning tioillcal J1““ 
I there is perpetual snow at three miles 

above the sea level. . _
The atmosphere serves as a Dlantoet 

retaining the heat of the? sun and the 
slight heat from the stars. It. has been 
conjectured that the temperature of 
space was absolute zero, and that bus 

। been as arbitrarily fixed at 500 degrees 
I F; below freezing water. The temper
I ature of space and that of a body In
I - space are entirely distinct. If space is 

a vacuum it could not arrest the waves 
I of heat, and must be absolute zero. If I \ it is composed of attenuated matter I 'which in the least receives such waves, I Its temperature will rise above absolute I zero, In exact proportion to the retardaI tlon. A body like the earth arrests all I the heat waves that strike it, and its I atmosphere retains them in a measure

hold it under priestly rule, but Protest
antism has no priests who stand as 
God’s vicegerents. There is no especial 
sanctity to a Protestant divinity stu
dent. The right to protest against 
Rome carries with it the right to pro
test against wrong wherever found. 
When the Protestation is completed 
Protestantism will have disappeared. 
Rome can hold the energies of educa
tion in leash. She can prescribe what 
her children shall know. Because of 
the fundamental principle on which it 
rests, Protestantism eannot. It is the 
free, unbiased, educated mind, that 
must decide the great problems of re
ligion according to the Protestant be
lief, and if this mind is thoroughly un
biased and educated, it sees so little dif
ference between all religious systems/ 
so much that is fraud and superstition, 
it has no choice between them; has no 
use for any of them. .

A Philosophical Review of a 
Qreit Subject.

While sitting and pondering over the 
multitude of delusions, ranging from 
Catholicism down through Ingersollism, 
Protestantism,!! ChrBtlan Science, The
osophy, Reincarnation, and their pro
lific brood of hybrid spawn, all equally 
void of common sense, or scientific 
basis, we can but realize the necessity 
of a new departure in youthful educa
tion. - . X,! If the grand demonstrated truths re
vealed by elemental and material scien
tists alone, were properly arranged into 
school lessons, and taught in every 
common school, as they: should and 
would be were it not for the boycott of 
Christian influence against all knowl
edge, which runs counter to Christian-, 
ity, in less than one century’s time, ism 
fossils would be as rare finds as flat

from radiating into space.
Space is bo near a vacuum that it oi- 

fers no retardation to the motion of stel
lar or planetary ’bodies and hence Its 
temperature must be practically at ab
solute zero, whatever that may be. It 
Is far below any degree that Is possible 
to be obtained on the earth’s surface.

Albert Whimpie, Wyoming: Q. 
Please give the origin of the gypsies.

A. The gypsies, known as Zlngari, 
or always by themselves as Romany, 

> ■ are traceable by their language to the 
'' Dorns of India. The D. and R are im 

terchangeable, sb that these names are 
: identical. The Doms are vagabonds 

• and outcasts and are of such remote an- 
tlqulty that they are mentioned in the 

; Shasters, where they are called “dog
eaters,” showing that' at that remote 
time their habits were the same as at 
present They belong to the Turanian 
stock which peopled India before the 
advent ~of the Aryans, the truly his
toric race. There are other tribes in 

f India, as the Nats, of almost similar 
habits. All are nomadic, living in tents 
or temporary dwellings, and obtaining 

- a livelihood by thieving, fortune-telling

Francois, N. Y., speaks and sings in a 
foreign language. Will this ever, be
come of value p the world? .

A. A great many speak and write in 
what is called foreign languages, but 
with scarcely an exception it is oply 
Jargon and scrawls. It is only on rare 
occasions that a spirit finds it possible 
to speak in a language not known to 
the medium.^ The reason is clear, for 
thoughts, not words,. are impressed, 
which find expression through the mind 
of the recipient in words of his own. 
Only when under perfect control, when 
the spirit and the recipient are one, is 
it possible to transmit words, numbers, 
dates, arbitrary sounds and signs. . ,

Perhaps the spirit uses this method as 
a practice, expecting to gain better con
trol thereby. Do not, however,-rest 
with this form of manifestation as a fi
nality, but earnestly expect something 
more practical. Its only value is that 
of an exercise. - _

F. S. Wlkle: -Q. I have read The 
Progressive Thinker, and find a good 
deal said about the Bible proving that 
our spirit friends can return. Now I do 
not care If it does or does not, for I do 
not know that the Bible is true. The 
communications may or not be true, as

world fossils are to-day.
SCIENCE KNOCKED DOWN,

The great drawback to science as a 
mental illuminator, Ues in its immens
ity and diversity. Infinity is immense, 
and its functional forces innumerable, 
and classified; hence the scientific stu
dent must choose his class, and therein 
he finds a lifetime’s work. Each class, 
embodies its finds, in its own class
books, and throws them but to the 
world, in separate parcels, with about 
the same beneficial result to humanity 
that the elock-maker would, were he to 
parcel out the different wheels, and 
parts of the clock, and send each cus
tomer one part only. . ''

Each customer might examine the 
part sent him, and find it perfect in ev
ery particular; but as he lacked the oth
er parts to couple-ln fore and aft, his

formed of more than billions of 
individualized monaii cooperating to
gether, through theTMnetipnal depart
ments of the organW;°WlUi superin
tendent’s office in brato,-W»i as the dif
ferent departments in tour large manu
facturing nlants are harried' on through , --—• ,the co-operative labor 'of The different er functions in our planet s miss on, of

- - 1 evolving intelligent force. Ah* truly
the monad is designer, artist, njaster; 
yea, creator, of the phenomena of the 
realms it occupies. See the infinitesi
mal speck of elemental energy, marshal 
and sway the clouds and mist; map out 
the cyclone's track; paint the lightning
flash; then force the tines tyto new 
realms. See this new-born monad 
form and animate snail and worm; 
complicate, paint and beautify fowl 
and beast; then mentally empower man 
to tame, harness, hitch and drive na
ture’s most potent force, to Whisper 
around tlie world, and drag a freight 
traifi back. This accomplished, through 
the silent co-operative efforts of mate
rial monads banded together in human 
organism, crampjed and blighted by op
pression and delusion; then what might 
we not reasonably expect, in the way of 
manipulating earth-spheres forces, 
through tlie co-operative efforts of far 
greater aggregated gangs, of three bill
ions times greater monads, co-operating 
together under far more radiated envl-

tradesmen employed'- therfelh with su
perintendents in plait's Office. Herein 
we have fjund ■ thati ‘ th« fjnonad, on 
reaching and formitlg the‘¡human or
ganism, has not oaly. itaken its course 
of lessons in forming‘find «manipulating 
the lower forms of-life; but it has di
vided its timé in gaining lessons of ex. 
perlence and wisdom; out-lfi its former 
elemental haunts, apart from matter, 
has reached and formed the human or
ganism, an organism iendowed with all 
of the complex anatomy for-thinking, 
reasoning and-loving;ifor aspiring, plan
ning and working, Avith purpose fin 
view. Here the monad has reached its 
highest material limit; there are no 
higher material lessons for it; here it 
finds itself in the same relation with its 
material environments, that the infin
itesimal particles of which it is the po
larized unit, found themselves in at the 
close of their elemental evolution, 
namely, their mission as elemental fac
tors filled, and their room demanded. 
So with t>he material monad, at the dis
solution of man’s physical organism; 
its mission as a material factor is fin

. ished, and its room demanded for the 
i, ever oncoming army of monads.
■ There are but two chances left for it.

signed the very day -he received my let
ter. He was so Impressed by the mes
sage, howeyer, that he insisted on call. 
Ing la another attorney to examine the 
title, a defect was found, and the deal 
fell through.

“Then I told him about the message 
relative to his father. He said his 
father’ was well, although, he com- 
plaln'ed sometimes of a little stomach 
trouble, but scouted the idea of a can
cer. I persuaded him to send his father 
to Chicago, and on examination the old 
gentleman was.found to have a cancer, 
and almost two months to a day from 
the time I received the message he 
passed over.”- , ' ' . . ■ j

A silence fell upon the party, as the 
doctor concluded, and all eyes were 
centered upon the legal skeptic.

“Almost thou persuades! me to be a 
Spiritualist,” said that gentleman as he 
arose and prepared to depart, and to 
this the party answered “Amen.!’ .

MOSES HULL'S BOOKS,
' ' ■ - ■ ■ . • r-x • ■ .

A List of His Noted Woiks.

It must either do as the infantile ele
mental monad did, which gave birth to 
the material monad, namely, polarize; 
polarize this compact of more than 
three billions of Individual monads into 
one consolidated unit, (spirit entity, or 
greater monad, as you like, but we will 
use the term monad man in this paper), 
of three billions aggregated force; and 
again enter a new realm of existence; 
gravitate out into ^earth's ethereal

“THE DEVIL.”
Col. R. G. Ingersoll’s great sermon on “The 

Devil.” lately delivered im Chicago, was reported 
■ ’ of Thq. Progress
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Wayside Joltings. 1' "* ■

Gathered from the Highway«, By-waya and Hedged 
of Life. By Mattie E. Hull, 'ihk 1b a inaiyelouilf 
neat book of BBlectloDi from Mrs. Hulls best poemJL 
sermons and essays, and conlalns a splendid portrait, 
of the author, also a portrait vl Mosos Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11.
27ie» iSpiHfaffl Alps

an^How We Ascend Them»
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that aHltuda 

whore spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
li. AYllh portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to'educate your spiritual faculties. 
Brice, bound la cloth, 40 ccnlq la paper cover, 29 
cents.
New Thought,

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large, beaut!' 
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speaker«and mediums,. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase at 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only il.50.
New Thought*

' Volume II.' 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
•ilcely bound. Original matter. Blx portraits. Cloth 
hound, 7b cents.
Joan, the ifedlum.

ronments. . ’ .
Silly mortal! why doubt that liberated 

monad man may linger in his wanton 
haunts, and with mortals co operate for 
weal or woe; when we know that 
nature demands the liberated monad 
shall revert to Its elemental haunts, and 
there co-operate with Its weaker affin
ity, during its Innumerable vacations 
from animating material bodies? Life, 
on its journey of evolution, retains, 
with nature’s seal affixed, a passport 
granting reciprocity, good in all realms 
through which the ¿older has passed.

' OUR APPEAL.
Threescore years and ten, with deli

cate health added, is rnjher late for act
ive service in sueh a terriffic tight, but 
why can’t, why won’t, some of our 
brainy, scholarly, young studentswhose 
Intellectual germs have escaped the 
blighting frosts of creeds and isms, and 
who aspire to record their names among 
the world's redeemers; open the battle 
of evolution, by gathering, classifying, 
connecting and compiling these grand 
scientific truths Into school lessens, and 
labor incessantly to have them Intro
duced Into our lyceums, and by and by 
into our common schools; thus eventu
ally supplanting Ignorance, superstition 
and tyranny, with knowledge, wisdom 
and benevolence? •

New Boston, Ill. VAN WILLITS.,

This work Is one that every quo should read. It 
beams throughout with rare gems of thought, prac
tical ai well as profound. Thcrff Is nunsblno and 
beauty in every sentence uttered. The work la dedi
cated to the author’s favorite Blster/Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit-life, Httdion Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heighta.Ohlo, gives an intertfitinff sketch 0* the 
author’s Ute. ____ J : : ' ' •
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ingmore. The facfe presented by man’s ., fFLia'- tn
spiritual nature are thb only foundation l’US6 It. 1H1D lo
amLevidence. To demonstrate the laws I , •, i
of that spiritual existence is to prove it I OPPOrtUD-lty IO 
“by nature.” Hence it is necessary to] L | 
investigate these facts, and phenomena. OUt, 8)00010.111^ bO _
Every one who has done so with hop- I J « t TtyT-inn A vrano’ATVlPnfQ Tlfivi^ OPPH
est purpose has been convinced of the 11010(1 Li00131 UlVUlO. AirangClIlt'IllS JlrtYe UUULl 
„un, «< me spitttu.li™. made COpies struck,o$ ,:lf that
«iiStewiiSSJRi’S: number is desired. One and two c®t'Stamps 
dark, Avbuld It not be possible to make . “ j _,_nL ..... . -; i. to., -'■ ■ ’
glasses tiiat would enable us to see likty I leCQlVOCr ID. Tp<l'ylll'sllb’r - ' ' -4A'®‘ ' /'
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_ spread thé Devil 
the viëwàof this

and petty trade.
There were probably many separate 

migrations of these people into Europe. 
Tho first appeared in the North of 
Europe in 1417, but small bands are 
mentioned as existing long before that 
tlme,4ind in Greece as early as the elev
enth century. There was a sudden in
flux of thousands of them into Ger
many in 1417. In their migrations the au we ulllu„v<1 ugul WUB Clw ull( tta JU . uuc „„      +(raa. i

- gypsies gathered to taeir ranV» the I a darkened room. Although the eyes I prevent his success in Betting a time-
iss worst characters and a Break variety of I Wr(js and animals that see in-the keeper, therefore he youM still have t 

words. In 1563, it is said 10,000 had I njght are especially formed to gather a wander in doubt as to the time ot the
\ found abode Tn England, and such no- I wj(je range of light rays, there is no day or night.
',>torlous thieves and. outlaws told they I floubt that the retlna of thelr eyeg. the I S0) BUrrounded as we are, with the 

become that they were Included In that I surfaee of nerve loops which receive grand demonstrated truths pertain! g 
class, and forty pounds imposed as a I tJle jj C0'nCentrated by the lens. I to nature’s modus-operandl, humanity 
fine on every one entering that country. '£|ieae nerve loops are more sensitive is still in the fog, hanging onto the *ea“' 
They have formed to the present time I and regpon(1 t0 a. feeble light which to ing-string of some of the innumerable 

■ almost the entire vagabond class, lue l „ur eyes would be blackness. Hence delusions. ■ .
present condition of the gypsies is im- Kjje eye ¡fSejf must be improved as well I So let us in our own uncouth way se 
proved, and in America many have lg the appliance to concenrate the light .up in working order a few sections¡or 
taken to the cities, becoming house- I Qne age prOpOSe(i t,y this correspond- scientists’ most prominent finds, a d 

. dwellers, and engaging in crafts and ent for sach glnsses ls t0 detect fraud see if they don’t look more comprehen- 
trade. In summer time they some- I Jn a dark cIrcle Ag a Ught sufflcient to sible than while knocked down and 
times take to nomadic life, in small en- I ap0^v objects tn the room to be plainly I scattered around; all the time keeping a 

. campments, or tramp as tinkers, ped-1 dlscernlWe (especially it such light be sharp lookout for some useful emplOy
diets, or even enter the theatrical pro- I shade(J wltll Mu(s) ls not opposed to the inent for a personal god, and his half

. fession, as minstrels, or the more con- esseutiai conditions of the manifesto- god son, also for some special device for
" genial life in the circus. They are a I tions. Investigators, If they allow laundrying over old defunct souls, and

well-formed, athletic race, the children themselves to be shut up in the dark- turning them out good as new, ev®rY
' are. often beautiful, especially the girls, negs of geanCe rOoms, are themselves to now and then, as our reincarnation

but the rough life and exposure brings I t,tame if they are victimized by trick-1 friends claim; and. again, for secreted 
;. ■ an early change. Like all primitive peo- 9ters. The dark seance is necessary for trap-doors, which Bob and his disciples
- pie they are fond of alcoholic liquors, fraud) and f0l. fraud only> and spirit- might sneak out through, and forever

are quarrelsome among themselves, I allgtg ingIst that the tight escape mental development
.violent and ungovernable. I shOuld be under the control of the cir- ELEMENTAL SCIENTISTS

“ ------  • I cle and not of the medium or his “man- I . nnimat-
. “Meteorologist,” New Orleans: ' Q. agers,” and sufficient to allow objects in ** „e, in some of its va

> What is the cause of the mistiness of I toe room to be discernible. I degreeg of radiancy, permeates in
; the1 atmosphere? I Genuine manifestations may Jake. That onr planet, like all well
■ < 'Vanni» ond Hnsf Thp two arG I plflce in. & tdavk seiiDcc, but ns -such I *■ , - anif fpod muchlues■ A. vapor RDU QU8L xue iwv i * . - i wxirnlfltCu automatic SCU- ietm uiucuiucd,
’ blended in effect, the more vapor the darkness is not essential, and as the rou„jj jts whirl and velocity through 
' - Wow nnnrpeinto the number manifestations are far more convincing emthm-a its sufficient• more uuSu . ow uijpicCiutc me uumun । «... . . , «-I cnnnp Attracts auci ffauierB ii© buwuuuv' of dust particles in the air, When un- in partial tight, conditions which make I Ty of dormant energy, and under

, usually clear the number in a cubic deception Impossible-should be demand- influence Of earth’s warm, moist,
‘.......inch has been found to be 23,680 (Mr. ed. Better none at all, than such as are magnet[C atmosphere; amid the com-
;Aivnrd before the Edinburc Royal So- shadowed with uncertainty and decep-. ™aJa“u■electricity, cy- 

’ ciety). In a hazy or thick atmosphere, | tlon. | . .. ..
they are multiplied many times.

Dust is not an unalloyed evil. The 
’: most'wonderful and charming aspects

■ of nature are the production of dust.
- The glories of the dawn and the sunset

' are produced by dust in the air. The 
sky if free from dust would.be black 

• • except- where the light directly shone.
~ A room-lnto which the sunlight did not 

directly fall would be dark, except 
where the walls reflected the light I 
There would be no softening of shad- I , 
ows, but abrupt transition from tiie daz-1 .
zllng blaze to the black shadow. It is t gomething whose ownership would 
by reflecting the light that al! the soft-1 make ns glad— ■ .
ness and shading; the-color and blend-1 perhaps at thoughts with subtile mean- 
ihg; the melting of the distance, and ! ’Ing fired,' . . . - 
penetration into corners and shadowed I ' or truths'unrecognized because un- 

■'... places is brought about I clad. ' . X

A. There is an Instrument, the night- ~ - . .. nf
glass, really a binocular telescope, parts would be of no use to mm. 
though not necessarily binocular, great- course, one customer might 
ly assisting vision in the night. Such 1 around and amass fill the parfB beto g- 
glasses, however, would be of no use if Ing to one clock; and still an hunarea to 
all the diffused light was cut off, as lu one his ignorance of the co“blne

realms; or thls'colóny, this organization 
of indestructible monads must here and 
now be resolved to nothingness, else the 
ever-approaching army of monads 
■would become clogged' at the mouth of 
the incubator.

• MISCELLANEOUS.

Of course, the tiny single cell monad, 
of itself, is but a weak intellectual af
fair; but we see, through their com
bined co-operative system, the innum
erable billions of trillions form all of

material to the story what they were- 
und directed me to write them down 
and send them to his wife in St, Louis. 
I talked with him a few minutes, when 
he said good-by and shortly afterward 
my wife woke up, unconscious of what 
had happened, merely supposing she 
had been taking a short nap.

“The next day I wrote to my 
brother’s widow, Inclosing in the letter 
a slip of paper with the six words upon 
it, and asking her if she knew anything 
about them. I sold nothing about how 
I came to have them. In a few days a 
reply came. The words, she wrote, had 
been given 'her by my brother two days 
before he died, and he had made her 
solemnly promise ’ to ’KW them secret 
until some one should repeat or write 
them to her, In which case she was to 
tell how she received them. I accept 
them as "ttys' best test of a , message 
from the spirit: world 'that if is possible 
for mortal to receive. My wife and my 
brother’s widow had never met or 
written to one another, recollect, and 
therefore any theory of collusion Is out 
of thejjuestion.

“So much for that. Now, let me take 
up question two,” continued the doctor. 
“Did I ever have a message telling me 
something I didn’t know, but afterward 
verified?” ’
“Some years ago my wife, being in 

one of* these trance conditions, and I 
talking with several of my old friends 
who had come back through her, I was 
surprised at a remark concerning a 
family matter.

“ ‘Who is this talking to -me?’ I in
quired.

“ ‘Your Aunt Jennie,’ was the answer.
“ Aunt Jennie!’ said I.. ‘I never had

the living, animate .phenomena of our 
planet; and are Responsible for all 
thought, all literature, all Invention, 
commerce, government, tn fact for ev
erything, except a miserable, dead, si
lent waste. «So monad man, of himsejf 
-would be a rather weak Intellectual af-

I clones and tornadoes, alternating be
I tween genial sun and biting frosts, this 

• I once dormant energy becomes electri-

The fllttilg^btog' phantoms of the teney/divers and various Ingredients 
itond-^ W attract to one common center, and po

“ a~” " « 
«..u 

- I mental ingredients,-which for conven-
They hint at something lost, something; ienCe in this paper, we will term ele- 

desired, . . mental monads; while those born Into
material life, through their aggregation, 
we will deslgnatejnaterlal pjonads.

PHANTOMS.

-, ------- I They may be’'glints of half-forgotten
H. V. S., Fort Wayne, Ind.: Q. What I dreams, , -

effect does our publ|c school system I They may be memories long burled 
bave upon Protestant Christianity? I ' deep, / .
Does it strengthen or weaken it? If sb That from their ashés give out fitful 
detrimental to the Interests of Cathol- gleams -, -
Icism and Lutheranism as to oblige L Before they Bink to their long final, 
those sects to maintain parochial.] sleep. . '
dPMmenT^totoeinter^ts o^lUthè? | Perhaps electric lines from otherbiffin 
rhristitm sects? 'fie tâppèd and. flashed' ^ crossing
Ï Protestotlsm, heralded. 1>y; the -

Reformation, was more than Protest- Perhaps.some floating shreds ,or bits 
autism against the superstitions of Ga-1 remaintholiclsm—of the true and holy church, I Gf former life -that we somewhere. 
It was a protest against the appalling ■ have known., y >■
ignorance which that dhurch.had fos- . per)lapS they are toe signals loved ones 
tered and in every way encouraged. Ig- . send : _ ’
norance and dirt were the talismanic I who wait our coming on the other 
signs of sainthood. The filthy, vermin- shore ■ . .
‘harboring vagabond was nearest Christ I Too spirit-full with earthly sense', to 
and toe heavenly kingdom. - . ' blend, '

The Catholics did not want the Bible I - tqo finely soft to fully pierce life’s 
. read by toe masses, and the masses roar. ... ।

must be kept too ignorant to read. The ASeed was before’the Sible, and the Perhapsl Perhaps! Conjectures cannot 
: nriests could readThat in the churches. teach..;__  .. The reformers founded their faith on I We elutçh at sjiadows and we grasp 

the Bible as toe fountain of all truth. . ’ toe ffir! . ■ -A;.. 'The creeds .must be swept away. Ev-1 The mysteryJs aye , beyond our reach 
■ eryonè must read the Bible and judge An.lgnIsfatouenoartcafisnare. ?
. 'fOrMinBOlf. Now there came à flood«! I _ ' —Laura G. Carr.
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The topics treated receive a handling that Is dis
tinctly terse, yet popular. The style of the author 
throughout Is epigrammatic—compact with clear 
thought, The book is a remarkable one In every as
pect Being compact with thought itself, it will not 
laJI to compel thought in others. ?
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WAIFSTOMANCES.

fair, at first thought, hardly worth sav
ing, but then he would possess the com
bined intellect of the more than three 
billions of single cell monads, that 
forms and manipulates his organism; 
and under a similar co-operative system 
might be thus proportionately useful in 
evolving industry and wisdom, through
out the realms he may Chance to occu
py, just as the material monad has done 
here on terra firma- It is true that the 
monad who had made aspecialty of 
manipulating the functions of stomach 
and preparing the food for asslmilat- 
tlng throughout the body, would make 
a poor hand at manipulating the func
tions of the brain - and registering 
thoughts. Just so the monad man, who 
had gone< through earth-life, as a spe- 
cilaist at carrying the hod, would make 
a poor teacher, general, diplomat, or 
ruler of a .nation;, but perhaps each 
has been good and useful, in his place, 
¿nd the immutable law of vibration will 
ever drop each Into the niche- in which 
it belongs; just as ever , has dropped 
each monad, into its1 proper sphere"

MATERIAL SCIENTISTS, 
with their multiplicity of ingenious de
vices, .have traced animate life back to 
the weak single cell monad, and have 
demonstrated that monads are born in 
species, each species possessing its own 
peculiar characteristics: that monads 
are absolutely indestructible, and that 
all bodies of greater bulk and higher In
tellect than th’e monad are formed by 
aggregating, and temporarily polarizing, 
two.or mo.b monads into Uñé colony ot 

-body, with seat of Intellectual govern
ment established in the brain. '

They inform us that at the death, or 
dissolution of the body, the monads dis
band, and retire to the elements, there 
awaiting some future opportunity of 
again participating in some higher, 
more; complex organism; thus working 
their way up through earth's animate 
phenomena, from worm to man. . ’

They Inform ds that the Mount) holds 
Its individuality throughout all of the

. THE COMING ,

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR;
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

an Aunt Jennie.’
' “ ‘Oh, yes, you did,’ came back, but I 
asserted that I did not, and there the 
conversation ceased. 1 ‘

“The thing perplexed me, and at the 
time rather shook my faith, so to set 
my doubts at rest I finally wrote to my 
mother Down East, ana-then a very old 
lady, asking if she or my father had 
ever bad a sister Jennie. My mother 
wrote back that she had a sister of that 
name many years older, who had mar
ried’ (when my mother was a little girl) 
greatly against the wishes of her pa
rents. The latter were so incensed that 
they discarded her ,and her name was 
forbidden in the family. Hence I had 
never heard it,, and my mother was 
anxious to know how I came to make 
the Inquiry. She said her sister and
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the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning. 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Bvan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: ' The 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so. but she batea them with a deadly hatred, and 
uscsall her power to annihilate them. Our enemies, 
know how sho treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today where she has the power- 
We no more think of denying these historic facta tban 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the urine« or 
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of teaching the principles of ethics, -fibo Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more cosily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
lor use in children’s lyceums. In the hands of moth- 
era and teachera It may bo made very usduL Young 
andold wlllbobenentedby It. It Is a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.

after the marriage, and after that time 
none. of. the family had ever'heard of

while ■ on lts journey aeross1 our mun
dane plane.. But you ask, is there any 
purpose in ¿11 of this'7'evolutional dis
play? Let us see. The- Worm displays 
a purpose in building; its cocoon, ■ the 
ant, the bee and theisquiriel display 
purpose in storing away their winter’s 
supply of food; the beaver displays a 
purpose in building itsidams and huts; 
and humanity has softie purpose in al
most every transaction life. So 
when we look around ïnd see thé newly 
hatched phenomena ofllfe- So indelibly 
stamped with purposS; tlieïf who dares 
assert that the immensely greater ag
gregation of intelligent -force would 
evolve and operate ptynetq throughout; 
millions of ages, volfi'of spme purpose 
for its intellectual ppoiluct^? We see 
that every species -,<pfL iftiects, fish,
fowls and animals, ha^eachdts own pe
culiar species, traits And fiftblts; while 
humanity, as a family orispecies, em
bodies the whole catalfigueipi traits and 
passions common to ajl-fovjus of lower, 
life. We know th'a^-salfij straits and 
habits have been: essential ,-factors in 
promoting- and perpetpatipg life here; 
and it stands to realjon-tlipt, as all of 
these life-promoting! Ingredients have 
been carried forward and .embodied in

Innumerable formations and transform
ations In which it participates on Its
long journey of evolution from puny 
single cell to man; and "that each spe-. 
cles of monads becomes specialists at 
manipulating some of .the organic 
functions of stomach, liver, blood, mus

’ ! ive, heart, brain, etc., of the or-
held in common by all. • ■ .

cle,.ne
ganjstí

1 Theÿ
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Inform US that.the: human body 
)ly a colony, an organization,
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them.” , ■
“Curious,” said the legal skeptic with

a puzzled air. . . -
“But I think you will find the answer 

to your third question even more cu
rious,” replied the doctor. ,“ ‘Did I ever 
Have a message telling of something to 
happeftthat prevented loss of ifijury to 
those concerned.’

. “Sly wife was an Indiana girl, and 
when her sister died, about ten' years or 
so ago, in Indianapolis, she left quite, a 
little property to her two sons. The 
estate was to be kept intact until the 
youngest was thirty years old and then 
divided, the oldest son, Frank, being 
made executor. Three years after his 
mother’s death the youngest son called 
on me, being then on his way to Califor
nia, Where he was going to look after 
some of their property. I got a letter 
or two from him after his arrival there, 
but after six months the correspondence 
ceased. A couple of years passed, and 
I didn’t know whether he was still in 
California or back in: Indianapolis, 
when my wife had a trance one even

ing, and, as usual, I began to talk to the 
spirit controlling her. .
TALKS WITH HIS . NEPHEW’S 

... SPIRIT.

the human'organism, they will still be 
required as evolving £actors>Jn the next
realm. - .- J ;v" ■■J’ ....■■■'■

THOUGHTS!'THOUGHTS!
What bevys of thoughts come waft

Ing itf to claim expressiom. as we: sit 
quietly alone, with thinker .turned out 
over this vast mundane menagerie of 
living, seething, surging, activity, all. as
sorted, graded andxdasSifled into spe
cies,- societies and nations; then realize 
that all was, accomplished through -the: 
unseen, unheard; unfqlt, co-operative 
Intelligence parceled ’dut lh thp broken- 
dosed monad.. These thoughts suggest 
the probable achievement ¡of monad 
man, the polarized entity, combining
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“ ‘Who is this?’ I asked.
“ Why, it’s Lyman, uncle; don’t you 

recognize me?' came back the answer.
“‘Lyman?’ I said. ‘Why, when 'did. 

you pass over?’ I asked. •
“ ‘Two days ago,’ was the answer. ‘I 

was killed in an accident. I want you 
to write to Frank and tell him. Also 
tell him not to buy the property; the 
title Is defective. Tell hlm also that 
father will pass over in two months; lie 
has cancer of the stomach.’ I promised 
to write at once and he went away. .

“I wrote the next day to Indianapolis, 
giving the message to . my nephew, 
Frank, but suppressing that part-rela
tive th his father. A couple of weeks 
afterward he called on me to find out 
how I had received the message and I 
told him. It appeared that at that time, 
he had decided to m&ke a large Invest
ment, and the papers were to have been
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Letter of C. M. Plumb-Letter of Mrs. John A* 
Wilson. - '

Chlutes XII. CMcaro Work, 1SW toJas-Flrsl 
Society Chartered, 1869—Complete Account of Work 
In Letters and Statements of Members of the 
sod«?. _ .. .. -_____ _ .....

CnanzB IHL Camp Meeting .Wor.r-Cusadagw-. 
, Lake Pleasant—Onset Bay—Lake ¿‘lady—Lookout 

Mountain, etc.
Cuattsb XIV. Literary Work-H«, orta-Volume, 

of Dlacourae»-and Lectures—Ptlyhonatby; boul 
Teaching»—Foeme—Other Literary wort

Chatteb XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
on Gyroscope, 18M—"Tho Shadow of » Great Book 
inn Weary Land," ISSI-Poems—Choice Selection, 
InFrose and Vereo-Work of WlUtem Richmond.

CilwtebXVL Letters from Personal Friends; from 
■ Orpba B. Tonsoy; from Lady Caithness, and other»

—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qua!- 
Mei to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C. 
Warner—Drs. Emmett and Bolen Dinsmore.

CnarrnnXVIL Mrs RIchmond’sExperlcncel While 
:. In tho Tranco State, Written by Hcraelf.

$2, Postpaid, For Sale at 
this office. _____ _

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
• iii AH Its Phases. •

to 
to

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

h»TBboen. too iu-. « Lyceum» MS Boolettc» that wish to get up cl»telanPhUoiopber,2850yetraW »nfi-ito hmory g - J interesting and paying entertainment» con oumncd.lou^ng the W»TMOI emigration, turtU««» tbMtc“.VO » I'rteeCanteat. Tho en
funy develop«! Into ChrlatneUy, wimomythlc«! hwo, no; pl,^ w)tu fan dlrcctloni, la In the book, 
•t ffiexjud*. tn.Egypt, loon alter the commencement.V e.rtty managed.. Nothing k ndlei enthurfuu 
ot the Cbriitlan era. .m ■: tnoro quickly than an Angell MM Contoatl hotte ThobookdemoMtratcathat CtatiltalWtau tta«m m ia needed more. Any Individual may organic!

ta hl. ora. town and reap a taanclal rowart,
nafS^. «4 ' TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
SUM ’wS'». . Bqrlip HetabHuOhto^

would.be
whqm.lt
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wonders of Psydilc Htealing.

of Patients

Remember to address *

DBS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
Battle Creek, Mich. »

"THE LYCEUM.”

7:80 p, m.

B.

I-

i-
ture, I am slhcerely and fraternally

A. L. COTTON.yours,

485tf

of spirit rettfrn. - 489

A4’

2:45, o’clock, at I 
of Oak street).

rells street (north 
acted by Mr. and

M ordinary print, and mistakes 
avoided.

My Dear Sir:—It affords me especial 
pleasure to 'inform you that I have re
ceived the Melted. Pebble Spectacles, 
and regard them as truly a marvel.

Send in notice off meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. > : ■ .

GENERAL SURVEY, 
(Continued from page 6.)

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
Ayer, Mass.

trearoicnt ....... ............
dleeiBcs which the ordinary practitioner utterly-falle 
to relieve. Wo take pleasure In presenting the few 
following extracts from recent letters. Space forbids 
our printing more. --• -

Dear Friend8:-rl feel a marked Improvement In my 
case dally under your wlstf and superior treatment. It 
Is very gratifying and a great relief. Yours very 
respectfully, A, W. coukghaine.

Port Clinton, Ohio.

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not Spade for that 
purpose.

By sending your name, age, sex and one leading symptom in own hand
writing, an absolutely correct diagnosis will be mailed free. '

Ladles who write, will be sent an elegant booklet of rare value.

TESTIMONIAL.
Olean, N. ¥., March 27, 1899. 

F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa: -

They are a perfect -fit clear and .dis
tinct, easy and restful to the eye.

Wishing you every success in the fu-

health and »be is now strong and healthy. I wish to 
thank you for the help you gave her. Youra as ever, 
kindly, - Mbs. A. W. Byers, Kansas City, Mo.

BEAR IN MIND.

something of special interest in it. 
is published weekly. Try it.

Send 26o to J. M. & M.T. Alien, Springfield, Mo., and 
leoure aset of these valuable lessons. 482t6

DR. G. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

. Hotel Palmerston.

A correct dluguoslB Is the foundation for successful do tilts free "of ahurgo. TWtewill also send you vol- 
'eaupent iiud we are enyblcd to cure, many chronic uable literature Which will -prove of lueuimable- 
*“'•*.... ' “........ ................... .. ................... . benefit, regardless of yoar taking treatment.

Gentlemen:—I have taken two months’treatment 
of you aud I-beilove you have'saved my life. Yours 
respectfully, Mrs. L. H. Cabhutiierb,

. MeBrldcB, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—It Is now nearly a mouth since I 

commenced to take your treatment, aud 1 can truly 
Bay I am feeling like a new. person. Yours respect
fully, Mub. 8. Pangburn, Belgium, N. Y.

Gentlemen:—I have had one month’s treatment 
from you aud the medicines you sent me lias done mo 
more good than anything 1 over had before, Re* 
Bpectfully yours, M. V. Oeyom; 8k., Chicago, 111.

Dear Ductors:—I am happy to-say I am getting 
along nicely, my appetite Is-very good and I am gain
ing rapidly in hvaltli and.8trei!gth. Gratefully yours, 

-Haurikt Benson.'Watertown, Mass.
Dear Doctors:—I have hud one month’s treatment 

and am gaining rapidly, L do not feel that l shall 
require more than the one mouth's medicines, though 
the iveuther is bad and there is much sickness in this 
neighborhood. • Very respectfully,

. . >Mrs. M. A. Feieoe, Taunton, Mase.
Dear Doctors:—Two years since you were treating 

my -little daughter Marian, and very successful you 
were too. You gave hea’agood »tart on the road to

Dear Sirs:—Please accept my thanks for your dlag- 
noels of my case, which was as nearly correct as any
thing could he. I have great faith lu your treatment 
andpeltayej-ouc«ul.elpino..................................

Wishing you success In your treatment and again
-tUauklng you, lam respectfully.your». ■ . Dear Doctors:-! feel tliat I have been greatly

Mbs. Mamie CoBEAUt Wellington, Kans. helped by your treatment and am feeling quite like
If you are a Bufferer, do not further delay writing myself once more. 1 tkumk you very much for your 

■8. We will cheerfully send you a carefully prepared, kind attention and assistance. Yours tYuly, 
absolutely correct diagnosis of your case, and we will Gbbtib Wooster, Durand, Mich.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by

flt the Rennest 
oí HunöreösWe 
Continue the 

$5 Pt MONTH1

TO THE SIGK ONLY
Who cannot nfforfi to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, we will, during

/VPRIL
take your ease and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but $5 a month. Kindly remember it 
has been our rille for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

A-PRIL
So that all may understand, we will re
peat the offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during April will be charged 
ouly $5 a month until cured—old pa
tients >vho stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones

Write us nt once. Tell us your age, 
name in Juli and lending symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your ease at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires.

DR. C. E. WATKINS’ 
S/VNIT/VRIÜM
at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, It is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they can go for 
rest and health. It is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured" by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at
tractive home where invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation.

It is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region, one mile from 
Ayer depot in the town of the same 
name. Ayer is the junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
snyers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
$1 a day upwards. Send all letters to

Geo. F. Perkins writes from Du
buque Iowa: “Mrs. Perkins and myself 
conducted anniversary meeting. March 
20, under the jurisdiction of the First 
Spiritual Church. The hall was well 
filled. Many came out of curiosity to 
know what an anniversary meant, as 
we are told the event was never before 

. celebrated here.» Pictures, flowers and 
red.- white and blue bunting, with ever
greens for decorations, had the- effect of 
cheerfulness and patriotic stimulation. 
Songs, poems, addresses and platform 
tests made up the programme. Every
body seemed to enjoy it, judging by the 
complimentary remarks of the friends 
at the close. Tuesday, the 28th, was 
devoted to an address upon the work of 
file National Spiritualist Association. 

. Friday evening, the 31st, the subject 
: was ‘Missionary Work and Its import

ance.’ We are commanding the respect 
of the best class of people in the city, 
a fact ascertained by the soliciting la
dies who applied for funds for the so- 

1 clety fair that was gotten up for the 
raising of money.’-’ '

- E. W. Sprague writes from Alliance," 
Ohio: “Three weeks ago last Sunday, 
the United Brethren minister of this 

: citjt preached ' against ‘Sprague and
Spiritualism.’ He had attended one of 
our meetings, probably the only *one of 
the kind he ever attended. ..Qne of our 
good Spiritualist brothers "heard him 
aud'reported the sermon as weak and 
silly. One week ago Sunday, (I believe 
that was the time) the Rev. Dr. Miller, 
pastor of the Lutheran church here, 

■' preached a sermon on. Spiritualism, and 
ti’pong other things. It Is'reported that 
.he said: ‘Sprague and his congregation, 
according to the Bible, must go to hell.’ 
He is!! one of the leading ministers of. 
this City- We have the town -pretty

well, around. Spirltu^Usip, the Bible, 
and religious-subjects generally, are be
ing discussed in every place where men 
and women meet. It is said there, are 
thirty circles for spirit communion, all 
in good-healthy running order here. We 
have been engaged for two month? 
more and-if the excitement increases at 
the same rate it- has in the last two 
months, Spiritualism will have a real 
boom.” ■................... \

S. M. Barnett, of Texas, writes: “I 
was pleased’ with an article from ‘Au
gustine,’ entitled ‘Sixteen Reasons Why 
Spiritualists Should Study the Bible.’ 
If Spiritualists wish the members of 
the churches to read /their literature 
they must not be too severe in their' 
criticisms of the Bible aud in their, 
treatment of Jesus. Personally Pam 
an investigator, having not satisfied! 
myself of the truth of Spiritualism. 
Several years ago I had sittings with 
several different mediums aud at the 
time I was confident that some super
normal power was exhibited, but in re
cent years, from a close perusal of the 
proceedings of the Society for Psychical 
Research, and from sittings from those 
who claimed to be ouly mind readers, 
my opinions have clianged. 'J'lie mlud 
reader could tell me all tlie Spiritualist 
medium could, communicate. I am an 
agnostic in the matter, willing to re
ceive truth, so It be truth, from what
ever direction It comes." ,

• Charles It. Smith, president, and 
Lora C. Waite, secretary, send resolu- 
tlons'endorslng Mrs. C. McFarland, of 
Winona; Minn., who has been employed 
in Milwaukee for the past two months. 
The society tenders to her its most 
hearty thanks for the rare treat she hasf 
afforded in her intelligent elucidation of 
occult philosophy and the phenomena 
of spirit life and spirit return,' thereby 
pointing out a way for each one that 
Will lead to a better understanding of 
life and humanity. Her communica
tions have been of a high order of in
telligence and education. Her social in
tercourse has been extremely pleasant 
and profitable, and should site return to 
Milwaukee at any time, she will receive 
a most hearty welcome.” >

H. C. Bach writes: “The narrative, of 
D. L. Whitney, of Beatrice, Neb., Is be
fore me, aud I do not find anything so 
very extraordinary about it; it is a nat
ural vision, or rather a proof that spirit 
knows all. Tlie lady referred to by Mr. 
Whituey was In that deep trance condi
tion which appears to be a state of per
fect knowledge, and demonstrates the 
omnipresence of mind. A person in 
that state need not go out in tlie astral 
as the saying goes, but everywhere is 
here with that person. Doubtless the 
indy bad her mind on the question, or 
on Manila, and her spirit saw every
thing. Those who are acquainted with 
the manifestations of spirit, not spirits, 
will understand it perfectly; those who 
are not, of course, no one can explain it 
to them; they must first experience it 
themselves before they would believe 
or could believe; but after they had the 
experience it would not be belief, but . 
absolute knowledge.”

Secretary .writes from Watseka, Ill.: 
“The Spiritual Psychical Research So
ciety of this city, have just closed a se
ries of successful meetings, lectures, 
talks, readings, and one fire test, 
through the mediumship of Isa Wilson 
Kayner, of Chicago. This gifted medi
um first came to us the week before 
Christmas and held several meetings in 
the different homes of Spiritualist resi
dents, creating such a strong Interest 
among strangers, as well as our society, 
that she was engaged to return the'last 
Week In January, and with Increasing 
interest closed last Friday evening, 
March 24. Her good work here has re
sulted in our Spiritualists organizing 
themselves as a chartered society under 
the National Spiritualist Association, 
with dedicatory ceremonies in our new
ly fitted up ball; also ordination service 
under the N. S. A., to Mrs. Margaret E. 
Skeels, of Onarga, Ill. Mrs. Skeels was 
duly installed as our local pastor and 
medium for the coming year.”

The Banner of Light says: “Prof. W. 
M. Lockwood is an original thinker, a 
man of ideas, whose expression from 
the rostrum, or through bls pen, always 
commands the respectful attention of 
the advanced thinkers of the age, even 
though they do not agree with his par
ticular views. He makes people think 
for. themselves, hence is a teacher in 
tlie best sense of that word. He 1b 
deeply in earnest, is honest and sincere 
in purpose, and is endeavoring to lead, 
as well as to point t'he way to a higher 
civilization for his fellowmen. It is not 
necessary to refer to his especial views 
in this connection. They may or may 
not be correctly premised; they may or 
may not be grounded upon the rock of 
scientific fact; people must answer 
these question for themselves, but in 
so doing they should give him the cred
it due him as an exponent of spiritual 
truth. While we may not all arrive at 
the same conclusions he does, we can 
yet assure him of t'he fact that he is ap
preciated by his fellow Spiritualists, 
and given to understand that he is rec
ognized as a thought-provoker, a rea
son-stimulator, and a fact-constructor 
in the temple, of Spiritualism:.,. . .Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, as will be seen in 
our Chicago letter in another column, 
has returned to the metropolis of tlie 
West, to resume her work as pastor of 
the Church of the Soul. Her Washing
ton pastorate has covered n period of 
two years, during the course' of which 
the people of Chicago have been plan
ning for her return to them. Washing
ton’s loss is Chicago’s gain, and the peo
ple of the latter city confidently expect 
her long pastorate of more than twenty 
years to be followed by one of active, 
progressive work of many years’ dura
tion. We congratulate our Chicago 
brethren upon the re-opening of their 
work, and Mrs. Richmond upon the re
newed evidence of the confidence and 
love of her people.” '

F. H. Frost, of Bellevue, Ohio, writes 
to us, warning Spiritualists generally 
against one who goes by the name of 
Dr. Chapin. He mentions several very 
bhd habits ot the Doctor.

■ Louis Marnitz, of Chicago, writes: 
“Sunday evening, March 26, a grand 
entertainment was held by the Church 
of Unity, in Flynn’s hall, northeast cor
ner-of Robey street arid North avenue. 
It was the occasion of the Fifty-first 
Anniversary of Modem' Spiritualism. 
The hall was packed from front to. rear, 
and standing room was' at a premium. 
The audience appreciated, very much 
the different songs and recitations, and 
especially the tests received bj. them, 
from Max Hoffmann. Mrs. M. C. Marin,: 

• the able exponent’of Spiritualism; was:
at her best; Mrs. J. King fairly outdid.’ 
herself with the loving spirit messages! 
given to .friends from their .dear loved' 
ones gone before." ?

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The'result of years of deep 
thought and. patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
huihariity. Medica5 men especially, and 
scientists, gerieral a'Mders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest A largei four- 
pound- book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
|5. It ib a , wonderful work and yod 
will be delighted with It

ASTONISHING I
THAT

Progress la the order of tho Age. In no one brunch of science or kn\gtlodge has there been the rapid 
advance that hae taken place in tho .practice of medicine, In the last fifty fears, rtfhe country 18 flooded with 
tads. Borne of. these could hardly be dignified with tho appellation vta ntaexdaya Wonder. Somehavebeeu 
proven to be of IncaUmable value.* 'The tendency le to fewer inctilclnea, pal&lur 4IM&8, and cloter attention 
to hygiene, diet aud the liner forces, such as magnetism and-psychic torcti. roe successful physician of 
to-day must understand bls patient's condition. There are still physlclaubwhoavlslt their patient,-iccl tho 
pulse, look at the tongue, ask a few questions, leave a cipher dispatch to thp.^ranlst aud present bis bill at 
tho end of tho mouth. But such practitioners arebecomfug curiosities,cand-auf veneration for old time 
Ideas and Institutions form the only excuse for their toleration. Ju this advanccmeet of medical science, the 
oompetent, reliable, psychic physician has come to be regarded as tho safest imd ano^t successful. Not only 
does ne possess me experience anueuucunou of uts brother practitioner, mut Uls psychlc gifts give bim 
advantages which they cannot posses!. If the competent practitioner 0ietougldy understands the case he 
has under treatment, a cure would be an easy matter with the propbrbcouiHUoiw, but it is the correct 
diagnosis, which Ues at the foundation of successful treatment, that nroves the stumbling block lu their 
pathway. For years We have put forth the claim of an absolutely correct dlacnotik In law, in science, aud 
in tho world generally, the statement that has been proven true Is admitted tawa.fact, and we have sub
mitted thousands of testlinonlols, voluntarily given, of thq accuracy ot our statcuinit. .

FROM ONE DAY’S MAIL.

Dear Sirs:—I received your diagnosis of my case 
some time since and I wish to thuuk you for your 
kind attention. Noted specialists and physicians have 
described my case .before.but. from .iny own judg
ment, 1 think your diagnosis Is th? first correct one I 
ever had. Very truly yours, •

Mas. Frank Johneon, Waitsburg, Wash.
Dear Friends:—! wish to thank you for your dlagno* 

sis, which was very correct. Thanklug you for your 
Interest lu my case and wishing you success In your 
grand work for. humanity, I remain as ever for truth 
and liberty. Respectfully yours, .

Mes. Ida Miller, St. Auburn, Me.
Gentlemen:—Wc received your kind letter and also 

your diaguouls Of/iny wife's case of sickness, which 
indeed Is correct In every detail. You are certainly 
wonderful men, aud your letter, is sokind that wo 
would like to have your help aud advice.

With inauy thanks for your kindness, I am’yours 
very respectfully, M. Zilleb, Pittsburg, Pa.

Dear Doctors:—I have received your diagnosis of 
.my caso and am more than pleased with the way you 
have explained It. I stand la great need of treatment 
and with God's help, will send for'lt at the earliest 
possible date. 1 remain as ever, your true friend,

Geo. II. Bbigob, Clokeyvllle, Pa.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
; Chicago. ,

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park haU, No. 601 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 03d street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m. Lecture followed by 
spirit messages and tests, by the pastor, 
Mrs. Lora Holton. Seats .free to all 
services.- Good music. ..

The Second Church of tlie Soul meets 
In Van Buren Hall, at 3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 

. Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets, City. .

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lec
ture and tests at 8 p. m.

Thp First Christian Spiritual Union 
Society will hold meetings every Sun
day at-» and 7:30 p. m., in Van Buren 
Hall, Madison street and California 
avenue. Always good speakers and 
test mediums present^ Address all com
munications to Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, sec
retary, 247 W. Madison street.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society- 
holds meetings every Siindaynf ternoon 
af 2 o'clock at Gross Park Hall; Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot.

The Lake A.ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells' Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are ipvited.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor, in Kim
ball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, every 
Sunday morning at 11 o’clock. Sunday
school in the same place a.t 9:45. a. m.

Forty-third Street Christian Spiritual 
meetings will be held in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests; 
8 p. m„ lecture by S. P. Cady; tests by 
H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Spiritual. Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St, 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladies will bring old clothes 
to be made over as per instructions of 
committee; also bring lunchep. Supper 
at 6 p. m. Tea and coffee served 
Evening session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton-. 
Other speaking. Always an Interesting 
and Instructive programme. —~

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets In 
Steinway Hail (7th floor) Van Bdren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a', m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.

The Flfst Spiritual Church of the 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7130 p, m., at 77 Thirty-first' 
street Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall, 601 Wellss street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m., and Thursdays at 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Irene Dobson and others will 
speak. A welcome for all. Admission, 
ten cents. : ■ ‘. ' ■

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m., at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nuecable; Rbbey and . North avenue 
eleptrlc.cars, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street, ■

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening nt 
7:30, Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor, \ .

The Spiritual Research Society holds 
meetings every Sunday afternoon, at

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr.’W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlclples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro. 
cesses manifesting themselves ■ In the 
operation of healing; is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of Invisible force.

Under tho head of "Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power,- attraction, repul
sion and overcoming;

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers«. It also has some
thing to say ofi eleffientals, and man’s 
power over tbeamseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlies of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by One who knows. The sub
ject of Fear Cceuples-one whole chap
ter. r

The whole, field ot'man’s relation to 
the forces bringing^ either the health 
which ls-. Jiarmony, or .the discord' which 
is disease Is 'handled by one who evl- 
dently , ¿Understands rfiis->Bubject; , lnie> 
booklet-of;100 pages, .‘ik'-prOvlng its In
terest by its sales, IBent on-receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office. .

Spirit Yarma says a sample is better 
than a description! I will send a sam
ple of the best stomach and liver rem
edy, ever compounded; also sample of 
Magnetized Compound for all kinds of 
sore and weak eyes—sufficient to give 
you a fair test of their curing powers— 
all for 10 cents, postpaid.

The formula was given me by one of 
the adept physicians of the lost Atlan
tis, Dr. Yarma. I will send youx his 
photo if you wish. B. F. POOLE.

Clinton, Iowa.

THE REASON WHY
.“Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh” has 
been- so eminently successful durlflg'tlje 
past quarter century all over the land. 
Is, because it is the only treatment that 
Is used both as an insufflation and-lnter- 
nally. In this way it finds and kills the 
catarrh germs both In the mucus linings 
as well as in every part of the body.

Send for our 64-page book with S. 
Blank and testimonials, malled'free. —

Address H. H. JACKSONi M. D.
Dept K. 843 W. Madison" street, 

_ Chicago, Ill.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S 
. HEALING 

POWERS
ARE BEING REPEATED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN ; 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP 
. —OF~—

Mrs. Dr. Dolison-Barker, 
Who, during the past lour years, has

Successfully Thousands
B I * « Sk ■ aTreated t_ _ _ _

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
' With Her Magnetized Remedies, 

DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?
„ . IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of 'hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUE CASE DIAGNOSED IREK
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, OAL.

]VIApSFieLD’3 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines
Cure Where Others Fall.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Yree Diagnosis.
A. MANSFIELD, M. D.

176 ..Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, gnd to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio,No. 1905 Pearl street. 
Only fifty oents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will'find

It

sub-
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when It was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it Is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 

.fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid us
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who ,1s side and failed to find 

relief, should :send. their name and ad
-dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J; 
CRAIG, ’Sacramento,. Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I glve ybii a correct diagno
sis, If you wish help I will make my 
terms within, your rdach. ,

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any ofie who is sick", and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may cofivlnce^hem of the truth

Mrs. Carl Wickland.
First Spiritualist Alliance holds'serv

ices every Sunday at Washington Hall, 
490 Washington boulevard. Frank T. 
Ripley will lecture and give .platform 
tests, assisted by Mrs. Hamilton Gill. 
All are Invited. . Services at 2:30 and 
7:30 p..m. '

The West Side Spiritual Society 
meets ;at Occidental Hall, .corner of 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and.7:45 p. m.: Mri. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers In 
attendance. ... . ..

“History or the requisition.” Every 
citizen of our eguntpy should read this 
concise history of tlirii Romish churchly 
Institution ktawn afe the Inquisition. 
The animus of rJlomanlsm against all 
Institutions, bbliefs find; parties not in 
conformity with thelxuling powers of 
the Romish hibraprehy is plainly shown 
in these statements off veritable history; 
The devlllshnesB add . murderous ma
lignity of th§I<“Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely .paratidled tin all the world’s 
records of inlitimpn atrocities. It is for 
sale at tliis:-offiee, ahd -will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents. . _ ‘■

“Woman, Ohurcli and' State.’! . By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than; common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated-with masterly 
ability; showing what:.the church has 
and has not dene for woman. ‘It is full 
of lnfonnatlonoritbesubject,and should 
be-read by every tone. Price $2, post
paid. " For sale at this office. ‘ 
. “The Dead Man'« Message,’! an occult 
romance -by -.Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience’, in Spiritual
ism and -:her study of occult- : science 
have preparedherto write this romance, 
whlchjwiU bteTfound laden with gems 
picked up In.:the course ,of her invest!-“ 
gatlon. and studies.' Cath al.- Ror sale 
at this office. '

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If' you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; If It is .sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

, Write names and addresses as plain
will' be

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! . You can do' so by sending to 
.this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
-postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion, to their library at the same time—
Art /Magic, The, paper one<year and 
ArLMagic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age,.so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once ahd get your neighbor to 
join with you.

"The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
WeiL This is a work of-far more than 
ordinary power and value, by_a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth-alone, will.be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 

cents. .
“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 

Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office. .

•'Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way tb interest and instruct,all-

ZENOBIA CABINET,
For tho Speedy and Reliable .

Development of Mediumship at 
Your Own Home ।

(Tho proporplace to* bring true results and proof of 
spirit return), such as Materialization, Ethtrealiza- 
tlom Inspiration, Clairvoyance, Automatic and lude 
{lendent Writlug, Independent MubIc, Trumpet Speak 
ng. In fuotauy latent piiuso yon-may posseis. This 

Cabinet is unlike anything that has ever been offered. 
It 1b not a toy planclietto or similar device, but Is a 
full sized Cabinet, six feet, long, six feet iilgh and 
three feet deep, constructed of heavy material. Every 
Cabinet Is thoroughly Magnetized by the Zenobla 
Bond of Spirits through Ihblr Mediums

. THE BROCKWAY FAMILY,
whoso reputation is known fur and near for the con
vincing proof of immortality, as given through their 
onanism. DO NOT SEND FOR THE CABINET un
less your guide» recommend It. This you can ascer
tain through your own organism, or If not sufficiently 
developed; get advice from your guides through some 
conscientious medium. This rule Is imperative from 
the Zenobia Band. Full description of Cabinet and 
photo engravings of the Family, sent for two 2ct 
stamps. Address. BROCKWAY FAMILY, 408 Hth
ave., Denver. Colo. 490

MAGIC VEGETINE.
A Boon to Suffering Humanity.

Magic Vcgctlne, the greatest discovery of the age. 
It is UBcqualed as a remedial agent by any remedy 
before the public, it Is n nerve stimulator, and germ, 
destroyer, The deadly Microbes banish at It» touch, 
Thihuands are being benefited by .ttB curative powers. 
La Grippe, Malaria, Nervousness, Ciirouic Headache. 
Numbness, impaired Circulation, Weak Heart Action. 
ILIdueyand Liver Troubles, Backache, General De
bility, are all cured by the use of Magio Vegetlne. 
Till, remedy Ib Bent forth with tbo special object of 
relieving and curing (be chronic depressed conditions 
incident to luflucura. One month's treatment eent to 
any addrcia on receipt of price. 62.00. Eecoud month, 
61.50. Beni to-day; you may be called next. Address 
all letters to MAGIC VEGETINE CO.

1111 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill, 489

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what wfll cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
qents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BRTDORf, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANOISOO, CAL., 
Still continues to give 

FREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. 
YOU Are Invited to Write. 
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

SEERSHIP.
Full reading In Clairvoyance, Psychometry. Clulr- 

audleuce, Prophecy, one dollar. Sittings dally. Fend 
handwriting to MISS MAKY HILL, 8236 Lake Park 
avenue, Chicago. 488tf

MR8. 8. F. DBWOLF, INDEPENDENT SLATE 
Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known PsychometrlBfand Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph 11.00 
Three reasonable questions answered by mail for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. 377tf 

“DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER,

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments
Ab well as if patient came to hie office. Send six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av.. 
Chicago, 111. . 479tf

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of tho 

planet’s effect upon the soul’s Incarnated destiny, to* 
getherwltb occult Instruction aud discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldihent of spirit
a al powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Series. Send 

ate of birth and 25 cents (allv?i*) to
URIEL BUCHANAN,

743 North £ark ave., Chicago, III.

“LICHTSTRAHLEN”
- (RAYS OF LIGHT)
Die einzige deutsche Zeitschrift 

fuer Spiritualismus und Occultismus 
in den Ver. Staaten. Jahresabonne
ment $1.00; erscheint woechentlich. 
Probenummem gern versandt. Zum 
Abonnement ladet freundlichst ein

Max. Gentzke
West Point, Nebraska.

08. MAUD L. GILLETTE,
independent Slate Writer, 218 Bait 42nd Pi,, Chicago.

MK8.A. C, WYMAN, MAGNETIC HEALER
1650 Dewey Court, Chicago. Take City Limit car.

FAT FOLKS:- Two years ago I reduced 
my weight 47 Iba. by following the suggest
ions of departed friends; no gain. Inclose 
stamp for particulars. Mrs. J. S. Molesworth 

110 Clymer St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

h’lURPHi^E;
COCAINE 
LAUDANUM 

Never-falling, liarrnTeas and permanent*LomFXre.
Valuable Treatise on > 'Miction mailed free. *» 
Dr. J. O. HOFFMAN. 44H Isabella Bldg.,¡Ohlcago,llL

MBS. BARRY, TRANCE MEDIUM. 207 E SUPER!- 
AU. oret., flat M., Chicago, Ladles only. Hours, 10 a. 
m. to 5 p.m. 490

DK. A. H. WAITT,
Magnetic Physician,

Treite patients at a distance successfully.
Unimpeachable References 

. Furnished.
Send stamp for ternu to hat C, 100So. 13th at., Minne
apolis, Minn. 490

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
. SUBE SUCCESS.
. A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental and sniritua! 
health. Worth many times Ite cost. Price 10 cents.

THE-AQE OF REASON.
By ThomaTPalno. Being an Invcstlgatlon of Tro« 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates aud new type; 186 pages, post 
gvo Pujxje, 25 cents: c’oth. 50 cento.

o ßayonn the Threshold
• ■ ' . __ .__ ■ .V, .

■; • A SEQUEL TO
THE TO-MORROW OF BEATE

. BY LOUIS FIGUIER. 
'O '- ‘ ■ ■ - ■ .

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
-THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH WU wrlten to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
ot the human Boul after death, nnd- its reincarnation 
In a chain .of new beings, whose successive Unka.are 
nnrollcd .In .tho .boBom of cthcrlal space. “Beyond 
the Threshold” continues on the tame lines, on*readers. For sale at this office. Paper,' 

price 25 cents. . ■ - , - stderatton« drawn frora ecicnco ani
“From Night to Morn, or Ah Appeal 

to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives'auaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and »knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to1 place In 
the bands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. *

"Mahomet, His Birth; Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library pf Llberal CIns- 
sics; It is conceded: to be-hiatorlcally 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•averv detail as to be practically beyond 
the- teach of ad verse Criticism; Price, 
35 cents. For sale at" this office.

larging and expanding tho Idea by reasons and con* 
2nd philosophy; claim* 

Ing that tho certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is tho best means ot arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that cho help offered by science andphlloSophy to that 
end la far superior to that of any of the existing re* 
llglona. -From bcglnnlngto-end it is interesting, cn* 
terUlnlng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will havo been learned 
and mficn pleasure-enjoyed in Its perusal. Price 11,25
For «ate nt thia office. , ■ -■- . . ■

Titi Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER.

ThtB admirable work conilitiof throc pampblóU 
Ombodled la ene roíame»-in Whlcb queattau of greal 
taportaioe to |he race ^ro diiooised from theitaró* 
S>mt of m adranced »ocia! reformen- Prloe 60 oente 

or ule al thli office,. .... .

MUEBLEN BRUCH,

Medical

Prophetie Seer 
Herbalist, 
Psychometrist, 

and

.15 00 

.15 6Í 
.»26& 
.11W)

Written Delineations, past, present, and one year t
In th« future.....................................................»2,5»

The same, to Foreign Countries..............................|3 00
Full Lite Delineations, including a Spiritual

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Ooinmunioations by Letter, 
CORRECT DlAGNpSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice,

'$1.00 and Two Stamps.
Addrese No. 60614th st., Oakland, Col.

tsri havo never known a more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for tho Sph'it-world than Chu. 
Walter Lynn. ■ Job. BodjuBuohanan.

Horoscope...........................................
The Mme to Foreign Countries.......... 
Bock from mines read Psycliomctrlcally. 
Blx^nestions answered by mail.............

tSTSend lock of hair for all Psychometric Ufa 
Readings, No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 492

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psychometry 
and Laws of Unfoldment, For particulars addreia 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., Hamilton. Ohio.

4 94

»pril A 19W.

Melted Pebble Spectaolesi
Sestorelost Tlslon. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own homo as If you were ta my 
office, as thousands can testify. Bend atamp for 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton. Iowa.

DR. MAX

'Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by look of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),25cts.stamps

non im
LAUDANUM

Painlessly and Permanently Cured 
For particulars address

Dr. J. L. Gray, 613-14, 81S Dearborn .
Street., Chicago, Ill,

BANGS SISTERS
Phenomenal Mediums.

Independent Slate and Paper-Writing Dally, from 9 a. 
in. to 5 p. m. Seances, Sunday and Wednesday Eren* 
Ing, at 8 o’clock,

Life Size Portraits a Specialty.
654 W. Adams St., cor. Wood, Chicago.

Accessible by way of West Side Madison street cable, 
Ogden ave, and Metropolitan cur lines. 490

COLLEGEOF FINE FORCES
An institute of refined Therapeutics, including the 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
«nd a higher >el«n««of life. Chemical alllult, and 
baric. principles developed will, their marvelous ap
plications. Students In four continents have taken tho 
course. The college 16 chartered and confers the de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By * system of 
printed flue*tlons students cap take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Lob Angeles, Cal. 
PIP1» *rftUled u„ndcr either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

<41tf E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL D., Dean.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. Ills cures are marvelous. Successful In 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall he cures. Bond him age. sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 cts. In stamps »nd be will send a clairvoyant ex. 
amination of your diseases and treat you for only S2.W 
a month. No leading symptom rwulred. Address

DR, J. S. LOUCKS, M. £>.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cureaall'formB of stomach, liver and kidney disease; 
alsoconstlpatton. Asure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sentforll.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for lore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 centa 
or all three sent postpaid for ei.io with Yarma’i 
photo and instructions how tollvc lOOycare.

PSYCHE
la the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have' received long commhnlci* 
lions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, 11, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
For aale at the office of The PbogresbiveThinkEh;

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c; “Astrological Notes.’’ 5c. 
The two for 19c. Geo. Waleond, Opera House bile. 
Denver, Colo 478tfYOUR FUTURE Profloea W.CWairouZ 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo, Charts from 81. Send stamp for ctrcd* 
lars. 4^4tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalraudient, clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 45Utf

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world for the nnfoldment of al 
spiritual powers, psychometry, clairvoyance. Inspira
tion. healing, illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stsmpcd'ad- 
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Grvmbinb (author and 
lecturer), 3960 Langley ave., flat 8, Chicago, 4G8tf

HOW-TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, aud a spiritual 
song-book. AU for 25 cents. Address MRS. J. A.
BLISS, Ban Diogo, Cal. 489

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And his Spirit Band treat all Mods of diseases, physl* 
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases where medicine has failed. Tcs* 
tlmonlah from all ports of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave* 
nue. Minneapolis, Miun. ' 492

CRVI DO YOU NEED HELP? Jill J I Send name, age, box. and leading 6ymp* CJI 11 « tom, with stamp. You will get what 
you need. ' »B. W. W. LATHlipP.
’ ,4B4tf . Dept. 1, Jacksou Mich.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
hlata Doten. They «re really valuable.

~ wayside jottings.~ 
: Gathered from the Hlghwaya, Br-wayn And Hedge, 
of Life. By Marne E. Hum,. Thia I, a marvelously 
neat book of aelectlons from Mrs..Holla beat poems, 
sermons and csaaya, and contain, a ,ptandld portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Motos Hull Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, (1. Tor salcuttlila 
office. '

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will bo found especially interesting to all 
who would deelra to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and tho keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practice« should 
be read fey all. Price. 2jC. bold at this office.

• PHILOSOPHY ~
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE,

Till« workcontahm.nacoountof tins very vonio« 
fal spiritual derclopmentr kt tlio'lmta or Rot. D* 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases tn a* 
pans of the country, This volntno Is tho first fro« 
(he author directly upbutho subject of '‘snlrltuallsm? 
«nd has stood the test of many years. Cloth. 11* 
postage 10 out». Tor «ale «t this offleo. 1 .

will.be
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PLAIN criticism

That which 1b thoroughly proved by 
history cannot be made stronger by |

GOL. R.G. INGERSOLL
The great Liberal Divine, Col

sermon : taken do:wn:bya rapid

Col. FL G. Ingersoll’S Great Sermon on “The Devil” Will /Vppear in The Progressive Thinker, ftfiil 29

Is the poor spirit to do but save his 
credit as best he may, or else be a

He Enters an U^rit Plea to I’W the Useless Unsettled Matter On the. Table, to He Called Up No 
■ More Forever«

THE CHRIS’! QUESTION IN fl BADLY UNSETTLED STATE
A Brilliant Writeri and Eminent Scholar Views the Problem in Reverse, and Enters a 

I Stringent Protest. -.

TRYING HIS FEN ON THE
“GHRIST QUESTION SETTLED,”

And Leaving It In a Much More Unsettled Condition 

than. Ever. >.

the opinion of Dr. Peebles. I have i with the “M. D.” attached, put as the 
never written a word in favor of Mor- lawyers say suggestive of answer, what 
monism, do not believe in its creed or 1 ,1n h,lt HBVe h18■ Pointing Out Some Defects ; 

; ' In a Valuable. Book.
“The Christ Question Settled: or 

\ Jesus, Man, Medium, Martyr."—A Sym;
| posium by Various Write», and What 

■ -,- the Spirits Say About it. By J. M.
•; Peebles, M; D.

The above is a kind of an abridge
ment, with slight changes, of the title 
page of what 1b,. In some respects, one 
of: the nio.et wonderful books jf the 
century. .

Almost everybody in the civilized 
world knows that old traveler, and vet

. eran in Spiritualism, James M. Peebles, 
: M; D. All know him to be genial, gen

tlemanly aud scholarly. It would be 
impossible for him to prepare an un
interesting book; you cannot open to a 

' page of any of bls numerous books or 
pamphlets without finding on it scln- 
tiilatlous—grains of truth more precious 

'■ than gold? His helpers in preparing 
. this book are all able men; and some of 
v them men of much more than ordinary

1 ability.
: - This book is a perfect encyclopedia of 

all that Is known on the subject of 
which Jt treats. It consists of 375 oc
tavo pages, printed on good paper, and 

' bound nicely enough to grace the
. library of a king. It Is enough to say 

the work la done by -the Banner of 
Light Publishing Company, of Boston, 

. ■ and that firm was never known to turn 
i out a poor job.
'• There are some things in the book to 
" criticise. First. The title page Is mis- 

'■ leading.“ The Christ Question Settled.” 
: ■ ■ ■ The book says nothing about Christ, or 

the Christ Question. It talks about

derful men for his age there is in the 
world. .

On page 167 Mr. O., again speaks of 
“the false aud foolish assertions of 
Loveland.” Then lie speaks of others, 
including Gerald Massey and Mr. B. B. 
Hill, and calls them by the beautiful 
names of "nincompoops and ignorain-

. Doctor says:-“Thls paltry business of 
I writing Jesus Christ out of existence by 
the gall-dipped pen-strokes of athe sts 
and a few over-ambitious Spiritists 
seems to have developed out of the 
dreainy Duplus, the fickle Robert Tay
lor, the fussy visionary, Gerald Massey, 
and some dozen or more others ol simi
lar or less calibre. Shades of scholastic 
rabbis and Roman philosophers-what
next?”

Now I submit that If one will go 
through this paragraph and take out 
the words ‘‘paltry," ■ “gall-dipped, 
“over-ambitious,” “dreamy,” “fickle,” 
“fussy visionary," “similar or less 
calibre," the Doctor’s argument will 
lose none of its potency, and it will not 
be so offensive to those whom the Doc
tor would reach; besides it will suit 
real scholars much better than It does 
now. •

Gerald Massey is a gentleman, In all 
that word Implies, and if he Is not a 
scholar It is not because he has not 
tried hard enough and long enough to 
make of himself one. He has made 
two visits to this country and was re
ceived by the Spiritualists ‘ with open 
arms. Many who know'of his hard 
work and great sacrifices will feel hurt 
at this useless and gratuitous thrust at 
him under the term “fussy visionary.” 
I am really sorry that Is lq the book.

Again, on page 181 the Doctor says: 
“It Is passing strange to me that blat
ant, scoffing atheists, uneducated ma
terialists, and a few Spiritualists 
should strive to write and talk out of 
existence, Jesus, Josephus, Muhammed, 
Shakespeare, and other great, regal
souled characters, whose ringing, burn
ing words have started and moved our 
world onward and upward.”

If this paragraph were shorn of the 
words “blatant,” “scoffing,” and "un-

Jesus as a man, a medium, and u mar
tyr; but not as a Christ. Indeed, the 
very last sub-heading in the book is," 
“Jesus Not Perfect.” On the first page 
of the Introduction Dr. Peebles says:

“I have repeatedly said and written 
that Jesus was not the founder of 
Christianity—(the more appropriate 
word would be churchlanlty). Paul, 
With the Gnostics arid (he old Church 
Fathers, was the real author of secta
rian Christianity. And this sect (con
sidering Brahmlulsm, Buddhism and 

•Mohammadism), Christianity with its 
priest-manufactured creeds, since the 
third century, has been a stumbling 
block to the world’s progress.”

On page 240 again the Doctor says: 
“The question at issue, remember, is 
not as to how Jesus was begotten, or as 
to any blood-atoning mission, but sim
ply as to his existence. Upon this point 
they have a case; and they feel compe
tent-abundantly competent to _maln- 
tain It against all-negationists and non- 
scbolastlc assertionlsts. No intelligent

uses.” Lower down on the same page 
he says: “No one with common .sense 
could possibly deny It. No one does 
deny it ,except some ergnks, knaves and . 
Ignoramuses.” I submit that this Js 
rather hard on Tuttle, Hill, Lovelaud, 
Lockwood, and.many others. Such lan
guage is better adapted to the bar-room 
loafer than to the scholarly religious 
writer. I doubt whether such language 
Will convert these gentlemen.

On page 170 he says of Mr. Loveland, 
he “either knows nothing of the facts 
or has knowingly misstated the case.” 
He then speaks of “dense Ignorance.” 
“culpable rashness, and compares Mr. 
Loveland’s knowledge of comparative 
mythology to that .of a Camanche In
dian, or a Hottentot." He then specks 
of his assertions as “self-evident false
hoods," etc. He calls Kersey Graves 
“the prince of forgers arid liars.” I 
never endorsed Graves' book, but I per
sonally knew the man; he was neither 
a forger nor liar. The worst that could 
be said of him was that he was misled.

I am sorry to say all this, but these 
are samples of dark spots on. whait 
would otherwise be one of the best 
books of the century.

Third. This book introduces spirit 
messages as testimony on both sides of 
the question. Mr. Peebles Introduces 
them to prove that Jesus lived here as 
a man, and that he lives in the spirit 
world as a spiritual bdlng, and Mr. Hill 
introduces them to prove the opposite.

To the Editor:—I have read the book, 
“The Christ Question,Settled;1 or Jesus, 
Man, Medium, Martyr,” by J. M. 
Peebles, M, D. It is a'symppsium, or 
opinions of sevqral persons ft? to Jesus, 
edited with comments by the author.

I have had ahd’Btill entertain a high 
respect arid admiration for Dr, Peebles, 
for William Emmette Coleman, and for 
Dr. J. R. Buchanan—the principal con
tributors to the volume—for Prof. Love
land, Hudson Tuttle aud others seem 
only to be quoted to be denounced.

I too have read Antiquity Unveiled, 
Primitive Christianity, ¿Gerald Massey 
and Edwin Johnson’s published works, 
and like Brother Coleman lias it, "they 
are In my library.” Arid I have read 
each one with interest. I have, too, 
nearly all that Dr. Peebles has printed, 
and always read him with enjoyment, 
as he is never dull and ever entertain
ing. He describes himself as “a'born 
fighter," and I can’t disagree with this

teaching, bpt if anybody was to say 
Brigham Young was a myth, though I 
have met and talked with him In his 
own city and house, I would not feel 
called upon to abuse them by every epi
thet admissible to respectable writing. 
As Mr. Coleman tells us ‘that his “schol
arship” Is endorsed by many societies 
and Orientalists, that he has Sanscrit 
and other rare books by some thirty 
and more writers “in his library,” who 
agree with him, we are forced to the 
conclusión that Ills main incentive is to 
resent difference in opinion with him as 
a literary crime, and an Impeachment, 
prima facie of the dlfferer’s Intellectual 
sanity—or a heresy to be denounced by 
literary excommunication. If any can 
get at the motif other than this from 
the reading, then are they more astute 
or better advised than the writer.

ORTHODOX DYE.

“dlakka" or an “Ignoramus.” The ques
tion involved is too serious to laugh as 
loud as the humor of the situation sug
gests. .

One cannot read this book without a 
protest arising at its unfairness. It Is 
called a "symposium,” the ordinary un
derstanding being that the papers in it 
were prepared for it and therefore full 
and exhaustive from the author’s view. 
There is, however, nothing' of the kind

description. ; .
’ WHAT IS IT^ABOUT?.

What Influences me to notice the book 
is not to review it as a critic, tor that 
Is beyond my powers or learning, or 
even In the spirit if thé "higher crltl-

educated,” it would sound more eupho
nious, not so hgrsh, and lose none of its 
argumentative strength.

Once more: On page 34 the Doctor 
says: “If Massey and a few other un
cultured Spiritualists, uniting with 
scoffing atheists, persist in denying the 
real existence of Jesus, of what avail 
are medlumistlc and clairvoyant evi
dences?” Why could not the Doctor 
have left the words “uncultured,” and 
“scoffing,” out of that sentence? As It 
stands It Indicates not only that those 
who differ from the Doctor are all

, Spli lliialist believes that Jesus died a 
substitute to atone for the slnsof the 
world. He died a niartyr to the truths 
'be dally taught and practically lived.”

Read again those last words, “Jesus 
' did not die as a substitute nor to atone 
- , for the sins of the world. He died a 

martyr.” The term “uon-scholastic,” be
‘ fore "assertionlsts,” is unnecessary. We 

have as many non-scholastic assertion- 
ists on one side as on the other. On 

- page 250, lu reply to Mr. B. B. Hill, Mr. 
- Peebles ably and beautifully says: ■.

"How can belief in the existence of 
. Jesus—that Jesus who went about do

ing good, who returned good for evil, 
who prayed for his Roman murderers, 
who healed the sick, comforted the 
mourners, took little children in bis 
arms and blessed them, made the lame 
to walk and the blind to see—and all 
without money and without price— 
’harm any one? Would belief in the ex
istence of such a character, would the 
Imitation of such a character, morally 
Injure the sordid thief, the syndicate 
worshiper, the mouey-clutcher or the 
selfish, scheming, gambling worldlings

cither “uncultured,” or “scoffers,” or 
both, but the term, “a few other," 
places Gerald Massey unmistakably In 
thaFclass. I submit,that Mr. Massey is 
neither “uncultured,” ...nor ...m “scoffer.” 
In many respects I am proud of this 
book and I wish It could be so expur
gated that I would neither be afraid 
nor ashamed to put it Into the bauds of 
friends and foes. •

Of all the writers In this book, W. E. 
Coleman’s lengthy and learned chap
ters need the most pruning. Space will 
not permit me to quote qt length. Mr. 
Coleman In his reply to Hudson Tuttle 
accuses him of being “shamefully un
just.” Page 79. On the same page he 
speaks of "another grossly unjust slur.” 
He calls Rev. Robert Taylor “au arch 
crank and falsifier.” He speaks of 
“foolish theories," and “rabid attacks, 
ad nauseum. The book would have 
been greatly strengthened by leaving 
all that rotten timber out of it. Finally 
in the winding, up of this otherwise 
'strong paper he says: “Such silly bal

' ‘derdash was left to the nineteenth cen
tury, cranks and their credulous dupes. 
I thank God that !I,am endowed with 
reason and common sense sufficient to 
see through their shallow speculations 
and visionary fabrications.”

It would have been well enough for 
somebody else to have discovered Mr. 
Coleman’s “common sense." Then if 
the words “shallow” and “fabrications” 

' had been omitted, the readers would 
: have seen more of the argument, and 
, not so much of the animus which 
j pushed It to the front.
। The venerable J. S. Loveland writes

of this generation.” '
I quote this mainly to show that the 

venerable Doctor hold? Jesus before 
the world as a good man, medium .and 
martyr rather than as a Christ. I feel 
that Dr. Peebles must be cleared from 
tho misunderstanding created by his 
title page, aud so at the expense of ap
pearing tedious I must make one more 
rather lengthy quotation from page 367.

“Jesus, my elder brother,- and yours, 
persecuted and martyred, occupies a 
high position In the Pantheon of the 
world’s saviors, and walks to-day, .a 
radiant angel in the hierarchies of 
heaven. Sayings and teachings were 
ascribed to him that he never uttered; 
hence the Jesus of the Synoptics, of the 
Fourth Gospel, of the Apocalypse, and 
of the Gnostics, is in each' quite a dlf- 
ferent person, while the old church 
fathers transformed the man into the 
very God who died to appease his own 
wrath, and opened the way, through 
blood, whereby sinners might, escape 
the just punishment for their wrong 
doings. Accordingly Isaac Watts sang 
in a hymn:— . ’ ... ; .

' ."This infant is the Mighty God 
’ ' *Come to be suckled,and adored.” ;
Think of it, this God ‘suckled’—the 
Mighty God in diapers! This is eccle
siastical Christianity—rather it is:, the 
counterfeit coin, current and. popular,

'ePfv
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- y Robert G. Ingersoll,preached in 
A Chicago on the evening of .March 

19, to an audience, that paid him 
thousands of dollars. He took for

stenographer as it jfell from his 
lips, and it will appear, in The pro
gressive Thinker on April 29. It 
is eloquent, poetical, logical, and 
scintillates throughout with rare

ffiI gems of thought: A|iljion^ should 
J' read it. Send in your orders at 

L'w _ FILLzs wnwA-ti TTTnll AivnioKn/Aonce. The paper will he furnished 
for missionary work at One Cent 
per copy or Seventy-jive Cents per

Brother Peebles is in a somewhat dif
ferent position. In his more callow 
days he accepted “Christ and him cru
cified.” This was before he had trav
eled, and travel is- a liberal educator. 
But the orthodox dye still shows in his 
mental ■garments, as the epithetlcal 
part of his writings plainly manifests. 
If we accept the fact that Jesus actual
ly did live, but that he was not the In
tellectual giant a born-god. ought to be, 
we save to Brother Peebles' consist
ency, so far at least. Given the Jesus 
fact, the Intellectual perception of that 
fact must necessarily differ between 
twenty-one and sevpnty-six.. And so 
Dr. Peebles is consistent both in recog
nizing Jesus as a man and “loyal to 
truth,” in changing his opinion as to his 
claims to god-head credentials. So now, 
having given this rational view of an 
outsider, of the situation as- to Brothers 
Peebles and: Coleinan, iis It can be gath-. 
ereil from-th Is book, the dlBcnssiori. of 

•their position mam not only. Intelligently, 
be had, but free also from unkludly crlt; 
Iclsm. As a rule we qUarrel'with each 
other from not understanding one an
other.

. SPIRIT-TESTIMONY. .
As we cttnnotaccept “the Christ” only 

as one of a trinity, so it required a trin
ity to vindicate Iris historic identity, 
ahd the third in this triumvirate is our 
friend and brother Dr. Buchanan. Ab 
Brother Peebles is the first person in 
this case and Mr. Coleman second, Dr. 
Buchanan comes in third, and most ap
propriately, too, as all bls testimony is 
spiritual. Peebles being a “born fight
er,” attacks the whole, Mr. Coleman

—at least so far as the differing writers 
are concerned. Articles by Hudson 
Tuttle, Prof. Loveland and B. B.' Hill 
are copied from newspapers, and then 
the writers assailed as quoted. It Is re
spectfully submitted that in no legiti
mate sense is this a “symposium”—it is 
rather a hold-up from an ambush. The 
great work of Gerald Massey, “The 
Natural Genesis,” the result of years of 
study and Investigation is a monument 
of rare and critical research, such as no 
employe of a military post for an active 
life-time could possibly give. It is in a 
Held outside the beaten path of current 
or even classic library reading, and Is 
not to be answered or set aside by an 
epithet. He may be in error but his 
work 1b of great value aside from ins 
conclusions.

“Antiquity Unveiled” may be unau
thentlc. I would not quote It at all In 
an argument on a simple question of 
personal history, as this book of Dr. 
Peebles raises, but aside from the mes
sages, the vast labor of reference and 
research as to the historic verity of the 
persons from whom the messages as
sumed to come, is not the least .remark
able feature of this book, and could 
only be the work of a sincere, able and 
scholarly man. As a historical com
pendium on. its subject “Antiquity Un

. veiled” will not suffer with the “Ques
tion Settled.”, '

’ ODIUM THEOLOGJCUM.
Next as to Edwin Johnson, who gets 

into this symposium, like others, by not 
being Invited—only his work assailed In 
the elevated style with the rest. He Is 
an English writer who has published 
some books, three of which are “In my 

. library.” On the title pages Is simply,

1450, for their advent Into the mind of 
the world. Nobody Who thinks ever 
dreamed that any of these came down 
Intact from a time from one to four 
thousand years, ready-to be set up by 
the printers .of the 15th century, . And 
any debate, controversy or propaganda 
that depends on evidence that fa? back, 
must meet this fact. And then, again, 
it was the custom as well to answer ob
jectionable manuscripts by burning 
them, Judging by the fierce denuncia
tion accorded the differing articles in 
this symposium, we would hardly be 
troubled about them were there but 
one copy In existence, or a few handed 
’round by Ignoramus or lunatic au
thors, A historic period that depends 
on word-of-mouth tradition, stone or 
brick hieroglyphs, leaves, chips, shoul
der blades of sheep, Is something that 
neither Peebles, Coleman, Buchanan, 
Massey, Johnson or even communicat
ing spirits can Ignore,

JOSEPHUS AND THE TALMUD.
No reference so far has been made to 

the sort of negative evidence in this 
book—the Talmud. Josephus, etc., for 
neither side is here contended for. But 
a notice of Its contents would not be 
complete without some mention was 
made In that relation. As Mr. Coleman 
rejects Josephus and Dr. Peebles ac
cepts him, outsiders can’t settle an un
settled matter between them. But the 
Talmud Is treated by both as ex cathe
dra. It Is only needed to say that tl)Js 
Is by no means In accord with the schol
arship of the world—even Jews do not 
give it such a position. It is a mass of 
writings by somebody or bodies, of un
certain dates. To an open-minded
reader its references to Jesus at once 
suggest an after thought to meet an 
after need. It refers to Jesus as “Ilie-

at least One Hundred Thousand Copies; contain
ing this remarkable discourse. Send; in your 
orders at once. One and two cent stamps will 
be accepted in payment. p . .

spirit testimony. The border Une be
tween jnedlumsbip, hypnotism and sub
consciousness has not yet been clearly 
enough established to lead the world to 
accept such testimony. Spirit testimony 
proves spirit existence—nothing more. 
It cannot be said that one of the me
diums on either side never made a mjs- 
take. If all that testimony had been 
relegated to the waste-basket the book 
would be much stronger,' and would be 
relieved of a great load which it now

really an able and -Interesting paper. 
His positions are not all of them cor
rect, but they are the honest thoughts 
of a scholar—one who has made this 
and kindred subjects a life study. To 
deny that Iris paper is both honest and 
able Is Indeed disingenuous. In the first 
paragraph of Mr. Coleman’s reply he 
says: “This falsehood ,1s repeated , ad 
nauseum by many petty scribblers and 
anti-Christian cranks who deny the. 
historical existence of Jesuit. Mr. Love
land and the rest, unfairly and, In my 
judgment, dishonestly-- ignore ^utterly 
the positive.testifuoriy, of Paul." ,

Now I ask, v’hy should such words as 
"falsehood,” “petty scribblers,” “anti
Christian cranks," : “unfairly,” k and 
“dishonestly," occur in the above? The 
following from page 165 Is still worse:

“In view of the conclusive testimony, 
of Paul to the principal facts lu the 
life of the historical Jesus, it is seen 
how silly and unqualifiedly false, aye: 
disgustingly false, is the foolish trash' 
of Lovelaud arid all the.test about the 
gospels being "our only source of ; in
formation about Jesus,1 arid, that as 
tlfey are mythical he is a myth. Why: 
do they one and all suppress Paul’s evi-„ 
deuce? Is not such suppression grossly 
dishonest? ..They dare not mame Paul, 
because lie-.proves their assertions, des-'; 
pliably false.’ For such' falsehood as 
this,, and for those who voice it I have 
supretrie contempt; and those who in
dulge ih such attempts to deceive merit 
the scorn bf every lover of truth.”

Here in twelve lines-such .words as 
false, silly falsehood, disgustingly false, 
despicably false, and - other similar 
phrases occur hot less than ten times. 
In the next paragraph he calls Mr; 
Lovqland's assertions ‘.‘silly,” and then 
“supremely silly." Mr. Coleman forgets 
that Mr. Loveland is well along in the 
eighties. A man of his years, I submit,

has to carry.
The psyehometrical- testimony is, Jr 

possible, of less value than that of me
diums. Let us hope-that in future 
editions this book will be purged of the 
faults here mentioned; In which case It 
will be justly regarded as the crowning 
work of Dr. Peebles’ long and useful 
Hfe. MOSES HULL.

but false." ' ■ ' ' ,
Many similar quotations, tq.the above 

could be made but these, must; suffice..
Second.. There is, in this’able work, 

in many places .a manifest .desire , tq. 
iielittle, and sometimes 1 even abuse 
those who differ from Its opinions. This 
runs'aU through the writings of W. E. 
Coleiniin. Evefi Dr. Peebles’ writings 
are not as free from, that spirit as his 
numerous friends could desire. Nothing 
u over made bv belittling an opponent. ------ - - - . , ... - ......
One had much better give him a meed deserves .better treatment than that 
of praise that he does.not deserve. | Especially when he is not a fool; on the

RU' illustration, on page -27 the contrary, he Is one of the. most non-

The Cause at Paw Paw, Mich.
■t I have been kept quite busy the past • 
four mouths, having served.the societies 
at Indianapolis','Muncie and'Rochester, 
Ind.; going to Paw Paw, Mich.,, for the 
last Sunday of March, at which time 
the-Paw Paw Valley Association held 
their anniversary meeting. - : „ '

The services were held in the Opera 
House, find considering the inclemency 
of the weather and the universal reign 
of mud, we had excellent audiences 
that fully made up in character all that 
was lacking in numbers. :Tlris asso
ciation contains many earnest and in
telligent workers, and my brief stay 
among them wa's exceedingly pleasant. 
I was generously 'and bountifully en
tertained at the pleasant home of E. L. 
Warner, and would that all workers 

- might find such staunbh friends of the 
cause and such a restful atmosphere as 
pervaded their¿home. . .
•: One of the pleasant features of the 
rneetlng was the very excellent singing 
of Mrs. Lora Worthington; the ,well: 
known vocalist, whose repertoire con
sisted of spiritual songs adapted-to the 
occasion and which were in marked 
coritrast to tlie old', church hymns Tind 
tunes which ought to have'no place In 
a Spiritualist meeting.

I am again located at 98 Ogden ave
nue, and am open foi\engtigements. . 
: WILL C. HODGE.

clsm” of which it is ,is(> replete, but to 
risk the question, What is it all about, 
ainyhow? Or what Is (the objective of 
the so-ealled symposium? To any wide- 
read reader it adds nothing new to the 
subject historically, ^fid surely on a 
question as tb whether or not a man 
actually did live, only historic or once 
living, personal testimony is admissible.

Suppose ,we take it , that the man 
Jesus did live—what.then? The. writer 
is one .of those wjio always accepted 
the man Jesus as a -fact—the skepti
cism, so-called, was.as to making more 
than a man of him. Dr. Peebles gives 
my own. idea very satisfactorily when 
he says, in bls Introduction that “Jesus 
was not an intellectually brilliant char
acter,” and that he "wris not the found
er of Christianity.” He always seemed 
to me,'after I had began to read critic
ally, as a. sort oflreligious William Tell 
-*-a..mari of mythical legend even if •■q 
real character in-life. 'And to this day, 
with all the light this "question settled” 
affords,, this conclusion reinalns.

: ; WHY. ALL THIS FUSS?

In this closing riirieteenth century, the 
idea that woinen lieai;,children to other 
than human fatherk is only a thing of 
absurdity, like witch$ riding broom
sticks, or rainbowst being; pointers to 
buried treasures. - ¿Priests tin all ages 
have been the spiritual fathers, In all 
senses, and immacuia|e conceptions a. 
mere matter of mediumship on their

confines his skirmishing and heavy ord
nance to the scholar lines, and Buchan- : 
an marshals the unseen apostolic forces ; 
to, overthrow the like antagonists In 
Antiquity Unveiled. Now, I do not al
low any one to surpass me in profound 
respect and appreciation of Joseph 
Rodes Buchanan, for I have been his 
reader and pupil for many years, and 
like Mr. Coleman, have all his published 
books “in my library,” including two 
volumes of Primitive Christianity, and 
Periodicity. Yet the situation'justifies- 
the statement that the only thing urged 
against Antiquity Unveiled is that It 
differs with Dr. Buchanan’s psychomet
ric experiments, conclusions, and com
munications, and that Jonathan M. 
Roberts was a “lunatic,” who was him; 
self “obsessed,” and who “hypnotised” 
his “fake” medium tp give communica
tions from spirits, ancient and historic, 
that only existed in the. Unbalanced 
brain of Roberts who wrote them down. 
And to prove this position we have his 
own books.
'.Primitive Christianity, which aside 
from his own comments is bpt a re
vised proof-sheet of books of the New 

‘Testament, received by him In a state 
of lucidity from apostolic spirit-sources. 
That is the case just as it. Is—a question 
between Roberts and Buchanan and 
their spirit correspondents. .

, And more than this: Dr. Peebles and 
Mr. Coleman, as well as Dr. Buchanan, 
all professing to discuss a purely his
toric question, buttress their testimony 
by spirit authority, or in other words, 
messages -through mediumship. It is 
submitted in all candor, whether this is 
allowable in such'a discussion. Is it 
npt-beggirig. the question? -And it Is 
more than gently insinuated that if'thé 
other‘world witnesses do not agree 
with them, then the whole thing, IS to 
be challenged as a “delusion and a 
fraud altogether.” When it comes to 
settling a question by spirit testimony, 

' Dr. Peebles’ journeys, '. Mr. - Coleman’s

“By Edwin Johnson, M. A.” His con
tention is that literary evidence does 
not sustain ecclesiastic writings to be 
older than about the discovery or in
vention of printing. He says in his 
preface or introduction: “The business 
of my life for more than thirty years 
has been mainly with classical and the
ological literature.” To give an idea of 
his work he says that in 1886 he occu
pied himself in finding an answer to a 
question of the Teyler Theological So
ciety of Haarlem, which required the 
student to “close the New Testament, 
and to ascertain the origin of Chris
tianity from the Christian and, from the 
Graeco-Roman writers of the second

gltlmate,” a “sorcerer,” a “necroman
cer,” a “fanatic,” "Impostor” and of 
social irregularities.” It Impeaches the 
womanly character of his mother. 
More than this, It disputes his author
ship of the golden rule, showing it to 

•have been given by Hillel before Jesus 
was born. Also that the terms ‘.‘bap
tism,” "grace,” “redemption,” “son of 
God,” “kingdom of heaven,” and other 
terms of Idiomatic Christianity, were 
all of Jewish origin and familiar use 
long before the time of Jesus. As these 
are in Talmudic claim before the 
church was known agd long before the 
trinity became a doctrine, is it the part 
of an Ignoramus or a fool to stop aud 
inquire into the historic verity of such 
statements? As the Christian world 
felt called upon to kill off the Jews be
cause they. had. Jpsus,eAecuted, aqd be
gan the crusades fob the recovery of 
the holy sepulchre by mnpsacreing the 
Jews before they left Europe, Is it 
stretching the situation to look upon 
this part of the Talmud, at least, as an 
atempt to answer a claim so terrible in 
its consequences? But to treat thé 
Talmud as even probably historic, let 
alone authoritative or infallible, Is ask
ing too much of this âge. A people ex-

century.” The result of aH'this was 
that the Graeco-Roman writers knew 
nothing whatever of the church or 
Christianity, and the Christian writers 
knew nothing of the New Testament. 
His books are in elucidation of this 
fact. «Any one who has read his.calm, 
exhaustive discussion and the scholarly 
temper of his style, and then bls critics 
in this book of Dr. Peebles, will bear 
out this assertion—that he is not an
swered, and that the personal abuse, of 
the order of local political warfare, Is 
not in character in such a discussion. I 
regret, and my regret is sincere anu dis
appointing, at the tone, spirit and tem- 
.per of Ehls book. The odium theologl- 
cum is sg'ever-present in the work, that 
you are really disappointed that its ob
jects of denunciation are not

SENT TO HELL OUTRIGHT.
I bought it with the hopeful expecta
tion of seeing this Jong mooted question 
discussed from a high historic plane. 
The advertised “symposium” included 
the names of eminent gentlemen, and It 
was fair to expect a calm, dispassionate 
-discussion, and on the part of the au
thor-editor a judicial summing up. I 
knew that was to be In favor of the 
historic Jesus, and if I wished any side 
to be convincing it was that one—for it 
is the' side of Intellectual ease—the 
premise of so much of our literature, 
and lessens- the labor of revising and 
recasting basis concepts. But it is only 
another disappointment, and it Is not 
captious criticism to say that It looks 
as if the doubters were quoted to be

tlnct for centuries at d time as a nation 
or government or organized communN- * 
ity, scattered as captives In war to the 
four winds, is not likely to have kept 
an unbroken and preserved written of
ficial history of an Existence that didn’t 
exist. But there is another criticism 
open and legitimate. And that is that 
the witness proves too much.

It is a principle of law as old as juris
prudence, that a party Is bound by his 
own witness. He cannot Introduce a 
witness and then Impeach such part of 
the testimony as may not fit his case. 
If the existence of Jesus is proved by 
the.Talmud, what Is to-be done with 
the character given him and bls mother 
by the witness? If the question Is to 
be settled by publishing all this coarse 
reference to his birth, character and pa
rentage, it does seem to people of ordi
nary good taste that the question bad 
better been allowed to rest. What good 
is It to stir up all this unpleasantness 
over the mere fact whether a "not an 
Intellectually brilliant character” did or 
did not actually exist? Where is the 
good of it anyhow? All that seems to 
have resulted practically Is to give Dr. 
Peebles, Mr. Coleman,, aud Dr.. Bu
chanan an opportun. y in a book to 
abuse Hudson Tuttle, Gerald Massey, 
Edwin Johnson and Jonathan Roberts. 
That is afterfall the only thing that will 
live from its” publication.

SAR’GIS.

DR. MINOT J. SAVAGE

Believes at the Heart of Spirltual- 
ism there Is a Great Truth. '<

Every man'it; a volume Jf you know 
boW to’read him.-^Ohanrdng, -. ,

There can'be no- civility without a 
deep morality,—Emerson. - , - .. .

part : .
Then why all this’futis Wout whether 

Jesus was a real .¿harrictei’ or not? It 
does not, cannot tlijftige a dingle fact In 
nature, philosophy: or. -ethics,' whether 
he did or did not’exist. Then why all 
this clamor,. tlilB C'alllrig1 men fools, 
liar?, cranks, : luntitics, Ignoramuses, 
fakes, knaves, cowards, forgers, nin
compoops, noimidles,:: knowmothings, 
etc., because they'differ about this mat
ter of Jesus? Dr,vPeebles doesn’t be
lieve Jesus to.be. much;of a man intel
lectually, tba't heiWaS slnjply an “ethic
ally, religious'” Jew. Mr. Coleman; says 
lie is “not ri follOwer.iof Jesus in agy 
sense . whatever,V . and challenges the 
production of .aj single, word- that he 
ever published at any time in “favor of 
the truth of thexdbctrines of Chrlstiari- 
ity.” Then where is the use of ail this 
denunciation of people,who do not-be- 
lleve in the bodily .existence of Jesus? 
It really seems, when“reduced to its last 
analyilB, that. *he"denial .of his exist
ence Is resenteH Is‘a personal reflection 
on the sdioIaShip^f Mr. Coleman, and

library, and Dr. Buchanan’s psychom- 
etry count no more than any other 
reputable man or woman’s received in 
like manner.. All are to be received like 
all human testimony—by Intelligent 
weighing and discrimination through 
our own reason..- There Is no more In
fallibility tn thus salth the spirits, than 
In thus salth the Lord.. -In a question 
purely Spiritualistic, with-Spiritualists, 
spirit testimony is so received and so 
weighed, but in a question over a pure
ly historic matter, <to be historically 
demonstrated, It is rather a ' . 1.

A SIGN OF WEAKNESS- . 
than of strength to appeal to another 
tribunal. It requires only a novice in 
medlumistlc investigation to know, that 
a “born fighter,” an Infallible scholar, 
or an abnormal,- self-contained dlscdv- 
er in new fields of reform, can always 
fihd sympathizers througti.sensltives to 
endorse their theories or even, hobbies. 
And when it comes to the denunciation 
of dlfferefs, as lunatics, ignoramuses, 
liars cowards, or fakes, It carries no ar
gument in tile court of dispassionate 
ft view—the intelligent, reading, critical; 
public, Just imagine a gehUe feplrii get
ting a question signedby a bprn fighter

personally and even'coarsely berated.
After all, the question-that arises in 

the minds of those of us who have not 
the scholarship of Brother Coleman, the 
travel experience of Dr. Peebles'Cr the 
open door with the ■ apostolic spheres 
that blesses Dr. Buchanan, is this: When 
men of acknowledged scholarship,, of- 
unnssailed Integrity and.character, who 
have given the best and ripest years of 
their lives to the study of. the questions 
involved, come to such different con
clusions, there must be . reasonable 
grounds for such difference—a’want of 
conclusive .evidence and testimony.

There is one thing we all know, ahd 
of vital significance in this and all oth
er questions going so far back, And 
that is, that not until after printing was 
Invented and came into use in the 15th 
century, could scholars or students de
pend op anything. All before that was 
chaotic, scattered, unauthentlc, and 
like this very symposium, mostly con
troversial. But few men lived capable 
of redding, and-fewer still of writing. 
One: of the. most valuable things con
tributed by* Edwln-Johnsop'lS’the rec
ognition glveh to this fact In all his dis
cussion. The Bible, the Koran, the Tal- 
mudj the classics, all depend upon the 
aftCfmath “Of- Guttenberg's work in

BUT IS SO DISGUSTED WITH THE 
RANK TRICKERY PRACTICED, 
AND SANCTIONED BY GULLIBLE 
SPIRITUALISTS, THAT HE RE
FUSES TO BEAR THE NAME. ,. 
In ¿he Church of the Messiah, Park 

avenue and Thirty-fourth street, New 
York, the Rev. Dr. Minot J. Savage 
preached on “The Significance of Spir
itualism and its Relation to the Easter

\Hope.” ■ • ■
' The doctor said in part:

“The significance of our 'Christian 
Easter lies' in the belief that a man, ■ 
whatever else he may have been, after 
he had passed through the experience 
called death, had been seen, had com- 
munlcated with his friends, and so 
demonstrated that death was not the 
end of conscious existence.

‘ "I wish to call your attention prophet
ically to the fact that-the significance 
of the Easter and the claim of Spirit
ualism are precisely the same, and if 
they are true they demonstrate tho 
same great truth and fill the human 
heart with the same great .truth.

’ “I have never called myself a Spirit- 
uallst. I have been charged with being . 
a coward and time-server for not doing . 
so. I believe that at the heart of Spir
itualism there Is a great truth, perhaps 
not yet clearly outlined, but I have 
never been able to call myself a Spirit
ualist, because as that word is used 
popularly-it would utterly misrepresent 
me- i ,“There are so many things connected
with the movement that I not only do 
not believe but with which I-am dis
gusted beyond words, that I am not 
willing yet to wear the name.”—Chi- 
cago Tribune. •
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There has been, as tbe renders ot The 
Progressive Thinker know, much dis- 

■ cussion-in scientific aud quasi- scientific 
journals in. regard to telepathy and 
other kindred psychical subjects.

■ President Crookes, of the British Scl-' 
entitle Association, who accepts 
thought transference as a fact ot nu
rture, In his annual address, attempted 
rto formulate some of the conditions aud 
possibilities of this phenomenon.

It is very evident that there is a class 
of phenomena which require something 
more -than merely observing aud colleet- 
ing facts. Added to this must be appre- 
clatiou of tlie fact that where there are 
no discernable differences of natural 
conditions there may be actual under
lying natural differences sufficient to 
explain difference of results where the 
superflcliil mind jumps to tlie couelu- 
sion that there is, as in dreams, pre
visions, clairvoyance, etc., something

DELICATE CONDITIONS
And Subtle Psychic Inf iu- 

enees. ,

■3.
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Book,

The Divine 
Plan Con
tinued.

supernatural. • ■
The edge of a razor consists of a great 

number of points or t'teetli,” which, if 
the razor is of -good material follow one 
another throughout the whole length 
with great order and clearness. Tlie 
excessive keenness of tlie blade is due 
to the unbroken regularity of these 
•minuto teeth. The eflge acts upon the 
heal'd not so much by direct appllca- 
tlon of weight or force as it dues by a 
slight movement of a peculiar char-- 
aeter, which causes tlie successive | 
teeth tq act collectively on one certain 
part of the beard. According to the 
microscopist, the best razors have the 
teeth of their edges set as regularly as 
those of a perfectly set saw. The effect 
of dipping the razor in hot water, as 
barbers and those experienced in 
shaving themselves do, is to cleanse the 
teeth of a greasy and dirty substance 
with which they have been clogged, it jn compliance with the Divine Plan 
Is not uncommon for barbers, to saypwhlch we Inaugurated two years ago, 

i that razors "get tired” of shaving, ana profits .of this office have to a 
I that they need to “take a rest.” A ( - ■
’ microscopic examination shows that 

this “tired” condition is the result of 1 
constant stropping by the same person; < 

! which causes all the teeth or fibres of ( 
the edge to arrange themselves In one i 
direction. When the razor has been put 1 
aside for a month or so, the fine par- 1 
tides rearrange themselves so that - 

i thCy can again present* the peculiar 
' saw-toothed edge. After tbe disuse and 

rest each particle of the fine edge is up |- 
and ready to support the one next to It, 
and It ngain takes some time to spoil 
the grain, of the blade, or, as the bar
bers say, to make it “tired” again.

These facts are very suggestive. 
Without the microscope and trained 
powers of observation it would be very 
difficult to explain the “tiredness of 
the razors. The word “tired” Is the only 
one the barber can use to express his 
knowledge of fl. fact, the nature and 
conditions of which he may not under
stand. Though his idea is indefinite he 
has learned experience of a cer
tain. effect which he recognizes prac
tically In his trade. Science teaches 

7 that the edge of a razor, invisible to tlie 
naked eye, undergoes molecular 
changes, which entirely change the re- 
latlons of the different pnrts, in which 
no differentiation whatever is obvious 
to the ordinary observer. Tbtrmolecu- 
lar action determines the working 
efficiency and value of the Instrument. 
One having no knowledge of the mat
ter and governed entirely by super
ficial observation, might sar that .tee 
fazor, when Put aside, would remain 
the same until it was used again, and 
he would be utterly. Incredulous of,tbe 
fact that al though insentient, possess
ing no feeling, it would, by a months 
rest, become sharper and more fit for 
use thnn when laid aside.

This fact illustrates the reality ot 
conditions often invisible and of a 
most subtle character, which go to de

- termine differences of phenomena 
where there are no observable differ-

Another Un-, 
ented

Occult 
Life

raiMITIfE^lSTIANin
An AbleMWofk by An Atle

Wn.
' hi;. ■ 'S'“
It is the purposelot tills article to call 

attention to'two masterly volumes con
cerning theitzue* religion and profession 
of Jesus ami'ithe Apostles, relieved of 
all gurblingblforgery, Interpolation and 
misconstruction. ■ ,I;lrefer to the works 
in two volumes otn314 and 355 large 
pages respectively, by that grand writer, 
and thinkerpDr. Joseph Rodes Buchan
an, of San Jofce, California, who is now 
about 85 yeans old.nlile is the discoverer 
of Psychometry, aiid author of many 
valuable and'scholarly works, such as 
“Therapeutic Sarcognomy," “System of 
Anthropology,”- - “New Educatioii,” 
“Periodicity,” editor of the "Journal of 
Man,” etc. The price of each volume 
of “Primitive Clirlstlnnity’.’ is $2.00, and 
very eheap in price at that.

'The first volume, published in 1897, 
gives correctly, by the apostles them
selves, the. true history of Jesus, 
Matthew, John, James ot Galilee, 
Jude, James of Jerusalem, Andrew, 
Mathias, Philip, Bartholomew, John 
tlie Baptist, Judas Iscariot, and Simon. 
Their personal communications and 
others concerning them, relieved of all 
forgery and misrepresentation. Tills 
volume also contains the true history of

wiurbrtIt'.ah '.tWs flctffiorti» 
so firmly; end* securely »that no change 
could be introduced, and: the entire 
character of the church everywhere has 
always corresponded to these forgeries, 
and the Pauline Epistles are believed 
by enlightened theologians to be the 
oldest acriptural writings, as they were 
certainly'for a longtime the only recog
nized authority. 'The earliest written 
books of the New Testament (says Sun
derland) were the Epistles of St Paul.’ 
This shows that the church was 
founded upon them and there it stands 
to-day.” ,

The original letter to the Hebrews 
which Paul wrote is given to* show how 
much was added to it by "editors.” The 
anonymous ••Revelations” are shown to 
be the vagaries and maunderlngs of an 
abnormal young num named John, who 
was in no way connected with the John 
In the gospels, and its utter unreliabili
ty shown. Dr. Buchanan shows very 
clearly the Pagan origin of the Trinity, 
tlie nonsense ot tlie theories of immacu
late conception, the virgin mother, the 
similarity to'other religions of such no
tions, how the Spanish priests were 
astonished at the similarity of tlie Mex
ican Quetzalcoatl Christ to their own; 
companions of Persian, Egyptian, In
dian, Grecian mid Scandinavian gods 
and symbols. ' .

This section must be closely and

FREE TQ MILLIONS OF 
SUFFERERS.

TUe New Care For Kidney, BM* 
der and Uric Acid Troubles,

Almost everybody who reads the 
newspapers is sure to know of Swamp-

It is the great medical triumph of the 
nineteenth century; discovered after 
years of untiring scientific research by 
the eminent kidney and bladder special- 
itit, Dr. Kilmer, and has truly wonderful 
powers in curing kidney, liver, bladder 
and uric acid diseases. ,

Kidney trouble is responsible for 
more sickness and sudden deaths than 
any other disease, and is so deceptive 
that thousands -have it without Know- 
1UYoiir kidneys filter your blood and 
keep it pure, that’s what they are there 
for. You are well when your kidneys

E D.BABBffTS WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure- . .

P»rt Flrit. toe Philosophy of Cure. Paper corer, 
COceoU. . .. '
Human Culture and Cure. .

Part Second. Marrla«e,'Sexual Development and 
Social UpbuUdlng. Cloth, 55 cent«. -

Social Upbuilding, .-.
Including.Co-operative Syetenieand the Hopplueai 

end ErawhUmi of Huuuuilty. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power. . ■

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 centsi Leat’jr, 
85 cent». ’
Religion. _

Moat thoughtful, spiritual and excellent '.10th, 
tl; paper, 50 cenU. .
I’rinclples of Light aud Color.

Ono ot tho greatest hooka of the age, SI; by mall 
82 cents extra.

Offer, Jcsüs

OÜR PREMIUMS

certain extent - .
Flowed Back -Into the Pockets 
of our subscribers. Many hundreds of 
dollars have been thus expended, and 
the result has been most gratifying. 
Thousands of books of great literary, 
historical, spiritual and occult value 
have been sent out at less by far

Than the Actual Cost, .
•to enrich the minds of the various 
readers, as well as to grace the shelves 
of their libraries. We have been in
strumental in laying the substantial 
foundation for spiritualistic libraries in 
thousands of homes, which otherwise 
would never have heard of Ghost Land 
or Art Magic, and this has been accom
plished by only the expenditure of a 
few cents on the part of those who de
sired the premiums.
. We now take great pleasure lu am 
nouncing a

NEW PREMIUM
for the coming year, which commences 
June 1st, and at that time, or a little 
before, this extraordinary work will 
make Its appearance. It Is entitled
“THE OCCULT LIFE OF

JESUS OF NAZARETH.”/
It Is Interesting, Fascinating and 

Astounding In Its Beve- 
lation,

* ences of conditions present.
For instance, in discussing the sub- 

"• ■ject of "telepathyr hypnotism, clalrvoy.* 
ance and the phenomena of subliminal 
consciousness, multiple personality, 

’’ etc., many declare that tfiey have never, 
found such phenomena as are classed 
under these names. The Inference is 
tliat the power is an imaginary one, 
and that the cases which are cited in 
verification of telepathy or elairvoy- 

-ance are due to some mistake, if not to

820tures. This work consists of 
closely printed pages—a valuable book 
Indeed. But that is not all. Connected 
and bound therewith is a second book 
that should be in every library, and 
be handy for. reference at any time.
We allude to

The Hull-Covert Debate, 
for which there has been an immense 
demand. The two combined make a 
book of nearly 500 pages, aud the price 
to the trade will be $2.00. •

In order that those who subscribe 
now for The Progressive Thinker can 
get the "Occult Life of Jesús of 
Nazareth" (Including “The* HuU-Covert 
Debate") and Art Magic, we place the 
former on the premium list now, 
although It will not be ready for de
livery until about June 1. '
Take Notice of the Terms:

“The Occult Life of Jesus of Naza
reth” (and the Hull-Covert Debate) and 
Art Magic will be furnished until June 
1st for 50 cents, when ordered with a 
yearly subscription to The'Progressive 
Thinker. Both books áre elegantly 
bound in the highest style of the art, 
neatly printed on fine paper, and will 
be an ornament to any library. The 
price of the same to the trade Is $3.50.

Three Books,
The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 

' (including The. Hull-Covert Debate), 
Art Magic and Ghost Land, three large 
volumes (price $5 when sold to the

Christianity at Jerusalem und at Home, 
how the gospels t were falsified by 
Roman priests andrinixed with Pagan 
writings; the true origin of the gospels 
and what they really stated and why, 
being a complete history of tlie dawn 
of Christianity in Jesus, its destruction 
by martyrdom -.and suppression, the 
Pagan origin of tlie Roman church, and 
the falsification of the Bible by forgery. 
In this volume Is published portraits of 
Jesus, John and:,John tjie Baptist, and 
also the expurgated and corrected gos
pel of St, John under his own direct 
supervision, which makes an entirely 
different sort of book of it. I myself 
have the gift of psychometry to a lim
ited extent, and the mood occasionally 
comes upon me, but I cannot produce it 
myself. In reading the expurgated 
books as yet. published by. Dr. Bu
chanan, I have yet tb find the first in
stance where my own intuitive has dis
agreed materially from him, that is in 
no way contradictory to his psycho
metric labors on the bpoks of the New 
Testament. I believe that Dr. Bu
chanan has struck upon the true solu
tion of the disorder and confusion, con
tradiction and vagaries as given in the 
books comprising the New Testament 
The very authors .themselves have cor
rected these writings to us near the 
exact original as > may be considering 
the very great length of time elapsing 
since they were written.

The second volume of “Primitive 
Christianity,’’ recently published, is 
very exhaustive Inuits treatment of the

and It will attract fully as tauclr In
terest and win as high appreciation as 
Ghost Land and Art Magic. This work, 
like Ghost Land and Art Magic,'was 
published many years ago, and after 
a few copies were sold, the plates were 
destroyed in the great Chicago Fire, 
and thus the publication has quietly 
slumbered until resurrected, as it were, 
by The Progressive Thinker, for the 
purpose of printing fresh editions to go 
forth to its thousands of readers to in
terest and instruct. The medium 
through whom this remarkable book 
was written was Alexander Smyth, and 
the spirits who controlled him were

gaularid'Judas,

trade), will be furnished for Ç1 in con
nection with each yearly subscription 
'to The Progressive Thinker; making 
.only $2 for these, three books- and the.- 
paper—another , illustration ,of the. 
DIVINE PLAN......

This offer will only hold-good until 
June 1st After that time Art Magic 
will be withdrawn-rim a premium, to 
give place alone to the “Occult Life of 
Jesus.”

destruction qf Chrisyanity at Rome by 
Carabbas ap^L.bls. followers, dastardly 
hypocrites, vylio falsified every original 
record they could get hold of, opposed 
the apostles tta every way possible, and 
made such a hodge-podge of Jewish, 
Pagan and ^(Jhristlgn writings, doc
trines and principles,, that it is no won
der one of the, “fathers” of the church 
avowed that ;jje be}leved it. because it 
was impossible. Th,^ mission of Jesus 
is clearly se}: .forth,,-and his true life 
given as taken, fromrthe corrected three 
gospels of IJattheWn Mark and Luke, 
showing that, his character was ,not 
that given him, by .the King Janies ver
sion of the BJijie. The,religion of Jesus 
•and what-;lt may* achieve for.mankind 
is forcibly ',anj.,,<^oauently -given, «nd., 
really ji It Wiffp , ll’yed-out, the world 
would be a great social scheme, the 
Fatherhood of God and Brotherhood of

carefully read to be appreciated, and 
realize the stupendous fraud foisted 
upon tlie world lu tho pseudo-Cbrls- 
tianity. Moses communicates to Dr. 
Buchanan much concerning the fables, 
facts and fictions concerning himself 
aud tlie origin of the Bible, how Ezra 
compiled and invented much of it, etc. 
Tills book contains the portraits of 
Peter and Moses (the latter holding an 
open book in ills hand containing on its 
pages certain strange hieroglyphic-like 
characters). '

Dr. Buchanan was unable to publish 
in volume 2, the expurgated and cor
rected gospele'of Matthew, Mark and 
Luke, also the Acts of the Apostles, and 
the Epistles of James, John and Jude, 
which with the authoritative histories 
of Thomas, Mary, and other New Tes
tament characters, and much valuable 
testimony and experiences from exalted 
spirits, must await their chance of be
ing published in the future. The great
est classic in tlie world to-day is the 
expurgated Sermon on . the Mount, 
which appears in volume 2. In conclu
sion, I would say that in an article It is 
impossible to do justice to “Primitive 
Christianity,” it is so crammed with 
rare historical matter and news from 
the spirit world, os well as other In
valuable and incomparable epistles and 
gospel freed from errors and false
hoods. I hope that the thinking world, 
especially Spiritualists, will buy these 
books, and realize as I have, their in
estimable value'. U. G. FIGLEY. 

, Ney, Ohio. .

LED TO PROSPERITY.

are well. ,.
Thousands owe their health and even 

life to Swamp-Hoot and thousands 
more can be made well who to day 
think themselves beyond help if they 
will take Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root., ’

By special arrangement with The 
Progressive Thinker and to prove for 
yourself the wonderful and prompt 
curative powers of this great discovery

The To-Morrow of Death.
. ...ORTHE-.-

Future Life According to Science.

by louis figuieil
’ TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH

BY S. K. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
TMb fine volume mlgW.wetl.bBve boon entitle« 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science.. It U written 
la that peculiar Interesting stylo in which French ___ _ __ I—nr/Mllsl COl Ml 111 ri 1A nriPnlltlrtcuL'UUVt? uuwao wt -- - ----------- -  ¡|a tiiat peculiar ipiereauug »vyro

will ho cAnt hv infill nre-I writers excel when they would popularize Bcientiila every reader will be sent uy man, pie | station to the need, of tto general
naid. a free sample bottle ana with It a reatier. Tho author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
RnrtL- +n11lni» mni'P about SwainD-Root I mention* Spiritualists a* ‘‘devotees of a new superbook telling moie uuoui »num» r . |n h0 lnuUIp8U the usual
and containing some of the tiiousanos i ...muu .-i«««** v<>t. i,n save aeaiu:
upon thousands of testimonial letters 
received from sufferers cured. . ‘ 
• Please mention that you read this 
generous offer in the Chicago Pro
gressive Thinker, and send your address 
to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Blngliainton, N. Y.

If you are already convinced that 
Swamp-Root is what you need, you can 
get the regular fifty-cent and one-dollar 
sizes at the drug stores or of inedlcine 
dealers. Make a note of

animus of the “scientitlc class,” yet Do says eguu; 
“There Is* true and respectable idea in Spiritualism, 
and regard* aa proved “the fact of communlcaUon 
between fiuporhumans and the inhabitant* ot Isarth, 
and he eoc* on to relate instances of fact 1n evidence. 
There i*. to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy io 
the author»’* ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
«elect and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find fibt only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The autbflr holds tho 
theory of reincarnation. Price 41«Q0> IW holo
th!» office.

“ A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History,

ISp-ROOT, Dr Kllmeris Swamp
Root, and remember it is prepared only ciiriBtt»nity; towWcb i. »aaedj Wteuie OaULma 
by Dr, Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

CEUSTI/VL DYNAMICS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study In the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE BIGHT OF EGYPT,” ‘‘THE LAN-s 
GUAGE OF THE STABS,” ETO,

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, cm- 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With, 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Mete-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under-

The Experience of a Physl 
clan.

stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.
This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 

a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a legular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light. For sale at this office. 

MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

who returned to earth to give a true 
version of the “Occult Life of Jesus.” 
They "trace bis life from infancy until 
the time of his crucifixion, throwing a 
most wonderful flood of light upon his 
remarkable career, which differs very 
widely from that given in the Scrip-

Take Due Notice.
A year’s subscription to The Pro

gressive Thinker must accompany all 
the orders for the books, and no atten
tion whatever will be paid to requests 
to modify the rule. The fact that you 
had just subscribed for the paper (and 
thousands have) and did not know of 
this offer, we wish to state that it will 
be inexpedient for us to change our 
plan and do business otherwise. Each 
one, whether on our subscription list or 
not, when desiring the above books, 
must send a year’s subscription. There 
will be no deviation from tills rule.

Man would indeed be a grand reality.. 
The social evils, land and money evils 
are clearly and logically, touched, upon 
and elaborated'by Dr. Buchanan, and 
his arraignment is masterly.

The apostolic circle is clearly and 
carefully treated of„- showing just what 
it was, and why, so that the readers of 
the Testament may; here see his mis
takes in judgment and understanding.

The life and labors, of..Peter and Paul 
are fully given, and Peter states just 
what he wrote In the way of “epistles,'' 
and those of Paul which he really

intentional deception.
They do not see that the exercise of 

these powers may depend upon peculiar 
conditions that may be present only at 
some particlar time, possibly only once 
or twice in the life-time of an in
dividual, and that the reasons are of a 
character which make them as little 
known to us as the conditions In regard 
to the edge of a razor would be known, 
to one who had never observed" them 
microscopically or learned the -facts 
from others. In dealing with-psychlcal 
matters it is conditions, ofi this char
acter, so complex and delicate that they 
cannot bo produced at will, and cannot 
even be fully observed or understood, 
that make investigation extremely 
difficult, and require the most patient 
and industrious experimentation before 
coming to definite conclusions.

A recognition of these facts by those 
who are favorable to the Investigation 
of psychical phenomena would greatly 
conduce to a better understanding and 
to more successful results than have 
hitherto followed many of the crude 
attempts to solve mysteries of nature 
that are so far removed from our 
ordinary observation that they elude 
every such effort to bring them to light.

It is only by the exercise of the scien
tific spirit, combined with the most 
earnest and patient devotion to truth, 

' that the great facts in connection with 
the higher provinces of being can be 
ascertained. . ,, .

' Ori this subject Prof. Crookes, who is 
nrobably the foremost living scientist; 
of the world, Dr. Alfred R. Wallace, the 
great naturalist, second only to Darwin,- 
Prof. Oliver T. Lodge, the electrician, 
and Prof. James of Harvard, the 
American, psychologist, are among 
those who have offered valuable sug- 
gestionaron this Interesting' subject 
which belongs to the higher, realm of; 
thought- B. F. UNDERWOOD.

A NEW TEMPLE,
r

Notes of Interest to All Spir
itualists.

HER OPINION

Expressed. In Terse Language.

>Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lease made her 
first appearance in New York as a lec
turer on Spiritualism at'the celebration 
of the fifty-first anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism by the First Association 
of Spiritualists at the Tuxedo this af
ternoon. Mrs. Lease said In part: .

"Spiritualism teaches that If we do. 
■wrong we must suffer wrong; teaches 
that there is no forgiveness for sin„and 
that the progression of the soul , is a 
growth.”

Ther was a ripple of applause when 
Mrs. Lease said:..

• “It is a great comfort to think that 
the man who has been Rewarded for. 
feeding embalmed and preserved beef 
tb our soldiers will be kept eating ,em- 
fcaBhed beef In ¡the great hereafter,"

Among the pleasant pictures of the 
near future, brought about by the 
staunch and honored Spiritualists of 
the city of Newport, Ky., ’will be the 
erection of a Temple dedicated to the 
spirit world, to be used for dissemi
nating the spiritualistic philosophy and 
the learning of the phenomena found 
therein. Toward bringing about the 
above laudlble design, our esteemed 
pioneer citizen and Spiritualist, Mr. 
Edwin Crawley, Sr., has bought and 
donated a beautiful lot on which, 
during the year coming, wilUte built an 
edifice of which Kentucky Spiritualists 
shall be proud. Already the plans'have 
been drawn, and tell of a large au- 
ditoruim, with a seating capacity of 
from three to four hundred, a library 
room, reception parlor, dining hall and 
kitchen. These plans were drawn and 
donated to the society by Sir. E. Bella
my, of Covington, who has shown ex
cellent taste and good judgment in 
every detail. Among the points 
watched will be the acoustics, which it 
is hoped înaÿ be most satisfactory. 
Interest in the above direction was fiçst 
brought about by the Ladles’ Aid, of ' 
which Mrs. Sarah Charles' (daughter of 
Mr. Crawley) is president, and which 
was organized ostensibly to become au 
auxiliary to the regular society, which 
it is proposed to organize hereafter. 
The Aid is an outgrowth of a social 
given by Mrs. Charles, for which 

.printed cards were sent out, seventy- 
five responding. There was a unani
mous call for Mrs. Charles as president, 
Mrs. Emma Mason as vice-president, 
Mrs. .Connors as treasurer, Miss C. 
Rambèau, secretary. The members of 
tbe Aid propose to raise five hundred 
dollars toward building the temple, the 
corner stone to be laid January next. 

. The first social and bazar given by. 
the Aid, for which donations poured in 
from all squrces, and which the church 
people attended in goodly numbers as 
well as the liberals, netted the neat 
sum of one hundred' and fifty dollars. 
Similar socials or bazars are to be given 
at intervals during the current year, 
and liberal donations are expected from 
all. It is proposed that on.the comple
tion of the temple, a grand opening ser
vice Of three days will be held as a ded
ication, to which many of our most 
prominent speakers and mediums will 
be invited. The writer IS pleased to 
hhve already received her Invitation, to 
same, and, at thlp date has received a 
call to’ be présent for the fifty-first anni
versary exercises, to be’ held on April 
¿/at Newport; when the society.Is to

receive its charter.
My engagements in the.. South pre

vents my assisting in .the annual' ex
ercises, but my heart Is with .these no
ble (friends who must indeed be in 
touch with royal souls in .the higher 
life, who will smile “glad tidings of 
great joy” to many of earth's children 
.on That glad day, through the efficient 
labors of our esteemed friends and co
workers at Newport. ;

JULIA.STEELMAN MITCHELL.

First Spiritual'-Philosophical So
ciety of Detroit, Mich.

The Anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism was celebrated at Pythian Castle, ’ 
No. 55 Grand River avenue, Detroit,- 
Mich., March 2G. The hall was beau
tifully decorated with flags, palms and 
flowers, and the most exquisite music 
ravished our senses. The - memorial 
chair attracted much attention; it was 
tastily arranged, being, covered with a 
profusion of 'smilax, ferns and white 
flowers emblematical of purity, such as 
had been the life of Mrs. Berger, in 
whose honor it bad been so beautifully 
decorated by loving friends. 8. B. 

' McCracken also presented Mrs. Baade, 
' our pastor, with a beautiful Easter lily

wrote, are given expurged and cor
rected as near as .may be to what he 
originally wrote, Add the life work of 
these two áre ably and "very nicely 
given. ’ .7 ,

"Here at the end df the thirteen Pau^ 
line Epistles (exclusive of the Hebrews, 
which Is not from Paul), none of which 
are entirely forgdd, we find them to 
contain 2,009 verses,‘.of which 1,305 ate 
forgeries. OP' the remaining 704, 130 
have a degree of authenticity; but of 
the uncorrupted; ’ unmutilated text, 
recognized by St. Paul, there are but 
574 verses, or 28:5 per cent of the 
whole—71.5 per cent being forged or 
mutilated and 65 per cent forgeries.

“Many chapters'are entirely forged, 
m'any others almost entirely. The en
tire forgeries rejected as such by St. 
Paul, are in* Romans nine chapters, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; 11 (excepting ten 
Unes in 5 and -34'in 8). In 1st Corin
thians, 4, 5, 6, 7, -8, 9, 10, 11. In 2d 
Corinthians, 7/ 8, 10, 11, 13, . and two- 
thirds of 9. In Galatians 3. In Ephe
sians 1, 2, 3, (and héáriy all of 1 and 5). 
In the 1st Thessalonians all Of 5 but 
21 lines. ,In 2d’Thessalonians 2. In 1st 
Timothy 2, 3, 4, 57 'Altogether making 
29 chapters rejected.'as complete for
gery, and four as incomplete, in,a total 
of 87 chapters. . ' '' ’ '

“The ' forgeries’ exhibit respectable 
skill in,iinitating the style of St Paul. 
But the coarse, groveling character of 
thejt minds, thelr-mhddle bf obscurity 
and absurdity, and their total departure 
in various fundamentalprinciples from

in commemoration Of -his- son; who 
passed to spiritlife many years ago. '

After the recitations by several of our'
flnest elocutionists, interspersed with 
tire most appropriate'music, Nellie: S. 
Baade, the silver ’tongued orator of 
Michigan, then - arose, and while en
tranced gave one of "the most masterly 
addresses, at the close of which she 
gave an impromptu pòenf on the new 
birth of our arisen sister, Mrs; Berger,
and Mr. McCracken’s son. There was 
a deathless silence while the dear 
guides with their eloquence Infused in 
all our souls the truths.they atone can 
express or convey upon Such occasions, 
and we do not believe there was a dry 
eye in the audience. Our hull, which 
seats five hundred people, was filled, 
every seat being taken. ■ '

At the close of the afternoon enter- 
.talnment all adjourned to the dining 
hall, where many partook of tlie good 
things prepared for the banquet.

Nellie S. Baade was the only speaker 
in attendance, as the society has as yet 
found no one that can comptire, wjth 

■her while entranced by the invisibles, 
and we have learned to let well enough 
alone. Her tests are unsurpassed, 
though not sensational. x

M. JOHNSON, SBc’y.
Detroit, Mich.- - ...... ■ -...

“Social Upbuilding, Including. Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By Ei D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cent«. For Mto 
at Riis office. , . ■ -

the doctrines of ’ 'Jesns (showing a 
malignant aim) ought to have insured 
their rejection-if th'-b church bad-not 
been from its-bèginning at Rome down 
to the presentslime,’ hn embodiment of 
blind, unreasoning -’feuperstition, de
luded bv an affbetatibn of Christianity, 
-leading millioil's of the; ignorant. It has 
been far worses in its''Influence on the 
world than tlièfi mild® type qf Pagan
ism and of Greek philosophy which it 
superseded, in vlhich there was no such 
systematic malignity. Jibe first century 
had mythologlc Paganism, with but 
little power tpigeslst human progress, 
and a profoundly earnest Christianity, 
which would have conquered It In one 
or two centuries} but'm the second cen
tury both mythological ^Paganism and 
primitive Christianity“, were conquered 
by the warlike5 arid^qlabblic form of 
Paganism (w'itft a Christian mask) 
armored wltb despotism for this life 
and'an infinite1bórror.fór the next, with 
the most terrible phantom of a.Deity 
that superstition had ever imagined.

“In organizing and" Establishing the 
church the'Pauline jorgerleS arid the 
cabal of Pagan priests were the su
preme power, guided by-Carnbbas and 
Campanaio. Tlie forged Epistles of 
St. Paul were made the foundation of 
orthodox theology, and they nre Its 
foundation still,' while, bls . genuine 
writings gave an appearance of Chris
tianity,: for it, was not upon the genuine 
but upon the manufactured Epistles 
that the'Roman church was founded, 
when there' were no other, canonical 
documents before the people of the

i Roman church. this hundred 
years of gospel suppression, the church

I wish to give a little of my past ex
periences, believing they may be of 
benefit to others. We do not all have 
the same, neither do we need them, yet 
we may giilu much knowledge from 
others; We cannot always be on tbe 
mountain top, but we do not always 
like to travel in the valley, yet mediums 
have aU kinds of roads to travel on;
sometimes tlrirns and briars are in the 1 g I I F f f •

vVanare ot Science iliums., lacli ipatlence many times I 11V ■■ CAI 1CA1 V VI UVIV1IVV 
onr guides liave to take us a rough I ___
road to smooth us down. Though I II T® | 1 Tpi ■
have never been nrrested for my me- 1/lf In
dlumship, yet I have been taken over Wlf |ll| | 11 rjll 1 V, Vl V •
the thorny road of poverty. I gave __ ■ ■ J J
readings, lectures, tests, and healed the ~ _
sick, and received so little remuneration ' —
for it that I and my family were re-1 A Hiatxwy of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, 
wrote automatically^an”2 toH m®" fit I By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 

saw a trip to tbe South, -of very, great I mgtnry at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
importance, but not yet. Two years _  .. _ _ , .
ago I made a promise to my guides, if Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office,
they would get me a home where 11 _ j volumea ar0 combined information that tbe reader
"Zgfl to^leave my fam?ly toVe’on I could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years It shows the con

then I would take the rostrum and do stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
anything for the advnncement of the been made in every branch of Science. To the Student It is indlspensible. 
cause of Spiritualism. They agreed. 11 „ p Thought Sneaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
Afcblte Ali“°nMy faS^tre !ur° community. It goes info minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
prised'when they heard from me In showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Mobile. I found prosperity through Science. , „ , .
angel guides. I made money by heal-1 «The magnum opus of the eminent ex-President of Cornell plants a new 
ing the sick as a botanical and mag- teble milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought “ E S 1 -»tapiei of . »L-J d.»d oI i~»dr . .r

molested. I made enough to move my moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers or the 
family; I own a good farm of eighty I woru noW stand in the Ireliglo-seientifio conflict It is clear, honest, brave, 
acres, good buildings and in a fair way , - . . - among the great books of the year."—Chicagoof getting along, and out of debt and must oe given a prnce uuivug g . j
tril7thlsmaseadlessonertortoh™ra,Pai all I “The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history

kinds of tales were told by jealous I of f^e conflict between tlie theologians And the scientists; struggles that hove 
Spiritualists. Some said I had lost my a]ftrmPd Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
•rasted“ This Sl^alsTwlXto I alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
undeveloped mediums, do not worry if White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as' ^in^8 60,®“c®
your guides withdraw their forces for I ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts trntn, takes its nanci, 
a while; for many go out before they I anQ fonow8 boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial, 
are endowed with power from op high. , book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to

attention at once apd keep it enchained Conctee„¡history 
dewed with power from on high;- end of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par 
that is why many mediums fall: the I tienlar bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable os 
spirit calls them, but they go out before &.exioon reiatmg to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
order^TtaXnr^-617' sorted, sifted, wtanowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of

I believe there is a great field of labor I an absorbing interest, and it will ' probably provoke answering arguments, 
here in the South; I find very many j Chicago Times-Herald. ’ . .
sensitives here, many who would make “Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
gi*and mediums if developed. Mobile is 1 Tt is able scholarly critical, and impartial in tone. Bostona city of about fifty-thousand, and not I tins subject, it is aoie, Bcnuiany, F
a Spiritualist society in it, though I In- Daily Advertiser.
tend to organize one soon. I find some I . “A,-literary event of-prime importance is the appearance ot A History oi
Spiritualists here. , I -went up to New I -nrarfare nF SnlMM» with Theology in Christendom.’ "—Philadelphia Press. 
Orleans and gaye the Spiritualist so-1 ' '. } .' , . nnn .n
ciety a lecture. I had a good time.' 11 These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
found many dear friends there who address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars. '
welcomed me, and we had a pleasant I ■ •• ,_____________ _________
time. I also met Mr. Willis, the trum- I--------—----------- - ---------- ■——-—1 \ '——- • ;

«5!^« AFTER HER DEATH. > MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS, 
work, and may -the good spirits ever I ------- I ------------ • *■ —
assist him. I love to.meet with the old I rmy; STORY OF A SUMMER, wax brbi becarb a spibitualist, 
workers, hoping some day ! may;rise as A . aMpsgra. Oneeopy.Ht sixcopioa,».
high. I believe our inspirations are as ifx AilLtaJi WHixuxvt. | , —e 
high as our aspirations, and no higher: I . —. ' rros night to itobi^
therefore we should aspire to the high- Bcrraded with puro Md bea.ut«ul_«plrltu«myoi . Or An Appeal to the Baptist Chunh, 
est ‘I read The _ Progressive Thinker, I ^’J®h^hlgh'^84Tfl‘!n“w,y,por8pIritoalexperiMc«. aijagea. Ona copy, 15 cent«; tqj coplBB,«. 
could not live without it; also. Art I Price,»l.W. Fore»leMthtsoffice. I *
Magic; it is grand. We all have our I —-—:------ ———— ~
taSa’/i4weTistaS' Old Testament Stories Comically 
one. Good reading matter is as good as [ Illustrated.
gold. I have about two thousand copies 1 Br Watson Heston. Price, boards, 111 doth, »15». 
Of Biggest Story in the Bible, I wish to I Heston Is Inimitable. , - ■
■give free to any who will send me their . -< ■ ...
address and.a stamp to mail it with. I THE SPIRITUAL DlRTH, 
5en tbede5^ oSl may OR DEATH AND MS TO-MORROW,

nn n WINEGARDEN . The Spiritual Idea ot Death, Heaven and Hell. Br 
- . . . Mosas Huu-Thls pamphlet besides giving the Spit-Mobile. A.3* ■ . rituaJlBtlclnterpretatloe ot many things In tho Bible—

... . I Interpretations never hetero given, explains the
-----  ' I heavens andhellsbcItoTOl ill by Splrttualtsts. Price, 

“The World Beautiful.” ■ By II!.fin Wconts. For sale at this office. -

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
1 awpagea. Ono copy, bound In cloth, ill PWa.1l

OcnU. ’ _____ 7
Hor Bale at title Office, 40 Loomis Street.

Whiting. Most excellent In their.). |gh I —------ - ------------ --------------- —----- —
and elevating spirituality of thought, mt ■Rpliirinn of Sniritualisin.Series 1, 2, and 3. each complete in it- I -IWUgWU .ui opuituauoiu, 

. .. -o-ino „In.h ti'npr'vnlnme T?nr I It. Phenomena uni Philosophy. Bp Rev. Baonuel
'BgK. 1 rice, clotli*. per volume, lor 1 ^atB0Q tn«wortwa*written wa modern savior, 
sale at this Office. . .-.- . .1 .grand»ndnoblem»n. Prlco»l.CO. > ..

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood ■ ' -r—■——--------- ------- :——-
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry wIU find gems I eD|pi-ri t ai AONOSTPR • 
bf thought In poetic diction In thid hand* Sr IKI.-I WAL. WwWB IIX IT. 
■ome volume, wherewith to sweeten . BriuwntE. «J* Han*»tost* Of leisure and enjoyment ’rare

sale at this offied.' ' I SJrreXSa. torMMatuuioSo.. ««•

The New and the Old, 
Or the World"» Proms* In Thought ByMoeceHuH 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker 
Price 10 cent*. .

THE SOUL, ~~"

toond! byher Guidos. A book that every one who li 
Interested re-incarnation should read. Price •1.00»

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
Amiuiual, wnh<llrecU0M tor the organization end 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
| Davie, ' Something Indispensable. Fries 50 conU.

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Beltà H. Gert euer. One ot her brlrtteit wit- 

Um> a*d .ttonteei lecuweB Meinet th»JIM«, BvVT aroman sb5ildrt»d li end know berttieads end e»*
A



SOCIETÏ. PECULIARE «NECATHOLICISM. .1LYCEUM MOVEMENT.
\ Are V/e Doing Our Duty ?

Within a few days meetings have 
' been held in hundreds of places in these 
' United States, In honor of the advent of 

Modern Spiritualism. No pains were 
- spared to makp the meetings a success. 

. The best of talent in the way ot leetur-

A Picture of It In Porto^ico.,
To the Editor:—Inclosed I send you 

an extract taken from a letter I re
ceived a few days ago from a friend 
now doing service for the United States 
in Porto Rleo. If there is any truth in 
the maxim that the strength of a chain

Á Oood Record and Good 
Prospects.

ers, test mediums-and musicians was 
eecured for the entertainment, of the 
throngs who attended those gatherings. 
Greetings of friends, congratulations < 
for our cause, and social interchange 
assisted to make the occasion one long 
to be remembered. Those who attend
ed the meetings returned to tlieir homes 
filled wit li enthusiasm, and were re
joiced that Spiritualism is making such 
progress in tlie world. Probably no one 
has enjoyed the anniversary occasion 
more than the writer of these lines, nev
ertheless, I do not forget tlie cold facts 
that coni rout me every day, my ardor 
cools, and! pause to 'inquire, are we do
ing all that lias been, required of us- 
all that is asked of us?

Our boast lias been -from tlie earliest 
dawn of Modern Spiritualism, that we 
are a progressive people; we have 
claimed to love our cause so much that 
we would follow wherever duty called, 
that we would leave no stone unturned 
to carry Spiritualism forward, that we 
would give time and talent on its be
half, and honor the cause In every, pos
sible way. Are we doing this while we 
remain Indifferent to. a movement in 
which tlie young people and children of 
Spiritualistic and liberal-minded fami
lies should be made acquainted and in
forested? ,

. When I note the effort, even 'in the 
small towns, made by our orthodox 
friends, to enlist the children in their 
ranks, to swell the numbers of their 
Sunday Schools, when I consider the 
time, strength aud means invested to 

" make their work a success, when I con
' trast the attitude of the Spiritualists 

toward the lyceum movement, with 
< that of the Christians toward their 
\ young people's organizations, I grow 

‘'.sorrowful, and wonder in my heart of 
'hearts, if our people realize tlie mistake 
they are making in all of this.

With a few exceptions most societies 
with which *1 have been associated, 
seem to regard the Lyceum organiza
tion, ns sort of a “Kindergarten affair” 

•' especially for small children, instead of 
ah institution for the spiritual training 
of young aud old.

■ The great plea for the absence of 
\ adults from lyceum sessions has been 
'v "We cannot well attend three sessions

Galveston, Texas. '

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Lepper made short and appropriate ad-

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET 1 THE PENTATEUCH.

“WHICH SHALL IT BE?"

Commenta on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Lumbert 
und Deuteronomy,z by '

JEZUabefA Cady Sian ton, TXZZZb JDeverctM 
.Blafcc, Beo. Phebe Hana/ord, CZara Be- , 

Wick Colby, EUen Battette Dictricbf 
‘ # Mrs* Louisa Southworth, ür- •

X- . stila JT» Qeslefcld, and"' . • 
■ Frances E» Barr» •

According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

FORCE AND MATTER.
By Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth. «1.

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the sub 
Sices of tho Bov. Shaku Soyen, delcgaw to Oie Par 

ament of xsoligions. Was lately pdblintodUiftpaQ 
Price IL For eale at thia office. r 

' VOLNEY’S RUINS

Spiritualism in -Montreal, Can.
Mr. Óscar À. .Eberly.Ms delivered

—AND— .

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHICH U ADDED \

Voloey*» ¿newer to Dr. Prieatiy, a Biographical Nolla 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens 

the Ancients.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,

Is Made Blind, ^nd Made to 
See Ag^in.

What Shall We Do to Meet 
the Crisis?

FREE TO ftLL.
Sample Bottle of the -

Greatest Remedy the World Has Ever Produced.
, . in w'fler ttal Ihe readere ot tills paper way liavo tlie opportunity of tetllnr the

In number 488 of The I.iqglissiv [trade HlARK.] eflirtcy end woudertul curetlro properties of our “5 DBOP8" remedy we will 
'w'g^uiJ8 under "tlurcapt Ion, “ Which free of cbarpe, » nuuple bottle lo .11 who apply for seme. Bend full name aud Postoillco sddres, aud 
Shall It Be ” which it seems to me »«aw'o bottle will hoecut you by return mall. This free distribution tovolvo. great expeuao to u«, but we . 
ought'to receive the thoughtful con- do BO in order thill everyone' imiy have the opportunity ot tcBtlug, absolutely free of charge, the greate.l . 
slderatlon of all intelligent Spiritual- I remedy the world hwyciprodueod. It bus never fulled and never can full to cure any of the followln» ,

In the afternoon of a bright summer 
day, about two o'clock, I .was seated 
quietly reading my ‘‘Ai-abula;” by A. J, 
Davis,Kwhen suddenly;! became blind. 
A fearful feeling came overrule. I be
gun to think what use.I could make of

To thfe E<lltor:-Tlie beautiful town of 
Taw Paw, in Southern Michigan, has 
long been known as a place from which 
emanated an Influence that has been an 
important factor in making tills State _
what it is to-day—the banner State ot 1°;” j' o[1. glllsses,
the Union in bpir tualist ‘ntt« w ‘ wiped theJn> wiped my eyes; but wus 
the birthplace of Unit plont-u oiganlz.a bllud ,rlle llorl.or; jjoW&yer, of he
lion, the Southwesterji Michigan asso- l . luei UIld .j udcame very
elation, upon whose platform so» many lve Huw i0Ug I Iremaiubd seated 
speakers who have since achieved na- K UUU|q0 (0 but after a time I 
tional reputation, gave some of tneir . went to the door, passed 
first addresses. Tills society was or- I tln.(>u„b the hall, and by holding to tlie 
gauized In those early years, when to I 1)UnIsteKJ weut fiowu to thi/hall below, 
avow oneself a Spiritualist was to meet K si0(>1)e(i aulr felt tuy way
with either opeu ridicule, covert insult I Hie-hall door on to a gallery,
or a species of toleration that was )aklug u seat ou tue first step. All this 
equally exasperating, but still this W(1(j done w|tijout thought or object, 
brave band maintained the even tenor I )nPel)alliCany. while seated there my 
of their upward way, surmounting all (jmjgbter, with whom I live, and who 
obstacles and weathering the storms of liad gx)ne oldj returned, and as she 
those troublous times with a fortitude enme up thp stepSi a8ked: wliut was the 
that well deserved the recognition ot maW(11. j replied, I was blind.
later years. For more than a quarter I glle i00]ccj at my eyes, and said: 
of a century -they have held tlieir reg- .<whnt are you sitting out here for?” 
ular gatherings, and their yearly meet- j Unswered: “I’m waiting for tlie 
Ings, occurring each summer on the inan.” ■
banks of lovely Luke Cora, are still the she pasSed on into the house, and I
Mecca toward wlileli the steps of the kept my sea,t Until questioned I hud
faithful tend from far and near, not faintest idea of tlie why of my
Among those whom these people aided I movements, and even after I replied to 
and encouraged-to take their first steps ker question, I felt neither anxiety nor 
in the work, was W. F. Jamieson, concern, but waited patiently, listlessly, 
whose letter explaining why he aban-1 j knew tke carrier would bring a letter, 
doned Spiritualism is soon to appear In I After a time, I know not how long, he 
tlie columns of The Progressive Think- ro(]e up to the gate, dismounted)' came 
er. It Is almost forty years since Mr. I the yard and up the. steps, saying, 
Jamieson traveled these country roads, I a registered letter; please sign 
speaking In schoolhouses, public halls, fOl. jt,”
anywhere that he could find or make j reached out my hand and took it. 
opportunity to give his testimony for The moment my hand touched the let- 
the religion of Spiritualism and the cer- ter the blindness was -gone. Strange, 
tainty of spirit return. Many of those I too, all memory of it for the time went 
to whom he brought these new truths I a]8(>. The letter was' from a distant 
have gone to prove them, but there are I woman, who wrote: ‘11 have often 
still those remaining who remember heal-d of you, and so much desire to see 
Mr. Jamieson’s spirit controls of those and have a seance with you, but since 
days; the pompous Dr. Bagg; the merry it is not possible, will you try to get me 
and entertaining Irishman, and the a message from some of my spirit 
sable gentleman who occasionally ex- friends?” I tried and-succeeded. After 
erclsed his racial propensity of butting, folding up the message, and In the act 
A few years later we find Mr. Jamieson of putting It In the envelope, the mem
In this town of Paw Paw, engaged In a ory for the first time after the ex- 
dlscussion with an Advent minister, perience of the blindness came to me, 
Moses Hull. The result is well known. I and I felt an irreslStable Influence to 
Mr. Hull was shown the fallacy of his write her, what is penned above, which 
preconceived ideas, and eventually led I did, and enclosed It with the message, 
to enlist under the Spiritualist^ banner. I I thought no more of -It. Several

Upon the ground broken by those weeks after, however, I received a let- 
onrlv nloneers a new society lias sprung ter from the woman stating the comfoit 
urr The Paw Paw Valley Spiritualists’ it gave her to get some tidings from hei 
Association. Chartered with their State mother and father, who were residents 
Association, well officered and equipped In the spirit world. She was happy that 
in pvnrv wav to do battle with the the messages gave-evidences of life 
wrong wheiever found, it has met with after so-called death.^But;" wrote she 

vuitures are continually hovering over, wen merited success. Two years age “tXybothrd^dPblln^,my 
and (typical Catholics as they are) that chief among organizers, George H. fathei potn uiea mm • mother
occasionally dropping down and pick- Brooks, gpoke for us, and during his Need I add that. foffier.and mother 
ing the bon?s-of some poor native, who stay 8teps were taken toward forming I '‘“^7 j ¿nd influenced me
was so unfortunate as to not get all of a iyceum for our young people. Since keptJ™*® and’ -<v'iiit ufltil ft was
his earthly body safe into purgatory th/p we llave had with us at different to go below and *Mt uffifi It v>as
before the priest exhumed It, In order I Umes Mrs. Shehan-Horman, who ad- Placed in mjjiand. lheli woik aone,
to make room for another body, for dresse(i' Us under the auspices of the tney wiwqrew.
which he had received a paltry fee. oldel. society; Dr. A. B. Spinney, Mrs. I w^,>fnln^s of oui- deai^nes 'We? 

The poorer class of natives seem to Anna L. Robinson, Lyman C. Howe, crowd my memory, but time will 
be out of luck, as their priest will not L. V. Moulton, and for the recent annl- permit giving them now? The cold 
prepare them for death, neither will he versary exercises, March 26, Will C. wlnfer ka8 been trj*|ng onAne, and I 
have anything to do with them, unless Hodge of Chicago. Ihls Is Mr. Hodge s been able1‘t(> repj„ to many
they have the money to pay him. first appearance upon our platform, but rg mucb bMoved fiends, and

Some few weeks ago the Catholic we have had few speakers who have gg of tbe^ are BUbseribers for 
priests at Ponce and San Juan Issued I made a better impression upon tnen Tbg progregslve thinker,, I would 
proclamations for the Catholics to have audiences than did he. He is logical, tbrou h )t tkank them for ihelr many 
no dealings with the Protestants, and fluent, and gives evidence of wide ex- words. We alr have cause to re-
not to receive any presents from them, I perience and broad culture, and we tbe var|ous and manifold man-
and that all marriages were Illegal that I would unhesitatingly recommend him jjeBtayong of gpirit presence and 
were not officiated over by a priest of to societies wishing for work along the I gu[dance Never' have' they failed me 

I the “Holy Catholic Church.” General? more advanced lines of thdught time of -need ffirtogfc:!thirty-flve
'■ ” ‘ , E-A. TOWERS. ears of gervlce ln;tire cause of Spirit

Paw Paw, Mich. , - Kallsm. ' "SUE FINCK.

is measured by its weakest links, then 
tho morality of the Roman Church Is 
measured by tlie demoralizing and de
grading customs portrayed In the fol
lowing article. The personal part of 
the letter is omitted.

Yauco, Porto Rico, March 3, '09.
Respected Friend:--The only essential 

point of difference in tlie manner of 
worship and practice of the Catholic 
faith in tills, from other countries, Js 
tlie observance ot peculiar customs on 
fast and feast days, and a barbarous 
method of disposing of their dead.

The Catholic mass Is read In Latin in

on Sunday." Sometimes I have been 
bold enough to ask a society for the 

7 ’ time being to dispense with the morn
ing service and in its place institute a 

v grand Sunday school or lyceum. The 
;: answer has usually been, '‘Why, Mrs. 
TO Hull, we could not call out a corporal's

every country in tlie world; tlie re
sponses are in the same language.

The tenets of the faitli me identical 
the world over, though, sometimes a 
local coloring from national character
istics and racial customs disfigures It 
almost beyond recognition.

The Americans, however, represent 
the^ most liberal element within the 
Roman* Church, and by persistent en
deavor have succeeded in getting very 
liberal concessions from the present 
Pontiff, Leo XIII. .

The Porto Rican' Catholics, as a rule, 
have many superstitious Ideas, such as 
never disturbing or removing a cob-web 
from anything it might-happen to lie 
on, therefore 'they are very filthy.

The wealthier class,. as a general 
tiling, are represented by the French, 
who are very different from the Cath
olics in two things: cleanliness and ed
ucation.

One of the most horrifying and de
grading features of the Catholic 
worship that 1 have observed since 
coming here, is the wake. When a 
native dies, they all get drunk, play 
cards and gamble in-varlous forms, be
sides they take clubs and sticks and 
pound on the floor, tin pans, buckets or 
whatever may be handy, and make 
more noise with their yells and screams 
than I ever heard the Kiowa and 
Comanche Indians make when they 
were having a war dance.

I have often heard much about the 
degradation and corruption of the 
Roman Catholics, but I never fully be
lieved it until I had visited their cem
etery here. There you will see human 
skuHs and bones by the cart-load, -as 
they do not wait for a body to decay 
until they dig it up and bury another 
one In the same place. The stench is 
almost unbearable, and great bodies of

'■ guard to a lyceum, our society engages 
Its lecturers for two services on Sun- 

——-day; we cannot give way to the lyce- 
urn." Consequently, it not unfrequently 
occurs that the time for the lyceum is 
set at an hour when it is most ineon-, 
venlent for the people to attend. It is 

■' not expected great things can be done 
' . in a children's meetings If none of the 

adults take an interest in tlie work.
;. Until within a few years, camp-meet

Ing managers have not regarded the ly- 
;■? ceum work of enough Importance to 
, give it proper recognition. There are 

numerous eamp lyceums, yet I know 
by experience, that in some instances, 

■ the time given to the children is se
lected at such hours as few can attend:

Ists. , dfscuuw Rheuiiiatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Catarrh, Backache, Toothache,It is bi'coHilnjx a serious question in . ' . ■
tlie minds of many, whether we need a Earache, Asthma, Heart Weakness, Croup, La Grippe, Malaria, Creeping 
separatworganlzation, and if Spiritual- Numbness, Bronchitis, nnd kindred diseases. This 1. a very broad »tatemeut butnu a 
ism will succeed as a distinctive mote- ioct for w0- |,Uvc ample proof from tbo thousands unsolicited testimonials on flloin ourofllco 
I°Itlt' •tainlt Will not succeed as such I wltbln’ thc >“E| tl‘reo ieaK d*1' remedy baa cured more thou a million and a quarter of people, many ot 
unlesTtliere be a change Of front OU the whom bad been pronounced Incurable by competent physicians; some ot whom had been bed ridden for 
part of the great body Of Spiritualists years, aud others'could only walk by the use of crutches, sUU others whs travelled the world over In search 01
at large. ‘ I roller and spent tliousauda ot dollars but failed to got It, was cured by •■5J>B0P8“M small con. In fact,

No organization can be successful inuny 0( tll(i curea whtcli tntn remedy bus made border on tlio miraculous. ,
without some particular aim or end in „5 DROPS" Is note patcut medicine. It was perfected only after vast research In'sclentlOc Acids and al 
view, and with HO declaration or prill- I verJ expense.. Il is a boon to tlio sick and affiliated, n.balin to suffering bunumlty. Tho crownlui
dples. . . gem of medical science. “5 DltOPS” Is the name aud 5 drops Is tlie dose.

The simple fact of the demonstration yua e)ze bottles XSOO (loses) al.OD prepaid by mall or express, or C bottlps fors5.00. I’osth-oly only ons 
Of the continuity Of life,- however I free sample bottle sent to each person. For sample and pa.-tlculara concerning this wonderfuKromedy, 
grand and glorious it may be, does not please address.... ' agents waited.
‘inTnlty1 fo/a'com^^'Vimrpose!nthat SWANSQN PHEUB1ATIC CURE CO., 167 pearborn St., Chicago, Ill, 

purpose the elevation of -humanity. ' - . • “ : :
Mediumship, grand and beautiful as it As (t matter, of fact, orthodoxy has al
ls, land which lias been given us for our ready surrendered. .Many of the more 
Instruction nnd elevation, which has honest and Intelligent among the clergy
brought light, comfort and joy to I have thrown overboard the idea of orlg- 
thousands of aching and bereaved inal sin, the.infallibility of the Bible 
hearts, is Indeed a precious boon to liu-1 and the atonement, and have accepted 
inanity, but the fact remains that In- too the philosophical idea of salvation 
many- cases It has been debauched and through character. That Individual 
degraded to the low plane of fortune- I salvation is'Uie result of individual ef- 
tellng, simply for the dollar there may I fort, regardless of church, creed, bibles 
be In it. I or saviors, whether named Jesus or

No wonder our good brother com- John Smith. Many more are on the 
plains of the luck of interest in local so- road aud will desert the sinking craft of 
defies, as in a majority of Instances orthodoxy, as rats desert a sinking 
they are conducted on a phenomenal ship, just as fast as they cun find a safe 
plane and seemingly with no end or spot for alighting. Many of them know 
alm in view only to amuse, for tlie time the fact of continued life as demon
being the wonder-seeking element, with strafed by Spiritualism, and are even 
no moral principle Involved and with I preaching the philosophy without the

■ For some reason, the lyceum work Is by „„7 VUU,,„V ______
■< many at these great meetings, copsid- genry commanding general of this] 

. ; ered of secondary Importance. I lstlandi 8ent tlfS- Alcalde or Mayor
• It Is well known that an effort was I around to inform them that should he 

mad^ In Washington last October, to bear any more such proclamations 
' rt bring the lyceum movement into more bel i8gued he would stop them and

;■ prominence, to unite the workers infra- I t thereby military forcA
ternal fellowship and make conditions We ,lnformed by good authority I [Written for the Fifty-first year of 

k m°re systematic ^oik. A National OTe f last Modern Spiritualism, by Sarah Stone
P Organization was effected. Some of “5 > durintr the midnight mass, p„Pithlll 1 ,
L the most enthusiastic speakers on the e f ty people killed and ’ ------- Anniversary ExerClS6S Ar©

±dCt’have^n°ot rS^roTtoai ”great many others" Unded here In ug joln t0 swell the anthem X -
’ rtme to this to th£ secretary Among ?aneo. Captain Vernor, in command Tbat tJbe angel cholrB have sung, «610- .

- ’ num», w.,. . r.w M-i-M V- < ”” 'W““‘ W‘“ n. VSH, Sod* «de

| ceum workers; they not only promised | £ nnv dlsturbauee or a geu. P nco-ves fiftv-one brated the Fifty-first'Anniversary with
Clu. .„„„„..v, _______________ t yettls a8°-yes' n y e- very appropriate exercises. The after
year before. As a general rule all the And the light has since been streaming, I nCKjn wa8 uged exclusively for a confer

. . , । „.,,1 4av । ence, which was well attended, and
those who took part’ were among the 
older Spiritualists, who had been identi
fied with the movement for years.

ANNIVERSARY POEM.

no view to education or improvement Spiritualistic label.
So long as local soclelies depend upon with tiijs view of the situation, Bro. 
the drawing power of the medium, at Gould may well ask, “Which shall it j 
ten cents per head admission to meet be?” Consider the vast amount of 
the expends of hall rent, music, and money already invested in churches, 
also to remunwate tb,e worker for ser-1 the multiplicity of which is by reason 
vices, we shall be in a state of chaos of a different interpretation of an Infal- , 
and the good that might be accom- llble book, every man who, get- 
pllshed by a concert of action upon ting a new thought or new interpréta- | 
more practical lines and with common tion concerning it, feeling compelled to । 
sense methods, will not be commensu- build a new church to represent the j 
rate with the effort as now put forth. new interpretation, aud let us seriously

There are hundreds of people who ask the question: Do we need a separ- 
have come Into Spiritualism from the ate organization with its attendant cost 
churches, and who while in the ehureh aud ecclesiastical machinery?
took pride in helping to maintain their Is there any necessity of wringing 
respective organizations; giving freely more money from the pockets of the 
of their time and means to that end, suffering, tolling millions to build still 
who will not subscribe a single dollar other churches and establish another 
toward maintaining a creditable organ- sect, or will we wait another fifty years 
Ization of Spiritualists, nor will they if necessary, and proclaim the glad tld- 
subscrlbe for any publication which lugs of Spiritualism from churches that 
has for its object the elucidation of the are already built? Things are coming 
philosophy of Spiritualism. Can it be our way, and are coming fast. The teu- 
for the reason that they have ellml- dency of all religions Is away from 
nated from their minds the idea of eter- creeds and toward a broad aud compre- 
nal hell fire and they now have nothing henslve humanitarianism. The mission 
to do but Bing the "Sweet Bye and of Spiritualism is to elevate humanity 
Bye,” and “Nearer, My God, to Thee,” physically, Intellectually, socially and 
and putting their trust in the dear an- morally, and to hasten tbe advent of 
gels, dream of celestial delights and the reign of justice among all the sons 
the beautiful home over there. and daughters of men.

Spiritualism Is either a fact founded It is based upon the principles of na- 
upon the principles of nature, or It is ture, is humanitarian In its tendencies, 
worth no more than the opinions of thé and its other name is naturalism. The 
warring sects who have always been fact of Spiritualism will remain in any 
ready to traduce each other and wran- event, and if'qur good Christian friends 
gle over honest differences of opinion. are getting their eyes open and are

It Is all-inclusive, and Is here for the stealing our thunder by preaching our 
benefit of humanity at large, and has philosophy as well as admitting the 
proved a mighty factor In eliminating fact, why should we not bld them good 
the dogmas and superstitions of an ig- speed and accept them as allies in a 
norant and semi-barbarous age, and common cause? Only a few years will 
opening the avenues of light and knowl- elapse when they will not only proclaim 
edge to a creed-bound and priest- that Spiritualism is true, but that they 
cursed humanity. It has modified the knew it all the time.
creed of every church, opened the eyes In the language of Rev. Jasper, "the 
of the spiritually blind and has shown sun do move.”
us our relation to each other and to the WILL C. HODGE,
universe in which we live, as no other ---------- ■ « —- -

Printed on heavy paper, from now plates, to largi 
clear type, with portrait and illuBtrattona. One vol 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 centa; cloth, 75 centa.

This is undoubtedly one of the best and most usefc 
books ever published. It eloquently advocatee tlh 
best interests of mankind, aud clearly points out tin 
sources of human Ignorance aud misery. Tho authoi 
is supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an apparl 
tion or phantom, which explains tho true principle» ol 
society, and tbe causes of both the prosperity and thi 
ruin ot ancient slates. A general assembbr of tW 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative bodj 
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of govern 
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature-*' 
founded on justice and equity—is finally proclaim-rl 
to An expectant worl l.

ceum workers; tney not omy promiseu ~ rtutnrbnnee or a ceu-thelr sympathy, but assured us that the J eePn«acre such -as happened one 
lyceum they represented would send an eral massacre, s¥pp-e ________

' . application for a charter, also tender a drunk for two weeks I Light of love and hope and joy, i
/ contribution. Up to date, no message )n ' kolldny8 and they are very bad I For we find they still are with us, 

. has come from these peisons. with a knife or machete. Every mother guides her boy. -’ . I have written ffiany personal letters, pitn a inure or muueie. ^v«y w 6
' and announced through the papers from T inf This, no fancy tale of fiction,

: time to time that the charters and cer- I b co'' I . Though 'tls bright as heaven’s own
:: tlficates were ready to be filled out on Yanco, Porto «<«>• day . '

; application. Less than a dozen appll- The above was written In reply to tn For tke irjends we loved are with us.
। cations have been sent for charters, and question as to how Catholicism ana Tb are wlth ug kere t0 Btay> 

Ims tlm n five dollars have been re- Catholic worship in Porto Rico com- J ," nn “Zontrtbudnc membershlus pared with that in the United. States, Death is but a little transit,wffite doSatlouBXe no“ been mini I and if it will be of any benefit or assist- Just beyond the veil of sigbL ,
; tloned in any communications received. I ance in causing the American people to And the spirit, glad and ra^ant, 

i Letters have been received nearly ev- realize the degrading effects of Cath-1 Guides us ever to the light, 
■ / . ery week, Inquiring if the National, As- oliclsm, you are at liberty to pub s found no “dark forever,”
> ' sociation has lesson leaflets, or serial this letter complete. Yours tuly, I F(jr law Qf lQve arfd nfe 
? card lessons for distribution. Hildreth, Ill. H. C. tìibUKfiin. Leads each human heart up higher,

? < ’ I have, In response to this, made the_______. ■ ■» —----------- Higher than earth’s selfish strife,
i* statement which I make here. After ’ '

paying for the printing of Charters and Spiritual Experience. WM“,ust,a 1 ?e g .
v certificates, procuring seal, obtaining a nf,n n "rent sorrow befell All be teachers of the right,

.- sufficient number of copies of Copstitu- ̂ 7/“‘8 “8° a TrTatnd deemed For no narr,ow C,reed ^,n? nd US,’
tion and By-Lpws, the little fund In the ^-^11 my spirit light and see^ I chiu oul. hearts or blind our 81ght. 
treasury has been exhausted, and pei- aroun(J me j nved ¡n this condition I i?Or we know, that love the Savior,

J.? ', sonally, I have been compelled to use fQr days. On the evening of the All the human race shall find,
•> k”s been paId in. I find no gecond day j geated myself at a table And, .with justice, truth and reason,

fnult with this, but I would ask thc ly- inxr n inrcrp Rihlp TJncon- I rithI +hARA trpfiRures of th© mind.
£> ceunis to consider the situation, and “Y “ . ® H th rA in •: -then decide If there is not a duty rest- ^^Xmed to be great’raised1 tetters Let us sing a song of welcome. ■

Ing upon the workers who have prom- t?nv crain-^'Come unto me all I To our sPleit frlends once more' -
< ised aid to the National Association. *nnd nre heavy laden and I For ’twas like the dawn of heaven

) Many have written, ordering copies I fwllTglve yoSDrdesV’ Vqutekly^losed I When-they opened wide the door.
' the^have bMnUsl°nUt:premptlyy and Tre- the book, went into an adjoining room. And the ^^8, thè truths, they brought 

tney nave uetiu ovili pivuipuj, nuu * av n cMi*m nf ìpìitr nnmp to I
’ - cori-^DondelcV UaS be6“ °f m-v’ rellef' A£ter a feWa ,a wlPed t]»e old a*ay’
- Tlmt the Ivcetun movement at present strong voice besldeme said: Peace, be Foi. no' nlgllti or death or darkness 

Is^c^^aratfveTilui^'cannotPbe the stPl ” Instantly there were arms Oan Our spirits longer sway. . .
i .y. is a compaiame iauuie..canuoL i»e e ttehtlv around me, and not one , „ „
f- ' - wonder of any one who realizes the t g y tell that the All that’s good will live forever,
li. lack of unity and co-operation between sob ol sig h rema in efl, t^ tei erroi;pa6g awny> -

i y the lyceum organizations as they are at sW«n t8 tralllng 0^the floor, And the bright and glorious sunrise
present. There is no united effort oi ®oi nd tg tjUness ,of de“th .had lt be- Drives the darkest night away.

' system, oi-metliod between them, such 90 “'v-YT . T t,]rnpj . ... ...
i ns there would be if they were banded I come. After some minutes I returned So thjg truth of our communlon 

T toepfher in feltowshln as working to my former seat, and again as stupid- with the friends'we thought were.
• IS P S ly unconscious, the Bible scene was re- d .... ;

' ARE IVE DOING OUR DUTY? peated. The great letters, unlooked for, Qpeng up a world of meaning.. ' ■
ARE WE doing OUB puiY i. i ere. <.peacé i : leave tylth ;you. My - K the-light by reason shed......

k;, .. Haye we niet the full requirements our - ce j ^é 'Unto-j-our.not as the world 1 ro 8 6 *
'I" ■ ’ cause demands, when we have opened g|vedl g;Ve I unto you. Let not your
ki our halis, secured and paid lecturers keart be troubled, neither let it be
r and mediums for their valuable serv- afra|d>> • ‘
F' - ,,D°?S taught occur to you ' now t0 thInk how wondroU8iy
. , that the teachings and helps found in b j d to e and giadness.

Spiritualism may be valuable to your * ftnnkg due alg0 t0 The Pro_ 
k . children as they have been to you? 1. 3lve Thlnker. My faith Is not 11m-
k . Can you recall any time n your expe- B e both ..Nai!arenè»
h. rlence when, had it not been for the, . k „
k; blessed consolation found In Spiritual- a“J*' T . .. . annv<,rsntiohL ■■ ism, you would have sank Iff the way- Some ypars agal feUAn «-nversaUon

11?; ■ light went out as you listened, for the toat an8 SjlS. It he drewI i. last time to the dear voice that had al-, again wns'in trouble. Heh' ways been music in your ears? Do you pearl the man w.In trouffia. ge.
I ; recall the1 joy that filled your soul when had been,In his own ^ell. He Mked toeI . the truth was made known to you that Q«leOy If. I bad ever rejeciea me I love survived tlie grave-that Spirit- BW'«, . . .I , uallsm was true? Then In the naine of ,'Oh! said I, - When we aR®^l^S out, I1 the dear ones who have given you this we are very liable to swing too far. „I knowledge, and for the sake of those “How did you find your way back?I who are to take up the struggles of life I he, next enquired. , , . „ TI where we lay them down, let us resolvb | "By reason and common sense,, I I ' that we will at once make an effort, replied. t ■ . . ; _ f _|- outgrow nil personal, factional, feeling, I He passed on. I have never s*nee 

and work with a united effort to make I seen him, but I sincerely hope he found

F/. *rn. MATTIE E. HULL. I Summerland, Cal. ■ - : . -

Oh, the light is surely breaking 
O’er the dark and' fear-bound earth, 

And the crumbling creeds are shaking 
As our souls find higher blrtji.

There were some of .the younger mem
bers who enthused all by expressing 
their view's, and how. they became Spir
itualists. In the evening the hall was 
packed to the doors with an enthusias
tic crowd, who showed their interest by 
remaining until the meeting closed, 
which was near 11. o’clock.

Mrs. McFarland, who served the so
ciety during my absence, opened the 
evening session with a. recitation, and 
then gave the opening address. Three 
of her controlling intelligences voiced 
their greetings, and gave utterance to 
profound spiritual truths. After her 
lecture I gave the anniversary address, 
taking for the subject, “What Spiritual
ism Stands For, and giving some of the 
early history of our movement, and/if 
the great change that had taken place 
In the world of thought, and of the 
great truths that Spiritualism repre
sents, and the battle it had fought, and 
was still to fight,, of right against error.

After the lecture I,gave psychometric 
readings, • which were oLlnterest. The 
hall was beautifully, decorated with 
spirit pictures, and Mrs. Moulton gave 
the history of how they were obtained 
through the mediumship of the Bangs 
Sisters and the Campbell Brothers. 
The work that.attracted the most Inter
est was the spirit drawings of Mrs. Big
ler, which are marvels, and some day 
I shall give the fearers the benefit of 
her .work as I cannptjnovtt. Tuesday 
evening the 28th, oefturred the anniver
sary party in thq.-;Eth|flal. building, 

.which was larg ■ y.^ttended and .fully 
’ enjoyed, and a suqcess ijafevery , way.
Thus -closed one of1(the-pleasantest an
niversary exerci,sesBever hgld in Mll- 

' waukee, and the spirit of gpofl will and 
hbrinony was felt Iff. qll, and a glorious 
good work was dons,. ^bkoo^ 

: ■- hl> .

system of religion or philosophy has Yonkprs N Y
done, and it will continue its mission Anniversary at lonKers, IN. I. 
until the last warring sect will capltu- The Yonkers Spiritualist Society cele- 
late in the light of its effulgent beams, brated the fifty-first anniversary of the 
Thousands who hive been reached by advent of Modern Spiritualism, on Frl- 
its beneficent power are not known as day evening, March 31. Mrs. Helen T. 
Spiritualists, and they are to be found Brigham was present and made appro- 
in every church organization, waiting prlate remarks for the occasion, in her 
for some leader to come to the front, usual pleasing and significant manner, 
when they will possibly display enough president Alfred Andrews presiding, 
courage to follow the leader. Mr. Jas. H. Fletcher, vice-president,

Spiritualism has a meaning other stated that his ancestors a few genera
than to establish another sect or ism tlons back lived near the John Wesley 

family, in Sheffield, England, and knew 
about the manifestations that occurred

to still further divide the human fam- 
lly, otherwise it might have remained 
away and the world would have lost 
nothing in consequence. Unless It 
stands for justice, equity and the rights 
of mankind, humanity has no use for 
it and it must make way for something 
better. The gods have not been con
sulted regarding its advent, it has no 
special holy or market day for the ex
hibition of Its wares, and the only bible 
that can possibly correctly interpret its 
claims is the ever open book of nature 
which is accessible to-hlgh and low, 
rich and poor, bond and free. The 
Christian’s Bible is no more nor less 
“our book” than any book that contains 
truth, nor do I seek among Its pages 
for the truth of Spiritualism. It Is only 
the opinions Of men living in a previous 
age or a record of the thought of the 
age In which it was written, and is no 
.more binding upon us than earlier opin
ions regarding astronomy. Those who 
need a holy book as a prop or .crutch to 
lean upon, will doubtless continue to 
bring the old record to the front as 
something which we must recognize in 
order to be truly good Spiritualists; 
While others will be of the opinion that 
if all the bibles that ever had an exist
ence were gathered in one huge pile 
and set fire to, they would afford more 
light to. the world than they have ever 
yet done. .

The question of the personality of 
Jesus again cpmes to the front' in a 
large and well-bound volume compiled 
by J. M. Peebles, containing a sympo
siumof opinions expressed by eminent 
scholars and thinkers, ■ and from the 
standpoint of the author the question Is

SPIRIT FRIENDS.

Angels, now I hear them calling, 
Spirit friends are lingering near, 

Angels footsteps softly falling 
’Make sweet music for the ear.

Oh, I hear sweet voices singing, 
Far away upon, the air;

Loving friends are ever near me, 
Loving hands press on.my hair..,'

Spirit footsteps linger near me, . 
Spirit voices everywhere; • ■ .

Since I've felt their loving presence 
I am-ever free from care, >

Spirit friends now; guide me ever, ' 
And they help me on my way, .

As I strive to do my duty
And press on from day to day. :

And I know they’re hovering o’er me, 
For I feel their presence near;

Spirits always do endeavor . ? ,
Mortal friends to help and cheer. 
, • MAGGIE COLYER.

- Beaumont, Kans. • , >

Life of Thomas Paine,
BvFdltor of tho National with Prefaor and)Notci 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead end Paine Monument, at Nett 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio lUckmjn, 
Joe Barlow. Nary Wollstonecraft, Madune Rolan* 
Condorcet. Jlrlisot, and the most prominent of Paine# 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Ago of Reason;
Being in Investigation ot True and Fabulous The 

ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plate, 
andnew type: 186 pages, post 8vo. Paper, 23 cental 
cloth, M cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet.' addressed to the Inbab, 
Itanis of America In 1716. with explanatory notlcob) 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Ri ghts of Man.

Parts I and II. Belng_an answer tn Mr. Burkeb 
tttack upon the French Revolution. Foil 8vo., 271 
pages, roper, SO cents; cloth, 50 centa,
Paine’ti Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason. Examination of tl;e Prophecies, oto 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine’ei Political Works. ‘

Common Sense, The Crisis, .Rights of Man, eto 
Uluptrateci edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages* Cloth, •LOO; 
postage, SiKcenta.

~ WHITE MAQIO
Taught tn “Three Sevens," a book of 271 PAttB. It b 
really & very interesting and auasestiK WOK* PrtC< 
<1.25* For ¿ale at this office»

~HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice. '

By Lol, Walsbrooker. Many have read this book, 
many have re-read It, and many others out to read It. 
it should be read by every man and woman In th, 
land. It shows tbe falsities rampant to socle.y « 
matters of moral and-social import, and the wrong! 
that flow therefrom to Innocent viettaw of social 
ostracism. It contains n fine likeness of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00 .

ta that family and how inconsistent for 
the Methodists of to-day to attempt to 
deny it .

Our society is active and has had, to 
assist us in our work since my last re
port, Mr. W. W. Sargent of Brooklyn, 
and Fred B. Hawkins, pf New York, 
who gave a rational display of his hyp
notic powers.

The New York press gave a more fa
vorable report of our anniversary serv
ices than usual.

The meeting at the Tuxedo Hall was 
attended by several from tbe Mills. Ho
tel, one intelligent soldier recently re
turned from Cuba. I happened to see 
him Monday. He said “I would have 
liked to have more from the editor's 
wife (Mrs. Barrett). I liked what she 
said and how she said it only it was 
too short” If we had known that she 
was to be present more time would 
gladly have been given. All were 
pleased to see her and Mrs. Pepper 
present TITUS MERRITT.

at last settled. • . ♦ • :
. I may be obtuse; and am willing to 
plead ^ignorance” so far as research is 
concerned, .but: honesty and candor 

.compel ine to. say, I.am still agnostic 
regarding Jesus,- and at the risk of be

. ing included arhong the “ignoramuses” 
and everlastingly losing what little rep
utation that may be. mine, still In the.

four lectures to fawly large and appre
ciative audiences, or,as hi himself says, 
to the largest audiences wJtp one excep

tion that he has addressed this winter.
He has . been engaged to ¡deliver four 
more and possIbly.'sUll another four lec: 
tures if his prior febgagonents will al
low. Miss Maud L. Beckwith, of Thou
sand Island Park,>’. Y., also delivered 

-one. lecture, Jast Sunday afternoon, and 
is engaged for to-mprrpw (Sunday) af
ternoon, and alternate days with. Mr. 
Edgerly during the week and the fol
lowing Sunday afternoon. ".
. There seems a g“ood field here in this 
city of churches. .It would be.well for 
any good medium'who mny be passing 
through Montreal to make note of the 
address: The Religio-Philosophlcal So
cletv, President,: Geo. Dawson, 265 St. 
Urbain street; ’secretary, Thomas 
Moisey, 71 Aylmer street As we have 
but a small membership and cab- 
hot afford .to? pay railway fare as well 

j as salary of mediums. B. BAKER.

OBSESSION.
Bow evil spirits Influence mortal». Bf M. Faraday, 

P. 33. Price 10 cent*. (

INQERSOLL'SADDRESS 
Before the New York Unitarian Club, The first tlrafl 
In the history of tbe world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning'to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelllg^ncei, 
through the mediumship of Mary Tba'.'esa Shelhamcr. 
An excellent work. Trice ei.25.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Minneapolis Anniversary Notes.
The Fifty-first Anniversary of Mod

ern Spiritualism'was celebrated in Min
neapolis, on Sunday,. April 2, by the 
Washington Union Association of Spir
itualists, in their hall, Masonic Temple, 
special services being-led by Dr. N. F. 
Ravlin, of California, Services were 
opened at 1:30 p. m. with an entertain
ment by. the lyceum children, consisting 
of recitations, vocal and Instrumental 
music. At 2:45 p. in., Dr. N. F. Ravlin

Two choice volumes, each complete Itf itself, la 
which spirituality is related to everyday life la sflch 
»way as to make the world beautiful. Each 81.00»

For sale at this office»

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS "
AND HOW WB ASCEND THEM.

Ore few thoughts m how to reach >bat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things ain subject to 
it With portrait. Ey Moses Hull. Oust the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual tiling, and to 
show you how to educate your splrlUial faculties, 
price, bound In eloth. 40 cents; lapftar cover, 25 
cent» For,a!ealililEotaco.______  . ___

TAEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE^
/y Tho “Stellar Key" is ilj ’ihliosophlcal Intro
duction to thc revelations contfilued In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume ir.r.y he gained from th« 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After 
Life; 2—Scenes in the Summer Land; 8—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land: 
5-Winter-LM»-’ and Summer Land; G-Langurigc.and 
Life in Summer-Land; 7-Materlal Work for Spiritual 

______________________ Workers; 8-UUhnatCB in the Summer-Land: 9-Vofce addressed the audience on Spultuallsm , front James Victor Wtlsun. Thia enlarged edition con« 
nnd Resurrection, after which the I tains more than double t^e amount of matter In ana Tlie «.eburMJUUUu, mici mer editions and Is enriched hy a beanilfru front!»’
meeting was thrown Open for coniei- piece, illustrating the •• formation of the gplriWfil 
ehce. Mrs. C. D. Prudens and Mrs. E». Body.” Cloth 75conta. Poetase 5 cents. For uaM 
t ___  —rinnrAni’in to nd. ttt this Office. ____ ________ _____________ ___

light of the; facts of Spiritualism I can 
not see what difference it. makes 
whether such a-personage did or did 
not exist. If one human. being who

-lived a mortal life here on earth and.lias 
passed to,the invisible expression of 
life, has succeeded in returning and un- 
mlstakably identifying himself or her
self (and thousands have done this) 
then the fact of Spiritualism remains, 
Bible or no Bible, Jesus or no Jesus.

Granted that he did live! why should 
sucli stress be laid upon the fact of his 
existence more than upon the existence 
of Buddha, Zoroaster, Confucius, Plato, 
Socrates or any other of the world's 
great teachers, and would the heavens 
fall, or Spiritualism be any the less a 
fact, if it could be proved that lie was 
an entirely mythical persdn. ■ :

Fort fifty years many df us have been 
struggling to ohtgrdw the . gods, bibles 
and atoning saviors of the:past, and- 
whV this desperate'effort to cling to 
them as necessary to our. growth and 
unfoldment, 'passés my comprehension.

dresses. .
At 7:30 p. m„ Dr. Ravlin gladdened- 

and enthused thè . audience with the 
thrilling and telling theme of Love and 
Marriage in . the New Dispensation.. 
The frequent applause spoke more than 
tongue can tell, how Dr. Ravlin's ad
dress was appreciated. The celebra
tion was a-perfect and beautiful suc
cess, and it did Spiritualists! hearts 
good ,to behold such large and intelli
gent audiences at both meetings; After 
each service grand test seances were 
given by our local mediums. Mrs. C. D.' 
Prud'en gave some Very fine tests from 
the platform. The meetings were made 
very enjoyable and refreshing by. the 
sweet .music rendered by the following
well known, artists. Miss-Grace Junger, 
piano solo; Miss Willard, cornet solo; 
Miss Harrington, violin solo; Miss 
Clough, Miss Bell, the Nell Sisters,-and 
many other artists, assisted in ^making 

•the 'harmony delightful. The ladles 
served lunch in the ante-rooms from 5 
to 7 p, m. We expect that Dr. Ravlin 
will be with us until after June, and we 
Intend , to make this-a Season of,real, re
vivalism amongst, the Spiritualists of 
the northwest C. M. E. RIDGE, ,

■ . ' Secretary'. :

"fn every edul there Is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world ot thought 
what no other quo possesses."—Cousin.. . .. ■

. The bright and scholarly comments ot this rrolaw 
ot bright minds, are ot deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and now light on the Blblo teachings relating 
.to woman. AH should read It, .
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

THE REAL ISSUE.'
By Mobbb Hull. A compound ot tho two paraph* 

Ifets. “The Irrepressible Condict,'‘ nnd ‘Tour - Answer 
or iourLlfc;” wlth. Important additions, maklug a 
book of ICO pages ail for ct'.nta. ' - This book contains 
itaUitlcs, facts nnd documenta, uu tho tendencies of 
thutlmev, that^vcry une Fbould have,' For sale at 
this office, / 1 ‘ . *
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will furnlsii you. The subscription price of Tsb Pbo- 
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- PRIESTLY EXEMPLARS.
Judge Ladd, in his Appendix to 

Mythology, condenses the facts told In 
Hallam and other trusty historians who 
have discoursed on the virtues, or 
rather lack of virtues of the Middle 
Age priesthood, they through whose 
hands have come every page of sacred 
history which purports to have come, 
down to us from the Christian Fathers, 
and of profane history which corrobo
rates the same, and says, on page 32:

“In the 16th century the priests of 
England, say historians, had sunk so 
low that the House of Commons pre
ferred numerous charges against them 
to tlie king. When the Parliament met 
In 1529, it found the demoralization ex
tended from the Archbishop of Canfer- 
bury down to the lowest priest. Among 
Other things it was found they fre
quented gambling houses, dens of pros
titutes, low taverns, drinking houses, 

" etc. J£Jiey lived in great style. To keep 
' down their expenses every conceivable 

device was resorted to to force con- 
trlbntlons from the people. Benefices 
were sold over and over again to dlffer- 
ent persons, leaving them to quarrel 
among themselves for the places. Every 
ecclesiastical place was for sale to the 
highest bidder. When the priestly ex- 

■ actions were not complied with the vlc- 
. tim was generally thrown into prison, 

tortured, and there kept for ransom.
... f‘When things had become so bad the 

people could not endure them any 
longer, the Parliament passed an act 
cutting off these abuses, and among 

. other things, provided that no priest 
should continue to associate with 
thieves, frequent taverns or gambling 
houses, or chambers of strumpets, or 

. visit nuns in private, play dice, or keep 
concubines.

“What has here been said as to the 
priests of England applied at that time 

' with equal force to the priests of the 
. rest of Europe.”

: This period, 1529, 470 years ago, is
the one that ushered in the Protestant 

• reformation under Luther, and is doubt
less a truthful description of the entire 
Roman Catholic priesthood at that 
period and for many previous centuries.

. Luther, a inember of that priesthood, 
was. too credulous as to the earlier his

; tory of the Catholic church. He took 
; for granted as truthful the extravagant 

. claims of that church, and attempted 
.' - to reform it along its own lines. It Is 

■' probable he knew nothing of pagan 
’ mythology, and had no Idea of the 
. ' drafts made on it 1» build up the Chrls- 

tian system.

church, you have a narrow Christ, and 
if you have a narrow Christ you have 
a lost Christ.” .

Such was the language the Chicago 
Record, credited to Rev. Wfo. C, Rich
ardson, In a late Sunday sermon, 
preached at tho Trinity Episcopal 
Church, in this city. The character—or 
size perhaps is better—according to this 
assertion, of the church structure de
termines the character of the God 
worshiped therein; for the orthodox 
Ciirist is the "very God" with them, 
hence to have a magnificent God it is 
necessary they have a magnificent tem
ple for him to dwell in.

A similar claim prevailed In ancient 
heathendom. The most gorgeous struc
tures of those ages were dedicated to 
their supreme God. The hypostyle hall 
of Karnak, Egypt, with its 134 columns, 
the largest nearly eleven feet In diam
eter, the entire structure 338 feet wide, 
the whole structure more than five 
times greater than the largest religious 
edifices in London, gives us a feeble 
conception of ancient grandeur.

The temple erected to Serapis, In 
Alexandria, in whieh that God was 
domiciled, because of its magnificence, 
Its elevation on an artificial hill, its 
multitude of sculptured columns, Its 
portpeos, long eolonades, numerous and 
majestic halls, and great size, caused it 
to be reckoned among tho Wonders of 
the World, Serapis, the resurrected 
Osiris, was a great God in those days 
when he was Imported into Egypt, near 
300 years before the Christian era.

Rev. Richardson assured his hearers 
in so many words: “You cannot put a 
great Christ into a small church.” This 
was what Ptolemy thought, so he built 
the Serapeum as the home of bls great 
stone god, and made an Immense tem
ple for his abiding place, just as Chris
tians are erecting all over the world 
where they gain a foothold, gigantic 
churches for their Christ, as a “narrow 
Christ” is obnoxious to Christendom, 
sueh as dwells In a “narrow church.”

The Progressive Thinker owns to 
great admiration for the simple Per
sians of antiquity. When other peoples 
were rearing stupendous temples for 
their Gods to dwelt In, and were ex
hausting their wealth to defray the 
enormous expense, engaging In brfital 
wars for the sole purpose of taking 
captives to do the labor, the Persians 
declared: ,

“The Gods are not'in human shape, 
as the Greeks allege, and they do not 
dwell In temples made by human 
hands.” .

These barbarians thought it absurd 
to confine their Gods within walls, 
when their house or temple was‘ the 
whole world, so they worshiped on the 
mountain tops, and there they made 
their sacrifices. When Xerxes invaded 
Greece withliis overwhelming army he 
destroyed all the temples he met with, 
because they were dishonoring to his 
God. If the old heathen sun-worshiper 
was alive, and could march through the 
various Christian countries at this time 
with his millions of warriors, he would 
have a Herculean task In hand to de
molish both broqd and narrow churches 
in which is alleged to dwell the three
Christian Gods, doing service as 
God.

one

VOLCANIC ISLANDS.
Since the beginning of this century 

no less than fifty-two volcanic islands 
have risen out of the sea. Nineteen of 
that, number have since disappeared 

. and ten are now Inhabited—Ex. . "
Perhaps the greatest and best re

membered of these cosmic disturbances 
during the present century was that in 
the Straits of Sunda, involving Java, 
Sumatra, and numerous lesser Islands 
in that archapelago, In August of 1883. 
Then the sea- was lashed into foam, 
huge tidal waves rolled inland, water 
-spouts shot up thousands of feet sky
ward, darkness shut every object from 
sight, save when illumined by flashes 
of lightning, accompanied with torrents 
of rain and awful crashes of thunder 
which rolled along the sky, flashes of 
fire burst out of the sea, several islands 
densely populated disappeared, leaving 
nothing to show they had ever been, 
while new islands covered with mud, 
arose above the surface where only the 
sea had been. Says a tourist, writing 
from Batavia, the capital of Java, who 
witnessed the distressing sight: ,

“It literally rained sharks and croco- 
dlles; the falling sulphur ignited, ashes 
fell thundering down, covering the 
ground in an Instant three feet in 
depth, carbonic acid gas filled the air, 
qnd the natives fled howling up the 
mountain, or fell suffocated from the 
foul vapors."

Nature in ker convulsive throes, when 
- islands are upheavedi or continents go 

down, is very expressive as regards her 
own agitation. - • ' ' '• ■>

BRAVE AND TRUTHFUL.
Prof.. Herron, we believe of the Uni

versity of Iowa, at Des Moines, gave an 
address a few days ago, at the-Central 
Music Hall, this city, full of thought 
and vigor, as is his custom when he 
addresses tbe~publle, wherein he ar
raigned the “moral crusaders” of the 
present era. During his discourse he 
assailed those pseudo-philanthropists 
who show their love of human kind in 
the form of “college endowments, in 
which they throttle free speech, and 
debauch the whole educational system.”

In that brief expression is concealed 
a world of thought The church, has 
gained control, by acts’peculiarly its 
own, of nearly all our institutions of 
learning, even of those belonging to the 
State, and they are nearly fill manipu
lated in the interest of ecclesiastlcism. 
The professors are very generally or
thodox. Only such text books are used 
as teach or approve the popular the
ology. Histories forged in the Interest 
of modernized Roman paganism are 
authority in such colleges, and no one 
is allowed to call their genuineness in 
question. If a student with a character 
and opinions of ¿Is own, attempts criti
cal investigation of the sources of 
knowledge, and in any manner contro
verts .church dogmas, he is expelled 
from the school, or denied official 
recognition of his standing.

Independent thinkers In college life 
are discouraged or suppressed. Even 
those who slough off from the church 
and attempt to promulgate liberal 
thought are too often tied back to old 
ideas learned at college which often 
seem Impossible to outgrow.

And the endowment of colleges by 
narrow sectarian bigots, is usually sur
rounded by conditions which make 
their gifts promulgators of sectarian 
error. A certain faith must continue 
to be .taught in such colleges, else the 
endowment will revert to the grantor. 
If a real philanthropist, inspired by the 
noblest motives, as was the case with 
Stephen Girard, erects or endows a 
college, and makes provision that 
priests, or their abettors shall not rule 
therein, but only true science be taught, 
some damnable deyice is set up by 
which the expressed wish dt the tes
tator is defeated, and his princely ex
penditure is made to bear fruit- for the 
popular creeds, and in opposition to his 
own liberal sentiments.

Professor Herron took cognizance of 
these facts, and showed his hostility to 
them in a very few; words, but enough 
to show where.he stands. , '

gresslve 'j'hiuker will read' the article 
by Mattle E. Hull -pn the. “Lyceum? 
Movement,” and ■ then sit down and- 
thoughtfully consider the same.

Certainly Spiritualists cannot be 
properly awake to the importance of 
the Progressive Lyceum and Its bearing 
upon the welfare and progress of Spir
itualism, or such a state of things as 
she indicates could not exist. .

Where would the churches be wjthoui 
the sustaining power developed and 
cultured In tfieir Sunday Schools? Well 
and truly do the wise heads of the 
church declare: The Sunday-Schools 
are the nurseries of the. phurch.

Their Sunday Schools are the special 
primary schools of the church, where 
children and young people are edu
cated, trained and indoctrinated, in the 
special Ideas, notions and beliefs pe
culiar to what is called Christianity, 
This includes the churchly doctrines of 
the Fall of Man, the Atonement, Sal- 
vatlon by Faith, etc. These doctrines, 
abhorrent to every enlightened Spirit
ualist, and which are being rejected by 
many of the more advanced minds 
even in the church and the pulpits, are 
instilled into the minds of children, 
who grow up In the belief that they are 
truth, and truth that must be believed 
in order to be “saved.”

Many Spiritualists send their children 
to these Sunday Schools, where their 
young and plastic minds are cast Into 
the cramping, fettering and deforming 
moulds of orthodoxy. In after years, If 
they escape at all, they must through 
pain and mental suffering outgrow and 
burst the shackles in which false early 
teachings have bound them. They 
must through tribulation, often extreme 
anguish, gain their freedom from the 
thrall of orthodox falsities. Often is it 
a matter of extreme pain) to break 
away from church associations, even 
after the mind has become convinced 
that the doctrines of tho church are 
erroneous, and Injurious to mankind. 
This fact Is constantly demonstrated In 
the experience of ministers and laymen 
whose minds 'have found larger light 
and truth than the creeds of their 
churches contain.

Is there a Spiritualist who cannot or 
does not see that it would be far better, 
and far more to the interests .of Spirit
ualism, that the children of Spiritual
ists, and other children so far as may 
be possible, shall be cultured in the 
great, sweet truths of Spiritualism, and 
not be obliged to tear themselves away 
from the knotted meshes of orthodoxy 
in order that they may be free to re
ceive the truth?

Often where it isjiot possible to In
stitute a full-fledged Progressive Ly
ceum, a few—a very few families could 
find it feasible to form a lyeeum on a 
small scale. They might meet at the 
home of some one òf them, and conduct 
exercises on the lyeeum system—adapt
ing their plans to the nature of the 
situation.

In this way little family lyceums 
• could be formed, and prove of decided 
Interest as well as benefit to all en
gaged therein, and-tbey could not fail 
to benefit our general cause.

The family circle and the family ly
ceum may be made to work hand In 
hand, effecting important ends and 
aims for the good of all.

For advice to assist In such a course) 
help would be found in Emma Rood 
Tuttle’s Lyceum .Guide, . which costs'- 
only 50 cents.

And an efficient ally In the work will 
be found In thè children’s paper, as has 
been previously mentioned.

In this way there may be an'ex
tension of the lyeeum into many places 
where it has hitherto been unknown, 
and in many instances the unobtrusive 
family lyeeum may prove to be the 
nucleus whence shall accrue the full- 
fledged Progressive Lyceum, and more, 
the organized Spiritual Society itself 
may be the result.

In any event, we cannot but think 
that much good to the cause of Splrlt-
uallsm will be certain to follow. /

a#

Ameri-
oau Rey-lewanpkesthe following state
ment on a Much footed subject:, - 

. Insanity is now1 Recognized as a dls-

ABODTJOSEPHUS. STRIVING FOR MEDICAL FREEDOM IN MICHIGAN
ease which; result of some func-
-tlonol'or organie^'disturbunce of the 
brain or of some injury or malformation 
of thi|t org^ii. Be-it said to the ever
lasting creffii! of ufalleal science that it 
has rescued* the whole subject of the 
diseases of'tue br^ln and nervous sys
tem from the regioti of myth and supers 
stltion and'placed it on a scientific 
plane along yvith tlie other diabases and 
injuries to tfrhlch btiman fleslijs heir.

The old Idnatlc q$yluins and the filthy 
cells of tbdiouutyjjalte with all their 
horrors where thewictims of dethroned 
reason used ip be confined and tortured 
have been dbolish4|l and in their place 
we now have th£umodern hospital for 
the Insane, and IMstands du the same 
footing in every respect as a hospital 
for diseases of th'd1 eye and ear or any 
other medical specialty. It was not the 
churches, but. medical science, inspired 
by a desire to benefit mankind, which 
taught the world that the Insane are 
our brothers still and that to them is 
due the same Christian charity aud eare 
as to any others in distress. -

HARD TO UNDERSTAND.
Said Rev. R. A. Torrey, of the Moody 

Bible Institute, the other Sunday:
“There are many things in the Bible 

hard to understand; many things which 
seem to contradict other portions of the 
Bible, and yrbich seem to us at first im
possible. ♦ ‘ * » These difficulties are 
to be expected!, TJie Bible is but the 
revelation of an infinite God to finite 
men and women, (and with our finite 
minds we. ate unable to solve the infi
nite. A difficulty in a doctrine does not 
prove that doctrine false." .

If lignite wisdom cannot devise a con
sistent revelation, ^nd mate it harmo
nize In all its parts Infinite wisdom 
should quit the Bible-making business. 
The thousand varying sects all basing 
their faith on that book, and quoting 
from its pages in support of their, faith, 
is proof positive that there are discrep
ant statements where aR should be har
mony. ■ . .

, Instead of blaspheming God by cred
iting him with the authorship of that 
puerile book, concede'the fact that it is 
the production of >a large number of 
finite men.widely separated from each 
other, each telling;, the best he knew, 
then we have got down to bed rock, and 
can maintain our position against the 
world. i>.

GOODGIRL.
At the annual .meeting in New York, 

a few days ago, of the AudubonSoclety, 
devoted to the protection of birds, LIU 
Lehman, the opera finger, said;

. “I beg all womeju, and girls not to 
wear birds apd birdy feathers on their 
hats any more. Every year 25,000,000 
beautiful birds are .Slaughtered by this 
terrible folly. The farmers are already 
suffering from It, anti yet women enjoy 
wearing feathers, likp. savages. Flow
ers and ribbons are! a thousand,times 
more beautiful and more becoming. It 
Is the duty of every woman and man to 
battle agalnst’thls grewsome folly. For 
years my 'hats have had no feathers.”

We are sure,every/genuine Spiritual
ist the world,,over, voices the same sen-
tlment. r

agitAtion'^urifies.
There seem? tp. be u. growing hostility 

between theiRinmrilzIng'elenidht of the! 
established'English chiirch and the an
ti-ritualists. The Protestant element is 
bitterly opposed to compulsory confes
sions. A late discussion in Parliament 
touching church matters : awakened 
much interest among laymen, a large 
majority of whom it is said, will insist 
on disestablishment“if the end cannot 
be reached any other way.

Did He. Write the Passages 
About Christ Attrib

uted to Him?

■ ' ALL RIGHT IN JAPAN..
“There is. a Japanese Christian who 

puts on his door the following notice 
. every, morning before he starts for his 

day's work: T am a Christian, and if 
any one likes to go In and read my good 
book while I am but, he may.’ N. Y. 
Literary Digest. -

, There is not a Christian country In 
•the world where the Jap would be safe 
in offering such courtesy to his fellows. 
He would find his “good book" had dis
appeared in his absence, his entire be
longings had been ransacked, and the 

'.valuables had gone With his Bible.

THE OPTIMIST.
Says Bede’s Budget, and we think 

very correctly: The times are getting 
better, the world Is getting better, in 
fact everything is getting better than it 
was. The thought and literature of the 
world was never so pure as It Is to-day. 
Man's Inhumanity to man never caused 
so few to mourn as It does just now. 
There is more liberty in the state, more 
love ip the home, more hope In the 
heart than ever known before. The 
world has been humanized till the will 
of nations seems but a quick response 
to the wants and wish .of man. There, 

' is relatively far less drunkenness and 
debauchery than In any former age. 
The life of the layman Is more godly 
than that of the priest of long ago. The 
influence of woman was never so pro
found and universal.- Science and art 
have given new delights to life which 
is now approaching the full bloom of 
sweetness and light. -

INFINITE PROGRESSION.
A person is almost amazed when he 

takes up some old, book with which he 
^vas familiar in the long ago, and reads 
the evidence that modern thought en
tered largely into the belief of those 
who wrote them. “Thomson’s Seasons” 
was a favorite with the youth of sev
enty years ago. It was written about 
1730. The following quotation, from his 
“Hymn on a Review of the Seasons,” 
illustrates our point:
* * * » “I cannot go
Where Universal Love not smiles, 

" around, . v
Sustaining all yon orbs, and all their 

sunk;
From seeming evil still enduring good, 
And better thence again, and better 

stiU; '
In Infinite Progression.” ' '

No angry Gods, no flaming hells, no 
vicarious sacrifice is hinted at, but 
Universal Love is everywhere. The 
boundless. universe is obedient to its 
kindly influence, and ée_émlng evil Is 
declared a uni versal good, while 
“Infinite Progression,” the hope of the 
thoughtful, and the belief of the Spirit
ualist, is clearly proclaimed. , ■.

When Thomson announced . . his. 
heavèn-born idea of endless progres
sion, a continual advancement from a 
lower stage of-being to a higher one, 
a continued acquisition of new truths, 
a better knowledge of all the forces of 
Nature, a grander conception of the 
Divine and the majestic laws ruling 
matter and mind—-the church was 
wasting its power, in building a prison 
for- souls to d,well in, sufficiently 
capacious to hold all the myriads of 
billions of unhappy wretches' who have 
peoplèd earth from the first dawn of 
creation down to the last vibration of 
the pendulum of time, save the thought
less, shivering, shrinklng.and trembling 
few who have been frightened by 
plotting priests, glutted with lust and 
self-importance, to accept belief in the 
son of a Jewish maiden as an incarnate 
God, worship him as such, crown him 
as their Redeemer, and whose felicity 
will consist In singing . '

“Glory, glory, glory, .hallelujah," 
through nil the .wasteless ages of 
eternity. . . ... ’ '.

If laudations Of thè Sùpreme is the 
highest good mortals can attain to; If 
happiness is only gained by applauding 
another; If when billions of years have 
gone by: we are no wiser, better, nobler, 
happier than when we entered spirit 
life,-then let the clods of the valley 
close the strife and makè the sleep 
eternal. ' : ' ' .

The Progressive Thinker prefers 
Thomson’s "Infinite Progression”, to 
the narrow conceptions of the orthodox 
churches, and who does not? ; , ;

DID NOT MATERIALIZE.
Lieut. Totten, of the U. S. Army, pre

dicted seven years ago that Jesus would 
put in his second appearance on earth 
on March 29, ’99. He figured out the 
time very accurately,, but the dear Lord 
did not materialize worth a cent. The 
conditions were not favorable. Of 
course another date will be fixed 
further on and so from one period to 
another, so long as faith is placed-in 
the old fables on.which they are based 
and are received ¡as the Word of God.

There has, perhaps, been enough said 
regarding the authenticity of that pass
age in the-third chapter of Book 4 of 
Josephus’ Antiquities. It has -often 
been shown that Josephus could not 
have inserted it between paragraphs 2 
aud 4, since It spoils tlie connection that 
naturally exists between them; and 
also that the Christian Fathers prior to 
the time of Eusebius’ evidently were not 
aware of its existence.

But there are one or two points re
lating to this' subject that I have not 
seen discussed, which seem to me to 
show that Josephus could not have 
made tlie statement contained in that 
passage.

In the second section of his auto
biography he describes all the religious 
sects among the Jews, and tells what 
pains he took to become acquainted 
with the teachings and character of 
each, In order that lie might know 
which was the true religion, and so 
identified himself with the Pharisees, 
Which he could not have' done con
sistently If he believed that Jesus was 
the Messiah, and so believed that the 
Christian doctrine contained the true 
religion.

As he has told us in the passage re
ferred to above, and again in Book 13, 
chapter 5-, section 9, that there were but 
three religious sects among the Jews, 
viz, Pharisees, Sadducees and Essenes. 
Again, In Book 18,chapter 1, and In The 
Wars of the Jews, Book 2, chapter 8, 
he'states the same thing and describes 
the doctrines of these different sects 
with greater minuteness, saying that 
the Essenes numbered about 4,000, and 
that there was a branch of these 4,000, 
evidently qqite small, yet he notices it.

In Book làTreferred to above, he says 
that the Jews had, for a great while 
these three sects; but at tills time there' 
was a fourth sect, a branch of the 
Pharisees, headed by Judas of Galilee, 
who opposed Cyrenius In his collecting 
of taxes. (See Lukp 2-2 and Acts 5-37.) 
So we see that Josephus has several 
times positively, though indirectly, de
nied all knowledge of ‘"The tribe of 
Christians, so named after him, and are 
not extinct at this day,” as stated in 
the noted passage in question; and if at 
the time the Book of Aets was Written, 
which was just prlor-;to his time, if not 
partly contemporary, there were but a 
very small part of the many thousands 
that that book claims there were, he 
must certainly have noticed them in 
these several passages.

Josephus is too exact in ail his 
writings to allow one passage like this 
to contradict all his other writings,.

Hudson Tuttle, in The Progressive 
Thinker of December 10, says of 
Josephus’ works: “This work which 
has been so much depended on for evi
dence and Illustration, there is no 
doubt, was the work of pious monks, in 
holy cloisters, who, by this means, 
attempted to prove that their faith had 

-historical support.” He also says that 
this work was not known until the 16th' 
century.

If he has any evidence to support 
these statements I wish he would favor 
us with them, or are these positive 
assertions> merely bls opinion without 
evidence?1 It seems to me that anyone 
who has examined these works crit
ically must doubt Mr. Tuttle’s asser
tions. The only passages that tend, in 
.gny way, to support the New Testa
ment history of Christ, are the famous 
one referred to above and “The brother 
of Jesus, who is called Christ, whose 
name was James.” If the object of the 
work was what Mr. Tuttle claims, the 
writer or writers would not have made 
these two passages, and especially the 
first, to be so completely opposed to all 
the rest of the work, but would rather 
have made the other parts to cor
respond. The one passage is certainly 
an interpolation, inserted between pas
sages that'wlll not bear separation, and 
so could not have been in the mind of 
the original author.

How does Mr. Tuttle know that all 
the numerous writings, made prior to 
thé 16th century, that refer to Josephus, 
were forgeries? '■

. J. W. BECKWITH.
Lander, Wyo.

Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association.

That thè thousands of friends of our 
association may know that the manage
ment Is not idle,’will-you kindly state 

<to them, through thè columns of your 
valuable paper that arrangements have 
already been made whereby a trans
portation rate of one fare for the round 
trip has been secured from the 
“Diamond Jo” line of steamers from all 
points on the Mississippi River between 
St. Paul and St; Louis, to our seven
teenth annual camp-meeting, to be held 
at Mt. Pleasan^ Park, Clinton, Iowa, 
f?om July 30 to August 27, 1899. The 
matter of railroad rates is also being 
looked after, and as soon as secured a 
handsomely illustrated pamphlet will 
be issued and mailed to all the friends 
whose postoffice addresses we have suc
ceeded in securing. " : ' ’

We have secured the services of such 
well-known speakers- as A. El Tisdale, 
George P. Colby. Mra. Carrie E. S. 
Twing, Prof. W.^F; PeckpMrs. C. 
Fannie Allyn, Dr. George Bi Warne, 
Mrs. Maggie Waitemnd others that will 
make our meeting of - 1899 the most 
attractive and furnishi more: Instruction 
to the seeker after knowledge than any 
meeting evera held: mpon ' Our : camp' 
grounds. T - . " ,

Special attentimi has also been given 
to securing a high grade of music, both 
vocal and instrumental, and the 'open 
air concerts will be one of the enjoya
ble features of jóur meeting this "season. 
While the spiritual apd mental , nature 
is being fed by-.dur able corps of speak
ers and mediums, it is the intention to 
also look carefully after the physical 
wants. Arrangementsjiave been made 
to overhaul and repair our kitchen and 
to place upon tte tables of the dining
room all the substantiate and delicacies 
that' the most exacting appetite can 
crave. In fact 'the roteine will be as 
nearly perfect'as skill; and experience 
can make IL 1 !E. Li KILBY, Sec’y.

Ottumwa, loWrt.

Nothing Is less in our power than the 
heart, and far from commanding, we 
Are forced to obey it.—Rosseau.

"Religion as Revealed by tho Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LLjy.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially.by every 
Spiritualist One Of. the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to 91, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. ... :

MansllTs Almanac, , of( Blanetary Me
teorology for 1899. This is the thirty
fourth annual publication of this excel
lent Astronomical Almanac. -Valuable 
for those ofiland and>sea. By Richard 
ManslU. Brice & cenps. -

Dr. Agnes Chester Issues ah Open Letter on the Med** h 
¡cal Registration Bill

SHE GIVES SEVERAL REASONS 
WHY IN HER ESTIMATION THE 
BILL SHOULD NOT BE PASSED— 
SAYS ITS PURPOSE IS TO CRE
ATE A MONOPOLY-ONLY FOUR 
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE RECOG
NIZED IN THE MEASURE-HER 
DEFENSE OF THE METHODS OF 
LIBERAL PRACTITIONERS.
Dr. Agnes Chester, who Is to appear 

-in Lansing on behalf of those who term 
themselves liberal practitioners, to fight 
against the bill for the registration of 
physicians, has Issued an open letter on 
the subject to the legislators and people 
of Michigan. It is as follows :
To the Members of the Legislature and 

to the Electors of the State of Michi
gan. Gentlemen; . -
I have again been called to appear be

fore the Michigan State Legislature to 
defend what to me is the right of free 
thought and the right of exercise of 
religious belief. : ■

As a performance of a part of the ob- 
llgatlon thus imposed upon me I give 
tills letter to the public to present in 
concise form reasons why the proposed 
medical bill should not become a law.

PURPOSE OF THE BILL.
. The bill provides for a clear departure 
from the hitherto custom of authorizing 
medical practice. Under the act of 
June 6, 1883, which act the proposed 
bill will repeal, “every graduate of any 
legally authorized medical college shall 
be deemed qualified to practice med
icine and surgery in all its departments 
after having registered” with the 
county clerk.

The new bill provides for the creation 
of a “board of registration in medicine.” 
To this board all who desire to practice 
“shall make application to be registered 
and for a certificate of such registra
tion.” A diploma from a reputable col
lege shall no longer be sufficient evi
dence of competency, but before the 
board an examination shall be passed 
in subjects provided in the bill.

The distinguishing feature of the pro
posed bill is that the “board of registra
tion” is to be made the guardian and 
arbitrator of the practice of all physi
cians in the State, and the bill covers 
the ground so completely that it is de
signed that no system of therapeutics 
shall be employed except such as shall 
be approved by the board.

CHARACTER OF THE BOARD.
The significant and objectionable fea

ture of the bill is that the “board of 
registration” will represent only four 
schools of therapeutics, yet by the pro
posed act all systems of healing will be 
put under their survellance. In the 
light of clear reason I ask of the mem
bers of the State Legislature and of the 
electors of the State of Michigan, how 
these representatives of particular 
schools of healing are to judge of the

The Campbell Brothers.
I had the pleasure of attending one of 

the Campbell Brothers’ seances, last 
Monday evening. It was the finest se
ance I have ever, attended, all the mani
festations taking place under strict test 
conditions, and In the full light, in the 
presence of forty people. Four oil 
paintings on porcelain, and four on 
slates were done- by materialized hands 
in the cabinet, both mediums being in 
plain sight all the time. A committee 
of six thoroughly examined the cabinet 
previously. The typewriter was oper
ated by unseen hands, and every one 
received one or more messages in writ
ing from their spirit friends, with 
names signed in full. I received a beau
tiful one from my father; with full 
name, and was also one of the favored 
ones to obtain a beautiful bunch. of 
morning glories, on porcelain, from my 
test control, Stella, that being her fa- 

’■vorite flower. It' also contained other 
tests in it for me. As a work of art, it 
is unsurpassed. Long may such medi
ums be spared upon the earth plane to 
convince skeptics, and bring consolation 
to weary hearts, and may The Progress
ive Thinker remain through ages’-to 
come to waft the glad tidings over our 
beloved America.. LORA HOLTON.

Chicago. ..-. ,

efiiciepey of systems which they con- 
ressedly know nothing about?

They recognize in their own docu-

i-

i-

The Progressive Spiritual Church 
of Chicago.

The anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism was observed' by the Progressive 

. Spiritual church, at Handel Hall, 40 
, Randolph street, G. V.'Cordingley,j>as- 
tor, Friday, evening, March 31. Flowers 
and palms covered the . stage, and a 

»large and appreciative audience filled 
the auditorium. The programme was a 
long and varied pne. Among those who 
took part was the ever welcome elocu
tionist, Mrs. D'ounsbury, who more than 
excelled herself on tills memorable 
evening. For those who enjoyed danc
ing, two“ beautiful children,'Gertrude 
Connors apd Helen Nichols, gave us a 
feast in a series of terpslchorean novel
ties. A decided novelty was presented 
in- Miss Agnes Talbot’s musical recita
tion, "A Red Fern,” which brought her 
a vociferous ovation. One of the most 
pleasing numbers was the selections 
rendered by the Oxford Mandolin Trip. 
Miss Rhea Hamilton sang very sweetly. 
Mrs. Ida Craddock and Dr. J. H. Ran
dall gave the addresses of the evening, 
through whose eloquence.great enthusi
asm was aroused. - .

Mr. Max Hoffman, Mr. Frank Ripley, 
G. V. Cordingley and Mrs. Irene Dob
son were the test mediums; through; 
these demonstrators of phenomena sat-’ 
isfactlon of spirit return was given. • 
. . . ..■ E. C. GRAY.

.. Prosperity is po just scale; adversity 
Is the only balance.to weigh friends.— 
Plutarch.-.• .- -• ■- -. ...■■■■ - ■ . ■■ ■

ment that the “regular,” homeopathic, 
eclectic and physiomedic (the four sys
tems of healing to be represented upon 
the board) examiners are the bes-t qual- 
itlgd to pass upon the competency of 
the candidates for practice of their re
spective schools, and provide that appli
cants for registration shall be “ex
amined in therapeutics and practice by 
those members of the board belonging 
to the same school as the applicant,” 
yet these same discreet gentlemen, so 
generous in the protection of the rights 
of the schools represented on the board, 
presume themselves to be competent to 
judge of the qualifications of prac
titioners of all others.
WHAT THE BILL REALLY MEANS.

So far as constituting an examining 
board to pass upon the qualifications of 
practitioners in the schools represented 
on the board I have no criticism to 
offer, but the bill as proposed presumes 
to establish this board, representing but 
four schools, as a censor over all the 
healing methods to be practiced In 
Michigan.

The proposition really Involves the 
stifling of the exercise of any new 
thought in the 'healing art, either by 
use of material means or by methods of 
metaphysics.

The bill by the very nature of the 
organization of the proposed board con
fesses that none of the schools to be 
protected upder it are adequate in the 
case of disease. The very fact that 
four schools are to be recognized ac
knowledges that not one of them is a 
specific in all cases. They all confess 
that theirs is not the method to be re
lied upon by everybody. By what right 
then do they presume to require the 
people of the State of Michigan to de
pend upon some one of the four, par
ticularly to require this of the people 
who have repudiated the whole lot of 
them. Virtually they say to the people 
of Michigan, “we confess that either of 
our schools taken by Itself Is weakness, 
but may be by binding them together 
they will be strength.”
A REAL MONOPOLY PROPOSED.

Submitting the question of qualifica- 
tlon of practitioners in healing to this 
board virtually means the shutting out 
of any new thought for the promotion 
of health.

What is proposed, were It to have 
been applied to industry,1' would be 
virtually the same as to have con
stituted a board composed, of those 
versed in steam, water and horse 
power, to pass upon the merits of elec
tricity as a motive agency. Wholly un
acquainted, with the new principle and 
prejudiced by its . threatened displace- 
menh of their methods, what would 
have been its hope? . '

' Waiving for the moment the power 
that the four schools would have under 
the proposed law, they are in the nature 
of the case disqualified to pass upon the 
merit of a system of healing that is 
new, particularly one that finds its 
sanction in facts and principles outside 
of their system. Trusting their own 
they could not see merit in one that 
transcended or denied theirs. But, 
moreover, for-their own protection they 
would deny character‘to any system 
that would undermine them.

It was the introduction, persistence 
and the, virtue of new thought that 
brought out the homeopathic;, electic 
and physio-medic systems, and these by 
their own worth forced a recognition 
by the “regulars.” Do they now all 
turn In together and presume to have 
exhausted knowledge? Do they pre
tend that, there is nothing yet to be 
learned in. the hedling art? '

The very, essence of the progress, of 
civilization is new thought and govern
ment has actually established a system 

rof reward in the way of patents for 
new ideas, yet these men propose to 
throttle progress by having themselves 
placed as censors over thought as re
lates to means for bodily welfare.

This bill, drawn’in the Interest of a 
particular class, actually- denies the 
right of the Introduction of new healing1

methods and involves the imprisomnenl 
of anyone who shall undertake to Bava 
a Ute in any other than the orthodox 
way. . j
- - A FURTHER IMPORT. ,

A further import and what must bd 
taken as the real intent of the bill is 
that it undertakes to outlaw all met* ‘ 
aphyslcal practice, aiming particularly, 
at that branch known as Christian 
Science.

The qualifications provided in the bl|l 
for al practitioner in medicine are ab
solutely non-essential to the prac. 
iitioner in Christian Science. Christian 
Scientists do not deal with medicines at 
all. They simply bring the patient int<j 
a condition of receptivity and into such 
mental poise that the Divine Mind, o» 
God, shall restore in the body its nor\ 
mal condition/Patients are taught hot> 
they may be “transformed by renewing 
of their minds,” and while all pro» 
fesslonal scientist healers are likely act . 
quainted with the anatomy and the 
physiology of the body, it is by no 
means essential that they should be. 
There is no more reason why tho 
“regulars" should require of the Sei- 
entlsts that they know all the isms o4 
their practice than there is that the 
Scientists should require of him a com
plete knowledge of metaphysics. In 
fact there, is much need of the latter 
but none, at all of the former. Jesus 
never said a word to his disciples that 
they should study any of the fifteen 
subjects provided for in the bill. Yet 
he went about healing throughout the 
land, and- his disciples and men and 
women to-day are healing as he did and 
by the same method. Jesus simply said: 
“My words, they are spirit; they are 
life.”

The physicists look upon the body as . 
cause. The scientists know that there ' 
is resident in each Individual the origl- / 
nal God power, and that by the power ' 
of mind the body is organized and by it ' ■ 
the body can be preserved. , ;

The board, as it is proposed to be con
stituted, being wholly ignorant of tho 
premises in mental healing, is ab
solutely Incapable of judging of the 
merits of metaphysical processes, and 
distinctly it has no right to be put in a 
position where it shall 'have anything 
whatever to say in the matter. The 
mule driver may talk of his mules but 
he must keep his mouth closed about 
electricity.

AN ACTUAL SLAVERY.
Everyone schooled in healing practice 

knows that a patient will always re
spond better under a physician with 
whom he is in accord. Yet, this bill pro
poses to coerce those who have re
pudiated medicine baek to the old sys
tem. There are very nearly at my home 
In Kalamazoo 1,000 persons who have 
gone beyond the use of medicine, and » 
there are in the State taken together, 
many thousands. This bill proposes 
that they be bound hand and foot to tho 
bacteria and microbe wagon. If the 
men who are pushing this bill have no 
more mental stamina than to be chased 
to death by'a microbe, the sooner they , 
clear the .earth the better, that it may 
be peopled with more self-reliant men.

To pass this proposed bill aud to en
force Its provisions on the people of 
this State Is to reduce not one less than 
10,000 of its citizens to the most abject 
slavery.

But this bill will not be a law. Its 
provisions will never be enforced in this 
State. Until you close the platform and 
the press to the g?bat truths of the 
higher thought, people will continue to 
heal and to be healed, and I know from 
what acquaintance I have with the 
personnel of the Michigan Legislature 
that there is too much regard in that 
body for true liberty, to ever pass a bill 
that would so outrage such an army of 
their fellow citizens as would this allo
pathic measure. And Governor Pingree 
I know would never sign such a bill. •

THE ONLY TRUE BILL. -
The only medical bill that Is justifia

ble at all is one that shall subject the 
practitioners to a joint examination by 
qualified examiners of their own school, 
but never would there be the least wis
dom in subjecting one school to the die: 
tatorlal authority of another. Suppose 
the efficacy Of incandescent electric 
lighting be subjected to the dictum of 
the gas companies. What chance would 
there be for merit to win?

So far as the actual practice of the 
various schools of healing is concerned, 
the people have in themselves the right 
of choice. Schools of healing embrace 
not only the practitioners but also the 
adherents who make choice of that 
method for their own case. The only 
office that the Legislature can of right ' 
perform is to provide that each school 
see that no practitioner misrepresents 
It—that there is no fraud. The people 
are to be left to exercise their free will. 
If an individual has the right to choose 
his physician he has also the rlght-to 
choose his method of healing.
A WORD TO THE LEGISLATURE.

Finally, gentlemen, I submit to you 
the obligation you must bear to protect 
the right of free thought, and of free 
choice which this truly “monopoly”Jilll 
proposes to' deny.

AGNES CHESTER.
Lansing, Mich.

Anniversary at Alliance, 0.
The anniversary exercises at the In

dependent Church on Sunday were 
largely attended and enthusiastically 
enjoyed, it being the fifty-first_year of 
Modern Spiritualism. The house and ' 
platform were beautifully decorated 
with flags, bunting, potted plants and 
cut flowers.

The address of welcome by the presi
dent was wholesouled and cordial, 
placing the audience at once on a foot
ing of fraternity. Nearly all present . 
had a word to say in honor of the occa
sion and their enjoyment in the light ■ 
brought to them through Spiritualism. ■ r 
Mrs. Erwin deserves special mention as ' 
giving earnest expression to elevating, 
thought The original poem of Mrsl c 
S. S. Rockhill was one of the featured ■ 
of, the occasion. The lyeeum following , 
was very much enjoyed aS showing 
what, care and training can do for our ' 
children. Mrs. George Abbot conducts . 
the school. j.
' The grand and sotil thrilling lecture ■ ? 

by E. W. Sprague should have been .-. 
heard to form'any idea of,the power of. 
logic, force and philosophy that this ,, 
inspired' man. can wield. His theme: ' 
was the beginning and progress of 
Modern Spiritualism, also the progress- . . 
ive thought in Religions or religious, evo- ■ 
lution. Mrs. Flors'Russell added much. ■ 
to the occasion by her solos. The origl- . 
nal poem by E. W. Sprague and read by 
Mrs. Sprague was excellent The road
ings following each lecture were nearly, 
all recognized. ■ ’

Friends from the following towns 
were In attendance at all the sessions 
of the meeting:. Canton,. Salem, Miner
va, Leetonia, Newton Falls, Ravenna 

.and Lake Brady.—Alliance (0.) Reader,

_Wi
•M.
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Ten Thousand Papers Examined Weekly for The Pro 

gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press >
Clipping Bureau. .. .

Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, Psychic Force, Prophetic Dreams
and Remarkable Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Pim

nomena/Apparitions, Etc., taken Therefrom 
to Enrich Our Columns.

THE SECULAR PRESS.
It Beams With Spiritual 

Truths.
'A CONTRIBUTION IN THE ARENA 

FROM THE PEN OF MRS- CORA
, L, V. RICHMOND.

The tiny raps at Hydesville fifty 
years ago were the ushering in of a 
•movement second to none in human 
¡history. The heralds of Modern Spirit
ualism had already announced its com
ing. Mesmerism had prepared the way 
for a. new system of thought couceruiug 
the mental and., spiritual powers of 
mankind. The clairvoyant had pene
trated into the hidden realm of spirit, 
and had brought therefrom many won
ders; but the manifestation upon and 
through insensate substances proved 
emphatically the source from whence 
they came as distinct and separate 

.. from embodied human minds.
/ The ensuing years, up to the Pl'e8en} 

‘ \ time,, have been fraught with rapid and 
\ important changes in the consciousness 
) of the human race concerning spiritual 
' .themes. A step has been taken which

opens up a new realm even to the ordi
nary student of psychology, and to one 
really interested in the continued life 
beyond the change called death, there 
is absolutely a new atmosphere sur
rounding the entire subject of a future

change called death (or separation from 
the body) is not only a. .natural change 
(Inherent in all organisms), but that it 
is the next step in the existence of the 
spirit, releasing or setting free its activ
ities in the next state, or realm, and as 
perfectly in accordance with the divine 
plan, as is the birth,into human form. 
In fact, the next step or state is the le-' 
gitlmate sequence of existence here, 
and that each human spirit takes UP its 
line of active individual life In spirit 
existence, just where, as an Individual 
spirit, tlie thread seems broken or dis
turbed at death. .

(3) That the spirit realm Includes 
whatever spirits need, in that state of 
existence, as the earth states include 
whatever is needed for earthly exist
ence or expression. ‘ '

(4) That fixed states of happiness or 
misery are not possible in any state of 
the spirit expression, but that each spir
it, according to growth, continues 
the individual activities and unfold- 
ments; and all advance from lower to 
higher conditions, by gradual states of 
progression through unending cycles,

(6) That no spirit or angel is too ex
alted or holy to reach and assist those 
who are beneath, and none too low to

'terms, and * broadening, jt. »qlenClfic 
bases, to meet the (atfa *• .

. The present trend ot thought fa this 
country and in Europe Ip nothing ir it is 
■not "psychic"; and it Is sate to say that 
both the word and all the j-ange of sub
jects to which It refers, would have had 
no existence (in modern usage) if it had 
not been for Splrltualisip. The same 
may be truthfully said of “Christian 
Science," “Theosophy,” and a score of 
other words or terms whose philosophy 
and manifestations are akin to Spirit
ualism. This is particularly true of the 
“Psychic Research" societies of . both 
England and America; in fact, the Jut- 
ter organization came into existence, as 
its avowed objects testify, to investl-

1 gate the phenomena of Spiritualism. 
That which Wallace, Crookes,, Varley, 
Flammarlon, Zollner, Mapes, Denton, 
Hare, and a score of others, have done, 
was to be done over again, this time on 
a strictly scientific basis. It was a sat 
isfuctlon to know that at last the Gor
dian knot was to be cut, or untied, and 
the real cause of the phenomena made 
known beyond the possibility of a

tic sources of fafarguttion upon sub- i Yliur 
JeoU pertaining (fa tWfc

It has brldgedi theAOhasiFf spanned 
the stygian stream,jfiptuifiSiP tl>e two 
states of existence, , ta the ir|s archway 
of love. Immortal .jnea^Pgers have 
Jbrought the knowledge oC.yieir states 
of .existence, qnd .(|huvl^f ljinnounce<l 
in unmistakable ways thejnearness, of 
that so-called “UndhtPpvefeil .country."

Invisible hand? hiye readied the 
fires upon the altars jOi. inspiration that 
bad long been desolate.

Angejs and ministering, spirits have 
anew attuned the oX mortals to 
Immortal songs. AnOheyjhave rolled 
away the stone from the,,door of the 
sepulcher” of (hoWndi* pf human 
hearts who thought ^e.lr ^ad did not

doubt. • • _ .
Meanwhile Spiritualism moved on, 

counting its adherents by the thou
sands, and permeating every depart
ment of human thought. The jubilee 
¿1898) brought together from all parts 
of the world—both in this country and 
in London—brilliant minds to tell of .the 
status of the movement In the respect
ive countries to which they belonged. 
Dr. Wallace and Sir William Crookes 
reaffirmed their testimony of a quarter 
of a century ago; while Professor 
James, guardedly, and Dr. Hodgson, 
more plainly communicated the results 
of their “Psychic Research” Investiga
tions'as being conclusive evidence of

Its authority is truth whoever found; 
its sacred books the. inspirations of -ev
ery age; Its' oracles add priests, those 
whom truth anoints., and -inspiration 
calls; its creed the unwritten law of 
knowledge, wisdom, tj-ptb, and love; its 
ceremonials the service of npble lives; 
its communion Is with kindred spirits, 
and its fellowship with all; its altars, 
the human spirit; its temples, living 
souls. -. . .. ,, ,,

It is the open door, the present light, 
the demonstration, philosophy, and re-

TRUE RICHES.

. -existence.
•' mous with afi that relates to the spirit.

(1) The universal spirit pervading and 
' governing the universe as Universal In

' telllgence. (2) The individual spirit, 
' whether expressed in the earthly en- 
'■>: vlronment, or in the larger freedom of 

the higher realm. Specifically, the 
' ' name applies to the religious, pbllosoph-
. - leal,, and phenomenal aspects of this
. movement. ■

These manifestations came unsought 
(■■i— by those in mortal life; they appeared 

almost simultaneously In different por
tions of this country, and, very soon af
ter, in many parts of tbe world. The 
manifestations and the name Spirltual- 

•' ism; in fact, the movement as a whole 
* ' and in its several parts, were the result 
- of impelling Intelligences outside of, 

and manifestly beyond, human beings 
In the earthly state. For convenience 
only, I will divide the subject 
into three general headings, viz.: The 

f'.','... religious aspect, the philosophical as
' nect, and the phenomenal aspect. I am 
- convinced that this method of arrange

ment will better represent all classes of 
- minds who are interested in this stupen

dous movement, either as a whole, or 
any of these especial departments.

: Those who receive Spiritualism In its
-1*- religious aspect are,‘■Christian Spiritual

ists, who accept the Christ life as Im
personated In Jesus of Nazareth as the 
highest expression of religious revela- 

¿ ■ tion of truth, and who conslder-without
■ ■' denominational or sectarian definitions 

; ■ that the life and works of Jesus are the 
highest guidance; but who also recog
nize that every age has been blessed
,wlth spiritual teachers Chosen to bear 
the message of immortality and the 
love of God, to man. Such as these be
lieve that-Spiritualism is a great spirit
ual reformation. Most of these Chris
tian Spiritualists are members of differ
ent Christian churches, and they accept 
Spiritualism (spirit communion) as a 
part of their religion. '

There is another class who accent the 
word “religion” in the broadest possible 
Interpretation of its meaning; who rec
ognize the religions of every age as 
having their primal bases in inspira
tion, and who are willing and ready to 
accept the truths contained in every re
ligious system; who consider that Zo’ 
roaster (Zarathustra), Moses, Buddha, 
and Jesus were the interpreters of 
truth to the people of the ages in which 
they lived; that the prophets, seers, and 
others endowed with spiritual gifts, in 
every age have been the means of pre- 
sentlng spiritual truths to mankind; 
that spiritual gifts as witnessed to-day 
among the mediums for spiritual mani
festations are similar (making due, al
lowance for the difference in the gen
eral states of human society) to those
that have occurred in past times, espe- 
dally those accompanying every new 
dispensation or epoch of religious truth 
and are particularly similar to those 
enumerated by Paul in his chapter on

be aided by those above. - •
(6) That' the various states in which 

spirits find themselves after their re
lease from the environment of the sen
suous organism, the relative and abso
lute principles governing those states, 
the interblendtng of spirits in more per
fect union with those In less perfect 
conditions of unfoldment, the commun
ion with, and the ministration to, those 
in earthly existence; in fact, that the 
principles governing the spiritual realm 
and the wisdom by which that realm
pervades, encircles, and governs the 
whole of life, are made known.

The philosophy of Spiritualism is the 
philosophy of life. ■

Material science has proved the inde-
structibllity of the primal atom.

Spiritualism proves the immortality 
of the individual soul by bases, deduc-

1

QO BACK!A SHARP TRICKSTER.
Such Is Mrs. Elsie Reynolds.

To the Editor:—I enclose you clip
pings from the Daily Oregonian, the 
leading and -most conservative news
paper published on the coast, concern
Ing the exposure at the materializing 
seance of the alleged medium,

MRS. ELSIE REYNOLDS.
The fact that the Oregonian has seen 

fit to extend so much space, both edit
orially and otherwise, to the occurrence 
shows-that Spiritualism has attained a 
prominence not to be overlooked in 
their estimation. '

While no harm has been done Spirit
ualism in general, it ‘has’ thrown the 
cause to some extent in disgrace in this 
city. The fact that -

THIS IMPOSTOR

A Ghost Beckoned Him 'to Btíf
>trace His Steps*Guardian Angels In Charge 

of a Household.
GEORGE H. HEPWORTH, IN THE 

NEW YORK HERALD, HAS A 
SPIRITUAL BUNDAY SERMON.
Will he esteem thy riches?- No, not 

gold—Job, xxxvl:19.
- Everybody wishes to be rich, but 

riches menu very different things to dif
ferent people. If you give it Its-highest 
and best definition you discover that 
some whom the world calls poor are 
really wealthy and some whom the 
the world envies on account of their 
possessions are really “poor Indeed.”

There are two pictures in my mind. 
They are memories of the past, the far
away past.pf my earlier manhood.

I saw a man sitting by the bedside of 
his dying boy, the emaciated hand of 
the child in the brawny band of the 
father. It was a laborer’s home, and 
the surroundings suggested something 
that resembled poverty, or at least a 
constant struggle to live. But angels 
are to be found in tenements as well as 
iu palaces, and I am sure they Were 
there. I did not need to console the

A few nights ago, a brakemean whlld 
performing some duty for his train, waj.t: 
left by the crew just aboye Callahan’»' 
crossing. He proceeded to catch-the 
train farther south or while it did some 
work here at the Junction. However^ 
when he came to the famous crossing* 
he met an apparition dressed in nightly, 
garb and presenting the appearance 
and demeanor of a woman, with a long, 
bony arm extended across the track* 
her ghostship beckoned him to retrace 
his steps, and with a thin and seml-me- ; 
lodlous voice, says the brakeman, she 
in peremptory tones said, “Go back, 
back,, back.” The affrighted railroader 
obeyed the voice, trembling in every; 
joint. He recalled all the ghost stories 
of his childhood days, looked up against 
that wall of massive earth and rock' 
and shuddered when he recollected that 
from the haunts of those ghosts of 
years ago which frightened so many 
searchers of hidden wealth away and 
from the very hollow in which little 
Mary Wesley was murdered on the 19th' 
day of last August, came this ¡hideous 
midnight figure. Summoning all- the 
courage at the command of one of his 
calling, he determined to follow fils 
train if the hillside swarmed with 
ghosts, at the same spot as before, he 
met the white-robed object and again 
obeyed its beckonjugs to return up the 
track. By this time, more dead than 
alive, Jae sought a watchman and so
licited his company to near Mingo 
wherehe caught bls train.—Toronto (0.) 
Tribune. ' . • ■

could ply her nefarious calling for sev
eral months in this place undetected, 
hobnobbing with the prominent medi
ums, giving her seances in their houses, 
acting the part of a “Simon-pure real 
thing” medium, carrying with her at all 
her seances, wigs, masks, hats, coats, 
bonnets, clothing of all description and 
other paraphernalia for making “spir
its” for all comers and pulling the dear 
peoples’ legs at the rate of a pull, 
either shows
' THAT THE FOOL-KILLER.
has not been visiting Portland lately or 
the local mediums were purblind with 
confidence, or perhaps there was an un
derstanding between all parties, and 
tlie public gullibles paid for it. If there 
is such a thing as a full form

MATERIALIZING MEDIUM,
he or she shoulWnsist on being placed 
under test conditions, and thus elimi
nate every opportunity for fraud.

CLIFFORD A. BALL.
Portland, Oregon.

llgion of the immortal soul.
Calm-browed and unafraid, this mild

eyed, open-visioned presence views the 
heretofore and the hereafter, the pres
ent and the future, with equal Interest 
and courage, born of perfect “truth. 
The “well-springs of;, eternal life” are 
hers, and she blds mprtals drink fear
lessly at their living.'fountains. The 
"bread of life” is hers, and she blds all 
spirits partake freely^rom'the all-boun
tiful store. From th'e vintage of the 
spirit the wine of hey/everlasting king
dom is distilled in streams of living in-

stricken man, for unseen influences had 
done It better than any mortal could do. 
“God knows best,” he cried in choking 
sobs, and I bowed my head, for I was in 
thepresenceof a noble soul. “It is hard,” 
he added, “but He knows how hard 
it is and will help me to bear it.” There 
was nothing more to be said. A man 
like that needed no advice from me. 
The Lwd had held sweet converse with 
him, and he wanted nothing that I 
could say or db. I closed the door be
hind me and went forth with the feel
ing that I had visited a real Home and 
locked upon a real Man, . •

I saw another under similar circum
stances. An. only child was drooping 
like a faded flower. Guardian angels 
were in charge of the household. The 
gates of heaven were swinging on their 
golden hinges for the entrance of an 
Immortal soul. The environment was 
such as -is appropriate id a stately man
sion. The father stood by with a broken 
heart and with an expression of utter- 
despair. There was no hope there. He 
had been smitten with a thunderbolt I 
spoke, but he answered not I pleaded, 
but he shook his head. The world 

’ would be black for him thereafter, and 
heaven—“Who knows,” fie sobbed, “if

spirit return. . - . ■ ■
In conclusion I will say, that "n a 

movement wholly impelled from the 
realm of spirit and born» forward on 
the wave of inspiration, although intel
ligently met and aided from the first by 
many among the ablest minds of earth, 
it is utterly inmposslble to name or 
number all those whom it has reached.

•Societies have been organized in ev
ery state of the Union, and in all parts 
of. the world, as centers for those who 
have had individual experiences, and 
to receive the manifestations and min
istrations from the spirit world; but 
Spiritualism has^spread rather by indi
vidual experiences than by organized 
efforts. ■ '

As early as 1860, the late Archbishop 
. Hughes, of New York, estimated that 
there were ten millions of Spiritualists 
in the United States- alone. Splrltual- 
Ists claim no definite number—numbers 
are really unimportant in a statement 
of truth. If its principles and its.man
ifestations are true and are perceived 
by but one, all the world must follow 
ultimately. The organization of SjHrlt- 
ualists into local societies and now into 
a national association, is rather for the 
purpose of fellowship and mutual pro
tection-against aggressive legislation’ 
than for any sectarian object, and also 
for the purpose of making available, 
under the best conditions, the manifes
tations and ministrations, as well as 
the spiritual teachings given through 
the media.

It rests with mortals whether they 
will limit its meaning to the next day

DR. WORST'S NEW SCIENTIFIC

CATARRH INHALER
With Medicine for One Year Mailed

spiratlon. < .
Sages gather from its open treasure

house the wisdom of'the skies. Seers 
and prophets, inspired anew, reveal 
again the forever old;~forever new, im
mortal theme. The mourner forgets 
her grief, and dries her tears while lis
tening to the messages of love. The 
weary find rest in its all reposeful and 
eternal ways. The weak find strength 
in its unhindered helpfulness. .Crime, 
sin, and all human imperfection, and 
shadows, fade gradually, yet surely, be
fore its all potent light.

Peaceable'will be the conquest of this 
truth in the years to come. Its meth
ods are of thought and spiritual force; 
its greatest victories,are within human 
hearts; it seeks to build for itself no 
vast earthly temples;« few institutions 
has it founded, or will ft found, except 
within the hearts and lives of those 
whom it,blesses; its cfiai-Itles are ever 
present beneficence; its schools, all ave
nues of knowledge; IF will mold and 
govern those who rule, in, the affairs of 
nations by Its just ant) fraternal princi
ples; it will pervade.,religions .by the 
true Interpretation of the spirit, and to 
such as have no outwjirfl' shrine it will 
be the incense of hallowed truth upon 
the altar of the fifeart.—®ra L. V. 
Richmond in the Areia.

--------- - I.i —

WHAT THE OREGONIAN SAYS.
A Spiritualistic medium who has been 

holding materializing seances at a 
house on Fifth street was cleverly ex
posed last night at one of her regular 
performances. She took the matter 
calmly, and, when asked to do so, re
turned to her auditors and spectators 
the sums they had paid for admittance 
to the show.

A few weeks ago Dr. Edgar P. Hill 
learned that a certain Mrs. Elsie Rey
nolds, holding forth at 192 Fifth street,, 
was.engaged in giving materializing se
ances and practicing as a medium. He 
learned that many well-to-do people of 
Portland were attending the perform
ances and -were being completely de
ceived. Every evening the “spirits” of 
the departed were made to appear. Dif
ferent people in the audience would be 
called to the cabinet, the room having 
been darkened, and there they were 
given the privilege of embracing their 
departed and holding conversations 
with them. The thing was cunningly 
arranged. Spies were placed at con
venient places in the room to overbear 
conversation and to warn of danger. 
Two or three men were always present 
to prevent any interference on the part 
of skeptical visitors.

In order to expose this fraud, which

The
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there be a heaven or no? I believe 
nothing, and this is a starless mid
night” I came away feeling I had 
been in the midst of unutterable pover
ty. The palace with its luxuries all 
faded from my vision, and the only 
thing I could see was one of the poorest 
men on earth, a man who thought at 
one time that he had all and suddenly 
discovered that he had nothing.

My first visit was to a man who was 
rich in spite of his poverty, my second 
to a man who was poor in spite of his 
wealth.. The possession of money does 
not necessarily imply the possession of 
riches, neither does the lack of money 
prove that one is poor. You may tell 
me nay as often as you will, but I still 
Insist that there is something better 
than gold, and that gold does not con
stitute riches. The man of millions' 
may have that in his soul which is 
worth more than his bank account, and 
the poor man may have poverty of 
soul as well as purse. The real riches 
are those which you can take with you

tions,. and proofs as undeniable as the
principles of mathematics.

In its final definition, it is the phlloso-
phy of philosophies, as it is the religion 
of religions, and, if need be, the science 
of sciences. It Includes the primal and
final statements of matter, the primal 
and final terms for mind, the primal and 
final principles of spirit in the eternal 
(the Soul), and all that relates to states 
and conditions, degrees, and stages of 
expression, all that relates to being, 
and includes every portion and factor 
in its statement of the whole.

The phenomenal phase of the subject 
is sometimes designated “scientific,”

HEARS SPIRIT VOICES,
And Is Taken> Inta Court.

although 1 do not think that the words 
“science” and “scientific,” as usually 
understood, can be applied to the inves
tigation of even the phenomenal phases 
of Spiritualism.

Many -years ago, scientific men, like 
Prof. Robert Hare of Philadelphia, 
James J. Mapes of New York, and, 
later, 'Prof. Alfred Russell Wallace and 
Sir William Crookes of England. Ca
mille Flammarlon of France, Zollner of 
Germany, and scores of other scientists 
of note, investigated the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, -and uniformly. declared 
“that there is no law of material sci
ence, with which they are familiar, that 
can explain these phenomena; and that 
they have recourse only to the solution 
always claimed by the manifesting in
telligence, viz.: That the source of the 
phenomena .is disembodied human 
spirits, manifesting by means and 
methods entirely unknown to science.”

One of the results of the investiga
tions of the phenomena of Spiritualism 
by scientific men is the reaffirmation 
that the cause of thè phenomena is im
manent in the phenomena; that both 
are demonstrated beyond the possibil
ity of cavil or doubt; and that to inves
tigate the physical, mental, or intuition
al phases of Spiritualism separately 
from the whole subject, with a view of 
ascertaining another cause of the phe
nomena than that of disembodied hu
man intelligences, is as much a work 
of supererogation as to investigate the- 
phenomenon of. the light of day, with 
a view of finding another source of that 
light than the action of the sun.

The difficulties to be met in approach
ing this investigation from a purely sci
entific standpoint are very manifest, 
even if the word “scientific” be made to 
mean everything possible in the line of 
investigation. In stead of the operation 
of “natural law" upon and through in
sensate substance, there Is the added 
and primal action of Individual intelli
gences thatonay, or may not, manifest 
according to tbe wishes or methods 
prescribed by the Investigator. Very 
early in his researches, the investigator, 
if he is wise, will endeavor to discovér 
what are the best conditions’ for fhe 
manifesting Intelligence; since, without 
that primal factor, no satisfactory man-’ 
ifestation is likely to occur.

“Spiritual Gifts.”
There are still others who believe 

Spiritualism to be a new dispensation 
of religion; not only a restatement of 
all past revealments of spiritual truth, 
but a new and living insplratlQn from 
the Infinite as the spiritual light of this 
age; and they believe that Spiritualism, 
In its entirety of phenomena, philoso
phy, and revelation, forms the basis of 
a new religion. ______
i Spiritualists have no sectarian creed, 

Jrtieles of faith, or statement of belief, 
Excepting the truth as perceived by the 
individual; each one grants to others 
thé privilege of worshiping God accord
ing to the dictates of conscience. There 
is a feeling of fellowship with all, and 
they meet on the common ground of. 
universal spiritual truth; God as mani
fest in Infinite Lote and Wisdom, and 
tbe universal fraternity of souls.

The philosophy, of Spiritualism Is the 
inblending into one perfect whole of all 
its parts; the union of its phenomena 
and spirit, the meeting and merging of 

. body and soUL — .. .
To many, perhaps a greater number 

of thoughtful minds than most people 
are aware of, the philosophical aspect 
of Spiritualism is its most enchanting, 
and, as it seems to them, its most com- 
prehenslve side. To me it is one side of 
the triangle of which the phenomenal 
aspect is the base, and religion the oth
er side; which triangle solves the circle 
of immortality. ' . _• •

The logical perfection of the philoso
phy of Spiritualism is the.primal state
ment, as I understand It:. _ ,

(1) That the present and continued 
existence of the conscious spirit,. the 
ego, inheres in the soiil, and is not an 
esnedal bestowment of the Infinite, nor__ _______ _
thé result of contact with the human | Spiritualism to the world. One. thing Is 

notable, however, as the result of the

By as Intelligent methods as signals, 
language and other established systems 
of communication between mind and 
mind in human states, these spiritual 
Intelligences .bave' been recognized, and 
in all cases of careful and impartial in
quiry, thé cause at the phenomena has 
been clearly identical with -the claim,- 
1. e., that of disembodied human spirits. 
To ignore the knowledge already 
gained, is totally illogical and unscien
tific.

There'has been, up to the present
writing, ho formulation of the methods 
by which spirits are enabled to man
ifest, either of the process of action on 
insensate objec,' or the method of im
pressing or inspiring human minds; the 
latter may be somewhat analogous to

after death or expand it to the unlim
ited range of Immortal life. The wider 
and higher itsYange the more perfectly 
Is it adapted to human needs, the sun-. ■ c____ w.q kot consigned TO AN shine is not diminished by the ray that I SHE WAS NOT CONSIGNED »am 
the photographer captures in his cam- ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, BUT 
erd; the electric vibrations are not lim- WAS ALLOWED TO GO FREE, 
ited by the amount the electrician re- Mrg. (jijrjgtjua Christman was exam- 
quires, and the universal ether, is not I lne(J be£ore judgQ Allen by a commis- 
measured by the limited capacity of I glon jn lunacy yesterday,' Drs. Orme 
One mind. . • . . • ■ gmith being. the>,physlolanfe• in .at-'

Many Spiritualists have been busy ^en4ance. The complaint-,was\Bworn 
reading the needed messages oflovefrom I QUt. the nmtron'.of the pppae station, 
their loved, ones In the next state oí ex-1 who stated the woman claimed to 
Istence, forgetting, or not heeding, the be un(jer tll(, COntról of spirits and 
more important message of-the soul. would do on]y that which they direct, 
the Being eternal. Many another, not The patlent proved to be a little Nor
needing the answer to the first ques- egIalJ 39 years of■ agfri who has been 
tion, may have heard the greater mes- conductlng a lodging house at 318South 
sage and declared it. Hm 8treet> some time ago Mrs. Jennie

As a whole movement, the scope of its Wa a spiritualistic medium, took 
influence is measureless. Its manifes-1 her residence in thc-house.and the 
tations extend into .every department of rgtl atmMphere ’created by “her 
human thought; its presence in the I *¡er(í went t0 the head of the iandlady. 
world has changed the entire attitude Naturally vel.y devout and benevolent 
of thoughtful minds concerning the J ag Mrg> Christman shortly fancied 
problem of death and the after life, and I that she xa8 herself gifted with clalr- 
their relations to human states, at the voyancy and she assumed to hold ver
same time opening up for investigation communication with good and bad 
a vast inner realm, including the latent I lrltg whose instructions she observed, 
possibilities of the human spirit while I digcriminai:ing1 howevbr, the good from 
in the earthly environment ’ the bad, as well as she could, and con

It has reached the man of sc fence in. tlnnlng her philanthropic course of 
his laboratory, or study, and within its llvlng
rare alembic has rewrought the demon-1 husband went to the Klondike a 
stratlon of immortality. _ • year and a ag0 olid she has hpard

It has walked Into the churches of all 'othlng from Wm for á long time. The 
denominations, religions and tongues; I jodgers having.moved-away, the house 
has stood beside the clergyman, or 1 been unprofitable" to operate and 
priest, or ministrant, and haswhispered g|le three months in arrears on rent, 
the message of inmortal life, flay ng: The own Mr Laughlin; of the Laugh- 
“Are they not all ministering spir ts? I H block) offiereji t0 caneer the debt if

It has proved Itself a solvent of all re-1 gbe move out, but she professed 
ligions and philosophies, by correcting tQ held there by BpWtual Influences 
erroneous Ideas born of imperfect, hu- gbe could not disregard..
man interpretations Concerning a fu-J It waaon account of this strange ac- 
ture life, and substituting knowledge. | thn.t she was charged with lunacy.It has restored “spiritual gifts” and K^Sn^SyaUspote 
made them a-portion of the recognized y highly of the woman, ..and her splr- 
possessions of the human race. ituallstlc friends gathered in force to

It has made thousands and hundreds gugtal¿ her ln ber ^^16. Many of 
of thousands to acknowledge, it by them expreaaefl the opinion that she 
name within and without the churches, gang flny 0|>. them, and some,
within and wlthout establlshed schools kgg wlnded, plainly said
of philosophy, within amj without the I tba(. Mrs. 5yarrefi’g influence was the 
walks of science, by knowledge alone; I cause of tbe Whole trouble.
and thousands of others to accept its Tbe ytye Norwegian, however, said 
evidence in the form of beflef based gbe ba(j aiwayg been .able to hear the 
upon the testimony of others. _ I yojceg of ^e spirits,, when concentrat-

Its, sources of inspiration are the In-1 j- ber mind on the.Jreavenly powers, 
visible hosts. _ ■ „ ■ .- J and that no special inspiration 'had

Its teachers and messengers are the ber recently.It appeared that
great, the wise, and the loyed ones who 1 gbe hafl deprived herself .of propernour- 
have passed on. . „ . ishment in order to give food to tramps
„ M ln. ““Y instances opened a I anfl otber needy, persons, and? this 
royal or inner way to knowledge for Kgakenjng , of her . physical system, 

those who are Its chosen Instruments, I i,ddcd' to the demoralizing influence 'of 
by touching child mhids with facts mid Mrg Warren,g teachings oniiier minjl. 
data, with sclentiflc and Thllosophlcri wftg tbougbt to have brought her to her 
knowledge, with wisdom far beyond L,resent condition, -o i:' h. - 
their years, and with eloquence un- ye!ng adaoiutely harmless she was 
known to mortal ari. . ■ finally permitted to go with ir sister; a

It has not^mly created a literature of I. Mlgg Reg¡na Johansen, who works in 
its own, In hundreds of volumes of ex- Charter Oak restaurantAnd rooms 
perience and philosophy, and scores, of I ■ gonth Main street at the Cumber- péflodlcals publishing, its .dembustaff- jand?hotó,Mañd whXmised to care 
tions and “advocating Its propositions, I . couldoffet work, A ladybut it' has pervaded the best literature ^^^thesataSce?^arenteed 
of the age, touching and illumining thatSnone of the Spiritualistic frauds 
such writers as Dytton, Dickens,Thacfe gbould be ayowe(j top. visltithe woman 
Ss w“th^s liringWhile there.-Herald^os Angeles, Gal.

when you go. They cannot be left to 
your heirs. They are yours alone, and 
neither life nor death can deprive you 
of them.

The fatal Illusion from which we suf
fer Is that riches are what you carry In 
your purse, not what you have in your 
heart The.eternal fact is that health 
is better than a gold mine, and yet we 
spend the health to get the mine and 
then, when it is too late, would be glad 
to give the mine for health. The hallu
cination is omnipotent until we have 
reached tlie “consummation so devout
ly to be wished,” but hereafter we 
would be glad to undo what cannot be 
undone. In the life of a true soul 
money Is an insignificant detail. The 
man who has not learned to live on lit
tle and be happy has delivered his shot 
and missed the target. •

We envy the man of money and look 
with Indifference on the man of charac
ter. We are like those who dream and 
in whose dreams the relative value of 
things is confused. Our mentabattltude 
is defective. Not all the gold on the 
planet can cure your sick head or your 
sick heart On the contrary, the pos
session of wealth under such circum
stances is a bitter sarcasm, for what 
you need most it will not buy. To have 
plenty of money and still be poor—that 
is a sad lot. To have no money and still 
be rich—that is something to excite 
gratitude. '

Christ was the richest man that ever 
lived. He had the sky for a coverlid, 
the field for a bed, the stars for guard
ians—and God for his keeper. He 
supped at Bethany, He was betrayed 
by Judas, He was hated by the Phari
sees, sneered at by the Sadducees, 
looked upon with suspicion by all, ex
cept the few, but so calm, so true, so 
trustful was He that Gethsemane was 
only a sigh and the cross only a sob.

To be t^hristlike is to be rich. Holy 
. thoughts are more than coin and noble 

purposes than bank notes. ..

had succeeded in getting hold of a num
ber of well-known church people in the 
city, Dr. Hill secured the co-operation 
of E. T. Allen, Miss Ella McBride, B. A. , y wnil^T Anliland O.R. Hlllmer and George R. Gallant. E. J. WORS1. Ashland, V. 
Tim,. boon vIrI+Itmt the nlaee for It positively cure» Catorrli, Cold,. Palas, and Itoar-They have been vimting un. p uev wi !ng) tbeHendi Broncblt|B, soreTbrow, ikadacbo. 
Some days past, getting into the good I Partial Dcatnos, and all diseases or the Air Passages, 
graces of the medium and planning for CURED BY INHALATION.
the final assault. Last night the oppor- I It Is the luteat volatile germicide, it penetrates the 
tunity Came. A large company 'had as- air passages of the head, throat und lungs, killing tba 
sembled, each man having paid $1 and sern>8 ofth“ women SO cents to be admitted. AIR IS THE ONLY AGENT, .
T?.vorvthtrnr went smootfilv for about an Fine enough to carry any medical Influence Into tho Ibverytnmt, v> un biuuucui j “*\linnll air cell, and homo, of the living germs, Chat ■
hour. Men, women, and ennuren ap- effectually destroy the cause of these diseases, 
non rod nnd Allowed themselves to be Over lUO.OOO ot these Inhalers now In use. They are peaiea anu anoweu iiiemDco » uv the only one, made that can be successfully sent out 
embraced by their friends. on trial tree. ■ .

At last Mr. Gallant’s guardian angel SPECIAL OFFER. ,
appeared and allowed him to clasp her por Q short limo I Win mall to any reader, naming 
hand In a flash Mr. Allen was at the this paper, one ot my new Selentlllc CniarrlI Inhalers huuu. id u uuou with mcdlciucfor one year, ou three days’trial free,
cabinet. Three dark lanterns weie at itifgives satisfaction, send me si.oo, if not, return 
onrA turned on the scene. There were It In three day,. It you are wining to comply with 
uuiv tuiuv .<,„],> nrvri rt/Ynf>n such reasonable terms, address,a few moments of struggle and confu- ui/M-bCT
slon. Then, before the eyes lof the be- DR. t. J. WORST, 
wlldered and humiliated Spiritualists Dept. 26, Ashland, O.
there was seen the half-nude form of ________________________________ _
the medium, herself covered with ■x
gauze, while within the cabinet was 9
seen an assortment of articles used in
the cunning deception. Mr. Allen made The above Is the number of the pres
a short address to the company, draw- I ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
ing their attention to ■ the creature ®S P5 ?tel at the top of the first page' 
whom they had been embracing during {W ha nd corner If this number cor- 

mnnfi« nndw the delusion that responds with the figures on your wrap- hly were in he presence6 of those who ‘hen the time you have paid for has 
tney were iu i 1 expired, and you are requested to renew
had gone oni before. flrPSRpd her- your subscription. This number at the

The medium deliberately right hand corner of the first page is ad-
self, scarcely noticing t g Y . vanced each week, showing tbe number 
and words of the aroused‘company. A I of progregsiye Thlnkers issued up to 
suggestion was made by some date. Keep watch of the number on
the gate money be refunded, and the tbe tag of your w er 
medium replied that she was quite will
ing to do this. It is probable that there I -------------------------------
will be no seances at the number men- —— e .
tloned during the remainder of the ■-» |7> j-v». I. j-j-j I OfmQ
week, as announced at the beginning of I I VI111II11 | I VI 1110
the evening.—Daily Oregonian, March ____ '
29,1899.  •

“ DR. ROGERS.” '

A “Materializing Medium,” for
merly of Chicago.

HE IS NOW IN THE PENITENTI
ARY, WHERE'OTHER FAKE ME
DIUMS OF CHICAGO OUGHT, 

' tobe. " .

AT A SEANCE. REMEMBER that all or
Materialization of Hön. John 
’ Sherman. 1

the method of the mesmerist or hypno
tist /'since, admitting" the existence of 
spirits after the change called death, it 
is easy to conceive a direct action of 
volition, or will-power, from the spirit,
upon the mortal or huamn mind.

Doubtless the actual methods or for
mulated ■ processes of communication 
between the spirit realm and those who 
dwell in the mundane sphere, will be
revealed from, the same realm, and by 
thè same intelligences that have given 
the manifestations and teachings of

_ organism.
(2) That whatever may be the idea of 

Individuals or classes concerning a con
scious, soul existence, ’ or previous 
state of the individual Intelligence em
bodied in each human life, there is but 
one philosophical conclusion, based .on 
tis phenomenal and intutltlonal evi
dences of Spiritualism, 1. e., that the

compelling, presence of the facts and 
truths revealed by Spiritualism: science 
has been compelled to Investigate and 
deal with an independent intelligence 
acting upon substances in a manneren- 
tirely at variance, with—or beyond— 
those methods known to science, and 
compelling a restatement of scientific

Its uplifting Influence is felt on every , " -, ——
life that accepts its truths, and.in the | / . irtUM QMJff PMiAN ' 
whole world, by making the alms of . •VH1’ im"-Tin ' ■ 
life here consistent with a continued ex-1 ------  "
istence, as primary steps in the eternal 
pathway,-and by making the basis of 
life spiritual, not material. .•

To a 'materialistic and unbelieving 
age, it has demonstrated the existence 
of the human spirit beyond the change 
called death. .

To those who had “hope” and “faith” 
through any form of religions belief in 
a future life it has added knowledge; 
and to both has opened the gateways 
that had not even been left "ajar” be
tween the spiritual • and material 
realms. ■■ : ■ ' '

A Spiritualistic.medium,,accepting as 
true the early reports ofeJohn Sher
man's death, made |iis spjrlt the piece 
de resistance of her next qieeting.. En
terprise is a splendid thing, and the 
supply of ghosts should be made to con
form to the very latest styles, but there 
is something about furnishing a states
man’s spirit when he-, is known to be 
using it himself In another locality and 
can prove a complete alibi that tends to 
bring the business into discredit.—Chi
cago Journal. .-* • ,

It has removed the fear of death and 
of what might come to the spirit after 
the dissolution of the body, by a knowl-

"The Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of twocases Of “double 

___  ,,____ __ ___ consciousness,K namely Mary Luisney 
change, as declared by the testimony of Vennum of Watseka, lit, and Mary 
disembodied spirits, who must be In the I Reynolds of Venango .County, Pa. F0r 
very nature of the case the only authen- sale at this office.- Frige 15, cents. _ .

edge of the states and conditions of 
those who have passed beyond that

Henry Richardson Rogers, the Spirit
ualistic medium, who is at present un
dergoing a sentence of three months’ 
imprisonment in the. penitentiary, for 
having assaulted a. reporter who de
tected him in a "fake” seance, will be 
present at the trial of the action 
brought by Frederick C.’ Beach and his 
sister, Jennie Beach Gaspar, for the an
nulment of their mother’d marriage-to 
him,-which-will come up in the Su
preme Court tomorrow. ' . ■

Justice Scotb in the Supreme Court 
yesterday granted a writ of habeas cor
pus directing that Rogers be produced 
in court while the trial is In progress, 
as he is the defendant in the action.

Mrs. Harriet E. Beach, whose . mar
riage is sought to be annulled, was the 
widow of Alfred E. Beach, the editor of 
the Scientific American, who left prop
erty estimated at $1,000,000. She had 
for years been a Spiritualistic devotee, 
and bad several years ago been incar
cerated in an asylum on account of her 
actions. .

Rogers, who was one of her chief 
Spiritualistic guides, visited her In 
Europe, and they were married at Alex- 
atidrla, Egypt, in January, 1897, a year 
after the death of her husband, and a 
week after Mrs. Mary Eleanor Rogers 
had secured a divorce in the courts here 
from'Rogers.—New York Journal.

EVIDENTLY THE TRICKSTER IS 
ABROAD IN THE LAND.
When Hon. John Sherman returns 

from his* voyage he will have the unus-1 
ual experience of reading numerous I 
obituaries which were prompted by the 
erroneous report of his death. Prob-1 I 
ably the most startling development at-1 
tending the rumor, which was accepted I 
as true by the people, as well as the I 
State Department, occurred at a Spirit-1 
uàlistleseahse at a North Side residence I 
the night before last ' I

A number of devotees of Spiritualism 
had assembled to gather tidings from I 
departed friends and loved ones. Mes-1 
sages and communications of various 
sorts were received from those who had I 
gone to the other shore, and were heard I 
and read with eagerness by their living I 
friends and relatives.
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site, amounts, vizi

ART MARIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land

The slate was again tied up, with the I 
pencil placed Inside. The usual scratch-1 
ing souhd bore evidence that a message’ 
was forthcoming. When the medium

and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

opened the slate the whole. company | ------- . .
was'thrown Into a state of hysterical
excitement to find there had been re- _[n England tlie friends 
celved a. missive from the ex-Secretary I &_>- । , .
of State. The company had nearly all whn Wish A rt Mil CHf* 
read of his demise in the evening pa-1 VYloll Alt 111 rig
pers. The hand-writing was indisput- nhfain if nhlv Kir
ably that of the ex-Secretary, even to I Can (JUbill 11 lb Ulliy Dy 
Istlcs of his signature were pointed out I addressing or calling 
“bT™“« .<>11. «U. m . on J. J. Morse, Flof- 
company was exultlngmver this Infalli-•- . i >
ble test, the medium announced that

• "Nature Cure." • By Drs; M. E. and 
Bosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ÇL5O and $2.

A .

Mr. Sherman had materialized before 
him. The spirit, he explained, had not 
had time to develop sufficient strength 
to appear to the uninitiated. The be
lievers were satisfied, however, and' 
went home with the consciousness that 
they now had-proof enough to convert- 
all the doubters in the world. . ■

Yesterday morning their hopes re
ceived a crushing blow. The cruel 
morning papers came out with the an
nouncement that the great statesman 
was alive and on a fair road to recov
ery;—Washington Post 
.v- ■ 1 . ■

¿ence House, Osnar- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, Ji. W.

•‘The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and result* 
"of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the Bad experience of-many wrecked 
lives. Ptice, by mall ?L For sale a* 
this office. - : . .y
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pointed at continuously,not thebad ae some welMeveloped mediums to do «' 
is so often done. I despise fraud and good work, and Unwell paid for same.
deception. Spiritual fniqij I deem ibe 
daxkest of allj buj jet uè grow wise, 
holding the standard of truth high 
above aud overshadowing all others.”’

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. 
This is an •" .exact pic
ture of the ' ‘'
coyer title of 
book that is 
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and most in
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when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.
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GENERAL SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

WRITE PLAINLY
We would like to impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker Is set up on a 
Linotype machine thtft must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That moans rapid work, and it Is essen
tial that all copy, to Insure Insertion in 
the. paper, all other requirements using 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one Bide of the paper, it 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

. CONTRIBUTORS ¡-Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he nitty make. The ed‘tor 
Allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should oe 
suppressed. No one person has tne 
¡whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items for 
thp General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py,„and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

Every Item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor, in Kim
ball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, every 
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Sunday
school In the same place at 9:45 a. m.

J. Madison Allen writes from Spring
field, Mo.: ‘ This has been a very busy 
■winter with us. I am, however, obliged
to report myself as just now con- _ *. « . _ i._  zxi liinrr ■

&

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and test me
dium, cun now be engaged for camp
meetings or grove meetings this sum
mer and fall. He will also accept en
gagements for May and June. Address 
all letters to 40 Loomis street, Chicago, 
Ill. /

Dr. A. B. Spinney lectured at Jack
son, Mich., April 2. He is always on 
the alert against medical monopoly In 
that state, and bls opposition generally 
proves successful.

Brother Barrlck writes from Canton, 
Ohio: “I am glad to add one more sub
scriber to your valuable paper. If I 
could secure a thousand subscribers per 
month for the above outfit at $1.70 each 
I would be doing a great work for 
humanity, and also be lading up for 
myself treasure in the spirit realm."

The “Mecca,” of Denver, Col., says: 
“Geo. W. Walrond is well known all 
through Canada and America as one of 
the. most accurate Intuitional clair
voyants and palmists in this country, 
also as occultist and astrologer of the 
highest order. He was born in England 
in 1845, aud is related to the well- 
known Devonshire family of Walronds 
who have figured prominently In 
English politics for several generations 
past. Sir W. H. Walrond is now a 
member of Lord Salisbury’s cablpet. 
He was trained at Hele’s Training Col
lege, Exeter, Devonshire, and received 
a most liberal education. He qualified 
for die legal profession, but entered the 
army in 1863. Promotion was very 
rapid with him, for at fifteen years’ 
service he received an appointment as 
ordnance officer, for special service in 
the field. He saw active service on the 
battlefields of Zululand, British Kaff- 
raria, Egypt, and so forth, and has 
served in India, Gibraltar, Malta, 
Cyprus, South Africa and many other 
places. He has several war medals, 
clasps for active service, and the 
Egyptian Star presented him by the 
Khedive of Egypt. He retired from the 
British army in January, 1885, on a 
pension for life, after a service of 
nearly twenty-two years, during which 
he held many superior appointments on 
the staff of- great trust and responsi
bility. While in the British army he 
devoted his spare time to the study of 
occult science, astrology and palmistry, 
and was recognized as a man of re
markable psychic ability. He has lec-

Geo. W. Walrond, psychic lecturer 
and test clairvoyant, on Sunday last 
held a Spiritualistic service in bls oc
cult school in the Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. He gave to a large and 
appreciative audience a philosophical 
and scientific lecture on “The Fifty-first 
Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism," 
concluding with many tests and psychic 
readings, all of which were recognized. 
Converts are made at every service. 
Mr. Walrond has now ministered spirit
ualistically in Denver for three years 
continuously.

Helen M. Blakeman writes: “I shall 
subscribe for The Progressive Thinker 
as long as I stay on this plane of exist
ence. I think it is a grand paper.”

Mrs. W. H. Calvert writes: “I have 
taken The Progressive Thinker almost 
from Its beginning and it doesn’t seem 
possible to get along without It. It Is 
truly the best and cheapest Spiritualist 
paper now published and is worthy of 
a more general support from professed 
Spiritualist.”

Mrs. 8. H. Flowers writes: “I just 
want to say that I have received Art 
Magic, and would not part with it for 
anything. I realy dp not see how you 
can give so much for so little. I have 
taken The Progressive Thinker for five 
years, so have received all five of the 
Books, and would not sell one of them.”

Mrs. Minnie Phillips writes: “The 
Christian Spiritual church at Kenwood 
Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue, cele
brated the Fifty-first anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism, Sunday April the 
2d, afternoon and evening. Quite an 
amount Bf Interest was manifested by 
the audience, seats being filled. The 
rostrum was beautifully decorated with ' 
flowers, spirit’pictures and bunting. In
vocation and address by Dr. S. P. Cady, 
an address by Mrs. A, L. Gates, and in
spirational poem fitting the occasion. A 
beautiful recitation' by Miss Katie 
Smith. Some well timed remarks and 
tests by Mrs. ‘ Coverdale. Ml*. Coates 
delivered a few remarks and test mes
sages, some with full names which were 
well received. Music by Master Glen 
Ashley, and a few remarks by my 
guide.” •

Brother Farwell, of Abscota, Mich., 
sends a club of subscribers from that 
town, and thus-the good work goes on.

G. W. .Kates and wife accepted a re
turn call to lecture in Hinsdale, N. Y., 
Monday and Tuesday, April 3 and 4. 
They had successful meeting^. Ad
dress them 1744 Natrona street, Phila
delphia, Pa., ^.prll 10 to 20; 205 W. Jef
ferson street, Springfield, Ill., April 23 
to 30; 182 Gold street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich., May 1 to July 12. They desire 
engagements for next fall and winter.

Mary E. Wilson writes that the asso
ciation of Spiritualists of Stbne Bluff, 
Ind., celebrated the Fifty-first Anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, March 31, April 
1 and 2, at its church. Dr. H. O. An
drews was the principal speaker, and 
gave excellent satisfaction.

J. W. Lenox writes from Texas: “I re
ceived some three weeks ago Art Magic, 
and have read it through and find it a 
wonderful book, worth five times the 
subscription price of the paper."

Correspondent writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “I wish to say I attended a meet
ing held at the chapel of the Buffalo 
Spiritual Society, 366 Eagle street, Sun
day, April 2. Sirs. Arthur Brewer was 
well-received by a packed chapel after
noon and evening. The tests given by 
Buffalo's well-known medium, Mrs. C.

4 «metje tefilwgnj materlalliiiiB 
medluin arelfeitefaftd. If sonlfe man and 
wife who/rtfesetti'i these two phases 
would correlpondffwlth me, I would .be 
pleased to drl'anghtwlth them to come 
to Lima.” 4w' .

Mrs. SaraliJ'E./Dodge writes from 
Wisconsin: “Tthick it such a pity that

w ........ . ...... „. _ । tured in England, Ireland and Scotland,
valesclng from a low course of lung. and In the principal cities of Canada 
*----- mi.„ hovenhnnt« is verv । and the United States. He came tofever. The climate hereabouts is very । 
fickle. Our headquarters will be 
Changed ere another winter.” ! ।

J. A. Britten,;of New York, remits to 
this office $9.35; aud“"writes: “I have 
been very much interested in your 
paper and the fair stand that you take 
in all matters that are brought to your 

' attention, and I propose to help you In 
every way that may fall in my power 
to do so.”

Denver early in 1896, where his reputa
tion through his marvelous powers and 
occult knowledge, became at once 
firmly established. His offices in the 
Opera House Block are crowded daily 
with business men, professional per
sons, and' others seeking advice on 
almost every conceivable subject, and 
his advice and Instructions on business,

। family and personal matters must be 
I certainly reliable for he has hundreds 

Brother Watson writes from “’°nes- of testlnionials from lawyers, profes- 
boro, Ark: “Spiritualism is slowly but sionai ■persons,”'financiers, merchants 
surely gaining here. We would like to an(j others testifying to his business 
have some good workers stop with us rdjaijnity aud integrity.” '
for a short time. Verily the harvest Is | j w wrltes from cllanVtCi 
ripe, but the laborers are few. Suceess : Kansag. .'¿n fte night of A'prli 2 the 
to The Progressive Thinker. I th nk wrjter was present at a physical seance 
Is certainly well named. I do not want, given by 0 Dunaklu; of this city, a me
to ever lose a copy. . | dium who has attended to his develop-

The Spiritualists of Rochester, N. Y.,; merit under very discouraging ebn
passed resolutions commendatory of ' ditions. A dark circle for truinpet .work 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates “for the ' preceded the light manlfectations. The 
faithful and efficient manner in which!- ----’ ............... -
they have fulfilled the duties of their 
position, for the noble work they have 
accomplished, and for the unfaltering 
peal they have displayed In promul
gating the truths of our beautiful phll- 
osophy.” We hope for their return in 
the near future to continue the tvork so

- nobly and enthusiastically begun. The 
seeds they have sown here have fallen

- on fruitful soil ’ and will continue to

voices and spirit lights were good, 
Some good phenomena were also given

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL 
, BOURNE, AUSTRALIA-

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL 
CUITA, INDIA,

Important Books.

grow and bring forth an abundant- 
’harvest.

George H. Brooks Is to remain In 
i Milwaukee for April. His address is 
/ 422 Grand avenue. Send all mall and 

telegrams to the abo,ve number.
' . Film the distant State of New Hamp

. : shire, Hillsboro Bridge, Bro. Warthen 
. sends us $8.20 for The Progressive 
/ -Thinker. ;

The Report to the Hyde Park Pro
tective Association, by the president,- 
for the sixteen months ending January 

/ 81, 1899, affords entertaining reading,
and shows the good work accomplished 

• by .the organization, In suppressing 
“blind pigs" and other devices that pan- 
def to debased appetites? The Assocla- 
tibn is doing excellent service, and 
should receive the hearty moral and 
financial support of all interested in 

- good citizenship. ■ ■
-Thos. J. Haynes writes from Grand

Rapids, Mich.: “We had an excellent 
meeting last eve. F. Gorden White, did

in the light Circle. The medium is 
known as a model in morals and his 
name is a guarantee of honest dealing. 
I go from here to Wichita, Kan., where 
I wish to hear from Kansas and Col
orado points desiring a medium.”

C. H. Figures writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio:' “Spiritualism is'taking an up
ward tendency here. Good mediums 
"âïè always'“ welcome. I have just 
finished a threfe months' ' engagement 
with the West Side Society. Carrie 
Twlng follows’me, and her ministration 
will, as usual,’ bé à most successful one,, 
as she is well-beloved in Cleveland. My 
health 18. somewhat better, ÿet fàf from 
what it ought to be.” ..

Brotiier Miller writes from Canton, 
O.: “Ernest Stephens’ first visit here on 
March 29'and 30 was indeed a treat to 
all who had the pleasure of sitting with 
Jjlm.’' One of his seances is sufficient to 
convince any fair-minded skeptic.” ;'.

Mrs, K. Childs writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich,: “The Fifty-first Anni-, 
versary of Modern Spiritualism was a 
red letter day for the. West Side Spirit
ual Association of this city. Our talent 
was all from our home workers, but the 
spirit of harmony, good will and broth
erly love was there from 9:80 a. m. to 
9:30 p. m. • Our staunch worker, John 
Lindsey, was ip the chair, and his good 
wife on her feet welcoming with cheer
ful words the many- who came. ; Verily;

splendid work. He will be here all this It Is harmony and Chrlst-love we need, 
month.” I think ¡the good sbquld be held up and

«tìk. aLìjSè slUäü j-Zì XÌ

people in gtrnferalijllo pay a great price 
many times' f6r something that Is of no 
use to them/!wh?ri at the same time । 
they hesltaieandfifuse to pay/a very < 
little for so touch ihat would be a great । 
benefit to them, as'ls contained in The । 
Progressive Thinker. For my part I 
there is nothing I irriow of that contains 1 
so much good instruction for so little • 
money as the paper; aud I look forward ] 
to its coming as I Tvould to a very dear 
friend, and am just as anxious to intro
duce it to others whom I think might ' 
receive the same helpful knowledge 
and' benefit.” ' 1

J. C. F. Grumbliie leaves Chicago for ! 
Syracuse, N, Y. „.He delivers his last 
lectures, Sunday, April 16, in Steinway , 
Hall at 11 a. in., and before tloe South , 
Side Society, 31st street, at 8 p. m. The 
office of tlie College of Psychical Sci- ' 
ences and Immortality will be removed 
to Syraeuse.after April 25. ,

Mrs. Mary Douglass writes from To- J 
ledo, O.: “Sunday, April 2, the Progress- ( 
Ive Thought Society of Toledo cele- , 
brated the Fifty-first Anniversary of ’ 
Modern Spiritualism, in its hall in Pyth- , 
ian Castle. Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran ’ 
was the speaker for the evening. She 
gave a very able address to a good-sized , 
audience. Her leetpre was followed by , 
tests from Mrs. Dr. Caird of Boston." '

Brotiier Miller writes from Blooming
ton, Ind.: “Miss Jiazel Biddee, medium, , 
who has been here a week, returned to 
her home at Indiapapolis, to-day, She 
is an accomplished; young Indy, whose 
candid methods made her many friends 
to join in ‘coihe a^aim’ The many val
uable tests she gav'e did much to arouse 
earnest inquiry, and rebuke frivolous 
criticism. Nothing hris been attempted 
yet in this otherwise progressive city 
by way of orgqnizatipn, but a large pro
portion of our estimable orthodoxy 
seem convinced of the truth of the 
claims and teachings . of Spiritualism, 
arid can be relied on I think to lend it 
their aid and influence so soon as it be
comes popular.”

T, P. Kelley writes from Topeka, 
•Kansas: "The, First Society of Spirit
ualists celebrated .the Fifty-first Anni
versary of Modern; Spiritualism on Sun
day, March 26. The/president, H. B. 
Van Voorhjs, called the meeting to or
der at 11 a. m. C,.W. Searing made a 
few remarks about,what had been done 
for Spiritualism in the last fifty-one 
years, and lead some selections from a 
book written by,Mrs, C. L. V. Rich
mond. He was followed by Brother 
Olney, an old Spiritualist. It had been 
forty-eight years „since he became a 
Spiritualist. We ay think he Is the fath
er of our society. At 2 p. m. we held a 
conference arid experience meeting. At 
7:45 p. m. w? hud,,fl fine lecture by O. 
Oernlng, on|WhatjCan Spiritualism Do 
for Humanity.’ He was followed by 
Mrs. O. V. Searing, who gave fine tests. 
Sister Searing has peen giving tests for 
our society,eyery’.^uuday evening for 
some time., She.is,.improving wonder
fully. We ¡also luy! with us the only 
surviving charter member of oui- socie
ty, Brother Samuel. Hall. It will be on 
the 28th of ^eptemjer, 1899, thirty-one 
years since,,ye were chartered. There 
never has p^en a ¡Sunday since that 
time that we/pavA^ot had a meeting."

Lewis Chase, were something marvel
ous. Mr. E. J. ChaSe, the new presi
dent, is not sparing anything to make 
every meeting better. They are in good 
flourishing condition and are taking in 
new members very rapidly.”

R. J. Plunkett writes from New York 
City: “The Christian-Spiritual Union 
celebrated the Ffty-flrst, anniversary at 
their regular meeting in Lyric Hall, 
723 Sixth ave., near 42d street, on Sun
day, April 2. Mrs. J. D. Parslow ren
dered beautiful piano and vocal solos,, 
and was highly appreciated. Mr. Soen- 
ichsen pleased the audience immensely 
with a vocal solo. Dr. Harlow Davis 
gave some wonderful platform teste. 
Our audiences., grow larger each Sunf 
day.”

G. C. M. writes from Rochester, N. Y.: 
“For the past four days-the Spiritual
ists of Rochester have been celebrating 
the fifty-first anniversary of the birth 
of Modern Spiritualism, and while, for 
financial reasons, they were unable to 
go into an extensive celebration, or to 
engage talent from other fields to par
ticipate, there have been some very 
pleasant home meetings—meetings 
filled with the power of spirit forces. 
During tills time, the truth has reached 
the hearts of many seeking, sorrow- 
ladened people, within whom has taken, 
place a spiritual birth, and to whom the 
message has been the greatest comfort 
of anything this world coüld afford. ‘A 
sorrow has been upon the hearts of 
many, owing to the fact that, with the 
close of these meetings, would come the 
close of the work, for many months to 
come, of our noble leaders and teach
ers, Mr. G. W. and Mrs. Zalda Brown 
Kates. For nearly three years they 
have labored faithfully and earnestly 
to upbuild and cause to flourish a 
church of truth, purity and progression, 
and if they have failed to do this, it is 
through no fault of theirs,' but'because 
the people were not qualified to receive, 
understand and to live their advanced 
teachings.1’

Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain writes 
of the Boston anniversary: “I had the 
pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. Kay- 
ner of your city, and was very glad to 
take the hand of the daughter of the 
veteran worker, now in spirit life/ E. V; 
Wilson. The Spiritualists-and-all who 
witnessed the fire test through Mrs.. 
Kayner's mediumship, aré much 
pleased.” ’/ ... .

Mrs. Dr. Hanson Caird, who for a 
long time was a resident of this city, 
but who a few years ago removed to 
Massachusetts, has returned here and 
will remain for several weeks» She is 
a most excellent medium, as many here, 
will testify, and she will-be.'glad to see 
her friends and those who- desiré spirit 
messages; at 466 W...Madison street ’

C. M. and Josie Folsom will serve the 
First Spiritual chUrch of Golumbus»_O., 
during the month of April..

Wm. S. Gray,- state not mentioned, 
writes that the ¡Spiritualists of West 
Grove celebrated the-anniversary, April 
2.- President Jennie Gray presided. 
Mrs. Emma Moore, of. Muncie,' Ind., 
spoke for an hour to an appreciative au- 
dléncé, and concluded; by giving tests. 
At the afternoon' meeting Mrs. Moore 
spoke upon the general phases of Spir
itualism, portraying Its soul-cheering 
philosophy. Misé- Bowman and Miss 
Latham favored the audience with 
song and instrumental music, and sev
eral children gave songs and recita
tions, etc., closing with speeches from 
older persons. / /

Brother Conklin writes from Lima, 
O.: "Spiritualism is making headwav in 
our little élty, even some very enthusi
astic church members are expressing ñ 
desire to Investigate its phenomena? 

. This place is In Just the right shape'for

. () BufiKlo, ^Yi/Itenis,.
Moses and Mattle, Hull are the auto

crats of Bul?ailo’s spiritual platform.
Mrs. Arthur Brewer, is a trance 

speaker from Toronto, and Is engaged 
at the hall of the East Side Society.

A new spiritual society has been 
launched forth at A. O. U. W. hall, cor
ner Court and Main streets, making the 
third regular society in town.

Mrs. Augusta ^.Armstrong read some 
very fine‘quotations at the celebration 
of the Fifty-first! Anniversary, at the 
hall on Eagle street, on the 31st ult.

The anniversary was duly observed 
by all of our societies, and Moses Hull 
spoke on the plafform of the Buffalo 
Spiritual Society, on the 31st ult.

Miss Gussie Taylor Is trance speaker 
for the new society. Mrs. Jennie Ehle 
is president, .

Mrs. Lewis Chase is the test medium 
for the East Side’SoCiety. ,

Lily Dale celebrated for three days, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

The fair held by the First Spiritual 
Church Society netted $400. Fair was 
held on 22d, 23d attd 24th ult

Correspondent writes from Seattle, 
Wash.:'“Anniversary services in this 
city took place Easter Sunday. Broth
er Knight, an earnest Spiritualist, kind
ly donated the use of the Masonic Tem
ple. Mrs. Ada Ifoy, pastor of the Pro
gressive Society; Mrs. Hodge of the 
Seattle Spiritual Society, and Mrs. Lil
lian Nagpll, state president and pastor 
of the Church of .the Soul, and C. P. 
Mills, a veteran worker in the cause, oc
cupied the rostrum. Opening address 
in the evening by Mrs- Nagell, on ‘An
cient Spiritualism/ followed with a 
Hindu Veda hymn, 1800 years B. C. 
Mrs. Ada Eoy took up the subject of 
Modern Spiritualism and explained 
how it became recognized as spirit com
munion through tlfé Fox Sisters. Mrs. 
Lamont and Mrs'. Lapworth, gave some 
good psychometrlc.tésts, which were all 
recognized. By .special request of the 
audience, Mrs. Nagell gave some very 
fine tests which w,ere perfectly recog
nized. The hall hÿs a seating capacity 
of five hundred, .and was packed to the 
doors. We feel that our 'city in the far 
West is in touch/with the great move
ment of Moflèrn Spiritualism, and ere 
long we canHreep ÿaee with our East
ern friends.” v . . / '.
j' C. F. Çruinbijje, with his logical 

and earnest) ¡lectures and Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley with her . convincing 
tests have more than filled their hear- 

l ers with enffiSslasm at the First Spirit- 
¡ual 'ÜhurchmÇ the- South Side, \ at 77 
Thirty-first Street, Chicago, full houses 
greeting thenr eacH Sunday evening. 
On Sunday Wsnlng, 'April 16, Mrs. T. L. 
Hanson-Caird, of- Boston, Mass., will 
assist Mrs-aGoolejm Mrs. Caird is a 
well-known It efet medium, having many 
friends in Chicago.

The third mhnúal'election-of officers 
of the Sunlftllt Ceflter Band, was held 
at Nd. 1Sofftli Hoyhe avenue, April 4. 
Mrs. Sarah B.^Bromweil was re-elècted 

'president and treasurer. It was voted 
a reception Should be given the presi
dent at the Great/Northern Hotel, on 
April 20. ,0 .

W. E. Bonney'wishes to say to our 
readers that he will be in Atlantic, la., 
during the last two weeks of this month 
and would like .to hear from other 
points in that'vicinity where there are 
friends who would like one or more lec
tures. Address him, General Delivery, 
Atlantic, Iowa-

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley holds 
meetings In Streator, III., thlfs week. 
From the 18th to the 21st ^he will be at 
Winslow, Ill.; at Ottawa, Ill., from the 
24Ü1 to the.28th. :tl

• (Continued on page 8.).

In spite of numerous lucid teachings 
from recognized authorities who have 
collated the evidences of clairvoyants 
and mediums as to the status of a new
born spirit on the next plane of exist
ence, they seem to assume that with 
the casting off of thè'physical body the 
spirit acquires not only a
KNOWLEDGE OF THE SPIRIT

WORLD, 
but a grasp of its relationship to this 
world and all that pertains to It; and 
forthwith question them on every con
ceivable subject connected with the 
heavens above or the earth below. As 
a matter of fact the average spirit, 
when it recovers consciousness after its 
transition, with the exception of having 
greater facilities to travel, and a some
what clearer perception of things, is 
tlie same in all respects as it was before 
it left the body. All its knowledge of 
the spirit world, or what it is deficient 
of in relation to this world, has to be 
acquired by study and experience. 
Moreover, only the progressive spirits 
apply themselves to the acquisition of 
tills knowledge, the majority (as in the 
body) are satisfied for the time with 
the condition of things about them; and 
finding congenial associates do not feel 
the need of application to progress, 
until they have used up, as it were, the 
conditions in which they live. Curiosity 
and a desire for a change leads some of 
the more actjve to explore the new 
country; this they can only do on the 
plane to which they belong or those 
below it, unless temporarily aided by 
superior spirits, until they have quali
fied themselves by some disinterested 
work to ascend to a 'higher plane.

The facilities which exist in the spirit 
world for congenial

MINDS Td GOME TOGETHER, 
tends to the aggregation of those hav
ing any strong religious belief; hence 
there are large centres of Roman Cath
olic, Wesleyan and other Christian de
nominations composed of those who 
held fast to the doctrines when in the 
body, and look for the fulfilment of 
them in the spheres. The same with 
Buddhists and Mohammedans, and 
with many minor sects. Spelta from 
these groups respond to all those In the 
body who desire confirmation of their 
doctrines. All through the spheres per
taining to this world spirits respond 
according to their knowledge or concep
tion of truth; just as embodied spirits 
do. Do we not find intelligent, truthful 
men and women here, conscientiously 
teaching as truth doctrines diametri
cally opposed to each other? and others 
presenting their theories as facts? It 
is only by degrees these dogmatic peo
ple get rid of their erroneous belief in 
the spirit world, and never till they 
begin to doubt them themselves—It is 
against the principles of the spirit 
world to force truth on the unwilling 
mind. Minds and temperaments are as 
varied there as here. The modest spirit 
will confess his Ignorance, whilst the 
confident, self-sufficient one who, when 
in the body, thought he knew much 
more than he really did, will usually 
retain that characteristic and be ever 
ready to enlighten(l) his earthly ques
tioner. Then we have to reckon with 
another and lower class—the mischiev
ous and deceptive. Millions of these 
are constantly crossing the river, and 
as their plane is near the earth, and 
they miss in it the occupations they de
lighted In, they hover about the earth’s 
surface, seeking opportunities to 
gratify their propensities; hence when 
mediums or circles offer them, as they 
frequently do, the conditions to control, 
they are ever ready

TO RESPOND AND FOOL THEM, 
to their peart’s content. This idea of 
the superior knowledge of the ordinary 
disembodied spirit to that of the em
bodied spirits needs to be got rid of; the 
average spirit in the spheres imme
diately pertaining to the world is on a 
par with the average Intelligence of the 
embodied spirits )n the world, plus 
some knowledge that he has acquired 
of his new condition, but not in so good 
a position as a rule to

JUDGE OF THINGS MUNDANE, 
which, except in rare cases, he can only 
see through the minds of those still in 
the body, matter itself being only visi
ble to Mm through its emanation or 
spiritual aura.

All teaching from disembodied spirits 
should be taken on its merits and sub
mitted to the same criticism as that 
emanating from the embodied. No ad
vanced spirit will refbse to answer 
reasonable interrogations in reference 
to his teachings, or expect implicit be
lief till the reason is satisfied; and such 
a one, if he speaks from belief, and not 
knowledge, will tell you so.

From the conditions we have de
scribed there are necessarily many con
tradictory communications, but there Is 
one thing on which all the com
municating intelligences agree, and 
that is—thqt they are disembodied 
human spirits. ’

It was said that the whole develop
ment of humanity bad been nothing 
BUT THE REPEATED REBIRTHS 
of the same human souls; that we, who 
now live, and breathe the vital airs, are 
the same men and women who lived 
through the Middle Ages, the days of 
chivalry and religious zeal, in France, 
in Spain, in Italy)' in England; that we 
are the same men and women who peo
pled heathen Germany, and Scandina
via, and Russia in the days of Thor, 
and Odin, and Perun; that we our
selves, and no others, saw the fall of 
the fall of the Roman Republic, the de
generacy of Greece, the last days of 
the Jewish nation, and had, perhaps, a 
part in the great transition that passed 
from Judea to the Greek and Roman 
worlds; that we ourselves played a part 
in the growth of Greece, aud Rome, in 
the glad old strenuous days of inspira
tion and liberty; that we have opened 
our eyes to the daylight, in Assyria and 
Iran, in more distant India, and Egypt, 
and Chaldea; and in older days, to us 
very dim. and mysterious, but bright
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enough, and real enough, while 
actually lived them.

TWO HAUNTED. GIRLS IN INDIA.
The following Evening I was asked to 

come over, when this young lady and 
Mrs. F., mother of about seven chil
dren, with whom she and her brother 
are boarding, related to me some start
ling facts which I refused to believe 
until I had witnessed the same. Mrs. F. 
told me how -these two girls were pos
sessed with devils, how they had be; 
haved, and what has been stated above. 
She added that from the 20th of April 
or.so stones were pitched by .force from 
outside, and glasses smashed to atoms 
from six to twelve midnight, and that 
these Stones harmed no one. "

■WINDOWSMASHING. ■
On the evening of the 27th of April 

last, when I ■ was returning home at 
about seven o’clock, I heard a big-pane 
of. glass f all heavily to the ground. Ad
vancing, a few yards further, I heard 
sounds as if stones .were thrown on 
four sides of the house, and later on I 
heard several glasses fall and break on 
the ground, and immediately I heard 
tlie Inmates of the house cry out. I 
hastened home and took .to the house a
Mr. H.’G. L.; whom I know intimately,/ 
and a couple of police constables. The 
police station- was between our two 
houses, only a distance of a few yards. 
We went there, and to our utter 
astonishment we saw glasses being 
smashed to atoms by big. stones as if 
thrown with a considerable amount of 
force. What astfinished us most was 
the breaking.of .glasses at which stones 
could never be thrown from any corner 
outside-the house. When stones were 
being thrown, Miss Floralina Burbalina 
told us that a large stone had fallen 
from the roof, grazing her head, when 
she Was engaged in combing her hair in 
her dressing-room at about 2 p. m., and 
further informed us that, the stone
throwing and breaking Of glasses had 
commenced at 12.n0oiL...

we
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When we now turn to the Instrument 
called '“medium” or “sensitive," we find 
the problem of “spirit return" yet more 
complicated. Spirit return has really 
but two factors—a mortal and a spirit— 
who must share the sensitiveness be
tween them. Each has to receive from 
his own side and give to his fellow sen
sitive. Each is in an abnormal con
dition at the time as compared with his 
fellows, and also as compared with his 
own condition when not attempting this 
interchange of thought. We know, or 
think we know, something of the way 
in which spirits try to mitigate this 
difficulty on their side. This is usually 
done by confining this attempted inter
change of thought to one spirit, or a 
selected few, who become accustomed 
to the currents and shoals In a certain 
mediumistlc channel. It is true a hyp
notic influence may be thrown on the 
mortal by a certain spirit, but all the 
same, that spirit cannot interchange, or 
even Impress his thought on the mortal 
except be be able to reduce his own 
rate of vibration to that of the mortal 
when accelerated by hypnotic sugges-, 
tion. Since these laws must absolutely 
govern exchange of' intelligence be
tween the two worlds, It seems prob
able, as sometimes claimed, that a 
dominant spirit mind may use his 
trained will power as a hypnotic or 
mesmeric force upon botli sensitives, 
the one invisible to us, and the other 
the morttil medium. If that be correct, 
-the Society for Psychical Research has 
to reckon with abnormal conditions in 
two organisms instead of one, before it 
exchanges thought with the spirit it is 
endeavoring to reach. And it seems 
likely, from your recorded experiences, 
that there Is greater sensitiveness to 
mixed thoughts impinging upon the 
spirit medium from outsiders of his 
own kith anfl kin than is even ex
perienced by the mortal. I know that 
your chief experiences,- as recorded, 
have been wit^ the hand or arm of 
Mrs. Piper when her brain has been in 
an entranced ant} apparently uncon
scious condition. But whatever part of 
the organism be used, It must be sub
ject to thought control if used Intelli
gently.

Now, gentlemen of the Society for 
Psychical Research, having thus taken 
certain of your experiences with Mrs. 
Pipef, and added thereto the teachings 
of science as to tfie laws governing 
mental communications, we may, I ven
ture to suggest, begin to see our way to 
such obedience to our Mother Nature as 
will permit a far greater proportion of 
intelligence in “spirit return," and thus 
change the present proportion of one 
fact to a bushel of chaff. In one word 
we have the solution of tne problem. 
That word is harmony. Given harmony 
on both sides the life-line, and the gate 
swings wide. Given disharmony, the 
Investigation becomes wearisome and 
disheartening. On the mortal side we 
can do something towards this end, if 
it-be but to remove obstacles. Let us 
recognize that but one thought at a 
time can travel on the mortal wire. 
To achieve this, but one sitter should 
be present with the medium. This ac
knowledged, the trained scientist, ac
customed to-concentration of thought, 
should prove the Ideal investigator. 
And such would undoubtedly be the 
case were it not that, with a few grand 
exceptions, the trained scientist en
courages no thought that will meet a 
spirit half Way. He demands that a 
spirit shall come to his level, perhaps 
the level of a Senior Wrangler and pro
fessor of mathematics, and discuss the 
question from that standpoint, or be 
pronounced a fraud. Yet, as we have 
seen, since spirit-man has, perforce, a 
different personality from that worn in 
his earth life, he can only, unless still 
a dweller on the threshold, recall with 
difficulty the details of his earth life 
which • are demanded by the investi
gator as a proof of identity. When this 
is conceded, and spirit.and mortal meet 
regularly as friends for the discussion 
of an agreed subject, the spirit will, we 
have a right to assume, exchange ex
periences, at least so far as h1s own ex
périences can be imparted to mortal 
mind. Sometimes the spirit Visitor will 
know less than h(p mortal friend on a 
given subject:, but it is quite likely that 
at the next'meeting our scientist will 
find that his invisible’ friend has been 
posting himself,»and gathering knowl
edge of real value to the mortal. Such 
is . no uncommon experience to the pa
tient and harmonious investigator. 
Such friendships become Ideal, and 
there are those In earth life who are re
joicing in just such à brotherhood 
to-day—a brotherhood . too sacred and 
personal to be made a matter of public 
conversation and record. Let us further 
reinember that most spirit acquire
ments can be of no benefit to the 
mortal, and that most of our own re
searches, philosophical .and scientific, 
can have little bearing-on- spirit life, 
and we shall acquiesce In thé limitation 
that will always encircle the fact of 
“spirit return.”, " \ ’ ■

Reduced Prices. '7
Three Journeys Around the World'

A large handsohiely bound octavo' 
volume, 500 pages, finely Illustrated, de
scribing tlie Pacific Islands, New Zea- . 
land and Australia, India and her mag- . 
Ie, Egypt aud lier pyramids, Persia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with tlie rellg- 
lous manners, customs, laws and hub-- 
its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.50,

Immortality,
Aud the employments of spirits good 
uud evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social ' 
relations, infants, Idiots, suicides, etc, . 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents, -

■ Seers of thi? Ages. '
This large volume of 400 pages (9th> 

edition/, treats exhaustively of the ’ 
Beers, sages, prophets and Inspired men 
of the past, with records of their vis
ions, trances and intercourse with the 
spirit world, This is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c, .

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so- 
cletles and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
$1.25. ' .

India and Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be

fore the medical students of the College 
of Science in Suh Francfsco, January, 
1895. Astounding wonders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around the ' 
world. Price 10 cents. »
Who Are These Spiritualists and /

What Is Spiritualism? C
This pamphlet of over 40 pages proves t 

that the greatest aud bralnest men in ' 
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm, - 
Crookes and hundreds of others are 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus 

Christ exist? What the spirits say - 
about it. What the Jews say about it. ’ 
What Thomas Paine said about It. ' 
What Renan said about it. What 
Franklin said about it. What Emerson 
said about it. Whnt Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis, W. E. Coleman aud others say 
about it. Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lee- 

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered lu Hydesville, March 31, 1898, 
in Rochester, and later in London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll, 
J. 8. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchan
an and Dr. Pesbles. This is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Mtfrse, Mrs. Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and • 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc, 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review.

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it tho 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp's ser
mon delivered in the Presbyterian 
church, upon “What ts Hell?” By Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did it Pre-exist?
Did it begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? Did it as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or is it a potentializcd portion 
of God? Has it been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents.

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
• This pamphlet is a re-print of the es
says in “The Arena” on Spiritualism in 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous aud al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
in “The Arena” written by Dr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism.
An elegant pampnlct containing an ac
count of the exercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville, N. Y., nt the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.
RD DttDI CQ’ Pamphlets Urii ILLDLlO and Books

FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker.

~ {Harried.
At the residence of. the bridegroom’s 

parents, Milwaukee, WIs., by George H. 
Brooks, Mr. Floyd Eugene Domlny and 
Miss Anna Werellns. Their many 
frlends-wlsh them much joyi j ’

"Tho Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby- A. 'Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connectlpn 
with: the purer realms of the splrlt- 
world; It is ■written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cento. For sale at this 
office.' ■■ ■ - ■. ■■

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered In the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi- . 
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King.' In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church-leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

. “Voltaire’s Romances.” translated 
from the' French. With numerous 11- ' 
lustrations. These lighter works otthe : 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en- ' 
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
Ydmance are combined, with the skill of 
:a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.- •

"Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and? Social Up
building.” By B.. D. Babbitt,* M. D, 
LL.D. A most excellent and very vain- 
able work, by the Dean of the Collejo 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth, 7Se. 
For sale at this office.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood, A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at thia officer ■ • . _
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. This department Is under the man- 
Bgementof , .

Hudson Tuttle.
i, (Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
1 anonymous letters. Full name and aa- 

dress must be given, or the letters win 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the naiue will not be published, the 
correspondence of tills department nas 
become excessively large, especially tet- 

, iters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, aud while I freely give What
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy ot correspondents is ex

pected. HUDSON. TUTTLE.

ind when normal thinking' 
usly and as one. But ns die eyes may 
be crdsBed Bo as’to see‘double, the two 

hemispheres of the brain may be put 
out of time wit’h regard to each other, 
and their ideas are impressed on one 
before the other. It may be.pnly by a 
fractional part of a second, yet when 
such Ideas, thoughts or fancies, from 
one hemisphere come to the other, there 
is no measure of time and it is like a 
memory from an infinite pant. . ■

The whole structure of Theosophy 
rests on assertion. It floes -not"recog
nize Spiritualism with its manifesta
tions, and outside of that there is no ev
idence of a spirit state.

(4) Yes.
(5) Soul is an indefinite term. It 

often 4s used synonymously with body,

Mi's. CalHe Kizer: Q. Please give 
ime the address of a good detective or 
business medium.

- A. As explained in a recent number 
of The Progressive Thinker, to give tlie 
address of a “good” medium, is equiva
lent to endorsement, and this I could 
not do without personal Investigation 
which would be impracticable. What 
is a great deal more, X believe most un
equivocally that Spiritualism comes to 
spiritualize mankind apd not to mate
rialize spirits. In the very nature of 
things, an able business man, convers-

• ant with the affairs of the world Is bet
ter able to Judge of business relations 
than a spirit removed therefrom, and 
granting that a spirit may eommuni- 
cate something valuable, it would do so 

■.. 'through the brain of such a business 
'■-nr man, (unconscious perhaps to him) for 
. 1. his brain is the most sensitive to this 

phase of thought. '
(' I have seen a man wise In affairs, ask

CENTRAL IOWA,

ai

book reviews.
Do you want to organise a society, for tht 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance- ' 
ment of the children and adults?

tlon. Price, 75 cents. -
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.

nfingc by Carlyle Petersilea’. 
QUU ftu Given by automatic writing tbroi'gi

the author’s mediumship.
The Di^povered Country—$1.

A narrative of the personal experiences lu spirlMtn 
of thç author*« fghta who bad been a natural pUHoo 
opher and a materialist

Mary Anne Cwpew—Cloth, $1.
Experience* of the author’s mother In spirt Mite, 

Philip Carlislle—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guide 

the subject of the title bplng a scientific young Dbl 
osopber, who Is a medium; nls chief opponents belt a clergyman and b maternait, t.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, 50 ots.
Awlentlflc novel baaed on the philosophy of Ufa 

a* seen from the spirit side. For sale at office ot 1 n< 
Progressive Thinker.

~ NEW ÉDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE

WnynaTi - A Lecture Delivered to THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PABTII.Woman. A Lecture Denver«! tu jiia Kl prOphett and apo»««., commend 
Lfldiefl Onlv. OU the OldaufNew Testaments, from Joshua to Bev)utuuca viuv. elation. The comment» are keen, bright, spicy, lull

of wit, the work of radical thinker., who are not 
ignorant ot the higher criticism. There 1. not a dull 
page. Paper, Wc. 1

THE CMISLIN SPAIN.
Catholic Journals Endorse 

Spiritualism.

TRANSLATED FROM “LA UNION 
ESPIRITISTA,” • OF BARCELONA, 
BY ERNEST 8. GREEN.
Of the many facts dally presented In 

confirmation of our assertions, We tuke 
pleasure In presenting the foll.otyflg to 
our readers, the' first of which we find 
In .the “Boletln Ofielal del Qbispadp de 
Barcelona” (Official. Bulletin of the 
Bishopric of Barcelona); and the second 
in the Catholic dally “El Notlclero Uni-

and again as equivalent with spirit, or 
with both collectively.

If it is retained in the vocabulary of 
Spiritualism, it must be as signifying 
the spiritual body, »fan is composed of 
a physical body, »'spiritual, and intelli
gence or mind. The two latter are in
separable, and there is less confusion to 
so regard them than to adhere to the 
old triune division of-body, soul and 
spirit

Benj. Smith: <Q. How Is it possible 
that ! receive communications from my 
departed wife in writing, when she did 
not know 'how to write?

A. Mediums, almost invariably have 
some spirit friend who understands the 
process of writing, and is amanuensis 
for those who desire to communicate 
but are prevented, from not being ac
quainted with the process, or other in
abilities; ' ix

A spirit not knowing how to write, 
may influence by impressions, an im
pressionai medium, and the latter write 
the thoughts received. For, as has al
ready been shown in this department, 
it is thoughts not words wflkffi are im
pressed, andthe clothing of such 
thoughts with words is the work of the 
medium,, consciously or- unconsciously, 
and the correctness and beauty of this 
clothing depends on his culture.

“Play,”'Jacksonville, Florida. Q. -Js 
there any legalized national holidays?

A. American holidays are made such 
by custom and'state legislation. None 
ate strictly national; Mississippi, add 
Nevada have no legal holidays. '

i^n» pl|l u u: I . --- . f I •
shows the firet attempt ofc any churCh 
to adopt SplritualtewanBtwbo won» 
have guessed it—thafisttwflc.

The missionary mtfboilA] adopted by 
the Spiritualists ofwBWflrfona should 
be followed by RplrlfewlMta in Amer
ica. One of their most effective plans is 
tql have a commlttefrplace[f propagan
da pamphlet under ¡[til? d001' every 
home where a deathcap q^urred, upon 
reading the report pt th& same. Th|s 
pamphlet is entltleq/The.Bead Live; 
Weep Not for Them!" , 4Jso on “AU 
Saints’ Dfly,” whep.ijie cfepreli holds a 
“fiesta” and its meipbers ^rch in pro
cession to the cemMarles to decorate 
the graves, the SffiXltuijJJgts precede 
them: and distribute.qvpJbiN16 B^wes 
copies of this little work.,, 3I '.

Anniversary Celebration 
Boston.’Mass.

The“WhiteThe Society at Marshalltown.

The Central Iowa Spiritual Society of
ficers, that were elected at the close of 
the last summer’s camp-meeting, met 
soon after the close of the camp and 
voted to meet on the last Sunday in 
each month at 10 o’clock» in order to 
keep up interest 4n the cause.’ They 
also organized with the same officers, a 
local spiritual society and. have been 
holding regular Sunday meetings ever 
since. They have a nicely fitted up hall 
that will seat 100 people, which is well 
filled at their conference meetings at 3 
o'clock every Sunday afternoon, and to* 
overflowing In. the evening. If we 
have no outside talent, one of our local 
inspirational mediums (of which we 
have two) does the : speaking, after 
which tests are given by Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy, and let us say right here we have 
seen and heard, them nearly all, and 
can truly say she need not be ashamed 
to follow any of them. She has devel
oped right here among us, and lived 
here for years previous to development,

Sunday, April 2, .we celebrated the 
Fifty-first anniversary of Spiritualism. 
In the afternoon there was song serv
ice, recitations aud an Inspirational pa
per read by Mrs. E. T. Reynolds, and 
remarks made by other members. But I .

versoi” (The Universal News):
“Ticlo, outside Of any association 

with the spirit of evil, Is accustomed to 
invoke the souls of. the dead, He does 
so In tjie following manner:. Entering 
into solitude, he directs a prayer to the 
General of the Celestial Millfla, .to ob
tain from the same the faculty of com- 
piunieatlng with the spirit of any per
son designated. He waits a few mo, 
ments, and then, placing his hapd in a 
position to write, he feels it move, by 
which lie is certain of the presence of a 
spirit. Asking for the desired informa- __ -- ------- --------
tlon, the hand writes, answering the ipjle nioruliig session in Horticultural 
questions. - The answers all agree with ifaii, waB opened to a large asseta
tile Catholic faith aud doctrine of the I piage, put the gathering afternoon-and 
church relating to the future life (?) I evening presented a spectacle that 
Particularly do they agree as to the I Would have done your heart, soul aud 
state in which the soul of the departed I eyes good, could you pave been present, 
finds Itself, the necessity of receiving <r)ie mediums, Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, 
suffrages [work appropriated to souls I of Chicago; Mr. F. A. Wiggin, of 
in purgatory], tlie complaints of the 1 Brooklyn, N. Y., and l[r. Edgar W, Elu
soti! concerning the ingratitude of rela-1 ersoji, of Manchester, N. II., acquitted 
fives," etc. . ■ * I themselves in a maimer which must

This practice of Ticlo, being present-1 JiaVe produced an immense amount of 
ed for the exarifination and sentence of I genuine happiness 40’ the vast asseta
tile Sacred Council of the Inquisition, I plages, giving as th^y ffid many con- 
was reproved by the Cardinals who vinclng proofs of immortality, “beyond 
composed it, and judged to.be not legal. I the smiling and the peeping.” It.may

The Pontifice, to whom It next went, I seém invidious to mention any partic- 
confirmed the sentence of the-cardinals. ¿lar names among the speakers,- but

This news from the’ Ecclesiastical Mrs. Kate R. Stiles, of Boston, Mrs, 
“Boletln" demonstrates to. ns tliat the Helen L. P. Ressegue, of. Hartford; 
Catholic church accepts the Spiritual-1 Mrs. Nettle Holt Harding, of. Boston,. . 
Istic doctrine respecting the communi- ftnd Mr. J. Clegg Wright, of Ohio, 
cation of spirits, that'is, of earth-bound poured forth streams of eloquence 
spirits. What matters It If they are still I wnieh must have carried conviction to 
intent on prohibiting this communlea- fliany heavy hearts.
tlon, and do not yet adopt it, so long as Dr. 0. W. Hidden, made an eloquent 
they have mediums aniong'their flocks, j appeal for subscriptions for the Veter- 
as Is demonstrated by Ticlo and many an Spiritualists’ Union Home, at Wav- 
others. . erly, Mass. He started by requesting

• But all will come in time. The truth any present who were willing to give 
and the facts are overpowering,- and one hundred dollars,,to so manifest, by 
whoever has investigated far will con- raising their hands;‘ hone responding, 
elùde by becoming convinced. he gradually reduced’the amount to ten

“El Notlclero Universal,” (notwlth-1 dollars, 'when a; voice from the pjat- 
standlng Its Catholicism) in the publl-1 form accepted the call, a.nd, from this 
cation of the following article, without "starter” the subscriptions and contrl- 
imposing any “but,” enters into full buttons became .quite'animated, until 
sympathy with those who accept the nearly one hundred '¿nd fifty dollars 
communication of spirits: Kvére collected, checks afterward came

The clairvoyant, diviner, thaumatur- s0 liberally that the amount soon 
gist, or whatever you please to call her, reached up among the, thousands, and I 
who is now the fashion of New York, is think we may now s£y; that the “Union 

-an American—Mrs. Piper—of whom I Home far Veteran1. Spiritualists” at
Paul Bourget has told us in fils book, I Waverly, Mass., will! its1 open doors, 
“Outre Mer.” will soon be a tangible reality for tired

“Does there exist," asks Paul Bour-1 workers in the reales of: the spiritual 
get, “a communion between my spirit philosophy. .’J:' \
and yours? Or better, we will agree to The music was furnished'by Madam 
reserve a place for the exceptional, and Baratto, soprano soloist,1, who sang 
ask, was there an Incomparable actor quite divinely; In fa’fit, she'reminds one 
who divined my thoughts solely by the of the lamented Parépa Rosa, or Char
tone, or by the form, in which l askéd I lotte Varian HoffmAn, lii/thelr palmy 
her my questions? No, undoubtedly I aays., professor ■vtàllis JSjllllgan (un
no! Rhe was sincere. The physlolo-1 questionably the fineBLfilaJio accompa- 
gists who have observed her In her nlst in Boston),1 premei (With a grace 
trances have recognized the magnetic and tact which sooi^Svòn for film many 
character of her dreams by means of encomiums of whifih be^may well be 
mechanical devices which do not de- proud. Your correspondent and his 
celve or leave room for doubt.” daughter Annie, alsu contributed their

Mrs. Piper has'opened the door..' nuota upon¡vlolinfiZand Bl
There is 'no doubt that she is a diviner;:] [ This Fifty-first “celéfòajion.'will no 
Slow, it is affirmed that she is in cbm-1 'doubt pass fflto Rfstory af fine if the 
munlcatlon with the souls of the de-1 most memorable In-ffie stàfistìcsi of the 
parted. " : I annual anniversaries1 of Spiritualists.

But that which affords the most in- Before beginning to'play upon my vlo- 
terest In the case of Mrs.'Piper Is the I nni i mentioned the fact to the audl- 
confirmatlon of this communication, by ence 'of flaying played at the twenty- 
the London and American Societies for I pfth anniversary of. Spiritualism, in 
Psychical Research, which, after seven New York City, when,the three'Fox sls- 
years’ experimentation to which the di-1 ters occupied the same platform. I also 
vlner has submitted, has publicly de-1 Bajd that It required, some courage to 
clared that only the hypothesis of a play for the Spirituaijsts in those days, 
communication of Mrs. Piper with, the and how, one evening a reporter from 
dead can explain the consensus of the the New York Herold, was sent to 
phenomena obtained by her." ' “ ................. ”

It Is to be noted that the four profes
sors who have with most enthusiasm 
employed themselves In observing the 
experiences of Mrs. Piper, are, Mr. My
ers, professor of the.Unlverslty of Cam
bridge, and one of the most eminent 
men of England, not only às ah experi
menter, but as a moralist and a philos
opher; Mr. James, whose “New Psy
chology” is meeting with much favor in 
the United States, among the learnéd 
as well as those who dedicate them
selves to this class of study; Mr. Lodge, ■ 
a very noted physicist, and Dr. Hodg
son, who is considered a specialist in 
the. discovery of the frauds which 
Spiritualists value, and of the bad faith 1 
of mediums.. ' •

Respecting Mrs. Piper, Dr. Hodgson' 
I finds that none of the methods, put In 

practice ' to counterfeit seership will

A brief sketch of the.,recent anni
versary celebration of. New England 
Spiritualists may perhaps be Interest
ing to your readers as a,sort of addenda 
to tlie more elaborate reports which you 

| will no doubt receive from the “Hub.”

IDDEN by tlie profosional racer, it has proven a winner 
offener than any in competition. Ridden, hy the non
professional, by the “scorcher/' for business or pleasure, it 

has a record second to none. Material used in its construction, 
pains-taking care in manufacturing^ details, ease in running, and 
handsome, symmetrica! design are a few of its claims for superiority. 
Reasonable prices,coupled with high values, are characteristics of 
the " WHITE." Our long established reputation guarantees the 
excellence of our product. ’

Models A and B......................
Model G (30-In. wheel).......
“Special Racer''.-.................

1 Models E and F (chafnless)

White Sewing Machine Company,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

the leading paper read in the afternoon I 
was by a new covert to Spiritualism, I 
Dr W. 8. McBride, on the “Converg-1 
ence of Ancient Religions and Civiliza
tion on the Twentieth Century,” which 
was an able article and-¡well-received. I 
lu the evening nearly the same kind of I 
a programme was carried out, except I 
the leading paper was on “Modern Splr-1 
itualism.” The hall was tastefully dec-1 
orated with flowers, flags and mottoes, 
and taken altogether was a. gala day 
for the Spiritualists of Marshalltown, I 
Iowa. We make nd; charges either, af-1 
ternodn or evening for seats, and only I 
take up a collection in the evening; 
most of the expense of running the hall , 

,1s subscribed for, in monthly payments. .. .------
Outside talent, either speakers or me- Ladies Only,
diums, that may be in this vicinity, or „ Mra Dr- Halburt on the present »tatu» of 
pa«Vstop off tori towmake it conveDwiiv to stop vu-ivr u xvw pHne.ioc.
days or weeks, if they will address the. ------- lA.TinMC ’
president of the association, Mr. John PUBLICATIONS
D. Vail, he will try and accommodate ne .
them If possible. „ x’0 ~______ ___

The society has passed a resolution I 11 ■ 1 ZV I] TI1TTI p 
requiring all mediums not known,-that H 11 11 Jhll. IM I 1J I I IF 
give any kind of physical demonstra- * aa^we
tlon; to give a test seance which shall I - -------a......—
be agreed upon by the committee ap- t.trrarY OF SPIBITUAIi pointed tor that purpose, and the me- A. UBKAEx w 
dlum. If the committee is satisfied the SCIENCE!.
medium is honest, and gives genuine . .
phenomena, the society will give them
a lettei- to that effect, nnd will recom-1 STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
mend them to the public and their PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
friends. If not, they will not be allowed work em?B sn4 explain qie vut ax- 
to do business in this or surrounding r»y of facta tn lu Held of xeaearch by referring taiem 
W OO tituuuu» m vntrw n VAtr. to »common cau»e. and from them arlae to the law« 

; towns. ' JOHN D. VAIL. condition« ot Man’« «plrltual being. Third edl-

$50.00 
. 60.00 
.-65.00 
.75.00

advice of his spirit mother, about the 
prospective value of stocks, and grain. 
Yet when that blessed spirit Was- in 
mortal garb, she did not know Michigan 

• Southern from Northern Pacific! There 
aro Instances, which may be.called 
great occasions, when some ' spirit 

" friend would right a wrong, or assist In 
. great need, that there Is interference.

They, who trusting in this, consult 
“business mediums,” are certain of dls

- appointment. The spirits who assist— 
if they do—are on the most selfish and 
gross plane, and do not care whether 
they are truthful or nbt, if the avarice 
of the medium is satisfied.

I knew an “eminent business medi
um” who was consulted by members of 
the Board of Trade. Her “controls" 
Quid a big block of worthless gold mine 
Stock-left with the medium to sell— 

. which they glowingly recommended to 
those who consulted her. She readily 

■ Sold it and received a third. When one 
broker wanted her to advise him what 
to buy, she would tell him, and the next 
one she would advise what to sell—and 
the most wonderful test—tel] him to 
¿vhom he eoulu sell, and quietly pocket- 
Cd commissions on both transactions!

In tlie home circle, where spirit 
• friends, intimate, Interested and loving, 
' -come, the affairs of home life may be 
i ; Introduced, at times, yet always with-

■' out dragging the spirits down to the
■ business of this life, unless they volun- i Brnieh was the why she came. !

. ¡tartly enter therein. She hoped ¿he tried to loveThrlst well,
This reliance on spirit advisers comes . Anfl ghQUld not ^eet God’s blame.

•• from.the past superstition that they are , ....
< infallible. That “a dead man knows She ventured in A .mournful way, .

' more than all the living.” This Is a It was too soon for her ‘ 
most mistaken . belief, for In many To leave the fair earth and her home, 

, ¡things mortal knowledge is_ superior, I Where aU' whd lo.ved her We, 
find must so remain. When- you con-1 she was unschooled, and who would be 

" suit spirits on business or detective .Wisdom’s Interpreter?
(work, remember that whoever purports wnB but begunt
Ito communicate, you ask them to come . weU “ .

I” down to the lowest pl““e’ All things which she had tried to learnI, hot already there. You go to a phase of t error8 get.
I\ spirit-life which must be unreliable Were
I and you pervert every principle uttered ^he hoped m^eenmg e y 
I 1 by those who are worthy of consulta-1 Baln-ts wo,lla not yageu 
I 1 tlon. | And then the angel's ’round about, -I It is to be regretted that Spiritualism .Came near like loving friends, , I does not mean more, stand for more, I Explaining how, in heaven’s bright
I-•■■■ (with many professed Spiritualists. To I lands,I illustrate;; One came to me, one who I Our study never ends.
I • (claimed to be an “old pioneer Spiritual-1 But nearer .unto perfectness,p '1 "list,” and desired a seance. -I replied Each year the spirit tends.
I St1,-»■«•» 
. ssi-iwisss&sixs» Aii'sy» t»>T - .,..v

I really is so urgent, if you think the oc- Until her life was rich and strong,
I casion so necessitous, I will do what I c,^nd.spl1e?aldl? rt.
I. can, but first, what is your trouble?’ She should «walk heart to heart
I - "Trouble enough’” he exclaimed, “last gods, ,J“ night some one stole my yiog, and 11 Nor kneel about their feet.
I > . want to know who did it?” ~ I g(} lt after many years ■I "Stole your hog, and do you come to I of hoiy nfe On high,
In-, the spirits to send them out as detec-1 That> meitingly, as in fair dreams, . 
■ ' Mvm?’ ___ ' ■ __ • I saw her in the sky. .
I .’f' ‘Why not? They can tell me in a I oh! waits there such a blessed fate 
I - minute, nnd do a great .favor. .Strikes For alI .who early die?
Ill;-”- me my father would be glad to do this. I EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.I" “My .dear sir,” I said,«, “I know not I
1“ what your father might, do, but .my 1 ' L
I - ~ Spiritualism is’too sacred to degrade

to detective service and the police
■i." court I intended giving you the hour I for friendship; but for this purpose
ft nothing could induce me to give you a . Circular Letter to Person-
■fc- single minute." I . r- • j
■ r:> He went away angrily muttering, al rrienQS.I ' "Whit is the use of Spiritualism, if It I ' -------
l'i' won’t help when I’ve lost that hog.” I The anthor of Dutton’s Illustrated 
■,<-.« Ho was so disgusted that he went4 Anat0my anq several other works, has 
I.'-' Over to the other side like a pendulum, I inmauugcrjptj to be pUbiishe(j Mtfy
V . attended church, which he had not done . a j of about qop pp. oc.
I: for years, and when he some two years I t t0 wWcb be deslres-to Call your
I: After died, two orthodox preachers as- atteitio]Bj mis work is the fruit. of
■r. ' slsted. ■ , : I forty years’ earnest and diligent search|p If Spiritualism does not elevate the H be autbor for truth In medicine, and 
| mind out of the material plane, it it I introduce’to the world an entirely
K . leaves us leaning on the counsel of | new gyBteIn of medical practice, having, 
I; ‘ . spirits,, and satisfied only ns we drag 1 name, a new law of cure, and a
| them down to our s'M new philosophy. It will be _a fitting

failure. ; The dahns to sp conlliiin[on to the author’s work, on an-
■pT persede has a lofty ideal which scorns I which is considered the best in 
l> contact with selfishness and,passions. I English language and will-tend to 
II '- . a v«ni ctvo niies harmonize medical science with what■ . Edwin A. Nash. Q. (1) Give rules I ■ < nfoberly called a scientific re-■k for sitting alone «f figton and, at the same time, harmon,
I ‘ - m?mla2rohMnka£™ «ndhDr Peebles ize the various ebnflicting schools of
|k . ® d - l bl medicine. It explains physics (natural
■I :. iQsplratlQiial; speiikcre? + A*.| science) and metaphysics, (mental and
■kk (3J Have Theosophists any proof o I gni-*tual science) by a universal philos- 
11- : existence in any form previouis to bfrth, p Ontology, which furnishes.I ¿s

■i, - Spiritualists? . in ihn hhnda of everv reader. It willIk I A tv^s^nceshoM tebeld at contain the new physiology as lately. 

■I?' stated times, punctually kept and the Pnn„ truths that none can deny.
If mind freed from every care or interrup- and startling tenths toatnonecim deny.

trated.on tne suojecit whu <?a.riiebL I »_ „i-u, nnzi nnd cniii n+ thA |k sire for some spirit friend especially («¿am net after ?t is

I Uto, awnfe» ™ «"«I«". °< I SJ oSZ'prto'S’Mw " 

the book will be sent for three dollars 
and twenty-five cents (3.25) by - mail, 
postpaid, soon as published. ,

Address all orders or letters to
«.. , GEO. DUTTON, M. D.,1

JiUOILE OF PARADISE.

A bunch of rostfe, pink and white, 
Below her glistening throat, , 

Fastened thé loose folds of her robe, 
Which all ways seemed to float

A silvery harp was in her hand,.
Which gave nb music note. "

But traced upon the slender frame, 
In lucent flowery dyes,

I saw the fair young angel’s name,
“Lucile of Paradise!” 

A thousand tender mysteries
Seemed sleeping in her eyes.

Dim shadows of strange days 
death,

since

Trembling with sweet surprise, 
How strange at first Heaven's mys-

terles
Swept past her timid eyes, ..

And when Saints paused to speak 
her •

She could not make replies.
It cost her something Just to tell 

The holy ones her name,
And how some woe, "br weal, befell,

IMPORTANT.

•*

¡help from higher sources. I
(3) The only evidence I have met is- 

jtheir claim, that although most forget 
nil that, has occurred in preceding exist
ences, now and then one remembers, 
and can-testify to having been tiger or. 
Bheep, beggar and, king. These no 
doubt are honest In their, convictions, 
but the peculiar double organization of 
the brain fully explains this memory. 
How often we have ideas come to us, 
and we saiy we have had them long 
ago; or a place first seen seems famil
iar. We have not had such Ideas nor 
seen the places before. How shall we 
explain the impression? The brain Is 
a double organ, of .two hemispheres, 
each capable of Independent thought,

to

with

' 52 Dearborn street, Chicago, I1L
• April TO, 1899. <

and how, one evening a reporter from

make the usual fun of the proceedings, 
for which peculiarity that Journal was 
then noted? and" wh^aW'tfffit-WWith- 
my violin under my ,ann, he remarked, 
“Hullo Watson, what are you doing
here?” “I am gplng to fiddle,” I re
plied. “Well,” sliid fie (sqtto voce with 
a sneer and a laugh, “I wps sent here 
to ridicule everytfiipgr fliit if you are 
going to fiddle, I wbh’fcdo It” And he 
didn’t. I also mentioned' Dr. EdWln D. 
Babbitt's cool rejoinder to an imperti
nent reporter upon' a; sipiilar occasion, 
which caused much.nierrlipent; but I 
congratulate the ■ New York Herald of 
to-day as having become partially con
verted to common courtesy at least In 
this direction, through the intelligent 
efforts of the Itev. George. Hr Hep-

apply- ■ ,,
She Is a young woman, 38 years old, 

is married and has several .children. ■ 
Her profession fatigues her somewhat 
and inter voice and In her eyes are Im
pressed the track of tfle series of ex
periments to which she dally conse
crates herself. ’ . ‘

She enters the trance, state holding
between her hands those of the pêrson- 
who consults her, and after a few light 
movements and a few sighs,. It Is said 
that Mrs. "Piper ceases to be herself, ' 
and is converte.d into the entity with 
whom the sitter desires to be in com
munication. ■ :, . .

One of the most curious experiments 
-related by Prof. Hodgson is the follow-

• .. ■ ■' ■George Pelham was a young;lawyer, 
a corresponding member in America of 
the Society for Psychical Research of 
London,, and died at: 32 years of age in 
consequence of á fall from a horse. <' ..

Flve'weeks after his death. Dr. Hodg-. 
spn called on Mrs. Piper. Upon being 
entranced, she said: , . ■

“Your friend,. George Pelham,, has 
something to say to you.” ■

“Let him speak,” replied the Profes
sor, pleased at hearing the flame pro
nounced by a woman who could not 
possibly have known him. .<■ ’

And George Pelham commenced to 
speak through the mouth of the medi
um. He mentioned that he had left hls 
business unsettled on account of his 
sudden death. ■ ■ _

Above all he had left In an unsettled 
condition letters which he hajl left, in 
a draper of his writing desk, which he 
desired fits family should-not see. To

'■The Gospel of Buddha, According tn 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents ,-bf the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist; or Christian can

. . , „ , ,, Not servilo trust to the Goda.' but knowledge ot theA Conspiracy Against the Republic. Uwsof the world, belief in the divinity ot num enfi 
ntSw R Wnfte A M author of hie eternal progress toward perfection is tho lounda- By Charles B. Waite, a. m., auiuor ot U(mof Prloc,
“History of the Christian Religion to SPHERES,
it Van» oah Rnpnppr nnd I Lire IN I WU orncncci

His Critics,” “Jesus the Essene,” etc. ’
i'his “conspiracy” consists in the com- the réni Ute ot spiritual beings. All questions which blued effoitf of church leaders In this

country to get control of the Govern- I ARCANA OF NATURE.
ment, and to administer it m the inter-' 0^^ogW8“>
ests of an effete religion. ituaUsm.” Price, »1,

This pamphlet is a complete magazine THE Phil0S0PHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 
of facts, condensed in the compass of a SPIRIT-WORLD.

nf tho nhiivnh tn the finn. I -Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries, 1—Relation of the cnuicn to tne uon- pt„B’atattOn St this interesting sub
stitution. ' I Ject. English edition. Price, el.
. 2—History of the Constitution. I THE secrets OF THE CONVENT OF 

3—Policy of the Goverpment—The -j-pg SACRED HEART.
First Congress. I This book was written tor an object, and has been

4—Earlv Demands for Religious Leg- pronounced equal In,Its exposure ot the diabolica [station by Congress. I IK»«* ot Catholicism to •■unde Tom a Cabin."

5—Sunday Ntails.
6—Stephen A Douglas and the Clergy.
7—Chaplains in Congress. .
8—Taxation of Church Property.
9—Taxation of Church Property, con

tinued.
10—National Support of Sectarian 

Schools.
... 11^.H[Storicirt '®eview;...... - .......... -......

12—The Blair Amendment.
15—Sunday Observance and Sunday

Price, 23 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

I A thrilling psychologic«! story of evangelization 
and tree thought. It Is to Protestantism what •The 

I Secrets of tho Convent" Is to Catholicism. Price, 84 
, I cents.

- WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
I How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de- 

1 I velop and cultivate mediumship. Name, of eminent 
Spiritualists. That testimony. Elghbpage tract for 

Sfintssloil work; ■BlngWcoplM. 5 cents; 100 for 11.25. .
FROM SOUL TO SOUL. ’

furnishes all you desire.

Bo you want a »elt-nustalntng society, founded ol 
the bztlo principle* of the spiritual philosophy I 
You have It hi THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM;

It zurulBbes Reyy.om of evolution )>y Internet 
growth; not Hie old oupunC pitcher Suuaay-schppl

It has oomethinu to interest and advance ev^rr ufenn 
her. and tbuse who are most active In teaching art 
the one* who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED?
STHE LYCEUM GUIDE give* 'every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting tM 
society when established.............................. -

It lias Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest songi 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calistbeniuM; how to make the badges, 
flags nnd banners; mnrcbtng oxerclaos; full tur 
siructlons tn conducting the exercises, with par^ 
liamcntary rules, otc. ....................................   - .

Many Spiritualists living In isolation, have formed 
lyceums in their uwn families: othershavobando® 
two or three fnmlks together, while large aocletloi 
have organized on the lycrumphtfurm. and fodnd 
great interest in thh self-lnstrnctive method.

Do not w’ait tor n •‘missionary” to come to your adl 
sistance, but take hold of the matter yourself, pra 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you And Interested. ___

Mrs. Emm. Rood Tuttlo (address, Berlin Height* 
Ohio) win answer all questions pertaining to 1»
couui work. f

worth and his famous Sunday Sermons, 
printed in that" Journal, which remark 
called forth mpch applduse of approval. 

■ I am still hoping to "once more visit 
Chicago with my violin, and contem
plate with great pleasure another 
friendly gathering In the parlors, of 
your hospitable' home, and perhaps may 
give a few concerts in and about Chica
go, but at present tfiis must be a hope 
only, and perhaps a forlorn one. 1 no
ticed that The Progressive Thinker was 
handed to many’.a thankful soul among 
the vast audiences.'in Horticultural 
Hall, and heard ffequeht Words of 
thanks for your generosity, and friend 
Francis, I have often“wondered wheth
er “casting your brefid upon the waters” 
as you: have so often and persistency 
done, has not had much to do with thb 
almost phenomenal ’.success of your 
great and gloriouspublication; The 
Progressive Thinker; My dear old 
friend, Mal-k M. (“Brick”) Pomeroy, 
started a paper 'in New York several 
years before his traiisltioh to the bet-, 
ter life, which he'.called “Advance

• Thought,", but Pr8gresslve Thought 
seems to me the proper wjay to reach
that which may becomemore advanced, 
and give an opportunity’to ventilate 
more variety of- idd&s which may en
able some to scale 11 “,c

prevent tins, George Pelham begged his 
friend.Hodgson that he would take the 
train and go to his house and recover 
the letters before they fell into the 
bands of his parents. ..

■ The Professor-did not mention the 
words of the medium, fearing that he 
would be ridiculed, and a few days af
terward Dr. Hodgson received a. letter 
from Pelham’s family containing the 
information that they had found these 
papers in the place indicated by the di
viner.—(El Noticiero Universal, evening 
edition of Dec. -18, 1898.) ' .

COMMENTS BY THE TRANSLATOR. 
The above from La Union Esplrltlsta 

of Barcelona, Spain, for January, 1809, 
is one of the most importât, chapters

Price fl. For »ale at thia office. Hodgsons report on Mra, riper, aa It

Closing. . „ . . '
14—Is This a Christian Country?
15—The Dred Scott Case.
l(P-The Dred Scott Case and the Trin

ity Church Case—A Parallel. •
17—God in the Constitution Amend

ment ...18—Review—Conclusion.
Price per copy, 25. cents. For sale at 

this office.

“Success, the Key tliat Unlocks It." 
By Nancy i McKay Gordon. 45 pages. 
Paper, 25 cents. Hermetic Publishing 
Co., Chicago. ■ ’

The easy, graceful diction and force
fulness of expression of this author has 
already won for her a reputation. Nor 
has the tone of either been lowered in 
this booklet It is not merely a collec
tion of-platitudes, fashioned after the 
money-grubblfig maxims of “Poor Rich
ard." Hitherto, it has been assumed, if 
you never spend a cent you will have 
all you can get. In the light of to-day, 
and “Success,” this is proved untrue. 

' Starting out on entirely new prem
ises, t|ie work treats of the controlling 
Of our physical .conditions, by the po-. 
tent spirit—the only true method. Mrs. 
Gordon, who is not only a true mystic, 
but a trained occultist and scientific 
Spiritualist, has been able,.through in
spiration, tp describe in terse Anglo
Saxon words, the key that will unlock 
success, for all who will do their, part. 
V£e know by experience, that practice 
of the maxims'and suggestions of “Suc
cess” will bring supply, for the needs of 
life. One ls;also able to reach through 
the “veil of separation” and lay hold of 
Sings visible to the clairvoyant, sight 
The reader is also taught to use the 
means thus gained for advantage and 
uplifting. To sum up, the. booklet is a 
strong, vigorous sketch of mans avail
able potency in'action. For sale at this

“The top of distant JhougiS' ..
Which men of common stature never 

saw.” • ' j Jj JAY.WATSON.
■ ;■ ———■ '«■B'.1' ii? ■ ..'; ■

“The Prophets of.IsraeL? By Prof, 
0. H. Cornill, of She .University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly? and' appreci
ative historical review: ofc the prophets 
of Israel and their wonks. For sale 
at this office., Paper goyejp, 25c.

“Religious ana Tl/qdloglcal Works bf 
Thoma s Paine." CoijtalnsJiiF celebrated: 
“Age of Reason,"ipi) a’ niunber of let-1 
ters and discourses on religious and the-1 
ologlcal subjects. Cloth binding, 439 
paces. Price $1 For sale at this office.

“FoeniH of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism niay be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It Ts a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially, by: 
Spiritualists. The ■ volume is tastily

. printed and-bound. Price-ki; V.:.- 
CTfle Infidelity of - Eccleslasttelsm.

A Menace to Amerlihn- Clvillzatlon." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical,^physiological and psy
chic science. -Demonstrator of the.mo-. 

■ lecular ■ or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 

L Price 25 cents. . For sale At this office, ;

By Emma lioofi Tuttlo. Tbl« volume contains the 
best poems ot the author, and some of the most 
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations« 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, ei.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
Forthehome, thelyeeum'and societies. Amsnual 

of physical, intellectual -and spiritual culture. By 
Emme Rood Tuttle. A book by the ald\ot wMA « 
progressive lyeeum, a spiritual or liberal society may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 
Price, 60 cents; by tho dozen, 40 cunts, Express 
charges unpaid. ' /
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan ot the Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood 1 utile. 
Price, 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid, Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights. Ohio.

THE FSYGHOGRflPH
... ■ ' . ■ •“ OR— ., .. . .

dial planchette.
office. . .

Natural Way in Dtet, or Proper Food 
of Man. By Prof. L. H. Anderson, 
Chicago, Ill. Price, SI. .

A very ’ instructive and useful book, 
containing a scientific and common 
sense solution of tlie food problem. It 
shows that by.conforming to a natural 
way of living and rejecting .unnatural 
diet, people may become stronger men
tally and physically, which will natu
rally result in higher thinking and 
purer spirituality. It is worthy of care
ful reading aud study, ■

Pointed Paragraphs for- Thoughtful 
People. Bv James Guy Burr. Chicago: 
Chas. H. Kerr & Co. 50 cents.

The title clearly expresses the charac
ter of this.suggestive booklet.' . .

«'QommentarleB on Hebrew and Chris
tlau Mythology." By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book Is of more than, ordinary val
ue giving-the results, of ¿much patient 
thought and'research by a mind well 
aualified to sift evidence and arrange 

■ facts. In compact form It gives Just 
what is needed on. the subject Paper, 
TB ceuts, GlotM.W. M W

The price ot THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, POB& 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by expreil 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
BERLIN HEIGHTS. OZ 

_ --------- ---- ■ ' ■ 1 ~~~

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIEITUALlSJtr-

By A. Leah Underhill, dt the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tho begitli 

ntng of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sia 
ters. 478 Pages. 16 Illustrations. Including portraitaol 
the Fox Family. History ot the Hydesville rapp ngK 
as related by eye-witnesses remarkable andwell-ao 
tested manifestations; the “exposure*.” etc. Han® 
somely bound In cloth, Boi few copies renjatolna 
Publishers’ price, *1-50. We will send the book po*P 
paid for 11.40. ‘ ’
THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE 
By Dr. Paul Carus. Very thoughtful and hxWresHhgi 
Paper, 25c. . . . , . -

" CHURCHAND STATE.
The Bible to too rubltc Schools:, th? “Am.’S

party. By “Jefferson.’’ Third edition. TM 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages is the mo*t thorouM 
presentation of the Church and State question tha 

appeared« Price 10 cents. _

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticisnh .
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. In 
I ockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatlGCn 
Price 25 cents. -

“CHMSTIOITY A FICTION. ‘i

The astronomical and astrological origin» of all ret 
Ugiona. A poem by Dr. J. H. MendenhaU. Pried 50 

cents. * ■

inghtpriztcontest
RECITATIONS. .

To Advance Humane Education 
p in All Its Phases.

by TOUMA ROOD TUTTLE.
TH« Instrument is substantially tho game a. tha'. 

employed by Trot. Hare In his early tnvortlgatlons. 
Infte Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the bands of thousands 
otpersonatesproved Its superiority-ovot.the Plan- 
cbette, and nil other Instruments which have been 
brought out tn Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness ot the communications received by 
Its aid. and as »means or developing mediumship.

Do ffou wish to investigate Spiritualism? 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?, 
Do you desire to receive Communications? ____

The Psychograph Is an Invaluable asilstant. Al. VMMA ROOD TUTTLE. ' 
pamphlet with tall directions for the- • ■/“ ■ ■

Formation of Circles and Cultivation I Berlin Hetehta, Ohtob

withoveylnitrui0meMlSy^h1owere EOt awareof i THE. ELIMINATOR
their modtumlstlc gift, have, after » few.uWw, ■ Villa . toMIHIimivil

! Lyceums and. Societies that wish .toget up els. 
rating, Interesting and paying cntprtatnmento cafe 
not do better than to havea I’rlze Contest. Tho en
tire plan, with full directions, la In the book,_and 
may w easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more Quickly than an Angell Prize
Ins Is needed more. Any Individual may organist 
one In Ma own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address .

of Mediumship
with «very fnitrumont, Many who wen 
their modlumlitlc sift, have, alter fl „.. 
been able to receive delightful niMsagM- A volume 
might be flUod with commendatory niter».Many . ; .
wbobcgtnwlthftaaan amusing tcy, found th»r the 1+_ |Zaue +n Qararrlrvfat 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than Jicm QK6lGlOI1 IxcyS TO waCBlUOIal 
Belve»; and became convert» to SplrltuallBm. ' , , — . - ' ■ ' ••

Capt. D.B. Edward». Orient, N.Y., wrlta»;. “1 nod. ; --..-..t- SBCfGtS. ' ' - -
• communication* (by tho Paycbograph) : . ■ ______ , ,
other friends, even from bld settlersi whole grove-1 . .____ . ■
»tones are moss-grown In tho old yard. They hajo jjy j)jj, R, B. .WESTBROOK» . .... 
been highly satisfactory, »nd proved to mo that bplr- 
Itualtsmls indeed true,and tho communications bnya ...... ... ■ ——r ...............................
given my heart tho greatest comfort m the severest • profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo». ... 
loss I have had of «on, daughter, and their mother." . ing-thefabulona claims of ancient Judaism and dogDf. Eugene Crowell, whosd writings .have made bls ¡ostie Christianity, containing many elartltug oonolu- ■ name familiar to thpeo Interested In WoMo matter» Bl6nl never before published... showing .clcarlrth« 
writes as follows: "I qm much pleased wtth tte Fer-, mythical charoctar of most of tho Old andNpw Testa- 
Chogroph- It Is very simple In prlnclplo and construe t «lorica, and proving that Joins wasan Imiwraom .
tlon.Badtamiuremustb6f»rmoro.aenBlttveto»plr-. mton and not a person. A genntno sensation. • •
ituai power than the oàe.now in u»o. I believe It war sa,0 at thia OPco. ■
centrally supersede the latter when its euperlor wioe.M.iw- >

-MNM«ifbceMr«n far 9I1W. AzMlW

—OB—

HUDSON TUTTLE. l
nvThoma«Palno. A Revolutionary pamphlet, al. dr?«»iíto the Inhabitant« ot America fn ITO, with 

exp’anatoryaoUW by M BnillUl Wtbor.
Uconta. -.. ■

■?
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ol HiindreflsWe 

- Gontlniiß the 
$5 ÆMÔHT»

TO THE SI6K ONLY
Who canuot afford to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, we will, during

/VPRIL
take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and .charge you 
but $5 a month. Kindly remember It 
has beenour rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This Is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

/YPRIL
So that all may understand, we will re
peat the offer once more. Thope who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during April will be charged 
only $5 a month until cured-old pa
tients who stopped treatment befpre 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at once. Tell us your age, 
name in full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your ease at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires. •

DR. 6. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Hotel Palmerston.

DR. 0. E. WATKINS’ 
SftNlTftRIÜM

Lu

mi - rr-
I

at Ayer, Hass., ean accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, it is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they eau go for 
rest and health. It is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It Is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at
tractive home where Invalids can re
gain their health under favorable" con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest aud recreation.

It is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region, one mile from 

.Ayer depot in the town of the same 
name. Ayer is the junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
Sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating Intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.
. Terms for board and treatment from 
51 a day upwards. Send .all letters to

W- W; Aber tmd wife, materializing; 
slate-writing and platform test medi
ums, have a fevv open damp dates’, and 
would be pleftfied to correspond with 
camps desfiing tlie services’of mediums 
of the above phases. Address W. W. 
Aber, 515 Van Buren street, Topeka, 
Kansas. ‘

Addie R. Burt writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich.: “Mrs. Augusta Ferris, of 
Bay City, and Mrs. Rosco Hall, of Sag
inaw, were in our city during portions 
of November, December, February and 
March, holding trumpet seances and 
giving readings. They are both a cred
it to the cause they represent. Mrs. 
Ferris has held on ari average, three se
ances a Yveek in our home. In one se
ance she got a picture in water colors; 
and in one of the afternoon circles held 
by the ladles, she got a pink between 
two slates for a lady who knevv nothing 
of Spiritualism. Mrs. Hall’s lectures, 
and tests are flue.” '

Mrs. H. Douglass writes from To
ledo, Ohio: “The Fifty-first Anniversary 
of-Modern Spiritualism was celebrated, 
in this city, at Pythian Castle, under 
the auspices of the Progressive Thought 
Society, the hall being packed to its ut
most capacity. Tlie music was In 
charge of Mrs. Grandy and Miss Julia 
Curran, and was most satisfactory. 
Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran gave a highly 
instl’iietive lecture, the theme being 
“Ancient and Modern Spiritualism." 
Mrs. Dr. Caird followed the speaker 
with tests. The members then con
vened and voted to hold a mass meet
ing here the last four days of this 
month; also to have President Barrett 
with them for that occasion, with a 
view toward working with the N. 
S.A.” '

Mrs. Marian Carpenter • writes from 
Philadelphia, Pa.: “We arrived at Phil
adelphia, April 1, and on Sunday were 
greeted with a good audience. The 
people are charming, and seem to all 
work In perfect harmony. Our address 
for this month will be 458 Franklin 
street, Philadelphia; permanent ad
dress, 58 West Columbia street, De
troit, Mich. We go from here to the 
state mass-meeting at Hartford, Conn., 
for the first Saturday and Sunday In 
May.’! * •

Secretary writes from Battle Creek, 
Michi: "The Fifty-first Anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism was celebrated by 
the Spiritualists of Battle Creek, on 
Sunday, April 2, by an all-day meeting 
in Royal Templars’ Hall. Mrs. Roscoe 
Hall, of Saginaw, gave us‘ a good ad
dress, morning and evening, followed 
by a goodly number of tests. The after
noon was devoted to a conference In 
which many mediums participated. All 
came with well-filled baskets and the 
ladles served dinner and supper In the 
banquet hall. The .lecture room was 
filled to overflowing in the evening. 
Mrs. Hall's tests were fine; she gave 
names'; In most cases full names; also 
messages. Both her lectures and tests' 
were appreciated by her audience.”

Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong writes 
from Buffalo, N. Y.: “This short report 
of our very enjoyable anniversary 
meeting, comes fl little late, owing to 
my being ‘on the wing’ ever since. 
But the old adage holds good here, ‘bet
ter late than never.’ Our chapel, radi
ant with flowers, bunting and appropri
ate mottoes, was filled to overflowing 
both afternoon and evening, by an ap
preciative audience; the supper that 
was served between sessions, was ‘fit 
for tlie Gods.’ The music, both vocal 
and instrumental, was soul-1nsplring. 
The recitations were beautifully ren
dered,' and- well received. The anni
versary address wms listened to with 
apparent interest, and* the spirit mes
sages that were voiced through the 
Ups of our medium, Mrs. C. L. Chase, 
brought tears’ of joy and comfort to 
many in the audience. Thus passed the 
Fifty-first Anniversary, and it will live 
a. sweet memory In the hearts of the 
Buffalo Spiritual Society. May I ask of 
the readers -of your pnper to send out 
their thoughts and prayers for health 
and strength, to our brother In the 
cause, Mr. James Stone, of Waverly, 
N. Y„ who has been in poor health for 
some months? We as Spiritualists, and 
the world at large, can Jll-afford' to
give him up yet to the spirit side of life, 

‘ ' andso let us concentrate our forces 
bring back to him his health.”

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

4S5tf
DR. C. E. WATKINS. 

Ayer. Mass.

V/ondeis of Psychic Iftealiiig
- « Progress Is the order of the Age. In no one branch of science or toR^wlegm.has there been the rapid 
. adyance that bal taken placejp.the practice of medicine, in the last Jfty yeara,.oTl>e country to flooded with 
> fadsF some of these could bnrdly bodlgnUod with the appellation of a nlw Ou wonder, komo have Ueju 
proyentoboof Inestimable value, The tcndency lb to fewer medicines. mllderlUosei, and closer attention 
to bygicuo, diet and the fluor forces, auch as magnotlsm and wohlo ttitos. «be _.uoceBBful.pliyi(lclfnot 
io-day must understand bis paiiouVs condition. There are still ¡ihyilclaiMi wha-vhlt tbelr putieut, fuel tbu 
pulse, look at the tongue, ask a few questions, leave & cipher dispatch to ths druggist and present his bill nt 
the end of the . mouth. But such practitioner» are becoming eurloslUoB. imd.aus venoration for old time 
ideas and Institution» form the only excuse for their tolpfatlon. In this advAuccraant of medical science, the 
competent, reliable, psychic physician has come to be regarded as the safest undaiiuost successful. Not only 
docs lie possess the experience and education of hU brother practitioner but bU psychic gifts give him 
advantages which they canuot possess. If the competent practitioner- thoroughly understands tho case ho 
ban under treulmeut, a euro, would be an easy mutter with the.proper condition., but It 1» the correct 
diagnosis, which lies at-tho foundation of successful, treatment, that prove» too «tumbling block in their 
pathway. For years we have pul forth the claim of au absolutely correct .dlaguoids» In law, In science, aud 
In the world generally, the statement that has been proven true is admlUedtOJbe a fact, and wc have sub
mitted thousands of tcsilmoulals, voluntarily given, of tbo accuracy of ourfitutomoot /

A correct dlaguostB is the foundation for successful 
treatment and we wc enabled to cure many chrouio 
diseases which the ordinary practitioner utterly fa|is 
wrellevo. Wo take plensure In‘presenting the lew 
following extracts from recent letters. l[Bpaco forbids 
our printing more. v

Den'Blr»:—I received your diagnosis of inycase 
Bonio time since and I wish to thank you lor your 
kind attention. Noted specialists and physicians have 
described my case before, but from my own'Judg
ment, I think your diagnosis is the first correct oue I

DAY'S MAIL.
do this free of cliargo; uWe will also send-you val
uable literature which will prove of Inestimable 
benefit, regardless of your taking treatment.

Gentlemen:—I have taken two mouths'treatment 
of you aud 1 bellcvo you have saved my life. Yours 
respectfully, ' Mb». L. H. Cabhuthkhb, 

McBride», Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—It is how nearly u mouth since I 

commenced to take your treatment, and I eau truly 
say l am feeling like a, new person. Yours rospeot- 
fully, • Mbs. 8. Pangbubn, Belgium, N.Y.

Gentlemen:—I have had oue mouth's treatmentever had. Very truly yuure, 
n.. r fro'myouand <ho mcildii.>u”eont’1nohu»dpnc ino
Dear I rh-nds.—I wl8b to toaiikyou for yourdiugno- 1Qore g00^ toan auytUlug I ever bad before, He

el», wbfeli was very correct. Thanking you for your “ --------- ..... . r..,.----- 'v,.
lutcrest In niy case aud wishing you succees In your 
grand work for humanity, l yemafn u» ever tor truth 
aud liberty* Respectfully yours, 

1 Mus. Ida Milleb, St. Auburn, Mo.

tjpecifally yours,
rvuillB X vivi uuu umviV| a,< 
M. V. Okyüä, Sb., Chicago, Ill.

ASTONISHING!
THAT

Gentlemen:—We received your kind letter and also 
your diagnosi» of my wife’» case of sickness, which 
indeed Ie correct In every detnll. You” are ccrtaluly 
wonderful men. and your: letter Is so kind that we 
would like to have your help aud adv ce. i,

With many thanks for your kindness, I am yours 
very respectfully, M. Zilles, Flttaburg, Fa.

Dear Doctors:—I have received your diagnosis of 
iny case and am more than pleased with the way you 
have explained ft. I stand in great need of treatment 
and with God’s help will send for it at the earliest 
possible date. I remain us ever, your true friend.

GÉO.1L Bbiggs, Clokeyvllle, Pa.
■ Dear Sire:—Please accept my thanks for your diag
nosis of my cose, which was as nearly correct as any
thing could be. I have great faith In your treatment 
and believe you can help me. _ •

Wishing you success in your treatment and again 
thanking you, I am respectfully yours. .

Mbs. Mamie Cobeau, Wellington, Kane.
If you are a sufferer, do not further delay writing 

,w. We will cheerfully send you a carefully prepared, 
absolutely correct-diagnosis of your case, and we will

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree.]

Passed to spirit life, at Bath, HL, our 
mother, Margaret A. Wilkins, in the 
66th year of her age. She was a believ
er in Spiritualism; had learned to love 
the teaching through reading The Pro
gressive Thinker. The blessed knowl
edge comes to all who are willing to 
learn. MRS. J. M. NOIROT.

Bath, Ill.

GENERAL SURVEY.
• (Continued from page 6.)

■ I .? ____ :----------------- :---------- ---------------------------
Pi’ot Lock wood Informs us that he is 

as busy as he can be. but will have his 
first letter upon Spiritualism ready, in 
the Titus debate, in a few days. He is 
located at 418 Penn avenue. Pittsburg. 
Pa. ‘

Lpcy J. Williams has changed her 
residence, and asks all societies or. par
ties who are desirous of corresponding 
with her to address her at Schoolcraft. 
Midi. Slid was formerly of Breeds
ville. . ■

Mrs. Lora Holton s Oriental develop
ing and test circle Is held every Tues
day at 2:80. at 3310’/. Rhodes avenue: 
nlso a test and musical seance at 7:30. 
at the same place. All cordially invited.
v'lhe Spiritualists of Blair. Neb., held 

an all day celebration at Mayle Hall, in:
■commemoration of the Hydesville raps 
which first startled the world through 
the mediumistlc powers of *he Fox sis
ters on the night of March 31. 1848. 
The evening meeting consisted of a lec
ture by W. E. Bonney. "The Religion of 
Humanity.” songs by Mrs. Bonne.v. 
also psychometric readings, and ad
dress bv the president, Jacob Beck. 
There was a marked degree of interest 
manifested by the many who came dur
ing the day. to listen to the exercises 
and a very enjoyable day was spent by 
the-frlends of the Blair Spiritual So- 
clety. . • ■ ■■

Miss L. Gordon writes: -The Engle
wood Spiritual Society are Indeed for
tunate in securing the.services of such 
mediums as Sirs. Lora Holton, Mr. 
Cross and others who so ably aid us in 
carrying on the good work. In Engle
wood The Fifty-first Anniversary of 
Modern SplrFua -sm held In their-hall. 
528 W- 03d street, li^st Sunday, Apjll 2. 
was an occasion long to be remembered» 
It was indeed a tfenst of reason and a 
flow of soul-'"

. Dear Doctor»:—I am happy to say I am getting 
along nicely, my appetlto la very good and I am gain
ing rapidly In health and strength. Gratefully your»,

, . . ' ’.Hakrixt Benson. Watertown, Mas«.
,- Dear Doetort:—I have bud one month’s treatment 

and am gaining rapidly. I do not feel that 1 shall
, require more than the puo month', medicines, though 

the weather is bad and there 1» much »teknesa In this
i neighborhood. Very respectfully,

.' Mbs. M. A. Pkibue, Taunton, Mass.
! Dear Doctors:—Two years since you were treating
i my little daughter Marion, aud very successful you 
; were too. You gave her a good start on the road to 
, health and she 1» now strong and healthy. I wish to 

thank you for the help you gave hen Your» as ever, 
kindly, - Mbs. A. W. Byeks, Kansas City, Mo.

- Dear Friends:—I feel a marked improvement in my 
• cast: daily under your Wise and superior treatyient. It 
; Is very gratifying and n great relief. Yours very 

respectfully, ’ A, W. Coukghainb. *
i . . Port Clinton, Ohio,

Dear Doctors;—I feel that I have been greatly1 
helped by your treatment and am feeling quite like' 

r myself once; more. 1 thank you vety much for your 
kind attention aud assistance. Yours truly, 

| Gbbtib Woostkb, Durand, Midi.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S
HEALING
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED . 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP
! ' ' ' ' —OF— .. .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four year«, has

Successfully Thousands 
Treated of Patients

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

. IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUB CASK DIABNOSKD FBEE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

ZENORIA CABINET,
For Hie Speedy and R,liable .

Development of Mediumship at 
Your Own Home

(Tho proper place to bring true ■ results and proof of 
»pint return), euobaa Hiterlolliatlon,-Ethereallra- 
tlou. luBpiratloii, Clairvoyance. Automatic and Indo 
pendent Writing, Indopebdcnt Music, Trumpet Speak 
lug. In fact any latent phase you may possess. Tbl» 
Cabinet 1« unllKC anything that has ever been offered. 
It Ie unto toy punclwttp or altnlUr device, but lea 
full sized Cabinet, alx feet long, six feet .High and 
three leet deep, eouatruetodol heavy material. Every 
Cabinet Is thoroughly Magnetized by the Zouobia 
Band of Spirits through their Medium«

THE BROCKWAY FAMILY, 
whoee reputation. Is known far and npar for the con- 
vlnclug proof of Immortality, a« given through their 
organism. DO NOT BEND FOR THE CABINET un
Ies» your guide» recommend It. Thl» you can ascer
tain through your own organism, or It not sufficiently 
developed, get advice from your guides through bohio 
conscientious medium. This rule-ls imperative from 
the Zenobla Band. Full description of Cabinet aud 
photo engravings of the Family, »ent for two 2ct 
stamps. AddrefcS. BROCKWAY FAMILY,'403 17th 
ave., Denver, Colo. 490

MAGIC VEQETINE.
A Boon to Suitering Humanity.

Magic Vcgetlne, the greatest discovery of the age. 
It la uuequaled a» u remedial agent by any remedy 
before the public. It Ib b nerve stimulator, and germ . 
destroyer, Tho deadly Microbes banl$U at its touch, 
Thousands are being boucllted by Its curative powers. 
La Grippe, Malaria, Nervousness, Chronic Headache. 
Numbness, Impaired Circulation, Weak Heart Action. 
Kidney aud Liver Troubles, Backache, General De
bility, are all cured by the use of Magic Vegotine. 
This remedy Is sent forth with tho special object of 
rellovlug and cuflug the cbroulc depressed conditions 
Incident to Influenza. Oue mouth’s treatment »ent to 
any address ou receipt of price. $2.00. Second mouth, 
«1.50. Scud to-day: you may be called next. Address 
all letters to ■ MAiHC VEGETINE CO.

1111 Masonic Temple, Chicago, III, 489

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

By Bending yoiir name, age, sex and one .leading symptom in own hand
writing, an absolutely correct diagnosis will be mailed free. . ,

Ladies who write, will be sent an elegant booklet of rare value.
Remember to address '

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
. ■ ■■ Battle Creek, Mich.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in meetings and circles held at private res-
Chicago.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. B01 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p', m, Lecture followed by 
spirit messages and tests, by the pastor, 
Mrs. Lora Holton. ’ Seats free to all 
services. Good music. :

The Secdnd Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Hall, at 3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Sohaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets, City. ■

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lec
ture and tests at 8 p. m.

The First Christian Spiritual Union 
Society will hold meetings every Sun
day at 3 and 7:30 p. m., tn Van Buren 
Hall, Madison street and California 
aveuue. Always good speakers and 
test mediums present. Address all com
munications to Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, sec
retary, 247 W. Madison street.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Qord Ingley,, pas tor, room 409 Handel 
Hall,. 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:80 p.m. ■

Passed to spirit life, our sister and 
neighbor, Mrs. Charles Bartlett, on 
March 29, 1899. She was devoted to 
the husband, whom she left. Near1 
transition she was happy and said 
those who had gone before had come to 
receive her. MRS. J. M. NOIIJOT.

Mr. Frederick Mayer discarded the 
physical form, March 18, aged 58 year’s 
and $ months, ¿ great sufferer for many 
months from consumption He was 
born in Germany. 1840: was highly edu
cated: came to America and enlisted in 
tire Union army, re-enlisted in o8thReg. 
N. Y. Vol..mustered out April. 1865. 
Soon after he became a convert to Spir
itualism: met and married Mrs. Bon
nett a medium of Chattanooga, lenn. 
They persevered in sitting for the de
velopment of Independent slate-writing 
for five years. Mrs. Mayer was success
ful in that desirable phase of medium
ship; They moved to this city in 1888 
and have accomplished a noble work- 
for tjie cause of Spiritualism. His re
mains were forwarded.for interment in 
tlie National Cemetery. Chattanooga. 
Tenn. Being well known in Ohatta- 
noogn. the funeral there was largely at
tended by citizens and members of the 
G. A. R.. and presided over by the Rev. 
Marlon Ham. pastor of the Unitarian
church.

New Yorii

Isaac Murray, 
tërçd spirit life.

TITUS MERRITT.

of Calamine. Wis.. en- 
March 30. 1890. Serv-

ice was held nt his home. April 1. by 
the Rev. F. II. Burrell, and at the ceme
tery bv the G. A. R. The departed was 
a natural philosopher, a student of na
ture. and an earnest Inquirer after 
truth, living Ills religion by daily words 
and actions of kindness and love.

.. .. . : ■ ■ C. M. ■

"The Commandments Analyzed. By. 
W H. Bnch." The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
•other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. -Price.2oc. ...

"Who Are Tnese . Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M; Peebles; tno well- 
known author. Price 15. ceaU. For 
sale at this office.

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy • of Qure. (In. 
eluding Methods and Instruments)." By
E D- Babbitt. M.- D.. LL. D. A very In. 
structive and. valuable work. It should 
have'a wide circulation,, as it well ful
fills the promise of its. title. -For rale 
at this •‘officer Trice-75- cents. ,

idences. We have not space for that
purpose.

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit Bide of life' 
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal
ing and their ¿elation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric'under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting; themselves in the 

‘operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent pow^.r of invisible force.

Under the head bf'"Causes and Ef
fects’-’ are made .plain many hitherto 
unexplained .phenomenaj along the 
lines of spirit,) power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of. adepts, mediums, aud 
their varied powers; It also has some
thing to say of elsmentals, çnd man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of thei ¡Invisible World are 
described, and thefc abilities specified.

Astral conditions,’with the process of 
going out an the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. z

The whole field df man’s relation to 
tho forces ■ bringing, either the health 
which Is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease Is..bandl8d-)by one who evl-

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross 
Park Depot '

The Lake I -e.w Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in ; 
Wells' Hall, 1629 Claris’ street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted ' 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are Invited.
- The Church of the Soul will hold 
meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor, in Kim
ball Hall,.243 Wabash avenue, every : 
Sunday morning at 11 o’clock. Sunday
school in the same place at 9:45 a. m.

Forty-third Street Christian Spiritual 
meetings will be held In Kenwood Hfe.ll, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m„ conference and tests; 
8 p. m., lecture by S. P. Cady; tests by 
H. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. Good music and seats free.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah B. Bromwell, pastor.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, ftieets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. Ladies will bring old clothes 
to be made over as pei\ instructions of 
committee; also bring lunches. Supper 
at 6 p. m. Tea-and coffee.served 
Evening-session called to order at 7:45. 
Questions answered by Mrs. Ashton. 
Other speaking. Always an interesting 
and Instructive programme.

The-First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. "Grumblne, lecturer, meets In 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun-, 
day. Seats free to all services.

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side holds services every-.Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.. at-77 Thirty-first 
street Lecture aud spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor............... ..  .

The North Side Light of Truth Splrit- 
ual Society holds meetings at Scliiller 
Hall. 601 Wells street second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. and Thurs
days at 7:45 p. m. Mrs. Irene Dobson 
and others will speak. A welcome for 
all. '

Spiritualist Church- of Unity meets 
every Siffiday at 7:4o.p. m., at Flynn s 
Hall- Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable. Robey and North avenue 
electric cars. Logan Square aud Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey, street.

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30.-Nathan's Hall. Io6i> Milwaukee av
enue. corner Western avenue. Mrs. M.

■ Summers, pastor.
The Spiritual Research Society holds 

meetings every Sunday afternoon, at 
2:45 o’clock, at 326 Wells street (north 
of Oak street). Conducted by Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Wicklnnd. • '

First Spiritualist Alliance holds serv
Ices every Sunday at Washington Hall. 
490 Washington boulevard: Frank T. 
Riplev will lecture and give platform 
tests, assisted by Mrs. Hanillton Gill. 
•All are invited. Services nt‘2:30 and.

. 7:30 p. in., > ' . .
The West- Side Spiritual Society 

meets at Occidental Hall, corner of; 
Madison street and Sacramento avenue? 
everv Sunday tit 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
Grupp test medium. Good speakers In 
attendance.-: .. . . .

dentlyi .'understandS.’hlb-’SubjecL The 
booklet of 1Q0'pages, is!prbvlhg its in
terest by Itssales.^ Sdntdn receipt ' 
fifty cents. F6r sale at-this office.

of

TESTIMONIAL.
■ Olean, N. Y., March 27, 1899.

B. F. Poole, Clinton, loiva:
My Dear Sir:—It affords me especial 

pleasure to Inform you that I have re
ceived the Melted Pebble Spectacles, 
and regard them as truly a marvel. 
They are a perfect fit, clear and dis
tinct, easy and restful to the eye.

Wishing you every success in the fu
ture, I am sincerely and fraternally 
yours, \ A. L. COTTON.

Spirit Yarma says a sample is better 
than a description! 1 will send a sam
ple of the best stomadh and liver rem
edy, ever compounded; also sample of 
Magnetized Compound for all kinds of 
sore and weak eyes—sufficient^ to give 
you a fair test of their curing powers— 
all for 10 cents, postpaid.

The formula was, given me by one of 
the adept physicians of the lost Atlan-, 
tls, Dr. Yarma. I will send you his 
phottf If you wish. . B. F. POOLE.

: Clinton, Iowa.

MA IMS FIELD’S 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines
. Care Where Others Fail.

Send.name, age, sex and leading symp. 
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

If you wish to know what ails 
you and-what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J.6. BflTDORF, M.B/
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

“THE LYCEUM”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young^aud to lyceum work, Is. 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 1905 Pearl street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns.. In fact, all classes will find
something of special interest In it. 
is published weekly. Try it.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by

It

sub-
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It Is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The

THEREASONWHY
“Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh” has 
been so eminently successful during thè 
past quarter century all over the land, 
is, because It is the only treatment that- 
Is used both as an insufflation and inter
nally. In tftis way lt.flnds and kills the 
catarrh germs both in the mucns linings 
as well as in every part of the body.

Send-for our 64-page book with S. 
Blank and testimonials, mailed free.

Addréss H. H J JACKSON, M. D. 
Dépt. K; 843 W. Madison street.

■ Chicago. Ill.

Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

us

BEAR Ut MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your, orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if It is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to*gfet them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or /registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus seoure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every--yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with oiir great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
$re a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

‘‘History. of the Inquisition.-: Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of .that Romish churchly 
Institution known-, as the . Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy Is plainly shown 
in theée statements, of veritable history. 
The devilishness aud murderous ma
lignity of the "Holy Inquisition" is 
scarcely paralleled! in all the world’s 
records of inhumain atrocities. It Is for. 
sole at this office, land will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

"Woman. Clnircnil and State.” By 
Matilda Joslytj Gage. A royal volume, 
of more thanncommon intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability: showing what tne church has 
and has not dcne-fM woman. It is full 
of Infbrmatlononthesubject.and should 
be read by every one. Price 82, post
paid. ' For said' at this office.

“The Dead! Mawstaiessage.” an occult 
romance by ^Florence Marryat. The 
author’s widen experience in Spiritual
ism and ; her study of occult science 
have prepared hei td write this romance- 
whiclrwill ben found laden with gems 
picked up in the eburse of her investi
gation and studies.) Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office. • • . ■ ■

"Cosmlau Hymn Book.;- A collection 
of original and ^selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home: compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want- It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest’moral sentiment, aud free from 
all seetawanlsm. Price, 50- cents. For 
sale at this office. -

"Mahomet, PIS’ Birth,- Character7 anti 
Doctrine." -By Edward Gibbons. This 
la No- 6 of the Library of Liberal) Clas- 
a)cs It Is conceded to be. historically 
correct, and. so exact and perfect In 
iverv detail os torbe practically-beyond 
the reach of adWB»e criticism, ■ Price.

Send in notice of ^eétingB held on 
Sunday at publie halfn --------------

We eounot keep a standing-notice of ■ eenta. Fer Ml»a| Ibu oflKè.

6. WALTER LYNN.
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Ooniinuuieatlone by Letter, 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice,

$1.00 arid Two Stamps.
AddreBB No. 600 Utb st., Oaklaud, Cat. -

nri hayq bovcv known a more coinpotent, rollnblo 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chao. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. RodesBuouanan.

DR. MAX MUEIILENBRUCir,

Prophetie Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psychometrißt, 

and

Medical 
• k • •

'Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),25cts.stampa

Written Delineations, past, present, and one year 
In the future.......................................... «¿,50

The sainé, to Foreign Countries............................. S3 00
Full Life Delineations, including a Spiritual 
«... horoscope....................................... ........«5 00
The saino to Foreign Countries.................... X. ..«5 5j
Rock from mines read Psychomctrlcally.... 7.... .«2 fid 
Six Questions answered by mall............................«150

fySend lock of hair for ajl Psychometric Lif« 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 492

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Paychometrjf 
and Laws of Uufoldment, For particular« address 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., Hamilton, Ohio.

4 94

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MABKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO,_ OAL.,
Still continues to give 

PREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. 
YOU Are Invited to Write. 
SEND Postage Stamp for Replj.

F. DbWOLF, INDEPENDENT BLATE 
1U. Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue,

ODIUM“™ if F* I «1 / 11 LAUDANUM

Painlessly and Permanently Cured
For particulars addreaa

Dr. J. h. Gray, 018-14, 815 Dearborn
Street., Chicago, Ill, '

BANGS SISTERS,
Phenomenal Mediums.

Independent Slate and Paper-Writing Dally, from 0 a. 
in. to 5 p. in. Seances, Bunday and Wednesday Eren« 
Ing, at 8 o’clock,

Life Size Portraits a Specialty.
W4 W. Adams 6t., cor. Wood, Chicago. ,

Accessible by way of West Side Madison street cable. 
Ogden ave, and Metropolitan car Hues. 490

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psyuhomotrlst and Business Medium 
Headings personally, by letter or photograph «1.00 
Three reasonable questions atftwered by mall for 
25 cento Address 64 N. 62nd ave., Chicago. 877tf

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
THE HEALER, "

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
tho Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments
As well as if patient came to bls office. Send six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av..
Chicago. HL 479tf

COLLEGEOFFINEFORGES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics. Including the 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Curd, 
???.» wleneeof life. Chemical affinity and 
“•.•l0..Prlnc'Ple.8 developed with tbelr murvelou. n* 
plications. Studsnts In four continents have taken tbo 
course. The college Is chartered and confers the de« 
gre« of D. M.. Doctor of Magnetics. By a system ofi 
printed auctions students can take the course ana 
receive the diplomas at their own homos. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadway. Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Seud stamp for catalogue to

441tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean.

ASTRAL READING.
A boroscope of your birth and Interpretation of tbo 

planet’s effect upon the sours incarnated destiny, to
gether with occult Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Scries. Send 
date of birth and 23 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, III.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, moat successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. His cures arc marvelous. Successful In \ 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseuses. When other« 

Setld iilm age. sex. name, lock of hair 
and fl cts. In stamp» and he will seud a clairvoyant ex* 
amination of your diseases and treat you for unly «2.00 
a month. Nu leading symptom required. Addre«»

DH. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D;,
33 Worreii or., Sloncham. Mom.

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Ihdependent Blate Writer, 21S East 42nd Pi„ Chicago.

A. O. WYMAN. MAGNETIC HEALER. 
1660 Dewey Court, Chicago. Tako City Limit car.

Child-Birth Made Easy.
By a delightful aromatic drink from plants and flow
ers, 25 year's experience of a wife, mother, and phy
sician. For Information address with stamp, Mary 
Rigs Melendy. M. D., Rm. 615, Haudel Hall, 40 E.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure.all forms of stomach, liver and kidney dlaoase, 
alsoconstlpatlon .A sure euro for that tired, worn-out ! 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for ono 
month sent forll.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cents, 
or all three sent postpaid for »1.10 with Yarma’« 
photo and Instructions how tollve lOOyears.V a • a V

Randolph street, Chicago III 490(f

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Reading by mall. 11.06. Business advice a specialty, 

278 Merrick avenue, Detroit, Mich. 490tr

TRIAL READING 12 CENTS. FULL READING 
50 cents. Mbs- Eltuauetu E. Babney, 800 8 Div. 

street. Grand Rapid». Mich. 490

Mrs. Connelly’s Gray Hair 
Redemption.

Without Lead. Silver or Polsons. Best and cheap
est gray hair restorer on earth, and the only safe- 
If your hair is all kinds of colors from the use of 
lead, silver and poisonous acids, it can be restored at 
once, and where It Is growing out gray at the roots, 
one application will restore ft tofts u&tural color. 
N,o staining scalp, bands orclotblng; It makes the hair 
bnautlful. glossy and natural, restores blooded hair 
back to Its natural color; red hair made a natural 
brown: will not prevent crimping. Faded or ru.ty 
switches restored. You cannot afford to look old If 
you are looking for employment. Sent by mall on 
receipt of price, 25 or 50 cents. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and address plain. 
Bond all letters to MRS. ANNA CONNELLY. 1218

Melted I*ebble Spectacles: 
Restorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 

showing stylesand prices and photo of Spirit Ynrma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power tn me. I r-an 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own homo os If you were in my 
onice, us thousands can testify. Bond stamp for 
photo. B.F. Poole, Clinton. Iowa.

Mt .Vernon st., Philadelphia, Pa. 493

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep In touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think- 
fer, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift being paid for out of the reve
nue Of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharlng/the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. .

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Well- This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, ctear-thought, revermR for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it.-and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office— Price; cloth, $1.25: paper.’ 
50 cents. - . , .

“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law. of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office. .

“Anqlent India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. , Oldenberg. 
The‘Subject Is of unusual interest at 
tho present time, and It is here treated 
in a way to interest and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price ¿a cents. • .. . . ■ ■

"From Night io Moru, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church. - By Abby A 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to tlie light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in ti sweet 
spirit- and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian, people./Price 
15 cent«. ■ . -

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
B D- Babbitt, M. D., LL; D. A truly 
great Work of a muster mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should - delight to 
honor- Thp- result of years of deep 
thoiight and patient research into Na
ture's-finer forces are hero garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medlca' men especially, and 
scientists- general traders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con. 
talning beautiful illustrative . plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
I5. lt 1» * wonderful work and you 
will be ‘delighted with it

. FAT FOLKS;* Two years ago I reduced 
my weight 47 lbs. by following the suggest
ions of departed friends; no gain. Inclose 
stamp forpartlculari. Mrs. J. S. Molesworth 

’ 116 Clymer 8t., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OPIUMS
Never-tailing, harmleM and permanent home cure.

Valuable Treatlje on ¿.Miction mailed free, a 
Dr. J.O.HOFFMAN «3lubeUaBldg.,.Ohlcago,IIl.

MRS. BABRY, TRANCE MEDIUM, 207 E SUPERI- 
JUL or st., flat M.. Chicago. Ladles only. Hours. 10 a.
ni. to 6 p. m. 490

DR. A. H. WAITT,
Magnetic Physician,

Treats patient« at a distance successfully.
Unimpeachable References 

Furnished.
Betid «tamp for terms to flatO, 100So. 18th st.. Mlnne-’
apolla. Mtnn. 490

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
" SURE SUCCESS.
A valuable little work, full of practical instruction 

in matters pertaining to physical, mental and spiritual 
health. Worth many times It« cost. Price 10 cents.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. iBelng an Investigation of Tros 

ana Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion- from new plates and now type: 183 pages, post 
Svo. Paper. 25 coats: cloth. SO cents.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO.MOnr.OW OF DEATH wu wrlten to 

develop tho Idea ol tho principle of the permanence 
Of the human eonl after death, and Ite reincarnation 
th a chain of how bolnge, who«o luccewlve link, are 
unrolled tn tho bosom of cthnrlal space. -'Bbvosd 
THU Tnnsshoi.D'' continues on tho same , Unes, cn* 
larging and expanding the Idea bv reasons and con- 
stdcratlone drawn from science ana philosophy; claim
ing Jthet. tho. certainty of n new .birth beyond our 
earthly-end ■ Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against SU. weakness Jn the presence of _dcatb_, and 
that tho help offered by science and philosophy to tniit 
end Is far superior to that of any of. tbo existing re- 
Uglona. From bcglnnlngto end Ills Interesting,.cn- 
tertalntng- Instructive mid fascinating, -and whether 
one accepts Ball or not, much willhm been leaned 
and mucn pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. r!cn«1.25 

. For ealo at this office. ;:

OF JOHN BROWN,
TbeMedtmuof the Roctìe»; 7.15 totroCacUomta 

J. B. Loreland.; Thia, la tbnhlauit» of cn of the

PSYCHE
1$ the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satlsfac* 
Mon. Price, 11, and 20 cents extra for expreasage. 
For sale at the office of Tub PnocinKssiVETniNKEB,

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c: "Astrological Notes.” 5c. 
The two for 10c. Gzo. Walbond, Opera House blk., 
Denver, Colo 47BtfYOUR FUTURE
A.trologsr, Rooina 6 & 7 Tabor Opera Home Block, 
Deaver, Colo. Charls from (1. Send stamp lor circu
lars. 43411

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
Thia medium,who Is clalraudlent, clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 45utf

The College of Psychical sciences
The only one In the world for the unfoldment of al 
spiritual powers, psyebometry. clairvoyance, inspira
tion. healing. Illumination. For terms, circulars, \ 
percentage of psychical power, send a stunped ad
dressed envelope to J. C. E. Grumiiink (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave.. flat 3. Chicago. 468tf

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST.

And Ills Spirit Baud treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without mcdlclnoi 
and cure many cases where medicine has fulled- Tes
timonials from all parts of the United Status. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1723 Clinton ave
nue. Minneapolis. Minn. 492

C fl V I DO YOU NEED HELP?
y 1 Send name. age. sex. and leading symp- 

UI Id i tom, with etamp. You will get what 
you need. PR. W. YV. LATHROP, .

Oltf Dept. 1. Jackson Midi.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
^By^llrale Dotca‘ Tbc? *re rcaUZ valuable.

■ WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gatiicrod-foora tlie Highways. Bv-wayi and Hedges, 

of Life. By Matttb Is. Hull. This Isa marvelously 
meat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. ' Trice, 
neatly bound In English cloth. 81. For aalo at this 
Office, • - . >

TALLEYRAND'S
LETTER TO THE POPE«

This work will bo found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Eomonism ant 
the Bible. Tbo historic facts stated, and thokccm 
scathing review of Hornish ideas and practice! should, 
be realty all. Price, 23c. Sold at this office.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAI8BR00KEK.

I ---------------
This admirable work consists of three pamphlet# 

ftQbûdlct) In one volume, in which question« great 
importance to the recoaro dUouescd from the stand* 
rolnt of an advanced social reformer, Price W COM 
t'étiolé at this office.. j
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both are a curse to the good of the work

break down honest mediumship.cause of humanity.

MRS. RICHMONDREV. M. J. SftVftGECOL. R. G. INGERSOLL

his text “The Devil.” We had, his

%,

We want to send out

In December, 1892, there appeared In
•the Banner of • Light the following

In publishing an expose’ of this fake, 
I would not be understood as one who 
suspicions all mediumship. I believe 
there are ,two extremes—phenomena 
hunters and fraud hunters, and that

And a Message From Over 
the River.

ANOTHER FAKE MEDIUM . ■ ■■. -—- A .
So Says D. W. Hull, of Nor

ton, Kansas.

message: . ■
“I almost hesitated to take up your 

time, but I am graciously invited to 
speak as I desire by your Splrlt-Presl- -----  ---------------------
dent. He has kindly made way for me, of Spiritualism. To me Spiritualism is 
and I am thankful. This is not the first a. religion, and I must say that While it
time I have come in contact with a is based upon intercourse between this 
mediuralstie life. I have been privileged I and the beyond, and other phenomena, 
to send tokens of my love and of my it is the religion and philosophy grow- 
identity to friends of earth. I have had I Ing out pf this fact that gives to me all 
Hie opportunity of reaching one very I Its value. But that class who are ever 
dear friend with words of encourage- on the phenomenal plane, who never 
ment and cheer, and I come to-day to see the sublimity of our philosophy, 
try and reach his life, because I feel who pay out their money to traveling 

. that he will accept my affection and mediums and give nothing to help the 
sympathy, and feel better pleased to lecturers who. are doing everything for 
ifnow that ills spirit friends who watch the upbuilding of humanity, are a 
around and help him are truly glad of curse, as are also that other class who 
liis life-work and his devotion to the I spend their money and time trying to

. “I say to him to-day: Dear Thomas, Some itlme-before the time for an- 
never before have we realized so well I nlverSary meeting the friends at 

■that you are a chosen Instrument in the Spring Green, Neb., were asked to help 
hands of a Divine Power to send out a “materializing medium”—a New- 
.your influence, and to serve ns an in- toD) of Leadville, Col., to come to the 
strument to spiritual Intelligences in piace. .q‘jle friends were somewhat in- 
,exercising their magnetic forces and credulous, but concluded finally to send 
influences in behalf of oppressed hu- £or jier alld £es£ ber before presenting 
mnnlty. Never have we realized this so bel. £o the public
fully as at the present time, because we wl)cn sl)e got herei however, they 
see surging aiound jou so m_ y n learned she was not a materializing me- ences so many forces outworking in the d but , a] m(,dl and 
one direction to give you power and e * gubmjt tled
hrough youi to„open wys and means sbe aUow uq Qne to boM A 

till olhei Ihes that ^vill bling helpful pjrpia ^nR fnrmpd nrnund hnr sn thnt 
ness to the persecuted, to the despised. - . . . . .▼ •* 1 1 /t T 1. y V. M ^.1. ft t 1* 1 Bill.. ' I UB 1U Liluf Lt, U W A 1x11. Ill O V“.si l ■- »«•'«—
■you that your hand shall be upheld and 
your heart sustained in this beautiful 
work. I feel that you, will draw to 
yourself friends/ who will ease you 
somewhat of themurdens pressing upon 
you. I encourage you, in the name of 
the bright angels who are around you 
so much in your earth-life, and whose 
presence and power you must feel, as I 
know you do. Go on, and be not weary 
In well-doing. As it has been in the 
.past, so will it be in the future; the 
darkest hour of experience and trial 
will only precede the beautiful dftwn 
of ft brighter day.

•• “And I wish to' say, also, how many

To the Editor:—It is some months 
now since a word of greeting was sent 
our Northwestern and Western friends 
through that valuable source, the col
umns of your paper. May we ask the 
privilege of doing so now? It seems to 
us that this is an opportune time, as we 
have recently passed through the cele
bration of the fifty-first anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism. ’

Although in the far South-land, where 
one expects to find life rolling pleasant
ly and languidly along, we find that we 
must be up and doing if we would have 
Spiritualism before the Southern peo
ple as It should be. Hence every effort 
is put forth by the Society of. Spiritual 
Science to present the truths of ¡Spirit
ualism, and demand the respect of the 
citizens of Atlanta for those truths.

As one of our dally papers has said: 
“Spiritualism is a beautiful thing. No 
one familiar with the belief will deny 
it. It is Indeed comforting to be able to 
throw orthodoxy aside and believe that 
the Father is all-merciful, loving each 
of his children alike, and that, after the 
death pf the body, the soul shall con
tinue striving to attain that perfection 
which is called Righteousness or 
Oneness with God.” * ♦ *-“But over
shadowed by so much trickery and 
falsehood that it is slow in acquiring 
adherents.” This statement we ques
tion. That is, that part of it wherein 
it" states that it is “slow in acquiring 
adherents.”

The Society of Spiritual Science 
opens its doors every Sunday evening 
to a representative audience of between 
three and four hundred.

DO THEY; MEMBER?
Why Disembodied Spirits

Remember What Took 
Place In Earth Life.

As some think they have discovered 
that those who have left the fleshly 
•body no longer remember the events 
that took place wliile they were in the 
flesh, unless tliey Imbibe the memory 
from some mortal with whom they are 
in rapport, a part of the theory being 
that while communicating they cannot 
remember about their life in the spirit 
world, my present object is to show 
that these assumptions are not ground
ed on the facts of the case.

The ■soul or real ego expresses Itself 
here and now through two bodies—the 
fleshly one and' the spiritual one. This 
natural fact forms the basis of medium
ship and of all psychical experiences 
while on the earth plane. Owing to this 
fact we can commune with the disem
bodied in three ways: Directly, by soul 
reading soul; Indirectly, by soul ex
pressing itself to soul through the spir
itual body; and very indirectly, by soul 
expressing itself to soul through the 
physical body, ibis basic fact regard
ing the constitution of nian on the earth 
plane is the key that has unlocked for 
me every closed door, and with this key 
we will now show why the disembodied 
can and do remember what took place 
while they tenanted it fleshly body, and 
why they can and do remember what 
they have learned and '■experienced in 
spirit life, and can express the same to 
mortals, provided they can get into full 
rapport with the fmed|um or with the 
person with whom they-, commune.

Those who adyocntq the theory that

Ignorance Not the Road to ] Lettèr to the Editor of The 
. Success. v New York Sun.

That Spiritualism Is the science and | 
ph’ilosophy of life is the general, If not 
the universal opinion of thinking Spirit
ualists. Hence its success as ft moral 
and social movement must depend upon 
the education of Its people, and 
especially its teachers. But as many 
think that all the means of success and 
progress are provided, or will be pro
vided by the spirit world, It may be 
well to consider that method somewhat 
carefully and critically. That the wis
dom of the higher circles of spirit life 
planned the time and methods of this 
new movement there can be no ques
tion on the part of intelligent Spiritual
ists. The same no doubt is true ds to 
other great spiritual epochs of human 
history.

But It does not follow that the Intelli
gent and zealous co-operation of men 
in the form Is not Indispensable to tlie 
Wished-for and intended result. No 
great movement has ever succeeded 
without earthly co-operation, no matter 
how great the planning wisdom. It is 
not the wish of the higher wisdom that 
It should. It is not possible In the na
ture of things that there should be suc
cess, only as we co;operate. The object 
of this, and all other great lllapscs 
from the spirit spheres, is the better
ment of men. Man can never be bet
tered, never uplifted, unless he is him
self working 'in the line of 'his own 
elevation. To. lift him by miracle is 
impossible.

Eves'll possible, it would be a curse. 
It would be to reward inaction and 
laziness with the rightful results of toll

Weighty Thoughts o’n Right 
Development.

The report of discourse by the Rev. 
Minot J. Savage, on’Sunday last, pub
lished on page 3 of your edition of 
April 3 will doubtless be pleasant read
ing to a large number of your patrons, 
and particularly to Spiritualists.

The learned doctor very truly says 
that “there nrp many who believe in 
Spiritualism but are afraid to avow it, 
and that you will never, get at the num
ber of Spiritualists by the census." 
Among these believers are ministers and 
pastors of various denominations, and 
your readers may possibly remember 
that some of them publicly acknowl
edged In the New York World and New 
York Press, of December, 1897, their 
conviction of and experiences in the 
truths of Spiritualism. The remarks of 
Dr. Savage in his Easter sermon are so 
fearless and full of truth that they can 
have but one result, viz.: the advance
ment of the cause, and encouragement 
of those who are anxiously seeking the 
truth on this great and important ques
tion. Spiritualists as a body will no 
doubt highly appreciate the great help 
such noble announcements must ever 
be to their cause; and we earnestly 
trust that Dr. Savage be long spared to 
minister to his flock the truths of this 
sublime science of life.

There is one remark In your report 
credited to the learned Doctor that I 
may perhaps be permitted to refer to 
for a moment—a matter that will Ap
peal to the reason of every impartial 
reader, viz.:

‘(Those were the meanest beings on

To the Editor:—I am moved to offer 
some further thoughts for Hie con
sideration of your readers, and beioie 
Í take up the main subject I wish to 
briefly explain what are my conclunions 
regarding the strange experiences of 
the author of “Ghost Land.” It Is evi
dent that many psychics soared as high 
as .he, without such miserable ex
periences—some very much higher 
without meeting any elementáis or 
monstrosities of any kind, and tlie les
son to be learned from that sad record 
is tills—that he took or lather was 
forced upon the wrong course of de
velopment. Entering the feast chamber : 
by force and by a back way, lie was 
"cast into outer darkness,” a prey to 
the conjurations of a diseased imagina
tion, and wliile I esteem many of his 
visions as on a par" with those of a 
victim of delirium tremens, purely sub
jective and disorderly, they are none 
the less horrible on that account, fot to 
the victim they take the place of re
alities—a cloud of imaginary horrors 
shutting out the true vision. In some 
sense they were not more hideous than 
the visions of John In Patmos, but Jolin 
understood that bls pictures were sym
bolical and under the orderly control of 
a. mind qualified to paint such forms 
and explain to some degree what was 
the reality desired to be Illustrated by 
such conceptions. I believe In none of 
these elementáis or unnatural hob
goblins at all. Tliey are Imaginary 
creations, pure phantoms, distorted 
shadows, but all the same I know there

times have.I left. my,• splrlt-'home to I \ 
watch yeti and your life and your work; J ’ 
how many times have I come near to 1 
you to bring what Influence I could, I 
and to try to cast a ray of sunlight I 
upon ‘ your heart, when tt has been I , 
stricken with sorrow and with dis- I ': 
couragement because of the attitude of I 
those from whom you had a right to

: expect more helpfulness. How many I 
times have I been near to you when you '. 
have talked with my boy, and have I 
spoken of his mother, who went but in 
early life. How many times I have 
tried to make him know that I was by 
ills side, my dear Hairy, who is so I 
much to me; and' yet the beautiful 
spirit-world Is full of power and oppor- ,i 
tunity, and I know that .whaLls. denied 
us on ejirtli, by way of expression or of- II 

. experience for the soul’s forces, wlU be 11] 
given to us in the fullness of time on I 
the other side. . . - '
" “I send iny loving greeting to these 
dear friends, and also to tire loving and 
active companion of my friend Thomas, 
whose life-work also Is a grand pnd I

./i The great Liberal Divine, Col. 
Y Robert G. Ingersoll, preached in 

Chicago on the evening of March 
L. 19, to an audience that paid him 

/?/thousands1 of dollars. He took for

sermon taken dbwn by a rapid 
stenographer as it fell from nis 
lips, and it will appear in The Pfo- 
gressive Thinker on April 29. It 
is eloquent, poetical, logical, and 

.. scintillates throughout with rarei . . . KA yft ■ i . t ft ft '.A1 vAJfcJ. V4> V lift vix ft. ft-^/ft-

nl j gems of thought. Millions should 
jJ .-.read it Send in your orders at 

once. The paper will be furnished
: for missionary work at One Cent 
per copy or Seventy-five Cents per

precious one for those who are in need ,n /-\ TT . A ..„A HTIl, A „ lfni-’__
pf such ministration and care. Maggie I <J,t, fi’Om OllC HUUdlCCl IIlOUSilllQ IO il -M.Ì11ÌOI1 

■-Bland,"of Washington, D. K A‘ Copies containing this remarkable discourse. !
was à friend of mine when I was a boy. j^gnd ÌU yOUt Ol'detS at 0UC6. L/Ue attCl tWQ

' Being near the same age we were play- . , •. , ■ y ; mi i ' i „ a ft
mates. Wc were separated before we bggnt StamDS.-Wlll 06 aCCCpteU 1U payment., 
were grown, and did not meet again '__________________ .
until we were both married. She , , \ _ , - ■ ; ■

.1

This rem^rHW Divine has expressed a belief I Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, the gifted inspira
in Spiritualism. He is one., of the leading lights tional speaker—the eminent Spiritualist Divine, 
of the' :worl(jto4ay from any-standpoint one can | whose eloquent .words even in childhood days 
judge him. Logical and eloquent, his sermons charmed the scientists, the statesmen and the 
stand forttijas ey^r enduring^ monuments in be-1 thinking, reasoning theologians of two conti- 
half of Liberalism and’ H.umanity. His Easier- nents, and pleasedJdie..anxi.O.us. friends of the un
Sermon, ‘^thd Significance of Spiritualism,” will seen and the Shen’ wbrlds with the loving and 
bë a fit cômpànion for Col. Ingersoll’s remarka- educative communications received through her, 
ble address on “The Devil.”, . It is brilliant|has given us an address, or message,-delivered 
throughout,.beaming with rare gems of thought, to a Washington, D. C. audience, on “The Awak- 
and reflecting the signs of the times in a remark; ening and Experiences of a Materialist in Spirit-' 
able degree? It will appear in our issue of April Life. This interesting message will appear -in 
29. Every Divine in the United States; every the issue of ApriL29th, as a spirituabconipamon 
church member, skeptic and investigator of oc- to the addresses of Col. Ingersoll and Rev. M X 
cult truths ¿ould read it. Send in your orders. Savage. These three productions are alone 
One Cent per copy, to as many different names worth, more than, the price of a year’s subscrip- 
and postoffice addresses you may send in. tidn, for missionary work. The same issue will 
One hundred copies to one address, 75. cents. A be replete with the-usual grist of soul-food, and 
million copies of this address should be distrib-ican be had for a penny, or one hundred for 75 
utedto all parts of the earth; One and two cent cents. One and two-cènt stamps- received in 
stamps will be accepted in payment; Orders | payment for this special issue. The. price will 
" " ‘ ‘ ‘ ’ not burden anyone Jaancially.

passed to spirit life in 18b2. In 187o ,cliug peopie weve touched in all .parts 1, 
she appeared to me in an ethereglized of clrcle „-^ the exception of one 

. form-through the mediumship of,. Da,. man wllo r-etused to be drawn
Henry Slade, in his parlor in New.yprk., ,lf-to conversatiOn by, her.: She had some 
The light was excellent, two gas-burn-'I ¿jfitciilty in locating him- and would 
ers .turned on full. I recognized her- '.-ieel :!U.0Uha “considerabie, before she 
perfectly. Since then she has appeared: ;^ould ut ]}im squarely.' In a short time

: to me and my wife often in mtUerlaltoed -a]fbccame suspicious, and a proposition
. form‘most perfectly. Notably at the wag ma(Je not to ye her but nall

seances of Mrs. C. B. Bliss, in Boston mosqulto netting over her, but she
a“d O?sei' , , . . ,,would not hear to It. She was finally. ■ In November last, at. a public seance lnduced t0 allow oue Ulan t0 bold hdr
held by R. L. Greene, of Boston, one of I hands slle got no manifestations,

. “ his spirit band«"Morris Hunter,] . kent trb a wrlfffflinsMvithmerlv a portrait painter of New York, Mly Ser fo™ was' &t
painted, a portrait of her in full oil epi- “yf the Jsltters. “j have SOme 
ots. on .a p.orcelain plate 6x8‘inches, ‘¿aid he. She replied, “It is.

. Which was a perfect likeness of her. I „m«. T J.nS crossing mv’feet.”’ ihey 
, a ^ntj’pe of that portrait to her ‘a£t(?r told iier.that they bad nd con- 

brother in my.natlye town, in a letter in 1 fldence ln ber and ma(je up the neces- 
which I gave a brief history of the pic- I „ 8Ula to send her home. I forgot-to

. ,ture,.and sald:.“I recognize it-as a like- at the resi-
ness of a girl we both knew wl*en we d ce pf .R...case, in Spring Green,

. were boy,s. I-sbould like-tqknow lf.you and jn the neighborhood are his brother :■ recognize. It. as any one you ever knew. - L.Cage,g » . that wlth the

. till think. It resembles-quite strikingly S.A Ythe wedther was^such-l’dld 
fny sister Mag when-she was Hying.” ^pehk-but the was sutm r uta
He is an able lawyer, An elder in-the StM%rd who was

-mer, I carried the original portrait with L w“ 'M“?’."8 hpllltUa'n 
me, and not duly did her-mother’and f a D. W. HULL,
other members of her family recognize - Apr,ton,;iians. , c '

, Although ..this past winter has been 
very often extremely disagreeable, 
every Sunday evening has found an 
appreciative audience seated In . our, 
comfortable hall, which, by the way, 
has been leased by the society for two 
years. The furniture Is owned by the 
society, and no other meeting's are held 
in this hall. Therefore .the conditions 
are always the best for spiritual work.

Friday evening, March 31, was spent 
in an enjoyable Pound Social, under 
the auspices of the Ladles’ Harmonlal 
Club, an auxiliary of the society.

After a literary and musical program 
was rendered, the pound packages 

. which were>.brought by_encii,individual 
were'auctiohed off, causing a great deal 
of merriment, and at times anticipation 
ran high, as each was anxious, to know 
what their purchase would ¿be, as an 
article was “knocked down" to them.

it as a portrait of Maggie, but others I —:—1 :  - - -
not Spiritualists, who had known her, nCA*ii AC U/ ’ U' tnVF 
pronounced it an excellent likeness of UtAl'tJ kJ“ yy. n. ry T.&. 
her; As a work of art it Is, by artists' : ‘ ----- -- .
as 'well as others, pronounced a gem; i Husband of Well-Kiiown Spirlt- 
yet itwps•from,start-to.ftiish dong in- ■: • ’ ; ’ ;• y^ ¿ailist, " ~
three minutes’, X>".'T. A.' BLAND. I. ‘ ,

; Chicago, Ill. -, ■W; H.-Foye, husband of Ada. Foye, 
■ ■ • ' Kthe Wèll-known Spiritualist 'died’yes-

The acknowledgement of weakness I fèrdày at the Masonic Temple building, 
'Which we make !n Imploring tex be re-J; eol.ner of 'Pike~street'and Second ave*- 
lieved from“ htingertand temptation Is ¿pei of jaundice, after a comparatively 
surely wisely put In our. prayer.— biiléf illness, '.'Mrs. Foye hàs decided tp’ 
Tlmekery. . ' • •' bury-thè body in Seattle. . *
. The purer the heart, the, less.will It - ur. Foye was 68 years old and:a na- 

shrink from the conclusions of the pure tlve’of Maine. . He had been a member 
intellect—Gol. W. T< Higginson, ; ••'.'• of the Knights' Templars for forty

Ohly experience can show how salt years, and - it is1 probable that this, 
the savor.is of- others’-bread,- and-how funeral Wlll.be held' under thejausplces 
sad a path it Is to climb and descend of that bo4y. ' - . • ,
rinoUieis stalfs.^Dante. ... : ’ Mrs.'Foye Is wcll-knoWn.as a Splrlt-

It-ìs not UBtll-'we1 have passed through uallst, not only here( but in the East as 
flic furnace that,we are made to know , well. . She and her husband, came to; 
hnw inucti'^ross 'there' is in our coni-1 Seattle about eighteen months ago.—, 
j^tlon.-doltom' , I Seattle Post-Intelligencer, April 4.-

:Ä

the disembodied losei the memories of I', aid’ effort. Hence, the voice of spirit I earth, the Dr. said, who took money
earth life base it on the fact that mem- । 
ory is an attributeiof form, and is not 
transferable from one form to another. I 
That is quite true,.blit the flaw in their 
reasoning Ues In their losing sight of ■ 
the fact that .tlie soul or. ego embodied ' 
in a form of flesh Has at the same .time 
a spiritual or psychical body, which he 
uses and through ¿which he expresses 
himself as well as through the form of
flesh.

Our able auctioneer was a rising young : 
lawyer of this city. This auction netted 
the society .asnug little sum. ' j 

- One .of.-, the. features ; of ' the evening ; 
was a delightful supper prepared bÿ i 
the Ladles’- Club. All enjoyed the good 
things tp eat.and drink;- After the sup
per, both the young and the old, the 
so(t, brown silk locks,, and the gray, 

Igrlzzly hair and beard, enjoyed:them
selves ; In some old-fashioned games 
until the hands of the clock told us that 
the first of April was near. As the 
àù - revoirs • were said,, all expressed 
themselves as “hoping’that we would 
soon have another, for-we had such a 
good time:” • <■ . . ■ .

Sunday evening, April 2, Mrs., Prior 
delivered the anniversary lecture to a 
large and appreciative audience. A 
collection was taken 'tip for the 
National Association. ' . .

i You- will seè by_thfs that .the.Society, 
of Spiritual Sciénce’ïs,abreast with tlie 
times, and doing all it can for Spirit
ualism in: the South. \ -

We have a well-organized choir, and 
the Eadies’ Harmonlal Club Is doing an 
¡excellent. work; being'not only iri- 
¡terested' in helping, tlie society, but 
¡taking up, the ..HVJng questions tofvthe- 
iday and familiarizing'themselves 'with 
political and-sociab reforms.- .

' , Atlanta; . Ga; •• ^. . LOE,F. .PRIOR,’ *

Hè aloùe -is wise who catr accommo
date himêelf to ail the contingencies of 
life; bnt - tlie : fool contends and 
struggles ilike a swimmer against. t^ie

‘ tide.—From the Latin. ' ’

The old church,doctrine was that 
mortals acquire after death, Instead of 
the fleshly one, the spiritual body of 
which'Paul wroteVin-his first letter to 

¡the Corinthians. But the revelations of 
: Modern Spiritualism show that the •mis
understood statement of Paul, that 
there is. a spiritual body, is true; and 
that the soul here.-and now.expresses 

: itself through-tlie grosser form of flesh, 
and also through ajnpxe. ethereal form, 
which responds to a higher scale of vl- 

j bration than the depseroije can do. ■■■ 
■ The bony, more.espeeially the, brain, 
¡has a certain ftmopnt oriplastic power, 
• which enables it to’receive impressions 
made on It by passing events. We may 
use: this power economlwilly, but we 
cannot add. to it; ¡and 1t diminishes as 
old age advances. Early impressions 
are the most .vivid, though Special -cir- 
cumstancesmay make rt later one quite 
as vivid, and the fppresslpns are made 
in the order that; they iogcur. For in

; stance, if we recall ¿the ¡¿nemory' of a 
• friend; we are api;;to remember the last 
■tlme?we.saw hlm^.the last letter we re
ceived, then the phb before that, and 
so on. This Is sOpUnless^some extraor-'- 
dlnary incident ¡cpnneqtpd ' with him 
made so deep an impres^?11 ¿ft' the plas-' 
•tie brain that he ¡¿'{first .recalled in that 
special. environment}. When the brain 

|is- nd'.longer7mlaBtfc,-,ms Sometimes oc-' 
curs inextremO old'age, dr comes as tlie' 
¡result 'of disease iqr- injury, the-person 
remembers nohlohger the things^that

Cwisdom has always proclaimed, “Work wrung of heartaches from people who 
f out .your own salvation.” Were the | longed to see and hear from'their dead, 
¡entire Object ’ of our Spiritualism to “ ................ "
¡array such a combination. Of phenomena 
as would convince men of a. future life, 

• we might '.very, complacently relegate 
I the work and. responsibility to the 
'spirit“side Of life, with no sense of ob
ligation in the matter. Such seems to 
be the conclusion .reached by sùper- 
istltiòn. But the comprehensive view, 
thé One taken by. thirikérs' isf tfiat-.édù- 
catlon, culture, in thè broadest sense of 
ithose terms, is the great...purpose of _
I Spiritualism'. Thlft by no means'ex- .1. It is well known that Dr. Savage 
eludes or ..supersedes the fact of In-1 arid èVery inlhlster who occupies a'pu}- 

isplratïori, or.stimulation of the cultured pit fòr the'.preaching of the gospel as 
¡powers of man by. spirit Influence, Nor they understand and. believe it, each 
'does it leave out thé appropriate influ-d and all‘receive a regular stipend or sal
ience of the varlous forms OjFphenoine-; Lary for such . services,’ and are not 
■na.' ’They' ■are.’ jartlOt’ thè.' méariè by. 'ashamed to'accept and use'it for-their 
Iwhlhh the perfect- education is to,bed personal 'éomfoHs' and-the*- necessaries 
achieved.: But this view insists that no | of life. ■ ’ ;
amount of phenomena, with any degree . 2. ' Spiritualism is as much a religion 
’of inspiration short of miracle, càn.sup-Las any other religion now known; in’ 
¡ply the want of scientific scholarship, fact, it may be considered the religion 
•And as miracles are excluded frani of religions. The authorized version of 
Spiritualistic ' doctrine, we are com- the Scriptures is saturated with refer- 
pelied to affirm thè necessity òf educa- ences to spirit manifestations, and there

■ tion. -; ■ ...I . is no known religioni that has not been
I Spiritualism pre-eminently .demands [.based upon, or that does not in some 
scientific scholarship^ for ^ exposition' | ” ■ - ’’ ‘

bX™n ju^^^ one. can deny
i a? has made moW: rapid headway

• Matter. dPo we fini possesses more adh'erents in that
subtlety Of the energies working in and -Ô^obtataable

••through material substance'; Functions | n"1’ fowled« or outainame
: and uses are increased at every step Of

These were some of the things that 
stood in the way of Spiritualism.” 
' If the Doctor is correctly reported, it 
seems desirable In the interests Of Spir
itualism, and especially in behalf of ev
ery true medium, who devotes his or 
her time and attention to the cause, in 
whatever direction their gifts of medi
umship may lie, to correct the misap
prehension dr feeling ’ of prejudice 
■which the Rev. Doctor’s statement is 
likely to create.

wlthlh •'our',' knowledge or;. obtainable 
from the oldest and inost'complete his
tory of the world. -

. ••:..- i**-.'____ 5.

happen.,
i In accorflaneb tfith' ¿these natural 
¡facts, ft’, perstfn deprived of hlS' fleslily, 
;body. .would of course rein ember.noth-’ 
ing'of .fearthilife,’ provided'-that was'the? 
lonly l fortn 'hd’brt^ tfhlle here. * If ¿at 
'death. he, were - prbilded with another 
body. lnsteod of the'fleshly ohe,' then'of 
'ebnrse Ithe imiresy<fos' made’ on ’the 
physical; btAlnt'cbul^SaLbetratiSferfed 
to a hew form .’wiileh (Hid not; exist' be-; 
fore; or way af rate.mbt used. But

thé- evolutionary, process.’ ’And/- even , ,, „ , ,
when the BamO’elemehtaVy substance Is . ,®e*ng, -therefore, an. established 
used its refinement augments its uses, religión,with regularlyappolntedteach- Take tar E the phosphate of ,ers, Ministers or-riiedlums, possessing 
lirae.- From the rock it is conip'aratively ,var'oaS g'its’ ?■ t noF e<lua"y reason
inert inMts Influence upon vegetation, able.fór them to receive jemuiieratlon 
But takentfrbm..the tioneAof imlmals.it | tar. their .timé and services, to-,enable 
IS .a.most powerful1 agent of 'growthV. them tp purchase the comforts of life, 

 

hnd ;yet'.the chemist ■ can detect no- dlf-' I po'-jW1 ke°P¡: ,a h.Qme ■ over 
fereiice between them. Oxygen, hydro-1■jthBfche9& and. not become a charge 
ben, carbon and riltrpgen jibejtaiin ria- PPOfi.the.charity of any one?

ture, butlfis only when vegetation has 1 StLPaqLsays: If.we.have sown unto 
fcomblhefl i them that- they constitute , S-ou spiritual things, is it a great .thing 
protoplasm,’the life,- stuff of- thV unl- itiwe"shall reap your carnal things?" 
vérse. lArid It 1s‘órilyJwhen protoplasm'1 ’■ Hecwasta medium, with similar gifts 
has passed tbróhgn'thé alefeblcbt hW-q tdithbse-possessed by our medlutas of 
man diáéstloh^ibát naturell!etiiis thfei^-: to-day,'.>and which gifts ho exercised in 
from thatWílé énefgy,;whicli»pft’pelB thWda>s'a8 they.Me^xercJséd' in the

- .(Continued on:page.2.)., r 
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Is a development that leaves tlie poor 
wanderer a prey to them and to malig
nant spirits who delight to get control 
of a sensitive mind so that they can fill 
him with horrors and through that 
means scare others from going to the 
marriage supper to which tliey have 
been invited. And the fate of Von 
Marks Is such as the exercisers of the 
“black art” are working out for .them
selves. Every true developed medium 
brings powerful and loving spirits 
nearer the earth, who delight to save 
us from the control of such minds, and 
save them as far as .possible from the - 
result which would otherwise follow, 
because the most exalted regard sin as 
a disease. : ■' •

However, we must yet be on the 
qul vlve and sometimes, like Lot leav
Ing Sodom, not dare to look back to the 
¡condition from which we are escaping, 
and at all costs escape from the In

-fluence ,of some people; and, it is no 
•wonder that Jesus sald“you must hate” 
.(temporarily) your dearest and nearest 
¡according to fleshly ties when, they un- 
’wi'ttlngly become the agents-'of dark- ■ 
ness and with the best Intentions ac
cording to their light. And although it 
is an expression not to be literally ac
cepted, it contains a world of wisdom: ' 
“Hell is paved with good intentions.” 

■■ Passing from, the discussion of this 
most important question as it is shown 
to . me, our spirit friends’want to ¿all: 
bur attention to the fact-that neither- 
the affections nor Intellect can be sat-j 
Isfied, nor can the clear trulb-«ver be \ 
revealed to'.us until that form of me
diumship be established when we can 
meet them and talk to them just as one • 
man talks to another without subjec
tion on eithel’ side (to-day it is frequeht- 
ly the spirit, that is subjected) and it be 
said of us .without exaggeration wo 
“talk to God face to fade.” In early 
times the only form of communication 
possible was by complete subjectivity; 
and their by symbol partially revealing; 
the message. Thore has nt every spirit- ■ 
ual-awakening been a-nearer approach 
to the clear expression, the “impassable 
gulf”-Is getting narrower. It will ulti
mately be bridged, and then the way- , 
faring man though a fool shall not err 
therein. We have not. arrived at our 
goal, and among our psychics; the 
ability 'to-.“stand tlie storm” when. 
powerful Influences- tiro about us With
out being completely under control ■

i. (Continued on page 7.)
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INJURIOUS SORROW. AT THE POORHOUfjE DOOR.EVOLUTION
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THe Réügion.of.Not a Supposition Merely^ 
, But a Fact.
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Evolution is a fact. It means that 
there has been a process of change In 
which there has been continuity of life, 
that the hlgherforms have been evolved 
from the lower ones, the higher Intelll- 
gencles from those more simple. In a 
general way evolution was believed and 
taught twenty-five centuries ago. It 
has been held by many In every age 
from the days of the Ionian philoso
phers until now.

A popular Idea that evolution is à the
ory which originated with Darwin Is 
wholly without foundation. “The Ves- 

,tlges of Creation (which was written by 
Robert Chambers, a Spiritualist) pre
ceded Darwin’s “Origin of Species” sev
eral years. , .

Emerson was an advocate of evolu
tion fifty years ago. Evolution was 
taught by Darwin’s grandfather, Eras
mus Darwin, both in his prose and po
etical works. It was taught by Geoff
rey St. Hilaire in opposition to the 
te)ichings of Cuvier. Laingrck had 
very definite Ideas of evolution and his 
work 'had, sl'ientifle value, there-being 
to-day a tendency to go'liaek to, some of 
his eliaraeterlstlc -vlewg-lh-regard to the 
subject. 4 . - ' ;

Goethe had a-definito idea ofeyblu-; 
tion, including the development of jnan 
from animal forms of life below him. 
The claim,'therefore, that Darwin or 
that anybody else in the last half of the 
present century first gave -to the world 
the conception of evolution is without 
any basis in fact. -

- Darwin’s contribution to- the theory of, 
evolution was the principle of natural 
selection. This even was also discov
ered by Wallace, and, Indeed^ was 
taught before either Darwin or Wallace, 
was born; but to Darwin belongs the 
great credit of having dearly discerned 
the principle and supported it by an ar-, 
ray of evidence such as eould have been 
commanded by no other man, elther-lff 
his time or before -he lived. Dartyln; 
also, did more than any other man to. 
discover facts and to bring together- 
proofs in support of the conception of 
evolution, which before him had beep,, 
to a considerable extent, uusustalned 
by scientific proofs well verified. • À

There are those who to-day still call, 
in question the reality of evolution, 
claiming that it is mere hypothesis, up- 
supported by facts and not in accord 
with what Is known of human history1,; 
It is, however, mostly a question of 
knowledge and not merely opinion. It 
is'all very well for mere theorlzers and 
Bpeeullsts, who have no knowledge of , 
science to deny evolution and to substi
tute for it some mere fancy of their 
own, but those who are competent to 
form a judgment upon this subject con
cur in the view that life on this planet 
has been differentiated and evolved, the 
higher from the lower forms, the com
plex from the more simple.

There Is a vast amount of evidence 
cumulative in Its nature, and the argu
ment for evolution amounts almost to a 
positive demonstration. The facts of 
embryology, the facts of homology, the 
facts In regard to rudimentary struct
ure, all combine to prove the theory of 
evolution. Even paleontology, which a 
few years ago was cited against the 
theory, now confirms It; for many of 
the alleged "missing links” have been 
discovered and others are being found 
from year to year in such numbers as 
to destroy the force of the objections 
urged against the-fh<5ory on this ground. 
There is not an Argument worthy of.thè 
name which can be adduced against the
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OCR PREMIUMS.
In compliance with the Divine Plan 

which we Inaugurated two years ago, 
the profits of this office have to a 
certain extent
Flowed Back Into the Pockets 
of our subscribers. Many hundreds of 
dollars have been thus expended, and 
the result has been most gratifying. 

'Thousands of books of great literary, 
historical, spiritual and occult value 
have been sent out at less by far

' Than the Actual Cost*
to enrich the minds of the various 
readers, as well as to grace the shelves 
of their libraries. We have been in
strumental In laying the substantial 
foundation for spiritualistic libraries in 
thousands of homes, which otherwise 
would never have heard of Ghost Land 
or Art Slagle, and this has been accom-. 
pllshed by only the expenditure of a 
few cents on the part of those who de-
aired the premiums. >

tures. This work consists of 820 
closely printed pages—a valuable book 
indeed. But that is not all. Connected 
And bound therewith is a second book 
that should be in every library, and 
be haiidy for reference at any time. 
We allude to

The Hull-Covert Debate, 
for which there has been an immense 
demand. The two combined make a 
book of nearly 500 pages, and the price 
to the trade will be $2.00.

In order that those who subscribe 
now for The Progressive Thinker can 
get. the "Occult Life of Jesus of 
Nazareth" (Including “The Hull-Covert 
Debate”) and Art Magic,. we place the 
former on the premium list now, 
although it will not be ready for de
livery until about June 1.
Take Notice of the Terms:

conception of the evolution of the high
er from the lower ’ organic structure. 
All the evidence that the case adinlts'df 
in the present state of knowledge goes 
to sustain the theory. There is not a 
leading zoologist living who does not 
accept evolution In some form or other. 
It is taught In colleges and universities, 
where a few years ago it was rank her
esy. The idea is not only universal 
among men of science. It pervades gen
eral literature and works of fiction and 
books of travel; in fact, literary produc
tions of every class, if not written from 
the standpoint of evolution, are more 
or less dominated by the thought and 
method. •••

Of course, there is a psychical or spir
itual as well as a material side to evolu
tion. Evolution Is a process. The word 
indicates how present forms of life 
have come into being. It does not ex
plain, the reason why, nor explain the 
underlying principle.

Doubtless many who have encour
aged the theory of evolution have ig
nored the principle which vivifies every 
form and without which there could be 
no growth and evolution, no change 
even. The process has been in accord
ance with law, and the law has been 
the.expression of that Universal Being,, 
of which all material forms are but phe
nomenal manifestations.

The evolution of mind has gone on 
correspondingly with the evolution of 
organic structure. This has led mate 

- rialists to assume the dependence of 
mind upon body, but there Is no such 
dependence.

We only know mind and material 
form as concomitants and evidently the 
bodily structure is an expression of that 
jvhicii is deeper and more abiding, the 
real living being.

When an attempt Is made to ascer
tain the origin of the individual 
minds of course there is little else than 
speculation; for whether it Is assumed 
that the human spirit is a spark from 
the infinite, that it has existed in an in- 
dlvlduallzed (dr unindividualized) form 
from all eternity and will exist to all 

■ eternity, or that the human spirit by-

We now take great pleasure in an
nouncing a

NEW PREMIUM
for the coming year, which commences 
June 1st, and at that time, or a little 
before, ¿this extraordinary work will 
make its appearance. It Is entitled

“THE OCCULT LIFE OF
JESUS OF NAZARETH.”

It Is Interesting, Fascinating and 
Astounding In Its Reve

’ ' lation, 
and It will attract fully, as much In
terest and win us high appreciation as 
Ghbst'Lan4anff:Art;MaSc,,.'Thte'ivotlt,'

“The Occult Life of Jesus.of Naza
reth” (and the Hull-C6vert Debate) and 
Art Magic will be furnished until June

Uke Ghost . Land and Art ;^agic, was 
putrtls.hOJl'.'many years/ago, / and’ after- 
a few.copies were sold, the-plates were 
destroyed In.,the great Chlcago Flre, 
and thus the publication has quietly 
slumbered until resurrected, as It were,- 
by The’ Progressive Thinker, for the 
purpose of printing fresh editions to go 
forth to its thousands of readers to in
terest and instruct. The medium 
through whom this remarkable book 
was written was Alexander Smyth, and 
the spirits who controlled him were

Saul and Judas,
who returned to earth to give a true 
version of the “Occult Life of Jesus.” 
They trace his life from infancy until 
the time of his crucifixion, throwing a 
most wonderful flood of light upon his 
remarkable career, which differs very 
widely from that given in the Scrip-

some means came into existence at a 
' certain time, and, though subject tem

porarily to /material’ conditions, will 
' persist freed from them,—whatever be
. assumed or claimed, there can be no 
actual proof in regard to -the subject 
and men will teach such theories bn 
these points as are most in harmony 
-with their education or predilections. •

What we do know with' reasonable 
certainty is the conclusion- arrived at 
by the scientific method' that this earth 

. was once Incapable of supporting or
ganic life, that life appeared first in its 
lowest forms, and-that since then there 

’ has been a continual development, the 
' higher form? coming later, until man, 

appeared to.crown-the entire work.
Now evolution does not manifest it- 

■ self by -producing beings higher than 
man, but by raising him to greater in- 
tcllectual and moral heights. To evo
lution, now’ln the domain of the human 
mind, there is practically no end.

Orthodox Christians even, these days, 
claim -to be evolutionists, but they are 

• generally disinclined, to extend the the
ory beyond this sublunary sphere.- 
Their absurd doctrine of a fixed heaven 

; and hell is quite contrary to evolution
ary thought, more in accord with which 
is the belief of the Spiritualists that the 
human ipind after physical dissolution 
continues the process of growth and ex- 
'pansfon. of development and progress 
which characterized the early biological 
■history of this planet.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Though^W$lhy of Serious 
Consideration.

. I ■ in...
There exlfcts An inexplicable sym

pathy or telepathy between incarnate 
and decarnnted souls that binds them 
to-ope anotller anti -causes them to suf
fer or thrllbin conimou. If a mortal be 
Involved iu'ltroubl&ior overwhelmed in 
grief the sfjirit that Is associated in 
thought with such feeling is drawn into 
company with the>ihourner and is sim
ilarly cast ddwn.'-'tThe reverse is true 
to such extent thafhve are, if sensitive 
or sympatliiftitv bitten unable to account 
foiva suditeif rush of emotion that 
either elates or saddens us without any 
apparent or immediate cause. For the 
welfare and happiness of all, the facts 
of associated feeling between the living 
and dead shoulddbe thoroughly com
prehended, and wo'should try and gov
ern ourselves in a reasonable manner 
that will not entail misery needlessly 
upon others; more especially if they 
have passed beyond our visible domain 
and have not the’ power to protest in 
theli- own behalf. .'Nothing Is more mis
chievous or hurtful to a departed spirit 
than to have its friends overwhelmed 
with grief and spend the time in heart
breaking sighs and gloomy mourning. 
No thoroughly well-informed or well- 
balanced person will do this. When. I 
hear of a person dying of grief for some 
lost one, I feel rebellious against the 
false education that has misled him. I 
care not how close the tie that has been 
severed—if it be mother, wife, or child, 
a true Spiritualist will not weep his 
heart out because the departed has 
gone earlier, on the journey.

Since the new dispensation of Spirit
ualism has made it possible to com
municate with - our-friends deceased, 
there has been continual chiding on 
their part for oub. needless mourning 
and regret; not because it is needless or 
irremediable,' but because it causes 
them great suffering and pain. This 
has, been reiterated again and again, 
and they exhort the living, If they love 
them, to cease Borrowing, because it 
affects the. departed ones most in
juriously. Every tear that is shed is a 
weight upon them pulling them down.

There is no time that true Spiritual
ists can show the World the consolation 
and value of their faith more than 
when they bury tile body of their loved 
one. They have a great opportunity to 
make a favorable contrast between that 
doubt and agony, caused by the false or 
ignorant teachings; of dogmatic the
ology that throws-the somber habili
ments of woe over - the second birth, 
and the refulgent.usun of death that 
lightens the soul td>a higher destiny.

ItDs a serious question if the most 
genuine grief.ip nob Wholly a product of 
selfishness; nn burcyy pot for 'the fate 
of the deceased,’ Blit because of our 
own deprivation and personal loss.

1st for 50 cents, when ordered with a 
yearly subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. Both books are elegantly 
bound in the highest style of the art, 
neatly printed on fine paper, and will 
be an ornament to any library. The 
price of theBame to the trade is $3.50.

The Three Books,
The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 

(including The Hull-Covert Debate), 
Art Magic and Ghost Land, three large 
volumes (price $5 when sold to the 
trade), will be furnished for $1 In con
nection with each yearly subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker; making 
only $2 for these threq books, and th®, 

‘papet—another • illustration''.bf ' the 
DIVINE PLAN,. y-’’’‘J- ':

This offer will only hold’good until' 
June 1st After that time Art Magic 
will be withdrawn as a premium, to 
give-place alone to the “Occult Life of 
Jesus.” . .

Take Due Notice.
A year’s subscription to The Pro

gressive Thinker must accompany all 
the orders for the books, and no atten
tion whatever will be paid to requests 
to modify the rule. The fact that you 
had just subscribed for the paper (and 
thousands have) and did not know of 
this- offer, we wish to state that it will 
be inexpedient for us to change our 
plan and do business otherwise. Each 
one, whether on our subscription list or 
not, when desiring the above books, 
must send a year’s subscription. There 
will be no deviation from this rule.

W; E. Robinson Stands by 
His Guns.

To the Editor:—It was my intention 
to discontinue my replies to any more 
criticisms of my book?"or myself. But 

.In looking over your issue of April 8,. I 
observe both a letter and a sort of 
“defi’t from Mr. W. L. Gage. Should I 
allow"thls to go unchallenged, I am 
afraid I would be accused of a back- 
ddwn, and therefore hasten to prove it 
otherwlser .

Mr. Gage says: “But to Mr. Robin
son’s bluff, that no slate-writing medi
um will ever produce a successful test 
in my presence, under test conditions.’ " 
Now this is no bluff, as Mr. Gage re
marks, but a candid statement, which I 
am willing to abide by. Let Mr. Gage 
make arrangements with the Schultz 
Brothers, to give in my presence the 
same test given to Mr. Morris for Dr. 
Comfort, and I will keep my end of the 
engagement He states if I will ex
plain 'or duplicate the test by trickery, 
he will purchase 500 copies of my book. 
That means $500. Now all I ask of Mr. 
Gage is to get Dr. Comfort to seal and 
prepare the identical slates'in exactly 
the same manner as he did for Mr. Mor
ris, no harder, no easier, exactly the 
same. Send them to me by express, 
and. in a short time I will return them 
in apparently the same condition, and 
with writing upon interior. And such 
being the case, Mr. Gage is not to buy 
500 copies of my book, as that would be 
putting money in my pocket, and as I 
stated before, I am not in this contro
versy for money’s sake, I propose he 
hand over $500 to The Progressive 
Thinker to go to some beneficial charity 
afterwards ' voted • on. Should the 
Schultz Brothers give me a successful 
test Ln. my presence, with my slates pre
pared as those of Dr. Comfort, I. will 
give as much money to any Spiritual
istic -charity as Mr. Gage will give 
should they hot be successful.

I hope Spiritualists will see me in my 
true light. Not a bluffer, as Mr. Gage 
says, but an earnest investigator, will
ing to acknowledge a truth when he 
sees it, and courageous enough to de
nounce fraud whenever, wherever and 
by whomever' perpetrated. What a 
sensible, bold and truthful Jetter “Sa
lem, writes. Spiritualists should read it 
well and commit it to memory, and 
then try and live up to it Hoping.this 
will be the last time I am compelled to 
rush into print, I am,

W. El ROBINSON.

Every man has freedom to do all that 
he wills, provided that he infringes not 
the Orfiial freedom of any other man.— 
Herbert Spencer. ■ - -

There is aqjtjier (r|nd of grief that I 
conjecture does not affect a spirit very 
disastrously because of its hypocrisy.

Let me In there, Mr. Peeper, for I'm
• feeble and I'm old;

Oh, sir, please do, Mr. Keeper, for I’m 
turned out in the cold.

Yes, I’ve children who have plenty, but, 
sir, that is naught to me.

For I'm old and they say "childish”— 
kind o’ queer sir, don't you see.

Arid they closed their doom upon me, 
sir, those babies all of mine, 

Because I’m old and childish; because 
I’m in decline.

Let me in, for I must slumber, I must 
rest this breaking heart,

I must soon forget my sorrow or my 
soul and form will part.

The world knows all my trouble, for It 
is the old, old song,

I was all right till they married, and 
just then I was all wrong. '

So they closed their doors upon me, sir, 
those babies all of mine, -

Because I’m old and childish; because 
I’m ip decline.

This dear old dog beside me, sir, must 
be admitted too,

He’s all the friend that’s left me, he's 
the only one that’s true,

And he’s old and weak and homeless, 
sir, and childish, just as I,

And with him I plead for shelter .and a 
quiet place to die, - .

For they closed their doors upon us, 
those babies all of iplne,

Because we’re old and childish; because 
we’re in decline;

Oh, please, kind keeper, won't you just 
open wide rhe-door? .

For justice I’m not pleading, but for 
mercy I Implore.

My cause is just, God knows, sit, above 
the heart of man;

A mother’s love is justice, sir, upon the 
highest plan. ■

Though they closed their doors upon 
me, those dear babies all of mine,.

Yet they cannot close their spirits 
'gainst a mother's love divine.

I’ll forgive them up In heaven, I will be 
Where’er they roam,

And when they are old and childish, 1'11 
prepare their spirit home.

I must go now, sir—no, thank you—for 
I hear the angels call;

Be good to my old Carlo—I forgive 
them—that is all.

■And the doors of heaven opened for 
a soul that was divine,

And a mother’s sunlike spirit entered 
there In love to shine.

Oh, how (often has been acted in the 
dramatof this life,

This cruel/heartless feeling towards a 
mother, for a wife, '

Towards a mother, for a husband, when 
In passion people wed.

They forget those loving touche? that 
once soothed the baby head,

And they drive that mother, pleading, 
to a common poor-house door,

Like a dog to die of -hunger, when her 
usefulness is o’er.

DR. T. WILKINS.

It is common to these vain and weak- 
minded people thoteseize the occasion 
of a funeral too make an ostentatious 
display of their shoddy mourning, and 
try to impress thebcoinpany with how 
much their heart iadbroken. I smile as 
there comes Ito my itnlnd tliq funeral of 
a man whose- better Ijalf- had never 
been conspicuously affectionate to
wards him. uDurlngrthe progress of the 
obsequies she became wildly frantic 
and was wlthidlffioalty prevented from 
throwing 'herself frdm the carriage on 
the way to the grawe yard. Her pro
fuse exclamations rang out discordant
ly and struck the ear with harrowing’ 
loudness. Weill in Jess than six months 
she was—married.

It is a curious fact that a knowledge 
that moprning affects the dead, was 
prevalent in Scotland long prior to the 
advent of Modern Spiritualism. In the 
Waverly novels, in the eleventh letter 
of Red Gauntlet, Scott has a note In 
which lie says: "The belief was gen
eral throughout Scotland that excessive 
lamentation over tlie loss of friends dis
turbed the repose pi the dead and broke 
even the rest of the grave. I heard an 
Instance of a Highland lady who had 
lately been left a widow and.1 who. was 
charged with the guardianship of her 
only "child. The young man had an ex
treme propensity for a military life, to 
which the mother was much opposed. 
But she was at length persuaded to 

. compromise the matter with her son by 
permitting him to attach himself to a

SPIRITUALISM.
(Continued from page 1.)

CEIJESTI/VL DYNftMIGS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetfo 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE author OF «the LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LANh 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETO.

A magnificent and complete .course of Astro-metaphysical study, em» 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics" a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under* 
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for. a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And- those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies. •

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seeh
light. For sale at this office.

MOST WONDERFUL IÖOIS.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

that in the accepted records they are 
described as miracles. •

Of course a? the Rev. Doctor says, it 
is true that there are dishonest practi
tioners who find it profitable to trade 
upon the credulity of the people, fre
quently under the good name and repu
tation of well known and time honored 
mediums; and I may venture to say 
that no class of persons bo thoroughly 
deplores the fact as Spiritualists them
selves. ■-.

, But, remember there are black sheep 
In every flock. .

If the authorized version of the 
Scriptures is accepted as true by the 
various religious denominations of our 
day, then the teachings and statements 
of St Paul to the Corinthians are true 
where he defines the different gifts of
mediumship as they are to-day. 
I. Cor., 12: 4 to 11/

And surely, our brethren of 
other churches will not deny 
Christ appeared to his disciples

(See

A History of the ’Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined Opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every : 
community.. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science.

“The magnum opus of the eminent ex-Prepident of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of ever-advancing human thought. 
The work is the.masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world now stand in the religio-scientific conflict. It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.”—Chicago 
Tribune.

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks, science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and go interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained.' Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
an absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments."— 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject. It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone. ”—Boston . 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of .prime importance is the appearance of *A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.1”-—Philadelphia Press; ■

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars.
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THf. LIGHT OF EGYPT,”
OB THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STARS. ;

> A

Commending a Worthy Worker.
To the Editor:—Please grant the 

undersigned a little space in your truly 
progressive paper that we may call the 
attention of Spiritualists outside of our 
narrow comer of the world, and of 
others also, who may desire to invests 
gate the claims of Spiritualism, to- Mrs. 
Levi Wood, of South’Haven, Mich., a 
reliable medium, a worthy member of 
the Spiritualist society of that place, 
and also of the community there in 
which site has long resided. '

For years Mrs. Wood has been an In
defatigable, though an unpretending 
worker In the cause she loves, both as 
a psychometfist ami test medium; serv
ing acceptably not only her people at 
'home,' but often driving in company 
with her husband, to other points, to 
assist and encourage such as desire to 
band themselves together in the noblest 
cause the world has known. And 
especially is this true regarding our 
little Society at Riverside, In whose 
meetings she and her husband' often 
appear as most welcome guests. Not
withstanding Mrs. W.’s ability to enter
tain the people, she has never sought 
through the press, or otherwise, except 
in the exercise of her gift, to gain pub
lic attention, preferring the privacy of 
her home rather than the disturbed, 
condition of society without And yet’ 
comparatively secluded as has been her 
life and work, she is not without wit
ness as to the good she has.wrought in 
our midst; for many are ready to attest 
that through her instrumentality they 
have been led from the fear that has 
torment to a joyful acceptance of the 
ministration of spirits.

Mrs. W.’s undoubted honesty of pur
pose as well as her genial and kindly 
disposition, command the rebpect of all, 
not only bf her own faith, but of sec
tarians ns well; and many an one of the 

‘ latter has been enabled, through her 
tests, to exchange the sackcloth of 
mourning for the garments of rejoicing.

One thus favored by the spirit world, 
and therefore so capable of comforting 
the mourner and feeding those who ; 
languish for th© truth, should be more 
widely known and her sphere of useful
ness thereby enlarged. For this reason 
It is deemed but just that her friends 
speqk for her in a public manner a- 
word of commendation, and thus ?how 
forth their appreciation of a sincere 
and . worthy worker in the cause of 
truth. ' 8. P. MERRIFIELD

; - and others.

- IJils crucifixion when they were assem
bled in an upper chamber holding their 
spiritual meeting •with closed doors In 
the evening, as recorded In St John 
xx:19-30. I can mention scores of other 
instances from different parts of the 
scriptures where the spirits of the 
departed have materialized and made 
themselves manifest. What was possi
ble in those days is equally possible 
now, '

While I have the almost unspeakable 
pleasure of possessing some of the gifts 
of mediumship, I am not before _the 
public as a medium and cannot there
fore be accused of any unworthy mo
tive in my present remarks. My pro
fessional duties prevent me for a time 
devoting my services to the cause, in 
that direction.

Nevertheless it is my daily pleasure^ 
to converse with my own loved .ones 
and others who have passed on tq4he 
higher -life, and frequently to speak 
with them In full materialized form. 
It has also been my good fortune to be 

. present at meetings or seances where 
five or six materialized friends have 
been~present in the room at one time, 
conversing with their friends, and the 
medium was drawn ont of the cabinet 
into the parlor entranced. On one oc
casion literary visitors were present, 
who had come specially from Europe to 
witness and investigate these marvel
ous phenomena.

These materializations /do not all 
come from the cabinet, but frequently 
from the ceiling, from the floor in full 
view of the audience, sometimes' be
hind the chairs of the circle, and often 

, by the side of the writer.
One of the mediums whose seances I 

have, regularly attended for some years 
has been before the public for nearly 
fifty yeaiy, teaching the truths of Spir
Itualism and demonstrating its varied 

.phenomena. The audiences have In
eluded ministers and priests of almost 
every religion from various parts of the 
globe, also scientists, philosophers, law
yers and doctors. In all the seances; 
that I have attended some members of 
the audience have received communi
cations from, while others have been 
able to converse with their departed 
friends personally while th full materi
alized form. Of course there have been 
and ever will be skeptics who are al-, 
ways ready to, attribute dishonesty , or 
trickery to such manifestations, as in 
the case of Thomas Didymus before re
ferred to in .St John xx:19-3O. But 
when I state that the. mediums.I refer 
to (and the only ones ! know of in this 
respect) do not confine themselves to 
seances in their parlors, but are always 
ready to’hold seances, in. the private 
home of any patron where it must be 
well known that no means for trickery 
can exist it must be apparent to all 
honest-minded people that the motives 
of such mediums-are pure, and sincere 
to the fullest extent of truth. . - . .

. Very Respectfully, 
J. KNAPTON THOMPSON.

117 West 34th Streefi~Now-Tbrk. '....

Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings,

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly 
original. _

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy that cannot be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mysteries of man upon every 
plane of his existence, both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secret and Qccult mysteries of Astrology are revealed and explained 
for the first time, it is. affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

, An effort is made to show that the Science of the Soul and the Science

military company a? a cadet, which did 
not involve the danger of foreign serv
ice; and with the further advantage 
that one of the captains of the regiment 
was a near and most highly esteemed 
relative of hers. It transpired, how
ever, that this men's company was 
called out to quell a local trouble, and 
in the encounter her relative was killed. 
The lady was greatly shocked by this 
mjsfortune and more than ever was dis
inclined to submit the life of her only 
son to such disastrous chances as are 
associated with a military career. In 
tills undecided state she was ever re
minded of Sind lamenting her relative. 
She lived in the pity of Edinburgh, in 
the second story <5f a residence flat, and 
had arranged to. take her tea each 
evening with; thp family <on. the first 
floor. The door ofher room opened 
Into a dark hall that led below. One 
evening she opened, this door to go 
down, when to her horror there stood 
before her the form of her deceased 
relative attired in', his full uniform. 
Terrified at what she saw, she closed 
the door hastily and iell upon her knees 
by a chain and fervently prayed to -be 
delivered from the memory of such a 
vision. Presently, regaining her calm
ness of mind, she again opened the door 
only to be again confronted by the ap
parition, and this..'time;his face was 
covered with blood‘Rowing from what 
had been his deathpwound. She gave 
a loud sereamand jell heavily to the 
floor in a swoon.', i^er friends below, 
startled by ttm. fiolsg, hastened to-her 
assistance, amT alarmed at the con
dition in whijjli they^found her placed 
her In bed and administered soothing 
restoratives. iNo soojier had they left 
her in quiet .tiian the. apparition of the 
soldier was qgaifi visible. This time 
she took courage and^aid: ‘In the name 
of God, Donajd,j Whyt do you haunt one 
who so respected mid esteemed you 
while living's To which he replied: 
‘Dear cousin, 0\yhy did you not speak 
sooner? My rest is disturbed by your 
unnecessary ¿^ment.qtion—your tears 
scald me in mjj shroito. I came to tell 
you that my untimely death ought to 
make no dlffqrjjnce Ja your views for 
your son; God,/will.jaise patrons to 
supply my plage,, and,your son will live 
to the fullness of years and die honored 
and at peace.’ Saying this the appa
rition dissolved away. The lady fol
lowed the advice and what was pre
dicted subsequently!3proved' true.’.’

How many are '“scalded in their 
shroud” by the profusion of hot tears 
that are shed in valh for any benefit 
It would seem that the influence of an 
enlightened" age would banish the 
foolish burial customs 'tliat superstition 
and precedent hnVe fastened -upon us. 
But never will th® soul-degrading sor
rows of death ^thatbdost- their baleful 
shadows upon a benighted world be 
lifted until the facte-and philosophy of 
Spiritualism be.-received and appre
ciated. H. MURRAY.

Elkhart Ind. - . >

of
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the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise Thi Onb Grand Scdsnoi
Life. . . ,. ,

The following are among the claims made for the work by its friends:
To the Spiritual investigator this book is indispensable.
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will

prove in real truth “a guide, philosopher and friend.” ’
To the Occultjt will supply the mystic key for which he has been so 

long earnestly seeking.
To the Astrologer it will become a “divine revelation of Science." 

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and instructive work.”—Mrs. Emma Hardinge 

Britten. ,
“A work of remarkable ability and interest”—Dr. J. R. Buchanan.
«A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly interesting work. * * * It 

is more dear and intelligible than any other work - on like subjects."—Mr. 
J. J. Morse.

“A careful reading of The Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of 
a new sect in Occultism, which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtile delusive dogmas of Karma and Re-incarnation.”—New York 
Times. ’ • • . : '

. "“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol-. 
ars interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in such 
plain and simple style as to be within the easy comprehension * * * of 
any cultivated, scholarly reader.”—The Chicago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book, the author certainly presents a theory of 
first causes which is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers’ attention 
and to excite much reflection.”—Hartford Daily Times.

- “Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or the philosophy of the . 
Orient from a,Western standpoint, this is a remarkable production.”—The 
Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City). . •

“This work, the result of years of research and study, will undoubtedly 
create a profound sensation throughout the philosophic world. ”—The Detroit^ 
Commercial Advertiser. ■ . ~

“It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. * * * Itisabook- 
entirely new in its scope and must excite wide attention."—The Kansas City 
Journal. ’ ■ r w x f .

Beautifully- printed and illustrated on paper manufactured for tiffs 
special purpose, with illuminated and extra heavy cloth binding. v

Price reduced to Two Dollars. For Sale at This Office. .

JOYS BEYOND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The To-morrow of 
J Death. Interesting, instructive, ¡spiritual, fascinating. Will bring joy to 
thousands. By Louis Figuier. Price $1.25. .... ;
LANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.. ., ,•;: •
LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Hlustrated witti views of the old Paine home

stead and Paine Monument at New Roclielle. By the editor of the
National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, doth; i 5 cents.

LIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description 0!
Locallfana, EmploymentB, 'Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, 

through Mina M. T. Shelhanier._ Price, cloth, 11.00

“Tallcyrantrd Lcttcr to the Pope” win 
be’ found especially-interesting, toall 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and-the Bible, The/historic 
facta-ho states, and his keen, scathing 
review of. Romish ■ Ideas and practices 
should be read by alt Sold at this of
fice." Pf ice 25’cente. , .

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecturer,-.and these 'three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertlnept to the 
Jubilee'of Modern Spiritualism,, are 
well worthy of being preserved In this 
tasty form, in print Price, 85 cents. 
For sale at this office. ' -

; ‘ ■ — i ' ■ - ) • ' '
•■Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 

Hughes." A tasty, beautiful and ' ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage- ceremony,-marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln- 
tetry. Price $L For sale at this office.



HEAVEN: WHAT ftND WHERE IS IT?
Y ' ----------------------- ' t • '
-By Rev. Wm. H. Meisse, Spirit, Through Rev. Q. C. Love> 

Medium.

the grave until the great judgment day, 
thus making it utterly impossible for■ / Quitting the realm of spirit, for that

'' fea^thatiTfor the accomplishment of God to jfudge them uut’ll that judgment 
some’ good to the people of tbe material u — "

Years have passed and gone since I, 
a minister of the great M. E. Church, 
preached to an anxious people the gos
pel of eternal life from &e standpoint 
of Methodism and speculative theology.

Time and-lts changes in my early 
manhood, anil Its ministrations, found 
me in the city of Portland, Oregon, 
where I met with him whose powers I 
now control to write these lines.

In meeting him I learned to love him 
with stronger ties,Jfian that of ordinal y 
friendship. We seemed to be of kin
dred spirits, that drew us closer to
gether us the days went by, until we 
in spirit at least were inseparable.

Many were the strange things he used 
to tell me qf what he had witnessed, 
that at that time seemed to me . were 

' either of tbe supernatural, or the fan
. cies of a disordered brain. • .

I learned to watch my new-found 
friend and brother in his dally walk of 
life, to see if perchance there was not 
something, that would prove to me the 

. fact that lie was not leading the life of 
a true Christian. But in that I was

day is come."
What scales were lifted from my 

■> eyes as this strange voice speaking 
I, ; through my friend, revealed to me the 

fact that theology, speculative theology, 
was a contradiction of Itself, and could 
not stand the light of Investigation, and 
how foolish I had been that I had not 
seen the absurdity of theological teach
ings before this, as it seemed so plain

doomed to disappointment. *
- I inquired of the brethren and the sls- 

; tors, and then even went to those -who
were not Christians in their beliefs, to 
see if they could tell me of anything In 
his life that was not in accord with a 

\ true Christian life and character, but 
' . was always promptly met with an em- 

V phatlc "No."
Sometimes there was a spirit of re- 

J sentment in the answer to my questions 
\ in tills line, so highly did they esteem 
t the brother for his kindly words and 
\ flrm devotion to right living.
\ ' It need not be considered as very 

' strange then, if under conditions like
these, I became more and more at
tached to him as the days went by.

He it was who broke to me the real 
bread of life eternal^ijaklng me know 

• there was a life after the so-called 
• death, and in doing so, prepared me 
i ' for the many changes I met in reaching

to me now.
But the strange voice continued,:
“One of your theological teachings 

must fall. Which one shall it be?”
I pondered a moment, then said: 
“Take away the long, almost unend

ing darkness of. the tomb. There is so 
much of dread, so dark, so gloomy 
seems the grave awaiting-the blowing 
of the trumpet for. that last great day, 
that if, as I now see, one of the theo
ries of speculative tlieolpgy must fall, 
let it be the one that holds the horrors 
of the long imprisonment in the grave, 
but leave me heaven.”

Brighter grew the halo around my 
earth-friend as the sweet toned musical 
voice continued: . .

"Child of earth, you have at last re
alized the downfall of one of the pet 
theories of speculative theology. But 
your prayer now is, (hat the other 
should remain. Do you still ask, 
What and where is heaven?” a

My reply was: “If there Is a heaven, 
yes. But I pray you, do not tell me, 
there is no heaven." •

Then like the far-away tinkling of 
the sweetest silver bells, the strange 
musical voice continued:

“Heaven is not far away, and its joys, 
its beauties, are found in the hunian 
soul. You found them in the dally walk 
of him through whom I am now speak
ing, and because he possesses heaven, 
and 'heaven possesses him, you speak of 
his face, his happy, contented dlsposi-
tlon as ‘heavenly.’ .

“Think not, kind sir, that because I 
have said of him, that he has been par
taker of, and had come In contact with 
heaven Itself, that we have taken him

and I saw many of my friends of other 1 they are advancing •£
days who had crossed the river of spiritual progress^ aid
death, who, praise to the gospel of eter- them. A spirituhl chdfcth, Wlere spun, 
nal life, and contrary to the teachings life Is demonstrated and they'who-have < 
of speculative theology, were living In passed to the excarnaied IJfP way M 
the kingdom called heaven. . . communicated wi h, IsHt puWic demand

They gave me smiles and words of and will aeconiplislqigreatoCesults to , 
recognition, until they faded-away In ward destroying errot-and reforming 
the distance singing, “We’ll never say humanity. A church tWijklnd will 
good-bye in heaven.” • be an advance-and purely i-we deshe

The halo and glory of the spirit world, progress. Let us noturetardmny possi- 
too, faded away, but the face of my bllity of progress by cUlms fpr an ulti- 
friend was shining, It seemed to me, I mate as the only system nve will ad- 
with a brighter halo than ever, but my here. Progress is Peeessarily blow 
spiritual eyes had been opened, and I and must be carefully itiouilulled, jatliei 
could behold its brightness without .than rudely forced, j't 
shrinking. I Let churches, soclejjes and; preachers

Soon he began speaking in his own exist-for each is a ¡step ill, the great 
voice saying' march of progress. They are not what

“And God said let there be a flnna- they were, thanks to the Jiving spiritual 
ment in the midst of the waters, and let forces at work for ;the evolution of 
it divide the waters from the waters. truth and good. _ fl, ...

“And Gnd miidft 'the firiDument. uud I Rev. AV. N. McVlchtu».!}» D» oiHoly 
divided the waters which were under Trinity church, Philadelphia, saidI the 
the firmament from the waters which question was, how theiProtestant Epis- 
were above the firmament; and It was copal church could be . extended In 
g0 places already occupied by othei

“And God called tbe firmament heav- church bodies. It was a matter of prin- 
en. And the evening and the morning clple all the way through. In this coun- 
were'the second day ”-Gen. 1:6, 7, 8. try it was competition in bus ness and

When he'had .finished the quotation, politics, and sadly, or gladly, as it 
he took my hand, saying, “Brother might be called, competition in religion. 
Meisse, where have you been?” Not fong ago the speaker remembered

I answered “In heaven.” leaning over the bed of a dying man
He again’ asked me: “Where is who said, “The Roman Catholics tell 

heaven?” .. me one thing; the Methodists another;
Again I answered him: “In the midst the Presbyterians something else, and 

of the waters, It is this material world I now you tell me to do so and so. For 
of ours that divides the waters from K^’s sake what will I do?
the waters, and on which we live, now, Bishop Hugh Millej Ihompson, of 
and upon which we will continue to Mississippi, said the average American 
live in the great hereafter,, speculative citizen thought he had a peifect right 
theology to the contrary notwithstand- to choose a church or a. preacher,- just 
ing. I now know that’the kingdom of I the same as he had a. Hght to choose■ » 
iiDnvAn ifl nt hfind to those who will re* state. If an American cjoesn t like his ceive R ” - I church, sometimes he and his wife start

Once more he said to me: “How about a church of their own. They,as Ameri- 
tlm Lord’s nraver?” C“B< thought they had a right to: Again,

And while his face was beaming with if an American does notllke his preach- 
happiness, I answered: "I never before er, he is liable to go home and start 
knew orz understood'the ’ meaning and preaching himself, 
nnwerof that nraver Neither can I ex* These are not palatable to 'thft’Spiilt“ 

it^to you now. I ahvay “n ac- ual dictators, but as all this and much 
cordance with the teachings of specu- more is in the air, they must toke the 
latlve theology, finished, or uttered that medicine that is being given by spirit- 
nrnvor ‘For Tesus sake Amen.' I ual advisers unschooled in theology, 

"But he never taught it that way. l»ut InsplretL by living truths and or-
You, my brother, have been the means dained by the ®Plri^yo51^; .
of opening my spiritual eyes, and un-1 Let us Sit at the feet of. thwe who are 
diM'Ktiindinz and I nrav heaven’s espe-1 capable ot giving advice, whether of 
clal blessings may rest upon you hence- the eartli or the spirit realm; and let us forth and foreve^’ ever S° t0 the fountains from which
foith and forevei. . | flow gvlng waters of spJritijal purity;

and being quenched there, know that 
our souls are 'being. attuned to higher

passed to spirit-life.
(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 

only will bo^luserled free.] . .

.Warren Libby, a native of Maine, 
aged 71 years and 10 months, passed to 
the higher life from .Pomona, Cali
fornia, March 28, 1899. He had been a 
patient, cheerful Invalid for luauy 
years, having ruined bls. health in his 
country’s service, during the Civil War, 
For seventeen years he had been con
vinced of the truth of spirit commun
ion, and had honored Spiritualism by 
his consistent adherence and his blame
less life. Both he and his companion, 
who survives him, have been loved and 
respected wherever known for .their 
beautiful lives and characters. The 
funeral services were held at the fam
ily residence, March 30, and were con
ducted by the writer.

ELLA W. MARCHANT.

Are Your KídneysWeak?
Have You Bladder or Uric Acid Trouble?

You May Be Afflicted ¡and Not Know It.

By Special Arrangement Every Progressive Thinker Reader, to Prove 
for Themselves the Wonderfill Merits of SWAMP ROOT, the 

Great Kidney Remedy, May Have a Sample Bottle ’ 
: Sent Absolutely FREE by Mail.

At his home in Piqua, Ohio, Feb. 27, 
1899, 1:30 a. in., there passed into spirit 
life one of the oldest subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker and other Spirit
ualistic publications, our dear father, 
Andrew Jackson Clark. The end came 
as peacefully as the sleeping of a child 
and as • one fully conscious of the 
change, through which he was to enter 
into a future life, of which he had con
vincing evidence during a period of 
over forty years’ investigation. A flrm 
believer -in spiritual existence hereafter, 
he was supremely happy to be per
mitted an audience whenever an oppor
tunity afforded itself. He was espe
cially desirous that the members of his 
family should have the benefit of his 
knowledge and experiences', and so af
forded them every opportunity he 
could, to prepare them for the separa
tion in the flesh. It was our pleasure to 
secure" his old-time friend and apostle 
of truth, Mr. Moses Hull, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., to say the last comforting words 
over his bier, who taking bls text from 
Psalms 23d chapter, and I. Corinthians, 
15:35th to 44th verses inclusive. For 
an hour, wonderfully comforting words 
were poured Into the ears of his hear
ers, such as would have voiced the sen
timents of our dear father, whom we 
feel to have been with us in spirit 
though the flesh lay cold.' The remains 
were taken to Urbana, Ohio, and placed 

■ near to those of his dear old mother, 
who preceded him some ydars ago, and 
was waiting to greet him on the other 
shore. HOMER 0. CLARK.

People are apt to believe that kidney 
disease is rather a rare disease, but re
cent discoveries have proved (hat it is 
a most common trouble Indeed.

And the proof of this is, that , most- 
diseases, perhaps 85 per cent, are caused 
in the beginning by disorders of the 
kidneys. ■ / ,• • .

You can’t be sick if your blood is 
pure, free, from kidney-poison and dis
ease-breeding germs.. Your- kidneys 
should keep it so. That’s what they are 
there for. And as long as they, are well 
they perform their duties tyith thor
oughness and. dispatch. ■

You are well whep your kidneys are.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, the great 

kidney remedy, will make your kidneys 
well when they are sick.

Kidney trouble often comes from 
•overwork ,or over-exertion. From ex
posure to cold and other weakening iiy 
fluences, from lifting or a strain, from' 
over-eating or drinking. All these 
things weaken your kidneys and pois
onous germs begin to creep into your 
blood.

It is at just such times that Dr. Kil
mer’s Swamp-Root Is: needed.

the realm of spirit
True, I had graduated as a theologi

cal student, but I found in the spiritual 
unfoldment of my new-found friend 
and brother, that which far sur
passed all tlie so-called wisdom of spec
ulative theology, that I was made to 
wish many times that I might be as he 
■was, a happy, whole-souled, contented 
child of nature and spiritual unfold
ment. , .

I “by faith believing" under the doc
trine of speculative theology, Imagined; 
while he, by visions and actual demon
strations knew, there was a life be
yond the so-called death.

But I must return to the subject of 
"Heaven, What and Where Is It?”

Little did I know of this wonderful 
subject until I had met with and 
learned of him through whom I write

away from the earth-plane, to the spec
ulative theological heaven, far beyond 
the sun, moon pnd stars; for he has 
never passed the river of death, nor left 
at any time your material world.

"He prayed, ‘Thy kingdom come,’ and' 
it came in answer to his earnest and 
soul-yearning Invocation for it to come, 
and his soul Is illuminated with its 
presence. So, my friend, you as well as 
others piay live In, and enjoy heaven as 
does this friend of yours, until your life, 
your looks may be spoken of by those 
around you, as being heavenly.

"We have now led you out of the 
darkness and shadows of the grave, 
into the blessed, sunlight of eternal life, 
and heavenly conditions.

“The grave is, or was, filled with 
gloomy horrors, because ages must pass 
away while you were sleeping to an un
certain day of judgment.

“The real heaven gives yqu joy, 
peace, life everlasting, and means that 
you shall be reunited with your loved 
ones. Even now it seems you should 
feel that heaven Is drawing nearer to 
you, and that you can and should be 
partaker of Its presence and Its joys.”

Here a thrill of delight ran through

SPIRITUAL ADVISERS( perceptions whilst our minds are being 
1 I evoluted by positive- ^-knowledge. The

■ ' ■------- spiritual advisers who minister to us
Sniritual Dictators Are Not through human medial agencies are in- apirnuai Uiciaioi» MIC IMuI valuable t0 the progress of the ages- 

Required. and to them we now look, with greater
' _ ___ I promise than theologians ever made

The world has had a surfeit of spir- possible. G. W. KATES.

Passed to the higher life, Samuel A. 
Morey, in his 78th year, Monday even
ing, April 3d, 1899. His wife Elizabeth 
Morey preceded him about six weeks 
into spirit life. They were both Spirit
ualists and one of the oldest subscrib
ers to The Progressive Thinker. Serv
ices were held at the home of the de
ceased by F. Corden White, of Lily 
Dale, N. Y. COR.

these lines.
Theology is based upon theory, and 

taught me, that heaven was somewhere 
away beyond the sun, moon and stars; 
away beyond all the planets and vision 

/ of man; and I so preached the doctrine 
at the timé I met with him who after
wards cleared my spiritual vision to the 
real truth and beauty of life eternal. -------------------

One day on meeting my new-found I my whole being, and the halo that en- 
friend-and brother, I, wishing I might veloped my friend through whom the 

' enjoy the happy, contented mind that voice had been speaking, became so 
seemed at all times to be his, asked him I dazzling, that I could scarcely behold 
this question: it, while my friend was so transfigured

“Brother Love, what and where Is that he seemed as one divine.
' heaven?” . Gradually the halo seemed to draw

I will never forget the look he gave nearer and still nearer, until I realized 
me as he answered: “You are a minis- that I, too, was completely encircled by 

• ter” of the gospel, a graduate of the it, and such a strange feeling came over 
school of theology, and you would not me, that I felt as If I had been suddenly 

' accept my definition of what and where transplanted to and In another world, 
heaven is, if I gave It." and I heard that strange sweet voice

I answered, “I want you to tell me I bidding me be calm, saying:
what and where heaven Is, whether I “You are now amid the beauties of 
accept It or not Won’t you please an- heaven, but you are still living In your 

: swér my question?” material body. You are now to realize
We stood facing each other, and I no-1 what heaven is. You will be made to 

ticed a thrill pass over him, and his realize that joy, peace, long-suffering, 
' eyes seemed to be looking through me, good will to man, in fact every good 

but after a moment were apparently quality that man can attain is of 
fixed upon some object far away in the heaven.
distance. Then in a voice that was not “Your spiritual vision will be unfold- 
his own, my question was answered, ed and you will behold your loved ones, 

' not by himself, but apparently by an- who, if speculative theology had teen
other speaking through him, and I now true, would now be sleeping in their 
give you the answer as nearly as I re- graves, awaiting the sound of tbe trum

' member it. ’" ' pet In the hands of toe angel Gabriel.
“Child of earth and of theological “You are now enjoying the-ecstasy, 

training, you have asked a question of the pleasures, that make you realize as 
this Instrument, that thé whole world it did one of old, that really, ‘toe 
should ask, not in a spirit of curiosity, I kingdom of heaven is at hand.’ 
but because they really Wish to know “Lift your eyes, my earth friend, 
the truth. from him through whom I am speak

!' ' “You have been taught by your spec- jng, and turn yourself to the right, and
ulative theology, that somewhere away I tell me what thou seest.”
beyond the planets was to be found the i followed the instructions of that 
place called heaven, and in its midst voice that was to me the sweetest, most 
was a great white throgfi-on which your musical I had ever listened to, and far 
speculative theology had placed a per- away in toe distance amid a halo like 
sonal God who was sitting in judgment to that which surrounded us, I saw a 
on that great white throne, judging great multitude of people coming to- 
earth's children as they by death were I ward us.
brought into his presence. I Nearer, and still nearer they came, a

“You were also taught in your specu-1 happy, joyous, shadowy congregation of 
latlve theology, that when you died, men, women and children, whose songs 
you must remain In the grave until the I were wafted to us upon the air, and 
angél Gabriel should blow his horn, and wi s sweeter than the sweetest music 
the world should be destroyed by fire. i had ever listened to before.

itual dictators. Does it need spiritual «JI
advisers? No one has ever known all 1 kirnftinr
of truth—nor the absolute truth. Truth lYlLvUnljL
is as it appeals to us according to en- ___ ___________________ ____  ____ _______
vironment. Yet many people have • j IXHonria nf Mu- I 32~ years,only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
striven to dictate opinions, as truths, to AudfOSSOCl 10 r-rjORGO OT rlU I jjajjy_ After a long Illness and much 
humanity, and vast religious systems to manltv. ■ suffering the life angel came for the
dominate and dogmatize, have teen de- iiiaiu*y. wag beloved by all who
veloped. Thus spiritual dictators be- following message was received knew her, as was attested by_the large 
came prevalent, and the peopto reposed The following message was toceiv attended the services,, She
in their wisdom to guide and save, through the med umshlp or mm a & of flowera > An
Blind leaders of the blind has been the „’„der test conditions'''the sitter that loving hands could do was done; 
human condition in affairs of the soul, given under test conditions, tne sitter bereaved narerits and only
Whilst they asserted a pos tive religion having ^ shries ip his possession dur congolatlon that Splr.
they lacked positive knowledge^To be ing toe whole time. 80«ht and m [g dead but
a teacher or adviser requires that some- the medium sitting ma roeaing cuuu before. Services were con
thing must be known. Too long have on opposite side of table. 'The writing omy gone oeiore. p
the people been led by belief; they have came s^tes asp Independent M ?g MARIan CARPENTER,
at last made a demand for knowledge, slate-writing messages until six suites ____

. . . - ... • .. . I nnH +n£* onvontn nnYlrfllnPil i

Passed to spirit life, March 21, at 
Bellevue, Mich., Miss Olive Bally, aged

When your kidneys are not doing 
their work,you have backache, headache, 
sediment In the urine, scalding irritation 
in passing it, obliged to go often during 
the day and to get up many times at 
night, dizziness, or irregular heart, 
bladder or uric acid troubles, rheuma
tism, neuralgia, sleeplessness, nervous
ness, irritability, sallow complexion, 
bloating, dropsy, tired feeling, loss of 
engrgy and ambition.

Swamp-Root is the great medical tri
umph of the nineteenth century; dis
covered after years of untiring effort 
and research by the eminent kidney 
and bladder specialist, Dr. Kilmer, and 
has truly wonderful restorative and 
healing action on the kidneys and blad
der.

The best proof of this is a trial, and 
nothing could be fairer than the offer to 
send a sample bottle of this great dis
covery absolutely free by mail.

To get a sample bottle and a book 
giving some of the thousands upon 
thousands of testimonial letters re
ceived from sufferers cured, write to 
Dr. Kilmer u. Co., Binghamton, N. Y., 
and mention that you read this liberal 
offer in Chicago Progressive Thinker.

If you are already convinced that 
Swamp-Root is what you need, you can

THE GOSPELOF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-

Finding their spiritual guides could not 
give them positive knowledge of the 
life after death, they sought amidst the
forces of nature to distover facts of 
life here, and lo, they found the predi
cate for life hereafter. Then the spirit
world became a little nearer to our 
senses, and occult forces better under
stood; hence, the denizens of spirit life 
speculated with us to produce phenom
ena within their dimension of space, 
that we could cognize as outside of 
ours. Right royally did they succeed, 
even at first, with the rap; for they de
veloped intelligence by the manifesta
tion. Thus there commences the re
gime of spiritual advisers. We are get
ting truth from indisputable sources, 
whence the instructors speak from ex
perience and knowledge. If a spirit 
speaks to us, we can rely upon their 
statements of fact, but yet not as the 
absolute applicable to all alike; for they 
have unfolded to us the fact of differ
entiation in the life of their sphere. 
Hence we do not accept spirits as spir
itual dictators; but as helpers and 
guides. Nor are we and they com
pelled to try to harmonize it all with 
past revelations or present dogmas. Its 
truths and facts are positive, and we

“Having accepted these two doctrines Once more I heard the strange, mys- 
as being true, because they were taught terious voice, speaking through him 
to you by your speculative theology, are who was my best friend on earth, say- 
you still anxious to have the answer to I ing: '
your question of ‘What, and where is “Thou knowest how to pray; let thy 
heaven?’ I soul go out in invocation to the God of

I answered “yes,” and the strange Hosts, and the blessing of heaven will 
voice in my friend continued: Indeed be yours.” ■ '

“You have seen the happy disposition Then it was, that I prayed with a 
of him through whom I now speak to power such as I had never known be- 
you, and wished that you might be as fore:
be is. I "Our Father who art in heaven.”

“Tell me, good sir, what word would And here the voice controlling my 
you use to define the look and dispos!-1 friend at my left, said “Everywhere,” 
tlon you see in him, and covet so much and at that word my soul experienced 
for yourself?” ' I a wonderful thrill, and the whole world

I answered, “I can use no better word I seemed to be lighted up with a flood of 
than the one that comes to me now, and glory as I continued my invocation with 
does come every time I have looked in “hallowed be thy name.” 
his face. That word is ‘Heavenly.’” And again the voice through my friend

The strange voice, speaking as be- said, “All goodness and. truth,” anl,a 
fore through my friend, continued: great light came’td my spiritual under-

“To be partakers of anything, one I standing, and I prayed with still great- 
inust enter into, or come in contact I er power: “Thy kingdom come.” And 
with it” Here a great halo seemed to again the voice through my friend

• encircle my new-found friend, and the added, “Let my departed friend appear, 
voice .speaking through him seemed to and lo! they are here. Open now thine 
become a sweet musical tone as it con- eyes and witness thelr'liresence.” 
tinned: . Here my spiritual vision was made

“You, my friend, know full well that clear and oh, what joy ran through my 
he through’whom I now speak, never soul as I realized that Gods kingdom 
attained to helgfits beyond the sun, was spirit beings, and in praying for 
moon and stars, and if your, speculative I his kingdom to come to me, my loved 
theology be true, then the word, ‘heav- ones could and did appear and proclaim 
enlv’ could not properly be used to ex-1 thé will of the kingdom of spirit to the 
press the contentment and happy dispo- end that it should be ‘ done on earth as 
sltlon of your new-found brother. Let It was in heaven.” . , ' .
us go back for a time to the two theo-1 Then in the presence of thejongelic 
ries of your speculative theology. ' host I continued the prayer until I had

“One of them must of necessity be finished with the words, _ Forever,

' j . through my friend ask:
“In the first, you teach the.doctrine w+hose “

’that God Is sitting somewhere on a power not myown I ansneied, For my 
great white throne, judging the people ow“ sa ,
who by death are continually entering I "Amen! said the voice, through my 
bls presence; while in the next you de- friend. ; -, .
clare that they who die, are sleeping in Here the multitude drew near^to us,

DB. KILItIIJB’8.

SWAMP-ROOT
Kidney, Liver and Bladdet

CURE.
DIRECTIONS.

Blay take one, two or three 
teaspoonfuls before or after meal« 
and at bedtime.

Children leu according to age.
yay commence with small do«M 

and increase to full doso or more, 
u the case would seem to require.

This great remedy cures all 
kidney, liver, bladder and Urie 
Acid troubles and disorders due 
to weak Jddneye, such as catarrh 
of the bladder, gravel, rheumw 
tian, lumbago and Bright’s Dis 
ease, which is the woret form of 
kidney disease.

It 19 pleasant to take.
PREPARED ONLY BY

DR. KILMER & CO.
BINGHAMTON, N, Y.

Sold by all Druggists,

Ono half the 50 cent size-one quarter the .1.00 alze. 

purchase the regular fifty-cent or one- 
dollar sizes at the drug stores. Don’t 
make any mistake, but make a note of 
the name, SWAMP-ROOT, Dr. Kilmer’s 
Swamp-Root, and remember it Is pre
pared only by Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing
hamton, N. Y.

GLeAJMIHOS 
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

were filled and the seventh contained nrsix faces very plainly made, four, of I Mrs. Eliza Lewis McLlnn, widow of 
which look like nictures we have seen I toe late Allan McLinn, passed to the 
of Paine, Washington, Franklin and higher life, March 29,1899, at the home 
Beecher . - of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ida Mc-

This sittine was elven to-Orville''G. Linn, of Kalamazoo, Mich. She was 
Hursen, of 217 and 219- State street, born at New Albany, ““**
Chicago, Ill., who has toe elates in his came to Michigan ln 1835, being^one of 
possession and will take pleasure in toe early pioneers. She was also a plo- 
showlne them to anyone Who is deslr- neer in Spiritualism, having been an ar- 
ous of seelne them -• I dent Spiritualist lor the past forty ................. .........

' I years. Mrs. McLinn was a woman of I botbphyBlcarand'mental'oi'Bptrl'tuai alTmeit for U,m.’ I
' beautiful character and fine Intellect, »alt. Each OM mast <Ui0«t tbelr various kind« of food

. Aealn WIC°me tSn3;0" 10nn always doing all in her power to bright-
Ing greetings. We will write on lives of those* who came within My phyaleal expands by Virtue of that food and noun (
thoughts suggested (by you. Is this her sphere_ Mr8. Carrle Fuller Weath-
truth a science, a religion, or mere oc- erforj of Alaska, Mich., officiated at I which iiafiividuaiiriatberaufi comprehend or digest." 
cult demonstration of the continuity of the fUnerai. For sate at thia office.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Th!« work 1b one that every one should r«td. ft 
beams throughout with rare gems of thought, prac
tical as well as profound. There 18 «uuihlne and 
beauty In every sentence uttered.. The work 1i_dedi
cated to the author's favorite «liter, SanhrFreuoh 
Farr, now passed to SplrlHlfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin HelghU.Ohic. gives an Interesting «MWh of ug
author's Ufe.

Tbi« work 18 by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, aiilsted bf 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It bubeen sold tor 
12. but the price now b«B been reduced to «1. It Is » 
book that will Interest «nd Instruct. It contains <80 
panes, «nd Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Bher- 
msn was n medium of rare qualities, and b-work sa 
reflection from tbo celestlsl spheres. It tresta of tbo 
Boul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; i.irity; Salvation; Diecords; Good and Evil;
Unnatural Ideaa; Church History; Progression Inher- mKTFWSi
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are I . UUN AlblN ABI 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The Dedication.
KXfTb” cXta? iSAerito bpS8 Sketch of the Life of A. B, FMMb 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Sire and Dlfltence; Splritu- - 
al Organisms: Bom Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra ( 
pby; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

Tbo author says: "Each Individual partakes of « - < a ■ a  ■ - 1 nil no. 8 /zvw 111 VW.

11 You cannot call that a science which Passed t0 hlgher nfe at the home A MTI fi 11 IT V 11M VEII CD
given the same conditions will not pro- of |jer S0Ili p Kayner, 8736 South HI" I H^UI I I Uli » UILuUl 
duce the same result at all times. Wood street, Chicago, Mrs. Dorothy E. ------

Not a religion, for all religions, what- Kellyi aged 70 yearSi after a lingering The MOst Important Revelations 
ever may be their character, begin In 1Uness she had been a believer in rinnoerninp thw True Origin 
ignorance and fear. From hurpan na- Spiritualisni for many years, being con- - (viListfonitv b
ture all religions have come. Nojelig- vlnced 800n after the Rochester rap- _ , . or vnrisuaniiy.______
Ion of the earth has come from heaven. _ln„n t>v v,pr klnrilv acts she endeared Reader, in bringing to your notice “AntiquityUn. T> ir . vnlotlnn Cori Plns8, n,er K’naIf TA veiled," It Is with the sincere hope, that you are camReligion defines your relation to God. 1 berself to all who knew her. Will O. I estiy looking tor tho troth, regardless of any other 
Morals'define your relation to one an-1 Hodge officiated at toe funeral. ----- ------ ------------------ -
other and human beings. Religion and 1

have at last a positive philosophy and a 
positive religion. They also bring the 
practical and helpful Into our physical 
lives to bless us now, instead of hope
fully looking forward to the joys of fi 
future.

The 'much-troubled theological spirlt- 
aual advisers have had incessant need 
to make their theology harmonize with 
public sentiment and scientific facts. 
The present spiritual preceptors who 
come to us from spirit life make no 
•propositions and utter no ipse dixlts 
outside the pale of proof by natural 
law; indeed they have proven that 
“there is nothing outside of nature.”

There is some demand amongst the 
Spiritualists for an educated class of 
spiritual teachers for our platforms. 
There is need of culture' to better the 
instrument, all’ will admit; but the 
greatest need is for positive inspiration 
from higher spiritual sources than mere 
human development. We need, person
al purification in order to attract by 
psychic development, the more spiritual 
intelligences. Theology, has been 
warped by worldliness, and our Spirit: 
uallsm needs to be evoluted from its 
grosser material environment. A critic 
of value, has lately said: •

“The ’honest’’fact of the. matter is, 
that graduates from theological sèmi; 
naries are the most helpless creatures 
In the world. They have been' taught
nothing practical, but-fheir heads are 
crammed full of . husks that make ’a’ 
great rattle and rustle and not much 
else.” .

We need practical teaching of world
ly interests, as well as of the heavénly. 
Hygiène and social habits are-now' 
more importnntdhgn modes of worship 
or religious dogmas. To teach moral
ity now is of more necessity than to 
preach of means for an after salvation 
of the soul. . '

Do not commit sins against the body, 
Is a better mor force than to embrace 
all offers of à olutioh or, atonement. 
Let there be s little wrong-doing- as 
possible to-be dvercome. '

Thé present spiritual adviser sees 
the great need of right living, and 
hence the religion of the physical life 
is supplanting that of the- soul. Live 
for the world-life you are now existing, 
instead of thé one that lies beyond the 
threshold of the earthly. It is not a 
question of which church can best 
save you, but what is true to lead you. 
It is truth demonstrated that shall sure
ly make all faiths valueless. .

This will destroy sectarianism and 
dogmatism, and change the occupation 
of soul-savers to soul-helpers. ■ ,

Religion Is all man-made, but natural 
law is God-made—for God is the eter
nal force and energy. Teachers in the
churches, and their theology, are chang-
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THE QUESTION NOT SETTLED.’
“Now that we have it settled that 

Jesus the Christ did exist, we-may ex
tend our inquiries into wider fields."— 
Lyman C. Howe.

Settled is to fix in a permanent condi
tion. By whom has this disturbing ele
ment of the ages been permanently set- 
tied? Neither Lyman C. Howe, Dr. 
Peebles, Wm. E. Coleman, nor any ten 
thousand persons of sterling ability like 
them, have the power to settle the ques
tion. The stern facts remain just the 
same since those persons wrote as be
fore. Their unquestionable authorities 
are just as questionable, and are sub
ject to the same criticism as in the past. 
The ghost of investigation will not 
down at any man’s bidding. Though 
all Christendom confirms the opinion of 
tile persons who claim to have settled 
the question there remain those who 
know the “cruel monster, Faith, which 
has left a trail of fire, and blood, and 
tears across the page of history” for 
the last sixteen hundred years, and 
they will only concede the claim when 
the evidence of such a fact Is incontro
vertible.

One writer, a dozen writers, a million 
of them, cannot change fiction into fact, 
or make real that which never existed. 
Though there was an Alexander Sel
kirk around whom De Foe wove tbe 
adventures of Robinson Crusoe, that 
hero of fiction still remains a creature 
of the imagination. -

The Jesus of the Gospels was begot
ten by the Holy Ghost; was born of an 
immaculate virgin; assumed to be king 
of the Jews; was enthroned as a God; 
and is worshiped as a God by nine hun
dred and ninety-nine one-thousandths 
of all who claim to be Christians. The 
Christian system was built on the prop
osition that this Jesus is the “very and 
Eternal God.” Of the four hundred 
millions subscribing to that faith there 
is only a very minute fraction that 
clothe linn with only the attributes of 
manhood, while an Infinitesimal frac
tion of that fraction would honor him 
with the title of medium.

The Jesus whose Identity is now set
tled in Mr. Howe’s estimation, is not 
the Jesus of the English Bible; he Is 
not the Jesus the payout Christian 
church worshiped; he is not the Jesus 
the Protestant reformers accepted. 
He is only the Jesus of two or three 
non-evangelical churches Insignificant 
in numbers, and a very few off-shoots 
of those heretical sects, who want him 
to pose as the supreme head of Spirlt-
ualistlc mediums. It won’t do. 
project will never materialize.

OH, SUCH LIVES.
The Progressive Thinker has 

ceived from an esteemed friend

The

“LET TRUTH AMÖ ERROR GBAP-l
„• ple.”

: Peace, peace, there is no peace! The 
forces of nature are ever active. The 
river flowing onward to the sea, by its 
own motion purifies itself, and bears 
health on its bosom. At rest it would 
be a stagnant pool charged with ma
laria, and exhaling poisonous vapors 
productive of disease and death to all 
person? dwelling in the region. Noth
ing is more destructive to life than a 
moveless atmosphere. Carbonic acid 
gas sinks Into the valleys, being heavier 
than atmospheric air, it lowers on the 
plains, and woe to those who Inhale it.

That country seldom visited by winds 
and rains, whose skies are never dis
turbed by conflicting elements is an un
healthy country. The dense forests in 
tropical regions are of this type; they 
are surcharged with miasma for lack of 
agitation of the air. Human life cap
not endure for any considerable period 
in such a locality; for the poison which 
gave thé fabled upas tree its deadly 
character, abounds there. Indeed, trav
elers in the African tropic tell us a sin
gle night of sleep in such a forest 
means death.

Out on the mountains, or on the hill 
tops, where nature Ilves in the gale, . 
basks In the sunshine, and inhales the 
pure ozone, there is vigor, health, a 
clear brain, a strong arm, and manhood 
arrives at physical perfection in such a 
region.

A tornado sweeping over the land, 
lightning flashing along the sky, and 
rain falling In torrents, purifies the at
mosphere, sweeps away malaria and 
leaves health in its track however un
healthy it was before the storm. t

No conflicting thought, no antagonism 
to formulated creeds,' no aspiration to 
know the truth, and no effort to ac
quire it, eàch person content to remain 
silent, and let bls neighbor do the same, 
avoiding all expressions for fear of ex
citing “bickerings,” such a community, 
If It did not relapse Into barbarism, 
would closely resemble socially and In
tellectually the miasmatic swamps from 
whence are exhaled the germs produc
ing our most deadly diseases.

It Is the elash of mind with mind, the 
collision between right and wrong, that 
leads to the right. Error covets repose 
and Inactivity. “If you’uns will let 
we’uns alone, we’uns wont hurt 
you’uns,” is the logic of those who beg 
for peace.

The casuist sees in every interna
tional war, where brave men meet in 
deadly strife, a prophecy of. a higher 
civilization. Deplore these great con
tests as we may and should, yet obser
vation demonstrates that civil liberty 
ha? made its grandest conquests on the 
battle field, and liberal governments 
have sprung up on the graves of fallen 
heroes.

The priest in ills coward's castle, the 
pulpit, will submit to no criticism. He 
will not permit any controversy. His 
word, supported by a “Thus salth the 
Lord,” Is the beginning and end of wis
dom. Could he have his way there 
would be no conflict of opinion among 
his parishioners. And In the commun
ity no disturbing questions would ever 
arise, but the stagnation of death 
would settle over all. The teachings of 
to-day would be repeated to-morrow, 
and become permanently established. 
However false each successive genera
tion would be imbued with the same 
sentiment, and thus on forever.

The Progressive Thinker. numbers 
among Its readers inquiries in search of 
truth covering every shade of opinion. 
It boasts with truth of having many of 
thè ablest minds of the world as pa
trons. Perhaps no two of them will 
agree in everything expressed by any ' 
one of our contributors. Even the ed
itor has opinions of his own, and he 
makes free to declare them. His whole
paper Is a sort of free court where 
truth and error meet In earnest strife, 
and on no condition would the publish
er have It otherwise. He even opposes 
an orthodox heaven, because a monot
onous “glory, glory, glory,” always 
echoing through Its corridors, would be
come somewhat lrksome“lfter one or 
two million years.

No, no, let the intellectual clash go 
on, and let each reader select the food 
best suited to his needs, from our well
supplied bill of fare, ever keeping in 
mind, “What Is one’s meat Is another's 
poison.” Wrote the inspired Milton:

“Let Truth and Error grapple. Who 
ever knew Truth put to the worse in a 
free and open encounter?”

It i» < question that might b§ gske<J 
with profit by every Spiritualist, qnd 
properly asked in al{ earnestness: What 
can I do for the cause of Spiritualism?

The . genuine Spiritualist, not the 
merely half-fledged one, having left be
hind him the dogmas that bind the 
minds of church people, and having as
cended fix>m the mlasmic valleys and 
dark, unwholesome shades of orthodox 
beliefs, to the bright highlands of rea
son and reasonable teachings, in har
mony with .the moral and spiritual na
ture of man, should feel intense desire 
that others should share with Spiritual
ists in their larger, purer"; brighter vis
ion of the things that concern man and 
his destiny.

There is in Spiritualism and its phil
osophy something inexpressibly sweet, 
and so in.accord with the finer and 
higher elements of man's nature, that 
It appeals with wonderful strength to 
man’s reason, and lines along with his 
highest hopes and aspirations as a spir
itual being. .

Those who partake of the philosophy 
of Spiritualism, letting the spirit of it 
enter into their life, it can be said of 
them as was said of a certain people of 
old, and with far deeper truth, "man 
did eat angel's food.” For the philoso
phy of Spiritualism, as received from 
the hand of ministering angels, in these 
days, Is sweeter and more lasting than 
the evanescent manna that is reported 
to have fallen for the physical suste
nance of the wandering Israelites. As 
Jesus said: “Your fathers did eat man
na in the wilderness, and are dead; but 
he that shall eat of the bread that I 
shall give him, shall never die.”

Spiritual truth—the truth embodied 
in the spiritual philosophy, Is food for 
the spiritual nature, is not subject to 
decay, and the spiritual being replen
ished by it is Immortal.

But, here is the question: What can I 
do to help spread this glorious truth, 
this light of the world as it has come to 
us in these modern days? . '

There is the family circle, which you 
can form for yourself, and which you 
can quietly urge, others to form, Spirit 
ualists and non-Splritualists, for church 
people and materialists of inquiring 
minds can prove the fact of-spirit con
tinuity, return and - communion, for 
themselves. Establish family circles, 
and these will be centres of. light to 
gladden many hearts.

Spiritual literature should be circu
lated generously; the spiritual press 
should be abundantly sustained.

The Progressive Lyceum,, whether 
sustained by few families or many, 
should become a fixture in every com
munity where even two or three fam
ilies may engage in the work. Much good 
will result and the light wlU radiate. 
Gather In the children, all that will 
come. And to help along in this good 
work, remember the children's paper, 
published expressly for their Interest 
and benefit.

In these ways the ball may be kept 
rolling, the light may be made mani
fest, and the truths of our philosophy 
will win their way to many hearts now 
enveloped in the gloom of old, unnatu
ral, Inhumane, teachings handed down 
from darker periods in the history 'of 
the human race.

Spiritualists, by working along these 
Unes, not forgetting} the other meetings 
and lectures, you can make Spiritual
ism “boom" as it never has before dur
ing its history. The trend of the times 
is in our favor, we need but to work to
gether with the spirit of the age, the 
tide of the times. .

REV. MINOT J, SAVAGE.
MRS. U,V. RICHMOND.
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re- 
and

patron, at Kansas City, a lengthy ac
count of the murder of a father, wife 
and several children, by Edward Bates 
Soper, at Archie, Mo., in 1891, wlth^full 
details of his many crimes, his arrest, 
conviction at Harrisonville, confession, 
and execution on the 30th ult One 
sickening, ghastly feature iu his con
fession, he told of the dead bodies of 
wife and children, with gaping wounds 
from an ax, lying about the room, ev
erything bespattered with blood, then 
tlie removal of his bloody clothing, his 
washing and shaving himself followed 
by sitting down in the presence of his 
murdered victims and reading the Bible 
until 5 o'clock in the morning, when he 
penned a letter to a friend, leaving it 
upon the table, telling how to dispose of 
the bodies, after which he fled. Our 
friend suggests that we give the sub
ject Qur best thought.

As an old-time journalist, our “best
thought” is, that the less publicity giv-
en to crime, however revolting the of
fense, tlie better for public morals. The 
daily heralding through the press of the 
crimes of a whole-nation, gathered up 
with special care, and detailed In every 
minute particular, Instead of discour
aging similar outrages, seem almost an 
incentive to repeat and aggravate them.

While we applaud America for the 
freedom of its press, the sensational 
department of It which details crime 
and grovels In gore, should not be en
couraged; for all those graphic descrip
tions read by mothers, leave th'elr Im
press on offspring and another genera
tion. It controls their lives and shapes 
•their action just as was the case with 
this worthless degenerate who was 
probably influenced in embryo by the 
mother, and who, under religious con
viction, deemed herself a terrible sinner 
to be forever lost Pre-natal conditions 
enter into every life and become a part 
of it And, oh, such lives which rétri
butive justice requires to expiate their 
guilt on the gallows or in the electric 
chair. ‘

He deserves small trust who Is 
privy counselor to himself.—Ford.

not

LIFE FROM WITHOUT.
Scientists give us the assurance that 

worlds are but collections of matter 
from without; that a nucleus was first 
formed in chaos; then by accretions 
through an eternity of duration, by al
most imperceptible additions from age 
to age, they have reached their present 
size and density, and still the process 
of growth goes on, and will go on until 
the last atom of floating matter In 
space is taken up by sun or planet, and 
becomes a part of It. They show that 
traces of this deposit from without, 
easily detected by careful observation, 
equals twenty miles in depth. If twen
ty miles, why not the whole mass-of 
sun or planet after the nucleus or ker
nel Is formed?

This matter, comes from without in 
the form of cosmic dust and aerolites 
frequently consumed by flame, induced 
by friction, while passing through the 
atmosphere, and falling in ashes on tbe 
earth. ■ 4 .

But we set put to state that.both.Blr 
Wm., Thompson and M. Richter, in 
their laborious researches, claim-- to 
have discovered germs of life in un
consumed aerolites which have come 
under-their microscopic observation; 
that dead matter Is only dead to those 
who have not facilities to observe with 
scientific skill/,

Under the title of “The Revelations 
of Nature," upwards of a month ago, a 
couple of quotations Were made from 
distinguished microscopists, showing 
that life, In minute forms, is every
where found on our planet, and deep 
down below the surface; and that the 
hardest rocks, when dissolved by heat, 
give evidence that animalcule life is 
therein imprisoned. .

If Thompson’s and Ritcher’s observa
tions are correct, then is it not prob
able wo must go outside of our own'llt- 
tle earth to find the sources of life? 
What fortuitous surroundings accompa
nied its beginnings; if it is possible to 
conceive of a period so remote, mortals 
can never know- This, we trust will 
engage the attention of philosophers In 
the higher spheres when relieved from 
their physical incumbrance; and, really, 
we apprehend the pleasure derived 
from such Investigations will excel that 
of our orthodox-friends while chanting 
“Glory, Glory," and “loafing around the 
throne.” ■ ■■ ".•■.■•

FAITHFUL TO HlS DRAFT. .
Dwight L. Moody, the great evangel

ist," who Is now at the Avenue church, 
in Chicago, saving souls from hell, re
cently made a dash at the higher crit
ics, who discover Inharmony, lack of 
historical accuracy, and evidences of 
barbaric origin in “God’s Holy Word.” 
After showing the glorious results of 
revivals in which he had figured, how 
he was saved in one of them, he 
launched fo.rth:

“You can’t get converts by picking the 
Bible to pieces. When people come to 
you for bread find butter you mustn’t 
give them the sawdust of astronomy or 
geology. A man won’t get fat on cob
ble stones. A word to you women. 
When you hear a preacher begin pick
ing the Bible to pieces get up and get 
out as quick as Lot’s wife, and don’t 
look behind as she did. Get right up 
and get out I tell you that the time 
has come for the people to speak out 
and-with no" uncertain sound on this 
-earing of the, Bible to rags and tat
ters.” <

Raising bls voice to a shout he 
reached the climax, holding- the shared- 
book aloft:

“Stick to the Bible! Stick to the 
Bible." .

The holy man’s bread and butter is 
contingent on faith in the book, hence 
his vehemence in urging all to “Stick to 
the Bible,” as a sacred fetich. The pul
piteer’s wail would be greatly im
proved by substituting: “Search dili
gently for the Truth; when found cling 
to it with hooks of steel;” but . that is 
not the ortltodox way.

WIU MAKE TEST CASE
Spiritualists Aroused by Mrs. 

Moulton Trial.

THE SUNDAY REST.
The cry 4 for Sabbath observance 

which has of late filled the mouths of 
the Protestant clergy, whether they 
know it or not. Js instigated by the Vat
ican. The enforcement of Sunday is 
the triumph of superstition and as such 
a triumph of thè Catholic power. The 
enforcement is a $tep toward church suT 
premaey over tlig, state, and there can 
be only one supreme church. The ac
tivity of the Catholics in Rome, the cen
ter of their power, ought to be an ob
ject lesson to those misguided Protest
ants who would go back fo the “good 
old days," when’the state compelled 
strict observance of Sunday, and at
tendance at church; when to speak dis
respectfully of the minister was the 
road to the pillory or whipping post.

The Catholic priests of Rome have 
decreed that Sunday shall be a day of 
rest, and to enforce this decree have or 
dered all Catholics to cloje-their shops 
and do no business. If they refuse, 
all good Catholics are forbidden to deal 
with them, and must ‘ patronize such 
shops as assent to the dictates of the 
priests. :

The government decided that this 
was an infringement of the civil code, 
which makes it a crime punishable with 
ELEVEN ■ - . '
fine and imprlsonihent to thus interfere 
with the liberty of the individuai The 
priests reiterated their right to do as 
they pleased, and'they were determined 
to nile or ruin. '

If this Is good’ Gathollcism at Rome, 
it is good Catholicism In America. 
That church emphatically declares that 
the change from 4he Sabbath to Sun
day was by her Command. Homage to 
that day. is homage to Catholicism. If 
it were policy she-Would enforce the ob
servance in the United States as she at
tempts to do at Róme. In the opinion 
of the Catholic power, a government 
has no right to exist, except at its will, 
and if that governinent is in opposition, 
she may remain silent or Inactive, but 
it is to await the moment of her oppor
tunity. y 0 f«-

—U-R—>4'1«. , --------------
MAPPING ^ilE HEAVENS.

The heavens are now being carefully 
mapped, using the4 photograph' process 
for making seetións, which will be 
joined forming a. complete whole. 
Eighteen gfeat observatories are en
gaged in the . wqrk. When finished 
twenty million-.stars, otherwise suns, 
centers of solar sy’stems;\will'be’aecu-i 
ratély tìaifpéà?feó‘Xhatany Changes in 
the position’of*n star, one to another, 
can be noted. If, the map is properly-
preserved, and । the heavens are 
watched, in from twenty to thirty thou
sand years scientists will be able to de
termine with certajnty whether there is 
a grand center around which the whole 
troop of suns revolve, as do the planets 
around our central orb.

But what a magnificent universe, 
lighted up by 20,000,000 suns! And 
how utterly insignificant is man com
pared with the boundless whole! And 
yet, Insignificant as he Is, the church 
wants man to believe the Creator of all 
suns and all systems, and all their in
habitants, had such great love for him 
that he sent his only son, born of a mor
tal virgin, to. teach him the way to gain 
immortal favors, and,that that son died 
pn a cross at the,hands pf those worth
less wretches for whom the All-Father 
had such Inordinate love. May be they 
are right, Who knows?- To deny it 
may seem to.,some a species of “Infi
delity.”' ’ ’

THE VATICAN ILLUMINATED.
News comes from Rome that the Vat

ican and its grounds are being lighted 
by electricity, the entire machinery 
producing it having been shipped there 
from the United States. The motor 
force driving the dynamos is a water
fall within the Vatican grounds. Here
tofore only candles were used for Il
luminating the. immense structure, said 
to contain sixteen thousand apartments, 
the whole covering an area equal to the 
city of Turin, such as it was a few 
years ago, when it had. a ¡population of 
130,000. Thevenerable pile, claimed to 
have been the home of the Popes since 
the days of Constantine, from which 
has -only radiated darkness, will now 
take on new Interest to the tourist In
stead of a" dungeon in which ignorance 

, and superstition brood, may we not 
hope that th. light of science will il
lumine all its darkened chambers? Six
teen thousand sixteen candle-power 
lamps "will be set up inside the struct
ure, and three hundred In the gardens’.

The greatest service the Vatican and 
its inmates can render civilization will 
be to throw open its doors to scholars, 
and allow them to overhaul Its library, 
and give to the world the great truths 
therein concealed. It, has been the 
habit of the Popes to Suppress every 
publication within its reach which mili
tated against the system on which it 
is claimed Popery was founded. Prob
ably the most valuable of such publi
cations have been concealed in the se
cret recesses of that old mausoleum of 
forgotten lore, and now the world needs 
them as never in the past, and the elec
tric light, heaven’s own illuminator, 
will aid in bringing them to the front

EC0N0MK5MISSI0N
Devolving Upon Spiritualism

CORA L. V. RICHMOND READY TO 
GARRY THE UASE TO -THE SU
PREME COURT IF NECESSARY
DEFENDANT DECLARES THAT 

'MEDIUM READING IS NOT FOR
TUNE TELLING-TROUBLE IN 
SECURING A JURY. .
The arrest of Mrs. Moulton in Mil

waukee was an outrage which will ' 
bring a protest from every Spiritualist 
in the United States. An estimable 
lady and an excellent medium, she pos
sesses every qualification to do an ex
cellent work in behalf of truth. The 
Sentinel of that city contains the fol
lowing in reference to the case: .

The trial of Mrs. Mary Tyler Moulton, 
charged with telling fortunes, which 
was begun in the police court yesterday' 
morning, is lent a special Interest by' 
the fact that 'the case is to be made a 
test one, the Unity Spiritual Society of 
the city haring decided to assist the de
fendant, If necessary, in pushing the 
case until the question involved is set
tled once and for all. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, a Spiritualist of national reputa
tion, has come to Chicago to attend the 
trial, and to testify, if given an oppor
tunity, as to what the belief is, and to 
demonstrate the difference which is 
claimed between the agency of Spirit
ualistic converse and the work of the 
so-called fortune teller.

The case opened yesterday morning, 
but the entire forenoon was needed to 
select a jury, Attorney A. O. Runkle for 
the defendant having nd little difficulty 
in finding jurors who would admit that 
they could believe in medlumlstlc pow
ers under any conditions. The case of 
the state was short, consisting merely 
of testimony of witnesses who had paid 
Mrs. Moulton for holding seances, and 
then the defendant herself was placed 
on the stand,

Mrs. Moulton Is one of the leaders In 
the Spiritualistic movement In Milwau
kee and 'has been twice president of the 
Unity Society,4 She described the meth
od in which her seances are conducted, 
and maintained that she was possessed 
of a power by which she was able to di
vine unknown facts through the agency 
of spirits. At this point in the testi
mony, objections were entered by As
sistant City Attorney Ballhorn, who ar
gued that the means by which the fu
ture was told, whether supernatural or 
not, had nothing to do with the case. 
The question, he maintained, was mere-1 
ly whether the deferiilant had practiced 
fortune telling; whether or not she was 
able to do so was neither relevant or 
material. Attorney Runkle maintained 
that there was a vast deal of distinction 
between telling fortunes in the ordi
nary sense and conveying the messages 
of departed spirits, and the cdurt over
ruled the objection. At 4:30 o’clock an 
adjournment was taken until next 
Tuesday.

NATIONAL ORDER TO ASSIST.
Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond, who, ac

companied by her husband, was an in
terested spectator at the trial,'stated at 
the close of the court that the case 
would be taken up by the Unity Spirit
ual Society, and by the National Asso
ciation, If necessary, in case Mrs. Moul
ton Is found guilty.

“The subject is one of the greatest 
importance to Spiritualists,” said Mrs. 
Richmond, “for it Involves the very 
foundation of our belief. I do not be- 
Heve that there is any desire to inter
fere. with our religion,' and In case it is' 
found that under the present ordinance 
medlumlstlc work is illegal, I am sure 
we shall have no difficulty in having 
the law changed. At any rate, the case 
will be carried up even to the Supreme 
court, if necessary, if not settled here. 
I do not believe in fortune telling or 
any such nonsense as it is ordinarily 
understood, but the work of the medi
um Is quite a different thing. I have a 
special interest in this case, as Mrs. 
Mou'ton was ordained by me four years 
ago and Is a warm personal friend.”

-Mrs. Richmond was for six years vice
president of the National Association. 
She is at present pastor-of the Church 
of the Soul, in Chicago.

The case will come up again next 
Tuesday.

THE NEW FAITH BETTER THAN 
THE’OLD.

The Rev., Chas. ’.Green, vicar of an 
English church, is reported to have said 
in a ,late published paper, in substance:' 
“Men have ceased to believe In Bell; the 
clergy no longer preach the doctrine of 

"future Yetrlbutic^n;’.’ then he told of a4 
remj^k he heard concerning4 a dead 
drunkard who had nearly ruined. his 
family: “Ah, poor fellow, he’s better off 
now,” from which the dominie argues, 
“they believed he .was at rest, not en: 
joying the pleasures of heaven, but had 
passed through life's fitful fgver to ex
tinction in the grave.” - • ’ ( -

To overcome ' such difficulties the 
church must adopt the philosophy of 
the Spiritualists,1’ that death is only a 
transition of . the mortal to the immor
tal; that there all the incentives to a 
vicious life are laid aside with the cor
ruptible body, and-he enters a life of 
Endless Progression, never retrograd
ing, slow at first, but always advancing. 
The drunkard and the criminal can look 
'back on theinmlsspént lives, while guilt 
with its scorpion Sting, will AR them 
with regrets! for-th'e past; but loving 
dear ones 5x1111 lead- them on and up
ward to regions of eternal hope." Earth 
life is but an Incident in the career of 
the spirit, a Sad one In retrospection, if 
criminal, oriiif its '¡opportunities were 
not improved? ? -u

Waste of time Is the most extravagant 
and Costly of all expenses.—Theophras
tus.- 4 ■ ' . . - •■■■■ -

“Social Upbuilding, including4 Co-op
erative Systeînb andithe Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By’B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D;, ,MJC>. This comprises 
thé last part of .Hgman Culture and 
Cure. Paper, cover,46 cents. For sale 
at tills office. ' j4 : , ’ \ •

“Religion qs£ Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual ywverse. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. b-, LL.D." A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, ' historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every Student and ^specially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books, on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1. cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. - ,

'Tho Gospel of Buddha, Accordlug tor 
Old Records." Told by Paul Caras, 
Thirhook is heartily commended to stu- 
detits of the science of religions, and to 
all who would galn.a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit

• Price $1. For sale nt this office. . . ,

After less than fifteen minutes’ delib
eration, tne jury in the case of Mrs. 
Mary Tyler Moulton, whose trial on a 
charge of fortune telling has aroused 
such general interest in Spiritualistic 
circles, agreed upon a verdict of guilty, 

„.Justice Neelen imposed a fine of ^5vqjid. 
costs, the latter amounting to about 
$100, or an alternative fifteen days’ 1m- 
prisonment-in the House of Correction. 
An appeal will be taken by the defend
ant, ■ who, with the assistance of the 
.Unity Spiritual Society, wlR make a 
test of the question in order to decide 
once for all whether the law as it now 
reads interferes with the free exercise, 
as its members maintain, of the tenets 
of their religious belief^

The Police court was again filled yes
terday afternoon with men and women 
of the Unity Spiritualist Society, to 
whom the result was of vital interest. 
There was also present Geo. H. Brooks, 
Who conducts services for the society, 
and Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond of Chi
cago, who came to this city in the ex
pectation of being called on to testify 
as to the precepts of the Spiritualist 
faith. -

Under a ruling made by Justice Nee
len, all testimony tending to show su
pernatural powers on the part of the 
defendant was ruled out, thereby pre
venting the admission of the evidence 
upon which the defense was largely re
lying for its case. The point at issue 

- was thus reduced4 to fhe.simple question 
as to whether or not the defendant had 
told fortunes for gain, her ability to do 
so, under the court’s ruling, being im
material., ' ' - .. . • .

Mrs. Moulton was placed on the stand 
in her own behalf, add gave further 
testimony as to the manner in which 
she had. given seances. Her attorney 
attempted to show by her testimony 
that fortune telling, in,4 the ordinary 
sense, and spirit communication were 
entirely distinct, the latter being, purely 
in the nature of advice as to future ac
tions, and in no sense a foretelling of 
the future. This was the point empha
sized in his arguments, While-Assistant 
City Attorney. Ballhorn,spent consider
able time in an attempt to show that 
the distinction was of no importance. 
Arguments were closed at 4:30 o'clock.

Justice Neelen was not in the court
room when word was received from 
the jury that a verdict had been agreed 
upon, and for half an hour the specta-,. 
tors gathered In small groups and in 
whispers discussed the probable out
come. When the judge and jury finally 
appeared, Mrs. Moulton took her place 
and calmly listened to the. verdict of 
guilty. No sooner was It given and the 
penalty imposed,' than the women - In 
the room crowded about thé defendant

To the Editor:—Your issue of RJqrcti 
IS is overflowing with good' thjngs; 
there are a number of articles full of 
life and spirituality. When I took my 
pen iu hand I was impressed to par
ticularly empb.asize the great truths 
which should receive the united atten
tion of every enlightened, progressive 
Spiritualist, ns set lorth by Prof. J. 8. 
Loveland In his masterful presentation 
of the needs of the hour. “Economic 

Mission of Spiritualism” is a masterful 
“Declaration of Principles." There is 
not a whit of creedal bigotry jn It. 
Therefore we come to the consideration 
of the distinguishing characteristics be
tween the scarecrow of a creed and a 
sublime "Declaration of Principles.” 
Let us all just stop one moment to con- 

'STder. this one question: Where is the 
man, and who is the man, that has no 
principles? I-oplne there are very few 
Indeed that would care to make such 
admission. Then if Spiritualists have 
within their physical and spiritual or
ganism any germ of principle, why not 
declafe it? It seems utter folly. to 
drift, drift along in our haphazard, 
come-easy, go-easy style, expecting to 
revolutionize or reform the world with
out having a “chart," a “comptiss,” a 
Declaration of Principles to. go by. 
Some few well-established facts, which 
appeaDto reason of the material as well 
as the spiritual, senses, around which 
the great body of Spiritualists could 
cohere in one solid united phalanx. I, , 
the writer, have had the glorious light 
of the spiritual philosophy, which has 
disenthralled myself from the bondage 
•of creedalism for only a short time, 
whew taken Into comparison with the 
long period pf time in which many of 
our prominent workers have been 
identified in the cause. Yet I could 
early see that there was something 
lacking in the methods, or I should say 
lack of methods, amongst our people. I 
told Prof. Loveland so as soon as I for
tunately made his acquaintance. We 
immediately agreed that to promote the 
cause of Spiritualism, we should define 
what Spiritualism is. What it stands 
for, what it represents, and what It de
mands from man. This we agreed 
would be a “Declaration of Principles," 
and not a creed.

It is just as Brother Loveland says.“ 
It is a contemptible pteae of patchwork 
to center our whole efforts upon the 
ephemeral thought of eradicating 
evils by Ignoring the root from whence 
these evils spring. A thinker, a Spirit
ualist, to be a Spiritualist, to live a 
Spiritualist, and to aet put to its full
ness, roundness and ripeness a spiritual 
life, requires that man should dig down 
deep to the bed rock of fundamental 

■ principles.
Oh, what a sham, to pretend to be an 

ethical teacher, to prate about morals, 
and the necessity of a reformation of 
the race, yet at the same time practice 
the same iniquities which breed pauper
ism and crime.

Are we afraid to set our faces against 
usury, parasitism, something-for-noth- 
ing? Oh, but I hear some dear brother 
say, We don’t want any politics in our 
Spiritualism. You don’t? Allow me to 
answer that politics is the science of 
government As Brother Loveland 
says, salves, plasters and ointments 
will not heal the ulcerous sores upon 
the body politic. There must be a radi
cal and Imperative demand for reform 
in educational methods, and not only in 
methods but also In principle.

Brother Loveland well says: “A fault
less array of ethical precepts will never 
make a people moral,”. No .Indeed, but 

’ the ethical precepts must be ingrafted 
into our spiritual life, and to do this re
quires and Imperatively demands that 
primary education, economic, ethical 
and spiritual, must be enforced upon 
the plastic mind while in the infant or 
receptive state. I do not mean the en
forcement of a creed, but eternal fun
damental principles, teaching that man 
will reap just what he sows, and that 
there Is no escape whatever from this 
well-established law. We know full 
well that there are those who will try 
to excuse themselves from con
sequences which are embodied in this 
law, by ignoring it or by trying to 
Ignore it, for the sake of their present 
terrestrial enjoyment, oblivious of any 
future consequences resulting there
from. But If Spiritualism will em
phasize the fact that man must reap 
just what he sows, and that there is no 
escape therefrom, that in the future 
life—or, to make it plain without any 
ambiguity of language, we will say, the 
life after the physical death, will bring 

' its just compensation, In complete re
’ ward or punishment as we have our

selves builded here. Just think what a 
miserable farce it will be to try and 
spiritualize a people who are mentally, 
socially and -economically in slavery. 
Talk to a tramp or a pauper about the 
glories, .the sublime, ennobling and up

. lifting concepts of Spiritualism, and he 
will doubtless answer, “What er yer 
given me?” His first thought will be 

i for the bread which will satiate the de
sire of the lower or animal life.

The God question: As Spiritualists 
i we can accept the concept of an 
, all-pervading, infinite, unfathomable 

power, operating throughout all planets 
, and all spheres; operating with intelli- 
, gent exactness in each and every man
. ifestation of nature. It matters not to 
• us what name we may postulate for 
• this unfathomable power. All nations, 
: tribes and races have had some name 

for it Allah, Brahm, El Shaddal, Je
. hovah, God, Ahm, Nature. It makes no 
. difference. It Is useless speculation to 
■ fight about a name. We might just as 
. well accept God as any other name; it 
■ is short and next to “good.” 
. As far as man will ever know in this 
। material sphere, relating to God, is 
i What has been postulated by the Greek 
1 philosopher or seer: “Pneuma ho 
> Theos,” “Spirit is God.” And spirit is 
. the only manifesting power demon

strating to man his Immortality. No 
[ other power operating within the forces 
•. of Nature has as yet demonstrated this 
, fact to man. Man only knows by and 
• through the faculties of reason. Hence 
' It is through the reasoning faculty in 
• man that he becomes conscious of any- 
r thing. To know is to reason. The in
’ sane man has lost the power to reason, 

hence he is an Imbecile, and cannot con
! centrate or fix the reasoning powers.

dead man cannot earn or pay ’usi|t% i . 
When the temple in vftiieb th» IsJ < 
mortal spirit dwells for a time in'ttdj y 
material sphere, is made4 to enact th* < 

-roll* of ‘’Uncle Tom” to some slav0 i 
driver of the Wall street bond shar|| ■' 
style of a thing, calling himself a iuat^ , i 
demanding from the poor worker fronj 
six per cent upwards, there can be little ’ 
hope of ever redeeming him from the , 
animal, and enthroning within his or- 
gauism the lofty concepts of true and • 
pure spirituality. He is a mere brutal
Ized repetition of the ringing protest a? 
voiced by Edwin Markham’s4 famous 
poem, whose Inspiration was taken 
from the celebrated picture of Millett; 
viz: “The Man With the Hoe.” Spirit?-■ 
uallsm demands a “Declaration of Prln- - 
ciples,” a strong and ringing statement 
of facts. n.

Who is there amongst our leaders 
that can give us thls crying need? If 
the honest, fearless judgment of such 
persons as I shall mention • below will 
take this matter up, they will find thou
sands upon thousands of followers who 
will joyfully enroll their names as 
signatories -to this first onward pro
gressive step to absolute freedom. I . 
think we can safely trust to their en- _ 
lightened Intelligence to proclaim this 
emancipation proclamation of freedom, ■ 
physically, morally, socially and spirit
ually. Brothers J. S. Loveland, MoSes 
Hull, D. W. Hull, Lyman C. Howe, Dr. 
J. M.. Peebles, W. J. Colville, William 
Emmet Coleman, Harrison D. Barrett, 
James Rodes Buchanan, J. J, Morse, 
Dr. Babbitt, Dr. George A. Fuller, Silas 
-Boardman, and many others; Sisters 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Abby A. Judson, Gora , 
L. V. Richmond, Lucy A. Mallory, 

fljilllan Whiting, Mary T. Longley, Mrs.
Georgia Cooley, and many others. ■ 

Truly and sincerely,
ALONZO COONS.

San Pedro, Cal.

RICH SPIRITUALISTS.
Why Do They Not Give Mon 

ey to the Cause ?
In the Rellglo-Philosophical Journal / 

of March 23 appeared the following ; 
editorial:

"The Seventh-Day Adventists have 
just had a great financial boom. On0 
of their number, lately deceased, left 
them a fortune amounting to 6400,000, • 
to be used In propaganda work. If 
some of our rich Spiritualists who pass • 
to the beyond, would take the'eue from 
this and leave some of their riches to 
Jie used In building up the cause, itf 
would be far more to their credit than 
to leave mouey for other public im
provements, as many of them do. t>r, 
John Allyn, of San'Diego, bps JuSt left 
$3,000 to be used in beautifying a park, 
but never thought enough of the causa 
to build a hall or spiritual templa 
there.”

This paragraph reflects the sentiment 
of thousands of Spiritualists. Comment 
of this-character Is often expressed in 
Spiritualist publications and by speak? 
ers of societies. Very often It takM til« 
form of abuse ana denunciation. WHat 
is the fundamental cause of thlp coy 
ditlon of things? Is the rich man whd 
believes in the doctrine of spirit com
munion to be always accused of cow
ardice. of indifference, of neglect, bet 
cause ne does not give l)ls money fteelv 
to Spiritualist societies? Perhaps if we 
look deeply enough we may find some
thing to justify his seeming neglect of 
duty. ’

In the first place, Spiritualism Is 
new movement, and still in a com
paratively crude ajid undeveloped con- 
ditlon. The character of Its meetings ft 
often such as to repel refined and cpl-...
tured persons. They are held usually, 
In ill-ventilated rented balls, too ofteq 
In unpleasant locations. Cranks and 
frauds often gain access to the plat
form. People of wealth and social 
standing do not wish to be held re
sponsible in the public mind for these 
things. Hence they do not identify 
themselves with the movement.

Another thing, Spiritualism is for the 
most part unorganized and chaotic, 
though commendable progress has 
recently been made. A man who has 
money to give to public causes wishes 
to bestow it where it will be a perma
nent source of good. He does not wish 
tb give it to a society which, having no 
real, substantial, permanent existence, 

ns likely at any time to be disintegrated 
by Internal dissensions. When Spirit
ualists as a body desire permanent or
ganization, and permanent homes in 
substantial temples, and when they, 
make greater efforts to establish them- 
selyes in a building of their own, there 
will be more of an inducement for rich 
Spiritualists to give and leave them 
money. “God helps those that help 
themselves,” says the proverb. When 
Spiritualists really make the effort to 
provide themselves with a material 
home, money will come to help them. 
Until then, rich Spiritualists will prob
ably continue to leave their money to 
other causes, such as liberal churches.

In the case of Dr. Allyn, above re
ferred to, the editor was probably not 
aware that he left $3,000 to the Uni
tarian Church of San Diego, of which 
the writer was until recently the pastor. 
This church, under the writer’s leader
ship, became the spiritual home of all 
phases of advanced thought. The cause 
of rational psychical research was 
made prominent, and scores of Spirit
ualists, as well as Mental Scientists amj 
Theosophlsts, united with the Uni
tarians in the Sunday services. This, 
together with the fact that Mrs. Allyn 
had been for years a devoted Uni
tarian, perhaps led Dr. Allyn to make 
his generous bequest to that society. 
But Dr. Allyn had done very much in 
the past for the cause of Spiritualism. 
He had been an avowed Spiritualist 
since 1860. In the early days he had 
generously helped Todd and Manning's 
paper, the “Friend of Progress," as well 
as J. J. Owen’s paper, “The Golden 
Gate.” He gave four lots in Summer
land to the society at that place. He 
at one time contemplated helping the 
cause In San Diego, and made certain 
overtures to that end. From no fault 

.of his own, this plan was dropped. 
These facts should be known in justice 
to Dr. Allyn. SOLdN LAUER.

San Diego, Cal.
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and offered their sympathy and protes-i-
tatlons of-support. In carrying the case 
to a final Issue. -
. ,‘Tt.is simply educating the people,” 
said Mrs. Moulton, as she left the room 
with her attorney, “and I do not regret 
theresult In the slightest?-’ . -

The uncultured and the unspiritual 
man has much of the characteristics of 
the imbecile; he has-not unfolded h!s’: 
powers to the analysis of reason, his 
inherent powers are. dead and out of 
correspondence with the surrounding 
forces in Ilfe and in nature. He Indeed 
Is. a poor unfortunate creature.

The duty of Spiritualism is to teach 
man, to lift him up from the low corf'-, 
cepts of animalism into the sublime life 
and light. of spiritual unfoldment 
Every pulsating thought should ■ go 
forth as<-a prayerful missionary work
ing for the dlsenthrallment of the 
human race. Oreedallsm of old the
ology, working hand In hand with gov
ernmental despotisms, must be over
thrown, from foundation to turret. The 
mission of Spiritualism of the. future 
will ba^to fight. Fight for liberty. 
Freedom from every form of mental 
and physical slavery. Freedom from 
the Iniquitous mental slavery domi
nated by the moneyed- oligarchy. A

“Foreign Lands”—An Expla
nation . '

My translations for The Progressive 
Thinker, headed “Spiritualism in For- 
elgn” Land's,” in the issue for April 8. 
•through an oversight on the part of 
'someone, were published without the 
Introductory explanation, which showed 
the first and principal article to be ex

tracts from a discourse delivered- in 
Baris, on the occasion, of the Fiftieth 
Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, 
by M. Xeon Denis, the noted Spiritual
ist orator of France, who Is spoken of 
as the "Spiritual evangelist” The dis
course was published in full in several 
of the French papers, and’translated 
into Spanish for La Union Espiritista.

M. Denis is kept constantly engaged 
in the lecture field In France, and his 
burning eloquence stirs up interest and 
enthusiasm wherever he goes, whlls 
the secular press gives fair reports of 
his lectures in many places.

' ERNEST S. GREEN.
i >
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-aMi/-tm^aocwfiiated ifiltbhl luatimce 
data that demanded a mo?e compre
hensive arrangement than-any theory 
of “two” admitted. So he went one 
better and said let us call her “three.”

AGREÄT^EER. a blackboard at school, but don’t move
your lips." ■. ■ ■ ■

Khaldah grasped the forefingers of
the gentleman’s left hand In his left

Ten
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Thousand Papers Examined Weekly for The Pro
gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press

Clipping Bureau.
. ■ ■ ■• • •

Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, PsychlcForce, Proplietlc Dreams 
and Remarkable Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Plie- 

noinena, Apparitions, Etc., taken Tiierelrom
. to Enrich Our Columns.

PHENOMENAL.
Three Separate Identities In 

One Brain.
THEY ARE DEVELOPED BY ACCI

DENT IN A CLERGYMAN-OTHER 
. NOTABLE CASES - SEEMINGLY 

ALLIED TO SPIRIT CONTROL IN 
SOME RESPECTS.
A most strange account of a man who 

possesses three separate personalities 
comes from New York, where the case 
is beiug given great attention by cer
tain members of the medical profession. 
The person in question Is Rev. Thomas 
O. Hanpa of Plantvllle, Conn. He has 
recently been in the New York state 
hospital under the care of Dr, .Boris 
Sidls, an associate in psychology in that 
institution. The patient Is reported 
cured and the doctor has given out 

i many of the facts.
This is the statement of the case; The 

'. second consciousness existed side by 
\ side in the same man, while he, as a 
\sort of third party, looked and worried 
'about them,'trying to decide which one 

I of them was his real self. He thought 
he ought to be one or the other alto
gether and he tried to choose between 
them and the trinity became a unity. 
Dr. Sidls claims to have found out how 
to get at a man's subconsciousness and 
to have produced an absolute cure, as 

' in the case under notice.
The condition in which Rev. Mr. 

Hanna was was brought on by an ac- 
-cldent. He was 25 years old when he 

■i ■ met with the accident. All the physi-
■ dans that had to do with the case and 
». those of his acquaintance who called at 

the institute testified to his Intellectual 
keenness, his unusual abilities and bls 
hlgli aspirations. He bad strong will 
power and held himself in perfect com

; mand. He was a university graduate. 
.His family history was excellent, fils 

■ parents and grandparents on both sides 
being vigorous and healthy.

On April 15 last year he fell from a 
carriage and was unconscious fo.r two 

■ hours. When he came to he was as a 
babe just born. The accumulation of 
experience gathered from the time of 

- his birth to the time of the accident had 
. disappeared. He had lost the power of 

-.■ voluntary activity; he did not know 
■■ anything of his own personality, nor 

■ could he recognize persons or objects,
il -He had not the slightest conception of 
■ objects, of distance or of time. Move

ments attracted his involuntary atten-

Mr. Hanna. “Some urb-elear and oth
ers are not. I can recall those that are 
not, but I cannot see tliemAvellj while I 
can see the clear dreams perfectly well 
even now.” '

The distinct dreams were the com
mon-place dreams of everyday life, of 
no Jmportancq^or the doctor’s purpose, 
but the indistinct dreams were signifi
cant. They were glimpses into the pa
tient’s subconscious existence, where 
lay the meories of his former life. Sub
sequent inquiries proved them to be so. 
The patient did not recognize them as 
past experiences. To him they were ex
traordinarily vivid dreams, or visions 
that came into his present life without 
any hint as to their source. He re
called the pictures In his dreams, the In
cidents and the names of persons. 
These-arose from his split-off subcon
scious self, wherein lay the memories 
of twenty-five years of life. He tried to 
build them up Into an intelligent idea, 
but within the narrowed circle of his 
new life, comprising a much smaller 
field of experiences, there was nothing 
for these dream pictures to rest upon. 
The proper names, for instance, that he 
thus recalled were without significance, 
to him. His parents orchis friends rec-; 
ognlzed them after, for they had the 
advantage over the patient In knowing 
something of bls past life. '
EXPERIMENTING WITH THE PA-

-TIENT.

Then she became in some mvusure un
derstandable, '

Her personality had disintegrated— 
split up actually into three distinct 
fields of consciousness. Each field was 
a memory group by itself, while lapse 
of memory marked the cleavage be
tween them as walls separate adjacent 
rooms.

The patient was a married woman. 
Until she was .4 years old she wad per
fectly healthy. Then she had menin
gitis. She was unconscious during most 
of her illness. When she recovered her 
parents noticed a marked change in her 
disposition. Her bright, happy, gener
ous nature she bad changed to one that 
was fretful, self-centered and willful. 
She showed cunning, but not judgment. 
If thwarted she burst into violent fits 
of anger, and fought furiously. She was 
fickle. Overgenerous to a playmate one 
day, she would snub her the next. . At 
school she frightened the other children 
who soon learned to keep away from 
her altogether. She was not stupid, 
but she made smtlll progress in 
her lessons because she would not put 
her attention to the work of learning. 
Study made her head heavy, she said, 
Then if she were urged to persist, she 
became p'eevish, taciturn and morose. 
She grew up and In her 34th year mar
ried, but her disposition did not change.

One day, however, she rolled over 
backward out of a phaeton. The fall 
did not break any bones, but it bumped 
her head pretty hard, so that she had 
pain for some weeks. For months after 
the accident she showed the hysterical 
symptoms that frequently come after 
a physical shock or wound. She would 
cry, “I am abandoned by everyone. I 
shall never recover. They want me to 
die,” paying little heed to those who 
spoke to'her to soothe her or to find out 
what the matter was. She talked of 
suleide and said “only the dead are 
happy.” Her eyes wopld be wide open 
and her features 'pinched and drawn. 

■ She would lie awake at night in a state 
of Intense dejection. Dr. Corning put 
her to sleep with a> hypnotic and after 
seven hours' unconscious rest she said

:—raj I ||ij the gentleman’s left baud in hli
Marvelous Fe»# |W Mind- ■were

Besldes investigating the patient’s 
dreams Dr. Sldis tried what he charac
terized as “hypnoidizatlon.” This was 
the process: He asked Mr. Hanna to 
close his eyes and then to keep as quiet 
as possible, without, however, making 
special effort to remain still. While the 
patient sat thus, or perhaps lay, the 
doctor had someone read or sing, and 
asked Mr. Hannu to attend to the recit
al. The entertainment over, he would 
ask the patient what thoughtshad come 
to his mind as he listened.

Dr. Sidls says that at such times his 
patient would recall names of places 
and of persons, and phrases, sentences, 
whole paragraphs even, from books to
tally lapsed from memory and in lan
guages that were strange and meaning
less to him. Indeed, the flood of mem
ory -frightened him occasionally. He 
said it seemed to him as thougXspme- 
one else had control of his tongued

The result of these experiments was 
so gratifying that the doctor called In 
Dr. Goodhart to assist In re-establish

she felt “much brighter.” She went to 
the doctor's office looking actually joy
ous. He congratulated her, said he was 
gltfd the medicine he had given her the 
night before had had sueh good effect. 
But she was not quite cured at last ac
counts.

Dr. Charles L. Dana of New. York, 
had an interesting case which be wrote 
about in the Psychological Review. 
The patient was a young man of excel
lent habits and general good health, 
who had come near dying of illuminat
ing gas. He had gone to bed in a room 
in which there was a leaky pipe. In 
the morning his father found him lying 
in bed with his eyes wide open, bls lips 
blue and bls face livid.

His father worked on him and 
brought him around. To a clergyman 
who called In the afternoon he talked 
rationally, though not very clearly. 
Later he was delirious and for several 
days bls mind wandered. Before his 
illness he had planned a trip to Wash
ington and in his wanderings he wor
ried about bls time table. Four days

ing the link between the^ormer life 
and self-consciousness of his patient.

The two doctors sat by the patient’s 
bedside watching for dreams. The first 
night they were not successful, but the.. 
second night they did better. Dr. Goqd- 
hart took notes and Dr, Sidls insinu-

tlon and he followed them with his eyes 
just as a babe does. He liked to have 
them repeated, but of anything else he __________ _____ _ _
did not take notice, He had lost all I into the patients mind and led hjm on 
coniprehenslon of language, all sense of | to reveal the inner working of his sub- 
brderliness. Apparently his brain was ’ ....... —
us free of thoughts, impressions, ideas,

ated himself by means of questions

conscious mental conditions. The pa-

memories as that of an Infant.
HAD TO BEGIN ONCE AGAIN.
So he bad to learn all over again. He 

soon regained the use of the voluntary 
muscles from involuntary movements 
and instruction. He learned to use bls 
arms and legs in walking and in work
Ing. He learned to know objects and 
their distance. He gave up trying to 
reach an electric light bulb twenty feet 
away or to take hold of his own Image 

-reflected in a mirror. Rapidly he 
learned to distinguish what was right 
In the way of eating. He discovered 
that the core of an apple was a good 

; thing to throw away and that he should 
eschew the stem likewise. He discrim
inated between oranges and soap as 
food. Hl§ mental power was intact and 
his strong intelligence made learning 
easy for him.

In a few weeks he had a fairly clear 
idea of Ills environment, and soon he 
could talk a little. At first he imitated 

• the words and phrases he heard, thlnk- 
Ing this would help him make his wants 
known to others; then he dropped this 
method, and by a systematic Imitation 
of words in connection with the objects 
they Indicated the patient learned again 
to speak. More slowly he learned to 
read and to write. He asked the mean
ing of words continually, and bls a b c’s 
were those of a child that as yet had 
-slight knowledge of fornf. One note
worthy thing about his writing was 
that he could make the character’s as 
well with one hand as with the other. 
He had become ambidextrous. Before

tlent acted and lived through experi
ences he had forgoten long before. He 
did not know at all what Dr. Sidls was 
doing, but, as if answering bls own' 
thoughts, he told of that life which in 
his waking state he knew nothing 
about. In thls.jvay the doctors learned 
whatever they desired about Mr. Han
na's subconsciousness and 'discovered 
that his amnesia had to do with his 
self-conscious waking personality only.

A week later they took him to the 
Pathological institute, where, under the 
Influence of psychic and physiological 
stimulus, he fell Into a state of double 
consciousness or double personality. 
The old memories rose in the full light 
of the upper consciousness instead of 
in the form of dreams or semi-trance 
states. The primary state included the 
patient’s whole life up to the time of 
the accident; the secondary state dated 
from the time of the accident and in
cluded all the knowledge and experi
ence obtained in that state.
HIS “STATES” WERE SEPARATE.

Whatever he did in one state he did 
not remember in the other stdte—did. 
not even suspect its existence. He had 
to go back into that state and then his 
memory was normal. Complete am
nesia separated the two states.

When Mr. Hanna awoke one morning 
and remembered who he was, he did 
not remember anything of what had 
happened since his accident, and could 
not understand where he was. He rec
ognized ills brother, who told him he 
had been ill, and that he was now with

the accident he was not. •
Once he had a new idea. He held to 

it with remarkable tenacity. He re
membered everything that anyone told 
(him down to the minutest details. He 
(had a keen appreciation of beauty, but 
he shuddered at the sight of ugliness or 
of deformity. Harmony delighted Him.

■ Dis temper never ruffled, but was al
ways sweetly even and patient He 
was absolutely pure in mind. His one 

:i deficiency was the scantiness of his ac- 
qulred material—of his experience. The 
commonest acts of every-day life were a 
wonder and a mystery to him. But he 
had a great desire to learn and was 
most inquisitive. He had a sense of 

... number and of‘form, with admirable 
powers of inference, of distinguishing 
fine points and of carrying on long and 
complicated trains of reasoning. Be
fore he had learned fractions or any- 

f thing of geometry he managed to solve 
fractions or complicated problems by

• ~ - । pressed to their two respective fore
Reading. ’ heads. Then he said with a laugh:
.____ itf f “A'h! You ask me a question. I do not

niaviiJLxrivd t>v 'I’HTfl drink, but I will tell you wlint you said. THEr ARE PERl'WRMD» BY J-HD y jU Itake aManbattan cock-
TURKISH VICE-CONSUL — HE tallj,,/
READS THE THOUGHTS QF Again a rippie of laughter and con- 
WILLIAM K, VANDERBILT, AND gratulations followed the successful 
IS OFFERED A LARGE REWARD. I performance of the feat. Turning to 
, , ' ,-.jj .. , another gentleman on the opposite side
A week or more W Klialdah, the of the r Khaldah said: “You write 

Egyptian, was demonstrating his gifts I B0Iuething> j do not care whether it is 
of telegi-aphyAt-'MisslDe Fosest s home que6tlon or a statement, only please 
in West, Tenth street, , aiifl. it chanced I writing very plain so that any
that William K. Vand^rbiljt was one of I oae wko saw u goaij rpad it.” 
the guests. , . .¡i. In slow, schoolboy fashion, without

“If you can tell me,” sald*the million- I any one but the writer’s knowledge, 
alre, “what I am tlilmtlng of at any jjiese words were penned: 
given time I will pay you one hundred „wul you lend me a five Bpot?» _ 
dollars.” ,.i Although this was slang and an up-

I do not wish your.mqney, Mr. van- t0^jate Americanism, Khaldah repeat- 
derbilt,” said the , Bastener, who ed the performance asTtefore, but wlth- 
wealtliy and does not pursue the cult out the mental spelllugi onty adding, 
as a means of livelihood, but.if you deferentlally, ln a scarcely audible 
will give me your hand and concentrate whIgpel. «Ohi x cnn teli what you 
your thoughts upon some event that Wrote; but do you want me to say it 
has transpired in your life, not neees- rjgJlt out before aU tbe ladles nnd 
sarliy connected with it, I shall cer- I gpntieroen?" The writer of the sen- 
talnly tell you what that occurrence (ence blusbedi but sald: .<ob, yes> Speak: 
w?®-” ... . ... . , it right out.” “claJed^ianSs «“Indueader I lend mb a (IpIVB:gp0T,,

Khaldah, for perhaps twenty seconds, Then said Khaldah, with an amused 
knotted his brows together and gazed smile, “The . gentleman has asked a 
Intently at his subject, , question. He says would I lend him a

Then he said with a smile of triumph: five-spot—what you call a V. Eh?" 
“Mr. Vanderbilt, you were thinking After a little general conversation 

of the assassination of Abraham Lin- ohe of the gentlemen said he had wit
coin. Am I right?” r ; - - . nessed the celebrated Washington Ir-

• ■...  __ _ . vlng Bishop do some of bls wonderful
MARVELLOUS NAME READING. m[nd read|ng feats In Liverpool. Khal- 

Mr. Vanderbilt seethed almost dazed dah caught the name very quickly and 
for’an instant and'then said: “Abso- I Bald: “Yes, yes, Mr. Bishop was very 
lately right, How, bfi. £pyth. do you cleyer. A wonderful man; but I will 
dp it?” , . r.,--1'.' ■■■ try to see if I can do in a modest way

“I cannot explain," said Khaldah, “I gome of the tbings he did. Will you 
think very hard, conceptrate myself in confer among yourselves and think of 
your thoughts, make myself receptive something you want me to do?” 
to your mind—then it comes like a face One of tbe gentlemen whispered to 
seen in a mirror. I see your mind, I another, “You go and garrote the doc
feel your thoughts.”. • . I tor.” This was a very hard feat, and

Tall, Blender and graceful, with broad somewhat similar to those Bishop used 
shoulders, a long, typically Egyptian I to practice, but the doctor alluded to 
face; every feature straight and clean- perhaps -unconsciously ■ antagonized 
chiselled, a head large, broad and deep, Khaldah. For when Khaldah took one 
covered with hair of midnight black- I of the gentlemen by the hand and led 
ness, parted in the middle and falling I bim over to the physician he did not 
in picturesque disorder over his white clutch the supposed victim’s throat.

after his injury he tried to read a news
paper upside down, but without suc
cess. On the eighth day his father took 
him to Granger’s sanitarium. Though 
he had shown signs of mania he went 
without making any trouble.

. The next day be awoke much re
freshed, the symptoms of mania all 
gone, but'he did not know who he was. 
In fact he knew very little Indeed; A. 
few of the simplest words and -some
thing of fi few of the most familiarly 
shaped articles about him. ‘He knew 
how to dress himself and how (to eat, 
but he did not know his father, mother, 
sister or fiancee. He felt that they 
were different to other folks, but he 
could not understand why. He enjoyed 
being with his sweetheart, but the rea
son was a mystery to him. He learned

friends in the best hospital for his case 
In the whole world. He took his broth
er's word for it, and did whatever the 
physicians asked him to do, with Im
plicit confidence and without a word of 
protest

When Dr. Sidls found that sleep was 
the bridge his patient crossed to reach 
his other consciousness he thought out 
a scheme to bring about a cure. He

his mental ingenuity.
HE RELEARNED EASILY.

Though his scholarly attainments and 
his higher scientific and linguistic ac- 
qulrements were gone from him to all 
intents as absolutely as though they 
were the property of another person, 
the machinery of his mental processes 
was in splendid working order. In a 
few weeks he had learned to speak flu
ently and correctly. He passed through 
the stages of development of an Infant 
He traveled the same route, but his 
pace was swift. Years were as weeks 
with him.

His fine intelligence convinced .Dr. 
Sidls that Mr. Hanna’s former person
ality still lived—that the accident had 
not crushed it to death, but rather had 

■ dissociated It from the rest of his con
' sclous life; hidden it away, so to speak, 

in a subconscious depth, where It ex
erted a great Influence on the new per
sonality of the patient.

The doctor began to tap this subcon
sciousness. He began with dreams. 
Every morning he asked his patient to 
recall the visions of the preceding 
night. . .

have two kinds of dreams,” said

N; J., to the Democratic Club, New fl 
York. . I

Khaldah was clearly puzzled by this 
change of thought, and hesitated a long 
while before putting pencil to paper. 
Meanwhile lie held Mortimer’s lefthand 
in a vise-like grip and looked steadily 
into the latter's eyes, and then doyn at 
the carpet. Slowly and with infinite 
pains Khaldah began to draw the pro
file of Richard Croker. The square-set 
jaw, the massive neck, the firm lips and 
general appearance of determination 
and defiance were all brought out with 
accuracy.

Then in-response to requests from 
several of the ladies Khaldah drew 
other profile portraits, Including a rare 
photograph of Sarafi*Bernhardt which 
tlie actress had given to Mrs. Ayer in 
Paris years ago. The actress is lean
ing forward in this picture, with lips 
open, as if uttering a loud appeal.

Mrs. Ayer said that she had set her 
mind firmly on this open-mouth feature 
of the picture which she possessed. 
Khaldah puzzled over this picture for 
some little time, drawing nose, lips and 
chin several times before he could con
vince himself that the mouth should be 
left half-open, if he were to reproduce 
the picture Mrs. Ayer had In mind. But 
at last he did so, to the delight of every 
one. ■ Then Mrs. Ayer asked him if he 
would tell her what she was thinking 
of, as he said he had done at an enter
tainment recently when Mr. Vanderbilt 
and . a number of others were partici
pants in one of these exhibitions.

“Well,” he said, obligingly, "you 
think of some event in your life that 
made a very vivid impression and I will
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forehead, great black - restless eyes t fratwhich shone out from underneath A VERY DIFFICULT FEAL. 
straight black eyebrows, long armed, I Khaldah hesitated. Then he removed 
with narrow slender; white hands the doctor’s eyeglass string from 
adorned each with an Oriental ring of around bls neck, and next bls cravat, 
value, attired in faultless evening dress using the subject all the time. It was 
of the smart world of to-day, with the plain that Khaldah knew that the sub
charming ease of a man perfectly at I ject whose hand he held was thinking 
home among people of. the world, Khal- about doing something to the doctor’s 
dah explained to his ̂ ¡anxious guests throat, but as the doctor afterward 
that he should attempt to give them a stated, after his eyeglasses and cravat 
few tests of his abUltyAo read the mind were removed, he willed himself as 
of another. • ' • strongly as possible against any other

"There is nothing: mysterious in what Indignities and kept repeating, “You 
I shall attempt to do,Hl. said he; “no will tail! You are confused! You can
trickery. I cannot possibly tapow what not do this!”
you may chance to think about. I never Great beads of perspiration stood out 
saw any of you, except oum host and on Khaldah’s forehead, his muscles 
his brother, before laimy- yfe to my I twitched, and he still persisted in hold
knowledge. I do not hnowvyour names ing the subject’s hands and fingers in 
even. in i proximity to the physician’s throat.

“But I shall try,” he added, spiling At last he took the subject’s other hanfl 
and showing a doublejmw otfine white and put the whole ten fingers around 
teeth, “to tell each <?f. your, Christian the physician’s throat.
names, your friends' 'named, some of This feat provoked unstinted praise 
your thoughts, and to 'do many things from every one. Khaldah then said, It 
to amuse and interestcyouil! a is very hard to do this with some peo-

Approaching , severa^ of t^e ladles, pie. I could feel that the doctor was 
Khaldah said, with armile: , “Now, if I not helping me; in fact, that he was op- 
you will be kind enpugh to tell me I posing me, but the subject kept his 
when you were born t’wll tèli you your | mind so intensely on the movement to 
name—your first nartfé: Oh? no, no, I be performed that at last we did it, 
don’t mean-the year you wereiborn, just didn’t we?" turning to the gentleman, 
the month: and the day^J, w t< 1 j “didn’t we?”

He began with the, hostess,- whp said “Let me see-if you are not more sym- 
that her birthday was in June. Step-1 pathetic,” said Khaldah, addressing 
ping back, he wrote the month and day the hostess’s sister. “Think of some
on a sheet of' notepaper, together with I thing you want me to do, some feat like 
some queer Arabic figures; then, look- putting out a lamp and relighting it.” 
ing up quickly, said: -! After a moment’s thought the lady said:

"Florence. Is that right?” “Very well, I am ready.” Khaldah
_ ... Atook her hand, and gracefully led her READ VANDERBILT S MIND. I around a fabie the library over to a

words quickly, but having a German 
attendaut he spoke with a German ac
cent. He took kindly to figures and 
learned to do sums quickly. He had 
had some knowledge of billiards before 
his Illness, but, unlike most-folk, his 
new game was vastly better than any 
he had played In times gone by. He 
took to mechanics, to drawing and to 
carving too, things he had been particu
larly deficient In formerly, and attained 
much skill with his tools and pencil. 
About six weeks after hts illness he 
picked out a tune on the banjo. He had 
played before, but he did not know 
what it was now, nor how he came to 
pick it out He sang several gongs too 
and accompanied himself on me banjo, 
but he did not remember anything 
about them.

Once Dr. Dana hypnotized him, tell
ing him to think"« Several things^t a 
certain time at 4-o’clock the next day. 
The last of these things was to recall 
his past As the time approached he 
did all but the most Important thing. 
He knew he had not filled the entire 
order and said: -j-

“Dr. Dana told me to do one thing 
more, but I do not think what it was.”

Profressor Josiah Royce of Harvard, 
suggested that the young man should 
read old love letters and repeat the 
prayers of his childhood, but neither of 
these acts appeared to be of service in 
bringing anything to his patient's past 
life to his mind.

By this time he was able to go about 
alone a great deal. He went to his of
fice, but he did not recognize anybody 
or anything there. Finally, just three 
months after the asphyxiation, he

had Mr. Hanna do things that , would 
induce sleep; incited film to fatigue 
himself in various ways.

In whichever state he was when he 
went-to sleep, he always awoke in the- 
other. By increasing thé frequency of 
these naps he was able to shorten their 
duration, until finally the patient 
passed from one state Into the other 
without going to sleep at all. k

Then a strange thing happened. Mr. 
Hanna discovered, a third personality- 
one that was conscious of the other two 
and yet distinct from'them. He could 
recognize each as belonging to him, and 
he fancied he would have to be one or 
the other. He saw that the two were 
different in many ways, and he tried to 
decide which he would rather be.

Then he found that he cçuld not 
choose. His third personality, which 
naturally was very weak at first, suf
fered intensely under the strain. It 
tried to get rid of .one and to become the 
other, but it could not get rid of either? 
Mr. Hanna says the agony he endured 
is beyond the power of any words of 
his to express. But as the days passed 
and- his third personality gained 
strength It grasped the situation and 
his suffering abated, until finally all 
three consciousnesses merged into one 
and Rev. Mr. Hanna was a well man,, 
physically and mentally,.and to-day he 
Is doing.his work as regularly .and as ef
ficiently as ever. .

CASE OF A YOUNG WOMAN.
Dr. J. Leonard Corning of. New York, 

describes In the Medical Record a pa
tient of his who had three personalities.

try to tell you what it is.”
Once more he held the subject's left 

hand finger-tips in his and told her to 
concentrate her mind as strongly as 
possible on the particular event she 
wanted him to name.

“You are thinking of a birth,” he 
said. '

“Oh, no, I am not," responded Mrs. 
Ayer.

“You must be," be reiterated.
“But I am not. It is something en

tirely different.”
“Well, then, it was something vei$r 

dangerous—an accident, perhaps.”
After a few moments’ pause he said: 

“You are thinking of the Chicago fire. 
But you were not thinking of the right 
date all'the time. Your first date was 
that of a birth.” '

“You are right, Mr. Khaldah. Now 
that you speak of it, I always think of 
a tragic incident connected with a 
birth that occurred the day before the 
great fire in connection with that dlsas-

Píernilini Terms

ter. That thought was in my mind 
when I gave you the wrong date."—New 
York World.

TALE OF DECEPTION.
In Which a Spiritualistic 

Fakir Figures.

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must he accom 
ponied by their requi 
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC, and The 
Progressive Thinker 
Ono Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year 
$1.70.

A STORY ILLUSTRATING THE

A little sally of applause greeted this I bookcase, slid back the door, leaned 
clever answer. Then; he turned to over, picked up a pocket kodak, crossed 
another lady and saldiapologetlcally: I the room, and placed it on the mantel-

“Perhaps I may no>-do as well this I piece.
time,„but won’t you tell me your birth-1 KHALDAH DRAWS PICTURES.
d^flSeptember 6 ” -ì I Th,s was not a11- Khaldah performed

“And what is the first letter of your a still more marvellous act Going to 
Plven name?” . Mrs- Ayer> whom he had never met Ingiven name i . Wg ufe he you are a ut_

“All right Let me hbld your hand a erary woman. Won’t you take a. book 
moment. Now-spell it to yourself, just and pick out a word you want me to 
as If you were wrlting'M-a-r-y, so.” ' find? Mrs. Ayer went to a table,

His black eyes sparkled and the veins opened a volume, and carelessly turn
in his forehead were plainly visible as ing the pages, stopping a moment to 
he held the tips of the lady's fingers, glance at a word, fixed her mind upon 
He turned his head aside so that there an adjective of four letters.
was no suspicion of lip-reading on his The magician arose, Picked uP_the

£ I volume, ,and going over torn lamp, with
“E-t—no, no,” he said, "that is not the book in bls hand, rapidly turned the 

right. Etta—that is a peculiar name.” pages, and then walked back to where
■•Vpa ” mnrmnred some one- “it is not Mrs. Ayer was seated. Taking the in

a fuU glvenm'iitìe, but a diminutive.” dex finger of her right hand, he held it
“Quick as a flash Khaldah called out, I an inch or two above the page.gradu- 

“Etta; that is your name.” ally lowering It to about the middle,
He was richt. • I when he put her finger exactly over the
Turning to another lady,, without I word She hud chosen, and whiph she 

touching her hand, Khaldah said: had persistently^ kept in mind. That 
“Won’t you please think, of some one isliving or-dead, and tell me his or her I commented. Won t you repeat it?

DEEP CORRUPTION OF HUMAN 
NATURE, AND SHOWING WHAT 
SPIRITUALISM HAS TO OON- 

...TEND WITH.
This morning Mrs. Carrie Preble un

folded a tale of deception practiced 
upon her by a couple, by. which she 
parted company with her diamond ring. 
After hearing the story of the 'crime, 
a warrant was Issued for the arrest of 
a man named Onion, and Mrs. Tabor, 
upon a charge of petty larceny.

Mrs. Preble is a spiritual medium, 
who has her rooms in the old post of
fice building, on Fourth street, where 
she is wont to flevelop unseen spirits 
and tell of the fortunes and misfortunes 
of others, yet she did not have the pow
er to foretell a smart little bunco game 
upon herself. One day, a couple of 
weeks ago, Mrs. Tabor called on Mrs. 
Preble, and assured her that she, too, 
was in the splrltal business, but 
claimed that all her work was done by 
trick and sleight-of-hand-, She tried to 
Impress Mrs. Preble that there was no 
such thing as true Spiritualism, and 
that the only way to make any money 
was to practice humbugs upon the peo
ple. Mrs. Tabor emphasized the fact 
that It was only by tricks that any
thing-could be accomplished by way of 
remuneration In the profession.

Of course, it did not dawn upon Mrs. 
Preble that this was the first step In 
the subsequent little trick that was to 
be played upon her. Thus ended the 
first interview between the spirit me
diums.

The next day a man who gave his 
name as Mr. Onion called at Mrs. 
Preble’s rooms, and announced himself 
as a medium, but also said that his 
work was done by tricks and sleight-of- 
hand. He Insisted that Mrs. Preble 
must also know Some good tricks 
Whereby the public could be gulled. 
Mrs. Preble denied any knowledge of 

^trickery, and asserted that her seances 
were genuine spiritual manifestations. 
At this Mr. Onion expressed himself as 
very desirous of obtaining the secret 
trick of slate-writing, and said he would

In England the friends

can obtain it only by 
addressing or calling 
on J. J. Morse, Flor
ence House, Osna- 
burgh street, Euston 
Road, London, N. W.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind that the order for the 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The. 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

THE DIVINE PLAN.

ex-. 
On 
be

It is carried out In The Progressive 
Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber In the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Aft Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book Uke Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of Tbe Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Çlan yourself.

called on his fiancee. He acted queerly 
and she thought he was worse; and 
when he left for home she cried? On 
the way he complained that one-half of 
bls head pricked and felt queerly. Then

birthday? Don’t-tell thè letter; give 
me no letter at all—just the day of the 
month.”

“July 10.” ,
“Henry," responded Khaldah, with 

marvellous quickness, “and I think he 
was your brother, but he has long been 
dead.” . ? ■

Again Khaldah was precisely correct 
The lady’s brother had been dead al
most a score of years. . c. -

“Now let me. try something else,” con
tinued Khaldah, goingiiover to an es
critoire and taking up a. package of 
notepaper. “WiH some one write down
three figures,, like 0D1 ?” One of the 

_ ___ gentlemen did so. “Now reverse thehis head priCKea anu len queei-iy. xueu . § Khnldnl p “like 901—199his whole-head' pricked and he became ] ’■
After the numbers,¡ were written 

down, reversed, and jfthe .(Subtraction' 
made Khaldah said: ','jloïdl the paper 
close tb your chest, and ! Will teÜ .you

dull apd sleepy. He went to bed as 
soon as he reached home and at 11 
o'clock awoke his former self, but the 
last three ffionths were blank. The next 

► day he resumed his place In his office 
and-every thing seemed to him as it 
had been.—Chicago Chronicle. ■ -

••The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu- 
defit of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
,Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. ’ Price 15 cents.

“1'lie Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof.-Lockwood is recognized aS.one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little' volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. '

“Edith Bramley’s Visión.” Vivid de
scription of'a Jésult spirit conclave, 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimofiy. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. . '

»■Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Splrlt-llfc.” “The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given in the In-She puzzled him for a long time the ----- . « ... . _

while ho was covering reams of paper I tercst of spiritual science, by Mlcnael 
with notes, for though he was familiar | Faraday. Price 15 cents. For salp at 
enough with cases of dual conscious-1 ibis office.

After supper Khaldah did the most 
marvellous feat in his extensive reper
toire. He said to the hostess:

“I am not an artist, but I will draw a 
little something for your amusement. 
Will you think very hard of some dis
tinguished person? Try .to picture be
fore your eyes his or her profile, anckdo 
not stir from where you stand."

Taking Mrs. Anyon’s right hand in 
his left, he held the tips of her fingers 
tightly between thé first and second 
fingers of his left hand, With his right 
hand he drew upon a block of note
paper, held by thé thumb and forefinger 
of his left hand, a very good profile pic
ture of Senator-elect Chauncey M, De
pew. Then; without showing the' pic
ture to Mrs. Anyon, he said: “Will yob 
tell me whom you thought of ?” And 
the lady replied, “Of Chauncey De-

give $100 for this knowledge.
Mrs. Preble did not know the secret. 

Mr. Onion said that there was a woman 
in this city who could impart the secret, 
and finally induced Mrs. Preble to go 
to her and secure the,desired informa- 
tiom for which he was to pay $100.

Acting upon the Impulse and desire to 
turn an honest dollar, Mrs. Preble 
sought Mrs. Tabor, who wanted $25 
cash for the desired Information. Not 
having any money, Mrs. Tabor agreed 
to take Mrs. Preble’s diamond ring as 
security for the fee. Mrs. Tabor then 
told Mrs. Preble how to perform the 
slate-writing trick, which was simply 
to conceal the,slate in her skirts, and' 
then write by moving the limbs. "

While Mrs. Preble did not think this
to be a very lucid explanation of the

ft LIBRARY
The Spiritualist who commences now, 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

the last' number you put down.” • - • 
“Four ninety-four, js thite correct?" 
It was, as every one who followed the 

formula as Khaldah agave lit agreed.
This feat'was repeated several times, 

Khaldah almost Invariably-giving the 
correct answer. . . .. . niI.. , J:

KHALDAH HAS HARD(W0RK
The excessive mentffl straju the man 

had undergone was ifiite Apparent in . 
his features, the perspiration glistened. 
In his 'hair, and he sink down upon a 
divan while he mopped hisr forehead 
and rested for a few fibments. A little 
bit later, when he ^vas' ¿{died upon 
again to entertain MrSi’Ainyon’s guests, 
he did some wonderful feats in hidden 
message reading. For example, one 
gentleman, at Khaldafi's ,’request, took 
up a sheet of note piper, tore off a 
strip and wrote this message:

“Will you have a Manhattan cock- 
tall?" . -.

The strip of paper was rolled up like 
a tape measure and then Khaldah, who 
had been all the time fit the other side 
of the room, said: . ■■ ;

“Please stand up and come over 
where I am standing. Pnt the writing 
close to your forehead, cover It with 
the tips of your fingers; and let me hold 
your left hand. Now spell out .the 
words of the sentencerto yourself just 
as if you were ̂ writing-them slowly on

knowledge, and when Mr. Onion called 
pew.” .. _• the next day she told him that if-the

As the well-known features ófrthls | $100 was. ready she would give him the 
other after-dinner entertainer were dis-1 explanation. of the trick as received 
played on the paper, the little group of from Mrs,. Tabori+TMr. Onion did not 
lookers-on applauded vigorously. —2 $100 —

■ “Mr. Khaldah, I think you find the | Ited the same in-the bank, but would 

 

ládlés too easy subjects,” observed Dr. bring the money next day. With, that, 
Eleazarian.- “Won’t you draw the face Mr. Onion left, and that was the last of 
of some one l am thinking ofHhis min- the matter until last night Mrs.’Preble 
ute?” - . ' ■ - ecame suspicious, and after putting all

“Certainly, certainly," responded Mr. the facts together, concluded that Mr. 
Khaldah,. “I will try, but you must try | Onion and Mrs. Tabor were conspíra
te help me this time and not oppose my ' ■’ 
mind.” . .. ' - t

IV UD U- auv.v* -

Sea2,nnìAn0^!^”1 in clubs of Ten Subscribers, at; One

have the $100 with him, having depos-

bring the money next day. With, that,

A PICTURE OF GLADSTONE.
Then Khaldah, with wonderful facil

ity, drew the prominent nose and inev
itable big turn-down collar that were 
the distinguishing characteristics of the 
late Mr. Gladstone. And the doctor 
confessed he had had the Grand Old'

tors, and acted^together.ln the scheme 
to rob her of her diamond ring.

Officers Ash and Maley succeeded In
arrestlng Mrs. Tabor in a lodging-house 
ón K street, In a room bearing the rath
er significant number of 13. It is as
serted that Onion is only an alias for 
Tabor, and that the man assuming that 
odd name Is no other than her .husband. 
It appears that he has been working as 
a painter, but that he packed his grip 
and left town before the officers could 
reach him, he doubtless, having "got 
wind" of the form which the wrath of 
the defrauded fortune-tellèrUiad taken. 
—Sacramento (Oal.) Bee.

Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker ■ 
will be sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art'Magic, free, and - 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names - 
must all be sent at one time. Now Is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer to each subscriber—a valuable book , 
which ts of Itself, as prices go, worth .
81.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office In the United States, with a little . 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every THS- 
osophist,' and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10. -

Man in mind. .
“I do not feel as fresh as I did earlier 

Ip the evening," continued Khaldah; 
turning to Mr. Mortimer, the well- 
known artist, who happened to be one 
of Mr. Anyon’s guests, “but you have 
a very good eye. I think I could draw 
<i picture for you.” ;..

“I certainly wish you would,” re- _ ______ ...... . _ . ___
Bbonded Mr, Mortimer. The artist said I known Father Ohiniquy, reveals the de
afterward that at first he had in mind 1 tmnure Influences and results
Grover Cleveland, but he thought Rich
ard Croker would be a, harder profile 
for Khaldah to draw, so he changed the ____ .
current of his thoughts from Princeton,1 this office.’

“Th e Priest, the Woman, abd the Con-
fesslonalA- This book, by the well

1 grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
Uves. Price, by mall JL For sale at

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week; 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly, 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more . 
than pays for the expense of mailing.-• 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
.printed on fine book- paper, and will 
prove a valuable, acquisition^) your 11- - 
brary.

"Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger; ExceUent for every 
family- Cloth, $1.50 and $2.
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HfREJSOUR
PREMIUM BOOK

TI' TH .1. ¿'I .. i.
MrA Helen' Tetnple Brigham/ pt New 
York, is .with ns two weekdays In each 
month, and Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, of 
Troy, N. Y., has been doing very effect
ive work here by her able lectures and 
public, and private seances during the

r

I
I

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times tlie price that is asked for it.
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 

' of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all,

as a pre

exact pic- 
outside ór 

I the elegant

I the largest

papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular Isize 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
miurn it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

I.. .. GENER/VL SURVEY.. I!! ---- P
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ?|

DOINGS, ETO.. THE WORLD OVER. “

WRITE. PLAINLY
We would like to impress upon the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it,Is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with Ink 
on. white paper, or with, a typewriter; 
and on ouly oue side of the paper. H 
you are not a fhirly good penman, 
please have your couimunicatlons 
copied by some oue who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker. "

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
C.r statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, Be
lieving that the cause of truth can ne 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered lu an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yei 
that is no reason why they should pe 
suppressed. No one person has th 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that-Items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, ami in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items woulcLbe 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the Writer. We desh-e to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to. ‘

The Church of the Soul will hold 
meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor, in Kim
ball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, every 
Sunday morning at 11 o’clock. Sunday
school in the same place at 9:45 a. m.

E W Sprague writes from Port 
Washington, Ohio: “We have had a 
revival of religion. We held two meet-. 
Ings here. Last evening Mrs. Sprague 
held a seance which was grand. There 
were thirty persons present. All but 
five or six were new beginners, never 
having sat In a circle before. She gave 
nearly all readings, giving many tests 
to each, and every test was recognized. 
The town is stirred from center to cir
cumference, and Spiritualism is the 
topic everywhere. We return to Alli
ance to-day to fill our place there to
morrow. Oh! for practical organization 
that we may reach every town and 
every hamlet in the United States. The 
people receive the truths of Spiritual
ism gladly as soon as they understand 
It. As Spiritualists we ought to unite 
as oue person and work In a practical 
way to bring our beautiful religion to 
all.' Your paper has prepared a number 
of persons in tills place for the man
ifestations and teachings that we 
brought them.”

N. Frank White, an old Spiritualist 
and lecturer, writes from the National 
Soldiers' Home, Ya.: “Since your kind 
publication of Bro. Bacon's appeal for
me in my distress, which appeal was 
reiqionded to by several of your readers. 
I Save been very sick Indeed, and un
able to answer their kind responses, aS 
I intended to do; indeed unable to write 
at-all until now, and that briefly. I 
haVe a comfortable place to sleep and 
food, such as it is, and I trust I may 
finally worry through In spite of my 
age (seventy) and come out all right. 
Will you kindly, through your columns, 
thank for me collectively those who 
have not forgotten an old Worker In our 
glorious cause and assure them I will 
personally respond to them all just as 
soon as I am able, If I get to that con
dition. Shall send a duplicate of this 
to the Banner of Light and the Light of 
Truth, who, with you, published the 
appeal of Bro. Bacon. My address now, 
pltase say, is simply National Soldiers’ 
Home, Va„ Co/E.”

H. W. Henderson writes from Law
rence. Kansas: “The Spiritualists of 
Douglas county and Lawrence; Kan., 
Celebrated the ' fifty-first anniversary 
March 31 and April 1 and 2. The 
speakers were Judge Isaac ’ Fhrley, 
T. C. Deuel, Mr. Hammond and Mrs. 
Lull, of ’ Lawrence. Good audiences 
were present nt all the meetings. Mrs. 
Hammond’s ’readings were remakable 
In their correctness, The Progressive 

-Thinker is our household llgDt." ■
G. W. Kates and wife will lecture In 

Limn, Ohio, April 20 and 21; at Spring
field, III., April 23 and 30; at Grand 
Rapids, Mich., during May and June.

They have some open time In July they 
desire to fill in Michigan.

F. W. De Tray writes from Quincy, 
Ill.: “Allow me through your columns 
to thank the many speakers and organ
izers who have offered their services to 
assist in organizing a permanent so
ciety in our city, mention of which was 
made In The Progressive Thinker April 
1. Some I have personally answered. 
We have been fortunate in engaging 
W. F. Peck, of St. Louis, who com- 

•mences w.ork in Quincy the first week 
in May. Let me thank you for the use 
of your valuable paper. I see It is a 
power and should be taken by every 
liberal minded person who can read.”

C. D. Lyall writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “We celebrated our anniversary 
on the 26th 6t March, with Annie E. 
Thomas with us as speaker, having two 
lectures, and between them we had a 
banquet which we all enjoyed very 
much. Site spoke to an audience of 
over five hundred people In the evening, 
and almost every person regretted her 
leaving us so soo'n.-' We have engaged 
for the present month Mrs. Carrie S. 
Trying. She spoke to a large audience 
last Sunday evening.'We are certain 
we will learn from her to walk In wis
dom’s wajs. Our vice-president, H. M. 
French, assists Mrs. Twlng in giving 
readings. Following Mrs. Twing we 
have Prof. W. M. Lockwood engaged 
for May. We bespeak a royal welcome 
for him.”

Jamep R. Smith writes that the cause 
had been languishing at Stone Bluff, 
lud. Through his efforts Dr. H. C. 
Andrews, of Danville, Ill., visited them 
twice anff delivered addresses with 
stirring effect; many who did not know 
what Spiritualism means were much 
pleased with the lectures and desire 
more of the same. Arrangements are 
being made for Dr. Andrews to lecture 
there again the first Sunday in May.

John A’. Bailey writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: “A number of friends gathered 
at the beautiful cottage of Mi's. Mc- 
Kiddy, on Mt. Pleasant Park, to cele
brate the fifty-first anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism. Short remarks were 
made by some of those present, and the 
writer was down on the program for a 
short address, in which he endeavored 
to show that progress as individuals to 
a higher unfoldment must determine 
tire progress of Spiritualism for each of 
us; and while it was gratifying to note 
the progress Of Spiritualism as a move
ment, yet it signified but little to us as 
individuals If we did not seek earnestly 
to develop our own inner divine prin
ciples, and each day and year come 
more In harmony with the higher laws 
governing our being. Lunch was 
served, after which we departed for 
home feeling refreshed both physically 
and spiritually.”

Moses Hull has accepted a unanimous 
Invitation to remain with the First 
Spiritualist Church of Buffalo another 
year. His address will still be 359 
Normal avenue, Buffalo, N. Y. The 
only opportunity to get blm on a Sun
day before'June, 1900, is to take him 
from Mantua, Ohio, on one of the Sun
days of June, or the first or second 
Sunday in July.

Mattie E. Hull has dates open for 
June and July; also several dates still 
open for. camp-meetings. Address her 
at her Buffalo address until May 25; 
after that, for six weeks, at Mantua 
Station, Ohio.

Bro. Ambler writes from Waterbury, 
Vt: “In this town with a population of 
about 8,000 there are seven churches, 
and you can judge of the bigotry aitd- 
superstitlon one has to contend with. 
I have been a Spiritualist for forty 
years, and have been ostracised by the 
good church people, and society, so- 
called, all this time, but it matter's not 
to me. There are a few ‘square joed’

1 Spiritualists In the town who will stand 
’ up and battle for the truth at all haz

ard, and we hope to make an im-
1 .pression. on the masses In time. We 
■ think you are doing a noble work with 
i The Progressive Thinker in showing up 
'■ the inconsistencies of the Christian 
! Bible and the damnable teachings it 
, inculcates. As long ns I have a dollar 
' The Progressive Thinker and I will

travel In company.” ...
■ “Circle” writes from Shelbyville, 
I Ind.: “Mrs. Alice-Gehring, of Indlan- 
. apolls, has made five visits to our town 
' within the last few months, and we 
! have, perhaps, twenty-five converts to 
, Spiritualism. There are ten of us de
, v.elbping mediumistlc . power. ' Mrs. 
i Gehring has been with us the week Just 
. passed and we have experienced tests 
: and . demonstrations of almost every 
; character. Abouta month ago we 'had

Mr. Wm. Hart, of Richmond, Ind., for 
i about ten days with gratifying results.”

past month.” . ■
J.- Osborne Lunt writes from New 

York: “On a late Sunday (Easter) I had 
the great privilege (and I consider It 
great in every sense of the word) of 
hearing Rev. Minot J. Savage deliver 
his grand discourse on ‘Spiritualism.’ 
The Church of the Messiah was 
crowded; many stood through the en
tire service to listen to the eloquent 
words of the discourse. It was a pic
ture as Dr. Savage stood In his pulpit 
surrounded by Easter lilies and palms 
and giving his grand Ideas on our great 
truth, Spiritualism. Wheu we have 
such men as Dr. Savage to stand by the 
flag I tell you truly I think we ought to 
fee) proud. I sometimes wonder what 
our orthodox brethren in the Fifth 
avenue churches of tills city think 
when they see the tide is turning so 
fast our way, leaving them far back, 
almost In oblivion. If I were wealthy 
I should spread Dr. Savage’s sermon on 
‘Spiritualism’ from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific.”

Flora Harding writes from Anderson, 
Ind.: “The Executive Board of the In
diana Association of Spiritualists met 
at the camp ground near Chesterfield, 
April 6, to make arrangements for the 
coming camp meeting. There is In
dication of much activity. Several new 
cottages will be built, besides the im
provements ordered by the board at thé 
entrance gate, lodging house and 
grounds. The camp meeting begins 
July 20 and closes August 28. The 
speakers engaged are B. F. Uuderwood, 
Eva Pfunter, Wm. M. Lockwood, Anna 
L. Robinson, Mary Ellen Lease, Moses 
and Mattle Hull. Programs wilj be out 
next month.” '

H. H. Scoville, of Chicago, writes: 
“You undoubtedly know of the burning 
of the old Hygeia hall, last February, 
and that the Christian Spiritual Society 
took refuge in the Washington Hall for 
a time. Mr. L. G. Spencer, the owner 
of the old hall, found new quarters for 
his business at 404 Ogden avenue, cor
ner of Robey street, and being one of 
the large number of converts Miss 
Thomas has made to Spiritualism in 
the past two years, and pinch in love 
with her ministry, he fitted up the up
per floor of his new warehouse, Into a 
beautiful hall capable of seating 350 
people comfortably, and dedicated it to 
Miss Thomas’ use for her meetings, as 
long as he holds ownership. The dedi
catory meeting was on-March 8, and 
the hall was well filled. Every Sunday 
since witnesses Increased numbers. 
April 9, both afternoon and evening, an 
audience of over 300 persons was pres
ent, the occasion being Miss Thomas’ 
eighteenth anniversary of her spiritual 
development, and In the afternoon by 
actual count 103 persons testified to 
having through attendance ' on her 
meetings, and by sitting twice a week 
at home, Tuesdays and Fridays, for 
one hour, at stated hour 9 to 10, as she 
has directed from Sunday to Sunday 
for four months past, developed medi- 
umshlp of various phases. Mr. Editor, 
where In all our land can a better show
ing be made for the cause? ■ For her 
evening lecture Miss Thomas took text 
from Acts 11th chapter, aud drew com
parisons between Peter’s mediumship 
and the present. Her lecture was, as 
might be expected, largely given to a 
retrospect of her life as a medium, and 
very entertaining. The writer dubs 
Miss Thomas the Moody of Spiritual
ism, and predicts a continuation of her 
good work. Mrs. Dr. Caird was present 
at both meetings, and in the evening 
gave many tests, all recognized.” >. j- 
• Ernest S. Green writes: “The Fifty- 
first anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism was celebrated at Scottish hall, 
San Francisco, by a conference meet
ing from 12 m. to 2 p. m., consisting of 
ten-minute speeches by local Spiritual
ists. At 2 p. m. a test meeting was held 
In which several local mediums partici
pated. In the evening, Mrs. Sarah Seal 
and Mrs. R. S. Lillie gave the anniver
sary addresses, being preceded with ex.

Geo.* F. 'PerjtlnS, Dubuque? jowa, 1 
want» to .Makei BiraggetBente tor lec
tures lii of’groves this spring. 
Address aft^ie'e? 49 Arlington street, 
Dubuque, Iowa.~’

Joseph pllfl’tlij U1 Justice .of the Peace, 
■ sends a club of subscribers from Smith
ton, Pa. Ill1 »6 dblbg he is not only dis
pensing justide, (fcut aiding in the en
lightenment1 iSf officers.

J. W. Gill Griffis: “The meetings of 
the First, Sbifituiil Alliance hive been 
well attended’, aiiii'.last Sunday we en
joyed a fefipt of ■’¿oofl things from the 
spirit side1.' Of life. In the afternoon 
mediums’ tfie'etin'S Mr. Will C. Hodge 
gave a short Halit;'apd was followed by 
Mr^. Hanstm CaiWti Mrs. Vaughan aud 
Mrs.. Andrews, who gave a number of 
spirit messages, !Tn the evening Mr. 
Frank T. Ripley sling “Only a Thin Veil 
Between Us,” hcepmpiinied by Miss 
Jennie, Francis.K The song was beau
tifully given, anii Mr. Ripley's lecture 
on “After.Death1,' What?” was one of 
his best efforts. Mrs. Hamilton Gift 
under control of ‘Nannie,’ gave some

ercises by the two local children's ly
ceums. Other features of tbe day were 
vocal solos by J. T. Lillie and Miss Lee; 
instrumental music by Professors 
Young and Bothwell and a poem by 
Mrs. F. A. Logan. Mrs. Sadie E. Coake 
was pianist of the occasion.”

Carrie F. Weatherford writes: “I am 
grateful that my little daughter is much 
better,, although far from strong. I 
have had several letters inquiring par
ticulars for reaching me for funerals, 
addresses, etc. We have the Citizens’ 
Telephone and I can respond to any call 
very quickly. .Should the telegraph be 
the only means of communicating, 
please send the telegram to Caledonia; 
It will then be transferred to me here. 
My postoffice address is Alaska, Mich. 
I wish Sunday and week night engage
ments throughout Michigan for this 
spring and summer; and have a few 
open dates for camp sessions.”

J. M. Hodson writes: “I highly appre
ciate Salem’s letter on page 1, No. 489 
In The Progressive Thinker. He speaks 
to the point I advise all deeply Inter
ested in Spiritualism, to be merciful, 
tender and loving towards one another. 
If ever Spiritualism is built up to cope 
with other tried denominations, Spirit
ualists will have to show better reforms 
and examples to attract and lead the 
masses into a higher calling, to prac
tice ^what we preach, and less sail 
casm.”

Mrs. Hamilton Gill, trance test me
dium, can be engaged fibr camp-meet
ings during July and August. Associa
tions desiring the services of a good 
test medium for thebe months, can ad-, 
dress her at 11 Bishop Court, Chicago, 
Ill.

Mrs. Tillie Williams writes from New
ark, N. J.: “I send a few lines to The 
Progressive Thinker In reference to Mr. 
Geo. Clark’s meeting, celebrating the 
Fifty-first anniversary of Spiritualism. 
His two large parlors were beautifully 

/decorated with flags, pictures,, potted 
plantB-and-cut flowers. -Ac-short address 
was made by Mrs. E. Cut er. ..She also- 
gavé fine readings from'flowers, and 
also some, good tests. Mr. Geo. Clark, 

.gave some fine tests, all being recog-.
nlzed.” * i

Annie Wilson writes: “You seem to be 
fully determined to keep your readers 
from getting Into ruts, supplying them 
as you do from week to .week with such 
a healthful variety of mental food. 
How do you manage to keep, the paper 
up to such a high standard of excel
lence?”. ' .

■ The anniversary at Springfield, Mo., 
passed off most delightfully and suc- 

.cessfully. Attendance was very large 
and the utmost harmony and good feel
ing prevailed. Sessions afternoon and 

- evening; and a bounteous repast at 6 
o’clock, participated in by about 200 
persons. The principal .addresses were 
given by Prof. J. M. Allen and Mrs. M. 
T. Allen; remarks also by A. ft. Dixon, 
J. A. Fox and W. J. Black. The mu
sical selections, both vocal and instru
mental, were of a high order, including 
some exquisite violin solos by J. M.. 
Allen; numerous recitations and select

M. B. Little writes from Glens Falls, 
V » “Wn nrft hnvlttfr rncriilnr

readings; and last but not least, some
-charming tableaux representing Spirit

N. Y.: “We are having regular meetings Mother and Orphan Boy, Death and 
here in Psychical Hall every Sunday.'I "Immortality, and Mental Liberty. •

IIMFORTflNT MATTER FROM

very good1 tests. Mr. Ripley followed 
with names and descriptions of spirit 
friends, and as some of our audience 
remarked, It was good to be there. The 
meetings of the pirst Spiritual Alliance 
are conducted In an orderly and har
monious way and therefore meet the 
approbation of Spiritualist, Investigator 
and skeptic alike.”

Mrs. Annie Bllnn writes: “The Chris
tian Spiritual Church at Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, Is progress
ing finely. Great Interest is manifested 
by the audience, ,gll seats being filled. 
The cause is being, well set forth by Dr. 
S. P. Cady, tests, being given by Mr. 
H. F. Coates, nanjes being given in full. 
Sunday evening,?,April 9, the audience 
had been requested jo bring their own 
slates for., independent- slate writing 
through, his mwinmaffip, which they 
did, writing gom}ng on several slates 
without, the medippi approaching them. 
The audience wipi also ' addressed by 
other able speakers,. and all felt they 
had enjoyed p, repLtreat.”

G. L. B. writes: “My aunt, Mrs. W. H. 
• Calvert, requests me to tell you that she 
received your book, Art Magic, all right, 
and thinks she will be as much pleased 
with‘tlie contents as she is with its 
attractive appearance.”

Lily M. Thiebaud writes: “Rev. M. J. 
Savage says: ‘I have never been able to 
eall myself a Spiritualist, because there 
are so many things connected with 
Spiritualism in which I do not believe 
and which I lootoion with disgust, that 
I have never been willing to wear the 
name.’ Now, wefeannot help smiling at 
this lame excuse*! ‘People who live In 
glass houses should not throw stones.’ 
Why, the church,Is full of frauds and 
things that disgust us! We see with 
sorrow and shame the frauds and ‘self
seekers’ that creep Into our ranks. We 
hope that many of them will some day 
have learned to (be true and unselfish. 
In the meantime we are glad to see Mr. 
Savage teaching Spiritualism to people 
that otherwise might not hear it. It is 
all right that herdoes not join us in 
name to-daiy; the .truth Is what the peo
ple need, no matter what It Is. named. 
It is an encouraging sign to see noted 
preachers forced to tell to people about 
Splrltupllsrn.,’

A. V. B. (writes)from Detroit, Mich.: 
“For some"ttme Spiritualism has been 
decidedly unfashionable in Detroit, ow
ing to the several^exposes of Unscrupu
lous people' who lit id claim to medium
ship, and eVen ndw there'is a murder 
trial in progress “Milch, on account of 
the defendhnts connection with Spirit
ualistic matters; serves to create unfa
vorable coibmentt'on our cause; but 
Moses Hull, then dos tie of Spiritualism, 

?wns’ liere,‘tw8 niglttSl'dnd' Succeeded, in 
drawing out“ an " enormous’ audience, 
composed ot the very best people In the 
city—that is, best in the sense of their 
social and intellectual standing. He 
gave them something to think about, 
too, and I am positive that the seed 
sown will eVentuiilly bring forth much 
good fruit. I listened last Sunday to 
Mr. Joseph M. McDonald; a brilliant 
young man of our own city, who some 
three years ago left the orthodox church 
and the material and social advantages 
It enabled him to»enjoy, to become an 
earnest advocate of Spiritualism. I am 
sure that Mr. Hull will be glad to learn 
that the seed sown by him while/ hye 
-will not be uprooted, rather will It hé 
watered and otherwise cared for until 
It brings forth thé desired fruit. Spir
itualism has received a much needed 
impetus in Detroit, and as I said be
fore, I am so glad that I wanted' to tell 
you about it.” " ;■

The Chattanooga ({Tenn.) News says: 
“The Spiritualist's’ hall presented a 
handsome appearànce.last night when 
Mrs. Prior camé to the platform to open 
her six weeks’ engagement in this city. 
The decorations presented the appear
ance of an Illuminated flower garden, 
the living greén "being beautifully set 
off by the national colors In the shape 
of bunting and'flags, Arranged in pic
turesque blénd. As Mrs; Prior eptered 
the auditorium she was greeted by the 
audience with 'the strains of “Auld 
Lang Syne,” which reception visibly af
fected the speaker. After the invoca
tion, Mrs. Prior entered upon'her dis
course propet, “The Soul’s Yearning,” 
which was one of. the most logical and 
beautifully worded lessons ever deliv
ered before the-society. After the dis
course Mrs. Prior, gave several mes
sages, purporting to come from the den
izens of the other life, the correctness 
of which were, in the main acknowl
edged by the recipients.”

Sachem writes: from Quincy, III.: 
“Quincy has mqay true Spiritualists 
beginning to awake after the blow re
ceived in the Orchardson affair. There 
will soon be a gathering of the clans 
here and an effort made to build up the 
cause. There arec many noble spirits 
here, many of long standing; chief 
among all thesè. I. want to call the at
tention of all 'tpjione endowed with a 
wonderful ¡power .that has converted 
many an unbeliever to the true faith.- 
This persontj-ls Dqctor Bucher, a grad
uate .of several medical schools. Ere 
long you will, be: farther advised of the 

• ^movement jjepe, aird that “accompanied 
■ by On increased- ll?t of subscribers, for 

the best pfjflft our. Spiritualist papers.”
Jobn.W. Martlnewrltes from Toledo, 

O.: “The- Progressive Thought Society, 
of Toledo, Ohio,-.‘will hold a series of 
meetings on' Sattirday and Sunday, 
April 29 and <30, ;lni the Pythian Castle. 
President Hdrrlsan D. Barrett, of the 
National As^jciatton, will 'be present 
and deliver ’i® address at each meeting, 
to be followed- byrrtests, by Mrs. Dr. 
Caird, of Chicago!,! Mrs. Carrie Firth 
Curran and-, ¡others,1 A cordial invita
tion is extended, toi all far and near to 
attend and participate." .

Mrs. ft. Sheffer writes from South 
Haven, Mich.: Tho Progressive Spirit
ual Association-of South' Haven’ held 
their anniversary meeting April 2; 
Many of the old pioneers of nearly fifty 
year's were In attendance. Mrs. Wood, 
the old veteran worker gave the invoca- 
tlon. A very fine original poem was 
read by Mrs. Perkins. - Mrs. Woodruff’ 
gave the morning’address'which we all 
enjoyed. She has been bur speaker for 
many years'and her spirit seems as 

' young as of-old.--Short speeches were 
made by a number of the-.soclety, and 
■all were Interspersed, with music and 
song by the young-people?’ ■■■

(Continue« on. page 8.)

■
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OIR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

This Is for young people of all ages. 
Did we ever quote It before? No? 
Then here It Is—one of the dearest little 
poems ever written. It originally ap
peared in “St. Nicholas,” and is there 
entitled "Consolation.”
When Molly came home from the party 

to-night—
The party was out at nine—

There were traces of tears in her sweet 
blue eyes,

That looked mournfully up to mine; 
For someone had said, she whispered

' to me, ■ -
With her face on my shoulder hid, 

Someone had said (there were sobs in 
her voice)'

That (hey didn’t like something she 
did. .

So I took my little girl on my knee— ’
I am old and exceedingly wise— 

And I said, “My dear, now listen to me:
Just listen and dry your eyes.

"This world is a difficult world Indeed, 
And people are hard to suit,

And tlie man who plays on the violin 
Is a bore to the man with the flute.

"And I myself have often thought 
How very much better 'twould be, 

If every one of tlie folks that I know
Would only agree with me.

."But since they will not, the very best 
way

To make the world look bright r 
Is to never mind what people say,

But to do what you think Is right.” 
_ OUR FATHER.

Religion is the belief in a spirit whose 
mercies are over all his works, who is 
kind even to the unthankful and the 
evil; who is everywhere present, and 
therefore Is in no plafce to loe sought, 
and in no place to be evaded; to whom 
all creatures, times, and things are 
everlastingly holy, and who claims—not 
tithes of wealth, nor sevenths of days— 
but all the wealth that we have, and all 
the days that we live, and all the be
ings that we are—but who claims that 
totality because he delights only In the 
delight of his creatures, aud because, 
therefore, the one duty that they owe 
to him, and tlie only service they can 
render him, is to be happy; a spirit, 
therefore, whose eternal benevolence 
eannot be angered, canuot be appeased; 
whose laws are everlasting aud in
exorable, so that heaven and earth 
must indeed pass away if one jot of 
them failed—laws which attach to 
every wrong and every error a 
measured, inevitable penalty, to every 
rightness and prudence an assured re
ward-penalty, of which the remittance 
cannot be purchased; and reward, of 
which the promise cannot be broken.— 
Ruskin.

Love and Wisdom coming uppermost Ip 
the hearts and minds of men and 
women. Superstition and ignorance 
never evolved anything but monotony 
aud sameness. ,

To know the Infinite, then, is to pro
gress In tile knowledge of boundless 
Life. To know more and more of the 
harmonious ¡phases of life is to knqw 
more tlie Infinite, tills is true religion. 
To know any other God but this In
finite Power of Love Is idolatry and 
spiritual childishness. It is by obe
dience to the laws of life that all things 
harmonious exist; hence, harmony of 
being Is the highest attainment.

The worship of the sun Is now re
garded as a relic of heathenism; yet it 
was jhe external expression of a grand 
truth. When mankind was In the child
ish stage of progress, they intuitively 
perceivetj truths which are now lost to 
the believers in creedal religions. Sun
day—the day sacred to the worship of 
the sun; the symbol of the seventh 
cycle or . Golden (Sun) Age of the 
world—Is a “heathen’s” day which 
“Christians” have adopted. They have 
also adopted the pagan Sun worship, 
but they, have changedzjt to the “Sun 
of God.” ’

Now the sun worshipers had truer 
conceptions’ of the origin of Divine 
Power than have the popular religious 
systems of our day. They realized that 
all things in nature have correspon
dences in the spiritual. They saw that 
the sun was the most potent power in 
Natue to impart health, to stimulate 
Uje^growth of the beautiful, and to 

’evolve that which gives Joy, nourishes, 
clothes and shelters man. They 

{worshiped the sun as a symbol of the 
Celestial Sun (the Divine soul within 
each living being,), from whence comes 
spiritual hea-ltli, nourishment, beauty, 
growth and permanent happiness. 
They Intuitively perceived the thought 
that the highest, spiritual power was 
Itself an essence and formless, and was 
above all forms, for it evolved them.

BORDERLAND, LONDON, ENG.

TWO HAUNTED GIRLS IN INDIA.
Making certain that some mischiev

ous hands were at work, we collected a 
few more constables, and scattering 
ourselves la bushes and ditches outside 
the house, watched in vain till 11 p. m., 
for during our stay outside the house 
stones fell In abundance. On Wednes
day, the 28th of April, a number of con
stables, under two heads, Mr. H. G. L., 
and myself,. went t o the house at
about 7 p. m.
Sometimes saw stones

On this occasion we
thrown at

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

glasses and sometimes actually saw 
glasses falling to the ground without 
stones. This aroused our suspicion a 
good bit. After a short chat with us on 
the matter, Miss Floralina Burballna 
said that she would retire, as she was 
feeling tired. While walking along to 
her bedroom a medium-sized piece of 
granite broke a glass close to her with 
great force.
THE SWOON OF THE POSSESSED.

She, nevertheless, retired to her bed
room, and soon after her brother in
formed us that his sister had swooned 
on her cot. We went in and found her 
breathless, speechless, and stiff. After 
a good deal of trouble we restored her. 
A few minutes after she again fell into 
a faint, and was much worse. How
ever, she recovered senses after a long 
time. On Thursday, the 29th ultimo, 
Mr. H. G. L. and myself heard that 
glasses had commenced to break at 12 
noon. In course of the evening we went 
over to Miss’ Floralina Burbalina’s 
house, and there found a large muster 
of constables and head constables 
ready to obey orders. We asked the 
young lady how she felt, and her reply 
was , “As the shades of the evening are 
falling, I feel a chill sensation In my 
body and my hair bristling up. I feel 
curious.” From 5 to 7:30 p. m. showers 
of stones fell, breaking to atoms every 
window pane.

ABNORMAL STRENGTH.
She sat in a chair in a corner of the 

room, and'while talking to us with her 
usual spirits, calmly and quietly 
swooned and became so restless and 
strong that five men were not able to 
keep her down. One thing was particu
larly noticeable, and that was that not 
a glass was broken when she was in a 
swoon. A few minutes after-she got 
up from lier chair with such force that 
some of us holding her were thrown 
aside. She stood and almost shook 
every one holding her. With our might 
and main we made her sit down. She 
sat, her .whole body still being stiff as a 
piece of wood. A few seconds elapsed, 
and sheagain stood up and gave a deal 
of trouble and wanted to go outside. 
One of us asked her why she desired to 
go out. She gave no reply, and .com
menced to extricate herself from our 
clutches. She was then conveyed to 
her bedroom.and made to lie on her cot 
She.kicked about and used her hands 
with, such force that some were afraid 
to standinear her. A few minutes after 
she was removed to her. cot a broad 
pane of .glass of the room door fell to 
•the ground, and was smashed to atoms. 
This glass was notiaclng the street or 
the compound, but was the centre glass 
of this room, which is the centre room 
of the house. In the meanwhile the 
constables , sent .for'a Malaya}! devil
driver. ' ’ . , - ■ ■ ' ■ .

THE LAW OF LOVE.
“The unity of the spirit In the bond of 

peace,” Is rapidly becoming something 
more than a rhetorical phrase, to round 
a sentence, in a pulpit oration; for It Is 
beginning to manifest itself as an im
pressive reality In the higher literature 
of Spiritualism, and of tire diversified 
forms of Occultism generally. Take, 
for example, an article under the above 
heading, which appears in the L’Hyper- 
chlmle (Paris), the organ of the French 
alchemists, and every sentiment it con
tains will be found identical with the 
teachings of the more elevated controls 
in all parts of the world, clearly show
ing “the unity of spirit” which prevails 
among them, held together, as they are 
by “the bond of peace;” as, also, the 
perfect harmony of the lessons they In
culcate.

We translate - the more Important 
passages of the article referred to:

“Collective evolution depends—apart 
from special factors—upon individual 
progression and vice-versa. We must, 
then, hasten its march, by mutually 
assisting each other, aud forgetting 
ourselves for others, as they should for
get themselves for us.

“¿o long as Egoism shall remain the 
lot of individuals, will Individuals be 
miserable, a prey to pain, to evil, and 
to the control of the lower planets. In 
order that the earth should amend that 
vice, barbarity and wars’ must dis
appear, the Law of Love must triumph, 
which comprehends Solidarity.

’“That law may be thus formulated: 
All men being brothers and equal, on 
account of their unity, should love and 
sustain one another, assisting in their 
mutual progression, according to their 
Intellectuality, and their degree of 
evolution.

“All beings are brothers, we have 
written. Therefore love and com
passion are imposed upon them towards 
mankind; but men ought to extend that 
sentiment to the animals, and to every
thing, Inasmuch as all live and evolve, 
and constitute an Unity.

“So long as a single beipg suffers, no 
one will be able to find real happiness 
In the world, for each perception, by its 
reverberation, produces a sensation in 
our own organism, like the movement 
of the waves in the etheric sea.

“All mystics teach this fraternity, 
and proclaim the world to be one 
organic whole.

“All cells, we know from biology, are 
mutually Interdependent.

“Now Egoism is a poison, a virus. It 
kills, it dissolves.

“Love vivifies, coagulates.
“Consequently, moral evolution rests 

upon Love.” •

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAI. 
CUITA, INDIA.

Life is the Supreme One. All living 
forms, from the ant to the elephant, 
from the Idiot to .a,- Shakespeare, are but 
the countless rays of the One Living 
Essence that is in all, and is All.

We are within;the Infinite now; we 
are in eternity- now. We .pre here in 
the primary,- spiritual school-of our. 
eternal existence, learning to' spirit
ualize matter.. '

1 The boundlessness of Life is in Love 
and Wisdom, for la these alone exist 
endless -varieties of evolutions. The 
monotony-and sameness of Life is In 
Ignorance and lust; therefore, satiety 
comes in the latter state, and weariness 
of existence. • Progress means -the 
holiest and noblest of Infinite Divine

Kansas City, Mo.
April 2, the Spiritualists of Kansas 

City held a meeting commemorative of 
the Fifty-first Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. The attendance was large 
and the services of an interesting char
acter. Addresses were delivered by Dr. 
Bowker, Johnson Clark and others. 
Very able articles were read by Mrs. 
Baker, Mrs. Clark, Mrs. Dake and Mrs. 
Hammond. The services were varied 
by the introduction of music rendered 
by a most excellent quartette.

The meetings were held from 2 p. m. 
until 10 o’clock, with an interim of two 
hours, during which the ladies provided 
a bountiful lunch which was much en
joyed.

At the close of the afternoon meeting 
the following resolution was Introduced 
and passed unanimously: ,

"Resolved,. That for the orderly con
duct of Spiritualism in this vicinity we 
do now organize ourselves into a volun
tary body without articles of associa
tion or statement of doctrine, and agree 
that the following named persons shall 
have charge of all matters relating to 
public meetings for one year from this 
date, at which time others shall be 
elected as their successors: R. W. Hllll- 
ker, S. Baker, Johnson Clark, H. D. 
Phelps, H. M. Douglass, Horatio Gates, 
S. D. Bowker, Dr. Gerould, Mr. Ovlall 
and Sami. Barrett. That they meet a't 
once and select their officers and pro
ceed in an orderly way to transact all 
business usually relating to such 
bodies.” .. .

During the Interim the Committed met 
and the following. named, gentlemen 
were elected officers for the coming 
year: S. D. Bowker, president;-H. M. 

’Douglass, treasurer, and H. D. Phelps, 
secretary. ■ S. D. BOWKER, 
. ' . . President ,.

'■Religious ana Theological ..Works of 
Thomas Paine!" Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” afid a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects.- Cloth binding, 430 
pages? Price $1 For sale at this office.

ManslR's Almanac, of Planetary Me
teorology for 1890. This is the thirty
fourth annual publication of this excel
lent Astronomical Almanac. Valuable 
for those on land and sea. By Richard 
Mansill. Price 25 cents. - - ■ ;

Dr. Peebles’ Most
Important Books

Reduced Prices
Three Journeys Around the World

A large handsomely bound octavo 
volume, 500 pages, pnely Illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her mag
ic, Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, 
Ceylon, Palestine, etc., with the rellg- 
ious manners, customs, laws and hab
its of all foreign countries. Price, $1.59.

Immortality.
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit-world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, infants, Idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Seers oi the Ages.
This large volume of 4QU pages (9th 

edition;, treats exhaustively of the 
seers, sages, prophets and inspired men 
of the past, with records of their vis
ions, trances and Intercourse with the 
spirit world. This Is considered a 
standard work, treating of God, heaven, 
hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
judgment, demoniac spirits, etc. Price 
reduced from $2 to $1.25. Postage 15 c.

Spiritual Harp.
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so
cieties and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains the choicest 
songs and musle .by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
$1.25.

India aud Her Magic.
A lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles be- . 

fore the medical students of the College 
of Science in Sah Francisco, January, 
1895. Astounding wonders that he wit
nessed during his journeys around the 
world. Price 10 cents. '
Who Are These Spiritualists and

What is Spiritualism?
This pamphlet of over 40 pages proves 

that the greatest and brainest men In*-> -------- ----~ uicu ;
the world to-day, such as Sir Wm. !> 
Crookes and hundreds of others aro • 
Spiritualists. Price 15 cents. ?'

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
A pamphlet of 65 pages. Did Jesus ?!

Christ exist? What the spirits say. I
about it. What the Jews say about it. 
What Thomas Paine said about it. ।
What Renan said about it. What I
Franklin said about it. What Emerson 
said about it. What Rabbi Wise, A. J. 
Davis. W. E. Coleman and others say 
about it. Price 15 cents.
Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lec

tures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered in Hydesville, March 31, 1898, 
In Rochester, aud later in London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Pi-lee 35 
cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll, 
J. S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles. This is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet aud the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnosti
cism. What the spirits through W. J. 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, etc. 
Price $1.25.
A Critical and Crushing Review* .

By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering It the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.

Hell Revised, Modernized.
And made more comfortable. A scath
ing review of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s ser
mon delivered In the Presbyterian 
church, upon “Whgt Is Hell?” By Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. A pamphlet of 25 pages. 
Price 10 cents.

The Soul—Did It Pre-exist?
Did it begin to exist with the body? 

Is it evolved from the body? Did it as
cend up through all the lower orders of 
creation, or is It a potentlallzed portion 
of God? Has It been re-incarnated, or 
re-embodied? Price 15 cents.

Pro and Con of Spiritualism.
This pamphlet Is a re-print of the es

says in “The Areiia” on Spiritualism la 
which Rev. H. A. Hart endeavored to 
prove Spiritualism dangerous aud al
lied to witchcraft. The reply printed 
in “The Arena” written by Itr. Peebles 
excited extensive comment, and is ab
solutely crushing. Price reduced to 5 
cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism.
An elegant pamphlet containing an ac
count of the ejercises at Rochester and 
Hydesville. N. Y„ at the celebration of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc., Price 
15 cents.
RD DECDI EQ’ Pamphlets 
Uhi ILLDLlO and Books

FOR SALE BY

The Progressive Thinker,

V.
1 ■

The Principles of Nature, as Dlscov- * 
ered In the Development and Structure ' 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual :?> 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir- J§e! 
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspl- 
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King, in ’ 
thfee volumes, 8vo. A remarkable
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $ 1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents. - :

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.”
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of "■ 
“History of the Christian Religion to

.the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state- ■ • 
' ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov- < 
ernment. An Important work. Paper, ' 
25 Cents. For sale at this office.

“Voltaire’s Romances.” translated 
from the French. With numerous 11- 
lustrations. These lighter works of the '• 
brilliant Frenchman, and Invincible en- . 
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy ' 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of " 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. ■ -

“Human Culture and Cure, Marrlageu t 
Sexual Development, and. Social Un» - 
building.” By B. D. Babbitt, M.
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College ’ 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im- : 
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl- 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 7S&' 
For sale at this office. ' • - ,

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical ■ 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar- ■ 
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Frof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale . 
at thia office.-. , '

■ 1
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A List of His Noted Works.
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laws,

unes
Idea

his lectures stated t! 
found it Impossible

EDUCATION.
(Continued from page 1.)

For Sale at tbe Office of The Pro* 
gressive Thinker.

made a part of tbe Lycurglan 
was much older.

DO THEY REMEMBER? 
; <- (Continued frorqpag^ l.) , ;
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Gathered from tbe Highways, By-ways and Hedges 
of Life. B/Mathb E. Hull. Tbfoto» mOVatooiW 
neat book of «elections from Mn. Hulls best poeinA 
eernwns and ceiaya. and contain« a aplandid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait cl Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth. 11.
ITio JSplH/ual Alps

and How IFo Ascend Them.
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

where spirit la supreme and all tilings are subject to 
U. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual facultlei. 
price, bound in cloth, 40 centij in paper cover, 29 
cents
Hew Thought,

. • w* w M* v ••• »» » , - ^9 . ~~ — — J — — — —
rlcely bound, Original matter. Six portrait«. Cloth 
bound, *¡5 cents.
Joan, the Medium* '

Or, tbe Imptred Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
ba a Leader of Armies. By Moaxs Hull. Thio is at 
once tbe most truthful lilitory of Joan of Arc, and 
one of tbe most convincing arguments on BpIrltualUm 
overwritten. No novel was ever more tbrllltnglv In
teresting; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cent«; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mo»» Hull. A compound of tM two psmph- 
leu, “Tbo Irrepressible Conflict," and “Tour Answer 
orYourLttai” with Impor&nt addition», making d 
book of 160 pages all for ¿5 cents. This book contains 
«tatitttes, facts and documents, on tbe tendencies of 
tbe time«, that arery one should have.
AU About Devils. ,

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modem Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hla Satanic 
Majesty and HU Subordinates in tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Mosxa Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of tbe Spiritualism 

and Medium »bin ot tan Bible with that ot today. By 
MobmHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesua was only a medium, subject to all tbe condi
tions of modern tnedlumihip. It also «hows that all 
the manifestation« throughout the Old and New Testa* 
ment were under the same condition« that mediums 
require to-day; and that tbe coming of Christ 1« the re* 
turn of ^••^«nrtilp to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
¡0 cents.
Ths Spiritual Birth,

or Death and Its To-Morrow,

MEDIUMSHIP.
(CouUuufd from page 1.)

_ Tho Spiritual Idea ot Death, Heaven and HeU. By 
Mosks Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splr* 
llusllstic Interpretation of many things la the Bible— 
Interprdtatlopi never before given, explains^ the 
heavens and hen« believed In by Spiritually, Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Prlee 10 cents.
SpMtualaSongster,

By Mattib E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mra. Hull’s 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and fAmities. Price, 10 eta« 
or 66 per hundred. ■
The Afcdiumirtfc Experience

of John Brown,
The Mediana of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 8. .Loveland. This Is tho history of one of tbo 
most wonderful mediums that ever llvèfi. 167 largo 
pages. Price, 50 cents. _______

WFE WORK
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GORA L V. RICHMOND.,

¿(This department is under the man 
igement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights,. O'110-

NOTICB-No attention will De given 
inonymous letters. Full name tod ' 
dress must be given, or the t
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. Ihe 
correspondence of this department 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oiui- 
nary courtesy of correspondentB.Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

through the government, and have no 
root to Christianity.

There is not an instance on record 
where a great race of people has re
ceived the religion of another. Relig
ions grow up, are evolved with the 
races, and the beliefs of one race are 
superstition to another.

Mr. Hutchins gives the results otl ten 
years’ attendance at a mission school 
on the west coast of Africa, in the an
swer of his servant when asked what 
he knew of God: •“God be very good; he 
made two things—one, sleep; and the 
other, Sunday, when no one has to 
work.’TIe ^ays that after scores of 
years of Intercourse with European 
traders and missionaries the seed has 
fallen on barren ground. They cling to 
their fetiches as pertinaciously as they 
did one hundred years ago.

Mr. Kennan, tlie traveler, in one of

Osiris, Dardenelles, Ark.: Q- What 
is your opinion of the following 
sages ot Scripture: St. John 21.25, 
'Acts 2:5; II. Thessalonians 2: 111

A If It is accepted that the Bible is 
authentic and Infallibly inspired, the 
last verse in the book of St Joto ®° 
unlike all that precedes It, that it can
not consistently be claimed as 
been written by the same hand. It was 
added on by some late transcriber. Af
ter the meager outline of the few things 
Jesus did, It concludes: “And there are 
many things which Jesus did, the 
which, if they should be written every 
one, I suppose that even the world it* 
self could not contain the books that 
should be written.” This unknown 
'scribe may have taken his cue> from 
■Amos 7:10, when the priest of Beth-ffi 
Laid of that prophet, “The land is not 
&ble to bear all his words, because 
they were treasonable. It is the Idea 
ofthe early writers, but this late scribe 
misunderstood, and thought Amos had 
eajd so much he had overrun the world, 
and If such an obscure prophet had said 
so mueh, Jesus ought to have saidinany 
times more. :
/. At the present time, a writer who 
snuld' accregato in such u reckless 
manner would be Laughed into merited

of God or the atonement to the Yakuts, 
because they had no word in their lan
guage, expressing high moral concep
tions.

The Catholic missionaries followed 
the armies of Spain, attempting to con
vert the Incas, the Aztecs and the In
dians. The touch of Christianity was 
like the blast of the sirocco. . .

Win. H. Seward' in his “Travels 
Around the World,” page 456, agrees 
with the universal testimony of unprej
udiced observers. His opinion has vast
ly more value than that of ordinary 
travelers, for he possessed superior ad
vantages, and he certainly will not be 
accused of speaking against Chris
tianity If he could avoid it. Speaking 
of the Christianizing of India, be says:

“It must be sadly admitted that this 
remains to be done. It Is to be hoped 
that the great work has begun In the 
humble schools for native men and wo
men, which have been, opened under 
missionary auspices in various parts ot 
the country.” .

This is yielding the whole question. 
It Is not religion taught by the mission
aries, but knowledge taught in the 
■schools, which civilizes.

“Poetry”: Q. Who is the author of 
this verse: “Truth forever on the scaf
fold, Wrong forever on the throne?”

A. James Russell Lowell.

Obscurity. .
• Acts 2:5: “And there were dwelling at 

Jerusalem, Jews, devout men, out of
• every nation under the sun.
' The Jews were from tbe beginning a 
scattered people, and often returned to 
Jerusalem, but it cannot be claimed 

•¡that at that time they had set up cheap 
clothing houses among tbe Esquimaux, 
tlie South Sea Islanders, tbe Hottentots, 
the Australians, or the North American 

s'lhdians. In fact, that portion of the 
globe the Jews had not seen would 
have formed ninety-nine hundredths of 
the whole. Here the . writer presumed 

'bn his readers' Ignorance. These de
vout men,” it appears in the following 
texts were not Jews at all, but Parthi
ans, Medes, etc. The whole Passage 

:jwas written to make it appear that the 
rambling prophecies of J oel, Zachariah,

!.and* others were fulfilled.
' IL Thes. 2:11: “And for this cause 
.God shall send them strong delusion 
.that they should believe a He. This 

= God who tempts his children, that be 
’ may have an excuse to damn them is 
unworthy of being tbe God of the most 

■ degraded’savage. As we do not believe 
to the existence of such a God, we ao 
not, of course believe be ever seu ade- 

'luslon, or attempted the destruction of 
mankind.i -To write thus Is a libel on

,|jils Character.

Paul S. Gillette: Q. (1) A member of 
Hie M E. Church Foreign Missionary 
Society stated to me that whereas un
der Buddhism and Brabmlnism the In- 

XlbaWtants of India abused their women 
''very unjustly, that when Christiaiilty 
Was introduced a reform for the better 
at once began. This claim Is also made 
of the effect of Christianity In Japan

“Historian”: Q. Under the laws Ly
curgus gave to Sparta, It is said every 
infant was examined by the proper of- 
cers and if not healthy and well formed 
they were destroyed. How?

A They were east Into a wild ravine, 
and died of exposure to the elements or 
by wild beasts. This custom though

We frequently hear the expressions 
that “Evil Is undeveloped good.’ Evi 
is lesser good.” “There is no । 
Let us examine them In the liglrt oil 
reason with a fair, unbiased mind. A 
lie which has no element of truth In It, 
might be justly termed an absolute lie, 

.since it Is entirely void of trutlp What 
truth, absolute truth, might have ac
complished for humanity had it not 
been hindered by falsehood and error, 
it is not our purpose to consider here. 
But as falsehood is only one kind of 
evil, we will Illustrate another: A 
burglar, a wicked man with no desire 
to do even that which is right or just, 
much less do anything good that-might 
in any way benefit humanity, in one of 
his midnight depredations murders in 
cold blood a very good man, whose life 
has been spent in deeds of kindness and 
charity, whose sole alm and object In 
life has been to redeem and help fallen 
humanity. Tlie murderer escapes and 
continues his wicked career for many 
years after, and the good man Is cut 
off from bis philanthropic labors. We 
consider this absolutely evil In the 
sense that It is utterly devoid of good. 
If the good man had lived, humanity 
would have been the gainer, and he 
would have made a still better condi
tion for himself in the next life. The 
burglar escaping and, continuing bls 
evil career, not only injures humanity 
to a greater extent, but makes a worse 
condition for himself In the spirit 
world. Any evil that ’has no element 
of truth or good in it 1b an absolute 
evil, as In every case it must militate 
against the progress of humanity and 
the individual himself. All. evil Is vio
lation of law, either moral or physical, 
the natural result of which places the 
violator in an inharmonious relation to 
God, and produces suffering as a conse- 

! queues. Ail natural law both In the
Been or the unseen universe Is the ex

, pression of God’s will. These laws .are
Immutable, because immutable law is 

’ required to perfect the divine plan of 
nature, which includes the evolution of 
man the material and spiritual- uni
verse, And here, lest we should be 
misunderstood in our use of the word 
God, we utterly disclaim any anthropo
morphic idea. Nor are we in accord 
with that style of phraseology which 
makes use of the . terms father and 
mother in connection with the Supreme

this Is not so. idu. to d , 
The two bodies and ¡flip. apuJ are not 

related,to one anotheflJltoltiJ6 layers 
of an onion. On the cijfljraj'yj tbe soul 
permeates both bodies, Sid fli^sphltual 
body permeates the npjspljji one, And 
the main point to be hW'g ctojjldered is 
that the soul, the ego, the Irifl^truetlble 
one, uses the finer or^jycjilcal body, 
lierfcjind now, just askepUy ,%s it uses
the fleshly body, He .wy> pas become 
to some degree spiritually developed 
well knows the reaUtjfr./pf,vfbe' inner 
form, and Is conscious pt us(fig It. 'That 
many have left the cprlh fwip- for a 
time, have looked dowp upoij it, and 
have gone elsewhere op. a visit Jn their 
spirit body, is well knoyjP, not only to 
Spiritualists, but to occujt students of 
many schools. We. can learn to use it 
with more freedom and-Independence, 
while we still dwell in the clay.

These being facts that cap be proved, 
It follows that all that occurs to us is 
not only recorded on the physical prain, 
but also and simultaneously on the cor
responding part of the spirit body. So 
wlfen the earth form disintegrates, and 
the brain with Its record melts into the 
elements, the soul passes on, clothed in 
the same spirit form that ft wore when 
fettered in the clay, and bearing with it 
the record of an that occurred in its. 
earth life. \

The question to be considered next is 
whether the record on the spiritual sen- 
sorium is exactly like tlrilt made on the 
physical brain. To this we say “yes 
and no.” If Is exactly 'like it, just as 
the glorified, ethereal form which the 
clairvoyant sees at thej 'transition of 
one who has lived a'gtfpd and loving 
life is like the abandoned form of clay. 
It Is so like it that the ¿bp'it isrit once 
recognized by those who'were familiar 
with him when they walked the earth 
together. And yet this form, so ethe
real, so responsive to the rapid vibra
tions and currents of; spirit existence, 
and invisible and impalpable to the or
gans'of sense in the body of earth, is 
different from the one of flesh,

varies, but w.e need have no fear, only 
unto whom much is given much shall be 
required, and although this is a de
velopment that requires much patience 
and fortitude unlike that-which con
sists in merely “letting go all 'holds, 
the reward is infinitely greater in soul - 
satisfaction, a'ndjmllke the other such ; 
development is permanent. Of such it 
is written “they shall go no more out.

Our friends also wish us to bear in 
mind that the fact of universal man 
being gifted with a never failing dfesire 
and a hope unconquerable In the face 
of all obstacles for a continuous exist
ence and a better life than we yet know 
is the permanent ■ guarantee of such- 
awaiting us somewhere and sometime. 
The Infinite does not lie, and you must 
learn to regard this as the. only sure I 
anchor until you enter that life aud 
need no assurance of it, because of tbe

ffhe“

and all the vital processes of automatic 
life. And more than that, it is the en
ergy of thought, of love, and all the 
many powers of the human ego. More
over, It radiates a sensitive sphere 
around every human being, which Is 
the means or Instrument for all the 
higher, if not all the phases of medium
ship. In tbe workings of this subtile 
essence are Involved all the phenomena 
of clairvoyance, telepathy and psy- 
chometry. And, so closely are these 
related to the facts of mediumship that 
the- most careful and critical discrimi
nation Is necessary to distinguish oue 
from the other. No one can fail to see 
that a most thorough knowledge of 
physiology, and especially of animal 
chemistry, is demanded to comprehend 
the laws of mediumship. To this we 
must add a thorough knowledge of hyp
notism, and especially the possibilities 
of suggestion. AU this knowledge is 
necessary in order to present the 
scientific phase of Spiritualism to the

• inquiring world. But It Is clear to every 
one that much reading and study is

and China. .
'■ ; 2. Were not the principles taught by 
’■Zoroaster, Confucius, Brahma, Buddha 
and Jesus practically the same?

(3) Has the Introduction of Chrls- 
1 lianity Into the Orient been invariably 
followed by beneficent results?

: <;/A^. hi The condition of woman In 
; ' »agan Rome was far better than it was 
/'. aftei1 Christianity gained control. The 

Roman and Grecian matrons were hon- 
■ »red, consulted, and were rulers of the 
, '(household. As goddesses, Venus and 
'-JPersephone were the equals of Jupiter 
’■ ¿nd-Apollo. With the teachings of 
^ Christianity that the wife should be the 

slave of the husband, tbe belief it 
’’ brought that by woman's transgression 

evil and sin were brought into the 
' world, and therefore she should be pun

ished as the weaker vessel; the accurs-
' ed doctrine that she was the tempter of 
i ;’man, all constituted to make her very 

name a word of censure. There may
- he Customs in China, Japan and India, 

not what they should be, but the con
' dltion of women to those countries Is 

i. incomparably better than it was during 
(L ithe Middle Ages when the church ruled, 

or what it would be at present had not
' Me spirit of the age revolted, and la 
' enlte of the church fought the battle of 
’ ■ ber rights. The Christianity which 
-': now goes with the missionaries is im

proved by the Infusion of new Ideas it 
(has been compelled to accept It is not 
Christianity,-but civilization which has 
caused whatever advance'that has been

1 • observed. In all Japan, China and In
. dia, there are few converts to-day to 

Christianity, from the noble or Influ- 
entlal classes. ’ The lowest caste only 
are bought by nqlsslonary influence, and

' Ithe masses remaln.unaffected. ■ ■
The coèt to the missionary society of- 

a convert in Africa is. $3,006, and prob- 
ribly as much in India and Chino, and 
Ithis conversion is principally represent- 

■ ed by wearing some article of Euro- 
i pean clothing, which to Africa Is oppro- 
k’ orlate as being -in that torrid dime a 

kind of crucifixion highly commend- 
nble. The missionaries are a necessity 

1: of the trader. Tbe Congo -dude Is sat- 
Ì- Isfled with palm oil and elephant fat 
’ for dress, and so are the belles of the

Bngle, until taught by tbe men of God 
e flrst idea of original- sin, whereby 
;¡calico, a standing collar, and n silk hat

demanded to acquire this knowledge. 
That Is true. And that is the very point 
I am striving to make. We must have 
education to be able to make any pro
gress in disseminating Spiritualism, 
even in its phenomenal aspects; for 
there Is where the great demand is 
made for scientific culture. Without a 
fair comprehension of the laws and 
forces of nature, we cannot even begin 
to make an explanation of the simplest 
phases of mediumship. And to this we 
must add a knowledge of the laws of 
mental action, or we shall utterly fall 
In any attempt at definition and ex
position of the science of medlumlstlc 
manifestations. \

But when we have mastered the sci
ence of Spiritualism, our work is only 
begun. We are by this Introduced into 
the wide field of philosophic thought 
and reasoning. We are brought In con
tact with all tbe. principles of human 
life. All oUr relations to time and the 
tilings of time—to eternity and the em
ployments of eternity, must have a new 
solution. The old has passed away. 
The doctrines of religion, the principles 
of ethical action, the extent and limita
tions of human liberty, the functions of

Deity. , ,■
God is infinite in every respect, and 

that which is infinite Is Incomprehen
sible, and most assuredly we cannot de
fine that which we cannot comprehend. 
But, as evolution is a fact in nature 
Which no scientific thinker will deny, in 
this day, can we admit evolution with
out admitting a plan and purpose in na
ture? Can we admit a plan and pur
pose in nature, without admitting an in
telligence back of that plan and pur
pose? The very fact that there is a nat
ural law in the spirit world correspond
ing to the law of gravitation of the 
physical and that this law works har
moniously In conjunction with a higher 
law of morality or spirituality, subserv
ing the same to the extent that a man 
morally evil in this world, who passes 
into the next becomes an earth-bound 
spirit until that evil is eliminated, 
proves conclusively, to the mind of ev
ery intelligent Spiritualist at least, that 
there Is such a thing as evil. That evil 
is the outgrowth and very largely the 
result oterror, Ignorance, and inexperi
ence, we will grant, hut It is evil never
theless. • ■ -

The word “absolute” has been used 
very ambiguously by many. The ac
cepted meaning as it is generally used 
to-day by most writers and speakers Is 
that more specifically In the sense of 
being unlimited, unconditional, without 
restriction, wholly and completely. 
Therefore, an evil though it bp. error— 
and all evil Is error In one sense—if it 
be wholly and completely without any 
redeeming feature or quality, It may be 
justly termed absolute evil. This has 
no reference to the length of time that 
an evil shall ex'ist as such. We certain
ly know, if we are Spiritualists, that 
the law of evolution continues after 
this life, and that man continues to 
evolve after the change called death un
til all crudities, Imperfections, hnd evils 
of his nature, which antagonize and 
prevent spiritual unfoldment are re
moved. That It will only be a question 
of time, when every human Intelligence 
will be entirely treed from all the evil 
Influence of error, we feed certain. But 
that both evil and error are factors re-

And just as the spirit body resembles, 
and yet differs from the form of clay, 
so do the memories arising from, the 
records made on the spirit body resem
ble and yet differ somewhat from those 
recorded in the physical brain. Just, 
ys we shall have there the spiritualized 
essence of the roses and morning-glo
ries we love so dearly here, and just as 
we shall clasp our loved ones in their 
spirit form, who will be olive and warm 
to our own spirit embrace, so shall we 
have really and truly the; remembrance 
of what took place here; - And just as 
scenes, faces, thoughts, emotions, any
thing and everything that makes our 
life here, are recorded on- the brain, so 
is the essence, the real -thing of which 
these earth appearances are only the 
expression, recorded ast they pass on 
the tablets of the spiritual sensorium, to

full enjoyment.
Developing mediumship, you need to 

remember this particularly, because of 
the many perplexing things which will 
meet you, and being tho old doubts and 
fears in a new garb-will sometimes ap
pear more formidable than ever. To 
rely solely upon sucli manifestations as 

Ave have to-day is to invite weakness 
and defeat. They are but helps, and I 
within your own soul is the never-falb I 
lug assurance if you only learn to rely 
on it. Whether there be tongues I 
they may fail, whether there be knowl
edge it may vanish away, but like the 
love of which this faith is a handmaid 
it never fails. And do not fall into tee I 
silly habit of sneering at those who 
have not seen the evidences of con
tinuous life that you have, for their 
faith and'Btruggle in the darkness has -j 
brought this light to you. They sowed I 
and you reap- Their strength was 1 
from the internal place where dwells 
the Almighty. This which I tell you 
was the bulwark of their hope. This is 
the rock of ages and of those who build । ....
on it we may say:— ■

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.'MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
heaven ... ■—--------

That blds them not aspire, I bbb became a bpibituajcist, I
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That life, that strength, survive . ______ _ |
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pilots over the dark waters must be ---------
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be reviewed with eagerness «fid inter
est by the soul as the records :of the old 
days on mother earth.' n < n

When my. father dwelt to the earth- ____ ______ _____
lite, lie was known as Adoniram Jud- I Stephenson ever imagineu, so“u^‘‘ I hdo and-at the »»me time, profoundly ethical. Aa ,
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following: I pure and exalted Influence during the | I llu UlllDI II UI III lUIU I lllui
“Star and Crescent hall was taxed to | few weeks that were utilized in se

tts utmost capacity last'night by the I curing these chapters for the world, 
members of the Central Spiritual Unipn I and that my guides suspended the 
and their friends. The" occasion was greater part of their own work through 
the ordination of Dr. G; W. Burrows, I my organism until this book had been 
president of the American College of completed, claiming teat they did not 
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hall were met at the doorway by. two I band’credit for.-the possession of good

government and the rights and duties 
of individuals, must all be restated, and 
a new personal and social life inaugu
rated to fulfill the demands of Spirit
ualism. -Con this be done without the 
most thorough education? Is any one 
fit for the position of a platform teacher 
or as editor of a Spiritualist paper with
out education? Of course not, and it is 
our deficiency in this respect which 
creates the peril of our movement at 
the present titee. Bnt what shall we 
do? is the question, asked. I answer, 
Do something. If we can’t do all we 
would like to see doné, do what we can.

tarding the progress of humanity, we 
do not think any one can successfully 
refute. That tbe world is advancing, 
and not retrograding, Is generally ad
mitted; that this progression will event
ually reach that period in the history of 
man when ev.il shall no longer continue 
to exist is quite,probable; but for the 
present and some time to come, we will 
battle with evil and error in Its many 
varied phases. Man himself is unde
veloped good, but man’s thoughts, 
words, and actions are quite distinct, 
and should not be considered, lu the 
same connection.

As this subject Involves the question 
as to why evil bas been permitted, we 
will endeavor to give at least a partial 
solution of the problem. Evolution Is 
creation and creation Is still in progress. 

. Ab evolution has been chosen as the

'' uro atonements*
< '• (2) The moral teachings, ■ the wise 
• Sayings, “the Sermon on the Mount,” 
i ; ¡the golden rule, the decalogue, are com
. anon to all religions.
- (3) The. introduction of Christianity 

' [Wherever it has gone has beenproduct- 
' ive of anvthing but beneficent results.

' It was introduced into the Sandwich 
Islands whep the. population was 400,- 

• : 000 a people of remarkable beauty of
iform and intelligence. They now num- 
Iier 30,000 a race .soon to be extinct.

■ The “missionaries carried with them 
Bible, rum, and unmentionable diseases.

■ • The representative of Japan stood tip In 
the Religious Congress at the Chicago.

• ¡World’s Fair, and presented the traltor- 
■ ®us interference of the missionaries, 

; and said the rebellion which cost his 
*■ people so much was directly their 
i’ iWork, and so strong did he make his 

ease, that even' 'Christians, applauded 
ffiim.'/. ' ~
' India is subjugated, ana whatever re
frains that ate there made are by aud

Camp-meetings aie an established in
stitution among us. They can easily be 
made efficient agencies for the pre
liminary educational work. At the 
Mount Pleasant Park Camp, some 
years since, private cdurses of lectures 
on educational lines .were given, and 
some of a more public nature. Classes 
wepe formed and taught Recently a 
more systematic effort is being made at 
Maple Dell,’ Ohio, by Bros. Weaver and 
Htfll. This ought to be well sustained, 
and similar ones started at . all our 
camps. We don’t want to go Into the 
old style of getting up “endowed” col
leges and universities. We have too 
many of them already. The State 
Universities belong to us as much as to 
any portion of thé. people. If we have 

■common sense enough to demand our 
share of -control In them, we shall need 
no more universities. University ex
tension will cover all the .ground 
necessary for general education.

Let measures be taken at every Splr-. 
Itual camp, the comlnjg season, to. start 
a "training school” on the plan of 
Maple Dell, unless ri better one can be 
dévlsëd. For lié Assured the day has 
gone by when anything can succeed 
which Is piloted by ignorance? The. 
sun of science has arisen. It will never 
set The dottds of Ignorance may seek 
to obscure It, but it will burn them 
away. PB0F. J. S. LOVELAND.

manner and method of man’s creation, 
so then, man instead of coming into 
this world by divine fiat in a-state of 
perfection, has come to be what he is 
to-day gradually, through a very slow 
process, and Is far from what he will be 
in ages to come. Therefore, one reason 
why evil has been permitted is, because 
the plan of evolution necessitates it; 
in fact, it could not be otherwise with
out a change of plan. '

■ Evolution requires that man shall be 
an intelligent creature, with a will In
dependent of the will and power which 
brought him into existence; that he 
shall unfold and progress gradually by 
learning all the secrets of the. universe 
and all the knowledge contained'there
in; This he must do unaided by the In
finite Mind which is the source of all 
knowledge, except, as every law in na
ture both physical and-spiritual has 
been purposely created with a view to 
further man’s progress, and to prevent 
him from annihilating himself. These 
laws are the guides which man must 
follow, as they alone revcal.the divine 
purpose concerning the destiny of man. 
He can disobey, but every disobedience 
entails misery and suffering, for which 
man alone is responsible. ' go then, all 
evil is the result of man’s ignorance and 
inexperience, and the only way it could 
have been avoided would have been for 
man to have been created absolutely 
perfect, infinite in wisdom, knowledge 
and power, under which plan There 
would have been nothing left for man
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tian Mythology.”; By Judge. Parish B. 
Ladd,'.LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more ihon ordlnary vol- 
ue,' giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
Qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
tacts. In compact form It gives’ just 
What is .needed; on ¡ the subject - Paper, 
IS cents, jCloth, $1.50.- For sale at this
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vocate, at their -head-^TRe’’Audience | souls through the ages of eternity, 
opened the services by sfnging'I'Nearer, I It is sometimes said that the. opinions 
My God, to Thee.” Bey., Moises Hull and views of a medium color thé mes- 
Then read a scriptural! passage and I sages and discourses given by spirits 
offered prayer, calling’ for the divine I through his organism. I have seldom 
blessing to rest upon the maiî Svhô had I found this the case in my own ex- 
been chosen by the flock;to acbas their I perience, for very frequently I have 
leader. A. Scholes then read dtt original found the spirits controlling me as their 
poem entitled “The, Master’s^ Word,” mouthpiece, of amanuensis,y giving 
the same being dedicated. tô ithe new thoughts and sentiments that were ex
pastor. Mrs. Turner, annémblf of the I actly opposite to my own views on the 
Ladies Spirituelle, sangai song,?entitled subject in question. I have discovered 
“Sweet Spirit, Hear MyiPrayer." Bev. this so-on the platform, and in my 
Moses Hull then delivered tbw address sanctum, also when conducting the

to learn, nor could he have made any 
mistakes. The wlsdonrandsuperiority 
of the plan of evolution is very evident,, 
as it makes man a co-worker with the 
Infinite in his own creation, and pre:' 
vents him from being A mere automa
ton; to say nothing or . the delight of 
having- an inexhaustible storehouse,of 
knowledge, upon which he is permitted 
to draw for all ages to come.. . ,

■ W. G. HAPROLDT.

- .... „.

a Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1. New White Cross 
' Literature.

BY AUGUSTA AV. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume the author. In the . thirty-nine 

chapters,discusses a wide variety of
UlSng'to SpirltuaUim, from a.spiritualistic stand
point. She evinces the powers o. a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine ““
eapabUlty ot thought expression. The ¡rabjecta uo 
well-bandied with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
Itwill prove * rich addition to. any Spiritualistv 
library, and a most exoellent book for any one seek
ing information concerning Spiritualism and its tftach- 
tug».', . 4
For Sale at this. Office. Prioe,$1.5O

of the evening. After that ’ldfime the I message department of the Banner of 
ordination services, whk* were unique. I Light, as I did for a period of fourteen 
Dr. Burrowfi was presented Uyt eight of years, and I found it especially while 
the mediums and the ordination vow writing this book, concerning Gods, 
was read by Rev. Mr. Hull. The In-1 Spirits, Earth, and continents, but as 
stallatlón was.participated in by all the rthe higher lights tell ms that my 
mediums. - An«informal '¡reception, was ] opinion is of small value If opposed to 
given by the Ladies' -fiplrltuelle at the .tyBfl'.' I can only bow my head in 
Occult Hall, 132 Michigan avenue.” acknowledgment, content to let superior 

•> . ...—a------- wisdom oh earth or in heaven decide
“The World Beautiful.”' Hy Id, fen the-falsity or verity of these claims. 

Whiting. Most, excellent llrthelr high I I am willing that my agency in the 
and elevating spirituality/hf thought I production of the work should be made 
Séries 1, 2, rind S, each complete In' it-.

' self. Price, cloth,. ?1 per volume. For 
pule at this office. - i ■ . .

Soul to 5onL” By fcmma Rood 
■Tuttle. Lovers of poetry »fill find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand* 
•eme volume, wherewltti'-' to sweeten 

1 hMt> leisure and cDjeynmt, Prim 
Forsjle at thlsofflce. ;

known, and submit It to the examina
tion of thinking minds, and to'the 
revelations of the future. : :

-v MARY T. LONGLEY.
Washington, D. 0, -

00MP1LID ÁK» ÏOITKD BY

HARRISON 0. BARRETT.

WUhportraltsrepresmtlng ¿fers. Richmond io
1857,4» 1878, and to 1884,

KflR&ZZfl.
ETHICS OF-MARRIAQE.

' By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezia makes a pica tor a bettor birthright tot 

children» and alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through mo« sacred re
lations. It is pure in tone and alm* and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. tL

Mahomet, theIllustrious.
. BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work 1« ono of the Library of Ltberaf Classics. 
Ko author was better qualified to write an impartial 
»udnomit Uto. or Maliomet‘than Godlrer Biggin», 
and this volume la intensely Interesting.. it should be 
read In conjunction With Gibbon's work. For rale at 
this office. Price. 25 ccnta.- r .

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
BrEdltorot th« National with Pretaco an! Note» 

tiyFotcrEckler. -IHmtrated with views or tho 014 
Palno Homoltead ani Paine, Monument,, st Now 
Bochello, nil«, portrait» ot Thoma» CUo Rickman, 
JooBailow. Marr WoUBtonocrott, M«duno Boland, 
ConCorceti Briisot, and the most promlnontot Patne'a 
trtonda In Kurose ahd America. Cloth. ?l Ceuta. . .

Ont of the Depths Into the Light.
By Bunner Bowie»: Mr», curio E. B. Twing, mo- 

itum. Thia llule hook-will be read wlth lntenae in
tereil bi thousand». Price ss pout». . ,

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS, 
Ixtsvdvotios.
Chattbb I. Parentage—Place ol Birth—Childhood— 

School Experlenceo-Flrat MedlnmlBtlc Work, etc.
CnxprlB n. Hopedale—Mr. Scott In MaaiacbnietU— 

Removal to wi.con.ln—The Ballon Family—Adin 
•Ballou'. Work—Work ot Spirit Adin Augustin
Ballou.

Chittke IIL Onlna—Her Earthly Lite and Traglo 
Death—Her Mission In Splrlt-LUe.

Ch^tsbIV. Other Controls-The Guides.
CnjirruBV. Work in Cuba, N. V.—Buffalo Pastorate 

—Workers tn Buffalo—Thomas Gales Fort ter—Sarah 
Brooks-Horace H. Day-Bemoval to HeV Yorls 
City, 1856—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

CnxPTEB VI. Wort in New York City.
Csuro VII. New York City (continued), prof. J.

J. Mapes—Hon. 3. W. E_dmonds-Dr. Gray-New 
York Editors and Clergy-Other Places la the East 
-Meadville, Pa., 1864—Hon. A. B. Richmond, 

CHsrmaVIII. Washington, D. C.~Reconstruction— 
Senator J.M. Howard-George J. W. Julien-Gen. 
N. P. Banks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chapt«b IX. England—Robert Dale Owen-George 
Thompson—Countess ot Caithness — Mrs. Straw* 
brldxe-Mr. and Mrs. Tebb-Mrs. Nosvrorthy-3.C. 
Ward-Mn. Slater-Andrew Cross.

Chaptsb X, Work In England (Continued In Three 
Snbseauent Visits.) *

CrrarrraXI. California Work, 18TS-0ther Vlstts- 
Lctter of C. M. Plnmb—Letter of Mrs. John A
WI1B0IL < -,

. Whatever is true ran stand Investiga
tion and ridicule.—Elizabeth Cady Stan
ton.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
Th« ESaeéneut of Ohriatlaaityf My G»org» Jaccb 
Hamata. ' -Thia 1« • moat, valuable coatrlbuttoa to' EreitaMght lIMnature. Bomid lu p^J.'with good. 
Ukeneüvt attkta Moe, It Mtat twelve oojm

CniPTZB XH. Chicago Work, .181»' to1895-Flm •
Society Chartered. 186»—Complete Account ot Work ,
In Letter» end Statement» ot Member» ot th. 
Society. I.

Ouaraa-Xin. Camp Meeting Work-Cau'ad&g»-- > .
Lake Plcasant-Cnset Bay-Lake Biady—Lookout ,
Mountain, etc. _ . L

CnavrtB XIV. Literary Work-Hoi erta—Volume» 
ot Dlteounea end Lecture»—FWcbopathy, Soul . / 
Teachlnge-Poeme-Otber Literary Work. .

Chattzb XV. Literary Work (contlnncdl-Lecture 
oa Gyroscope, 1853—"The Shadow ot a Great Rock 
Ina Weary Land," 1881—Poema-rCbolee SelocUwu ■ .
mTrota end Verse—Work ot William Richmond.

Cn*ma XVT. Letter» from Personal Friend»; from ' 
Orpba E. Tousey; from Lady Caltlmeaa, and oUiere • 
—Appreciation ol the Work from Those Beet Qual- . '

■Idea to— Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C;
Warner—DrsTEmmctt and'Helen Dtusmore.— -.... ■, —•—-

Cnwnm XVII. Mr» Richmond’» Experience» WM’ ’ ' 
- In tbo Trance State, Written by Hor»ML ■ . .

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office. . ' - ."■•'■ ■'■/'.
Thumbscrew and Rack.

Torture implemimte employed In the XVUi Md . 
XVith centuries for tbo promulgation olChrttUanity» . ■
with pictorial fllustratlra«. By Geo. B»-iJacdonald. , 
PncclOccntsi " 2 . .

God in the Constitution.
/ ¿V Robert G.Iniey»on. O.neot the belt>per» Colo-, , 
i^llnseraoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* : 
neapfautow. Trico,Wcentei twclysOipttlforlLW. - ,

V. ■ < • ’ <■ J./’ ■’

SS
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Searching for Light.
One of the most serious obstacles 

the propagation of Spiritualism Is

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
Ayer, Mass.

Remarkable Case of Telepathic 
-Conception.

M. 6. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Hotel Palmerston.

April 82, 18W,

SUMMERLAND, CAL.
■ ■ ■ ■ , ..

Anniversary Exercises by J 
S. Loveland and Others.

A Remarkable ¡ Offer, ^tonjshingi

fli the Request 
oí Hiiiiili’MlsWe 
Continue tlie

RATE

TO THE SIGK ONLY
Who cannot afford to pay our regular 
rates for treatments, .we will» during

A-PRIL
take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but ?5 it month. Kindly remember It 
has been our rule for years, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This is our winter offer only, 
gpod during the month of

/YPfilL
So that-all may understand, we will re
peat tlie offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatiiii'in during April will be charged 
only $5 a month until cured—old pa
tients who stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at once. Tell us your age, 
name In full and leading symptom, so 
Hint we may diagnose your case at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires.

The Fifty-first Anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism was duly celebrated 
here, Sunday, April 2, at Liberty Hall, 
morning and afternoon, and the follow
ing programme was rendered: Music 
by the orchestra. Reading by Mr. 
Orother. Singing by the choir. Inspi
rational. poem by Mrs. Roff. Lecture 
by Prof. J. S. Loveland. Song and a,u- 
niversury poem by your humble sprlbe.

Afternoon service consisted of music 
and reading of a poem by Prof. Love
land, and lecture and answers to ques
tions by G.. D. Parsons. Dinner was 
served in the hall, and to a huge num- 
her of people. The services at both ses
sions were Interesting and harmonious, 
and by all who attended pronounced 
tho most heartily enjoyed of any pre
vious year.

Something more than a passing no
tice should be given to Prof. Love- 
landlg lecture, as It was truly the finest 
he ever gave here. His oratory Is clear 
and resonant and marked by singular 
fecundity of thought and eloquence of 
diction. He traced - the growth and 
progress ot the human race to the pres
ent attitude of Spiritualism as a fac
tor in civilization, and the rapid spread 
of Its vital truths in the popular and 
broader Christian denominations, and 
the ready acceptance of Its truths 
among the Intellectual leaders of the 
the Christian teachers, and cited to Dr. 
Lyman Abbott’s recent utterances in 
the advocacy of spiritual communion. 
He said further that the signs of the 
times were hopeful as leading men to 
know something more of the life be
yond the grave—to penetrate the mys
teries oi the great hereafter. The signs 
of the times were distinctly and de
cidedly indicative of brighter xdays, 
when justice and truth and love should 
banish the hatred and misery that now 
existed in tlie hearts of nations and in
dividuals, when peace and progress 
should reign supreme, when the human 
race, in short, should recognize among 
themselves the brotherhood of man and 
the government and direction of the 
fatherhood of God.

Tlie lecture was a remarkable effort 
and deeply interesting, and should ap
pear in the columns of The Progressive 
'Thinker at no distant day, for the edi
fication of Its thousands of readers. 
There are probably few superior mluds 
to-day In the spiritual ranks to Prof. 
Loveland, and tn spite of his advanced 
years, bis well-preserved body, clear, 
undimiued eye, and unimpaired facul
ties and spiritual knowledge make him 
the peer of any among the teachers of 
our philosophy of Spiritualism.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.

To those writing us, giving jjs name, age, sex 
and one leading symptom, in thdir own hand
writing, we will send an absolutely correct and 
carefully prepared diagnosis off their case, stat
ing their true physical condition; and

“Foods for the Sick and How to Prepare Thom i”
A valuable volume, giving' proper diet, how foods should be cooked, also the 

proper car© of invalids. This volume contains recipes for the hygienic prepara
tion Of foods for general consumption. It is, in fact, a Hygienic Cook Book. It 
contains a-list of antidotes for common poisons. It is a guide to right living, a 
counselor in sickness or emergency—concise, yet plain and readily understood, and

WOMANS
A medical brochure for ladles only. This volume has been highly commended 

by the leading reformers of the day. It Is a valuable medical work, and. should 
be in the possession of every woman. It will be sent free! to ladies writing us 
pnder'hie special offer. ’ ' ■ ,

It has cost us hundreds of dollars to publish these volumes. They are nicely 
illustrated and are standard works.

correct medical diagnosis and the two valuable volumes absolutely 
free of all cost This offer will hold good only while the present editions last.

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
Battle Creek, Mich.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who, during- the past lour s eái s, lias

Successfully Thousands
Treated, l'

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to
of Patients

¡ases Flesh Is Heir to
With Her Magnetized Remedies,
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH? ’ 

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OP SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIAGNOSED FREE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

-What a Physician Says 
■ - - - ÓF . ■

THE CHRISTY SADDLE.
6. WALTER LYNN

Automatic Writer.
'Pp -Spiritual OoinmuuicatioiiB Dy Letto*.

, “Au a Physician I am calle! on dally to weacrlbe 
for cQiuplulnts directly due to injuries produced by 
cycling, yet owing to the ever-present aud Jealous re
flex nervous system, so remote are these Ills located, 
the unsuspecting cyclist takes no warning of their 
true cause. ' ... . _______

•‘Having studied the saddle question for personal 
use uihd professional benefit, 1 have ridden all of the 
few ¿addles worthy of trial, and In the CHRISTY 
found tho only one I am free to recommend.”—U. N. 
Caoi’Ku, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE, 
HEALING AT A DISTANCE 

Obsession Oured.
Life Readings and. Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Two Stamps.
. Address No. 606 llth st., Oakland, Cat. .

tlTI have never known u more competent, rellablfl 
and truthful medium' for the Spirit-world (han ChiM^ 
Walter Lynn. Jos. KoDHdBuoiiANAX

DR. MAX

Medical

MITEIILEN BRUCH, 

Prophetie Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psycliometrist, 

and ,

DR. G. Ë. WATKINS’ 
SANITÄR IÜM
at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, it is a Spiritualist 
Health Home 'where they can go for 
rest and health. It Is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by iiew-andz 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It Is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at
tractive home where Invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions. and the overworked and nerv- 

• ous can find rest and recreation.
It is situated in a historic, picturesque 

and healthful region, one mile from 
Ayer depot in the town of the same 

' name. Ayer Is the junction, of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses tlie celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating Intervale of wood 
and tine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose bls earthly.par- 
adlse. .

Terms for board and treatment from 
§1 a day upwards. Send all letters to

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services nt 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
holds services every Sunday in Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. «3d street, at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m. Lecture followed by 
spirit messages and tests, by the pastor, 
Mrs. Lora Holton. Seats free to all 
services. Good music.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
In Van Buren Hall, at 3 and 8 p. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman, Clark and Lake 
streets, City.

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets nt 3228 Cottage Grove avenue,, 
under the direction of Dr. Carr. Lec-

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon's latest book, Is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prjciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in thfi 
operation of healing, Is clearly shown 
to be tl\e silent power of Invisible force.

Under tho head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along tho 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. ' '

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementals, and man's 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of

MAXFIELD'S 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines
Cure Where Others Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. Ö. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Tha Christy Ha» the Endorsement 
of5,000 Physicians.

Price $2.00.

A. 0. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK CHICAGO DENVER

~ MAOIO VEGETINE.
A Boon to Suffering Humanity.

Magic Vegetlno, the greatest discovery of the age. 
Itieuoequaled as a remedial agent by any remedy 
before the public. It is a nerve stimulator, and germ 
destroyer, The deadly Microbes banish at Its touch, 
Thousands are being benefited by its curative powers, 
U drlppe, Malaria, Ntrvou.ueBs, Cbroute Headache. 
Numbness. Impaired Circulation, Weak Heart Action. 
Kidney and Liver Trouble«, Backache, General De
Willy, »re all cured by the use »f Magic Vegeilue. 
Tb il remedy 1b sent forth with the epeelul object of 
relieving and curing the cliroutc depressed conditions 
incident to influenza. One mouth’s treatment sent to 
any address on recelptof price. «‘¿00. Write for par
ticulars. St nJ to-day; you may be called next. Ad- 
dreta all letters to MAGIC VEGETINE CO. 

' Uli Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111, 491

'Clairvoyant.
Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),25cts.stampa

Written Delineations, past, present, and one year
Inthefuture.. ................................ ,2.50

The same, to Foreign Countries.................. . ......... |3 00
Full Life Dellueatlous, Including a Spiritual

Horoscope..................................... ........ IS to
The same to 1 orelgn Countriel..... . . . ................. W M
Rock from mines read Psychumetricaliy............. 12 50
Six Questions answered by mall............................1150

jySecd lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland, Cal. 492

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Fsychometry 
and Laws of Uufoldment, For particulars address 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Central eve.. Hamilton, Ohio.
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going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub-'ture and tests at 8 p*. m. - fcApuimcu uj vw «¡w i&uuwo. ¿.w bum-

The First Christian Spiritual Union ject of. Fear occupies one whole chap
Society will hold meetings every Sun-1 tor.
day at 3 and 7:30 p. in.. In Van Buren I Ihe whole field of man s relation to 
Hail, Madison street and California! the forces bringing e tber the health 
avenue. Always good speakers . and which is harmony, or the discord which 
tost mfl/iiniYiQ nmaAfit’ Aiirti’PRs nil coni“ 1® disease is Iift^idled bj one who evl- 
munications to Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, sec- dently understands h s subject The zvr liUl zvacb If. nwATrltlre 44-/. 4w>

Is disease Is handled by one who evi-

booklet of 100 pages, Is proving Its In-
Th¿ Pro"re¿slve SnlrituaChurch G terest by Jts sales. Sent on receipt of ine 1. regressive spiritual vnurcu, u. „ßnt- For .an lo nt thia nffin»

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, Is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 1905 Pearl street! 
Ohly fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all clashes' will find
something of special interest In it. 
is published weekly. Try it.

A LIBRARY.

It

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will euro you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BñTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

DR. W. ,M. FORSTER,

the low and illiterate type of souls that 
undertake to represent to mortals the 
spirit world. Their communications are 
so trivial, of a gypsy style of fortune
telling, in the mongrel language of 
aboriglnees and murdered English, as 
to disgust^ the better class of inquirers 
after tills most of all Important sub
jects. '

It seems to me that an embassador 
from that sublime and exalted realm 
should be competent to communicate 
desirable .knowledge, and in such lan
guage as to profit as well as please us.’ 
Take, for instance, the unsettled sub
ject of the future treatment of the 
more depraved and vicious of our race, 
what is their doom and destiny? We 
go to the Roman Catholic teachers of 
theology and they tell us of avast pur
gatory In which they are corralled and 
by some process of moral chemistry, 
they become pure and so good that by 
masses and money these priests can las
so them and drag them up to the golden 
gate guarded by St. Peter, who upon 
due examination will open the gate and 
let them into the kingdom of heaven.

If I go to the D. D. In orthodoxy he 
will tell me there Is an awful hell of 
everlasting torment -prepared for them 
—a lake of fire and brimstone where 
the smoke of their torment ascendeth 
up forever and ever, doomed to eternal 
damnation.

Other teachers of theology affirm 
with great positiveness that the wicked 
are totally annihilated.

None of these theories Is generally ac
cepted as true in these days of light and 
reason, yet some method of divine ad
ministration must be employed tor 
their restraint, their reformation, and 
the protection of the iqnocent, the pure, 
and the good from the viciousness of 
the bad. Death makes no changes in 
the mental and moral quality of human 
souls. Now, It seems to me that an in
telligent and truthful visitant from the 
spirit-world could settle such a problem 
as this and many other kindred subjects 
of the invisible world.

Milwaukee, Wls. GEO. I. BETTS.

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Contlaued from page G.f

J. N. lakes writes from Grand Rap
ids. Mich.: "The camp-meeting which 
opens here in July Is the chief and cen
tral talk of the city. Already there has 
been distributed as a starter about 
about o.OOO programmes and pamph
lets. A goodly number of church mem
bers here are now attending the lec
tures and tests of 1’. Corden White, 
who is officiating for the h irst Society 
here. His work is clear-cut and con
vincing. Anna L. Kobinson preceded 
Mr. White. Her audiences were large 
and very enthusiastic. The meetings 
on the W est Side, conducted by Mr. and 
Mrs. Linslev. are awaking many to 
think. Brother Winans did a noble 
work here this past winter with his 
phases of mediumship. I am convinced 
that Spiritualism here has a permanent 
basis and a healthy growth, simply be
cause the leaders and officials are the 

/proper men and women in the right 
place.’’

Rev. L. A. Mabee. of Lansing, lec- 
''tnred for the First Spiritual Society of
Durand. Sundny. April 9. 1899.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W.- M. Lock wood, lecturer 
uptln physical, physiologicnl and pay
chic science. ■ Demonstrator of tho mo

lecular.or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price z;> cents, b or sale at this ouice.

"The Universe.” What Force la. 
The Beginning of Creation. . What Mat
ter Is. . The Creation of the Earth- 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments.1 
Psychic Science. What the "Soul, of 
Things:’ Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter.. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. . . . .,

V. Cordingley, pastor, room 400 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:30 p. m. • .

The Gross Park Spiritualist Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
and Melrose streets, opposite Gross

fifty cents. For «ale at this office.

TESTIMONIAL.
Olean, N. Y., March-27, 1899. 

F. Poole; Clinton, Iowa:
My Dear SìrwHIt affords me especial

_ _ pleasure to inform you that I have re
Park Depot. - - । ceive(j tlle Pebble Spectacles,

The Lake A -ew Spiritualist Union1 and regartluthem as truly a marvel, 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 In 'They are in .perfect fit, clear and dis
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner tinct, easytand restful to the eye. 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted | Wishing jyou every success In the fu- 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted. ture, I am . sincerely and fraternally 
by other mediums and speakers. All yours, A. L.'COTTON.

Commence forming one now by sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one" year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

us

friends and members are invited.
The Church of the Soul will hold 

meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L.' V. Richmond; pastor, la Kim
ball Hall,-243 Wabash avenue, every 
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Sunday
school In the same place at 9:45 a.#n.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to, the 
Church of the Soul, meets at Room 608 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o'clock. One hour is taken for parila-

Spirit Yarma says a sample is better 
.than.a. description! I-will send a sam
ple. of .the ibest'Htomach and liver rem
edy-ever 'compounded; aúó sample of 
Magnetized (Compound tor all kinds of 
sore and weak eyes—sufficient to give 
you a fair Jest'of their curing powers— 
all fqr 10 cents, postpaid. .

The formula was given me by one of 
the adept physicians of the lost Atlan
tis, Dr. Yarma, I will send you his

BEAR IN MIND.

1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISOO, CAL.,
Still continues to give

PREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. 
YOU Are Invited to Write. 
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psycbometrlst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph ii.OO 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. 877tf

I can vouch for the truth of the fol
lowing interesting case of clairvoyance. 
A young man named Livio Cibrarlo. be
longing to one of the most ancient fam
ilies of Turin, while attempting to 
climb the peak of Rocciamelone. in the 
Maritime Alps, lost his way. and on the 
following morning a search party found 
his body, terribly crushed and bruised, 
at the bottom of a deep crevasse.

Count Cibrarlo. the unfortunate, 
young man’s father, who was at Turin, 
and knew nothing of his son s expedi
tion to the Rocciamelone. on the night 
of the accident aroused the rest of the 
family, announcing, with tears, that 
Livio was dead. He had seen him dis
tinctly. he said, blood flowing from his 
battered head, and had heard these 
words spoken in a voice of terrible an
guish: •

"Father. I slipped flown a precipice 
and broke my bead, and I am dead, 
quite dead. ■ ■

The other members of the famllytrled 
la vain to persuade the poor count that 
the ghastly vision was nothing but a 
nightmare, and the bereaved father 
cdntlnued in a state of anxiety border
ing upon distraction, till the morning, 
when official confirmation of the terri
ble accident awaited him. • .

This case, of telepathy, or whatever 
name may be glvep to similar phenom
ena,-Is considered all the more remark
able as Count Cibrarlo is a very quiet. 
matter-of-fact person' and has never 
suffered from disorders of the nervous 
system or dabbled in spiritism.—Lon-

mentary drill, after which Oulna gives 
us greeting through the mediumship of 
our pastor, Mrs. O. L. V. Richmond. 
The ladies bring lunches. Supper at 
six o’clock; tea and coffee served, , 
Evening session called to order at T:45; . 
questions Invited from the audience, 
and answered by the guides; name | 
poems given by Ouina, and other Inter- ; 
estlng exercises. !

Forty-third Street Christian Spiritual , 
meetings will be held in Kenwood Hell, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m., conference and tests;
8 p. m., lecture by S. P. Cady; tests by 
H. F. Coates and others. All are In
vited. Good music and seats free.

Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. I South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets in 
Steinway Hall (7th floor) Van Buren 
street, near Michigan avenue, at 10:45 
a. m. only. The White Rose Auxiliary 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon Sun
day. Seats free to all services.1

The First Spiritual Church of the 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m„ at 77 Thirty-first 
street Lecture and spirit messages at 
both services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor.

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall, 601 Wells street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. and Tburs- 
davs at 7:45 p. m. Mrs. Irene Dobson 
and others will speak. A welcome for 
all.

Spiritualist Church ot Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m.. at Flynn s 
Hall. Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable. Robey and North avenue 
electric cars. Logan Square? and Hum
boldt Park-trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street. ............

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening-at 
7:30. Nathan's Hall. 1565-Milwaukee av
enue/corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.
’ The Spiritual Research Society holds 
meetings every Sunday afternoon, at 
2:45 o’clock, at 326 Wells street (north 
of Oak street).. Conducted" by Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Wickland.

First Spiritualist Alliance holds serv
ices every Sunday at Washington Hall, 
490 Washington boulevard.- Frank T. 
Ripley will lecture and give platform 
tests- assisted by Mrs., Hamilton Gill. 
All are invited. • Services at 2:30 and 
7:30 p. m. . - .

The West Side Spiritual Society 
'meets at Occidental Hall, ? corner of 
Madison street- and. .fiqpramento avenue, 
every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p; m. Mr. 
Grupp test - medium; Good speakers in 
attendance.

photo If you wish. B. F. POOLE. 
Clinton, Iowa.

THE RBSON WHY
“Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh” has 
been so eminently successful during the 
past quarter century all over the land. 
Is, because it is the only treatment that 
is used both as an insufflation and inter
nally. In this way it finds and kills the 
catarrh germs both in the mucus linings 
as well as in every part of the body.

Send for our 64-page book with S. 
Blank and testimonials, mailed free.

Address H. H. JACKSON, M. D.
Dept. K. 843 W. Madison street,

’ Chicago, Ill.

In sending remittances to this office, 
write ^our orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
» THE HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments
Ai well as If patient came to bls office. Send s|x one- 
cent Btampa for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana dv.. 
Chicago, III. 479tf

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of jrour birth and Interpretation of the 

planet’s effect upon the soul’s Jncaroatcd destiny, to
gether with occult Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and ünfoldtnent of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Scrlci. Send 
date of blrtb and 23 cents (sliver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
. 748 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

"Bight Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon- 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes- 
whicb render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use In Children’» 
Lyceum. In.the bands of mothers and 
♦eachers It may be made very-useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth 11, For »ale. at th!» office.

as ordinary print, and mistakes will 
avoided.

KEEP IN STEP.
be

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, 
Independent Slate Writer, 218 East 42nd Pl, Chicago.

Child-Birth Made Easy.
By a delightful aromatic drink from plants and flow- 
eru. 25 year’s experience of a wife, mother, and phy
sician. For Information address with btamp, Mary 
Ries Mxlkndy. M. D., Rm. 615, Handel Hall, 40 E.. .. .
Randolph street, Chicago III 490 tf

"History of the inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history'of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable-history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in ail the world’s 
records of Inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25'yxnts.

"Woman, Cnurch dud State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn .Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than Common Intrinsic value. 
The subject is-.treated with masterly 
ability: showing what the Church has 
and has not done, for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2. post
paid For sale at this office. <

"The Dead Man s Message,- an occult 
romance, by : Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide-experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
ha ve prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found-laden with gems 
picked up In the course of her investi
gationand studies. Cloth-$L . For sale 
at this office. •» - -

-CosmlaniHymn Book. ; A collection 
of orlginaband uelected hymns, for lib
eral and oethlcaif; societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash-

Keep up with the Free Thought pro
cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step7 with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag In the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do hot? 
We would like to know.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Reading by mall, Qi.06. Business advice a specialty.

270 Merrick avenue, Detroit, Mich. 490tf

FOR RENT,
At Lily Dale, N. Y., furnished cot

tage, nine rooms. Address F. A. K.,
40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill. tf

burn. This'! volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry «and- music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all seCtartpulsmn Price, 50_ cents. For59, cents. For

Character and
Gibbons. ThisDoctrine.” HBy Edward _

is No- 6 oft the-Library of Liberal Clas
sics It is xonoeded to be historically 
correct, and soo exact(and perfect-in 
•averv de thill as tbibe practically beyond

Send in notice of mectlngs”held on 
Sunday at public halls. .

We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We- have not space for that 
purpose. . . I

the reach <dif adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. IBtor sale at this office.

"Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism? - A pamphlet of 
<0 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, tno well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

, “The Commandments Analyzed. -By 
W‘ H- Bach.’’ The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25c.. . .

’Human Culture and Cure. Part 
, First The Philosophy of Cure. (In- 

"The Prophets of Israel." By Prof eluding Metltods and Instruments).’! By 
O. H. Cornlll, of the University of E D-Babbitt,. M. D., LL. D. A very in- 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appre-cb' »tractive and valuable-work. It should 
ative historical review of the prophets' have a wide emulation, as It well ful- 
of Israel, and their works. For sale the oronatw of Its title. For sal» 
•ithlBOffice. Paper cover», 25c. j-at this office.: price ¡TO cents. ■ ?

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

ean keep in touch with our. cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is-almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing tho profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. (

“The Religion of the Future." By 8. 
WeiL This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 

-truth alone, will be, pleased with it. and 
-well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office.' Price, cloth, $1.25: paper, 
50 cents, .

“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Low of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 cents. For sale at this office.

"Ancient India: Its Language and 
Rpliglonsu” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest ^t 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to Interest and instruct all 
reader». For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25 cents.

••From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
-to tho Baptist Church.-’ By Abby A. 
Judson- Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written In a sweet 
spirit and Is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cent».

"rnnciplcs of Light aud Color.” By 
B D- Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, aud one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor- The result of years of. deep 
thought and patient. research Into Na- 
turo's finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-beiug bf 
humanity. Medlca' men especially, and 
scientists, general <wders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talnlng beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
«5. .It'll, a Wondirful work and yon

| wUl be delighted with It . , ■

opium =:

V * a 1 H M VVHISKEY J 
Painlessly and Permanently Cureq |

For particulars address / ’ ■'
Dr. J. L. Gray, 018-14, 315 Dearborn

Street., Chicago, 111, .

COLLEGE OF FINEF0BGE8
An institute of refined Therapeutics, including the 

Sun Cure, Vita! Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity ana 
basic principles developed with tlieir marvelous ap
plications. Student« in four coutlueuts have taken tho 
course. The college, Is chartered and confers the de
gree uf I). .M.. Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of
printed Qua-tlons students cun take the course and . 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution.....
removed to 258 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Oal. ! 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or I 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to ‘

441tf E. 1). BABBITT. M. D. LL. 1).. Dean.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS 1
la the oldest, most successful Clnlrgoyant Physician r 
in prucitei'. Illi cures ure marvcluus. Successful In ’ 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When other} 
fall he cures, ßeud him age. sex, name, lock of hair 
and 6 et«, lu stamps and be will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only <2.00 
a month. No leading symptom required. Address

Dll. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D., .
85 Warren st., Stouebam, Mass.

BETTER THAN COLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and '(wo 
CuresaH forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease; ' 
alsoconstlp&tlon. Asure curefor that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for ono 
month sent forll.00. ■

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised by 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for 60cent£ 
or all three sent postpaid for 41.10 with Yarma’i 
photoandlnstruclions how tollve lOOyears.

Melted Pebble Spectacles! , 
Bestorelost vision. Write tor Illustrated Circular. 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yurina, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly tn < 
your eyes in your own home as If you were in my / 
office, us thousands can testify. Send stamp for ( 
photo. B. F. Poole, Clinton. lotra. ;

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satlafac- 
Mon. Price, |I, and 20 cents extra for expressage. 
For sale at the office of Tub PBOtiBBssiVBTmiiKBB»

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-, 15c; “Astrological Notes,’’ 5c. 
The two for lie. Gao. Waleond, Opera House blk-> 
Denver, Colo 478tfYOUB, FUTURE pT/a^Twaiioat 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from el. Send stamp tor circu
lars. 434tt

Mrs. Connelly’s Gray Hair 
Redemption.

Without Lead. Silver or Poisons. Best and cheap- 
Mt gray hair restorer on earth, and the only safe- 
If your hair Is ail kinds of colors from the use of 
lead, silver and poisonous acids, It can be restored at 
once, and where tt is growing out-gray at the roots, 
one application will restore It to its natural color. 
No Bttnntug scalp, hands orclotblug; it makes the hatr 
beautiful, glossy and natural, restores blooded hair 
buck to its natural color; red hair made a natural 
brown; will not prevent crimping. Faded or rusty 
switches restored. You cannot afford to look old if 
you arc looking for employment. Sent by mall on 
receipt of price, 25 or 50 cents. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and ad Jress plain. 
Bend all letters to MRS. ANNA CONNELLY. 1213

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalraudlent. clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 450tf

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world tor the unfoldment of al 
spiritual powers, psychometry, clairvoyance, Insplra,- 
tiun. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a Btrraped ad
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Grumbink (author and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley ave., flat 3, Chicago, 468tf

Mt .Vernon st., Philadelphia, Pa. 493

riLAIRVOTANT READINGS. TRIAL IS. CENTS. 
V Business 50 cents. Dr. S. BARNEY, 800 S. Div. 
street. Grand Rapids, Mich. 491

FAT ROT ITS Two years ago I reduced my I Al JVl.no weight47 10b.hyfollowing the 
Buggeetlons of departed frlcndi, no gain, >o 
starving- nothing to sell Indoae stamp for par
ticular«. Mrs. P. T. Molesworth. 110 Clymer St- 
Brooklyn, N. Y. .

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And bis Spirit Band treat ah kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many cases where medicine has fulled. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United Stales. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave-
nue. Minneapolis. Minn. 492

OPIUMS 
Valuable TrcatUo on Addiction mailed free. * 
Dr. J. C. HOFFMAN. 445 >QbeUa Bldg.. Chloggo,IIl.

PBACTICAJj methods toin- 
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
fix matters pertaining to physical, mental and snlrltual 
health- Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

cn V 1 DO Y0U NEED HELP? 
2^ j| Y I Send name. age. sex. and leading symp- Czl li a tom. with stamp. You will get what 
you need. DR. W. W. LATHROP,.

484tf Dept. 1. Jackson Mich.
5*i

POEMS OF PROGRESS.'^
By Lltiie Do^n. They are really valuable. wi 
rice tii». '
By

Price tl-ûû.

Joys Beyond the Threshold

WAYSIDE- JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways. By-ways and Hedge* 

ofLlfq. By Mattis E. Hull. This la a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermonsand essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Mosca Hull. Price, 
neatly bound to English cloth. Si. for sale at thia 
office.

A SEQUEL TO
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,
THE TO-MOBROW OF-DEATH' was irrlten to 

doveion the Idea oi the principle ot the hermanetico 
ot the human stral utter death, and Its reincarnation 
tin chain ot now beings, whoso successive links are 
unrolled In the. bosom ot othwtal spaoe. "Betohd 
ihb Threshold” continues on tbe same lines, en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con* 
sldcratlons drawn from science and ptilloiopnysclalm* 
Ug tbit tho certelhtr ot a new birth beyond onr

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

I This work will be found especially interesting to all- 
who-would do»lre to raoko a study, of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen.' 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices ahoula 
be read sy all. Price, 25c. Sold at thia office.

The Occult Forces of Sex
earthly end I, tins bent means of arming ouraelvoa ¡ 
against all weakness In the preaenco ot _deatb, and . 
that tbo help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end later superior to that or any ot tho oxlsllngrc- : 
Udons. From beglnnlngto end It is interesting, en- ■ .. . . ■ __.S aH^nksthoa.tertalntng. instructive and fascinating, and whether 
eno accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in Its perusal Price 11,25 
For sale at this office. •

IT IS INTERESTING.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 

A/Woriat Being a datcrlptltmof Loealfilea, Employ- 
tii.nta, Surrounding., tad condition, tn the Sphere, 
By member« ot the Spirit-Band ot Miu M. T.' Spelta- 
rner. medium of the Banner of Light Tubilo Hee Git
ele. Cloth X Forage ». Mula. Ere rato- « 
thlioflca. . - • • . * -
il - Paine’s Theoldgioal TYorks.

■I! »»éòf Beason. Examination of tho Fiopbeole«, tie. 
tans.edition. Po,t8vo.,i3apa««.'Cloth,»ld»

BY EiOISJVAlSBBOOKER.

Thia admlrablo -work , consisti ot three punphlot» 
embodied In one volume. In -which questiona of grort 
Importance to tho race are dlscuaicd from the aland
point ot an ndranced social reformer. Fries SO conta. 
For salo at this office. ,

MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES
- OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of tho Rockies, w.ih fntetdoctîon b» 
J. 8. LovelPbd. This is tho hliil tf of quo of th» 
most woDdotilalnedlama that ever ihw> 167 jars* 
pages. tor súi
atuusonoàa . .

i nt AGE OF RbAbON.
By Thomas Paine.. Being an Investigation of True 'il 

Bail FatmloUB Theology. A now and complete edl- - v 
tlon. from now plates and now typet IN Psge», |0* ' . 
Byy, .Paper, Elcentis cloth.» centa. ............

I
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COL. INGERSOLL ON “THE DEVIL

Reported Expressly for The Progressive Thinker, by A. NL Griffen,

MAKING Á TELLING, point.

THE COLONEL WAXES ELOQUENT

COL. ROBERT Q. INGERSOLL.

“JUST THINK, NOW1”

days, tempted by the Devil. The Devil 
then asked him to turn stones into bls-

LUTHER’S DEVIL.

TEMPT ATION OF CHRIST.

It!

an

DEVIL' OF DANEGELD TREASURE.

1U)5> liv'1 ****'“> (JVV^ «»‘-'“•JJ
this God;\ how women, .gobd women,

?Jk.!?feb.( y-

SPIRITUALISM—

Now, where did the
IDEA THAT A DEVIL EXISTS 

come from! Where did man get

OF SOME FRIGHTFUL FIEND, 
of some enemy of the human race; and 

‘ thia was a natural result of. the facts in 
‘ nature upon the undeveloped savage

to look baclç. He feels that-it is pursu
ing, and at last he falls unconscious at

nobody could open his mouth without 
In weiit a devil. (Renewed laughter),»

Devil from the scheme of. salvation, 
from the atonement;- from the . , ,

. DOGMA 6F'ETERNALPAIN, ’

--- J.-U * ■ A-

ing C How men,’ good mem can worship! ¡Christians'tell ns that if there had'been in those- days. (Laughter.) Yes, sir, 
this Goi how; women, .gobd women, no.sln there would have been no death; । cmild onen his mouth without 
¿tin love Jehovah is beyond my imagln-1 that death came Into this world by sin 
.. ________ ........... ' *... ' •- .. ... • .. - .

there Is a devil “beeanse father saw 
one.” (Laughter). They tell their elill-

. vyhen be saw the brand. (Great laugh- 
iter). ;• -, .. ■ .. ■ .
J Of

call evil.; Back of thefce forces our an
cestors put intelligence, design. They 

____________________________ _ could not ..believe that good and evil 
their own gods; and yet the Christians came from; the same being; so back of- 
of to-day must admit that for many,

that Jehovah was a personification of . , GNOSTIC DEVIL, 
foolishness'; that» the Garden’ of Eden ———;——------- -------------
was-thoqtersonifleation-iof-n-placerUndwaiovab was God, had very little busl- 
tha-t’th'A'd’hole'’stdfyisjajpersonlfipktloiiy ness fora devil. There was nothing too 
of something that never.' : happened, mean for Jehovah to dd himself. (Great
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A Remarkable Lecture by the Celebrated Agnostic Divine, Delivered in Chi 
cage, III, Sunday Evening, March 19, 1899.

Ladles and Gentlemen:—A littje while 
ago I delivered a'lecture on "Supersti
tion,” npd in that lecture I took the 
ground that tluVDevll was the founda
tion of Christianity; that the Dpvil was 
really the keystone of the arch and that 
If you took him out the arch fell. I 
tried to show that demonology was a

brain. As I have said a thousand times 
every brain Is a field where nature with 
unconscious hand sows the seeds of 
thought, and the crop depends upon the 
soil. (Laughter).

Along the banks of the Gauges wan
dered Asuras; the most powerful of dev
ils, and they warred against the Devas,

then with the assistance of this master 
they could change themselves to wolves 
or to any animal. .

This was not simply an Idle belief; 
Within two years, from 1598 to 1(100, In 
one district of France, the district of 
Jura, over slx..hundred men and women 
were. convicted of having changed 
themselves with the ,

ASSISTANCE OF THE DEVIL
Into wolves.. Every one was convicted. 
Every one was executed—six hundred 
within two years. Let me tell you one

necessary part of orthodox Christianity, 
and that to glvmup the. Devil , 
WAS TO THROW AWAY CHRIST.

Several ministers had ’thp goodness to 
answer me; others had the goodness in 
short interviews to give their opinion, 

- and some were honest enough .and stu- 
pld enough to say that they belleyed In 
the existence of the-Devil; and some 
were dishonest and "spiritual” enough 
to say that all allusions to the.Devll in 
the Bible could be easily explained by 
saying that these devils were personifi
cations of evils. Others were.not quite 
sure whether there was a Devil or.not, 

■ and proceeded- to tell what others be-

the good gods; and they were not only 
the enemies of the gods but they were 
the enemies of the human race. There, 
too, were the ogres, the Jakshas, and 
they were not only 'enemies of human 
beings but they devoured human flesh.

The Persians turned this exactly 
arouqd/fiite with them, the 

■ DE^AS WERE THE DEVILS, 
nobthe gods, and* the Asuras were the 
good; and the Persians believed that 
there was being waged1 a perpetual war 
between1 the good gods and the wicked 
devils, and many of the Persians be
lieved that the devils at last would be 
victorious’ and others thought that 
Anally the gods would stand victors.

In Egypt' this’ god was Set; after
wards they called him .Typhon, and he 
fought the good god Osiris, and he 
fought Isis, the- mother; he fought Ho
rus the babe, and -he was the im
placable enemy of the human race. It 
was he who prevented the overflow of 
the Nile; it was he that brought the 
demon Death. And among the Greeks 
the. Titans were the enemies of the 
gods, and some of -them were women, 
wonderful women. There was Athene, 
possessed of all the' fascinations of the 
sex, beautiful, subtle, understanding 
the heart not only of men but of gods, 
and so great was her fascination, so 
wonderful her power that she tempted

ST. JAMES AND DEVILS.

lleved withput saying what their con
victions were. But one good man and 
a kind man sald/that he believed In the 
Devil, an actual, living, personal Devil, 
who was attending to business (laugh
ter); and that all the evidence that he 
needed to convince -him of the existence 
of this devil was furnished by my life 
and mv lectures. (Renewed laughter.) 
He undoubtedly was a good man; and 
when I read these sermons and these 
answers, in spite of myself there came 
into mv mind a line from Heinrich 
Heine:‘“Christ rode an ass, but now 
asses ride on Christ” (Great laugh
ter). . . „ . ,Now, the questions are, first; where 
did the Idea of the Devil come from? 
Second, does the Devil really exist? 
And third, do the sacred scriptures 
teach the existence of the Devil and of 
unclean spirits! And fourthly, wheth
er this belief in devils is a necessary 
part of what is known as "orthodox 
Christianity!”

How was it produced?
You must-remember that fear Is

I—I' 15 £} SSnlJ?ter, a painter, and 
fdtf IS a most wohaeitul ufefliner. - You; 

’ must remember, too, that amoiig all 
tribes, among all nations, some persons- 
were the sport and prey of natural phe
nomena; some others were struck by 
lightning, the bosom blasted and the 

- child left motherless; some: were de
voured by earthquakes; some were 

’ slezed with, the burnings and.freezlngs 
of fever; some were overwhelmed by 
volcanos, by rivers of fire, and our poor 
ancestors thought, and naturally 
thought, that ¿11 this was the .work of 
some malicious intelligence,

e$F

case. A man went hunting; he was 
attacked by a Wolf; he drew his clasp 
knife In defending himself and cut off 
ép& of “thé wolf’s paws; the wolf howl
ing ran ¿way. He picked up the paw_ r, ___ ___
and put it in'his pocket I am giving dren, and, thé grandchildren know 
you tiie evidence that was submitted at there is a devil, “because grandfather 
the trial. He went home. His wife saw one, [renewed laughter], and the 
was: sitting in a chair with her arm devil that fie saw pursued him." 
bandaged; He asked -her what was. the Some old woman sittlSg.by the fire at 
matter? She had met with an accl- night alone, a storm raging without,- 
dent; she had accidentally chopped off I hears the mournful sough of the wind 
her hand; Thereupon’ he pulled thé and to her it .becomea-a voice; her imag- 
paw of the wolf out of,his pocket and l inatlon is .touched,.and ,’the.voice seems 
It had changed back into her hand. He to utter words, and ibut of ‘these words 
had her artesferfh the evidence was gHB.CoNSTRUO!!?H A MESSAGE, 

’given» and she - confessed her guilt . .... -.•■■■ ■ > " , Tv
(laughter), and -thereupon the poor a warning, & threat. oy..a promise, if- 
woman was executed.. I the words are good-she has heard- a

This is only odd instance. I could blessed angel; if they are malicious she 
give you thousands; but there Is no has. heard a devil; ajid.sheAells this to 
time to give the history, of this be- I her children and they bellqve, and af- 
lief in devils. It is sufficient'to say that terwards they say that “Mother s re

' • rm ms Ttp-RiN -nwTvmnqAr • : Hl='lnu is good enough fd.r them.’ (Great.... IT HAS BEEN UNIVERSAL, laughter). A girl svffering. from hys- 
apd there was a time when men said I terla falls into a. tranee,, has visions of 
that thé'fact that a belief 'had been the infernal world. The pyies’t sprlnk- ; 
universal was evidence of its truth; but los her pallid face.wjth holy water, and 
I say to-night that it does not evep ere- in' p- Tvery solemn yolce-hé says: “She, 

. a'té a suspicion of its truth. The const;- hath a- devil! She: hativ.i) devil!" . A 
quences of’tfiis belief have been terri- màn utters a terribly, cry, ¡ftdls te -the 
ble,i beyond the imagination. Millions ground, foam and biq/jcj lssue,froni Ms', 
andmillions of men ¿nd. women,’¿chll- mouth,’Jiis limbs are iÿïivôlséd» ¿fid, 'tne, 
dren, fathers and mothers have been. spectators ’ say, “Th;i Sa i-thp.»'Devil's ; 
sacrificed, upon the "altar 'of ; this work.”
ignorant and idiotic, belief—infamous— They'Wore'honest, as honest ,qp they 
atid countless' homes have been we je idiotic,’And through all the ages 
broken up. people have, mistaken dreams and vis-

Of course the Christians of to-day do ions for realities. To (hem the insane 
not believe in the devils of the Hindoos, were inspired, epileptics were possessed 
Egyptians, Persians or Babylonians, by devils, apoplexy the work of unclean 
They believe only in t-he devil of the spirits, and when soiné poor man had
Jews. They think that these nations the palsy he was “fuU of devils.” ;
created their own devils aS they did For ninny centuries ; people believed

" ‘ —I not only In tliesé phantoms but that
' I they had seen them, and so thorough, 

so vivid was this belief that they made

Zeus and misled the god of gods. She 
was a wonderful woman in her day. 
(Laughter).

Now, these ideas about gods and dev
ils often change. In the days of 
Socrates, a demon was not a devil, but 
a guardian angel. So from time to time 
nations and races have changed their 
thought.

We obtained our devil from the Jews 
—second-hand, (laughter), and they got 
him from Babylon; and for many cen
turies the Jews cultivated the science 
of demonology. They understood - 
“THE ARISTOCRACY OF HELL.”
They knew the caste and the titles of 
nobility, ■ and they divided the devils 
into nine kinds’: ‘Beelzebub was the 
prince of the false gods of other nat 
tlons; the Pythian-’ Apollo- was the 
prince of liars; Belial was the prince of 
mischief-makers; Asmodeus was the 
prince of revengeful devils; Satan, the 
prince of witches, wizards and sorcer
ers; Meresin; the prince of flying devils 
who caused thunderstorms and plagues; 
Abaddon, prlnCe of those who caused 
tumults, wars-and combustions; Dlabo- 
his, the prince of those who drove to 
despair, and Mammon, the prince of all 
the tempters. You have no idea the in
formation they had upon this subject 
(Laughter). . ’

It was believed at that time that these 
demons these flying devils, these sor
cerers, these witches came together and 
held “Sabbats;” that 1? to ?ay, orgies; 
and It was also known that soi'Cerer? 
and witches had marks on their bodies 
that had been imprinted by the Devil, 
so that he would know his property

himself; he did not come by chance; he 
is the handiwork of the .

INFINITE ORTHODOX GOD, 
and these Christians are compelled to 
admit that when God created the Devil 
he knew exactly what he would do; 
knew the measure of his success; knew 
when he made him that he would be a 
successful rival; knew that he would 
deceive and corrupt the children of 
men, and knew that by reason of this 
devil countless millions of human be
ings would suffer eternal torment In the 
prison of pain; and this God also knew 
when he created the Devil that he, 
God would be compelled to leave his 
throne, be born a babe in Palestine and 
suffer a cruel death. All this He knew 
when he created the Devil. Why did 
He create Him? Just think, now; think. 

It is no answer to say that this Devil 
was once an angel of light ¿nd fell from 
his high estate because he was free. 
God when he made him knew what he 
would do with his freedom, exactly 
knew what lie would do when he gave 
him liberty of action, and consequently 
he must have made him with thé intern 
'tion that'he should rebel, with the In
tention that he should deceive the hu
man race. , Knowing what -the. Devil 
would do when he made him God Is re
sponsible for the acts of the Dévil, and 
if he knew what he would do when he 
made him -then the Devil’s acts are the 
acts of God; and there is no escape. No 
¿rthodpx -Christian has Ingenuity 
enough to dig himself out of that cell. 
(Applause.) He must have made him 
with thé Intention that he should rebel, 
that he should fall, that he should be
come a devil, that he should tempt and 
corrupt thé father and mother of the 
human racé, that he should make hell a 
necessity and that in consequence of his

pictures of them. They knew exactly 
how they looked. They drew and chis-

I eled their hoofs, their, horns and all of 
■ I their malicious deforibitiés.

I Now understand, T., am not calling 
| their honesty, in question nor the hon

esty of the Savages of to-day in ques-
I tion. I admit.......—A-...—
I THAT ALL THESE- MONSTERS- 

were naturally produced by monsters. 
These people believed‘that hell was the

I native land of deylls, .-that the Devil 
was q king, and that’¿he and his Imps

I were the’ enemies of-‘men, and curiously 
I enough some of these;devils were made 
I out of degraded godsf -and naturally 
I enough many devils xiere made out of 
.the gods of other nations, so that fre- 
’ quently th? gods of ènç people were the 

I devils of another. ,
In nature there arejopposing forces, 

and some of these forcés work for what 
men caill gopd, and sqçie for what men

that sin came into the world by the 
Devil. Consequently no devils, no sin; 
no sin, no devil. If there had beep no 
death .this world would have been 
full hundreds and hundreds of years 
ago, and you and I never wouldliave 
lived! We are indebted to the Devil 
for our lives (laughter), if this account 
In the Old Testament be true, and I 
now tender my sincere thanks to hli) Sa- 
tanje Majesty (great laughter)' for the 
joy I-have had in my short life. Let us 
be fair with the Devil. He was the . 
first one .

TO TELL PEOPLE TO THINK -
and try to know something, He was 
the father of the university. He was 
always in favor of education, and for 
six thousand years he has been stand
ing by the Tree of Knowledge and say
ing, to the children of men, “Eat and 
know good from evil; become as gods.”

So, after all, we must be fair with 
this Devil, treat him honestly.

Now, the next question is, Does the 
New Testament teach the existence of
the Devil!

atlon. Never while I live w|U I bend 
the knee to any god, no matter lf he-ls I 
the real one,

THAT CURSED MATERNITY 
with pain and agony, never. (Ap-1 
plause.) To me maternity is the holiest 
word in dur language. - . I

In addition to other curses the ser
pent was cursed. Why didn't he curse 
him before! It Is wonderful, this God’s 
lack of business sense. (Laughter).

He cursed the serpent, condemned I 
him to crawl on his belly and eat dust. 
How he moved from place to place be- I 
fore that time I do not know. Did he 
walk, fly, or hop? (Laughter). Neither 
do I know what his diet had been. (Re
newed laughter).
zjtow, it will not do to say that this is I 
an allegory or a poem, because that 
proves too much. If the serpent did in 
fact exist how do we know that Adam 
and Eve did? Is all that is said about I 
God allegory, poetic or mythical? Is I 
the whole account after all an ignorant 
dream? . . I

Neither will it do to say that the Dev
il, dr serpent, was the personification pf 
evil. Do personifications talk? Can a 
personification

CRAWL ON ITS STOMACH?
Can a personification eat dust? And if 
we say that the Devil was a personifi
cation of evil we may be driven to say

Take thè Devil from the drama of 
Christianity and the plot is gone; there 
is no connection between the scenes, 
none between the acts; the whole drama 
becomes unmeaning fragments, chips, 
pieces, splinters, As a matter of fact 
the New Testament is more explicit 
than the Old. The Jews, believing that

creation millions of thé children of men 
would suffer eternal pain. ‘

Why did he create him? Let us think. 
If I had-the-power to change that glass 
into a humafi' being and I knew that he 
would bo a ‘tpiirderer and be hung be
fore he could be “born again" and go to 
hell and suffer forever, hadn't I better 
leave It glass? (Great laughter and ap
plause).

Why would.God make a successful 
rival? We have here in the United 
States some sêvènty-five million people. 
How many'belong to the churches? 
About twenty ‘million. How many 
joined for political reasons? I don’t 
know, (Laughter and applause.) How 
many joined for business, for social 
reasons, for fashion? I don’t know as 
any. (Renewed laughter.) Admit that 
they are all absolutely sincere, humble, 
contrite followers, twenty million, there 
are fifty-five million

FOLLOWING THE DEVIL, 
(laughter), going the broad road to eter
nal hell; and they call- this a Christian 
country. Why? Because the Devil is 
ahead? (Great laughter.) Why did 
God make a successful rival? Now, ad
mit that God is infinitely wise, has he

many centuries Christians did believe 
in the existence of countless devils; I 
that the Fathers of the Church believed 
as sincerely in the devil as they did in 
Christ, as sincerely In imps and.unclean I 
spirits, as they did In God. ’ .

Now, I want to be fair, and I admit I 
that our poor, ignorant savage -ances
tors did whatever they could to account I 
for what they saw, for what they ex
perienced, and I ’admit that the devils I 
and go.ds, the ghosts and imps were all 
naturally pl-oduced, the effect of nature 
on the undeveloped brain. The cause ’ 
of phenomena filled our ancestors not 
only simply with, wonder but with ter- ’) 
ror. The miraculous, the supernatural,. I ; 
was not only believed in but-it was; . . .
constantly expected. A. man-walking: ' CARVING AT bpRBEIL. .’
In the; woods at night, just a glimmer-; , —r— -------ir;/; .. -I----- '------—~
Ing ofthe. moon,- everytlilng sliadowy the Good they put.Gdd; bapk of the evil 
and uncertkin, thinks he sees a mon-' they put the Devil.;u'Allmatural. 
strong form. One arm is raised as If to • '• ‘-Hut there is one qijestipn • I wish to 
strike him; his blood runs cold, ask to-night of alt Relievers in the Devil,.

TTT« W ATU t.tpts ' If the Devil should] 4ie wquld your God ... HIS HAIR LIFTS, make-iinother! (Gpcatl applause and
and'in the gloom he sees the eyes of an laughter). Think about it; think ¿bout 
ogre,’ eyes that appear to flame.with !
malice, and be feels I that horror Is jjOw the question is. is this Devil nee» 
approaching. He turns’and with: a cry. egsaiy to orthodox; Christianity? ' t 
he seeks safety in flight He is afraid To-night I say that the great Atlas 

-- -! -—   ------ ------------------------who bears upon.- his shoulders ,the
- - structure of “our religion”i.is the Devil.

The religion known; as Christianity 
was Invented by Gqd himself to repair 
In part -the wreck and ruin that result
ed from the Devil’s, works. Take the

Of course these devils were'aU .made 
by the people; and in these.devils we 
find the prejudices of . their makers. - 

The Europeans had.'all .their’ devils 
black, and In central Africa the Devil 
was white, which was'very natural. |

So It is believed for many thousands 
of years that people by the aid of the 
Devil could assume any .shape they 
wished They could be- changed into 
dogs, serpents, birds,'anything—cats, or 
into wolves; and this! changing Into an
imal forms was exceedingly common.

(Laughter.) It may. be that Adam and I laughter). »
Eve were not driven out.of the garden, The first'reference in the New Testa- 
and possibly ihey only suffered the per- I ment' to the Devil is In the 4th chapter 
Bonification of exile, and maybe the of Matthew, where we are told that 
cherubim placed at the gate of Eden Jesus was led by the spirit into the wil- 
wlth flaming swords were only personl- derness to be tempted by the Devil; It 
fications of police. (Great laughter). seems he was not led by the Devil into

But there Is no escape. If the Old the wilderness, but by the spirit, and 
Testament is true; the Devil does exist, that Spirit was the Holy Ghost that 

.and it is impossible to explain him came down in the form of a dove when 
- away without at the same time ex- the voice was heard, “This is my be- 
plaining Jehovah away. . ■ ■ I loved son in whom I am well pleased.”

So, there are many references to dev-1 That Spirit and the -Devil were acting 
Us and spirits of divination and of evil, together in a kind of pious conspiracy, 
to which I have not time to call atten- and In the wilderness Jesus fasted forty

—and I ask it with great, reverence— 
has he Ingenuity enough to frame a rea
sonable excuse for thé creation of the 
Devil? Jjust think; just think.
' Now, does'the Old Testament really 
teach, the existence of. this, malicious 
deity? '

The first reference to the Devil is In 
Genesis, in which It is stated that lie 
was-more subtle than any beast of the 
field, and according to this truthful hls- 
tory he had a conversation with Eve, 
the first woman. We are not told in 
what language ■ they conversed nor 
how he happened to understand her 
language or she his—whether they were 
educated together. (Laughter.) From 
the account It was the first time they 
had met. Eve hadn’t been created long 
àt that timè—scarcely-dry. (Laughter.) 
Where did Eve get her. language? 
Where did the Devil get his? Of course 
I know sueh questions are impudent, 
blasphemous, but I will swear they are 
-natural. (Great applause and laughter).
-The result of this conversation was

I cult’s; and he then took him to Jerusa
lem to the pinnacle of the temple and 
tried to induce him to leap to the 
ground. He took him to the top of a 

* -mountain and offered him all the king
doms of the world if he would fall down 
and worship him. ,

Now, the question is. did the author 
of this account believe in the existence 
of the Devil, or did he regard the Devil 
as a personification, or Is it an allegory, 
a poem, a myth, a parable or a lie!

Was Jesus tempted? If he wastempt- 
ed, who tempted him? Did anybody of
fer him the kingdoms of the world? If 
Christ was not tempted by "the Devil, 
then the temptation was born in his 
own heart. If that be true how can it 
be said that he was divine? If these 
adders, these vipers, were coiled in his 

I own bosom, can we spy that he was the 
son of God? Can we say that he was

, and the foundation §s>gqne. The Devil 
Inflicted the wbumfertbpt-Christ came 

. to heal. -The/Devll'lcbrrupted. the bu¿ 
man récé; the. iHij&íú face, the Christ 

■came to redeem; and;the flitet question
. . "■ now is. Does the-,(ili Testament teach

SATAN PUNISHED. - the existence.;óf tfils’Devil?.
• - - -1 Well, it does, it It ttcachC.s anything.

- It teaches the eXistenfe’of the/Devll, of 
1 Satan, of tWrferiicWiithe.-enemy .of 

i^v^e mísérabiSu and God paAmató^Wi^^omcn, and
soldJtheir poor souls; the contract was when he finally _comes4<r himself he those fe.8
ln writing; they put their, Ignorant tells bls wife and bls children that,he ¿te^cpippqWe4^5hJU,to(.th|s 
mark to It, used their blood as ink, and has Seen a devil, anj the children know was created byljpift. Redid rpt create

pure!
Let us be honest and use the- little 

sense we have. I havn’t much; it is all 
I have got, and I am going to stand by

________________ it, and I am not going to let any preach- 
„ in the hnnk of Tob Satan the er take it away, either. (Laughter.) It

DEVIL KILLS THESE CHILDREN, WERE POSSESSED OF1 DEt ILS, 
aM % «nd .11 “V“
meaning, plot and. purpose fade away, wmen uau me P 
Is it possible that the devil In Job was "" 
a personification! . I

So in Chronicles'we are told that the-
De'virproyqked David to ’number Israelr 1 
and for this act of David caused by the - 
Devil, this act, God, you know, became I 
wrathful and sent a man to David to 
tell him: "You can take your choice— I 
three years of famine,’ fly three months I 
before your .enemy, or three days of 
pestilence.” So David chose the pesti-1 
lence. This God. did not punish the I
Devi! who put it-into the heart of Da-1 
vid to take the census; he ¡did not pun-1 
ish David who was induced by the I 
Devil to take the census, but he sent the I 
pestilence and killed seventy thousand 
poor Jews who had ' done nothing - in r 
God’s world except stand up and be ■ 
counted. (Great laughter). ■ I

So in Zachariah we are told that! 
Joshua stood before the angel of the L 
Lord and Satan stood at his -right hand I 
to resist him. - i

that Eve ate .the forbidden fruit, and 
having some influence with. her. hus
band, he took a bite; and thereupon Je
hovah, who came lit just after, the; 
Devil had succeeded Instead of before,' 
cursed the world with weeds and thorns, 

jond bramble's; cursed 'man - with .-toil; 
made , woman a slave'; and ’ cursed, 
maternity , . ^ith pain I and- ' suffer--.

«g»

■ All the passages about witches and 
those having familiar splits were born I .
of a belief in the Devil. • ; froM’H'OGARTH'S RAREE SHOW. ■

When a man in the Old Testament -------- '■—: ------------ —-z——
who loved Jehovah wanted revenge on ma(je between having devils and being . 
his enemy he fell on his holy knees and sick, between having devils and being 
from a heart filled 'with .religion he afflicted .with the palsy; so you cannot . 
cried, “Let Satan stand at his right 8neak off with the Idea that devils were . 
hand.” diseases. ' ' .

. Now, there is no doubt but what the In the 8th-chapter we are told that - 
writers of the Old Testament .honestly’ . people brought unto Christ many-pos- 
believed In the.existence’.of;tbe;Devlh Sessed with.devils. Oh, yotl have no 
But I want to be fair with; this1 Devil, idea how thick devils were In Palestine
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1 Now, you cannot say tbat these peo
ple were possessed with personifications 
bf evil and the personifications were 
cast out; Personifications are not entl- 
\lee; they do not have form and shape, 
and a personification does not occupy 
space, '

Then comes an account of two men 
possessed with devils. They came out 
of tombs and they were exceeding 
fierce, aud when they saw Jesus they 
cried out, “What have we to do with 
thee, Jesus, thou son of God? Art thou 
<come "hitbet to torment us before our 
time?”' And we are told that at the 
same time, a good way off was It herd 
of swliro feeding, and the devils be
sought Christ saying, “If thou east us 
out, suffer us ito go away into the herd 
wf swine.” And Christ was good enough 
to say, “Go.”

Now, is it possible that personifica
tions of evil would desire to ,

ENTER THE BODIES OF PIGS?
Is it possible that it was necessary for 
these devils to have the consent of 
Christ before they could get into swine? 
How did they get into the men! 
(Laughter.) Is it possible that Lhrist 
protected the pigs but uot the people/ 
(Renewed laughter.) Is there anything 
sacred about swine? I don t know. I 
don't know! (Great laughter).-

In thofith chapter of Matthew there 
was a dumb man brought to Jesus, and 
Jesus cast out the devil and the dumb 
uuiH spake. You see there ate several 
kinds of devils—dumb devils.

In the lfith chapter Christ gives his 
twelve apostles power to east out evil 
spirits, and when they went on their 
great mission to convert the world he 
told them, “Heal the sick, raise the 
dead, cast out devils.” Here a distinc
tion is made between the sick and those 
possessed by devils. You know for hun
dreds, for thousands of years priests 
•have said, “Devils;” doctors have said, 
“Disease.” A long war was waged be

dumb, you know. You would not refer 
to a parable as belug diseased, and you 
would not think of saying that a myth, 
for instance, has tbe measles, or any
thing of that kind. (Laughter.)

Ho there are many of these chapters 
that are substantially nUke. In Luke 
you find again the temptation of Christ, 
and in the synagogue a man has the 
spirit of an unclean devil, aud this devil 
recognized Christ and said, "Thou art 
the Holy One of God.” • 

i As a matter of fact, the Apostles re
lied upon the evidence of devils to sub
stantiate the divinity of Jespis Christ. 
Jesus said to that , devil, “Hold thy 
peace and come out of film.” And the 
devil threw the man down; then left.
(Laughter.) t

Lots of devils come out of men cry
ing, “Thou art Christ, the son of God.” 
"And Christ suffered them not to 
speak,” because they knew he was God, 
knew he was Christ. •

Now, it will not do to say that these 
devils were diseases. Not Diseases 
could not talk; diseases could not recog
nize Christ as the son of God. After 
all, you cannot say that epilepsy is a 
theologian. I admit that lunacy comes 
nearer. (Great laughter.)

So in the 22d chapter an account is 
given of the betrayal of Christ by; 
Judas, and hero It is: - ■

“Then entered Satan into Judas

books, Inaaner than would be the diary 
of an asylum. (Laughter.) I know of 
uo book in tbe world as utterly, ns pro
foundly, as grotesquely Idiotic as the 
Book of Revelations; and in that book 
I find the following intellectual pass
age: '‘And there was war in heaven; 
Michael and his angels fought against 
the dragon, aud the dragon fought and 
bls angels and prevailed not. Neither 
was their place found any more In 
heaven.” ,

‘‘And the great dragon was cast out, 
that old serpent called the Devil and 
Satan which deeeiveth the whole world, 
he was cast out into the earth and his 
devils with him.”

. Yes, sir, they got them out, and the 
writer' says, "Therefore rejoice, ye 

' heavens, and ye that dwell in them. 
Woe to the Inhabitants of the earth aud 
of the sea, for the Devil is come down 
to you, having great wrath."

From this it would appear that the 
Devil once lived in heaven, raised a re
bellion, was defeated and cast out, and 
the inspired writer congratulates the 
citizens of heaven that they are rid of 
him, and commiserates the people of 
the earth that they have him.

In the 20th chapter of Revelations is

that got In after the troubling wasfthat the bishop was a good, pure, 
riywi; hp yars Ah> w**»* Now,'- .. holy quui. (Gr-oat laughter.)

whaiWa -tjtfi EVIDENCE So these devils gave to witchesUHAiMS^HE^ wizards supernatural powers andt\r <3 ii nii « Wan • - 4 J>T 11R • CluAc .r . * F . _ .. „• ;of auch a man'Worth?- Let us have
some sense. .d. _

I had an Old friedd once; fie was sick 
aud his wife seat* for me to come and 
see him, and I went. He was a little 
out of lils mind-mot on everything. I 
bad a talk with him and Ue said: "Now, 
since I have been sick I have made a 
diseovery"->aiid this story of the water 
puts me in mind of it

Says I, s’WhaW • What is the dis
covery?” > :

Says he, iff am »going to make a for
tune.’

i

Ki

ft

I

tween tlie two.
What did Christ mean by devils. 

There was brought uulo Jesus one pos
, sessed of a devil, blind and duinb-an- 

other kind; and the blind and dumb 
man spake and saw.

In the lfith chapter the woman of Ca
naan cried, “Have merey on me, oh, 
Lord, tliou son of David. My daughter 
is sorely vexed with the Devil. At 
first he wanted nothing to do with her 
because he did not come to ber people; 
lie -Clime to tbe Jews looking for lost 
sheep; but afterwards on account of 
her faith he cured her.

Iu the llith chapter a man brought 
bls son to Jesus. The boy was crazy, 
be said, a lunatle, vexed, oftentimes 
falling in the fire and water. Jesus re
buked tlie devil and the devil departed 
out of the boy and the boy was cured. 
Now, did the man who wrote that be
lieve in devils? Did the Christ who did 
that believe in devils?

And then tlie diseiples asked Jesus 
why they could not cast that devil out. 
You see tliat was a peculiar devil. 
(Laughter.) Jesus told them that It 
was because of their unbelief, and then 
added, "Howbeit this kiud goeth not 
out but by prayer and fasting?" 
Couldn’t do anything with that kiud of 
devil with a full stomach—nothing. 
(Laughter).

So in Mark we read the story about 
the spirit lending Christ into the wil- 
deruess to be tempted by the Devil. 
The same thing.

Now, was this being, this devil, a real 
being? Was this spirit, the Holy Ghost 
who claimed to be the father of Christ, 
a real being, or was he a personifica
tion? Is heaven a real place, or is that 
a personification? I don't know. It 
might be asked, why did God wlsh to 

■ be tempted by tlie Devil? I don't know.
Was God ambitious to gain victory over 
Satan? Was Satan foolish enough to 
think that he could mislead God? “And 
is it possible that the Devil offered to 

■ give the world as a bribe to its creator 
and ils owner, knowing at the same 
time that qhrlst was the creator, was 
the owner, and also knowing that 
Christ knew at that time that he was 
the Devil, and

KNEW THAT HE, THE DEVIL, 
was not Ilie owner? Is It possible that 
the Devil lacks sense to that degree 
tliat he tried to bribe Christ by giving

Iscariot.” Then entered Satan, Satan, 
into Judas. ■

“And- he went bis way and com
muned with the chief priests and cap
tains, how he might betray him unto 
them. .

“And they were glad, and covenanted 
to give him money.”

Now, let us examine this a minute. 
According to Christ .

THE LITTLE DEVILS KNEW 
that he was the son of God. Certainly 
then Satan, the king of all the fiends, 
knew that Christ was divine, and he 
not only knew that, but be knew the 
scheme of salvation; he knew that 
Christ wished to make an atonement of 
blood by the sacrifice of himself; and 
according' to Christian theologians, the 
Devil lias always been doing the best 
lie could, or the worst he could, to gain 
possession of the souls of men; and at 
the time he entered into Judas, who 
persuaded liim to betray Christ, he 
knew that if Christ was betrayed he 
would be crucified; that if he was cru
cified he would make an atonement for 
all beHevers, and that as a result he, 
the Devil, would lose all that Christ 
gained. What interest had the Devil in 
defeating himself? Just think about It 
If he could have prevented the betrayal 
of Christ then he would not have been 
crucified; then no atonement would 
have been made; the whole world 
would have gone to hell forever and 
heaven wopld have been for rent 
(Great laughter.) The success of the 
Devil would have been then complete. 
But according to this story the

DEVIL OUTWITTED HIMSELF, 
and if this be true again, how thankful 
we should be to his Satanic Majesty. 
If this account be time, it was the Devil 
who opened for us tbe gates of Para
dise and made it possible for a human 
being to obtain eternal joy. Think of it 
Without Satan, without Judas, not a 
single human being could have become 
an angel of. light; all would have been 
devils in the prison of flame. And ac
cording to this account in Jerusalem to 
the extent of bls power Satan
REPAIRED THE WRECK AND

RUJN

the following:
"And I saw an angel come down from 

heaven having the key of the bottom
less pit and a great chain in his baud.

“And he laid hold on the dragon, that 
old serpent, which Is the Devil and 
Satan, and bound him a thousand years; 
and cast him into the bottomless pit, 
and shut him up, and set a seal upon 
him, that he should deceive the nations 
no more."

It is hard to understand how anybody 
could be confined in a pit without a 
bottom. I don't know. (Great laughter 
and applause.) But this criticism was 
probably put Into my mind by the 
Devil. (Renewed laughter.)

We are further told that in a thou
sand years tbe Devil should be loosed 
out of prison, and then the Devil should 
be east “Into the lake of fire and brim
stone where the beast and the false 
prophets are, and shall be tormented

“Well, what is your discovery?” 
“Well,” siys he, “you just dig a hole 

in the ground aboiit three feet deep and 
put lu the jbint of! a stove-pipe, and let 
two men add twd1 women take hold of 
the ends and -turfi as fast as they can 
from Hght to left'and butter will come 
out In pound chunks.” (Great laughter.) 
Yes; and he says, “Turn the other way 
and it is cheese.” '»(Continued laughter.) 
Well, I told him just as soon as he got 
well ! would go In with him. (Renewed 
laughter.)

Again I say that if the Devil does not 
exist the gospels are not inspired. If 
devils do not exist Christ was either 
HONESTLY MISTAKEN, INSANE, 
an Impostor, or the New Testament 
does not correctly give what he said, or 
what he pretended, to believe. There 
Is no escape. If devils .do not exist, if 
the Devil is not it fact the fall of man 
is a mistake. If the Devil does not 
exist the atonement becomes an ab
surdity'. If the Devil does not exist 
hell becomes only an ignorant dream of 
revenge. There la- no other way.

Now, what 'bave Christians taught? 
We know what the Testament has 
taught. What have Christians taught?

All the Fathers, of the Church be
lieved in devils. All the saints won 
their crowns by overcoming devils. All 
the popes and cardinals believed in 
devils, and what time they could spare 
from fighting devils was put in in kill-

aud

and 
told

them the secrets of the future. ■ 
At that lime people believed in the

New Testament They thought they 
knew It was Inspired, and many who so 
thought became insane.

No man has geuious enough to de
scribe the
AGONIES THAT HAVE BEEN IN

FLICTED
upon Innocent men and women because 
of this belief. Oh, how it has darkened 
the mind and hardened the heart! It 
made the universe a madhouse, pre
sided over by an insane God. Think! 
Why should a merciful God allow bls 
children, his innocent, Ignorant chil
dren, to be the victims of devils? Why 
would a decent God allow his

lug honest men. But they believed inday and night forever.” _ ing honest men. But they believed in
Now think of it. In thè light of the devils and they proved the existence of 

passages that I have read we can clearly the Devil by the New Testament ; and 
see what the writers of tlio New Tes- they knew that hell was made for the 
tament believed. About this there can I Devil and his angels. The founders of
be no honest difference. If the gospels all the Protestant churches, tbe makers 
teach the existence of God, of Christ, of all the orthodox creeds, all the iead- 
they teach the existence of the Devil; ing theologians, Protestant theologians 
and If the Devil does not exist, if little from Luther to the present president of 
devils do not enter into t'he bodies of I Princeton College, were and are firm 
men, the New Testament may be In- believers In the Devil; and all the com- 
spired, but It Is not true. (Laughter.) mentators believed in the Devil as 
The early Christians proved that Christ firmly as they did in'God. We know it. 
was divine because he cast out devils. Only a few years ago a friend of mine 
The casting out of devils was bls in England sent me some pictures. It 

rpn'i'HPTGATTfl OF DIVINITY' seems that they were renovating a CER1IFICATE Oh DIVINIIX, I church ,made gacl.ed by the
casting out devils authenticated his aslies of Shakespeare; and In taking 
message, and among the people of that I ofr the whitewa.sh they found the plc- 
tlme that was the best evidence they tureB Upoa the walls that had been ad- 
could have. They were believers in I mlred by intelligent Christians of three 
devils, and what man is considered bundred years ago, and they took pho
great depends upon the people who do I tographs of them i and~tlil's friend sent 
the considering. You let a sleight-of- m(i a Bet of photographs or pictures 
hand performer, suppose one could, lllat ;idorned the । church where they 
along with Charles Darwin, have ap- worgbiped God »lie fathdr and God the 
peared before a tribe in Central Africa, iovel. of the human race, and those pic- 
and suppose Mr. Darwin had explained tures showed the mercy of God.
to the dusky congregation the survival j wlll jUSt describe one. On the left 
of the fittest, or natural selection—sup- I hand was a cem'etery, people going out 
pose he had, and thereupon the sleight- I of tbell. graves;,! uttle devils grabbing 
of-hand performer got up, swallowed a lbem by tlJe ueftia; and then over the 
guinea pig, pulled it out of the back of I other side there was a big iron cauldron 
the neck of one of the audience, fried I fub people, just like a bunch of 
some eggs in his hat, shot a card across aSpaiuguS; ianfi then there was a little 
the room and made the seven of -nwiv vrtiA'KtNG the damperdiamonds stick to the door; who would DE'SHAKING THE DAM.1 LU

him his own property? (Laughter.) 
don't know. .

I

£ »

Is not this story absurdly Idiotic? If 
you think, I mean—forget the old erded, 
forget the solemn tone of the dear man 
who knew nothing on the subject, and 
think. The Devil knew that Christ was 
God and knew that Christ knew that 
he, the tempter, was the Devil, aud yet 
he tried to fool him. (Laughter.)

It may be asked how I know that the 
Devil knew that Christ was God. My. 
answer is found la the same chapter. 
In that chapter is an account of what 
a little devil said to Christ, or several 
of them. They said: “Let us alone. 
What have we to do with thee, thou 
Jesus of Nazareth? Art thou come to 
destroy us?” And one little devil said: 
“I know thee. Thou art the holy one of 
God.”

Certainly if the little devils knew 
tills, the great Devil, king of all, must 
have had the same Information. 
(Laughter.) '

Jesus rebuked this devil aud said to 
him, “Hold thy pence and come out of 
him.” And when the unclean spirit

devils have carried away “Oui' Lord." 
Tfiey have taken away the 

INSPIRATION OF THE BIBLE, 
and they have left us in J he darkness 
of nature without tlie consolation of 
hell. , 

Think!
Let me ask the clergy a few ques-

worshipers to believe In devils and by 
reason of that belief io persecute, tor
ture aud burn their fellow men? Think! 
Think! But Christians did not think. 
They did not ask these questions. 
They belleyed the Bible. They had 
perfect confidence In the words of 
Christ. .

Now the orthodox ostrich thrusts its 
head into the sand, and many of the 
clergy are ashamed to say that they 
believed in devlfi. The belief has be
come ignorant and vulgar. It is a belief 
that should only be in the brain of the 
savage, one that has Just crawled out 
of the cave and pushed his tangled hair 
ak from lils low forehead to eatch a 

npse of the sun or to hunt for a 
snake. That is the kind of brain in' 
which the devil should lurk.' •

They are ashamed of the lake of fire 
and brimstone. It is too savage. At the 
same time they hate to give up the in
spiration of the Bible, and so they give 
new meanings to inspired words, and 
now some of them say that these devils 
are only personifications of evil.

If the devils were personifications, 
what were the angels? Was the angel 
who told Joseph who the father of 
Christ was, a personification of news? 
Was the holy ghost only a personifica
tion of the father? Was the virgin only 
a personification of the mother, nnd 
was the saered babe only a personifica
tion? Let us be honest. Were the 
angels who rolled the stones from the 
sepulcher personifications? Were all 
the angels of the Old Testament 
shadows, bodiless personifications? If 
the nngels of the Bible are real angels 
the devils are real devils. Let us be 
honest with ourselves and with each 
other, Let us give to the Bible its ob
vious meaning. Let us admit that the 
writers believed what they wrote. We 
have no right to change or avoid their 
meanings. Timid preachers sully their 
own souls when they change what the 
writers of the Bible believed to be facts 
to allegories, poems or myths. It is 1m-

tions. How did your devil, who was an 
angel of light, come to sin? There was 
uo other devil to tempt him. He was 
in perfectly' good society, in the com
pany of God; all of his associates were 
perfect How did he fall? Think about 
it! Nothing to mislead him then? How 
did he fall? He knew that God was In
finite, and yet he waged war against 
him. More than that; he induced one- 
third of the angels to enlist under his 
flag. He knew he could not succeed.

Why was God so unpopular? What 
an administration—one-third of the. 
angels weut Into the rebellion. Joined 
the Devil. How were they so wicked?
According to the Christians these an
gels were spirits. They never had been 
corrupted by flesh, by the passion of 
love. No saloons in heaven, no gam
bling houses and no, race .track (laugh
ter) ; nothing calculated to stain the 
heart of the angel. No living to make, 
no,trading to do, no manufacturing, no 
short weight. How did they fall? I 
don't know; I don’t know. (Great 
laughter). . , '

Why did God create these angels, 
knowing that they would rebel? Why 
did Infinite wisdom

SOW THE SEEDS OF DISCORD 
in heaven, knowing that he would east 
them into the lake of fire, knowing that 
for them he would create an eternal 
prison whose dungeons would echo for
ever with the sobs and shrieks of end
less pain? Why did he do it?

How foolish is infinite wisdom! Won-

that happens the man of straw will be 
dead, but not until then, (Great ap
plause).

Of course the real old petrified ortho- 1 
<Jox, moss back orthodox, ] ( '

WILL CLING TO THE DEVIL.
He expects to have all of his sina 
charged to the Devil, and at the same 
time he is going to be credited with all 
the virtues of Christ. Upon thE show
lag on the books, upon this balance, he 
will be entitled to his harp aud his halo. 
Yes. What a glorious, what an equl-, , 
table inspiration! The sorcerer Super- ' 
stition changes debt to credit. Ho 
waves his wand and he who deserves 
the tortures of hell receives the eternal 
reward. But if a man lacks faith then 
the scheme Is reversed. While, iu one 
case the soul Is rewarded for fhe vir
tues of another, in the other case the 
soul is damned for the sins of another. 
This is Justice when it blossoms into 
mercy. Beyond this even idiocy cannot 
go without crutches.

The devils are going and the man of 
straw is going—not dead yet, but he is 
going. ■ ,

William Kingdon Clifford, one of the 
greatest men of the century, said, "If 
'there is one lesson that history forces 
upon us in every page, it. is this: Keep ' 
your children away from the priest, or 
he will make them enemies of man
kind,” . .. .

those gentlemen have thought to be the to give a draft,i.and the flames were 
greater man? (Laughter.) coming out,between the heads and the

If you want to stand high with bar-1 hands; and just'below there was a mon- 
barlans you have got to do the things I ster with a-wljeiimouth and teeth with 
barbarians admire, and two thousand the points set towards the throat, so if 
years ago there was nothing they ad- they got Intth^'ctonce they couMn’t get 
mired so much ns casting out devils, out; and thejhwt-re driving a.regukir 
They sald'ito the poor ignorant herd, Indian file procession, driving them 
“This man is God. Ho has divine with whips into (hat burning furnace.

he had wrought in the Garden of Eden.
Of course it makes a contradictory, 

idiotic being; but this Is the Devil of 
the New Testament. Certainly the 
writers of the New Testament believe 
in tlie existence of the Devil.

In the 8th chapter it is said that out 
of Mary Magdalene were cast seven 
devils. I do not believe it; not a word 
of it To me Mary Magdalene without 
any exception Is the most beautiful 
character in the New Testament. She 
is the only absolutely true disciple. She 
is the one unfaltering believer. In the 
darkness of the crucifixion she lingered 
near. She was tlie first at the sepul
cher. Defeat, disaster, disgrace, death, 
could not conquer her love; and yet, ______
according to the account, when she met I g09pei—not at all. They lived in I washed in the blood of the lamb
the risen Christ lie said, touch me & superstitious age and at a time when (Renewed laughter), the gentlemen 
not! Touch me not. Ibis was the nTQ'mntAN whose rascalities bad all been charged
reward for her almost infinite devotion. RUMOR WAS THE HISTORIAN yie Devil. Yes, there they were, 
Of all the characters of the New and whea gossip coiTected the “pi-oof;” savedl They were happy; mouths with
Testament I at a time when people believed every: I joy stretched from ear to. ear, as they

ADMIRE MARY MAGDALENE, tiling except facts. Natural enough, looked upon the victims of God’s loving
and I do not believe tliat any devil wad The apostles like their fellows believed Justice! (Great applause.)
ever cast out of her. (Applause.) in miracles and In magic, andyiredulity • That Is what the church believed

In the gospel according to John there was b. virtue. The Rev. Mr. Farkhurst, I about devils.
is no account of the casting out of of New York, denounces the apostles as Why, of course, under the scheme of 
devils May be John never heard of worthless cravens. He is an orthodox salvation the Devil was a necessity, 
those things I don’t know. May be I Christian. I do not agree with him. I Somebody had to be responsible for the 
ho had his doubts; may be he forgot think they were very good men. I do I thorns and thistles; somebody had to 
it; but all tbe devils are cast out in not believe that any one of them ever father the mistakes of God
Matthew Mark and Luke;- none in tried to reform Jerusalem on the Park- I For centuries the church taught that 
John none May be some orthodox hurst plan. (Laughter.) I do not be- man was totally depraved, that he was 
minister can explain it. He would put Heve that one of them would 'have tried I by nature the child of the Devil, and 
me under personal obligation if he to have indicted and Imprisoned the the new born babes were tenanted with 
would I woman to whom Christ said, “Go and unclean spirits. • How do I know?

In the Acts we are told that the peo- sin no more.” (Applause.) I admit As late as the middle of the lfith cen- 
ple brought the sick and those who I that they honestly believed in.deVlls. tury every infant that was baptized 
were vexed with unclean spirits to the They were credulous, superstitious; and was by that ceremony freed from a 
apostles and the apostles healed them. I there is one' little story in the New devil. When the holy water was ap- 
Here again a distinction is made be- Testament that perfectly illustrates my plied by the priest he said: I com- 
tween sickness and devils, and I want meaning. It is in the 5th chapter of I mand thee, :

power.” “How?" “He casts out And over -the other side there was 
devils.” And the evidence they offered something like a scaffold or long beam 
was harder to believe than the thing braced on the bottom, and iron hoops, 
they tried to prove by their evidence, and lots of poor sinners hanging by the 
It was like the man who said he saw a tongues and devils just going for their 
grindstone floating down the river. naked backs. Oh! it was a beautiful

“Well,” a man said, “my good friend, scene! (Great laughter.)
grindstones don’t float" “Ah, but,” he Then just on tlie top, you know, 
said, “there was an Iron crank in this above, there was a little glimpse of 
one.” (Laughter.) I heaven. There was a row of the re-

Of course I do not blame the authors deemed, the gentlemen that had been

possible for any man who believes in 
the inspiration of the Bible to explain 
away the Devil. If the Bible be true 
the Devil exists, and there is no escape 
from this. If the Devil does not exist 
the Bible is not true, and there is no 
escape from this.

Of course I know that the Devil is an 
impossibility,

AN IDIOTIC CONTRADICTION.
I know that. I know that the being 
described as the Devil in the Bible Is an 
utterly impossible bZ'ing.

Let me give you one instance. This 
devil is the enemy of God, and God is 
his, and God doesn’t love him either. 
He tells us to love our enemies, but he 
doesn't his. (Laughter).

Now, why should this devil, in an
other world torment sipners, who are 
his friends, to please God, who is bls 
enemy? Now, just think about it.

If the Devil is a personification, so is 
hell, and all these horrors fade into 
dreams. .

Any clergyman who can read the 
Bible and then say that devils are per
sonifications Is himself a personifica
tion of stupidity or hypocrisy.

Does any Intelligent • man whose

derful! How malicious is infinite 
mercy, and how revengeful Is bound
less love!

Again I say no sensible man In all 
the world believes in devils.

Why does God allow these devils to 
enjoy themselves at the expense of his 
Ignorant children? Why does he allow 
them to leave their prisons? Does he 
give them furloughs or tickets of leave? 
Why don't bp keep them away from us? 
Does he want his children misled and 
corrupted so that he ean have the 
pleasure of damning their poor souls? 
I don’t know.

Some of the preachers who have an
swered me say that I am fighting a man 
of straw; that they have advanced; 
that they are thinking and that I am 
behind the times. Well, what am I 
fighting? .

I am fighting the supernatural; I am 
fighting the dogma of Inspiration, the 
belief In devils, the atonement, salva
tion by faith, the forgiveness of sins 
and tbe savagery of eternal pain. I am 
fighting tlie monstrous and absurd,

THE CRUEL AND INFAMOUS, 
and yet ministers say that they do not 
believe the things that I fight, that I am 
fighting a man of straw. In this it 
does not seem to me that they are quite 
candid.

But who is this man of straw? Let 
me tell you. A man of straw Is their 
master. In every orthodox pulpit 
stands this man of straw; he stands be
side the preacher, stands with a club 
called a creed in his upraised hand, and 
the shadow of bls club falls athwart 
the open Bible, falls upon the preach
er’s brain, darkens the light of his rea
son and compels him to'¿pray himself.

The man of straw rules every secta-

He did not mean only the Catholic 
priest; hemeant the Protestant gentle
man that is iu the same business. 
(Laughter).

No! I tell you that in every orthodox 
Sunday-school children are taught to 
believe in devils. Every little brain is , 
a menagerie, filled with wild beasts 
from hell. The imagination is polluted 
with the deformed, the monstrous and 
malicious.

To fill the minds of loving little chll- 
dren with leering fiends, with mocklug 
devils, is one of the basest of erimes. 
In these pious prisons, these divine , 
dungeons, these Protestant and Oatho- t 
Iio inquisitions children are tortured j 
with these cruel lies. Here they are 
taught that to think is wicked aud to Z 
express your honest thought is bias- /, 
phemy, and that to live a free and joy- / 
ous life, depending on fact Instead of J 
faith, is the sin against the holy ghost. 

Children thus taught, thus corrupted 
and deformed become the enemies of, 
investigation. They are uo longer true 
to themselves. They have lost the ve
rarity of the soul; nnd In the language 
of Clifford they have become "the ene
mies of the human race.”

Keep your children
FROM THE POLLUTION

had torn him and cried with a loud ! 
voice, he did come out. :
'So we are told that Christ

CAST OUT MANY DEVILS 
and suffered not the devils to speak, 
because they knew him; and In the 
third chapter it is stated that unclean 
spirits when they saw Christ fell down 
before him and cried, saying, “Thou art 
the son of God.” You see they knew it; 
so the Devil himself must have 
known it. ■

In the sixth chapter we are told that 
Christ cast out many devils and 
anointed with oil many that were sick. 
I don’t know what good oil would be In 
working a miracle. It might make it 
easier. (Laughter.) Here again the 
distinction is made between those pos
sessed by devils and those afllicted by 
disease. So the same accounts are 
given In Mark, for the most part, that 
we find in Matthew. They brought a 
boy before Christ, and when the boy 
saw Clirist the spirit “tare him and he 
fell on the ground and wallowed, foam
ing;” and Christ asked his father, 
"How long ago is it since this came 
unto him?” He answered, *0f a child.” 
And then Christ Said: “Thou dumb and 
deaf spirit, I charge thee, come out of 
hint; enter no- more into him." What 
is the use of speaking to a deaf and 
dumb spirit? (Laughter.) He couldn’t 
■hear. Well, that is another of the mys
teries. Then the disciples asked why 
thev could not cSst him out, and he 

•gave the old reason that they could not 
get them out except by fasting and 
prayer.

Now, is there any doubt about the be
lief of the man who wrote that account?

Is there such a thing, as a dumb and 
deaf devil? If there, is then a devil is 
art organized being,'.organized on -a 
physical basis. He has some means of 
hearing; he, has vocal chords, organs of 
speech, and when they got out of. order 
lie got dumb,, and when his ears got’ 
strong he was deaf; blit he was a phys- 
leal being. Now, Jt is not tlie ear that 
hears; it is the brain. So these , . 
DEVILS MUST HAVE HAD BRAINS, 
organized beings. You could hardly 
¿ay that a personification is deaf and

your attention to these things because John. . I THOU UNCLEAN SPIRIT,
I want to eetablisli the proposition that “Now, there is at Jerusalem, by the . . f th" fathpr tlie andthe New Testament does teach the ex- 8be^ a pool, whlci1 is call«! ‘!*eg ““ that^^?hou come out and“
istenee of devils. > in the Hebrew tongue ‘Bethesda, hav- • f_om’thi<. infant whom our LordPaul also was a believer in the imps ing five porches.” That one phrase J .U1,s
of darkness. In the eleventh chapter sbow8 that the gospel of John was not to be made a membe?'
be says that long hair is the glory of written ln Hebrew. Never. “There S ana of bls holy cougregl-
wotnan, but that she ought to keep her wag a pOOi which was called in the tini?”8 ? ~
head covered because of the angels. Hebrew tongue Bethesda.” Nobody uof' .. . fe’ fathers the theo- 
Now, what does that mean? What does would write now, no American, and say tha* n““‘®rs’
that mean—that the glory of woman Is there was a place called In the English
her beautiful hair, but that she ought ^„age Chicago. ■ ’ same
to keep her head covered on account of th}g plate <.had five pOrcbes." fathera theologians and commentators
the angels. What does it mean? I „j tb lay a great multitude of Im- un with clasped hands said,
hunted up that quest on for years. I folk> o£ bUndi balt> withered, I Love^’ „ -

Litohta) P “finaBv waiting for th<ì nWVinf °£ th.6 Wate*r’1 These bates werg.pfire as pity’s tears, 
barian meant (Laughter.) 1 nnaiiy “For an angel went down at a certain I innn„„nt fl3 their mother’s loving found that in the intellectual era in seasoa ¡nt0 the pool and troubled the I smues anti yet -, the makers of our 
which-he lived people believed in incubi water; whosoever then first after the creeds’believed and-taught that leering, arid succubi. Incubi were male angels^ troubling of the water stepped in was unclean fie^iinliqibited their dimpled 
succubi weie female angels. The female de wbole of whatsoever disease he flesb oj, Hiei unsearchable riches of 
angels sometimes tempted priests, and bad> _ ■fLaShtei’I -

ab°Ve aU tUÌng8 Were “And a certaIn man was there wHch For many.cfintltffes tlie church.filled 
attracted by the had an infirmity thirty and eight years. the world „.¡th ^Bjrils, with malicious. BEAUTIFUL HAIR OF WOMEN, I when Jesus saw him lie find knew, that I spirits that caused storm and tempest, 
and so Paul said “Keep your head cov- he had been .now a Jong time In that dlsease) accidentdeath; that filled 
ered on account of tbe angels.” (Great I case, he sàith unto him: 'Wilt thou be nlgllt wjthovisions of despair, with
laughter and applause.) He was-what made whole?’ The Impotent mam an- prophecies th^t .drove the dreamers 
they call an Inspired man; he got his swered him: ‘Sir, I have no man when mad> These detllsa i ' ■ .
information from God. - . the water Is troubled to put me into ' , ' mknnqA>m wnmrqSo we are told in Jude that Michael, Lthe pool; but .while .1 am coming ASSUMED ^THOUSAND FORMS, 
the archangel, contended with the Devil another steppeth down , before me.’ I countless disguises, in their efforts to 
about the body of Moses. We are told Jesus salth unto him: ‘Rise, take up thy I capture souls ¿ind .destroy the church, 
in Peter to be sober and vigilant, “Be- I bed and walk.’ And Immediately the I They even deceived the wisest and the 
cause your adversary, the Devil, as a man was made whole." . best Some^es yiey made priests for-
roaring lion walketh about seeking I Now, does any. sensible man believe get their vovjs, .They melted virtue’s- 
whom he may devour.” , this story? Was the water of Bethesda snow In passibffs fire and cunningly

Are people devoured by personifica- troubled by an angel? Where did the entrapped ¿nd. smirched the innocent 
tions? Do myths eat anybody? Has angei come from? .Where do, angels and good. TKèy.esw assumed;the like- 
on.allegory an appetite? (Lajighter.) I bve? Did the angel put medicine in the ness of a priest .find then got profane

So in Ephesians we are warned no.t to I water—just enough tó cure one? Did I and went cussing and swearing through 
give place to devils, nnd in-Jkmes it is I be put different medicines for dlf- the streets, just to bring disgrace upon 
said it,you resist the Devil he will flee ferent diseasès, or did he have a medi- the church. There, was one time that 
from you; and in 1st John we are told c|ne Hke those that are patented now the Devil assumed .tbe likeness of a 
that he that committeth sin is of the nud cure one disease just as well as 1 good bishop, a.pure and holy man, and 
Devil-for the reason that the Devil another? (Laughter and applause.) Or, in that likeness he allowed himself .to 
sinneth from the beginning; and we are jnstead of . medicine, did he put just be taken from-the room of a beautiful 
also told that “for this purpose was the cnough miracle .In the water to cure I widow, : at night-yes, (great 
Soh of God manifested, that he might one, no matter what he had? ■ , J laughter),—just to bring, disgrace , on
destroy the works of the-DevlL”:, ...... nras that water troubled by an angel? ’

’ . No Devil, no Christ.. Christ came to possible what apostles and theologians 
destroy the works of the Devil,, and cau angels a scientist knows .as. car

; If you ... r bonic acid gas-posslbly. -< . ■
-, TAKE THE, DEVIL AWAY I ¡ John does not say the people thought 

then there Is no excuse for Christs I the wafer was troubled by an angel, 
• living; none whatever. . but, he says it was. _He does not say

So in Revelations, the insaneit of all I the people thought that the first, one

brain has not been deformed by super
stition believe iu the existence of the 
Devil? Let us see.

What evidence have we that he ex
ists? Where does this Devil live when 
he is home? What docs he do for a live
lihood? What does be cat? If he 
doesn't eat he cannot think. Thought 
is a form of force. You cannot create 
force; you have got to borrow it. We 
borrow it from what we breathe and 
from what we eat and drink. How does 
this devil move from place to place
walk or fly, or has he invented some 
machine? What object has he In life? 
What Is his Idea of success? According 
to the Bible he knows he is to be de
feated, knows that the end is eternal 
failure, knows that every step he takes 
leads to the infinite catastrophe. Why 
does he act as he does?

Where does this Devil come from? 
About how large is an average devil? 
(laughter)—what complexion, what 
shape?

Was there ever anything more puer
ile and Idiotic found lodgment lu tbe 
human mind? A Devil! ~

Our fathers thought that everything 
in this world came from some other 
realm; that all Ideas of right and wrong 
came from above; that conscience kind 
of dropped from the clouds; that the 
darkness ' , '

WAS FILLED WITH IMPS 
that came from perdition, and the day 
with angels that came from heaven, 
and that souls had been breathed into 
men by Jehovah. That Is not my phil
osophy. What there is in this world 
that lives and breathes was produced 
here. Life was not imported, and

rlan school and college, every orthodox 
church. The man of straw Is the cen
sor who passes on every sermon. Now 
and then—not often—some minister 
puts a little sense Into his discourse, 
tries to take a forward step; down 
comes the club and the man of straw 
demands an explanation, a retraction. 
If tbe minister meekly takes It back, 
good. If he does not, Iio- is brought to 
book. That is the work of the man of 
straw. This man of straw
PUT THE PLASTER OF SILENCE 
on tlie lips of Prof. Briggs, and he was 
forced to leave the church or remain 
dumb. The man of straw closed the 
mouth of Prof. Smith and be has not

laughter),—Just to Bring, disgrace, on 
that bishop! and with such nicety he 
imitated the bishop that lots of people
who knew the bishop, when they, saw 
the Devil,;.were Satisfied.that it was the 
bishop. (Renewed rand :groat laughter.; 
And the people didnlt; know any better 
until there was a.church trial, and then 
they found that It was the Devil and

thought and mind not an exotic. Of 
this planet man is a native. This world 
Is his mother. The maker did not de
scend from the heavens. The maker 
was and is here. Matter and force in 
their countless forms, affinities and re
pulsions produced the living, breathing 
world. ■ • •;

How can we account for devils? Is it 
possible they creep into the bodies of 
then and women and swine? Do they 
stay in the stomach, brain, heart, or liv
er? Are these devils immortal or do 
they multiply and die? Were they all 
creaied at the same time? Did they 
come from a single pair? • .

If they are subject to death what be; 
comes of them after death? Do they 
go to some other world, pre they, anni
hilated, or can they get to heaven by 
believing in Christ? I don’t know) I 
don't know. (Great laughter).

But one thing I do know. In the 
brain of science

DEVILS HAVE NEVER LIVED. 
In the brain of science you will find no 
goblins, ghosts, wealths* or imps, no 
witches or spooks. In the brain of sci
ence the supernatural does not exist. 
No man of science or sense in the whole 
world believes in devils, any more than 
he does in mermaids, vampires, gor- 
gons, hydras, naiads, , dryads, nymphs, 
fairies or anthropophagi—any. more, 
than he does in the fountain of youth; 
the philosopher’s stone,, perpetual mo
tionin' fiat money. (Sensation). >

There is the same dlfference between 
religion and'science that there is'be
tween a mad house and a university, 
between a fortune teller and a mathe
matician, between emotion and philos
ophy, between - guess and demonstra
tion. ..... . ■
I am delighted that tbe devils have 

gone. I am delighted that with them 
they took the miracles, of Christ, The

of t'he orthodox .Sunday-school; and I 
say to all fathers and mothers, keep 
your little Innocent children away from 
priests, keep them from the slaves of 
superstition. They will teach them to 
believe in tbe Devil, In hell, in the pris
on of God, in the eternal dungeon 
where souls suffer forever. These 
frightful absurdities are a part of 
Christianity. Take these lies from the 
creed and the whole scheme falls Into 
shapeless ruin. This dogma of bell is 
the infinite of savagery; it is the dream 
of Insane revenge. It makes God a 
wild beast, an infinite hyena. It makes 
Christ as malicious as a fanged viper;" 
and I tell you to-night, save the poor x 
children from the pollution of this hor
ror. Protect them from the stain of 
this infinite He. Let us be true to our- . 
selves. .

I admit there are many good and » 
beautiful passages in the Old and New 
Testaments. I admit that from the lips . 
of Christ dropped . '

MANY PEARLS OF KINDNESS,
• of love. Every verse tjiat is true and j 
tender I treasure in my heart. Every 
thought behind which Is the tedr of

opened It since. The man of straw 
would not allow the Presbyterian creed 
to be changed, and iet there is not an 
Intelligent man on the earth who be
lieves tfie Presbyterian creed. (Ap
plause.) Not one; and yet the man of 
straw would not allow it to be changed.

The man of straw took Father Mc
Glynn of New York, by the collar, 
forced him to his knees, made him take 
back his words and made him ask for
giveness for having been abused. 
(Laughter).

The man of straw In your own town 
pitched Prof. Swing out of the pulpit. 
The man of straw drove the Rev. Mr. 
Thomas from the Methodist church. 
(Applause).

The man of straw is now looking 
around at the Rev. Mr. Haynes. (Ap
plause.) In a little while he will have 
a few words with him. The Rev. Mr. 
Haynesadmlts that man lias not fallen, 
that he was not made perfect, but says 
that for years man has been rising, has 
been advancing, that he lias come from 
the depths to the heights where he now 
stands. (Applause).

The man of straw will attend to his 
case. (Laughter.) If he is right there 
was no fall of man, and if there was no 
fall of man, no atonement. No atone
ment, no salvation by faith. No salva
tion, no hell. No hell, no preach. No 
preach, no contribution box (prolonged 
laughter and applause)—and the man of 
straw is looking out for that box. (Re
newed laughter).

THE MAN OF STRAW 
should look out for tbe Rev. Mr. Cad
man. He says that we don’t know the 
authors of half the books In theiBlble— 
a preacher, too, full of the holy ghost, 
a man that has been set apart, yes, sir, 
and he doesn't believe the flood; he 
doesn’t believe that God drowned the 
Whole world, because his mercy Was 
over all bls works. No! He has doubts 
abdut Lot’s wife being changed into 
salt,.really (laughter), and be has Some 
doubts about Jonah taking cabin pas
sage in that flsh. (Renewed laughrter.) 
Of course he believes lots of other mir
acles just as idiotic, but not those. 
(Laughter). The man ot-straw is wait
ing for him, I can tell him. (More 
laughterj. ■

So Prof. Gilbert, he lies'll, few doubts 
whether the apostles understood 
Christ Yes. There they Were for 
three years wandering about the coun
try, not attending to any particular 
business but wandering around tbe 
country, sleeping beneath tlie stars—no 
bedclothes but clouds; and he, thinks 
they didn’t understand him. The man 
of straw will attendto him; it won’t be 
long. .. .. ■ ' ■

These men are giving up the geology

pity, I appreciate and love. But I can- 
hot accept it all. Many utterances at
tributed to Christ shock my brain and 
heart They are infinitely cruel; they 
are infinitely absurd. I cannot 'believe 
them; I cannot accept them.

Take from the New Testament the in
finite savagery, the malevolence of eter
nal pain, the absurdity tL salvation by 
faith, the ignorant belief in the exist
ence of devils, the Immorality and cru
elty of the' atonement—how Horrible 
that doctrine! Let me tell you to-night 
it Is better, far nobler to deserve with
out receiving than to receive without 
deserving. (Great applause.) Think! 
Think! Take from the New Testament 
the doctrine of non-resistance that de
nies to virtue the right of self-defense
take these things away—the ignorant 
mft'acles—take them away and how glo
rious it would be that the remainder is 
really true! Compared with this knowl
edge how everything else In nature 
would shrink and shrivel! What ec
stasy it would be to know that God 
really exists, that he Is our father and 
that he loves and cares for the children 
of men; to know that all tbe tears that 
grief sheds here will some otherwhere« 
be the pearls of Joy; to know that all 
the paths that human beings travel, 
turn and wind as they may, whether in 
the mire of crime or on the heights of 
honor, lead at last to the gates of stain
less peace! How the heart would thrill 
and throb to know that Christ was In 
fact the conqueror of death; that at his 
grave the all-devouring monster was 
baffled audbeaten forever; to know that 
from that moment the tomb became the 
door that opens on eternal life! To 
know this would change all sorrow into 
gladness. Poverty, failure, disaster, 
defeat, power, place and wealth would

and astronomy of the Bible; they are 
retreating; they are admitting the his
tory Is untrue; retreating, giving up n 
little of the inspiration,..throwing away 
ghosts .and wizards, Now, they ,are 
throwing away some of the .miracles 
and they have killed lots of tlie little 
devils. In a little while they will mur
der tfie Devil himself, . ,. . ..

In-only a few. years the pulpit will 
take the Bible, for what It Is worth. 
The good and trim will bo treasured In 
the heart; the foolish, the absurd and 
Infamous will be thrown away, . When

become meaningless sounds. To 
your babe upon your knee and 
“Mine, and mine forever”—what 
To clasp .

THE WOMAN YOU LOVE

take 
say, 
Joy!

in your arms, and to know that she is 
yours, ahd yours forever, yours though 
suns darken and constellations fade; to 
know that the loved and dead are not ... 
lost, that they still love and wait fot 
you; to know that Christ has dispelled - 
the darkness of the grave, the darkness 
of death, and filled the tomb with eter
nal light—to know tills would be all 
that the heart could bear. Beyond this 
joy could not go. Beyond this there 
would be no place for hope.

How beautiful, how enchanting death . 
would be, and how we would long to 
see his fleshless skull! AV bat rays of... 
glory would stream from his sightless ... 
sockets, and how the heart would long 
for tbe touch of his stilling hand! The 
shroud would become a robe of glory, 
the funeral procession a harvest home, 
and the grave would mark the end of 
sorrow, the beginning of eternal joy.

And yet, it were far better tliat all 
this should be false than thatsmll of the 
New Testament should be true; far bet
ter to have no heaven than to have . 
Ireaveu and hell; far better to have no 
God . ’ ' ,

THAN GOD AND DEVIL; ’ 
better to rest, in eternal sleep, uncon- 
sclous, pulseless, breathless, than to bo 
the favorite angel of God and to sit at 
his right hand and to know that tho 
ones you love, the ones tliat love you 
are la the jirisoh of eternal pain. Bet* 
tor to live a free and loving life, a life 
that ends forever at the grave, than to 
be an immortal sjave. The master cau- . 
not be great enough to moke slavery 
sweet. (Great applause.) I have no 7 

•ambition to become a winged servant, a 
winged slave. Better eternal sleep. ;; $

(Continued on page 7.) -t
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SPIRITUALISM

s

An Easter Sermon, by Rev. M. J. Savage, the Renowned 
Liberal Divine of the Messiah Pulpit, New York.

I take as my text from the fifteenth 1 
chapter of the First Epistle to the i 
churches in Corinth, the fourteenth 
verse,-“If Christ .be not risen, then s | 
our preaching valni and your faith is

■ also vain." 8 ■
Of course, from tile point of view that 

Paul occupied, if Jesus had not come . 
up from the underworld arAl been seen , 
alive then their faith, that Chr1st ans 
were to be delivered from death, was 
vain and their preaching without any 
adequate foundation. As most of you 
doubtless know, the Easter hope and 
the Easter celebration under some 
name, in some form, are tll0U8«^s. °* 
years older than Christianity. But the 
significance of our Christian Bastei lies 
in this one fact, to which I cull yow 
snecial attention. The whole meaning 
qf it is here—the belief that a man 
whatever else or more he may have 
been after lie bad jiassed through tha 
experience called d&tli, had been M 
had communicated with his friends, 
and so demonstrated that death ^wa 
not the end of conscious existence. 
This is the significance of Easter; and 
this precisely Is the slgnificance that is 
claimed for Spiritualism.

The believers iu this great faith tel usttiat tiej, too, have: had 
tions from those who have passed 
through the experience called death, 
that they have been jeen, that that 
voices have been heard. y°u> ¥» 
the present I am saying nothing what 
ever ah to the truth of this claim. I 
wish to call your attention emphatically 
lo the fact that the significance of the 
Easter claim and the claim of^pMtual- 

: / ism aro precisely the same; and. If they 
are true, they demonstrate the same 
great trith and fill the human heart 

\ with the samé great hope.
\ . A Spiritualist would very likely tell 

V you that the advantage was on h b side, 
because the evidence, whatever-it may 
be, which is offered to us for the fact 
eighteen or nineteen hundred years ago, 
is8old-the witnesses cannot be cross
questioned; -it must be taken on fa th. 
While the advocates of Spiritualism 
will tell you that their :faet®“e pre»- 
ent, happening almost every day,In the 
year, accessible to anybody, and they 
offer them to you only on the basis or the scientific claim that evidence can be 

' Bliown. This is their claim, and it is a 
claim that we shall find of great slS“td- 
canee as we pass on to the development

his intimate frleudkBayard*'Taylor. I 
must just give you a' line or two:

' "When the soft , ,,
Spring gales are blowing over Cedar-.

' croft, ■
Whitening the hawthorn; when the vio

lets bloom .
Along the Brandywine, and overhead 
The sky is blue as Italy’s,—-he will 

come,
Ay, he will come! I cannot make him 

dead."
And I would like to repeat to you 

two passages from Walt Whitman; but 
there is nqt time; so I will quote one 
brief one, though I have quoted it here 
before. Do you know I loye to say it in 
all presences in his honor, since he was 
a man so misunderstood. I do not 
know’ of more than two other men in 
the history of this world like him in 
this respect, and one of those is Jesus, 
aud the other Socrates—who so mag
nificently, so calmly, so conqueringly 
met death. I know of nothing iu all 
literature to match the sweet, grand 
things which Whitman has written 
about death. This one you can place 
beside Tennyson’s “Crossing the Bar”:

“Joy, shipmate, joy!
(Pleased to my soul at death I cry,) 
Our life is closed, our life begins;
The long, long anchorage we leave, 
The ship 1b clear at last, she leaps! 
She swiftly courses from the shore;

have done, it haBllbernllzed the thought 
of the people who have accepted it both 
In regard to God's dealing with t_l)ls 
worla and also as to his doings , in the 
next.

But now one thing no church can af
ford to overlook. There has never been 
a religion on the face of the earth that 
did not start with precisely the same 
kind of happenings that Spiritualists
clalm are taking place to-day—never 
one. Christianity started with what?

both very careful and -most' anxious to 
guard themselves against' the possible 
suspicion of belief? In such vulgar 
things ns a rap oh fv. tabla or a move
ment of a physical object. For the Hfe 
of me’I can never ^understand what 
there is so foolish or degrading in a rap,. 
Suppose you were in> one »pom of a ho
tel and I in another,jand Iishould want 
to call on you. If I;am courteous and 
half-polite, I do not open the door, and 
rush in without finding out whether

Appearances iof people from the other I you want to see met or Mt. I tap on 
..I ,;.. J..* i,. n.„ „„„„ri.1 me door to announce myself. Suppose

I have a friend In the Unseen, close by
side; voices put of the unseen; appari
tions,strange happenings—precisely the 
same kind of happenings that Spiritual
ists claim are taking place-to-day. Ju
daism was born out of the same kind of

That 
death.

Note 
Holmes:

Joy, shipmate, joy!" 
was Whitman’s welcome to

also the grand challenge of
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“The Awakening and Experience of a Materialist in Spirit 

Life,” Given Through Cora L. V. Richmond.

of our morning’s theme.
I have been showing you for some 

weeks past how the almost .unlv?^“! 
■belief In life beyond death has been 
held, and has grown, In all religions, 
among all people. I have sliownvYoti, 
especially, during the last two or tuiee 
Sundavs, how this belief has come to 
overshadow the world, so that the com
mon lives Of common men have been 
lives of other worldliness, so to speak 
the present life has been diminished 
and belittled In the comparison, until it 
has seemed of almost no account. 1 
have shown you how this overbelief, 
that offered very little in the way of 
scientific evidence, that offered no pres
ent or modern facte in its support, has 
been reacted against by the spirit of In
quiry, of question, of modern science, 
until there is at the present time on the 
part of the more intelligent classes of 
the people, and those who have come to 
accept the method of science, as I hold 
it to -be, as the one and only method of 
knowledge, very serious doubts con
cerning these dear precious things of 
the human heart that cannot as yet be 
demonstrated—so far as the general

“Is this the whole sad story of creation, 
Told by its breathing myriads o’er 

and o’er—
One glimpse of day, then black annihi- 

' latlon,
A sun-lit passage to a sunless shore?

“Give back our faith, ye mystery-solv
ing lynxes,

Robe us once more in heaven-aspiring 
creeds!

Better was dreaming Egypt with her 
sphinxes,

The stony convent with its cross and 
beads.”

The poets, then, I say, who have al
most universally—with exceptions like 
Omar Khayyam, the author of the Ru
baiyat, and Byron—touched the human 
heart, have sung of hope and life, not 
of despair and death. And yet—and 
here Is the meaning of the point I sug
gested a moment ago—these men, and 
nil modern men, have felt the touch of 
this great question that has swept over 
modern life, that has challenged them 
to bring their proofs or else surrender 
their beliefs. And the one wonderful 
thing about Spiritualism, without any 
reference to its truth or its falsity, Is 
what I called yotrr attention to a mo
ment ago, that it does not ask your 
blind belief. It says, Come and see, 
and do not believe a word beyond what 
you can see or hear or feel of reality 
that carries with It this great convic
tion.

Now let us look at a few of the char
acteristics of Spiritualism. It has filled 
libraries of discussion; but can receive

atmosphere and supposed occurrences, 
So was Buddhism, so was Mohamme
danism, so has been every religion that 
I have been able to study in all my long 
life of research. All religions claim to 
have had at their beginning visions and 
voices, appearances, teachings, coming 
out of the unseen. Only it is immense
ly to the advantage of Spiritualism, let 
me repeat again, that the happenings 
are supposed to take place to-day, the 
witnesses are alive, can be cross-exam
ined. You can find out -whether they 
are honest men or whether they are 
dishonest, whether they have been de
luded or whether they have really 
found out something of value. You can 
find out these facts to-day; while con
cerning the basis of all the other relig
ions you must simply take the ques
tions at issue on faith, because they are 
no longer capable of investigation. In 
regard to most of them there Is not a 
single first-hand witness to any of thèse 
occurrences. The only first-hand wit
ness that we have to the seeing of 
Jesus after his death is Paul; and Paul 
does not claim to have seen him in the 
body which was burled in . the toinb. 
He saw him in a vision on the road to 
Damascus.

Now I wish, because I find myself 
continually misunderstood and misrep
resented, to state one or two things con
cerning my own personal attitude. I 
read a paper some years ago at Sara-

me, who wishes to communicate some
thing to me, and finds he can call my 
attention by a tap., Is there anything 
so very silly about It? If there is, I am 
too dull to discover JL . c

And, then, as to this question of the 
movement of physical bodies. Did you 
ever think—please sjop and consider 
this, for it is the essence of the whole 
matter—if there is a power in the uni
verse that is capable of lifting a grain 
of wheat ,or a hair without -the use of 
any muscular or physical effort, then 
he who has discovered this has crossed 
the Rubicon and has answered the 
question as to whether this universe Is 
material or spiritual. If a particle of 
matter can be moved without muscular 
contact or physical force, in the ordi
nary sense in which those words are 
used, then it is demonstrated to all the 
world that there is unseen spiritual 
power at work there; and, if these 
movements indicate intelligence, then 
the power that moves is an intelligent 
power. :

And yet people talk about these 
things as though tliey had no signifi
cance at all. This Is the shallowest way 
of dealing with the matter. I have had 
it said to me a thousand times that

toga before the National Conference on 
“Immortality and Modern Thought.” I 
was not a little interested and amused 
after the meeting to find that a lot of 
my good friends, who hated Spiritual
ism, had gone out saying, “Savage has 
lost his head, and gone over to the Spir
itualists.” And there were a lot of 
Spiritualists there who went out of tlie 
meeting angry and disgusted because I 
was not a believer, or at any rate did 
npt dare to say so. On one side they 
were angry because I seemed to be for 
it, and on the other side because my at
titude seemed against It. My conclu
sion was that probably I had hit the 
middle path of truth aud soberness.

I have never called myself a Spirit
ualist. I have been charged with being 
a coward and time server for not doing 
so. I believe thqt at the heart of Spirit
ualism there is ff-^reat truth, perhaps, 
not yet clearly outlined, understood, or*- 
demonstrated; but I have never been 
able to call myself a Spiritualist, be
cause, as that word Is used popularly In 
the newspapers, It would utterly mis
represent me. There are so many things 
connected with the movement that I 
not only do not believe, but with which 
I am disgusted beyond words, that I 
am not willing yet to wear the name. 
I hardly need say that It Is no coward
ice. If I have never proved anything 
else In the last thirty years, I think I 
have proved to those who are acquaint
ed with me that I am not afraid to 
wear any label which belongs to me.

Spiritualism as organized has been its 
worst enemy. There have been a large 
class among them who are so credulous

Undoubtedly I was dead! There it 
was, that other me, that body which I 
supposed constituted-Imd contained nil 
the vital force, all the activity of mind, 
heart and brain,-which I supposed when 
it died would be the lust of me.

I remember a sense of suffocation and 
I thought I called out for help; but the 
next thing I knew I was watching the 
thing lying there tliat looked precisely 
like myself. There it was, the exact 
personal image, only the eyes were 
closed, the lips were motionless, the 
face was colorless, tlie, hands refused to 
¡move and the whole thing was us use
less a lump of dust as you could Imag
ine. I said while looking at it:

"You poor thing, is that you? Lately 
you were active, you were buoyant, you 
were full of life and animation, your 
hands could move, your feet could walk, 
you could obey the bidding of the mind 
that was within you; what are you do
ing now, lying there motionless and 
aimless? Getup, I say. and do my 
work, for I am not through.”

It neither moved nor was obedient to

whatever claims to come from the oth-. 
er side is always silly and foolish, noth
ing dignified,, nothing , worthy. That, 
again, shows tliat the person who 
makes the statement is not acquainted 
With the facts. I have had what pur
ported -to be hundreds of messages 
come from the other-side, and many 
have asked me what kind of messages 
they were. I have frequently replied 
that they were very much on the level 
of my daily mail. I get some very silly 
things every morning in my mall, some 
malicious things, some stupid things. I 
get some things tender and noble and 
sweet, some things full of intelligence. 
And, if we could once get our heads 
free from the nonsense inherited from 
the old and discarded Ideas of the past, 
such as the idea that the moment aman 
dies he is either a devil or an angel— 
this is just what wo should expect. If 
I should die on this platform this morn
ing, and come to consciousness in five 
minutes, I should expect to be neither 
more foolish nor more wise than I am 
now. AVhy should' I be? And, If 1 
should send you a message, why should 
it not be on the average of my present

knew It, you are released, you are set 
free; you are one of us!”

I turned nnd Baw one who had some
what that [was familiar. Then I saw it 
was one whom I had known and trust
ed as a wise aud worthy exemplar, a 
sage in lines of thought with which I 
was familiar. I said: “I am dreaming 
that this is you, for you died long ago.” 

“Aye! I died to earth as you are now 
dead to earth, and if you would enter 
into the knowledge of the things that 
pertain to this life, you must for once 
and all separate your thoughts from 
that body which Ues there, and live In 
the real energy of your being.”

“What do you mean by the real ener
gy of my being?” •

“We mean your spirit which is now 
set free.” ' „ ,

"How do I know It is spirit? How do

my wish, nor could I circumvent, or 
surround, or pervade it with the thought 
that was criticising it. so, Then I felt 
rather compassionate and I said: “You 
are helpless after all’ with your organic 
structure, you can do nothing. There 
you are wltlf closed, eyes, Inanimate 
lips, cheeks that refuse to glow, hands . 
that will not move, feet that will not | there, 
walk. V’hat arc you doing this for? I' 
am talking to you like something else.

I know that it is set free?”
“Then,” said my kind friend, “exam

ine yourself. Lo! you seem to have 
bands, and feet, and body, and brain, 
and you can move at will.”

“I know,” I said, “I cannot move at 
will if I have hands, feet, body and 
brains, yet you seem to have those and 
you can move at will."

“Think where you would wish to be." 
I thought of one wlio nt that moment 

was mourning, and who was distant 
from the place where my body lay. As 
qulek as the thought, my friends, I was

I there

Who are you? Who am I?
"If that be myself, why am I pitying 

It, talking to it so? Why Is it separate 
from me? Why am I. standing here, 
erect, full of youth, animation, hope and 
strength, determined to work and you 
will not do my work for me?

“It is many years we hove traveled to
gether, you and I, and Is it for that -we 
now must part? Are you something 
separate from me? If you are not arise 
aud go forth as before for there is much 
work for me to do.

"What Is this that seems to have part
ed us? It was not of your seeking nor 
of mine. What has parted us? Why
am I separate from you, and why 
you there?” And there still was no 
swer. .

I saw people moving all about 
form,' examining the pulse, and 
heart-beats, and applying various

are 
an-

the 
the 
in-

How to Find Out,
Fill a bottle or common glass with 

your water and let it stand twenty-four 
hours; a sediment or settling indicates 
an unhealthy condition of the kidneys; 
if It stains your linen it is evidence of 
kidney trouble; too frequent desire, to 
pass it or pain In the back is also con
vincing proof that the kidneys and 
bladder are out( of order. :i

WHAT TO DO.
There is comfort in the knowledge so 

often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s 
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy 
fulfills every wish in curing rheuma
tism, pain In tlie back, kidneys, liver, 
bladder and every part of the urinary 
passage. It corrects Inability to’ hold 
water and scalding pain in passing, it, 
or bad effects following use of liquor, 
wine or beer, and overcomes that un
pleasant necessity of being compelled 
to go often during the day, and to get 
up many times during the night. The 
mild and the extraordinary effect of 
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It stands 
the highest for its wonderful cures of 
the most distressing cases. If you need 
a medicine you should have the best. 
Sold by druggists in fifty-cent and one- 
dollar sizes. '

You may have a sample bottle of this 
wonderful discovery and a book that 
tells more about it, both sent absolutely 
free by mall, address Dr. Kilmer & Co., 
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing men
tion that you read this generous offer 
in the Chicago Progressive Thinker.

Bowed with grief and weeping bitter
ly, because that friend thought I bad 
taken my own life in my own hands, I 
found her. She bent over some written 
memorials. I was aware of her thought

struments to see if there were any man
ifestations of life there. They said 
“He Is dead.”

I knew tliey said It. I felt them say 
It. I do not know whether I heard it or 
not, but I knew they said it. Now, who 
was I that was hearing this? What 
business had I to hear if I were dead?intelligence? >

tlæ cartai1 X8tht“gmenthaetí:opte I What’ business bad I to see if I were 
the eaitb, it seems to me, tnat people । Were Wey golng to bury me
do Is to go to mediums for advice, par
ticularly In regard to financial matters, 
iansws» su i

alive?
A horrid feeling came over me. Per-

Bible for human existence, I studied 
the poets, philosophers and ideal lives 
of earth; they all taught me that this 
Is what comes after death. They have 
breathed upon me in my study and 
many a time, until on the wings of im-
agination I have mounted unto the

opinion is concerned. i
I want you to note that we are to deal , 

this morning with a reaction against a , 
reaction. Though it has been proved , 

' to the satisfaction of those who have । 
been dealing with the great, material 
facts of the universe that the existence 
of the soul and Its continuance after 
death are incapable of proof, the great 
masses of the people—who love, and to 

' whom human life Is as nothing without 
love—have refused to accept the ver
diets of science,—have refused to be- 
Heve that these men who have said, 1 
do not know,” have probed the matter 
to the bottom. They have said, We 
cannot give up the trust and the hope; 
and though we admit in a general way, 
and with regard to all other themes, 
the supremacy of the scientific method, 

• vet we must believe here or we cannot 
live. And so. in spite of the methods 
and the claims of science, the great ma

' jorlty of the common people have clung 
to the hope, and believed that somehow 
and sometime It would be vindicated as 
a rational hope.

• It is interesting to notice the attitude 
of the poets as Indicating this great 
common belief and trust. For instance, 
the first verse of this hymn of Whit
tier’s tliat we have just sung,—

“Oh, sometimes comes to soul and 
sense '

A feeling which is evidence 
That very near about us lies 
The realm of spitlt mysteries.”

- I have had the pleasure of talking 
- this whole matter over with Mr. Whit

tier, and know that be believed the 
. essence, the substance, of what 1b called

Spiritualism, though he did not give 
much of his time to what was called in- 

’■ vestlgation of the facts. But he cries 
out, you remember, showing how close 
it was to his heart,— .
'“Alas for him who never sees 

■ The stars shine through his cypress
trees,

realm of thought and have been set
free.

Ob, what a wonder freedom is!and strove to comfort her. Although 
she could not hear, and I could not hear 
that I made any vibrations, I perceived 
that, my thought and sympathy affected 
her; that she seemed to feel as she did 
when I spoke encouraging words to her 
upon earth.

She said: “How strange! It is as 
though he were here, aud yet he is 
dead.”

Then I pressed another thought, fol
lowing the first in quick succession. 
Though dead 1 still live and am here.

“Is it possible,” she said, “that I am 
losing my mind? That this insane 
idea of one who has passed on, living 
and returning is taking possession of 
me?"

I repeated It again as Intently as be
fore. Then it seemed that I stood be
fore her; In wiiat guise I know not, but 
she recognized me. Then, so great was 
the shock, that for the Interval we were 
parted and she saw me no more.

My teacher said: “What do you think 
now?”

I thought it was wonderful. Every 
instant new wonders came. These peo
ple were revealed to me by their states 
of mind. I saw, or thought I saw, re
semblances to their former selves, but 
more beautiful and perfect, or in some 
instances more shadowed and de
formed.

I said, In thought, what is the mean
ing of these who seem shadowed and 
deformed more than they did In the hu
man state? I was told that that was 
the true revealment of their mental, 
moral and spiritual condition.

Involuntarily I shrunk back. I said:

We
prate about it in our prison-houses of 
clay, dear friends, and ask others to fol
low us to our particular heights where 
we inhabit new prison walls. For on 
one hill Is the prison house of theology 
and on the other is (what I now realize 
was) the prison house of materialism.

To say that “we do not know,” and 
say it with the willingness to know, is 
one thing. To say "we do not know,” 
and say it with the spirit of “neither 
does any one else,” is quite another. I 
realized that I had said it with that 
spirit; that there was not in all the 
earth any human being who knew 
about the life beyond. So I realized In 
this new-found freedom that I had been 
enslaved by tl.iat opinion; that it was a 
kind of creed that we Secularists had 
fashioned; not knowing about it our
selves we were quite determined that 
we, not ouly could not know, but no one 
else could know, and we followed it.

When it came to my consciousness 
that the body that had manifested my 
love, my hate, my intelligence or my 
lack of it, all there was of me, could do 
nothing whatever but go back to dust, 
what other real life could come to me, 
dear friends, except the life that was 
then and there in the spirit state?

You talk about real things and the 
rose fades before your very eyes; you 
talk about the realities of matter and 
they are transmuted and transformed 
even while you speak, and then you fall 
back on the Immutable principles of 
truth, justice and freedom, and think 
you have something that endures.

I tell you, riends, the human mind Is 
greater than truth, and justice, and 
freedom or it could not think of them.

—only In a state of coma. But I did not
S WXÄS5StS&.' ™ I «'“.t
not know why I should be, supposed to 
anow so much about a thousand things

was the body, here was I.
I assure you, friends, that the one

great revealment of that moment wasSsvHSSS IS xxns» a Ei's...’.!n. word from PiernonB Morgan than heaid nothing, knen nothing excepting a worn lloui xitipuuv 11 । thinir T nulled mvself.that there was the thing I called myself,from a congress of‘n> thousand spirits, 
although I knew thb »'nicssage genuine.

see how silly It Istto go to “business I that body, while I - was .Jiere tailing 
as thev Yndyertlse1 thehi- with them, or to them, for- they did not as tney aaverase tnem answer T sald t0 the physician, “I am 

Ta’ wmr to till« nnestlon of intelli- not dead.” He paid no attention what- 
wus ».AC., gence that purports to come^from the | ever- ( ^Md to^my friend on the other

the attitude of a great many Spiritual- | other side, let me say to you, find o t. res e Jx even whispered to some 

them, without investigating or asking about There 18^0 | but Qn mournlng as )f i was
.. .... ... ------ really dead. -

Then I became somewhat Indignant

only the briefest possible touch at the 
present time. What Is called Modern 
Spiritualism, as I suppose all of you 
know, began In Hydesville, a little 
town In this state, in 1848. It had been .....  —„.j — — -
preceded, however, In the modern bigger one. I was telling you the other mediums, 
world by other facts, which were day that Tertullian, the old Church | selves, 
given a similar interpretation. The Father, said he believed ”
family of the Wesleys, of which John ' ......
and Charles -were the most dlstin-

that, no matter what sort of a story you 
tell them, they will simply ask for a

‘because It
was impossible.” This comes very near

and here I was going on thinking, crit
icising and wondering why they made

• » ». » • .»»**■» 
Who hath not learned in hours .of faith 
That life is ever Lord of death, 
And love can never lose its own.”

guished members, was turned topsy
turvy by what were supposed to be vis
itations from the unseen world, though 
they Were not accepted as from above, 
but rather taken to be devices of dev
ils. Perhaps the most of you know that 
the home of old Dr. Phelps in Con
necticut, was haunted by similar hap
penings. Professor Phelps, of Andover, 
the son of the old doctor, held the belief 
firmly to the last hour of his life that 
they had a spiritual origin, though his 
orthodoxy prevented him from consent
ing to any but a demoniac explanation 
of the visitations. Professor Phelps, as 
you know', is the father of Mrs. Eliza
beth Stuart Phelps Ward, who has 
written so many books dealing with 
themes of this character. This preceded 
the outbreak at Hydesville. What did 
that consist of? Of rappings, of move
ment of physical objects, of all sorts of 
communications. I am taking now the 
theory of the believer, so as to save the 
trouble of circumlocution. It accounted 
for all sorts of happenings for which 
they could find no explanation but a 
spiritual one. Of course, the cry of 
fraud was raised, of devil’s wort; but 
here and there were found some to ac
cept the belief that these things were 
genuine communications from the oth
er life.

I wish to consider the attitude of the 
ordinary church towards this movement 
and similar ones.

It has always seemed to me-a little 
curious that the average minister will 
tell you you are a very wicked person 
if you doubt immortality; and he will 
tell you, with equal emphasis, that you 
are a very wicked person if you under

i take to prove it He wants you to ac- 
/ cept it as an article of faith. And this 

for a moment must be a reminiscent 
time for me. I understand the attitude 

. of these men, because I have lived 
through it Long before I attempted to 
study the matter at all, I knew all 
about it. I preached against It I de

i mollshed the entire movement conclu-

And, then, you are familiar with 
those sweet words of Longfellow's:
“There is no death! What seems so 

transition. •
This life of mortal breath 

Is but the suburb of the life Elysian 
Whose portal we" call .death.”

is

I could quote.to you passages from 
hundreds of poets—from SIU, who has 
written so finélv, under the title of “A 
Morning Thought,” to Browning, who 
believed with his" whole soul, so that 
he defied death, and said that he was 
not one to be afraid when death came, 
he did not wish to be delivered from 
any of its pictured horrors,' who did not 
shrink from feeling the fog in his 
throat, who did not fear to face him in 
any form, and who, under thè title of 
“Apparent Failure,” another poem, as
serts his great eternal hope for the poor 
wrecks of humanity, washed by the 
waves of crime to the-horrible strand of 
the Paris morgue. Browning is not 
very orthodox in his faith; but he be- 
lleves in God and the human soul to 
such an extent that he thinks they 
never can be finally separated.

And then there is Tennyson's lovely 
“Crossing the Bar," closing with the
words,—
“For though from out our bourne

Time and Place
The flood may bear me far, 

I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crossed the bar.”

of

ists I have met. They will believe any-

for evidence. - . r—--- —------ -- --- ______
Another thing that has been against from the other world. At the same _ _ _ _ _

them—not with me, however, I take| time there Is a ^bole library of . -y ¡¡¿oujd pay so much attention
pride in saying—is that the movement noblest moials and spiritual teachings | <.bn+ nnd nnv no attention
started with the poor and the meek and | that I am acquainted with I know 
lowly ones of earth; but there Is a one book, for example, the autl o 
striking parallelism right in there with which was an Oxf°rd R _early Christianity. You know people | ^“^1^

city of London, a member of tbeChureh thing. Must I nPP®a* ,
of England when he began, and after- 1 ^bo had never spoken that they did 
wards a clergyman In that church, who | 
became a Spiritualist and a medium

to that body, and pay no attention 
whatever to me, and then I began to
realize that I was separate from it,
Was not my thought of some conse-

through my mind. Thoughts of deeds 
performed and left undone pervaded 
me like piercing swords. I said how 
small and insignificant I seem, even to 
myself!

“Nay, friend,” my mentor replied, 
“we are not here to sit in judgment on 
one another. We see only that which 
was best. You must take care of the 
rest.” '

Then I said: “Do I live after death, 
and still there is no place of punish
ment like that of which I was taught in 
childhood?” -

Myjnentor said: “Look within.”
I saw there all the records of the 

things that were left undone, and the 
things that were done. I saw there a 
consciousness of my short-comings^nd 
I so longed to do the things that I had

I can think of truth, justice and free-

went around then, not asking whether 
Jesus was a real prophet or whether 
what he said Was true, but how many _ ___ ______uul .....
of the scribes or the Pharisees believed wards a clCTgyman In that enu c , r | T ma<Je no rcsponse Dead t0 an
on him. Men commonly wait for a pop- ^mame a SplrltualiBt and a meffi m - purpose as far as they were 
ular movement before they join. bod. His book was written automat concerned, Not by my own hand x aB.

Spiritualism started in this same way; lcillly> “s be tells us, through bis o, . my own wlgh, al.
and I have met a great many people °b(^ waSd writing though it was what is caUed an acci-

inal Greek, while his hand was at work , How was I to Bettie with myself ? 
.| just before, it seemed it had not been 

many hours, I had distinctly declared 
that I knew of no possible existence

that they believed, but would not say

both. His book was written automat-

so because it was not popular. One fa- ---- --------- ---
mous English scientific man told me In I °n its own account And_ this\ boo , 
private conversation that he had been contrary to what people .ly ‘ 
orntrimontiiw fnr venrs nnd knew Heve, went squarely against his own ---- _ -
thS; SnlrituaHsm was tru¿- but he ad- religious creeds, and converted him be- separate from that body. •
bwiuseTusS’Vcan eve?y ma^who some of Me noblest ’ethical and spirit- I i had Ideals-all men have ideals; but I
had anything to do with ItTfMl and I ual teachings to be found in any Bibleh«d early in life separated myself from
don’: eniov being called a fool So he in all the world. the stereotyped “kingdom of heaven”
kent stffl This is the attitude people So do not trust the-flrst squib that that had been taught me in childhood, have taken in regard to it-and tX l’ou come across ln the newspapers in i had also separated myself from all 
volcan never gft at the number of regard to the character of the commu- ' thought of the theological heaven ata sl
you can never get at tne numuer or | nlcatlons or wbat happens on these oc- of existence beyond death, and had de- ■

caslons; just do a little Inquiring on I voted myself, as I believed, to the wel- ;—. ------ । . ---------------- . x believed ,

I had dreams—everyman has dreams!

not done while the opportunity to do 
them in earth life was past. Would I 
ever be able to do those things?

Again the answer came: “When there 
is great desire to do that which Is best 
there is always a way. The spirit 
knows no denial.”

Then I said: “Do you mean to tell me 
that, deprived of the physical body and 
material surroundings I can do any
thing for those whom I may have neg
lected, or whom I may have wronged 
unwittingly?”

“You can do all that you wish; but 
you-must do it in the way of the spirit.”

“What do you mean by the way of 
the spirit?” ■

“The way that you comforted your 
friend just^now; the way that thinks 
and makes others good; the way that

dom, and think that they endure, but 
what estimate do I put upon the hu
man mind?

Here I am convicted, and that in the 
presence of these living witnesses, of 
the bigotry and bondage which even re
fused to think logically on a subject 
where my opinion had already been 
made up.

Set free! Ah, If you knew the mean
ing of freedom from every limitation; 
from eyes that can only see a few< vi
brations of light; from ears that can 
only hear, and that very indistinctly, a 
few vibrations of sound; from the lim
itations of tlie senses that feed and sus
tain the body, but have little to do with 
sustaining the mind; from the limita
tions of the brain that will not work 
when It Is weary or over-wrought, and 
the limitations of the physical body 
that at last dies.

I would not have .treated my friend 
as that body treated me. As I survived 
the change and the body, did not I ac
count myself greater than the body, 
something more was I? That body 
doubtless disintegrates and passes back 
into the things of which it was made, 
to serve some purpose in nature; may
be, like the body of one of our progeni
tors, it will serve to nourish an apple 
tree on the fruitage of which small 
boys will feed. But of this that can 
think and live, and be in the presence 
of these minds, revered and blest, it 
finds comfort and satisfaction in free-

Spiritualists by the census. I venture
^banr®n“lyZnhattan^ I yivr own account The newspapers are I fare of my fellow-beings 
on any spot onMannattan isiana ana । lnfninbio|n rpn-nrd to all I tho,-« was noth Ine beyond
sling a stone without there being some-

dom.
I have 

time to 
with the 
meaning

acts upon human minds and makes 
them do your bidding. Your body will 
,no longer be seen. You will no longer 
talk and walk with mortals as before, 
but the impelling mind when set free is 
a thousandfold stronger than when 
tethered by the dust.”

“The impelling mind when set free!” 
I thought those words and sentences 

would burn themselves into my con
sciousness, and for the first time I be
came aware of my freedom.

Friends, I had battled all ,my life 
against the slavery of conviction. I 
had battled all my life against the slav
ery of authority; all my life against 
man-made creeds and some man-made 
laws; all my life I had with pen and 
tongue endeavored to advocate the 
freedom of the- human conscience and 
the liberty of the human mind. But 
now I was told that the mind when set 
free could act upon hundreds and thou
sands. I had been limited to one form 
of the dust I had animated that form 
as best I could, but my words could only 
reach a few. The production of my 
pen through the press could only be 
read by a few, but here I was told that 
the “mind when set -free” could act

waited a sufficient length of 
become somewhat familiar 
spirit state, and to know the 
of this word, freedom; to

know that this consciousness 1s not an 
evanescent thing that will pass away 
after a while; it Is no delirium. That 
which I thought delirium after the 
change of death grows stronger and 
stronger with each passing season, and 
all who are dead and were dear to me 
are restored in this state, as all who are 
alive on earth and dear to me are dear 
now, but they know me not; they have 
forgotten my body; it is of the dust, but 
they have not forgotten the memory of 
me, and through some wonderfuLintu
ition which I find in many of their 
minds I have been able to reach them, 
to make them understand that this is tlie 
real self, to make them know the-great 
purposes of life that they have In view 
are mine also.

But my friends, I am here to testify 
that the great difficulty in the way of 
liberty, is the bigotry of those who talk 
about freedom; that the great difficulty 
in the way of separating man’s theol
ogy from his past bigotry is the oppos
ing bigotry of materialism. I am here 
to testify that sweeping- into this 19th 
century was a subject that I am 
ashamed of never having investigated 
and understood before I left my body. 
This manifestation which we relegated 
to the domain of “superstition” or to 
some “unknown natural laws,” Is the 
natural manifestation of spirit to mat
ter, of the spirit realm to the realm vis
ible when human beings will not per
ceive that realm without it. I am here 
to testify to the reality of inspiration, 
of the messages of testimony Irom the 
spirit state, and to testify that the 
greatest barrier In the liberalizing of 
the human race Is because this is not 
recognized in the great work for free
dom; that where I have been teaching 
one kind of bondage Is no better than 
another, but is simply the reaction 
from the other; and the bondage to the 
senses and to the realities of mere sec
ular life is as great a bondage as that 
which the orthodox evangelical relig
ionists give to their church authorities. 
The authority of the senses, even when 
dominated by reason, cannot be fully 
trusted until the reason is enlightened 
in all possible ways.

My reason was no guide1 upon a pub- 
ject -about which 1 knew nothing.

not always Infallible in regard to all | there was nothing beyond earth-life to 
these matters. - attend to. I thought, now I know it

The ethics of Spiritualism as pub- I was an inward conviction, that what- 
lished by Its best representatives are as ever was to be afterward we could at- 
high and fine as you can find connected | tend to then.
with any religion on the face of the jçow j was experiencing that condl- 
eàrth. This does not prove its peculiar I tlon that I had named “afterward.” 
claims at all; but it does prove tliat.lt I could I attend to it? I did not feel 
is not a movement to be treated with qUite ready. I had left unfinished 
utter scorn and contempt or as being I many purposes of human life. I had ae- 
connected with the off-seouring of the I compllshed some things; but I had sud- 
earth. Early Christianity,-you will re- I deniy~ been plunged into relationship 
member, If you will read over the writ-1 with that body and with all other hu- 
ings of Paul, was made up of the peo- ___ *
pie that the respectable did not bave I what should I do? How should I car- 
anÿthing to de with. Spiritualism has ry out my purposes and wishes for hu- 
until modern times been made up of manlty? What could I do since I bad 
much the same clasd of people But now no fOrm, since I evidently had no 
such 'names as Mrs?rEliza!beth Barrett mechanism to work with? : 
Browning, Lloyd Gdrrifio'n, and others
by the score, aretasWelrted with it; and , - y -ÿÿ eXistedi was oniy an ef- 
some of the nobledfi- ihost Intelligent feyvescence Whlch would soon pais 
people with whose1 tames you ate fa- - » ...J 3 ..
miliar were open and!aborted adherents 
of Spiritualism. - 1 "

Remember, then, Hhat? this is a great 
and, In the main, genuine, ¡sincere move
ment, and that, wlifethêr'its claims or _
any part of them shalFever be found । g. thinking; if I would not stop know- 
true or not, standsrfor the same great others were doing; if I would
hope that makes the glory of our East-1 ° . . . » .. .----- .. ..
er morning. '"V u' ?

Dear Father, wé thank Thee- that 
hope springs eternal dn1 the human
Wuiring nroofUi?wllLseenk for P^f 1^1 am talking about-but after there 
nnw Ft’findsFit^ that thæls one ofthOTe had been a sufficient interval, Or Bome- 
oSest onsFthat theHulah mind wIll thing, I began to see people; not people 
™ Ure of invesftaatihg until it be in the human form, but people I had flNcover^d andF nroVed For tais wt known in childhood, people who were 
thanl- Ttae andPin\Ms trust we take near aud dear, some of the dearest and 
bcnrt\nd>ourairé^'Âffien the best '“Ob,” I said, “I know what
heart and courage.^ Amen.. Jg now . z am ln ^1^^. sOme-

Mrs. L. S. Nagell'writes: “I have re-1 thing has happened to me. I have a 
celved my Art Magic, and although I. lever and I fancy I am out. of my body, 
have not had time- to read It all and seeing my friends of the past. Of 
through, yet as far as I have gone, I course when the fever goes, or what- 
have not only been interested, but ever it is, I shall be all well again nnd 
found it-very-instructive. I think if go on with my usual pursuits.” .
this work could find its way into every : But they smiled upon me and said: 
home it would not bo long before our “You are not only not In a fever, but you

where within the radius of its falcone 
or more families who are studying Spir
itualism prlvatgly in their own houses, 
and who are believers, but dare not let 
their next-door neighbors know it for 
fear of ridicule. I have had people, 
when I was traveling, sit down beside 
me, and evidently feel their way. They 
would ask a question or make, a state
ment just to try me, to see whether I 
was going to shut them up. The mo
ment they found I was sympathetic, 
they would tell me wonderful things 
within the range of their own experi
ence. SO the country is full, of people 
who have had strange things happen to 
them, and who believe or at least won
der if there is not something in it

One of the worst enemies of Spiritual
ism is the dishonest practitioner, the 
fake medium, or the people who cover 
him up through any personal favor, or, 
as they mistakenly think, for thé honor 
of the cause and to save it from dis
grace. If there is any man oh the face 
of this earth meaner, more utterly con
temptible than any other man, it is he 
who will take money, coined from the 
broken hearts, from the hopeless tears 
of those who long to know whether 
their dead are alive; and take it, not 
even for what they believe to be a gen
uine message from the other side, but 
simply for the sake of the money. 
When a person will.do that I do not be
lieve there is anything on the face of 
thè wide earth too mean for him to do.

These are some of the obstacles that 
have stood in the way of the progress 
of the movement called Spiritualism.

Now'one word in its favor,'so far as 
it goes. I have said I do not call iny- 
self a Spiritualist. I shall announce to 
you frankly, later on, what I believe 
and where I stand. There are certain 
things that ought to-be said in defence 
of Spiritualism. The other day-:alh the 
newspapers in New York had long ar
ticles as to thé belief of the Rev. Dr. 
Abbott of Plymouth church; and they 
were coupled with-an account coucern-

man beings that I knew nothing about.

sively. I believed that it was false, 
foolish, wicked.. I proved everything, 
just as a young minister is apt to do 
before he has studied matters. I de
molished Theodore Parker in the same 
•way before I read one of his books. I 
have noticed generally that the thor
oughness with which any one of these 
causes Is demolished coincides with thé 
ignorance of the demolisher. The peo
ple who knojv It all are generally the 
ones who know absolutely nothing 
about it any way. That has been the 
result of my research and experience.

At any rate, the ministers opposed it. 
And yet it has always been a wonder to 
me tliat they should not have wel
comed IL The Catholic church has been 
wiser. It has admitted: that there have 
been what are commonly colled.“mir
acles” all the way down, accepts them 
to-day, and has said to the Protestants 
—and the Protestants have had no an
swer—it is very strange thatGod should 
appear to teach and guide his people in 
one age of the world, nnd should leave 
them without any teaching or guidance- 
ever after.

I have wondered why .• ministers 
should not welcome demonstration, at 
least for the sake of those who without 
demonstration could not accept this 
central principle of Christianity. But 
I have wondered whether the truth 
might not be hinted nt by certain expe
riences which I have had myself. I 
have had what purported to be hun
dreds of messages from the other side; 
and I have never had a single one that

culiar conditions. So I waited to see 
the gradual dimlnutibh of my conscious
ness. I waited to see if it would not

away; perhaps it was only a kind of 
mental vapor like that whiehi arises 
from the bodies of substance under pe-

Perhaps, after all, this thought of be-

upon thousands. Upon whom could' 
act? . r '

I

not stop being aware of existence. But
nothing of the kind came.

After a Sufficient lapse of---- 1 do not
know whether it is time or perception

home it would not bo long before our

Oh, freedom! For the first time the 
consciousness came to me that I had 
been fettered. I, who soujght to free 
others had been enslaved. I who had 
pitied the people for- the bondage of 
opinion had been in the bondage of 
opinion myself. I was enslaved by my 
unbelief. I was enslaved by my lack 
of perception. I had made a -barrier 
between myself find the realm of 
knowledge. At last I found that there 
was another reality, that the thing that 
I had colled a reality was burled, was 
gone, was set aside, was no more, and 
all there was of me was the memory In 
the hearts and lives of those who val
ued me, and the bitterness in the hearts 
and lives of those who hated me for 
my opinions’ sake. Now . I, that ego 
was set free. - ■ '

. Can I move upon minds to make them 
know that in that one-thing Iwas 
wrong? Can I.tell them, I said, that the 
great bondage of the mind that wishes 
to be free, 1b the bondage of the limita
tion of setting the environment of the 
senses as the boundary of human ex
istence? - - -

I might have known better! Setting 
aside the doubtful ■ authority • of the

have awakened from a fev'Cr, from the 
fever/of earthly! life, from its fitful 
striving, .from niueh that is good and 
much that is unworthy, from all things 
whatsoever that|[ pertain to earthly ex
istence and earthly expression- as you

philosophy would be1 understood and 
recognized in Its true light, and take Its 
proper place in-the-world. I shall make 
every effiortto introdfiee-your valuable 
paper and this instructive book every
where I go." ’ J

Ing the belief of Dr. Hillis, his succes
sor, both of whom believed, according 
to their own statements, all that is es-

feyiAldrich,'’written 7f't’e7’the death of Rualism has gone, whatever else It may ‘ aenthU to Spiritualism, only tiiey wereThen there Is a beautiful little poem (Continued on page 7.)
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THAT FATAL GROAN.
When that celebrated navigator, Cap

tain James Cook, on his voyage of dis
covery In the western seas, reached tlie 
Hawaii Islands, In February, 1779, he 
was first recognized as a god, and the 
natives seemed disposed to give him 
homage as a superior being. Troubles 
arose over a boat which tho savages 
had stolen. In an attempt to recover it 
Capt Cook received a blow upon the 
head from behind. The violence of it 

. induced a groan, which the natives in
terpreted as evidence that he was 
mortal, so he was killed and probably 
eaten, for the naked bones were re
covered a few days later, and were 
buried In the sea.

If “groaning” Is an evidence of 
mortality then we have Bible proof 
that Jesus was not a God, as bls 
partisans claim. Mark tells us at the 
crucifixion "Jesus cried with a loud 
voice, and gave up the ghost.” Is It not 
right to infer this “loud voice,” when 
the mortal agony was so great as to 
extinguish life, was in the form of a 
groan, such as John 11:33, 38 represents 
lie gave expression to on another 
occasion?

A REIGN OF TERROR.
A dispatch frotn Shanghai on the 10th 

inst., to the.Daily News, London, says: 
.“An American Protestant missionary 
at Hankow, a Chinese treaty port on 
the Yang Tse Kiang, makes sensational 
allegations against tlie Roman Cath
olics of burning Protestant chapels and 
torturing Protestants. He gives the 
name of a priest concerned, and pic
tures a reign of terror in certain 
districts.”

There is little question, if the facts 
were known, that tlie aggressions of 
the Chinese on missionaries, whether 
Catholic or Protestant, have been 
fomented by opposing Christian sects. 
Catholics wish to keep down Protestant 
rivalry; so the nAtives are incited 
war upon them, and destroy their prop
erty, perhaps kill the missionaries. 
And tills is reversed in strong Protest
ant localities.

The tricks of the heathen Chinese be
come in such cases devices of Christian 
propagandists, just as those who in
cited the Armenians to rebellion against 
the Turks howled until they were 
hoarse at the cruelties of the soldiers 
who were warring to put down the 
rebellion.

AN ETERNITY ON EITHER HAND.
An English Sunday-school organ, The 

Chronicle, discoursing on the wonders 
and vastness of the material universe, 
says:

“These all sink Into common place 
compared with the idea of an endless 
state of being. The heavens tell their 
own tale. They bad a beginning; their 
brightest suns are spending their force, 
aud will have an end.”

The postulate tliat suns, planets and 
life had a beginning we apprehend is 
a false one. as is its antonyiu, that they 
are spending their force and will end. 
Change is a condition inherent in mat
ter, but destruction never. Life had no 
beginning; it will have no ending. The 
superior forms of life we now witness, 
have ascended step by step from the 
lowest gradation of germ and-animal
cule life to its present eminence; and 
this progression to a higher and still 
higher stage of being will ever go on
ward. Looking backward into the re
mote past, or forward into the glorious 
future, an eternity is before us.

RELIGION AT THE POLLS.
Coshocton is a prosperous 'town in 

Central ‘Ohio, some 100 miles south of 
Cleveland, through which passes tlie 
Pittsburg, Columbus and Cincinnati 
Railroad, with a population of perhaps 
6,000. It lias recently assumed unusual 
importance from a contest at tlie polls 
between priestcruft liud bigotry on the 
one hand; and common sense on ihe 
other. The contest was a bitter one, 
and as a consequence the result is 
almost of national importance.

It seems Coshocton lias a small public 
library, deriving a limited sum annually 
for Its support by taxation. An attempt 
was made to enlarge its resources and 
usefulness by voluntary contributions. 
A Doctor W. C. Frew subscribed $25 to 

-that fund, and expressed a hope-that 
conflicting creeds’ of every character 
would be represented in that library; 
in short, to use his own words, that 
“Tlie works of John Wesley shall stand 
along side the works of Thomas Paine."

Dr. Frew was proposed as a can
didate at the corporate election on the 
3d instant, as à member of the School 
Board. To this the bigots took excep
tion. They published and circulated 
-widely a little folio sheet entitled “The 
Public Schools,” a copy of which, for
tunately,- has fallen luto our hands. It 
is dated March 25, ’99, with the motto, 
“For God and Home and Native Land.” 
It opens with an appeal to tlie voters of 
Coshoeton, from, as it alleges, “one 
hundred representatives of the Pres
byterians, Methodists, Baptists, Cath
olics, United Brethren, Episcopate, 
Methodist Protestants, Lutherans, and 
other organized churches, with many 
representative citizens not members of 
any church, but defenders of the Bible 
and Christian principles and senti
ments,” and asks all to vote against Dr. 
Frew, not because of-any objection to 
•his persounl character, but because 
they did not wish Infidelity to be rep
resented in the public schools, and did 
not want the Bible and Christianity to 
be so represented on that Board. In 
closing their appeal they inquired:

“If Infidelity is not a crime against 
God, and a sin against humanity, what 
is it?” ,

This appeal, worthy an Inquisitor, 
was followed by nearly three and a half 
columns headed, "Opposing the Public 
Library. Atheism aud Infidelity Strike 
at an Adjunct of the Public Schools." 
In the body of the article it is stated:

“Dr. Frew was left off the Board of 
Managers, and given no part in the 
management of tire Library, because 
his atheistic aud infidel views are ob
noxious to more than 99 per cent, of the 
people of this community; because 
atheism and infidelity are opposed to 
all for which this nation stands.” And 
again: “Because atheism and infidelity 
maintain no institutions, of learning, 
lend no support to charities of any 
character whatsoever; and if permitted 
to carry themselves to their,loglcal con
clusion would result In anarchy rather 
than good government.” t

In thè concluding paragraph we read:
“It Is fpr the people of ' this com

munity to say whether they desire the 
Library to be antagonized by atheism, 
and infidelity entrusted with temporal 
power.”

Then comes a card from J. F. Meek, 
who, if not a pulpiteer, Imitates one 
very closely. He denies any personal 
hostility to Dr. Frew, but says:

“I am opposed to him [Dr. Frew] for 
member of the Board of Education, be
cause lie Is a declared atheist, infidel 
and agnostic, and is therefore, I be
lieve, not a fit personage for the 
position to which he has been nom
inated.” ’

National poems follow th is, Interest
ing exhibition of priestly declamation, 
in which “Great God, our King," and 
“In God Is our trust.” are made tojplay 
important parts. The sheetLsotfcludes 
with: “A vote for A. 8. Caton will be a 
vote for all for which this leaflet 
stands.”

The issue was well made up, and It 
was a sharp one.

The Coshocton Age, a local Repub
lican paper, is before us with the ver
dict of the people expressed at the polls.

It seems the women had a vote for 
school officers, and the Age estimated 
600 of them voted, and cast a majority 
of their ballots for-Dr. Frew; but, ob
serve. in a poll of 1704 votes, 1291 were 
cast for the Doctor, a little more than 
three to one. This was very good for 
one who was alleged to be “obnoxious 
to more than 99 per cent, of the pop
ulation."

Religion is not a good thing to mix 
in politics in any community, or by auy 
party, at any time. Priest or layman 
guilty of such an offence should be rung 
down and out every time, and we are 
glad to note it is almost invariably 
done.

Dr. Frew very modestly came out 
with a card after the election, thanking 
the people of Coshocton, without regard 
to religious or political affiliations, for 
their hearty and spontaneous vote, 
claiming it was not a personal triumph, 
nor a victory of Infidelity over Chris
tianity, but a rebuke to bigotry and in
tolerance, which has so often been a 
reproach to the Christian church; at the 
same time it was the triumph of the

. MEDICAL LEGISLATION.
The Illinois Legislature, at its XLIst 

session, just closed, revised the medical 
practice act, by requiring graduates of 
colleges out of thè State to be ex
amined by the State Board of Health 
and obtain their certificates of qual
ification before they shall engage in 
practice. A diploma from any Illinois 

' medical college chartered by the State 
will be recognized without examination. 
AU persons who heal by purely spiritual 
or mental processes, without using 
drugs, are exempted from the pro
visions of the act An examination is 
required for those practicing oste
opathy. .

MISSTATEMENT. ■
In the Young People’s Paper, pub

lished at Elkhart, Ind., there Is an ed
itorial in the April issue on Abraham 
Lincoln, In which we read: “Some of 
the most trying times (during the war] 
found Lincoln on his knees in prayer to 
God to save the nation.” ..

' a person giving credit to such a stato- 
ment is not well read us to the true 
character of President Lincoln. He Was 
an Infidel, straight out, until he em-‘ 
braced Spiritualism, and then he did 
not become one of tbe praying kind.

civilization of the 19th century 
that of the 16th century.

over

THE WAY TO DO IT.
The Rev. Dr. Lawrence, of the Second 

Baptist church, this city, in a late Sun
day evening discourse, advised the 
■women of his congregation to shun 
women's clubs and society. They 
should avoid un-Christian women 
whom they do not expect to meet in 
heaven. Says the Record:

“He told the women if they would 
give up society and the clubs, practice 
domestic virtues and ’ try the experi
ment of getting some real love and life 
into their hearts, they might exert.a 
wide influence in deepening the re
ligious life of the church.” .

Yes, if the dear sisters will sacrifice 
every pleasure, live for the church only, 
and become its willing slaves, they will 
have the proud satisfaction of riveting 
on themselves more tightly the gyves 
by which they are held in thrall. .

A SILLY FAKE.
The sectarian press has been jubilant 

over a report flashed over the wires, 
that a. Washington Spiritualistic me
dium gave a message, from the pro
fessed spirit of John Sherman, the next 
night after bls death was falsely re
ported, -saying it was all right with 
Mm, etc. .. . .

W. H. Burr,.Esq., Washington, writes 
that the report was a fake; that no such 
seapce as mentiqnbd in the Washington 
Post, was held; consequently no mes
sage purporting'to come from Sherman 
was received; neither did he ma
terialize. . ... ’ .

They who credit the dream of Joseph, 
see Matt 1:20, that the Holy. Ghosi rep
resenting the Creator' of this mighty 
universe sired a son by a Jewish 
maiden., and. in consequence that son 

-was iiod himself, the Infinite Father, 
“very God of very God,” are very fruit
ful iu their imaginings. .

Tho great Liberal divine, Col. Robert 
G. Ingersoll, preached in Chicago on the 
evening of March 10, to an audience 
that paid him thousands of dollars. He 
took for his text "The Devil." We had 
his sermon taken down by a rapid sten
ographer as it fell from his lips, and it 
appears in The Progressive Thinker 
this week. It is eloquent, poetical, log
ical, and scintillates throughout with 
rare gems of thought. Millions should 
read it. Send in your orders at once 
and circulate the paper far and wide. 
The additional attractions in this issue 
make it a paper surpassing by far any
thing ever sent forth by the Spiritual
istic press in days past. The paper will 
bez furnished for missionary work at 
One Cent per copy, to as many different 
addresses as you may send in, or Sev- 
euty-ilve Cents per hundred to one .ad
dress. We want to send out from One 
Hundred Thousand to a Million copies 
containing this remarkable discourse, 
and that of Mr. Savage and Mrs, Rich
mond. Send in your orders at once,
One and two-eent stamps will be 
cepted in payment. -

ac-

Rev. M. J. Savage. ...
He is an eminent divine of New York. 

His pulpit utterances on Spiritualism, 
which appear this week, will attract 
great attention among thinking minds 
everywhere^. It will make excellent 
food for thought among’ull classes of 
people, and is worthy of standing side 
by side with Col. Ingersoll's masterly 
production. ■ , '

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.
After reading the addresses by Col. 

Ingersoll and Rev, M. J. Savage, your 
interest will not flag in the least when 
you^pme to read Mrs. Cora L. V. Ric-li- 
mond’s "Message from the Soul Realm, 
the Awakening and Experience of n 
Materialist in Spirit Life.” It beams 
throughout with suggestive thoughts, 
and imparts a divine lesson.

Our Eclectic Magazine.
We call the particular attention of

our readers to this featureof The Pro
gressive Thinker, on the fifth page. 
Ten thousand secular papers are exam
ined each week by the Press Clipping 
Bureau, to obtain Spiritual and Occult 
matters of special interest to. every
body. ’

The Progressive Thinker. -
The great demand for The Progress

ive Thinker this week show’s conclu
sively that it still stands at the head of 
the procession. Besides the three ad
dresses, there are other interesting feat
ures of the paper which will keep up an 
unflagging interest to tlie last line. Now 
Is the time to send in your subscription.

THE. HOME, CIRCLE
How to ^Investigate—How to. Form - Circles and Develop 

Mediumship.

lire. Emina Rógers, of Kansas, in- inoiiy be hicreased by singing, rending,-.. -- nuv..,) K'U. *»4« * ». ,».oc M ,S, .......... ,,, 
quires: “A great many of my neighbors and appropriate conversation for I wen- 
are anxious like myself, to investigate ty minutes or half an hour. Then the
Spiritualism. How shall we form a seance may be held, lasting from mt 

hour to an hour and a half. All dis-fam’ily clrclL. ( ___ ......... ................... ...... .... ...
Tills question là so constantly) asked, mission or heated arguiueiitallou should 

the information is so urgent, that the ' ' ' ‘ --- -be avoided. There should be an earnest
following from flic tract "What is Splr- purpose to learn the truth; all cure and 

.............. i.. anxiety should be east aside and tlieitualism?” ii, quoted in full: __ ,
The iuvestlgatilin of spiritual plie- jnlnd lie made passive, making no abso- 

noiuemi is |.iest conducted in the homo Jute demands, but ready to receive 
circle. It is, there'the departed love to whatever may be given. No one should 
return, ami anxlMy to receive on our ............................ ............
part is met with l;vcn greater desire to
communicate on theirs. Sensitiveness 
or the mediumistlp faculty, is possessed 
by all in varying degrees, and is capa
ble of cultivation. There is nothing 
miraculous or mysterious about it. 
Sometimes a member of the circle that 
gathers around the table for the first 
time is found to be mediuinistic, and 
communications are at once received 
from spirit friends. This is not often 
tlie case, however, as there are certain 
essential conditions, and several at
tempts may have to be made before 
these are complied with

Although there is nothing arbitrarily 
fixed In the manner of forming a circle, 
as Is generally supposed, there are rules 
the observance of. which will facilitate

sit in a circle If ill, or over fatigued. •
There are niiiiiy phases of medium

ship, and the inauifestinions vary with 
almost every individual. The physical, 
such us rappings, the movement of ta
bles or other objects, etc., are not as 
common as 'the purely psychic, viz.: 
writing, trance aud impressibility.
•Whatever phase appears, it should be 
cultivated on its own line, undisturbed 
by curiosity or eager zeal. While fl 
cheerful mind is commendable, there 
should be. concentration of attention, 
and an earnest desire io have the 
friends in spirit life lift the veil which 
conceals them from view’. The circle is 
the foundation of Spiritualism, and its 
primary organization. Wherever there 
are two or more Spiritualists, or those 
willing to investigate, such a society 
may be formed. What, association can 
be more instructive or more satisfying 
to the social, intellectual, and, spiritual 
needs of our natures? The truth comes

development. .Thenuinber in tlie circle 
should not be less than four or more 
than twelve, ll'he-members should be 
so selected that, ap a whole, there will ______ ____ _
beperfect sympathy and harmony. An arid is satisfactorily demonstrated to 
equal number of males aud females is ”

THE N. S. A.
Matters of Interest, by 

Secretary.
the

SPIRITUAL COMPANIONSHIP.
The giving of tests is,by no .means 

the principal - thing in Spiritualism. 
While psychic demonstrations, of un
deniable spirit source, are of great 
value, as evidence that cannot be gain
said, of the reality of continuity of life 
after the transition from earthly being, 
•it would be to fall Immeasurably short 
of the fuU Import of -Spiritualism were 
we to be satisfied with tests, of auy or 
all phases.

For it is Indeed sadly true that one 
may revel in a surfeit of tests, and yet 
be in heart, and life on a plane of gross 
materiality and sensual animalism; the 
whole tenor of thought and desire may 
be keyed and pitched to the siren song 
of base passion and animal pro
pensities. So true it is that the Spirit
ualism of tests does not necessarily In
elude the Spiritualism of high and pure 
spiritual aspiration and moral refine
ment.

While the home circle is undoubtedly 
the purest type of the primary school of 
Spiritualism,, and least liable to im
moral taint or the infection of decep
tion, to reach best results these circles 
should be entered into and conducted 
with sincere desire and honest purpose, 
with minds held steadily to high and 
good Ideals, and with constant aspira
tion for spiritual purity and moral 
growth. '

For these, after all, are the things of 
real value, the things that never fade, 
never dissolve; the things We shall take 
with us when we leave our earthly 
forms and enter upon that other phase 
of existence beyond the realm of 
mortality.

The home circle, the private circle, 
may be and should be used as a means 
of spiritual growth, of advancement in 
knowledge and moral progress. Spirit 
visitors should be invited and received 
for nobler purposes than to cater to our 
ignoble desire for somewhat that may 
excite our wonder, without aiding onr 
moral and spiritual unfddment into a 
noble ideal of manhood and woman
hood.

In your home circles and your private 
circles, set before your minds a thought 
of good, high and pure things to be 
attained; ask for that which is true and 
elevating, and which may be a means 
and an influence pure and Uplifting. 
Tune your minds and thoughts to this 
end and alm, and be not satisfied with ; 
less.

It Is' undoubtedly true that they who '■ 
seek the company of low and morally 
debased spirits will have their desire 
fulfilled, and that to their own spiritual ; 
harm and moral debasement •

Earnest sincere désiré for thé visita- 
tiens of the good and lielpful will bring 
their presence and old. It is ours to 
choose our own spiritual companion
ship of the invisibly world around us.i 
If our hearts choose the good, good will 
be ours. .

We may attune our hearts and 
thoughts here and now to the purer 
spiritual spheres of that realm whither 

.our aspirations tend and where our 
Ideals have their'home, and from which 
they 'beckon alluringly', winning us 
ever onward and upward.

preferable to a preponderance of either 
sex. The date of. meeting should be 
fixed and unchanged; and every mem
ber should attend regularly. The se
ances should be held at least ouce each 
week, but not mure thgn twice. It is 
best, when practical, to have a room set 
apart for the circle, and Invariably 
meet there. The members should sit 
around a table, .always occupying the 
same places, except when requested by 
the spirits to make a change.

Tho sensitive,, or known medium, 
should form part of this circle, which 
may or may not join hands. At the 
commencement, joining hands (the 
right over the left always) has advan
tages, but afterwards the h.auds can be 
placed'on the table, palms downward. 
No ono should be allowed iu the room 
who Joes not slt.lu the circle. It should 
be constantly bo'rnp in mind that pure 
air. and convenient seats, insuring per
fect ease and physical comfort, are es- 
senUal to success; Even more neces
sary is freedom from mental excite
ment, dogmatism,, and' self-assertion. 
There must not be feelings of hate, 
envy, jealousy, oft. contempt between 
the members. Vicious and Ignorantly 
credulous -personfi.-'also trifiers and ar
rogant skeppes should be rigidly ex
cluded.

The evening is.t]ic best time to hold 
meetings, bepause pf the negative con
ditions which tliea prevail. It is advis
able that freedom, from interruption, 
during the holding,of circle, should be 
provided for.i The light may be shaded, 
preferably withi blue. The circle hav
ing met, eomposodjof those who have 
warm frateunal syanpathy and desire 
for the truth, it ¿swell that tlie bar
......  ..... . iLlid_________________

all. . X
When a medium has been sufficiently 

developed by the circle, the communi
cations given furnish the best guide for 
its conduct Under no persuasion admit 
the curious or attempt to convince 
skeptics by bringing them into the cir
cle, unless so directed by tlie controlling 
spirit intelligence, for a special purpose. 
Scoffers and unbelievers, by their pres
ence, may irreparably disturb the har
mony aud destroy the conditions of 
spirit control. Especially hold In mind 
that you are conversing with unseen be
ings who are spiritual, and therefore do 
not seek advice in worldly business. 
Sometimes this is given when spirits 
deem it necessary, but those spirits who 
are willing to continue to delve In ma
terial things, are not always to be trust
ed. .Spiritualism comes to purify, re
line, and elevate out of the all-powerful 
materialism of tlie time. Neither 
should the communications received be 
considered Infallible. They should be 
tested by reason, and taken as advice, 
not as command. If blunders or mis
takes are made in comiuuuleatlons, the 
delicacy of the essential conditions and 
unknown difficulties encountered, 
should cause us to be thankful that, we 
receive anything, riithei; than criticize. 
The results cannot be pre-deteriuined or 
commanded. They must lie received 
and adjudged on their own merits, with 
care and circumspection.

The Ilves of many of the great think
ers, sages and reformers, show us what 
mediumship may become at its highest 
and best; what a potent factor it may 
be in education; what It will bo when 
this awakening faculty Is fully under
stood aud harmoniously cultivated.

HUDSON TUTTLE.
---------------------------T-EQ ---------------------------------------------------

Will HraVe Pt Library.
'. f . J t* •••■ Tv '

. To thejEditor—If I live long enough, and 
you continue to seiid books with The Progress
ive Thinker for about nothing, as you are doing 
now, I will in a few years, have a library of my 
own of the best books ' ever published. The 
Progressive Thinker makes a thanksgiving din
ner for me every week. I wish them twro a week 
instead of one. J. R. WEBSTER,

Poland, NT. Y. «
SLIGHT DIFFERENCE.

“In Paris a pauper woman has been 
convicted of having had her child bap
tized fourteen times as a Catholic, and 
twelve times as a Protestant, for the 
purpose of securing five francs and a 
dress each time."—News item.

The difference is but a slight one be
tween the pauper’s child, twenty-six 
times baptized, and that of the million
aire’s child baptized but once. The 
parent of each was after the “stuff,” 
the pauper receiving it here, the mil
lionaire, better able to wait, laying up 
stock in heaven.

PROF. JOHNSON’S PUBLICATIONS.
The discussion' in regard to Prof. , 

Johnson's works, particularly his “Rise 
of Christendom,” whefeln he was un-: 
able to find a historical Jesus, has; 
awakened new Interest in them, In-: 
quiries are-already being made how the. 
books can be obtained. In' reply we 
will say: A note addressed to Dr. G. W. 
Brown, Rockford, Bl., with a stamp for 
return postage, will bring the desired 
information. Nearly, all the ¡copies in 
America have been ordered thrpugh 
him, .he securing them to purchasers at 
the publisher’s prices, postage added.

The National Children’s Lyceum.
The National Children’s Lyceum is 

making good progress, and it has given 
good incentive to'local lyceum work. 
Its Influence has already been for the 
benefit of this necessary part of the 
public work of Spiritualism. New 
lyceums are being reported from many 
sections, in places where no such effort 
has heretofore been made, and the suc
cess attained Is startling old workers 
who said “it will not succeed.” Every
one knows that success cannot be ob
tained without effort; and yet very 
little effort has been made in most 
places to develop a lyceum for children 
to grow into earnest Spiritualists. -

Tbe-various sects, nvl th their Sunday 
Schools, have been permitted to indoc
trinate the majorltjr of Spiritualists’ 
children. And the Sunday Schools are 
now -forming! tlienbdys into military 
companies and ¡brigades,: with moral 
and religious i obilgutioris—anything to 
hold them, andi-eren love of war 
taught, which,.-¡however, is not in
consistent with iliefihistory and teach
ings of ChristHajiltym Can we not de
velop some sehemelato centralize the 
young interest ajuLféive them a better 
social relationship? 3 We owe it to the 
future of -Spiritualism to unfold some 
means by wliMii'.we.'ean better attract 
and hold the young.urWe need a genius 
who loves childrenv-we need'devoted 
women and earnest -then. An interested 
adult contingent (must- precede the chil
dren’s allegiance. Every local society 
should have socials fin the winter and 
a picnic in the summer; every camp
meeting a children^ day, and every 
locality a lyceum. Do not wait for a 
number of children? or adults, but start 
with jyiurself and one child if you can
not get more-land7 by persistence 
growth wlU .soon ensue. Let us be 
getting a good ready .for a large rep7 
resentatlon next October at the Chicago 
convention, and there7 further develop 
ways and means to carry forward the 
interests of children and of Spiritual-

TRUTH BY PROCLAMATION.
The Governor of New Hampshire 

lately officially announced by proclama
tion a Fast Day, to be observed by the 
people of his State. Thoughtlessly, 
probably, while instructing them to quit 
eating and go hungry, to appease 
Almighty anger, he told some very un
palatable truths, which it is presumed 
the clergy, with their practice of bluff, 
would have preferred he had kept to 
himself. We quote from -that proc- 
lamatlon:

“The decline of the Christian religion, 
particularly in our rural communities, 
is a marked feature of the times. There 
are towns where no church bell sends 
forth' its solemn calls from January to 
January; there are villages where chil
dren grow to manhood unchristened. 
There are communities where the dead 
are laid away without the benison of 
the name of the Christ and where mar
riages are solemnized by Justices of the 
Peace.”

That representation of his excellency 
corroborates a multitude of similar 
ones .from both residents and travelers; 
and the condition is not limited to New 
Hampshire, but is common to all the 
New England States. Church bells are 
not rung because there is neither Sun
day nor evening services in them. The 
clergy have vacated their pulpits be
cause their parishioners have outgrown 
their creeds. These parishioners have 
learned that the habit of anointing, 
greasing children when named, and 
the dead when prepared, for burial, like 
christening ships -when launched, was 
a heathen custom antedating Chris
tianity thousands of years. And since 
in bur system of government- marriage 
is only a civil contract, with which 
heaveii has no more to do than with 
any other contract; they prefer to allow 
the agents of the law to take eog- 
nizance.of them, rather than the priest

Wo urn iitovliig rltflil iilomi Imie in 
our work, mid wuuru by tm meiiim dln- 
cmii'ageil nt -Ui« imllmdi fur llm N, 8. A., 
or fur t lie 1'iiimu of Kplrlltiiillmii gi-iier- 
ally. Till' pri'im, mi it imle; tlie rullroml 
olllelnlH, mid the public ill lurgo uro 
cerlalnly showing n I'mmldi-rulion for 
ami n coiiiii-Hy to Dm N, H, A„ Unit Is 
very pleiislng to Uh iimimgeiH, and to 
all who huve the welfare of Ibis iihso- 
elation al heart. In relnllon to the rail
road agents, we have to report Hint the 
General I’anseiigcr Agent lias adopted 
a rule not to allow any special—clergy
rates to a spiritual speaker who is not 
indorsed by this N. S'. A. Not that we 
have solicited uny such regulation, but 
the agents declare they must do this for 
the protection of the railroad interests, 
and Imve done so from their own voli
tion. Ordained ministers In our ranks, 
therefore, who,huve been regularly and 
legally ordained by some established 
Spiritual society, should have a true 
copy of their ordination papers filed in 
this office. The fee for such filing is 
one dollar. Only those who have proper 
credentials, and who do not give sit
tings, or do any work towards earning 
a living outside of platform labors, can 
be placed on the list of those who are 
entitled to consideration from the rail
roads.

The financial accounts of the N. S. A. 
are on the wrong side of the ledger. 
Why? Because there was a very heavy 
debt of hundreds of dollars on hand, 
when the present board went Into office 
last October, because current expenses 
are walking right along, and because 
the times are hard and our societies are 
not getting along very well in their 
money affairs. Therefore, donations of 
any amount wjll be gratefully accepted 
by this association.

Personal appeals from the secretary 
to various authors for donations of 
copies of their works to the N. 8. A. 
library, have resulted in very generous 
and courteous replies and gifts. Among 
the valued letters and contributions of 
this sort, are those of Lilian Whiting, 
.Susie (!. Clark, W. J. Colville, Carlyle 
Petersilea, D. W. Hull, W. H. Bach, 
with others to be heard from. One au
thor—principally noted as the son of his 
father, ascended to (lie higher life, who 
was a representative Spiritualist, and a 
prominent scientist—responded to the 
solicitation for a copy of bls book with 
a curt answer, that as lie considers Spir
itualism a superstition like others of its 
kind that have gone by, and that it 
(Spiritualism) lias hud its day, he must 
decline to present a copy of ids work to 
an association In which he does not 
take the slightest interest. All the oth
er authors appealed to up to date, have 
shown Die utmost good breeding and 
courtesy in their replies.

1 have ii beautiful thing to report; It 
is that of a personal donation of quite 
uhandsome little sum of money to An
nie Lord Chamberlain, the well-known 
medium, who for years lias been an in
valid, and yet who lias to labor in one 
way and another to help support her 
blind sister, another of the pioneers of 
our cause In phenomenal Spiritualism, 
Jennie Lord Webb. Poor Annie is now. 
trying to earn a few dollars in canvass
ing for Clara Barton's new book, and 
her health Is not equal to the task. 
Well, I was telling of this to a grand, 
good man here—I wish I could give his 
name, but I am not permitted, yet the 
angels know’ It, and they bless him for 
ninny such good deeds—and ho gave me 
a check to he disbursed to tlie lady men
tioned to help her along in her lonely 
and unselfish way, mid I tell this be
cause I want all my readers to rejoice 
too over a philanthropic deed of a Spir
itualist, and a friend of the N. S. A,

Thanks to the courtesy of the spirit
ual papers in advertising the copies of 
that useful medical work, that we have 
on hand—“The Occult Physician"—aud 
especially to The Progressive Thinker, 
our lot is being rapidly sold, therefore 
I take this opportunity of saying to 
my readers, that if they wish to secure 
a two-doUar book for one dollar, and at 
the same time help the N. S. A., they 
must send their order soon for a copy 
of this work.

One more thought that is pressing on 
me for expression, at this moment, and 
then I must elose, with thanks to our 
kind editor who gives us so much space 
for our rambUng remarks. My thought 
is this query: Why is it necessary for 
some one who Is especially friendly to 
a medium, or platform worker, aud 
who personally considers that medium 
the best of all others, to rush into print 
in general laudation of his favorite, and 
declare her or him to be the superior of 
aU mediums? To my mind every well- 
developed and intelligent worker in our 
cause who is faithful and conscientious 
in the work, is peerless iu the estima
tion of those who have been Instructed, 
comforted, and otherwise blessed by 
their ministrations, and it is unfair and 
unkind to all others for papers to print, 
and individuals to publicly proclaim 
that any one in particular Is a superior 
being. Besides, it is untrue, there is no 
superior person in all respects, if there 
were, he would be too perfect for this 
world. I notice one thing, that tlie 
most modest and unassuming in the 
ranks and works of Spiritualism, as 
well as among the flowers of Nature, 
are the fairest and the sweetest, and 
exhale the most lasting and beneficent 
spiritual fragrance.

But, good-bye, and fraternal greetings 
to one and all from the N. S. A., and 
from your co-worker and friend,

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Washington, D. C. See’y N. S. A.

AND SO IT GOES.

ism. .. G. W. :KATE§? >

who falsely pretends to voice Infinite 
Wisdom. '

And who_ will censure them for thus

■ “The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Law of Spirit 
Control." By Michael Faraday. Price 
IS cents. For Bale at this office.

"Atlantis; Tho Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius DonneUy.J Sums up all in* 
formation selative to tbe lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regardfrthe description 
of It given by Plato ns veritable hlstoiy. 
It la intenaely intcmdliig. Price, (2. •

. ' c -

-

and the dlstort-

no trace ofus

greed with

peace that

Kpì-USfl, 1884 . '

“SEVEN DEVIES.’

I sec it—I see It—a great cloven foot—
A tall that is long—aud with two homa" 

to stilt—
I smell it—I smell it—a sulphurous 

flame,
That gives me the sense of an agonized

.. pain! ... ' ■
A mlxltirc -u compact of darkness and 

sin—
A battle of passions—a horrible din—
Tim furnace of hell, with its lire-red- 

ileiied heal,
Is stifling ami seething, whilst high on 

Ills scat,
The Devil is sitting with sardonic 

grfu— '
With fork in his hands is plunging 

souls in!
O, this is the devil they call orthodox, 
The devil that follows and frightens 

the flocks—
The devil that lures men from honor 

and right, . •
And leads them to crimes in the dark

ness of night,
O, devils are many—in legions they 

come,
Wherever they find any work to be 

done!
-The devil of politics wriggles and 

K squirms,
He’s sly and he’s subtle, and catches 

the worms,
With sweetened-up speeches of freedom 

“for all,”
The dwellers in cottage, and hovel, and 

ball!
And when he has gathered them on to 

his bait,
The confiding creatures may starve as 

they wait— ,
The devil of polities chuckles and grins, 
Ami locks all his promises in with his 

. sins!
The devil of business—Commercial, he's 

named, .
O, never was devil more praised or 

more famed,
His tools are so many, his weapons so 

great,
He's ruler of races and ruler of state!
Supply and demand, competition and 

■ wage,
Are forces tills devil writes down on his 

page;
Tlie clunking of chains and the sharp 

snap of sieel,
His ways and his methods most clearly 

reveal!
Society’s devil is shining and sleek, 
Whose garments are new ev'ry day In 

the week—
With paint and with powder, and arti

fice rare,
The great social devil is countod as 

fair!
•With jewels and gems, and with satin 

and lace,
This devil can build up a resplendent 

place—
But back of it all Is the scent of the 

sin—
A stench of real rottenness comes from 

within!
The ambitious devil that rules in the 

brain—
The flattering mocker that beckons to 

fame.
And builds up a pinnacle wrought of 

the mist,
As fleeting ns vapors that sunbeams 

have kissed—
O, this is tho devil that promises fair.
And falsifies promise with doubt and 

despair!
The devil of self Is the devil to shun.
A multiplied devil—the “many In one.”
The meshes mid webs that he weaves 

lire so strong— ...
His victims are blinded to right and to 

wrong.
And naught but their own picket fence 

can they see,
And naught can they know of the soul’s 

liberty! .
This devil of self that we flatter and 

pet,
The worst of the devils we’ve ever seen 

yet,
This leader of legions we all must de

throne,
Ere peace -and its promise shall truly 

be known!
The devil that gambles In cards or in 

wheat,
Is easy to find—and is easy to meet—
Tbe men, they are frantic—the women, 

the same.
And all of them quarrel and scramble 

for game—
Tho devil of chance is a devil, indeed.
In "Progressive Euehre,” in stocks, or 

in seeds!

Easy Victims for a Designing 
Trickster.

Bucyrus, O.. April 15.—A traveling 
Spiritualist with a commercial turn-of 
mind, who has been located in this city 
for some time, is among the missing, as 
is tdso a generous number of dollars, 
from the pocket of a young school
teacher named Denier. '

। Denier consulted the Spiritualist on 
. rifiat ever-interesting topic of “love,

doing?. ' '• ■ ■

MUST WALK THÈ PLANK.
Rev. ' Dr. , McGlffert, Professor of 

Church History in Union .Theological 
Seminary, a Presbyterian, has com
mitted a mortal offense, for which there 
is no forgiveness. In a recent book 
entitled “Christian Church in the 
Apostolic Age,”, he incurred the dis
pleasure of his feUows by writing: “The 
Lord's Supper was no more than any 
other meal.” . .

■ That Was extremely naughty for à 
college professor, so it is stated he is to 
be tried tor heresy. There whs a former 
charge of a' like character against tho 
mon of brains, so the presumption Is, at. 
the next session of the General Pres
bytery at Minneapolis, Prot'McGlffert 
will be asked to walk the plank.

courtship and marriage.” After giving 
the young man a dollar's worth of the 
commodity the medium announced that 
the spirits told him there was a fortune 
buried near. Bucyrus which the spirits 
wanted to deliver to him on certain 
conditions. jphese were that after he 
had got the cash he was to give 400 to 
the cause of Spiritualism. He was also 
to come in each day from the country 
for a sitting—price $1—until the spirits 
could make known the location of the 
coin. Lastly, he was to pay the medi
um $75 for his trouble, one-tbird of it to 
be in advance. Denier invested the $25 
on the spot After being Instructed to. 
think of bis good fortune every night 
at 12 o’clock and report three days later 
for his first sitting, he left Tlie three 
days being up, he came to town for his 
first sitting, but the Spiritualist had de
camped. Half U dozen others were 
caught on the same gameANew York 
World.

AU devils are shadows, created and 
wrought—

Illusions of man—for in truth, they are 
naught

But veilings of sense to God's absolute 
good,

And cloud-mists that rest o'er a race 
brotherhood.

The one for the all. and the all for the 
one,

The love that shall shine from real 
love's centered sun.

Will banish all devils and put them to 
flight.

Till justice shall rule, and till wrongs
are made right!

The horn and the hoof, 
ed shape

Will vanish and leave 
escape.

And malice and envy and 
their train.-

Forgotten will be in the 
shall reign!

The spirit of man in its infinite force. 
Proclaiming its power from Infinite 

source.
Shall pierce all the errors, till errors 

shan fall.
And rising to right, shall be ruler of all! 

Austin, Ill. * ELLA DARE.

TO MOTHER IN SPIRIT LIFE.

Come to me, my angel mother!
Let me feel thy touch again;

That enn charm me like none other, 
Soothing all my grief and pain!

Come, and sing the old songs over, 
That were chlldhdod’s lullabys;

I am here a lonely rover. 
Pining for a love-surprise!

Not the love of fickle maiden, 
That may_perisb in an hour;

But affection heavy-laden
With a deep enduring power!

I .
Bring to me the same sweet greeting 

That in earthly years was thine;
Let. me feel thy fond heart beating 

All in unison with mine. -
Come to me In early moruing. ■ 

And again at dewy eve;
For tby presence I am yearning, ■ ■■■ 

Leave me nat to pine and grieve.
List thee now to my appealing; 
:Dost thou hear me wjien I pray?

Is thy warm love o’er me. stealing 
When I think thee far away?

Answer me, my darling mother, 
If thou canst by any sign;

Let thy homesick earthly rover 
Feel thy presence so divine.
Auburn, N. Y. A. H. REYNOLDS.
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SOME REFLECTIONS HAWAIIANS CLAIM
On the Occasion of Easter To Have Heard th^Spirit of

DR. HENRY ROGERS, ST. LOUIS, MO

Ten Thousand Papers Examined Weekly for The Pro' 
gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press “ ‘ 

Clipping Bureau.

' Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, Psychic Force, Prophetic Dreams 
and Bemaikahle Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Phe

nomena, Apparitions, Etc., taken Therefrom
to Eurieh Oar Columns.

CAN THE DEAD WRITE?
Spirit Hand Traces a Phil

osophy.
Dr. Savage refers to a book entitled 

“Spirit Teachings,” by the .Itev. W. 
. Stainton Moses, of London, England. 

Mr. Moses was a clergyman of the 
Church of England and held a partlcu- 
lar aversion to any suggestion of eom- 
munleatlon between the dead and the 
living. He became convinced of the 
truth of this communication in a sin
gular way. His own hand was “con
trolled” by some one in the life beyond, 

■. and through his hand was written out 
un entire system of philosophy that, 
while contrary to his preconceived 

; views, was, so compelling in its truth 
that Iio could not but accept it. At 

■ every turn, almost, he combated and 
: questioned it. A paragraph would be
~ written in his own hand; he would take 

issue with its statements and the aigu- 
u ment would proceed. The book is ope 
\ of singular Interest. In Emerson s 

V notable eSSliy^on "Immortality he

world. His environment is the drama
tization of all that he has ever thought. 
For thought Is the most air-potent force 
in the universe, and in it every other 
force is soluble. It dominates all con
ditions; it creates new ones,
. Dr. Ames took for his theme on 

■Easter Sunday Mr. Lowell’s, word? (in 
one - of his letters) about having a; 
friend in the Unseen. The discourse 
was serenely uplifting and beautiful, 
and it is one, too, that may 'quite be 
taken as a sign of the times.—Lilian 
Whiting in inter Ocean.

SHE SANG FOR DEATH
The Pathos and Tragedy of Ein

ma Abbott’s Passing Away.

\ says: , ,
“As a hint of endless being, we may 

rank that novelty which perpetually 
' attends life. The soul does not age with 
. the bodv,xOn the borders of the grave 

the wtee inhu looks forward with equal 
elasticity of mind, or hope; and why 
not, after millions of years on the verge 
of still newer existence?—for it is the 
nature of intelligent beings to be for
ever new to life. Franklin said: Life 

■ is rather a state of embryo, a prepara- 
tlon for life. A man is not completely 
born until he has passed through death.

: “All the comfort I have found teaches
me that I shall not have less In Hines 
and places ihat I do not yet know.”

Religion, certainly, is as progressive 
as science. In cbirespondlug proportion 

" as man’s spiritual nature ubfolds and 
develops does he receive a larger reve
lation of the divine wisdom. This wls- 
dom is always about him, infinite as the 

’ atmosphere, and Its only limitation is 
in Ills individual capacity to receive.

One night in the city of Denver,, 
located at the foot and in plain view of 
the Rocky Mountains, Emma Abbott 
was billed to appear in “Faust.” In the 
same city a most attractive and beauti
ful 18-year-old girl, belonging to one of 
the wealthiest families, lay in the last 
stages of that fell enemy of the human 
race-consumption. Some weeks before 
the arrival of the company she said to 
those around her: “Oh, I hope the sun 
will shine and the weather will be 
warm and genial, so I can hear Miss 
Abbott sing once more. I think I could 
then pass away peacefully and without 
one single regret.” But there came with 
the queen of the lyric stage a northern 
hurricane—with the very air charged
with icicles, which penetrated the 
lungs. Some one told Miss Abbott of 
the grievous disappointment of the 
dying girl. She went to the opera house 

’ ' sang more sweetly, and asand never 
soon as it 
dismissed 
directed it

was over and the audience 
called her carriage and 
to drive to the home of the

Morning, Princess Kaiulanl.

V A

r

He. gradually comes
To trace love’s faint beginnings 

mankind,
To know even hate Is but a mask 

love,
To see a good in evil and a hope in 

success. -

In

of

111

Nothing Is permanent save spiritual 
energy, and that is continuaUy advanc
ing and conquering new territory. "No 
truth so sublime but It may be trivial 
to-morrow in the light of new 
thoughts,” says Emerson. “People wish 
to be settled; but only so far as they 
are unsettled is there any hope for 
them.” r

Certain measures of religious truths

young lady.
The scene which followed was 

worthy of Hie finest brush ever wielded 
by the grand old masters. There lay 
the dying earth angel, with pallid lips, 
hectic cheeks and lustrous eyes and the 
light of Immortal beauty shining upon 
her face. Standing beside her, in one 
of her richest robes (the one she had 
worn that night), sparkling with pearls, 
rubles and diamonds, stood the almost 
divine mistress of earthly melody.

The first piece rendered was “The 
Old Folks at Home,” and then followed 
“I Know My Redeemer Llveth." The 
finale of this weird scene was “Rock of 
Ages Cleft For Me, Let Me Hide Myself 
In Thee.” And then Miss Abbott bent 
over the frail form and kissed her an 
eternal farewell. Soon after the spirit 
passed Into the wild winds which rang 
through the wild mountains near by
set sail for that haven from which the 
first homeiyard bound bark is yet to 
be seen—the stainless soul wafted to

do their work; they must then give way 
to new forms. The growth of the soul 
requires a series of “more stately man- 1 
slons.” All that was permanently-val- , 
uable tn the past persists and enters j 
into new combinations to serve the 
present Religion was never a final, . 
but a progressive revelation. "The pure ' 
in heart shall see God.” The purer one 
grows in heart the more truly shall he 
see God. “He that doeth the will shall 
know of the doctrine,” and the more 
faithfully mankind come to do the will 
of God, the more largely do they per
ceive his doctrine and methods. The 
infant coming into this world knows 

.little of the nature of the universe. As 
lie develops his gtasp of it Increases. 
The larger his knowledge the larger his 
view. The analogy holds true with man 
ia relation to the spiritual universe. 
From obedience be gains faith; and 
from faith, knowledge; and from 
knowledge he advances to be an intelll- 
gent co-worker with God in all that 
makes for progress. In this Is his 
ultimate reward, his Ineffable joy.

Death is no more to us a grievous sep- 
araUon, nor the tenure of existence be
yond a ds»k mystery. Faith and science 
■have penetrated beyond. That life is 
an unbroken, conHnuous process of 
evolution is now recognized as the 
illuminating truth whose province is 
not merely that of consolation in be
reavement, but is also the insplrer of 
new earnestness in dally endeavor, new 
joy in daily experience. “Because I 
live ye shall live also.” The words 
stand invested for us with deeper im
portance, more and far-reaching sig- 
Xdficance.

Emerson’s allusion to Swedenborg in 
nne of his poems is very beauHfuL He

GEORGE II. HEPWORTH, EDITOR Honolulu, Muich 2o.-It te. u mbit 
nv THP vmiir ’herald tllli natives of Hie Ha-umliinOI. 1HE NEW YORK uiuq days after the

fTVlUTES BEAUTIFLLLY OF THE deulh o£ a ehlet elllí.fesb ülell 
N'PXT WORLD. thoughts must be of t'lie dead. During
"I ascend unto mv Father, and your these diijs they relate thCj iiijsienous 

Father.”—St. John,‘xx„ 17. happenings that always seem to come
At this solemn season of the year our I to pass ai tei one of loj'til mood has <1 - 

thoughts take on the wings of tiie eagle parted this life. It is with, an id 11 
and dwell for a time in the upper air. giving io the world some of the un
Life with its carking cares dwindles canny happenings ?i er t> ( eatii of 
until it becomes a dream, while Iiumor- the late Princess Kjiiulum that this 
tality becomes tiie stalwart and uiag- article is written. j Ar„,.,.i,
nificent fact in our consciousness. H was midnight on the lOih of Mnicli,

As the great sun in his lordly march 189», that a solemn proee^ion passed 
through space drives ail mists before under the palins and spreading trees o 
him, showering'his creative energy on Ainahau and wended 1,s way slowlj 
the cold earth until it grows warm toward the W aikiki road to town, and 
under abundant crops and fragrant then into the large gateway of Kinuil- 
flowers, so shines the glory of heaven ahao. It was the hepi'se ’¿™ring the 
on our troubled souls, leaving therein body of the I rincess Kaiulanl, followed 
a peace Hint passeth understanding by the mourning father ami otheis. 
and a faith that looks hopefully for- Kalulanl had left her beautitul 1 om 
ward through eyes bedimmed' with for the last time and her Vody rt 
tears. - ' I placed on a catafalque in Kawaiahoa

One can bear hardship with some- chureh, there to lie in state tinopgh the 
thing like cheerfulness if he can hear next day. _ ;,ui.ina Atm
the distant chimes which will usher in Miss Robertson (left belilnd at Aina 
a period of respite and rest. Faith in hau bn account of Blhess , 
the other life seems necessary to any with a number of native and Japajies. 
high accomplishment in this life; If I servants, were the only ones remainj g 
death is a bolted door, we weep un- in the house after the depaitme of th 
eeasingly until memory gives way to body for Hie church. . This youug dy 
partial forgetfulness; but if it is an I liad just taken a reclining 
open gate Uirough which come the one of the hikieis otal 
echoing voices of the departed, we not to be found all over the •‘ouse, when, 
only long for them but long to be with s asserted, she heard noises that made 
them When the anuels cried, “He is her blood run cold« Transfixed to the 
risen!” the world stood still in wonder, spot, she listened Yorrtheir recurrence, 
and every generation since has placed and in a very short timo they w 
flowers on its craves peated. The room on the upper flooi

As for me, the other life is a clear and that 'had been occupied by the Princess 
distinct fact. I have more faith in It I seemed to be. in an awful.state ofun- 
than I have in tills life, and, thus be- rest, The sound of a WilodL°£ 
lieving, I must, of course, regard it as passing through the loom and tossing 
altogether preferable to this life. If furniture about, !al 
either the present or the future is a the ears of the frIgbteued people. T e 
dream, then I am sure that I am dream-1 came a rush of wind.^ The dom . 
ing now and that the grand reality Is room leading out luto the hall °P^ned 
to come I with a burst and something came down

To feel that there is a fire in me I the stairs with a rumbling) sound. Then 
which is simply smouldering during my üie J0?1' leadlnS 2*,a!k J 
parililv vpavs bpcfitisc of div bodllv I tho niHin house with the lauiii 
limitations but which will break into opened in the same mysterious way1JLU11(1 IIUUO, URI iVBllU Will uivaiA iuiu i a  fDUzi
an unrestrained blaze when death, the I and closed with a slam,
great hypnotist, shall put my physical ehairs and tables on the w alk i
system to sleep—that feeling forces me overturned, and »jcice which was, a - 
to look forward with high anticipations. I cording to the people In the house, 
I may be amazed as I contemplate this mlstakably that of tho dead Pr cess, 
truth, but my amazement gives place was heard to cry, Kauka. Kauka. 
to plans which outreach the narrow (meaning Doctor, doctor. ) 
boundaries of time. The soul pulses Of. course this_ may all be the 
wltli pride at thought of its greatness imaginings of excitedI m*nds, but it 
and its destiny, and must live in ac- nevertheless a strange fact.that nea y 
cordance with them. My body is- the a dozen people should tell almost the 
hut in which something divine is dwell-1 same storyre The noiseemay^have been 
ing. This hut is convenient and com- caused by the strong wind blow 
fortable, and is well enough for its pur- “Igbt- However, ^e storj, whe 
pose. I thoroughly enjoy my residence, by the natives, was believed, and they 
for the forests and plainsand ocean gave to it all a meaning.
and clouds aye all beautiful. And yet I H a well-known- fact that t 
within my inner self I know that the Princess hated the idea of djlPSi and 
lint will soon be too small for oc- held to the hope that sh| vould r - 
eupancy. The storms have already cover, even tothe xery last moment, 
worked such havoc with roof and walls When she was> dy>nS “er fa . 
that I can see the day approaching stood at the bedside, hia hand clasping 
when it will fall to pieces. But I shall the wasted one heidl OTit to him she 
not crumble. This longing, aspiring still fought for her lifel Kaiulanl had 
something which I call myself cares the greatest faith in herThysicians and 
very little what becomes of the hut. It trusted to them, to nhrse her back o te no concern of mine. I can see the health but he rheuhiattem Jnally 
law of nature nt its work with this task attackedmk£1 heart and her fate was 
of slow destruction, but why should It sealed. The mitlyes say; that the vo'c 
dia+iirh hid? Anil wlicil 'llllt Is HO hctird lit DlldDÍ£llt WHS tlUiyitnHt 01 tiie 
longer habitable, when i.t becomes un- Princess protesting qgajpst hei death 
able to afiord me shelter, I shall pack and colling upon her doctor for a d. 
my few belongings, those that I can ,r7An1°J-llef peculiar J’WPjf“2. P?8 . 
carry with me, and with a twofold feffi- Washington Hace, tiej town home 
ing of sadness and gladness, and with ex-Queen Llliuokalani, Which has .not

The Materialising Medium, 
Again to the Front

HIS FRAUDULENT PRACTICES IN 
NEW YORK, AND IDS MARRIAGE 
TO THE INSANE MRS. BEACH.
Justice Gildersleeve, in Part VI, Spe

cial Term of the .Supreme Court, yester
day continued taking testimony in the 
action brought by Frederick Beach to 
■have the marriage of his aged mother, 
Harriet E. Beach-Rogers, to Henry 
Richardson Rogers, the spirit medium, 
annulled. The proceedings are based 
on the ground, that Mrs. Rogers was 
mentally unbalanced when she was 
married to Rogers. A sheriff’s jury re
cently decided that Sirs. Rogers was 
mentally incompetent.

Mr. Beach resumed the stand and told 
more about the spirit pictures over 
which his mother raved. One was a 
picture of Mrs. Beach-Rogers. Behind 
her and in dim outline was the picture 
of Henry Ward Beecher. Mrs. Beach- 
Rogers told her son that Mr. Beecher 
was her guiding spirit.

A letter written by Mrs. Beaeh-Rog- 
ers«.in which she-describes the “spirit” 
process of painting pictures, was put in 
evidence. In the letter the writer says 
that she had for a long time wanted a 
picture other mother. She said that 
one evening ap epseL was placed in Mr. 
Rogers’ room between two drawn cur
tains. A clean white canvas was 
placed on the easel and many flowers of 
a variety of colors were placed beside 
the easel.

The lights in the room were then 
turned low, and soft, almost inaudible 
music was played on an organ. Rogers 
then lay on a lounge and went into a 
trance.

A few moments later, said Mrs. 
Beach-Rogers, the spirit of her mother 
appeared and stood by the side of the 
easel. At thè same time another spirit 
form appeared.

Dipping a paint brush on cups con
taining tbe flowers, the other spirit 
form, rapidly painted a picture of Sirs.

i Beach-Rogers’s mother. Mrs. Beach
. Rogers says that the picture was eom
I pleted In fifteen minutes and was in

Anniversary and Other Mat
ters of Interest.

the stainless heavens by the sweetest 
musie ever heard on earth—into the 
melodies of paradise birds.

Miss Abbott returned to her room at 
the hotel and retired. Some Hme during 
the night she awoke with a pain in the 
left lung. It rapidly grew worse. A 
physician was summoned. Then 
another, and another, who applied 
every remedy they could command. 
All to no purpose. It was typhoid 
pneumonia in its worst form. Tbe 
black camel was kneeling at her door. 
Angels of tbe heavenly choir had that 
night listened to her voice in the sick
room and sent for her to come home to 
them.

In three days that voice which had so 
often raised the souls of men and 
women to the noblest, the grandest 
heights in holy ecstacy, was forever 
stilled in death-gone forth Into—the 
night.
So fades the summer cloud away,

So sinks the gale when storms are 
o'er.

So gently shuts the eye of day, 
So dies the waves along the shore.

—H. 0. Stevenson in Atlanta Constitu
tion.

a parting handshake for my neighbors, 
I shall enter the mansion not made 
with hands, eternal and in the heavens. 
Tho transfer irom one home to the 
other will be the simplest and most 
natural thing In tho world. '

Sometimes I wonder what great pur
pose this present life subserves, but the 
other life seems consistent with the 
omnipotence and loving, kindness of the 
Father. I am puzzled ny strange ex
periences. I do not know what they 
mean and cannot guess. I ask myself 
why some people laugh who obght ap
parently to cry, and why others cry 
who'ought to laugh. But when I think 
of the future, with Its broad expanse of 
opportunity, of the spirit with powers 
which can develop indefinitely, of this 
pigmy soul which in some other world 
will grow to be a giant, I am certain 
that what puzzle me now, these curious

DEATH NOT THE END
Ignatius Donnelly, the Author, 

Gives His Views.

writes to the great seer:
In spirit worlds he trod alone,
But walked the earth unmarked, 

unknown;
The near bysta'nder caught no sound— 
Yet they who listened far aloof 
Heard tendings of the skyey roof, 

- And felt beneath the quaking ground;
And his air-sow^, unheeded words 
In the next age are flaming swords.
These lines indicate Emerson’s recog

nition of the new message given to the 
world by the great scholar and seer.

Ignatius Donnelly amused and Inter
ested an audience of several hundred 
people for two hours at Market Hall 
last night with a discussion of the ques
tion, “If a Man Die Will He Live 
Again?” Much of Mr. Donnelly’s lec
ture was devoted to Spiritualism and 
its study and the advancement that had 
been made in it. He said, in part:

“I do not believe that the spirits of 
the dead communicate with the living, 
at least not In a manner that is gen-

■ In spirit worlds he trod alone. .
It was given to him to have the clalr- 

voyanit vision that revealed certain 
actualities in the unseen world in which 
we dwell. As the’telescope shows stars 
unrevealed to the natural eye, >as the 
microscope demonstrates the existence 
of a world otherwise unsuspected, so 
the revelations of the clairvoyant vision 
offer a wealth of new information re
garding the manifestations of life on a 
plane just above that on which we now 
live. ,

On the threshold of the twentieth cen
tury the time has come for faith to be 
informed by knowledge. Nor is faith 
less, but more, when so informed. The 
sublimity of the universe is not less to 
the astronomer than to one Ignorant of 

- sidereal law,, but, instead, is more im- 
presslvo and more vast As we learn 
to know the liws that govern the un
seen world, as we comprehend the close 
and intimate interrelations between the 
physical and the spiritual worlds, we 
are prepared to enter with néw uplift 
of spirit into the divine communion, 
There is a perfect correlation of our 
physical and spiritual forces. There is 
thè most direct, the most Intimate, the 
most unceasing telepathic communica
tion between spirit and spirit, the one 
In the seen, the other in the unseen. 
The present ’life vis vitalized by

erally believed to be employed. It is 
possible that these spirits may live and 
may hold communication with the 
living, but in this connection there is 
much that is false and there are many 
Impostors. There is one thing that I 
do believe, however, and that is that 
when we die that is not the end. We 
may live again and we may not. It is 
all very wonderful. It is something out 
of the bounds of ordinary nature, what, 
I do not know, but it does not follow 
that because we do not and cannot 
understand this thing that it is outside 
God's universe. This is the age when 
we should not doubt and should not 
condemn because we do not and cannot 
understand. Electricity was doubted
once—look at it now.

“It is my opinion we are on the bor
der land of a new world. What the fu
ture may hold in store for us no ohe can 
tell, for nothing is impossibe to God. 
The discoveries of the past two or three 
hundred years have beefi wonderful, 
and I think that the next century will 
see development that will be even more 
wonderful. The public mind should 
advance carefully and should approach 
it all with a reverent spirit, and in so 
doing will help swell that vast fund of 
Information that is to be the capital of 
our posterity.”—St. Paul (Minn.) Globe.

ö
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MIK L. L.
wholesale house In Chicago tfhi.«lflXccoverV ^aB ex< 
clcea-xumBlderablo Interest. He ifad been rbpturei 
27 years: had tried about everything known In trusaei 
and bls condition was precarious at the time bo be* 
gan fislDg the Bice system. In speaking about Ull 
cure he remarked that he was led w try Dr, Bice a 
treatment because It combined certain features that 
from bls experience were just tho points needed to 
restore a ruptured break. And aa it cost but little, 
could be used at home and caused no pain, danger or 
detention from his work, he chanced It, although pre-
Viou8 failures bad made him doubtful, lu three 
months he was completely cured and for the past four 
years hai been strong and hearty and considers him
self permanently cured. He advises all raptured peo
ple to Investigate the Bice incihod. 11 is simple,safe, 
cheap and a sure cure, bend name and address to Dr. 
W. S. Bice, 371 M. Main St., Adams. N. Y..and Ue will 
send nn Illustrated description of ills method free to 
all. And If you know of anyone among your friends 
who.has a rupture send and get a book for him. Your 
kindness will be greatly appreciated and will help to 
lighten the burden of those who aro crippled with 
rupture. ________ _

DR. WORST’S NEW SCIENTIFIC

GflTflRRH INHRLLR
With Medicine for One Year Mailed

IT CURES RUPTURE.

Reports of progress from St. Louis so 
seldom appear m the .Spiritual papers 
that tiie impression is likely to prevail 
that Spiritualism is at n low ebb in this 
metropolis of the Mississippi valley. I 
am glad to say that, on the contrary, 
we are very iniieli alive here and the 
prospects tor the litlure were never 
brighter than now.

There are four societies in active op
eration. The First Association, ably 
ministered- to by Brother Grimshaw; 

the Church of Spiritual Unity, which I 
have the honor to represent; the South 
St. Louis Society, led by Mrs. Price, 
and a new society in the northern part 
of the city, which has no settled speak
er. as yet but depends upon local talent 
All have well attended meetings.

The Fifty-first Anniversary was ap
propriately observed by both the older 
societies, large audiences being in at
tendance all day. . .

The visit of the Campbell Brothers to 
our city created much interest and gave 
general satisfaction to those who were 
privileged to witness the phenomena 
occurring in their presence.

The heated term begins very early in. 
St. Lotfis and experience has shown 
that it is not advisable to have regular 
lectures from April to October, so that 
our Sunday meetings will close on the 
last Sunday In April and be resumed on 
the first Sunday in October. The Self
Culture Club connected with the society 
will continue to meet weekly during the 
summer. • ,

At a regular meeting of the members 
of our church I was requested by a 
unanimous vote to continue as settled 
speaker for the next year, and gladly 
and unhesitatingly accepted the invita
tion. In all my many years of lectur
ing I have never ministered to so 
united, harmonious and truly spiritual 

hi people as those comprising the 
Chureh of Spiritual Unity.

During May I am to labor In Quincy, 
Ill. I am informed that much and ex
cellent material exists there with which 
to form a successful society and I hope

beautiful colors.
On cross-examination Mr. Beach de

nied that he was keeping his mother 
confined at Lakewood so as to make It 
Impossible for Rogers's lawyers to 
serve a subpoena upon her to appear at 
the present trial. Mr. Beach's lawyer 
refused to allow him to accept service 
of a subpoena for her. The witness de
nied that he and his mother were on 
bad terms, but admitted that she had 
refused to recognize him in the court
room at a previous hearing.

"Have you ever attended any se
ances?” was asked of Mr. Bench.

“Yes, I have," he replied.
He then went on to describe how he 

had been at one seance where heads 
floated in the air. “The air was full of 
them,” said Mr. Beach. “When the 
head was asked a question it would nod 
affirmatively or negatively as the me-

been occupied since the Queen left for 
the States-. On the night of ¡the death 
of the Princess Joe Heldlnhri, who went

inconsistencies and seemingly in
justices, must be contributory to the 
education of man and are n necessary 
stepping stone to higher things.

Birt there is something more. When 
Jesus came to this earth did he come 
alone? That is unthinkable. Was there 
no interest in heaven in Hie work he 
wa!s about to achieve, and was he un
accompanied? That would be the 
strangest Incident in the history of the 
two worlds which he was to bring Into 
eloser relations with each other. In
deed, If the record is true, there were 
legions of angels who watched the pro
gress of events with increasing solici
tude. He knew they were there, though 
the blind eyes of his followers could not 
detect their presence, and on more than 
one occasion he leaned on them for 
sympathetic support.

And when he left as a legacy to the 
faithful man the promise that he and 
the Father would "come unto him and 
make our abode with him,” is it sup
posable that no angels would leave the 
heavenly precincts to succor the dis
tressed and lighten our burdens? I 
think not. The host of the departed, 
those whom we have loved but not lost, 
are as close to humanity now as In the 
olden days. All heaven is round about 
us, ministering to our wants, cheering 
us in our discouragement and leading 
us with invisible hands. If only our 
eyes could be opened we should see 
wondrous things. But it is better that 
we should not see too clearly; that we 
walk for a time not by Bight, but by 
faith.

This Easter morn is radiant with the 
sunshine that warms the; soul. Our 
dear ones wait on the other shore. It is 
Easter morning with them also. When 
the hour arrives and we are made free 
we.shall rejoice with exceeding joy. In 
the meantime, patience to bear and 
courage to do.

’ GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

to Washington as the secretary of the 
Queen while' she was- fighting against 
annexation, walked into the yard with 
the intention, of speaking with some 
natives living in the rear. He noticed 
a lamp in the room on the upper floor 
that used to be occupied by the Prin
cess when she was staying in. town for 
a few days. Thinking tills unusual, he 
went closer to the house and, he de
clares, saw a figure standing near the 
lamp, evidently in deep contemplation. 
When it turned he saw distinctly the 
face of the dead Kaiulanl. Then the 
light went out and nothing more was 
to be seen.

The last and perhaps the strangest 
of all the happenings in connection 
with the death of the dead girl, wit
nessed as it was by hundreds of peo
ple, was at the gate to.the graveyard 
in Nuuanu Cemetery at the time when 
the hearse 'bearing the body of the 
Princess entered. The first carriage 
was that of her father, Governor Cleg
horn, accompanied by-Mrs. J. W. Rob
ertson and Mrs. J. H. Boyd, daughters 
by his first wife. The father’s place 
next to the body was undisputed, but 
the two women mentioned had no right 
in that position. The natives were very 
much incensed that they, being devoid

Spooks Need Money.
Mrs. Catherine Cook, of 'Macon, In 

this state, lost a box containing bonds, 
stocks, diamonds and valuable jewelry. 
She went to Attorney E. S. Parks of

The Eemarkable Invention of Dr
Bice Has Revolutionized the 

Treatment of Hernia. ..

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages, of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible,” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years' study 
of the Bible In Its relations to Spirituni. 
ism. As its title denotes, It Is a verb(heavenly forces. ■ Ism. Ab its "title denotes, it is a vert.

The entire world of nature is plnBdc table encyclopedia of infomation on th« 
io thought In the most literal and subject Price ft For sals at thia 
practical sense; man makes his own office. :...

Is a Home Cure, Coste but. Little pud 
Enables the butterei' to Go Atout 

Hie Daily Work Without In
convenience, Pain 

or Danger.

Mr. L. L. Landau, who Ijveeatttb? Shields avenue, 
Chicago, is another example of the wonderful cura
tive effect of tbo well known Rice method of healing 
ruptures. Mr. Landau Is connected with a large

dium desired. Suddenly soqie one 
jumped across the table and grabbed 
ono of the heads and the lights were 
turned on. Then we saw how the 
scheme was worked. The heads were 
simply masks.

“The mask that was grabbed had an
swered to the name of Nancy, the name 
of my mother's mother. I showed the 
mask to my mother and tried to show 
her how she was being humbugged. 
She refused to be convinced, however."

After recess Mr. Beach gave way on 
the stand to James Breen, of Philadel
phia. He testified that he had lived in 
the same house with Rogers and his 
former wife In Philadelphia for several 
months. Mr. Breen said that he knew 
the handwriting of Rogers and wife 
and Identified several "spirit letters,” 
some signed Webster, as having been 
written by Rogers.

The lawyers were in the midst of an 
argument as to the admissibility of 
these letters' as evidence when an ad
journment was taken unHl to-day.— 
New York Tribune, April 11, 1899.

/I____  । , —
SPIRITUALISTS GLAD

to unite and organize it on a permanent 
basis with a settled speaker selected 
from among our many able and devoted 
public workers. Thus only, in my opin
ion, can a systematic and successful 
work be carried on.

The prospects for the coming camp
meeting season of the M. V. 8. A., at 
Clinton, Iowa, are the brightest in its 
sixteen years’ history, the array of tal
ent secured, the lifting of the oppress
ive debt we hud borne so long, the se
eming of reduced rates on the river 
from all points, together with other I 
udvantuges which will be fully set 
forth in the elegant circular soon to be 
issued by our energetic secretary, Mr. 
Kilby, all conspire to make the coming 
camp-meeting a record-breaker.

As no doubt many of your readers 
know, St. Louis is making preparations 
to celebrate the one hundredth anniver
sary of the Louisiana Purchase in 1903, 
by a World’s Fair. From all indica
tions It will eclipse in immensity and 
grandeur all other affairs of the kind 
eve;' held. Recognizing the imiiortance 
of the occasion and opportunity it will 
afford to present Spiritualism to the 
attention of the multitudes from all 
parts of the world, our society has ap
pointed a committee to devise means 
and take steps toward tlie building of a 
spiritual temple that will be a credit to 
the cause and a fitting place to present 
Its truths to the people. Of this we 
shall have more to say later on.

I must express my admiration for the 
enterprise of the editor and manager of 
The Progressive Thinker, and shall or
der a large package of the paper con
taining Col. Ingersoll’s Mr. Savage’s 
and Mrs. Richmond’s contributions.

To All Readers of

The Progressive Thinker,

St. Louis. Mo. W. F. PECK.

That Mrs. Dr. Fitch-Harding Was 
Exposed.

of even a drop of royal blood in their 
veins, should be placed ahead of the 
Queen Dowager’s carriage and that of 
the two Princes, David Kawananakoa 
and Cupid Kalani,anaole. .

All the way to the. cemetery, it Is 
said, the horses acted qucerly, and two 
or three times the driver was forced to 
.call for assistance from people in the 
procession. As the carriage was about 
to enter the cemetery gate the horses 
began to back away and refused ab
solutely to enter. Tbe occupants be
came very much frightened, but re
mained in their places, thinking that 
the horses would soon.be got under con
trol. In this they were mistaken. It 
was not long before a well-known Ha
waiian stepped to the side of the car
riage and suggested that the occupants 
alight and walk to the mausoleum. 
They took heed of the advice and got 
but The horses immediately became 
quiet. Then the carriage of the Queen 
Dowager, Kaplolanl, drove up and went 
intb the cemetery wlthoutmlshap. Mrs. 
Robertson and Mrs. Boyd were forced 
to enter later oh. Thematives say that 
had the two womeno -persisted in re
maining in the carrlageisome terrible 
accident would have hhppnnbd to them. 
They had said previously they would 
never enter the gate ahead of the peo
ple of royal blood. . any who stood 
Around while this thing took place say 
that the head of tlunmlghl'horse was 
held toward the rights hand kahili of 
state on the catafalque,.nnd that the 
head of the off horse--was Hfeld toward 

। the left hand kahili,-indicating, as the 
, natives say, the caute1 of atheir stub-

To the Editor of the State Journal:- 
Your expose of the Mrs. Dr. Fitch- 
Harding so-called materializing teeance 
held at 420 Kansas avenue on Sunday 
evening, the 2nd Inst., deserves the 
thanks of every true Spiritualist Fake 
mediumship more than all other causes 
combined tends to bring reproach upon 
Spiritualism and is an actual personal 
injudy to every true medium. It Is for 
this reason that Spiritualists ought al
ways to be on the lookout for frauds.

The Mrs. Dr. Fitch-Harding referred 
to was exposed throughTheProgressive 
Thinker, one of the leading Spiritualist 
papers of the country last winter, by 
the Spiritualists of Houston, Texas. 
When she came to Topeka a committee 
from the First State Society of Spirit
ualists tested her powers on Thursday 
evening the 30th ult, at 406 Kansas av
enue. As the result of this Investiga
tion the society refused to grant her the 
use of their ball for her so-called mate
rializing seance.

Spiritualists know that spirits do re
turn and communicate with mortals 
and that spirits do materialize, but we 
also know that there are fraudulent 
mediums, and we should always be the 
first to expose trickery as was the case 
with Mrs. Dr. Fitch-Harding. While 
we defend true mediums and Insist

Spiritualist Training School.
I do not see in the Spiritual press as 

frequent mention of the Spiritualist 
Training School, under the efficient 
management of Revs. Moses Hull and 
A. J. Weaver, and located at Maple 
Dell Camp, Mantua Station, Ohio, as its 
merits deserve.

I would like to say to the readers of 
your paper that too much cannot be 
said in its praise, nor too much done to 
aid In its continuance and support.

Attending the session of ’98. I can 
speak from experience of the many 
benefits which may be derived by those 
attending. Ite cultured and experi
enced teachers, the Une of study so nec
essary for every speaker or writer to 
pursue, the psychic class, of itself In
ducement enough for those who desire 
aid in the development of their soul 
powers, the element of Spirituality 
there found in greater perfection than 
in any other camp I have ever visited, 
all combine to make a most desirable 
place in which to pass the summer 
months and grow broad and high.

Under the shade of the immense and 
beautiful maples it is difficult to limit 
aspiration; and association with the 
sweet and harmonious souls who seek 
this lltUe camp for rest or study gives 
one a conception of the true idea of the 
brotherhood of humanity. The coming 
session.will find me again a student at 
the Spiritualist Training School, but in
stead .of going alone, our party will con-

that they are entitled to the same re
spect and consideration as are extended 
to the ministers of other religious or
ganizations, we believe it to be our duty 
to, as far as practical, protect the pub- 
11c in general and Spiritualists in par
ticular from frauds. The true medium 
is the harbinger of good news to hu
manity by demonstrating that life is. 
continuous and that our loved ones 
gone before can and do return and com
municate with iis. But the fake medl-

Decatur. Learning that the lady was a 
Spiritualist Parks also professed in be 
a believer and they consulted the ghosts 
as to the best method of getting the lost 
treasure. In the course of a year Parks 
Jias obtained from the lady over six । 
hundred dollars without ever getting 
the lost box. Now she has had him ar
rested for playing a confidence game, 
but Parks will be able to show clean 
skirts. He acted simply as an attorney, 
nnd was counsel for the spooks. They 
kept the box hidden in order to obtain 
n fee from him. Beautiful faith these 
spooks have.—Free Trader, Ottawa, III., 
April 10. . . ■

It. Li Royse writes: “I have read Art 
Magic. What a wonderful book ft Is! 
It is the John tho Baptist of the New 
Dispensation.” ■■■ •

bornness. ' ।
Of course, to many these "tales seem 

to be the merest nonsense. Not so to 
the native Hawaiiens,' who believe in 
omens, and who see in very many of 

.tile happenings that pass by^the ma
jority of people unnoticed some direc
tion frpm the spirit world. They are 
as a race very superstitious, a fact that 
can be readily proved.'.by a. glance at 
the books written about them in the 
olden times, and yet it is a remarkable 
fact that a great many of their pre
dictions, brought forth by various hap
penings, really do come true, and that 
white people who have lived in the 
islands for many years come to look 
for the same signs as tlfie natives.—San 
Francisco Call. . ’

DR. E. J. WORST. Ashland, O.,
It positively cures Cutanli, Colds. Pains, and Roar

ing In the Head, Bronchitis, Sore Throat. Headache. 
Partial Deafness and all diseases of the Air Passages.

CURED BY 1NHALATIDN.
It is the latest volatile germicide. It penetrates tbo 

air passages of the head, throat and limgs, killing tbo 
*fcerms of disease.

AIR IS THEJ9NLY AGENT,
Fine enough to carry any medical Influence Into the 
amalleir cells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy tbe cause of these dlseaaes. 
OverlOO.WOof these Inhalers now In use. They aro 
tbo only ones made that con bo successfully sent out 
on trial free.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall to any reader, naming 

this paper, one of my new Scientific Catarrh Inhalers 
with medicine for one year, on three days’ trial free.

If ft gives satisfaction, send mo fil.OO. If not, return 
ft In three days. If yon are willing to comply with 
such reasonable terms, address,

DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 26, Ashlaud, O.

slst of at least four.
I sincerely wish that every Spiritual

ist might feel as enthusiastic in regard 
to the school as do (those who have at
tended It; then would It grow and flour
ish, as it so well deserves. Long may 
tbe Training School live to give. Its val
uable aid to those desiring to enter the 
broad field of spiritual work.

S. COMSTOCK ELLIS.

n Large and permanent incomes selling 
our HAIR FOOD. It restoresGRAY 
HAIR TO ORIGINAL COLOR. CURES 

Br DANDRUFF and all diseases of the hair 
k and scalp. Write for testimonials. Nota 
L dye. Mexican Medicine Co. Chicago.

DIGESTIVE PRINCIPLE

The above is the number pf the pres; 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right, hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
yonr subscription. This number af'the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
¡date. Keep watch of the number on' 
the tag of your wrapDer.

urns tend only to cast a. doubtvon true 
mediumship and thus destroy the good 
that it is calculated to do. .

Hoping that this may find a place in 
your valuable paper arid that it will 
contribute something towards enabling 
the public mind to discriminate be
tween the true and the false in Spirit

Journal, April a. | many brief narratives and anecdotes,
---- T„ ' , which render the book more interesting 

‘The Molecular Hypothesis of Na- j- .nQ more easily comprehended. It is 
..------------------------- « T-,----- - especially adapted for use in Children's
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth il. For sale at this office.

"Nature Cure." .ByDr*.-M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. . Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ¥1.50 and S2.

ture." By Prof. Win. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized al one of 
the ablest lecturers oh the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his wlulu ... _______________
iurtures on the Molecular Hypothesis I e commandments Analyzed, By

rqJq fit tills office. -, I .. ■
The First Society of . Rosicrucians, J. «Ancient Xndla: lis Langnnge and 

fl F. Grumblne, lecturer, meets In Religions." By Prof. H. Oloenberg. 
Steinway HaU. (7th floor) Van Buren ‘The subject is of unusual Interest at 
Rtreet irear Michigan avenue, at 10:45 the present time, and.lt Is here trhated 
n m only. The White Rose Auxiliary I in a way to Interest and instruct all 
(Sunday-school) meets at 12 noon "Sun- J leader*. For sale at thia office. Paper, 
day Beats free to all services. . pricejio cents. ...

Everybody knows Pepsin and Pancreatin. They are 
marvellous Imitations of the body’s digestive secre
tions. But who knows what diasta.se means? Yet, of 
all the digestive principle!, diastase Is by fur the most 
important. The duty of diastase In digestión Is to 
care for tbe stanch foods— bread-stuffs, vegetables, 
fruit and cereals. Three-quarters of all Indigestion 
arises from the weakness or lack of diastase In tho 
body; yel ft Is an astonishing fact that heretofore no 
affective diastase has been known. In fact, The Med
ical Times, of New York, refera thus to the dlscovety 
ottbc best diastase: “It remain» for Mr. Joklcbi Ta
kamine. a Japanese chemist, to discover one of re- 
iriarkablc power. In bis product. Taka-diastase, we 
have what the profession has so long desired . . . 
a reliable treatment.” These are extraordinary words 
fora scientific publication to use; but few medical 
discoveries have excited so much interest among phy
sicians or so quickly won an established place among 
recognized treatments. It is. In short, the onlyefii- 
clent treatment of the most common nnd obstinate 
form ofdyspepsla—ibdigestiou of starch foods.

FREE 'TRIAL
Taka-D.astase

is offered to the general public only in the form of ■ 
KaskoU Tablets; In them it is combined with the 
best-known Etomach, bowel and Uvcr tonics, and : 
forma a treatment whose great value any physician ... 
wtll yonchfor. The makers of ‘

Kaskola Tablets
offer to send any reader of thle paper, free, a fifty cent 
box, on condition that 1f benefit is derived from using 
them according to directions, the price shall be sent , 
to tho ‘ .

P. Il, ABBEY CO., Kttlamaxoo, Mich., 
within ten days. U no benefit is found, nochargfi ' 

koEMde. . . • í •

The Commandments are Fifty Years in the Church of Home
By Her. Chas. Cblnlquy. cx-prleW. A remarlablo . 

hoot Pages, 832. Price »2.25.

bible marvel workers,
¿ND THU WONDROUS TOWER ■ 

which -helped or aaado them wstorm might, 
iotta andntterln»plrei words, together yllh «mo.. • 
Personal Traits and Charectorlattca ot tjykJjA AJJS Uoa\ndJe«>a,orNcwlleadtagiot “The^»Hwcli^ 
by Au.rjPvntxx. Price TO owa. «W «Uo M «M
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DUTY TO SELF

[TrMlp Murk.]

Thoughts that May be Stud 
led with Profit.

rtERC, IS OUR 
PREMIUM BOOK,

&

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
Published in 

his cut is 
third of the' 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all, 
but as a pre

price
exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
th’e world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy, book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

GENERAL SURVEY.. I

i
f THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ||
| DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. ' ||

WRITE PLAINLY
We would like to Impress upôn the 

minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype "machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, sboifld be written with Ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
find on only one side of the paper. It 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
la alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of t“® 
Bentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. r

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain- the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

„eral. The program for ’00 is now being 
arranged for, and under the new man
agement, that of Mr. Alfred Kellogg, 
Lake Brady’s future success Is assured. 
Full particulars will be given at a later 
date. Speakers and test mediums hav-
ing open dates will please 
Alfred Kellogg, 024 Scranton 
Cleveland, Ohio.”

J. W. Dennis writes from

At the annual meeting of the First 
Spiritual Association of Vicksburg 
they elected the following officers: 
President C. E. Robinson; vice-presi
dent, Mrs. Sarah Baker; secretary, 
Rev. C. E. Dent; treasurer, G. A. 
Smalley; trustee, R. Baker; pastor, Rev. 
C. E. Dent

L. S. Burdick writes: ‘‘The Spiritual
ists of Southwest Michigan have lived 
to see the fruits of the good seed sown 
for the past thirty years by their 
quarterly and yearly meetings. Within 
the territory usually attracted to our 
Spiritual meetings, there are now many 
local organized societies, as follows: 
Benton Harbor, Fenville, South Haven, 
Breedsville, Riverside, Keeler, Ham
ilton, Lawton, Marcellus and Paw Paw 
Valley. Now they are to have a re
union, a sort of coming home, on Sun
day, June 25, at Lake Cora. Mrs. Adah 
Sheehan Horman, M. D., of Cincinnati, 
will give us lessons on spirit pro
gression, and Mrs. Maggie Waite, of 
Detroit, will furnish us with proof of 
spirit return by messages from our 
friends who have crossed the mystic 
river. A good time and a large attend
ance is expected.”

G. V. Cordingley sends the following: 
“Do not fall to attend the grand Indian 
council and dance given by the workers 
of the Progressive Spiritual Church, 
G. V. Cordingley, pastor, given In 
honor of his control, Chief Red Jacket, 
Thursday evening, May 4, at America 
Auditorium, 77 Thirty-first street, near 
Cottage Grove avenue. A special pro
gram of tests and speech-making will 
he given by different mediums and 
their Indian controls; All mediums are 
cordially invited to take part. Prizes 
will be given for the best Indian cos
tumes. Having had on former occa
sions too large a crowd for the hall we 
have engaged a larger place to accom
modate the people. Admission, 35 
cents. Music by Alf. Jones’ orchestra. 
All who are interested in starting a 
camp-meeting to be held near the bor
ders of Chicago for two weeks or 
longer are requested to be present on 
this occasion and lend a voice. For 
those who cannot come, call or write 
for particulars to me at 3300 Wabash 
avenue.” .

.. J. H. Taylor will soon leave Milan, 
Ohio, for Cleveland, and will be ready 
to fill lecture engagements.

Carl Knoth writes: “Mr.( Will C. 
Hodge, the. well-known lecturer, ad- 

.dressed an appreclative'nudlence of the 
Light of Truth Spiritual Society, on the 
‘Naturalism of Spiritualism? He was 
folwed by Mrs. Krause, who gave some
very fine tests.” I

address 
avenue,

Buffalo,
N. Y.: “Moses and Mattle Hull have 
just been engaged for a second year by 
the First Spiritual Church Society of 
Buffalo, N. Y.”

E. S. Stockwell sends a large list of 
subscribers from Alvin, Texas.

C. Knoth writes: “The Light of Truth 
Spiritual Society gave a sociable at the 
residence of Mrs. Knoth, 259 Burling 
street. A general good time prevailed 
throughout the evening. Dr. Freedman, 
the Australian healer, and Carl Knoth, 
furnished the audience with song and 
instrumental music, after which re
freshments were served and tests given 
by Mrs. Irene Dobson.”

Abbie E. Biddleman writes: “I re
ceived Art’ Magic some time ago; have 
read it through once, and found many 
good things, and some I could not 
understand. I am reading it the sec
ond time. By your efforts to enlighten 
the renders of The Progressive Thinker 
you are casting bread upon the waters 
that will return (an hundred fold) to 
you after (not) many days.”

Francis-Roy writes that few would 
miss $1.20 more than he, but he cannot 
do without The Progressive Thinker. 
When a little boy his parents tried to 
inject the Romish doctrines into his 
brains, but he would not receive them. 
The spirits were his guides. He could 
both see and hear the good spirits.

Virginie Barrett writes: “I wish to 
inform the friends of my new quarters 
in this city. J found a band of noble 
workers in our cause here, of whom I 
shall speak later on. The friends can 
address me until further notlee.at 34 
University street, Montreal, P. Q."

Dr. Castlday writes: “I am verymuch 
pleased with ‘Art Magic,' and firmly be
lieve it will be of great benefit tp Spirit
ualism. I believe that it will open the 
eyes' of many skeptics who read it. 
Considering the fact that it can be had 
so cheaply, no true Spiritualist can af
ford to be without it.”

H. F. Coates writes: “The Christian 
Spiritual Society is gaining in numbers, 
and feel confident that soon the seating 
capacity will not be sufficient Last 
Sunday Dr. Cady dealt with the Life of 
Paul. Other able speakers were pres
ent and addressed the audience in the 
same line of thought Mrs. N. L. Gates, 
on being asked, came forward and gave 
an inspirational poem which was en
thusiastically received. Tests and mes
sages were given by Mrs. Olive Alling
ham and H. F. Coates.”

Dr. Evan F. Smith writes from 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: “Mrs. Mary E. Lease 
gave her lecture, entitled Christ or

Ji. R. Kidd writes from Canton, Ohio: 
“Please permit me a small space In a 
column of your paper in which to 

’ announce the fact that in due season 
Lake Brady will be open for the sum
mer and reception of hotel guests, 
campers, picnics and the public in gen-

Caesar, at the 
of Divine Cor

lYCKof the Fraternity
even-1

t
!-

ing, to an intelligent! refined and crit
ical audience. The subject of the lec-
ture and the manner of its delivery was 
greatly appreciated by all who were 
present and the opinion was general 
that the address'-was one of the most 
scholarly aud eloquent discourses that 
an audience in the Borough of Brook
lyn has had the pleasure of hearing for 
a long time—if indeed it has ever been 
excelled. Many persons expressed a 
desire to hear Mrs. Lease again. The 
moving spirit in securing Mrs. Lease 
to lecture at this time to a Brooklyn 
audience, was Mrs. K. Lowber, of Man
hattan, who met' all obligations out of 
her own purse and' stood responsible 

Tor all expenses incurred; The Rev. F. 
A. Wiggin offered the invocation,'and 
after the lecture was concluded, the 
Rev. Ira, Moore Coiirliss and Miss Mag
gie Gaule gave some very convincing 
spirit communications.” . ;

F. E. Irvine writes: “Mrs. Lizzie D. 
Lyness, of Minneapolis, is filling a short 
engagement for the St, Paul (Minn.) 
Spiritual Alliance, at Odd Fellows’ 
Temple, Wabasha and Fifth streets to 
large and enthusiastic audiences. The 
Alliance closes its meetings for the sea
son on Sunday, April 30. Mrs. H. E. 
Lepper will hold grove meetings every 
Sunday at 2:3d p. m., during; the sum
mer months beginning Sunday, June 4, 
at her home, . 1416 Breda street, on the 
Como Interurban car Une. Get off nt 
Pascal avenue. Air are' cordially in
vited to attend thdse meetings.-” ' ’ .

Mr. Williams writes from Vicksburg, 
Mich.: “The Spiritualists in Vicksburg 
and vicinity are still holding the fort 
The .society gave a grand reception on 
the evening to April 12 to Mis. H W. 
Williams, . who has recently come 
among us from Breedsville, Mich., well 
recommended as a lady of refinement 
and a lecturer. A goodly number Was 
in attendance. Brother R. Baker was-

in e meeting to
order leut-.W ‘eq-
joyed in the line of sweet music, reci
tations and a few short speeches from 
the members, and finally a short ad
dress by Mrs. Williams after which all 
repaired to the dining hall where a 
bounteous supply of eatables was in 
readiness.”

E. 8. Stockwell writes from Alvin, 
Tex.: “Most of those on my list are 
chureh members. What a surprise it 
would be to the ministry here if they 
should find out how many of their 
members are investigating Spiritual
ism on the quiet Why we can’t begin 
to accommodate those that want to join 
our circles, und nearly all good church 
members, too. I am glad to see the 
scales falling from their eyes, to. see 
them assert -their manhood and wo
manhood, and be free.”

Mrs. Arthur Brewer writes from Buf
falo, N. Y.: “In reading The Progress
ive Thicker Over last week, and fully 
realizing your valuable paper stands 
for justice and truth, I was surprised at 
an error, trusting you will explain 
through your columns, regarding the 
Fifty-first Anniversary of Spiritualism 
in the Buffalo Spiritual Society. Mrs. 
Augusta Armstrong delivered the anni
versary address, which was most soul
inspiring. The work lies very close to 
our worthy sister’s heart, and I think 
it a great Injustice to allow an error of 
this nature to pass without notice. Rev. 
Moses Hull favored us in the afternoon 
with'it few remarks, which we air en
joyed, but It was not the anniversary 
address."

Geo. Trost, -secretary, writes from Ta
coma, Wash.: “The Progressive Psychic 
Society of the city of Tacoma cele
brated the anniversary with a social en
tertainment, A very able and instruct
ive address was delivered by Mrs. Lil
lian S. Nagell, State President of Wash
ington, upon the Inception of Modern 
Spiritualism. A grand theme and- .a, 
grand speaker. The address was fol
lowed by a fine musical programme, re
freshments and dancing. This society 
was the first tq charter under the State 
Association and is in a flourishing con
dition. We have rented-a building that 
was formerly a Éaptlst church and 
have large audiences and are rapidly 
Increasing our membership. We have 
five fine mediums, members of the-so
ciety—Mrs. Nagell, Mrs. Olson, Mrs. 
Knowlden, Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Swan
son, and all have freely given their time 
and talents to the cause. We have with 
us for the present as speaker, Mr. Chas. 
J. Anderson, the boy orator; and with 
such an array of talented -speakers and 
test mediums, we could not well help 
prospering both spiritually and mate
rially.” "

C. Walter Lynn writes from Oakland, 
Cal.: “The Oakland Spiritualist Society 
held two very fine meetings in com
memoration of the Fifty-first Anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism. Frater
nal Hall was crowded and the exer
cises, speeches, music and decorations 
were fine. Mrs. Irene Smith of this 
city, as presiding' officer for the meet
ings, was perfect; her remarks timely 
and to the point. Remarks were made 
by Mr. Norton, President of the State 
Society, Prof. Love, Mr. Van Luven, 
Mrs. Robinson, of San Francisco, and 
local mediums. Spiritualism seems to 
be growing ffiore popular day by day 
on the coast. In fact, people cannot 
live herq very long without becoming 
liberal in their views. As one of my 
old orthodox friends said the other day, 
in excusing himself for building a chim
ney on Sunday, ‘I have backslid since 
I came to this country; if seems to be In 
the air.”’ •

S. D. Bowker, of Kansas City, Mo.: 
writes: “lam surprised to see conclu
sions reached kp quickly by men whose 
history wpuld’ suggest more-;, careful 
thinking. I advise -the reading of “An
tigua Mater,” by A. B. Johnson, of Lon
don, before asserting that the "Christ 
question is settled.” Johnson searched 
the two first centuries with the utmost 
care and found not the least evidence 
'that Christ was mentioned in any re
motest way during this period. It Is 
hard for good men to forsake their 
Idols.”

Veritas writes a letter of explanation 
in regard to the arrest of Mrs. Moulton, 
in Wllwaukee, Wls.: “My attention has 
been called to an article In your issue 
of April 22, entitled “Will Make Test 
Case,” regarding the recent trial and 
conviction of Mrs. Tyler Moulton, for 
fortune telling in this city. The article 
contains several misstatements, which 
in justice to all concerned demand cor
rection. I have no personal feeling in 
the matter, but have been requested by 
several Influential members of the 
Unity Society to endeavor to place the 
facts before the public. In the first 
place Mrs. Moulton has never been 
president of the Unity Society, and I 
presume does not wish to sail under 
false colors. She was at one time vice
president, but at the time Jules Wal
lace, alias Bates, was holding public 
and private seances In this city, and 
boasting that he would disrupt and 
close the Unity Society, Mrs. Moulton 
was one of -his most earnest supporters, 
and so continued up to the time that he 
folded his tent like the Arabs, and as Si
lently glided away. Neither Is it true 
that the Unity Society has decided to 
take the case to the higher court. The 
society has not and probably will not 
take any official action in the matter.”

C. T. H. Benton writes: “There will 
be a social and benefit test seance at 
the Spiritualists’ Home, 3310% Rhodes 
avenue, Saturday evening, April 20. 
This benefit Is given for'the purpose of 
securing a larger house for the Home. 
Everything is donated for the supper, 
which is Included with the.test seance, 
for only 25 cents. Tickets can be pro
cured of any member of the Home so
ciety. Special features in mediumship 
will be presented. The Spiritualists’ 
Home has at last become a chartered 
institution. The .management through 
Its committee on benefits, is making á 
strenuous effort to raise funds to en
able the Horne to be placed on a more 
independent basis. For the next thir
ty days the books will be open for char
ter members, and a full report of char
ter will be given through this paper in 
a couple of weeks.” , :

Frank T. Ripley can be engaged for 
week days or evenings, at any city or 
town within 100 miles of Chicago, on 
liberal terms/ He can be engaged for 
the Sundays of May and June. Ad
dress him at 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago, Ill. J .

May W. Fisher writes from Lynn, 
Mass.: “I attended the anniversary in 
Boston, March 31, and witnessed the 
manifestation of the fire .test through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Isa Wilson 
Kayner, of Chicago. I was pleased to 
become acquainted with the lady dur
ing her labors in Lynn. I have found 
her as wonderful in character reading 
and spirit messages, dates of events, in 
past life, etc., as in her other phase. 
Two prophecies made by her have al
ready been fulfilled.” . ;

Dr. E. J. Jacobson, Of -Chicago, was 
publicly licensed' as a medium Sunday 
evening, April TO, by action of the 
Church of the Students of Nature of- 
this city, a society incorporated under 
State law and chartered by the Nation
al Spiritualists’ Association; the cere
mony attending the conferring of-the li
cense being performed by the pastor, 
Mrs. M. Summers, who, taking the re- 
clpient by the hand, delivered a charge.

emphasizing the: aacredness and re
sponsibilities of the office and the fact 
that such an act of the society con
ferred no 4plrli!tal power whatever or 
made hirn^ia better man, but merely 
brought mpre prominently before tihe 
world hls-jmerits as a medium. The 
hall, 1505, Milwaukee avenue, was 
crowded by an appreciative audience.

Dr. H. O.- Andrews writes from Dan
ville, Ill.: “During our four months’ en
gagement here there has been quite an 
interest awakened, and we have, lec
tured to increasing audiences. We are 
to lecture at Georgetown, Ill., on the 
22d Inst.; in this city, the 23d, and at 
Stone Bluff, Ind/J on May 1.”

C. M. add Josie Folsom write from 
Columbus,: Ohio: “The society here Is 
so pleased' with' Mrs. Josie Folsom’s 
work, thejt have engaged her for the 
month of May.3 We can be addressed 
for engagements at 177 South 5th 
street, Columbus, Ohio.” .

The veteran, Giles B. Stebbins, will 
be at the Toledo (Ohio) mass-meeting.

Correspondent, writeri:’ “The First So
ciety of Spiritualists, 77 Thirty-first 
street, held a very interesting meeting, 
April 16,. the pfternoon session being 
devoted to answering questions through 
the mediumship of the pastor, Georgia 
G. Cooley. In the evening her guides 
gave a very interesting lecture upon the 
rights of women, followed with tests by 
Mrs, Hansen Caird, of Boston. Mrs. 
Cooley’s control, Mayflower then gave 
messages to the friends from the loved 
ones. AU recognized. Mrs. Caird will 
be with us next'Bunday,”

W, W. Hawkips writes from Lima, 
Ohio: “The Integral power of a well-or
ganized human battery and its ability 
to vibrate harmonial conditions has 
been thoroughly,, demonstrated in our 
midst by the presence of Mr. aud Mrs. 
G, W. Kates during, two evenings of 
the present week. To say that our La
dles’ Aid—God bless it—is well satis
fied puts it indeed so mildly that its en
thusiasm remains wholly unexpressed; 
but Its members say the best of It Is, 
they will return to us in the fall' to con
tinue their good work so auspiciously 
begun."

W,. H. Strickler writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: "The Chureh of the Good Spir
it of Topeka, Kans., under the auspices 
of the Kansas State Spiritualist Socie
ty, celebrated the Fifty-first Anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism on Bunday, 
March 20, at 722 Kansas Avenue. The 
large audience listened to one of Mr. E. 
E. Cbeesney's remarkable lectures. In 
the evening' Mrs. A. L. Lull, of Law
rence, Kansas, delivered a fine inspira
tional lecture, nnd Mrs. Emma E. Ham
mon, the regular- test medium of the 
Church of the Good Spirit, gave tests 
and readings, Tjiis church Is progress
ing very nicely.’’,,

A Peculiar Experience.
I have just finished Moses Hull's and 

Sar'gls’ erltlclsn)^ of Dr. Peebles’ new 
book, In the laa|j Progressive Thinker, 
and they Interest mefor two reasons, the 
more imp<jrtaj)t being this, viz.: On 
Sabbath afternopn our friend Mrs. 
Klein mape ;ji8p a neighborly call. 
During our copyersation on spiritual 
matters, she f|i!p: “I hajl a strange 
experience j last /light. A spirit came 
to me and, tajlked about Dr, Peebles, 
criticising pin/[and saying repeatedly 
that liis new bqpk settled nothing.

I did no); Wjljly to bear It, as I was 
anxious to learn something about mat
ters of an entirely different nature; but 
there that spirit stood and talked at 
great length oil that one theme and I 
was compelled‘to’ listen. What can it 
mean? I have wondered all day what 
it imports «'and-'why I had'to hear it.”

After repeating to ub a number of 
thlngs th'e spirit «aid; we at'last came 
to the conclusion’’that she faad heard 
what some one .was going to say or 
write. She bad this experience on Sat
urday night, related it to us Sabbath 
afternoon rind to-day (Tuesday) Zllhe 
Progressive Thinker came with the 
above mentioned articles. Of course we 
were much amused and interested, as 
the criticisms are nearly verbatim the 
language of the spirit. I send this that 
your readers may know some of the 
many Interesting things we get through 
our esteemed friend and pastor. The 
greatest objection I have to the 
writings of Drs. Buchanan, Peebles and 
Mr. Coleman is their fondness for the 
application of harsh epithets to those 
who differ from them, and this thought 
always comes 'to me—With great 
scholarship does wisdom always abide?

Van Wert, O. ' ORA C. ROSE.

How many can truly say they have 
done their whole duty to themselves, 
We read that in Pagan couutiies the 
aged and Imbecile are treated with rev
erence. It Ib a lamentable fact that in 
our own country, too many times when 
parents get feeble and helpless they are 
in someone’s way. Let us look at it 
and see if it is not In a great measure 
the fault of the parents. The parents 
may not have had the advantage of 
much schooling in their younger days, 
and with limited means they find it 
necessary to practice economy in order 
to provide a home for their children^ 
They wish their children to have better 
advantages than they had themselves, 
and they work early and late, and give 
themselves no time for social culture; 
and what is the result? At fifty years 
of age they are old-fashioned, not only 
in dress, but in ideas, while their chil
dren are up-to-date in every respect, 
and although they may have a good 
deal of genuine affection for tlielr pa
rents, they would a little rather have 
them keep in the background, than be 
too prominent before their stylish com
pany. '

It is time this order of things was re
versed. The parents should never sink 
their individuality in that of their'chil
dren. It is just as great a sin to de
prive ourselves of just advantages as it 
would be to keep one child in the back
ground and lavish love and money on 
the others. Parents In straightened 
circumstances can keep step with the 
progress of events. Take one hour at 
least every day for cultivation of the 
mind; there are other tilings of less im
portance that can be set one side. A 
pocket dictionary can be bought for 
twenty-five cents, and it is a useful 
book to study, When In the company 
of those who have had better ad
vantages than yourself, pay close atten
tion to their manner of speaking, and 
copy it. As your children advance to 
higher grades of learning, adopt their 
pronunciation of words. Drop slang of 
all kinds. It is to be deplored that many 
times young-children learn slang ex
pressions from their parents. If you 
are poor readers, when you have a few 
leisure moments practice reading aloud 
before some member of the family who 
will kindly assist you with the hard 
words. You will be surprised at the 
progress you can make in one year’s 
time. Don’t allow yourself to grow old 
in mind or drjss. If the mother has 
nothing better than a live-cent print, 
don't make it up in the fashion of 
twenty years ago. It Is a mistaken no
tion for parents to . think anything Is 
good enough for them. We all know 
how new wall-paper and paint bright
ens up the rooms In an old house. So 
a few yards of lace^with q little ribbon, 
and the hair arranged becomingly, 
makes n woman look ten years younger, 
and brings to her an added self-respect.

If any one who reads these Unes has 
got Into that rut, get out of it as quick
ly as possible. If you have property of 
your own, don’t make the mistake of 
dividing it up among your children, 
thinking they will love you the more 
for it. The reverse will be the result. 
Keep pace with or ahead of your chil
dren and they will respect you the more

Letter From Detroit, Mich.
During the past eight years I have 

been the regular "¿peaker for the Spirit
ual Philosophical Society of Detroit, 
Mich.—not Theosophical Society, as 
good Brother MqOTacfcen remarked in 
his letter to your paper.-

Our success has exceeded all our an
ticipations. Last Sunday evening I 
lectured for the Fraternal Organ
izations of the city, which was so well 
received that I- have been invited to 
speak for them again in the near fu
ture. , .

About three years ago I was called 
upon to- attend a dahce at Windsor, 
Canada. About fifty people were pres
ent, all comparative strangers to me. I 
think there were ‘five people in attend
ance with whom I was slightly ac
quainted. As I became, clairvoyant and 
clairaudient I saw many strange sights. 
As I approached a gentleman I saw an 
old man who appeared In spirit and 
said to me: "We have left a couple of 
thousand dollar^ to this gentleman. 
There will be a lawsuit in connection 
with it, 'but he will win the case.”' He 
advised him not to go by rail to attend 
to this business,'saying,'‘fityou do, you 
will be suddenly killed in a terrible 
wreck.” , . .

Passing to the’! farther end of the 
room, I saw a terrible explosion and the 
escape of steam, rand heard the groans 
of the injured,. .The spirit begged this 
man not to go where there was danger 
or among machinery; but he did not 
heed the warning, and was killed by 
the explosion pfaiboilcr. :

Both of' these men were entire 
strangers to me; never having seen, 
them before, and1- both happened to1 be 
the sons-in'la^.'w Mr; Lambert, at 
'whose home we gave the seance.

I am not Whsldbred a sensationalist 
in any sense <5f tHe word In my public 
test work. I describe what is appro
priate for ducfli occasions, but in my 
private slttihgS Itim told by my friends 
that many ha,ve; Received advice and 
counsel worth.a great, deal to them.

The Ascher; trial is now in progress 
here. How it will terminate I do not 
know«, as I;dp. not Interest myself in 
such cases, where men pretend to 
mediumistlc attainments and then 
acknowledge they are fakes and hum
bugs. For one, I go right along, attend 
to my own private affairs, use my gifts 
of mediumship, do what good I can 
with it, and leave the results—believing 
tha't what I sow I shall reap.

. ■ 1 NELLIE S. BAADE. "
Detroit, Mich. -

, ?The Priest, tlieiWoman. and the Con- 
lessional.” This boot, ( by the well 
known Father Obiniqtty, reveals the de
grading, impure . Influences and results 
of tho Romish confessional, as proved 
by tue sad experience of-many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail fL For sale at 
this office. t ~ -

, &

for It.
Watertown, N. Y.

MARY A. INGALLS.

LEARNING TO WALK ALONE.

With curls in the sunny air tossing, 
. With light In the merry blue eyes, 
With laughter so clearly outringing,'

A laugh of delight and surprise; '
All friendly assistance disdaining, - 

And trusting fio strength but its own,
The past tears and trials forgotten, 

The btfby 1s “going alone!”
What woeful mishaps have preceded 

This day of rejoicing and pride!
How often the help that he needed 

Has carelessly gone from his side!
He has fallen while reaching for sun-I’

beams, 
Which just as he grasped them have 

flown,
And the tears of vexation have fol

lowed,
But now. he Is “going alone.”

And all through his life he will study 
This lesson again afid again; - 

He will carelessly lean upon shadows, 
He will fall and weep over the pain.

The hand whose fond clasp was the 
surest

Will coldly, withdraw from his own, 
The sunniest eyes will be clouded, 

Md he vtdll be walking alone!
He wlIL learn what a stern world we 

live in, .
And he may grow cold like the rest; 

And just keep a warm, sunny welcome 
For those who seem truest and. best;

Yet chastened and taught by past sor
- row,

And stronger and manlier grown, 
Not trusting his all In their keeping, 

He learns to walk bravely alone!
And yet not alone, for our Father 

The faltering footsteps will guide 
Through all the dark mazes of earth

life,
’ And “over the river’s” deep tide, 

Oh, here is a Helper unfailing, 
A .strength we can perfectly trust, 

When all human aid unavailing, 
“The dust shall return unto dust” 

—Boston Transcript.

THE TONE OF VOICE.

It Is not so much what you say, 
As the manner in which you say It;

It is not so much the language you use, 
As the tones in which you convey it

“Come here?’I-sharply said, .
; And the baby cowered and wept;
“Come here,’’ I cooed; and he looked 

. and smiled ’ __ '
; And straight to my lap he crept.

The words may be mild and fair,-
And the-tones may.pierce like a dart; 

The -words may be soft as the summer 
■ . air, - . ■ ■■ ■ '' ■ ■..

And the tones may break the heart
Whether you know it or not , 

Whether you mean or care; ■ ■ ...
Gentleness, kindness, love and hate, - 

Envy and anger are there.
Then would you quarrel avoid, 

And in peace and love rejoice, • '
Keep anger not only out of your words, 

But keep it out of your, voice.
.. . ' ' . - —Ex.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with, this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases Of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth $1. ' :

"From .Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives-an account of her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is. well adapted to place'In 
the bands of Christian penpie. Price 
15 cento, _

r

I AM A PHYSICIAN i
And “5 DROPS” Has Cured : 

HUNDREDS OF MY PATIENTS

J

The above statonijont has Just been received from Dr. O. A. Jackson the 
well-known Physician and Burgeon of Kearney, Neb. His letter, with others,, 
iaprinted below:

Kearney, Nob.,March 20,1899.
ilourblri—lam aJ'liyutclan and graduate ot tho University ot Sweden, and have been In active prac

tice tor nloi'O than BO ycuiv, but I must ooufoss that no remedy baa so astonished me Iu Ila cures ns your “& 
DltOl'B." I have rpemumonded it to Uuudroda ot my patients who have boon uttlloted with Kheuma- 
tlsin and they infuim mo that they are cured. Kindly send mo the "5 DROPS" as directed.

. Very truly yours, C. A. Jacksox, M. D.
’ Oxford, Chenango Co.,N. Y., March 20,1899.

Dear Sir:—I thought I would write a statement ot my case and liuw I was when I commenced using: 
yourwoudoriul "0 DROPS." I hndilhoumutlsmoubadlhudtoglvo up. My little girl bud to comb my hair 
as I could uot move my arms. I could not turu oyer In bod without my wlto’o help. Then I got tbo La Grippe 
and gave up hope or over getting well. All the doctors I had did uot do me any good. Since I began taking 
your “5 DROPS" I have boon getting bettor every day^nd though I could not work lor tour months I cun 
xiow do iny chores und tend to my stock without any help. "5 DROPS” Is tbo best medicine I ever 
used or hoard or, and X am thankful for what it has douo /or me. Yours very truly,

.. _ i__  _ _ . . CUAB. D. KUNVOg.
Mr. S. H. Preston,or Cuba. III., writes us March 16th, 1899. •

Gentlemen: This Is to certify that I have worked at blacksmlthlngror rorty years. Am now sixty- 
four years or ago. Thought I woe post work, being all broken down with Kidnoy Trouble, Neuralgia. 
Huy Fever und Asthma. Sullered Intensely with pain almost constantly throughout my whole body. 
Took Lu Grippe which laid mo up badly. I tried almost all kinds ot remedies, but gradually grew worso ...
until I tried "5 DROPS." Used yonr Inhaler also. In three weeks’ time I must say after using “5 
DROPS” I feel like u new man. Palu all gone, appetite Improved wonderfully. I can sleep all right 
aud am gaining strength right along. Am now working every day la my shop. Success to your groat pain 
remedy,“5DROPS." ..or

It you have uot sufnclout confidence after reading theeo letters to send for a largo bottle, send 10 cents 
for a eamplo bottle, which contains sufficient medicine to convince you of its merits. This wonderful eura- ' 
tlvo gives almost Instant relief and Is a permanent euro for Ilheumutlam, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Dys
pepsia, Baokache, Asthma, Hay Fever, Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Nervousness. Nervoua 
und Neuralgic Headaches, Heart Weakness. Toothache, Earache, Croup, “La Grippe.” : 
Malaria, Creeping Numbness, Bronchitis and kindred diseases. ’

“FIVE DROPS" la tho name aud dose. Largo bottle <800 doses), »1.00. Bix bottles 85,00. 86 cent 
sample bottle, prepaid by mall, 10 cents. Bold only by ua aud our agents. Agents npuolnted in 
new territory. u».

SWANSON BHEUMATIO CURE CO., 187 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

HEAVEN IS WHERE AND WHERE 
THE HELL?

Heaven is where? Answers A.: “’Tls 
a place

Afar, amid all the realms of space;
Around it, unnumbered, the worlds all 

revolve
By laws problematic, no being can 

solve,
Save the God of all Gods—Jehovah, 

alone, f
Who sits there eternally on his great 

throne,
To contemplate ever in high exultation, 
The scheme of all schemes—the plan of 
. salvation;
The which he conceived as the ‘only 

just way’;
(But especially to greet the coming 

of A.)
This heaven, a distance, we little- can 

know,
For into its portals no mortal can go.
This City of Mansions, with 'streets 

paved with gold.’
Is verily a place that none can behold, 
Excepting the ‘few’ of the whole hu

man race,
Whose surroundings are such as to give 

them the grace,
To rtfii safe life’s gauntlets of devils 

and sin,
And get, by the 'straight and narrow

way’ In.
But when they are there—the 

and the blest—
Their happiness drowns all 

thoughts of the rest.

saved

their

This fair land of bliss is ever so ringing 
With shouting ills praises, and praying, 

and singing,
And shaking of hands with i^ie Savior, 

and kissing,
That none ever think of the loved that 

are missing.”
Heaven Is where? Answers B.: “If a 

pluee,
It takes in all the realms and covers all 

space; .
As out of the God all things doth 

evolve,
So into Him, likewise, they all must re

solve.
No limits conceivable can Jehovah In

thrall,
For he Is the God! The All-and-ln-AU! 
If God’s omni-presence means every

where, .
Then, where the Lord is, so Heaven Is 

there;
And thus It is seen, there isn’t a spot 
In space’s expanse, where Heaven is 

not. •
The gates of thè Kingdom e’er “stand

ing ajar,”
May nearer be reached than ascending 

afar,
By methods of going that never were 

told,
Through depths of vast darkness and 

. Infinite cold.
That Kingdom of Heaven—that far dis

tant land—
Is not the near Kingdom that “now is 

at hand,”
This Kingdom of Heaven, the nearer- 

by goal,
Is open to mortals—a state of the soul. 
’Tls left for us only, If Heaven we’d 

win, »
To live "our lives fitly, and let Heaven 

in.
When man to himself and his fellows 

doeth right,
The God that is In him is pleased at the 

éight;
And the smiles of this God are better 

than creeds,
To give to a soul, the Heaven it needs. 
Then give us a Heaven while still here 

below,
That we may take with us to whither 

we go.”
But where Is the Hell? Here both could 

agree.
’Twas nothing to touch, or to hear, or 

to see;
Nor was It the place of brimstonish 

smell, ,
As once it was preached—the old-fash

ioned Hell;
A personal devil would occupy space, 
And that would Jehovah, just so far 

. displace;
If God thus permitted, his supremacy 

would fall, •
As a limited God would be no God at 

all;
Then taking the jealousy of God at his 

word,
’Twas not at all probable He’s ever con

ferred
On Satan, the traitor, the chief .of the 

clan, • ■ " ♦
The right to beguile and punish frail 

man. ,
'Twould be inconsistent with goodness 

and power, .
To allow such a being the rule of an 

'hour; ...
’Twould be Inconsistent with tyisdom 

and love, :
To allow such a devil one soul from 

above. ■ '
What father would dig a deep pit at hie 

door, .
Well knowing the weakness of his chil- 
' ' dren before,
And place at Its brink the allurements 
- of sin,. ... , '
And a dragon at its bottom to pull 

>■ them in;«
And whèn; they were into the flames 

below, < -
Answer their pleading with: “I told 

you só?” .
What father would punish with endless 

duration, ' . ,
Since not In the least could it work 

reformation? .: .
The Hell that is needed,is only to burn 

’Till purification is reached lb its turn; 
So casting about they found one as dire 
As Satan's famed lake of sulphurous 

fire.
And thus they proclaimed it—arid all 

will endorse . - V
Beflttlngly named it—and called it Re

morse. • ‘
DR. J. W. GREENE, 

Chillicothe, Mo. • ■
“Thomas Paine: Was He Justus?” 

An interesting pamphlet by }Vm. II. 
Burr. Price 15 cento. For sale at this 
office. . ■

PUBLICATIONS
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HUDSON TUTTLE.
-------- o------ -

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

---------- o----------

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF '
PSYCHIC SCIENCE, ’

This work eisays to utilize aud explain tbo vast ar
ray of facts In Its field of research by referring then) / 
to a common cauae. and from them arise to the laws J 
and conditions of Man’s spiritual being. Third edi- C 
tlon. Price, 75 ccuts. /
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI- '

ENCE,
Not servile trust to the Goda, unt knowledge of tba / 

laws of the world, belief in the divinity of man and 
bis eternal progress toward perfection is the found»- 
Liou of this book. Price, ll. :

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
Id this story the scenes are laid on earth, and In tho 

iplrft-wurld presenting tho spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beluga. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered, Price SQcenis.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated Eqgllsb edition. “The Cosmogony of Spir
itualism.’’ Price, 11,, r
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD,
English edition. Price, 11.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN,
Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presenLallou of this luterestlug sub
ject. English coition. Price, 91.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, aud has been 

pronounced equal In Its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism co “Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Price, 23 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological atory of evangelization 

and free thought. It 1b to ProtcstantlBin what 'Tbo 
Secrets of the Convent” ifi to Catholicism. Price, M 
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
Dow to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de

velop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; 100 for «1.23.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains tbff 

pest poems of the author, and some of the most popu
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. Th® 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. ¿25 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, ll.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, tbo lycoum and societies. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual aud spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the ahi of wttLha 
progressive lyccum, a spiritual or liberal aucletv may 
be organized and conducted without other asblstauce- 
Price, 50 cents; by the dozen, 40 ceute, Express 
charges unpaid.
ANCELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with _plau of tbo Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contoaia. By Emma ICood Tuttle; 
Price, S5 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio,

THE FSYCHOGRflPH '
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thia Instrument is substantially the same as that- 

employed by Prof. Hare In bls early lavestlgatl.na. 
In lu improved form It baa been before the public fur 
more than seven years, and In the bands of tboueands 
of persona has proved IM superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which have been- 
brought out in imitation, both in regard to certainty^ ■■ 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tho Psychograph is an invaluable assistant. A. 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were 3W aware ot 
their mediumistlc gift, have, after & few killings, 
been able to receive delightful nieseages a volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it know more than '-uem' 
aelves. and became convert« to Spiritualism. «

Cape. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y.. writes: “1 had 
Communications (by the Psychograpb) f»wn many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose'grave« 
stones are moss-grown in tho old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to mo that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and tho communications have . 
Sven my heart tbo greatest comfort in the severest

ss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother."
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls . 

Dame familiar to those interested in psychic matters, •• . 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph. it Is very simple In principle and construe- - 
twn, and I am sure must uofar more sensitive tospir* 
itual power than tho one now In use. I believe It win 
generally supersede the latter when its superior ■ 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid fr^tn 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Addresst ...

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
 Berlin Heights, < llio.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOK&
WHY SHE BECAME A 8PTRITVALI8T.

284 page». Ono copy, 41; six copies, ox

FBOM EIGHT TO MORSj 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Chunk, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cental ton coptea, 81. .

XHEB1HDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
909 pages. Ono copy, bound tn olotn. U| pspn fl 

Cfi&tBa ’ ‘ '
' ' • - I y .

Bor Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Stwet.

A VALUABLE WORK?“
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing tbo Origin of tbo Jews, tie RIm uedDerek 
onmont ot Zoroastrianism and the DeBnulea ot 
Christianity! towhtohts added! Wbeaoo Onr
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THE HONORED “SHOE OF GftSSHDHGH.-
Life Sketch of the Hon. A. B. Richmond, Meadville, Pa- 

By Hudson Tuttle.

INGERSOLLS LECTURE
• (Continued from page 8.)

But, they soy, “If you give up. these 
superstitious, what have you lefif” 
Let me give you to-night the declaration

The subject of this sketch, Hon. A. B. ■ 
Richmond, is an American of Ameri
cans, fo» he is a direct descendant of 
Jolin, “the Puritan,” who came over in 
■tho Mayflower. His grandfather, Will- 
ftm Richmond, was a soldier of lionor- 
¡»lie mention in tlie Revolutionary war. 
Ills lather, Lawton Richmond was a 
piiysklan and surgeon lu the war of 
1812. ^fter the war, Dr. Lawton Rich
mond ilettled in Indiana, where lie re
sided »fitil 1834, when he removed to 
Pennsylvania, continuing the practice 

: of medicliio until bis death iu 1843. lie 
. was also a local Methodist preacher. 
I 1’lie son, A. B., was born in Indiana, 

:Apr|l .26, 1B25. He came with his pa
rents to Pennsylvania and attended the 
Allegheny College and afterwards grad
uated iu medicine. He was a close and 
ambitious student, and became profici
ent in chemistry, especially in analysis, 
and as an expert toxicologist he was 
sought after. During his three years’ 
practice at Meadville, Pa., he studied 
law, and at the end of that time was 
admitted to the bar in 1848. He soon 

; became noted for his ability to grasp 
i the most difficult legal pfoblems, and 
■ fampus as a criminal lawyer. He bos 

been employed in over 4,000 criminal 
i. cases, one hundred and six being homl- 

tides; also In many hundred civil cases 
—particularly in disputed patent cases. 
If convinced that the accused was in* 
noceut or that lie was the victim of in
temperate habits, Mr. Richmond ex
hausted every resource in defense. 
Some of his methods were much like 
those of Abraham Lincoln, and are 

i most amusing stories as he relates 
I them. The poor and defenseless never 

asked his aid in vain, and the ease of 
< tlie tramp received as careful attep- 

tion as that of the millionaire.
\ He is many-sided, and not content 

; With the exactions of his profession, 
! studied natural philosophy and me- 

t'hanlcs with the eagerness of a school 
boy. Ills- technical ability gave color 
to the saying that he could construct 
Anything from a microscope to a steam 

i engine. He was in 1853 appointed as- 
slstnnt director of machinery at the 
Crystal Palace, and was State Com- 
ffilsslouer at the World's Fair. He de
lighted to instruct, and publicly gave 
lectures on chemistry, philosophy, phys
iology and other scientific subjects, al

' .ways attracting large audiences.
His aim always in whatever he un

dertook was supreme excellence, aud 
to gain tills he shrank from no burden 
Imposed by study and research. He 
Wils iudefa’tlgable In his efforts to gain 
Information, aud to this patience of ef
fort ho added the keenestu'eceptivlty to 
drink In and assimilate thought wher- 
¿ver found. He became an eminent 
lawyer, and vastly more than a lawyer. 
Ho understood mechanics, medicine, 
physics, philosophy, aud his mind was 
.broadened by reading everything that 
came to his hands. .

’ 1 ..Hie parents were rigid Methodists of 
: the Puritan type, and he was educated 

.. ' niter the strictest sect of the Pharisees. 
- In early manhood he became a mem

ber of that church, but his scientific 
. studies changed him to a materialist, 

and unbeliever, and he was made to 
. !■ feel the shaft of bigotry, and hate of 
• I >(hose he had left. Not until his over

i shadowing strength defied this opposl- 
’ tjou did It cease to decry him.

on its surface were full of human sor
row, disease and woe. Yes, although 
the tests of science had failed to detect 
them, these terrible ingredients were all 
there, aud not even the contents of the 
witches’ cauldron iu Macbeth afforded 
a more horrible compound than pale 
Hecate had here distilled in her hellish 
brew, from the fruits of the earth.” 
After this great work had been enthus
iastically received he set his hands to 
tlie witting of a temperance novel en
titled, “A Hawk in an Eagle’s Nest,” 
which received flattering notices from 
the press. .

AH this is prefatory , to the work by 
which he is best known to Spiritual
ists. They have heard of the investiga
tions of the great lawyer, and how lie 
became convinced of the genuineness of 
the phenomena. '

The weight of his evidence depends 
on his character, fils ability and scien
tific culture.

If it be claimed that scientists with 
minds acutely trained by observation 
are the only qualified investigators faf 
psychic phenomena, then the Spirltual- 
ist.could point with confidence to A. B. 
Richmond as one who answers to the 
requirements. Like Robert Hare, Prof. 
Mapes, Prof. James, Dr. Hodgson, 
Profs. Crookes, Varley and Wallace, he 
was prepared by previous culture.

In this light, nothing can be added to 
make him a more valuable witness. 
His whole light has been spent in the 
discrimination of evidence; in detecting 
the false from the true, and the analy
sis of the subtile motives which actuate 
men. His training had been the best 
possible for the task of Investigating 
spiritual manifestations, to compre
hend their scientific relations, if they 
were genuine or to detect the frauds, If 
spurious. Thus armed and equipped, 
he was impelled to visit the camp at 
Cassadaga Lake in 1887. Of bis eondl- 
dltlon of mind at that time, It^was 
rather antagonistic to the belief in 
spirit existence. He was not sure there 
was a “vasty deep” or any spirits to 
come when called. He had for amuse
ment studied jugglery and became pro
ficient iu the art. He was versed in tlie 
tricks by which the senses are de
ceived, and having carefully read the 
report of the Seybert Commission, theu 
just published, lie felt confident that no 
pretended ghost could deceive him, and 
was inclined to smile at the weakness 
of those who had faith in the manifes
tations. He visited various mediums, 
became more and more interested, as 
his explanation by fraud began to be 
shaken. Day by day the evidences 
multiplied until his doubts gave way 
and he became a believer in the new 
science of life here and hereafter. Tlie 
record of his investigations would of It
self make a volume. The results are 
condensed In Mr. Richmond’s “Review 
of the Seybert Commission,” which he 
Immediately set himself to prepare. 
That commission had in a perfunctory 
way set itself to Investigate, thut it

of a creed. ’
Wo have no falsehoods to defend;

We want the facts.
Our force, our thoughts, we do not

He says in explanation:
“I-had formerly been a member of 

flte Methodist church, but my .scientific 
studies liad led me unwillingly Into the 

' gloomy agnosticism of infidelity. 1 had 
I jievej.' exaJhined either the philosophy 
i Or phenomena of Spiritualism, and like 
! tt$6 Seybert Commissioners, my wis

dom was btffeed upon my ignorance. I 
' did not even know that John Wesley, 

the founder of Methodism was a Spirit
ualist; that his mother was a medium, 
ip whose presence often occurred many 
pt the Spiritualist phenomena as manl- 
tested to-day—a fact which history 
clearly proves.”

One feature in his character and one 
grept work of his life deserves more 
than passing mention. This is his stand 
taken on the temperance question, and 

; that In the early day when it meant 
quite other than fame and praise of
»en. . • , _____

1 As a criminal lawyer, he was brought 
- i In contact with the most daring crim

- | Inals, and became cognizant of the 
1 cafises and motives which actuated

’ | .them to their unlawful deeds. He says, 
■ I from this Intimate acquaintance, “For

■■’■•■■ years I have become convinced that 
nearly all the crime committed in the 

-...^country Is .caused by intemperance,
• that it cost more to punish these who 

' '¡¡atfe been made criminals by its influ- 
•' ence, than it does to support our com
, tmon. schools, or sustain the religious 

teachers and churches of our land.
- He also clearly saw that the govern
’ Sent had no right to legalize the sale 

1 ’ Of the beverages which wrought this
¿rime, and opposed the granting of 11- 
¿ense to any one to engage lu the busi- 

■ ness He wove his conclusions into 
‘ Narratives of the lives and crimes of 

■-:■■■■■ important cases he had defended, and 
gave them as lectures on the temper-

< nnce question. These were so well re
V telved that he bethought that a book

: ¿f such experiences would prove an ad
' mirable teacher, and he set to work in 

' its compilation, amidst the arduous la
bors of his profession. The result was 

" ' a, large volume, published under the
- ■ itjtle of ‘“Intemperance and Crime;
■ Leaves from the Diary of an Old Law-
U yer.” Several editions were sold, and

then by accident tlie plates were de
' ■ stroyed. It is now much sought after.

■ ’ rind as one of the most cogent, and
»verwhelming arguments ever pub
lished In the temperance cause. It 

L ¿tight to bo republished in cheap form, 
and scattered broadcast over the land.

■ The stories from his personal observa- 
7 ‘ • tion; criminal’ cases in which be pleaded 
. before the bar for the wretched victims 
i of intemperance are fascinating in the 

■ simplicity with which-they are told, 
-■ iind carrv conviction with them. They 

■ would form each and every one the 
most powerful temperance tracts, if 
taken from their context and published 

■;. Separately. No didactic writing, or ser- 
•. ihonizlng would compare with them in 

' the influence of their profound hurnan- 
Jtv, sympathetic charity and reality.,

Mr. Richmond is eloquent, and at 
times his flights are surpassing gems of 
beautv. In his laboratory he sat look
ing at a glass of liquor, a portion of 
which he bad analyzed for poison, sup
posed to have been placed therein. His 
trusted re-agents gave no indication 
tion of any poisonous substance, and 
it was as the manufacturer stated on 
the label pure liquor. In his own words:

“I looked for a few moments, and 
noon saw its color change, and on tlie 
bottom the red drops of murder were 
gathering there; I looked again and 
from its liquid depths the ghastly face 
Bf suicide looked at me, with the glazed 
Bye and livid features of the dead. 
iigain I looked, and pale, haggard 

/Ant, famine and wretchedness were 
Ipatlng like motes in the sunbeam In 
te spfirkling’contents. And there I 

saw the mother’s grief, the wife’s 
atony and the tears of the drunkard's 
¿hlldren: I saw the rallied hopes of a 
Bricked life and the records of sin and

might retain the beneficent bequest of 
Mr. Seybert, with prejudice and hypo
critical pretense. It had made an huge 
joke of the subject, despite the great 
consequences Involved. To the Spirit
ualist their report was a base and in
sulting falsehood, full of misstate
ments, of garbled facts and the pre
tense of science; but to the outside 
world, tho high sounding names of the 
members had influence, and the effect 
was exceedingly damaging.

Mr. Richmond cqme to the breach 
armed with facts of his own observa
tion, extensive reading of the works of 
Wallaee, Grookes, Sargent, Hare and 
others, and a lawyer’s skill In present
ing ills own case and probing the vul
nerable points of his adversary, in his 
two books, “Review of the Seybert 
Commission,” and “What I sirw'nt Cas
sadaga,” plainly showed not only its 
want of the true scientific methods in 
its investigations, but its arrant hypoc
risy and dishonesty.

The commission wns appointed to en
act a farce in order to fulfill the condi
tions of the will of Henry Seybert and 
thus grasp the $50,000 for the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania. By methods as 
far from the intention of the generous 
giver, as truth is from error, the Uni
versity gained the money and the chair 
of “Moral and Intellectual Philoso
phy,” the professor chosen to which 
should devote his attention to “a thor
ough and impartial investigation of all 
systems of morals, religion and philos
ophy which assume to represent the 
truth, and particularly of Modern Spir
itualism.” [Quoted from the will.]

In his last publication, “The Henry
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MBS. RICHMONDS LECTURE.
(CputinuedfflOiiwß’3.)

spend
In vain attacks; 

And we will never meanly try . 
To save some fair aud pleasant lie.
The simple truth is what we ask—

Not the ideal. -
We have set ourselves the noble task-

To find the real. . -
If all there is is naught but dross, 
We wish to know and bear our loss.
We will not willingly be fooled

And by fables nursed;
Our hearts by earnest thoughts are 

schooled . '
To bear the worst, ■ 

And we can stand erect and dare 
All things, all facts that really are.
We have ne God to serve or fear, 

’ No bell to shun, ' ’ . .
No devil with malicious leer. 
' " When life is done ' .... .

An endless sleep may close our eyes, 
A sleep with neither dreaqjs nor sighs.
We have no master on the laud,,

No king in air; ■ ' ' ■
Without a manacle we stand,

Without a prayer;
Without a fear of coming night, 
We seek the truth, we love the right
We do not bow before a guess

Of age unknown; . .
A senseless farce we do not bless

In solemn tone.
When evil comes we do not curse, 
Or thank because it is no worse. . 
Our life Is joyous, jocund, free;

Not one a slave
Who bends in fear the trembling knee 

And seeks to save
A coward soul from evil's pain; 
Not one will cringe or crawl for gain. 
The jeweled cup of love we drain, .

And friendship’s wine
Now softly flows in every vein 

Willi warmth divine. 
And so we love, hope and dream 
That in death's sky there is a gleam.
We walk according to our light,

Pursue the path
That leads to honor’s stainless height,^ 

Careless of wtath
Or curse of God, or priestly spite, 
Knowing, and knowing do the right
We love out fellow-men, our kind;

Wife, child and friend;
To phantoms we are deaf and blind, 

But we extend
The helping hand to the distressed 
And by loving others we are blest.
Love’s sacred flame within the heart,

And friendship's glow, 
While all the miracles of art 

From wealth bestow 
Upon the thrilled and joyous brain 
A present paradise and banish pain. 
We love no phantoms of the skies, 

But living flesh
With passion’s soft, and soulful eyes, 

Lips warm and fresh, .
And cheeks with health’s red flag un-

furled, . ■
The breathing angels of this world.
The hands that help are better far 

Than lips that pray;
Love is ever the gleaming star

That leads the way,
That shines not on vague realms 

bliss - .
But on the paradise in this. >•
We do not pray or weep or wall;

We have no dread,'
No fear to pass beyqnd the veil 

That hides the dead;

Neither is yours. Wietti you know 
about a thing and lutte perception of It I 
then you can use yotil’ reason as to 
what you will do wUh lt.X I
J had shut the doom of my mind, not 1 

ivllltully, but becttuga.I thought there 
was nothing to knowiion the subject of 
a future life. Yet once ow twice when 
the Spiritualists worn kind; when we I 
spoke aud wrote together on subjects 
pertaining to humait.' well-being, they I 
spoke to me about Hila ' rdalm, aud I 
thought; these people,XMlf as though 
they know what they:a.re saying. Some I 
liad offered to take iqe.,where I would I 
meet and know those on (¿bis side of 
existence, who having felt as I felt iu 
human life, became ofàrê of this inter
communion of this spirit state before I 
they left the human fçrni. No, I had to I 
wait until this great (change came to 
me, and I have io colile here and ac
knowledge in all tbis tjiat I was wrong. I 
But I was right in bné thing:

Down deep in my spirit—I can call it I 
'spirit now since that E all there is of 
me—down deep lu my'splrlt I did be- I 
lieve that if there was U future life, it I 
would be a. life as natural to the spirit 
as_the earth Jife to thé body; that we 
would spring to it as’buoyantly and 
gladly as the bird springs into the air 
that is its native element; that we 
would find it congenial and not be 
afraid; that our associations and com
panionship in spirit 1 |fe would be ac
cording to our needs i!nd not according 
to any restricted dogjna or creed, I’ 
have found it so. ■<>

More fair than all ‘filé’ fair ideal pa- I 
villous of earth and sky Is that realm I 
which stretches out to aspiring minds. I 
More beautiful the eotaipanionship be- I 
cause no shadows còme "between us I 
here; we understand dne’another. It is I 
because of the lack understanding 
one another that thes& 'great shadows k 
crowd in between us fii'humifn states. I 
•My friends, if we are iidt fraternal one 
with the other tiie earthly shadow is 
deep. .

Greater than all dreams of human 
happiness, than all dreams for the wel
fare of mankind is the.'thought of Im- 
pelting others in the direction of free
dom; freedom-frorii tlie bigotry of out- I 
ward Inumili arrogance,', freedom from I 
the bigotry óf material bondage. 
Friends, let our reason lie set free. Let I 
it Include all the knowledge of the I 
earth and sky. Then with those who I 
at this day and hour' fire visiting upon 
the-world the great'blessing of this! 
message, with whom I’have sometimes I 
stood side by side in; this battle for I 
truth, we, too, can clasp hands in lib- I 
eralizlng the liberal forces of the world, I 
and set free the laws- of intelligence 
and the spirits of mey, from the bond
age of death! ; '

As a fitting sequel’to' the evening’s 
address, one, who pasted away at tlie I 
same time, a yoùng giri, whose friends I 
In the Sunny South (and later in the I 
North) looked to wltli gréât Expectation 
and hope for a ftiture'of’bromlse as one 
who was full gf gifts; Ive ffiay say of 
genius, who had alreadÿ entered upon 
a happy career of pbulic usefulness, I 
and of work for the enfÆnchisement of I 
the race, with your ’pwmisslon, will I 
give tlie closing poemqslfe being a poet I 
on earth) id which slid ittll bortray her 
side of the story of thé transition.'•t m ■
Life was so dear to njeln I pressed

Its dewy Wqssoms ioitny heart, I 
But Io1- it seemed I drank therefrom I

Rare nectar, like that which the gods 
impqrt . . --j ■' $ i

On falisi)lÿmpus; and I strove 
To consecrate my liXeg.tft.Jaye - 
Of human!tyi:and Fi'eedwn’s breath, :» 
Never dreaming of tasting fteath. . •

’ Life was so. fbir 'to meras yet . 
No bitter had rningledwlth the sweet;

And yet we question, dream and guesq, 
But knowledge we do not possess.
We ask, yet nothing seems to know;

We cry In vain—
There is no master of the show

Who will explain,
Or from the future tear the mask, 
And yet we dream aud yet we ask ,
Is there beyond the silent night

An endless day?
Is death a door that leads to light?

We cannot say.
The tongueless secret locked In fate 
We do not know; we hope aud wait. 

(Great applause).

A
Seybert Bequest and What Has Become 
of It?” Mr. Richmond makes a plea for 
common honesty in the disposition of 
the bequest. He- says the University 
has been in full enjoyment of the 
money for the past ten years. Instead 
of investigating Spiritualism as de
signed by Mr. Seybert, they did all in 
their power to bring it ridicule and dis
honor, and tins, Mr. Richmond says, is 
“a violation of its trust, is a sin against 
humanity, and deserves and should re
ceive universal condemnation.” The 
chair is established, and Prof. FuRer- 
ton, who .was the most disrespectful, 
¡[nd unfair of the ten commissioners, 
who went to Europe to Investigate, but 
passed by Wallace and Crookes, to 
visit the place where Zollher had died, 
and report him insane when he investi
gated with Slade, and whom C. C. 
Massev proved to have made a false re
port; this Fullerton has the honored 
chair! Of what he teaches, as paid for' 
by the. Seybert fund, little can be said, 
for there Is little of it, yet Mr. Rich
mond hazards the opinion that of the 
kind. It is too much. At least it must 
be said that Spiritualism, which it was 
the founder’s intention should be taught 
there, is conspicuous for its absence.

Mr. Richmond, now 74 years of age, 
is well preserved and still carrying 
life’s full burdens. He has laid noth
ing down, made no pretense of retiring. 
His' vigorous mind takes up the most 
momentous law cases; his recreation is 
a popular lecture now and then, of a 
few days spent at camp.

Mr. Richmond has just completed the 
manuscript of another book. The title 
is, “The Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake.” 
The scene of tho story Is in and around 
that lake. It is a story of incidents of 
the early settlement of Chautauqua 
county,' an Indian story, somewhat like 
Cooper’s novels. It gives a correct-his
tory of the incidents in the life of the 
pioneers of Western New York, giving 
the correct derivation of the ^Indian 
names of that locality. Critics who 
have read the manuscript, speak, very 
highly of it. Mr. Richmond is waiting 
to secure a publisher. ' •

HUDSON TUTTLE.

The very bubbles that sparkled

“Tho Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their, 
psychical bodies with universal-nature 
and their soûls with the higher intelli
gences, to come Into closer connection 
with the purer realpis of thé spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes, all-of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
Office. ” • - . ■ . . . .

INVDC1TIM.
Practical Prayer to 

True Qod.
the

“White”

IDDEN by the professional racer, it has proven a winner ' 
oftener than any in competition. Ridden by the non- , 
professional, by the “scorcher,” for business or pleasure, it i 

has a record second to none. Material used in its construction, ’ 
pains-taking care in manufacturing details, ease in running, and 
handsome, symmetrical design are a few of its claims for superiority. 
Reasonable prices, coupled with high values, are characteristics of 
the “WHl f'E.” Our long established reputation guarantees the 
excellence of our product.

Models A and B.........................
Model Q (3O-ln. wheel)..._ _

•‘Special Racer”—.......... .. —
Models E and F (chainless)..

$50.00
60.00 

. 65.00 

. 75.00

White Sewing Machine Company,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Tp DO (jOOD-^-BE ^PQl)

The Réligion.of '

The Divine
Plan Con
tinued.

OÓR PREMIUMS

-r;4BUkliETir/t>.

Our 
New
Premiiim

OggIiIT

TAKE NOTICE.
Preniiun] Terms

Remember that all orders must be ac, 
cpmpauled by their requisite amounts, 
viz: *

Art Magic and The Progressive 
Thinker one year, $1.20.

Art Magic, Ghost Land and The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker one year, $1.70.
s Art Magio and the Occult Life of 
Jeans (including the Hnil-Covert De
hate) and The Progressive Tlflnker one 
year, $1.50. This offer holds good only 
till May 30. ;
.The Occult Life of Jesus (including 

the Kuji-Covert Debate, Art Magic and 
Ghost Land will be furnished for one 
dollar, making only $2 for these three 
books and tlie^paper one year.

The Occult JbJfe of Jésus (including 
the Hull-Covert’ Debate) will be fur
nished, to each yearly subscriber for 25 
cents, which only a little more than 
pays for the postage. Bear In mind, 
that each order for the book must be 
accompanied with a year's subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker. The Oc
cult. Life of Jesus and the. paper one 
year, $1.25, ”

The Occult Life of Jesus will not be 
ready for delivery until about June 1. 
These books, elegantly bound in Hie 
higiiest style of the art, should have 
millions of readers.

TAKE NOTICE
Bear in mind that the order for tho 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to' The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after- 
•wardb send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Bach one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending his subscription one year. On 
no other terms will the premium, bo 
sent out.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber In tlio 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents ouly a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you In turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

A LIBR/VRY

Another Un
precedented 
Offer.

of 
Jcslis

I had learned nothing to forget. 
And new-found friends waited to 

greet
My footsteps as they must forward 

press ,
Out into life’s strange wilderness.
I strove that every wrong should die 

If I could aid the things of worth;
That all people shoulcbbe free and high i T ___PlanAs was intended from Freedom's In compHanee with the Divine 1 lan birth lmeuueu 11 1 reeuom s I whJch we lnaugurated lwo year8 ago,

’ r the profits of this office have to a
In one sudden shock T passed away; certain extent

I had not time to be Afraid; Flowed Back Into the Pockets
Nor even time to think—I could not . .

stay. I oi our subscribers. Many hundreds ot
No voice beloved, no spoken word, dollars have been thus expended, and
No song; not any sound was heard. Gie result has been most gratifying.

- I Thousands of books of great literary,
But I awoke, and saw a wondrous glow I historical, spiritual and occult value 

Rising, in the far Orient I have been sent out at less by far

■ Ob, self, we know not thy beginning, 
if beginning ever was, nor the cause of 
thy being, but we do know that thou 
art, because there is both Internal and 
external consciousness, because there 
is sight, hearing, smelling, tasting, feel
ing, external, because there is an inter
nal consciousness that senses all in one, 
and that conscious ego tells the tale of 
an identity indestructible, immortal; 
tells of a feeling and knowing eternal; 
tells of intellect and memory, an indel
ible impress upon a universe of matter 
and spirit, of an entity of elements and 
atoms; tells of the beauties of sublime 
nature, of the clouds and sunshine of 
life; that tells the waters of the mighty 
ocean to roll on in majestic grandeur 
and the winds to sweep the earth and 
shift her sands from pole to pole; that 
tells the happy lark that sings from 
early dawn to the dim twilight of the 
day his prayerful roundelay, and the 
wise old owl that amuses the weird 
shadows of dusky sprites and hobgob
lins with his echoing hoot, that they 
have belongings of their own In this 
world of noise and of quiet, of 'bustle 
and hush; that tells the slimy, shake 
and lizard they .have right to'crawl and 
creep the nasty stagnant pools and be 
at home in.their own sphere; that tells 
the proud eagle, king of the air, that 
the little sparrow that rides saucily 
upon his back is tflere of right, and to 
teach his royal largeness while he flies 
that greatness does not mean the size.

Oh, self, the Indicatoi—of God and 
man and every living and lifeless thing, 
personality of that which breathes out
ward from within or inward from 
without to grow, unfold,’ create or 
form; teacher and pupil, proprietor and 
eternal moving force of things; conceit, 
.when narrowed down in man and but 
a voice for calling to own and use; cold 
and cruel, and a monarch on the throne 
of love when miserly In motive,' crush
ing all beneath most savage feet; per
fect when extending a helping hand to 
those below in ignorance and. ■vice; 
God-like when universal in desire and 
general in tendency; we can but come 
to thee as our God,- our guardian, 
our own, to pray for our cleanuess and 
purity, for thine unlimited charity,’"for 
thy highest possible unfoldmcnt here 
and tv-speedy advancement hereafter:

Help us to be true to our highest con
victions and aspirations and to mis
judge not nor judge at all our neigh
bors; to seo our motives, that they may 
be pure; to fully understand our own 
internar self and be to all mankind a 
kind and trusted brother and thine 
shall be ofir appreciation evermore.

DR. T. WILKINS. .

A golden glory seemed to o’erflow; .. Actnal Co(ft
And the one to whom also death was xnan ’'nB ACTOal 

senj - • to enrich the minds of the various
Seemed not to know/®at I was near, readers, as well as to grace the shelves 
Seemed awhile to rise fit a shadow here, of their libraries. We have been in

I strumental in laying the substantial 
But I was free at first; as fair I foundation for spiritualistic libraries in

As these flowers that greet the morn- thousands of homes, which otherwise 
ing’s light. would never have heard of Ghost Land

Most beautiful, most surpassing rare 01. ¿rt Magic, and this has been accom-
Was the scene that. rose unto my pnsiled by only the expenditure of a 

sight. . I fexv cents on the part of those who de
I had panted for freedom on the earth tllc premiums. ■

As pants the doe for the cooling We now- take great pleasure in an-] 
■ streams, ' nouncing a

As those poets having Olympian birth NEW PREMIUM
Panted "for the reqlnl Of immortal .I jot. coming year, which commences 

dreams. ’ f; . I June jst) anq at that time, or a little 
I had hungered and thirsted for knowl- before, this extraordinary work will 

edge, too; ? -■ I make, its appearance. It is entitled
I quaffed the cup even to the brim; utue II T I IFF OF 

But the light that pierced my spirit > UUUULI Lire ur
through ’ • ' JESUS OF NAZARETH."

Came as a glad triumphal hymn. 1 . ■ ... .
, x . h- x It Is Interesting, Fascinating and

1 Wat^nry W WerC Astounding In Its Heve-
Sorry for the loved opes far away, 1 lation,

Who.would not know .thatjmy sudden and lt attract-fully as much in
sleep . terest and win as high appreclatiqn as

Bore no part of me hence that could I Ghogt Land and Art Magic. This work,
stay. . like Ghost Land and Art Magie, Was

I was Where I learned fit a single bound, published many years ago, and 
That the splrit Is freaks a. dove; as a a few copies were sold, tlie plates weie 

• dove ■ ■ . 'H-x destroyed in the great Chicago Fire,
I had wings like thosc-that ^vere sung and thus the publlcation' has .Quietly 

< of to-night •' ,aom' r slumbered until resurrected, as it were,
The wonderful, wonderRiUplhlons of by The Progressive Thinker,„for the love- wonnwrai pmivns u of prlntlng fvesh editions to go

• ' 3ct I forth to its thousands of readers tO in
J J terest and Instruct. The mediumAnd I flew and flew. asrSf^tand far 

As thought, just for ¡¡be ¿alie of being
• * froo,.... ,. bs f . •
That nothing could mar;

Nothing more could ^qfj^nor.Letter 
me, . . * - ■) • * •

But only my spirit anc|J qpdgrstood. . 
Then I returned for ajlrn$ tp brood;
Conscious of the things thht kvere pass
. ing here; >1«- ’ *

That many wondered5 and1' mourned 
her as dead; < L'-

Every thought I could think met a sigh 
. or a tear. ■ • L '' •

“Too young to die.” This of me they
; said. - •. ;. ■ . ■' ■ ■

Who is young? who is,’old?.- I found my
life >

through whom this remarkable book 
wad written was Alexander. Smyth/and 
tho spirits who controlled him werq

Saul and Judas, '.

As though It were made for me, by 
■ ... me: ■: ■ ■ . •

And kind spirits tho • gates of the nfew 
life unclosed - V

And welcomed me to my eternity. \
I sing my song on. the hilW of day ;

I: will speak my word where there arc 
. ears to hear; . r. ■ ■

But mourn not- for. me, early taken
■: away: .■ ,... ia-o ; ■ ■ ■

From human loVe/utill the human 
life so dear. .. . * ■

I Life is life where’er it be, good friend, 
I And my life Is living and never Will end,

The Spirit uallst who commences now. 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If lie reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
tbat'The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family fu the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Splrljipallst or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

that should be in every library, and 
be handy for reference at any time. 
We allude to

The Hull-Covert Debate, _ 
for which there has been an immense 
demand. The two combined make a 
book of nearly 500 pages, and the price 
to the trade will be $2.00. ’

In order that those who subscribe 
now for The Progressive Thinker can 
get the “Occult Life of Jesus of 
Nazareth” (Including “The Hull-Covert 
Debate”) and Art Magic, we place the 
former on the premium list now, 
although it will not be ready for (ïe- 
livery until about June 1.
Take Notice of the Terms:

“The Occult Life of Jesus of Naza
reth” (and the Hull-Covert Debate) and 
Art Magic will be furnished until June 
1st for 50 cents, when ordered with a 
yearly subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. Both books are elegantly 
bound in the highest style of the art, 
neatly printed on fine paper, and will 
be an ornament to any library. The 
price of the same to the trade is $3.50.

The Three Books,
The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 

(including The Hull-Covert .Debate), 
Art Magic and Ghost Land, three large 
volumes (price $5 when sold to the 
trade), will be furnished for $1 in con
nection with each yearly subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker; making 
only $2 for these three books and the 
paper—another illustration of the 
DIVINE PLAÎÏ, '

This offer will only hold good until 
June 1st After that time Art Magic 
will be withdrawn as a premium, to 
give place alone to the “Occult Life of 
Jesus.”

Take Dae Notice.
A year’s subscription to The Pro

gressive Thltaker must accompany all 
the orders for the books, and no atten
tion whatever will be paid to requests 
to modify the rule. The' fact that you 
had just subscribed for the.paper (and 
thousands have) and did not. know of 
this Offer, we wish to state that it will 
be inexpedient for us to change our 
plan and do business otherwise. Each 
one, whether on our subscription list or 
not, when desiring the above books, 
must send a year’s subscription. There 
■will be no deviation from this rule.

Bear In mind that when Thè Occult 
Life of Jesus (including the’ Hull-Covert 
Debate.) Is ordered alone,-Twenty-five 
cents must be sent in connection with 

1 .a year’s subscription to The Progress
: Ive Thinker, in order to pay postage,

wlio returned to earth to give a true 
version of the "OcCult Life of Jesus.” 
They trace liis.llfe from infancy until 
the tlriie of his crucifixion, throwing a 
most wonderful flood of light upon his 
remarkable career, which differs very 
widely from that given In the Scrip
tures. This work consists of 320 
closely printed pages—a valuable book 
indeed. But that is not alL Connected .... . ..... „
and bouiid therewith Is- a second book, and the above book, $1.25.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year aud Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book Is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is eh 
egantly bound in cloth aud nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove u valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpba Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M.
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a
trenchant and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, nre 
well worthy of being preserved in this ‘ 
tasty form, in print. Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Religious ana -Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price 81 For sale at tins office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Beader. In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un
veiled,’* It In wlthtUc sincere hope that you are earn 
estiy looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such is the case, this ndvertlsenienl 
will deeply Interest you. and after reading thia Vrtei 

r description you will doubtless wish to giro the wuikn 
careful perusal. Price 8!. 5U,

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Marryat. An Interesting account ot tho 
author's spirituel expériences. Paper, soc ; cloth, si.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
i : t BY 111

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

ete. The Progressive Thinker one year,

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood , “Human Culture and Cure, Marriage. 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry . Will find gems Sexual Development, and; Social Up 
of thought In poetic diction in this hand- building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
some volume, Wherewith to sweeten . LL.D. A most excellent and very valu- 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price able work, by the Dean ot the College 
$1 For sale at tills, office.. > j of Fine Forces, and author of other Im-

“Voltaire's . Romances.” translated portant volumes on Hesltbj Social Scl- 
from, the French. With numerous 11- ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth. Tie. 
lustrations. These lighter works of the For sale at this office; ■■
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en-

Sets forth tho Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christiana and Spiritualists 
alike, as it demonstrates tho truth of the spirit roanV i 
^stations of Jesus ChrUt, upon which tho Christian 
’tliKlon Is based, aatrelias the.actuality of modern 
bplrit manifestations. Its tltlo pogo claims thot tho | 
book is '

A BCIENTIiTO DEMONSTRATION 

of Wto
Existence of the soul of man as h is roj»i.

scions individuality independently ■■

‘ ths physical orffttnismj

•' of ths • ■ :
* CONTINUITY OF ZIFF 

.. ‘ and the . •.

. ¿CTUATTTY OF SPIRIT RETURN

■‘Who Ara mese Spiritualists andoniy«rU»«“».«Iww“x,
Of wide reading. Wit, P&“"Wby “nd ^^¿«g byDr.J. M. Peeblea. thoweU- 
romaT,a^iS «ate toaSn author. Price 15 ceate. For
a master mind. Price For sale, ......
at this office. wue u ,

. Tho first olovcn chapters bto derotod cndrcly to 
manifestation* of the soul incarnate, with a clear er* 
poellionofthepiyoblo philosophy. _ ;

ThosucceodttJgrourchapterss'Jt-forCb tho pbllaso* ' 
pjy of tho Infinite. . . • • B • •
• Tho last ttftnty chapters are devoted to an cxpoai* * 

. ttonofaplrltual philosophy, with ovldanco la dttan, 
nmchbUtbolnr personal experiences cf the author. .

JTfte book te * ibr aala
, oi fbe oflioc ProprcwCue SWter«- . • 

■ L, ■■■ ■
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APRIL
finite Request 
ol HmiilredsWe 
Continue the 

$5 ft MONTH1

TO THE SI6K ONLY
Who cannot afford to pay our regular 
rates foMreatinents, we will, during

ftPRIL
take your case and furnish all medicine, 
weekly letters of advice, and charge you 
but $5 a month. Kindly remember it 
has beenour rule for yeftrs, twice a year 
to make especially low rates to the 
poor. This Is our winter offer only, 
good during the month of

ftPRIL
Bo that all may understand, we will re
peat the offer once more. Those who 
cannot pay our regular fee, who begin 
treatment during April will be charged 
only $5 a month until cured—old pa- 
tlents who stopped treatment before 
cured, or new ones.

Write us at once. Tell us your age, 
name In full and leading symptom, so 
that we may diagnose your case at once 
so you can begin treatment before the 
time expires.

DR. 6. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

. Hotel Palmerston.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
S^NlT/vniUM

HST£R ai «umlREfflARKÍBLE OFFER
Anniversary, and the Mantua - _ 1 _. -

flSTONISHINGI
THAT

School For a Short Time Onlui

at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, it is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they can go for 
rest and health. It is known far and 
Wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at
tractive home where Invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation.

It Is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region, one mile from 
Ayer depot in the town of the same 
name. Ayer is the junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
.miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts find Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
81 a day upwards. Send all letters to 

DR. C. E. WATKINS,

Circumstaneos-have rendered it im
possible for me to make any kind of a 
report of the anniversary exercises we 
lield in the Spiritual Temple, this city, 
until the present; I do not purpose to 
send a lengthy report but would have 
your readers know that the First Spir
itualist Church of Buffalo is never be
hind on any of those occasions. .

Our anniversary exercises were held 
Sunday, tho 2d lust. The programme 
in brief was as follows: Two short dis
courses in the forenoon, tlie writer oc
cupied the first half-hour, subject “The 
Triumph of Modern Spiritualism.” Mr. 
HulLgave a discourse on “The Origin 
of ISaster,” or “The Christian’s Easter 
and Our Easter.”

The Lyceum was largely attended 
and presented a program arranged for 
the occasion. I would say in passing, 
we have a Lyceum Post Office, and on 
that day we had a large revenue from 
that quarter. It is a great institution 
with the pupils of the Lyceum; it is a 
source of education and enjoyment, as 
well as an aid to the treasury. The Ly
ceum was called immediately on the ad
journment of the morning meeting. We 
have a good attendance of -little ones 
and are -making an effort to enlist the 
adults in the good work.

The anniversary discourse was deliv
ered in the evening by Mr. Hull; the 
temple was filled; apparently he enlist
ed the Interest of all present.. Aside 
from the congregational singing, a se
lection, “My Mother’s Beautiful 
Hands," from Mr. Maxham’s collection 
of songs, was rendered by a-quartette; 
three little girls, members of the lyce
um, sang most beautifully "Beckoning 
Hands." The little singers . were 
dressed in white, their hair decorated 
with flowers hung loosely over their 
shoulders, and as they 'apparently 
watched for “the beckoning hands,” 
and responded to them, they made a 
pretty picture. As two of the little 
girls were once residents of your city, 
and members of Mrs. Richmond’s Sun
day-school, I will • give their names; 
They are Grace and Hattie Baker. The 
other one was Alice Sully. “The Lost 
Chord” was Impressively sung toward 
the close of the evening, by a young 
man whose name I cannot just now re
call. ' .

Things are moving along smoothly 
with the "two M’s” at present. Mr. 
Hull seems to be in perfect health. I 
cannot saj’ as much for myself, havp 
been afflicted with a severe bronchial 
trouble for some time, but am recover
ing and trust I shall soon be entirely 
well. .

I desire to announce in this communi
cation that the prospects for the Man
tua School for the coming season are 
much better than at any time before 
since the movement was started. Let
ters from several of our valuable work
ers inform us that they contemplate at
tending the school.

While referring to the “Spiritualists’ 
Training School,” I would state that 
the prejudice evinced on the part of 
many Spiritualists tlie first season of 
the school has gradually given way. 
We receive none but commendatory 
words in the letters that reach us at the 
present time. I realize fully that the 
wise spirits who would assist strug
gling humanity on the upward way are 
in full sympathy for any and all meas
ures wberebj' their instruments may be
come; ; better equipped (or the great 
work before ub. We know if we would 
make it possible for tbe advanced 
thinkers to bgcome Interested in th'e 
philosophy of Spiritualism, and for thè 
advanced spirits to co-operate in the 
movement as much as they desire, that 
there must be' better conditions than 
are found in most instances at the pres
ent time.

Tlie price of tuition has been reduced 
to so small a sum, and boafd and other 
expenses are so low, It seems as though 
all who desire to improve the opportu
nity might do so; if too poor personally, 
there should be an effort on tlie part of 
those who love the cause to make It 
possible for such to attend. I do not 
make this plea on the ground that 
those who are conducting the school 
may reap a harvest; such cannot be, 
for to cover expenses it would be neces
sary for many more to attend than we 
have any hope of seeing the present 
summer; but I urge the attendance of 
those who desire to unfold in medium
ship, to learn their possibilities, and es
pecially do I urge all to attend who de
sire development of the physical, cul
ture of voice and a knowledge of how 
the work can best be presented from a 
public platform. .

I will not claim more of your space, 
only to stato that I have open dates' for 
July and August, and to say, of course 
we enjoy The Progressive Thinker, pot 
the least the articles that contain rea
sons why the Bible should not be stud
ied by Spiritualists. Agitatiqn pro
duces thought, and thought is the be
ginning of wisdom. We ought to be 
brbad enough to agree to disagree when 
our judgment will not allow us to do 
the other'thing.

Buffalo, N. Y. -MATTIE E. HULL.

BOOK REVIEWS

485tf Ayer, Moss.
PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent or ten lines 
: only will be inserted free.] ~

ft

: Passed to the higher life, Monday, 
■ April 10, from the residence of his 

grand-daughter, Mrs. F. H. Van Auk- 
en, No. 340 Monroe avenue, Rochester, 

?JN. ;Y., Augustine B. Tilden, M. D., in
the 81st year of his age. Dr. Tilden 

’ was the son of Horatio and . Susanna
Tilden, who were rigid Baptists. How
ever, when he attained years of under^ 
standing he did not harmonize witli his 

. parents’ creed, and when he was elgh- 
- teen years of age, was ordained an 

elder in the Presbyterian church. But 
'creeds and dogmas were too narçow for 
his 'enquiring mind and for more than 
fifty years he rejoiced in the blessed 
knowledge and happiness that Spirit
ualism brings to mankind. Dr. Tilden, 
Wentworth Cole and another were the 

■ three that called the first convention 
. that resulted in the organization, of the

Republican party. For many years he 
had been a reader of The Progressive 
Thinker and watched for .its weekly 
visits as he would watch for the com

. ing of a. dearly loved friend. A staunch 
Abolitionist, a writer of no mean abil
ity, an upright, honest man, a devoted 
friend and father, he has left behind .a 
large circle of mourning friends and 
relatives. His funeral services were 
held at thé above address, Wednesday, 
the 12th Infet., Dr. F. L. H. WUlls offici
ating. - F. H. VAN ÀUKEN.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Uàiyérse. By E. D.

•-•Babbitt, M..D., LL.D.”: -A compact 
and comprehensive, view of: the. sub
ject; 'philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
Ixtoks on the subject Price, reduced

•|o '51i cloth; paper 50 cents.- For .'sale 
At .this office; . '■■. . - -■ <■ !■•■' ■■■ . ;

To those writing us, giving uss name, age, sex 
and one leading symptom, in then? own l and- 
writing, we will send an absolutely correct and 
carefully prepared diagnosis of their case, t tat
ing their true physical condition; and

'foods for the Sick and How to Prepare Them r”
A valuable volume, giving proper diet, how foods should be cooked, also tho 

proper care of invalids. This volume contains recipes for the hygienic prepara
tion of foods for general consumption. It is, in fact, a Hygienic Cook Book. It 
contains a list of antidotes for common poisons. It is a guide to right living, a 
counselor in sickness or emergency—concise, yet plain and readily understood, and

WOMAN’:
A medical brochure for ladies only. This volume has been highly commended 

by the leading reformers of the day. It is a valuable medical work, and should 
be in the possession of every woman. It will be sent free to ladles writing us 
under this special offer, • '

It baa cost us hundreds of dollars to publish these volumes. They are nicely 
illustrated and are standard works.

correct medical diagnosis and the two valuable volumes absolutely 
feee bf all cost. This offer will hold good ONLY while the present editions last.

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
Battle Creek, Mich. •

DOCTOR A. B; DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP 
—OF—• .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four y ears, has

Successfully Thousands
Treated i'"” ’of Patients

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the
- WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIAGNOSED FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dolison-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, OAl/.

QLDftND NEW
BY W. J. COLVILLE

Reports of twenty-fonr distinct leotirdii, recently 
delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Pblladef* 
6bls and other prominent cities of the United 

tales, havo contributed the basis of this volume.
The chief alm throughout the volume has been to 

arouse Increased Interest In tbe workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly ''ptlm- 
Istloand at tbe same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods ot 
education; tbe writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of tbe 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over tho morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de
rive some help from tbe doctrines bcrewl th promul
gated, ,

' CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? Tbe True Basis of the Science, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and

Sv'edenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relati on of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of tbe Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value,
Memory; Have we Two Memories? .<
Instinct, ReaSonand Intuition.
Psychology and rsycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing In the Light ci Certain New

Aspects of Psychology. ~ ■'
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
Tbe Power of Thought; How to Develop and I rrease 

It.
Concentration of Thought. and whan van Accom« 

pllsh.
A Study of Hypnotism.— v — “ ■ 9 . » — — 9 ... •
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr, W. P, Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from; the spirit side of life 
<jf the basic prlclples of Mental Heal
ing aud their relation to Vibration.. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves iq the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef-' 
fects" are made plain • many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. / '

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the?Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities-specifled.

Astral conditionsr with the process of 
going but on the astral currents are 
.explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. ■

.The whole field: of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing: either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
Is disease Is handled by one who evi
dently understands bls subject The 
booklet of 100 pagps, Is proving Its in-

MAHSFieLD’S 
..FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines
i. Cure Where Others Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free -Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Olevelan'd, Ohio,

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, Is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 1905 Pearl street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find
something of special Interest in ft. 
is published weekly. Try It.

It

terest by Its sales, Kent on receipt of
A LIBRARY.

Commence forming one now by sub-
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental ^fty Cents. Für Bale, at thia Office. 

Tel egrapby. - . — ............. ■— . , .Telegraphy.
Mediumship, ftb Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered; with some 

Comments on Obsession and Ita Remedy.
Scersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.V .. . 99 99 9^9 99 ^9^,
The Scientific Ghost and the Prpblem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and PeriodicityrthefrBearirj

• on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price 11. For sale at .bls office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
... .—AND— '

THE LAW OF NATURE,
.’.TO WHICH ZS ADDED /. ' *

Volney's Answer to Dr. PrleitJy, a BJograpiilcal Notice 
by Count Dara, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations^)? the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from.new plates, fn large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations; One voL, 
postBvo, 248pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

* This is undoubtedly one of tho best and . most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates tbe 
best interests of mankind, and clearly points out tbe 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In tbe ruins of Palmyra, au appari
tion or phantom, which explains tbe true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tho prosperi ty and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tbe 
nations Is. at length Convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws dfscuaed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world. . ■

TESTIMONIAL.
Olean, NJY., March 27, 1899.

B.T7 Poole, (Jlinton, Iowa:
My Dear SIP:—(It affords me especial 

pleasure to inform you that I have re
ceived the Meltdi Pebble Spectacles, 
and regard theme as truly a marvel. 
They are a perfect fit, clear and dis
tinct, easy and reaitfiUl to the eye.

Wishing you eWry success in the fu
ture, I am sincerely and fraternally 
yours, ' ' A. L. COTTON.

Spirit Yarma Btuya—a sample is better 
than. a descriptipnl-' I will send a sam
ple at. tba beit stoniaeh and liver rem
edy jjevec;.compbunded; also ' sample' of 
Magnetized Compound for alFklnds of 
sore and weak eyes—sufficient to give 
you a fair test’of their curing powers— 
all for 10 cents, postpaid.

Th$ formula was given tne by one of 
the adept physicians of tbe lost Atlan
tis, Dr. Yarma. I will send you his 
photo if you wish. B. F. POOLE.

Clinton, Iowa.

V THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Brom Dreamland Sent. By Lilian 
Whiting. Author of the World Beauti
ful," and “After Her Death: The Story 
of a Summer.” New edition. With ad
ditional poems,. .

Deep spiritual insight and clear per
ception of the nearness of the spiritual 
world, together with tender human 
sympathies, characterize Liltnn Whit-; 
ing’s writings. The new poems in this, 
tasty edition will be . welcomed by her' 
many appreciative readers. .

' Why I Am Not a Christian.. By D. B. 
Stedman. H. I>. Green, Publisher,’ Ohl 
cage. 10 cents; , 7 . ' ' .

A logical, well-considered presenta
tion of the subject. ;■ •

“The Infidelity ,ot EcCIesiasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, ' lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo- 
lecular'or spiritual hypothesis Of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly,,- trenchant: 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

‘"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, .and to 
all who would;igaln.a'.fair conceptidnjjf 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples? Spiritualist'" or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price.’$1. For sale at this office.

“The World Beautiful.”. By. IS.fan 
Whiting. Most excellent in their 1 ,jgh 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series' !, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale nt this office. ■ ■ ■ . . .'
.«'The Universe.”- What Force is. 

The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The. .Creationof the- Earth; 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality, 
The Substance of Ite Environments. 
Psv ch Ie Science.. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose; Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. ■ Price 25 cents. For 
«¿19 at -this office. --

Lift of Thomas Paine,
By Editor ot tbo National with Preface and Notea 

hy Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view» of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Boland, 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the most prominent of Palno's 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, 7B cents.
The Age of Reason; /

Being sn Investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
andnew type; 186 pages, post Bvo, Paper, 2Scental 
cloth, SO cents.
Common -Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to thelnhab' 
Hants ot America In 1716. with explanatory notice by 

■an English author. Paper, 15 cents. -
The Rights of Man. '
• Parts I and II,, Being an answer to Mr. Burke'« 
fttacknpdn the Trench Revolution. Post Bvo., 272 
pages. Paper, 80 ceuts; cloth, SO cents,
Paine’s Complete

‘ Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

IUub. edition. Post 8vb., 482 pages. Cloth, 41.00 x
Paine's Political Works. .

Common Sense, Tho Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
HluBtrated edition. PoBtBvo,, 650 pages. Cloth. 11.001 
postage. 2(1 cents. .

. -IN THE-

PÀS'i, PKESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF .

Cawiu <rf recent sclentlfic.research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

,u- From tiie German of •’ -
DR. LUDWIG BÜCBKER,

Author.of “Force and Vatter,” Essays on Nature and 
Science,” ‘'Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee
. tures onDarwin,”Eto. -

. The great mystery of existence consists In perpet« 
uni and uninterrupted change. Everything is immor
tal and Indestructible—tho smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being In

. creation, mon and bls thoughts. Only the- forms In 
which being manifests itself arc changing; but Being 

.. tcclf remain« eternally the same and Imperishable 
When we die wo do not lose ourselves, but only otfl 
personal consciousness. We live on in nature,-in our 
î.tcô, In our children, In our deeds, In our thoughts— 
'ï short. In the entire material and physical contribu

ai which, during our short personal -existence, we
‘ furnished to tbe'subt-tstencccf-mankind and of

: tiro In general.’’—Buechner. ‘
*'to vol., post Rrn.. eb«-nr n*n pages, vellum cloth, 11.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
. BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

ZENOBIfl CABINET,
For the Speedy and Reliable

Development of Mediumship at 
Youi’ Own Home

(The proper place to bring true results and proof of 
spirit return), such as Materiallzatlou. Ethereallza- 
tlon, Inspiration, Clairvoyance, Automatic and Inde
pendent Writing, Independent- Music, Irumpct Speak
ing. lu rnpLuny lutein- ptuieu yuu iuu> puoaueo. This 
Cabinet Is uuilkc unYtliing that bus ever been offered. 
It lb not a toy plancbette or similar device, but is a 
full sized Cabinet six feet long, six feet high and 
three feet deep. Every Cabinet is thoroughly Mag
netized by tbc Zcnoblu Baud of Spirits through their 
Mediums ' ; •

THE BROCKWAY FAMILY,
whose reputation la known far and near for tbe con
vincing proof of Immortality, as given through their 
organism. A large puinuhlet giving inedluiiilstlc ex
periences, photo engravings of tlie family, and full 
dcscriptlou of the Cabinet sent to any addreas for two 
2ct stamps. Mure interesting and Instructive than 
many books that are sold for ten times the price. Ad
dress. BROCKWAV FAMILLY, 408 17th avenue.
Denver, Colo. 495

PABULUM OF LIFE
Best On Earth for Stomach and 

Kidney Trouble. .
Will restore at onco healthy action to tbo stomach 
and organs of urination. Thia Is no deleterious drug, 
no nauseating pbyslc, but

AN ABSOLUTE LUXURY, 
and Spiritual nutrition, derived from the herb of tbo 
field, the flowers of the forest, and leaves of tbe trees, 
IT IS NEW,PLEASANT AND DELIGHTFUL, 
LIFE-GIVING AND HEALTH-PRODUCING.

By man, 61. Enough for two weeks.

DR. R. GREER.
52 Dearborn st., Chicago.

Child-Birth Made Easy.
By a delightful aromatic drink from plant« and flow- 

,ers. 25 years experience of ft wife, mother, and pby- 
i Iclan: address witlistamp: correspondence solicited; 
M. R. Melendy. M. D., 823 41ststreet, Chicago, Ill.
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.scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
'and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you- 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker

‘when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present tljne eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this

THE REASON WHY
“Dr. Sykes' Sure Cure for Catarrh” has 
been sd eminently successful during the 
past quarter century all over the land, 
is,, because it is the only treatment that 
is used both as an Insufflation and inter
nally. In this way It finds and kills the 
catarrh germs both in the mucus linings 
as well as in every part of the body.

■ Send for our 04-page book with S. 
Blank and testimonials, mailed free.

Address H. H. JACKSON, M. D.
: Dept K. 843.W. Madison street 

Chicago, Ill.

THE PRIESTJHEWOMAN
• —-AND—

THE "CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia 10 a moat valuable book. It come« from an Ex« 
Priest, whose character 1« above reproach,' and who 
knows what be Is talking about.5 -Everybody should 
read 11. Price, «1.00. It contains the following chap
ters: '

' . CHAPTER I. • *
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self

respect In the Confessional. - • '
• CHAPTER II. -

Auricular Confession a Dtep Pltcf Perdition for tbe 
Priest. •

. CHAPTER III.
Tho Confessional is the Modern Sodom.

. CHAPTER IV.
How the. Vow of Celibacy.of the Frlesta!« made easy 

by Auricular Confession. . '
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman in the Con- 
.fcsBloQftl—What becomfia.ofher.afper uncondltion 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

- • ' CHAtTER VI.'
Auricular Confession destroys ail the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society. - '
. . CHAPTER "Vil.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil 
. Ized Nations? • - • ••

CHAPTER VIII.
Docs Auricular Confeitioabrlng Peace to tbo Soul? 

• CHAPTER IX. ,
The Dogma of Auricular.- Confession a Sacrileglout 

: . Imposture. - " •.. . r CHAPTER X. . . . •••
God compel« the'Churcte of Rome to confess the 

Abominations Of Auricular Confesaidnv '.
; .CHAPTER XL

Auricular ..Confession iln Australia, America, and 
France. ' ’ •*-

• . CHXPEWXH.
A.Chapter for thcoCctasiAttntlonofL'eglshttorf, Hu«- 

bands flhdFflthers-fHSomB-of tbti matters on wbiob 
the Priest of Homamnst'.Questlon his Penitent«

Sent PostepbUiUl’rleo, $1.00.__ _

This work 1« o»o of the Elbrary of Liberal Classic«. 
No author was bitter qualified to write an impartial 
and honest life.of Mabomct’tban Godfrey Higgins, 
and thia volume Is IntenselyInteresting.. Itshouldbe 
read in conjunction with Gibbon’s work.. - For »ale at ‘ 
this office.'Price. 25ccnta. ‘ .

fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

BEAR IN MIND.
US

In sending remittances to this., office, 
write' yohr orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for fixture reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or. registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. ■

Write' names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided;

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession ! You can do so by sending to 
this office ?1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art .Magic Is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, ¿the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying, for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with' our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Splrltual- 
1st paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know. . K

The Influenea of lire Zodiac
UPON HODWAN LIFE.

BY ELBANOR KIRK. ;
Thlsls the only book.whtoh states the simple prin

ciples of the Zodlacdruimple terms, making the entire 
mutter clear to tbe-Avergefunderrtandlng. '

This volume indicates.the location, characteristics 
and influence of each slgn-taT cho Zodiac, giving tbe 
days which each sign: governs, and the gems and 
astral colors aBBOdatcd.with each. - • • •

The diseases of the body? how to cure them, and the 
faults Of character Incidental to the diffarent domains.

The methods of growth for each human being. 
The domains from which companions, husbands and. 

wives be selected. - - ■
Tbe characteristics ef chtlflren' born In different do* 

mains,'and tbc conditions to be observed in their care 
and education. ' _ ' . . ■

The personal ability and talent of the Individual 
with reference to domestic, .social and business sue-

—r—_ . : . -—-—— cess, ' ' •..'•■• - ■
TUF ^PIRITIIAI Al DQ * Tbfa work Is the rcsultof profound research, and In 

. .i,niB.wr.l.l>l lUrtU-WurQ . JtawcparctiontbeauthorhaabecnlargelyasslBVcdby

ANDHOW Wii AS0I2ND THEM.
vOrafew th6ughW:»Ji:ioif jto reach ’Ibrt-iiWude ‘ mL,' nts

■wbera spirit Issirpreme and ail things mb subject to For-.SMo at This Office.'
.ft.. ^Ylthportrait.' ByMosksHull.' ? JIM.the book CtAYi^T*ftQ^Q'ih Tiiflu •. to teach you that you are a spiritual iHtng, and to ■ vQUiTaBliS.-in opiTlv iJUv .,
Bbow. you byw,'to educate ybur.aplrialai facultlea. And-Recent Experience« of Bamuel-Bowie» in tbe 

'Price, bound in tiloih. dO-'fienuh.'laMW.W, 35 First Five 8phertB.Etc. Written through the hand 
• cents • For nW at ibis dfltai.> . . if - of Carrie E. 8. Twinge .Baser, 80c. ? , • ’

' i THE SOUL, ! J FAITH^JR FACT.
Rm. Illustrating conflict between crttaiftr aûd vitalized 

y, v. Rich- thought,, etc; By HenryTfc Taber?, with a preface 
cmI whorSi -hr. Col; Bolnn G. logon'll. Cioib, w.’ Ava’asUe 
SiftrtUn.

lM¿g

Mr, Kipling’s Life Saved 
By the Inhalation of Oxygen, the spe
cific cure for all lung troubles. For 
special Information regarding Tub 
Oxygen Theatmekt.
ÀMrets, DR, PEIRO, Central 
Music Hall, Chicago. .

CHILD-BIRTH,
Free, Easy, Painless, Without Instrument«. Dr. Jes
sie Walsh makes a specialty of nursing and applying 
common sense, up tu date methods In caring for ladles 
during confinement. She says there Is no need of se
vere trials, laceration, and disappointing results If the 
proper treatment Is given at the right time. She off
ers her services at very reasonable price« to the read
ers ot Tbo Progressive Thinker, she being an advanced 
occult student herself. Address Dr. Jessie Walsh, the 
Alpha Club, 52 Dearborn st., Chicago. P.S.—8heat-
tenda cases In or out of the city. 492tf

BrThe Secret of Health,.,^
S3F Happiness and Success.

!®'Duality of Sex.^gj
It teaches the direction of life’s forces to highest hap
piness. 25 cents (sliver) to any address. Send your 
order now! M. L. ARNOLD, 808 W. Ohio st., Chicago,• — ■ I. . '
111. Mention this paper when ordering. 492

SIX PERSONAL OR BUSINESS QUESTIONS, AN- 
awered by psychic power, 25 cents. For life-read

log and tlx questions send date of birth, and 81.. Ad
dress Elsie, box 603, National City, Cali. 497

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR,
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 
' Still continues to give

FREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation.
YOU Are Invited to Write.
SEND Postage Stamp for Keply.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
Tbe well-known Pfiychometrlst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph 11.00 
Three reasonable questions aoswerod by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd avc., Chicago. 377tf

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acqulsl- 
tioh to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs ?1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays' the post
age, so that the„book Is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for put of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the. profits of .the .paper. Sub- 
seribeiat once and get'your neighbor to 
join with you.

“The Religion of the. Future.” By 8. 
Weil This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker.. Spiritualists'whd 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 

' truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 
this office, s Price,doth, J1.25; paper, 
50 cents.- -' ' '■• ■

"Human Culture and. Cure. . Fart’ 
First The' Philosophy of Cure. ••(In
cluding Methods and Instruments).’’ By 
E. D. Babbitt M. D., LL. D. A very, in
structive and valuable work. ' It Should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful. 
fills the promise of its title. For sale' 
at this office. Price 75 cents. '■ •

igjs Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

IHE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was writen to 

develop the idea ui tho principle of the permanence 
of tho unman soul, after death, and Its réincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoso .auccesslvc .links are 
unrolled In tho bosom of etherlal space. “Bkyond 
tub Threshold”.continues on tho same lines,en
larging and expanding tho Idea by reasons and con 
^derations drawn from science and philosophy',c.aim
ing that tbo certainty of a new > birth beyoud our 
•earthly end Is tbo beat means of inning ounclrcs 
BgRinst'Sir weakness In- tho jpreeepcc of ileath/and 
tbat'ihe help offered by science aud philosophy to that 
end 1s far superior to that of any of the cxtsllogrc« 
llglons. From bcgtnnlngto end tt Is Interesting, en
tertaining, tnMrucllvc and fascinating, ahd whether 
one accepts I tail or not, much will have been learned 
ind much pleasure cnjdyclTIn Its perusal. Priccti.25 
"or sale at thia.oilier.  .

IMMORTALITY*
Z poem In Mo MntM Iln*mu<lle,.(h*llJ>el!v,|i" 

I« inny . «Mwered. i W. a Bulow,-«attar
Voioee. AlcsMctaU . . -

i«g S^OfejiSp,

MUEBLEN BRUCH,

Medical

Prophetic Seer, 
Herbalist, 
Psychometrist, 

and

Clairvoyant.
Diagnosi! of disease by lock of hair (NO 
SYMPTOMS REQUIRED),25cts.stamps

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Ciiilrvoyniice, Psycbometry 
and Laws of Uufoldment, For particulars address 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Centra! avo., Hamilton, Ohio.

. 4 94

DR. MAX

HUMAN CULTURE Ñ CURE

BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D,

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

A mort excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health. Social Science». 

'Religion, etc. '

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc.. iSc; "Astrologlcnl Notes.“ 5c. 
The two for 10c. Geo. Walrond, Opera House blk„ 
Denver, Colo 478tf

DO YOU NEED HELP? 
Send name. age. sex, aud leading symp
tom, with stamp. You will get what 

Dll. W. W. LATHROP, 
Dept. ]. .Jurkpon Mfcb.

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,jvho Is clalrnudlciiL clairvoyant, psy

chometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 108!) 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can bo made 
by letter. 450tt

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world for tbc unfoldmcnt of al 
spiritual powers, paychometry, clairvoyance. Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a su mped ad
dressed envelope to J. C. P. Ghvmbinf. (nctlftr and 
lecturer), 8960 Langley are., flat 3, Chicago, 468tf

SfiY!
you need.

484tf

YOUR FUTURE Prof. Gea w’^WairomE 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from si. Send stamp for circu
lars. 484tf

Melted Pebble Spectacles:
Bestorelost Tl.lon. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

•bowing styles and price» and photo of Spirit Yarma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Molted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own home as If you were in my 
office, ub thousands can testify. Send stamp for 
photo. ,B. F..pdoi«E. Clinton. Iowa.

DR. J. SWANSON
PSYCHOPATH 1ST,

And his Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental. at any distance, without medicine; 
and cure many eases where medicine Iias fulled. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1723 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 492

PSYCHE
Is tho invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to dcvelqp mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, tl, and 20 cents extra for expromge. 
Foriale at tbe olilcoof The PbouhebsiveThixxkb,

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer, 

Spiritual Communications by Lettey. 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE. 

HEALING AT A DISTANCE 
Obsession Cured. 

Life Readings' aud Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Two Stamps, 'i
Address No. 60614th st., Oaklaud, Cub 

52TI have never known ft more competent, reUftblo 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Chas. 
Walter Lyuu. Joa. ^dDEsBucnAHAN.

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER, 

Cures AU Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines.

Cures by Absent Treatments
As well as tf patient came to his office. Send six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av..
Chicago, 111. 479tf

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of tbe 

planet’s effect upon the bouI’b Incarnated destiny, to
gether with occult instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldmcut of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4. of Occult Series. Send 
date of blrtb and 25 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
748 North Park avc., Chicago, Ill.

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE,
independent Blate Writer, 218 East 42nd Pi„ Chicago.

Written Delineations, past, present, and one year 
In the future................................ 1..........12,50

The same, to Foreign Countries.............. . . ............$3.00
Full Life Delineations, Including a Spiritual

Horoscope................... . . . . ;................ .35 00
The same to-Foreign Countries................. . ..........<5 50
Hock from mines readFsychametrlcally............... «2 50
Six Questions answered by mall............................ 1150

®ysond lock of hair for all Psychometric Life 
Readings. No date of birth necessary for Spiritual 
Horoscope, Box 118. Oakland. Cal. 492

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE,
Reading by mall, 81.06. Business advice a specialty.

278 Merrick avenue, Detroit, Mich. 490tt

FOR RENT.
At Lily Dale, N. Y., furnished 

tage, nine rooms. Address -F. A. 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

cot- 
K„ 
tf

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An institute of refined Therapeutics, Including the 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, , 
aud a higher science of life. Chemical aftlnttyand 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap- : 
plications. Students In four contitieBts have taken tbo 
course. The college Is chartered and confers the do- 
gres of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By u system of 
printed ouanlons students can take the course and 
receive tho diplomas at their owd homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Lob Augclea, Cal. 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or 
California chatter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441tf E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D., Dean.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Ib the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
In practice. His cures are inurvviuus. Successful la 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fall ho cures. Send him age, sex, name, luck of hair 
ande.cts. In stamps and he will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only 62.03 
a month. No leading symptom reauired. Address

DJR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Mass.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cnresall form« of stomach, liver and khlnay disease: 
alsoconstimition. A sure euro for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to tuelsc your eystem to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for on© 
month sent forll.OO.

One package of our Magnetised Compound for «ore 
eye« or poor eyesight. Ha« been used and praised by 
thousands in all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cent«, 
or all three «ent postpaid for 41.io with Yarma’a 
photo and Instructions bow tollve lOOyeara.

Mrs. Connelly’s Gray Hair
: Redemption.

Without Lead. Silver or Polsons. Best and cheap
est gray hair restorer' on earth, and the only safe

' If vour hair is all kinds of colors -from tbc use of 
leac, silver and poisonous acids, It can be restored nt 
once, pnd where it Is growing out gray at the roots, 
ono applicntian’-wm restore'It to Its natural color. 
No staining scalp, hands or clothing; It makes the hair 
beautiful, glusay and natural, restores hionded hair 
back to its natural color; red hnlr made a natural 
brown; will not. prevent- crimping. Faded or rusty 
switches restored. You cannot afford to look.old if 
you arc looking for employment. Sent by mall on 
receipt of price, 25 or.50 cents. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and cdilress plaln. 
Send all letters to MRS. ANNA CONNELLY, 1213 
Mt .Vernon st, PhlladolpbtarPa. - '■ 493

■nLAlRVOYANT READINGS. TRIAL 15 GENTS. 
.V Business 50 cents. Dr. S. BARNEY. 800 8. Div. 
street. Grand Rapids, Mich. . ' - 491

FAT FOLKS Two years ogo I reduced'my rai rULRa we|ght47jbB%yfollowing the 
suggestions ol departed friends;- no gain, no 
starving, nothing to soil . Inclose stamp for par- 
Uculars, Mrs. P. T. Molesworth, 116 Clymer St., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. .

opiyMW
Valuable Trentun- A-Mirtton mailed free. ' - 
Dr..1

THE.MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

. By A. Leah Underbill, of tbo Fox Family.'
Interesting and valuable as nblstory ot tbo begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Bis
ters. 478 Pages,-16 Illustrations, including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville tappings, 
as related by eyo-wltncsRM; remarkable and welbat- 
tested manifestations; the “exposures,” etc. Hand
somely bound-In cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, ei.50. We wlU'.ihnd tho book post
paid for II.411. f. • • ■; •«••i.-

THOMAS PAINE’S
E^ftminatinn nf the' Prophecies,

A Mulderetlon ot Ure PU«M tn 'the Ne* Te«t»

Sâ

Price, cloth, IS cents, For «ate at this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

vtoRTXKjs: Tho Beginning«; Fundamental PrlncS 
ptea; Formation of ConsteUstiocs, Systems. Sun* 
Planets'and'Satelllt :a. Tbe Origin of Meteor* and* 
CometatTùèOrganb Kingdom; TbeOrigin of Maev 
Mani—His Attributes ond rotors; Tbe Soul—How It- 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tho Goul Re
ceives I s Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The HMvcnlr Ether ; How to Cultivate tbc Sixth. 
Sense; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tbo 
Bible; Tho Bible and Christ ; Tbo Summary: "What 
Must TTo Do to Be Saved.” For «ale nt thio o flee.

Price, cloth, 31.00. Paper 50c.
~"MÂN'THElnCRÜCOSMi

His Infinite and Dlvlno Relations. Intuition—Tht. 
Light Within. By Giles D. Stebbins. Price, IOC.

THREE SEVENS,
A Story of Ancient Inltlalons. By tbc Pheloni» 
IlluBtraiiHg tho Hermetic Philosophy Price, cloth.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
' ■ TROGRE88.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethluker'a Inters 
national Congress/ Chicago« III-, October, 1893. Dy 
Susan H. Witon; Price, 10c* • =■

Real Life in tlie Spirit-Land.
Given ImpIraUOMlly by-Mi* MwioM. Xing. To« 

will not become weary while reading till« excellent 
book Price75cent». . ■■■ ■. - .■■ ■■■ ■

?¿sXw
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THE BROCKWAYS.DID THEY KNOWSTOP WORRYING.

too one thing so

THOUGHTS ON FACTS.
They. Are Worthy of Careful 

Consideration.
There are some facts in connection 

with tlie Spiritualist movement which . 
cannot be denied and'which to the re
fleeting mind appear fraught with tre
mendous significance. -

One fact is that while the number of 
those who have knowledge or belief in 
spirit communion has enormously in
creased within the last few years, only 

. comparatively few of these identify 
• themselves with the cause by becoming 

■ members of any organized society. 
■ Another is, that while many societies 

have of late been founded through mis- 
< sionary effort, but few of these con- 
>tlnue in active existence for any length 
t of time, or add to any practical extent 
' to their membership after their foqn- 
'dation. And yet a third fact is that the 
'older societies, after holding meetings 
for years, do not grow. Indeed it seems 
to be difficult for them to maintain 
their numbers as, one by one, their 

. members pass from mortal sight. Un
doubtedly there are exceptions, but 

■ there can be no question that these 
statements are generally correct.

We hear various possible causes sug
gested for this state of things. We 

; meet in dingy halls up three flights of 
? stairs; our music is defective; we have 

no hell wherewith to frighten people 
; into joining our ranks; Spiritualism is 

not yet sufficiently popular, etc., etc.
. I will not deny that material accesso- 

i'les have great value. With churches 
of architectural beauty, luxuriously 
seated and with an even temperature 

' maintained at the favorite standard of 
\ 70 degrees, with trained choirs and 

magnificent organs tilling the air with 
V angelic melody at the touch of master 
■ fingers, we should doubtless attract to 
■ our meetings many who would come in 

pursuit of sensuous delights, and out of 
these many some might occasionally be 
found receptive to spiritual truth.

/ Nevertheless the mighty potency of 
spirit has been ananlfested in upper 

.’ chambers, within prisons and In dens 
“ and eaves. To the inwardly illumined, 
i ’ material environments disappear. From 
' those who are moved by fear we are 

.. happily delivered, for “God is Love,” 
and “Perfect love casteth out fear.”

■low to Make Life Worth ' 
Living.

There Is no more noxious weed in the 
garden of life than worry, says The 
Temple, The worry habit is especially 
characteristic of our own land to-day. 
We attempt 'to excuse the strain and 
rush and fever and fret by laying it to 
the compulsion of the competitive 
struggle for a living. As if It were rea
sonable or sensible to poison ourselves 
and our friends in order to live! Worry 
Is the cause of all the so-ealled deaths 
from “heart disease.” It is the cause 
of ten-tenths of the deaths from “con
sumption.” Under the nom de plume 
of “dyspepsia” it slays thousands of 
Americans every year. "Nervous pros
tration” is the name under which it 
claims thousands of victims to whom it 
has made life an agony and death 
a relief. It is always present as an im
portant factor in the deaths from “a 
complication of diseases,” for its nature 
is to make bad worse and confusion 
worse confounded. Its name is 
“legion.” it has been said that In
temperance has wrought more havoc 
than wars, plagues, pestilence, floods 
and storms all put together. But the 
destructiveness of worry—Its crippling, 
paralyzing, poisoning slaughter—is to 
that of whiskey as a giant to a pigmy.

LEADS TO CRIME.
Prof. Elmer Gates has shown that 

worry produces a katabollc change 
throughout the body; that it chemically 
changes the blood to a poison, of which 
a few drops is sufficient to kill a dog; 
that it tears and destroys nerve fila
ments,, breaks down muscular fibre and 
throws brain, heart, stomach, lungs and 
liver all out of gear. It works the same 
morally. More than half the pauperism 
and crime which blot our civilization 
can be traced to worry. Fear, anger 
and worry are one—an evil trinity of 
form animated by the single negation 
of fear—the sin of lack of recognition 
of truth—by which sickness and death 
entered the world—the usurper long 
enthroned in the human mind, but 
whose reign is fast approaching an end. 
Why? Because people everywhere are

GROWTH AND DECAY.
Thoughts and Questions

Concerning Races.
I would like, through the medium of 

The Progressive Thinker, to suggest 
some thoughts, and ask some questions 
relating thereto, of any who may feel 
Interested. Are not the different races 
of mankind subject to the universal law 
of growth, maturity, and decay, which 
governs the individual of all races1 and 
species? History proves that nations 
arise, flourish, and decay. Does not 
antiquarian research prove that races 
are subject to the same general law? 
Were not other races, at the zenith of 
their development and power, when.tlie 
Caucasians were naked savages? In 
consideration of this universal law, 
may we not confidently predict that, 
when the Caucasian race Jias reached 
tlie period of its decadence, some 
younger and more vigorous race will 
usurp the position it now occupies, and 
carry moral and intellectual thought, 
and life, to a plane of development that 
we had never attained?

There is certainly a vast field for 
moral improvement in tlie methods of 
thought and life of a race which con
demns one-half of all its offspring to

■ J ' To say that Spiritualism is not popu- 
' ■ lar, is but arguing In a circle. People 

do not join societies or attend meetings 
because it is not popular, and it is not 

- popular because they do not join so- 
cietles or attend meetings.

B
,-> . Vieuuri Ul uiicuu tutcuubo.

-All these attempted explanations 
'• ¿erely touch the external and therefore

fail to explain, as all things fail which 
only go skin deep. When Spiritualists 

L-unite honestly and sincerely for self
development along certain definite lines 
there will be hope of their remaining 

\ united'. But only in rare Instances is 
\ . this the case. Their effort rather is to

1 afford some other spirit or spirits oppor
tunity to use or abuse them. To most 
of our people tlie words spiritual de- 

■ 'velopment mean nothing else than the 
culture of psychic sensitiveness. The 

; effects of this culture may be good and 
: may be deplorable. .

Tlie consequence of this is that a 
Spiritualist meeting becomes a scene of 
contention, jealousy and petty squab
bles, reflect Ing in a degree the conten

.- tions. jealousies and squabbles of the 
lower spiritual spheres. It cannot be 
otherwise so long as the development 

• ■ of mediumship is sought merely for its 
own sake or for the sake of any earthly 
object. But all will say they want the 

■ ■ ‘very highest controls. Possibly, but 
highest in what? In brilliant oratory, 
in profound learning, in foreknowledge 

• ’:of the future, in the ability to give 
startling tests? All these exist in the 

‘■ lowest spiritual condition. Highest in 
. ' tlie love which tblnkest no evil of any?

They never descend to control, but they 
Influence and aid those who ascend to 

' their plane of thinking and living.
Because phenomena lie at the foun

dation of our knowledge of spirit on 
the material plane of manifestation,

waking up to these facts:
Worry Is wrong! ■,
Worry is unnecessary!
Worry must go!
What are we going to do about it? 

Just what we do with the weeds in our 
garden—pull it up by the roots, refuse 
it soil and nurture In our souls, our 
minds, our bodies. I should like to see 
every self-respecting man as much 
ashamed of secret or open indulgence 
in worry as he would be of the opium 
habit or of stealing. When he is really 
ashamed of it he will stop it. The one 
irresistible force in the world is non
resistance. Worry is a worse than in
effectual fight against besetting foes. 
It is a stirring up of hornets' nests, a 
rousing of sleeping dogs. It grows by 
what it feeds on. Worry feeds worry, 
begets worry, gives it all the life it has. 
Worry is inconsistent in Itself and has 
no consistency with anything else 
under the sun.
WORRIERS ARE POOR WORKERS.

Worriers as a rule are poor workers 
and they do not last long. The truth is 
that the work by which the world is 
fed, clothed and housed is done by the 
workers, and not by the worriers. The 
efficiency of any worker depends upon 
the absence of worry and the presence 
of faith.

The sovereign remedy for worry is 
work. .We must work with untroubled 
mind, deliberately, patiently, faithfully 
doing our best, because God and our 
own souls demand nothing less; sat
isfied with our best because “angels can

■ • tliov have been falsely supposed tocon- 
■ '' stitute the entire structure of spirit- 
r• 'utility. It is certainly important that a 

- solid" foundation should be laid for 
■ every building, but the foundation on 

' , which no building is Aected is only a 
■ standing evidence of human folly and 

an encumbrance on the earth. Spirit 
phenomena prove the existence of force

• and intelligence in unseen beings. They 
’give good evidence that In some cases 

■ these beings are of the human race. 
- mid perhaps equally good evidence that 

In other cases they are not. Hero Is our 
■ .foundation. Upon this let us construct 
; our philosophy and religion.
-i:- This is the point where we shall 
• ' '"divide—most honestly, properly and

: profitable divide. As we plan our bulld- 
‘ ■ Ing we shall find those sufficiently near 

•' us in ideas to unite with us In true fra- 
■ "ternity. Others will not see their way 

to join with us. but will And their own 
‘ co-workers. Spiritualists, like all other 

? people, will form varying schools of 
' ' thought. These need not be opposing
r" ■ sects, although the more combative na
! ' tures will cause them to be such for a 
’time. As humanity develops In splrlt- 
< unlity. all combaflveness will be util-
• ized In the overcoming of the lower by
f- the higher self in each individual. It 
L ' will not then, as now, be running to 
' waste, boiling over and creating feuds 

and contentions between man and his 
fellow man.

Jesus Did Not Rise From 
the Dead?

premature death, millions of its 
daughters to lives of enforced prostitu
tion, to satisfy the passions of its sons, 
as a means of preserving the virtue of 
its daughters not so forced, and protect
ing them from the passions of the mas
culine portion of the race, and con
demns the masses of all Its people to 
lives of toll far in excess of the neces
sities for toil In a justly regulated in
dustrial system, and also deprives them 
of a large portion of the results of their 
toll, and often of the opportunity to 
earn even a subsistence. This is a 
fearful price to pay for the privilege of 
living. It is a fearful price to pay for 
the protection of our daughters. Shall 
we leave it for another civilization, per
haps another race, to discover and put 
In practice methods of life which shall 
avoid these terrible sacrifices?

I notice a strong tendency among 
Spiritualists to adopt or copy many of 
the forms and usages of Christianity, 
or the Christian church, to prove Spirit
ualism by the Bible, to carry the church 
to Spiritualism and Spiritualism to the 
church; in fact, to blend the two. What 
will we have when they are blended? 
Would it not be more consistent, and 
every way better, for Spiritualists to 
teach that Christianity is a great fraud, 
founded In ignorance and superstition; 
that cruelty, injustice, and persecution 
have been prominent factors of its pro
pagation; that it lias deluged the world 
with the blood of its opponents, not 
merely In self-defense, but in pursuance 
of aggressive schemes of robbery and 
spoliation; that It has shed the blood of 
vast numbers df those of its own faith 
whp differ on minor points, to say 
nothing of Innumerable persecutions 
less In degree but often entailing more 
Injustice than actual murder; that It 
has been the most deadly and vindic
tive opponent of progress that moral 
and scientific development has ever had 
to contend with. In view of these facts, 
would it not be better to denounce 
Christianity and the Christian church 
as the greatest of all villainies? Would 
it not be better to show that the God of

do no more.” My best may be different 
from another man’s, and In the world’s 
eye may be counted little in compari
son, but comparison is not called for. 
In the perfect plan my best is as neces
sary and important as any other man’s 
best, and “best leads to better." To 
“hustle” is to vulgarize work. It is evi
dence of a cowardly fear of “getting 
left.” All things come to him who 
waits, because he also serves Who only 
stands and waits. If you would not 
worry, don’t hurry, don’t hurry any one 
else and don’t be hurried.

This does not mean that we are to 
dawdle over.our tasks. It, means slm-' 
ply that we are to make haste slowly; 
to recognize that order is heaven’s first 
law, and more surely and with due de
liberation. and swiftly or slowly, as the 
occasion demands. When you are tired, 
wait; when you are worried, wait. 
While waiting you may get up steam, 
may gather momentum, renew your 
strength. “They that wait upon tho 
Lord shall renew their strength; they 
shall mount up with wings as eagles; 

.they shall run and not be weary,, and 
they Shall walk and not faint."

■ “In my Father's house are manj\man- 
slons." "different in deSign, butlench’ 
with its own special beauty and utility.* 
Some will pile stone upon stone; add 

-truth to trpth. Others will, with,the 
' mortar of 'fraternal love, bind the 
' stones together. Others will carve and 
• polish.. paint and adorn, that In the 
brteht sunshine of spiritual lllumlna- 

* tlon awakened' man may see the glofy 
and the beauty of the.work. .. .

Ithaca, N. Y. - . E. J. BOWTELL..

.'The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It glVes 
detailed accounts of two cases of "double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lurancy

’ Vennum of. Watseka, 111., and Mary 
' Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15 cents.

ON A DEAD CHILD.

There is nothing that seems the same 
to me

Since Jim went away. I wonder if he 
Hid the blue of the skies 
In his Utile dead eyes— , 

They don’t seem as blue as they used 
to bet

And the sun doesn’t shine as it used 
to do,

Nor silver the, clouds when the rain 
breaks tfipugh, : ' ' -

• ' And thè flowers donj bloom -, 
WlthJtlielr old pèrftìfné, ?

And the birds don’t sing thplr old.songs

I will' suppose that . the two books, 
Matthew and John, of; the New Testa
ment, were written by the persons 
whose names they bear, though I have 
reason to believe that that is.not a fact 
But since Christians build their faith 
on that supposition,, and, tell me I must 
believe or be damned,;ihey can pot ob
ject to my taking the position that 
these men were the jgutjiprs of those 
books; so I will proceed to show from 
their writings that they were Imposing 
on 'the people by reporting What they 
knew was not true., ■■

From the 28th chapter, of Matthew 
we learn that on the fitst day of the 
week, after he was risen from the dead, 
first an angel and then jJpsus himself, 
sent word to his discipltì, by the two 
Marys' that they shouldlgo to Galilee 
and there they .should ¡¡see him. And 
the women “did run to ¡bring the dis
ciples word* * * Then tire eleven dis
ciples went away Into palilee, into a 
mountain where Jesus had appointed 
them. And when they saw him they 
worshiped him,” etc. •

The 10th verse of thè 20th chapter of
John says: “Then the same day at even
ing, being the first day of the week, 
when the doors lyere shut where the 
disciples were assembled, for fear of 
the Jews, came Jesus -and stood in the 
midst, and saith untoithem, Peace be 
unto you." ■' ’

Verse 2(5: “And nfterelght days again 
his disciples were within and Thomas 
with them; then came.JfeSils, the doors 
being shut, and stooddp The midst and 
said, Peace be unto you."

Chapter 21:1: “After these things 
Jesus shewed himself again to his dis
ciples at the Sea of Tiberias.”

Verse 14: "Now thia is the third time 
that Jesus shewed himself !to his dis
ciples after that he was risen from the 
dead.” Y

Now if these three meetings that 
John here reports actually; occurred

BEV. SAM JONES.
Hears a Curious and ln- 

structive Story.
Murat Halstead, for many years editor 

of the Cincinnati Commercial, is widely 
known as an accomplished journalist 
and an author of deserved fame. He is 
a remarkably genial gentleman In pri
vate life, at the same time possessing 
so sharp a ■ tongue and pen that those 
personally unacquainted with him re
gard him as morbidly acrimonious. 
Why he should so frequently assume 
the character of adverse critic is known 
only to himself, for certainly he cannot 
look for profit or popularity from such 
assumption; but nearly always he 
makes it cut deeply, inflicting wounds 
which too often are unhealable. An 
Incident in point is subjoined:

One afternoon I was in Mr. Hal
stead’s rooms at the Commercial when 
a door was quietly opened and a gentle
man's voice announced:

“I am looking for Mr. Hal-stead.”
“My name is Halstead” (pronounced 

Hall-sted—the other pronunciation In
viting resentment), said the editor. 
“Come in."

“I’m Rev. Sam Jones,” said the gen
tleman, advancing, “and I have called 
to thank you, Mr. Hal-stead, for the 
excellent notices you have given my 
meetings while I have been speaking in 
Cincinnati.”

“No need to Jake so much pains to do 
that,” replied Halstead, “for those 
notices and reports of sermons were 
Impelled by motives wholly selfish. 
They made a demand for 8,000 or 10,000 
more papers every day than our or
dinary circulation, and thus we reaped 
a good profit from what readers, looked 
upon as alert journalism.”

THE GREAT ISSUE.
Between Spiritualism end 

Orthodoxy.
The great issue to be fought in the 

near future, in my opinion is not be
tween the materialists and Spiritual
ists, but rather between Spiritualism 
and orthodoxy.

The materialists, as a matter of fact, 
are right so rar as they go, and are do
ing a noble work in laying a foundation 
to build on, in eradicating every the
ological ism and clsm from the mind of 
mankind, thereby giving the denizens 
of the spirit world a chance to step in 
and plant the truth in soil where it may 
be nurtured by reason, based on knowl
edge, unbiased by ecclesiastical beliefs.

When we take Into consideration that 
every kind of religion is simply a belief, 
and that the religions of mankind are 
legion, and, also, that all these religious 
beliefs are traced directly to the Bible 
by their adherents, for proof of tjielr 
authenticity, we may thereby form 
some Idea of the flimsy basis upon 
which all Christian religions are 
founded. To acknowledge that any one 
of these many religious beliefs is true, 
is to deny the authenticity of the rest, 
for each particular sect differs in some 
one or more points from the other, and 
consequently none can be true, as in the 
demonstration of a mathematical prob
lem, If but one error exists in its com
putation the Anal result . must be

Some Interesting Tests Are 
Given.

erroneous.
Perhaps thefaMM 

firmly established™ 
a§ their early rellg^ 
no matter how erroi

For the past two or three years I hay? 
been much Interested in the phenomena 
of Spiritualism, and have tried to oh. 
serve with careful attention all that 
have come within reach. Independent 
slate-writing has awakened much inter» 
est, and heretofore I have detailed my 
experience with Mrs. A. Brockway in 
obtaining messages by that means. I 
have sought in vain for an explanation 
outside of an invisible intelligence 
which we call spirit. Mr. W. E. Robin
son seems to advance the idea that it is 
only trickery, and the reason we accept;.. 
It as genuine is that our ability to ob-' 
serve with critical accuracy has not 
been developed. This may be so to a 
great extent. If I have been fooled in 
this way the sooner I find it out the 
better. He tells in one of his recent 
articles of a friend whom he mystified 
by simple tricks of legerdemain, and 
argues that if he could fool a Spiritual
ist In so simple a manner, a medium 
could easily deceive in such matters as 
slate-writing. This sounds plausible, 
and might apply to many cases, but not 
to all. In the instance referred to, tho 
friend could only judge of results by 
the use of his eyes. In slate-writing, 
however, he can use not only his eyes 
but his reason as well.

If a skeptic, he may prescribe the con
ditions. And if I might be allowed to

and this last meetlngTis the .third time 
tifat Jesus shewed himself to his dis
ciples after that he -was'risen from the 
dead.” then that meeting ;in Galilee 
could hot have, occurred unless it was 
after these three meetings;.and by read
ing Matthew’s story iwe see.that that 
was impossible, for-xip that-first day of 
the week the women,dld iMh’flUlckly. to
bring the aisclples word,? and: then they 
arose and went into 'Galilee- and-saw 
him, instead' of waiting .'several weeks 
before making that-journey; and the 
whole context khpws that they went 
immediately. So we see that If the 
story of either is true, that of the other
must be false. *

Christianity is,’according to its own 
record, the most unjust, cruel, revenge
ful, tyrannical being the mind of man 
ever conceived?

Apologists for the church and Chris
tianity say that the church is an inani
mate institution, incapable of perform- 
ingany act, good or bad, and therefore 
we ought not to blame the church for 
the sins committed by Christians. Will 
they make the same claim in support of 
the institution of chattel slavery, which 
the church once so vigorously de
fended? Will they- make the same 
claim In support of polygamy, which 
the Christian God tolerated (on a scale 
that would have made Brigham Young 
a raving lunatic inside of a week) in 
the “wisest man that ever lived” and 
in the “man after God’s own heart?" 
Will they make the same claim in sup
port of the butchery of whole tribes, 
which the Christian God, “who is the 
same yesterday, to-day, and forever,” 
ordered, or in support of the butchery 
of all the males and all the females ex
cept the virgins, whom he ordered to be 
kept for the use of the soldiery, the 
priests,' and himself? Apologists for 
Christianity and the church are apolo
gists for the God of the Christian 
church whom Christians worship as the 
supreme architect of the univerge, 
whom their Bible declares to be “the' 
same yesterday, to-day, and forever,”, 
a few of whose order's to his chosen 
people I have referred to.' Of those 
who would exonerate Christianity and 
the church from all blame for the sins 
of those who have built it up, kept it 
Qlive, handed it down from generation 
to generation, made it what it was and 
is,’.I wbuld ask,1 Would you also ex
onerate Chrlstiaiilty from all the blame 
for the'sins of the God who ordained 
it for the especial purpose of affording 
a portion of his children an opportunity 
to serve and worship him, that he 
might reward them? .

What is the attitude of the.cjiurch 
toward the new translation of the 
Bible? Is the. difference between the; 
new and the King James translation 
marked enough to have any material

as true. \
The house is so silent, missing 'hls noise, 
•The,sob of-hip sorrows, the laugh, of hls 
; joys; 7■ • 

■ \ ' ■' And the gathering dust, ■ •; - i
With the thickeningfrust, .

Is spread like a pall on his broken toys. 
Hls old stick horse, and hls gun, and his 

. sled, •• •
I leave' in their place by his little 

bed *»♦.,. v • ' • •.
I told him that they -
Were all in my way— .

But they don't seem so now, since he is 
■ dead. ■

—Josephine Puett Spoofits.

Now here comes the point: Matthew 
and John were of the eleven and so 
were themselves witnesses. I have 
omitted to notice the conflicting stories 
of Mark and Luke, since they are not 
supposed to have been witnesses, and 
Luke tells us that he is writing What 
others have told him. (See Luke 1:1 to 
4). So if Matthew’s story were true, 
John must have known' that fact and 
would not have wrlttemthe story that 
he did either by mistake^or with intent 
to deceive; and the same is true of Mat
thew; if John told the truth, that is, if 
either had seen him after he was risen, 
he would not have told -story so con
trary to the facts as one or the other 
did.

The only reasonable conclusion 'any 
one can make from these stories is the 
one told by the JeWs, that his disciples 
had stolen 'bls body and reported that 
he was risen from therdead. “Now, 
when they were going,} some of the 
watch came into the city and showed 
unto the chief priests all these things 
that were done. And when they were 
assembled with the' elflers, and had 
taken counsel, they gate large money 
unto the soldiers,' saying, Say ye, his 
disciples came by ifighS and stole him 
away while we slept. AHd'if this comes

“Ah! just so, Mr. Hal-stead; of 
course; but my thanks are due you no 
less; and I am happy to make this 
acknowledgment to you personally, Mr. 
Hal-stead."

By the peculiar smile upon the ed
itor’s face I knew that something very 
peculiar was brewing in his mind. He 
did not enjoy having his name twisted 
so frantically, and I remembered a re
mark long ago credited to him, that

' he’d as soon be called Hell-stead as 
Hal-stead. He may have Imagined that 
Jones had heard something of this 
sensitiveness. He said:

' “Very, well, -sir; if it pleases yon. 
Somehow, though, our meeting reurinds

. me-of an- Incident in Stanley’s African 
experience. When traveling up the 
Congo with only a donkey boy for com
panion he entered a territory In which 
the people were unfriendly, and he 
could purchase no supplies. One night 
while lying in his tent the great ex
plorer concluded that he must either 
adopt heroic measures or starve, and he 
immediately acted upon the thought by 
dressing and starting out on a foraging 
trip. He had good luck in gathering 
provisions and returned to his quarters 
with plenty of chickens, yams and 
fruits and cooked a beautiful break
fast. Awaking the donkey boy he bade

to the governor’s ear's,; we 
suade him and secure Tyou. 
took the money, and did as 
taught; and this saying 4s

will per
So they 

they were 
commonly 
until thisreported among the Jfews 

day.”—Matt. 28: 11 to 15.
Lander, Wyo. I. W. BECKWITH.

. ’ suNshin^i. ■’ -
.

What a joyous world- we live In;
There's a song iff: ¿very breeze, 

All the air is fill! ijrf music—
Warbling birds and hiimmlng bees.

We may sadly fall to hear them 
. If we open not our ears ;
Wé may spend!our tìnte -in. listening 

Only to the sighs ahdrtearsA
What a beauteous world we live in;
. Flowers blooming-dll the year, 
Waving palms and floods of sunlight

Filling all the land wlth eheer.
We may sadly fail to .see them

him “come and eat." The boy was 
astounded when his eyes had surveyed 
the well-supplied table, and he asked in 
wonderment:

“Where you git ’urn?”
“Never mind where they came from,” 

replied Stanley, “but get up and let 
some of them go into that empty 
stomach of yours.”

“No; where you git ’um?” still per
sisted the boy.

“Come on, come on," ordered Stanley; 
“you shall have your share and eat 
your fill."

“Ha! where you git ’um?" was still 
the response. “You no tell? Me know. 
You steal ’um. Me d- rascal too!"

As Halstead concluded Jones “caught 
on” without a second’s pause and 
laughed lohg and heartily. He seemed 
quite willing to accept his share of the 
left-handed compliment which the fa
mous editor applied equally to himself 
and his caller, and both w.ere mentally 
hilarious for several minutes. After 
the Rev. gentleman -had made his 
adieux and left the room, Halstead 
looked comical for a moment and said:

“That is the last visit Jones will ever 
make to Hal-stead,- I imagine. He’ll 
never come to thank me again, poor 
fellow. But it was wonderful—was it 
not?—how suddenly and completely he 
saw the point. His intuition almost 
took my breath away. But he’ll obtain 
recompense by applying that story'to 
somebody else, and there are plenty of 
people whom it will hit very squarely, 
you know." ■ L. BARNEY.

HERE—AND THERE.

Down here the sore hurts, the sad

bearing on the teaching of the church?
The question irioften asked, .“Why is 

chtfrch attendance falling off?” I 
would reply/bëcaùsc the church is try
ing to persuade thé-enlightened intelli
gence of the twentieth century to ac
cept tlie ignorance and .superstition of 
the first century'as the highest attain
ment of human knowledge,' and not to ; 
be questioned, : ■ ' ; j '

: • W. R. WOODWARD.
Lincoln, Cal. ; •
•■From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 

to the Baptist Church.” ■ By Abby A. 
Judsbn, . Gives an account of her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her. 
•parents to tho light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and 1b well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian'people. Price 
15 cents. .. • • " - ■ . .. .

If we open pot our eyes?
We may sekrclLalone.itoi'tistormclouds 

When we.gaze into tlfe: aides. ’ '
What a happy world -we livie in— 

Checkered though. Its scenes may be—
A thousand joyB^fbr eVery horrow 

Are in store for ybu andlme. ■
We may sadly fail to feel'rthem . -

If we! open not ;our hearts.;; . .
We may let them' pass'unhEeded < 

Gathering, only^paisqnedtdarts.
What a wondrous world we live in, 

Filled with mysteries,; forsooth,
■JVhich intoxicate—enrapture—

As we searclf'for golden, truth.' 
We may miss tltem, sadly' miss them, 
• if we open'n6t'bnp reuls)i. a ■' 1 
If we are.content'’ tff gjayel.;., ;
• pofl’n anio^g^e s^nds:.qqd_511(1ials' 
Let us .'not go biindly’¿roping • ,

. Thtough this giorlofik.,World'of ours, ; 
Plucking oniy'Cthorns htitt'’ thistles, ' ; 
' Treading ddwfil the beautOous flowers; 
Let's enjoy liffls ieverylWesslng— ;

• Gather all its. glorieq ili—' •■' -. . 
Then,' whtit’er'; the -futjito brings us, • ' 

We’ll .rejoice ill halving been.... .' '
:: '•--B. Waltermire'. r

R. L. Royse writes:'have read Art 
Magic, What a wonderful book it is! 
It is the John the Baptist of the New 
DispensatWn.” q 1

crashing, ” ,
The wroqgs of the helpless, the stings 

Of envy, and malice! Then flashing 
In waves of Illuminate rings, .

Out from thfe silence and longing, . .
’ Fair from the ether, the glow; -
They come as the roses are thronging, 

Where the gales of Hesperldes blow.
Here discords and revels commingle! 
“Vanities circle and sweep 
Over, around, until single, ,

One solace .we cherish and keep! ' 
A hope that is knowledge transcending 

Earth’s glories! that life is divine, 
Eternal; and death the glad ending 

Of doubt of His perfect design -
For lo! when,our trials were sorest, 

The1 garlands of Hope were down 
cast, - ' • . :

Then came-the white souls thou adorest, 
The forms that enthralled ip the past;

Fond eyes of the mothers unchangifig— 
Dear, dear as the accents of love, 

Of love knowlhg not the estranging ' ' 
.This world with its falsities prove.

Hènce I trust with a blessed reliance 
On the true and the beautiful there, 

And brave with a chastened defiance 
• The woes that the. mortal must bear. 
It is good to have suffered and sor- 

■ ..rowed: . ■.
It is good with our neighbors to 

grieve. .
Let us pay ev’ry joy we have borrowed, 
'And live The great truths we believe.

< HELEN HfNSDALE RICH.

stipulate the circumstances under 
which a certain trick shall be per
formed, It might perhaps be impossible 
for Mr. Robinson to make his little

, ... nbnnKt l show a success. However, he mightbeen, Its eradkatlon^eem fl-nd Jn me very eagy for 1
among the impossibilities. know little about prestidigitators and

Among the errors of our eaily ed- 1 °
fnillbmtv^of8the Blble^n behef'whicb Whlle the Brockways were at Seattle 
fallibility of the Bib e, a belief which r had a 1(Jtter fron) ft gentleman in the 
led us into superstition, tneieoy oe PQfltPrn nfirt nf WfiRhimrtnn to whom Iprlving us of our manhood and reason, ^0 part of Wa^htogton to whom 1 
x j i1.11 r.l.IIn zitiw I 1 cLUXXlUHiUUCU JiAiB» DIUL*A vVUj • Aaconsequently, establishing in our lnconvenlent to vlsit Seattle while she 
minds a belief in a^mons er God whose wag he wrote to her fQr a g 
acts in this book recorded, < not be He gome questlons and 6Cnt
supported by science or even common hw re<iuegt that ghg obtaln an.
sense. Neveitheless we hav b swers if possible through Independent 
to those/he.orle?nw’^T1u°®}>‘qt!®a slate-wilting. Here, you see, was theatoPplng to even question their f<>r fraud But walt
ruthfulness With hese falseq Pre“ Aftcr hl8 letter had been sent he - 

ises as a basis of belief,^one^can nev attended a uttle home seance without
but must be num- a Professional medium and succeeded edge of SphituallBm, but must De Dum Ahtnininff «nlrit bv meansbered among those who are the tools of £ ¿ne ’eX to“ him

.priestcreft. . I from a niece who had passed away
¿¿“dowtobt’orthodlx^ to^a&erK’she^uTd nofgoto 

charactei, handed do . y woupj Mrs. Brockway in Beattie and give him 
there are but few, if any who would algo Qne hg could
read its many pages without a disgust p th neross the ocean. to
for its obscenity, and honor for th whleh glle reSponded in the affirmative. 
mitnyr^ep1m‘int<r8 iuMlttes ft it has any He had addressed no question to her in

Ito ♦Vh« Intent flc tenehlnes hls letter to the medium at Seattle, and 

the books In print, tnat i nave ever uttle circle In due time he reread, none was ever more sclentlflcally a^the littte circle, ¿n due t 
ignorant or basely Immoial. which he said were entirely satlsfac-

be but to place man back in his prinil I .« < । _oo uv him nt Hia HttlA five condlUon, and “th® ri« X seanre and'Vmmunleated, and 
?iemiXrKmBut thne’is moving now came to fulfill her,Pro"ade at 
S;irfsE”‘xsxis,

- «_««ri <<• win AftnUmw looKea at my aresses ana cueu, uxx net an Infal Ible, book and it will conttoue fM. gbaU njcet again „
to deteriorate in the minds of the peo sinned with the proper name,pie just in P^Uon as knowledge ^“Xi/Zt a rep?
shall increase, until finally its Influence * " his siBter (mother ofas n relteioiis eulde will cease to bear 01 tue message to ms sister inioiucr ulSa* r.’X”4 itw.« »»1» S«. »7»

' In n Cod a ClH'iri. a anlte right in saying what you did
heli for in mv about her dresses, as it was about that

L lave the same «“e I was looking through her things 
opinion, they all. baYe and packing them anew, never to undomythical parentage-and when these ,
Imaginary ideas have been swept away toem again myseii.
by the introduction of knowledge, then ^e gentleman referred to has never 

SCti a?ethrZahfOt^ ea“oirio“°oni “amiiHnd message related to a 
stra e that through the evolution of matt(£ he wag unaMe t(> verlfy 
matter all the woiks of natJ£® untll after he heard from his sister on 
b®e.ar® PJ°fXtenre a Goi the other slde of the At,antlc Ocean' 1

o“Tn^^  ̂ ma^y h- permission to -^J^yTr:

__vi i___ ri.«* »»mA I bURc iCicHuu XV iraD ict-cncu urj
cfi-xl by that naine. I tn a xcruiia nf WAshinc“«

duce“ny scientific mrihod^r^ormuiate

any plan to take the place of a God, -mness 
especially among those who adhere to trntnruiness. unvarnishedthe old traditional belief of Chris- ™n.hP0^l“ireer fraud or
tlanity, is but to causea ruffle upon the truth.^I êotpsoegesl^wineIthls c(lse. 
placid waters of theology. But it must wattttr p wilt JAMScome. This question must be agitated WALTER P. WILLIAMS,
in order to get the truth before the peo- I Salem- Oregon, 
pie and produce thought upon this 
great and important subject. The in
vestigation will go on, no matter how I He stands the test where souls are tried, 
much oppqsed, until the Question is And truest honor flnds 
solved; and then the whole mythical I ^yi10 conquers, manfully, the pride 
mass will be relegated among the old That ruleg ln feebler minds; 
superstitious relics of the past; aqd sei- -^jjo seeks not rest in life’s career, 
ence, art and advance thought take the Nor yet beyond the grave;
place of tradiiioijal error. That error Whose heaven Is duty's noblest sphere-’ 
has had its.6way for thousands of years Not that wMch Idlers crave, 
is fnllv demonstrated by changes and .
revolutions, not only in religion but lb toucanS
scientific principles as well. And all Nor vainly tiles to scan these changes have been brought more I The Master’s mind, but asks for grace 
fully to our view by the rapidly- pro- I To do the best he can- 
gresslve movements within the last I Hls peace not toipoi of tho soul, 
hni? /»onfiiw TP.iffv aero evei’v I But harmony witnin ,
cross road School-house In the country Renouncing self to reach the goal . CFOSb XvilU BlUVUrllUUDC XXI 1.UUUILJ i J w —t— ,
had its hell-flre preacher. To-day, not I And triumph over sin. . ,
only that doctrine Is dead, but the I Once on the plow his band he laysl 
preacher also—for aught I know—for he His.eye ne’er backwards turns;
no more frequents those places. - Fortune he seeks in virtue’s ways, ■ 

Orthodoxy itself I is dying, hot only in I m-bought success he spurns.
its ritualistic Ideas, but its pretended I Looking hls fellow in the face 
believers are fast changing their minds He sees God’s image there; 
from the old, narrow, contracted idea I Whate’er may help to lift the race, 
of a heaven and hell, to a. higher plane Hls hand is quick to share.

mind of man 
iducatlon, and 
i It may have 
seems almost

MANHOOD.

of thought And what, is causing all Meek]y be takes life’s dally tasks ■, .
this great change? ^ducatipn. JR here Ag * t of heaven’s great plan; '
knowledge is rife superstition must die. TWg boon—aught else denied—he asks,_ 
There is'no way to eradicate an evil so I . „ . a manly man.' ;. -.
quickly as to remove the cause, and the I ¿ngeis attend on'such»an one, ;l , ; 
cause of this false, superstition^ tra- ^nd gtMg th611, COU1.SCS Il)Ove . 
ditional religion is a book called the light hls pathway to the throne 
Bible. Show the people the,fallacy of i0 *'*-,■ witb10ve. ' •this book, by enlightening their under- And garnish it with jov^.
standing, and this religion Will fade , ______ _ . .
away like all other superstition when Why Should They Differ?. ■ 
put into a scientific crucible^ ■ I We sometimes hear Christian Sci- 

■ ;. ■ WM. J. HAYNES. cnt|gt8 say; "Oh, you cannot be a.
South Norridgewock, Me. I Christian Scientist and a Spiritualist,”

. ------ I fail to see. They both heal the sick)
; "Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” I they believe In a renewed and more per- 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all In-1 feet life beyond. They both haye.beeij 
formation relative to the lost continent cured of the wretched dogmas of ortho
of Atlantis. ’ He regards the description doxy. They live good, happy lives and 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. I strive for spiritual excellence. Wh^ 
It Is Intensely interesting. Price, $2. differ? HELEN HINSDALE RICH-
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REV. SAM JONES.DID THEY KNOWGROWTH AND DECAYSTOP WORRYING.THOUGHTS ON FACTS
?

exists in its com- 
result must be

no one thing so 
the mind of man

lem, if but one error 
putation the Unai 
erroneous.

Perhaps there is

They. Are Worthy of Careful 
Consideration.

Jesus Did Not Rise From 
the Dead?

firmly established in ..
as their early religious education, and 
no matter how erroneous it may have

THE BROCKWAYS.
Some Interesting Tests Are 

Given.

There are some facts In connection 
with the Spiritualist movement which 
cannot be denied and'which to the re
flecting mind appear fraught with tre
mendous significance.

. One fact is that while the number of 
those who have knowledge or belief in 
spirit colmnunlon has enormously In

' creased within the last few years, only 
comparatively few of these identify

• themselves with the cause by becoming 
• members of any organized society.

' Another is, that while many societies 
- have of late been founded through mls- 
•. slonary effort, but few of these con- 

■ \tlnue in active existence for any length 
t of time, or add to any practical extent 

I to their membership after their foun- 
'dation. And yet a third fact is that the 
'older societies, after holding meetings 
for years, do not grow. Indeed it seems 
to be difficult for them to maintain 
their numbers as, one by one, their 
members pass from mortal sight Un
doubtedly there are exceptions, but 

■ there can be no question that these 
;- statements are generally correct.

We hear various possible causes sug
gested for this state of things. We 

• meet in dingy halls up three flights of 
■ stairs; our music is defective; we have 
■ no hell wherewith to frighten people 

■ Into joining our ranks; Spiritualism is 
not yet sufficiently popular, etc., etc.

I will not deny that material accesso
ries have great value. With churches 
of architectural beauty, luxuriously 
seated and with an even temperature 

' maintained at the favorite standard of 
■ 70 degrees, with trained choirs and 

_ ' magnificent organs tilling the air with 
angelic melody at the touch of master 

.. fingers, we should doubtless attract to 
our meetings many who would come In 
pursuit of sensuous delights, and out of 
these many some might occasionally be 
found receptive to spiritual truth.

• Nevertheless the mighty potency of 
.-spirit has been .manifested in upper 

' chambers, within prisons aud In dens 
and eaves. To the Inwardly Illumined,

How to Make Life Worth 
’ . Living.

There is no more noxious weed in the 
garden of life than worry, says The 
Temple, The worry habit Is especially 
characteristic of our own land to-day. 
We attempt to excuse the strain and 
rush and fever and fret by laying it to 
the compulsion of the compétitive 
struggle for a living. As if it were rea
sonable or sensible to poison ourselves 
and our friends In order to live! Worry 
is the cause of all the so-called deaths 
from “heart disease." It is the cause 
of ten-tenths of the deaths from “con
sumption.” Under the nom de plume 
of “dyspepsia” It slays thousands of 
Americans every year. “Nervous pros
tration” is the name under which it 
claims thousands of victims to whom it 
has made life an agony aud death 
a relief. It is always present as an im
portant factor In the deaths from "a 
complication of diseases," for its nature 
is to make bad worse nnd confusion 
worse confounded. Its name is 
“legion.” It has been said that in
temperance has wrought more havoc 
than wars, plagues, pestilence, floods 
nnd storms all put together. But the 
destructiveness of worry—Its crippling, 
paralyzing, poisoning slaughter—is to 
that of whiskey as a giant to a pigmy.

LEADS TO CRIME.
Prof. Elmer Gates has shown that

material environments disappear. From 
those who are moved by fear we are 
happily delivered, for “God is Love,’ 
and “Perfect love casteth out fear.” 
' To Sftv that Spiritualism is not popu-

.. lar, is but arguing In a circle. People 
do not join societies or attend meetings 
because it is not popular, and it is not 
popular because they do not join so
defies or attend meetings.

• All these attempted explanations 
merely touch the external and therefore 
fail to explain, as all things fail which 
only go skin deep. When Spiritualists 

_ unite honestly and sincerely for self
development along certain definite lines 

. there will be hope of their remaining 
V united. But only in rare instances is 

. this the case. Their effort rather Is to 
'■ afford some other spirit or spirits oppor

tunity to use or abuse them. To most 
' of our people the words spiritual de

velopment mean nothing else than the 
culture of psychic sensitiveness. The 

- effects of this culture may be good and 
; may be deplorable.
? ■ ■■ q']1P consequence of this is that a 

Spiritualist meeting becomes a scene of 
' contention, jealousy aud petty squab- 

■ files, reflecting in a degree the conten- 
tlons, jealousies and squabbles of the 

" lower Spiritual spheres. It cannot be 
otherwise so long as the development 

■ of mediumship is sought merely for its 
own sake or for the sake of any earthly 
object. But all will say they want the 
'very highest controls. Possibly, but 

■ highest in what? Ift'brilliant oratory, 
?: in profound learning, in foreknowledge 

\of the future, in the ability to give 
startling tests? All these exist in the 

!■’> lowest spiritual condition. Highest in 
’■ the love which tbinkest no evil of any? 

■ They never descend to control, but they 
■ influence and aid those who ascend to

For the past two or three years I have 
been much Interested in the phenomena 
of Spiritualism, and have tried to ob
serve with careful attention all that 
have come within reach.' Independent 
slate-writing has awakened much inter
est, and heretofore I have detailed my 
experience with Mrs. A. Brockway in 
obtaining messages by that means. I 
have sought in vain for an explanation 
outside of an invisible intelligence 
which we call spirit. Mr. W. E. Robin
son seems to advance the idea that It Is 
only trickery, and the reason we accept- 
it as genuine is that our ability to ob
serve with critical accuracy has not 
been developed. This may be so to a 
great extent. If I have been fooled in 
this way the sooner I find it out the 
better. He tells In one of his recent 
articles of a friend whom he mystified 
by simple tricks of legerdemain, and 
argues that if he could fool a Spiritual
ist in so simple a manner, a medium 
could easily deceive In such matters as 
slate-writing. This sounds plausible, 
and might apply to many cases, but not 
to all. In the Instance referred to, the 
friend could only judge of results by, 
the use of his eyes. In slate-writing, 
however, he can use not only his eyes 
but his reason as well.

If a skeptic, he may prescribe the con
ditions. And if I might be allowed to

THE GREAT ISSUE.
Between Spiritualism and 

Orthodoxy.

The great Issue to be fought in the 
pear future, in my opinion is not be
tween the materialists and Spiritual
ists, but rather between Spiritualism 
and orthodoxy.

The materialists, as a matter of fact, 
are right so rar as they go, and are do
ing a noble work in laying a foundation 
to build on, in eradicating every the
ological ism and clsm from the mind of 
mankind, thereby giving the denizens 
of the spirit world a chance to step in 
and plant the truth in soil where it may 
be nurtured by reason, based on knowl
edge, unbiased by ecclesiastical beliefs.

When we take Into consideration that 
every kind of religion is simply a belief, 
and that the religions of mankind a,re 
legion, and, also, that all these religious 
beliefs are traced directly to the Bible

Hears a Curious and In
structive Story.

Murat Halstead, for many years editor 
of the Cincinnati Commercial, is widely 
known as an accomplished journalist 
and an author of deserved fame. He is 
a remarkably genial gentleman in pri
vate’ life, at the same time possessing 
so sharp a tongue and pen that those 
personally unacquainted with him re
gard him as morbidly acrimonious. 
Why he should so frequently assume 
the character of adverse critic is known 
only to himself, for certainly he cannot 
look for profit or popularity from such 
assumption; but nearly always he 
makes It cut deeply, Inflicting wounds 
which too often áre unbeatable. An 
incident in point is subjoined:

One afternoon I was in Mr. Hal
stead’s rooms at the Commercial when 
a door was quietly opened and a gentle
man’s voice announced:

“I am looking for Mr. Hal-stead.”
“My name is Halstead” (pronounced 

Hall-sted—the other pronunciation in
viting resentment), said the editor. 
"Come In.”

“I’m Rev. Sam Jones,” said the gen
tleman, advancing, “and I have called 
to thank you, Mr. Hal-stead, for the 
excellent notices you have given my 
meetings while I have been speaking in 
Cincinnati.” '

“No need to take so much pains to do 
that," replied Halstead, “for those 
notices and reports of sermons were 
impelled by motives wholly selfish. 
They made a demand for 8,000 or 10,000 
more papers every day than our or
dinary circulation, and thus we reaped 
a good profit from what readers, looked 
upon as alert journalism.”

“Ah! just so, Mr. Hal-stead; of 
course; but my thanks are due you no 
less; and I am happy to make this 
acknowledgment to you personally, Mr. 
Hal-Btead.”

I will'suppose that- the two books, 
Matthew and John, of: the New Testa
ment, were written by the persons 
whose names they bear, though I have 
reason to believe that that Is.not a fact, 
But since Christians build their faith 
on that supposition; and tell me I must 
believe or be damned,,-.they can not ob
ject to my taking the position that 
these men were the gut|iors of those 
books; so 1 will proceed to show from 
their writings that they were imposing 
on 'the people by reporting what they 
knew was not true., ••

From the 28th chapter qf Matthew 
we learn that on thé first day of the 
week, after he was risen from the dead, 
first an angel and then Jésus himself, 
sent word to his disciples, by the two 
Marys that they shouldtgo to Galilee 
and there they should bee him. And 
the women “did run to {bring the dis
ciples word* * * Then üïe eleven dis
ciples went away Into Galilee, Into a 
mountain where Jesus liad appointed 
them. And when they saw him they 
worshiped him,” etc. •

The 19th verse of thè 20th chapter of 
John says: “Then the same day at even
ing, being the first day óf the week, 
when the doors were, shut where the 
disciples were assembled, for fear of 
the Jews, came Jesus-and'etood in the 
midst, and salth unto! them, Peace be 
unto you.” ‘ ~

Verse 2(5: "And nfter .elglit days again 
his disciples were within and Thomas 
with them; then came;Jésus, the doors 
being shut, and stood ip the midst and 
said, Peace be unto you,”

Chapter 21:1: “After ■ these things 
Jesus shewed himself again to his dis
ciples at the Sea of Tiberias,". .

Vèrse 14: “Now this is the third time 
that Jésus shewed himself'to his dis
ciples after that he was risen from the 
dead.” .. .. . i --- . ____ ___

Now if these three meetings that I By the peculiar smile upon the ea- 
John here reports actually; occurred Itor’s face I knew that something ve^y 
and this last meetlng Vls the third time peculiar was brewing in his mind. He 
that Jesus shewed himself to his dis- did not enjoy having his name twisted 
clples after that he was'risen from the so frantically, and I remembered a re
dead,” then that meeting 'in Galilee mark long ago credited to him, that

i could hot have, occurred -unless It was he’d as soon be called Hell-stead as
: after thqse three meetings;xtnd .by read-1 Hal-stead. He may have imagined that
: ing Matthew's story iwe Sae.that that Jones had heard something of this
! was impossible, fôron thst flrst day of sensitiveness. He said:

.1 the week the women ffid rilià^Ulcikly. to- ' “Very, well, str, if it pleases-you. 
every way better, for Spiritualists to bring the nisei pies wpid,tand.ithen they Somehow, though, ourmeeting, reminds-
teach that Christianity is a great fraud, arose and went into -Galilea-and--saw I. me -of an'incident In Stanlpy.s African
founded in Ignorance and superstition; him, instead'of waiting'several weeks experience. When traveling up the 
that cruelty, injustice, and persecution before making that-journey; and the Congo with only a donkey boy for com-
have been prominent factors of Its pro- whole context Shows that they went I panion he entered a territory in which
pagation; that it has deluged the world immediately. So we see that if the the people were unfriendly, and ne
with the blood of its opponents, not story of either Is true, that of the other I could purchase no supplies. One night
merely in self-defense, but In pursuance must be false. «■ while lying in his tent the great ex-
of aggressive schemes of robbery and Now here comes thé point: Matthew plorer concluded that he must either 
spoliation; that It has shed the blood of and John were of the eleven and so adopt heroic measures or starve, and he 
vast numbers of those of its own faith were themselves witnesses. I have I immediately acted upon the thought by 
whp differ on minor points, to say omitted to notice the conflicting stories I dressing and starting out on a foraging 
nothing of innumerable persecutions of Mark and Luke, since they are not I trip. He had good luck in gathering 
less in degree but often entailing more supposed to have been witnesses, and provisions and returned to his quarters 
injustice than actual murder; that it Luke tells us that he 1? writing what I with plenty of chickens, yams and 
has been the most deadly and vindic- others have told him. (See Luke 1:1 to fruits nnd cooked a beautiful break- 
tive opponent of progress that moral 4); So If Matthew’s, stpry were true, I fast. Awaking the donkey boy he bade 
and scientific development has ever had John must have known'that fact and him “come and eat.” The boy was 
to contend with. In view of these facts, would not have written:the story that I astounded when his eyes had surveyed 
would it not be better to denounce hç did either by mistake or with Intent the well-supplied table, aud he asked In 
Christianity and the Christian church to deceive; and the same is true of Mat- I wonderment:
as the greatest of all villainies? Would thew; If John told the truth, that is, If “Where you git ’urn?” „
It not bo better to show that the God of either had seen him after he was risen, “Never mind where they came from, 
Christianity is, according to its own he would not have tolH’ij-story so con- replied Stanley, "but get up and let 
record, the most unjust, cruel, revenge- trarÿ to the facts as ohe or the other some of them go into that empty 
fui, tyrannical being the mind of man did. ’ t I stomach of yours.”
ever conceived? The only reasonable conclusion any “No; where you git ’um? still per-

Apólogists for the church and Chris-1 one can make from these stories is the sisted the boy.
tianity say that the church is an inani- I one told by the JeWs, that his disciples I “Come on, come on," ordered Stanley; 
mate institution, Incapable of perform- had stolen 'bis body and reported that I “you shall have your share and eat 
ing any act, good or bad, and therefore I he was risen from theidead. “Now, your fill."
we ought not to blame the church for when they were going,I some of the I “Ha! where you git 'um?' was still 
the sins committed by Christians. Will watch came Into the city and showed I the response. “You no tell? Me know, 
they make the same claim In support of unto the chief priests $11 these things I You steal ’um. Me d— rascal too.
the institution of chattel slavery, which that were done. And when they were I As Halstead concluded Jones caught 
the church once so vigorously de- assembled with thé' elflers, and had’ on” without a second’s pause and 
fended? Will they make the same taken counsel, they gaie large money I laughed lofig and heartily. He seemed 
claim In support of polygamy, which imto the soldiers,' saying, Say ye, his quite willing to accept his share of the 
the Christian God tolerated (on a scale disciples came by nighfand stole him left-handed compliment which the fa
that would have made Brigham Young away while we slept. And if this comes mous editor applied equally to himself 
a raving lunatic inside of a week) in to the governor’s .ears,: we will per-1 and his caller, and both were mentally 
the “wisest man that ever lived” and guade him and secure fyou. So they hilarious for several minutes. After 
in the “man after God’s own heart?” took the money, arid did as they were the Rev. gentleman had made his 
Will they make the same claim in sup- taught; and this saying is commonly adieux and left the room, Halstead 
port of the butchery of whole tribes,' reported among the Jfews until this looked comical for a moment and said: 
which the Christian God, “who is the flay.”—Matt. 28: 11 to 15. ___ “That is the last visit Jones will ever
same yesterday, to-day, and forever,” Lander, Wyo. -I. W. BECKWITH. I make to HaEstead, I Imagine. He’ll 
ordered, or in support of the butchery , » ■ '■ - ' • - I never come to thank me again, poor
of all the males and all the females ex-1 , • • I fellow. But It was wonderful—was It

, cept the virgins, whom he ordered to be I • SUNSHlNp. - I not?_how suddenly and completely he
' kept for the use of the soldiers, the I . '¿i“ -,~t I saw the point. His intuition almost

priests, and himself? Apologists for What a joyous world: we live in; -took my breath away. But he’ll obtain 
Christianity and the church are apolo- There’s a song ip; every breeze, I recompense by applying that story to 
gists for the God of the Christian All the air is full qf inuslc— somebody else, and there are plenty of
church whom Christians worship as the I Warbling birds, arid huriaming bees. ■ people’whom it will hit very squarely, 
supreme architect of the universe, We may sadly fail to hear them you know.” ■ L. BARNEY,
whom their Bible declares to be “the' -. If we operi.?.nntiinSears; :

; same yesterday, to-day, and '.forever” I Wé may spendjprir flip6 ■•ln'I listening 
a few of whose orders to his chosen Only to the sighs anirieors.--

! people I have referred to. Of those wliat a beauteous wofid we live in;' . . t ,
, who would exonorate Christianity and Flowers blooming'rill'the: year, „ Down here the sore hurts, the sau 
' the church from all blame for the sins Wav{nE palms arid floods of sunlight I crashing,

of those who have built It up, kept it Filling all the limit with cheer. ' Thé wrongs of,the helpless, the stings
qllve, handed it down from génération I We may 6adly fail ta see them I Of envy, arid inallce! Then flashing
to generation, made It what it was and I jj we open not Onr eyes;- In 'waves of Illuminate rings,
is,-I wimld ask? Would you also ex- wè .mà.y séarclLalorie WVstormclouds Out from thé silénce and longing, ,
onorate Christianity from all the blame when wé.gaze into sides. 1 I Fair from the ether, the glow; - 
for the'sins of the God who ordained . • Theÿ coinè as the roses are thronging,
it for the especial purpose of affording wÌat ? hp_ I Where the gales of Hesperldes blow,
a portion of his children tan opportunity ® «orrow . Hère discords and revels commingle!'
to serve and worship him, that he A tnousana joysi -vnnitips circle and sweep
mWhatetanthethtHtude of the .church Wémaÿ
toward tte new translation . of the «? ; A hope that is knowledge transcending 
Bible? Is Rie. difference between thed We may let tnem passu Y . ^tll>s glories! tbat llfe Is divine,
new and the King James translationV Gatherlng only poisqn Eternal; and death the glad ending
marked enough to have any material What a wondrous world we live tn, dmilit of His perfect design -
bearing on the teaching of the church? Filled with mysteries,; forsooth, , : , L"

The question, is-often asked, FWhy is which intoxicate-tenrapture-i- . For lol when.our trials weja sorest,__
church attendance falling’ -off ?” I As we searcji'fór gbnten.■■ truth. I The' garlands of Hope Were down
would reply;'bëcàùse the chrirclrIs try- We may teiss them; Miflly''miss them,- - cast, - . -, ■ .
ing to persuade the-enlightened intelll-1 If We open rióLour &uls(fL ■ • " ?. Then came the white souls thou adorest, 
gence of the tweritieth century to ac- if wé.are_ conteriLtotetóvéL', . ■ . The forms that enthralled in the past;
cept 'thé ignorance and superstition of -DoWri .airiongîfthe sónds-and_ghqals. Fondeyesofthemothersunchanglng— 
thefirst century 'as the highest attain- T t „.L* '¡¿J hiiridlv’ironing • ■ ■ : Dear, dear as t|ieaccents of love,

: W. R. WOODWARD; • • rri«<iwc:.dòWfiithe béatAeous flowers; Hence.I truèt with a blessed reliance
Lincoln, Cal. , ■ ■ Let’s erijoy lif^staver.jjWesslng- J ~ ............ .. ........... .
“From -Night to Morn, or An Appeal . Gllther àtt ira :

to the Baptist Church.” • By Abby A. i^nE ’ ' ’ ’ '
J odeon. Gives anaccpunt of her esperi- w<?11 10101 -.-ÌB^Wnttermire' 
eneo in passing from the old faith of her ■ .-B. M,, Wnjtermiie,

sas»“1 WÆSftÜ B.,u
spirit, and Is wall adapted to placo In ^agic. What a_W<mderfnl book it is! 
the hands-of Christian - people. Price R 16 the John Bahtitt-pf the New 
15 cents. . , • I Dispensalo.” ;? 1 1

Thoughts and Questions 
Concerning Races.

I would like, through the medium of 
The Progressive Thinker, to suggest 
some thoughts, and ask some questions 
relating thereto, of any who may feel 
Interested. Are not the different races 
of mankind subject to the universal law 
of growth, maturity, aiql decay, which 
governs the Individual of all races' and 
species? History proves that nations 
arise, flourish, and decay. Does not 
antiquarian research prove that races 
are subject to the same general law? 
Were not other races, at the zenith of 
their development and power, when.the 
Caucasians were naked spvages? In 
consideration of this universal taw, 
may we not confidently predict that, 
when the Caucasian race, has reached 
the period of Rs decadence, some 
younger and more vigorous race will 
usurp the position It now occupies, and 
carry moral and intellectual thought, 
and life, to a plane of development that 
we had never attained?

There is certainly a vast field for 
moral improvement in the methods of 
thought and life of a race which con
demns one-half of all its offspring to 
premature death, millions of its

worry produces a katabolie change , 
throughout the body; that It chemically 
changes the blood to a poison, of which 
a few drops is sufficient to kill a dog; 
that it tears and destroys nerve flla
ments,- breaks down muscular fibre and 
throws brain, heart, stomach, lungs and 
liver all out of gear. It works the same 
morally. More than half the pauperism 
and crime which blot our civilization 
can be traced to worry. Fear, anger 
and worry are one—an evil trinity of 
form animated by the single negation 
of fear—the sin of lack of recognition 
of truth—by which sickness and death 
entered the world—the usurper long 
enthroned in the human mind, but 
whose reign is fast approaching an end. 
Why? Because people everywhere are 
waking up to these facts:

Worry is wrong! <
Worry is unnecessary!
Worry must go!
What are we going to do about It? 

Just what we do with the weeds In our 
garden—pull it up by the roots, refuse 
it soil and nurture in our souls, our 
minds, our bodies. I should like to see 
every self-respecting man as much 
ashamed of secret or open Indulgence 
in worry as he would be of the opium 
habit or of stealing. When he is really 
ashamed of it he will stop it. The one 
irresistible force in the world is non
resistance. Worry is a worse than in
effectual fight against besetting foes. 
It is a stirring up of hornets’ nests, a 
rousing of Bleeping dogs. It grows by 
what it feeds on. Worry feeds worry, 
begets worry, gives it all the life it has. 
Worry is inconsistent' in Itself and has 
no consistency with anything else 
under the sun.
WORRIERS ARE POOR WORKERS.

Worriers as a rule are poor workers 
and they do not last long. The truth is 
that the work by which the world is 
fed, clothed and housed is done by the 
workers, and not by the worriers. The 
efficiency of any worker depends upon 

« he absence of worry and the presence 
of faith.

The sovereign remedy for worry is 
work. We must work with untroubled 

, mind, deliberately, patiently, faithfully 
, doing our best, because God and our 
i own souls demand nothing less; sat- 
• isfied with our best because "angels can

daughters to lives of enforced prostitu
tion, to satisfy the passions of its sons, 
as a means of preserving the virtue of 
Its daughters not so forced, and protect
ing them from the passions of the mas
culine portion of the race, and con
demns the masses of all Its people to 
lives of toll far in excess of the neces
sities for toll In a justly regulated in
dustrial system, and also deprives them 
of a large portion of the results of their 
toil, and often of the opportunity to 
earn even a subsistence. This is a 
fearful price to pay for the privilege of 
living. It is a fearful price to pay for 
the protection of our daughters. Shall 
we leave it for another civilization, per
haps another race, to discover and put 
In practice methods of life which shall 
avoid these terrible sacrifices?

I notice a strong tendency among 
Spiritualists to adopt or copy many of 
the forms and usages of Christianity, 
or the Christian church, to prove Spirit
ualism by the Bible, to carry the church 
to Spiritualism and Spiritualism to the 
church; in fact, to blend the two. What 
will we have when they are blended? 
Would It not be more consistent,’ and

by their adherents, for proof of tiieir 
authenticity, we may thereby form 
some Idea of the flimsy basis upon 
which all Christian religious are 
founded. To acknowledge that any one 
of these many religious beliefs is true, 
is to deny the authenticity of the rest, 
for each particular sect differs in some 
one or more points from the other, and 
consequently none can be true, as in the 
demonstration of a mathematical prob-

been, its eradication seems almost 
among the impossibilities.

Among the errors of our early ed
ucation was the belief in the In
fallibility of the Bible, a belief which 
led us into superstition, thereby de
priving us of our manhood and reason, 
and, consequently, establishing in our 
rnlflds a belief in a monster God, whose 
acts In this book recorded, could not be 
supported by science or even common 
sense. Nevertheless we have adhered 
to those theories with unabated zeal, 
never stopping to even question their 
truthfulness. With these false prem
ises as a basis of belief, one can never 
attain an exalted position in a knowl
edge of Spiritualism, but must be num
bered among tfibse who are the tools of
priestcraft.
. If the Bible could be placed before us 
without a traditional knowledge of its 
character, handed down by orthodoxy, 
there are but few, if any, who would 
read its many pages without a disgust 
for Its obscenity, and horror for the 
many cruel acts recorded therein.

Ito redeeming qualities, if it has any, 
cannot consist in its scientific teachings 
nor its moral instruction, for among all 
the books in print, that I have ever 
read, none was ever more scientifically 
Ignorant or basely Immoral.

To make this book the guide of our 
acts or the standard of our lives, would 
be but to place man back in his primi
tive condition, and lower the standard 
of morality, ip some respects, to that of 
the lowest brute. But time is moving 
on, and knowledge is increasing, and 
the Bible is ceasing to be recognized as 
an infallible book; and it will continue 
to deteriorate in the minds of the peo
ple, just in proportion as knowledge 
shall Increase, until finally Its Influence

their plane of thinking and living.
Because phenomena lie at the foun- 

• dation of our knowledge of spirit on 
tlie material plane of manifestation, 

• they have been falsely supposed to con
S stitute the entire structure of spirlt- 

uality. It is certainly Important that a 
solid' foundation should be laid for 

■ every building, but the foundation bn
• which no building is Aected is only a 
standing evidence of human folly and 
ah encumbrance on the earth. Spirit 

- phenomena prove the existence of force
and Intelligence in unseen beings. They 
'give good evidence that in some cases 
these beings are of the human race. 

■ and perhaps equally good evidence that 
? hi oilier cases they are not. Hero is our

foundation. Upon this let us construct 
our philosophy and religion.

; • This is the point where we shall 
' 'divide—most honestly, properly and

-.profitably divide. As we plan our bulld- 
• ’ ■Ing we shall find those sufficiently near 

us in ideas to unite with us in true fra-
"teruity. Others will not see their way 

' to join with us. but will find their own 
co-workers. Spiritualists, like all other 
people, will form varying schools of 
thought. These need not be opposing 

‘ • sects, although the more combative na
' tures will cause them to be such for a 
'• time. As humanity develops in splrit- 
• uality, all combaflveness will be utll- 
■ ’ Ized hi the overcoming of the lower by 
■” the higher self In each individual. It 

will not then, as now. be running to 
< waste, boiling over and creating feuds 
’• and contentions between man and his

do no more.” My best may be different 
from another man’s, and in the world’s 
eye may be counted little In compari
son, but comparison is not called for. 
In the perfect plan my best is as neces
sary aud important as any other man’s 
best, and “best lends to better.” To 
“hustle” Is to vulgarize work. It is evi
dence of a cowardly fear of “getting 
left.” All things come to him who 
waits, because he also serves Who only 
stands and waits. If you would not 
worry, don’t hurry, don’t hurry any one 
else and don’t be hurried.

This does not mean that we are to 
dawdle over.our tasks. It. means sim-
ply that we are to make haste slowly; 
to recognize that order is heaven’s first 
law, and more surely and with due de
liberation. and swiftly or slowly, as the 
occasion demands. When you are tired, 
wait; when you are worried, wait. 
While waiting you may get up steam, 
may gather momentum, renew your 
strength. “They that wait upon the 
Lord shall renew their strength; they 
shall mount up with wings as eagles; 

. they shall run and not be weary,, and 
they Shall walk and not faint."

fellow man.
“In my Father's house are manyynan- 

slons,” different in design, bntfeach ■ 
• with its own special beauty and Utility/ 

Some will pile stone upon- stone, add 
- truth to trpth. . Others will,. with-the 
• mortar of fraternal love, bind the 
' stouestogether. Others will carve and- 
■ polish, paint and adorn, that in the 

bright sunshine of spiritual Illumina-, 
‘ tlon awakened’man may see the gtafy 

and the beauty of the.work. .
Ithaca, N. Y. E. J. B0WTELL. .

"The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely Interesting. It glVes 
detailed accounts of two cases of "double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lurancy 

' Vennum of. Watseka, 111., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15 cents. .

ON A DEAD CHILD.

There is nothing that seems the same 
to me

Since Jim went away. I wonder If he 
Hid the blue of thé skies 
In 'his little dead ey.es—

They don’t seem as blue as they used 
to be.

And the sun doesn’t shine as it used 
to do, '

Nor sllvèr .the. clouds when the rain 
breaks through, ' ; ’ ■ : ’ •

- 1 And thé flowers donT bloom .. -
With:their old perfufne, / :Y

And the birds don’t sing their old songs 
as true?- ■ - b7

. • ■ - • • •' l” . •"-•■. . .
The- hoUse' is so silent, .missing his noise, 
•The. sob of- ¿is.sprrows, the laugh of hiS 
.‘ -joys; .

• < And the gathering dust, ■ • -
. With the thickening.rust, . J .

Is spread like a pall on his broken toys. 
His old stick horse, atid his gun,.and his

. sled, . -. .. _•■ ■ . ■ ■ ■
I leave'in their place by his little 

bed » » * -• - ;’. • . -
I told him that they ' -
Were all In my- way— • . ■

But they don’t seoin so now, since he’ls 
dead. ■

■ ■ —Josephine Puett Spoorits.

&

here-and there.

On the true and the beautiful there,
And brave with a chastened defiance 

The woes that the mortal must bear. 
It Is good to have suffered and sor

rowed; ■ - . ■
It i is good with our neighbors to 

grieve. ■ •
Let up pay ev’ry joy we have borrowed, 

■And live-the great truths We believe.
HELEN HtNSDALE RICH.

stipulate the circumstances under 
which a certain trick shall be per
formed, it might perhaps be impossible 
for Mr. Robinson to make his little 
show a success. However, he might 
find in me a very easy subject, for 1 
know little about prestidigitators and 
their art.

While the Brockways were at Seattle 
I had a letter from a gentleman in the 
eastern part of Washington to whpm I 
recommended Mrs. Brockway. Finding 
it Inconvenient to visit Seattle while she 
was there, he wrote to her for a sitting. 
He prepared some questions and sent 
her with a request that she obtain an
swers if possible through Independent 
slate-writing. Here, you see, was the 
broadest latitude for fraud. But wait. 
After his letter had been sent he 
attended a little home seance without 
a professional medium and succeeded 
in obtaining spirit messages by means 
of tabtertipplng. One came for him 
from a niece who had passed away 
many years ago In another land. He 
then asked her if she would not go to 
Mrs. Brockway in Seattle and give him 
a message and also one that he could 
send to her mother across the ocean, to 
which she responded In the affirmative. 
He had addressed no question to her in 
his letter to the medium at Seattle, and 
there was no opportunity for anyone to 
have sent her word of what took place 
at the little circle. In due time he re
ceived the slate-written messages, 
which he said were entirely satisfac
tory to him. Among the number was a 
message from his niece to the effect 
that she was with him at the little 
home seance and communicated, and 
now came to fulfill her promise made at 
that time. She then wrote: “Tell

as a religious guide will cease to bear 
fruit among the intelligent, or In fact, 
among the most Ignorant classes.

With the decline of this book also 
ceases the belief in a God, a Christ, a 
Devil and an orthodox hell—for, in my 
opinion, they all. have the same 
mythical parentage—and when these 
imaginary ideas have been swept away 
by the introduction of knowledge, then 
will science come forth and demon
strate that through the evolution of 
matter all the works of nature have 
been, and are produced, without the 
•assistance or even existence of a God, 
or any intelligent forcé which we may 
call by that name.

I am very well aware that to intro
duce any scientific method or formulate 
any plan to take the place of a God, 
especially among those who adhere to 
the old traditional belief of Chris
tianity, is but to cause a ruffle upon the 
placid waters of theology. But it must 
come. This question must be agitated 
in order to get the truth before the peo
ple and produce thought upon this 
great and Important subject. The in
vestigation will go on, no matter how 
much opposed, until the question Is 
solved; and then the whole mythical 
mass will be relegated among the old 
superstitious relics of the past; aqd sci
ence, art and advance thought take the 
place of traditional error. That error 
has had itasway for thousands of years 
is fully demonstrated by changes and 
revolutions, not only in religion but ft 
scientific principles as well. And all 
these changes have been brought more 
fully to our view by the rapidly- pro
gressive movements within the last 
half century. Fifty years ago every 
cross-road school-house in the country 
had its hell-fire preacher. To-day, not 
only that doctrine is dead, but the 
preacher also—for aught I know—for he 
no more frequents those places. ■

Orthodoxy itself is dying, not only in 
its ritualistic ideas, but its pretended 
beilevers~are fast changing their minds 
from the old,, narrow, contracted idea 
of a heaven and hell, to a higher plane 
of thought And yfhat is causing all 
this great change? Éducation. Where 
knowledge is rife superstition must die. 
There is no way to eradicate an evil so 
quickly as to remove the cause, and the 
cause of this false, superstitious, tra
ditional religion is a book called the 
Bible. Show the people theXaltacy of 
this book, by enlightening their under
standing, and this religion will fade 
away like all other superstition when 
put into a scientific crucible.

WM. J. HAYNES.
South Norridgewock, M?e. ■ •

mamma I was near her when sho 
looked at my dresses and cried; tell her 
not to grieve, for we shall meet again.” 
This was signed with the proper name. 
The recipient immediately sent a copy 
of the message to his sister (mother oi 
the departed niece) and says site re
plied as follows: “In your letter you 
were alluding to---- , and I find you are
quite right in saying what you did 
about her dresses, as it was about that 
time I was looking through her things 
and packing them anew, never to undo 
them again myself.”

The gentleman referred to has never 
met Mrs. Brockway or any of her 
family, and the message related to a 
matter that he was unable to verify 
until after he heard from his sister on 
the other side of the Atlantic Ocean. I 
have permission to say that the mes
sage referred to was received by Mr. 
E. A. Willis, of Ellensburg, Washing
ton, who says he has the documents 
from both ends of the line to prove its 
truthfulness.

What we want is plain, unvarnished 
truth. I do not see how either fraud or 
collusion were possible In this case. , 

WALTER P. WILLIAMS.
z Salem, Oregon.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It glven by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is intensely Interesting. Price, 12.
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MANHOOD.

He stands thé test where souls are tried. 
And truest honor finds,

Who conquers, manfully, the pride 
That rules in feebler minds;

Who seeks not rest in life’s career,
Nor yet beyond the grave; ,

Whose heaven is duty's noblest splrere—
Not "that which idlers crave.

He covets not the lordllng’s place, 
Nor vainly tries to scan

The Master’s mind, but asks for grace 
To' do the best he can.

His peace not torpor of the soul, 
But harmony within— .

Renouncing self to reach the goal .
And triumph over sin. ।

Once on the plow his hand he laysl 
His.eye ne’er backwards turns;

Fortune he seeks In virtue’s ways, 
Ill-bought success he spurns. _

Looking his fellow in the face '
He sees God’s Image there;

Whate’er may help to lilt the race, 
His hand Is quick to share.

Meekly he takes life’s daily tasks -, 
As part of heaven’s great plan;

This boon—aught else denied-he asks,_ 
‘ To be a manly man. .
Angels attend on suctaan one,

And stars their courses move . 
To light his pathway to the throne

And garnish it with love. . •
: —John Troland. '•

Why Should They Differ?.. •
We sometimes hear Christian Sci

entists say: "Oh, you cannot be a 
Christian Scientist and a Spiritualist.”

I fail to see. They both heal the sick) 
they believe 1n a renewed and more per
fect life beyond. They both have been 
cured of the wretched dogmas of ortho
doxy. They live good, happy lives and 
strive for spiritual excellence. Why 
differ? HELEN HINSDALE RICH-"
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WHY THE CHURCH OF THE SOUL? if it wei 
world w

Delivered Through Mrs. Oora L. V. Rich
mond, Chicago, April 9, 1899,

, INVOCATION; ..
Life Divine and Perfect;; Heavenly ¡Parent; Father

Mother God, unto Thee Thy children Lend forever at the 
altar of human praise; knowing that life and death—that 
higher life,—human birth and growth are hut-expressions 
in the changeful scenes of time and sense; they behold the 
blossoms as they come and go, yielding the fruitage of. 
their kind, and they praise Thee for these manifestations 
of .Thy law; they behold the sun-lit worlds that move and 
shine obedient unto perfect law, and they praise Thee; 
4 hey behold the majesty of the sphefes, they understand 
that from the atom unto the brightest kun there is the 
glory and triumph of thy perfect law and they praise 
Thee; but more do they behold and understand the beau
ties of thought and the process of the uiifoldment of life 
in and through the powers of the soul; more and more do 
they understand that the source of all action and thought 
is from within and they praise Thee for this consciousness 
that is manifest, of tírese expressions, in time and sense, 
fór all the experiences that bring fruition unto.the soul.- ¡ 
May they more and more understand the meaning of life; 
not the immortality that is to be, but th? immortality that 
is, of which this present manifestation is but a part, a step, 
a portion of that eternity that abideth ever.. May they 
know that in time and sense the soul is as immortal as 
when the clod of clay is cast aside;-and may they know 
that the perceptions from within kindle the earth with 
beauty and life, with manifestations of Thee, that human 
liearts more and more may be attuned urito harmony and 
praise. May tliis knowledge fill their lives with under
standing, until the manifestations from within.Bhall grow 
more and more abundant, and upon the tree of life the 
fruitage shall no longer be of thorns and thistles of con
tention, but of harmony and peace, the fruitage of that 
’free of Life whose leaves áre for the healing of the na
tions. May they understand the deep, divine meaning of 
the soul and its triumph over the dust, until in and 
through all this tide of consciousUife shall flow to its ful- 
Ailment, on and on through endless ages of eternity shall 
mount to its height and be one with Thee. Amen.

■ DISCOURSE.
“Whoso is not for us is against us.”
In times like these, in the culminations of centuries 

when all classes and conditions of people announce new 
beginnings and great fulfillments, it is needful to know 
where you stand.

An Arabian prophet once said, “Whoever does not har
vest the grain fails for the next harvest.” We say, who
ever does not harvest the spiritual truths of to-day fails in 
his or her duty for the coming time. .

The great spiritual harvest of to-day is imminent, it is 
in the world, the seeds have been sown, they have grown 
and yielded their fruitage, but lo! many and many who ac
cepted them hesitate to put forth their hands, either to 
gather or_give to their neighbors, or for the seed-time that 
is coming. .

Unless you speak the word that you know, the highest 
word, the best word; unless you do the deed you know to 
be best and truest, all that is yours by virtue of that truth 
passes and is blown away by the winds, and you are 
neither a thrifty husbandman, nor do you understand the 
message that lias come to you. These many, many years 
the present outpouring of spiritual truth has been in the 
world; people have accepted it, they have received its 
comfort, they have in a measure understood its message, 
but they have neglected, or persistently refused to gather

p «Thousand years before another springtime the 
puld certainly forget how. the spring seems, So 
iritual truths are made to lope their efflorescencewhen sn------- ------------- ------- ------------------

and their beauty by the processes of selfishness and 
coiTodirlg care; when men and women Jurn from the 
spirit toil the letter and forget the light that has given thut 
truth to thé world, again and again the inspiration is 
poured upon the earth as upon the morning’s beauteous 
altar the golden urns of life overflow with light, and you 
no longer are afraid of the shadow and the darkness; as 
upon tl|e spring’s blest altar new forms of life appear, 
and if you have been wise in your gathering you are ready 
to plant ihe seeds of choicest flowers, ready to sow the 
grain that has been carefully .harvested, prepared by 
winnowing processes for. the planting; and, if you are 
wise, you are not afraid of this seed that has been 
gathered, you know it is choice, you know it has been 
ripened, you know it contains the germ of that which 
must be for the nourishment of the people.

Si) it is with truth: the day and the hour have yielded 
their seed to growth. The new day has proven unto your 
lives propositions that have been forgotten or obscured in 
past ages, and there are truths reaffirmed to-day that have 
been forgotten, that have been lost sight of in the great 
whirl and bustle of human affaire, and, not being in the
sight or consciousness pf the people, they could not 
follow. The most liberal Christian churches, were I 
obliged to abandon, almost, the name of God, so Ijad it I 

: become obscured or used as the synonym for violence and I 
shadow instead of spiritual aspiration and knowledge of 
spiritual things. So the liberal Christian churches of 
to-day teach the manifestation of humanity and the ethics I 
and benefaction of charity, These are all well, but they 
must be the blossoming and fruitage of real spiritual seed 
or they will grow into nothing. When such minds as 
Minot j. Savage, as Lyman C, Abbott come out and I 
declar^their knowledge of and belief in Spiritualism, it 
is because the germs of spiritual truth reaffirmed to-day 
appeal Io them in that name more than in the name of 
the particular, denomination or form of Christianity that I 
they were called upon to teach end in which, they were 
educated. The recognition'of this new life and impetus, I 
this new outpouring of the spirit among such minds is 
necessary. The Rev. 0. B. Frothingham stood twenty- 
five or thirty years ago where they stand to-day: He~had 
gone thus far, until he approached that'fathomless, 
horrible abyss,' annihilation, and. this open gateway was 
the only way to save him from that annihilation, He 
turned' precipitately upon the, so-called, liberal thought 
of the day unto the light of spiritual truth.

This is the reason why many liberal clergymen turn, by 
reaction, and enter the Romish church; because rather 
than annihilation any religion is best. So it is, because 
with the right kind of interpretation, with their own 
thoughts and their own aspirations they can believe 
in something; but to know or believe nothing, to enter 
into a world of shadow which to them would mean 
oblivion, is the horror that confronts them., Spiritualism 
has filled that void, has answered that question, has 
removed that horror; and, yet. very few bodies of Spirit
ualists are willing to say so on paper or in any form that 
will answer the great need of just such men as Mr. Savage 
and Mr. Abbott.

Turn over the sheets y<5u hold in your hands at this 
moment and you will find conserved for your use a dec
laration of the truths that have been received under the

the harvest. .
Suppose when strawberries are ripe you should say: 

“Oh! I will not gather these strawberries now. J vifl 
wait until the grapes and apples are ripe and gather them 
all at once; you certainly would not manifest an acquaint
ance with the laws of nature or the spirit of a thrifty agri
culturist. Whatever in its seed-time presents itself for 
the early harvest you should be ready to gather. If the 
maiden should wait until midsummer before seeking the 
woodland violets or the sweet wild flowers of spring she 
would find them over-past and gone; but always the chil
dren hurry with swift footsteps to find the spring blos
soms, the trailing arbutus, the anemone; nothing is too 
lowly or hidden to be gathered for the mother. So truth 
yields its first blossoms unto your Jives and expects, not 
only recognition and declaration, but that for future use 
these shall be gathered; the harvest is not allowed to stand 
upon the field for nature is so prolific she scatters her 
seeds in profusion if none are gathered there will be no 
buds nor seed time.

In ancient India when the wheat was gathered, after 
the floods were partly abating' that overflowed the valley 
of the Nile, the people went forth on those flat boats .com
mon to that country and scattered the seed abroad upon 
the waters. When the receding waters left their debris 
along the valley they also planted the wheat. This is the 
meaning of that much quoted and often misunderstood 
passage, “Cast thy bread upon the waters and after many 
days it shall return to thee.” What more beautiful illus
tration—understanding the custom of the East—than 
this? So, too, if you have not gathered the fruitage and 
wheat of the past season" how shall you be ready to cast it 
upon the waters for the next harvest and the next?

Besides losing your opportunity or neglecting it, others, 
sometimes unworthily, take up the name and symbol of 
the truth and word that you should have spoken, and that

wheat that; hacb-come from Egypt, said'to. have been 
handed down fu&m the very treasure of the store-houses 
that Joseph hadocharge of in preserving that wheat for 
his brethffln.' The grain was fair) perfect and beautiful, 
and bein^lant?4 on a larm western country and 
yielded an(abun<iant harvest. Whoso, seeing' that wheat 
field, would say,Aiwe may gather it for future years, but it 
came from? nowhere,” would be called an idiot by the av
erage farmer."; So is it to be said for the seed of immor
tality Boiyn ip yjour lives to-day if you think you may 
gather itsfruitage only for the future. Somewhere there 
was an inwnortidity from whence it came.

Then iake up. step by step the legitimate sequence: 
Theosophy comes to you, having sprung up after the 
facts and philosOphy of Spiritualism were.already in ex
istence, ¡yrid. it ijikes possession of the theological mind 
as a revival.of I^jjddhism or of the doctrines of the Orient. 
Oriental phraseology is attempted, to be used, and Ori
ental thought interpreted; But all this, in the simple, 
clear language c,of your own vocabulary, is made plain.. 
Its meaning is. clear; you neither have to go to the Hima
layas to 'receive! knowledge of the Mahatmas, nor to any 
place in India to find those endowed withsspiritual power. 
Direct and distinct the ancient knowledge is poured out 
upon the world to-day. Not in' its effete, worn-out gar
ments, not in its debauched raiment of Buddhism per
verted as it is to-day; nor the Brahminism that simply 
holds in error, in slavery the minds of the average Hin
doo; nor the Christianity, that has also been debauched 
by kings, rulers and priests, the human perverted thing 
that theology declares, but in the pure truth, the perfect 
light of that knowledge that was taught upon Olivet, of 
that knowledge^¡that was perceived beneath the Buddha 
Tree, when Buddha saw in wonderful vision the “lines of 
life in all'the forms in all the worlds,” the great tide of 

I immortality pulsing in and through the human form, into 
I and put of the human body unto the great fulfillment of 

the soul. This is spiritual teaching, pure and sinple; and 
because Spiritualists accepted it but were not only neg

I lectful, but afrajd to avow it other minds have accepted 
I and perverted it; even like Jhe primal principle of immor

tality it remains for us to reannounce it. .

will be the rock, and the shield, and the strength. Up 
from India the voice of testimony will come: .“It is. the 
simplified teaching of our great teacher;” up from the 
graves and tombs ’of Judea the voice of testimony will 
come: “This is the simplified teaching of our teacher;” up 
from the hearts of those who are waiting will be the voice, 
this is what we have said in all tjie lands beneath the sun. 
The light that now breaks forth upon the world is the 
harvest of lo! these many years. . i

The world has heard here and there, in fragments; now 
the seed is here, the harvest is at your hand, tlie light is 
for you to declare, thé truth for you to announce. Be
loved people, this is, Why, the Church of the Soul?

EVOLUTION—IN VERSE.

Teeming with living things; yet such the story . 
Science tells—earth was once devoid of life,

And all its beauteous forms and all its glory > : .
Have been evolved from elemental strife.

Her children, Nature modifies.by “natural selection,” 
Decrees “the survival of the fittest” and the best; .

No weakness, no defect, pan escape her sharp detection
Adaptation to cppditions'jk her only test, .

• Instinct is habit, acquired, condensed, transmitted, " 
A legacy from ancestors of water, wood and plain, .

' Presewed because to their conditions fitted, 
A tendency acquired and inwoven in the brain.

All the intuitions of reason and of sense, - 
Even aptitudes relating us to time and space, 

Have been consolidated from experience

j The Church, df the Soul is the necessity of the hour. It
conserves that which otherwise would be cast to the 
winds; it saves those precious seeds of spiritual truth as

I the fruitage of the present hour for the world to under
stand. Here "and. now is the re-announcement and re
demonstration, of that which has been forever: It makes 
perfectly clear and plain, that the legitimate results of

I this knowledge and this trutlynust be the fulfillment of 
the highest ethics. You cannot begin preaching ethics

I to people until ihey know whether they stand upon the 
dust or whether their inheritance is in the sky. If man 
is evolved from the Anthropomorphic ape he is not liable 
to consider himself responsible to anything excepting the 
Anthropomorphic ape. If man knows that he is immor
tai, that he shares the great responsibilities of eternity, if

I he is aware of all that is divine and good he becomes re
sponsible to that eternity for his life and its fulfillment.

Talk about ethics in a society that simply believes that 
I man is bom of the dust! Nb man is responsible to'the 

dust for anything more than the dust can give. If it 
I gives a fewmoments of life, a few hours of rest, a few days 

of struggle, a few weeks of sorrow he is liable to think 
that there is not touch to be thankful for or responsible to. 
But if witji the soprow, suffering and struggle there is the 
incentive pf the ¡knowledge of immortality; that the soul 
has somewhat to do, that it stamps itself upon the dust as 
the germ.'Of this’'rose stamps its image qnd its fragrance 
here. (FVery atijm in that rose under chemical analysis 
would be .like the-dust of the air, and in the gubstance of

Into the life and nature of the race.

At birth, the brain is covered with inscriptions

AFTER HER DEATH.
■■ . ■ . ■ -I -

THE STORY OF A. 8UMMEB» 
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Porv»aeil with pure »»<1 beautiful spirituality«} 
thought. In.tructlve aud helpful to all who love aa* 
seek the higher and liner way. of .plrltual experteuoa. 
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Condensed, of thoughts and deeds of men long dead, 
Hinting at war and love-L-scenes of all descriptions,

History that ne’er was writ—romance that ne’er was
read.

Nature hath given to the horse its form of beauty, 
And to the eagle its matchless power of flight, 

To man affection and a sense of duty— ■
Conscience to condemn the wrong and choose the right.

The human mind with all its power of thought, 
Like worlds that move about us in their courses, 

Has through the ages been in mystery wrought, 
Perfected and sustained by natural forces.

We are related to the infinite in space, 
To the everlasting are we linked in time;

Upon the fertile earth we run our little race, 
Yet, Mother Nature, we’re forever thine.

The body mingling with the elements forever, 
Life is transmuted into other forms of force;

It, time can ne’er destroy; nor change dissever 
The enduring energy from its eternal source.

Our dead live in the flowers of summer’s golden days, 
Are heard in songs of birds and seen in. love-lit eyes, 

Returning to us in many a thousand ways
When fancy’s wings have borne them to the skies.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

spiritual inspiration of to-day. No matter whether new 
or old; there is no truth that is new in the universe; it 
was not born to-day. God did not make it to-day, it is 
eternal; but because eternal, and because forgotten by the 
people it must forever be renewed upon the altars of 
human intelligence. Now they say, “we do not believe 
in God.” They mean that they do not believe in this or 
that or the other interpretation of God. But they 
believe in “natural law.” If they believe in the unseen 
intelligence, if they believe in the forces in the atom, they _ _ _ _
believe in that which we define as God 1 ^dy may be' analyzed, not only dis-

We believe in and accept the immortalitj of the soul, . ^cteg- tjJe scalpel of the surgeon or the anatomist, 
that is as old as human existence, as old as soul-life itse , under the cliemist’s crucible every substance that is 
but in the midst of time and sense, and an unbelieving | ]£110WI1 can |)0 ¿ec]aied. In vain is tliis analysis if these
age, and the abuses of theology, people have forgotten it. 
Anew the altar fires are kindled, anew the messages come 
to earth, anew the immortality of the soul is taught; but 
you are afraid to declare it. If you are afraid to declare 
the essential principles of mathematics, if you. are afraid 
to declare the inevitable laws that are manifest in nature, 
then you might be afraid to declare this truth.

Then go on until you come to the aims, objects and 
purposes, and to the recognition of spiritual gifts, all of 
which have existed in the world before, but which have 
been forgotten or persecuted out of existence by church 
and state, until under the ban of the church on one hand 
and on the other under the ban of the law, no one could 
exercise spiritual gifts for fear of being prosecuted for 
witchcraft or for a violation of the law. Even to-day 
remnants of these laws remain and the gifts of the spirit 
are liable to be persecuted out of existence unless you 
announce them so that the world can know. We have 
this week, with our medium, visited a neighboring city 
in the interest of the mediums of that city, three of whom

your lives should have stood for.
For fifty-one years Modem Spiritualism has been in the ‘ 

world as a manifestation and a name, and .yet, up to the 
present time, excepting a few local organizations, the 
movement has announced no declarations of principles as 
a body. For five or six years the National Association 
has met in annual convention and dispersed and, 
although there has been an effort on our part and on the 
part of others, no declaration of principles as the result 
of the harvest of fifty years has been sent forth-. Why? 
Because a few timid, erratic souls have said, “Oh, we 
don’t want a creed!” Then you are afraid of having a 
creed if you declare the sun shines. You are afraid of 

" having a creed if you say two and two make four, but they 
do; or if you declare the soul immortal and that your 
friend whom you think dead can return to ybu. What is 
the matter with human lives that they are so afraid of 
announcing a truth? Do you suppose the truth is to 
fetter you? The sunshine is limitless; the air which you 
breathe may be limitless; the sky over head, in its vast 
and wonderful beauty, holds all the worlds that you can 
see and all that you do not see. Because Spiritualism, as 
a name would not announce one truth that has been given

' for its harvest; because after all these years no one could 
point to any announcement, written or printed statement 

' saying, “this is what Spiritualism has taught/’ because of 
the petty contentions, strivings and fear bf binding one 
even to the truth of to-day which have kept the people 
apart. Each one has said, “Oh, I wait to follow the 
truth as I see it.” Qf course you do, but is that any 
reason why the truth should-not be declared? Is it any 

' ■ less a garden because the rose blossoms in its own way 
and the lily in its own way ? If there is room f or'all does 
the declaration of a principle make all into roses, or lilies, 

- or violets? If in an orchard there are some peach trees 
and some apple.tree's, does the fact of calling it an orchard 
make all into peach trees or apple trees,? This is ‘child’s 

- play, because it is .child’s play The Church of the Soul 
’ became hecessarj-. : . . - l ■ ;.

■ Some, things are forever true; |some, things are 
- reannounced with each inspiration.of truth that is phured

■ out upon the-world. ■ These eternal truths are lost sight 
of in the great bustle and glamour of material life and 

'1 are reannounced. You almost forget the blossoms of 
springtime when the winter snows and.frosts are here; and

THE HOME OF THE SOUL.

which its body ¡»-¡composed, reduced to this, the chemist 
would see'-nothing but dust.) Yet here it is aglow with 
life, transcendent; in its tone and coloring, and a purpose 
and an intention; which is approximate!)' fulfilled with 
sunshine, ¡fresh air and abundant nourishment. So it is

have been arrested for “fortune telling,” and eight are I 
on the list to be next arrested. One of those arrested, a 
prominent lady worker, is before the police magistrate for 
fortune telling, and it is doubtful whether They will admit 
the testimony of our medium, that tliis lady has manifest I 
gifts of the spirit and that she has been ordained to prae-1 
tice them; Those arrested and tried before her turn came 
were released, there not being sufficient evidence in the 
minds of the jury that they were fortune tellers.

Now if all the Spiritualists of the land had declared 
that spiritual gifts of such and such kind are a portion of I 
this religion or philosophy, even a police magistrate or an 
-ordinary policeman might be able to see that it meant I 
something, and it does whether they are able to see it or 
not. But under the organization of Spiritualism as it is 
to-day there is nothing announced that stands for these 
spiritual gifts. There is in The Church of the Soul, and 
we.are neither afraid of being imposed upon by charlatans 
nor with anything else associated with the name of 
mediumship.” We-think we are able to make ourselves 
clear and understood, in what we niean by spiritual gifts.

Then again, until this conservation in your society 
under the name of The Church of the Soul, the healing 
which has existed all the time Under spiritual influence 
Tins been appropriated by. at least half a dozen other 
names. cWe do not blame people for appropriating what 
does not belong to them if those who really possess it do 
not announce it. Of course every one knows that healing 
mediums and tire power of healing under the gifts of the 
spu'it were in existence fifty years ago under the name of 
Spiritualism. But “Christian Science,” “Mental Science,” 
“Metaphysics,” “Mind Cure” and “Faith Cure” have not 
only run away with; your healing, but with a great many 
of your heders; because you did not announce sufficiently, 
plain that tliisjs one of the integral gifts of Spiritualism. 

. You did not stand ready, as a Spiritualist body to protect 
them against the encroachment of political demagogues 
who were perpetually legislating in the interest of medical 
colleges to crowd them out of the world. ,.

»There is need that the gift of healing shall be declared 
as a portion of the religion, of. this new Dispensation. 
And if science wants to crowd -it-iout of the world because; 

■ it is a religion then it is 'alsb 'a science; and If religion 
wants to crowd it put of the wrprld because.it is a science 
it is a religion. Both'iWuys we meet them, because we

men search for that subtle force that makes you men and 
women, that clothes your eyes with brightness, your 
cheeks with bloom, your bodies with vitality, your minds 
with consciousness, your actions with intelligence; that is 
all that makes you humane, courteous, kind and full of. 
loving aspiration for your fellows; which is all that, will 
eventually overcome this struggle for the physical posses
sion of things, this aggressiveness that slays even human 
beings to obtain possession of power; this light which is 
the justification that there is for being kind, good, gra
cious and full of loving thoughts of helpfulness for others.

Oh, yes! there is great need of the Church of the Soul 
in this day.. Within the past few days a man with a mes
sage, a man with burning words for humanity, a man 
trained in the Christian churchy who thought he was fol
lowing the law of Christ, has appeared in your midst. 
One Christian minister was brave enough to invite him 
to his pulpit; and lie talked, as Jesus talked, against Mam
mon, he talked against the encroachment of the rich upon 

I the poof, and he talked until Mammon’s votaries, even in 
that “Liberal” Christian church, were not able to stand it. 
When a man with the message of Jesus cannot speak it in 
a Christian church is there not need of the Church of the
Soul? ■ ■’ . . .

For the sentiments and principles that this man has 
I taught Jesus of Nazareth was put to death and many mar
I tyrs slain. F6r a similar purpose, and we say it here now 
I because we have said it over and over again, with similar 
I purpose and similar aspirations for humanity, the men 
I who were called “Anarchists” were hung. This man may 

be persecuted further; if he is, there will be need of the 
I Church of the Soul to extend to him the hand of fellow-. 
I ship. So long as any Christians fellowship with him, he 
I being a Christian by name, he may turn to them; when 
they all deny him, then not only he; but the noble man 
who has stood by him will'want our word, and they can
have it. .

What the Church of the Soul stands for to-day is that 
humanity, which being persecuted should be strength
ened; that humanity, which being downtrodden should 
be uplifted; that humanity, which being imposed upon 
should be enlightened; that humanity, which not knowing 
whence it ¡çgipé feot whither it shaU go shall be.informed; 
and know that lithe soul-possessions can never “be taken, 
from the individual, even by Satan himself.. f’ 
rt It is becSùse'oLlhis loss'of the courage that this knowl
edge of tl¿‘ diviqe. possession gives that the world faints, 
and falter^ each tone while passing, through thé valley of 
thé needeéRisciJline and shadow must heeds have èn- 
couragéméht .®nà-strength. If when a man is in the
shadows, o«e wh<is aboyé should say : “There is no hope, 
there is no . Lghtj ¡beyond, we can see nothing, we have 
passed beyond ;yoti and still there is nb light,” what cour
age would't'his mtfn have, whois in the valley of tempta
tion and arne? He might say, with the Epicureans, 
“eat, drinki'and’ by merry, for to-mònpw you die.” But if 
he who has'jpassed on-says, “I have been in the valley, but 
here it is ïfeht; I-have trodden the wine press alone, but- 
here is a f& vineyard the beautiful result of that sbriow; 
I have been in the valley and the shadow and I know that 
there is a Way unto the light.” Stronger grows the heart, 
the mourners’-eyes'aro uplifted and their hearts are com-

have the facts. > / , .
Then the certain legitimate conclusions that pertain to 

the immortality of the soul:—The soul, as the ego or. 
entity, being forcVe'rìmmóftàrif immortal at all,—being 
the legitimate fruit, of the spiritual outpouring as is the 
grain tlie legitimate product of the grain that is sown. 
You cannot sow the seed of immortality and reap. à-half- 
immortality; you cannot sow the seed of immortality and1 
reap only • that which is in the .future^neglecting or; 
ignoring the past. • • • • . :

¡We saw through these human eyes some grains. of

forted. e ' . »
Those who speak the truth upon the mountain tops, see 

the light is surely approaching and are neither false nor 
degraded, though they are persecuted and put to death. 
From our view, life is perfectly valueless, unless to speak 
the truth as you perceiveit; life is perfectly .useless, unless, 
you live the highest yoq.understand. s - " . ;

It is given to you -through this voice of inspiration at 
the -present time to declare this truth unto the world, 
Lo! it shalhsptak and its voice^shall be heard.. -Remem
ber what we tbll voti at this hour: The basic principles of 
the Churchiof tlie-Soul and its aims will enfold the.world,
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On the shadowless shore of the summer land, 
In the mystical yet to be,

A gloriously beautiful angel band
Is waiting to welcome me;

They’ll lead me down the sunny paths 
By the side of the crystal sea,

To that home prepared for earth’s weary ones, 
Where the many mansions be.

And we’ll nectar quaff from goblets of gold, 
The nectar of life’s true wine,

In that home of the soul, in God’s bright land, 
Where no weary hearts e’er pine.

Our souls will be fed with manna sweet 
From the evergreen tree of life, 

And we’ll dwell in harmony all complete, 
Beyond the reach of strife.

That land lies far beyond earth’s cares, 
Where now with weary feet,

And tear-dimmed eyes, and aching hearts, i 

And lives all incomplete,
We journey on amidst the mists, 

And pray for clearer light, 
Straining our weary eyes to catch 

' The dawn of morning bright

But a voice comes down in the hush of night, 
Like notes from silver lyre:.

“Go on in the strength of God’s great might 
Through storm and flood and fire,

This life you live is fitting you 
For a home so wondrous fair, 

Like moss-rose sweet, all gemmed with dew,
The richness over there , .

Will seem to you when you will gain
The pearly portals bright

Of that dear home whe,re no sin-stain
Bedims its holy light.”

And so in aspiration high, 
We lift our souls to God, 

Above the shrouding mists of earth, .
, Above the tear-wet sod,

And angels clasp in theirs our hands, 
In holy, deathless love, 

And lead us on with firmer step, 
To our bright home above.

And as with them we joyful walk, 
Holding rich converse sweet, 

Heaven’s radiance sheds its beams around, 
Making our bliss complete.

■ LIZZIE DUCKER LYNESS.
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MORE. STARTING F ft GT S
Further Elucidation of the Pros and Cons in Spirit Return 

r By Charles Dawbarn.

Modern Spiritualism is based on tlie 
fact tliat men and women, our own 
friends, neighbors and loved ones, come 
back and thus prove they are not dead. 
But When we ask where they come 
from, we find ouiselves facing a most 
serious difficulty, and one to which the 
more fact of spirit return brings no 
satisfactory explanation.

Of course we have asked the spirits a 
■thousand times to tell us about their 
present condition, and this from no Idle 
curiosity, but because their present cou
dition will presen'tly be ours. Aud a 
thousand times we have listened to 
glistening incoherences and contradic
tions, till tlie thinker discovers that 

' sonietliing is standing between himself 
and the truth. We have been demanding 
tests of tlie truth of spirit return. Is it 
not about time we demanded a verifica
tion of spirit statements about the next 
life? And since we cannot get any such 
verlfleatiou through our mediums, I 
respectfully suggest that we , each 
solemnly invoke the spirit of •

COMMON SENSE,
and when Ue responds to our call let us 
see tliat we give him fair play, and an 
honest chance to tell the truth. 1 
further venture to assert that the afore
said spirit is my companion while 1 
write, and I propose to ask him a 
ber of questions about the next life, 
tliat spirits with “uncommon sense 
have left unanswered. And I further 
propose to give tho-i'eader the benefit 

; of all the truth I can logically gr^sp

loneliness, etc., etc. At last Ills victim 
Servetus comes to his aid, .anti he is led 
to a house where amid the appropriate 
singing and dancing lie becomes a 
Shaker and finds happiness. It is these 
delicious touches of mortal human na
ture that attest the universal truth that 
comes to the Spiritualist .of to-day as 
“Startling Facts.”

from this source.
Spirits 'of olden times told most ex

traordinary stories of heaven and hell, 
■with devils aud angels praising and 
cursing to their heart's content through 
all eternity. They descended to details, 
describing themselves as dwelling in a 
city which was high as it was’ wide 
and long; containing beasts and horses 
as well as saints, with God himself 
sitting in royal state as supreme ruler 
over both heaven and hell. Other 
spirits have written and talked of God 
Jupiter and his celestial family, with 
their loves nnd hates, and the con
sequences to poor mortals. he only 
remark that Common Sense makes here 
is that such tales suited the intelli
gence and beliefs of tlie mortals then 
living. He nlso observes thnt nnturnl 
Inw compelled such returning spirits to 
represent earth -beliefs as to the next 
life, rather than facts in their own ex
perience. Tlie reader ian apply the 
same truth to all nncieut teachings and 
religions, each In Its own realm sup
porting such beliefs as tlie people were 

■ ready for, and often adding some ex
cellent advice or command.

But we come to a matter of personal 
Interest when we turn to the "returning 
spirit” of to-day and ask him what he 
has to tell us about the life in which he 
finds himself. He universally contra-1 
diets those old teachings, but goes on to 
tell us, just as in olden time, very much 
that we should believe to be probably 
true whether he voiced it or kept

ILLUSTRATIONS.^
The student can find such illustra

tions by the thousand, although it is , 
rarely they are given so pointed. But 
all the same the old cry will be heard, 
demanding that tlie next life be just a 
second edition of this. «1 must have 
my loved baby, my darling mother, my 
lost love to greet me “over there.-” That 
Is the song of songs to the Spiritualist, 
so let us see what science—that, accepts 
spirit, return—will have to say on that 
subject from Its own standpoint. The 
principle Involved is supposed to be 
“personal love,” which is claimed to be 
eternal.

Looking round for an illustration, I 
see yonder hen clucking and scratching 
with an utter self-abandonment be
cause she has such Intense love for her 
fluffy babies. She would fight for them, 
give her life for them, and is miserable 
if you take them away from her. Yet 
in about six weeks she will snatch the 
worm from their mouths—I mean their 
beaks, and Will run from a hawk, leav
ing''them to their fate. Everyone 
recognizes that animal "mother love” 
is a temporary arrangement for the 
benefit of the offspring, and dies out 
When no longer necessary. The more 
helpless the infant, and prolonged the 
Infancy, the more developed becomes 
this "mother love” until, in humanity, 
we see it Impelling a whole life of self
sacrifice, often entirely unnecessary. 
"But such love has become a passion 
until life seems unendurable without it. 
It has been so invariably and poetically 
described as the highest and .noblest 
faculty of human life that the mortal 
can hardly think of an immortality that 
does not immediately bring mother and 
child together, absorbed la the old, old 
love. ’

, At this point Common Sense ob- 
serves—the reader will please remein- 
her we Invoked his presence and bless- 
Ing—that such a conception of “mother 

, love” is as unnatural and absurd as It 
would be to expect the mother hen to 
brood and scratch for her last year's

solemn silence.
At this point I wnnt to remind the 

render tliat in my recent nrtlele en
titled “Stnrtling Facts in Spirit Re
turn," I asserted tliat the universal law 
of vibration (life is motion) absolutely 
limits memory, whether of mortal or 
spirit. Let me in a .few7 words repeat 
what I then elaborated. Irat us suppose 
the normal vibration of tlie mortal 
brain to be 1000 beats to the second. 
Some mortals are born with a possl- 
bllitv of, say, 1500. By a process called 
development they reach that point, and 
are what is called “entranced. Ihe | 
reader should here note tliat tlie moital j 
so entranced loses for the time his hold 
on ills normal memory. His memory 
Is working at 1500, and not at 1000.

• Now let us assume that spirits closest 
to eartli life have a normal brain vibra
tion of 2000, which some spirits can de
press -to 1500. Such spirits can meet 
tlie entranced mortal on a common

by “dear spirite" but, alas! fl»d them 1 ani} then brand theft as révélations of 
frill of amiable contradictions and log-1 Modern SplrltualtemJ I Iwe^ been ac- 
ical Inconsistencies. I have now learned cepting the talks ajbout spirit life by 
to explain this by the discovered fact I returning snlr|te wJUiout .çyeii a çuess 
that my visitor mak^s a now person-1 that tho spirit pliufeàlf was in nu an 
allty for himself, which is less than normal conditiop. And th? mere idea 
spirit even if it be more than mortal, of now branding tliese sweet tales as 
when he has once succeeded in his re- “unveridical" seem^ta doyptees of the 
turn journey to earth. So speaking for seance as if I were ¡accusing the dear 
myself, and in the light ot the utter spirits” of telling falsehoods, 
nonsense talked about the eternity of a The average Spiritually, while he 
mother’s love, etc., I should have to re- I cannot now deny that spirit talkers are 
ply to the fair Helen that I really do themselves in an tibwjripaj condition, 
not know what to expect will come to has jiever dreamed of disputing their 
me, aud herself, as duties and prlvi- statements. Once afesured that it Mas 
leges of citizenship in the higher life. I his uncle or his grandmother who was 
It is true I have great anticipations, but talking he has beeu teadjy to endorse 
they are founded on the revelations of I every word, and taira the .(^sequences. 
Common Sense rather than on those of But for myself, I hiiipbly,confers that 
inv spirit grandmother. And it is irom when Helen Wilmaiis and Hier ilk, ask 
Common Sense that I am gathering, me what I know about the next life I 
one by one, the ideas witli which my stop at tlie chalk 11/ie drawn by Com- 
readers are familiar. I will now invite mon Sense, and acknpwledge that spirit 

'tlie reader to listen while our mutual revelations do not yet enable me to 
guide Common Sense once again re- apply the word knowledge to what may 
peats some of his inspired revelations. be my individual beliefs. I can prove

AVT1 wn'i’inN human Immortality and spirit return.
A1OMS AND M0110N. From these facts I can infer a whole

Alb that the scientific mind can con- phj]0S01jhy tlipt beats the old orthodoxy 
eelve of what is called “creation is a]1 j0 pleees jjut jf i aln asked to en
that somewhere and some how the eter- dm,ge even one o£ the lnyi.jad deserip- 
nal atom found itself “moving in an ah- tive detalls of ti,e Iloxt Ute, pictured by 
solutely frictionless ethereal cosmos. 0UJ, lnedlui„g( y respectfully decline. 
Motion once started and everything else I Jne uow gjve tjie rua(jer one more 
becomes possible. Witli unlimited spaçe mustratlon that not only drives a null 
for the workshop, unlimited intelli- t]n.ougi, nn spirit talks about spirit life 
gence for the mechanic, unlimited force 1)Ut cllncj,eB n On the other side.
for the machinery, aud unlimited time when Professor Tyndall taught the 
for the day’s work, something is bound W01.jd £iie importance of "dust” it was 
to happen. . a revelation that startled even the

The very first thing to happen is that I seientist himself. Without dust we 
the Individual atom, with an eye to s]1QUi(j |jave no rain. A particle of dust 
business, looks around for a partner. ls tlie uucieus for eaçh/ihîgle drop. If 
has a most decided choice which we ' (lust were apsent the atmosphere, super 
call “the attraction of cohesion- So saturated, would discharge its moisture 
like-minded neighbors blend and form lu BUCcessiVe cloud bursts that would 
themselves into a molecule. These degtroy every form of life. We are de
molecules carry on the process by se- I pendent upon .dust for the blue of our 
lecting brother and Bister molecules pre- g]jy) nnd £or t]ie glories of sunrise and 
pared either to play or work together I sunsef still more’startling is the dis- 
without quarreling. It is understood eOvery that our world would be dark 

। from the tiret that if an atom is not I witlloUt dust. ,Our present atmosphere 
: contented he is to get out, and let woui(] be black were ft not for the re
i another atom take his place. So each flec£ion and the diffusion of the light 
. and every form consists of atoms waves py particles of dust. Not merely 
• blended into molecules, and is a. more I wou.j(i an we call beauty disappear—for 
. or less temporary arrangement, for, as beauty is an effect of light—but life, as 
i we have seen, the moleculejs merely a I we ]!I1UW ¡t would be impossible. Of 
• blending of like minded atoms who I courBe there can be too much dust, as

chickens. Of course we know that re
turning spirits say this, and much more 
of the same sort, but that is because 
each spirit by chilling lyimself down to 
1500 has lost his hold on his spirit 
memory, which can only remain active 
nt 2000. So by desire and self-sugges
tion the returning spirit has reduced 
himself Into contact with mortal life, 
and Is therefore working and talking 
from that standpoint as an entirely 
new and distinct personality.

We can, I think, reasonably prove 
that Common Sense is right, if we will 
for a few moments allow our imagina
tion a little liberty.

Here is a daughter, long an orphan, 
who dying is eagerly welcomed to 
spirit life by the mother her soul is 
waiting to claim. What a beautiful 
picture of eternal happiness sparkles in 
tliat re-unlon. But wait a moment.

plaue. But such spirits can no more 
command their normal memory than 
tlie mortal can. Both alike are in an 
abnormal condition. “But I asked the 
spirits, and they told me they could re
member everything,” is the supposed 
crushing reply from scores of un
scientific critics. I have never said that | 
such spirits are intentionally untruth
ful. When working at the 1500 level 
thev undoubtedly believe they can give 
us the exact truth even to the details of 
their spirit life. Yet the scientist knows 
it is impossible, for they are in as ab
normal a condition as to the entranced 
mortal. It is true they will take on 
conditions both from the mortal and 
from mortal surroundings. They will 
read your minds aud thus unconscious
ly recall their own earth lives, but 
under the same law their spirit world 
will be almost entirely such as you and 
your friends believe it should be. I 

■ propose to give n few recent illustra
tions proving this truth.

few weeks since the first page of 
the Banner of Light was devoted to an 
address given through tlie Ouija Board, 

' and thus probably as unadulterated 
spirit utterance as our present con- 

’■ dltlons permit. Still we must remember 
that the spirit brain had to be at 1500, 
or lower, for his thought to reach enrtli 
life He was therefore in a state of 
abnormal spirit intelligence. His theme 
was "life in tlie spirit world, which 
happens to be the very subject we are 
now discussing. Tlie earnest spirit tells 
us of the congenial occupations he and 
his fellows- have "over there.” The 

■ artist and the sculptor, the painter, the 
■ engraver, the architect, we are told, 

have gained larger liberties than earth 
could offer. All this sounds sweetly 
natural. Tlie honest spirit goes on to 

■ tell us that one does not lose his mem
' ory at death. To prove it he informs us 
- that millions join in singing “Corona- 

tlon and Antioch and Mount Pisgah 
and Old Hundred.” The church mem
ber who reads this will thrill with sat
isfaction. But I must not follow the 
myriad details skillfully depicted so 
niiturally by that spirit visitor. You 
cannot put your finger down and con
tradict any of these assertions. But at 
last his enthusiasm gets the better of 
him, aud with delicious sincerity, he 
describes military spirits as delighting 

• to march, just as in days of yore. So 
there are set days for parade when 
“God himself, the Great Ruler,” comes

IIIS HEALTHFUL.
Knowledge of Spiritualism 

i Prolongs Life.

separate when they choose. there can be too much of everything
Thus the atom is the only real and elsej but the reader ..will note that 

original Individual, and lias an eternity wjthout dust this earth would become 
of existence before him, because there a dlJ1.k p]anet and a hopeless wreck.
is nothing about him that ean be de- when I now7 proebed to apply such 
strayed. Stop his motion and he would facts to spirit life I discover that 
go to sleep. Whether you think of him eltljer Nature’s laws are different "over 
originally as a point of force, a whirl of there," or else life is no better worth 
ether, or a speck of matter is of no real nvjng than ,In this world. Spirits tell 
consequence. Our forms, whether body I us of tdue sties,' with flowers, and 
or spirit, are gatherings of molecules. t)il.dSi and insects of every hue. They 
Our soul Egos are thus atoms, In- talk of beautiful maidens and stalwart 
destructible atoms, nnd when blended nlen gathering in triumphs of arcliltec- 
Into the mighty whole we have the ture t)lat sparkle in the sunshine, till 
right royal molecule called God. So far, their life would seem to be a perpetual 
and if we do not stop to ask the why picnic. The reader will please now7 
and the wherefore, we have at least an notice that nothing of all this is possl- 
intelllglble conception of Creation as a ble unies8 they have dust In their 
whole. I atmosphere, and plenty of '4t.

We now examine a little more closely -\yoe jS me, put Common Sense Insists 
into the details and we discover that tllat tlle ^tu g^ji be told. When 
atoihs are eternally restless, and never dugt getB jn tiie wr0‘ng place It becomes 
quite satisfied with form. So after a >-d|rt.” what spirit1 ever told us that 
time every form drops apart. While it I the angeis i)ad to wish themselves with 
lasts it is in a state of perpetual soap( aUd of course use floor mats to 
change. If it be an organic form and take the dlrt off thelr slipes when the 
this restlessness is confined to the | wet dust iiad become mu(l? Must we 

now7 fauey heaver? with its washing 
days, and, of course, clothes lines and 
pegs, for if dust be there everything 
must get soiled as ¡with ps. Their far 
famed buildings nipst need from time 
to time fresh coiits of paint, aud

Tlie newborn daughter suddenly7 senses 
a thrill of ecstatic joy chasing celestial 
nerves In her angel mother’s organism— 
a thrill in which she has no part. And 
there is pain in heiuven in that 
daughter’s soul. It is the eternity of a 
mother’s love which lias shocked that 
child. For her own mother’s “thrill” 
was caused by7 another mother, the 
girl’s grandmother, suddenly demand
ing to fondle and embrace her own 
darling babe, who happens to be the 
girl’s mother. This incident is but the 
first effect of suddenly starting into 
activity the particular vibrations which 
express “mother love,” for that grand
mother can hardly get hold and prepare 
for a s.weet kiss before her mother—the 
girl's great grandmother—is heard cry
ing for her dear child, and demanding 
a fond embrace.

Why prolong the absurdity? Surely 
the reader is beginning to see that this 
“mother love” must stop somewhere. 
The hen loses it at say six weeks. 
Woman mother may fondle for a cen
tury. But it dies all the same. Yet as 
they said in France, “The King is dead. 
Long live the King.” So Common 
Sense justifies his position by asserting 
that although “mother love” is personal 
and will die out, yet tlie love that Is 
founded on harmony between two souls 
will be eternal. There will be no Ine
quality about it. No mother and child. 
No husband and wife, no lover aud

coming and going of molecules we call 
that form “healthy.” But if some of 
tlie molecules won’t get out, but stop In 
the form of discontented citizens, we 
call that sickness or disease. When the 
inhabitants all vote the same ticket, 
and take a general Interest In the 
welfare of the whole form we have 
harmony. As soon as some pull jme 
way and some another we have discord. 
Harmony Is but another name for love. 
Discord stands for hate every time. 
That is what they mean to us when we 
recognize their effect on our spirit. 
When we are studying the form 
alone we call these effects “health or 
disease.” ■ ■

Now let the student watch what this 
means in its application to mortal and 
Immortal life. So long as form Is com
posed of harmonious molecules it can
not fall to pieces. Each molecule Is ex
pressing love to one and all. Eternity7 
cannot break up that form until its par
ticles become inharmonious, and allow 
hate to play its murderous part. As a 
matter of fact no such permanent har
mony has shown itself In any gathering 
of molecules watched by our five 
senses. The sun, and the microbe, with

mistress, but such a blending of immor
tal souls into eternal harmony ns can 
only be typified to mortal Imagination 
by such nrortal experiences. But the 
returning spirit cannot tell this to lis
tening mortal until Common Sense has 
himself come as teacher to prepare the 
pupil for a lesson in “truth.”

GRAFTING IMMORTALITY.

to review them. •
It is only occasionally we have a tre

mendous truth of that sort flung at our 
heads by a returning spirit But the 
“truth1' is not God reviewing regiments 
of old soldiers, but that the spirit was 
himself in an nbnormal condition, and 
talking just what seemed to him to be 
true while in that condition. Let me 
here give another still -more recent 
illustration of this universal law which 
thus limits-both-spirit and mortal. And 
once again I find the truth illustrated 
and demonstrated by a returning spirit 
1 good, pure-jhearted Shakei7 is the me- 
ditim, and after being entranced, that 
is placed in an abnormal condition, he 
Is used by a spirit, also . abnormal,-to 
¿Ive’ us tlie spirit experiences of John 
Calvin All Is told just as we might ex- 
liect A cruel, bigoted soul passes on 
and out into a fearsome darkness and

1 < Í,

every form between, sooner or later 
drop'apart. Therefore Helen Wilman’s 
“mortal immortality” cannot be real
ized on tills level. Of course tlie more 
of harmony the better, and she; or her 
disciples, mnv yet evolve a lot of old 
folks who will decline to die in any 
reasonable time, for tlie benefit of their 
heirs. But the moment the supply of 
new molecules Is not equal to the de
mand disintegration has commenced 
for that form.

IMMORTALITY AND LOVE.
When we apply these revelations of 

Common Sense to life beyond the grave 
we have entered a field where our every 
day facts become useless as guides. We 
gather such facts, aud listen to revela
tions while at a level of, say 1000 brain 
vibrations to the second. ■ But we soon 
notice that even at 1500 such beats our 
brain manifestation becomes abnormal

I have often been amused recently by 
lessons in immortality as given w7eek 
bv week in “Freedom,” published in 
Florida, by its editorial priestesss and 
oracle. Tlie articles are , Helen Wil- 
mansy In brilliance, and create a breezy 
atmosphere in its columns forty-eight 
weeks out of fifty-two. Yet the funda
mental thought is as impossible as the 
eternity of “mother love.” It is pro
nosed to manufacture immortality right 
here and now. Or rather to graft im
mortality on to this mortal body, with 
a sublime assurance that it will grow 
and thereby destroy death. The point 
of probable interest to my readers is 
the statement by the fair Helen that 
she has long investigated our facts, but 
does not interpret them as we do. It 
does not really much matter whether 
we imagine Helen as a fair nymph, 
with ink on her forefinger and an aure
ole of pensive thought on her classic 
brow, or think of her in robust woman
hood perhaps “playing” a Florida alli
gator, with the other editorial we help
ing to land the exhausted monster. 
That she may possibly, by hygienly 
bribery, coax an extra century or two 
of earth life out of Mother Nature is 
not tlie point that interests me, nor am 
I speaking of her artful little scheme to 
make everybody healthy, wealthy and 
wise, like herself. The point I am mak
ing is that bur asserted facts of “spirit 
return,” with which she is perfectly fa
miliar, have left her painfully uncer
tain as to whether the. domestic and so
cial life of spirits is really what it is de
picted to be by "guides” and "controls" 
of'mortal sensitives. She is so dubious 
that she proposes to stop right here in 
this world as long ns she has a mind to, 

' and to teach her disciples to do' the
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An observation of several years has 
led me to believe that there is either 
something in the nature of a faith in 
Spiritualism to sustain and prolong life 
beyond the ordinary, or It attracts to it 
those persons of especially healthy and 
robust physiques, who adopt it as a 
philosophy of -life because it is more 
free from melancholy and despair than 
any other religious doctrine now pre
sented to man,

Certain it is that the death record 
among Spiritualists computes most fa
vorably with that of any class of people 
who profess some other belief of life 
and destiny. If anyone wants ,to test 
the truth of this let him wutch the 
deaths announced fn our Spiritualist 
papers and contrast the ages with those 
of some church paper. I recently noted 
nine death announcements in a Spirit
ualist paper, the average ago of the 
nine being sixty-six and one-half years; 
and It frequently occurs In these lists 
that the ages run from seventy to 
ninety years. . .

It is probable that a knowledge of 
Spiritualism has some psychologic 
effect upon the character of a person 
that acts as a tonic or soothing influ
ence to preserve and nourish the vital 
forces so ns to carry forward the func
tions of life to a prolonged age. As a 
cheerful aiid hopeful condition of mind 
reacts upon the body and gives it 
buoyancy and sprlghtllness, these 
would contribute to an active circula
tion and healthful flow of the life cur
rents. The promise and comforting 
assurances of Spiritualism would have 
this effect. On the contrary, dread and 
uncertainty depress and lower the cir
culation, causing gloom and 1 despon
dency that breed disease and shorten 
life, while they throw the mind into 
anxiety and confusion. There is- no 
more pitiful sight than tlie despairing 
melancholy that results from perverted 
religious views—views that outrage the 
integrity of nature and belie the pur
poses of the universe. I have often felt 
that if I were a sincere believer in the 
dogmas of Calvinism it would shorten 
my life twenty years. I have known 
many cases in which life has been sad
dened and abbreviated by the brutal 
and pernicious teachings of heartless
fanatics. „ ,

Life needs all tlie- sunshine and hope 
that can be shed upon it. It wilts and 
languishes under the bilious and 
miasmatic doctrines that emanate from 
false theology. The microbes of pesti
lence are not more to be dreaded. In 
time tlie potency of the sweet hopes of 
Spiritualism will be understood and 
sought for; the poison of man-invented 
creeds will be shunned like the venom 
of asps. C. H. MURRAY.

Elkhart, Ind.

apparel, after repeated1 (soiling and 
cleaning, must be repaired or replaced 
by new. Without (Just splits would be 
practically in. the dark,, and k^qw 
nothing of the beatify 'of color. Without 
dust they could not even’'raise fruits, 
flowers or green grass. We thus see 
that (U either the conditions of their 
life are totally different from ours, or 
(2) we don’t know anything whatever 
about life in the spirit world. A million 
spirits may continue to come to a thou
sand mediums and tell sweet stories of 
the hereafter, but surely the reader can 
now see that such tales leave us 
Ignorant as before. And the only 
rational explanation of such tales Is 
that splits who return leave their spirit 
memories behind, just as the entranced 
mortal loses his earth memory. So we 
see that Modern Spiritualism Is Itself 
built niton Multiple Personality as a 
law of Nature that cannot be trodden 
under foot by either mortal or Immortal. 
I now invite the reader to invoke spirit 
Common Sense to become his guide and 
control, as well as mine. And I beg to 
assure him he will very quickly dis
cover how much be has believed that 
he did not know. '

San Leandro, Cal.

and often absurd. By applying this 
result to a life passed amid even but 
2000 such vibrations, we saw the ab
surdity- of carrying our conception of 
“mother love” to the Inner life. We 
also here learn a new lesson from these 
teachings of Common Sense. If the 
spirit body be entirely harmonious we 
know that it "will last. But if it be in
harmonious it is necessarilyas mortal as 
we are, save that there may be a longer 
interval between birth and death. And 
we have a right to expect all advancing 
spirits to base their growth upon 
greater manifestations of harmony, or 
the love element. Therefore the spirit 
world, so far as it Is superior to ours, is 
such by a greater development of love. 
So any reader who groans over the dis
appearance of “mother love” may now 
be scientifically assured that it only 
vanishes to make way for grander 
manifestations of love than are possible 
In mortal lite.

So much seems to be solid ground. 
Immortality and love fnean the same 
thing, and stand or. fall together. We 
can also realize that knowledge and 
wisdom will continue to be born of ex
perience, and necessarily evolve power, 
which will be used in the spirit of love. 
So far this is pure Spiritualism as en
dorsed by Common Sense. It is when 
we try to foist our paltry earth limita
tions into the higher, life that we make 
first-class fools of ourselves, from the 
standpoint of the scientists.

Let us remember that matter working

same. . . ... ,
I have no desire to anticipate any

one's funerdl, but Common Sense 
shakes his hoary .head and says the act
ive molecule cannot be fettered for-eveu. 
bv human will, whether it be to sun, 
planet or human form. Yet when 
Helen asks what we know about the 
life bevond I. for one, find myself in no 
hurry‘to reply. I have listened for 
many ybars to “stories of eternity” told

Dr. Kilmer’s SWAMP-ROOT is Ihe Great Remedy for 
Kidney, Bladder and Uric Acid Troubles.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted tree.]

- Passed to the higher life, at Yale, 
Ohio, April 19,1899, Mr. Theron Gilbert, 
aged 75 years. He leaves a wife, who 
had faithfully walked by his side for 
nearly fifty-six years; also one son aud 
four daughters, and many other rela
tives and friends. He was an earnest 
Spiritualist, standing almost alone for 
many years in this belief. He was not 
afraid to die. We were called to 
officiate at tlie funeral, which was 
largely attended. A good man has 
arisen. E. W. SPRAGUE.

Passed to spirit life, at Ravenna,Ohio, 
April 15, 1899, John Prior, aged 18 
years, only child of Mrs. Delia Prior. 
He was a noble and exemplary young 
man, beloved by all who knew him; an 
earnest, outspoken Spiritualist, and car
ried its teachings and practice Into his 
every day life. He was a member of 
the Home Guards, and his company 
was in attendance. The High School, 
of which he was a proficient member, 
was dismissed and the scholars at
tended in a body. His mother and 
grandfather, with whom lie lived, are 
blessed indeed in tlie knowledge that 
lie has not gone away, but will become 
a guardian "angel to bless them. The 
Writer, assisted by Mr. D. A. Herrick, 
officiated. E. W. SPRAGUE.

Passed to spirit life, April 11, 1899, 
from his home in Hart, Michigan, Mr. 
Lorenzo Brooks, aged 72 years. The

You are in no danger of being sick, if 
you keep your kidneys well.

They filter your blood and keep it 
pure and free from disease-breeding 
germs. '

Your other organs may need care, but 
your kidneys most, because they do 
most.

If you are sick, begin with your kid
neys, because as soon as they are well 
they will help all the other organs to 
health. ■

The treatment of some diseases may 
be delayed without danger, not so with 
kidney disease.

Swamp-Root is the great medical tri-1 
umph of the nineteenth century; dis
covered after years of untiring effort 
and research by the eminent kidney 
and bladder specialist, Dr. Kilmer, and 
has truly wonderful healing action on 
tlie kidneys and bladder.

It will be found by both men and 
women just what is needed in all,cases 
of kidney and bladder disorders, lame 
back, dull pain or ache in tlie back, 
gravel, catarrh of the bladder, rheuma
tism, sciatica, neuralgia, uric acid 
troubles and Bright’s Disease, which Is 
the worst form of neglected kidney 
trouble.

Swamp-Root corrects Inability to hold 
water and promptly overcomes that un
pleasant necessity of being compelled to 
go often during the day and to get up 
many times during the night.

If your water when allowed to remain

undisturbed for twenty-four hours 
forms a sediment or settling or has a 
cloudy appearance, it is evidence that 
your kidneys and bladder need imme
diate attention.

The way to be well is to look after 
your kidneys. To take Dr. Kilmer's 
Swamp-Root when you are suffering 
from clogged kidneys.

This prompt, mild and wonderful 
remedy is easy to get at the drug stores 
in fifty-cent and one-dollar bottles. 
Make a note of the name, SWAMP
ROOT, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, and 
remember It is prepared only by Dr. 
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

Swamp-Root has been tested in so 
many ways, in hospital work, in private 
practice, among the helpless too poor to 
purchase relief, and has proved so suc
cessful that a special arrangement lias 
been made by7 which all readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, who have not 
already tried it, may have a sample 
bottle sent absolutely free by mall. 
Also a book telling more about Swnmp- 
Root and containing some of tlie thou
sands upon thousands of testimonial 
letters received from men and women 
who owe their good health, hi fact, 
their very lives, to the wondeiful 
curative properties of Swamp-Root. Be 
sure and mention the Chicago Pro
gressive Thinker when sending your 
address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing
hamton, N. Y.

WAS

WHW LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OIl-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
. -BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

The Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp

Meeting the coming summer com
mences oil the last Sunday in July, and 
continues several weeks.

The committee have some of our best 
speakers and mediums engaged, and 
are making arrangements for the com
fort, pleasure and Instruction of all who 
may attend our meeting this year.

Sunapee Lake is one of the most 
beautiful resorts In New England, and 
is becoming more and more popular 
every year as it becomes better known. 
It is on the line of the Boston & 
Maine Railroad, Concord & Claremont 
division, where fine steamboats connect 
at Lake Sunapee station to take pass
engers to all points around the lake. 
Blodgett’s Landing, where the camp
meeting has been held for twenty-one 
consecutive years, ■ is situated on the 
east side of this charming lake, in a 
lovely grove. ‘

The Ladies' Aid, 'auxiliary to the 
camp association, will hold a fair in 
August. . ; . ,

We respectfully, find cordially invite 
the attendance and1 patronage of friends 
to our camp, hopifag to meet our old
time workers and. associates, and as 
many new ones as can arrange to come." 
Programs giving' full particulars later.

MRS. ADIWE M.3STEVENS, 
■ Pres. S. L.- S.tAssociation.

Hillsboro Bridg^ N. 1% ■
---------- * j ’ll'

Oceana Center Spiritualist Society sus
tains a great loss. He was one of the 
earliest to espouse the cause of Spirit
ualism, and was ever devoted to its ad
vancement. He has passed from the 
shadows in the full glory of a golden 
day. \ SECRETARY.

Yourself and many of your readers 
will be surprised and will regret to 
learn that one of our most esteemed 
aud veteran Spiritualists, Mr. Frank 
Shrock, of this city, passed to spirit life 
April 17, after a sickness of ten days. 
He was 55 years of age. He w7as buried 
on the 20th by tlie Masonic Order. He 
leaves a wife and one daughter. Mr. 
Shrock was well known by the Spirit
ualists generally In this and other 
States, who will regret that he has been 
called away so early in life. He lived 
and died in the full knowledge of Spirit
ualism. - -L 3. ALLEN.
'^Pueblo, Colorado.

Passed to spirit life, at her home near 
Deer Lodge, Mon., April 18, 1899, Miss 
Laura Larsons, daughter of Mrs. H. 
Larsons. She was a true Spiritualist, a 
pure and noble girl, and leaves many 
friends, who may miss her, but rejoice 
In her triumphant entrance into the 
higher life, with the full knowledge of 
angelic ministrations. The funeral 
services were conducted by the writer.

, CLARENCE S. TISDALE.
Bozeman, Montana.

This book will bo fonnd peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more BO than any work Issued since uncle Tom a 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust, 
of time had almost covered, aud which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deal« 
with high official private Ute during tbetnostmomen.- 
ous period in American History, aud la a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
■‘Abraham Lincoln." '

Cloth, ISmo, illustrated, pp. 864, fl.BOt 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

E. U. BABBITTS WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. Tbo Philosophy of Cure. Paper cover, 
00 cents.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development and 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents. ,
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
_^nd Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cents; Leat\e^ 
35 cents.
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Cxotb, 
81; paper, 50 cents.
Principles of Light and Color.

I One of the greatest books of the age, #5; by man 
82 cents extra.

IMMORTALITY,
.. . OR . ..

FÜTUBE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

DnnifO by Carlyle Petersilea.
U U U V Given by automatic writing through 

the author’s mediumship.
The Discovered Country—.$1.

A narrative of tho personal experiences In spirit-life 
of the author’s father, who bad been a natural philos
opher and a materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth, $1.
Experiences of the author’s mother In spirit-life.

Philip Carlielie—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phil
osopher, who Is a medium; his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, 50 cts.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, 

as seen from the spirit side. For sale at office of The 
Progressive Thinker.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirit«, good and evil, «ay of their dwelling-place«. 
Giroubdetails—detail« and accurate dellneationsol 
Ute In the Splrlt-worldl—Is the constant appeal ot 
thoughtful minds. Death la approaching. Whlther- 
oh. whither! Shall 1 know my friends beyond the 
tomb? W1U they know me? What Is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In Ms voh . 
ume the spirits, differing as they -nay, arc "«owed to I 
speak for themselves. No man 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. Jie treats ot the Mysteries ol -Ite. 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the Rivet, Fete
gleams of tho Future; Testimony of Saints, The 
Growth and Perfection of tbo Spiritual Body; Is tt 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit, 
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man s Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit- 
Lite; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers In Splrlt-LIfe: Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voice» irom the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price, cloth. »1; paper 50 cents. Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at thia office.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF..,.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR...

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and ATeu 

Testament Seriptures which provo 
or imply Spiritualism;

Together with a brief history of the origin of many ol 
the Important books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,
Much that Is in this book appeared in an abridged 

form in a series of nine full pages of The Progress’ 
17B Thinker. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need ol 
some kind of document for ready reference. They»J.. ■ ■■ .. ...aa„ — —a a. aaw a ~ .aa a a — — • a. a . .• • • • a
onfy seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Tbeauthor, Moses Hull, baa written many volamei 
on SplrituallstlBtic and other themes and each olc la

I full of caretui study on the subject chosen. Mr.

at, say, 1000 vibrations, with which we 
are familiar, does-not give us even a 
Whisper hs to how It will behave at 
2000, or irmillion beyond that; I ad
mire the tree, the flower, and much of 
the insect nnd animal-life here. I 
forthwith proceed to transplant them, 
by Imagination, Into the higher life. I 
must also hnve my oceans,; my rivers, 
my purling brooks, because I am used 
to them. So I merely insist they shall 
not drown anybody “over there.” I 
thus merely make a hash of my, own 
experiences; and then swallow It Like 
the devout artist of the Middle Ages I 
am ready to add wings to A fat baby 
nnd then call him a cherub. My own 
experiences of architecture and art, of 
social and domestic life I ethereulize,

Nebraska Gamp-Meeting.
The State SpirituallstOAssociatlon of 

Nebraska will hold a camp-meeting in 
Lincoln, Neb., llj; Lincgln Park, from 
July 14 to 25. The expense to each per
son during thè entire season of attend
ance will be: 75 fcents'ifbr privilege, of 
grounds, 75 cents Borione^tent. Campers 
are supposed to pay for.fheir own meals 
(meals will be. furfiished on the 
grounds) or bring suitable means for 
preparing them Tn- ch flip. The asso
ciation furnishes ibhly-'the tents. Cots 
and board floors, ejih . be procured if 
called for, at small expense. Mediums 
or speakers wanting to attend can cor
respond with-the-.secretary. ■ _

Spiritualists of Nebraska, wake up. 
The State SpiritùaRst .Association is 
going to have a camp; it wants your 
moneyed help to plate Nebraska at the 
head in camps. Now7 let the secretary 
hear from all the, towns nnd cities of 
Nebraska. How much will you give to 
push on thè -work to ti grand success? 
Send us $1, ?2, ?5rtor what you can. 
Throw all prejudices aside, put away 
all the little differences and let us join 
the greatest move the history of Spirit
ualism In Nebraska has known.

PAUL S. GILLETTE, Sec’y.
| Omaha, Neb.

John Brown,. “The Medium of the 
■Rockies,” passed to spirlt life, from San, 
Bernardino, Cal., April 20, 1899, at the 
ripe age of 81 years. The funeral serv
ices ’ were conducted by the writer, 
assisted by Rev. W. G. White, of 
Colton. Cal. __ ___

ELLA WILSON MARCHANT.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage 
Sexual Development, and; Social Upi 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ 
LL D A most excellent and very vain- ■ 
able work, by the Dean of the Colleja 
of Finé Forces, and author of other im- 
nortont volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, T6& 
For sale at this office. _

t “Who Are 'mese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” ’A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cenia. For 
sale art this office. ■ ■

“From Soul to SouL" By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will iiud gems 

‘of thought in poetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
Moura of leisure, and enjoyment Price 
$1, For sale at this office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From;” “Tho Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price. 10 cents. 
For aate at tbl» office-

_ _ f hk I lull ot caretiu study on the «ubject chosen. Mr.Thft Ta MArrnill AV HAATn Hull.lnlils Introduction ot this work says: Ino iO“Wiorrow oi ue&ini
-rur- when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from

■ ■•On Int**" Its‘sanctified’enemies. It will not‘spike’ it, but wlh
t f a« use It to batter down the wallsof Christian superstlFuture Life According to ¡a&ence« tlon nnd ignorance. I send it out on its errand of en

x ** ® ll^htenmcnt with the humble prayer that it will prove
; a divine benediction to every reader.” ■
I Tub ENOYCJ.OP.RDtA of Biblical Spihttoalisu 
■ contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good paper. 
। contains a full-page portrait of the author and is 
i handsomely boundln cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
I hft«'c this work.

BY LOUIS FIGULER.
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 

BY S. R. CEOCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK,
! PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE ELIMINATORv Thia fine volume might well have been entitled 
Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la writtea 
in that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularise Bolentlfio 
subject« in adaptation to tho needs of the general 
reaaen The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as. ‘.‘devotees, of a new super
stition,” etc., etc.. tniwhlcb he manifests tho usual 
onlmusoftbo “sclentiUc class,” yet he says again: 
“Thore Isa true and respectable idea In Spiritualism.” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between anpftrhnmans and the inhabitants of Earth;”

. and io goes on to relate Instances of fact tn evidence.
Thcroi^toa Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy... ...
the authors*« Ideas, but the well-read mind wld readily Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos* 
select and arrange the proa and cons, and out of the |nB tho fabuloos claims of ancient Judaism and dog* 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but ragu0 Christianity, containing many startling conolu* 
much valuable information. Tho autMrholds the 8iOns never before published, showing clearly the 
theory of reincarnation. Price «140. .BM Bale at. mythical character ot most of the Old and New Testa* 
this office. ’ went stories, and proving that Jesus was an ImiWion*
— 4 ‘ atlon and not a person’. A genulnp sensation. .

■ An Interesting pamphlet; By 1Ym. II. Burr. Price 
15 cents. For gale at this office.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypoottan. uioful- to 
students of tbo subject. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the duthor presents very anooMefully a con« 
densLd account of hypnotism, its theory and practice

Why She Became a Spiritualist, 
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. J»olt 

Btonld be read by every bpWUuUft. MW «1.00» 
pUBtaje IDceuU. .
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Thi Progressive Thinker.
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No. 40Loomis Street. Chicago, 11L

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twentv-five cents forTnsPRCQiiKSBivK Thinkfh 
thlrtsen weeks, wo would suggest to those who receive 
a simple copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from $1 to 1x0, or even 
mure than the latter sum A largo number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. Tbe same Bug- 
?eelion .will apply In all cases of renewal of subserm- 

lone—*fiollclt others to aid In the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever iu inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for ThkPiioguebbive Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

«Ire you for 23 cents? Just pause and tblnk for n » 
nieut what an Intellectual feast that email Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Ttin Pbo- 
SBKSSivu TuiNKBii thirteen weeks Is only twenty-live 
cental For that amount you obtalu one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia1, acuhelevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medb 
urn-sized book!

TAKE NOTICE!
□T. At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

tbe paper 1b discontinued No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.
jy If you do not receive, your paper promptly, 

writeXo ua, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratia.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
< changed, always give the address of the place to which 

It Is then eent. or the diauae cannot he made.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Thinker is furnished In tiie United 

filateli at lbO(J per year, tbe postage thereon being but 
nominal, but when it is sent to foreign countries wo 
are compcHed to charge 60 cents extrap- making the 
yearly subscription $1.50. Please bear that lu mind.

SATURDAY, MAY 0, 1899.

WANTS TO RECONSTRUCT AND 
VITALIZE THE CHURCHES.

Wm. De Witt Hyde, President of 
Bowdoiu College, in a late issue of “Tiie 
New World,” this city, under the head" 
of ‘'Reorganization of the Faith,” gives 
ills conception of the present needs of 
the Christian chureh. His introductory, 
paragraph Is worth reading. says:

"The current creed of
a chaos of con Tons. Truths aud

stendom is

Iles, fuels and fancies, intuitions and 
superstitions, essentials and excres
cences, are bound in one bundle of tra
dition which the honest believer finds 
hard to swallow whole, and which the 
earnest doubter is equally reluctant in 
toto to reject. It Is high time to attack 
this chaos, to resolve it into its ele
ments, and to reorganize our faith into 
a form which shall at the same time 
command the assent of honest and the 
devotion of earnest men. This work 
cannot be done roughly with the broad 
ax. The problem is not mechanical, but 
vital. One cannot chop the creed in 
two, and say, ‘This half is true, and 
that is false.’ We must discover the 
germ of life in the old and somewhat 
decrepit body of current tradition, and 
from that vital germ we must breed the 
fair aud vigorous body of the faith that 
is to be. The new faith will not be a 
mechanical fraction of the old, whether 
large or small. It will be a reproduc
tion of the essential features of the old, 
in new, fresh, vigorous, functional re
lationship.”

All churches and all creeds, save the 
Catholic, see the need of modern
izing their faith, to make it agree with 
the advanced thought and knowledge 
of the present age. But they are tied 
back to ancient dogmas of pagan origin, 
and he who even proposes a change is 
looked upon with suspicion, if not posi
tively punished for heresy. New or
ganizations are formed, but they dare 
not depart very widely from the old, 
fearful of being overborne by outside 
opposition.
- And is It not a fact, that Spiritualists 
are held back, by ancient error that has 
come out of the churches, and brought 
their antiquated notions with them? 
What right have any of us to hurl foul 
epithets at. others, eharglug them with 
being Atheists, Agnostics aud Infidels? 
We remember attempts have made to 
dragoon Spiritualists into the adoption 
of a creed, probably with the purpose 
of excluding skeptics as regards the 
popular faith from its ranks; but we ap
prehend the day Is very distant when 
any creed, other than a belief in Im
mortality. and the power of spirits to 
communicate with mortals, will meet 
with general approbation.

LAWLESSNESS OF CLERGYMEN.
An associated press dispatch of a few 

days ago from London, said:
"After a long debate upon tbe alleged 

lawlessness of the ritualistic practices 
of the English Church Union, com
prising upward of 4,000 clergymen, the 
House of Commons this evening unani
mously adopted a resolution proposed 
by Samuel Hoare, conservative member 
lor Norwich, and accepted by Arthur J. 
Balfour, first lord of the treasury and 
government leader, declaring that, the 
house ‘deplores the spirit of lawlessness 
shown by certain members of the 
Church of England, aud confidently 
■hopes that the ministers of the crown 
will not recommend any clergymen for 
preferment, unless satisfied that he will 
obey the bishops and the prayer Book.’ ”

Four thousand clergymen of the 
Church of England departing from the 
ancient faith, and called to account by 
Parliament, who “deplore their lawless
ness.” But the seamps are to be 
brought to terms and back Into the 
faith by having their “livings” cut off 
for failure to “obey the bishops and the 
prayer- book.” •

By such procedure Is old-time re
ligious teaching, perpetuated, and ed
ucated thought suppressed. The higher 
church officials direct the inferior, and 
the inferior boss the parishioners, while 
Parliament -bosses the whole, by deny
ing governmental support If -they don’t 
pray and sing as their ancestors taught

i YES, "STICK TO TH» BIBLE!” .!
Following immediately on the Reels I 

of Evangelist Moody’s shout of “Stick 
to the Bible,” we have the effect of that 
pernicious-advice lu our own immediate 
vicinity, as detailed In the Chicago 
Record of April 20;

“To atone for the crime of Caln, Abel 
Dykstra, a Dutch farmer In the colony 
at South Holland, slew his five-year-old 
son Deter yesterday morning. He be
lieved -he was Abraham and that he had 
a divine command to sacrifice Isaac.1 
For several days the man had been' 
moody and lie had begged -his wife, 
Sophia, to remove their two children— 
Peter, aged five, aud Cornelius, aged 
twenty months—from his ranch In case 
he became suddenly insane.

“Yesterday morning he met his wife 
and children on the way from the home 
of her father, Peter Van. Drunnen, 
where they -had gone for safety the 
night before. Dykstra kneeled and ten
derly kissed the boy, and. leading him 
by the hand, all went home together. 
The mother went Into the kitchen and 
was preparing breakfast, when she saw 
her /husband in the yard whetting a 
scythe, while Peter played near him. 
Mrs. Dykstra rau out and took the' 
scythe from him.

“ ‘I must do it this morning,’ the man 
shouted. ‘God has ordered me to do it.’

“Dykstra made a rush for the boy 
and dragged him to a shed near by and 
took up the corn knife. '

“ ‘Papa, please do not hurt me,’ cried 
the boy, and he struggled to free him
self from the man’s grasp. Mrs. Dyk
stra also pleaded with her husband to 
release the boy, but in vain.

“Holding Peter with his left hand, 
Dykstra drew the knife across the lad’s 
throat. The vertebrae saved 'the head 
from being severed from the body. The 
boy ran neariy 100 feet before be fell 
and died.

“Dykstra then saddled his horse, 
mounted and galloped to Lansing, three 
miles away. The mother, who "had seen 
her child killed, hastily notified the 
neighbors and in a short time fifty or 
more men were chasing tlievfiigitive. 
He was soon lost sight of. in one of the 
marshes south of Harvey.

“JJykstra rode to tiie house of John 
Meeker, a farmer for whom he had 
worked, and said: ‘God told me to sac
rifice my boy, and, ns much as I loved 
him, I had to do it to please God. After 
1 killed him the devil laughed at me.’

“Not waiting to hear more, Meeker 
drove out in search of Constables Frank 
Harrington and Fred Randall. They 
arrested Dykstra and took him before 
Justice De Young. Deputy Coroner 
Reynolds held an inquest aud com
mitted the man to jail pending an in
vestigation by the grand jury. Imme
diately after the verdict was found the 
officers started to bring the prisoner to 
Chicago, driving across country to Har
vey to take a train. At 6 o'clock last 
night he was taken to the county jail.

"Dykstra is 35 years old and a re
ligious enthusiast. He sat up all Tues
day night reading the Bible.”

The mother of tljat murdered boy, If 
able to lake a common sense view of 
the condition, will not appreciate 
Moody’s advice to women, to “Get right 
up and get out, when you hear persons 
tearing the Bible to rags and tatters.”

But it is said Dykstra was Insane!, 
What made him insane? "He sot up 
all Tuesday night reading the Bible,” 
says the report. Instead of -the old Jew 
book being responsible only for the 
murder, it robbed the man of his senses, 
wrecked two lives, and may make a 
maniac of the mother. The Pocasset 
tragedy was repeated over again. 
Scarcely a year, a month, a day goes by 
but somewhere murder, mutilation, 
or cases of lunacy are reported, Incited 
by the Bible. And why not? The Lord 
God has directed:

“If thy brother, the son of thy mother, 
or thy son, or thy daughter, or the wife 
of thy bosom, or thy friend which is ns 
thine own soul, entice thee to serve 
other gods * * * thou shalt surely 
kill him; thy hand rilmll be the first to 
put him to death.” See Deut. 13:6, 9.

To “serve other gods” Is interpreted 
to depart from tiie received faitih, so 
the Inquisition with its rack and stake 
were used as the instruments of the 
killing, and this Bible text was quoted 
as sufficient authority.

Abraham with his son Isaac on the 
sacrificial altar at the command of God, 
Jephtlm making n holocnust of his 
daughter, and the Lord commanding. 
Ex. 13:29, 30.

“The first-born of thy sons shalt thou 
give to me. Likewise shalt thou do 
with thine oxen, nnd with ihy sheep. 
Seven days it shall be with his dam; on 
tiie eighth day thou shalt give it to me.” 
That is it shall be sacrificed.
, Wrote Prof. Chillany, holding a chair 
in one of' the German Universities, 
quoted by Kitto:

“The religion of the ancient Hebrews 
did not differ essentially from that of 
the Canaanites, so that Moloch, who 
had been a god common to both, merely 
in the process of time was softened 
down, and passed into Jehovah, thus 
becoming the national deity of the peo
ple of Israel; so did their altars smoke 
with human blood, from the time of 
Abraham down to the fall of both king
doms of Judah and Israel.”

As Christians have adopted that re
constructed Moloch as their God, and as 
the Bible echoes his horrible commands, 
which zealots are constantly observing, 
there Is a propriety in barbarians re
peating the command, “Stick to the 
Bible, and your love of blood shall be 
rewarded.”

. THE MEANING OF IT. /
In the ggrdens of the gods are -fruita 

and flowers adapted to the nature of 
the dwellers in those beautiful spiritual 
realms. . ,

Dwellers in the vale of mortality may 
by cultivation and development of their 
spiritual nature, by their moral refine
ment, be fitted to partake here aud now 
of the essential qualities of the fruits 
that grow in the gardens of the angels. 
The essence of truth, of love, of purity, 
is the same everywhere and always— 
eternally the sanie. .

Thè soul that dwells in these, having 
these divine principles in the spirit, 
knows the- flavor of the food of the 
angels, and delights therein—he has 
found that which is “sweeter than 
honey in the honeycomb,” and when 
consciously he has tasted thereof he 
ean never forget its sweetness. He can 
henceforth say: “I have food to eat,- 
which ye who have never tasted of it, 
know not of.” For It is only known by 
being partaken of. , ’

It is with gladness we note that there 
are among our readers and contributors, 
favored souls who have-found pearls of 
truth beyond all price in their de
velopment in spirituality, , 
- What price, indeed, shall be giyen or 
can be estimated is value price for such 
experimental knowledge as is indicated 

. In our “Home Circle” iri this Issue, as 
also in the issue of April 8, not to 
mention others?

We are glad to receive and publish 
such experiences. They bring the 
writers in spiritual touch with each 
other and establish lines of vibration 
that may reach from ocean to ocean 
and radiate over the whole land,, 
establishing strong bonds of sympathy 
and mutual spiritual helpfulness- be
tween kindred spirits. They establish 
the usefulness of the Homo Circle on a 
firm and beautiful spiritual foundation, 
which will be gladly recognized by 
many whose perceptions are en
lightened in love and truth.

We feel assured that the’Home Circle 
Is to have great power In the renovation 
of Spiritualism. Fraud and dishonesty 
can have no standing in the sacred pre
cincts of the Home Circle. The brazen 
face of the trickster who fattens on the 
pay for pretended tests Is consciously 
out-of-plaee in the Home Circle, The 
Home Circle is no home for such. It is 
no place for dishonesty and fraud; and 
the charlatans are scarcely to be found 
where they cannot “make, money” by 
plying their nefarious trade. They must 
go elsewhere to gain the success they 
require..

Let your home circles be homes for 
the good angels and good spirits, where 
they may meet kindred spirits on the 
mortal side of life, and where spirit
uality, morality, truth, love and purity 
in their divinest essence may be sought 
and cultivated. Thus may the Home 
Circles become veritable gardens of the 
gods, bearing the fruits and flowers 
that gladden the hearts of angels and 
man.

A word more: The Children’s Ly
ceums may be made effective allies In 
this same work, by training minds In 
the principles and practice of right" 
thought, the cultivation of those things 
that lead onward toward the mountain 
top of spirituality. Lyceums may thus 
become truly spiritual gardens of the 
angels, where seeds of moral and 
spiritual truth shall be planted,--to grow 
Into the beautiful flowers and rich 
fruitage of purity and goodness, and 
the final fruition of celestial harmony 
and peace.

Give us home circles everywhere,, 
with progressive lyceums, and their 
concomitants and allies, spiritual pub
lications and spiritual papers for the 
old and especially for the young, and 
the fakir will cease to thrive, pure 
Spiritualism will win its way into 
human hearts, and the blossoming and 
fruitage thereof, in the lives of men and 
women on earth, will be as the beautiful 
things that grow in and adorn the 
gardens of the angels. ' .
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H’pN. ,ft. B. RIGftMOND

He Is Delighted with Col. Ingersoll’s Address.
To tlije Editor:—Enclosed please find postal 

order for one dollar. Send me all the papers 
you can< afford that have Bob Ingersoll’s lecture. 
I have just read it. It is, as the boys say, “the 
biggesL»thing out.” I have only one objection 
to it. It excited my risibles to such an extent 
that I am afraid that it has undermined my con
stitution. However, I am. in hopes that I. will 
recover. In that lecture Bob Ingersoll certainly 
out-Ingersoll’s Bob. A. B. RICHMOND.

Meadville, Pa.

We will fill all orders for The Progressive 
Thinker containing the lecture by Col. Ingersoll, 
Rev. M. J. Savage and Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, at orte cept per copy, to as many different 
addresses, you may send in. One "hundred cop
ies ' sent to one address, 75 cents. 1,000,000 cop
ies at least,' should be circulated.

OCR NEW PREMIUM BOOK

Its Praise Sounded hy One Who Read It and Ap 
predated It Many Years Ago.

BLASPHEMY.
Pope Leo XIU, in his first audience 

after his recent illness from a surgical 
operation, was reported in “The 
Tablet,” a Catholic church organ tn 
England, as saying to Cardinal 
Goossens, of Antwerp:

“At one moment during the operation 
I thought I should sink under it; but I 
called on the Mother of God for help, 
and I recovered from my faintness.” .

If the rejection of a God born of 
mortal woman is atheism write us 
down an Atheist; and if there is such.a 
thing as blasphemy it Is to talk abont 
the ‘.‘Mother of God.”

Would it not be better to controvert 
such a God-dishonoring faith than to 
war on those who deny such a char
acter ever had mortal birth? ..

TOO DEAR FOR THE WHISTLE.
William E. Curtis, Esq., the able 

correspondent of the Chicago Record,-48 
now writing up the early history of 
Virginia. He says: .

“The first slaves were brought from 
the West Indies, by a Dutchman, in 
August, 1619. He traded the twenty 
negroes to the colonists for: servants 
and laborers in exchange for tobacco.”

Ten others were captured and were 
placed as slaves on Earl Warwick’s 
plantation. Says Mr. Curtis:

“The planters who bought the slaves 
from the Dutchman justified the act on 
the ground that the negroes were 
heathen who needed the light of the 
gospel, and, being descended from 
Ham, were consigned by divine decree 
to perpetual bondage.” ' ■ •

Two hundred and forty-five years of 
chattel slavery was the price the 
negroes paid for being Christianized. 
When we note the. character of that 
Christianizing sonie'persons may think 
“they paid too dear for the whistle.”

AFTER THE OTHER FELLOWS.
Hardouin, the learned Catholic author 

of near two centuries ago, who declared 
all ecclesiastical and most classical 
history is fraudulent, quotes Th'eodoret, 
a distinguished church writer of the 
5 th century, as saying: “A great num
ber of spurious books, under false titles, 
have been written with the view of ter
rifying fobls.” We merely rise to re
mark that those who take no stock in 
those "spurious.books” are not the ories 
Theodoret designated as “fools.”

IÍ
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SOME GOOD NEWS FOR MAGNETIC HEALERS.
• ' ' -------------------------£ . . " ' '

Strictures of Governor Thomas, of Colorado, on Pro' 
posed Regulation of Medicine.

Dear Brother Francis, Editor of The Progress
ive Thinker:—Your issue of April I brings an
other agreeable surprise. I welt remember when 
the book' .entitled The Occult Life of Jesus of 
Nazareth, bÿ Alexander Smyth, was first issued. 
I sold many; copies, and it wa's looked upon as 
authentic. i You are really a benefactor to offer 
such valuable books as this, the Hull-Covert De
bate and Art Magic, at such a nominal price.

; - TITUS MERRITT.
New York Citv, N. Y,•• V I

Dr. Hr. N. Brown on ftrt Magic
. •. । ii --------------------------------------

3 "

Really, My. Francis, Art Magic must set such 
thought,in iiiotion that it will prove a great en
lightener. Yre are intensely interested in it and 
very thankful for it. There must be many such 
as we who are indebted to you for it and its 
great message. DR. H; N. BROWN.

■?

NOT AN ATHEIST.
One of the most incomprehensible 

questions of the age is, Why do Chris
tian writers, and the priesthood in par
ticular, persist in representing Thomas 
Paine as an atheist? Do they intention
ally falsify? or do they misrepresent 
through ignorance? If from the latter 
cause, with the means of correct in
formation nt command, it is no less 
criminal than in the former case.

Webster defines an atheist: “One who 
disbelieves or denies tbe existence of a 
God, or supreme intelligent being.” 
Thomas Paine was not one of these. In 
the 4th paragraph of Part I of his Age 
of Reason, published in 1795, Paine 
declared:

“I believe in one God, and no more, 
and I hope for happiness beyond this 
life.”

He has told us that he was induced to 
write the book, to overcome the "then 
tendency among the French people to 
fall Into atheism, in their hatred of 
priestcraft, who they charged with be
ing the authors of all their troubles.

Mr. Paine did controvert with all the 
force of his magic pen, that God ever 
begat a son by a Jewish maiden, and 
denied that he Inspired the Bible, or 
any other book but boundless Nature. 
His religious views were identical with 
the Unitarians of to-day.

An infidel Is one “not in the faith.” 
It is used as a term of reproach, by 
each opposing sect against-lts rival. 
Christians class Mohammedans as in
fidels, . and so Mohammedans class 
Christians. Catholics so designate 
Protestants. Its true meaning known, 
as a term of reproach it will become 
obsolete.

The zeal displayed by the bigots of 
Coshocton, fully delineated in an article 
of last week, shows the Clergy of that 
pleasant Ohio village are hardly up 
with the times. To charge Thomas 
Paine with being an atheist is a gross 
libel which can. hardly be tolerated in 
this age of general Intelligence.

~ Thomas Paine was in truth “the 
author-hero of the revolution,” the first 
person in all the world who wrote the 
words—“The Freer and Independent 
States of America" It was his pen 
that inspired, and in all probability 
drafted our Declaration of Indepen
dence. The clergy of that period, in
sisted that “The powers that be are 
ordained of God,” and opposed -in
dependence. Many of' them fled to 
England, and It was they, and a mis
erable wretch named Cheetham, who 
set on foot the thousand falsehoods cur
rent in regard to one of the world’s 
benefactors." "

THE. HOME. CIRCLE
To the Editor:—Having read the ar

ticle of Mary A. Ingalls, in your issue of 
April 8, as well as numerous other ar
ticles previously, upon the benefits of 
the home circle, It brings to mind the 
many pleasant experiences we have 
had in the sanctuary of home, and I am 
glad to see so much interest being taken 
in the “unadulterated home circle.” I 
believe like Mrs. Ingalls, If we sought 
more earnestly the spiritualization of 
self we would soon grow into a con
dition to receive the elevating in
fluences as they- draw near unto us, 
and, in a word, be our own mediums.

Myself and husband have been in
terested.in the spiritual philosophy for 
the past ten years, he being taken from 
the fold of the orthodox church through 
his development in the home circle, 
having to a certain extent unfolded our 
medial gifts, and at different times 
have had many varied, though happy 
experiences therein. While Mr.. G.’s 
main gift is that of a healer and the 
diagnosing of disease in the entranced 
state, he also in the quietude of home, 
where harmony reigns, gets most beau
tiful messages and words of love which 
help to smooth the rugged paths of life 
and clear away the clouds that some
times encompass us about

At a very recent sitting, held with 
just my sister, messages and advice 
from those who love us, and are still in
terested in our welfare, were received,

one young lady friend coming to sister, 
closing her message with poetry, ask
ing me to play upon the piano the air 
“We are praying for you," etc., which 
to say tiie least was most touching and 
tender, as well as beautifully comfort
ing, together with the assurance of the 
genuineness where circles are held 
merely through the love to help and 
benefit others.

Our experiences have mostly been in 
the home circle, where there is no 
chance for fraud nor would there be 
any object for It; just that pure spirit
ual element emanating from those gofie" 
before who desire to advance and 
uplift ’

Our opportunities being limited, we 
are obliged to depend on Spiritualistic 
literature, reason, and our own medial 
qualities.

May God and the angels bless the 
home circle, and in time may we be 
freed f^om the dross now eo often put 
before the masses.

The happiest moments of my life are 
when at the home altar we invoke the 
presence of angel friends, so willing to 
give us aid. May each and every one 
strive to more fully cultivate those 
higher powers within, enabling them to 
come In touch with the beautiful every
where.

MRS. GERTRUDE R. GILLETTE. 
Fairfax, Vermont.

To the Editor:—The inclosed clipping 
from the Rocky Mountain News shows 
that the present Governor ot our State 
has a level head aud carries it with him 
most of the time. By means of the well 
known process of “you tickle me, I 
tickle you,” a medical monopoly bill 
was gotten through our last legislature. 
It is hardly probable that such an 
aggregation of small-fry politicians will 
ever be gotten together again in Col
orado, so that there is little likelihood 
of such a measure being put through 
another time. Fortunately the Gov
ernor was the right sort of a man to 
cope with the situation and rendered all 
the work of the “little pills,” “big pills," 
and “ally kind of pills,” of no avail..

Future Governors of this State will 
always have the benefit of Governor 
Thomas' opinion as a guide to steer by, 
and it is to be hoped if occasion arises 
they will make good use of it. '

Denver, Col. GEO L. SOPRIS.

Governor Thomas of Colorado vetped 
the Cannon "medical monopoly" bill, 
attacking the measure with such force 
and argument as to tear down any sem
blance "to foundation upon which it 
'might have been based. Referring to 
the title of the bill, he designates it as 
a misnomer and calculated to mislead. 
He speaks of the practice of medicine 
as not a science, but a series of ex
periments which should be allowed to 
continue that a science may be created 
therefrom.

Following is the message in part:
House bill No. 231 has a somewhat 

general title. It is designed “to protect 
the public health and regulate the prac
tice of medicine and surgery in Gol
orado.” To accomplish this purpose It 
establishes a medical council and a 
state board of medical examiners; pro
vides for the examination and licensing 
of practitioners, with various penalties 
for the violation of its requirements. 
Its enacting clause is preceded by a pre
amble that the publie safety is "en
dangered by incompetent physicians 
and surgeons, aud due regard to the 
publie health and the preservation of 
human life demands tha't none but com
petent physicians and surgeons shall be 
allowed to practice their profession In 
the state.

To accomplish these laudable ends It 
is proposed by law to limit tbe practice 
of medicine and surgery to three 
schools, each to have equal representa
tion upon the medical council aud the 
state, board of medical examiners. To 
the board and council all applications 
for license must be made, and through 
them all permits must come. They are 
also "endowed with power to revoke 
licenses or certificates, and thereby 
admit and exclude physicians to and 
from the practice of their profession as 
the requirements of the law have or 
have not in the judgment of their mem
bers been complied with. If, in their 

'opinion, an applicant “has been guilty 
of conduct likely to deceive or defraud 
the public,” he shall not be admitted 
even to an examination.
VIRTUES HERETOFORE DENIED.

When examinations are made they 
are to be‘identical us to all subjects save 
materia medica and therapeutics. Ques
tions concerning tbe latter "shall be in 
harmony with the teachings of tbe 
school or system of medicine to which 
the applicant belongs.” It seems to be 
conceded from this circumstance that 
tbe public health may be protected by 
three different systems of materia 
medica and therapeutics, although the 
advocates of .each have heretofore 
denied the virtues of all others save 
their own. ’

After the 10th day of August, 1899, 
any person who, not having complied 
with tiie requirements of the act shall 
continue to practice, or who shall there
after begin, or offer to practice med
icine and surgery, shall be criminally 
proceeded against and punished. Any 
person shall be regarded as such prac
titioner who shall publicly or privately 
act as a physician by prescribing or 
giving drugs or performing surgical 
operations forftiny person haviug any 
bodily injury, deformity or disease,
or who shall use the words
“doctor,’ 
“M. B.,’ 
name.

‘surgeon,” “M. D„”
Dr.,” 
’ or

” In connection with his or her 
This sweeping inhibition em-

A MULTITUDE OF CHRISTS.
An English author ">who knows a good 

thing when he: sees It, and who has 
great faith in.an Earthly Christ, has 
just had à visi(fti.‘a ia fcaul, and he made 
the astoundlng^iscov^ry, using his own 
words: . . - ri. - , -

■ “Every spiar systeuiihas.a Christ, and 
there are millions of solar systems.”

Had the learhed writer examined a 
little closer henmightahave found one 
Christ on éachf planet; then as It is 
probable thert- are lion an average 
twenty planets attaelied to each sun, 
and ,as the tetescopdr reveals twenty 
million suns, then there are four hun
dred million Chfcists. ,df each Christ is 
a God then there are four hundred 
million of junidr-Godsu And instead of 
one "Mother of- God,y. there are four 
hundred millions of her. Please, 
reader, one God will da-The Progressive 
Thinker, ■ ii :

• PAUL IS AUTHORITY.
. “The unbelieving husband is sanc
tified by the believing wife,”—I. Cor. 

■ 7:14, Douay translation. .
Is this the reason’the husband is so 

"willing his wife shall become a member 
of the church fold ? Hp can remain out
side.and hustle-among1 the tares, piling 
up filthy" lucre, the praying wife at the 
same time doing all the necessary work 
to save his worthless soul, even making 
their children holy by such belief.

PEWS COUNT.
Nearly every town "In Kansas has 

more aggiegate church seating capacity 
than it has population—Kansas City 
Star. " "

■ The church estimates its. strength by 
its seating capacity, ;not by. the: number 
of Its members. ■ ■ ‘

FREE DIVORCE.' \
France has now a lawxby which mar

riage may be dissolved without cost to 
the applicants. The Paris divorce court 
devotes Thursdays to gratuitous de
crees. On one day recently 294 couples 
were divorced during a. session of four 
hours, an average of . more than one 
divorce a minute. The applicants belong 
to thtLWorklng class, In which divorces 
were Infrequent bbfore the passage of-

I the law.—Ex. - :

THE HABIT OF CHARLATANS.
It is the universal habit of charlatans 

to brand'as ignorant the learned mem
bers of his own profession. AIL men 
are ignoramuses but themselves. They 
seem to imagine aji knowledge Is cen
tered In their own-brain. It Is said, if 
you listen to a harlot you can know her 
calling by the abuse she heaps on the 
vlrtuotfs of her own sex. So a charlatan 
may be discovered by his Self-laudation 
and abuse of others.

BIG REWARD FOR BELIEVING.
“Whosoever believeth that Jesus is. 

the Christ is born of God, * * * For 
whatsoever is bom of God oyercometh 
the world.”—I John 5:1, .4.

They who maintain with such-zeal 
that “Jesus-is the Christ” have assur
ance of great reward for believing. .

“Nature Cure.” By Dm. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50 and $2.

"Thé Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, • fay the well 
known Father Ohlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
Ures. Pricè, by mall |L For sale at 
this office. -./ . . ■ ; ,

braces within its range everything from 
doctors of divinity to veterinary sur
geons, and the use of an ordinary ap
pellation by either is transformed into 
a grave misdemeanor. ...

The public health is also guarded 
against peril from physicians from 
abroad who may be consulted, or may 
practice across the border, but who can
not endanger life by establishing an 
office or a meeting place for patients in 
Golorado. Medical attaches of the army 
and navy and medical examiners of re
lief departments of railroad companies 
may be tolerated within the strict line 
of their official duties, and dentists will 
not be interfered with so long as they 
confine themselves to the teeth.- Serv
ices in cases of emergency are harm
less, provided they are not gratuitous, 
and family remedies are recognized as 
compatible with the public health and 
the preservation of human life.

A decided majority of the medical 
profession, including a large number of 
personal and political friends, have 
urgently requested the approval of the 
measure. I am persuaded that they sin
cerely believe it to be essential to the 
public welfare and designed to subserve 
the objects set forth in its title. It is 
not without reluctance, therefore, that 
the conclusions I have reached concern
ing its merits make it impossible to 
comply with their desires. With every 
consideration for their judgment and 
their sincerity, I regard the biU as 
•unjust oppression and obnoxious to the 
general welfare. ■
NO PROTECTION FOR THE PUBLIC

First—Whatever may be the design of 
the bill, it will not protect the public 
health. If statistics are to be relied on 
the death rate of Colorado is as low as 
it ever was, and lower than In some of 
the states which have enacted measures 
of legislation similar to this. The de
partment of surgery excepted, medicine 
is not a science. It is a-serles of ex
pertinents more or less succèssful, and 
■will become a science when the laws of 
health and disease are fully ascertained 
and understood. This can be done, not 
by arresting thé progress of experi
ment, and binding men down to hard 
and fast rules of treatment, but by giv
ing free rein to the man who departs 
from the beaten highway and discovers 
hidden methods and remedies by the 
wayside. It is through these, means 
that the public health is promoted mid 
thereby protected that the members of 
the medical profession are enabléd to 
minister with success to human ail
ments and bodily suffering.

. Nearly every advance-in the treat
ment of diseases, in the methods of 
their detection, and in the prevention 
of their occurrence, has been made by 
physicians In disregard of the regula
tions of the order; and the great body 
of the brethren, after, denouncing and 
enduring, have ultimately accepted the 
unquestionable results .of these re
searches and discoveries, and made

them respectable by adding them to tho 
category of the recognized and the reg. 
ular. But tor this, the leech, the lancet 
aud the pill box would still be the reg
ulators of the public health, am 

■licenses to practice would be confluei 
to those, and those only, who use< 
them. This is but to say that medica 
progress in general has not been mad* 
by, but notwithstanding the.great body 
of Its professors. , '

AUTOCRATIC POWERS.
Second—The bill invests the council 

aud the board with autocratic and op
pressive authority. Tbe first shall, by 
order of not less than seven members oi 
the second, deprive practitioners - ol 
their certificates and of their right t* 
continue their business. They may dfl 
this whenever, In their opinion, a 
“physician shall be guilty of practices • 
or conduct likely to deceive or defraud 
the public.” What these practices may 
be, the board alone may determine, and 
Its decision seems to be final.’ An ad< 
vertlsement, criticism of the board, or 
one or more of its members, the appll. 
eatlqn of an unusual remedy, testifying 
against the; uefendant in ah action fot 
malpractice, challenging the Infallibility 
of spmetliing hoary with age and 
crowned with failure, these, and slm- 
liar, might well be cited as sufficient to 
set in motion the machinery of the star 
chamber. A land like ours which 
founds its policy upon justice should 
tolerate no such tyranny as this, and I 
will not believe that any profession 
needs such an aid neither for its pro
tection or its support. If men may bo 
thus subjected to correction or punish
ment, if their livelihood can be made to 
depend upon such oppressive conditions, 
the independence of the individual must 
disappear, and servitude in Its worst 
form will Inevitably follow. If the pub
lie health cannot be protected otherwise 
it were well to leave It to its fate; for 
disease is at least preferable to t 
unrestricted power of punishment 
confiscation.

RESTRICTING THE BRAC’CTCE.
Third—The true intent and rpose of

the bill is to restrict the puifesslon of 
medicine to the three scirools therein 
mentioned and then lln the number 
of practitioners to suit 
the composite board.

Fourth—The detail of the proposed 
law are restrictive/repressive aud un
just. No ph.vsicl , however learned, 
reputable and ze/lous, can practice ilia 

 

profession with/ut enlisting in one o£ 

 

tiie three recognized schools. No in

 

dividual discovering souie'patcnt rem
edy, and desiring to profit by Ids dis
covery, may prepare and v<,-nd it with
out passing the ordeal of the board and 
council. Even then he cannot proclaim 
the glad tidings of his sovereign remedy 
through the press to those Who need it, 
without Incurring the penalties of ex
pulsion and imprisonment. No druggist 
in any emergency may administer relief 
to human kind without going to jail 
unless he does it gratuitously, aud even 
theu he must be very sure the emer
gency exists. No Individual living away 
from the centers of life nnd far distant 
from a licensed physician can afford to 
be sick or meet with an accident, for 
none save the anoluted may safely ba 
his good .Samaritan. He may bleed to 
death for lack of Immediate surgical 
attention or expire for the want of that 
medical care which the unlicensed 
might easily give. Nevertheless, the 
giving of it becomes nu offense that the 
public "health may be protected. Mid
wives may ply their necessary voca
tions. but they may not prescribe any 
save "family remedies" under pain of 
fine and imprisonment. It is difficult to 
conceive of a "medical bill” more dras
tic- and far-reaching in its provisions 
than this.

ILLEGITIMATE OFFSPRING.
It Is a legitimate criticism of this bill 

that it Is the offspring of an union be
tween the Allopathic, Homeopathic and 
Eclectic schools of medicine, ‘into whose 
custody the health of the public is to 
be unconditionally delivered. Each In 
its own circle is given impunity as 
against the other two, but the condition 
is that the fusion or triple alliance must 
stand as a unit against all others. No 
one will believe that this union would 
have been made had it not been essen
tial to the passage of the bill. If the 
Allopath is to be believed, the Homeo
path is a charlatan and the Eclecflc a 
fraud. If the Homeopath is to be cred
ited, he has saved society from the 
narrow dogmatism of Allopathic ignor
ance, and if the Eclectic is heard, hs 
tells us that he has garnered to himself 
the wisdom of all schools and nothing 
but the husks remain. Neither deems 
it consistent with professional ethics to 
confer or consult with the others, and 
each believes his own to be the one 
branch of medical science worthy of 
the cause. Homeopathy fought its way 
to recognition against the bitter and 
Implacable antagonism of the regular 
school, established Itself in the face of 
bitter abuse, ridicule, persecution and 
invective. Its disciples suffered all the 
pains that hatred, contumely and au
thority could inflict upon It. A bill like 
this a’half century ago would have sent 
them in shoals to the commou jail and 
branded them with the outlawry of so
ciety. They now unite with their 
hereditary and still unreconciled adver
saries to deny to others the claim they 
have so successfully vindicated for 
themselves, ahd to assist them In the 
effort to extinguish all forms of healing 
save their own. Such conduct may be 
just; It cannot be generous.

DENIES INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.
Fifth—The fundamental vice of tiie 

bill Is thatlt denies absolutely to the 
individual the right to select his own 
physician. This Is a right of conscience, 
and as sacred as that which enables the 
citizen to worship God as he may desire.

I do not condone the fact that un
principled and designing scoundrels 
fatten on the hopes and fears of the in
valid who, longing for health, is prone 
to rely on all who promise to secure its 
return. I fully share with the medical 
profession the contempt which it feels 
for these creatures, who can be ex- 
tlrpated neither by medical bills nor 
criminal statutes. The latter has, never
theless, provided penalties against 
them, the enforcement of which largely 
rests with public sentiment I am not 
convinced, however, that they are as 
numerous nor as deadly as many pro
fess to ¡believe, nor can I admit ths 
proposition that their destruction is 
more Important to society than the 
preservation of some of its most valued 
rights, '

The medical profession is a noble one. 
It has done much to cure ailments, to 
alleviate suffering, and to prolong life. 
Its ranks are filled with men of lofty 
ambitions and epbtless: character,> Whb 
have given and are giving thblr lives to 
the development of its mission and the 
uplifting of humanity through its min
istrations. Its pages are luminous with 
great. names and greet accomplish
ments. Its strict conservatism has 
doubtless saved it from the commission 
of errors, it has also retarded iho pre» 
gress of its evolution. -
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Slain by the Knife with Which 
He Slew.

F. W. HEPPE, WHO^KIIM.ED HIS 
PARTNER, WAS MURDERED IN 
THE SAME WAY FIVE YEARS 
LATER-TRAGEDY OF HAUNTED 
HOUSE—IT HAD BEEN SHUNNED 
SINCE THE FIRST KILLING— 
THE MURDERED MAN WAS THE

IVI an Killed Haunts Scene of 
the Killing.

FIRST TO REVISIT IT-00M- 
PANION TELLS STRANGE TALE. | 
Barling, S. Dak., April Ifi.-Charles R.

Casmer is in jail here charged with the 
murder of Frank W. Heppe, April 2.

His defense is that .the crime was 
committed by a man already nearly five 
years in his grave;

The residents of the neighborhood are 
so firmly.convinced of something super
natural in the killing that It is doubtful 
if a jury can be found in the county to 
eonvlet a prisoner who alleges such 
manifestations. '

' In the summer of 1892 Heppe and 
i Thomas Burlier formed a partnership, 

bought a “bunch" of rattle and engaged 
In business as ranchmen. Both were 
bachelors and lived in a sod house 
eleven miles.north of this place.

For two years they got on well to
gether. Then a dispute arose concern
ing a division of profits. Heppe left the 

■ ranch and commenced suit against his 
partner for an accounting. Before the 

. ease came to trial a settlement was 
effected, the partnership was re
established and tbe men resumed liouse- 
keeping together.

IIEPPE KILLED HIS PARTNER.
- About two months afterward Heppe 
rode Into town aud gave himself up to 
the authorities with the explanation

HE GARRIES HIS HEAD UNDER 
HIS ARM AND IS DRAPED ALL 
IN WHITE. . •
The strange spectacle of a man with

out a head is the apparition that people 
who live near Dubuque's grave claim 
they see on nights when all is still and 
nothing save the fancied rumbling and 
roar of an on-rushing train disturbs the 
stillness. , . . ■’

There nre many vvho will swear with

EXPOßEFRAUD.
C. H. Brooks Cives Advice 

to Spiritualists.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SPIRIT

UALISM AND FORTUNE TELL
ING-SAYS THAT THE PRACTICE 
OF FRAUDS UNDER THE CLOAK 
OF RELIGION IS ONE OF THE 
BURDENS WHICH THEY MUST 
CONTEND AGAINST AND AD
VISES THAT ALL' IMPOSTORS 
WHO WORK ONLY FOR GAIN BE 
MADE KNOWN. (
Frauds and impostors who assume 

the title of Spiritualist for the purposes 
of trickery and gain were given a. 
seprlug at the Unity Spiritual Society 
meeting last eveuing by George H. 
Brooks, who took the occasion ottered 
by the present crusade against fortune 
telling to point out the distinction be
tween that practice and medlumistic 
work as proclaimed and upheld by the 
tenets of the Spiritualistic-religion. The 
speaker gave his views dearly and dis
passionately and in a manner which 
left no room for doubt as to its thor
ough sincerity of purpose. He acknowl
edged and laid special stress upon the 
weakness of Spiritualism in certain re
gards, due, as he maintained, to the 
trickery which has been practiced by 
those using the religion as a cloak. He 
even went so far as to state that much 
harm had been done by Spiritualists 
themselves who have either used me- 
diumistlc powers for purposes of gain 
alone, or have sought to interest them
selves purely in the materialistic side

TH-EOSb^f+Y ft ND
« ! SPIRITÜftLISM

Prof. W. M. Lpckwood, of Chicago, and Mr. F. E, Titus 
of Torontoi'CaM, Discuss Their Respective Cults.

; J II .------ —--------- -----
Prof. iQpkwoo^’s First Letter or Spiritualism.

More valuable time has iLen wasted and diversified forms and phenomena

all the solemnity of .an oath that time 
and again they have beheld’the sight 
that seemed to freeze their blood arid 
make every nerve quiver ns though a 
charge of electricity of a hundred volts 
had been sent through them, They 
speak of the strange spectacle ip 
hushed voices and low tones, and they 
shrink at the recollection that it is ever 
fresh in their minds.

The ghost of the headless man walks 
the night. It does not tread on earth, 
but in space, and it never moves be
yond the south end of the “red bridge” 
that spans Catfish creek where it emp
ties its volume into the great Father of 
Waters. The Catfish creek skirts 
Dubuque’s hill, whereon Is erected a 
monument to the city’s founder. It 
takes Its source far up country and 
flows through valleys and around 
jagged' rocks that protrude into its 
course and break the channel, along 
through a region tliat in summer is 
rich in verdure and beauty tliat have 
centered the artist's vision and impelled 
him to portray it on canvas.

The “red bridge” is known to all 
Dubuquers, for more than once has it ________ _
been the pivotal point of a gruesome I tile practice of a person who, for pur- \
story. It was painted red, but time I posea of gain Ol- deception, pretends to

- . . mm uiu-uer. uuu uooaui.w....... I beating on it has worn the paint off, foretell the future; as for example one
■ he had. killed him In self-det’ense. On I ,inj now ¡t jg an unsightly spectacle. I Who gives certain desired data through

visiting the house the officers found Jugt peiow the bridge the strong cur- the employment of cards and similar 
, Barber lying where he had fallen. He I rent of the Mississippi sweeps into the I aevtces. s’Uch people are impostors,
. ■- hud evidently been sitting or standing I S]lore auq deposits refuse there. Many but they are as likely to call themselves

In front of a rude fireplace In the cabin a time have fishermen dragged to the Spiritualists as by any other name. 
' and had been killed by n knife-thrust shore the dead bodies of men who met q^is is one of the burdens which our 

. between the shoulders. The fact that cnd |n the great Volume of water, religion lias to bear; and I maintain 
: he was stabbed in the back gave the T|ie CUrrent sweeps them in, and It is that Were it not that Spiritualism con

case an ugly look. there that bodies are sought for a tained a basis in truth, it would long
Heppe’s version was that Barber was c0„pie or three days after their drown- ag0 haVe been crushed out of existence, 

reaching for n gun kept over the fire- ¡ng lu ,tile viejnjty of Dubuque. "Then there are many who do possess
r > place. As there were no witnesses to Tbe superstitious are frequently fish- niedlunilstlc powers, which they abuse 

controvert this story tlie prisoner was el.nicIli but fishermen are not alone and employ for gain with no regard for 
acquitted. Public opinion was so sllperstitlous. It was a fisherman who tlle mOrai obligation which tlie posses- 
strongly against him, however, that he tol(j tlie gtory of tbe headless ghost to glon of fbelr gift should impose. Tbe 
sold his Interest in the ranch and left a Sunday Times reporter. His narrn- I spiritualist who advertises that he pos- 

■ - the country. I tire is reproduced with as much faith- s(.gses wonderful powers aud who pro-
i While Heppe was in jail the kplfe fulness as ’tis possible to give it: I ciaiUls his power of doing unheard-of
• ' with which Barber was killed dis- ..j ,lln't superstltlous,” said he, “if things, always for a slight considera-

appeared in a most mysterious manner. superetitlon Is believing every banshee t|on |g ng mucli an enemy of the true 
The night before the case was called gtorv you hear. But if it’s believing spiritualism as the mere pretender. It 
the prosecuting attorney saw the knife what vou 8ee ,n tbe shape of ghosts Phould be tbe duty of all who believe In 
in his safe. He locked tlie safe and sat then fm that way> anq j think more’d I the doctrine of Spiritualism to denounce 
down for an evening’e work. Before be liko me lf tbey see what I saw. One tbe impostors publicly as soon as they 
leaving he reopened the safe and was nlght wben tlle moon was hid I was appear> and thus protect themselves 
astonished to discover that tlie knife pnillng in my nets in the creek when I wblie protecting the public. In this 
had disappeared. He bad not lett the iookwi up au(i saw the ghost. It seared way tbe false notions regarding our 
office during the evening nor had any-1 me nearly to death, but I didn’t run beliefg will ultimately be crushed.”— 
one but himself entered it. Nothing away eyen though I did drop my net I Milwaukee Sentinel.
else in the safe, which contained a con- aml lose a g00d haul. Just near the _______---------------- —
slderable sum of money, was disturbed. gout]1 end of the bridge I saw the ghost, RnhAr+ Dalp Owflll's Humil- 

Soon after Heppe’s departure it began and n wag the gbost of a man. There rCODcri Uaie VWen S nuillli 
to be whispered that strange things was.u-t auy head on it and it was clad latlon.
were happening about bls deserted j wbite Tlle ueck Was red, like blood, Editor—Tbe Spiritualistic
cabin. Passing cattlemen saId that and tbe rl llt arm was bent akimbo as Jo the Edll or
groans, imprecations and shrieks for thongb it had something under It. ““Affine or two since recalls an lu- 
aid issued from it, that at night lights pretjy soon the ghost began to walk. similar character some thirty
flashed from the windows, and that n gotJ as far ag the bridge and then It cMent “£ J™1“ ™acJ®[ig80lae Jidc^ 
sometimes a figure was seen moving f lf backwanj. I’m not telling any Ue ^are ö of literary fame, 
about inside. The majority spurred by when j gay tbat it dropped someth ng Ora a thore
at top speed after dark, ihe boldei f under its arm, and that something h, conscientious and truthful man, 
•scoffed at the tales, but no one cared to wag a n)atfg bead. When I saw that b^Cn0"!aken ?n " writing an articU 
invesrigate closely. So far as known, j dld gtart to run „way, but I says to Xld‘“; magazineRecount
the hut was never entered from the myseif tllat it couldn’t harm me and I ?FJ? ° ' straightforw™rd way what he 
time Heppe left It until the night of went back again and watched it. seen and beard in the seances of a
April 2. “Pretty soon it got off the ground nn.pd medium where a material spiritHeppe himself and Casmer were the and walked ln tbe air again, the same “otJ night to night,
first to revisit it. After spending nearly before, carrying the head under Its fl|t2.' about the room in a bewitching 
five years on-the Texas cattle ranges It ’ cemed to me as i iooked at ^«> 6 dress savffiT aU manner of
Heppe returned to the Northwest andK, ghost tbat y coujd bear a train say mg an mou
obtained employment on a ranch nearly m b but lhere wasn’t any. m-pffiflous audltors Things went swlm-
100 miles north of Earling Winter lbe only oue that has seen '“Xese seances .(as th^y are wont
storms drifted many head of Ills em- lt. d tbere are a whole lot of others . ° f converts ob

- ployer’s cattle to the southward, and u;at haye ,}ooked at tbe -red bridge ¡° % Xe proximity that
. I-Ieppe and Caster, a fellpw herdsman, gl]ost , jf tbey>d only admit it I dont t had a bad breat]1> aud he

were detailed to round them up. know wlly it's there and neither does t undergtand wby a spirit
On the 2d they entered Presho county. flny one. x guess. But It is there and co y u~

Toward evening a XX tllere’s no dlspl!ting If y?V°nd a bad one, and, assisted by some others
Both men were exhausted and blinded belleve me g(> down some night and skeptical turn, a night or two
by snow Casmer suggests3 look for yourself It’ll not be long £ * they erased tie spirit into her
Earling for sheltei. On the vraj Heppe be£oreyou-reconvluced > lair where she hurriedly concealed her
led him, either by accident or de sign, ,fbere lg foundation in fact for the under a pair Q( buge pUiOw-shams
touar __ fi.« niirht 12>host story. T _  e+ii ®n a bed- Tbpy dragged her forth by: -posed stopping there for the n ght- ployed on trains who have met death and found a well-known

. The hquse was in a very dilapidated I t nigbt wblle riding on the trains by ^om widow by the name of Katy 
condition, but the cowboys built a fire being struck with a bridge. An in- „ The effect upon Mr. Owen may 
on the hearth, produced their provisions veIltion was made which resulted in imagined Having openly and hon. and a flask of whiskey and were soonJ viug tbe llves o£ many Hangers ^¿“Srod to th“gworid his faith in
comfortable. It v as ln£c A were strung on either side of bridges. I hat bad now been easily proven a
arrived, and u hen, after pat taking of Tbey are of rope and hang loose as the fraufl tbe mortification was too great, 
their impromptu luncheon, HePP® I end of a portiere. They strike with ge goon after glckened and died, it was 
seated himself on a stump in front of gentie force fbe brakeman and warn . . gbeer humiliation and disgust— 
the fire, on nearly the^same spot where g pf tbe nearneBS of a bridge. Thus Portland,
Barber had been stabbed five years be- be ls eaabled t0 gtoop low and escape Ji- ' 6
fore. Casmer thinks it was between 12 striking the bridge. - ■' , . - -______  ■
and 1 o'clock. . . I it was before this invention was made . _ i,« Snwh riordo

Casmer says he had stepped to the q.baf £bG railroad man was killed. He A McSSOgfi Sent Dy Spirit H&HuS. 
door to see whether there were any I ng ridjng on top of a train approach-1 Anderson, Ind. — Indiana, Illinois, 
signs of a cessation- of the storm when tbe brjdge from the south. He was I Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky,. Wisconsin, 

• he was startled by a yell of agony from! gtruck with great force and his head I Missouri and Pennsylvanla Spirituallst 
his companion. Rushing inside he cnt off I association managers are in session, in

. found the latter lying on hl? face n And R ifi tbat tbe legend of .the I this dty,the result of a call which, it Is:
. • front of the fire, his forehead actually beadiess gbost was given origin.— alleged, was delivered to them by spirit 

in the embers and a knife sticking in I pubu„ue (Iowa) Timeri. I hands.
his back. Afraid to stay in the house I . ............ ............... J The message warned them that Spir-
longer he mounted his- bronco and I . , . . ituallsm was suffering because of the

- started for Earling. He was unfamiliar I Mwlinms Must PaS8 Examination. I great number of false mediums and 
with the country and soon became ... ... Mndlswi Avenuewnrnbd them to take united action at 
Ätbe storv which he told SnÄs  ̂ th® « ®£ th® im’

when found early the next morning, aiterooon ^d XVXlS^lnlnXom- the conference to-day It. was de
i -wandering aimlessly over the prairie. I of selecting a medium examt g I c)ded tbat flU medlnmg appearlng be-

His rescuers accompanied him to the mlttee. indpri!nn and other fore recognized local or state meetingscabin. Heppe was still on the floor with Spiritualism in Anflerson a dp tbe gtateg named woula be compelled 
the knife sticking between his shoulder places has been Injured by tak< undergo satisfactory examinations,
blades. On drawing it out the specta- dlums' and clAlrv°ya“tsfiludsthaV the by state Ixtards which will be appointed 
tors were horrified to discover that It I the. society of ^es® that ® I later. This movement for reform will 
was the same weapon which had so committee is to be appoiraeu. , be made national In its scope.—Chicago mysteriously disappeared from the Pre- To-morrow at‘«^XXn atlÄ Sick ■ ■
sho County prosecuting attorney’s safe. I committee will be in session at tne tem

Casmer was brought into town and' pie for-the purpose of examlning.all 
locked up. Though he might have mediums and alleged mediums. They 
nleadcd self-defense with at least as must undergo tests and satisfy the eom- 
good a chance of acquittal as Heppe mlttee that they are genuine, if not they., 
he Insists that the latter was killed by will be branded as frauds and fakes, as 
an invisible assailant. The. knife, has will all who pretend to bemedlums and 
been fullv Identified ris the same as that have not passed examination. This rule 
with which Barber was slain. Public will be made to apply to the Chester- 
nninion is strongly with the prisoner;— field camp ground and thus.rid the 
Now York World. '________________ place of many fakes.-The News, An

-____ _______ derson, Ind. .

of its teachings with no regard for the 
great spiritual nntVfiioral lessons which 
are the Important aims of such man
ifestations.. That hls remarks met with 
the approval of his hearers was evident, 
for his address was frequently
terrupted by applause, .

DEFINES SPIRITUALISM.

in-

re-“Every branch of the Christian 
liglon,” said Mr. Brooks, “is based upon 
some spiritual manifestation, and the 
same is true of Spiritualism, which goes
still further and carries that basis for
ward In a logical manner. It is simple 
and easy to understand If only one will 
get rid of the idea of the ‘supernatural’ 
and ‘mystifying’ elements which the 
uninformed insist upon making the 
main features of our faith. When on 
earth the parent takes an interest In 
and advises the child. After death, we 
maintain, the same interest holds, and 
advice is still given through certain 
persons gifted with the power of trans
mitting messages from the spirit world. 
HIS VIEW OF FORTUNE TELLING.

“Fortune telling, on the other hand, is

lnz*he speculations iqf'inarikind upon 
die origin of nature and cosmic Pio- 
cesses, than in all thfMiomblned indus
trial strikes in the history of the world. 
Time, which if spen|.iin an effort to 
honor humanity by extending the boun
dary of human knowledge, and dis
covering the value of intellectual de
velopment, and In the application of 
tills unfoldmeut to the existing aitairs 
of tills life, would, centuries ago, have 
made fraternal aud co-operative the 
commercial, political and philosophical 
interests of mankind, and the moral 
well-being of the units of civilization a 
realization of the greatest importance. 
History records that in all ages since 
the introduction of the priest and 
priestcraft into the political and 
economic affairs of life, the temporary 
welfare and progressive interests of the 
human have been made subservient to 
the platitudes of this hierarchy, by the 
promotion of the welfare and wprship 
■of the gods, unknown aud unknowable.

So widely has this paganism pre
vailed, that writers, to become popular, 
and those claiming to be Instructors in 
the public arena, have sought first to 
placate public opinion, by assenting to 
these mythical ideals] of a primitive 
age, that their thought, however 
worthy or unworthy .ri- place - on the 
page of progress, wduld at least have 
recognition and approval of the time
serving priest and «God worshipers of 
the age. “Everything for the glory of 
the gods," has been inscribed upon the 
banners of religious thought in India 
and Egypt, chanted by priest and friar 
in Persia arid Greece, jand sung by 
creeds of all nations, while dissenting 
man has been sacrificed in ignominy 
and shame to these ideals, and the 
wheels of a progressivo civilization 

’ held in the ruts of pagan barbarisms.

of infinitude.
In addition to.the foregoing evidence 

of the automatic character and factors 
of eternity, we must add mathematics, 
as a system of deductive art; since its 
data enter into, and equation all cosmic 
processes. That these principles of 
numerical notation could be created, 
that there was a time when they did 
not exist in the eternal order of things, 
Is a concept beyond the lucid imagina
tion of man. Twice two are four, ap
plied to physical things, and this simple 
equation, like all equations of the phys
ical world, exists as a principle eternal

THE FIRST GREAT CAUSE.
What a sentiment of impossibility to 

apply to infinitude? What an incon
sistent arid unqualified vagary to attach 
to the origin of space and time con
sidered as limitless duration and ex
tension? What incoherency of thought, 
what unbalanced mentality discourses 
the origin of the infinite?- No cogent 
reasouer can think of a time when 
space considered as infinite extension, 
did not exist. It is beyond the llmlta- 
tlons'of the human intellect'flo think of 
a period when duration as a.-succession 
of periods, did not obtain. ■ ■

The logical mind cannot think of an 
entity that is not bounded by.space and 
time; or of an Intelligence however 
powerful, that is not'subje'ct to these 
eosmic factors. If any of the deities of 
the past ever had an existence apart 
from human imagination, it? must have 
existed in time and space, lienee could 
not have created them. The. Intellect 
cannot conceive of empty space In the
progressions of time, or of an infinite 
boundless void. A realm endless 
nothingness, with points of nothing, Is 
a thought transcending even the spec
ulative imagery of the modern met-

philosophy as ‘(reasoned truth,” let us 
Inquire What the term means, and to 
what it applies. We will make this 
Inquiry the subject matter of our uext 
letter. ■

The above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

in itself. Now we shall affirm that if' 
these data of the known be true, or, if 
any one of them be true, that a creative 
power or over-ruling iutellfgence con
sidered as a first cause, is an Impossible 
and untenable concept. If God con
sidered as an entity of intelligence or 
power could not and did .not make the 
space he exists in, if he could not, and 
does not evoke the duration we call and 
measure as time, if the equations of 
mathematics are.. self-existent, if the 
factors called elemental substances be 
the resujt of continuous action and re
action taking place in the.laboratory of 
infinitude, If one or all of these are self
existent, the gods of human conception 
and adoration possess none o£ the om
nipotence or intelligence ascribed to 
them by the children of men; and we 
shall be obliged to look more deeply 
into nature’s storehouse for the spirit
ual Sublimity and divinity manifest in 
cosmic evolution.

But before we enter into this research 
let us establish postulates by which 
truth may be verified, and formulas of 
reasoning, by which the inductions of 
philosophy are known.

THE HUMAN INTELLECT. _
A thorough analytical comprehension 

of the mental functions qualifying hu
man intelligence will be necessary 
here, in order that we may determine 
cogency and logical consistency ' of 
thought, from the vagaries and In
coherent speculations existing on the 
mental page of time. Since the era that 
gave us the thought of Reid and Kant, 
Berkeley and Bacon, since the writings 
of Samuel Bailey “On the Human 
Understanding,” since the expressed 
thought of Descartes, Spinoza and Sir 
William Hamilton, there have been dis
coveries in mental cerebral physiology 
that modify the data and conclusions 
of these able thinkers and writers upon 
the formulas of human knowledge.

Briefly' expressed, these discoveries 
lead up to the fact that man’s conscious 
ego or consciousness (sbmetlmes called 
the soul principle), Is the real entity 
that receives Impressions from without, 
through those avenues or electrodes of 
sensation called the five senses, and 
that the formula of these sensations are 

! best comprehended by the term “modes

aphysicl^p; ,.. ( , i' ,. '■<
' It is the-province of science to trace' 
the unknown through • the aid and 
analogy of the known; hence to affirm 
that something was made or created 
from nothing, is contrary to known 
facts and unthinkable. .Therefore to 
affirm that a god created time and
space and the elements of cosmic pro- : 
cess from nothing, being himself 
bounded by these factors, Is an ex
pression of inconsistent zeal. The pos-' 
tulate of science that the elements of 
nature have eternally existed, with In
finite duration «nd extension, is the ac
cepted Ideal of the scientist who is un
biased by religious schisms, and it is 
the written premise of nearly every 
text-book in natural physics throughout 
the civilized world. Lt is taught, and 
has been taught as the premise of 
Brahmlc theism and theosophy, since 
the inception of the vedic Aryan race. 
The ancient Brahmin taught that na
ture is the “grand cause,” not the first 
cause, but the only cause of all exist
ences. It is spoken of as "“that which 
is invisible (as a principle.) is unslzable, 
without origin, all-pervading, self ex
istent, without color,“eye or ear, eternal 
manifest in all visible creation, and the 
cause of all created things and-beings." 
This ideal is voiced also in; tbe traditions 
and mythologies of pre-historic Egypt, 
and chanted in the songs, to Osiris. It 
is the premise of the known iind know
able, the basis of science and the 
source from which natural philosophy 
has obtained its truths. Hence we 
affirm that the aphorism that some
thing can be evolved or created from 
nothing, is not only at variance with 
the observed facts and data of all 
known cosmic processes, but Is anti
podal to formulas of reasoning and is 
opposed to the rational thought of past 
ages. -

In tracing the order of tire unknown 
in nature; science employs analogy, 
logical inference, and the deductive and 
inductive methods of- reasoning. But 
analogies so applied, must contain three 
or more points of parallel coincidence, 
the logical inference must be in keeping 
with syllogistic formula, and every de
duction must contain one or more in
ductive demonstrative-facts.
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Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.
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Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
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of motion,” by which is meant that 
different vibrations upon the centers or 
electrodes of vision (the eye) evoke the 
variety of sensation the human has in 
seeing. The different sounds one hears 
are the result of varying modes of 
vibration Impacted upon the auditory 
tract. Each avenue of sensation has its 
especial centers or electrodes, connect
ing the conscious principle of man 
through these avenues to his environ
ment. As these electrical avenues vary 
in character and quality of function on 
account of purely structural conditions, 
it will follow that an ever-varying se
ries of sensation sequence human ex
istence. Furthermore, it is discovered 
that man has no conscious sensation 
until his conscious ego has been im
pressed; and these impressions may be 
reflected from his surroundings or ex
ternal environment; they may be the 
act of volition, or evoked by the co- 
reiatlons of ganglionic character be
longing to his vascular system.

Human volition is seen to be a serv
ient attribute of consciousness,, having 
the power to evoke into action in the 
normal brain the centers connecting to 
the motory system, to call up memory, 
and reflect, to employ comparison, to 
mentally weigh, to discriminate, bal
ance and decide. This conscious ego of 
man, or soul principle, is the real 
thinker and the avenues of sensation
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FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume of Poems. By Lilian "Whiting. Cloth, 
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and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull, ka Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tion* of modern medluinaliip. It also shows inal ail 
the manifestations throughout thi Old and New icu-A- 
meat were ander the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Cbrltt is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cent*. For sale at this office.

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION.
Founded upon the life of Apollonius of Tyana. 

The Pagan priest* of Rome originated Christianity. 
New and startling disclosure* by its founders, and 
full explanations by ancient spirits. Price, paper, 50c.

Tiie Law of Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J.
Colville. Limp cloth, 50c. ___________

«Ancient India: Ila Language and 
Ttnllgions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. | 
.The subject Is of unusual Interest-at _ „ h,
the present time, and it is hero treated oj)ly ana]yzedi but contrasted with 
iATmA at this office. Pager, 

price 25 cents. . . . .■

"The Commandments Analyzed. By 
' “ The Commandments are

Important Predictions.
Rev. Annie E. Thomas, a well-known 

Newport Spiritualist, makes the follow
ing predlctlori as to the outcome of the 
famous George case. Her prophecies 
have twice been tested in Ohio elec
tions. She-predicted Hanna’s election 
by a small majority. A Cleveland 
wholesale grocer Is said to have won 
85,000 on her prediction. She pre- 
dlcted the defeat of Mayor McKlssori, 
of Cleveland, and the election of Far
ley. Rev. Thomas says: “Mrs. Anna E. 
George, on trial at Canton, Oho, for the 
murder of George Saxton, will not be 
convicted. She is not guilty of the 
act-—Toronto (Ohio) Tribune. .

promoting feeling, sentiment and 
emotion are bio-plasmatic structures in 
which his real ego'is evolved as a 
formative principle, and to which it is 
structurally co-related as an invisible 
magnetic entity and force. Hence it 
will occur to the close student in com
parative anatomy and physiology, that 
with diverging structures obtaining in 
these ganglionic tracts of the human 
race, there must be a great variety of 
sensations and thought, of emotion and 
mental Impressions, qualifying human 
environment.

With all of these diverse impressions, 
thoughts and opinions how shall we 
determine from the multiplicity of hu
man experiences, what Is truth and 
what is error. First let ns inquire how 
we may know -truth, when found, and, 
having some infallible method to dis
cern it, we will know its antithesis by 
the absence of some or all of the facts 
and data, determining the premise upon 
which truth rests.

With this ¡.deal In view, then, we pos
tulate that ’ whenever an order of 
thought, written or orally, expressed, 
agrees with the unerring formulas of 
nature either in the analysis of its phe
nomena or principle, civilization claims 
the discovery of truth; because there is 
no variation in its hypothesis and in its 
methods of intelligent arialysis, or the 
sequences of, eternarprlnclple.

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.
' The pursuit of truth in Its applica
tion to -human advancement, has neces
sitated an . orderly classification- of 
known data, and this has given rise to 
the terms “science” and “philosophy,” 
which imply not only an intelligent 
arrangement of ideas, but the speclfica- 
tion and proof of the ideas upon which

- science depends, in order that, philoSo
phy might sequence the completeness

. of rational and analytical thought
! Philosophy in ancient time was a 
! mixture of speculation, of practice and 
1 sentiment; but in modern times the pur- 
• suit of truth has taken a well-defined 
i method, ^separating the speciilative- 
1 from the established forms, and em- 
1 ploys to this end science; and our mod- 
■ ern- civilization regards both science 
I and philosophy as “reasoned truth.” If, 
' then, science and philosophy be 
i “reasoned truth,” we shall, affirm that 
; all -Systems of thought that are riot in 
: accord with this premise, are specula-

LIFE, A NOVEL.
It beam» with advanced thought, ud la fuclnitlng. 

price, SO cenla. ________________ ____

MAXHAM’S MELODIES.
Songs Sacred and Secular. By A. J. Maxbam. 

Thirty-two pages of aweet songs and music. Ine 
author and compiler Is well known as a Spiritual 
singer and composer. Price, 25c.

IviAfiOMeT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

Thus In- tracing tlie-. invisible attri
butes of nature we note^in the evolution 
of water, that although the gasses 
oxygen and hydrogen are invisible, yet 
they are co-related, since their union 
by the aid of the electrical spark, pro
motes the phenomenon bf;a visibility; 
hence, we deduce that thee realm or 
plana of their co-relatton isdn a chem
ical spectrum, or dimJenSiom of space 
beyond human vision; andd Inductive 
experiment demonstrates the-fact. Now 
we net® tri this evoliitlon of ■ water, 
that something'is evolved tom some 
things, which science hah named 

, oxygen arid hydrogeb, andd classifies 
them as elemental substances. How
ever feW or many may berthes© sub
stances, we are obliged td' consider 
that only a very sniall realm of in
finitude has as yet. contributed its data 
of elements, and extended discoveries 
may add to, rather than, diminish the 
variety of’these substances found in 
nature’s laboratory of infinite art .Dis
coveries of the modem spectroscope 
invite the attention of the student to 
the fact that the variety of color motion 
seen In spectrum analysis, as is wit
nessed in chlorine or other element of 

. nature, is suggestive of ine possibility 
that these elements and 'substances 
contain within -themselves diverging 
molecular states,.since each color dr 
spectra must be the result of some 
special attribute locked up In each ele-. 

mental factor. ' ' '
If in the progresslons of physical sci

ence this thought should be sustained, 
it will greatly multiply the substances, .v — ------------ .
energies forces and modes, of motion Modern Spiritualism can rest securely 
entering' Into an^ promoting the vast upon, this natural basis of science and
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tlv.e arid uritenable. Hence it will follow 
tint all philosophy and truth must have 
their basis in the eternal principles of 
nature, and coincide with its. facts, or 
be rejected as unproven dogmas. '

Before we can determine whether
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Ullows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that items'for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

Every Item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

J. W. Lohr, of California, writes: “I 
have been a subscriber and reader of 
The Progressive Thinker for about 
seven years. I am very much interested 
in the question and answer columns 
Conducted by Brother Tuttle and think 
he has the widest range of knowledge 
of any man I ever read after. I have 
been much Interested by his stories 
published In The Progressive Thinker, 
as also with Brother Petersilla’s. But 
none have exceeded the interest aroused 
by our deeply mourned friend, Brother 
Rosecrans, who used to give us such 
grand thoughts and moral sentiments 
in his ‘Twilight Musings.’ ” .

Charles Wilson writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “I take the pleasure again in 
writing you of the growth of the 
Buffalo Spiritual Society. We are 
taking In new members every week. 
The new president, Mr. E. J. Chase, Is 

- an earnest worker for the cause of 
' Spiritualism. The cold feelings that 

have been hindering the progression of 
the society have been overcome.through 
his able management. Co-workers are 
Mrs. Arthur Brown and Mrs. A. A. 
Armstrong as speakers, and Buffalo’s 
well-known test medium, Mrs. C. Lewis 
Chase. The little chapel is packed at 
"every meeting.”

Dr. F. L. H. Willis’s address is now 
at Glenora, N. Y. He has removed 
from Rochester. .

J. C. Kiser writes: "I received Art 
Magic and am more than pleased with 
it The great mvsterv with me is bow 
you can give such valuable books ylth 
the paper, when the paper is worth 
manv times the money to any pro-
gressivo 

J. M.
Kansas: 
snry for 
19. nnd

mlnd. • ■
White writes from Wichita, 
"Circumstances make it neces- 
me to remain here until May
I would like' engagements

within a radius of sixty miles of 
Wichita. Dates for either lectures or 
loanees for any time can be made with 
fae- but I prefer Colorado engagements
and wish to work west on that line.
My address is 140 North Topeka
avenue."

Dr. M. E. Conger has come to the
conclusion that the West Side is a de
sirable place to live, lienee he has re
moved his residence to 359 Warren ave
nue. where he will be."glad to receive 
his friends. -

Grand Forks Herald. N. D.. has the 
following item: "All the physicians and 
nurses in Bellevue Hospital, at New 
York Citv. cannot convince Joseph Jur- 
cevltz that he is not dead by his own 
hand. He aimed four shots, and he 
knows exactly where they struck. A 
broken plate-glass mirror at C22 East 
Twelfth street, where he lives, proves 
this. Jurcevitz shot his own reflection, 
and he is firmly convinced • that each 
wound is fatal. -Jurcevits'first "went to 
Boston. He was invited to attend a 
Spiritualistic seance, and was forthwith 
converted to Spiritualism., Hewas pro-

vided wllli a sweetheart, one Leila, the 
spirit of an Egyptian princess thou
sands of years old. Leila told Jurcevitz 
that in all her wanderings she had met 
none to compare with him. Three years 
ago Leila commanded Jurcevitz to come 
to New York, where fame.and riches 
awaited him.” And thus the swindling 
processes go on.

The St. Louis Post lias the following, 
an extract from a long communication 
written by an actress who visits a me
dium: “As I have found spirits they are 
not the things to be feared that one 
might gather from divers stories of 
great writers. A pert spirit I fancy is 
almost an unknown quantity. Should 
nny reader be annoyed by apparitions 
during the watches of the night, reason 
with them gently and invariably you 
will find them most tractable. They are 
not tenacious and a breath of reproof 
would, I am sure, blow them through 
the thickest wall; but be kind, remem
ber how much they enjoy going about a 
little, observe that good old golden rule 
once more revised to suit the topic: ‘Do 
unto spirits as you would have mortals 
do unto you’—you will be a spirit your
self some day.” .

G. W.Kates and wife will serve in 
Grand Rapids, Mich., May 1 to July 12. 
Address them there at 182 Gold street.

J. H. Mackay in the Omaha World 
has something to say of cell life: “On 
the metamorphosis of cell life and the 
hostile warfare of organisms, primitive 
ns well as recent, an inherent, ethical 
idea of order, intelligence and evolution 
seems to prevail. Whence came this in
herent idea in matter I did not pretend 
to say. But I did and do say that sci
ence comprehends it as fully as faith 
does, only it rears no altars, nor chants 
rituals, nor promulgates stories of a 
‘self-conscious, personal God,’ with 
attributes varying according to creed, 
and a religion handed out of the sky on 
slabs of stone. Mr. Williams takes ex
ception to the word ‘hostile.’ I repeat 
Jt; nature’s first command is, ‘Thou 
slialt kill!' The life of one cell depends 
upon the death of another throughout 
all organic forms. ‘Kill to live,’ is a 
command of nature that has been and 
must always be obeyed If living forms 
arp to be perpetuated.” .

The Spiritualist meetings held in 
JJnion Hall, Augusta, Maine, Sunday 
afternoon and evening, under the aus
pices of the State Spiritualist Associa
tion, were exceedingly well attended. 
The afternoon meeting filled the hall to 
the doors. Many were in attendance 
from outside of the city, there being 
people from Waterville, Gardiner, Hal
lowell, Sidney, Fairfield and Skow
hegan. Rev. A. J. Weaver delivered 
the addresses at both meetings and 
Edgar M. Emerson gave tlie tests for 
which he has won so wide a reputation. 
He was remarkably successful in his 
tests of Sunday and more than one of 
the interested spectators went away 
wondering at the power. -

A number of prominent people of the 
South Side met at the home of L. H. 
Johnson, Ft. Wayne, Ind., for the pur
pose of organizing a new Spiritualist so
ciety, to be known as the South Side 
No. 3. JMie following officers were 
elected: President, G. Likely; vice
president, C. Glessner; secretary and 
treasurer, Mrs. McCarty; committee, 
Verne Tinkliam, Mrs. Gollcky and L. H. 
Johnson. The club begins with very 
pleasant prospects. The next meeting 
will be held in tlie new rooms on Hnnna 
street, which will be ready in a few 
days. Mr. Junk Wilkinson, a medium 
of some local renown, will give some 
difficult tests. The meeting will be open 
to the public, and the date will be 
announced later.

The delegates of the Universal 
Brotherhood (T heosophlsts) -have been 
In session- at Point Loma, near San 
Diego. Cal. A San- Diego ptlper savs: 
"Twa. hundred more delegates to the 
congress arrived at 7:2o by special 
train. Tlie visitors are from New York. 
Chicago. Boston, Europe. Asia and Aus
tralia. Most of them went over to the 
Point Ulis morning. The hotel is now 
filled \is well as some forty floored tents 
which have been erected, but nmple 
accommodations will be provided' for all 

■who may come. -Mrs. Tingleys a verv 
bright woman,- ventured the.reporter.
The cabinet officer 
almost sharply: 'Mrs. 
than a bright woman, 
able woman: I may 
woman. Vou cannot

spoke quickly. 
Tingley is more 
She s a remark- 

say a wonderful 
understand the

depth of her nature, even if you know 
her.’ - •

Ella W oodward, of Toledo. Ohio, de
sires to engage in camp work with the 
singers. Will assist.with heart and soul 
in the work. For remuneration she only 
asks for entertainment. Will give read
ings free of charge. Address 1016 
Adams street. Toledo, Ohio. . “

WHI C. Hodge is open for engage
ments for grove and camp-meetings

lectures are always well received and 
he will interest any society. . *

Mis. L. Le Sieur writes: “We wish to 
announce to'I our members and our 
many friends that we will celebrate the 
fifteenth anniversary of the Band of 
Harmony, Thursday, May’4, afternoon 
and evening. A program of unusual in
terest will be presented? '

Byron W. Barge writes from In
dianapolis, Ind' : “Dr. Mary H. Beeson, 
Indianapolis, Ind., is a stalwart Spirit
ualist of. the Intellectual type, a woman 
of culture and ablllty,;and one who be
lieves in a Spiritualism resting on the 
solid basis of science rather than a 
revised Christianity clinging to - ‘that 
sacred book,’, Mrs, Beeson is well fitted 
both by nature and education to pre
sent the philosophy as well as the phe
nomena. from -the rostrum, and Is also 
a medium for Independent slate-writing 
in colore and trumpet speaking in the 
light. Camp-meetings desiring to secure 
her services should address as above.”

Mrs. D. L. Karcher, a medium from 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Iowa', is In the elty.

Ellen T. Thomas writes: “I am mls- 
slonary-at-lai’ge of the Texas Spiritual 
Association. I have just been holding 
a series of very successful meetings- 
(inoluding public and, private test 
work) at Hillsboro. . I am also having 
good success ut Wèst. I would like to 
correspond with Spiritualists in North 
Texas, Indian Territory or Oklahoma, 
with a view to working there."
_ Mrs. C.E..McFarlin has closed her 
engagement at. Winona, Minm, and Is 
npw ready to accept engagements with 
camp-meetings and any society de
siring her services. Address her at No. 
060 West Fifth street/ Winona, Minn.

; A. P, 'Roberts, late of Milwaukee, 
Wis., Will be in Chicago for a short time 
and will give readings at his home, 3141 
Princeton avenue, near Wentworth 
avenue.

Mrs. Lida B. Browne writes from 
Utica, N. Y.: “The last week's Progress
ive Thinker is full of good articles. It 
presents a varied display of Ideas that 
are educational In the highest.degree. 
It is doing a good work.” ,

Mrs. Bates writes from Atlantic, 
Iowa: “We have had Mr. Bonney, of 
Blair, Neb., for the past week. He 
gave us three very interesting' lectures. 
On Tuesday night, April 11, the subject 
was 'The Light of the World,’ and on 
Sunday afternoon, ‘The Greatest Event 
of the Nineteenth Century,’ and in the 
evening ‘The Religion of Humanity.’ 
Each subject was handled well, and 
showed cultured and profound thought. 
All societies wishing a good, sound, 
logical speaker, and a person in whom 
there is no fraud, but a. hard-working, 
earnest builder of the cause, can do no 
better than to eall on Mr. William E. 
Bonney, of Blair, Neb.”

M. T. C. Flo,wer, of Minneapolis, 
speaks in high terms of the Dempsey 
Family, and the manifestations givon 
through them with the “Speaking Dial.” 
The tests given were most excellent- 
considered extraordinary. In conclusion 
Mr. Flower says: “I have given my ex
perience of a few minutes with the 
Dempsey Speaking Dial, in a somewhat 
lengthy detail, of the extraordinary test 
that was given me on that occasion, to 
call the attention of the public, and 
especially investigators, to this worthy 
medium family, which has come out of 
Catholicism into full-fledged Spiritual
ism inside of five years. All manifesta
tions through -the dial can be relied 
upon as genuine, for they come inthe 
broadèst light, and the medium could 
not produce any movement upon the 
dial, as they merely sit at the table 
upon whichx the dial rests, with the 
hands lightly resting on the table.”

The San Diego (Cal.) Vidette has the 
following in reference to Dr. Peebles: 
“We will say that J. M. Peeblès, M. D„ 
the- world-renowned author, traveler, 
lecturer, historian, and physician, has 
been a resident of this city for the 
past five years. He has returned from 
his third trip around the world, and 
is about to start on his fourth trip at 
the age of 78 years. He is a regular 
physician of over half a century’s 
practice. His researches in medical 
knowledge and lore are printed in the 
leading medical journals. He Is a 
Mason of high rank, and has been 
initiated into higher Masonic degrees in 
Europe, Egypt nnd India than are 
known to the Masonic craft in this 
country. He is a member of the Odd 
Fellows and many other prominent 
orders. He is a member In other high 
secret orders which require years of 
probation, whose initiation .fees run 
into thousands of dollars—orders which 
are so secret that even their names and 
organization are commonly unknown, 
yet which yield controlling influences 
in the world. There are not halls large 
enough In Sydney, Melbourne, Ballarat, 
Calcutta, Bombay, Adyar, Kandla, 
Cairo or Athens to hold his audiences, 
as was shown on his last trip around 
the world. In Paris, Berlin, Vienna, 
London, New York, Washington and 
Chicago he associated personally with 
the greatest men In medicine, art, lit
erature, science and philosophy. We 
have known Dr. Peebles for many years 
qnd know whereof we speak. We call 
attention to his speech and ask for it a, 
careful reading.”

Correspondent writes: “Mr. and Mrs. 
G. W. Kates are having successful 
meetings in Springfield, Ill. The spirit 
descriptions given by Mrs. Kates are 
clear and accurate. Among • the ex
cellent ones given the following was 
startling. She said: T feel a severe 
blow upon my head. My, how it hurts 
me! Why, that man’s head was blown 
off! I see him talking to a manliy bls 
side, with head slightly turned, and 
then comes this awful something and 
severe his head from his body.’ She 
then minutely described the spirits 
personality, and going to a man in the 
audience said: -This spirit comes to 
vou.’ The man replied: T recognize 
him. It is all correct. xHe was at my 
side in battle, and was speaking to me 
when a ball carried away his head.- 
This was a genuine test given to a 
stranger by Mra. Kates while yet un
acquainted with more than a couple of 
the audience. - . <

T. Pomeroy writes from Winslow. 
Ill.: "Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley de
livered lectures, gave psychometric 
readings and spirit messages to our in
vestigating society on the evenings of 
April 18. 19. 20 and 21. The lectures 
and manifestations were very favor
ably received. Nearly all of the spirit 
messages were recognized. They were 
clinchers, making converts to our phil
osophy. The people of this locality are 
very much pleased with Mrs. Cooley, 
both as a medium and a lady. Any so
ciety desiring the services of a speaker 
and medium will make no mistake if 
they employ her. While here she gave 
many private readings, which proved 
very satisfactory. It was my good for
tune to be boarding with tlie family 
that entertained Mrs.. Cooley■ while 
here, and I would consider the family 
fortunate that has the privilege of cn-
tertalnlng her wherever she may 
The guides of i-Mrs. Cooley have 
faculty of dissipating skepticism."

The News, of Chattanooga, says: 
large and interested audience was 
last night to hear the discourses

■In- lievered b/’Mrs'.hxie 
líos Jecte hqnffiSl tfttthe 
27, had reached theìflatf. 
Ad- ,that alie fiad nfftiim 
fe’B For over onfc höift'Mri

go. 
the

A 
out 
de-

.Xpe F. Prior on sub-
le speaker after she

latform, thus showing 
time for preparation.

....----------Mrs. Prior eloquently
and convincingly bandied each subject 
given herlj'MrsTprlor gave a number 
of messages to strangers, which were 
fully reco^i.lzed,”, I ■

N, H. ijfldy frites from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “Fijlqay.,evening was tho closing 
session of the Nélv York State Conven
tion of S^ritual^sts. Very interesting 
meetings (were held; each session was 
participated in wjth much interest. The 
meetings were uijder the supervision of 
Frank Wâlker;‘president, and Carrie 
Twlng, vice-president, of the New York
State Association. The speakers were 
Mi-s. A. UiRobjusoh Gillespie, Currie 
Twlng, Moses 4ud Mattie. Hull, Mrs. 
Ellis of Auburn;, and Mrs. Brewer, of 
Toronto, Canada. The voeal and ’ in
strumental music was very interesting 
and entertaining,- and especial mention 
should be made regarding the violin 
solo by Miss Paxton, of Hamburg; also 
Miss Regina Adams and Miss Porter in 
their vocal solos. The song ‘Beckoning 
Hands' was very creditably rendered 
by the three little girls, Misses Tully 
nnd Bakers. The Thursday and Friday 
evening sessions were of more than 
usual interest, as denoted by the appre
ciative audience.”

Alice A. Klbbe writes from Stratford, 
N. Y.: “I wish we could have Brother 
Will C. Hodgé or Lÿmun C. Howe in 
this part of the moral vineyard; no so
ciety nearer than Syracuse; Universal- 
1st churches in nearly every village.”

B; Judkins wihtes from San Diego,' 
Cal.: “It would: astonish you to know 
how complicated the conspiracy is 
against the truth in any form in this 
region.’* ‘ ‘ ...

Mrs. Lora Holton has removed to 538 
West Sixty-third .street.

A. F, Hfll writes under date of April 
13: “In The Progressive Thinker for 
April 15 I read: ‘Lieut. Tottèh, of the 
United Statés Ai’my, predicted seven 
years ago that Jesus would put in his 
second appearance on earth on March 
29,1899.’ l am informed that Jesus did 
materialize about ten days or more ago 
at Boston. I have not. the exact date, 
but it could be obtained from several 
persons. .Jegmi, at thé First Spiritual 
Temple, on Sunday, April 9, 1899, has 
become history -at Boston. The name 
of the spirit to address the people was 
not told any one’ih the audience, yet all 
testified that thé personality of Jesus 
Christ was manifested In words, ex
pression and sentiment.” '

J. Osborne Lunt writes from New 
York: “I see by the label on my paper 
that my subscription expires in two 
weeks. I feel almost ashamed when I 
look back and see how much fine spirit
ual reading matter I have had and have 
given only oüe dollar and received be
sides the present of the two books, 
Ghost Land amPArt Magic. I begjn to 
think tliat Brother Francis has had 
some rich relative' leave him a fortune, 
for I see ifi the current number of The 
Progresslvfe Thinker that he is going to 
present to each 'subscriber a copy of 
that remaVkable“ book by Alexander 
Smyth, entitled .'The Occult Life of 
Jesus of Nazaretll, Tills alone ought to 
a<Jd thousands Of subscribers to the 
paper. HoaV . yoii' can give the paper 
(each numbfer so full of good meat) and 
this grand' book for the small sum you 
do, is beybnd Ay comprehension. I 
enclose one dollar and fifty cents for 
my continued subscription, and copies 
of The Occult Life of Jesus and Art 
Magic, which you have so kindly offered 
t<? me. Tjil.s copy* of Art Magic I wish 

ÿ'Teadfng'Cl.Vçlç,”"i,
Wm. B,,। Moulton,, of Milwaukee, 

writes as follows in reply to “Veritas:” 
“Veritas’ statement has not met Jbe 
approbation of any officer or member 
of the Unity Society; they all with one 
accord pronounce the article uncalled 
for and false in every particular. It 
starts out: ‘It will be made atest case.’ 
Who said this? if Veritas had been at 
the trial he would have known more 
about it, and if you will read the re
porter’s article you can see for yourself. 
The facts are these: After the jury 
came in there was a large crowd col
lected around Mrs. Richmond and Mrs. 
Moulton; tlie reporter or Mr. Runge, the 
prosecuting attorney, then asked if the 
starts out: ‘It will be made a test case.’ 
Mrs. Moulton replied no. She did not 
ask for a cent; all she wanted was 
their sympathy. MVs. Richmond spoke 
up and said: ‘Yes. What affects Mrs. 
Moulton affects every medium, and the 
Unity Society, and they will stand by 
her, for we Intend to make this a test 
case, and if necessary will carry it to 
the Supreme Court, and the National 
Spiritualists Association will back her.’ 
The next is, T have no personal feel
ing in the matter, but was requested b|p 
several influential members of the 
Unity Society to place the facts before 
the public.’ I have yet to find the first 
one who approves of the article, and I 
will willingly pay Veritas' car fare and 
time if he will call oh such members 
with my presence. The assertion is dis
believed, but say it is done for jealousy 
and revenge, and I know whereof I 
speak. The next is, they suppose Mrs. 
Moulton does not wish to sail under 
false colors. No! for every one who 
knows her knows to the contrary. It 
was not her fault that she was reported 
as president of the society; but they 
failed to say that she was vice-presi
dent, and her name was on the N. S. A- 
charter as vice-president, as well as my 
own as trustee, but insinuated that she 
held the office until she became one of 
Bates’ earnest supporters. Why did 
they not find fault with the president, 
Mrs. Jackson, who announced his meet
ings every night, and wlth a large ma
jority of tlie Unity Society attended his 
seances. He was all right as long as he 
went to their hall and filled it by giving 
tests, but as soon:as he wanted pay for 
his work, then-he-was-no good, and I 
Challenge Veritas .to prove that Bates 
ever made such remarks. I do not wish 
to be understood t&at I approve of what 
the papers have accused Bates of doing 
since he Left hereicbut-as far as I am 
concerned I inevetnsaw anything wrong 
while he was herq, therefore have no 
right to condemnThim. Veritas closes 
by stating ¿bat the Unity Society has 
never decided to^ake the case to a 
higher cougtr and-jwould Jnot take any 
official action ip the matter. In reply, 
I would say-ithat tjiey have never been 
asked: only>(their jsympathy is wanted, 
but for Veritas') benefit, that as he 
terms theme influential members have 
offered fivoudoliars apiece if . wanted. 
We do not doubt» for a moment but 
what we have the sympathy of the 
Unity Society as a society, also the 
German Society; which they manifested 
by their dally attendance at the trial. ■

A. M. G- Wheeler writes from Louis
ville. Kv.: "I- returned here March 9, 
coming direct from tlie Southern Cassa
daga Camp-meeting, where I served the 
association as platform test medium. 
Since my return home. I have been em
ployed bv the First Spiritualist Church 
of Louisville. Dr. McAboy being presi
dent of the sanie. We are having good 
crowds, and Spiritualism is progressing 
nicelv. We are at home at 816 Jackson 
street, this city. ■

T. M. Rooney, automatic writing me
dium. Argentine. ..Kansas. solicits en
gagements for camp-meetings..

(Continued -on page 7.)

MFORTflNT. MUTTER FROM 
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

Bearing upon the subject of the 
higher or spiritual clairvoyance which 
we referred to, the description given by 
Andrew Jackson Davis in his great 
work, “The Principles of Nature,” of 
Ills condition during the reception of 
the contents of that volume and the 
method by which the knowledge was 
acquired, is of value as illustrating, 
and by the high quality of the results 
demonstrating—at least in this in
stance—our argument, that the Induced 
clairvoyant state (where both operator 
aud subject are instigated'by high mo
tives) is superior as a means of eliciting 
reliable information with regard to 
spirit life, its relation to the physical 
plane, and the laws pertaining to both 
states of existence, to the direct control 
of the physical organization by a dis
embodied spirit or the self-induced 
trance. Davis asserts the impossibility 
of anyone entering ■ voluntarily that 
state in which he can view with clear
ness things belonging

TO A SPHERE OF EXISTENCE 
higher than the natural world, He 
affirms that the necessary state cannot 
be entered- without the loss of one of 
the 'Controlling forces of the system; 
and if this force is not supplied by 
the system of another, the natural func- 
tloi)s of the. organism would cease, 
(ieatli would inevitably ensue, and the 
spirit would be unable to re-enter the 
physical tenement. Therefore, indepen
dent clairvoyance must be induced by 
the action of a second person who, ex
tracting the positive power from the 
subject’s body, replaces it by a portion 
of his own; thug sympathetically sus
taining it whilst the freed spirit soars 
into higher realms
OR MORE ETHEREAL CONDITIONS 
and absorbing the truths there visible, 
returns along the sympathetic Une 
which connects it with the magnetlzer’s 
aura, and gives utterance to the knowl
edge it has gathered, through its own 
organism. He refers to a few notable 
persons, including Galen, Demosthenes, 
Aristotle nnd Swedenborg, whose vol
untarily induced clairvoyance was of 
an exceptionally high order, yet not in 
all respects perfect. It is not to be 
assumed that the released spirit neces
sarily travels to some remote sphere to 
gather knowledge; this is not the case, 
the dissociation of the interior spirit 
from all tliat pertains to gross matter 
may place it in sympathetic relation 
with the highest spherOTof knowledge, 
whilst as to location it may not have 
transcended the earth sphere. Ruys of 
celestial light far more sublimated than 
the Rontgen ray or the radiant matter 
of Professor Crookes
PENETRATE OUR ATMOSPHERE 
invisible to our physical sight, and 
whenever these touch a responsive 
spirit, it Is for the time In sympathy 
with the plane from which they flow. 
The freed spirit leaving the body with 
an unselfish desire to know the truth on 
any given subject, comes into rapport 
with the knowledge pertaining to the 
subject, even as in a more rudlmental 
way a person in the body entering a 
library in search of knowledge on a 
particular subject finds bls way to that 
department where the books bearing 
upon it are.

We do not wish it to be understood 
that magnetically induced clairvoyance 
should supersede or set aside the more 
common methods of spirit intercourse; 
far from it. AU we urge in that direc
tion is, that investigators should 
qualify themselves -by a study of the 
known laws of mediumship, either 
applying themselves to the cultivation 
of their own mediumnstic powers, or 
associating wlfji those of like aspira
tions in harmonial circles. For the 
magnetic development

OF SPIRITUAL CLAIRVOYANCE 
of a high order, both operator and sub
ject need to be harmonially situated and 
free from the turmoil and anxieties 
that pertain to active business or pro
fessional life. There are few’ who can 
give the essential conditions,- but when 
they are attainable we know by ex
perience the results will amply repay 
for the time and application devoted to 

“the development of lucidity, whilst sub
jects so developed are excellent me
diums for advanced spirits to converse 
through, the operator having the power 
to guard them from the Intrusion of in
ferior influences who are often a 
serious hindrance to progress in in
vestigating circles when not protected 
by competent spirit guardians; these 
rarely assume an efficient control until 
the elements of the circle have been 
sorely tested, aqd proved that they are 
worthy of superior aid; whilst the mag
netic operator, If he' understands bls 
power, can from the first exclude all 
objectionable controls or isolate his 
subjects from the Influence of any 
person who may be present.

Magnetism is so Intimately connected 
with Spiritualism as to demand In
vestigation by all serious students of 
the latter, a knowledge of It elucidating 
many otherwise mysterious phenomena.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

OBSESSION AND NECROMANCY IN 
BENGAL.

As cases of obsession by undeveloped 
or evil-minded spirits are rather too fre
quent In India, will you be so kind as to 
invite your contributors to say some
thing oh the subject, for the help and 
edification of your readers in this part 
of the world? All who know anything 
abofrt the Inner life if Indian society 
will bear testimony to the fact that 
voung girls, and. at times, boys of ten
der age. even those who have a charm
ing face, become obsessed

BY LOW AND CRUEL SPIRITS 
and suffer most miserably until and 
unless the said spirits are cast out of 
them by ojahs. or necromancers, who 
are generally men of the lowest class, 
and have ho reputation either for good 
education or superior morals. Only tue 
other dav. a young girl of Dacca, in 
East Bengal, became obsessed while 
sitting under a nim tree about an hour 
after nightfall, and remained in a state 
of unconsciousness for nearly a night 
If she regained consciousness at day
break. it was to mortify her- relations 
and friends by showing that she had 
become a raving maniac. She could 
either leave her bed nor move her limbs 
for nearly a month, during which time 
Allopaths and -Homoeopaths and med
ical practitioners of the old Ayurbedic 
systems tried their different sorts of 
medicines, but did not succeed in ren
dering her the least service. At last an 
ojah. or necromancer, living in the 
neighborhood, was sent for. and he- 
brought her to a state of perfect re
covery in the course of an hour.

These ojahs generally enter the room 
Of their patients i ■. \

WITH. A DIVINING ROD

seem to strike terror into the hearts of 
obsessing spirits by plunging a dagger 
or a knife into those figures. But In 
this particular case the ojah bad 
neither a stick nor a dagger, nor any
thing else of a magical character, in his 
hand. He entered the room of the pa
tient, who was lying unconscious, and 
though he seemed but a quiet-looking 
gentleman, his character as a nec
romancer or z a conjurer was imme- 
dlntely recognized, and the patient 
began to bawl out, saying: “Why art 
thou here? Why here to disturb me?” 
The ojah gave his usual reply, and a 
conversation ensued between the pa
tient—that is to say, the evil spirit who 
had taken possession of her—and the 
ojah, regarding the cause of this ob
session. The details of the conversp.- . 
tion, though of great importance to pbo- 
ple who know all about the patient and 
the ojah, as a severe test of spirit 
identity, would not prove of any in
terest to the general readers of “Light.” 
But the fact that -the patient was per
fectly cured in her body and mind by 
A PKW DROPS OF MUSTARD OIL, 
over which a few magical words were 
muttered by the ojah, cannot but be of 
very particular interest to Spiritualists, . 
who would like to know how evil spirits 
can be driven away at the latter end 
of the nineteenth century by people 
who have no idea whatever .of the sci
ence and philosophy of Spiritualism.

Now, we understand very well what 
obsession means. The girl had a little 
of the mediumistlc element in her sys
tem, and either tlie levity of her man
ners or the low level of her thoughts 
helped a poor soul, who was hovering 
near'the earth sphere, to take posses
sion of her person. Tlie question is, 
liow that little quantity of oil which 
the.ojali poured into a. cup, procured by 
him from that very house, could be con
verted into a charm to terrify the spirit 
oqt of her, simply by a few unintelli
gible words uttered over it. I shall feel 
deeply thankful if some of your readers 
will try to account for the power which 
these ojahs, or necromancers, in India 
generally exerelse.

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

MATERIALIZATIONS IN ENGLAND
One spirit form, an Algerian young 

lady, known, as “Marie,” has been re
markably good. She was beautifully 
draped in white, and yet we know Miss 
Cook, the medium, has not had any 
white material about her'fit alj, except 
tlie ordinary white pocket handker
chief; and . when being photographed 
last night “Marie” was beautifully 
dressed In white, with veil du, like a 
bride prepared for her wedding.

Each evening I have stood close to 
"Marie,” with her arm around my 
shoulder, to show the company the con
trast in height, and later on hare stood 
by Miss Cook, which is very convincing, 
"Marie” being some four inches taller 
than her medium, who is below the 
usual stature of ladles. If space per
mitted, I could narrate many interest
ing tit-bits which have occurred be
tween the spirit forms and ourselves, 
1. e„ the company.

We have had the forms out very clear, 
and , free from the curtains which 
divide a corner of the dining room to 
make a cabinet.

One control is an old sea captain, 
blunt, bright, and witty, with a deep 
bass voice. I have also shaken hands 
with him. He gives one a hearty strong 
grip with a large paw. On the other 
hand, we have Sister Mary Josephine, 
in cowl and veil, who passed on at the 
ripe age of eighty-six, yet her trembling 
figure blessed the circle, aud on feeling 
her fingers I found them dried and 
shrivelled. '

But the most convincing and remark
able proof of all was a little girl, who 
appeared at each seance, whom we 
found to be our own, who died at about 
sixteen weeks old; Iter height, age, 
color of hair, etc., corresponded to what 
probably she would have been had she 
lived on earth. The little pet would not 
take any notice of anyone but myself, 
wife, and her elder sister, now nearly 
eight, from whom she took a doll, 
played with It, and sat down on the 
floor. Her footsteps were distinctly 
heard by all present, aud when she 
kissed her sister the kiss was heard. 
On one occasion, on leaving tlje cur
tains, she fairly rushed to mother and 
sister, and clung to her mother's hands, 
kissing them for about a minute. On 
being asked who I was (by myself, at 
the same time holding hey little hands) 
she gasped out “Papa,” and then 
sobbed. She also gave her own name, 
“Elsie.” and began crying again, which 
caused a sad touching effect upon all— 
yet joy and qomfort to ourselves.

Besides the above, we bad a full gas
light, and almost before Miss Cook was 
left alone in thefrecess, spirit hands of 
various sizes through the curtains, 
messages written, spirit lights, and 
other phenomena, so quick and astound
ing that one could hardly grasp the 
facts. Whether we search into the sub
ject from a Spiritualistic or scientific 
point of view, we cannot deny the un
seen forces and the wonders of nature 
not yet revealed. t -

LIGHT OF THE EAST, CAL
CUTTA, INDIA.

Socrates abhorred Idleness. He was 
too close a student of human life and 
too keen ‘a philosopher to know how 
much sin, misery and want are directly 
traceable-to jdleness. Xenophon tells 
that he ever maintained that "To be 
busy was useful-and beneficial for man; 
and that to be unemployed was

NOXIOUS AND ILL FOR HIM:
that to work was a good, and to be Idle 
was an evil. He at the same time ob
serves that those only who desire some
thing gooff really work, but that those 
who gamble or do anything bad or per
nicious he calls idle.

On one occasion Antiphon, a well- 
known Sophist, sneered at Socrates be
cause of the simplicity of the clothes ho 
wore and the plain food he ate, and be
cause- he taught the truths he believed 
■to be conducive to virtue without re
muneration. Socrates replied in a thor
oughly characteristic manner: he pre
ferred not to be a slave to

GLUTTONY OR SLEEP
or any other animal gratification, hold
ing that he derived far more true pleas
ure from the consciousness that he was 
growing better than would be possible 
from the passing.pleasure of a slavish 
appetite. This last observation gives 
us the point of view from which the 
philosopher regarded life and its 
pleasures at a time when Athens was 
drunken with pleasure: when voluptu
ousness was only equalled by gluttony 
and Intemperance. IV hlle these pseudo
pleasures passed current for real enjoy
ment, Socrates, seeing the madness 
which infected hie fellow-citizens in 
consequence of the imagination .being.or a magic stick or some other curious _

looking article. ■ draw figures on • the weakened and stimulated on the lower
ground with red or black powder, and planes of sensation, strove

_______ , . ............................
TO ELEVATE THE IDEALS ,r

and arouse the higher impulses of tilp ■
people. , In .-these words of the master, ;
as recorded by one of his most epn- •
scieptious disciples, we are brought into
close rapport with the mind of th* ’ 
teacher: “Indolence and pleasure en- : 
joyed at the moment, are neither ca
pable of producing a good constitution 
or body nor do. they bring to the mind . 
any knowledge worthy of eonsidera
tion; but exercise pursued with per
severing labor leads more to the attain
ment of honorable and valuable objects. 
As Hesiod somewhere says: ‘Vice it.JS 
possible to find in abundance aud with 
ease, for ■ j

THE WAY TO IT IS SMOOTH > 
and lies very near; but before the tem
pie of virtue the Immortal gods have 
placed labor, and the way to it is long 
and steep, and at the commencement 
rough, but when the traveler has 
arrived- at the summit, it then beeomqj 
easy', however difficult it was at the 

.first.’ " ■ ’ ■

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Pitases, 1

BY EMMA ItOODTUTTLE,

Lyceum» aud Societies that wish to get up els 
vatlug, lutereatlug and paying eutertulniuonta can 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. Th® on 
tire plan, with full directions, Is In the book, uu| 
may be eaally managed. Nothing kindles euthualasil 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth 
Ing Is heeded more. Any Individual may organize ‘ 
one in Uis own town and reap a tlnanclal reward :

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address I

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, I
Per'*' ’ « nbfiN

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticisnij 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M, 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treaties' 
Price 25 centi.

MOLLI B fflNGHER,
The Brooldyn Enigma.

An Authentic Statement of Facte in 
the Life of Mary J. Fancher, 

The Psychological Marvel oi 
the Nineteenth Century.

Unimpeachable testimony of many wit 
nesses.

BY ABBAM H. DAILEY.
With illustrations. Price, cloth, <1.50. For sale t 
this office.

Origin, Development and Destinj 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Coxtxnts: Th. Beginning»: Fundamental Prlnul 
fies; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Runt 

lanets and dateHlus. The Origin of Meteo~ ani 
Cometss TueOrganla Kingdom; The Origin of Man 
Man-Bls Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How B 
Receives and Impel is Knowledge; How the Soul Ri 
oslvesl.6 Highest Impíeasions; The Record Book, q 
The Htavenly Biber; How to Cultivate the Slxtl 
Sense; 1 ne Finer Or Spiritual Body; Growth and Di 
í??.araUPttJ^ Morally, SplrituoUsm Proved by tin 

Bibis and Christ; Tho Summary: "Who 
Must we Do to Be Saved ” For sale at thia office

■Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper 60a.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD,
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve,

By Loh Walebroker. This la a novel written with ) 
purpose to improve the human race: to mold thefu 
ture offspring with reason, health and ineplratldn 
No one need be afraid of thia book. Price 51. postpaid 
For sale at thlx office.

Poems From the Inner Life,
By Lizzie Dotcn. These poems arc as staple A 

sugar. Price 11.00. For sale at tills office.

rsyGHOGmy.:
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED. P. EVANS.
•'A book you ought to read. Ahsor^irfpJ.v interest 

tng, ana mould be in the bands of every tbougbtfd 
man and woman. N o ouo can read lu pages wltbou 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. TH 
book Is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but t 
those Interested In the problem of man's future lift 
as well as to those interested in phenomenal n 
iearob."—J. J. Owen. ‘

This volume is superroyal ootavo In size.beautiful] 
bound in cloth and gold, and profusely illustrated.

Price 12, postpaid. For sale at this office.

SMBBACIHQ
Spiritualism, Past and Present.

DOCTRINES STATED AND MORAL TEND 
ENCIES DEFINED.

BT J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
An exceedingly interesting aud instructive book 

° Cloth. <1.25. For sale at this office.

A
SFIRITUAL HARP.

OoUection of Vocal Music for th' 
Choir, Congregation and. Social 

Circles.
By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. n. Bailey 

Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wldi 
field of literature with the most critical care, fret 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul o: 
Inspiration, embodying the 'principles and virtues o: 
the spiritual philosophy, sot to the most cheerful an! 
popular music, (nearly ail original), and adapted to ü 
occasions, it is doubtless the most attractive work ol 
ths kind over published. Its beautiful songs, dueti 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon occbm 
payment, adapted both to public meetings and th( 
social circles. Cloth 11.25; postage 14 cents. For salt 
at this office.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A rotary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jackson Davie. .Intended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowing and 
stricken heart. Price 50 cents. For sole at this Office.

STRIKE OF A SEX.
By George .N. Miller. Dealing with the populatloi 
question. Paper.25 cent*. For tale at thia office.

Three Journeys
• Around the World,

Or Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia,

. Ceylon, India,
And other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, A. 
M,. M. D.. Pb. D. In ibis splendid large book Dr. 
Peebles has concentrated avast amount of valq&ble 
Information. It is exceedingly entertaining aud read* 
able, and Spiritualism as be found It everywhere» 
in bls travels receives due attention, making the1 
book of special value and Interest to Spiritualists 454i 
large pages, finely bound, attholow price of HAU. For 
sale at tuts office.

“The Watseka Wonder.”
To the student of psychic phenomena this pamphlet 

M Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of •’double consciousness." namely. Mary 
Lurancy Vennuim of Watseka, in., and Mary 
Beynoldi. of Venango county. Fa. Price 15 cents« 
For sale at this office. z

Who 1 fim a Vaoetarian
Au address delivered before the Chicago Vegetarian 

Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve Lectnrcs by Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be road by .every SplrltunliBL- Frlco 91.00: 
poBUge 10 cent®. For Bale at thia office.

AN INTERESTING BOOK;
Ths Cindis I ron, -Under the Bushel: or Thirteen 

Buddred and Six Question» to tho Clergy. By Wn>- 
Bart. McatOomt. V '
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_Thls department is'under the,, man
agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made,’ 
the name will not be published.*' Hie 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private am 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

John Taylor, Kittilos County, Wash.: 
Q. (1) What of the miracles performed 
by St. Anne Beaupre at the Holy 
Church in Canada, twenty miles east of 
Quebec? It is said 120,000 people came 
to the church in one day and 7,000 were 
cured, and a stack of canes and 
crutches were left from floor to ceiling i

A. These miracles are exactly like all 
-those performed at sacred shrines, by 
relics, etc. There Is no miracle at all In 
■file cures, or anything inexplicable. In 
that class of disease called nervous and 

■ . '■ where tlie mind is an important factor, 
suggestion Is one of the most potent 
healing agents. The crowds going to a 
notorious shrine, where marvelous cures 
have been and are effected, are wrought 
up by superstition and have con
fidence—faith—in the stories they have 

. heard. They are prepared to receive 
the full benefit of the suggestion that 

'i they are "healed.” The Catholic 
• Church copnives at this delusion, as it 
\ wins notoriety and money thereby. It 

lias from the first maintained Its re
ligion by miracles, and these have been 
wrought by fraud often the most 
Unscrupulous and barefaced.

A demented man who has been sub- 
jeeted to a cruel process by which the 
stigmata, red spots on hands and side, 
representing the wounds of the nails 

■ and spear received by Christ, has been 
a winning card in the game of decep-
Itloil.

TAKE NOTICE.oth«r hwA tf gpfaltaaUtx metn» mod
eration, eelf^eoutroh' cbafety, brother
hood, good will, genrleneesand love—if 
theae be elements St true spirituality, 
we answer, spirit hjjmmjyilon. will, not 
spiritualize. -«’>>□. ™. .

Let us not deceive purselves, What

To-Doóoor>«c«e<5oon: 
The Religioniof/

clairvoyance I have Experienced, Wj J 
beliéve those who truly lave bad. the 
vision will corroborate my Btatement, 
occurred after tiie vibrations of 8P*r*t 
was raised sufficiently to partially libe
rate the spirit from the body, then the 
clairvoyant vision was experienced. 
To be truly clairvoyant is to be able to 
see through matter as easily as one 
does through glass. To Illustrate I will 
refer to a personal experience. One 
evening after retiring for the night 1 
was gently awakened. I was surprised 
to seo my good friend spirit John. 1. 
■walking about, and I touched my limbs 
and body to be sure that I was awake. 
After being couvinced that I was wide 
awake and not entirely released from 
the body, I observed closely everything 
in the room. My spirit friend walked 
about the room and when a piece of 
furniture or chair intervened between 
him and me, the vision was not ob- ____
structed. Hooked m^ter as i ~ ¿a"s ’and asBure : us theirs is ñ
easily as I look out of the window I love and Wuty.
when in the am'taal state. Aftei a jnv|s<|ijie woria
short time the vibrations of my sp I Jg world wilere brotherhood, splrlt- 
were lowered and the normal <uality and unity of 
obtained. I could relate .other ex- heri¿ge of all?’ 
perlences in clairvoyance and clan- ^et U8 welgh the evidence and
audience, but space will not permit. I eritlcai]y analyze the testimony of all 

PSYCHOMETRY. I classes of returning spirits. “By-'their
The March number -of “Immortality” fruits ye shall know-them," is as true 

„resents A number of able articles on of the invisible world as of any other 
nsycho¿i(rtryU Cora L. V. Richmond world. If any class of people on this 
has certainly touched rock bottom in planet reflect the conditions of spirit 
her presentation of the subject, and in life it surely is our mediums Do the? 
contradistinction to Brother Grum- aS a representative hody.-teach brother- 
'sEsidTof’life, our^own observation The dwellers In the higher-expression 
and. experience is that no one exercises of life are free from; economic slavery, 
the el ft of nsychométry, or any other and this fact alone, js, sufficient to ac- 
«nh-Huni „if? without the ihsulratlon or count for much of'the. halo that sur- 
dlstlnct action of disembodied human rounds, the spirit-world. Disembodied 
snlrits who act upon (or through) the I spirits are not free: fropr theological 
sensitized Intuitive qualities of the me- dogmas, and many cling tenaciously to 5 w - ssa-ttcKS

„rnnnñt of snirit influence forms the I we need ¿host is, Industiiiil emancipa 
S nnt nnlv of the exerclse^of all tlon and individual spiritualization., 
such gifts as clearly classwl under The great body espiritualista In

nf “medlumshln " but that Amerlca.are ready to take up .this, work 
-geniuses ’ -dlscoverera ’ and all Aho and demand dividual freedom „ Why . rraüv-nerceivé new tilings, (I. e„ new is it that the National Spiritual Asso- , 
manifestations and statements of elation hesitates to deetore for brother- (■ truth) and give them forth to the I flood and spirituality?. The first- con- . 
world, do so under the distinct Influence dition of the lowest sphere of spirit life • 
of «articular personal Intelligence in is one of economic freedom. Then why , 
anirifiifé” hesitate to inaugurate.this condition ,

We aresorrv to note that the editor Lhere on earth? In reply, I say It. is be- 
of this valuable quarterly has stepped I cause the reincarna^ion element from 
aside to take n fling at his friends—the I both sides of life are opposed to it. I 
Snirltualists In referring to Harrison for one advlse-that Wfl.as rational men 
DP Barrett, he writes: "It is to be re- and women. Spiritualists of 
eretted that so’brilliant and noble a declare for brotherhood,and spirituality, 
man wastes his efforts in propaganda- repudiate the reincarnation humbug 
ing aud organizing an element in Spirit- I and labor to become free from physical 
uallsin which disgraces the Spiritual and mental bondage.
movement Whpn will the wise and ORGANISATION.
good learn to hitch their wagon to a Thls practical part of our w,ork can
star, as Emerson advised, and not to noj pe ignored. Organization Is in the 
an octopus or turtle?” , air and organized wé will be In time.

One of the elements which has dis- I T]je jj g, cohventjgn. of October next 
graced the movement is the element of wlli iargeiy determine the character of 
commercial fortune tellers, and while I our future organization. Jt is to be 
we recognize no wrong in exercising I [10ped that those who have the work in 
the gift of prevision, yet it is a fact I from i)otli slde^ of lift} will realize 

„„„ | that these persons have continuously the responsibility réstipg on them and 
in The Progressive (pinker on the con I movement for many wm aet -wisely. W^e have reached a
tending forces in Spiritualism, dmwfiii vegrg The usunl feelg 0„e donar. we ,pt>lnt ln our moveinent where It is 
very sharp distinction between Spirit- tba.t oul. good brother, Mr. Grum- essential to speak plaiuly^.nnd I have 
uaUsm and spiritism. Me blne, receives five dollars for the same no hesitancy in saying it ,1s the plain
the distinction, . but t is not as I Perhaps the extra charge is for I duty of theN. S. A. .¿) either go over to 
warP thot strietiv sStins rt)le “star” attachment on his “wagon? t)1(i theosophical wlnp entfoely or to re

S llLc ndm.l. I INSPIRATION. I pudlnte thesame inmo uncertain man
Spiritism means no more than belief INSPIRATION. _ I ^r at the coming convention. Theoso-
In spirit intercourse, and that Spirit- That jn8piration is a fact, few persons . j.eincflrnation are antagonistic 
ualism suggests an element of spirit- deuyj but when we attempt to find- ‘ g„ir|tu’allsm and science and cannot
uality; but it does not follow that spirit I the personality of the inspirer, there is I harmonlousiy organized.,
Intercourse and spirit mediumship must legs uult of thought Dr. Buchanan beThe?e is another course, the N. S. A
make us jealous, envious and all ti e I wuld probahly contend for Jesus and ¿ * and that1 is to straddle the
rest of it. Poor human natuie is what Abraham Lincoln; Allie Lindsay Lynéh I e for anotber year and,ip. that event 
It is, and It will out. All tlie depressing wou]d also acknowledge George V.^sh- wbj préffjf wélCorgflnflz.dÁ l|j$o 
evils to which our friend alludes have ¡„gton and Abraham .Lincoln, while;! i.-tie sects ivith sbiflt'popeé ancf other their roots in the self. If the self were Grulilbhle ls quite certiiln that “‘“Sraf W&,' aiid the Na-
on a higher plane, the evils would he caJ1 receive inspiration from Jesus I . Association will' find no excuse 
vanish. nnd Socrates. Personally, I believe that existing except ¿s 'one more sect
_ But is it true, as some people seemito l and d0 receive inspiring aU ■ Splfltuallsts to
like to make out that mediums are thoughts (not words) from a dis-1 J. . b- . COI1vention and we trust 
especially guilty of hatred, malice and ejnbadied splrit guide, one who vibrates ““J wU1 .„ recognize It 
all uncharitableness? We often th nk ”ls0“ ^ith our (legree of mental that they 
that people too readily get into the I nd splrltuai unfoldraent. However, 11 Jk<?fagak .
habit of saying that. alg0 befieve that we should seek to de-1 I contend that the press

Dr. Hodgson’s unkind and un- velop a b¡gber phase of universal me- effectual in the work of propagandizing 
warranted attack on the Bangs Sisters I diuJ¿,w„ wilere we will be independent I than any other method. Good gratare 
in the same paper, has been ably an- I f tb ,'ced of special or personal In- in connection with the home circle is 

tiwered by Quaestor Vitae, and he, like I g„lrers much more effectual than the mission-
The Progressive Thinker, has produced I £' j g Loveland has presented I ary system, although each should ne 
evidence, thus making his position un- the tboUght on this subject that it I utilized as circumstances and means 
answerable. It is''now in order for Dr. I bag been my privilege to study. I quote I permit
Hodgson to acknowledge his mistake, from blg >>ESgay on Mediumship,” page I LOCAL WORK.
and we cannot see just how he can do I 121. „We üle in8pirationalist who I The Fb.st spiritualist Church here in 
otherwise. - - ol. wiuvt Inspires? Perhaps he will indianapolis has held continuous meet-

I am not an apologist for medium- an8wer God) devil or spirit but Is en- I ingg s|nce September last Among the
istic degenerates, and when there Is I Hrely a£ sea as to knowing the fact or I many excellent speakers‘who have ad- 
evidence of deception I have and will eomprehending the law. He falls back I dres8ed us during the year, none were 
continue to speak out. However, I am Qn tbe a8SUmption of miracle and rests I appreciated more than Will C. Hodge
convinced that theTealm of spirit is far I tbere He wiu most likely present as and Dr. W- q. Knowles. This organ-
from being fact that the ideas are above the com- I lzation celebrated the fifty-first an

AN IDEAL STATE. . mon condition of the speaker or writer. njversary of Modern Spiritualism in an 
The evidonee which we have gathered AU this may be freely conceded, but it appr(>prlate manner.. The floral dec

Amantan with sofrita during neither proves God, devil or spirit as o"tlOns were superb. A red five- 
ta^asttod centu^ doe^ñoí wiS the inspirer. Lastly, become to in- lnted star for „the Indians was 

o statementrthat toe“spirit w^rid is a tuition-inner teach ng We admit at 6speclaily attractive to those who had 
Acmoerafv but on tiie contrary, is the outset jhat it is Inner not outer indlan gulde8... ,
etanteh Md aristocratic- T$te will teaching. That has been our position Presldent B. F. Schmidt is an earnest 
Shiv be dfcnutef by many good from the first. But what teaches? goul and deserVes much praise for his 

wnmen from both sides oMtte, What is the law of intuition, sensing efforts in behalf of this society.mt I^Itev That tiiTevidence we hav^ and perception? The intultionalists AnnaBE. TbomaS lectured to a large 
Tn it« entiretv is suchÍ ak to assume and flounder, about, but they and appreclative audience in Mansur 

fnrtiTThi^'comfluskm' InSUmyaSin- uever answer these questions and ePaPrly in March. Mrs. Thomas s
Jvlti„„tinnR through mediums I -have never prove anything-except what we eloquent speaker and a remarkable
vestigatlons uirougn mediums i uuve ««imu nt th» nnt«At that thefound what appeared deception^n We fully a^the^outseL Wat. the
part of the medium, and I am thor I o .« « nnA channels
felt’miite“ I'ureT hit ^tavisffitos' some" They exalt intuition so far aboVe reason 

x xaaxs'js
would not have spoken at alL But 1 «lanr tIia nrl^inal Riiirsrester_ the
where either one of inkpirer—the inner teacher is ,the sub-
l‘f VnnraUSffi undtfllldTronvCTsatioM conscious selfhood in constantsympathy.
^Wetanerm“ 1^“

nñ/i enid “re»« this I« ” of the cosmos, ana constantly ascenu ™idtrap mPíUum^^nd W, substance and energy, into the

visible sine or me. dom But. without the regal reason to
. ’ BASTARD MEDIUMSHIP. I give tbem form, t0 translate them into 

A new feature has recently entered thought formulas, they would bo as 
the arena of the great Spiritualist valueless as if our outer sensations 
movement under the guise qf “psychic I never went beyond the simple process 
science.” The fact that these “teachers” of feeling. The products of the most 
of “psychic science” mostly deny the towering Intellect or the most vivid 
influence of disembodied spirits in their imagination are only the translations of 
work, yet claim to be psychometrizers, I the subconscious impressions by the 
clairvoyants, clairaudients, etc., brands regal reason.” ■ 
their work ás bastard mediumship. SPIRITUALITY.

vestigatlons of committees appointed 
by the stockholders. They reported the 
wonderful stories of the force he hud 
developed “but could not control," and 
more stock was taken. He had'seized - 
the energy which moved the worlds and 
Buns, and all other engines would be 
worthless! .

He guarded Ills secret well, not of bls 
discovery, for he had made none, but 
of his Infamous fraud. He was inter
viewed, courted, and the columns of the 
newspapers weekly teemed with de
scriptions of the wonder of the uge, and 
prophecies of its future.

He was at one time probably tlie most 
notorious character before the people. 
He had a house and factory built for 
him by his duped stockholders, and 
moved from his narrow, dirty lodgings. 
He fared sumptuously, and was the idol 
of the wealthy, who fain would think 
he had a mortgage on the energies of 
the universe.

He died, and what any ordinary com
mittee of investigation ought to have 
discovered by an hour's investigation, 
his real motive power was compressed 
air, in ^rlfj mysterious generator.

For.diisyown name and fame he ought 
to Jiavfi/destroy'ed the “motor” before 
he died. It was uot.good policy for him 
to leave it as a grim witness against 
him! But this lie overlooked, plain for 
all to see, stamping him by its design as 
an ignoramus, and by its inceptions as 
a. successful swindler, successful in 
nothing else. There is not one redeem
ing quality. It cannot be truthfully 
claimed that he was Ignorant, and 
really believed that he had made a dls- 
covery. Every part of his “motor” was 
designed to convince investigating com
mittees by fraud. He made no attempt 
to “control” his wonderful force by 
suitable apparatus. • .

Instead of eulogistic funeral orations, 
he should be held up as an example of 
the most successful frauds on the 
shallest capital; and as a mountebank 
and swindler will history record his 
name.

INDIANAPOLIS LETTER.
Various Matters of Interest 

Considered.
MEDIUMS — BASTARD MEDIUM

SHIP — PSÏCHOMETRY — INSPI
RATION — BROTHERHOOD AND 
SPIRITUALITY.
I like the attitude of The Progressive 

Thinker in regard to fraudulent prac
tices in the exercise of mediumship. 
Like Buddha, "the enlightened one,”J D. H„ Sierra Blanca, Texas: Q. -----------------

(D Is It true that the subconscious self you have taken the middle course, 
has perfect memory? When there Is evidence of fraud I note

(2) Can mediumship be cultivated so
as to be able to remember everything
said or done in life?

(3) Does rubbing the body, thus gen
erating magnetism, - or sun -baths, pro
mote the sensitive condition?

A. (1) The “subconscious self” is one 
of the “scientific” myths that has not 
Veen proven, nor elevated above a 
fancy. Man has one self^ one In
dividuality. '

(2) Memory can be cultivated to an 
almost unlimited extent, and it has been 
shown by many instances that every 
Impression received, although apparent
ly forgotten, may be revived; as by ex
periences of drowning people, who have 

-been restored, they having experienced 
the rapid passing Wf their whole pre
ceding lives. But this has nothing In 
common with mediumship. .
■ (3) Rubbing the body does not gen
erate magnetism,” however healthful 
Such massage may be, and sun baths 
may promote- health, but, neither have 
fnore than remote relation to sensitive
ness.

J. T. E., Brooklyn, N. Y.: Q. A 
friend and myself-have table movings 
and rapplngs. He claims it to be moved 
by spirits, but I iihink it is electricity. 
Both of us never saw anything of the 
kind, and need advice from some one 
better informed.

A. That such a question should come 
up at this late day shows the Impera
tive need of a wider diffusion of in-

■ ____  ' 'm '

Pfeniiiini Teitns
the movement ne^da tq-pay ■ is- more 
spirituality, and uiflesa- yp recognize, 
this need and set to work to supply it 
by reforming our own irtes, all our or
ganizing and propaiaiidiilftg will prove 
unsatisfactory. However, I hold that 
true spirituality anfl-unfoided mentality 
should go hand iniiandj 'itherwlse we 
would become spiritual fanatics.

BROTH^RHo'ftD.
Many of us havertiecomo accustomed 

to think of the spirit! world’as an almost 
perfect state, where true democracy 
and true brotherhoofl reigns supreme. 
This is quite natural since our frlepds 
come to us at each seance with loviifg
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Another Un
precedented 
Offer.

OGGlilt 
Life 
of 

Jeslis

Remember that all orders- must be ao- ; 
companied by their requisite amount«, . . 
viz: ■ . '

Art Magic and The Progressiva .
Thinker one year, $1.20. -

Art Magic, Ghost Land and The Pro - 
gresslve Thinker one year, $1.70. .

Art Magic and the Occult Life ol 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert De
bate) and Tlie Progressive Thinker on« 
year, $1.50. This offer holds good onlj ■ 
till May 30.

The Occult Life of Jesus (including 
the Hull-Covert Debate, Art Magic an« ’ 
Ghost Land will be'furnished for out 
dollar, making only $2 for these thret 
books and the paper one year.

The Occult Life of Jesus (including 
tlie Hull-Covert Debate) will be fun 
nished to each yearly subscriber for 2d "" 
cents, which'only a little more than 
pays for the postage. Bear in mind,, 
that each order for the book must bi 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
to The Progressive Thlnken The Oq< 
cult,Life-of Jesus and the paper on« 
year, $1.25. . ..

The Occult Life of Jesus will not bl 
ready for delivery until about June 1. 
These books, elegantly bound in tbg 
highest style of the art, should hav< 
millions of readers.

OÜR PREMIUMS. - TAKE NOTICE. ( 
; Bear in mind that the order for’ th( 
premium book must always be accorai 
paified by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not b« 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The iwa 
orders must come together. Each one 
cap get the premium at any time by ex
tending bls subscription one year. On

that should be in every library, and 
be handy for reference at any time. 
We allude to

The Hull-Covert Debate, 
for which there has been an Immense 
demand. The two combined make a 
book of nearly 500 pages, and the price

In compliance with the Divine Plan 
which we inaugurated two years ago, 
the profits of this office have to a 
certain, extent '
Flowed Back Into the Pockets 
of our subscribers. Many hundreds of 
dollars have been thus expended, and 
the result has been most gratifying. 
Thousands of books of great literary, 
historical, spiritual and occult value 
have been sent out at less by far

Than the Actual Cost,.
to enrich the minds of the various 
readers, as well as to grace the shelves 
of their libraries. We have been in
strumental In laying the substantial 
foundation for spiritualistic libraries in 
thousands of homes, which otherwise 
would never have heard of Ghost Land 
or Art Magic, and this has been accom
plished by only the expenditure of a 
few cents on the part of. those who de
sired the premiums.

We now take great pleasure In an
nouncing a

NEW PREMIUM

no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

ba
J

to the trade will be $2.00. '
In order that those who subscribe 

now for The Progressive Thinker can 
get the “Occult Life of Jesus of 
-Nazareth” (including “The Hull-Covert 
Debate”) and Art Magic, we place the 
former on the premium list now, 
although it will not be ready for de
livery until about June 1.
Take Notice of the Terms :

“The Occult Life of Jesus of Naza
reth” (and the Hull-Covert Debate) and 
Art Magic will be furnished until June 
1st for 50 cents, when ordered with a 
yearly subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. Both books are elegantly 
bound in the highest style of the art, 
neatly printed on fine paper, and will 
be an ornament to any library. The 
price of the same to the trade is $3.50,

THE DIVINE PLAN.
— ■ 1

It Is carried out in The Progressive 
Thinker office,-« portion of the profit^ ; 
returning to ehch subscriber In the ' 
form of a valuable book. The Progress- •; 
Ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post« 
age, so the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is Invaluable tot 
reference, and It should be in every IL 
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
yOu In turn to aid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thlnkeit 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

that The Progressive Thinker does not 
hesitate to publish all the facts, giving 
names and first-hand testimony. _ 

MEDIUMS.
London “Light” refers to mediums in 

a straightforward, charitable manner 
as follows: “Mr. W.E. Bonney, writing

for the coming year, which commences 
June 1st, and at that time, or. a little 
before, this extraordinary work will 
make its appearance. It Is entitled
“THE OCCULT LIFE OF

JESUS OF NAZARETH.”
Ibis Interesting’, Fascinating and 

Astounding In Its Reve- 
‘ lation, .

formation on this subject:
If the table by its movements, or the 

rapplngs, in answer to questions, show 
•intelligence, then there must be an In
telligent being behind the answers. If 
Sie communication is unlike, or beyond 

le knowledge of the sitters, then It 
cannot be derived from them. To say It 
is electricity, is another way to express 
ignorance, for electricity -has no more 
intelligence than air or water, or the 
table’■itself, and was never known to 
perform ran intelligent act, except as 
directed by the human mind. If this 
correspondent continues his seances, he 
will be soon convinced that back of the 
moving table stand spirit beings, dis
tinctly individualized, and a)ble to 
identify themselves as departed friends.

Such spontaneous mediumship IS ex
ceedingly vflluablo . and should be 
zealously cultivated.

D. Trachsell: Q. Having read the 
eulogistic discourse on Keeley, in a 
Spiritual paper, I wish for your opinion 
on him and his motor, about which such 
damaging disclosures have been made 
since his death?

A. Keeley was an ignorant man who 
gained a livelihood by the coarsest me
chanical labor. How it was possible for 
him to have gained the confidence of 
men who had wits enough to earn the 
money they so lavishly Invested is a 
puzzle difficult to read. The times were 
propitious for an adventurer. Great in
ventions had recently been made m 
electricity, and men's minds were 
awakened to the vast posslbllitles-of

'that force, and capitalists were in the 
dark as to the value of the rapidly 
accumulating Inventions and dis
coveries. . -

Keeley came with, pretensions exceed
ing even those of Edison. Some scient
ist had foolishly said that there is 
energy enough in a drop of water to 
rend the world, and from tills KCeley 
appears to have -taken his cue. Accord
ing to Col. D.' M. Evans, who at the 
time was in the employ of the United 
States Mint, he asserted “that with a 
quart of water he could evolve enough 
power, without fuel, to drive the -largest 
steamship across, the Atlantic with the 
speed of a rocket, or in twenty-four 
hours. He could send a locomotive 

• from Philadelphia to New York in a 
few minutes, and he wak not willing to 
put anv limit to the power that could be 
exerted, going so far as to say that he 
could drive a ship so rapidly that the 
.water would split it in two."

Such a preposterous claim ought of 
- Jself to'have carried its condemnation. 

Water is a neutral body. The two gases 
of which it is composed have expended 
their force in union; Until acted on by 
some force like heat to expand it,' or 
electricity to tear It apart into separate 
gases it. is Inert Even then as steam, 
it is not the water,, but the heat that 
has energy; it is only the vehicle of its 
manipulation. The separated gases 

t(, bavq no power, except they again unite, 
emd the explosive force then would be 
equivalent to that by which they were 
parted. .

This was not considered by his dupes, 
,iwho were satisfied by the cheapest 
jargon, and the most clumsy attempts 
at a machine ever made. Year after 
year this «droit rascal evaded the In-

medium as well.
BYRON W. BARGE. 

Indianapolis, Ind. '

They speak aS one ^uving authority, I Tbe great question is, will spirit com- 
expound their metaphysical specula-1 Rniritualize? I will venture to 
tions with confidence, speak sneerlngly 
of phenomenal mediumship, and dem-1 . frintg have unfolded a degree of 
onstrate nothing. We do not deny that I ?Se
their teachings contain., an element of I mnd„ little or no effort in this direction 
usefulness and that they have the same | apparently -recognize no necessity, 

for doing so. ; .
In all ages there have been Varying 

grades of spirituality, ranging from the 
animal to the angelic state. If those 
who inhabit the world of disembodied 
spirits were uniformly spiritual • we 
could then say, yes, communion with 
spirits will make/ you better,. Low 
grade mediums would no longer dis
grace the movement, for the- good 
reason that A noble guide will not , be 
attracted to an ignoble man or womhri. 
But wflat shall we say of those who 
have been privllegedrto enjoy the asso
ciation of the wise and good from the 
Invisible for many years? It would ap-’ 
pear that they should’apply these teach
ings to their own lives and by their 
fruits we would know them. Is It true 
that -such angelic ministration has 
spiritualized our veteran Spiritualists? 
If tbe crowning work of fifty years of

right to exist and teach and collect that 
any other ism on sect has.' What we 
protest against is the reckless manner 
in which they “teach” the spiritual 
gifts, “develop” clairvoyance and clair- 
audience, and thus bring into disrepute 
the genuine. We quote the following 
from a pamphlet “teaching” how to de
velop clairaudience: “Engage in an 
Imaginary conversation with an 
Imaginary person. Tell your friend

I what yon hear. Attend in mind a lec
ture dr concert: Having already de
veloped the vision, ydu will now give 
more; attention. to hearing sounds, by 
the imagination.” . ’ „

Those who have. experienced clair
audience or clairvoyance know that the 
author of the above recipe is mistaken, 
as to. the nature of the phase of me- 
diumship.„ When we think of - a friend 
or object.removed from our. physical 
sight, we.can and often do

FORM A MENTAL IMAGE ...•
spiritualizing is to abuse those who 

. , spiritualizing is to abuse those who hon-
of tlie-same, but this would not be I estly 'differ-In opinion; if such is splrlt- 
clairvoyancC. The same will apply to I uallty, then.we answer, yes,spirit,com- 
hearing, but is not clairaudience. The • munion will dp the work. But on, the,

4

and it will attract fully as .much In
terest and win as high appreciation as 
Qhost Dand.and Art Magic. This work, 
like Ghost Land and Art Magic, was 
published many years ago, and after 
a few copies were sold, the plates were 
destroyed in the great Chicago Fire, 
and thus the publication has quietly 
slumbered until resurrected, as it were, 
by The Progressive Thinker, for the 
purpose of printing fresh editions to go 
forth to its thousands of readers to in
terest and instruct. The medium 
through whom this remarkable book 
was written was Alexander Smyth, and 
the spirits who controlled him were

Saul and Judas,
who returned to earth to give a true 
version of the “Occult Life of Jesus." 
They'trace his life from infancy until 
the time of his crucifixion, throwing a 
most wonderful flood of light upon his 
remarkable career, which differs very 
widely from that given i.n the Scrip
tures. This work consists of 320 
closely printed pages—a valuable book 
indeed. But that is not all. Connected 
and bound therewith Is a second book

The Three Books,
The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 

(including The Hull-Covert Debate), 
Art Magic and Ghost Land, three large 
volumes (price $5 when sold to the 
trade), will be furnished for $1 in con
nection with each yearly subscription 
tb The Progressive Thinker; making 
oqly $2 for these'three books and the 
paper—another Illustration of the 
DIVINE PLAN. _

This offer will only hold good until 
June 1st. After that time Art Magic 
will be withdrawn ' as a premium, to 
give place alone to the “Occult Life of 
Jesus.”

Take Due Notice.
A year’s subscription to The Pro

gressive Thinker must accompany all 
the orders for the books, and no atten
tion whatever will be paid to requests 
to modify the rule. The fact that you 
had just subscribed for the paper (and 
thousands have) and did not know of 
this offer, we wish to state that it will 
be inexpedient for us to change our 
plan and do business otherwise. Each 
one, whether on our subscription list or 
not, when desiring the above books, 
must send a year’s subscription. There 
will be no deviation from this rule.

èear in mind that when The Occult 
Life of Jesus (including IheHull-Oovert 
Debatej Is ordered alone, Twenty-five 
cents must be sent in connection with 
a year’s subscription to The Progress
ive Thinker, in order io pay postage, 
etc. The Progressive Thinker one year, 
and the above book, $1.25.

ft LIBRARY
The Spiritualist who commences nw 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, la 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what hfl 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. The book Is almost wholly, 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little fhord 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and wiU 
prove a valuable acquisition to your 1L 
brary. ;

The Bible.
Several articles on thé merits and de

merits of the “sacred’-’ book have lately 
appeared in The Progressive Thinker. 
As none of the writer^ have treated the 
subject from the standpoint which I at 
present occupy, I may-be excused for 
adding one more to-the number. -,

As it is not a book, but a collection of 
books written under .different circum- . 
stances and at long intervals of time, 
it is a mistake to condemn or reject the 
whole on account of- thé objections we 
may entertain to certain parts. The 
error Of those who tfceept it, “every 
word and letter” as: divldely inspired 
Infallible truth is no greater, only they 
view it from the other side?

That these writings, -'wliOse produc- 
tlon covers so longe a' pdrlod, relate 
lârgely to spirit phenoineift.■■■ may cer
tainly justify Spiritualists tn. claiming 
them as their own?-ButBbll. phenom
ena are of trifling valüe’üompared to 
the true spiritual«fehilo^ophy which 
veiled under al^egoi-y an® symbol is 
contained In all sacred tw!tings. Sa
cred and secret are^ynoityraous terms 
and he Who searches for' the secret 
finds it revealed, as'td others it is con
cealed, in all Bibles of alleges and all 
nations, in the writings j>f the poets 
and philosophers of'itii times and peo
ples, all divinely inspired' alike, for no 
one ever wrote or spoke'Wlthout diviue 
inspiration. '

We hear a great deal about the filth 
and obscenity of thé Bible. In the days 
of its authors It was the custom to’ 
speak of things as they, were. The art 
of sugar-coating filth and obscenity and 
making them palatable to refined tastes 
had possibly not been discovered. Al
most fifty years ago I- heard an old 
preacher say: “The world has grown 
too delicate! to hear things mentioned it 
has not grown too pure - to commit.“ 
There was’a sacred truth hidden in a 
very orthodox sermon.. .

E. J. BOWTELL.■ • ■ ■ ••I" 1 ■

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Continued from page fl.)______

F. A. N. writes from Owosso, Mich.: 
"Mrs. Amanda Coffman, of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., has lectured and given tests 
for the First Society of Spiritualists of 
this place for the five Sundays of 
April. She Is a young speaker, having 
been before the public but a short time, 
nevertheless she Is a bright, Interesting 
and entertaining speaker, and as a plat
form test medium she has few equals 
and no superiors. ■ She has done a great 
work here. Many have .been convinced 
of the continuity of life. At first there 
was a small audience; now the hall is 
crowded to the doors.” ■

C. D. Lyall, secretary, writes from 
Cleveland,. O.: “The Spiritualists of 
Cleveland and vicinity, in mass meeting 
introduced resolutions on April 23, nom
inating Lyman C. Howe as historian of 
Modern Spiritualism, he being one of 
the oldest Spiritualists on the rostrum, 
knowing well he will give us a true and 
correct history of the Hydesville rap
pings. We still have Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing with us, spreading the glad tid
ings to targe audiences. We also are 
making preparations for Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood for his first appearance In 
Cleveland. We bespeak large audi
ences for him.” .

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of tbe Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As Its title denotes, It Is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

“The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

“Tha Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A Judson. This book is ded
icated to-all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli-
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit-
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. For sale at this

“Thomas Paine: Was. He Junius?” 
-An interesting pamphlét by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents? For sale at thia 
office. ' y.i .

&

“Weddlng Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifl» 
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal mln. 
istry. Price $L For sale at this office.

“Three Jubilee Lectures.” By J. M. 
/Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and Instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses on 
the occasion of and pertinent to the 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in print. Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Religious ana Theological Works oil 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1 For sale at tnis office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED,
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Reader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Vo* 
Yelled,“ It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such is the case, this advertisement 
will deeply interest you, and after reading this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusaL Price I1.50,

office.
“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 

Old Records.” 'Told by Paul Carns. 
This book 1? heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Mnrryat. An Interesting account of the 
author’s spiritual experiences. Paper, 50o; cloth, IL.

“Religion -no Revealed by the Mate-
n*^nUaT T D’^I8&A^cotann?i I B11 wuw wu"*u “ *■““ ex

Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. ^.^“Pnctlguddhlsminltssplrltandllvlngprincl- 
and comprehensive view of the. sub- leg> sPirltnallst or Christian can 
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical gjurceiy read It without splritual profli. .-ulAnb infifo ond doin natirtod hv wv«***«^ __ k-and critical; facts, and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to JI, cloth; paper BO cents. For sale

Price $1. 1' or sale at this office

at this office. ......
“Tte World Beautiful.” By Id.fan 

Whiting. Most excellent in their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality :-of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 8, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

"Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
tho last, part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. . ; .. /

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By Lilian Whiting, No 
min<i that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on. the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism,.leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos- 
nh»re of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for th» higher life. For Mie at 
this office. Price, cloth fl. _

-xne Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Dockwood. 
Prof.-Lockwood is recognized a« one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
itetures on the Molecular, Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is, commended to 
all who love to study and think.. For 
sale at this office. <

“Poems of Progress.” By --Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism.may be.read itr'her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay/from 
lively to severe." . It. is a boolf to ba 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. -

-aaroo sim iu 0(08 JOLq ’sjnaa eg 
'jeduj 'flioM imniodtni uy •juemtuo 
-AoSaqi jojoapioo ie3 oj sjepvai qojnqo 
jo spojja etn Snjuaoouoo spuj jo juem 
-o(tqs pasuapuoa y ‘aia „‘005 JWX 
o* uoffiipH nunsptlO W JO -£J0;sih„ 
jo aotnntt “K ’V 'oitoAI ’a sapuqo £a 
„•onflfi'Ioa ot[l isurnfly Xowtdsnoo v„

SCIENCE , Of THE SOUL
■ 111 BY 111 .

WREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Sets forth tho Philosophy otExlitencc, with iettlie« . 
evidence. It appesls to Christians and Spiritualist* 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the aplrlt mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian , 
rcllulon la haaed, aa wcU aa the actuality of modern . 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that tha . 
book Is . ' -

a BCIEliTIX^O V^ONSTBATIOIt < 

of ui» ..

Exlstcnoa of. the foul of num <u hi» eon« 
- goiouo indivldwdUy independently ■ 

of the - ! /

. ■ .• - ’ erf»« •
■ ■ _ CONTINUITY OF IIKB

-■ ■■oni the ' ■: '■, -■

¿.CTUJStITY OF SPIRIT RETURN.

The 4rtt eleven chapter« arc aevotod entirety U 
(hsnlfeatatlona of the soul Incarnate, with a clou ex* 
position of tliepsychlo philosophy; . _ ’_____

The succeeding tour chapters act forth tho philoso
phy of the Infinite. _ ■ . . .

The last twenty chapter« art devoted to aa expoib 
tlon-of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in d«HL 
much of It bRug personal experiences of the author;

The grioetf the book it For ttM
at the ogie» of The ProgreMlv» Thinlc^ ,

ÍSü

£
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TO ADVERTISERS
The Progressive Thinker, the largest Spiritual

ist paper published on earth to-day, is'very much 
alive. Last week we mailed three thousand 
bounds of papers. Postoffice receipts showing 
the weight of our weekly edition always open for 
the inspection of advertisers. Really, The Pro
gressive Thinker stands at the head of the pro-

1 cession. .

REMARKABLE (OFFER
: For a Short TIiiig Onluj

ASTONISHING!
THAT

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
-—-THE -

FAMOUS 6HR0NIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QUICK 
CURES

SMALL
DOSES

Send age, name In full and two 
, 2-cent stamps and leading symp

tom, and we will send you a di
agnosis of your case FREE, and 
we will try aud make the price 
of treatment right to you.—Re- 

f' member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your case unless 
you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 
OUR opinion of this doctor or 
that one, because we never ex- 
•01‘ess an opinion, nor. have we 
any one connected with us that 
Is allowed to speak ill of any one 
or even to express an opinion. 
We know some doctors do so, 
but we do not.

The day of shot-gun prescrlp-
tlon is past; drastic 
large doses will not 
ten years from now. 
Heve in the certainty

drugs in 
be given 

We be- 
of rnedl-

clne and in specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
specific diagnosis. He who un- _ 
derstands the action of drags, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, is the 

• successful physician to-day.

SPECIFIC
medicine

NO DRASTIC
DRUGS

A Book on -‘Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2 cent Stamp.

DR. G. L WATKINS
c 406!Mas8. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Hotel Palmerston.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
S/VNIT/VRIÜM
at Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, sixjnore patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, it is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they can go for 
rest and health. It is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured bj’ new and 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
itersonal and assiduous care of regu- 
arly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and Is a pleasant and at
tractive home where invalids can re
gain their health under favorable con
ditions, and the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreatlmi.

It is situated In a historic, picturesque 
amj healthful region, one mile from 
Ayer depot In the town of. the same 
name. Ayer Is the junction, of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Spring’ water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating intervale of wood 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
$1 a day upwards. Send all letters to

485tf
DR. C. E. WATKINS, 

Ayer, Mass.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in
. ■ Chicago.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park iuU), No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. Willlam'Llnddhy. .

The Second Ghiircli of the'Soul meets 
in Van Buren Holl, at 3,and 8 fr. m. Ad
dress all communications to M. L. 
Schaeffer, chairman,' Clark and Lake 
streets, City. , ’

The ■ Spiritual Investigating Society 
meets at 3228 Cottage Grove avenue, 
under the direction of Dr. Corr. Lec
ture and tests at 8 p. m.

The First Christian Spiritual Union 
Society will hold meetings every Sun
day at 3 and 7:30 p. m., in Van Buren 
Hall, Madison street and California 
avenue. Always good speakers and 
test mediums present. Address all com
munications to Mrs. L. J.'Vaughn, sec
retary. 247 W. Madison street.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Oordlngley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m. ’

The Gross Park Spiritualist . Society 
holds meetings every Sunday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock at Gross Park Hall, Wood 
nnd Melrose .streets, opposite Gross- 
Park’Depot.

The Lake I.ew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening nt 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1020 Clark street,, corner 
Fletcher .street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and spfeakers. All 
frieuds and members are invited.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
meetings under the ministration of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor, in Kim
ball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, every 
Sunday morning at 11 o’clock. Sunday
school lu the same place at 0:45 a. m.

Baud of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of’the Soul, meets at Room U08 
Handel Hall Building, 40 Randolph St., 
every first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at two 
o’clock. One hour is taken for parlia
mentary drill, after which Oulna gives 
us greeting through the mediumship of 
our pastor, Mrs. C. L. V. Richmond. 
The ladies bring lunches. Supper at 
six o’clock; tea nnd coffee served. 
Evening session called to order at 7:45; 
questions Invited from the audience, 
and answered by the guides; name 
poems given by Oulna, and other inter
esting exercises. J

Forty-third Street Christina Spiritual 
meetings will be he'd in Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, each Sun
day. 3 p. m„ conference and tests; 
8 p. m„ lecture by S. P. Cady; tests by 
II. F. Coates and others. All are in
vited. .Qood music, and Beats free.

, Spiritual Endeavor Society, meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Lake, 
at 8 p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

The.First Spiritual .Church of the. 
South Side holds services every Sunday 
at 2:30 and-7:30 p. m., at 77 Thirty-first’ 
street. Lecture and spirit messages at 
both, services. Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, pastor. ’

The North Side Light of Truth Spirit
ual Society holds meetings at Schiller 
Hall, 601 Wells street, second door 
South of North avenue. Sundays at 
10:30 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. and Thurs
days nt 7:45 p. m. Mrs. Irene Dobson 
and others will speak. A welcome for 
all.

Spiritualist Church of Unity meets 
every Sunday at 7:45 p. m„ at Flynn’s 
Hall, Northeast corner of Robey street 
and North avenue. Max Hoffman, pas
tor. Reached by the Milwaukee ave
nue cable, Robey and North avenue 
electric ears, Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park trains on Metropolitan ele
vated to Robey street.

Church Students of Nature meets ev
ery Sunday afternoon, and evening at 
7:30, Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee av
enue, corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. 
Summers, pastor.

The Spiritual Research Society holds 
meetings every Sunday afternoon, at 
2:45 o'clock, at 326 Wells street (north’ 
of Oak street). Conducted by Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Wicklatjd. ' . .

First Spiritualist; Alliance holds serv
ices every Sunday at Washington Hall, 
490 Washington boulevard. Frank T. 
Ripley will lecture and give platform 
tests, assisted by Mrs. Hamilton Gill. 
All are invited. ' Services at 2:80 and 
7:30 p. m.

Englewood Spiritual Church, 528 
West 63d street. Lyceum, 2 p. m. Con
ference, 3 p. m. Lecture aqd spirit 
messages, 7:45. Mrs. Lora Holton, pas
tor. Seats free to all services. Good 
music.

' The North Side Light of Truth Splr- 
’ Itual Society .will hold meetings Thurs-- 

days at 8 p. m., at Schiller hall, 601
i Wells street. Lecture and tests. ■

The West Side Spiritual Society 
: meets at Occidental Hall, corner of 

Madison street and Sacramento avenue, 
। every Sunday at 2:4 and 7:45 p. m. Mr. 
, Grupp test medium. Good speakers in 

attendance.

"History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all. 

-institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
id these statements of veritable’history. 
The devilislineçs and iU,urderous ma- 
lignlty of the “Holy Inquisition” Is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world's 

'records of Inhume n atrocities. It is for

To those writing us, giving ng (name, age, sex 
and one leading symptom, in tjieiri own hand
writing, we will send an absolutely correct and 
carefully prepared diagnosis of tilieir case, stat
ing their true physical condition;1 and

“Foods for the Sick and How to Prepare Them
A valuable volume, giving proper diet,’how foods should be . cooked, also the 

proper care of invalids. This volume contains recipes for tfie hygieniejprepara- 
tion of foods for general consumption. It is, in fact, a Hyg|anic Cook Book, It 
contains a list of antidotes for common poisons.; It is a gpide to right living,.a 
counselor in sickness or emergency—concise, yet plain and readily understood, and

WOMAN!:
A medical brochure for ladies only. This volume has heen highly commended 

by the leading reformers of the day. It is a valuable medical work, and should 
be in the possession of every woman. It will be §ent free to ladies writing us 
under this special offer. ’ • , ,

If,has cost us hundreds of dollars to publish these volumes. They are nicely 
illustrated and are standard works.

JSTA correct medical diagnosis and the two valuable volumes absolutely 
free of all cost. This offer will hold good only while the present editions last..

DKS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
Battle Creek, Mich.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED :
. OVER AND OVER AGAIN r

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP 
--OF—

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four ¡ears, has

Successfully Thousands 
Treated T“ ” 'of Patients

Ctiring all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO. YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
Send three tvyo-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER. •

YOUR CASE DIABHOSKD WK
Address all Mail to

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. BAN JOSE, CAL.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY. 

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Report« of twenty*four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boaton. Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of the United 
Bute«, have contributed the basis of this volume. i

The chief aim throughout the volume has been to 
arouse Increased interest in the workable pcMiblli* 
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly ptlm- 
Is tie and at the same ¿line, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters ere devoted'to improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parent's, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called u’.on to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de* 
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated.

CONTENTS.
What is Psychology? The True Basis of the Science, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relati mi of Psychol ogy to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will. ,
Imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory: Have we Two Memories? 
Instinct, Reason aud Intuition. 
Psychology aud Psycurgy.
Mental ana Moral Healing in the Light cf Certa'n New 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: Its Moral nnc Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Though«*, How to Develop and I :?eaM 

It.
Concentration of Thought ■ and wbau van Accom* 

pllsh.
A Study of Hypnotism. *
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Tboupht, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered; with some 

Comments on Obsession and Ite Remedy.
Seersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human । 

Double.
The Human Aura^
Heredity and Environment. I
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearing 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price «L For sale at ;hls office.

Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W, P. Pbelon's latest book, is a 

presentation from file spirit side of life 
of the basic prlclpjes of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of'healing, is dearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained1 phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of dlementals, and man's 
power over file unseen. The Helpers 
nnd Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the Astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter. '

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pag^s, is proving Its In
terest by its'laies. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

Mänsfigld’S 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Medicines
Cure Where. Qthers Fail.

Send name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

- W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young, aud to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 1905' Pearl street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find
something of special Interest in It 
is published weekly. Tr^ it.

A LIBRARY.

It

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND— - 

THE LAW OF NATURE,

TpfiTIX^ONIAL.
Olean, N. March 27, 1899.

B. F. Poole, QllntouJ Iowa:
My Dear S|u:—It affords me especial 

pleasure to iqform ^ou that 1 have re
ceived the Mdlted 'Pebble Spectacles, 
and regard them i\s truly a marvel. 
They are a ppl'fect fit, clear and dis
tinct, easy an<l restful t/THe eye.

Wishing yop every success in the fu
ture, I aa sincerely and fraternally 
yours, ‘ ’ A. L. COTTON.

Commence forming one now by sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost yotl 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had In yoùr library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

US

TO WÌIIOB IS ADDED

Spirit Yariqa sayam sample is better 
than a description! il will send a sam- 
pleof the bejt^tomiioh and liver rem-

REAR IN MIND.
.. to wBlOH ib added .. . fed« fiever^ompbnndqd^iilgo • saftiple of

1 Volney'a Answer to Dr. Prieitly.a Biographical Notice Magnetized Compound f of‘all’kinds *o'f 
by Count Darn, arid the Zodiacal Slgtt* ¿nd fioi'p.nnd.nvpnk eves—siifiicient^ik rive' ~~~n' -------- i sore-and;,weak eyes—sufficient'tK give. CoMtellatlon. by the Editor: I you a test of cur|ng p0 W'S—

Also, a Map of the AstrologlMl Heavens o all for 10 cents, postpalfl.
the- Ancients. ' I The formula was given me by on« of

-------  ItheadeptphysiciansofthelostAtlan- 
Prlnted on hMvy paper, from new plates, hi large,' tls, Dr. Yarma. I will send you Ills clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. OnevoL, - -- - - — — — -----

postdvo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents'. photo If you wish. B. F. POOLE. 
Clinton, Iowa.This is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 

bobks ever published, it eloquently advocates the I 
best Interest* of mankind, and clearly pointe out the 
sources of human ignorabco and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In the ruin* of Palmyra an apparl-1 
tlon or phantom, which explains the true principle* of ’ 
society, aud tbo causes of both the prosperity and the •' 
ruin of ancient state*. A general assembly of the , - , „ . , ,
nations is at length convened, a legislative body been so eminently successful during the 
formed, the source »nd origin of religion, ol govern- nnKt QUill.ter centurv nil over’the bind, 
meat, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

THE REASON WHY
“Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh” has

past quarter century all over’ the land.

'.'THOMAS PAINE'.'
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine, .
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of'the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Boland, < 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promfaentof Paine's 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, <5 cents. ( 
The Age of Reason; . ■ .

Being m Investigation of True and Fabulous The* 
ology. A new and complete edition, from new plates 
and new type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revo* utlonary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab
itant* of .America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cent*.
The Rights of Man. -

Parts I and II. Being so answer to Mr. Burke’s 
attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; doth; SO cents, .
Paine’ii Complete 

Theological Works.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. .
' We cannot keep a standing notice of 
meetings and circles held at private res
idences. We have not space for that 
purpose. . ■

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting., corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cental For sale at

this office. . . ...................
_____  . ____ “Woman, OliurcB and State.” By 
sale at this office, and will be mailed Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
postpaid for 25 cents. I of more than common’ Intrinsic value.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and The subject is treated with masterly 
Doctrine." By •'Edward Gibbbns. This ability; showing what the church bas 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas-1 and ha,s not dene for woman. It is full 
sics.- It is conceded to be historically of lnformationonthesubject,and should 
correct, and so exact and perfect In be read by every one. Price $2, post- 
iverv detail as to lie practically beyond paid.’ For sale at' this office. -
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Titus Merritt writes: “The last sub
scribers who obtained Art Magic are 
highly pleased With its perusal, and 
state'that every Spiritualist and Free
thinker should subscribe for your valu
able paper nnd obtain the book.”

The Principles of Nature, as Discov-
ered lu the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual

paid/ For sale at'this office. -
"The Pead Man’s Message,” an occult 

romance by Florence Marryat The 
author^ wide experience in ‘Spiritual
ism and her study of occult .science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which-will be found laden with gems 
picked' up in the; course of her investi
gation and studies.’ Cloth $1. -For. sale 
at thia office; 1 • ;-4 . .. >

______  . ------ 'Cosmiah'riymn Book." A’collection 
Magnetic Forces, Laws of Spiritual of original and selected hymns, for 11b- 
Manlfestatlons and Mediumship. Splr-'eral and ethical societies, for schools 
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspl- ’ and the home; complied by L. K. Wash» 
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In burn. This volume meets ’ a public 
three ■ volumes, 8vo. A remarkable1 want. It comprises 2(58 choice selections 
Viork;- among the greatest in the liter*.1 Of poetry and music, dftbodylng the 
ature of Spiritualism. . Price reduced highest moral sentiment; and free from 
£foni 81.7B.to 81.25 per volume. Post-1 an Sectarianlsm. Price, 50 cents. For
ge 12 cents." ", shleat this office. •’ ;

is, because it is the only treatment that 
is used both as an Insufflation and inter
nally. In this way it finds and kills the 
catarrh germs both in the mucus linings 
as well as in every part of the body.

Send for our 64-page book with S. 
Blank and testimonials, mailed free.

Address H. H. JACKSON, M. D. 
Dept. K. 843 W. Madison street, 

Chicago, Ill.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you thé 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

, N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of. suffering humanity; and 
if yo.u know of any one who is sick, and 
Is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

I of.spirit return. . - 490
Ageof Reason. Examination of tbeProphecies, etc. vgig. nnimv '•riM* ■ IITHE PRIEST, THE WOMAN
Common Sense, The Crista, Bights of Mtn, eta.

Dlustratecl edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pag««. Cloth, fLOOl 
postage, 20 cent*. .

’"AND” ■

THE CONFESSIONAL 
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

jik.r TbtBtB&moitTria.blftbpok. It comes from tn Ex
. -¡««Is-! Priest, Those chancles u ntore reproneb, and vbo

r. > . -»-rr. ri, rrn■ ■ ■ .-»r ' «Hat be Is talking about. ErefyboOy shouldPAS'l, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. ™<Ht. PHM,«1.00. It contains the-following chap- 
1 ■■■ • . ters: • - ’__  . .• • ! - • • • «vaa» • - _  . .

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF - I CHARTER I.
BosulU <tf »eccnt scientific research regarding theorigin, position and prospects or mankind; , respecsln the Coirfesstoal. 

From the German of ‘ I - -
• _  ... . ) Auricular Confession arDttep Fit «f Perdition for the

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNEB, I Mesu ¿hapteriii
Author or'Torce and VatterJ* Essays on Nature and The Conresslonal laihe MoStrn Sodom.

. Science," “Physiological Pictures," “Six Lee- . norhiivturos on Darwln," Etc. . . nw the Vow ot ¿»umrey« the Priests la mede easy
—• t by Auricular CqnfeaiioniB • - •

*The great mystery of existence consisto In perpet* vcnAPTHR v
Sl'Sd hSSISlSKi?Th« Wghlx-iducatarafsled Woman 1n the Con 

'tknmiat'eSniliSiJaArtS.0 lesiloual—WhiLbccomSor her after uacondiuon-
iio most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the «and «1 aiiwmrirr- td^v - -nrain or the water drop as well a* the highest belnglu I aI Burrenfl*>-HF In-ep^abl* Ruin.
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms In I 
which being manifesto Itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the same and Imperishable 
When we die wo do not lose ourselves, but only bui 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, m om 
mco, In our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts— 
in short, tn tbo entire material and- physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished.to the subsistence of mankind) and.' of 
tinture In general.”—Buechner. . .

One vol.,-postero., about .'CT pages, velluta cloth, 11.

^HAPTiBVL
Auricular Confess!» destroys all~the Sacred XJes ol 

Marriage and Hernan Society, 
' GfiAPTB* VTT.

Should Aurlcnlar-CQhfenlotube tolerated among Civil 
lied Nations? ■ *"

Mahomet, the Illustrious.

CTAPTEEVIII. . .
Doss Auricular Cohesión Çplng Peace to therSoul?

• CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Ôbnfeulon a Sacrilegio!» 

Imposture. . •
. „CHAiPTSR X.

God compels the Church Romo to confess the
AbomtnationsofAuricuIkrConfeMlon. ; '

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Th!« work 1« one of the Library of Liberal Classic«. 
bo author was better qualified to write an impartial 
andhonest life of Mahomet than Godfrey.nigging, 
.and thia volume is intensely Interesting. It should be 
read In conjunction -with Glbboh’S work. For «ale at 
this office. Fricc. 25 cent*. -1 . ■ . <

THE SPIRITUAL ALFS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THESf. 

dr. few thought. ■ m bow to reach 'that altitude 
whore «pirli 1« supreme and all things Mi) «object to 
IL. With portrait. By Most« Hull. Juft the book 
to teach you that yon are a spiritual iMng, and to 
ihow you how to educate your spirit!Ml facultlea, 
FrléCt bound in doth, 40 ceniti: IB MIK «over. 2S cent* For tata at this offlte, ' - ”

aHATTEEXI. '
Auricular Confculca In- lAosiralia,'■ America, and 

Franco.
CHAPTER XII. •

A Chapter for tho.'Gon*lde«htton of Legislators, Hu«* 
. band* and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 

the Priest of Romo must Question his Penitent-
Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

ByA. Leah Undertitll. of the Fox Family.
' Interesting and valuable as a history of tbo begin- 

nlpg of Modern Spiritualism, ■ by.ofieof i the Fox 81s-. 
tcY*. 478 Pagcsj 16 illustrations. Including portrait* of 
theFox Family; HiutoiTofthe Hydesville rapping«, 
a* related by eyo-wltnuact; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; tire • ’exposures.” etc. Hand
somely bound-in-cloth,. But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’ price, «1.50. Wc will Bead tbo book post
paid for «1.40. ... ’

TMP <50111 I THOMAS PAINE’S 
• . iHtaUUL, Bnmlnation of the ProphecMh

BumteAiBtwtacarntUon«ho«drM4? Fifce 9149,

,In siding. remittance?, to ..this office, 
wrlte ypur orders on a single sheet pf 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of th£.t, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. '

Write names and addresses as plain 
aa ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the .Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $L2O and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. • If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then ybu can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

Sonic Points
Worthy oT Note in Selecting 
a Bicycle Baddie
By E. H. WILSEY, M. 

Parkersburg, W» Va.
“The saddle, to be healthful aud easy, so not to ir

ritate soft parts of pelvis, should bo constructed so 
there could be no pressure upon them. This Is en
tirely overcome uy me uHKlBTY SADDLE, and 
should be endorsed by physicians In general, for wo.* 
men as well as men, and thus making a healthful ex* 
erclbo for tlwBO with the trouble kuown as ‘female 
weakness.’ Prostatitis has been traced to the use of a 
long pommel saddle, by the pressure upon the soft 
parts, which are very sensitive aud sometimes are 
paralyzed to a certain extent so that they will nut per
form their natural functlom In other words.a saddlo 
should be made to sit upon aud not to straddle."
The Christy Has the Endorsement 

of5,000 Physicians.

Women’s ModelMen's Model

A. 0. SFALDINO & BROS 
NEW YORK CHICAGO DENVER

ZENOBIft CABINET,
For the Speedy and Reliable

Development of Mediumship at 
Your Own Home

(The proper place to bring (ruo results and proof of 
spirit return), such as Materialization, Etiiereallza- 
tlon, Inspiration« Clairvoyance, Automatic and Inde
pendent Writing, Independent Music, Trumpet Speak
ing. In fact any latent phase you may posses*. This 
Cabinet to unlike anything that has ever been offered.’ 
It Is not a toy planchetto or similar device, but lea 
full sized Cabinet six feet loug, six feet high and 
three feet deep. Every Cabinet is thoroughly Mag
netized by the Zenobla Band of Spirits through their 
Mediums

JHE BROCKWAY FAMILY,
whose reputation Is known far and near for the con
vincing proof of immortality, as given through their 
organism. A large pamphlet giving medlumlstlc ex
periences, photo engravings of the family, and full 
description of the Cabinet sent to any address for two 
2ct stamp*. Moro Interesting and Instructive than 
many book* that aro sold for ten time* the price. Ad
dress. BROCKWAY FAM1LLY, 408 1UU avenue.
Denver, Colo. 495

PABULUM OF LIFE
Best On Earth for Stomach and 

Kidney Trouble.
Will restore at once healthy action to the stomach 
and organs of urination. This is no deleterious drug, 
no nauseating physio, but

AN ABSOLUTE LUXURY, 
and Spiritual nutrition, derived from the herb of the 
field, the flowers of the forest, aud leaves of the trees. 
IT IS NEW,PLEASANT AND DELIGHTFUL, 
LIFE-GIVING AND HEALTH-PRODUCING.

By mall, «1. Enough for two weeks.

DR. R. GREER.
62 Dearborn st., Chicago.

CHILD-BIRTH,
Free, Easy, Painless, Without Instruments. Dr. Jes
sie Walsh makes a specialty of nursing and applying 
common sense, up to date methods In caring for ladles 
during confinement. She says there is no need of se
vere trials, laceration, and disappointing result* If the 
proper treatment Is given at the right lime. Sbe off
ers her services at very reasonable prices to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker, she being an advanced 
occult student herself. Address Dr. Jessie Walsh, the 
Alpha Club, 52 Dearborn st., Chicago. P.S.—She at-
tends cases in or out of the city. 492tf

SIX PERSONAL OR BUSINESS QUESTIONS, AN- 
*wered by paychlc power, 25 cents. For life-read

ing and six questions send date of birth, and «1, Ad
dress Elsie, box 603, National City, Call. 497

6. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Lotten 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Two Stamps. ' 

. Address No. 606 14th st., Oakland, Cat. 
tyl hevc neycr kuown a more competent, rellabli 

aud truthful medium for the Spirit-world than ChaaJ
Walter Lynn. Job. BodesBuchanan.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psychomotry 
and Laws of Unfoldment, For particulars addren 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., Hamilton, Ohio.

■ 4 94

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, Including the 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnctlem, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous opt 
plications. Students in four continents have taken ths 
course. The college is chartered and confers the d> 
grot of D.M.,Doctor of Magnetics. By a system- *f 
printed questions students can take the course nc| 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institutiii 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cftf 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey 8t 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Deon.

DR. J, S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Piiyslclai 
in practice. Hl* cures are marvelous. Successful 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When otheri 
fall be cures, fiend him age. sex, name, tock of hid 
and 6 ct*. In «tamps and he will send a clairvoyant en 
amination of your diseases and treat you for only |2.Q4 „ 
a month. No leading symptom required. Addreit

DB. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., fitouebam, Mass.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesail forms of stomach, liver and kidney dtseasei 
atoooonsttoation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-oui 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for ond 
month sent forll.OO.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eye* or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised bl 
thousands In all parte of the world. Sent for 60 centl 
or all three sent postpaid for «1,1(1 with Yarma'i 
photo and instructions how tolive 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Butoreloit vision. Write lor Illustrated Circular, 

snowing styles and prices and photoot Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly t4 
your eyes lu your own home as If you were in my 
oince, us thousands can testify, fiend stamp for 
photo. B. F. Poolb, Clinton. Iowa.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of apractical medium, under spirt« 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship» 
M«uy, by its use, have received long oommuulctv- 
ttons from spirit friends, and expreas great satisfac
tion. Price, «1, and 20 cent* extra for expressago. 
r or sale at the office of Tub PnounKhSiVETniNKEB, 

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc-. 15c; ‘'Astrological Notes.” 5q. 
The two for 10c. Gko. Waluond, Opera House b)kM 
Denver, Colo 47StfYOUR FUTURE Pro!' Oea w'.'wa'lron'i 
Altrologef, Rooms « & T Tubor Opera House BlocK. 
Denver, Colo. Charts from ,1. Bend stain» lor clrou. 
Iura. 43)tf

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR,
If you wish to know what ails 

. you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
oents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 
Still continues to give , 

PREE Diagnosisand 
FRÉE Consultation.

YOU Are Invited to Write
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychometrlst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph 81.00 
.Three reasonable questions answered by mail for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd aye., Chicago. 377tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who 1* clalraudlent. clairvoyant, pay. 

cbometrlc and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1630 
North Clkrk st. Chicago. Engagement* can be made 
by letter. 450tf

DR. J. SWftNSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And hl* Spirit Band treat all kind* of diseases, physi
cal and*mental, at any distance, without medicine 1 
and cure many cases wbeTb mediche has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of tbo United States. Send 
stamn for circulars and terms, etc. 1728 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minn. 493

Wonderful Revelations
From the Stars.

Your Horoscope cast and delineated, embracing 
character, health, business, finance, your occuparlon 
and success In life, conjugal adaptability, your phase 
of mediumship and personal advice. Full readink 
II; trial 2d cents, stamp and date of birth. Book on 
astronomy free with each reading.

F. P. BRANDT,
Box 516, Grand Rapids, Mich. 497

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Reading by mall, 81.06. Business advlee n specialty. 

278 Merrick avenue, Detroit, Mich. 493tf

The College of Psychical Sciences
Theonlvonetn tbo world for the unfoldment of al 
spiritual powers, psyehometry, clairvoyance. Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a Nttmpcd ad
dressed envelope to J. C. F. Gkumbink (auih»r and 
lecturer), Syracuse. N. Y. - -itwtf

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain "a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art'Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age,’so that'the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of-the paper. Sub
scribe at once-and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

•The Religion of the Future.” By 8. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear .thought, reverent for 
ttuth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal; For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
50cents.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
'.First The Philosophy of Cure. (In. 
eluding Methods and Instruments),” .By 
E. D. Babbitt, ,M. D., LL. D.' A very in- 
«tractive and valuable, work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as .it weli-fub 
ffila the promise of its title.' For sale

•'ajt this'office. Price 75 ceqts.

Jays Reyondthe Threshold
A SEQUEL TO < 

THE T0-M0RRÓW OF DEATH.

BY LOVIS FIGUIER,

TRANSLATED FhOM THE FRENCH.
THÈ TÔ-MÔRBQW OF.bEATH 'was wrltèn to 

develop the idea of the principle of the permaflenca 
of the nnman soul after death, and its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of etherial space, “Bxyond 
thz Threshold” continues on. the same lines, en
larging and expanding the’ idea'by. reasons and con- 
sidcratlons drawn from science and phllosophytclalm* 
Ing that the certainty of- a ncw btrth .beyond our 
earthly end IS the best- means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help ofTovcd by science.and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end it is interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accept*,!; all or not, much will have been learned 
and muon pleasure enjoyed in Ito perusal, Price f 1,25 
For sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY.

volm nteoncus»: . ______

o

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
THE HEALER, 

Cures All Manner of Diseases without 
the Use of Knife or Medicines. 

Cures by Absent Treatments 
As well as If patient came to his office. Send six one- 
cent stamps for book on Healing. 8201 Indiana av.. 
Chicago, ill. 479tf

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me a letter stating the fact, with age, 

name, sex and complexion and six cents In stamps, 
and I will tell you just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. I need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter Is enough. 
Herballfltlc Remedies In connection with Fsycblo 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren st-., Stynefuun, Mass. 404

ASTRAL READING.
A horoscope of your birth and Interpretation of the 

planet's effect upon the soul's Incarnated dsstlny, to
gether with occult Instruction and discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit
ual powers; also booklet No 4, of Occult Series, fiend 
date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
- Lock Box 205, Chicago, III.

THE SECRET.OF HEALTH 
EF"Happiness and Success, 

iyDuallty of Sex.«®5
It teaches the direction of life's forces to highest hap
piness. 25 cents (silver) to any address, fiend your 
order now! ALL. ARNOLD. 3U8 W. Ohio st.. Chicago, 
III. Mention this paper when ordering. 4ri

HUMAN CULTURE § CURE

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE, ‘
Ihdepcndent Slate Writer, 218 East 42nd Pi„ Chicago.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

FOR RENT,
At Lily Dale, N. ' Y., furnished cot

tage,' nine rooms. .Address F. A. K.,
BYE. D.BABBITT, M. D.» LL. D.

40 Loomis street, Chicago, III. tf

Mrs. Connelly’s Gray Hair 
Redemption.

Without Lead. Silver or Polsons. Best and cheap
est gray hair restorer on earth, and the only safe- 
If your hair is all kinds of colors from the use of 
lead, silver and poisonous acids, It can be restored at' 
once, and where It Is growing out gray at tbo roots, 
one application .will restore It to Its natural colon 
No staining scalp, hands or clothing; It makes the hali\ 
beautiful, glossy and natural, restores hlonded hair] 
back to Its natural color; red hair made a natural 
brown; will not prevent crimping.. Faded or -rusty 
switches restored. You cannot afford to'look old if 
you are looking for employment. Sent by mall on 
receipt of price, 25 or 50 cents. Two and four cents 
extra for postage. Write your name and address plain. 
Send all letter* to MRS. ANNA CONNELLY, 1213 
Mt.Vernon st., Philadelphia, Pa. 493

ALATRVOYANT READINGS. TRIAL 15 CENTS. 
V Business 50 cento. Dr. BARNEY, 800 S. Div. 
street, Grand Rapids, Mich. 491 .

FAT EfiT.KR Two years ago I reduced my fAA rums weight 47 lbB.%y following the suggestions of departed friend«; no galn.no starving, nothing to Bell Inclose stamp for par* tlcul&rs. Mrs. P. T. Molesworthi.lW Clymer St, Brooklyn, N. Y. ’ . ,

O.PIUNIsF’ Neven-falllng, harmless ana. permanent homo cures
Valuable Treatise on Addiction mailed free. •»
Dr. J«aB0FFMAN,4451MbelteBldg.».0h!ea(0tIUi

Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experiences of Samnel Bowles In the 
First Five Spheres, Eto. Written through the band 
of canleE. B. Twlng. Paper, SOo, ■

FAITH OR FACT.
. niu.tr.tlng conflict betwc.n credulity and vltalltcd 

thought etc. By Henry M, Taber, with a preface 
by Col, Bobart Q. IngenoU: Cloth,'!!.- A valuable

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health. Social Science. 
Religion; etc. ,

Price, cloth, IB cento. Por tale at this office.

-Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and PhUosopliieal 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

iContint*: The Beginning*; Fundamental Prlnci* 
pie«; Formation of Constenattona, Systems, Sona 
Planet* and fiateUltJ*. Thé Origin of Mctoo*« and 
Comet*;Tlto Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Mao; 
Man—Hte Attribute« and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receive« and Impaiis Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Ito Highest ImprcMtons; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense;1 be Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De* 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ ; The Summary: ”Wùnt 
Mult We Do to Bo Saved.” For sale at thte oJlce.

. Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper 50a
MAN THE MICROCOSM?

HU Infinite and Dlvlno Relations. Tdtnltlon—Tha 
light Within. By Biles B. Stobbln». iftlce, 10c.

THREE SEVENS. ’
A Story, of Ancient Initiator!». By tbo Phelona. 
IHbstratmg the Hermetic Philosophy Price, cloth., 
gl.25. ' .----- --------------. ■ . . . ~

•WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF
PROGRESS.

À lecture delivered at tho Freethlokcr's Inter 
national Congress. Chicago, III., October, 189J. By 
Susan H. WIson. Price, loc. __ _

Real Life in tbe Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Nn. Maria M. King._Tog ... 

will not become weary while rending Uda exctUen' 
book. Price 75 centa. . . ~

4
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article, and wishing the whole of that 
great, yet simple prayer had been
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AN EXPERIENCE,JOHN BROWN.AN OHIO MEDIUM,THE MOTHER ANGEL

A Noble Medium Passed On.
for

with

right

O, Womanhood, the present hour 
With direst need Is fraught,

Speak quickly and, 0, speak 
• power, 
.The truth-your ear hath caught.

liieatious. '
A fine course lias been outlined, and
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Spiritual Co-operation 
Human Work.

For wrongs exist which you must right, 
Injustice walks abroad,

And for his cruel deeds of might, 
Man quotes an “angry God.”

• But Tenderness her message sends, 
And Justice now has birth,

The Motherhood of heaven blends 
With Motherhood of earth.
I wrote the above verses at the close 

of an anniversary poem given through 
me, March 31, 1883, and they were pub
lished in “Mind and Matter.” I little 
realized the sublime significance of' 
them, and especially of the last two 
lines, until the experience of the last 
two years revealed It. Some of this ex
perience I propose to relate In connec
tion witli what I now write of that 
which has been given me.

Mother love Is the highest expression 
of the human soul; it Is positive, cre
ative, cherishing, protecting, redeeming, 
healing and uplifting; Is heroic In 
emergency, undaunted in calamity; iin- 
pregnable against ingratitude and dis
loyalty, It Is all-embracing In Its sym
pathies and influence, all-subduing and 
invincible In power; wisdom Is perfect 
lu its allegiance to It, and hastes to do. 
Its bidding.

What enlarged conceptions of its re
deeming qualities we have all gained 
through the ministrations of our me- 
dlum workers in the cause of Spiritual
ism. To what a high pitch of en
thusiastic admiration, and with what 
fullness of gratitude we have been 
moved, as we listened to spirits relate 
how its matchless beauty, its eeaseless 
effort, and tireless and resistless eu- 
ergy had followed them through years 
ot self-earned darkness and despair, 
until Its bright ray pierced tlie darkness 

. and dispelled the gloom; then, how des
peration yielded to tlie sweetness of 
tliat mother's plea, all loathsome con
ditions of thought and feeling fled be
fore it, and tlie newly-awakened and 
quickened spirit was securely started 
on Its new-found path of light and

THE DOMINION.
Normal Developing School 

In Kingston, Ont.
Kingston is perhaps the most con

servative and non-progresslve city In 
Canada. It is a city of schools, col
leges, universities, etc., all of which are 
controlled by an element ever antagon
istic to the broad lines of collective 
progress and individual development, 
save along the most orthodox religious 
lines. But “a little leaven leavens the 
whole lump.” Kingston has had a 
little faithful progressive leaven which 
has proved itself through long years of 
struggle and abuse, and has maintained 
its potency in spite of every effort put 
forth to destroy and crush it out of ex
istence.

Dr. and Mrs. Aykroyd have been the 
faithful supporters and fearless defend
ers of Spiritualistic philosophy in King
ston for a long period, and they have 
labored hard and long to bring the phil
osophy and science of Spiritualism to 
the attention of honest and sincere 
seekers after intellectual and spiritual 
truths. Together with Dr. and Mrs. 
Aykroyd should be recognized the un
tiring energies of Dr. Neilson, now Sur
geon General of the Dominion militia 
with headquarters at Ottawa, Ont. Dr. 
Neilson has spent much time and 
money in psychic research, and being a 
man of great social and military influ
ence, has done much to bring our glo
rious truth to the attention of the most 

. influential caste.

Qobd Results at One of His 
Seances.

I wish' to write you about some se
ances given in our home. Bro. J. G. 
Jones, of Columbus, Ohio, is the me
dium, and in contrast to the frauds and 
fakelsm so prevalent at this time, it 
seems truly good to meet a genuine 
trumpet medium.

He has both light and dark seances 
under strict test conditions. He chooses 
two people from the audience to sit, one 
on each side of him, and hold his hands. 
He sits outside of the cabinet, which Is 
simply a black curtain pinned across 
one corner of the room, with another 
piece of cambric pinned below the faces 
of the three sitters.

Hands materialize and pat the head 
and faces of those who sit by him, and 
take slates and write messages with 
names signed to them, and will take a 
violin and pick the strings; also do 
many other things.

I was asked to bring a slate to the 
curtain and hold it. A hand material
ized and wrote a message In plain sight 
of all. Handkerchiefs were passed

However, the work done here, like 
many other places, was too much in the 
haphazard order, and without that sys
tematic and orderly manner which 
characterizes all other truths in their 
teachings and demonstrations.

But a movement in the right direction 
was recently made and a Normal Psy
chic College was started In the home of 
Dr. Aykroyd. A set of studies has been 
outlined and on Tuesday and Friday 
evenings the class meets for instruction 
and development. Every member of 
the class is given nite astrological, 
phrenological and psychometrical ex
amination, by which their various 
phases of mediumship are discovered, 
and according to scientific laws in har
mony with their particular tempera
ment they are taught Spiritualism and 
the various phases of psychic phe
nomena in the most thorough and sys-. 
tematlc way. Dr. Aykroyd (a local 
dentist of big practice and excellent 
repute) is the president, and the class 
has secured the services of a well- 
known medical man who has studied 
psychic philosophy and Its scientific 
manifestations in all its varied ram-

through the solid curtain repeatedly.
The dark circles are equally as in

teresting. Hands materialize, pat our 
faces and shake hands with us, and 
take hairpins out of the hair, and man
ifest in various ways. Messages are 
written on slates lying in our laps. A 
violin was carried around over the 
heads of the sitters and played upon at 
the same time. The trumpet was 
raised from the floor, carried around 
the room and the spirits sang through 
it, with the circle, then It would touch 
our faces and heads and our spirit 
friends would come and talk to us in a 
distinct and audible voice, giving names 
and frequently telling where they re
sided in earth life.

All this was done while a person sat 
each side of the medium holding his 
hands and at the same time touching 
his feet. *

The seances have been very con-

JOIN THE CHURCH! i p ' ■
A Curious Invitation to Spir

itualists.
Brother E. W. Gould, of Washington, 

D. 0., preposes to Spiritualists to join 
the churches. He says:¡“Spiritual the
ories and Spiritual tearings are abund
antly established, proven and accepted, 
not only by the churches but sci
entifically. All liberal denominations 
and most of the orthodox churches even 
would be more than glad tp' so change 
and modify their creeds , and overcome 
their prejudices, open ¿their doors, and 
receive with open ajims any and all 
Spiritualists who are worthy members. 
There need be no discontinuance of 
effort to advance our cquse. I am look
ing around for a good place to fall, and 
for pleasant companionship.”

That spiritual teachings are accepted 
by the churches is, to put it mildly, a 
very broad stretch of imagination. I 
know not just what piay be the case in 
Washington, D. C., but throughout the 
great Middle West, the entire Southern 
and Pacific States, there Is not one or
thodox Church in two hundred where a 
spiritual medium would be allowed— 
much less invited to‘exercise his or her 
gifts from their pulpite, Three-fourths 
of their membership contend that Spir
itualism is fraud, delusionor teachings 
of the Devil, and in these views they 
are upheld by their blind pastors. Nice 
place for Spiritualists—such churches!

Walting for the churches In which to 
preach our gospel is worse than waiting 
for dead men’s shoes. If the churches 
would be glad to modify tljelr creeds, 
why don't they do it? Per contra, 
whenever a member, takes issue with 
their creed he is summarily cast out.

progress!
Ami these wondrous changes so suc

cessfully outwrought In spirit life, ean 
be accomplished on the earth, not only 
with Individuals, but in institutions, 
churches, communities, and nations, 
when woman rouses to an understand
ing of the limitless possibilities of 
mother love with which she Is endowed, 
nnfl Hint the supremest need of earth is , -------- — -
her fullest development and application at the close of each esson a circle 
of It in all of its affairs. Its prescience formed and practical demonstrations of 
Mid intuition, its sagacity and fore- the lesson are given. In this way we 
though* its prudence and economy, its expect to be able to produce intelligent 
temperance and chastity, its power of and reliable mediumship that will be a 
eivinc direct attention to the needs of credit to the cause and a valuable ad- 
all wRhln its care, its power to attain ditlon to our ranks. Besides, a thorough 
sublime heights and touch profound theoretical and practical course is the 
dentils with5, its forgiveness, are qual- only thing that will place all mediums 
Hies whose essential essence must be and believers in a position to defend our 
Infused into our nation’s life, if we position when assailed, or present trin- 
wmild save that life; must be in- telligently when requested. Out noimal 
wrought into the verv fibre of our gov- course will be thorough and complete erenmnl if we would perpetuate and in all its details, and when comp eted 
improve that government; must purify will place those who took it in the fiont 
nnd ennoble all systems of religious ranks of Spiritualism in Canada.
thought and be incorporate in all com- Anyone outside can secure the course 
inerclal relations and activities, as well by mail if they so desire by writing the 
ns Insulre with its higher aims and president, who will make arrangements 
methods every department of social life for the same. All must pass a rigid 
and education, before justice, equity, examination before securing diploma, 
mornl worth prosperity, comfort and as it is about time diplomas represented 
peace prevaiL n is to assist in and en- qualifications and capabilities Like 
sure the accomplishment of these many good things in the history eff 
mhrhtv changes that truth, our philosophy has suffered from

I ° »x-orr I incompetency nnd has been burlesqued
THE MOTHER ANGEL diploma auctioneers and certificate

comes to earth and asks for a special factories. Let us alm to put Spiritual
circle to co-operate with her in her work I is|n on the highest possible plane and 
of supreme beneficence. In the centre keep lt there, every true spiritualist 
of the highest heavens of earth s spirit contending for its Integrity and the 
spheres dwell women perfected in the preservation of its honest atitude. 
sublime qualities of mother love, and I We wigh Tbe Progressive Thinker 
It is for the purpose of reaching earth s I every success and will try and get every 
women more effectually, and through I member of our class to become a reader, 
them the whole human family, that But we ]101,e that it will preserve its 
tbev have organized under the name dlstinct Spiritualistic character and not 
glveu above. become socialistic, anarchistic or com

- The organization of these wondrous nlUnistle, but first, last and all the time 
spirit forces has been prophesied of to uncompromisingly Spiritualistic, the 
me and something of Its progress n of spiritualism and the paper of 
«hown me. in a series of visions and Splritualists who set Spiritualism above 
eommunications covering a period of everything in this life and in the life to 
about ten. years, but 1 got no real un- come K1NGSTONIAN.
derstandlng of the magnitude of the Kingston, Ontario, Canada, 
work attempted, or of what my part in ----------- . . --------- -
It was to bo. until «'nee ! came to Cal- BEAUTIFUL VALLEY,
ifornia (a State so rich in conditions xnc ____
favorable to development of medium
s to) one vear ago. The Mother Angel In the beautiful valley of God 
ns first introduced to my clairvoyant Where the waves of eternity flow, 
stoht on the night of tbe 24th of August, where the roses that bloom on Its sod 
IS” i at Camp Lake Pleasant, Mass., The dews of the better time know 
consisted of a group of five highly ad- The wind that sweeps over that valley 

• .need women so refined and nnljized Is laden with music divine, 
to tho rnht and aspiration, so blended in That oft with the wrapt senses dally 
magnetic sympathy, and so agreed lu Till they with the cadence entwine, 
nlnns and methods, as to work together And the radiance the valley transfigures 
as one sou!They are assisted and pro- Is the sheen of bls garments that 
tended' toV'tbe'aVmo’p^ Through a distance that baffles man’s

biltiades’’ wlmiTrny guardiaito'p'eace”) Though 111 nt His feet to Him seem 
and Washington. This group of five And the lake that the valley enciicles 
has gone on steadily increasing in num- Hath waves of a rich jasper l»ue, 
ber. attracting to it and assimilating On its shores are gay laurels and myr- 
•wlth it thousands of sympathetic spirit ties, ,
women until it is “a host no man can An(l above the cerulean blue, ■ 
number ’’ Some I recognize ns martyrs Ou its bosom white argosies gUsten, , 
wlio'have waited centuries to prove to Whence come strains of glorified song, 
earth how far their love transcends Its And the birds In .the verdant woods 
mockings and abuse; some were mar- ' .listen, . • . ■ ’ .
vred bv the church for teaching truths Then in chorus they join sweet and 

which far outstripped its dwarfing long;
creeds others bv the more lingering Over there how my soul longs to travel Cieeus, ui ml is> ?___ ____ . . _ . «Hi.- Ka nnlm nnfl ho fair: •creeds, ouiers u? uiv mvii 1 ‘ !

• torture of man’s baser passions, but au
dwelling now In a pure and placid 
atmosphere, their only solicitude their, 

•' desire to serve the highest Interests of

• 'How these great mothers of the 
'heavens throng nround me as I. wyljel 
Their soft white garments float about 
and envelope me. and the dew of their 
healing love descends In gracious beile- 
diction on me! O, that all might realize-, 
the immensity and sweetness of their 

> generous power. . . _
■ The rfirst Intimation I had ..of any. 

' spoclnl method 'through which these*

- (Continued où pngej.)

To that valley so calm nnd So fair; ■ 
Would this tangle of life might unravel, 
- And'leave rue as free ns the air ■ .
That kisses the bright, jasper billows,

That carries :the‘melody-far
O'er the- green woods, the laurels and

,*W1110WS ... , -
In GoiTs home in yon far distant star! 

Chicago,’Ill." - VERE V. HUNT. .

I love science? but Ltifso love .liberty, 
toothing is good out of its .proper place. 
Tyranny in the name, of1 science is ,as, 
bad as tyranny In tlie name of anything 
else.’ Priestcraft .is.- odlqus, whatever 
its^cnoininatlon.—G. W. Foote. .... .

Join the churches! ■ 
The church represents'Babylon—com

mercial religion. Why should we crave 
its golden and gulldpd enchantments? 
Why seek worldly popularity? The his
tory of popular religion savors not of a 
power to save men's souls, but of a 
power to create apd foster kingly, 
priestly, and aristocratic emoluments, 

vlnclng to the people in our locality and I We Spiritualists Jmve. a divine coin- 
we consider ourselves fortunate lh mission to save men. In this poi Id from 
having him here. He has also been the Ignorance bigotry and Idolat y 
giving seances In Gobles and Allegan largely taught and toliefd bythe 
and in many other places In our locality Church Time enouKbJ6 W to Jo « H 
with good results. He also answers when it Invites us, and-caste aside Its 
sealed questions without looking at silly dogmas and censeato 
them and will give the answer, and The Unitarians and:Universalists fifty 
then write the question verbatim. years ago were asa®

MRS. H. S. ROCKWELL. to-day, but they did not disorganize ami 
Merson Mich S° lnto popular churches or even thinkMetson, Allen. guch & th(ng Wey grand truths

--' ' ' ' 1__„„„ for the world and faltered not. We 
A Coffin Trust of $20,000,000. have truths far superior to any the
How many can afford a burial? world has heretofore received, and like 

Coffins and caskets are becoming so others who have conquered by love and 
expensive that the poor-aud there are fidelity, so shall we. 3,he spirit woild 
millions and millions of them-can no is at the helm of “ q

longer afford to die and be respectably If it wants a lt’
buried. And to live in the body im- ways and means ^^take te 

«mortal is impossible. What are they to maintenance; otherwise.let fate take its 
do? The New York Herald of Sunday course The e'PalV
says that ninety per cent of the man- way policy will not last long. All the 
ufacturers are represented In this new powers which the bringMo
combination of $20,000,000 that goes bear are now being used to d sintegi ate 
into operation on May 1. The Herald I our societies—the same churches v e are 
furthe? says that the trust will advance invited to join. A .s^Ie word fro 
the price of coffins, and reduce the some orthodox-hlgh-jlnks favoring 
working force about one-half. Fully spirit communion Is JL
6 000, some say 10,000, men will be wide by semi-reform papets, while the 
thrown out of employment. An effort names of veteran uiedlums and Spirit 
was made to enlist the bankers in this ual lecturers never grace theh «flumns. 
trust; but this failed.' The trust will at We are entering a,. period of time 
once close many minor plants. ana ogous to that which *he

In China, the Chinese sometimes keep Christians passed through. The p g 
their coffins in their houses for years priests overcame Md demoltehed them, 
before they are used. Would It not be Let us take care that the-same corrupt 
well for such as believe in burying the ing Influences do not overcome us 
dead to lay in between now and the »REND! .

i first of May a good supply of coffins? I Crown King, Arizona
' This would be feasible, only that.where_______--------------------

there is a family of children, these ;
would be growing year after year, so -What Is Best fOTtthe Cause i 
that there might not be a fitting __ ont' nn(, a list of
adaptation In size. Would it not be Enclose wishlvou to forward
infinitely wiser and healthier to burn ? progressive Thinker con-
dead decaying bodies as they do in copies of 1 ne irogres x ,,The
India? This would not only be cheaper tainlng Ingersoll Ift tion of 
but better every way. Cremation is the Devi. L tnink a m j accomplish
coming method of disposing of corpses that issue .of your paper w 
It is scientific. Fire Is a purifier. And and advantage of
who with any sense of estheticism the ak®d^ thelr mlte
would not prefer to have af« your Iorthodox 
body reduced to asbes and these pre- I tow aid enugutouiug v. u 
served In an urn after the manner of da2,'k“esa'r ressive Thinker is never 
ancient seers and sages, than to have T'e laterestiug reading. It seems them deposited in the cold, damp lacking in interesting reaui g &
earth to putrefy and be devoured by strange,■ among Spiritualists
worms, water in the meantime seeping diversity of opf“™“ uw g p 
through to poison- soils, cisterns and on many important Westi , d 
our wells? Cremation is the way to al is gven out asttie*tenth by their 
meet and' overthrow the $20,000,000 different guides. These tnmgs a 
“ffiu ttust. The resurrection of the great
body is a back chapter in theology, vestigators, w bile tne . • toward
be? saTpaffl. The”?«! "ody is^the toose" eXtainopinions * dl¡verse 
inner astral, or spiritual, which neither ¡^“ dhe up^pfnJ thesT things ought

---------- ---------- I we do. I also tbit# we should cease all
A Call Issued for Mediums.

Occult manifestations in this country whiieBi, who .Was ffince a devout 
will no longer be referred by In
curious minded to the investigation of Para Watson
the English Society for rsychleal Re- about the same who
search. An American society is “bout > highly,7 who wotoii shrink from 
to be started on the same Unes, and the I It very bigmy,.^i^upon uaas em- 
openlng meeting will be held at eight I lggarieg of the DegiUf we should adopt 
o'clock Thursday evening at St. method of converting them. They
Stephen's Chapel, No. 57 West Forty- lgd gra(jpqny tOjSee their error,
sixth street I nnd not be brougtot from a dark room,

Many men and Women of prominence I lnto dazzling light of the
have agreed to assist lu the investlga- . .. an instant, qr.the effect is sure 
tion of occult and psychical problems I truth ¿“Qas™ ^hlle I have long ago 
and phenomena and to deliver lectures I that p0|nt where anything of 
and engage in the regular proceedings P kjad would my feelings, there 

?6f the society. Among the volunteers a time when.df,a. Spiritualist had 
are Dr. E. G. Spitzka, a well known to convert me by attacking the 
alienist; Dr. R. , Osgood Mason, psy- w ld had a directly op-
cbical Investigator and author, Elliott " “ effect Eton is. doing a vast 
Coues and Arthur Macdonald,, of the I t ot ROod (W hls;method will 
Smlth80nlan Institution and the edu- church ptfonM where all .others 
national departments of the govern- Allopathic ido^es will not do to 

' ment respectively; Dr. Paul Gib er, for- I“»- on. this, ¿lass, , and I trust 
merly of the University, of Baris, now ^nuOhrvMose»” Jnfay.dpng be spared 
head of The Pasteur Institute oi¡ t ils prosecute ¡Up Wto'k along this,
city; Dr. William Lee.Howanl, of Bi It!- ™ with best-tfifhcS.: for the con
more; Mrs. Helen Gardener, Mrs. Eliza- . •d gueccs8 otjoiir paper, and what
beth Cady; Stanton, Mrs; Kito Wheetor «nue fonow^.ttlie .advancement of 
Wilcox, Dr. Paul Gurus, of Chicago, and J - - > - -.........
John Olai’ke Rldpath, the hlstorlan.- 
New'York Evening Telegram.

WISE COUNSELS.
Rambling Reminiscences, by , 

Moses Hull.
Several things have occurred 'since I 

last wrote which should be reported 
through The Progressive Thinker. Im
mediately following our anniversary 
celebration here, I went by invitation of 
Dr. Burrows, of Detroit, Mich., to help 
them celebrate, and to assist in the Doc
tor's ordination to the office of the min
istry. We had two as good meetings as 
I have attended in a long time. Dr. 
Burrows Is a worker, and the society 
Which he has collected around him, and 
over which he presides is composed of 
as good workers as any society with 
which I am acquainted. Every mem
ber, so far as I could learn, Is in earnest 
to do all possible for the advancement 
of the cause.

The audience on each occasion was 
large and enthusiastic. The dally pa
pers gave splendid reports. The ordi
nation service was as fine and impress
ive as any such service I ever attended. 
Tlie Doctor seemed to have his helpers 
well trained; they all, little children, as 
well as older ones, had their places in 
the service, and each one seemed to 
know his or her duty and to fill It with 
that dignity and solemnity which the 
occasion required.

I fully believe that the Doctor will 
make an excellent pastor. The congre
gation seemed to be justlyproud of him. 
Here I will say, preaching is the small
est portion of the work of a good pastor. 
A live society should always have some 
work on hand beside going out to be 
preached to, or sung and prayed at. 
The pastor should look out for iuI the 
work there is to be done; suggest plans 
for its accomplishment, and strive to 
lead—not to drive his people into every 
good work. Many, many societies have 
died of nothing to do. 1 call the disease

Bowed down by the weight of four
score years and one, John Brown, the 
“Medium of the Rockies,” has given up 
the battle on the material plane, and 
on April 20, 1899, mssefl on to the glo
ries that await a noble soul upon the 
immortal shore.

Though living a humble, retired life, 
mostly with vast deserts between him
self and civilization, yet a more won
derful man has not graced the earth in 
tills century of wonders. Being born on 
December 2, 1817, John Brown came 
into the world at a time-when bigotry 
and religious fanaticism reigned with 
despotic sway.

From his earliest childhood he expe
rienced flashes of lucidity, when spirits 
would suddenly appear to him causing 
great terror, until at the age of seven 
(1824), when “Mopoloqulst,” an Indian 
spirit introduced himself, and touching 
the lad drove from him all fear forever.

From this time forward the boy saw 
events in the future which he would de
scribe and say that on a certain day, 
and when the sun would be at a certain 
point In the heavens (indicating with 
his linger), the event described would 
occur. Although every precaution was 
often taken to prevent the fulfillment 
of the prophecy, yet it invariably came 
to pass.

When yet a young boy (about 1832, I 
think he told me), he went West with 
some trappers and took up his abode in 
the Rocky Mountains in Eastern Colo
rado and New Mexico.Whlle with these

Which Gives Rise to Some, 
Inquiries. ‘

An experience so strange, so comfort
ing, and yet so full of that which we 
strive to convey in the word awe-some, 
has come to me, that>I greatly desire to 
mention it to members of The Progress
ive Thinker family. Strange, is It not, 
that I can bring such experience here, 
to the view of thousands of readers, 
and yet cannot discuss it with my most 
intimate friend? But my friend would 
cry “Bosh,” and I know this elide of 
reading friends will not—or If they do, 
I will not heap, it!

I had been reading in the last copy of 
Tlie Progressive Thinker, April 22, 
"Heaven: What and Where Is It?” I 
was particularly pleased with new. 
ideas I received on the Lord’s prayer. 
Now I believe in Spiritualism, not be
cause I have had beautiful proofs, or 
wonderful “tests,” but on general prln-. 
eiples of common sense. I don’t see 
anything else to believe, and to tell tho 
truth, I don’t see—that Is understand, 
very much of that. There is so much 
contradiction, and difference ot opinion, 
between our best writers, that each one 
seemingly is forced to lay out a little 
line for himself and clinging lo that 
say: Thus far I can go, because thus far 
I know and have been. Perhaps I can 
add a little now to the line of my ex
perience, but I want light on the sub
ject from those who know more limn I.

I was considering how wonderful had 
been the experience related In the

Conviction; were It never so excellent, 
Is worthless till it convert itself Into 
conduct.—Carlyle. . . ■ • .

inanition.
“Do not then stand Idly waiting 

For- some greater work t<? do;
Fortune is a lazy goddess— 

She will never come to you.
Go and toil In any vineyard, 

Do not fear to do or dare, 
If you want a field of labor

You can find it anywhere.”
A word on ordination, If the _ 

word could be said, would not be in
appropriate. I have been called to or
dain several people. That has some
how led many to conclude that I nave 
a. power—n privilege not .accorded to or* 
dinary mortals—that I can make a 
preadlier of almost any stick who de
sires to hear himself talk; and that it is 
with me an arbitrary matter. Why, I 
have been offered money-big money, 
for a poor fellow like me—If I would 
only ordain some folks to the work of 
the Spiritualistic Gospel. Some seem 
to think that I can ordain whomsoever
I please.

This is not the case; I have as little 
power In that direction as anybody else 
in our ranks. To become a Spiritualist 
preacher is like becoming a preacher 
anvwliere else. First the candidate 
should prepare himself, or herself mor
ally, educationally, and otherwise to do 
the work. Always remember at least, 
the spirit of the text, “Be ye clean that 
bear the vessels of the Lord.” Clean, 
physically, morally and spiritually. 
Then the candidate should either go to 
work and build and organize a society 
or church and obtain a charter, or he or 
she should unite with some society 
which is already organized, and go to 
work, and should do such work that 
said society would want to say to that 
individual, “we want you for a leader, 
or, “we want you to go out into the 
world and represent us, our lives and 
our doctrines.” The society should at 
least believe in such person, and have 
such confidence in him or her that it 
would have no hesitation In endorsing 
such speaker. Then sueh person should 
be elected as pastor, or as evangelist, 
as the case may be. When the society 
or church have taken this action, and 
want that fact advertised to the world, 
it is their privilege, if they see fit to 
have a public ordination, or installation. 
They can call whom they will to take, 
charge of that service.

I say this, because I have dozens of 
letters from persons, some of whom 
want to come to Buffalo and be or
dained. They generally say they want 
the power to solemnize marriage, to se
cure half-fare on the railroads, etc.

When a society will say to an indi
vidual, “we believe in you and we want 
vou to bury our dead, to marry our sons 
and daughters,” etc., then it will be 
time for that person to apply for ordl-

the càuse, I am.iou¿s:respectfully, tne cause, 0H^g;- ß HUBBAKD 
Glenwood Springs,: C01... .. .

Virtue Itself turns-vice, being mlsap- 
plled.—Shokgpearc. . _ .

nation.
As for myself, I never ask for half

fare on the railroads; indeed, I wish 
that no such rates were given to any
body. I much prefer that the over 
eighty thousand ministers in the United 
States pay full fare, and the fare be re-, 
duced correspondingly to everybody; I 
believe In justice to all and special 
privileges to none. The individual who 
wants ordination simply for the benefits 
derived is unworthy of it. The one or
dained should be as Paul said, apt to 
teach” A better translation would be 
“apt at teaching.” He should love hu
manity above anything else in the 
world, and should woflk for its enlight
enment. The man or woman who 
preaches or lectures merely for his or 
her salary is unworthy to carry the 
spiritual messages to the world.

We have just concluded not a very 
large but a good three-days convention 
In ■ Buffalo. The speakers who took 
part in the meeting, beside our own 
home speakers, were Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twlng Mrs. Annie L. Gillespie, Mrs. S. 
Comstock Ellis, and Mr. Frank Walker, 
president of the State Spiritualist Asso- 
¡clatlon: The home talent, which tried 
to ¿lake Itself useful was, Mrs. Brewer, 
formerlv of Toronto, Mr. Dennis, Mr. 
Workman, Mrs. Hull and myself.

I assure the readers that none of tne 
speakers or mediums at this convention 
"slopped over,” as Artemus Ward used 
to say. Nobody can listen to Mrs.: 
Twlng, Mrs. Ellis or Mrs. Gillespie 
without being impressed with their

. • . (Continued on page .7.)

traDDcrs, and through hiß many years k*---» * -- - * * .. .
of wild west experience, he was called lighted up for me in every line, as 
by his companions "The Prophet,” as he few. I have it t’'-eu ,
foretold tlie most important events of that P™Ye*'' J
the morrow from day to day with as studied music, and when I am
much certainty as the rolling orb brings to sing, and am alone, peihaps

»ns flnv dozen times a day, that simple, sweet,®nd dn}' yet all comprehensive prayer, falls
I will here refer to but one event to | g )u . flnd j llnve been

Illustrate h s powers, it being one of wakene(] fl.‘om glecp by the sound of my 
many in which his or his companions redt 01. chautlllg thllt pmyer.
lives were saved by the voice of his somcone w]10 knows explain to me
guide. One night they hud camped in (1]at Jg gQ.?
the long grass near tlie river n New j gflt iuedltating 011 what I had 
Mexico where they were trapping. In t n glowly (0 reprtlt that
the night he was aroused by the splr t thlon and wlth the ldea lu nlllld that 
Mopoloqulst, who said: John, get out „ kingdom to come” should be a 
of this as quick as God will let you; go knowiedge oj the spirits’ approach. A 
out on the open prairie, over the hill, strange restful quiet came over me. I 
and stay till morning.” He sprang to ddenly felt at peace with all the 
his'feet and aroused the rest who were . and gueh a gense of gecul.|ty that 
inclined to ridicule him, but at tliat mo- I - mntter what befell, it was all thor- 
ment another member of the party I hlv rlgbt and for the best for all 
seemed to have had a premonition of co’cel.ned. Au the blessings I enjoy 
some kind and said, Yes^ boys, for geemed augiuented many fold, and all 
God’s sake, get out of this. They fob rooms about me seemed brighter
lowed the direction of John Brown, and ugual gnd ag though tbe air was 
upon returning to their camp in the fuU q{ happlllesSi B0 to express It; a 
morning, found the trail of some Black- flnd abnost strange, tenderness or 
feet Indians, who were then on the war- ffectlon was ln me for every liv- 
path, plainly visible in the dew on the tlj. and for everv one of whom I 
grass leading directly over the spot thought. and then I seemed to see, yet I 
where they had retired the evening be- know j dld not see as t do tbis paper, a 
fore. group of dear ones long gone from this

He foretold the advent of Modern v|sjble life. They seemed approaching 
Spiritualism twenty years before the me laughing and glad, and as if eon
Rochester rappings. gratulatory to themselves and lo me, so

Coming to California in the days of that I felt they were triumphant and 
’49, he was the first medium to enter giad that a truth had been revealed to 
upon the spiritual work on the Coast,- me. My dear and beautiful mother was 
and among other remarkable proofs of foremost lu the group—so to me it 
his powers was that of describing the seemed—and was glancing backward 
ship tliat arrived some time later with over her shoulder, making some laugh- 
a large banner bearing the words, “Cal- ing remark—unheard by me—but 
ifornia Admitted.” This ship and ban- I seemed to me to be of gladness and re- 
ner he described to a man (whose name I joining, to one next her, who, I thought, 
I do not remember just now, but which Was my father. All feeling of lone- 
I think will be found in his book of Uness left me. It seemed as if tliat glad 
“Mediumlstic Experiences), who after- set of friends had really come trooping 
wards became a Congressman from into my humble little domain, yet all 
California. the while I knew I was stating at

Later the healing power came to him empty air. I saw them as a wret pk
with marvelous force, as well as the tore flashed before me. I even rea zed 
power to »diagnose clalrvoyantly. It is their thoughts, and noted the pcci a 
stated that in many instances he has characteristice of some of these ft lends, 
literally “raised the dead,” with his mother’s laughing pleasure, my fflthci s 
healin’ powers, but these had left him graver, quieter way, yet smiling as one 
many years before his transition, and who knew he held a pleasant surprise 
“ence newspaper accounts are not plen- Now was not that a sweet p ritua 
tiful, as his most remarkable work was experience? If not, then 1
done in Southern California before the hours a sense of peace and joy re 
days of newspapers in that locality, malned with me andI my mmd was 
However, the following from a Los An- I freed from much of feai ovei earth y 
geles paper, though purposely suppress- matter that distress me °Iten-
tog h's name, glves^ an Illustration of Now will some one the
his power to diagnose complicated dis- how, and the why, of 1; a^ a cross

' eases clalrvoyantly: ÄS and 'Ä on? Ano^lrer
“Nelson Williamson, an old timer has between answercd 1R this:

resided in this city for the past thirty ^yken j cbance to have these flitting or 
six years, is a pleasant old gentleman, * Sances at my fallier, or when 
possessed of a wonderful memory and fleeting gta y relnarkable real
gifted with many amiable qualities, he comes to^me m y
He relates a striking incident that oc- dr«®“- ? • bl t0 assume
curred to him prior to this time. He had time here
been accidentally shot while prospect- wnne nere j want
ing in Kern county. Tin? wound was ^^.¡n Lt soine of you who read 
very painful and dangerous and obstl- to kao gatlgfaction by angwermg the 
nately refused to heal. He was con- au“stion^ r bave asked? if you accept 
fined to his bed for many montiis and universal brotherhood doctrine, ac- 
the physicians were unable to afford re- “®u“‘™g an luqulring mind of your
lief. A clairvoyant from San Bernar- cept me a igtruct mc ag t0 wbat
dlno stated that a piece of cloth con- °™oldd kA0W. Believe me, I will be
tainlng two pieces of bone had become I “° R DOUGLAS,
impacted in the wound and if they were grateruiiy j oms 
removed it would heal. The seer also San Amtomo, i exits.
made a diagram, showing the shape and I ' '
position of the foreign substance. In BUMMER land.
the winter of 1857 he was removed to a - -----
San Francisco hospital, where an oper- Let me go, let me go to that 
ation was performed, and, strange to Summer land 
say, the diagnosis of the clairvoyant Where the breezes of love
proved correct The cloth was 9x2 blow, , <
inches, and with it were two small where the angels of truth in sweet bar
pieces of bone. The wound healed rap- 1 • -1’-J
idly and Mr. Williamson was soon able 
to attend to business.”

1

bright 

gently

’ mony stand
And the waters of life freely flow. ►J*

Suffice it to say that the “Medlum- 
istic Experiences of John Brown, the,. 
Medium of the Rockies,” is a perfect 
wonderland, and gives details of expe
riences that have no parallel in history 
outside of the Bible, if we may accept 
Its testimony as history.

Personally, I have never known a 
more noble type of manhood than John 
Brown. Although during our acquaint
ance he was most of the time himself a 
great sufferer, yet he never spoke of his 
own sprrows or suffering, but only of 
the sorrows of others. Self he forgot, 
hilt grieved for humanity. . For the 
poor, oppressed and afflicted his soul 
went out in sympathy, and his ayes 
would fill with tears upon learning of 
thè great distress of others. . , (

Side by1 side with the. other John. 
Brown, the hero of Harper’s Ferry, 
“his soul ¿oes marching on.” .
7 - ERNEST S. GREEN» ,

Let me go, let me go to bright mansions 
above . ,. , _

There to live with the good and the 
lust . , _There to feast on the manna of heav

enly love . :
Far above earthly fetters and dust.

Let me go, let me go to a tangible good, 
To partake Of the riches of grace,

And a thousand kind favors full well 
understood .

By the soul In a low, humble place, 
Lot me go, let me go to the realms of 

the blest, ..
There to join the pure angels of light

Where the ti'ue sons aqd daughters of 
God find rest . •

In sweet anthems of praise to unite. 
! E. D. BLAKEMAN. .

If we knew ourselves we. should not 
judge each other harshly.-George
Eliot. A

-Ì
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Standpoint of an Agnostic

has been by many abandoned.de-

we

and immoral—Infamous.

idiocy and savagery.

angel entitled to an eternity of joy.

voyage of Jonah lathe flsh, and many

of the atonement 
abandoned. It is

■ bigotry is beginning 
side, I admit that 
millions of orthodox 
minds are incapable

This view 
mostly been

0$

ness and the savagery of humility. 
The question is: Is Christianity 

dining?
In order to answer this question

DEGLINE OF TUB CHRISTIAN RELIGIONL/LUL9II1L9 VI 111L9 VI 11|1V III Ill IIULIVIVII So, I saw at the circus the “Snake
. •—------------- •  I Man.” I saw him tie himself into all

f'nlnnal Rnhert C Ino-Aranli Vibuir Matter frnm thft kinds of knots; saw him make a necktie.voionei reopen u. ingersqji views ine iviauer, irom me of hl8 legs; Eaw hllu thlwv i^ his

The Governor of New Hampshire, un
doubtedly a good and sincere man, 
issued a Fast Day proclamation to the 
people of his State, in which I find the 
following paragraph:

“The decline of the Christian re
ligion, particularly in our rural com
munities, is a marked feature of the 
times, and steps should be taken to 
remedy it. No matter what our belief 
may be in religious matters, every good 
citizen knows that when the restrain
ing Influences of religion are withdrawn 
from a community its ' decay, moral, 
mental and financial, is swift and sure. 
To me this is one of the strongest evl: 
deuces of the fundamental truth of 
Christianity. I suggest to-day as far as 
possible on Fast Day union meetings 
be held, made up of all shades of belief, 
including all who are interested in the 
welfare of our State, and that in your 
prayers and other devotions and in your 
mutual councils you remember and con
sider the problem of the condition of 
religion in the rural communities. There 
are towns where no church bell sends 
forth Its solemn call from January to 
January. There are villages where 
children grow to manhood unchris
tened. There are communities where 
the dead are laid away without the 
bentson of the name of the Christ, and 
where marriages are solemnized only 
by Justices of the Peace. This is a 
matter worthy of your thoughtful con
sideration, citizens of New Hampshire. 
It does not augur well for the future. 
You ean afford to devote one day In the 
year to your fellow men, to work and 
■thought and prayer for your children 
and your children’s children.”

These words of the Governor have 
caused surprise, discussion and anger. 
Many ministers have denied that Chris
tianity is declining, and have attacked 
the Governor with the malice of meek-

head and force it between his knees; 
saw him twist and turn as though his

-- --------r-77- I bones were made of rubber,- and as I 
justly save his children on account of watched him I thought of the mental 
the sufferings and virtues of Christ; doublings and- contortions of the 
I. e.i on account of his own sufferings 1 preachers who have answered me.

■ _ • i , I T A 4-, ta wr ,irl,n 4 4-11 rxxT H tri 11and, virtues. 1 Let Christians say what they will, the 
has 1 Bible is no longer the actual word of

must state what Christianity is.
Christians tell us that there are fun

damental truths that must be believed.
We must believe in God, the creator 

and governor of the universe; in Jesus 
Christ, his only begotten sou; In the 
Holy Ghost; in the atonement made by 
Christ; in salvation by faith; in the sec
ond birth; in heaven for believers, in 
hell for deniers and doubters, and in 
the inspiration of the Old and New 
Testaments. They must also believe in 
a prayer-hearing and prayer-answering 
God, in special Providence, and In ad
dition to all this they must practice a 
few ceremonies. Tills, I believe, is a 
fair skeleton of Christianity. Of course 
I eannot give an exact defin ti.n. Chris
tians do not and never hi. 'e agreed 
among themselves. They have been dis
puting and fighting for many centuries, 
and to-day they are as far apart as ever.

A few years ago Christians believed 
the “fundamental truths.” They had 
no doubts. They knew that God ex
isted; that he made the world. They 
knew when he commenced to work at 
the earth and stars and knew when he 
finished.. They knew that he, like a 
potter, mixed and moulded clay into the 
shape of a man and breathed Into its 
nostrils the breath of life. They knew

hii

now I God; it is no longer perfect; It is no 
I longer quite true.

- I The most that is now claimed for the 
Bible by the “Higher Critics” is that 
some passages are inspired; that some 

■ ■ u ] passages are true, and that God has left 
■ ■ man free to pick these passages out.

I The ministers are preaching infidelity.
I What would old Lyman Beecher have 
thought of a man like Dr. Abbott? He

I would have consigned him . to hell. 
What would John Wesley have thought 
of a .Methodist like Dr. Cadman? He 
would have denounced him as a child

I of the devil. What would Calvin have 
thought of a Presbyterian like Pro
fessor Briggs? He would have burned 
him at the stake and through the smoke 

I and flame would have shouted, “You 
are a dog of Satan.” How would

I Jeremy Taylor have treated an Episco
. pallan like Heber Newton? .

I The Governor of New Hampshire is 
J right when he says that Christianity 

I has declined. The flames of faith are 
I flickering, zeal- is cooling and even

to see the other 
there are still 

Christians whose 
of growth, and

who care no more for facts than a 
monitor does for bullets. Such obstruc- 

I tions on the highway of progress are 
removed only by death.

The dogma of eternal pain Is no 
longer believed by the reasonably in- 
telllgent. People who have a sense of 

preached, not that Christ bought souls justice know that eternal revenge can- 
with his blood, but that he has ennobled not be enjoyed by Infinite -goodness, 
souls by his example. The supernatural They know that hell would make 
part of the atongment has, by the more heaven imposslble^If Christians be- 
Intelllgent, been thrown away. So the I lieved in hell as they once did the 
idea of imputed sin—of vicarious vice— I fagots would be lighted again, heretics

would be stretched ou the rack and all
Salvation by faith is growing weak, the instruments of torture would again 

People are beginning to see that char- I be stained with Innocent blood. Chris- 
aeter is more important than belief; tlanlty has declined because Intelll- 
that virtue is above all creeds. Civilized I gence has Increased.
people no longer believe in a God who Men and women who know something 
will damn an honest, generous man. of the history of man, of the horrors of 
They see that It Is not honest to offer a plague, famine and flood, of earth
reward for belief. The promise of re-1 quake, volcano and cyclone, of religious 
ward is not evidence. It Is an attempt persecution and slavery, have but little 
to bribe. confidence in special Providence. They

If God wishes his children to believe, do not believe that a prayer was ever 
he should furnish evidence. He should answered.
not endeXvor to make promises and Thousands of people who accept 
threats take the place of facts. To Christ as a moral guide have thrown 
offer a reward for credulity is flishonest away the supernatural.

Christianity does not satisfy the brain
To say that good people who never and heart It contains too many ab- 

hear of Christ ought to be damned for surdities. It is unphllosophlc, un
not believing on him Is a mixture of natural, impossible. Not to resist evil

I is moral suicide. To love your enemies
People are beginning to perceive that Is impossible. To desert wife and chll- 

happiness is a result, not a reward; dren for the sake of heaven is cowardly 
that happiness must be earned; that it I and selfish. To promise rewards for 
is not alms. It is als’o becoming appa- belief is dishonest. To threaten torture 
rent that sins cannot bp forgiven; that for honest belief Is infamous. Chrls- 
no power can step between actions and tlanlty is declining because men and 
consequences; that men must “reap women are growing better.
wbat they sow;” that a man who has The Governor was not satisfied with 
lived a cruel life cannot, by repenting saying that Christianity had declined, 
between the last dose of medicine and but he added this: “Every good citizen 
the last breath, be washed in the blood knows that when the restraining in- 
of the Lamb, and become an angel—an fluences fff religion are withdrawn from

that be took from this man a rib and 
framed the first woman.

It must be admitted that sensible 
Christians have outgrown this belief. 
Jehovah the gardener, the potter, the 
tailor, has been dethroned. -The story 
of creation is believed only by the pro
vincial, the stupid, tlie truly orthodox. 
People who have read Darwin anfl 
Haeckel and had sense enough to un
derstand these great men laugh at the 
legends of thé Jews.

A few years ago most Christians be
lieved that Christ was the son of God, 
and not only the son of God, but God 
himself.

This belief is slowly fading from the 
minds of Christians, from the minds of 
those who have minds.

Many Christians now say that Christ 
was simply a man—a perfect man. 
Others say that he was divine, but not 
actually God—a union of God and man. 
Some say that While Christ was not 
God, he was as nearly like God as it is 
possible for man to be.

The old belief that he was actually 
God—that he sacrificed himself unto 
himself—that he deserted himself; that 
he bore the burdens of his own wrath; 
that he made it possible to save a few 
of his children by shedding his own 
blood; that he could not forgive the sins 
of men until they murdered him—this 
frightful belief is slowly dying day by 
day. Most ministers are ashamed to 
preach these cruel and idiotic absurd
ities. The Christ of our time is not the 
Christ of the New Testament—not the 
Christ of the Middle Agea; nor of 
Luther, Wesley or the Puritan fathers.

The Christ who was God—who was 
his own son and his own father—who 
was born of a virgin, cast out devils, 
rose from the dead and ascended bodily 
to heaven—Is not the Christ of to-day.

The Holy Ghost has never been ac
curately defined or described. He has 
always been a winged influence—a 
divine aroma; a disembodied essence; 
a spiritual climate; an enthusiastic 
flame; a something sensitive and un
forgiving; the real father of Jesus

a commdnity Its decay, moral, mental
All this Is absurd, but you may say and financial, Is swift and sure.” 

that it is not cruel. But to say that a The restraining influences of religion 
man who has lived a useful life; who have never been withdrawn from Spain 
lias made a happy home; who has lifted or Portugal, from Austria or Italy. The 
the fallen, succored the oppressed and “restraining Influences” are still active
battled to uphold the right; to say that I in Russia. Emperob William relies on 
such a man, because he failed to believe them in Germany, and the same in- 
wlthout evidence, will suffer eternal I fluences are very busy taking care of 
pain, is to say that God Is an infinite Ireland. If these Influences should be 
wild beast withdrawn from Spain there would be

Salvation for credulity means damna- “mental, moral and financial decay.” 
tion for investigation. Is not this statement perfectly absurd?

At one time the “second birth” was The fact is that religion has reduced 
regarded as a divine mystery—as a Spain to a guitar, Italy to a hand organ 
miracle—a something done by a super- and Ireland to exile. What are the re
natural power; probably by the Holy straining influences of religion? I ad- 
Ghost. Now ministers are explaining I mlt that religion can prevent people 
this mystery. A change of heart is a (rem eating meat on Friday, from danc- 
change of ideals. About this there Is ing in Lent, from going to the theatre 
nothing miraculous. on holy days and from swearing In

This liappens to most men and public. In other words, religion can re
women—happens many times in the life strain people from committing artificial 
of one man. If this happens without offences. But the real question is: Can 
excitement—as the result of thought—It I religion restrain people from com
is called reformation. If it occurs In a 1 mittlng natural crimes?
revival—if it Is the result of fright—It Ik I The Church teaches that God can and 
called the “second birth,” will forgive sins.

A few years ago Christians believed I Christianity sells sin on a credit It 
in the inspiration of the Bible. They I says to men and women, “Be good; do 
had no doubts. The Bible was the right; but no matter how many crimes 
standard. If some geologist found a you commit you can be forgiven.” How 
fact inconsistent with the Scriptures he can such a religion be regarded as a re- 
w^6 silenced with a text If some straining infipence? There was a time 
doubter called attention to a contrajilc- when religion had power; when the 
tion in the Bible he was denounced as church ruled Christendom; when popes 
an ungodly and blaspheming wretch, crowned and uncrowned kings. Was 
Christians then knew that the universe 1 there at that time moral, niental and 
was only about six thousand years old, financial growth? Did the nations_thus 
and ahy man who denied this was an I restrained by religion prosper? When 
enemy of Christ and a friend of the these restraining influences were weak- 
Devil. I ened, when popes were humbled, when

All this has changed. The Bible is no I creeds were denied, did morality, in- 
longer the standard. Science has de- telligence and prosperity begin to

—""V rr.......... >;■■■• ... ■ ■ -'".............
,ernor were- undoubtedly produced by" 
the deelineof Christianity, but they are 
not evils, and they cannot possibly In
jure the ^people ‘taoraliy, mentally or 
financially. 'i-The' Governor calls on the 
people to tliink, "rtibrk and pray. With 
two-tiilrdstof this Pagree. If thé people 
of New Hampshire!Will think and work 
without paying .«they will grow mor
ally, meutlilly and'dinaueially. If they 
pray, without working and thinking, 
they will deeây. '.ic ■

Prayer isi beggaa-y—an effort to get 
something,, tfor nothing. Labor is the 
honest prayer. - ”

I do not think tlftit the good and true 
In Christianity are declining. The good 
and true ailé more Clearly perceived and 
more precious tlnfh ever. The super
natural, the miraé<ulous part of Chris
tianity is' «declining. The New Testa
ment has been compelled to acknowl
edge the jurisdiction of reason. If 
Christianity continues to decline at the 
same rate and ratio that It has declined 
In this generation in a few years all 
that Is supernatural in the Christian re
ligion will cease to exist. There is a 
conflict—a. battle between the natural 
and the supernatural. The natural was 
baffled and beaten for thousands of 
years. The flag of defeat-was carried 
by the few, by the brave And wise, by 
the real heroes of our race. They were 
conquered, captured, imprisoned, tor
tured and burned. Others took their 
places. The banner was kept in the 
air. In spite of countless defeats the 
army of the natural increased. It be
gan to gain victories. It did not torture 
and kill the conquered. It enlightened 
and blessed. It fought ignorance with 
science, cruelty with kindness, slavery 
with justice and all vices with virtues. 
In this great confllet. we have passed 
midnight. Wlifn the morning comes its 
rays will gilfl but one flag—the flag of 
the natural. .

All over Christendom religions are de
clining. Only children and the In
tellectually Undeveloped have faith— 
the old faith that defies facts. Only a 
few years ago to be excommunicated 
by the Pope blanched the cheeks of the 
bravest. Now the result would be 
laughter. Only a few years ago, for the 
sake of saving heathen souls, priests 
would brave all dangers and endure all 
hardships.

I onee read the diary of a priest—one 
who long ago went down the Illinois 
River, the first white man to be borne 
on its waters. In this diary he wrote 
that he had just been paid for all that 
he had suffered. He liad-added a gem 
to the crown of his glory—had saved a 
soul for Christ. He had baptized a 
pappoose.

That kind of faith has departed from 
the world.

The zeal that flamed in the hearts of 
Calvin, Luther and Knox is cold and 
dead. Where are the Wesleys and 
Whitfields? Where are the old evan
gelists, the revivalists who swayed the 
hearts of their hearers with words of 
flame? The preachers of our day have 
lost the Promethean fire. They have 
lost the tonebf certainty, of authority. 
“Thus saithlthe Lord” has dwindled to 
“perhaps.” Sermons, messages from 
God, promises radiant with eternal joy, 
threats lurid with the flames of hell- 
have changed to colorless essays; to 
apologies and: nteraiÿ phrases; to infer
ences and peradventhres.

“The blood-dyed Vestures of the Re
deemer are fibt waving Id triumph oyer 
the rampart#'of slnnand rebellion,” but 
over the fortresses', of faith float the 
white flags W truce;: The trumpets no 
longer sound'for battle, but for parley. 
The fires of hell have been extinguished 
and Heaven Itself is only a dream. The 

i “eternal verities", have changed to 
: doubts. The torch ofblnsplratlon, choked
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with ashes, ihas lost its flame. There 
is no longenin tbei 'church “a soufid 
from heaven* as of u rushing, mighty 
wind;" no “cloven/ tongues llke.aé of 
fire;” no “wonders In the heaven 
above,” and no “signs in the earth be
neath.” The miracles have faded away 
and the sceptre is phasing from super
stition to science—science, the only pos
sible savior of mankind.
—R. G. Ingersoll In New York Journal.

PHILADELPHIA.
Good Work for the Cause.

"What is the matter; for God’s sake, 
what has happened ?” Well/ What Jta8 
It? The rope broke; a smashed 'ele
vator; a dead lady and dead attendant.

Now, the dream was clear to Mr. Mil
rad, and he says no more “Traume sind 
schaume!” (Dreams ai'ff phantasms!”

Christ. i
A few years Ago the clergy had a 1 

great deal to say about the Holy Ghost, - 
but now the average minister, while he ] 
alludes to this shadowy deity, to round . 
out a prayer, seems to have but little । 
confidence in him. This deity is and ; 
always has been extremely vague. He 
has been represented in the form of a 
dove; but this form is not associated 
with much intelligence.

Formerly it was believed that all men 
were by nature wicked, and that it 
would be perfectly just for God to 
damn the entire human race. In fact, 
it was thought that God, feeling that-he 
had to damn all his children. Invented 
a scheme by which some could be saved 
and at the same time justice could be 
satisfied., God knew that without the 
shedding of blood there could be no re
mission of sin. For many centuries he 
was satisfied with the blood of oxen, 
lambs, and doves. But the sins con
tinued to increase. A greater sacrifice 
was necessary. So God concluded to 
make the greatest possible sacrifice—to 
shed his own blood, i. e„ to have it shed 
by his chosen people. This was the 
atonement—the scheme of salvation—, 
a scheme that satisfied justice and par
tially defeated the devil.

No intelligent Christians believe In 
this atonement It is utterly unphllo- 
sophlc. The idea that man made salva
tion possible by murdering God Is in
finitely absurd. This makes salvation 
the blos^jm of crime—the blessed fruit 
of murder. According to this the joys 

■ of heaven are born of the'agonies pf-ln- 
nocence. If the Jews had been clvll- 
ized—If they bad believed In freedom of 
conscience and had listened kindly and 
calmly to the teachings of Christ, the 
whole world, including Christ’s mother, 
would have gone to hell.

Our fathers had two absurdities. 
They balanced each other. They said 
that God could justly damn his children 
for the sin of Adam, and that he could

throned the inspired volume. Even the- decay?
ologians are taking facts into considéra- I What are the restraining influences of 
tlon. Only ignorant bigots now believe religion? Did anybody ever hear of a 
in the plenary Inspiration of the Bible, policeman being dismissed because a

The Intelligent ministers know that I new church had been organized?
the Holy Scriptures are filled with mis- Christianity teaches that the man 
takes, contradictions and Interpolations. I who does right carries a cross. The ex- 
They no longer believe In the flood, In act opposite of this is true. The cross 
Babel, in Lot’s wife or In the fire and is carried by the man who does wrong, 
brimstone storm. They are not sure I believe In the restraining Influences 
about the burning bush, the plagues of of intelligence. Intelligence Is the only 
Egypt, the division of the Red Sea or I lever capable of raising mankind. If 
the miracles in the wilderness. All these I you wish to make men moral and pros- 
wonders are growing foolish. They be- I perous develop the brain. Men must be 
long to the Mother Goose of the past, I taught to rely on themselves. To sup- 
and many clergymen are ashamed to I plicate the supernatural is a waste of
say they believe them. So the lengthen- I time.
ing of the day in order that General The only evils that have been caused 
Joshua might have more time to kill, 1 by the decline of Christianity, as 
the journey of EUjah to heaven, the I pointed out by the Governor, are that

other wonders of a like kind, have be
come so transparently false that even 
a theologian refuses to believe.

The same is true of many of the 
miracles of the New Testament No 
sensible man now believes that Christ 
cast devils and unclean spirits out of 
the bodies of men and women. A few 
years ago all Christians believed all 
these devil miracles with all the mind 
they had. A few years ago only infidels 
denied these miracles, but now the the
ologians who are studying the “Higher 
Criticisms” are reaching the conclusions 
of Voltaire and Paine. They have just 
discovered that the objections made to 
the Bible by the Deists are supported 
by the facts. .

At the same time these “Higher 
Critics," while they admit that the 
Bible is nòti Hue, still insist that it Is 
inspired. -, ; Ì i.

The other evening I attended Fore
paugh & Sells’s Circus at Madison 
Square Garden and saw a magnificent 
panorama .of performances. While 
looking , at a man riding a couple of 
horses I thought of the “Higher 
¡Critics?! They accept Darwin and cling. 
to'Genesls. .They admit that Genesis Is 
false.in fact, and'then assert that in a 
higher, sense it is absolutely true. ■ ’

A Uff bursts into blossom and has the 
perfume of'truth. These critics declare 
that the Bible is the. inspired word of 
God, and then establish the truth of the 
declaration by showing that it is filled 
with contradictions, absurdities and 
false prophecies. •

The horses they ride sometimes gbt

in some villages they hear no solemn 
bells, that the dead are burled without 
Christian ceremony, that marriages are 
contracted before Justices of the Peace,

Handel and Haydn. Hall, the meeting
place of the First Association of Spirit
ualists in Philadelphia, has been the 
scene of many glorious triumphs in tile 
cause of Spiritualism fpr many yeora, 
bdt during the past month there has 
been an outpouring of spirituality such 
as to gladden and refresh the hearts of 
every individual that has entered its 
portals. Mrs. Marian L. Carpenter, of 
Detroit, Mich., was engaged for the 
month of April, and for five Sundays 
drew audiences which tested the capac
ity of the hall at every session. Each 
Sunday afternoon and evening, as well 
as Friday evenings, the thoughtful add 
refined eagerly sought admissloh, in or
der to hear this, lovely woman and 
gifted medium. ¡Mrs. Carpenter’s per
sonality, so spiritual in its nature draws 
every soul to her; and onee seen and 
heard, no one can resist her wonderful 
powffr, and again and again each indi
vidual seeks to hear the words that f flll 
from her lips. Her discourses are full 
of truth and wisdom, couched In words 
that appeal to the heart, and fall as re
freshing showers upon the waiting soil. 
In no measure does she resort to ridi
cule or harshness to establish the glori
ous truth of Spiritualism, but in that 
sweet womanly way peculiar to her, ut
ters her sentences so as to Inspire con
fidence and love, which is the only true 
and natural way, and by which convic
tion Is carried. The spirit messages 
given after each lecture were most 
beautiful and gratifying, gladdening 
many a loaely heart, and lifting the 
dark cloud which always overshadows 
the home and remains in the wake of

and that children go unchristened.
These evils are hardly serious enough 

to cause moral, mental and financial 
decay. The average church bell is not 
very musical—not calculated to develop 
the mind or quicken the conscience. 
The absence of the ordinary funeral 
sermon does not add to the horror of 
death, and the failure to hear a min
ister say, as he stands by the grave, 
“One star differs in glory from another 
star. There is a difference between the 
flesh of a fowl and flsh. Be not de
ceived. Evil communications corrupt 
good manners," does not necessarily Ih- 
crease the grief of the mourners. So 
far as children are concerned, if they 
are vaccinated, it does not make much 
difference whether they are christened 
or not :

Marriage is a civil Contract and God 
is not one of the contracting parties. 
It is a contract with which the church 
has no business to interfere. Marriages 
with us are regulated bylaw. The real 
marriage—the uniting of hearts, the 
lighting of the sacred flame in each—is 
the work of nature,'and is the best work 
that nature does. The ’ cefemohy of- 
marriage gives notice to the world that 
the real marriage has taken place. 
Ministers have no real interest in mar
riages outside of the fees. Certainly 
marriages by Justices of the Peace can
not cause the mental, moral and finan
cial decay of a State.

The things pointed out by the Gov-

SpEREAL PHOTOGRAPHS. | 
The following is a prose translation of 

a poem in La Union Espiritlsta, of Bar
celona, Spain. It is by Miguel Glmeno 
Eito, and was inspired by this text from . 
Camille Flamminion’s “Lumen—The 
Story of a Soul, or Narrations of the In
finite.”—“By this law every action is ' 
made Imperishable, and the past Is for
ever present” The poem, prosaically 
rendered, reads:

“Out of the ether, in distinct vibra
tions, comes the heat, the light, the 
electric currents, which fill all bodies 
and forms—a mighty dynamo which 
bears through sidereal regions, on the 
waves of light, every world, every be
ing, every voice, gesture and action.

“No vice, no monstrous crime is hid 
by the veil of the darkest night, or con
cealed by the depths of the gloomiest 
ctivern, for every scene upon the cold 
earth, engraven in luminous characters, 
remains for aye in the light of heaven’s 
eternal day.” '

To illustrate what is meant by this 
law of “sidereal photographs,” I will 
refer to one incident In the book from 
which the text Is quoted, and which in
spired the poem. “Lumen,” it will be 
remembered, is the name of Flamma- 
rlon’s spirit revelator, and the book re
cords his experience from the hour of 
transition through many journeys 
among the planets, while exploring the 
laws of nature and the wonders of the 
Infinite. His first great surprise was, 
when looking back from the star Ca
pella (which it takes the light of our 
earth seventy-two years to reach) he 
beheld himself an Infant, and other 
events transpiring at that date of the 
world’s history. Then he beheld, as in 
a panorama, all the Important events of 
his life, to the hour of death, covering 
seventy-two years, In an hour or so. 
Later his ancient guide explained to 
him that from the star Capella he had 
unconsciously sped back to earth with 
the speed of thought, but had stopped 
at various points In the journey to view 
himself at each point In the sidereal 
photographs, or animatlscoplc pictures 
constantly being thrown off from the 
earth by the transmission of light. For 
instance, half way to the earth be be
held himself and the events of his life 
at 30, and halt way from that point to 
the earth, he saw hlmsglf at 54 years 
of age, and so on. In the same man
ner, by going to more distant planets or 
stars, he saw the history of the earth in 
all its ages, and describes it in a chap
ter entitled “Reascending _ the Ages.” 
In this mapner he thinks he has traced 
his own life back through many incar
nations on many worlds and in many 
forms, the most distant being when his 
soul inhabited the form of a peculiar 
plant which has no existence in terres
trial botany.
RELIGION AND CRIME IN EUROPE

Verdade e Luz (Truth and Light), a 
Spiritualist paper published In the 
Portuguese language at S. Paulo, Bra
zil, contains a column on tlds subject, 
of which the following is tne transla
tion of the most interesting paragraph:

“The statistics of all the French, Ital
ian, German, Russian anfl Belgian 
criminals show these facts: Out of 1,000 
assassins, Oflp are devoted Christians, 
nine are indifferent, and one only does 
not believe in God!”

It further states that Lqmbroso, a 
noted authority on criminal statistics, 
observed that Of every 10O malefactors, 
70 were frequenters of the churches.
GERMAN SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY 

IN BRAZIL.
Verdade e Luz states that Senor Jorge 

Zenker, and other members qf the Ger
man colony in that city (8. Paplo) have 

’organized a psychical society, whose 
object Ik “to study occultism in general, 
embracing hypnotism, magnetism and 
Spiritualism.” .
A NEW PERIODICAL IN SWITZER

LAND.
Switzerland has now a Spiritualist 

paper printed in the German language. 
, It Is called Internationale Blaetter fur 

Sltismus, and Is published at Mu
, Baj’ern, Schlelsheiiner str. 8.

The translations following were made

the so-called ‘Ifleath flngel." The old 
and the youngs men flnd women from 
every professl^p andrwalk of life; cler
gymen, lawyer, dpctyrs, teachers, all
thirsting far truth ca,me Sunday after 
Sunday until last, evening, when 
they parted from her and her no. less 
noble husbancL Elmpr S. Carpenter, 
with the deepest regret The fact that 
Mr. Carpenter.jvas a medium, came as 
a pleasant surprise 't^ ttird Sunday of 
the engagement, whej) Mrs. Carpenter 
Introduced hini as ttft test medium of 
the evening. £he surprise proved a 
most pleasantjpne. aijd from the first 
the same good will apd love that hqd 
been with Mrs^Carpenter continued In 
an unceasing flow towards her husband, 
and the messages given were of a beau
tiful order, and, each and every one rec
ognized. Mr. .'.Carpenter completely 
captured and held the large audience, 
and the enthusiasm was. unbounded, 
and needless to say he was in great de
mand during the remainder of the en
gagement Would that more such peo
ple as Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter were, 
working for the grand and glorious 
cause of Spiritualism.' Wherever they 
go they carry with them the voluntary; 
gift of good-will and.love of Philadel
phia Spiritualists as iveli as all others 
who came to know them during their 
stay here. . . ’_

FRANCES B. WISEOARVER.
. .. ■ . ■-luJl. ■ . ' __ ■ •

“Nature Cure.”; Ry Drs, M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, fl.CO and *2. ।

CATHOLIC COUNCIL ENDORSES 
SPIRITUALISM.

In my translation from LaUnlon Es- 
pirltista, published ta The Progressive 
Thinker of April 15, and headed “The 
Cause in Spain—Catholic Journals En
dorse Spiritualism,” etc., occurred an 
omission of a short but very important 
paragraph, in that it showed the second 
paragraph published to. be: an official 
resolution presented by the “Sacred 
Council of the Index" to the “Sacred 
Council of the Inquisition’? for the ap-' 
proval of the latter body. Although 
this was the resolution of the lower. 
Council of the Bishopric of. Barcelona, 
It was rejected by the higher Council, 
simply on the grounds that it. was “Il
legal.” But as this was all explained in 
the published portion of the translation, 
I will ask you, Mr. Editor, to republish 
the resolution in full, with the omitted 
paragraph. It Is as follows; ,

“Resolution ot the Sacred Council of 
the Index concerning the use of Spirit
ualism.

“Ticio outside of any association 
with the spirit of evil, Is accustomed to 
Invoke the souls of the dead. He does 
so in the following manner. Entering 
into solitude, he directs a prayer to the 
General of the Celestial Militia, to ob
tain from the same the faculty of com
municating with the spirit of any per
son designated. He watts a few mo
ments, and then, placing his hand in a 
position to write, he feels it move, by 
which he is certain of the presence of a 
spirit.' Asking for the desired Informa
tion, the hand writes, answering the 
questions. The answers all agree with 
the Catholic faith and doctrine of the 
church relating to the future life (?) 
Particularly do they agree as to the 
state in which the soul of the departed 
finds itself, the necessity of receiving 
suffrages [work appropriated to souls 
In purgatory], the complaints of the 
soul concerning the ingratitude of rela
tives,” etc.

The above resolution, together with 
the action taken upon it, was published 
in the “Boletin Oficlal del Dblspado de 
Barcelona" (Official Bulletin of the 
Bishopric of Barcelbna).

EftNBST 8. GREEN.

LILIAN WHITING’S POEMS.

AHER HER DEATH.
TUE STORY OF A SUMMER» 

BY LILIAN. WHITING.

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality ol 
thought Instructive and helpful to all who love aud 
Beek the higher aud finer ways of spiritual experience. 
Price, 51.00. Fox Bale at this office.. ।

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[SO-CALLED] WITH OTHER 

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES
-BY

SARA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Speci

men Pages of the Writing.
Handsome!}' bound in cloth. Price 8L 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of “History pt 
the Christian Religion to the Year 200,“ etc. Acoa* 
denied statement of the facts concerning the effort* 
Of the church leaden to get control of the govern* ' 
meat. An important work. Price, paper, 25 cent«» 
For aale at this office.

From Dreamland Sept Verses of the 
Life to come. By Llltan Whiting. New 
edition with additloital versés. Cloth, 
JI; lu while and gold, ?L25. pp. 167.

There flre ever recurring touches of 
unrhymed floetie thought and exnr&- 
Bion running through all of Lilian Whit
ing's prose works, whether journalistic 
or In book form, and her poems are full 
of charm, sweetness anfl uplifting 
thought. "Verses of the Life to Come" 
is the appropriate sub-tltlo of “From 
Dreamland Sent,” for the grand truth 
of progressive immortal life for all hu
manity npymeates Its pages, and makes 
it not only of peculiar value to those of 
kindred faith but a most helpful 
teacher to those who are yet ta doubt. 
What she asks In “A Birthday Wish” 
for another has been surely granted for 
herself:
“Power—not to use but for thyself 

alone,
But power to strengthen hands that 

else were weak,
And 'power to bring high thoughts to 

them that seèk,
And lead froth all that's known to the 

Unknown.”
There is melodious rhythm In all her 

verses, there is tender, loving sympathy 
anfl soul happiness Irradiating and vivl- 
fylhg the readers spirit through her joy
ous expression of trust in the unseen, 
her strong conviction

“That the portals are always open 
Between the Seep and Ünsepn;

That splrl[ tp spirit responsive, 
Transcends the distance between.”

And further, she speaks of the help
fulness of tlds knowledge of the life be
yond which makes her to

at my reqiiest, for The Progressive 
Thinker, by my friend, J. H. Suss: 
ANDREE AND THE NORTH POLE.

The Seer of Berlin has now twice 
seen Andree. She saw thfee men, ema
ciated and dejected, In a desert country, 
one after another giving out, In the 
course of a few days. Of course she 
does not positively recognize the faces 
of Andree and his companions, but has 
seen them at another time, all three 
tangled up In the rope of a balloon, ly
ing there motionless. It will be several 
months before we get any news about 
them. She has seen three balloons 
cross the north pole under perfect con
trol.—Psychische Studien.

(The copy of Psychische Studien from 
which the above item was translated Is 
already several months old.)

BISMARK—AN INCIDENT.
At a demonstration in Westfalen, 

•Where 3,000 people were assembled, 
Bismark said, “Let me go among the 
people that I may view them more 
closely. A young lady tried to get a 
very close look at him, when he said: 
“I look better at a distance, as I am get
ting old." She replied, “Oh, your excel
lency is good for twenty years yet” 
“No,” he said, “that will be'after my 
death, but I would like to walk among 
you then. I am curious to know just 
how that will be.”—Psychische Stu
dien.

SAVED BY A DREAM.
Otto Mllrad woke up one night with 

a frightened feeling. He dreamed he 
■was in a strange city and in a lonely 
house with a dark floor, and there was 
a table to put a coffin upon, and burn
ing candles. The coffin was thete wait
Ing for the dead. In front of the coffin 
was a man dressed like a sailor, who 
greets him and Invites him to come in. 
The sailor steps in and is carried up 
with a loud noise, and the lid of the 
coffin Is shut. Mr. Milrad awoke and 
cried out with a beating heart and 
throbbing pulse, but laughed over his 
dreaip and again slept Again the same 
dream was repeated, and he awoke 
trembling violently. The bell rings—a 
telegram for Mm, which says: “Come 
on the next train. Must see you. Teo
dor, Hotel Bristol.”

He takes the next train and tries to 
forget the dream. Four hours later he 
is at the place, steps in a cab and says: 
“To the Hotel Bristol.” Arriving there 
he asks for Teodor von R. “Third floor, 
to the right, No. 126,” says the porter. 
He advances to the steps, and a cold 
sweat overcomes him; There stands 
the some man in the flesh he dreamed 
about—same clothes, same cap—and In- 
vlted him to step in thè elevator. .“No, 
thank you,” he said. Slowly the eie- 
vator goes up, and he sees, there Is a 
lady in beside the man, who had his 
hand on the rope, dressed like a sailor. 
All at once theio was a cry—a noise
tte elevator broke, and coining down,; 
landed at the bottom with a crash that 
shook the whole building. The doors 
bursted open, and evert one asked)

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from Hla Batanli 
Majesty and his subordinate* tn the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Mo*** Hull. Price. 15 cents. 
For sale as this office.

ANCIENT INDIA:
Ito Language and Religione. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
Paper, 25 cents. For sale at thio office.

APOLLONIUS OF1 TYAN A.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining how hl* 
life and teaching« were utilised to formulate Chn»* 
tlanlty. Price 15 cents, For able at tills office.

BIBLE OF BIBLES, 
-OR- 

TWENTY-SEVEN 

“DIVINE REVELATIONS“ 
BY KERSEY GRAVES.

Co&tololng a de&crlptlQp of twenty-seven bibles, anfl 
an exposition of two thoqeaqq biblical errors tn 
•clenee, history, morals, religion, etc. price, cloth, 
ll.Tfl. For sale at this office.

The Bridge Between Two Worlds. 
BY ABBY A. JUDSON.

With portrait of th* author. Deeply spiritual and 
Instructive, An excellent work. Price, cloth, 11.00; 
paper, 7S cento. Fbr sale at thia office.

Tie GhrlstSl!»8'^.’ 
Question wAiy”<s». CpfflPil 8. Loveland,HudsondubbluU Tattle, Moses Hull,
J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, Rabbi I. M. 
Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the spir
its say about it, By

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Whether this book setlles the question or not.lt 

Will be found eminently entertaining, and brings to
gether a mass of evidence to establish the historical 
character o! Jesus. A large volume, cloth, *1.25. For 
Bale at this office.

Grimes «1 Freachers.
An interesting book along Ito line tnd useful to 

Spiritualists attacked by the clergy and their follow* 
an. Price 2S cento; for sale at this office.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
Origin of religions, and their Influence upon tha 
mental development of the human race. Transcribed 
at the request ot & bond of ancient philosopher*. 
Price, 10 cehts. For sale at thia office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

- Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. For sale at tills office.

THE DIAKKA.
The Dtakka and Their Earthly Vlctlins.by the Seer. 

A. J. Davi*. Is a very Interesting and suggestivi 
work. It Is an explanation of much that Is false anft 
repulsive m Spiritualism, embodying a most Im* 
portant recent Interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
{ealdent of the Summer Land. Price 50 cents. For
ale at this office.

“Walk in a sweet surprise
To find my thoughts thus companioned 

Anfl life’s purposes that arise
Plead still for diviner fulfillment, 

For energy, patience, and power
To live the high life of th? spirit;

To stamp with achievement each 
hour.”

Her birthday greeting to her friend, 
Frances E. Willard, is full of true spir
itual friendship and Intellectual appre
ciation such as not unfrequently exists 
between women of like nobje purpose 
and Inspiration, in spite of the popular 
assumption among superficial thinkers 
that such friendships are Impossible. 
Says Miss Whiting to Miss Willard:
“I wish you honor, wealth and power, 

But ta that finer measure
Whose gain and fame is not the dower 

That tells of earthly treasure;
The honor of a purpose true 

Unto the Heavenly Vision;
The riches of all noble aims

That trend toward fields elysian.”
The many grateful readers of Miss 

Whiting's “World Beautiful” series, 
and other books, will be pleased to hear 
that she has another work in the pub
Usher’s hands on Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning, which In view of the re
newed Interest in the Brownings In
cited by the recent publication of Mrs. 
Browning’s letters to her friends, and 
the volumes containing the “Love Let
ters” of that grand couple, will be very 
timely and welcome. Another work 
growing toward completion on which 
Miss Whiting Is now at work is a “Biog
raphy of Kate Field” which is sure to 
be deeply Interesting from the widely 
varied experiences, associations and 
correspondence with ‘ writers, artists 
and thinkers In various lands of Miss 
Field, as well as for Its treatment by 
one who wds so intimate a friend as 
Lilian Whiting. _ M

Thus It will be seen that the poet of 
the songs “From Dreamland Sent” 1b 
herself more of a doer than a dreamer, 
one who carries out in her own life of 
constant work and high endeavor one 
of the many lessons she inculcates In 
both prose and rhyme—that
“—Only through duty’s fulfilled com

. pleteness ■
Through the dally task, not refused,, 

but done
Shall we tread the way of diviner 

sweetness,
And learn the meaning of victory

won.'
BARA A. UNDERWOOD.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
Bentley. 
Dream C 
more det 
height« l. 
Wheeler Wilcox. Will, I t, ,
aide Bulwer'a “Zanonl” .and the "Bcrapblta of 
Balzac.—Dally Capital. Topeka. Kansas. Although 
simple and unvarnished with any Inflammable de* 
Bcrlptlone, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader closes 
the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday Times. For sale 
at this office.

The Everlasting Gospel
Thl* volume conetets of a seriee of lectures, me* 

lage* and poem* written and delivered in publlp 
through the mental organism, of Mra Magdalena 
Kune, a trance, clairvoyant and inspirational me* 
dltim. The book contains 488 large pages, and will be 
eent postpaid for *1.50. Fot *ale at this office.

EVOLUTIONISM.
A Series of Illustrated Lectures 

Upon the 
EVOLUTION OF ALL THINGS 

IN THE UNIVERSE. 
BY OLNEY H. RICHMOND, 

Price, clocb, »1.83. For aale at thia office.

Fire and Serpent Worship.
By A. 8. Hudson, M. D. Pries 15 «nu. For »la 
t this office.

Harmonics of Evolution.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, 

Based Upon Natural Science
A, Uuzht bv modem masters ot law. Bj Florenoj 
HaX. An exceedingly mmresilng andd ,tIncttf 
TBlaable contribution to the literature ofetoluUon, 
unfolding It, law, from the deeper and clearer spirit
ual aspect, and Indicating the defects of the Darwin
ian theory. SplrltuaUsts and Materialists alike_ can 
gain much from Its perusal. • Price, finely bound In 
cloth, 92. For sale &t this office.

Health and Power,
A handbook of Care and Haman Upbuilding by the 

atd of new, refined and powerful method, of nature. 
By B. n. Babbitt, M. D., author ot •■Principle, of 
light and Color" ••Pbllowpby of Cure," etc. Price, 
«loth 23 cents. For eale at thio office.

History of Atharael.
LU« InTtbe Stone A«. The Hlatory of Atharael, 

Chief Prie«t of a band of Arrans. This pamphlet, 
containing 61 pages, was written through the me- 
(Uixmshlp of U. O. ilgler. and Is Intensely Interest
ing, Price 80 cents. For sale at this office.

The Historical Jesus.
And Mythical Chrirt. By Gerald Massey, 290 page*, 
12mo. Price 80 cent*. Foreale attbitoffice.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real Tl*lt with friend* on the other *lde of life, 

ksd a faginUr talk. By spirit Samnel Bojleri Car* 
rieE.8.Twlng*Medium.-Price30centa, For sale al 
tola office.

Quincy,HL . ; ...

“From Boiil to Soul," .By-Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gema 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand- 
•ome volume,■ wherewith . to. sweeten 
hour* of leisure anfl. enjoymeflt, Prie. 
SI. For salé at this office. . .,

"Human Culture and Cure, Marriage^ 
Sexual Development, and; Social U> 
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D; 
LL.D. A most .excellent and very valu-, 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
Of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl-1 
•nee, Religion, «te- Price, doth, T&x 
For sale at this office..........  -.

Mediumship and Its Development, 
AndHow toMesmertoe to As*l*t Development. By 
W.R. Bach. Paper, 25 cento; cloth, 50 cento. For 
tale at this uffiee. 
———— ■  ------------------------—T
Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
On Bcacoo Conklins. Dellverefi before the New 
York Leetslatnre, May 8, 1888. Price, 4 cent». Foe 

. Bale at tbli office. .
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THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY, 
WHAT SPIRITUALISTS SHOULD DO

power which dwell» within the tu 
of. every person. In eome lt isc 
largely developed, making those pMt 
sons philanthropic and full of love for* 
humanity, anxious to do good to others 
and see better conditions of life for all

8 THÈ HOME. CIRCLE
re for* • ‘

A Lecture Delivered by William E. Bonney, at Blair 
: ■ ' Nebraska.

The wonderful movement which had ] 
Its new birth, so to,speak, in the middle 
of tlie present century, andwhlch was 
first brought into prominence by the 
writings of Andrew Jackson Daws, tlie ■ 
great seer and prophet, wh°se won
derful powers of receiving spiritual 
truths and visions of the other life have 
nerhaps never been surpassed or even 
equalled in modern times. That move
ment which was founded upon ri.fie 
teachings of what is known as the Hai- 
monial Philosophy, wap a movement 
which had for its object the revolution
izing of society and the betterment of 
the conditions of life upon this planet 
for all who are suffering in mind, body 
or spirit. It was, indeed, a movement 
which was guided and 
¡highest influences of spirit-life y 
came into earth conditions through। the 
sensitive organism of a chosen instru
ment who was fitted for that purpose.

• It was a movement iound^ ul’°^ 1}*® 
laws of nature, which sought to bling 
people first into harmony with them- 

'■ pelves'flnd afterward to help others into 
a like condition of mind. It was a 
movement which sought to 
spirituality in tlie life of the individual, 
to unfold the highest and best side of 
human nature to develop an unselfish 
and self-sacrificing spirit, a spirit of 
brotherhood and sisterhood toward all 
human beings, a spirit of sympathy 

: ■ and benevolence toward the poor and 
oppressed of earth’s children, a desire 
to show charity toward the unfoltunate 
and so-called criminal classes. A sp rit 
like unto tliat of the early Christian 
code which consisted of three words, 
the eleventh commandment, which 
composed and included all the others. 
"Love one another.”

, This was the foundation stone or 
\ primitive Christianity; it was also the 
\ foundation stone of the Harmonlal 
' Philosophy, and is the foundation stone 

of Time Spiritualism. It is the stone, 
however, which has been rejected by 
most denominational church builders. 
If this commandment, “Love one 
another,” were carried into effect it 
would do away with all quibbling and 

( quarreling between the different de
nominations; It would do away with all 

’ rivalry and self-seeking between mln- 
isters and mediums. All could come 

'( together under a common roof, pretieli 
' from the same platform, unite together 

with the sole purpose of helping each 
■ other into better conditions, socially, 

morally, politically and religiously.
Upon this foundation stone which has 

’ been rejected by the builders, could be 
built a religion which would not consist 
of keeping certain days of the week or 

: year; which would not consist of read
ing the letter of the Old or New Testa
ments; which would not consist of cere
monial rites of any kind; which would 
not consist of keeping church ordi
nances or customs, but simply keeping

partial love toward every living crea
ture upon earth.

The higher we climb on this golden 
ladder of existence, the stronger it be
comes. The more we love humanity as 
a whole the less liable we are to fall 
into trouble and anguish of spirit by 
selfishness.

Love for humanity at large on the 
one hand, and extreme Individual 
selfishness on the other are the two ex
tremes in human nature. Yet we all 
have to experience sometime or other 
the vast difference between them. We 
have to begin getting tired looking 
after our own selfish interests before 
we commence to work for others very 
much. ■

Spiritualists! this religion of unselfish 
work for the human family is your re
ligion. It is the old-time gospel of 
“Peace on earth, good will toward
men,” which had its advent in Judea 
when angel voices talked to the shep
herds as they watched their flocks by 
night. It is for you to see to it that it 
shall be again revived upon earth. Per
haps the best way to demonstrate this 
religion of humanity in n practical man
ner at the present time is to assist all 
we ean in

PROMOTING THE CAUSE
of International Peace. A step has been 
taken in the right direction by no less 
a personage than the Czar of nil the 
Russias, one of the greatest representa
tives of monarchlal government in the 
world, It is proposed by this monarch 
that a Conference of the Powers shall 
be held, the object of that conference 
being to come to an agreement If possi
ble whereby the present extravagant 
expenditure of wealth for warlike prep
arations shall be curtailed, and If possi
ble a truce of peace be declared be
tween all nations for five years. 
Whether this conference proves a suc
cess or not it will be held, and its suc
cess will depend upon tbe interest 
taken in the subject by the masses of

others. In some It is only developed 
v.ery partially, making, those persons 
full of love for their own selves but 
caring little for others, anxious to get 
everything possible into their own 
hands, making them selfish, avaricious 
and miserly.

A miser is a slave to self, he sees 
nothing but self and j*et a miser is 
never 'happy. His wealth is a burden 
to him, he frets night and day lest 
something shall happen to deprive him 
of his horde. The great sin of the age 
ls.too much selfishness. It is the parent 
of all other sins, yet a certain amount 
of self-love is necessary. Nations have 
passed into oblivion, cities have become 
a mass of ruins, governments have been 
overturned, churches have become a 
farce and a delusion, and over the 
graves of all may be 'written without 
stretching the imagination—“Died of 
too much selfishness.”

History repeats itself; what has hap
pened to tbe nations of antiquity, may 
happen to the nations of the present 
day. What has happened to the gov
ernments of by-gone days may happen 
to governments again, What has hap
pened to great Cities and brought them 
to a mass of mouldering ruins is just as 
sure to bring others there. What has 
happened to the churches of past ages 
may be confidently expected to happen 
to others of the present day. ’

To the Editor:—About flix yeajiB ago I 
left a position as Ruling. Elder .In the 
Presbyterian church, dropped i ortho
doxy and churchlanlty in toto, (and be
gan the study aud investigation! qf Spir
itualism. I subscribed flor the ¡Banner 
of Liglit and Tbe Progressive Thinker. 
Then we started a family, circle; consist
ing of my wife and another lady, aud 
ipyself. We commenced with tbe stand, 
aud we had raps and spelled out mes
sages from the start. Then >we pur
chased a psychograph and succeeded 
well with it, and drew around us a 
strong and Influential spirit bandi This 
was at Harbor Creek, Hu. Twd years 
ago we moved to this plage, and for 
twenty months my wife and I (were all 
the Spiritualists that could be found in 
this township. However, ¡we kept up 
our family circle, and' about four 
months ago we had a youug student 
boarding and rooming with us. We 
asked him to sit with us at the stand. 
He did so, and in a few minutes he was 
under control and was trying to grasp 
for a pencil or pen. * * *. • *

Subsequently they made this medium 
write several large sheets full of sound 
philosophy, and instructed us how to do 
in order to spread tills glorious truth 
here, and that, in time, we will have an 
organized society here. X X.

since I made arrangements for a dark 
seance at my house, with a traveling' 
medium that had been recommended to 
me as wonderful. I had :i circle oi —■ 
at 50 cents each. But the fellow gave 
himself away so completely that myself 
and four others left the circle at the 
very commencement. I denounced him 
as a fraud. He left town next morn
ing, but came back in a week to vindi
cate himself by another selince in an
other family, with an agreement that 
there should be none present but good 
Spiritualists, and but very few of tbe 
old circle got an invitation. Well, 1 
paid him ?8.50 at my house; the othei 
man agreed to give him $8 if the circle 
would contribute that much, being left 
to their option. After the seance, they, 
chipped in $2, and the gentleman get
ting up the circle for him, contributed 
the other $6, which the medium said he 
was ashamed to take, but he took it all

If Spiritualists would all subscribe for 
and read your valuable paper, then 
profit by your oft-repeated warnings 
and advice, fakes would soon quit the 
business for want of patrons. Not long

TO “THE GOLDEN RULE’

tlie people. *
There should be a general agitation 

throughout the length and breadth of 
the land in favor of peace principles 
and a

GRADUAL DISARMAMENT 
of the nations; but if this is to be done 
there is no time to lose; every Spiritual
ist who believes in progression, and 
every Christian who believes in the 
elevennth commandment should assist 
in moulding public opinion in favor of 
the objects outlined for the coming con
ference.

Mass meetings should be held in 
every village, hamlet, town and city 
in favor of gradual disarmament. 
Petitions should be sent to President 
McKinley asking that every effort be 
put forth by this government to secure 
a lasting peace.

We are approaching a critical period 
in thWTVuritLg history. Never before in 
the history of this planet was there 
such a critical period. We stand to-day 
upon the brink of a yawning precipice, 
and one false step may hurl the whole 
world into a perfect hell of warfare and 
bloodshed. The armies of the world are 
fitted out with the most deadly instru-

• and the eleventh commandment. These 
- two rules cover the whole ground of re

ligious usefulness; without these two 
rules for a foundation, religion is uoth- 
Ing but a farce and a delusion, call it by 
any name you see fit. Without these 
for foundations, religion is like a house 
built upon the sand. It has nothing to
keep it from being swept away by the 
storms which will come upon it. fl ake 
any church, any spiritual society, any 
lodge, any kind of organization you can 

' think of; take families, churches, goy- 
ernments or any institution in exist
ence, remove the love element, tbe God I 
power from them, and there is absolute-

• ly nothing left to hold them together. 
They will surely come to naught, sooner

ments of destruction, the navies of 
world are fitted out with the most

DIABOLICAL DEVICES

the

thefor slaughtering human beings by 
wholesale. Tlie wealth of tbe leading

’ or later. x
Love of home, love of country, lot e ot 

< families, love of friends, love for. the 
S whole human family, is the only 
Y cementing force which will keep us 

from going luto a state of chaotic

■ To suppress the love element In 
v human nature is to work untold ruin to 
' the race. Yet this is precisely what has
■’'I been done to a large extent in the past
■■ Men and women have tried to suppress 
<■ the divine principle of love and chain t 
1 by unjust laws and regulations. But 

’ the reverse element of hatred, the spirit 
- of contention, tbe desire for glory in 

warfare, has been stimulated and en
> counijxed. _

We hear sometimes of Christian wais, 
i ■ religious wars, etc. How can a religion 

whose great rule of living Should be to 
' “love one another,” ever cause a war or

nations of the earth is being wasted in 
a manner which is detrimental to the 
best Interests of the people. Thousands 
of people are absolutely homeless, with
out any hope of better conditions, and 
yet millions of dollars are being wasted 
in useless discharges of powder and 
Sliot belched forth from the yawning 
mouths of immense engines of destruc
tion. Millions upon millions of money 
expended every year in war ships and 
in patroling the ocean, and millions of 
little children in all of the leading 
countries without bread enough to eat 
or clothes to wear. It is high time that 
something was' done to stop the ex
penditure of wealth for war purposes 
and turn the tide into other Channels.

Either the leading nations should 
come to an understanding about this 
matter, or cease calling themselves 
Christian or civilized.

It is a libel upon the name of the 
meek and lowly Man of Nazareth and

carrv ou a war? .
It is simply because the simple teach

ings and customs of Jesus and his fol
lowers have been almost crushed out of 
existence by crafty and designing men 
who lived in the first, second and thud 
centuries of the Christian Era, and 
these have foisted upon the yoild a 
counterfeit and spurious religion M l at 
Spiritualists should do first of all aftei 
they have received satisfactory proof of 
a continuous existence is to revive the 
religion of Primitive Christianity and 
offset as much of the false teachings of 
sectarianism as possible.

“Love is the fulfilling of the lais, v¡e 
read- love is the redeeming principle in 
nature; even in tho brute creation we 
see various degrees of love manifested. 
Surclv we should cultivate this divine 
principle which is to be found in some 
degree in all animated nature.

Love is the ruling power of the uni
verse it is the law of attraction which 
governs tbe planets in their courses, 
Which peoples the earth with its mill
ions of human beings. It is the pivotal 
power upon which the mighty destinies 
of nations have been determined. It is 
tlie most holy of all human emotions, 
and vet it has been the most abused.

It has been written by an inspired 
teacher that “God is love.” Wci will 
reverse the proposition by declaring

his religion of love and peace, for
THESE WARLIKE NATIONS 

to call themselves Christian. The re-
liglon of the Man of Nazareth and Ills 
early followers was a religion of peace. 
He rebuked Peter by saying, “Put up 
thy sword into its sheath.” Later on, 
however, this religion was switched off 
the track it started on, by the Emperor 
Constantine and others of like char
acter. .

The religion of humanity was put into 
the background by these men and their 
abettors, the priests of that day, and 
turned luto a regular pandemonium of 
war, bigotry, persecution and blood
shed. They polluted the writings of the 
apostles; they destroyed the libraries 
which contained tlie records of the 
times of Jesus, and foisted upon the 
world the books which we call the New 
Testament, none of which were written 
until after nearly three centuries had 
passed away £iuce the time of Jesus. 
They Interpolated teachings into those 
books which are utterly foreign to the 
character and teachings of Jesus and 
his band of disciples. Yet the church 
tells us we must accept every word of 
the New Testament as being true, and

.. “LOVE IS GOD,” 
and we are confident that history, phil- 
osophv, poetry, science,—yes, and even 
the Bible will bear us out in that dec

One thing above all others that Spirit
ualists should do is to demonstrate the 
love principle in all the affairs of life. 
At the present time we are sorry to find 
there is a discount on this principle in a 
great many places; and this is greatly 
to be regretted because it is the one 
thing needful. If it wasn’t for the 
divine principle of love we would never 
have received proof of continuous exist
ence Some one in spirit-life loved us 
enough to take the trouble to convince 
us of their presence, through the me
diumship of some sensitive mortal. 
That sensitive had a desire to be used 
for that purpose and manifested their 
love for us in that way. Love -

IS A GOLDEN LADDER
which reaches from the lowest plane of 
existence to the very, highest It is 
found in some degree in the very lowest 
specimen of humanity. The more we 
manifest tlie love power, the nearer we 
approacli God-hood, for God Is love in 
its highest perfection. Not n selfish love

Too much selfish desire for conquest, 
too much ambition to rule othei«, too 
much of the spirit of what we call at 
the present day Imperialism, will some 
time or other bring a nation Into the 
dust of oblivion. Spain is one example 
of a nation going down to decay, yet 
others have gone the same way before 
her and others will follow Spain if they 
grow too selfish, if they grow too am
bitious and despotic.

Too much overcrowding in cities, too 
much oppressive legislation, too much 
industrial slavery, too much wealth for I To the Editor:—A few items concern- I 
one class, and too much poverty for j tlie eau8e ln thiB clty) n^y lje of i 
another, too many millionaires and too I tei.est to you and youl. readers, and I । 
many tramps aud paupers have pro- tflke pleasm.e [n giving you the same. ' 
dueed rebellions which have destroyed Qn the afteruoou of Tuesday, April 18, 1 
cities—partially or wholly-and the the ^„5^ of the First Association of 
same causes are certain ut some time or Spiritualists of Washington, D. C„ held । 
other to produce the same results in thell, nununl election, and the following 
other cities. officers were elected for the ensuing

Too much self-seeking rivalry among I T A Woo(li president; M. C. Ed- 
churches, too much care for creeds and son vice-president; M. W. Moore, secre
dogmas, too much ceremonial observ- I ’ w H O1.owell, treasurer. M. C. 
anee, too much fashionable worsh p, Ho"ker E. j. storey, Mrs. F. Ripley, 
too much consideration for the wealthy Mnj K M Willis, and Miss Mary Flag
classes and too little thought for the jc), trustees.
poor outcast aud wanderer has been tho yvin/tew exceptions, is a change
means of ruining the Influence of )n the’entlre board, and with it will be 
churches for good In the past, it is a cliallge niso in its policy. The. board 
doing so at the present time, and will lntendg to rent a nice, comfortable hall, 
bring churches 'into disrepute with the [u a d localltyi an(1 wlth a iurge seat
masses of the people If such a course Is capacity; to employ the best of 
continued. sneakers and platform test mediums,

Too much seeking after phenomena, alnd thus .jreB(.nt the phenomena and 
too much seeking for personal mes- ))lllosop]jy of Spiritualism together, 
sages, too little interest in the philoso- fh b aat|8fy|Ug uie investigator as 
phy and the practical teachings It gives weU flg the more adv.1Ui.ed Splritual- 
for the good of mortals upon earth has I g whll8t uot a(jverse to. receiv- 
been the ruin of Spiritualism in many *ln_’tegtg en;oy a well-delivered lecture 
ptaces and will cont nue to keep it . ftn a(lvau,.ed speaker, still more, 
down if the Spiritualists do not change Tbg wrlter ()f these Unes is happy to
their tactics. announce the fact that.he has recently

We need to return to the Spiritualism bad tJje llfe.slzed portraits of the three 
of Andrew Jackson Davis, the liar- siKters, Katie, Margaretta and 
monial Philosophy, and then we shall Leah—Mrs Underhllb-piinted and
accomplish more for humanity. Plie- , ndsomely framed. These portraits 
nomena of a genuine character is neces- pronounced to be pnrfect likenesses 
sary to convince the skeptical mind. . j orlglnais. rhe ¡undersigned has 
It has its use and a grand mission it is, j led tlicm to the N. S. A., and they 
but anything which is good in itself can are gt cnt adorning the library of 
be abused. The purpose of the higher that aBsOcIntIont where> visiting Spirit
intelligences of spirit-life is not only to of (he 1(!0UIItry>l are invited to
convince mortals of a continuous ex- them. 1 I
istence, but to bring to earth's inbabi- happened whilst in New York last 
tants knowledge which will benefit Novemberi to be strangely led.by spirit 
them in the present life. J-hell'e is a and tQ be gulded,lnto tlie estab-
mlssion of “Peace on earth, good will llgbinent of a iarg0 mirror manufac- 
toward men,” just as it was In the time where a portrait of Miss Katie
when they came to the siiegherii of I ’longing to Mr. Wilson McDon- 
Judea. It is prompted by the spirit of b artist, was stored- It is the 
love which Is seeking to demonstrate > portrait or likeness of Katie Fox 
its power upon earth. Love is the f elgbteen in existence, and
Christ spirit, to be Chrlsted or to be- S have teen painted by Elliott,
come anointed with the spirit of love is .fted artlgt and portrait painter. I 
what we all need; this love will compel cQu]d n(jt fegt uut)1 j had secured the 
us to go out into the nortrait, and although I had to pay a

HIGHWAYS AND HEDGES fieavy prlce fol. lt> j Was determined to 
and seek out those who are ‘needy, own n, no matter what, the cost might 
those who are ignorant, those who are I be Since its arrival in Washington, I 
sick, those who are depraved, those bave had a prominent artist make a 
who are called the criminal classes and copy of and had It beautifully 
seek to help these divine fragments to framed. Now this picture of Katie, to- 
grow out of their unfortunate con- gether with the portraits of her two 
ditions. sisters, beautifies the office of the N. S.

The world to-day needs an expression every time I see them I cannot
of the Christ spirit as it never needed help but feei the presence of these 
it before. We see on every hand oppor- founders of Modern Spiritualism, and 
tunltles for doing good, for uplifting hu- sense tbeir gratitude that some one 
manlty, for setting men and women couid ta]!e the trouble, and was willing 
free from all kinds of slavery. The tide (o g0 to the expense of having tbeir por- 
of public opinion needs to be turned in trai(g pasnted for the instruction and 
a different direction. We find to-day edjflCation of the younger Spiritualists, 
our little children being dismissed from who are not as familiar with the his- 
school and called into line to the roll tory of these three grand mediums, who 
of the kettle drum. Martial music and gave birth to Spiritualism, as the older 
marching in regnmeutal style is being ones are ■
used to instil into the minds of the rrbe original portrait of'Katie fox
young a spirit of militarism. ' tbnt I purchased from the* artist, Mr.

Tbe patriotic feelings are being ap- \y[iS0I1 McDonald, and Which had been 
pealed to In every conceivable way to ]n.esented to him by Mrs. Margaretta 
keep up this patriotic pride. All this Is | because he had been kind to the 
well enough in its proper place perhaps, slgterSi having nothing else to give him 
but It is being carried to excess. It is ag a token of her appreciation—is in my 
contrary to the teachings of human posseSsion, and adorns the* walls of my 
brotherhood and sisterhood inculcated nbrary. 1 love to look at the beautiful 
in the religion of the angel-world voiced face. lt jg an inspiration to me each 
through ancient and modern mediums. tbne j gaze upon it, and money could

We must some day or other come to not buy it (rom me.
see that all nations are of one family, Some years ngo there was a request 
and that anything which conduces to maue tbat tbe Spiritualists of America 
the general welfare of all the people of sbouid contribute money towards the 
the earth is the proper thing for us to I erectlon of a monument to the Fox sis
desire and work for. - ters> to be placed in the graveyard at

International Peace Is something we Br00klyn, I think. To niy mind these 
all know is desirable; war aud blood- portraits, as n memorial, are much more 
shed we all know to be undesirable. appropriate and spiritual than any 
Our plain duty in this matter is to cul- I <,ravestone could be, and they will be In 
tivate a brotherly and sisterly feeling I existence, and be a joy to coming gen
as far as lies in our power among all eratiOns, long after the tombstones had 
nationalities and races. This is the dccayed and crumbled to dust 
greatest work to be done at the present Maybe, later on; when the N. S. A. is 
-time. The other various and much- ln bandg made strong'by the full co-op- 

1 needed reforms among the people of crat|on of tbe Spiritualists at large, and 
1 this country and others cannot be ig an established fact, • I may donate 

brought about so long as such an im- tbem t0 that Association. Let me see 
mense amount of wealth is being an-1 dp8t what will be done at the next con- 
nually used In preparing for war. vention, to be held iff October next, in 
Divert that flow of wealth into peaceful Oblcago. The N. S. ’A. is Jdolng very 
channels, into improving the condition nlceiv at present, antf recoiling from 
of labor, into improving the waste tbe s'eifisb and ambldAus rdfe and mls- 
lands of all countries, into Improving 1 • - " - *"lt------ 1—*
the highways and rivers of this country, 
and a great change will soon be 
apparent. Let us leave no stone un
turned to overcome the war fever, the 
spirit of imperialism which is abroad. 
Let us faithfully work for “Peace on 
earth, good will toward men;” we shall 
then have the satisfaction of knowing 
that we have done what we could to 
bring about a humane and peaceful

WASHINGTON LETTER

the same. _ _ , _ m. ,
Readers of The Progressive Thinker, 

take my advice, attend to the home cir
cle and let such fellows alone. I think 
more of one little rap at home, knowing 
there is no fraud with it, than I would 
of a big show in the dark, believing t 
mostly fraud. We have enough spirit 
manifestations in our own home circle 
to prove that otir spirit friends can and 
do return and communicate with the 
physical world, and just as we increase 
and progress in knowledge of occult 
science will the manifestations’ in
crease. R. L. CHASE, M. D.

Parsnip Complexion.
A majority of the Ills afflicting people 

to-day can be traced to kidney trouble. 
It pervades all classes of society, In all 
climates, regardless of age, sex or con
dition.

The sallow, cplorless-looklng people 
you often’meet are afflicted with "kid
ney complexion.” Their kidneys are 
turning to a parsnip color, so Is their 
complexion. They may suffer from In
digestion, bloating, sleeplessness, uric 
acid, gravel, dropsy, rheumatism, ca
tarrh of the bladder, or Irregular heart. 
You may depend upon it the cause Is 
weak, unhealthy kidneys. •

Women as well as men--are'made mis
erable with kidney and bladder trouble 
and both need tbe same remedy. Dr, 
Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, the greatkidney, 
liver and bladder remedy will build up 
and strengthen weak and unhealthy 
kidneys, purify the diseased, kidney- 
poisoned blood, clear the complexion 
and soon help the sufferer to better 
health.

The mild and the extraordinary effect 
of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It 
stands the highest for its wonderful 
cures of the most distressing cases, 
such as weak kidneys, catarrh of the 
bladder, gravel, rheumatism and 
Bright’s Disease, which is the worst 
form of kidney trouble. It is sold by 
druggists, in fifty cent and dollar sizes. 
You may have a sample bottle by mail 
free, also pamphlet telling ail about it. 
Address Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, 
N. Y.

When writing please mention reading 
this generous offer in Chicago Progress
ive Thinker. .

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part pint. Tbe Philosophy ot Cure. Paper coyer, 
50 cunts.
Human Culture and Cure.

Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development enA 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cente.
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative Bystemsand theHappInesi 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Taper cover, 15 cente.
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 cente; LeaV^« 
85 cents. .
Religion.

Moat thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Goth» 
11; paper, 50 cents.
Principles of Light and Color.

One of tbe greatest hooka of the age, 85¡ by mail 
82 cents extra.

RnnVQ Carlyle Petersilea.
DU U HU Given by automatic writing through 

the eutbor’B mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1.

A narrative of the personal experiences In spirit-life 
of the author’s father, who bad been a natural philos
opher aijda materialist.

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth» $1.
Experiences of the author's mother in spirlt-Ufe.

Philip CarllBlle—Cloth, $1.
A deep philosophical romance by the band of guides, 

the subject of the title being a scientific young phil
osopher, who is a medium; his chief opponents being 
a clergyman and a materialist.

Oceanides—Paper Cover, ÖO cts.
A scientific novel based on the philosophy of life, 

as seen from tbe spirit side, For sale at office ot The 
Progressive Thinker.

Edmonds, Wash.

Portraits of the Famous Fox 
Sisters.

Laald through the Ups of Mrs. Gladlng 
ribat she and her two sisters were ever 
so grateful for my having their por
traits painted, and loaned to the N. S. 
A., and that they would do all in their 
power to help spread the truths of Spir-

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

itimlism.
She said tho portraits were so much 

better than a tombstone, because these 
gave their features to the public, whilst 
a monument only gave cold names. 
Then Miss Katie thanked me over aud 
over again for having done what I did. 
“For," as she said, “although we are |
spirits, we still have large Interests on 
the (Mirth plane, and we love to be re
membered.” She also said that the 
painting I bought in New York, ami 
which I hold so dear, was painted by 
Mr. Elliott, the eminent portrait paint
er, tbe cost of same having been de
frayed by several of her friends.

T. J. M.

Two choice volumes, each complete In iteelf, tS 
which spirituality la related to everyday life In Bach 
»way as to make tbe world beautiful. Each tlXX).

For eale at thia office.

TXEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 
J J The “ Stellar Key •• is philosophical Intre
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
?onie idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
ollowlng table of cuntenu; 1—Death and tbe After 

Life; 2—Scenes lu the Bummer-Land; 3—Society in tbe 
Summer Laud; 4—Social Centres In tbe Summer-Landi 
5—Whiter-Luud aud Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« in the Summer-Land: 9—Voles 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edltlou con 
tains more than double the amount of matter to tea 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beanttfai frontis 
Élece. Illustrating the “formation of the Bptrltua.

ody.” Cloth 75 cent«. Poetase 6 cente. For müu 
at this office. -

tIMn’sbTble

ENCYCLOPEDIA
... OF.,«

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply SpiHtuaUsmj

Together with a brief LisWry of the origin of many oi 
tholinportaut books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,

N. Y. P. S. II PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Second Annual Convention, 
National Young People’s 

Spiritualist Union.
Tlie young people will be especially 

gratified to learn that definite arrange
ments have been made with the man
agers of tbe Onset Bay Camp-ineetlng 
Association to have the Second Annual 
Convention of the N. Y. P. S. U. assem
ble there August 25 and 26. Onset Bay 
camp is a most delightful spot, near 
Buzzard’s Bay (Ex-President Cleve-

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Sirs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Prances E, Barr,

“In every soul there la bound up some truth and 
6omo error, aud each gives to the world Of thought 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin.

land’s home), aud near the ocean. We 
I desire to make those two days inem-
orable dates for the Onset Bay camp, 
and also for our National Union; to this 
end the efforts of your officers, as well 
as the officers of the camp-meeting will 
be earnestly devoted.

It is especially desired to have a rep
resentative gathering of the young peo
ple there, qs this is an association re
strictively for them. Such an opportu
nity has not been before presented for 
the young people to have an association 
all their own, and all should strenuous
ly exert themselves to make our move
ment eminently successful,

Mr. Walter I. Prentiss, a member of 
the bofird of trustees of the N. Y. P. S. 
U., will be on tbe ground during the en
tire session of the camp-meeting, and 
will make all preliminary arrangements

I there. Correspondence relative to 
rooms, board, etc,, should be addressed

Much that Je In this book appeared Id an abridged 
form In a series of nine full pages of Thk Phoghbs&* 
xvg Thinxbii. These articles word prepared at th« 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some klud of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
pubUcullua of this work.

Theauthor. Moses Hull, has written many volume« 
ou Splrlluallstlstlc aud other themes au^ each one 1« 
full of careiul study ou the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, la bls Introduction of this work «ay»;

“Hoping tbat this book win serve to lea<J tbe peon!« 
out of tbe wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its ‘sanctified’ enemies, It will not ’spike’ It, but wjll 
use It to batter down the walls of Cnrlsllati supersti
tion and Ignorance, I send It out on it« errand of en- 
llghteDment with the humble prayer tbat It will prove 
a di Tine benediction ,lo every reader.”

The Ekoyclopkdia ok Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed ou good paper, 
centalns a full-page portrait of the author and la 
handsomely bound lu cloth. Every Spiritualist sbouid 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

IHE ELIMINATOR 
—OR— 

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

The bright and scholarly comment« of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on tbe Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All sbouid read It.
Price BOo. For sale at this Office.
~ THE REAL ISSUE.

By Mosbs Hull. A compound ot tbe two pamph
lets, “Tbe Irrepressible Conflict,’’and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, making & 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cente. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on tbe tendencies of 
tbe times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the an», 
pices of the Bov. Shaku Boron, delegate to tho Par
liament of Bdlglons. Wa»lately puMUlied ta Japa» 
Price tl. For sale at this omes.

mWSlUMANCEl
to him at Onset Bay, Mass.

Every young person between the ages 
of sixteen and forty will, after the pay
ment of the dues, be entitled to a voice 
in the convention, and therefore the 
young people should become individual 
members, and forward their dues (50 
cents) to the secretary, Miss Anna M. 
Steinberg, 506 12th street, N. W., Wash
ington, D. C. We solicit the aid of all, 
and those who find it impossible to be 
present can greatly assist our work by 
promptly becoming individual or con
tributing members. Certificates of con
tribution will be mailed to all persons 
contributing to the Union, who are Inel
igible to membership.

Programs of tbe convention will be 
printed about the 1st of June, and for
warded upon application.

The secretary desires to hear from all 
the young people who expect to be pres
ent. We anticipate a notable gathering, 
and most important matters relative to 
our Union are to be considered. We es
pecially ask that all the Young People’s 
Unions or societies throughout the 
country should promptly Join the Na
tional Union, receive its charter and 
lend it their moral and financial as well 
as spiritual aid. The dues for a char
ter are only ?2, and 25 cents for each 
member.

All persons who have not yet done so 
should make arrangements to attend 
Onset Bay camp this year, and remem
ber our dates are Augu. 25 and 26.

I. C. I. EVANS, 
President N. Y. P. S. U.

1352% B St., S. W„ Washington, D. C.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo«- 

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog» . 
malic Christianity, containing many slartllng conctw^ 
stons never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa* 
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an Im| SMQfr 
ation and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price di.50. For Sale at this Office.

WASABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OR —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
—BY —

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated -with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and uot always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find notl.ing in It trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tho discern
ing eye. though escape tho observation of tbe 
vulgar.’1—Voltairb.

Contents: “The White Bull,” a Satirical Romance, 
“Zadlg, or Fate,’’-an Oriental History; “The Sago and 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;” “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” 
“Micromega8,’’juSatiroon Mankind;.‘‘The World as 
It Goe«;” "The Black and the While;” “Memuou, the 
philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at 81am;” “Bab* 
abec;’’ “The Study of Nature;” “A Conversailon 
With a Chinese;” f*Plato’» Dream;” “A Pleasure la 
Having no Pleasures” “An Adventure In India-,” 
“Jeannot and Colin;4’ “Travels of Scarmentado;” 
“The Good Brahmin;’’ “The Two Comforter«;” “An
cient Faith and Fable.”

One volume, post 8vo, 480 pages; with portrait and 82 
illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, gi.SOj postage, 
15 cents.

“Voltaire's satire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
rapier.’’—Magazine of Am. History.

‘‘A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing “ 
—Boston Commonwealth.

WHITE MAQIO
Taught 1& “Three Sevens,” a book of 271 P4R8> It 
really a very interesting and suffgestivs WWK Price 
81J25- For sale at this office.

HARLOW’S VOW;, 
Or Self-Justice.

By Lots Walsbrooker. Many have read this book, 
many have re-read It, and many others out to read It. 
It should be read by every man and woman In the 
land. It shows the falsities rampant in society ia 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness Of tbe author. 
Fine cloth, 280 page«. Price 01.00

Thli book will be found peculiar, curious, starCIlnq! 
—moreso than any work issued since Uncle Toms 
Cabin, it breathes forgotten whisper» which the rust 
of time had almo«t covered, and Which have been 
snatched from tho very jawi of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment- 
ou« period In American History, and is a secret page 
from tbe life of Ulm whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and moro understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp, 804, $l*oO{ 
Paper, 7S cents.

For Sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY,
,..OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

they take their authority from passages 
in the Book of Revelation, where it is 
said: “If anv man shall add unto these 
tilings, God ‘shall add unto him the 
plagues that are written in this book, 
and if any man shall take away, God 
shall take away his part of the book of 
life ” These passages do not refer at 
all to the collection of books -called the 
New Testament; they only refer to the 
Book of Revelation, because at that 
time the New Testament was not in ex
istence in its present form. The Book 
of Revelations is a record of visions , 
seen by Jolin the disciple, probably en
tirely allegorical of the condition of the 
churches at that time in Asia. They 
seem to have been specially given to 
tlie churches of Asia. Many great 
minds have set themselves the task of- 
interpreting this book, but none have 
succeeded in doing so. We had far 
better set ourselves to the task of solv
ing present day problems.

We should remember tbe eleventh 
commandment, "Love one another,” 
and carry that into practical life and 
then it doesn’t matter if we forget 
everything else contained between the 
lids of both Old and New Testaments. 
The eleventh commandment is thé 
cream of all. religious life. If we save 
the cream and make the proper use of 
it we can afford to let the rest go. All 
is included in those three words, "Love 
one another." It is useless to. sing, 
"Neater My God to Thee,” unless we ___________ _ . . „
trv to get nearer to God by serving our 40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, tao well- 
fellotv mortals.. known author. P*1-- 1K »-7

civilization._____ _  _______
Married. '

Sunday evening, April 30,1898, at the 
homd of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Patteii- 
glll, of Schoolcraft, Mich., occurred the 
marriage of their daughter, Mrs. Emo
gene E. Chamberlin to Mr. Thomas J. 
Barry, of Battle Creek. Mrs. Lucy J. 
Williams performed the ceremony- in 
the presence of relatives and other In
vited friends, after which all partook of 
dainty^ though bountiful and appetizing

_________ ItMus rjfe' and mls- 
inanagement of somd'of tab members 
of the former board.1 God "grant that 
this child may soon’jbecome a grand, 
strongman. ' '

Mrs. M. T. Longleflr makes an ideal 
secretary; she is a hard wetfker, pleas
ant to every visitor find correspondent, 
painstaking, conscientious dp all she 
does, and the office Is as clean as a pin, 
an immense contrast to t^hat it was 
during the last few ¿fers.

The outlook for thrfN. S. A. Is a good 
one Words of cheer and°encourage- 
ment come to its f&ithful^managers, 
from all quarters. Our hearts are in its 
work. May the angels bless all who 
are loyal to its principles, and who have 
the best good for the greatest number

refreshments. ■
.... LUCY J. WILLIAMS.

“Who Are mese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?”, A pamphlet of

known author.m uibuvo.i'---------. •, . M fellow monuis.. mm MUM.nn S and f“' : ^lnC BPark °f loVe 18 the G°d- aale at thlS °fflCC-
and action, but an unselfish and dm-

a»«««

Price 15 cent*. Fot

before E j. MAYER.
P. S.—Since writing tjie, above lines, I 

have had the great pleasure of talking 
with Katie ,Fox, through Mrs. A. M. 
¿Hading, of Doylestown, Pa. The latter 
has been very 111 ■ for, the , last five 
months, and' twice during that time 
came nearly passlng.over, but thanks to 
tlie care of spiritual as well as mortal 
friends, she Is now rapidly improving, 
and gaining strength dally.

J Well, to come back to Miss Fox. She

The Cause in Southern Oregon.
Thursday, May 4, I start for Grant’s 

Pass, in Southern Oregon, in response 
to a call, to remain two months, preach
ing the gospel of truth and eternal pro- 
presslon.

This is the result of my labors there 
on two former occasions, and because 
of a deep interest manifested in Spirit
ualism by many of the church people.

The Spiritualists of Grant’s Pass are 
enthusiastic in the advancement of the 
'cause, and have given me the hand of 
fellowship that makes me realize that 
they are decidedly in earnest.

Many of the church members of va
rious denominations (and surely this Is 
a church-ridden town) have come out to 
hear me, and at the close of the meet
ings have given me the glad hand be
cause they have heard the new truth, 
and found it was the same old truth 
their preachers had failed to grasp.

One lady said to me at the close of 
one of my meetings: “I am not afraid 
to die now, as you have made me know 
I will not lie mouldering in the grave 
for ages, waiting for this world to be 
destroyed, and the judgment day to 
come.” ■ ,
: Another said to me: "I no longer 
dread the future life, as. I will be no 
worse off there than I am here."

I could fill several columns of your 
valuable paper with similar expressions 

’ of those who have long let their mln
' isters think for and dictate to them. .

Heaven grant that the people may yet 
stand forth In the .freedom that makes 
the truth march proudly on. .

i flG. t). LOVE. .

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture». By Abby A. JudKO. _Tbl» book 

ebonld be read by every SylrltuaU*. Mw 
pdBtturo 10 cents.____  ___

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. FaradajR 

P.23. Price 10 cento.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

•Dlrito. good and evIL «ay of their dwelling-places. 
Give in details—details and accurate delineations of 
life in the Spirit-world!—is the constant appeal ot 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whltlier- 
oh. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol* 
ume the spirito, differing as they may. are Allowed to 
sneak for themselvei. No man is bettor Qualified ¿an I>r. Peonies to place a work ot this kind ho'oro 
the neoale. He treat, of‘the Myaierlea ol nite, 
Doubts and Hopei; Tho Bridging ot the Hirer; Fore
gleams ot the Future; Testimony of batois, The 
Growth and Perfection ot -the Spiritual Bodj, Is It 
tbe Soul or Body that Sins?;
world; Onr Little One» In Heaven; The lersoaal Ex 
perlencos ot Aaron Knight; The Red Men s Testi 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testlttionv ot Physicians ta Splrlt- 
Llfo; Tbe Homes ot Apostles and Dlvlnea. The 
Friend, and Shakers In Bplrlt-tlte; Spirit Homes ot 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices irom the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price, cloth. «1; paper 50 cents. Post 
age 12 cents. For sale at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death,

¡¡¡¿fe*

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. Tho flrat time 
tn tbc history of tbo world that a Chrlatlan Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture befote tbem. 
Tbe lecture 1« a grand one, and was received by the 
?lub with continuous applause from beginning to end. 

he pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed.
Price 6 cento; ten copies, 50 cento.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By n band of spirit Intelligences, 
through tbe mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelhamer. 
An excellent work. Trice 11.25.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
A series of lessons on tbe relations of the spirit u> 

{ts own organism, and the Inter-relation of human 
►elnga with reference to health, disease and healing. 

By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the me- 
Sumsblp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book tbat 
•very healer, physician and Spiritualist abould read, 
price «1.50. For «ale at this office. ____ _

Experiences of John Brown, 
The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introductlonby

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

...OR THE---
Future Life According to Science, 

BY LOUIS FIGTJIER.
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH

BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Tht» «ne volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
In that peculiar Interesting style In whfeb Jrcnch 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
eublecte In adaptation to the needs of tho general 
reaaer. The author t» not a Spiritualist—bo even 
mention« Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super* 
atltlon,” etc., etc., in which he manifesto the usual 
animus of tho “scientific class,’’ yet he says optin: 
“There 1« a true and respectable idea tn Spiritualism, 
and regards as proved “tho fact of communication 
between superhuman« and the Inhabitant« of hurth; 
and ho goes on to relate instances of fact in evidence. 
There ia, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy m 
the authOTB's'ideaa, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros aud cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. Tbo uuthsrholds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price |140i Fw mio at 
tbli office.

Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?
An Interesting pamphlet. By Wm. n. Burr. Price 

15 cento. For sale at this office..TN« book abould bo in tbo bond« of every one Inter- 
•^hoploWNotorkty-, Early Mediumship. Cbaptoi 
t Tho Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal JjJ 
California; Beturn of Hi» G^ae- Chapter 
able Testa. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. CUJ> 
t«r 6 Leaves tho Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tht Bplrfr 
Land. Chapter 8. Methoda Used by BplriU to Comm» 
ntcato; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 8, Mfaeal 
lancous Articles. Chanter 10, A Straw Expedun ■ ■ 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit FoV ,
cr. Chapter 12. Now K An entertaining manual of hypoottan, uicfnl to
Prop >etto Vision». Chapter 13, Tho Flrjt Break in ( t f u Bul)jcot, in the iormof dialogue and 
the Atlantic Cable Bbowrf to Jo]1“ B™Wri£hopt,a ¡mm tho author present» very »ucoenfully , con
M, Unseen Opposition. Chapter». Ola-Fooriaa. dens«! sccount of liypnollsm, lu theory and nractl« tor sale attata offloo. Heavy paper cover, ta dita/ Brlco. ¿»per. 23 cu. Sold W« office.
oenu. ■ • .

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

■4



uiIyuucc:
One year............
Six month».......
Thirteen wccke. 
Single copy.....

The Progressivo Thinker. THAT TERRIBLE PROCLAMATION.

Published every Saturday at 40 Loomis Street

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor aud Publisher.

Entered at Chicago Postoilice as accoud-class matter.

. TBItllS Oi'SUBSClMl’TIOX:
TiiEl'BocBBSsivuTnisKKiiwlllbo furnished unti' 

further uuUce, ul the following terms, Inviolably lu

. «1.C0

25 cU 
. & cts

REMITTANCES.
Remit by Pos|officc Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or droft on Chicago or Rew i’ork. It costs from 10 
tol5centstogetcbecUs cashed on local banks, so don’t 
send them uulcas you whh that amount deducted from 
the amount seal. Direct all letters to J. B. Francia 
'To. 40 Looinla Street. Chicago, 111.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Progressive Tb Inker is furohhed in the United 

ßtati'ö ui ti.cU per year, thejiüsiwkv thertun being but 
Duuilnnl, bin when it h tient lu foreign countries wc 
arc cuiiipcllutl to clia ge ¡0 cents exira, making (be 
yearly sub&crlpilun ll.-U. Please bear that in mind.

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for25 cents? JustpauBe andthlnkfora mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that small inveatinent 
vrl’l furnlsb you. The subscription price of Tae Pno- 
GiiKssiVK TuiNXEn thirteen weeksis only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred aud 
four pages i»f solid, substantia), ncui-elevating aud 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a inedl« 
nm-sUed nook!

TAKE NOTICE!
jy At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

tbo paper Is dUcouliuued No bills win be sent for ex
tra number«.

CF’ If you. do uot receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and error» In address will be promptly 
corrected, aud missing numbers supplied gratis.

tar Whenever you deetre the address or your paper 
changed, always give the addreis of the place lo which 
HU then sent. or the chixuue caanot be mode.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are thousands who will at first veutnre 

only tweutv-five cents fur Tux Pkcghebsivk Tuikkjcb 
thirteen weeks, we would suygisttothOBe who receive 
a sample copy, to eollclt several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to rcuilt from 41 to t*0. or even 
inure than the Utter sum A large number of little 
aiuouiita will make a large sum.total, and (hue extend 
the Held of our labor and usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renewal of euwcnp? 
tlons-solicit otiiers to aid Ui the good worn. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spn lta- 
Bllata to subscribe for Tub Progressive Ihikkeb* 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, Abd at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1899.

SHAMEFULLY PROFANE.
A telegram from London, of date

April 2(1, says:
“Rev. Dr. Parker, while preaching in 

the Temple in commemoration of Oliver 
Cromwell said he longed for more 
Cromwells to give an example of vigor 
and courage.” .

Continuing his eulogy and making in
sulting remarks about the Prince of 
Wales, the Doctor gave full play to his 
pulpit rhetoric when he exclaimed:

"Emperor William may cull him his 
friend, but In the name of God the 
Father, God the Son, and God the Holy 
Ghost 1 say God damn the Sultan of 
Turkey."

Such gross profanity In any of our 
American states, would subject the of
fender, and justly, to a heavy fine, and 
possibly Imprisonment; but in a Chris
tian pulpit, in the name of religion, aud 
pretending to voice Almighty God, 
probably the vile wretch is immune.

It is only in Christian countries, 
where a virgin-born God is worshipped, 
the people have any language for pro- 
faulty. When they become indoctrin
ated into the “true faith” then they In
voluntarily absorb the choice expletives 
they learned from their Christian teach
ers, which the latter gained with slight 
variation from the reputed curses of 
the Master, pronounced on those lie de
nominated “whited sepulchres,” “hypo
crites" aud “vipers," aud threatened 
with damnation If they did not' believe 
him the Messiah.

Spiritualists, we pray you, let Chris
tians monopolize the whole vocabulary 
of billingsgate. Our opponents evident
ly “search the Scriptures,” claiming to 
be divinely inspired, to gain choice epi
thets to hurl at those they class as un
believers. Let your tongues, as we 
know you will, be exempt from such 
vulgarity. Even imitate a worthy Spir
itualist lady of our acquaintance, who 
compelled her boys to wash their 
mouths with soap and water after their 
pollution by use of the choice terms 
thev learned from the pulpit. The Pro
gressive Thinker cordially commends 
that treatment for Rev. Dr. Parker.

As will be rememberedi Gov. Boltins, 
of New Hampshire, by proclamation, 
lately announced:

“There are towns where no church 
bell sends forth its solemn sounds from 
January to January. There are villages 
where children grow to manhood un
christened. There are communities 
where the dead are laid away without 
benison of the name of Christ, aud 
where marriages are solemnized by Jus
tices of the Peace."

Gov. Rollins is an orthodox church 
communicant. He is in a position to 
know whereof he writes. His procla
mation was ah official act provided for 
by law. But It has stirred up the “ani
mals In the ring” as seldom before. 
The donkey’s bray, the lion’s roar, the 
yelpings and howllugs of Tray, Blgnch- 
ard, Sweetheart, and every other cur In 
thejjenuel, all commingled In a discord
ant chorus, tells that a sensitive point 
has been touched. Tears from pulpit 
and religious press give assurance that 
the grief Is profound.

Regretting as much as they may the 
discouraging announcement, and wish
ing the Governor bad suppressed the 
facts, yet the clergy very generally con
cede he told the truth. One or two pi
ous church organs attempt an apology 
for the damaging condition, and appeal 
to the unco’ good to contribute of their 
labor and wealth to bring about a fa
vorable change.

Alas, the church has no longer an In
quisition to fall back upon. Its head no 
longer directs the armies; laws in their 
Interest not repealed have become ob
solete. ■ The people cannot be dragooned 
into submission to priestly authority. 
The "Godless schools," of which they 
complain, have taught science in place 
of superstition, natural law in place of 
bigotry, historical facts in place of 
priestly fiction.

The Boston Sunday Post of the 15th 
ult., discussed this proclamation in a 
lengthy article. Among other things It 
said:

“The statements Gov. Rollins makes 
are unquestionable facts. • ♦ * The 
liberalizing influence of modern thought 
lias been felt in every sect, and eveiy 
denomination, even the most strict and 
uncompromising. And at no period in 
our history has the means of propagat
ing the broader religious spirit been so 
great, varied or generously supported.”

A STUDY FOBSPIBITUALIBTS

Seemingly half regretting 
condition, the Post tells of 
when—

“The citizen Who did not go 
was fined; for obstinacy in

UNSAFE MOB RULE.
Down there in Georgia they still have 

preachers in excess, so they bang them 
on suspicion of guilt, probably with the 
idea if not criminal they will be soon. 
But Rev. Llge Strickland was a colored 
man. His color was against him. Be
sides, another colored man who had 
committed a murder, and who the pop
ulace was giving a foretaste of an or
thodox hell and the misery of the 
damned, by burning him at the stake, 
after the manner of the parent Chris
tian church, charged the Elder with 
giving him $12 to perpetrate the mur
der.

The pious mob was in a hurry to get 
their victims in the hands of God, prob
ably with the hope that he would begin 
the’torture where they left off, and give 
the wretches an immortal fry.

That case must be an aggravated one 
which demands violence at the hands of 
an excited mob, spurred on by racial 
hate, and culminating in death by burn
ing, or by hanging, as in the case of the 
preacher, with no evidence against him 
but the insane ravings of a guilty 
wretch in the agonies of death.

The Progressive Thinker wagers the 
opinion that no Spiritualist, no Agnos
tic. participated in those terrible crimes 
against humanity. If present they 
were urging that the law be allowed to 
take its course. Mob rule is not a safe 
rule to trust. The avenger of to-day 
may be the victim to-morrow, and may 
be wholly innocent of the offense with 
which he is charged.

ORDER NOW.
’ Col. Ingersoll's discourse on “The 
Devil,” published In these columns two 
weeks ago, was received with delight 
by our more than a hundred thousand 
readers, and is still passing from hand 
to hand, everywhere read with gratifi
cation The whole paper was full of In
terest. and for missionary purposes has 
no equal. Now as our patrons know 
the worth of that number let the orders 
flow in by the hundred, the thousand, 
and better still, the million. They will 
be mailed everywhere, and to every
body, singly or In bundles, at one cent a 
copy, about the cost of the paper on 
which they are printed. Don’t delay, 
but order now, while all are talking 
about this magnificent lecture, flfor 
which the hearers paid one dollar, can 
be bought, and read at leisure, and 
loaned to friends, at the trifling cost of 
one cent.
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was put in the stocks, for persistence iu 
contumacy was banished, * * but 
now we are at last on the verge of eu-* 
gulfmeut in the bog of irreliglon." -

The pulpit has not been sileut. Rev. 
C. E. Davis, of the First Methodist E. 
Cliureh of Lynn, Mass., said in a late 
sermon:

“Gov. Rollins was right to the extent 
that Christianity is declining. I do uot 
know of a country church in Worcester 
county where 1 was born, that has not 
been going down fflr the last twenty 
years. I do not know of any country 
church in Massachusetts that has uot 
retrograded in the last twenty years. 
* * There has been an increase of but 
700 members in the Methodist churches 
of tliis country, when Lynn alone ought 
to have furnished that number. * * 
Look at it as you will, Methodism is dy
ing of dry rot at the heart.”

Rev. Win. L. Himes, of Concord, was 
interviewed by a 1’ost reporter. "He 
thought some of the Inhabitants were 
falling into Paganism. He confirmed 
the Governor's statements by personal 
observation.”

Rev. W. Northy Jones, rector of 
Grace Church, Manchester, said in an 
Interview:

"I thoroughly agree with the Govern
or when lie says religion is dying out in 
the rural districts.” ■'

Rev. B. W. Lockhart of the Franklin 
Street Congregational church, Mau- 
Chester, was of tlie opinion that Gov. 
Rollins’ view of the situation in a gen
eral way is probably correct. “The de
cline of religion is not only very notice
able in the rural districts of New 
Hampshire, but all over the country."

A Methodist minister of Boston is re
ported to have said in bls sermon on the 
Sunday following the proclamation, 
that one of the presiding elders of the 
church wrote the Governor there were 
fifty-five towns in New Hampshire that 
had been twelve mouths without any 
general religious revival. He said: 
"Christian ministers found among the 
towns of New England there were boys 
and girls fifteen and sixteen years of 
age who had never heard a minister of 
the gospel preach.”

Zion’s Herald, Boston, commenting on 
the proclamation, said:

"There is no reason for selecting New 
Hampshire as a signal of religious de
clension. It is equally and painfully 
true of the other New England states.”-

The Journal and Messenger, a Baptist 
organ at Cincinnati, says:

"What is true in New Hampshire Is 
becoming a tendency in all parts of the 
country east of the Alleghanies, and Is 
threatening Ohio, Indiana, and the far
ther West.”

We have a large amount of additional 
matter in the same direction from 
press and pulpit, but being only cumu
lative we refrain from its use. Many 
persons interviewed greatly regretted 
tlie Governor gave publicity to the facts 
he stated, and some were quite bitter 
that such damaging evidence against 
the church was not suppressed, as if it 
was uot generally known by the whole 
country.

Christianity became the great power 
it is by brutal force, and the Ignorance 
of the masses. Its decline must follow 
the spread of knowledge, and the liber
ation of the mind from state aud prlest- 
ly control.
“Truth is coming up the hills of Timej 

Walt a little longer.”

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Relncflfc, 
nation and Re-Embodiment;" By Proff 
yv. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly'treatise. Paper, 125 cents. For sale

- at thia office,

The question of ways, and means and 
methods of advancing Spiritualism Is 
one that may well Interest every friend 
of our cause. » Those who have come 
Into possession of this great knowledge, 
whoso minds have been illumined with 
this great light, It is natural aud right 
that they should desire that others 
should receive the same knowledge aud 
participate In the same Illumination.

Many minds are steeled by prejudice 
aud buttressed by ignorance, against 
Spiritualism; to undertake to convince 
them by recital of facts reinforced by 
logic Is often but to demonstrate anew’ 
thetruthof the old saylngabout “casting 
pearls before swine.” In their state of 
mind they are incapacitated to appreci
ate the beautj' and desirableness of the 
precious gems offered them even with
out money aud without price.

But there may come a time when, be
cause of bereavement of a loved one, 
those hearts may long for such sweet 
and consolatory truths and knowledge 
that Spiritualism brings. There may 
come a time when the belief of ortho
doxy or of cold materialism will fall to 
meet the heart’s demands for something 
to assuage grief and afford sure ground 
of hope and assurance of future reunion 
and progress in a real Individual life 
beyond the veil of mortality.

It is not easy for the mother, however 
well trained and indoctrinated in ortho
dox tenets, to hush her motherly long
ings and anxieties concerning her chil
dren who may have passed away "un
saved,” “unconverted." 0, for a gleam 
of hope, something to Shed even a faint 
ray of light into the thick, stifling, 
murky gloom of orthodoxy! What a re
lief to be assured beyond doubt that the 
horrible dogmas embodied in the ortho
dox creeds and sermons are untrue! 
What a mountain load of spiritual de
pression does Spiritualism remove from 
such aching hearts when they open to 
receive its glad truths.

Bereavement renders heayts more sus
ceptible to the reception of the light and 
truth and knowledge offered by Spirit
ualism.

Still it will not be wise to try to force 
our truths upon anyone. Such is the 
power of past prejudices that not yet 
will even the sweetest of truths be re
ceived by the one most in need of them. 
Even the bereaving hand of death may 
not be sufficient to remove the results 
of false doctrines, taught in childhood 
and accepted as truth which, to doubt, 
imperils one’s soul.

Herein will be perceived the great 
importance of right early education in 
fixing in the mind correct ideas, and a 
knowledge of the truth, thus saving one
fl-
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MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL FRAUDS
They Are Recognized as the Enemies of Industrial and 

Spiritual Progress.

Gamp-Meeting Directory
Inquiries are coming to hand regarding the 

opening dates of the various camp-meetings. 
The secretaries will please inform us at once, and 
thus spread far and wide the names of their re
spective camps.

KILLED ALL TMf, DEVILS

roni the enthralling power of false 
cachings, and leaving the mind ever 
ree to receive new visions of truth and 
resh enlargements of spiritual kuowl-

edge.
Spiritualists should make special ac

count of the mighty formative Influence 
of early culture and training on Unes of 
Spiritualistic truth and knowledge, in
cluding the principles of ethics and phil
osophy germane to and accordant with 
Spiritualism.

It Is a grievous wrong to Spiritualists’ 
children to suffer them to be indoctrin
ated In the false and horrible notions 
pertaining to orthodoxy. It Is permit
ting them to be shut up in a prison from 
which there Is no escape except at Hie 
expense of toll and anguish, often un
speakable.

Gather the children Intolyceums, give 
them the children's paper full of inter
esting lessons adapted to their years, 
have Spiritual literature in the family 
and your children will not be compelled 
to break away, with much suffering, 
from fixed associations and mental eTi- 
thrallments, in later years, or else go to 
the end of their mortal career fast held 
in orthodoxy’s chains.

Let your children’s early teachings be 
a help to their progression in onward 
life, and not a dead weight of priest
craft's falsities to handicap them in 
time and In eternity.

The Home Circle, the Lyceum, and 
spiritual reading for young and old— 
these combined will exercise a mighty 
influence for the good of Spiritualism 
and the world.

To the Editor:—Find enclosed a list of names 
and addresses to which please mail copies of 
April 29th issue of The Progressive Thinker. I 
consider that number of your excellent paper a 
whole library in itself. A ,man who is perfectly 
familiar with the entire contents of that single 
issue could not properly be called an ignorant 
person, audit is a pity a copy of the paper could 
not be mailed to every family in America. The 
three lectures delivered by K. G. Ingersoll, Cora 
L. V. 'Richmond and Rev. M. J. Savage follow 
man not ohly from the cradle to the grave, but 
from the cradle far into the great beyond, and 
the b&st oT it all is, Col Ingersoll has killed all 
the ddyils, little and big, so that when we arrive 
at the: suniiner-land we will not be compelled to 
fight the pestiferous things.

Wa^ne, Mich. DR. H. RUTHERFORD.

THEY HONEYCOMB SOCIETY LIKE 
THE PESTIFEROUS WORK OF A 
CANCER—THEY ATTACK OUR 
FOOD, AND EVEN CORRUPT 
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATION— 
THEY BLACKEN RELIGION AND 
DEGRADE POLITICS,
To the Editor:—The Fraud Is abroad 

in the land, corrupting material as well 
as splrltuiff conditions. As set forth by 
the Chicago Evening Post, according to 
Dr. H. W. Wiley, chief chemist of the 
United States Department of Agricul
ture, who was called to the stand to
day to testify before the senatorial pure 
food Investigating committee, now in 
session In this city, fully 90 per cent of 
the articles of food and drink manufac
tured and used in tills country are 
frauds. All kinds of dairy products, he 
said, as well us nearly every variety of 
condiments, including even coffee in the 
berry, are adulterated.
' Dr. Wiley Was the first witness called 

before the committee, which opened its 
first session at 10 o’clock to-day in the 
Grand Pacific Hotel. Senator William 
E. Mason, chairman of the committee, 
was the only member present Senator 
Harris was detained aud will not arrive 
until to-morrow, and Senator Wetmore 
Is 111. The resolution adopted by the 
senate appointing the committee au
thorizes any one member of the commit
tee to hear testimony in investigating 
adulterated articles of food and drink, 
and although two of the body were ab
sent, the preliminary steps of the work 
in Chicago were taken. In his testi
mony before the committee Dr. Wiley 
gave in detail the methods of manufac
turers in adulterlng different articles of 
food. During the morning session be 
confined bls testimony to those articles 
which are adulterated, but which are 
only frauds and not injurious to public 
health. Those foods and drinks which 
contained ingredients that are deleteri
ous to health were reviewed by him at 
this afternoon’s session, at which Bar
ney Eckhart, the father of the pure 

’ food bill recently made a law, also tes
tified as to the methods employed la the 
adulteration of flour.
ADULTERATING DAIRY PROD

UCTS.

ting the pure article even If bought in 
the berry and ground. Nearly all condi- 
meats, he said, are adulterated with 
some cheaper article and are sold as 
high grade. Mustard, he said, nearly, 
always Is mixed with flour which is col
ored with tumeric, and the quantity of 
the pure seed in the ordinary package 
of ground mustard is very small. 
Where thé seed Is bought, however, the 
opportunities for fraud are not nearly, 
so great, yet he said that some manu
facturers had special means at hand 
whereby even the article in this form 
can be successfully adulterated.

A series of "fillers” which are used 
by the manufacturers was shown to the 
committee by Dr. Wiley. These “fill
ers” consisted of ingredients ground 
ai>d colored to fit any purpose, which 
are manufactured in large quantities, 
he said, by a big firm for the sole pur
pose of supplying other manufacturers 
who desire to adulterate their products. 
These “fillers," he said were made prin
cipally from peanut shells. Flour also 
is used to a great extent In making this 
substance. b

MALT. BEER IS SCARCE. '
According to Dr. Wiley there is very-,- 
FiIA lllll'il lloim imi/ìn <ii. ...... uiwu jb very

little pure beer made iu this country.' 
Of course, he Interpolates In'his re
marks, the pure article is manufac- 
tuied, but a very small percentage of it 
is placed on sale. Many are the sub
stitutes for malt, according to witness 
the principal of which are hominy-grits' 
rice and grape sugar. Fully 70 per 
cent of the beer which is sold in this 
country is made of some other article 
than malt.. In regard to the extensive 
use of glucose, witness said that It was 
not objectionable for food purposes 4£ 
used in moderation.

We? will ffill all orders for The ...Progressive 
Thinker çdntaining the lecture hy Col. Ingersoll, 
Rev. M. J. Savage and Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond. at one cent per copy, to as many different 
addresses you may send in. One hundred cop
ies sent to one address, 75 cents. 1,000,000 cop
ies at least, should be circulated.

SCHOLARSHIP TO THE FRONT.
That distinguished personage, Gro

tius, born in 1583, whose name and 
fame are well known to the literary 
world, “who wrote good Latin verses at 
nine, was ripe for the university at 
twelve, aud at fifteen edited the ency
clopedia work of M. Capella,” and of 
whom Chambers' Encyclopedia says:

“He [Grotius] was a profoundand en
lightened theologian—perhaps the best 
exegete [interpreter of literary produc
tions] of his day, a distinguished schol
ar, an acute philosopher, a judicious 
historian, and a splendid jurist Alto
gether, he was what Menage called him 
‘a monster of erudition.’ ”

This same Grotius, being neither a 
“lunatic, ignoramus, liar, coward or 
fake,” whose literary productions have 
been quoted with universal approbation 
by the learned through nearly three 
centuries, in his 22d Epistle wrote:

“He who reads Ecclesiastical History 
reads nothing but the roguery and folly 
of bishops and Churchmen.”

It may be well enough for those who 
quote ecclesiastical history to put down 
opposition to their views, not to be too 
bitter oh those whose critical researches 
have led them to agree with this emi
nent scholar. The truth is: The priest
ly forgers, they who never breathed an 
honest breath during all the Middle 
Ages, had the whole field to themselves. 
They hedged around their falsehoods 
and interlaced them one with another 
so skillfully it requires the deepest eru
dition to disentangle the Involved com
bination. - ■

DISINTERESTED.
Says the Literary Digest:
“Fifteen clergymen in New Bruns

wick, N. J., have informed the people of 
that city, that they discountenance Sun
day funerals, not only because of the 
unnecessary and uncalled-for strain 
upon them as clergymen, but because of 
the amount of Sunday labor required of 
laboring men who need rest.”

Of course the good pulpiteers have no 
eye on the main chance of a generous 
fee for a Saturday’s or Monday’s fune
ral discourse. They are never afflicted 
that way; but their great love for the 
laboring man, and the desire that he' 
Shall rest on the Sabbath, doing nothing 
but listening to a droning sermon about 
Immaculate, conceptions and virgins 
giving birth to Gods, is as burdensome 
a task as'they think should be Imposed 
upon him; Well, there is something In 
that. ..... ■ ■ . - : .

B.Xi Royse writes: ’*1 have read Art 
Magic." What a wonderful book It is! 
It is the John the Baptist of the New 
Dispensation,’’-: ■■

SILVER WEDDING GF MR. AND 
MRS. E. J. CHASE.

Mr. E. J. Chase is the president of the 
Spiritual Society of Buffalo, and has 
taken an active part in the work in that 
city. The following clipping from the 
Buffalo Courier records a pleasant 
event, and we hope having reached.the 
silver, Mr. and Mrs. Chase may, before 
departing for a higher sphere, reach the 
golden wedding day.

“A ceremony as unique as it was 
beautiful was the celebration lafit 
Wednesday evening of the sliver wed
ding of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Chase of 
East Eagle sti'eet About forty friends 
of the family were present Mr. and 
Mrs. Chase were married on April 20, 
1874, by the । Rev. Dr. Ayre, of St 
John’s Episcopal church. Since that 
time Mr. and Mrs. Chase have become 
members of the Buffalo Spiritual So
ciety and they' made their silver anni
versary doubly interesting by being re
married after the form prescribed by 
the Spiritual rituaL Mr. Chase, with 
his daughter-in-law on his arm, was the 
first to enter the presence of the assem
bled guests. He was followed by his 
wife, on the arm of their son, L. E. 
Chase. Behind the two couples came 
the Rev. Augusta Armstrong, the Spir
itual minister. Who, in a few words, 
most beautiful in their simplicity and 
sincerity, rejoineH‘Mr. and Mrs. Chase 
in the bonds of matrimony. After the 
couple received the congratulations of 
their friends, supper was served in the 
parlors. Mr. and Mrs. Chase were the 
recipients of many handsome gifts in 
token of the anniversary.”

REMOVED THE WRONG EYE.
A surgeon's error is causing much 

talk In Montreal just now. Recently a 
specialist In diseases of the eye and ear, 
who has been a successful practitioner, 
performed an operation upon Thomas 
Stewart. One eye had been Injured 
seven years ago and was sightless.

It was deeped wise to remove it, but 
by an inexplicable error the wrong eye 
was removed, leaving the patient per
fectly blind.—Ex. .

This is the kind of men who are clam
oring for protection by. laws that will 
compel the people to employ them as 
doctors, or have none! Could a “quack” 
do worse than cut out a good eye for a 
bad one? We have in mind a similar 
case where a patient in a charity hos
pital was to have a diseased kidney re
moved: before a gaping: class ot un
fledged doctors. The “great surgeon” 
in his haste to show the rapidity of his 
work and his dexterity, did not examine 
carefully the condition of the organ he 
was to remove, but slashed away and 
performed a "splendid operation,” but 
he removed the healthy kidney, and the 
victim died! . '

Oh. yes. they should be protected, else 
the people out of their fear will prefer 
a natural death without any kind of a 
physician. ■

WORTHY j)BJEGT FOR PRAYER.

A general l&ovenient among the wo
men of the World ffiiiow on foot, to hold 
meetings ev&'ywh&e, on May 17, to 
pray that thgjCzar^ Peace Conference, 
assembled og thatajday, for disarma
ment of the imtionsp and the settlement 
of lnternatiotial disputes, shall be a suc
cess. The esfl sought is worth praying 
for, and laboring fay, and united effort 
in prayer wild aid in forming a correct 
public opinion, though we do not appre
hend infinite Wisdom win change its 
course, or mbdulatb its action because 
of such prayers, 'e

> ___^ .. . ;---------

AN INQUIRY.
One of our oldest patrons writes in

quiringly:
“Does a belief in the personality of 

Jesus necessarily make persons in the 
possession of such belief intolerant and 
abusive of all Who entertain an adverse 
opinion?” -

He then goes on to add that from the 
time tfie Popes were Installed at Rome, 
down to the present, it has seemed that 
persons rejecting belief In the reputed 
Savior have no rights a believer Is 
bound to respect, unless to be Insulted 
and abused.
it is very regretable there is too much 

truth in our friend’s plaint Belief or 
disbelief in Jesus forms no part of the 
Spiritualistic faith. It is an open issue 
and must ever remain so, however anx
ious persons may be to settle it He 
who reads Paul's Epistles will discover 
It was a controverted question when he 
wrote. Celsus is reported to have writ
ten: “The only possibility of the exist
ence of such a person as Jesus depended 
upon his being a demon,” and so he was 
riddled by Origen. Porphyry and Arius 
who would not acknowledge him a God 
were assailed, their writings were de
stroyed, and Porphyry is said to have 
been poisoned. '

From those early times to this each 
successive generation of skeptics have 
experienced the hate of Christians. For 
centuries they were shut out of courts 
and civil offices, their property was fre
quently confiscated, and themselves im
prisoned or slaughtered. A true his
tory of the Jews, or the Moors, will give 
these facts in greatest detail; for cases 
of individual wrong have been sup
pressed so far as possible by the church 
historian.

“Thè Pf iesCthè Woman, and the Con
fessionaL” This „.book, by the well

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general traders and students 
Of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and yon 
will be delighted with it

feaslonal," Xbw fiQOK, my we weu ..rhe lnnaeUty of Eccleslastlclsm. 
known Fathei Chinlquy, reveals the de-J jiepace to American Civilization.” 
grading, impure influences and results, g prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
of the Romish confessional, as proved, Bpon physical, physiological and psy- by tne sad experience of many.wrecked, cple'ce. Demonstrator of the mb- 
lives. _Price, by mall $L For Bale at lecuiar or ^¡ritual hypothesis of na- 
this office., . • . . scholarly, masterly, trenchant,

“Edith Bramley’s vision. Vivid de- pr[ce 25 cents. For sale at this office.
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, i^e Universe.” What Force In. 
together with interesting corroborative The Beginning of Creation. What Mat-
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at

The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the "Earth. 
The Beginning of Life, Immortality.this office. j The Beginning of Life. Immortality.

“Progression, ¿r How a Spirit Ad--The Substance of Its Environments.
vauces In Spirlt-Hfo." “The Evolution Psvchlc Science. What the “Soul of 
of Man." Two papers, given In the in- Things” Is. Song of Psyche. Apamph- 
terest of spiritual science, by MIcnael let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Faraday. Price 15 cents, hor sale at. Interesting matter. Ptice 25 cents. For 
this office. ealo at this office.

Senator Mason did the examining of 
the witness, and Dr. Wiley first told the 
committee of Ills experience in past 
years in the employ of the government, 
in the way of investigating articles of 
food aud drink. Durlug his service as 
chief chemist of the United States De
partment of Agriculture, which em
braced nearly seventeen years, he said 
he had examined nearly every article of 
food and drink that ever had been put 
on the markets in this country. He first 
told In detail of the adulteration of 
dairy products, which, he said, notwith
standing the law provides for its pre
vention, was carried ou to a consider
able extent even now. In milk, accord
ing to his testimony, the most common 
practice is the abstraction of the fatty 
substance In taking away the cream. 
A common practice among dealers, he 
said, was the adulteration with water, 
and in addition to this preservatives are 
used to no small extent to prevent the 
liquid fro tn souring.

In 'butter the common way of de
frauding the public, according to the 
testimony, was the substitution of other 
fats, both animal and vegetable, for the 
natural fat of the milk. Both cotton
seed oil and high grades of lard were 
employed in this work. Even now, Dr. 
Wiley said, this adulterated butter is 
sold as the pure article and the price of 
pure butter is asked for It.

So far ns he was aware, where the 
act preventing the adulteration of but
ter was enforced, the practice was not 
carried on to so great an extent, Dr. 
Wiley said, and therefore the law was 
a great protection to the people as well 
as to the honest manufacturer. But he 
suggested, at Mr. Mason’s request, an 
amendment to the present act whereby 
the adulteration of butter might con
tinue. He said that the ingredients 
used in adulterating butter were not, ns 
a rule, injurious to the public health, 
but, on the contrary, were wholesome 
and would be very beneficial to a num
ber of people who could not afford to 
pay the price asked for the genuine ar
ticle.

A practice often indulged in in the 
manufacture of cheese, according to the 
testimony, was the abstraction of the 
natural fats of the milk and the substi
tution, as In butter, of other fats, and 
while the substitution was a fraud, the 
result obtained was not injurious to 
public health, and should be allowed to 
continue, according to the witness, pro
viding manufacturers were compelled 
to mark their goods and sell them only 
for what they are.
HOW HONEY IS ADULTERATED.

Dr. Wiley stated that there were no 
national laws to regulate the manufact
ure of any article of food or drink, with 
the exception of butter, cheese and 
flour. Honey, for instance, he said 
probably was a more abused article in 
the line of adulteration than any other. 
In some cases It not only is extensively 
adulterated, but the article sold and 
represented as pure honey is a complete 
substitution. Glucose is the most con
venient and cheapest article in the adul
teration of honey, according to witness, 
and while the adulterated article never 
has been found to be deleterious to 
health the fraud as put before the pub
lic Is of vast proportions, and not only 
that, but thousands of farmers who 
make a specialty of producing honey 
are ruined financially.

The principal method of adulterating 
lard Is the mixing of vegetable oils with 
the natural fat of the hog. The mixed 
material is extensively sold, according 
to testimony, as refined lard, and • Is 
fraudulent, although no bad results 
come from Its consumption. The sale 
of this, witness said, should not be re
stricted, but action should be taken to 
prevent the misrepresentation of It as 
pure food. Fats and oils, he said, in
stead of being injurious to the health 
are wholesome to a great degree. All 
kinds of pure oils, he said, were heat
ing, to the system as well as great aids 
in digestion.

Another fraud which is carried on to 
’ a very great extent is the selling of cot

ton-seed oil for olive oil. Hundreds of 
barrels Of ordinary cotton-seed oil, he 
said, are annually sent to France and 
Italy, to be returned labeled “olive oil.” 
Of late, however, the witness stated, 
there has been a great improvement In 
this matter, and dealers now are selling 
the same article, but are labeling It 
either salad or table oil. Notwithstand
Ing the Improvement, It still remains a 
fraud of great magnitude and materi
ally affects honest manufacturers and 
producers. . . ’

Probably among all the foods men- 
tloned by Dr. Wiley, none attracted 
greater attention than the adulteration 

‘ of coffee, even in the berry. According 
। to the witness, in recent investigations 

he has found molasses and flour molded 
1 into berries, colored, mixed with the 
. genuine and sold ns high-grade coffee.

The buyer, he said, was not sure of ght-

I ery little pure jelly is manufactured, 
according to wituess. Not only is the 
body of it made of jelatine, but the 
color and flavor also are artificial.
1 here also Is a great amount of adulter- , 
ation in the manufacture of vinegar. I 

At the afternoon's session of the com- ‘ 
mlttee Dr. Wiley again took the stand 
and told of articles of food which are 
adulterated and are injurious to public 
health. Before the committee is through 
with him samples of various articles 
which he told of will be submitted to 
him for chemical analysis. Among the 
witnesses who will be called to testify 
before the committee is Graeme Stew- 
artiof the W. M. Hoyt Company. The 
committee expects to be engaged in the 
work in tin's city for considerably louger 
than a week.

The above shows a most deplorable 
condition; but no more than ex
ists in politics, in the religion of the 
churches, aud in the commercial world 
generally. Even Spiritualism has been 
afflicted with a horde of tricksters add 
charlatans.

But every fraud In religion, in politics 
or in Spiritualism, Is an enemy to so
ciety aud should be resolutely fought 
all the time, and if possible consigned 
to the penitentiary.

DIVINE WRIGHT.

Delight in Torture.
Delight in torture is of the devil. 

Devil means the evil one, the personifi
cation of evil, malice, hate, cruelty, 
murder.

Never has the evil principle, the evil 
spirit been more atrociously and fright
fully illustrated than It was in the tor
ture and murder of a negro In Georgia 
the other day.

The crime of the wretch was great— 
the greatest that man can commit In 
the death of such a human monster 
there Is nothing to regret. The sum
mary execution of such a brutal crea
ture, in disregard of the forms of law, 
considering the horrible character of 
the crime, is excusable, in a moment of 
excitement even though it Is not legally 
justifiable.

The highest morality and religion 
which look beyond momentary revenge 
and local excitements, In all such cases 
say, “Let the law take its course” but it 
is too much to expect compliance with 
the requirements of the highest Ideals 
in communities influenced by genera
tions of slavery and by race conflict, In
tensified by legislation designed to gain 
party advantages by arraigning the 
whites and the blacks in political antag
onism.

The governor of Georgia expresses 
the opinion that the appointment of ne
groes to office by the general govern
ment and carpetbag influence in the 
South, are mainly responsible for such 
horrible spectacles as those which dis
graced that state this week.

No doubt political influences tare ag
gravated tlie evil, but without them the 
transition from a state of slavery to 
one of freedom for a large part of the 
population was impossible of accom
plishment without more or less vio
lence.

No political changes, however, can 
justify or excuse the deliberate torture 
of a human being by a mob, with the 
connivance and presence of thousands 
of citizens.

A human brute murdered a min 
and in the blood of bls victim, outraged 
his wife. There is nothing conceivable 
more fiendish. The common instincts 
of humanity call for retribution. These 
instincts have their foundations deep in 
the nature of man and in the interests 
of society.

The philosopher and the statesman in 
such an extreme ease, can easily over
look, especially in a half-enlightened 
community, summary vengeance in dis
regard of the usual forms of law.

But when a mob, composed largely of 
ruffians, takes the offender from the of
ficers of the state, and tortures him, 
dismembers him and burns him to 
death, prolonging his agonies with a 
slow fii-e, and takes his dismembered 
parts and exhibits them as trophies, 
and a vast multitude looks on with ap
proval and delight, there is presented 
to the world a spectacle of cruelty, and 
a revelation of savagery, hitherto cov
ered with a thin veneer of civilization, 
which should cause the philanthropist 
to ponder, and the Christian to consider 
whether the true field of American mis
sionary effort Is not nearer home than 
in Islands In Southern seas on the other 
side of the globe.

Did ancient pagans or the savages of 
modern times ever perpetrate greater 
cruelties and atrocities than those with 
which our fellow-citizens of Georgia 
are chargeable? With what grace can 
a nation in which such horrible barbar
ities are possible, proclaim to the civil
ized world an honest intention to carry 
•freedom and enlightenment to distant 
lands? B. F. UNDERWOOD.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. < 
Babbitt, , M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by, 
every Student and especially by every. 
Spiritualist One of the'- very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. >
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Ten Thousand Papers Examined Weekly for The Pro' 
gressive Thinker, by the Chicago Press 

Clipping Bureau.

Articles on Spiritualism, Occultism, Psychic Force, Prophetic Dreams 
and Remarkable Visions, Spontaneous Spiritual Phe

nomena, Apparitions, Etc., taken Therefrom 
to Enrich Our Columns.

MAUD LORD DRAKE.
Her Wonderful Spiritual Ex

periences.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF HER 

REMARKABLE CAREER AS A 
MEDIUM.
It Is said that when a person is about 

to die Iris whole, life is photographëd 
upon his mind in in the last conscious 
moment. No matter how kaleidoscopic 
the existence, its lights and shadows, 
its good and bad events, its sins of 
omission and commission are flashed 
upoi> the mental eye for a last retro- 
epeet.

I thought of that as I sat before Mrs. 
Maude Lord Drake, the Spiritualistic 
medium, who is in the city for a brief 
sojourn. In a half hour’s sitting she 
had reviewed correctly about thirty 
years of my life and told me things of 
the past which she could not have pos
sibly known. I was a stranger to her 
up to three days ago. She had never 
heard my' name; I had never heard 
hers. After a pleasant chat of a few 
minutes’ duration, she caught hold of 
my hands In a natural way and held on 
to them. Soon I felt little electric thrills 
run up my arms, while her face and 
eyelids twitched nervously and she 
shook herself slightly, ns if from a chill. 
Her eyes were closed; mine were riv
eted upon lier face, a handsome, in
tellectual countenance, that Impressed 
me with singular attractiveness.

Mrs. Drake was under the control of 
lier favorite spirit, an Indian child, 
known in the spirit world as "Snow 
Drop.” The Snow Drop, which spoke 
through her to me, was a soft-voiced 
being, less positive in her manner of 
speech and more insinuating than Mi's. 
Drake herself when not In the clair
voyant state. I tried not to think of 
anything or anyone in an insistent way, 
but left my mind a blank as much ns 
possible, so as to controvert to myself 
at least the idea which somebody has 
taken possession of me that clairvoy
ance is mind-reading. Mrs. Drake 
named in rapid succession all the mem
bers of my family who dwell In spirit
land. She did this without an error, 
even naming the ailments of which 
they died, and in what relation they 
stood to me. She told of thlngg in my 
life of which I have never spoken to a 
living soul.

“You have a number of spirits In the 
other world who owe you apologies,” 
she said. “They are here with us now,

I advise all to hold fast to their religion. 
I only ask that each do his own think
ing. Our converts are made from among 
the thinking people.

"Science has demonstrated the fact 
that thought is a tangible thing and 
that it is communicated by the electric 
and magnetic forces, Believing as we 
do in the personal and individual con
tinuity of life, we know of po reason 
why the decarnate man does not think, 
and in thinking we know that he trans
fers that thought to the incarnate man 
on magnetic lines and by magnetic 
forces.

“I explain clairvoyance on a scientific 
basis by the same principle that the 
spectrum shows different rays of light, 
and that the camera detects more rays 
than the ordinary eye.

“All the phenomena of Spiritualism Is 
produced in accordance with, and by 
tlie laws of our physical being, And all 
this is both natural and reasonable. 
Clairaudience is just as easily ac
counted for. The dlaphram in the tele
phone communicates sound better than 
the dlaphram of a board, doesn't it?”

WHO LORD DRAKE IS.

and they call you by name, but I cannot 
make it out. Somehow there is a 
change of name; you have altered your 
•name.”

This was a rather peculiar test to me. 
I have three baptismal names, and as a 
child was called by the first one, a 
rather unusual name, peculiar to cer
tain districts of Southern Europe. This 
name my parents bad twisted into just 
as peculiar a nickname, which, on Its 
face, seemed to have no derivation from 
the first of the names given to me In 
baptism. It being a thoroughly un
American name, I exchanged my sec
ond baptismal one for the first, and 
used the latter only in an initial form. 
I asked Mrs. Drake after she came 'out 
of the trance, whether she had refer
ence to this exchange of nariies, but she 
could not tell me, as she vowed that she 
is entirely unconscious of the state
ments she makes in 4he clairvoyant 
state.

Only a few days before I went to this 
sitting with Mrs. Drake I made a re
mark to some friends, who never saw 
■this lady, which she almost literally re
peated to me. I said to my friends that 
within the last two or three years of 
my life I had begun to realize that, as 
one grows older and less attractive 
physically, one must make up for this 
loss tn mental advancement and the 
cultivation of an amiable disposition. 
It was said in a casual way. Last Mon
day morning it came back to me like an 
echo from another world.

"You have gone through life at a 
swinging gait,” said Mrs. Drake, “until 
recently. In the last two or three years 
you have held yourself in cultivating 
moderation and growing better in

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCH^ROME
A Remarkable Book.

Thia la a remarkable work by Fatum .CsixXW* . 
It exposes even to the miautest details the corrupuol 
that exists iu tho Church of Romo. It Iß ft work of M 
pages, and should bu read as a matter of history Uj - 
every Splritflullet. The following is ft partial ibt of Utt 
table of CQUteuts: -

CHAPTER I. - 
The Bible and the Priest of Borne. ;

CHAPTER II. . >
My first School-days at St. Thomas—The Monk am .

Celibacy. 
CHAPTER III. .

The Confession of Children. .
CHAPTER IV.

The Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep.
CHAPTER V.

The Priest, Purgatory, ¿nd the poor Widow’« Cow»' .. .
CHAPTER VI. :

Festivities In a Parsonage. '
CHAPTER VII....................

Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation tl 
Idolatry. _

• CHAPTER Via
The First Communion.

CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education in the Roman Catholic College 

CHAPTER X. _ .
Moral and — __7^ lathe Boman Cath»

Protestant Children iu the Convents and Nunneries • 
Rome.

CHAPTER XII. „
Etome and Education—Why does the Church of Row 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, aul 
want to destroy them?—Why does ehe object 14 
the reading ot the Bible in the Schools? .

Theology of the Church of ^ome: its Antl-ßoclftl au .
' AntbChrlatlau Character.

CHAPTER XIV»
The Vow of Celibacy.

CHAPTER XV.
The Impurities of the Theology of Rome. . • •,

CHAPTER XVI. L ,
The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, bow* 

swore to give up the Word of God to follow tai 
word of Men.

CHAPTER XVII. . „ _
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and M«9 

ern Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII. B t „ 

Nine Consequences of the Dogma of Transubstant»» 
lion—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX. ,
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvlerre Boyer.

CHAPTER XX. , , „ 4lT
Papineau and the Patriots In 1833-fhe burning of “Lt

Canadieu" by the Curate of St. Charles, 
CHAPTER XXL

Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Manlao Bister • 
Rev. Mr. Perras. .

CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Charleabourgb 

—The Piety, Uvea and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perras.

CHAPTER XXIII. M
The Cholera Morbus of 1834r-Admlrable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epb 
demlc. _

CHAPTER XXIV. t
1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tcrtuillan—General Cargo—Tm 
Seal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV. t , 
filmony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic tn the SO* 

called Body and Blood of Christ-Enormous sum| 
of Money made by the aale of Maises—The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of OAl 
Maes established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
’Uontlnustlon ot the trade lu Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII. t , 
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried th« 

“Don Dteu" (the wafer god) In my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buleau s-fbd 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dlou” at tho Oyster 
Soiree.

ty We have not space tn this notice of Father 
Chlnlqur's work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted ore of especial value. The following»

HUGGED BY A GHOST.USEFUL DREAM.Once papre I waa-drleven from »belter, 
but'It was the last time, I found 
another place, and when the spirits 
again came to me, a Spiritualist, named......................
Hall, heard- of me and gave me the first IHusband Wh® 18’Located in 
corroboration of what my little band of a nJ*am
spirits had always told me. I soon be-1 ' “ .
came acquainted with Spiritualists,. ■ -¡j— -
and was told by them that there were (WOMAN FROM QJIINCY, ILL., ENDS 
thousands of people Who believed in the 
return of spirits to earth for good and 
pure purposes. Soon after I embarked 
as a medium. I visited Hannibal and

A REMARKABLE QUEST IN CHI
CAGO-JUSTICE HAÍÍL ISSUES A 

. WARRANT ONjilEirQUEER NAR-

A Frightful Personal Expe 
rience.

other places in Missouri, and journeyed 
through various sections of Illinois.

“A striking case of materialization 
occurred in a seance which I was hold
ing at Keokuk, Iowa. A soldier, return
ing from the army, found that during 
ills absence a much-loved ■ sister had 
passed away. He attended my seance 
and recognized his relative, who ap
peared dearly materialized to him. At 
a second seance the sister appeared 
again and brought him a valuable ring 
which he had given to her, and which 
was buried with her. The identity of 
the ring was indisputable, and the 
soldier made affidavit to it, so elated 
was he over the marvelous demonstra
tion.

MARRIAGE OF MISS BARROCK.
On November 5, 1868, Miss Barrock 

was married to her first husband, 
Albert A. Lord, of Fond du Uac, Wis. 
A daughter was born to her, who is 
now the wife of Mr. Lew Parker, a 
business man of Omaha, Neb.

Mrs. Lord’s marriage was not a happy 
one and she procured a divorce in 1875. 
Her little daughter resided with her In 
Chicago after that, and the child was 
witness to some wonderful manifesta
tions, which have never become effaced 
from her mind. She told, dutfng a re
cent visit, that friends would call upon 

| her mother, and while they were talk
ing they would slip some pieces of 
paper under Mrs. Lord’s long-trailed 

I gown on the floor. When they pulled 
them forth they contained pictures of 

I departed relatives and friends, easily 
recognizable, or messages from the 

I dead to the visitors.

IhMbovg Is the number of the pres
ent resile of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for ha^ 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad, 
vauced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper. ■

While under the direction of the 
lyceura bureau, during the decade of 
1870-1880, writes Elizabeth Cady Stan
ton, in the Journalist, I traveled eight 
months in the year, from October to 
June, mostly in the Western States, 
speaking nearly every night. It was 
my custom in the large cities always to 
stay at the same hotel, that the land
lord and clerks might know me, and I 
might be received at any hour of the 
night. If possible I always secured a 
room on the second floor with a. bal
cony, for safety dn case of fire.

One night I arrived rather late at 
Indianapolis, having previously tele
graphed, The hotel was crowded, as 
there was some unusual public gather
ing, just what I do not remember. On 
meeting ine in the parlors my kind but 
distracted host said: “Mrs. Stanton, I 
have not a. room in the house for you. 
I am sorry, but you will be obliged to 
go to some other hotel.” “That,” I re
plied, “I cannot do; you must give me a 
bed in the parlor if you have no other 
place.” “Well," said the host laughing, 
“I’ll see what I can do." So while I 
was. taking supper he surveyed the 
ground and at last returned to tell me 
he had a small room on the third floor, 
but with no balcony. If I would accept 
that he would have it prepared for me. 
“Well,” I replied, “since I can do no 
better I must accept that." In due time 
he announced that all was ready.

I found a pleasant little room, lighted 
with gas, a bright fire in the grate, and 
everything looking fresh, clean and 
attractive. Being very tired, I lost no 
time in going to bed. As usual, I left 
the gas burning, and looked under the 
bed and in the closet to see that neither 
men nor cats were anywhere concealed. 
I was soon sound asleep, when suddenly 
I found myself in the strong grasp of a 
powerful man. At the same Instant a 
cry of despair rent the air, an agonizing 
voice shrieked, “Oh, save me, mother! 
Save me!” Terribly frightened, I

• RATION-MISSING MAN FOUND
WHERE SHE 'iNDjiJATES AND 
PLACED IN jA$L. U ’
A dream by wlileli u:fleserted wife 

claimed to huvej1 iocaiefl her long- 
missiug husband, was' ¿iven official 
recognition by Justice W.rT. Hall yes
terday afternoon, vand ¡after he had 
issued a warrant ^r,|thB;£rrest of the 
.wanted one a constable 'was guided by 
tlie woman to the plliqe indicated in her 
vision, found tlie husband,without any 
delay or trouble’ ahd took him before

Some twelve years ago the name of Some years ago Mrs. Lord was mar- Maud "Lord Drake' wal flashed from ried to Mr. J. 8. Drake, a contractor and 
ocean to ocean as that of a Spiritual- promoter, who bffilt the Fort M m 
istic medium. Investigators all over waterworks and seveianW<*t*n rafi 
this country were startled by the won- roads He «» t gentleman of 
derful phenomena achieved by Mrs. education and Inducedthis 
Drake in her seances. England, always draw from the l’ubl*c, wh ch sh 
in advance in the investigation of oc- been doing almost constantly fo 
cultism, paid tribute to Mrs. Drake, and last twelve years. intorestlmi
sire WHS sent for to ulve a sitting to the Perhaps one of the most Interesting 
Oueen of England Queen Victoria is spiritualistic phenomena Is remembered & to iXlfred^ lito olmoVsto- many,people at Dallas
gular devotion to her dead consort, Mrs. Drake: gave a seancel in Februaiy, 
Prince Albert. Her constant attendant 1894. Mr. M. W. l oundsi am.e, o D , 
and devoted servant was John Brown, was attracted to the Drake seance by 
Mrs. Drake brought the interesting in- curiosity As
formation that the late Mr. Brown was him she looked at him aud said, 
a Spiritualist and that through him the loti are an old ba<*el°*’ . t ld
Queen communicated with her husband. Shei took a ring off bls

Mrs. Drake was Ilie daughter of him him that he bad it m , whkb 
Judge Philip Barroek, of Barrocksvllle, was true. She also said that theiewer? 
Marion coumy, Virginia, Judge Burrock four people, al! dead “rheir
was an ardent Baptist, a deacon of the him who wanted to talk. to himTbelr 
church, and of his live brothers four names were coneclly, and gen 
w»n> minUters Her mother was like- Mrs. Drake, with great force, aeciayeu 
wise a most religious woman, and the that she saw Mr. Poundstones mother 
child was subject to Christian in- Xe7 My «¡ster! Poor sls-

"From the^ime I was two years old ter, she has been run over by a train.” 
till I was nine,” said Mrs. Drake in nar- The medium added that the slsteri 
rating her interesting career, “the spirit spirit urns then about,to leave.her body 
Influence and power grew with my and that Ml. Pouiffisto 
bodily growth. I did not know what It notified of it in the t .
was Mv parents in tbelr good, old, Next day early a Western Union tele
orthodox way, said it was the devil. My graph boy handedhima telegram from 
mother was afraid to kiss me, after she Rushville, Ind. It read. Th„rsday 
believed that I had become possessed I CaroUnels dead. Fhine y,
of the devil. When we would all sit 2 p. m. It was signed L. . gg■
down at table and my father began to The: death it ^PO^ed was ^
sav grace, the spirits would knock on Poundstones aunt Caroline Doggett, 
the table, and the tablecloth would be his mothers slster. L. R Sjjer! 
mtthered into a heao I was charged sender of the telegram, was ms brouier 
with being the cause of the evil and my in-law. He lea{“®d Sited^abofit 
father did not spare the rod. For short the f™eral that Ms awat had a^^t 
Intervals there would be quiet. Then I the time he had been in seance wirn 
the doors would fly open, and faces and Mr.s. Drake, from Injuries rec 
bauds would appear. When I was seven railroad accident. . Interesting
years old a neighbor’s boy came Mrs. Drake is an intonsely Interestmg 
running to our house and told me that woman, with a lovable disposlflon ano 
a barn door had fallen on his grand- genial traits. In to putt mm 
fnthor hrenkina his neck. I told my have been a very beautltul woman, xor 
parents and they hastened to the neigh- she still bears ample /^ofuse
bor’s house. When they told what had looks. Her hair is strikingly profuse 
been said, the inmates of the house de- and her teeth aTe.ns. “ndB®^ “f 
clared it to be a mistake. if she were a girl of twenty. Some or

“The grandmother said: 'George is the great men of the ®
jj thia I'U an«.

“‘■She'calM hire, but there was no re- Grant whom she vABjJfddWgte“ege 
.sponse. They went out to look for him, President of thoUffit^ Stated lb 
and found him on the floor of the barn, I Duke Alexis and Dom Pedro were ner 
dead. His neck had been broken by the Patrons In the days whe w^ a 
falling door, which had slipped off its public medium, but why and on wnar 
rusty hinges. The boy who had brought subject they ronsuUed Yr6Sc 
me the information had been dead two will not say.—St. Louis (Mo.) Kep

Justice Hall. He. was committed to the 
county jail and thi^fternoon will have 
a hearing on a charge of abandonment, 
the evidence of which, his accuser says, 
will not be the product of a dream.

The woman who learned while asleep 
tvhat she had been iinable to discover 
in seven months ©¿.search, aided by de
tectives, is Mrs. George Baudler, of 
Quincy, Ill. Thè officials who have been 
instrumental in terminating her long 
search for her husband give her. credit 
for being a shrewfl amateur detective 
as well as a profitable dreamer. For 
after her husband left her at her farm 
on the outskirts of Quincy, in Septem
ber of last year, she went to hie mother 
in St. Louis, who did not know her, con
cealed her Identity,, and by pretending 
to be a fortune teller, gleaned the in
formation that her missing husband 
was in Chicago. Even with that clew 
the dream was needed to make the hunt 
successful.

APPEALS TO JUSTICE HALL.
When Mrs. Baudler appeared before 

Justice Hall she surprised him by say
ing, without any preliminary explana
tion to lessen the shock:

“Judge, I have ' had a dream, and 
through it expect to find my husband, 
who has deserted me. I want a war
rant for his arrest.”

The magistrate at first refused to 
listen to her, but her earnest air and 
thorough belief In the efficacy of her 
second sight impressed him and he 
finally Issued the papér, although he 
confessed that he did hot have much 
faith in the outcome. Mrs. Baudler 
then related what he considered a re
markable story.

Three year? ago, the woman said, she 
married George Bhfldler, a widower, In 
Chicago, and went t;o live on the farm 
at Quincy. Life there did not seem to 
agree with her husband and after two 
years he left her, without leaving any 
word as to his destination. Efforts of
detectives aided by her to find him, 
failed,'and for eevetol months she lived 
alone, hoping that ill time the recreant 
would return. She finally decided to 
search for Baudler'-on qer own account 
She thought her husbaM’s mother, who 
lived at Fifth aha Vlnè streets, St. 
Louis, would kfaow . where the man was 
and moved to that 'city. 8 -

Fearing that she would not learn any
thing if she revéaleJd her identity to her 
mother-in-law, Mrs. B'aufljer, Jr., t,ook 
apartments near the older woman and 
on the fortune tejler rupe made her rel
ative's acquaintance. The two soon be
came friends and wlthip.1 a snort time 
were on intimated* terms. One night 
while on a visit to her mother-in-law's 
home the younger Mrs. (gaudier told 
her companion’s fortupe. In it she gave 
a full tflstory of thé sow and husband 
and made such an lOreselop on her 
subject that the latter'tbld the supposed 
fortune teller that Bapdlep was in Chi
cago. further than that the amateur 
detectuvé was unable to learn.

COMES HERE ON QUEST.
Mrs. Baudler decided to leave for 

Chicago anfl three weeks ago arrived 
Ijere, going to live at 1716 Wabash ave
nue. She asked the police to search for 
her husband, but they wefe tinablo to 
help her. She had about given up hope 
of ever seeing her spouse again when, 
Wednesday night, she had a dream in 
which she saw her husband working ip 
a bib bicycle factory amohg Pearly 100 
men. The name of the factory did not 
appear, but near the building she saw 
a large structure which she recognized 
as Tattersall's. She visited the place 
the next day and a block distant she

years, and when these facts became 
known, my father declared it to bo the 
evil one's work. One day a French

various ways.”
I tell these things just as I ex

perienced them In my sitting with Mrs. 
Drake. I have never Investigated Spir
itualism. What I knew of it before 
this visit was from hearsay, and I have 
neither opinions to offer nor comments 
to make on what I have here stated.

As soon as Mrs. Drake came out of 
her trance, which was in a few minutes 
after Snow Drop ceased to talk, I asked 
her for her explanation of Spiritualism. 
She gave me an interesting talk on the 
ethics of the new philosophy and Its 
phenomena.

ETHICS OF SPIRITUALISM.
“First of an," said Mrs. Drake, “Spir

itualism is a belief in the continuity of 
all life.

“Second, a belief in individual respon
sibility.

“Third, transition simply changes our 
relations tn matter without altering our 
intellectual, moral and spiritual de
velopment '

“Fourth—Progression of all continues 
under more favorable conditions after 
transition.

“Fifth—Under proper conditions car
nate beings can establish communica
tion with Incarnate intelligence.

“These, in short, are the fundamental 
principles, embodied recently in the 
platform adopted by our National Con
vention in Chicago, at which these 
logical and scientific facts, underlying 
our philosophy, were outlined.

“My life and what I say of myself,” 
continued Mrs. Drake, "may as truth
fully be said of nearly all the leaders 
of this movement, which is at present 
engaging the attention of nearly every 
scientific man in the world,

“There' is a 1 aw of spirits, as 1m- 
muttlble and eternal as the law of grav
itation. To teach and educate not the 
so-called ‘higher faculties,' but all the 
needs and capacities of the body and 
soul with which nature has endowed 
the race of man 18 the alm of an indus
trial school for which I am laboring 
nnd which it is my alm to establish.

"Now, as to the relation Spiritualism 
bears to the church. The church asks 
you to accept the doctrine bf immor- 
tallty on faith. We demonstrate the 
truthfulness of the belief scientifically 
nnd logically. We are not Iconoclastic.

HIS WOUND
saw Featherstone's bicycle factory, 
Sixteenth and Clarlf streets. That was 
the factory of her dream. She was 
satisfied. She mafle no Inquiry, but 
hastened away to obtain a warrant.

Baudler when arrested at first denied
woman, who was living not far from us, 
called to see my mother. I, who had i Vieinn
received no education at all, suddenly Seen By HlS Wife 111 VlSiOtl 
found mvself speaking French fluently. ------
I told her that her husband had died REMARKABLE PRESCIENCE OF 
that morning in France. She was g KERR XN REGARD TO THE 
greatly shocked, crossed hereelf before ' HER BHAVE YOUNG
me, and Immediately accused me of be- iu PHILIPPINES
Ing possessed of the devil. In her next HUSBAND IN THE PHLDirru^a. 
letter from France she received the Tlie dispatches from General Otis at 
news of her husband’s death. My Manila, sent yesterday, contained the 
father forbade my brothers and sisters name of Sergeant Harry B. Kerr 
to teach me the A, B, Cs, and often I among the wounded In the battle of 
made me sleep In the barn on haystacks Monday.
on account of the strange lights that I The wi£e of Sergeant Kerr was 
hovered around me. warned in a dream of the mishap to her

“At the age of eight I ran away from husband. Dreams may be ridiculed as 
home and went to school. I couldn’t fancy, put In the case of Mrs. Kerr it 
open the door when I reached the cannot be denied there Is a strange con- 
sehoolhouse, but my spirit friends per-1 n6Ction between her visions and cir- 
formed that service for me, I entered CUmstances revealed thereby.
and the school teacher asked me who 11 por the past eleven months Mrs. Kqrr 
was. I said that I was Judge Barrack's I has ¿reamed frequently of her husband, 
daughter. She gave me a seat by the an(j eacb time she has flteamed ?be has 
desk and I soon felt that peculiar spell received some news from Manila the 
come over me. qay following. This she says has nev

“ ‘Keep your feet still, will you!’ faned to come true.
scolded the teacher. Monday night Mrs. Kerr in a vision

“I replied that I had not moved my found herself beside the couch of her 
feet at all, but she insisted that I was wounded husband in the headquarters 
swinging them back and forth. Then I of jjrigudler General Hale. She saw 
a book came out of my desk. ‘What Is distinctly the general and his wife 
it?’ asked the teacher, very much per- standing beside the couch, while she 
plexed. ‘My father says it is the devil,’ dressed his wounds. Blood was running 
I answered, from his thigh, but he was conscious

She put me on a stool on the platform, and speaking to her.
but the stool wobbled across the plat- upon waking yesterday morning Mrs. 
form. The teacher took me home to my I Kerr Sald to her landlady: "I know I 
father and related the disturbance I I siian hear something from Harry to- 
had caused in school. My father vowed day.” All the morning she was worried, 
that he would kill me, and sent me to nor couid she cast aside the fear that 
an attic over the kitchen to sleep. There ber husband had been struck by the 
was an old spinning-wheel pp there, I enemy. She knew something had hap- 
and a colored woman who .v>s dead, I pened, but she was confident It was not 
would come and keep on spinning all thC worst, for the accuracy of her past 
night. I dreams led her to believe that the

One day I was overcome with blind- wound would not be more dangerous 
ness. A physician was called and- said than that seen in her vision. Entertain
that the optic nerve was paralyzed. For |ng this hope she waited impatiently for 
eighteen months I could not see, but the newSi and it came. About noon the ____ ____ _ _______________ _____
spirits came to me and told me not to cahiegram was delivered. It read: | other women were also compromised, 
worry; that they would teach me to “Behoof. Oooze. Ducal,” which trans- — •• • ■ "  -------
read and write. After the war my I iated from the cipher code means: 
family moved away from Virginia to I “yfas wounded in action the 27th in
Iowa. The spirits told me that there Btant; am recovering slowly.” 
were coal-mines on our land, and father Mrs. Kerr Is the daughter of an army

his Identity, but when taken before Jus
tice Hall admitted he was the hunted 
husband.—Chicago Chronicle.

CAT SUPERSTITION.

GREAT GBATITUDE.
. Manchester, N. H., Dec. 19, 1898.

JUarioH Sanitarium Co., Indianapolit, Ind. .
GeiUleiJieii.—It is with a feeling of great gratitude 

that I write these fow linos. About eight years ago 
a blood wart grew on the right side or iny nose: it 
f;otto bo quite largo and I bad it burnt off, which 
eft an open place. As it grew larger I had to keep 

it covered up, and for nearly eight years 1 wore a 
patch on iny not>e. It beiauiu a known fact that 1 
nad a cancer. Doctors advised hid to have an oper* 
atiou performed, but I could not make up uiy mind 
to have my face cut open. But when I learned of 
your way of treating cancers, I was willing to risk 
myself in ¡your bauds; that was the beginning of 
June, last, and today 1 can say that your treatment 
has made a new man of me. My nose is all healed 
up, and my general health is much improved. It is 
always a pleasure for mo to give your address and 
speak a good word for you. You can use this letter 
in any way you may aeo fit. wishing God may pros« 
per you iu all your good work, I remain,

Your Grateful Friend, 
NAPOLEON CHABR0N, 15 South Main St.

Persons afflicted, pr those desiring full particulars 
can get a Free Book» by writing to Marlon Sun* 
itarium Co., Indianapolis, Indiana, Iioclt 
Box No. I.

IlinIIHI Large and permanent incomes selling 
W lMrN our HAIR FOOD. It restoresGRAY 
nUniLIl HAIR TO ORIGINAL COLOR. CURES 
■ DANDRUFF and all diseases of the hair 

and scalp. Write for testimonials. Nota 
dye. Mexican Medicine Co. Chicago.

GftTftRRH INIWÆR
With Medicine for One Year Mailed

To All Beaders of

The Progressive Thinker.
sprang from the bed in horror. But all 
was still. I searched the room in vain. 
No one was there, the gas was still 
burning, the door locked, everything as 
I left it on going to sleep. So I con
cluded the terrible experience I had just 
had must have been a nightmare, and 
as I was thoroughly tired by my long 
journey of the previous day, my excite
ment was soon overcome and I fell 
asleep again. Only a few moments bad 
elapsed, however, when I again felt the 
clutches of those desperate arms and 
my ears were filled witli the sound of 
that piercing shriek: “Oh, save me, 
mother! Save me!” Again I shook off 
the horror, aud fully awake, convinced 
myself that I was alone, aud that no. 
one had entered my room. Gradually 
I grew calm, and then, from sheer ex
haustion, slept once more. My rest was 
as brief as before, for In an instant it 
seemed the grip was around me and the 
voice tore at my very heartstrings: “Oh, 
save me, mother! Save me!”

It Is useless to rehearse the continued 
torture of that night Suffice it to say 
that With the dawn only It ceased.

When the maid came to make the fire 
she said: “How did you sleep, 
madpme?” I replied: “I ‘have had a 
Hight of Intense suffering.” “Oh,” cried 
she, bursting into tears, “I told them, 
not to put you in this room. A man 
died here yesterday with delirium tre
mens. His cries could be heard Over the 
Whole house. For days his constant 
appeal wasi ‘Oh, save me, mother! 
Save me’"

This startling corroboration of my 
recent impressions quite unnerved me. 
I lypgged the maid to remflln until I 
could leave the room whose walls had 
witnessed and were still repeating the 
despairing appeal of that distracted 
soul. I never think of that night in 
Indianapolis without a shudder.—Rid
ley Park (Pa.) Advocate.

Bailway Crossing Haunted by an 
Evil Spirit.

______ t
Jeffersonville, Ind.—I^avld Robinett, 

one of the best-known and oldest farm
ers In Clark county, is dying at his 
home in Washington, township of in
juries received on the railroad crossing 
at Otlsco. This town is known to rail
road men as the “Black Cat Walk." 
They assert that a black cat with an 
qyll spirit habitually travels the street 
that crosses the track, and that it fre
quently causes accidents. Besides the 
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, the

g Four and the Illinois Central uses 
the track. On the nig;ht of December 
23 George Hoile, In attempting to reach 
the depot, was struck by an Illinois 
Central train and killed. On the 6th of 
March, Mr. Robinett undertook to drive 
across the track with a wagon-load of 
hogs, and an Ulinof^ ‘Central collided 
with him, killing all of his hogs, tearing 
his wagon to pleees'and throwing the 
driver headlong over the train. On the
27th of March thirteen Big Four cars 
were derailed, the fpsult y)f a collision
between parted Metlon^ Near the 
crossing, on the 13th of February, a 
mixed train on thfl Baltlihore &' Ohio
line left the rails, and flvfl’ freight cars 
and a passenger coach wore destroyed. 
Mrs. M. C. McCoy, Mrs. Missouri Stew
ard of Deputy, andiMrs. Hugh Stegall, 
of Otlsco, were badly injured, and all of 
Mrs. McCoy’s household ¿fleets, which 
were aboard the train, wore consumed. 
The company- compfomlsal with Mrs.
McCoy for $1,300. ffhe claims of the

Where the street crosses-the track at
Otlsco, on opposite corners two frame 
dwellings stand, with no'.other build
ings near. Mrs. Lizzie Bpots, an old 
German woman, lived for years in one 
of these houses. She. had no family, 
and she died on the 15 th of March. 
Mrs. Ellen Schaeffer Jived in the other 
house. She was also alone in the world, 
and she had. a large farm bell, which 
she placed In the yard, on which to 
summon assistance. The bell was heard 
ringing on the 27th of March, and soon 
after the woman was found dead in her 
•home. Both of these houses are now

toolTme out to locate them. I did, but I ofnCer, trained to meet news from the 
It was always the'devil who was said bravely, and though shaken with 
to be my aid, and finally I was driven emotion and anxiety She received the 
from home and forced to work in the I newa calmly and with a struggle 
cornfield and In the kitchen, wherever bravely retained her self-cofitrol.—Dally 
I could find a domicile. But the “devils” News, Denver, CoL 
always interfered find I was not long . _—, . » , , ■—_—
in a place. At the age of fourteen my .<From Night'to Morn, or An Appeal 
father wanted me to marry one of Ms k BaptlBt church." -By Abby A 
farm laborers.. I refused and was again ,jndBon, Gives anaccount of her experi
driven from home and tola this time enCB-jn passing from the old faith of her 
never to come back. I drifted to War- rcnts the light and knowledge of 
ren, Ill., where I found shelter in a K lrltuallsm> it is written in a sweet of the black cat. On this railway 
hotel to do a maid s work. I slept with I an(J fo weir adapted to place in crossing several yeats hgo two freight 
two other women, and the first night ¿g iiands of Christian people. Price trains were in collision, killing three 
the spirits again manifested themselves. I ng centa. | tramps.—Indianapolis (Ind) News. 

empty, and people refuse to lease them, 
giving as a reason that they are afraid

THE SPIRITUALIST SIDE.
To the Editor of the Journal:—I would 

like to make a few statements in your 
paper concerning mediums. That there 
are many so-called mediums and for
tune tellers who have no right to bear 
that name and who are a disgrace to 
Spiritualism, we are forced to admit; 
but that there are some refined, honest 
and conscientious mediums cannot be 
denied. I know from personal ex
perience, being a poor but honest me
dium, that healing and clairvoyance, as 
well as inspiration, are gifts from God. 
And we can read throughout the Bible 
where Jesus as well as the apostles 
were endowed with these same gifts, 
and I scarcely think they were hounded 
down by secret detectives and bluecoats 
In disguise, as our mediums are to-day. 
But we all know they were persecuted 
and ridiculed at that time as well as at 
the present day. We are living In the 
age of reason, where every man has a 
right to think and judge for himself in
stead of being Influenced by others. I 
could relate my experience from child
hood up to the present time how I have 
been compelled to leave my bed In the 
middle of the night and write beautiful 
lines of poertry which I could not have 
done In my normal state, as my educa
tion Is limited, never having had an op
portunity to attend school after I was 
nine years of age. Therefore it Is 
knowledge with me, and I know 
whereof I speak. The Spiritualists are 
an organized religious body, and we 
have the right to carry out our work 
according to our belief as well as other 
religious bodies. For know ye not that 
we also have answered to the Master’s 
call, and are doing his work—healing 
the sick, helping the poor and giving 
words of comfort to those in distress, 
and a spiritual medium as well as a 
minister of the gospel has to live. When 
you are in distress and trouble then Is 
when you go to a medium for a few 
words of comfort and encouragement 
So, If there is any truth In this religion, 
let the good work go on. “By their 
fruits ye shall know them,” and true 
mediumship can never be bought or 
learned. We believe in exposing and 
punishing all dishonest persons who are 
carrying on their nefarious practices 
and defrauding the public under the 
cloak of mediumship. But when honest 
mediums are trying to do their best and 
spread the knowledge of our beautiful 
belief, let the motto be, “Live and let 
live.”—Jennie Peters In the Milwaukee 
Journal.

Predictm by a Priest.
Washington, D. C.—The Rev Father 

D. J. Stafford, rector of St Patrick’s 
church in this city, and one of the most 
prominent Catholics In America, whose 
name Is known to almost every member 
of the Catholic church In this country, 
and who recently declined an offer of 
$40,000 for forty, lectures, made a re
markable statement before the twenty
fourth annual convention of the Catho
lic Young-Men's National Union, in 
session here. . ■■ ■. . . .'. •

His statement was as follows: ■■
“There is-Something: lacking In you 

young men.. Your lack of ambition 
should give place to energy, loyalty and 
Interest in church work. I venture to 
say that if the young men of our church 
will work energetically, and with the 

: same ambition as their sisters this 
। country will bo ours Inside of fifty 

years.”—New York World. ■

DB. E. J. WOB8T, Ashland, O.
It positively cures Catarrh, Colds, Pains, and Roar

ing tn the Head, Bronchitis, Sore Throat. Headache. 
Partial Dcafuoss and all diseases of the Air Passages,^

CURED BY INHALATION.
It Is the latest volatile germicide. It penetrates the 

air patsages of tho head, throat and lungs, killing the 
germs of disease.

AIR IS THE ONLY AGENT,
Fine enough to carry any medical Influence Into the 
small air cells and homes of the living germs, that 
will effectually destroy the cause of these diseases. 
Over {00,000 of these Inhalers now tn use. They are 
tho only ones made that can bo successfully sent out 
on trial free.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mail to sny reader, naming 

thia paper, one of my new Bcleutiflc Catarrh Inhalers 
with medicine for one year, on throe days’ trial free.

If It gives satisfaction, send me 81.00, If not, return 
It in three days. If you arc willing to comply with 
such reasouable terms, address,

DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 26, Ashland, O.
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Author of’ __ I- 
BIŒBIBLE STORIES i 

ANO QThERWORKS.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth GO 
cents; paper 25 cents.

PRINCIPLES 
— OF — 

LIGHT HMD GOLOR
BY E- D. BABbiTT, M. D. LL. D.

however, are ot thrilling Interest: 
CHAPTER LIU.

The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.
CHAPTER LIV.

The Abomination'Of Auricular ConfeBBion.

'

chapteh lv. „,
The EccicBlastlcal Retreat—Conduct of the Prieitfl 

—The Bfchop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI. ,

Public Acts of Slmouy—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O'Kegan—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist him to bls face—He tmployi 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and he fall! 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defend! 
me-My dear Bible becomes more than ever 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII. _ u
Bishop O’Regan sells the Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—HO 
determines to turn me out of iny Colony and send 
mo to Kabokla—He forgets It-next day and pub, 
Habes that be has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bisbop—His Answers—Thf 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests»

CHAPTER LV1II. ,
afck’Asi from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln's anxiety about the Issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save mc-Le« 
Belle's Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct ot Abrm 
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffafc 

CHAPTER LIX. iwiji
A moment of Interruption lu the Thread of my “Fiftl 

Years in the Church of Romo," to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized-Bome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
the Fundamental Principles ot the Constitution of the 

United States drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
llrst visit to Abraham Lincoln to waru him of the 
Plots I knew against hie Llfe-Tbe Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born lu ttio Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the Preaideut-Hls admirable refer« 
ence to Moses-His willingness to die for bit 
Nation's Sake. _

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and & true DI»» 

clple of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of the Priests—Jolin Surratt s Uouefr- 
Tbe Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priest» 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after tbe 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours ba 
fu?e Us occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tha 
will of tho Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop is wrong and that we ard 
right—For peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by th» 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turns false to bls 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the head oi 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr« 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXIII.
Mr. Dcsaulnler Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de» 
feud tbelr rights—Letters of the Bishops ot Mon« 
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against bls conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon. ___

CHAPTER LXIV.
I write to the Pope Plus IX, aud to Napoleon. Emperor 

of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O'Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— i go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed bj 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 2Stb of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and his assistant. Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunu writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the JcsuitG—Vl&ion—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI.
Che Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—Wo 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our« 
selves Christian Catbollcs-Dlsmay of the Roman 
Catholic Blshops-My Lord Duggan. Coadjutor 
fit. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to be. 
Anne to persuade the People to submit to bls 
Authority—Ho is Ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away tn the midst of the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVIJ.
Bird’s-eye View of the Principal Events from my Con* 

version to this day-My Narrow Escapes-rhi 
end of the Voyage through tho Desert to tat 
¡promised Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid.

A truly great work In which the author exhibits 
the reaulta or years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen Intui
tive Insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is ot 
very great Interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light ana color In 
tbelr mental and physical effects and their practical 
appllostlon In the conservation of health and the 
cureof dlseaseandsickness. Its medical value Isbe- 
Eond estimation, and Its teachings should be known 

y all.
Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.

PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, SSo.
For Sale at The Prottreeelve Thinker Office.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE

Th!» work contains an account of tho very wonder 
fol spiritual developments &t tbo bouse of Rev. DR 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar case» in aj 
Barts of the country, This volume is the first fro® 

io author directly upon tbo subject of "Spiritualism,7 
nd has stood the test of many years. Cloth« ILSNL 
joítage 10 cento. For solo at this offlo©. ..

A SEX REVOLUTION^
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKEB,

Author of "Helen Harlow’s Vow." "The Occult 
Foxes of Bex." "Perfect Môthefnood," aod many 
•ther works. Price25 ere»» r •■-enln »;?.this office.

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By tho Ute M. Faraday. The ori
gin of religions, and tliotr Influença upon the mental 
dOTélonmont of tbebuinsnraoo. Transcribed at the 
request ota band of aaaeu pUkMtMH, Rico 
»conta. ‘

-... THE RELATION
"bf^’to spiritual to tho Material Universe: nnd the 
Law a* Control. Now edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. - ; ,

THE GODS. ~
By Ooi. B. A Ingersoll. ~ A pamphlet Ct 40 page». 

ÎÇbrth icawcühttoBVld. Prtpozuwiaa, ,

HtRESY,
.. . OR . ..

LED TO THE LIGHT.
A Thrilling t Psychological Story of EvangelU 

gallon and Free Thought, It is to Protest* 
autism what the “Secrets of the Con* 

vent” is to Catholicism*

BY HUDSON TUTTLE,
The distinguished author, Hudson Tuttle, requires 

ho Introduction to the readers of Tun Pnoonssiivn 
Thinkeb, hut the following headings of chapters will 
show them what they may expect from the book:

Contexts:—An idyl — Firdbam - Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood-Th-. Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harrest of Souls—Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln-Evolntlon—btella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette-The Hank Robbery- 
Liberty—AU Is well That Ends Well—The New 
Church—The New Way: Led to the Light.

Every chapter ts devoted to one Idea, aud the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist Is con
trasted with the character of the honest minister ani 
the thinking agnostic. The steps hr which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties hemeou 
are graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceum evolved out of tho old, form an In
teresting study to those seeking new methods. .

It la a beautiful volume of S3 pages, and tho price 
In accordance with our new departure, Is SO cents, 
postpaid, or live copies for si.a>. Tor eale at the 
ortlctf ot Tux PnoomtssivE Tutsnxn.
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THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parts I and II, Being an 

answer to Mr. Burke’s attack upon the. French 
Revolution, post Bro.,.in pages. Paper, 80cental

I cloth, W cents, ' • . ,
—---------------—— —\-------- ■ ———

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from tho Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

ot.Ltfo. By Mattie E. Hull. This Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermonsand essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
ot the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11. For sale at this 
office.
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WRITE PLAINLY.

GENERAL SURVEY
speaker, George P. Colby, whose work 
of several successive Bundays opened
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, |<; 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

ignorance nnd superstition that is in
this place. / Let Love, Purity, Truth and

We would like to Impress upon the JustJce „ .. .
minds of our correspondents that the, A. M. Bloom of this city writes, ri... > ........ . . _ a •‘Aftni* <1 vow cnnoncofnl eontinn iltAProgressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to Insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with Ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on "only one side of the paper, if 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
la alone responsible for any assertions 
t.r statements he may make. The edit01 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can 1» 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered lu an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should oe 
suppressed. No one person has tne 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
or less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should .Contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or Item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad
hered to.

'‘After a very successful season the
Lake View Union closed Its meetings 
last Sunday evening. Will 0. Hodge 
lectured for them the last two Sundays. 
It Is needless to sqy that all were 
pleased, gad we are more than pleased 
to make the announcement that Mr. 
Hodge has taken the hall, 1629 North 
Clark street, and will conduct meetings 
there through the month of May or un
til he leaves for the'camps, where we 
understand he is engaged for the sum
mer. We hope to see the hall filled. 
We know all who come will be well 
pleased. We also hope when Mr. Hodge 
comes back to our city we can induce
him to Ipcate on the North Side, 
need just such a speaker as he is. 
seems to know just what to say 
how to say it. Miss Kila Johnson 
assist Mr. Hodge by giving tests.”

We 
He 

and 
will

Several items reach us this week i 
without the name of the writer. They ; 
will not be published.

Joseph M. Bare writes: “In your issue 
of April 22, under the heading of ’W. E. : 
Robinson Stands by His Guns,’ what 
can be plainer than the fact that Rob- ■ 
inson denies his mediumship. For him : 
to claim that he can get writing on the 
Inside of slates under the strict test : 
conditions -mentioned in said article, 
other than by mediumship, is to say 
that tests are useless. If Robinson gets 
writing under such strict test conditions 
he-is a medium. It can’t be otherwise. 
Comment is unnecessary.”

A. 8. Houck writes: “As an orthodox, 
and a member of the Presbyterian 
Church, I write you with a self-con
scious knowledge of my own weakness, 
a sense of my own lack of knowledge of 
the mighty facts that lie in the still 
great unknown, that our aspirations 
ever seek to know. The revelations of 
the past, in the light of the present, 
shows this fact to be true, that a man 
can only reveal in fact tbe light his 
brain has gathered from its contact 
with truth. Revelators reveal them
selves, and the value of their revela
tions are read in the true light of sci
ence and measured by facts that estab
lish themselves in the very nature of 
things. All the revelations of past and 
present are but a fair reflex of just 
what there is of human nature—no 
more. The gods, angels, spirits, devils 
aj)6 satanlc imps will not Interfere with 
tbe supremacy of Nature’s forces, In 
order and law. however much imagina
tion may disturb the brain of the 
dreamer.”

Mrs. A. Harter Reynolds writes: “The 
sermon on ‘The Devil’ is a good, lively 
one, and I want a few' extra copies to 
circulate among my orthodox friends, 
who will call It ‘blasphemous,’ of 
course, as usual, but never mind that; 
we can stand all such accusations, with 
truth on our side, which truth is des
tined ‘to come uppermost’ by and by.”

Angelia C. Clay writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “A vote of thanks is due 
Mr. and Mrs. John Linsey, for Qie good 
they have wrought in the Spiritual 
ranks in Grand Rapids. Thejr meetings 
closed on tbe w’est side of the city 
April 30. Friends have been given a 
cordial welcome and avenues have been 
opened for each and all to give ex
pression to the honest convictions of h|s 
own heart-felt religious sentiments.” ’>

E. J. Bowtell spoke for tbeSpiritualist 
Society of South Hannibal, N. Y., April 
16, 18, 19, 21 and 23. He has open dates 
for camp meetings and societies. Ad
dress 29 Home avenue, Providence, R. I.

Frank T. Ripley goes to Oxford, 0., 
about the first of June over the Monon 
and C„ H. and D. R. R. He can be en
gaged to lecture and give tests en 
route on liberal terms. Address all let
ters to 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

At the home of the bride's parents, In 
Anderson. Ind., at 8 p. in., April 27, the 
marriage of Mr. Francis Wheeler and 

* Miss Nettie Gains was solemnized by a 
very impressive ceremony by Lily M. 
Thiebaud.

Mrs. Virginie Barrett has been lectur
ing and giving tests in Montreal, Can.

Mrs. L. Wood writes: “I am only one 
among tens of thousands w'ho need 
great and brave minds like Ingersoll’s 
to awaken and blow* into a flame the 
smoldering thoughts w’ithin their 
hearts.”

It Is said that the Englewood Spirit
ual Society is rapidly growing under 
the ministration of Mrs. Lora Holton. 
The lyceiim is doing nicely under the 
leadership of Mrs. Olive Allingham, 
and the afternoon conference Is enjoyed 
by all, tests and speeches being given 
by many different workers. Mrs. Hol
ton is ably assisted bÿ Mr. R. Cross, 
whose control, Blackhawk, gives some 
excellent tests. Last Sunday Mr. Rob
erts gave some good tests. Seats are 
free and plenty of good music,, and a 
cordial welcome for all.

At the present time Oscar A. Edgerly 
Is filling a two-months’ engagement 
with the First Spiritualist Society of 
South Bend, Ind. Mr, Edgerly has en
gagements for July with the Lake 
Brady (Ohio) and Queen City Park (Ver
mont) camp associations. During Au
gust he will act as chairman of the 
Vicksburg, Michigan camp-meeting. He 
will be pleased to hear from Indiana or 
Michigan societies which may desire to 
engage a trance speaker and test me-

The News of Chattanooga, says:“Mrs. 
Prior is a woman who makes a favor
able impression upon first sight. She 
Is young, handsome, graceful, modest, 
yet dignified, and her utterances bear 
the stamp of the honesty of her convic
tions, a thing that cannot be denied her, 
even by those who differ widest from 
her views. The medium described the 
various causes of death of those she 
purported to see, giving the minutest de
tails, whether occurring by accident or 
disease. She gave warnings of danger 
ahead to some. She gave names and 

• descriptions ot whole family groups 
who had gone on to tbe beyond. She 
described family relics and heirlooms In 
tbe possession of some of the auditors 
and manv other wonderful tests of her 
claims to' clairvoyant powers. Suffice 
it to say the Spiritualists were proud, 
the Investigators pleased, and the skep-

Jthe field for Mrs. Esther Thomas, secre
tary of the State Society of Washing
ton. She will take rank with the most 
efficient platform workers of the day— 
of this day—which means that her in
spirations are life-giving and elevating 
in a high degree, stimulating new 
thought along all the Unes of spiritual 
culture. She has just closed her en
gagement in Spokane, and leaves to fill 
other appointments with the best wishes 
of all classes of Spiritualists here, who 
will give her a most cordial welcome on 
her return. In a quarter of a century 
of study and Investigation, I never be
fore experienced so well-sustained a 
flow of inspiration from the platform, 
as at Mrs. Thomas’ meeting at Pythias' 
hall last evening. She is a new worker 
in the field, and I predict that she has 
before her an eventful future; that she 
comes in response to the demand for 
more advanced work.”

J. W. Cowen writes: “Spiritualism to
day has no umpire; nor has it had for 
the fifty years it has. been shedding its 
soul-inspiring light over a world of 
darkness, doubt and priestly rule. There 
is not an Institution to-day that has 
not been warmed,enlightened and made 
better for that light. Where is that 
dread, that dark mist that fifty years 
ago hung like oblivion’s veil above the 
tomb? Spiritualism’s warm breath has 
rested there. The mist has floated 
away, and behold we see beyond the 
portals the shining shore where dwell 
our loved ones who fifty years ago were 
called our loved and lost; and how well 
can we remember the significance of 
that one word—lost!”

M. T. C. Flower writes from St. Paul, 
Minn.: “The closing of the lecture spa- 
son of the St.’ Patil Spiritual Alliance, 
on the evening of April 30, 1899, was a 
very memorable accoslon. The lecture 
(from the text, Humanity; the Discord
ant Harp) by Mrs. Lizzie D. Lyness, was 
a most thorough sifting, a grand 
achievement and intellectual presenta
tion of the subject of man’s inhumanity 
to man. This lady coming to us a 
stranger without the precedent of a 
name in the Spiritualistic world, and 
unheralded by the spiritual press, has 
by her lady-like accomplishments and 
lectures of a highly inspirational order, 
both surprised and endeared herself to 
the St Paul Spiritualists. She will 
soon depart for Seattle, and if the Spir-

coatente were a' gfeat surprise to her. 
Among the good tests given, by these 
workers was Lo«e giren by Frank T. 
Ripley. The man was a stranger and 
Brother Ripley ¿old that he saw a 
spirit with him»who.gave the name of 
Dr. Samuel E.pChaee^ Further that he 
knew this geimemaj), when he was a 
boy, and that he came from Vermont. 
The gentleman admitted that he came 
from Vermont .put equid not recognize 
the spirit. This gentleman has since 
called on Broker Ripley and told him 
every word toljl’him yas true.”

A. Allen Noe makes some remarkable 
prophecies. We have only space for the 
following: "Vehicles 'will traverse the 
highways, trains will be drawn across 
the continents,-: ships will plow the 
ocean wave without visible fuel or 
power. Air ships will navigate the air 
in all directions, and with such speed 
that the touriét cambreakfast in New 
York, and sup at eventide the same day 
at ’Frisco. Mental telegraphy will su
persede the magnetic wire, and news 
will be conveyed and replies received 
by thought transference. Inter-iflanet- 
ary communication—now known to a 
few—will become an established fact, 
and earth’s inhabitants will learn about 
the people of Saturn, and far-away Nep
tune. Perpetual motion will be invent
ed the first quarter of the next cen
tury.” ' •

Mrs. H. L. LIchtig, of Springfield, Ill., 
writes; “Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates, of 
Rochester, N. Y„ have been with us and 
delivered six lectures, followed by tests 
by Mrs. Kates. The lectures were fine 
and the tests could not have been bet
ter. They opened the eyes of many 
and set them to thinking. To one gen
tleman things came so fast as true he 
asked' Mrs. Kates to stop. Not 
a single test but was fully recognized, 
aijd some were quite-startling. I wish
I might enumerate many of them. We

...  1 111, >—J ■ ■ 1 " ;......

IMPORTANT MATTER FROM
OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES

HARBINGER OF LIGHT, MEL
BOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.

diiun for the month of June. Address 
during May, P. 0. Box 8, South Bend, 
Indiana.

Tile Lake View Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 North Clark street, 
corner Fletcher street. Will C. Hodge, 
speaker, assisted by other mediums. 
All Spiritualists and investigators are 
Invited to attend this meeting. \

Titus Merritt writes: “Mrs. Lease has 
had a hearty welcome by Spiritualists 
of the Greater New York. She gave a 
grand lecture recently In Brooklyn. 
She will be an able advocate of our 
cause. Her eldest son has a position in 
the custom house, and her eldest 
daughter Is attending the State Normal 
College. She lectured in Boston April 
23 and 24, and in Toronto, Ont., April 
30.”

Tlie following comes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich., and Is signed by H. W. 
Boozer and fifteen others: “We the un
dersigned, in deference to the mistake^ 
idea that it is the medium that needs or 
requires investigation, in place of the 
truth for which he is the Instrument, 
testify that we attended a seance of 
Mr. C. E. Winans on the evening of 
March 27, at 409 Lyon street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.,, where the medium sat 
securely enclosed In a mosquito netting 
bag nailed securely to the floor; all of 
which passed a thorough previous ex
amination by a competent skeptically 
inclined committee, with the result that 
twenty-two spirit forms appeared. A 
large number of these were recognized; 
several were seen under the full glare 
of a Wellsbach gas-light; some of them 
came into the room six to ten feet from 
the cabinet opening; many of them 
lifted the trumpet before the company 
and talked to us and their respective In
dividual friends; dematerialization was 
seen, one form first appeared from an 
adjoining room in no way connected 
with the cabinet; flowers were materi
alized seemingly from the air, as were 
also lace fabrics, and handkerchiefs 
grew into shawls, then went back to 
their normal measure in plain sight.”

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley writes: 
“Time forbids me writing much but 
our friends will all be glad to hear that 
our cause is steadily growing in Illinois 
Besides doing my Sunday work in Chi
cago, the writer has held fifteen public 
meetings tliis month, and finds hun
gry souls everywhere. The interest re
garding the question, ‘If a man die, 
shall he live again?’ is daily Increasing 
and almost every moment of my time 
is taken up in proving that he does. 
The First Spiritual Church of the South 
Side is thriving, and the earnest work
ers who have been so long connected 
with its management are unflinching in 
their labor; all true workers always re
ceiving a hearty welcome at their meet
ings. Mr. Dr. Caird, of. Boston, has as
sisted the pastor for the past few Sun
days. Her work has the indellible 
stamp of honesty upon its face. I hear 
The Progressive Thinker and Art Magic 
spoken of with praise, everywhere. 
Would that every household could pos
sess these valuable gifts. As I am re
engaged by the First Spiritual Church 
for another year, Chicago will be my. 
home for some time longer. I leave here 
the first of July to fill camp engage- 
meuts, until the first of October, when

1 I will again be open for weekly or 
! monthly meetings (during week nights).. 
' Societies or individuals wishing my 

services, will correspond at once re-
• garding terms, etc. Address me at No. 
■ 98 Thirtieth street, Chicago, Ill.” p 
' Mrs. Mary L. Holmes writes from

tics puzzled.”
A Friend writes from Long Beach, 

Call.: “On Sunday this beautiful sea
side resort was invaded by a score of 
mediums. Among them were Mr. and 
Mrs Carlson, editors of--tha Medium; 
Mrs. Olivia Shepard, who edits and 
publishes ‘The Spirit Mothers’; John 
Henly and mother, all of Los Angeles. 
Mrs. M. A. Reed, of Boston, and others. 
Friends from Clearwater kindly came 
and furnished select music. Both the 
meriting and-evenlng meetings were a 
feast of good things, and it has been the 

. means of steps being taken to have 
such meetings ever£Sunday. Let the 
good work go on for there is need 

■ enough of such meetings.. Come again, 
friends. Let us break down the wall of

itualists of the Coast desire an awaken
ing, they will not allow her to remain 
long idle. Suitable resolutions of en
dorsement, and appreciation of her 
work here, were drawn up and present
ed her by the society. The officers of 
our society are staunch business men, 
and If continued as managers the sta
bility of the society is assured. Mr. 
Joseph P. Whitwell, though young In 
years Is the right man In the place; is 
very devoted to the cause as is also his 
aptiable companion.”

T. J. Haynes writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich.: “F. Gorden Whlte'closed his 
engagement with our society last even
ing. It was very satisfactory to both 
himself and us. We had good audi
ences and good meetings. He is a forci
ble and convincing medium. He gave 
the ballot test at each of bls meetings, 
after his lectures, and of the many de
scriptions given by him only two were 
given but what were fully recognized. 
He left for home this morning (May 1), 
at Lily Dale, N. Y. He takes with him 
our best wishes for his future success.”

A. C. McCaslin writes from Massa
chusetts: “Your grand progressive 
paper comes to us every week and is 
read carefully with great delight In
deed, we would be lost and lonely 
without it. -But this last paper (the

had no society here, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates came among us known only 
slightly by two parties, my husband 
and myself. But the excellent work 
done by them while with us has given a 
new impetus to the work and sufficient 
enthusiasm was aroused that a society 
is being formed and the many who now 
hold warm spots In their hearts for Mr. 
and Mrs. Kates hope to have them with 
us again in the near future.'

MrS.\ A. C. Priest writes from Toron
to, Canada: “I am still trying to do my 
spiritual work In this town. I have 
been here now about eight months and 
think I know whereof I speak. I have 
been In a humble manner doing a big 
work in a small way/ I started a little 
lunch room as the means of support, 
and have copies of our beautiful Pro
gressive Thinker displayed in my win
dow, and a card asking the public to 
take notice, as we are anxious to get 
subscribers for it. We have now a 
small order, $4.20, which I enclose. We 
talk the subject to those who come in. 
Scarcely an hour In the day we ore not 
talking Spiritualism to somebody and I 
feél we have done a grand work in that 
respect. I hold my circles Sundays and 
Thursdays, with a very good attend
ance, but dare'hot make any charge as 
that question Na's not peen settled with 
the mediums w‘ho were arrested.”

G. F. Perkins writes from Dubuque, 
Iowa: “The First Spiritual church has 
had a most successful entertainment 
and ice cream festival, lasting two even
ings, May 2 and 3. The hall was crowd
ed with representative^ of every church 
in the city, and not a dissenting voice 
was heard. The programme on each 
evening was volunteeiutalent, Including 
a large number of musical selections 
from the phonograph« Ice cream was 
served, and several very ’beautiful 
pieces of embroidery were raffled off,
bringing in a neat sum. Mrs. Geyer-Ingersoll edition) Is one of the very, .briugiug m u. m-ui »am. i.xjo. w-jer

best. If I had the wherewith I wonia the main! lartlst (nnd solicitor, as. ..... .« otainr? Vitt Itfra ■KfnTTil’tr Ann MM flnX

Buffalo, N. Y.: “Last Wednesday even
ing I attended a Spiritual meeting at 
the Temple, which I enjoyed very much. 
Mrs. A. Atchesdn, of 274 N. ‘Division 
street, has the interest of spiritual work 
at heart. In the absence of their good 
pastor, Moses Hull, Mrs. Atcheson is in
vited to take charge of his meeting, 
which she does to the satisfaction of 
her many hearers. Twenty-six tests 
were given last Wednesday evening, 
and acknowledged as true.”

Martha M.-.Casten writes: “I feel as 
If I could not keep house without The 
Progressive Thinker. I get a great 
many grand, thoughts from:it, and I 
consider It a real up-to-date paper. A 
Wesleyan1 minister In his discourse said 
that Thomas Paine repented of writing 
his book. ‘Age of Reason’ just before 
bls death, and requested that all his 
books should, be gathered In one huge 
pile burned?’ His statement Is false.

H. N. Maguire writes from Spokane^ 
Wash.: “Spiritualism of the most ad
vanced order Is making good progress 
here. We have in Spokane many eclec
tic Spiritualists, people of spiritual 
thought and aspiration, who are more 
Interested in the philosophy than plat
form test work. They are somewhat 
exacting in their requirement of teach
ers, but are as liberal as could be de
sired In their support of speakers of 
ability. Lately this class have been en
tirely satisfied with what has been of
fered. First camo the'veteran trance

buy a thousand and mail them to every ' 
house in this town.”

Justice writes from Long Beach, Cal.: 
“Last evening the Spiritualists as well 
as others had the pleasure of listening 
to three of the best mediums on this 
coast, Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Petersllia, 
and Bro. W. C. Bowman, all of Los 
Angeles. I send you a program so you 
can see how rich the feast was. If the 
societies and camp-meeting managers 
of this country could only know and 
realize their worth they would not be 
idle. Bro. /Bowman has no superior as 
a platform orator. The Petersilias are 
not behind him In their line of work. 
Such workers as the ‘Trio’ are the 
world has seldom seen. Noble, true and 
grand are their teachings. Keep them 
busy is my sincere wish.”

Emma Fox writes from St Louis, 
Mo.: "The St. Louis Spiritual Associa
tion closed its season Sunday, April 30. 
It will reopen In September. Mr. T. 
Grimshaw, our speaker, had made an 
engagement with the Philadelphia So
ciety for May, but because of his health 
he has been obliged to .cancel it He 
will go at once to England, where he 
will remain during the summer, return
ing to us for next season?’

H. A. Pugh writes from Marion 
Soldiers’ Home, Ohio: “The privilege of 
having our meetings In the Soldiers’ 
Homes being still denied us, the mem
bers of this home will, on the first Sun
day In June, have our meeting in the 
G. A. R. Hall, In the city of Marlon, and 
be known as the Veterans’ Progressive 
Thought Association, same as I organ
ized in the Dayton (Ohio) Home, and as 
manager myself.”

A. L. Drum of Texas, and Brother 
Sherman, of Groton, N. Y., send In large 
clubs of subscribers to The Progressive 
Thinker. There seems to be an awak
ening all along the line.

Mrs. Lora Holton’s address Is at 538 
West 63d street, where ¡she can be ad
dressed for engagements to camp-meet
ings. , •

D. J. Moran writes from San Francis
co, Cal.: “All the old, true and tried 
Spiritualists will be pleased to know 
that Professor Morland, who so kindly 
graced us with his presence last night, 
is still alive and bears the stripes' be
coming the soldier and the patriot. He 
arrived here from Honolulu three days 
ago, safe and sound, from the seat of 
war. Professor Moreland was the first 
president of the Colorado State Spirit
ual Society. I sincerely hope that when 
he reaches Denver that due recognition 
will be accorded him. He presided at 
the Forty-eighth Anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism, at' Coliseum Hall, 
when President Barrett visited Den
ver.”

Mr. Will 0. Hodge will lecture for the 
Spiritual Research Society, Sunday, af
ternoon, May 14, at 2:45, at 324 Wells 
street, near-Gak street Conducted by 
Mr. and-Mrs. 0. A. Wickland.

Margaret Kinman writes from De
troit Michigan: “The Central Spiritual 
Union of which Dr. Burrows is presi
dent and pastor, will appropriately ob
serve the third anniversary of its organ
ization by a banquet and social festiv
ities at Star and Crescent Hall on Fri
day evening, May 12. The Ladles Spir- 

- -ituelle have charge and an enjoyable 
time is assured.”

J. W. Gill writes: “The meetings of 
the First Spiritual Alliance prove more 
interesting each Sunday. The singing 
and playing of Miss Jennie Francis and 

. Mr. Frank T. Ripley deserve special 
mention. Excellent tests are given by 
Mrs. Gill nnd Mr. Ripley. A lady who 
was a stranger to Mrs. Gill was told by 
‘Nannie,’ her control, that she would re- 

■ reive a strange letter from across the 
■ ocean. The lady got her letter and the

slsted by Mrs. McKay and Mrs. Cox
and a large committee ot ladles. Alto
gether it was an exceedingly pleasant 
and profitable enterprise. A pleasing 
feature was noticeably indicative of the 
rapidly diminishing prejudice to Spir
itualists within the church circles man
ifested by the respectful attitude of the 
leading citizens of the city towards us. 
I would like to lecture in adjoining 
cities with a view to organizing.”

Capt. Jack Abbott writes from New 
Orleans, La.: “I enclose post-office order 
for 75 cents for 100 copies of your valu
able paper of April 20. I know it is 
calculated to do much good, and as you 
furnish It to the cause at so low a price, 
every Spiritualist should feel it his or
her duty to help distribute it in 
town and county. I give you 
credit in your efforts, and hope 
friends will appreciate it”

their 
great 
your

SPIRITUAL MESSAGE.
[A lady subscriber in Dunedin sends 

us the following message received at a 
private circle In that city. As it may. 
be of interest to some of our New Zea
land readers, we comply with the 
spirit’s request to publish it—Ed. 
H. of Lt.] ’

“I am the Rev. Donald Stuart. On 
earth I was what you call a minister of 
the gospel. I knew of the truths of 
Spiritualism and I did not give them 

To the world. Had I dhne so I should- 
Tte a happier man this day.”

A member of the circle then’ re
marked, “Then you were a living lie?” 
“No, sir, it was not u lie. I believed in 
what I taught. I had been brought up 
In that belief, and somehow I could not 
get away from It. Consider my po
sition. I was a man looked up to, and 
:hey would have said, the old man is in 
his dotage. I knew I was surrounded 
by unseen visitors. I entreat you to 
publish what I say.” I told him the 
papers were not sufficiently liberal, and 
he said the Spiritual papers will do It; 
so I promised to send It to the Har
binger, and I asked what shall I say?
. "Tell my parishioners thgt the old 
man who was with them so long has 
not found the heaven he preached to 
them about, and the great white throne, 
but a real world like this, only 
Idealized; and could I occupy the pulpit 
once more my teachings would be very 
different. I used to love my Savior and 
to lean upon him, and I tried as well as 
I could to followJn his footsteps, but I 
have found no Savior here. There are 
many things in my past lor which I feel 
shame and remorse, but eh leddies

A Free Methodist Finds the Light
I want to say something about your 

paper and Art Magic, but I do not know 
where to find language to express my
self. I have taken It nearly a year, and 
It is read with great interest by myself 
and family, and I do not see how in
vestigators and Spiritualists can do 
without it. I see where all my numbers 
go, as carefully as I handle money, and 
lend them only where they will be read. 
I have been a Frfee Methodist for the 
past twelve years, and have been a 
Holiness worker, and I still believe in 
purity of life and heart. I have been 
Investigating Spiritualism for the past 
five years, going first to Mrs. Carpen
ter’s meetings. I find it to be a far 
greater truth than I had previously 
known. The dear Holiness people I 
have been associated with are mourn
ing my backslldden state, which to me 
is a great advancement of light and 
truth and development for future work.

MRS. H. M. PHELPS.
Detroit, Mich.

they gave me a glorious reception 
here, and there were many hands 
out to me in greeting.”

UNITY OF EXPRESSION.
While living as a form of life

over 
held

con-
sumlng the elements of the life invisi
ble, we are pictured In a drop of water 
magnified. Every breath we draw is a 
death to one or more atoms of life that 
constitute the elements of our growth 
both physical and mental. Every 
thought we think is so much taken from 
the invisible life that in all probability 
was as great an element In physical life 
as we are now. Every magnetic cur-
rent our brain throws off is food 
perhaps more than one thought in 
coming generations.

Some minds are porous to such an

for 
the

ex-
tent that the corresponding magnetism 
of another mind, distant perhaps some 
thousands of miles, will receive a 
thought instantaneously pictured on 
their brain-impression plate as correctly 
as an operator cap receive a message 
or a photographer can take a negative. 
This ray of unacknowledged con
geniality and unseen Intelligence is 
flashed back and forth on tbe unseen 
wires of electricity, and is a unity to 
two souls and also a growth, an un
known interchange of thought. There 
is a subtle double sense in almost every
one’s soul. Some acknowledge the 
unity, and there are others who do not 
realize the existence’. Thp electrical 
wires and machinery of a human ex
istence are so complicated and won
derful that no amount of thought can 
follow Its workings. This unseen con
geniality can be followed from one 
nationality to another and is often seen 
in opposite colors. There qre those 
whose intense thought and inner soul 
language can find no expression In 
words, and the double, or other soul, 
can receive this feeling Intensified, and 
such can find an outlet or channel 
through expression. There are many 
souls great and noble that have no ex
pression; there are others who express 
beautiful thoughts and sentiment, that 
have never been In unison with Nature 
an hour in their whole lives, nor did 
they ever have one thought beneath the

THE AMERICAN CHARACTER.
Regarding a phase of the American 

character, Mr. Wallis said: “They are 
a great people for having ‘a great time.’ 
They do not go on with the work in the 
steady, dogged, persevering way we do. 
They are fond of having great mass 
meeting conventions, which last for two 
or three days. Then things quiet down, 
and they do not make any more stir 
until the time comes round for another 
great meeting. Now, we in this coun
try have adopted the method of going 
steadily on, and, although having oc
casional great ‘stirs,’ we try to build up 
the movement slowly, methodically, 
and soundly. I think the Americans 
will come to that presently. At present 
they have many difficulties to contend 
with, including the great distance to b? 
traveled and the heavy expenses to be 
incurred. Another thing 1b that me
diums with them are developed to an 
extent of which we have no conception. 
They are as plentiful as blackberries. 
It almost seemed to me that every other 
person was a medium.”

A gratifying feature of American 
Spiritualism .was the way in which me
diumship was being developed along 
normal lines. Trance mediumship was 
diminishing, and mediums were urged 
to try and consciously exercise their 
psychical powers. ''Many of the me
diums wlio gave clairvoyance could put 
themselves Into the sensitive state (or 
"superior condition,” as Andrew Jack
son Davis called It) without haying to 
be thrown into that condition by en- 
trancement or control; that was a dis
tinct gain.

Theosophy, which was all the rage 
some time ago, was now a diminishing 
quantity, so far as he could observe. It 
had had its "run” and passed out. 
Much the same applied to Christian Sci
ence. But something of good had been 
left from each, and as A. J. Davis had 
said, Spiritualism in America was pass
ing through a transitional state, but II 
was “all right.” Out of chaos order 
would be evolved.

This was perhaps why the Americans 
had tolerated fraud so long. They be
lieved it was “all right;” that truth 
would win in the end. There was some
thing to be said, too, for their open, 
non-crltlcal attitude of mind. Where 
there was too much of the critical state 
of mind, the best conditions for spirit
ual manifestations were not provided. 
Where people Investigated in a free, 
receptive, and unsuspicious manner, no 
doubt the spirit friends found it easier 
to manifest. This, probably, had some
thing to do with the great success of 
Americans in-obtaining phenomena. Of 
American mediums Mr. Wallis re
marked that they were not so negative 
nor so easily daunted by difficulties as 
our own mediums. They were more 
self-assertive, which helped them to be 
positive to conditions which in this 
country would often overpower the sen
sitive and render him or her too 
susceptible.

LIGHT OF THE RAST, CAL
CUTTA, INDIA.

surface. There are a few society 
been unable to corrupt; they have 
divine spark of congeniality with 
ture—and expression. These gifts,

has 
the 
Na- 
un-

biased by bigotry and narrow preju
dices, will help the human race out of 
the quagmire of surface expression, and 
eventually be the corner stone of 
mental progression.

“Right Living." By Busan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily cbffiprehended. It is 
especially adapted f«1 use In Children's 
Lyceum. In Whahds of mothers and 
teachers it maf’bé fflhde very useful. 
Young and old will bè benefited by it 
Cloth |1. For 6äle al? this office.

Man the MIcrdcosm-sHis Infinite and 
Celestial Relations‘and Spiritual Pow
ers Of this papphletiby a Spiritualist 
of thought andsfixpefience, Lyman 0. 
Howe speaks jjighlyn Mrs. Mary A. 
Livermore, a post competent judge, 
te Is of the delight and benefit to her 
busband and hdftelf iff reading it The 
booklet by G. B. Stebbins, is for sale 
at this office. Price;-16 cents, postpaid.

“Talleyrand’s'¿ottetTo the Pope" will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make à study of 
Romanism and Ithe Bible. The historic 
facts he states^iand his keen, scathing 
review of Romish -ideas and practices 
should be read by alt Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 dents. .

"Voltaire’s Romances." translated 
from the French/ With numerous il
lustrations.- These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, -philosophy and 
romance are combined, with thé skill of 
à master mind. Ptice $1.50. For sale 
at this office. • -• ' . ; .

"Origin of Life, or Where Man comes 
From.” "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses. or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cent». 
For sate at this office. .

THE TWO WORLDS, MAN
CHESTER, ENG.

SPIRIT VISITORS.
On December 4, 1897, the transition 

of my sister, Mrs. Mary A. Saxton, oc
curred at Oberlin, Ohio. Her son, who 
was at her bedside, wrote me the fol
lowing account:

“After it had become apparent that 
she could not recover, the doctor ad
ministered chloral to ease her pain. 
After lying In a partially stupid com 
dltion some time she opened her eyes 
and said: ‘Oh, I see father and mother, 
and Matthew and James and George,’ 
brothers who had passed over forty or 
fifty years ago. She then said reproach
fully, ‘Perhaps you do not believe that 
I see them,’ and closed her eyes and 
passed on.” - '

She was not a Spiritualist or church 
member, but a Materialist Now the 
question is, at the moment of transition, 
were her mental faculties so quickened 
that the memory of those relatives 
seemed to her real? Or had the spirit 
so far entered the spirit world that she 
saw them as they were assembled to 
welcome her to the spirit world? her 
spirit for the moment being in two 
worlds, the physical and the spirit 
world. I do not consider the fact of 
itself sufficient to prove our continued 
existence, but as corroborative evidence 
it is valuable.' My own belief Is that 
she saw the spirits as she said.—John 
Allyn in the Philosophical Journal.

The gulf between ’
THE MATERIALISTIC STATE

of mind and Spiritualism is not to be 
easily bridged over. The materialist 
does nothing towards .making the 
bridge, and at the same time he Is un
assailable from bls own standpoint; for, 
as spiritual action has to take place 
through m'aterlal organisms, he takes 
the effect to be purely material man
ifestation, originating in the material 
structure, though he readily admits 
that there Is some obscurity about It, 

-which he hopes further materialistic 
research will make plain. There is 
really no answer to tins; except an In
vitation to candid investigation. But 
the ordinary materialist begins, not by 
investigating but by denying. Some 
Improvement seems to be taking place 
in this direction, but there cannot be 
much alteration until the mental 
attitude has . been changed. We shall 
have to wait for this ,until the present 
materialistically-educated generation of 
scientific men has died out or become 
discredited. It is remarkable that while 
those who make scientific discoveries 
are humble and Inquiring, and so learn, 
those who are trained in the results of 
discovery are often prejudiced and dog
matic, and so remain Ignorant. •
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PUBLICATIONS

THE PSYCHOGRAPH*

furnishes all you desire.

Do you want to organize a society, for Hie 
social, intellectual and spiritual advance

ment of the children and adults?

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM

HUDSON TUTTLE
* ------------ 0------------

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE- .

. » • ----------o----------- ■ '

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utlHzo and explain the vast ap» 
ray of facts In Its Held of research by referring them 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the laws 
and conditions of Man's spiritual being. Third cdl« 
tlQn. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
- Not servile trust to the Gods, out knowledge of tbe 
laws of the world, belief In the divinity of man and 
his eternal progress toward perfection is the foundv 
tion of this book. Price, «1,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and In the 

tpirlt*world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
tbe real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price 50 cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony of 6plb> 
Ituallsm.” Price, jf,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 

8PIRIT-W0RLD.
EngltBhedltlon. Price, 11.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN, 
Containing tbe latest Investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub« 
jecL English edition, Price, si. ,
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal In 1U exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom's Cabin.'* 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT.
A thrllllpg psychological story Qf evangelization 

and free thought. It is to Proteatanllauj what “The 
Secrets of the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price. 80 
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de« 

yelop and cultivate mcdlijinsblp. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract tor 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; 1QQ for si-25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains the 

best poems of the author, an0 some of the most popu« 
lar songs with tbe music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, el.

" THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A manual 

of physical, Intellectual ami spiritual culture. Dy 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A boofc by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal socletv may 
be organized and conducted without other assistance. 
Price, 50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents, Exprew 
charges unpaid. V
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan of the Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By limma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
AH Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

SOCRATES.
Here is a beautiful and suggestive 

story of one of the many good things 
wrought by this philosopher. It em
phasizes a lesson very much needed 
to-day. touching the dignity of labor. 
One of his disciples, Aristarchus, com
plained to Socrates that he had fourteen 
free-born relatives at his home; his re
sources were at an end; he found it im
possible to borrow money; he was 
greatly distressed and downcast, not 
knowing what to do. Socrates pointed 
out to him that others by engaging In 
useful vocations, such as spinning, the 
manufacture of garments, and the 
making of barley meal, were earning 
more than a comfortable living. Aris
tarchus replied that such persons were 
artisans while his relatives were per
sons of liberal education. Socrates de
sired to know if they knew how to do 
useful work, such as spinning for ex
ample, and was informed that they did, 
but his disciple maintained that bls rel
atives were free-born, and do you think 
they should do nothing but eat and 
sleep? Do you find that idleness and 
carelessness are serviceable to man
kind? In-what condition will men be 
more temperate, living in idleness or 
attending to useful employment? If 
Indeed they were going to employ them
selves in anything disreputable, death. 
These and similar questions and con
siderations were advanced by Socrates 
until the disciple was so thoroughly 
convinced of the wisdom of the 
master’s position that he forthwith laid 
the facts of his position before his rela
tives, and suggested how they could be 
relieved of their embarrassment by en
gaging, in some productive employment. 
To hiS-gratlfication his relatives entered 
joyfully into the plan, whereby all 
could be self-supporting by engaging in 
productive labor. Wool was bought and 
work was commenced. Soon, he after
wards informed Socrates, the household 
became cheerful of countenance Instead 
of gloomy; and Instead of regarding 
each other with dislike, they met the 
looks of each other with pleasure. 
“They loved Aristarchus,k Xtyiopfion 
says, “as their protector, and he loved 
them in return as being a help to him.” 
This beautiful Incident not only illus
trates the views of Socrates in regard 
to honest toll and his abhorrence of 
dishonest pursuits and deeds, but also 
shows how his life was ever a blessing 
to others—how joy, goodness and virtue 
sprang up Iff his pathway. It also gives 
us a hint of a profound philosophical 
fact: where all persons are engaged in 
honest and productive toil sooner or 
later a feeling of Independence and a 
consciousness of usefulness and of deep 
inward satisfaction come into each life, 
A state of society In which all persons 
labored according to their ability would 
be a state In which we should find a 
maximum of happiness as well as of 
service, provided the spirit of the 
golden rule vitalized national life.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book Is of more than ordinary val
ue giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
annulled to sift evidence and arrange 
facts In compact form It gives just 
what’ is needed on the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at.tbli

-OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thia Instrument la substantially the lune as that 

employed by Prof. Hare In bls early Investigations. 
In Ita Improved form It has been before ths public for 
more than seven years, and In tbe bauds ot thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Bo you wish lo investigate Spiritualism?
Bo you wish to develop Mediumship?
Bo you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph Is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were cat aware of 
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after c. few -:■<tings, 
been able to receive delightful messages A volume 
might be Oiled with commendatory hitters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It kuew more than hem
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. V.. writes: “1 uad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, oven from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In tbe severest 
loss 1 have bad of son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic mailers, 
writes as follows: ‘'1 am much pleased with tbe Pay- 
chograph. It Is very simple In principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spin 
Itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when Its supcrlol 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

• HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Height®, ( bio.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE

Do vou want a self-sustaining society, founded on 
tbe basic principles of tbe spiritual philosophy? 
You have it In THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.

It furnishes a system uf evolution by Internal 
growth: not the old cupand pitcher Sunday-school.

It nas something to interest and advance every mem« 
ber. and those who are most active In teaching are 
the ones who learn most.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization,-and for conducting tbe 
society when established. .• «

It has Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest songs 
and music; choral responses; a service for a Band 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full in« 
situations in conducting the exercises, with par« 
llamontary rulespctc.

Many Spiritualists living tn isolation, hnvo- formed 
lyceums In their own families; others have banded, 
two orthrecfntnllcs together, while large societies 
have organized on the lyceum pintform, and found 
great Interest in this self-instructive method. .

Do not wait for a “missionary” to come to your as* 
slstancc, but take hold of the matter yourself, prth 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and commence with the 
few or many you And Interested.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to ly* 
ceum work.

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Ie 50 cents, post
paid, of by the dozen, 40 cents each, by express, 
charges paldhy receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

office. '
"Ancient India: Ita Language and 

Religions." By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and instruct all 
teadere. For sale at this office. . Paper, 
price 25 cents. ’ . .

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect., of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
df Woman in the Bible; The Christian । ------ ----------------- ------— -—r—
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. I seepage«. Ono copy, bound in ciocb.*1> paper, n \ 
Stanton's usual trenchant style. :-For.; *eM’’ • __ ___ ..
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.’ I ror B.-to al this Oflicc, to Bgmnis iireefc.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
iratr sms became a sfirituaiist, 

25* pages* Òne copy, |1 j six copies. 15.

FBOM EIGHT TO MO BN)
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, i 

85 pages. Oaecopy, IS cents, Un copies, »1.

TBÆ BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WOELBB, \



BRIEFS
Pieniiliiii T6îiï|8Which Come to a Point. THtí BtalQtëûF''

** ” i w/ • J¡r 1 ' ■

_ This department Is under the rnan- 
tegement ofi

Hudson Tuttle.
(Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio,

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
txuouymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be glveu, or the letteis will 
not be read. If the iequest uaade, 
the name will not be published, Ine 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give What
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex

' pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

over th§ wonderful things that can be 
done „by! ■.’thei1 chemist in concocting 
foods, It gives them world-wide noto
riety, and the reading but unthinking 
masses gape in wonder.

The plain fact remains, however, that 
of nil the compounds that have been 
put together by synthetical chemlstiy, 
there is not one which can enter into 
the living organism as the natural prod
uct does; that is, can be digested and 
assimilated.

All the “fruit’ flavors" which now 
largely take the place of the natural 
products, are poisonous, and saccharine, 
the intense sweet, and the artificial qui
nine, aud their alkaloids are not harm
less. Products like albumen, starch, 
sugar 'have never been put together by 
the hand of the chemist, because only 
through the process of life itself can 
they be, aud were it possible, they 
would bear the anulysis of living forces, 
and would be useless as food.

■However learned and scientific such 
talk may sound, it really shows more
desire for notoriety than knowledge of 
living forces. •

In Une with this method thought, the 
chemists say to the crowd that glucose 
that is made by the action of acids on 
starch, woodfibre or old rags is identical 
with that in fruit, and the crowd eats 
the "golden drip,” the other brands of 
corn syrup, which are sure to bring or
ganic complications and incurable mala
dies. The honey-bee will not touch 
these beautiful “amber syrups," unless 
driven by the extremity of hunger, and 
yet honey Is In part glucose—the glucose 
however, that Is made In the laboratory 
of nature.

“Superstition,” Atlanta: Q. How did 
the notion that thirteen at a table is un
lucky and one wlU die, originate, and is 
there any truth in it?

Like all other numbers as three or 
aeven, there is nothing but superstition 
to make it more than any other, Sacred 
numbeis, or unlucky numbers me 
myths. The origin of thirteen at table 
being unlucky, came from the “Lord’s 
Supper" when thirteen sat down, in
cluding Judas who went and hanged 

' himself. For this cause Christians have

TAKE NOTIGE.OB BEAD—CMfc VISION, 
,r ¿’jfv ’ .LBtC 1 Tfy* ’ •

I sat one eve in the ¿íellgtt'glow, 
The lamps unlit—I?|was an alone-*

Or so I thought—yet ohe1 cannot know 
As the flickering shadows tóme and go,

If they are the gmnmdr so weirdly 
thrown .... .

By the leaping flatdis, tlnjt sure and 
slow

Eat out the heart of tue Ufé below— 
Or come from some strahger cause, 

unknown. 'c 1,
The clock on the manfeLitiOked oven 

and loud, i 11
And wakened the echoes twithln my 

brain, • ; , ■ ¡ ,
That followed in fever ¡lengthening 

train, i .. i-a
And hurried, until they together crowd, 

And mix and mlnglft, so all in vain 
I strive to untangle the endless chain, 

And evolve from out the misty cloud, 
One clear-cut thought,that Its folds en

shroud.
Tho fire burned low, the pendulum 

swung .
With Its “tick” and “tock,” till a mys

tic spell
Was over my soul and spirit flung,
And somewhere about a song was sung, 

Whose musical cadence seemed to 
swell ;

As clear and sweet as the swinging 
bell ’

Of woodland flower, by fairies rung, 
I may have dreamed, I cannot tell.

But the vibrant note my being caught; 
My brain grew dizzy and strange, 

and then ...
Tho flickering shadows by magic 

wrought ■ . . .
Themselves Into living, breathing 

men, . ■
And one I loved In the old time, when 

A laughing child, no anxious thought 
Of parting came,—my vision sought 

Among tiie many; looking again.

To the Editor:—Recently you copied 
an article from Two Worlds entitled, 
"Where Do Spirits Originate?” In which 
the author states that no new spirits 
are generated in the other woild, that 
all have originated in our sphere.’

Surely time space, matter and spirit 
are self-existent, .without beginning or 
ending. Spirits first manifest their ex
istence in tills sphere, but they do not 
originate here.

Again, the author says that in- 
organlzed life” is the basis of “organic 
life." To my mind there is no in
organized life. Life includes all intelli
gent attributes, but can only manifest 
its organic unity when favorably co
related with matter. „

Some weeks since you deplored the 
non-aggresslveuess of Spiritualists. 
Right you are. During forty years of 
my Spiritualism I meekly and mutely 
stood whilst vile epithets were heaped 
upon me by the elect. But now I strike 
buck, aud often lead out

I find no weapon so powerful as ridi
cule; it gets them every time;—e. g. I 
tell them that every day I expect to 
learn that God has commanded the 
President to Instruct his generals In 
battle to kill all the men and old 
women, but save the pretty young girls 
for the boys in blue; and whilst their 
eyes bulge, I add; God, you know, Is 
unchangeable, and beg to Inform them 
that embalmed beef dop’t half discount 
God’s way of . making bread.

If spiritual communications have 
taught us one fact relative to the future 
sphere of life, that fact is, the In
divisible unity and continuity of self.

Clokey, Pa. GEO. M. RAMSEY.

liemember that all orders must be ao 
companied by their requisite amounts, 
viz:

Art Magic and The Progressive 
Thinker one year, $1.20.

Art Magic, Ghost Land and The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, $1.70.

Art Magic au^L the Occult Life of 
Jesus (including the Hull-Covert De
bate) and The Progressive Thinker one 
year, $1.60. This offer holds good only 
till May 30.

The Occult Life of Jesus (including 
the Hull-Covert Debate, Art Magic and 
Ghost Land will be furnished for one 
dollar, making only $2 for these three 
books and the paper one year. -

The Occult Life of Jesus (including 
the Hull-Covert Debate) will be fur- 
nlshed to each yearly subscriber for 23 
cents, which only a little more than, 
pays for the postage. Bear in mind, 
that each order for the book must ba 
accompanied with a year’s subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker. The Oc* 
cult Life of Jesus and- the paper one 
year, $1.25.

The Occult Life of Jesus will not be 
ready for delivery until about June 1. 
These books, elegantly bound in the 
highest style of the art, should have 
millions of readers.

regarded thirteen at table as an omen 
of evil to at least one of the assembly, 

'■ and from this unlucky thirteen, the 
' number Itself has been taken as brlng-

Ing misfortune. It is time the “sacred 
: threes” aud "holy sevens,” and mys

tical numbers" with meanings revealed
, only to the student of the occult; the 
\ numbers with ominous portents, be 

> swept away into the dust heap of the 
!’false and fabulous, which once amused 
' and misguided mankind. The sacred 
\ circle, the triangle and "all seeing eye, 
all said to be i>ersplrlng with occult 
knowledge may well go to the same

Edmund B. Sargent: Q. Is not that 
phase of mental healing which ignores 
physiological laws, as of, diet aud de
ntal of the appetites a burlesque on 
common sense, and disgrace to spiritual 
healing?

A. This question implies its own an
swer. The relations of the body to the 
mind and spirit in this life, are mutual 
and any theory which leaves one of 
these out, which makes all of the spirit,
or all of the body, of necessity is erro
neous. Purity of the physical being, re
pression of aberrant appetites and de
sires, living in accord with the laws of 
physical well-being are as imperatively 
demanded as the manifestations of di- 
vinest morality.

ANNÜAL CONVENTION.

Our
New 
Premium 
Book,

The Divine 
Plan Con
tinued.

OgguH

Another Un
precedented 
Offer.

of 
Jeslis

r-

rifbbish pile. . .
The greatest task of the present Is to 

, prove the worthlessness of the greater 
portion of tiie so-called knowledge 
which has descended from the past.

If every book end manuscript, and 
idea and thought, and belief, and dog
ma, which was in existence, fifty years 
ago eould be swept into oblivion, leav
ing the minds of men free from the fet
ters of superstitious devotion to the 
past, what a mighty advance in mental 
and moral development would follow. 
It would be like exterminating the 

- rank -and poisonous weeds and sowing 
the life-giving grain.

THE MOTHER ANGEL.
(Continued from page 1.)

’North Dakota: Q. Our Legislature 
lias before It a bill regulating marriage. 
It provides an Examlng Board of three 
doctors, In each county, and all persons 
wishing to be married must go before 
them, and license Is to be refused if this 

■ board find the applicants afflicted with 
Insanity, consumption, dipsomania, 
syphilis. The cost is to be $2.50 and 

: the members of the board are to have 
■ ■■ $100 each per year. Is this a good 

measure. ,. . __
A. The old belief In the power of law 

- to suppress evils, lingers in the minds 
of uninformed men who by accident be
come legislators, and wherever it is 
acted on is disastrous in its results. 
Only 'by their educational Influence 
have such laws value. To marry is a 
natural act; the choice ot companions 
must necessarily be left to the indlvid- 
ual. To choose wrongly Is not a crime. 
To be cursed with hereditary taint Is

^ not a crime. A thorough knowledge of 
the laws controlling the inheritance of 
diseased conditions of parents by off

’* spring, might prevent unions which 
would be disastrous, hut laws which 
forbid such unions, would either fall to 

t be enforced, or they would be evaded, 
‘ and the moral condition of the pro

scribed class more deplorable than the 
present results of unrestricted marri-

mothers were to work, aside from what 
they are already doing through many 
hundred mediums, was on the after
noon of April 0,1897. I was sitting with 
two women mediums, when great 
power descended on us, we were flooded 
in a soft golden light, and tho voice of a 
well-known spirit worker said: “This is

THU MOTHER CIRCLE,
and’lt will yet fill the whole earth." In
my next paper I. will write of its work 
as it has been outlined to me, of terms 
of membership, and of Its high noon 
thought waves, only saying of it now, 
that it will in no sense antagonize any 
existing circle or organization, but will 
be in fullest harmony with every spirit
ual effort for spreading light, and will 
greatly assist and strengthen every 
present worker, and will help develop 
many who are uol ye( in the field.

OLIVIA F. SHEPARD.
Los Angeles, Cal. •

It has been tried for thousands of 
years to legislate people out of their 
evil ways and has never been success
ful. All the laws in the world Will not 
make a saint out of a sinner. The doc
tors of Dakota ought, to be satisfied 
with the hold they have in sending peo- 
pie out of the world and not strive to 
get a $100 salary out of the way they 
must marry.

N. J. Sutherland: Q. Sir William 
Crookes, a noted scientist, states that 
the world will be on the verge of star
ration in 1931, as the power of produc

' jng wheat will be exhausted, unless 
food can be provided for the people arti- 

• ficially, or for the soil from the air by 
some chemical apparatus. Other sci- 
enlists accept his conclusions. This is 
in harmony with the Word, which de
clares tliat the earth is waxing old-as

WISE COUNSELS.
(Continued from page 1.)

New York State Association 
of Spiritualists.

The second annual convention of the 
New York State Association of Spirit
ualists has been called to meet at Sara
toga Springs, Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, May 20, 27 and 28.

Election of officers for ensuing year, 
general business and mass meetings.

Spiritualists of New York, if not 
members of the State Association, or its 
local chartered societies, are urged to 
join and attend the convention. All so
cieties that have not chartered with the 
State should unite with It, thereby help
ing to build up a strong organization. 
Individual membership -fee, $1.00, 
which send to Herbert L. Whitney, sec
retary, 953 Madison street, Brooklyn, 
N> Y., and for all other information 
write him. «

A more extended notice will appear 
latir. FRANK WALKER,

Hamburg, N. Y. President.

A Catholic Becomes a Spiritualist'
To the Editor:—I cannot refrain from 

giving the many readers of your val- ■ 
uable paper an account of my ex
perience in the grand truth of Spirit
ualism. Some eight years ago I left the 
folds of the Catholic Church, of which 
I was a member, as I could not view 
with favor some of the absurdities of 
the belief. Then, as I was out on the 
broad ocean alone, the grand noble 
craft of Spiritualism hove in sight, and

I found it there—my. fathers face— 
Aglow with a living, radlapt light, 

That illumined the room to Its farthest 
space, .

And the firelight shimmer faded from 
sight,

Or changed, until there came In its 
place

More forms and faces and radiance 
bright;

My sister with swaying, sylph-like 
grace,

And in her arms a wee, small mite,
The baby boy.that came when she died, 

Yet who for his mother fretted so, 
The angels repentant grew, and the 

tide
Bore out and across to the other side, 

A tiny bark, with even flow;
But O to us ’twas a-cruel blow, 

And long ere -the burning tears were 
dried;— .

Yet that was years and year? ago;
Still eyes and form a{(d smile are the

OÜR PREMIUMS
In compliance with the Divine Plan 

Which we Inaugurated two years ago, 
tthe promts of this office have to a

same ...
As those we hid from our pight away, 
Under the daisies tjiat lonely day, 

Where~on a white ^one carved" a

certain extent , (
flowed Back Into the Pockets 
of our subscribers. Many hundreds of 
dollars have been thus expended, and 
the result has been most gratifying. 
Thousands of books of great literary, 
historical, spiritual and occult value 
have been sent out at less by far

Than the Actual Cost, 
to enrich the minds of the various 
readers, as well as to grace the shelves 
of their libraries. We have been in
strumental in laying the substantial 

; foundation for spiritualistic libraries In 
thousands of homes, which otherwise 
would never have heard of Ghost Land 
or Art Magic, and this has been accom

! pllshed by only the expenditure of a 
few cents on the part of those who de-

name; . »’ >
Now the tiny grave with'flowers is

And thitherward .footsteps often

When behind the hllls in globing flame
The sun goes down 4he night to pro

claim. (.,
I gazed again where a'.flgure<wore 

The look of my lover, whosearly sped

sired the premiums.
We now take great pleasure In an

nouncing a •
NEW PREMIUM

for the coming year, which commences 
June 1st, and at that time, or a little 
before, this extraordinary work will 
make Its appearance. It Is entitled
“THE OCCULT LIFE OF

JESUS OF NAZARETH.”

that should be in every library, and 
be handy for reference at any time. 
We allude to

The Hull-Covert Debate, 
for which there has been an immense 
demand. The two combined make a 
book of nearly 600 pages, and the price 
to the trade will be $2.00.

In order that those who subscribe 
now for Tho Progressive Thinker can 
get the “Occult Life of Jesus of 
Naznreth" (Including “The Hull-Covert 
Debate”) and Art Magic, we place the 
former on the premium list now, 
although It will not be ready for de
livery until about June 1.
Take Notice of the Terms:

“The Occult Life of Jesus of Naza
reth" (and the Hull-Covert Debate) and 
Art Magic will be furnished until June 
1st for 60 cents, when ordered with a 
yearly subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. Both books are elegantly 
bound in the highest style of the art, 
neatly printed on fine paper, and will 
be an ornament to any library. The 
price of the same to the trade is $3.50.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear tn mind that the order for tho 

premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not be 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one 
can get the premium at any time by ex
tending his subscription one year. On 
no other terms will the premium be 
sent out.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 

-form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic Is Invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you In turn to hid us by extending tho 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in admeasure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

honesty of purpose and their love for 
the cause and the people. Nobody ever 
gets from these parties other than good 
advice. AU seem glad when either of 
them rises to speak, and generaUy the 
most of the people are sorry when they 
sit down.

Mrs. Brewer, of this city, is, I thlpk, 
pastor of the second society here. She 
is only one year old in Spiritualism, but 
her heart is as thoroughly In the work 
as if she had seen years of experience.

I must not close this letter without 
saying that Buffalo is to be afflicted 
with the presence of the HuUs another 
year We have been invited to remain, 
and the bits are a Uttle tighter In my 
mouth than last year. Last year I had 
the privilege of going out six Sundays; 
this year there is to be no release on 
Sundays between October and June ex
cept by special permission.

I have already been asked to hold my
self in readiness to go to another place 
as soon as my Buffalo engagement runs

doth a garment.
The above is from the Advent Signs 

of the Times. Did Prof. Crookes make 
this statement, and if so how much cre
dence does it deserve?

A. Sir William Crookes made the 
statement, but it has not been widely 
received, as the advent organ would 
gladly believe. It has been shown by 
careful computation that, admitting the 
past rapid increase in population to go 
on, the food supply will keep pace for a 
long time yet Vast areas in North, 
South and Central America and the 
vast continent of Africa, are as yet vir
gin soil, and the old, cultivated lands 
rightly managed produce larger yields 
than ever before. A series of dlsas- 
trous harvests might produce a famine, 

a but with the usual process of the sea
* sons the yield of wheat is measured 
A only by the demand.
i The authority of Sir William Crookes 

In a speculation of this sort is of no 
• more value than would be his guess at 

the character of the inhabitants in the 
r moon. In the constantly increasing 

Knowledge of the laws of life, the bet
' ter sanitary conditions brought about 

■ ' thereby, the nursing of the sick, the 
weak and incompetent, the average of 
(human life is greatly augmented, and

i population increased in larger ratio. If
v these factors were allowed unopposed
‘ action, the gloomy prophecy of Mr.
* Crookes would come true, not as soon
e ’ ns the time he has fixed, but it would 

■ inevitably come. There are, however,
5 antagonistic forces, that will bring pop
: • ulation, as in France, to that equllibri-

■ uni where the rates of births and deaths
balance. , >

Had Mr. Crookes said the time was 
rapidly approaching when the flesh 

■ supply would fall, he would have been 
better supported by facts. ■ ■ ;

Tiie wanton waste of a flesh diet Is 
not appreciated by those who have not 
given tiie subject thought. Tiie flesh 
the ordinary working man thinks abso* 
lately essential to his'well-being, aside 

- from all the other articles of food he 
partakes, requires three acres of land 
to produce. Three acres in wheat at 
the average of twenty bushels, will pro
duce GO bushels, which would give six 

■’ persons ten bushels each; more than 
- they could possible use, for it would be 

equivalent to two large loaves each day 
r of the year.

* ' It Is charming for men like Edison or 
’ < Crookes to start the pens of reporters

On Monday, May 29, Mrs. Hull and I 
gather up our “traps,” and go to Man
tua, Ohio, to meet the other teachers 
and pupils who are to make Maple Dell 
their Mecca for the following six weeks. 
Our school opens on Tuesday, May 30, 
and closes on Friday, July 14. Several 
will gb with us from Buffalo, and we 
have letters from several states warn
ing ufe to look out for the writers, who 
have determined to be fellow-students 
with us. Be It remembered, all who go 
there are students; teachers and all. 
Not only are all students, but all are 
teachers as well. Each puts his per 
cent of knowledge before all. All par
take of what is known and understood 
by each. Our school is the only genu
ine democracy I know anything about

Thus far the school has lacked many 
hundred dollars of paying its expenses, 
but if it increases every year as it 
promises to Increase this year It will 
soofi be a money-making institution. 
Then the money-grabbers In our ranks 
will be ready to take hold of It, and 
those who have all the way been chock
ing the wheels on the wrong side, will 
exclaim, “I told you so," and Spiritual
ists all over the world, Who have he'd 
on to their dimes and allowed Rev. A. J. 
Weaver and myself to do the'work, and 
to pay the bills out of our own pockets, 
wifl say, “Look what we Spiritualists 
have done.” Bo far twenty-five dollars 
will perhaps cover the donations 
the Spiritualists outside of mem
bers of the National Spiritualist and 
Religious Association have made 
toward assisting the best institution 
ever founded for their benefit This 
$25 does not coyer unfulfilled pledges. 
It is easy to make pledges; We have 
depended on some of them and been in
lured by them. ...............

I hear that there Is a probability that 
mv camp-meetihg appointment for July 
27' to and including August 3, wfll fail 
because of financial difficulties; If so, I 
will have one Sunday and two or three 
week-days beforehand after, open for an 
engagement MOSES HULL.

I was taken on board.
Well, I began investigating and read-. 

Ing, also attending camp-meetings or 
this belief, and the more I investigated 
the grander it became. I finally Joined 
the developing circle at large conducted 
by J. M. and Mrs. Allen, of Springfield, 
Mo., and sat for development.

To my great satisfaction the first time 
I sat, while holding a pencil in my 
hand, I was controlled to write auto
matically, aud before the close of the 
circle, which was one hour, I filled 
eight large sheets of paper with auto
matic writing. This was my introduc
tion by the spirit world as an automatic 
writer. But the best was yet to come. 
A few evenings afterward, while sitting 
in my roon? in company with my wife 
(who is a Catholic) I was controlled by 
a bishop of the Catholic Church, who 
passed out about twenty years ago, and 
who was my wife’s guardian, she being 
'an orphan, and In a strong and loud 
voice he told her to embrace Spiritual
ism, as it was the truth, and although 
while on earth he taught error, he had 
now found progression, after a long and 
fruitless search for the church. He 
went after me, as he was interested in 
her he wanted to reclaim me, and he 
thus found progression, and is now 
grandly and ably on the way. Now, 
dear editor, when it comes the time 
when a Catholic bishop proclaims the 
grandeur and truthfulness of our cause, 
surely we are gaining ground.

Through these columns let me say, 
On, on, valiant soldiers, and workers in 
the cause. Rest assured we are gaining 
victories, of which this is only the be

, ginning. T- M. ROONEY.
• Argentine, Kan.

The Three Books, .
The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth 

(including The Hull-Covert Debate), 
Art Magic and Ghost Land, three large 
volumes (price $5 when sold to the 
trade), will be furnished for $1 In con
nection with each yearly subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker; making 
only $2 for these three books and the 
paper—another illustration of the 
DIVINE PLAN.

This offer will only bold good until 
June 1st. After that time Art Magic 
will be withdrawn as a premium, to 
give place alone to the “Occult Life of 
Jesus.”

Take Dae Notice. '
A year’s subscription to The Pro

gressive Thinker must accompany all 
the orders for the books, and no atten
tion whatever will be paid to requests 
to modify the rule. The fact that you 
had Just subscribed for the paper (and 
thousands have) and did not know of 
this offer, we wish to state that it will 
be Inexpedient for us to change our 
plan and do business otherwise. Each 
one, whether on our subscription list or 
not, when desiring the above books, 
must send a year’s subscription. There 

. will be no deviation from this rule.

. Bear in mind that when The Occult 
I Life of Jesus (including the Hull-Covert 
' Debate) is ordered alone, Twenty-five 
■ cents must be sent in connection with 
1 a year’s subscription to The Progress
: Ive Thinker, in order to pay postage, 
I etc. The Progressive Thinker one year,

/V LIBR/VRY

. - - it Is Interesting, Fascinating and
To thrennflreld Of CarDage ' Astounding In Its Reve-

i tint । i

Who went) and was never’ heard of 1 lation,
more, ~u I and lt attract fully as much In

So I have remained all these years- terGSt anj win as high appreciation as 
.. unwedip. < Ghost Land and Art Magic. This work,
Can it be that the grawPglves up Its I ilke Ghost Land and Art Magic, was 

dead . ' I published many years ago, and after
To live and love as they did, before I a few copies were sold, the plates were

The spirit to that Btrange country I destroyed in the great Chicago Fire, 
fled? ' and thus the publication has quietly

Or is there a rainbow bridge, to span ^"Z^p^^B^e^Thinker’ for"’ the 
That deep and dark and dismal Ri Progresfflye ininKer, tor we 

ni,T*eD purpose of printing iresu euiuvu» tu
_ a*’?8?. ,, .. forth to its thousands of readers to in- 
Whlch divides the other world from ™“t and instruct. The medium

thls? . throuzh whom this remarkable bookThat, over its arch, the spirit of man “^’’^ritten was Alexander Smyth, and
Grown up to an angel of knowledge, ™ gpWt8 wbo COntrolled him were

Go forward and back, and never miss I Saul and Judas,
The way to that new-found home of who returned to earth to give a true 

bliss, I version of the “Occult Life of Jesus."
Whose walls no mortal eye can scan? They trace his life from infancy until

,, , , . . . I the time of his crucifixion, throwing a
could but wonder or how or from wonderful flood of light upon his 

where remarkable career, which differs veryThey came, till the room was a tem- froal tbat glven la the Scrip.
pie vast,- ----- - I t Tblg work consists of 320

Full-peopled by ghosts.of a long-gone I inted pages-a valuable book
o pa8V. indeed. But that Is not all. Connected
So many had congregated there . hnnnd therewith Is a second book and the above book, $1.25.
To show themselves by the fire-light’s 1 anQ Dounu 

glare; .
Or was It a dream that could not

I

last, t
book reviews.

The Spiritualist who commences now, 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing“ for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, 11 
wise. If he reject this offer, his nelghi 
bor will soon advance ahead of him, an<L ’ 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. W* 
think, In view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker. ___ ;

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholl* 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary. : ]

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
The twenty-fifth annual convocation 

at this popular ground will open July 
30 and continue for thirty successive 
days. Excursion rates will fie issued on 
all railroads. ’

The speakers and mediums already 
engaged are Mr. John Slater, Mrs. May 
S Pepper, Prof. Wm. M.. Lockwood, 
Carrie E. S. Twing, Tillie U. Reynolds, 
Hon. A. H. Dalley, Mrs. Mary E. Lease, 
Lizzie Harlow, Rev. Frank E. Mason, 
J. Clegg Wright and Mrs. Helen Tem
pie Brigham. Negotiations are pending 
with others. The music rendered during 
the convocation is an especial feature 
of the camp, and first-class vocal and 
instrumental organizations are engaged 
for the entire season. ■

The success of and appreciation ten
dered to the Ladles’ Schubert Quartette 
of Boston and the Stratton Operatic 
Orchestra of Orange during their en
gagement last year has warranted a 
renewal and they will be with us again

Transfiguration.
During the last week a lady passed to 

spirit life and In a few hours a gentle
man medium was Influenced to form a 
circle, which consisted of three ladles 
and two gentlemen beside the medium, 
and two little- girls. The medium not 
only: acted as the spirit of the lately 
arisen one had’in leaving the body, but 
his face took on so perfect a likeness of 
the deceased that all present recognized 
It Other spirits then controlled and 
explained, the assistance the manifesta
tion was to the liberated soul. What 
commit is necessary on these facts 
other than a statement of what comfort 
such demonstrations are to bereaved 

' children of earth. K . COB« -.

thlsseason. . . .....
The boating and fishing facilities, the 

lovely drives and walks and the splen
did mountain scenery make this one of. 
the most attractive camps In the coun
try, and Its cool nights and entire lack 
of mosquitoes add to the comfort and 
pleasure of those attending. Mr. S. B. 
Harvey, of Boston, has leased the b'otel 
and under the able management of him
self and wife we can assure the guests 
of an excellent table, prompt attention 
nnd good care.
■ The circulars will be ready for cir
culation May 15. Calls for tents or 
cottages can be addressed to .

ALBERT V. BLINN, Clerk.
603 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. ,
<Th0 World Beautiful.” By Id .tin 

Whiting; Most excellent in their l.lgh 
and elevating spirituality of ' thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
Bale at this office. . - :

“Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.. -M.D. This comprises 
the last part of. Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For nls 
at ¿his office. <

Which had came, and over my spirit —By TuUg Abro] j.

A halo, to fade into .empty air?
I cannot tell, for I do not know; | bended purpose; that the author truly 

But be it real, or vision, or dream, believes the message she has given. 
My heart has grown light, for they 1 while this message is not distinctively 

do not seem ; . spiritualistic in the common accepta-
To be dead; that night in the firelight I tlon, it is intensely spiritual and ot fine- 

glow, - . I ly spiritualizing tendency In tone and
There were living shadows went to and sentiment, In- the higher and purer 

, fro- ’ I meaning of the. term. To those who
I saw them plain in the ruddy gleam; I seek after and prize the true inner sun- 
Perchance I slept—perchance 'twas a I stance and reality, rather than theouter 

- ■ dream- 4 shell, of spiritual things, the book will
I cannot tell, for I do not know. I prove Intensely interesting and exceea- 

LUOY SHERMAN MITCHELL. ingly instructive and profitable. It is 
1 rich with thought for the spiritual life.

The Index Finger points with unerring 
certainty to the highest nnd best Ideal 

. attainable in the life that Is and that Is
Martha was a model woman, I to come. - -

Wife of Moses Jacob Brown, I ------
Finest cook in all the country, I • Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Ren

Best housekeeper in town; I dered into English Verse by Edward
But she died and weht to heaven, I Fitzgerald. .

There to wear a martyr’s crown. 1 Fitzgerald’s rendering of(the famous
4< ’ • I ParRian noem. is recognized as the bestMoses B. had kine afld. cattle, I PjXy win be glad to avail 

Sheep and horses fair to, see,I thems/lves Qf this opportunity furnished 
But a woman’s help.was needed, -| bv the Truth Seeker Co., to secure this

Hiring much toolbar.would be; J inexnenslve edition, only 10 cents. It
So he came a twelv«t-mo^h later, contalns notes and an introduction

Courted, won and) martlail me. I whkb ,wU1 o£ g00a Bervlce.
Now at breakfast time'hwtells me I wi+rhoR

How she used-thfflnakespto bake, Satans Hoof an^ the Two TOtch • 
Dinner comes and still: heqpralses • I By Eugenie R. EUscu, M. D. Banner . Soups and stews ilie.used to ifiake. I of Light Publishing Company, Bosto , 
While for tea I hear. laudations ■ I Mas?. ■ ■ - ... „

Of her quince preSfervesPhnd cake. This Is lnd®e^. *■ • 'it qi I gtory it is weirdly impressive and inter
Now a woman’s'only huiaan, I esyng.. Bat it is vastly more than a 

And a pretty girl <jriiengyed, I mere story. The story Is used as a
For her golden curb) andAdimples, I thread on which hangs a fund of lore,

For her laughing lips. soTred, physical, biological, psychical-hypno-
Sometimes tires of'findlerij lectures, Usm Spiritualism, prophecies, mind- 

Each extolling one thata dead. | reading, etc., with deep psychological
So I fancy some fini montlng I'^y^inds wlOnTmuchto^w knd^n-

I Kill iZ»“- teX8Int® pagestentl0US “nd SUS‘
He of course may think it rude-* I gestlve, in these p g ■

That he isn’t up in heaven■ | when the Jackson Street Cable
Mfl-l’tllil S’ JlDgel food. I •• _ a-ila par PnndilPtor’s ’PrAniTl-J». Mltaoll h. Wb« to IM

' D»« MW « . „J“' «
Summer.” By Lilian^ ,Whltlng._ No g bctwccn several-intelligent pas- 
mind that loves spiritual thought can-1- 11110 - * - •**-- -
fall to bo fed and delighted'with this 

-book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher lift For Bale al 
this office. Price, cloth,*1. •. -

MARTHA.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Splrituai- 
tgm: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia ef infomation on the 
subject. Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

“The Prophets of Israel” By Prof. 
C. Hi Cornili, of the University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

“Th» Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature 
and their souls with the higher intelli
gences, to come into closer connection 
with the purer realms of the spirlt- 
world. It is written in the sweet splrlt-

"Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage Certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Three Jubilee Lectures."' By j. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Dr. Peebles is a 
trenchant and instructive writer and 
lecturer, and these three addresses oh 
the occasion of and pertinent to tho 
Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, are 
well worthy of being preserved in this 
tasty form, in prlpt. Price, 35 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated . 
"Age of Reason," and a number of let- . 
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1 For sale at this office.

ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1: paper, 75 cents. For sale at this 
office. *

“The Gospel ot Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book’is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office. ■

“The Moleciilar Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lock wood. 
•Prof, Lock wood is recognized as ono of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
■hetures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
Of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basls-of'Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
alj who love to study and think. For

’..sale at this office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Beader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un. 
veiled," file wllh Uio sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking tor the truth, regardless pt any other 
cotulderatlon. It eucV Is the case, this adrcrtlsetnenl 
will deeply Interest you, and attar reading this brie! 
description yon wUl doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusal. Fries 11.60,

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence 'Marryat. An interesting account of the 
anther’s spiritual experiences. Paper, Me; cloth, SI.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
111 BY 111 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

,"The Beiatlon of thesfiplritual to the 
Material Universe.-’ The Law of Spirit 
Control.” By Michael Faraday. Price 
15 çent#. For sjilè at this office. .

sengers during the delay, the author 
has set forth n very readable nnd In
structive melange of various shades of 
opinion concerning matters Industrial 
and social. The trend of the argument 
is1 toward the principle of universal co-
operation. .

“Thomas Paine: Was Ì^é-Junius?” 
An interesting pamphlet by ffw. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. Fqr sale at this 
office*- < ‘

“Poems <Jf Progress.” By Lizzie 
Dbten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may bo read.In her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It Isa book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially.by 
Spiritualists.' The volume is . tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. . ..

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles-B. Waite, A. M„ author of 
“History'of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed .State-
ment-ot facts concernlnglhe efforts,of 
ehurchleadcrs to get control of the gov-‘

Seta forth tho Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and SpIrltuaUata 
alike, as It demonstrates tho truth of the spirit mani
festations of Josua Christ, upon which the Christian 
tollirton is based, as wdl M tho actuality of 
eplrit manlfestatlonillffit» Utlo page claims that t»a 
book Is

A BCIElfTIFIO DBBIONSTBA.TIOlt 

of the

Exlilcne«! of ffto soul of man at Mt con*
. eciout tndMduaHty Independently

of the phytioal oraanltm]
of the ■ 

cournnnrr of iiw
■ - and the -. .

XOTFAUTY OB' BPIRH BBIUBJf.

The first cloven chapters are devoted entlrelyto 
numlfcstatlons ot tbo soul Incarnate, with a clear ex
position ortho psychic philosophy.

Tho succeeding tour chapters set forth the phUosq. 
ph" of tho Infinite. . . .r , the isst twenty chapters aro devoted to an expo«- 
tlon of spiritual philosophy, with>evidence.1“ 
thneh ot It being personal experiences ot the author.

ernment. An Important work. Paper, I ta« prie» ef.the b»ofc ■u £í* . . Bbr *a¡». 
25 cento, For s»le at this office. _ I otta« olito» ny* pn>g»y*it>* iftjafcwv j

afea , 'I-.
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TO ADVERTISERS
The Progressive Thinker. the largest Spiritual" 

ist paper published on earth to-day, is very much 
alive. The recent Ingersoll edition reached 
nearly 40,000 copies. Postoffice receipts showing 
the weight of our weekly edition always open for 
the inspection of advertisers. Really, The Pro
gressive Thinker stands at the head of the pro
cession. ■

PHENOMENAL
Some Fine Spiritual Occur« 

rences.

REMARKABLE OFFER
: For a Short Time Oiilii.r

ASTONISHING I
THAT

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
; ——THE—

FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QUICK 
CURES

SMALL
DOSES

Send age, name in full and two 
2-cent "stamps and leading symp
tom, and we will send you a di
agnosis of your case FREE, and 

. we will try and make the price 
of treatment right to you. Re
member, please, that we do not 
wish to take your case unless 
you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask 

•OUR opinion of this doctor or 
• that one, because we never ex- 
'press an opinion, nor have we 
Huy one connected with us that 
Is allowed to speak 111 of any one 
or even to express, an opinion. 
We know some jjoctors do so, 
but we do not.

The Say of shot-gun prescrip
tion is past; drastic drugs in 

. large doses will not be given
ten years from now. We be-
lieve in the certainty of medl- 
cine nnd in specific medication, 
but specific medication requires 
specific diagnosis. He. who un- 
derstiinds the action of drugs, 
and who is gifted with the power 
of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day.

SPECIFIC
MEDICINE

NO DRASTIC
DRUGS

A Book on -«Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-çent Stamp.

DR. G. E. WATKINS
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 

Hotel Palmerston.

We have a medium here, Mrs. Francis 
E. Ruddlck, who should be -more gen
erally known; Her mediumship ,1s sim
ply wonderful. A few weeks, ago Capt 
Humphrey, an employe of the Natural' 
Gas Company, here, while out driving, 
lost a scarf pin. He went over the 
route he had been, but failed to find it. 
He then went to Mrs. Ruddlck to see if 
her spirit controls could not help him. 
They tlioughtxtliey eould find it In fif
teen minutes. In seven minutes rap
pings were heard on folding slates that 
lay on the table at which they were sit
ting, and upon opening them, the scarf, 
pin was found. The spirit intelligences 
said theyfound it on the ground where 
he had hitched his horse (naming, the 
street). Capt. Humphrey was then re
quested to place his gold watch on the 
slatet as his father who Is in spirit 
land wished to write him a letter. He 
did as requested and in a few seconds 
received a communication from his 
father written in gold. He kept the 
slates and says he would not-take ten 
dollars for them. He had them on ex
hibition at the Spiritual church last 
Thursday.

Another phase Mrs. Ruddlck has is 
the talking of spirits in a trumpet, in 
daylight, in her presence. The voices 
of my relatives are as plain and dis
tinct as if received through a telephone. 
I can even distinguish the voices one 
from another. Another phase this gift
efl medium has is getting flowers be
tween folded slates. Last Thursday at 
a private sitting my spirit wife said to 
me through the trumpet that she would 
give me a surprise. In a short time rap
plugs were heard on the folded slates, 
and on opening them we-found a small 
bunch of yellow and white daisies fresh 
plucked. This was the surprise, and it 
was a surprise to me. Last Saturday 
afternoon, at a private sitting with Mrs. 
R„ I received between a pair of slates 
belonging to myself, a beautiful full
blown carnation flower, seemingly just 
plucked. My spirit wife wrote on the 
slate that it was for me, and a spirit son 
of mine told me through the trumpet 
that he went with his mother to get It. 
As a slate-writer Mrs. R. Is very good. 
I have received several long and very 
interesting communications from my 
spirit wife and others.

RUFUS SUMERLIN.
Indianapolis, Ind.

' PASSED TO SI’IRIT-LIFE.

To those writing us, giving us name, age, sex 
and one leading symptom, in their i own hand
writing, we will send an absolutely borrect and 
carefully prepared diagnosis of theif case, stat
ing their true physical condition;» and

“Foods for tlie Sick and How to Prepare Them i”
A valuable volume, giving proper diet, how foods should be cooked, also the 

proper care of invalids. This volume contains recipes for the -hygienic^prepara
tion of foods for general consumption. It is, In fact, a Hygienic Cook Book, It 
contains a list of antidotes fpr common poisons. It is a guide to right living, a 
counselor in sickness or emergency—concise, yet plain and readily understood, and

WOMANS:
A medical brochure for ladies only. This volume has been highly commended 

by the leading reformers of the day. It is a valuable ’medical work, and should 
be in the possession of every woman. It will be-sent.free to ladies, writing us 
under this special offer. ,

It has cost us hundreds of dollars to publish these volumes. They are nicely 
illustrated and are standard works.

CSTA correct medical diagnosis and the two valuable volumes absolutely 
free of all cost. This offer will hold good only while the present editions last.

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS,
Battle Creek, Mich.

DOCTOR A» B. HOBSON’S
HEALING 
POWERS

ARE BEING REPEATED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN , 

THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP
• — OF“”“"

Mrs. Dr. Oobson-Barker,
Who, during the past four years, has

Successfully Thousands 
Treated l ? _1_.of Patients

Curing all Diseases Flesh Is Heir to 
With Her Magnetized Remedies, 
DO YOU WISH GOOD HEALTH ?

IF SO
Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 

lock qf hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the

WONDERS OF SPIRIT POWER.

YOUR CASE DIAGNOSED FREE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. 8A^ JOSE, CAL.

Z

DR. C. E. WATKINS’ 
SANITARIUM

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted tree.]

Mrs. Gertrude E. Wilson, after 42 
years of toll with the experiences of 
this mundane sphere, departed this life 
Saturday, April 15, 1899. The funeral 
took place Sunday afternoon, conducted 
by Mr. John W. Ring. The .departed 
was a very earnest worker in the Spir
itualist Society of Galveston, which 
adopted a series of resolutions express
ive of their respect, etc. -

nt Ayer, Mass., can accommodate after 
April 15, six more patients. Among the 
many advantages this sanitarium has 
over others are, It is a Spiritualist 
Health Home where they can go for 
rest and health. It Is known far and 
wide as the Rural Health Home, where 
chronic diseases are cured by uew aud 
more natural methods than by the old 
antiquated physicians. It is under the 
personal and assiduous care of regu
larly educated, natural and experienced 
physicians and is a pleasant and at- ' 
tractive Jiome where invalids can re
gain their health under favorable, con
ditions, aud the overworked and nerv
ous can find rest and recreation.

It Is situated in a historic, picturesque 
and healthful region, one mile ,from 
Ayer depot in the town of the same 
name. Ayer is the junction of the 
Fitchburg (Hoosac Tujinel route) and 
Boston and Maine railways, thirty-six 
miles from Boston, twenty-eight from 
Worcester, and eighteen from Nashua, 
N. H. It has pure air and water from 
the Shaker Medicinal Spring, which ac
cording to the analysis of the State As- 
sayers of Massachusetts and Maine, 
surpasses the celebrated Poland Miner
al Sfiring water of the latter state; per
fect sanitation and beautiful country 
roads lined with stately elms, over a 
gently undulating Intervale of wood, 
and fine farms, where the philosopher, 
A Bronson Alcott chose his earthly par
adise.

Terms for board and treatment from 
$1 a day upwards. Send all letters to 

i DR. C. E. WATKINS,

Passed to the higher life, at bls home 
in Evansville, Ind.,' April 17, 1899, 
James Powell Grey. The service was 
conducted by our brother and co-work
er, J? A. McElroy. May our departed 
friend dwell In realms of peace, love 
and harmony is my prayer.

FRANK L. SCHMITT.
Evansville, lud.

485tf Ayer, Mass.

OLD AND NEW Healing, Causes and Effects
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book. Is aJJit 11, It i UCLvUD XULvBL UUUui AD tt 

PC VFIIAl i\CAI presentation from the spirit side of lite 
f J UTIULaIIj1. °t the basic priciples of Mental Heal
* ins and their relation to Vibration.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Philadel
phia aud other prominent cities ot the United 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume.

The chief aim throughout the volume has been to

The Esoteric under-current of the. pro
cesses manifesting themselves In the 
operation of healing, is. clearly shown 
to be the silent power of Invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
Unes of spirit power, attraction,' repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and

nrou«e increased Interest In tbe workable potilblll- 
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly vptirn« 
iitlcand at the same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parent«, teachers and other« who have charge ot tbe ; ..... . . . .
young, or who are called ur.on to exercise supervision their varied Dowel’S. It also has some- 
oyer lbs morally weak and mentally,affllctad, will thlDg tQ elementalSi an(j man>g
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promut«
gated.

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? The True Basis of the Science.
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Qeflectlons.thereon.
Relati jn of Psycholdgy to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will, 
imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory: Have we Two Memories?
Instinct, Reason aud Intuition.
Psychology aud Psycurgy.

'Mental and Moral Healing in the Light cf Certa’nNew
. Aspects of Psychology.
Music; Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought; How to Develop andl zztase । 

It. ।
Concentration of Thought. and whau .» van Accom«1 

pllsb. I
A Study of Hypnotism. !
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy aud Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy. .
Mediumship, Its Nature and Uses.
Habits, How Acquired and bow Mastered; with some 

Comments ou Obsession and Its Remedy.
Seership and Prophecy.
Dreamsand Visions. *
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearing 

on Psychology. /
Individuality vs. Eccentricity - 

Price IL For sale at ¿bls office.

power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlies of the-Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease Is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. ¡Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

B.

TESTIMONIAL. . , 
Olean, N. Yi, March 27,1899. 

F. Poole, ClintoBi, Iowa: •

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND“

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
TO WBXOSH ADDED ,.

Volney’s Answer to Dr. Priestly, aBlo<raphiQ*l Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and

> Constellations by the Editor;

My Dear Sir:—It affords me especial 
pleasure to inform Jou that I have re
ceived the Melted Pebble Spectacles, 
and regard them a« truly a marvel. 
They are a perfect fit, clear and dis
tinct, easy and restftil to the eye.

Wishing you every success in the fu
ture, I am sincerely and fraternally
yours, A. L. COTTON.

Spirit Yarma say&ia sample is better 
than a description! <1 will send'a sam-.
pie of the best stomach and liver rem
edy ever, compoundpd; -also" sample .of 

. Mggnetlzefl: Compound ;fbr'fell kinds of 
sore and..weak eyes—sufficient to give 

I you a fair test of their curing powers— 
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o all for 10 cents, postpaid.

the Ancient«. I The formula was given me by one of
---------  I the adept physicians of the lost Atlan- 

Prluted on heavy paper, from new plates, to large, tls, Dr. Yarma. I Will send you his 
Clear type, with portrait and illustrations. One vol., WA„ «w-i, r> m paathipost8VO, 2« pages; paper, 60 cento; cloth, 75 cents. , Plloto lf J ou wlBh- UOOLE.

■ Clinton, Iowa.Thia Is undoubtedly one ot the beat and moat uiefal 
books over published. It eloquently advocates tbs 
best Interests uf mankind, aud clearly point« out ths 
sources of human-ignorance and misery. The authorV ». • » - V   .. ■ . “.» V .
Is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari* THE REASON WHY

'Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh” has
tlon or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and tbe causes of both tbe prosperity and tbe 
ruin ot ancient states. A general assembly of the , ■ , x*_r..»
nations is at length convened, a legislative body been so eminently successful during the
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of govern- oast quarter century all over the land.
flent, and of laws dismissed, and the Law of Nature—' f? <♦. a«i.,
ounded on justice and equity—1« finally proclaimed because it Is the only tieatinent thatficnt. and of laws dlsaUBsed, and the Law of Nature— 
ouuded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

The funeral of Karst K. Kenny, the 
two years old child of Mrs. Mattle Ken
ny, was held at the residence of Mr. and 
Mrs. S. W. Karst last Saturday morn
ing. Mrs. Celia Louck delivered the dis
course on the subject, “There Is No 
Death,” in which she most beautifully 
presented the spiritual philosophy of 
the continuity of life as well as the 
consolations and benefits derived from 
a knowledge of the demonstrated laws 
of organized life, the progress and un
foldment. L. L. B.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history^of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The anlmys of Romanism against' all 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers ot 

' the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown

Passed to spirit life from his home at 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Iowa, on the even
ing of April 25, Mr. O. H. Jackson, In 
the 76th year of his age. He had been 
a pronounced Spiritualist for forty 
years, was one of the founders of the 
Mississippi Valley Association of Spir
itualists which inaugurated and runs 
the Mt. Pleasant Park camp-meeting, 
which bolds its seventeenth session the 
coming August -

Funeral services were held on the 
the 28th, In the pavilion, Dr. Juliet H. 
Severance, a long-time friend and co

' worker, officiating as he had desired. 
Mrs. Hulser sang his favorite spiritual 
songs as she alone can sing them. His 
only child, Mrs. Frankie Cole, well 
known as the vocalist of tbe First Spir
itualist Church of the South Side, with 
her son Burt, th’fe only grandchild, was 
in attendance. A large concourse of 
people of every shade of religious opln- 

i Ion was up from the city to pay their 
’ tribute of respect to one they had so 
. long and favorably known.
I JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M. D.

In- these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” Is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of mhmnrn atrocities. It Is for 
sale nt this olnce. and will be mailed 
postpaid tor 25 ceuts.

-•Mahomet, Uis Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.’’ By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of tho Library of Liberal Clas
sics It is conceded to be historically 
correct. ^n<l so exact and perfect in 
Qverv detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For saie at this office. .

’Titus Merritt writes: •• The lust sub
scribers who obtained Art Magic are

Life of Thomas Paine, .
By Editor of the Nationri with Preface and Note« 

6y Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view* of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joo Barkw, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brietot, and the most prominent of Paine’s 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.

is used both as an insufflation and inter
nally. In this way it finds and kills the 
catarrh germs both In the mucus linings 
as well as in every part of the body.

Send for our 64-page book with S. 
Blank and testimonials, mailed free.

Address H. H. JACKSON, M. D.
Dept. K. 848 W. Madison street, 

Chicago, Ill.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is .sick and failed to find

ZENOBIfl GfiBINET,
For tho Speedy and Reliable

^Development of Mediumship at 
Your Own Home ,

(Tbe proper place to bring true reeultg and proof of 
spirit return), auch as Materialization, Elhereiillra- 
tlon, IiiBptnitlou, Clairvoyance, Automatic aud Judo-' 
pendent Writlug, Independent Music, Trumpet Speak« 
log. In fact any latent phase you may ponses«. This 
Cabinet Is unlike anything that has ever been offered. 
It is not a toy plauehetto or similar device, but ha 
full sized Cabinet six feet long, six feet high and 
three feet deep. Every Cabinet la thoroughly Mag
netized by tbe Zcnobla Band of Spirit« through their 
Mediums

THE BROCKWAY FAMILY,
whose reputation 1« known far and near for the con
vincing proof of immortality, n« given through their 
organism. A large pamphlet giving mediumlstlc ex« 
perlences, photo engraving* of (he. family, and full 
description of the Cabinet «ent to any address for two 
2ct stamps. More interesting aud instructive than 
mauy books that aro sold for ten times the price. Ad- 
drew. BROCKWAY FAMILLY, 408 17th avenue. 
Denver, Colo. 495

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer.

Spiritual Communications by Letter, 
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

HEALING AT A DISTANCE
Obsession Cured.

Life Readings and Business Advice,

$1.00 and Two Stamps.
Addrena No. 606 Utb tL, Oakland, Cal.

m have never known a more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for tho Splrlt-world than Chas, 
waiter Lynn. Job. IIodesBuchanan.

PABULUM OF LIFE
Best On Earth for gtomach and 

Kidney Trouble.
Will restore at once healthy action to the stomach 
and organs of urination, This is no deleterious drug, 
no nauseating physic, but

AN ABSOLUTE LUXUKY, 
and Spiritual nutrition, derived from the herb of the 
field, the flowers of the forest, and leaves of the trees. 
IT IS NEW,PLEASANT AND DELIGHTFUL, 
LIFE-GIVING AND HEALTH-PRODUCING.

By mall, 11. Enough for two week,.

DR. R. GREER, 
62 Dearborn st., Chicago.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psycbometrj 
and Laws of Unfoldment, For particulars adtlreil 
EMMA RUDER, »04 Central avc., Hamilton, Ohio.
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GOLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, Including the ., 

8un Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mliid Cure, 
and a higher scleueeof life. Chemical affiuttyand 
haste principles developed with their marvelous ap* 
plications. Students in four continents have taken tb« 
course. The college 18 chartered and confers the de* 
gre« of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diplomas granted under either the Neiy jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogucio

4titf E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D., Dean.

MA^SFieLD'S 
FAMOUS 

Homeopathic Treatment
Cures Where Others Fail.

Bend name, age, sex and leading symp
tom for Free Diagnosis.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid^Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

A LIRRARY.
Cojiimeuce formlug oue now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1,20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when It was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

REAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that W{ty, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York,' and there can 
be no loss.
. Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided, * - ■

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this ofllce $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can.not keep 
In step with our great movement, ahd 
will necessarily lag In the rear,- If you 
are a Splritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know. ’

CHILD-BIRTH,
Free, Easy, Painless, Without Instruments. Dr. Jes
sie Walsh makes a specialty of nursing and applying 
common sense, up to date methods lu carldg for ladles 
during confinement. She says there Is no need of se
vere trials, laceration, and disappointing results If the 
proper treatment Is given at the right time. She off
ers her services at very reasonable prices to the read
ers of Thu Progressive Thinker, slie ocing an advanced 
occult student herself. Address Dr. Jessie Walsh, the 
Alpha Club, 52 Dearborn st., Chicago. P.S.—Sbe at
tends cases in or out of the city. , «95

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
in practice. His cures are marvelous. Successful la 
all kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When other* 
faillie cures. Scud him age, sex, name, luck of hair 
and 6 cts. In stamps nnd he will send a clairvoyant ex
amination of your diseases and treat you for only *2.00 
a month. No leading symptom required. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.»
85 Warren st., Stoueham. Mass. .

SIX PERSONAL OR BUSINESS QUESTIONS, AN
swered by psychic powor, 25 cents. For life-read

ing and six questions send date of birth, aud *1. Ad
dress Elsie, l>ox 603, National City, Call. - 497

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesail forms of stomach, liver and kidney disease: 
alsoconstlpatlon. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for on* 
month sent for|I.00.

On, package of our Magnetized Compound for aora ' 
eyes or poor oyealgbt. Ha, bean mod and praised by 
thousand, lu all parts of the world. Sent for 60 centi 
or all three sent postpaid for *1.111 with Yarmu’l 
photo and Instructions how tollvo lOOyears.

If you wish to know what alls 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
Bex and name in full. Address Melted Pebble Spectacles;

Restorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular* 
showing styles aud pricesand photo of Spirit Yarma. 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own borne as if you were in my 
office, us thousands can testify. Send stamp for 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton. Iowa.

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. W. M. PURSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 
Still continues to give 

FREE Diagnosis and 
FREE Consultation. .

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop inedlumsblp. 
Many, by its use, have received long communio** 
lions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, |i, and 20 cents extra for txpressage. 
For sale at the office of Tub PiIogkkssi ve TuinKbb,

Practical Guide to Occult Science, 
Development, etc., lie; ''Abtrologlcd Note,." Sc 
The two for 10c. Gko. Walboso, Opera House blk.. 
Denver, Colo 478cr

YOU Are Invited to Write
SEND Postage Stamp for Reply.

youb, Future
Astrologer. Rooms 6 A 7 Tabor Opera House Blodk, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from |1. Send stamp for circu
lars. 434tf

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psycbometrlet and Business Medium 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph 11-00 
Three reasonable.questions answered by mhll for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. 877tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium,who Is clalraudlent. clairvoyant, pay. 

ehotyetric nnd prophetic, cud be consulted at No. 1G8G 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagemenu can be made 
by letter. 45Otf

MRS. MAUD L. GILLETTE,
Ihdependeni Elute Writer, 218 East 42ud Pi„ Chicago.

FOR RENT,
At Lily Dale, N. Y., furnished cot

tage, nine rooms. Address F. A. K.,

DR. J. SWNNSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And Ids Spirit Band treat all kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any dlstuuce, without medicine; 
and cure mauy cases where medicine has fulled. Tes
timonials from all parts of the United States. Send 
stamp for circulars aud terms, etc. 1723 Clinton ave
nue, Minneapolis, Minu. 502

40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill. tf

FAT FOLKS Two yearB °K° 1 reduced my rai ruonj welght lbB by following the 
sugge.tlons of departed friend,; no gain, no 
starving, nothing to sell Inclose stamp for par
ticulars, Mrs. P. T. Molesworth, 116 Clymer St- 
Brooklyn, N. Y.

OPIUMS 
• Never-failing, harmless and permanent home cure. 
Valuable TreatUo on Addiction mailed free. « 
Dr. J.C.UOFFMAN, /-MIaabeltaBldg.u01ilcaffo,nL

Wonderful Revelations
From the Stars.

Your Horoscope cnst nnd delineated, embracing 
character, heulth, business, finance, your occupation 
and Kucccsa In life, conjugal adaptability, yuur phase 
of mediumship aud personal advice. Full reading 
tl; trial 2« cents, stamp and date of birth. Book on 
astronomy free with each reading.F. P. BRANDT,

Box 516, Grand Rapids, Mich. 497

relief, should send their name and ad-
The Aee of Reason; dress (wlth stamP £or reP1y> to Dr- J-

Befag .^veatiXor^ue .ud Fahuiou. The- CRAIG Sacramento, Call., and I will
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates (through Spirit power) send you the 
andnew type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cents; cause and condition of your trouble} 
cloth, 60 | and after I give you a correct dlagno-
Common Sense. ' sis, if you wish help I will make my

o»«* terms within your reach. '
an Engiiah author. Paper, 16 cents. i n. B.—The above advertisement Is for
The Rights of Man. the benefit of suffering humanity, and

Part. I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke-, if you know Of any one who is sick, and. 
«lack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., i« Ig skeptical, Show them the above ad. 
page.. Paper, 80 cents! cloth, 50 cent«, . jl convlnC6 them of the truth
Paine'ii Complete of gplrlt return. 490

Theological Works. I_____________________________________

pXXpoIX woX. C1 “ ’ i THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
Common Sense, The Crisis, Righto of Man, eta 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 page*, doth, 81*00) 
postage, 20 cent*.

Mr. Samuel Fertlg, of Canal Dover, 
Ohio, well known to many visitors at 
Lake Brady Spiritualist Camp-meetings 
of late years, passed to the higher life, 
April 29, 1899, aged 87 years and 76 
days. He was an active business man.' 
After the transition of his wife,’which 
occurred a few years ago, Mr. F., who 
was of a strong mind, could not accept 
the popular religious theories in regard 
to the future life, and visiting Lake 
Bradv camp-meetings, he soon em
braced Spiritualism and became an en- 
thusindtlc advocate of the beautiful 
truths of Spiritualism. He selected 
Rev. E- W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. 
Y., to officiate at his funeral, who Im* 
proved the occasion by delivering an 
earnest and eloquent discourse, which- 
brought .tears to many "eyes. It left a 
good impression bn his hearers, who 
would hive listened tor-hours Had time,

highly pleased with its perusal, and 
state"that every»Spiritualist and Free
thinker should suhsbrlb'e for your valu
able paper and obtain the book.”

The Principles of Nature, as DIscov- »------------
ered lii the Development and Structure! his many fnends, and partlculaily bj 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual, his amiable and gifted family. , 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual' . O. H. MATHEWS.
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spin I 
Itual Planes nnd Spheres. Given InspL 
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In.., ----------
three volumes, 8vo. A . remarkable By Ignatius Donnelly., Sums up all in
work; among the greatest 4n the liter- torjuatlpn relative to the lost continent 
ature of Spiritualism. Price: reducedl-njOAtltiiitis. He regards the description 
from «1.75 to «1.25 per volume. Post-, of it giv.cn by Plato as veritable history, 
age 12 cent». - - | it is intensely interesting. Price, 12.

permitted. Miv F. will be missed by

New Philadelphia, 0.

•Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.”

A

-IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

~AND—•

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thl. I, a melt vafaBbte took. It come, from an Xx- 
Frlaat, whole charactai’ u above reproach, and who 
know* what he.la talkUW ebout. STerrbodr ibould 
reed it. Price, ,1.00. It-Contain, thb fallowing chap
ter»:

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF | a CHAPTER T.
Raaultb ot recent iclentfac research regardfag th* The Straggle befare the Surrbnder of Womanly Self

origin. poaltlon and prospecta ot mankind. । reapect fa the Confesuonal.
From tbe German of I . CHAPTER II. .

__  __ ;________ : ”___ ■. •__ I Auricular Confeaaton a ©*ep Pit of Perdition for th« 
DR LUDWIG BUCHNER, I Frim. chapter hi

Amber of “Force and Vatter?’ Eaaays on Nature anti Tp. conteaalonM WtbeMaaern Sodom. - Science,” “Phyifalogfcal’picturee,” “Six Lee- «« WiMeMlOhaimMM^ ioaom.
turea onbarwln,” Eto. How tho Vow of-;|jen*acFW theMalta la made eaay

“Tbe great myatery of existence conalata In perpet- Aurloular v *
The hlgbly-educatad’andlRfinedWoman fa-theCo» 

the“S™8oftheOc™;“¿“1 hXJÜtff’i»“ ' laauonal—Wbrtbecom* ot her atteruncondltlofa
grata or the water drop as well as the highest being In I 
treation, man and bls thought«. Only the form« In I 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being « 
itself remata« eternally the same and imperishable 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only oxfl 
personal consciousness. We live on in nature, in out | 
nee, In our children. In our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In short. In tho entire material and physical contiibu- 
tl m which, during óur short personal existence, we ] 
Invc furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
hftnre in genernl.”—Buechner. ,

'ne vol., post Rvr.. rN-nt- pages, vellum cloth, *1.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This wprk Is ono of tho Library of Liberal Classic«. 
Ho author was better qualified to write an Impartial 
and honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume 1« Intensely Interesting. It should be 
read In'conjunctlon with Gibbon** work. For sale at 
this office.- Price. 25 cents. 1

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS”
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

al surrender—Her irropsfrable Ruin. 
. JCHAPIDER VI.

Auricular Confesahm dirtrty» all the Sacred Ties oi
Marriage and Haman Society. .

BHAFfflR VII. _
Should Auricular OonfeaaW be tolerated among Civil* 

Izcd Nations? , ■ *
CHAPTER VIII. *

Does Auricular Cokfftalonlbrlng Peace to the Soul?
TCHAPflffiR IX.

The Dogma of AnrlcuiartConfeaalon a Sacrilegloui 
Imposture. ' ___ • _ ‘,

• rBHAFlTER X.
God compels, the <Churcb>of Rome to confess the 

Abomination* of AurlctUar Confession.
ICHAPDER XL /

Auricular Confession in ‘Australia, America, and 
EYance.

CHAPTER XII. „
A Chapter for the’Consideration of Legislators. Hus

band« and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest Of Rome must Question his Penitent* 
’ Sent Post-paid. Price. $1.00. ,

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. teal, Underhill, ot tho Fox Family.
Tnterostlng nnd valuable ns n history of tbo'begin- 

ning of .Modern Spiritualism, by ono of the Fox Sla
ters. 478 Pages. 10 llluttratlons, Including portrfilts of 
thcT ox Family. History of tho Hydesville rappings, 
aarclated-by eyc-wltneesee; remarkabl - and well-at
tested manifestations: the-‘oxpoBuros; 4 etc. Hand-

Ora few thoughts m how to reach '«bat altitude 
where spirit is supreme and all things ail) lubjcct to 
It. With portrait. By Mose« Hull. Just tho book .'-««.v«. uniuvsu.»».—, —.r---------- ---• ---■ ■
to teach you that you arc a spiritual llttnt, and to i romely bound in cloth, But few copies remaining, 
ahow you how to.educate your spirit] ¿ftacultlea. fubllsherB- price, *kta Wcwlirscndthobookpost« 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cento; la M* cover, 2S paid for *1.4U.. s . • ■ • »
cent* For aata at this office. ...... ---
T~ THF colli. ’ THOMAS PAINE S

ri. ' ■ .^UU,U’..w „ ’ Examination of the PropbedM.

gvi&ig

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain.a valuable acquisi
tion to their- library at the. same time— 
Art Magic. The paper ope year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the bqok is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of thè reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

“The Religion ot the Future.” By 8. 
Well This is a work of far mord than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualist« tvho 
love deep, dear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
thia office. Price, cloth, «1.25; paper, 
50 cents. ■

"Human Culture and Cure. -Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (in. 
cluding’Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
' - A-SEQUEL TO

THE T0-M0ER0W OF DEATH.

BYLOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH-
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wm wrlten to 

develop the Idee o2 tho principle of the permanence 
Gt the hum&h eonl after death, and Ite reincarnation 
In a chain of new belnza, whose successive Iioka are 
teroiled In tho bosom of etherlal space. ’’Bzyokd 
ftis Threshold’’ continues on the same Unes, en« 
larring and expanding the idea bv reasons and con* 
slderatlon« drawn from science aha philosophy; claim«' 
tag that the’certainty of a now birth beyond our 
earthly end is tho best moans of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of ueatb, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re« 
Ugtons. From beginning to end it is interesting, en« 
tertainlng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
ono accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in Its pcrusaL Pricell.25 
For sale at this office. c

IMMORTALITY,
A poem la five cantos "If a man die, shall he Ure?" 

Is full; answered. B; W. B. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
. SURE SUCCESS. . .

- A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
fa matters pertaining to physical, mental and spiritual 
health. Worth many times ft, coat. Price 10 cents.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE. 
ITbl« work will te found <s,pecl»Ily fatjrertlng to nn 
feff ÄmÄoü tí ÄÄ

The College of Psychical Sciences
The only one In the world for the unfoldment of all 
spiritual powers, psycliometry. clairvoyance, Inspira
tion. healing, Illumination. For terms, circulars, 
percentage of psychical power, send a stamped ad
dressed envelope'to J. C. F. Grumbike (author and 
lecturer), 1718J4 W.Genesee at.,SyracuHc. N.Y. 468tf

ASTRAL READING.
A boioicbpe*of your birth and interpretation of the 

planet's effect upon the soul's incarnated destiny, to
gether with occult instruction aud discipline to pro
mote psychic development and unfoldment of spirit
ual powers1, also booklet No 4, of Occult Series. Send 
date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to

URIEL BUCHANAN,
. Lock Box 210, Chicago, Ill.

YES YOU CAN
ET WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT

I < tie of ELI XIR OF LIFE. A spirit remedy. Pure« 
\J ly vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renew« 
Mie. Thousands rejoice over health restored. For 
blood, liver and kidney ailments „there Is no better 
remedy made. Send for circular. DR. E. K. MYERS, 
Clinton, Iowa. 494tf

’ Contrasts in Spirit Life;
And Recent Experience, of Samuel Bowie, fa the 
Flr<t Five Sphere., Eta Written through the hand 
of Carrie E. B. Twlng. Paper, SOo. .

FAITH OR FACT.
Illustrating conflict between credulity and vitalized 

thought, etc. By Henry M. Taber, with a preface 
by Col, Robert G. Ingersoll. Clfith, 11. A valuable' 
work. •

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KÍRK.
This is the only book which states the simple prin

ciples of the Zodlao in simple terms, making the entlr# 
matter clear to the averge understanding.

This volume indicates the location, characteristics

MRS. MNGGIE WAITE,
Reading by moll, 11.06. Business advice a specialty. 

278 Merrick avenue, Detroit, Mich. 403tf

Something New and Reliable
If rick, write me a letter stating the fact, with age, 

name, «ex and complexion and six cents In stamps, 
and I will tell you just what your troubles are by 
Paychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter Is enough. 
Herbulklic Remedies in couuectlon with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LQUCKS, 
85 Warren st-, Stoneham, Maes. J 94

HUMAN CULTURE SCURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D<

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price. cloth, 75 cents, For sale at this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific' and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

itoNTBNT«: The Beginning«; Fundamental Prlncb 
flei; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Sun*

Janets and BitellU «. The Origin of Meteo-* aufl 
Comet«;The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Mag; 
Man—Bls Attribute« and rowers; Tbe Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives l a Highest Impressions; Tho Record Bouk, or ' 
The Htavetily Ether: How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do«

’'"J

This volume indicates the location, characteristics bea»e;iuB rjncrur opirnum »uuy, uivwui *uu wv 
an« Influence of each sign of the Zodiac, giving th*;' genoration; Morally. 8p ritualism I ‘roved by the 
days which each slfen governs, and the gems ana ; Bible; The Bible and Cbrku fbe Summary . V *_at 
un*al colors associated with each. Must ITe Do to Bo Savpd. For sale at thlso.Hce

IUD» UUU i 
W.wav —............... | -

Tho dlBeaeee of the body, how to cure them, and the Price cloth. $1.00.' Paper 50c.fault» of character Incidental to the dittorent domains. nioe, ttueu, oi.vv. x u| o ____
The method» of growth for each human being. I------——r> A Amir
The domain« from which companions, huabando fljid 9 MAN THE MICROCOSM. •
Thccbiracterlstlca of children bora In dlftcrcnt'do- . HI, Infinite and Dlvtao Relations. Intultlon-Tbe 

mains, and the condition* to be observed in their care; -Light Within. - By Glle* B. Stebbins. Price, 10c» 
and education. . ; -- ------------————

The personal ability and talent of the Individual 
with reference to domestic, social and business’ she 
cess, . , ,,

This work 1« tbe-result of profound research, and in 
Its preparation tho author has been largely assisted by. 
J. C. Street, A. B.N. .

" THREE SEVENS,
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